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INITIALS USED IN VOLUME II. TO IDENTIFY INDIVIDUAL 
CONTRIBUTORS,' WITH THE HEADINGS OF THE • 

ARTICLES IN THIS VOLUME SO SIGNED. 

A. LB. 

/L B. R. 

A.C.R.C. 

A.0. 

A. F. L. 

A.s. P. 

A. G. 

A. Hall. 

A. J. 1.  

A. L. 

A. N. 0. 

A. S. IL 

A. T. 

A. W. R. 

B. 

11. R. 

C.Ar. 

C. B.• 

C. CIL 

Chief Chemist, U.S. Geological Survey and Tenth U.S. Census, 1879-18814 AlgaIlall• 
Amass/ ALEXANDER Buda. 

Member American Philosophical Society. Author of Chemical Analysis of Iron; &c. 
Ammo BARTON RENDLE, F.R.S., F.L.S. D.Sc. 

Editor of The Year's Art. 

Sat A. HourtarScatammt, C.I.E. 

Amur: City ; Amur-Beal-Pal.

Gerund in the Persian Army. Author of Eastern Persian leek. Ardebil. 
ANDREW JACKSON LAMOUREUX. 	 Argentina: Geography. 

Loixerian. College of Agriculture, Cornell University. Editor of the Rio News{ Asuncldn; 
(Rio de Janeiro), 1879-t9ot 

See the biographical article: Irmo, ANDREW. 	 {Apparitions. 

AGNES MARY Cunene. 	 { Astronomy: History. See the biographical article: Cutest, A. M. 
ALEXANDER STUART MOILRAY, LL.D. 	 Aqueduct (in part). 

Merman Titoism, D.•is-L. 
Professor in the University of Paris. Member of the Institute of France. Director Aubusson: Town. of Studies at the Ecok Pratique des Haute Etudes. Author of Leg bats pro- 
einciiiiis de in France ccstrale sous Charles VII; &c. 

ALEXANDER WOOD RENTON, M.A., LL.B. 	 Apportionment; Pulsne Jud
w&

ge of the Supreme Court of Ceylon. Editor of Encyclopaedia of the laws { Arbitration. 
 of-Ex:la 

Loan Bar muuts M.P., F.S.A. 
Eldest son of the 26th Earl of Crawford. Trustee of National Portrait Gallery. Art Galleries. 
Hon. Secretary, Society for Protection of Ancient Buildings Author of Donatello;&c. 

Set BovErron Ranw000, D.Sc., F.R.S. (Edin.), Assoc.Inar.C.E., M.INsrM.E. 
Adviser on Petroleum to the Admiralty, the Home Office and the Indian Office. { AMUR. 
President, Society Chemical lad., 1907-1906. 

Qumran: Antrous. 	 Macaw Aborigine. 
University College, Oxford. Barrister-at-law. Author of The Americas Hag 

CHARLES Bharat', D.-ts-L., D.Lrrr. (Oxon.). f Annals; Aneelme; 
See the biographical article: HIMONT, CHARLES. 	 1 Adak de labalmee; 

CH AR 	CREEL, M.A., D.Sc., LL.D., F.A.S. 	 Atmospheric Eherleity; Superintenden__ Observatory Department. National Physical Laboratory. Formerly { A urora  polaris. 
 Fellow of moo College, Cambridge. President,, Physical Society of London. 

to complete list, showing all individual contrilutors, appears in the final volume. 

AnI088110,1118 Keeper of the Department of Botany, British Museum. 	 art); ANIL 

Ammer CHARLES ROBINSON Cams. 	 Art Societies. 

Au = CO SPENCER, 
Geologist

E 
 to the Geological Survey of the United States. 	 Appelacidan Nountsba. 

Alum FRANCIS LEACH, M.A. 
Charity Commissioner since 1906. Fellow of All Souls' College, Oxford, 1874-1881. ma ma. mama..  Assistant Secretary, Board of Education. Author of English Schools at ll  
the Reformation; History of Wincheskw College; Bradfield College; &c.

Professor of English History in University of London. Fellow of All Souls' College, Asian. 
ALBERT FREDERICK POLLARD, M.A., F.R.Hxst.Soc. 

Oxford. 
MAJOR TH 

Inspector
Ike Prism 

 of Prisons, 2878-1896. Author of 17t
UR CHARGE FREDERICK GRLYFITHS (d. tou8). 

e Cltromicks of IferogaW;{ Anal's:9017MM 
AR 

MM. 
Sardis of 	House; drc. 

A. B. S. 

	

	Ray. Marmara HENRY SAYCE, D.Lrrr., LLD., D.D. 
See the biographical article: SAYCII, A. H. 

• 	 Atacama, Desert of. 
ANDREW LANG. 

See the biographical artkie: MURRAY, ALEXANDER STUART. 



vi 	INITIALS AND HEADINGS OF ARTICLES 
0. m. 	SIR CHARLES NORTON Konncusran ELIOT, K.C.M.G., C.B. %  M.A., LLD., D.C.L. 

Vice-Chancellor of Sheffield University. Scholar of Baal, Oxford, 11381-t1383. 
Hertford, Baden, Ireland, Craven and Derby Scholar. Fellow of Triniti ir:: 
Secretary Embassy at St Petersburg. 1888-1890; Constantinople, 	1130. dam Hiram 
Commissioner for British East Africa, 1900-1904. Author of Turkey is 
Letters from Si. Far East. 

 C.F. A. 	Camas FRANCIS ATEINSON. 	 Arms and Armour: Finalist: London (Royal A  Formerly Scholar of Queen's College, Oxford. Captain, tat City of 	 Ate; Aruba.  
Fusiliers). Author of The Wilderness and Cold Halms% 

0.B. Bd. 	CRARLIS Haim= READ, LL,D. (St Andrews). 
Keeper of British and Medieval Antiquities and Ethnography, British Museum. Arebsede . 
President of the Society of Antiquaries of London. Past Prnidat of the Anthro- 
pological Institute. Author of Antignilie s from Benin; 

C M. 	-Csousnur Prism, D.-di-L. 	 Antrasdon; 
of Fl t sat k rape is RAM is Pinot. 
Professor at the Sorbonne Paris. Chevalier of the Legion of Honour. Author f Austrags.  

oir   
C. PI. 	Ray. CHARLES Punthart M.A. 

Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Orford. Ford's Lecturer, root. Author of Life { Anglo•Bison Chroolda, 
and Times of Alfred cis Great; akc. 

• C. W.0 	CHARLES WALDSTLIN, MA., Dim., PH.D. 
Slade Professor of Fine Art, Cambridge. Fellow of King'sCambrit A rgos: Ti. lioramt. or of Director the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge, 1883 ,-1118C1j.11erirector of 
Americas Archaeological School at Athens, 1889-4893. 

C.W. W. 	Sri Camas WILLIAM WILSON, K.C.B., K.C.M.G., F.R.S. (1836-2897). 
Major-General, Royal Eogiiieeea Secretary to the North American Boundary Ararat; 
Commission,r858-1862. ritish Commissioner on the Servian Boundary Com- Armenia; 

 mission. Director-General of the Ordnance Survey, 1886-1894. thrmtor-
General of Military Education, 1893-1898. Author of Frees Korti to Khartum; Ails  MUM& 
Life of Lord Oirs; &c. 

D. C. B. 	Dimrraus CHARLES Somas. 
Author of England and Russia in Central Asia; History of China; Life of Gordon ; { Antwerp. 
India in the rpth Century; History of 13elgison; &c. 

D. F. T. 	DONALD Fest= TOVEY. 
Balliol College, Oxford. Author of Essays in Msuical Analysis, comprising The {Aria. 
Classics) Concerto, The Goldberg Variations. and analyses of many other classical works. 

D. G. B. 	DAVID GEORGE HOGARTH, M.A. 
Deeper of the Ashmolean Museum. Oxford. Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford. Antioch; Amnia; Arahea; 
Fellow of the British Academy. Excavated at Paphos, 111193; Naukratis, 1899 Affia MOW; Aspandus; and 1903; Ephesus, 1904-1905. Assiut, zoo6-1907. Director, British School at Ams. 

 Athens, 18.n-19o°. Director, Cretan Exploration Fund, Dino. 
D. H. 	DAVID HANNAY. 	 Anson, Ban; 

Formerly British Vice-Consul at Barcelona. Author of Short History off ak Rani Antonio, Prior of Cron; 
Navy, 5217-1688; Life of Emilio Cashier;Ore. Arvada, Count of; Armada

B. Br. 	ERNES BARKER, M.A. 
Fellow and Lecturer of St John's College, Oxford. Formerly Fellow and Tutor of A nus  gounag. 
Merton College. 

B. B. T. 	EDWARD Burearr Tarot, F.R.S., D.C.L. (Oxon.). 	 { Anthropology. See the biographical article: Tyr -oft, E. B. 
B. C. B. 	RIGHT Ray. EDWARD Cranial- Bunn, 0.S.B., 	(Dubl.). 	 { Anthony, Ban; Augustinian 

Abbot of Downside Abbey, Bath. 	 Canon; Augustinian 
Hermits; Augustinian, 

Ed. N. 	'EDWARD MEYER, D.Lrrr. (Oxon.). 	 Anna; Ardashir; Anna; Professor of Ancient History in the University of Berlin. Author of Ceschichk des 
Aria; Anabanus. Akerthums; Forschungen sup altos Geschichte; Geschichte des alias Aogyptiou; Die 

Israelites and lire NackbarstIonnts;&c. 	 Artaphernes; Artisans; 

E. G. 	EDMUND Goan, LL.D. 	
Malan 

See the biographical article: Goon, E. W. 	 I Ashjornson ani Hoe; 

0. 0.• 	EDMUND Owzw, M.B., F.R.C.S., LLD., D.Sc. 	 l Assonant*.  
Consulting Surgeon to St Mary's Hospital, London, and to the Children's Hospital, 
Great Ormond Street. Late Examiner rn Sur,  at the Universities of Cam- """'" 0•"" 
bridge, Durham and London. Author of A Mass of Anatomy for Senior Students. APPladfdlls. 

11. P. H.' 	ERNEST PRESCOT HILL, M.INST.C.E. 
Member of the lulu of G. A, Hill & Sons. Civil Engineers, London. 	 Aqueduct Modem 

L B. L 	Su Emu; RAY LANXESTER, K.C.B., F.R.S., D.Sc. (Oxon.) LLD. 
Hon. Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. President of the British Association, 1986. 
Professor of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy in University College, London, Amami* 
1974-5119o. Linacre Professor of Comparative Anatomy at Orford, 1891-1898. Asaards. 

 Director of the Natural History Departments of the British Museum, 1898-roo7. 
Vice-President of the Royal Society, 5896. Romans Lecturer at Oxford, 1905. 
Author of Degeneration; The Advancement of Science; The Lindens of Mon; ths. 

Z. Ti. 	Ray. EMLRED LEONARD TAUNTON (d. 907 
Author

MI 
 of Tie Emilia Black Mash of St

). 
 Bessedia; History of the Jesuits 50 { Aquaviva, Cando. 

England; &c. 

I. V. L 	'EDWARD VERSALS. Lucas. 	 Austen, MIS. 
Editor of Lean of Charles and Mary Lamb. Author of Life of Clarks Lomb. 
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F. C. C. 

F. G. P. 

F. IL No. 

F. 11 0. 

 P.R. C. 

F. T. 111. 

P. IL Ie. 

F. W.11.* 

C. C. B. 

 G.E. 

CI.H. C. 

O. a lo. 

O. IL 

(i. So. 

C. W. B. 

O. W. T. 

IL B. 

H. Ch. 

IL F. a. 

H. 7. P. 

H. 7. T. 

EL Ha. 

ILK S. 

MIL O. 

Fnamtamg CORNWALLIS CONYBRA112, M.A. D.Th.(Giessen). 	 Anointing; Armenian Chunk; 
Formerly Fellow of University College, Oxford. Fellow of the British Academy. Armenian Language and 
Author of The Ancient Armenian Tests of Aristotle; 144, Magic and Morals; dx. 	utgulgurg; AsoeudEn. 

Fawns= Galax PARSONS, F.R.C.S., F.Z.S., F.R.Aummot.Ixst. 
Vine-President Anatomical Society of Great Britain and Ireland. Lecturer on 
Anatomy at St Thornas'a.Hospatal and the London School of Medicine for Arteries. 
Women. Formerly Examiner in the Universities of Cambridge, Aberdeen, London 
and Birmingham; and Hunterian Professor at the Royal Cathie of Surgeons. 

FRANCIS HENRY MMus, M.A., F.R.S. 
Fellow of Sidney Sussex College, Cambridge, and Lecturer on Physics and { Atom. 
Chemistry. 

FRANCIS Lutwutie Gnintru, M.A., PH.D. (Leipzig), F.S.A. 
Reader in Egyptology, Oxford. Editor of the Archaeological Survey and Archeco.Ansi*: APIs: 
logical Reports of the Egypt Exploration Fund. Fellow of the Imperial German MIAMI Assuan.
Archaeological Institute. 

FRAN! R. CANA. 
Author of South Africa from the Great Trek to the Union. 

Formerly Accountant-General of the Army. Author of Lives of Victor Hugo; Augler, 0. V. IL 
Metiers; Dickens; &c. 

Ste FRANK T. Manama C B. 

Physician to Charing Cross Hospital. Pathologist to the London County Asylums. Apopisty. 
Fammarcx WALKER Morr, F.R.S., M.D. 

Fullerian Professor of Physiology at the Royal Institution. 
FREDERICK WILLIAM Roman, LS.O., F.G.S. 

Curator and Librarian of the Museum of Practical Geology, London, ayik-rooa.{ 
President of the Geologists' Association, 1887-1889. 

GILBERT CHARLES Boum MA., F.R.S., F.L.S., D.Sc. (Oxon.). 
Linacre Professor of Comparative Anatomy at Oxford. Fellow of Merton 
College, Oxford. 

Ray. GEoitcz EDMIINDSON, M.A. F.R.Hurr.S. 
Formerly Fellow and Tutor of Brasenose College, Oxford. Ford's Lecturer, typo. / 

GEORGE HERBERT CARIMMTER, B.Sc. 
Professor of Zoology in the Royal College of Science, Dublin. President of the 
Association of Economic Biologists. Author of Insects: their Structure mod Life. 

Gunton HaunT Fowtta, F.Z.S., F.L.S., PH.D. 
Formerly Berkeley Fellow of Owens College, Manchester, and Assistant Professor 
of Zoology at University College, London. 

GIISTAY Katkar, Ph.D. 	 SS 
Professor of Church History, University of Giessen. Author of Des Palottum; &e. 

GRANT SHOWERMW, PH.D. 
Professor of Latin in the University of Wisconsin . Author at The Great Mother of 
the Gods. 

Cameos Virus Barman, A.M. 
Professor in Columbia University, New York. Author of The Roman Assemblies { 

 (1M): dm. 

Ray. Grarrrnme Wassais Tzsrcnza, M.A. B.D. 
Warden of CamdenCollep, Sydney. N.S.W. Formerly Tutor in Hebrew and 
Old Testament Histcsy at Mawfield College, Oxford. 

HENRY FRANCIS PELHAM, LL.D. 
See the biographical article.: PELHAM H. F. 

Ray. Hunt FANSHAWE Toss, M.A., F.R.G.S. 
Hon. Fellow of Exeter College, Oxford. Fellow of the British Academy. Corte
ponding Member of Historical Society of Greece. Author of Lectures on the Geo - Alen.rrnle  

graphy of Greece; History of Ancient Geography. Editor of Pinky's History of Greece. 
Ham HART. 

Barrister-at-law. 	 Auctions and Auctioneers. 
HENRY Hanscom STATHAM, F.R.I.B.A. 

Editor of The Builder. Author of Architecture (Modern) for General Readers;{ Architecture: Modena 
Modern Architecture; Ac. 

Ilacroa MUNRO CIMDWICK, M.A. 

Saxon Institutions. 
Fellow and Librarian of Clare College, Cambridge. Author of Studies en Anglo- { MO; Anginamong„ 

Ashanti. 

Asbestos; 
Atm:omits. 

Anthems. 

Argentina: History. 

Ant; 
APhial• 

Aquarium. 

Arius; Athanaslus; 
Augustine, Saint (of Hippo). 

Atih. 

Areopagus. 

'Anima lbn Shaddid; 
Arabia: Antiquities, History, 

Literature; Arabian Philo-
sophy (in port); Alltli; 

Asiarf; Aims% Assassin. 
Muir atuansuant, F.G.S. (d. ton). 

A Tutee on the Metallurgy of Iron. 
Formerly Lecturer on Metallurgy at the Ordnance College, Woolwich. Author of / Anth racite. 

HUGH CHISHOLM, M.A. 
Formerly Scholar of Corpus Christi College,‘Didcird. Editor of the 11th edition of AMY'',  Earls and Dnku a 
the Encyclopaedia Britannica; co-editor of the loth edition. 	 (in pa/Di Asquith. H. H. 

Hues FRIEDRICH GADOW, F.R.S., PH.D. 

Author of Amphibia and Reptiles. 
Strickland Curator and Lecturer on Zoology in the University of Cambridge. Archaeopteryx. 

1 Augustus. 
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H. N. D. 	HENRY NEWTON DICKSON, M.A., DSc. (Oxon.), F.R.G.S., F.R.S. (Edin.). 

Professor of Geography. University College, Reading. Author at Elementary Adautle Mei& 
Meteorology; Papers en Ocomegrapky:  

H. SO. 	Boma Stn. 
Professor in the University of Rennes. 	 { 

Anne of 	as 

H. Da. 	Mica SHERINGHASL 	 • 
Angling Editor of The Field (London). 	 { Angling. 

L A. 	ISRAEL ABRAHAMS, M.A. 
Reader in Talmudic and Rabbinic Literature. University of Cambridge. President, 
Jewish Historical Society of Emtland. Author et A Short History of Jewish Liters- 'Asher Ben MIK 
hire; Jewish Life is the Middle Ages. 

L B. B. 	ISAAC BAYLEY BALFOUR, F.R.S., M.D. 
King's Botanist in Scotland. Regius Keeper of Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh. 
Framer of Botany in the University of Edinburgh. Regius Professor of Angiosperms (ix part). 
Botany in the University of Glasgow, 1879--11014. Sherardian Professor of Botany 
in the University of Oxford, 1884-5888. 

I. A. H. 	Jam Aunt; How; B.Sc. 	 5 Arebean System; 
Curator and Librarian of the Museum of Practical Geology, London. 	 1 Arm* Group. 

J. A. R. 	Vent Roy. joszon ARIUTAGS ROBINSON, M.A., D.A. 	 . 
Dean of Westminster. Fellow of the British Academy. Hon. Fellow of Christ: 
College, Cambridge. Formerly Fellow of Christ's College, Cambridge, and Norrisian AIM" , Apoka of. 
Professor of Divinity. Author of Some Thoughts on the Incarnation; Ite. 

3. B. T. 	Six Joins Slap/ Trim M.D., LLD. (Edin.), D.Sc. (Dubl.) 
'President of the Neurological Society of the United Kingdom. Medical Director Aphasia. 
of NewSaughton Hall Asylum, Edffibbrgh. M.P. for the Universities of Edinburgh 
and St Andrews, woo-1950. 

J. Be. 	JOHN BILSON. 	
{ 

Architecture: Romanesque and 
Gothic, in England. External Examiner in Architecture, University of Manchester. 

J. D. B. 	jams DAVID Romans; M.A., F.R.G.S. 
Correspondent of The Times in South-Eastern Europe. Commander of the Orders Athens; 
of Prince DanDo of Montenegro and of the Saviour of Greece, and Officer of the Athos. 
Order of St Alexander of Bulgaria. 

J. D. Pr. 	Jam DYNELEY PRINCE, PH.D. 
Professor of Semitic Langua_ges, Columbia University, New York. Took part in Amur  mgekso. 
the Expedition to Southern Babylonia, 1888-89. Author of A Critical Commentary 
on the Boob of Daniel; Assyrian Primer. 

J. 0. C. A. 	JOHN GEORGE CLARE ANDERSON, M.A. 
Student, Censor and Tutor of Christ Church, Oxford. Craven Fellow. 5896. { Angora. 
Formerly Fellow of Lincoln College, Word. Joint-author of Studied& Posstica. 

I. G. It 	Su teSHUA GIRLINO FITCH. 	 •C Arnold, Matthew (ia jiced). 
the biographical article: Finn, SIR JOSHUA G. 

I. G. H. 	JOSETH G. HORNER, A.M.I.MECH.E. 	 { Asneaft. 
Author of Plating and Boiler Making; ese. 

3. 0. ft. 	&a Immo GEORGE Scorr, 1C.C.I.E. 
Superintendent and Political Officer, Southern Shan States. Author of Burma, a{ Malan• 
Handbook 	Upper Burma Gasetteer; Ike. 

J. R. A. H. Joins Timmy ARTHUR HART, M.A. 	 f Archaism, King of Judaea; 
Fellow. Lecturer and Librarian of St John's College, Cain ridge. 	 1 Asmoneus; Auldeans. 

3. IL P. 	JOHN HENRY Famigr, MA 
	 { 

Annalists; Aphrodite; Apollo; 
Formerly Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. 	 1 Artois* Athena. 

J. H. It. 	JOHN HORACE Room, M.A., LL.D. (Edin.). 	 {Ar undel, Earldom of. Author of Feudal England; Peerage and Pedigree; &e. 

1. HI. B. 	Joni,: liou.arm Rom, M.A., Lrrr.D. 
Lecturer on Modern History to the Cambridge University Local Lectures A 
Syndicate. Author of Life of Napoleon I; Napoleonic Studies; The DettiOPMela of "Ug.reaL 
W European Nations; The-Life of Pitt; Chapters in the Cambridge Modern History. 

I. 1. 	buts ISAAC. 	 { Anne of Francs. Professor of History at the Lye& of Lyons. 

J. L W. 	Mies JESSIE L. WESTON. f Arthur (King); 
Author of Arthurian Romances. 	 { Arthurian Legend. 

J. IL IL 	Joint MALCOLM Mrromu... 	 Aqueduct: Ancient and 

Formerly Scholar of Queen's College. Oxford. Lecturer in Classics, East Loudoi 	if. ediegal ; Aquinas, Th°111" 
College (University of London). Joint-editor of Grotes History of Greece. 	(us part); Archon; Anne 

and Armour: Ancient. 
J. Matt 	JAMES MACQUEEN. 

Member and Fellow of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons. Professor of 
SuTry at the Royal Veterinary Col 	London. Examiner for the Fellowship mum.  
Di ortut of the R.C.V.S. Editor of ng's Operative Veterinary Surgery (and 
edition); Dun's Veterinary Mediciaei (loth edition); and Neumana's Parasites and 
Parasitic Diseases of the Domesticities! Animals (and edition). 

J. P. IL 	JEAN PAUL HIPPOLITE EIIMAN171 ADHLMAR ESMEIN. 
Professor of Law in the University of Paris. Officer of the Legion of Honour. , 
Member of the Institute of France. Author of Cows Bhnentaire d'histoire di''''r Wags* 
drag /rascals: Ac. 
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JAcoz SAM= BALLIN. 	 Aproontleeddp. Founder and Hon. Sec. of the National Institution of Apprenticeship, London. 

JOHN SMITH FLEX!, D.Sc., F.G.S. 
Petrographer to the Geological Survey. Formerly Lecturer on Petrology in Edia• 
burgh trnivetsity. Neill Medallist of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. Bigsby `•••• 
MMellist of the Geological Society of London. 

Rev. Islas Singe. 	 {Aaiun:mirth 
Author of Madagascar and ifs People; Ac. 

JAMES VERNON BARTLIT, 	D.D. (St Andrews). 
Professor of Church History, Mansfield College, Oxford. Author of Tie Apostolic 
Age; he. 	 Apostolic Fathers. 

Jong WALTER GREGORY, F.Ft.S., D.Sc. 
Professor of Geology, University of Glasgow. Professor of Geology and Australia: Physical 
Mineralogy, University of Melbourne, woo-New Author of The Dead Heart of 	Geography. 
Australia; Australasia. 

Jmas Wyoming BHADLAM, M.A. 
Staff Inspector of Secondary Schools under the Basic! of Education. Formerly 
Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Professor of Greek and Ancient History at Ardor, DOW. 
Queen's College, London. Author of Bismarck and the Foundation of the Genitals 
Empire; 8tc. 

Lunn= Scntsurroza. 
 Author of The ImUnimenis of the Orchestra. 	
.[ &ghoul; ASOI: Adm. 

Lome &minor, D.-is-L. 
Lecturer 

cale 
on M 

desedChar ms
ieval Hi

,
story at the University of Bordeaux. Formerly Secretary { Anjou. 

of the S 	 Paris. 
Anhydrite; Anbolte; 

LEONARD JAMES SPENCER, M.A., F.G.S. 	 Annabergite; Anortbito; 
Departnsent of Mineralogy, British Museum. Formerly Scholar of Sidney Sussex Apatite; Apophyllits; 
College, Cambridge, andEarkness Scholar. Editor of the Mineralogical Magazine. Aragonite; Ammo; 

AR/rants; Antic 
Lome MAURICE BRANDIN, M.A. 	 Anglo-Korman 

Fielden Professor of French and of Romance Philology in the University of London. 

Luang WOLF. 
Vice-President of the Jewish Historical Society of England. Formerly President of { Ann48emillms. 
the Society. joint editor of the Bibliotheca Anglo-JWaica. 

MOSES CASTER. 
Chief Rabbi of the Sephardic communities of England. Vice-President, Zionist 
Congress, t8g8, 184n. zoom Ilchester Lecturer at Oxford on Slavonic and 
Byzantine Literature, 1886 and 1891. President, Folklore Society of England. Anthills the Mods& 
Vice-President, Anglo-Jewish Association. Author of History of Rumanian 
Popular Literature; A New Hebrew Fragment of Ben-Sire; The Hebrew Version of 
Secrets'', Secretorron of Arista& 

MONTAGUE HUGHES CRACIANTHORYX, K.C. D.C.L. 
President of the Eugenics Education Sonety. Formerly Member of the General 1 Arbitrauon,  hamatioNa 
Council of the Bar and Council of Legal Education. Late Chairman, Incorporated ll  
Council of Law Reporting. Honorary Fellow St John's College, Oxford. 

MICHAEL JAN DE GOEJE. 	 { Arabia: Literature (t part). 
See the biographical article: GORJE, MICHAEL JAN DIL 

Monte Immo, PH.D. (Leipzig). 
	Aim; Amu (God); Professor of Semitic Languages, University of Pennsylvania. Author of Religion 

of the Babylonians and Assynans; Ac. 	 Astrology. 

See the biographical article: noncom, Sot Wo.tagn. 

MARCOS NIESTIHR Too, M.A. 

Armins; Astrolabe. 

Fellow and Tutor of Oriel College, Oxford. University Lecturer in Epigraphy. it
Joint author of Catalogue of the Sparta Museum. 

MAXIMILIAN Orro B/SMARCZ CASPARI, M.A. 
Reader in Ancient History at London University. Lecturer in Greek at Birming- 
ham University. 1606-1908. Author of chapters on Greek History in The Year s 
Work is Clessscai Studies. 

Lion Acquits Ian= Pone= 
Formerly Archivist to the French National Archives. Auxiliary to the Institute Annals, Doc tr. 
of France (Academy of Moral and Political Sciences). 

Noma; licLr.so, M.A. 
Fellow, Lecturer and Librarian of Christ's College, Cambridge. University Lecturer 
in Aramaic. Examiner for the Oriental Languages Tripoa and the Theological APlullates• 
Tripos at Cambridge. 

NORTHCOTZ War/BRIDGE THOMAS, M.A. 	 Animal-Word*: 
Government Anthropologist to Southern Nigeria. Comisponding Member of the 
Sociit6 d'Anthropologie de Paris. Authoe of Thought Transference; Kinship and Anindial• 
Marriage in Anshan: 6= 

LADY Mooning. 

Agana; Arehidamns; 
Arlstodemns; Artetomenes. 

&otos of Sleyon; Arcadia; 
Argos: History; 
Aristides the Jost; 
Athens (in part). 
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0. Bg. 	OBWAID BARRON, F.S.A. 

Editor of The Aneeetor, 1902-1905. Hon. pence/oak& to Standing Council of Artellallish.Annan 
 Honourable Society of Baronetage. 

0. Br. 	thicart Boma. 	 • 	Amnia: Satisfies. 

P. A. 	PAUL DANIEL ALPHANDiRY. 
Professor of the History of Dogma, Ecole Pratique des Hamm Etudes, Sorbonne, APollionoir 
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Paris. Author of La Hies moraks ekes la Mirada= Wilms as dibed da Xi/i• Arnold of Brenda. 
kis. 

P. A. K. 	PRINCE PETER nisxxxvrrce Eitoconms. 	 Ansi; Adelman. See the biographical article: Kaorovraw. Parsecs PIPER A. 
P.C. IL 	PIM CHALICE'S MITCHELL, F.R.S., F.Z.S., D.Sc., LL.D. 

Secretary to the Zoological Society of London from nag. University Demon - Animal. 
strator In Comparative Anatomy and Assistant to Linacre Professor at Oxford, Amdki. 

 1888-1891. Lecturer on Biology at Charing Cross Hospital, 1892-1894; at London 
Hospiml, 1894. Examiner in Biology to the Royal College of Physicians, 1893- 
1890, 1901-1903. Examiner in Zoology to the University or London. 1903- 

Anglesey, !et Earl of; 

AnneAmWoQuf devil
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 ; 

P. C. T. 	Pima CHESNEY Wigs, M.A. 	 Anne of Denmark; Magdalen College, Oxford. 	 Antrim, 1st Mamma oft 
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Arlington, Earl of. 
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Seebiographical article: GARDNER, FIRM 	 • {A*188. 

P. GL 	Parrs Gags, M.A., Lrn.D., LL.D. 
Fellow and Classical Lecturer of Emmanuel College,  Cambridge, and University {Atria. 
Reader in Comparative Philology. Author of Monist of Comparative Philology. 

P. L. 	PHTLIP LASE, M.A., F.G.S. 
Lecturer on Physical and Regional Geography in Cambridge University. Formerly APIIIII2•1; 
of the Geological Survey of India. Authm of Monograph 	Cambrian hslo: Geology; 
Trilobites. Translator and editor of Kayser's Comparatav 	 Amnia; Geology. 

P.111. 	PAUL Virrognation, D.C.L. (Oxford), LL.D. (Cambridge and Harvard). 
i Corpus Professor of Jurisprudence in the University of Orford. Fellow of the Aneg.ggon law. 

British Academy. Honorary Professor of History in the University of Moscow. 
Author of Villa:nage is England; English Society is the silk Century; fix. 

IL 	 THE RIGHT HON. LORD RAYLEIGH. 	 { AWL See the biographical article: RAYLEIGH, 3RD BARON. 
B. A. S. IL ROBERT ALEXANDER Snwaxi, MACA 	MA., F.S.A. 

Director of Excavations for the Palestine 	oration Fund. 	 {Amnion. 

B. A. W. 	COLONEL ROBERT ALEXANDER WAHAB, C.M.G., C. L E. 	 I.  
Served in the Afghan War, 1878-188o; with the Hazara Expeditions, 1888 and JMIME Modes HifierYl 
1891; with the Tirah Expeditionary Force, 1897-1898, &c. Commissioner for l l  Ask. 
the Aden Boundary Delimitation. 

D.C.L. 
See the biographical article: Jaen, SIR RIcnestn C. 	 { Aredophaneli, B, C. J. 	SIR RICHARD CLAVERHOUSIC Jane, LL.D.,  

See the biographical article: Gaararr, RICHARD. 	 { Anthology; Apotheosis. R. 0. 	Rramen GARNET,, LL.D. 

R. H. C. 	Env. ROBERT HENRY CHARLES, M.A., D.D., Lrrr.D. (Oxon.). 
Grinfield Lecturer and Lecturer in Biblical Studies, Ox ord. Fellow of the British f Apocalyptic Literature; 
Academy. Professor of Biblical Greek at Trinity College, Dublin, 1898-1906. Awaits; Lueggegge. 
Author of Critical History of a Future Life; 8:c. 

R. L P. 	Romano Lens Pococx, F.Z.S., F.L.S. 
Superintendent of the Zoological Gardens, London. 	 {Ant-lion; Aphides. 

B. J. N. 	RONALD JOHN MCNEILL, M.A. 
Christ Church, Oxford. Formerly Editor of the St Jame:': Gazette (London). 	{ Australia: Emma Logidorfea. 

IL L. 	RICHARD LYDEEKER, F.R.S., F.G.S., F.Z.S. 
Author of Catalogues of AMU Mammals, Reptiles and Birds en British Museum; { Antelope; AnInolthatann 
The Deer of all Lands; &c. 	 Artiodaetyla; Auroras. 

R. Na. 	RSV. ROBERT MACKINTOSH, M.A., D.D. j" Anthropomorphkm; npolo- 
Professor at Lancashire Independent College, Manchester. 	 1, Wks; Apotbeeen(in part). 

R. N. B. 	ROBERT NISBET BAIN (d. loco). 	 Anne,Empre• of Russia; 
Assistant Librarian, British Museum, 1883 -1909. Author of Scandinavia: the Aerobia, T. IL; 
Political History of Denmark Norway and Sweden. 151,r -zpoo; The First Romances. Argiettorm, A. A, Count; 
r6r3 to 1725; Slavonic Europe: the Political History of Poland and Russia from 1469 Many. Janos; 
to 496; itc. 

B. N. W. 	RALPH NICHOLSON WORN= (1812-1877). 	
Arm's% G. IL, Count. 

Keeper of the National Gallery, 1854 -1877. Author of The Epochs of Painting; bk. {Arabesque. 

R. P. S. 	R. Paravi Smarts, F.S.A., Vit.I.B.A. 	 Apse; 
Formerly Master of the Architectural School, Royal Academy, 	

la 

London. Past Amide. 
President of Architectural Association. Associate and Fellow M King's College, Arch; ' 
London. Corresponding Member of the Institute of France. Editor of ,Fergussim 's a 
History of Architecture. Author of Architecture: East and West; Lk. 	 Architecture. 



IL O. 	SIDNICY COLVIN, M.A., Dian.  
See the biographical article: COLVIN, SIDNEY. 

IL L 	Smoot NEWCOMB, LLD., D.Sc. D.C.L. (Oxon.). 	 f Astronomy: Descriptor 
See the biographical article; NiWCOSIII, SOWN. 	 I. Astrophysles. 

IT 0. 	VISCOtrier ST CRUZ. 
See the biographical article: Inomainan, tar EARL OF. 	 {Mould: Past*. 

M.P. for Whitechapd, 18415-1900. !Wader of the firm of Samuel Montagu & Co., {Add1111110• 
fit 	Tim RIGHT How. Loan Swan/limo (Sae Salina'. Monrsou). . 

Bankers, London. 
1'. A. C. 	Timms Annear= Comm, I.S.O. 

Agent-General for New South Wales. President of Australasian Association for the r Australis. 
Advancement of Science (Economics and Statistics), Igoe. Author of The Seven 
Colonies of Australia; Statutical Aceonsa of Amerika wed Now Zealand. 

T. L L 	Moats ALLAN INGRAM_ , M.A., LL.D. 
Trinity College, Dubln. 
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Rats! Poutossom, D.-is-L 

of the gage des Chart's. Honorary Librarian at the Bffillothlque Aries, Kingdom of. 
gie=e., Paris. 

Lintrr.-Gms. Sm RICHARD Sri:A=1, R.E., G.C.S.L, LL.D., F.R.S. 	f Ada: aim" Flora and 
See the biographical article: STRACHEY, SIR R. 	 I Fauna. 

R. S.0. 	Ronan SaY110171 CONWAY, M.A., Dim. (Cantab.). 
Professor of Latin in the University of Manchester. Formerly Professor of Latin 	Archaeology; 
in University College, Cardiff. Fellow of Gonville and Caine College, Cambridge. &kid; AIM& 
Author of 77se Italic Dialects. 

IL 	Rotolo Tannovs, M.A. 
Fellow and Lecturer in Classics, Worcester College, Oxford. Formerly Scholar Aral. 
of Christ Church, Oxford. 

IL L. (1. 	STANIZY Arriraa Coox, M.A. 
Editor for Palestine Exploration Fund. Formerly Fellow and Lecturer in Hebrew Alt: 
and Syriac_, Gonville and Caine Co/lege. Cambridge. Examiner in Hebrew and Ma; 
Mamie, London University, nos-Inca; Council of Royal Asiatic Socie:y, A ston  
taloitin=hari;ofclilogura  ?gel tairiascrThscriPtiovi Tie 	of . !If 

Ancient 
Astarte. 

Palestine; &c. 

Tams AM IN 	Dim. (Ozon.). 
Director of the British School of Archaeology at Rome. Formerly Scholar of 
Christ Church, Oxford. Craven Fellow, rfty. Author of numerous articles in the • 
Papas of the British School at Rome; The Classical Topography of the Roma* 
Composite; Ac. 

SIR TDOMMI BARCIAY, M.P. 
Member of the Institute of International Law. Member of the Supreme Council of 
the Congo Free State. Officer of the Legion of Honour. Author of Problems of 
lahnsahonal Practice and Diplomacy; Re. M.P. for Blackburn, 1910. 

Moms CASH, .A. 
President of

M 
 Corpus Christi College. Oxford. Formerly Waynllete Professor of Moral 

and Metaphysical Philosophy at Oxford. Author of Physical Realism; Scam. 
Taoism flosiorns, LL.D., Dim. 

See the biographical article: Romani, T. 
Cox.. Sm THOMAS Iftraossmnto Houma, 	B.C.LE., D.Sc., F.R.G.S. 

Superintendent. Frontier Surveys, India, 1892-180. Author of The Indian 
Borderland; The Countries of the dines Award; Ae. 

Sze Taoists Urns HEATH, K.C.D., D.Sc. (Cantab.). 
Assistant Secretary to the Treasury. Formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 

Fay. Modes Miarrni Litimmv, LL.D., D.D. 
Principal of the United Free Church Collette, Glasgow. Formerly Assistant to the 
Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the University of Edinburgh. Author of 
History of Re Reforwatient; Life of Luther; A& 

See the biographical article: Warrs.Durron. W. T. 
WALTZR THRODORY WATTBDUNTON. 

T. W. Ran DAVIN, MA, Pa.D., LLD. 
Professor of Comparative Religion in the University of Manchester. President of 
the Pall Text Society. Fellow of the British Academy. Secretary and Librarian 
of Royal Asiatic Society, z8135-1902. Author of Buddhism; ite. 
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WILLUM FrzErw000 SHEPPARD, MA., D.Sc. - 
Senior Examiner under the Board of Education. Swim Wrangler, OM. Formerly { Aritl useile. 
Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. 

	

WILLIAM HENRY BENNETT, M.A. 	D.Lrrr. (Cantab.). 

	

Professor of Old Testament 
M.A. 

	in New and Hackney Colleges, London. 

	

Formerly Fellow of St John's 	ege, Cambridge. Lecturer in Hebrew at Firth "VII AtalfaulL 
College, Sheffield. Author of Religion of the PM-Exitic Prophets; bk.. 

	

WILLIAM HENRY Dams, F.R.S. 	 Anemometer. 
Wrwan Josncz FORD, M.A. fd. 1004). 

Former ly Scholar of St John s College, Cambridge. 
College. 

SIR WILLIAM MARKEY, R.C.I.E., D.C.L. 

	

See the biographical article: MA 	, Sin W. 

Mutts( Mumazt Roam-rt. 
See the biographical article: Room% DANTE GABRIEL. 

HON. WILLIAM PRIMER Razvas. 
Director, London School of Economics. Agent-General and High Commissioner 
for New Zealand, 1896-1909. Author of A History of New Zealtuut. ' 

Principal of the Central School of Arts and Crafts under the London County 
W. R. LErnaar, F.S.A. 

Council. Author of Ardsikanre, Mysticism and Myth; Ac. 
WILLIAM WALLACE,M.A. 

S the biographical article: WALLACE, WILLIAM (d. 1897). 

WILLIAM WARDS Fowtza, M.A. 
Fellow of Lincoln College, Oxford. Sub-Rector. 1881-too.. Gifford Lecturer, 
Edinburgh University, 1008. Author of The City-State of the Greeks and Romans; ll  
The Roman Festioats of the Republican Period: Ac. 

WILLUM Watsza Roczwau., lac. 'ham. 
Assistant Professor of Church History, Union Theological Seminary, New York. t 
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W. A. L C. Rm. Wn.uam Ausurros BREVOORT COOL:non, M.A., F.R.G.S., How. PH.D. (Bern). 

Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford. Professor of English History, St David's 
Co , Lampeter, tatio-1881. Author of Guide du haul daspaina; The Range of 
As esti; Guide to Grindettonfd: Guide to Synexerkid; The Alps in Nature and in 
History; He. Editor of the Alpine Journal, 5880-1889; ac. 

W. A. P. 	WALTER ALISON PHILLIPS, M.A. 
Principal Assistant Editor of the nth edition of the Encyks. Britasutim. 
Formerly Exhibitioner of Merton College, Oxford, and Senior of St John's 
College. . Author of Modern Europe; &c. 

W. Bo. 	Wu/1mm Boussrr, 
Professor of New Testament Exegesis' in the University of Glistingen. Author of 
Dal Were,. der Religion; The Antichrist Legend; itc. 

WALTER CRANE. 
See the biographical article: CRANE, WALTER. 

RIGHT REV. WILLIAM EDWARD COLLINS, D.D., BISHOP or Gamma. 
Formerly Professor of Ecclesiastical History, King's College, -London. Lecturer, 
St John's and Selwyn Colleges, Cambridge. Author of The Beginnings of English 
Christianity. 

MAJOR WILLIAM EGERTON DWARDS. 
Captain and Brevet Major, Royal Field Artillery. Inspector, Insion Staff, Wool-
wich Arsenal. Lecturer on Armour and Explosives at the Royal Naval War 
College, Greenwich, loos-nog. 

Wn.trau Fanamt CRAMS, M.A. 
Barrister-at-law, Inner Temple. Lecturer on Criminal Law, King's College, London. 
Editor of Archbold's Criminal Pleading (23rd edition). Author of Crows on Statute 
Law. 
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ANDROS, SIR EDMUND (1637-1714), English colonial 
governor in America, was born in London on the 6th of December 
1637, son of Amice Andros, an adherent of Charles I., and the 
royal bailiff of the island of Guernsey. He served for a abort 
time in the army of Prince Henry of Nassau, and in 166o-1662 
was gentleman in ordinary to the queen of Bohemia (Elizabeth 
Stuart, daughter of James I. of England). He then served 
against the Dutch, and in 1673 was commissioned major in what 
is said to have been the first English regiment armed with the 
bayonet. In 1674 he became, by the appointment of the duke 
of York (later James II.), governor of New York and the Jerseys, 
though his jurisdiction over the Jerseys was disputed, and until 
his recall in 1681 to meet an unfounded charge of dishonesty 
and favouritism in the collection of the revenues, he proved 
himself to be a capable administrator, whose imperious disposi-
tion, however, rendered him somewhat unpopular among the 
colonists. During a visit to England in t678 he was knighted. 
In 1686 he became governor, with Boston as his capital, of the 
" Dominion of New England," into which Massachusetts (in-
cluding Maine), Plymouth, Rhode Island, Connecticut and New 
Hampshire were consolidated, and in 1688 his jurisdiction was 
extended over New York and the Jerseys. But his vexatious 
interference with colonial rights and customs aroused the keenest 
resentment, and on the 18th of April 2689, soon after news of 
the arrival of William, prince of Orange, in England reached 
Boston, the colonists deposed and arrested him. In New York 
his deputy, Francis Nicholson, was soon afterwards deposed by 
Jacob Leisler (q.v.); and the inter-colonial union was dissolved. 
Andros was sent to England for trial in relo, but was immediately 
released without trial, and from 1692 until 1608 he was governor 
of Virginia, but was recalled through the agency of Commissary 
James Blair (q.v.), with whom he quarrelled. In 1693-1694 
be was also governor of Maryland. From 1704 to 1706 he was 
governor of Guernsey. He died in London in February 1714 
and was buried at St Anne's, Soho. 

See The Andros Tracts (3 vole., Boston, 1869-1872). 
ANDROS, or Ammo, an island of the Greek archipelago, the 

most northerly of the Cyclades, 6 m. S.E. of Euboea, and about 
2 m. N. of Tenon; it forms an eparchy in the modern kingdom 
of Greece. It is nearly as m. long, and its greatest breadth is 
to m. Its surface is for the most part mountainous, with many 
fruitful and well-watered valleys. Andros, the capital, on the 
east coast, contains about 2000 inhabitants. The ruins of 
Palaeopolis, the ancient capital, are on the west coast; the town  

possessed a famous temple, dedicated to Bacchus. The island 
has about 18,000 inhabitants. 

The island in ancient times contained an Ionian population, 
perhaps with an admixture of Thracian blood. Though originally 
dependent on Eretria, by the 7th century B.C. it had become 
sufficiently prosperous to send out several colonies to Chalcidice 
(Acanthus, Stageirus, Argilus, Sane). In 480 it supplied ships 
to Xerxes and was subsequently harried by the Greek fleet. 
Though enrolled in the Delian League it remained disaffected 
towards Athens, and in 447 had to be coerced by the settlement of 
a cleruchy. In 41r Andros proclaimed its freedom and in 408 
withstood an Athenian attack. As a member of the second 
Delian League it was again controlled by a garrison and an 
archon. In the Hellenistic period Andros was contended for 
as a frontier-post by the two naval powers of the Aegean Sea, 
Macedonia and Egypt. In 333 it received a Macedonian garrison 
from Antipater; in 308 it was freed by Ptolemy I. In the 
Chremonidean War (366-263) it passed again to Macedonia after 
a battle fought off its shores. In 200 it was captured by a com-
bined Roman, Pergamene and Rhodian fleet, and remained a 
possession of Pergamum until the dissolution of that kizigdom 
in 133 11.C. Before falling under Turkish rule, Andros was from 
5.0. 1207 till 1566 governed by the families Zeno and Sommariva 
under Venetian protection. 

ANDR011011 (c. 35o n.c.), Greek orator, and one of the leading 
politicians of his time, was a pupil of Isocrates and a con-
temporary of Demosthenes. He is known to us chiefly from the 
speech of Demosthenes, in which he was accused of illegality 
in proposing the usual honour of a crown to the Council of Five 
Hundred at the expiration of its term of office. Androtion filled 
several important posts, and during the Social War was appointed 
extraordinary commissioner to recover certain arrears of taxes. 
Both Demosthenes and Aristotle (Rket. iii. 4) speak favourably 
of bis powers as an orator. He is said to have gone into exile 
at Megara, and to have composed an Attkit, -  or annalistic account 
of Attica from the earliest times to his own days (Pausanias 
vi. 7; x. 8). It Is disputed whether the annalist and orator are 
identical, but an Androtion who wrote on agriculture is certainly 
a different person. Professor Gaetano de Sanctis (in L'Attide 
di A ndraione e sm tapirs di Oxyrkynckos, Turin, too8) attributes 
to Androtion, the atthidographer, a 4th-century historical frag-
ment, discovered by B. P. Grenfell and A. S. Hunt (Oxyrkyncluts 
Papyri, vol. v.). Strong arguments against this view are set 
forth by E. M. Walker in the Classical Review, May moll 
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2 	 ANDUJAR-ANEMOMETER 
ANDUJAR (the enc. Slintrgi), a town of southern Spain, 

in the province of Jaen; on the right bank of the river Guadal-
quivir and the Madrid-Cordova railway. Pop. (loos) 16,3o2. 
AndAjar is widely known for its porous earthenware jars, called 
alearrasas, which keep water cool in the hottest weather, and are 
manufactured from a whitish clay found in the neighbotirhood. 

ANECDOTE (from or-, privative, and ittoidosu, to give out 
or publish), a word originally meaning something not published. 
It has now two distinct signification. The primary one is 
something not published, in which sense it has been used todenote 
either secret histories—Procopius, e.g., gives this as one of the 
titles of his secret history of Justinian's court—or portions of 
ancient writers which have remained long in manuscript and 
are edited for the first time. Of such aneedota there are many 
collections; the earliest was probably L. A. Muratori's, in 17oss. 
In the more general and popular acceptation of the word, 
however, anecdotes are short accounts of detached interesting 
particulars. Of such anecdotes the collections are almost infinite; 
the best in many respects is that compiled by T. Byerley (d. 1826) 
and J. Clinton Robertson (d. 1852), known as the Percy Anecdotes 
(182o-1823). 

ANEL, DOMINIQUE (1679-1730), French surgeon, was born at 
Toulouse about 1679. After studying at Montpellier and Paris, 
he served as surgeon-major in the French army in Alsace; then 
after two years at Vienna he went to Italy and served in the 
Austrian army. In 1710 he was teaching surgery in Rouen, 
whence he went to Genoa, and in 1716 he was practising in 
Paris. He died about 173o. He was celebrated for his successful 
surgical treatment of fistula laermalis, and while at Genoa 
invented for use in connexion with the operation the fine-pointed 
syringe still known by his name. 

ANEMOMETER (from Gr. &repot, wind, and 'Asper, a 
measure), an instrument for measuring either the velocity or the 
pressure of the wind. Anemometers may be divided into two 
classes, (1) those that measure the velocity, (2) those that 
measure the pressure of the wind, but inasmuch as there is a close 
connexion between the pressure and the velocity, a suitable 
anemometer of either class will give information about both these 
quantities. 

Velocity anemometers may again be subdivided into two 
classes, (s) those which do not require a wind vane or weather-
cock, (2) those which do. The Robinson anemometer, invented 
(1846) by Dr Thomas Romney Robinson, of Armagh Observatory, 
is the best-known and most generally used instrument,and belongs 
to the first of these. It consists of four hemispherical cups, 
mounted one on each end of a pair of horizontal arms, which lie 
at right angles to each other and form a cross. A vertical axis 
round which the cups turn passes through the centre of the cross; 
a train of wheel-work counts up the number of turns which this 
axis makes, and from the number of turns made in any given time 
the velocity of the wind during that time is calculated. The cups 
are placed symmetrically on the end of the arms, and it is easy to 
see that the wind always has the hollow of one cup presented to 
it; the back of the cup on the opposite end of the cross also faces 
the wind, but the pressure on it is naturally less, and hence a 
continual rotation is produced; each cup in turn as it comes 
round providing the necessary force. The two great merits of 
this anemometer are its simplicity and the absence of a wind vane; 
on the other hand it is not well adapted to leaving a record on 
paper of the actual velocity at any definite instant, and hence it 
leaves a short but violent gust unrecorded. Unfortunately, when 
Dr Robinson first designed his anemometer, he stated that no 
matter what the size of the cups or the length of the arms, the cups 
always moved with one-third of the velocity of the wind. This 
result was apparently confirmed by some independent experi-
ments, but it is very far from the truth, for it is now known that 
the actual ratio, or factor as it is commonly called, of the velocity 
of the wind to that of the cups depends very largely on The 
dimensions of the cups and arms, and may have almost any value 
between two and a little over three. The result has been that 
wind velocities published in many official publications have often 
been in error by nearly 5o%. 

The other forms of velocity anemomete•may be described as 
belonging to the windmill type. In the Robinson anemometer 
the axis of rotation is vertical, but with this subdivision the axis 
of rotation must be parallel to the direction of the wind and 
therefore horizontal. Furthermore, since the wind varies in 
direction and the axis has to follow its changes, a wind vane or 
some other contrivance to fulfil the same purpose must be em-
ployed. This type of instrument is very little used in England, 
but seems to be more in favour in France. In cases where the 
direction of the air motion is always the same, as in the ventilating 
shafts of mines and buildings for instance, these anemometers, 
known, however, as air meters, are employed, and give most 
satisfactory results. 

Anemometers which measure the pressure may be divided into 
the plate and tube classes, but the former term must be taken as 
including a good many miscellaneous forms. The simplest type 
of this form consists of a flat plate, which is usually square or 
circular, while a wind vane keeps this exposed normally to the 
wind, and the pressure of the wind on its face is balanced by a 
spring. The distortion of the spring determines the actual force 
which the wind is exerting on the plate, and this is either read off 
on a suitable gauge, or leaves a record in the ordinary way by 
means of a pen writing on a sheet of paper moved by clockwork. 
Instruments of this kind have been in use for a longseries of years, 
and have recorded pressures up to and even exceeding 6o lb 
per sq. ft., but it is now fairly certain that these high values arc 
erroneous, and due, not to the wind, but to faulty design of 
the anemometer. 

The fact is that the wind is continually varying in force, and 
while the ordinary pressure plate is admirably adapted for 
measuring the force of a steady and uniform wind, it is entirely 
unsuitable for following the rapid fluctuations of the natural wind. 
To make matters worse, the pen which records the motion of the 
plate is often connected with it by an extensive system of chains 
and levers. A violent gust strikes the plate, which is driven back 
and carried by its own momentum far past the position in which 
a steady wind of the same force would place it; by the time the 
motion has reached the pen it has been greatly exaggerated by 
the springiness of the connexion, and not only is the plate itself 
driven too far back, but also its position is wrongly recorded by 
the pen; the combined errors act the same way, and more than 
double the real maximum pressure may be indicated on the chart. 

A modification of the ordinary pressure-plate has recently been 
designed. In this arrangement a catch is provided so that the 
plate being once driven back by the wind cannot return until 
released by hand; but the catch does not prevent the plate being 
driven back farther by a gust stronger than the last one that 
moved it. Examples of these plates are erected on the west coast 
of England, where in the winter fierce gales often occur; a pres-
sure of so lb per sq. ft. has not been shown by them, and instances 
exceeding ao lb are extremely rare. 

Many other modifications have been used and suggested. 
Probably a sphere would prove most useful for a pressure 
anemometer, since owing to its symmetrical shape it would not 
require a weathercock. A small light sphere hanging from the end 
of so or so ft. of fine sewing cotton has been employed to measure 
the wind velocity passing over a kite, the tension of the cotton 
being recorded, and this plan has given satisfactory results. 

Lind's anemometer, which consists simply of a LI tube contain-
ing liquid with one end bent into a horizontal direction to face the 
wind, is perhaps the original form from which the tube class of 
instrument has sprung. If the wind blows into the mouth of a 
tube it causes an increase of pressure inside and also of course an 
equal increase in all closed vessels with which the mouth is in air-
tight communication. If it blows horizontally over the open end 
of a vertical tube it causes a decrease of pressure, but this fact is 
not of any practical use in anemometry, because the magnitude 
of the decrease depends on the wind striking the tube exactly 
at right angles to its axis, the most trifling departure from the true 
direction causing great variations in the magnitude. The pressure 
tube anemometer (fig. 1) utilizes the increased pressure in the 
open mouth of a straight tube facing the wind, and the decrease 
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of pressure caused inside when the wind blows over a ring of small 
holes drilled through the metal of a vertical tube which is closed 
at the upper end. The pressure differences on which the action 
depends are very small, and special means are required to register 
them, but in the ordinary form of recording anemometer (fig. a), 
any wind capable of turning the vane which keeps the mouth of 
the tube facing the wind is capable of registration. 

The great advantage of the tube anemometer lies in the fact 
that the exposed part can be mounted on a high pole, and requires 
no oiling or attention for years; and the registering part can be 
placed in any convenient position, no matter how far from the 
external part. Two connecting tubes arc required. It might 
appear at first sight as though one connexion would serve, but the 
differences in pressure on which these instruments depend are so 
minute, that the pressure of the air in the mom where the record-
ing part is placed has to be considered. This if the instrument 
depends on the pressure or suction effect alone, and this pressure 
or suction is measured against the air pressure in an ordinary 
room, in which the doors and windows are carefully closed and a 
newspaper is then burnt up the chimney, an effect may be pro-
duced equal to a wind of so m. an hour; and the opening of a 

FIG. 1. 	 FIG. 2. 

window in rough weather, or the opening of a door, may entirely 
alter the registration. 

The connexion between the velocity and the pressure of the 
wind is one that is not yet known with absolute certainty. Many 
text-books on engineering give the relation P® •oos when P is 
the pressure in tb per sq. ft. and a the velocity in miles per hour. 
The history of this untrue relation is curious. It was given about 
the end of the ath century as based on some experiments, but 
with a footnote stating that little reliance could be placed on it. 
The statement without the qualifying note was copied from book 
to book, and at last received general acceptance. There is no 
doubt that under average conditions of atmospheric density, the 
.00s should be replaced by .00s, for many independent authorities 
using different methods have found values very close to this 
last figure. It is probable that the wind pressure is not strictly 
proportional to the extent of the surface exposed. Pressure plates 
are generally of moderate size, from a half or quarter of a sq. ft. 
up to two or three sq. ft., are round or square, and for these sizes, 
and shapes, and of course for a flat surface, the relation P= .00j yr 
is fairly correct. 

In the tube anemometer also it is really the pressure that is 
measured, although the scale is usually graduated as a velocity 
scale. In cases where the density of the air is not of average value, 
as on a high mountain, or with an exceptionally low barometer 
for example, an allowance must be made. Approximately 11% 
should be added to the velocity recorded by a tube anemometer 
for each moo ft. that it stands above sea-leveL (W. H. DO 

ANEMONE, or Wm-R.0watt (from the Gr. &repos, wind), a 
genus of the buttercup order (Ranunculaceae), containing about 
ninety species in the north and south temperate zones. Anemone 
nemorosa, wood anemone, and A. Pulsatilla, Pasque-flower, 
occur in Britain; the latter is found on chalk downs and limestone 
pastures in some of the more southern and eastern counties. 
The plants are perennial herbs with an underground rootstock, 
and radical, more or less deeply cut, leaves. The elongated 
flower stein bears one or several, white, red, blue or rarely yellow, 
flowers; there is an involucre of three leaflets below each flower. 
The fruits often bear long hairy styles which aid their distribution 
by the wind. Many of the species are favourite garden plants; 
among the best known is Anemone coronaria, often called the 
poppy anemone, a tuberous-rooted plant, with parsley-like 
divided leaves, and large showy poppy-like blossoms on stalks 
of from 6 tog in. high; the flowers are of various colours, but the 
principal are scarlet, crimson, blue, purple and white. There are 
also double-flowered varieties, in which the stamens in the centre 
are replaced by a tuft of narrow petals. It is an old garden 
favourite, and of the double forms there are named varieties. 
They grow best in a loamy soil, enriched with well-rotted manure, 
which should be dug in below the tubers. These may be planted 
in October, and for succession in January, the autumn-planted 
ones being protected by a covering of leaves or short stable 
litter. They will flower in May and June, and when the leaves 
have ripened should be taken up into a dry room till planting 
time. They are easily raised from the seed, and a bed of the 
single varieties is a valuable addition to a flower-garden, as it 
affords, in a warm situation, an abundance of handsome and 
often brilliant spring flowers, almost as early as the snowdrop or 
crocus. The genus contains many other lively spring-blooming 
plants, of which A. hortensis and A. felons have less divided 
leaves and splendid rosy-purple or scarlet flowers; they require 
similar treatment. Another set is represented by A. Parasitic; 
the Pasque-flower, whose violet blossoms have the outer surface 
hairy; these prefer a calcareous soil. The splendid A. japonica, 
and its white variety called Honorine Joubert, the latter especially, 
are amongst the finest of autumn-blooming hardy perennials; 
they grow well in light soil, and reach 2} to 3 ft. in height, 
blooming continually for several weeks. A group of dwarf 
species, represented by the native British A. nemorosa and 
A. apennina, are amongst the most beautiful of spring flowers 
for planting in woods and shady places. 

The genus Hepatica is now generally included in anemone as a 
subgenus. The plants are known in gardens as hepaticas, and 
are varieties of the common South European A. Hepatica; 
they are charming spring-flowering plants with usually blue 
flowers. 

ANENCLETUS, or ANACLETUS, second bishop of Rome. About 
the 4th century he is treated in the catalogues as two persons-
Anacletus and Cletus. According to the catalogues he occupied 
the papal chair for twelve years (c. 77 -88). 

ANERIO, the name of two brothers, musical composers, very 
great Roman masters of 16th-century polyphony. Felice, the 
elder, was born about ts6o, studied under G. M. Nanino and 
succeeded Palestrina in 1594 as composer to the papal chapel. 
Several masses and motets of his are printed in Proske's Musics 
Divine and other modern anthologies, and it is hardly too much 
to say that they are for the most part worthy of Palestrina 
himself. The date of his death is conjecturally given as 163o. 
His brother, Giovanni Francesco, was born about 1567, and 
seems to have died about 162o. The occasional attribution of 
some of his numerous compositions to his elder brother is a 
pardonable mistake, if we may judge by the works that have been 
reprinted. But the statement, which continues to be repeated 
in standard works of reference, that " he was one of the first of 
Italians to use the quaver and its subdivisions" is incompre-
hensible. Quavers were common property in all musical countries 
quite early in the 16th century, and semiquavers appear in a 
madrigal of Palestrina published in Ism. The two brothers are 
probably the latest composers who handled 16th-century music 
as their mother-language; suffering neither from the temptation 
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to indulge even in such mild neologisms as they might have 
learnt from the elder brother's master, Nanino, nor from the 
necessity of preserving their purity of style by a mortified 
negative asceticism. They wrote pure polyphony because they 
understood It and loved it, and hence their work lives, as neither 
the progressive work of their own day nor the reactionary work 
of their imitators could live. The 12-part Stabal Mater In the 
seventh volume of Palestrina's complete works has been by some 
authorities ascribed to Felice Anerio. 

ANET, a town of northern France, In the department of 
Eure-et-Loir, situated between the rivers Eure and Vbgre, 
so m. N.E. of MIME by rail. Pop. (1906) 1334. It possesses 
the remains of a magnificent castle, built in the middle of the 
16th century by Henry II. for Diana of Poitiers. Near it is the 
plain of Ivry, where Henry IV. defeated the armies of the League 
in 159o. 

ANEURIN, or Amain, the name of an early 7th-century 
British (Welsh) bard, who has been taken by Thomas Stephens 
0821-140, the editor and translator of Aneurin's principal epic 
poem Gododin, for a son of Gildas, the historian. Gododin is an 
account of the British defeat (603) by the Saxons at Cattraeth 
(identified by Stephens with Dawstane in Liddesdale), where 
Aneurin is said to have been taken prisoner; but the poem is 
very obscure and is differently interpreted. It was translated 
and edited by W. F. Skene in his Four Ancient Books of Wales 
(,866), and Stephens' version was published by the Cymmro-
dorion Society in 2888. See Cum: Literature (Welsh). 

ANEURYSM, or ANEURISM (from Gr. dribeurria, a dilata-
tion), a cavity or sac which communicates with the interior of 
an artery and contains blood. The walla of the cavity are formed 
either of the dilated artery or of the tissues around that vessel. 
The dilatation of the artery is due to a local weakness, the result 
of disease or injury. The commonest cause is chronic inflamma-
tion of the inner coats of the artery. The breaking of a bottle 
or glass in the hand is apt to cut through the outermost coat of 
the artery at the wrist (radial) and thus to cause a local weakening 
of the tube which is gradually followed by dilatation. Also when 
an artery is wounded and the wound in the skin and superficial 
structures heals, the blood may escape into the tissues, displacing 
th9m, and by its pressure causing them to condense and form the 
sac-wall. The coats of an artery, when diseased, may be torn 
by a severe strain, the blood escaping into the condensed tissues 
which thus form the aneurysmal sac. 

The division of aneurysms into two classes, true and false, is 
unsatisfactory. On the face of it, an aneurysm which is false 
is not an aneurysm, any more than a false bank-note is legal 
tender. A better classification is into spontaneous and traumatic. 
The man who has chronic inflammation of a large artery, the 
result, for instance, of gout, arduous, straining work, or kidney-
disease, and whose artery yields under cardiac pressure, has a 
spontaneous aneurysm; the barman or window-cleaner who has 
cut his radial artery, the soldier whose brachial or femoral artery 
has been bruised by a rifle bullet or grazed by a bayonet, and the 
boy whose naked foot is pierced by a sharp nail, are apt to be 
the subjects of traumatic aneurysm. In those aneurysms which 
arc a saccular bulging on one side of the artery the blood may be 
induced to coagulate, or may of itself deposit layer upon layer 
of pale clot, until the sac is obliterated. This laminar coagulation 
by constant additions gradually fills the aneurysmal cavity and 
the pulsation in the sac then ceases; contraction of the sac and 
its contents gradually takes place and the aneurysm is cured. 
But in those aneurysms which are fusiform dilatations of the 
vessel there is but slight chance of such cure, for the blood 
sweeps evenly through it without staying to deposit clot or 
laminated fibrin. 

In the treatment of aneurysm the aim is generally to lower the 
blood pressure by absolute rest and moderated diet, but a cure is 
rarely effected except by operation, which, fortunately, is now 
resorted to more promptly and securely than was previously the 
case. Without trying the speculative and dangerous method of 
treatment by compression, or the application of an indiarubber 
bandage, the surgeon now without loss of time cuts down upon the  

artery, and applies an aseptic ligature close above the dilatation. 
Experience has shown that this method possessesgreat advantages, 
and that it has none of the disadvantages which were formerly 
supposed to attend it. Saccular dilatations of arteries which are 
the result of cuts or other injuries are treated by tying the vessel 
above and below, and by dissecting out the aneurysm. Pop. 
liteal, carotid and other aneurysms, which are not of traumatic 
origin, are sometimes dealt with on this plan, which is the old 
" Method of Antyllus" with modern aseptic conditions. Speak-
ing generally, if an aneurysm can be dealt with surgically the 
sooner that the artery is tied the better. Less heroic measures 
are too apt to prove painful, dangerous, ineffectual and dis-
appointing. For aneurysm in the chest or abdomen (which 
cannot be dealt with by operation) the treatment may be tried 
of injecting a pure solution of gelatine into the loose tissues of 
the armpit, so that the gelatine may find its way into the blood 
stream and increase the chance of curative coagulation in the 
distant aneurysmal sac. (E. OM 

ANFRACTUOSITY (from Lat. anfraduosus, winding), twisting 
and turning, circuitousness; a word usually employed in the 
plural to denote winding channels such as occur in the depths 
of the sea, mountains, or the fissures (saki) separating the 
convolutions of the brain, or, by analogy, in the mind. 

ANOARIA (from Ityyapos, the Greek form of a Babylonian 
word adopted in Persian for " mounted courier "), a sort of 
postal system adopted by the Roman imperial government 
from the ancient Persians, among whom, according to Xenophon 
(Cyrop. viii. 6; d. Herodotus viii. 98) it was established by 
Cyrus the Great. Couriers on horseback were posted at certain 
stages along the chief roads of the empire, for the transmission 
of royal despatches by night and day in all weathers. In the 
Roman system the supply of horses and their maintenance was 
a compulsory duty from which the emperor alone could grant 
exemption. The word, which in the 4th century was used for 
the heavy transport vehicles of the cursus publicus, and also for 
the animals by which they were drawn, came to mean generally 
"compulsory service." So angaria, angariare, in medieval 
Latin, and the rare English derivatives " angariate," " angaria-
don," came to mean any service which was forcibly or unjustly 
demanded, and oppression in general. 

ANOARY (Lat. jur angariae; Fr. droll d'angarie; Ger. 
Angarie; from the Gr. ltryamIct, the office of an ay-tapas, courier 
or messenger), the name given to the right of a belligerent to 
seize and apply for the purposes of war (or to prevent the enemy 
from doing so) any kind of property on belligerent territory, 
including that which may belong to subjects or citizens of a 
neutral state. Art. 53 of the Regulations respecting the Laws 
and Customs of War on land, annexed to the Hague Convention 
of 1899 on the same subject, provides that railway plant, land 
telegraphs, telephones, steamers and other ships (other than 
such as are governed by maritime law), though belonging to 
companies or private persons, may be used for military opera-
tions, but " must be restored at the conclusion of peace and 
indemnities paid for them." And Art. 54 adds that " the 
plant of railways coming from neutral states, whether the 
property of those states or of companies or private persons, 
shall be sent back to them as soon as possible." These articles 
seem to sanction the right of angary against neutral property, 
while limiting it as against both belligerent and neutral property. 
It may be considered, however, that the right to use implies as 
wide a range of contingencies as the " necessity of war " can be 
made to cover. (T. BA.) 

ANGEL, a general term denoting a subordinate superhuman 
being in monotheistic religions, e.g. Islam, Judaism, Christianity, 
and in allied religions, such as Zoroastrianism. In polytheism 
the grades of superhuman beings are continuous; but in mono-
theism there is a sharp distinction of kind, as well as degree, 
between God on the one hand, and all other superhuman beings 
on the other; the latter are the " angels." 

" Angel " is a transcription of the Gr. arychot, messenger. 
lirreXer in the New Testament, and the corresponding morale,' 
in the Old Testament, sometimes mean " messenger," and 
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sometimes " angel," and this double sense is duly represented 
in the English Versions. " Angel " is also used in the English 
Version for was 'Abbir, Ps. lxxviii. 15. " mighty "), for 
eon 'Maim, Ps. viii. 5, and for the obscure fly, skin'dss, in 
Ps. lxviii. 17. 

In the later development of the religion of Israel, 'Elokim 
is almost entirely reserved for the one true God; but in 
earlier times 'Dollies (gods), bat bad Elias (sons of 
gods, i.e. members of the class of divine beings) were general 
terms for superhuman beings. Hence they came to be used 
collectively of superhuman beings, distinct from Yahweh, and 
therefore inferior, and ultimately subordinate." So, too, the 
angels are styled " holy ones," ' and " watchers," and are 
spoken of as the " host of heaven" 4  or of " Yahweh." • The 
" hosts," room Sebatk in the title Yahweh Sebaotk, Lord of 
Hosts, were probably at one time identified with the angeh." The 
New Testament often speaks of "spirits," resdaara.* In the 
earlier periods of the religion of Israel, the doctrine of monotheism 
had not been formally stated, so that the idea of " angel" in 
the modern sense does not occur, but we find the Marakk 
Yalnoc.k, Angel of the Lord, or Marakk Elokim, Angel of God. 
The Meath Yahweh is an appearance or manifestation of 
Yahweh in the form of a man, and the term Marais Yahweh is 
used interchangeably with Yahweh (cf. Exod. iii. 2, with 
iil 4; xiii. car with xiv. se). Those who see the Mar akk 
Vakwek say they have seen God.' The Marakk Yalrmels (or 

FJokim) appears to Abraham, Hagar, Moses, Gideon, &c., and 
leads the Israelites in the Pillar of Cloud.' The phrase Marakk 
Yahweh may have been originally a courtly circumlocution for 
the Divine King; but it readily became a means of avoiding 
crude anthropomorphism, and later on, when the angels were 
classified, the Mal'akk Yahweh came to mean an angel of 
distinguished rank.° The identificaton of the Marakk Yahweh 
with the Logos, or Second Person of the Trinity, is not indicated 
by the references in the Old Testament; but the idea of a Being 
partly identified with God, and yet in some sense distinct from 
Him, illustrates the tendency of religious thought to distinguish 
persons within the unity of the Godhead, and foreshadows the 
doctrine of the Trinity, at any rate in some slight degree. 

In the earlier literature the Morakk Yaktods or Elokim is 
almost the only marakk (" angel") mentioned. There are, 
however, a few passages which speak of subordinate superhuman 
beings other than the Mardis Yahweh or Makin. There are 
the cherubim who guard Eden. In Gen. xviii., xix. (J) the 
appearance of Yahweh to Abraham and Lot is connected with 
three, afterwards two, men or messengers; but possibly in the 
original form of the story Yahweh appeared alone." At Bethel, 
Jacob sees the angels of God on the ladder," and later on they 
appear to him at blahanaim." In all these cases the angels, like 
the Marakk Yahweh, are connected with or represent a theo-
phany. Similarly the " man " who wrestles with Jacob at Penict 
is identified with God." In Isaiah vi. the seraphim, superhuman 
beings with six wings, appear as the attendants of Yahweh. 
Thus the pre-culic literature, as we now have it, has little to say 
about angels or about superhuman beings other than Yahweh 
and manifestations of Yahweh; the pre-exilic prophets hardly 
mention angels." Nevertheless we may well suppose that the 
popular religion of ancient Israel had much to say of super-
human beings other than Yahweh, but that the inspired writers 
have mostly suppressed references to them as unedifying. 
Moreover such beings were not strictly,angels. 

5  E.g. Gep. vi. 2; Job 1. 6; Ps. viii. 5, XXiX. 1. 	Zech. xiv. s. 
▪ Dan. iv. 13. 	' Dent xvii. 3 (?). 	• Josh. v. 14 (?). 
• The identification of the " hosts' with the Stan comes to the 

same thing; the stars were thought of as closely connected with 
angels. It is probable that the " hosts " were also identified with 
the armies of Israel. 

' Rev. i. 4. 	 • Gen. xxxii. sot Judges xiii. 22. 
▪ Exod. ifs. t, xiv. 19. 	" Zech. i. tI f. 
° Cf. xviii. I with xviii. 2, and note change of number in xix. 
" Gen. xxviii. 12, E. 1' Gen. xxxii. 1, E. " Gen. xxxii. 24, 3o, 
" " An angel " oft Kings xiii. 18 might be the WWI Yaw 

as in xis. 5. cf. 7, or the passage, at any rate in its present form, may 
be exilic or post-exilic. 

The doctrine of monotheism was forma) ,  expressed in the 
period immediately before and during the Exile, in Deuteronomy" 
and Isaiah"; and at the same time we find angels prominent in 
Ezekiel who, as a prophet of the Emle, may have been influenced 
by the hierarchy of supernatural beings in the Babylonian 
religion, and perhaps even by the angelology of Zoroastrianism." 
Ezekiel gives elaborate discriptions of cherubim"; and in one 
of his visions he sees seven angels execute the judgment of God 
upon Jerusalem." As in Genesis they are styled " men," marakk 
for "angel" does not occur in Ezekiel. Somewhat later, in the 
visions of Zechariah, angels play a great part; they are some-
times spoken of as " men," sometimes as marakk, and the 
Maralsk Yahweh seems to hold a certain primacy among them." 
Satan also appears to prosecute (so to speak) the High Priest 
before the divine tribunal." Similarly in Job the bat Babies, 
sons of God, appear as attendants of God, and amongst them 
Satan, still in his role of public prosecutor, the defendant being 
Job." Occasional references to " angels " occur in the Psalter"; 
they appear as ministers of God. 

In Ps. Lxxviii. 49 the " evil angels " of A. V. conveys a false 
impression-

' 
 it should be "angels of evil," as R.V., i.e. angels 

who inflict chastisement as ministers of God, 
The seven angels of Ezekiel may be compared with the seven 

eyes of Yahweh in Zech. Hi. 9, iv. to. The latter have been 
connected by Ewald and others with the later doctrine of seven 
chief angels", parallel to and influenced by the Ameshaspentas 
(Amesha Spouts), or seven great spirits of the Persian mythology, 
but the connexion is doubtful. 

In the Priestly Code, c. 40o B.C., there is no reference to angel' 
apart from the possible suggestion in the ambiguous plural 
in Genesis i. 26. 

During the Persian and Greek periods the doctrine of angels 
underwent a great development, partly, at any rate, under 
foreign influences. In Daniel, c. 16o a.c., angels, usually 
spoken of as " men " or " princes," appear as guardians or 
champions of the nations; grades are implied, there are "princes " 
and "chief " or "great princes"; and the names of some angels 
are known, Gabriel, Michael; the latter is pre-eminent", he is 
the guardian of Judah. Again in Tobit a leading part is played 
by Raphael, " one of the seven holy angels."" 

In Tobit, too, we find the idea of the demon or evil angel. 
In the canonical Old Testament angels may inflict suffering 
as ministers of God, and Satan may act as accuser or tempter; 
but they appear as subordinate to God, fulfilling His will; and 
not as morally evil. The statement" that God "chargeth ehargeth His 
angels with folly " applies to all angels. In Daniel the princes 
or guardian angels of the heathen nations oppose Michael the 
guardian angel of Judah. But in Tobit we find Asmodaeus 
the evil demon, rd womb, thitaiwtor, who strangles Sarah's 
husbands, and also a general reference to " a devil or evil 
spirit," irreCaa." The Fall of the Angels is not properly a 
scriptural doctrine, though it is based on Gen. vi. s, as inter-
preted by the Book of Enoch. It is true that the bre Elvish* 
of that chapter are subordinate superhuman beings (cf. above), 
but they belong to a different order of thought from the angels 
of Judaism and of Christian doctrine; and the passage in no 
way suggests that the bssi Elokim suffered any loss of status 
through their act. 

The guardian angels of the nations in Daniel probably represent 
the gods of the heathen, and we have there the first step of the 
process by which these gods became evil angels, an idea expanded 
by Milton in Paradise Lost. The development of the doctrine 
of an organized hierarchy of angels belongs to the Jewish litera-
ture of the period too n.c. to A.D. TOO. In Jewish apocalypses 
especially, the imagination ran riot on the rank, classes and names 
of angels; and such works as the various books of Enoch and 

" Dent. vi. 4. 5. " Isaiah to Ac. 
* It is not however certain that these doctrines of Zoroastrianism 

were developed at so early a date. 
Erek. i. x. 	• Fault ix. 	" Zech. i. t it f. 	" Zech. iii. r. 

" Job f., ii. Cf. t Chron. xxi. I. " Pa. xci. !I, viii. 20 &C. 
Tobit xii. ts; Rev. viii. 2. 	• Dan. viii. IC X. 13. 20, 21. 
Tob. xii. ss. 	Job iv. re. 	• Tobit iii. 3. 17, vi. 7. 
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the Ascension of Imsiak supply much information on this 
subject. 

In the New Testament angels appear frequently as the 
ministers of God and the agents of revelation ,; and Our Lord 
speaks of angels as fulfilling such functions', implying in one saying 
that they neither marry nor are given in marriage.* Naturally 
angels are most prominent in the Apocalypse. The New Testa-
ment takes little interest in the idea of the angelic hierarchy, 
but there are traces of the doctrine. The distinction of good 
and bad angels is recognized; we have names, Gabriel*, and 
the evil angels Abaddon or Apollyoul, Beelzebub*, and Satan'; 
ranks are implied, archangels*, principalities and powers', 
thrones and dominions". Angels occur in groups of four or 
seven". In Rev. L-iii. we meet with the "Angels " of the Seven 
Churches of Asia Minor. These are probably guardian angels, 
standing to the churches in the same relation that the "princes " 
in Daniel stand to the nations; practically the " angels " are 
personifications of the churches. A less likely view is that the 
' angels " are the human representatives of the churches, the 

bishops or chief presbyters. There seems, however, no parallel 
to such a use of " angel," and it is doubtful whether the mon-
archical government of churches was fully developed when 
the Apocalypse was written. 

Later Jewish and Christian speculation followed on the lines 
of the angelology of the earlier apocalypses; and angels play 
an important part in Gnostic systems and in the Jewish Mid-
rashim and the Kabbala. Religious thought about the angels 
during the middle ages was much influenced by the theory of the 
angelic hierarchy set forth in the De Hierarckia Ceksti, written 
In the nth century in the name of Dionysius the Areopagite and 
passing for his. The creeds and confessions do not formulate 
any authoritative doctrine of angels; and modern rationalism 
has tended to deny the existence of such beings, or to regard 
the subject as one on which we can have no certain knowledge. 
The principle of continuity, however, seems to require the 
existence of beings intermediate between man and God. 

The Old Testament says nothing about the origin of angels; 
but the Book of Jubilees and the Slavonic Enoch describe their 
creation; and, according to CoL L x6, the angels were created 
In, unto and through Christ. 

Nor does the Bible give any formal account of the nature 
of angels. It is doubtful how far Ezekiel's account of the 
cherubim and Isaiah's account of the seraphim are to be taken 
as descriptions of actual beings; they are probably figurative, 
or else subjective visions. Angels are constantly spoken of as 
" men," and, including even the Angel of Yahweh, are spoken 
of as discharging the various functions of human life; they at 
and drink", walk" and speak". Putting aside the cherubim 
and seraphim, they are not spoken of as having wings. On the 
other hand they appear and vanish", exercise miraculous powers", 
and fly". Seeing that the anthropomorphic language used of 
the angels is similar to that used of God, the Scriptures would 
hardly seem to require a literal interpretation in either case. 
A special association is found, both in the Bible and elsewhere, 
between the angels and the heavenly bodies", and the elements 
or elemental forces, fire, water, &c". The angels are infinitely 
numerous". 

The function of the angels is that of the supernatural servants 
of God, His agents and representatives; the Angel of Yahweh, 
as we have seen, is a manifestation of God. In old times, the 
bad Elohim and the seraphim are His court, and the angels are 
alike the court and the army of God; the cherubim are his 
throne-bearers. In his dealings with men, the angels, as their 

I E.g. Matt. i. 20 (to Joseph), iv. t t (to Jesus), Luke i.26 (to Mary), 
Acts an. 7 (to Peter). 
▪ E.g. Mark viii. 38, Mil. 27. 	Mark xii. s5. 	• Luke L tg. 
• Rev, ix. t t. 	• Mark iii. 22. 	 Mark 1. 13. 
• Michael. Jude 9. 	• Rom. viii. 38; Col. ii. zo. 

Col. L 16. 	u Rev. viL t. 	u Gen. %Val. 8. 
u Gem six. 16. 	15  Zech. iv. 1. 	'5  Judges vi. 12, 21. 
" Rev. vii. 1. AIL 	" Rev. viii. t3, xiv. 6. 

job anvil 7; Au. of Isaiak. iv. 18; Slay. Enoch, iv. s. 
• Rev. xiv. 18, xvi. 5; possibly Gal. iv. 3; CoL it 8, ao. 
• P11- Will. 17; Dam. OD to.  

name implies, are specially His messengers, declaring His will 
and executing His commissions. Through them he controls 
nature and man. They are the guardian angels of the nations; 
and wealso find the idea that individuals have guardian angels". 
Later Jewish tradition held that the Law was given by angels". 
According to the Gnostic Basilides, the world was created by 
angels. Mabommedanism has taken over and further elaborated 
the Jewish and Christian ideas as to angels. 

While the scriptural statements imply a belief in the existence 
of spiritual beings intermediate between God and men, it is 
probable that many of the details may be regarded merely as 
symbolic imagery. In Scripture the function of the angel 
overshadows his personality; the stress is on their ministry; 
they appear in order to perform specific acts. 

Binnooltarny.—See the sections on " Angels " in the handbooks 
of 0. T. Theology,  by Ewald, Schultz, Smend, Kayser-Marti, &c.; 
and of N. T. Theology by Weiss, and in van Oosterzee's Dogmatics. 
Also commentaries on special passages, especially Driver and Bevan, 
on Daniel, and G. A. Smith, Minor Prophets, it. 3zo II ; and ankles 
s... " Angel " in Hastings' Bible Dictionary, and the Eneyd_ °podia 
!Mica. (W. ki• 

ANGEL, a gold coin, fitst used in France (angekt, anise) in 1340, 
and introduced into England by Edward IV. in 1465 as a new 
issue of the " noble," and so at first called the " angel-noble." 
It varied in value between that period and the time of Charles I. 
(when it was last coined) from 6a. &L to ice. The name was 
derived from the representation it bore of St Michael and the 
dragon. The angel was the coin given to those who came to be 
touched for the disease known as king's evil; after it was no 
longer coined, medals, called touch-pieces, with the same device, 
were given instead. 

ANGELICA, a genus of plants of the natural order Umbeinferae, 
represented in Britain by onespecies, A. syloestris, a tall perennial 
herb with large bipinnate leaves and large compound umbels of 
white or purple flowers. The name Angelica is popularly given 
to a plant of an allied genus, Arckangdica officinalis, the tender 
shoots' of which are used in making certain kinds of aromatic 
sweetmeats. Angelica balsam is obtained by extracting the roots 
with alcohol, evaporating and extracting the residue with ether. 
It is of a dark brown colour and contains angelica oil, angelica 
wax and angelicin, Culls°. The essential oil of the roots of 
Angelica arekangelica contains ft-terebangelene, C.I1,•, and other 
terpenes; the oil of the seeds also contains ll-terebangelene, 
together with methylethylacetic acid and hydroxymyristic acid. 

The angelica tree is a member of the order Apaliateae, a species 
of Aralia (A. spinosa), a native of North America; it grows 
8 to is ft. high, has a simple prickle-bearing stem forming an 
umbrella-like head, and much divided leaves. 

ANGELICO, MA (1387-i4s5), Italian painter. B Beato Fra 
Giovanni Angelico da Fiesole is the name given to a far-famed 
painter-friar of the Florentine state in the lsth century, the 
representative, beyond all other men, of pietistic painting. He 
is often, but not accurately, termed simply " Fiesole," which is 
merely the name of the town where he first took the vows; more 
often Fra Angelico. If we turn his compound designation into 
English, it runs thus—" the Beatified Friar John the Angelic 
of Fiesole." In his lifetime he was known no doubt simply as 
Era Giovanni or Friar John; " The Angelic " is a laudatory 
term which was assigned to him at an early date,—we find it in 
use within thirty years after his death; and, at some period 
which is not defined in our authorities, he was beatified by due 
ecclesiastical process. His baptismal name was Guido, Giovanni 
being only his name in religion. He was born at Vicchio, in the 
Tuscan province of Mugello, of unknown but seemingly well-to-do 
parentage, in 1387 (not tsoo as sometimes stated); in 1407 he 
became a novice in the convent of S. Domenico at Fiesole, and 
in tea he took the vows and entered the Dominican order. 
Whether he had previously been a painter by profession is not 
certain, but may be pronounced probable. The painter named 
Lorenzo Monaco may have contributed to his art-training, and 
the influence of the Sienese school is discernible in his work. 

" Matt. xviii. to; Acts xii. rs. 
Gal. lii. tg ; Heb. ii. z; LXX. of Deut. xxssiL a. 
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According to Vasari, the first paintings of this artist were in the 
Certosa of Florence; none such exist there now. His earliest 
extant performances, in considerable number, are at Cortona, 
whither he was sent during his novitiate, and here apparently he 
spent all the opening years of his monastic life. His first works 
executed in fresco were probably those,.now destroyed, which he 
painted in the convent of S. Domenico in this city; as a fresco-
painter, he may have worked under, or as a follower of, Gherardo 
Stamina. From 1418 to 1436 he was back at Fiesole; in 1436 
he was transferred to the Dominican convent of S. Marco in 
Florence, and in 1438 undertook to paint the altarpiece for the 
choir, followed by many other works; he may have studied 
about this time the renowned frescoes in the Brancacci chapel in 
the Florentine church of the Carmine and also the paintings of 
Orcagna. In or about 1445 he was invited by the pope to Rome. 
The pope who reigned from 1431 to 1447  was Eugenius IV., and 
he it was who in 2445 appointed another Dominican friar, a 
colleague of Angelico, to be archbishop of Florence. If the story 
(first told by Vasari) is true—that this appointment was made at 
the suggestion of Angelico only after the archbishopric had been 
offered to himself, and by him declined on the ground of his 
inaptitude for so elevated and responsible a station—Eugenius, 
and not (as stated by Vasari) his successor Nicholas V., must 
have been the pope who sent the invitation and made the offer to 
Fra Giovanni, for Nicholas only succeeded in mar. The whole 
statement lacks authentication, though in itself credible enough. 
Certain it is that Angelico was staying in Rome in the first half 
of 2447; and he painted in the Vatican the Cappella del Sacra-
mento, which was afterwards demolished by Paul III. In Juno 
1447 be proceeded to Orvieto, to paint in the Cappella Nuova 
of the cathedral, with the co-operation of his pupil Benozzo 
Goneli. He afterwards returned to Rome to paint the chapel 
of Nicholas V. In this capital he died in MS, and he lies 
buried in the church of the Minerva. 

According to all the accounts which have reached us, few men 
on whom the distinction of beatification has been conferred could 
have deserved it more nobly than Fm Giovanni. He led a holy 
and self-denying life, shunning all advancement, and was a 
brotheeto the poor; no man ever saw him angered. He painted 
with unceasing diligence, treating none but sacred subjects; he 
never retouched or altered his work, probably with a religious 
feeling that such as divine providence allowed the thing to 
come, such it should remain He was wont to say that he who 
illustrates the acts of Christ should be with Christ. It is averred 
that be never handled a brush without fervent prayer and he 
wept when be painted a Crucifixion. The Last Judgment and 
the Annunciation were two of the subjects he moat frequently 
treated. 

Bearing in mind the details already given as to the dates of Fra 
Giovanni's sojoumings in various localities, the reader will be able 
to trace approximately the sequence of the works which we now 
proceed to name as among his most important productions. In 
Florence, in the convent of S. Marco (now converted into a national 
museum), a series of frescoes, beginning towards 1443; in the 
first cloister is the Crucifixion with St Dominic kneeling; and 
the same treatment recurs on a wall near the dormitory; in the 
chapterhouse is a third Crucifixion, with the Virgin swooning, a 
composition of twenty life-sized figures—the red background, 
which has a strange and harsh effect, is the misdoing of some 
restorer; an " Annunciation," the figures of about three-fourths 
of life-size, in a dormitory; in the adjoining passage, the " Virgin 
enthroned," with four saints; on the wall of a cell, the " Corona-
tion of the Virgin," with Saints Paul, Thomas Aquinas, Benedict, 
Dominic, Francis and Peter Martyr; two Dominicans welcom-
ing Jesus, habited as a pilgrim; an " Adoration of the Magi "; 
the" Marys at the Sepulchre." All these works are later than the 
altarpiece which Angelico painted (as before mentioned) for the 
choir connected with this convent, and which is now in the 
academy of Florence; it represents the Virgin with Saints Cosmas 
and Damian (the patrons of the Medici family), Dominic, Peter, 
Francis, Mark, John Evangelist and Stephen; the pediment 
illustrated the lives of Cosmas and Damian, but it has long been 

severed from the main subject. In the tiffizi gallery, an altarpiece, 
the Virgin (life-sized) enthroned, with the Infant and twelve 
angels. In S. Domenico, Fiesole, a few frescoes, less fine than 
those in S. Marco; also an altarpiece in tempera of the Virgin and 
Child between Saints Peter, Thomas Aquinas, Dominic and 
Peter Martyr, now much destroyed. The subject which originally 
formed the predella of this picture has, since z86o, been in the 
National Gallery, London, and worthily represents there the hand 
of the saintly painter. The subject is a Glory, Christ with the 
banner of the Resurrection, and a multitude of saints, including, 
at the extremities, the saints or bead of the Dominican order; 
here arc no fewer than 266 figures or portions of figures, many of 
them having names inscribed. This predella was highly lauded 
by Vasari; still more highly another picture which used to form 
an altarpiece in Ficsole, and which now obtains world-wide 
celebrity in the Louvre—the " Coronation of the Virgin," with 
eight predate subjects of the miracles of St. Dominic. For the 
church of Santa Trinita, Florence, Angelico executed a " Depo-
sition from the Cross," and for the church of the Angeli, a " Last 
Judgment," both now in the Florentine academy; for S. Maria 
Novella, a " Coronation of the Virgin," with a predella in three 
sections, now in the Uflizi,—this again is one of his masterpieces. 
In Orvieto cathedral he painted three triangular divisions of the 
ceiling, portraying respectively Christ in a glory of angels, sixteen 
saints and prophets, and the virgin and apostles: all these are 
now much repainted and damaged. In Rome, in the Chapel of 
Nicholas V., the acts of Saints Stephen and Lawrence; also 
various figures of saints, and on the ceiling the four evangelists. 
These works of the painter's advanced age, which have suffered 
somewhat from restorations, show vigour superior to that of his 
youth, along with a more adequate treatment of the architectural 
perspectives. Naturally, there are a number of works currently 
attributed to Angelico, but not really his; for instance, a " St 
Thomas with the Madonna's girdle," in the Lateran museum, and 
a " Virgin enthroned," in the church of S. Girolamo, Ficsole. It 
has often been said that he commenced and frequently practised 
as an illuminator; this is dubious and a presumption arises that 
illuminations executed by Giovanni's brother, Benedetto, also a 
Dominican, who died in 1448, have been ascribed to the more 
famous artist. Benedetto may perhaps have assisted Giovanni in 
the frescoes at S. Marco, but nothing of the kind is distinctly 
traceable. A folio series of engravings from these paintings was 
published in Florence, in 1852. Along with Gozzoli already 
mentioned, Zanobi Strozzi and Gentile da Fabriano are named 
as pupils of the Beato. 

We have spoken of Angelico's art as "pietistic "; this is In 
fact its predomir%ant character. His visages have an air of rapt 
suavity, devotional fervency and beaming esoteric consciousness, 
which is intensely attractive to some minds and realizes beyond 
rivalry a particular ideal—that of ecclesiastical saintliness and 
detachment from secular fret and turmoil. It should not be 
denied that he did not always escape the pitfalls of such a method 
of treatment, the faces becoming sleek and prim, with a smirk of 
sexless religiosity which hardly eludes the artificial or even the 
hypocritical; on other minds, therefore, and these some of the 
most masculine and resolute, he produces little genuine impres-
sion. After allowing for this, Angelico should nevertheless be 
accepted beyond cavil as an exalted typical painter according to 
his own range of conceptions, consonant with his monastic calling, 
unsullied purity of life and exceeding devoutness. Exquisite as 
be is in his special mode of execution, he undoubtedly falls far 
short, not only of his great naturalist contemporaries such as 
Masaccio and Lippo Lippi, but even of so distant a precursor as 
Giotto, in all that pertains to bold or life-like invention of a subject 
or the realization of ordinary appearances, expressions and 
actions—the facts of nature, as distinguished from the aspirations 
or contemplations of the spirit. Technically speaking, he had 
much finish and harmony of composition and colour, without 
corresponding mastery of light and shade, and his knowledge of 
the human frame was restricted. The brilliancy and fair light 
scale of his tints is constantly remarkable, combined with a free 
use of gilding; this conduces materially to that celestial character 
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which so pre-eminently distinguishes his pictured visions of the 
divine persons, the hierarchy of heaven and the glory of the 
redeemed. 

Books regarding Fro Angelico are numerous. We may mention 
those by S. Brisket, 1895; V. M. Crawford, Ivo; R. I.. Douglas, 
I9oo; I. B. Supino, 19ot ;• D. Tumiati, 1897; G. Williamson, 1901. 

(W. M. R.) 
ANGELL, GEORGE THORNDIKE (1823-1909), American 

philanthropist, was born at Southbridge, Massachusetts, on the 
5th of June x823. He graduated at Dartmouth in 1846, studied 
law at the Harvard Law School, and in 1851 was admitted to the 
bar in Boston, where he practised for many years. In 1868 
be founded and became president of the Massachusetts Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, in the same year 
establishing and becoming editor of Our Dumb Animals, a 
journal for the promotion of organized effort In securing the 
humane treatment of animals. For many years he was active 
in the organization of humane societies in England and America. 
In 1882 he initiated the movement for the establishment of 
Bands of Mercy (for the promotion of humane treatment of 
animals), of which in 1908 there were more than 72,000 in active 
existence. In 1889 he founded and became president of the 
American Humane Education Society. He became well known 
as a criminologist and also as an advocate of laws for the safe-
guarding of the public health and against adulteration of food. 
He died at Boston on the 16th of March agog. 

ANGEL•LIGHTS, in architecture, the outer upper lights in 
a perpendicular window, next to the springing; probably a 
corruption of the word angle-lights, as they are nearly 
triangular. 

ANGELUS, a Roman Catholic devotion in memory of the 
Annunciation. It has its name from the opening words, Angelus 
Domini nunliavil Mariae. It consists of three texts describing 
the mystery, recited as versicie and response alternately with 
the salutation " Hail, Meryl" This devotion is recited in the 
Catholic Church three times daily, about 6 A.11., noon and 6 rm. 
At the hours a bell known as the Angelus bell is rung. This 
is still rung in some English country churches, and has often 
been mistaken for and alleged to be a survival of the curfew-bell 
The Institution of the Angelus is by some ascribed to Pope 
Urban II., by some to John XXII. The triple recitation is 
ascribed to Louis XL of FralIC; who in 1472 ordered it to be 
thrice said daily. 

ANGELUS SILESIUS ( 1624-1677), German religious poet, 
was born in 1624 at Breslau. His family name was Johann 
Scheffler, but he is generally known by the pseudonym Angelus 
Silesius, under which he published his poems and which marks 
the country of his birth. Brought up a Lutheran, and at first 
physician to the duke of Warttemberg-Gels, he joined in 1632 
the Roman Catholic Church, in 1661 took orders as a priest, 
and became coadjutor to the prince bishop of Breslau. He died 
at Breslau on the 9th of July 1677. In 1657 Silesius published 
under the title Heilige Seelenlusi, odes geisilkhe Hirkslieder der 
in Arm Jessm perkilts Psyche (1657), a collection of 205 hymns, 
the most beautiful of which, such as, Liebe, die du with man 
Bilde definer Gallia had gemachl and Mir neck, sprickl Christen, 
unser Held, have been adopted in the German Protestant hymnal. 
More remarkable, however, is his Ceistreiche Simi- and Schism-
reime (1657), afterwards called Cherubinischer Wandersmann 
(1674). This is a collection of " Reinusprache " or rhymed 
distichs embodying a strange mystical pantheism drawn mainly 
from the writings of Jakob Bohm and his followers. Silesius 
delighted specially in the subtle paradoxes of mysticism. The 
essence of God, for instance, he held to be love; God, he said, 
can love nothing inferior to himself; but he cannot be an object 
of love to himself without going out, so to speak, of himself, 
without manifesting his infinity in a finite form; in other words, 
by becoming man. God and man are therefore essentially one. 

A complete edition of Scheffier's works (Saintlkke pod iscke Wake) 
was published by D. A. Rosenthal. 2 Oda (Regensburg, 1862). 
Both the Cherutnniscker We:acumen and ;fringe Seloltest have 
been republished by G. Ettinger (1895 and tgot); a selection from 
the former work by 0. E. Hartleben (1896). For further notices  

of Silesia life and work, as Hoffmann von Fallersieben fit Wei-
mar'sckes !dirket; L (Hanover, t854); A. ICahlert, Ands, Sitarist 
08,3); C. Seltmann. Angelus Sikstus and seine Myd4 (1896), and 
a brag: by H. Mahe (Dresden, 1896). 

ANGIRMONDE, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province 
of Brandenburg, on Lake Mande, 43 m. from Berlin by the Berlin-
Stettin railway, and at the junction of lines to Prentiss, Reiem 
walde and Schwedt. Pop. (i9 00) 7465. It has three Protestant 
churches, a grammar school and court of law. Its industries 
embrace iron founding and enamel working. In zero the elector 
Frederick I. of Brandenburg gained here a signal victory over the 
Pomeranians. 

ANGERONA, or ANOIXON1A, an old Roman goddess, whose 
name and functions are variously explained. According to 
ancient authorities, she was a goddess who relieved men from 
pain and sorrow, or delivered the Romans and their flocks from 
angina (quinsy); or she was the protecting goddess of Rome 
and the keeper of the sacred name of the city, which might not 
be pronounced lest it should be revealed to her enemies; it was 
even thought that Angerona itself was this name. Modern 
scholars regard her as a goddess akin to Ops, Acca Uremia and 
Des Dia; or as the goddess of the new year and the returning 
sun (according to Mommsen, cab ategerendo.. drb roil dra‘iptoBoa 
ray Owe). Her festival, called Divalia or Angeronalia, 
was celebrated on the sist of December. The priests offered 
sacrifice in the temple of Volupia, the goddess of pleasure, in 
which stood a statue of Angerona, with a finger on her mouth, 
which was bound and closed (Macrobius i. so; Pliny, Nat. Hist. 
iii. g; Vann, L. L vi. 23). She was worshipped as Ancbaria 
at Faesulae, where an altar belonging to her has been recently 
discovered. (See FAZSULAE.) 

ANGERS, a city of western France, capital of the department 
of Mime-et-Loire, 19a m. S.W. of Paris by the Western railway 
to Nantes. Pop. (1906) 73,585. It occupies rising ground on 
both banks of the Maine, which are united by three bridges. The 
surrounding district is famous for its flourishing nurseries and 
market gardens. Pierced with wide, straight streets, well 
provided with public gardens, and surrounded by ample, tree-
lined boulevards, beyond which lie new suburbs, Angers is one 
of the pleasantest towns in France. Gifts numerous medieval 
buildings the most important is the cathedral of St Maurice, 
dating in the main from the 12th and z3th centuries. Between 
the two flanking towers of the west facade, the spires of which 
are of the 26th century, rises a central tower of the same period. 
The moat prominent feature of the facade is the series of eight 
warriors carved on the base of this tower. The vaulting of the 
nave takes the form of a series of cupolas, and that of 'the choir 
and transept is similar. The chief treasures of the church are 
its rich stained glass (12th, 23th and x 5th centuries) and valuable 
tapestry (14th to 18th centuries). The bishop's palace which 
adjoins the cathedral contains a fine synodal hall of the 12th 
century. Of the other churches of Angers, the principal are 
St Serge, an abbey-church of the 12th and a 5th centuries, and 
La Triniti (lath century). The prefecture occupies the buildings 
of the famous abbey of St Aubin; in its courtyard are elaborately 
sculptured arcades of the xrth and 12th centuries, from which 
period dates the tower, the only survival of the splendid abbey-
church. Ruins of the old churches of Toussaint (13th century) 
and Notre-Dame du Ronceray (a ith century) are also to be seen. 
The castle of Angers, an imposing building girt with towers and 
a moat, dates from the 13th century and is now used as an 
armoury. The ancient hospital of St Jean (12th century) is 
occupied by an archaeological museum; and the.Logis Barrault, 
a mansion built about a5oo, contains the public library, the 
municipal museum, which has a large collection of pictures and 
sculptures, and the Music David, containing works by the famous 
sculptor David d'Angers, who was a native of the town. One of 
his masterpieces, a bronze statue of Rene of Anjou, stands close 
by the castle. The Hatel de Pince or d'Anjou (1523-1530) 
is the finest of the stone mansions of Angers; there are als0 
many curious wooden houses of the 15th and 16th centuries. 
The palais de justice, the Catholic institute, a Ant theatre, and 
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a hospital with r see beds are the more remarkable of the modern 
buildings of the town. Angers is the seat of a bishopric, dating 
from the 3rd century, a prefecture, a court of appeal and a court 
of assizes. It has a tribunal of first instance, a tribunal of com-
merce, a board of trade-arbitrators, a chamber of commerce, 
a branch of the Bank of France and several learned societies. 
Its educational institutions include ecclesiastical seminaries, a 
lycee, a preparatory school of medicine and pharmacy, a uni-
versity with free faculties &makes fares) of theology, law, letters 
and science, a higher school of agriculture, training colleges, a 
school of arts and handicrafts and a school of fine art. The 
prosperity of the town is largely due to the great slate-quarries 
of the vicinity, but the distillation of liqueurs from fruit, cable, 
rope and thread-making, and the manufacture of boots and shoes, 
umbrellas and parasols are leading iedustries. The weaving of 
sail-cloth and woollen and other fabrics, machine construction, 
wire-drawing, and manufacture of sparkling wines and preserved 
fruits are also carried on. The chief articles of commerce, 
besides slate and manufactured goods, are hemp, early vegetables, 
fruit, flowers and live-stock. 

Angers, capital of the Gallic tribe of the Andecavi, was under 
the Romans called Juliomagus. During the 9th century It 
became the seat of the counts of Anjou (q.v.). It suffered severely 
from the invasions of the Northmen in 45 and the succeeding 
rare, and of the English in the reth and 15th centuries; the 
ilugnenots took it in 1583, and the Vendean royalists were 
repulsed near it in z793. Till the Revolution, Angers was the 
seat of a celebrated university founded in the 14th century. 

See L. M. Thorode, Narks de le silk d'Angers (Angers, 1897). 
ANGERSTEIN, JOHN JULIUS (1735-5822), London merchant, 

and patron of the fine arts, was born at St Petersburg and settled 
in London about neg. His collection of paintings, consisting 
of about forty of the most exquisite specimens of the art, 
purchased by the British government, on his death, formed the 
nucleus of the National Gallery 

ANGILBERT (d. 814), Frankish Latin poet, and minister 
of Charlemagne, was of noble Frankish parentage, and educated 
at the palace school under Alcuin. As the friend and adviser 
of the emperor's son, Pippin, he assisted fora while in the govern-
ment of Italy, and was later sent on three important embassies 
to the pope, in 792, 794 and 796. Although he was the father 
of two children by Charlemagne's daughter, Bertha, one of them 
named Nithard, we have no authentic account of his marriage, 
and from 790 he was abbot of St Riquier, where his brilliant 
rule gained for him later the renown of a saint. Angilbert, 
however, was little like the true medieval saint; his poems reveal 
rather the culture and tastes of a man of the world, enjoying 
the closest intimacy with the imperial family. He accompanied 
Charlemagne to Rome in Soo and was one of the witnesses to 
his will in 84. Angilbert was the Homer of the emperor's , 

literary circle, and -was the probable author of an epic, of which 
the fragment which has been preserved describes the life at the 
palace and the meeting between Charlemagne and Leo III. It 
is a mosaic from Virgil, Ovid, Lucan and Fortunatus, composed 
in the manner of Einhani's use of Suetonius, and exhibits a true 
poetic gift Of the shorter poems, besides the greeting to Pippin 
on his return from the campaign against the AVM (796), an 
epistle to David (Charlemagne) incidentally reveals a delightful 
picture of the poet living with his children in a house surrounded 
by pleasant gardens near the emperor's palace. The reference 
to Bertha, however, is distant and respectful, her name occurring 
merely on the list of princesses to whom he sends his salutation. 

Angilbert's poems have been published by E. Dummler in the 
Afenumenta Gennaniae Hisiorica. For criticisms of this edition see 
Traube in Roederer's Schriftesi Jar germanische Pltikdogie (i8118). 
See also A. Molinier, Les Sommer de I' kistoke de Praxes. 

ANGINA PECTORIS (Latin for " pain of the chest "), a term 
applied to a violent paroxysm of pain, arising almost invariably 
in connexion with disease of the coronary arteries, a lesion 
causing progressive degeneration of the heart muscle (see HEART: 
Disease). An attack of angina pectoris usually comes on with 
a sudden seizure of pain, felt at first over the region of the heart, 
but radiating through the chest in various directions, and  

frequently extending down the left arm. A feeling of constriction 
and of suffocation accompanies the pain, although there is 
seldom actual difficulty in breathing. When the attack comes 
on, as it often does, in the course of some bodily exertion, the 
sufferer is at once brought to rest, and during the continuance 
of the paroxysm experiences the most intense agony. The 
countenance becomes pale, the surface of the body cold, the 
pulse feeble, and death appears to be imminent, when suddenly 
the attack subsides and complete relief is obtained. The dura-
tion of a paroxysm rarely exceeds two or three minutes, but it 
may last for a longer period. The attacks are apt to recur on 
slight exertion, and even in aggravated cases without any such 
exciting cause. Occasionally the first seizure proves fatal; but 
more commonly death takes place as the result of repeated 
attacks. Angina pectoris is extremely rare under middle life, 
and is much more common in males than in females. It must 
always be regarded as a disorder of a very serious nature. In the 
treatment of the paroxysm, nitrite of amyl has now replaced all 
other remedies. It can be carried by the patient in the form of 
nitrite of amyl pearls, each pearl containing the dose prescribed 
by the physician. Kept in this way the drug does not lose 
strength. As soon as the pain begins the patient crushes a 
pearl in his handkerchief and holds it to his mouth and nose. 
The relief given In this way is marvellous and usually takes place 
within a very few seconds. In the rare cases where this drug 
does not relieve, hypodermic injections of morphia are used. 
But on account of the well-known dangers of this drug, it should 
only be administered by a medical man. To prevent recurrence 
of the attacks something may be done by scrupulous attention 
to the general health, and by the avoidance of mental and 
physical strain. But the most important preventive of all is 
• bed," of which fourteen days must be enforced on the least 
premonition of anginal pain. 

Psessdo-angiaa.—In connexion with angina pectoris, a far 
more common condition must be mentioned that has now 
universally received the name of pseudo-angina. This includes 
the praecordial pains which very closely resemble those of true 
angina. The essential difference lies in the fact that pseudo-
angina is independent of structural disease of the heart and 
coronary arteries. In true angina there is some condition within 
the heart which starts the stimulus sent to the nerve centres. In 
pseudo-angina the starting-point is not the heart but some 
peripheral or visceral nerve. The Impulse passes thence to the 
medulla, and so reaching the sensory centres starts a feeling of 
pain that radiates into the chest or down the arm. There are 
three main varieties:—(r) the reflex, (s) the vases-motor, (3) the 
toxic. The reflex is by far the most common, and is generally due 
to irritation from one of the abdominal organs. An attack of 
pseudo-angina may be agonizing, the pain radiating through the 
chest and into the left arm, but the patient does not usually 
assume the motionless attitude of true angina, and the duration 
of the seizure is usually much longer. The treatment is that of 
the underlying neurosis and the prognosis is a good one, sudden 
death not occurring. 

ANGIOSPERMS. The botanical term " Angiosperm " (Ityrdor, 
receptacle, and orippa, seed) was coined in the form Angio-
spermae by Paul Hermann in r6go, as the name of that one of 
his primary divisions of the plant kingdom, which included 
flowering plants possessing seeds enclosed in capsules, in contra-
distinction to his Gymnospernsae, or flowering plants with 
achenial or sclare' r-carpic fruits—the whole fruit or each of its 
pieces being here regarded as a seed and naked. The term and 
its antonym were maintained by Linnaeus with the same sense, 
but with restricted application, in the names of the orders of his 
dam Didynamia. Its use with any approach to its modern scope 
only became possible after Robert Brown had established in 
5827 the existence of truly naked seeds in the Cycadeae and 
Conifeme, entitling them to be correctly called Gymnosperms. 
From that time onwards, so long as these Gymnosperms were, 
as was usual, reckoned as dicotyledonous flowering plants, the 
term Angiosperm was used antithetically by botanical writers, 
but with varying limitation, as a group-name for other 
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dicotyledonous plants. The advent In 5f152 of Hofmeistees 
brilliant discovery of the changes proceeding in the tmbryo-sac 
of flowering plants, and his determination of the correct relation-
ships of these with the Cryptogamia, fixed the true position of 
Gymnosperms as a class distinct from Dicotyledons, and the 
term Angiosperm then gradually came to be accepted as the suit-
able designation for the whole of the flowering plants other than 
Gymnosperms, and as including therefore the classes of Dicoty-
ledons and Monocotyledons. This is the sense in which the term 
is nowadays received and in which it is used here. 

The trend of the evolution of the plant kingdom has been in 
the direction of the establishment of a vegetation of fired habit 
and adapted to the vicissitudes of a life on land, and the Angio-
sperms are the highest expression of this evolution and constitute 
the dominant vegetation of the earth's surface at the present 
epoch. There is no land-area from the poles to the equator, 
where plant-life is possible, upon which Angiosperms are not 
found. They occur also abundantly in the shallows of rivers and 
fresh-water lakes, and in less number in salt lakes and in the sea; 
such aquatic Angiosperms are not, however, primitive forms, but 
are derived from immediate land-ancestors. Associated with 
this diversity of habitat is great variety in general form and 
manner of growth. The familiar duckweed which covers the 
surface of a pond consists of n tiny green " thalloid " shoot, one, 
that is, which shows no distinction of parts—stem and leaf, and 
a simple root growing vertically downwards into the water. The 
great forest-tree has a shoot, which in the course perhaps of 
hundreds of years, has developed a. wide-spreading system of 
trunk and branches, bearing on the ultimate twigs or branchlets 
innumerable leaves, while beneath the soil a widely-branching 
root-system covers an area of corresponding extent. Between 
these two extremes is every conceivable gradation, embracing 
aquatic and terrestrial herbs, creeping, erect or climbing in 
habit, shrubs and trees, and representing a much greater variety 
than is to be found in the other subdivision of seed-plants, the 
Gymnosperms. 

In internal structure also the variety of tissue-formation far 
exceeds that found In Gymnosperms (see Pturrs: Arsotortsy). 
lea/sa ►  

The vascular bundles of the stem belong to the col- 
stria.. lateral type, that is to say, the elements of the wood or 

xylem and the bast or phloem stand side by side on the 
same radius. In the larger of the two great groups into which 
the Angiosperms are divided, the Dicotyledons, the bundles in 
the very young stem are arranged in an open ring, separating 
a central pith from an outer cortex. In each bundle, separating 
the xylem and phloem, is a layer of meristem or active formative 
tissue, known as cambium; by the formation of a layer of 
cambium between the bundles (interfaseicular cambium) a 
complete ring is formed, and a regular periodical increase in 
thickness results from it by the development of xylem on the 
inside and phloem on the outside. The soft phloem soon becomes 
crushed, but the hard wood persists, and forms the great bulk of 
the stem and branches of the woody perennial. Owing to 
differences in the character of the elements produced at the 
beginning and end of the season, the wood is marked out in 
transverse section Into concentric rings, one for each season of 
growth—the so-called annual rings. In the smaller group, the 
Monocotyledons, the bundles are more numerous in the young 
stem and scattered through the ground tissue. Moreover they 
contain no cambium and the stem once formed increases in 
diameter only in exceptional cases. • 

As in Gymnosperms, branching is monopodial; dichotomy or 
the forking of the growing point into two equivalent branches 

which replace the main stem, is absent both in the case 
Vegeta/re 
MMUS& of the stem and the root The leaves show a remark- 

able variety in form (see Lear), but are generally small 
In comparison with the size of the..plant; exceptions occur in 
some Monocotyledons, e.g. in the Aroid family, where in some 
genera the plant produces one huge, much-brancbed leaf each 
season. 

In rare cases the main axis is unbranched and ends in a flower, 
as, for instance, in the tulip, where scale-leaves, forming the  

underground bulb, green foliage-leaves and coloured flora 
leaves are borne on one and the same axis. Generally, flowers 
are formed only on shoots of a higher order, often only on the 
ultimate branches of a much branched system. A potential 
branch or bud, either foliage or flower, is formed in the aril of 
each leaf; sometimes more than one bud arises, u for instance 
in the walnut, where two or three stand in vertical series above 
each haL Many of the buds remain dormant, or are called to 
development under exceptional circumstances, such as the 
destruction of existing branches. For instance, the clipping of 
a hedge or the lopping of a tree will cause to develop numerous 
buds which may have been dormant for years. Leaf-buds 
occasionally arise from the roots, when they are called adven-
titious; this occurs in many fruit trees, poplars, elms and others. 
For instance, the young shoots seen springing from the ground 
around an elm are not seedlings but root-shoots. Frequently, 
as in many Dicotyledons, the primary root, the original root of 
the seedling, persists throughout the life of the plant, forming, 
as often in biennials, a thickened tap-root, as in carrot, or in 
perennials, a much-branched root system. In many Dicotyledons 
and most Monocotyledons, the primary root soon perishes, and 
its place is taken by adventitious roots developed from the 
stem. 

The most characteristic feature. of the Angiosperm Is the 
flower, which shows remarkable variety in form and elaboration, 
and supplies the most trustworthy characters for the beau, distinction of the series and families or natural orders, 
into which the group is divided. The flower is a shoot (stem 
bearing leaves) which has a special form associated with the 
special function of ensuring the fertilization of the egg and the 
development of fruit containing seed. Except where it is 
terminal it arises, like the leaf-shoot, in the aril of a leaf, which 
is then known as a bract. Occasionally, as in violet, a flower 
arises singly in the aril of an ordinary foliage-leaf; it is then 
termed axillary. Generally, however, the flower-bearing portion 
of the plant is sharply distinguished from the foliage leaf-
bearing or vegetative portion, and forms a more or less elaborate 
branch-system in which the bracts are small and scale-like. 
Such a branch-system is called an inflorescence. The primary 
function of the flower is to bear the spores. These, as in Gymno- 
sperms, are of two kinds, mierospores or pollen-grains, borne 
in the stamens (or znicrosporophylls) and megaspores, in which 
the egg-cell is developed, contained in the ovule, which Is borne 
enclosed in the carpel (or megasporophyll). The flower may 
consist only of spore-bearing leaves, as in willow, where each 
flower comprises only a few stamens or two carpels. Usually, 
however, other leaves are present which are only indirectly 
concerned with the reproductive process, acting as protective 
organs for the sporophylls or forming an attractive envelope. 
These form the perianth and are in one series, when the flower 
is termed monochlamydeous, or in two series (dichlamydeous). 
In the second case the outer series (calyx of sepals) is generally 
green and leaf-like, its function being to protect the rest of the 
flower, especially in the bud; while the inner series (corolla of 
petals) is generally white or brightly coloured, and more delicate 
in structure, its function being to attract the particular insect or 
bird by agency of which pollination is effected. The insect, &c., 
is attracted by the colour and scent of the flower, and frequently 
also by honey which is secreted in some part of the flower. 
(For further details on the form and arrangement of the flower 
and its parts, see FLOWER.) 

Each stamen generally bears four pollen-sacs (wricrosporangia) 
which are associated to form the anther, and carried up on a 
stalk or filament. The development of the micro-  saves sporangia and the contained spores. (pollen-grains) md  „so, 
is closely comparable with that of the microsporangia 
in Gymnosperms or hetercoporous ferns. The pollen is set free 
by the opening (dehiscence) of the anther, generally by means 
of longitudinal slits, but sometimes by pores, as in the heath 
family (Ericacthe), or by valves, as in the barberry. It is then 
dropped or carried by some external agent, wind, water or some 
member of the animal kingdom, on to the receptive surface of 
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the camel of the same or another flower. The carpel, or aggregate 
of carpels forming the pistil or gynaeceum, comprises an ovary 
containing one or more ovules and a receptive surface or stigma; 
the stigma is sometimes carried up on a style. The mature pollen-
grain is, like other spores, a single cell; except in the case of 
some submerged aquatic plants, it has a double wall, a thin 
delicate wall of unaltered cellulose, the endospore or intine, 
and a tough outer cuticularized exospore or extine. The exo-
spore often. bears spines or warts, or is variously sculptured, 
and the character of the markings is often of value for the 
distinction of genera or higher groups. Germination of the 
microspore begins before it leaves the pollen-sac. In very few 
cases has anything representing prothallial development been 
observed; generally a small cell (the antheridial or generative 
cell) is cut off, leaving a larger tube-cell. When placed on 
the stigma, under favourable circumstances, the pollen-grain 
puts forth a pollen-tube which grows down the tissue of the style 
to the ovary, and makes its way along the placenta, guided by 
projections or hairs, to the mouth of an ovule. The nucleus of 
the tube-cell has meanwhile passed into the tube, as does also the 
generative nucleus which divides to form two male- or sperm-
cells. The male-cells are caned to their destination in the tip 
of the pollen-tube. 

The ovary contains one or more ovules borne on a pla- 
centa, which is generally some part of the ovary-wall. The 

development of the ovule, which represents the 
Pigti aa4  macrosporangium, is very similar to the process in 
lumbar 
Ras 	Gymnosperms; when mature it consists of one or two 

coats surrounding the central nucellus, except at the 
apex where an opening, the micropyle, is left. The nucellus is a 
cellular tissue enveloping one large cell, the embryo-sac or 
roacrospore. The germination of the macrospore consists in 
the repeated division of its nucleus to form two groups of four, 
one group at each end of the embryo-sac. One nucleus from each 
group, the polar nucleus, passes to the centre of the sac, where 
the two fuse to form the so-called definitive nucleus. Of the 
three cells at the micropylar end of the sac, all naked cells 
(the so-called egg-apparatus), one is the egg-cell or oosphere, 
the other two, which may be regarded as representing abortive 
egg-cells (in rare cases capable of fertilization), are known as 
synergidae. The three cells at the opposite end are known 
as antipodal cells and become invested with a cell-wall. The 
gametophyte or prothallial generation is thus extremely reduced, 
consisting of but little more than the male and female sexual 
cells—the two sperm-cells in the pollen-tube and the egg-cell 
(with the synergidae) in the - embryo-sac. At the period of 

fertilization the embryo-sac lies in close proximity m. to the opening of the micropyle, into which the pollen- 
tube has penetrated, the separating cell-wall becomes 

absorbed, and the male or sperm-cells are ejected into the embryo- 
sac. Guided by the synergidae one male-cell passes into the 
oosphere with which it fuses, the two nuclei uniting, while the 
other fuses with the definitive nucleus, or, as it is also called, the 
endosperm nucleus. This remarkable double fertilization as it 
has been called, although only recently discovered, has been 
proved to take place in widely-separated families, and both in 
Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons, and there is every probability 
that, perhaps with variations, it is the normal process in Angio-
sperms. After impregnation the fertilized oosphere immediately 
surrounds itself with a cell-wall and becomes-the oospore which 
by s process of growth forms the embryo of the new plant. 
The endospertn-nucleus divides rapidly to produce a cellular 
tissue which fills up the interior of the rapidly-growing embryo-
sac, and forms a tissue, known as endosperm, in which is stored 
a supply of nourishment for the use later on of the embryo. It 
has long been known that after fertilization of the egg has taken 
place, the formation of endosperm begins from the endosperm 
nudeus, and this bad come to be regarded as the recommence-
ment of the development of a protballium after a pause following 
the reinvigorating union of the polar nuclei. This view is still 
maintained by those who differentiate two acts of fertilization 
within the embryo-sac, And regard that of the egg by the first  

male-cell, as the true or generative fertilization, and that of the 
polar nuclei by second male gamete as a vegetative fertilisa-
tion which gives a stimulus to development in correlation with the 
other. If, on the other hand, the endosperm is the product, 
of an act of fertilization as definite as that giving rise to the 
embryo itself, we have to recognize that twin-plants are produced 
within the embryo-sac—one, the embryo, which becomes the 
angiospermous plant, the other, the endosperm, a short-lived, 
undifferentiated nurse to assist in the nutrition of the former, 
even. as the subsidiary embryos in a pluri-embryonic Gymno-
sperm may facilitate the nutrition of the dominant one. If this is 
so, and the endosperm like the embryo is normally the product 
of a sexual act, hybridization will give a hybrid endosperm as 
it does a hybrid embryo, and herein (it is suggested) we may have 
the explanation of the phenomenon of genie observed' in the 
mixed endosperms of hybrid races of maize and other plants, 
regarding which it has only been possible hitherto to assert 
that they were indications of the extension of the influence of 
the pollen beyond the egg and its product. This would not, 
however, explain the formation of fruits intermediate in size and 
colour between those of crossed parents. The signification of 
the coalescence of the polar nuclei is not explained by these new 
facts, but it is noteworthy that the second male-cell is said to 
unite sometimes with the apical polar nucleus, the sister of the 
egg, before the union of this with the basal polar one. The idea 
of the endosperm as a second subsidiary plant is no new one; 
it was suggested long ago in explanation of the coalescence of 
the polar nuclei, but it was then based on the assumption that 
these represented male and female ails, an assumption for which 
there was no evidence and which was inherently improbable. 
The proof of a coalescence of the second male nucleus with the 
definitive nudeus gives the conception a more stable basis. 
The antipodal cells aid more or less in the process of nutrition 
of the developing embryo, and may undergo multiplication, 
though they ultimately disintegrate, as do also the synergidae. 
As in Gymnosperms and other groups an interesting qualitative 
change is associated with the process of fertilization. The 
number of chromosomes (see PLANTS: Cytology) in the nucleus 
of the two spores, pollen-grain and embryo-sac, is only half the 
number found in an ordinary vegetative nucleus; and this 
reduced number persists in the cells derived from them. The 
full number is restored in the fusion of the male and female nuclei 
in the process of fertilization, and remains until the formation of 
the cells from which the spores are derived in the new generation. 

In several natural orders and genera departures from the course 
of development just described have been noted. In the natural 
order Rosaceae, the series Querdaorae, and the very anomalous 
genus Casuarina and others, instead of a single macrospore a 
more or less extensive sporogenous tissue is formed, but only one 
cell proceeds to the formation of a functional female cell. In 
Casuarina, !means and the order Corylaceae, the pollen-tube 
does not enter by means of the micropyle, but passing down the 
ovary wall and through the placenta, enters at the chalazal end 
of the ovule. Such a method of entrance is styled chalasogantic, 
in contrast to the porogamic or ordinary method of approach by 
means of the micropyle. 

The result of fertilization is the development of the ovule into 
the seed. By the segmentation of the fertilized egg, now invested 
by cell-membrane, the embryo-plant arises. A varying 
number of transverse segment-walls transform it into 
a pro-embryo--a cellular row of which the cell nearest 
the micropyle becomes attached to the apex of the embryo-sac, 
and thus fixes the position of the developing embryo, while the 
terminal cell is projected into its cavity. In Dicotyledons the 
shoot of the embryo is wholly derived from the terminal cell of the 
pro-embryo, from the next cell the root arises, and the remaining 
ones form the suspensor. In many Monocotyledons the -terminal 
cell forms the cotyledonary portion glone of the shoot of the 
embryo, its axial part and the root being derived from the 
adjacent ceU; the cotyledon is thus a terminal structure and the 
apex of the primary stem a lateral one--s condition in marked 
contrast with that of the Dicotyledons. In some Monocotyledons, 
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however, the cotyledon is not really terminal. Vie primary root 
of the embryo in all Angiosperms points towards the micropyle. 
The developing embryo at the end of the suspensor grows out to 
a varying extent into the forming endosperm, from which by 
surface absorption it derives good material for growth; at the 
setae time the suspensor plays a direct part asa carrier of nutrition, 
and may even develop, where perhaps no endosperm is formed, 
special absorptive " suspensor roots" which invest the developing 
embryo, or pass out into the body and coats of the ovule, or even 
into the placenta. In some eases the embryo or the embryo-sac 
sends out suckers into the nucellus and ovular integument. As 
the embryo develops it may absorb all the food material available, 
and store, either in its cotyledons or in its hypocotyl, what is not 
immediately required for growth, as reserve-food for use in 
germination, and by so doing it increases in sire until it may fill 
entirely the embryo-sac; or its absorptive power at this stage may 
be limited to what is necessary for growth and it remains of 
relatively small size, occupying but a smallarea of the embryo-sac, 
which is otherwise filled with endosperm in which the reserve-food 
is stored. There arealso intermediate states. The position of the 
embryo in relation to the endosperm varies, sometimes it is 
internal, sometimes external, but the significance of this has not 
yet been established. 

The formation of endosperm starts, as has been stated, from 
the endosperm nucleus. Its segmentation always begins before 
that of the egg, and thus there is timely preparation for the 
nursing of the young embryo. If in its extension to contain the 
new formations within it the embryo-sac remains narrow, end°. 
sperm formation proceeds upon the lines of a cell-division, but in 
wide embryo-sacs the endosperm is first of all formed as a layer 
of naked cells around the wall of the sac, and only gradually 
acquires a pluricellular character, forming a tissue filling the 'sac. 
The function of the endosperm is primarily that of nourishing the 
embryo, and its basal position in the embryo-sac places It 
favourably for the absorption of food material entering the ovule. 
Its duration varies with the precocity of the embryo. It may be 
wholly absorbed by the progressive growth of the embryo within 
the embryo-sac, or it may persist as a definite and more or less 
conspicuous constituent of the seed. When it persists as a massive 
element of the seed its nutritive function is usually apparent, for 
there is accumulated within its cells reserve-food, and according 
to the dominant substance it is starchy, oily, or rich in cellulose, 
mucilage or proteid. In cases where the embryo has stored 
reserve food within itself and thus provided for self-nutrition, 
such endosperm as remains in the seed may take on other 
functions, for instance, that of water-absorption. 

Some deviations from the usual course of development may be 
noted. Parthenogenesis, or the development of an embryo from an 
egg-cell without the latter having been fertilized has been de-
scribed in species of Thatidrum, Axtetmaria and Alekemillis. Poly-
embryony is generally associated with the development of cells 
other than the egg-cell. Thus in &OF:remises and Liemeckaris the 
fertilized egg may form a mass of tissue on which several embryos 
are produced. Isolated cases show that any of the cells within the 
embryo-sac may exceptionally form an embryo, e.1 the synergidae 
in species of Mimosa, Iris and Allison, and in the last-mentioned 
the antipodal cells also In Coekbogyee (Euphorbiaceae) and in 
Funkia (Liliaceae) polyembryony results from an adventitious 
production of embryos from the cells of the nucellus around the 
top of the embryo-sae. In a species of Anises, embryos have 
been found developing in the same individual from the egg-cell, 
synergids, antipodal cells and cells of the nucellus. In two 
Malayan species of Balartophora, the embryo is developed from 
a cell of the endosperm, which is formed from the upper polar 
nucleus only, the egg apparatus becoming disorganized. The 
last-mentioned case has been regarded as representing an 
apogamous development of the sporophyte from the game tophyte 
comparable to the cases of apogamy described in Ferns. But 
the great diversity of these abnormal cases as shown in the 
examples cited above suggests the use of great caution M for-
mulating definite morphological theories upon them. 

As the development of embryo and endosperm proceeds within 

the embryo-sae, its wall enlarges and commonly absorbs the 
substance of the nucellus (which is likewise enlarging) to near its 
outer limit, and combines with it and the integument 
to form the seed-coat; or the whole nucellus and even 
the integument may be absorbed. In some plants the 
nucellus is not thus absorbed, but itself becomes a seat of de-
posit of reserve-food constituting the 'crispers' which may coexist 
with endosperm, as in the water-lily order, or may alone form a 
food-reserve for the embryo, as in Coma. Endospermic food 
reserve has evident advantages over perispermic, and the latter 
is comparatively rarely found and only in non-progressive series. 
Seeds in which endosperm or perisperm or both exist are com-
monly called albstssinoos or endospermie, those in which neither is 
found are termed exattesmissoss or exentiostermie. These terms, 
extensively used by systematists, only refer, however, to the 
grosser features of the seed, and indicate the more or less evident 
occurrence of a food-reserve; many so-called exalbuminous seeds 
show to microscopic examination a distinct endosperm which may 
have other than a nutritive function. The presence or absence 
of endosperm. its relative amount when present, and the position 
of the embryo within it, are valuable characters for the distinction 
of orders and groups of orders. Meanwhile the ovary wall has 
developed to form the fruit or pericarp, the structure of which is 
closely associated with the manner of distribution of the seed. 
Frequently the influence of fertilization is felt beyond the ovary, 
and other parts of the flower take part in the formation of the 
fruit, as the floral receptacle in the apple, strawberry and others. 
The character of the seed-coat bears a definite relation to that of 
the fruit. Their function is the twofold one of protecting the 
embryo and of aiding in dissemination; they may also directly 
promote germination. If the fruit is a dehiscent one and the seed 
is therefore soon exposed, the seed-coat has to provide for the 
protection of the embryo and may also have to secure dissemina-
tion. On the other band, indehiscent fruits discharge these 
functions for the embryo, and the seed-coat is only slightly 
developed. Dissemination is effected by the agency of 
water, of air, of animals—and fruits and seeds are gmuwail.  
therefore grouped in respect of this as hydrophilous, 
anemophilous and zooidiophilous. The needs for these are 
obvious—buoyancy in water and resistance to wetting for the 
first, some form of parachute for the second, and some attaching 
mechanism or attractive structure for the third. The methods in 
which these are provided are of infinite variety, and any and 
every part of the flower and of the inflorescence may be called into 
requisition to supply the adaptation (see Fem.). Special 
outgrowths, arils, of the seed-coat are of frequent occurrence. In 
the feature of fruit and seed, by which the distribution of Angio-
sperms is effected, we have a distinctive character of the class. In 
Gymnospermswe have seeds, and the carpels may become modified 
and close around these, as in Pines, during the process of ripening 
to form an imitation of a box-like fruit which subsequently open-
ing allows the seeds to escape; but there is never in them the 
dosed ovary investing from the outset the ovules, and ultimately 
forming the ground-work of the fruit. 

Their fortuitous dissemination does not always bring seeds 
upon a suitable nidus for germination, the primary essential of 
which is a sufficiency of moisture, and the duration of 
vitality of the embryo is a point of interest. Some elm•"•, 
seeds retain vitality for a period of many years, though ssea 
there is no warrant for the popular notion that genuine 
" mummy wheat " will germinate, on the other hand some seeds 
lose vitality in little more than a year. Further, the older the 
seed the more slow as a general rule will germination be in 
starting, but there are notable exceptions. This pause, often of 
so long duration, in the growth of the embryo between the time 
of its perfect development within the seed and the moment of 
germination, is one of the remarkable and distinctive features of 
the life of Spermatophytes. The aim of germination is the fixing 
of the embryo in the soil, effected usually by means of the root, 
which is the first part of the embryo to appear, in preparation 
for the elongation of the epicotyledonary portion of the shoot, 
and there is infinite variety in the details of the process. • In 
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albuminous Dicotyledons the cotyledons act as the absorbents of 
the reserve-food of the seed and are commonly brought above 
ground (spited), either withdrawn from the seed-coat or carrying 
it upon them, and then they serve as the first green organs of the 
plant. The part of the stem below the cotyledons (hypecogyl) 
commonly plays the greater part in bringing this about. Ex. 
albuminous Dicotyledons usually store reserve-food in their 
cotyledons, which may in germination remain below ground 
(kypogeal). In albuminous Monocotyledons the cotyledon itself, 
probably in consequence of its terminal position, is commonly 
the agent by which the embryo is thrust out of the seed, and it 
may function solely as a feeder, its extremity developing as a 
sucker through which the endosperm is absorbed, or it may 
become the first green organ, the terminal sucker dropping 
off with the seed-coat when the endosperm is exhausted. 
Exalbuminous Monocotyledons are either hydrophytes or 
strongly hygropbilous plants and have often peculiar features 
in germination. 

Distribution by seed appears to satisfy so weli the requirements 
of Angiosperms that distribution by vegetative buds is only an 

occasional process. At the same time every bud on a 
volwath" shoot has the capacity to form a new plant if placed 
*i.e.& in suitable conditions, as the horticultural practice 

of propagation by cuttings shows; in nature we see 
plants spreading by the rooting of their shoots, and buds we 
know may be freely formed not only on stems but on leaves and 
on roots. Where detachable buds are produced, which can be 
transported through the air to a distance, each of them is an 
incipient shoot which may have a root, and there is always 
reserve-food stored in some part of it. In essentials such a bud 
resembles a seed. A relation between such vegetative distribu-
tion buds and production of flower is usually marked. Where 
there is free formation of buds there is little flower and commonly 
no seed, and the converse is also the case. Viviparous plants are 
an illustration of substitution of vegetative buds for flower. 

The position of Angiosperms as the highest plant-group is 
unassailable, but of the point or points of their origin from the 

general stem ,of the plant kingdom, and of the path 
Pibbssw or paths of their evolution, we can as yet say little. sad iszoosiny. Until well on in the Mesozoic period geological history 

tells us nothing about Angiosperms, and then only by 
their vegetative organs. We readily recognize in them now-a-
days the natural classes of Dicotyledons and Monocotyledons 
distinguished alike in vegetative and in reproductive construction, 
yet showing remarkable parallel sequences in development; 
and we see that the Dicotyledons are the more advanced and 
show the greater capacity for further progressive evolution. 
But there is no sound basis for the assumption that the Dicoty-
ledons are derived from Monocotyledons; indeed, the palaeonto-
logical evidence seems to point to the Dicotyledons being the 
older. This, however, does not entitle us to assume the origin 
of Monocotyledons from Dicotyledons, although there is mani-
festly a temptation to connect helobic forms of the former with 
ranal ones of the latter. There is no doubt that the phylum of 
Angiosperms has not sprung from that of Gymnosperms. 

Within each class the flower-characters as the essential feature of 
Angiosperms supply the due to phylogeny, but the uncertainty 
regarding the construction of the primitive angiospermous flower 
gives a fundamental point of divergence in attempts to construct 

' sequences of the families. Simplicity of flower-structure 
raosgirp;ealivered to some to be always primitive, whilst by others it has 
been taken to be always derived. There is, however, abundant 
evidence that it may have the one or the other character in different 
cues. Apart from this, botanists are generally agreed that the 
concrescence of parts of the flower-whorls—in the gynaeceum as 
the seed-covering, and in the corolla as the seat of attraction, more 
than in the androecium and the calyx—is an indication of advance, 
as is also the concrescence that gives the condition of epigyny. 
Dorsiventrality is also clearly derived from radial construction, and 
anatropy of the ovule has followed atropy. We should expect the 
albuminous state of the seed to be an antecedent one to the ex-
albuminous condition, and the recent discoveries in fertilization 
tend to confirm this view. Amongst Dicotyledons the gamopetalous 
forms are admitted to be the highest development and a dominant 
one of our epoch. Advance has been along two lines, markedly in 
relation to insect-pollination, one of which has culminated in the  

hypogynous epipetalous bicarpellate forms with dorsiventral often 
large and loosely arranged flowers such as occur in Scrophulariaceae, 
and the other in the epigynous bicarpellate small-flowered families of 
which the Compositae represent the most elaborate type. In the 
polypetalous forms progression from hypogyny to epigyny is gener-
ally recognized, and where dorsiventrality with insect-pollination 
has been established, a dominant group has been developed as in the 
Leguminosae. The startin -point of the class, however, and the 
position within it of a 	s families with frequently unisexual 
flowers, have pro 	much discussion. In Monocotyledons a 
similar advance from hypogyny to epigyny is observed, and from the 
dorsiventral to the radial type of flower. In this connexion it is 
noteworthy that so many of the higher forms are adapted as bulbous 
grophytes, or as aerophytes to special xerophilous conditions. The 
Grammar offer a prominent example of a dominant self-pollinated 
or wind-pollinated family, and this may find explanation in a 
multiplicity of factors. 

Though best known for his artificial (or sexual) system, Linnaeus 
was impressed with the importance of elaborating a natural system 
of arrangement in which plants should be arranged according to 
their true affinities. In his Philotophia Botaxica (175i) Linnaeus 
grouped the genera then known into sixty-seven orders (fragaserda), 
all except five of which are Angiosperms. He gave names to these 
but did not diaracterize them or attempt to arrange them in larger 
groups. Some represent natural groups and had in several cases 
been already recognized by Ray and others, but the majority are, 
in the light of modern knowledge, very mixed. Well-defined poly-
petalous and gamopetalous genera sometimes occur in the sameorder. 
and even Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons are classed together 
where they have some striking physiological character in common. 

Work on the lines suggested by the Linnaean frogmen& was 
continued in France by Bernard de Jussieu and his nephew, Antoine 
Laurent, and the arrangement suggested by the latter in his Genera 
Plaataruat secanduns &diner Natarales duposola (x789) is the first 
which can claim to be a natural system. The orders are carefully 
characterized, and those of Angiosperms are grouped in fourteen 
classes under the two main divisions Monocotyledons and Dicoty-
ledons. The former comprise three classes, which are distinguished 

Ignit
e relative position of the stamens and ovary; the eleven 
of the latter are based on the same set of characters and fall 

into the larger subdivisions Apetalae, Monopetalae and Polypetalae, 
characterized respectively by absence, union or freedom of the 
petals, and a subdivision, Diduset Irregalares, a very unnatural group, 
including one class only. A. P. de Candolle introduced sever al  
improvements into the system. In his arrangement the last sub-
division disappears, and the Dicotyledons fall into two groups, a 
larger containing those in which both calyx and corolla are present 
in the flower, and a smaller, Monochlamydeae, representing the 
Apetalae and Dicliies Irregalares of Jussieu. The dichlamydeous 
group is subdivided into three, Thalamiflorae, Calyciflorae and 
Corolliflorae, depending on the position and union of the petals. 
This, which we may distinguish as the French system, finds its most 
perfect expression in the classic Gomm Flexitime' (1862-1883) of 
Bentham and Hooker, a work containing a description. zed on 
careful examination of specimens, of all known genera of flowering 
plants. The subdivision is as follows:-- 

12loopledeaa 
1Thalamiflorae. 

Polypetabe Disciflorae. 
Calyciflorae. 
Inferae. 

Gamopetalae Heteromerae. 
Bicarpellatae. 

Monochlamydeae in eight series. 
Monocotyledons in seven series. 

Of the Polypetalae, series t, Thalamiflorae, is characterised by 
h 	nous petals and stamens, and contains 34 orders distributed 
in 6 	r groups or cohorts. Series 1, Disciflorae, takes its name 
from adevelopment of the floral axis which forms a ring or cushion 
at the base of the ovary or is broken up into glands; the ovary is 
superior. It contains 23 orders in 4 cohorts. suns 3, Calyciflorae, 
has petals and stamens perigynous, or sometimes superior. It 
contains 27 orders in 5 cohorts. 

Of the CAmopetalae, series r, Infhas an inferior ovary and 
stamens usually 	as the corolla- 	It contains 9 Older* 
in 3 cohorts. 2, Heteromerae, has generally a superior ovary, 
stamens as many as the corolla-lobes or more, and more than two 
carpels. It contains 12 orders in 3 cohorts. Series 3. Bicarpellatae, 
has generally a superior ovary and usually two carpels. It contains 
24 orders in 4 cohorts. 

The eight series of Monochlamydeae, containing 36 orders, form 
groups characterised mainly by differences in the ovary and ovules, 
and are now recognised as of unequal value. 

The seven series of Monocotyledons represent a sequence beginning 
with the most complicated epigynous orders, such as Orchideae and 
Scitamineae, and passing through the petaloid hypogynous orders 
(series Coronarieae) of which Lakonia is the representative to 
unceceae and the palms (series Calycinae) where the perianth loses 

its petaloid character and thence to the Aroids, screw-pines and 
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others where it is more or less aborted (series Nudiflorae). Series 6. 
Apooarpeae, is characterized by 5 carpels, and in the last series 
Giumaceae, great simplification in the dower is associated with a 
grass-like habit. 

The sequence of orders in the polypetalous subdivision of Dicoty-
ledons undoubtedly represents a progression from simpler to more 
elaborate forms, but a great drawback to the valve of the system is 
the inclusion among the Monochlamydae of a number of orders 
which are closely allied with orders of Polypetalae though differing 
in absence of a corolla. The German systematist. A. W. Eichler, 
attempted to remove this disadvantage which since the time of 
Jussieu had characterized the French system, and in 1883 grouped 
the Dicotyledons in two subclasses. The earlier Chonpetalae 
embraces the Polypetalae and Monochlamydae of the French 
systems. It includes 21 series, and is an attempt to arrange as far 
as possible in a linear series those orders which are characterized by 
absence or freedom of petals. The second subclass, Gamopetalae, 
includes 9 series and culminates in those which show the most 
elaborate type of flower, the series Aggregatae, the chief representa-
tive of which is the great and wide-spread order Composite& A 
modification of Eichler's system, embracing the most recent views 
of the affinities of the orders of Angiosperms, has been put forward 
by Dr Adolf Engler of Berlin, who adopts the suggestive names 
Archichlarnydeae and Metachlamydeae for the two subdivisions of 
Dicotyledons. Dr Engler is the principal editor of a la7e series of 
volumes which, under the title Du susturbelsen Pjtansen mills& is 
a systematic account of all the known genera of plants an represents 
the work of many botanist& More recently an Das Pflanansreich 
the mine author organized a series of complete monographs of the 
families of seed-plants. 

As an attempt at a phylogenetic arrangement, Engler's system is 
now preferred by many botanists. More recently a startling novelty 
in the way of systeM has been produced by van Tieghern, as follows: 

Monocotyls. 
Ilorhizal Dicotyledons. 
Dicotyledons. 

INSIMINEAS. 
SEMINEAE. 

Unitemnineoe. 
BiXgmusam. 

The most remarkable feature here is the class of Liorhizal Dicoty-
ledons. which includes only the families of Nympharaceae and 
Gramineae. It is based upon the fact that the histological differentia-
tion of the epidermis of their root I. that generally characteristic of 
Monocotyledons, whilst they have two cotyledons—the old view of 
the epiblast as a second cotyledon in Gramineae being adopted. 
But the presence of a second cotyledon in grasses is extremely 
doubtful, and though there may be groundfor reconsidering the 
position of Nymphaeaceae, their association with the grasses as a 
distinct class is not warranted by a comparative examination of the 
members of the two orders. Ovular characters determine the igroup-
ing in the Dicotyledons, van Timbals supporting the view that the 
integument, the outer if there be two, is the lamina of a leaf of which 
the funicle is the petiole, whilst the nucellus is an outgrowth of this 
leaf, and the inner integument, if present, an indusium. The 
Insemineae include forms in which the nucellus is not developed, 
and therefore there can be no seed. The plants included are. however, 
mainly well-established parasites, and the absence of nucellus is only 
one of those characters of reduction to which parasites are liable. 
Even if we admit van Tieghem's interpretation of the integuments 
to be correct, the diagnostic mark of his unitegminous and biteg-
minous groups is simply that of the absence or presence of an in-
dusium, not a character of great value elsewhere, and, as we know, 
the number of the ovular coats is inconstant within the same family. 
At the same time the groups based upon the integuments are 
of much the same extent as the Polypetalae and Gamopetalae of 
other systems. We do not yet know the significance of this correla-
tion, which, however, is not an invariable one, between number of 
integuments and union of petals. 

Within the last few years Prof. John Coulter and Dr C. J. 
Chamberlain of Chicago University have given a valuable general 
account of the morphology of Angiosperms as far as concerns the 
flower, and the series of events which ends in the formation of the 
seed (Morpholog

M A Th e 
of Angiosperms, Chicago. 192.,nni3es  

ll find in the f 	works details AUTHOR/ e 	wilt  
of the subject and references to the literature: them and 
Hooker, Genera Plantation (London, 1862-1883); Eichler, Blades-
diagraming (Leipzig, 187571878); Engler and Prantl, Die nalsrlicken 
Illansenfamilien (Leipzig, 1887-1899); Engler, Syllabus der 

5rff ed.  (Berlin. 1903); Knuth, Handbuch der 
Istutenboologie (Leipzig, 1898. 11199); Sachs, History of Botany, 
English ed. (Oxford, 1890); Solaeda,Systensarischs Anatomie der 
Dicolytedonen (Stuttgart, 1899); van Tieghem, Elements do bolas- 

se; Coulter and Chamberlain, Morphology of Angiosperms (New 
York 1903). 
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ANGKOR. an  assemblage of ruins in Cambodia, the relic of 
the ancient Khmer civilisation. They are situated in forests 
to thenorth of the Great Lake (Tonle-Sap), the most conspicuous  

of the remains being the town of Angkor-Thom and the temple 
of Angkor-Vat, both of which lie on the right bank of the river 
Siem-Reap, a tributary of Tonle-Sap. Other remains of the 
same form and character lie scattered about the vicinity on 
both banks of the river, which is crossed by an ancient stone 
bridge. 

Angkor-Thom lies about a quarter of a mile from the river. 
According to Aymonier it was begun about A. o. 860, in the 
reign of the Khmer sovereign jayavarman III., and finished 
towards A.D. goo. It consists of a rectangular enclosure, nearly 
1 m. in each direction, surrounded by a wall from 20 to 3o ft. 
in height. Within the enclosure, which is entered by five monu-
mental gates, are the remains of palaces and temples, overgrown 
by the forest. The chief of these are:— 

(r) The vestiges of the royal palace, which stood within an 
enclosure containing also the pyramidal religious structure 
known as the Phimeanakas. To the east of this enclosure there 
extends a terrace decorated with magnificent reliefs. 

(a) The temple of Bayon, a square enclosure formed by 
galleries with colonnades, within which is another and more 
elaborate system of galleries, rectangular in arrangement and 
enclosing a cruciform structure, at the centre of which rises a 
huge tower with a circular base. Fifty towers, decorated 
with quadruple fates of Brahma, are built at intervals upon 
the galleries, the whole temple ranking as perhaps the most 
remarkable of the Khmer remains. 

Angkor-Vat, the best preserved example of Khmer architec-
ture, lies less than a mile to the south of the royal city, within 
a rectangular park surrounded by a moat, the outer perimeter 
of which measures 6o6o yds. On the west side of the park a 
paved causeway, leading over the moat and under a magnificent 
portico, extends for a distance of a quarter of a mile to the chief 
entrance of the main building. The temple was originally 
devoted to the worship of Brahma, but afterwards to that of 
Buddha; its construction is assigned by Aymonier to the first 
half of the t ath century A.D. It consists of three stages, connected 
by numerous exterior staircases and decreasing in dimensions 
as they rise, culminating in the sanctuary, a great central tower 
pyramidal in form. Towers also surmount the angles of the 
terraces of the two upper stages. Three galleries with vault-
ing supported on columns lead from the three western portals 
to the second stage. They are connected by a transverse 
gallery, thus forming four square basins. Khmer decoration, 
profuse but harmonious, consists chiefly in the representa-
tion of gods, men and animals, which are displayed on 
every flat surface. Combats and legendary episodes are often 
depicted; floral decoration is reserved chiefly for borders, 
mouldings and capitals. Sandstone of various colours was the 
chief material employed by the Khmers; limonite was also used. 
The stone was cut into huge blocks which are fitted together 
with great accuracy without the use of cement. 

See E. Aymonier, Le Cambodet (3 vols., tgoo-1904);Doudart de 
Lagree. Voyage d'exploration en Indo-Ckine (1872-1873); A. H. 
Mouhot, Travels in lido-China, Cambodia and Laos (a vol.., 1864); 
Fournereau and Porcher. Les Raines d'A Nigher (1890); L. Delaporte, 
Voyage ax Cambod e: Tarchilesture Khmer (1880); J. Moura, Le 
Royaltile do Cambodge (a vol.., 1883). 

ANGLE (from the Lat. anodes, ft corner, a diminutive, of 
which the primitive form, amps, does not occur in Latin; 
cognate are the Lat. angem, to compress into a bend or to 
strangle, and the Gr. &yen, a bend; both connected with 
the Aryan root ask-, to bend: see ANGLING), in geometry, the 
inclination of one line or plane to another. Euclid (Elements, 
book i) defines a plane angle as the inclination to each other, in 
a plane, of two lines which meet each other, and do not lie 
straight with respect to each other (see GEONETIY, EUCLIDEAN). 
According to Produs an angle must be either a quality or • a 
quantity, or a relationship. The first concept was utilised by 
Eudemus, who regarded an angle as a deviation from a straight 
line; the second by Carpus of Antioch, who regarded it as the 
interval or space between the intersecting lines; Euclid adopted 
the third concept, although his definitions of right, acute, and 
obtuse angles are certainly quantitative. A discussion of 
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these concepts and the various definitions of angles in Euclidean 
geometry is to be found in W. B. Frankland, Tke Airs* Book 
of Euclid's Eleatests (1905). Following Euclid, a right angle 
is formed by a straight line standing upon another straight line 
so as to make the adjacent angles equal; any angle less than a 
right angle is termed an acute angle, and any angle greater than 
a right angle an obtuse angle. The difference between an acute 
angle and a right angle is termed the complement of the angle, 
and between an angle and two right angles the supplement of the 
angle. The generalized view of angles and their measurement 
is treated in the article TRIGONOMETRY. A solid angle is definable 
as the apace contained by three or more planes intersecting in 
a common point; it is familiarly represented by a corner. The 
angle between two planes is termed dihedral, between three 
tribedral, between any number more than three polyhedral. A 
spherical angle is a particular dihedral angle; it is the angle 
between two intersecting arcs on a sphere, and •  is measured 
by the angle between the planes containing the arcs and the 
centre of the sphere. 

The angle between a line and a curve ( mixed angle) or between 
two curves (curvilinear angle) is measured by the angle between 
the line and the tangent at the point of intersection, or between the 
tangents to both curves at their common point. Various names 
(now rarely, if ever, used) have been given to particular cases:— 
amphicyrtic (Gr. dadi, on both sides, guards, convex) or 
cissoidal (Gr, 'acerb:, ivy), biconvex; zystroidal or sistrdidal 
(Gr. tors*, a tool for scraping), concavo-convex; arnphicoelic 
(Gr. eolke, a hollow) or axgulus lunidaris, biconcave. 

ANGLER, also sometimes called fishing-frog, frog-fish, sea-
devil (Lophius piscalorius), a fish well known off the coasts of 
Great Britain and Europe generally, the grotesque shape of its 
body and its singular habits having attracted the attention of 
naturalists of all ages. To the North Sea fishermen this fish is 
known as the " monk," a name which more properly belongs to 
Rkixasqualica, a fish allied to the skates. Its had is of enormous 
size, broad, fiat and depressed, the remainder of the body 
appeasing merely like an appendage. The wide mouth extends 

....- 
The Angler (Lophius piscalorius). 

all round the anterior circumference of the head; and both 
jaws are armed with bands of long pointed teeth, which axe 
inclined inwards, and can be depressed so as to offer no impedi-
ment to an object gliding towards the stomach, but to prevent 
its escape from the mouth. The pectoral and ventral fins are so 
articulated as to perform the functions of feet, the fish being 
enabled to move, or rather to walk, on the bottom of the.sea, 
where it generally hides itself in the sand or amongst sea-weed. 
All round its head and also along the body the skin bears 
fringed appendages resembling short fronds of sea-weed, a 
structure which, combined with the extraordinary faculty of 
assimilating the colour of the body to its surroundings, assists 
this fish greatly in concealing itself in places which it selects 
on account of the abundance of prey. To render the organization 
of this creature perfect in relation to its wants, it is provided with 
three long filaments inserted along the middle of the head, 
which are, in fact, the detached and modified three first spines 
of the anterior dorsal fin. The filament most important in the 
economy of the angler is the first, which is the longest, terminates 
in a lappet, and is movable in every direction. The angler is 

believed to attract other fishes by means of its lure, and then to 
seize them with its enormous jaws. It is probable enough that 
smaller fishes are attracted in this way, but experiments have 
shown that the action of the jaws is automatic and depends 
on contact of the prey with the tentacle. Its stomach is disten-
sible in an extraordinary degree, and not rarely fishes have 
been taken out quite as large and heavy as their destroyer. It 
grows to a length of more than 5 ft.; specimens of 3 ft. are 
common. The spawn of the angler is very remarkable. It 
consists of a thin sheet of transparent gelatinous material a or 3 ft. 
broad and 25 to 3o it. in length. The eggs in this sheet are in a 
single layer, each in its own little cavity. The spawn is free in 
the sea. The larvae are free-swimming and have the pelvic fins 
elongated into filaments. The British species is found all round 
the coasts of Europe and western North America, but becomes 
scarce beyond 6e N. lat.; it occurs also on the coasts of the 
Cape of Good Hope. A second species (Lophius budegassa) 
inhabits the Mediterranean, and a third (L.setigerus) the coasts of 
China and Japan. 

ANGLESEY, ARTHUR ANNESLEY, tat EARL or (1614-1686), 
British statesman, son of the rat Viscount Valentia (cr. 2621) 
and Baron Mountnorris (cr. 1628), and of Dorothy, daughter 
of Sir John Philipps of Picton Castle, Pembrokeshire, was born 
at Dublin on the zoth of July this, was educated at Magdalen 
College, Oxford, and was admitted to Lincoln's Inn in 1634. 
Having made the grand tour he returned to Ireland; and being 
employed by the parliament in a mission to the duke of Ormonde, 
now reduced to the last extremities, he succeeded in conclud-
ing a treaty with him on the 29th of June 1647, thus securing 
the country from complete subjection to the rebels. In April 
1647 he was returned for Radnorshire to the House of Commons. 
He supported the parliamentary as against the republican or 
army party, and appears to have been one of the members 
excluded in 1648. He sat in Richard Cromwell's parliament 
for Dublin city, and endeavoured to take his seat in the restored 
Rump Parliament of 1659. He was made president of the council 
in February 166o, and in the Convention Parliament sat for 
Carmarthen borough. The anarchy of the last months of the 
commonwealth converted him to royalism, and he showed great 
activity in bringing about the Restoration. He used his influence 
in moderating measures of revenge and violence, and while 
sitting in judgment on the regicides was on the side of leniency. 
In November r66o by his father's death he had become Viscount 
Valentia and Baron Mountnorris in the Irish peerage, and on 
the zoth April 166i he was created Baron Annesley of Newport 
Pagnell in Buckinghamshire and earl of Anglesey in the peerage 
of Great Britain. He supported the king's administration in 
parliament, but opposed strongly the unjust measure which, on 
the abolition of the court of wards, placed the extra burden of 
taxation thus rendered necessary on the excise. His services 
in the administration of Ireland were especially valuable, He 
filled the office of vice-treasurer from 166o till 2667, served on 
the committee for carrying out the declaration for the settlement 
of Ireland and on the committee for Irish affairs, while later, in 
1671 and 1672, he was a leading member of various commissions 
appointed to investigate the working of the Acts of Settlement. 
In February 1661 he had obtained a captaincy of horse, and 
in 1667 he exchanged his vice-treasuryship of Ireland for the 
treasuryship of the navy. His public career was marked by 
great independence and fidelity to principle. On the 24th of July 
063 he alone signed a protest against the bill " for the encourage-
ment of trade," on the plea that owing to the free export of coin 
and bullion allowed by the act, and to the importation of foreign 
commodities being greater than the export of home goods, 
" it must necessarily follow . . . that our silver will also be 
carried away into foreign parts and all trade fail for want of 
money." He especially disapproved of another clause in the 
same bill forbidding the importation of Irish cattle into England, 
a mischievous measure promoted by the duke of Buckingham. and 
he opposed again the bill brought in with that object in January 

Protests of the Lords, by J. E. Thorold Rogers (1873), i. 27: 
Gatti's Life of °monde (x831), iv. 234; Par!. Hilt. iv. 284. 
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1667. This same year his naval accounts wets subjected to an 
examination in consequence of his indignant refusal to take part 
in the attack upon Ormonde; and he was suspended from his 
office in 1668, no charge,however, against him being substantiated. 
He took a prominent part in the dispute in 1671 between the two 
Houses concerning the right of the Lords to amend money 
bills, and wrote a learned pamphlet on the question entitled 
The Privileges of the House of Lords and Commons (1702), in 
which the right of the Lords was asserted. In April 1673 he was 
appointed lord privy seal, and was disappointed at not obtaining 
the great seal the same year on the removal of Shaftesbury. In 
1679 he was included in Sir W. Temple's new-modelled council. 

In the bitter religious controversies of the time Anglesey 
'bowed great moderation and toleration. In 1674 he is men-
tioned as endeavouring to prevent the justices putting into force 
the laws against the Roman Catholics and Nonconformists. , 

 In the panic of the " Popish Plot " in 1678 he exhibited a saner 
judgment than most of his contemporaries and a conspicuous 
courage, On the 6th of December he protested with three 
other peers against the measure sent up from the Commons 
enforcing the disarming of all convicted recusants and taking 
bail from them to keep the peace; he was the only peer to dissent 
from the motion declaring the existence of an Irish plot; and 
though believing in the guilt and voting for the death of Lord 
Stafford, he interceded, according to his own account' with 
the king for him as well as for Langhorne and Plunket His 
independent attitude drew upon him an attack by Dangerfield, 
and in the Commons by the attorney-general, Sir W. Jones, 
who accused him of endeavouring to stifle the evidence against 
the Romanists. In March 1679 he protested against the second 
reading of the bill for disabling Denby. In 1681 Anglesey 
wrote A Letter from a Person of Honour in the Country, as a 
rejoinder to the earl of Castlehaven, who had published memoirs 
on the Irish rebellion defending the action of the Irish and the 
Roman Catholics. In so doing Anglesey was held by Ormonde 
to have censured his conduct and that of Charles I. in concluding 
the " Cessation," and the duke brought the matter before the 
council. In r682 he wrote The Account of Arthur, Earl of 
Anglesey . . . of the true stale of Your Majesty's Government and 
Kingdom, which was addressed to the king in a tone of censure 
and remonstrance, but appears not to have been printed till 
z694.4  In consequence he was dismissed on the 9th of August 
1682 from the office of lord privy seal. In 1683 he appeared 
at the Old Bailey as a witness in defence of Lord Russell, and 
in June 1685 he protested alone against the revision of Stafford's 
attainder. He died at his home at Blechingdon in Oxfordshire 
on the 26th of April 1686, closing a career marked by great 
ability, statesmanship and business capacity, and by con-
spicuous courage and independence of judgment He amassed 
a large fortune in Ireland, in which country be had been allotted 
lands by Cromwell. 

The unfavourable character drawn of him by Burnet is 
certainly unjust and not supported by any evidence. Pepys, 
a far more trustworthy judge, speaks of him invariably in terms 
of respect and approval as a " grave, serious man," and com-
mends his appointment as treasurer of the navy as that of 
"a very notable man and understanding and will do things 
regular and understand them himself." ,  He was a learned 
and cultivated man and collected a celebrated library, which 
was dispersed at his death. Besides the pamphlets already 
mentioned, he wrote:—A True Account of the Whole Proceedings 
betwixt . the Duke of Ormond and . . . the Earl of Anglesey 
4684; A Letter of Remarks upon lesion (1683); other works 
ascribed to him being The King's Right of Indulgence in Matters 
Spiritual . . . asserted (1688); Truth Unveiled, to which is 
added a short Treatise on . . . Transubstantiation (1676); The 
Obligation mulling from the Oath of Supremacy (1688); and 

Cacti's °monde, iv. 33o, 34o. 
Cal. of State Pap. Dom. (1673-1675), p. 152. 	Memoirs „ 8,9. 
By Sir J. Thompson, his son-In-law. Reprinted in Somers Tracts 

(Scott, an), viii. 344, and in Part. Hist. iv. app. xvi. 
Diary (ed. Whatley, 5904), iv. 298, vii. 14.  

England's Confusion (1659). Memoirs of Lord Anglesey were 
published by Sir P. Pett in 1693, but contain little biographical 
information and were repudiated as a mere Imposture by Sir 
John Thompson (Lord Haversham), his son-in-law, in his preface 
to Lord Anglesey's State of the Government in 1694. The author 
however of the preface to The Rights of the Lards asserted (1702), 
while blaming their publication as "scattered and unfinished 
papers," admits their genuineness. 

Lord Anglesey married Elisabeth, daughter and co-heiress 
of Sir James Altham of Ozey, Hertfordshire, by whom, besides 
other children, he had James, who succeeded him, Altham, 
created Baron Altham, and Richard, afterwards 3rd Baron 
Altham. His descendant Richard, the 6th earl (d. 1761), left 
a son Arthur, whose legitimacy was doubted, and the peerage 
became extinct. He was summoned to the Irish House of Peers 
as Viscount Valentia, but was denied his writ to the parliament 
of Great Britain by a majority of one vote. He was created 
in 1793 earl of Mountnorris in the peerage of Ireland. All the 
male descendants of the 1st earl of Anglesey became extinct 
in the person of George, end earl of Mountnorris, in 1844, when 
the titles of Viscount Valentia and Baron Mountnorris passed 
to his cousin Arthur Annesley (1785-1863), who thus became 
roth Viscount Valentia, being descended from the rat Viscount 
Valentia, the father of the rst earl of Anglesey in the Annesley ' 
fan*. The 1st viscount was also the ancestor of the Earls 
Annesley in the. Irish peerage. 

Arrrumurren—Dirt. of Nat. Biograpky, with authorities there 
collected; lives in Wood's dtherwe ronienses (Bliss), iv. 181, 
Biographies &inmate, and H. Walpole's Royal and Noble Authors 
(1806), au. 288 (the latter a vm inadequate review of Anglesey's 
character and career) also Dittleca A nzkliana ... per 
Philippum (1686); The Happy Future State of Eng.land, -by Sir Peter 
Pett (1688); Great News from Poland (x683). where his religious 
tolerance is ridiculed; Somers Trails (Scott, 1812), viii. 344; Notes 
of the Privy Council (Roxburghe Club, 1896); Cal. of Stale Papers, 
Dem.:Mak Trials, viii. and ix. 619. (1'. C. Y.) 

ANGLESEY, HURT WILLIAM PAGET, tst MARQUESS or 
(1768-z854), British field-marshal, was born on the ,7th of May 

768. • He was the eldest son of Henry Paget, 1st earl of Uxbridge 
(d. 1812), and was educated at Westminster School and Christ 
Church, Oxford, afterwards entering parliament in 179e as 
member for Carnarvon, for which he sat for six years. At the 
outbreak of the French Revolutionary wars Lord Paget (as he 
was then styled), who had already served in the militia, raised 
on his father's estate the regiment of Staffordshire volunteers, in 
which he was given the temporary rank of lieutenant-colonel 
(x793). The corps soon became part of the regular army as the 
Both Foot, and it took part, under Lord Paget's command, in 
the Flanders campaign of 1794. In spite of his youth he held a 
brigade command fora time, and gained also, during the campaign, 
his first experience of the cavalry arm, with which he was thence-
forward associated. His substantive commission as lieutenant-
colonel of the 16th Light Dragoons bore the date of the 
t sth of June 1795,  and in x796 he was made a colonel 
in the army. In 1795 he married Lady Caroline Elizabeth 
Villiers, daughter of the earl of Jersey. In April 1797 Lord 
Paget was transferred to a lieut.-colortelcy in the 7th Light 
Dragoons, of which regiment he became colonel in r8or. From 
the first he applied himself strenously to the improvement of 
discipline, and to the perfection of a new system of cavalry 
evolutions. In the short campaign of 1799 in Holland, Paget 
commanded the cavalry brigade, and in spite of the unsuitable 
character of the ground, he made, on several occasions, brilliant 
and successful charges. After the return of the expedition, he 
devoted himself zealously to his regiment, which under his 
command became one of the best corps in the service. In 18o2 
he was promoted major-general, and six years later lieutenant-
general. In command of the cavalry of Sir John Moore's army 
during the. Commie campaign, Lord Paget won the greatest 
distinction. At Sahagun, Mayorga and Benavente, the British 
cavalry behaved so well under his leadership that Moore wrote :-- 
" It is impossible for me to say too much in its praise. . . . Our 
cavalry is very superior in quality to any the French have, and 
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the right spirit has been infused into them by the example and 
Instruction of their ... leaders ...." At Benavente one of 
Napoleon's beat cavalry leaders, General Lefebvre Desnoattes, 
was taken prisoner. Corunna was Paget's last service in the 
Peninsula. His lioisoe with the wife of Henry Wellesley, after-
wards Lord Cowley, made it impossible at that time for him to 
serve with Wellington, whose cavalry, on many occasions during 
the succeeding campaigns, felt the want of the true cavalry 
leader to direct them. His only war service from dog to z815 
was in the disastrous Walcheren expedition (18oe) in which he 
commanded a division. During these years be occupied himself 
with his parliamentary duties as member for Milborne Port, 
which he represented almost continuously up to his father's 
death in 1812, when he took his seat in the House of Lords as 
earl of Uxbridge. In 1810 he was divorced and married Mrs 
Wellesley, who had about the same time been divorced from her 
husband. Lady Paget was soon afterwards married to the duke 
of Argyll. In ars Lord Uxbridge received command of the 
British cavalry in Flanders. At a moment of danger such as 
that of Napoleon's return from Elba, the services of the . best 
cavalry general in the British army could not be neglected. 
Wellington placed the greatest confidence in him, and on the eve 
of Waterloo extended his command so u to indude the whole of 
the allied cavalry and horse artillery. He covered the retirement 
of the allies from Quatre Bras to Waterloo on the 17th of June, 
and on the 18th gained the crowning distinction of his military 
career in leading the great cavalry charge of the British centre, 
which checked and in part routed D'Erlon's corps d'artnee (see 
WATERLOO CAMPAIGN). Freely exposing his own life throughout, 
the earl received, by one of the last cannon shots fired, a severe 
wound in the leg, necessitating amputation. Five days later 
the prince regent created him marquess of Anglesey in recognition 
of his brilliant services, which were regarded universally u 
second only to those of the duke himself. He was made a G.C.B. 
and he was also decorated by many of the allied sovereigns. 

In z818 the marquess was made a knight of the Garter, in 1819 
he became full general, and at the coronation of George IV. he 
acted as lord high steward of England. His support of the 
proceedings against Queen Caroline made him for a time un-
popular, and when he was on one occasion beset by a crowd, who 
compelled him to shout " The Queen," he added the wish, " May 
all your wives be like her." At the close of April 1827 he became 
a member of the Canning administration, taking the post of 
master-general of the ordnance, previously held by Wellington. 
He was at the same time sworn a member of the privy council. 
Under the Wellington administration he accepted the appoint-
ment of lord-lieutenant of Ireland (March 1828), and in the 
discharge of his important duties he greatly endeared himself 
to the Irish people. The spirit in which he acted and the aims 
which he steadily set before himself contributed to the allaying 
of party animosities, to the promotion of a willing submission 
to the laws, to the prosperity of trade and to the extension and 
improvement of education. On the great question of the time 
his views were opposed to those of the government. He saw 
dearly that the time was come when the relief of the Catholics 
from the penal legislation of the past was an indispensable 
measure, and in December 1828 he addressed a letter to the 
Roman Catholic primate of Ireland distinctly announcing his 
view. This led to his recall by the government, a step sincerely 
lamented by the Irish. He pleaded for Catholic emancipation 
in parliament, and on the formation of Earl Grey's administration 
in November 1830, he again became lord-lieutenant of Ireland. 
The times were changed; the act of emancipation had been 
passed, and the task of viceroy in his second tenure of office was 
to resist the agitation for repeal of the union carried on by 
O'Connell. He felt it his duty now to demand Coercion Acts for 
the security of the public peace; his popularity was diminished, 
differences appeared in the cabinet on the difficult subject, and 
in July 1833 the ministry resigned. To the marquess of Anglesey 
Ireland is indebted for the board of education, the origination of 
which may perhaps be reckoned as the most memorable act of 
his viceroyalty. For thirteen years after his retirement be  

remained out of office, and took little part in the affain of govern-
ment. He joined the Russell administration in July 1846 as 
muter-general of the ordnance, finally retiring with his chief in 
March as:. His promotion in the army was completed by his 
advancement to the rank of field-marshal in 1846. Four years 
before, he exchanged his colondcy of the 7th Light Dragoons 
which he had held over forty years, for that of the Royal Horse 
Guards. He died on the 29th of April 1854. 

The marquess had a large family by each of his two wives, two 
sons and six daughters by thEfirst and six sons and four daughters 
by the second. His eldest son, Henry, succeeded him in the 
marquesrate; but the title passed rapidly in succession to the 3rd, 
4th and 5th marquesses. The latter, whose extravagances were 
notorious, died in rips, when the title passed to his cousin. 

Other members of the Paget family distinguished themselves 
in the army and the navy. Of the first marquess's brothers one, 
SIR CHARLES PAC= (1778-1839), rose to the rank of vice-admiral 
in the Royal Navy; another, General Sm EDWARD PAGET 
(1775-1849), won great distinction by his skilful and resolute 
handling of • division at Corunna, and from au to 1825 was 
commander-in-chief in India. One of the marquess's sons by his 
second marriage, LORD CLARENCE EDWARD PAGET (18 11-1895), 
became an admiral; another, LORD GIORGI Anonyms 
FREDERICK PAGET (1818-188o), led the 4th Light Dragoons in the 
charge of the Light Brigade at Balaklava, and subsequently 
commanded the brigade, and, for a short time, the cavalry 
division in the Crimea. In 186s he was made inspector-general 
of cavalry, in 1871 lieutenant-general and R.C.B., and in 1877 
full general. His Crimean journals were published in 1881. 

ANGLIMEY, or Astatssea, an insular northern county of Wales. 
Its area is 176,63o saes or about 276 sq. m. Anglesey, in the see 
of Bangor, is separated from the mainland by the Menai Straits 
(Afon Menai), over which were thrown Telford's suspension 
bridge, in 1826, and the Stephenson tubular railway bridge in 
disci. The county is flat, with slight risings such as Parys, Cadair 
Mynachdy (or Monachdy, i.e. " chair of the monastery"; there 
is a NanDer, " convent," not far away) and Holyhead Mountain. 
There area few lakes, such as Con cerrig y daran, but rising water 
is generally scarce. The climate is humid, the land poor for the 
most part compared with its old state of fertility, and there are 
few industries. 

As regards geology, the younger strata in Anglesey rest upon a 
foundation of very old pre-Cambrian rocks which appear at the 
surface in three areas:—(1) a western region including Holyhead 
and Llanfaethlu, (2) a central area about Aberffraw and Tref-
draeth, and (s) an eastern region which includes Newborough, 
Caerwen and Pentraeth. These pre-Cambrian rocks are schists 
and slates, often much contorted and disturbed. The general line 
of strike of the formations in the island is from N.E. to S.W. A 
belt of granitic rocks lies immediately north-west of the central 
pre-Cambrian mass, reaching from Llanfaelog near the coast to 
the vicinity of Llanerchymedd. Between this granite and the 
pre-Cambrian of Holyhead is a narrow tract of Ordovician slates 
and grits with Llandovery beds in places; this tract spreads out 
in the N. of the island between Dulas Bay and Cannel Point. A 
small patch of Ordovician strata lies on the northern side of 
Beaumaris. In parts, these Ordovician rocks are much folded, 
crushed and metamorphosed, and they are associated with schism 
and altered volcanic rocks which are probably pre-Cambrian. 
Between the eastern and central pre-Cambrian masses carboni-
ferous rocks are found. The carboniferous limestone occupies a 
broad area S. of Ligwy Bay and Pentraeth, and sends a narrow 
spur in a south-westerly direction by Llangefnf to Malldraeth 
sands. The limestone is underlain on the N.W. by a red basement 
conglomerate and yellow sandstone (sometimes considered to be 
of Old Red Sandstone age). Limestone occurs again on the N. 
coast about Llanfihangel and Llangoed; and in the S.W. round 
Llanidan on the border of the Menai Strait. Puffin Island IS 
made of carboniferous limestone. Malldmeth Marsh is occupied 
by coal measures, and a small patch of the same formation appears 
near Tall-y-foel Ferry on the Menai Straits. A patch of granitic 
and felsitic rocks form Parys Mountain, where copper and iron 
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ochre have been worked. Serpentine (Mona Marble) is found 
near Llanfae.rynneubwIl and upon the opposite shore in Holyhead. 
There are abundant evidences of glaciation, and much boulder 
clay and drift sand covers the older cocks. Patches of blown sand 
occur on the S.W. coast. 

The London & North-Western railway (Chester and Holy-
head branch) crosses Anglesey from lAanfairpwlIgeryngyll to 
Gaerwen and Holyhead (Caer Gybi), also from Gaerwen to 
Amlwch. The staple of the island is farming, the chief crops 
being turnips, oats, potatoes, with flax in the centre. Copper 
(near Amlwch), lead, silver, marble, asbestos, lime and sandstone, 
marl, zinc and coal have all been worked in Anglesey, coal 
especially at Malldraeth and Trefdraeth. The population of the 
county in root was so,6o6. There is no parliamentary borough, 
but one member is returned for the county. It is in the north-
western circuit; and assizes are held at Beaumaris, the only 
municipal borough (pop. 2326). Amlwch (2904), Holyhead 
(zo,o79), Llangefni ( t7sz) and Menai Bridge (Pont y Borth, 
1700) are urban districts. There are six hundreds and seventy-
eight parishes. 

Mon (a cow) is the Welsh name of Anglesey, itself a corrupted 
form of 0.E., meaning the Isle of the Angles. Old Welsh names 
are Ynys Dywyll (" Dark Isle ") and Ynys y cedaim (cedyrn or 
kedyrn; " Isle of brave folk "). It is the Mona of Tacitus (Awn. 
:iv. se, Agr. xiv. t8), Pliny the Elder (iv. 16) and Dio Cassius 
(62). It Is called Main Cymru by Giraldus Cambrensis. ass 
Merddin, Y vel Ynys (honey isle), Ynys Prydein, Ynys Brut are 
other names. According to the Triads (67), Anglesey was once 
part of the mainland, as geology proves. The island was the seat 
of the Druids, of whom 03 cromlechs remain, on uplands over-
looking the sea, e.g. at PIA& Newydd. The Druids were attacked 
in A.D. 6t by Suetonius Paulinus, and by Agricola in A.D. 78. In 
the nth century Caswallon lived here, and here, at Aberffraw, the 
princesof Gwynedd lived till 1377. The poesent road f rom Holyhead 
to LlanfairpwlIgwyngyll is originally Roman. British and Roman 
camps, coins and ornaments have been dug up and discussed, 
especially by the Hon. Mr Stanley of Penrhos. Pen Caer Gybi is 
Roman. The island was devastated by the Danes (Dub Giros or 
black nations, gentes), especially in A.D. 823. 

See Edw. Breese, Kale/dee of Gwynedd (Venedocia), on Anglesey, 
Carnarvon and hierioneth (London, 1873); and The History of 
Powys &dog. 

ANGLMITIL a mineral consisting of lead sulphate, PbSO,, 
crystallizing in the orthorhombic system, and isomorphous with 
barytes and celestite. It was first recognized as a mineral species 
by Dr Withering in 1783, who discovered it in the Parys copper-
mine in Anglesey; the name anglesite, from this locality, was 
given by F. S. Beudant in r83i. The crystals from Anglesey, 
which were formerly found abundantly on a matrix of dull 
limonite, are small in size and simple in form, being usually 
bounded by four faces of a prism and four faces of a dome; they 
arc brownish-yellow in colour owing to a stain of limonite. 
Crystals from some other localities, notably from Monteponi in 
Sardinia, are transparent and colourless, possessed of a brilliant 
adamantine lustre, and usually modified by numerous bright 

faces. The variety of combinations and 
habits presented by the crystals is very 
extensive, nearly two hundred distinct 
forms being figured by V. von Lang in 
his monograph of the species; without 
measurement of the angles the crystals 
are frequently difficult to decipher. The 

hardness Is 3 and the specific gravity 6.3. There are distinct 
cleavages parallel to the faces of the prism 1 z to/ and the 
basal plane Ian I, but these are not so well developed as in 
the isomorphous minerals barytes and celestite. 

Anglesite is a mineral of secondary origin, having been formed 
by the oxidation of galena in the upper parts of mineral lodes 
where these have been affected by weathering processes. At 
Monteponi the crystals encrust cavities in glistening granular 
galena; end from Leadhills, in Scotland, pseudomorphs of 
anglesite after galena are known. At most localities it is found  

as isolated crystals in the lead-bearing lodes, but at some places, 
in Australia and Mexico, it occurs as large masses, and is then 
mined as an ore of lead, of which the pure mineral contains 68 (74. 

/MILL Anew or Armies, a Teutonic people mentioned 
by Tacitus in his Germania (cap. 40) at the end of the rat century. 
He gives no precise indication of their geographical position, 
but states that, together with six other tribes, including the 
Varini (the Warni of later times), they worshipped a goddess 
named Nerthus, whose sanctuary was situated on " an island 
in the Ocean." Ptolemy in his Geography (ii. xi. I rs), half a 
century later, locates them with more precision between the 
Rhine, or rather perhaps the Ems, and the Elbe, and speaks of 
them as one of the chief tribes of the interior. Unfortunately, 
however, it isdear from a comparison of his map with the evidence 
furnished by Tacitus and other Roman writers that the indica-
tions which he gives cannot be correct. Owing to the uncertainty 
of these passages there has been much speculation regarding 
the original home of the Angli. One theory, which however has 
little to recommend it, is that they dwelt in the basin of the 
Sash (In the neighbourhood of the canton Engilin), from which 
region the Les Angliorum et Werissorum hoc est Thuringorusi 
is believed.by  many to have come. At the present time the 
majority of scholars believe that the Angli had lived from the 
beginning on the coasts of the Baltic, probably in the southern 
part of the Jutish peninsula. The evidence for this view is 
derived partly from English and Danish traditions dealing 
with persons and events of the 4th century (see below), and 
partly from the fact that striking affinities to the cult of Nerthus 
as described by Tacitus are to be found in Scandinavian, especially 
Swedish and Danish, religion. Investigations in this subject 
have rendered it very probable that the island of Nerthus was 
Sjaelland (Zealand), and it is further to be observed that the 
kings of Wessex traced their ancestry ultimately to .a certain 
Scyld, who is clearly to be identified with Skioldr, the mythical 
founder of the Danish royal family (Skioldungar). In English 
tradition this person is connected with " Scedeland " (pl.), 
a name which may have been applied to Sjaelland as well as 
Skane, while in Scandinavian tradition he is specially associated 
with the ancient royal residence at I,eire in Sjaelland. 

Bede states that the Angli before they came to Britain dwelt 
in a land called Angulus, and similar evidence is given by the 
Historic Brittossuns. King Alfred and the chronicler /Lthelweard 
identified this place with the district which is now called Angel 
in the province of Schleswig (Slesvig), though it may then have 
been of greater extent, and this identification agrees very well 
with the indications given by Bede. Full confirmation is afforded 
by English and Danish traditions relating to two kings named 
Wermund (q.v.) and Offs (q.v.), from whom the Mercian royal 
family were descended, and whose exploits are connected with 
Angel, Schleswig and Rendsburg. Danish tradition has pre. 
served record of two governors of Schleswig, father and son, 
in their service, Frowinus (Freawine) and Wigo (Wig), from 
whom the royal family of Wessex claimed descent. During the 
nth century the Angli invaded this country (see BRITAIN, An gla-
Sason), after which time their name does not recur on the.con. 
anent except in the title of the code mentioned above. 

The province of Schleswig has proved exceptionally rich in 
prehistoric antiquities which date apparently from the 4th and 
nth centuries. Among the places where these have been found, 
special mention should be made of the large cremation cemetery 
at Borgstedterfeld, between Rendsburg and EckernfOrde, 
which has yielded many urns and brooches closely resembling 
those found in heathen graves in England. Of still greater 
importance are the great deposits at Thorsbjaerg (in Angel) 
and Nydam, which contained large quantities of arms, ornaments, 
articles of clothing, agricultural implements, &c., and in the 
latter case even ships. By the help of these discoveries we are 
able to reconstruct a•fairly detailed picture of English civilization 
in the age preceding the invasion of Britain. 

AOTHORITIR3.—Bede. Hiss. Ece. i. i5; King Alfred's version of 
°MOW. 1.1. tf 12,19; iEthelweard's Chronicle, I. For traditions 
concerning the kings of Angel, see under Orr* -(t). L. Weiland, 
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Die Angelis (1889); A. Erdmann, ((bee die Heimat sea den Names 
der Assieln (Upsa 1890—cf. H. Moller in the A nzeiger fur deutsche: 
Altering,' sad deutsche Litteratur, xxii. 129 ff.); A. Kock in the 
Historisk Tidskr(ft (Stockholm), 1895, xv. p. 163 ff.; G. Schiitte, 
Par A rogierxe Tyskerel (Flensborg, 1900); H. Munro Chadwick, 
Tke Origin of Me English Nation (Cambridge, 190i): C. Engelhardt, 
Denmark is the Early Iron Age (London, 1866); J. Mestorf. 
friedkafe is .54:tr 	

s 

k ig-Holstein (Hamburg, 1886) ; . Muller, No , ■ ! ; ; she 
Altertumskunde (Ger. trans.. Strassburg, 1898), ii. p. 122 ff.; see 
further ANGLO•SA x ON ,  and B tr.% ,t,r)zfo-.Salon. (H. 

ANOUCAN COMMUNION. the name used to denote that 
great branch of the Christian Church consisting of the various 
churches in communion with the Church of England. The 
necessity for such a phrase as" Anglican Communion," first used 
in the 19th century, marked at once the immense development 
of the Anglican Church in modern times and the change which 
has taken place in the traditional conceptions, of its character 
and sphere. The Church of England itself is the subject of a 
separate article (see ENGLAND, CIII/Rat or); and it is not 
without significance that for more than two centuries after the 
Reformation the history of Anglicanism is practically confined 
to its developments within the limits of the British Isles. Even 
in Ireland, where it was for over three centuries the established 
religion, and in Scotland, where it early gave way to the dominant 
Presbyterianism, its religious was long overshadowed by its 
political significance. The Church, in fact, while still claiming to 
be Catholic in its creeds and in its religious practice, had ceased 
to be Catholic in its institutional conception, which was now 
bound up with a particular state and also with a particular 
conception of that state. To the native Irishman and the Scots-
man, as indeed to most Englishmen, the Anglican Church was one 
of the main buttresses of the supremacy of the English crown 
and nation. This conception of the relations of church and state 
was hardly favourable to missionary zeal; and in the age succeed-
ing the Reformation there was no disposition on the part of the 
English Church to emulate the wonderful activity of the Jesuits, 
which, in the 16th and 17th centuries, brought to the Church 
of Rome in countries beyond the ocean compensation for what 
she had lost in Europe through the Protestant reformation. 
Even when English churchmen passed beyond the seas, they 
carried with them their creed, but not their ecclesiastical organiza-
tion. Prejudice and real or imaginary legal obstacles stood 
in the way of the erection of episcopal sees in the colonies; and 
though in the 17th century Archbishop Laud had attempted 
to obtain a bishop for Virginia, up to the time of the American 
revolution the churchmen of the colonies had to make the best 
of the legal fiction that their spiritual needs were looked after 
by the bishop of London, who occasionally sent commissaries 
to visit them and ordained candidates for the ministry sent to 
England for the purpose. 

The change which has made it possible for Anglican churchmen 
to claim that their communion ranks with those of Rome and 
the Orthodox East as one of the three great historical divisions 
of the Catholic Church, was due, in the first instance, to the 
American revolution. The severance of the colonies from their 
allegiance to the crown brought the English bishops for the first 
time face to face with the idea of an Anglican Church which 
should have nothing to do either with the royal supremacy 
or with British nationality. When, on the conclusion of peace, 
the church-people of Connecticut sent Dr Samuel Seabury to 
England, with a request to the archbishop of Canterbury to 
consecrate him, it is not surprising that Archbishop Moore 
refused. In the opinion of prelates and lawyers alike, an act of 
parliament was necessary before a bishop could be consecrated 
for a see abroad; to consecrate one for a foreign country seemed 
impossible, since, though the bestowal of the poiezias ordinis 
would be valid, the crown, which, according to the law, was the 
source of the episcopal jurisdiction, could hardly issue the 
necessary mandate for the consecration of a bishop to a see 
outside the realm (see Bisuor). The Scottish bishops, however, 
being hampered by no such legal restrictions, were more amen-
able; and on the 11th of November 1784 Seabury was con-
secrated by them to the see of Connecticut. In 1786, on the  

initiative of the archbishop, the legal difficulties in England 
were removed by the act for the consecration of bishops abroad; 
and, on being satisfied as to the orthodoxy of the church in 
America and the nature of certain liturgical changes in con-
templation, the two English archbishops proceeded, on the 
14th of February 1787, to consecrate William White and Samuel 
Prevoost to the sees of Pennsylvania and New York (see 
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHIJRCH). 

This act had a significance beyond the fact that it established 
in the United States of America a flourishing church, which, 
while completely loyal to its own country, is bound by special 
ties to the religious life of England. It marked the emergence 
of the Church of England from that insularity to which what may 
be called the territorial principles of the Reformation had 
condemned her. The change was slow, and it is not yet by any 
means complete. 

Since the Church of England, whatever her attitude towards 
the traditional Catholic doctrines, never disputed the validity 
of Catholic orders whether Roman or Orthodox, nor the juris-
diction of Catholic bishops in foreign countries, the expansion 
of the Anglican Church has been in no sense conceived as a 
Protestant aggressive movement against Rome. Occasional 
exceptions, such as the consecration by Archbishop Plunket 
of Dublin of a bishop for the reformed church in Spain, raised 
so strong a protest as to prove the rule. In the main, then, 
the expansion of the Anglican Church has followed that of the 
British empire, or, as in America, of its daughter states; its 
claim, so far as rights of jurisdiction are concerned, is to be the 
Church of England and the English race, while recognizing its 
special duties towards the non-Christian populations subject 
to the empire or brought within the reach of its influence. As 
against the Church of Rome, with its system of rigid centraliza-
tion, the Anglican Church represents the principle of local 
autonomy, which it holds to be once more primitive and more 
catholic. In this respect the Anglican communion has developed 
on the lines defined in her articles at the Reformation; but, 
though in principle there is no great difference between a 
church defined by national, and a church defined by racial 
boundaries, there is an immense difference in effect, especially 
when the race—as in the case of the English—is itself 
ecumenical. 

The realization of what may be called this catholic mission 
of the English church, in the extension of its organization to 
the colonies, was but a slow process. 

On the lath of August 1787 Dr Charles Inglis was consecrated 
bishop of Nova Scotia, with jurisdiction over all the British 
possessions in North America. In 1793 the see of n. 
Quebec was founded; Jamaica and Barbados followed Camel. 
in 1824, and Toronto and Newfoundland in 1839. 1° ,_..__the  
Meanwhile the needs of India has been tardily met, on 
the urgent representations in parliament of William Wilberforce 
and others, by the consecration of Dr T. F. Middleton as bishop 
of Calcutta, with three archdeacons to assist him. In az 7 Ceylon 
was added to his charge; in 1813 all British subjects in the East 
Indies and the islands of the Indian Ocean; and in 1824 "New 
South Wales and its dependencies"! Some five years later, on 
the nomination of the duke of Wellington, William Broughton 
was sent out to work in this enormous jurisdiction as archdeacon 
of Australia. Soon afterwards, in 1835 and 1837, the sees of 
Madras and Bombay were founded; whilst in 1836 Broughton 
himself was consecrated as first bishop of Australia. Thus down 
to 1840 there were but ten colonial bishops; and of these several 
were so hampered by civil regulations that they were little more 
than government chaplains in episcopal orders. In April of 
that year, however, Bishop Blomfield of London published his 
famous letter to the archbishop of Canterbury, declaring that 
" an episcopal church without a bishop is a contradiction in 
terms," and strenuously advocating a greateffort for the extension 
of the episcopate. It was not in vain. The plan was taken up 
with enthusiasm, and on Whitsun Tuesday of 5841 the bishops 
of the United Kingdom met and issued a declaration 
which inaugurated the Colonial Bishoprics Council. Subsequent 
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declarations in 1872 and 189: have served both to record progress 
and to stimulate to new effort. The diocese of New Zealand 
was founded in 1841, being endowed by the Church Missionary 
Society through the council, and George Augustus Selwyn was 
chosen as the first bishop. Since then the increase has gone on, 
as the result both of home effort and of the action of the colonial 
churches. Moreover, in many cases bishops have been sent to 
inaugurate new missions, as in the cases of the Universities' 
Mission to Central Africa, Lebombo, Corea and New Guinea; 
and the missionary jurisdictions so founded develop in time 
into dioceses. Thus, instead of the ten colonial jurisdictions of 
1841, there are now about a hundred foreign and colonial 
jurisdictions, in addition to those of the Protestant Episcopal 
Church of the United States. 

It was only very gradually that these dioceses acquired 
legislative independence and a determinate organization. At 
first, sees were created and bishops were nominated by the 
crown by means of letters patent; and in some cases an income 
was assigned out of public funds. Moreover, for many years 
all bishops alike were consecrated in England, took the customary 
" oath of due obedience " to the archbishop of Canterbury, and 
were regarded as his extra-territorial suffragans. But by degrees 
changes have been made on all these points. 

(3) Local conditions soon made a provincial organization 
necessary, and it was gradually introduced. The bishop of Cal- 

cutta received letters patent as metropolitan of India 
14"/"tal when the sees of Madras and Bombay were founded; dm dm  and fresh patents were issued to Bishop Broughton in 

1847 and Bishop Gray in an, as metropolitans of 
Australia and South Africa respectively. Similar action was 
taken in 1858, when Bishop Selwyn became metropolitan of 
New Zealand; and again in 186o, when, on the petition of the 
Canadian bishops to the crown and the colonial legislature for 
permission to elect a metropolitan, letters patent were issued 
appointing Bishop Fulford of Montreal to that office. Since 
then metropolitans have been chosen and provinces formed by 
regular synodical action, a process greatly encouraged by the 
resolutions of the Lambeth conferences on the subject. The 
constitution of these provinces is not uniform. In some cases, as 
South Africa,New South Wales,and Queensland,the metropolitan 
see is fixed. Elsewhere, as in New Zealand, where no single city 
can claim pre-eminence, the metropolitan is either elected or else 
is the senior bishop by consecration. Two further developments 
must be mentioned: (a) The creation of diocesan and provincial 
synods, the first diocesan synod to meet being that of New 
Zealand in t844, whilst the formation of a provincial synod was 
foreshadowed by a conference of Australasian bishops at Sydney 
in 185o; (b) towards the close of the 19th century the title of 
archbishop began to be assumed by the metropolitans of several 
provinces. It was first assumed by the metropolitans of Canada 
and Rupert's Land, at the desire of the Canadian general synod 
in 143; and subsequently, in accordance with a resolution of 
the Lambeth conference of :897, it was given by their synods to 
the bishop of Sydney as metropolitan of New South Wales and 
to the bishop of Cape Town as metropolitan of South Africa 
Civil obstacles have hitherto delayed its adoption by the metro-
politan of India. 

(2) By degrees, also, the colonial churches have been freed 
from their rather burdensome relations with the state. The 

church of the West Indies was disestablished and 
Prmthi° disendowed in 1868. In 1857 it was decided, in 
Mow slate 	. Regnsa v. Eton College, that the crown could not claim 

the presentation to a living when it had appointed the 
former incumbent to a colonial bishopric, as it does in the case 
of an English bishopric. In 186t, after some protest from the 
crown lawyers, two missionary bishops were consecrated without 
letters patent for regions outside British territory: C. F. 
Mackenzie for the Zambezi region and J. C. Patteson for 
Melanesia, by the metropolitans of Cape Town and New Zealand 
respectively. In 1863 the privy council declared, in Long v. 
The Bishop of Cape Town, that" the Church of England, in places 
where there is no church established by law, is in the same 

situation with any other religious body." In 1865 it adjudged 
Bishop Gray's letters patent, as metropolitan of Cape Town, to 
be powerless to enable him " to exercise any coercive juris-
diction, or hold any court or tribunal for that purpose," since 
the Cape colony already possessed legislative institutions when 
they were issued; and his deposition of Bishop Colenso was 
declared to be " null and void in law " (re The Bishop of 
Natal). With the exception of Colenso the South African 
bishops forthwith surrendered their pa tents,and formally accepted 
Bishop Gray as their metropolitan, an example followed in 1865 
in the province of New Zealand. In 1862, when the diocese of 
Ontario was formed, the bishop was elected in Canada, and con-
secrated under a royal mandate, letters patent being by this time 
entirely discredited. And when, in 1867, a coadjutor was chosen 
for the bishop of Toronto, an application for a royal mandate 
produced the reply from the colonial secretary that " it was not 
the part of the crown to interfere in the creation of a new 
bishop or bishopric, and not consistent with the dignity of the 
crown that he should advise Her Majesty to issue a mandate 
which would not be worth the paper on which it was written, and 
which, having been sent out to Canada, might be disregarded 
in the most complete manner." And at the present day the 
colonial churches are entirely free in this matter. This, however, 
is not the case with the church in India. Here the bishops of 
sees founded down to 1879 receive a stipend from the revenue 
(with the exception of the bishop of Ceylon, who no longer does 
so). They are not only nominated by the crown and consecrated 
under letters patent, but the appointment is expressly subjected 
" to such power of revocation and recall as is by law vested " 
in the crown; and where additional oversight was necessary 
for the church in Tinnevelly, it could only be secured by the 
consecration of two assistant bishops, who worked under a com-
mission for the archbishop of Canterbury which was to expire 
on the death of the bishop of Madras. Since then, however, 
new sees have been founded which ate under no such restrictions: 
by the creation of dioceses either in native states (Travancore 
and Cochin), or out of the existing dioceses (Chou Nagpur, 
Lucknow, &c.). In the latter case there is no legal subdivision of 
the older diocese, the new bishop administering such districts as 
belonged to it under commission from its bishop, provision being 
made, however, that in all matters ecclesiastical there shall be 
no appeal but to the metropolitan of India. 

(3) By degrees, also, the relations of colonial churches to the 
archbishop of Canterbury have changed. Until 1855 no colonial 
bishop was consecrated outside the British Isles, the 
first instance being Dr MacDougall of Labuan, con- sl'iriewalarroaaw 
secreted in India under a commission from the arch- 
bishop of Canterbury; and until 1874 it was held to be unlawful 
for a bishop to be consecrated in England without taking the 
suffragan' oath of due obedience. This necessity was removed 
by the Colonial Clergy Act of 1874, which permits the archbishop 
at his discretion to dispense with the oath. This, however, has 
not been done in all cases; and as late as 1890 it was taken by 
the metropolitan of Sydney at his consecration. Thus the 
constituent parts of the Anglican communion gradually acquire 
autonomy: missionary jurisdictions develop into organized 
dioceses, and dioceses are grouped into provinces with canons of 
their own. But the most complete autonomy does not involve 
isolation. The churches are in full communion with one another, 
and act together in many ways; missionary jurisdictions and 
dioceses are mapped out by common arrangement, and even 
transferred if it seems advisable; e.g. the diocese Honolulu 
(Hawaii), previously under the jurisdiction of the archbishop 
of Canterbury, was transferred in goo to the Episcopal Church 
in the United States on account of political changes. Though 
the see of Canterbury claims no primacy over the Anglican 
communion analogous to that exercised over the Roman Church 
by the popes, it is regarded with a strong affection and deference, 
which shows itself by frequent consultation and interchange of 
greetings. There is also a strong common We emphasized by 
common action. 

The conference of Anglican bishops from all parts of the world, 
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Instituted by Archbishop Longley in 1867, and known as the 
Lambeth Conferences WI though even for the 

a 
Per 	Anglican communion they have not the authority of an Asslam owes&  ecumenical synod, and their decisions are rather of the 

nature of counsels than commands, have done much 
to promote the harmony and co-operation of the various breathes 
of the Church. An even more imposing manifestation of this 
common life was given by the great pan-Anglican congress held 
in London between the 12th and 24th of June 1908, which 
preceded the Lambeth conference opened on the sth of July. 
The idea of this originated with Bishop Montgomery, secretary 
to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, and wasendoned 
by a resolution of the United Boards of Mission in 1923. As the 
result of negotiations and preparations extending over five years, 
250 bishops, together with delegates, clerical and lay, from every 
diocese in the Anglican communion, met in London, the opening 
service of intercession being held in Westminster Abbey. In its 
general character?  the meeting was but a Church congress on an 
enlarged scale, and the subjects discussed, e.g. the attitude of 
churchmen towards the question of the marriage laws or that 
of socialism, followed much the same lines. The congress, of 
course, had no power to decide or to legislate for the Church, its 
main value being in drawing its scattered members closer together, 
in bringing the newer and more isolated branches into con-
sciousness of their contact with the parent stem, and in opening 
the eyes of the Church of England to the point of view and the 
peculiar problems of the daughter-churches. 

The Anglican communion consists of the following:—(1) The 
Church of England, a provinces, Canterbury and York, with 
24 and 1r dioceses respectively. (2) The Church of Ireland, 
a provinces, Armagh and Dublin, with '? and 6 dioceses respec-
tively. (3) The Scottish Episcopal Church, with 7 dioceses. 
(4) The Protestant Episcopal Church of the United States, with 
89 dioceses and missionary jurisdictions, including North Tokyo, 
Kyoto, Shanghai, Cape Palmas, and the independent dioceses of 
Hayti and Brazil. (s) The Canadian Church, consisting of (a)the 
province of Canada, with to dioceses; (b) the province of Rupert's 
Land, with 8 dioceses. (6) The Church in India and Ceylon, I 
province of i1 dioceses. (r) The Church of the West Indies, z 
province of 8 dioceses, of which Barbados and the Windward 
Islands are at present united. (8) The Australian Church, 
consisting of (a) the province of New South Wales, with zo 
dioceses; (b) the province of Queensland, with 5 dioceses; (c) the 
province of Victoria, with s dioceses. (9) The Church of New 
Zealand. z province of 7 dioceses, together with the missionary 
jurisdiction of Melanesia. ( zo) The South African Church, r 
province of 10 dioceses, with the a missionary jurisdictions of 
id.uhonaland and Lebombo. (z z ) Nearly 30 isolated dioceses 
and missionary jurisdictions holding mission from the see of 
Canterbury. 

A1311101111113.—Oficial Year-book of the Chock of England. 

S.P.G. RSCORIS (London, 1893); E. Sto
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ck, History
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hillimore, Etdellealetil Law, vol. u. ndon, :4 rhea 
Missionary Society, 3 vole. (London, 1S); W. Tucker, The 
English Church in Mgr Lands (London, 1886); A. T. Wirgroan, The 
Church and the Civil Power (London, 1893). 

ANGLING, the art or practice of the sport of catching fish by 
means of a baited hook or " angle " (from the Indo-European 
root auk - , meaning " bend').' It is among the most ancient 
of human activities, and may be said to date from the time when 
man was in the infancy of the Stone Age, eking out a precarious 
existence by the slaughter of any living thing which he could 
reach with the rude weapons at his command. It is probable 
that attack on fishes was at first much the same as attack on 

As to whether " 	necessarily implies a rod as well as a 
line and hook. see the discussion in the law use of Barnard v. Roberts 
(Times L.R., A41 13, 1737), when the question arse as to the use 
of night-lines ng angling; but the decision against night-lines 
went on the ground of the absence of the personal element rather 
than on the absence of a rod. The various dictionaries are blind 
guides on this point, and the authorities cited are inconclusive; 
but, broadly speaking, angling now implies three necessary factors- 

kr the sporting element. and the use of recognized 

animals, a matter of force rather than of guile, and conducted by 
means of a rude spear with a flint head. It is probable, too, that 
the primitive harpooners were not signally successful in their 
efforts, and so set their wits to work to devise other means of 
getting at the abundant food which waited for them in every 
piece of water near their caves. Observation would soon show 
them that fish fed greedily on each other and on other inhabitants 
of the water or living things that fell into it, and so, no doubt, 
arose the idea of entangling the prey by means of its appetite. 
Hence came the notion of the first hook, which, it seems certain, 
was not a hook at all but a " gorge," a piece of flint or stone 
which the fish could swallow with the bait but which it could not 
eject afterwards. From remains found in cave-dwellings and 
their neighbourhood in different parts of the world it is obvious 
that these gorges varied in shape, but in general the idea was the 
same, a narrow strip of stone or flake of flint, either straight or 
slightly curved at the ends, with a groove in the middle round 
which the line could be fastened. Buried in the bait it would be 
swallowed end first; then the tightening of the line would fix 
it cross-wise in the quarry's stomach or gullet and so the capture 
would be assured. The device still lingers in France and in a 
few remote parts of England in the method of catching eels which 
is known as " sniggling." In this a needle buried in a worm plays 
the part of the prehistoric gorge. 

The evolution of the fish-hook from the slightly curved gorge 
is easily intelligible. The ends became more and more curved, 
until eventually an object not unlike a double hook was attained. 
This development would be materially assisted by man's dis-
covery of the uses of bronze ind its adaptability to his require. 
ments. The single hook, of the pattern more or less familiar to 
us, was possibly a concession of the lake-dweller to what may even 
then have been • problem— the " education " of fish, and to a 
recognition of the fact that sport with the crude old methods 
was falling off. But it is also not improbable that in some parts 
of the world the single book developed pari passe with the 
double, and that, on the ea-shore for instance, when man was 
able to employ so adaptable a substance as shell, the first hook 
was a curved fragment of shell lashed with fibre to a piece of 
wood or bone, in such a way that the shell formed the bend of 
the hook while the wood or bone formed the shank. Both early 
remains and recent hooks from the Fiji Islands bear out this 
supposition. It is also likely that flint, horn and bone were 
pressed into service in a similar manner. The nature of the line 
or the rod that may have been used with these early hooks is 
largely a matter of conjecture. The first line was perhaps the 
tendril of a plant, the first rod possibly a sapling tree. But it is 
fairly obvious that the rod must have been suggested by the 
necessity of getting the bait out over obstacles which lay between 
the fisherman and the water, and that it was a device for increas-
ing both the reach of the arm and the length of the line. It 
seems not improbable that the rod very early formed a part of the 
fisherman's equipment. 

Literary History. — From prehistoric times down to compara-
tively late in the days of chronicles, angling appears to have 
remained a practice; its development into an art or sport is a 
modern idea. In the earliest literature references to angling are 
not very numerous, but there are passages in the Old Testament 
which show that fish-taking with hook as well as net was one of 
the common industries in the East, and that fish, where it was 
obtainable, formed an important article of diet. In Numbers 

S) the children of Israel mourn for the fish which they " did 
at in Egypt freely." So much too is proved by the monuments 
of Egypt; indeed more, for the figures found in some of the 
Egyptian fishing pictures using short rods and stout lines are 
sometimes attired after the manner of those who were great in 
the land. This indicates that angling had already, in a highly 
civilized country, taken its place among the methods of diversion 
at the disposal of the wealthy, though from the uncompromising 
nature of the tackle depicted and the apparent simplicity of the 
fish it would scarcely be safe to assume that in Egypt angling 
arrived at the dignity of becoming an " art." In Europe it took 
very much longer for the taking of fish to be regarded even as an 
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amusement, and the earliest references to it in the Greek and 
Latin classics are not very satisfying to the sportsman. There is, 
however, a passage in the Odyssey (xii. 247) which is of consider-
able importance, as it shows that fishing with rod and line was 
well enough understood in early Greece to be used as a popular 
illustration. It occurs in the well-known scene where Scylla 
seizes the companions of Odysseus out of the ship and bears them 
upwards, just as " some fisher on a headland with a long rod " 
brings small fishes gasping to the shore. Another important, 
though comparatively late, passage in Greek poetry is the 
twenty-first idyll of Thcocritus. In this thefisherman Asphalion 
relates how in a dream he hooked a large golden fish and describes 
graphically, albeit with some obscurity of language, how he 
" 

 
played" it. Asphalion used a rod and fished from a rock, much 

after the manner of the Homeric angler. Among other Greek 
writers, Herodotus has a good many references to fish and fishing; 
the capture of fish is once or twice mentioned or implied by Plato, 
notably in the Laws (vii. 823); Aristotle deals with fishes in his 
Natural History; and there are one or two fishing passages in the 
anthology. But in Greek literature as a whole the subject of 
angling is not at all prominent. In writers of late Greek, however, 
there is more material. Plutarch, for instance, gives us the 
famous storYof the fishing match between Antony and Cleopatra, 
which has been utilized by Shakespeare. Moreover, it is in Greek 
that the first complete treatise on fishing which has come down 
to us is written, the Halientica of Oppian (c. A.D. 169). It is a 
hexameter poem in five books with perhaps more technical than 
sporting interest, and not so much even of that as the length of 
the work would suggest. Still it contains some information about 
tackle and methods, and some passages describing battles with 
big fish, in the right spirit of enthusiasm. Also in Greek is what is 
famous as the first reference in literature to fly-fishing, in the 
fifteenth book of Aelian's Natural History (3rd century A.D.). It 
is there described how the Macedonians captured a certain 
spotted fish in the river Astraeus by means of a lure composed of 
coloured wool and feathers, which was presumably used in the 
manner now known as " dapping." That there were other 
Greek writers who dealt with fish and fishing and composed 
" halientics "we know from Athenaeus. In the first book of his 
Drienosephistas he gives a list of them. But he compares their 
work unfavourably with the passage of Homer already cited, in a 
way which suggests that their knowledge of angling was not a 
great advance upon the knowledge of their remote literary 
ancestors. In Latin literature allusions to angling are rather 
more numerous than in Greek, but on the whole they are un-
important. Part of a poem by Ovid, the Hatiesdicon, composed 
during the poet's exile at Tomi alter A.D. 9, still survives. In 
other Roman writers the subject isonly treated by way of allusion 
or illustration. Martial, however, provides, among other 
passages, what may perhaps be entitled to rank as the earliest 
notice of private fishery rights—the epigram Ad Piscatorest, 
which warns would-be poachers from casting a line in the Baian 
lake. Pliny the elder devoted the ninth book of his Natural 
History to fishes and water-life, and Plautus, Cicero, Catullus, 
Horace, Juvenal, Pliny the younger and Suetonius all allude to 
angling here and there. Agricultural writers, too, such as Varro 
and Columella, deal with the subject of fish ponds and stews 
rather fully. Later than any of these, but still just included in 
Latin literature, we have Ausonius (c. A.D. 32o) and his well-
known idyll the Mosdla, which contains a good deal about the 
fish of the Moselle and the methods of catching them. In this 
poem is to be found the first recognizable description of members 
of the salmon fatally, and, though the manner of their application 
is rather doubtful, the names rahno, solar and fario strike a 
responsive note in the breast of the modern angler. 

Post-classical Literature.—As to what happened in the world of 
angling in the first few centuries of the Christian era we know 
little. It may be inferred, however, that both fish and fishermen 
occupied a more honourable position in Christendom than they 
ever did before. The prominence of fishermen in the gospel 
narratives would in itself have been enough to bring this about, 
but it also happened that the Greek word for fish, IXOTE, had an  

anagraminatk significance which the devout were not slow to 
perceive. The initialst f the word resolve into what is practically 
a confession of faith, 'bruit )(pork 6us0 Tide Eorrep (Jesus 
Christ, Son of God, Saviour). It is therefore not surprising that 
we find the fish very prominent as a sacred emblem in the painting 
and sculpture of the primitive church, or that Clement of Alen. 
andria should have recommended it, among other things, as a 
device for signet rings or seals. The fisherman too is frequently 
represented in early Christian art, and it is worthy of remark 
that he more often uses a line and hook than a net. The refer-
ences to fish and fishing scattered about in the writings of the 
early fathers for the most part reflect the two ideas of the 
sacredness of the fish and divine authorization of the fisherman; 
the second idea certainly prevailed until the time of Lusk 
Walton, for he uses it to justify his pastime. It is also not 
unlikely that the practice of fasting (in many cases fish was 
allowed when meat was forbidden) gave the art of catching fish 
additional importance. It seems at any rate to have been a 
consideration of weight when sites were chosen for monasteries 
in Europe, and in many cases when no fish-producing river was 
at hand the lack was supplied by the construction of fish-ponds. 
Despite all this, however, save for an occasional allusion in the 
early fathers, there is hardly a connecting link between the 
literature of Pagan Rome and the literature that sprang up on 
the invention of printing. One volume, the Geoponica, a Greek 
compilation concerning whose authorship and date there has 
been much dispute, is attributed in Bidliotkeca Piscatoria to the 
beginning of the loth century. It contains one book on fish, 
fish-ponds and fishing, with prescriptions for baits, he., extracted 
for the most part from other writers. But it seems doubtful 
whether its date should not be placed very much earlier. Tradi-
tion makes it a Carthaginian treatise translated into Greek. A 
more satisfactory fragment of fishing literature•is to be found In 
the Colloquy of &Uric, written kid prams linguae laticwe loco-
tionis matador) towards the end of the same century. iElfrie 
became archbishop of Canterbury in A.D. 995, and the passage 
in the Anglo-Saxon text-book takes honourable rank as the 
earliest reference to fishing in English writings, though It is not 
of any great length. It is to be noted, that the fisher who takes a 
share in the colloquy states that be prefers fishing in the river to 
fishing in the sea. Ascribed to the 13th or 14th century is a 
Latin poem De Vetula, whose author was apparently Richard de 
Fournival. It contains a passage on angling, and was placed to 
the credit of Ovid when first printed (c. zoo). A manuscript in 
the British museum, Comptes des picheries de Peglire de Troyes 
(A.D. 1349-1413), gives  a minute account of the fisheries with 
the weights of fish captured and the expenies of working. 
There is, however, practically nothing else of importance till we 
come to the first printed book on angling (a translation of Oppian, 
1478, excepted), and so to the beginning of the literature proper. 
This first book was a little volume printed in Antwerp probably 
in t492 at the press of Matthias van der Goes. In size it is little 
more than a pamphlet, and it treats of birds as well as fish:— 
Dit Boemken inert hoe wen mach Voghelen ... cad.... 
dachas vangen inetten harden. Ende neck andersins. : . . 
(" This book teaches how one may catch birds . . . and .. . 
fish with the hands, and also otherwise "). Only one copy 
apparently survives, in the Denison library, and a translation 
privately printed for Mr Alfred Denison in r872 was limited to 
twenty-five copies. At least two other editions of the book 
appeared in Flemish, and it also made its way, in 5502, to 
Germany, where, translated and with certain alterations and 
additions, it seems to have been re-issued frequently. Next in 
date comes the famous Treatyse of Fysskynge royik an Angle, 
printed at Westminster by Wynkyn de Worde in 1496 as a part 
of the second edition of The Book of St Albans. The treatise 
is for this reason associated with the name of Dame Juliana 
Bemers, but that somewhat dubious compiler can have had 
nothing whatever to do with it. The treatise is almost certainly 
a compilation from some earlier work on angling (" bokes of 
credence " are mentioned in its text), possibly from a manuscript 
of the earlier part of the 15th century, of which a portion is 
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preserved in the Denison collection. This was published in 
5883 by Mr Thomas Satchel! under the title An Older Form of the 
Treatyse of Fysshynge myth an Angle. But it is also possible 
that a still older work was the parent of both books, for it has 
been held that the manuscript is an independent version. How-
ever this may be, it is certain that the treatise itself has been the 
parent of many other works. Many of the instructions contained 
in it are handed down from generation to generation with little 
change except in diction. Especially is this the case with the list 
of trout-Hies, a meagre twelve, which survives in many fishing 
books until well Into the 18th century. 

From the beginning of the 16th century the fisherman's library 
begins to grow apace, as, though books solely devoted to fishing 
are not yet frequent, works on husbandry and country pursuits 
almost all contain something on the subject. In Italy the 
fisherman and his occupation apparently were considered poetic-
ally; the word pescatore or its cognates are common on Italian 
16th and 17th century title-pages, though in many instances 
the fulfilment of the implied promise is not adequate, from an 
angler's point of view. From the pages of Bibliotheca Piscatoria 
a fairly long list of Italian writers could be gleaned. Among 
them may be mentioned Sannazaro (Piscatoria, &c., Rome, 1526) 
and Andrea Calmo (Rime pescatorie, Venice, 1557). A century 
later was Parthenius, who published a volume of Halieutica at 
Naples. This writer has an amusing reference to the art of 
" tickling " trout as practised in Britain. In Germany, as has 
been shown, the original little Flemish treatise had a wide vogue 
in the s6th century, and fishing played a part in a good many 
books on husbandry such as that of Conrad Heresbach (1570). 
Fish and fish-ponds formed the main topic of a Latin work by 
Dubravius (1554, while Gesner in the middle of the 16th and 
Aldrovandi at the beginning of the s 7th centuries wrote at length 
on the natural history of fishes. In France the subject is less 
well represented, but Les Pesckries of Chris. de Capron (Lyons, 
s599) and Le Piaui des champs of Cl. Gauchet (Paris, 1604) 
deserve to be noted. Les Ruses innocentes by Francois Fortin, 
first published at Paris in zoo°, and several times in later editions, 
is characterized by Messrs Westwood and Satchel! as "on the 
whole the most interesting contribution made by France to 
the literature of angling." England during the most part of the 
16th century was evidently well enough served by the original 
treatise out of The Book of St Albans. It was republished twice 
by Wynkyn de Worde, six or seven times by Copland, and some 
five times by other printers. It was also practically republished 
in A Book of Fishing by I.. M. (r 590). L. M. (Leonard Mascali) 
ranks as an angling author, but he did little more than borrow and 
edit the treatise. The same may be said of another version of The 
Book of St Albans " now newly collected by W. G. Faulkener " 
and issued in s 596. 

Modern Literature.—In r boo appeared John Tavernees Certain( 
Experiments concerning Fish and &Kite, and after this the period 
of angling literature proper begins. The Secrets of Angling (5613), 
by J(obn) D(ennys), Esq., is one of the most important 
volumes in the angler's library, both on account of the excellence 
of the verse in which it is written and also on account of its 
practical value. Gervase Markham, " the first journalist," as 
be has been called, published his first book of husbandry at 
the same date, and, as in most of his many books on the same 
subject, devoted a certain amount of space to fishing. But 
Markham gathered his materials in a rather shameless manner 
and his angling passages have little originality. Thomas Barker's 
The Art of Angling (tst ed., 1651) takes a more honourable 
position, and received warm commendation from Izaak Walton 
himself, who followed it in 1653 with The Cow pleat Angler. 
So much has been written about this treasured classic that it is 
only necessary to indicate its popularity here by saying that 
its editions occupy some twenty pages in Bibliotheca Piscatoria 
(1883), and that since that work was published at least forty 
new editions have to be added to the list. During Walton's 
life-time the book ran through five editions, and with the fifth 
(1676) was incorporated Charles Cotton's second part, the 
"instructions how to angle for a trout or grayling, in a clear 

stream." In some eases too there was added • third book, 
the fourth edition of The Experienced Angler, by Robert Venable, 
(rat ed., 1662). The three books together bore the title of 
The Universal • Angler. Venables's portion was dropped later, 
but it is worth reading, and contained sound instruction though 
it has not the literary merit of Walton and Cotton. 

A few other notable books of the century call for enumeration, 
The Gentleman's Recreation by Nicholas Cox (1674), Gilbert'a 
The Angler's Delight (1676), Chetham's Vade-Mecum 0680, 
The Complete Troller by Robert Nobbes (5682), R. Franck's 
Northern Memoirs (5694), and The True Art of Angling by J. S. 
(s696). Of these Chetham, Nobbes, Franck and J. S. have the 
merit of considerable originality. Franck has gained some 
notoriety by his round abuse of Walton. In the 18th century 
among others we find The Secrets of Angling by C. G. (1705), 
Robert Howlett's The Angler's Sari Guide (1706), The Whole 
Art of Fishing (17 to), The Com pleat Fisherman by James Saunders 
(1724), The Art of Angling by R. Brookes (1740), another book 
with the same title by R. and C. Bowlker (Worcester, c. 1750), 
The Complete Sportsman by Thomas Fairfax (c. 1760), The 
Angler's Museum by T. Shirley (1784), and A Concise Treatise 
on the Art of Angling by Thomas Best (5787). Of these only 
Saunders's, Bowlker's and Best's books are of much importance, 
the rest being for the most part " borrowed." One volume of 
verse in the 58th century calls for notice, Moses Browne's 
Piscatory Eclogues (1729). Among greater names we get angling 
passages in Pope, Gay and Thomson; the two last were evidently 
brothers of the angle. 

With the 19th century angling literature becomes too big a 
subject to be treated in detail, and it is only possible to glance 
at a few of the more important books and writers. Daniel's 
Rural Sports appeared in 1801; it is a treasure-house of odd 
facts. In 18:8 Sir Humphry Davy published his famous 
Salmonia, which was reviewed in the Quarterly by Sir Walter 
Scott. At about this time too were appearing the Nodes Ambro-
sianae in Blackwood's Magazine. Christopher North (Professor 
Wilson) often touched upon angling in them, besides contributing 
a good many angling articles to the magazine. In 1835 that 
excellent angling writer Thomas Tod Stoddart began his valuable 
series of books with The Art of Angling as Practised in Scotland. 
In .839 he published Songs and Poems, among which are pieces 
of great merit. During this period, too, first appeared, year 
by year, the Newcastle Fishers' Garlands, collected by Joseph 
Cmwhall afterwards and republished in 1864, These border 
verses, like Stoddart's, have often a genuine ring about them 
which is missing from the more polished effusions of Gay and 
Thomson. Alfred Ronalds's The Fly-Fisher's Entomology 
(rat ed., 1836) was s publication of great importance, for it 
marked the beginning of the scientific spirit among trout-fishers. 
It ran through many editions and is still a valuable book of 
reference. A step in angling history is also marked by George 
Pulman's Yak-Mecum of Fly-fishing for Trout (5841), for it 
contains the first definite instructions on fishing with a "dry 
fly." Another is marked by Hewett Wheatley's The Rod and 
the Line (1849), where is to be found the earliest reference to the 
" eyed " hook. Yet another is marked by W. C. Stewart's 
The Practical Angler (18s7), in which is taught the new doctrine 
of " up-stream " fishing for trout. This is a book of permanent 
value. Among the many books of this period Charles Kingsley's 
Miscellanies (1850) stands out, for it contains the immortal 
" Chalk-Stream Studies." The work of Francis Francis begins 
at about the same time, though his A Book on Angling, which 
is still one of the most valuable text-books, was not first published 
till 1867. Another well-known and excellent writer, Mr H. 
Cholmondeley Pennell, began in the early 'sixties; it is to him 
that we owe the admirable volumes on fresh-waterfishing in 
the " Badminton Library." Among other English writers 
mention must be made of Messrs William Senior, John Bicker-
dyke and F M. Raiford, who have all performed signal services 
for angling and its literature. (See further bibliography ad fin.) 
In America the latter half of the 19th century produced a good 
deal of fishing literature, much of it of a high standard. I go 
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a•Fishing by Dr W. C. Prime (1873), Fishing with the Fly by 
C. F. Orvis, A. Nelson Cheney and others (1883), The American 
Salmon Fisherman and Fly Rods and Fly Tackk by H. P. Wells 
(z886 and 1885), Little Rivers and other books by the Rev. IL 
Van Dyke—these are only a few specially distinguished in style 
and matter. Germany and France have not contributed so 
largely to the modern library, but in the first country we find 
several useful works by Max von dem Borne, beginning with 
the Hand Inch der Angelfischerei of 1875, and there arc a good 
many other writers who have contributed to the subject, while 
in France there are a few volumes on fishing by different hands. 
The most noticeable is M. G. Albert Petit's La Truitt de Mike 
(18e7), an admirable book on fly-fishing. As yet, however, though 
there are many enthusiastic anglers in France, the sport has not 
established itself so firmly as to have inspired much literature 
of its own; the same may be said of Germany. 

Modern Conditions.—In the modem history of angling there 
are one or two features that should be touched upon. The great 
increase in the number of fishermen has had several results. 
One is a corresponding increase in the difficulty of obtaining 
fishing, and a notable rise in the value of rivers, especially those 
which are famed for salmon and trout. Salmon-fishing now may 
be said to have become a pastime of the rich, and there are signs 
that trout-fishing will before long have to be placed in the same 
exclusive category, while even the right to angle for less-esteemed 
fish will eventually be a thing of price. The development is 
natural, and it has naturally led to efforts on the part of the 
angling majority to counteract, if possible, the growing difficulty. 
These efforts have been directed chiefly in two ways, one the 
establishment of fishing clubs, the other the adoption of angling 
in salt water. The fishing club of the big towns was originally 
a social institution, and its members met together to sup, con-
verse on angling topics and perhaps to display notable fish that 
they had caught. Later, however, arose the idea that it would be 
a convenience if a dub could give its members privileges of fishing 
as well as privileges of reunion. So it comes about that all over 
the United Kingdom, in British colonies and dependencies, in 
the United States, and also in Germany and France, fishing clubs 
rent waters, undertake preservation and restocking and generally 
lead an active and useful existence. It is a good sign for the 
future of angling and anglers that they are rapidly increasing in 
number. One of the oldest fishing clubs, if not the oldest, was 
the Schuylkill club, founded in Pennsylvania in 1732. An 
account of its history was published in Philadelphia in 183o. 
Among the earliest clubs in London are to be numbered such 
societies as The True Waltonians, The Piscatorial, The Friendly 
Anglers and The Gresham, which are still flourishing. A certain 
amount of literary activity has been observable in the world of 
angling dubs, and several volumes of " papers " are on the 
records. Most noticeable perhaps are the three volumes of 
Anglers' Evenings published in 1880-1894, a collection of essays 
by members of the Manchester Anglers' Association. The other 
method of securing a continuance of sport, the adoption of sea-
angling as a substitute for fresh-water fishing, is quite a modern 
thing. Within the memory of men still young the old tactics of 
hand-line and force were considered good enough for sea fish. 
Now the fresh-water angler has lent his centuries of experience 
in deluding his quarry; the sea-angler has adopted many of the 
ideas presented to him, has modified or improved others, and has 
developed the capture of sea-fish into a science almost as subtle 
as the capture of their fresh-water cousins. One more modern 
feature, which is also a result of the increase of anglers, is the great 
advance made in fish-culture, fish-stocking and fish-acclimatiza-
tion during the last half-century. Fish-culture is now a 
recognized industry; every trodt-stream of note and value is 
restocked from time to time as a matter of course; salmon-
hatcheries are numerous, though their practical utility is still a 
debated matter, in Great Britain at any rate; coarse fish are 
also bred for purposes of restocking; and, lastly, it is now 
considered a fairly simple matter to introduce fish from one 
country to another, and even from continent to continent. In 
England the movement owes a great deal to Francis Francis,  

who, though he was not the earliest worker in the field, was 
among the first to formulate the science of fish-breeding; his 
book Fish-Culbert, first published in 1863, still remains one of 
the best treatises on the subject. In the United States, where 
fishery science has had the benefit of generous governmental and 
official support and countenance and so has reached a high level 
of achievement, Dr. T. Garlick (The' Artificial Reproduction of 
Fishes, Cleveland, 5857) is honoured as a pioneer. On the 
continent of Europe the latter half of the 19th century saw a very 
considerable and rapid development in fish-culture, but until 
comparatively recently the propagation and care of fish in most 
European writers have been considered almost entirely from the 
point of view of the fish-stew and the market. As to what has 
been done in the way of acclimatization it is not necessary to say 
much. Trout (Sal me fails) were introduced to New Zealand in 
the late 'sixties from England; in the 'eighties rainbow trout 
(Saline iridens) were also introduced from California; now New 
Zealand provides the finest trout-fishing of its kind in the world. 
American trout of different kinds have been introduced into 
England, and brown trout have been introduced to America; 
but neither innovation can be said to have been an unqualified 
success, though the rainbow has established itself firmly in some 
waters of the United Kingdom. It is still regarded with some 
suspicion, as it has a tendency to wander from waters which do 
not altogether suit it. For the rest, trout have been established 
in Ceylon, in Kashmir and in South*Africa, and early in 1906 an 
attempt was made to carry them to British Central Africa. In 
fact the possibilities of acclimatization are so great that, it seems 
probable, in time no river of the civilized world capable of holding 
trout will be without them. 

Myrnoos axtr Peac-rres 
Angling now divides itself into two main divisions, fishing in 

fresh water and fishing in the sea. The two branches of the 
sport have much in common, and sea-angling is really little more 
than an adaptation of fresh-water methods to salt-water con-
ditions. Therefore it will not be necessary to deal with it at 
great length and it naturally comes in the second place. Angling 
in fresh water is again divisible into three principal parts, fishing 
on the surface, i.e. with the fly; in mid-water, i.e. with a bait 
simulating the movements of a small fish or with the small fish 
itself; and on the bottom with worms, paste or one of the many 
other baits which experience has shown that fish will take. With 
the premise that it is not intended here to go into the minutiae 
of instruction which may more profitably be discovered in the 
many works of reference cited at the end of this article, some 
account of the subdivisions into which these three styles of fishing 
fall may be given. 

Fresh-Water Fishing. 
Flylkhing,—Fly-fishing is the most modem of them, but it 

is the most highly esteemed, principally because it is the method 
par excellence of taking members of the most valuable sporting 
family of fish, the Salmonidae. It may roughly be considered 
under three heads, the use of the " wet "or sunk fly, of the " dry " 
or floating fly, and of the natural insect. Of these the first 
is the most important, for it covers the widest field and is 
the moat universally practised. There are few varieties of fish 
which may not either consistently or occasionally be taken with 
the sunk fly in one of its two forms. The large and gaudy bunch 
of feathers, silk and tinsel with which salmon, very large trout, 
black bass and occasionally other predaceous fish are taken is not, 
strictly speaking, a fly at all. It rather represents, if anything, 
some small fish or subaqueous creature on which the big fish is 
accustomed to feed and it may conveniently receive the generic 
name of salmon-fly. The smaller lures, however, which are used 
to catch smaller trout and other fish that habitually feed on 
insect food are in most cases intended to represent that food in 
one of its forms and are entitled to the name of "artificial flies." 
The dry or floating fly is simply a development of the imitation 
theory, and has been evolved from the wet fly in course of closer 
observation of the habits of flies and fish in certain waters. Both 
wet and dry fly methods are really a substitute for the third and 
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oldest kind of surface-fishing, the use of a natural insect as a bait. 
Each method is referred to incidentally below. 

Spinning, &a—Mid-water fishing, as has been said, broadly 
consists in the use of a small fish, or something that simulates it, 
and its devices are aimed almost entirely at those fish which prey 
on their fellows. Spinning, live-baiting and trolling' are these 
devices. In the first a small dead fish or an imitation of it made 
in metal, india-rubber, or other substance, is caused to revolve 
rapidly as it is pulled through the water, so that it gives the idea 
of something in difficulties and trying to escape. In the second 
a small fish is put on the angler's hook alive and conveys the 
same idea by its own efforts. In the third a small dead fish is 
caused to dart up and down in the water without revolving, it 
conveys the same idea as the spinning fish, though the manipula-
tion is different 

Bottons-Fisking.—Bottom-fisting is the branch of angling 
which is the most general. There is practically no fresh-water 
fish that will not take some one or more of the baits on the angler's 
list if they are properiy presented to it when it is hungry. Usually 
the baited hook is on or near the, bottom of the water, but the rule 
suggested by the name " bottom-fishing " is not invariable and 
often the bait is best used in mid-water; similarly, in " mid-water 
fishing " the bait must sometimes be used as close to the bottom 
as possible. Bottom-fishing is roughly divisible into two kinds, 
float-fishing, in which a bite is detected by the aid of a float 
fastened to the line above the hook and so balanced that its tip 
is visible above the water, and hand-fishing, in which no float is 
used and the angler trusts to his hand to feel the bite of a fish. In 
most cases either method can be adopted and it is a matter of 
taste, but broadly speaking the float-tackle is more suited to water 
which is not very deep and is either still or not rapid. In great 
depths or strong streams a float is difficult to manage. 

The Fish. 

It is practically impossible to classify the fish an angler 
catches according to the methods which he employs, as most 
fish can be taken by at least two of these methods, while many 
of those most highly esteemed can be caught by all three. 
Sporting fresh-water fish are therefore treated according to their 
families and merits from the angler's point of view, and it is briefly 
indicated which method or methods best succeed in pursuit of 
them. 

Salmon.—First in importance come the migratory Saltison&iae, 
and at the head of them the salmon (Salm° sales), which has a 
two-fold reputation as a sporting and as a commercial asset The 
salmon fisheries of a country are a very valuable possession, but 
it is only comparatively recently that this has been realized and 
that salmon rivers have received the legal protection which is 
necessary to their well-being. Even now it cannot be asserted 
that in England the salmon question, as it is called, is settled. 
Partly owing to our ignorance of the life-history of the fish, partly 
owing to the difficulty of reconciling the opposed interests of 
commerce and sport, the problem as to how a river should be 
treated remains only partially solved, though it cannot be denied, 
that there has been a great advance in the right direction. The 
life-history of the salmon, so far as it concerns the matter in hand, 
may be very briefly summed up, It is bred in the rivers and fed 
in the sea. The parent fish ascend in late autumn as high as they 
can get, the ova are deposited on gravel shallows, hatching out in 
the course of a few weeks into parr The infant salmon remains 
in fresh water at least one year, generally two years, without 
growing more than a few inches, and then about May assumes what 
is called the smolt-dress, that is to say, it loses the dark parr-bands 
and red spots of infancy and becomes silvery all over. After this 
it descends without delay to the sea, where it feeds to such good 
purpose that in /I year it has reached a weight of s lb to 4 lb or 
more, and it may then reascend as a grilse. Small grilse indeed 
may only have been in the sea a few months, ascending in the 
autumn of the year of their first descent U the fish survives the 

Trolling is very commonly confused in angling .  writing and talk 
with trailing, which simply means drawing a spinning-bait along 
behind a boat in motion.  

perils of its first ascent and spawning season and as a kelt or 
spawned fish gets down to the sea again, it comes up a second time 
as a salmon of weight varying from 8 lb upwards. Whether 
salmon come up rivers, and, if so, spawn, every year, why some 
fish are much heavier than others of the same age, what their mode 
of life is in the sea, why some run up in spring and summer when 
the breeding season is not till about November or December, 
whether they were originally sea-fish or river-fish—these and 
other similar questions await a conclusive answer. One principal 
fact, however, stands out amid the uncertainty, and that is that 
without a free passage up and down unpolluted rivers and without 
protection on the spawning beds salmon have a very poor chance 
of perpetuating their species. Economic prudence dictates 
therefore that every year a considerable proportion of running 
salmon should be allowed to escape the dangers that confront 
them in the shape of nets, obstructions, pollutions, rods and 
poachers. And it is in the adjustment of the interests which are 
bound up in these dangers (the last excepted; officially poachers 
have no interests, though in practice their plea of " custom and 
right " has too often to be taken into consideration) that the 
salmon question consists. To secure a fair proportion of fish for 
the market, ii fair proportion for the rods and a fair proportion 
for the redds, without unduly damaging manufacturing interests, 
this is the object of those who have the question at heart, and 
with many organir.ations and scientific observers at work it should 
not be long before the object is attained. Already the system of 
" marking " kelts with a small silver label has resulted in a con-
siderable array of valuable statistics which have made it possible 
to estimate the salmon's ordinary rate of growth from year to 
year. It is very largely due to the efforts of anglers that the 
matter has gone so far. Whether salmon feed in fresh water is 
another question of peculiar interest to anglers, for it would seem 
that if they do not then the whole practice of taking them must, 
be an anomaly. Champions have arisen on both sides of the argu-
ment, some, scientists, asserting that salmon (parr and kelts 
excluded, for both feed greedily as opportunity occurs) do not 
feed, others, mostly anglers, maintaining strongly that they do, 
and bringing as evidence their undoubted and customary capture 
by rod and line, not only with the fly, but also with such obvious 
food-stuffs as dead baits, worms and prawns. On the other aide 
it is argued that food is never found inside a salmon after it has 
been long enough in a river to have digested its last meal taken in 
salt water The very few instances of food found in salmon which 
have been brought forward to support the contrary opinion are 
in the scientific view to be regarded with great caution; certainly 
in one case of recent years, which at first appeared to be well 
authenticated, it was afterwards found that a small trout had been 
pushed down a salmon's throat after capture by way of a joke. 
A consideration of the question, hoviever, which may perhaps 
make some appeal to both sides, is put forward by Dr J Kingston 
Barton in the first of the two volumes on Fishing (Country Life 
Series). He maintains that salmon do not habitually feed in 
fresh water, but he does not reject the possibility of their occasion-
ally taking food. His view is that after exertion, such as that 
entailed by running from pool to pool during a spate, the fish may 
fed a very transient hunger and be impelled thereby to snap at 
anything in its vicinity which looks edible. The fact that the 
angler's best opportunity is undoubtedly when salmon have newly 
arrived into a pool, supports this contention. The longer they 
are compelled to remain in the same spot by lack of water the 
worse becomes the prospect of catching them, and " unfishable " 
is one of the expressive words which fishermen use to indicate the 
condition of a river during the long periods of drought which too 
often distinguish the sport. 

Salmon Tackle and Methods.—It is when the drought breaks up 
and the long-awaited rain has come that the angler has his chance 
and makes ready his tackle, against the period 'of a few days (on 
some short streams only a few hours) during which the water 
will be right; rigia is a very exact teriti on some rivers, meaning 
not only that the colour of the water is suitable to the fly, but 
that its height shall be within an inch or two of a given mark, 
prescribed by experience. As to the tackle which is made ready, 
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there is, as in most angling matters, divergence of opinion. 
Salmon fly-rods are now made principally of two materials, 
greenheart and split-cane; the former is less expensive, the 
latter is more durable; it is entirely a matter of taste which a 
man uses, but the split-cane rod is now rather more in favour, 
and for salmon-fishing it is in England usually built with a 
core of steel running from butt to tip and known as a " steel 
centre." How long the rod shall be is also a matter on which 
anglers differ, but from s6 ft. to 17 ft. 6 in. represents the limits 
within which most rods are preferred. The tendency is to 
reduce rather than to increase the length of the rod, which may 
be accounted for by the adoption of a heavy line. Early in the 
19th century anglers used light-topped rods of so ft. and even 
more, and with them a light line composed partly of horse-hair; 
they thought So ft. with such material a good cast. Modem 
experience, however, has shown that a shorter rod with a heavier 
top will throw a heavy dressed silk line much farther with less 
exertion. Ninety feet is now considered a good fishing cast, 
while many men can throw a great deal more. In the United 
States, where rods have long been used much lighter than in 
England, the limits suggested would be considered too high. 
From 12 ft. 6 in. to :5 ft. 6 in. is about the range of the American 
angler's choice, though long rods are not unknown with him. 
The infinite variety of reels, lines, gut collars' and other forms of 
tackle which is now presented to the angler's consideration and 
for his bewilderment is too wide a subject to be touched upon 
here. Something, however, falls to be said about flies. One of 
the perennially fruitful topics of inquiry is what the fish takes a 
salmon-fly to be. Beyond a fairly general admission that it is 
regarded as something endowed with life, perhaps resembling 
a remembered article of marine diet, perhaps inviting gastro-
nomic experiment, perhaps irritating merely and rousing an 
Impulse to destroy, the discussion has not reached any definite 
conclusion. But more or less connected with it is the controversy 
as to variety of colour and pattern. Some authorities hold that 
a great variety of patterns with very minute differences in colour 
and shades of colour is essential to complete success; others 
contend that salmon do not differentiate between nice shades of 
colour, that they only draw distinctions between flies broadly 
as being light, medium or dark in general appearance, and that 
the size of a fly rather than its colour is the important point for 
the angler's consideration. Others again go some way with the 
supporters of the colour-scheme and admit the efficacy of flies 
whose general character is red, or yellow, or black, and so on. 
The opinion of the majority, however, is Probably based on past 
experience, and a man's favourite des for different rips and 
condition of water are those with which he or someone else has 
previously succeeded. It remains a fact that in moat fly-books 
great variety of patterns will be discoverable, while certain old 
standard favourites such as the Jock Scott, Durham Ranger, 
Silver Doctor, and Thunder and Lightning will be prominent 
Coming out of the region of controversy it is a safe generalisation 
to say that the general rule is: big flies for spring fishing when 
rivers are probably high, small flies for summer and low water, 
and flies medium or small in autumn according to the conditions. 
Spring fishing is considered the cream of the sport. Though 
salmon are not as a rule so numerous or so heavy as during the 

The precise date when silkworm gut (now so important a feature 
of the angler's equipment) was introduced is obscure. Pe s, in his 
Diary (1667), mentions " a gut string varnished over " which " is 
beyond any hair for strength and smallness " as a new angling secret 
which he likes " mightily. In the third edition Or 7oo) of Chetham's 
Vade,ifecum, already cited, appears an advertisement of the " East 
India weed which is the only thing for trout, carp and bottom-
fishing." Again, in the third edition of Nobbea's Art of Trolling 
(1805), in supplementary matter, appears a letter signed by 
J. Eaton and G. Limber, tackle-makers of Crooked Lane (July 
20, 1801), in which it is stated that gut " is produced from the 
silkworm and not an Indian weed, as has hitherto been evnjee-
tared. . . ." The word " gut " is employed before this date, but it 
seems obvious that silkworm gut was for a long time used under the 
impression that it was a weed, and that its introduction was a thing 
of the 17th century. It is probable, however, that vegetable fibre 
was used too; we believe that in some parts of India it is used by 
natives to this day. Pepys• " " was probably cat-gut.  

autumn run, and though kelts are often a nuisance in the early 
months, yet the clean-run fish of February, March or April 
amply repays patience and disappointment by its fighting powers 
and its beauty. Summer fishing on most rivers in the British 
Islands is uncertain, but in Norway summer is the season, 
which possibly explains to some extent the popularity of that 
country with British anglers, for the pleasure of a sport is largely 
increased by good weather. 

Two methods of using the fly are in vogue, casting and hailing. 
The first is by far the more artistic, and it may be practised 
either from a boat, from the bank or from the bed of the river 
Itself; in the last case the angler wades, wearing waterproof 
trousers or wading-stockings and stout nail-studded brogues. 
In either case the fishing is similar. The fly is cast across and 
down stream, and has to be brought over the " lie " of the fish, 
swimming naturally with its head to the stream, its feathers 
working with tempting movement and its whole appearance 
suggesting some live thing dropping gradually down and across 
stream. Most anglers add to the motion of the fly by " working " 
it with short pulls from the rod-top. When a fish takes, the rise 
is sometimes seen, sometimes not; in any case the angler should 
not respond with the rod until he leek the pulL Then he should 
tighten, not strike. The fatal word*" strike," with its too literal 
interpretation, has caused many a breakage. Having hooked 
his fish, the angler must be guided by circumstances as to what 
he does; the salmon will usually decide that for him. But it is 
a sound rule to give a well-booked fish no unnecessary advantage 
and to hold'on as hard as the tackle will allow. Good tackle will 
stand an immense strain, and with this " a minute a pound " is a 
fair estimate of the time in which a fish should be landed. A 
foul-hooked salmon (no uncommon thing, for a fish not infre-
quently misses the fly and gets booked somewhere in the body) 
takes much longer to land. The other method of using the fly, 
!lading, which is practised on a few big rivers, consists in trailing 
the fly behind a boat rowed backward.and forwards across the 
stream and dropping gradually downwards. Fly-fishing for 
salmon is also practised on some lakes, into which the fish run. 
On lakes the boat drifts slowly along a " beat," while the angler 
casts diagonally over the spots where salmon are wont to lie. 
Salmon may also be caught by "mid-water fishing," with a 
natural bait either spun or trolled and with artificial spinning-
baits of different kinds, and by " bottom-fishing " with prawns, 
shrimps and worms. Spinning is usually practised when the 
water is too high or too coloured for the fly; trolling is seldom 
employed, but is useful for exploring pools which cannot be 
fished by spinning or with the fly; the prawn is a valuable lure 
in low water and when fish are unwilling to rise; while the worm 
is killing at all states of the river, but except as a last resource 
is not much in favour. There are a few waters where salmon 
have the reputation of not taking a fly at all; in them spinning 
or prawning are the usual modes of fishing. But most anglers, 
wherever possible, prefer to use the fly. The rod for the alter-
native methods is generally shorter and stiffer than the fly-rod, 
though made of like material. Twelve to fourteen feet represents 
about the range of choice. Outside the British Islands the 
salmon-fisher finds the headquarters of his sport in Europe in 
Scandinavia and Iceland, and in the New World in some of the 
waters of Canada and Newfoundland. 

Land-Jacked Salsas.—The land-locked salmon (SaInto sal& 
scbaga) of Canada and the lakes of Maine is, as its name implies, 
now regarded by scientists as merely a land-locked form of the 
salmon. It does not often attain a greater size than so lb, 
but it is a fine fighter and is highly esteemed by American 
anglers. In most waters it does not take a fly so well as a spinning-
bait, live-bait or worm. The methods of angling for it do not • 
differ materially from those employed for other Salaunsidae. 

Pacific Saimaa—Closely allied to Selma solar both in appear-
ance and habits is the genus Or:carload's:, commonly known 
as Pacific salmon. It contains six species, is peculiar to the North 
Pacific Ocean, and is of some importance to the angler, though 
of not nearly so much as the Atlantic salmon. The quinnat is 
the largest member of the genus, closely resembles rake in 
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appearance and surpasses bins in size. The others, sockeye, 
humpback, cohoe, dog-salmon and masu, are smaller and of less 
interest to the angler, though some of them have great commercial 
value. The last-named is only found in the waters of Japan, but 
the rest occur in greater or less quantities in the rivers of Kam-
chatka, Alaska, British Columbia and Oregon. The problems 
presented to science by solar are offered by Oncorlerschus also, 
but there are variations in his life-history, such as the fact that 
few if any fish of the genus are supposed to survive their first 
spawning season. When once in the rivers none of these salmon 
is of very much use to the angler; as, though it is stated that 
they will occasionally take a fly or spoon in fresh water, they are 
not nearly so responsive as their Atlantic cousin and in many 
streams arc undoubtedly not worth trying for At the mouths of 
some rivers, however, where the water is distinctly tidal, and 
in certain bays of the sea itself they give very fine sport, the 
method of fishing for them being usually to trail a heavy spoon-
bait behind a boat. By this means remarkable bags of fish have 
been made by anglers. The sport is of quite recent development. 

Sea-Trout.—Next to the salmon comes the sea-trout, the other 
migratory sahnonid of Europe. This is a fish with many local 
names and a good deal of local variation. Modern science, how-
ever, recognises two " races " only, Sohn* irtala, the sea-trout 
proper, and Sarno eambricas or eriox, the hull-trout, or semis 
of Wales, which is most prominent in such rivers as the Coquet 
and Tweed. The life-history of sea-trout is much the same as 
that of salmon, and the fish on their first return from the sea in 
the gnise-stage are called by many names, finnock, heeling and 
whitling being perhaps the best known. Of the two races 
Salm Irsala alone lad much use to the fly-fisher. The bull-trout, 
for some obscure reason, is not at all responsive to his efforts, 
except in its keit stage. Then it will take greedily enough, but 
that is small consolation. The bull-trout is a strong fish and 
grows to a great size and it is a pity that it is not of greater 
sporting value, if only to make up for its bad reputation as an 
article of food. Some amends, however, are made by its cousin 
the sea-trout, which is one of the gamest and daintiest fish on 
the angler's list. It is found in most salmon rivers and also 
in not a few streams which are too small to harbour the bigger 
fish, while there are many lakes in Scotland and Ireland (where 
the fish is usually known as white trout) where the fishing h 
superb when the trout have run up into them. Fly-fishing for 
sea-trout is not a thing apart. A three-pounder that will impale 
itself on a big salmon-fly, might equally well have taken a tiny 
trout-fly. Many anglers, when fishing a sea-trout river where 
they run large, 5 lb or more, and where there is also a chance of a 
salmon, effect a compromise by using a light 13 ft. or 14 ft. 
double-handed rod, and tackle not so slender as to make hooking 
a salmon a certain disaster. But undoubtedly to get the full 
pleasure out of sea-trout-fishing a single-handed rod of so ft. to 
• ft. with reasonably fine gut and small flies should be used, and 
the way of using it is much the same as in wet-fly fishing for 
brown trout, which will be treated later. When the double-
banded rod and small salmon-flies are used,the fishing is practically 
the same as salmon-fishing except that it is on a somewhat 
smaller scale. Flies for sea-trout are numberless and local 
patterns abound, as may be expected with a fish which has so 
catholic a taste. But, as with salmon-fishers so with sea-trout• 
fishers, experience forms belief and success governs selection. 
Among the small salmon-flies and loch-flies which will fill his 
book, the angler will do well to have a store of very small trout-
flies at hand, while experience has shown that even the dry fly 
will kill sea-trout on occasion, a thing that is worth remembering 
where rivers are low and fish shy. July, August and September 
are in general the best months for sea-trout, and as they are dry 
months the angler of ten has to put up with indifferent sport. The 
fish will, however, rise in tidal water and in a few localities even 
in the sea itself, or in salt-water lochs into which streams run. 
Sea-trout have an irritating knack of " coming short," that is to 
say, they will pluck at the fly without really taking it. There are 
occasions, on the other hand, in loch-fishing where plenty of 
time must be given to the fish without tightening on it, especially 

if it happens to be a big one. Like salmon, sea-trout are to he 
caught with spinning-baits and also with the worm. The main 
controversy that is concerned with sea-trout Is whether or no 
the fish captured in early spring are dean fish or well-mended 
kelts. On the whole, as sea-trout seldom ran before May, the 
majority of opinion inclines to their being kelts. 

Non-migratory Salmonidae.—Of the non-migratory members 
of the Salmosidao the most impotent in Great Britain is the 
brown trout (Salm. folio) Its American cousin the rainbow 
trout (S. irideus) is now fairly well established in the country 
too, while other transatlantic species both of trout and char 
(which are some of them partially migratory, that is to say, 
migratory when occasion offers), such as the steelhead (S. rho-
kris), fontinalis (S fentinalis) and the cut-throat trout (3. 
elarkii), are at least not unknown. All these fish, together with 
their allied forms in America, can be captured with the fly, and, 
speaking broadly, the wet-fly method will do well for them all. 
Therefore it is only necessary to deal with the methods applicable 
to one species, the brown trout. 

Trosa.—Of the game-fishes the brown trout is the most popular, 
for it is spread over the whole of Great Britain and most of 
Europe, wherever there are waters suited to it. It is a fine 
sporting fish and is excellent for the table, while in some streams 
and lakes it grows to a very considerable size, examples of i6 tb 
from southern rivers and so lb from Irish and Scottish lakes 
being not unknown. Ooe of the signs of its popularity is that its 
habits and history have produced some very animated con-
troversies. Some of the earliest discussions were provoked 
by the liability of the fish to change its appearance in different 
surroundings and conditions, and so at one time many a district 
claimed its local trout as a separate species. Now, however, 
science admits but one species, though, to such well-defined 
varieties as the Loch Leven trout, the estuarine trout and the 
milaroo, it concedes the right to separate names and " races." 
In effect all, from the great ferox of the big lakes of Scotland 
and Ireland to the little fingerling of the Devonshire brook, are 
one and the same—Salmo feria. 

Wel-Ply lot:ekingfor Trostk—Fly-fishing for trout is divided into 
three kinds: fishing with the artificial fly sunk or " wet," fishing 
with it floating or " dry " and fishing with the natural insect. 
Of the two first methods the efet fly is the older and may be taken 
first. Time was when all good anglers cast their flies down. 
stream and thought no harm. But in 1857 W. C. Stewart pub. 
fished his Practical Angler, in which he taught that it paid better 
to fish upstream, for by so doing the angler was not only less 
likely to be seen by the trout but was more likely to hook his fish. 
The doctrine was much discussed and criticized, but it gradually 
won adherents, until now up-stream fishing is the orthodox 
method where it is possible. Stewart was also one of the first to 
advocate a lighter rod in place of the heavy 12 ft. and 13 ft. 
weapons that were used in the North in his time. There are 
still many men who use the long rod for wet-Hy fishing in streams, 
but there are now more who find so ft. quite enough for their 
purpose. For lake-fishing from a boat, however, the longer rod 
is still in many cases preferred. In fishing rivers the-main art 
is to place the right flies in the right places and to let them come 
naturally down with the stream. The right flies may be ascer-
tained to some extent from books and from local wisdom, but 
the right places can only be learnt by experience. It does not, 
however, take long to acquire "an eye for water" and that Is 
half the battle, for the haunts of trout in rapid rivers are very 
much alike. In lake-fishing chance has a greater share in bring-
ing about success, but here too the right fly and the right place 
are important; the actual management of rod, line and flies, of 
course, is easier, for there is no stream to be reckoned with. 
Though there is little left to be said about wet-fly fishing where 
the fly is an imitation more or less exact of a natural insect, 
there is another branch of the art which has been stimulated by 
modern developments. This is the use of salmon-flies for big 
trout much in the same way as for salmon. In such rivers as the 
Thames, where the trout are cannibals and run very large, 
ordinary trout-flies are of little use, and the fly-fisher's onla 
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Chance is to use a big fly and . ' work" it, casting across and 
down stream. The big fly has also been found serviceable with 
the great fish of New Zealand and with the inhabitants of such 
a piece of water as Blagdon Lake near Bristol, when the trout 
run very large. For this kind of fishing much stronger tackle 
and a heavier rod are required than for catching fish that seldom 
exceed the pound. 

Dry Fly.—kishing with the floating fly is a device of southern 
origin, and the idea no doubt arose from the facts that on the 
placid south-country streams the natural fly floats on the surface 
and that the trout are accustomed to feed on it there. The 
controversy " dry vernal wet " was long and spirited, but the 
new idea won the day and now not only on the chalk-streams, 
but on such stretches of even Highland riven as are suitable, the 
dry-fly man may be seen testing his theories. These theories 
are simple and consist in placing before the fish an exact imitation 
of the insect on which it is feeding, in such a way that it shall 
float down exactly as if it were an insect of the same kind. To 
this end special tackle and special methods have been found 
necessary. Not only the fly but also the line has to float on the 
water; the line is very heavy and therefore the rod (split-cane 
or greenheart) must be stiff and powerful; special precautions 
have to be taken that the fly shall float unhindered and shall not 
" drag "; special casts have to be made to counteract awkward 
winds; and, lastly, the matching of the fly with the insect on the 
water is a matter of much nicety, for the water-flies are of many 
shades and colours. Many brains have busied themselves with 
the solution of these problems with such success that dry-fly 
fishing is now a finished art. The entomology of the dry-fly 
stream has been studied very deeply by Mr F. M. Halford, the 
late G. S. Marryat and others, and improvements both in flies 
and tackle have been very great. Quite lately, however, there 
has been a movement in favour of light rods for dry-fly fishing 
as well as wet-fly fishing. The English split-cane rod for dry-fly 
work weighs about an ounce to the foot, rather more or rather 
less. The American rod of similar action and material weighs 
much less—approximately 6 oil to so ft. The light rod, it is 
urged, is much less tiring and is quite powerful enough for ordinary 
purposes. Against it is claimed that dry-fly fishing is not 
"ordinary purposes," that chalk-stream weeds are too strong 
and chalk-stream winds too wild Mr the light rod to be efficient 
against them. However, the light rod is growing in popular 
favour, British manufacturers are building rods alter the 
American style; and anglers are taking to them more and more . 

The dry-fly method is now practised by many fishermen both in 
Germany and France, but it has scarcely found a footing as yet 
in the United States or Canada. 

Fishing with the Nattwal Fly.—The natural fly is a very killing 
bait for trout, but its use is not wide-spread except in Ireland. 
In Ireland " dapping " with the green drake or the daddy-
longkgs is practised from boats on most of the big loughs. A 
light whole-cane rod of stiff build, about r6 ft. in length, is 
required with a floss-silk line light enough to be carried out on 
the breeze; the " dap " (generally two mayflies or daddy-long-
legs on a small stout-wired book) is carried out by the breeze and 
just allowed to touch the water. When a trout rises it is well to 
count " ten " before striking. Very heavy trout are caught in 
this manner during the mayfly season. In the North " creeper-
fishing " is akin to this method, but the creeper is the larva of 
the stone-fly, not a fly itself, and it is cast more hie an ordinary 
fly and allowed to sink. Sometimes, however, the mature insect 
is used with equally good results. A few anglers still practise 
the old style of dapping or " dibbling " after the manner advised 
by Izaak Walton. It is a deadly way of fishing small overgrown 
brooks. A stiff rod and strong gut are necessary, and a grass-
hopper or almost any large fly will serve for bait. 

Other Methods.—The other methods of taking trout principally 
employed are spinning, live-baiting and worming. For big river 
trout such as those of the Thames a gudgeon or bleak makes the 
best spinning or live bait, for great lake trout (term) a small fish 
of their own species and for smaller trout a minnow. There are 
numberless artificial spinning-baits which kill well at times, the 

Devon being perhaps the favourite. The =eel the drop-minnow. 
which is trolling on a lesser scale, is a killing method employed 
more in the north of England than elsewhere. The worm is 
mostly deadly in thick water, so deadly that it is looked on 
askance. But there is a highly artistic mode of fishing known as 
" clear-water worming." This is most successful when rivers are 
low and weather hot, and it needs an expert angler to succeed in 
it. The worm has to be cast up-stream rather like a fly, and the 
method is little inferior to fly-fishing in delicacy and difficulty. 
The other baits for trout, or rather the other baits which they 
will take sometimes, are legion. Wasp-grubs, maggots, cater-
pillars, small frogs, bread—there is very little the fish will not 
take. But except in rural districts little effort is made to catch 
trout by means less orthodox than the fly, minnow and worm, 
and the tendency nowadays both in England and America is to 
restrict anglers where possible to the use of the artificial fly only. 

Gotoilig.—The only other member of the salmon family in 
England which gives much sport to the fly-fisher is the grayling, 
a fish which possesses the recommendation of rising well in winter. 
It can be caught with either wet or dry fly, and with the same 
tackle as trout, which generally inhabit the same stream. Gray-
ling will take moat small trout-flies, but there are many patterns 
of fly tied specially for them, moat of them founded on the red 
tag or the green insect. Worms and maggots are also largely 
used in some waters for grayling, and there is a carious con-
trivance known as the " grasshopper," which is a sort of com-
promise between the fly and bait. It consists of a leaded book 
round the shank of which is twisted bright-coloured wool. The 
point is tipped with maggots, and the lure, half artificial, half 
natural, is dropped into deep holes and worked up and down in 
the water. In some places the method is very killing. The 
grayling has been very prominent of late years owing to the 
controversy " grayling germ trout." Many people hold that 
grayling injure a trout stream by devouring trout-ova and trout-
food, by increasing too rapidly and in other ways. Beyond, 
however, proving the self-evident fact that a stream can only 
support a given amount of fish-life, the grayling's opponents do 
not seem to have made out a very good case, for no real evidence 
of its injuring trout has been adduced. 

Char.—The chars (Saladinat) are a numerous family widely 
distributed over the world, but in Great Britain are not very 
important to the angler. One well-defined species (Saireliatts 
elitist's) is found in some lakes of Wales and Scotland, but 
principally in Westmorland and Cumberland. It sometimes 
take; a small fly but is more often caught with small artificial 
spinning-baits. The fish seldom exceeds lb in Great Britain, 
though in Scandinavia it is caught up to S lb or more. There are 
some important chars in America, forefisalis being one of the most 
esteemed. Some members of the genus occasionally attain a size 
scarcely excelled by the salmon. Among them are the Great Lake 
trout of America, Cristisomer namaycark, and the Danubian 
" salmon " or huchen, Sallow kiwis°. Both of these fish are caught 
principally with spinning-baits, but both will on occasion take a 
salmon-fiy, though not with any freedom after they have reached 
a certain size. An attempt has been made to introduce huchen 
Into the Thames but at the time of writing the result cannot yet 
be estimated. 

Pike.—The pike (Ewa Incites), which after the Salmoaidae is 
the most valued sporting fish in Great Britain, is a fish of prey 
pure and simple. Though it will occasionally take a large fly, a 
worm or other ground-bait, its systematic capture is only essayed 
with small fish or artificial spinning-baits. A live bait is supposed 
to be the most deadly lure for big pike, probably because it is the 
method employed by most anglers. But spinning is more artistic 
and has been found quite successful enough by those who give it a 
fair and full trial. Trolling, the method of " sink and draw " with 
a dead bait, referred to previously in this article, is not much 
practised nowadays, though at one time it was very popular. It 
was given up because the traditional form of trolling-tackle was 
such that the bait had to be swallowed by the pike before the hook 
would take hold, and that necessitated killing all fish caught, 
whether large or =al The same objection formerly applied to 
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live-baiting with what was known as a gorge-hook. Now, how-
ever, what is called snap-tackle is almost invariably used in 
live-baiting, and the system is by some few anglers extended to 
the other method too. Pile are autumn and winter fish and are 
at their best in December. They grow to a very considerable size, 
fish of 20 lb being regarded as " specimens " and an occasional 
thirty-pounder rewarding the zealous and fortunate. The 
heaviest pike caught with a rod in recent years which is sufficiently 
authenticated, weighed 37 lb, but heavier specimens are said to 
have been taken in Irish lakes. River pike up to about ro lb in 
weight are excellent eating. 

America has several species of pike, of which the muskelunge 
of the great lake region (Esoz wasquinongy) is the most important. 
It is a very fine fish, excelling Ewa twins both in size and looks. 
From the angler's point of view it may be considered simply as a 
large pile and may be caught by similar methods. It occasion-
ally reaches the weight of 8o lb or perhaps more. The pickerel 
(Esoz reticulate's) is the only other of the American pikes which 
gives any sport. It reaches a respectable size, but is as inferior to 
the pike as the pike is to the muskelunge. 

Pauli.—Nett to the pikes come the perches, also predatory 
fishes. The European perch (Perca fluoialuis) has a place by 
itself in the affections of anglers. When young it is easy to catch 
by almost any method of fishing, and a large number of Walton's 
disciples have been initiated in to the art with its help. Worms 
and small live-baits are the principal lures, but at times the fish 
will take small bright artificial spinning-baits well, and odd attrac-
tions such as boiled shrimps, caddis-grubs, small frogs, maggots, 
wasp-grubs, &c. are sometimes successfuL The•drop-minnow is 
one of the best methods of taking perch. Very occasionally, and 
principally in shallow pools, the fish will take an artificial fly 
greedily, a small salmon-fly being the best thing to use in such a 
case. A perch of a lb is a good fish, and a specimen of 4i lb 
about the limit of angling expectation. There have been rare 
instances of perch over s lb, and there are legends of eight-
pounders, which, however, need authentication. 

Black Bass.—The yellow perch of America (Pena .11avescens) is 
very much like its European cousin in appearance and habits, but 
it is not so highly esteemed by American anglers, because they 
are fortunate in being possessed of a better fish in the black bass, 
another member of the perch family. There are two kinds of black 
ban (Micropkwus saknoides and Micropterus dolowies), the large-
mouthed and the small-mouthed. The first is more a lake and 
pond fish than the second, and they are seldom found in the same 
waters. As the black bass is a fly-taking fish and a strong fighter, 
it is as valuable to the angler as • trout and is highly esteemed. 
Bass-flies are sui genesis, but incline more to the nature of salmon-
flies than trout-flies. An artificial frog cast with a fly-rod or very 
light spinning-rod is also a favourite lure. For the rest the fish 
will take almost anything in the nature of worms or small fish, 
hie its cousin the perch. A 4 lb bass is a good fish, but five-
pounders are not uncommon. Black ban have to some extent 
been acclimatized in France. 

The rule or pope (A wine sul garis) is a little fish common in the 
Thames and many other slow-flowing English rivers. It is very 
like the perch in shape but lacks the dusky bars which distinguish 
the other, and is spotted with dark brown spots on a golden olive 
background. It is not of much use to the angler as it seldom 
exceeds 3 OZ. in weight. It takes small WOMB, maggots and 
similar baits greedily, and is often a nuisance when the angler is 
expecting better fish. Allied to the perches is the pllre-perch, of 
which two species are of some importance to the angler, one the 
wall-eye of eastern America (..Stieostedion vilreuts) and the other 
the zander of Central Europe (Sasdrus lucioperca). The last 
especially is a fine fighter, occasionally reaching a weight of so lb. 
It is usually caught by spinning, but will take live-baits, worms 
and other things of that nature. The Danube may be described 
as its headquarters. It is a fish whose sporting importance will be 
more realized as anglers on the continent become more numerous. 

Cypristidae.—The carp family (Cyprinidae) is a large one and 
its members constitute the majority of English sporting fishes. 
In America the various kinds of chub, sucker, dace, shiner, &c.  

are little esteemed and are regarded as spoils for the youthful 
angler only, or as baits for the better fish in which the continent is 
so rich. In England, however, the Cyprinidae have an honoured 
place in the affections of all who angle " at the bottom," while in 
Europe some of them have a commercial value as food-fishes. In 
India at least one member of the family, the mahseer, takes rank 
with the salmon as a " big game " fish. 

Carp, Torch, Barbel, Bream.—The family as represented in 
England may be roughly divided into two groups, those which 
feed on the bottom purely and those which occasionally take flies. 
The first consists of carp, tench, barbel and bream. Of these 
carp, teach and bream are either river or pool fish, while the 
barbel is found only in rivers, principally in the Thames and 
Trent. The carp grows to a great size, 20 lb being not unknown; 
tench are big at s lb; barbel have been caught up to x4 lb or 
rather more; and bream occasionally reach 8 lb, while a fish of 
over rr lb is on record. All these fish are capricious feeders, 
carp and barbel being particularly undependable. In some 
waters it seems to be impossible to catch the large specimens, and 
the angler who seeks to gain trophies in either branch of the sport 
needs both patience and perseverance. Tench and bream are not 
quite so difficult. The one fish can sometimes be caught in great 
quantities, and the other is generally to be enticed by the man 
who knows how to set about it. Two main principles have to be 
observed in attacking all these fish, ground-baiting and early 
rising. Ground-baiting consists in casting food into the water so 
as to attract the fish to a certain spot and to induce them to feed. 
Without it very little can be done with shy and large fish of these 
species. Early rising is necessary because they only feed freely, 
as a rule, from daybreak till about three hours of ter sun-rise. The 
heat of a summer or early autumn day makes them sluggish, but 
an hour or two in the evening is sometimes remunerative. The 
bait for them all should usually lie on the bottom, and it consists 
mainly of worms, wasp and other grubs, pastes of various kinds; 
and for carp, and sometimes bream, of vegetable baits such as 
small boiled potatoes, beans, peas, stewed wheat, pieces of 
banana, &c. None of these fish feed well in winter. 

Roach, Rudd, Dace, Chub.—The next group of Cyprinidae 
consists of fish which will take a bait similar to those already 
mentioned and also a fly. The sizes which limit the ordinary 
angler's aspirations are roach about a lb, rudd about ai lb, 
dace about r lb and chub about 5 lb. There are instances 
of individuals heavier than this, one or two roach and many 
rudd of over 3 lb being on record, while dace have been 
caught up to r lb 6 oz., and chub of over 7 lb are not 
unknown. Roach only take a fly as a rule in very hot weather 
when they are near the surface, or early in the season when they 
are on the shallows; the others will take it freely all through the 
summer. Ordinary trout flies do well enough for all four species, 
but chub often prefer something larger, and big bushy lures called 
" palmers," which represent caterpillars, are generally used for 
them. The fly may be used either wet or dry for all these fish, and 
there is little to choose between the methods as regards effective-
ness. Fly-fishing for these fish is a branch of angling which might 
be more practised than it is, as the sport is a very fair substitute 
for trout fishing. Roach, chub and dace feed on bottom food and 
give good sport all the winter. 

Gudgeon, Bleak, Minnow, &'c.—The small fry of European 
waters, gudgeon, bleak, minnow, loath, stickleback and bullhead, 
are principally of value as bait for other fish, though the first-
named species gives pretty sport on fine tackle and makes a 
succulent dish. Small red worms are the best bait for gudgeon 
and minnows, a maggot or small fly for bleak, and the rest are 
most easily caught in a small-meshed net. The loath is used 
principally in Ireland as a trout bait, and the other two are of 
small account as hook-baits, though sticklebacks are a valuable 
form of food for trout in lakes and pools. 

Mahsees.—Among the carps of India, several of which give 
good sport, special mention must be made of the mahseer 
(Barbs, mold), a fish which rivals the salmon both in size and 
strength. It reaches a weight of 6o lb and sometimes more 
and is fished for in much the same manner as salmon, with the 
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difference that after about so lb it takes a spinning-bait, usually 
a heavy spoon-bait, better than a fly. 

Cal-fish.—None of the fresh-water cat-fishes (of which no 
example is found in England) are what may be called sporting 
fish, but several may be caught with rod and line. There are 
several kinds in North America, and some of them are as heavy 
as is° lb, but the moat important is the web (Silarus glanis) 
of the Danube and neighbouring waters. This is the largest 
European fresh-water fish, and it is credited with a weight of 
300 lb or more. It is a bottom feeder and will take a fish-bait 
either alive or dead; it is said occasionally to run at a spinning 
bait when used very deep. 

Burbol.—The burbot (Lola sulgaris) is the only fresh-water 
member of the cod family in Great Britain, and it is found only 
in a few slow-flowing rivers such as the Trent, and there not often, 
probably because it is a fish of sluggish habits which feeds only 
at night. It reaches a weight of 3 lb or more, and will take most 
flesh or fish baits on the bottom. The burbot of America has 
similar characteristics. 

Sturgeon.—The sturgeons, of which there are a good many 
species in Europe and America, are of no use to the angler. They 
are anadromous fishes of which little more can be said than that 
a specimen might take a bottom bait once in a way. In Russia 
they arc sometimes caught on long lines armed with baited hooks, 
and occasionally an angler hooks one. Such a case was reported 
from California in The Field of the path of August 1905. 

Shad.—Two other anadromoua fish deserve notice. The first 
is the shad, a herring-like fish of which two species, allice and 
twaite (Clupea alosa and C. flab), ascend one or two British 
and several continental rivers in the spring. The twaite is the 
more common, and in the Severn, Wye and Teme it sometimes 
gives very fair sport to anglers, taking worm and occasionally 
fly or small spinning bait. It is a good fighter, and reaches a 
weight of about 3 lb. Its sheen when first caught Is particularly 
beautiful. America also has its shads. 

Flounder.—The other is the flounder (Pleuronedes *sus), the 
only flat-fish which ascends British rivers. It is common a long 
way up such rivers as the Severn, far above tidal influence, and 
it will take almost any flesh-bait used on the bottom. A flounder 
of x lb is, in a river, a large one, but heavier examples are some- 
times caught. . 

Eel.—The eel (Angut7la vagaris) is regarded by the angler 
more as a nuisance than a sporting fish, but when of considerable 
size (and it often reaches a weight of 8lb or more) it is a splendid 
fighter and stronger than almost any fish that swims. Its life 
history has lonirbeen disputed, but it is now accepted that it 
breeds in the sea and ascends rivers in its youth. It is found 
practically everywhere, and its occurrence in isolated ponds to 
which it has never been introduced by human agency has given 
rise to a theory that it travels overland as well as by water. The 
best baits for eels are worms and small fish, and the best time 
to use them is at night or in thundery or very wet weather. 

Sea Angling. 
Sea angling is attended by almost as many refinements of 

tackle and method as fresh-water angling. The chief differences 
are differences of locality and the habits of the fish. To a certain 
extent sea angling may also be divided into three classes—fishing 
on the surface with the fly, at mid-water with spinning or other 
bait, and on the bottom; but the first method is only practicable 
at certain times and in certain places, and the others, from the 
great depths that often have to be sounded and the heavy 
weights that have to be used in searching them, necessitate 
shorter and stouter rods, larger reels and stronger tackle than 
fresh-water anglers employ. Also, of course, the sea-fisherman 
is liable to come into conflict with very large fish occasionally. 
In British waters the monster usually takes the form of a skate 
or halibut. A specimen of the former weighing 194 lb has been 
landed off the Irish coast with rod and line in recent years. In 
American waters there is a much greater opportunity of catching 
fish of this calibre. 

Great Game Fisher.—There are several giants of the sea which 

are regularly pursued by American anglers, chief among them 
being the tarpon (Tarpon adantkus) and the tuna or tunny 
(Thunnus derma), which have been taken on rod and line 
up to 223 lb and 251 lb respectively. jew-fish and black 
sea-bass of over 403 lb have been taken on rod and line, and 
there are many other fine sporting fish of large size which give 
the angler exciting hours on the reefs of Florida, or the coasts 
of California, Texas or Mexico. Practically all of them are taken 
with a fish-bait either live or dead, and used stationary on the 
bottom or in mid-water trailed behind a boat. 

British Game Fishes.—On a much smaller scale are the fishes 
most esteemed in British waters. The bass (Labrax lupus) 
heads the list as a plucky and rather difficult opponent. A 
fish of co lb is a large one, but fifteen-pounders have been taken. 
Small or " School " bass up to 3 lb or 4 lb may sometimes 
be caught with the fly (generally a roughly constructed thing 
with big wings), and when they are really taking the sport is 
magnificent. In some few localities it is possible to cast for 
them from rocks with a salmon rod, but usually a boat is required. 
In other places bass may be caught from the shore with fish bait 
used on the bottom in quite shallow water. They may again 
sometimes be caught in mid-water, and in fact there are few 
methods and few lures employed in sea angling which will not 
account for them at times. The pollack (Gadus pollachius) 
and coal-fish (Gaut sirens) come next in esteem. Both in some 
places reach a weight of 20 lb or more, and both when young 
will take a fly. Usually, however, the best sport is obtained 
by trailing some spinning-bait, such as an artificial or natural 
sand-eel, behind a boat. Sometimes, and especially for pollack, 
the bait must be kept near the bottom and heavy weights on the 
line are necessary; the coal-fish are more prone to come to the 
surface for feeding. The larger grey mullet (Hue capita) is 
a great favourite with many anglers, as it is extremely difficult 
to hook, and when hooked fights strongly. 'Fishing for mullet is 
more akin to fresh-water fishing than any branch of sea-angling, 
and indeed can be carried on in almost fresh water, for the fish 
frequent harbours, estuaries and tidal pools. They can be 
caught close to the surface, at Mid-water and at the bottom, 
and as a rule vegetable baits, such as boiled macaroni, or tag-
worms are found to answer best. Usually ground-baiting is 
necessary, and the finer the tackle used the grater is the chance 
of sport. Not a few anglers fish with a float as if for river fish. 
The fish runs up to about 8 lb in weight. The cod (Gaut 
morhua) grows larger and fights less gamely than any of the fish 
already mentioned. It is generally caught with bait used on 
the bottom from a boat, but in places codling, or young cod, 
give some sport to anglers fishing from the shore. The mackerel 
(Sconrber scomber) gives the best sport to a bait, usually a strip 
of fish skin, trailed behind a boat fairly close to the surface, but 
it will sometimes feed on the bottom. Mackerel on light tackle 
are game fighters, though they do not usually much exceed 2 lb. 
Whiting and whiting-pout (Gadus merlangus and Gadus Justus) 
both feed on or near the bottom, do not grow to any great size, and 
are best sought with fine tackle, usually an arrangement of three 
or four hooks at intervals above a lead which is called a " pater-
noster." If one or more of the hooks are on the bottom the tackle 
will do for different kinds of flat fish as well, flounders and dabs 
being the two species most often caught by anglers. The bream 
(Peonies centrodontus) is another bottom-feeder which resembles 
the fresh-water bream both in appearance and habits. It is 
an early morning or rather a nocturnal fish, and grows to a weight 
of 3 lb or 4 lb. Occasionally It will feed in mid-water or even 
close to the surface. The conger eel (Conger mdgaris) is another 
night-feeder, which gives fine sport, as it grows to a great size, 
and is very powerful. Strong tackle is essential for conger 
fishing, as so powerful an opponent in the darkness cannot be 
given any law. The bait must be on or near the bottom. There 
are, of course, many other fish which come to the angler's rod 
at times, but the list given is fairly complete as representing the 
species which are especially sought. Beside them are occasional 
(in some waters too frequent) captures such as dog-fish and sharks, 
skates and rays. Many of them run to a great size and give 
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plenty of sport on a rod, though they are not as a rule welcomed. 
Lastly, it must be mentioned that certain of the Salmonidae, 
smelts (Osnscrus eperlanus), sea-trout, occasionally brown trout, 
and still more occasionally salmon can be caught in salt water 
either in sea-lochs or at the mouths of rivers. Smelts are best 
fished for with tiny hooks tied on fine gut and baited with frag-
ments of shrimp, ragworm, and other delicacies. 

MODERN AUTHORITIES AND REFERENCE BOOM—History and 
Literature: Prof. A. N. Mayer, Sport with Gun and Rod (New York 
and Edinburgh), with a chapter on " The Primitive Fish-Hook," by 
Barnet Phillips; Dr R. Munro, Lake Dwellings of Europe (London, 
1890). with many illustrations and descriptions of early fish-hooks, 
&c.; H. Cholmondeley Pennell and others, Fishing Gossip (Edin-
burgh, 1866), contains a paper on "Fishing and Fish-Hooks of the 
Earliest Date," by Jonathan Couch; C. D. Badham, Prose 
Halinitics (London, 1854), full of curious lore, relating, however, 
more to ichthyophagy than angling; The Angler's Note-Book and 
Naturalist's Record London, 1st series 1881. 2nd series 1888), 
edited by T. Satchel , the two volumes containing much valuable 
matter on angling history, literature, and other topics; R. Blakey, 
Angling Literature (London, 1856), inaccurate and badly arranged, 
but containing a good deal of curious matter not to be found else-
where; 0. Lambert, Angling Literature in England (London, 1881), 
a good little general survey; J. J. Manley, Fish and Fishing 
(London, 2881), with chapters on fishing literature, &c.; IL B. 
Marston, Walton and Some Earlier Writers on Fish and Fishing 
(London and New York, 1894); Piscatorial Society's Papers (vol. 1. 
London, 1890), contains a paper on " The Useful and Fine Arts in 
their Relation to Fish and Fishing," by S. C. Harding; Super 
?lumina (Anon.; London, 1904), gives passim useful information on 
fishing literature; T. Westwood and T. Satchell, Biblsotneca 
Pisratoria (London, 1883) an admirable bibliography of the sport: 
together with the supplement prepared by R. B. Marston, Istot, it 
may be considered wonderfully complete. 

Methods and Practice.—General Fresh-water Fishing: F. Francis, 
A Book on Angling (London. 1885), though old, a thoroughly sound 
text-book, particularly good on salmon fishing; H. C. Pennell and 
others, Fishing—Salmon and Trout and Pike and Coarse Fisk (Bad-
minton Library, 2 vols., London, 1904); John Bickerdyke, The 
Book of the All-Round Angler (London, 19o0); Horace G. Hutchinson 
and others, Fishing (Country Life Series. 2 vols., London, 1904), 
contains useful ichthyological notes by G. A. Boulanger, a chapter 
on  "  The Feeding of Salmon in Fresh-Water," by Dr J. Kingston 
Barton, and a detailed account of the principal salmon rivers of 
Norway. by C. E. Radclyffe. 

Salmon and Trout.—Major J. P. Traherne, The Habits of the 
Salmon (London, 1889); G. M. Kelson, The Salmon Fly (London. 
1 895). contains instructions on dressing salmon-flies; A. E. 
Catisorne Hardy, The Salmon (" Fur, Feather and Fin Series," 
London, 1898) ; Sir H. Maxwell, Bt., Salmon and Sea Trout (Angler's 
Library. London, 1898); Sir E. Grey, Bt. Fly Fishing (Haddon 
Hall Library, London and New York, 1899); W. Earl Hodgson. 
Salmon Fishing (London, t906), contains a series of coloured plates 
of salmon flies; Marquis of Granby, The Trout (" Fur, Feather and 
Fin Series," London, 1898). Wet Fly Fishing: W. C. Stewart, 
The Practical Angler (London, 1905), a new edition of an old but 
still valuable work; E. M. Tod, Wet Fly Fishing (London, 1903); 
W. Earl Hodgson, Trout Fishing (London, 1905). contains a series 
of admirable coloured plates of artificial flies. Dry Fly Fishing: 
F. M. Halford, Dry-Fly Fishing in Theory and Practice (London, 
1902), the standard work on the subject; G. A. B. Dewar, The 
Book of the Dry Fly (London, 1897). Grayling: T. E. Pritt, The 
Book of the Grayling (Leeds, 1888); H. A. Bolt, Grayling Fishing in 
South Country Streams (London, 1905). 

Coarse Fish.—C. H. Wheeley, Coarse Fisk (Angler's Library, 
London, 1897); J. W. Martin, Practical Fishing (London); Float- 
fishing and Spinning (London, 1885); W. Senior and others, Pike 
and Perch (" Fur, Feather and Fin Series," London, 1900); A. J. 
Jardine, Pike and Perch (Angler's Library, London, t898); H. C. 
Fennell, The Book of the Pike (London, 1884); Greville Fennell, 
The Book of the Roach (London, 1884). 

Sea Fishing.—J. C. Wilcocks, The Sea Fisherman (London, 
18.84); John Bickerdyke (and others), Sea Fishing (Badminton 
Library,_London, 1895); Practical Letters to Sea Fishers (London, 
1902)• F. G. Aflalo, Sea Fish (Angler's Library, London, 1897); 
P. L. Haslope, Practical Sea Fishing (London, 1905). 

Tackle, Flies, &c.—H. C. Pennell, Modern Improvements in 
Fishing Tackle (London, t887); H. P. Wells, Fly Rods and Fly 
Tackle (New York and London, 1901); A. Ronalds, The Fly-Fisher s 
Entomology (London, 1883); F. M. Halford, Dry Fly Entomology 
(London, 19o2); Floating Flies and How to Dress. them (London, 
1 886) ; T. E. Pritt, North Country Flies (London, 1886); H. G. 
M'Clelland, How to lie Flies for Trout and Grayling (London, 1905): 
Capt. J. H. Hale, How to lie Salmon Flies (London, 1892); F. G. 
Aflalo, John Bickerdyke and C. H. Wheeley. How to buy Fishing 
Tackle (London). 

Ichthyology, Fisheries, Fish-Culture, &c.—Dr Francis Day, Fishes 
of Great Britain and Ireland (2 vols., London, 1889); British and 

Irish Saintonidao (London, 1887); Dr A. C. L G. Gunther, Introduc- 
tion to the Study of Fishes (London, 1880) ;  Dr D. S. Jordan, A Guide 
to the Study of Fishes (2 vols., New York and London, 1905); F. 
Francis, Practical Management of Fisheries (London. 1883); Fisk 
Culture tondon, 1865); F. M. Halford, Making a Fishery (London. 
1902); J. J. Armistead, An Angler's Paradise (Dumfries, 1902); 
F. Mat er, Modern Fish-Culture (New York, 1899); Livingstone 
Stone, Domesticated Trout (Charlestown and London, 1896). 

Angling Guide Books, Geographical Information, &c.—Great 
Britain: The Angler's Diary (London), gives information about 
most important waters in the British Isles, and about some foreign 
waters, published annually; The Sportsman's and Tourist's Guide 
to Scotland (London), a good guide to angling in Scotland. published 
twice a year; Augustus Gnmble, The Salmon Rivers of Scotland 
(London, 1900, 4 vols.); The Salmon Rivers of Ireland (London, 
1903); The Salmon and Sea Trout . Rivers of England and Wales 
(London •  1904, 2 vols.), this fine series gives minute information as 
to salmon pools, flies, seasons, history, catches, &c.; W. AL Gallichan, 
Fishing in Wales (London, 191,3) r  Derbyshire (London, 

Watson,1905); J.  
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Country Trout Streams (London, 1899); " Hi Regan," How and 
Where to Fish in Ireland (London, 190o) ; E. S. Shrubsole, The Land 
of Lakes (London, r906), a guide to fishing in County Donegal). 
Europe: " Palmer Hackle," Hints on Angling (London, 1846), 
contains  "  suggestions for angling excursions in France and Bel- 
gium," but they are too old to be of much service; W. M. Gallichan, 
Fishing and Travel in Spain (London, 1905); G. W. Hartley, Wild 
Sport with Gun, Rifle and Salmon Rod (Edinburgh, 1903), contains 
a chapter on huchen fishing; Max von dem Borne, Wegweiser her 
Angler durch Deutschland, Oesterreich end die Schweiz (Berlin, 1877), 
a book of good conception and arrangement, and still useful, though 
out of date in many particulars; Illustrierte Angler-Schule (der 
deutschen Fischerei Zeitung), Stettin, contains good chapters on the 
wets and huchen; H. Storck, Der Angetsport (Munich, 1898), 
contains a certain amount of geographical information; E. B. 
Kennedy. Thirty Seasons its Scandinavia (London •  1904), contains 
useful information about fishing. General E. F. Burton, Trawling 
in Norway (London, 1897); Abel 'Chapman, Wild Norway (London, 
1897); F. Sandeman •  Angling Travels in Norway (London, 1895). 
America: C. F. Holder, Big Game Fishes of the United States (New 
York, 1903); J. A. Henshall, Bass, Pike, Perch and Pickerel (New 
York, 1903); 'Dean Sage and others, Salmon and Trout (New York, 
1902) ; E. T. D. Chambers, Angler's Guide to Eastern Canada (Quebec. 
1899); Rowland Ward, The English Angler in Florida (London, 
1898); J. Turner Turner, The Giant Fisk of Florida (London, 1902). 
India: H. S. Thomas, The Rod in India (London, 1897); "Skene 
Dhu," The Mighty Mahseer (Madras, 1906), contains a chapter on 
the acclimatization of trout in India and Ceylon. New Zealand: 
W. H. Sparkman, Trout in New Zealand (London, 1894); Capt. 
Hamilton, Trout Fishing and Sport in Maoriland (Wellington, 1905), 
contains a valuable section on fishing waters. 

Fishery Law.—G. C. Oke, A Handy Book of the Fishery Laws 
(edited by J. W. Willis Band and A. C. M'Barnet, London, 
1903)- 

ANGLO-ISRAELITE THEORY, the contention that the 
British people in the United Kingdom, its colonies, and the 
United States, are the racial descendants of the " ten tribes " 
forming the kingdom of Israel, large numbers of whom were 
deported by Sargon king of Assyria on the fall of Samaria in 
721 B.C. The theory (which is fully set forth in a book called 
Philo-Israel) rests on premises which are deemed by scholars—
both theological and anthropological—to be utterly unsound. 

ANGLO-NORMAN LITERATURE.—The French language (q.v.) 
came over to England with William the Conqueror. During the 
whole of the Lath century it shared with Latin the distinction of 
being the literary language of England, and it was in use at the 
court until the 14th century. It was not until the reign of Henry 
IV. that English became the native tongue of the kings of 
England. After the loss of the French provinces, schools for the 
teaching of French were established in England, among the most 
celebrated of which we may quote that of Marlborough. 
The language then underwent certain changes which gradually 
distinguished it from the French spoken in France; but, except 
for some graphical characteristics, from which certain rules of 
pronunciation are to be inferred, the changes to which the 
language was subjected were the individual modifications of 
the various authors, so that, while we may still speak of Anglo-
Norman writers, an Anglo-Norman language, properly so 
called, gradually ceased to exist. The prestige enjoyed by the 
French language, which, in the 14th century, the author of the 
Maniere de language calls " le plus bel et le plus gracious language 
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et plus noble puler, apses laths d'escole, qui soft an monde et 
de tour gent mieulx prim% et am& que nut antic (quer Dieu: 
le fist si douce et amiable principalement I l'oneur et loenge de 
luy mesmes. Et pour ail peut compares au parlor des angels 
du del, pour la grand doukeur et biaultee d'icel)/' was such 
that it was not till 1363 that the chancellor opened the parlia-
mentary session with an English speech. And although the 
Hundred Years' War led to a decline in the study of French 
and the disappearance of Anglo-Norman literature, the French 
language continued, through some vicissitudes, to be the classical 
language of the courts of justice until the r7th century. It is 
still the language of the Channel Islands, though there too it 
tends more and more to give way before the advance of 
English. 

It will be seen from the above that the most flourishing period 
of Anglo-Norman literature was from the beginning of the 12th 
century to the end of the first quarter of the 13th. The end of 
this period is generally said to coincide with the loss of the 
French provinces to Philip Augustus, but literary and political 
history do not correspond quite so precisely, and the end of the 
first period would be more accurately denoted by the appearance 
of the history of William the Marshal in :215 (published for the 
Social de F histare do France, by Paul Meyer, 3 vols., 1891-zoor). 
It owes its brilliancy largely to the protection accorded by Henry 
II. of England to the men of letters of his day. " He could speak 
French and Latin well, and is said to have known something of 
every tongue between 'the Bay of Biscay and the Jordan.' He 
was probably the most highly educated sovereign of his day, and 
amid all his busy active life he never lost his interest in literature 
and intellectual discussion; his hands were never empty, they 
always had either a bow or a book " (Did. of Nat. Biog.). Wace 
and Benoit de Sainte-More compiled their histories at his bidding, 
and it was in his reign that Marie de France composed her poems. 
An event with which he was closely connected, viz the murder of 
Thomas Becket, gave rise to a whole series of writings, some of 
which are purely Anglo-Norman. In his time appeared the 
works of Bfroul and Thomas respectively, as well as some of the 
most celebrated of the Anglo-Norman romans d'aventtere. It is 
important to keep this fact in mind when studying the different 
works which Anglo-Norman literature has left us. We will 
examine these works briefly, grouping them into narrative, 
didactic, hagiographic, lyric, satiric and dramatic literature. 

Narrative Literature: (a) Epic and Romance.—The French 
epic came over to England at an early date. We know that the 
Chanson de Roland was sung at the battle of Hastings, and we 
possess Anglo-Norman MSS. of a few chansons de gate. The 
Pelainage de Charlemagne (Koschwits, Altf rasa:lithe Bibliothek, 
1883) was for instance, only preserved in an Anglo-Norman 
manuscript of the British Museum (now lost), although the 
author was certainly a Parisian. The oldest manuscript of the 
Chanson de Roland that we possess is also a manuscript written 
in England, and amongst the others of less importance we may 
mention La Chasms do Willame, the MS. of which has (June 
zoos) been published in facsimile at Chiswick (d. Paul Meyer, 
Romastia,xxxii. 597-618). Although the diffusion of epic poetry 
in England did not actually inspire any new chansons de gate, it 
developed the taste for this class of literature, and the epic style 
in which the tales of Horn, of Boson de Hampton, of Guy of 
Warwick (still unpublished), of Waldef (still unpublished), and of 
Polk Pia Wanes are treated, is certainly partly due to this 
circumstance. Although the last of these works has come down 
to us only in a prose version, it contains unmistakable signs of • 
previous poetic form, and what we possess is really only a render-
ing into prose similar to the transformations undergone by !zany 
of the chansons de gate (d. L. Brandin, Introduction to Palk Fits 
marine, London, 1e04). 

The interinfluence of French and English literature can be 
studied in the Breton romances and the romans d'avenitsre even 
better than in the epic poetry of the period, The Lay of Orpheus 
is known to us only through an English imitation; the Lai dos 
car was composed by Robert Biket, an Anglo-Norman poet of 
the 1 2th century (Wulff, Lund, z888). The lair of Marie de 

France were written in England, and the greater number of the 
romances composing the malibe do Bretagne seem to have passed 
from England to France through the medium of Anglo-Norman. 
The legends of Merlin and Arthur, collected in the Historic Begun 
Britannia:16y Geoffrey of Monmouth (f st 54), passed into French 
literature, bearing the character which the bishop of St Asaph 
had stamped upon them. Chritien de Troye's Pausal (c. tri 
is doubtless based on an Anglo-Norman poem. Robert de Boron 
(c. 5215) took the subject of his Malin (published by G. Paris 
and J. Ulrich, 1886, 2 vole., Social des Andes, Testes) from 
Geoffrey of Monmouth. Finally, the most celebrated love-legend 
of the middle ages, and one of the most beautiful inventions of 
world-literature, the story of Tristan and Iseult, tempted two 
authors, Beroul and Thomas, the first of whom is probably, and 
the second certainly, Anglo-Norman (see ARTHURIAN LEGEND; 
GRAIL, Tat Rocs; TRISTAN). One Folk Tristan was composed 
in England in the last years of the 12th century. (For all these 
questions see Soc. des kw. Maas, Muret's ed. xeo3; Bidiees 
ed. sems-1eo5). Less fascinating than the story of Tristan 
and Iseult, but nevertheless of considerable interest, are the two 
romans d'asenture of Hugh of Rutland, I pomade" (published by 
Killbing and Koschwitz, Breslau, :889) and Protesilaus (still 
unpublished) written about 1'85. The first relates the adven-
tures of a knight who married the young duchess of Calabria, 
niece of Bing Meleager of Sicily, but was loved by Medea, the 
king's wife. The second poem is the sequel to Ipomedon, and 
deals with the wan and subsequent reconciliation between 
Ipomedon's sons, Daunus, the elder, lord of Apulia, and Prote-
silaus, the younger, lord of Calabria. Protesilaus defeats Daunus, 
who had expelled him from Calabria. He saves his brother's 
life, is reinvested with the dukedom of Calabria, and, after the 
death of Daunus, succeeds to Apulia. He subsequently marries 
Medea, Bing bieleager's widow, who had helped him to seize 
Apulia, having transferred her affection for Ipomedon to his 
younger son (d. Ward, Cat. of Ram., 1. 728). To these two 
romances by an Anglo-Norman author, Amadas et Idoine, of 
which we only possess a continental version, is to be added. 
Gaston Paris has proved indeed that the original was composed 
in England in the 12th century (An English Miscellany presented 
to Dr Furniedll in Honour of his Seventy-fifth Birthday, Oxford, 
sox, 386-394). The Anglo-Norman poem on the Life of Richard 
Coeur do Lion is lost, and an English version only has been pre-
served. About 1250 Eustace of Kent introduced into England 
the roman d' Akrandre in his Roman do touts chevakrie, many 
passages of which have been imitated in one of the oldest English 
poems on Alexander, namely, King Alimonies (P. Meyer, 
Alexandre to grand, Paris, i886, ii. 273, and Weber, Metrical 
Romances, Edinburgh). 

(b) !tableaux, Fables and Religious Tales.—In spite of the 
incontestable popularity enjoyed by this class of literature, we 
have only some hali-dozen fabkaus written in England, viz. Le 
chevalier d la corbeilk, Le chevalier qui faisait parkr les muds, Le 
chevalier, so dame d us dere, Les trait dames, La legatee, Le 
pram d' Alison, La bourgeoise d'Orlians (Sidles, Les Fabliaux, 
1895). As to fables, one of the most popular collections in the 
middle ages was that written by Marie de France, which she 
claimed to have translated from King Alfred. In the Conta 
moralises, written by Nicole Boron shortly before 1320 (Soc. Anc. 
Testes, 1889), a few fables bear a strong resemblance to those of 
Marie de France. 

The religious tales deal mostly with the Mary Legends, and 
have been handed down toms in three collections: 

(i.) The Adgar's collection. Most of these were translated 
from William of Malmcsbury (f1143?) by Adger in the 12th 
century (" Adger's Marten-Legenden," Allfr. Biblioth. ix.; J. A. 
Herbert, ROM. =di. 3e4)• 

(ii.)The collection of Evemrd of Gateley, a monk of St Edmund 
at Flury, who wrote e. 125o three Mary Legends (Rom xxix. 2 7). 

(iii.)An anonymous collection of sixty Mary Legends composed 
c. 1250 (Brit. Museum Old Roy. 20 B, xiv.), some of which have 
been published in Suchier's Bibliotheca Normannics; in the 
Altf. BIM. See also Mussafia, " Studien zu den mittelalterlichen 
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Marien-legenden " in Siknopb. der Wien. Akodemie (t. 

cxix., coda., mix.) 
Another set of religious and moralizing tales is to be found in 

Chardri's Set domain and Josaphat, c. 12:6 (Koch, Altfr. Bibl., 
188o; G. Pads, Poetises a !igen*, du *loyal dge). 

(c) Histery.-01 far greater importance, however, are the 
works which constitute Anglo-Norman historiography. The 
fast Anglo-Norman historiographer is Geoffrey Gainer, who 
wrote his Estoris des Angles (between 1247 and r 1st) for Dame 
Constance, wife of Robert Fits-Gislebert (The Anglo-Norman 
Metrical Chronicle, Hardy and Martin, L ii., London,1888). This 
history comprised a first part (now lost), which was merely a 
translation of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historic region Brllanniae, 
preceded by a history of the Trojan War, and a second part 
which carries us as far as the death of William Rufus. For this 
second part he has conshlted historical documents, but he stops 
at the year ro87, just when he has reached the period about 
which he might have been able to give us some first-hand infor-
mation. Similarly, Wace in his Roman de Rom et des dues de 
Normandie (ed. Andresen, Heilbronn, 1877-2879, 2 vols.), written 
126o-1274, stops at the battle of Tinchebmy in 1107 just before 
the period for which he would have been so useful. His Brut 
or Geste des Bretons (Le Roux de Linty, 1836-1838, 2 vols.), 
written in r z ss, is merely a translation of Geoffrey of Monmouth. 
" Wace," says Gaston Paris, speaking of the Romass de Ross, 
" tradult en la abrfgeant des historians 'atlas que nous posse-
dons; main ci et 11 it ajoute soft des contes populaires, par 
example sur Richard I", cur Robert I", coat des particularites 
qu'd savait par tradition (cur ce mime Robert le magnifique, 
sur l'expedition de Guillaume, &c.) et qui donnent i son team 
en reel inthet historique. Sa langue eat excellence; son style 
lair, serf, simple, d'ordinaire assez monotone, vows plait par as 
saveur archalque at qudquefois par une certain grace et une 
certailie malice." 

The History of the Dukes of Normandy by Benoit de Sainte-
More is based on the work of Watt It was composed at the 
request of Heary II. about 1270, and takes us as far as the year 
1135 (ed. by Francisque Michel, 1836-18n, Collection de docu-
ments Mediu, 3 vols.). The 43,000 lines which it contains are of 
but little interest to the historian; they are too evidently the 
work of a reminder courtois, who takes pleasure in recounting 
love-adventures such as those he has described in his romance 
of Troy. Other works, however, give us more trustworthy 
information, for example, the anonymous poem on Henry IL's 
COMIUMiof Ireland in 1172 (ed. Francisque Michel, London, 2837), 
which, together with the Explignatio hibernica of Giraud de 
Burl, constitutes our chief authority on this subject. The 
Conquest of Ireland was republished in 2892 by Goddard Henry 
Orpen, under the titleof The Song of Dermot and the Earl (Oxford, 
Clarendon Press). Similarly, Jourdain Fantosme, who was In 
the north of England in 1174, wrote an account of the wars 
between Henry II., his sons, William the Lion of Scotland and 
Louis VII., in 1273 and 1174 (Chronicle of the reigns of Stephen 

. M., ed. by Joseph Stevenson and Fr. Michel, London, 1886, 
pp. 202-307). Not one of these histories, however, is to be com-
pared in value with The History of William the Marshal, Count of 
Skived and Pembroke, regent of England from 12,6-2219, which 
was found and subsequently edited by Paul Meyer (Societe de 
r kidoire Qe Fresco, 3 vols., 1891-1902). This masterpiece of 
historiography was composed in 1225 or :226 by a professional 
poet of talent at the request of William, son of the marshal. It 
was compiled from the notes of the marshal's squire, John d'Early 

1230 or 1231), who shared all the vicissitudes of his master's 
life and was one of the executors of his will. This work is of great 
value for the history of the period 2186-2219, as the informa-
tion furnished by John d'Early is either personal or obtained at 
first hand. In the part which deals with the period before 1186, 
it is true, there are various mistakes, due to the author's 
ignorance of contemporary history, but these slight blemishes 
are amply atoned for by the literary value of the work. The 
style is concise, the anecdotes are well told, the descriptions 
short and picturesque; the whole constitutes one of the most  

living pictures of medieval sodety. Very tide by the aide of 
this work appear the Chronique of Peter of Langtoft, written 
between 1311 and ism, and mainly of interest for the period 
1294-1307 (ed. by T. Wright, London, :866-i868); the Christ.- 
ique of Nicholas Trevet (12587-:3287), dedicated to Princess 
Mary, daughter of Edward L (Duffus Hardy, Dam Odd. III., 
349-350); the Scala Chronica compiled by Thomas Gray of 
Heaton (t c. 1369),  which carries us to the year 2362-1363 (ed. 
by J. Stevenson, Maitland Club, Edinburgh, 2836); the Bleak 
Prince, a poem by the poet Chandos, composed about 1386, and 
relating the life of the Black Prince from 1346-1376 (re-edited by 
Francisque blithel, London and Pads, 1883); and, lastly, the 
different versions of the Brutes, the form and historical import-
ance of which have been indicated by Paul Meyer (Bulletin de la 
Soda. des Ancient Testes, 1878, pp. 104'445), and by F. W. D. 
Brie (Gescleictste end Quillen dos milldam:lichen Prosachronik, 
The Brute of England or The Chronicles of England, Marburg, 
1905). 

Finally we may mention, as ancient history, the translation of 
Eutropius and Dares, by Geoffrey of Waterford (13th century), 
who gave also the Secret des Secrek, a translation from a work 
wrongly attributed to Aristotle, which belongs to the next 
division (Rom. xxiii. 314). 

Didactic Literature.—This is the most considerable, if not the 
most interesting, branch of Anglo-Norman literature: it com-
prises a large number of works written chiefly with the object 
of giving both religious and profane instruction to Anglo-Norman 
lords and ladies. The following list gives the most important 
productions arranged in chronological order.:— 

Philippe de Tbaun, Comput, c. 1119 (edited by E. Mall, 
Straasburg, 1873), poem on the calendar; Besliaire, c. 213o 
(ed. by E. Walberg, Paris, woo; d. G. Paris, Rom. aid. 175); 
Lois de Guillaume to Conmstrant (redaction between rr5o and 
1170, ed. by J. E. Matzke, Paris; dog); Oxford Psalter, c. 1150 
(Fr. Michel, Libri Psalm's*, versio ansiqua gallica, Oxford, 
1860); Cambridge Psalter, c. 1 16o (Fr. Michel, Le Liws des 
Psounses, Paris, 2877); London Asher, same as Oxford Psalter 
(cf. Beyer, Zt. f. ram. Phil. xi. 513-534;  xii. 1-56); Disticka 
CMOMM, translated by Everard de Kirkham and Elie deWinchester 
(Stengel, ding. u. Abaandlungen); Le Roman de fortune, summary 
of Boetius' De consolation philosophies, by Simon de Fresne (Hist. 
lit. =via. 408); Quake litres des roil, translated into French in 
the xath century, and imitated in England soon after (P. 
Schlatiser, Die Lautverldltnisse der maitre lard des roil, Bonn, 
0186; Romania, xvii. 124); Annul des Amami, the conversation 
of two lovers, overheard and carefully noted by the poet, of a 
purely didactic character, in which are induded three interesting 
pieces, the fint being an episode of the story of Tristram, the 
second a fable, L'homme d le serpent, the third a tale, L'Isomuse 
et rams, which is the basis of the celebrated Lai de roiseld 
(Rom. xxv. 497); Lire des" Sibiles (116o); bud:memo* 
Debar, by Robert de Ho (-Boo, Kent, on the left bank of the 
Medway) [edited by Mary Vance Young, Paris; Picard, tor; 
d. G. Paris, Rows. mil . 1411; Lapidaire de Cambridge (Pannier, 
Les Lapidaires frees ais); Frere Angier de Ste. Frideswide, Dia-
Mind, 29th of November 1212 (Rows. xii. 145-208, and nix.; 
M. K. Pope, Etude sur la gangue de Pare Angier, Paris, 1 903); 
Li dialogs Grtgoire le pope, ed. by natter, 1876; Petit Plc, by 
Chardrl, c. rare (Koch, Altfr Bibliothek, i., and Mussafia, Z f r. P. 
di. 59I); Petite philosophic, c. 2225 (Rom. xv. 356; nix. 7 2); 
Histoire de Marie et de Thin (Rom rvi. 248-262); Faber stir 
'Amin; Testament (Not. et Eds. slily. 1, 210; Soc. Anc. 
Testes, MM, 73-74); Le Corset and Le Miroir, by Robert de 
Gretham (Rom. vii. 345; xv. 296); LOW*/ as Leis, by Pierre 
de Peckham, e. 2250 (Rom. xv. 287); an Anglo-Norman redaction 
of Image du monk, c. 1250 (ROM. Ed. 481); two Angle-Norman 
versions of Quake saws (Justice, Truth, Peace, Mercy), r3th 
century (ed. by Fr. Michel, P mistier d'Oxfon PP- 364-368, Bellefin 
Soc. Anc. Testes, ,886, 57; Romania, xv. 352); another Compel 
by Rani de Lenham, r256 (P. Meyer, Archives des missions, 
2nd series iv. 154 and 160-164; Rom. xv. 285); Le chastd 
trainers, by Robert Grosseteste of Greathead, bishop of 
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Lincoln ([1253) led. by Cooke, Camino Anglo-Norrnawnka, 

852, Caxton Society); Poems ow' ?amour de Dieu a nu la liaise 
du pieta, 13th century, second part (Rom. xxix. 5); Le montage 
des neuf fillet du diable (Rom. xxix. 54); Dilie d'Urbain, attri-
buted without any foundation to Henry I. (P. Meyer, Bulldin' 
Soc. Anc. Teaks, 1880, p. 73 and Romania xxxii, 68); Dialogue 
de l'evaque Saint Julien a son disciple (Rom. xzix. 21); Poetise sun 
ranlichrist a le jugement derider, by Henri d'Arci (Rom. aril. 78; 
Not. a. Ear. 35, i. z37). Wilham de Waddington produced at 
the end of the 13th century his Manuel des Naas, which was 
adapted in England by Robert of Brunne In his Handlying Slime 
(isos) Mist. lit. xxviii. 179-207; Rom. xxix. 5, 47-531; see 
Furnivall,Robat of Brunne's Handlying Syrise (Roth. Club, 1862); 
in the 14th century we find Nicole Bozon's Conks moralists (see 
above); Trail! de riCiIIITSSC (Rom. xiii. 508); Sermons in verse 
(P. Meyer, op. cii. xlv.); Proverbes de bon asseignement (op. cit. 
xlvi.). We have also a few handbooks on the teaching of 
French. Gautier de Biblesworth wrote such a treatise 
el Madame Dyonise de Mountechensi pur aprise de langage 
(Wright, A Volume of Vocabularies; P. Meyer, Rec. d'anc testes, 
p. 36o and Romania xxxii, 22); Orthographic: gallica (St(rzinger, 
Allfr. Bibl. 1884); La manure de language, written in 1396 

 (P. Meyer, Rev. wit. d'hist. et de lat. nos. compL de 1870); Un 
petit live pour enseigner les enfants de kur entreparler consun 
francois, s. 2399 (Stengel, Z. fik is. f. Spr. u. List. i. sr ). The im-
portant Mirour de Vornme, by John Gower, contains about 30,000 
lines written in very good French at the end of the ,4th century 
(Macaulay, The Com plek W orks of John Gower, i., Oxford, 1899). 

Hagiogropky.—Among the numerous lives of saints written 
in Anglo-Norman the most important ones are the following, 
the list of which is given in chronological order:— Voyage de Saint 
Brandon (or Brandain), written in 1121, by an ecclesiastic for 
Queen Aelis of Louvain (Rom. Si. i. 553-5 88 ; Z. f. r. P. ii. 438-

459; Rom. xviii. 203. C. Wahlund, Die altfr. Prosattbersetx. 
von Brendan's Meerfahrt, Upsala, moz); life of St Catherine by 
Clemence of Barking (Rom. xiii. 400, jarnik, 1894); life of St 
Giles, c. ism by Guillaume de Berneville (Soc. Awe. Testes fr., 
1881; Rom. xi. and xxiii. 94); life of St Nicholas, life of Our Lady, 
by Wace (Delius, 185o; Stengel, Cod. Digby, 66);  Uhlemann, 
Gram. Krit. Studien su W ace's Conception and Nicolas, 1878; 
life of St George by Simon de Fresne (Rom. x. 329; J. E. Matzke, 
Public. of the Mod. Lang. Ass. of Amer. xvii. 1902; Rom. xxxiv. 
148); Espurgaloire de Ste. Patrice, by Marie de France (Jenkins, 
1804; Eckleben, Aelkste Schilderung vows Fegefester d. H. 
Parkins, z851; Ph. de Felice, moo); La vie de St Edmund 
le Rei, by Denis Pyramus, end of 12th century (Memorials of 
St Edmund's Abbey, edited by T. Arnold, ii. 1892; Rom. xxii. 
170); Henri d'Arci's life of St 'Thais, poem on the Antichrist, 
Virio S. Pauli (P. Meyer, Not. et Ear. xxxv. 137-158); life of 
St Gregory the Great by Frire Angier, 3oth of April 1214 (Rom. 
viii. 509-544; ix. 176; xviii. 201); life of St Modwenna, between 
1225 and 2250 (Suchier, Die dem Malthllus Paris sugeschriebent 
Vie de St Auban, 18 73, PP. 54-58); Fragments of a life of St 
Thomas Becket, c. 1230 (P. Meyer, Soc. Asc. Test. fr., 1885); 
and another life of the same by Benoit of St Alban, 13th century 
(Michel, Citron. des dues de Normandie; Hist. Lit. xxiii. 383); 
a life of Edward the Confessor, written before 1245 (Luard, 
Lives of Edward Ike Confessor, 1858; Hist. Lit. xxvii. x), by an 
anonymous monk of Westminster; life of St Auban, c. 1250 
(Suchier, op. ca .; Uhlemann, " Ober die vie de St Auban in Beaus 
auf Quelle," &c. Rom. St. iv. 543-626; ed. by Atkinson, 1876). 
The Vision of Tnudgal, an Anglo-Norman fragment, is preserved 
in MS. 312, Trinity College, Dublin; the MS. is of the 1 4th 
century; the author seems to belong to the 13th (La vision 
de Tondak, ed. by Friedel and Kuno Meyer, woo). In this 
category we may add the life of Hugh of Lincoln, 13th century 
(Hist. Lit. xxiti. 436; Child, The English and Scottish Popular 
Ballads, 088, p. v; Wolter, Bibl. Anglo-Norm. ii. 115). Other 
lives of saints were recognized to be Anglo-Norman by Paul Meyer 
when examining the MSS. of the Welbeck library (Rom. xxxii. 
637 and Hist. Lit. xxxiii. 338-378). 

Lyric Poetry.—The only extant songs of any Importance are 

the seventy-one Ballads of Gower (Stengel, Gower's Mitutentitg, 
MO The remaining songs are mostly of a religious character. 
Most of them have been discovered and published by Paul Meyer 
(Bulletin de la Soc. Anc. Teats, 1889; Not. d Ear. xxxiv; 
Rows. xiii. 518, t. xiv. 370; xv. p. 254, &c.). Although so few 
have come down to us such songs must have been numerous 
at one time, owing to the constant intercourse between English, 
French and Provencals of all classes. An interesting passage in 
Piers Plowman furnishes us with a proof of the extent to which 
these songs penetrated into England. We read of : 

" . . . dykers and delturs that doth here dedes 
And dryuen forth the longe day with ' Deu, vow sane, 

Dame Emme!" 	(Prologue, 223 f.) 
One of the finest productions of Anglo-Norman lyric poetry 
written in the end of the 13th century, is the Plainie d'assour 
(Vising, Goteborg, 1905; Romania xiii. 507, xv. 292 and xxix. 
and we may mention, merely as literary curiosities, various 
works of a lyrical character written in two languages, Latin and 
French, or English and French, or even in three languages, 
Latin, English and French. In Early English Lyrics (Oxford, 
1907) we have a poem in which a lover sends to his mistress a 
love greeting composed in three languages, and his learned 
friend replies in the same style (De antico ad arnica's, RUPOMICiO, 
viii and ix). 

Satire.—The popularity enjoyed by the R0114411 de Renart 
and the Anglo-Norman version of the Rine du Monde (Z. f. root. 
Phil. viii. 275-289) in England is proof enough that the French 
spirit of satire was keenly appreciated. The clergy and the fair 
sex presented the most attractive target for the shots of the 
satirists. However, an Englishman raised his voice in favour 
of the ladies in a poem entitled La Bonk des dames (Meyer, Rom. 
xv. 315-339), and Nicole Boron, after having represented 
" Pride " as a feminine being whom he supposes to be the 
daughter of Lucifer, and after having fiercely attacked the 
women of his day in the Char d'Orgucil (Rom. xiii. 5 16), also 
composed a Bounti des famines (P. Meyer, op. ca. 33) in which 
he covers them with praise, commending their courtesy, their 
humility, their openness and the care with which they bring up 
their children. A few pieces of political satire show us French and 
English exchanging amenities on their mutual shortcomings. The 
Roman des Francais, by Andre de Coutances,was written on the 
continent, and cannot be quoted as Anglo-Norman although 
it was composed before 1204 (cf. Gaston Paris: Trois versions 
rinkes de Vtvangile de Nkodenw, Soc. Arse. Testes, 1885),it is a 
veryspiritedreplytoFrenchauthorswho had attacked the English. 

Dramatic Literature.—This must have had a considerable 
influence on the development of the sacred drama in England, 
but none of the French plays acted in England in the 12th and 
13th centuries has been preserved. Adam, which is generally 
considered to be an Anglo-Norman mystery of the 12th century, 
was probably written in France at the beginning of the 13th 
century (Romania =al. 637), and the so-called Anglo-Norman 
Resurrection belongs also to continental French. It is necessary 
to state that the earliest English moralities seem to have been 
imitations of the French ones. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—Apart from the works already mentioned see 
generally: Scheibner,' fiber die Herrschaft der frz. Sprache in 
England " (Annaberg, Prow. der Koniglichcn Realschule, 1880,38  
Graeber, Grand.. der romanischen Phitologse, ii. iii. (Strasburg, 
2902); G. Paris, La Lilt. Jr. au mown age (loos); Esquisse historique 
de la lid. Jr. au moyen dge (1907); La Litt. norm. avant l'annemon 
912-2204 (Paris. 890; " L'Espnt normand en .kngleterre," La Pohl* 

rnoyen dge (2nd series 45-74, Paris. 1906); Thomas Wright. 
Brographia britannica literaria (Anglo-Norman period, Lon on, 
1840: Ten Brink. Gesckickk der englischen Llaeratur (Berlin, 1 8 77, 
i. 2)i J. 

W. 
 jusserand, Hist. list. du people asrlair (2nd ed. 1895, 

vol. 1.); W. FL Schofield, English Literature from the Norman Caw 
Vest to Chaucer (London. 1906); Johan Vi%mg, Franska Sprdket 
England (Goteborg, 1900, 1901, 1902). (L. Bs- ) 

ANGLO-/AXON CHRONICLE. It is usual to speak of "the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle "; it would be more correct to say that 
there are four Anglo-Saxon Chronicles. It is true that these all 
grow out of a common stock, that in some even of their later 
entries two or more of them use common materials; but the same 
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may be said of several groups Of medieval chronicles, which no one 
dreams of treating as single chronicles. Of this fourfold Chronicle 
there are seven MSS. in existence; C.C.C. Cant. 173 (A); Cott. 
Tib. A vi. (B); Cott. Tib. B i. (C); COIL Tib. B iv. (D); Bodl. 
Laud. Misc. 636 (E); Cott. Dotnitian A via. (F); Cott. Otko B xi. 
(G). Of these G is now a mere fragment, and it is known to have 
been a transcript of A. F is bilingual, the entries being given both 
in Saxon and Latin. It is interesting as a stage in the transition 
from the vernacular to the Leda chronicle; but it has little 
independent value, being a mere epitome, made at Canterbury in 
the r Oh or izth century, of a chronicle akin to E. B, as far as it 
goes (to 977), is identical with C, both having been copied from a 
common original, but A, C, D, E have every right to be treated as 
independent chronicles. The relations between the four vary very 
greatly in different parts, and the neglect of this consideration has 
led to much error and confusion. The common stock, out of 
which all grow, extends to 892. The present writer sees no reason 
to doubt that the idea of a national, as opposed to earlier local 
chronicles, was inspired by Alfred, who may even have dictated, 
or at least revised, the entries relating to his own campaigns; 
while for the earlier parts pre-existing materials, both oral and 
written, were utilized. Among the latter the chronological 
epitome appended to Bede's Ecclesiastical History may be 
specially mentioned. But even this common stock exists in two 
different recensions, in A, B, C, on the one hand, and D, Eon the 
other. The main points of difference are that in D, E (z) a series 
of northern annals have been incorporated; (a) the Bede entries 
are taken, not from the brief epitome, but from the main body of 
the Ecd. Hirt. The inference is that, shortly after the compiling 
of this Alfredian chronicle, a copy of it was sent to some northern 
monastery, probably Ripon, where it was expanded in the way 
indicated. Copies of this northernized Chronicle afterwards found 
their way to the south. The impulse given by Alfred was con-
tinued under Edward, and we have what may be called an official 
continuation of the history of the Danish wars, which, in B, C, D 
extends to 91$, and in A to 924. After 915 B, C insert as a 
separate document a short register of Mercian affairs during the 
same period (902-924), which might be called the acts of /Ethel-
fiaed, the famous " Lady of the Mercians," while I) has incorpor-
ated it, not very skilfully, with the official continuation. Neither 
of these documents exists in E. From 925 to 97s all the chronicles 
are very fragmentary; a few obits, three or four poems, among 
them the famous ballad on the battle of Brunanburh, make up 
the meagre tale of their common materials, which each has tried 
to supplement in its own way. A has inserted a number of 
Winchester entries, which prove that A is a Winchester book. 
And this local and scrappy character it retains to toot, where it 
practically ends. At some subsequent time it was transferred 
bodily to Canterbury, where it received numerous interpolations 
in the earlier part, and a few later local entries which finally tail 
off into the Latin acts of Lanfranc. A may therefore be dismissed. 
C has added to the common stock one or two Abingdon entries, 
with which place the history of Cis closely connected; while D and 
E have a second group of northern annals got- 966, E being how-
ever much more fragmentary than D, omitting, or not having 
access to, much both of the common and of the northern material 
which is found in D. From 983 to tot 8 C, D and E are practically 
identical, and give a connected history of the Danish struggles 
under /Ethelred IL This section was probably composed at 
Canterbury. From tots the relations of C, D, E become too 
complicated to be expressed by any formula; sometimes all three 
agree together, sometimes all three are independent; in other 
places each pair in turn agree against the third. It may be noted 
that C is strongly an ti-God win is t, while E is equallypro-Godwinist, 
D occupying an intermediate position. C extends to io66, where 
it ends abruptly, and probably mutilated. D ends at 1079 and is 
certainly mutilated. In itslater history D is associated with some 
place in the diocese of Worcester, probably Evesham. In its 
present form D is a comparatively late MS., none of it probably 
much earlier, and some of it later, than itoo. In the case of 
entries in the earlier part of the chronicles, which are peculiar to 
D, we cannot exclude the possibility that they may be late 

interpolations. E is continued to use. In its present form it is 
unquestionably a Peterborough book. The earlier part is full of 
Peterborough interpolations, to which place many of the later 
entries also refer. But (apart from the interpolations) it is only 
the entries after tin, where the first hand in the MS. ends, which 
were actually composed at Peterborough. The section 1023-1067 
certainly, and possibly also the section 10611-asst, was composed 
at St Augustine's, Canterbury; and the former is of extreme 
interest and value, the writer being in dose-contact with the 
events which he describes. The later parts of E show a great 
degeneration in language, and a querulous tone due to the 
sufferings of the native population under the harsh Norman rule; 
" but our debt to it is inestimable; and we can hardly measure 
what the loss to English history would have been, if it had not 
been written; or if, having been written, it had, like so many 
another English chronicle, been lost." 

BIBLIOGRA Pay.—The above account is based on the introduction 
in vol. IL of the Rev. C. Plummer's edition of Two of the Saxon 
Chronicles Parallel (Clarendon Press, 1892, 1.899); to which the 
student may be referred for detailed arguments. The editio princeps 
of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle was by Abraham Wheloc, professor 
of Arabic at Cambridge, where the work was printed (r643-1). 
It was based' mainly on the MS. called G above, and is the chief

644 
 source of our knowledge of that MS. which perished, all but three 

leaves, in the Cottonian fire of 1723. Edmund Gibson of Queen's 
College, Oxford, afterwards bishop of London, published an edition 
in 1692. He used Wheloc's edition, and E, with collations or tran-
scripts of B and F. Both Wheloc and Gibson give Latin translations. 
In 1823 ay red an edition by Dr Ingram, of Trinity College, 
Oxford, wit an English translation. Besides A, B. E, F, Ingram 
used C an for the first time. But both he and Gibson made the 
fatal error of trying to combine the disparate materials contained 
in thevarious chronicles in a single text. An improvement in this 
respect is seen in the edition made by Richard Price (d. 1833) for the 
first (and only) volume of Monumenta Historica Britanstsca (folio 
1848). There in still, however, too much conflation, and owing to the 
plan of the volume, the edition only extends to 1066. A translation 
is appended. In 1861 appeared Benjamin Thorpe's six-text edition 
in the Rolls Series. Though not free from defects, this edition is 
absolutely indispensable for the study of the chronicles and the 
mutual relations of the different MSS. A second volume contains 
the translation. In 1865 the Clarendon Press published .Two Saxon 
Chronicles (A and E) Parallel, with supplementary extracts from the 
others, by the Rev. John Earle. This edition has no translation, 
but in the notes and introduction a very considerable advance was 
made. On this edition is partly based the later edition by the 
Rev. C. Plummer, already cited above. In addition to the trans-
lations contained in the editions already mentioned, the following 
have been issued separately. The first translation into modern 
English was by Miss Anna Gurney, privately printed in 1819. This 
was largely based on Gibson's edition, and was in turn the basis of 
Dr Giles' translation, published in 1847. and often reprinted. The 
best translation is that by the Rev. Joseph Stevenson, in his series 
of Church Historians of England (1853). Up to the Conq_uest it is a 
revision of the translation contained in Mon. Hist. Brit. From that 
point it is an independent translation. (C. PL.) 

ANGLO-SAXON LAW. r. The body of legal rules and 
customs which obtained in England before the Norman conquest 
constitutes, with the Scandinavian laws, the most genuine 
expression of Teutonic legal thought. While the so-called 
"barbaric laws" (loges barbarorum) of the continent, not except-
ing those compiled in the territory now called Germany, were 
largely the product of Roman influence, the continuity of Roman 
life was almost completely broken in the island, and even the 
Church, the direct heir of Roman tradition, did not carry on a 
continuous existence: Canterbury was not a see formed in a 
Roman province in the same sense as Tours or Reims. One of 
the striking expressions of this Teutonism is presented by the 
language in which the Anglo-Saxon laws were written. They are 
uniformly worded in English, while continental laws, apart from 
the Scandinavian, are all in Latin. The English dialect in which 
the Anglo-Saxon laws have been handed down to us is in most cases 
a common speech derived from West Saxon—naturally enough 
as Wessex became the predominant English state, and the court 
of its kings the principal literary centre from which most of the 
compilers and scribes derived their dialect and spelling. Traces 
of Kentish speech may be detected, however, in the Tektite 
Rofensis, the MS. of the Kentish laws; and Northumbrian 
dialectical peculiarities are also noticeable on some occasions, 
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whale Danish words occur only as technical terms. At the 
conquest, Latin takes the place of English in the compilations 
made to meet the demand for Anglo-Saxon law texts as still 
applied in practice. 

2. It is easy to group the Anglo-Saxon laws according to the 
manner of their publication. They would fall into three divisions: 
(2) laws and collections of laws promulgated by public authority; 
(2) statements of custom; (3) private compilations of legal rules 
and enactments.- To the first division belong the laws of the 
Kentish kings, /Ethelberht, Hlothhere and Eadrie, Withraed; 
those of Inc of Wessex, of Alfred, Edward the Elder, Ethelstan,' 
Edmund, Edgar, Ethelred and Canute; the treaty between 
Alfred and Guthrum and the so-called treaty between Edward 
and Guthrum. The second.division is formed by the convention 
between the English and the Welsh Dumadar, the law of the 
Northumbrian priests, the customs of the North people, the 
fragments of local custumals entered in Domesday Book. The 
third division would consist of the collections of the so-called 
Pseudo-kges Cattail', the laws of Edward the Confessor, of Henry I., 
and the great compilation of the Quadripartilas, then of a number 
of short notices and extracts like the fragments on the "wedding 
of a wife," on oaths, on ordeals, on the king's peace, on rural 
customs (Rectitudiner six:alarms persotsorum), the treatises 
on the reeve (gerefa) and on the judge (demo), formulae of oaths, 
notions as to wergeld, &c. A fourth group might be made of the 
charters, as they are based on Old English private and public 
law and supply us with moat important materials in regard to it. 
Looking somewhat deeper at the sources from which.Old English 
law was derived, we shall have to modify our rbivcification to 
some extent, as the external forms of publication, although 
important from the point of view of historical criticism, are not 
sufficient standards as to the juridical character of the various 
kinds of material. Direct statements of law would fall under the 
following heads, from the point of view of their legal origins: 
i. customary rules followed by divers communities capable 
of formulating law; ii. enactments of authorities, especially 
of kings; iii. private arrangements made under recognized 
legal rules. The first would comprise, besides most of the state-
ments of custom included In the second division according to 
the first rI"cification, a great many of the rules entered in 
collections promulgated by kings; most of the paragraphs of 
,Ethelberht's, Hlothbere's, and Eadric's and Ine's laws, are 
popular legal customs that have received the stamp of royal 
authority by their insertion in official codes. On the other hand, 
from Withraed's and Alfred's laws downwards, the element of 
enactment by central authority becomes more and more 
prominent. The kings endeavour, with the help of secular and 
clerical witan, to introduce new rules and to break the power 
of long-standing customs (e.g. the precepts about the keeping 
of holidays, the enactments of Edmund restricting private 
vengeance, and the solidarity of kindred.; as to feuds, and the 
like). There are, however, no outward signs enabling us to 
distinguish conclusively between both categories of laws in the 
codes, nor is it possible to draw a line between permanent laws 
and personal ordinances of single sovereigns, as has been 
attempted in the case of Frankish legislation. 

3. Even in the course of a general survey of the legal lore at 
our disposal, one cannot help being struck by peculiarities in 
the distribution of legal subjects. Matters which seem to us 
of primary importance and occupy a wide place in our law-books 
are almost entirely absent in Anglo-Saxon laws or relegated 
to the background. While it is impossible to give here anything 
like a complete or exact survey of the field—a task rendered 
almost impossible by the arbitrary manner in which paragraphs 
are divided, by the difficulty of making Old English enactments 
fit into modern rubrics, and by the necessity of counting several 
times certain paragraphs bearing on different subjects—a brief 
statistical analysis of the contents of royal codes and laws may 
be found instructive. 

We find roughly 459 paragraphs devoted to criminal law and 
The Aulicia cioitatir Landoniae are a gild statute confirmed by 

King lEthelstan. 

procedure as against or Concerned with questions of private 
law and civil procedure. Of the criminal law clauses, as many 
as 238 are taken up with tariffs of fines, while 8o treat of capital 
and corporal punishment, outlawry and confiscation, and sox 
include rules of procedure. On the private law side 28 clauses 
apply to rights of property and possession, 13 to succession and 
family law, 37 to contracts, including marriage when treated 
as an act of sale; r8 touch on civil procedure. A subject which 
attracted special attention was the law of status, and no less 
than 2o7 paragraphs contain disposition dictated by the wish 
to discriminate between the classes of society. Questions of 
public law and administration are discussed in 2r7 clauses, 
while 297 concern the Church in one way or another, apart from 
purely ecclesiastical collections. In the public law division it 
is chiefly the power, interests and privileges of the king that 
are dealt with, in roughly 93  paragraphs, while local administra-
tion comes in for 39 and purely economic and fiscal matter for 
53 clauses. Police regulations are very much to the fore and 
occupy no less than 72 clauses of the royal legislation. As to 
church matters, the most prolific group is formed by general 
precepts based on religious and moral considerations, roughly 

23, while secular privileges conferred on the Church hold about 
62, and questions of organization some 20 clauses. 

The statistical contrasts are especially sharp and characteristic 
when we take into account the chronological sequence in the 
elaboration of laws. Practically the entire code of /Ethelberht, 
for instance, is a tariff of fines for crimes, and the same subject 
continues to occupy a great place in the laws of Hlothhere and 
Eadric, Inc and Alfred, whereas it appears only occasionally 
in the treaties with the Danes, the laws of Withraed, Edward 
the Elder, lEthelstan, Edgar, Edmund and Ethelred. It re-
appears in some strength in the code of Canute. but the latter 
is chiefly a recapitulation of former enactments. The system 
of " compositions " or fines, paid in many cases with the help 
of kinsmen, finds its natural place in the ancient, tribal period 
of English history and loses its vitality later on in consequence 
of the growth of central power and of the scattering of maegths. 
Royalty and the Church, when they acquire the lead in social 
life, work out a new penal system based on outlawry, death 
penalties and corporal punishments, which make their first 
appearance in the legislation of Withraed and culminate in that 
of Ethelred and Canute. 

As regards status, the most elaborate enactments fall into 
the period preceding the Danish settlements. After the treaties 
with the Danes, the tendency is to simplify distinctions on the 
lines of an opposition between twelvehynd-men and twyhynd-
men, paving the way towards the feudal distinction between the 
free and the unfree. In the arrangements of the commonwealth 
the clauses treating of royal privileges are more or less evenly 
distributed over all reigns, but the systematic development of 
police functions, especially in regard to responsibility for crimes, 
the catching of thieves, the suppression of lawlessness, is mainly 
the object of roth and rah century legislation. The reign of 
Ethelred, which witnessed the greatest national humiliation 
and the greatest crime in English history, is also marked by the 
most lavish expressions of religious feeling and the most frequent 
appeals to morality. This sketch would, of course, have to be 
modified in many ways if we attempted to treat the unofficial 
fragments .of Customary law in the same way as the paragraphs 
of royal codes, and even more so if we were able to tabulate 
the indirect evidence as to legal rules. But, imperfect as such 
statistics may be, they give us at any rate some insight into the 
direction of governmental legislation. 

4. The next question to be approached concerns the pedigree 
of Anglo-Saxon law and the latter's natural affinities. What is 
its position in the legal history of Germanic nations? How 
far has it been influenced by non-Germanic elements, especially 
by Roman and Canon law? The oldest Anglo-Saxon codes, 
especially the Kentish and the West Saxon ones, disclose a close 
relationship to the barbaric laws of Lower Germany—those of 
Saxons, Frisians, Thuringian. We find a division of social ranks 
which reminds us of the threefold gradation of Lower Germany 
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(edelings, failings, lassen—eor)s, teals, laets), and not of the 
twofold Frankish one Origami Franci, Romani), nor of the minute 
differentiation of the Upper Germans and Lombards. In sub-
sequent history there is a good deal of resemblance between the 
capitularies' legislation of Charlemagne and his successors on 
one hand, the acts of Alfred, Edward the Elder, /Ethelstan and 
Edgar on the other, a resemblance called forth less by direct 
borrowing of Frankish institutions than by the similarity of 
political problems and condition. Frankish law becomes a 
powerful modifying element in English legal history after the 
Conquest, when it was introduced wholesale in royal and in feudal 
courts. The Scandinavian invasions brought in many northern 
legal customs, especially in the districts thickly populated with 
Danes. The Domesday survey of Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, 
Yorkshire, Norfolk, &c., shows remarkable deviations in local 
organization and justice (lagmen, wakes), and great peculiarities 
as to status (socmen, freemen), while from laws and a few 
charters we can perceive some influence on criminal law (nidings-
soak), special usages as to fines (labile), the keeping of peace, 
attestation and sureties of acts (frestermen), &c. But, on the 
whole, the introduction of Danish and Norse elements,apart from 
local cases, wu more important owing to the conflicts and 
compromises it called forth and its social results, than on account 
of any distinct trail of Scandinavian views in English law. The 
Scandinavian newcomers coalesced easily and quickly with the 
native population. 

The direct influence of Roman law was not great during the 
Saxon period: we notice neither the transmission of important 
legal doctrines, chiefly through the medium of Visigothic codes, 
nor the continuous stream of Roman tradition in local usage. 
But indirectly Roman law did exert a by no means insignificant 
influence through the medium of the Church, which, for all its 
insular character, was still permeated with Roman ideas and 
forms of culture. The Old English " books " are derived in a 
roundabout way from Roman models, and the tribal law of real 
property was deeply modified by the introduction of individual-
istic notions as to ownership, donations, wills, rights of women, 
&c. Yet in this respect also the Norman Conquest increased 
the store of Roman conceptions by breaking the national isolation 
of the English Church and opening the way for closer intercourse 
with France and Italy. 

s. It would be useless to attempt to trace in a brief sketch 
the history of the legal principles embodied in the documents of 
Anglo-Saxon law. But it may be of some value to give an 
outline of a few particularly characteristic subjects. 

(a) The Anglo-Saxon legal system cannot be understood unless 
one realizes the fundamental opposition between folk-right and 
privilege. Folk-right is the aggregate of rules, formulated or 
latent but susceptible of formulation, which can be appealed to 
as the expression of the juridical consciousness of the people at 
large or of the communities of which it is composed. It is tribal 
in its origin, and differentiated, not according to boundaries 
between states, but on national and provincial lines. There may 
be the folk-right of West and East Saxons, of East Angles, of 
Kentish men, Mercian', Northumbrians, Danes, Welshmen, and 
these main folk-right divisions remain even when tribal kingdoms 
disappear and the people is concentrated in one or two realms. 
The chief centres for the formulation and application of folk-
right were in the loth and srth centuries the shire-moots, while 
the witan of the realm generally placed themselves on the higher 
ground of State expediency, although occasionally using folk-
right ideas. The older law of real property, of succession, of 
contracts, the customary tariffs of fines, were mainly regulated 
by folk-right; the reeves employed by the king and great men 
were supposed to take care of local and rural affairs according to 
folk-right. The law bad to be declared and applied by the people 
itself in its communities, while the spokesmen of the people were 
neither democratic majoritigs nor individual experts, but a few 
leading men—the twelve eldest thanes or some similar quorum. 
Folk-right could, however, be broken or modified by special law 
or special grant, and the fountain of such privileges was the 
royal power. Alterations and exceptions were, as a matter of  

fact, suggested by the interested patties themselves, and chiefly 
by the Church. Thus a privileged land-tenure was created-
bookland; the rules as to the succession of kinsmen were set at 
nought by concession of testamentary power and confirmations 
of grants and wills; special exemptions from the jurisdiction of 
the hundreds and special privileges as to levying fines were 
conferred. In process of time the rights originating in royal 
grants of privilege overbalanced, as it were, folk-right in many 
respects, and became themselves the starting-point of a new 
legal system—the feudal one. 

(5) Another feature of vital importance in the history of 
Anglo-Saxon law is its tendency towards the preservation of 
peace. Society is constantly struggling to ensure the main 
condition of its existence—peace. Already in Ethelberht's 
legislation we find characteristic fines inflicted for breach of the 
peace of householders of different ranks—the ceorl, the cod,' 
and the king himself appeasing as the most exalted among them. 
Peace is considered not so much a state of equilibrium and 
friendly relations between parties, but rather as the rule of a 
third within a certain region—a house, an estate, a kingdom. 
This leads on one side to the recognition of private authorities 
—the father's in his family, the master's as to servants, the 
lord's as to his personal or territorial dependents. On the other 
hand, the tendency to maintain peace naturally takes its 
course towards the strongest ruler, the king, and we witness 
in Anglo-Saxon law the gradual evolution of more and more 
stringent and complete rules in respect of the king's peace and 
its infringements. 

(c) The more ancient documents of Anglo-Saxon law show us 
the individual not merely as the subject and citizen of a certain 
commonwealth, but also u a member of some group, all the 
fellows of which are closely allied in claims and responsibilities. 
The most elementary of these groups is the maegth, the associa-
tion of agnatic and cognatic relations. Personal protection and 
revenge, oaths, marriage, wardship, succession, supervision over 
settlement, and good behaviour, are regulated by the law of 
kinship. A man's actions are considered not as exertions of his 
individual will, but as acts of the kindred, and all the fellows of 
the maegth are held responsible for them. What began as a 
natural alliance was used later as a means of enforcing responsi-
bility and keeping lawless individuals in order. When the 
association of kinsmen failed, the voluntary associations—gilds 
—appeared as substitutes. The gild brothers associated in 
mutual defence and support, and they had to share in the 
payment of fines. The township and the hundred came also in 
for certain forms of collective responsibility, because they pre-
sented groups of people associated in their economic and legal 
interests. 

(d)In course of time the natural associations get loosened and 
intermixed, and this calls forth the elaborate police legislation 
of the later Anglo-Saxon kings. Regulations are issued about 
the sale of cattle in the presence of witnesses. Enactments about 
the pursuit of thieves, and the calling in of warrantors to justify 
sales of chattels, are other expressions of the difficulties attending 
peaceful intercourse. Personal surety appears as a complement 
of and substitute for collective responsibility. The idaford and 
his !firearms are an institution not only of private patronage, 
but also of police supervision for the sake of laying hands on 
malefactors and suspected pervons. The :marled; assumes the 
same part in a territorial district. Ultimately the laws of the 
Loth and rsthcenturies show the beginnings of the frankpledge 
associations, which came to act so important a part in the local 
police and administration of the feudal age. 

The points mentioned are not many, but, apart from their 
intrinsic importance in any system of law, they are, as it were, 
made prominent by the documents themselves, as they are 
constantly referred to in the latter. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—Editions: Liebermann, Die Gesetse der Angel. 
sarksts z906) is indispensable, and leaves nothing to be 
desired as to the constitution of the texts. The translations and 
notes are, of course, to be considered in the light of an instructive, 
but not final, commentary. IL Schmid, Geed= der AXICISOCIUtIl 

lend ed., Leipzig, 1858) is still valuable on account of its handiness 
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and the fulness of its glossary. B. Thorpe, Ancient Laws and 
Institutes of England (1840) is not very trustworthy. Domesday 
Book, i. ii. (Rec. Comm.); Codex Diplomaticus Aevi Saxoski, 
ed. J. M. Kemble (1839-1848); Cartatariant Saxonicum (up to ego). 
ed. W. de Gray Birch (1885-1893); J. Earle, Land Charters (Oxford, 
1888); Thorpe, Diplamatarisom Anglwanam; Facsimiles of Ancient 
Charters, edited by the Ordnance Survey and by the British Museum ; 
Haddan and Stubbs, Councils of Great Britain, i.-iii. (Oxford, 1869- 
l878). 

Modern worlu.—Konrad Maurer, Ober Angeh&tssirche Racks. 
verhaltnisse, Kritischa Ueberschaa (Munich, 1853 ff.). still the best 
account of the history of Anglo-Saxon law; Essays on Anglo-Saxon 
Law, by H. Adams, H. C. Lodge, J. L Laughlin and E. Young 
(1876); J. M. Kemble, Saxons in England; F. Palgrave, History of the 
English Commonwealth; Stubbs, Coiutitational History of Engknd, 
i.; -Pollock and Maitland. History of English L4117, L; H. Brunner, 
Zs, Raistsgeschichie der rdmisch-germanischen Urkande (188o); 
Sir F. Pollock, The King's Peace (Oxford Lectures); F. Seebohm; 
The English Village Community; Ibid. Tribal Custom in An gtlo-
Saxon Law; Marquardsen, Haft and Birgschaft int Angd sdtksischem  
Becht; jastrow. " Uber die Strafrechtliche Stellung der Sklaven," 
Gierke's Ustersuchungess, i.; Steenstrue, Nonnannerne, iv.; F. W. 
Maitland, Domesday and Beyond (Cambndge, 897) ; H.M. Chadwick, 
Studies on Anglo-Saxon Institutions (1905); P. Vinogradoff, " Foie-
land " in the English Historical Review, 1893; " Romanistisehe  Ein-
flume im Angelsachsischen Recht: Das Buchland " in the )[flanges 
Fitang, 1907 " The .  Transfer of Land in Old English Law " in 
the Kama Late Review, igo7. (P. VI.) 

ANGLO-SAXONS. The term " Anglo-Saxon " is commonly 
applied to that period of English history, language and literature 
which preceded the Norman Conquest. It goes back to the time 
of King Alfred, who seems to have frequently used the title rex 
Angloram Saxonum or rex Artgul-Saxonum. The origin of this 
title is not quite clear. It is generally believed to have arisen 
from the final union of the various kingdoms under Alfred in 
886. Bede (Hist. Ecd. i. rs) states that the people of the more 
northern kingdoms (East Anglia, Mercia, Northumbria, &c.) 
belonged to the Angli, while those of Essex, Sussex and Wessex 
were sprung from the Saxons (q.v.), and those of Kent and 
southern Hampshire from the Jutes (q.v.). Other early writers, 
however, do not observe these distinctions, and neither in 
language nor in custom do we find evidence of any appreciable 
differences between the two former groups, though in custom 
Kent presents most remarkable contrasts with the other king-
doms. Still more curious is the fact that West Saxon writers 
regularly speak of their own nation as a part of .the A ngckyn 
and of their language as Englisc, while the West Saxon royal 
family claimed to be of the same stock as that of Bernicia. On 
the other hand, it is by no means impossible that the distinction 
drawn by Bede was based solely on the names Essex (East 
Seaxan), East Anglia, &c. We need not doubt that the Angli 
and the Saxons were different nations originally; but from the 
evidence at our disposal it seems likely that they had practically 
coalesced in very early times, perhaps even before the invasion. 
At all events the term Angli Savories seems to have first come 
into use on the continent, where we find it, nearly a century 
before Alfred's time, in the writings of Paulus Diaconus (Paul 
the Deacon). There can be little doubt, however, that there it 
was used to distinguish the Teutonic inhabitants of Britain from 
the Old Saxons of the continent. 

See W. H. Stevenson, Asser's Life of King Alfred (Oxford, mos, 
pp. 148 R.); H. Munro Chadwick. The Origin of the English Nation 
(Cambridge, 1907); also BRITAIN. Anglo-Saxon. (H. M. C.) 

ANGOLA, the general name of the Portuguese possessions on 
the west coast of Africa south of the equator. With the exception 
of the enclave of Kabinda (q.v.) the province lies wholly south of 
the river Congo. Bounded on the W. by the Atlantic Ocean, it 
extends along the coast from the southern bank of the Congo 
(6° S., ie. E.) to the mouth of the Kunene river (17° t13' S., 
ix° so' E.). The coast-line is some goo m. long. On the north 
the Congo forms for 8o m. the boundary separating Angola fmm 
the Congo Free State. The frontier thence (in 5 °  52' S.) goes due 
east to the Kwango river. The eastern boundary—dividing the 
Portuguese possessions from the Congo State and Barotseland 
(N.W. Rhodesia)—is a highly irregular line. On the south 
Angola borders German South-West Africa, the frontier being 
drawn somewhat S. of the 17th degree of S. latitude. The area  

of the province is about 480,000 sq. m. The population is 
estimated (1906) at 4,119,000. 

The name Angola (a Portuguese corruption of the Bantu word 
Ngola) is sometimes confined to the los m. of coast, with its 
hinterland, between the mouths of the rivers Dande and Kwanza, 
forming the central portion of the Portuguese dominions in West 
Africa; in a looser manner Angola is used to designate all the 
western coast of Africa south of the Congo in the possession of 
Portugal; but the name is now officially applied to the whole of 
the province. Angola is divided into five districts: four on the 
coast, the fifth, Lunde, wholly inland, being the N.E. part of the 
province. Lunde is part of the old Bantu kingdom of Musts 
Yanvo, divided by international agreement between Portugal 
and the Congo Free State. 

The coast divisions of Angola are Congo on the N. (from the 
river Congo to the river Loje), corresponding roughly with the 
limits of the " kingdom of Congo " (see History below); Loands 
which includes Angola in the most restricted sense mentioned 
above; Benguella and Mossamedes to the south. Mossamedes 
is again divided into two portions—the coast region and the 
hinterland, known as Huilla. 

Physical Features.—The coast is for the most part flat, with 
occasional low cliffs and bluffs of red sandstone. There is but 
one deep inlet of the sea—Great Fish Bay (or Bahia dos Tigres), 
a little north of the Portuguese-German frontier. Farther north 
are Port Alexander, Little Fish Bay and Lobito Bay, while 
shallower bays are numerous. Lobito Bay has water sufficient 
to allow large ships to unload close inshore. The coast plain 
extends inland for a distance varying from 3o to too m. This 
region is in general sparsely watered and somewhat sterile. The 
approach to the great central plateau of Africa is marked by a 
series of irregular terraces. This intermediate mountain belt is 
covered with luxuriant vegetation. Water is fairly abundant, 
though in the dry season obtainable only by digging in the sandy 
beds of the rivers. The plateau has an altitude ranging from 
4000 to 6000 ft. It consists of well-watered, wide, rolling plains, 
and low hills with scanty vegetation. In the east the tableland 
falls away to the basins of the Congo and Zambezi, to the south 
it merges into a barren sandy desert. A large number of rivers 
make their way westward to the sea; they rise, mostly, in the 
mountain belt, and are unimportant, the only two of any size 
being the Kwanza and the Kunene, separately noticed. The 
mountain chains which form the edge of the plateau, or diversify 
its surface, run generally parallel to the coast, as Tala Mugongo 
(.1400 ft.), Chella and '1'issecua (srso ft. to 6500 ft.). In the 
district of Benguella are the highest points of the province; viz. 
Loviti (778o ft.), in t 2.  5' S., and Mt. Elonga (75'so ft.). South of 
the Kwanza is the volcanic mountain Caculo -Cabaza (3300 ft.). 
From the tableland the Kwango and many other streams flow 
north to join the Kasai (one of the largest affluents of the Congo), 
which in its upper course forms for fully 300 m. the boundary 
between Angola and the Congo State. In the south-east part of 
the province the rivers belong either to the Zambezi system, or, 
like the Okavango, drain to Lake Ngami. 

Geology. —The rock formations of Angola are met with in three 
distinct regions: (r) the littoral zone, (s) the median zone formed 
by a series of hills more or less parallel with the coast, (3) the 
central plateau. The central plateau consists of ancient crystal-
line rocks with granites overlain by unfossiliferous sandstones 
and conglomerates considered to be of Palaeozoic age. The 
outcrops are largely hidden under laterite. The median zone is 
composed largely of crystalline rocks with granites and some 
Palaeozoic unfossiliferous rocks. The littoral zone contains the 
only fossiliferous strata. These are of Tertiary and Cretaceous 
ages, the latter rocks resting on a reddish sandstone of older late. 
The Cretaceous rocks of the Dombe Grande region (near Ben-
guella) are of Albian age and belong to the A canthoceras mamillari 
zone. The beds containing Schlocnbachia inflates are referable to 
the Gault. Rocks of Tertiary age are met with at Dombe Grande, 
Mossamedes and near Loanda. The sandstones with gypsum, 
copper and sulphur of Dombe are doubtfully considered to be of 
Triassic age. Recent eruptive rocks, mainly basalts, form a line 
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of hill* almost bare of vegetation between Benguela and Moan-
medea. Nepheline basalts and liparites occur at Dombe Grande. 
The presence of gum copal in considerable quantities in the 
superficial rocks is characteristic of certain regions. 

Cli1M2 IL-With the exception of the district of Mossamedes, 
the coast plains are unsuited td Europeans. In the interior, 
above 3300 ft., the temperature and rainfall, together with 
malaria, decrease. The plateau climate is healthy and invigor-
ating. The mean annual temperature at Sao Salvador do Congo 
is 7 2•e. F.; at Loanda, 74-3.; and at Caconda, 67-2*. The 
climate is greedy influenced by the prevailing winds, which are 
W., S.W. and S.S.W. Two seasons are distinguished—the cool, 
from Jane to September; and the rainy, from October to May. 
The heaviest rainfall occurs in April, and is accompanied by 
violent storms. 

Flora and Fausa.—Both flora and fauna are those character-
istic of the greater part of tropical Africa. As far south as 
Benguella the coast region Is rich in oil-palms and mangroves. 
In the northern part of the province are dense forests: In the 
south towards the Runene are regions of dense thorn scrub. 
Rubber vines and trees are abundant, but in some districts 
their number has been considerably reduced by the ruthless 
methods adopted by native collectors of rubber. The species 
most common are various root rubbers, notably the Carpodiasu 
ehylorrhisa. This species and other varieties of aupodinns are 
very widely distributed. Landolphias are also found. The 
coffee, cotton and Guinea pepper plants are indigenous, and the 
tobacco plant flourishes in several districts. Among the trees 
are several which yield excellent timber, such as the tacula 
(Isterocartus Unclothes), which grows to an immense size, its 
wood being blood-led in colour, and the Angola mahogany. 
The bark of the musuemba (Albiesia coriaria) is largely used in 
the tanning of leather. The mulundo bears a fruit about the 
size of a cricket ball covered with a hard green shell and con-
taining scarlet pips like a pomegranate. The fauna includes 
the lion, leopard, cheetah, elephant, giraffe, rhinoceros, hippo-
potamus, buffalo, zebra, kudu and many other kinds of antelope, 
wild pig, ostrich and crocodile. Among fish are the barbel, 
bream and African yellow fish. 

fahabitasts.—The great majority of the inhabitants are of 
Bantu-Negro stock with some admixture in the Congo district 
with the pure negro type. In the south-cast are various tribes 
of Bushmen. The best-known of the Bantu-Negro tribes are 
the Ba-Kongo (Ba-Fiot), who dwell chiefly in the north, and 
the Abunda (Mbunda, Ba-Bundo), who occupy the central part 
of the province, which takes its name from the Ngola tribe of 
Abunda. Another of these tribes, the Bangala, living on the 
west bank of the upper Kwango, must not be confounded with 
the Bengal* of the middle Congo. In the Abunda is a consider-
able strain of Portuguese blood. The Ba-Lunda inhabit the 
Lunde district. Along the upper !Cunene and in other districts 
of the plateau are settlements of Boers, the Boer population 
being about 2000. In the coast towns the majority of the white 
inhabitants are Portuguese. The Mushi-Kongo and other divi-
sions of the Ba-Kongo retain curious traces of the Christianity 
professed by them in the 16th and 17th centuries and possibly 
later. Crucifixes are used as potent fetish charms or as symbols 
of power passing down from chief to chief; whilst every native 
has a " Santa " or Christian name and is dubbed dom or done. 
Fetishism is the prevailing religion throughout the province. 
The dwelling-places of the natives are usually small huts of the 
simplest constuction, used chiefly u sleeping apartments; 
the day is spent in an open space in front of the but protected 
from the sun by a roof of palm or other leaves. 

Chief Toots.—The chief towns are Sao Paulo de Loanda, 
the capital, Rabinda, Benguella and Mossamedes (q.,.). Lobito, 
a little north of Benguella, is a town which dates from ups and 
owes its existence to the bay of the same name having been 
chosen as the sea terminus of a railway to the far interior. Noki 
Is on the southern bank of the Congo at the head of navigation 
from the sea, and close to the Congo Free State frontier. It 
Is available for ships of large tonnage, and through it passes  

the Portuguese portion of the trade of the lower Congo. Ambriz 
—the only seaport of consequence in the Congo district of the 
province—is at the mouth of the Loje river, about 7o m. N. of 
Loanda. Novo Redondo and Egito are small ports between 
Loanda and Benguella. Port Alexander is in the district of 
Manmade' and S, of the town of that name. 

In the interior Humpata, about 95 m. from Mossamedes, 
is the chief centre of the Boer settlers; otherwise there are none 
but native towns containing from moo to 3000 inhabitants 
and often enclosed by a ring of sycamore trees. Ambaca and 
Malanje are the chief places in the fertile agricultural district 
of the middle Kwanza, S.E. of Loanda, with which they are in 
railway communication. Sgo Salvador (pop. z soo) is the name 
given by the Portuguese to Bonsa Congo, the chief town of the 
" kingdom of Congo." It stands 1114o ft. above sea-level and 
is about zoo m. inland and zoo S.E. of the river port of Noki, 
in 6° se S. Of the cathedral and other stone buildings erected 
in the 16th century, there exist but scanty ruins. The city walls 
were destroyed in the closing years of the 19th century and the 
stone used to build government offices. There is a fort, built 
about r85o, and a small military force is at the disposal of the 
Portuguese resident. Bembe and Encoje are smaller towns in 
the Congo district south of Sao Salvador. Bihe, the capital of 
the plateau district of the same name forming the hinterland of 
Benguella, is a large caravan centre. Kangomba, the residence 
of the king of Bihe, is a large town. Caconda is in the hill 
country S.E. of Benguella. 

Agriculture and Trade.—Angola is rich in both agricultural 
and mineral resources. Amongst the cultivated products are 
rnealies and manioc, the sugar-cane and cotton, coffee and tobacco 
plants. The chief exports are coffee, rubber, wax, palm kernels 
and palm-oil, cattle and hides and dried or salt fish. Gold dust, 
cotton, Ivory and gum are also exported. The chief imports are 
food-stuffs, cotton and woollen goods and hardware. Consider-
able quantities of coal come from South Wales. Oxen, intro-
duced from Europe and from South Africa, flourish. There are 
sugar factories, where rum is also distilled and a few other 
manufactures, but the prosperity of the province depends on 
the " jungle " products obtained through the natives and from 
the plantations owned by Portuguese and worked by indentured 
labour, the labourers being generally " recruited " from the far 
interior. The trade of the province, which had grown from 
about £Soo,oco in 1870 to about £3,000o000 in 19o5, is largely 
with Portugal and in Portuguese bottoms. Between 1893 and 
19o4 the percentage of Portuguese as compared with foreign 
goods entering the province increased from 43 to 201%, a result 
due to the preferential duties in force. 

The minerals found Include thick beds of copper at Bembe, 
and deposits on the M'Brije and the Cuvo and in various places 
in the southern part of the province; iron at Ocims (on the 
Locals affluent of the Kwansa) and in Bailundo; petroleum 
and asphalt in Dande and Quinzao; gold in Lombijc and 
Cassinp; and mineral salt in Quisearna. The native black-
smiths are held in great repute. 

Coternanicetions.—There is a regular steamship communication 
between Portugal, England and Germany, and Loanda, which 
port is within sixteen days' steam of Lisbon. There is also a 
regular service between Cape Town, Lobito and Lisbon and 
Southampton. The Portuguese line is subsidised by the govern-
ment. The railway from Loanda to Ambaca and Malanje is 
known as the Royal Trans-African railway. It is of metre 
gauge, was begun in 1887 and is some 300 m. long. It was in-
tended to carry the line across the continent to Mozambique, 
but when the line reached Ambaca (225 m.) in 1894 that scheme 
was abandoned. The railway had created a record in being the 
most expensive built in tropical Africa—L8942 per mile. A 
railway from Lobito Bay, 2$ m. N. of Benguella, begun in 1904, 
runs towards the Congo-Rhodesia frontier. It is of standard 
African gauge (3 ft. 6 in.) and is worked by an English company. 
It is intended to serve the Katanga copper mines. Besides 
these two main railways, there are other short lines linking 
the seaports to their hinterland. Apart from the railway* 
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communication Is by ancient caravan routes and by ox-wagon 
tracks in the southern district. Riding-oxen are also used. The 
province is well supplied with telegraphic communication and is 
connected with Europe by submarine cables. 

Government and Revenue. —The administration of the province 
is carried on under a governor-general, resident at I.oanda, who 
acts under the direction of the ministry of the colonies at Lisbon. 
At the head of each district is a local governor. Legislative 
powers, save those delegated to the governor-general, are 
exercised by the home government. Revenue is raised chiefly 
from customs, excise duties and direct taxation. The revenue 
(in zoos-zoos about L350,000) is generally insufficient to meet 
expenditure (in e9os-1905 over £49o,000)—the balance being 
met by a grant from the mother country. Part of the extra 
expenditure is, however, on railways and other reproductive 
works. 

History. —The Portuguese established themselves on the west 
coast of Africa towards the close of the 15th century. The river 
Congo was discovered by Diego Cam or Cio in 1482. He erected 
a stone pillar at the mouth of the river, which accordingly took 
the title of Rio de Padrio, and established friendly relations 
with the natives, who reported that the country was subject to 
a great monarch, Mwani Congo or lord of Congo, resident at 
Bonze Congo. The Portuguese were not long in making them-
selves influential in the country. Goncalo de Sousa was 
despatched on a formal embassy in 1450; and the first mis-
sionaries entered the country in his train. The king was soon 
afterwards baptized and Christianity was nominally established 
as the national religion. In x534  a cathedral was founded at 
Bonze Congo (renamed Slo Salvador), and in 156o the Jesuits 
arrived with Paulo Diaz de Novaes. Of the prosperity of the 
country the Portuguese have left the most glowing and indeed 
incredible accounts. It was, however, about this time ravaged 
by cannibal invaders (Bangala) from the interior, and Portuguese 
influence gradually declined. The attention of the Portuguese 
was, moreover, now turned more particularly to the southern 
districts of Angola. In 1627 the bishop's seat was removed to 
Sao Paulo de I.oanda and Sao Salvador declined in importance. 
In the 18th century, in spite of hindrances from Holland and 
France, steps were taken towards re-establishing Portuguese 
authority in the northern regions; in 1758 a settlement was 
formed at Encoje; from x784 to 1789 the Portuguese carried 
on a war against the natives of Mussolo (the district immediately 
south of Ambriz); in 1791 they built a fort at Quincollo on the 
Loje, and for a time they worked the mines of Bembe. 
however, the "scramble for Africa" began in 1884, they possessed 
no fort or settlement on the coast to the north of Ambriz, which 
was first occupied in 1855. At Sao Salvador, however, the 
Portuguese continued to exercise influence. The last of the 
native princes who had real authority was a potentate known 
as Dom Pedro V. He was placed on the throne in 1855 with the 
help of a Portuguese force, and reigned over thirty years. In 
:888 a Portuguese resident was stationed at Salvador, and the 
kings of Congo became pensioners of the government. 

Angola proper, and the whole coast-line of what now con-
stitutes the province of that name, was discovered by Diego Cam 
during 1482 and the three following years. The first governor 
sent to Angola was Paulo Diaz, a grandson of Bartholomew Diaz, 
who reduced to submission the region south of the Kwanza nearly 
as far as Benguella. The city of Loanda was founded in 1576, 
Benguella in 1617. From that date the sovereignty of Portugal 
over the coast-line, from its present southern limit as far north 
as Ambriz (7°  so' S.) has been undisputed save between 1640 
and 1648, during which time the Dutch attempted to expel the 
Portuguese and held possession of the ports. Whilst the economic 
development of the country was not entirely neglected and many 
useful food products were introduced, the prosperity of the 
province was very largely dependent on the slave trade with 
Brazil, which was not legally abolished until 183o and in fact 
continued for many years subsequently. 

In 1884 Great Britain, which up to that time had steadily 
refused to acknowledge that Portugal possessed territorial rights  

north of Ambriz, concluded a treaty recognizing • Portuguese 
sovereignty over both banks of the lower Congo; but the treaty, 
meeting with opposition in England and Germany, was not 
ratified. Agreements concluded with the Congo Free State, 
Germany and France in 1885-i886 (modified in details by 
subsequent arrangements) fixed the limits of the province, except 
in the S.E., where the frontier between Barotseland (N.W. 
Rhodesia)•and Angola was determined by an Anglo-Portuguese 
agreement of igo: and the arbitration award of the king of Italy 
in zoos (see ARNICA: History). Up to the end of the 19th century 
the hold of Portugal over the interior of the province was slight, 
though its influence extended to the Congo and Zambezi basins. 
The abolition of the external slave trade proved very injurious 
to the trade of the seaports, but from 186o onward the agricultural 
resources of the country were developed with increasing energy, 
a work in which Brazilian merchants took the lead. After the 
definite partition of Africa among the European powers, Portugal 
applied herself with some seriousness to exploit Angola and her 
other African possessions. Nevertheless, in comparison with its 
natural wealth the development of the country has been slow. 
Slavery and the slave trade continued to flourish in the interior 
in the early years of the soth century, despite the prohibitions of 
the Portuguese government. The extension of authority over 
the inland tribes proceeded very slowly and was not accomplished 
without occasional reverses. Thus in September zoos a Portu-
guese column lost over 300 men killed, including t 14 Europeans, 
in an encounter with the Kunahamas on the Kunene, not far from 
the German frontier. The Kunahamas are a wild, raiding tribe 
and were probably largely influenced by the revolt of their 
southern neighbours, the Hereros, against the Germans. In 1 905 
and again in 1907 there was renewed fighting in the same region. 

ACTRORMES —E. de Vaseoneellus, As Colonies l'orInguesas 
(Lisbon, 1896-1897); J. J. Monteiro, Angola and the Riser Conga 
(3 vols. London, 1875); Viscount de Paiva Canso, Historia do Congo 

. . . (Documentos) (Lisbon, 1877); A Report of the Kingdom of 
Congo (London, 1880, an English translation, with notes by Mar-
garite Hutchinson, of Filippo Pigafetta's Relation: del Reams di 
Congo (Rome, 1591), a book founded on the statements and writings 
of Duarte Lopez; Rev. Thos. Lewis, " The Ancient Kingdom of 
Kongo" in Geographical Journal, vol. xis. and vol. mod. (London, 
1902 and 1908); The Strange Adventures of Andrew Bartell of Leigh 
in Angola and the Adjoining Regions (London, 1901), a volume of 
the Hakluyt Society, edited by E. G. Ravenstein, who gives in 
appendices the histo of the country from its discovery to the end 
of the 17th century; J.C.

ry 
   Feo Cardoso, Memories contend° . . . . a 

historia dos governadores e capitaens generaes de Angola, dude 1575 
ate 1825 (Paris, 1825); H. W. Nevinson, A Modern Slavery (London, 
1906), an examination of the system of indentured labour and its 
recruitment; Ornilhologie (Angola, by J. V. Barbosa du Bocage 
(L,bon, 1880; " Geologic des Colonies portugaises en Afrique, ' 
by P. Choffat, in Corn. d. service got. du Portugal. See also the annual 
reports on the Trade of Angola, issued by the British Foreign Office. 

ANGORA, or ENGURI. (I) A city of Turkey (anc. A ncyra) in 
Asia, capital of the vilayet of the same name, situated upon a steep, 
rocky hill, which rises soo ft. above the plain, on the left bank of 
the Enguri Su, a tributary of the Sakaria(Sangarius), about 220m. 
E.S.E. of Constantinople. The hill is crowned by the ruins of 
the old citadel, which add to the picturesqueness of the view; but 
the town is not well built, its streets being narrow and many of its 
houses constructed of sun-dried mud bricks; there are, however, 
many fine remains of Graeco-Roman and Byzantine architecture, 
the most remarkable being the temple of Rome and Augustus, on 
the walls of which is the famous Monumentuns Ancyrannon (see 
ANCYRA). Ancyra was the centre of the Tectosages, one of the 
three Gaulish tribes which settled in Galatia in the 3rd century 
s.c., and became the capital of the Roman province of Galatia 
when it was formally constituted in 2s s.c. During the Byzan-
tine period, throughout which it occupied a position of great 
importance, it was captured by Persians and Arabs; then it fell 
into the hands of the Seljuk Turks, was held for eighteen years by 
the Latin Crusaders, and finally passed to the Ottoman Turks in 
136o. In 1402 a great battle was fought in the vicinity of Angora, 
in which the Turkish sultan Bayezid was defeated and made 
prisoner by the Tatar conqueror.  Timur. In tars it was recovered 
by the Turks under Maboinmed I, and since that period has 
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belonged to the Ottoman empire. In 1832 it was taken by the 
Egyptians under Ibrahim Pasha. Angora is connected with 
Constantinople by railway, and exports wool, mohair, grain and 
yellow berries. Mohair cloth is manufactured, and the town is 
noted for its honey and fruit. From 1639 to 1768 there was an 
agency of the Levant Company here; there is now • British 
consul. Pop. estimated at s8,000 (Moslems,28,000; Christians, 
largely Roman Catholic Armenians, about 9403; Jews, 400). 

(s) A Turkish vilayet in north-central Asia Minor, which 
includes moat of the ancient Galatia. It is an agricultural 
country, depending for its prosperity on its grain, wool (average 
annual export, 4,400,000  lb), and the mohair obtained from the 
beautiful Angora goats (average annual dip, 3,300,o0e lb). The 
fineness of the hair may perhaps be ascribed to some peculiarity 
in the atmosphere, for it is remarkable that the cats, dogs and 
other animals of the country are to a certain extent affected in 
the same way, and that they all lose much of their distinctive 
beauty when taken from their native districts. The only im-
portant industry is carpet-weaving at Kir-sheher and Raisarfeh. 
There are mines of silver, copper, lignite and salt, and many hot 
springs, including some of great repute medicinally. Average 
annual exports 1896-1898, £920,762 ; imports, £411,836 Pop. 
about 900,oco (Moslems, 765,000 to floo,000, the rest being 
Christians, with a few hundred Jews). (J. G. C. A.) 

See C. Ritter, Erdkrade ma Asks (vol. xviii., 5837-5839); V. 
Cuinet, La Tarpsie drAsie, t. I. (5891); Murray's Hattdhook to Asia 
Mawr (1893); and other works mentioned under ANCYRA. 

AROOLILEME, CHARLES BE VALOIS, Dust or (1573 -1650), 
the natural son of Charles DC of France and Marie Touchet, was 
born on the 28th of April 1573, at the castle of Fayet in Dauphine. 
His father, dying in the following year, commended him to the 
care and favour of his brother and successor, Henry III., who 
faithfully fulfilled the charge. His mother married Francois de 
Baizac, marquis d'Entragues, and one of her daughters, Henriette, 
marchioness of Verneuil, afterwards became the mistress of 
Henry IV. Charles of Valois, was carefully educated, and was 
destined for the order of Malta. At the early age of sixteen he 
attained one of the highest dignities of the order, being made 
grand prior of France. Shortly after he came into possession of 
large estates left by Catherine de' Medici, from one of which he 
took his title of count of Auvergne. In IS9: he obtained a 
dispensation from the vows of the order of Malta, and married 
Charlotte, daughter of Henry, Marshal d'Amville, afterwards 
duke of Montmorency. In 1589 Henry III. was assassinated, but 
on his deathbed he commended Charles to the good-will of his 
successor Henry IV. By that monarch he was made colonel of 
horse, and in that capacity served in the campaigns during the 
early part of the reign But the connexion between the king and 
the marchioness of Verneuil appears to have been very displeasing 
to Auvergne, and in gen he engaged in the conspiracy formed by 
the dukes of Savoy, Biron and Bouillon, one of the objects of 
which was to force Henry to repudiate his wife and marry 
the marchioness. The conspiracy was discovered; Biron and 
Auvergne were arrested and Biron was executed. Auvergne 
after a few months' imprisonment was released, chiefly through 
the influence of his half-sister, his aunt, the duchess of Angoulf me 
and his father-in-law. He then entered into fresh intrigues with 
the court of Spain, acting in concert with the marchioness of 
Verncuil and her father d'Entragues. In 16o4 d'Entragues and 
he were arrested and condemned to death; at the same time the 
marchioness was condemned to perpetual imprisonment in a 
convent. She easily obtained pardon, and the sentence of death 
against the other two was commuted into perpetual imprisonment. 
Auvergne remained in the Bastille for eleven years, from 16o5 to 
1616. A decree of the parlement (1606), obtained by Marguerite 
de Valois, deprived him of nearly all his possessions, including 
Auvergne, though he still retained the title In 1616 he was 
released, was restored to his rank of colonel-general of horse, and 
despatched against one of the disaffected nobles, the duke of 
Longueville, who had taken P6 ronne. Next year he commanded 
the forces collected in the Ile de France, and obtained some 
SUCCESSES. In 1619 he received by bequest, ratified in 1620 by  

royal grant, the duchy of Angoultme. Soon after he was engaged 
on an important embassy to Germany, the result of which was the 
treaty of Ulm, signed July 1620. In 1627 he commanded the large 
forces assembled at the siege of La Rochelle; and some years after 
in 1635, during the Thirty Years' War, he was general of the 
French army in Lorraine. In 1636 he was made lieutenant-
general of the army. He appears to have retired from public life 
shortly after the death of Richelieu in 1643. His first wife died 
in 5636, and in 2644 he married •Francoise de Narbonne, daughter 
of Charles, baron of MareuiL She had no children and survived 
her husband until 5713. Angoulf me himself died on the 24th of 
September 165o. By his first wife he had three children: Henri, 
who became insane; Louis Emmanuel, who succeeded his father 
as duke of Angoulfme and was colonel-general of light cavalry 
and governor of Provence; and Francois, who died in 1622. 

The duke was the author of the following works:—(i)Mhnoires, 
from the assassination of Henri III. to the battle of Argues (t589- at published at Paris by Boneau, and reprinted by .Buchon in his 

do citroni:sor (5836) and by Petitot in his Mimotres (1st series, 
vol. xliv.); (a) Les !forearms, fortmonces ea 63331161a de MM. ks 

tn
imes prolestatas d'Allentogne, par Monseigneur le duc d' Angouleme 
520); (3) a translation of a Spanish work by Diego de Torres. 

To him has also been ascribed the work, La emirate et Mlle Motion 
de tort mita s'est 'fuse en risk do Re, moor& par le roi d Is myna 
sex mho (Paris. 1627). 

AIHIOULEIRE, • city of south-western France, capital of 
the department of Charente, 83 m. N.N.E. of Bordeaux on the 
railway between Bordeaux and Poitiers. Pop. (1906) 30,040. 
The town proper occupies an elevated promontory, washed on 
the north by the Charente and on the south and west by the 
Anguienne, a small tributary of that river. The more important 
of the suburbs lie towards the east, where the promontory joins 
the main plateau, of which it forms the north-western extremity. 
The main line of the Orleans railway passes through a tunnel 
beneath the town. In place of its ancient fortifications Angou-
If me is encircled by boulevards known as the Remparts, from 
which fine views may be obtained in all directions. Within the 
town the streets are often dark and narrow, and, apart from the 
cathedral and the Mid de ville, the architecture is of little 
interest. The cathedral of St Pierre (see CATHEDRAL), a church 
in the Byzantine-Romanesque style, dates from the nth and 
1 2th centuries, but has undergone frequent restoration, and was 
partly rebuilt in the latter half of the 19th century by the 
architect Paul Abadie. The facade, flanked by two towers with 
cupolas, is decorated with arcades filled in with statuary and 
sculpture, the whole representing the Last Judgment. The 
crossing is surmounted by a dome, and the extremity of the 
north transept by • fine square tower over i60 ft. high. The 
hotel de ville, also by Abadie, is a handsome modern structure, 
but preserves two towers of the chateau of the counts of Angou-
If me, on the site of which it is built. It contains museums of 
paintings and archaeology. Angoulf me is the seat of a bishop, 
a prefect, and a court of assizes. Its public institutions include 
tribunals of first instance and of commerce, a council of trade-
arbitrators, a chamber of commerce and a branch of the Bank 
of France. It also has a lycfe, training-colleges, a school of 
artillery, a library and several learned societies. It is a centre 
of the paper-making industry, with which the town has been 
connected since the 14th century. Most of the mills are situated 
on the banks of the watercourses in the neighbourhood of the 
town. The subsidiary industries, such as the manufacture of 
machinery and wire fabric, are of considerable importance. 
Iron and copper founding, brewing, tanning, and the manufacture 
of gunpowder, confectionery, heavy iron goods, gloves, boots 
and shoes and cotton goods are also carried on. Commerce is 
carried on in wine, brandy and building-stone. 

Angoulf me (Inslisma) was taken by Clovis from the Visigoths 
in 507,  and plundered by the Normans in the 9th century. In 
1360 it was surrendered by the peace of Bretigny to the English; 
they were, however, expelled in 1373 by the troops of Charles V., 
who granted the town numerous privileges. It suffered much 
during the Wars of Religion, especially in 1568 after its capture 
by the Protestants under Coligny. 
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The countship of Angouleme dated from the 9th century, the 

most important of the early counts being William Taillefer, 
whose descendants held the title till the end of the 12th century. 
Withdrawn from them on more than one occasion by Richard 
Coeur-de-Lion, it passed to King John of England on his marriage. 
with Isabel, daughter of Count Adhemar, and by her subsequent 
marriage in 1220 to Hugh X. passed to the Lusignan family, 
counts of Marche. On the death of Hugh XIII. in 1302 without 
issue, his possessions passed to the crown. In 1394 the countship 
came to the house of Orleans, a member of which, Francis I., 
became kjng of France in 1515 and raised it to the rank of duchy 
in favour of his mother Louise of Savoy. The duchy afterwards 
changed hands several times, one of its holders being Charles of 
Valois, natural son of Charles IX. The last duke was Louis-
Antoine, eldest son of Charles X., who died in 1844. 

See A. F. Lievre, Anionlenses leis/dire, institutions et nsonansents 
(Angouleme, 1885). 

A110017110IS, an old province of France, nearly corre-
sponding to-day to the department of Charente. Its capital 
was Angouleme. 

See Essai dune bibliotlaque kistorique is reingountois, by E. 
Castaigne (1845). 

ANGRA, or ANGRA 0o. HEROISM° (" Bay of Heroism," a 
name given it in 1829, to commemorate its successful defence 
against the Miguelist party), the former capital of the Portuguese 
archipelago of the Azores, and chief town of an administrative 
district, comprising the islands of Terceira, St George and 
Graciosa. Pop. (19oo) 10,788. Angry is built on the south 
coast of Terceira in 38 °  38' N. and in 27°  13' W. it is the 
headquarters of a military command, and the residence of a 
Roman Catholic bishop; its principal buildings are the cathedral, 
military college, arsenal and observatory. The harbour, now of 
little commercial or strategic importance, but formerly a cele-
brated naval station, is sheltered on the west and south-west by 
the promontory of Mt. Brazil; but it is inferior to the neighbour-
ing ports of Ponta Delgada and Horta. The foreign trade is not 
large, and consists chiefly in the exportation of pineapples and 
other fruit. Angra served as a refuge for Queen Maria IL of 
Portugal from :83o to 1833. 

ANGRA PRQUENA, a bay in German South-West Africa, in 
i6°  38' S., is°  E., discovered by Bartholomew Diaz in 1487. 
F. A. E. LUderitz, of Bremen, established a trading station here 
in 1883, and his agent concluded treaties with the neighbouring 
chiefs, who ceded large tracts of country to the newcomers. 
On the 24th of April 1884 Luderitz transferred his rights to the 
German imperial government, and on the following 7th of 
August a German protectorate over the district was proclaimed. 
(See Ames, # 5, and GERMAN Sorrrn-WEST Aram.) Angra 
Pequena has been renamed by the Germans Ltideritz Bay, and 
the adjacent country is sometimes called LUderitzland. The 
harbour is poor. At the bead of the bay is a small town, whence 
a railway, begun in zg06, runs east In the direction of Bechuana-
land. The surrounding country for many miles is absolute 
desert, except after rare but terrible thunderstorms, when the 
dry bed of the Little Fish river is suddenly filled with a turbulent 
stream, the water finding its way into the bay. 

The islands off the coast of Angra Pequena, together with 
others north and south, were annexed to Great Britain in 1867 
and added to Cape Colony in 1874. Seal Island and Penguin 
Island are in the bay; Ichaboe, Mercury, and Holism's Bird 
islands are to the north; Halifax, Long, Possession, Albatross, 
Pomona, Plumpudding, and Roast beef islands are to the south. 
On these islands are guano deposits; the most valuable is on 
Ichaboe Island. 

ANGSTROM, ANDERS JONAS (1814-1874),  Swedish physicist, 
was born on the 13th of August 1814 at Lllgdo, Medelpad, 
Sweden. He was educated at Upsala University, where in 
1839 he became prisal docent in physics. In 1842 he went to 
Stockholm Observatory in order to gain experience in practical 
astronomical work, and in the following year he became observer 
at Upsala Observatory. Becoming interested in terrestrial 
magnetism he made many observations of magnetic intensity  

and declination in various parts of Sweden, and was charged by 
the Stockholm Academy of Sciences with the task, not completed 
till shortly before his death, of working out the magnetic data 
obtained by the Swedish frigate " Eugenie " on her voyage 
round the world in 1851-1853. In 1858 he succeeded Adolph 
Ferdinand Svanberg (1806-1857) in the chair of physics at 
Upsala, and there he died on the 21st of June 1874. His most 
important work was concerned with the conduction of heat and 
with spectroscopy. In his optical researches, Opliska Undersak-
singer, presented to the Stockholm Academy in 1853, he not 
only pointed out that the electric spark yields two superposed 
'spectra, one from the metal of the electrode and the other from 
the gas in which it passes, but deduced from Euler's theory of 
resonance that an incandescent gas emits luminous rays of the 
same ref mngibility as those which it can absorb. This statement, 
as Sir E. Sabine remarked when awarding him the Rumford 
medal of the Royal Society in 1872, contains a fundamental 
principle of spectrum analysis, and though for a number of years 
it was overlooked it entitles him to rank as one of the founders 
of spectroscopy. From t861 onwards he paid special attention 
to the solar spectrum. He announced the existence of hydrogen, 
among other elements, in the sun's atmosphere in 1862, and in 
1868 published his great map of the normal solar spectrum 
which long remained authoritative in questions of wave-length, 
although his measurements were inexact to the extent of one 
part in 7000 or goon owing to the metre which he used as his 
standard having been slightly too short. He was the first, in 
1867, to examine the spectrum of the aurora borealis, and 
detected and measured the characteristic bright line in its yellow 
green region; but he was mistaken in supposing that this same 
line, which is often called by his name, is also to be seen in the 
zodiacal light. 

HA son, Kurt Jonaw Awasralim, was born at Upsala on the 
12th of January 1857, and studied at the university of that town 
from 1877 to 1884. After spending a short time in Stmssburg he 
was appointed lecturer in physics at Stockholm University in 
1885, but in 1891 returned to Upsala, where in i896 he became 
professor of physics. He especially devoted himself to investiga-
tions of the radiation of heat from the sun and its absorption by 
the earth's atmosphere, and to that end devised various delicate 
methods and instruments, including his electric compensation 
pyrheliometer, invented in 1893, and apparatus for obtaining a 
photographic representation of the infra-red spectrum (1895). 

ANOWER, FRANCOIS (c. 1604-1669), and MICHEL (1612-
8686), French sculptors, were two brothers, natives of Eu in 
Normandy. Their apprenticeship was served in the studio of 
Simon Guillain. The chief works of Francois are the monument 
to Cardinal de Bindle, founder of the Carmelite order, in the 
chapel of the oratory at Paris, of which all but the bust has been 
destroyed, and the mausoleum of Henri IL, last duc de Mont-
morency, at Moulins. To Michel are due the sculptures of the 
triumphal arch at the Porte St Denis, begun in 1674, to serve 
as a memorial for the conquests of Louis XIV. A marble group 
of the Nativity in the church of Val de Grace was reckoned 
his masterpiece. From 1662 to 1667 he directed the progress of 
the sculpture and decoration in this church, and it was he who 
superintended the decoration of the apartments of Anne of 
Austria in the old Louvre. F. Fouquet also employed him for his 
chateau in Vaux. 

See Henri Stein, Las Akre: Angrier (t889), with catalogue of works, 
and many references to original sources; Armand Samson, Deux 
scalping's Normauds: Its frires Axguier (1889). 

ANGUILLA, or Smuts, a small island in the British Indies, 
part of the presidency of St Kitts-Nevis, in the colony of the 
Leeward Islands. Pop. (19o1) 3890, mostly negrocs. It is 
situated in 18°  12' N. and 63° 5' W., about 6o m. N.W. of St 
Kitts, is 16 m. long and has an area of 35 sq. m. The destruction 
of trees by charcoal-burners has resulted in the almost complete 
deforestation of the island. Nearly all the land is in the hands of 
peasant proprietors, who cultivate sweet potatoes, peas, beans, 
corn, &c., and rear sheep and goats. Cattle, phosphate of lime and 
salt, manufactured from a lake in the interior, are the principal 
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exports, the market for these being the neighbouring island of 
St Thomas. 

AJIGULATE (Lat. °nyder, an angle), shaped with corners or 
angles; an adjective used in botany and zoology for the shape 
of stems, leaves and wings. 

ARGUS, EARLS OP. Angus was one of the seven original 
earldoms of the Pictish kingdom of Scotland, said to have been 
occupied by seven brothers of whom Angus was the eldest. The 
Celtic line ended with Matilda (JI. 1240), countess of Angus in 
her own right, who married in 1243 Gilbert de Umfravlll and 
founded the Norman line of three earls, which ended in 138r, the 
then holder of the title being summoned to the English parlia-
ment. Meanwhile John Stewart of Bonkyl, co. Berwick, had been 
created earl of Angus in • new line. This third creation ended 
with Margaret Stewart, countess of Angus In her own right, and 
widow of Thomas, 13th earl of Mar. By an irregular connexion 
with William, rat earl of Douglas, who had married Mat's sister, 
she became the mother of George Douglas, rst earl of Angus 
(c. 1380-1403), and secured a charter of her estates for her son, 
to whom in 1389 the title was granted by King Robert II. He 
was taken prisoner at Homiklon Hill and died in England. The 
5th earl was his great-grandson. 

AlICIIIBAID DOUGLAS, 5th earl of Angus (c. 1450-c. 1514), 
the famous " Bell the-Cat," was born about 1450 and succeeded 
his father, George the 4th earl, in 1462 or 1463. In 148! he was 
made warden of the east marches, but the next year he joined the 
league against James III. and his favourite Robert Cochrane 
at Lauder, where he earned his nickname by offering to bell the 
cat, i.e. to deal with the latter, beginning the attack upon him 
by pulling his gold chain off his neck and causing him with others 
of the king's favourites to be hanged. Subsequently he joined 
Alexander Stewart, duke of Albany, in league with Edward IV. 
of England, on the r ith of February 1483, signing the convention 
at Westminster which acknowledged the overlordship of the 
English king. In March however they returned, outwardly at 
least, to their allegiance, and received pardons for their treason. 
Later Angus was one of the leaders in the rebellion against 
James in 1487 and 1488, which ended in the latter's death. He 
was made one of the guardians of the young king James IV. but 
soon lost influence, being superseded by the Homes and Hepburns, 
and the wardenship of the marches was given to Alexander Home. 
Though outwardly on good terms with James, he treacherously 
made a treaty with Henry VII. about 1489 or 1491, by which he 
undertook to govern his relations with James according to 
instructions from England, and to hand over Hermitage Castle, 
commanding the pass through Liddesdak into Scotland, on the 
condition of receiving English estates in compensation. In 
October 1491 he fortified his castle of Tantallon against James, 
but was obliged to submit and exchange his Liddesdale estate 
and Hermitage Castle for the lordship of Bothwell. In 1 493 
be was again in favour, received various grants of lands, and 
was made chancellor, which office he retained till 1498. In 1501 
he was once more in disgrace and confined to Dumbarton 
Castle. After the disaster at Flodden in 1513, at which he was 
not present, but at which he lost his two eldest sons, Angus was 
appointed one of the counsellors of the queen regent. He died 
at the close of this year, or in 1514. He was married three times, 
and by his first wife had four sons and several daughters. His 
third son, Gavin Douglas, bishop of Dunkeld, is separately 
noticed. 

ARCIIIHAW DOUGIAS, the 6th earl (c. 1 489-1 557), son of 
George, master of Douglas, who was killed at Flodden, succeeded 
on his grandfather's death. In 1509 be had married Margaret 
(d. 1513), daughter of Patrick Hepburn, ist earl of Bothwell; 
and in 1514 be married the queen dowager Margaret of Scotland, 
widow of James IV., and eldest sister of Henry VIII. By this 
latter act lie stirred up the jealousy of the nobles and the opposi-
tion of the French party, and civil war broke out. He was 
superseded in the government on the arrival of John Stewart, 
duke of Albany, who was made regent. Angus withdrew to his 
estates In Forfarshire, while Albany besieged the queen at 
Stirling sad got possession of the royal children; then he joined 

Margaret after her flight at Morpeth, and on her departure for 
London returned and made his peace with Albany In 1516. 
He met her once more at Berwick in June 1517, when Margaret 
returned to Scotland on Albany's departure in vain hopes of 
regaining the regency. Meanwhile, during Margaret's absence, 
Angus had formed a connexion with a daughter of the laird of 
Traquair. 'Margaret avenged his neglect of her by refusing to 
support his claims for power and by secretly trying through 
Albany to get a divorce. In Edinburgh Angus held his own 
against the attempts of James Hamilton, 1st earl of Arran, to 
dislodge him. But the return of Albany in 1521, with whom 
Margaret now sided against her husband, deprived him of power. 
The regent took the government into his own hands; Angus was 
charged with high treason in December, and in March 1522 was 
sent practically a prisoner to France, whence he succeeded in 
escaping to London in 1524. He returned to Scotland in 
November with promises of support from Henry VIII., with 
whom he made a close alliance. Margaret, however, refused to 
have anything to do with her husband. On the 23rd, therefore, 
Angus forced his way into Edinburgh, but was fired upon by 
Margaret and retreated to Tantallon. He now organized a large 
party of nobles against Margaret with the support of Henry VIII., 
and in February 1525 they entered Edinburgh and called a 
parliament. Angus was made a lord of the articles, was included 
in the council of regency, bore the king's crown on the opening 
of the session, and with Archbishop Beaton held the chief power. 
In March he was appointed lieutenant of the marches, and 
suppressed the disorder and anarchy on the border. In July 
the guardianship of the king was entrusted to him for a fixed 
period till the 1st of November, but he refused at its close to 
retire, and advancing to Linlithgow put to flight Margaret and 
his opponents. He now with his followers engrossed all the 
power, succeeded in gaining over some of his antagonists, includ-
ing Arran and the Hamiltons, and filled the public offices with 
Douglases, he himself becoming chancellor. " None that time 
durst strive against a Douglas nor Douglas's man." ,  The young 
king James, now fourteen, was far from content under the 
tutelage of Angus, but he was closely guarded, and several 
attempt's to effect his liberation were prevented, Angus com-
pletely defeating Lennox, who had advanced towards Edinburgh 
with zo,000 men in August, and subsequently taking Stirling. 
His Successes were consummated by a pacification with Beaton, 
and in 1527 and 1528 he was busy in restoring order through the 
country. In the latter year, on the 11th of March, Margaret 
succeeded In obtaining her divorce from Angus, and about the 
end of the month she and her lover, Henry Stewart, were 
besieged at Stirling. A few weeks later, however, James suc-
ceeded in escaping from Angus's custody, took refuge with 
Margaret and Arran at Stirling, and immediately proscribed 
Angus and all the Douglases, forbidding them to come within 
seven miles of his person. Angus, having fortified himself in 
Tantallon, was attainted and his lands confiscated. Repeated 
attempts of James to subdue the fortress failed, and on one 
occasion Angus captured the royal artillery, but at length it 
was given up as a condition of the truce between England 
and Scotland, and in May 1529 Angus took refuge with Henry, 
obtained a pension and took an oath of allegiance, Henry 
engaging to make his restoration a condition of peace. Angus 
had been chiefly guided in his intrigues with England by his 
brother, Sir George Douglas of Pittendricch (d. I s's2), master of 
Angus, a far cleverer diplomatist than himself. His life and 
lands were also declared forfeit, as were those of his uncle, 
Archibald Douglas of Kilspindie (d. 1 535), who had been a friend 
of James and was known by the nickname of " Greysteel." 
These took refuge in exile. James avenged himself on such 
Douglases as lay within his power. Angus's third sister Janet, 
Lady Glamis, was summoned to answer the charge of com-
municating with her brothers, and on her failure to appear her 
estates were forfeited. In 1537 she was Well for conspiring 
against the king's life. She was found guilty and burnt on the 
Castle Hill, Edinburgh, on the 17th of July 1537. Her innocence 

1 Lindsay of Pitscottie (1814), ii. 314. 
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has been generally assumed, but Tytler (Hist. of Scotland, iv. 
PP. 433,434) considered her guilty. Angus remained in England 
till 1 54 3, joining in the attacks upon his countrymen on the 
border, while James refused all demands from Henry VIII. for 
his restoration, and kept firm to his policy of suppressing and 
extirpating the Douglas faction. On James V.'s death in z542 
Angus returned to Scotland, with instructions from Henry to 
accomplish the marriage between Mary and Edward. His 
forfeiture was rescinded, his estates restored, and he was made 
a privy councillor and lieutenant-general. In x543 he negotiated 
the treaty of peace and marriage, and the same year he himself 
married Margaret, daughter of Robert, Lord Maxwell. Shortly 
afterwards strife between Angus and the regent Arran broke out, 
and in April 1544 Angus was taken prisoner. The same year 
Lord Hertford's marauding expedition, which did not spare the 
lands of Angus, made , him join the anti-English party. He 
entered into a bond with Arran and others to maintain their 
allegiance to Mary, and gave his support to the mission sent to 
France to offer the latter's hand. In July 1544 he was appointed 
lieutenant of the south of Scotland, and distinguished himself 
on the 27th of February 1545 in the victory over the English at 
Ancrum Moor. He still corresponded with Henry VIII., but 
nevertheless signed in 1546 the act cancelling the marriage and 
peace treaty, and on the zoth of September commanded the van 
in the great defeat of Pinkie, when he again won fame. In 1548 
the attempt by Lennox and Wharton to capture him and punish 
him for his duplicity failed, Angus escaping after his defeat to 
Edinburgh by sea, and Wharton being drivel back to Carlisle. 
Under the regency of Mary of Lorraine his restless and ambitious 
character and the number of his retainers gave cause for frequent 
alarms to the government. On the 31st of August 1547 he 
resigned his earldom, obtaining a regrant sibi ci sods haeraibus 
masctilis d suis'assiguatis quibuscumque. His career was a long 
struggle for power and for the interests of his family, to which 
national considerations were completely subordinate. He died 
in January z 557. By Margaret Tudor he had Margaret, his only 
surviving legitimate child, who married Matthew, 4th earl of 
Lennox, and was mother of Lord Darnley. He was succeeded 
by his nephew David, son of Sir George Douglas of Pittendriech. 

ARCHIBALD DOUGLAS, 8th earl, and earl of Morton ( 1 555-
1588), was the son of David, 7th earl. He succeeded to the title 
and estates in 1558, being brought up by his uncle, the atirearl 
of Morton, a Presbyterian. In 1573 he was made a privy 
councillor and sheriff of Berwick, in 1574 lieutenant-general 
of Scotland, in 1577 warden of the west marches and steward 
of Fife, and in 3578 lieutenant-general of the realm. He gave 
a strong support to Morton during the attack upon the latter, 
made a vain attempt to rescue him, and was declared guilty of 
high treason on the and of June 1581. He now entered into 
correspondence with the English government for an invasion of 
Scotland to rescue Morton, and on the latter's execution in June 
went to London, where he was welcomed by Elizabeth. After 
the raid of Ruthven in 1582 Angus returned to Scotland and was 
reconciled to James, but soon afterwards the king shook off the 
control of the earls of Mar and Gowrie, and Angus was again 
banished from the court Ia 1584 he joined the rebellion of 
Mar and Glamis, but the movement failed, and the insur-
gents fled to Berwick. Later they took up their residence at 
Newcastle, which became a centre of Presbyterianism and of 
projects against the Scottish government, encouraged by 
Elizabeth, who regarded the banished lords as friends of the 
English and antagonists of the French interest. In February 
1585 they came to London, and cleared themselves of the accusa-
tion of plotting against James's life; a plan was prepared for 
their restoration and for the overthrow of James Stewart, earl 
of Arran. In October they invaded Scotland and gained an 
easy victory over Arran, captured Stirling Castle with the king 
in November, and secured from James the restoration of their 
estates and the control of the government. In 1586 Angus was 
appointed warden of the marches and lieutenant-general on the 
border, and performed good services in restoring order; but he 
was unable to overcome the king's hostility to the establishment  

of Presbyterian government. In January 1586 he was granted 
the earldom of Morton with the lands entailed upon him by his 
uncle. He died on the 4th of August 1588. He was succeeded in 
the earldom by his cousin William, a descendant of the 5th earl. 
(For the Morton title, see MORTON, JAMES DOUGLAS, 4IIIEARL OP.) 

WILLIAM DOUGLAS, loth earl (c. 1554-1611), was the son of 
William, the gth earl (1533-1591)• He studied at St Andrews 
University and joined the household of the earl of Morton. 
Subsequently, while visiting the French court, he became a 
Roman Catholic, and was in consequence, on his return, dis-
inherited and placed under restraint. Nevertheless he succeeded 
to his father's titles and estates in 1591, and though in 1592 
he was disgraced for his complicity in Lord Bothwell's plot, 
he was soon liberated and performed useful services as the king's 
lieutenant in the north of Scotland. In July 3592, however, 
he was asking for help from Elizabeth in a plot with Erroll and 
other lords against Sir John Maitland, the chancellor, and 
protesting his absolute rejection of Spanish offers, while in 
October he signed the Spanish Blanks (see ERROLL, FRANCIS 
HAY, 9th EARL or) and was imprisoned (on the discovery of the 
treason) in Edinburgh Castle on his return in January 1 593• 
He succeeded on the 13th in escaping by the help of his countess, 
joining the earls of Huntly and Erroll in the north. They were 
offered an act of " oblivion " or " abolition " provided they 
renounced their religion or quitted Scotland. Declining these 
conditions they were declared traitors and " forfeited." They 
remained in rebellion, and in July 1594 an attack made by them 
on Aberdeen roused James's anger. Huntly and Erroll were 
subdued by James himself in the north, and Angus failed in an 
attempt upon Edinburgh in concert with the earl of Bothwell. 
Subsequently in 1597 they all renounced their religion, declared 
themselves Presbyterians, and were restored to their estates 
and honours. Angus was again included in the privy council, 
and in June 1598 was appointed the king's lieutenant in southern 
Scotland, in which capacity he showed great zeal and conducted 
the " Raid of Dumfries," as the campaign against the Johnstones 
was called. Not long afterwards, Angus, offended at the advance-
ment of Huntly to a marquisate, recanted, resisted all the argu-
ments of the ministers to bring him to a " better mind," and 
was again excommunicated in Oa. In reog he withdrew to 
France, and died in Paris on the 3rd of March Orr. He was 
succeeded by his son William, as 11th earl of Angus, afterwards 
tst marquis of Douglas (Jr 589-166o). The title is now held by the 
dukes of Hamilton. 

AUTHORITIRS.—The &mew Book, by Sir W. Fraser (1885); 
History of the House of Douglas and Angus, by D. Hume of Godscroft 
(1748, legendary in some respects); History of the House of Douglas, 
by Sir IC Maxwell (1902). 

ANOUSSOLA or ANGUSSCIOLA, SOPHONISBA, Italian portrait 
painter of the latter half of the 16th century, was born at Cremona 
about 1 535, and died at Palermo in 1626. In 1560, at the 
invitation of Philip LT., she visited the court of Madrid, where 
her portraits elicited great commendation. Vandyck is said 
to have declared that he had derived more knowledge of the true 
principles of his art from her conversation than from any other 
source. She painted several fine portraits of herself, one of which 
is at Althorp. A few specimens of her painting are to be seen 
at Florence and Madrid. She had three sisters, who were also 
celebrated artists. 

ANHALT, a duchy of Germany, and a constituent state of 
the German empire, formed, in 1863, by the amalgamation of 
the two duchies Anhalt-Dessau-C6then and Anhalt-Bernburg, 
and comprising all the various Anhalt territories which were 
sundered apart in 1603. The country now known as Anhalt 
consists of two larger portions—Eastern and Western Anhalt, 
separated by the interposition of a part of Prussian Saxony—
and of five enclaves surrounded by Prussian territory, viz. 
Alsleben, Mllhlingen ,Dornburg,Godnitz and Tilkerode-Abberode. 
The eastern and larger portion of the duchy is enclosed by the . 

Prussian government district of Potsdam (in the Prussian 
province of Brandenburg), and Magdeburg and Merscburg 
(belonging to the Prussian province of Saxony). The western 
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Or smaller portion (the so-called Upper Duchy or Ballenstedt) 
is also enclosed by the two latter districts and, for a distance 
of 5 m. on the west, by the duchy of Brunswick. The western 
portion of the territory is undulating and in the extreme south-
west, where it forms part of the Harz range, mountainous, the 
Ramberg peak attaining a height of teao ft. From the Harz 
the country gently shelves down to the Seale; and between this 
river and the Elbe there lies a fine tract of fertile country. The 
portion of the duchy lying east of the Elbe is mostly a flat 
sandy plain, with extensive pine forests, though interspersed, at 
intervals, by bog-land and rich pastures. The Elbe is the chief 
river, and intersecting the eastern portion of the duchy, from 
east to west, receives at Rosstau the waters of the Mulde. The 
navigable Seale takes a northerly direction through the western 
portion of the eastern 'part of the territory and receives, on 
the right, the Fuhne and, on the left, the Wipper and the Bode. 
The climate is on the whole mild, though somewhat inclement 
in the higher regions to the south-west. The area of the duchy is 
906 sq. rn., and the population in 1905 amounted to 328, 007, 
a ratio of about 35x to the square 'rile. The country is 
divided into the districts of Dessau, Cothen, Zerbst, Bemburg 
and Ballenstedt, of which that of Bemburg is the moat, and 
that of Ballenstedt the least, populated. Of the towns, four, 
viz. Dessau, Bernburg, Cothen and Zerbst, have populations 
exceeding 20,000. The inhabitants of the duchy, who mainly 
belong to the upper Saxon race, are, with the exception of about 
12,000 Roman Catholics and 2700 Jews, members of the Evan-
gelical (Union) Church. The supreme ecclesiastical authority 
is the consistory in Dessau; while a synod of 39 members, 
elected for six. years, assembles at periods to deliberate on 
internal matters touching the organization of the church. The 
Roman Catholics are under the bishop of Paderbom. There 
are within the duchy four grammar schools (gymnasia), five 
semi-classical and modern schools, a teachers' seminary and 
four high-grade girls' schools. Of the whole surface, land under 
tillage amounts to about 6o, meadowland to 7 and forest 
to :5 %. The chief crops are corn (especially wheat), fruit, 
vegetables, potatoes, beet, tobacco, flax, linseed and hops. 
The land is well cultivated, and the husbandry on the royal 
domains and the large estates especially so. The pastures on 
the banks of the Elbe yield cattle of excellent quality. The 
forests are well stocked with game, such as deer and wild boar, 
and the open country is well supplied with partridges. The rivers 
yield abundant fish, salmon (in the Elbe), sturgeon and lampreys. 
The country is rich in lignite, and salt works are abundant. 
Of the manufactures of Anhalt, the chief are its sugar factories, 
distilleries, breweries and chemical works. Commerce is brisk, 
especially in raw products— corn, cattle, timber or wool. Coal 
(lignite), guano, oil and bricks are also articles of export. The 
trade of the country is furthered by its excellent roads, its navig-
able rivers and its railways (i65 m.), which are worked in con-
nexion with the Prussian system. There is a chamber of 
commerce in Dessau. 

Constitution.—The duchy, by virtue of a fundamental law, 
proclaimed on the 27th of September x859 and subsequently 
modified by various decrees, is a constitutional monarchy. The 
duke, who bears the title of " Highness," wields the executive 
power while sharing the legislation with the estates. The diet 
(Landtag) is composed of thirty-six members, of whom two are 
appointed by the duke, eight are representatives of landowners 
paying the highest taxes, two of the highest assessed members 
of the commercial and manufacturing classes, fourteen of the 
other electors of the towns and ten of the rural districts. The 
representatives are chosen for six years by indirect vote and 
must have completed their twenty-fifth year. The duke governs 
through a minister of state, who is the praeses of all the depart-
ments—finance, home affairs, education, public worship and 
statistics. The budget estimates for the financial year 1905-
1906 placed the expenditure of the estate at £1,323,437 The 
public debt amounted on the soth of June 1904 to £226,300. 
By convention with Prussia of 1867 the Anhalt troops form a 
contingent of the Prussian army. Appeal from the lower  

courts of the duchy lies to the appeal court at Naumburg rn 
Prussian Saxony. 

History —During the t 1 th century the greater part of Anhalt 
was included in the duchy of Saxony, and in the 12th century 
it came under the rule of Albert the Bear, margrave of Branden-
burg. Albert was descended from Albert, count of Ballenstedt, 
whose son Esico (d. 1059 or ro6o) appears to have been the first 
to bear the title of count of Anhalt. Esico's grandson, Otto the 
Rich, count of Ballenstedt, was the father of Albert the Bear, 
by whom Anhalt was united with the mark of Brandenburg. 
When Albert died in 1170, his son Bernard, who received the 
title of duke of Saxony in I z8o, became count of Anhalt. Bernard 
died in 1212, and Anhalt, separated from Saxony, passed to his 
son Henry, who in 12 18  took the title of prince and was the real 
founder of the house of Anhalt. On Henry's death in 125: his 
three sons partitioned the principality and founded respectively 
the lines of Aschersleben, Bernburg and Zerbst. The family 
ruling in Aschersleben became extinct in 131 5, and this district 
was subsequently incorporated with the neighbouring bishopric of 
Halberstadt The last prince of the line of Anhalt-Bernburg died 
in 1468 and his lands were inherited by the princes of the sole 
remaining line, that of Anhalt-Z,erbst. The territory belonging 
to this branch of the family had been divided in 1396, and after 
the acquisition of Bemburg Prince George L made a further 
partition of Zerbst. Early in the 16th century, however, owing 
to the death or abdication of several princes, the family had 
become narrowed down to the two branches of Anhalt-Cothen 
and Anhalt-Dessau. Wolfgang, who became prince of Anhalt-
C6then in 1508, was a stalwart adherent of the Reformation, 
and after the battle of Muhlberg in 1547 was placed under the 
ban and deprived of his lands by the emperor Charles V. After 
the peace of Passau in 1552 he bought back his principality, 
but as he was childless he surrendered it in 1562 to his kinsmen 
the princes of Anhalt-Dessau. Ernest I. of Anhalt-DesSau 
(d. z sz6) left three sons, John II., George III., and Joachim, 
who ruled their lands together for many years, and who, like 
Prince Wolfgang, favoured the reformed doctrines, which thus 
became dominant in Anhalt. About 1546 the three brothers 
divided their principality and founded the lines of Zerbst, 
Pkitzkau and Dessau. This division, however, was only 
temporary, as the acquisition of Cothen, and a series of deaths 
among the ruling princes, enabled Joachim Ernest, a son of John 
IL, to unite the whole of Anhalt under his rule in 1570. 

Joachim Ernest died in 1586 and his five sons ruled the land 
in common until 1603, when Anhalt was again divided, and the 
lines of Dessau, Bernburg, Plotzkau, Zerbst and Cothen were 
refounded. The principality was ravaged during the Thirty 
Years' War, and in the earlier part of this struggle Christian I. 
of Anhalt-Bernburg took an important part. In 1635 an 
arrangement was made by the various princes of Anhalt, which 
gave a certain authority to the eldest member of the family, 
who was thus able to represent the principality as a whole. This 
proceeding was probably due to the necessity of maintaining 
an appearance of unity in view of the disturbed state of European 
politics. In 1665 the branch of Anhalt-COthen became extinct, 
and according to a family compact this district was inherited by 
Lebrecbt of Anhalt-Plotzkau, who surrendered Plotzkau to Bern-
burg,and took the titleof prince of Anhalt-Cothen. In the same year 
the princes of Anhalt decided that if any branch of the family 
became extinct its lands should be equally divided between the 
remaining branches. This arrangement was carried out after the 
death of Frederick Augustus of Anhalt-Zerbst in x793, and Zerbst 
was divided between the three remaining princes. During these 
years the policy of the different princes was marked, perhaps 
intentionally, by considerable uniformity. Once or twice 
Calvinism was favoured by a prince, but in general the house was 
loyal to the doctrines of Luther, The growtti of Prussia provided 
Anhalt with a formidable neighbour, and the establishment 
and practice of primogeniture by all branches of the family 
prevented further divisions of the principality. In 1806 Alexius 
of Anhalt-Bernburg was created a duke by the emperor Francis II., 
and after the dissolution of the Empire each of the three princes 
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took this title. Joining the Confederation of the Rhine in 1807, 
they supported Napoleon until 1813, when they transferred their 
allegiance to the allies, in Ars they became members of the 
Germanic Confederation, and in 428 joined, somewhat reluct-
antly, the Prussian Zol 

Anhalt-Cothen was ruled without division by a succession of 
princes, prominent among whom was LOWS (d. 165o), who was 
both a soldier and a scholar, and after the death of Prince 
Charles at the battle of Semlin in 1789 it passed to his son 
Augustus II. This prince sought to emulate the changes which 
had recently been made in France by dividing Cothen Into two 
departments and introducing the Code NapoIkon. Owing to his 
extravagance he left a large amount of debt to his nephew and 
successor, Louis IL, and on this account the control of the 
finances was transferred from the prince to the estates. Under 
Louis's successor Ferdinand, who was a Roman Catholic and 
brought the Jesuits into Anhalt, the state of the finances grew 
worse and led to the interference of the king of Prussia and. to 
the appointment of a Prussian official. When the succeeding 
prince, Henry, died in 1847, this family became extinct, and 
according to an arrangement between the lines of Anhalt-Dessau 
and Anhalt-Bernburg, Cothen was added to Dessau. 

Anhalt-Bemburg had been weakened by partitions, but its 
princes had added several districts to their lands -, and in dm 
on the extinction of a cadet branch, it was again united under a 
single ruler. The feeble rule of Alexander Charles, who became 
duke in '834, and the disturbed state of Europe in the following 
decade, led to considerable unrest, and in 1849 Bemburg was 
occupied by Prussian troops. A number of abortive attempts 
were made to change the government, and as Alexander Charles 
was unlikely to leave any children, Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau 
took some part in the affairs of Bemburg. Eventually in 1859 
a new constitution was established for Bemburg and Dessau 
jointly, and when Alexander Charles died in 1863 both were 
united under the rule of Leopold. 

Anhalt-Dessau had been divided in 1632, but was quickly 
reunited; and in 1693 it came under the rule of Leopold I. 
(sec ANHALT-DESSAU, LEOPOLD I., PRINCE or),the famous soldier 
who was generally known as the " Old Dessauer." The sons of 
Leopold's eldest son were excluded from the succession on account 
of the marriage of their father being morganatic, and the princi-
pality passed in 1747 to his second son, Leopold H. The unrest 
of 1848 spread to Dessau, and led to the interference of the 
Prussians and to the establishment of the new constitution in 
5839. Leopold IV., who reigned from 1817 to 11371, had the 
satisfaction in 1863 of reuniting the whole of Anhalt under his 
rule. He took the title of duke of Anhalt, summoned one 
Landing for the whole of the duchy, and in 1866 fought for 
Prussia against Austria. Subsequently a quarrel over the posses-
sion of the ducal estates between the duke and the Landing 
broke the peace of the duchy, but this was settled in 1872. In 
1871 Anhalt became a state of the German Empire. Leopold IV. 
was followed by his son Frederick I., and on the death of this 
prince in 1904 his son Frederick II. became duke of Anhalt. 

AUTHORITIES.—F. Knoke, Anliaitische Gesehielne (Dessau, 1893); 
G. Krause, Urlainden, Aktensiskite und Brief. ear Geulnelae 
der anhaiiisekest Londe sad Aker Fireless unser dew Drucke des 
jo jahrigex Klitfel (Leipzig, 1861-1866); 0. von Heinemann, Cedes 
diplonsaiiens AnIsallionts (t'aws, 1667-1883); Siebigk, Das Her-
seldom Ashen hisie ► isek, geographisek slid katisiisek dargeskili 
(D mean, 1867). 

ANHALT-DESSAU, LEOPOLD I., PRINCE or (x676-5747), 
called the "Old Dessauer" (Alter Dessauer), general field marshal 
in the Prussian army, was the only surviving son of John George 
II., prince of Anhalt-Dessau, and was born on the 3rd of July 1676 
at Dessau. From his earliest youth he was devoted to the pro-
fession of arms, for which he educated himself physically and 
mentally. He became colonel of a Prussian regiment in 1693, and 
in the same year his father's death placed him at the head of his 
own principality; thereafter, during the whole of his long life, he 
performed the duties of a sovereign prince and a Prussian officer. 
His first campaign was that of 1695 in the Netherlands, in which 
he was present at the siege of Namur. He remained in the field 

to the end of the war of 1697, the affairs of the principality being 
managed chiefly by his mother, Princess Henriette Catherine of 
Orange In i698 he married Anna Luise Fdse, an apothecary's 
daughter of Dessau, in spite of his mother's long and earnest 
opposition, and subsequently he procured for her the rank of a 
princess from the emperor (1701). Their married life was long 
and happy, and the princess acquired an influence over the stern 
nature of her husband which she never ceased to exert on behalf 
of his subjects, and after the death of Leopold's mother she 
performed the duties of regent when he was absent on campaign 
Often, too, she accompanied him into the field. Leopold's career 
as a soldier in important commands begins with the outbreak of 
the War of the Spanish Succession. He had made many improve-
ments in the Prussian army, notably the introduction of the iron 
ramrod about 1700, and he now took the field at the head of a 
Prussian corps on the Rhine, serving at the sieges of Kaiserswerth 
and Venlo In the following year (1703), having obtained the rank 
of lieutenant-general, Leopold took part in the siegeof Bonnand dis-
tinguished himself verygreatly in the battle of Hetchstlidt, in which 
the Austrians and their allies were defeated by the French under 
Marshal Valais (September so, 1703). In the campaign of :704 the 
Prussian contingent served under Prince Louis of Baden and sub-
sequently under Eugene, and Leopold himself won great glory by 
his conduct at Blenheim. In 1705 he was sent with a Prussian 
corps to join Prince Eugene in Italy, and on the 16th of August 
he displayed his bravery at the hard-fought battle of Cassano. 
In the following year be added to his reputation in the battle of 
Turin, where he was the first to enter the hostile entrenchments 
(September 7, t7c4). He served in one more campaign in Italy, 
and then went with Eugene to join Marlborough in the Netherlands, 
being present in 5709 at the siege of Tourney and the battle of 
Malplaquet. In 1710 he succeeded to the command of the whole 
Prussian contingent at the front, and in 1712, at the. particular 
desire of the crown prince, Frederick William, who had served 
with him as a volunteer, he was made a general field marshal. 
Shortly before this he had executed a cis* de main on the castle 
of Mors, which was held by the Dutch in defiance of the claims of 
the king of Prussia to the possession. The operation was effected 
with absolute precision and the castle was seized without a shot 
being fired. In the earlier part of the reign of Frederick William 
I., the prince of Dessau was one of the most influential members 
of the Prussian governing circle. In the war with Sweden 4710 
he accompanied the king to the front, commanded an army of 
40,000 men, and met and defeated Charles XII. in a severe battle 
on the island of Atigen (November r 6). His conduct of the siege of 
Stralsund which followed was equally skiff ul,and the great results 
of the war to Prussia were largely to be attributed to his leader-
ship in the campaign. In the years of peace,and especially after 
a court quarrel (1725) and duel with General von Grumbkow, he 
devoted himself to the training of the Prussian army, The reputa-
tion it had gained in the wars of 1675 to 1715, though good, gave 
no hint of its coming glory, and it was even in 1740 accounted one 
of the minor armies of Europe. That it proved, when put to the 
test, to be by far the best military force existing, may be taken 
as the summary result of Leopold's work. The "Old Dessauer" 
was one of the sternest disciplinarians in an age of stern discipline, 
and the technical training of the infantry, under his hand, made 
them superior to all others in the proportion of five to three (see 
AUSTRIAN SUCCESSION, WAR or 711E), He was essentially an 
infantry soldier; in his time artillery did not decide battles, but 
he suffered the cavalry service, in which he felt little interest, to 
be comparatively neglected, with results which appeared at 
Mollwits. Frederick the Great formed the cavalry of Hohenfried-
berg and Leuthen himself, but had it not been for the incompar-
able infantry trained by the "Old Dessauer" he would neverhave 
bad the opportunity of doing so. Thus Leopold, heartily sup-
ported by Frederick William, who was himself called the great 
drill-master of Europe, turned to good account the twenty years 
following the peace with Sweden. During this time two incidents 
in his career call for special mention: first, his intervention in the 
case of the crown prince Frederick, who was condemned to death 
for desertion, and his continued and finally successful efforts to 
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secure Frederick's reinstatement In the Prussian army, and 
secondly, his part in the War of the Polish Succession on the Rhine, 
where he served under his old chief Eugene and bald the office of 
field marshal of the Empire. 

With the death of Frederick William in 174o, Frederick 
succeeded to the Prussian throne, and a few months later took 
place the invasion and conquest of Silesia, the first act in the long 
Silesian wars and the test of the work of the "Old Dessauer's" 
lifetime. The prince himself was not often employed in the 
king's own army, though his sons held high commands under 
Frederick. The king, indeed, found Leopold, who was reputed, 
since the death of Eugene, the greatest of living soldiers, somewhat 
difficult to manage, and the prince spent most of the campaigning 
years up to 1745 in command of an army of observation on the 
Saxon frontier. Early in that year his wife died. He was now 
over seventy, but his last campaign was destined to be the most 
brilliant of his long career A combined effort of the Austrians 
and Saxons to retrieve the disasters of the summer by a winter 
campaign towards Berlin itself led to a hurried concentration of 
the Prussians. Frederick from Silesia checked the Austrian main 
army and hastened towards Dresden But before he had 
arrived, Leopold, no longer in observation, had decided the war by 
his overwhelming victory of Kesselsdorf (December 1 4, 1 745) It 
was his habit to pray before battle, for he was a devout Lutheran. 
On this last field his words were, " 0 Lord God, let me not be 
disgraced its my old days. Or if Thou wilt not help me, do not help 
these scoundrels, but leave us to try it ourselves." With this 
great victory Leopold's career ended. He retired from active 
service, and the short remainder of his life was spent at Dessau, 
where he died on the 7th of April 1747. 

He was succeeded by his son, LEOPOLD II., MAXIMILIAN, PRINCE 
OF ANHALT-DESSAU (17o0-1751), who was one of the best of 
Frederick's subordinate generals, and especially distinguished 
himself by the capture of Glogau in 1741, and his generalship at 
Mollwitz, Chotusitz (where he was made general field marshal on 
the field of battle), Hohenfricdberg and Soot. 

Another son, PRINCE DIETRICH Or ANHALT-DESSAU (d. 1769), 
was also a distinguished Prussian general. 

But the most famous of the sons was PRINCE MORITZ or 
ANHALT-DESSAU (1712-176o), who entered the Prussian army in 
1725, saw his first service as a volunteer in the War of the Polish 
Succession (1734-35), and in the latter years of the reign of 
Frederick William held important commands. In the Silesian 
wars of Frederick II., Moritz, the ablest of the old Leopold's sons, 
greatly distinguished himself, especially at the battle of Hohen-
friedberg (Striegau), 1745 At Kesselsdorf it was the wing led by 
the young Prince Moritz that carried the Austrian lines and won 
the "Old Dessauer's" last fight. In the years of peace preceding the 
Seven Years' War. Moritz was employed by Frederick the Great 
in the colonizing of the waste lands of Pomerania and the Oder 
Valley When the king took the field again in 1756, Moritz was 
in command of one of the columns which hemmed in the Saxon 
army in the lines of Pirna, and he received the surrender of 
Rutowski's force after the failure of the Austrian attempts at 
relief. Next year Moritz underwent changes of fortune. At the 
battle of Kolin he led the left wing, which, through a misunder-
standing with the king, was prematurely drawn into action and 
failed hopelessly In the disastrous days which followed, Moritz 
was under the cloud of Frederick's displeasure. But the glorious 
victory of Leuthen (December 5.1757) put an end to this. At the 
close of that day, Frederick rode down the lines and called out to 
General Prince Moritz, "I congratulate you. Herr Feld marschall I" 
At Zomdorf he again distinguished himself, but at the surprise of 
Hochkirch fell wounded into the hands of the Austrians. Two 
years later, soon after his release, his wound proved mortal. 
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mak, vol. ii. (3rd ed., 1872); Milder Konoersattons-Lexikon, 
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von (Mich. Prins Merit:eon Anhalt.Dessan (Berlin, 1842); Crousatz, 
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ANHYDRITE, a mineral, differing chemically from the more 
commonly occurring gypsum in containing no water of crystal-
lization, being anhydrous calcium sulphate, WO,. It crystal-
lizes in the orthorhombic system, and has three directions of 
perfect cleavage parallel to the three planes of symmetry. It is 
not isomorphous with the orthorhombic barium and strontium 
sulphates, as might be expected from the chemical formulae. 
Distinctly developed crystals are somewhat rare, the mineral 
usually presenting the form of cleavage masses. The hardness 
is 31 and the specific gravity 2.9. The colour is white, sometimes 
greyish', bluish or reddish. On the best developed of the three 
cleavages the lustre is pearly, on other surfaces it is of the 
ordinary vitreous type 

Anhydrite is most frequently found in salt deposits with 
gypsum; it was, for instance, first discovered, in 1 794, in a salt 
mine near Hall in Tirol. Other localities which produce typical 
specimens of the mineral, and where the mode of occurrence is 
the same, are Stassfurt in Germany, Aussec in Styria and Bex 
in Switzerland. At all these places it is only met with at some 
depth; nearer the surface of the ground it has been altered to 
gypsum owing to absorption of water. 

From an aqueous solution calcium sulphate is deposited as 
crystals of gypsum, but when the solution contains an excess of 
sodium or potassium chloride anhydrite is deposited. This is 
one of the several methods by which the mineral has been 
prepared artificially, and is identical with its mode of 
origin in nature, the mineral having crystallized out in pelt 
basins. 

The name anhydrite was given by A. G. Werner in 1804, 
because of the absence of water, as contrasted with the presence 
of water in gypsum. Other names for the species are muriacite 
and karstenite, the former, an earlier name, being given under 
the impression that the substance was a chloride (muriate). 
A peculiar variety occurring as contorted concretionary masses 
is known as tripe-stone, and a scaly granular variety, from 
Vulpino, near Bergamo, in Lombardy, as vulpinite; the latter is 
cut and polished for ornamental purposes. (L. J. S.) 

ANI (anc A bnicum), an ancient and ruined Armenian city, in 
Russian Transcaucasia, government Erivan, situated at an 
altitude of 4390 ft.. between the Arpa-chai (Harpasus) and a deep 
ravine. In 961 it became the capital of the Bagratid kings of 
Armenia, and when yielded to the Byzantine emperor (1046) it 
was a populous city, known traditionally as the " city with the 
loot churches." It was taken eighteen years later by the Seljuk 
Turks, five times by the Georgians between 1125 and 1209, in 
1239 by the Mongols, and its ruin was completed by an earth-
quake in 1319. It is still surrounded by a double wall partly in 
ruins, and amongst the remains are a " patriarchal " church 
finished in 1010, two other churches, both of the 11th century, 
a fourth built in 1215, and a palace of large size. 

See Brosset, Les Rubles d'A ni (186o-1861) 
ANICETUS, pope c. 154-167 It was during his pontificate 

that St Polycarp visited the Roman Church. 
ANICHINI, LUIGI, Italian engraver of seals and medals, a 

native of Ferrara, lived at Venice about t55o Michelangelo 
pronounced his " Interview of Alexander the Great with the 
high-priest at Jerusalem," "the perfection of the art " His 
medals of Henry Il of France and Pope Paul III are greatly 
valued. 

ANILINE, PHENYLAMINE, Or AMINOBENZENE, (C111,NH,), an 
organic base first obtained from the destructive distillation of 
indigo in 0326 by 0 Unverdorben (Pogg Ann.. 1826, 8, p. 397), 
who named it crystalline. In 1834, F Runge (Pogg Ann., 1834, 
33, p. 65. 32, p. 331) isolated from coal-tar a substance which 
produced a beautiful blue colour on treatment with chloride of 
lime; this he named kyanol or cyanol. In 1841, C J Fritzsche 
showed that by treating indigo with caustic potash it yielded an 
oil, which he named aniline, from the specific name of one of the 
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indigo-yielding plants, Indigolea anil, anil being derived from 
the Sanskrit ntla, dark-blue, and ntld, the indigo plant. About 
the same time N. N. Zinin found that on reducing nitrobenzene, 
a base was formed which he named benzidam. A. W. von 
Hofmann investigated these variously prepared substances, and 
proved them to be identical, and thenceforth they took their 
place as one body, under the name aniline or phenylamine. 
Pure aniline is a basic substance of an oily consistence, colourless, 
melting at —8° and boiling at 584°  C On exposure to air it 
absorbs oxygen and resinifics, becoming deep brown in colour; 
it ignites readily, burning with a large smoky flame. It possesses 
a somewhat pleasant vinous odour and a burning aromatic 
taste; it is a highly acrid poison. 

Aniline is a weak base and forms salts with the mineral acids. 
Aniline hydrochloride forms large colourless tables, which 
become greenish on exposure, it is the " aniline salt " of com-
merce. The sulphate forms beautiful white plates. Although 
aniline is but feebly basic, it precipitates zinc, aluminium and 
ferric salts, and on warming expels ammonia from its salts. 
Aniline combines directly with alkyl iodides to form secondary 
and tertiary amines, boiled with carbon disulphide it gives 
sulphocarbanilide (diphenyl thio-urea), CS(NHC4Hs)s, which 
may be decomposed into phenyl mustard-oil, C,H5CNS, and 
triphenyl guanidine, CGIL,N: C(NHCalb)2• Sulphuric acid at 
1801  gives sulphanilic acid, NIir Cal.-SOX Anilidcs, com-
pounds in which the amino group is substituted by an acid 
radical, are prepared by heating aniline with certain acids; 
antifebrin or acetanilide is thus obtained from acetic acid and 
aniline. The oxidation of aniline has been carefully investigated. 
In alkaline solution azobenzene results, while arsenic acid pro-
duCes the violet-colouring matter violaniline. Chromic acid 
converts it into quinone, while chlorates, in the presence of 
certain metallic salts (especially of vanadium), give aniline black. 
Hydrochloric acid and potassium chlorate give chloranil. Potas-
sium permanganate in neutral solution oxidizes it to nitro-
benzene, in alkaline solution to azobenzene, ammonia and oxalic 
acid, in acid solution to aniline black. Hypochlorous acid gives 
pars-amino phenol and pars-amino diphenylamine (E. Barn-
berger, Ber., 1898, 31, p. 1522). 

The great commercial value of aniline is due to the readiness 
with which it yields, directly or indirectly, valuable dyestuffs. 
The discovery of mauve in 1858 by Sir W. H. Perkin was the 
first of a series of dyestuffs which are now to be numbered by 
hundreds. Reference should be made to the articles DYEING, 

FUCHSINE, SAFRANINE, INDULINES, for more details on this 
subject. In addition to dyestuffs, it is a starting-product for 
the manufacture of many drugs, such as antipyrine, antifebrin, 
&c Aniline is manufactured by reducing nitrobenzene with 
iron and hydrochloric acid and steam-distilling the product. 
The purity of the product depends upon the quality of the 
benzene from which the nitrobenzene was prepared. In com-
merce three brands of aniline are distinguished—aniline oil for 
blue, which is pure aniline; aniline oil for red, a mixture of 
equimolecular quantities of aniline and ortho- and para-tolui-
dines; and aniline oil for safranine, which contains aniline and 
ortho-toluidine, and is obtained from the distillate (echappes) of 
the fuchsine fusion. Monomcthyl and dimethyl aniline are 
colourless liquids prepared by heating aniline, aniline hydro-
chloride and methyl alcohol in an autoclave at 2201 . They are 
of great importance in the colour industry. Monomethyl aniline 
boils at 193-195°, dimethyl aniline at up° 

ANIMAL (Lat. a nimalis, from anima, breath, soul), a term first 
used as a noun or adjective to denote a living thing, but now used 
to designate one branch of living things as opposed to the other 
branch known as plants. Until the discovery of protoplasm, 
and the series of investigations by which it was established that 
the cell was a fundamental structure essentially alike in both 
animals and plants (see CrroLocv), there was a vague belief 
that plants, if they could really be regarded as animated crea-
tures, exhibited at the most a lower grade of life. We know now 
that in so far as life and living matter can be investigated by 
science. animals and plants cannot be described as being alive  

in different degrees. Animals and plants are extremely closely 
related organisms, alike in their fundamental characters, and each 
grading into organisms which possess some of the characters of 
both classes or kingdoms (see Pacrfisra). The actual boundaries 
between animals and plants are artificial; they are rather due to 
the ingenious analysis of the systematist than actually resident in 
objective nature. The most obvious distinction is that the animal 
cell-wall is either absent or composed of a nitrogenous material, 
whereas the plant cell-wall is composed of a carbohydrate 
material—cellulose. The animal and the plant alike require food 
to repair waste, to build up new tissue and to provide material 
which, by chemical change, may liberate the energy which 
appears in the processes of life. The food is alike in both cases; 
it consists of water, certain inorganic salts, carbohydrate 
material and proteid material. Both animals and plants take 
their water and inorganic salts directly as such. The animal 
cell can absorb its carbohydrate and proteid food only in the 
form of carbohydrate and proteid; it is dependent, in fact, on 
the pre-existence of these organic substances, themselves the 
products of living matter, and in this respect the animal is 
essentially a parasite on existing animal and plant life. The 
plant, on the other hand, if it be a green plant, containing chloro-
phyll, is capable, in the presence of light, of building up both 
carbohydrate material and proteid material from inorganic 
salts, if it be a fungus, devoid of chlorophyll, whilst it is de-
pendent on pre-existing carbohydrate material and is capable 
of absorbing, like an animal, proteid material as such, it is able 
to build up its proteid food from material chemically simpler 
than proteid. On these basal differences are founded most of 
the characters which make the higher forms of animal and plant 
life so different. The animal body, if it be composed of many 
cells, follows a different architectural plan; the compact nature 
of its food, and the yielding nature of its cell-walls, result in a 
form of structure consisting essentially of tubular or spherical 
masses of cells arranged concentrically round the food-cavity. 
The relatively rigid nature of the plant cell-wall: and the attenu-
ated inorganic food-supply of plants, make possible and neces-
sary a form of growth in which the greatest surface is exposed 
to the exterior, and thus the plant body is composed of flattened 
laminae and elongated branching growths. The distinctions 
between animals and plants are is fact obviously secondary 
and adaptive, and point clearly towards the conception of a 
common origin for the two forms of life, a conception which 
is made still more probable by the existence of many low forms 
in which the primary differences between animals and plants 
fade out. 

An animal may be defined as a living organism, the protoplasm 
of which does not secrete a cellulose cell-wall, and which requires 
for its existence proteid material obtained from the living or 
dead bodies of existing plants or animals. The common use of 
the word animal as the equivalent of mammal, as opposed to 
bird or reptile or fish, is erroneous. 

The classification of the animal kingdom is dealt with in the 
article Zootocv (P. C. M.) 

ANIMAL HEAT. Under this heading is discussed the 
physiology of the temperature of the animal body. 

The higher animals have within their bodies certain sources 
of heat, and also some mechanism by means of which both the 
production and loss of heat can be regulated. This is conclusively 
shown by the fact that both in summer and winter their mean 
temperature remains the same. -But it was not until the intro-
duction of thermometers that any exact data on the temperature 
of animals could be obtained. It was then found that local 
differences were present, since heat production and heat loss 
vary considerably in different parts of the body, although the 
circulation of the blood tends to bring about a mean temperature 
of the internal parts. Hence it is important to determine the 
temperature of those parts which most nearly approaches to 
that of the internal organs. Also for such results to be compar-
able they must be made in the same situation. The rectum 
gives most accurately the temperature of internal parts, or in 
women • and some animals the vagina, uterus or bladder. 
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Occasionally that or she urine as it leaves the urethra may be 
of use. More usually the temperature is taken in the mouth, 
aril's or groin. 

Warns and Cold Blooded Animals.—By numerous observations 
upon men and animals, John Hunter showed that the essential 
difference between the so-called warm-blooded and cold-blooded 
animals lies in the constancy of the temperature of the former, 
snd the variability of the temperature of the latter. Those 
animals high in the scale of evolution, as birds and mammals, 
have a high temperature almost constant and independent of 
that of the surrounding air, whereas among the lower animals 
there is much variation of body temperature, dependent entirely 
on their surroundings. There are, however, certain mammals 
which are exceptions, being warm-blooded during the summer, 
but cold-blooded during the winter when they hibernate; such 
are the hedgehog, hat and dormouse. John Hunter suggested 
that two groups should be known as " animals of permanent 
beat at all atmospheres " and " animals of a heat variable with 
every atmosphere," but later Bergmann suggested that they 
should be known as " homoiothermic " and " poikilothermic " 
animals. But it must be re- 
membered there is no hard and 	 Hours of 

has a much greater range than this, and is susceptible of wide 
divergencies from comparatively slight causes. 

Of the lower warm.blooded animals, there are some that 
appear to be cold-blooded at birth. Kittens, rabbits and puppies, 
if removed from their surroundings shortly after birth, lose their 
body heat until their temperature has fallen to within a few 
degrees of that of the surrounding air. But such animals are at 
birth blind, helpless and in some cases naked. Animals who are 
born when in a condition of greater development can maintain 
their temperature fairly constant. In - strong, healthy infants 
a day or two old the temperature rises slightly, but in that of 
weakly, ill-developed children it either remains stationary or 
falls. The cause of the variable temperature in infants and 
young immature animals is the imperfect development of the 
nervous regulating mechanism. 

The average temperature falls slightly from infancy to puberty 
and again from puberty to middle age, but after that stage is 
passed the temperature begins to rise again, and by about the 
eightieth year is as high as in infancy. A diurnal variation has 
been observed dependent on the periods of rest and activity, 
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of hibernation is considerable. Again, Sutherland Simpson has 
shown that during deep anaesthesia a warm-blooded animal tends 
to take the same temperature as that of its environment. He 
demonstrated that when a monkey is kept deeply anaesthetized 
with ether and is placed in a cold chamber, its temperature gradu-
ally falls, and that when it has reached a sufficiently low point 
(about 2? C. in the monkey), the employment of an anaesthetic is 
no longer necessary, the animal then being insensible to pain and 
incapable of being roused by any form of stimulus; it is, in fact, 
narcotized by cold, and is in a state of what may be called 

artificial' hibernation." Once again this is explained by the 
fact that the heat-regulating mechanism has been interfered 
with. Similar results have been obtained from experiments on 
eats. These facts—with many others—tend to show that the 
power of maintaining a constant temperature has been a gradual 
development, as Darwin's theory of evolution suggests, and that 
anything that interferes with the due working of the higher 
nerve-centres puts the animal back again, for the time being, on 
to a lower plane of evolution. 

Variations in the Temperature of Man and some other Animals.— 
As stated above, the temperature of warm-blooded animals is 
maintained with but slight variation. In health under normal 
conditions the temperature of man varies between 36° C. and 
38° C., or if the thermometer be placed in the axilla, between 
36.25° C. and 37.5° C. In the mouth the reading would be from 
-25° C. to x•s° C. higher than this; and in the rectum some -le C. 
higher still. The temperature of infants and young children 
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the maximum rang ag from so A.M. to 6 P.M., the minimum from 
P.M. to 3 a.m. Sutherland Simpson and J. J. Galbraith have 

recently done much work on this subject. In their first experi-
ments they showed that in a monkey there is a well-marked and 
regular diurnal variation of the body temperature, and that by 
reversing the daily routine this diurnal variation is also reversed. 
The diurnal temperature curve follows the periods of rest and 
activity, and is not dependent on the incidence of day and night; 
in monkeys which are active during the night and resting during 
the day, the body temperature is highest at night and lowest 
through the day. They then made observations on the tempera-
ture of animals and birds of nocturnal habit, where the periods 
of rest and activity are naturally the reverse of the ordinary 
through habit and not from outside interference. They found 
that in nocturnal birds the temperature is highest during the 
natural period of activity (night) and lowest during the period 
of rest (day), but that the mean temperature is lower and the 
range less than in diurnal birds of the same size. That the 
temperature curve of diurnal birds is essentially similar to that 
of man and other homoiothermal animals, except that the 
maximum occurs earlier in the afternoon and the minimum 
earlier in the morning. Also that the curves obtained from 
rabbit, guinea-pig and dog were quite similar to those from man. 
The mean temperature of the female was higher than that of the 
male in all the species examined whose sex bad been determined. 

Meals sometimes cause a slight elevation, sometimes a slight 
depression-Lakohol seems always to produce a fall. Exercise 
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and variations of external temperature within ordinary limits 
cause very slight change, as there are many compensating 
influences at work, which are discussed later. Even from very 
active exercise the temperature does not rise more than one 
degree, and if carried to exhaustion a fall is observed. In 
travelling from very cold to very hot regions a variation of less 
than one degree occurs, and the temperature of those living in 
the tropics is practically identical with those dwelling in the 
Arctic regions. 

Limits compatibk toith Life.—There are limits both of heat and 
cold that a warm-blooded animal can bear, and other far wider 
limits that a cold-blooded animal may endure and yet live. 
The effect of too extreme a cold is to lessen metabolism, and 
hence to lessen the production of heat. Both katabolic and 
anabolic changes share in the depression, and though less energy 
is used up, still less energy is generated. This diminished 
metabolism tells first on the central nervous system, especially 
the brain and those parts concerned in consciousness. Both 
heart-beat and respiration-number become diminished,drowsiness 
supervenes, becoming steadily deeper until it passes into the 
sleep of death. Occasionally, however, convulsions may set 
in towards the end, and a death somewhat similar to that of 
asphyxia takes place. In some recent experiments on cats 
performed by Sutherland Simpson and Percy T. Herring, they 
found them unable to survive when the rectal temperature 
was reduced below 160  C. At this low temperature respiration 
became increasingly feeble, the heart-impulse usually continued 
after respiration had ceased, the beats becoming very irregular, 
apparently ceasing, then beginning again. Death appeared 
to be mainly due to asphyxia, and the only certain sign that 
it had taken place was the loss of knee jerks. On the other 
hand, too high a temperature hurries on the metabolism of the 
various tissues at such a rate that their capital is soon exhausted. 
Blood that is too warm produces dyspnoea and soon exhausts 
the metabolic capital of the respiratory centre. The rate of 
the heart is quickened, the beats then become irregular and finally 
cease. The central nervous system is also profoundly affected, 
consciousness may be lost, and the patient falls into a comatose 
condition, or delirium and convulsions may set in. All these 
changes can be watched in any patient suffering from an acute 
fever. The lower limit of temperature that man can endure 
depends on many things, but no one can survive a temperature 
of 45°  C. (Ile F.) or above for very long. Mammalian muscle 
becomes rigid with heat rigor at about so° C., and obviously should 
this temperature be reached the sudden rigidity of the whole 
body would render life impossible. H. M. Vernon has recently 
done work on the death temperature and paralysis temperature 
(temperature of heat rigor) of various animals. He found that 
animals of the same class of the animal kingdom showed very 
similar temperature values, those from the Amphibia examined 
being 38.5° C., Fishes 390 , Reptilia 450 , and various Molluscs 46°. 
Also in the case of Pelagic animals he showed a relation between 
death temperature and the quantity of solid constituents of 
the body, Cestus having lowest death temperature and least 
amount of solids in its body. But in the higher animals his 
experiments tend to show that there is greater variation in both 
the chemical and physical characters of the protoplasm, and hence 
greater variation in the extreme temperature compatible with life. 

Regulation of Temperature.—The heat of the body is generated 
by the chemical changes—those of oxidation—undergone not 
by any particular substance or in any one place, but by the tissues 
at large. Wherever destructive metabolism (katabolism) is 
going on, heat is being set free. When a muscle does work it 
also gives rise to heat, and if this is estimated it can be shown 
that the muscles alone during their contractions provide far 
more heat than the whole amount given out by the body. Also 
it must be remembered that the heart—also a muscle,—never 
resting, does in the 24 hours no inconsiderable amount of work, 
and hence must give rise to no inconsiderable amount of heat. 
From this it is clear that the larger proportion of total heat of 
the body is supplied by the muscles. These are essentially the 
" thermogenic tissues." Next to the muscles as heat generators 

come the various secretory glands, especially the liver, which 
appears never to rest in this respect. The brain also must be 
a source of heat, since its temperature is higher than that of the 
arterial blood with which it is supplied. Also a certain amount 
of heat is produced by the changes which the food undergoes 
in the alimentary canal before it really enters the body. But 
heat while continually being produced is also continually being 
lost by the skin, lungs, urine and faeces. And it is by the constant 
modification of these two factors, (s) heat production and (a) 
heat loss, that the constant temperature of a warm-blooded 
animal is maintained. Heat is lost to the body through the 
faeces and urine, respiration, conduction and radiation from 
the skin, and by evaporation of perspiration. The following 
are approximately the relative amounts of heat lost through these 
various channels (different authorities give somewhat different 
figures):—faeces and urine about 3, respiration about 20, skin 
(conduction, radiation and evaporation) about 77. Hence it 
is clear the chief means of loss are the skin and the lungS. The 
more air that passes in and out of the lungs in a given time, 
the greater the loss of heat. And in such animals as the dog, 
who do not perspire easily by the skin, respiration becomes 
far more important. 

But for man the great heat regulator is undoubtedly the skin, 
which regulates heat loss by its vasomotor mechanism, and 
also by the nervous mechanism of perspiration. Dilatation of 
the cutaneous vascular areas leads to a larger flow of blood 
through the skin, and so tends to cool the body, and vice versa. 
Also the special nerves of perspiration can increase or lessen 
heat loss by promoting or diminishing the secretions of the 
skin. There are greater difficulties in the exact determination 
in the amount of heat produced, but there are certain well-
known facts in connexion with it. A larger living body naturally 
produces more heat than a smaller one of the same nature, but 
the surface of the smaller, being greater in proportion to its 
bulk than that of the larger, loses heat at a more rapid rate. 
Hence to maintain the same constant bodily temperature, the 
smaller animal must produce a relatively larger amount of heat. 
And in the struggle for existence this has become so. 

Food temporarily increases the production of heat, the rate 
of production steadily rising after a meal until a maximum is 
reached from about the 6th to the 9th hour. If sugar be included 
in the meal the maximum is reached earlier; if mainly fat, later. 
Muscular work very largely increases the production of heat, 
and hence the more active the body the greater the production 
of heat.. 

But all the arrangements in the animal economy for the pro- 
duction and loss of heat are themselves probably regulated 
by the central nervous system, there being a thermogenic centre 
—situated above the spinal cord, and according to some observers 
in the optic thalamus. 

UT HOR I  IES.—M. S. Pembrey. "Animal Heat." in Schafer's Text. 
to  k  of Physiology (1898); C. R. Richet,  "  Chaleur," in  Dictionnaire 
de physiologic  (Paris, :898);  Hale  White, Croonian Lectures, Lifted, 
London. 1897; Pembrey and Nicol,  Journal of Physi.d7i. vol. 
asni., 1898-1899;  II.  M. Vernon, "Heat Rigor," Journal  o hysio- 
lo 	
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y.  xxiv., 1899;  H. M.  Vernon. "Death Temperatures.'  Journal 

o Physiology,  xxv.,  1899;  F. C. Eve,  " Temperature  on Nee 
ells,  ' Journal  of  Physiology,  xxvi., 'goo;  G.  Weiss, Comptes Rendus, 

Soc. de Biol.,  Iii.,  1900; Swale  Vincent  and Thomas Lewis. " Heat 
Rigor of Muscle." Journal  of Physiology,  1901;  Sutherland  Simpson 
and Percy Herring." Cold and Reflex  Action,"  Journal  of Physiology, 
19,5; Sutherland Simpson,  Proceedings of Physiological Soc.. July 
19. 1902; Sutherland Simpson and  J. J.  Galbraith, " Diurnal 
Variation of Body Temperature,"  Journal of Physiology. 1905: 
Transaclions  Royal  Society Edinburgh,  twig; Proc.  Physiological 
So 'ay,  p.  xx., 1903:  A. E.  Boycott and  J. S. lialdane,  Ejects of 
High Tr  inprraiurrs  on  Han. 

ANIMAL WORSHIP, an ill-defined term, covering facts 
ranging from the worship of the real divine animal, commonly 
conceived as a " god-body," at one end of the scale, to respect 
for the bones of a slain animal or even the use of a respectful 
name for the living animal at the other end. Added to this, 
in many works on the subject we find reliance placed, especially 
(or the African facts, on reports of. travellers who were merely 
visitors to the regions on which they wrote: 
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Clossificalion.—Animal cults may be classified In two ways: 

(A) according to their outward form; (B) according to their 
inward meaning, which may of course undergo transformations. 

(A) There are two broad divisions: (r) all animals of a given 
species are sacred, perhaps owing to the impossibility of dis-
tinguishing the sacred few from the profane crowd; (a) one or 
a fixed number of a species are sacred. It is probable that the 
first of these forms is the primary one and the second in most 
cases a development from it due to (i.) the influence of other 
individual cults, (ii.) anthropomorphic tendencies, (iii.) the 
influence of chieftainship, hereditary and otherwise, (iv.) annual 
sacrifice of the sacred animal and mystical ideas connected 
therewith, (v.) syncretism, due either to unity of function or to 
a philosophic unification, (vi.) the desire to do honour to the 
species in the person of one of its members, and possibly other 
less easily traceable causes. 

(B) Treating cults according to their meaning, which is not 
necessarily Identical with the cause which first led to the deifica-
tion of the animal in question, we can classify them under ten 
specific heads: (L) pastoral cults; (ii.) hunting cults; (iii.) cults 
of dangerous or noxious animals; (iv.) cults of animals regarded 
as human souls or their embodiment; (v.) totemistic cults; 
(vi.) cults of secret societies, and individual cults of tutelary 
animals; (vii.) cults of tree and vegetation spirits; (viii.) cults of 
ominous animals; (ix.) cults, probably derivative, of animals 
associated with certain deities; (x.) cults of animals used in 
)magic. 

(f.) The pastoral type falls into two sub-types, in which the species 
(a) is spared and (b sometimes receives special honour at intervals 
In the person of an Individual. (See Caw•, Buffalo, below.) 

(ii.) In hunting cults the species is habitually killed, but (a 
occasionally,  honoured in the ;arson of a single individual, or (61 
each slaughtered animal receives divine honours. (See Bear, below. 

(iii.) The cult of dangerous animals is due (a) to the fear that the 
soul of the slain beast may take vengeance on the hunter, (b) to a 
desire to placate the rest of the species. (See Leopard, below.) 

(iv.) Animals are frequently regarded as the abode. temporary or 
permanent, of the souls of the dead, sometimes as theactual souls of 
the dead. Respect for them is due to two main reasons: (a) the 
kinsmen of the dead desire to preserve the goodwill of their dead 
relatives; (b) they wish at the same time to secure that their kinsmen 
are not molested and caused to undergo unnecessary suffering. (See 
SoPesit. below.) 

(V.) One of thi most widely found modes of showing respect to 
animals is known as totemism (see TOTED( AND TOTENISM), but 
except in decadent forms there is but little positive worship; in 
Central Australia, however, the rites of the Wollunqua totem group 
are directed towards placating this mythical animal, and cannot be 
termed anything but religious ceremonies. 

(vi.) In secret societies we find bodies of men grouped together 
with a single tutelary animal: the individual, in the same way, 
acquires the naval or individual totem, sometimes by ceremonies 
at the nature of the bloodbond. 

(vii.) Spirits of vegetation in ancient and modern Europe and in 
China are conceived in animal form. (See Goal, below.) 

(viii.) The ominous animal or bird may develop into a deity. (See 
Hawk. below.) 

(is.) It is commonly assumed that the animals associated with 
certain deities are sacred because the god was originally therio-
morphic: this is doubtless the case in certain instances; but Apollo 
Snuntheus, Dionysus Bassareus and other examples seem to show 
that the god may have been appealed to for help and thus become 
associated with the animals from whom he protected the crops. &c. 

(s-) The use of animals in magic may sometimes give rise to a kind 
of respect for them but this is of a negative nature. See, however, 
articles by Preuss in Globs in which he maintains that 
animals of magical influence are elevated into divinities. 

Bear.—The bear enjoys a large measure of respect from all 
savage races that come in contact with it, which shows itself in 

Masa 
apologies and in festivals in its honour. The most 

fa*. important developments of the cult are in East Asia 
among the Siberian tribes; among the Ainu of Sak-

halin a young bear is caught at the end of winter and fed for 
some nine months; then after receiving honours it is killed, and 
the people, who previously show marks of grief at its approaching 
fate, dance merrily and feast on its body. Among the Gilyaks a 
similar festival is found, but here it takes the form of a celebration 
in honour of a recently dead kinsman, to whom the spirit of the 
bear is sent. Whether this feature or a cult of the hunting type  

was the primary form, is so far an open question. There is a 
good deal of evidence to connect the Greek goddess Artemis 
with a cult of the bear; girls danced as "bears" in her honour,  
and might not marry before undergoing this ceremony. The 
bear is traditionally associated with Bern in Switzerland, and in 
1832 a statue of Artio, a bear goddess, was dug up there. 

Baffalo.—The Todas of S. India abstain from the flesh of their 
domestic animal, the buffalo; but once a year they sacrifice a 
bull calf, which is eaten in the forest by the adult males. 

Cattle.—Cattle are respected by many pastoral peoples; they 
live on milk or game, and the killing of-an ox is a sacrificial 
function. Conspicuous among Egyptian animal cults was that 
of the bull, Apis. It was distinguished by certain marks, and 
when the old Apis died a new one was sought; the finder was 
rewarded, and the bull underwent four months' education at 
Nilopolis. Its birthday was celebrated once a year; oxen, 
which had to be pure white, were sacrificed to it; women were 
forbidden to approach it when once its education was finished. 
Oracles were obtained from It in various ways. After death it 
was mummified and buried in a rock-tomb. Less widespread 
was the cult of the Mnevis, also consecrated to Osiris. Similar 
observances are found in our own day on the Upper Nile; the 
Nubs and Nuer worship the bull; the Angoni of Central Africa 
and the Sakalava of Madagascar keep sacred bulls. In India 
respect for the cow is widespread, but is of post-Vedic origin; 
there is little actual worship, but the products of the cow are 
important in magic. 

ave.—The crow is the chief deity of the Thlinkit Indians of 
N. W. America; and all over that region it is the chief figure in a 
group of myths, fulfilling the office of a culture hero who brings 
the light, gives fire to mankind, &c. Together with the eagle-
hawk the crow plays a great part in the mythology of S.E. 
Australia. 

Dog.—Actual dog-worship is uncommon-
' 
 the Nosarii of 

western Asia are said to worship a dog; the Raising, of Java 
had a cult of the red dog, each family keeping one in the house; 
according to one authority the dogs are images of wood which 
are worshipped after the death of a member of the family and 
burnt after a thousand days. In Nepal it is said that dogs are 
worshipped at the festival called Khicha Puja. Among the 
Harranians dogs were sacred, but this was rather as brothers of 
the mystae. 

Elephant.—In Siam it is believed that a white elephant may 
contain the soul of a dead person, perhaps a Buddha; when one 
is taken the capturer is rewarded and the animal brought to the 
king to be kept ever afterwards; it cannot be bought or sold. 
It is baptized and feted and mourned for like a human being at 
its death. In some parts of Indo-China the belief is that the soul 
of the elephant may injure people after death; it is therefore 
feted by a whole village. In Cambodia it is held to bring luck 
to the kingdom. In Sumatra the elephant is regarded as a 
tutelary spirit. The cult of the white elephant is also found at 
Ennarea, southern Abyssinia. 

Fish.—Dagon seems to have been a fish-god with human head 
and hands; his worshippers wore fish-skins. In the temples of 
Apollo and Aphrodite were sacred fish, which may point to a 
fish cult. Atargatis is said to have had sacred fish at Askelon, 
and from Xenophon we read that the fish of the Chalus were 
regarded as gods. 

Goat.—Dionysus was believed to take the form of a goat, 
probably as a divinity of vegetation. Pan, Silenus, the Satyrs 
and the Fauns were either capriform or had some part of their 
bodies shaped like that of a goat. In northern Europe the wood 
spirit, Ljesche, is believed to have a goat's horns, ears and legs, 
In Africa the Bijagos are said to have a goat as their principal 
divinity. 

Flare.—In North America the Algonquin tribes had as their 
chief deity a " mighty great hare " to whom they went at death. 
According to one account he lived in the cast, according to 
another in the north. In his anthropomorphized form he was 
known as Menabosho or Michabo. 

Hawk.—In North Borneo we seem to see the evolution of a 
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god in the three stages of the cult of the hawk among the Ken-
yahs, the Kayans and the sea Dyaks. The Kenyahs will not 
kill it, address to it thanks for assistance, and formally consult 
it before leaving home on an expedition; it seems, however, 
to be regarded as the messenger of the supreme god Balli Penya-
long. The Kayans have a hawk-god, Laid Neho, but seem to 
regard the hawk as the servant of the chief god, Laki Tenangan. 
Singalang Burong, the hawk-god of the Dyaks, is completely 
anthropomorphized. He is god of omens and ruler of the omen 
birds; but the hawk is not his messenger, for he never leaves 
his house; stories are, however, told of his attending feasts in 
human form and flying away in hawk form when all was over. 

Horse.—There is some reason to believe that Poseidon, like 
other water gods, was originally conceived under the form of a 
horse. In the cave of Phigalia Demeter was, according to 
popular tradition, represented with the head and mane of a 
horse, possibly a relic of the time when a non-specialized corn-
spirit bore this form. Her priests were called Poloi (colts) in 
Laconia. In Gaul we find a horse-goddess, Epona; there are 
also traces of a horse-god, Rudiobus. The Goods in India 
worship a horse-god, Koda Pen, in the form of a shapeless stone; 
but it Is not clear that the home is regarded as divine. The 
horse or mare is a common form of the corn-spirit in Europe. 

Leopard.—The cult of the leopard is widely found in West 
Africa. Among the Ewe a man who kills one is liable to be put 
to death; no leopard skin may be exposed to view, but a stuffed 
leopard is worshipped. On the Gold Coast a leopard hunter 
who has killed his victim is carried round the town behind the 
body of the leopard; he may not speak, must besmear himself 
so as to look like a leopard and imitate its movements. In 
Loango a prince's cap is put upon the head of a dead leopard, 
and dances are held in its honour. 

Lion.—The lion was associated with the Egyptian gods Re 
and Horns; there was a lion-god at Baalbek and a lion-headed 
goddess Selthet. The Arabs had a lion-god, Yaghuth. In 
modern Africa we find a lion-idol among the Balonda. 

Lisard.—The cult of the lizard is most prominent in the 
Pacific, where it appears as an incarnation of Tangaloa. In 
Easter Island a form of the house-god is the lizard; it is also a 
tutelary deity in Madagascar. 

Mantis.—Cagn is a prominent figure in Bushman mythology; 
the mantis and the caterpillar, Ngo, are his incarnations. It was 
called the " Hottentots' god " by early settlers. 

Monkey.—In India the monkey-god, Hanuman, is a prominent 
figure; in orthodox villages monkeys are safe from harm. 
Monkeys are said to be worshipped in Togo. At Porto Novo, in 
French West Africa, twins have tutelary spirits in the shape of 
small monkeys. 

Serpent.—The cult of the serpent is found in many parts of 
the Old World; it is also not unknown in America; in Australia, 
on the other hand, though many species of serpent arc found, 
there does not appear to be any species of cult unless we include 
the Warramunga cult of the mythical Wollunqua totem animal, 
whom they seek to placate by rites. In Africa the chief centre 
of serpent worship was Dahomcy; but the cult of the python 
seems to have been of exotic origin, dating back to the first 
quarter of the 17th century. By the conquest of Whydah the 
Dahomeyans were brought in contact with a people of serpent 
worshippers, and ended by adopting from them the cult which 
they at first despised. At Whydah, the chief centre, there is a 
serpent temple, tenanted by some fifty snakes; every python 
of the danh-gbi kind must be treated with respect, and death is 
the penalty for killing one, even by accident. Danh-gbi has 
numerous wives, who until 1857 took part in a public procession 
from which the profane crowd was excluded; a python was 
carried round the town in a hammock, perhaps as a ceremony 
for the expulsion of evils. The rainbow-god of the Ewe was also 
conceived to have the form of a snake; his messenger was said 
to be a small variety of boa; but only certain individuals, .not 
the whole species, were sacred. In many parts of Africa the 
serpent is looked upon as the incarnation of deceased relatives; 
among the Amazulu, as among the Betsileo of Madagascar,  

certain species are assigned as the abode of certain classes; the 
Masai, on the other hand, regard each species as the habitat of a 
particular family of the tribe. 

In America some of the Amerindian tribes reverence the 
rattlesnake as grandfather and king of snakes who is able to 
give fair winds or cause tempest. Among the Hopi (Moqui) of 
Arizona the serpent figures largely in one of the dances. The 
rattlesnake was worshipped in the Natchez temple of the sun; 
and the Aztec deity Quetzalcoatl was a serpent-god. The tribes 
of Peru are said to have adored great snakes in the pre-Inca 
days; and in Chile the Araucanians made a serpent figure in 
their deluge myth. 

Over a large part of India there are carved representations of 
cobras (Nigas) or stones as substitutes; to these human food 
and flowers are offered and lights are burned before the shrines: 
Among the Dravidians a cobra which is accidentally killed is 
burned like a human being; no one would kill one intentionally; 
the serpent-god's image is carried in an annual procession by a 
celibate priestess. 

Serpent cults were well known in ancient Europe; there does 
not, it is true, appear to be much ground for supposing that 
Aesculapius was a serpent-god in spite of his connexion with 
serpents. On the other hand, we learn from Herodotus of the 
great serpent which defended the citadel of Athens; the Roman 
genius loci took the form of a serpent; a snake was kept and 
fed with milk in the temple of Potrimpos, an old Slavonic god. 
To this day there are numerous traces in popular belief, especially 
in Germany, of respect for the snake, which seems to be a survival 
of ancestor worship, such as still exists among the Zulus and 
other savage tribes; the " house-snake," as it is called, cares 
for the cows and the children, and its appearance is an omen of 
death, and the life of a pair of house-snakes is often held to be 
bound up with that of the master and mistress themselves. 
Tradition says that one of the Gnostic sects known as the 
Ophites caused a tame serpent to coil round the sacramental 
bread and worshipped it as the representative of the Saviour. 
See also SERPENT-WORSHIP. 

Sheep.—Only in Africa do we find a sheep-god proper; Ammon 
was the god of Thebes; he was represented as ram-headed; 
his worshippers held the ram to be sacred; it was, however, 
sacrificed once a year, and its fleece formed the clothing of the 
idol. 

Tiger.—The tiger is associated with Siva and Duzga, but its 
cult is confined to the wilder tribes; in Nepal the tiger festival 
is known as Bagh Jatra, and the worshippers dance disguised as 
tigers. The Waralis worship Waghia the lord of tigers in the 
form of a shapeless stone. In Hanoi and Manchuria tiger-gods 
are also found. 

Wolf.—Both Zeus and Apollo were associated with the wolf 
by the Greeks; but it is not clear that this implies a previous 
cult of the wolf. It is frequently found among the tutelary 
deities of North American dancing or secret societies. The 
Thlinkits had a god, Khanukh, whose name means "wolf," and 
worshipped a wolf-headed image. 

AUTHORITIES.—For a fuller discussion and full references to these 
and other cults, that of the serpent excepted. see N. W. Thomas in 
Hastings' Dictionary of Religions; Fraser, Golden Bough; Camp-
bell's Spirit Basis of Belief and Custom; Maclennan's Studies (genes 
2); V. Gennen, Tabs,, ei toMmisme cl Madagascar. For the serpent. 
see Ellis. Ewe-speakiuf Peoples, p. 54; laternal. Archie, xvii. ii3 ; 
Tylor, Primitive Culture, U. 239; Pergusson. Tree and Serpent 
Worship; M3hly, Die Melange ins Mythiu; Staniland Wake, 
Serpent Worship, &e.; 16th Annual Report of the American Bureau 
of Ethnology, p. 273, and bibliography, p. 312. For the bull, &c., in 
Egypt, see EGYPT: Religion. (N. W. T.) 

ANIKt, an oleo-resin (said to be so called because in its 
natural state it is infested with insects) which is exuded from the 
locust tree, Hymenaea cosmic:HI, and other species of Hyzneaaeo 
growing in tropical South America. It is of a pale brown colour, 
transparent, brittle, and in consequence of its agreeable odour 
is used for fumigation and in perfumery. Its specific gravity 
varies from 1.054 to 1.057. It melts readily over the fire, and 
softens even with the heat of the mouth; it is insoluble in 
water, and nearly so in cold alcohol. It is allied to copal in its 
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nature and appearance, and Is much used by varnish-makers. 
The name is also given to Zanzibar copal (q.v.). 

ANIMISM (from animus, or anima, mind or soul), according 
to the definition of Dr E. B. Tylor, the doctrine of spiritual beings, 
including human souls; in practice, however, the term is often 
extended to include panthelisin or animatism, the doctrine that 
a great part, if not the whole, of the inanimate kingdom, as well 
as all animated beings, are endowed with reason, intelligence 
and volition, identical with that of man. This latter theory, 
which in many cases is equivalent to personification, though it 
may be, like animism, a feature of the philosophy of peoples of 
low culture, should not be confused with it. But it is difficult 
in practice to distinguish the two phases of thought and no clear 
account of animatism can yet be given, largely on the ground 
that no people has yet been discovered which has not already 
developed to a greater or less extent an animistic philosophy. 
On theoretical grounds it is probable that animatism preceded 
animism; but savage thought is no more consistent than that 
of civilized man; and it may well be that animistic and panthe-
listic doctrines are held simultaneously by the same person. In 
like manner one portion of the savage explanation of nature may 
have been originally animistic, another part animatistic. 

Origin.—Animism may have arisen out of or simultaneously 
with animatism as a primitive explanation of many different 
phenomena; if animalism was originally applied to non-human 
or inanimate objects, a 'mmism may from the outset have been in 
vogue as a theory of the nature of man. Lists of phenomena 
from the contemplation of which the savage was led to believe 
in animism have been given by Dr Tyler, Herbert Spencer, 
Mr Andrew Lang and others; an animated controversy arose 
between the former as to the priority of their respective lists. 
Among these phenomena are: trance (q.v.) and unconsciousness, 
sickness, death, clairvoyance (q.v.), dreams (q.v.), apparitions 
(q.v.) of the dead, wraiths, hallucinations (q.v.), echoes, shadows 
and reflections. 

Primitive ideas on the subject of the soul, and at the same time 
the origin of them, are best illustrated by an analysis of the terms 
applied to it. Readers of Dante know the idea that the dead 
have no shadows; this was no invention of the poet's but a 
piece of traditionary lore; at the present day among the Basutos 
it is held that a man walking by the brink of a river may lose 
his life if his shadow falls on the water, for a crocodile may seize 
it and draw him in; in Tasmania, North and South America 
and classical Europe is found the conception that the soul — and, 
umbra—is somehow identical with the shadow of • man. More 
familiar to the Anglo-Saxon race is the connexion between the 
soul and the breath; this identification is found both in Aryan and 
Semitic languages; in Latin we have spirilus, in Greek plietnesa, 
in Hebrew ruach; and the idea is found extending downwards 
to the lowest planes of culture In Australia, America and Asia. 
For some of the Red Indians the Roman custom of receiving the 
breath of a dying man was no mere pious duty but a means of 
ensuring that his soul was transferred to a new body. Other 
familiar conceptions identify the soul with the liver (see Owns) 
or the heart, with the reflected figure seen in the pupil of the eye, 
and with the blood.. Although the soul is often distinguished from 
the vital principle, there are many cases in which a state of 
unconsciousness is explained as due to the absence of the soul; 
in South Australia wilyamarraba (without soul) is the word toed 
for insensible. So too the autohypnotic trance of the magician 
or shaman is regarded as due to his visit to distant regions or the 
nether world, of which he brings back an account. Telepathy or 
dairvoyance (q.v.), with or without trance, must have operated 
powerfully to produce a conviction of the dual nature of man, 
for it seems probable that facts unknown to the automatist are 
sometimes discovered by means of crystal-gazing (q.v.), which 
is widely found among savages, as among civilized peoples. 
Sickness is often explained as due to the 'absence of the soul; 
and means are sometimes taken to lure back the wandering soul; 
when a Chinese is at the point of death and his soul is supposed 
to have already left his body, the patient's coat is held up on a 
Wig bamboo while a priest endeavour to bringthe deputed spirit  

back Into the coat by means of incantations. If the bamboo 
begins to turn round in the hands of the relative who is deputed 
to bold it, it is regarded as a sign that the soul of the moribund 
has returned (see AUTOMATISM). More important perhaps than 
all these phenomena, because more regular and normal, was the 
daily period of sleep with Its frequent concomitant of fitful and 
incoherent ideas and images. The mere immobility of the body 
was sufficient to show that its state was not identical with that 
of waking; when, In addition, the sleeper awoke to give an 
account of visits to distant lands, from which, as modern 
psychical investigations suggest, he may even have brought back 
veridical details, the conclusion must have been irresistible 
that in sleep something journeyed forth, which was not the body. 
In a minor degree revival of memory during sleep and similar 
phenomena of the sub-conscious life may have contributed to 
the same result. Dreams are sometimes explained by savages 
as journeys performed by the sleeper, sometimes as visits paid 
by other persons, by animals or objects to him; hallucinations, 
possibly more frequent in the lower stages of culture, must have 
contributed to fortify this interpretation, and the animistic 
theory in general. Seeing the phantasmic figures of friends at 
the moment when they were, whether at the point of death or 
in good health, many miles distant, must have led the savage 
irresistibly to the dualistic theory. But hallucinatory figures, 
both in dreams and waking life, are not necessarily those of the 
living; from the reappearance of dead friends or enemies 
primitive man was inevitably led to the belief that there existed 
an incorporeal part of man which survived the dissolution of the 
body. The soul was conceived to be a facsimile of the body, 
sometimes no less material, sometimes more subtle but yet 
material, sometimes altogether Impalpable and intangible. 

Animator and Eschatology.—The psychological side of animism 
has already been dealt with; almost equally important in 
primitive creeds is the eschatological aspect. In many parts of 
the world it is held that the human body is the seat of more than 
one soul; in the island of Nies four are distinguished, the shadow 
and the intelligence, which die with the body, a tutelary spirit, 
termed begs, and a second which is carried on the head. Similar 
ideas are found among the Euahlayi of S.E. Australia, the 
Dakotas and many other tribes. Just as in Europe the ghost 
of a dead person is held to haunt the churchyard or the place of 
death, although more orthodox ideas may be held and enunciated 
by the same person as to the nature of a future life, so the savage, 
more consistently, assigns different abodes to the multiple souls 
with which he credits man. Of the four souls of a Dakota, one 
is held to stay with the corpse, another in the village, a third goat 
into the air, while the fourth goes to the land of souls, where its 
lot may depend on its rank in this life, its sex, mode of death 
or sepulture, on the dueobservanceof funeral ritual, or manyother 
points (see EscHarowov). From the belief in the survival of the 
dead arose the practice of offering food, lighting fires, bre., at the 
grave, at first, maybe, as an act of friendship or filial piety, 
later as an act of worship (see Alecesroe Woman.). The simple 
offering of food or shedding of blood at the grave develops into 
an elaborate system of sacrifice; even where ancestor-worship 
is not found, the desire to provide the dead with comforts in the 
future life may lead to the sacrifice of wives, slaves, animals, &c., 
to the braking or burning of objects at the grave or to the 
provision of the ferryman's toll, a coin put in the mouth of the 
corpse to pay the travelling expenses of the soul. But all is not 
finished with the passage of the soul to the land of the dead; 
the soul may return to avenge its death by helping to discover 
the murderer, or to wreak vengeance for itself; there is a wide . 

spread belief that those who die a violent death become malignant 
spirits and endanger the lives of those who come near the haunted 
spot; the woman who dies in child-birth becomes a *odium* 
and threatens the life of human beings; and man resorts to 
magical or religious means of repelling his spiritual dangers. 

Developuscut of A fahathi.—If the phenomena of dreams were, 
as suggested above, of great importance for the development of 
animism, the belief, which must originally have been a doctrine 
of human psychology, cannot have failed to expand speedily into 
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a general philosophy of nature. Not only human beings but 
animals and objects are seen in dreams; and the conclusion 
would be that they too have souls; the same conclusion may have 
been reached by another line of argument; primitive psychology 
posited a spirit in a man to account, amongst other things, for his 
actions; a natural explanation of the changes in the external 
world would be that they are due to the operations and volition 
of spirits. 

Animal Souls.—But apart from considerations of this sort, it is 
probable that animals must, early in the history of animistic 
beliefs, have been regarded as possessing souls. Education has 
brought with it a sense of the great gulf between man and animals; 
but in the lower stages of culture this distinction is not adequately 
recognized, if indeed it is recognized at all. The savage attributes 
to animals the same ideas, the same mental processes as himself, 
and at the same time vastly greater power and cunning. The dead 
animal is credited with a knowledge of how its remains are treated 
and sometimes with a power of taking vengeance on the fortunate 
hunter. Powers of reasoning are not denied to animals nor even 
speech, the silence of the brute creation may be put down to 
their superior cunning. We may assume that man attributed a 
soul to the beasts of the field almost as soon as be claimed one for 
himself. It is therefore not surprising to find that many peoples 
on the lower planes of culture respect and even worship animals 
(see TOTE/d; ANIMAL Woasure); though we need not attribute 
an animistic origin to all the developments, it is clear that the 
widespread respect paid to animals as the abode of dead ancestors, 
and much of the cult•of dangerous animals, is traceable to this' 
principle. With the rise of species, deities and the cult of in-
dividual animals, the path towards anthropomorphization and 
polytheism is opened and the respect paid to animals tends to lose 
its strict animistic character. 

Plant Souls.—Just as human souls are assigned to animals, so 
primitive man often credits trees and plants with souls in both 
human or animal form. All over the world agricultural peoples 
practise elaborate ceremonies explicable, as Mannhardt has 
shown, on animistic principles. In Europe the corn spirit some-
times immanent in the crop, sometimes a presiding deity whose 
life does not depend on that of the growing corn, is conceived in 
some districts in the form of an ox, hare or cock, in others as an 
old man or woman; in the East Indies and America the rice or 
maize mother is a corresponding figure; in classical Europe and 
the East we have in Ceres and Demeter, Adonis and Dionysus, 
and other deities, vegetation gods whose origin we can readily 
trace back to the rustic corn spirit. Forest trees, no less than 
cereals, have their indwelling spirits; the fauns and satyrs of 
classical literature were goat-footed and the tree spirit of the 
Russian peasantry takes the form of a goat; in Bengal and the 
East Indies wood-cutters endeavour to propitiate the spirit of the 
tree which they cut down; and in many parts of the world trees 
are regarded as the abode of the spirits of the dead. Just as a 
process of syncretism has given rise to cults of animal gods, tree 
spirits tend to become detached from the trees, which are thence. 
forward only their abodes; and here again animism has begun to 
pass into polytheism. 

Object Soils.—We distinguish between animate and inanimate 
nature, but this classification has no meaning for the savage. The 
river speeding on its COME to the sea, the sun and mggp, if not 
the stars also, on their never-ceasing daily round, the %Inning, 
fire, the wind, the sea, all are in motion and therefore animate; 
but the savage does not stop short here; mountains and lakes, 
stones and manufactured articles, are for him alike endowed with 
souls like his own; he deposits in the tomb weapons and food, 
clothes and implements, broken, it may be, in order to set free 
their souls; or he attains the same result by burning them, and 
thus sending them to the Other World for the use of the dead man. 
Here again, though to a less extent than in tree cults, the 
theriomorphic aspect recurs; in the north of Europe, in ancient 
Greece, in China, the water or river spirit is hone or bull-shaped; 
the water monster in serpent shape is even more widely found, 
but it is less strictly the spirit of the water. The spirit of syn-
cretism manifests itself in this department of animism too; the  

immanent spirit of the earlier period becomes the presiding genius 
or local god of later times, and with the rise of the doctrine of 
separable souls we again reach the confines of animism pure and 
simple. 

Spirits in General.—Side by side with the doctrine of separable 
souls with which we have so far been concerned, exists the belief 
in a great host of unattached spirits; these are not immanent souls 
which have become detached from their abodes, but have every 
appearance of independent spirits. Thus, animism is in some 
directions little developed, so far as we can see, among the 
Australian aborigines, but from those who know them best we 
learn that they believe in innumerable spirits and bush bogies, 
which wander, especially at night, and can be held at bay by 
means of fire; with this belief may be compared the ascription 
in European folk belief of prophylactic properties to iron. These 
spirits are at first mainly malevolent; and side by side with them 
we find the spirits of the dead as hostile beings. At a higher stage 
the spirits of dead kinsmen are no longer unfriendly, nor yet all 
non-human spirits; as fetishes (see Frrismsat), naguals (see 
Tamil), familiars, gods or demi-gods (for which and the general 
question see DEMONOLOGY), they enter into relations with man. 
On the other hand there still subsists a belief in innumerable evil 
spirits, which manifest themselves in the phenomena of possession 
(q.v.), lyca.nthropy (q.v.), disease, &c. The fear of evil spirits has 
given rise to ceremonies of expulsion of evils (see Excatasn), 
designed to banish them from the community. 

Animism and Religion.—Animism is commonly described as 
the most primitive form of religion; but properly speaking it is 
not a religion at all, for religion implies, at any rate, some form of 
emotion (see Rurcron), and animism is in the first instance an 
explanation of phenomena rather than an attitude of mind toward 
the cause of them, a philosophy rather than a religion. The term 
may, however, be conveniently used to describe the early stage 
of religion in which man endeavours to set up relations between 
himself and the unseen powers, conceived as spirits, but differing 
in many particulars from the gods of polytheism. As an example 
of this stage in one of its aspects may be taken the European belief 
in the corn spirit, which is, however, the object of magical rather 
than religious rites; Dr Frazer has thus defined the character of 
the animistic pantheon, " they are restricted in their operations 
to definite departments of nature; their names are general, not 
proper; their attributes are generic rather than individual; in 
other words, there is an indefinite number of spirits of each class, 
and the individuals of a class are much alike; they have no 
definitely marked individuality; no accepted traditions are 
current as to their origin, life and character." This stage of 
religion is well illustrated by the Red Indian custom of offering 
sacrifice to certain rocks, or whirlpools, or to the indwelling spirits 
connected with them; the rite is only performed in the neighbour-
hood of the object, it is an incident of a canoe or other voyage, and 
is not intended to secure any benefits beyond a safe passage put 
the object in question; the spirit to be propitiated has a purely 
local sphere of influence, and powers of a very limited nature. 
Animistic in many of their features too are the temporary gods of 
fetishism (q.v.), naguals or familiars, genii and even the dead who 
receive a cult. With the rise of a belief in departmental gods 
comes the age of polytheism; the belief in elemental spirits may 
still persist, but they fall into the background and receive no cult. 

Animism and lire Origin of Religion.—Two animistic theories of 
the origin of religion have been put forward, the one, often termed 
the " ghost theory," mainly associated with the name of Herbert 
Spencer, but also maintained by Grant Allen, refers the beginning 
of religion to the cult of dead human beings; the other, put 
forward by Dr E. B. Tylor, makes the foundation of all religion 
animistic, but recognizes the non-human character of polytheistic 
gods. Although ancestor-worship, or, more broadly, the cult of 
the dead, has in many cases overshadowed other cults or even 
extinguished them, we have no warrant, even in these cases, for 
asserting its priority, but rather the reverse; not only so, but 
in the majority of cases the pantheon is made up by a multitude 
of spirits in human, sometimes in animal form, which bear no signs 
of ever having been incarnate; sun gods and moon goddesses, 
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gods of fire, wind and water, gods of the sea, and above all gods of 
the sky, show no signs of having been ghost gods at any period 
in their history. They may, it is true, be associated with ghost 
gods, but in Australia it cannot even be asserted that the gods 
are spirits at all, much less that they are the spirits of dead men; 
they are simply magnified magicians, super-men who have never 
died; we have no ground, therefore, for regarding the cult of the 
dead as the origin of religion in this area; this conchtsion is the 
more probable, as ancestor-worship and the cult of the dead 
generally cannot be said to exist in Australia. 

The more general view that polytheistic and other gods are the 
elemental and other spirits of the later stages of animistic creeds, 
is equally inapplicable to Australia, where the belief seems to be 
neither animistic nor even animalistic in character. But we are 
hardly justified in arguing from the case of Australia to a general 
conclusion as to the origin of religious ideas In all other parts of 
the world. It is perhaps safest to say that the science of religions 
has no data on which to go, in formulating conclusions as to the 
original form of the objects of religious emotion; in this connexion 
it must be remembered that not only is it very difficult to get 
precise information of the subject of the religious ideas of people 
of low culture, perhaps for the simple reason that the ideas 
themselves are far from precise, but also that, as has been pointed 
out above, the conception of spiritual often approximates very 
closely to that of material Where the soul is regarded as no 
more than a finer sort of matter, it will obviously be far from easy 
to decide whether the gods are spiritual or material. Even, 
therefore, if we can say that at the present day the gods are 
entirely spiritual, it is clearly possible to maintain that they 
have been spiritualized psi passe with the increasing importance 
of the animistic view of nature and of the greater prominence of 
eschatological beliefs. The animistic origin of religion is therefore 
not proven. 

Animism and Mytkokgy.—But little need be said on the 
relation of animism and mythology (q.v.). While a large part 
of mythology has an animistic basis, it is possible to believe, 
e.g. in a sky world, peopled by corporeal beings, as well as by 
spirits of the dead; the latter may even be entirely absent; 
the mythology of the Australians relates largely to corporeal, 
non-spiritual beings; stories of transformation, deluge and 
doom myths, ormyths of the origin of death, have not necessarily 
any animistic basis. At the same time, with the rise of ideas as 
to a future life and spiritual beings, this field of mythology is 
immensely widened, though it cannot be said that a rich mytho-
logy is necessarily genetically associated with or combined with 
belief in many spiritual beings. 

A minim in Philosophy.—The term " animism " has been 
applied to many different philosophical systems. It is used to 
describe Aristotle's view of the relation of soul and body held 
also by the Stoics and Scholastics. On the other band 
monadology (Leibnitz) has also been termed animistic. The 
name is most commonly applied to vitalism, a view mainly 
associated with G. E. Stahl and revived by F. Bouillier (1813- 
1399), which makes life, or life and mind, the directive principle 
in evolution and growth, holding that all cannot be traced back 
to chemical and mechanical processes, but that there is a directive 
force which guides energy without altering its amount An 
entirely different class of ideas, also termed animistic, is the 
belief in the world soul, held by Plato, Schelling and others. 
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ANINUCCIA, GIOVANNI, Italian musical composer, was been 
at Florence in the last years of the r 5th century. At the request 
of St Filippo Neri he composed-a number of Lodi, or hymns 
of praise, to be sang after sermon time, which have given him 
an accidental prominence in musical history, since their per- 

forrnance in St Fllippo's Oratory eventually gave rise (on the 
disruption of zlith century schools of composition) to those early 
forms of " oratorio " that are not traceable to the Gregorian-
polyphonic " Passions." St Filippo admired Animucda so 
warmly that he declared he had seen the soul of his friend fly 
upwards towards heaven. In t555 Animuccia was appointed 
maestro di capella at St Peter's, an office which he held until his 
death in 157r. lie was succeeded by Palestrina, who had been 
his friend and probably his pupil. The manuscript of many of 
Animuccia's compositions is still preserved In the Vatican 
Library. His chief published works were Madrigal e Mokii 
quattro e ample sod (Vera. 1548) and Il printer Libra di Messe 
(Rom. r567). From the latter Padre Martini has taken two 
specimens for his Saggio di Contrapunto. A mass from the 
Prime Libro di Messe on the tanto fersno of the hymn Conciliar 
alma Werra; is published in modern notation in the Anthologie 
des maitre, relies= primilifs of the Chanleurs de Saint Cerra:. 
It is solemn and noble in conception, and would be a great work 
but for a roughness which is more careless than archaic. 

PAOLO Arstmuccrz, a brother of Giovanni, was also celebrated 
as a composer; he is said by Fetis to have been maestro di 
capdia at S. Giovanni in Lateran* from the middle of January 
155o until 552, and to have died in 1563. 

ANISE (Pim/tine/la Ashlers), an umbelliferous plant found in 
Egypt and the Levant, and cultivated on the continent of.Europe 
for medicinal purposes. The offidnal part of the plant is the 
fruit, which consists of two United carpels, called a cremocarp. 
It is known by the name of aniseed, and has a strong aromatic 
taste'and a powerful odour. By distillation the fruit yields the 
volatile oil of anise, which is useful in the treatment of flatulence 
and colic in children. It may be given as A qua A nisi, in doges of 
one or more ounces, or as the Spiritus Anisi, in doses of 5-so 
minims. The main constituent of the oil (up to oco %) is anethol, 
coir,so or CGH4(1.4)(0CH3)(CH:cfi•Clia.) It also contains 
methyl chavicol, anisic aldehyde, ants' ic acid, and a terpene. 
Most of the oil of commerce, however, of which anethol is also 
the chief constituent, comes from Illicium serum (order Maya-
liaceae, sub-order Wintereae), indigenous in N.E. China, the 
star-anise of liqueur makers., It receives its name from its 
flavour, and from its fruit spreading out like a star. The anise of 
the Bible (Matt. xxiii. :3) is Andkurn or Peucedanum graveekns, 
i.e. dill (g.e.). 

ANJAR, a fortified town of India, and the capital of a district 
of the same name In the native state of Cutch, in the presidency 
of Bombay. The country is dry and sandy, and entirely depends 
on well irrigation for its water supply. The town is situated 
nearly to miles from the Gulf of Cutch. It suffered severely 
from an earthquake in aro, which destroyed a large number of 
houses, and occasioned the loss of several lives. In root the 
Population was 18,014. The town and district of Anjar were 
both ceded to the British in 0316, but in 1822 they were again 
transferred to the Cutch government in consideration of an 
annual money payment. Subsequently it was discovered that 
this obligation pressed heavily upon the resources of the native 
state, and in 183: the pecuniary equivalent for Anjar, both 
prospectively and inclusive of the arrears which bad accrued to 
that date, was wholly remitted by the British government. 

ANJOU, the old name of a French territory, the political 
origin of which is traced to the ancient Gallic state of the Andes, 
on the lines of which was organized, after the conquest by 
Julius Caesar, the Roman deism of the Andecori. This was 
afterwards preserved as an administrative district under the 
Franks with the name first of peens, then of comitaus, or count-
s* of Anjou. This countahip, the extent of which seems to 
have been practically identical with that of the ecclesiastical 
diocese of Angers, occupied the greater part of what is now the 
department of Maine-et-Loire, further embracing, to the north, 
Craon, Bemuses (Chateau-Gentler), Le Lude, and to the east, 
ChAteau.la-Vallare and Bourgueil, while to the south, on the 
other band, it included neither the present town of Montreuil-
Bellay, nor Vihiers, Chalet, Beaupr€au, nor the whole distract 
lying to the west of the lronne and Tbouet, on the left bank of 
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the Loire, which formed the territory of the Menges. It was 
bounded on the north by the courtship of Maine, on the east 
by that of Touraine, on the south by that of Poitiers and by 
the Mauges, on the west by the countship of Nantes. 

From the outset of the reign of Charles the Bald, the integrity 
of Anjou was seriously menaced by a two-fold danger: from 
Brittany and from Normandy. Lambert, a former count of 
Nantes, after devastating Anjou in concert with Nomino6, duke 
of Brittany, had by the end of the year 85r succeeded in occupy-
ing all the western part as far as the Mayenne. The principality, 
which he thus carved out for himself, was occupied, on his death, 
by Erispof, duke of Brittany; by him it was handed down to 
his successors, in whose hands it remained till the beginning 
of the zoth century. All this time the Normans had not ceased 
ravaging the country; a brave man was needed to defend it, 
and finally towards 861, Charles the Bald entrusted it to Robert 
the Strong (q.v,), but he unfortunately met with his death in 
866 in a battle against the Normans at Brissarthe. Hugh 
the Abbot succeeded him in the countship of Anjou as in most 
of his other duties, and on his death (886) it passed to Odo (q.v.), 
the eldest son of Robert the Strong, who, on his accession to 
the throne of France (888), probably handed it over to his brother 
Robert. In any case, during the last years of the 9th century, 
in Anjou as elsewhere the power was delegated to a viscount, 
Fulk the Red (mentioned under this title after 898), son of a 
certain Ingelgerius. 

In the second quarter of the loth century Fulk the Red 
had already usurped the title of count, which his descendants 
kept for three centuries. He was succeeded first by his son 
Fulk IL the Good (94r or 942-c. 96o), and then by the son of 
the latter, Geoffrey L Grisegenelk (Greytunic) (c. 96o-asst of 
July 987), who inaugurated a policy of expansion, having as 
its objects the extension of the boundaries of the ancient count-
ship and the reconquest of those parts of it which had been 
annexed by the neighbouring states; for, though western Anjou 
had been recovered from the dukes of Brittany since the begin-
ning of the rods century, in the east all the district of Saumur 
had already by that time fallen into the hands of the counts 
of Blois and Tours. Geoffrey Greytunic succeeded in making 
the count of Nantes his vassal, and in obtaining from the duke 
of Aquitaine the concession in fief of the district of Loudun. 
Moreover, in the wars of king Lotbaire against the Normans 
and against the emperor Otto IL be distinguished himself by 
feats of arms which the epic poets were quick to celebrate. His 
son Fulk III. Nerra (q.v.) (east of July 987-21st of June roso) 
found himself confronted on his accession with a coalition of 
Odo I., count of Blois, and Conan I., count of Rennes. The latter 
having seized upon Nantes, of which the counts of Anjou held 
themselves to be suzerains, Fulk Nerra came and laid siege to it, 
routing Conan's army at Conquereuil (nth of June 992) and 
re-establishing Nantes under his own suzerainty. Then turning 
his attention to the count of Blois, he proceeded to establish 
a fortress at Langeais, a few miles from Tours, from which, 
thanks to the intervention of the king Hugh Capet, Odo failed 
to oust him. On the death of Odo L, Fulk seized Tours (996); 
but King Robert the Pious turned against him and took the town 
again (997). In rocs a fresh struggle arose between Fulk and 
Odo IL, the new count of Blois. Odo IL was utterly defeated 
at Pontlevoy (6th of July xox6), and a few years later, while 
Ode was besieging Montboyau, Fulk surprised and took Saumur 
(1o26). Finally, the victory gained by Geoffrey Martel (q.v.) 
(list of June roso-14th of November ro6o), the son and successor 
of Folk, over Theobald III. , count of Blois, at Nouy (21st of 
August Toss), assured to the Angevins the possession of the 
countship of Touraine. At the same time, continuing in this 
quarter also the work of his father (who in 1025 took prisoner 
Herbert Wake-Dog and only set him free on condition of his 
doing him homage), Geoffrey succeeded in reducing the countship 
of Maine to complete dependence on himself. During his father's 
life-time he had been beaten by Gervais, bishop of Le Mans 
(1035), but now (1047 or 1048) succeeded in taking the latter 
prisoner, for which he was excommunicated by Pope Leo IX.  

at the council of Reims (October rose). In spite, however, 
of the concerted attacks of William the Bastard (the Conqueror), 
duke of Normandy, and Henry I., king of France, he was able 
in 1051 to force Maine to recognize his authority, though failing 
to revenge himself on William. 

On the death of Geoffrey Martel (34th of November ro6o) there 
was a dispute as to the succession. Geoffrey Martel, having no 
children, had bequeathed the countship to his eldest nephew, 
Geoffrey III. the Bearded, son of Geoffrey, count of Gitinais, 
and of Ermengarde, daughter of Fulk Nerra. But Fulk le 
Rechin (the Cross-looking), brother of Geoffrey the Bearded. 
who had at first been contented with an appanage consisting of 
Saintonge and the chdiellenie of Villiers, having allowed Saintonge 
to be taken in 1062 by the duke of Aquitaine, took advantage 
of the general discontent aroused in the countship by the unskilful 
policy of Geoffrey to make himself master of Saumur (25th of 
February 1067) and Angers (4th of April), and cast Geoffrey 
into prison at Sable. Compelled by the papal authority to release 
him after a short interval and to restore the courtship to him,' 
he soon renewed the struggle, beat Geoffrey near Brissac and 
shut him up in the castle of Chinon (1068). In order, however, 
to obtain his recognition as count, Fulk IV. Rfchin (1o68-14th 
of April rro9) had to carry on a long struggle with his barons, 
to cede Gitinais to King Philip L, and to do homage to the count 
of Blois for Touraine. On the other band, he was successful 
on the whole in pursuing the policy of Geoffrey Martel in Maine: 
after destroying La Fleche, by the peace of Blanchelande 0°80, 
he received the homage of Robert " Courteheuse " (" Curthose 
son of William the Conqueror, for Maine. Later, he upheld Elias, 
lord of La Fleche, against William Rufus, king of England, 
and on the recognition of Elias as count of Maine in rico, 
obtained for Fulk the Young, his son by Bertrade de Montfort, 
the hand of Eremburge, Elias'a daughter and sole heiress. 

Folk V. the Young (14th of April r rc9-rx29) succeeded to the 
countship of Maine on the death of Elias (lath of July ri vs); 
but this increase of Angevin territory came into such direct 
collision with the interests of Henry L, king of England, who was 
also duke of Normandy, that a struggle between the two powers 
became inevitable. In Ms it broke out, and Fulk, being unable 
to prevent Henry L from taking Akncon and making Robert, 
lord of Belleme, prisoner, was forced, at the treaty of Pierre 
Pecoulfe, near Alencon (23rd of February xr r3), to do homage 
to Henry for Maine. In revenge for this, while Louis VL was 
overrunning the Vexin in r118, he routed Henry's army at 
Alencon (November), and in May 1119 Henry demanded a peace, 
which was sealed in June by the marriage of his eldest son, 
William the Aetheling, with Matilda, Folk's daughter. William 
the Aetheling having perished in the wreck of the " White 
Ship" (25th of November miso), Folk, on his return from a 
pilgrimage to the Holy Land (x:2o-tzar), married his secor 
daughter Sibyl, at the instigation of Louis VI., to William Clito, 
son of Robert Courteheuse, and a claimant to the duchy of 
Normandy, giving her Maine for a dowry (4122 or 1 z 23). Henry 
I. managed to have the marriage annulled, on the plea of kinship 
between the parties (1123 or 1124). But in 1127 a new alliance 
was made, and on the 22nd of May at Rotten, Henry I. betrothed 
his daughter Matilda, widow of the emperor Henry V., to 
Geoffrey the Handsome, son of Fulk, the marriage being cele-
brated at Le Mans on the 2nd of June 1129. Shortly after, on 
the invitation of Baldwin IL, king of Jerusalem, Fulk departed 
to the Holy Land for good, married Melisinda, Baldwin's daughter 
and heiress, and succeeded to the throne of Jerusalem (34th of 
September 1130. His eldest son, Geoffrey IV. the Handsome 
or "Plantagenet," succeeded him as count of Anjou (II 29- 
7th of September r r 5z). From the first he tried to profit by his 
marriage, and after the death of Henry I. (1st of December 1135), 
laid the foundation of the conquest of Normandy by a series of 
campaigns: about the end of r135 or the beginning of 1136 be 
entered that country and rejoined his wife, the countess Matilda, 
who had received the submission of Argentan, Domfront and 
Ex:nes. Having been abruptly recalled into Anjou by a revolt 
of his barons, he returned to the charge in September :36 witha 
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strong army, including in its ranks William, duke of Aquitaine, 
Geoffrey, count of Vend6me, and William Talvu, count of 
Ponthieu, but after a few successes was wounded in the foot at 
the siege of Le Sap (October z) and had to fall back. In May 
1137 began a fresh campaign in which be devastated the district 
of Maxis (round Estes) and burnt Basoches. In June 1138, 
with the aid of Robert of Gloucester, Geoffrey obtained the 
submission of Bayeux and Caen; in October he devastated the 
neighbourhood of Falaise; finally, in March 1141, on hearing of 
his wife's success in England, he again entered Normandy, when 
be made a triumphal procession through the country. Town 
after town surrendered: in zip, Yemeni], Nonancourt, Liedeux, 
Mahe; in 1142, Mortain, Saint-Hilaire, Pontonon; in *143, 
Avranches, Saint-Lk C.erences, Contances, Cherbourg; in the 
beginning of Ix*, he entered Rouen, and on the zeth of January 
received the ducal crown initscathethxl. Finally, in u49, after 
crushing a last attempt at revolt, he handed over the duchy to 
his son Henry " Curtmantel," who received the investiture at the 
hands of the king of France. 

All the while that Fulk the Young and Geoffrey the Handsome 
were carrying on the work of extending the countship of Anjou, 
they did not neglect to strengthen their authority at borne, to 
which the unruliness of the barons was a menace. As regards 
Fulk the Young we know only a few isolated facts and dates: 
about z zoo Done and L'Ik Bouchard were taken; in zits 
Brissac was besieged, and about the same time Eschivard of 
Piro* subdued; in 21 14 there was a general war against the 
barons who were in revolt, and in rzill a fresh rising, which was 
put down after the siege of Montbaaon; in 1123 the lord of Done 
revolted, and in 1224 M0121101111-Baly was taken after a siege 
of nine weeks. Geoffrey the Handsome, with his indefatigable 
energy, was eminently fitted to suppress the coalitions of his 
vassals, the most formidable of which was homed in 1120. 
Among those who revolted were Guy of Laval, Giraud of Mon-
treail-Bellay, the viscount of Monate, the lords of Mirebeau, 
Ambolse, Partbenay and Sable. Geoffrey succeeded in beating 
them one after another, rased the keepof Thouarsand occupied 
'atheist. Another rising was embed in :34 by the destruction 
of Cantle and the taking of L'Ile Bouchard. In 1136, while the 
count was in Normandy, Robert of Sable put himself at the bead 
of the movement, to which Geoffrey responded by destroying 
Briollay and occupying La Sure, and Robert of Sable himself 
was forced to beg humbly for pardon through the intercession of 
the bishop of Angers. In 2139 Geoffrey took Mirebeau, and in 
7145 Champtoceaux, but in 1145 • new revolt broke out, this 
time under the leadership of Elias, the count's own brother, 
who, again with the assistance of Robert of Sable, laid claim to 
the countship of Maine. Geoffrey took Elias prisoner, forced 
Robert of Sable to beat a retreat, and reduced the other barons 
to reason. In 1147 he destroyed Done and Blahs= Finally 
In 115o he was checked by the revolt of Grand, lord of 
hfontrenil-Belay: fora year he besieged the place till it had to 
surrender; he then took Ghaud prisoner and only released hint 
on the mediation of the king of France. 

Thus, on the death of Geoffrey the Handsome (7th of Sep-
tember zip), his son Henry found himself heir to a peat 
empire, strong and consolidated, to which his marriage with 
Eleanor of Aquitaine (May 1152) further added Aquitaine. 

At length on the death of King Stephen, Henry was recognised 
is king of England (29th of December z z 54. But then his 
brother Geoffrey, who had received as appanage the three 
fortresses el Chinon, Loudun and Hirebean, tried to seise upon 
Anjou, on the pretext that, by the will of their father, Geoffrey 
the Handsome, all the paternal inheritance ought to descend to 
him, if Henry succeeded in obtaining possession of the maternal 
inheritance. On bearing of this, Henry, although he had sworn 
to observe this will, had himself released from his oath by the 
pope, and hurriedly marched against his brother, from whom in 
the beginning of *156 he succeeded in taking Chinon and Mire-
beau; and in July he forced Geoffrey to give up even his three 
fortresses in return for an annual pension. Henceforward Henry 
succeeded in keeping the countship of Anjou all his life; for 

though be granted it In 1168 to his son Henry " of the Short 
Mantle," when the latter became old enough to govern it, be 
absolutely refused to allow him to enjoy his power. After 
Henry IL's death in sae the.countship, together with the rest 
of his dominions, passed to his son Richard I. of England, but 
on the death of the litter in z r99, Arthur of Brittany (born in 
z r87) laid claim to the inheritance, which ought, according to 
him, to have fallen to his father Geoffrey, fourth son of Henry IL, 
in accordance with the custom by which " the son of the eldest 
brother should succeed to his father's patrimony." He therefore 
set himself up in rivalry with John Lackland, youngest son of 
Henry U., and supported by Philip Augustus of France, and 
aided by William des Roches, seneschal of Anjou, be managed 
to enter Angers (111th of April 1299) and there have himself 
reeognised as count of the three countships of Anjou, Maine and 
Tearable, for which be did homage to the king of France. Xing 
John soon regained the upper baud, for Philip Augustus having 
deserted Arthur by the treaty of Le Goulet (22nd of May zroo), 
John made his way into Anjou; and on the 18th of June *200 
was recognised as count at AWE In 1202 he refused to do 
homage to Philip Augustus, who, in consequence, confiscated 
all his continental pentagons, including Anjou, which was 
allotted by the king of France to Arthur. The defeat of the 
fitter, who was taken prisoner at Mirebeau on the rat of August 
z so:, seemed to ensure John's success, but he was abandoned 
by William des Rashes, who in z so3 assisted Philip Augustus in 
subduing the whole of Anjou. A last effort on the part of John 
to pastes himself of it, in r224, led to the taking of Angers (17th 
of June), but broke down lamentably at the battle of La Roche-
aux-Moines (2nd of July), and the countship was attached to the 
crown of France. 

Shortly afterwards it was separated from it again, when in 
August tool Xing Louis IX. gave it as an appanage to his sou 
Charles, count of Provence, soon to become king of Naples and 
Sicily (see Nana). Charles I. of Anjou, engrossed with his other 
dominions, gave little thought to Anjou, nor did his son Charles IL 
the LAM, who succeeded him on the 7th of January 1285. On 
the 16th of August r29o, the latter married his daughter Margaret 
to Charles of Valois, son of Philip III. the Bold, giving her Anjou 
and Maine for dowry, in exchange for the kingdoms of Aragon 
and Valenti* and the countship of Barcelona given up by Charles. 
Charles of Valois at once entered into possession of the countship 
of Anjou, to which Philip IV. the Fair, in September 1207, 
attached a peerage of France. On the 26th of December 1325, 
Charles died, leaving Anjou to his eldest son Philip of Valois, 
on whose recognition as king of France (Philip VI.) on the tat of 
April 1328, the countship of Anjou was again united to the crown. 
On the 27th of February 1332, Philip VI. bestowed it on his son 
John the Good, who, when he became king in turn (2and of 
August 1350), gave the countship to his second son Louis I.; 
raising it to a duchy in the peerage of France by letters patent 
of the 25th of October 136o. Louis I., who became in time 
count of Provence and king of Naples (see Lours I., king of Naples,) 
died in 1384, and was succeeded by his son Louis IL, who devoted 
most of his energies to his kingdom of Naples, and left the ad-
ministration of Anjou almost entirely in the hands of his wife, 
Yolande of Aragon. On his death (29th of April 1417) she took 
upon herself the guardianship of their young son Louis M., 
and in her capacity of regent defended the duchy against the 
English. Louis III., who also succeeded his father as king of 
Naples, died on the 15th of November 1434, leaving no children. 
The duchy of Anjou then passed to his cousin Rene, second son 
of Louis U. and Yolande of Aragon, and king of Naples and 
Sicily (see NAPLES). 

Unlike his predecessors, who had rarely stayed long in Anjou, 
Rene from z443 onwards paid long visits to it, and his court at 
Angers became one of the most brilliant in the kingdom of 
France. But after the sudden death of his son John in December 
*470, Rene, for reasons which are not altogether clear, decided 
to move his residence to Provence and leave Anjou for good. 
After making an inventory of all his possessions, he left the duchy 
in October 1471, taking with him the most valuable of his 
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treasures. On the 22nd of Jul, 2474 be drew up a will by which 
he divided the succession between his. grandson Rene IL of 
Lorraine and his nephew Charles II., count of Maine. On hearing 
this, King Louis XL, who was the son of one of King Rene's 
sisters, seeing that his expectations were thus completely 
frustrated, seized the duchy of Anjou. He did not keep it very 
long, but became reconciled to Rene in 1476 and restored it to 
him, on condition, probably, that Rent should bequeath it to 
him. However that may be, on the death of the latter (path 
of July 2480) he again added Anjou to the royal domain. 

Later, King Francis I. again gave the duchy u an appanage 
to his mother, Louise of Savoy, by letters patent of the 4th of 
February is's. On her death, in September 253 t, the duchy 
returned into the king's possession. In r552 it was given as 
an appanage by Henry IL to his son Henry of Valois, who, on 
becoming king in 1574, with the title of Henry IH., conceded It 
to his brother Francis, duke of Alencon, at the treaty of Beaulieu 
near Loches (6th of May 2576). Francisdied on the toth of June 
2584, and the vacant appanage definitively became part of the 
royal domain. 

At first Anjou was included in the gousuntewend (or military 
command) of Orleanais, but in the 17th century was made into 
a separate one. Saumur, however, and the Saumurois, for which 
King Henry IV. had in 2589 created an independent military 
governor-generalship in favour of Duplessis•Mornay, continued 
till the Revolution to form a separate gosseenteneerd, which in-
cluded, besides Anjou, portions of Poitou and Miranda's. 
Attached to the gbdredild (administrative circumscription) of 
Tours, Anjou on the eve of the Revolution comprised five 
Nations (judicial districts) :—Angers, Beauge, Saumur, Chateau-
Gentler, Montreuil-Bellay and part of the elections of La niche 
and Richelieu. Financially it formed part of the so-called pays 
de gran& gale& (see GARELLE), and comprised sixteen special 
tribunals, or graders d sd (salt warehouses):--Angen, Beal*, 
Beaufort, Bourgueil, Candi, Chatean-Gontier, Cholet, Craon, 
La Flkhe, Saint-Florent-le-Viell, Ingrandes, Le Lode, Pouance, 
Saint-Remy-la-Varenne, Richelieu, Saturn. From the point 
of view of purely judicial administration, Anjou was subject 
to the parlement of Paris; Angels• was the seat of a presidia' 
court, of which the jurisdiction comprised the senadsastudes 
of Angers, Saumur, Beauge, Beaufort and the duchy of Richelieu; 
there were besides presidia' I courts at Chlteau-Gontier and La 
Fleche. When the Constituent Assembly, on the 26th of 
February 2703, decreed the division of France into departments, 
Anjou and the Saumuroismith the exception of certain territories, 
formed the department of Maine-et-Loire, as at present con-
stituted. 

Aur itoeirins.—(2) Principal Sources: The history of Anjou may 
be told partly with the aid of the chroniclers of the bouring 
provinces, especially those of Normandy (William of 

neigh
Poitiers, 

William ofJumiem Ordericus Vitalis) and of Maine (especially 
Acts'pontificum Command's in urge detentions). For the loth, 
I ith and each centuries especially, there are some important texts 
dealing entirely with Anjou. The most important is the chronicle 
called Geste consultors And:rearms, of which only a poor edition 
exists (Ckronigsses des comics d'Alsjou. published by Marchegay and 
Salmon, with an introduction by E. Mabille, Paris. 18,6-187 1 . 

collection of the Societe de Mistake de France). See also with Weir, 
 ante to this text Louis Halphen, bade sou fez ckronigues des comics 

X.( nice et des seigneurs d'Ambdse (Paris, 1906). The above may  he 
supplemented by some valuable annals published by Louis Halphen, 
Rune& d'annales angevines a dedknoises (Pads, sgos), (in the 
series Oatcakes de Sala pour sadr d l'itude et si reasesgeesseut de 
Melvin). For further details see Auguste Molinier, Les Sources de 
Chiskim de France Tarn, 1276-231o, and the book of 
Louis Halphen mentsoned below. 

(a) Works: The Art de sirifier ks data contains a history of 
Anjou which is very much out of date, but has not been treated 
elsewhere as a whole. The ttth century only has been treated in 
detail by Louis Halphen, in Le Conde d'Assjou an XP tilde (Paris, 
2906), which has a preface with bibliography and an introduction 
dealing with the history of Anjou in the Mb century. For the roth• 
nth and lath centunes, a good summary will be found in Kate 
Napte. England under the Angevin Kliegs (a vols., London. 1887). 
On Ruse of Anjou, there is a book by A. Leroy de la Marche. Le Rd 
Add (a vols., Paris, 1875). Lastly, the work of Celestin Port, 
Dictionssaire kiskrigue. gkgrapkique a biogropkim de Moine-d-
Loire (3 vols., Paris and Angers,1874-1878), and in small volume of 

Prilindsesires (including a summary of the history of Anjou), contain, 
in addition to the biographies of the chief counts ol Anjou. a mar
of infornsation 	Jag eserything connected with 
history. 	

(I-Asia ra 

ANKERITIC, a member of the mineral group of rhombobedral 
carbonates. In composition it is closely related to dolomite, 
but differs from this in having magnesia replaced by varying 
amounts of ferrous and mangknous oxides, the general formula 
being CA(Mg,Fe,Mn)(CO3),.. Normal ankerite is Cat MgFe(C044. 
The crystallographic and physical characters resemble those 
of dolomite and chalybite. The angle between the perfect 
rkombobcdral cleavages is 73°  48', the hardness 31 to 4, and the 
specific gravity 2•9 to 3.2; but these will vary slightly with the 
chemical composition. The colour is white, grey or reddish. 

Ankerite occurs with chalybite in deposits of iron-ore. It 
is one of the minerals of the dolomite-chalybite series, to which 
the terms brown-spar, pearl-spar and bitter-spar are loosely 
applied. It was first recognized as a distinct species by W. von 
Haidinger In 282s, and named by him after M. J. Anker of 
Styria. (L J. S.) 

ABIGAIL or Mews, a town of Germany in the Prussian 
province of Pomerania, on the Pecne, s m. from its mouth in the 
Kleine. Haft, and 53 nu N.W. of Stettin, by the railway to 
Stralsund. Pop. (woo) :4,60a. The fortifications of Anklam 
were dismantled in :76a and have not since been restored, al-
though the old walls are still standing; formerly, however, it was 
a town of considerable military importance, which „suffered 
severely during the Thirty Years' and the Seven Years' Wan; 
and this fact, together with the repeated ravages of fire and of the 
plague, has made its history more eventful than is usually the case 
with towns of the same sire. It does not possess any remarkable 
buildings, although it contains several, private as well as public, 
that are of a quaint and picturesque style of architecture. The 
churth of St Mary (lath century) has a modern tower, 33s ft. 
high. The industries consist of iron-foundries and factories for 
sugar and soap; and there is a military school. The Peene is 
navigable up to the town, which has a considerable trade in its 
own manufactures, as well as in the produce of the surrounding 
country, while some shipbuilding is carried on in wharves on the 
river. 

Anklam, formerly Tanglim, was originally a Slav fortress; it 
obtained civic rights in 1244 and joined the Hanseatic league. In 
1648 it passed to Sweden, but in 2676 was retaken by Frederick 
William I. of Brandenburg, and after being plundered by the 
Russians in 2723 was ceded to Prussia by the peace of Stockholm 
in 172o. 

ANUS, or Mecca (a word common, in various forms, to 
Teutonic languages, probably connected in origin with the Lat. 
angedas, or Gr. iivinkos, bent), the joint which connects the 
foot with the leg (sec Jonas). 

ANKDBER. a town in, and at one time capital of, the kingdom 
of Shea, Abyssinia, 90  m. N.E. of Adis Ababa, in e 34' N., 39 se 
E., on a mountain about 8soo ft. above the sea. Ankober was 
made (c. ago) by Menelek II. the place of detention of political 
prisoners. Pop. about 2000. 

ANKYL08I8, or ANCRYLOSIS (from Gr. dyabboe, bent, 
crooked), a stiffness of a joint, the result of injury or disease. The 
rigidity may be complete or partial and may be due to inflamma-
tion of the tendinous or muscular structures outside the joint or 
of the tissues of the joint itself. When the structures outside the 
joint are affected, the term " false " ankylosis has been used in 
contradistinction to " true "Ankylosis, in which the disease is 
within the joint. When inflammation has caused the joint-ends of 
the bones to be fused together the ankyiosis is termed osseous or 
complete. Excision of a completely ankylosed shoulder or elbow 
may restore free mobility and usefulness to the limb. " Aoki-
losis " is also used as an anatomical term, bones being said to 
ankylose (or anchylose) when, from being originally distinct, they 
coalesce, or become so joined together that no motion can take 
place between them. 

AWRYLOSTOMIA818, or Airarnorrounms (also called 
belminthiasis, "miners' anaemia," and in Germany Wurinkrani- 
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bar), a disease to which In recent years much attention has been 
paid, from its prevalence in the mining industry in England, 
France, Germany, Belgium, North Queensland and elsewhere. 
This disease (apparently known In Egypt even in very ancient 
times) caused a great mortality among the negroes in the West 
Indies towards the end of the 18th century; and through 
descriptions sent from Brazil and various other tropical and 
sub•tropical regions, it was subsequently identified, chiefly 
through the labours of BMus and Griesinger in Egypt (2854), as 
being due to the presence in the intestine of nematoid worms 
(A ntsylostorna duodenaiis) from one-third to half an inch long. The 
symptoms, as first observed among the negroes, were pain in the 
stomach, capricious appetite, pica (or dirt-eating), obstinate 
constipation followed by diirrhoea, palpitations, small and 
unsteady pulse, coldness of the skin, panned the skin and mucous 
membranes, diminution of the secretions, loss of strength and, 
in cases running a fatal course, dysentery, haemorrhages and 
dropsies. The parasites, which cling to the intestinal mucous 
membrane, draw their nourishment from the blood-vessels of 
their host, and as they are found in hundreds in the body after 
death, the disorders of digestion, the increasing anaemia and the 
consequent dropsies and other eachectic symptoms are easily 
explained. The disease was first known in Europe among the 
Italian workmen employed on the St Gotthard tunnel. In 1896, 
though previously unreported in Germany, so7 eases were 
registered there, and the number Mee to 293 in :goo, and rose in 
1901. In England an outbreak at the Dolcoath mine, Cornwall, 
in 1902, led to an investigation for the home office by DT Haldane 
F.R.S. (see especially the Parliamentary Paper, numbered Cd. 
043), and since then discussions and inquiries have been frequent. 
A committee of the British Association in 19o4 issued a valuable 
report on the subject. AI ter the Spanish-American War American 
physicians had also given it their attention, with valuable results; 
see Stiles (Hygienic Laboratory Bulletin

' 
 No. o, Washington, 

19123). The American parasite described by Stiles. and called 
Uncisaria americana (whence the name Uncinarlasis for this 
disease) differs slightly from the Ankylostoma. The parasites 
thrive in an environment of dirt, and the main lines of precaution 
are those dictated by sanitary science. Malefern, santonine, 
thymol and other anthelmintk remedies are prescribed. 

MINA, BALDASARRB, a painter who flourished during part 
of the 16th and 1702 centuries. He was born at Venice, probably 
about t sgo, and is said to have been of Flemish descent. The date 
of his death is uncertain, but he seems to have been alive In 1639. 
For a number of years he studied under Leonardo Corona, and on 
the death of that painter completed several works left unfinished 
by him. His own activity seems to have been confined to the 
production of pieces for several of the churches and a few private 
houses in Venice, and the old guide-books and descriptions of the 
dty notice a considerable number of paintings by him. Scarcely 
any of these, however, have survived. 

ANNA (Hindustani ace), en Indian penny, the sixteenth part 
of a rupee. The term belongs to the Mahommedan mone-
tary system (see Rum). There is no coin of one anus, but 
there are half-annas of copper and two-anna pieces of silver. 
The term aunt is frequently used to express a fraction. Thus an 
Anglo-Indian speaks of two amiss of dark blood (an octoroon), 
a four-astna (quarter) crop, an eight-Anna (half) gallop. 

ANNA ANALIA (1739-ito7), duchess of Saxe-Weimar, 
daughter of Charles L, duke of Brunswick-Wolfenbiltteli was 
born at Wolfenbettel on the 24th of October 1739, and married 
Ernest, duke of Saxe-Weimar, 2756. Her husband died in 1758, 
leaving her regent for their infant son, Charles Augustus. During 
the protracted minority she administered the affairs of the 
duchy with the greatest prudence, strengthening its resources 
and improving its position in spite of the troubles of the Seven 
Years' War. She was a patroness of art and literature, and 
attracted to Weimar many of the most eminent men in Germany 
Wieland was appointed tutor to her son; and the names of 
Herder, Goethe and Schiller shed an undying lustre on her court. 
In 1775 she retired into private life, her son having attained his 
majority. In 1788 she set out on a lengthened tour through 

Italy, accompanied by Goethe. She died on the eoth of April 
2807. A memorial of the duchess is included in Goethe's works 
under the title Zuss Andershess der !Wain Arsna-Aanalia. 

See F. Boenhak, Anna Amelia Rirsotin von Sart-Weimar-eisesock 
(Berlin. 1894. 

ANNABERO, a town of Germany. In the kingdom of Saxony, 
in the Erzgebirge, 0394 ft. above the sea, 6 m. from the Bohemian 
frontier, 031 m. S. by E. from Chemnitz by rail. Pop. (egos) 
e6,81e. It has three Evangelical churches, among them that of 
St Anne, built 1490.:SeS, • Roman Catholic church, several 
public monuments, among them those of Luther, of the famous 
arithmetician Adam Rine, and of Barbara Uttmann. Anna-
berg, together with the neighbouring suburb, Buchholz, is the 
chief seat of the braid and lace-making industry in Germany, 
introduced here by Barbara Uttmann in 1562, and further 
developed by Belgian refugees, who, driven from their country 
by the duke of Alva, settled here in 1 goo. The mining industry, 
for which the town was formerly also famous and which embraced 
tin, aver and cobalt, has now ceased. Annaberg has technical, 
schools for lace-making, commerce and agriculture, in addition 
to high grade public schools for boys and girls. 

ANNABEROMI, a mineral consisting of a hydrous nickel 
arsenate, Ni2(As04)1+811,0, crystallizing in the monoclinic 
system and isomorphous with vivianite and erythrite. Crystals 
are minute and capillary and rarely met with, the mineral ' 

occurring usually as 'oft earthy masses and encrustations. A 
fine apple-green colour is its characteristic feature. It was long 
known (since 1758) under the name nickel-ochre; the name 
annabergite was proposed by H. J. Brooke and W. H. Miller in 
1852, from Annaberg in Saxony, one of the localities of the 
mineral. It occurs with ores of !ticket, of which it Is a product 
of alteration. A variety, from Creetown in Kirkcudbrightshire, 
in which a portion of the nickel is replaced by calcium, has been 
called dudgeonite, after P. Dudgeon, who found it. (L. J. S.) 

ANNA CONNENA, daughter of the emperor Alexius I. 
Comnenus, the first woman historian, was born on the tat of 
December 1083. She was her father's favourite and was care-
fully trained in the study of poetry, science and Greek philosophy. 
But, though learned and studious, she was intriguing and 
ambitious, and ready to go to any lengths to gratify her longing 
for power. Having married an accomplished young nobleman,. 
Nicephorus Bryeenius, she united with the empress Irene in 
a vain attempt to prevail upon her father during his last illness 
to disinherit his son and give the crown to her husband. Still 
undeterred, she entered into a conspiracy to depose her brother 
after his accession; and when her husband refused to join in the 
enterprise, she exclaimed that " nature had mistaken their 
sexes, for be ought to have been the woman." The plot being 
discovered, Anna forfeited her property and fortune, though, by 
the clemency of her brother, she escaped with her life. Shortly 
afterwards, she retired into • convent and employed her leisure 
in writing the Aleziod—a history, in Greek, of her father's life 
and reign (1081-1328), supplementing the historical work of her 
husband. It is rather a family panegyric than a scientific history, 
in which the affection of the daughter and the vanity of the 
author stand out prominently. Trifling acts of bet father are 
described at length in exaggerated terms, while little notice is 
taken of important constitutional matters. A determined 
opponent of the Latin church and an enthusiastic admirer of the 
Byzantine empire, Anna Comnena regards the Crusades as a 
danger both political and religious. Her models are Thucydides, 
Polybius and Xenophon, and her style exhibits the striving after 
Atticism characteristic of the period, with the result that the 
language is highly artificial. Her chronology especially isdef ective. 

Editions in Bonn Capra Scriptoria* Hiss. Bye., by J. Schopen 
and A. Reifiencheid (1839- 1878), with Du Cange valuable com- 
mentary: and Teubner series, by A. Reifferscheid (ON). See also 
C. Krutnbacher, Gerald* der eysontiodschen ',aerator (and ed. 
1897), C. Neumann, Griethuebe Geubicktschreiber ass 12 Jalsrlannderts 
(1888). E. Oster, Anna Kamm,* (Rastatt, 11368-t87t): Gibbon, 
Dedute and Pall, ch. 48; Finley. Ant. of Greecei. iikpp. t7S 

p 877). P. Adam. Princesses bysastrses 1893): SO Walter Scott. 
Comet Robert of ParirLL du Soturnerard, nee Combs . . . Agnes 
de Frozen 0907);  C. Died, Figures bysosairtes (tea). 



6o 	 ANNA. LEOPOLDOVNA—ANNALISTS 
ANNA LEOPOLDOVIA, sometimes called ANNA CARLOVNA 

(1718-1746), regent of Russia for a few months during the 
minority of her son Ivan, was the daughter of Catherine, sister 
of the empress Anne, and Charles Leopold, duke of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin. In 2739 she married Anton Ulrich (d. 1 770, son of 
Ferdinand Albert, duke of Brunswick, and their son Ivan was 
adopted in 1740 by the empress and proclaimed heir to the 
Russian throne. A few days after this proclamation the empress 
died, leaving directions regarding the succession, and appointing 
her favourite Ernest Biren, duke of Courland, as regent. Biren, 
however, had made himself an object of detestation to the 
Russian people, and Anna had little difficulty in overthrowing 
his power. She then assumed the regency, and took the title of 
grand-duchess, but she knew little of the character of the people 
with whom she had to deal, was utterly ignorant of the approved 
Russian mode of government, and speedily quarrelled with her 
principal supporters. In December 1741, Elizabeth, daughter 
of Peter the Great, who, from her habits, was a favourite with 
the soldiers, excited the guards to revolt, overcame the slight 
opposition that was offered, and was proclaimed empress. Ivan 
was thrown into prison, where he soon afterwards perished. 
Anna and her husband were banished to a small island in the 
river Ovine, where on the 18th of March 5746 she died in 
chlldbed. 
• ANNAL1111 (from Lat. musts, year; hence amain, sc. 
libel, annual records), the name given to a class of writers on 
Roman history, the period of whose literary activity lasted from 
the time of the Second Punic War to that of Sulla. They wrote 
the history of Rome from the earliest times (in most cases) down 
to their own days, the events of which were treated in much 
greater detail. For the earlier period their authorities were 
state and family records—above all, the essnaks esaziesi (or 
enisaler powtificum), the official chronicle of Rome, in which the 
notable occurrences of each year Irons the foundation of the city 
were set down by the pontifex maxima L Although these annals 
were no doubt destroyed at the time of the burning of Rome by 
the Gauls, they were restored as far as possible and continued 
until the pontificate of P. Muclus Scaevola, by whom they were 
finally published in eighty books. Two generations of these 
annalists have been distinguished—an older and a younger. 
The older, which extends to 150 s.c., set forth, in beid, un-
attractive language, without any pretensions to style, but with 
a certain amount of trustworthiness, the most important events 
of each successive year. Cicero (De °MOM, ii. 12. 53), comparing 
these writers with the old Ionic logographers, says that they 
paid no attention to ornament, and considered the only merits 
of a writer to be intelligibility and conciseness. Their annals 
were a mere compilation of facts. The younger generation, in 
view of the requirements and criticism of a reading public, 
cultivated the art of composition and rhetorical embellishment. 
As a general rule the annalists wrote in a spirit of uncritical 
patriotism, which led them to minimize or gloss over such 
disasters as the conquest of Rome by Porsena and the compulsory 
payment of ransom to the Gauls, and to flatter the people by 
exaggerated accounts of Roman prowess, dressed up in fanciful 
language. At first they wrote in Greek, partly because a national 
style was not yet formed, and partly because Greek was the 
fashionable language amongst the educated, although Latin 
versions were probably published as well. The first of the 
annalists, the father of Roman history, as he has been called, 
was Q. FABIUS PICTOR (see FABIUS Picros); contemporary 
with Mm was L. CINCIUS Attwurrrus, who flourished during 
the Hannibalic war. ,  Like Fabius Pictor, he wrote in Greek. 
He was taken prisoner by Hannibal (Livy xxi. 38), who is said 
to have given him details of the crossing of the Alps. His work 
embraced the history of Rome from its foundation down to his 
own days. With M. PORCIUS CATO (q.11.) historical composition 

He is not to be confused with L. Cinch's, the author of various 
political and antiquarian treatises (de Foils, de Comitiis, de Priseis 
Verbis), who lived in the Augustan age, to which period Mommsen, 
considering them a later fabrication, refers the Greek annals of 
L. Cinclus Alimentwz  

in Latin began, and a livelier interest was awakened in the 
history of Rome. Among the principal writers of this class who 
succeeded Cato, the following may be mentioned. L. Cassius 
HENNA (about 146), in the fourth book of his Annals, wrote on 
the Second Punic War. His researches went back to very early 
times; Pliny (Not. Hist. nil 13 [27)) calls him suturrissimus 
carter 'timelines. L. CALPURNIUS Piso, surnamed Prue (see 
under Piso), wrote seven books of annals, relating the history 
of the city from its foundation down to his own times. Livy 
regards him as a less trustworthy authority than Fabius Pictor, 
and Niebuhr considers hint the first to introduce systematic 
forgeries into Roman history. Q. CLAUDIUS QUADRIGARIUS 
(about 8o s.c.) wrote a history, in at least twenty-three books, 
which began with the conquest of Rome by the Gauls and went 
down to the death of Sulla or perhaps later. He was freely used 
by Livy in part of his work (from the sixth book onwards). A 
long fragment is preserved in Aulus Gellius (ix. 13), giving an 
account of the single combat between Manlius Torquatua and 
the Gaul. His language was antiquated and his style dry, but 
his work was considered important. VALEIUUS Arms, a 
younger contemporary of Quadrigarius, wrote the history of 
Rome from the earliest times, in a voluminous work consisting 
of seventy-five books. He is notorious for his wilful exaggera-
tion, both in narrative and numerical statements. For instance, 
be asserts the number of the Sabine virgins to have been exactly 
527; again, in a certain year when no Greek or Latin writers 
mention any important campaign, Andes speaks of a big battle 
with enormous casualties. Nevertheless, Livy at first made use 
of him as one of his chief authorities, until he became convinced 
of his untrustworthiness. C. Lictraus MACER (died 66), who 
has been called the last of the annalists, wrote a voluminous 
work, which, although he paid great attention to the study of 
his authorities, was too rhetorical, and exaggerated the achieve-
ments of his own family. Having been convicted of extortion, 
he committed suicide (Cicero, De Lsgillos, 1. 2, Brutus, 67; 
Plutarch, Cicero, g). 

The writers mentioned dealt with Roman history as a whole; 
some of the annalists, however, confined themselves to shorter 
periods. Thus, L. CASSIUS ANTLPATER (about r so) limited 
himself to the Second Punic War. His work was overloaded with 
rhetorical embellishment, which he was the first to introduce 
into Roman history. He was regarded as the most careful 
writer on the war with Hannibal, and one who did not allow 
himself to be blinded by partiality in considering the evidence 
of other writers (Cicero, Ds Orators, ii. 12). Livy made great 
IMO of him in his third decade. SENPRONIUS Asetzto (about 
too n.c.), military tribune of Scipio Africanus at the siege of 
Numantia, composed Rennie. Gestaram Libri in at least fourteen 
books. As he himself took part in the events he describes, his 
work was a kind of memoirs. He was the first of his class who 
endeavoured to trace the causes of events, instead of contenting 
himself with a bare statement of facts. L. Coassuos SisINNA 
(rie-67), legate of Pompey in the war against the pirates, lost 
his life in an expedition against Crete. He wrote twenty-three 
books on the period between the Social War and the dictatorship 
of Sulla. Ilia work was commended by Sallust (Jugurike, 
who, however, blames him for not. speaking out sufficiently. 
Cicero remarks upon his fondness for archaisms (Brutus, 74. 
250. Sisenna also translated the tales of Aristides of Miletus, 
and is supposed by some to have written a commentary on 
Plautus. The autobiography of Sulla may also be mentioned. 

See C. W. Nitrite's, Die rensische A rsaalistils (1873); H. Peter, Zar 
ICritik den Osselles der acres retouches Gatchiclas (an); L0. 
Brecker, Modense Oreikaforscher sad walk* Geschiatschreiber 
(1882); fig 

M 
ments 	Peter, Historicorson Roots:norm Religssios 

(5870, T , and aoris:onto, Romanoruns Fragments (1883): also 
articles own, History (ancient) ad fin., section " Authorities." and 
LIVY, where the use made of the annalists by the historian is 
discussed; Pauly -Wissowa, RealencydopOdie, art. " Annals!. "; 
the histories of Roman Literature by M. Schanz and Teuffel-
Schwabe ; Mommsen, Ha of Rome (Eng. tr.), bk. ii. ch. 9, bk. iii. 
ch. 54, bk. iv. ch . 13, bk. v. ch. is; C. Viachsmuth. Eiofraraty in 
dos Stadium der aliens Gesekidae (1895); H. Peter, bibliography of 
the subject in Burden's Jahretlenclit, cxxvi. (1906). U. H. F.) 
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AIMS (kooks, from amens, a year), a concise historical 

record in which events are arranged chtonologically, year by 
year. The chief sources of information in regard to the annals 
of ancient Rome are two passages in Cicero (De Oratore, U. 12. 
32) and in Servius (ad Atri. L 373) which have been the subject 
of much discussion. Cicero states that from the earliest period 
down to the pontificate of Publius Mucius Scaevola (c. 13113.c.), 
it was usual for the pontifex maximus to record on a white tablet 
(album), which was exhibited in an open place at his house, so 
that the people might read it, first, the name of the consuls and 
other magistrates, and then the noteworthy events that had 
occurred during the year (per singulos dies, as Servius says). 
These records were called in Cicero's time the Armakr 
After the pontificate of Publius, the practice of compiling annals 
was carried on by various unofficial writers, of whom Cicero 
names Cato, Pictor and Piso. The Amster have been generally 
regarded as the same with the Conintentarii Pontiftenne cited by 
Livy, but there seems reason to believe that the two were dis-
tinct, the Coterrientarii being fuller and more circumstantial. 
The nature of the distinction between annals and history is a 
subject that -has received more attention from critics than its 
intrinsic importance deserves. The basis of discussion is fur-
nished chiefly by the above-quoted passage from Cicero, and by 
the common division of the work of Tacitus into Annales and 
Histories. Aulua Gellius, in the Necks Attica (v. 18), quotes the 
grammarian VerrivaFlaccus, to the effect that history, according 
to its etymology (It:Toady, inspicere, to inquire in person), is a 
record of events that have come under the author's own observa-
tion, while annals are a record of the events of earlier times 
arranged according to years. This view of the distinction seems 
to be borne out by the division of the work of Tacitus into the 
Historian, relating the events of his own time, and the Anteater, 
containing the history of earlier periods. It is more than 
questionable, !learner, whether Tacitus himself divided his 
work under these titles. The probability is, either that he called 
the whole Asnaks, or that he used neither designation. (See 
TACIT17S, CORNELIUS.) 

In the middle ages, when the order of the liturgical•easts was 
partly determined by the date of Easter, the custom was early 
established in the Western Church of drawing up tables to 
indicate that date for a certain number of years or even 
centuries. These Paschal tables were thin books in which each 
annual date was separated from the next by a more or less con-
siderable blank space. In these spaces certain monks briefly 
noted the important events of the year. It was at the end 
of the 7th century and among the Anglo-Saxons that the 
compiling of these Annals was first begun. Introduced by 
missionaries on the continent, they were re-copied, augmented 
and continued, especially in the kingdom of Austrasia. In the 
9th century, during the great movement termed the Carolingian 
Renaissance, these Annals became the usual form of contem-
porary history; it suffices to mention the A males Rinhardi, the 
441SW:tie!' Loureshantenses (or " of Lorsch "), and the Annokr S. 
Beriini, officially compiled in order to preserve the memory of 
the more interesting acts of Charlemagne, his ancestors and 
his successors. Arrived at this stage of development, the 
Annals now began to lose their primitive character, and 
henceforward became more and more indistinguishable from the 
Chronicles. 

In modern literature the title annals has been given to a 
large number of standard works which adhere more or less strictly 
to the order of years. The best known are the Anna es Ecde-
siastici, written by Cardinal Baronius as a rejoinder to and 
refutation of the Historic; ecelesiastsca or " Centuries " of the 
Protestant theologians of Magdeburg (12 vols., published at 
Rome from 1788 to 1793; Baronius's work stops at the year 
1197). In the 19th century the annalistic form was once more 
employed, either to preserve year by year the memory of passing 
events (A nnual Register, Annuaire de la Roue des deux mender, 
&c.) or in writing the history of obscure medieval periods 
(Jahrbscher der deutseken Geschichte, Jakrbacher des deutschen 
ReicIseb. Richter's Iteicksannakw, 81c.). (C. B.') 

MAIL or Amur, a country of south-eastern Asia, now 
forming a French protectorate, part of the peninsula of Indo-
China. (See b1DO-CHINA, FRENCH). It is bounded N. by Tong-
king, E. and S.E. by the China Sea, S.W. by Cochin-China, and 
W. by Cambodia and Laos. It comprises a sinuous strip of 
territory measuring between 75o and Boo m. in length, with an 
approximate area of sa,000 sq. in. The population is estimated 
at about 6,124,000 

The country consists chiefly of a range of plateaus and wooded 
mountains, running north and south and declining on the coast 
to a narrow band of plain varying between 12 and so tn. in 
breadth. The mountains are cut transversely by short narrow 
valleys, through which run rivers, most of which are dry in 
summer and torrential in winter. The Song-Ma and the Song-
Ca in the north, and the Song-Ba, Don-Nai and Se-Bang-Khan In 
the south, are alone of any size. The chief harbour is that afforded 
by the bay of Tourane at the centre of the coast-line. South of 
this point the coast curves outwards and is broken by peninsulas 
and indentations; to the north it is concave and bordered in 
many places by dunes and lagoons. 

Annam the rainy season begins during September 
and lasts for three or four months, corresponding with the north-
east monsoon and also with a period of typhoons. During the 
rains the temperature varies from sg° or even lower to 75° F. 
June, July and August are the hottest months, the thermometer 
often reaching 85° or go, though the heat of the day is to some 
degree compensated by the freshness of the nights. The south-
west monsoon which brings rain in Cochin-China coincides with 
the dry season in Annam, the reason probably being that the 
mountains and lofty plateaus separating the two countries 
retain the precipitation. 

Eilsography.—The Annamese, or, to use the native term, the 
Gino-chi, are the predominant people not only in Annam but in 
the lowland and cultivated parts of Tongking and in Cochin-
China and southern Cambodia. According to their own annals 
and traditions they once inhabited southern China, a theory 
which Is confirmed by many of their habits and physical character-
istics; the race has, however, been modified by crossings with 
the Chams and other of the previous inhabitants of Indo-China. 

The Annamese is the worst-built and ugliest of all the Indo-
Chinese who belong to the Mongolian race. He is scarcely of 
middle height and is shorter and less vigorous than his neighbours. 
His complexion is tawny, darker than that of the Chinese, but 
dearer than that of the Cambodian; his hair is black, coarse 
and long; his skin is thick; his forehead low; his skull slightly 
depressed at the top, but well developed at the tides. His face is 
flat, with highly protruding cheek-bones, and is lozenge-shaped 
or eurygnathous to a degree that is nowhere exceeded. His nose 
is not only the flattest, but also the smallest among the Indo-
Chinese; his eyes are rarely oblique; his mouth is large and 
his lips thick; his teeth are blackened and his gums destroyed 
by the constant use of the betel-nut, the areca-nut and lime. 
His neck is short, his shoulders slope greatly, his body is thick-set 
and wanting in suppleness. Another peculiarity is a separation 
of the big toe from the rest, greater than is found in any other 
people, and sufficiently general and well marked to serve as an 
ethnographic test. The Annamese of Cochin-China are weaker 
and smaller than those of Tongking, probably as a result of 
living amid marshy rice-fields. The Annamese of both sexes 
wear wide trousers, a long, usually black tunic with narrow 
sleeves and a dark-coloured turban, or in the case of the lower 
classes, a wide straw bat; they either go bare-foot or wear sandals 
or Chinese boots. The typical Annamese dwelling is open to the 
gaze of the passer-by during the day; at night a sort of partition 
of bamboo is let down. The roof is supported on wooden pillars 
and walls are provided only at the sides. The house consists 
principally of one large room opening on the front verandah 
and containing the altar of the family's ancestors, a table in the 
centre and couches placed against the wall. The chief elements 
of the native diet are rice, fish and poultry; vegetables and pork 
are also eaten. The family is the base of the social system 
in Annam and Is ruled by its head, who is also priest and judge. 
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Polygamy is permitted but rarely practised, and the wife enjoys 
a position of some freedom. 

Though fond of ease the Annamese are more industrious than 
the neighbouring peoples. Theatrical and musical entertainments 
are popular among them. They show much outward respect 
for superiors and parents, but they are insincere and incapable 
of deep emotion. They cherish great love of their native soil 
and native village and cannot remain long from home. A 
proneness to gambling and opium-smoking, and a tinge of vanity 
and deceitfulness, are their less estimable traits. On the whole 
they are mild and easy-going and even apathetic, but the 
facility with which they learn is remarkable. Like their neighbours 
the Cambodians and the Chinese, the Annamese have a great 
respect for the dead, and ancestor worshiptonstitutes the national 
religion. The learned hold the doctrine of Confucius, and 
Buddhism, alloyed with much popular superstition, has some 
influence. Like the Chinese the Annamese bury their dead. 
• Among the savage tribes of the interior there is scarcely any 
idea of God and their superstitious practices can scarcely be 
considered as the expression of a definite religious idea. Roman 
Catholics number about 420,000. In the midst of the Annamese 
live Cambodians and immigrant Chinese, the latter associated 
together according to the districts from which they come and 
carrying on nearly all the commerce of the country. In the 
forests and mountains dwell tribes of savages, chiefly of 
Indonesian origin, classed by the Annamese under the name. 
Mots or " savages." Some of these tribes show traces of 
Malay ancestry. Of greater historical interest are the Chams, 
who are to be found for the most Dart in southern Annam and in 
Cambodia, and who, judging from the numerous remains found 
there, appear to have been the masters of the coast region of 
Cochin-China and Annam till they succumbed before the pressure 
of the Khmers of Cambodia and the Annamese. They are taller, 
more muscular, and more supple than the Annamese. Their 
language is derived from Malay, and while some of the Chams 
are Mussulmans, the dominant religion is Brahmanism, and more 
especially the worship of Siva. Their women have a high 
reputatio'n for virtue, which, combined with the general bright 
and honest character of the whole people, differentiates them from 
the surrounding nations. 

Evidently derived from the Chinese, of which it appears to be 
a very ancient dialect, the Annamese language is composed of 
monosyllables, of slightly varied articulation, expressing different 
ideas according to the tone in which they are pronounced. It is 
quite impossible to connect with our musical system the utterance 
of the sounds of which the Chinese and Annamese languages are 
composed. What is understood by a" tone " in this language 
is distinguished in reality, not by the number of sonorous 
vibrations which belong to it, but rather by a use of the vocal 
apparatus special to each. Thus, the sense will to a native be 
completely changed according as the sound is the result of an 
aspiration or of a simple utterance of the voice. Thence the 
difficulty of substituting our phonetic alphabet for the ideo-
graphic characters of the Chinese, as well as for the idcophonetic 
writing partly borrowed by the Annamese from the letters of the 
celestial empire. To the Jesuit missionaries is due the intro-
duction of an ingenious though very complicated system, which 
bas caused remarkable progress to be made in the employment of 
phonetic characters. By means of six accents, one bar and a 
crotchet it is possible to note with sufficient precision the indica-
tions of tone without which the Annamese words have no sense 
for the natives. 

Agriculture and other Industries.—The cultivation of rice, 
which is grown mainly in the small deltas along the coast and 
in some districts gives two crops annually, and fishing, together 
with fish-salting and the preparation of nuoc-mum, a sauce 
made from decaying fish, constitute the chief industries of 
Annam. 

Silk spinning and weaving are carried on on antiquated lines, 
and silkworms are reared in a desultory fashion. Besides rice, 
thc productsof the country indude tea, tobacco, cotton, cinnamon, 
precious woods and rubber; coffee, pepper, sugar-canes and  

jute are cultivated to a minor extent. The exports (total value 
in 19os (237,010) comprise tea, raw silk and small quantities of 
cotton, rice and sugar-cane. The imports (L284,824 in 1900 
include rice, iron goods, flour, wine, opium and cotton goods. 
There are coal-mines at Nong-Son, near Tourane, and gold, 
silver, lead, iron and other metals occur in the mountains. 
Trade, which is in the hands of the Chinese, is for the most part 
carried on by sea, the chief ports being Tourane and Qui-Nhon, 
which are open to European commerce. 

Adurinistration.—Annam is ruled in theory by its emperor, 
assisted by the " comet " or secret council, composed of the heads 
of the six ministerial departments of the interior, finance, war, 
ritual, justice and public works, who are nominated by himself. 
The resident superior, stationed at Huf, is the representative of 
France and the virtual ruler of the country. He presides over 
a council (Conseil de Reekciera0 composed of the chiefs of the 
French services in Annam; together with two members of the 
"coma"; this body deibera1ea on questions of taxation affecting 
the budget of Annam and on local public works. A native 
governor (tong-doe or luau-phi°, assisted by a native staff, 
administers each of the provinces into which thh country is 
divided, and native officials of lower rank govern the areas 
into which these provinces are subdivided. The governors 
take their orders from the imperial government, but they are 
under the eye of French residents. Native officials arc appointed 
by the court, but the resident superior has-power to annul an 
appointment. The mandarinate or official class is recruited 
from all ranks of the people by competitive examination. In 
the province of Tourane, a French tribunal alone exercises 
jurisdiction, but it administers native law where natives are 
concerned. Outside this territory the native tribunals 
survive. The Annamese village is self-governing. It has its 
council of notables, forming a sort of oligarchy which, 
through the medium of a mayor and two subordinates, directs 
the interior affairs of the community—policing, recruiting, the 
assignment and collection of taxes, drc.—and has judicial power 
in less important suits and crimes. More serious cases come 
within the purview of the an-sat, a judicial auxiliary of the 
governor. An assembly of notables from villages grouped 
together in a canton chooses a cantonal representative, who is 
the mouthpiece of the people and the intermediary between the 
government and its subjects. The direct taxes, which go to the 
local budget of Annam, consist primarily of a poll-tax levied 
on all males over eighteen and below sixty years of age, and of 
a land-tax levied according to the quality and the produce of the 
holding. 

The following table summarizes the local budget of Annam 
for the years 1899 and 1904:— 

— Receipts. Erpeadiluee. 

1899 direct taxes, 
1904 

	

go3,0112 	 ft71,161 

	

47013.$ 	.. 	.. 	£219.841) 
ir73,117 

232.48o 

In rooa the sum allocated to the expenses of the court, the 
royal family and the native administration, the members of 
which are paid by the crown, was Lfismoo, the chief remaining 
heads of expenditure being the government house and residencies 
((9,709), the native guard ((32,609) and public works ((24.898)- 

Education is available to every person in the community. 
The primary school, in which the pupils learn only Chinese 
writing and the precepts of Confucius, stands at the base of this 
system. Next above this is the school of the district capital, 
where a half-yearly examination takes place, by means of which 
are selected those eligible for the course of higher education 
given at the capital of the province in a school under the direction 
of a doe-koc, or inspector of studies. Finally a great triennial 
competition decides the elections. The candidate whose work 
is notified as iris bien is admitted to the examinations at Huf, 
which qualify for the title of doctor and the holding of administra• 
Live offices. The education of a mandarin includes local history, 
cognizance of the administrative rites, customs, laws and 
prescriptions of the country, the ethics of Confucius, the rules 
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of good breeding, the ceremonial of official and social life, 
and the practical acquirements necessary to the conduct of public 
or private business. Annamese learning goes no farther. I) 
includes no scientific idea, no knowledge of the natural sciences, 
and neglects even the most rudimentary instruction conveyed 
in a European education. The complications of Chinese writing 
greatly hamper education. The Annamese mandarin must be 
acquainted with Chinese, since he writes in Chinese characters. 
But the character being ideographic, the words which express 
them are dissimilar in the two languages, and official text is 
read in Chinese by a Chinese, in Annamese by an Annamese. 

The chief towns of Annam are Hue (pop. about 42,000), seat 
both of the French and native governments, Tourane (pop. about 
4000), Phan-Thiet (pop. about 20,000) in the extreme south, 
Qui-Nhon, and Fal-Fo, a commercial centre to the south of 
Tourane. A road following the coast from Cochin-China to 
Tongking, and known as the " Mandarin road," passes through or 
near the chief towns of the provinces and forms the chief artery 
of communication in the country apart from the railways 
(see INDO-CHINA, FRENCH). 

Hislory. —The ancient tribe of the Giao-chi, who dwelt on 
the confines of S. China, and in what is now Tongking and 
northern Annam, are regarded by the Annamese as their 
ancestors, and tradition ascribes to their first rulers descent 
from the Chinese imperial family. These sovereigns were suc-
ceeded by another dynasty, under which, at the end of the 
5rd century s.c., the Chinese invaded the country, and eventually 
established there a supremacy destined to last, with little 
intermission, till the Toth century A.D. In 968 Dinh-Bo-Lanh 
succeeded in ousting the Chinese and founded an independent 
dynasty of Dinh. Till this period the greater part of Annam 
had been occupied by the Chams, a nation of Hindu civilization, 
which has left many monuments to testify to its greatness, but 
the encroachment of the Annamese during the next six centuries 
at last left to it only a small territory in the south of the country. 
Three lines of sovereigns followed that of Dinh, under the last 
of which, about 1407, Annum again fell under the Chinese yoke. 
In 1428 an Annamese general Le-Loi succeeded in freeing the 
country once more, and founded a dynasty which lasted till 
the end of the Atli century. During the greater part of this 
period, however, the titular sovereigns were mere puppets, 
the reality of power being in the hands of the family of Trinh 
in Tongking and that of Nguyen in southern Annam, which 
ins 568 became a separate principality under the name of Cochin-
China. Towards the end of the 18th century a rebellion over-
threw the Nguyen, but one of its members, Gia-long, by the aid 
of a French force, in xSot acquired sway over the whole of Annam, 
Tongking and Cochin-China. This force was procured for him 
by Pigneau de Helaine, bishop of Adieu, who saw in the political 
condition of Annam a means of establishing French influence 
in Indo-China and counterbalancing the English power in India. 
Before this, in 1787, Gia-long had concluded a treaty with 
Louis XVI., whereby in return for a promise of aid he ceded 
Tourane and Palo-Condore to the French. That treaty marks 
the beginning of French influence in Indo-China. 

See also Legrand de In. Liraye, Nam kinatiques um In maims 
WaNlik (Pans, 1$66?); C. Gossetin. L'Empire d'Aseent (Paris, 
5904: E. Sombethay, Cans de klgisfatioa d d' ediximistrotiem 
sue sites (Paris, 0398). 

ANNAN, a royal, municipal and police burgh of Dumfriesshire, 
Scot/and, on the Annan, nearly a m. from its mouth, x 5 m. from 
Dumhies by the Glasgow & Smith-Western railway. It has a 
station also on the Caledonian railway company's branch line 
from Kirtlebridge to Brayton (Cumberland), which crosses the 
Solway Firth at Seafield by a viaduct, s I m. long, constructed of 
iron pillars girded together by poles, driven through the sand and 
gravel into the underlying bed of sandstone. Annan is a well-
built town, red sandstone being the material mainly used. Among 
Its public buildings is the excellent academy of which Thomas 
Carlyle was a pupil. The river Annan is crossed by a stone bridge 
of three arches dating from 1824, and by a railway bridge. The 
Barbour Trust, constituted in t897, improved the shipping  

accommodation, and vessels of leo tons approach dose to the 
town. The principal industries include cotton and rope manu-
factures, bacon-curing, distilling, tanning, shipbuilding, sand-
stone quarrying, nursery-gardening and salmon-fishing. Large 
marine engineering works are In the vicinity. Annan is a burgh 
of considerable antiquity. Roman remains exist in the neighbour-
hood, and the Bruces, lords of Annandale, the Baliols, and the 
Douglases were more or less closely associated with it. During 
the period of the Border lawlessness the inhabitants suffered 
repeatedly at the hands of moss-troopers and through the feuds of 
rival families, in addition to the losses caused by the English and 
Scots wars. Edward Irving was a native of the town. With 
Dumfries, Kirkcudbright, Lochmaben and Sanquhar, Annan 
unites in sending one member to parliament. Annan Hill com-
mands a beautiful prospect. Population (toox) 5805. 

ANNA MINNA, an old Roman deity of the circle or " ring " 
of the year, as the name (per annum) dearly indicates. Her 
festival fell on the full moon of the first month (March is), and 
was held at the grove of the goddess at the first milestone on the 
Via Flarninia. It was much frequented by the city pkbs, and 
Ovid describes vividly the revelry and licentiousness of the 
occasion (Fastiiii. 523 foil.). From hiacrobius we learn (Sal. i. I T. 
6) that sacrifice was made to her " ut annere pcmnnareque c9m-
mode liceat," i.e. that the circle of the year may be completed 
happily. This is all we know for certain about the goddess and 
her cult; but the name naturally suggested myth-making, and 
Anna became a figure in stories which may be read in Ovid 0.0 
and in Silius Italicus (8.92 foil.). The coarse myth told by Ovid, 
in which Anna plays a trick on Mars when in love with Minerva, 
is probably an old Italian folk-tale, poetically applied to the 
persons of these deities when they became partially anthropo-
morphized under Greek influence. (W. W. F') 

ANNAPOLIS, a city and seaport of Maryland, U.S.A., the 
capital of the state, the county seat of Anne Arundel county, and 
the seat of the United States Naval Academy; situated on the 
Severn river about a m. from its entrance into Chesapeake Bay, 
z6 m. S. by E. from Baltimore and about the same distance E. by 
N. from Washington. Pop. 0890 7604; 0900 8525, of whom 
3003 were negroes; (too census) 8609. Annapolis is served 
by the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis (electric) and the 
Maryland Electric railways, and by the Baltimore & Annapolis 
steamship line. On an elevation near the Centre of the city stands 
the state house (the corner stone of which was laid in :772), with 
its lofty white dome (soo ft.) and pillared portico. Close by are 
the state treasury building, erected late In the t7th century for 
the House of Delegates; Saint Anne's Protestant Episcopal 
church, in later colonial days a state church, a statue of Roger B. 
Taney (by W.H. Rinehart), and a statue of BaronJohann de Kalb. 
There are a number of residences of 18th century architecture, and 
the names of several of the streets—such as King George's, Prince 
George's, Hanover, and Duke of Gloucester—recall the colonial 
days. The United States Naval Academy was founded here in 
1845. Annapolis is the seat of Saint John's College, a non-
sectarian institution supported in part by the state; it was opened 
in 1789 as the successor of King William's School, which was 
founded by an act of the Maryland legislature in x696 and was 
opened in i7oi. Its principal building, McDowell Hall, wars 
originally intended for a governor's mansion; although Aeon 
current money was appropriated for its erection in 1742, it was 
not completed until after the War of Independence. In 19o7 the 
college became the school of arts and sciences of the university 
of Maryland. 

Annapolis, at first called Providence, was settled in 1649 by 
Puritan exiles from Virginia. Later it bore in succession the 
names of Town at Proctor's, Town at the Severn, Anne Arundel 
Town, and finally in 5694, Annapolis, in honour of Princess Anne, 
who at the time was heir to the throne of Great Britain. In x694 
also, soon after the overthrow of the Catholic govemment of the 
lord proprietor, it was made the seat of the new government as 
well as a port of entry, and it has since remained the capital of 
Maryland; but it was not until 17o8 that it was incorporated as 
a city. From the middle of the 18th century until the War el 
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Independence, Annapolis was noted for its wealthy and cultivated 
society. The Maryland Gazelle, which became an important 
weekly journal, was founded by Jonas Green in 1 743 in 1769 a 
theatre was opened; during this period also the commerce was 
considerable, but declined rapidly after Baltimore, in 1780, was 
made a port of entry, and now oyster-packing is the city's only im-
portant industry. Congress was in session in the state house here 
from the :6th of November 1783 to the 3rd of June 1784, and it 
was here on the :3rd of December 5783 that General Washington 
resigned his commission as commander-in-chief of the Continental 
Army. In *786 a convention, to which delegates from all the 
states of the Union were invited, was called to meet in Annapolis 
to consider measures for the better regulation of commerce (see 
ALEXANDRIA, Va.); but delegates came from only five states 
(New York, Pennsylvania, Virginia, New Jersey, and Delaware), 
and the convention—known afterward as the " Annapolis Con-
vention,"—without proceeding to the business for which it had 
met, passed a resolution calling for another convention to meet 
at Philadelphia in the following year to amend the articles of 
confederation; by this Philadelphia convention the present 
Constitution of the United States was framed. 

See D. Ridgely, Awards of Annapolis from :649 until the We, of 
Ohs (Baltimore, ram); S. A. Shafer, " Annapolis, Ye Ancient 
City," in L. P. Powell's Historic Towns of the Sodium Saks (New 
York. 1900); and W. Eddie, Letters from America (London, 1792). 

ANNAPOLIS, a town of Nova Scotia, capital of Annapolis 
county and up to 1750 of the entire peninsula of Nova Scotia; 
situated on an arm of the Bay of Fundy, at the mouth of the 
Annapolis river, 95 nr. W. of Halifax; and the terminus of the 
Windsor & Annapolis railway. Pop. (1900 1059. It is one of 
the oldest settlements in North America, having been founded in 
rfros by the French, who called it Port Royal. It was captured 
by the British in r 710, and ceded to them by the treaty of Utrecht 
in 1723, when the name was changed in honour of Queen Anne. 
It possesses a good harbour, and the beauty of the surrounding 
country makes it a favourite summer resort. The town is 
surrounded by apple orchards and in May miles of blossoming 
trees make a beautiful sight. The fruit, which is excellent in 
quality, is the principal export of the region. 

ANN ARBOR, a city and the county-seat of Washtenaw 
county, Michigan, U.S.A., on the Huron river, about 38 m. 
W. of Detroit. Pop. (1890 943 1 i (1900 14409, of whom 
2329 were foreign-born; (1910) 14,817. It is served by the 
Michigan Central and the Ann Arbor railways, and by an 
electric line running from Detroit to Jackson and connecting 
with various other lines. Ann Arbor is best known as the seat of 
the university of Michigan, opened in 1837. The city has many 
attractive residences, and the residential districts, especially in 
the east and south-east parts of the sty, command picturesque 
views of the Huron valley. Ann Arbor is situated in a productive 
agricultural and fruit-growing region. The river provides good 
water-power, and among the manufactures are agricultural 
implements, carriages, furniture (including sectional book-cases), 
pianos and organs, pottery and flour. In 1824 Ann Arbor was 
settled, laid out as a town, chosen for the county-seat, and 
named in honour of Mrs Ann Allen and Mrs Ann Ramsey, the 
wives of two of the founders. It was incorporated as a village in 
1833, and was first chartered as a city in 185z. 

ANNATES (Lat. annatae, from annul, " year "), also known 
as " first-fruits " (Lat. prioritise), in the strictest sense of the 
word, the whole of the first year's profits of a spiritual benefice 
which, in all countries of the Roman obedience, were formerly 
paid into the papal treasury. This custom was only of gradual 
growth. The for deportuum, annalia or annalae, was originally 
the right of the bishop to claim the first year's profits of the 
living from a newly inducted incumbent, of which the first 
mention is found under Pope Honorius (d. 1227), but which had 
its origin in a custom, dating from the 6th century, by which 
those ordained to ecclesiastical offices paid a fee or tax to the 
ordaining bishop. The earliest records show the tomato to have 
been, sometimes a privilege conceded to the bishop for a term of 
years, sometimes a right based on immemorial precedent. In  

course of time the popes, under stress of financial crises, claimed 
the privilege for themselves, though at first only temporarily. 
Thus, in 1305, Clement V. claimed the first-fruits of all vacant 
benefices in England and in 2319 John XXII. those of all 
Christendom vacated within the next two years. In those cases 
the rights of the bishops were frankly usurped by the Holy See, 
now regarded as the ultimate source of the episcopal jurisdic-
tion; the more usual custom was for the pope to claim the 
first-fruits only of those benefices of which he had reserved the 
patronage to himself. It was from these claims that the papal 
annates, in the strict sense, in course of time developed. 

These annates may be divided broadly into three classes, 
though the chief features are common to all: (1) the unities 
consussmia or servitia Camerae Papas, i.e. the payment into the 
papal -treasury by every abbot and bishop, on his induction, of 
one year's revenue of his new benefice. The senitia commis 
are traceable to the °Walk paid to the pope when consecrating 
bishops as metropolitan or patriarch. When, in the middle of 
the 13th century, the consecration of bishops became established 
as the sole right of the pope, the oblations of all bishops of the 
West were received by him and, by the close of the 14th century, 
these became fixed at one year's revenue. ,  A small additional 
payment, as a kind of notarial fee, was added (sereitia minuta). 
(2) The jots deportuum, /ruches medii temporis, or amudia, i.e. 
the annates due to the bishop, but In the case of " reserved " 
benefices paid by him to the Holy See. (3) The quit:amnia, i.e. 
annates payable, under a bull of Paul II. (1469), by benefices 
attached to a corporation, every fifteen years and not at every 
presentation. 

The system of mutates was at no time worked with absolute 
uniformity and completeness throughout the various parts of 
the church owning obedience to the Holy See, and it was never 
willingly submitted to by the clergy. Disagreements and dis-
putes were continual, and the easy expedient of rewarding the 
officials of the Curia and increasing the papal revenue by " re-
serving " more and more benefices was met by repeated protests, 
such as that of the bishops and barons of England (the chief 
sufferers), headed by Robert Groeseteste of Lincoln, at the COWKil 
of Lyons in 1245' The subject, indeed, frequently became one 
of national interest, on account of the alarming amount of specie 
which was thus drained away, and hence numerous enactments 
exist in regard to it by the various national governments. In 
England the collection and payment of annates to the pope was 
prohibited in 5531 by statute. At that time the sum amounted 
to about £3000 a year. Ins 534 the annates were, along with the 
supremacy over the church in England, bestowed on the crown; 
but in February 1704 they were appropriated by Queen Anne to 
the assistance of the poorer clergy, and thus form what has since 
been known as " Queen Anne's Bounty " (q.v.). The amount to 
be paid was originally regulated by a valuation made under the 
direction of Pope Innocent IV. by Walter, bishop of Norwich, in 
rap, later by one instituted under commission from Nicholas 
III. in 1393, which in turn was superseded in 1535 by the value. 
tion, made by commissioners appointed by Henry VIII., known 
as the King's Books, which was confirmed on the accession of 
Elizabeth and is still that by which the dergy are rated In 
Prance, in spite of royal edicts—like those of Charles VI., Charles 
VII., Louis XI., and Henry II.—and even denunciations of the 
Sorbonne, at least the custom of paying the servitia camomile 
held its ground till the famous decree of the 4th of August during 
the Revolution of 1789. In Germany it was decided by the 
concordat of Constance, in 1418, that bishoprics and abbacies 
should pay the semilia according to the valuation of the Roman 
chancery in two half-yearly instalments. Those reserved bens. 
fices only were to pay the annalia which were rated above twenty-
four gold florins; and as none were so rated, whatever their 
annual value may have been, the smalls fell into disuse. A 

• For cases see du Cange. Glomaristm, s. Servitinas Camerae Papas; 
J. C. L. Gieseler, Eccks. Hist., vol. iii. div. ice., notes to p. 181, &c. 
(Eng. trans., Edinburgh. 2883). 

1  Durand= (Guillaume Durand), in his de mode foresails multi 
ceiebrandi, represents contemporary clerical hostile opinion and 
attacks the corruptions of the officials of the Curia. 
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similar convenient fiction also led to their practical abrogation in 
France, Spain and Belgium. The council of Basel (1431- 1443) 
wished to abolish the weir* but the concordat of Vienna (1448) 
confirmed the Constance decision, which, in spite of the efforts 
of the congress of Ems (1786) to alter it, still remains nominally 
in force. As a matter of fact, however, the revolution caused by 
the secularization of the ecclesiastical states in 1803 practically 
put an end to the system, and the senitia have either been 
commuted via maim to a moderate fixed sum under particular 
concordats, or are the subject of separate negotiation with each 
bishop on his appointment. In Prussia, where the bishops 
receive salaries as state officials, the payment is made by the 
government. 

In Scotland amid or our is half a year's stipend allowed by 
the Act 1672, C. 13, to the executors of a minister of the Church of 
Scotland above what was due to him at the time of his death. 
This is neither assignable by the clergyman during his life, nor 
can it be seized by his creditors. 

ANNE (2665-1714), queen of Great Britain and Ireland, second 
daughter of James, duke of York, afterwards James II., and of 
Anne Hyde, daughter of the rat earl of Clarendon, was born 
on the 6th of February 5665. She suffered as a child from an 
affection of the eyes, and was sent to France for medical treat-
ment, residing with her grandmother, Henrietta Maria, and on 
the latter's death with her aunt, the duchess of Orleans, and 
returning to England in 1670. She was brought up, together 
with her sister Mary, by the direction of Charles II., as a strict 
Protestant, and as a child she made the friendship of Sarah 
Jennings (afterwards duchess of Marlborough), thus beginning 
life under the two influences which were to prove the most 
powerful in her future career. In 1678 she accompanied Mary of 
Modena to Holland, and in 1679 joined her parents abroad and 
afterwards in Scotland. On the 28th of July :683 she married 
Prince George of Denmark, brother of King Christian V., an 
unpopular union because of the French proclivities of the 
bridegroom's country, but one of great domestic happiness, 
the prince and princess being conformable in temper and both 
preferring retirement and quiet to life In the great world. Sarah 
Churchill became Anne's lady of the bedchamber, and, by the 
latter's desire to mark their mutual intimacy and affection, all 
deference due to her rank was abandoned and the two ladies 
called each other Mrs Morley and Mrs Freeman. 

On the 6th of February 1685 James became king of England. 
In 1687 a project of settling the crown on the princess, to the 
exclusion of Mary, on the condition of Anne's embracing Roman 
Catholicism, was rendered futile by her pronounced attachment 
to the Church of England, and beyond sending her books and 
papers James appears to have made no attempt to coerce his 
daughter into a change of faith," and to have treated her with 
kindness, while the birth of his son on the 'rah of June 1688 
made the religion of his daughters a matter of less political 
importance. Anne was not present on the occasion, having gone 
to Bath, and this gave rise to a belief that the child was spurious; 
but it is most probable that James's desire to exclude all 
Protestants from affair% of state wan the real cause. " I shall never 
now he satisfied," Anne wrote to Mary," whether the child be true 
or false. It may be it is our brother, but God only knows .. . 
one cannot help having a thousand fears and melancholy thoughts, 
but whatever changes may happen you shall ever find me firm 
to my religion and faithfully yours."' In later years, however, 
she had no doubt that the Old Pretender was her brother. 
During the events immediately preceding the Revolution Anne 
keptin seclusion. Her ultimate conduct was probably influenced 
by the Churchills; and though forbidden by James to pay Mary 
a projected visit in the spring of 088, she corresponded with her, 
and was no doubt aware of William's plans. Her position was 
now a very critical and painful one. She refused to show any 
sympathy with the king after William had landed in November, 
and wrote, with the advice of the Churchills, to the prince, 

See also Hist. MSS. Comm., MSS. of Dube of Rutland at Belooir, 

e. erDalrymple's Memoirs, H. 175. 

declaring her approval of his action' Churchill abandoned the 
king on the 24th, Prince George on the 25th, and when James 
returned to London on the 26th he found that Anne and her 
lady-in-waiting had during the previous night followed their 
husbands' examples. Escaping from Whitehall by a back 
staircase they put themselves under the care of the bishop of 
London, spent one night in his house, and subsequently arrived 
on the 1st of December at Nottingham, where the princess first 
made herself known and appointed a council. Thence she 
passed through Leicester, Coventry and Warwick, finally entering 
Oxford, where she met Prince George, in triumph, escorted by 
a large company. Like Mary, she was reproached for showing 
no concern at the news of the king's flight, but her justification 
was that " she never loved to do anything that looked like an 
affected constraint" She returned to London on the 19th of 
December, when she was at once visited by William. Subse-
quently the Declaration of Rights settled the succession of the 
crown upon her after William and Mary and their children. 

Meanwhile Anne had suffered a series of maternal disappoint-
ments. Between 1684 and 1688 she had miscarried four times 
and given birth to two children who died infants. On the 24th 
of July 1689, however, the birth of a son, William, created duke 
of Gloucester, who survived his infancy, gave hopes that heirs 
to the throne under the Bill of Rights might be forthcoming. 
But Anne's happiness was noon troubled by quarrels with the 
king and queen. According to the duchess of Marlborough the 
two sisters, who had lived hitherto while apart on extremely 
affectionate terms, found no enjoyment In each other's society. 
Mary talked too much for Anne's comfort, and Anne too little 
for Mary's satisfaction. But money appears to have been the 
first and real cause of ill-feeling. The granting away by William 
of the private estate of James, amounting to L22,000 a year, to 
which Anne had some claim, was made a grievance, and a 
factious motion brought forward in the House to increase her 
civil list pension of Lo,csuo, which she enjoyed in addition to 
L20,000 under her marriage settlement, greatly displeased 
William and Mary, who regarded it as a plot to make Anne 
independent and the chief of a separate interest in the state, 
while their resentment was increased by the refusal of Anne to 
restrain the action of her friends, and by its success. The 
Marlboroughs had been active in the affair and had benefited by 
it, the countess (as she then was) receiving a pension of Limo, 
and their conduct was noticed at court. The promised Garter 
was withheld from Marlborough, and the incensed "Mrs Morley" 
in her letters to "Mrs Freeman" styled the king " Caliban" 
or the " Dutch Monster." At the close of 1691 Anne had 
declared her approval of the naval expedition in favour of her 
father, and expressed grief at its failure.' According to the 
doubtful Life of Tomes, she wrote to him on the 1st of December 
a " moat penitential and dutiful " letter, and henceforward kept 
up with him a "fair correspondence." The same year the 
breach between the royal sisters was made final by the dismissal 
of Marlborough, justly suspected of Jacobite intrigues, from all 
his appointments. Anne took the part of her favourites with 
great zeal against the court, though in all probability unaware 
of Marlborough's treason; and on the dismissal of the countess 
from her household by the king and queen she refused to part 
with her, and retired with Lady Marlborough to the duke of 
Somerset's residence at Sion House. Anne was now in disgrace! 
She was deprived of her guard of honour, and Prince George, on 
entering Kensington Palace, received no salute, though the 
drums beat loudly on his departure' Instructions were given 
that the court expected no one to pay his respects, and no 
attention in the provinces was to be shown to their rank. In 
May, Marlborough was arrested on a charge of high treason which 
subsequently broke down, and Anne persisted in regarding his 
disgrace as a personal injury to herself. In August 1693, however, 

* Dalrymple's Memoirs. 81. 249. 
' Lord Ailesbury's Memoirs, 293. 
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the two sisters were temporarily reconaled, and on the occasion 
of Mary's last illness and death Anne showed an affectionate 
consideration. 

The death of Mary weakened William's position and made 
it necessary to cultivate good relations with the princess. She 
was now treated with every honour and civility, and finally 
established with her own court at St James's Palace. At the 
same time William kept her in the background and refrained 
from appointing her regent during his absence. In March 1695 
Marlborough was allowed to kiss the king's hands, and subse-
quently was made the duke of Gloucester's governor and restored 
to his employments. In return Anne gave her support to 
William's government, though about this time, in t696—according 
to James, in consequence of the near prospect of the throne—
she wrote to her father asking for his leave to wear the crown 
at William's death, and promising its restoration at a convenient 
opportunity.,  The unfounded rumour that William contem-
plated settling the succession after his death on James's son, 
provided he were educated a Protestant in England, may possibly 
have alarmed her.2  Meanwhile; since the birth of the duke of 
Gloucester, the princess had experienced six more miscarriages, 
and had given birth to two children who only survived a few 
hours, and the last maternal hope flickered out on the death of 
the young prince on the 29th of July Iron. Henceforth Anne 
signs herself in her letters to Lady Marlborough as " your poor 
unfortunate " as well as " faithful Morley." In default of her 
own issue, Anne's personal choice would probably have inclined 
at this time to her own family at St Germain, but thenecessity 
of maintaining the Protestant succession caused the enactment 
of the Act of Settlement in trot, and the substitution of the 
Hanoverian branch. She wore mourning for her father in iroi, 
and before his death James is said to have written to his daughter 
asking for her protection for his family; but the recognition of his 
son by Louis XIV. as king of England effectually prevented any 
good offices to which her feelings might have inclined ber. 

On the 8th of March 1702 Anne became, by King William's 
death, queen of Great Britain, being crowned on the 23rd of 
April. Her reign was destined to be one of the most brilliant 
in the annals of England. Splendid military triumphs crushed 
the hereditary national foe. The Act of Union with Scotland 
constituted one of the strongest foundations of the future 
empire. Art and literature found a fresh renascence. 

In her first speech to parliament, like George III. afterwards, 
Anne declared her " heart to-be entirely English," words which 
were resented by some as a reflection on the late king. A 
ministry,mostly Tory, with Godolphin at its head,was established. 
She obtained a grant of iroo,000 a year, and hastened to bestow 
a pension of izoo,coo on her husband, whom she created general-
issimo of her forces and lord high admiral, while Marlborough 
obtained the Garter, with the captain-generalship and.other 
prizes, including a dukedom, and the duchess was made mistress 
of the robes with the control of the privy purse. The queen 
showed from the first a strong interest in church matters, and 
declared her intention to keep church appointments in her own 
hands. She detested equally Roman Catholics and dissenters, 
showed a strong leaning towards the high-church party, and gave 
zealous support to the bill forbidding occasional conformity. 
In rros she announced to the Commons her intention of granting 
to the church the crown revenues, amounting to about fiti,000 or 
£17,000 a year, from tenths and first-fruits (paid originally by 
the clergy to the pope, but appropriated by the crown in 1 534), 
for the increase of poor livings; her gift, under the name of 
" Queen Anne's Bounty," still remaining as a testimony of her 
piety. This devotion to the church, the strongest of all motives 
in Anne's conduct, dictated her hesitating attitude towards 
the two great parties in the state. The Tories had for this reason 
her personal preference, while the Whip, who included her power-
ful favourites the Marlboroughs, identified their interests with 
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the war and its glorious successes, the queen slowly and un• 
willingly, but inevitably, gravitating towards the latter. 

In December, the archduke Charles visited Anne at Windsor 
and was welcomed as the king of Spain. In Anne acquiesced 
in the resignation of Lord Nottingham, the leader of the high 
Tory party. In the same year the great victory of Blenheim 
further consolidated the power of the Whip and increased the 
influence of Marlborough, upon whom Anne now conferred the 
manor of Woodstock. Nevertheless, she declared in November 
to the duchess that whenever things leaned towards the Whip, 
" I shall think the church is beginning to be in danger." Next 
year she supported the election of the Whig speaker, John Smith, 
but long resisted the influence and claims of the Junto, as the 
Whig leaders, Somers, Halifax, Orford, Wharton and Sunderland, 
were named. In October she was obliged to appoint Cowper, 
a Whig, lord chancellor, with all the ecclesiastical patronage 
belonging to the office. Marlborough's successive victories, 
and especially the factious conduct of the Tories, who in 
November tros moved in parliament that the clectress Sophia 
should be invited to England, drove Anne farther to the side 
of the Whip. But she opposed for some time the inclusion in 
the government of Sunderland, whom the especially disliked, only 
consenting at Marlborough's intercession in December troll, 
when various other offices and rewards were bestowed upon 
Whigs, and Nottingham with other Tories was removed from the 
council. She yielded, after a struggle, also to the appointment 
of Whip to bishoprics, the most mortifying submission of alL 
In 1708 she was forced to dismiss Harley, who, with the aid of 
Mrs Masham, had been intriguing against the government and 
projecting the creation of a third party. Abigail Hill, Mrs 
Masham, a cousin of the duchess of Marlborough, bad been 
introduced by the latter as a poor relation into Anne's service, 
while still princess of Denmark. The queen found relief in the 
quiet and respectful demeanour of her attendant, and gradually 
came to prefer her society to that of the termagant and tem. 
pestuous duchess. Abigail, however, soon ventured to talk 
" business," and in the summer of 1707 the duchess discovered 
to her indignation that her protegee had already undermined 
her influence with the queen and had become the medium of 
Harley's intrigue. The strength of the Whip at this time and 
the necessities of the war caused the retirement of Harley, 
but he remained Anne's secret adviser and supporter against 
the faction, urging upon her " the dangers to the crown as well 
as to the church and monarchy itself from their counsels and 
actions," while the duchess never regained her former influence. 
The indusion in the cabinet of Somers, whom she especially 
disliked as the hostile critic of Prince George's admiralty 
administration, was the subject of another prolonged struggle, 
ending again in the queen's submission after a futile appeal 
to Marlborough in October 1708, to which she brought herself 
only to avoid a motion from the Whip for the removal of the 
prince, then actually on his deathbed. His death on the 28th of 
October was felt deeply by the queen, and opened the way for 
the inclusion of more Whip. But no reconciliation with the 
duchess took place, and in 1709 a further dispute led to an angry 
correspondence, the queen finally informing the duchess of the 
termination of their friendship, and the latter drawing up a 
long narrative of her services, which she forwarded to Anne 
together with suitable passages on the subject of friendship 
and charity transcribed from the Prayer Book, the Whole Duly 
of Mail and from Jeremy Taylor:,  Next year Anne's desire 
to give a regiment to Hill, Mrs Masham's brother, led to another 
ineffectual attempt in retaliation to displace the new favourite, 
and the queen showed her antagonism to the Whig administra-
tion on the occasion of the prosecution of Sacheverell. She was 
present at his trial and was publicly acclaimed by the mob as 
his supporter, while the Tory divine was consoled immediately 
on the expiration of his sentence with the living of St Andrew's, 
Holborn. Subsequently the duchess, in a final interview which 
she had forced upon the queen, found her tears and reproaches 

I,  Swift's Mew. on the Change of the Ministry. 
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unavailing. In her anger she had told the queen the wished for 
no answer, and she was now met by a stony and exasperating 
silence, broken only by the words constantly repeated, "You 
desired no answer and you shall have none." 

The fall of the Whigs, now no longer necessary on account of 
the successful issue of the war, to accomplish which Harley had 
long beep preparing and intriguing, followed; and their attempt 
to prolong hostilities from party motives failed. A friend of 
Harley, the duke of Shrewsbury, was first appointed to office, 
and subsequently the great body of the Whigs were displaced 
by Tories, Harley being made chancellor of the exchequer and 
Henry St John secretary of state. The queen was rejoiced 
at being freed from what she called a long captivity, and the 
new parliament was returned with a Tory majority. On the 
x 7th of January 1711, in spite of Marlborough's efforts to ward 
off the blow, the duchess was compelled to give up her key of 
office: The queen was now able once more to indulge in her 
favourite patronage of the church, and by her influence an act 
was passed in 17re for building fifty new churches in London. 
Later, in r 714, the approved of the Schism Bill. She gave strong 
support to Harley, now earl of Oxford and lord treasurer, in 
the intrigues and negotiations for peace. Owing to the alliance 
between the Tory Lord Nottingham and the Whigs, on the 
condition of the support by the latter of the bill against occasional 
conformity passed in December 1711, the defeated Whigs 
maintained a majority in the Lords, who declared against any 
peace which left Spain to the Bourbons. To break down this 
opposition Marlborough was dismissed on the 3ret from all his 
employments, while the House of Lords was " swamped!' by 
Anne's creation of twelve peers,* including Mrs Masham's 
husband. The queen's conduct was generally approved, for the 
nation was now violently adverse to the Whigs and war party; 
and the peace of Utrecht was finally signed on the gist of March 
1713, and proclaimed on the 5th of May in London. 

As the queen's reign drew to its close, rumours were rife on the 
great subject of the succession to the throne. Various Jacobite 
appointments excited suspicion. Both Oxford and Bolingbroke 
were in communication with the Pretender's party, and on the 
27th of July Oxford, who had gradually lost influence and 
quarrelled with Bolingbroke, resigned, leaving the supreme 
power in the hands of the latter. Anne herself had a natural 
feeling for her brother, and had shown great solicitude concerning 
his treatment when a price had been set on his head at the 
time of the Scottish expedition in riot On the 3rd of March 
1714 James wrote to Anne, Oxford and Bolingbroke, urging the 
necessity of taking steps to secure his succession, and promising, 
on the condition of his recognition, to make no further attempts 
against the queen's government; and in April a report was 
circulated in Holland that Anne had secretly determined to 
associate James with her in the government. The wish expressed 
by the Whigs, that a member of the electoral family should be 
invited to England, had already aroused the queen's indignation 
in :708; and now, in 1 714, a writ of summons for the electoral 
prince as duke of Cambridge having been obtained, Anne forbade 
the Hanoverian envoy, Baron Schutz, her presence, and declared 
all who supported the project her enemies; while to a memorial 
on the same subject from the electress Sophia and her grandson 
in May, Anne replied in an angry letter, which is said to have 
caused the death of the electress on the 8th of June, requesting 
them not to trouble the peace of her realm or diminish her 
authority. 

These demonstrations, however, were the outcome not of any 
returning partiality for her own family, but of her intense dislike, 
in which she resembled Queen Elizabeth, of any " successor," 
" it being a thing I cannot bear to have any successor here 
though but for a week "; and in spite of some appearances to 
the contrary, it is certain that religion and political wisdom 
kept Anne firm to the Protestant succession.* She had main-
tained a friendly correspondence with the court of Hanover since 
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nos, and in 1706 had bestowed the Garter on the electoral 
prince and created him duke of Cambridge; while the Regency 
Act provided for the declaration of the legal heir to the crown 
by the council immediately on the queen's death, and a further 
enactment naturalized the electress and her issue. In 1708, on 
the occasion of the Scottish expedition, notwithstanding her 
solicitude for his safety, she had styled James in her speech 
closing the session of parliament as " a popish pretender bred 
up in the principles of the most arbitrary government." The 
duchess of Marlborough stated in 1713 that all the time she had 
known "that thing" (as she now called the queen), " she had never 
heard her speak a favourable word of him." ,  No answer appears 
to have been sent to James's letter in 1714; on the contrary, a 
proclamation was issued (June 23) for his apprehension in case 
of his arrival in England. On the 27th of April Anne gave a 
solemn assurance of her fidelity to the Hanoverian succession 
to Sir William Dawes, archbishop of York; in June she sent 
Lord Clarendon to Hanover to satisfy the elector. 

The sudden illness and death of the queen now frustrated any 
schemes which Bolingbroke or others might have been contem, 
plating. On the 27th, the day of Oxford's resignation, the 
discussions concerning his successor detained the council sitting 
in the queen's presence till two o'clock in the morning, and on 
retiring Anne was instantly seized with fatal illness. Her ad-
herence to William in 1688 had been a principal cause of the 
success of the Revolution, and now the final act of her life was 
to secure the Revolution settlement and the Protestant succes-
sion. During a last moment of returning consciousness, and by 
the advice of the whole council, who had been joined on their 
own initiative by the Whig dukes Argyll and Somerset, she placed 
the lord treasurer's staff in the hands of the Whig duke of 
Shrewsbury, and measures were immediately taken for assuring 
the succession of the elector. Her death took place on the 1st 
of August, and the security felt by the public, and perhaps the 
sense of perils escaped by the termination of the queen's life, 
were shown by a considerable rise in the national stocks. She 
was buried on the south side of Henry VII.% chapel in West-
minster Abbey, in the same tomb as her husband and children. 
The elector of Hanover, George Louis, son of the electress 
Sophia (daughter of Elizabeth, daughter of James I.), peacefully 
succeeded to the throne as George I. (q.v.). 

According to her physician Arbuthnot, Anne's life was 
shortened by the " scene of contention among her servants. I 
believe sleep was never more welcome to a weary traveller than 
death was to her." By character and temperament unfitted to 
stand alone, her life had been unhappy and tragical from its 
isolation. Separated in early years from her parents and sister, 
her one great friendship had proved only baneful and ensnaring. 
Marriage had only brought a mournful series of infant funerals. 
Constant ill-health and suffering had darkened her career. The 
claims of family attachment, of religion, of duty, of patriotism 
and of interest, had dragged her in opposite directions, and her 
whole life had been a prey to jealousies and factions which closed 
around her at her accession to the throne, and surged to their 
height when she lay on her deathbed. The modern theory of the 
relations between the sovereign and the parties, by which the 
former identifies himself with the faction for the time in power 
while maintaining his detachment from all, had not then been 
invented; and Anne, like her Hanoverian successors, maintained 
the struggle, though without success, to rule independently, 
finding support in Harley. During the first year of her reign 
she made known that she was " resolved not to follow the 
example of her predecessor in making use of a few of her subjects 
to oppress the rest. She will be queen of all her subjects, and 
would have all the parties and distinctions of former reigns ended 
and buried in hers." ,  Her motive for getting rid of the Whip 
was not any real dislike of their administration, but the wish to 
escape from the domination of the party,' and on the advent 

Ibid. Portland MSS. v. 338. 
SirJ. Leveson-Gower to Lord Rutland, Hist. MSS. Comm., 

Doke of Rutland's MSS. li. 173. 
' See Bolingbroke's Letter to Sir W. Wyndham. 
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to power of the Tories she carefully left some Whip in their 
employments, with the aim of breaking up the party system and 
acting upon what was called "a moderate scheme." She 
attended debates in the Lords and endeavoured to influence 
votes. Her struggles to free herself from the influence of factions 
only involved her deeper; she was always under the domination 
of some person or some party, and she could not rise above them 
and show herself the leader of the nation like Elizabeth. 

Anne was a woman of small ability, of dull mind, and of that 
kind of obstinacy which accompanies weakness of character. 
According to the duchess she had " a certain knack of sticking 
to what had been dictated to her to a degree often• very dis-
agreeable, and without the least sign of understanding or judg-
ment." " I desire you would not have so ill an opinion of me," 
Anne writes to Oxford, " as to think when I have determined 
anything in my mind I will alter it." ,  Burnet considered that 
" she laid down the splendour of a court too much," which was 
" as it were abandoned." She dined alone after her husband's 
death, but it was reported by no means abstemiously, the royal 
family being characterized in the lines:- 

" King William thinks all. 
Mary talks all. Queers 

 George drinks all, 
And Princess Anne eats all." ,  

She took no interest in the art, the drama or the literature of 
her day. But she possessed the homely virtues; she was deeply 
religious, attached to the Church of England and concerned for 
the efficiency of the ministry. One of the first acts of her reign 
was a proclamation against vice, and Lord Chesterfield regretted 
the strict morality of her court. Instances abound of her kind-
ness and consideration for others. Her moderation towards 
the Jacobites in Scotland, after the Pretender's expedition in 
s7o8, was much praised by Saint Simon. She showed great 
forbearance and generosity towards the duchess of Marlborough 
in the face of unexampled provocation, and her character was 
unduly disparaged by the latter, who with her violent and coarse 
nature could not understand the queen's self-restraint in sorrow, 
and describes her as " very hard " and as " not apt to cry." 
According to her small ability she served the state well, and was 
zealous and conscientious in the fulfilment of public duties, in 
which may be included touching for the king's evil, which she 
revived. Marlborough testifies to her energy in finding money 
for the war. She surrendered ito,000 a year for public purposes, 
and in 1706 she presented £Jo,000 to the officers and soldiers 
who had lost their horses. Her contemporaries almost unani-
mously record her excellence and womanly virtues; and by 
Dean Swift, no mild critic, she is invariably spoken of with 
respect, and named in his will as of "ever glorious, immortal 
and truly pious memory, the real nursing-mother of her king-
doms." She deserves her appellation of " Good Queen Anne," 
and notwithstanding her failings must be included among the 
chief authors and upholders of the great Revolution settlement. 
Her person was described by Spanheim, the Prussian ambassador, 
as handsome though inclining to stoutness, with black hair, blue 
eyes and good features, and of grave aspect. 

Anne's husband, Prince George (thsrt 708), was the second 
son of Frederick III., king of Denmark. Before marrying Anne 
he had been a candidate for the throne of Poland. He was 
created earl of Kendal and duke of Cumberland in 2689. 
Some censure, which was directed against the prince in his 
capacity as lord high admiral, was terminated by his death. 
In religion George remained a Lutheran, and in general his 
qualities tended to make him a good husband rather than a 
soldier or a statesman. 
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ANNE (5693-174o), empress of Russia, second daughter of Tsar. 
Ivan V., Peter the Great's imbecile brother, and Praskovia 
Saltuikova. Her girlhood was passed at Ismailovo near Moscow. 
with her mother, an ignorant, bigoted tsaritsa of the old school, 
who.neglected and even hated her daughters. Peter acted as a 
second father to the Ivanovs, as Praskovia and her family were 
called. In s 7 to he married Anne to Frederick William, duke of 
Courland, who died of surfeit on his journey home from St 
Petersburg. The reluctant young widow was ordered to proceed 
on her way to Mittau to take over the government of Courland, 
with the Russian resident, Count Peter Bestuzhev, as her adviser. 
He was subsequently her lover, till supplanted by Biren (q.v.). 
Anne's residence at Mittauwasembit tered by the utter inadequacy 
of her revenge, which she keenly felt. It was therefore with joy 
that she at once accepted the Russian crown, as the next heir, 
after the death of Peter IL (January 30,1730), when it was offered 
to her by the members of the supreme privy council, even going 
so far as to subscribe previously nine articles which would have 
reduced her from an absolute to a very limited monarch. On 
the 26th of February she made her public entry into Moscow under 
strict surveillance. On the 8th of March • coup tilted, engineered 
by a party of her personal friends, overthrew the supreme privy 
council and she was hailed as autocrat. Her government, on the 
whole, was prudent, beneficial and even glorious; but it was 
undoubtedly severe and became at last universally unpopular. 
This was due in the main to the outrageous insolence of her all-
powerful favourite Biren, who hated the Russian nobility and 
trampled upon them mercilessly. Fortunately, Biren was 
sufficiently prudent not to meddle with foreign affairs or with the 
army, and these departments in the able hands of two other 
foreigners, who thoroughly identified themselves with Russia, 
Andrei Osterman (q.v.) and Burkhardt Mtinnich (q.v.) did great 
things in the reign of Anne. The chief political events of the 
period were the War of the Polish Succession and the second , 

 Crimean War. The former was caused by the reappearance of 
Stanislaw; Leszczynski as a candidate for the Polish throne after 
the death of Augustus II. (February t, 2733). The interests of 
Russia would not permit her to recognize a candidate dependent 
directly on France and indirectly upon Sweden and Turkey, all 
three powers being at that time opposed to Russia's " system." 
She accordingly united with Austria to support the candidature of 
the late king's son, Augustus of Saxony. So far as Russia was con-
cerned, the War of the Polish Succession was quickly over. Much 
TOOK important was the Crimean War of 736-39. This war marks 
the beginning of that systematic struggle on the part of Russia to 
recover her natural and legitimate southern boundaries. It lasted 

Vasil y Golitsuin's expedition under the regency of Sophia was 
the first Crimean War (1687-89),, 
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four years and a half, and cost her a hundred thousand men and 
millions of roubles; and though invariably successful, she bad to 
be content with the acquisition of a single city (Azov) with a small 
district at the mouth of the Don. Yet more had been gained than 
was immediately apparent. In the first place, this was the only 
war hitherto waged by Russia against Turkey which had not ended 
in crushing disaster. Mannkh had at least dissipated the illusion 
of Ottoman invincibility, and taught the Russian soldier that 
reo,000 janissaries and spahis were no match, in a fair field, for 
half that number of grenadiers and hussars. In the second place 
the Tatar hordes had been well nigh exterminated. In the third 
place Russia's signal and unexpected successes in the Steppe had 
immensely increased her prestige on the continent. " This court 
begins to have a great deal to say in the affairs of Europe," 
remarked the English minister, Sir Claudius Rondeau, a year later. 

The last days of Anne were absorbed by the endeavour to 
strengthen the position of the heir to the throne, the baby 
cesarevich Ivan, afterwards Ivan VI., the son of the empress's 
niece, Anna Leopoldovna, against the superior claims of her 
cousin the cesarevna Elizabeth. The empress herself died three 
months later (28th of October 1740). Her last act was to 
appoint Siren regent during the infancy of her great-nephew. 

Anne was a grim, sullen woman, frankly sensual, but as well-
meaning as ignorance and vindictiveness would allow her to be. 
But she bad much natural good sense, was a true friend and, in 
her more cheerful moments, an amiable companion. Lady 
Rondeau's portrait of the empress shows her to the best advan-
tage. She is described as a large woman, towering above all the 
cavaliers of ben court, but very well shaped for her size, easy and 
graceful in her person, of a majestic bearing, but with an awful-
ness in her countenance which revolted those who disliked her. 

See R. Nisbet Bain, The Pupils of Peter the Creel (London. 1897); 
Utters from a lady who resi ded some years is Muria (i.e. Lady 
Bandeau) (London, 1775); Christoph Hermann Manatein,.Misroires 
oar is Russia (Amsterdam. 1771; English edition, London, 1856); 
Gerhard Anton von Halem,Lebensalireaurtg eks Feldrn.B.C.Grafen von 
ifinnich (Oldenburg,I8o3) ; Cla ud i us Ronckau,DiplomaticDespalches 
from R113316,1728-1739 (St Petersburg, 5889-1892). (R. N. B.) 

MUM OF BRITTANY (1477-1514), daughter of Francis II., 
duke of Brittany, and Marguerite de Foix. She was scarcely 
twelve years old when she succeeded her father as duchess on 
the 9th of September 1488. Charles VIII. aimed at establishing 
his authority over her; Main d'Albret wished to marry her; 
Jean de Robin claimed the duchy; and her guardian, the marshal 
de Rieux,wassoon in open revolt against his sovereign. In 1 489 
the French army invaded Brittany. In order to protect her 
independence, Anne concluded an alliance with Maximilian of 
Austria, and soon married him by proxy (December 1489). But 
Maximilian was incapable of defending her, and in 1491 the young 
duchess found herself compelled to treat with Charles VIII. and 
to many him. The two sovereigns made a reciprocal arrangement 
as to their rights and pretensions to the crown of Brittany, but 
in theevent of Charlespredeceasing her, Anne undertook to marry 
the heir to the throne. Nevertheless, in 1492, al ter the conspiracy 
of Jean de Bohan, who had endeavoured to hand over the duchy 
to the king of England, Charles VUL confirmed the privilegei of 
Brittany, and in particular guaranteed to the Bretons the right of 
paying only those taxes to which the assembly of estates consented. 
After the death of Charles VIII. in 1498, without any children, 
Anne exercised the sovereignty in Brittany, and in January 1499 
she married Louis XII., who had just repudiated Joan of France. 
The marriage contract was ostensibly directed in favour of the 
independence of Brittany, for it declared that Brittany should 
revert to the second son or to the eldest daughter of the two 
sovereigns, and, failing Issue, to the natural heirs of the duchess. 
Until her death Anne occupied herself personally with the 
administration of the duchy. In 1504 she caused the treaty of 
Blois to be concluded, which assured the hand of her daughter, 
Claude of Fiance, to Charles of Austria (the future emperor, 
ChariesY.),andpromitied him thepossession of Brittany,Burgundy 
and the county of Blois. But this unpopular treaty was broken, 
and the queen bad to consent to the betrothal of Claude to Francis  

of Angoulerne, who in r 515 became king of France as Francis L 
Thus the definitive reunion of Brittany and France was prepared. 

See A. de la Border*, Choir de documents Midas' to retire de la 
dschesse Anne en Bretagne (Rennes, 1866 and I9w)—extracts from 
the Memairm de is Small Archiologique du apartment d'Ille-et• 
Wham% vols. iv. and vi. (1866 and 1868); Leroux de Liney, Vie de lw 
mine Aram de Bretagne (1860-1861); A. Du La Remains de is 
Bretagne I la Franca (r88o); A. de Is Bordene, La Bretagne sax 
dossiers sacks du morn Age (1893), rind La Bretagne aux temps 
madames 08941. (H. SE.) 

ANNE OF CLEVES (1515-1557), fourth wife of Henry VIII., 
king of England, daughter of John, duke of Cleves, and Mary, 
only daughter of William, duke of Juliers, was born on the 22nd 
of September 1515. Her father was the leader of the German 
Protestants, and the princess, after the death of Jane Seymour, 
was regarded by Cromwell as a suitable wife for Henry VIII. 
She had been brought up in a narrow retirement, could speak no 
language but her own, had no looks, no accomplishments and no 
dowry, her only recommendations being her proficiency in 
needlework, and her meek and gentle temper. Nevertheless her 
picture, painted by Holbein by the king's command (now in the 
Louvre, a modern copy at Windsor), pleased Henry and the 
marriage was arranged, the treaty being signed on the 24th of 
September 1539. The princess landed at Deal on the 27th of 
December; Henry met her at Rochester on the 1st of January 
1540, and was so much abashed at her appearance as to forget 
to present the gift he had brought for her, but nevertheless 
controlled himself sufficiently to treat her with courtesy. The 
next day he expressed openly his dissatisfaction at her looks; 
" she was no better than a Flanders mare." The attempt to 
prove a pre-contract with the son of the duke of Lorraine broke 
down, and Henry was forced to resign himself to the sacrifice. 
On the wedding morning, however, the 6th of January 1540, he 
declared that no earthly thing would have induced him to marry 
her but the fear of driving the duke of Cleves into the arms of 
the emperor. Shortly afterwards Henry had reason to regret 
the policy which had identified him so closely with the German 
Protestantism, and denied reconciliation with the emperor. 
Cromwell's fall was the result, and the chief obstacle to the 
repudiation of his wife being thus removed, Henry declared the 
marriage had not been and could not be consummated; and did 
not scruple to cast doubts on his wife's honour. On the 9th of 
July the marriage was declared null and void by convocation, 
and an act of parliament to the same effect was passed immedi-
ately. Henry soon afterwards married Catherine Howard. On 
first hearing of the king's intentions, Anne swooned away, but on 
recovering, while declaring her case a very hard and sorrowful 
one from the great love which she bore to the king, acquiesced 
quietly in the arrangements made for her by Henry, by which 
she received lands to the value of taco° a year, renounced the 
title of queen for that of the king's sister, and undertook not to 
leave the kingdom. In a letter to her brother, drawn up by 
Gardiner by the king's direction, she acknowledged the unreality 
of the marriage and the king's kindness and generosity. Anne 
spent the rest of her life happily in England at Richmond or 
Bletchingley, occasionally visiting the court, and being described 
as joyous as ever, and wearing new dresses every dayl An 
attempt to procure her reinstalment on the disgrace of Catherine 
Howard failed, and there was no foundation for the report that 
she had given birth to a child of which Henry was the reputed 
father. She was present at the marriage of Henry with Catherine 
Parr and at the coronation of Mary. She died on the 28th of 
July 1557 at Chelsea, and was buried in Westminster Abbey. 

See Lives of the Queens of England. by A. Strickland. iii. 085t); 
The Wives of Henry VIII., by M. Hume (1905); Henry VIII., by 
A. F. Pollard (19o5); Pour Original Doramenis reialist to the 
Marriage of Henry VIII. to A IOW of Claes, ed. by E. and G. Goldsmid 
0886); for the pseudo Anne of Cleves see Allgerneine deutsche 
Biographic, i. 467. (P. C. Y.) 

ANNE OP DENMARK (1574-1619), queen of James I. of 
England and VI. of Scotland, daughter of King Frederick II. of 
Denmark and Norway and of Sophia, daughter of Ulric III., duke 
of Mecklenburg, was born on the x ath of December :574. On the 
loth of August 1589, in spite of Queen Elizabeth's opposition. 
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she was married by proxy to King James, without dower, the 
alliance, however, settling definitely the Scottish claims to 
the Orkney and Shetland Islands. Her voyage to Scotland was 
interrupted by a violent storm—for the raising of which several 
Danish and Scottish witches were burned or executed—which 
drove her on the coast of Norway, whither the impatient James 
came to meet her, the marriage taking place at Opslo (now 
Christiania) on the 23rd of November. The royal couple, after 
visiting Denmark, arrived in Scotland in May iseo. The position 
of queen consort to a Scottish king was a difficult and perilous 
one, and Anne was attacked in connexion with various scandals 
and deeds of violence, her share in which, however, is supported 
by no evidence. The birth of an heir to the throne (Prince 
Henry) in 1594 strengthened her position and influence; but 
the young prince, much to her indignation, was immediately 
withdrawn from her care and entrusted to the keeping of the 
earl and countess of Mar at Stirling Castle; in 1595 James gave 
a written command, forbidding them in case of his death to give 
up the prince to the queen till he reached the age of eighteen. 
The king's intention was, no doubt, to secure himself and the 
prince against the unruly nobles, though the queen's Roman 
Catholic tendencies were probably another reason for his decision. 
Brought up a Lutheran, and fond of pleasure, she had shown 
no liking for Scottish Calvinism, and soon incurred rebukes on 
account of her religion, " vanity," absence from church, " night 
waking and balling." She had become secretly inclined to 
Roman Catholicism, and attended mass with the king's conniv-
ance. On the death of Queen Elizabeth, on the 24th of March 
1603, James preceded her to London. Anne took advantage 
of his absence to demand possession of the prince, and, on the 
" flat refusal " of the countess of Mar, fell into a passion, the 
violence of which occasioned a miscarriage and endangered her 
life. In June she followed the king to England (after distributing 
all her effects in Edinburgh among her ladies) with the prince 
and the coffin containing the body of her dead infant, and 
reached Windsor on the 2nd of July, where amidst other forms 
of good fortune she entered into the possession of Queen 
Elizabeth's 6000 dresses. 

On the 24th of July Anne was crowned with the king, when her 
refusal to take the sacrament according to the Anglican use 
created some sensation. She communicated on one occasion 
subsequently and attended Anglican service occasionally; but 
she received consecrated objects from Pope Clement VIII., 
continued to hear mass, and, according to Galluzzi, supported 
the schemes for the conversion of the prince of Wales and of 
England, and for the prince's marriage with a Roman Catholic 
princess, which collapsed on his death in 1612. She was claimed 
as a convert by the Jesuits. ,  Nevertheless on her deathbed, 
when she was attended by the archbishop of Canterbury and the 
bishop of London, she used expressions which were construed 
as a declaration of Protestantism. Notwithstanding religious 
differences she lived in great harmony and affection with the 
king, latterly, however, residing mostly apart. She helped to 
raise Buckingham to power in the place of Somerset, maintained 
friendly relations with him, and approved of his guidance and 
control of the king. In spite of her birth and family she was at 
first favourably inclined to Spain, disapproved of her daughter 
Elizabeth's marriage with the elector palatine, and supported 
the Spanish marriages for her sons, but subsequently veered 
round towards France. She used all her influence in favour of 
the unfortunate Raleigh, answering his petition to her for 
protection with a personal letter of appeal to Buckingham to save 
his life. " She carrieth no sway in state matters," however, it 
was said of her in 26o5, " and, trades rein maims, bath no great 
reach in other affairs." " She does not mix herself up in affairs, 
though the king tells her anything she chooses to ask, and loves 
and esteems her." Her interest in state matters was only 
occasional, and secondary to the pre-occupations of court 
festivities, masks, progresses, dresses, jewels, which she much 
enjoyed; the court being, says Wilson—whose severity cannot 

*Aug S. L. by P. Jeannie Drews (pub. 1723), p. 56o. 
I Cat of St. Pap.— Venetian, x. 513. 

entirely suppress his admiration—" a continued maskarado, 
where she and her ladies, like so many nymphs or Nereides, 
appeared . . . to the ravishment of the beholders," and " made 
the night more glorious than the day." Occasionally she even 
joined in the king's sports, though here her only recorded exploit 
was her accidental shooting of James's " most principal and 
special hound," Jewel. Her extravagant expenditure, returned 
by Salisbury in 16o5 at more than iso,000 and by Chamberlain 
at her death at more than £84,00o, was unfavourably contrasted 
with the economy of Queen Elizabeth, in spite of large allowances 
and grants of estates which included Oatlands, Greenwich House 
and Nonsuch, it greatly exceeded her income, her debts in 1616 
being reckoned at nearly iro,000, while her jewelry and her 
plate were valued at her death at nearly half a million. Anne 
died after a long illness on the and of March 161e, and was buried 
in Westminster Abbey. She was generally regretted. The 
severe Wilson, while rebuking her gaieties, allows that she was 
" a good woman," and that her character would stand the most 
prying investigation. She was intelligent and tactful, a faithful 
wife, a devoted mother and a staunch friend. Besides several 
children who died in infancy she had Henry, prince of Wales, 
who died in i6x2, Charles, afterwards King Charles I., and 
Elizabeth, electress palatine and queen of Bohemia. 
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A. Strickland 0840, vii.; " Life and Reign of King James I.." by 
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(P. C. Y.) 
ANNE OF FRANCE (146o-1522), dame de Beaujeu, was the 

eldest daughter of Louis XI. and Charlotte of Savoy. Louis XI. 
betrothed her at first to Nicholas of Anjou, and afterwards 
offered her hand successively to Charles the Bold, to the duke 
of Brittany, and even to his own brother, Charles of France. 
Finally she married Pierre de Beaujeu, a younger brother of. 
the duke of Bourbon. Before his death Louis XI. entrusted 
to Pierre de Beaujeu and Anne the entire charge of his son, 
Charles VIII., a lad of thirteen; and from 1483 to 1492 the 
Beaujeus exercised a virtual regency. Anne was a true daughter 
of Louis XI. Energetic, obstinate, cunning and unscrupulous, 
she inherited. too, her father's avarice and rapacity. Although 
they made some concessions, the Beaujeus succeeded in main-
taining the results of the previous reign, and in triumphing over 
the feudal intrigues and coalitions, as was seen from the meeting 
of the estates general in 1484, and the results of the " Mad 
War" (1485) and the war with Brittany (1488); and in spite 
of the efforts of Maximilian of Austria they concluded the marriage 
of Charles VIII. and Anne, duchess of Brittany (1495). But a 
short time afterwards the king disengaged himself completely 
from their tutelage, to the great detriment of the kingdom. 
In 1488 Pierre de Beaujeu had succeeded to the Bourbonnais, 
the last great fief of France. He died In 1503, but Anne survived 
him twenty years. From her establishments at Moulins and 
Cbantelle in the Bourbonnais she continued henceforth vigorously 
to defend the Bourbon cause against the royal family. Anne's 
only daughter, Suzanne, had married in 1505 her cousin, Charles 
of Bourbon, count of Montpensier, the future constable; and 
the question of the succession of Suzanne, who died in isat, 
was the determining factor of the treason of the constable 
de Bourbon (1523). Anne had died some months before, on 
the 14th of November 1522. 

See P. Pelicier, Essai sue is gooweriunsent de is Haw de Beaujeu 
(Chartres, 1882). 	 (J. 1.) 

ANNEALING, HARDENING AND TEMPERING. Annealing 
(from the prefix an, and the old English ado's, to burn or bake; 
the meaning has probably also been modified from the French 
skier, to enamel black on gold or silver, from the med. Lat. 
nigellare, to make black; d. niello) is a process of treating a 
metal or alloy by heat with the object of imparting to it a certain 
condition of ductility, extensibility, or a certain grade of softness 
or hardness, with all that is involved in and follows from thew! 
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conditions. The effect may be mechanical only, or a chemical 
change may take place also. Sometimes the causes are obvious, 
in other cases they are more or less obscure. But of the actual 
facts, and the immense importance of this operation as well as 
of the related ones of tempering and hardening in shop processes, 
there is no question. 

When the treatment is of a mechanical character only, there 
can be no reasonable doubt that the common belief is correct, 
namely, that the metallic crystals or fibres undergo a molecular 
rearrangement of some kind. When it is of a chemical character, 
the process is one of cementation, due to the occlusion of gases 
in the molecules of the metals. 

Numerous examples of annealing due to molecular rearrange-
ment might be selected from the extensive range of workshop 
operations. The following are a few only:—when a boiler-
maker bends the edges of a plate of steel or iron by hammer 
blows (flanging), he does so in successive stages (heats), at each 
of which the plate has to be reheated, with inevitable cooling 
down during the time work is being done upon it. The result 
is that the plate becomes brittle over the parts which have 
been subjected to this treatment; and this brittleness is not 
uniformly distributed, but is localized, and is a source of weakness, 
Inducing a liability to crack. If, however, the plate when 
finished is raised to a full red heat, and allowed to cool down 
away from access of cool air, as in a furnace, or underneath wood 
ashes, it resumes its old ductility. The plate has been annealed, 
and is as safe as it was before it was flanged. Again, when a 
sheet of thin metal is forced to assume a shape very widely 
different from its original plane aspect, as by hammering, or by 
drawing out in a press—a cartridge case being a familiar ex-
ample—it is necessary to anneal it several times during the 
progress of the operation. Without such annealing it would 
never arrive at the final stage desired, but would become torn 
asunder by the extension of its metallic fibres. Cutting toots 
are made of steel having sufficient carbon to afford capacity 
for hardening. Before the process is performed, the condition 
in which the carbon is present renders the steel so hard and tough 
as to render the preliminary turning or shaping necessary in 
many cases (e.g. in milling cutters) a tedious operation. To lessen 
this labour, the steel is first annealed. In this case it is brought 
to a low red beat, and allowed to cool away from the air. It 
can then be machined with comparative ease and be subsequently 
hardened or tempered. When a metallic structure has endured 
long service a state of fatigue results. Annealing is, where 
practicable, resorted to in order to restore the original strength. 
A familiar illustration is that of chains which are specially liable 
to succumb to constant overstrain if continued for only a year 
or two. This is so well known that the practice is regularly 
adopted of annealing the chains at regular intervals. They 
are put into a clear hot furnace and raised to a low red beat, 
continued for a few hours, and then allowed to cool down in the 
furnace after the withdrawal of the source of beat. Before the 
annealing the fracture of a link would be more crystalline than 
afterwards. 

In these examples, and others of which these are typical, 
two conditions are essential, one being the grade of temperature, 
the other the cooling. The temperature must never be so high 
as to cause the metal to become overheated, with risk of burning, 
nor so low as to prevent the penetration of the substance with 
a good volume of heat. It must also be continued for sufficient 
time. More than this cannot be said. Each particular piece 
of work requires its own treatment and period, and nothing 
but experience of similar work will help the craftsman. The 
cooling must always be gradual, such as that which results 
from removing the source of heat, as by drawing a furnace fire, 
or covering with non-conducting substances. 

The chemical kind of annealing is specifically that employed 
in the manufacture of malleable cast iron. In this process, 
castings are made of white iron,—a brittle quality which has 
its carbon wholly in the combined state. These castings, when 
subjected to heat fora period of ten days or a fortnight, in dosed 
boxes, in the presence of substances containing oxygen, become  

highly ductile. This change is due to the absorption of the arbor 
by the oxygen in the cementing material, a comparatively pure 
soft iron being left behind. The result is that the originally 
hard, brittle castings after this treatment may be cut with a 
knife, and be bent double and twisted into spirals without 
fracturing. 

The distinction between hardening and tempering is one of 
degree only, and both are of an opposite character to annealing. 
Hardening, in the shop sense, signifies the making of a piece 
of steel about as hard as It can be made—" glass hard "—while 
tempering indicates some stage in an infinite range between 
the fully hardened and the annealed or softened condition. 
As a matter of convenience only, hardening is usually a stage 
In the work of tempering. It is easier to harden first, and " let 
down " to the temper required, than to secure the exact heat 
for tempering by raising the material to it. This is partly due 
to the long established practice of estimating temperature by 
colour tints; but this is being rapidly invaded by new methods 
in which the temper heat is obtained in furnaces provided with 
pyrometers, by means of which exact heat regulation is readily 
secured, and in which the heating up is done gradually. Such 
furnaces are used for hardening balls for bearings, cams, small 
toothed wheels and similar work, as well as for tempering 
springs, milling cutters and other kinds of cutting tools. But 
for the cutting tools having single edges, as used in engineers' 
shops, the colour test is still generally retained. 

In the practice of hardening and tempering tools by colour, 
experience is the only safe guide. Colour tints vary with degrees 
of light; steels of different brands require different treatment 
in regard to temperature and quenching; and steels even of 
identical chemical composition do not always behave alike when 
tempered. Every fresh brand of steel has, therefore, to be 
treated at first in a tentative and experimental fashion in order 
to secure the best possible results. The larger the masses of 
steel, and the greater the disparity in dimensions of adjacent 
parts, the grater is the risk of cracking and distortion. Ex-
cessive length and the presence of keen angles increase the 
difficulties of hardening. The following points have to be 
observed in the work of hardening and tempering. 

A grade of steel must be selected of suitable quality for the 
purpose for which it has to be used. There are a number of such 
grades, ranging from about ri to % content of carbon, and 
each having its special utility. Overheating must be avoided, 
as that burns the steel and Injures or ruins it. A safe rule is never 
to heat any grade of steel to a temperature higher than that at 
which experience proves it will take the temper required. Heat-
ing must be regular and thorough throughout, and must therefore 
be slowly done when dealing with thick masses. Contact with 
sulphurous fuel must be avoided. Baths of molten alloys of lead 
and tin are used when very exact temperatures are required, 
and when articles have thick and thin parts adjacent. But the 
gas furnaces have the same advantages in a more handy form. 
Quenching is done in water, oil, or in various hardening mixtures, 
and sometimes in solids. Rain water is the principal hardening 
agent, but various saline compounds are of ten added to intensify 
its action. Water that has been long in use is preferred to fresh. 
Water is generally used cold, but in many cases it is warmed to 
about se F., as for milling cutters and taps, warmed water 
being less liable to crack the cutters than cold. Oil is preferred 
to water for small springs, for guns and for many cutters. Mer-
cury hardens most intensely, because it does not evaporate, and 
so does lead or wax for the same reason; water evaporates, 
and in the spheroidal state, as steam, leaves contact with the 
steel. This is the reason why long and large objects are moved 
vertically about in the water during quenching, to bring them 
into contact with fresh cold water. 

There is a good deal of mystery affected by many of the 
hardeners, who are very particular about the composition of 
their baths, various oils and salts being used in an infinity of 
combinations. Many of these are the result of long and successful 
experience, some are of the nature of " fads." A change of bath 
May involve injury to the steel. The most difficult articles to 
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harden are springs, milling cutters, taps, reamers. It would be 
easy to give scores of hardening compositions. 

Hardening is performed the more efficiently the more rapidly 
the quenching is done. In the case of thick objects, however, 
especially milling cutters, there is risk of cracking, due to the 
difference of temperature on the outside and in the central body 
of metal. Rapid hardening is impracticable in such objects. 
This is the cause of the distortion of long taps and reamers, and 
of their cracking, and explains why their teeth are of ten protected 
with soft soap and other substances. 

The presence of the body of heat in a tool is taken advantage 
of in the work of tempering. The tool, say a chisel, is dipped, 
a length of 2 in. or more being thus hardened and blackened. 
It is then removed, and a small area rubbed rapidly with a bit of 
grindstone, observations being made of the changing tints which 
gradually appear as the heat is communicated from the hot 
shank to the cooled end. The heat becomes equalized, and at 
the same time the approximate temperature for quenching for 
temper is estimated by the appearance of a certain tint; at that 
instant the article is plunged and allowed to remain until quite 
cold. For every different class of tool a different tint is required. 

" Blazing off " is a particular method of hardening applied to 
small springs. The springs are heated and plunged in oils, fats, 
or tallow, which is burned off previous to cooling in air, or in the 
ashes of the forge, or in oil, or water usually. They are hardened, 
reheated and tempered, and the tempering by blazing off is 
repeated for heavy springs. The practice varies almost infinitely 
with dimensions, quality of steel, and purpose to which the 
springs have to be applied. 

The range of temper for most cutting tools lies between a pale 
straw or yellow, and a light purple or plum colour. The corres-
ponding range of temperatures is about 430°  F. to 530° F., 
respectively. " Spring temper " is higher, from dark purple to 
blue, or 550° F. to 63o° F. In many fine tools the range of 
temperature possible between good and poor results lies within 
from 5° to to° F. 

There is another kind of hardening which is of a superficial 
character only—" case hardening." It is employed in cases 
where toughness has to be combined with durability of surface. 
It is a cementation process, practised on wrought iron and mild 
steel, and applied to the link motions of engines, to many pins 
and studs, eyes of levers, &c. The articles are hermetically luted 
in an iron box, packed with nitrogenous and saline substances 
such as potash, bone dust, leather cuttings, and salt. The box is 
placed in a furnace, and allowed to remain for periods of from 
twelve to thirty-six hours, during which period the surface of the 
metal, to a depth of III to -534 in., is penetrated by the cement-
ing materials, and converted into steel. The work is then thrown 
into water and quenched. 

A muffle furnace, employed for annealing, hardening and 
tempering is shown in fig. 1; the heat being obtained by means 

FIG. t.—Automatic Oil Muffle Furnace. 

of petroleum, which is contained in the tank A, and is kept under 
pressure by pumping at intervals with the wooden handle, so 
that when the valve B is opened the oil is vaporized by passing 
through a heating coil at the furnace entrance, and when ignited 
burns fiercely as a gas flame. This passes into the furnace 
through the two boles, C, C, and plays under and up around the 

muffle D, standing on a fireclay slab. The doorway is dosed by 
two fireclay blocks at E. A temperature of over 2000°  F. can be 
obtained in furnaces of this class, and the heat is of course under 
perfect control. 

A reverberatory type of gas furnace, shown in fig. 2, differs 
from the oil furnace in having the flames brought down through 
the roof, by pipes A,A,A, playing on work laid on the fireclay 
slab B, thence passing under this and out through the elbow- 

2.—Reverberatory Furnace. 

pipe C. The hinged doors, D, give a full opening to the interior 
of the furnace. It will be noticed in both these furnaces (by 
Messrs Fletcher, Russell & Co., Ltd.) that the iron casing is a 
mere shell, enclosing very thick firebrick linings, to retain the 
heat effectively. G. H./ 

ANNECY, the chief town of the department of Haute Savoie 
in France. Pop. (sgo6) 10,763. It is situated at a height of 
1470 ft., at the northern end of the lake of Annecy, and is vs m. 
by rail N.E. of Aix la Bains. The surrounding country presents 
many scenes of beauty. The town itself is a pleasant residence, 
and contains a r6th century cathedral church, an 18th century 
bishop's palace, a 14th-16th century castle (formerly the resi-
dence of the counts of the Genevois), and the reconstructed 
convent of the Visitation, wherein now reposes the body of St 
Francois de Sales (born at the castle of Sales, close by, in 1567; 
died at Lyons in 1622), who held the see from :602 to 1622. 
There is also a public library, with 20,000 volumes, and various 
scientific collections, and a public garden, with a statue of the 
chemist Berthollct (1748-1824, who was born not far off. The 
bishop's see of Geneva was transferred hither in 5535, after the 
Reformation, but suppressed in tflor, though zavived in 5831. 
There are factories of linen and cotton goods, and of felt bats, 
paper mills, and a celebrated bell foundry at Annecy is Vieux. 
This last-named place existed in Roman times. Annecy itself 
was in the loth century the capital of the counts of the Genevois 
from whom it passed in :401 to the counts of Savoy, and became 
French in 186o on the annexation of Savoy. 

The LAILE or ANNECY is about 9 m. in length by a m. in 
breadth, its surface being 1465 ft. above the level of the sea. 
It discharges its waters, by means of the MMus canal, into the 
Fier, a tributary of the Rhone. (W. A. B. C.) 

ANNELIDA, a name derived from J. B. P. Lamarck's teem 
AI:Wilda, now used to denote a major phylum or division of 
coelomate invertebrate animals.. Annelids are segmented worms, 
and differ from the Arthropoda (q.v.), which they closely resemble 
in many respects, by the possession of a portion of the coelom 
traversed by the alimentary canal. In the latter respect, and in 
the fact that they frequently develop by a metamorphosis, they 
approach the Mollusc (q.o.), but they differ from that group 
notably in the occurrence of metameric segmentation affecting 
many of the systems of organs. The body-wall is highly muscular 
and, except in a few probably specialised cues, possesses 
chitinous spines, the setae, which are secreted by the ectoderm 
and are embedded in pits of the skin. They possess a modi-
fied anterior end, frequently with special sense organs, forming 
a head, a segmented nervous system, consisting of a pair 
of anterior, dorsally-placed ganglia, a ring surrounding the 
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alimentary canal, and a double ventral ganglionated chain, a 
definite vascular system, an excretory system consisting of 
nephridia, and paired generative organs formed from the coelomic 
epithelium. They are divided as follows: (r) Hapiodrili (q.v.) 
or Archiannelida; (2) Chaetopoda (q.v.); (3) Myrostomida (q.v.), 
probably degenerate Polychaeta; (4) Hirudinea (see Crummy/. 
and Ural); (3) Echiuroidea (q.v.). (P. C. M.) 

ANEW, PETER (z693-1769), English deist, is said to have been 
born at Liverpool. A schoolmaster by profession, he became 
prominent owing to his attacks on orthodox theologians, and his 
membership of a semi-theological debating society, the Robin 
Hood Society, which met at the "Robin Hood and Little John" 
in Butcher Row. To him has been attributed a work called A 
History of the Man after God's cnots Heart (r 761), intended to show 
that George II. was insulted by a current comparison with David. 
The book is said to have inspired Voltaire's Saul. It is also 
attributed to one John Noorthouck (Noorthook). In 17'63 he was 
condemned for blasphemous libel in his paper called the Free 
Enquirer (nine numbers only). After his release he kept a small 
school in Lambeth, one of his pupils being James Stephen 0738- 
apt who became muter in Chancery. Annet died on the 18th 
of January 1769. He stands between the earlier philosophic 
deists and thelater propagandists of Paine's school, and " seems 
to have been the first freethought lecturer" (J. M. Robertson); 
his essays (A Collection of the Tracts of a certain Free Enquirer, 
1739-1743) are forcible but lack refinement. He invented a 
system of shorthand (2nd ed., with a copy of verses by Joseph 
Priestley). 

ANNERATION (Lat. ad, to, and nexus, joining), in interna-
tional law, the act by which a state adds territory to its dominions; 
the term is also used generally as a synonym for acquisition. The 
assumption of a protectorate over another state, or of a sphere of 
influence, is not strictly annexation, the latter Implying the 
complete displacement in the annexed territory of the government 
or state by which it was previously ruled. Annexation may be 
the consequence of a voluntary cession from one state to another, 
or of conversion from a protectorate or sphere of influence, or of 
mere occupation in uncivilized regions, or of conquest. The 
cession of Alsace-Lorraine to Germany by France, although 
brought about by the war of 1870, was for the purposes of interna-
tional law a voluntary cession. Under the treaty of the 17th of 
December 2E83, between the French republic and the queen of 
Madagascar, a French protectorate was established over this 
Wand. In 1896 this protectorate was converted by France into 
an annexation, and Madagascar then became" French territory." 
The formal annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina by Austria (Oct.S, 
19o8) was an unauthorized conversion of an " occupation " 
authorized by the Treaty of Berlin (1878), which bad, however, 
for years operated a a de facto annexation. A recent case of 
conquest was that effected by the South African War of 1899-
1903, in which the Transvaal republic and the Orange Free 
State were extinguished, first de facto by occupation of the whole 
of their territory, and then de furs by terms of surrender entered 
into by the Boer generals acting u a government. 

By annexation, u between civilized peoples, the annexing state 
takes over the whole succession with the rights and obligations 
attaching to the ceded territory, subject only to any modifying 
conditions contained in the treaty of cession. These, however, 
are binding only as between the parties to them. In the case of 
the annexation of the territories of the Transvaal republic and 
Orange Free State, a rather complicated situation arose out of 
the facts, on the one hand, that the ceding states closed their own 
existence and left no recourse to third parties against the previous 
ruling authority, and, on the other, that, having no means owing 
to the de facto British occupation, of raising money by taxation, 
the dispossessed governments raised money by selling certain 
securities, more especially a large holding of shares in the South 
African Railway Company, to neutral purchasers. The British 
government repudiated these sales as having been made by a 
government which the British government bad already displaced. 
The question of at what point, in a war of conquest, the state 
succession becomes operative is one of great delicacy. As early  

as the 6th of January Igoe, the high commissioner at Cape Town 
issued a proclamation giving notice that H. M. government would 
" not recognize as valid or effectual " any conveyance, transfer 
or transmission of any property made by the government of the 
Transvaal republic or Orange Free State subsequently to the loth 
of October r899, the date of the commencement of the war. A 
proclamation forbidding transactions with a state which might 
still be capable of maintaining its independence could obviously 
bind only those subject to the.authority of the state issuing it. 
Like paper blockades (see BLOCZADE) and fictitious occupations 
of territory, such premature proclamations are viewed by interna-
tional jurists as not being jure sodium. The proclamation was 
succeeded, on the 9th of March rgoo, by another of the high 
commissioner at Cape Town, reiterating the notice, but confining 
it to " lands, railways, mines or mining rights." And on the rat 
of September rgoo Lord Roberts proclaimed at Pretoria the 
annexation of the territories of the Transvaal republic to the 
British dominions. That the war continued for nearly two years 
after this proclamation shows how fictitious the daim of annexe-
don was. The difficulty which arose out of the transfer of the 
South African Railway shares held by the Transvaal government 
was satisfactorily terminated by the purchase by the British 
government of the total capital of the company from the different 
groups of shareholders (see on this ease, Sir Thomas Barclay, Law 
Quarterly Review, July zgos and Professor Westlake, in the same 
Review, October 1923). 

Ina judgment of the judicial committee of the privy council in 
1899 (Coate v. Sprig:, A.C. 372), Lord Chancellor Halabury made 
an important distinction as regards the obligations of state 
succession. The case in question was a claim of title against the 
crown, represented by the government of Cape Colony. It was 
made by persons holding a concession of certain rights in eastern 
Pondoland from a native chief. Before the grantees had taken up 
their grant by acts of possession, Pondoland was annexed to Cape 
Colony. The colonial government refused to recognize the grant 
on different grounds, the chief of them being that the concession 
conferred no legal rights before the annexation and therefore 
could confer none afterwards, a sufficiently good ground in itself. 
The judicial committee, however, rested its decision chiefly on the 
allegation that the acquisition of the territory was an act of state 
and that " no municipal court had authority to enforce such an 
obligation " as the duty of the new government to respect existing 
titles. " It is no answer." said Lord Haisbury, " to say that by 
the ordinary principles of international law private property is 
respected by the sovereign which accepts the cession and assumes 
the duties and legal obligations of the former sovereign with 
respect to such private property within the ceded territory. All 
that can be meant by such a proposition is that according to the 
well-understood rules of international law a change of sovereignty 
by cessiob ought not to affect private property, but no municipal 
tribunal has authority to enforce such an obligation. And it 
there is either an express or a well•understood bargain between 
the ceding potentate and the government to which the cession is 
made that private property shall be respected, that is only a 
bargain which can be enforced by sovereign against sovereign in 
the ordinary course of diplomatic pressure." In an editorial note 
on this case the Law Quarterly Review of Jan. *goo (p. 1), 
dissenting from the view of the judicial committee that "no 
municipal tribunal has authority to enforce such an obligation," 
the writer observes that "we can read this only as meant to lay 
down that, on the annexation of territory even by peaceable 
cession, there is a total abeyance of justice until the will of the 
annexing power is expressly made known; and that, although 
the will of that power is commonly to respect existing private 
rights, there is no rule or presumption to that effect of which any 
court must or indeed can take notice." So construed the doctrine 
is not only contrary to international law, but according to so 
authoritative an exponent of the common law as Sir F. Pollock, 
there is no warrant for it in English common law. 

An interesting point of American constitutional law has arisen 
out of the cession of the Philippines to the United States, through 
the fact tipit the federal constitution does not lend itself to the 
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exercise by the federal congress of unlimited powers, such as are 
vested in the British parliament. The sole authority for the 
powers of the federal congress is a written constitution with 
defined powers. Anything done in excess of those powers is null 
and void. The Supreme Court of the United States, on the other 
hand, has declared that, by the constitution, a government is 
ordained and established " for the United States of America " 
and not for countries outside their limits (Ross's Case, reo U.S. 
453, 464), and that no such power to legislate for annexed 
territories as that vested in the British crown in council is enjoyed 
by the president of the United States (Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649, 
692). Every detail connected with the administration of the 
territories acquired from Spain under the treaty of Paris 
(December so, r898) has given rise to minute discussion. 

See Carman F. Randolph, Las and Policy of Amu:alien (New York 
and London, soot); Charles Henry Butler, Treaty-makiig Power of 
tin United Slates (New York, low), voL L R  79 et seq. (T. Bs.) 

11.1111110ERIS, a Greek philosopher of the Cyrenaic school. 
There is no certain information as to his date, but from the 
statement that he was a disciple of Paraebates it seems likely 
that he was a contemporary of Alexander the Great A follower of 
Aristippus, he denied that pleasure is the general end of human 
life. To each separate action there is a particular end, namely 
the pleasure which actually results from it Secondly, pleasure 
is not merely the negation of pain, inasmuch as death ends all 
pain and yet cannot be regarded as pleasure. There is, however, 
an absolute pleasure in certain virtues such as belong to the love 
of country, parents and friends. In these relations a man will 
have pleasure, even though it may result in painful and even 
fatal consequences. Friendship is not merely for the satisfaction 
of our needs, but is in itself a source of pleasure. He maintains 
further, in opposition to most of the Cyrenaic school, that 
wisdom or prudence alone is an insufficient guarantee against 
error. The wise MA is he who has acquired a habit of wise 
action; human wisdom is liable to lapses at any moment. 
Diogenes Laertins says that Anniceris ransomed Plato from 
Dionysius, tyrant of Syracuse, for twenty minas. If we are 
right in placing Anniceris In the latter half of the 4th century, 
it is clear that the reference here is to in earlier Anniceris, who 
according to Adian, was a celebrated charioteer. 

AWNING, MARY (5799-1847), English fossil-collector, the 
daughter of Richard Arming, g, a cabinet-maker, was born at Lyme 
Regis in May 2799. Her father was one of the earliest collectors 
and dealers in fossils, obtained chiefly Irons theLower Liss in that 
famous locality. When but a child in au she discovered the 
first specimen of Icktityosaurus which was brought into scientific 
notice; in an she found rerallini of a new saurian,. the 
Plerituastrus,and in i8a8 she procured,for the fnst time in England, 
remains of a pterodactyl (Dimorphodon). She died on the 9th 
of March 1847. • 

ANNISTON, a city and the county seat of Calhoun county, 
Alabama, U.S.A., in the north-eastern part of the state, about 
63 m. E. by N. of Birmingham. Pop. (189o) 9998; (two), 
9695, of whom 3669 were of negro descent: flow census) 
z ;794. Anniston is served by the Southern, the Seaboard 
Air Line, and the Louisville & Nashville railways. The city is 
situated on the slope of Blue Mountain, a chain of the Blue 
Ridge, and is a health resort. It is the seat of the Noble Institute 
(for girls), established in 1886 by Samuel Noble (i834-1888), a 
wealthy iron-founder, and of the Alabama Presbyterian College 
for Men (5905). There are vast quantities of iron ore in the 
vicinity of the city, the Coosa coal-fields being only 25 m. distant. 
Anniston is an important manufacturing city, the principal 
Industries being the manufacture of iron, steel and cotton. In 
1905 the dty's factory products were valued at $2,525,455• 
An iron furnace was established on the site of Anniston during the 
Civil War, but it was destroyed by the federal troops in 1865; 
and in 1873 it was rebuilt on a much larger scale. The city was 
founded in 1872 as a private enterprise, by the Woodstock Iron 
Company, organized by Samuel Noble and Gen. Daniel Tyler 
(1799-1884; but it was not opened for general settlement until 
twelve yeas later. It was chartered as a city in 1879. 

ANN°. or Munro, SAINT (c. toro-1o75).archbishop of Cologne, 
belonged to a Swabian family, and was educated at Bamberg. 
He became confessor to the emperor Henry III., who appointed 
him archbishop of Cologne in to36. He took a prominent part in 
thegovernmentof Germany during the minorityof King Henry IV., 
and was the leader of the party which in so6a seized the person 
of Henry, and deprived his mother, the empress Agnes, of 
power. For a short time Anno exercised the chief authority in 
the kingdom, but he was soon obliged to share this with Adalbert, 
archbishop of Bremen, retaining for himself the supervision of 
Henry's education and the title of magiskr. The office of 
chancellor of the kingdom of Italy was at this period regarded as 
an appanage of the archbishopric of C.ologne,and this was probably 
the reason why Anno had a considerable share in settling the 
papal dispute in 5064. He declared Alexander II. to be the 
rightful pope at a synod held at Mantua in May 1064, and took 
other steps to secure his recognition. Returning to Germany, 
he found the chief power in the bands of Adalbert, and as he was 
disliked by the young king, he left the court but returned and 
regained some of his former influence when Adalbert fell from 
power in 5066. He succeeded in putting down a rising against 
his authority in Cologne in 5074, and it was reported he bad 
allied himself with William the Conqueror, king of England, 
against the emperor. Having cleared himself of this charge, 
Anno took no further part in public business, and died at Cologne 
on the 4th of December son. He was buried in the monastery of 
Siegburg and was canonized in :183 by Pope Lucius III. He 
was a founder of monasteries and a builder of churches, advocated 
clerical celibacy and was a strict disciplinarian. He was a man 
of great energy and ability, whose action in recognizing Alexander 
IL was of the utmost consequence for Henry IV. and for . 

Germany. 
There is a Vita Astnenis, written about t too, by a monk of Site-

burg, but this is of slight value. It appears in the Monsunems 
Germaxias histories: &riveter, Bd. xi. (Hanover and Berlin, 
1836-1892). There is an "Epistola ad monachos Malmundarienees" 
by Anno in the News Archie der Gesellschaft fair dltere deutsche 
Geschicktskande, Bd. xiv. (Hanover, 1876 seri). See also the 
etnnalied. or Incerti pales Tesdenici 'hygienists de S. Awns, written 
about r r8o, and edited by J. Kchrein (Frankfort. 1865); Th. 
Lindner, Anne II. der Halle, &Wick( von Zan (Leipzig, 11169). 

ANNOSON. or ANNO Bow, an island in the Gulf of Guinea, in 
/* a4' S. and e 35" E., belonging to Spain. It is 119 in. S.W. of 
St Thomas. Its length is about 4 m., its breadth 2, and its 
area sq. III. Rising in some parts nearly 3000 ft. above 
the sea, it presents a succession of beautiful valleys and 
steep mountains, covered with rich woods and luxuriant 
vegetation. The inhabitants, some 3000 in number, are negroes 
and profess belief in the Roman Catholic faith. The 
chief town and residence of the governor is called St Antony 
(San Antonio de Praia). The roadstead is tolerably safe, and 
passing vessels take advantage of it in order to obtain water 
and fresh provisions, of which Annobon contains an abundant 
supply. The island was discovered by the Portuguese on the 
nit of January 1473, from which circumstance it received its 
name (-New Year). Annobon, together with Fernando Po, was 
ceded to Spain by the Portuguese in 1778. The islanders revolted 
against their new masters and a state of anarchy ensued, leading, 
it is averred, to an arrangement by which the island was adminis-
tered by a body of five natives, each of whom held the office of 
governor during the period that elapsed till ten ships touched at 
the island. In the latter part of the 19th century the authority 
of Spain was re-established. 

ANNONA (from Lat. asses, year), in Roman mythology, the 
personification of the produce of the year. She is represented 
in works of art, often together with Ceres, with a cornucopia 
(horn of plenty) in her arm, and a ship's prow in the back-
ground, indicating the transport of grain over the sea. She 
frequently occurs on coins of the empire, standing between a 
mains (corn-measure) and the prow of a galley, with ears of corn 
in one hand and a cortesscsitia in the other; sometimes she holds 
a rudder or an anchor. The Latin word itself has various mean-
ings: (r) the produce of the year's harvest; (a) all means of 
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subsistence, especially grain stored in the public granaries for 
provisioning the city; (3) the market-price of commodities, 
especially corn; (4) a direct tax in kind, levied in republican 
times in several provinces, chiefly employed in imperial times 
for distribution amongst officials and the support of the soldiery. 

In order to ensure a supply of corn sufficient to enable it to be 
sold at • very low price, it was procured in large quantities from 
Umbria, Etruria and Sicily. Almost down to the times of the 
empire, the are of the corn-supply formed part of the aedile's 
duties, although in sso B.C. (if the statement in Livy iv. 22, 13 

Is correct, which is doubtful) the senate appointed a special 
officer, called praefedus essence, with greatly extended powers. 
As a consequence of the second Punk War, Roman agriculture 
was at a standstill; accordingly, recourse was had to Sicily and 
Sardinia (the first two Roman provinces) in order to keep up the 
supply of corn; • tax of one-tenth was imposed on it, and its 
export to any country except. Italy forbidden. The price at 
which the corn was sold was always moderate; the corn law of 
Graccbus (123 a.c.) made it absurdly low, and Clodius (58 n.c.) 
bestowed it gratuitously. The number of the recipients of this 
free gift grew so enormously, that both Caesar and Augustus were 
obliged to reduce it. From the time of Augustus to the end of 
the empire the number of those who were entitled to receive a 
monthly allowance of corn on presenting a ticket was 200,000. 

In the 3rd century, bread formed the dole. A praefectur alumnae 
was appointed by Augustus to superintend the corn-supply; he 
was assisted by a large staff in Rome and the provinces, and had 
jurisdiction in all matters connected with the corn-market. The 
office lasted fill the latest times of the empire. 

AIIIIONAY, a town of south-eastern France, in the north of the 
department of Ardiche, so m. S. of Lyons by the Paris-Lyons 
railway. Pop. (1906) 15003. Annonay is built on the hill 
overlooking the meeting of the deep gorges of the D66me and the 
Canoe, the waters of which supply power to the factories of the 
town. By means of a dam across the Ternay, an affluent of the 
Dame, to the north-west of the town, a reservoir is provided, 
in which an additional supply of water, for both industrial and 
domestic purposes, is stored. At Annonay there is an obelisk 
in honour of the brothers Montgolfier, inventors of the balloon, 
who were natives of the place. A tribunal of commerce, a board 
of trade-arbitrators, a branch of the Bank of France, and 
chambers of commerce and of arts and manufactures are among 
the public institutions. Annonay is the principal industrial 
centre of its department, the chief manufactures being those of 
leather, especially for gloves, paper, silk and silk goods, and 
flour. Chemical manures, glue, gelatine, brushes, chocolate and 
candles are also produced. 

ANNOY (like the French ennui, a word traced by etymologists 
to a Lat phrase, in odio ease, to be " in hatred " or hateful of 
someone), to vex or affect with irritation. In the sense of 
" nuisance," the noun " annoyance," apart from its obvious 
waning, is found in the English " Jury of Annoyance " 
appointed by an act of x754 to report upon obstructions in the 
highways- 

AUDIBITY (from L. muse, a year), a periodical payment, 
made annually, or at more frequent intervals, either for • fixed 
termof years, or during the continuance of a given life, or a com-
bination of lives. In technical language an annuity is said to be 
payable for an assigned status, this being a general word chosen 
in preference to such words as " time," " term " or " period," 
because it may include more readily either a term of years 
certain, or a life or combination of lives. The magnitude of the 
annuity is the sum to be paid (and received) in the course of each 
year. Thus, if Lioo is to be received each year by a person, he k 
said to have " an annuity of tido." If the payments are made 
half-yearly, it is sometimes said that be has " a half-yearly 
annuity of Lion "; but to avoid ambiguity, it is more commonly 
said he bits an annuity of free, payable by half-yearly instal-
ments. The former expression, if dearly understood, is prefer-
abie on account of its brevity. So we may have quarterly, 
monthly, weekly, daily annuities, when the annuity is payable 
by quarterly, monthly, weekly or daily instalments. An annuity  

is considered as accruing during each instant of the status for 
which it is enjoyed, although it is only payable at fixed intervals. 
If the enjoyment of an annuity is postponed until after the lapse 
of a certain number of years, the annuity is said to be deferred. 
If an annuity, instead of being payable at the end of each year, 
half-year, &c., is payable in advance, it is called an annuity-due. 

If an annuity is payable for a term of years Independent of 
any contingency, it is called an annuity certain; if it is to con-
tinue for ever, It is called a perpetuity; and if in the latter case 
it is not to commence until after a term of years, it is called a 
deferred perpetuity. An annuity depending on the continuance 
of an assigned life or lives, is sometimes called a life annuity; 
but more commonly the simple term " annuity " is understood 
to mean a life annuity, unless the contrary is stated. A life 
annuity, to cease in any event after a certain term of years, is 
taped a kmporary annuity. The holder of an annuity is called 
an annwtant, and the person on whose life the annuity depends' 
is called the nominee. 

If not otherwise stated, it is always understood that an annuity 
Is payable yearly, and that the annual payment (or rent, as it is 
sometimes called) is ir. It is, however, customary to consider 
the annual payment to be, not Li, but simply r, the reader 
supplying whatever monetary unit he pleases, whether pound, 
dollar, franc, Thaler, &c. 

The annuity is the totality of the payments to be made (and 
received), and is so understood by all writers on the subject; 
but some have also used the word to denote an individual 
payment (or rent), speaking, for instance, of the first or second 
year's annuity,—a practice which is calculated to introduce 
confusion and should therefore be carefully avoided. 

Instances of perpetuities are the dividends upon the public 
stocks in England, France and some other countries. Thus, 
although It is usual to speak of Imo consols, the reality is the 
yearly dividend which the government pays by quarterly instal-
ments. The practice of the French in this, as in many other 
matters, is more logical. In speaking of their public funds (retries) 
they do not mention the ideal capital sum, but speak of the 
annuity or annual payment that is received by the public 
creditor. Other instances of perpetuities are the incomes derived 
from the debenture stocks of railway companies, also the feu-
duties commonly payable on house property in Scotland. The 
number of years' purchase which the perpetual annuities granted 
by a government or a railway company realize in the open 
market, forms a very simple teat of the credit of the various 
governments or railways. 

Terminable Annuities are employed in the system of British 
public finance as a means of reducing the National Debt (q.v.). 
This result is attained by substituting for a perpetual annual 
charge (or one lasting until the capital which it represents can 
be paid off en bloc), an annual charge of a larger amount, but 
lasting for a short term. The latter is so calculated as to pay off, 
during its existence, the capital which it replaces, with interest 
at an assumed or agreed rate, and under specified conditions. 
The practical effect of the substitution of a terminable annuity 
for an obligation of longer currency is to bind the present genera-
tion of citizens to increase its own obligations in the present and 
near future in order to diminish those of its successors. This 
end might be attained in other ways; for instance, by setting 
aside out of revenue a fixed annual sum for the purchase and 
cancellation of debt (Pitt's method, in intention), or by fixing 
the annual debt charge at a figure sufficient to provide a margin 
for reduction of the principal of the debt beyond the amount 
required for interest (Sir Stafford Northcote's method), or by 
providing an annual surplus of revenue over expenditure (the 
" Old Sinking Fund "), available for the same purpose. All 
these methods have been tried in the course of British financial 
history, and the second and third of them are still employed; 
but on the whole the method of terminable annuities has been 
the one preferred by chancellors of the exchequer and by paths-
meld. 

Terminable annuities, as employed by the British government, 
fall under two beads:—(a) Those issued to, or held by private 
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persons; (6) those held by government departments or by funds 
under government controL The important difference between 
these two classes is that an ammity under (a), once created, 
cannot be modified except with the holder's consent, i.e. is 
practically unalterable without a breach of public faith; whereas 
an annuity under (b) can, if necessary, be altered by inter-
departmental arrangement under the authority of parliament. 
Thus annuities of class (a) fulfil most perfectly the object of the 
systera as explained above; while those of class (b) have the 
advantage that in tinaes of emergency their operation can be 
suspended without any inconvenience or breach of faith, with 
the restdt that the resources of government can on such occasions 
be materially increased, apart from any additional taxation. 
For this purpose it is only necessary to retain as a charge on the 
income of the year a sum equal to the (smaller) perpetual charge 
which was originally replaced by the (larger) terminable charge, 
whereupon the difference between the two amounts is temporarily 
released, while ultimately the increased charge is extended for 
a period equal to that for which it is suspended. Annuities of 
dass (a) were first instituted in 	but are at present mainly 
regulated by an act of 	They may be granted either for 
a specified life, or two lives, or for an arbitmry term of years; 
and the consideration for them may take the form either of cash 
or of government stock, the latter being cancelled when the 
annuity is set up. Annuities (b) held by government departments 
date from 1863. They have been created in exchange for per-
manent debt surrendered for cancellation, the principal opera-
tions having been effected 1863, 1867, 1870, 1874, 1883 and 
18o% Annuities of this class do not affect the public at all, 
except of course in their effect on the market for government 
securities. They are merely financial operations between the 
government, in its capadty as the banker of savings banks and 
other fuds, and itself, in the capacity of custodian of the national 
finances. Savings bank depositors are not concerned with the 
manner in which government invests their money, their rights 
being confined to the receipt of interest and the repayment of 
deposits upon specified conditions. The case is, however, 
different as regards forty millions of consols (included in the 
above figures), belonging to suitors in chancery, which were 
cancelled and replaced by a terminable annuity in 1883. As the 
liability to the suitors in that case was for a specified amount of 
stock, special arrangements were made to ensure the ultimate 
replacement of the precise amount of stock cancelled. 

Aerially Calculations.—The mathematical theory of life 
annuities is based upon a knowledge of the rate of mortality 
among mankind in general, or among the particular class of 
persons on whose lives the annuities depend. It involves a 
mathematical treatment too complicated to be dealt with fully 
in this place, and in practice it has been reduced to the form of 
tables, which vary in different places, but which are easily 
accessible. The history of the subject may, however, be sketched. 
Abraham Demoivre, in his Annuities as Lives, propounded a very 
simple law of mortality which is to the effect that, out of 86 
children born alive, 1 will die every year until the last dies 
between the ages of 8s and 86. This law agreed sufficiently well 
at the middle ages of life with the mortality deduced from the 
best observations of his time; but, as observations became more 
exact, the approximation was found to be not sufficiently dose. 
This was particularly the case when it was desired to obtain the 
value of joint life, contingent or other complicated benefits. 
Therefore Demoivre's law is entirely devoid of practical utility. 
No simple formula has yet been discovered that will represent 
the rate of mortality with sufficient accuracy. 

The rate of mortality at each age is, therefore, in practice 
usually determined by a series of figures deduced from observa-
tion; and the value of an annuity at any age is found from these 
numbers by means of a series of arithmetical calculations. The 
mortality table here given is an example of modern use. 

The first writer who is known to have attempted to obtain, on 
correct mathematical principles, the value of a life annuity, was 
Jan De Witt, grand pensionary of Holland and West Friesland. 
Our knowledge of his writings on the subject is derived from two  

papers contributed by Frederick Hendriks to the Asnwastee 
Magazine, vol. ii. p. 222, and vol. iii. p. 93. The former of these 
contains a translation of De Witt's report upon the value of life 
annuities, which was prepared in consequence of the resolution 
passed by the states-general, on the asth of April 167r, to nego-
tiate funds by life annuities, and which was distributed to the 
members on the 30th of July r671. The latter contains the 
translation of a number of letters addressed by De Witt to 
Burgomaster Johan Hudde, bearing dates from September 1670 
to October 1671. The existence of De Witt's report was well 
known among his contemporaries, and Hendriks collected a 
number of extracts from various authors referring to it; but the 
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report is not contained in any collection of his works extant, and 
had been entirely lost for 18o years, until Hendriks discovered it 
among the state archives of Holland in company with the letters 
to Hudde. It is a document of extreme interest, and (notwith-
standing some inaccuracies in the reasoning) of very great merit, 
more especially considering that it was the very first document 
on the subject that was ever written. 

It appears that it had long been the practice in Holland for 
life annuities to be granted to nominees of any age, in the con-
stant proportion of double the rate of interest allowed on stock: 
that is to say, if the towns were borrowing money at 6%, they 
would be willing to grant a life annuity at 12 %, and so on. 
De Witt states that " annuities have been sold, even in the 
present century, first at six years' purchase, then at seven and 
eight; and that the majority of all life annuities now current 
at the country's expense were obtained at nine years' purchase "; 
but that the price had been increased in the course of a few 
years from eleven years' purchase to twelve, and from twelve to 
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fourteen. He also states that the rate of interest had been 
successively reduced from 6f to s 70, and then to 4%. The 
prfircipal object of his tr.port is to prove that, taking interest at 
4%, a life annuity was worth at least sixteen years' purchase; 
and, in fact, that an annuitant purchasing an annuity for the 
life of a young and healthy nominee at sixteen years' purchase, 
made an excellent bargain. It may be mentioned that he argues 
that it is more to the advantage, both of the country and of the 
private investor, that the public loans should be raised by way of 
grant of life annuities rather than perpetual annuities. It appears 
conclusively from De Witt's correspondence with Hudde, that 
the rate of mortality assumed as the basis of his calculations 
was deduced from careful examination of the mortality that had 
actually prevailed among the nominees on whose lives annuities 
bad been granted In former years. De Witt appears to have 
come to the conclusion that the probability of death is the 
same in any half-year from the age of 3 to 53 inclusive; that 
in the next ten years, from 53 to 63, the probability 'la greater 
in the ratio of 3 to a; that in the next ten years, from 63 to 73, 
it is greater in the ratio of a to r; and in the next seven years, 
from 73 to So, it is greater in the ratio of 3 to ; and he places 
the limit of human life at 80. If a mortality table of the usual 
form is deduced from these suppositions, out of 212 persons 
alive at the age of 3, s will die every year up to 53, 3 in each of 
the ten years from 53 to 63, 4 in each of the next ten years from 
63 to 73, and 6 in each of the nest seven years from 73 to 8o, 
When all will be dead. 

De Witt calculates the value of an annuity in the following 
way. Mamma that annuities on mom lives each ten years of 
age, which satisfy the Has mortality table, have been purchased. 
Of these nominees 79 will die before attaining the age of 
and no annuity payment will be made in respect of them; none 
will die between the ages of xi and Is, so that annuities will be 
paid for one year on 9921 ling 40 attain the age of 12 and 
die before 53, so that two payments will be made with respect 
to these lives. Reasoning in this way we see that the annuities 
on 35 of the nominees will be payable for three years; on 40 
for four years, and so on. Proceeding thus to the end of the 
table, rs nominees attain the age of 9S, S of whom die before 
the age of 96, so that 85 payments will be paid in respect of 
these 5  lives. Of the survivors all die before attaining the age 
of 97, so that the annuities on these lives will be payable for 86 
years. Having previously calculated a table of the values of 
annuities certain for every number of years up to 86, the value 
of all the annuities on the to,000 nominees will be found by 
taking 4o times the value of an annuity fora years, 35 times 
the value of an annuity for 3 years, and so on—the last term 
being the value of to annuities for 86 years—and adding them 
together; and the value of an annuity on one of the nominees 
will then be found by dividing by mom. Before leaving the 
subject of De Witt, we may mention that we find in the OHM 
spendence a distinct suggestion of the law of mortality that 
bears the name of Demoivre. In De Witt's letter, dated the 
27th of October x671 (Ass. Mog. vol. M. p. 107), he speaks of a 
" provisional hypothesis " suggested by Hudde, that out of 
8o young lives (who, from the context, may be taken as of the 
age 6) about x dies annually. In strictness, therefore, the law 
in question might be more correctly termed Hudde's than 
Pemoivre's. 

De Witt's report being thus of the nature of an unpublished 
state paper, although it contributed to its author's reputation, 
did not contribute to advance the exact knowledge of the 
subject; and the author to whom the credit must be given of 
first showing how to calculate the value of an annuity on correct 
principles is Edmund Halley. He gave the first approximately 
correct mortality table (deduced from the records of the numbers 
of deaths and baptisms in the city of Breslau), and showed how 
it might be employed to calculate the value of an annuity on 
the life of a nominee of any age (see PhiL Trans. 1693; Ass. 
Meg. vol. xvfii.). 

Previously to Halley's time, and apparently for many years 
subsequently, all dealings with life annuities were based upon  

mere conjectural estimates. The earliest known reference to 
any estimate of the value of life annuities rose out of the require-
ments of the Falcidian law, which (40 a.c.) was adopted in the 
Roman empire, and which declared that a testator should not 
give more than three-fourths of his property in legacies, so that 
at least one-fourth must go to his legal representatives. It is 
easy to see how it would occasionally become necessary, while 
this law was in force, to value life annuities charged upon a 
testator's estate. Aemilius Macer (A.D. 23o) states that the 
method which had been in common use at that time was as 
follows:—From the earliest age until 30 take 3o years' purchase, 
and for each age after so deduct x year. It is obvious that no 
consideration of compound interest can have entered into this 
estimate; and it is easy to see that it is equivalent to assuming 
that all persons who attain the age of 3o will certainly live to 
the age of 6o, and then certainly die. Compared with this esti-
mate, that which was propounded by the praetorian prefect 
Ulpian was a great improvement. His table is as follows:— 
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Here also we have no reason to suppose that the element of 
interest was taken into consideration; and the assumption, 
that between the ages of 4o and so each addition of a year to the 
nominee's age diminishes the value of the annuity by one year's 
purchase, is equivalent to assuming that there is no probability 
of the nominee dying between the ages of 40 and so. Con-
sidered, however, simply as a table of the average duration of 
life, the values are fairly accurate. At all events, no more 
correct estimate appears to have been arrived at until the close 
of the 17th century. 

The mathematics of annuities has been very fully treated in 
Demoivre's Treatise on Annuities (1725); S(11:000 .3 Doctrine of 
Annuities and RettnieSt (1742): P. Gray, railer and Formulae; 
Roily'. Doctrine of Life Annuities; there are also innumerable 
compilations of Valuation Toiler and Interest Tables, by means of 
which the value of an annuity at any age and any rate of interest 
may be found. See also the article INTEassr, and especially that on 
INIURANCIL 

Commatalian tables, aptly so named In 1840 by Augustus 
De Morgan (see his paper " On the Calculation of Single Life 
Contingencies," Assurance Magatine, xii. 328), show the propor-
tion in which a benefit due at one age ought to be changed, 
so as to retain the same value and be due at another age. The 
earliest known specimen of a commutation table is contained 
in William Dale's farrodadirm to the Study of his Doctrine of 
Alembics, published in 5772. A full account of this work is 
given by F. Hendrik' in the second number of the Assurance 
Megasiae, pp. 15-17. William Morgan's Treatise on Assurances, 
5779, also contains a commutation table. Morgan gives the 
table as furnishing a convenient means of checking the correct• 
nem of the values of annuities found by the ordinary process. 
It may be assumed that he was aware that the table might be 
used for the direct calculation of annuities; but he appears to 
have been ignorant of its other uses. 

The first author who fully developed the powers of the table 
was John Nicholas Tetens, a native of Schleswig, who in 1785, 
while professor of philosophy and mathematics at Biel, published 
in the German language an Theroduction to the Calculation of 
Life Annuities and Assurances. This work appears to have been 
quite unknown in England until F. Hendriks gave, in the first 
number of the Assurance Magazine, pp. I-2o (Sept.i 285o), an 
account of it, with a translation of the passages describing the 
construction and use of the commutation table, and a sketch 
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of the author's life and writings, to which' we refer the reader 
who desires fuller information. It may be mentioned here that 
Tetens also gave only a specimen table, apparently not imagining 
that persona using his work would find it extremely useful to 
have a series of commutation tables, calculated and printed 
ready for use. 

The use of the commutation table was independently developed 
in England—apparently between the years 1788 and 28is-
hy George Barrett, of Petworth, Sussex, who was the son of a 
yeoman farmer, and was himself a village schoolmaster, and 
afterwards farm steward or bailiff. It has been usual to consider 
Barrett as the originator in England of the method of calculating 
the values of annuities by means of a commutation table, and 
this method, is accordingly sometimes called Barrett's method. 
(It is also called the commutation method and the columnar 
method.) Barrett's method of calculating annuities was ex-
plained by him to Francis Bally in the year di t, and was first 
made known to the world in a paper written by the latter and 
read before the Royal Society in 1812. 

• By what has been universally considered an unfortunate 
error of judgment, this paper was not recommended by the 
council of the Royal Society to be printed, but it was given by 
Bally as an appendix to the second issue (in 1813) of his work 
on life annuities and assurances. Barrett had calculated exten-
sive tables, and with Bally's aid attempted to get them published 
by subscription, but without success; and the only printed 
tables calculated according to his manner, besides the specimen 
tables given by Bally, are the tables contained in Babbage's 
Comparative View of she various hutitutions for She Assurance of 
Lisa, 1826. 
• In the year 1825 Griffith Davies published his Tables of Life 
Contingencies, a work which contains, among others, two tables, 
which are confessedly derived from Baily's explanation of 
Barrett's tables. 

Those who desire to pursue the subject further can refer to the 
appendix to Baily's Life Annuities and A ssurances t  De Morgan's 
paper " On the Calculation of Single Life Contingencies," Assurance 
Magazine, xii. 348-349;  Gray'. Tables and Formulae, chap. viii.; 
the preface to Davies's Treatise on Annuities; also Hendriks's 
papers is the Assurance Mamie% No. I, p. I, and No. 2, p. 12; 
and in particular De Morgan's Account of a Correspondence 
between Mr George Barrett and Mr Francis Bally," in the Assurance 
Magasine t vol. iv. p. 185. 

The principal commutation tables published in England are 
contained in the following works :—David Jones, Value of Annuities 
and Reversionary Payments, issued inparts by the Useful -Knowledge 
Society, completed in 1843; Jenkin Jones, New Rate of Mortally,

G  1843; . Davies, Treatise on Annuities, 1825 (issued 1855); David 
Chisholm, Commutation Tables, 1858; Neson's Contributions to 
Vital Statistics, 1857; Jardine Henry, Government Life Annuit 
Commutation Tables, i866 and 1873; Institute of Actuaries life  
Tables, x872; R. P. Hirdy, Valuation Tables, 1873; and Dr William 
Farr's contributions to the sixth (1844), twelfth (1849), and twentieth  
(187) Reports of the Registrar General in England (English Tables, 
I, 2 , and to the English Life Table, 1864. 

The theory of annuities may be further studied in the discussions 
in the English Journal of the Instituk of Actuaries. The Institute 
was founded in the year 1148, the first sessional meeting being held 
in January 1849. Its establishment has contributed in various ways 
to promote the study of the theory of life contingencies. Among 
these may be specified the following :—Before it was formed, students 
of the subject worked for the most part alone, and without any 
concert; and when any person had made an improvement in the 
theory, it bad little chime of becoming publicly known unless be 
wrote a formal treatise on the whole subject. But the formation of 
the institute led to much greater interchange of opinion among 
actuaries, and afforded them a ready means of making known to 
their professional associates any improvements, real or supposed, 
that they thought they had made. Again,, the discussions which 
follow the reading of papers before the institute have often served, 
first, to bring out into bold relief differences of opinion that were 
previously unsuspected, and afterwards to soften down those differ-
enoes,—to correct extreme opinions in every direction, and to bring 
about a greater agreement of opinion on many important subjects. 
In no way,probably, have the objects of the institute been so 
effectually advanced as by the publication of its Journal. The first 
number of this work, which was originally called the Assurance 
Magazine, appeared in September 1850, and lias been continued 
quarterly down to the present time. It was onvnated by te public 
spirit of two well-known actuaries (Mr Charles Jellicoe

h 
 and Mr 

Samuel Brown), and was adopted as the organ of the Institute of 

Actuaries in the year 185*. and called the Assurance Magaske and 
Journal of the Institute of Actuaries, Mr Jellicoe continuing to be the 
editor,--a post be held until the year 1867, when he was succeeded 
by Mr T. B. Sprague (who contributed to the sith edition of this 
Encyclopaedia an elaborate article on " Annuities," on which the 
above account is based). The name was again changed in 1866, the 
wards " Assurance Magazine " being dropped; but an the following 
year it was considered desirable to resume these, for the purpose 
showing the continuity of the publication, and it is now called the 
Journal of the Institute of Actuaries and Assurance Magaline. This 
work contains not only the papers read before the institute (to which 
have been appended of late years short abstracts of the discussions on 
them), and many original papers which were unsuitable for reading, 
together with correspondence, but also reprints of many papers 
published elsewhere, which from various causes had become difficult 
of access to the ordinary reader, among which may be specified 
various papers which originally appeared in the Philosophical 
Transactions, the Philosophical Magassne, the Mechanics' Magazine, 
and the Companion to the Almanac; also translations of various 
papers from the French,. German, and Danish. Among the useful 
objects which the continuous publication of the Journal of the 
institute has served, we may specify in particular two :—that any 
supposed improvement in the theory was effectually submitted to 
the criticisms of the whole actuarial profession, and its real value 
speedily discovered; and that any real improvement, whether 
great or small, being placed on record, successive writers have been 
able, one after the other, to take it up and develop it, each coca. 
mencing where the previous one had left off. 

ANNULAR. ANNULATE, dm (Lat. mins:us, a ring), ringed. 
" Annulate " is used in botany and zoology in connexion with 
certain plants, 120211111, lac. (see MOTZLIDA), either marked with 
rings or composed of ring-like segments. The word "annulated" 
is also used in heraldry -and architecture. An annulated area 
is one with the points ending in an " epaulet " (an heraldic ring, 
supposed to be taken from a coat of mail), while the annulet in 
architecture is a small fillet round a column, which encircles the 
lower part of the Doric capital immediately above the neck or 
trachelium. The word "annulus" (for "ring") is itself used tech-
nically in geometry, astronomy, ikc., and the adjective " annular " 
corresponds; An annular space is that between an inner and outer 
ring. The annular finger is the ring finger. An eclipse is 
an eclipse of the sun in which the visible part of the latter com-
pletely encircles the dark body of the moon; for this to happen, 
the centres of the sun and moon, and the point on the earth 
where the observer is situated, must be collinear. Certain 
nebulae having the form of a ring are also called "annular." 

ANNUNCIATION, the announcement made by the angel 
Gabriel to the Virgin Mary of the incarnation of Christ (Luke i. 
26-38). The Feast of the Annunciation in the Christian Church 
is celebrated on the 25th of March. The first authentic allusions 
to it are in a canon of the council of Toledo (656), and another 
of the council of Constantinople " in Trial " (692), forbidding 
the celebration of all festivals in Lent, excepting the Lord's day 
and the Feast of the Annunciation. An earlier origin has been 
claimed for it on the ground that it is mentioned in sermons of 
Athanasius and of Gregory Thaumatinus, but both of these 
documents are now admitted to be spurious. A synod held at 
Worcester, England (1240), forbade all servile work en this 
feast day. See further LADY DAY. 

ANNUNZIO, OABRIELE (1863 	), Italian novelist and 
poet, of Dalmatian extraction, was born at Pescara (Abruzzi) in 
1863. The first years of his youth were spent in the freedom of 
the open fields; at sixteen he was sent to school in Tuscany. 
While still at school he published a small volume of verses called 
Primo Vere (1879), in which, side by side with some almost 
brutal imitations of Lorenzo Stecchetti, the then fashionable 
poet of Fatima, were some translations from the Latin, dis-
tinguished by such agile grace that Giuseppe Chiarini on reading 
them brought the unknown youth before the public in an enthusi-
astic article. The young poet then went to Rome, where he 
was received as one of their own by the Cronaca BizartHea group 
(see CARDUCC4. Here he published Canto Nuevo (1882), Terra 
Vergine (1882), L' Intermaso di Rinse (1883), 11 Libra dell* 
Vergini (x884), and the greater part of the short stories that were 
afterwards collected under the general title of Sae Pantakone 
(1886). In Canto Plum we have admirable poems full of 
pulsating youth and the promise of power, 51:1112e descriptive 
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of the sea and some of the Abruzzi landscape, commented on 
and completed in prose by Terra Vergisse, the latter a collection 
of short stories dealing in radiant language with the peasant life 
of the author's native province. With the frairesesso di Rime we 
have the beginning of d'Annundo's second and characteristic 
manner. His conception of style was new, and be chose to 
express all the most subtle vibrations of voluptuous life. Both 
style and contents began to startle his critics; some who had 
greeted him as an enfant ifrodige—CWarini amongst others—
rejected him as a perverter of public morals, whilst others 
hailed him as ono bringing a current of fresh air and the impulse 
of a new vitality into the somewhat prim, lifeless work hitherto 
produced. 

Meanwhile the Review of Angelo Sonunernga perished in the 
midst of medal, and his group of young authors found itself 
dispersed. Some entered the teaching career and were lost to 
literature, others threw themselves Into journalism. Gabdele 
d'Annunzio took this latter course, and joined the staff of the 
Tribune. For this paper, under the pseudonym of " Dues 
Minim," he did some of his most brilliant work, and the articles 
he wrote during that period of originality and exuberance would 
well repay being collected. To this period of greater maturity and 
deeper culture below II Libre trona (1886), a love poem, in 
.which for the first time he drew Inspiration adapted to modern 
sentiments and passions from the rich colours of the Renaissance. 
If Libra 1' Lean is interesting also, because in it we find most 
of the germs of his future work, just as in Mame= stellar and 
in certain ballads and sonnets we find descriptions and emotions 
which later went to form the aesthetic contents of 11 Placers, Ii 
Triomf@ della Mork, and Bkgie Romans (ags). 

D' Annunzio's first novel If Baum (1889)—trandeted into 
English as The Child of Beanies—was followed in 1891 by 
L' Innocents (The Intruder), and in Aga by Giovesuri Musk. 
These three novels created a profound impression. L' Insomnia, 
admirably translated into French by. Georges Herelle, brought 
its author the notice and applause of foreign critics. His next 
work, It Trionfe della York (The Triumph of Death) (1894), 
was followed at a short distance by Ls Vergiei de to Ramie 
(r896) and If noes (rpoo), which in its descriptions of Venice 
is perhaps the most ardent glodfication of a city existing In any 
language. 

D' Annundo's poetic pork of this period, in most respects 
his flaellti is represented by II P001110 Paradisiac(' (z893), the 
Odi Naeali (1893), a superb attempt at civic poetry, and !Audi 
490• 

A later phase of 4' Anaemia's work is his dramatic production, 
represented by 11 Sopa di us maim di primeness (1897), a 
lyrical fantasia in one act; his Cilia Maria (x898), written for 
Sarah Bernhardt, which is certainly among the most daring 
and original of modern tragedies, and the only one which by its 
unity, persistent purpose, and sense of fate seems to continue 
in a measure the traditions of the Greek theatre. In 1898 
be wrote his Sepia di so Pomeriggio Annum and Lo 
Gioconda; in the succeeding year La Gloria, an attempt at 
contemporary political tragedy which met with no success, 
probably through the audacity of the personal and political 
allusions In some of its scenes; and then Francesca do Buries 
(zpoz), a perfect reconstruction of medieval atmosphere 
and emotion, magnificent in style, and declared by one of the 
most authoritative Italian critics—Edoardo Boutet—to be the 
first real although not perfect tragedy which has ever been given 
to the Italian theatre. 

The work of d' Annunzio, although by many of the younger 
generation injudiciously and extravagantly admired, is almost 
the most important literary work given to Italy since the days 
when the great classics welded her varying dialects into a fired 
language. The psychological inspiration of his novels has come 
to him from many sources—French, Russian, Scandinavian, 
German—and in much of his earlier work there is little 
fundamental originality. His creative power is intense and 
searching, but narrow and personal; his heroes and heroines are 
little more than one same type monotonously facing a different  

problem at a different phase of life. But the faultlessness of his 
style and the wealth of his language have been approached by 
none of his contemporaries, whom his genius has somewhat 
paralysed. In his later work, when he begins drawing his inspira-
tion from the traditions of bygone Italy in her glorious centuries, 
a current of real life seems to run through the veins of his 
personages. And the lasting merit of d' Annunzio, his real value 
to the literature of his country, consists preciselyin that he opened 
up the dosed mine of its former life as a source of inspiration 
for the present and of hope for the future, and created a language, 
neither pompous nor vulgar, drawn from every source and district 
suited to the requirements of modern thought, yet absolutely 
classical, borrowed from none, and, independently of the thought 
it may be used to express, a thing of intrinsic beauty. As 
his sight became clearer and his purpose strengthened, as e,z-
aggerations, affectations, and moods dropped away from his con. 
ceptions, his work became more and more typical Latin work, 
upheld by the ideal of an Italian Renaissance. 

iJI0A, the native name of the small wild buffalo of Celebes, 
Bar (Bubalus) & ► iliaria:, which stands but little over a 
yard at the shoulder, and is the most diminutive of all wild 
cattle. It is nearly allied to the larger Asiatic buffaloes, showing 
the same reversal of the direction of the hair•on the back. The 
horns are peculiar for their upright direction and comparative 
straightness, although they have the same triangular section as 
in other buffaloes. White spots are sometimes present below 
the eyes, and there may be white markings on the legs and 
back; and the absence or presence of these white markings 
may be Indicative of distinct races. The horns of the cows are 
very small. The nearest allies of the anoa appear to be certain 
extinct buffaloes, of which the remains are found In the Siwalik 
Hills of northern India. In habits the animal appears to 
resemble the Indian buffalo. 

ANODYNE (from Gr. b-, privative, and Wove, pain), a cause 
which relieves pain- The term is commonly applied to medicines 
which lessen the sensibility of the brain or nervous system, such 
as morphiao&c. 

ANOINTING, or greasing with oil, fat, or melted butter, a 
Proems employed ritually in all religions and among all races, 
civilised or savage, partly as a mode of ridding persons and 
things of dangerous influences and diseases, especially of the 
demons (Persian drug, Greek elipes, Armenian dm) which are or 
cause those diseases; and partly as a means of introducing into 
things and persons a sacramental or divine influence, a holy 
emanation, spirit or power. The riddance of an evil influence is 
often synonymous with the introduction of the good principle, 
and therefore it is best to madder fast the use of anointing in 
consecrations.  . 

The Australian natives believed that the virtues of one killed 
could be transferred to survivors if the latter rubbed themselves 
with his caul-fat. So the Arabs of East Africa anoint themselves 
with lion's fat in order to gain courage and Inspire the animals 
with awe of themselves. Such rites are often associated with the 
actual eating of the victim whose virtues are coveted. Human 
fat Is a powerful charm all over the world; for, as It. Smith 
points out, after the blood the fat was peculiarly the vehicle 
and seat of life. This is why fat of a victim was smeared on a 
sacred stone, not only in acts of homage paid to it, but in the 
*dual consecration thereof. In such cases the influence of the 
god, communicated to the victim, passed with the unguent into 
the stone. But the divinity could by anointing be transferred 
into men no less than into stones; and from immemorial an-
tiquity, among the Jews as among other races, kings were 
anointed or greased, doubtless with the fat of the victims which, 
like the blood, was too holy to be eaten by the common votaries. 

Butter made from the milk of the cow, the most sacred of 
animals, is used for anointing is the Hindu religion. A newly. 
built house is smeared with it, so are demonises, are being taken 
to smear the latter downwards from head to foot. 

In the Christian religion, especially where animal sacrifices, 
topther with the cult of totem or holy animals, have been given 
up, It Is usual to hallow the oil used in ritual anointing/ with 
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special prayers and exorcisms; oil from the lamps lit before the 
altar has a peculiar virtue of its own, perhaps because it can be 
burned to give light, and disappears to heaven in doing so. In 
any case oil has ever been regarded as the aptest symbol and 
vehicle of the holy and illuminating spirit. For this reason the 
catechumens are anointed with holy oil both before and after 
baptism; the one act (of eastern origin) assists the expulsion 
of the evil spirits, the other (of western origin), taken in con-
junction with imposition of hands, conveys the spirit and 
retains it in the person of the baptized. In the postbaptismal 
anointing the oil was applied to the organs of sense, to the bead, 
heart, and midriff. Such ritual use of oil as a c#payls or seal 
may have been suggested In old religions by the practice of 
keeping wine fresh in jars and amphorae by pouring on • top 
layer of oil; for the spoiling of wine was attributed to the action 
of demons of corruption, against whom many ancient formulae 
of aversion or exorcism still exist. 

The holy oil, chrisin, or pbpar, as the Eastern call it, was 
prepared and consecrated on Maundy Thursday, and in the 
Gelasian sacramentary the formula used runs thus: " Send 
forth, 0 Lord, we beseech thee, thy Holy Spirit the Paraclete 
from heaven into this fatness of oil, which thou hest deigned to 
bring forth out of the green wood for the refreshing of mind and 
body; and through thy holy benediction may it be for all who 
anoint with it, taste it, touch it, a safeguard of mind and body, 
of soul and spirit, for the expulsion of all pains, of every infirmity, 
of every sickness of mind and body. For with the same thou 
bast anointed priests, kings, and prophets and martyrs with this 
thy chrism, perfected by thee, 0 Lord, blessed, abiding within 
our bowels in the name of our Lord Jesus Christ." 

In various churches the dead are anointed with holy oil, to 
guard them against the vampires or ghouls which ever threaten 
to take possession of dead bodies and live in them. In the 
Armenian church, as formerly In many Greek churches, a cross 
is not holy until the Spirit has been formally led into it by means 
of prayer and anointing with holy oil. A new church is anointed 
at its four corners, and also the altar round which it is built; 
similarly tombs, church gongs, and all other instruments and 
utensils dedicated to allied uses. In churches of the Greek 
rite a little of the old year's chrism is left in the jar to communicate 
its sanctity to that of the new. (F. C. C.) 

ANOMALY (from Gr. 6sousakia, unevenness, derived from 
dr-, privative, and banker, even), a deviation from the common 
rule. In astronomy the word denotes the angular distance of a 
body from the pericentre of the orbit in which it is moving. 
Let AB be the major axis of the orbit, B the perlcentre, F the 
focus or centre of motion, P the position of the body. The 
anomaly is then the angle BFP which the radius vector makes 
with the major axis. This is the actual or true anomaly. Meats 

anomaly is the anomaly. which the 
body would have if it moved from 
the pericentre around F with a 
uniform angular motion such that 
its revolution would be completed 
In its actual time (see Oasrr). 
Eccentric anomaly is defined thus:—
Draw the circumscribing circle of 
the elliptic orbit around the centre C 
of the orbit. Drop the perpendicular 
RPQ through P, the position of 
the planet, upon the major axis. 

Join CR; the angle CRQ is then the eccentric anomaly. 
In the ancient astronomy the anomaly was taken as the 

angular distance of the planet from the point of the farthest 
recession from the earth. 

Kepler's Problem, namely, that of finding the co-ordinates of a 
planet at a given time, which is equivalent—given the mean 
anomaly—to that of determining the true anomaly, was solved 
approximately by Kepler, and more completely by Wallis, 
Newton and others. 

The anomalistic revolution of a planet or other heavenly body 
Is the revolution between two consecutive passages through the  

pericentre. Starting from the pericentre, ft is completed on the 
return to the pericentre. If the pericentre is fixed, this is an 
actual revolution • but if it moves the anomalistic revolution 
is greater or less than a complete circumference. 

An Anomalistk year is the time (363 days, 6 hours, 13 minutest, 
48 seconds) in which the earth (and similarly for any other 
planet) passes from perihelion to perihelion, or from any given 
value of the anomaly to the same again. Owing to the precession 
of the equinoxes it is longer than a tropical or sidereal year by 
25 minutes and 2.3 seconds. An Anomalistic month Is the time 
in which the moon passes from perigee to perigee, &c. 

For the mathematics of Kepler's problem see E. W. Brown, 
Lunar Theory (Cambridge 180), or the work of Watson or of 
Batuchinger on Theoretical Astronomy. 

ANORTHITK an important mineral of the felspar group, being 
one of the end members of the plagioclase (q.v.) series. It is a 
calcium and aluminium silicate, CaAl2S40., and crystallizes 
in the anorthic system. Like all the felspars, it possesses two 
cleavages, one perfect and the other less so, here inclined to one 
another at an angle of 8? so'. The colour is white, greyish or 
reddish, and the crystals are trans-
parent to translucent. The hard-
ness is 6-64, and the specific gravity 
2/$. 

Anorthite is an essential con-
stituent of Many basic igneous 
rocks, such as gabbro and basalt, 
also of sonic meteoric stones. The 
best developed crystals are those 
which accompany mica, augite, 
sanidine, &c., in the ejected blocks 
of metamorphosed limestone from 
Monte Somme, the ancient portion 
of Mount Vesuvius; these are 	Anorthite. 
perfectly colourless and transparent, and are bounded by 
numerous brilliant faces. Distinctly developed crystals are 
also met with in the basalts of Japan, but are usually rare at 
other localities. 

The name anorthite was given to the Vesuvian mineral by 
G. Rose in 1823, on account of its anorthic crystallization. The 
species had, however, been earlier described by the comte de 
Boumon under the name indianite, this name being applied to a 
greyish or reddish granular mineral forming the matrix of corun-
dum from the Carnatic in India. Several unimportant varieties 
have been distinguished. (L. J. S.) 

ANQUETIL. LOUIS PIERRE (1723-4808), French historian, 
was born in Paris, on the 21st of February 1723. He entered the 
congregation of Sainte-Genevieve, where he took holy orders and 
became professor of theology and literature. Later, he became 
director of the seminary at Reims, where he wrote his Histoire 
chile of politique de Reims (3 vols., 1756-1 757), Perhaps his best 
work. He was then director of the college of Senlis, where he 
composed his Esprit do k Ligue ou histoire politique des troubles 
de la Fronde pendant k XVI* et le X VIP slides (1767). During 
the Reign of Terror he was imprisoned at St Lazare; there he 
began his Precis de Mistake usher:elle, afterwards published in 
nine volumes. On the establishment of the national institute he 
was elected a member of the second group (moral and political 
sciences), and was soon afterwards employed in the office of the 
ministry  of foreign affairs, profiting by his experience to write his 
Motifs des guerres d des trellis de pais sous Louis XI V., Louis XV. 
of Louis XVI. He is said to have hien asked by Napoleon to 
write his Histoire de France (14 vols., 18o5), a mediocre compila-
tion at second or third band, with the assistance of de Mfzeray 
and of Paul Francois Velly (1109-1759). This work, nevertheless, 
passed through numerous editions, and by it his name is remem-
bered. He died on the 6th of September i8o8. 

ANQIIETIL DIIPERRON, ABRAHAM HYACINTHE (1731- 
1805), French orientalist, brother of Louis Pierre Anquetil, the 
historian, was born in Paris on the 7th of December 1735. He 
was educated for the priesthood in Paris and Utrecht, but his taste 
for Hebrew, Arabic, Persian, and other languages of the East 
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developed into a nation, and he discontinued his theological 
course to devote himself entirely to them. His diligent attend-
ance at the Royal Library attracted the attention of the keeper 
of the manuscripts, the Abbe Saflier, whose influence procured 
for him a small salary as student of the oriental languages. He 
had lighted on some fragments of the Versdidad Sade, and formed 
the project of a voyage to India to discover the works of Zoroaster. 
With this end in view he enlisted as a private soldier, on the and 
of November m754, in the Indian expedition which was about to 
start from the port of L'Orient His friends procured his dis-
charge, and he was granted a free passage, a seat at the captain's 
table, and a salary, the amount of which was to be fixed by the 
governor of the French settlement in India. After a passage of 
six months, Anquetil landed, on the moth of August e755, at 
Pondicherry. Here he remained a short time to master modern 
Persian, and then hastened to Chandernagore to acquire Sanskrit. 
Just then war was declared between France and England; 
Chandernagore was taken, and Anquetil returned to Pondicherry 
by land. He found one of his brothers at Pondicherry, and 
embarked with him for Surat; but, with a view of exploring the 
country, he landed at Mahe and proceeded on foot. At Surat he 
succeeded, by perseverance and address in his intercourse with 
the native priests, in acquiring a sufficient knowledge of the Zend 
and Pahlavi languages to translate the liturgy called the Versdidad 
Sade and some other works. Thence he proposed going to 
Benares, to study the language, antiquities, and sacred laws of 
the Hindus; but the capture of Pondicherry obliged him to quit 
India. Returning to Europe in an English vessel, he spent some 
lime in London and Oxford, and then set out for France. He 
arrived in Paris on the r4th of March r762 in possession of one 
hundred and eighty oriental manuscripts, besides other curiosities. 
The Abbe Barthelemy procured for him a pension, wits the 
appointment of interpreter of oriental languages at the Royal 
Library. In 176; he was elected an associate of the Academy of 
Inscriptions, and began to arrange for the publication of the 
materials he had collected during his eastern travels. In 1771 he 
published his Zend-Avesta (3 vols.), containing collections from 
the sacred writings of the fire-worshippers, a life of Zoroaster, and 
fragments of works ascribed to him. In 1778 he published at 
Amsterdam his Legislation orierdak, in which he endeavoured to 
prove that the nature of oriental despotism had been greatly 
misrepresented. His Reckerches historic= a nonaphiques stir 
Floide appeared in 1786, and formed part of Thieffenthaler's 
Geography of India. The Revolution seems to have greatly 
affected him. During that period he abandoned society, and 
lived in voluntary poverty on a few pence a day. In z798 he 
published Linde en rapport avec l'Europe (Hamburg, a vole.), 
which contained much invective against theEnglish, and numerous 
misrepresentations. In Aor-r8o4 he published a Latin transla-
tion (a vols.) from the Persian of the Ouptiehliat or Upanishads. 
It is a curious mixture of Latin, Greek, Persian, Arabic, and 
Sanskrit He died in Paris on the 17th of January 1805. 

See Bionapkie sorkerselk; Sir William Jones, Works (vol. x., 
2807): and the Miscethisies of the PhilobtWon Society _Not, Hi., 
1 856-1857). For a list of his scattered writings lot Obbstd. 
Francs Mikan. 

AREA (from Let ease, a handle), in astronomy, one of the 
apparent ends of the rings of Saturn as seen in perspective from 
the earth: so-called because, in the earlier telescopes, they looked 
like handles projecting from the planet. In anatomy the word 
Is applied to nervous structures which resemble loops. In 
archaeology it is used for the engraved and ornamented handle 
of • vase, which has often survived when the vase itself, being less 
durable, has disappeared. 

AIIIIIIACH, or ANSPACII, originally (kickback, a town of 
Germany, in the kingdom of Bavaria, on the Reset, 27 m. by rail 
S.W. of Nuremberg, and coo m. N. of Munich. Pop. (r000) 
17,555. It contains a palace, once the residence of the margraves 
of Anspach, with fine gardens; several churches, the finest of 
which are those dedicated to St John, containing the vault of 
the former margraves, and St Gumbert; a gymnasium; a 
picture gallery; a municipal museum and a special technical 
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school Ansbach possesses monuments to the poets August, 
Count von Platen-Hallermund, and Johann Peter Us, who were 
born here, and to Kasper Hauser, who died here. The chief 
manufactures are machinery, toys, woollen, cotton, and half-silk 
stuffs, embroideries, earthenware, tobacco, cutlery and playing 
cards. There is considerable trade in grain, wool and flax. In 
r7or the last margrave of Anspach sold his principality to 
Frederick William II., king of Prussia; it was transferred by 
Napoleon to Bavaria in t806, an act which was confirmed by the 
congress of Vienna in 1815. 

MODELL, RICHARD (z8i5-i1385), English painter, was 
born in Liverpool, and first exhibited at the Royal Academy 
in 1840. He was a painter of genre, chiefly animal and sporting 
pictures, and he became very popular, being elected A.R.A. in 
ififir and R.A. in 187o. His " Stag at Bay " (1846), " The 
Combat " (1847), and " Battle of the Standard " (1848), repre-
sent his best work, in which be showed himself a notable follower 
of Landseer. 

ANIELM (c. 1033-1109), archbishop of Canterbury, was born 
at Aosta in Piedmont. His family was accounted noble, and 
was possessed of considerable property. Gundulph, his father, 
was by birth a Lombard, and seems to have been a man of harsh 
and violent temper; his mother, Ermenberga, was a prudent and 
virtuous woman, from whose careful religious training the young 
Anselm derived much benefit At the age of fifteen be desired 
to enter a convent, but he could not obtain his father's consent. 
Disappointment brought on an illness, on his recovery from 
which he seems for a time to have given up his studies, and to 
have plunged into the gay life of the world. During this time his 
mother died, and his father's harshness became unbearable. 
He left home, and with only one attendant crossed the Alps, 
and wandered through Burgundy and France. Attracted by 
the fame of his countryman, Lanfranc, then prior of Bec, he 
entered Normandy, and, after spending some time at Avnusches, 
settled at the monastery of Bec. There, at the age of twenty-
seven, he became a monk; three years later, when Lanham 
was promoted to the abbacy of Caen, he was elected prior. 
This office he held for fifteen years, and then, in 1078, on the 
death of Herlwin, the warrior monk who had founded the 
monastery, he was made abbot. Under his rule Bec became the 
first seat of learning in Europe, a result due not more to his 
intellectual powers than to the great moral influence of his 
noble character and kindly discipline. It was during these quiet 
years at Bee that Anselm wrote his first philosophical and re-
ligious works, the dialogues on Truth and Freewill, and the two 
celebrated treatises, the Monotones and Proslogion. 

Meanwhile the convent had been growing in wealth, as well 
as in reputation, and had acquired considerable property in 
England, which it became the duty of Anselm occasionally to 
visit. By his mildness of temper and unswerving rectitude, 
he so endeared himself to the English that he was looked upon 
and desired as the natural successor to Lanfranc, then archbishop 
of Canterbury. But on the death of that great man, the ruling 
sovereign, William Rufus, seised the possessions and revenues 
of the see, and made no new appointment. About four years 
after, in toga, on the invitation of Hugh, earl of Chester, Anselm 
with some reluctance, for he feared to be made archbishop, 
crossed to England. He was detained by business for nearly 
four months, and when about to return, was refused permission 
by the king. In the following year William fell ill, and thought 
his death was at band. Eager to make atonement for his sin 
with regard to the archbishopric, he nominated Anselm to the 
vacant see, and after a great struggle compelled him to accept 
the pastoral staff of office. After obtaining dispensation from 
his duties in Normandy, Anselm was consecrated in 10e3. He 
demanded of the king, as the conditions of his retaining office, 
that he should give up all the possessions of the see, accept his 
spiritual counsel, and acknowledge Urban as pope in opposition 
to the anti-pope, Clement. He only obtained a partial consent 
to the first of these, and the last involved him in a serious difficulty 
with the king. It was a rule of the church that the consecration 
of metropolitans could not be completed without their receiving 
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the pallium from the hands of the pope. Anselm, accordingly, 
insisted that he must proceed to Rome to receive the pall. But 
William would not permit this; he had not acknowledged Urban, 
and he maintained his right to prevent any pope being acknow-
ledged by an English subject without his permission. A great 
council of churchmen and nobles, held to settle the matter, 
advised Anselm to submit to the king, but failed to overcome 
his mild and patient firmness. The matter was postponed; 
and William meanwhile privately sent messengers to Rome, 
who acknowledged Urban and prevailed on him to send a legate 
to the king bearing the archiepiscopal pall. A partial recon-
dilation was then effected, and the matter of the pall was com-
promised. It was not given by the king, but was laid on the 
altar at Canterbury, whence Anselm took it. 

Little more than a year after, fresh trouble arose with the king, 
and Anselm resolved to proceed to Rome and seek the counsel 
of his spiritual father. With great difficulty he obtained • 
reluctant permission to leave, and in October zoo he set out 
for Rome. William immediately seized on the revenues of the 
see, and retained them to his death. Anselm was received with 
high honour by Urban, and at a great council held at Bari, he 
was put forward to defend the doctrine of the procession of the 
Holy Ghost against the representatives of the Greek Church. 
But Urban was too politic to embroil himself with the king of 
England, and Anselm found that he could obtain no substantial 
result. He withdrew from Rome, and spent some time at the 
little village of Schiavi, where he finished his treatise on the 
atonement, Cur Dear home, and then retired to Lyons. 

In I too William was killed, and Henry, his successor, at once 
recalled Anselm. But Henry demanded that he should again 
receive from him in person investiture in his office of archbishop, 
thus making the dignity entirely dependent on the royal 
authority. Now, the papal rule in the matter was plain; all 
homage and lay investiture were strictly prohibited. Anselm 
represented this to the king; but Henry would not relinquish 
a privilege possessed by his predecessors, and proposed that the 
matter should be laid before the Holy See. The answer of the 
pope reaffirmed the law as to investiture. A second embassy 
was sent, with a similar result. Henry, however, remained 
firm, and at last, in 1103, Anselm and an envoy from the king 
set out for Rome. The pope, Paschal, reaffirmed strongly the 
rule of investiture, and. passed sentence of excommunication 
against all who had infringed the law, except Henry. Practically 
this left matters as they were, and Anselm, who had received 
a message forbidding him to return to England unless on the 
king's terms, withdrew to Lyons, where he waited to see if 
Paschal would not take stronger measures. At last, in 1105, 
he resolved himself to excommunicate Henry. His intention 
was made known to the king through his sister, and it seriously 
alarmed him, for it was a critical period in his affairs. A meeting 
was arranged, and a reconciliation between them effected. In 
no6 Anselm crossed to England, with power from the pope 
to remove the sentence of excommunication from the illegally 
invested churchmen. In r req the long dispute as to investiture 
was finally ended by the king resigning his formal rights. The 
remaining two years of Anselm's life were spent in the duties 
of his archbishopric. He died on the 21st of April noel. He 
VMS canonized in 1494 by Alexander VI. 

Anselm may, with some justice, be considered the first scho-
lastic philosopher and theologian. His only great predecessor, 
Scotus Erigena, had more of the speculative and mystical 
element than is consistent with a schoolman; but in Anselm 
are found that recognition of the relation of reason to revealed 
truth, and that attempt to elaborate a rational system of faith, 
which form the special characteristics of scholastic thought. 
His constant endeavour is to render the contents of the Christian 
consciousness clear to reason, and to develop the intelligible 
truths interwoven with the Christian belief. The necessary 
preliminary for this is the possession of the Christian conscious-
ness. " He who does not believe will not experience; and he 
who has not experienced will not understand." That faith must 
precede knowledge is reiterated by him. "Napa swim yawo  

haelligero sa wedelns, ad credo of iniefligam. Nan a hoe auk 
quia, nisi eredidero, non inielligons." (" Nor do I seek to under-
stand. that I may believe, but I believe that I may understand. 
For this too I believe, that unless I first believe, I shall not under-
stand.") But after the faith is held fast, the attempt must be 
made to demonstrate by reason the truth of what we believe. 
It is wrong not to do so. "Negligenliae rnihi use videtur, si, 
postquom easfirmai /UMW in fide, non audemus pad odious; 
inlelligere." ("I hold it to be a failure in duty if after we have 
become steadfast in the faith we do not strive to understand 
what we believe.") To such an extent does he carry this demand 
for rational explanation that, at times, it seems as if he claimed 
for unassisted intelligence the power of penetrating even to the 
mysteries of the Christian faith. On the whole, however, the 
qualified statement is his real view; merely rational proofs are 
always, he affirms, to be tested by Scripture. (Car Deus how, 
I. s and 38; De Fide Trin. 2.) 

The groundwork of his theory of knowledge is contained In 
the tract De Verilak, in which, from the consideration of truth 
as in knowledge, in willing, and in things, he rises to the affirma• 
Lion of an absolute truth, in which all other truth participates. 
This absolute truth is God himself, who is therefore the ultimate 
ground or principle both of things and of thought. The notion 
of God comes thus into the foreground of the system; before 
all things it is necessary that it should be made clear to reason, 
that it should be demonstrated to have real existence. This 
demonstration is the substance of the f onologion and Proslogion. 
In the first of these the proof rests on the ordinary grounds of 
realism, and coincides to some extent with the earlier theory of 
Augustine, though it is carried out with singular boldness and 
fulness. Things, he says, are called good in a variety of ways 
and degrees; this would be impossible if there were not some 
absolute standard, some good in itself, in which all relative 
goods participate. Similarly with such predicates as great, 
just; they involve a certain greatness and justice. The very 
existence of things is impossible without some one Being, by 
whom they are. This absolute Being, this goodness, justice, 
greatness, is God. Anselm was not thoroughly satisfied with 
this reasoning; it started from a posieriori grounds, and con-
tained several converging lines of proof. He desired to have 
some one short demonstration. Such a demonstration he 
presented in the Proslogion; it is his celebrated ontological 
proof. God is that being than whom none greater can be 
conceived. Now, if that than which nothing greater can be 
conceived existed only in the intellect, it would not be the 
absolutely greatest, for we could add to it existence in reality. 
It follows, then, that the being than whom nothing greater can 
be conceived, i.e. God, necessarily has real existence. This 
reasoning, in which Anselm partially anticipated the Cartesian 
philosophers, has rarely seemed satisfactory. It was opposed 
at the time by the monk Gaunilo, in his Liber pro Insipienie, on 
the ground that we cannot pass from idea to reality. The same 
criticism is made by several of the later schoolmen, among others 
by Aquinas, and is in substance what Kant advances against all 
ontological proof. Anselm replied to the objections of Gaunilo in 
his Liber A pologetieus. The existence of God being thus held 
proved, he proceeds to state the rational grounds of the Christian 
doctrines or creation and of the Trinity. With reference to this 
last, he says we cannot know God from himself, but only after 
the analogy of his creaturesi and the special analogy used is 
the self-consciousness of man, its peculiar double nature, with 
the necessary elements, memory and intelligence, representing 
the relation of the Father to the Son. The mutual love of these 
two, proceeding from the relation they hold to one another, 
symbolizes the Holy Spirit. The further theological doctrines of 
man, original sin, free will, are developed, partly in the Mono-
logion, partly in other mixed treatises. Finally, in his greatest 
work, Car Deus bolo, he undertakes to make plain, even to 
infidels, the rational necessity of the Christian mystery of the 
atonement. The theory rests on three positions: that satisfac-
tion is necessary on account of God's honour and justice; that 
such satisfaction can be given only by the peculiar personality 
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of the God-man; that such satisfaction is really given by the 
voluntary death of this infinitely valuable person. The demon-
stration is, in brief, this. All the actions of men are due to the 
furtherance of God's glory; if, then, there be sin, it. if God's 
honour be wounded, man of himself can give no satisfaction. 
But the 'laden of God demands satisfaction; and as an insult 
to infinite honour is in itself infinite, the satisfaction must be 
Infinite, i.e. it must outweigh all that is not God. Such a penalty 
can only be paid by God himself, and, as a penalty for man, 
must be paid under the forte of man. , Satisfaction is only possible 
through the God-man. Now this God-man, as sinless, is exempt 
from the punishment of sin; His passion is therefore voluntary, 
not given as due. The merit of it is therefore Infinite; God's 
Justice is thus appeased, and Ins mercy may extend to man. 
This theory has exercised immense influence on the form of 
church doctrine. It is certainly an advance on the older patristic 
theory, in so far as it substitutes for a contest between God and 
Satan, a contest between the goodness and justice of God; but 
it puts the whole relation on a merely legal footing, gives it no 
ethical bearing, and neglects altogether the consciousness of the 
Individual to be redeemed. In this respect it contrasts un-
favourably with the later theory of Abel rd. 

Anselm's speculations did not receive, in the middle ages, 
the respect and attention Justly their due. This was probably 
due to their unsystematic character, for they are generally tracts 
or dialogues on detached questions, not elaborate treatises like 
the great works of Albeit, Aquinas, and Erigena. They have, 
however, a freshness and philosophical vigour, which more than 
makes up for their want of system, and which raises them tar 
above the level of most scholastic writinp 

B1111.10GRAPRY.—The main sources for the history of St Anseint 
and his times are Eadmer's Vila A ershei and his Hisao* Nears" 
edited by M. Rule In Rolls Series (London. 1884); the best modern 
work is by Pare Histofre tit Saint Aoudad (Paris. 1890), and 
Seim Aludwee yir*.etwEnb  Paris, 1890). Other appisalt• are 
by A. Mohler, deader see bars (Regensburg, 1839; 
Eng. tram. by H. Rymer, 	on, iffir)i F. R. Hasse. Asada son 
Cmics 	(2 vols., Wang, 1842-3853 C de Remusate.S. Asselow 
sir Caefry (Paris, tem, new ed. 180 ; R. W. Church, &Aladin, 
first published in .Ssasay Library (Loudon, 1870; often reprinted); 
Martin Ruin Life and Times of .51 Amain (London, 1883). 

Works: Thebes edition of St Anselm's complete works is that of 
Dom Gerberon (iParitjaire8); Voted with many notes in 1712; 
incorporated by in his cask/gin Latina. tom! civiii.-clix. 
Taoist 5853-11154 

. M i 
• 's reprintcontains many emors. The Car 

Doss keno ;int: eme bat studied in the editions published by D. Nutt 
1 	and by Griffith 0 	 Jo/oria 898). The 	k, or poems in 

60 	of the 	Virgin, has been carefully edited by P. Ragey 
(Journal, 0383); the Mendogioe and Proslo&a. by C. E. Ubaghs 

vain, 5854: Eng. trans. by S. N. Deane, Chicago, 1903); the 
oikadeess, many of which are wrongly attributed to Antrim,. have 

been frequently reprinted, and were included in Methuen's Unary 
D010140‘ (London, 19o3). 
The best criticism of Anseim's philosophical works Is by J. M. 

Rios (London. 1896), and Domet de Vorges (Grand, Plalosoylses 
sawn Paris, 1971 :Zoe a complete bibliography, see A. Vecant's 
Diaieseoirs ds 

MEM of Leon (d. x7), French theologian, was born of 
very humble parents at Leon before the middle of the nth 
Century. He is said to have studied under St Ansel= at Sec. 
About 2076 he taught with great success at Paris, where, as the 
associate of William of Champeaux, he upheld the realistic aide 
of the scholastic controversy. Later he removed to his native 
place, when his school for theology and exegetic* rapidly became 
the most famous in Europe. He died in 1127. His greatest 
work, an interlinear gloss on the Scriptures, was one of the 
great authorities of the middle ages. It has been frequently 
reprinted. Other commentaries apparently by him have been 
ascribed to various writers, principally to the great Anseim. A 
list of them, with notice of Anselm's life, is contained in the 
Histoire lithiraise de la Prance, x. 170-189. 

The works are collected in Wine'. Pairastia Lama, tome 162; 
some unpublished Se etraist were edited by G. Lettere (Milan, 2894), 
on which see Handen in the .)carnal dos samosa for s895. 

MUMS (Father Anselme of the Virgin Mary) (1625 -1094), 
French genealogist, was born in Paris in 162s. As a layman his 
name was Pierre Guibours. He entered the order of the bare-
footed Augustinian on the pat of March 044, and it was in  
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their monastery (called the Convent des Petits Mee, near the 
church of Notre-Dame des Victoires) that he died, on the 17th 
of January 1694. He devoted his entire life to genealogical 
studies. In 2663 he published Le Palma is Theneser, which 
besides giving the genealogy of the houses of Lorraine and Savoy, 
is a complete treatise on heraldry, and in 1664 Le Paid, de le 
skirt, dealing with the genealogy of various illustrious French 
and European families. These books Made friends for him, the 
most intimate among whom, Honore Caine, seigneur du Fourny 
(1630-1723), pomaded him to publish his Hisioire itagalogieitie 
is la noises royals de Frame, ei des reads effigies: de 
ia C01.011118 (1674, 2 v012. 4); after Father Anselme's dna, 
Honor6 Caille collected his papas,and brought out a new edition 
of this highly important work in 1720. The task was taken up 
and continued by two other friars of the Convent des Petits 
Pares, Father Ange de Sainte-Rosalie (Finned' Eaflardi 1655-
1726), and Father Simpliden (Paul Lucas, 1683-1759), who 
published the first and second volumes of the third edition in 
:726. This edition consists of nine volumes folio; it is a genes, 
logical and chronological history of the royal house of France, 
of the peersiN the great officers of the crown and of the king's 
household, and of the ancient barons of the kingdom. The notes 
were generally compiled from original documents, references 
to which are usually given, so that they remain useful to the 
present day. The work of Father Anselme, his collaborators 
and successors, is even more important for the history of 
France than is Dugdale's Damage of England for the history 
of England. (C. it's) 

A1MON, GEORGE ARBOR, EAMON (1697-r762), British admiral, 
was born on the 23rd of Apra 1697. He was the son of 
William Anson of Shugborough in Staffordshire, and his wife 
Isabella Carrier, who was the sister-in4aw of Lord Chancellor 
Macclesfield, a relationship which proved very useful to the 
future admiral. George Anson entered the navy in February 
1 71 2, and by rapid steps became lieutenant in 1716, commander 
in 1722, and post-captain in ryes. In this mrd•he served twice 
on the North American station as captain of the " Scarborough " 
and the " Squirrel from 1724 to 173o and from 1733 to 1735. 
In 2737 he was appointed to the "Centurion," 6o, on the eve of 
war with Spain, and when hostilities had begun be was. chosen 
to command as commodote the squadron which was sent to attack 
her possessions in South America in 1740., The original scheme 
was ambitions, and was not carried out. Anson's squadron, 
which sailed later than had been intended, and was very ill-fitted, 
consisted of six ships, which were reduced by successive disasters 
to his flagship the " Centurion." The lateness of the season 
forced him to round Cape Horn in very stormy weather, and the 
navigating instruments of the time did not allow of exact observa-
tion. Two of his vessels failed to round the Horn, another, the 
" Wager," was wrecked in the Golfo de Papas on the coast of 
Chile. By the time Anson reached the island of Juan Fernandes 
in June :70, his six ships had been reduced to three, while the 
strength of his crews had fallen from 961 to me. In the absence 
of any effective Spanish force on the coast be was able to harass 
the enemy, and to capture the town of Paita on the 13th-15th 
of November 1741. The steady diminution of his crew by sick-
ness, and the worn-out state of his remaining consorts, compelled 
him at last to collect all the survivors in the " Centurion." He 
rested at the island of Tinian, and that made his way to Macao 
in November 1742. After considerable difficulties with the 
Chinese, he sailed again with his one remaining vessel to cruise 
for one of the richly laden galleons which conducted the trade 
between Mexico and the Philippines. The indomitable per-
severance he had shown during one of the most arduous voyages 
in the history of sea adventure was rewarded by the capture of 
an immensely rich prize, the " Nuestra Senora de Covadonga," 
which was met off Cape Espiritu Santo on the loth of June 2743. 
Anson took his prize back to Macao, sold her cargo to the Chinese, 
keeping the specie, and sailed for England, which he reached by 
the Cape of Good Hope on the :5th of June 2744. The prize-
money earned by the capture of the galleon had made him a rich 
man for life, and under the influence of irritation caused by the 
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refusal of the admiralty to confirm a captain's commission he 
had given to one of his officers, Anson refused the rank of rear-
admiral; and was prepared to leave the service. His fame would 
stand nearly as high as it does if be had done so, but he would be 
a far less important figure in the history of the navy. By the 
world at large be is known as the commander of the voyage of 
circumsaviption, in which success was won by indomitable 
perseverance, unshaken firmness, and infinite resource. But he 
was also the severe and capable administrator who during years 
of hard work at the admiralty did more than any other to raise 
the navy from the state of corruption and indiscipline into 
which it had fallen during the first half of the eighteenth century. 
Great anger had been caused in the country by the condition of 
the fleet as revealed In the first part of the war with France and 
Spain, between 1739 and 1747. The need for reform was strongly 
felt, and the politicians of the day were conscious that it would 
not be safe to neglect the popular demand for it. In 1745 the 
duke of Bedford, the new first lord, invited Anson to join the 
admiralty with the rank of rear.admiral of the white. As 
subordinate under the duke, or Lord Sandwich, and as first lord 
himself, Anson was at the admiralty with one shorebreak from 
:745 till his death in 1762. His chiefs in the earlier years left 
him to take the initiative in all measures of reform, and supported 
him in their own interest. After risz he was himself first lord, 
except for a short time In 1756 and 1757. At his suggestion, or 
with his advice, the naval administration was thoroughly over-
hauled. The dockyards were brought Into far better order, and 
though corruption was not banished, it was much reduced. The 
navy board was compelled to render accounts, a duty it had long 
neglected. A system of regulating promotion to flag rank, which 
has been in the main followed ever since, was introduced. The 
Navy Discipline Act was revised in 1749, and remained unaltered 
till 1863. Courts martial were put on a sound footing. Inspec-
tions of the fleet and the dockyards were established, and the 
corps of Marines was created in 1755. The progressive improve-
ment which raised the navy to the high state of efficiency it 
attained in later years data from Anson's presence at the 
admiralty. In 1747 he, without ceasing to be a member of the 
board, commanded the Channel fleet which on the 3rd of May 
scattered a large French convoy bound to the East, and West 
Indies, In an action off Cape Finisterre. Several men-of-war 
and armed French Indiamen were taken, but the overwhelming 
superiority of Anson's fleet (fourteen men-of-war, to six men-of-
war and four Indiamen) in the number and weight of ships 
deprives the action of any strong claim to be considered remark-
able. In society Anson seems to have been cold and taciturn. 
The sneers of Horace Walpole, and the savage attack of Smollett 
in The Adventures of as Aim, are animated by personal or 
political spite. Yet they would not have accused him of defects 
from which he was notoriously free. In political life he may 
sometimes have given too ready assent to the wishes of powerful 
politicians. He married the daughter of Lord Chancellor 
Hardwicke on the 17th of April 1748. There were no children of 
the marriage. His title of Baron Anson of Soberton wu given 
him in 1 747, but became extinct on his death. The title of 
Viscount Anson was, however, created in 1806 in favour of his 
great-nephew, the grandson of his sister Janette and Mr Sam-
brook Adams, whose father had assumed the name and arms of 
Anson. The an dom of Lichfield was conferred on the family 
in the next generation. A fine portrait of the admiral by 
Reynolds is in the possession of the earl of Lichfield, and there 
are copies in the National Portrait Gallery and at Greenwich. 
Anson's promotions in flag rank were: rear-admiral in 174S. 
vice-admiral in 1746, and admiral in 174. In 1749 he became 
vice•admiral of Great Britain, and in 1761 admiral of the fleet. 
He died on the 6th of lime :76s. 

A life of Lord Anson, inaccurate In some details but valuable and 
interesting, was published by Sir John Barrow in :839. The 
standard account of hisvoyat in round the world is that by his 
chaplain Richard Walter, ry often reprinted. A share the 
work has been claimed on du us grounds for Benjamin Robins, 
the mathematician. Another and much inferior account was 
published in 170 by Pascoe Thomas, the schoolmaster of the 
Centurion." (D. H.) 

ANSON, SIR WILLIAM MULL, Barr. (x843- ), 
English jurist, was born on the 14th of November 1843, at 
Walberton, Sussex, son of the second baronet. Educated at 
Eton and Bard College, Oxford, he took a first class in the final 
classical schools in 1866, and was elected to a fellowship of All 
Souls in the following year. In 1869 he was called to the bar, 
and went the home circuit until 1873, when he succeeded to the 
baronetcy. In 1874 he became Vinerian reader in English 
law at Oxford, a post which he held until he became, in z881, 
warden of All Souls College. He identified himself both with 
local and university Interests; he became an alderman of the 
city of Oxford in 1893, chairman of quarter sessions for the county 
in 1894, was vice-chancellor of the university in 1898-1899, 
and chancellor of the diocese of Oxford in 1899. In that you 
he was returned, without opposition, u M.P. for the university 
in the Liberal Unionist interest, and consequently resigned the 
vice-chancellorship. In parliament he preserved an active 
interest in education, being a member of the newly created 
consultative committee of the Board of Education in :goo, 
and in sus he became parliamentary secretary. He took an 
active part in the foundation of a school of law at Oxford, 
and his volumes on The Principles of the English Low of Contract 
(1884,11 th ed. :906), and on The Law and Custom of the Constitu-
tion in two parts, " The Parliament " and " The Crown " (1886-
189a, 3rd ed. 1907, pt. L vol. Ii.), are standard works. 

ANSONIA. a city of New Haven county, Connecticut, U.S.A., 
coextensive with the township of the same name, on the Nauga-
tuck river, Immediately N. of Derby and about 12 m. N.W. of 
New Haven. It is served by the New York, New Haven & 
Hartford railway, and by interurban electric lines running 
N., S. and E. Pop. (ripe) 12,68z, of whom 4596 were foreign 
born; (Too census) Ism*. Land area about S'it sq. m. 
The city has extensive manufactures of heavy machinery,. 
electric supplies, brass and copper products and silk goods. 
In zus the capital invested in manufacturing was 87,625,864, 
and the value of the products was $19,133,455.  Ansonia, 
Derby and Shelton form one of the most important industrial 
communities in the state. The city, settled in 184o and named 
in honour of the merchant and philanthropist, Anson Green 
Phelps (178r-1853), wu originally a part of the township of 
Derby; it was chartered as a borough in 1864 and as a city in 
1893, when the township of Ansonia, which had been incorporated 
in 1889, and the city were consolidated. 

MISTED, DAVID THOMAS (1814-1880), English  geologist, 
was born in London on the 5th of February 1814. He was 
educated at Jesus College, Cambridge, and after taking his degree 
of M.A. in 1839 was elected to a fellowship of the college. In-
spired by the teachings of Adam Sedgwick, his attention was 
given to geology, and in 1840 he was elected professor of geology 
in King's College, London, a post which he held until dn. 
Meanwhile he became a fellow of the Royal Society in x844, 
and from that date until 1847 he was vice-secretary of the 
Geological Society and edited its Quarterly Journal. The 
practical side of geology now came to occupy his chief attention, 
and he visited various parts of Europe and the British Islands 
as a consulting geologist and mining engineer. He was also 
in :868 and for many years examiner in physical geography 
to the science and art department. He died at Melton near 
Woodbridge, on the 13th of May 1880. 

Pusticettou.--Grology, Introductory, Descriptive and Practical 

&lots., aloe); The Annan Islands (1863): The Applicatioru 4 
to the Arts and Manufactures (1865): Physical Gaarhoy 

(1867);  Water and Water Supply (Surface Water) (1878); and AI 
Channel Islands (with R. G. Latham) (1862). 

AIISTST, CHRISTOPHER (1724-11305), English poet, was the 
son of the rector of Brinkley, Cambridgeshire, where he was born 
on the 31ist of October 1724. He was educated at Eton and 
King's College, Cambridge, where he distinguished himself for 
his Latin verses. He became a fellow of his college (1745), but 
the degree of M.A. was withheld from him, owing to the offence 
caused by a speech made by him beginning: " Doctores sine 
doctrine, magistri anions sine artibus, et baccalaurei baculo 
Potins quern lure digni." In nu he succeeded to the family 
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estates and left Cambridge; and two years later he married 
the daughter of Felix Calvert of Albury Hall, Herts. For some 
time Anstey published nothing of any note, though he cultivated 
letters as well as his estates. Some visits to Bath, however, 
where later, in mo, he made his permanent home, resulted in 
r766 in his famous rhymed letters, The New Bath Guide or 
Memoirs of the B B. . . r . . . d (Bhisderhead) Family . . 
which had Immediate success, and was enthusiastically praised 
for its original kind of humour by Walpole and Gray. The 
Ekaion Ball, its Poetical Letters from Mr hale at Bath to his 
Wife at Gloucester (z776) sustained the reputation won by the 
Guide. Anstey's other productions in verse and prose are now 
forgotten. He died on .the 3rd of August silos. His Poetical 
Weeks were collected in 0168 (2 vols.) by the author's son John 
(d. ale). himself author of Tke Pleader's Guide (1796), in the 
same vein with the New Bath Guide. 

AUTUMN= (locally pronounced Amster), a seaport of Fife-
shire, Scotland. It comprises the royal and police burghs of 
Anstruther Easter (pop. mai), Anstruther Wester (501) and 
Kilrenny (2542). and lies q m. S.S.E. of St Andrews. having a 
station on the North British railway company's branch line from 
Thornton Junction to St Andrews. The chief industries include 
coast and deep-sea fisheries, shipbuilding, tanning, the making 
of cod-liver oil and fish-curing. The harbour was completed in 
:877 at a cost of ifici,000. The two Anstruthers are divided 
only by a small stream called Dreel Burn. James Melville 
(1556-1614), nephew of the more celebrated reformer, Andrew 
Melville, who was minister of Kilrenny, has given in his Diary 
a graphic account of the arrival at Anstruther of a weather-
bound ship of the Armada, and the tradition of the intermixture 
of Spanish and Fifeshire blood still prevails in the district. 
Anstrutber fair supplied William Tennant (1784-1848), who 
was born and buried in the town, with the subject of his poem 
of " Mister Fair." Sir James Lumsden, a soldier of fortune 
under Gustavus Adolphus, who distinguished himself in the 
Thirty Years' War, was born in the parish of Kilrenny about 
roe. David Martin (x737-1798),  the painter and engraver; 

Thomas Chalmers (1780-1847), the great divine; and John 
Goodsir (1814-1867), the anatomist, were natives of Anstruther. 
Little more than a mile to the west lies the royal and police 
burgh of Pittenweem (Gaelic, " the hollow of the cave "), a 
quaint old fishing town (1 2012. 1863). with the remains of a priory. 
About 2 ID. still farther westwards is the fishing town of St 
Monans or Abercromby (pop. dull). with a fine old Gothic church, 
picturesquely perched on the rocky shore. These fisher towns 
on the eastern and south-eastern coasts of Fifeshire furnish 
artists with endless subjects. Archibald Constable (1774 -1827). 
Sir Walter Scott's publisher, was born in the parish of Cambee, 
about 3 m. to the north of Pittenweem. The two Anstruthers, 
Kilrenny and Pittenweem unite with St Andrews, Cuper and 
Crag, in sending one member to parliament. 

ANSWER (derived from and, against, and the same root as 
mar), originally a solemn assertion in opposition to some one or 
something, and thus generally any counter-statement or defence, 
a reply toe question or objection, or a correct solution of a problem. 
In English law, the " answer " in pleadings was, previous to the 
Jodicature Acts 1873-1875, the statement of defence, especially 
as regards the facts and not the law. Its place is now taken by a 
" statement of defence." " Answer " is the term still applied in 
divorce proceedings to the reply of the respondent (see PLEADING). 
The famous Latin Napalm Prudentuni (" answers of the learned") 
were the accumulated views of many successive generations of 
Roman lawyers, a body of legal opinion which gradually became 
authoritative. In music an " answer " is the technical name in 
counterpoint for the repetition by one part or instrument of a 
theme proposed by another. 

ANT (0. Eng. aside, from Teutonic a, privative, and meant, 
cut or bite off, i.e. " the biter off "; attack in Middle English 
became differentiated in dialect use to anode, then oak, and so 
ant, and also to mete, whence the synonym " emmet," now only 
used provincially, " ant " being the general literary form). The 
fact that the name of the ant has come down in English from a  

thousand years ago shows that this class of insects impressed the 
old inhabitants of England as they impressed the Hebrews and 
Greeks. The social instincts and industrious habits of ants have 
always made them favourite objects of study, and a vast amount 
of literature has accumulated on the subject of their structure and 
their modes of life. 

Characnrs. —An ant is easily recognized both by the casual 
observer and by the student of insects. Ants form a distinct and 
natural family (Formicidae) of the great order Hymenoptera, to 
which bees, wasps and sawfiies also belong. The insects of this 
order have mandibles adapted for biting, and two pairs of mem-
branous wings are usually present; the first abdominal segment 
(propodeom) becomes closely associated with the fore•body 
( thorax), of which it appears to forma part. In all ants the second 
(apparently the first) abdominal segment is very markedly 
constricted at Its front and hind edges. so  that it forms a "node " 
at the base of the hind-body (fig. 1), and in many ants the third 
abdominal segment is similarly " nodular " in form (fig. 3, b, c,). 
It is this peculiar " waist " that catches the eye of the observer, 
and makes the insects ao easy of recognition. Another con-
spicuous and well-known feature of ants is the wingless condition 
of the " Workers," as the specialized females, with undevdoped 
ovaries, which form the largest proportion of the population of 
ant-communities, are called. Such " workers " are essential to 
the formation of a social community of Hymenoptera, and their 
wingless condition among the ants shows that their specialization 
has been carried further in this family than among the wasps and 
bees. Further, while among wasps and bees we find some solitary 
and some social genem, the ants as a family are social, though some 

Fro. 1.—Wood Ant (Formica rota). h .Queen; a, male; 3, worker. 

aberrant species are dependent on the workers of other ants. It 
is interesting and suggestive that in • few families of digging 
Hymenoptera (such as the Mutillidae), allied to the ants, the 
females are wingless. The perfect female or " queen "ants (figs. 
1,1,3,a) often cast their wings (fig. 3,b) after the nuptial flight; 
in • few species the females, and in still fewer the males, never 
develop wings. (For the so-called " white ants,"which belong to 
an order far removed from the Hymcnopkra, see Tamara.) 

Structure.—The bead of an ant carries a pair of elbowed feelers, 
each consisting of a minute basaland an elongate second segment, 
forming the stalk or " scape," while from eight to eleven short 
segments make up the terminal " flagellum." These segments 
are abundantly supplied with elongate tooth-111re projections 
connected with nerve-endings probably olfactory in function. 
The brain Is well developed and its " mushroom-bodies " are 
exceptionally large. The mandibles, which are frequently used 
for carrying various objects, are situated well to the outside of 
the maxillae, so that they can be opened and shut without 
interfering with the latter. The peculiar form and arrangement 
of the anterior abdominal segments have already been described. 
The fourth abdominal segment is often very large, and forma 
the greater part of the hind-body; this segment is markedly 
constricted at its basal (forward) end, where it is embraced by the 
small third segment. In many of those ants whose third abdom-
inal segment forms a second " node," the basal dorsal region of 
the fourth segment is traversed by a large number of very fine 
transverse striations; over these the sharp hinder edge of the 
third segment can be scraped to and fro, and the result is a 
stridulating organ which gives rise to a note of very high pitch. 
For the appreciation of the sounds made by these stridulators, 
the ants are furnished with delicate organs of bearing (chordotonal 
organs) in the head, in the three thoracic and two of the abdominal 
segments and in the shins of the legs. 
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The hinder abdominal segments and the stings of the queens 

and workers resemble those of other stinging Hymenoptera. But 
there are several subfamilies of ants whose females have the 
lancets of the sting useless for piercing, although the poison-glands 
are functional, their secretion being ejected by the insect, when 
occasion may arise, from the greatly enlarged reservoir, the 
reduced sting acting as a squirt. 

Nests —The nests of different kinds of ants are constructed in 
very different situations, many species (Lariats, for example) 
make underground nests, galleries and chambers being hollowed 
out in the soil, and opening by small holes on the surface, or 
protected above by a large stone. The wood ant (Formica rule, 
fig. t) piles up a heap of leaves, twigs and other vegetable refuse, 
so arranged as to form an orderly series of galleries, though the 
structure appears at first sight a chaotic heap. Species of 
Campomolus and many other ants tunnel in wood. In tropical 
countries ants sometimes make their nests in the hollow thorns 
of trees or on leaves; species with this habit are believed to make 
a return to the tree for the shelter that it affords by protecting it 
from the ravages of other insects, Including their own leaf-cutting 
relations. 

Early Stages.—The larvae of ants (fig. 3, e) are legless and 
helpless maggots with very small heads (fig. 3, f), into whose 
mouths the requisite food has to be forced by the assiduous 
" nurse" workers. The maggots are tended by these nurses withthe 
greatest tare, and carried to those parts of the nest most favour-
able for their health and growth. When fully grown, the maggot 
spins en oval silken cocoon within which it pupates (fig. 3, g). 
These cocoons, which may often be seen carried between the 
mandibles of the workers, are the "ants' eggs" prized as food for 
fish and pheasants. The workers of a Ceylonese ant (Oecophylla 
smaragdina) are stated by D. Sharp to hold the maggots between 
their mandibles and induce them to spin together the leaves of 
trees from which they form their shelters, as the adult ants have 
no silk-producing organs. 

Origin of Societies.—Ant-colonies are founded either by a single 
female or by several in association. The foundress of the nest 
lays eggs and at first feeds and rears the larvae, the earliest of 
which develop into workers. C. Janet observed that in a nest of 
Lesion alien's:, established by a single female, the first workers 
emerged from their cocoons on the mend day. These workers 
then take on themselves the labour of the colony, some collecting 
food, which they transfer to their comrades within the nest whose 
duty is to tend and feed the larvae. The foundresa-queen Is now 
waited on by the workers, who supply her with food and spare her 
all cares of work, so that henceforth she may devote her whole 
energies to egg-laying. The population of the colony increases 
fast, and a well-grown nest contains several " queens " and males, 
besides a large number of workers. One of the most interesting 
features of ant-societies is the dimorphism or polymorphism that 
may often be seen among the workers, the same species being 
represented by two or more forms. Thus the British "wood ant" 
(Formica rufa) has a smaller and a larger race of workers 
(" minor " and " major " forms), while in Fauna we find a blind 
race of workers and another race provided with eyes, and in Alfa, 
Eciion and other genem, tourer five forms of workers are produced, 
the largest of which, with huge heads and elongate trenchant 
mandibles, are known as the" soldier "caste. The development 
of such diversely-formed insects as the offspring of the unmodified 
females which show none of their peculiarities raises many points 
of .difficulty for students in heredity. It is thought that the 
differences are, in part at least, due to differences in the nature of 
the food supplied to larvae, which are apparently all alike. But 
the ovaries of worker ants are in some cases sufficiently developed 
for the production of eggs, which may give rise parthenogenetic-
ally to male, queen or worker offspring. 

Food.—Different kinds of ants vary greatly in the substances 
which they use for food. Honey forms the staple nourishment 
of many ants, some of the workers seeking nectar from flowers, 
working it up into honey within their stomachs and regurgitating 
it so as to feed their comrades within the nest, who, in their turn, 
pass it on to the grubs. A curious specialisation of certain 

workers in connexion with the transference of honey has been 
demonstrated by H. C. McCook in the American genus Myra*. 
cocysims; and by later observers in Australian and African 
species of Plagiolcitis and allied genera. The workers in question 
remain within the neat, suspended by their feet, and serve as 
living honey-pots for the colony, becoming so distended by the 
supplies of honey poured into their mouths by their foraging 
comrades that their abliomens become sub-globular, the pale 
interscgmental membrane being tightly stretched between the 
widely-separated dark sclerites. The " nurse " workers in the 

' nest can then draw their supplies from these " honey-pots." 
Very many ants live by preying upon various insects, such as 
the British "cad ants" with well-developed stings (ifyrteias 
rubes), and the notorious " driver ants " of Africa and America, 
the old-world species of which belong to Doryhis mild allied genera, 
and the new-world species to &Eon (fig. 2,0, 3). In these ants 
the difference between the large, heavy, winged males and females, 
and the small, long-legged, active workers, is so great, that various 
forms of the same species have been often referred to distinct 
genera; in Endow, for example, the female has a single petiolate 
abdominal segment, the worker two. The workers of these 
ants range over the country in large armies, killing and carrying 
off all the Insects and spiders that they find and sometimes 
attacking vertebrates. They have been known to enter 
human dwellings, removing all the verminous insects contained 
therein. These driver ants shelter in temporary nests made in 

a 

Pso. a.—Leaf-cutting and Foraging Ants. t, Alta ceplialus; 
a, Eason dregarmpliora; 3, &JAM errata 

hollow trees or similar situations, where the insects maybe seen, 
according to T. Belt, " clustered together in a dense .mpas like 
a great swarm of bees hanging from the roof." 

The harvesting habits of certain ants have long been known,the 
subterranean store-houses of Mediterranean species of Apkanio• 
gorier having been described by J. T. Moggridge and A. Forel, 
and the complex industries of the Texan Pogonomyrtmex barbels's 
by H. C. McCook and W. M. Wheeler. The colonies of Aphasia's-
gager occupy nests extending over an area of fifty to a hundred 
square yards several feet below the surface of the ground. Into 
these underground chambers the ants carry seeds of grasses and 
other plants of which they accumulate large stores. The species 
of Pogorsomyrmen strip the husks from the seeds and carry them 
out of the nest, making a refuse heap near the entrance. The 
seeds are harvested from various grasses, especially from 
Arislida oligantha, a species known as " ant rice," which often 
grows in quantity close to the site selected for the nest, but 'ate 
statement that the ants deliberately sow this grass is an error,- 
due, according to Wheeler, to the sprouting of germinating seeds 
which the ants have turned out of their store-chambers. 

Perhaps no ants have such remarkable habits as those of the. 
genus Arta,—the leaf-cutting ants of tropical America (fig. s, 1), 
There are several forms of worker in these species, some with 
enormous heads, which remain In the underground nests, while 
their smaller comrades scour the country in search of suitable 
trees, which they ascend, biting off small circular pieces from the 
leaves, and carrying them off to the nests. Their labour often 
results in the complete defoliation of the tree. The tracks along 
which the ants carry the leaves to their nests are often in part 
subterranean. H. C. McCook describes an almost straight tunnel, 
nearly sso ft. long, made by Ala fcrsens. 

Within the nest, the leaves are cut into very minute fragments 
and gathered into small epherical heaps forming a spongy mass, 
which—according to the researches of A. Moiler—serves as the 
substratum fora special fungus (Rodin' gongylophora), the staple 
food of the ants. The Insects cultivate their fungus, weeding out 
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mould and bacterial growths, and causing the appearance, on the 
surface of their " mushroom garden," of numerous small white 
bodies formed by swollen ends of the fungus hyphen. When 
the fungus is grown elsewhere than in the ants' nest it produces 
gonidia instead of the white masses on which the ants feed, 
hence it seems that these masses ere indeed produced as the 
result of some unknown cultural process. Other genera of 
South American ants—A Picrostigera and Cypkomyrnies—make 
similar fungal cultivations, but they use wood, grain or dung 
as the substratum instead of leaf fragments. Each kind of ant 
is so addicted to its own particular fungal food that it refuses 
disdainfully, even when hungry, the produce of an alien nest. 

Guests of Ants.—Many ants feed largely and some almost 
entirely on the saccharine secretions of other insects, the best 
known of which are the Aphides (plant-lice or " green-fly "). 
This consideration leads us to one of the most remarkable and 
fascinating features of ant-communities—the presence in the 
nests of insects and other small arthropods, which are tended 
and cared for by the ants as their " guests," rendering to the ants 
in return the sweet food which they desire. The relation between 
ants and aphids has often been compared to that between men 
and mikh cattle. Sir J. Lubbock (Lord Avebury) states that 
the common British yellow ants (Latins flaws) collect flocks of 
root-feeding aphids in their underground nests, protect them, 
build earthen shelters over them, and take the greatest 
care of their eggs. Other ants, such as the British black garden 
species (L. miser), go after the aphids that frequent the shoots of 
plants. Many species of aphid migrate from one plant to another 
at certain stages in their life-cycle when their numbers have 
very largely increased, and F. M Webster has observed ants, 
foreseeing this emigration, to carry aphids from apple trees to 

It has been shown by M. Btlsgen that the sweet secretion 
Las 

 
(honey-dew) of the aphids is not derived, as generally believed, 
from the paired cornicles on the fifth abdominal segment, but 
from the intestine, whence it exudes in drops and is swallowed 
by the ants. 

Besides theaphids, other insects, such as scale insects (Cocddae), 
caterpillars of blue butterflies (Lycaenidae), and numerous 
beetles, furnish the ants with nutrient secretions. The number 
of species of beetles that inhabit ants' nests is almost incredibly 
large, and most of these are never found elsewhere, being blind, 
helpless and dependent on the ants' care for protection and 
food; these beetles belong for the most part to the families 
Padapkidoe, Paussidae and Stapkylinidae. Spring-tails and 
bristle-tails (order Aptera) of several species also frequent ants' 
nests. While some of these " guest " insects produce secretions 
that furnish the ants with food, some seem to be useless inmates 
of the nest, obtaining food from the ants and giving nothing 
in return. Others again play the part of thieves in the ant 
society; C. Janet observed a small bristle-tail (Lepismima) 
to lurk beneath the heads of two Lasius workers, while one passed 
food to the other, in order to steal the drop of nourishment and 
to make off with it. The same naturalist describes the associa-
tion with Lasius of small mites (Antennopkorus) which are carried 
about by the worker ants, one of which may have a mite beneath 
her mouth, and another on either side of her abdomen. On patting 
their carrier or some passing ant, the mites are supplied with food, 
no service being rendered by them in return for the ants' care. 
Perhaps the ants derive from these seemingly useless guests the 
same satisfaction as we obtain by keeping pet animals. Recent 
advance in our knowledge of the guests and associates of ants is 
due principally to E. Wasmann, who has compiled a list of nearly 
rice species of Insects, arachnids and crustaceans, inhabiting 
ants' nests. The warmth, shelter and abundant food in the 
nests, due both to the fresh supplies brought in by the ants and 
to the large amount of waste matter that accumulates, must 
prove strongly at tractive to the various' guests." Some of the 
inmates of ants' nests are here for the purpose of preying upon the 
ants or their larvae, so that we find all kinds of relations between 
the owners of the nests and their companions, from mutual benefit 
to active hostility 

Among these associations or guests other species of ants are 

not wanting. For example, a minute species (Selene/Ads Peas) 
lives in a compound nest with various species of Formica, 
forming narrow galleries which open into the larger galleries 
of its host. The Soknopsis can make its way into the territory 
of the Formica to steal the larvae which serve it as food, but the 
Formica is too large to pursue the thief when it returns to its own 
galleries. 

Slaves.—Several species of ants are found in association with 
another species which stands to them in the relation of slave to 
master. Formica sattguinea is a well-known European slave-
making ant that inhabits England; its workers raid the nests of 
F. fusee and other species, and carry off to their own nests pupae 
from which workers are developed that live contentedly as 
slaves of their captors. F. sanguine can live either with or 
without slaves, but another European ant (Payers= sufescan) 
is so dependent on its daves—various species of Persica—that 
its workers are themselves unable to feed the larvae. The 
remarkable genus Attestant has no workers, and its wingless 
males and females are served by communities of Tasmania; 
capitals (fig. 3). 

Fta 3.—Ant, reframoriwn e4spisum (LiOM). a, Female; 
6, female after loss of wings; c, male; d, worker; e, larva; 

pupa; I, head of larva more highly magnified. After Marisa, 
lima. 4 (on.) Div. Ent. U.S. Dept. Asriculture. 

Senses and Intelligence of Ants.—That ants possess highly 
developed senses and the power of communicating with one 
another has long been known to students of their habits; the 
researches of P. Huber and Sir J. Lubbock (Lord Avebury) on 
these subjects arc familiar to all naturalists. The insects are 
guided by light, being very sensitive to ultra-violet rays, and also 
by scent and hearing. Recent experiments by A. M. Fields 
show that an ant follows her own old track by a scent exercised 
by the tenth segment of the feeler, recognizes other Inmates of 
her nest by a sense of smell resident in the eleventh segment, is 
guided to the eggs, maggots and pupae, which she has to tend, 
by sensation through the eighth and ninth segments, and 
appreciates the general smell of the nest itself by means of organs 
in the twelfth segment. Lubbock's experiments of inducing 
ants to seek objects that had been removed show that they are 
guided by scent rather than by sight, and that any disturbance 
of their surroundings often causes great uncertainty in their 
actions. Ants invite one another to work, or ask for food from 
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one another, by means of pats with the feelers; and they respond 
to the solicitations of their guest-beetles or mites, who ask for 
food by patting the ants with their feet. In all probability the 
actions of ants are for the most part instinctive or reflex, and some 
observers, such as A. Bethe, deny them all claim to psychical 
qualities. But it seems impossible to doubt that in many cases 
ants behave in a manner that must be considered intelligent, 
that they can learn by experience and that they possess memory 
Lubbock goes so far as to conclude the account of his experiments 
with the remark that "It is difficult altogether to deny them 
the gift of reason . . . their mental powers differ from those of 
men, not so much in kind as in degree." Wasmann considers 
that ants arc neither miniature human beings nor mere reflex 
automata, and most students of their habits will probithly accept 
this intermediate position as the most satisfactory. C. L. 
Morgan sums up a discussion on Lubbock's experiments in which 
the ants failed to utilize particles of earth for bridge-making, 
with the suggestive remark that " What these valuable experi-
ments seem to show is that the ant, probably the moat Intelligent 
of all insects, has no claim try be regarded as a rational being," 
Nevertheless, ants can teach " rational beings " many valuable 
lessons. 

Durum ea enr.—The literature on ants is so vast that It is only 
possible to refer the reader to a few of the most important works on 
the family. Pierre Huber's TraUE des maws des faunas: latexes 

neve, dio) is the most famous of the older memoirs. ti. W. 
Dates, A Milan:list on the Ansasens; T. Belt, A Naturalus is 
Nicaragua; H. C. McCook, Agricultural Anl of Texas (Philadelphia, 
1880); and A. Mtiller's paper in Bolan. Mat. ass des Trojans, 
(1893). contain' classical observations on American species. Sir J. 
Lubbock's (Lord Avebury)  xis, Bees and Wasps (London, 1882), 
dealing with British and European species, has been followed by 
numerous important payers by A. Forel and C. Emery in various 
Swiss and German periodicals, and especially by C. Janet in his 
Eludes nor les founnis, Its pipes el Its abeiUes (Paris, &c., 1893- 
wag). Forel (Ann. Soc. Eta. Bdg. xlvil., 1893, fours. Bomisay N. II. 
Soc. 19oo-190), and Thologia Celli. Americana) and Emery (Zool. 
Jahrb. Sysi. via., t896) have written on the classification of the 
Fonnies&e. Among recent American writers on habit may be 
mentioned W. M. Wheeler (American Naturalist, 1900-1oaa) and 
A. M. Fields (Proc. Acad. Sci. Philadelphia, gm); E. Wasmann 
(Knisschn Versekhnits der mynnecophilen and lermitoplukn Arthro-
poden, Berlin, 1894, and 3.• Cone i s Intern. Zool. 893) is the great 
authority on ant-guests and associates. D. Sharps general account 
of ants in the Cambridge Hut. (vol. vi., 1898) is excellent. For 
discussions on intelligence see A. Bethe, Joan,. J. d.ges. Physiol. 
Icx• (1 898); Wasmann. Die psychischeu PdlogkeUen der Ameutn 
(Stuttgart, 1899); C. Li. Morgan, Animal Behaviour (London, moo.) 

(G. H. C.) 
ARAB (a Lat. plural word, possibly from ante, before), an 

architectural term given to slightly projecting pilaster strips 
which terminate the winged walls of the naos of a Greek temple. 
They owe their origin to the vertical posts of timber employed 
in the primitive palaces or temples of Greece, as at Tiryns and in 
the Heraeum at Olympia, to carry the roof timbers, as no reliance 
could be placed on the walls built with unburnt brick or In rubble 
masonry with clay mortar. When between these winged walls 
there are columns to carry the architrave, so as to form a porch, 
the latter is said to be in-antis. (See TEMPLE.) 

ANTAB118, in Greek mythology, a giant of Libya, the son of 
Poseidon and Gaea. He compelled all strangers passing through 
the country to wrestle with him, and as, when thrown, he derived 
fresh strength from each successive contact with his mother 
earth, he proved invincible. With the skulls of those whom he 
had slain he built a temple to his father. Heracles, in combat 
with him, discovered the source of his strength, and lifting him 
up from the earth crushed him to death (Apollodorus il. 5; 
Hyginus, Fab. p). The struggle between Antaeus and Heracles 
is a favourite subject In ancient sculpture. 

ANTALCIDAL Spartan soldier and diplomatist. In 393 (or 
392 a.c.) he was sent to Tlribazus, satrap of Sardis, to undermine 
the friendly relations then existing between Athens and Persia 
by offering to recognize Persian claims to the whole of Asia Minor. 
The Athenians sent an embassy under Cotton to counteract his 
efforts. Tiribazus, who was favourable to Sparta, threw Conon 
into prison, but Artaxerxes II. (Mnemon) disapproved and 
recalled his satrap. In 388 Antalcidas, then commander of the 

Spartan fleet, accompanied Tiribazus to the Persian court, and 
secured the active assistance of Persia against Athens. The 
success of his naval operations in the neighbourhood of the 
Hellespont was such that Athens was glad to accept terms of 
peace (the " Peace of Antalcidas "), by which (t) the whole of 
Asia Minor, with the islands of Clazomenae and Cyprus, was 
recognized as subject to Persia, (2) all other Greek cities—so far 
as they were not under Persian rule—were to be independent, 
except Lemnos, Imbros and Scyros, which were to belong, as 
formerly, to the Athenians. The terms were announced to the 
Greek envoys at Sardis in the winter 387-386, and were finally 
accepted by Sparta in 386. Antalcidas continued in favour with 
Artaxerxes, until the annihilation of Spartan supremacy at 
Lenctra diminished his influence. A final mission to Persia, 
probably In 367, was a failure, and Antalcidas, deeply chagrined 
and fearful of the consequences, is said to have starved himself 
to death. (See SPARTA.) 

ANI'AMINARIVO, i.e.." town of a thousand" (Fr. spelling 
Tananarive), the capital of Madagascar, situated centrally as 
regards the length of the island, but only about 90 m. distant 
from the eastern coast, in es' S., 47°  30' E. It is 135 m. 
W.S.W. of Tamatave, the principal seaport of the island, with 
which it is connected by railway, and for about 6o m. along the 
coast lagoons, a service of small steamers. The city occupies a 
commanding position, being chiefly built on the summit and slopes 
of a long and narrow rocky ridge, which extends north and south 
for about 21 m., dividing to the north in a Y-shape, and rising at 
its highest point to 690 ft. above the extensive rice plain to the 
west, which is itself 4063 ft. above sea-level. For long only the 
principal village of the Hova chiefs, Antananarivo advanced 
in importance as those chiefs made themselves sovereigns of 
the greater part of Madagascar, until it became a town of some 
8o,000 Inhabitants. Until t869 all buildings within the city 
proper were of wood or rush, but even then it possessed several 
timber palaces of considerable size, the largest being 120 ft. 
high. These crown the summit of the central portion of the ridge; 
and the largest palace, with its lofty roof and towers, is the most 
conspicuous object from every point of view. Since the intro-
duction of stone and brick, the whole city has been rebuilt and 
now contains numerous structures of some architectural pre-
tension, the royal palaces, the houses formerly belonging to the 
prime minister and nobles, the French residency, the Anglican 
and Roman Catholic cathedrals, several stone churches, as well 
as others of brick, colleges, schools, hospitals, courts of justice 
and other government buildings, and hundreds of good dwelling-
houses. Since the French conquest in :895 good roads have been 
constructed throughout the city, broad flights of steps connect 
places too steep for the formation of carriage roads, and ,the 
central space, called Andohalo, has become a handsome place, 
with walks and terraces, flower-beds and trees. A small park has 
been laid out near the residency, and the planting of trees and 
the formation of gardens in various patty of the city give it a 
bright and attractive appearance. Water is obtained from 
springs at the foot of the hill, but it is proposed to bring an 
abundant supply from the river Ikopa, which skirts the capital 
to the south and watt The population, including that of the 
suburbs, is 69,000 ( !gni). The city is guarded by two forts 
built on hills to the east and south-west respectively. Including 
an Anglican and a Roman Catholic cathedral, there are about 
fifty churches in the city and its suburbs, as well as a Mahom-
medan mosque. (J. SO) 

'ANTARA IRK SHADDID, Arabian poet and warrior.of the 
6th century, was famous both for his poetry and his adventurous 
life. His chief poem is contained in the Mo'allalb:U. The account 
of his life forms the basis of a long and extravagant romance. 
His father Shaddild was a soldier, his mother Zababa a negro 
slave. Neglected at first, be soon claimed attention and respect 
for himself, and by his remarkable personal qualities and courage 
in battle he pined his freedom and the acknowledgment of his 
father. He took part in the great war between the relatbd 
tribes of Abs and Dhubyln, which began over a contest of 
horses and was named after them the war of Dallis and Ghabril. 
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He died in a fight against the title of Tai. Iris poems, which 
are chiefly concerned with fighting or with his love for Able, 
are published in W. Ahlwardt's The Dinner of the six ancient 
Arabic Poets (London, 187o); they have also been published 
separately at Beirut (x888). As regards their genuineness, cf. 
W. Ahlwardt's Benterkungen fiber die Aechilseii der alien arabi-
schenCredichk (Greifswald, 2872), PP•5 0  ff. The Romance of • Anlar 
(Shat 'Antar ibn Shaddid) is a work which was long banded 
down by oral tradition only, has grown to immense proportions 
and has been published in 32 vols. at Cairo, 2307 (a.o. 2889), 
and in ro vols. at Beirilt, 1871. It was partly translated by 
Terrick Hamilton under the tide 'Asks, a Bedoueen Romance 
(4 vols., London, 1820). 

Far an account of the poet and his works see H. Thorbeckes, 
Animals, ein oorislamischer Bidder (Leipzig, 1867), and cf. the Book 
4 Songs (see AeoLeariaj), vo1 vii. pp. 148-153. (G. W. T.) 

ANTARCTIC (Gr. itsvi, opposite, and &perm the Bear, the 
northern constellation of Ursa Major), the epithet applied to 
the region (including both the ocean and the lands) round the 
South Pole. The Antarctic circle is drawn at 66° 3o' S., but 
polar conditions of climate, &c., extend considerably north of 
the area thus enclosed. (See POLAR REGIONS.) 

ANTEATER, a term applied to several mammals, but (zoo-
logically at any rate) specially indicating the tropical American 
anteaters of the family Myrinecophagidae (see EDENTATA). 
The typical and largest representative of the group is the great 
anteater or ant-bear (Myrmecopliagajubala),an animal measuring 
4 ft. in length without the tail, and 2 ft. in height at the shoulder. 
Its prevailing colour is grey, with a broad black band, bordered 
with white, commencing on the chest, and passing obliquely 
over the shoulder, diminishing gradually in breadth as it ap-
proaches the loins, where it ends in a point. It is extensively 
distributed in the tropical parts of South and Central America, 
frequenting low swampy savannas, along the banks of rivers, 
and the depths of the humid forests, but is nowhere abundant. 
Its food consists mainly of termites, to obtain which it opens 
their nests with its powerful sharp anterior claws, and as the 
insects swarm to the damaged part of their dwelling, it draws 
them into its mouth by means of its long, flexible, rapidly 
moving tongue covered with glutinous saliva. The great 
anteater is terrestrial in habits, not burrowing underground like 
armadillos. Though generally an inoffensive animal, when 
attacked it can defend itself vigorously and effectively with its 
sabre-like anterior claws. The female produces a single young 
at a birth. The tamandua anteaters, as typified by Tamandua 

Urolepies) kiradadyla, are much smaller than the great 
anteater, and differ essentially from it in their habits, being 
mainly ;srboreal. They inhabit the dense primeval forests 
of South and Central America. The usual colour is yellowish-
white, with a broad black lateral band, covering nearly the whole 
of the side of the body. 

The little or two-toed anteater (Cyclopes or Cyclolurtu dam-
Ohm) is a native of the hottest parts of South and Central 
America, and about the size of a rat, of a general yellowish colour, 
and exclusively arboreal in its habits. The name scaly anteater 
is applied to the pangolin (q.v.); the banded anteater (Myrme-
cobitis fascialus)is a marsupial, and the spiny anteater (Echidna) 
is one of the monotremes (see MARSTIPIALIA and MONOTRESIATA). 

ANTS-CHAPEL, the term given to that portion of a chapel 
which lies on the western side of the choir screen. In some of 
the colleges at Oxford and Cambridge the ante-chapel is carried 
north and south across the west end of the chapel, constituting 
a western transept or narthex. This model, based on Merton 
College chapel (13th century), of which only chancel and tran-
sept were built though a nave was projected, was followed at 
Waclham, New and Magdalen Colleges, Oxford, in the new 
chapel of St John's College, Cambridge, and in Eton College. 
In Jesus College, Cambridge, the transept and a short nave 
constitute the ante-chapel; in Clare College an octagonal 
vestibule serves the same purpose; and in Christ's, Trinity and 
Sing's Colleges, Cambridge, the ante-chapel is a portion of the 
main chapel, divided off from the chancel by the choir screen. 

ANTE-CHOIR, the term given to the space enclosed in a 
church between the outer gate or railing of the rood screen and 
the door of the screen; sometimes there is only one rail, gate or 
door, but in Westminster Abbey it is equal in depth to one bay 
of the nave. The ante-choir is also called the "fore choir." 

ANTE-PI RAE (from Lat. ankfigere, to fasten before), the 
vertical blocks which terminate the covering tiles of the roof of 
a Greek temple; as spaced they take the place of the cymatium 
and form a cresting along the sides of the temple. The face of 
the ante-fixae was richly carved with the anthemion (q.v.) 
ornament. 

ANTELOPE, a zoological name which, so far as can be deter-
mined, appears to trace its origin,through the Latin, to Baniholops, 
the old Coptic, and Aniliolops, the late Greek name of the fabled 
unicorn. Its adoption by the languages of Europe cannot 
apparently be traced farther back than the 4th century of our 
era, at which date it was employed to designate an imaginary 
animal living on the banks of the Euphrates. By the earlier 
English naturalists, and afterwards by Ruffen, it was, however, 
applied to the Indian blackbuck, which is thus entitled to rank 
as the antelope. It follows that the subfamily typified by this 
species, in which are included the gazelles, is the one to which 
alone the term antelopes should be applied if it were employed 
in a restricted and definable sense. 

Although most people have a general vague idea of what 
constitutes an " antelope," yet the group of animals thus 
designated is one that does not admit of accurate limitations or 
definition. Some, for instance, may consider that the chamois 
and the so-called white goat of the Rocky Mountains are entitled 
to be included in the group; but this is not the view held by the 
authors of the Book of Antelopes referred to below; and, as a 
matter of fact, the term is only a vague designation for a number 
of more or less distinct groups of hollow-horned ruminants 
which do not come under the designation of cattle, sheep or 
goats; and in reality there ought to be a distinct English group-
name for each subfamily into which " antelopes " are sub-
divided. 

The great majority of antelopes, exclusive of the doubtful 
chamois group (which, however, will be included in the present 
article), are African, although the gazelles are to a considerable 
extent an Asiatic group. They include ruminants varying in 
size from a hare to an ox; and comprise about zso species, 
although this number is subject to considerable variation accord-
ing to personal views as to the limitations of species and races. 
No true antelopes are American, the prongbuck railocaora), 
which is commonly called " antelope " in the United States, 
representing a distinct group; while, as already mentioned, the 
Rocky Mountain or white goat stands on the borderland between 
antelopes and goats. 

The first group, or Tragdapkinae,is represented by the African 
elands (Tavrotragus), bongo (Bodo:rots), kudus (Stremicerort and 
bushbucks or harnessed antelopes (Tragdaphus), and the Indian 
nilgai (Boselaphus). Except in the bongo and elands, horns are 
present only in the males, and these are angulated and generally 
spirally twisted, and without rings. The muzzle is naked, small 
glands are present on the face below the eyes, and the tail is 
comparatively long. The colours are often brilliant; white 
spots and stripes being prevalent. The harnessed antelopes, or 
bushbucks, are closely allied to the kudus, from which they chiefly 
differ by the spiral formed by the horns generally having fewer 
turns. They include some of the most brilliantly coloured of all 
antelopes; the ornamentation taking the form of vertical white 
lines and rows of spots. Usually the sexes differ in colour. 
Whereas most of the species have hoofs of normal shape, in some, 
such as the nakong, or situtunga (Tragelaphus spekei), these are 
greatly elongated, in order to be suited for walking In soft mud, 
and these have accordingly been separated as Limnaragus. The 
last-named species spends most of its time in water, where it may 
be observed not infrequently among the reeds with all but its 
head and horns submerged. The true or smaller bushbucks, 
represented by the widely spread Trogelaphus scriplus, with 
several local races (fig. I) are sometimes separated as Syleimpra, 
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leaving the genus Tragelapkus to be represented by the larger 
T. (ingest and its relatives. The genus Strepsiceros is represented 
by the true or great kudu (S. capensis or S. strepsiceros), fig. 2, 
ranging from the Cape to Somaliland, and the smaller S. imberbis 
of North-East Africa, which has no throat-fringe. The large and 
brightly coloured bongo (Botkercus euryceros) of the equatorial 
forest-districts serves in some respects to connect the bushbucks 
with the elands, having horns in both sexes, and a tufted tail, 

but a brilliant orange coat 
with vertical white stripes. Still 

10. larger are the elands, of which 
the typical Taurotragus oryx of 
the Cape is uniformly sandy-
coloured, although stripes ap-
pear in the more northern T. 
o. livingstonei; while the black-
necked eland (T. derbianus) of 
Senegambia and the Bahr-el-
Ghazal district is a larger and 
more brilliantly coloured ani-
mal. The small horns and 
bluish-grey colour of the adult 
bulls serve to distinguish the 

Indian angel (q.e.), Boselaphus iragocanseho, from the other 
members of the subfamily. 

The second group, which is mainly African, but also repre-
sented in Syria, is that of the .ffippotraginae, typified by the 
sable antelope (Hippotragus niter) and roan antelope(H. equines), 
but also including the oryzes (Oryx) and addax. These are for 
the most part large antelopes, with long cylindrical horns, which 
are present in both sexes, hairy muzzles, no face-glands, long 
tufted tails and tall thick molars of the ox-type. In Hippo-
tragus the stout and Thickly ringed horns rise vertically from a 
ridge above the eyes at an obtuse angle to the plane of the lower 
part of the face, and then sweep backwards in a bold curve; 
while there are tufts of long white hairs near the eyes. The sable 
antelope is a southern species in which both sexes are black or 
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FIG. 2.—Male Kudu (Strepriceros capensis). 
blackish when adult; while the lighter-coloured and larger roan 
antelope has a much wider distribution. The South African 
blauwbok (H. leueophaeus) is extinct. In the addax (Addax 
nasomaculatus), which is a distinct species common to North 
Africa and Syria, the ringed horns form an open spiral 
ascending in the plane of the face, and there is long, shaggy, 
dark hair on the fore-quarters in winter. The various species 
of oryx differ from Hippotragus by the absence of the white 
eye-tufts, and by the horns sloping backwards in the plane of 
the face. In the South African gemsbuck (Oryx gonna), fig. 3, 
the 'East African beisa or true oryx (0. beisa), and the white 
Arabian (0. beatrix) the horns are straight, but in the North 
African white oryx or algazel (0. leucoryx or 0. algal:at) they are 

scimitar-shaped; the colour of this species being white and 
pale chestnut (see ADDAX, ONYX, and SABLE ANTELOPE). 

The third subfamily is the Antilopinae, the members of which 
have a much wider geographical range than either of the fore-
going groups. The subfamily is characterized by the narrow 
crowns of the molars, which are similar to those of sheep, and 
the hairy muzzle. Generally there are face-glands below the 
eyes; and the tail is moderate or short. Pits are present in 
the forehead of the skull, and the horns are ringed for part of 
their length, with a compressed base; their form being often lyrate, 
but sometimes spiral. Lateral hoofs are generally present.. 

Gazelles (Gazelle), which form by far the largest genus of the 
subfamily, are inhabitants of open and frequently more or less 
desert districts. They are mostly of a sandy colour, with dark 
and light markings on the face, and often a dark band on the 
flanks. The horns are more or less lyrate,and generally developed 
in both sexes; there are frequently brushes of hair on the knees. 
Gazelles may be divided into groups. The one to which the North 
African V. dorcas belongs is characterized by the presence of 

Flo. 3.—Gemsbuck, or Cape Oryx (Oryx gasella). 

lyrate or sub-lyrate horns in both sexes, and by the white of 
the buttocks not extending on to the haunches. Nearly allied 
is the group including the Indian V. benneui and the Arabian 
G. arabica, in which the horns have a somewhat S-shaped 
curvature in profile. In the group represented by the African 
G. granti, G. thontsoni, G. snohr, &c., the white of the buttocks 
often sends a prolongation on to the flanks, the horns are long 
and the size is large. Lastly, the Central Asian G. pdturosa, 
G. subgutturosa and G. picticaudata form a group in which the 
females are hornless and the face-markings inconspicuous or 
wanting. 

The South African springbuck (Antidorcas euchore) is nearly 
related to the gazelles, from which it is distinguished by the 
presence on the middle line of the loins of an evertible pouch, 
lined•with long white hairs capable of erection. It has also one 
premolar tooth less in the lower jaw. Formerly these beautiful 
antelopes existed in countless numbers on the plains of South 
Africa, and were in the habit of migrating in droves which com-
pletely filled entire valleys. Now they are comparatively rare. 

The dibatag or Clarke's gazelle (Ammodorcasetarkei), of Somali-
land, forms a kind of connecting link between the true gazelles 
and the gerenuk, this being especially shown in the skull. The 
face has the ordinary gazelle-markings; but the rather short 
horns—which are wanting in the female—have a peculiar upward 
and forward curvature, unlike that obtaining in the gazelles 

1.—Female Bushbuck 
(Tragetapkus seriptus). 
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and somewhat resembling that of the reedbuck. The neck is 
longer and more slender than in ordinary gazelles, and the tail 
is likewise relatively long. Although local, these animals are 
fairly comities in the interior of Somaliland, where they are 
known by the name of dibatag. In running, the head and neck 
are thrown backwards,, whsle the tail is turned forwards over 
the back: 

The East African gerenuk (q.v.), or Wailer's gazelle (Litho-
uanissr of which two races have been named, is a very 
remarkable ruminant. distinguished not only by its exceedingly 
elongated neck and limbs, but also by the peculiar hooked form 
of the very massive horns of the backs, the dense structure and 
straight profile of the skull, and the extreme slenderness of the 
lower jaw. 

As till more *bens nt gazelle is a small North-East Atrium species 
known as the beira (Darcatragusonclandis), with very short horns, 
large hoofs and a general appearance recalling that of some of the 
members of the subfamily Neotraginae, although in other respects 
gazelle-like. The blackbuck (Antikpecervicapra or A. besoardea) 
of India. a species taking its name from the deep black coat 
assumed by the adult bucks, and easily recognized by the graceful, 
spirally twisted horns ornamenting the heads of that sex, is 
now the sole representative of the genus Antilope, formerly 
taken to embrace the whole of the true antelopes. Large face-
glands are characteristic of the species, which inhabits the open 
plains of India in large herds. They leap high in the air, like 
the springbuck, when on the move. 

With the palla (q.v.), or impala(Aeoyeeres soselampus), we reach 
an exclusively African genus, characterized by the lyrate hams 
of the bucks, the absence of lateral hoofs, and the presence of 
a pair of glands with black tufts of hair on the hind-feet. 

The sheep-like saiga (q.v.), Saiga tatarica,orthe Kirghiz steppes 
stands apart from all other antelopes by its curiously puffed 
and trunk-Like nose, which can be wrinkled up when the animal 
is feeding and has the nostrils opening dowifwards. More or 
less nearly related to the saiga is the chiru (q.v.), Pardholops 
kodgsord, of Tibet, characterized by the long upright black horns 
of the bucks, and the leas convex nose, in which the nostrils 
open anteriorly instead of downwards. 

The Nedraginae (or Nanotraginae) form an exclusively 
African group of small-sized antelopes divided into several, 
for the most part nearly related, genera. Almost the only 
characters they possess in common are the short and spike-like 
horns of the bucks, which are ringed at the base, with smooth 
tips, and the large size of the face-gland, which opens by a 
circular aperture. Neotragus is represented by the pigmy royal 
antelope (N. pygmacus) of Guinea; Hylaruss includes one species 
from Cameroon and a second from the Semliki forest; while 
Nesotragus comprises the East African surd antelopes, N. 
doschatus and N. livingeonianus. All three might, however, 
well be included in Nedragus. The royal antelope is the smallest 
of the Bovidae. 

The steinbok (Rhaphiceros campestris) and the grysboh (R. 
avelanotir) are the best-known representatives of a group char-
acterized by the vertical direction of the horns and the small 
gland-pit in the skull; lateral hoofs being absent in the first-
named and present in the second. A bare gland-patch behind 
the ear serves to distinguish the pubis or ourebis, as typified by 
Oribia soutane of the Cape; lateral hoofs being present and 
the face-pit large. 

From all the preceding the tiny dik-cliks (Madoqua) of North-
East Africa differ by their hairy noses, expanded in some species 
into short trunks; while the widely spread klipspringcr (q.v.), 
Oreotragus saltator, with its several local races, is unfailingly 
distinguishable by its rounded blunt hoofs and thick, brittle, 
golden-flecked hair. 

In some respects connecting the last group with the Cord-
caprinae Is the rhebok, or vaal-rhebok (Plea capreolus), a grey 
antelope of the size of a roebuck, with small upright horns in the 
bucks recalling those of the last group, and small lateral hoofs, 
but no face-glands. In size and several structural features it 
approximates to the more typical Cervicaprinae, as represented  

by the reedbuck (Cervicapra), and the waterbucks and kobs 
(Coitus or Kobus), all of which are likewise African. These are 
medium-sized or large antelopes with naked muzzles, narrow 
sheep-like upper molars, fairly long tails, rudimentary or no 
face-glands, and pits in the frontal bones of the skull. Reedbuck 
(q.v.), or rietbok (Cereicapra), are foxy-red antelopes ranging 
in size from a fallow-deer to a roe, with thick bushy tails, for-
wardly curving black horns, and a bare patch of glandular skin 
behind each ear. They keep to open country near water. The 
waterbuck (q.v.), Colas, on the other hand, actually seek refuge 
from pursuit in the water. They have heavily fringed necks, 
tufted tails, long Irate horns in the bucks (fig. 4) but no glandular 
ear-patches. The true waterbuck (C. ellipsisryessus), and the 
default or sing-sing (C. defassa), are the two largest species, 
equal in size to red deer, and grey or reddish in colour. Of the 
smaller forms or kobs, C. mark and C. kucotis of the swamps of 
the White Nile are characterized by the black coats of the adult 
bucks; the West African C. cob, and its East African repre-
sentative C. Monad, are wholly red antelopes of the size of 

Fto. 4.--Waterbuck (Cobus elligsdPrydnus). 

roedeer; the lichi or lechwe (C. licks') is characterized by its 
long horns, black fore-legs and superior size; while the puku 
(C. warthog), which is also a swamp-loving species from South-
Central Africa, differs from the three preceding species by the 
fore-legs being uniformly foxy. 

The duikers, or duikerboks (Ceplealopbus), of Africa, which 
range in size from a large hare to a fallow-deer, typify the sub-
family Cephalophinae, characterized by the spike-like horns of 
the bucks, the elongated aperture of the face-glands, the naked 
muzzle, the relatively short tail, and the square-crowned upper 
molars; lateral hoofs being present. In the duikers themselves 
the single pair of horns is set in the midst of a tuft of long hairs, 
and the face-gland opens ins long naked line on the side of the 
face above the muzzle. The group is represented in India by the 
chousingha or four-horned antelope (Tdraceros quadriconds), 
generally distinguished by the feature from which it takes its 
name (see Durres). 

The last section of the true antelopes is the Bubalinae, repro. 
sented by the hartebeest (q.v.), Bubalis, blesbok and sassaby 
(Damaliscus), and the gnu (q.v.) or wildebeest (Connochaeks, also 
called Caloblepas), all being African with the exception of one or 
two hartebeests which range into Syria. All these are large and 
generally more or less uniformly coloured antelopes with horns 
in both sexes, long and more or less hairy tails, high withers, 
small face-glands, naked muzzles, tali, narrow upper molars, and 
the absence of pits in the frontal bones. —The long face, high 
crest for the horns, which are ringed, trate and more or less 
strongly ample ted, and the moderately long tail, are the 
distinctive features of the hartebeests. They are large red 
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antelopes (fig. 5), often with black markings on the face and limbs. 
In Damaliscus, which includes, among many other species, the 
blesbok and bontebok (D. albifrons and D. pygargus) and the 
sassaby or bastard hartebeest (D. lunatus), the face is shorter, 
and the horns straighter and set on a less elevated crest. The 
colour, too, of these antelopes tends in many cases to purple, 
with white markings. From the hartebeest the gnus (fig. 6) 

• 
•••-c•.; • 

Fin. 5.—Cape Hartebeest (Bubalis cease). 
differ by their smooth and outwardly or downwardly directed 
horns, broad bristly muzzles, heavy manes and long horse-like 
tails. There are two chief types, the white-tailed gnu or black 
wildebeest (Connockaeles gnu) of South Africa, now nearly 
extinct (fig. 6), and the brindled gnu, or blue wildebeest (C. 
taurinus), which, with some local variation, has a large range in 
South and East Africa. 

6.—White-tailed Gnu, or Black Wildebeest (Connochactes gnu). 
In concluding this survey of living antelopes, reference may 

be made to the subfamilyRupicaprinae (typified by the European 
chamois), the members of which, as already stated, are in some 
respects Intermediate between antelopes and goats. They are 
all small or medium-sized mountain ruminants, for the most part 
European and Asiatic, but with one North American repre-
sentative. They are heavily built ruminants, with horns of 
nearly equal size in both sexes, short tapering tails, large hoofs, 
narrow goat-like upper molars, and - usually small face-glands. 

The horns are generally rather small, upright, ringed at the base, 
and more or less curved backwards, but in the takin they are 
gnu-like. The group is represented by the European chamois 
or gemse (Rupicapra Ireful or R. rupicapra), broadly distin-
guished by its well-known hook-like horns, and the Asiatic gorals 
(Urotragus) and serows (Nemorhaedus), which are represented by 
numerous species ranging from Tibet, the Himalaya, and China, 
to the Malay Peninsula and islands, being in the two latter areas 
the sole representatives of both antelopes and goats. In the 
structure of its horns the North American white Rocky Mountain 
goat (Oreansniu) is very like a serow, from which it differs by 
its extremely short cannon-bones. In the latter respect this 
ruminant resembles the takin (Budorcas) of Tibet, which, as 
already mentioned, has horns recalling those of the white-tailed 
gnu. Possibly the Arctic musk-ox ((Naos) may be connected 
with the takin by means of certain -  extinct ruminants, such as 
the North American Pleistocene Euceratherhore and the European 
Pliocene Criotherinnt (see Chamois, Gom, Szaow, Rocco 
Nonfarm: GOAT and Sum* 

Extinct Antelopes.—Only a few lines can be devoted to extinct 
antelopes, the earliest of which apparently date from the Euro-
pean Miocene. An antelope from the Lower Pliocene of Northern 
India known as Bubalis, or Damaliscus, palaeindials indicates 
the occurrence of the hartebeest group in that country. Cobs: 
also occurs in the same formation, as does likewise Hippotragus. 
Palacoryx from the corresponding horizon in Greece and Samos 
is to some extent intermediate between Hippotragus and Oryx. 
Gazelles are common in the Miocene and Pliocene of both Europe 
and Asia. Elands and kudus appear to have been represented 
in India during the Pliocene; the European Pakeerear of the 
same age seems to be intermediate between the two, while 
Protragdaphus is evidently another European representative of 
the group. Hdicophora is another spiral-homed European 
Pliocene antelope, but of somewhat doubtful affinity; the same 
being the case with the large Criotherinnt of the Samos Pliocene, 
in which the short horns are curiously twisted. As already 
stated, there is a possibility of this latter ruminant being allied 
both to the takin and the musk-ox. Palaeotragus and Tragoceros, 
of the Lower Pliocene of Greece, at one time regarded as antelopes, 
are now known to be ancestors of the okapi. 

For antelopes in general, see P. L Sclater and 0. Thomas, The 
Book of Ante lopes (4 vols., London, 11394-zgoo). (R. L.") 

ANTENNAE (Lai ante annum, ac. Anima; Varro, Ling. 
Lat. v. 28), an ancient village of Latium, situated on the W. of 
the Via Salaria, a m. N. of Rome, where the Anio falls into the 
Tiber. It is said to have been conquered by Romulus after the 
rape of the Sabine women, and to have assisted the Tarquins. 
Certainly it soon lost its independence, and in Strabo's time was 
a mere village. The site is one of great strength, and is now 
occupied by a fort, in the construction of which traces of the outer 
walls and of huts, and several wells and a cistern, all belonging 
to the primitive village, were discovered, and also the remains 
of a villa of the end of the Republic. 

See T. Ashby in Papers of the British School of Rome. iii. 14. 
ANTENOR. an  Athenian sculptor, of the latter part of the 

6th century 'Lc. He was the author of the group of the tyran-
nicides Harmodius and Aristogeiton, act up by the Athenians on 
the expulsion of the Peisistratidae, and carried away to Persia 
by Xerxes. A basis with the signature of Aatenor, son of 
Eumares, has been shown to belong to one of the dedicated 
female figures of archaic style which have been toad on the 
Acropolis of Athens. 

See GREER Aar; and E. A. Gardner's Handbook of Greek Sculpt are, 
p. 182. 
ANTENOR, in Greek legend, one of the wisest of the Trojan 

elders and counsellors. He advised his fellow-townsmen to send 
Helen back to her husband, and showed himself not unfriendly 
to the Greeks and an advocate of peace. In the later story, 
according to Dares and Dictys, he was said to have treacherously 
opened the gates of Troy to the enemy; in return for which, at 
the general sack of the city, his house, distinguished by a panthers 
skin at the door, Was spared by the victors. Afterwards, 
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according to various versions of the legend, he either rebuilt a 
city on the site of Troy, or settled at Cyrene, or became the 
founder of Patavium. 

Horner, Iliad, iii. t 	vii. 347; Horace, Epp. I: 2. 9; Llvy 1. 2; 
Pinder, Pyikia. v. 83; Virgil, A22. L 242. 

ANTEQUERA (the ancient Anticaria), a town of southern 
Spain, in the province of Maga; on the Bobadilla-Granada 
railway. Pop. (1900) 31,609. Antequera overlooks the fertile 
valley bounded on the S. by the Sierra de loci Torcales, and on 
the N. by the river Guadalhorce. It occupies a commanding 
position, while the remains of its walls, and of a fine Moorish 
'castle on a rock that overhangs the town, show how admirably 
its natural defences were supplemented by art. Besides several 
interesting churches and palaces, it contains a fine arch, erected 
in 1595 in honour of Philip II., and-partly constructed of in-
scribed Roman masonry. In the eastern suburbs there is one of 
the largest grave-mounds in Spain, said to be of prehistoric date, 
and with subterranean chambers excavated to a depth of 63 ft. 
The Pea de los Enamorados, or " Lovers' Peak," is a conspicuous 
crag which owes its name to the romantic legend adapted by 
Robert Southey (1774-2843) in his Leila and Manuel. Woollen 
fabrics are manufactured, and the sugar industry established in 
t890 employs several thousand hands; but the majority of the 
Inhabitants are occupied by the trade in grain, fruit, wine and 
oil. Marble is quarried; and at El Tercel, 6 m. south, there is 
a very curious labyrinth of red marble rocks. Antequera was 
captured from the Moors in 1410, and became until 1492 one of 
the most important outposts of the Christian power in Spain. 

See C. Fernandez, Historia de Animism, dads as fondest-km 
(Malaga. 1842). 

UTERUS, pope for some weeks at the end of the year 235. 
He died on the 3rd of January 236. His original epitaph was 
discovered in the Catacombs. 

ANTBELION (late Cr. 1088)uor, opposite the sun), the 
luminous ring or halo sometimes seen in Alpine or polar regions 
surrounding the shadow of the head of an observer cast upon a 
bank of cloud or mist. The halo diminishes in brightness from 
the centre outwards, and is probably due to the diffraction of 
light. Under favourable conditions four concentric rings may 
be seen round the shadow of the observer's head, the outermost, 
which seldom appears, having an angular radius of go°. 

ARUM derived from the Gr. imi.ovet, through the Saxon 
antefn, a word which originally had the same meaning as anti-
phony (q.v.). It is now, however, generally restricted to a form 
of church music, particularly in the service of the Church of 
England, in which it is appointed by the rubrics to follow the 
third collect at both morning and evening prayer, " in choirs and 
places where they sing." It is just as usual in this place to have 
an ordinary hymn as an anthem, which is a more elaborate 
composition than the congregational hymns. Several anthems 
are included in the English coronation service. The words are 
selected from Holy Scripture or in some eases from the Liturgy, 
and the music is generally more elaborate and varied than that 
of psalm or hymn tunes. Anthems may be written for solo 
voices only, for the full choir, or for both, and according to this 
distinction are called respectively Verse, AA and hell with Vase. 
Though the anthem of the Church of England is analogous to the 
meld of the Roman Catholic and Lutheran Churches, both being 
written for a trained choir and not for the congregation, it Is as 
a musical form essentially English in its origin and development 
The English school of musicians has from the first devoted its 
chief attention to this form, and scarcely a composer of any note 
can be named who has not written several good anthems. Tallis, 
Tye, Byrd, and Farrant in the 16th century; Orlando Gibbons, 
Blow, and Purcell in the with, and Croft, Boyce, James Kent, 
James Naas, Benjamin Cooke, and Samuel Arnold in the 18th
were famous composers of anthems, and in more recent times 
the names are too numerous to mention. 

ArrssinoN (from the Gr. dreamer, a flower), the conven-
tional design of flower or leaf forms which was largely employed 
by the Greeks to decorate (r) the fronts of ante-fizae, (2) the 
upper portion of the stele or vertical tombstones, (j) the necking  

of the Ionic columns of the Erechtheum and its continuation as a 
decorative frieze on the walls of the same, and (4) the cymatium 
of a cornice. Though generally known as the honeysuckle 
ornament, from its resemblance to that flower, its origin will be 
found in the flower of the acanthus plant 

Arnismius, Greek mathematician and architect, who pro-
duced, under the patronage of Justinian (s.o. SP), the original 
and daring plans for the church of St Sophia in Constantinople, 
which strikingly displayed at once his knowledge and his ignor-
ance. He was one of five brothers—the sons of Stcpbanus, a 
physician of Tralles—who were all more or less eminent in their 
respective departments. Diego:was followed his father's pro-
fession in his native place; Alexander became at Rome one of the 
most celebrated medical men of his time; Olympius was deeply 
versed in Roman jurisprudence; and Metrodorus was one of the 
distinguished grammarians of the great Eastern capital. It is 
related of Anthemius that, having a quarrel with his next-door 
neighbour Zeno, he annoyed him in two ways. Fiat, he made a 
number of leathern tubes the ends of which he contrived to fix 
among the joists and flooring of a fine upper-room in which Zeno 
entertained his friends, and then subjected it to a miniature 
earthquake by sending steam through the tubes. Secondly, he 
simulated thunder and lightning, the latter by flashing in Zeno's 
eyes an intolerable light from a slightly hollowed mirror. Certain 
it is that he wrote a treatise on burning-glasses. A fragment of 
this was published under the title Hai rapabdiew leuxarnultraw 
by L. Dupuy in x777, and also appeared in 1786 in the forty-
second volume of the Ilia. de r Acad. des Inset.; A. Westermann 
gave a revised edition of it in his Ilepaloefaypd4ze gal/dons 
return mirabilison Graeci), 1839. In the course of constructions 
for surfaces to reflect to one and the same point (1) all rays in 
whatever direction passing through another point, (a) a set of 
parallel rays, Anthemius assumes a property of an ellipse not 
found in Apollonius (the equality of the angles subtended at a 
focus by two tangents drawn from a point), and (having given 
the focus and a double ordinate) he uses the focus and directrix to 
obtain any number of points on a parabola—the first instance on 
record of the practical use of the directrix. 

On Anthemius generally. see Procopius, De Aedific. L t 
(1'. 

  Agathias, 
Hist. v. 6-9; Gibbon's Decline and Fall, cap. xis (1'. L. H.) 

ANTES:WEIDA, one of the four Athenian festivals in honour 
of Dionysus, held annually for three days (11 th-r 3th) in the month 
of Anthesterion (February-March). The object of the festival was 
to celebrate the maturing of the wine stored at the previous 
vintage, and the beginning of spring. On the first day, called 
Pilkeigia (opening of the casks), libations were offered from the 
newly opened casks to the god of wine, all the household, includ-
ing servants and slaves, joining in the festivities. The rooms and 
the drinking vessels in them were adorned with spring flowers, as 
were also the children over three years of age. The second day, 
named Challs (feast of beakers), was a time of merrymaking The 
people dressed themselves gaily, some in the disguise of the 
mythical personage in the suite of Dionysus, and paid a round of 
visits to their acquaintances. Drinking clubs met to drink off 
matches, the winner being he who drained his cup most rapidly. 
Others poured libations on the tombs of deceased relatives. On 
the part of the state this day was the occasion of a peculiarly 
solemn and secret ceremony in one of the sanctuaries of Dionysus 
in the Lenaeum, which for the rest of the year was closed. The 
basilissa (or basilinna), wife of the archon basileus for the time, 
went through a ceremony of marriage to the wine god, in whirls 
she was assisted by fourteen Athenian matrons, called seraerae, 
chosen by the basileus and sworn to secrecy. The days on which 
the Pithoigia and Chas were celebrated were both regarded as 
firorPodoes (newts) and maxi (" defiled "), necessitating ex-
piatory libations; on them the souls of the dead came up from 
the underworld and walked abroad; people chewed leave* of 
whitethorn and besmeared their doors with tar to protect them-
selves from evil. But at least in private circles the festive 
character of the ceremonies predominated. The third day was 
named Cloyiri (feast of pots, from xirrpor, a pot), a festival of the 
dead. Cooked pulse was offered to Hermes, in his capacity of a 
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god of the lower world, and to the souls of the dead. Although 
no performances were allowed at the theatre, a sort of rehearsal 
took place, at which the players for the ensuing dramatic festival 
were selected. 

The name Anthesteria, according to the account of it given 
above, is usually connected with Wes (" flower," or the 
" bloom " of the grape), but A. W. Ferrell (Journal of Hellenic 
Studies, sx., T900, p. t 5 s) explains it as a feast of " revocation " 
(from lunteicroaalku, to " pray back " or " up "), at which the 
ghosts of the dead were recalled to the land of the living (cp. the 
Roman menden patet). J. E. Harrison (ibid. too,: or), and Prolego-
mena), regarding the Anthesteria as primarily a festival of all 
souls, the object of which was the expulsion of ancestral ghosts 
by means of placation, explains irdloryla as the feast of the 
opening of the graves (sills meaning a large urn used for burial 
purposes), g6es as the day of libations, and gbrpor as the day of 
the grave-holes (not " pots," which Is ginpar), in point of 
time really anterior to the rs8eeyla. E. Rohde and M. P. Nilsson, 
however, take the gimes to mean "water vessels," and connect 
the ceremony with the Hydrophoria, a libation festival to pro-
pitiate the dead who had perished in the flood of Deucalion. 

See F. Hiller von Gartringen in Pauly-Wissowa's ReakscycloOdie 
v.); J. Girard in Daremberg and Saglio, Dictionnaire des antiquitis 

Dionyvia "); and F. A. Voigt in Rancher's Lesikon der 
ytkologie (se. " Dionyene"i: J. E. Harrison. Prolegomena n the 

Study of Greek Religion (soo3 ; M. P. Nilsson, Stadia Si Dionysus 
 (zpoo) and Griechiss Pests (906); G. F. Schnsnann, 

Griechische Alttraulmer, ii. (ed. ,T. H. Lveius, 1902), p. 516; A. 
Mommsen, Pests des Stain Athen (1(198); E. Rohde, Psyche (4th ed., 
1907), 237. 

ANTRIM THE IBERIAN, a notable figure in the ecclesiastical 
history of Rumania. A Georgian by birth, he came to Rumania 
early in the second half of the 57th century, as a simple monk. 
He became bishop of Rkmnicu in 1705, and In t708 archbishop 
of Walachia. Taking a leading part in the political movements of 
the time, he came into conflict with the newly appointed Greek 
hospodars, and was exiled to Rumelia. But on his crossing the 
Danube in 1716 he was thrown into the water and drowned, 
as it Is alleged, at the instigation of the prince of Walachia. 
He was a man of great talents and spoke and wrote many 
Oriental and European languages. Though a foreigner, he soon 
acquired a thorough knowledge of Rumanian, and was instru-
mental in helping to introduce that language into the church 
as its official language. He was a master printer and an artist 
of the first order. He cut the wood blocks for the books which 
he printed in lbgovishtea, Rimnicu, Snagov and Bucharest. 
He was also the first to introduce Oriental founts of type into 
Rumania, and he printed there the first Arabic missal for the 
Christians of the East (Rimnicu, 1702). He also trained 
Georgians in the art of printing, and cut the type with which 
under his pupil Mihail Ishtvanovltch they printed the first 
Georgian Gospels (Tiflis, 1709). A man of great oratorical 
power, Anthim delivered a series of sermons (Dielakii), and some 
of his pastoral letters are models of style and of language as 
well as of exact and beautiful printing. He also completed a 
whole corpus of lectionaries, missals, gospels, Ec. 

See M. Caster, Chrestomathie monde* (1881), and " Gesch. 
d. rumanischen Litteratur," in GrOber, Grundriss d. row. Pink - 

kin. vol. ii. (1699): and E. Picot, Notice raw Avulsing d'Ivir (Paris, 
1886). (M. G.) 

ANTHOLOGY. The term "anthology," literally denoting 
a garland or collection of flowers, is figuratively applied to any 
selection of literary beauties, and especially to that great body 
of fugitive poetry, comprehending about 4500 pieces, by upwards 
of 300 writers, which is commonly known as the Greek Anthology, 

Literary History of the Greek Anthology.—The art of occasional 
poetry bad been cultivated in Greece from an early period,—
less, however, as the vehicle of personal feeling, than as the 
recognized commemoration of remarkable individuals or events, 
on sepulchral monuments and votive offerings. Such com-
positions were termed epigrams, Le inscriptions. The modern 
use of the word is a departure from the original sense, which 
simply indicated that the composition was intended to be en-
graved or inscribed. Such a composition must necessarily be  

brief, and the restraints attendant upon its publication concurred 
with the simplicity of Greek taste in prescribing conciseness of 
expression, pregnancy of meaning, purity of diction and single-
ness of thought, as the indispensable conditions of excellence 
in the epigrammatic style. The term was soon extended to 
any piece by which these conditions were fulfilled. The transition. 
from the monumental to the purely literary character of the 
epigram was favoured by the exhaustion of more lofty forms of 
poetry, the general increase, from the general diffusion of culture, 
of accomplished writers and tasteful readers, but, above all, 
by the changed political circumstances of the times, which in-
duced many who would otherwise have engaged in public affairs 
to addict themselves to literary pursuits. These causes came 
into full operation during the Alexandrian era, in which we 
find every description of epigrammatic composition perfectly 
developed. About 6o B.C., the sophist and poet, Meleager of 
Cedars, undertook to combine the choicest effusions of his 
predecessors into a single body of fugitive poetry. Collections 
of monumental inscriptions, or of poems on particular subjects, 
had previously been formed by Polemon Periegetcs and others; 
but Meleager first gave the principle a comprehensive application. 
His selection, compiled from forty-six of his predecessors, and 
including numerous contributions of his own, was entitled 
Tke Garland (Zridicum); and In an introductory poem each poet 
is compared to some flower, fancifully deemed appropriate to 
his genius. The arrangement of his collection was alphabetical, 
according to the initial letter of each epigram. 

In the age of the emperor Tiberius (or Trajan, according to 
others) the work of Meleager was continued by another epigram-
matist, Philippus of Thessalonica, who first employed the term 
anthology. His collection, which included the compositions of 
thirteen writers subsequent to Meleager, was also arranged 
alphabetically, and contained an introductory poem. It was of 
inferior quality to Meleager's. Somewhat later, under Hadrian, 
another supplement was formed by the sophist Diogenianus 
of Heracleia (2nd century A.D.), and Strato of Sardis compiled 
his elegant but tainted Mass Hubei (Muss Puerilis) from 
his productions and those of earlier writers. No further collection 
from various sources is recorded until the time of Justinian, 
when epigrammatic sliting, especially of an amatory character, 
experienced a great revival at the hands of Agathias of Myrina, 
the historian, Paulus Silentiarius, and their circle. Their In-
genious but mannered productions were collected by Agathias 
into a new anthology, entitled The Circle (Ebe)ot); it was the 
first to be divided into books, and arranged with reference to 
the subjects of the pieces. 

These and other collections made during the middle ages are 
now lost. The partial Incorporation of them into a single body, 
classified according to the contents in ts books, was the work 
of a certain Constantinus Cephalas, whose name alone is preserved 
in the single MS. of his compilation extant, but who probably 
lived during the temporary revival of letters under Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus, at the beginning of the loth century. He 
appears to have merely made excerpts from the existing antho-
logies, with the addition of selection's from Lucillius, Palladas, 
and other epigrammatists, whose compositions had been published 
separately. His arrangement, to which we shall have to recur, 
is founded on • principle of classification, sad nearly corresponds 
to that adopted by Agathias. His principle of selection is un-
known; it is only certain that while he omitted much that he 
should have retained, he has preserved much that would other-
wise have perished. The extent of our obligations may be seat-
tattled by a comparison between his anthology and that of the 
nest editdr, the monk Maximus Planudes (A.D. 132o), who has 
not merely grievously mutilated the anthology of Cephalas by 
omissions, but has disfigured it by interpolating verses of his 
own. We are, however, indebted to him for the preservation 
of the epigrams on works of art, which seem to have been 
accidentally omitted from oar only transcript of Cephalas. 

The Flanudean (in seven books) was the only recension of the 
anthology known at the revival of classical literature, and was first 
published at Florence, by jams tannin, in toe. It long continued 
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to be the only accessible collection. for although the Palatine MS., 
the Mk extant copy of the antholopy of CeOalas. was discovered 
In the Palatine library at Heidelberg, and copied by Saumaise 
(Mousing) in Moe, it was not published until 1776, when it was 

'Included in Brunck's Asolarto Veltrom Notarum Grereersim. The 
MS. itself had hequently changed its quarters. In am, having 
been taken in the sack of Heil berg in the Thirty Years' War, it 
.was sent with the rest of the Palatine Library to Rome as a present 
from Maximilian I. of Bavaria to Gregory XV., who had it divided 
Into two parts, the fist of which was by far the larger; thence it 
was taken to Paris in :797. In 1816 it went tack to Heidelberg, but 
in an incomplete state, the second part remaining at Paris. It is 
now represented at Heidelberg by a photographic facsimile. Bru tick's 
edition was superseded by the standard one of Friedrich Jacobs 
(1794-18:4. 13 vols.), the text of which was reprinted in a more 
convenient form in 1813-1817, and occu.gea three pocket volumes in 
the Tauchnitx MAC. of the classics. The best edition for general 
.purposes is perhaps that of DObner in Didot's Bibliotheca (1864- 
:672), which contains the Palatine Anthology, the epigrams of the 
Planudean Anthology not comprised in the former, an appendix of 
pieces derived from other sources, copious notes selected from all 
quarters, • literal Latin prose translation by Boissonade, Bothe, and 
Laume and the metrical Latin versions of Hugo Grotius. A third 
volu

pa
me, edited by E. Cougny, was published in 189o. The best 

edition of the Pknudean Anthology is the splendid one by van 
Bosch and Via Leallasracr795-1812). There is also a complete 
edition of the text by troller In the Teubner aeries. 

Arraegemene—The Palatine MS., the archetype of the present 
text, was transcribed by different persons at different times, 
and the actual arrangement of the collection does not correspond 
with that signalized in the index. It is as follows: Book s. 
Christian epigrams; a. Christodoms's description of certain 
statues; 3. Inscriptions in the temple at Cyzicus; 4. The pre-
faces of Meleager, Plthippus, and Agathias to their respective 
collections; S.  Amatory epigrams; 6. Votive inscriptions; 
7. Epitaphs; 8. The epigrams of Gregory of Naziansus; 9. 
Rhetorical and illustrative epigrams; so. Ethical pieces; xi. 
Humorous and convivial; 12. Strato's 'Muss Puerflis; 13. 
Metrical aldositles; za. Pussies, enigmas, oracles; 15. Mis-
cellanies. The epigrams on works of art, as already stated, are 
missing from the Ceder Palatine, and must be sought in an 
appendix of epigrams only occurring in the Planudean Anthology. 
The epigrams hitherto recovered from ancient monuments and 
similar sources form appendices in the second and third volumes 
of Delmer's edition. 

Si* and Yohse.—One of the principal claims of the Anthology 
to attention is derived from its continuity, its existence as a 
living and growing body of poetry throughout all the vicissitudes 
of Greek civilisation. More ambitious descriptions of, com-
position speedily ran their coulee, and having attained their 
complete development became extinct or st best lingered only 
in feeble or conventional imitations. The humbler strains of the 
epigrammatic muse, on the other hand, remained ever fresh and 
animated, ever in intimate union with the spirit of the generation 
that gave them birth. To peruse the entire collection, accord-
ingly, is as it were to assist at the disinterment of an ancient city, 
where generation has succeeded generation on the same site, and 
each stratum of soil enshrines the vestiges of a distinct epoch, but 
where all epochs, nevertheless, combine to constitute an organic 
whole, and the transition from one to the other is hardly percep-
tibia. Four stages may be indicated:—s. The Hellenic proper, of 
'which Simonides of Ceara (c. 356-469 s.c.), the author of most of 
the sepulchral inscriptions on those who fell in the Persian wan, 
is the characteristic representative. This is characterized by a 
simple dignity of phrase, which to a modern taste almost verges 
upon baldness, by a crystalline transparency of diction, and by 
an absolute fidelity to the original conception of the epigram. 
Nearly all the pieces of this era are actual bona fide inscriptions 
or addresses to real personages, whether living or deceased; 
narratives, literary exercises, and sports of fancy are exceedingly 
rare. 2. The epigram received a great development in its second 
or Alexandrian era, when its range was so extended as to include 
anecdote, satire, and amorous longing; when epitaphs and votive 
inscriptions were composed on imaginary persons and things, 
and men of taste successfully attempted the same subjects in 
mutual emulation, or sat down to compose verses as displays of 
their ingenuity. The result was a great gain in richness of style 
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and general interest, counterbalanced by a falling off in purity of 
diction and sincerity of treatment. The modification—a perfectly 
legitimate one, the resources of the old style being exhausted—
bad its real source in the transformation of political life, but may 
be said to commence with and to find it•best representative in 
the playful and elegant Leonidas of Tarentum, a contemporary 
of Pyrrhus, and to close with Antipater of Sidon, about too 1.0. 
(or later). It should be noticed, however, that Callimathus, one 
of the most distinguished of the Alexandrian poets, affects the 
sternest simplicity in his epigrams, and copies the austerity of 
Simonldes with as much success as an imitator can expect. 
3. By a slight additional modification in the same direction, the 
Alexandrian passes into what, for the sake of preserving the 
parallelism with eras of Greek prose literature, we may all 
the Roman style, although the peculiarities of its principal 
representative are decidedly Oriental. Meleager of Gadara was a 
Syrian; his taste was less severe, and his temperament more 
fervent than those of his Greek predecessors; his pieces are 
usually erotic, and their glowing imagery sometimes reminds us of 
the Song of Solomon. The luxuriance of his fancy occasionally 
betrays him into far-fetched conceits, and the lavishness of his 
epithets is only redeemed by their exquisite felicity. Yet his 
effusions are manifestly the offspring of genuine feeling, and his 
epitaph on himself indicates a great advance on the exclusive-
ness of antique Greek patriotism, and is perhaps the first clear 
enunciation of the spirit of universal humanity characteristic 
of the later Stoic philosophy. His gaiety and licentiousness 
are Imitated and exaggerated by his somewhat later contem-
porary, the Epicurean Philodemus, perhaps the liveliest of all 
the epigrammatists; his fancy reappears with diminished 
brilliancy in Phflodemus's contemporary, Zones, in Crinagoras, 
who wrote under Augustus, and in Marcus Argentarius, of un-
certain date; his peculiar gorgeousness of colouring remains 
entirely his own. At a later period of the empire another 
genre, hitherto comparatively in abeyance, was developed, the 
satirical. Lusatia', who flourished under Nero, and Ludan, more 
renowned in other fields of literature, display a remarkable 
talent for shrewd, caustic epigram, frequently embodying moral 
refiezions of great cogency, often lashing vice and folly with 
signal effect, but not seldom indulging in mere trivialities, or 
deformed by scoffs at personal blemishes. This style of com-
position is not properly Greek, but Roman; it answers to the 
modern definition of epigram, and has hence attained a celebrity 
in excess of its deserts. It is remarkable, however, as an almost 
solitary example of direct Latin influence on Greek literature. 
The same style obtains with Medea, an Alexandrian gram-
marian of the 4th century, the last of the strictly classical epi-
grammatists, and the first to be guilty of downright bad taste. 
His better pieces, however, are characterized by an austere 
ethical impressiveness, and his literary position is very interesting 
as that of an indignant but despairing opponent of Christianity. 
4. The fourth or Byzantine style of epigrammatic composition 
was cultivated by the beaux-esprit, of the court of Justinian. To 
a great extent this is merely imitative, but the circumstances 
of the period operated so as to produce a species of originality. 
The peculiarly ornate and reekerche diction of Apthias and his 
compeers is not a merit in itself, but, applied for the first time, 
it has the effect of revivifying an old form, and many of their 
new locutions are actual enrichments of the language. The 
writers, moreover, 'were men of genuine poetical feeling, ingenious 
in invention, and capable of expressing emotion with energy 
and liveliness; the colouring of their pieces is sometimes highly 
dramatic. 

It would be hard to exaggerate the substantial value of the 
Anthology, whether as a storehouse of facts bearing on antique 
manners, customs and ideas, or as one among the influences 
which have contributed to mould the literature of the modern 
world. The multitudinous votive inscriptions, serious and 
sportive, connote the phases of Greek religious sentiment, from 
pious awe to irreverent familiarity and sarcastic scepticism; the 
moral tone of the nation at various periods is mirrored with cor-
responding fidelity; the sepulchral inscriptions admit us into 
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the inmost sanctuary of family affection, and reveal a depth and 
tenderness of feeling beyond the province of the historian to 
depict, which we should not have surmised even from the 
dramatists; the general tendency of the collection is to display 
antiquity on its most human side, and to mitigate those contrasts 
with the modern world which more ambitious modes of com-
position force into relief. The constant reference to the details 
of private life renders the Anthology an inexhaustible treasury 
for the student of archaeology; art, industry and costume 
receive their fullest illustration from its pages. Its influence on 
European literatures will be appreciated in proportion to the 
inquirer's knowledge of each. The further his researches extend, 
the greater will be his astonishment at the extent to which the 
Anthology has been laid under contribution for thoughts which 
have become household words in all cultivated languages, and at 
the beneficial effect of the imitation of its brevity, simplicity, 
and absolute verbal accuracy upon the undisciplined luxuriance 
of modern genius. 

Translations, imitations, &c.—The best versions of the Anthology 
ever made am the Latin renderings of select epigrams by Hugo 
Grotius. They have not been printed separately, but will be found 
in Bosch and Lennep's edition of the Planudean Anthology, in the 
Didot edition, and in Dr Wellesley's Anthologia Polygloas. The 
number of more or loss professed imitations in modern languages 
is ipfinite, that of actual translations less considerable. French and 
Italian, indeed, are ill adapted to this purpose. from their incapacity 
of approximating to the form of the original, and their poets have 
usually contented themselves with paraphrases or imitations, often 
exceedingly felicitous. F. D. Deheque's French prose translation, 
however (1863). is most excellent and valuable. The German 
language alone admits of the preservation of the original metre—a 
circumstance advantageous to the German translators, Herder and 
Jacobs, who have not, however, compensated the loss inevitably 
consequent upon a change of idiom by any added beauties of their 
own. Though unfitted to reproduce the precise form, the English 
language, from its Tor terseness is better adapted to preserve 
the spirit of the oral than the co n; and the comparative 
ill success of manyEnglish translators must be chiefly attributed to 
the extremely low standard of fidelity and brevity observed by 
them. Bland, Merivale, and their associates (1806-1813). are often 
intolerably diffuse and feeble, from want, not of ability, but of 
taking pains. Archdeacon Wrancham's too rare versions are much 
more spirited; and John Sterling s translations of the inscriptions 
of Simonides deserve high praise. Professor Wilson (Blaeln000d's 
Masashi., 1833-1835) collected and commented upon the labours of 
these and other translators, with his accustomed critical insight and 
exuberant geniality, but damaged his essay by burdening It with 
the indifferent attempts of William Hay. In 1849 Dr Wellesley, 
principal of New Inn Hall, Oxford. published his Aatifisiogia . Poly- 
gtolta,, a most valuable collection of the best translations and imita- 
tions an all languages, with the original text. In this appeared some 
admirable versions by Goldwin Smith and Dean Merivale, which, 
with the other English renderings extant at the time, will be found 
accompanying the literal prose translation of the Public School 
Sekato,{5, executed by the Ptev. George Borges for Bohn's Classical 
Library (1834). This is a useful volume, but the editor's notes are 
worthless. In 1864 Major R. G. Macgregor published an almost 
complete translation of the Anthology, a work whose stupendous 
industry and fidelity almost redeem the general mediocrity of the 
execution. idylls and Epigrams, by R. Garnett (18(29, reprinted 
1892 in the Cameo series), includes about 140 translations or imita-
tions, with some original compositions in the same style. Recent 
translations (selections) are: J. W. Mackail, Sekct Epigrams from 
the Greek Anthology (with text, introduction, notes, and prose 
translation), 1890, revised 1906, a most charming volume; Graham 
R. Tomson (Mrs Marriott Watson), Selections from the Greek 
Anthology (1889); W. H. D. Rouse, Echo of Greek Song (1899); 
L. C. Perry, From the Garden of Hellas (New York, 1891); W. R. 
Paton, Love Epigrams (1898). An agreeable little volume on the 
Anthology, by Lord Heaves, is one of Collins's series of Ancient 
Classics for Modern Readers. The earl of Cromer, with all the cares 
of Egyptian administration upon him, found time to translate and 
publish an elegant volume of selections (19oz). Two critical con-
tributions to the subject should be noticed, the Rev. James Davies's 
essay on Epigrams in the Quarterly Review (vol. own.). especially 
valuable for its lucid illustration of the distinction between Greek 
and Latin epigram; and the brilliant disquisition in J. A. Symonds's 
Studies of the Greek Pods (am; 3rd ed., 1893)c 

Lass Atakekgy.—The Lelia Alithology is the appellation 
bestowed upon a collection of fugitive Latin verse, from the age 
of Ennius to about A.D. moo, formed by Peter Burmann the 
Younger. Nothing corresponding to the Greek anthology is 
known to have existed among the Romans, though professional  

epigrammatists like Martial published their volumes on their 
own account, and detached sayings were excerpted from anthem 
like Ennius and Publicus Syrus, while the Priapela were probably 
but one among many collections on special subjects. The first 
general collection of scattered pieces made by a modern scholar 
was Scaligees Calatecta Wessel Perkasie, (2573), succeeded by 
the more ample one of Pithoeus, Epigrammala d Poentala e 
Cotikibus d Lapidibus talks& (159o). Numerous additions, 
principally from inscriptions, continued to be made, and in 
1759-5773 Burmann digested the whole into his Anil:stogie 
velessas Latinorum Epigrammagum d Paeonaluse. This, occa-
sionally reprinted, was the standard edition until 1869, when 
Alexander Riese commenced a new and more critical recension, 
from which many pieces improperly inserted by Burmann are 
rejected, and his classified arrangement is discarded for one 
according to the sources whence the poems have been derived. 
The first volume contains those found in MSS., in the order of 
the importance of these documents; those furnished by inscrip-
tions following. The first volume (in two parts) appeared in 
t869-x87o, a second edition of the first part in 1894, and the 
second volume, Cardiac; Epigraphica (in two parts), in ,895,-
1897, edited by F. BUcheler. An Antkologiae Latino Supple-
*oda, in the same series, followed. Having been formed by 
scholars actuated by no aesthetic principles of selection, but 
solely intent on preserving everything they could find, the Latin 
anthology is much more heterogeneous than the Greek, and 
unspeakably inferior. The really beautiful poems of Petronius 
and Apuleius are more properly inserted in the collected editions 
of their writings, and more than half the remainder consists of 
the frigid conceits of pedantic professional exercises of gram-
marians of a very late period of the empire, relieved by an 
occasional gem, such as the apostrophe of the dying Hadrian to 
his spirit, or the epithalamium of Gallants. The collection is 
also, for the most part, too recent in date, and too exclusively 
literary in character, to add much to our knowledge of classical 
antiquity. The epitaphs are interesting, but the genuineness of 
many of them is very questionable. (R. G.) 

ANTHON, CHARLES (1797-1867), American classical scholar, 
was born in New York city on the 19th of November 1797. 
After graduating with honours at Columbia College in 181 5, he 
began the study of law, and in 18:9 was admitted to the bar, 
but never practised. In 182o he was appointed assistant pro-
fessor of Greek and Latin in his old college, full professor ten 
year later, and at the same time headmaster of the grammar 
school attached to the college, which post he held until 1864. 
He died at New York on the 29th of July 1867. He produced 
for use in colleges and schools a large number of classical works, 
which enjoyed great popularity, although his editions of classical 
authors were by no means in favour with schoolmasters, owing to 
the large amount of assistance, especially translations, contained 
in the notes. 

ANTHONY, SAINT, the first Christian monk, was born In 
Egypt about 25o. At the age of twenty he began to practise an 
ascetical life in the neighbourhood of his native place, and after 
fifteen years of this life he withdrew into solitude to a mountain 
by the Nile, called Pispir, now Der el Memun, opposite Arsine* 
in the Fayum. Here he lived strictly endosed in an old fort for 
twenty years. At last in the early years of the 4th century he 
emerged from his retreat and set himself to organize the monastic 
life of the crowds of monks who had followed him and taken up 
their abode in the caves around him. After a time, again in 
pursuit of more complete solitude, he withdrew to the mountain 
by the Red Sea, where now stands the monastery that bears his 
name (Der Mar Antonia). Here he died about the middle of 
the 4th century. His Life states that on two occasions he went 
to Alexandria, to strengthen the Christians in the Diocletian 
persecution and to preach against Arianism. Anthony is 
recognized as the first Christian monk and the first organizer 
and father of Christian monachism (seeMortarricism). Certain 
letters and sermons are attributed to him, but their authenticity 
is more than doubtful. The monastic rule which bears his name 
was not written by him, but was compiled out of these writings 
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and out of discourses and utterances put into his mouth in the 
Life and the A papist/mynahs Pattern. According to this rule 
live a number of Coptic Syrian and Armenian monks to this day. 
The chief source of information about St Anthony is the Life, 
attributed to St Atbanasius. This attribution, as also the 
historical character of the book, and even the very existence of 
St Anthony, were questioned and denied by the sceptical criticism 
of thirty years ago; but such doubts are no longer entertained 
by critical scholars. 

The Greek Vita is among the works of St Athanasins; the almost 
contemporary Latin tran slation is among Rosweyd's. Vitas Fairest 
(Migue. Patrol. Lot. imsiii.); an English translation is in the Athan-
asius volume of the ' Nicene and Post-Nicene Library." Accounts 
of St Anthony are tven by Card. Newman, Church of the Fathers 
12thcuosretc:I.  Sketches and Alban Butler. Lives of the Sakes (Jan. 17). 

of thehistorical and critical questions raised will be 
found in E. C. Butler's Lassie's History of Palladia, (1898 1904). 
Past 1. pp. 197, 215-228; Part II. pp. ix.-zu. (E. d. B.) 

ANTHONY OF PADUA, SAINT (1195-1231), the most cele-
brated of the followers of Saint Francis of Assisi, was born at 
Lisbon on the 15th of August x z9 5. In his fifteenth year he entered 
the Augustinian order, and subsequently joined the Franciscans 
in 2220. He-wished to devote himself to missionary labours in 
North Africa, but the ship in which he sailed was cast by a storm 
on the coast of Sicily, whence he made his way to Italy. He 
taught theology at Bologna, Toulouse, Montpellier and Padua, 
and won a great.reputation as a preacher throughout Italy. He 
was the leader of the rigorous party in the Franciscan order 
against the mitigations introduced by the general Elias. His 
death took place at the convent of Are Coeli, near Padua, on the 
13th of June 1231. He was canonized by Gregory IX. in the 
following year, and his festival is kept on the x3th of June. He 
is regarded as the patron saint of Padua and of Portugal, and 
is appealed to by devout clients for finding lost objects. The 
meagre accounts of his life which we possess have been supple-
mented by numerous popular legends, which represent him 
as a continuous worker of miracles, and describe his marvellous 
eloquence by pictures of fishes leaping out of the water to 
hear him. There are many confraternities established in his 
honour throughout Christendom, and the number of "pious" 
biographies devoted to him would fill many volumes. 

The most trustworthy modern works are by A. Lepftre, Si Antoine 
de Padova (Paris, 1902, in Les Saints series: good bibliography; Eng. 
trans. by Edith Guest, London, 1902), and by Leopold de CM:ranee, 
St Airlines de Reim (Paris, 1895; Eng. trans., London. 1896). His 
works, consisting of sermons and a mystical commentary on the 
Bible, were published in an appendix to those of St Francis, in the 
A males Ifitrariun of Luke Wadding (Antwerp, 1625), and are also 
reproduced by Horoy, Medii ate bibliotkera parrutica (188o, vi. 
pp.5 et sqq.);

is. 
 see art. " Antonio. von Padua " in Herzog-Hauck, 

ANTHONY, SUSAN BROWNELL (1820-1906), American 
reformer, was born at Adams, Massachusetts, on the 15th of 
February 1820, the daughter of Quakers. Soon after her birth, 
her family moved to the state of New York, and after 1845 she 
lived in Rochester. She received her early education M a school 
maintained by her father for his own and neighbours' children, 
and from the time she was seventeen until she was thirty-two 
she taught in various schools. In the decade preceding the 
outbreak of the Civil War she took a prominent part in the 
anti-slavery and temperance movements in New York, organizing 
in 1852 the first woman's state temperance society in America, and 
in r856 becoming the agent for New York state of the American 
Anti-slavery Society. After 1854 she devoted herself almost 
exclusively to the agitation for woman's rights, and became 
recognized as one of the ablest and most zealous advocates, 
both as a public speaker and as a writer, of the complete legal 
equality of the two sexes. From 1868 to 1870 she was the 
proprietor of a weekly paper, The Revolution, published in New 
York, edited by' Mrs Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and having for 
its motto, " The true republic—men, their rights and nothing 
more; women, their rights and nothing less." She was vice-
president-at-large of the National Woman's Suffrage Association 
from the date of its organization in 1869 until 1892, when she 
became president For casting a vote in the presidential election  

of 1872, as, she asserted, the Fourteenth Amendment to the 
Federal Constitution entitled her to do, she was arrested and 
fined Env, but she never paid the fine. In collaboration with 
Mrs Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Mrs Matilda Joslyn Gage, and Mrs 
Ida Rusted Harper, she published The History of Woman 
Suffrage (4 vols., New York, 1884-1887). She died at Rochester, 
New York, on the 13th of March z906. 

See Mrs Ida Hunted Harper's Life and Work of Susan B. Anthony 
(3 vols., Indianapolis, 180-I90e). 

ANTHOZOA (i.e. " flower animals "), the zoological name 
for a class of marine polyps forming " coral " (To.). Although 
corals have been familiar objects since the days of antiquity, 
and the variety known as the precious red coral has been for a 
long time an article of commerce in the Mediterranean, it was only 
in the 18th century that their true nature and structure dine to 
be understood. By the ancients and the earlier naturalists 
of the Christian era they were regarded either as petrifactions or 
as plants, and many supposed that they occupied a position 
midway between minerals and plants. The discovery of the 
animal nature of red coral Is due to J. A. de Peyssonel, a native 
of Marseilles, who obtained living specimens from the coral 
fishers on the coast of Barbary and kept them alive in aquaria. 
He was thus able to see that the so-called " flowers of coral " 
were in fact nothing else than minute polyps resembling sea-
anemones. His discovery, made' in 1727, was rejected by the 
Academy of Sciences of France, but eventually found acceptance 
at the hands of the Royal Society of London, and was published 
by that body in r 75r. The structure and classification of polyps, 
however, were at that time very imperfectly understood, and 
it was fully • century before the true anatomical characters 
and systematic position of corals were placed on a secure basis. 

The hard calcareous substance to which the name coral is 
applied is the supporting skeleton of certain members of the 
Antismog, one of the classes of the phylum Coelentera. The most 
familiar Anthozoan is the common sea-anemone, Actinia equine, 
L., and it will serve, although it does not form a skeleton or 
eon:alum, as a good example of the structure of a typical Antho- 
roan polyp or zooid. The individual animal or zooid of Actinia 
equine has the form of a column fixed by one extremity; called 
the base, to a rock or other object, and bearing at the opposite 
extremity a crown of tentacles. The tentacles surround an area 
known as the peristome, in. the middle of which there is as 
elongated mouth-opening surrounded by tumid lips. The mouth 
does not open directly into the general cavity of the body, as 
is the use in a hydrozoan polyp, but into a short tube called 
the stomodaeum, which in its turn opens below into the general 
body-cavity or coelenteron. In Actinia and its allies, and most 
generally, though not invariably, in Anthozoa,the stomodaeum 
is not circular, but is compressed from side to side so as to be 
oval or slit-like in transverse section. At each end of the oval 
there is a groove lined by specially long vibratile cilia. These 
grooves are known as the micas and sulculer, and will be more 
particularly described hereafter. The elongation of the mouth 
and stomodaeum confer a bilateral symmetry on the body of the 
zooid, which is extended to other organs of the body. In Actinia, 
as in all Anthozoan zooids, the coelenteron is not a simple cavity, 
as in a Hydroid, but is divided by a number of radial folds or 
curtains of soft tissue into a corresponding number of radial 
chambers. These radial' folds are known as mesenteries, and 
their position and relations may be understood by reference 
to figs. 1 and a. Each mesentery is attached by its upper 
margin to the peristome, by its outer margin to the body-wall, 
and by its lower margin to the basal disk. A certain number of 
mesenteries, known as complete mesenteries, are attached by 
the upper parts of their internal margins to the stomodaeum, 
but below this level their edges hang in the coelenteron. Other 
mesenteries, called incomplete, are not attached to the stomo-
daeum, and their internal margins are free from the peristome 
to the basal disk. The lower part of the free edge of every 
mesentery, whether complete or incomplete, is thrown into 
numerous puckers or folds, and is furnished with a glandular 
thickening known as a mesenterial filament. The reproductive 
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organs or gonads are borne on the mesenteries, the germinal 
cells being derived from the inner layer or endoderm. 

In common with all Coelenterate animals, the walls of the 
columnar body and also the tentacles and peristome of Actinia 
are composed of three layers of tissue. The external layer, 

or ectoderm, is made up 
of cells, and contains 

– also muscular and ner-
vous elements. The pre-
ponderating elements of 
the ectodermic layer are 
elongated columnar 
cells, each containing a 
nucleus, and bearing 
cilia at their free ex- 

	

-9° 	eternities. Packed in 
among these are gland 
cells, sense cells, and 
cnidoblasts. The last- 
named are specially 

Pro. 7 .—Diagrammatic longitudinal numerous on the ten- 

	

section of an Anthosoan zooid. 	Lades and on some other 
as, Mesentery. 	lm, Longitudinal regions of the body, and 
S, Tentacles. 	 muscle. 	produce the well-known 
st, Stomodaeum. 	tf, Diagonal 	"thread cells," or 
sc, Sukus. 	 muscle. 	nematocysts, so char- t, Rotteken's muscle. go, Gonads. 
s, Stoma. 	 acteristic of the Coe- 

lentera. 	The inner 
layer or endoderm is also a cellular layer, and is chiefly 
made up of columnar cells, each bearing a cilium at its free ex-
tremity and terminating internally in a long muscular fibre. 
Such cells, made up of epithelial and muscular components, are 

known as epithelio-mus- 
cular or myo-epithelial 
cells. In Actinians the 
epithelio-muscular cells of 
the endodorm are crowded 
with yellow spherical 
bodies, which are unicellu-
lar plants or Algae, living 
symbiotically in the 
tissues of the zooid. The 
endoderm contains in 
addition gland cells and 
nervous elements. The 
middle layer or mesogloea 
is not originally a, cellular 
layer, but a gelatinoid 
structureless substance, 
secreted by the two cellular 

5 5 layers. In the course of 
development, however, 
cells from the ectoderm 
and endoderm may mi-

° 	- 	grate into it. In Actinia 

Frei T.—f, Portion of epithelium equina the mesogloea con-
front the tentacle of an Actinian, sista of fine fibres imbedded 
showing three supporting cells and one in a homogeneous matrix, 
sense cell (sc); a, a andoblast with and between the  fibres  
enclosed nematocyst from the same are minute branched or specimen; 

 
imen; 3 and 4, two forms of . 

gland-  cell from the stomodaeum; sp indle-shaped MIL For 
50, 5b, epithelio-muscular cells from further details of the 
the tentacle in different states of con- structure of Actinians, 
traction; 5c, an epithelio-muscular 
cell from the endoderm, containing a the reader should consult 
symbiotic zooxanthella; 6, a ganglion the work of 0. and R. 
cell from the ectoderm of the per:stoma Hertwig. 
(After 0. and R. Hertwig.) 	 The Anthozoa are divis- 
ible into two sub-classes, sharply marked off from one another 
by definite anatomical characters. These are the ALCYONARIA 
and the ZGANTHAL1A. To the first-named belong the precious 
red coral and its allies, the sea-fans or Gorgoniae; to the 
second belong the white or Madreporarian corals. 

Aleyonarla.—in this sub-class the zooid (fig. 3) has very constant 
anatomical characters, differing in some important respects from the 
Actinian zooid, which has been taken as a type. There is only one 
ciliated groove, the sukus, in the stomodaeum. There are always 
eight tentacles, which are hollow and fringed on their sides, with 
hollow projections or pinnae; and always eight mesenteries, all of 
which are complete, i.e. inserted on the stomodaeum. The mesen-
teries are provided with well-developed longitudinal retractor 
muscles, supported on longitudinal folds or plaits of the maogloea. 
so  that in cross-section they have a branched appearance. These 
muscle-banners, as they 
are called, have a 
highly characteristic 
arrangement; they are 
all situated on those 
faces of the mesenteries 
which look towards the 
sukus (fig. 4). Each 
mesentery has a fila-
ment: but two of them, 
namely, the pair 
farthest from the sul-
cus, are longer than the 
rest, and have a differ-
ent form of filament. 
It has been shown that 
these asulcar filaments 
are derived from the 
ectoderm, the re-
mainder from the en- 
doderm. 	The only 
exceptions 	to this 
structure are found in 
the arrested or modified 
zooids, which occur in Flo. 3.—AnexpandedAkyonarianzooid. 
many of the colonial showing the mouth surrounded by eight 
Alcyonaria. In these pinnate tentacles. st, Stomodaeum in the 
the tentacles are centre of the transparent body; ni, ma• 
stunted or suppressed eateries; WM asulcar mesenteries; B, 
and the mesenteries are spicule., enlarged. 
ill-developed, but the 
sulcus is unusually large and has long cilia. Such modified zooids are 
called siphonozooids, their function being to drive currents of fluid 
through the canal-systems of the colonies to which they belong. 
With very few exceptions a calcareous skeleton is present in all 
Alcyonana; it usually consists of spicule of carbonate of lime, each 
spicule being formed within an ectodermic cell (fig. 3, B). Most 
commonly the spicule-forming cells pass out of the ectoderm and are 
imbedded in the mesogloea, where they may remain separate from 
one another or may be fused together to form a strong mass. In 
addition to the spicular skeleton an organic horny skeleton is fre-
quently present, either in 
the form of a horny ex-
ternal investment (Car-
malaria). or an internal 
axis (Gorgonio), or it may 
form a matrix in which 
spicule. are imbedded 
(Keroeides, Melitodes). 

Nearly all the Alcyonaria 
are colonial. Four solitary 
species have been de-
scribed, viz. H a int e a 
fsusebns and H. byalina, 

ollx"enkaia Deleanuigmns' and  ii: but it is 
doubtful whether these are 
not the young forms of 
colonies. For the present 
the solitary forms may be 
placed in a grade, Prole'. 
eyonacea; and the colonial 
forms may be grouped in 
another grade, Syne:cra-
ws' EYerlf AlcYmanan FIG. 4—Transverse section of an 
colony is developed b4 Alcyonanan zooid. nun Mesenteric;
budding from a single 	muscle banners; a, sulcus; 
parent zooid. The buds stomodaeum. are not direct outgrowths 
of the body-wall, but are formed on the courses of hollow out-
growths of the base or body-wall, called solenia. These form a 
more or less complicated canal system, lined by endoderm,. and 
communicating with the cavities of the molds. The most ample 
form of budding is found in the genus Cornsdaria, in which the 
mother mold gives off from its base one or more simple radiciforns 
outgrowths. Each outgrowth contains a single tube or solenium, 
and at a longer or shorter distance from the mother avid a 
daughter zooid is formed as a bud. This gives off new outgtowths, 
and these, branching and anastomosing with one another, may form 
a network. adhering to stones, corals, or other objects, from which 



FIG. 8. 
A. Colony of Pesetas& phoethoreis 

from the snetarachidial aspect. p. The 
peduncle. 

B Section of the rachis bearing a 
single pinna. a. Axis; b, metarachi-
dial ; c, prorachidialt d, pararachidial 
stem canals. 
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scolds arise at intervals. ht Clasnierie and its ashes each 

ut  contains several solenia, and the outgrowths may take thoeroramrh  of 
flat expansions, composed of a number of alienist tubes felted 
together to form a lamellar surface of attachment. Such outgrowths 
are called salons, and a stolen may be simple, i.e. contain only one 
selenium, as in coresdaria, or may be complex and built up of many 
solenia, as in Clanslatia. Further complications arise when the 
lower walls of the mother zooid become thickened and intene-
traced with solenia, from which buds are developed, so that Wv-se, 

tufted, or branched colonies 
nt are formed.The chief orders 

of the Synalcyoracea are 
founded upon the different 
architectural features of 
colonies produced by differ-
ent modes of budding. We 
recognize six orders — the 
STOLONIPERA. AL  C V 0 N-
ACEA.PEEU0AXONIA, AEI,- 
ERA, STRLICHOTOKEA, and 
CorNontecatta. 

In the order Sr °Post zsaa 
the zooidsspring at intervals 
from branching or lamellar 
stolen. and are usually free 
from one another, except at 
their bases, but in some cases 
horizontal solenia arising 
at various heights from 
the body-wall may place 
the more distal portions 
of the zooids in commu-
nication with one another. 
In the genus Tabipora these 

FIG. 3. 	 horizontal solenia unite to 

A, Skeleton of a young colony of (In a ani tni l  or hririztintal  elatforms (fie ). The order Trbipera psalms. A, Sidon; p, 	. comprises the &mules sor- 
platform. 	 • 	nulariidoe. SyringeporW ae, 

B, Diam-ammatic longitudinal sectson 
of a remake, showing two platforms, : ;;nribeandfinit.Fnagnamedri-  

"'"" and simpk and cup-shaped tabulae, 1.  the zooids are united only by 
(After S. J. Hickson.) their bases and the skeleton 
consists of loose spicules. In the Tuleiperidae the spicule, of the 
proximal part of the body-wall are fused together to form a firm 
tube, the corallite, into which the distal part of the zooid can be 
retracted. The corallites are connected at intervals by horizontal 
platforms containing solenia, and at the level of each platform the 
cavity of the corallite is divided by a transverse calcareous partition. 
either flat or cup-shaped, called a basks. Formerly all corals in 
which tabulae are present were classed together as Tabulate, but 
Tubipora is an undoubted Alcyonarian with a lamellar stolen, and 
the structure of the fossil genus Synngopora, which has vertical 
corallites united by horizontal solenia, clearly shows its affinity to 

Tubspora. The Favosi- 
tidae, a fossil family from 

rfr ' the Silurian and Devonian, 
have a massive corallum 
composed of numerous 
polygonal corallites closely 
packed together. The 
cavities of adjacent coral-
lites communicate by 
means of numerous per-
forations, which appear to 
represent soles's', and 
numerous transverse tab-
ulae are also present. In 

a 
Favorites be sesithaerice a 
number of l spines, 
projecting int the cavity 

Flo. 6.—Portion of a colony of Coed- of the corallite, give it the 
risbruss, showing expanded and appearance  of  a  rnsdrePor-

coutracted zooids. In the lower part of olio coral. 
the figure the cortex has been cut away In the order At.ciros- 
to show the tan, as, and the longs- ACEA the colony consists 
tudinal canals, Sc, surrounding it. 	of bunches of aonote 

cylindrical zooids, wham 
proximal portions are united by solesis and compacted by fusion 
of their own walls and those of thespirals, into a fleshy mass 
called the coenenchyma. Thus the coenenchyma forms a stem, 
sometimes branched, from the surface of which the free portions of 
the geoids project. The skeleton of the Alcyonacea.  consists of 
separate calcareous spicule., which are often, especially in the 
Nephthyidae, so abundant and so closely interlocked as to form a 
tolerably finn and hard armour. The order comprises the families 
Xeseidas. Akyersidoe and Neplakyidae. Akyanieal digantess, a pink 
digitate form popularly known as " dead men's fingers," is common 
in to-so fathoms of water off the English coasts. 

In the order PlIEUDAXONIA the colonies AR upright and branched, 

consisting of • number of short zooids whose proximal ends are im-
bedded m a coenenchyma containing numerous ramifying solenia 
and spicule'. The coenenchyma is further differentiated into a 
medullary portion and a cortex. The latter contains the proximal 
moieties of the zooids and numerous but separate spicules. The 
medullary portion is densely crcwded with spicules of different 
shape from those in the 
cortex, and in some foto.- 
the spicules are cemented 
together to form a hard 
supporting axis. There are 
four families of Pseud-
axonia — the Briareidae. 
Sekrogorgidae, Melitodidee. 
and Corallidae. In the 
first-named the medulla is 
penetrated by solenia and 
forms an indistinct axis; 
in the remainder the me-
dulla is devoid of solenia. 
and in the Meliiodidae and 
CoraUidae It forms a dense 
axis, which in the Mebto-
didas consists of alternate 
calca reous and hornyjoit ,  s. 
The precious red coral of 
commerce, Coralliens rub-
rum (fig. 6), a member of 
the family Coraidae,  is - - , 
found at depths varying 	FIG. 7.—The sea-fan (Gorgonio 
from is to 120 fathoms in 
the Mediterranean Sea, chiefly on the African coast. It owes Its 
commercial value to the beauty of its hard red calcareous axis which 
in life is covered by a cortex In which the proximal moieties of the 
zooids are imbedded. Consilium rebnens has been the subject of a 
beautifully-illustrated memoir by de Lacaze-Duthiers, which should 
be consulted for details of anatomy. 

The A:Lintels comprise those corals that have a horny or calrified 
axis, which in position corre-
sponds to the axis of the 
Pseudaxonia, but, unlike it, 
is never formed of fused 
spicules; the most familiar 
example is the pink sea-fan, 
Gorgesia eavolissii, which is 
found in abundance in 10.35 
fathoms of water off the 
English coasts (fig. 7). In 
this order the axis is formed 
as an ingrowth of the ecto-
derm of the base of the 
mother zooid of the colony, 
the cavity of the ingrowth 
being filled by a horny sub-
stance secreted by the ecto-
derm. In Gorsexsa the axis 
remains horny throughout 
life, but in many forms it is 
further strengthened by a 
deposit of calcareous matter. 
In the family hidinoe the 
axis consists of alternate 
segments of horny and cal-
careous substance, the latter 
being amorphous. The 
order contains six families—
the Dosygorgulae, 
Prieuseidae, Mstric.eidee, 
Placauridee, and Gergesidas. 

In the order Szaplato-
TOES/. the colony consists of 
a stem formed by a greatly-
elongated mother zooid, and 
the daughter zooids are 
borne as teral buds on the 
stem. n the section 
A si presage the colonies are 
upright and branched. 
springing from membranous 
ce ramifying stolen.. They 
resemble and are closely 
allied to certain families of 
the Cornulariidae. differing 
from them only in mode of 
budding and in the disposi-
tion of the daughter zooids 
round a central, much-elongated mother zooid. The section contains 
two families, the Tekaides and the Coelogorgidae. The second section 
comprises the Pensuariarea or sea-pens, which are remarkable from 
the fact that the colony is not fixed by the base to • rock or other 
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object, but is imbedded in sand or mud by the proximal portion of 
the stem known as the peduncle. In the typical genus, Pennatula 
(fig. 8), the colony looks like a feather having a stem diviaible into 
an upper moiety or rachis, bearing lateral central leaflets (plane). 
and a lower peduncle, which is stenle and imbedded in sand or mud. 
The stem represents a greatly enlarged and elongated mother zooid. 
It js divided longitudinally by a partition separating a so-called 
"ventral " or prorachidial canal from a so-called " dorsal' or 
metarachidial canal. A rod-like supporting axis of peculiar texture 
is developed in the longitudinal partition, and a lon gi tudinal canal 
is hollowed out on either aide of the axis in the substance of the 
longitudinal partition, so that there are four stem-canals in all. 
The prorachidial and metarachidial aspects of the rachis are sterile, 
but the sides or pararachides bear numerous daughter zooids of 
two kinds—(t) fully-formed autozooids, (a) small stunted siphono-
zooids. The pinnae are formed by the elongated autozooids. whose 
proximal portions are fused together to form a leaf-like expansion, 
from the upper edge of which the distal extremities of the zooids 
project. The siphonozooids are very numerous and lie between the 
bases of the pinnae on the pararachides; they extend also on the 
prorachidial and metarachidial surfaces. The calcareous skeleton 
of the Pennatulacea consists of scattered spicules, but in one species, 
Prolocaulow walk, spicules are absent. Although of great interest 
the Pennatulacea do not form an enduring skeleton or "coral," 
and need not be considered in detail in this place. 

The order COENOTHECALIA is represented by a single living species, 
Heliopora coersdra, which differs from all recent Alcyonana in the 
fact that its skeleton is not composed of spicules, but is formed as 
a secretion from a layer of cells called calicoblasts, which originate 
from the ectoderm. The corallum of Heliopora is of a blue colour, 
and has the form of broad, upright, lobed, or digitate masses flattened 
from aide to side. The surfaces are pitted all over with perforations 
of two kinds, viz. larger star-shaped cavities, called caliccs, in 
which the zooids are lodged, and very numerous smaller round or 
polygonal apertures, which in life contain as many short uobranched 

et 

A 	 FIG. q. 
A, Portion of the surface of a colony of Reliapora cpersdea magni-

fied, showing two calices and the surrounding coenenchymal tubes. 
B, Single zooid with the adjacent soft tissues as seen after removal 

of the skeleton by decalcification. Z', the distal, and Z', the proximal 
or intracalicular portion of the zooid; ec, ectoderm: a, comma-
chymal tubes; op, superficial network of solenia. 

tubes, known as the coeneschmial tubes (fig. 9, A). The walls of the 
calices and coenenchymal tubes are formed of flat plates of calcite, 
which are so disposed that the walls of one tube enter into the com-
position of the walls of adjacent tubes, and the walls of the calices 
are formed by the walls of adjacent coenenchymal tubes. Thus the 
architecture of the lielioporid colony differs entirely from such forms 
as Tubipora or Favosites, in which each corallite has its own distinct 
and proper wall. The cavities both of the calices and coenenchymal 
tubes of Heliopora are closed below by horizontal partitions or 
labulae, hence the genus was formerly included in thegroup Tabulate, 
and was supposed to belong to the madreporanan corals, both 
became of its lamellar skeleton, which resembles that of a Madrepore, 
and because each calicle has from twelve to fifteen radial partitions 
or septa projecting into its cavity. The structure of the zooid of 
Heliopora, however, is that of a typical Alcyonarian, and the septa 
have only a resemblance to. but no real homology with, the similarly 
named structures in madreporarian corals. Ildiopora ceendea 
found between tide-marks on the shore platforms of coral islands. 
The order was more abundantly represented in Palaeozoic times by 
the Hdialitidae from the Upper and Lower Silurian and the Devonian, 
and by the Thecidae from the Wenlock limestone. In Heliahas 
poresus the colonies had the form of spheroidal masses; the cakes 
were furnished with twelve pseudosepta, and the oaenenchymal 
tubes were more or less regularly hexagonal. 

Zosntharic—In this sub-clam the arrangement of the mesenteries 
is subject to a great deal of variation, but all the types hitherto 
observed may be referred to a common plan, illustrated by the 
living genus Edwardsia (fig. so. A, B). This is a small solitary 
Zoanthanan which lives embedded in sand. Its body is divisible 
into three portions, an upper repaving., bearing the mouth and 
tentacles, • median staples covered by a friable cuticle. and a terminal  

pima which is rounded. Both capitulum and physe can be retracted 
within the scapus. There are from sixteen to thirty-two simple 
tentacles, but only eight mesenteries, all of which are complete. 
The stomodaeum in compressed laterally, and is furnished with two 
longitudinal grooves, a sulcus and a sulculus. The arrangement of 
the muscle-banners on the mesenteries is characteristic. On six of 
the mesenteries the muscle-banners have the same position as in 
the Alcyonaria, namely, on the sulcar faces; but in the two remain-
ing mesenteries. namely, those which are attached on either side , 

of the sulcus, the muscle-banners are on the opposite or sulcular 
faces. It is not known whether all the eight mesenteries of Ed-
wardsia are developed simultaneously or not, but in the youngest 

Flo. to. 
A, Edwardsia el.:partial (after A. Andres). Cap, capitulum; se, 

acapus; ph, efivan- 
B, Transverse section of the same, showing the arrangement of the 

mesenteries. r, Sulcus; 4, sulculus. 
C, Transverse section of 1/alcatieps. 11,4, Directive mesenteries; 

st, stocoodaeum. 

form which has been studied all the eight mesenteries were present, 
but only two of them, namely the sulco-laterals. bore mesenterid 
filaments, and so it is presumed that they are the first pair to be 
developed. In the common sea-anemone, Activist egama (which 
has already been quoted as a type of Anthozoan structure), the 
mesenteries are numerous and are arranged in cycles. The mesen-
teries of the first cycle are complete (i.e. are attached to the stomo-
daeum), are twelve in number, and arranged in couples, distinguish-
able by the position of the muscle-banners. In the four couples o 
mesenteries which are attached to the sides of the elongated stomp 
daeum the muscle-banners of each couple are turned towards one 
another, but in the sulcar and sulcular couples, known as the directive 

d 

• ■ 
Flo. I t.—A, Diagram showing the sequence of mesenterial devel-

opment in an Actinian. B, Diagrammatic transverse section of 
Genactiaia pro:Vera. 

mesenteries, the muscle-banners are on the outer faces of the mesen-
teries, and so are turned away from one another (see fig. to, C). 
The space enclosed between two mesenteries of the same couple is 
called an se4ocode; the space enclosed between two mesenteries of 
adjacent couples is called an exocode. The second cycle of mesen-
teries consists of six couples, each formed in an exocoele of the 
primary cycle, and in each couple the muscle-banners are sis-d.sir 
The third cycle comprises twelve couples, each formed in an exocoele 
between the primary and secondary couples and so on, it being a 
general rule (subject, however, to exceptions) that new mesentend 
couples are always formed in the esocoeles. and not in the entocoeles. 

While the mesenterial couples belonging to the second and each 
successive cycle are formed simultaneously, those of the first cycle 
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are formed in successive pairs, each memberof a pair being placed 
on opposite sides of the stomodaeum. Hence the arrangement in 
six couples is a secondary and not a primary feature. In most 
Actinians the mesenteries appear in the following order:—At the 
time when the stomodaeum s formed, a single pair of mesenteries, 
marked I, I in the diagram (fig. t 1, A), makes its apparance, dividing 
the coelenteric cavity into • smaller sukar saW a large sulcular 
chamber. The muscle-banners of this pair are placed on the sulcar 
faces of the mesenteries. Next, a pair of mesenteries. marked 11.11 
in the diagram, Is developed in the sulcular chamber, its muscle-
banners facing the same way as those of I, I. The third pair is 
formed in the sulcar chamber, in close connexion with the sukus, 
and in this cave the muscle-banners am on the sukular faces. The 
fourth pair, having its muscle-banners on the akar faces, is devel-
oped at the opposite extremity of the stomodaeum in close connexion 
with the sukulus. There are now eight mesenteric) present, having 
exactly the same arrangement as in Edwardsia. A pause in the 
development follows, during which no new mesenteries are formed, 
and then the six-rayed symmetry characteristic of a normal Actinian 
zooid is completed by the formation of the mesenteries V. V in the 
lateral chambers, and VI, VI in the sulcolateml chambers, their 
muscle-banners being so disposed that they form couples respectively 
with 11,11 and I I. In Arena° nuke the Edwardsia stage is arrived 
at somewhat differently. The mesenteries second in order of forma-
tion form the sulcular directives, those fourth in order of formation 
form with the fifth the sulculo-lateral couples of the adult. 

As far as the anatomy of the zooid is concerned, the majority of 
the stony or madreporarian corals agree exactly with the soft-bodied 
Actiniana, such as dahlia /maw, both in the number and arrange. 

4 	 2  4 

	 A 
FIG, 12. 

A. Zoanthid colony, showing the expanded zooids. 
B. Diagram showing the arrangement of mesenteries in a young 

Zoanthid. 
C, Diagram showing the arrangement of mesenteries in an adult 

7.oanthid. 1, 2, 3, 4, Edwardsian mesenteries. 

ment of the adult mesenteries and in the order of development of 
the first cycle. The few exceptions will be dealt with later, but it 
may be stated Isere that even in these the first cycle of six couples 
of mesenteries is always formed, and in aU the cases which have 
been examined she course of development described above is followed. 
There are, however, several groups of Zoantharia in which the 
mesenterial arrangement of the adult differs widely from that just 
described. But it is_possible to refer all these cases with more or 
less certainty to the Edwardsian type. 

The order ZOANTH1DEA comprises a number of soft-bodied Zoan-
tharians generally encrusted with sand. Externally they resemble 
ordinary sea-anemones, but there is only one ciliated groove, the 
sukus, in the stomodaeum, and the mesenteries are arranged on a 
peculiar pattern. The first twelve mesenteries are disposed in 
couples, and do not differ from those of Actinia except in size. The 
mesenterial pairs I, II and 111 are attached to the stomodaeum, 
and are called macromesenteries (fig. 12, B), but IV, V and VI are 
much shorter, and are called micromesenteries. The subsequent 
development is peculiar to the group. New mesenteries are formed 
only in the suko-lateral exotheles. They are formed in couples. 
each couple consisting of a macromesentery and a micromesentery, 
disposed so that the former is nearest to the sukar directives. The 
derivation of the Zoanthidea from an Edwardsia form is sufficiently 
obvious. 

The order Centatrrianza compriees a few soft-bodied Zoa ntharians 
with rounded aboral extremities pierced by pores. They have two 
circlets of tentacles, a labial and a marginal, and there is only one 
ciliated groove in the stomodaeum, which appears to be the sulculus. 
The mesenteries are numerous, and the longitudinal muscles, though 
distinguishable, are so feebly developed that there are no muscle-
banners. The larval forms of the type geltus Calomel's., float freely 
in the sea, and were once considered to belong to a separate genus, 
A rackeacir. In this larva four pairs of mesenteries having the 
typical Edwardsian arrangement are developed, but the fifth and 
sixth pairs, instead of forming couples with the first and second. 
arse in the sulcar chamber, the fifth pair inside the fourth. and the  

sixth pair inside the fifth. New rnesenterks are continually added 
in the sulcar chamber, the seventh pair within the sixth, the eighth 
pair within the seventh, and so on (fig. 13). In the Cerianthuies, 
as in the Zoanthidea, much as the adult arrangement of mesenteries 
differs from that of Actinia, the derivation from an Edwardsia stock 
is obvious. 

The order ANTIPATIIIDEA is • well-defined group whose effinities 

(,,iti,,  
Cr40, 
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/// i/I 11 t1-4  

Fin. 13. 

A. Cerianikau *Adria: (after A. Andrea). 
B,Transverse section of the comodaeum, showing the sukulus, 

and the arrangement of the mesenteries. 
C, Oral aspect of Aracknactis bras/noble, the larva of Certifiable. 

with seven tentacles 
D, Transverse section of an older laeva. The numerals indicate 

the order of development of the mesenteries. 

are more obscure. The type *form, Asdipailies dichofoma (fig. 14), 
forms arboreacent colonies consisting of numerous zooids arranged 
in a single series along, one surface of a branched horny axis. Each 
zooid has six tentacles; the stomodaeum is elongate, but the sulcus 
and sulculus are very feebly represented. There are ten mesenteries 
in which the musculature is so little developed as to be almost 
indistinguishable. The sukar and aulcular pairs of mesenteries are 

Pro. 14. 
A, Portion of a colony of A niipailles dkhohuna. 
B, Single zooid and ams of the same magnified. Si, Mouth) nof, 

tnesentenal filament; ax, axis. 
C, Transverse section through the oral cone of Aishipsibeila 

sl, Stomodaeum; or, ovary. 

short, the sulco-lateral and sulculo-lateral pairs are a little longer, 
but the two transverse are very large and are the only mesenteries 
which bear roads. As the development of the Antipathidea is 
unknown, it is impossible to say what is the sequence of the mesen- 
terial development, but in Leiopaikes glabem

.
ma, a genus with twelve 

mesenteries, there are distinct indications of an Edwardsia stage. 
There are, in addition to these groups, several genera of Actimans 

whose mesenterial arrangement differs from the normal type. Of 
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these perhaps the most interesting is Ganactinta roll era (file. it, B), 
with eight macromesenteries arranged on the Edwardson plan. 
Two parrs of micromesenteries form couples with the first and 
second Edwardsian pairs, and in addition there is a couple of micro-
mesentecies in each of the sulculo-lateral exocoeles. Only the first 
and second pairs of Edwardson macromesenteries are fertile, 
bear gonads. 

The remaining forms, the ACTINIIDZA, are divisible into the 
Malacactiniae, or soft-bodied sea-anemones, which have 'already 
been described sufficiently in the course of this article, and the 
Scleractiniae Madreporaria) or true corals. 

All recent corals, as has already been said, conform so closely 
to the anatomy of normal Actinians that they cannot be classified 
apart from them, except that they are distinguished by the 
possession of a calcareous skeleton. This skeleton is largely 
composed of a number of radiating plates or sepia, and it differs 
both in origin and structure from the calcareous skeleton of all 
Alcyonaria except Heliopora. It is formed, not from fused 
spiculea, but as a secretion of a special layer of cells derived from 
the basal ectoderm, and known as calicoblasts. The skeleton or 
corallum of a typical solitary coral—the common Devonshire cup-
coral Caryopkyllia smithii (fig. 5) is a good example—exhibits 
the followings parts:—(t) The basal plate, between the zooid and 
the surface of attachment. (a) The sepia, radial plates of 

Flo. I 5.—Corallum of Caryopkyllia • semi-diagrammatic. dr, Theca; 
c, costae; sp, septa; p, palus; col, colurnella. 

calcite reaching from the periphery nearly or quite to the centre 
of the coral-cup or calicle. (3) The theca or wall, which in many 
corals is not an independent structure, but is formed by the con-
joined thickened peripheral ends of the septa. (4) The cofnmella, 
a structure which occupies the centre of the slide, and may 
arise from the basal plate, when it is called essential, or may be 
formed by union of trabecular offsets of the septa, when it is called 
unessential. (5) The costae, longitudinal ribs or rows of spines 
on the outer surface of the theca. True costae always correspond 
to the septa, and are in fact the peripheral edges of the latter. 
(6) Epitheca, an offset of the basal plate which surrounds the 
base of the theca in a ring-like manner, and in some corals may 
take the place of a true theca. (7) Pali, apinous or blade-like 
upgrowths from the bottom of the calide, which project between 
the inner edges of certain septa and the columella. In addition 
to these parts the following structures may exist in corals:— 
Dime/rim*: are oblique calcareous partitions, stretching from 
septum to septum, and closing the interseptal chambers below. 
The whole system of dissepiments in any given calicle is often 
called eneletheca. Synapticulae are calcareous bars uniting adjacent 
septa. Tabulat are stout horizontal partitions traversing the 
centre of the allele and dividing it into as many superimposed 
chambers. The septa in recent corals always bear a definite 
relation to the mesenteries, being found either in every entocoele 
or in every entocoele and exocoele. Hence in corals in which 
there is only a single cycle of mesenteries the septa are corre-
spondingly few in number; where several cycles of mesenteries 

are present the septa are correspondingly numerous. In some 
cases—e.g. in some species of Madrepora—only two septa are 
fully developed, the remainder being very feebly represented. 

Though the corallum appears to live within the zooid, it is 
morphologically external to it, as is best shown by its develop-
mental history. The larvae of corals are free swimming ciliated 
forms known as planulae, and they do not acquire a corallum 
until they fix themselves. A ring-shaped plate of calcite, 
secreted by the ectoderm, is then formed, lying between the 
embryo and the surface of attachment. As the mesenteries are 

FIG. t6.—Tangential section of a larva of A stroides calieulorts 
which has fixed itself on a piece of cork. cc, Ectoderm; en, endo-
derm; mg. mesogloest; se,.m. mesenteries; s, septum; b, basal plate 
formed of ellipsoids of carbonate of lime secreted by the basal 
ectoderm; ep, epitheca. (After von Koch.) 

formed, the endoderm of the basal disk lying above the basal 
plate is raised up in the form of radiating folds. There may be 
six of these folds, one in each entocoele of the primary cycle of 
mesenteries; or there may be twelve, one in each exocoele and 
entocoele. The ectoderm beneath each fold becomes detached 
from the surface of the basal plate, and both it and the mesogloea 
are folded conformably with the endoderm. The cells forming 
the limbs of the ectodermic folds secrete nodules of calcite, and 
these, fusing together, give rise to six (or twelve) vertical radial 
plates or septa. As growth proceeds new septa are formed 
simultaneously with the new couples of secondary mesenteries. 
In some corals, in which all the septa are entocoelic, each new 
system is embraced by a mesenteric couple; in others,in which the 
septa are both entocoelic and exocoelic, three septa are formed in 

FIG. 17.—Transverse section through a zooid of Cladocora. The 
corallum shaded with dots, the mesogloca represented by a thick line. 
Thirty -two septa are present, six in the entocoeles of the primary 
cycle of mesenteries, I; six in the entocoeles of the secondary cycle 
of mesenteries. II; four in the entocoeles of the tertiary cycle of 
mesenteries, Ill, only four pairs of the latter being developed; and 
sixteen in the entocoeles between the mesenterial pairs. D, D. 
Directive mesenteries; st, stomodaeum. (After Duerden.) 

every chamberbetw een two primary mesenterial couples, one in the 
entocoele of the newly formed mesenteries couple of the secondary 
cycle, and one in each =code between a primary and a secondary 
couple. These latter are in turn embraced by the couples of the 
tertiary cycle of mesenteries, and new septa are formed in the 
exocoeles on either side of them, and so forth. 

It is evident [roman inspection of figs. 16 and 17 that every 
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septum is ;covered by ,a fold of endoderm, mesogloea, and 
ectoderm, and is in fact pushed into the cavity of the zooid from 
without. The zooid then is, as it were, moulded upon the 
corallum. When fully extended, the upper part of the zooid 
projects for some distance out of the calicle, and its wall is 
reflected for some distance over the lip of the latter, forming a 
fold of soft tissue extending to a greater or leskdistance over the 
theca, and containing in most cases a cavity continuous over the lip 
of the calicle with the coelenteron. This fold of tissue is known as 
thedge -:,one. I n some corals thesepta aresolidimperforate platesof 
calcite, and their peripheral ends arc either firmly welded together, 
or are united by interstitial pieces so as to form imperforate 
'theca. In others the peripheral ends of the septa are united only 
by bars or trabeculae, so that the theca is perforate, and in many 
such perforate corals the septa themselves are pierced by 
numerous perforations. In the former, which have been called 

FIG. 18. 
A, Schematic longitudinal section through a zooid and bud of 

Sfylopkora digitate. In A, B, and C the thick black lines represent 
the soft tissues; the corallum is dotted. s, Stomodaeum; c, c, 
coenosarc; cal. columella; 7' tsbulae. 

B. Similar section through a single zooid and bud of Asesoides 
caficuloris. 

C. Similar section through three corallites of Lophokeha problem. 
es, Edge-zone. 

D. Diagram illustrating the process of budding by unequal division. 
E. Section through a dividing calicle of Massa, showing the union 

of two septa in the plane of division, and the origin of new septa at 
right angles to them. 

(C original; the rest after von Koch.) 
aporose corals, the only communication between the cavity of 
the edge-zone and the general cavity of the zooid is by way of the 
lip of the calicle; in the latter, or perforate corals, the theca is 
permeated by numerous branching and anastomosing canals 
lined by endoderm, which place the cavity of the edge-zone in 
communication with the general cavity of the zooid. 

A large number of corals, both aporose and perforate, are 
colonial. The colonies are produced by either budding or divi-
sion In the former case the young daughter zooid, with its 
corallum. arises wholly outside the cavity of the parent zooid, 
and the component parts of the young corallum, septa, theca, 
columella, &c., are formed anew in every individual produced. 
In division a vertical constriction divides a zooid into two equal 
or unequal parts, and the several parts of the two corals thus 
produced are severally derived from the corresponding parts of 
the dividing corallum. In colonial corals a bud is always formed 
from the edge-zone, and this bud develops into a new zooid 
with its corallum. The cavity of the bud in an aporose coral 
(fig. 18, A, C) does not communicate directly with that of the 
parent form, but through the medium of the edge-zone. As 
growth proceeds. and parent and bud become separated farther 
from one another, the edge-zone forms a sheet of soft tissue,  

bridging over the space between the two, and resting upon 
projecting spines of the corallum. . This sheet of tissue is called 
the coenosasc. Its lower surface is clothed with a layer of 
calicoblasts which continue to secrete carbonate of lime, giving 
rise to a secondary deposit which more or less fills up the spaces 
between the individual corals, and is distinguished as contest-
chyme. This coenenchyme may be scanty, or may be so abundant 
that the individual corallites produced by budding seem to be 
immersed in it. Budaing takes place in an analogous manner 
in perforate corals (fig. 18, B), but the presence of the canal 
system in the perforate theca leads to a modification of the pro-
cess. Buds arise from the edge-zone which already communicate 
with the cavity of the zooid by the canals. As the buds develop 
the canal system becomes much extended, and calcareous tissue 
is deposited between the network of canals, the confluent edge-
zones of mother zooid and bud forming a coenosarc. As the 
process continues a number of calicles are formed, imbedded in 
a spongy tissue in which the canals ramify, and it is impossible 
to say where the theca of one corallite ends and that of another 
begins. In the formation of colonies by division a constriction 
at right angles to the long axis of the mouth involves first the 
mouth, then the peristome, and finally the calyx itself, so that 
the previously single corallite becomes divided into two (fig. 18, 
E). After division the corallites continue to grow upwards, and 
their zooids may remain united by a bridge of soft tissue or 
coenosarc. But in some cases, as they grow farther apart, this 
continuity is broken, each corallite has its own edge-zone, and 
internal continuity is also broken by the formation- of dissepi-
ments within each calicle, all organic connexion between the 
two zooids being eventually lost. Massive meandrine corals are 
produced by continual repetition of a process of incomplete 
division, involving the mouth and to some extent the peristome: 
the calyx, however, does not divide, but elongates to form a 
characteristic meandrine channel containing several zooid mouths. 

Corals have been divided into A porosa and Perforates ;  according 
as the theca and septa are compact and solid, or are perforated 
by pores containing canals lined by endoderm. The division 
is in many respects convenient for descriptive purposes, but 
recent researches show that it does not accurately represent the 
relationships of the different families. Various attempts have 
been made to classify corals according to the arrangement of the 
septa, the characters of the theca, the microscopic structure of 
the corallum, and the anatomy of the soft parts. The last-
named method has proved little more than that there is a remark-
able similarity between the zooids of all recent corals, the 
differences which have been brought to light being for the most 
part secondary and valueless for classificatory purposes. On the 
other hand, the study of the anatomy and development of the 
zooids has thrown much light upon the manner in which the 
corallum is formed, and it is now possible to infer the structure 
of the soft parts from a microscopical examination of the septa, 
theca, arc., with the result that unexpected relationships have 
been shown to exist between corals previously supposed to 
stand far apart. This has been particularly the case with the 
group of Palaeozoic corals formerly classed together as Rugosa. 
In many of these so-called rugose forms the septa have a char-
acteristic arrangement, differing from that of recent corals 
chiefly in the fact that they show a tetrameral instead of a 
hexameral symmetry. Thus in the family Stouridoe there are 
four chief septa whose inner ends unite in the middle of the 
calicle to form a false columella, and in the Zophrcntidac there 
are many instances of an arrangement, such as that depicted 
in fig. to, which represents the septa' arrangement of Strepielastna 
comics/um from the lower Silurian. In this coral the calicle is 
divided into quadrants by four principal septa, the wain septum, 
comae. septum, and two alar sepia. The remaining septa are ito 
disposed that in the quadrants abutting on the chief septum 
they converge towards that septum, whilst in the other quadrants 
they converge towards the alar septa. The secondary septa show 
a regular gradation in size, and, assuming that the smallest were 
the most recently formed, it will be noticed that in the chief 
quadrants the youngest septa lie nearest to the main septum, 
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In the other quadrants the youngest septa lie nearest to the alar 
septa. This arrangement, however, is by no means characteristic 
even of the Zaphrentidae, and in the family Cyathophyllidae 
most of the genera exhibit a radial symmetry in which no trace 
of the bilateral arrangement described above is recognizable, 
and indeed in the genus Cyalkophyllues itself a radial arrangement 
fa the rule. The connexion between the Cyathophyllidae and 
modern Astraeidae is shown by Monies( leaflet:ate, a living 
reef-building coral from Torres Strait. The general structure 
of this coral -leaves no doubt that it is closely allied to the 
Astraeidae, but in the young calicles a tetrameral symmetry 
is indicated by the presence of four large septa placed at right 
angles to one another. Again, in the family rimPhiartraeidae 
there is commonly a single septum much larger than the rest, 
and it has been shown that in the young cantles, e.g. of Theadio-
amine, two septa, corresponding to the main- and counter-septa 

of Streptelasma, are first 
formed, then two alar 
septa, and afterwards 
the remaining septa, 
the latter taking on a 
generally radial arrange-
ment, though the original 
bilaterality is marked 
by the preponderance of 
the main septum. As 
the microscopic char-
acter of the corallum of 
these extinct forms 
agrees with that of re-
cent corals, it may be 

FIG. 19.—Diagram of the arrange assumed that the anat- . omy of the soft parts ment of the septa in a Zaphrentid coral. 
ru, Main septum; c, counter septum; also was similar, and 
1, t, star septa. 	 the tetrameral arrange- 

ment, when present, 
may obviously be referred to a stage when only the first two 
pairs of Edwardsian mesenteries were present and septa were 
formed in the intervals between them. 

Space forbids a discussion of the proposals to classify corals 
after the minute structure of their coralla, but it will suffice 
to say that it has been shown that the septa of all corals are built 
up of a number of curved bars called trabeculae, each of which 
is composed of a number of nodes. In many secondary corals 
(Cycloliles, Thamnattraea) the trabeculae are so far separate 
that the individual bars are easily recognizable, and each looks 
something like a bamboo owing to the thickening of the two 
ends of each node. The trabeculae are united together by these 
thickened internodes, and the result is a fenestrated septum 
which in older septa may become solid and aporose by continual 
deposit of calcite in the fenestrae. Each node of a trabecula 
may be simple, i.e. have only one centre of caltification, or may 
be compound. The septa of modern perforate corals are shown 
to have a structure nearly identical with that of the secondary 
forms, but the trabeculae and their nodes are only apparent on 
microscopical examination. The aporose corals, too, have a 
practically identical structure, their compactness being due to 
the union of the trabeculae throughout their entire lengths in-
stead of at intervals, as in the Perforata. Further, the trabeculae 
may be evenly spaced throughout the septum, or may be grouped 
together, and this feature is probably of value In estimating the 
affinities of corals. (For an account of coral formations see 
CORAL-RECTO 

In the present state of our knowledge the Zoantharia in which 
a primary cycle of six couples of mesenteries is (or may be inferred 
to be) completed by the addition of two pairs to the eight 
Edwardsian mesenteries, and succeeding cycles are formed in 
the exocoeles of the pre-existing mesenterial cycles, may be classed 
in an order Acriazzon, and this may be divided into the sub-
orders Malacactiniae, comprising the soft-bodied Actinbus, 
such as Actittia, Sagartis, Bunodes, &t., and the Sderadittiae, 
comprising the corals. The Scleractiniae may best be divided  

into groups of families which appear to be most closely related 
to one another, but it should not be forgotten that there is great 
reason to believe that many if not most of the extinct corals 
must have differed from modern Actiniidea in mesenterial 
characters, and may have only possessed Edwardsian mesenteries, 
or even have possessed only four mesenteries, in this respect 
showing close affinities to the Stauromedusae. Moreover, 
there are some modern corals in which the secondary cycle 
of mesenteries departs from the Actinian plan. For example, 
J. E. Duerden has shown that in Porites the ordinary zooids 
possess only six couples of mesenteries arranged on the Actinian 
plan. But some zooids grow to a larger size and develop a number 
of additional mesenteries, which arise either In the sulcar or. 
the sulcular entocoele, much in the same manner as in Cerianthus. 
Bearing this in mind, the following arrangement may be taken 
to represent the most recent knowledge of coral structure:— 

Group A. 
Family t. ZAPIIRENTIDAIL—SOlitary Palaecsbx corals with an 

epithecal wall. Septa numerous, arranged pinnately with regard to 
four principal septa. Talaeiresent. One or more pits or lama= 
present in the cslick.T ' genera—Zephrenris, Ample:sr, 
M. Edw. and H. Stre

o 	

JIM!. Omphyma, Raf. 
Family a. TORBINOLIDAIL—Solitary, rarely colonial corals, with 

radially arranged septa and without tabulae. Typical genera-
Flabdfsion, Lesson. Tsebiseiia, M. Edw. and H. Caryophyllia, 
Lamarck. Spbenotrackus, Moseley, &c. 

Family 3. Au eldest Itattnaut.—Mainly colonial, rarely solitary 
corals, with radial septa, but bilateral arrangement indicated by 
persistence of a main septum. Typical genera—Amp/damage, 
Etallon. Tkscidiosmilia 

Family 4. STYLINIDAIL—Colonial corals allied to the Amphi-
astracidae, but with radially symmetrical septa arranged in cycles. 
Typical genera—Styling „ Lamarck (Jurassic). Colmexastraea, D Orb. 
(Jurassic). hastraea, M. Edw. and H.(Jurassic). Ogilvie refers the 
modern genus Galatea to this family. 

Group& 
Family 5. Ocntudoms.—Branthing or massive aporose corals, 

the calicos projecting above the level of a compact coenenchyme 
formed from the coenosarc which covers the exterior of the corallum. 
Typical genera—Lopiobelia, M. Edw. and H. °Callan, M. Edw. 
and H. 

Family 6. POCILLOPORIDAIL—Colonial branching aporose corals, 
with small codices sunk in the coenenchyme. Tabulae present, and 
two larger septa, an axial and abaxial, are always present, with 
traces of ten smaller septa. Typical genera—PociRopora, Lamarck. 
Seriatopers, Lamarck. 

7 Family 7 . MADREPORIDAIL—Colonial branching or palmate 
perforate corals, with abundant trabecular coenenchyme. Theca 
porous; septa compact and reduced in number. Tqlolcal genera— 
Madreports, Linn. Turbinate, Oken. Atorstifora, 	y and G. 

Family 8. PORITIDAIL—Incrusting or massive colonial perforate 
corals; slices usually in contact by their edges, sometimes disjunct 
and immersed in coenenchyme. Theca and septa perforate. Tylg 
genera—Pontes, M. Edw. and H. Gosiopora, Quoy and G. R 
race, M. Edw. and H. 

Group 0. 
Family 9. Cvarnoruvutoaa.—Solitary and colonial anon= 

corals. 'Fibulae and vesicular endotheca present. Septa numerous, 
generally radial, seldom pinnate. Typical genera—Cyadophylbun, 
Goldfuss (Devonian and Carboniferous). ifoseleya, Quekh (recent). 

Family to. ASTRAEIDAIL—Aporose, mainly colonial corals. 
massive, branching, or maeandroid. Septa radial ; disrepiments 
present; an epitheca surrounds the base of massive or maeandroid 
forms, but only surrounds individual corallites in simple or branching 
forms. Typical genera—Cox tastraea, M. Edw. and H. Heliattraes. 
M. Edw. and H. Maeasidrisa, Lam. Coeloria, M. Edw. and H. 
Feria, Oken. 

Family r z. Fintotnam —Solitary and colonial corals, with 
numerous radial septa united by synapticulae. Typical genera-
Lop/worth, M. Edw. and H. Thamaartraea, Le Sauvage. Lepto- 
pkytha, Reuss (Jurassic and Cretaceous). Fusee, Dana. &der- 
aaraea, Blainv. 

Orono lie 
Family Is. EUPEA1011DAIL—Solitary or colonial perforate corals, 

branching, massive, or encrusting. Septa radial: the primary septa 
usually compact, the remainder perforate. Them perforate. Synap-
ticula present in some genera. Typical genera—Srephanophyllse, 
Michelin. Eupermorie, M. Edw. and H. A grouter, Manly. Rhodop-
sammia, M. Edw. and H. Deadrophyilia, M. Edw. and H. 

ororm E. 
Family t3. CVSTIPHYLLMAIL —Solitary corals with rudimentary 

septa. and the Wide filled with vesicular =deduce. Genera- 

t" 
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idutalesurs, Lonsdak (Saurian and Devonian). Gersrophyame, 
. and H. (In this Silurian genus the calyx ss provided with a 

movable operculuns, consisting of four paired triangular paces, the 
bases of each being attached to the sides of the calyx, and their apices 
meeting in the middle when the 

i 
 operculum is clotted). Cohwi., 

 Lam. (In this Devonian genus there a single semicircular oper- 
culum furnished with a stout median septum and numerous feebly 

=2 edbelow, the 
secondary septa 

operculu
. The

nt is intuited to it b 
calyx is triangular in s

ge-
ection, 

and hinlike 
teeth.) 	

y 
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.1121TILBACENE (from the Greek difipak, coal), Cull., a 
hydrocarbon obtained from the fraction of the coal-tar distillate 
boiling between ago° and 400° C. This high boiling fraction is 
allowed to stand for some days, when it partially solidifies. It is 
then separated in a centrifugal machine, the low melting-point 
impurities are removed by means of hot water, and the residue 
is finally hot-pressed. The crude anthracene cake is purified 
by treatment with the higher pyridine bases, the operation being 
carried out in large steam-jacketed boilers. The whole mass 
dissolves on heating, and the anthracene crystallizes out on 
cooling. The crystallized anthracene is then removed by a 
centrifugal separator and the process of solution in the pyridine 
bases is repeated. Finally  the anthracene Is purified by sub-
limation. 

Many synthetical processes for the preparation of anthracene 
and its derivatives are known. It is formed by the condensation 
of acetylene tetrabromide with bensene in the presence of 
aluminium chloride:-- 

BrCH•Br ■ 
GM+ rC I  H•Br +COL =4HEr+CsH4 H 

B 
and similarly from methylene dibromide and benzene, and also 
when benzyl chloride is heated with aluminium chloride to 
200°  C. By condensing ortho-brombenzyl bromide with sodium, 
C. L. Jackson and J. F. White (Ber., 1879, 12, p. 1965) obtained 
dihydro-anthracene 

CH r 	Br 	 CH Celia <C B 4-4Na +Brc  > CsH4 4NaBri-Cslis < oft  > CsHs. 
Anthracene has also been obtained by heating ortho-telylphenyi 
ketone with zinc dust 

C4140c4111  •4110i-C4H4 	>QH4. 

Anthracene crystallizes in colourless monoclinic tables which 
show a fine blue fluorescence. It melts at 513° C. and boils 
at 351° C. It is insoluble in water, sparingly soluble in alcohol 
and ether, but readily soluble in hot bensene. It unites with 

picric acid to form a picrate, Cray Cs% (N0i)a-OH, which 
crystallizes in needles, melting at 138° C. On exposure to 
sunlight a solution of anthracene in benzene or sylene 
deposits para-anthracene (C)411142, which melts at s44° C. 
and passes back into the ordinary form. Chlorine and 
bromine form both addition and substitution products with 
anthracenc; the addition product, anthracene dichloride, 
CulLoCh, being formed when chlorine is passed into a cold 
solution of anthracene in carbon bisuiphide. On treatment 
with potash, it forms the substitution product, monochlor-
anthracene, Nitro-anthracenes are not as yet 
known.

CH
The mono-oxyanthrecenes (anthrols), Culle0/1 or 

›Calli0H (a) and (13). resemble the phenols, whilst 
(OH) 

('y) (anthranol) Is a reduction product of 

anthraquinone. ff-anthrol and anthranolgive the corresponding 
amino compounds (anthmmines) when heated with ammonia. 

Numerous sulphonic acids of anthracene are known, a mono-
sulphonic acid being obtained with dilate sulphuric acid, whilst 
concentrated sulphuric acid produces mixtures of the anthracene 
disulphonic adds. By the action of sodium amalgam on an 
alcoholic solution of anthracene, an anthracene dihydride, 
Cubits, is obtained, whilst by the use of stronger reducing agents, 
such as hydriodic acid and amorphous phosphorus, hydrides 
of composition COL, and Cuffs are produced. 

Methyl and phenyl anthmeenes are known; phenyl anthranol 
(phthalidin) being somewhat closely related to the phenol-
phthaleins (q.v.). Oxidizing agents convert anthracene into 
anthraquinone (q.v.); the production of this substance by oxidis-
ing anthracene in glacial acetic acid solution, with chromic acid, 
is the usual method employed for the estimation of anthracene. 

ANTHRACITE (Gr. &Opal, coal), a term applied to those 
varieties of coal which do not give off tarry or other hydrocarbon 
vapours when heated below their point of ignition; or, in other 
words, which burn with a smokeless and nearly non-luminous 
flame. Other terms having the same meaning are, " stone coal " 
(not to be confounded with the German Skinkohle) or " blind 
coal " in Scotland, and " Kilkenny coal " in Ireland. The im-
perfect anthracite of north Devon, which however is only used 
as a pigment, h known as rules, the same term being used in 
geological classification to distinguish the strata in which it is 
found, and similar strata in the Rhenish hill countries which are 
known as the Culm Measures. In America, culm is used as an 
equivalent for waste or slack in anthracite mining. 

Physically, anthracite differs from ordinary bituminous coal by 
its greater hardness, higher density, .3-1.4, and lustre, the latter 
being often semi-metallic with a somewhat brownish reflection. 
It is also free from included soft or fibrous notches and does 
not soil the fingers when rubbed. Structurally it shows some 
alteration by the development of secondary divisional planes and 
fissures so that the original stratification lines are not always 
easily seen. The thermal conductivity is also higher, a lump of 
anthracite feeling perceptibly colder when held in the warm 
hand than a similar lump of bituminous coal at the same tempera-
ture. The chemical composition of some typical anthracites is 
given in the article COAL. 

Anthracite may be considered to be a transition stage between 
ordinary bituminous coal and graphite, produced by the more or 
less complete elimination of the volatile constituents of the 
former; and it is found most abundantly in areas that have been 
subjected to considerable earth-movements, such as the flanks 
of great mountain ranges. The largest and most important 
anthracite region, that of the north-eastern portion of the Penn-
sylvania coal-field, is a good example of this; the highly con 
toned strata of the Appalachian region produce anthracite 
exclusively, while in the western portion of the same basin on 
the Ohio and its tributaries, where the strata are undisturbed, 
free-burning and coking coals, rich in volatile matter, prevail. In 
the same way the anthracite region of South Wales is confined 
to the contorted portion west of Swansea and Llanelli?, the 
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central and eastern portions producing steam, coking and 
house coals. 

Anthracites of newer, tertiary or cretaceous age, are found in 
the Crow's Nest part of the Rocky Mountains in Canada, and 
at various points in the 4ndes in Peru. 

The principal use of anthracite is as a smokeless fuel. In the 
eastern United States, it is largely employed as domestic fuel, 
usually in close stoves or furnaces, as well as for steam purposes, 
since, unlike that from South Wales, it does not decrepitate when 
heated, or at least not to the same extent. For proper use, however, 
it is necessary that the fuel should be supplied in pieces as nearly 
uniform in size as possible, a condition that has led to the develop-
ment of the breaker which is so characteristic a feature in American 
anthracite mining (see Com.)., The large coal as raised from the 
mine is passed through breakers with toothed rolls to reduce the 
lumps to smaller pieces, which are separated into different sizes 
by a system of graduated sieves, placed in descending order. 
Each size can be perfectly well burnt alone on an appropriate 
grate, if kept free from larger or smaller admixtures. The 
common American classification is as follows:— 

Lump, steamboat, egg lInd stove coals, the latter in two or three 
sizes, all three being above 4 in size on round-hole screens. 

Chestnut below ri inch 	above' inch. 
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From the pea size downwards the principal use is for steam 
purposes. In South Wales a less elaborate classification is 
adopted; but great care is exercised in hand-picking and cleaning 
the coal from included particles of pyrites in the higher qualities 
known as best malting coals, which are used for kiln-drying 
malt and hops. 

Formerly, anthracite was largely used, both In America and 
South Wales, as blast-furnace fuel for iron smelting, but for this 
purpose it has been largely superseded by coke in the former 
country and entirely in the latter. An important application 
has, however, been developed in the extended use of internal 
combustion motors driven by the so-called " mixed," " poor," 
" semi-water " or " Howson gas " produced by the gasification 
of anthracite with air and a small proportion of steam. This 
is probably the most economical method of obtaining power 
known; with an engine as small as is horse-power the expendi-
ture of fuel is at the rate of only x lb per horse-power hour, and 
with larger engines it is proportionately less. Large quantities of 
anthracite for power purposes are now exported from South 
Wales to France, Switzerland and parts of Germany. (H. B.) 

ANTHRACOTHERIUM (" coal-animal," so called from the 
fact of the remains first described having been obtained from 
the Tertiary lignite-beds of Europe), a genus of extinct artio-
dactyle ungulate mammals, characterized by having 44 teeth, 
with five semi-crescentic cusps on the crowns of the upper 
molars. In many respects, especially the form of the lower jaw, 
Aulkracotherism, which is of Oligocene and Miocene age in 
Europe, and typifies the family Anthraecakeriidae, is allied to the 
hippopotamus, of which it is probably an ancestral form. The 
European A. magnum was as large as the last-mentioned animal, 
but there were several smaller species and the genus also occurs 
in Egypt, India and North America. (See ARTIODACZYLA.) 

ANTERAQUINOkill. Cralis0a, an important derivative of 
anthracene, first prepared in 1834 by A. Laurent. It is prepared 
commercially from anthracene by stirring a sludge of anthracene 
and water in horizontal cylinders with a mixture of sodium 
bichromate and caustic soda. This suspension is then run through 
a conical mill in order to remove all grit, the cones of the mill 
fitting so tightly that water cannot pass through unless the mill is 
running; the speed of the mill when working is about 3000 
revolutions per minute. After this treatment, the mixture is 
run into lead-lined vats and treated with sulphuric acid, steam 
is blown through the mixture in order to bring it to the boil, and 
the anthracene is rapidly oxidized to anthraquinone. When the 
oxidation is complete, the anthraquinone is separated in a filter  

press, washed and heated to 12e C. with commercial oil of 
vitriol, using about 4 parts of vitriol to a of anthraquinone. 
It is then removed to lead-lined tanks and again washed with 
water and dried; the product obtained contains about ns % of 
anthraquinone. It may be purified by sublimation. Various 
synthetic processes have been used for the preparation of anthza. 
quinone. A. Behr and W.A. v. Dorp (Ber0874,7,1). 578) obtained 
orthobenzoyl benzoic acid by heating phthalic anhydride with 
benzene in the presence of aluminium chloride. This compound 
on heating with phosphoric anhydride loses water and yields 
anthraquinone, 

Cal <23> C. C.•H4 4 	0 --)HI 	 -,C4H4<>C4114. 0 	 00H 
It may be prepared in a similar manner by heating phthalyl 
chloride with benzene in the presence of aluminium chloride. 
Dioxy- and tetraoxy-anthraquinones areobtained when meta-oxy-
and dimeta-clioxy-benzoic acids are heated with concentrated 
sulphuric acid. 

Anthraquinone crystallizes in yellow needles or prisms, which 
melt at 277° C. it is soluble in hot benzene, sublimes easily, and 
is very stable towards oxidizing agents. On the other hand, 
it is readily attacked by reducing agents. With zinc dust in 
presence of caustic soda it yields the secondary alcohol oxan-
thranol, CA: CO CHOH : C•11,, with tin and hydrochloric acid, 
the phenolic compound anthriuml, CA: CO- C(OH): Cali ; and 
with hydriodic acid at zee C. or on distillation with zinc dust, 
the hydrocarbon anthracene, Culls). When fused with caustic 
potash, it give* benzoic acid. It behaves more as a ketone than 
as a quinone, since with hydroxylamine it yields an oxime, and on 
reduction with zinc dust and caustic soda it yields a secondary 
alcohol, whilst it cannot be reduced by means of sulphurous 
acid. Various sulphonic acids of anthraquinone are known, as 
well as oxy-derivatives, for the preparation and properties of 
which see ALIZARIN. 

ANTHRAX (the Greek for " coal," or " carbuncle," so called 
by the ancients because they regarded it as burning like coal; 
d. the French equivalent climbing; also known as filers char-
&amuse, Milsbrand, splenic fever, and malignant pustule), an 
acute, specific, infectious, virulent disease, caused by the Bacillus 
aullsracis, in animals, chiefly cattle, sheep and horses, and 
frequently occurring in workers in the wool or hair, as well as us 
those handling the hides or carcases, of beasts which have been 
affected. 

Animals.—As affecting wild as well as domesticated animals 
and man, anthrax has been widely diffused in one or more of its 
forms, over the surface of the globe. It at times decimates the 
reindeer herds in Lapland and the Polar regions, and is only too 
well known in the tropics and in temperate latitudes. It has 
been observed and described in Russia, Siberia, Central Asia, 
China, Cochin-China, Egypt, West Indies, Peru, Paraguay, 
Brazil, Mexico, and other parts of North and South America, in 
Australia, and on different parts of the African continent, while 
for other European countries the writings which have been 
published with regard to its nature, its peculiar characteristics, 
and the injury it inflicts are innumerable. Countries in which 
are extensive marshes, 

d 
 or the subsoil of which is tenacious or 

impermeable, are usually those most frequently and seriously 
visited. Thus there have been regions notorious for its preval-
ence, such as the marshes of Sologne, Dombes and Bresse in 
France; certain parts of Germany, Hungary and Poland; in 
Spain the half-submerged valleys and the maritime coasts of 
Catalonia, as well as the Romagna and other marshy districts of 
Italy; while it is epizootic, and even panzootic, in the swampy 
regions of Esthonia, Livonia, Courland, and especially of Siberia, 
where it is known as the Sibirskaja jartva (Siberian boil-plague). 
The records of anthrax go back to a very ancient date. It is 
supposed to be the murrain of Exodus. Classical writers allude 
to anthrax as if it were the only cattle disease worthy of 
mention (see Virgil, Georg. iii.). It figures largely in the history 
of the early and middle ages as a devastating pestilence attack-
ing animals, and through them mankind; the oldest Anglo-
Saxon manuscripts contain many fantastic recipes, leechdoms, 
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charms and incantations for the prevention or cure of the 
" blacan blezene " (black blain) and the relief of the " elfshot " 
creatures. In the 18th and loth centuries it sometimes spread 
like an epizootic over the whole of Europe, from Siberia to 
France. It was in this malady that disease-producing germs 
(bacteria) were first discovered, in 1849, by Pollender of Wipper-
Utah, and, independently, by veterinary surgeon Brauell of 
Dorpat, and their real character afterwards verified by C. J. 
Davaine (1852-1882) of Alfort in 1863; and it was in their. 
experiments with this disease that Toussaint, Pasteur and 
J. B. Chauveau first showed how to make the rnorbific poison its 
own antidote. (See Vraszcrtos.) 

The symptoms vary with the species of animal, the mode of 
infection, and the seat of the primary lesion, internal or external. 
In all its forms anthrax is an inoculable disease, transmission 
being surely and promptly effected by this means, and it may be 
conveyed to nearly all animals by inoculation of a wound of the 
skin or through the digestive organs. Cattle, sheep and horses 
nearly always owe their infection to spores or bacilli ingested 
with their food or water, and pigs usually contract the disease by 
eating the flesh of animals dead of anthrax. 

Internal anthrax, of cattle and sheep, exhibits no premonitory 
symptoms that can be relied on. Generally the first indication 
of an outbreak is the sudden death of one or more of the herd or 
flock. Animals which do not die at once may be noticed to 
stagger and tremble; the breathing becomes hurried and the 
pulse very rapid, while the heart beats violently, the internal 
temperature of the body is high, roe to 506° F., blood oozes 
from the nose, mouth and anus, the visible mucous membranes 
are dusky or almost black. The-animal becomes weak and list-
less, the temperature falls and death supervenes in a few hours, 
being immediately preceded by delirium, convulsions or coma. 
While death is usually rapid or sudden when the malady is 
general, colustituting what is designated splenic apoplexy, 
internal anthrax in cattle is not invariably fataL In some cases 
the animal rallies from a first attack and gradually recovers. 

In the external or localized form, marked by the formation 
of carbuncles before general infection takes place, death may 
not occur for several days. The carbuncles may appear in any 
part of the body, being preceded or accompanied by fever. 
They are developed in the subcutaneous connective tissue 
where this is loose and plentiful, in the interstices of the muscles, 
lymphatic glands, in the mucous membranes of the mouth and 
tongue (glossanthra.: of cattle), pharynx and larynx (ant/wax 
angina of horses and pip), and the rectum. They begin as 
small circumscribed swellings which are warm, slightly painful 
and oedematous. In from two to eight hours they attain a con-
siderable size, are cold, painless and gangrenous, and when 
they are incised a quantity of a blood-stained gelatinous exudate 
escapes. When the swellings have attained certain proportions 
symptoms of general infection appear, and, running their course 
with great rapidity, cause death in a few hours. Anthrax of the 
horse usually begins as an affection of the throat or bowel. In 
the former there is rapid obstructive oedema of the mucous 
membrane of the pharynx and larynx with swelling of the throat 
and neck, fever, salivation, difficulty in swallowing, noisy 
breathing, frothy discharge from the nose and threatening 
suffocation. General invasion soon ensues, and the horse may 
die in from four to sixteen hours. The intestinal form is marked 
by high temperature, great prostration, small thready pulse, 
tumultuous action of the heart, laboured breathing and symptoms 
of abdominal pain with straining and diarrhoea. When moved 
the horse staggers and trembles. Profuse sweating, a falling 
temperature and cyanotic mucous membranes indicate the 
approach of a fatal termination. 

In splenic fever or splenic apoplexy, the most marked altera-
tions observed after death are—the effects of rapid decomposi-
tion, evidenced by the foul odour, disengagement of gas beneath 
the skin and in the tissues and cavities of the body, yellow or 
yellowish-red gelatinous exudation into and between the muscles, 
effusion of citron or rust-coloured fluid in various cavities, 
extravasations of blood and local congestions throughout the  

body. the blood in the vessels generally being very dark and 
tar-like. The most notable feature, however, in the majority of 
cases is the enormous enlargement of the spleen, which is en-
gorged with blood to such an extent that it often ruptures, while 
its tissue is changed into a violet or black fluid mass. 

The bacillus of anthrax, under certain conditions, retains its 
vitality for a long time, and rapidly grows when it finds a suitable 
field in which to develop, its mode of multiplication being by 
scission and the formation of spores, and depending, to a great 
extent at least, on the presence of oxygen. The morbid action 
of the bacillus is indeed said to be due to its affinity for oxygen; 
by depriving the red corpuscles of the blood of that most essential 
&as, it renders the vital fluid unfit to sustain life. Albert Hoffa 
and others assert that the fatal lesions are produced by the 
poisonous action of the toxins formed by the bacilli and not by 
the blocking up of the minute blood-vessels, or the abstraction 
of oxygen from the blood by the bacilli. 

It was by the cultivation of this micro-organism, or attenuation 
of the virus, that Pasteur was enabled to produce a prophylactic 
remedy for anthrax. His discovery was first made with regard 
to the cholera of fowls, a most destructive disorder which 
annually carries off great numbers of poultry. Pasteur produced 
his inoculation material by the cultivation of the bacilli at a 
temperature of 42° C. in oxygen. Two vaccines are required. 
The first or weak vaccine is obtained by incubating a bouillon 
culture for twenty-four days at 42° C., and the second or less 
attenuated vaccine by incubating a bouillon culture, at the same 
temperature, for twelve days. Pasteur's method of protective 
inoculation comprises two inoculations with an interval of twelve 
days between them. Immunity, established in about fifteen 
days after the injection of the second vaccine, lasts from nine 
months to a year. 

Toussaint had, previous to Pasteur, attenuated the virus of 
anthrax by the action of heat; and Chauveau subsequently 
corroborated by numerous experiments the value of Toussaint's 
method, demonstrating that, according to the degree of heat 
to which the virus is subjected, so is its inocuousness when 
transferred to a healthy creature. In outbreaks of anthrax on 
farms where many animals are exposed to infection immediate 
temporary protection can be conferred by the injection of 
anthrax serum. 

Hunan Beings.—For many years cases of sudden death had 
been observed to occur from time to time among healthy men 
engaged in woollen manufactories, particularly in the work of 
sorting or combing wool. In some instances death appeared to 
be due to the direct inoculation of some poisonous material into 
the body, for a form of malignant pustule was observed upon 
the skin; but, on the other band, in not a few cases without any 
external manifestation, symptoms of blood-poisoning, often 
proving rapidly fatal, suggested the probability of other channels 
for the introduction of the disease. In r88o the occurrence of 
several such cases among woolsorters at Bradford, reported 
by Dr J. H. Bell of that town, led to an official inquiry in England 
by the Local Government Board, and an elaborate investigation 
into the pathology of what was then called " woolsorters' disease " 
was at the same time conducted at the Brown Institution, London, 
by Professor W. S. Greenfield. Among the results of this inquiry 
it was ascertained: (r) that the disease appeared to be identical 
with that occurring among sheep and cattle; (a) that in the blood 
and tissues of the body was found in abundance, as in the disease 
in animals, the Bacillus antkracis, and (3) that the skins, hair, 
wool, &c., of animals dying of anthrax retain this infecting 
organism, which, under certain conditions, finds ready access 
to the bodies of the workers. 

Two well-marked forms of this disease in man are recognized, 
" external anthrax " and " internal anthrax." In external 
anthrax the infecting agent is accidentally inoculated into some 
portion of skin, the seat of a slight abrasion, often the hand, 
arm or face. A minute swelling soon appears at the part, and 
develops into a vesicle containing serum or bloody matter, 
and varying in size, but seldom larger than a shillingg. This 
vesicle speedily bursts and leaves an ulcerated or sloughing 
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surface, round about which are numerous smaller vesicles which 
undergo similar changes, and the whole affected part becomes 
hard and tender, while the surrounding surface participates 
in the inflammatory action, and the neighbouring lymphatic 
glands are also inflamed. This condition, termed " malignant 
pustule," is frequently accompanied with severe constitutional 
disturbance, in the form of fever, delirium, perspiration, together 
with great prostration and a tendency to death from septicaemia, 
although on the other hand recovery is not uncommon. It 
was repeatedly found that the matter taken from the vesicle 
during the progress of the disease, as well as the blood in the 
body after death, contained the Bacillus antkracis, and when 
inoculated into small animals produced rapid death, with all 
the symptoms and post-mortem appearances characteristic of 
jhe disease as known to affect them. 

In internal anthrax there is no visible local manifestation 
of the disease, and the spores or bacilli appear to gain access 
to the system from the air charged with them, as in moms where 
the contaminated wool or hair is unpacked, or again during 
the process of sorting. The symptoms usually observed are those 
of rapid physical prostration, with a small pulse, somewhat 
lowered temperature (rarely fever), and quickened breathing. 
Examination of the chest reveals inflammation of the lungs and 
pleura. In some cases death takes place by collapse in less 
than one day, while in others the fatal issue is postponed for 
three or four days, and is preceded by symptoms of blood-
poisoning, including rigors, perspiration, extreme exhaustion, 
Om. In some cases of internal anthrax the symptoms are more 
intestinal than pulmonary, and consist in severe exhausting 
diarrhoea, with vomiting and rapid sinking. Recovery from 
the internal variety, although not unknown, is more rare than 
from the external, and its most striking phenomena arc its sudden 
onset in the midst of apparent health, the rapid development 
of physical prostration, and its tendency to a fatal termination 
despite treatment. The post-mortem appearances in internal 
anthrax are such as are usually observed in septicaemia, but in 
addition evidence of extensive inflammation of the lungs, pleura 
and bronchial glands has in most cases been met with. The 
blood and other fluids and the diseased tissues are found loaded 
with the Bacillus ant/train 

Treatment in this disease appears to be of but little avail, 
except as regards the external form, where the malignant pustule 
may be excised or dealt with early by strong caustics to destroy 
the affected textures. For the relief of the general constitutional 
symptoms, quinine, stimulants and strong nourishment appear 
to be the only available means. An anti-anthrax serum has 
also been tried. As preventive measures in woollen manu-
factories, the disinfection of suspicious material, or the wetting 
of it before handling, is recommended as lessening the risk to 
the workers. (J. Mac.) 

ANTHROPOID APES, or MANI= Ares, the name given to 
the family of the Simiidae, because, of all the ape-world, they 
most closely resemble man. This family includes four kinds, 
the gibbons of S. E. Asia, the orange of Borneo and Sumatra, 
the gorillas of W. Equatorial Africa, and the chimpanzees of 
W. and Central Equatorial Africa. Each of these apes resembles 
man most in some one physical characteristic: the gibbons 
in the formation of the teeth, the orange in the brain-structure, 
the gorillas in size, and the chimpanzees In the aigmoid flexure of 
the spine. In general structure they all closely resemble human 
beings, as in the absence of tails; in their semi-erect position 
(resting on finger-tips or knuckles); in the shape of vertebral 
column, sternum and pelvis; in the adaptation of the arms 
for turning the palm uppermost at will; in the possession of a 
long vermiform appendix to the short caecum of the intestine; 
in the size of the cerebral hemispheres and the complexity of 
their convolutions. They differ in certain respects, as in the pro-
portion of the limbs, in the bony development of the eyebrow 
ridges, and in the opposable great toe, which fits the foot to be 
a climbing and grasping organ. 

Man differs from them in the absence of a hairy coat; in the 
development of a large lobule to the external ear; in his fully  

erect attitude; in his flattened foot with the non-opposable 
great toe; in the straight limb-bones; in the wider pelvis; 
in the marked sigmoid flexure of his spine; in the perfection 
of the muscular movements of the arm; in the delicacy of hand; 
in the smallness of the canine teeth and other dental peculiarities; 
in the development of a chin; and in the small size of his jaws 
compared to the relatively great size of the cranium. Together 
with man and the baboons, the anthropoid apes form the group 
known to science as Catarhini, those, that is, possessing a 
narrow nasal septum, and are thus easily distinguishable from 
the flat-nosed monkeys or Platyrhinl. The anthropoid apes are 
arboreal and confined to the Old World. They are of special 
interest from the important place assigned to them in the 
arguments of Darwin and the Evolutionists. It is generally 
admitted now that no fundamental anatomical difference can 
be proved to exist between these higher apes and man, but It 
is equally agreed that none probably of the Simiidac is in the 
direct line of human ancestry. There Is a great gap to be bridged 
between the highest anthropoid and the lowest man, and much 
importance has been attached to the discovery of an extinct 
primate, Pithecanthropus (q.v.), which has been regarded as 
the " missing link." 

See Huxley's Man's Place is Nature (063); Robt. Hartrnannh 
Anthropoid Apes (1883; London, '885); A. H. Keane's Ethnology 
(1896); Darwin's Descent of Man (18v pop. ed., 901); Haeckers 
Ant 

H. 
krpogeay (Ili cialu8y4, 1903; Paris, 1877; Eng. ed., 1883); 

W. Flower a Lydekka, Mammals Limn and Extind 
(London. 189 1 ). 

ANTHROPOLOGY (Gr. AsGpsuros man, and Xiryos, theory or 
science), the science which, in its strictest sense, has as its 
object the study of man as a unit in the animal kingdom. It is 
distinguished from ethnology, which is devoted to the study of 
man as a racial unit, and from ethnography, which deals with 
the distribution of the races formed by the aggregation of such 
units. To anthropology, however, in its more general sense as 
the natural history of man, ethnology and ethnography may 
both be considered to belong, being related as parts to a whole. 

Various other sciences, in conformity with the above definition, 
must be regarded as subsidiary to anthropology, which yet hold 
their own independent places in the field of knowledge. Thus 
anatomy and physiology display the structure and functions of 
the human body, while psychology investigates the operations 
of the human mind. Philology deals with the general principles 
of language, as well as with the relations between the languages 
of particular races and nations. Ethics or moral science treats 
of man's duty or rules of conduct toward his fellow-men. Sod-
ology and the silence of culture are concerned with the origin 
and development of arts and sciences, opinions, beliefs, customs, 
laws and institutions generally among mankind within historic 
time; while beyond the historical limit the study is continued 
by inferences from .relics of early ages and remote districts, to 
interpret which is the task of pm-historic Archaeology and 
geology. 

L Mass's Place in Nature.—In 1843 Dr J. C. Prichard, who 
perhaps of all others merits the title of founder of modern 
anthropology, wrote in his Natural History of Man:— 

"The organized world presents no contrasts and resemblances 
more remarkable than those which we discover on comparing man-
kind with the inferior tribes. That creatures should exist so nearly 
approaching to each other in all the particulars of their physical 
structure, and yet differing so immeasurably in their endowments 
and capabilities, would be a fact hard to believe, if it were not 
manifest to our observation. The differences are everywhere 
striking: the resemblance. are less obvious in the fulness of their 
extent, and they are never contemplated without wonder by those 
who, in the study of anatomy and physiology, are first made aware 
how near is man in his physical constitution to the brutes. In all 
the principles of his internal structure, in the composition and 
functions of his parts, man is but an animal. The lord of the earth, 
who contemplates the eternal order of the universe, and aspires to 
communion with its invisible Maker, is a being composed of the 
same materials, and framed on the same principles, as the creatures 
which be has tamed to be the servile instruments of his will, or slays 
for his daily food. The points of resemblance are innumerable; 
they extend to the most recondite arrangements of that mechanism 
whkh maintains instrumentally the physical life of the body, which 
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brings forward its earlydevelopmentand admits, after ayliven period, 
its decoy, and by means of which is prepared a succession of similar 
beings destined to perpetuate the race.' 

The acknowledgment of man's structural similarity with the 
anthropomorphous species nearest approaching him, viz.: the 
higher or anthropoid apes, had long before Prichard's day 
been made by Linnaeus, who in his Systema Natured (x735) 
grouped them together as the highest order of Mammalia, to 
which he gave the name of Primates. The Anwenitates Aca-
demicae (vol. vi., Leiden, 1764), published under the auspices of 
Linnaeus, contains a remarkable picture which illustrates a 
discourse by his disciple Hoppius, and is here reproduced (see 
Plate, fig. x). In this picture, which shows the crudeness of the 
zoological notions current in the 18th century as to both men 
and apes, there are set in a row four figures: (a) a recognizable 
orang-utan, sitting and holding a staff; (b) a chimpanzee, 
absurdly humanized as to head, hands, and feet; (c) a hairy 
woman, with a tail a foot long; (d) another woman, more 
completely coated with hair. The great Swedish naturalist was 
possibly justified in treating the two latter creatures as quasi-
human, for they seem to be grotesque exaggerations of such 
tailed and hairy human beings as really, though rarely, occur, 
and are apt to be exhibited as monstrosities (sec Bastian and 
Hartmann, Zeitschrift far Ethnologic, Index, " Geschwanzte 
Menschen "; Gould and Pile, Anomalies and Curiosities of 
Medicine, 1897). To Linnaeus, however, they represented normal 
anthropomorpha or man-hike creatures, vouched for by visitors 
to remote parts of the world. This opinion of the Swedish 
naturalist seems to have been little noticed in Great Britain till 
it was taken up by the learned but credulous Scottish judge, 
Lord Monboddo (see his Origin and Progress of Language, 1774. 
ac..; Ancient Metaphysics, 1778). He had not heard of the 
tailed men till he met with them in the work of Linnaeus, with 
whom he entered into correspondence, with the result that he 
enlarged his range of mankind with races of sub-human type. 
One was founded on the description by the Swedish sailor 
Niklas Raping of the ferocious men with long tails inhabiting 
the Nicobar Islands. Another comprised the orang-utans of 
Sumatra, who were said to take men captive and set them to 
work as slaves. One of these apes, it was related, served as a 
sailor on board a Jamaica ship, and used to wait on the captain. 
These are stories which seem to carry their own explanation. 
When the Nicobar Islands were taken over by the British 
government two centuries later, the native warriors were still 
wearing their peculiar loin-cloth hanging behind in a most tail-
like manner (E. H. Man, Journal Anthropological Institute, vol. 
xv. p. 442). As for the story of the orang-utan cabin boy, this 
may even be verbally true, it being borne in mind that in the 
Malay languages the term orang-utan, " man of the forest," was 
originally used for inland forest natives and other rude men, 
rather than for the nsiyas apes to which it has come to be generally 
applied by Europeans. The speculations as to primitive man 
connected with these stories diverted the British public, headed 
by Dr Johnson, who said that Monboddo was " as jealous of his 
tail as a squirrel." Linnaeus's primarily zoological classification 
of man did not, however, suit the philosophical opinion of the 
time, which responded more readily to the systems represented 
6y Buffon, and later by Cuvier, in which the human mind and 
soul formed an Impassable wall of partition between him and 
other mammalia, so that the definition of man's position hs the 
animal world was treated as not belonging to zoology, but to 
metaphysics and theology. It has to be borne in mind that 
Linnaeus, plainly as he recognized the likeness of the higher 
simian and the human types, does not seem to have entertained 
the thought of accounting for this similarity by common descent. 
It satisfied his mind to consider it as belonging to the system of 
nature, as indeed remained the case with a greater anatomist of 
the following century, Richard Owen. The present drawing, 
which under the authority of Linnaeus shows an anthropo-
morphic series from which the normal type of man, the Homo 
sapiens, is conspicuously absent, brings zoological similarity into 
view without suggesting kinship to account for it. There are few 

Ideas more ingrained in ancient and low civilization than that of 
relationship by descent between the lower animals and man. 
Savage and barbaric religions recognize it, and the mythology 
of the world has hardly a more universal theme. But in educated 
Europe such ideas had long been superseded by the influence of 
theology and philosophy, with which they seemed too incom-
patible. In the xoth century, however, Lamarck's theory of the 
development of new species by habit and circumstance led 
through Wallace and Darwin to the doctrines of the hereditary 
transmission of acquired characters, the survival of the fittest, 
and natural selection. Thenceforward it was impossible to 
exclude a theory of descent of man from ancestral beings whom 
zoological similarity connects also, though by lines of descent 
not at all clearly defined, with ancestors of the anthropomorphic 
apes. In one form or another such a theory of human descent 
has in our time become part of an accepted framework of zoology, 
if not as a demonstrable truth, at any rate as a working hypothesis 
which has no effective rival. 

The new development from Linnaeus's zoological scheme 
which has thus ensued appears in Huxley's diagram di simian 
and human skeletons (fig. 2, (a) gibbon; (6) orang; (c) chim-
panzee; (d) gorilla; (e) man). Evidently suggested by the 
Linnean picture, this is brought up to the modern level of 
zoology, and continued on to man, forming an introduction to 
his zoological history hardly to be surpassed. Some of the main 
points it illustrates may be briefly stated here, the reader being 
referred for further information to Huxley's Essays. In tracing 
the osteological characters of apes and man through this series, 
the general system of the skeletons, and the close correspondence 
in number and arrangement of vertebrae and ribs, as well as in 
the teeth, go far towards justifying• the opinion of hereditary 
connexion. At the same time, the comparison brings into view 
differences in human structure adapted to man's pre-eminent 
mode of life, though hardly to be accounted its chief causes. 
It may be seen how the arrangement of limbs suited for going 
on all-fours belongs rather to the apes than to man, and walking 
on the soles of the feet rather to man than the apes. The two 
modes of progression overlap in human life, but the child's 
tendency when learning is to rest on the soles of the feet and the 
palms of the hands, unlike the apes, which support themselves 
on the sides of the feet and the bent knuckles of the hands. With 
regard to climbing, the long stretch of arm and the grasp with 
both hands and feet contribute to the arboreal life of the apes, 
contrasting with what seem the mere remains of the climbing 
habit to be found even among forest savages. On the whole, 
man's locomotive limbs are not so much specialized to particular 
purposes, as generalized into adaptation to many ends. As to the 
mechanical conditions of the human body, the upright posture 
has always been recognized as the chief. To it contributes the 
balance of the skull on the cervical vertebrae, while the human 
form of the pelvis provides the necessary support to the intestines 
In the standing attitude. The marked curvature of the vertebral 
column, by breaking the shock to the neck and head in running 
and leaping, likewise favours the erect position. The lowest 
coccygeal vertebrae of man remain as a rudimentary tail. While 
it is evident that high importance must be attached to the 
adaptation of the liuman body to the life of diversified intelligence 
and occupation he has to lead, this must not be treated as though 
it were the principal element of the superiority of man, whose 
comparison with all lower genera of mammals must be mainly 
directed to the intellectual organ, the brain. Comparison of the 
brains of vertebrate animals (see Muni) brings into view the 
immense difference between the small, smooth brain of a fish or 
bird and the large and convoluted organ in man. In man, both 
size and complexity contribute to the increased area of the 
cortex or outer layer of the brain, which has been fully ascertained 
to be the seat of the mysterious processes by which sensation 
furnishes the groundwork of thought. Schafer (Textbook of 
Physiology, vol. ii. p. 690 thus defines it: " The cerebral cortex 
is the seat of the intellectual functions, of intelligent sensation 
or consciousness, of ideation, of volition, and of memory." 

The relations between man and ape are most readily stated In 
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comparison with the gorilla, as on the whole the most anthropo-
morphous ape. In the general proportions of the body and limbs 
there is a marked difference between the gorilla and man. The 
gorilla's brain-case is smaller, its trunk larger, its lower limbs 
shorter, its upper limbs longer in proportion than those of man. 
The differences between a gorilla's skull and a man's arc truly 
immense. In the gorilla, the face, formed largely by the massive 
jaw-bones, predominates over the brain-case or cranium; in the 
man these proportions arc reversed. In man the occipital 
foramen, through which passes the spinal cord, is placed just 
behind the centre of the base of the skull, which is thus evenly 
balanced in the erect posture, whereas the gorilla, which goes 
habitually on all fours, and whose skull is inclined forward, in 
accordance with this posture has the foramen farther back. In 
man the surface of the skull is comparatively smooth, and the 
brow-ridges project but little, while in the gorilla these ridges 
overhang the cavernous orbits like penthouse roofs. The absolute 
capacity of the cranium of the gorilla is far less than that of man; 
the smallest adult human cranium hardly measuring less than 63 
cub. in., while the largest gorilla cranium measured had a content 
of only 34 cub. in. The largest proportional size of the facial 
bones, and the great projection of the jaws, confer on the gorilla's 
skull its small facial angle and brutal character,while its teeth differ 
from man's in relative size and number of fangs. Comparing the 
lengths of the extremities, it is seen that the gorilla's arm is of 
enormous length, in fact about one-sixth longer than the spine, 
whereas a man's arm is one-fifth shorter than the spine; both 
hand and foot are proportionally much longer in the gorilla than 
in man; the leg does not so much differ. The vertebral column 
of the gorilla differs from that of man in its curvature and other 
characters, as also does the conformation of its narrow pelvis. 
The hand of the gorilla corresponds essentially as to bones and 
muscles with that of man, but is clumsier and heavier; its thumb 
is " opposable " like a human thumb, that is, it can easily meet 
with its extremity the extremities of the other fingers, thus 
possessing a character which does much to make the human hand 
so admirable an instrument; but the gorilla's thumb is pro-
portionately shorter than man's. The foot of the higher apes, 
though often spoken of as a hand, is anatomically not such, but 
a prehensile foot. It has been argued by Sir Richard Owen and 
others that the position of the great toe converts the foot of the 
higher apes into a hand, an extremely important distinction from 
man; but against this Professor T. H. Huxley maintained that 
it has the characteristic structure of a foot with a very movable 
great toe. The external unlikeness of the apes to man depends• 
much on their hairiness, but this and some other characteristics 
have no great zoological value. No doubt the difference between 
man and the apes depends, of all things, on the relative size and 
organization of the brain. While similar as to their general 
arrangement to the human brain, those of the higher apes, such 
as the chimpanzee, are much less complex in their convolutions, 
as well as much less in both absolute and relative weight—the 
weight of a gorilla's brain hardly exceeding so oz., and a man's 
brain hardly weighing less than 33 oz., although the gorilla is 
considerably the larger animal of the two. 

These anatomical distinctions are undoubtedly of great moment, 
and it is an interesting question whether they suffice to place man 
in a zoological order by himself. It is plain that some eminent 
zoologists, regarding man as absolutely differing as to mind and 
spirit from any other animal, have had their discrimination of 
mere bodily differences unconsciously sharpened, and have been 
led to give differences, such as in the brain or even the foot of 
the apes and man, somewhat more importance than if they had 
merely distinguished two species of apes. Many naturalists hold 
the opinion that the anatomical differences which separate the 
gorilla or chimpanzee from man are in some respects less than 
those which separate these man-like apes from apes lower in the 
scale. Yet all authorities class both the higher and lower apes 
in the same order. This is Huxley's argument, some prominent 
points of which are the following: As regards the proportion of 
limbs, the hylobates or gibbon is as much longer in the arms than 
the gorilla as the gorilla is than the man, while on the other hand,  

it is as much longer in the legs than the man as the man is than 
the gorilla. As to the vertebral column and pelvis, the lower 
apes differ from the gorilla as much as, or more than, it differs 
from man. As to the capacity of the cranium, men differ from 
one another so extremely that the largest known human skull 
holds nearly twice the measure of the smallest, a larger proportion 
than that in which man surpasses the gorilla; while, with proper 
allowance for difference of size of the various species, it appears 
that some of the lower apes fall nearly as much below the higher 
apes. The projection of the muzzle, which gives the character 
of brutality to the gorilla as distinguished from the man, is yet 
further exaggerated in the lemurs, as is also the backward position 
of the occipital foramen. In characters of such importance as the 
structure of the hand and foot, the lower apes diverge extremely 
from the gorilla; thus the thumb ceases to be opposable in the 
American monkeys, and in the marmosets is directed forwards, 
and armed with a curved claw like the other digits, the great 
toe in, these latter being insignificant in proportion. The-same 
argument can be extended to other points of anatomical structure, 
and, what is of more consequence, it appears true of the brain. 
A series of the apes, arranged from lower to higher orders, shows 
gradations front a brain little higher that that of a rat, to a brain 
like a small and imperfect imitation of a man's; and the greatest 
structural break in the series lies not between man and the man-
like apes, but between the apes and monkeys on one side, and the 
lemurs on the other. On these grounds Huxley, restoring in 
principle the Linnean classification, desired to include man in the 
order of Primates. This order he divided into seven families; 
first, the A athropini, consisting of man only; second, the Calorkiai  
or Old World apes; third, the Platyrkini, all New World apes, 
except the marmosets; fourth, the Arctopitherini, or marmosets; 
filth, the LemtsriM, or lemurs; sixth and seventh, the Cheiromyini 
and Gakopithecini. 

It is in assigning to man his place in nature on psychological 
grounds that the greater difficulty arises. Huxley acknowledged 
an immeasurable and practically infinite divergence, ending in 
the present enormous psychological gulf between ape and man. 
It is difficult to account for this intellectual chasm as due to 
some minor structural difference. The opinion is deeply rooted 
in modem as in ancient thought, that only a distinctively human 
element of the highest import can account for the severance 
between man and the highest animal below him. Differences in 
the mechanical organs, such as the perfection of the human hand 
as an instrument, or the adaptability of the human voice to the 
expression of human thought, are indeed of great value. But 
they have not of themselves such value, that to endow an ape 
with the hand and vocal organs of a man would be likely to raise 
it through any large part of the interval that now separates it 
from humanity. Much more is to be said for the view that man's 
larger and more highly organized brain accounts for those mental 
powers in which he so absolutely surpasses the brutes. 

The distinction does not seem to lie principally in the range 
and delicacy of direct sensation, as may be judged from such 
well-known facts as man's inferiority to the eagle in sight, or 
to the dog in scent. At the same time, it seems that the human 
sensory organs may have in various respects acuteness beyond 
those of other creatures. But, beyond a doubt, man possesses, 
and in some way possesses by virtue of his superior brain, a 
power of co-ordinating the impressions of his senses, which 
enables him to understand the world he lives in, and by under. 
standing to use, resist, and even in a measure rule it. No 
human art shows the nature of this human attribute more clearly 
than does language. Man shares with the mammalia and birds 
the direct expression of the feelings by emotional tones and 
interjectional cries; the parrot's power of articulate utterance 
almost equals his own; and by association of ideas in some 
measure, some of the lower animals have even learnt to recognize 
words he utters. But, to use words in themselves unmeaning, 
as symbols by which to conduct and convey the complex in- 
tellectual processes in which mental conceptions are suggested, 
compared, combined, and even analysed, and new ones created—
this is a faculty which is scarcely to be traced in any lower animal. 
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The view that this, with other mental processes, is a function of 
the brain, is remarkably corroborated by modern investigation 
of the disease of aphasia, where the power of thinking remains, 
but the power is lost of recalling the word corresponding to the 
thought, and this mental defect is found to accompany a diseased 
state of a particular locality of the brain (see APHASIA). This 
may stand among the moat perfect of the many evidences that, 
in Professor Bain's words, " the brain is the principal, though 
not the sole organ of mind." As the brains of the vertebrate 
animals form an ascending scale, more and more approaching 
man's in their arrangement, the fact here finds its explanation, 
that lower animals perform mental processes corresponding 
in their nature to our own, though of generally less power and 
complexity. The full evidence of this correspondence will be 
found in such works as Brehm's Thierleben; and some of the 
salient points are set forth by Charles Darwin, in the chipter 
on " Mental Powers," in his Descent of Max. Such are the 
similar effects of terror on man and the lower animals, causing 
the muscles to tremble, the heart to palpitate, the sphincters 
to be relaxed, and the hair to stand on end. The phenomena 
of memory, as to both persons and places, is strong in animals, 
as is manifest by their recognition of their masters, and their re-
turning atone tohabits of which, though disused for many years, 
their brain has not lost the stored-up impressions. Such facts 
as that dogs " hunt in dreams," make it likely that their minds 
are not only sensible to actual events, present and past, but can, 
like our minds, combine revived sensations into ideal scenes 
in which they are actors,—that is to say, they have the faculty 
of imagination, As for the reasoning powers In animals, the 
accounts of nankeys learning by experience to break eggs care-
fully, and ph( off bits of shell, so as not to lose the contents, 
or of the way in which rats or martens after a while can no longer 
be caught br the same kind of trap, with innumerable similar 
facts, show n the plainest way that the reason of animals goes 
so far as toform by new experience a new hypothesis of cause 
and effect which will henceforth guide their actions. The 
employment of mechanical instruments, of which Instances of 
monkeys sing sticks and stones furnish the only rudimentary 
traces ammg the lower animals, is one of the often-quoted 
distinctive powers of man. With this comes the whole vast 
and ever-ridening range of inventive and adaptive art, where 
the unibrn hereditary instinct of the cell-forming bee and the 
nest-buicing bird is supplanted by multiform processes and 
constrictions, often at first rude and clumsy In comparison to 
thoseof the lower instinct, but carried on by the faculty of 
imprvenunt and new invention into ever higher stages. " From 
the tomcat," writes A. R. Wallace (Natural Selection), " when 
them! skin was used as a covering, when the first rude spear 
wasforrned to assist in the chase, when fire was first used to 
coo his food, when the first seed was sown or shoot planted, 
a land revolution was effected in nature, a revolution which 
inll the previous ages of the earth's history had had no parallel; 
fee being had arisen who was no longer necessarily subject 
tchange with the changing universe,—a being who was in some 
tree superior to nature, inasmuch as he knew how to control 
sd regulate her action, and could keep himself in harmony 
ith her, not by a change in body, but by an advance of mind." 
As to the lower instincts tending directly to self-preservation, 

t is acknowledged on all hands that man has them in a less 
leveloped state than other animals; in fact, the natural defence-
lessness of the human being, and the long-continued care and 
teaching of the young by the elders, are among the commonest 
themes of moral discourse. Parental tenderness and care for 
the young are strongly marked among the lower animals, though 
so inferior in scope and duration to the human qualities; and 
the time may be said of the mutual forbearance and defence 
which bind together in a rudimentary social bond the families 
and herds of animals. Philosophy seeking knowledge for its 
own sake; morality, manifested in the sense of truth, right, and 
virtue; and religion, the belief in and communion with super-
human powers ruling and pervading the universe, are human 
characters, of which it is instructive to trace, if possible, the  

earliest symptoms in the lower animals, but which can there 
show at most only faint and rudimentary signs of their wondrous 
development in mankind. That the tracing of physical and , 
even intellectual continuity between the lower animals and our 
own race, does not necessarily lead the anthropologist to lower 
the rank of man in the scale of nature, may be shown by citing 
A. R. Wallace. Man, he considers, is to be placed " apart, as 
not only the head and culminating point of the grand series 
of organic nature, but as in some degree a new and distinct 
order of being." 

To regard the intellectual functions of the brain and nervous 
system as alone to be considered in the psychological comparison 
of man with the lower animals, is a view satisfactory to those 
thinkers who hold materialistic views. According to this school, 
man is a machine, no doubt the most complex and wonderfully 
adapted of all known machines, but still neither more nor less 
than an instrument whose energy is provided by force from 
without, and which, when set in action, performs the various 
operations for which its structure fits it, namely, to live, move, 
feel, and think. This view, however, always has been strongly 
opposed by those who accept on theological grounds a spiritual-
istic doctrine, or what is, perhaps, more usual, a theory which 
combines spiritualism and materialism in the doctrine of a 
composite nature in man, animal as to the body and in some 
measure as to the mind, spiritual as to the soul. It may be useful, 
as an illustration of one opinion on this subject, to continue 
here the citation of Dr Prichard's comparison between man and 
the lower animals:- 

" If it be inquired in what the still more remarkable difference 
consists, it is by no means easy to reply. By some it will be said 
that man, while similar in the organization of his body to the lower 
tribes, is distinguished from them by the possession of an Immaterial 
soul, a principle capable of conscious feeling, of intellect and thought. 
To many persons it will appear paradoxical to ascribe the endowment 
of a soul to the inferior tribes in the creation, yet it is difficult to 
discover a valid argument that limits t he possession of an immaterial 
principle to man. The phenomena 6f feeing, of desire and aversion, 
of love and hatred, of fear and revenge, and the perception of external 
relations manifested in the life of brutes, imply, not only through 
the analogy which they display to the human faculties, but likewise 
from all that we can learn or conjecture of their particular nature. 
the superadded existence of a principle distinct from the mere 
mechanism of material bodies. That such a principle must exist in 
all beings capable of sensation, or of anything analogous to human 
plosions and feelings, will hardly be denied by those who perceive 
the force of arguments which metaphysically demonstrate the im-
material nature of the mind. There may be no rational grounds for 
the ancient dogma that the souls of the lower animals were im-
perishable, like the soul of man: this is, however, a problem which 
we are not called upon to discuss; and we may venture to conjecture 
that there may be immaterial essences of divers kinds, and endowed 
with various attributes and capabilities. But the real nature of 
these unseen principles eludes our research: they are only known 
to us by their external manifestations. These manifestations are 
the various powers and capabilities, or rather the habitudes of 
action, which characterize the different orders of being, diversified 
according to their several destinations." 

Dr Prichard here puts forward distinctly the time-honoured 
doctrine which refers the mental faculties to the operation of 
the soul. The view maintained by a distinguished comparative 
anatomist, Professor St George Mivart, in his Genesis of Species, 
ch. ail., may fairly follow. "Man, according to the old scholastic 
definition, is ' a rational animal' (animal rationale), and his 
animality is distinct in nature from his rationality, though in-
separably joined, during life, in one common personality. Man's 
animal body must have had a different source from that of the 
spiritual soul which informs it, owing to the distinctness of the 
two orders to which those two existences severally belong." 
The two extracts just given, however, significant in themselves, 
fail to render an account of the view of the human constitution 
which would probably, among the theological and scholastic 
leaders of public opinion, count the largest weight of adherence. 
According to this view, not only life but thought are functions 
of the animal system, in which man excels all other animals 
as to height of organization: but beyond this, man embodies an 
immaterial and immortal spiritual principle which no lower 
creature possesses, and which makes the resemblance of the apes 
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to him but a mocking aimulance. To pronounce any absolute 
decision on these conflicting doctrines is foreign to our present 
purpose, which Is to show that all of them count among their 
adherents men of high rank in science. 

II. Origin of Man.—Opinion as to the genesis of man is 
divided between the theories of creation and evolution. In 
both schools, the ancient doctrine of the contemporaneous 
appearance on earth of all species of animals having been aban-
doned under the positive evidence of geology, it is admitted that 
the animal kingdom, past and present, includes a vast series of 
successive forms, whose appearances and disappearances have 
taken place at intervals during an immense lapse of ages. The 
line of Inquiry has thus been directed to ascertaining what 
formative relation subsists among these species and genera, 
the last link of the argument reaching to the relation between 
man and the lower creatures preceding him in time. On both 
the theories here concerned it would be admitted, in the words 
of Ages's (Principles of Zoology, pp. sos-so6), that " there is a 
manifest progress in the succession of beings on the surface of 
the earth. This progress consists in an increasing similarity of 
the living fauna, and, among the vertebrates especially, in their 
Increasing resemblance to man." Agassiz continues, however, 
in terms characteristic of the creationist school: " But this 
connexion is not the consequence of a direct lineage between the 
faunas of different ages. There is nothing like parental descent 
connecting them. The fishes of the Palaeozoic age are in no 
respect the ancestors of the reptiles of the Secondary age, nor 
does man descend from the mammals which preceded him in the 
Tertiary age. The link by which they are connected is of a higher 
and immaterial nature; and their connexion is to be sought in 
the view of the Creator himself, whose aim in forming the earth, 
in allowing it to undergo the successive changes which geology 
has pointed out, and in creating successively all the different 
types of animals which have passed away, was to introduce man 
upon the surface of our globe. Man is the end towards which all 
the animal creation has tended from the first appearance of the 
first Palaeozoic fishes." The evolutionist, on the contrary (see 
Evoturrote), maintains that different successive species of 
animals are in fact connected by parental descent, having 
become modified in the course of successive generations. The 
result of Charles Darwin's application of this theory to man 
may be given in his own words (Descent of Man, part I, ch. 6):-

" The Catarhine and Platyrhine monkeys agree in a multitude of 
characters, as is shown by their unquesuonably belonging to one 
and the same order. The many characters which they possess in 
common can hardly have been independently acquired by so many 
distinct species: so that these characters must have been inherited. 
But an ancient form which possessed many characters common to 
the Catarhine and Platyrhme monkeys, and others in an Inter-
mediate condition, and some few perhaps distinct from those now 
present in either group, would undoubtedly have been ranked, if 
seen by a naturalist, as an ape or a monkey. And as man under a 
genealogical point of view belongs to the Catarhine or Old World 
stock, we must conclude, however much the conclusion may revolt 
our pride, that our early progenitors would have been properly thus 
designated. But we must not fall into the error of supposing that 
the early progenitor of the whole Simian stock, including man. 
was identical with, or even closely resembled, any existing ape or 
monkey." 

The problem of the origin of man cannot be properly discussed 
apart from the full problem of the origin of species. The 
homologies between man and other animals which both schools 
try to account for; the explanation of the intervals, with 
apparent want of intermediate forma, which seem to the creation-
ists so absolute a separation between species; the evidence of 
useless " rudimentary organs," such as in man the external shell 
of the ear, and the muscle which enables some individuals to 
twitch their ears, which rudimentary parts the evolutionists 
claim to be only*explicable as relics of an earlier specific condi-
tion,—these, which are the main points of the argument on the 
origin of man, belong to general biology. The philosophical 
principles which underlie the two theories stand for the most 
part in strong contrast, the theory of evolution tending toward 
the supposition of ordinary causes, such as "natural selection," 
Producing modifications in species, whether by gradual accumula- 

tion or more sudden leaps, while the theory of creation has 
recourse to acts of supernatural intervention (see the duke of 
Argyll, Reign of Law, ch. v.). St George Mivart (Genesis of 
Species) propounded a theory of a natural evolution of man as 
to his body, combined with a supernatural creation as to his 
soul; but this attempt to meet the difficulties on both sides 
seems to have satisfied neither. 

The wide acceptance of the Darwinian theory, as applied to 
the descent of man, has naturally roused anticipation that 
geological research, which provides evidence of the animal life 
of incalculably greater antiquity, would furnish fossil remains 
of some comparatively recent being Intermediate between the 
anthropomorphic and the anthropic types. This expectation 
has hardly been fulfilled, but of late years the notion of a variety 
of the human race, geologically ancient, differing from any known 
in historic times, and with characters approaching the simian, 
has been supported by further discoveries. To bring this to the 
reader's notice, top and side views of three skulls, as placed 
together in the human development series in the Oxford Uni-
versity Museum, are represented in the plate, for the purpose of 
showing the great size of the orbital ridges, which the reader 
may contrast with his own by a touch with his fingers on his 
forehead. The first (fig.3) is the famous Neanderthal skull from 
near Dusseldorf, described by Schaafbaysen in Dialler's Archie, 
:858; Huxley In Lyell, Antiquity of Man, p. 86, and in Man's 
Place in Nature. The second (fig. 4) is the skull from the cavern 
of Spy in Belgium (de Puydt and Lobest, Cempe rendu du 
Contras de Namur, 1886). The foreheads of these two skulls 
have an ape-like form, obvious on comparison with the simian 
skulls of the gorilla and other apes, and visible even In the small-
scale figures in the Plate, fig. a. Among modern tdbes of man-
kind the forehead of the Australian aborigines maket the nearest 
approach to this type, as was pointed out by Huxley. This brief 
description will serve to show the importance of a late discovery. 
At Trinil, in Java, in an equatorial region where, if mywhere, a 
being intermediate between the higher apes and man tad seem 
likely to be found, Dr Eugene Dubois in tfioz -Aosexcavated 
from a bed, considered by him to be of Sivalik formaion (Plio-
cene), a thighbone which competent anatomists delde to be 
human, and a remarkably depressed calvaria or skull -Op (fig. s), 
bearing a certain resemblance in its proportions to he corre-
sponding part of the simian skull. These remains wee referred 
by their discoverer to an animal intermediate between ban and 
ape, to which he gave the name of Pithecanthropus amiss (q.v.), 
but the interesting discussions on the subject have drown 
divergence of opinion among anatomists. At any rate, classing 
the Trinil skull as human, It may be described as tending towards 
the simian type more than any other known. 

III. Races of Mankind.—The classification of mankind in o a 
number of permanent varieties or races, rests on grounds wlich 
are within limits not only obvious but definite. Whether iron a 
popular or a scientific point of view, it would be admitted tha a 
Negro, a Chinese, and an Australian belong to three such 
permanent varieties of men, all plainly distinguishable from o,e 
another and from any European. Moreover, such a divisiot 
takes for granted the Idea which is involved in the word race, 
that each of these varieties is due to special ancestry, each race 
thus representing an ancient breed or stock, however these breeds 
or stocks may have had their origin. The anthropological 
classification of mankind is thus zoological in its nature, like 
that of the varieties or species of any other animal group, and 
the characters on which it is based are in great measure physical, 
though intellectual and traditional peculiarities, such as moral 
habit and language, furnish important aid. Among the best-
marked race-characters are the colour of the skin, eyes and hair; 
and the structure and arrangement of the latter. Stature is by 
no means a general criterion of race, and it would not, for in-
stance, be difficult to choose groups of Englishmen, Kaffirs, and 
North American Indians, whose mean height should hardly 
differ. Yet in many cases it is a valuable means of distinction, 
as between the tall Patagonians and the stunted Fuegians, and 
even as a help in minutes problems, such as separating the 
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Teutonic and Celtic ancestry in the population of England (see 
Beddoe, " Stature and Bulk of Man in the British Isles," in 
Mew. Anthrop. Sec. London, vol. iiL). Proportions of the limbs, 
compared in length with the trunk, have been claimed as con-
stituting peculiarities of African and American races; and 
other anatomical points, such as the conformation of the pelvis, 
have speciality But inferences of this class have hardly attained 
to sufficient certainty and generality to be set down in the form 
of rules. The conformation of the skull is second only to the 
colour of the skin as a criterion for the distinction of race; and the 
position of the jaws is recognized as important, races being 
described as prognathous when the jaws project far, as in the 
Australian or Negro, in contradistinction to the orthognathous 
type, which is that of the ordinary well-shaped European skull. 
On this distinction id great measure depends the celebrated 
" facial angle," measured by Camper as a test of low and high 
races; but this angle is objectionable as resulting partly from 
the development of the forehead and partly from the position of 
the jaws. The capacity of the cranium is estimated in cubic 
measure by filling it with sand, &c., with the general result that 
the civilized white man is found to have a larger brain than the 
barbarian or savage. Classification'of races on cranial measure-
ments has long been attempted by eminent anatomists, and in 
certain cases great reliance may be placed du such measurements. 
Thus the skulls of an Australian and a Negro would be generally 
distinguished by their narrowness and the projection of the jaw 
from that of any Englishman; but the Australian skull would 
usually differ perceptibly from the Negroid in its upright sides 
and strong orbital ridges. The relation of height to breadth 
may also furnish a valuable test; but it is acknowledged by all 
experienced craniologists, that the shape of the skull may vary 
so much within the same tribe, and even the same family, that 
it must be used with extreme caution, and if possible only in 
conjunction with other criteria of race. The general contour of 
the face, in part dependent on the form of the skull, varies much 
In different races, among whom it is loosely defined as oval, 
lozenge-shaped, pentagonal, 82c. Of particular features, some 
of the most marked contrasts to European types are seen in the 
oblique Chinese eyes, the broad-set Kamchadale cheeks, the 
pointed Arab chin, the snub Kirghiz nose, the fleshy protuberant 
Negro lips, and the broad Kalmuck ear. Taken altogether, the 
features have a typical character which popular observation 
seises with some degree of correctness, as in the recognition of 
the Jewish countenance in a European city. 

Were the race-characters constant in degree or even in kind, 
the classification of races would be easy; but this is not so. 
Every division of mankind presents in every character wide 
deviations from a standard. Thus the Negro race, well marked 
as it may seem at the first glance, proves on closer examination 
to include several shades of complexion and features, in some 
districts varying far from the accepted Negro type; while the 
examination of a aeries of native American tribes shows that, 
notwithstanding their asserted uniformity of type, they differ 
in stature, colour, features and proportions of skull. (See 
Prichard, Nal. Hist, of Ilan; Waits, Atalsrepokey, part i. sec. 5.) 
Detailed anthropological research, indeed, more and more justi-
fies Blumenbach's words, that " innumerable varieties of man-
kind run into one steadier by insensible degrees." This state of 
things, due partly to mixture and creasing of races, and partly 
to independent variation of types, makes the attempt to arrange 
the whole human species within exactly bounded divisions an 
apparently hopeless task. It does not follow, however, that the 
attempt to distinguish special races should be given up, for there 
at least exist several definable types, each of which so far prevails 
in a certain population as to be taken as its standard. L. A. J. 
Quetelet's plan of defining such types will probably meet with 
general acceptance as the scientific method proper to this branch 
of anthropology. It consists in the determination of the stan-
dard or typical " mean man " (korona *ayes) of a population, 
with reference to any particular quality, such as stature, weight, 
complexion, &c. In the case of stature, this would be done by 
measuring a sufficient number of men, and counting how many 

U. a  

of them belong to each height on the scale. If it be thus ascer-
tained, as it might be in an English district, that the 5 ft. 7 in. 
men form the moat numerous group, while the $ ft. 6 in. and 5 ft. 
8 in. men are less in number, and the 5 ft. 5 in. and 5 ft. 9 in. 
still fewer, and so on until the extremely small number of 
extremely short or tall individuals of e ft. or 7 ft. is reached, it 
will thus be ascertained that the stature of the mean or typical 
man is to be taken as g ft. 7 is The method is thus that of 
selecting as the standard the most numerous group, on both 
sides of which the groups decrease in number as they vary in 
type. Such classification may show the existence of two or 
more types, in a community, as, for instance, the population of a 
Californian settlement made up of Whites and Chinese might 
show two predominant groups (one of 5 ft. 8 in., the other of 
S ft. 4 in.) corresponding to these two racial types. It need 
hardly be said that this method of determining the mean type 
of a race, as being that of its really existing and most numerous 
class, is altogether superior to the mere calculation of an average, 
which may actually be represented by comparatively few indi-
viduals, and those the exceptional ones. For instance, the 
average stature of the mixed European and Chinese population 
just referred to might be e ft. 6 in.—a worthless and indeed 
misleading result. (For particulars of Quetelet's method, sea 
his Physique social. (1869), and Anihrepomeirie (t871).) 

Classifications of Man have been numerous, and though ', 
regarded as systems, most of them are unsatisfactory, yet they 
have been of great value in systematizing knowledge, and are 
all more or less based on indisputable distinctions. J. F. Blumen-
bath's division, though published as long ago as 278z, has had 
the greatest influence. He reckons five races, viz. Caucasian, 
Mongolian, Ethiopian, American, Malay. The ill-chosen name 
of Caucasian, invented by Blumenbach in allusion to a South 
Caucasian skull of specially typical proportions, and applied 
by him to the so-celled white races, is still current; It brings into 
one race peoples such as the Arabs and Swedes, although these 
are scarcely less different than the Americans and Malaya, who 
are set down as two distinct races. Again, two of the best-
marked varieties of mankind are the Australians and the Bush. 
men, neither of whom, however, seems to have a natural place in 
Blumenbach's series. The yet simpler classification by Cuvier 
Into Caucasian, Mongol and Negro corresponds in some measure 
with a division by mere complexion into white, yellow and 
black races; but neither this threefold division, nor the ancient 
classification into Semitic, Hamitic and Japhetic nations can be 
regarded as separating the human types either justly or sufficiently 
(see Prichard, Nalstral History of Man, sec. Is; Waits, Anthro-
pology, vol, i. part I. sec. 5). Schemes which set up a larger 
number of distinct races, such as the eleven of Pickering, the 
fifteen of Bory de St Vincent and the sixteen of Desmoulins, 
have the advantage of finding niches for most well-defined human 
varieties; but no modern naturalist would be likely to adopt 
any one of these as it stands. In criticism of Pickering's system. 
it is sufficient to . point out that he divides the white nations 
Into two man, entitled the Arab and the Abyssinian (Pickering' 
Races of Matt, ch. 1). Agassix, Nott, Crawfurd end others who 
have assumed a much larger number of races or species of 
man, are not considered to have satisfactorily defined a corre-
sponding number of distinguishable types. On the whole, 
Huxley's division probably approaches mere nearly than any 
other to such a tentative classification as may be accepted in 
definition of the principal varieties of mankind, regarded from 
a zoological point. of view, though anthropologists may be dis-
posed to erect into separate races several of his widely-differing 
sub-races. He distinguishes four principal types of mankind, 
the Australioid, Negroid, Mongoloid and Xanthochroic (" fair 
whites "), adding a fifth variety, the Melanochroic (" dark 
whites "). 

In determining whether the races of mankind are to be clamed 
as varieties of one species, it is important to decide whether 
every two races can unite to produce fertile offspring. It is 
settled by experience that the most numerous and well-known 
cossed races, such as the Mulattos, descended from Europestas 
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and Negroes—the Mestizos, from Europeans and American 
indigenes—the Zambos, from these American indigenes and 
Negroes, &c., are permanently fertile. They practically con-
stitute sub-races, with a general blending of the characters of 
the two parents, and only differing from fully-established races 
in more or less tendency to revert to one or other of the original 
types. It has been argued, on the other hand, that not all such 
mixed breeds are permanent, and especially that the cross 
between Europeans and Australian indigenes is almost sterile; 
but this assertion, when examined with the are demanded by 
its bearing on the general question of hybridity, has distinctly 
broken down. On the whole, the general evidence favours 
the opinion that any two races may combine to produce a new 
sub-race, which again may combine with any other variety. 
Thus, if the existence of a small number of distinct races of 
mankind be taken as a starting-point, it is obvious that their 
crossing would produce an indefinite number of secondary 
varieties, such as the population of the world actually presents. 
The working out in detail of the problem, how far the differences 
among complex nations, such as those of Europe, may have been 
brought about by hybridity, is still, however, a task of almost 
hopeless intricacy.. Among the boldest attempts to account 
for distinctly-marked populations as resulting from the inter-
mixture of two races, are Hurcley's view that the Hottentots 
are hybrid between the Bushmen and the Negroes, and his more 
important suggestion, that the Melanochroic peoples of southern 
Europe are of mixed Xanthochroic and Australioiditodc. 

The problem of ascertaining how the small number of races, 
distinct enough to be called primary, can have assumed their 
different types, has been for years the most disputed field of 
anthropology, the battle-ground of the rival schools of mono-
genists and polygenists The one has daimed all mankind to 
be descended from one original stock, and generally from a single 
pair; the other has contended for the several primary races 
being separate species of independent origin. The great problem 
of the monogenist theory is to explain by what course of variation 
the so different races of man have arisen from a single stock. 
In ancient times little difficulty was felt in this, authorities 

, such as Aristotle and Vitruvius seeing in climate and circumstance 
the natural cause of racial differences, the Ethiopian having been 
blackened by the tropical sun, &c. Later and closer observations, 
however, have shown such influences to be, at any rate, far 
slighter in amount and slower in operation than was once sup-
posed. A. de Quatrefages brings forward (Unite de l'espece 
histamine) his strongest arguments for the variability of races 
under change of climate, &e. (action ifs milieu), instancing the 
asserted alteration in complexion, constitution and character 
of Negroes in America, and Englishmen in America and Australia. 
But although the reality of sornesuch modification isnot disputed, 
especially as to stature and constitution, its amount is not enough 
to upset the counter-proposition of the remarkable permanence 
of type displayed by races ages after they have been transported 
to dimates extremely different from that of their former home. 
Moreover, physically different peoples, such as the Bushmen and 
Negroes in Africa, show no signs of approximation under the 
influence of the same climate; while, on the other hand, the 
coast tribes of Tierra del Fuego and forest tribes of tropical 
Brazil continue to resemble one .another, in spite of extreme 
differences of climate and food. Darwin is moderate in his 
estimation of the changes produced on races of man by climate 
and mode of life within the range of history (Descent of Man, 
part i. ch. 4 and 7). The slightness and slowness of variation 
in human races having become known, a great difficulty of the 
monogenist theory was seen to lie in the apparent shortness 
of the Biblical chronology. Inasmuch as several well-marked 
races of mankind, such as the Egyptian, Phoenician, Ethiopian, 
&c., were much the same three or four thousand years ago as 
now, their variation from a single stock in the course of any like 
period could hardly be accounted for without a miracle. This 
difficulty the polygenist theory escaped, and in consequence 
It gained ground. Modern views have however tended to restore, 
Would' under a new aspect, the doctrine of a single human  

stock. The fact that man has existed during a vast period of 
time makes it more easy to assume the continuance of very slow 
natural variation as having differentiated even the white man 
and the Negro among the descendants of a common progenitor. 
On the other band it does not follow necessarily from a theory 
of evolution of species that mankind must have descended from 
a single stock, for the hypothesis of development admits of the 
argument, that several simian species may have culminated in 
several races of man. The general tendency of the development 
theory, however, is against constituting separate species where 
the differences are moderate enough to be accounted for as due 
to variation from a single type. Darwin's summing-up of the 
evidence as to unity of type throughout the races of mankind 
is as distinctly a monogenist argument as those of Blumenbach, 
Prichard or Quatrefage•- 

" Although the existing races of man differ in many respects, as 
in colour, hair, shape of skull, proportions of the body, &c., yet, if 
their whole organization be taken into consideration, they are found 
to resemble each other closely in a multitude of points. Many pt 
these points are of so unimportant, or of so singular a nature, that 
it is extremely improbable that they should have been independently 
acquired by abonginally distinct species or races. The same remark 
holds good with equal or greater force with respect to the numerous 
points of mental similarity between the most distinct races of man. 
. . . Now, when naturalists observe a close agreement in numerous 
small details of habits, tastes and dispositions between two or more 
domestic races, or between nearly allied natural forms, they use this 
fact as an argument that all are descended from a common progenitor 
who was thus endowed; and, consequently, that all should be classed 
under the same species. The same argument may be applied with 
much force to the races of man."—(Darwin, Descent of Man, part i. 
ch. 7.) 

The main difficulty of the monogenist school has ever been to 
explain how races which have remained comparatively fixed in 
type during the long period of history, such as the white man and 
the Negro, should, in even a tar longer period, have passed by 
variation from a common original. To meet this A. R. Wallace 
suggests that the remotely ancient representatives of the human 
species, being as yet animals too low in mind to have developed 
those arts of maintenance and social ordinances by which man 
holds his own against influences from climate and circumstance, 
were in their then wild state much more plastic than now to 
external nature; so that " natural selection " and other causes 
met with but feeble resistance in forming the permanent varieties 
or races of man, whose complexion and struEture still remained 
fixed in their descendants (see Wallace, Contributions to the Theory 
of Natural Selection, p. 319). On the whole, it may be asserted 
that the doctrine of the unity of mankind stands on a firmer basis 
than in previous ages. It would be premature to judge how far 
the problem of the origin of races may be capable of exact 
solution; but the experience gained since z 87r countenances 
Darwin's prophecy that before long the dispute between the 
monogetiists and the polygenists would die a silent and US-
observed death. 

IV. Antiquity of Man.—Until the !nth century man's first 
appearance on earth was treated on a historical basis as matter 
of record. It is true that the schemes drawn up by chronologists 
differed widely, as was natural, considering the variety and incon-
sistency of their documentary data. On the whole, the scheme 
of Archbishop Usher, who computed that the earth and man were 
created in 4004 S.C., was the most popular (see CHRONOLOGY). 
It is no longer necessary, however, to discuss these chrono-
logies. Geology has made it manifest that our earth must have 
been the seat of vegetable and animal life for an immense period 
of time; while the first appearance of man, though comparatively 
recent, is positively so remote, that an estimate between twenty 
and a hundred thousand years may fairly be taken as a minimum. 
This geological claim for a vast antiquity of the human race is 
supported by the similar claims of prehistoric archaeology and 
the science of culture, the evidence of all three departments of 
inquiry being intimately connected, and in perfect harmony. 

Human bones and objects of human manufacture have been 
found in such geological relation to the remains of fossil species 
of elephant, rhinoceros, hyena, bear, &c., as to lead to the distinct 
inference that man already existed at a remote period is localities 
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where these mammalia are now and have long been extinct. The 
not quite conclusive researches of Tournal and Christol in 
limestone caverns of the south of France date back to 1828. 
About the same time P. C. Schmerling of Liege was exploring 
the ossiferous caverns of the valley of the Meuse, and satisfied 
himself that the men whose bones he found beneath the stalagmite 
floors, together with bones cut and flints shaped by human 
workmanship, had inhabited this Belgian district at the same 
time with the cave-bear and several other extinct animals whose 
bones were imbedded with them (Recherches sur les casements 
Punks dicauuerts dans les caverns de la province de LiIge (Liege, 
1833-1834)). This evidence, however, met with little acceptance 
among scientific men. Nor, at first, was more credit given to the 
discovery by M. Boucher de Perthes, about 184r, of rude flint 
hatchets in a sand-bed containing remains of mammoth and 
rhinoceros at Menchecourt near Abbeville, which first find was 
followed by others in the same district (see Boucher de Perthes, De 
r Industrie primitive, au les arts d law origin (1846); Antiguills 
ecigigues et anlidilueknnes (Paris, Igo), &c.). Between ifiso and 
1860 French and English geologists were induced to examine into 
the facts, and found irresistible the evidence that man existed and 
used rude implements of chipped flint during the Quaternary or 
Drift period. Further investigations were then made, and over-
looked results of older ones reviewed. In describing Kent's 
Cavern (q.e.) near Torquay, R. A. C. Godwin-Austen had main-
tained, as early as Aso (Proc. Gee. Soc. London, vol. ill. p. 286), 
that the human bones and worked flints had been deposited indis-
criminately together with the remains of fossil elephant, rhinoceros, 
&c. Certain caves and rock-shelters in the province of Dordogne, 
in central France, were examined by a French and an English 
archaeologist, Edouard Lartet and Henry Christy, the remains 
disalvered showing the former prevalence of the reindeer in this 
region, at that time inhabited by savages, whose bone and stone 
implements indicate a habit of life similar to that of the Eskimos. 
Moreover, the co-existende of man with a fauna now extinct or con-
fined to other districts was brought to yet clearer demonstration 
by the discovery in these caves of certain drawings and carvings 
of the animals done by the ancient inhabitants themselves, such 
as a group of reindeer on a piece of reindeer born, and a sketch 
of a mammoth, showing the elephant's long hair, on a piece of a 
mammoth's tusk from La Madeleine (Lartet and Christy, Religuiae' 
Aguitanicae, ed. by T R. Jones (London, 1865), &c.). 

This and other evidence (which is considered in more detail 
in the article ARCHAEOLOGY) is now generally accepted by 
geologists as carrying back the existence of man into the period 
of the post-glacial drift, in what is now called the Quaternary 
period, an antiquity at least' of tens of thousands of years. Again, 
certain inferences have been tentatively made from the depth of 
mud, earth, peat, &c., which has accumulated above relics of 
human art imbedded in ancient times. Among these is the 
argument from the numerous borings made in the alluvium of 
the Nile valley to a depth of 6o ft., where down to the lowest 
level fragments of burnt brick and pottery were always found, 
showing that people advanced enough in the arts to bake brick 
and pottery have inhabited the valley during the long period 
required for the Nile inundations to deposit 6o ft. of mud, at a 
rate probably not averaging more than a few inches in a century. 
Another argument is that of Professor von Morlot, based on a 
railway section through a conical accumulation of gravel and 
alluvium ;which the torrent of the Tiniere has gradually built up 
where it enters the Lake of Geneva near Villeneuve. Here three 
layers of vegetable soil appear, proved by the objects imbedded 
in them to have been the successive surface soils in two pre-
historic periods and in the Roman period, but now lying 4, ro 
and re ft. underground. On this it is computed that if 4 ft. of 
soil were formed in the iseo years since the Roman period, we 
must go s000 years farther back for the date of the earliest human 
inhabitants. Calculations of this kind, loose as they are, deserve 
attention. 

The interval between the Quaternary or Drift period and the 
period of historical antiquity is to some extent bridged over by 
relics of various intermediate civilizations, e.g. the Lake-dwellings  

(q.v.) of Switzerland, mostly of the - lower grades, and In some 
cases reaching back to remote dates. And further evidence of 
man's antiquity is afforded by the kitchen-middens or shell-heaps 
(q.v.), especially those in Denmark. Danish peat-mosses again 
show the existence of man at a time when the Scotch fir was 
abundant; at a later period the firs were succeeded by oaks, 
which have again been almost superseded by beeches, a succession 
of changes which indicate a considerable lapse of time. 

Lastly, chronicles and documentary records, taken in con-
nexion with archaeological relics of the historical period, carry 
back into distant ages the starting-point of actual history, behind 
which lies the evidently vast period only known by inferences 
from the relations of languages and the stages of development of 
civilization. The most recent work of Egyptologists proves a 
systematic civilization to have existed in the valley of the Nile 
at least 6000 to 7000 years ago (see CHRONOLOGY). 

It was formerly held that the early state of society was one of 
comparatively high culture, and thus there was no hesitation in 
assigning the origin of man to a time but little beyond the range 
of historical records and monuments. But the researches of 
anthropologists in recent years have proved that the civilization 
of man has been gradually developed from an original stone-age 
culture, such as characterizes modern savage life. To the 6000 
years to which ancient civilization dates back must be added a 
vast period during which the knowledge, arts and institutions of 
such a civilization as that of ancient Egypt attained the high 
level evidenced by the earliest records. The evidence of com-
parative philology supports the necessity for an enormous time 
allowance. Thus, Hebrew and Arabic are closely related 
languages, neither of them the original of the other, but both 
sprung from some parent language more ancient than either. 
When, therefore, the Hebrew records have carried back to the 
most ancient admissible date the existence of the Hebrew 
language, this date must have been long preceded by that of 
the extinct parent language of the whole Semitic family; while 
this again was no doubt the descendant of languages slowly 
shaping themselves through ages into this peculiar type. Yet 
more striking is the evidence of the Indo-European (formerly 
called Aryan) family of languages. The Hindus, Medes,Peraians, 
Greeks, Romans, Germans, Celts and Slays make their appear-
ance at more or less remote dates as nations separate in language 
as in history. Nevertheless, it is now acknowledged that at 
some far remoter time, before these nations were divided from 
the parent stock, and distributed over Asia and Europe, a single 
barbaric people stood as physical and political representative 
of the nascent Aryan race, speaking a now extinct Aryan lan-
guage, from which, by a series of modifications not to be estimated 
as possible within many thousands of years, there arose languages 
which have been mutually unintelligible since the dawn of history, 
and between which it was only possible for an age of advanced 
philology to trace the fundamental relationship. 

From the combination of these considerations, it will be seen 
that the farthest date to which documentary or other records 
extend is now generally regarded by anthropologists as but the 
earliest distinctly visible point of the historic .period, beyond 
which stretches back a vast indefinite series of prehistoric ages. 

V. Language.—In examining bow the science of language 
bears on the general problems of anthropology, it isnot necessary 
to discuss at length the critical questions which arise, the principal 
of which are considered elsewhere (see LANGUAGE). Philology is 
especially appealed to by anthropologists as contributing to the 
following lines of argument. A primary mental similarity of all 
branches of the human race is evidenced by their common 
faculty of speech, while at the same time secondary diversities 
of race•character and history are marked by difference of gram-
matical structure and of vocabularies. The existence of groups 
or families of allied languages, each group being evidently 
descended from a single language, affords one of the principal 
aids in classifying nations and races. The adoption by one 
language of words originally belonging to another, proving as it 
does the fact of intercourse between two races, and even to some 
extent indicating the results of such intercourse, affords a 
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valuable clue through obscure regions of the history of 
civilization. 

Communication by gesture-signs, between persons unable to 
converse in vocal language, is an effective system of expression 
common to all mankind. Thus, the signs used to ask a deaf and 
dumb child about his meals and lessons, or to communicate with 
a savage met in the desert about game or enemies, belong to 
codes of gesture-signals identical in principle, and to a great 
extent independent both of nationality and education; there is 
even a natural syntax, or order of succession, in such gesture-
signs. To these gestures let there be added the use of the 
interjectional cries, such as oh! ugh! hey! and imitative sounds 
to represent the cat's mew, the click of a trigger, the clap or thud 
of a blow, &c. The total result of this combination of gesture 
and significant sound will be a general system of expression, 
imperfect but serviceable, and naturally intelligible to all man-
kind without distinction of race. Nor is such a system of 
communication only theoretically conceivable; it is, and always 
has been, in practical operation between people ignorant of one 
another's language, and as such is largely used in the intercourse 
of savage tribes. It is true that to some extent these means of 
utterance are common to the lower animals, the power of ex-
pressing emotion by cries and tones extending far down in the 
scale of animal life, while rudimentary gesture-signs are made by 
various mammals and birds. Still, the lower animals make no 
approach to the human system of natural utterance by gesture-
signs and emotional-imitative sounds, while the practical 
identity of this human system among races physically so unlike 
as the Englishman and the native of the Australian busli 
indicates extreme closeness of mental similarity throughout the 
human species. 

When, however, the Englishman and the Australian speak 
each in his native tongue, only such words as belong to the 
interjectional and imitative classes will be naturally intelligible, 
and as it were instinctive to both. Thus the savage, uttering 
the sound tallow! as an explanation of surprise and warning, 
might be answered by the white man with the not less evidently 
significant ski of silence, and the two speakers would be on 
common ground when the native indicated by the name bwirri 
his cudgel, flung whirring through the air at a flock of birds, or 
when the native described as a jakkal-yakkal the bird called by 
the foreigner n cockatoo. With these, and other very limited 
classes of natural words, however, resemblance in vocabulary 
practically ceases. The Australian and English languages each 
consist mainly of a series of words having no apparent connexion 
with the ideas they signify, and differing utterly; of course, 
accidental coincidences and borrowed words must be excluded 
from such comparisons. It would be easy to enumerate other 
languages of the world, such as Basque, Turkish, Hebrew, Malay, 
Mexican, all devoid of traceable resemblance to Australian and 
English, and to one another. There is, moreover, extreme 
difference in the grammatical structure both of words and sen-
tences in various languages. The question then arises, how far 
the employment of different vocabularies, and that to a great 
extent on different grammatical principles, is compatible with 
similarity of the speakers' minds, or how far does diversity of 
speech indicate diversity of mental nature? The obvious 
answer is, that the power of using words as signs to express 
thoughts with which their sound does not directly connect them, 
in fact as arbitrary symbols, is the highest grade of the special 
human faculty in language, the presence of which binds together 
all races of mankind in substantial mental unity. The measure 
of this unity is, that any child of any race can be brought up to 
speak the language of any other race. 

Under the present standard of evidence in comparing languages 
and tracing allied groups to a common origin, the crude specula-
tions as to a single primeval language of mankind, which formerly 
occupied so much attention, are acknowledged to be worthless. 
Increased knowledge and accuracy of method have as yet only 
left the way open to the most widely divergent suppositions. 
For all that known dialects prove to the contrary, on the one 
hand, there, may have been one primitive language, from which  

the descendant languages have varied so widely, that neither 
their words nor their formation now indicate their unity in long 
past ages, while, on the other hand, the primitive tongues of 
mankind may have been numerous, and the extreme unlikeness 
of such languages as Basque, Chinese, Peruvian, Hottentot and 
Sanskrit may arise from absolute independence of origin. 

The language spoken by any tribe or nation is not of itself 
absolute evidence as to its race-affinities. This is clearly shown 
in extreme cases. Thus the Jews in Europe have almost lost the 
use of Hebrew, but speak as their vernacular the language of 
their adopted nation, whatever it may be; even the Jewish-
German dialect, though consisting so largely of Hebrew words, 
is philologically German, as any sentence shows: " Ick hab nook 
hojom to scachclt;"" I have not yet eaten to-day." The mixture 
of the Israelites in Europe by marriage with other nations is 
probably much greater than is acknowledged by them; yet, on 
the whole, the race has been preserved with extraordinary 
strictness, as its physical characteristics sufficiently show: 
Language thus here fails conspicuously as a test of race and even 
of national history. Not much less conclusive is the case of the 
predominantly Negro populations of the West India Islands, 
who, nevertheless, speak as their native tongues dialects of 
English or French, in which the number of intermingled native 
African words is very scanty: " Dew kitli nett ►  na ini watra 
bikasi dew de fisiman," " They cast a net into the water, because 
they were fishermen." (Surinam Negro-Eng.) "lief pas ca 
jamain kisse pole, cones li," " Le bceuf nest jamais las de porter 
ses comes." (Haitian Negro-Fr.) If it be objected that the 
linguistic conditions of these two races are more artificial than 
has been usual in the history of the world, less extreme cases 
may be seen in countries where the ordinary results of conquest-
colonization have taken place. The Mestizos, who form so large 
a fraction of the population of modern Mexico, numbering 
several millions, afford a convenient test in this respect, inasmuch 
as their intermediate complexion separates them from both their 
ancestral rates, the Spaniard, and the chocolate-brown indigenous 
Aztec or other Mexican. The mother-tongue of this mixed race 
is Spanish, with an infusion of Mexican words; and a large 
proportion cannot speak any native dialect. In most or all 
nations of mankind, crossing or intermarriage of races has thus 
taken place between the conquering invader and the conquered 
native, so that the language spoken by the nation may represent 
the results of conquest as much or more than of ancestry. The 
supersession of the Celtic Cornish by English, and of the Slavonic 
Old-Prussian by German, are but examples of a process which 
has for untold ages been supplanting native'dialects, whose very 
names have mostly disappeared. On the other hand, the 
language of the warlike invader or peaceful immigrant may 
yield, in a few generations, to the tongue of the mass of the 
population, as the Northman's was replaced by French, and 
modern German gives way to English in the United States. 
Judging, then, by the extirpation and adoption of languages 
within the range of history, it is obvious that to classify mankind 
into races, Aryan, Semitic, Turanian, Polynesian, Kaffir, &c., 
on the mere evidence of language, is intrinsically unsound. 

VI. Development of Civilization.—The conditions of man at the 
lowest and highest known levels of culture are separated by a 
vast interval; but this interval is so nearly filled by known 
Intermediate stages, that the line of continuity between the 
lowest savagery and the highest civilization is unbroken at any 
critical point. 

An examination of the details of savage life shows not only 
that there is an immeasurable difference between the rudest man 
and the highest lower animal, but also that the least cultured 
savages have themselves advanced far beyond the lowest 
intellectual and moral state at which human tribes can be con-
ceived as capable of existing, when placed under favourable 
circumstances of warm climate, abundant food, and security from 
too severe destructive influences. The Australian black-fellow 
or the forest Indian of Brazil. who may be taken as examples 
of the lowest modern savage, had, before contact with whites, 
attained to rudimentary stages in many of the characteristic 
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functions of civllieed life. His language, expressing thoughts 
by conventional articulate sounds, is the same in essential 
principle as the most cultivated philosophic dialect, only less 
exact and copious. His weapons, tools and other appliances 
inch as the hammer, hatchet, spear, knife, awl, thread, net, canoe, 
&c., are the evident rudimentary analogues of what still remains 
in use among Europeans. His structures, such as the hut, fence, 
stockade, earthwork, &c., may be poor and clumsy, but they are 
of the same nature as our own. In the simple arts of broiling 
and roasting meat, the use of hides and furs for covering, the 
plaiting of mats and baskets, the devices of hunting, trapping 
and fishing, the pleasure taken in personal ornament, the touches 
of artistic decoration on objects of daily use, the savage differs 
in degree but not in kind from the civilized man. The domestic 
and social affections, the kindly care of the young and the old, 
some acknowledgment of marital and parental obligation, the 
duty of mutual defence in the tribe, the authority of the elders, 
and general respect to traditional custom as the regulator of 
life and duty, are more or less well marked in every savage tribe 
which is not disorganized and falling to pieces. Lastly, there is 
usually to be discerned amongst such lower races a belief in 
unseen powers pervading the universe, this belief shaping itself 
into an animistic or spiritualistic theology, mostly resulting in 
some kind of worship. If, again, high savage or low barbaric 
types be selected, as among the North American Indians, Polyno-
aims, and Raffia of South Africa, the same elements of culture 
appear, but at a more advanced stage, namely, a more full and 
accurate language, more knowledge of the laws of nature, more 
serviceable implements, more perfect industrial processes, more 
definite and fixed social order and frame of government, more 
systematic and philosophic schemes of religion and a more 
elaborate and ceremonial worship. At intervals new arts and 
ideas appear, such as agriculture and pasturage, the manufacture 
of pottery, the use of metal implements and the device of record 
and commimication by picture writing. Along such stages of 
improvement and invention the bridge is fairly made between 
savage and barbaric culture; and this once attained to, the 
remainder of the series of stages of civilization lies within the 
range of common knowledge. 

The teaching of history, during the three to four thousand 
years of which contemporary chronicles have been preserved, 
is that civilization is gradually developed in the course of ages by 
enlargement and Jammed precision of knowledge, invention and 
improvement of arts, and the progression of social and political 
habits and institutions towards general well-being. That pro-
cesses of development similar to these were in prehistoric times 
effective to raise culture from the savage to the barbaric level, 
two considerations especially tend to prove. First, there are 
numerous points in the culture even of rude races which are not 
explicable otherwise than on the theory of development. Thus, 
though difficult or superfluous arts may easily be lost, it is 
hard to imagine the abandonment of contrivances of practical 
daily utility, where little skill is required and materials are easily 
accessible. Had the Australians or New Zealanders, for instance, 
ever possessed the potter's art, they could hardly have forgotten 
it. The inference that these tribes represent the stage of culture 
before the invention of pottery is confirmed by the absence of 
buried fragments of pottery in the districts they inhabit. The 
same races who were found making thread by the laborious process 
of twisting with the hand, would hardly have disused, if they had 
ever possessed, so simple a labour-saving device as the spindle, 
which consists merely of a small stick weighted at one end; the 
spindle may, accordingly, be regarded as an instrument invented 
somewhere between the lowest and highest savage levels (Tyler, 
Early Hist. of Mankind, p. r es). Again many devices of civilise-
tion bear unmistakable marks of derivation from a lower source; 
thus the ancient Egyptian and Assyrian harps, which differ from 
ours in having no front pillar, appear certainly to owe this re-
markable defect to having grown up through intermediate 
forms from the simple strung bow, the still used type of the most 
primitive stringed instrument. In this way the history of 
numeral words furnishes actual proof of that independent intel- 
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lectural progress among savage tribes which some writers have 
rashly denied. Such words as hand, hands, foot, man, &c., are 
used as numerals signifying 5, so, ss, 20, &c., among many 
savage and barbaric peoples; thus Polynesian lima, i.e. 
" hand " means s; Zulu latisitspo, i.e. " taking' the thumb," 
means 6; Greenlandish arfersanek-pitgasul, i.e. " on the other 
foot three," means nil; Tamanac Win itoto, i.e. " one man," 
means so, &c., Re. The existence of such expressions demon-
strates that the people who use them had originally no spoken 
names for these numbers, but once merely counted them by 
gesture on their fingers and toes in low savage fashion, till they 
obtained higher numerals by the inventive process of describing 
in words these counting-gestures. Second, the process of 
" survival in culture " has caused the preservation in each stage 
of society of phenomena belonging to an earlier period, but kept 
up by force of custom into the later, thus supplying evidence of 
the modem condition being derived from the ancient. Thus the 
mitre over an English bishop's cost-of-arms is a survival which 
indicates him as the successor of bishops who actually wore 
mitres, while armorial bearings themselves, and the whole craft 
of heraldry, are survivals bearing record of a state of warfare and 
social order whence our present state was by vast modification 
evolved. Evidence of this class, proving the derivation of 
modern civilization, not only from ancient barbarism, but beyond 
this, from primeval savagery, is Immensely plentiful, especially in 
rites and ceremonies, where the survival of ancient habits is 
peculiarly favoured. Thus the modem Hindu, though using 
civilized means for lighting his household fires, retains the savage 
" " for obtaining fire by friction of wood when what he 
considers pure or sacred fire has to be produced for sacrificial 
purposes; while in Europe into modern times the same primitive 
process has been kept up in producing the sacred and magical 
" need-fire," which was lighted to deliver cattle from a murrain. 
Again, the funeral offerings of food, clothing, weapons, &c., to 
the dead are absolutely intelligible and purposeful among savage 
races, who believe that the souls of the departed are ethereal 
beings capable of consuming food, and of receiving and using 
the &miser phantoms of any objects sacrificed for their use. The 
primitive philosophy to which these conceptions belong has to a 
great degree been discredited by modem science; yet the clear 
survivals of such ancient and savage rites may still be seen in 
Europe, where the Bretons leave the remains of the All Souls' 
supper on the table for the ghosts of the dead kinsfolk to partake 
of, and Russian peasants set out cakes for the ancestral manes 
on the ledge which supports the holy pictures, and make 
dough ladders to assist the ghosts of the dead to ascend out of 
their graves and start on their journey for the future world; 
while other provision for the same spiritual journey is made 
when the coin is still put in the hand of the corpse at an Irish, 
wake. In like manner magic still exists in the civilized world 
as a survival foam the savage and barbaric times to which it 
originally belongs, and in which is found the natural source 
and proper home of utterly savage practices still carried on by 
ignorant peasants in Great Britain, such as taking omens from 
the cries of animals, or bewitching an enemy by sticking full of 
pins and hanging up to shrivel in the smoke an image or other 
object, that similar destruction may fall on the hated person 
represented by the symbol (Tyler, Frit/tithe Culture, ch. i., 
iv., xi., xii.; Early Hist. of Max, ch. vi.). 

The comparative science of civilization thus not only 
generalizes the data of history, but supplements its information 
by laying down the lines of development along which the lowest 
prehistoric culture has gradually risen to the highest modem 
level. Among the most clearly marked of these lines is that which 
follows the succession of the Stone, Bronze, and Iron Ages (see 
AICHASOLOGY). The Stone Age represents the early condition 
of mankind in general, and has remained in savage districts up to 
modern times, while the introduction of metals need not at once 
supersede the use of the old stone hatchets and arrows, which 
have often long continued in dwindling survival by the side of the 
new bronze and even iron ones. The Bronze Age had its most 
important place among ancient nations of Asia and Europe, and 
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among them was only succeeded after many centuries by the 
Iron Age; while in other districts, such as Polynesia and Central 
and South Africa, and America (except Mexico and Peru), the 
native tribes were moved directly from the Stone to the Iron 
Age without passing through the Bronze Age at all. Although 
the three divisions of savage, barbaric, and civilized man do not 
correspond at all perfectly with the Stone, Bronze, and Iron Ages, 
this classification of civilization has proved of extraordinary 
value in arranging in their proper order of culture the nations of 
the Old World. 

Another great line of progress has been followed by tribes 
passing from the primitive state of the wild hunter, fisher and 
fruit-gatherer to that of the settled tiller of the soil, for to 
this change of habit may be plainly in great part traced 
the expansion of industrial arts and the creation of higher 
social and political institutions. These, again, have followed 
their proper lines along the course of time. Among such is 
the immense legal development by which the primitive law 
of personal vengeance passed gradually away, leaving but a 
few surviving relics in the modern civilized world, and being 
replaced by the higher doctrine that crime is an offence against 
society, to be repressed for the public good. Another vast 
social change has been that from the patriarchal condition, in 
which the unit is the family under the despotic rule of its head, 
to the systems in which individuals make up a society whose 
government is centralized in a chief or king. In the growth of 
systematic civilization, the art of writing has had an influence so 
Intense, that of all tests to distinguish the barbaric from the 
civilized state, none is so generally effective as this, whether they 
have but the failing link with the past which mere memory 
furnishes, or can have recourse to written records of past history 
and written constitutions of present order. Lastly, still following 
the main lines of human culture, the primitive germs of religious 
institutions have to be traced in the childish faith and rude rites 
of savage life, and thence followed in their expansion into the 
vast systems administered by patriarchs and priests, henceforth 
taking under their charge the precepts of morality, and enforcing 
them under divine sanction, while also exercising in political 
life an authority beside or above the civil law. 

The state of culture reached by Quaternary man is evidenced 
by the stone implements in the drift-gravels, and other relics 
of human art in the cave deposits. His drawings on bone or 
tusk found in the caves show no mean artistic power, as appears 
by the three specimens copied in the Plate. That representing 
two deer (fig. 6) was found so early as 1852 in the breccia of a 
limestone cave on the Charente, and its importance recognized 
In a remarkable letter by Prosper Merimee, as at once historically 
ancient and geologically modern (Conti: d'asihropologie d 
d'areheologie prthistoriques, Copenhagen (1869), p. 228). The 
other two are the famous mammoth from the cave of La 
Madeleine, on which the woolly mane and huge tusks of Ekphas 
primigenies are boldly drawn (fig. 7); and the group of man and 
horses (fig. 8). There has been found one other contemporary 
portrait of man, where a hunter is shown stalking an aurochs. 

That the men of the Quaternary period knew the savage 
art of producing fire by friction, and roasted the flesh on which 
they mainly subsisted, is proved by the fragments of charcoal 
found in the cave deposits, where also occur bone awls and 
needles, which indicate the wearing of skin clothing, like that of 
the modern Australians and Fuegians. Their bone lance-heads 
and dart-points were comparableto thoseof northern and southern 
savages. Particular attention has to be given to the stone 
implements used by these earliest known of mankind. The 
division of tribes in the stone implement stage into two classes, 
the Palaeolithic or Old Stone Age, and the Neolithic or New 
Stone Age, according to their proficiency in this most important 
art furnishes in some respects the best means of determining 
their rank in general culture. 

In order to put this argument dearly before the reader, a few 
selected implements are figured in the Plate. The group in 
fig. 9 contains tools and weapons of the Neolithic period such 
as are dug up on European soil; they are evident relics of  

ancient populations who used them till replaced by metal. 
The stone hatchets are symmetrically shaped and edged by 
grinding, while the cutting flakes, scrapers, spear and arrow 
heads are of high finish. Direct knowledge of the tribes who 
made them is scanty, but implements so similar in make and 
design having been in use in North and South America until 
modern times, it may be assumed for purposes of classification 
that the Neolithic peoples of the New World were at a similar 
barbarous level in industrial arts, social organization, moral 
and religious ideas. Such comparison, though needing caution 
and reserve, at once proved of great value to anthropology. 
When, however, there came to light from the drift-gravels 
and limestone caves of Europe the Palaeolithic implements, 
of which some types are shown in the group (fig. ro), the difficult 
problem presented itself, what degree of general culture these 
rude implements belonged to. On mere inspection, their rude-
ness, their unsuitability for being hafted, and the absence of 
shaping and edging by the grindstone, mark their inferiority 
to the Neolithic implements. Their immensely greater antiquity 
was proved by their geological position and their association 
with a loos extinct fauna, and they were not, like the Neoliths, 
recognizable as corresponding closely to the implements used 
by modem tribes. There was at first a tendency to consider 
the Palaeoliths as the work of men ruder than savages, if, 
indeed, their makers were to be accounted human at all. Since 
then, however, the problem has passed into a more manageable 
state. Stone implements, more or less approaching the European 
Palaeolithic type, were found in Africa from Egypt southwards, 
where in such parts as Somaliland and Cape Colony they lie about 
on the ground, as though they had been the rough tools and 
weapons of the rude inhabitants of the land at no very distant 
period. The group in fig. i x in the Plate shows the usual Somali-
land types. These facts tended to remove the mystery from 
Palaeolithic man, though too little is known of the ruder ancient 
tribes of Africa to furnish a definition of the state of culture 
which might have co-existed with the use of Palaeolithic imple• 
meats. Information to this purpose, however, can now be 
furnished from a more outlying region. This is Tasmania, where 
as in the adjacent continent of Australia, the survival of marsupial 
animals indicates long isolation from the rest of the world. 
Here, till far on into the Loh century, the Englishmen could 
watch the natives striking off flakes of stone, trimming them to 
convenient shape for grasping them in the hand, and edging 
them by taking off successive chips on one face only. The group 
in fig. 12 shows ordinary Tasmanian forms, two of them being 
finer tools for scraping and grooving. (For further details 
reference may be made to H. Ling Roth, The Tasmanians, 
(and ed., 2899); R. Brough Smyth, Aborigines of Victoria (1878), 
vol. ii.; Papers and Proceedings of Royal Society of Tasmania; 
and papers by the present writer in Journal of the Anthropological 
Institute.) The Tasmanians, when they came in contact with the 
European explorers and settlers, were not the broken outcasts 
they afterwards became. They were a savage people, perhaps 
the lowest in culture of any known, but leading a normal, self - 
supporting, and not unhappy life, which had probably changed 
little during untold ages. The accounts, imperfect as they 
are, which have been preserved of their arts, beliefs and habits, 
thus present a picture of the arts, beliefs and habits of tribes 
whose place in the Stone Age was a grade lower than that of 
Palaeolithic man of the Quaternary period. 

The Tasmanian stone implements, figured in the Plate, show 
their own use when it is noticed that the rude chipping forms 
a good hand-grip above, and an effective edge for chopping, 
sawing, and cutting below. But the absence of the long-shaped 
implements, so characteristic of the Neolithic and Palaeolithic 
series, and serviceable as picks, hatchets, and chisels, shows re-
markable limitation in the mind of these savages, who made 
a broad, hand-grasped knife their tool of all work to cut, saw, and 
chop with. Their weapons were the wooden club or waddy 
notched to the grasp, and spears of sticks, often crooked but well 
balanced, with points sharpened by tool or fire, and sometimes 
jagged. No spear thrower or bow and arrow was known. The 
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Tasmanian savages were crafty warriors and kangaroo-hunters, 
and the women climbed the highest trees by notching, in quest 
of opossums. Shell-fish and crabs were taken, and seals knocked 
on the head with dubs, but neither fish-hook nor fishing-net was 
known, and indeed swimming fish were taboo as food. Meat 
and vegetable food, such as fern-root, was broiled over the fire, 
but boiling in a vessel was unknown. The fire was produced 
by the ordinary savage fire-drill. Ignorant of agriculture, 
with no dwellings but rough huts or breakwinda of sticks and 
bark, without dogs or other domestic animals, these savages, 
until the coming of civilized man, roamed after food within their 
tribal bound& Logs and clumsy floats of bark and grass enabled 
them to cross water under favourable circumstances. They 
had clothing of skins rudely stitched together with bark thread, 
and they were decorated with simple necklaces of kangaroo 
teeth, shells and berries. Among their simple arts, plaiting 
and basket-work was one in which they approached the civilized 
level. The pictorial art of the Tasmanians was poor and childish, 
quite below that of the Palaeolithic men of Europe. The 
Tasmanians spoke a fairly copious agglutinating language, 
well marked as to parts of speech, syntax and inflexion. Numera-
tion was at a low level, based on counting fingers on one hand 
only, so that the word for man (pawns) stood also for the 
number s. The religion of the Tasmanians, when cleared from 
ideas apparently learnt from the whites, was a simple form of 
animism based on the shadow (varratea) being the soul or spirit. 
The strongest belief of the natives was in the power of the ghosts 
of the dead, so that they carried the bones of relatives to secure 
themselves from harm, and they fancied the forest swarming 
with malignant demons. They placed weapons near the grave 
for the dead friend's soul to use, and drove out disease from the 
sick by exorcising the ghost which was supposed to have caused 
it. Of greater special spirits of Nature we find something 
vaguely mentioned. The earliest recorders of the native social 
life set down such features as their previous experience of rude 
civilized life had made them judges of. They notice the self-
denying affection of the mothers, and the hard treatment of 
the wives by the husbands, polygamy and the shifting marriage 
unions. But when we meet with a casual remark as to the 
tendency of the Tasmanians to take wives from other tribes 
than their own, it seems likely that they had some custom of 
exogamy which the foreigners did not understand. Meagre 
as is the information preserved of the arts, thoughts, and customs 
of these survivors from the lower Stone Age, it is of value as 
furnishing even a temporary and tentative means of working 
out the development of culture on a basis not of conjecture 
but of fact. 

Corschtriox. —To-day anthropology is grappling with the heavy 
task of systematizing the vast stores of knowledge to which the 
key was found by Boucher de Perthes, by Lartet, Christy and 
their sucvessors. There have been recently no discoveries to 
rival in novelty those which followed the exploration of the bone-
caves and drift-gravels, and which effected an instant revolution 
in all accepted theories of man's antiquity, substituting for a 
chronology of centuries a vague computation of hundreds of 
thousands of years. The existence of man in remote geological 
time cannot now be questioned, but, despite much effort made in 
likely localities, no bones, with the exception of those of the 
much-discussed Pithecanthropus, have been found which can 
be regarded as definitely bridging the gulf between man and the 
lower creation. It seems as if anthropology had in this direction 
reached the limits of its discoveries. Far different are the 
prospects in other directions where the work of co-ordinating the 
material and facts collected promises to throw much light on the 
history of civilization. Anthropological researches undertaken 
all over the globe have shown the necessity of abandoning the old 
theory that a similarity of customs and superstitions, of arts and 
crafts, justifies the assumption of a remote relationship, if not 
an identity of origin, between races. It is now certain that there 
has ever been an inherent tendency in man, allowing for diffetence 
of climate and material surroundings, to develop culture by the 
MUM stages and in the St= way. American man, for example,  
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need not necessarily owe the minutest portion of his mental, 
religious, social or industrial development to remote contact 
with Asia or Europe, though he were proved to possess identical 
usages. An example in point is that of pyramid-building. No 
ethnical relationship can ever have existed between the Aztecs 
and the Egyptians; yet each race developed the idea of the 
pyramid tomb through that psychological similarity which is as 
much a characteristic of the species man as is his physique. 
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Anthropological Institute of Great Britain; Revue d'anthropologie 
(Paris); Zeitsehrift fur Ethnologic (Berlin). See also bibliographic-9 
under separate ethnological headings (AUSTRALIA, AFRICA, ARABS, 
AMERICA, &c.). (E. B. T.) 

ANTHROPOMETRY (Gr. 3o0pwiros, man, and Alrpo, , , measure), 
the name given by the French savant, Alphonse Bertillon 
(b. 1853), to a system of identification (q.v.) depending on the 
unchanging character of certain measurements of parts of the 
human frame. He found by patient inquiry that several physical 
features and the dimensions of certain bones or bony structures 
In the body remain practically constant during adult life. He 
concluded from this that when these measurements were made 
and recorded systematically every single individual would 
be found to be perfectly distinguishable from others. The 
system was soon adapted to police methods, as the immense value 
of being able to fix a person's identity was fully realized, both 
in preventing false personation and in bringing home to any one 
charged with an offence his responsibility for previous wrong-
doing. " Bertillonage," as it was called, became widely popular, 
and after its introduction into France in 1883, where it was soon 
credited with highly gratifying results, was applied to the 
administration of justice in most civilized countries. England 
followed tardily, and it was not until $894 that an investigation 
of the methods used and results obtained was made by a special 
committee sent to Paris for the purpose. It reported favourably, 
especially on the use of the measurements for primary classifica-
tion, but recommended also the adoption in part of a system of 
" finger prints " as suggested by Francis Gallon, and already 
practised in Bengal. 

M. Bertillon selected the following five measurements as the 
basis of his system: (r) head length; (2) head breadth; (3) 
length of middle finger; (4) of left foot, and (5) of cubit or forearm 
from the elbow to the extremity of the middle finger. Each 
principal heading was further subdivided into three classes of 
" small," " medium " and " large," and as an increased guarantee 
height, length of little finger, and the colour of the eye were also 
recorded. From this great mass of details, soon represented in 
Paris by the collection of some zoo,000 cards, it was possible, 
proceeding by exhaustion, to sift and sort down the cards till a 
small bundle of half a dozen produced the combined facts of the 
measurements of the individual last sought. The whole of the 
information is easily contained in one cabinet of very ordinary 
dimensions, and most ingeniously contrived so as to make the 
most of the space and facilitate the search. The whole of the 
record is independent of names, and the final identification is by 
means of the photograph which lies with the individual's card of 
measurements. 

Anthropometry, however, gradually fell into disfavour, and 
it has been generally supplanted by the superior system of finger 
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prints (q.v.). Bertillonage exhibited certain defects which were 
first brought to light in Bengal. The objections raised were (0 
the costliness of the instruments employed and their liability to 
get out of order; (2) the need for specially instructed measurers, 
men of superior education; (3) the errors that frequently crept 
in when carrying out the processes and were all but irremediable. 
Measures inaccurately taken, or wrongly read off, could seldom, 
if ever, be corrected, and these persistent errors defeated all 
chance of successful search. The process was slow, as it was 
necessary to repeat it three times so as to arrive at a mean 
result. In Bengal measurements were already abandoned by 
1897, when the finger print system was adopted throughout 
British India. Three years later England followed suit; and 
as the result of a fresh inquiry ordered by the Home Office, 
finger prints were alone relied upon for identification. 

AUTHORITies.—Lombroso, A ntropontetria di goo delinquatti 
(1872); Roberts, Manual of Anthroponsetry (1878); Ferri, Studs 
comparati di antropometria (2 Yoh., 1881-1882); Lombroso, Ruske 
onomak speciali ar criminal (1890); Bertilion, Instructions sienale-
tiques pour I:dent:flea:ion antkropometrique (1893); Livi, Anthropo-
nseiria (Milan, 1900); Furst, Indestabelkn rum anthropametrischen 
Gebrauch (Jena, 1902); Report of Home Office Committee on the Best 
Means of hlentifylng Habitual Criminals (1893-1894). (A. G.) 

ANTHROPOMORPHISM (Gr. arepontos, man, uopcbh, form), 
the attribution (a) of a human body, or (b) of human qualities 
generally, to God or the gods. The word anthropomorphism 
is a modern coinage (possibly from 18th century French). The 
New English Dictionary is misled by the s866 reprint of Paul 
Bayne on Ephesians when it quotes " anthropomorphist " 
as x7th century English. Seventeenth century editions ,print 
" anthropomorphits," i.e. anthropomorphites, in sense (a). The 
older abstract term is " anthropopathy," literally "attributing 
human feelings," in sense (8). 

Early religion, among its many objects of worship, includes 
beasts (see Mastax-Woastoe), considered, in the more refined 
theology of the later Greeks and Romans, as metamorphoses of 
the great gods. Similarly we find " therianthropie " forms—
half animal, half human—in Egypt or Assyria-Babylonia. In 
contrast with these, it is considered one of the glories of the 
Olympian mythology of Greece that it believed in happy manlike 
beings (though exempt from death, and using special rarefied 
foods, &c.), and celebrated them in statues of the most exquisite 
art. Israel shows us animal images, doubtless of a ruder sort, 
when Yahweh is worshipped in the northern kingdom under the 
image of a steer. (Some scholars think the tide "mighty one of 
Jacob," Psalm cxxxii., 2, 5, a al., 'r as if from •14,  is 
really " steer " Tau "of Jacob.") But the higher religion of Israel 
inclined to morality more than to art, and forbade image worship 
altogether. This prepared the way for the conception of God as 
an immaterial Spirit. True mythical anthropomorphisms occur 
in early parts of the Old Testament (e.g. Genesis iii. 8, cf. vi. 2), 
though in the majority of Old Testament passages such expres-
sions are merely verbal (e.g. Isaiah lix. 1). In the Christian 
Church (and again in early Mahommedanism) simple minds 
believed in the corporeal nature of God. Gibbon and other 
writers quote from John Cassian the talc of the poor monk, who, 
being convinced of his error, burst into tears, exclaiming, " You 
have taken away my God! I have none now whom I can 
worship!" According to a fragment of Origen (on Genesis i. 
26), Melito of Sardis shared this belief. Many have thought 
Itch to's work, Irtpl ivirtop2troo OgoD, must have been a treatise 
on the Incarnation; but it is hard to think that Origen could 
blunder so. Epiphanius tells of Audaeus of Mesopotamia and 
his followers, Puritan sectaries in the 4th century, who were 
orthodox except for this belief and for Quartodecimanism 
(sec EASTER). Tertullian, who is sometimes called an anthropo-
morphise, stood for the Stoical doctrine, that all reality, even 
the divine, is in a sense material. 

The reaction against anthropomorphism begins in Greek 
philosophy with the satirical spirit of Xenophanes (540 s.c.), 
who puts the case as broadly as any. The " greatest God " 
resembles man " neither in form nor in mind." In Judaism—
unless we should refer to the prophets' polemic against images— 

a reaction is due to the introduction of the codified law. God 
seemed to grow more remote. The old sacred name Yahweh is 
never pronounced; even " God " is avoided for allusive titles 
like " heaven " or " place." Still, amid all this, the God of 
Judaism remains a personal, almost a limited, being. In Philo 
we see Jewish scruples uniting with others drawn from Greek 
philosophy. For, though the quarrel with popular anthropo-
morphism was patched up, and the gods of the Pantheon were 
described by Stoics and Epicureans as manlike in form, philo- 
sophy nevertheless tended to highly abstract conceptions of 
supreme, or real, deity. Philo followed out the line of this tradi-
tion in teaching that God cannot be named. How much exactly 
he meant is disputed. The same inheritance of Greek philosophy 
appears in the Christian fathers, especially Origen. He names 
and condemns the "anthropomorphites," who ascribe a human 
body to God (on Romans i., sub fin.; Rufinus' Latin version). 
In Arabian philosophy the reaction sought to deny that God • 
had any attributes. And, under the influence of Mahommedan 
Aristotelianism, the same paralysing speculation found entrance 
among the learned Jews of Spain (see MAIIIONIDES). 

Till modern times the philosophical reaction was not carried 
out with full vigour. Spinoza (Ethics, i. x 5 and 27), representing 
here as elsewhere both a Jewish inheritance and a philosophical, 
but advancing further, sweeps away all community between 
God and man. So later J. G. Fichte and Matthew Arnold (" a 
magnified and non-natural man "),--strangely, in view of their 
strong belief in an objective moral order. For the use of the 
word " anthropomorphic," or kindred forms, in this new spirit of 
condemnation for all conceptions of God as manlike—sense (b) 
noted above—see J. J. Rousseau in Emile iv. (cited by Littre),— 
Nous gammas pour to plupart de weds anthropornorphites. Mous-
seau is here speaking of the language of Christian theology,— 
a divine Spirit: divine Persons. At the present day this usage 
is universal. What it means on the lips of pantheists is plain. 
But when theists charge one another with " anthropomorphism," 
in order to rebuke what they deem unduly manlike conceptions 
of God, they stand on slippery ground. All theism implies the 
assertion of kinship between man, especially in his moral being, 
and God. As a brilliant theologian, B. Dilln, has said, physio-
morphism is the enemy of Christian faith, not anthropomorphism. 

The latest extension of the word, proposed in the interests of 
philosophy or psychology, uses it of the principle according to 
which man is said to interpret all things (not God merely) through 
himself. Common-sense intuitionalism would deny that man 
does this, attributing to him immediate knowledge of reality. 
And idealism in all its forms would say that man, interpreting 
through his reason, does rightly, and reaches truth. Even here 
then the use of the word is not colourless. It implies blame. It 
is the symptom of a philosophy which confines knowledge within 
narrow limits, and which, when held by Christians (e.g. Peter 
Browne, or H. L. Hanel), believes only in an " analogical " 
knowledge of God. (R. Ma.) 

ANTI, or CAMPA, a tribe of South American Indians of Ara-
wakan.stock, uffiabiting the forests of the upper Ucayali basin, 
east of Cuzco, or. the eastern side of the Andes, south Peru. 
The Antis, who gave their name to the eastern province of 
Antisuyu, have always been notorious for ferocity and canni-
balism. They are of fine physique and generally good-looking. 
Their dress is a robe with holes for the head and arms. Their 
long hair hangs down over the shoulders, and round their necks 
a toucan beak or a bunch of feathers is worn as an ornament. 

ANTIBES, a seaport town in the French department of the 
Alpes-Maritimes (formerly in that of the Var, but transferred 
after the Mpes-Maritimes department was formed in x86o out 
of the county of Nice). Pop. (1906) of the town, 5730; of the 
commune, 1x,753. It is 14 TM by rail S.W. of Nice, and is 
situated on the E. side of the Garoupe peninsula. It was formerly 
fortified, but all the ramparts (save the Fort Carr:, built by 
Vauban) have now been demolished, and a new town Is rising on 
their site. There is a tolerable harbour, with a considerable 
fishing industry. The principal exports are dried fruits, salt fish 
and oil. Much perfume distilling is done here, as the surrounding 
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country produces an abundance of flowers. Antibes is the ancient 
Antipolis. It is said to have been founded before the Christian 
era (perhaps about 340 n.c.) by colonists from Marseilles, and is 
mentioned by Strabo. It was the seat of a bishopric from the 
sth century to 1244, when theme was transferred to Graeae. 

(W. A. B. C.) 
ANTICHRIST (lirrixpurreti). The earliest mention of the 

name Antichrist, which was probably first coined in Christian 
eschatological literature, is in the Epistles of St John (I. ii. 18, 
22, iv. 3; IL 7), and it has since come into universal use. The 
conception, paraphrased in this word, of a mighty ruler who will 
appear at the end of time, and whose essence will be enmity to 
God (Dan. xi. 36; d. a Them. ii. 4; 6 lovseelseeros), is older, 
and traceable to Jewish eschatology. Its origin is to be sought 
in the first place in the prophecy of Daniel, written at the 
beginning of the Maccabean period. The historical figure who 
served as a model for the " Antichrist " was Antiochus IV. 
Epiphanes, the persecutor of the Jews, and he has impressed 
indelible traits upon the conception. Since then ever-recurring 
characteristics of this figure (d. especially Dan xi. 40, &c.) are, 
that he would appear as a mighty ruler at the head of gigantic 
under, that he would destroy three rulers (the three horns, 
Dan. vii. 8, 24), persecute the saints (vii. 23), rule for three and a 
half years (vii. 23, &c.), and subject the temple of God to a 
horrible devastation (ffilikvessa tit implosion). When the end 
of the world foretold by Daniel did not take place, but the book 
of Daniel retained its validity as a sacred scripture which foretold 
future things, the personality of the tyrant who was God's enemy 
disengaged itself from that of Antiochus IV., and became merely 
a figure of prophecy, which was applied now to one and now to 
another historical phenomenon. Thus for the author of the 
Psalm of Solomon, (c. 6o a.c.), Pompey, who destroyed the 
independent rule of the Maccabees and stormed Jerusalem, was 
the Adversary of God (d. ii. 26, &c.); so too the tyrant whom 
the Ascension of Moses (c. A.D. 30) expects at the end of all 
things, possesses, besides the traits of Antiochus IV., those of 
Herod the Great. A further influence on the development of the 
eschatological imagination of the Jews was exercised by such a 
figure as that of the emperor Caligula (am- 37-41), who is known 
to have given the order, never carried out, to erect his statue in 
the temple of Jerusalem. In the little Jewish Apocalypse, the 
existence of which is assumed by many scholars, which in Mark 
:iii. and Matt. xxiv. is combined with the words of Christ to 
form the great eschatological discourse, the prophecy of the 
" abomination of desolation " (Mark :iii. r4 et seq.) may have 
originated in this episode of Jewish history. Later Jewish and 
Christian writers of Apocalypses saw in Nero- the tyrant of the 
end of time. The author of the Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch (or 
his source), cap. 36-40, speaks in quite general terms of the last 
ruler of the end of time. In 4 Ezra v. 6 also is found titeallusion: 
repaltii pins now *rani. 

The roots of this eschatological fancy are to be sought perhaps 
still deeper in a purely mythological and speculative expectation 
of a battle at the end of days between God sod the devil, which 
has no reference whatever to historical occurrences. This idea 
has its original source in the apocalypses of Iran, for these are 
based upon the conflict between Altura-Mazda (Auramaada, 
Ormazd) and Aegre-Mainyush (Ahriman) and its consumma-
tion at the end of the world. This Iranian dualism is proved 
to have penetrated into the late Jewish eschatology from the 
beginning of the 1st century before Christ, and did so probably 
still earlier. Thus the opposition between God and the devil 
already plays a part in the Jewish groundwork of the Testaments 
of the Patriarchs, which was perhaps composed at the end of 
the period of the Maccabees. In this the name of the devil 
appears, besides the usual form ( aarailit, farifirasor), 
especially as Heikki (Behar, probably, from Ps. xviii. 4, where 
the rivers of Belial are spoken of, originally a god of the under-
world), a name which also plays a part in the Antichrist tradition. 
In the Ascension of Moses we already hear, at the beginning of 
the description of the latter time (x. 1): " And then will God's 
rule be made manifest over all his creatures, then will the devil  

have an end" (cf. Matt. xii. 28; Luke xi. so; John xii. 3t, 
xiv. 30, xvi. z x)! This conception of the strife of God with the 
devil was further interwoven, before its introduction into the 
Antichrist myth, with another idea of different origin, namely, 
the myth derived from the Babylonian religion, of the battle 
of the supreme God (Marduk) with the dragon of chaos (Tiamit), 
originally a myth of the origin of things which, later perhaps, 
was changed into an eschatological one, again under Iranian 
influence.' Thus it comes that the devil, the opponent of God, 
appears in the end often also in the form of a terrible dragon-
monster; this appears most clearly in Rev. di. Now it is 
possible that the whole conception of Antichrist has its final 
roots in this already complicated myth, that the form of the 
mighty adversary of God is but the equivalent in human form 
of the devil or of the dragon of chaos. In any case, however, 
this myth has exercised a formative influence on the conception 
of Antichrist. For only thus can we explain how his figure 
acquires numerate superhuman and ghostly traits, which cannot 
be explained by any particular historical phenomenon on which 
it may have been based. Thus the figure of Antiochus IV. 
has already become superhuman, when in Dan. viii. zo, it is said 
that the little horn " waxed great, even to the host of heaven; 
and cast down some of the host and of the stars to the ground." 
Similarly Pompey, in the second psalm of Solomon, is obviously 
represented as the dragon of chaos, and his figure exalted into 
myth. Without this assumption of a continual infusion of myth*. 
logical conceptions, we cannot understand the figure of Anti-
christ. Finally, it must be mentioned that Antichrist receives 
at least in the later sources, the name originally proper to thus 
devil himself! 

From the Jews, Christianity took over, the idea. It is present 
quite unaltered in certain passages, specifically traceable to 
Judaism, e.g. (Rev. xi.). "The Beast that ascendeth out of 
the bottomless pit "and, surrounded by a mighty host of nations, 
slays the " two witnesses " in Jerusalem, is the entirely super-
human Jewish conception of Antichrist. Even if the beast 
(ch. xiii.), which rises from the sea at the summons of the devil, 
be interpreted as the Roman empire, and, specially, as any 
particular Roman ruler, yet the original form of the malevolent 
tyrant of the latter time is completely preserved. 

A fundamental change of the whole idea from the specifically 
Christian point of view, then, is signified by the conclusion of 
ch. ii. of the Second Epistle to the Thessalonians. ,  There can, 
of course, be no doubt as to the identity of the " man of sin, 
the son of perdition " here described with the dominating figure 
of Jewish eschatology (d. ii. 3 &c., 6 dreponfos Tin &males, 
i.e. Helier (?), 6 Isersestaseot — the allusion that follows to 
Dan Xi. 36). But Antichrist here appears as a tempter, who 
works by signs and wonders g) and seeks to obtain divine 
honours; it is further signified that this " man of sin " will 
obtain credence, more especially among the Jews, because they 
have not accepted the truth. The conception, moreover, has 
become almost more superhuman than ever (cf. ii. 4, " showing 
himself that he is God "). The destruction of the Adversary 
is drawn from Isaiah xi. 4, where it is said of the Messiah: " with 
the breath of his lips shall he slay the wicked." ,  The idea that 
Antichrist was to establish himself in the temple of Jerusalem 

4) is very enigmatical, and has not yet been explained. 
The " abomination of desolation " has naturally had its influence 
upon it; possibly also the experience of the time of Caligula 
(see above). Remarkable also is the allusion to a power which 

See further, Bousset, Religion des Judentinns, ed. LI. pp. 289 &c., 
38t &c., 05 &C. 

2  See (Junket, Schap/wig and Chaos (1893). 
' 1 t is, of counie,uncertainwhether this phenomenon already occurs 

in 2 Cor. vi. i.s, since here lielial might still be Satan; cf. however, 
Aft:0111'10 Jeso iae iv. 2 &C.; aril. 63 AC., 167 AC. 

It is not necessary to d 	whether the epistle is by St Paul or 
by a pupil of Paul, although the former seems to the present writer 
to be by far the more probable, in spite of the brilliant attack on the 
genuineness of the epistle by Wrede in Tine and Ubersetsangew,NY. 
IX. a. 

Cr. 2 These. ii. 8; the Targum also, in its comment on the 
passage of Isaiah, applies " the wicked " to Antichrist. 
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still retards the revelation of Antichrist (2 Then. ii. 6 &c., rd 
carixor; 6 mixer), an allusion which, in the tradition of 
the Fathers of the church, came to be universally, and probably 
correctly, referred to the Roman empire. In this then consists 
the significant turn given by St Paul in the Second Epistle to the 
Thessalonians to the whole conception, namely, in the substitu-
tion for the tyrant of the latter time who should persecute the 
Jewish people, of a pseudo-Messianic figure, who, establishing 
himself in the temple of God, should find credence and a following 
precisely among the Jews. And while the originally Jewish 
idea led straight to the conception, set forth in Revelation, 
of the Roman empire or its ruler as Antichrist, here, on the con-
trary, it is probably the Roman empire that is the power which 
still retards the reign of Antichrist, With this, the expectation 
of such an event at last separates itself from any connexion with 
historical fact, and becomes purely ideal. In this process of 
transformation of the idea, which has become of importance for 
the history of the world, is revealed probably the genius of Paul, 
or at any rate, that of the young Christianity which was breaking 
its ties with Judaism and establishing itself in the world of the 
Roman empire. 

This version of the figure of Antichrist, who may now really 
for the first time be described by this name, appears to have been 
at once widely accepted in Christendom. The idea that the 
Jews would believe in Antichrist, as punishment for not having 
believed in the true Christ, seems to be expressed by the author 
of the fourth gospel (v. 43). The conception of Antichrist as a 
perverter of men, leads naturally to his connexion with false 
doctrine (1 John ii. x8, 22; iv. 3, 2 John 7). The Teaching of 
the Apostles (xvi. 4) describes his form in the same way as 
a Thessalonians (cal rbre 4cur4orras b two uotrXhros sus olds 
0028 Kai rota (roan cal zipara) In the late Christian 
Sibylline fragment 63 &c.) also, " Beller " appears above all 
as a worker of wonders, this figure having possibly been influenced 
by that of Simon Magus. Finally the author of the Apocalypse 
of St John also has made use of the new conception of Antichrist 
as a wonder-worker and seducer, and has set his figure beside 
that of the " first " Beast which was for him the actual embodi-
ment of Antichrist (xiii. t x &c.). Since this second Beast could 
not appear along with the first as a power demanding worship 
and directly playing the part of Antichrist, he made out of him 
the false -prophet (xvi. 13, xix. so, la. to) who seduces the 
inhabitants of the earth to worship the first Beast, and probably 
interpreted this figure as applying to the Roman provincial 
priesthood.,  

But this version of the idea of Antichrist, hostile to the Jews 
and better expressing the relation of Christianity to the Roman 
empire, was prevented from obtaining an absolute ascendancy 
in Christian tradition by the rise of the belief in the ultimate 
return of Nero, and by the absorption of this outcome of pagan 
superstition into the Jewish-Christian apocalyptic conceptions. 
It is known that soon after the death of Nero rumours were 
current that he was not dead. This report soon took the more 
concrete form'that he had fled to the Parthians and would return 
thence to take vengeance on Rome. This expectation led to 
the appearance of several pretenders who posed as Nero; and 
as late as A.D. too many still held the belief that Nero yet lived. , 

 This idea of Nero's return was in the first instance taken up by 
the Jewish apocalyptic writers. While the Jewish author of the 
fourth Sibylline book (c. A.D. 8o) still only refers simply to the 
heathen belief, the author of the (Jewish?) original of the 17th 
chapter of the Apocalypse of St John expects the return of Nero 
with the Parthians to take vengeance on Rome, because she had 
shed the blood of the Saints (destruction of Jerusalem!). In 
the fifth Sibylline book, which, with the exception of verses I-5r, 
was mainly composed by a Jewish writer at the dose of the first 
century, the return of Nero plays a great part. Three times the 
author recurs to this theme, r37.134; 214-227; 361-385. He 
sees in the coming again of Nero, whose figure he endows with 

, See Bousset, Keinewaster sew Offenbarung Johannis, on these 

"MT ch. ,vii.: and Charles, Ascension of heist, lvii. eq.  

supernatural and daemonic characteristics, a judgment of God, 
in whose hand the revivified Nero becomes a rod of chastisement. 
Later, the figure of Nero 'editions became, more especially in 
Christian thought, entirely confused with that of Antichrist 
The less it became possible, as time went on, to believe that Nero 
yet lived and would return as a living ruler, the greater was 
the tendency for his figure to develop into one wholly infernal 
and daemonic. The relation to the Parthians is also gradually 
lost sight of and from being the adversary of Rome, Nero 
becomes the adversary of God and of Christ. This is the version 
of the expectation of Nero's second coming preserved in the 
form given to the prophecy, under Domitian, by the collaborator 
in the Apocalypse of John (xiii., evil.). Nero is here the beast 
that returns from the bottomless pit, "that was, and is not, 
and yet is "; the head "as it were wounded to death" that lives 
again; the gruesome similitude of the Lamb that was slain, and 
his adversary in the final struggle. The number of the Beast, 
666, points certainly to Nero (ma 10..666, Of 112 1Dp-605). 

In the little apocalypse of the Ascussio Juaiae 18), 
which dates perhaps from the second, perhaps only from the 
first, decade of the third century, ,  it is said that Beller, the king 
of this world, would descend from the firmament in the human 
form of Nero. In the same way, in Sibyl'. v. 28-34, Nero and 
Antichrist are absolutely identical (mostly obscure remin-
iscences, Sib. viii. 68 &c., 540 &c., 15r &c.). Then the Nero-
legend gradually fades away. But Victorinus of Pettau, 
who wrote during the persecution under Diocletian, still knows 
the relation of the Apocalypse to the legend of Nero; and 
Commodian, whose Carmen Aiodogdkum was perhaps not 
written until the beginning of the 4th century, knows two Anti-
christ-figures, of which he shill identifies the first with Nero 
redivivus. 

In proportion as the figure of Nero again ceased to dominate 
the imagination of the faithful, the wholly unhistorical, un-
political and anti-Jewish conception of Antichrist, which based 
itself more especially on 2 Thess. il., gained the upper hand, 
having usually become associated with the description of the 
universal conflagration of the world which had also originated 
in the Iranian eschatology. On the strength of exegetical com-
binations, and with the assistance of various traditions, it was 
developed even in its details, which it thenceforth maintained 
practically unchanged. In this form it is in great part present in 
the eschatological portions of the Ads. Haereses of Irenaeus, and 
in the de Antichrist° and commentary on Daniel of Hippolytus. 
In times of political excitement, during the following centuries, 
men appealed again and again to the prophecy of Antichrist 
Then the foreground scenery of the prophecies was shifted; 
special prophecies, having reference to contemporary events, 
are pushed to the front, but in the background remains standing, 
with scarcely a change, the prophecy of Antichrist that is bound 
up with no particular time. Thus at the beginning of the 
Testamentum Domini, edited by Rahmani, there is an apocalypse, 
possibly of the time of Decius, tithugh it has been worked over 
(Harnack, Chronol. der altchrist. Lilt. ii. 514 &c.) In the third 
century, the period of Aurelianus and Gallienus, with its wild 
warfare of Romans and Persians, and of Roman pretenders 
one with another, seems especially to have aroused the spirit of 
prophecy. To this period belongs the Jewish apocalypse of Elijah 
(ed. Buttenwieser), of which the Antic hrist is possibly Odaenathus 
of Palmyra, while Sibyll. rill., a Christian writing of this period, 
glorifies this very prince. It is possible that at this time also the 
Sibylline fragment 63 &c.) and the Christian recension of the 
two first Sibylline books were written. ,  To this time possibly 
belongs also a recension of the Coptic apocalypse of Elijah, edited 
by Steindorff (Terte rend Unkrsuchungen, N. F. ii. 3). To the 
4th century belongs, according to Kemper (Die deutsche Kaiser-
idea, 1896, p. z8) and Sackur (Tule tend Forschungen, t898, 
p. 114 &c.), the first nucleusof the " Tiburtine " Sibyl, very cele-
brated in the middle ages, with its prophecy of the return of 

Harnack, Chronologle der alkhrisdichers Literal's?, L 573. 
See Bousset, in Herzog-Hauck, Realeneyklop. far Theology and 

Kink* (ed. 3), xviii. 273 Bic. 
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Coustans, and its dream, which later on exercised so much 
influence, that after ruling over the whole world he would go to 
Jerusalem and lay down his crown upon Golgotha. To the 
4th century also perhaps belongs a series of apocalyptic pieces 
and homilies which have been handed down under the name of 
Ephrsem. At the beginning of the Mabommedan period, then, 
we meet with the most influential and the most curious 
of these prophetic books, the Pseudo-Methodites,' which 
prophesied of the emperor who would awake from his sleep 
and conquer Islam. From the Preado-Metkodiar are derived 
innumerable Byzantine prophecies (cf. especially Vassiliev, 
Anecdote Greece - Byzantine) which follow the fortunes of 
the Byzantine emperors and their governments. A prophecy 
in verse, adorned with pictures, which is ascribed to Leo 
VI. the Philosopher (Migne, Pair. Greece, cvii. p. Il2I 
&c.), tells of the downfall of the house of the Comneni and 
sings of the emperor of the future who would one day awake 
from death and go forth from the cave in which he bad lain. 
Thus the prophecy of the sleeping emperor of the future is very 
closely connected with the Antichrist tradition. There is extant 
a Daniel prophecy which, in the time of the Latin empire, foretells 
the restoration of the Greek rule' In the East, too, Antichrist 
prophecies were extraordinarily flourishing during the period of 
the rise of Islam and of the Crusades. To these belong the 
apocalypses in Arabic, Ethiopian and perhaps also in Syrian, 
preserved in the so-called Liter Clemenlis discipsdi S. Petri 
(Petri apostoli apocalypsis per Clementem), the late Syrian 
apocalypse of Ezra (Bousset, Anricheirr, 45 &c.), the Coptic 
(14th) vision of Daniel (in the appendix to Woide's edition of the 
Codex Aksaildrinus; Oxford, 1799), the Ethiopian Wisdom of 
the Sibyl, which is closely related to the Tiburtine Sibyl (see 
Basset, A pocryphes ithiopieeries, x.); in the last mentioned of 
these sources long series of Islamic rulers are foretold before the 
final time of Antichrist. Jewish apocalypse also awakes to fresh 
developments in the Mahommedan period, and shows a close 
relationship with the Christian Antichrist literature. One of the 
most interesting apocalypses is the Jewish History of Daniel, 
handed down in Persian?' 

This whole type of prophecy reached the West above all 
through the Pseudo -Methodic"; which was soon translated into 
Latin. Especially influential, too, in this respect was the letter 
which the monk Adso in oss wrote to Queen Gerberga, De Will 

d tempera Antic/A:60i. The old Tiburtine Sibylla went through 
edition after edition, in each case being altered so as to apply to 
the government of the monarch who happened to be ruling at the 
time Then in the West the period arrived in which eschatology, 
and above all the expectation of the coming of Antichrist, 
exercised a great influence on the world's history. This period, 
as is well known, was inaugurated, at the end of the 12th century, 
by the apocalyptic writings of the abbot Joachim of Plods. 
Soon the word Antichrist re-echoed from all sides in the em-
bittered controversies of the West. The pope bestowed this title 
upon the emperor, the emperor upon the pope, the Guelphs on 
the Ghibellines and the Ghibellines on the Guelphs. In the 
contests between the rival powers and courts of the period, the 
prophecy of Antichrist played a political part. It gave motives to 
art, to lyrical, epic and dramatic poetry. ,  Among the visionary 
Franciscans, enthusiastic adherents of Joachim's prophecies, 
arose above all the conviction that the pope was Antichrist, or at 
least his precursor. From the Franciscans, influenced by Abbot 
Joachim, the lines of connexion are clearly traceable with Milit of 
ltremsier (Libeller de Antickrisio) and Matthias of Janow. For 
Wycliffe and his adherent John Purvey (probably the author of 
the Coriterentarias in Apocalyptin ante (cistern annos 
edited in 1528 by Luther), as on the other hand for Hus, the 
conviction that the papacy is essentially Antichrist is absolute. 
Finally, if Luther advanced in his contest with the papacy with 
greater and greater energy, he did so because he was borne on by 

Latin text by Sackur, cf. op. cit. t &c.: Greek text by V. Istrin. 
See Bougie. Zeitschrift far Kirehengeschielae, xx. p. 289 &c. 

• Published in- Merx, Archie au, Erforsehung des Allen Testament. 
', Sae especially the Ludus de Anti 	, .W. W. Meyer. 

the conviction that the pope in Rome was Antichrist. And if in 
the A u gus lane the expression of this conviction was suppressed 
for political reasons, in the Articles of Schmalkalden, drawn up by 
him, Luther propounded it in the most uncompromising fashion. 
This sentence was for him an articulus stantis et coulentis ecclesiat. 
To write the history of the idea of Antichrist in the last centuries 
of the middle ages, would be almost to write that of the middle 
ages themselves. 

AUTHORITIES.—See, for the progress of the idea in Jewish and 
New Testament times, the modern commentaries on Revelation 
and the znd Epistle to the Thessalonians; Bousset, Antichrist (1895), 
and the article " Antichrist " in the Encyclop. Biblica; R. H. 
Charles, Ascension of Isaiah, Introduction, For the history 
of the legend of Nero, see J. Gelicken, Nachrickten der Gottinger 
Gesellschaft der Wissonschaft (1899), p. 446 &c.; Th. Zahn, Zeitschrift 
fur kirckliche Wissenschaft and kirchliches Zebra (1886), p. 337 &c.; 
Bousset, Kritisch-eregeftsches Kommentar tar Offenbarung Johannis, 
cap. 17. and the article " Sibyllen " in Herzog-Hauck. Realencykk-
fiddle fn. Theologie and Kirche (3rd ed.), xviii. 265 &c.; Nordmeyer, 
Der Tod Neros in der Legende, a Festschrift of the Gymnasium of 
Moos. For the later history of the legend, see Bousset, Antichrist, 
where will be found a more detailed discussion of nearly all the 
sources named; Bousset, " Beitrage zur Geschichte der Eschato-
logie," in Zeitschrift far Kirchengeschichte, xx. 2, and especially 
xx. 3, on the later Byzantine prophecies; Vassiliev, Anecdote 
Graeco-Byzarstina, i. (Moscow, 1893), which gives the texts of a 
series of Byzantine prophecies; E. Sackur, Sibyllinische Texte and 
Forschungen (1898), containing (1) Pseudo-Methodists, Latin text, (2) 
Epistola Adsonis, (3) the Tiburtine Sibylla; V, Istrin, The Apocalypse 
of Methodists of Patera and the Apocryphal Visions of Daniel is 
Byzantine and Slavo-Russian Literature, Russian (Moscow, 1897); 
J. Eampers. Die deutsche Kaiseridee in Prophetic and Sage (Munich, 
1896), and "Alexander der Grosse and die ldee des Welt-
imperiums." in H. Grauert's Studien and Darstellungen ass dem 
Gebret der Gesehichk, vol. i. 2-3 (Freiburg. 1901); E. Wadstein, Die 
eschatologische Ideengruppe, Antichrist, Weltsabbat, Wellende and 
Welgerkkt (Leipzig. 1896), which contains excellent material for the 
history of the idea in the West during the middle ages; W Meyer, 
" Ludus de Antichristo," in Sitzbericht der Msinchener Akad. (Phil. 
hist. Klasse 1882, H. L); Kropatschek, Das Schriftprintip der 
lutkerischen Kirche, i. 247 &c. (Leipzig, 19o4); H. Preuss, Die 
Vorstellungen von Antichrist im spa:e'en Mittetalkr, beiLuther a. i. d. 
Konfessionelkn Pokmik (Leipzig, 1926). (W. Bo.) 

ANTICLIMAX (i.e. the opposite to " climax "), in rhetoric, an 
abrupt declension (either deliberate or unintended) on the part 
of a speaker or writer from the dignity of idea which he appeared 
to be aiming at; as in the following well -known distich:— 

" The great Dalhousie, he, the god of war, 
Lieutenant-colonel to the earl of Mar." 

An anticlimax can be intentionally employed only for a jocular 
or satiric purpose. It frequently partakes of the nature of 
antithesis, as- 

" Die and endow a college or a cal." 
It is often difficult to distinguish between "anticlimax" and 
" bathos "; but the former is more decidedly a relative term. A 
whole speech may never rise above the level of bathos; but a 
climax of greater or less elevation is the necessary antecedent of 
an anticlimax. 

ANTICOSTI, an island of the province of Quebec, Canada, 
situated in the Gulf of St Lawrence, between 49- and so° N., 
and between 61° go and 64°  3o' W., with a length of 135 m. and 
a breadth of 3o m. Population 25o, consisting chiefly of the 
keepers of the numerous lighthouses erected by the Canadian 
government. The coast is dangerous, and the only two harbours, 
Ellis Bay and Fox Bay, are very indifferent. Anticosti was 
sighted by Jacques Cartier in 1534,  and named Assomption. In 
1763 it was ceded by France to Britain, and in 1774 became part 
of Canada. Wild animals, especially bears, are numerous, but 
prior to 1896 the fish and game had been almost exterminated 
by indiscriminate slaughter. In that year Anticosti and the 
shore fisheries were leaied to M. Menier, the French chocolate 
manufacturer, who converted the island into a game preserve, 
and attempted to develop its resources of lumber, peat and 
minerals. 

See Logan, Geological Survey of Canada, Report of Progress from its 
Commencement to :863 (Montreal, 1863-1865); E. Billings, Geo-
logical Survey of Canada: Catalogue of the Silurian Fossils of A sti- 
mei (Montreal, 1866); J. Schmitt, Anticosti (Paris, 1904). 
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ANTICYCLONE (i.e. opposite to a cyclone), an atmospheric 
system in which there is a descending movement of the air and a 
relative increase in barometric pressure over the part of the 
earth's surface affected by it. At the surface the air tends to 
flow outwards in all directions from the central area of high 
pressure, and is deflected on account of the earth's rotation (see 
FEItEEL'S LAW) so as to give a spiral movement in the direc-
tion of the hands of a watch face upwards in the northern 
hemisphere, against that direction in the southern hemisphere. 
Since the air in an anticyclone is descending, it becomes warmed 
and dried, and therefore transmits radiation freely whether from 
the sun to the earth or from the earth into space. Hence in 
win ter anticyclonic weather is characterized by dear air with 
periods of frost, causing fogs in towns and low-lying damp areas, 
and in summer by still cloudless days with gentle variable airs 
and fine weather. 

ANTICY1tA, the ancient name of three cities of Greece. 
(r) (Mod. Aspraspitia), in Phocis, on the bay of Anticyra, in 
the Corinthian gulf; some remains are still visible. It was a 
town of considerable importance in ancient times; was destroyed 
by Philip of Macedon; recovered its prosperity; and was cap-
tured by T. Quinctius Flamininus in 198 B.C. The city was 
famous for its black hellebore, a herb which was regarded as 
a cure for insanity. This circumstance gave rise to a number 
of proverbial expressions, like 'Arrurbpas at hi or " naviget 
Anticyram," and to frequent allusions in the Greek and Latin 
writers. Hellebore was likewise considered beneficial in cases 
of gout and epilepsy. (2) In Thessaly, on the right bank of 
the river Spercheus, near its mouth. (3) In Locris, on the north 
side of the entrance to the Corinthian gulf, near Naupactus. 

ANTIETAM, the name of a Maryland creek, near which, on the 
16th-17th of September 1862, was fought the battle of Antietam 
or Sharpsburg (see AMEIUCAN CIVIL WAR), between the 
Federals under McClellan and the Confederates commanded 
by Lee. General McClellan had captured the passes of South 
Mountain farther cast on the 14th, and his Army of the Potomac 
marched to meet Lee's forces which, hitherto divided, had, by 
the 16th, successfully concentrated between the Antietam and 
the Potomac. The Confederate Army of Northern Virginia 
occupied a position which, in relation to the surrounding country, 
may be compared to the string of a bow in the act of being 
drawn, Lee's left wing forming the upper ball of the string, his 
right the lower, and the Potomac in his rear the bow itself. 
The town of Sharpsburg represents the fingers of the archer 
drawing the bow. The right wing of the position was covered 
by the Antietam as it approaches the Potdmac, the upper course 
of that stream formed no part of the battlefield. Generals 
Longstreet and Jackson commanded the right and left wings. 
The division of A. P. Hill was at Harper's Ferry, but had received 
orders to rejoin Lee. .McClellan's troops appeared late on the 
16th, and Hooker was immediately sent across the upper Antie-
tam. He had a sharp fight with Jackson's men, but night soon 
put an end to the contest. Early on the 19th the corps of Sumner 
and Mansfield followed Hooker across the upper stream whilst 
McClellan's left wing (Burnside's corps) drew up opposite Lee's 
extreme right. The Federal leader intended to hold back his 
centre whilst these two forces were rolling up Lee's wings. The 
battle began with a furious assault on the extreme right by 
Hooker's corps. After a very severe struggle he was repulsed 
with the loss of a quarter of his men, Jackson's divisions suffering 
even more severely and losing nearly all their generals and 
colonels. It was only the arrival of Hood and D. H. Hill which 
enabled Stonewall Jackson's corps to hold its ground, and had 
the other Federal corps been at hand to -support Hooker the 
result might have been very different. Mansfield next attacked 
farther to the left and with better fortune. Mansfield was killed, 
but his successor led the corps well, and after heavy fighting 
Hood and D. H. Hill were driven back. Again want of support 
checked the Federal& and the fight became stationary, both 
sides losing many men. Sumner now came into action, and 
overhaste involved him in a catastrophe, his troops being attacked 
in front and flank and driven back in great confusion with nearly  

half their number killed and wounded; and their retreat in-
volved the gallant remnants of Mansfield's corps. Soon after-
wards the Federal divisions of French and Richardson attacked 
D. H. Hill, whose men were now exhausted by continuous 
fighting. Here occurred the fighting in the "Bloody Lane," 
north of Sharpsburg which French and Richardson eventually 
carried. Opposed as they were by D. H. Hill, whose men had 
fought the battle of South Mountain and had already been 
three times engaged d fond on this day, proper support must 
have enabled the Federals to crush Lee's centre, but Franklin 
and Porter in reserve were not allowed by McClellan to move 
forward and the opportunity passed. Burnside, on the southern 
wing, had received his orders late, and acted on them still later. 
The battle was over on the right before he fired a shot, and Lee 
bad been able to use nearly all his right wing troops to support 
Jackson. At last Burnside moved forward, and, after a brilliant 
defence by the handful of men left to oppose him, forced the 
Antietam and began to roll up Lee's right, only to be attacked 
in rear himself by A. P. Hill's troops newly arrived from Harper's 
Ferry. The repulse of Burnside ended the battle. Pressure was 
brought to bear on McClellan to renew the fight, but he refused 
and Lee retired across the Potomac unmolested. The Army of 
the Potomac bad lost 11,832 men out of 46,000 engaged; the 
cavalry and two corps in reserve had only lost 578. Lee's 3 r,soo 
men lost over 8000 of their number. 

See the bibliography appended to AMERICAN CIVIL WAI, and also 
General Palfrey's Antietam and Fredericksburg. 

ANTI-FEDERALISTS, the name given in the political history 
of the United States to those who, after the formation of the 
federal Constitution of 1787, opposed its ratification by the people 
of the several states. The " party " (though it was never 
regularly organized as such) was composed of statesrights, 
particularistic, individualistic and radical democratic elements; 
that is, of those persons who thought that a stronger govern-
ment threatened the sovereignty and prestige of the states, 
or the special interests, individual or commercial, of localities, 
or the liberties of individuals, or who fancied they saw in the 
government proposed a new centralized, disguised " monarchic " 
power that would only replace the cast-off despotism of Great 
Britain. In every state the opposition to the Constitution was 
strong, and in two—North Carolina and Rhode Island—it 
prevented ratification until the definite establishment of the 
new government practically forced their adhesion. The in-
dividualistic was the strongest element of opposition; the 
necessity, or at least the desirability, of a bill of rights was almost 
universally felt. Instead of accepting the Constitution upon the 
condition of amendments,—in which way they might very 
likely have secured large concessions,—the Anti-Federalists 
stood for unconditional rejection, and public opinion, which 
went against them, proved that for all its shortcomings the 
Constitution was regarded as preferable to the Articles of Con-
federation. After the inauguration of the new government, 
the composition of the Anti-Federalist party changed. The 
Federalist (q.v.) party gradually showed broad-construction, 
nationalistic tendencies; the Anti-Federalist party became 
a strict-construction party and advocated popular rights against 
the asserted aristocratic, centralizing tendencies of its opponent, 
and gradually was transformed into the Democratic-Republican 
party, mustered and led by Thomas Jefferson, who, however, 
had approved the ratification of the Constitution and was not, 
therefore, an Anti-Federalist in the original sense of that term. 

See 0. G. Libby, Geographical Ilistrundion of the Vote . . . on the 
Federal Constitution, 1787-1788 (University of Wisconsin, Bulletin. 
1894); S. B. Harding, Contest over the Ratification of the Federal 
Constitution in . . . Massachusetts (Harvard University Studies, 
New York. 1896); and authorities on political and constitutional 
history in the article UNITED STATES. 

ANTIOO, a city and the county-seat of Langlade county, 
Wisconsin, U.S.A., about 16o m. N.W. of Milwaukee. Pop. 
(x 89o) 4424; (2900) 5 145, of whom 965 were foreign-born; 
(19os) 6663; ere) 7196. It is served by the Chicago A North 
Western railway. Antigo is the centre of a good farming and 
lumbering district, and its manufactures consist principally of 
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lumber,cbairs,fumiture,sashes,doors and blinds, hubs and spokes, 
and other wood products. The city has a Carnegie library. 
Antigo was first settled in t88o, and was chartered as a city in 
1885. Its name is said to be part of an Indian word, neeguee-
artligo-sebi, meaning " evergreen." 

ANTIGONE. (1) in Greek legend, daughter of Oedipus and 
Iocaste (Jocasta), or, according to the older story, of Euryganeia. 
When her father, on discovering that Iocaste, the mother of his 
children, was also his own mother, put his eyes out and resigned 
the throne of Thebes, she accompanied him into exile at Colonus. 
After his death she returned to Thebes, where Haemon, the son 
of Creon, king of Thebes, became enamoured of her. When her 
brothers Eteocles and Polyneices had slain each other in single 
combat, she buried Polyneices, although Croon had forbidden it. 
As a punishment she was sentenced to be buried alive in a vault, 
where she hanged herself, and Harmon killed himself in despair. 
Her character and these incidents of her life presented an attrac-
tive subject to the Greek tragic poets, especially Sophocles in the 
Antigone and Oedipus al Colonus, and Euripides, whose Antigone, 
though now lost, is partly known from extracts incidentally 
preserved in later writers, and from passages in his Phoenissae. 
In the order of the events, at least, Sophocles departed from the 
original legend, according to which the burial of Polyneices took 
place while Oedipus was yet in Thebes, not after he had died at 
Colonus. Again, in regard to Antigone's tragic end Sophocles 
differs from Euripides, according to whom the calamity was 
averted by the intercession of Dionysus and was followed by the 
marriage of Antigone and Haemon. In Hyginus's version of the 
legend, founded apparently on a tragedy by some follower of 
Euripides, Antigone, on being handed over by Croon to her 
lover Harmon to be slain, was secretly carried off by him, and 
concealed in a shepherd's hut, where she bore him a son Macon. 
When the boy grew up, he went to some funeral games at Thebes, 
and was recognized by the mark of a dragon on his body. This 
led to the discovery that Antigone was still alive. Hemcles 
pleaded in vain with Croon for Haemon, who slew both Antigone 
and himself, to escape his father's vengeance. On a painted vase 
the scene of the intercession of Herades is represented (Heyder-
mann, doer eine nachestripideische Antigone, r868). Antigone 
placing the body of Polyneices on the funeral pile occurs on a 
sarcophagus in the villa Pamfili in Rome, and is mentioned in 
the description of an ancient painting by Philostratus (Imag. 
29), who states that the flames consuming the two brothers burnt 
apart, indicating their unalterable hatred, even in death. 

(2) A second Antigone was the daughter of Eurytion, king of 
Phthia, and wife of Peleus. Her husband, having accidentally 
killed Eurytion in the Calydonian boar hunt, fled and obtained 
expiation from Acastus, whose wife made advances to Peleus. 
Finding that her affection was not returned, she falsely accused 
Peleus of infidelity to his wife, who thereupon hanged herself 
(Apollodorus, iii. 23). 

ANTIGONUS CYCLOPS (or MONOPTUALMOS; so called from 
his having lost an eye) (382-301 n.c.), Macedonian king, son of 
Philip, was one of the generals of Alexander the Great. He was 
made governor of Greater Phrygia in 333, and in the division of 
the provinces after Alexander's death (323) Pamphylia and 
Lycia were added to his command. He incurred the enmity of 
Perdiccas, the regent, by refusing to assist Eumenes (q.v.) to 
obtain possession of the prOvinces allotted to him. In danger 
of his life he escaped with his son Demetrius into Greece, where 
he obtained the favour of Antipater, regent of Macedonia (32r); 
and when, soon after, on the death of Perdiccas, a new division 
took place, he was entrusted with the command of the war against 
Eumenes, who had joined Perdiccas against the coalition of 
Antipater, Antigonus, and the other generals. Eumenes was 
completely defeated, and obliged to retire to Nora in Cappadocia, 
and a new army that was marching to his relief was routed by 
Antigonus. Polyperchon succeeding Antipater (d. 319) in the 
regency, to the exclusion of Cassander, his son, Antigonus 
resolved to set himself up as lord of all Asia, and in conjunction 
with Cassander and Ptolemy of Egypt, refused to recognize 
Polyperchon. He entered into negotiations with Eumenes; but 

Eumenes remained faithful to the royal house. Effecting his 
escape from Nora, he raised an army, and formed a coalition 
with the satraps of the eastern provinces. He was at last 
delivered up to Antigonus through treachery in Persia and put 
to death (316). Antigonus again claimed authority over the 
whole of Asia, seized the treasures at Susa, and entered Baby-
lonia, of which Seleucus was governor. Seleucus fled to Ptolemy, 
and entered into a league with him (3r 5), together with Lysi.- 
machus and Cassander. After the war had been carried on 
with varying success from 315 to 311, peace was concluded, by 
which the government of Asia Minor and Syria was provisionally 
secured to Antigonus. This agreement was soon violated on the 
pretext that garrisons had been placed in some of the free Greek 
cities by Antigonus, and Ptolemy and Cassander renewed 
hostilities against him. Demetrius Poliorcetes, the son of 
Antigonus, wrested part of Greece from Cassander. At first 
Ptolemy had made a successful descent upon Asia Minor and on 
several of the islands of the Archipelago; but he was at length 
totally defeated by Demetrius in a naval engagement off Salamis, 
in Cyprus (3o6). On this victory Antigonus assumed the title 
of king, and bellowed the same upon his son, a declaration that 
he claimed to be the heir of Alexander. Antigonus now prepared 
a large army, and a formidable fleet, the command of which he 
gave to Demetrius, and hastened to attack Ptolemy in his own 
dominions. His invasion of Egypt, however, proved a failure; 
he was unable to penetrate the defences of Ptolemy, and was 
obliged to retire. Demetrius now attempted the reduction of 
Rhodes, which had refused to assist Antigonus against Egypt; 
but, meeting with obstinate resistance, he was obliged to make 
a treaty upon the best terms that he could (3o4). In 302, 
although Demetrius was again winning success after success in 
Greece, Antigonus was obliged to recall him to meet the con-
federacy that had been formed between C....sander, Seleucus 
and Lysimachus. A decisive battle was fought at Ipsus, in 
which Antigonus fell, in the eighty-first year of his age. 

Diodorus Siculus xviii., xx. 46-86; Plutarch, Demetrius, Eumenes,• 
Nepos, Eumenes; „Tustin xv. 1-4. See MACEDONIAN EMPIRE; and 
Kohler, " Das Reich des Antigonos," in the Sitmosgsberichtt d. 
Aka., 1898. p. 835 1. 

ANTIGONUS GONATAS (c. 329-239 S.c.), Macedonian king, 
was the son of Demetrius Poliorcetes, and grandson of Antigonus 
Cyclops. On the death of his father (283), he assumed the title 
of king of Macedonia, but did not obtain possession of the throne 
till 276, after it had been successively in the bands of Pyrrhus, 
Lysimachus, Seleucua, and Ptolemy Cemunus. Antigonus 
repelled the invasion of the Gauls, and continued in undisputed 
possession of Macedonia till 274, when Pyrrhus returned front 
Italy, and (in 273) made himself master of nearly all the country. 
On the advance of Pyrrhus into Peloponnesus, he recovered his 
dominions. He was again (between 263 and ass) driven out of 
his kingdomby Alexander, the son of Pyrrhus, and again recovered 
it. The latter part of his reign was comparatively peaceful, and 
he gained the affection of his subjects by his honesty and his 
cultivation of the arts. He gathered round hint distinguished 
literary men—philosophers, poets, and historians. He died in 
the eightieth year of his age, and the forty-fourth of his reign. 
His surname was usually derived by later Greek writers from 
the name of his supposed birthplace, Gonni (Gonnus) in Thessaly; 
some take it to be a Macedonian word signifying an iron plate for 
protecting the knee; neither conjecture is a happy one, and in 
our ignorance of the Macedonian language it must remain 
unexplained. 

Plutarch, Demetrius, Pyrrhus, Amiss; Justin xxiv. 1; xxv. 1-3; 
Polybius ii. 43-43, ix. 29, 34. See Thirlwall, History .of Greece, vol 
viii. (1847); Holm, Gruel: Gesch. vol. iv. (0 M 94); 	ese, Gesel. d. 
gruch. u. snaked. Staaten, vols. i. and ii. (1893, 1899); Beloch, Gruel*. 
Gesck. vol. iii. (1904); also Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Antigone: eon 
ICarystos (1881). 

ANTIGONUS OF CARYSTUS (in Euboea), Greek writer on 
various subjects, flourished in the 3rd century B.C. After some 
time spent at Athens and in travelling, he was summoned to 
the court of Attains I. (241-197) of Pergamum. His chief work 
was the Liver of Philosophers drawn from personal knowledge, 
of which considerable fragments are preserved in Athenaeus 
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and Diogenes Laertius. We still possess his Colkdiox W ender-
Jul Tales, chiefly extracted from the GaupIrma 'Azoixrpara 
attributed to Aristotle and the Ormolu= of Callimachus. It 
is doubtful whether he is identical with the sculptor who, accord-
ing to Pliny (Nat. Hist. xxxiv. to), wrote books on his art. 

Text in Keller, Reruns Naturalism Seriptores Greed Minores, 1. 
On); see Kopke, Do Antigen° Carysito (1862); Wilamowitu. 
Mtslkmff, " A. von Karystos," in Pk i Untersadousgen, iv. 
(1881). 

ANTIGUA, an island in the British West Indies, forming, 
with Barbuda and Redonda, one of the five presidencies in the 
colony of the Leeward Islands. It lies so rn. E. of St Kitts, 
in 17° 6' N. and 6e 45' W., and is 34 m. in circumference, with 
an area of rob sq. m. The surface is comparatively flat, and 
there is no central range of mountains as in most other West 
Indian islands, but among the hills in the south-west an elevation 
of 1328 ft. is attained. Owing to the absence of rivers, the 
paucity of springs, and the almost complete deforestation, 
Antigua is subject to frequent droughts, and although the average 
rainfall is 45.6 in., the variations from year to year are great. 
The dryness of the air proves very beneficial to persons suffering 
from pulmonary complaints. The high rocky coast is much 
indented by bays and arms of the sea, several of which form 
excellent harbours, that of St John being safe and commodious, 
but inferior to English Harbour. which, although little frequented, 
is capable of receiving vessels of the largest size. The soil, 
especially in the interior, is very fertile. Sugar and pineapples are 
the chief products for export, but sweet potatoes, yams, maize 
and guinea corn are grown for local consumption. Antigua is 
the residence of the governor of the Leeward Islands, and the 
meeting place of the general legislative council, but there is also 
a local legislative council of t6 members, half official and half 
unofficial. Until 180, when the Crown Colony system was 
adopted, the legislative council was partly elected, partly 
nominated. Elementary education is compulsory. Agricultural 
training is given under government control, and the Cambridge 
local examinations and those of the University of London are 
held annually. Antigua is the see of a bishop of the Church 
of England, the members of which predominate here, but 
Moravian and Wesleyans are numerous. There is a small 
volunteer defence force. The island has direct steam com-
munication with Great Britain, the United States and Canada, 
and is also served by the submarine cable. The three chief 
towns are St John, Falmouth and Parham. St John (pop. 
about zo,000), the capital, situated on the north-west, is an 
exceedingly picturesque town, built on an eminence overlooking 
one of the moat beautiful harbours in the West Indies. Although 
both Falmouth and Parham have good harbours, most of the 
produce of the island finds its way to St John for shipment. 
The trade is chiefly with the United States, and the main exports 
are sugar, molasses, logwood, tamarinds, turtles, and pineapples. 
The cultivation of cotton has been introduced with success, and 
this also is exported. The dependent islands of Barbuda and 
Redonda have an area of 62 sq. m. Pop. of Antigua (x901), 
34,178; of the presidency, 35,073. 

Antigua was discovered in 1493 by Columbus, who is said 
to have named it after a church in Seville, called Santa Maria 
la Antigua. It remained, however, uninhabited until 1632, 
when a body of English settlers took possession of it, and in 2663 
another settlement of the same nation was effected under the 
direction of Lord Willoughby, to whom the entire island was 
granted by Charles IL It was ravaged by the French in 1666, 
but was soon after reconquered by the British and formally 
restored to them by the treaty of Breda. Since then it has been 
a British possession. 

ANTILEGOSIIINA (arratcy6xera, contradicted or disputed), 
an epithet used by the early Christian writers to denote those 
books of the New Testament which, although sometimes publicly 
read in the churches, were not for a considerable time admitted 
to be genuine, or received into the canon of Scripture. They 
were thus contrasted with the Honsologosnotessa, or universally 
acknowledged writings. Eusebius(Hist. Red. in. $5) applies  

the term Antilegosnena to the Epistle of James, the Epistle of 
Jude, 2 Peter, 2 and 3 John, the Acts of Paul, the Shepherd 
of Hernias, the Teaching of the Apostles, the Apocalypse of 
John, and the Gospel according to the Hebrews. In later usage 
it describes those of the New Testament books which have 
obtained a doubtful place in the Canon. These are the Epistles 
of James and Jude, a Peter, 2 and 3 John, the Apocalypse of 
John, and the Epistle to the Hebrews. 

ANTILIA or AIMILIA, sometimes called the Island of the 
Seven Cities (Portuguese Ilk dos Sete Cidades), a legendary 
island in the Atlantic ocean. The origin of the name is quite 
uncertain. The oldest suggested etymology 0450  fancifully 
connects it with the name of the Platonic Atlantis, while later 
writers have endeavoured to derive it from the Latin anterior 
(i.e. the island that is reached " before " Cipango), or from the 
laird at Tennyn," Dragon's Isle," of the Arabian geographers. 
Antilia is marked in an anonymous map which is dated 1424 and 
preserved in the grand-ducal library at Weimar. It reappears 
in the maps of the Genoese B. Beccario or Beccaria ( 1435), 
and of the Venetian Andrea Bianco (1436), and again in r455 
and 1476. In most of these it is accompanied by the smaller 
and equally legendary islands of Royllo, St Atanagio, and Tanmar, 
the whole group being classified as insulae de nose repertae, 
" newly discovered islands." The Florentine Paul Toscanelli, 
in his letters to Columbus and the Portuguese court (5474), 
takes Antilia as the principal landmark for measuring the 
distance between Lisbon and the island of Cipango or Zipangu 
(Japan). One of the chief early descriptions of Antilia is that 
inscribed on the globe which the geographer Martin Behaim made 
at Nuremberg in 1492 (see MAp: History). Behaim relates that 
in 734—a date which is probably a misprint for 714—and after 
the Moors had conquered Spain and Portugal, the island of 
Antilia or " Septe Cidade " was colonized by Christian refugees 
under the archbishop of Oporto and six bishops. The inscription 
adds that a Spanish vessel sighted the island in ram. According 
to an old Portuguese tradition each of the seven leaders founded 
and ruled a city, and the whole island became a Utopian common-
wealth, free from the disorders of less favoured states. Later 
Portuguese tradition localized Antilia in the island of St Michael's, 
the largest of the Azores. It is impossible to estimate how far 
this legend commemorates some actual but imperfectly recorded 
discovery, and how far it is a reminiscence of the ancient idea 
of an elysium in the western seas which is embodied in the 
legends of the Isles of the Blest or Fortunate Islands. 

ANTILLES, a term of somewhat doubtful origin, now generally 
used, especially by foreign writers, as synonymous with the 
expression " West India Islands." Like " Brazil," it dates 
from a period anterior to the discovery of the New World, 
" Antilia," as stated above, being one of those mysterious 
lands, which figured on the medieval charts sometimes as an 
archipelago, sometimes as continuous land of greater or lesser 
extent, constantly fluctuating in mid-ocean between the Canaries 
and East India. But it came at last to be identified with the 
land discovered by Columbus. Later, when this was found to 
consist of a vast archipelago enclosing the Caribbean Sea and 
Gulf of Mexico, A Wilk: assumed its present plural form, Antilles, 
which was collectively applied to the whole of this archipelago. 

A distinction is made between the Greater Antilles, including 
Cuba, Jamaica, Haiti, and Porto Rico; and the Lesser Antilles, 
covering the remainder of the islands. 

ANTILOCHUS, in Greek legend, son of Nestor, king of Pylos. 
One of the suitors of Helen, he accompanied his father to the 
Trojan War. lie was distinguished for his beauty, swiftness of 
foot, and skill as a charioteer; though the youngest among the 
Greek princes, he commanded the Pylians in the war, and 
performed many deeds of valour. He was a favourite of the 
gods, and an intimate friend of Achilles, to whom he was com-
missioned to announce the death of Patroclus. When his father 
was attacked by Memnon, he saved his life at the sacrifice of his 
own (Pindar, Pytk. vi. A), thus fulfilling an oracle which bad 
bidden him " beware of an Ethiopian." His death was avenged 
by Achilles. According to other accounts, he was slain by 

tl 
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Hector (Hyginus, Fab. st3), or by Paris in the temple of the 
Thymbreean Apollo together with Achilles (Dares Phrygius 34). 
His ashes, with those of Achilles and Patroclus, were deposited 
in a mound on the promontory of Sigeum, where the inhabitants 
of Ilium offered sacrifice to the dead heroes (Odyssey, "adv. 7e; 
Strabo xdd. p. 596). In the Odyssey (xi. 468) the three friends 
are represented as united in the underworld and walking together 
in the fields of asphodel; according to Pausanias (iii. 19) they 
dwell together in the island of Leila. 

ARTHLeCASIAR, a separate covering for the back of a chair, 
or the bead or cushions of a sofa, to prevent soiling of the perma-
nent fabric. The name is attributable to the unguent for the 
hair commonly used in the early 19th century,—Byron calls It 
" thine incomparable oil, Macassar." The original antimacassar 
was almost invariably made of white crochet-work, very stiff, 
bard, and uncomfortable, but in the third quarter of the 59th 
century it became simpler and less inartistic, and was made of 
soft coloured stuffs, usually worked with a simple pattern in 
tinted wools or silk. 

ANTIMACHUll, of Colophon or Clams, Greek poet and gram-
marian, flourished about goo a.c. Scarcely anything is known 
of his life. His poetical efforts were not generally appreciated, 
although he received encouragement from his younger con-
temporary Plato (Plutarch, Lysander, 28). His chief works 
were: a long-winded epic Thebais, an account of the expedition 
of the Seven against Thebes and the war of the Epigoni; and 
an elegiac poem Lydt, so called from the poet's mistress, for 
whose death he endeavoured to find consolation by ransacking 
mythology for stories of unhappy love affairs (Plutarch, Consol ad 
dpoll. 9; Athenaeus xiii. 597)• Antimachus was the founder 
of " learned " epic poetry, and the forerunner of the Alexandrian 
school, whose critics allotted him the next place to Homer. He 
also prepared a critical recension of the Homeric poems. 

.Fra 	te, ed. Stoll (18451; Balk, Nage Lyrici Greed (3884; 
. Fragesnsta Weems! &mammon (0377). 

ANTI-IIASONIC PARTY, an American political organization 
which had its rise after the mysterious disappearance, in 1826, 
of William Morgan (c. 1776-c. x826), a Freemason of Batavia, 
New York, who had become dissatisfied with his Order and had 
planned to publish Its secrets. When his purpose became known 
to the Masons, Morgan was subjected to frequent annoyances, 
and finally in September 1826 he was seized and surreptitiously 
conveyed to Fort Niagara, whence he disappeared. Though his 
ultimate fate was never known, it was generally believed at the 
time that he had been foully dealt with. The event created 
great excitement, and led many to believe that Masonry and 
good citizenship were incompatible. Opposition to Masonry 
was taken up by the churches as a sort of religious crusade, and 
it also became a local political issue in western New York, where 
early in z827 the citizens in many mass meetings resolved to 
support no Mason for public office. In New York at this time 
the National Republicans, or " Adams men," were a very feeble 
organization, and shrewd political leaders at once determined 
to utilize the strong anti-Masonic feeling in creating a new and 
vigorous party to oppose the rising Jacksonian Democracy. In 
this effort they were aided by the fact that Jackson was a high 
Mason and frequently spoke in praise of the Order. In the 
elections of 1828 the new party proved unexpectedly strong, and 
after this year it practically superseded the National Republican 
party in New York. In 1829 the hand of its !cadets was shown, 
when, in addition to its antagonism to the Masons, it became 
a champion of internal improvements and of the protective tariff. 
From New York the movement spread into other middle states 
and into New England, and became especially strong in Pennsyl-
vania and Vermont. A national organization was planned as 
early as :827, when the New York leaders attempted, unsuccess-
fully, to persuade Henry Clay, though a Mason, to renounce the 
Order and head the movement. In September 1835 the party 
at a national convention in Baltimore nominated as its candidates 
for the presidency and vice-presidency William Wirt of Maryland 
and Amos Ellmaker (1787-1850 of Pennsylvania; and in the 
election of the following year it secured the seven electoral votes  

of the state of Vermont. This was the high tide of its prosperity; 
in New York in 2833 the organization was moribund, and its 
members gradually united with other opponents of Jacksonian 
Democracy in forming the Whig party. In other states, however, 
the party survived somewhat longer, but by 1836 most of its 
members bad united with the Whigs. Its last act in national 
politics was to nominate William Henry Harrison for president 
and John Tyler for vice-president at a convention in Philadelphia 
in November 1838. 

The growth of the anti-Masonic movement was due to the 
political and social conditions of the time rather than to the 
Morgan episode, which was merely the torch that ignited the 
train. Under the name of " Anti-Masons " able leaders united 
those who were discontented with existing political conditions, 
sad the fact that William Wirt, their choke for the presidency 
in 2832, was not only a Mason but even defended the Order in a 
speech before the convention that nominated him, indicates 
that simple opposition to Masonry soon became a minor factor 
in holding together the various elements of which the party was 
composed. 

See Charles McCarthy, The Astimaktak Party: A Study 4 
Poissicai Assli-Masokry is the United Sates, stri-deo, in the Report 
of the American Historical Association for woe (Washinpoe, z9o3); 
the Autobiography of Theriot. Weed (2 vols., Boston, 1864); A. G. 
Mackey and W. & Singleton, 77te History of Freemasonry, vol. vi. 
(New York, 1696); and J. D. Hammond, History of Political Parties 
us Use Sato of New York (a vols., Albany, 1842). 

ANTIMONY (symbol Sb, atomic weight r to. 2), one of the 
metallic chemical elements, included In the same natural family 
of the elements as nitrogen, phosphorus, arsenic, and bismuth. 
Antimony, in the form of its sulphide, has been known from very 
early times, more especially in Eastern countries, reference to 
it being made in the Old Testament. The Arabic name for the 
naturally occurring stibnite is " kohl "; Dioscorides mentions it 
under the term errippi, Pliny as MMus; and ember as ansimeniset. 
By the German writers It is called Spoimplorm. Basil Valentine 
alludes to It in his Triumphal Coo of Antifamily (circa ince), and 
at a later date describes the preparation of the metal. 

Native mineral antimony is occasionally found, and as such 
was first recognized in 1748. It usually occurs as lamellar or 
glaaukr masses, with a tin-white colour and metallic lustre, in 
limestone or in mineral veins often in association with ores of 
silver. Distinct crystals are rarely met with; these are rhombo-
hedral and isomorphous with arsenic and bismuth; they have 
a perfect cleavage parallel to the basal plane, c (ni), and are 
sometimes twinned on a rhombohedral plane, e (z so). Hardness 
3-3i, specific gravity 6-65-6-72. Sala in Sweden, Allmon' in 
Dauphine, and Sarawak in Borneo may be mentioned as some of 
the localities for this mineral. 

Antimony, however, occurs chiefly as the sulphide, stibnite; 
to a much smaller extent it occurs in combination with other 
metallic sulphides in the miberals wolfsbergite, boulangerite, 
bournonite, pyrargyrite, he. For the preparation of metallic 
antimony the crude stibnite is first liquated, to free it from 
earthy and siliceous matter, and is then roasted in order to 
convert it into oxide. After oxidation, the product is reduced by 
heating with carbon, are being taken to prevent any loss through 
volatilhation, by covering the mass with a layer of some protective 
substance such as potash, soda or glauber salt, which also aids 
the refining. For rich ores the method of roasting the sulphide 
with metallic iron is sometimes employed; carbon and salt or 
sodium sulphate being used to slag the iron. Electrolytic 
methods, in which a solution of antimony sulphide in sodium 
sulphide is used as the electrolyte, have been proposed (see 
German Patent 67973, and also Bomber's Illoomo-Melallurgie), 
but do not yet appear to have been used on the large scale. 

Antimony combines readily with many other metals to form 
alloys, some of which find extensive application in the arts. 
Type-metal II an alloy of lead with antimony and tin, to which 
occasionally a small quantity of copper or zinc is added. The 
presence of the antimony in this alloy gives to it hardness, and 
the property of expanding on solidification, thus allowing a sharp 
cast of the letter to be taken. An alloy of tat and antimony forms 
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the basis of Britannia-metal, small quantities of copper, lead, 
zinc or bismuth being added. It is a white metal of bluish 
tint and is malleable and ductile. For the linings of brasses, 
various white metals are used, these being alloys of copper, 
antimony and tin, and occasionally lead. 

Antimony is a silvery white, crystalline, brittle metal, and has 
a high lustre. Its specific gravity varies from 6.7 to 6.86; it 
melts at 432° C. (Dalton), and boils between ro9o-z600° C. 
(T. Carnelley), or above 1300° (V. Meyer). Its specific heat is 
0.0523 (H. Kopp). The vapour density of antimony at z 572°  C. 

is .0•74, and at 1640° C. 9.78 (V. Meyer, Berickk, 5889, 2 21P. 7 2 5), 
so that the antimony molecule is less complex than the molecules 
of theelements phosphorus and arsenic. An amorphous modifica-
tion of antimony can be prepared by heating the metal in a 
stream of nitrogen, when it condenses in the cool part of the 
apparatus as a grey powder of specific gravity 6.22, melting at 
614°  C. and containing 98-99% of antimony (F. Berard, ComPles 
Rendus, 1888, evil. 42o). 

Another form of the metal, known as explosive antimony, was 
discovered by G. Gore (Phil. Trans., 1858, p. 185; 1859, P. 797; 
1862, p. 623), on electrolysing a solution of antimony trichloride 
in hydrochloric acid, using a positive pole of antimony and a 
negative pole of copper or platinum wire. It has a specific 
gravity of 5.78 and always contains some unaltered antimony 
trichloride (from 6 to so %, G. Gore). It is very unstable, a 
scratch causing it instantaneously to pass into the stable form 
with explosive violence and the development of much heat. 
Similar phenomena are exhibited in the electrolysis of solutions 
of antimony tribromide and tri-iodide, the product obtained 
from the tribromide having a specific gravity of 5.4, and con-
taining 58-2.2% of antimony tribromide, whilst that from the 
tri-iodide has a specific gravity of 5.2-5.8 and contains about 22% 
of hydriodic acid and antimony tri-iodide. 

The atomic weight of antimony has been determined by 
the analysis of the chloride, bromide and iodide. J. P. Cooke 
(Proc. Amer. Acad., 1878, xiii. z) and J. Bongartz (Bevirkie, 1883, 
26, p. 1942) obtained the value 1 20, whilst F. Pfeiffer (.,4 an. Chins. 
et Phys. ccix. 1 73) obtained the value lax from the electrolysis 
of the chloride. 

Pure antimony is quite permanent in air at ordinary tempera-
tures, but when heated in air or oxygen it burns, forming the 
trioxide. It decomposes steam at a red heat, and burns 
(especially when finely powdered)in chlorine. Dilute hydrochloric 
acid is without action on it, but on warming with the concentrated 
acid, antimony trichloride is formed; it dissolves in warm 
concentrated sulphuric acid, the sulphate SIN(B04)2 being formed. 
Nitric acid oxidizes antimony either to the trioxide Sb,O, or 
the pentoxide Sb,O,, the product obtained depending on the 
temperature and concentration of the acid. It combines directly 
with sulphur and phosphorus, and is readily oxidized when heated 
with metallic oxides (such as litharge, mercuric oxide, manganese 
dioxide, &c.). Antimony and its salts may be readily detected 
by the orange precipitate of antimony sulphide which is produced 
when sulphuretted hydrogen is passed through theiracid solutions, 
and also by the Marsh test (see Armoire); in this latter case 
the black stain produced is not soluble in bleaching powder 
solution. Antimony compounds when heated on charcoal with 
sodium carbonate in the reducing flame give brittle beads of 
metallic antimony, and a white incrustation of the oxide. The 
antimonious compounds are decomposed on addition of water, 
with formation of basic salts. 

Antimony may be estimated quantitatively by conversion into 
the sulphide; the precipitate obtained is dried at roe C. and 
heated in a current of carbon dioxide, or it may be converted 
into the tetroxide by nitric acid. 

Antimony, like- phosphorus and arsenic, combines directly 
with hydrogen. The compound formed, antimoniuretted 
hydrogen or stibine, Sb11 3, may also be prepared by the action 
of hydrochloric acid on an alloy of antimony and zinc, or by the 
action of nascent hydrogen on antimony compounds. As pre-
pared by these methods it contains a relatively large amount of 
hydrogen, from which it can be freed by passing through a tube  

immersed in liquid air, when it condenses to a white solid. It ig 
a poisonous colourless gas, with a characteristic offensive smell. 
In its general behaviour it resembles arsine, burning with a violet 
flame and being decomposed by heat into its constituent elements. 
When passed into silver nitrate solution it gives a black precipitate 
of silver antimonide, SbAg s. It is decomposed by the halogen 
elements and also by sulphuretted hydrogen. All three hydrogen 
atoms are replaceable by organic radicals and the resulting 
compounds combine with compounds of the type RCI, RBr and 
RI to form stibonitun compounds. 

There are three known oxides of antimony, the trioxide Sb,Os 
which is capable of combining with both acids and bases to form 
salts, the tetroxide Sits% and the pentoxide SbiOs. Antimony tri-
oxide occurs as the minerals valentinite and aenarmontite, and can 
be artificially prepared by burning antimony in air; by heating the 
metal in steam to a bright red heat; by oxidizing melted antimony 
with litbarge; by decomposing antimony trichloride with an aqueous 
solution of sodium carbonate, or by the action of dilute nitric acid 
on the metal. It is a white powder, almost insoluble in water, and 
when volatilized, condenses in two crystalline forms, either octa-
hedral or prismatic. It is insoluble in sulphuric and nitric acids, but 
is readily soluble in hydrochloric and tartaric acids and in solutions 
of the caustic alkalies. On strongly heating in air it is converted 
into the tetroxide. The corresponding hydroxide, orthoantimonious 
acid, Sb(OH)h can be obtained in a somewhat impure form by precipi-
sating tartar emetic with dilute sulphuric acid; or better by decent° 
posing antimonyl tartaric acid with sulphuric acid and drying the 
precipitated white powder at too °  C. Antimony tetroxide is formed 
by strongly heating either the trioxide or pentoxide. It is a non-
volatile white powder, and has a specific gravity of 6.6952; it is 
insoluble in water and almost so in acids—concentrated hydrochloric 
acid dissolving a small quantity. It is decomposed by a hot solution 
of potassium bitartrate. Antimony pentoxide is obtained by 
repeatedly evaporating antimony with nitric acid and heating the 
resulting antimony acid to a temperature not above 275° C.; by 
heating antimony with red mercuric oxide until the mass becomes 
yellow U. Berzelius); or by evaporating antimony trichloride to 
dryness with nitric acid. It is a pale yellow powder (of specific 
gravity 6.5), which on being heated strongly gives up oxygen and 
forms the tetroxide. It is insoluble in water, but dissolves slowly in 
hydrochloric acid. It possesses a feeble acid character, giving 
metantimoniates when heated with alkaline carbonates. 

Orthoantimonic acid, H,SbO,, is obtained by the decomposition. 
of its potassium salt with nitric acid (A. Geuther); or by the addition 
of water to the pentachloride, the precipitate formed being dried 
over sulphuric acid (P. Conrad, Chem. News, 1879, xi. 198). It is a 
white powder almost insoluble in water and nitric acid, and when 
heated, is first converted into metantimonic acid, HSb0 s, and then 
into the pentoxide Pyroantimonic acid, H,Sb,O, (the 
metantimonic acid of E. Fremy), is obtained by decomposing 
antimony pentachloride with hot water, and drying the precipitate 
no obtained at too °  C. It is a white powder which is more soluble 
in water and acids than orthoantimonic acid. It forms two 
series of salts, of the types MilliSbsOs and M sSbsOs . Metantimonie 
acid. HSb0s, can be obtained by heating orthoantimonic acid to 
x75° C., or by long fusion of antimony with antimony sulphide and 
nitre. The fused mass is extracted with water, nitric acid is added 
to the solution, and the precipitate obtained washed with water 
(J. Berzelius). It is a white powder almost insoluble in water. Ore 
standing with water for some time it is slowly converted into the 
ortho-acid. 

Compounds of antimony with all the halogen elements are known, 
one atom of the metal combining with three or five atoms of the 
halogen, except in the case of bromine, where only the tribromide, is 
known. The majority of these halide compounds are decomposed 
by water, with the formation of basic salts. Antimony trichloride 
(' Butter of Antimony "), SbCI,, is obtained by burning the metal in 
chlorine; by distilling antimony with excess of mercuric chloride; 
and by fractional distillation of antimony tetroxide or trisulphide in 
hydrochloric acid solution. It is a colourless deliquescent solid of 
specific gravity 3.06; it melts at 7 3.2 ° C. (H. Kopp) to a colourless 
oil; and boils at 223° (H. Capitaine). It is soluble in alcohol and in 
carbon bisulphide, and also in a small quantity of water; but with 
an excess of water it gives a precipitate of various oxychlorides, 
known as powder of algaroth (9.0.). These precipitated oxychlondes 
on continued boiling with water lose all their chlorine and ultimately 
give a residue of antimony trioxide. It combines with chlorides of 
the alkali metals to form double salts, and also with barium, calcium, 
strontium, and magnesium chlorides. Antimony pentachloride, 
ShCh, is prepared by heating the trichloride in a current of chlorine. 
It is a nearly colourless fuming liquid of unpleasant smell, which can 
be solidified to a mass of crystals melting at —6 ° C. It dissociates into 
the trichloride and chlorine when heated. It combines with water, 
forming the hydrates SbC1,•1,0 and SbC1i•41-40; it also combines 
with phosphorus oxychloride, hydrocyanic acid, and cyanogen 
chloride. In chloroform solution it combines with anhydrous oxalic 
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acid to form a compound, SiaCIACIN. which is to be considered as 

COOS 1. 
tetra-c.hlorstibonium oxalate 	(R. Anschatz and Evans, 

COOSbC1s 
Ansokx, t887, commix. 233). Antimony! chloride, SbOCI, is pro. 
duced by the decomposition of one part of the trkhloride with four 
parts of water. Prepared in this way it contains a small quantity 
of the unaltered chloride, which can be removed by ether or carbon 
bisulphide. It is a white powder insoluble in water, alcohol and 
ether. On heating, it is converted into the oxychloride SINO.C1, 
(Sbs0r2SbOCI). Antimony oxychloride, SbOCI,, is formed by addi-
tion of the calculated _quantity of water to ice-cooled antimony 
pentachloride, SbC14-1-Hs0-SbOCI,4-2HCI. It forms a yellowish 
crystalline precipitate which in moist air goes to a thick liquid. 
Compounds of composition. Sb0Cb.2SbC1, and SbOiC1:2Sb0Cli, 
have also been described (W. C. Williams, Qom. Ness. 1871. XlIiV. 
2M). 

Antimony tr.' imide, SbBri, and tri-iodide, Sbla, may beprepared 
by the action antimony on solutions of bromine or iodine in 
carbon latsulph ' . The tribromide is a colourless crystalline mass 
of specific gra. 4.148 (23 °), melting at 90° to 94 °  C. and boiling at 
378.4° C. (H. 1, p). The tn-iodide forms red-coloured crystals of 
specific gra, it .■, 48 (26°), melting at 16§. to 167° C. and boiling at 
oi° C. By the action of water they give oxybromides and oxy-

iodides SbOBr. StkOsBri, Sb01. Antimony penta-iodide. Sbli, is 
i formed by heating antimony with excess of iodine, in a sealed tube. 

to a temperature not above 13o° C. It forms a dark brown crystalline 
mass. melting at 78 °  to 79°  C., and is easily dissociated on heating. 
Antimony tnfluoride, SbFi, is obtained by dissolving the trioxide in 
aqueous hydrofluoric acid or by distilling antimony with mercuric 
fluoride. By rapid evaporation of its solution it may be obtained 
in small prisms. The pentafluoride SbF, results when metantimonic 
acid is dissolved in hydrofluoric acid, and the solution is evaporated. 
It forms an amorphous gummy mass, which is decomposed by heat. 
Oxyfluorides of composition SbOF and SbOF, are known. 

Two sulphides of antimony are definitely known, the trisulphide 
SbiSi and the pentasulphide Sb,S,; a third, the tetrasulphide 
has also been described, but its existence is doubtful. Antimony 
trisulphide, Sb,S i, occurs as the mineral antimonite or stibnite. from 
which the commercial product is obtained by a process of liquation. 
The amorphous variety may be obtained from the crystalline form 
by dissolving it in caustic potash or soda or in solutions of alkaline 
sulphides. and precipitating the hot solution by dilute sulphuric acid. 
The precipitate is then washed with water and dried at too° C., 
by which treatment it is obtained in the anhydrous form. On 
precipitating antimony trichloride or tartar emetic in acid solution 
with sulphuretted hydrogen, an orange-red precipitate of the hy- 
drated sulphide is obtained. which turns black on being heated to 
200°  C The trisulphide heated in a current of hydrogen is reduced 
to the metallic state: it burns in air forming the tetroxide, and is 
soluble in concentrated hydrochloric acid, in solutions of the caustic 
alkalis, and in alkaline sulphides. By the union of antimony tri- 
sulphide with basic sulphides. livers of antimony are obtained. 
These substances are usually prepared by fusing their components 
together, and are dark powders which are less soluble in water the 
more antimony they contain. These thicantimonites are used in 
the vulcanizing of rubber and in the preparation of matches. Anti-
mony pentasulphide, SbiSs, is prepared by precipitating a solution 
of the pentachloride with sulphuretted hydrogen, by decomposing 

Schlippe's salt " (q.v.) with an acid, or by passing sulphuretted 
hydrogen into water containing antimonic acid. It forms a fine 
dark orange powder, insoluble in water, but readily soluble in aqueous 
solutions of the caustic alkalis and alkaline carbonates. On 
heating in absence of air, it decomposes into the trisulphide and 
sulphur. 

An antimony phosphide and arsenide are known, as is also a 
thiophosphate. SbPS., which is prepared by heating together anti-
mony tnchloride and phosphorus pentasulphide. 

Many organic compounds containing antimony are known. By 
distilling an alloy of antimony and sodium with mythyl iodide. 
mixed with sand, trimethyl stibine, Sb(Cli s)s, is obtained: this com-
bines with excess of methyl iodide to form tetramethyl stibonium 
iodide. Sb(Clii).1. From this iodide the trimethyl stibine may ha 
obtained by distillation with an alloy of potassium and antimony 
in a current of carbon dioxide. It is a colourless li.quid, slightly 
soluble in water, and is spontaneously inflammable. The stibonium 
iodide on treatment with moist silver oxide gives the correspond-
ing tetramethyl stibonium hydroxide, Sb(CHi),OH, which forms 
deliquescent crystals, of alkaline reaction, and absorbs carbon 
dioxide readily. On distilling trimethyl stibine with zinc methyl, 
antimony tetra-methyl and penta-methyl are formed. Correspond-
ing antimony compounds containing the ethyl group are known, as 
is also a tri-phenyl stibine, Sb(Csils)s, which is prepared from anti-
mony trichioride, sodium and monochlorbenzene. See Chung Yu 
Wang. Antimony (woo). 

Antimony in Medicine.—So far back as Basil Valentine and 
Paracelsus, antimonial preparations were in great vogue as 
medicinal agents, and came to be so much abused that a pro- 
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hibition was placed upon their employment by the Paris parla-
ment in 1566. Metallic antimony was utilized to make goblets 
in which wine was allowed to stand so as to acquire emetic 
properties, and " everlasting " pills of the metal, supposed to 
act by contact merely, were administered and recovered for 
future use after they had fulfilled their purpose. Antimony 
compounds act as irritants both externally and internally. 
Tartar emetic (antimony tartrate) when swallolved, acts directly 
on the wall of the stomach, producing vomiting, and after 
absorption continues this effect by its action on the medulla. 
It is a powerful cardiac depressant, diminishing both the force 
and frequency of the heart's beat. It depresses respiration, and 
in large doses lowers temperature. It depresses the nervous 
system, especially the spinal cord. It is excreted by all the 
secretions and excretions of the body. Thus as it passes out by 
the bronchial mucous membrane it increases the amount of 
secretion and so acts as an expectorant. On the skin its action 
is that of a diaphoretic, and being also excreted by the bile it 
nets slightly as a cholagogue. Summed up, its action is that 
of an irritant, and a cardiac and nervous depressant. But on 
account of this depressant action it is to be avoided for women 
and children and rarely used for men. 

Toxicology.—Antimony is one of the " protoplasmic " poisons, 
directly lethal to all living matter. In acute poisoning by it the 
symptoms are almost identical with those of arsenical poison-
ing, which is much commoner (See AssEnic). The post-mortem 
appearances are also very similar, but the gastro-intestinal 
irritation is much less marked and inflammation of the lungs is 
more commonly seen. If the patient is not already vomiting 
freely the treatment is to use the stomach-pump, or give sulphate 
of zinc (gr. to-3o) by the mouth or apomorphine (gr. ito-A) 
subcutaneously. Frequent doses of a teaspoonful of tannin 
dissolved in water should be administered, together with strong 
tea and coffee and mucilaginous fluids. Stimulants may be given 
subcutaneously, and the patient should be placed in bed between 
warm blankets with hot-water bottles. Chronic poisoning by 
antimony is very rare, but resembles in essentials chronic 
poisoning by arsenic. In its medico-legal aspects antimonial 
poisoning is of little and lessening importance. 

ANTINOMIANS (Gr. aril, against, v6pos, law), a term 
apparently coined by Luther to stigmatize Johannes Agricola 
(q.v.) and his following, indicating an interpretation of the anti-) 
thesis between law and gospel, recurrent from the earliest times.' 
Christians being released, in important particulars, from con-
formity to the Old Testament polity as a whole, a real difficulty 
at tended the settlement of the limits and the immediate authority 
of the remainder, known vaguely as the moral law. Indications 
are not wanting that St Paul's doctrine of justification by faith 
was, in his own day, mistaken or perverted in the interests of 
immoral licence. Gnostic sects approached the question in two 
ways. Marcionites, named by Clement of Alexandria Aniiiadao 
(revolters against theDemiurge) held the Old Testament economy 
to be throughout tainted by its source; but they are not accused 
of licentiousness. Manichaeans, again, holding their spiritual 
being to be unaffected by the action of matter, regarded carnal 
sins as being, at worst, forms of bodily disease. Kindred to this 
latter view was the position of sundry sects of English fanatics 
during the Commonwealth, who denied that an elect person 
sinned, even when committing acts in themselves gross and evil. 
Different from either of these was the Antinomianism charged 
by Luther against Agricola. Its starting-point was a dispute 
with Melanchthon in 0527 as to the relation between repentance 
and faith. Melanchthon urged that repentance must precede 
faith, and that knowledge of the moral law is needed to produce 
repentance. Agricola gave the initial place to faith, maintaining 
that repentance is the work, not of law, but of the gospel-given 
knowledge of the love of God. The resulting Antinomian 
controversy (the only one within the Lutheran body in Luther's 
lifetime) is not remarkable for the precision or the moderation 
of the combatants on either side. Agricola was apparently 
satisfied in conference with Luther and Melanchthon at Torgau, 
December 0527. His eighteen huffier:es of 1537 revived the 
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controversy and made it acute. Random as are some of his 
statements, he was consistent in two objects: (t) in the interest 
of solifidian doctrine, to place the rejection of the Catholic doc-
trine of good works on a sure ground; (2) in the interest of the 
New Testament, to find all needful guidance for Christian duty 
in its principles, if not in its precepts. From the latter Oast of 
the 17th century charges of Antinomianism have frequently 
been directed against Calvinists, on the ground of their dis-
paragement of " deadly doing " and of " legal preaching." 
The virulent controversy between Arminian and Calvinistic 
Methodists produced as its ablest outcome Fletcher's Checks to 
Antinonsianisno(t771-1775). 

See G. Kawerau, in A. Hauck's lbaletwyklopAdie (1896); Riess, 
in I. Goschkr's Diet. Encyclop. do la Wok cath. (1858): J. H. 
Blunt. Did. of Dod. and Hist. Theol. (1872); J. C. I.. Gieseler, 
Ch. Hist. (New York ed. 1868, vol. iv.). 

ANTINOMY (Gr. cirri, against, obpot, law), literally, the 
mutual incompatibility, real or apparent, of two laws. The 
term acquired a special significance in the philosophy of ICant, 
who used it to describe the contradictory results of applying to 
the universe of pure thought the categories or criteria proper to 
the universe of sensible perception (phenomena). These anti-
nomies are four—two mathematical, two dynamical—connected 
with (t) the limitation of the universe in respect of space and 
time, (2) the theory that the whole consists of indivisible atoms 
(whereas, in fact, none such exist), (3) the problem of freedom in 
relation to universal causality, (4) the existence of a universal 
being—about each of which pure reason contradicts the em-
pirical, as thesis and antithesis. Kant claimed to solve these 
contradictions by saying, that in no case is the contradiction 
real, however really it has been intended by the opposing parti-
sans, or must appear to the mind without critical enlightenment. 
It is wrong, therefore, to impute to Kant, as is often done, the 
view that human reason is, on ultimate subjects, at war with 
itself, in the sense of being impelled by equally strong arguments 
towards alternatives contradictory of each other. The difficulty 
arises from a confusion between the spheres of phenomena and 
noumena. In fact no rational cosmology is possible. 

See John Watson. Selections from Kant (trans. Glasgow, 1897), 
pp. 155 foil.; W. Windelband, History of Philosophy (Eng. trans. 
1893): H.- Sidgwick. Philos. of Kant, lectures x. and xi. (Lond., 
PM); F. Paulsen, I. Kant (Eng. trans. 1902), pp. 216 foil. 

ANTINOOS, a beautiful youth of Claudiopolis in Bithynia, 
was the favourite of the emperor Hadrian, whom he accompanied 
on his journeys. He committed suicide by drowning himself 
in the Nile (s.o. 13o), either in a fit of melancholy or in order 
to prolong his patron's life by his voluntary sacrifice. After 
his death, Hadrian caused the most extravagant respect to be 
paid to his memory. Not only were cities called after him, 
medals struck with his effigy, and statues erected to him in all 
parts of the empire, but he was raised to the rank of the gods, 
temples were built for his worship in Bithynia, Mantineia in 
Arcadia, and Athens, festivals celebrated in his honour and 
oracles delivered in his name. The city of Antinoopolis was 
founded on the ruins of Bess where he died (Dio Cassius lix. It; 
Spartianus, Hadrian). A number of statues, busts, gems and 
coins represented Antinotis as the ideal type of youthful 
beauty, often with the attributes of some special god. We still 
possess a colossal bust in the Vatican, a bust in the Louvre, a 
bas-relief from the Villa Albani, a statue in the Capitoline 
museum, another in Berlin, another in the Lateran, and many 
more. 

See Levezow, Ober den Anlinous (1808); Dietrich, Antinoos 
(1884); Laban, Der Gentatsausdruck des Antiwar (2891); Aniinoas, 
A Romance of Ancient Rome, from the German of A. Hausrath, by 
114. Safford (New York, 1882); Ebers, Dee Kaiser 0880. 

ANTIOCH. There were sixteen cities known to have been 
founded under this name by Hellenistic monarchs; and at least 
twelve others were renamed Antioch. But by far the most famous 
and important in the list was 'AerrOxera iv/ 4W8 (mod. 
Agriakia), situated on the left bank of the Orontes, about so m. 
from the sea and its port, Seleucia of Pieria (Sandia). Founded 
as a Greek city in Soo a.c. by Seleucus Nicator, as soon as he  

had assured his grip upon western Asia by the victory of Ipso& 
(301), it was destined to rival Alexandria in Egypt as the chief 
city of the nearer East, and to be the cradle of gentile Christianity. 
The geographical character of the district north and north-east of 
the elbow of Orontes makes it the natural centre of Syria, so long 
as that country is held by a western power; and only Asiatic, 
and especially Arab, dynasties have neglected it for the oasis of 
Damascus. The two easiest routes from the Mediterranean, 
lying through the Orontes gorge and the Beilan Pass, converge 
in the plain of the Antioch Lake (BaliVk Genf or El Bahr) and are 
met there by ( t) the road from the Amanic Gates (Baghche Pau) 
and western Commagene, which descends the valley of the Kara 
Su, (a) the roads from eastern Commagene and the Euphmtean 
crossings at Samosata (Samsat) and Apamea Zeugma (Birejlit), 
which descend the valleys of the Afrin and the Kuwaik, and 
(3) the road from the Euphratean ford at Thapsacus, which 
skirts the fringe of the Syrian steppe. Travellers by all these 
roads must proceed south by the single route of the Orontes 
valley. Alexander is said to have camped on the site of Antioch, 
and dedicated an altar to Zeus Bottiaeus, which lay in the north-
west of the future city. But the first western sovereign practi-
cally to recognize the importance of the district was Antigonus, 
who began to build a city, Antigonia, on the Kara Su a few miles 
north of the situation of Antioch; but, on his defeat, he left it to 
serve as a quarry for his rival Seleucus. The latter is said to 
have appealed to augury to determine the exact site of his 
projected foundation; but less fantastic considerations went far 
to settle it. To build south of the river, and on and under the 
last east spur of Casius, was to have security against invasion 
from the north, and command of the abundant waters of the 
mountain. One torrent, the Onopniktes (" donkey-drowner "), 
flowed through the new city, and many other streams came down 
a few miles west into the beautiful suburb of Daphne. The 
site appears not to have been found wholly uninhabited. A 
settlement, Afcroe, boasting a shrine of Anait, called by the 
Greeks the " Persian Artemis," had long been located there, 
and was ultimately included in the eastern suburbs of the new 
city; and there seems to have been a village on the spur (Mt. 
Silpius), of which we hear in late authors under the name lo, 
or lopolis. This name was always adduced as evidence by 
Antiochenes (e.g. Libanius) anxious to affiliate themselves to 
the Attic Ionians—an anxiety which is illustrated by the 
Athenian types used on the city's coins. At any rate, Io may 
have been a small early colony of trading Greeks (Javan). 
John Malalas mentions also a village, Bottia, in the plain by 
the river. 

The original city of Seleucus was laid out in imitation of the 
" gridiron " plan of Alexandria by the architect, Xenarius. 
Libanius describes the first building and arrangement of this 
city (i. p. 300. 17). The citadel was on Mt. Silpius and the city 
lay mainly on the low ground to the north, fringing the river, 
Two great colonnaded streets intersected in the centre. Shortly 
afterwards a second quarter was laid out, probably on the east 
and by Antiochus I., which, from an expression of Strobe., 
appears to have been the native, as contrasted with the Greek, 
town. It was enclosed by a wall of its own. In the Orontes, 
north of the city, lay a large island, and on this Seleucus II. 
Callinicus began a third walled " city," which was finished 
by Antiochus III. A fourth and last quarter was added 
by Antiochus IV. Epiphanes (t75-164 n.c..); and thenceforth 
Antioch was known as Tampons. From west to east the whole 
was about 4 m. in diameter and little less from north to south, 
this area including many large gardens. Of its population in 
the Greek period we know nothing. In the 4th century A.D. 
it was about 200,000 according to Chrysostom, who probably 
did not reckon slaves. About 4 m. west and beyond the suburb, 
Heraclea, lay the paradise of Daphne, a park of woods and 
waters, in the midst of which rose a great temple to the Pythian 
Apollo, founded by Seleucus I. and enriched with a cult-statue 
of the god, as Musagetes, by Bryaxis. A companion sanctuary 
of Hecate was constructed underground by Diocletian. The 
beauty and the lax morals of Daphne were celebrated all over 
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the western world; and indeed Antioch as a whole shared in both 
these titles to fame. Its amenities awoke both the enthusiasm 
and the scorn of many writers of antiquity. 

Antioch became the capital and court-city of the western 
Seleucid empire under Antiochus I., its counterpart in the east 
being Sc4eucia-on-Tigris; but its paramount importance dates 
from the battle of Ancyra (240 u.c.), which shifted the Seleucid 
centre of gravity from Asia Minor, and led indirectly to the rise 
of Pergamum. Thenceforward the Seleucids resided at Antioch 
and treated it as their capital par excellence. We know little 
of it in the Greek period, apart from Syria (q.t.), all our informa-
tion coming from authors of the late Roman time. Among 
its great Greek buildings we hear only of the theatre, of which 
substructures still remain on the flank of Silpius, and of the 
royal palace, probably situated on the island. It enjoyed a 
great reputation for letters and the arts (Cicero pro Archie, 3); 
but the only names of distinction in these pursuits during the 
Seleucid period, that have come down to us, are Apollophanes, 
the Stoic, and one Phoebus, a writer on dreams. The mass 
of the population seems to have been only superficially Hellenic, 
and to have spoken Aramaic in non-official life. The nicknames 
which they gave to their later kings were Aramaic; and, except 
Apollo and Daphne, the great divinities of north Syria seem to 
have remained essentially native, such as the " Persian Artemis " 
of Meroe and Atargatis of Hierapolis Bambyce. We may infer, 
from its epithet, " Golden," that the external appearance of 
Antioch was magnificent; but the city needed constant restora-
tion owing to the seismic disturbances to which the district 
has always been peculiarly liable. The first great earthquake 
is said by the native chronicler John Malalas, who tells us most 
that we know of the city, to have occurred in 148 n.c., and to 
have done immense damage. The inhabitants were turbulent, 
fickle and notoriously dissolute. In the many dissensions of 
the Seleucid house they took violent part, and frequently rose 
in rebellion, for example against Alexander Bales in 147 B.C., 
and Demetrius H. in z ap. The latter, enlisting a body of Jews, 
punished his capital with fire and sword. In the last struggles 
of the Seleucid house, Antioch turned definitely against its feeble 
rulers, invited Tigranes of Armenia to occupy the city in 83, 
tried to unseat Antiochus XIII. in 63, and petitioned Rome 
against his restoration in the following year. Its wish prevailed, 
and it passed with Syria to the Roman Republic in 64 B.C., but 
remained a civitas 

The Romans both felt and expressed boundless contempt for 
the hybrid Antiocbenes; but their emperors favoured the city 
from the first, seeing in it a more suitable capital for the eastern 
part of the empire than Alexandria could ever be, thanks to the 
isolated position of Egypt. To a certain extent they tried to 
make it an eastern Rome. Caesar visited it in 47 B.C., and con-
firmed its freedom. A great temple to Jupiter Capitolinus rose on 
Silpius, probably at the instance of Octavian, whose cause the city 
had espoused. A forum of Roman type was laid out. Tiberius 
built two long colonnades on the south towards Silpius. Agrippa 
and Tiberius enlarged the theatre, and Trajan finished their 
work. Antoninus Pius paved the great east to west artery with 
granite. A circus, either colonnades and great numbers of baths 
were built, and new aqueducts to supply them bore the names 
of Caesars, the finest being the work of Hadrian. The Roman 
client, Ring Herod, erected a long agog on the east, and Agrippa 
encouraged the growth of a new suburb south of this. Under the 
empire we chiefly hear of the earthquakes which shook Antioch. 
One, in A.D. 37, caused the emperor Caligula to send two senators 
to report on the condition of the city. Another followed in the 
next reign; and in 215, during Trajan's sojourn in the place 
with his army of Parthia, the whole site was convulsed, the 
landscape altered, and the emperor himself forced to take shelter 
in the circus for several days. He and his successor restored the 
city; but in 526, after minor shocks, the calamity returned in 
a terrible form, and thousands of lives were lost, largely those of 
Christians gathered to a great church assembly. We hear also 
of especially terrific earthquakes on the 2gth of November 5a8 
and the 31st of October 588.  

13 1 
At Antioch Germanicus died in A.D. in, and his body was burnt 

in the forum. Titus set up the Cherubim, captured from the 
Jewish temple, over one of the gates. Commodus had Olympic 
games celebrated at Antioch, and in A.D. 266 the town was suddenly 
raided by the Persians, who slew many in the theatre. In 387 
there was a great sedition caused by a new tax levied by order 
of Theodosius, and the city was punished by the loss of its 
metropolitan status. Zeno, who renamed it Theopolis, restored 
many of its public buildings just before the great earthquake 
of 526, whose destructive work was completed by the Persian 
Chosroes twelve years later. Justinian made an effort to revive 
it, and Procopius describes his repairing of the walls; but its 
glory was past. 

The chief interest of Antioch under the empire lies in its 
relation to Christianity. Evangelized perhaps by Peter, according 
to the tradition upon which the Antiochene patriarchate still 
rests its claim for primacy (d. Acts xi.), and certainly by Barnabas 
and Saul, its converts were the first to be called " Christians." 
They multiplied exceedingly, and by the time of Theodosius 
were reckoned by Chrysostom at about scope° souls. Between 
252 and 3oo A.13 ten assemblies of the church were held at Antioch 
and it became the residence of the patriarch of Asia. When 
Julian visited the place in 362 the impudent population railed 
at him for his favour to Jewish and pagan rites, and to 
revenge itself for the closing of its great church of Constantine, 
burned down the temple of Apollo in Daphne. The emperor's 
rough and severe habits and his rigid administration prompted 
Antiochene lampoons, to which he replied in the curious satiric 
apologia, still extant, which he called Mirepoym. His successor, 
Valens, who endowed Antioch with a new forum having a statue 
of Valentinian on a central column, reopened the great church, 
which stood till the sack of Chosroes in 538. Antioch gave its 
name to a certain school of Christian thought, distinguished by 
literal interpretation of the Scriptures and insistence on the 
human limitations of Jesus. Diodorus of Tarsus and Theodore 
of Mopsuestia were the leaders of this school. The principal local 
saint was Simeon Stylites, who performed his penance on a hill 
some 40 m. east. His body was brought to the city and buried 
in a building erected under the emperor Leo. In A.D. 635, during 
the reign of Heraclius, Antioch passed into Saracen hands, 
and decayed apace for more than 30o years; but in 969 it was 
recovered for Byzantium by Michael Burza and Peter the Eunuch. 
In io84 the Seljuk Turks captured it but held it only fourteen 
years, yielding place to the crusaders, who besieged it for nine 
months, enduring frightful sufferings. Being at last betrayed, 
It was given to Bohemund, prince of Tarentum, and it remained 
the capital of a Latin principality for nearly two centuries. It 
fell at last to the Egyptian, Bibars, in 1268, after a great destruc-
tion and slaughter, from which it never revived. Little remains 
now of the ancient city, except colossal ruins of aqueducts and 
part of the Roman walls, which are used as quarries for modern 
Antakia; but no scientific examination of the site has been made. 
A statue in the Vatican and a silver statuette in the British 
Museum perpetuate the type of its great effigy of the civic Fortune 
of Antioch—a majestic seated figure, with Orontes as a youth 
issuing from under her feet. 

ANTAKIA, the modern town, is still of considerable importance. 
Pop. about as,000, including Ansarieh, Jews, and a large body of 
Christians of several denominations about 8000 strong. Though 
superseded by Aleppo (q.v.) as capital of N. Syria, it is still the 
centreof a large district,growing in wealth and productivenesa with 
the draining of its central lake, undertaken by a French company. 
The principal cultures are tobacco, maize and cotton, and the mul-
berry for silk production. Liquorice also is collected and exported. 
In 1822 (as in 1872) Antakia suffered by earthquake, and when 
Ibrahim Pasha made it his headquarters in 1835, it had only 
some s000 inhabitants. Its hopes, based on a Euphrates valley 
railway, which was to have started from its port of Suedia 
(Seleucia), were doomed to disappointment, and it has suffered 
repeatedly from visitations of cholera; but it has nevertheless 
grown rapidly and will resume much of its old importance 
when a railway is made down the lower Orontes valley. It is a 
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centre of American mission enterprise, and has a British vice-
consul. 

See C. 0. Muller, Antiguan:es Antimissile. (1839); A. Freund, 
Beitrage sur anliockeniscken . . . Statchrosik (1882); R. Forster, 
in Jahrbuch of Berlin Arch. Institute, xii. (5897). Also authorities 
for SYRIA. (D. G. H.) 

SYNODS OP Armes. Beginning with three synods convened 
between 264 and 269 in the matter of Paul of Samosata, more 
than thirty councils were held in Antioch in ancient times. 
Most of these dealt with phases of the Arian and of the Christo-
logical controversies. The most celebrated took place in the 
summer of 345 at the dedication of the golden Basilica, and is 
therefore called in vicaeniis (iv ivreuriatt), its dedication. 
Nearly a hundred bishops were present, all from the Orient, 
but the bishop of Rome was not represented. The emperor 
Constantino attended in person. The council approved three 
creeds (Hah n, S3 - 1 55)• Whether or no the so-called "fourth 
formula" (Hahn, § 556) is to be ascribed to a continuation of this 
synod or to a subsequent but distinct assembly of the same 
year, its aim is like that of the first three; while repudiating 
certain Arian formulas it avoids the Athanasian shibboleth 
" homoousios." The somewhat colourless compromise doubtless 
proceeded from the party of Eusebius of Nicomedia, and proved 
not inacceptablc to the more nearly orthodox members of the 
synod. The twenty-five canons adopted regulate the so-called 
metropolitan constitution of the church. Ecclesiastical power is 
vested chiefly in the metropolitan (later called archbishop), and 
the semi-annual provincial synod (cf. Nicaea, canon s), which he 
summons and over which he presides. Consequently the powers of 
country bishops (chorepiscopi) are curtailed, and direct recourse to 
the emperor is forbidden. The sentence of one judicatory is to be 
respected by other judicatories of equal rank, re-trial may take 
place only before that authority to whom appeal regularly lies 
(see canons 3, 4, 6). Without due invitation, a bishop may not 
ordain, or in any other way interfere with affairs lying outside 
his proper territory; nor may he appoint his own successor. 
Penalties are set on the refusal to celebrate Easter in accordance 
with the Nicene decree, as well as on leaving a church before the 
service of the Eucharist is completed. The numerous objections 
made by eminent scholars in past centuries to the ascription of 
these twenty-five canons to the synod in encaeniis have been 
elaborately stated and probably refuted by Heide. The canons 
formed part of the Codex canonum used at Chalcedon in 451 and 
passed over into the later collections of East and West. 

The canons are printed in Greek by Manzi ii. 13o7 ff., Bruns i. 
8o ff., Lauchert 43 If., and translated by Heide. Councils, ii. 67 R. 
and by H. R. Percival in the Nieces and Post-Nicene Fathers, and 
series, xiv. la R. The four dogmatic formulas are given by G. 
Ludwig Hahn, Bibliothelt der Symbols, 3rd edition (Breslau, 1897), 
183 ff.; for translations compare the Nicene and Post - Nicene Fathers, 
and series, iv. 461 ff., ii. 39 IL, ix. 12, ii. 44, and Hefele, ii. 76 H. 
For full titles see COUNCILS. (W. W. R.•) 

ANTIOCH IN PISIDIA, an ancient city, the remains of which, 
including ruins of temples, a theatre and a fine aqueduct, were 
found by Arundell in 1833 close to the modern Yalovach. It 
was situated on the lower southern slopes of the Sultan Dagh, 
in the Konia vilayet of Asia Minor, on the right bank of a stream, 
the ancient Anthius, which flows into the Hoiran GeuL It was 
probably founded on the site of a Phrygian sanctuary, by 
Seleucus Nicator, before 280 B.C. and was made a free city by 
the Romans in 189 B.C. It was a thoroughly Hellenized, Greek-
speaking city, in the midst of a Phrygian people, with a mixed 
population that included many Jews. Before 6 B.C. Augustus 
made It a colony, with the title Caesarea, and it became the 
centre of civil and military administration in south Galatia, 
the romaniaation of which was progressing rapidly in the time of 
Claudius, A.D. 41-54, when Paul visited it (Acts xiii. 14, xiv. 21, 
xvi. 6, xviii. 23). In 1097 the crusaders found rest and shelter 
within its walls. The ruins are interesting, and show that Antioch 
was a strongly fortified city of Hellenic and Roman type. 

ANTIOCHUS, the name of thirteen kings of the Seleudd 
dynasty in Nearer Asia. The most famous are Antiochus III. 
the Great (223-187 n.c.) who sheltered Hannibal and waged war 
with Rome, and his son Antiochus IV. Eplphanes (176-164 s.c.)  

who tried to suppress Judaism by persecution (see Sum= 
DYNASTY). 

The name was subsequently borne by the kings of Commagene 
(69 B.c.-A.D. 72), whose house was affiliated to the Seleucid. 

Awrtocnus I. of Commagene, who without sufficient reason 
has been identified with the Seleucid Antiochus XIII. Asiaticus, 
made peace on advantageous terms with Pompey in 64 s.c. 
Subsequently he fought on Pompey's side in the Civil War, 
and later still repelled an attack on Samosata by Marcus Antonius 
(Mark Antony.) He died before 31 B.C. and was succeeded by 
one Mithradates I. This Mithradates was succeeded by an 
A/moan's IL, who was executed by Augustus in 29 B.C. After 
another Mithradates we know of an Arrnocnus III., on whose 
death in A.D. 17 Commagene became a Roman province. In 38 
his son Minot-nos IV. EPIPHANES was made king by Caligula, 
who deposed him almost immediately. Restored by Claudius 
in 41, he reigned until 72 as an ally of Rome against Parthia. 
In that year he was deposed on suspicion of treason and retired 
to Rome. Several of his coins are extant. 

On all the above see " Antiochos " in Pauly-Wirsowa's Return-
cydopeshe der classischen Altertummoissenschaft, i. part ii. 0894. 

ANTIOCHUS OF ASCALON (1st century e.c.), Greek philo-
sopher. His philosophy consisted in an attempt to reconcile 
the doctrines of his teachers Philo of Larissa and Mnesarchus 
the Stoic. Against the scepticism of the former, he held that 
the intellect has in itself a sufficient test of truth; against 
Mnesarchus, that happiness, though its main factor is virtue, 
depends also on outward circumstances. This electicism is 
known as the Fifth Academy (see ACADEMY, GREEK). His 
writings are lost, and we are indebted for information to Cicero 
(Acad. Pr. u. 43), who studied under him at Athens, and Sextus 
Empiricus (Pyrrk. kyfr. i. 235). Antiochus lectured also in 
Rome and Alexandria. 

See R. Hoyer, De Antiocho Ascalonita (Bonn, 1883). 
ANTIOCHUS OF SYRACUSE. Greek historian, flourished 

about 420 B.C. Nothing is known of his life, but his works, 
of which only fragments remain, enjoyed a high reputation. 
He wrote a History of Sicily from the earliest times to 4 24, 
which was used by Thucydides, and the Colonizing of Italy, 
frequently referred to by Strabo and Dionysius of Halicarnassus. 

Muller, Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum, i.; Miffl .? in, Antioch. 
rots Syrahus, 1872. 

ANTIOPIL (t) In Greek legend, the mother of Amphion and 
Zethus, and, according to Homer (0d. xi. 26o), a daughter of 
the Boeotian river-god Asopus. In later poems she is called 
the daughter of Nycteus or Lycurgus. Her beauty attracted 
Zeus, who, assuming the form of a satyr, took her by force 
(Apollodorus iii. s). After this she was carried off by Epopeus, 
king of Sicyon, who would not give her up till compelled by her 
unde Lycus. On the way home she gave birth, in the neighbour-
hood of Eleutherae on Mount Cithaeron, to the twins Amphion 
and Zethus, of whom Amphion was the son of the god, and 
Zethus the son of Epopeus. Both were left to be brought up 
by herdsmen. At Thebes Antiope now suffered from the per-
secution of Dirce, the wife of Lycus, but at last escaped towards 
Eleutherae, and there found shelter, unknowingly, in the house 
where her two sons were living as herdsmen. Here she was 
discovered by Dine, who ordered the two young men to tie 
her to the horns of a wild bull. They were about to obey, when 
the old herdsman, who had brought them up, revealed his secret, 
and they carried out the punishment on Dirce instead (Hyginus, 
Fab. 8). For this, it is said, Dionysus, to whose worship Dirce 
had been devoted, visited Antiope with madness, which caused 
her to wander restlessly all over Greece till she was cured, and 
married by Photos of Tithorea, on Mount Parnassus, where 
both were buried in one grave (Pausanias ix. 17, x..32). 

(2) A second Antiope, daughter of Ares, and sister of Hippolyte, 
queen of the Amazons, was the wife of Theseus. There are 
various accounts of the manner in which Theseus became 
possessed of her, and of her subsequent fortunes. Either she 
gave herself up to him out of love, when with Heracies be 
captured Themiscyra, the seat of the Amazons, or she fell to 
his lot as a captive (Diodorus iv. 16). Or again, Theseus himself 
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invaded the dominion of the Amazons and carried her off, the 
consequence of which was a counter-invasion of Attica by the 
Amazons. After four months of war peace was made, and 
Antiope left with Theseus as a peace-offering. According to 
another account, she had joined the Amazons against him 
because he had been untrue to her in desiring to marry Phaedra. 
She is said to have been killed by another Amazon, Molpadia, 
a rival in her affection for Theseus. Elsewhere it was believed 
that he had himself killed her, and fulfilled anomie to that effect 
(Hyginus, Fab. sit). By Theseus she had a son, the well-known 
Hippolytus (Plutarch, Menus). 

ANTIOQUIA, an interior department of the republic of 
Colombia, lying S. of Bolivar, W. of the Magdalena river, and 
E. of Cauca. Area, 22,870 sq. m.; POP. (cat. 1899) 464.887. 
The greater part of its territory lies between the Magdalena 
and Canca rivers and includes the northern end of the Central 
Cordillera. The country is covered with valuable forests, and 
its mineral wealth renders it one of the most important mining 
regions of the republic. The capital, Medellin (est. pop. 53,coo in 
coos), is a thriving mining centre, 4822 ft. above sea-level, and 
22,5 m. from Puerto Berri6 on the Magdalena. Other important 
towns are hlanizales (t8,000 ) in the extreme south, the commer-
cial centre of a rich gold and grazing region; Antioquia,. the old 
capital, on the Cauca; and Puerto Berri6 on the Magdalena, 
from which a railway has been started to the capital. 

ANTIPAROS (anc.Oliares), an island of the kingdom of Greece, 
in the modern eparchy of Naxos, separated by a strait (about 
z m. wide at the narrowest point) from the west coast of Pares. 
It is 7 m. long by 3 broad, and contains about 700 inhabitants, 
most of whom live in 'Castro, a village on the north coast, and 
arc employed in agriculture and fishing. Formerly piracy was 
common. The only remarkable feature in the island is a 
stalactite cavern on the south coast, which is reached by a 
narrow passage broken by two steep and dangerous descents 
which are accomplished by the aid of rope-ladders. The grotto 
itself, which is about t so ft. by roe, and so ft. high (not all can 
be seen from any part, and probably some portions are still 
unexplored), shows many remarkable examples of stalactite 
formations and incrustations of dazzling brilliance. It is not 
mentioned by ancient writers; the first western traveller to 
visit it was the marquis de Nointel (ambassador of Louis XIV. 
to the Porte) who descended it with a numerous suite and. held 
high mass there on Christmas day 1673. There is, however, in 
the entrance of the cavern an inscription recording the names 
of visitors in ancient times. 

See J. P. de Tournefort. Relation d'un voyage as Leant (1m); 
English edition, 7703, vol. I. p. 146, and guidebooks to Greece. 

ANTIPATER (398?-319 }Lc.), Macedonian general, and 
regent of Macedonia during Alexander's Eastern expedition 
(334-3 23). He had previously (346) been sent as ambassador 
by Philip to Athens and negotiated peace after the battle of 
Chacroncia (338). About 332 he set out against the rebellious 
tribes of Thrace; but before this insurrection was quelled, 
the Spartan king Agis had risen against Macedonia. Having 
settled affairs in Thrace as well as he could, Antipater hastened 
to the south, and in a battle near Megalopolis (331) gained a 
complete victory over the insurgents (Diodorus xvii. 62). His 
regency was greatly troubled by the ambition of Olympias, 
mother of Alexander, and he was nominally superseded by 
Craterus. But, on the death of Alexander in 323, he was, by the 
first partition of the empire, left in command of Macedonia, and 
in the Lamian War, at the battle of Crannon (322), crushed 
the Greeks who had attempted to re-assert their independence. 
Later in the same year he and Craterus were engaged in a 
war against the Aetolians, when the news arrived from Asia 
which induced Antipater to conclude peace with them; • for 
Antigonus reported that Perdiccas contemplated making himself 
sole master of the empire. Antipater and Craterua accordingly 
prepared for war against Perdiccas, and allied themselves 
with Ptolemy, the governor of Egypt. Antipater crossed over 
into Asia in 32r ; and while still in Syria, he received information 
that Perdiccas had been murdered by his own soldiers. Craterus  

fell in battle against Eumenes (Diodorus xviii. 25-3g). Antipater, 
now sole regent, made several new regulations, and having 
quelled a mutiny of his troops and commissioned Antigonus to 
continue the war against Eumenes and the other partisans of 
Perdiccas, returned to Macedonia, where he arrived in 320 
(Justin xiii. 6). Soon after he was seized by an illness which 
terminated his active career, 3 I 9. Passing over his son Cassander, 
he appointed the aged Polyperchon regent, a measure which gave 
rise to much confusion and ill-feeling (Diodorus xvii., xviii). 

ANTIPHANES, the'most important writer of the Middle Attic 
comedy with the exception of Alexis, lived from about 408 to 334 
B.C. He was apparently a foreigner who settled in Athens, where 
he began to write about 387. He was extremely prolific: more 
than 200 of the 365 (or 26o) comedies attributed to him are known 
to us from the titles and considerable fragments preserved in 
A thenacus. They chiefly deal with matters connected with the 
table, but contain many striking sentiments. 

Fragments in Koch, Comicoram Auiconun Fragmeuta. ii. (t884); 
see also Clinton, Philological Museum, i. (7832); Meineke, Instant; 
Crake Comicorum Graecorum (1839). 

ANTIPHIGUS, a Greek painter, of the age of Alexander. He 
worked for Philip of Macedon and Ptolemy I. of Egypt. Thus 
he was a contemporary of Apelles, whose rival he is said to have 
been, but he seems to have worked in quite another style. 
Quintilian speaks of his facility: the descriptions of his works 
which have come down to us show that he excelled In light and 
shade, in genre representations, and in caricature. 

See Brunn, Ceschiclue der griechisehen Ktosstkr. ii. p. 249. 
ANTIPHON, of Rhamnus in Attica, the earliest of the " ten " 

Attic orators, Was born in 480 s.c. He took an active part in 
political affairs at Athens, and, as a zealous supporter of the 
oligarchical party, was largely responsible for the establishment 
of the Four Hundred in 411 (sec THERAMEKES); on the restoration 
of the democracy he was accused of treason and condemned to 
death. Thucydides (viii. 68) expresses a very high opinion of 
him. Antiphon may be regarded as the founder of political 
oratory, but he never addressed the people himself except on the 
occasion of his trial. Fragments of his speech then delivered in 
defence of his policy (called Heel paracroltanos) have been edited 
by J. Nicole (x907) from an Egyptian papyrus. His chief 
business was that of a professional speech-writer (Xcereyeitsbor), 
for those who felt incompeteat to conduct their own cases—
as all disputants were obliged to do—without expert assistance. 
Fifteen of Antiphon's speeches are extant: twelve are mere school 
exercises on fictitious cases, divided into tetralogies, each con-
sisting of two speeches for prosecution and defence—accusation, 
defence, reply, counter-reply; three refer to actual legal processes. 
All deal withcases of homicide (tkorucal 6ixaa). Antiphon is also 
said to have composed a Tlyte9 or art of Rhetoric. 

Edition, with commentary, by Mactrner (1838); text by Blase 
0880; Jebb, Attic Orators; Plutarch, Vitae X. Oregano's; Philo- 
stratus, Vit. Sophistartort, i. 15; van Cleef, Index Anaphor:tens, 
Ithaca,. N. Y. (1895): see also RHETORIC. 

ANTIPHONY (Gr. drrl, and #soi,avoice),atpeclesof psalmody 
in which the choir or congregation, being divided into two parts, 
sing alternately. The peculiar structure of the Hebrew psalms 
renders it probable that the antiphonal method originated in the 
service of the ancient Jewish Church. According to the historian 
Socrates, its introduction into Christian worship was due to 
Ignatius (died x 15 a.o.), who in a vision had seen the angels 
singing in alternate choirs. In the Latin Church it was not 
practised until more than two centuries later, when it was 
introduced by Ambrose, bishop of Milan, who compiled an 
antiphonary, or collection of words suitable for antiphonal 
singing. The antiphonary still in use in the Roman Catholic 
Church was compiled by Gregory the Great (590 a.o.). 

ANTIPODES (Gr. hurl, opposed to, and r66es, feet), a teem 
applied strictly to any two peoples or places on opposite aides 
of the earth, so situated that a line drawn from the one to the 
other passes through the centre of the globe and forms a tree 
diameter. Any two places having this relation—as London 
and, approximately, Antipodes Island, near New Zealand—
must be distant from each other by 7842° of longitude, and the 
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one must be as many degrees to the north of the equator as the 
other is to the south, in other words, the latitudes are numerically 
equal, but one is north and the other rota. Noon at the one 
place is midnight at the other, the longest day corresponds to 
the shortest, and mid-winter is contemporaneous with mid-
summer. In the calculation of days and nights, midnight on 
the one side may be regarded as corresponding to the noon 
either of the presiosu or of the following day. If a voyager sail 
eastward, and thus anticipate the sun, his dating will be twelve 
hours in advance, while the reckoning of another who has been 
sailing westward will be as much in arrear. There will thus be 
a difference of twenty-four hours between the two when they 
meet. To avoid the confusion of dates which would thus arise, 
it is necessary to determine a meridian at which dates should 
be brought into agreement, i.e. a line the crossing of which would 
involve the changing of the name of the day either forwards, 
when proceeding westwards, or backwards, when proceeding 
eastwards. Mariners have generally adopted the meridian ad' 
from Greenwich, situated in the Pacific Ocean, as a convenient 
line for co-ordinating dates. The so-called " International Date 
Line," which is, however, practically only due to American 
initiative, is designed to remove certain objections to the meridian 
of illo° W., the most important of which is that groups of islands 
lying about this meridian differ in date by a day although only 
a few miles apart. Several forms have been suggested; these 
generally agree in retaining the meridian of 180° in the mid 
Pacific, with a bend in the north in order to make the 
Aleutian Islands and Alaska of the same time as America, and 
also in the south so as to bring certain of the South Sea islands 
into line with Australia and New Zealand. 

ANTIPYRINE (phenyldimethyl pyrazolone) (C,,H nNi0), is 
prepared by the condensation of phenyihydrazine with aceto-
acetic ester, the resulting phenyl methyl pyrazolone being heated 
with methyl iodide and methyl alcohol to too-tro° C.:— 

CHEC -N 	 CH.•C-N•CH, 

CH,-CON 
 I > N.C.H. 

CH,-C HC- CO 
Phenyl methyl pyrazolone Antipyrine 

On the large scale phenyihydrazine is dissolved in dilute sulphuric 
acid, the solution warmed to about 40° C. and the aceto-acetic 
ester added. When the reaction is complete the atid is neutral-
ized with soda, and the phenyl methyl pyrazolone extracted 
with ether and distilled in vacua. The portion distilling at 
about 2oo° C. is then methylated by means of methyl alcohol 
and methyl iodide at too-z so° C., the excess of methyl alcohol 
removed and the product obtained decolorized by sulphuric 
acid. The residue is treated with a warm concentrated solution 
of soda, and the oil which separates is removed by shaking with 
benzene. The benzene layer on evaporation deposits the anti-
pyrine as a colourless crystalline solid which melts at 1 is,  C. and 
is soluble in water. It is basic in character, and gives a red 
coloration on the addition of ferric chloride. In medicine anti-
pyrine (" phenazonum ") has been used as an analgesic and 
antipyretic. The dose is 5-20 gra, but on account of its 
depressant action on the heart, and the toxic effects to which 
it occasionally gives rise, it is now but little used. It is more 
safely replaced by phenacetiae. 

ANTIQUARY. a person who devotes himself to the study of 
ancient learning and " antiques," i.e. ancient objects of art or 
science. The London Society of Antiquaries was formed in 
the 18th century to promote the study of antiquities. As early 
as 1572 a society had been founded by Bishop Matthew Parker, 
Sir Robert Cotton, William Camden and others for the pre-
servation of national antiquities. This body existed till 1604, 
when it fell under suspicion of being political in its aims, and was 
abolished by James I. Papers read at their meetings are pre-
served in the Cottonian library and were printed by Thomas 
Hearne in 1720 under the title A Collection of Curious Discourses, 
a second edition appearing in 177r. In 1707 a number of English 
antiquaries began to hold regular meetings for the discussion of 
their hobby and in 1717 the Society of Antiquaries was formally 
seconstituted.baally receiving a charter from George II. in rut. 

In 1780 George III. granted the society apartments in Somerset 
House, Strand. The society is governed by a council of twenty 
and a president who is es officio a trustee of the British Museum. 
The present headquarters of the society are at Burlington House, 
Piccadilly. 

The Society of Antiquaries of Scotland was founded in 178o, 
and has the management of a large national antiquarian museum 
in Edinburgh. In Ireland a society was founded in 1849 called 
the Kilkenny Archaeological Society, holding its meetings at 
Kilkenny. In 1869 its name was changed to the Royal Historical 
and Archaeological Association of Ireland, and in 1800 to the 
Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland, its office being trans-
ferred to Dublin. In.France La Socidt Nationale des Antiqnaires 
de France was formed in 1814 by the reconstruction of the 
Academie Cdtique, which had existed since 1805. The American 
Antiquarian Society was founded in 1812, with its headquarters 
at Worcester, Mass. It has a library of upwards of roo,000 
volumes and its transactions have been published bi-annually 
since 1849. In Germany the Gesanaverein der Deutsc.hen Ge-
schicht s -und Aikriuntscereirse was founded in 1852. La Soria! 
Royale des Antiquaires du Nord at Copenhagen is among the 
best known of European antiquarian societies. 

ANTIQUE (Lat. antiquus, old), a term conventionally restricted 
to the remains of ancient art, such as sculptures, gems, medals, 
seals, &c. In a limited sense it applies only to Greek and Roman 
art, and includes neither the artistic remains of other ancient 
nations nor any product of classical art of a later date than the 
fall of the western empire. 

ANTI-SEMITISM. In the political struggles of the concluding 
quarter of the loth century an important part was played by 
a religious, political and social agitation against the Jews, 
known as " Anti-Semitism." The origins of this remarkable 
movement already threaten to become obscured by legend. 
The Jews contend that anti-Semitism is a mere atavistic revival 
of the Jew-hatred of the middle ages. The extreme section of 
the anti-Semites, who have given the movement its qttasi-
scientific name, declare that it is a racial struggle—an incident 
of the eternal conflict between Europe and Asia—and that the 
anti-Semites are engaged in an effort to prevent what is called 
the Aryan race from being subjugated by a Semitic immigration, 
and to save Aryan ideals from being modified by an alien and 
demoralizing oriental Anschauung. There is no essential foun-
dation for either of these contentions. Religious prejudices 
reaching back to the dawn of history have been reawakened 
by the anti-Semitic agitation, but they did not originate it, 
and they have not entirely controlled it. The alleged racial 
divergence is, too, only a linguistic hypothesis on the physical 
evidence of which anthropologists are not agreed (Topinard, 
Anthropologic, P. 444; Taylor, Origins of Aryans, cap. i.), and, 
even if it were proved, it has existed in Europe for so many 
centuries, and so many ethnic modifications have occurred on 
both sides, that it cannot be accepted as a practical issue. It 
is true that the ethnographical histories of the Jews and the 
nations of Europe have proceeded on widely diverging lines, 
but these lines have more than once crossed each other and 
become interlaced. Thus Aryan elements are at the beginning of 
both; European morals have been ineradicably semitized by 
Christianity, and the Jews have been Europeans for over a 
thousand years, during which their character has been modified 
and in some respects transformed by the ecclesiastical and civil 
polities of the nations among whom they have rpade their 
permanent home. Anti-Semitism is then exclusively a -question 
of European politics, and its origin is to be found, not in the 
long struggle between Europe and Asia, or between the Church 
and the Synagogue, which filled so much of ancient and medieval 
history, but in the social conditions resulting from the emancipa-
tion of the Jews in the middle of the loth century. 

If the emancipated Jews were Europeans in virtue of the 
antiquity of their western settlements, and of the character 
impressed upon them by the circumstances of their European 
history, they none the less presented the appearance of a strange 
people to their Gentile. fellow-countrymen. They had been 
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secluded in their ghettos for centuries, and had consequently 
acquired a physical and moral physiognomy differentiating 
them in a measure from their former oppressors. This peculiar 
physiognomy was, on its moral side, not essentially Jewish or 
even Semitic. It was an advanced development of the main 
attributes of civilized life, to which Christendom in its transition 
from feudalism had as yet only imperfectly adapted itself. The 
ghetto, which had been designed as a sort of quarantine to safe-
guard Christendom against the Jewish heresy, bad in fact proved 
a storage chamber for a portion of the political and social fortes 
which were destined to sweep away the last traces of feudalism 
from central Europe. In the ghetto, the pastoral Semite, who 
had been made a wanderer by the destruction of his nationality, 
was steadily trained, through centuries, to become an urban 
European, with all the parasitic activities of urban economics, 
and all the democratic tendencies of occidental industrialism. 
Excluded from the army, the land, the trade corporations 
and the artisan gilds, this quondam oriental peasant was gradu-
ally transformed into a commercial middleman and a practised 
dealer in money. Oppressed. by the Church, and persecuted 
by the State, his theocratic and monarchical traditions lost 
their hold on his daily life, and he became saturated with a 
passionate devotion to the ideals of democratic politics. Finally, 
this former bucolic victim of Phoenician exploitation had his 
wits preternaturally sharpened, partly by the stress of his 
struggle for life, and partly by his being compelled in his urban 
seclusion to seek for recreation in literary exercises, chiefly the 
subtle dialectics of the Talmudists (Loeb, Jail de l'histoire; 
Jellinek, Der .I adische Stamm). Thus, the Jew who emerged from 
the ghetto was no longer a Palestinian Semite, but an essentially 
modern European, who differed from his Christian fellow-country-
men only in the circumstances that his religion was of the older 
Semitic form, and that his physical type had become sharply 
defined through a slightly more rigid exclusiveness in the matter 
of marriages than that practised by Protestants and Roman 
Catholics (Andree, Volkskunde der Aden, p. 58). 

Unfortunately, these distinctive elements, though not very 
serious in themselves, became strongly accentuated.by  concen-
tration. Had it been possible to. distribute the emancipated 
Jews uniformly throughout Christian society, as was the case 
with other emancipated religious denominations, there would 
have been no revival of the Jewish question. The Jews, however, 
throdgh no fault of their own, belonged to only .one class in 
European society—the industrial bourgeoisie. Into that class 
all their strength was thrown, and owing to their ghetto pre-
paration, they rapidly toot a leading place in it, politically and 
socially. When the mid-century revolutions made the bourgeoisie 
the ruling power in Europe, the semblance of a Hebrew domina-
tion presented itself. It wan the exaggeration of this apparent 
domination, not by the bourgeoisie itself, but by its enemies 
among the vanquished reactionaries on the one hand, and by 
the extreme Radicals on the other, which created modern anti-
Semitism as a political force. 
. The movement took its rise in Germany and Austria. Here 
the concentration of the Jews in one class of the population was 
aggravated by their excessive numbers. While in France the 
proportion to the total population was, in the early 'seventies, 
0- 14 %, and in Italy, 0.12 %, it was I•22 % in Germany, and 
3.85 %. in Austria-Hungary; Berlin had 4-36 % of Jews, and 
Vienna 6-62% (Andree, Volkskuude, pp. 287, 395, 294, 295)• 
The activity of the Jews consequently manifested itself in a fat 
more intense form in these countries than elsewhere. This was 
apparent even before the emancipation of 1848. Towards 
the middle of the :8th century, a limited number of wealthy 

owannv 
Jews had been tolerated as Schutz-Judos outside the 

. 
ghettos, and their sons, educated as Germans under 

the influence of Moses If endelssohn and his school (see Jews), 
supplied a majority of the leading spirits of the revolutionary 
agitation. To this period belong the formidable names of Ludwig 
Borne (1786-1837), Heinrich Heine (1799-1854), Edward Ganz 
( 1 798-1839), Gabriel Riessee (18o6-r863), Ferdinand Lasalle 
(1825-1864), Karl Marx (1818-1883), Moses Hess (t8t z-z 875), 

Ignatz Kuranda (18rx-1884), and Johann Jacobi (1805-1879. 
When the revolution was completed, and the Jews entered in-a 
body the national life of Germany and Austria, they sustained 
this high average in all the intellectual branches of middle-class 
activity. Here again, owing to the accidents of their history, 
a further concentration became apparent. Their activity was 
almost exclusively intellectual. The bulk of them flocked to 
the financial and the distributive (as distinct from the productive) 
fields of industry to which they had been confined in the ghettos. 
The sharpened faculties of the younger generation at the same 
time carried everything before them in the schools, with the 
result that they soon crowded the professions, especially medicine, 
law and journalism (Nossig, Statislik des Jed. Stammer, pp. 33-37; 
Jacobs, Jew. Statistics, pp. 41-69). Thus the " Semitic domina-
tion," as it was afterwards called, became every day more 
strongly accentuated. If it was a long time in exciting resent-
ment and jealousy, the reason was that it was in no sense alien 
to the new conditions of the national life. The competition was 
a fair one. The Jews might be more successful than their 
Christian fellow-citizens, but it was in virtue of qualities which 
complied with the national standards of conduct. They were 
as law-abiding and patriotic as they were intelligent. Crime 
among them was far below the average (Nossig, p. 31). Their 
complete assimilation of the national spirit was brilliantly 
illustrated by the achievements in German literature, art and 
science of such men as Heidrich Heine and Berthold Auerbach 
(1812-082), Felix Mendelssohn (-Bartholdy) (18oe-1847), and 
Jacob Meyerbcer (1794-1864), Karl Gustav Jacobi the mathe-
matician (1804-1851), Gabriel Gustav Valentin the physiologist 
(1810-1883), and Moritz Laaarus (184-1903) and Heymann 
Steinthal (1823-1899) the national psychologists. In politics, 
too, Edward Lasker (1829-1884) and Ludwig Bamberger (1 823- 
1899) had shown how Jews could put their country before pony, 
when, at the turning-point of German imperial history in 1866, 
they led the secession from the Fortseltritts-Partei and founded 
the National Liberal party, which enabled Prince Bismarck 
to accomplish German unity. Even their financiers were not 
behind their Christian fellow-citizens in patriotism. Prince 
Bismarck himself confessed that the money for carrying on the 
1866 campaign was obtained from the Jewish banker Bleich, 
roeder, in face of the refusal of the money-market to support the 
war. Hence the voice of the old Jew-hatred--for in a weak 
way it was still occasionally heard in obscurantist comers—
was shamed into silence, and it was only in the European twilight 
—in Russia and Rumania—and in lands where medievalism 
still lingered, such as northern Africa and Persia, that oppression 
and persecution continued to dog the steps of the Jews. 

The signal for the change came in 1873, and was given un-
consciously by one of the most distinguished Jews of his time, 
Edward Lather, the gifted lieutenant of Bennigsen in the leader-
ship of the National Liberal party. The unification of Genhany 
in 1870, and the rapid payment of the enormous French war 
indemnity, bad given an unprecedented impulse to industrial 
and financial activity throughout the empire. Money became 
cheap and speculation universal. A company mania set in which 
was favoured by the government, who granted railway and other 
concessions with a prodigal hand. The inevitable result of this 
state of thing!' was first indicated by Jewish politicians and 
economists. On the 14th of January 1873, Edward Linker 
called the .attention of the Prussian diet to the dangers of the 
situation, while his colleague, Ludwig Bomberger, in an able 
article, in the Preussiscbcs Jahrbeeker, condemned the policy 
which had permitted the milliards to glut the country instead 
of being paid on a plan which would have facilitated their gradual 
digestion by the economic machinery of the nation. Deeply 
impressed by the gravity d thoimpending crisis, Lasker instituted 
a searching inquiry, with the result that he discovered a series 
of grave company scandals in which financial promoters and 
aristocratic directors were chiefly involved. Undeterred by the 
fact that the leading spirit in these abuses, Bethel Henry Strous• 
berg (1823-1884), was a Jew, Luker presented the results of 
his inquiry to the diet on the.7th of  February 1873, in a speech 
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of great power and full of sensational disclosures. The dramatic 
results of this speech need not be dwelt upon here (for details 
see Blum, Das deutsche Reich sue Zeit Bismarck', pp. t53-t 
It must suffice to say that in the following May the great Vienna 
" Krach " occurred, and the colossal bubble of speculation 
burst, bringing with it all the ruin foretold by Lasker and 
Bamberger. From the position occupied by the Jews in the 
commercial class, and especially in the financial section of that 
class, it was inevitable that a considerable number of them should 
figure in the scandals which followed. At thismoment an obscure 
Hamburg journalist, Wilhelm Marr, who as far back as x86: 
bad printed a Mill-born tract against the Jews (Judensisiegel), 
published a sensational pamphlet. entitled Der Sieg des Juden-
throw itber des Germantkuns (" The Victory of Judaism over 
Germanism "). The book fell upon fruitful soil. It applied to 
the nascent controversy a theory of nationality which, under 
the great sponsorship of Hegel, had seized on the minds of the 
German youth, and to which the stirring events of t87o had 
already.given a deep practical significance. The state, according 
to the Hegelians, should be rational, and the nation should 
be a unit comprising individuals speaking the same language 
and of the same racial origin. Heterogeneous elements might 
be absorbed, but if they could not be reduced to the national 
type they should be eliminated. This was the pseudo-scientific 
note of the new anti-Semitism, the theory which differentiated 
it from the old religious Jew-hatred and sought to give it a 
rational place in modern thought. Marr's pamphlet, which 
reviewed the facts of the Jewish social concentration without 
noticing their essentially transitional character, proved the 
pioneer of this teaching. It was, however, in the passions of 
party politics that the new crusade found its chief sources of 
vitality. The enemies of the bourgeoisie at once saw that the 
movement was calculated to discredit and weaken the school 
of Manchester Liberalism, then In the ascendant. Agrarian 
capitalism, which had been dethroned by industrial capitalism 
in 1848, and had burnt its fingers in 1873, seized the opportunity 
of paying off old scores. The clericals, smarting under the 
Kultarkampl, which Was supported by the whole body of Jewish 
liberalism, joined eagerly in the new cry. In 1876 another 
sensational pamphlet was published, Otto Glogau's Die Bersen 
and Grundergesckwindd in Berlin (" The Bourses and the 
Company Swindles in Berlin "), dealing in detail with the Jewish 
participation in the scandals first. revealed by Lasker. The 
agitation gradually swelled, its growth being helped by the 
sensitiveness and cacoethes scribendi of the Jews themselves, 
who contributed two pamphlets and a much larger proportion 
of newspaper articles for every one supplied by their opponents 
(Jacobs, Bibliog. Jew. Question, p. xi.). lip to 1879, however, 
it was more of a literary than a political agitation, and was 
generally regarded only as an ephemeral craze or a-passing 
spasm of popular passion. 

Towards the end of 1879 it spread with sudden fury over 
the whole of Germany. This outburst, at a moment when no 
new financial scandals or other illustrations of Semitic demoraliza-
tion and domination were before the public, has never been fully 
explained. It is impossible to doubt, however, that the secret 
springs of the new agitation were more or less directly supplied 
by Prince Bismarck himself. Since 1872 the relations between 
the chancellor and the National Liberals had gradually become 
strained. The deficit in the budget had compelled the govern-
ment to think of new taxes, and in order to carry them through 
the Reichstag the support of the National Liberals had been 
solicited. Until then the National Liberals had faithfully 
supported the chancellor in nursing the consolidation of the 
new empire, but the great dream of its leaders, especially of 
Lasker and Bamberger, who had learnt their politics in England, 
was to obtain a constitutional and economic regime similar to 
that of the British Isles. The organisation of German unity 
was now completed, and they regarded the new overtures of 
Prince Bismarck as an opportunity for pressing their constitu-
tional demands. These were refused, the Reichstag was dissolved 
and Prince Bismarck boldly came forward with a new fiscal  

policy, a combination of protection and state socialism. Luker 
and Bamberger thereupon led a powerful secession of National 
Liberals into opposition, and the chancellor was compelled to 
seek a new majority among the ultra-Conservatives and the 
Roman Catholic Centre. This was the beginning of the famous 
" journey to Canossa." Bismarck did not hide his mortification. 
He began to recognize in anti-Semitism a means of " dishing'; 
the Judaized liberals, and to his creatures who assisted him in 
his press campaigns he dropped significant hints in this sense 
(Busch, Bismarck,H. 453-454, iii. 26). He even spoke of a new 
Kulturkanspf against the Jews (ibid. ii. p. 484). How these 
hints were acted upon has not been revealed, but it is sufficiently 
instructive to notice that the final breach with the National 
Liberals took place in July 1879, and that it was immediately 
followed by a violent revival of the anti-Semitic agitation. 
Marr's pamphlet was reprinted, and within a few months ran 
through nine further editions. The historian Treitschke -gave 
the sanction of his great name to the movement. The Conserva-
tive and Ultramontane press rang with the sins of the Jews. 
In October an anti-Semitic league was founded in Berlin and 
Dresden (for statutes of the league see Nineteenth Century. 
February 1881, p. 344)• 

The leadership of the agitation was now definitely assumed by 
a man who combined with social influence, oratorical power and 
inexhaustible energy, a definite scheme of social regeneration and 
an organization for carrying it out. This man was Adolf Stocker 
(b. 1835), one of the court preachers. He had embraced the 
doctrines of Christian socialism which the Roman Catholics, 
under the guidance of Archbishop Ketteler, had adopted from 
the teachings of the Jew Lassalle (Nitti, Catholic Socialism, pp. 
94-96, :22, :27), and he had formed a society called " The 
Christian Social Working-man's Union." He was also a con-
spicuous member of the Prussian diet, where he sat and voted 
with the Conservatives. He found himself in strong sympathy 
with Prince Bismarck's new economic policy, which, although 
also of Lassallian origin (Kohut, Ferdinand Lassalle, pp. 144 et 
seq.), was claimed by its author as being essentially Christian 
(Busch, p. 483). Under his auspices the years t 88o-i 88r became 
a .  period of bitter and scandalous conflict with the Jews. The 
Conservatives supported him, partly to satisfy ,  their old grudges 
against the Liberal bourgeoisie and partly because Christian 
Socialism, with its anti-Semitic appeal to ignorant prejudice; was 
likely to weaken the hold of the Social Democrats on the lower 
classes. The Lutheran clergy followed suit, in order to prevent 
the Roman Catholics from obtaining a monopoly of Christian 
Socialism, while the Ultramontanes readily adopted anti-
Semitism, partly to maintain their monopoly, and partly to 
avenge themselves on the Jewish and Liberal supporters of the 
Kulturkawpf. In this way a formidable body of public opinion 
was recruited for the anti-Semites. Violent debates took place 
in the Prussian diet. A petition to exclude the Jews from the 
national schools and universities and to disable them from holding 
public appointments was presented to Prince Bismarck. Jews 
were boycotted and insulted. Duels between Jews and anti-
Semites, many of them fatal, became of daily occurrence. Even 
unruly demonstrations and street riots were reported. Pamphlets 
attacking every phase and aspect of Jewish life streamed by the 
hundred from the printing-press. On their side the Jews did not 
want for friends, and it was owing to the strong attitude adopted 
by the Liberals that the agitation failed to secure legislative 
fruition. The crown prince (afterwards Emperor Frederick) and 
crown princess boldly set themselves at the head of the party 
of protest. The crown prince publicly declared that the agita-
tion was " a shame and a disgrace to Germany!' A manifesto 
denouncing the movement as a blot on German culture, a danger 
to German unity and a flagrant injustice to the Jews themselves, 
was signed by a long list of illustrious men, including Herr wan 
Forckenbeck, Prof essortMommsen, Gncist, Droysen, Virchow, 
and Dr Werner Siemens (Times, November 18, 188o). Daring 
the Reichstag elections of Mr the agitation played an active 
van, but without mach effect, although Stacker was elected. 
This was due to the fact that the great Conservative parties, so 
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fares their political organizations were concerned, still remained 
chary of publicly identifying themselves with a movement which, 
in its essence, was of socialistic tendency. Hence the electoral 
returns of that year supplied no sure guide to the strength of 
anti-Semitic opinion among the German people. 

The first severe blow suffered by the German anti-Semites was 
in r881, when, to the indignation of the whole civilized world, the 
barbarous riots against the Jews in Russia and the revival of the 
medieval Blood Accusation in Hungary (see infra) illustrated 
the liability of unreasoning mobs to carry into violent practice 
the incendiary doctrines of the new Jew-haters. From this blow 
anti-Semitism might have recovered had it not been for the 
divisions and scandals in its own ranks, and the artificial forms it 
subsequently assumed through factitious alliances with political 
parties bent less on persecuting the Jews than on profiting by the 
anti-Jewish agitation. The divisions showed themselves at the 
first attempt to form a political party on an anti-Semitic basis. 
Imperceptibly the agitators had grouped themselves into two 
classes, economic and ethnological anti-Semites. The imprac-
ticable racial views of Mare and Treitzchke had not found 
favour with Stacker and the Christian Socialists. They were 
disposed to leave the Jews in peace so long as they behaved 
themselves properly, and although they carried on their agitation 
against Jewish malpractices in a comprehensive form which 
seemed superficially to identify them with the root-and-branch 
anti-Semites, they were in reality not inclined to accept the racial 
theory with its scheme of revived Jewish disabilities (Huret, La 
Question Socials—interview with Stacker). This feeling was 
strengthened by a tendency on the part of an extreme wing of 
the racial anti-Semites to extend their campaign against Judaism 
to its offspring, Christianity. In dip) Professor Sepp, arguing 
that Jesus was of no human race, had proposed that Christianity 
should reject the Hebrew Scriptures and seek a fresh historical 
basis in the cuneiform inscriptions. Later Dr Eugen Dttbring, in 
several brochures, notably Die Judenfrage ale Frage des Rassen-
eharakters (3881, 5th ed. Berlin, :gm), bad attacked Christianity 
as a manifestation of the Semitic spirit which was not compatible 
with the theological and ethical conceptions of the Scandinavian 
peoples. The philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche had also adopted 
the same view, without noticing that it *as a retinal° ad absurdum 
of , the whole agitation, in his Menseldiehae, Alliesasenscidielm: 
(1878), Jensen: eon Gal cad Bose (2886), Genealogic der Moral 
(1887). With these tendencies the Christian Socialists could have 
no sympathy, and the consequence was that when in March 188s 
• political organization of anti-Semitism was attempted, two 
rival bodies were created, the " Deutsche Volksverein," under the 
Conservative auspices of Herr Lieberman von Sonnenberg (b. 
5848) and Herr Fenster, and the " Sociale Reidzsverein," led by 
the racial and Radical anti-Semites, Ernst Heorici (b. 1854) and 
Otto Stickel (b. asg). In 3886, at an anti-Semitic congress held 
at Camel a reunion was effected under the name of the "Deutsche 
antisemitische Verein," but this only lasted three years. In June 
ring the anti-Semitic Christian Socialists under Stacker again 
seceded. 

Meanwhile racial anti-Semitism with its wholesale radical 
proposals had been making considerable progress among the 
ignorant lower classes. It adapted itself better to popular 
passions and inherited prejudice than the more academic con-
ceptions of the Christian Socialists. The latter, too, were largely 
Conservatives, and their points of contact with the proletariat 
were at best artificial. Among the Hessian peasantry the 
inflammatory appeals of Backe secured many adherent. This 
paved the way fora new anti-Semitic leader, Herrmann Ahlwardt 
(b. 5846), who, towards the end of the 'eighties, eclipsed all the 
other anti-Semites by the sensationalism and violence with which 
he prosecuted the campaign. Ahlwardt was a person of evil 
notoriety. He was loaded with debt. In the Manche decoration 
scandals it was proved that he had acted first as a corrupt 
intermediary and afterwards as the betrayer of his confederates. 
His anti-Semitism was adopted originally as a means of chanter, 
and it was only when it failed to yield profit in this form that he 
came out boldly as an agitator. The wildness, unscrupulousness,  

and full-bloodednese of his propaganda enchanted the mob, and 
he bid fair to become a powerful democratic leader. His 
pamphlets, full of scandalous revelations of alleged malpractices 
of eminent Jews, were read with avidity. No fewer than ten of 
them were written and published during digs. Over and over 
again he was prosecuted for libel and convicted, but this seemed 
only to strengthen his influence with his followers. The Roman 
Catholic clergy and newspapers helped to inflame the popular 
passions. The result was that anti-Jewish riots broke out At 
Neustettin the Jewish synagogue was burnt, and at Xanten the 
Blood Accusation was revived, and a Jewish butcher was tried 
on the ancient charge of murdering a Christian child for ritual 
purposes. The man was, of course, acquitted, but the symptoms 
it revealed of reviving medievalism strongly stirred the liberal 
and cultured mind of Germany. All protest, however, seemed 
powerless, and the barbarian movement appeared destined to 
carry, everything before it. 

German politics at this moment were in a very intricate state. 
Prince Bismarck had retired, and Count Caprivi, with a pro-
gramme of general conciliation based on Liberal principles, was 
in power. Alarmed by the non-renewal of the anti-Socialist law, 
and by the conclusion of commercial treaties which made great 
concessions to German industry, the landed gentry and the 
Conservative party became alienated from the new chancellor. 
In January ago the split was completed by the withdrawal by 
the government of the Primary Education bill, which had been 
designed to place primary instruction on a religious basis. The 
Conservetives saw their opportunity of posing as the party of 
Christianity against the Liberals and Socialists, who had wrecked 
the bill, and they began to look towards Ahlwardt as a possible 
ally. He bad the advantages over Stacker that he was not a 
Socialist, and that he was prepared to lead his apparently large 
following to assist the agrarian movement and weaken the Social 
Democrats. The Intrigue gradually came to light. Towards the 
end of the year Herr Liebknecht, the Social Democratic leader, 
denounced the Conservatives to the Reichstag as being concerned 
" in using the anti-Semitic movement as • bastard edition of 
Socialism for the use of stupid people." (nit December). Two 
days later the charge was confirmed. At a meeting of the party 
held on the 3rd of December the following plank was added to 
the Conservative programme: " We combat the oppressive and 
disintegrating Jewish Influence on our national life; we demand 
for our Christian people a Christian magistracy and Christian 
teachers for Christian pupils; we repudiate the excesses of anti-
Semitism." In pursuance of the resolution Ahlwardt was re-
turned to the Reichstag at a by-election by the Conservative 
district of Arnswalde-Friedeberg. The coalition was, however, 
not yet completed. The intransigeant Conservatives, led by 
Baron von Hammerstein, the editor of the Krems-Eciiung, justly 
felt that the concluding sentence of the resolution of the 3rd of 
December repudiating " the excesses of anti-Semitism " was 
calculated to hinder a full and loyal co-operation between the two 
parties. Accordingly on the 9th  of December another meeting of 
the party was summoned. Twelve hundred members met at the 
Tivoli Hall in Berlin, and with only seven dissentients solemnly 
expunged the offending sentence from the resolution. The 
history of political parties may be searched in vain for a parallel 
to this discreditable transaction. 

The capture of the Conservative party proved the high-water 
mark of German anti-Semitism. From that moment the tide 
began to recede. All that was best in German national life was 
scandalized by the cynical tactics of the Conservatives. The 
emperor, strong Christian though he was, was shocked at the 
idea of serving Christianity by a compact with unscrupulous 
demagogues and ignorant fanatics. Prince Bismarck growled 
out a stinging sarcasm from his retreat at Friedrichsruh. Even 
Stacker raised his voice in protest against the " Ahlwardtismus " 
and " Backellanismus," and called upon his Conservative 
colleagues to distinguish between " respectable and disreputable 
anti-Semitism." As for the Liberals and Socialists, they filled 
the air with bitter laughter, and declared from the housetops that 
the stupid party, had at last been overwhelmed, by its own 
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stupidity. The Conservatives began to suspect that they had 
made a false step, and they were confirmed in this belief by the 
conduct of their new ally in the Reichstag. His debut in parlia-
ment was the signal for a succession of disgraceful scenes. His 
whole campaign of calumny was transferred to the floor of the 
house, and for some weeks the Reichstag discussed little else than 
his so-called revelations. The Conservatives listened to his wild 
charges in uncomfortable silence, and refused to support him. 
Stocker opposed him in a violent speech. The Radicals and 
Socialists, taking an accurate measure of the shallow vanity of 
the man, adopted the policy of giving him " enough rope." 
Shortly after his election he was condemned to five months' 
imprisonment for libel, and he would have been arrested but for 
the interposition of the Socialist party, including five Jews, who 
claimed for him the immunities of a member of parliament. 
When be moved for a commission to inquire into his revelations, 
it was again the Socialist party which supported him, with the 
result that all his charges, without exception, were found to be 
absolutely baseless. Ahlwardt was covered with ridicule, and 
wheriin May the Reichstag was dissolved, he was marched off to 
prison to undergo the sentence for libel from which his parlia-
mentary privilege had up to that moment protected him. 

His hold on the anti-Semitic populace was, however, not 
diminished. On the contrary, the action of the Conservatives at 
the Tivoli congress could not be at once eradicated from the 
minds of the Conservative voters, and when the electoral cam-
paign began it was found impossible to explain to them that the 
party leaders had changed their minds. The result was that 
Ahlwardt, although in prison, was elected by two constituencies. 
At Arnswalde-Friedeberg he was returned in the teeth of the 
opposition of the official Conservatives, and at Neustettin be 
defeated no less a person than his anti-Semitic opponent Stocker. 
Fifteen other anti-Semites, all of the Ahlwardtian school, were 
elected. This, however, represented little in the way of political 
influence; for henceforth the party had to stand alone as one of 
the many minor factions in the Reichstag, avoided by all the great 
parties, and too weak to exercise any influence on the main course 
of affairs. 

During the subsequent seven years it became more and more 
discredited. The financial scandals connected with Forster's 
attempt to found a Christian Socialist colony in Paraguay, the 
conviction of Baron von Hammerstein, the anti-Semitic Con-
servative leader,for forgeryandswindling( tries-x896),and several 
minor scandals of the same unsavoury character, covered the 
party with the very obloquy which it had attempted to attach to 
the Jews. At the same time the Christian Socialists who had 
remained with the Conservative party also suffered. After the 
elections of 18e3, Stocker was dismissed from his post of court 
preacher, and publicly reprimanded for speaking familiarly Of 
the empress. Two years later the Christian Socialist, Pastor 
Neumann, observing the tendency of the Conservatives to coalesce 
with the moderate Liberals in antagonism to Social Democracy, 
declared against the Conservative party. The following year 
the emperor publicly condemned Christian Socialism and the 
" politics! pastors," and Stocker was expelled from the Conserva-
tive party for refusing to modify the socialistic propanganda of his 
organ, Des yolk. His fall was completed by a quarrel with the 
Evangelical Social Union. He left the Union and appealed to 
the Lutheran clergy to found a new church social organization, 
but met with no response. Another blow to anti-Semitism came 
from the Roman Catholics. They had become alarmed by the 
unbridled violence of the Ahlwardtians, and when in illea 
Forster declared in an address to the German anti-Semitic Union 
that anarchical outrages like the murder of President Carnot were 
as much due to the " Anarchismus von oben " as the " Anat. 
chismus von unten," the Ultramontane Germania publicly 
washed its hands of the Jew-baiter (sat of July titcrz).. Thus 
gradually German anti-Semitism became stripped of every 
adventitious alliance; and at the general election of 1898 it only 
managed to return twelve members to the Reichstag, and in 1903 
its party strength fell to nine. A remarkable revival in its for-
tunes, however, took place between zoos and :cm. Identifying  

itself with the extreme Chauvinists and Anglopbobes it profited by 
the anti-national errors of the Clericals and Socialists, and won no 
fewer than twelve by-elections. At the general election of 1so7 
its jingoism and aggressive Protestantism were rewarded with 
twenty-five seats. It is clear, however, from the figures of the 
second ballots that these successes owed far more to the tend-
encies of the party in the field of general politics than to its anti-
Semitism. Indeed the specifically anti-Semitic movement has 
shown little activity since 1893. 

The causes of the decline of German anti-Semitism are not 
difficult to determine. While it remained a theory of nationality 
and a fad of the metaphysicians, it made considerable noise In the 
world, but without exercising much practical influence. When 
it attempted to play an active part in politics it became sub-
merged by the ignorant and superstitious voters, who could not 
understand its scientific justification, but who were quite ready 
to declaim and riot against the Jew bogey. It thus became a sort 
of Jacquerie which, being exploited by unscrupulous demagogues, 
soon alienated all its respectable elements. Its moments of real 
importance have been due not to inherent strength but to the 
uses made of it by other political parties for their own purposes. 
These coalitions are no longer of perilous significance so far as the 
Jews are concerned, chiefly because, in face of the menace of 
democratic socialism and its unholy alliance with the Roman 
Catholic Centrum, all supporters of the present organization of 
society have found it necessary to sink their differences. The new 
social struggle has eclipsed the racial theory of nationality. The 
Social Democrat became the enemy, and the new reaction counted 
on the support of the rich Jews and the strongly individualist 
Jewish middle class to assist it in preserving the existing social 
structure. Hence in Prince Billow's " Bloc " (teo8) anti-
Semites figured side by side with Judeophil Radicals. 

More serious have been the effects of German anti-Semitic 
teachings on the political and social life of the countries adjacent 
to the empire—Russia, Austria and France. In R  
Russia these effects were first seriously felt owing to 
the fury of autocratic reaction to which the tragic death of the 
tsar Alexander II. gave rise. This, however, like the Strousberg 
Krach in Germany, was only the proximate cause of the out-
break. There were other elements which had created a wellies 
peculiarly favourable to the transplantation of the German craze. 
In the first place the medieval anti-Semitism was still an integral 
part of the polity of the empire. The Jews were cooped up in one 
huge ghetto in the western provinces, " marked out to all their 
fellow-countrymen as aliens, and a pariah caste set apart for 
special and degrading treatment " (Persecution of the Jam is 
Russia, 18e1 , p. 5). In the next place, owing to the emancipation 
of the serfs which had half ruined the landowners, while creating 
a free but moneyless peasantry, the Jews, who could be neither 
nobles nor peasants, had found a vocation as money-lenders 
and as middlemen between the grain producers, and the grain 
consumers and exporters. There is no evidence that this function 
was performed, as a rule, in an exorbitant or oppressive way. 
On the contrary, the fall in the value of cereals on all the pro-
vincial markets, after the riots of 0184 shows that the Jewish 
competition had previously assured full prices to the farmers 
(Schwabadier, Desk:thrift, 1882, p. 27). Nevertheless, the Jewish 
activity or " exploitation," as it was called, was resented, and 
the ill-feeling it caused among landowners and farmers was 
shared by non-Jewish middlemen and merchants who had thereby 
been compelled to be satisfied with small profits. Still there was 
but little thought of seeking a remedy in an organized anti-
Jewish movement. On the contrary, the abnormal situation 
aggravated by the disappointments and depression caused by 
the Turkish war, had stimulated a widespread demand for con-
stitutional changes which would enable the people to adopt a 
state-machinery more exactly suited to their needs. Among the 
peasantry this demand was promoted and fomented by the 
Nihilists, and among the landowners it was largely adopted as s 
means of checking what threatened to become a new Jacquerie 
(Walcker, Gegeaudriige Lege Rowlands, 1873; Injure Krisis 
Rowlands, 1876). The tsar, Alexander H., strongly sympathized 
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with this movement, and on the advice of Count Loris-MelOcov 
and the council of ministers a rudimentary scheme of parlia-
mentary government had been drafted and actually signed when 
the emperor was assassinated. Meanwhile a nationalist and re-
actionary agitation, originating like its German analogue in the 
Hegelianism of a section of the lettered public, had manifested 
itself in Moscow. After some early vicissitudes, it had been 
organized, under the auspices of Alexis Kireiev, Chomyakov, 
Aksakov and Rochelev, into the Slavophil party, with a 
Romanticist programme of reforms based on the old traditions 
of the pre-Petrine epoch. This party gave a great impetus to 
Slav nationalism. Its final possibilities were sanguinarily 
illustrated by Muraviev's campaign in Poland in 1863, and 
in the war against Turkey in 1877, which was exclusively its 
handiwork (Statement by General Kireiev: Schutz, Das Iteutige 
Russland, p. 104). After the assassination of Alexander II. the 
Slavophil teaching, as expounded by Ignatiev and Pobtdo-
nostsev, became paramount In the government, and the new tsar 
was persuaded to cancel the constitutional project of his father. 
The more liberal views of a section of the Slavophils under 
Aksakov, who had been in favour of representative institutions 
on traditional lines, were displaced by the reactionary system of 
Pobadonostsev, who took his stand on absolutism, orthodoxy 
and the racial unity of the Russian people. This was the situa-
tion on the eve of Easter 1881. The hardening nationalism 
above, the increasing discontent below, the economic activity of 
the Hebrew heretics and aliens, and the echoes of anti-Semitism 
from over the western border were combining for an explosion. 

A scuffle in a tavern at Elisabethgrad in Kherson sufficed 
to ignite this combustible material. The scuffle grew into a 
riot, the tavern was sacked, and the drunken mob, hounded on 
by agitators who declared that the Jews were using Christian 
blood for the manufacture of their Easter bread, attacked and 
looted the Jewish quarter. The outbreak spread rapidly. On 
the 7th of May there was a similar riot at Smiela, near Cherkasy, 
and the following day there was a violent outbreak at Kiev, 
which left 2000 Jews homeless. Within a few weeks the whole of 
western Russia, from the Black Sea to the Baltic, was smoking 
with the ruins of Jewish homes. Scores of Jewish women were 
dishonoured, hundreds of men, women and children were 
slaughtered, and tens of thousands were reduced to beggary and 
left without a shelter. Murderous riots or incendiary outrages 
took place in no fewer than 167 towns and villages, including 
Warsaw, Odessa and Kiev. Europe had witnessed no such 
scenes of mob savagery since the Black Death massacres in the 
14th century. As the facts gradually filtered through to the 
western capitals they caused a thrill of horror everywhere. 
An indignation meeting held at the Mansion House in London, 
under the presidency of the lord mayor, was the signal for a long 
series of popular demonstrations condemning the persecutions, 
held in most of the chief cities of England and the continent. 

Except as stimulated by the Judeophobe revival in Germany 
the Russian outbreak in its earlier forms does not belong speci-
fically to modern anti-Semitism. It was essentially a medieval 
uprising animated by the religious fanaticism, gross superstition 
and predatory instincts of a people still in the medieval stage 
of their development. This is proved by the fact that, although 
the Russian peasant was supposed to be a victim of unbearable 
Jewish " exploitation," he was not moved to riot until he had 
been brutalized by drink and excited by the old fable of the 
Blood Accusation. The modern anti-Semitic element came 
from above and followed closely on the heels of the riots. It 
has been freely charged against the Russian government that it 
promoted the riots in 1881 in order to distract popular attention 
from the Nihilist propaganda and from the political disappoint-
ments involved in the cancellation of the previous tsar's con-
stitutional project (Lazare, L' Antisimilisme, p. 21 I) . This seems 
to be true of General Ignatiev, then minister of the interior, and 
the secret police (S4menoff, The Russian Government and the 
Massacres, pp. 17, 32, 241). It is certain that the local authori-
ties, both civil and military, favoured the outbreak, and took no 
steps to suppress it, and that the feudal bureaucracy who had 

just escaped a great danger were not sorry to see the discontented 
populace venting their passions on the Jews. In the higher 
circles of the government, however, other views prevailed. The 
tsar himself was at first persuaded that the riots were the work 
of Nihilists, and he publicly promised his protection to the Jews. 
On the other hand, his ministers, ardent Slavophils, thought 
they recognized in the outbreak an endorsement of the nationalist 
teaching of which they were the apostles, and, while reprobating 
the acts of violence, came to the conclusion that the most reason-
able solution was to aggravate the legal disabilities of the perse-
cuted aliens and heretics. To this view the tsar was won over, 
partly by the damorous indignation of western Europe, which 
had wounded his national amour propre to the quick, and partly 
by the strongly partisan report of •a commission appointed 
to inquire, not into the administrative complaisance which had 
allowed riot to run loose over the western and southern provinces, 
but into the " exploitation " alleged against the Jews, the 
reasons why " the former laws limiting the rights of the Jews 
had been mitigated, and bow these laws could be altered so as 
" to stop the pernicious conduct of the Jews " (Rescript of the 
3rd of September thilz). The result of this report was the 
drafting of a "Temporary Order concerning the Jews" by the 
minister of the interior, which received the assent of the tsar 
on the 3rd of May t 88a. This order, which was so little temporary 
that it has not yet been repealed, had the effect of creating a 
number of fresh ghettos within the pale of Jewish settlement. 
The Jews were cooped up within the towns, and their rural 
interests were arbitrarily confiscated. The doubtful incidence 
of the order gave rise to a number of judgments of the senate, 
by which all its persecuting possibilities were brought out, with 
the result that the activities of the Jews were completely para-
lysed, and they became a prey to unparalleled cruelty. As the 
gruesome effect of this legislation became known, a fresh outburst 
of horror and indignation swelled up from western Europe. It 
proved powerless. Count Ignatiev was dismissed owing to the 
protests of high-placed Russians, who were disgusted by the new 
Kaftarkaaraf, but his work remained, and, under the influence 
of Pobddonostsev, the procurator of the Holy Synod, the policy 
of the" May Laws," as they were significantly called, was applied 
to every aspect of Jewish life with pitiless rigour. The temper of 
the tsar may be judged by the fact that when an appeal for mercy 
from an illustrious personage in England was conveyed to him at 
Fredensborg through the gracious medium of the tsaritsa, he 
angrily exclaimed within the hearing of an Englishman in the 
ante-room who was the bearer of the message, " Never let me 
hear you mention the name of that people again!" 

The Russian May Laws are the most conspicuous' legisla-
tive monument achieved by modern anti-Semitism. It is true 
that they re-enacted regulations which resemble the oppressive 
statutes introduced into Poland through the influence of the 
Jesuits in the 16th century (Sternberg, Gesch. d. Aden in Poles, 
PP. 141 et seq.), but their Orthodox authors were as little con-
scious of this irony of history as they were of the Teutonic 
origins of the whole Slavophil movement. These laws are an 
experimental application of the political principles extracted by 
Marr and his German disciples from the metaphysics of Hegel, 
and as such they afford a valuable means of testing the practical 
operation of modern anti-Semitism. Their result was a wide- 
spread commercial depression which was felt all over the empire. 
Even before the May Laws were definitely promulgated the 
passport registers showed that the anti-Semitic movement had 
driven 67,9oo Jews across the frontier, and it was estimated 
that they had taken with them 13,000,000 roubles, representing a 
minimum loss of 6o,000,000 roubles to the annual turnover of 
the country's trade. Towards the end of 1882 it was calculated 
that the agitation had cost Russia as much as the whole Turkish 
war of 1877. Trade was everywhere paralysed. The enormous 
increase of bankruptcies, the transfer of investments to foreign 
funds, the consequent fall in the value of the rouble and the 
prices of Russian stocks, the suspension of farming operations 
owing to advances on growing crops being no longer available, 
the rise in the prices of the necessaries of life, and lastly, the 
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appearance of famine, filled half the empire with gloom. Banks 
closed their doors, and the great provincial fairs proved failures. 
When it was proposed to expel the Jews from Moscow there was 
a loud outcry all over the sacred city, and even the Orthodox 
merchants, realizing that the measure would ruin their flourishing 
trade with the south and west, petitioned against it. The Moscow 
Exhibition proved a failure. Nevertheless the government per-
sisted •  with its harsh policy, and Jewish refugees streamed by 
tens of thousands across the western frontier to seek an asylum 
in other lands. In 1891 the alarm caused by this emigration led 
to further protests from abroad. The citizens of London again 
assembled at Guildhall, and addressed a petition to the tsar on 
behalf of his Hebrew subjects. It was handed back to the lord 
mayor by the Russian ambassador, with a curt intimation that 
the emperor declined to receive it. At the same time orders were 
defiantly given that the May Laws should be strictly enforced. 
Meanwhile the Russian minister of finance was at his wits' ends 
for money. Negotiations for a large loan had been entered upon 
with the house of Rothschild, and a preliminary contract had 
been signed, when, at the instance of the London firm, M. 
Wyshnigmdski, the finance minister, was informed that unless 
the persecutions of the Jews were stopped the great banking-
house would be compelled to withdraw from the operation. 
Deeply mortified by this attempt to deal with him de puissance d 
puissance, the tsar peremptorily broke off the negotiations, and 
ordered that overtures should be made to a non-Jewish French 
syndicate. In this way anti-Semitism, which had already so 
profoundly influenced the domestic politics of Europe, set its 
mark on the international relations of the powers, for it was 
the urgent need of the Russian treasury quite as much as the 
termination of Prince Bismarck's secret treaty of mutual neu-
trality which brought about the Franco-Russian alliance (Daudet, 
Hist. Dipl. de P Alliance Franco - Ruse, pp. 239 et. seq.). 

For nearly three years more the persecutions continued. 
Elated by the success of his crusade against the Jews, Pobedo-
nostsev extended his persecuting policy to other non-Orthodox 
denominations. The legislation against the Protestant Stundists 
became almost as unbearable as that imposed on the Jews. In 
the report of the Holy Synod, presented to the tsar towards the 
end of 5893, the procurator called for repressive measures against 
Roman Catholics, Moslems and Buddhists, and denounced the 
rationalist tendency of the whole system of secular education in 
the empire (Nese Freie Presse, 3rst January 1894). A year later, 
however, the tsar died, and his successor, without repealing any 
of the persecuting laws, let it gradually be understood that their 
rigorous application might be mitigated. The country was tired 
and exhausted by the persecution, and the tolerant hints which 
tame from high quarters were acted upon with significant alacrity. 

A new era of conflict dawned with the great constitutional 
struggle towards theend of the century. The conditions, however, 
were very different from those which prevailed in the 'eighties. 
The May Laws had avenged themselves with singular fitness. By 
confining the Jews to the towns at the very moment that Count 
Witte's policy of protection was creating an enormous industrial 
proletariat they placed at the disposal of the disaffected masses 
an ally powerful in numbers and intelligence, and especially in its 
bitter sense of wrong, its reckless despair and its cosmopolitan 
outlook and connexions. As early as 1883 the Jewish workmen 
assisted by Jewish university students led the way in the 
formation of trades unions. They also became the colporieurs of 
western European socialism, and they played an important part 
in the organization of the Russian Social Democratic Federation 
which their " Arbeiter Bund " joined in 1898 with no fewer than 
3o,000 members. The Jewish element in the new democratic 
movement excited the resentment of the government, and under 
*he minister of the interior, M. Sipiaguine, the persecuting laws 
were once more rigorously enforced. The " Bund " replied in 
tem by proclaiming itself frankly political and revolutionary, 
and at once took a leading place in the revolutionary movement. 
The reactionaries were not slow to profit by this circumstance. 
With the support of M. Plehve, the new minister of the interior, 
and the whole of the bureaucratic class they denounced the  

revolution as a Jewish conspiracy, engineered for exclusively 
Jewish purposes and designed to establish a Jewish domination 
over the Russian people. The government and even the intimates 
of the tsar became persuaded that only by the terrorization of 
the Jews could the revolutionary movement be effectually dealt 
with. For this purpose a so-called League of True Russians was 
formed. Under high patronage, and with the assistance of the 
secret police and a large number of the local authorities, it set 
itself to stir up the populace, chiefly the fanatics and the hooligans, 
against the Jews. Incendiary proClamations were prepared and 
printed in the ministry of the interior itself, and were circulated 
by the provincial governors and the police (Prince Urussov's 
speech in the Duma, June 8 (21), 1906). The result was another 
series of massacres which began at Kishinev in 1e03 and cul-
minated in wholesale butchery at Odessa and Bielostok in October 
recs. An attempt was made to picture and excuse these 
outbreaks as a national upheaval against the Jew-made revolu-
tion but it failed. They only embittered the revolutionists and 
" intellectuals " throughout the country, and won for them a 
great deal of outspoken sympathy abroad. The artificiality of 
the anti-Jewish outbreak was illustrated by the first Duma 
elections. Thirteen Jews were elected and every constituency 
which had been the scene of a pogrom returned a liberal member, 
Unfortunately the Jews benefited little by the new parliamentary 
constitution. The privileges of voting for members of the Duma 
and of sitting in the new assembly were granted them, but all 
their civil and religious disabilities were maintained. Both the 
first and the second Duma proposed to emancipate them, but 
they were dissolved before any action could be taken. By the 
modification of the electoral law under which the third Duma was 
elected the voting power of the Jews was diminished and further 
restrictions were imposed upon them through official intimidation 
during the elections. The result was that only two Jews were 
elected, while the reactionary tendency of the new electorate 
virtually removed the question of their emancipation from the 
field of practical politics. 

The only other country in Europe in which a legalized anti .- 
Semitism exists is Rumania. The conditions are very similar to 
those which obtain in Russia, with the important 
difference that Rumania is a constitutional country, 
and that the Jewish persecutions are the work of the elected 
deputies of the nation. Like the Bourgeois Geniilhmime who 
wrote prose all his life without knowing it, the Rumanians 
practised the nationalist doctrines of the Hegelian anti-Semites 
unconsciously long before they were formulated in Germany. In 
the old days of Turkish domination the lot of the Rumanian Jews 
was not conspicuously unhappy. It was only when the nation 
began to be emancipated, and the struggle in the East assumed 
the form of a crusade against Islam that the Jews were persecuted. 
Rumanian politicians preached a nationalism limited exclusively 
to indigenous Christians, and they were strongly supported by all 
who felt the commercial competition of the Jews. Thus, al-
though the Jews had been settled in the land for many centuries, 
they were by law declared aliens. This was done in defiance of 
the treaty of Paris of 1836 and the convention of 1838 which 
declared all Rumens to be equal before the law. Under the 
influence of this. distinction the Jews became persecuted, and 
sanguinary riots were of frequent occurrence. The realization 
of a Jewish question led to legislation imposing disabilities on the 
Jews. In 1878 the congress of Berlin agreed to recognize the 
independence of Rumania on condition that all religious dis-
abilities were removed. Rumania agreed to this condition, but 
ultimately persugded the powers to allow her to carry out the 
emancipation of the Jews gradually. Persecutions, however, 
continued, and in teos they led to a great exodus of Jews. The 
United States addressed a strong remonstrance to the Rumanian 
government, but the condition of the Jews was in no way im-
proved. Their emancipation was in reo8 as far off as ever, and 
their disabilities heavier than those of their brethren in Russia. 
For this state of things the example of the anti-Semites in 
Germany, Russia, Austria and France was largely to blame, since 
it had justified the intolerance of the Rumans. Owing, also, to 
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the fact that of Tate years Rumania bad become a sort of annexe 
of the Triple Alliance, it was found impossible to induce the 
signatories of the treaty of Berlin to take action to compel the 
state to fulfil its obligations under that treaty. 

In Austria-Hungary the anti-Semitic impulses came almost 
simultaneously from the North and East. Already in the 
Atetarbh 'seventies the doctrinaire anti-Semitism of Berlin had 
na.s..„. found an echo in Budapest. Two members of the diet, 

Victor Istoczy and Geza Onody, together with a 
publicist named Georg Marczianyi, busied themselves in making 
known the doctrine of Marr is Hungary. Marczianyi, who 
translated the German Judeophobe pamphlets into Magyar, and 
the Magyar works of Onody into German, was the chief medium 
between the northern and southern schools. In 188o Istoczy 
tried to establish a " Nichtjuden Bund " in Hungary, with 
statutes literally translated from those of the German anti-
Semitic league. The movement, however, made no progress, 
owing to the stalwart Liberalism of the predominant political 
parties, and of the national principles inherited from the revolu-
tion of 1848. The large part played by the Jews in that struggle, 
and the fruitful patriotism with which they had worked for the 
political and economic progress of the country, had created, too, 
a strong claim on the gratitude of the best elements in the nation. 
Nevertheless, among the ultramontane dergy, the higher aristo-
cracy, the lll-paid minor officials, and the ignorant peasantry, the 
seeds of a tacit anti-Semitism were latent. It was probably 
the aversion of the nobility from anything in the nature of a 
demagogic agitation which for a time prevented these seeds 
from germinating. The news of the uprising in Russia and the 
appearance of Jewish refugees on the frontier, had the effect of 
giving a certain prominence to the agitation of Istoczy and Onody 
and of exciting the rural communities, but it did not succeed in 
impressing the public with the pseudo-scientific doctrines of the 
new anti-Semitism. It was not until the agitators resorted to 
the Blood Accusation—that never-failing decoy of obscurantism 
and superstition—that Hungary took a definite place in the anti-
Semi tic movement. The outbreak was short and fortunately blood-
less, but while it lasted its scandals shocked the whole of Europe. 

Dr August Rohling, professor of Hebrew at the university of 
Prague, a Roman Catholic theologian of high position but 
dubious learning, had for some years assisted the Hungarian 
anti-Semites with ntchauffht of Eisenmeuger's Eng.:leaks Judea-
than (Frankfurt a IL 1700). In 1881 he made a solemn deposition 
before the Supreme Court accusing the Jews of being bound by 
their law to work the moral and physical ruin of non-Jews. He 
followed this up with an offer to depose on oath that the murder 
of Christians for ritual purposes was a doctrine secretly taught 
among Jews. Professor Delitzsch and other eminent Hebraists, 
both Christian and Jewish, exposed and denounced the ignorance 
and malevolence of Rohling, but were unable to stem the mischief 
be was causing. In April 1882 a Christian girl named Esther 
Sobymossi was missed from the Hungarian village of Tisza 
Eszlar, where a small community of Jews were settled. The 
rumour got abroad that she had been kidnapped and murdered 
by the Jews, but it remained the burden of idle gossip, and gave 
rise to neither judicial complaint nor public disorders. At this 
moment the question of the Bosnian Pacification credits was 
before the diet. The unpopularity of the task assumed by 
Austria-Hungary, under the treaty of Berlin, which was calcu-
lated to strengthen the disaffected Croat element in the empire, 
bad reduced the government majority to very small proportions, 
and all the reactionary factions in the country were accordingly 
in arms. The government was violently and unscrupulously 
attacked on all sides. On the 23rd of May there was a debate 
in the diet when. M. Onody, in an incendiary harangue, told the 
story of the missing girl at Tisza Eszlar, and accused ministers 
of criminal indulgence to races alien to the national spirit. In 
the then excited state of the public mind on the Croat question, 
the manoeuvre was adroitly conceived. The government fell 
into the trap, and treated the story with lofty disdain. There-
upon the anti-Semites set to work on the case, and M. Joseph 
Bary, the magistrate at Nyjregyhaza, and a noted anti-Semite,  

was induced to go to Tisza Euler and institute an inquiry. All 
the anti-liberal elements in the country now became banded 
together in this effort to discredit the liberal government, and 
for the first time the Hungarian anti-Semites found themselves 
at the head of a powerful party. Fifteen Jews were arrested and 
thrown into prison. No pains were spared in preparing the case 
for trial. Perjury and even forgery were freely resorted to,, 
The son of one of the accused, a boy of fourteen, was taken into 
custody by the police, and by threats and cajoleries prevailed 
upon to give evidence for the prosecution. He was elaborately 
coached for the terrible oak he was to play. The trial opened at 
Nyiregyhaza on the 19th of June, and lasted till the 3rd of August. 
It was one of the most dramatic casua Wages of the century. 
Under the brilliant cross-examination of the advocates for the 
defence the whole of the shocking conspiracy was gradually 
exposed. The public prosecutor thereupon withdrew from the 
case, and the four judges—the chief of whom held strong anti-
Semitic opinions—unanimously acquitted all the prisoners. 
The case proved the death-blow of Hungarian anti-Semitism. 
Although another phase of the Jewish question, which will be 
referred. to presently, had still to occupy the public mind, the 
shame brought on the nation by the Tisza Eszlar conspiracy 
effectually prevented the anti-Semites from ,raising their voices 
with any effect again. 

Meanwhile a more formidable and complicated outburst was 
preparing in Austria itself. Here the lines of the German agita-
tion were closely followed, but with far more dramatic results. 
It was exclusively political—that is to say, it appealed to anti-
Jewish prejudices for party purposes while it sought to re-
habilitate them on a pseudo-scientific basis, racial and economic. 
At first it was confined to sporadic pamphleteers. By their side 
there gradually grew up a school oCChriatian Socialists, recruited 
from the ultra-Clericals, for the study and application of the 
doctrines preached at Mainz by Archbishop I( etteler. This 
constituted a complete Austrian analogue to the Evangelical-
Socialist'movement started in Germany by Herr Stocker. For 
some years the two movements remained distinct, but signs of 
approximation were early visible. Thus one of the first com-
plaints of the anti-Semites was that the Jews were becoming 
masters of the soil. This found an echo in the agrarian principles 
of the Christian Socialists, as expounded by Rudolph Meyer, 
in which individualism in landed property was admitted on the 
condition that the landowners were " the families of the nation " 
and not " cosmopolitan financiers." A further indication of anti-
Semitism is found in a speech delivered in 7878 by Prince Alois 
von Liechtenstein (b. 1846), the most prominent disciple of 
Rudolph Meyer, who denounced the national debt as a tribute 
paid by the state to cosmopolitan renliers (Nitti, Catholic Social-
ism, pp. 200, 201, 211, 276). The growing disorder in parliament, 
due to the bitter struggle between the German and Czech parties, 
served to bring anti-Semitism into the field of practical politics. 
Since 1867 the German Liberals had been in power. They bad 
made enemies of the Clericals by tampering with the concordat, 
and they had split up their own party by the federalist policy 
adopted by Count Taaffe. The Radical secessionists in their turn 
found it difficult to agree, and an ultra-national German wing 
formed itself into a separate party under the leadership of Ritter 
von Schonerer (b. 2842), a Radical nationalist of the most violent 
type. In 2382 two anti-Semitic leagues had been founded in 
Vienna, and to these the Radical nationalists now appealed for 
support. The growing importance of the party led the premier, 
Count Taaffe, to angle for the support of the Clericals by accepting 
a portion of the Christian Socialist programme. The hostility 
this excited in the liberal press, largely written by Jews, served 
to bring the feudal Christian Socialists and Radical anti-Semites 
together. In 1891 these strangely assorted factions became 
consolidated, and during the elections of that year Prince 
Liechtenstein came forward as an anti-Semitic candidate and 
the acknowledged leader of the party. The elections resulted 
in the return of fifteen anti-Semites to the Reichsrath, chiefly 
from Vienna. 

Although Prince Liechtenstein and the bulk of the Christian 
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Socialists had joined the anti-Semites with the support of the 
Clerical organ, the Vagerland, the Clerical party as a whole will 
held aloof from the Jew-baiter. The events of 5892-1895 put 
an end to their hesitation. The Hungarian government, in 
compliance with long-standing pledges to the liberal party, 
introduced into the diet a series of ecclesiastical reform bills 
providing for civil marriage, freedom of worship, and the legal 
recognition of Judasim on an equality with other denominations. 
These proposals, which synchronized with Ahhvardt's turbulent 
agitation in Germany, gave a great impulse to anti-Semitism 
and served to drive into its ranks a large number of Clericals. 
The agitation was taken in hand by the Roman Catholic clergy, 
and the pulpits resounded with denunciations of the Jews. 
One clergyman, Father Deckert, was prosecuted for preaching 
the Blood Accusation and convicted (x894). Cardinal Schlauch, 
bishop of Grosswardein, declared in the Hungarian House of 
Magn,ates that the Liberals were in league with " cosmopolitans " 
for the ruin of the country. In October x894 the magnates 
adopted two of the ecclesiastical bills with amendments, but 
threw out the Jewish bill by a majority of six. The crown sided 
with the magnates, and the ministry resigned, although it had 
a majority in the Lower House. An effort was made to form a 
Clerical cabinet, but it failed. Baron Badly was then entrusted 
with the construction of a fresh Liberal ministry. The announce-
ment that he would persist with the ecclesiastical bills lashed 
the Clericals and anti-Semites into a fury, and the agitation 
broke out afresh. The pope addressed a letter to Cpunt Zichy 
encouraging the magnates to resist, and once more two of the 
bills were amended, and the third rejected. The papal nuncio, 
Mgr. Agliardi, now thought proper to pay a visit to Budapest, 
where he allowed himself to be interviewed on the crisis. This 
interference in the domestic concerns of Hungary was deeply 
resented by the Liberals, and Baron Banffy requested Count 
Kalnoky, the imperial minister of foreign affairs, to protest 
against it at the Vatican. Count Kalnoky refused and tendered 
his resignation to the emperor. Clerical sympathies were pre-
dominant in Vienna, and the emperor was induced for a moment 
to decline the count's resignation. It soon became clear, how-
ever, that the Hungarians were resolved to see the crisis out, 
and that in the end Vienna would be compelled to give way. 
The emperor accordingly retraced his steps, Count Kalnoky's 
resignation was accepted, the papal nuncio was recalled, a batch 
of new magnates were created, and the Hungarian ecclesiastical 
bills passed. 

Simultaneously with this crisis another startling phase of the 
anti-Semitic drama was being enacted in Vienna itself. En-
couraged by the support of the Clericals the anti-Semites resolved 
to make an effort to carry the Vienna municipal elections. So 
far the alliance of the Clericals with the anti-Semites had been 
unofficial, but on the eve of the elections (January :895) the pope, 
influenced partly by the Hungarian crisis and partly by an idea of 
Cardinal Rampolla thatthe best antidote to democratic socialism 
would be a clerically controlled fusion of the Christian Socialists 
and anti-Semites, sent his blessing to Prince Liechtenstein and 
his followers. This action alarmed the government and a con-
siderable body of the higher episcopate, who felt assured that 
any permanent encouragement given to the anti-Semites would 
in the end strengthen the parties of sedition and disorder. 
Cardinal Schonborn was despatched in haste to Rome to es. 
postulate with the pontiff, and his representations were strongly 
supported by the French and Belgian bishops. The mischief was 
however, done, and although the pope sent a verbal message 
to Prince Liechtenstein excluding the anti-Semites from his 
blessing, the elections resulted in a great triumph for the Jew-
haters. The municipal council was immediately dissolved by 
the government, and new elections were ordered, but these only 
strengthened the position of the anti-Semites, who carried 92 
seats out of a total of r38. A cabinet crisis followed, and the 
premiership was entrusted to the Statthalter of Galicia, Count 
Badeni, who assumed office with a pledge of war to the knife 
against anti-Semitism. In October the new municipal council 
elected as burgomaster of Vienna Dr Karl Lueger (b. 1844), a  

vehement anti-Semite, who had displaced Prince. Liechtenstein 
as leader of the party. The emperor declined to sanction the 
election,, but the council repeated it in face of the imperial 
displeasure. Once more a dissolution was ordered, and for three 
months the city was governed by administrative commissioners, 
In February 1896 elections were again held, and the anti-Semites 
were returned with an increased majority. The emperor then 
capitulated, and after a temporary arrangement, by which 
for one year Dr Lueger acted as vice-burgoniaster and banded 
over the burgomastership . to an inoffensive nominee, permitted 
the municipal council to have its way. The growing anarchy in 
parliament at this moment served still further to strengthen the 
anti-Semites, and their conquest of Vienna was speedily followed 
by a not less striking conquest of the Landtag of Lower Austria, 
(November 1896). 

Since then a reaction of sanity has slowly but surely asserted 
itself. In 5908 the anti-Semites had governed Vienna twelve 
years, and, although they had accomplished much mischief, 
the millennium of which they were supposed to be the heralds 
had not dawned. On the contrary, the commercial interests 
of the city had suffered and the rates had been enormously 
increased (Neue Freie Presse, 29th March x9oz), while the pre-
datory hopes which secured them office bad only been realized 
on a small and select scale. The spectacle of a Clerico-anti-
Semitic tammany in Vienna had strengthened the resistance of 
the better elements in the country. Time had also shown that 
Christian Socialism is only a disguise for high Toryism, and 
that the German Radicals who were originally induced to join 
the anti-Semites bad been victimized by the Clericals. The 
fruits of this disillusion began to show themselves in the general 
elections of x9oo-i9oi, when the anti-Semites lost six scats in 
the Reichsrath. The elections were followed (26th January 19or) 
by a papal encyclical on Christian democracy, in which Christian 
Socialism was declared to be a term unacceptable to the Church, 
and the faithful were adjured to abstain from agitation of a 
demagogic and revolutionary character, and " to respect the. 
rights of others." Nevertheless, in z9o2 the Christian Socialists 
trebled their representation in the Reichsrath. This, howevet, 
was due more to their alliance with the German national parties 
than to any large increase of anti-Semitism in the electorate. 

The last country in Europe to make use of the teachings of 
German anti-Semitism in its party politics was France. The 
fact that the movement should have struck root in a 
republican country, where the ideals of democratic 
freedom have been so passionately cultivated, has been regarded 
as one of the paradoxes of our latter-day history. As a matter 
of fact, it is more surprising that it was not adopted earlier. All 
the social and political conditions which produced anti-Semitism 
in Germany were present in France, but in an aggravated form 
due primarily to the very republican regime which at first sight 
seemed to be a guarantee against it. In the monarchical states 
the dominance of the bourgeoisie was tempered in a measure by 
the power of the crown and the political activity of the aris-
tocracy, which carried with them a very real restraining influence 
in the matter of political honour and morality. In France these 
restraining influences were driven out of public life by the re-
public. The nobility both of the amien regime and the empire 
stood aloof, and politics were abandoned for the most part to 
professional adventurers, while the bourgeoisie assumed the form 
of an omnipotent plutocracy. This naturally attracted to France 
all the financial adventurers in Europe, and in the train of the 
immigration came not a few German Jews, alienated from their 
own country by the agitation of Man. and Stocker. Thus 
the bourgeoisie was not only more powerful in France than in 
other countries, but the obnoxiousness of its Jewish element 
was accentuated by a tinge of the national enemy. The anti-
clericalism of the bourgeois republic and its unexampled series 
of financial scandals, culminating in the Panama " Krach," thus 
sufficed to give anti-Semitism a strong hold on the public mind. 

Nevertheless, it was not until 1882 that the anti-Jewish move-
ment was seriously heard of in France. Paul Bontoux (b. 182o), 
who had formerly been in the employ of the Rothschilds, 
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but had been obliged to leave the firm in consequence of 
his disastrous speculations, had joined the Legitimist party, 
and had started the Union Generale with funds obtained from 
his new allies. Bente= promised to break up the alleged 
financial monopoly of the Jews and Protestants and to found a 
new plutocracy in its stead, which should be mainly Roman 
Catholic and aristocratic. The bait was eagerly swallowed. 
For five years the Union Generale, with the blessing of the pope, 
punned an apparently prosperous career. Immense schemes 
were undertaken, and the 125-fr. shams rose gradually to 3200 
francs. The whole structure, however, rested on a basis of 
audacious speculation, and in January 1882 the Union Generale 
failed, with liabilities amounting to 212,000,000 francs. The cry 
was at once raised that the collapse was due to the manoeuvres 
of the Jews, and a strong anti-Semitic feeling manifested itself 
in clerical and aristocratic circles. In z886 violent expression 
was given to this feeling in a book since become famous, La 
Prima jobs, by Edouard Drmnont (b. :844). The author 
illustratedthe theories of German anti-Smisitisni withaebrosique 
scaudalesue full of piquant personalities, in which the cornip-
don of French national life under Jewish influences was painted 
in alarming colours;  The book. was read with avidity by the 
public, who welcomed its explanations of the obviously growing 
debauchery. The Wilson scandals and the suspension of the 
Panama Company in the following year, while not bearing out 
Drumont's anti-Semitism, fully justified hisviewof the prevailm* g 
corruption. Out -of this condition of things rose the Boulangist 
movement, which rallied all the disaffected elements in the 
country, including Drumont's following of anti-Semites. It was 
not, howiver, until the flight of General Boulanger and the ruin of 
his party that anti-Saddam cameforwardas apoliticalmovement. 

The chief author of the rout of Boulangism was a. Jewish 
politician and journalist, Joseph Relnach (b. i1356), formerly 
private secretary to Gambetta, and one of the ablest men in 
France. lie was a Frenchman by birth and education, but -his 
father and uncles were Germans '  who had founded an important. 
banking establishment in Paris. Hence he was held to personify 
the alien Jewish domination in France, and the ex-Boulangista 
turned against him and his co-religionists with fury. The 
Boulangist agitation had for a second time involved the Legiti-
mists in heavy pecuniary loses, and under the kaderthip of the 
marquis de Moth they now' threw all their Influence on the side 
of Druroont. An anti-Semitic league was established, and with 
Royalist asestance branches were organized all over the country. 
The Franco-Russian alliance In 1891, when the persecutions of 
the Jews by Pobedonostsev were attracting the attention of 
Europe, served to invest Drumont's agitation with a fashionable 
and patriotic character. It was a sign of the spiritual approxima-
tion of the two peoples. In 1892 Drumont founded a daily 
anti-Semitic newspaper, La Libre Parole. With the organization 
of this journal a regular campaign for the discovery of scandals 
was instituted. At the same time a body of aristocratic swash-
bucklers, with the mareitis de Mores and the comte de Lamase 
at their head, set themselves to terrorize the Jews and pro- 
voke them to duels. At a meeting held at Neuilly in t8ez , Jules 
Guerin, one of the marquis de Mores's lieutenants, had demanded 
rhetorically on cadaore de Jail. He had not long to wait. Anti-
Semitism was most powerful in the army, which was the only 
branch of the public service in which the reactionary classes were 
fully represented. The republican law compelling the seminarists 
to serve their term in the army had strengthened its Clerical and 
Royalist elements, and the result was a movement against the 
Jewish officers, of whom sco held commissions. A series of 
articles in the Libre Parole attacking these officersted to a number 
of ferocious duels, and these culminated in 1892 in the death of an 
amiable and popular Jewish officer, Captain Armand Mayer, of 
the Engineers, who fell, pierced through the lungs by the marquis 
de Mores. This tragedy, rendered all the more painful by the 
discovery that Captain Mayer had chivalrously fought to shield 
t friend, aroused a great deal of popular indignation  against the 
anti-Semites, and for a moment it was believed that the agitation 
bad been killed with its victim. 

Towards the end of 1892, the discovery of the widespread 
corruption practised by the Panama Company gave a fresh 
impulse to anti-Semitism. The revelations were in a large 
measure due to the industry of the Libre Parole; and they west 
all the more welcome to the readers of that journal since it was 
discovered that three Jews were implicated in the scandals, one 
of whom, baron de Reloads, was uncle and father-in-law to the 
hated destroyer of Boulangism. The escape of the other two, Dr 
Cornelius Hers and M. Arton, and the difficulties experienced hs 
obtaining their extradition, deepened the popular conviction that 
the authorities were implicated in the scandals, and kept the 
public eye for a long time absorbed by the otherwise restricted 
Jewish aspects of the scandals. In relne the military side of the 
agitation was revived by the arrest of a prominent Jewish staff 
officer, Captain Alfred Dreyftis, on a charge of treason. From 
the beginning the hand of the anti-Semite was flagrant in the now 
sensation. The first hint of the arrest appeared in the Libre 
Parole; and before the facts had been officially communicated 
to the public that journal was busy with a campaign against the 
war minister, based on the apprehension that, in conspiracy with 
the Juioerie and his republican colleagues, he might exert himself 
to shield the traitor. Anti-Semitic feeling was now thoroughly 
aroused. Panama had prepared the people to believe anything; 
and when it was announced that a court-martial, sitting in secret, 
had convicted Dreyfus, there was a howl of execration against 
the Jews from one end of the country to the other, although 
the alleged crime of the convict and the evidence by which 
it was supported were quite unknown. Dreyfus was degraded 
and transported for life amid unparalleled scenes of public 
excitement. 

The Dreyfus Case registersthe climax not only of Reach, but 
of European anti-Semitism. It was the most ambitious and 
most unscrupulous attempt yet made to prove the nationalist 
hypothesis of the anti-Semites, and in failure it afforded the 
most striking illustration of the dangers of the whole movement 
by bringing France to the verge of revolution. For a few months 
after the Dreyfus court-martial there was a comparative lull; 
but the highly strung condition of popular passion was illustrated 
by a violent debate on " The Jewish Peril " in the Chamber of 
Deputies (25th April Otos), and by two outrages with explosives 
at the Rothschild bank in Paris. Meanwhile the family of 
Dreyfus, absolutely convinced of his innocence, were casting 
about for the means of clearing his character and securing his 
liberation. They were wealthy, and their activity unsettled the 
public mind and aroused the apprehensions of the conspirators. 
Had the latter known bow to preserve silence; the mystery would 
perhaps have been yet unsolved; but in their anxiety to allay 
all suspicions they made one false step, which proved the begin-
ning of their ruin. Through their friends in the press they secured 
the publication of a facsimile of a document known as the 
Bordereao—a list of documents supposed to be In Dreyfus's 
handwriting and addressed apparently to the military attache of 
a foreign power, twhichwas alleged to constitute the chief evidence 
against the convict. It was hoped by this publication to put an 
end to the doubts of the so-called Dreyfusards. The result, how-
ever, was only to give them a due on which they worked with 
remarkable ingenuity. To prove that the &Merton was not in 
Dreyfus's handwriting was not difficult. Indeed, its authorship 
was recognized almost on the day of publication; but the 
Dreyfusards held their hands in order to make assurance doubly 
sure by further evidence. Meanwhile one of the officers of the 
general staff, Colonel Piequart, had convinced himself by an 
examination of the dossier of the trial that a gross miscarriage 
of justice had taken place. On mentioning his doubts to his 
superiors, who were animated partly by anti-Semitic feeling and 
partly by reluctance to confess to a mistake, he was ordered to 
the Tunisian hinterland on a dangerous expedition. Before 
leaving Paris, however, he took the precaution to confide his 
discovery to his legal adviser. Harassed by their anxieties, the 
conspirators made further communications to the newspapers; 
and the government, questioned and badgered in parliament, 
added to the revelations. The new disclosures, so far from 
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stopping the Dreyfusards,proved to them,among other things,tha t 
the conviction had been partially based on documents which had 
hot been communicated to the counsel for the defence, and hence 
that the judges had been tampered with by the ministry of war 
behind the prisoner's back. So far, too, as these documents 
related to correspondence with foreign military attaches, it was 
soon ascertained that they were forgeries. In this way a terrible 
indictment was gradually drawn up against the ministry of war. 
The first step was taken towards the end. of 1897 by a brother 
of Captain Dreyfus, who, in a letter to the minister of war, de-
nounced Major Esterhazy as the real author of the Boniereau. 
The authorities, supported by parliament, declined to reopen the 
Dreyfus Case, but they ordered a court-martial on Esterhazy, 
which was held with closed doors and resulted in his acquittal. 
It now became dear that nothing short of an appeal to public 
opinion and a full exposure of all the iniquities that had been 
perpetrated would secure justice at the hands of the military 
chiefs. On behalf of Dreyfus, Emile Zola, the eminent novelist, 
formulated the case against the general staff of the army in an 
open letter to the president of the republic, which by its dramatic 
accusations startled the whole world. The letter was denounced. 
as wild and fantastic even by those who were in favour of revision. 
Zola was prosecuted for libel and convicted, and had to fly the 
country; but the agitation be had started was taken in hand by 
others, notably M. Clemenceau, M. Reinach and M. Yves Guyot, 
In August OM their efforts found their first reward. A re-
examination of the documents in the case by M. Cavaignac, then 
minister of war, showed that one was undoubtedly forged. 
Colonel Henry, of the Intelligence department of the war office, 
then confessed that he had fabricated the document, and, OA 
being sent to Mont Valtrien under arrest, cut his throat. 

In spite of this damaging discovery the war office still per-
sisted In believing Dreyfus guilty, and opposed a fresh inquiry. 
It was supported by three successive ministers of war, and ap-
parently an overwhelming body of public opinion. By this time 
the question of the guilt or innocence of Dreyfus bad become an 
altogether subsidiary issue. As in Germany and Austria, the 
anti-Semitic crusade had passed into the hands of the political 
parties. On the one hand the Radicals and Socialists, recognizing 
the anti-republican aims of the agitators and alarmed by the 
clerical predominance in the army, had thrown in their lot with 
the Dreyfusards; on the other the reactionaries, anxious to 
secure the support of the army', took the opposite view, denounced 
their opponents as sates patrie, and declared that they were 
conspiring to weaken and degrade the army in the face of the 
national enemy. The controversy was, consequently, no longer 
for or against Dreyfus, but for or against the army, and behind it 
was a life-or-death struggle between the republic and its enemies. 
The situation became alarming. Rumours of military plots 
filled the air. Powerful leagues for working up public feeling 
were formed and organized; attempts to discredit the republic 
and intimidate the government were made. The president was 
insulted; there were tumults in the streets, and an attempt was 
made by M. Deroulede to induce the military to march on the 
Flys& and upset the republic. In this critical situation France, 
to her eternal honour,. found men with sufficient courage to do 
the right. The Socialists, by rallying to the Radicals against the 
reactionaries, secured a majority for the defence of the republic 
in parliament. Brisson's cabinet transmitted to the court of 
cessation an application for the revision of the case against 
Dreyfus; and that tribunal, after an elaborate inquiry, which 
fully justified Zola's famous letter, quashed and annulled the 
proceedings of the court-martial, and remitted the accused to 
another court-martial, to be held at Rennes. Throughout these 
proceedings the military party fought tooth and nail to impede 
the course of justice; and although the innocence of Dreyfus had 
been completely established, it concentrated all its efforts to 
secure a fresh condemnation of the prisoner at Rennes. Popular 
passion was at fever heat, and it manifested itself in an attack on 
M. Labori, one of the counsel for the defence, who was shot and 
wounded on the eve of his cross-examination of the witnesses for 
the pnasecution. To the amazement and indignation of the 

whole world outside France, the Rennes court-martial again 
found the prisoner guilty; but all reliance on the conscientious-
ness of the verdict was removed by a rider, which found "ex. 
tenuating circumstances," and by a reduction of the punishment 
to ten years' imprisonment, to which was added a recommends. 
tion to mercy. The verdict was evidently an attempt at a com-
promise, and the government resolved to advise the president 
of the republic to pardon Dreyfus. This lame conclusion did 
not satisfy the accused; but his innotence had been so clearly 
proved, and on political grounds there were such urgent reasons 
for desiring a termination of the affair, that it was accepted 
without protest by the majority of moderate men. 

The rehabilitation of Dreyfus, however, did not pass without 
another effort on the part of the reactionaries to turn the popular 
passions excited by the case to their own advantage. After the 
failure of Deroulede's attempt to overturn the republic, the 
various Royalist and Boulangist leagues, with the assistance of 
the anti-Semites, organized another plot. This was discovered 
by the government, and the leaders were arrested. Jules Guerin, 
secretary of the anti-Semitic league, shut himself up in the league 
offices in the rue Chabrol, Paris, which had been fortified and 
garrisoned by a number of his friends, armed with rifles. For 
more than a month these anti-Semites held the authorities at bay, 
and some goon troops were employed in the siege. The con-
spirators were all tried by the senate, sitting as a high court, and 
Guerin was sentenced to ten years' imprisonment. The evidence 
showed that the anti-Semitic organization had taken an active 
part in the anti-republican plot (see the report of the Commission 
d'Instruction in the Petit Temps, sat November glee). 

The government now resolved to strike at the root of the 
mischief by limiting the power of the religious orders, and with 
this view a drastic Association bill was introduced into the 
chambers. This anti-clerical move provoked the wildest 
passions of the reactionaries, but it found an overwhelming 
support in the elections of ices and the bill became ,  law. The 
war thus definitely reopened soon led to a revival of the Dreyfus 
controversy. The nationalists flooded the country with incend-
iary defamations of " the government of national treason," and 
Dreyfus on his part loudly demanded a fresh trial. It was clear 
that conciliation and compromise were useless. Early in togas 
M. James urged upon the chamber that the demand of the 
Jewish officer should be granted if only to tranquillize the country. 
The necessary faits nouveaux were speedily found by the minister 
of war, General Andre, and having been examined by a special 
commission of revision were ordered to be transmitted to the 
court of cessation for final adjudication. On the r th of July 
1906, the court, all chambers united, gave its judgment. After 
a lengthy review of the case it declared unanimously that the 
whole accusation against Dreyfus bad been disproved, and it 
quashed the judgment of the Rennes court-martial sass 
The explanation of the whole case is that Esterhazy and Henry 
were the real culprits; that they bad made a trade of supplying 
the German government with military documents; and that once 
the Bordereau was discovered they availed .themselves of the 
anti-Jewish agitation to throw suspicion on Dreyfus. 

Thus ended this famous case, to the relief of the whole country 
and with the approval of the great majority of French citizens. 
Except a knot of anti-Semitic monomaniacs all parties bowed 
loyally to the judgment of the court of cessation. The govern-
ment gave the fullest effect to the judgment. Dreyfus and 
Picquart were restored to the active list of the army with the 
ranks respectively of major and general of brigade. Dreyfus was 
also created a knight of the Legion of Honour, and received the 
decoration in public in the artillery pavilion of the military school,. 
Zola, to whose efforts the triumph of truth was chiefly due, had 
not been spared to witness the final scene, but the chambers 
decided to give his remains a last resting-place in the Pantheon. 
When three months later M. Clemenceau formed his first cabinet 
he appointed General Picquart minister of war. Nothing indeed 
was left undone to repair the terrible series of wrongs which had 
grown out of the Dreyfus case. Nevertheless its destructive 
work could not be wholly healed- For over ten years It had been 
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a nightmare to France, and it now modified the whole course of 
French history. In the ruin of the French Church, which owed 
its disestablishment very largely to the Dreyfus conspiracy, may 
be read the most eloquent warning against the demoralizing 
madness of anti-Semitism. 

In sympathy with the agitation in France there has been a 
similar movement in Algeria, where the European population 
have long resented the admission of the native Jews to the rights 
of French citizmqhip The agitation has been marked by much 
violence, and most of the anti-Semitic deputies in the French 
parliament, including M. Drumont, have found constituencies in 
Algeria. As the local anti-Semites are largely Spaniards and 
Levantine riff-raff, the agitation has not the peculiar nationalist 
bias which characterizes continental anti-Semitism. Before the 
energy of the authorities it has lately shown signs of subsiding. 

While the main activity of anti-Semitism has manifested itself 
in Germany, Russia, Rumania, Austria-Hungary and France, its 

vibratory influences have been felt in other countries 
Great when conditions favourable to its extension have 

'' presented themselves. In England more than one 
attempt to acclimatize the doctrines of Marr and 

Treitscbke has been made. The circumstance that at the time of 
the rise of German anti-Semitism a premier of Hebrew race, Lord 
Beaconsfield, was in power first suggested the Jewish bogey to 
English political extremists. The Eastern crisis of 1876-1878, 
which was regarded by the Liberal party as primarily a struggle 
between Christianity, as represented by Russia, and a degrad-
ing Semitism, as represented by Turkey, accentuated the anti-
Jewish feeling, owing to the anti-Russian attitude adopted by 
the government. Violent expression to the ancient prejudices 
against the Jews was given by Sir J. G. Tollemache Sinclair 
(A Defence of Russia, 1877). Mr T. P. O'Connor, M a life of Lord 
Beaconsfield (1878), pictured him as the instrument of the Jewish 
people, " moulding the whole policy of Christendom to Jewish 
aims." Professor Goldwin Smith, in several articles in the 
Nindeenth Century (1878, 1881 and 1882), sought to synthetize 
the growing anti-Jewish feeling by adopting the nationalist 
theories of the German anti-Semites. This movement did not 
fail to find an equivocal response in the speeches of some of the 
leading Liberal statesmen; but on the country generally it pro-
duced no effect. It was revived when the persecutions in Russia 
threatened England with a great influx of Polish Jews, whose 
mode of life was calculated to lower the standard of living in 
the industries in which they were employed, and it has left its 
trace in the anti-alien legislation of 19o5. In 1883 Stocker 
visited London, but received a very unflattering reception. 
Abortive attempts to acclimatize anti-Semitism have also been 
made in Switzerland, Belgium, Greece and the United States. 

Anti-Semitism made a great deal of history during the thirty 
years up to tgo8, but has left no permanent mark of a con-
structive kind on the social and political evolution of Europe. 
It is the fruit of a great ethnographic and political error, and it 
has spent itself in political intrigues of transparent dishonesty. 
Its racial doctrine is at best a crude hypothesis: its nationalist 
theory has only served to throw into striking relief the essentially 
economic bases of modern society, while its political activity 
has revealed the vulgarity and ignorance which constitute its 
main sources of strength. So far from injuring the Jews, it has 
really given Jewish racial separatism a new lease of life. Its 
extravagant accusations, as in the Time Eszlar and Dreyfus 
cases, have resulted in the vindication of the Jewish character. 
Its agitation generally, coinciding with the revival of interest in 
Jewish history, has helped to transfer Jewish solidarity from a 
religious to a racial basis. The bond of a common race, vitalized 
by a new pride in Hebrew history and spurred on to resistance by 
the insults of the anti-Semites, has given a new spirit and a new 
source of strength to Judaism at a moment when the approxima-
tion of ethical systems and the revolt against dogma were sapping 
its essentially religious foundations. In the whole history of 
Judaism, perhaps, there have been no more numerous or remark-
able instances of reversions to the faith than in the period 
in question. The reply of the Jews to anti-Semitism has taken 
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two interesting practical forms. In the first place there is the 
so-called Zionist movement, which is a kind of Jewish nationalism 
and is vitiated by the same errors that distinguish its anti-
Semitic analogue (see &omit). In the second place, there is a 
movement represented by the Maccabaeans' Society in London, 
which seeks to unite the Jewish people in an effort to raise the 
Jewish character and to promote a higher consciousness of the 
dignity of the race. It lays no stress on orthodoxy, but welcomes 
all who strive to render Jewish conduct an adequate reply to 
the theories of the anti-Semites. Both these movements are 
elements of fresh vitality to Judaism, and they are prob-
ably destined to produce important fruit in future years. A 
splendid spirit of generosity has also been displayed by the Jewish 
community in assisting and relieving the victims of the Jew-
haters. Besides countless funds raised by public subscription, 
Baron de Hirsch founded a colossal scheme for transplanting 
persecuted Jews to new countries under new conditions of life, 
and endowed it with no less a sum than £9,000,000 (see HIRSCH, 
MAURICE DE). 

Though anti-Semitism has been unmasked and discredited, 
it is to be feared that its history is not yet at an end. While 
there remain in Russia and Rumaniaover six millions of Jews who 
are being systematically degraded, and who periodically overflow 
the western frontier, there must continue to be a Jewish question 
in Europe; and while there are weak governments, and ignorant 
and superstitious elements in the enfranchised classes of the 
countries affected that question will seek to play a part in politics. 

LITERATURB.--No impartial history of modern anti-Semitism has 
yet been written. The most comprehensive works on the subject, 
Israel among the Nations, by A. Leroy-Beaulieu (1895), and L'Anti- 
slmiiisme, son kistoire et ses causes, by Bernard Lazare (1894), are 
collections of studies rather than histories. M. Lazare's work will 
be found most useful by the student on account of its detached 
standpoint and its valuable bibliographical notes. A good list of 
works relating to Jewish ethnography will be found at the end of 
M. !Actor Loeb's valuable article, ',ruffs," in the Dictionnaire 
universel de gfographie (1884). To these should be added, Adolf 
Jellinek, Der isiducke Slams, (1869); Chwolson, Die semilischea 
Volker (1872); Nossig, Ataterialien cur Slatistik (1887): Jacobs, 
Jewish Statistics (1891); and Andrea, Zur Volkskunde der Aden 
(alit). A bibliography of the Jewish question from 1875 to 5884 
has been published by Mr Joseph Jacobs (1885). Useful additions 
and ratifications will be found an the Jewish World, 11th September 
1885. During the period since 1885 the anti-Semitic movement 
has produced an immense pamphlet literature. Some of these pro-
ductions have already been referred to; others will be found in 
current bibliographies under the names of the personages mentioned, 
such as Stocker, Ahlwardt, &e. On the Russian persecutions, 
besides the works quoted by Jacobs, see the pamphlet Issued by the 
Russo-Jewish Committee in 189o, and the annual reports of the 
Russo-Jewish Mansion House Fund; Les Jails de Russie (Paris, 
5895); Report of the Commissioners of Immigration upon the Causes 
which incite Immigration to the United Stales (Wash)ngton, 1892); 
The New Exodus, by Harold Frederic (1892); Les Juifs susses, by 
Leo Errera (Brussels, 1893). The most valuable collection of facts 
relating to the persecutions of 188z-1882 are to be found in the 
Feuilles Jaunts (52 nos.), compiled and circulated for the information 
of the European press by the Alliance Israelite of Paris. Complete 
collections are very scarce. For the struggle during the past decade 
the Rusnsche Correspondens of Berlin should be consulted, together 
with h its French and English editions. Sec also the publications of 
the Band (Geneva; I mprimerie Israelite); Semenoff

' 
 The Russian 

Government and the Massacres, and Quarterly Review, October t906. 
On the Rumanian question, see Bluntschli, Roumania and the Legal 
Status of the Jews (London, 1879); Wir Judas (Zurich, 1883); 
Schloss, The Persecution of the Jews in Roumania (London, t885); 
Schloss. Notes of Information (1886); Sincerus, Juifs en Roumanse 
(London, toot); Plotke, Die rumdnisches Jades toner dem Farslen 
u. KcittiX Karl ( 1901): Dehn, Diplonsatie a. Hochfinans in der 
rusulniscken Judenfrage (root); Conybeare, " Roumania as a 
Persecuting Power, Nat. Rev., February soot. On Hungary and 
the Tisza Eszlar Case, see (besides the references in Jacobs) Nathan, 
Der Process me Tissa Ershsr (Berlin, 1892). On this case and the 
Blood Accusation generally, see Wright, " The Jews and the Mali-
cious Charge of Human Sacrifice." Nineteenth Century, 1883. The 
origins of the Austrian agitation are dealt with by Nitti, Catholic 
Socialism (1895). This work, though inclining to anti-Semitism, 
should be consulted for the Christian Socialist elements in the whole 
continental agitation. The moss valuable source of information on 
the Austrian movement is the Osterreichische Wochensckrift, edited 
by Dr Bloch. See also pamphlets and speeches by the anti-Semitic 
leaders, Liechtenstein, Lueger, Schoencrer, &c. The case of the 
French anti-Semites is stated by E. Drumont in his France jabs. 

41111111a , 
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and other works: the other side by lsidor Loeb, Bernard Lazare, 
Leonce Reynaud, &c. Of the Dreyfus Case there is an enormous 
literature: see especially the reports of the Zola and Picquart 
the revision case before the Court of Cessation, the proceedings of the 
Rennes court-martial, and the final judgment of the Court of Ces-
sation printed in full in the Figaro, July 15. 1906; also Reinach, 
Histoire de l'affaire Dreyfus (Paris, 1908, 6 vols.), and the valuable 
series of volumes by Captain Paul Marin, MM. Clemcnceau, Lazare, 
Yves Guyot, Paschal Grousset, Urbain Gohier, de Flaime. de 
Pressense, and the remarkable letters of Dreyfus (Lettres duce 
innocent). An English history of the case was published by F. C. 
Conybeare (t898), whose articles and those of Sir Godfrey Lushington 
and L. J. Nfaxse in the National Review, 1897-1900, will be found 
invaluable by the student. On the Algerian question, see M. Wahl 
in the Revue des etudes jukes; L. Forest, Naturalisation des Israe-
lites algeriens: and E. Audinet in the Revue generale de droit inter-
national publtque, 1897. No. 4. On the history of the anti-Semitic 
movement generally, sec the annual reports of the Alliance Israelite 
of Paris and the Anglo-Jewish Association of London. also the 
annual summaries published at the end of the Jewish year by 
the Jewish Chronicle of London. The connexion of the moves ant 
with general party politics must be followed in the newspapers. 
The pre....ent writer has worked with a collection of newspaper 
cut

ears. 
tin 

W 
gs numbering several thousands and ranging over thirty 
y f.L. .) 

ANTISEPTICS (Gr. cirri, against, and anirrucds, putrefactive), 
the name given to substances which are used for the prevention 
of bacterial development in animal or vegetable matter. Some 
are true germicides, capable of destroying the bacteria, whilst 
others merely prevent or inhibit their growth. The antiseptic 
method of treating wounds (see SURGERY) was introduced by 
Lord Lister, and was an outcome of Pasteur's germ theory of 
putrefaction. For the growth of bacteria there must be a certain 
food supply, moisture, in most cases oxygen, and a certain 
minimum temperature (see BacrEaroLocv). These conditions 
have been specially studied and applied in connexion with the 
preserving of food (see Form PRESERVATION) and in the ancient 
practice of embalming the dead, which is the earliest illustration 
of the systematic use of antiseptics (see EMBALMING). In early 
inquiries a great point was made of the prevention of putre-
faction, and work was done in the way of finding how much 
of an agent must be added to a given solution, in order that 
the bacteria accidentally present might not develop. But for 
various reasons this was an inexact method, and to-day an 
antiseptic is judged by its effects on pure cultures of definite 
pathogenic microbes, and on their vegetative and spore forms. 
Their standardization has been effected in many instances, and 
a water solution of carbolic acid of a certain fixed strength is 
now taken as the standard with which other antiseptics are 
compared. The more important of those in use to-day are 
carbolic acid, the perchloride and biniodide of mercury, iodo-
form, formalin, salicylic acid, &c. Carbolic acid is germicidal in 
strong solution, inhibitory in weaker ones. The so-called " pure" 
acid is applied to infected living tissues, especially to tuberculous 
sinuses or wounds, after scraping them, in order to destroy any 
part of the tuberculous material still remaining. A solution of 
r in 2o is used to sterilize instruments before an operation, and 
towels or lint to be used for the patient. Care must always 
be taken to avoid absorption (see CARBOLIC Am)). The per-
chloride of mercury is another very powerful antiseptic used 
in solutions of strength t in 2000, I in moo and r in soo. This 
or the biniodide of mercury is the last antiseptic applied to 
the surgeon's and assistants' hands before an operation begins. 
They are not, however, to be used in the disinfection of instru-
ments, nor where any large abraded surface would favour absorp-
tion. Boracic acid receives no mention here; though it is 
popularly known as an antiseptic, it is in reality only a soothing 
fluid, and bacteria will flourish comfortably in contact with it, 
Of the dry antiseptics iodoform is constantly used in septic 
or tuberculous wounds, and it appears to have an inhibitory 
action on Bacillus tuberculosis. Its power depends on the fact 
that it is slowly decomposed by the tissues, and free iodine 
given off. Among the more recently introduced antiseptics, 
chinosol, a yellow substance freely soluble in water, and lysol, 
another coal-tar derivative, are much used. But every anti-
septic, however good, is more or less toxic and irritating to a  

wounded surface. Hence it is that the " antiseptic " method 
has been replaced in the surgery of to-day by the "aseptic" 
method (see SURGERY), whkh relies on keeping free film 
the invasion of bacteria rather than destroying them when 
present. 

ANTISIIINNES (e. 444-365 B.C.), the founder of the Cynic 
school of philosophy, was born at Athens of a Thracian mother, 
a fact which may account for the extreme boldness of his attack 
on conventional thought. In Ms youth be studied rhetoric 
under Gorgias, perhaps also under Hippies and Prodicus. 
Gompers suggests that he was originally in good circumstances, 
but was reduced to poverty. However this may be, he came 
under the influence of Socrates, and became a devoted pupiL 
So eager was he to hear the words of Socrates that he used to 
walk daily from Peiraeus to Athens, and persuaded his friends 
to accompany him. Filled with enthusiasm for the Socratic idea 
of virtue, he founded a school of his own in the Cynosarges, the 
hall of the bastards (Aloe). Thither he attracted the poorer 
classes by the simplicity of his life and teaching. He wore a 
cloak and carried a staff and a wallet, and this costume became 
the uniform of his followers. Diogenes Laertius says that his 
works filled ten volumes, but of these fragments only remain. 
His favourite style seems to have been the dialogue, wherein 
we see the effect of his early rhetorical training. Aristotle 
speaks of him as uneducated and simple-minded, and Plato 
describes him as struggling in vain with the difficulties of 
dialectic. His work represents one great aspect of Socratic 
philosophy, and should be compared with the Cyrenaic and 
Megarlan doctrines. 

BIOTTOGRAPIIT.—Charles Chappuis, ;heti:taw (Paris, 1854): 
A. Muller, De AXiiSikelli$ CYAiCi vita of seriptis (Dresden, ate); 
T. Gompees, Greek Thinkers (Eng. trans.. tuos), vol. ii. pp. les If.. 
1,50 ff. For his philosophy see CYNICS, and for his pupils, Diogenes 
and Crates, see articles under these headings. 

ANTISTROPHE, the portion of an ode which is sung by the 
chorus in its returning movement from west to east, in response 
to the strophe, which was sung from east to west. It is of the 
nature of a reply, and balances the effect of the strophe. Thus, 
in Gmy'sode called " The Progress of Poesy," the strophe, which 
dwelt in triumphant accents on the beauty, power and ecstasy 
of verse, is answered by the antistrophe, in a depressed and 
melancholy key- 

" Men's feeble race what ills await, 
Labour, and Penury, the racks of Pain. 
Disease and Sorrow's weeping Train. 
And Death, sad refuge from the storms of Fate," &c. 

When the sections of the chorus have ended their responses, 
they unite and close in the epode, thus exemplifying the triple 
form in which the ancient sacred hymns of Greece were com-
posed, from the days of Stcsichorus onwards. As Milton says, 
" strophe, antistrophe and epode were a kind of stanza framed 
only for the music then used with the chorus that sang." 

ANTITHESIS (the Greek for " setting opposite "), in rhetoric, 
the bringing out of a contrast in the meaning by an obvious 
contrast in the expression, as in the following:—" When there 
is need of silence, you speak, and when there is need of speech, 
you are dumb; when present, you wish to be absent, and when 
absent, you desire to be present; in peace you arc for war, and 
in war you long for peace; in council you descant on bravery, 
and in the battle you tremble." Antithesis is sometimes double 
or alternate, as in the appeal of Augustus:— " Listen, young 
men, to an old man to whom old men were glad to listen when 
he was young." The force of the antithesis is increased if the 
words on which the beat of the contrast falls are alliterative, or 
otherwise similar in sound, as—" The fairest but the falsest of 
her sex." There is nothing that gives to expression greater 
point and vivacity than a judicious employment of this figure; 
but, on the other hand, there is nothing more tedious and trivial 
than a pseudo-antithetical style. Among English writers who 
have made the most abundant use of antithesis are Pope, Young, 
Johnson, and Gibbon; and especially Lyly in his Eupkties. 
It is, however, a much more common feature in French than in 
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English; while in German, with some striking exceptions,.it is 
conspicuous by its absence. 

ANTITYPE (Gr. 6ortrinros), the correlative of "type," to 
which it corresponds as the stamp to the die, or vice versa. In 
the sense of copy or likeness the word occurs in the Greek New 
Testament (Heb. ix. 24; 1 Peter iii. 2r), English " figure." By 
theological writers antitype is employed to denote the reality of 
which a type is the prophetic symbol. Thus, Christ is the anti-
type of many of the types of the Jewish ritual. By the fathers 
of the Greek church (e.g. Gregory Nazianzen) antitype is em-
ployed as a designation of the bread and wine in the sacrament 
of the Lord's Supper. 

A/MIIII (mod. Anzio), an ancient Volscian city on the coast 
of Latium, about 33 m. S. of Rome. The legends as to its 
foundation, and the accounts of its early relations with Rome, 
are untrustworthy; but Livy's account of wars between Antium 
and Rome, early in the 4th century B.c., may perhaps be ac-
cepted. Antium is named with Ardea, Laurentum and Circeii, 
as under Roman protection, in the treaty with Carthage in 
348 B.C. In 341 it lost its independente after a rising with the 
rest of Latium against Rome, and the beaks (rostra) of the six 
captured Antiatine ships decorated and gave their name to the 
orators' tribunal in the Roman Forum. At the end of the 
Republican period it became a resort of wealthy Romans, and 
the Julian and Claudian emperors frequently visited it; both 
Caligula and Nero were born there. The latter founded a colony 
of -veterans and built a new harbour, the projecting moles of 
which are still extant. In the middle ages it was deserted in 
favour of Nettuno: at the end of the 17th century Innocent XII. 
and Clement XI. restored the harbour, not on the old site but 
to the east of it, with the opening to the cast, a mistake which 
leads to its being frequently silted up; it has a depth of about 
15 ft. Remains of Roman villas are conspicuous all along the 
shore, both to the east and to the north-west of the town. That 
of Nero cannot be certainly identified, but is generally placed at 
the so-called Arco Muto, where remains of a theatre (discovered 
in 1712 and covered up again) also exist. Many works of art 
have been found. Of the famous temple of Fortune (Horace, 
Od. i. 35) no remains are known. The sea is encroaching 
slightly at Anzio, but some miles farther north-west the old 
Roman coast-line now lies slightly inland (see TIBER). The 
Voiscian city stood on higher ground and somewhat away from 
the shore, though it extended down to it. It was defended by 
a deep ditch, which can still be traced, and by walls, a portion 
of which, on the eastern side, constructed of rectangular blocks 
of tufa, was brought to light in 1897. The modern place is a 
summer resort and has several villas, among them the Villa 
Borghese. 

See A. Nibby, Ditaonti di Roma, i. as; Notizie degli Saari, 
'assist. (T. As.) 

ANTIVARI (Montenegrin Bar, so called by the Venetians 
from its position opposite Bari in Italy), a seaport of Montenegro 
which until 1878 belonged to Turkey. Pop. (woo) about zsoo. 
The old town is built inland, on a strip of country running 
between the Adriatic Sea and the Sutorman range of mountains, 
overshadowed by the peak of Rumiya (5148 ft.). At a few 
hundred yards' distance it is invisible, hidden among dense 
olive groves. Within, there is a ruinous walled village, and the 
shell of an old Venetian fortress, surrounded by mosques and 
bazaars; for Antivari is rather Turkish than Montenegrin. 
The fine bay of Antivari, with Prstan, its port, is distant about 
one hour's drive through barren and forbidding country, shut 
in by mountains. At the northern horn of the bay stands 
Spizza, an Austrian military station. Antivari contains the 
residence of its Romah Catholic archbishop, and, in the centre 
of the shore, Topolitsa, the square undecorated palace of the 
crown prince. Antivari is the name applied both to Prstan and 
the old town. The Austrian Lloyd steamers call at times, and 
the " Puglia " S.S. Company runs a regular service of steamers 
to and from Bari. As an outlet for Montenegrin com-
merce, however, Antivari cannot compete with the Austrian 
Cattalo. the harbour being somewhat difficult of access in  

stormy weather. Fishing and olive-oil refining are the main 
industries. 

ANT-LION, the name given to neuropterous insects of the 
family Myrmeleonidae, with relatively short and apically clubbed 
antennae and four large densely reticulated wings in which 
the apical veins endose regular oblong spaces. The perfect 
insects are for the most part nocturnal and are believed to be 
carnivorous. The best-known species, Myrmeleon formicarius, 
which may be found adult in the late summer, occurs in many 
countries on the European continent, though like the rest of this 
group it is not indigenous in England. Strictly speaking, how-
ever, the term ant-lion applies to the larval form, which has been 
known scientifically for over two hundred years, on account of its -
peculiar and forbidding appearance and its skilful and unique 
manner of entrapping prey by means of a pitfall. The abdomen 
is oval, sandy-grey in hue and beset with warts and bristles; 
the prothorax forms a mobile neck for the large square head, 
which carries a pair of long and powerful toothed mandibles. 
It is in dry and sandy soil that the ant-lion lays its trap. Having 
marked out the chosen site by a circular groove, it starts to crawl 
backwards, using its abdomen as a plough to shovel up the soil. 
By the aid of one front leg it places consecutive heaps of loosened 
particles upon its head, then with a smart jerk throws each little 
pile clear of the scene of operations. Proceeding thus it gradually 
works its way from the circumference towards the centre. When 
the latter is reached and the pit completed, the larva settles 
down at the bottom, buried in the soil with only the jaws pro-
jecting above the surface. Since the sides of the pit consist of 
loose sand they afford an insecure foothold to any small insect 
that inadvertently ventures over the edge. Slipping to the 
bottom the prey is immediately seized by the lurking ant-lion; 
or if it attempt to scramble again up the treacherous walls of the 
pit, is speedily checked in its efforts and brought down by showers 
of loose sand which are jerked at it from below by the larva. 
By means of similar head-jerks the skins of insects sucked dry 
of their contents are thrown out of the pit, which is then kept 
clear of refuse. A full-grown larva digs a pit about a in. deep 
and 3 in. wide at the edge. The pupa stage of the ant-lion is 
quiescent. The larva makes a globular case of sand stuck 
together with fine silk spun, it is said, from a slender spinneret 
at the posterior end of the body. In this it remains until the 
completion of the transformation into the sexually mature insect, 
which then emerges from the case, leaving the pupal integument 
behind. In certain species of Myrmeleonidae, such as Dendrolans 
pantheormis, the larva, although resembling that of Myrmekon 
structurally, makes no pitfall, but seizes passing prey from any 
nook or crevice in which it shelters. 

The exact meaning of the name ant-lion (Fr. fostrmilion) 
is uncertain. It has been thought that it refers to the fact 
that ants form a large percentage of the prey of the insect, 
the suffix " lion " merely suggesting destroyer or eater. Per-
haps, however, the name may only signify a large terrestrial 
biting apterous insect, surpassing the ant in size and predatory 
habits. (R. I. P.) 

ANTOFAGASTA, a town and port of northern Chile and 
capital of the Chilean province of the same name, situated about 
768 m. N. of Valparaiso in 23°  38' 39" S. lat. and 70° 24' 39" W. 
long. Pop. (eat. 1902) 16,084. Antofagasta is the seaport for a 
railway running to Oruro, Bolivia, and is the only available 
outlet for the trade of the south-western departments of that 
republic. The smelting works for the neighbouring silver mines 
are located here, and a thriving trade with the inland mining 
towns is carried on. The town was founded in 1870 as a shipping 
port for the recently discovered silver mines of that vicinity, 
and belonged to Bolivia until 1879, when it was occupied by a 
Chilean military force. 

The province of ANTorscawra has an area of 46,611 sq. m. 
lying within the desert of Atacama and between the provinces of 
Tarapack and Atacama. It is rich in saline and other mineral 
deposits, the important Caracoles silver mines being about co tn. 
north-east of the port of Antofagasta. Like the other provinces 
of this region, Antofagasta produces for export copper, silver, 
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silver ores, lead, nitrate of soda, borax and salt. Iron and 
manganese ores are also found. Besides Antofagasta the 
principal towns are Taltal, Mejillones, Cobija (the old capital) 
and Tocopilla. Up to 1879 the province belonged to Bolivia, 
and was known as the department of Atacama, or the Litoral. 
It fell into the possession of Chile in the war of 1879-82, and was 
definitely ceded to that republic ih 1885. 

ANTOINE, ANDRE (1858- 	), French actor-manager, was 
born at Limoges, and in his early years was in business. But he 
was an enthusiastic amateur actor, and in 1887 he founded in 
Paris the Thatre Libre, in order to realize his ideas as to the 
proper development of dramatic art. For an account of his 
work, which had enormous influence on the French stage, see 
DRAMA: France. In 1894 he gave up the direction of this 
theatre, and became connected with the Gymnase, and later 
(1896) with the Odeon. 

ANTONELLI, °IACONO (1806-r876), Italian cardinal, was 
born at Sonnino on the 2nd of April 18o6. He was educated for 
the priesthood, but, after taking minor orders, gave up the 
idea of becoming a priest, and chose an administrative career. 
Created secular prelate, he was sent as apostolic delegate to 
Viterbo, where he early manifested his reactionary tendencies 
in an attempt to stamp out Liberalism. Recalled to Rome in 
*841, he entered the office of the papal secretary of state, but 
four years later was appointed pontifical treasurer-general. 
Created cardinal (1,th June 1847), he was chosen by Pius IX. to 
preside over the council of state entrusted with the drafting of 
the constitution. On the loth of March 1848 Antonelli became 
premier of the first constitutional ministry of Pius IX., a 
capacity in which he displayed consummate duplicity. Upon the 
fall of his cabinet Antonelli created for himself the governorship 
of the sacred palaces in order to retain constant access to and 
influence over the pope. After the assassination of Pellegrino 
Rossi (15th November 1848) he arranged the flight of Pius IX. 
to Gaeta, where he was appointed secretary of state. Notwith-
standing promises to the powers, he restored absolute govern-
ment upon returning to Rome (12th April 1850) and violated 
the conditions of the surrender by whclesale imprisonment of 
Liberals. In 1855 he narrowly escaped rw.asiination. As ally 
of the Bourbons of Naples, from whom he had received an annual 
subsidy, he attempted, after :86o, to facilitate their restoration 
by fomenting brigandage on the Neapolitan frontier. To the 
overtures of Ricasoli in 1861, Pius IX., at Antonelli's sugges-
tion, replied with the famous " Non possuotus," but subse-
quently (1867) accepted, too late, Ricasoli's proposal concerning 
ecclesiastical property. After the September Convention (1864) 
Antonelli organized the Legion of Antibes to replace French 
troops in Rome, and in 1867 secured French aid against Gari-
baldi's invasion of papal territory. Upon the reoccupation of 
Rome by the French after Mentana, Antonelli again ruled 
supreme, but upon the entry of the Italians in 1870 was obliged 
to restrict his activity to the management of foreign relations. 
He wrote, with papal approval, the letter requesting the Italians 
to occupy the Leonine city, and obtained from the Italians 
payment of the Peter's pence (5,000,000 lire) remaining in the 
Papal exchequer, as well as 50,00o scudi—the first and only 
instalment of the Italian allowance (subsequently fixed by the 
Law of Guarantees, March 2t, 1871) ever accepted by the Holy 
Sea. At Antonelli's death the Vatican finances were found to 
be in disorder, with a deficit of 45,000,000 lire. His personal 
fortune, accumulated during office, was considerable, and was 
bequeathed almost entirely to members of his family. To the 
Church be left little and to the pope only a trifling souvenir. 
From 1850 until his death he interfered little in affairs of dogma 
and church discipline, although be addressed to the powers 
circulars enclosing the Syllabus (1864) and the acts of the 
Vatican Council (1870). His activity was devoted almost 
exclusively to the struggle between the papacy and the Italian 
Risorgimento, the history of which is comprehensible only when 
the influence exercised by his unscrupulous, grasping and 
sinister personality is fully taken into account. He died on the 
6th of November 1876. 

ANTONELLO DA MESSINA (c. 1430-1479), Italian painter, 
was probably born at Messina about the beginning of the isth 
century, and laboured at his art for some time in his native 
country. Happening to see at Naples a painting in oil by Jan 
Van Eyck, belonging to Alpbonso of Aragon, he was struck by 
the peculiarity and value of the new method, and set out for the 
Netherlands to acquire a knowledge of the process from Van 
Eyck's disciples. He spent 

his 
 time there in the prosecution 

of his art; returned with his secret to Messina about 1465; 
probably visited Milan; removed to Venice in 1472, where he 
painted for the Council of Ten; and died there in the middle of 
February 1479 (see Venturi's article in Thieme-Becker, Kfinstkr-
krikett, rgo7). His style is remarkable for its union—not always 
successful—of Italian. simplicity with Flemish love of detail. 
His subjects arc frequently single figures, upon the complete 
representation of which he bestows his utmost skill. There 
are extant—besides a number more or less dubious—twenty 
authentic productions, consisting of renderings of " Ecce Homo," 
Madonnas, saints, and half-length portraits, many of them 
painted on wood. The finest of all is said to be the nameless 
picture of a man in the Berlin museum. The National Gallery, 
London, has three works by him, including the " St Jerome in 
his Study." Antonello exercised an important influence on 
Italian painting, not only by the introduction of the Flemish 
invention, but also by the transmission of Flemish tendencies. 

ANTONINI ITINERARIUM, a valuable register, still extant, 
of the stations and distances along the various roads of the 
Roman empire, seemingly based on official documents, which 
were probably those of the survey organized by Julius Caesar, 
and carried out under Augustus. Nothing is known with 
certainty as to the date or author. It is considered probable 
that the date of the original edition was the beginning of the 3rd 
century, while that which we possess is to be assigned to the 
time of Diocletian. If the author or promoter of the work is 
one of the emperors, it is most likely to be Antoninus Caracalla. 

Editions by Wesscling, 1735, Parthey and Pindar, 1848. The 
portion relating to Britain was published under the title Ikr &amt. 
niarion, with commentary by T. Reynolds, 1799. 

ANTONINI'S, SAINT [ANTONIO PIEROZZI, also called os Fox-
mouorn] (1389-1459),  archbishop of Florence, was born at that 
city on the ist of March 1389. He entered the Dominican order in 
his 16th year, and was soon entrusted, in spite of his youth, with 
the government of various houses of his order at Cortona, Rome, 
Naples and Florence, which he laboured zealously to reform. 
He was consecrated archbishop of Florence in 1446, and won the 
esteem and love of his people, especially by his energy and 
resource in combating the effects of the plague and earthquake 
in 1448 and 1453. He died on the ,nd of May 1 459, and was 
canonized by Pope Adrian VI. in 1523. His feast is annually 
celebrated on the 13th of May. Antoninus had a great reputation 
for theological learning, and sat as papal theologian at the 
council of Florence (1439).  Of his various works, the list of 
which is given in Quftif-Echard, De Scriptoribus Ord. Praedicat., 
i. 818, the best-known are his Sus.ma iheologico (Venice, 1417: 
Verona, 1740) and the Summa confessionalis (Mondovi, 1472). 
invaluable to confes..ors. 

Sec Bolland. Ada Sanckato,i., and U. Chevalier, Rep. der. s. kisS. 
(1905). pp. :85-286. 

ANTONINI'S LIBERAL'S, Greek grammarian, probably 
flourished about A.D. r so. He wrote a collection of forty-one 
tales of mythical metamorphoses (Meranopekikecor Zwayoryi), 
chiefly valuable as a source of mythological knowledge. 

Westermann. blyihographi Grad (1843); Oder, De Astatine 
Liberal' (1886). 

ANTONINI'S PHIS iTrros Atrium= Fxri.vus BOMNIII$ 
Aainus Arrrosnsrus], (co. 86-16:), Roman emperor A.D. 138-
161, the son of Aurelius Fulvus, a Roman consul whose family 
had originally belonged to Nemausus (Nimes), was born near 
Lanuvium on the 19th of September 86. After the-death of his 
father, he was brought up under the care of Arrius Antoninus, 
his maternal grandfather, a man of integrity and culture, and 
on terms of friendship with the younger Pliny. Having filled 
with more than usual success the offices of quaestor and praetor, 
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he obtained the consulship in 12o; he was next chosen one of the 
four consulars for Italy, and greatly increased his reputation 
by his conduct as proconsul of Asia. He acquired much influence 
with the emperor Hadrian, who adopted him as his son and 
successor on the 25th of February 138, after the death of his first 
adopted son Aelius Verus, on condition that he himself adopted 
Marcus Annius Verus, his wife's brother's son, and Lucius, son 
of Aelius Verus, afterwards the emperors Marcus Aurelius and 
Lucius Aelius Verus (colleague of Marcus Aurelius). A few 
months afterwards, on Hadrian's death, be was enthusiastically 
welcomed to the throne by the Roman people, who, for once, 
were not disappointed in their anticipation of a happy reign. 
For Antoninus came to his new office with simple tastes, kindly 
disposition, extensive expenence, a well-trained intelligence and 
the sincerest desire for the welfare of his subjects. Instead of 
plundering to support his prodigality, be emptied his private 
treasury to assist distressed provinces and cities, and everywhere 
exercised rigid economy (hence the nickname zusurorplorqr, 
" cummin-splitter "). Instead of exaggerating into treason 
whatever was susceptible of unfavourable interpretation, he 
turned the very conspiracies that were formed against him into 
opportunities of signalizing his clemency. Instead of stirring 
up persecution against the Christians, he extended to them the 
strong band of his protection throughout the empire. Rather 
than give occasion to that oppression which he regarded as 
inseparable from an emperor's progress through his dominions, 
he was content to spend all the years of his reign in Rome, or its 
neighbourhood. Under his patronage the science of jurisprud-
ence was cultivated by men of high ability, and a number of 
humane and equitable enactments were passed in his name. 
Of the public transactions of this period we have but scant 
information, but, to judge by what we possess, those twenty-two 
years were not remarkably eventful. One of his first acts was 
to persuade the senate to grant divine honours to Hadrian, which 
they had at first refused; this gained him the title of Pius (duti-
ful in affection). He built temples, theatres, and mausoleums, 
promoted the arts and sciences, and bestowed honours and 
salaries upon the teachers of rhetoric and philosophy. His 
reign was comparatively peaceful. Insurrections amongst the 
Moors, Jews, and Brigantes in Britain were easily put down. 
The one military result which is of interest to us now is the 
building in Britain of the wall of Antoninus from the Forth to 
the Clyde. In his domestic relations Antoninus was not so 
fortunate. His wife, Faustina, has almost become a byword for 
her lack of womanly virtue; but, she seems to have kept her 
hold on his affections to the last. On her death he honoured 
her memory by the foundation of a charity for orphan girls, who 
bore the name of Alinienlariao Faisslinianae. He had by her 
two sons and two daughters; but they all died before his eleva-
tion to the throne, except Annie Faustina, who became the wife 
of Marcus Aurelius. Antoninus died of fever at Lorium in Etruria, 
about Is m. from Rome, on the 7th of March zaz , giving 
the keynote to his life in the last word that he uttered when 
the tribune of the night-watch came to ask the password — 

°Wfinites. 
e* account of his life handed down to us is that of Julius 

Capitolinus, one of the &Tipton: Historiae AUVASILIC. See Bowan. 
Moller. Zs's Gesekiellie des Kaisers .4. (1868); Lacour-Gayet, A. le 
Pie= eg so,, Temps (1888); Bryant, The Reign of Antennae (Cam-
bridge Historical Essays. 11195); P. B. Watson, Marcus Aurelius 
Antonin= (London, 1884). chap. ii. 

ANTONIO, known as " THE PRIOR OF CitATO " (1531-2 595), 
claimant of the throne of Portugal, was the natural son of Louis 
(Luis), duke of Beja, by Yolande (Violante) Gomez, a Jewess, 
who is said to have died a nun. His father was a younger 
son of Emanuel, king of Portugal ( 1 495-1 5 21 ). Antonio was 
educated at Coimbra, and was placed in the order of St John. 
He was endowed with the wealthy priory of Crato. Little is 
known of his life till 1578. In that year he accompanied King 
Sebastian (1557-1578) in his invasion of Morocco, and was 
taken prisoner by the Moors at the battle of Alcazar-Kebir, in 
which the king was slain. Antonio is said to have secured his 
release on easy terms by a fiction. He was asked the meaning  

of the cross of St John which'he wore on his doublet, and replied 
that it was the sign of a small benefice which he held from the 
pope, and would lose if he were not back by the 1st of January. 
His captor, believing him to be a poor man, allowed him to 
escape for a small ransom. On his return to Portugal he found 
that his uncle, the cardinal Henry, only surviving son of King 
John III. (15 21-1557). had been recognized as king. The 
cardinal was old, and was the last legitimate male representative 
of the royal line (see Poarvoar.: Binary). The succession was 
claimed by Philip II. of Spain. Antonio, relying on the popular 
hostility to a Spanish ruler, presented himself as a candidate. 
He had endeavoured to prove that his father and mother had 
been married after his birth. There was, however, no evidence 
of the marriage. Antonio's claim, which was inferior not only 
to that of Philip II., but to that of the duchess of Braganca, was 
not supported by the nobles or gentry. His partisans were 
drawn exclusively from the inferior clergy, the peasants and 
workmen. The prior endeavoured to resist the army which 
Philip 'IL marched into Portugal to enforce his pretensions, but 
was easily routed by the duke of Alva, the Spanish commander, 
at Alcantara, on the 25th of August 1580. At the close of the 
year, or in the first days of 1581, he fled to France carrying with 
him the crown jewels, which included many valuable diamonds. 
He was well received by Catherine de' Medici, who bad a claim 
of her own on the crown of Portugal, and looked upon him 
as a convenient instrument to be used against Philip II. By 
promising to cede the Portuguese colony of Brazil to her, and 
by the sale of part of his jewels, Antonio secured means to fit 
out a fleet manned by Portuguese exiles and French and English 
adventuress. As the Spaniards had not yet occupied the Azores 
he sailed to them, but was utterly defeated at sea by the marquis 
of Santa Cruz off Saint Michael's on the 27th of July 1582. 
He now returned to France, and lived for a time at Ruel near 
Paris. Peril from the assassins employed by Philip II. to remove 
him drove Antonio from one refuge to another, and he finally 
came to England. Elizabeth favoured him for much the same 
reasons as Catherine de' Medici. In 1589, the year after the 
Armada, he accompanied an English expedition under the com-
mand of Drake and Norris to the coast of Spain and Portugal. 
The force consisted partly of the queen's ships, and in part of 
privateers who went in search of booty. Antonio, with all the 
credulity of an exile, believed that his presence would provoke 
a general rising against Philip IL, but none took place, and 
the expedition was a costly failure. In t 590 the pretender left 
England and returned to France, where he fell into poverty. 
His remaining diamonds were disposed of by degrees. The last 
and finest was acquired by M. de Sancy, from whom it was 
purchased by Sully and included in the jewels of the crown. 
During his last days he lived as a private gentleman on a small 
pension given him by Henry IV., and he died in Paris on the 
26th of August 1595. He left two illegitimate sons, and his 
descendants can be traced till 1687. In addition to papers 
published to defend his claims Antonio was the author of the 
Parsegyrsis Alphorisi LusiSanoruns Regis (Coimbra, 155o), and of a 
cento of the Psalms, Psalm; Coulessionales (Paris 1592), which 
was translated into English under the title of Tke Royal Penile'', 
by Francis Chamberleyn (London, 1659), and into German as 
Heilige Befrachlungen (Marburg, 1677). 

AUTHORITIES.—Antonio is frequently mentioned in the French, 
English, and Spanish state papers of the time. A life of him. attri-
buted to Gomes Vasconcellos de Figueredo, was published in a 
French translation by Mme de Sainctonge at Amsterdam (1696). 
A modern account of him. Us pretendant pentagon as X VI. s' e, 
by E. Fournier (Paris, 1852), is based on authentic sources. See 
also Dons Antonio Prior de Crato—notes de biblsographia, by. de 
Aranjo (Lisbon, 1897). (D.. Fl.) 

ANTONIO. NICOLAS (1627-1684), Spanish bibliographer, was 
born at Seville on the 31st of July 1617. After taking his degree 
at Salamanca (1636-1639), he returned to his native city, wrote 
his treatise De Exilio (which was not printed till 1659 ), and began 
his monumental register of Spanish writers. The fame of his 
learning reached Philip IV., who conferred the order of Santiago 
on him in 1645, and sent him as general agent to Rome in 1654. 
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Returning to Spain in 079, Antonio died at Madrid in the spring 
of 1684. His BibNakao Hispana nova, dealing with the works 
of Spanish authors who flourished after t soo, appeared at Rome 
in t672; the Bibliotheca Hispana vans, a literary history of 
Spain from the time of Augustus to the end of the 15th century, 
was revised by Manuel Marti, and published by Antonio's friend, 
Cardinal Jose Saenz de Aguirre at Rome in 1696. A fine edition 
of both parts, with additional matter found in Antonio's manu-
scripts. and with supplementary notes by Francisco Perez Bayer, 
was issued at Madrid in 1787-1788. This great work, incompar-
ably superior to any previous bibliography, is still unsuperseded 
and indispensable. 

Of Antonio's miscellaneous writings the most important is the 
posthumous Cession de histories fabuksas (Valencia,1742), in which 
erudition is combined with critical insight. His flibliota !Nepalis 
rabinica has not been printed; the manuscript is in the national 
library at Madrid. 

ANTONIO DE LBBRIJA IArrrozntts NzaamszNstsl, (1444-
1522), Spanish scholar, was born at Lebrija in the province of 
Andalusia. After studying at Salamanca he resided for ten years 
in Italy, and completed his education at Bologna University. 
On his return to Spain (1473). he devoted himself to the advance-
ment of classical learning amongst his countrymen. After 
holding the professorship of poetry and grammar at Salamanca, 
he was transferred to the university of Alcalh de Henares, where 
he lectured until his death in 1522, at the age of seventy-eight. 
His services to the cause of classical literature in Spain have 
been compared with those rendered by Valla, Erasmus and 
Budaeus to Italy, Holland and France. • He produced a large 
number of works on a variety of subjects, including a Latin 
and Spanish dictionary, commentaries on Sedulius and Persius, 
and a Compendium of Rhetoric, based on Aristotle, Cicero and 
Quintilian. His most ambitious work was his chronicle entitled 
Rerun in Hispania Gestarunt Decades (published in 1545 by his 
son as an original work by his father), which twenty years later 
was found to be merely a Latin translation of the Spanish 
chronicle of Pulgar, which was published at Saragossa in 1567. 
De Lebrija also took part in the production of the Complutense 
polyglot Bible published under the patronage of Cardinal 
Jimenes. 

Antonio, Bibliotheca Hispana Nova, i. t32 (1888): Prescott. 
Humpy of Ferdinand and Isabella. i. 410 (note); MacCrie, The 
Reformation in Spain in the Sixteenth Century (1829). 

ANTONIO& the name of alarge number of prominent citizens 
of ancient Rome. of the gens Antonia. Antonius the triumvir 
claimed that his family was descended from Anton, SOD of 
Heracles. Of the Antonii the following are important. 

1. MARCUS ANTONIUS (143-87 B.C.), one of the most dis-
tinguished Roman orators of his time, was quaestor in 113, and 
praetor in toz with proconsular powers, the province of Cilicia 
being assigned to him. • Here he was so successful against the 
pirates that a naval triumph was awarded him. He was consul 
in 99, censor 97, and held a command in the Massie War in 9o. 
An adherent of Sulla, he was put to death by Marius and Chum 
when they obtained possession of Rome (87). ' Antilnius's reputa-
tion for eloquence rests on the authority of Cicero, none of his 
orations being extant. He is one of the chief speakers in Cicero's 
De Oralore. 

Velleius Paterculus ii. 22; Appian, Bell. Cl. i. 72; Die Cassius 
xlv. 47, Plutatch,...M0/1115. 44; Cicern, Orator. 5, Brutus, 37; 
Quintilian, Instil. 111.1, 19; 0. Enderlein, De M. Antonio orators 
(Leipzig, 1882). 

2. MARCUS ANTONTUS, nicknamed CRETICUS in derision. elder 
son of Marcus Antonius, the " orator," and father of the triumvir. 
He was praetor in 74 B.C., and received an extraordinary com-
mand (similar to that bestowed upon Pompey by the Gabinian 
law) to clear the sea of pirates, and thereby assist the operations 
against Mithradates VI.• He failed in the task, and made him-
self unpopular by plundering the provinces (Sallust, Hist 
fragments ed. B. Maurenbrecher, p. rob; Velleius Paterculus 
3t; Cicero, In Verson, iii. Qs). He attacked the Cretans, who 
had made an alliance with the pirates, but was totally defeated, 
most of his ships being sunk. Diodorus Siculus (xi. 1) states 
that he only saved himself by a disgraceful treaty He died  

soon afterwards (72-7r) in Crete. All authorities are agreed as 
to his avarice and incompetence. 

,3. Gazes ANTONIUS, nicknamed HYBRIDA from his half-savage 
disposition (Pliny, Nat. Hut. viii. 213), second son of Marcus 
Antonius, the " orator," and uncle of the triumvir. He was one 
of Sulla's lieutenants in the Mithradatic War, and, after Sulla's 
return, remained in Greece to plunder with a force of cavalry. 
In 76 he was tried for his malpractices, but escaped punishment, 
six years later he was remove-I from the senate by the censors, 
but soon afterwards reinstated. In spite of his bad reputation, 
he was elected tribune in 71, praetor in 66, and consul with 
Cicero in 63. He secretly supported Catiline, but Cicero won 
him over by promising him the rich province of Macedonia. On 
the outbreak of the Catilinarian conspiracy, Antonlus was obliged 
to lead an army into Etruria, but banded over the command on 
the day of battle to Marcus Petreius, on the ground of ill-health. 
He then went to Macedonia, where he made himself so detested 
by his oppression and extortions that he left the province, and 
was accused in Rome (59) both of having taken part in the 
conspiracy and of extortion in his province. It was said that 
Cicero had agreed with Antonius to share his plunder. Cicero's 
defence of Antonius two years before in view of a proposal for 
his recall, and also on the occasion of his trial, increased the 
suspicion. 16 spite of Cicero's eloquence, Antonius was con-
demned, and went into exile at Cephallenia. He seems to have 
been recalled by Caesar, since he was present at a meeting of the 
senate in 44, and was censor in 42. 

Cicero, Its Cat. iii. 6, pro..  Place°, 38; Plutarch. Cicero, 12; Dio 
Cassius =Mil. 39, 40; XXXVIIL to On his trial see article in Pauly-
Wistowa's Realeheyclopadie. 

4. MARCUS ANTONIUS, commonly called MARK ANTONY, the 
Triumvir, grandson of Antonius the " orator " and son of 
Antonius Creticus, related on his mother's side to Julius Caesar, 
was born about 83 B.c. • Under the influence of his stepfather, 
Cornelius Lentulus Sura, he spent a profligate youth. For a time 
he co-operated with P. Clodius Pulcher, probably out of hostility 
to Cicero, who had caused Lentulus Sum to be put to death as 
a Catilinarian; the connexion was severed by a disagreement 
arising from his relations with Clodius's wife, Fulvia. In 58 he 
fled to Greece to escape his creditors. After a short time spent 
in attendance on the philosophers at Athens, he was summoned 
by Aulus Gabinius, governor of Syria, to take part in the cam-
paigns against Aristobulus in Palestine, and in support of Ptolemy 
Auletes in Egypt. In 54 he was with Caesar in Gaul. • Raised by 
Caesar's influence to the offices of quaestor, augur, and tribune 
of the plebs, he supported the cause of his patron with great 
energy, and was expelled from the senate-house when the Civil 
War broke out. Deputy-governor of Italy during Caesar's 
absence in Spain (49), second in command in the decisive battle 
of Pharsalus (48), and again deputy-governor of Italy while 
Caesar was in Africa (47), Antony was second only to the dictator, 
and seized the opportunity of indulging in the most extravagant 
excesses, depicted by Cicero in the Philippics. In 46 he seems 
to have taken offence because Caesar insisted on payment for 
the property of Pompey which Antony professedly had purchased, 
but had in fact simply appropriated. The estrangement was not 
of long continuance; for we find Antony meeting the dictator 
at Narbo the following year, and rejecting the suggestion of 
Trebonius that he should join in the conspiracy that was already 
on foot. • In 44 he was consul with Caesar, and seconded his 
ambition by the famous offer of the crown at the festival of 
Lupercalia (February 5). After the murder of Caesar on the 
: 5th of March, Antony conceived the idea of making himself 
sole ruler. At first he seemed disposed to treat the conspirators 
leniently, but at the same time he so roused the people against 
them by the publication of Caesar's will and by his eloquent 
funeral oration, that they were obliged to leave the city.. He 
surrounded himself with a bodyguard of Caesar's veterans, and 
forced the senate to transfer to him the province of Cisalpine 
Gaul, which was then administered by Decimus Junius Brutus, 
one of the conspirators. Brutus refused to surrender the 
province, and Antony set out to attack him in October 44, 
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But at this time Octavian, whom Caesar had adopted as his son, 
arrived from Illyria, and claimed the inheritance of his "father." 
Octavian obtained the support of the senate and of acero; 
and the veteran troops of the dictator flocked to his standard. 
Antony was denounced as a public enemy, and Octavian was 
entrusted with the command of the war against him. Antony 
was defeated at Muting (43) where he was besieging Brutus. 
The consuls Aulua Hirtius and C. Vibius Psass, however, fell in 
the battle, and the senate became suspicious of Octavian, who, 
irritated at the refusal of a triumph and the appointment of 
Brutus to the command over his head, entered Rome at the 
bead of his troops, and forced the senate to bestow the consul-
ship upon him (August wet). Meanwhile, Antony escaped to 
Cisalpine Gaul, effected a junction with Lapidus and - marched 
towards Rome with a large force of infantry and cavalry. 
Octavian betrayed his party, and came to terms with Antony 
and Lapidus. The three leaders met at Bononia and adopted the 
title of Trisereiri reipublicae cossiiimendae as joint rulers. Gaul 
was to belong to Antony, Spain to Lepidus, and Africa, Sardinia 
and Sicily to Octavian. The arrangement was to last for five 
yeses. A reign of terror followed; proscriptions, confiscations, 
and executions became general; some of the noblest citizens 
were put to death, and Cicero fell a victim to Antony's revenge. 
Ice the following year (42) Antony and Octavian preceedai against 
the conspirators Cassius and Brutus, and by the two battles 
of Philippi annihilated the senatorial and republican parties. 
Antony proceeded to Greece, and thence to Asia Minor, to 
procure money for his veterans and complete the subjugation 
of the eastern provinces. On his passage through Okla in az 
he fella victim to the charms of Cleopatra, in whose company he 
spent the winter at Alexandria. At length he was aroused by 
the Partbian invasion of Syria and the report of an outbreak 
between Fulvia his wife and Lucius his brother on the one hand, 
and Octavian on the other. On arriving in Italy he found that 
Octavian was already victorious; on the death of Fulvia, a 
reconciliation was effected between the triumvirs, and cemented 
by the marriage of Antony with Octavia, the sister of his col-
league. A new division of the Roman world was made at 
Brundusium, Lepidus receiving Africa, Octavian the west, and 
Antony the east. Returning to his province Antony made 
several attempts to subdue the Parthians, without any decided 
success. In 39 he visited Athens, where he behaved in a most 
extravagant manner, assuming the attributes of the god 
Dionysus. In 3/ he crossed over to Italy, and renewed the 
triumvirate for five years at a meeting with Octavian. Return-
ing to Syria, he resumed relations with Cleopatra. His treatment 
of Octavia, her brother's desire to get rid of him, and the manner 
in which he disposed of kingdoms and provinces in favour of 
Cleopatra alienated his supporters. In 32 the senate deprived 
him of his powers and declared war against Cleopatra. After 
two years spent in preparations, Antony was defeated at the 
battle of Actium (2nd September 31). Once more he sought 
refuge in the society of Cleopatra, who had escaped with sixty 
ships to Egypt. He was pursued by his enemies and his 
troops abandoned him. Thereupon he committed suicide in the 
mistaken belief that Cleopatra had already done so (30 at.). 
Antony had been married in succession to Fadla, Antonia, Fulvia 
and Octavia, and left behind him a number of children. 

See Roma, History, IL " The Republic " (ad fia):  Caesar, De 
Bello Gallica De Bello Chalk; Plutarch, Lives of Antony, Brutus, 
Cicero, Caesar; Cicero, Letters (ed. Tyrrell and Purser) and Philip- 

pies; Appian, Bell. Cia Dio Cassius zli.-liii. In addition 
to the staadard histories, see V. Gardthausen, A wines and seine 
Zeit (Leipzig,z69.t—tga4); W. Drumann, Geschichk Row (and ed. 
re.e=e3e13.:44.82). PP. 46-384; article by Groebe in Pauly-Wissowa's 

it; and a short but vivid sketch by de Quincey in 
his Essay on the Caesars. 

5. Lucius Arrroxrus, youngest son of Marcus Antonius 
Creticus, and brother of the triumvir. In 44, as tribune of the 
people, he brought forward a law authorizing Caesar to nominate 
the chief magistrates during his absence from Rome. After the 
murder of Caesar, he supported his brother Marcus. He pro-
posed an agrarian law, in favour of the people and Caesar's  

veterans, had took part in the operational at Matins (43). In 41 
he was consul, and had a dispute with Octavian, which led to 
*so-called Permian War, in which he was supported by Fulvia 
(Mark Antony's wife), who was anxious to recall her husband 
from Qeopatra's court. Later, observing the bitter feelings 
that had been evoked by the distribution of land among the 
veterans of Caesar, Antonius and Fulvia changed their attitude, 
and stood forward as the defender' of those who had suffered 
from its operation. Antonius marched on Rome, drove out 
.Lapidus, and promised the people that the triumvirate should be 
abolished. On the approach of Octavian, be retired to Perini& 
in Etruria, where he was besieged by three armies, and compelled 
to surrender (winter of ; r). His life was spared, and he was sent 
by Octavian to Spain as governor. Nothing is known of the 
circumstances or date of his death. Cicero, in his Pkilippics, 
actuated in great measure by personal animosity, gives a highly 
unfavourable view of his character. 

Appian, Bellew CiviJe, x 14 ff.; Dio Cassius shill. 5.14. 
6. CAWS Arrromtus, second son of Marcus Antonius Creticus, 

and brother of the triumvir. In 49 he was legate of Caesar 
and, with P. Cornelius Dolabella, was entrusted with the 
defence of Myriam against the Pompeian. Dolabella's fleet 
was destroyed; Antonius was shut up in the island of Cadet& 
and forced to surrender. In 44 he was city praetor, his brothers 
Marcus and Lucius being consul and tribune respectively in the 
same year. Gaits was appointed to the province of Macedonia, 
but on his way thither fell into the hands of M. Junius Rrutas 
on the coast of Myria. Brutus at first treated him generously, 
but ultimately put him to death (4 2). Plutarch., Brutus, 28; Dio Cassius xlvit. 21-24. 00 the whole family, 
see the articles in Pauly-Wissomes Realmicyckpddis, L pc 2 OW, 

ANTONOMASIA, in rhetoric, the Greek term for a substitution 
of any epithet or phrase for a proper name; as " Pelides," or 
" the son of Peleus," for Achilles; " the Stagirite " for Aristotle; 
" the author of Paradise Lori " for Milton; " the little corporal " 
for Napoleon I.; " Macedonia's madman " for Alexander the 
Great, &c. &c. The opposite substitution of a proper name 
for some generic term is also sometimes,called antonomasia; as 
" a Cicero " for an orator. 

ANTRAIGUES, ENNA1117EL HENRI L017I8 ALEXANDRE 
DR LAUNAY, COMTE D' 1755-1812), French publicist and 
political adventurer, was a nephew of Francois Emmanuel de 
Saint-Priest (1735-1821), one of the last ministers of Louis XVI. 
He was a cavalry captain, but, having little taste for the army, 
left it and travelled extensively, especially in the East. On his 
return to Paris, he sought the society of philosophers and artists, 
visited Voltaire at Ferney for three months, but was more 
attracted by js J. Rousseau, with whom he became somewhat 
Intimate. He published a Measoire sax lac slats -ghttraux, sup-
ported the Revolution enthusiastically when it broke out, was 
elected deputy, and took the oath to the constitution; but 
he suddenly changed his mind completely, became a defender 
of the monarchy and emigrated in 179o. He was the secret 
agent of the comte de Provence (Louis XVIII.) at different 
courts of Europe, and at the same time received money from 
the courts he visited. He published a number of pamphlets, 
Des asonstres ravages! parlous, Paint d'acconsmodentent, 
At Venice, where he was attache to the Russian ligation, he was 
crested in 1797, but escaped to Russia. Sent as Russian attache 
to Dresden, he published a violent pamphlet against Napoleon L, 
and was expelled by the Saxon government. He then went to 
London, and it was universally believed that he betrayed the 
secret articles of the treaty of Tilsit to the British cabinet, but 
his recent biographer, Pingaud, contests this. In 1812 he and 
his wife Madame Saint-Huberty, an operatic singer, were assas-
sinated by an Italian servant whom they had dismissed. It has 
never been known whether the murder was committed from 
private or political motives. 

See H. Vaschalde, Notice billiograpkierse sea Louis Alexandre de 
Lausay, conk d'Antraiguea sa vie et sea mares; Leonce Plagued, 
Up Agent secret sous la ',Evolution a l'empire, k cornte d'Ankaignes 
((Paris. 1 893); Edouard de Goncourt, La Saint -Haberiy et ropers as 
X YIIP slide. 
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ANTRIM, RANDAL MACDONNELL, 1ST EARL Or (d. 1636), 
called " Arranach," having been brought up in the Scottish 
island of Arran by the Hamilton, was the 4th son of Sorley 
Boy MacDonnell (q.v.), and of Mary, daughter of Conn O'Neill, 
rat earl of Tyrone. He fought at first against the English 
government, participating in his brother James's victory over 
Sir John Chichester at Carrickfergus in November 1597, and 
joining in O'Neill's rebellion in 1600. But on the 16th of 
December he signed articles with Sir Arthur Chichester and 
was granted protection; in 16o1 he became head of his house by 
his elder brother's death, his pardon being confirmed to him; 
and in 1602 he submitted to Lord Mountjoy and was knighted. 
On the accession of James I. in 1603 he obtained a grant of the 
Route and the Glynns (Glens) districts, together with the island 
of Rathlin, and remained faithful to the government in spite 
of the unpopularity be thereby incurred among his kinsmen, 
who conspired to depose him. In 1607 he successfully defended 
himself against the charge of disloyalty on the occasion of the 
flight of the earls of Tyrone and Tyrconnetl, and rendered 
services to the government by settling and civilizing his districts, 
being well received the following year by James in London. In 
1618 he was created Viscount Dunluce, and subsequently he 
was appointed a privy councillor and lord-lieutenant of the 
county of Antrim. On the 12th of December 162o he was 
created earl of Antrim. In gm he was charged with harbouring 
Roman Catholic priests, confessed his offence and was pardoned. 
He offered his assistance in 1625 during the prospect of a Spanish 
invasion, but was still regarded as a person that needed watching. 
His arbitrary conduct in Ireland in 1627 was suggested as a fit 
subject for examination by the Star Chamber, but his fidelity 
to the government was strictly maintained to the last. In 1631 
he was busy repairing Protestant churches, and in 1634 he 
attended the Irish parliament. He made an important agree-
ment in 1635 for the purchase from James Campbell, Lord 
Cantire, of the lordship of Cantire, or Kintyre, of which the 
MacDonnells had been dispossessed in 1600 by Argyll; but his 
possession was successfully opposed by Lord Lorne. He died 
on the loth of December 1636. Antrim married Alice, daughter 
of Hugh O'Neill, earl of Tyrone, by whom, besides six daughters, 
he had Randal, 2nd earl and 1st marquess of Antrim (q.v.), and 
Alexander, 3rd earl. Three other sons, Maurice, Francis and 
James, were probably illegitimate. The earldom has continued 
in the family down to the present day, the 11th earl (b. 185,) 
succeeding in 1869. 

See also An Historical Account of the Mad:Smells of 'Antrim, 
by G. Hill (1873). 

ANTRIM, RANDAL MACDONNELL, 1st MARQUESS or (1609- 
1683), son of the 1st earl of Antrim, was born in !goo and edu-
cated as a Roman Catholic. He travelled abroad, and on his 
return in 1634 went to court, next year marrying Katherine 
Manners, widow of the 1st duke of Buckingham, and living on 
her fortune for some years in great splendour. In 1639, on the 
outbreak of the Scottish war, he initiated a scheme of raising a 
force in Ireland to attack Argyll in Scotland and recover Kintyre 
(or Cantire), a district formerly possessed by his family; but 
the plan, discouraged and ridiculed by Strafford, miscarried. , 

 Soon afterwards he returned to Ireland, and sought in 1641 to 
create a diversion, together with Ormonde, for Charles I. against 
the parliament. He joined in his schemes Lord Slane and Sir 
Phelim O'Neill, later leaders of the rebellion, but on the outbreak 
of the rebellion in the autumn he dissociated himself from his 
allies and retired to his castle at Dunluce. His suspicious conduct, 
however, and his Roman Catholicism, caused him to be regarded 
as an enemy by the English party. In May 1642 he was captured 
at Dunluce Castle by the parliamentary general Robert Munro, 
and imprisoned at Carrickfergus.- Escaping thence he joined 
the queen at York; and subsequently, having proceeded to 
Ireland to negotiate a cessation of hostilities, he was again 
captured with his papers in May 1643 and confined at Carrick-
fergus, thence once more escaping and making his way to 
Kilkenny, the headquarters of the Roman Catholic confedera- 

1  Strafford's Letters, ii. 300.  

tion. He returned to Oxford in December with a scheme for 
raising lop= Irish for service in England and 2000 to join 
Montrose in Scotland, which through the influence of the duchess 
of Buckingham secured the consent of the king. On the 26th of 
January 1644 Antrim was created a marquess. He returned to 
Kilkenny in February, took the oath of association, and was 
made a member of the council and lieutenant-general of the 
forces of the Catholic confederacy. • The confederacy, however, 
giving him no support in his projects, he threw up his commission, 
and with Ormonde's help despatched about 1600 men in June to 
Montrose's assistance in Scotland, subsequently returning to 
Oxford and being sent by the king in 1645 with letters for the 
queen at St Germain. He proceeded thence to Menden and 
fitted out two frigates with military stores, which he brought to 
the prince of Wales at Falmouth. • He visited Cork and after-
wards in July 1646 joined his troops in Scotland, with the hope 
of expelling Argyll from Kintyre; but he was obliged to retire 
by order of the king, and returning to Ireland threw himself 
into the intrigues between the various factions. In 1647 be was 
appointed with two others by the confederacy to negotiate a 
treaty with the prince of Wales in France, and though he antici-
pated his companions by starting a week before them, he failed 
to secure the coveted lord-lieutenancy, which was confirmed 
to Ormonde. He now ceased to support the Roman Catholics 
or the king's cause; opposed the treaty between Ormonde and 
the confederates; supported the project of union between 
O'Neill and the parliament; and in 1649 entered into com-
munications with Cromwell, for whom he performed various 
services, though there appears no authority to support Carte's 
story that Antrim was the author of a forged agreement for the 
betrayal of the king's army by Lord Inchiquin. ,  Subsequently 
he joined Ireton, and was present at the siege of Carlow. He 
returned to England in December 163o, and in lieu of his con-
fiscated estate received a pension of isoo and later of ifloo, 
together with lands in Mayo. At the Restoration Antrim was 
excluded from the Act of Oblivion on account of his religion, 
and on presenting himself at court was imprisoned in the Tower, 
subsequently being called before the lords justices in Ireland. 
In 1663 he succeeded, in spite of Ormonde's opposition, in 
securing a decree of innocence from the commissioners of claims. 
This raised an outcry from the adventurers who had been, put 
in possession of his lands, and who procured a fresh trial; but 
Antrim appealed to the king, and through the influence of the 
queen mother obtained a pardon, his estates being restored 
to him by the Irish Act of Explanation in 1665' Antrim died 
on the 3rd of February 1683. He is described by Clarendon as 
of handsome appearance but " of excessive pride and vanity 
and of a marvellous weak and narrow understanding." He 
married secondly Rose, daughter of Sir Henry O'Neill, but had 
no children, being succeeded in the earldom by his brother 
Alexander, 3rd earl of Antrim. 

See Hibernia Anglicana, by R. Cox (1689-160) esp. app. 
Aix. vol. u. 2o6; History of the frisk Confederation, by J. T. Gilbert 
(1882-1891); Aphorismical Discovery (Inch Archaeological Society, 
11 83m1) o 88. 1  ) (Tr, sasi  oon3TraAritsol:reLiMu.s..);  ge  vij! 1.1) ,L143 

f ying the Marquess of Antrim (1689); Hut. MSS. Clom(pm..CSeries—
. Y.) MSS. of Marg. of Ormond*. 

ANTRIM, a county in the north-east corner of Ireland, in 
the province of Ulster. It is bounded N. and E. by the narrow 
seas separating Ireland from Scotland, the Atlantic Ocean and 
Irish Sea, S. by Belfast Lough and the Lagan river dividing it 
from the county Down, W. by Lough Neagh, dividing it from 
the counties Armagh and Tyrone, and by county Londonderry. 
the boundary with which is the river Bann. 

The area is 755,965 acres or about 1i75 sq. m. A large poi , 
 tion of the county is billy, especially in the east, where the 

highest elevations are attained, though these are nowhere great. 
The range runs north and south, and, following this direction 

Life of Commute, iii. son; see also Cal. of State Papers, Ireland 
166°71662. pp. 294. 21 7; Cal. of Clarendon St. Pap., 11, gg, 
Gardiner's Commonwealth. I. 153. 

*Hallam, Cosa. Hist.. iii. 396 (ed. 1833). 
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the highest points are Knocklayd (1695 ft.), Slieveanorra (1676), 
Trostan (x817), Slemish (1437), and Divis (r567) The inland 
slope is gradual, but on the northern shore the range terminates 
in abrupt and almost perpendicular declivities, and here, conse-
quently, some of the finest coast scenery in the island is found, 
widely differing, with its unbroken lines of cliffs, from the 
indented coast-line of the west. The most remarkable cliffs are 
those formed of perpendicular basaltic columns, extending for 
many miles, and most strikingly displayed in Fair Head and the 
celebrated Giant's Causeway From the eastern coast the hills 
rise instantly but less abruptly, and the indentations are wider 
and deeper On both coasts there are several frequented 
watering-places, of which may be mentioned on the north 
Portrush (with well-known golf links), Port Ballintrae and Bally-
castle; on the east Cushendun, Cushendall and Milltown on 
Red Bay, Carn Lough and Glenarm, Lame, and Whitehead on 
Belfast Lough. All are somewhat exposed to the easterly 
winds prevalent in spring. The only island of size is Rathlin, 
off Ballycastle, 64 m. in length - by if in breadth, 7 m from the 
coast, and of similar basaltic and limestone formation to that 
of the mainland. It is partially arable, and supports a small 
population. The so-called Island Magee is a peninsula separating 
Lame Lough from the Irish Channel 

The valleys of the Bann and Lagan, with the intervening 
shores of Lough Neagh, form the fertile lowlands. These two 
rivers, both rising in county Down, are the only ones of import-
ance. The latter flows to Belfast Lough, the former drains 
Lough Neagh, which is fed by a number of smaller streams, 
among them the Crnmlin, whose waters have petrifying powers. 
The fisheries of the Bann and of Lough Neagh (especially for 
salmon) are of value both commercially and to sportsmen, the 
small town of Toone, at the outflow of the river, being the 
centre. Immediately below this point lies Lough Beg, the 
" Small Lake," about 15 ft. lower than Lough Neagh, which it 
excels in the pleasant scenery of its banks. The smaller streams 
are of great use in working machinery. 

Geology —On entering the county at the south, a scarped 
barrier of bills is seen beyond the Lagan valley, marking the 
edge of the basaltic plateaus, and running almost continuously 
round the mast to Red Bay Below it, Triassic beds are exposed 
from Lisburn to Island Magee, giving sections of red sands and 
marls. Above these, marine Rhaetic beds appear at intervals, 
notably near Lame, where they are succeeded by Lower Lies 
shales and limestones. At Portrush, the Lower Lies is seen on 
the shore, crowded with ammonites, but silicified and meta-
morphosed by invading dolerite. The next deposits, as the 
seams are approached, are greensands of " Selbornian " age, 
succeeded by Cenomanian, and locally by Turanian, sands. 
The Senonian series is represented by the White Limestone, a 
hardened chalk with flints, which is often glauconitic and con-
glomeratic at the base. Denudation in earliest Eocene times has 
produced flint gravels above the chalk, and an ancient stream 
deposit of chalk pebbles occurs at Ballycastle. The volcanic 
fissures that allowed of the upwelling of basalt are represented 
by numerous dykes, many cutting the earlier lava-flows as well 
as all the beds below them. The accumulations of lava gave 
rise to the plateaus which form almost the whole interior of the 
county. In a quiet interval, the Lower Eocene plant-beds of 
Glenarm and Ballypalady were formed in lakes, where iron-ores 
also accumulated. Rhyolites were erupted locally near Tardree, 
Ballymena and Glenarm. The later basalts are especially marked 
by columnar jointing, which determines the famous structures 
of the Giant's Causeway and the coast near Bengore Head. 
Volcanic necks may be recognized at Carrick-a-rede, in the 
intrusive mass of dolerite at Slemish, at Carnmoney near Belfast, 
and a few other points. Fair Had is formed of intrusive 
dolerite, presenting a superb columnar seaward face. Faulting, 
probably in Pliocene times, lowered the basaltic plateaus to 
form the basin of Lough Neagh, leaving the eastern scarp at 
heights ranging up to tiloo ft. The glens of Antrim are deep 
notches cut by seaward-running streams through the basalt warp, 
their floors being formed of Triassic or older rocks. Unlike most 

Irish counties, Antrim owes its principal features to rocks of 
Mesozoic and Cainozoic age. At Cushendun, however, a coarse 
conglomerate is believed to be Devonian, while Lower Carbon. 
iferous Sandstones, with several coal-seams, form a small pro-
ductive basin at Ballycastle The dolerite of Fair Head sends off 
sheets along the bedding-planes of these carboniferous strata. 
" Dalradian " schists and gneissea, with some dark limestones, 
come out in the north-east of the county, forming a moorland-
region between Cushendun and Ballycastle. The dome of Knock-
layd, capped by an outlier of chalk and basalt, consists mostly 
of this far more ancient series Glacial gravels are well seen 
near Antrim town, and as drumlins between Ballymena and 
Ballycastle. The drift-phenomena connected with the flow of 
ice from Scotland are of special interest. Recently elevated 
marine clays, of post-glacial date, fringe the south-eastern coast, 
while gravels with marine shells, aide by side with flint imple-
ments chipped by early man, have been lifted some so it 
above sea-level near Larne. 

Rock-salt some 8o ft. thick is mined in the Tries near 
Carrickfergus. The Keuper clays yield material for bricks. 
Bauxite, probably derived from the decay of lavas, is found 
between Glenarm and Broughshane, associated with brown 
and red pisolitic iron-ores; both these materials are worked 
commercially Bauxite occurs also near Ballintoy The Bally-
castle coal is raised and sold locally 

Industriet.—The climate is very temperate The soil varies 
greatly according to the district, being in some cases a rich 
loam, in others a chalky marl, and elsewhere showing a coating 
of peat- The proportion of barren land to the total area is 
roughly as r to co, and of tillage to pasture as 2 to 3. Tillage 
is therefore, relatively to other counties, well advanced, and 
oats and potatoes are largely, though decreasingly, cultivated. 
Flax is a less important crop than formerly The numbers of 
cattle, sheep, pigs and poultry are generally increasing. Dutch, 
Ayrshire and other breeds are used to improve the breed of cattle 
by crossing. Little natural wood remains in the county, but 
plantations flourish on the great estates, and orchards have 
proved successful. 

The linen manufacture is the most important industry. 
Cotton-spinning by jennies was first introduced by Robert Joy 
and Thomas M Cabe of Belfast in 1777; and an estimate made 
twenty-three years later showed upwards of 27,000 hands 
employed in this industry within ro m. of Belfast, which remains 
the centre for it. Women are employed in the working of 
patterns on muslin. There are several paper mills at Bushrnills 
in the north; whisky-distilling is carried on; and there are 
valuable sea-fisheries divided between the district of Ballycastle 
and Carrickfergus, while the former is the headquarters of a 
salmon-fishery district. The workings at the Ballycastle 
collieries are probably the oldest is Ireland. In r77o the miners 
accidentally discovered a complete gallery, which has been 
driven many hundred yards into the bed of coal, branching into 
thirty-six chambers dressed quite square, and in a workman-like 
manner No tradition of the mine having been formerly worked 
remained in the neighbourhood. The coal of some of the beds 
is bituminous, and of others anthracite 

Commweications.—Except that the Great Northern railway 
line from Belfast to the south and west runs for a short distance 
dose to the southern boundary of the county, with a branch 
from Lisburn to the town of Antrim, the principal lines of 
communication are those of the Northern Counties system, 
trader the control of the Midland railway of England. The chief 
routes are :— Belfast, Antrim, Ballymena (and thence to 
Coleraine and Londonderry); a line diverging from this at 
White Abbey to Carrickfergus and Lame, the port for Stranraet 
in Scotland; branches from Ballymena to Lame and to Park-
more; and from Coleraine to Portrush. The Ballycastle 
railway runs from Ballymoney to Ballycastle on the north 
coast; and the Giant's Causeway and Portrush is an electric 
railway (the first td be worked in the United Kingdom). The 
Lagan Canal connects Laugh Neagh with Belfast Lough. 

Population and Admittistration.—The population in 1891 was 
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208,ow, and in 'nor, 196,o9o. The county is among those 
least seriously affected by emigration. Of the total about so % 
are Presbyterians, about 20 % each Protestant Episcopalians 
and Roman Catholics; Antrim being• one of the most decidedly 
Protestant counties in Ireland. Of the Presbyterians the 
greater part are in connexion with the General Synod of Ulster, 
and the other are Remonstrants, who separated from the Synod 
in 5829, or United Presbyterians. The principal towns are 
Antrim (pop. 1826), Ballymena (10,886), Bgllymoney (2952), 
Carrickfergus (4208), Lame (667o), Lisburn (11,461) and Port-
rush (1941). Belfast though constituting a sepalate county 
ranks as the metropolis of the district Ballyclare, Bushmills, 
Crumlin, Portglenone and Randalstown are among the lesser 
towns. Belfast and Lame are the chief ports. The county 
comprises is baronies and 79 civil parishes and parts of parishes. 
The constabulary force has its headquarters at Ballymena. 
The assize town is Belfast, and quarter sessions are held at 
Ballymena, Ballymoney, Belfast, Lame and Lisburn. The 
county is divided between the Protestant dioceses of Deny 
and Down, and the Roman Catholic dioceses of Down and 
Connor, and Dromore. It is divided into north, mid, east and 
south parliamentary divisions, each returning one member. 

History and Antiquities —At what date the county of Antrim 
was formed is not known, but it appears that a certain district 
bore this name before the reign of Edward IL (early Lath cen-
tury), and when the shiring of Ulster was undertaken by Sir 
John Perrot in the 16th century, Antrim and Down were already 
recognized divisions, in contradistinction to the remainder of 
the province The, earliest known inhabitants were of Celtic 
origin, and the names of the townlands or subdivisions, supposed 
to have been made in the 13th century, are pure.Celtic. Antrim 
was exposed to the inroads of the Danes, and also of the northern 
Scots, who ultimately effected permanent settlements. The 
antiquities of the county consist of cairns, mounts or forts, 
remains of ecclesiastical and military structures, and round 
towers. The principal cairns are- one on Colin mountain, near 
Lisburn, one on Slieve True, near Carrickfergus, and two on 
Colinward. The cromlechs most worthy of notice are- one near 
Cairngrainey, to the north-east of the old road from Belfast to 
Templepatrick, the large cromlech at Mount Druid, near 
Ballintoy, and one at the northern extremity of Island Magee. 
The mounts, forts and intrenchments are very numerous. There 
are three round towers- one at Antrim, one at Armoy, and one 
on Ram Island in Lough Neagh, only that dt Antrim being 
perfect There are some remains of the ecclesiastic establish-
ments at Bonamargy, where the earls of Antrim are buried, 
Kells, Glenarm, Glynn, Muckamore and White Abbey. The 
noble castle of Carrickfergus is the only one in perfect preserva-
tion. There are, however, remains of other ancient castles, as 
Olderdeet, Cam's, Shane's, Glenarm, Garton Tower, Redbay, 
&c., but the most interesting of all is the castle of DunLuce, 
remarkable for its great extent and romantic situation. 
Mount Slemish, about 8 m. east of Ballymena, is notable as 
being the scene of St Patrick's early life. Island Magee had, 
besides antiquarian remains, a notoriety as a home of witch-
craft, and was the scene of an act of reprisal for the much-
disputed massacre of Protestants about x641, by the soldiery 
of Carrickfergus. 

ANTRIM, a market-town in the west of the county Antrim, 
Ireland, in the south parliamentary division, on the banks of the 
Six-Mile Water, half a mile from Lough Neagh, in a .beautiful 
and fertile valley. Pop. (soot) 1826. It is 211 m. north-west 
of Belfast by the Northern Counties (Midland) railway,and-is also 
the terminus of a branch of the Great Northern railway from 
Lisburn. There is nothing In the town specially worthy of 
notice, but the environs, including Shane's Castle and Antrim 
Castle, possess features of considerable interest. About a mile 
from the town is one of the most perfect of the round towers of 
Ireland, 93 ft. high and so in circumference at the base. It 
stands in the grounds of Steeple, a neighbouring seat, where is 
also the " Witches' Stone," a prehistoric monument A battle 
was fought near Antrim between the English and Irish in the  

reign of Edward ILL, and in 1642 a naval engagement took 
place on Lough Neagh, for Viscount Massereene and Ferrard 
(who founded Antrim Castle in 1662) had a right to maintain a 
fighting fleet on the lough. On the 7th of June r798 there was 
a smart action in the town between the king's troops and a large 
body of rebels, in which the latter were defeated, and Lord 
O'Neill mortally wounded. Before the Union Antrim returned 
two members to parliament by virtue of Letters patent granted 
in 1666 by Charles U. There are manufactures of paper, linen, 
and woollen cloth. The government is in the hands of town 
commissioners. 

ANTRUSTION, the name of the members of the bodyguard or 
military household of the Merovingian kings. The word, of which 
the formation has been variously explained, is derived from the 
0.H.Germ. frost, comfort, aid, fidelity, trust, through the la tinlzed 
form triads. Our information about the antrustions is derived 
from one of the formulae of Marculfus (i. 18, ed. Zeumer, p. 35) 
and from various provisions of the Salle law (see du Cange, 
Glossarium, s. " triads") Any one desiring to enter the body of 
Animations had to present himself armed at the royal palace 
and there, with his bands in those of the king, take a special 
oath or frusta and idelitas, in addition to the oath of fidelity 
sworn by every subject at the king's accession. This done, he 
was considered to be as truste dornintra and bound to the dis-
charge of all the services this involved. In return for these, the 
antrustion enjoyed certain valuable advantages, as being sped-
ally entitled to the royal assistance and protection; his wergeld 
is three times that of an ordinary Frank; the slayer of a Frank 
paid compensation of 200 solidi, that of an antrustion bad to 
find 600. The antrustion was always of Frankish descent, and 
only in certain exceptional cases were Gallo-Romans admitted 
into the king's bodyguard. These Gallo-Romans then took the 
name of convivae regis, and the wergeld of Soo solidi was three 
times that of a bona 'mama The antrustions, belonging as 
they did to one body, had strictly defined duties towards one 
another, thus one antmstion was forbidden to bear witness 
against another under penalty of 15 solidi compensation. 

The antrustions seem to have played an important part at 
the time of Clovis. It was they, apparently, who formed the 
army which conquered the land, an army composed chiefly of 
Franks, and of a few Gallo-Romans who had taken the side of 
Clovis. After the conquest, the r6le of the antrustions became 
less important For each of their expeditions, the kings raised 
an army of citizens in which the Gallo-Romans mingled more 
and more with the Franks; they only kept one small permanent 
body which acted as their bodyguard (trustis dominica), some 
members of which were from time to time told off for other 
tasks, such as that of forming garrisons in the frontier towns, 
The institution seems to have disappeared during the anarchy 
with which the 8th century opened. It has wrongly been held 
to be the origin of vassalage. Only the king bad animations, 
every lord could have vassals. The antrustions were a military 
institution; vassalage was a social institution, the origins of 
which are very complex 

All historians of Merovingian institutions and law have treated 
of the antrustions, and each one has his different system. The 
princi pal authorities are:—Waltz, Deutsche Verfassungsgeschickse, 
3rd ed. vol. ii. pp. 335 et seq.; Brunner, Deutsche Rechageschichte, 
vol. u. p. 97 et seq.; Fustel de Coulanges, La Monalcktc frangve, 
p 8o et seq.; Maxime Deloche, La Treats el ranfruoion royal sous 
les dear premieres rates (Paris, 1873), collecting and discussing the 
principal texts; Guilhermoz, Les Chivas de is soaks:. (Paristeo2), 
suggesting a system which is new in past (C. Pr.) 

ANTWERP, the most northern of the nine provinces of 
Belgium. It is conterminous with the Dutch frontier on the 
north. Malines, Lierre and Turnhout axe among the towns of 
the province. Its importance, however, is derived from the 
fact that it contains the commercial metropolis of Belgium. It 
is divided into three administrative districts (orrondismmests), 
viz. Antwerp, Malines and Turnhout. These are subdivided 
into 25 cantons and 552 communes. The area is 707,93a acres 
or rro6 sq. m. Pop. (1904) 888,98o, showing an average of 
804 inhabitants to the square mile. 
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ANTWERP (Fr Anvers), capital of the above province, an 

important city on the right bank of the Scheidt, Belgium's 
chief centre of commerce and a strong fortified position. 

Modern Antwerp is a finely laid out city with a succession of 
broad avenues which mark the position of the first enceinte. 
There are long streets and terraces of fine houses belonging to 
the merchants and manufacturers of the city which amply 
testify to its prosperity, and recall the zeth century distich that 
Antwerp was noted for its moneyed men (" Antwerpia numntis 
Despite the ravages of war and internal disturbances it still 
preserves some memorials of its early grandeur, notably its fine 
cathedral. This church was begun in the 14th century, but not 
finished till 7ez8. Its tower of over goo ft. is a conspicuous 
Object to be seen from afar over the surrounding flat country. 
A second tower which formed part of the original plan has never 
been erected. The proportions of the interior are noble, and in 
the -church are hung three of the masterpieces of Rubens, viz. 
" The Descent from the Cross," " The Elevation of the Cross," 
and " The Assumption." Another fine church in Antwerp is 
that of St James, far more ornate than the cathedral, and con-
taining the tomb of Rubens, who devoted himself to its embel-
lishment. The Bourse or exchange, which claims to be the 
first distinguished by the former name in Europe, is a fine new 
building finished in x872, on the site of the old Bourse erected in 
1e31 and destroyed by fire in 7858. Fire has destroyed several 
other old buildings in the city, notably in iticor the house of the 
Hausa League on the northern quays. A curious museum is 
the Maison Plantin, the house of the great printer C. Plantin 
(q.e.) and his successor Moretus, which stands exactly as it did 
in the time of the latter. The new picture gallery close to the 
southern quays is a fine building divided into ancient and 
modern sections. The collection of old masters is very fine, 
containing many splendid examples of Rubens, Van Dyck, 
Titian and the chief Dutch masters. Antwerp, famous in the 
middle ages and at the present time for its commercial enter-
prise, enjoyed in the 17th century a celebrity not less distinct 
or glorious in art for its school of painting, which included 
Ruben, Van Dyck, Jorciaens, the two Terriers and many others. 

Comweree.—Since 1863, when Antwerp was opened to •the 
trade of the outer world by the purchase of the Dutch right to 
levy toll, its position has completely changed, and no place in 
Europe has made greater progress in this period than the ancient 
city on the Scheldt. The following figures for the yeati 1904 
and loos show that its trade is still rapidly increasing:— 

Year. 
Exports - 	Imports 

Tonnage. Value. Tonnage. Value. 

1904 6.578.30 471,349.678 8427.824 
1 905 7.43.035 	, L80.032.355 9,061 .7s 1  

f79.539.1100  
91454.517 

The growth of its commerce in recent times may be measured 
by a comparison of the following figures. In 1888, 4272 ships 
entered the port and 4302 sailed from it. In 2905, boos entered 
the port and 6065 sailed from it—an.increase of nearly So% 
In 2888 the total tonnage was 7,800,000; in zoos it had risen 
to ig,662,oco. These figures explain how and why Antwerp 
has outgrown its dock accommodation. The eight principal 
basins or docks already existing in 1908 were (1) the Little or 
Bonaparte dock; (2) the Great dock, also constructed in 
Napoleon's time; (3) the Kattendijk, built in 186o and enlarged 
in 2881; (4) the Wood dock; (s) the Campine dock, used especially 
for minerals; (6) the Asia dock, which is in direct communication 
with the Meuse by a canal as well as with the Scheldt; (7) the 
Lefebvre dock; and (8) the America dock, which was only 
opened in Trios. Two new docks, called " intercalary " because 
they would fit into whatever scheme might be adopted for the 
rectification of the course of the Scheldt, were still to be con-
structed, leading out of the Lefebvre dock and covering 7o acres. 
With the completion of the new maritime lock, ships drawing 
3o ft. of water would be able to enter these new docks and also 
the Lefebvre and America docks. In connexion with the 
projected gran& coupons (that is, a cutting through the neck of  

the loop in the river Scheldt immediately below Antwerp), the 
importance of these four docks would be greatly increased 
because they would then flank the new main channel of the river. 
When the Belgian Chambers voted in February Igoe the sums 
necessary for the improvement of the harbour of Antwerp no 
definite scheme was sanctioned, the question being referred to 
a special mixed commission. The improvements at Antwerp 
are not confined to the construction of new docks. The quays 
flanking the Scheldt are 3} in. in length. They are constructed 
of granite, and no expense has been spared in equipping them 
with hydraulic cranes, warehouses, &c. 

Perrificatiress.—Besides being the chief commercial port of 
Belgium, Antwerp is the greatest fortress of that country. 
Nothing, however, remains of the former enceinte or even of 
the famous old citadel defended by General Chasse in 1832, 
except the &ten, which has been restored and contains a museum 
of arms and antiquities. After the establishment of Belgian 
independence Antwerp was defended only by the citadel and 
an enceinte of about ri m. round the city. No change occurred 
till 1859, when the system of Belgian defence was radically 
altered by the dismantlement of seventeen of the twenty-two 
fortresses constructed under Wellingtoted supervision in Are-
al& At Antwerp the old citadel and enceinte were removed. 
A new enceinte 8 m. in length was constructed, and the villages 
of Berchem and Borgeshout, now parishes of Antwerp, were 
absorbed within the city. This enceinte still exists, and is a 
fine work of art. It is protected by a brOad wet ditch (plans 
in article Forrrricanox), and in the caponiers are the 
magazines and store chambers of the fortress. The enceinte 
is pierced by nineteen openings or gateways, but of these seven 
are not used by the public. As soon as the enceinte was finished 
eight detached forts from 2 to nt distant from the enceinte 
were constructed. They begin on the north near Wyneghem 
and the zone of inundation, and terminate on the south at 
Hoboken In 1870 Fort Merzem and the redoubts of Berea-
drecht and Oorderen were built for the defence of the area to 
be inundated north of Antwerp In 1878, in consequence of the 
increased range of artillery and the more destructive power of 
explosives, it was recognized that the fortifications of Antwerp 
were becoming useless and out of date. It was therefore decided 
to change it from a fortress to a fortified position by constructing 
an outer line of forts and batteries at a distance varying from 
6 to 9 m. from the enceinte. This second line was to consist of 
fifteen forts, large and small. Up to 2898 only five bad been 
constructed, but in that and the two following years five more 
were finished, leaving another Eve to complete the line. A 
mixed commission rielected the points at which they were to be 
placed. With the completion of this work, which in 1908 was 
being rapidly pushed on, Antwerp might be regarded as one of 
the best fortified positions in Europe, and so long as its com-
munications by sea are preserved intact it will be practically 
impregnable. 

Two subsidiary or minor problems remained over. (r) The 
much-discussed removal of the existing enceinte in order to 
give Antwerp further growing space If it were. removed there 
arose the further question, should a new enceinte be made at 
the first line of outer forts, or should an enceinte be dispensed 
with? An enceinte following the line of those forts would be 
so m. in length. Then if the city grew up to this extended 
enceinte the outer forts would be too near. To screen the city 
from bombardment they would have to be carried 3 m, further 
out, and the whole Belgian army would scarcely furnish an 
adequate garrison for this extended positionn. A new enceinte, 
or more correctly a rampart of a less permanent character, 
connecting the eight forts of the inner line and extending from 
Wyneghem to a little south of Hoboken, was decided upon in 
zoo8. (2) The second problem was the position on the left 
bank of the Scheldt. All the defences enumerated are on the 
right bank. On the left bank the two old forts Isabelle and Marie 
alone defend the Scheldt. It is assumed (probably rightly) 
that no enemy could get round to this side in sufficient strength 
to deliver any attack that the existing forts could not easily 
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repeL The more interesting question connected with the left 
bank is whether it does not provide, as Napoleon thought, the 
most natural outlet for the expansion of Antwerp. Proposals to 
connect the two banks by a tunnel under the Scheldt have been 
made from time to time in a fitful manner, but nothing whatever 
had been done by reo8 to realize what appears to be a natural 
and easy project. 

Population.—The following statistics show the growth' of 
population in and since the 29th century. In thoo the population 
was computed not to exceed 40,000. At the census of 2846 the 
total was 88,487; of !Ss:, 93,501; of 188o, 169,100; of r000, 
272,830; and of rocs, 291,949. To these figures ought to be 
added the populations (1 904) of Borgerhout (43,39!) and Berchem 
(26,383), as they are part of the city, which would give Antwerp 
a total population of 361,723. 

History.—The suggested origin of the name Antwerp from 
Hand-werpen (hand-throwing), because a mythical robber chief 
Indulged in the practice of cutting off his prisoners' hands and 
throwing them into the Scheldt, appeared to Motley rather far-
fetched, but it is less reasonable to trace it, as he inclines to do, 
from ant iverf (on the wharf), seeing that the form Andhunerbo 
existed in the 6th century on the separation of Austrasia and 
Neustria. Moreover, hand-cutting was not an uncommon 
practice in Europe. It was perpetuated from a savage past in 
the custom of cuttihg off the right hand of a man who died 
without heir, and sending it as proof of main-stork to the feudal 
lord. Moreover, the two hands and a castle, which form the 
arms of Antwerp, will not be dismissed as providing no proof by 
any one acquainted with the scrupulous care that heralds dis-
played in the golden age of chivalry before assigning or recognizing 
the armorial bearings of any claimant. 

In the 4th century Antwerp is mentioned as one of.the places 
in the second Germany, and in the rah century Godfrey of 
Bouillon was for some years best known as marquis of Antwerp 
Antwerp was the headquarters of Edward III. during his early 
negotiations with van Artevelde, and his son Lionel, earl of 
Cambridge, was born there in 1338. 

It was not, however, till after the dosing of the Zwyn and the 
decay of limps that Antwerp became of importance. At the 
end of the isth century the foreign trading gilds or houses were 
transferred from Bruges to Antwerp, and the building assigned 
to the English nation is specifically mentioned in 15 to. In 1 560, 
a year which marked the highest point of its prosperity, six 
nations, viz. the Spaniards, the Danes and the Hansa together, 
the Italians, the English, the Portuguese and the Germans, were 
named at Antwerp, and over woo foreign merchants were 
resident in the city. Guicciardini, the Venetian envoy, describes 
the activity of the port, into which sco ships sometimes passed 
in a day, and as evidence of the extent of its land trade he 
mentioned that 2000 carts entered the city each week. Venice 
had fallen from its first place in European commerce, but still 
it was active and prosperous. Its envoy, in explaining the 
importance of Antwerp, states that there was as much business 
done there in a fortnight as in Venice throughout the year. 

The religious troubles that marked the second half of the 26th 
century broke out in Antwerp as in every other part of Belgium 
excepting Liege In 2576 the Spanish soldiery plundered the 
town during what was called " the Spanish Fury," and 6000 
citizens were massacred. Eight hundred houses were burnt 
down, and over two millions sterling of damage was wrought in 
the town on that occasion. 

In 1585 a severe blow was struck at the prosperity of Antwerp 
when Parma captured it after a long siege and sent all its Protes-
tant citizens into exile. The recognition of the independence of 
the United Provinces by the treaty of Mtlnster in 1648 carried 
with it till death-blow to Antwerp's prosperity as a place of 
trade, for one of its clauses stipulated that the Scheldt should be 
dosed to navigation. This impediment remained in force until 
1863, although the provisions were relaxed during French rule 
from 1795 to 2814, and also during the time Belgium formed 
part of the kingdom of the Netherlands (18t 5 to i83o). Antwerp 
bad reached the lowest point of Its fortunes in ,Soo, and its  

population had sunk under some, when Napoleon, realizing its 
strategical importance, assigned two millions for the construc-
tion of two docks and a mole. 

'One other incident in the chequered history of Antwerp 
deserves mention. In illso the city was captured by the Belgian 
Insurgents, but the citadel continued to be held by a Dutch 
garrison under General Chasse. Fora time this officer subjected 
the town to a periodical bombardment which inflicted much 
damage, and at the end of 2832 the citadel itself was besieged 
by a French army. During this attack the town was further 
injured. In December 1832, after a gallant defence,Chasse made 
an honourable surrender. 

See J L Motley's Rise of the Dutch Republic; C. Scribanii, 
Orieinis towerpiensitun ; Gene, Hist. de is el & d' Anvers; Mertens 
and Torts, Gesehiedenis ran A vessel Genard. Awn d ewers 
ke 1ps; Annuaire sktisque de to Belgique. (D C B 

AMU, a Babylonian deity, who, by virtue of being the first 
figure in a triad consisting of Anu, Be! and Ea, came to be re-
garded as the father and king of the gods. Anu is so prominently 
associated with the city of Erech in southern Babylonia that 
there are good reasons for believing this place to have been the 
original seat of the Anu cult. • If this be correct, then the goddess 
Naafi (or Ishtar) of Erech was presumably regarded as his 
consort. The name of the god signifies the " high one " and he 
was probably a god of the atmospheric region above the earth—
perhaps a storm god like Adad (q v.), or like Yahweh among the 
ancient Hebrews. However this may be, already in the old , 

 Babylonian period, i.e. before Klammumbi. Anu was regarded 
as the god of the heavens and his name became in fact synony-
mous with the heavens, so that in some cases it is doubtful 
whether, under the term, the god or the heavens is meant. It 
would seem from this that the grouping of the divine powers 
recognized in the universe into a triad symbolizing the three 
divisions, heavens, earth and the watery deep, was a process 
of thought which had taken place before the third millennium 
To Anu was assigned the control of the heavens, to Bel the 
earth, and to Ea the waters The doctrine once established 
remained an inherent part of the Babylonian-Assyrian religion 
and led to the more or less complete disassociation of the three 
gods constituting the triad from their original local 
An intermediate step between Anu viewed as the local deity 
of Erech (or some other centre), Bel as the god of Nippur, and 
Ea as the god of Eridu is represented by the prominence which 
each one of the centres associated with the three deities in ques-
tion must have acquired, and which led to each one absorbing 
the qualities of other gods so as to give them a controlling 
position in an organized pantheon For Nippur we have the 
direct evidence that its chief deity, En-lil or Bel, was once 
regarded as the bead of an extensive pantheon. The sanctity 
and, therefore, the importance of Eridu remained a fixed tradition 
in the minds of the people to the latest days, and analogy there-
fore justifies the conclusion that Anu was likewise worshipped 
Ire a centre which had acquired great prominence. The summing-
up of divine powers manifested in the universe in a threefold 
division represents an outcome of speculation In the schools 
attached to the temples of Babylonia, but the selection of Anu, 
Bel and Ea for the three representatives of the three spheres 
recognized, is due to the importance which, for one reason or 
the other, the centres in which Anu, Bel and Ea were worshipped 
had acquired in the popular mind. Each of the three must have 
been regarded in his centre as the most important member in a 
larger or smaller group, so that their union in a triad marks also 
the combination of the three distinctive pantheons into a 
harmonious whole 

In the astral theology of Babylonia and Assyria, Ann, Bel and 
Ea became the three zones of the ecliptic, the northern, middle 
and southern zone respectively. The purely theoretical character 
of Anu is thus still further emphasized, and in the annals and 
votive inscriptions as well as in the incantations and hymns, he 
is rarely introduced as an active force to whom a personal 
appeal can be made. His name becomes little more than a 
synonym for the heavens in general and even his title as king 
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or father of the gods has little of the personal element in it. A 
consort Antum (or as some scholars prefer to read, Anatum) 
is assigned to him, on the theory that every deity must have a 
female associate, but Antum is a purely artificial product—a 
lifeless symbol playing even less of a part in what may be called 
the active pantheon than Anu. 

For works of reference see BABYLONIAN AND Aux MAN RRLIGION. 
(M. JA.) 

ANDBIS (in Egyptian Anal*, written /wpm in hieroglyphs), 
the name of one of the most important of the Egyptian gods. 
There were two types of canine divinities in Egypt, their leading 
representatives being respectively Anubis and Ophois (Ws-wt-tvf, 
" opener of the ways "): the former type is symbolised by the 
recumbent animal 111% , the other by a similar animal (in a 
stiff standing attitude), carried as an emblem on a standard 

in war or in religious processions. The former comprised 

two beneficent gods of the necropolis; the latter also were 
beneficent, but warlike, divinities. They thus corresponded, at 
any rate in some measure, respectively to the fiercer and milder 
aspects of the dog-tribe In late days the Greeks report that 
aims (dogs) were the sacred animals of Anubis while those of 
Ophois were Um (wolves). The above figure 1 is coloured 
black as befits a funerary and nocturnal animal: it is more 
attenuated than even a greyhound, but it has the bushy tail of 
the fox or the jackal. Probably these were the original genii of 
the necropolis, and in fact the same lean animal figured parses/ 
if& is sib " jackal " or " fox." The domestic dog would be 
brought into the sacred circle through the increased veneration 
for animals, and the more pronounced view in later times of 
Anubis as servant, messenger and custodian of the gods. 

Anubis was the principal god in the capitals of the XVIIth 
and XVIIItb nomes of Upper Egypt, and secondary god in the 
Xlllth and probably in the Xlith nome; but his cult was 
universal. To begin with, he was the god of the dead, of the 
cemetery, of all supplies for the dead, and therefore of embalming 
when that became customary. In very early inscriptions the 
funerary prayers in the tombs are addressed to him almost 
exclusively, and he always took a leading place in them. In the 
scene of the weighing of the soul before Osiris, dating from the 
New-kingdom onwards, Anubis attends to the balance while 
Thoth registers the result. Anubis was believed to have been 
the embalmer of Osiris: the mummy of Osiris, or of the deceased, 
on a bier, tended by this god, is a very common subject on 
funerary tablets of the late periods. Anubis came to be con-
sidered especially the attendant of the gods and conductor of 
the dead, and hence was commonly identified with Hermes 
(d. the name Hennanubis); but the role of Hermes as the god 
of eloquence, inventor of arts and recorder of the gods was 
taken by Thoth. In those days Anubis was considered to be 
son of Osiris by Nephthys; earlier perhaps he was son of Re, 
the sun-god. In the and century A. D. his aid was " cam-
pelted " by the magicians and necromancers to fetch the gods 
and entertain them with food (especially in the ceremony of 
gazing into the bowl of oil), and he is invoked by them some-
times as the " Good Ox-herd." The cult of Anubis must at all 
times have been very popular in Egypt, and, belonging to the 
Isis and Serapis cycle, was introduced into Greece and Rome, 

See Erman, E gyptian Religion: Budge, Gods of Ow Etyptiansg 
Meyer, in Zeits. Aeg- Sim 41-97. (F. LL. G.) 

AIIIIRADHAPORA, a ruined city of Ceylon, famous for its 
ancient monuments. It is situated in the North-central province. 
Anuradhapura became the capital of Ceylon in the 5th century 
s.c., and attained its highest magnificence about the commence-
ment of the Christian era. In its prime it ranked beside Nineveh 
and Babylon in its colossal proportions—its four walls, each :6 m. 
long, enclosing an area of 20 sq. m.,—in the number of its 
inhabitants, and the splendour of its shrines and public edifices. 
It suffered much during the earlier Tamil invasions, and was 
fiedly deserted as a royal residence In Am. 769. It fell com- 

pletely into decay, and it is only of recent years that the jungle 
has been cleared away, the ruins laid bare, and some measure 
of prosperity brought back to the surrounding country by the 
restoration of hundreds of village tanks. The ruins consist of 
three classes of buildings, dagobas, monastic buildings, and 
patinas. The dagobas are bell-shaped masses of masonry, 
varying from a few feet to over too in circumference. Some 
of them contain enough masonry to build a town for twenty-five 
thousand inhabitants. Remains of the monastic buildings are 
to be found In every direction in the shape of raised stone plat-
forms, foundations and atone pillars. The most famous is the 

' Brazen Palace erected by Ring Datagamana about 164 a.c 
The poke/sat are bathing-tanks or tanks for the supply of 
drinking-water, which are scattered everywhere through the 
jungle. The city also contains a sacred Bo-tree, which is said to 
date back to the year 245 s.c. The railway was extended from 
Matale to Anuradhapura in zoos. Population: town, 3672; 
province, 79,170. 

ANVIL (from Anglo-Saxon anfilt or onfali, either that on 
which something is " welded" or " folded, d. German fakes, 
to fold, or connected with other Teutonic forms of the word, 
d German emboss, in which case the final syllable is from 
" beat," and the meaning is " that on which something is 
beaten "), a mass of iron on which material is supported while 
being shaped under the hammer (see FORGING). The common 
blacksmith's anvil is made of wrought iron, often in America 
of cast iron, with a smooth working face of hardened steel. 
It has at one end a projecting conical beak or bick for use in 
hammering curved pieces of metal; occasionally the other end 
is also provided with a bick, which is then partly rectangular in 
section. There is also a square hole in the face, into which tools, 
such as the anvil-cutter or chisel, can be dropped, tutting edge 
uppermost. For power hammers the anvil proper Is supported 
on an anvil block which is of great massiveness, sometimes 
weighing over moo tons for a 12-ton hammer, and this again 
rests on a strong foundation of timber and masonry or concrete . 

In anatomy the term anvil is applied to one of the bones of the 
middle earl the hum, which is articulated with the mama. 

ANVILLE, JEAN BAPTISTE BOURGUIGNON D' (1697-
778a), perhaps the greatest geographical author of the 18th 
century, was born at Paris on the 11th of July 1697. His passion 
for geographical research displayed itself from early years: at 
the age of twelve he was already amusing himself by drawing 
maps for Latin authors. Later, his friendship with the anti-
quarian, Abbe Longuerue, greatly aided his studies. His first 
serious map, that of Ancient Greece, was published when he 
was fifteen, and a; the age of twenty-two he was appointed one 
of the king's geographers, and began to attract the attention of 
the first authorities. D'Anville's studies embraced everything 
of geographical nature in the world's literature, as far as he could 
master it: for this purpose he not only searched ancient and 
modern historians, travellers and narrators of every description, 
but also poets, orators and philosophers. One of his cherished 
objects was to reform geography by putting an end to the blind 
copying of older maps, by testing the commonly accepted posi-
tions of places through a rigorous examination of all the descrip-
tive authority, and by excluding from cartography every name 
inadequately supported. Vast spaces, which had before been 
covered with countries and cities, were thus suddenly reduced 
almost to a blank. 

D'Anville was at first employed in the humbler task of illustrat-
ing by maps the works of different travellers, such as Marchais, 
Charlevoix, Labat and Duhalde. For the history of China by 
the last-named writer he was employed to make an atlas, which 
was published separately at the Hague in 1737. In 1735 and 1736 
he brought out two treatises on the figure of the earth; but 
these attempts to solve geometrical problems by literary•material 
were, to a great extent, refuted by Maupertuis' measurements 
of a degree within the polar circle. D'Anville's historical method 
was more successful in his 1743 map of Italy, which first indicated 
numerous errors in the mapping of that country, and was accom-
panied by a valuable memoir (a novelty in such work), showing 
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in full the sources of the design. A trigonometrical survey which 
Benedict XIV. soon after had made in the papal states strikingly 
confirmed the French geographer's results. In his later years 
d'Anville did yeoman service for ancient and medieval geography, 
accomplishing something like a revolution in the former; 
mapping afresh all the chief countries of the pre-Christian 
civilizations (especially Egypt). and by his Memoire el abrege 
de geographic encienne d generale and his Etats formes en Europe 
aft& in elude de /'empire remain en occident (1771) rendering his 
labours still more generally useful. In 1 754, at the age of fifty-
seven, he became a member of the Academie des Inscriptions et 
Belles Lettres, whose transactions be enriched with many papers. 
In 1775 he received the only place in the Academic des Sciences 
which is allotted to geography; and in the same year he was 
appointed, without solicitation, first geographer to the king. 
His last employment consisted in arranging his collection of 
maps, plans and geographical materials. It was the most 
extensive in Europe, and had been purchased by the king, who, 
however, left him the use of it during his life. This task per-
formed, he sank into a total imbecility both of mind and body, 
which continued for two years, till his death in January 5782. 

D'Anville's published memoirs and dissertations amounted to 
78, and his maps to 211. A complete edition of his works was an-
nounced in i8o6 by de Manse in 6 vole. quarto, only two of which 
had appeared when the editor died in 1832. See Dacier's Eloge de 
d'Arroilk (Paris, 1802) Besides the separate works noticed above, 
d'Anville's maps executed for Rollin's Hisioire ancienne and Histoire 
romaine, and his Traitd des matures otsciennes a moderns (1769), 
deserve special notice. 

ANWARI [Aubad-uddin All Anwarij, Persian poet, was bora 
in Khorasan early in the 12th century. He enjoyed the especial 
favour of the sultan Sinjar, whom he attended in all his warlike 
expeditions. On one occasion, when the sultan was besieging 
the fortress of Hazarasp, a fierce poetical conflict was maintained 
between Anwari and his rival Rashidi, who was within the 
beleaguered castle, by means of verses fastened to arrows. 
Anwari died at Balkh towards the end of the 12th century. The 
Dime's, or collection of his poems, consists of a series of long 
poems, and a number of simpler lyrics. His longest piece, Th• 
Tears of Kkorassan, was translated into English verse by Captain 
Kirkpatrick (see also PERSIA. Literature). 

ANWEILBR, or ANNIVEXIXR, a town of Germany, in the 
Bavarian Palatinate, on the Queich, 8 m. west of Landau, and 
on the railway from that place to Zweibrilcken. Pop. 3700. 
It is romantically situated in the part of the Haardt called the 
Falser Schweiz (Palatinate Switzerland), and is surrounded by 
high hills which yield a famous red sandstone. On the Sonnen-
berg ( r600 ft.) lie the ruins of the castle of Trifels, in which 
Richard Cceur de Lion was imprisoned in 1193. The industries 
include cloth-weaving, tanning, dyeing and saw mills. There is 
also a considerable trade in wine. 

ANZENORTIBEIL LI:WWII:I (1839-1889), Austrian dramatist 
and novelist, was born at Vienna on the 29th of November 1839. 
He was educated at the Radschuk of his native town, and then 
entered a bookseller's shop; from r86o to 1867 he was an actor 
without, however, displaying any marked talent, although 
his stage experience later stood him in good stead. In 1869 he 
became a clerk in the Viennese police department, but having 
in the following year made a success with his anti-clerical drama, 
Der Nasser von Kirckfdd, he gave up his appointment and 
devoted himself entirely to literature. He died at Vienna on 
the moth of December r889. Anzengruber was exceedingly 
fertile in ideas, and wrote a great many plays. They are mostly 
of Austrian peasant life, and although somewhat melancholy in 
tone are interspersed with bright and witty scenes. Among the 
best known are Der Meineidbauer (i871), Die Kresadschreiber 
(1872), Der G'toissenstourm ( 1 874), Hand wad Hers ( 1875), 
Doppdsdbstmord (1875), Das vierte Gebel (1877), and Der Fleck 
auf der" Eltr' (1889). Anzengruber also published a novel of 
considerable merit, Der Sckandfieck (1876; remodelled 1884); 
and various short stories and tales of village life collected under 
the title Wolken and Suntesckein (1888). 

Amengruber's collected works, with a biography, were published 
in to  vols. in 1890  (3rd ed. 1897); his correspondence has been  

edited by A. Bettelheint (1902). See A. Bettelheint. I d esengrwber 
(1890): L. Rosner, Erianerungen as L. Anzengruber 1890): 
H. Sittenberger, Straiten :sr Dramaturgic der Gegentoari (1899); 
S. Friedmann, L. Ansengruber (1902). 

ANZIN, a town of northern France, in the department of 
Nord, on the Scheldt, ti m. N.W. of Valenciennes, of which it 
is a suburb. Pop. (1908) 14,077. Anzin is the centre of im-
portant coal-mines of the Valenciennes basin belonging to the 
Anzin Company, the formation of which dates to 1717. The 
metallurgical industries of the place are extensive, and include 
iron and copper founding and the manufacture of steam-engines, 
machinery, chain-cables and a great variety of heavy iron 
goods. There are also glass-works and breweries. 

AONIA, a district of ancient Boeotia, containing the mountains 
Helicon and Cithaeron, and thus sacred to the Muses, who are 
called by Pope the " Aonian maids." 

AORIST (from Gr. aboteros, indefinite), the name given in 
Greek grammar to certain past tenses of verbs (first aorist, 
second aorist). 

AOSTA (anc. Augusta Praetoria Salassoruns), a town and 
episcopal see of Piedmont, Italy, in the province of Turin, 
8o m. N.N.W. by rail of the town of Turin, and 48 m. direct, 
situated 1910 ft. above sea-level, at the confluence of the Buthicr 
and the Dora Baltea, and at the junction of the Great and 
Little St Bernard routes. Pop. (1901) 7875. The cathedral, 
reconstructed in the nth century (to which one of its campanili 
and some architectural details belong), was much altered in the 
14th and 17th; it has a rich treasury including an ivory diptych 
of 406 with a representation of Honorius. The church of St 
Ours, founded in 425, and rebuilt in the 12th century, has good 
cloisters (t133), the 15th-century priory is picturesque. The 
castle of Bramafam ( its century) is interesting Cretinism is 
common in the district. 

After the fall of the Roman empire the valley of Aosta fell 
into the hands of the Burgundian kings; and after many changes 
of masters, it came under the rule of Count Humbert I. of Savoy 
(Biancamano) in 1032. The privilege of holding the assembly 
of the states-general was granted to the inhabitants in 1189. 
An executive council was nominated from this body in 1536, 
and continued to exist until i8oa. After the restoration of the 
rule of Savoy it was reconstituted and formally recognized by 
Charles Albert, king of Sardinia, at the birth of his grandson 
Prince Amedeo, who was created duke of Aosta. Aosta was 
the birthplace of Anselm. For ancient remains see AUGUSTA 
PRAETORIA SALASSORUM. 

APACHE (apparently from the Zuni name, = "enemy," 
given to the Navaho Indians) a tribe of North American Indians 
of Athapascan stock. The Apaches formerly ranged over south-
eastern Arizona and south-western Mexico. The chief divisions 
of the Apaches were the Arivaipa, Chiricahua, Coyotero, Faroone 
Gileno, Llanero, Mescalero, Mimbreno, Mogollon, Naisha, 
Tcbikun and Tchishi. They were a powerful and warlike tribe, 
constantly at enmity with the whites. The 'final surrender of 
the tribe took place in 1886, when the Chiricahuas, the division 
involved, were deported to Florida and Alabama, where they 
underwent military imprisonment. The Apaches are now in 
reservations in Arizona, New Mexico and Oklahoma, and number 
between Soon and 6000. 

For details see Handbook of American Indians, ed. F. W. Hodge, 
(Washington, 1907); also INDIANS, NORTH AMERICAN. 

APALACHEE (apparently a Choctaw name, = "people on 
the other side "), a tribe of North American Indians of Muskho- 
gean stock. They have been known since the 56th century, and 
formerly ranged the country around Apalachee Bay, Florida. 
About die° the Spanish Franciscans founded a successful 
mission among them, but early in the 18th century the tribe 
suffered defeat at the hands of the British, the mission churches 
were burnt, the priests killed, and the tribe practically tunfilill 
aced, more than one thousand of them being sold as slaves. 

See Handbook of Americas Indians. ed. F. W. Hodge (Washington, 
1907). 

APALACHICOLA. a city, port of entry, and the county-seat 
of Franklin county. Florida. U.S.A., in the N.W. part of the 
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mate, on Apeladicola Bay and at the mouth of the Apalachicola 
river. Pop. (t89o) 2727; (tiro) 3077, of whom 1589 were of 
negro descent; ( 1905) 3 244; ( 19 10) 3065. It is served by the 
Apalachicola Northern railway (to Chattahoochee, Florida), 
and by river steamers which afford connexion with railways 
at CarmbeUe about 25 m. distant, at Chataboochee (or River 
Junction), and at Columbus and Bainbridge, Georgia, and by 
ocean-going vessels with American and foreign ports. The city 
has • monument (rub) to John Gorrie (1803-1855). • physician 
who discovered the cold-air process of refrigeration in 384e (and 
patented an ice-machine in x85o), as the result of experiments 
to lower the temperatures of fever patients. The bay is well 
protected by St Vincent, Flag, Sand, and St George's islands; 
and the shipping of lumber, naval stores and cotton, which 
reach the city by way of the river, forms the principal industry. 
Before the development of railways in the Gulf states, Apala-
chicola was one of the principal centres of trade in the southern 
states, ranking third among the Gulf ports in 1835. In 1907 the 
Federal government projected a channel across the harbour bar 
too ft. wide and to ft. deep and a channel iso ft. wide and 18 ft. 
deep for Link Channel and the West Pus. In seo7 the exports 
were valued at 8317,838, the imports were insignificant. The 
value of the totel domestic and foreign commerce of the port 
for the year ending on the 30th of June leo7 was estimated 
at tz,24o,0oo (76,000 tons) The fishery products, including 
oysters, tarpon, sturgeon,caviare and sponges, are also important. 

APAII7J4 the name of several towns in western Asia. 
I. A treasure city and stud-depot of the Seleucid kings in the 

valley of the Orontes. It was so named by Seleucus Nicator, 
after Apama, his wife. Destroyed by Chosroes in the 7th 
century A.D., it was partially rebuilt and known as Femia by 
the Arabs; and overthrown by an earthquake in 1152 It kept 
its importance down to the time of the Crusades. The acropolis 
lull is now occupied by the ruins of Kalat el-Mudik. 

See R. F. Burton and T Drake. Unexplored Syria; E. Sachau. 
Raise is Syrian. 1883. 

a. A city in Phrygia, founded by Antiochus Soter (from whose' 
mother. Apama, it received its name), near, but on lower ground 
than, Celaenae It was situated where the Marsyas leaves the 
hills to join the Maeander, and it became a seat of Seleucid 
power, and a centre of Graeco-Roman and Greece-Hebrew 
civilization and commerce. There Antiochus the Great collected 
the army with which he met the Romans at Magnesia, and there 
two years later the treaty between Rome and the Seleucid 
realm was signed. After Antiochus' departure for the East, 
Apamea lapsed to the Pergamenian kingdom and thence to 
Rome in 133, but it was resold to Mithradates V., who held it 
till 120. After the Mithradatic wars It became and remained a 
great centre for trade, largely carried on by resident Italians 
and by Jews. la 84 Sulla made it the seat of a comieneur of the 
Asian province, and it long claimed primacy among Phrygian 
cities. Its decline dates from the local disorganization of the 
empire in the 3rd century A.D.; and though a bishopric, it Was 
not an important military or commercial centre in Byzantine 
times. The Turks took it first in solo, and from the 13th 
century onwards it was always in Moslem hands. For • long 
period it was one of the greatest cities of Asia Minor, commanding 
the Marauder road; but when the trade routes were diverted 
to Constantinople it rapidly declined, and its ruin was completed 
by an earthquake. A Jewish tradition, possibly arising from 
a name Caotiu (ark), which the town bore, identified a neigh-
bouring mountain with Ararat. The famous " Noah " coins of 
the emperor Philip commemorate this belief. The she is now 
partly occupied by Dineir (x.r., sometimes locally known also 
as Geilelar, " the gazelles," perhaps from a tradition of the 
Persian hunting-park, seen by Xenophon at Celaenae), which is 
connected with Smyrna by railway; there are considerable 
remains, including a great number of important Graeco-Roman 
inscriptions. 

See W. M. Ramsay. Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, vol. ii.; 
G. Weber, Dineir-C.elines (1892)• D. G. Hogarth in loom Hell. 
Studies (1888); 0 Hirschfeld in Trans. Berlin Academy (1875). 

(D. G. H.) 

3. A town on the left bank of the Euphrates, at the end of a 
bridge of boats (zeugma); the Til.Barsip of the Assyrian inscrip. 
tions, now Birejik (q.v.). 

4. The earlier Myrka of Bitbynia, now Mudania (g.,.), the 
port of Bruen The name was given it by Preside I., who rebuilt it. 

5. A city mentioned by Stephanus and Pliny as situated Una 
the Tigris, the identification of which is still uncertain. 

6. A Greek city in Parthia, near Abase.. 
APARBI, a town of the province of Camila, Luzon, Philip-

pine Islands, on the Grande de Cagayfut river near its mouth, 
about 55 m. N. of Tuguegacao, the capitaL Pop (1903) 18,252. 
The valley is one of the largest tobacco-producing sections in 
the Philippines; and the town has a considerable coastwise 
trade. Here, too, is a meteorological station. 

APATITE, a widely distributed mineral, which, when found 
in large muses, is of considerable economic value as a phosphate. 
As a mineral species it was first recognized by A. G. Werner in 
1786 and named by him from the Greek &rare', to deceive, 
because it had previously been mistaken for other minerals, 
such as beryl, tourmaline, chrysolite, amethyst, Ike. Although 
long known to consist mainly of calcium phosphate, it was not 
until 1827 that G. Rose found that fluorine or chlorine is an 
essential constituent. Two chemical varieties of apatite are to 
be distinguished, namely a fluor-apatite, (CaP) Ca4Ps012, and a 
chlor-apatite, (CaCI) Ca,PsOn: the former, which is much the 
commoner, contains 42-3% of phosphorus pentoxide (PICO 
and 3.8% fluorine, and the latter 4.10% P,05 and 6.8% 
chlorine. Fluorine and chlorine replace each other in indefinite 
proportions, and they may also be in part replaced by hydroxyl, 
so that the general formula becomes (Ca (F, Cl, Will Ca.11,01,, 
in which the univalent group Ca(F, CI, OH) takes the place 
of one hydrogen atom in orthophosphoric acid HiPO4. The 
formula is sometime written in the form 3Cas(POr)r+CaFf. 
Mangan-apatite is • variety in which calcium is largely replaced 
by manganese (up to to% MnO). Cerium, didymium, yttrium, 
&c., oxides may also sometimes be present, in amounts tip to 5 %. 

Apatite frequently occurs as beautifully developed crystals, 
sometimes a foot or more in length, belonging to that division 
of the hexagonal system in which there is pyramidal herni. 
bedding:4. In this type of symmetry, of which apatite is, the best 

Fro. t. 	 FIG. 2. 

example, there is only one plane of symmetry, which is per-
pendicular to the hexed axis: The arrangement of the pyramidal 
faces a and a in 6g. 2 show the hemihedral character and absence 
of the full number of planes and axes of symmetry. Fig. 
represents a highly modified crystal from St Gotthard; a more 
common form is shown in fig. t , which is bounded by the hex-
agonal prism hexagonal bipyramid x and basal pinacold c. 

In its general appearance, apatite exhibits wide variations. 
Crystals may be colourless and transparent or white and opaque, 
but are often coloured, usually one shade of green or brown, 
occasionally violet, sky-blue, yellow, Ac. The lustre Is vitreous, 
inclining to sub-resinous. There is an imperfect cleavage 
parallel to the basal pinacold, and the fracture Is conchoidal. 
Hardness 5, specific gravity 3.2. 

Yellowish-green prismatic crystals 'front Jumilla in Murcia in 
Spain have long been known under the name asparagus-stone. 
Lazurapatite is a sky-blue variety found as crystals with lapis 
lazuli in Siberia; and moroxite is the name given to dull greenish-
blue crystals from Norway and Canada. Franconia from Wheal 
Franco, near Tavistock in Devonshire, and also from several 
Cornish mines, occurs as crystallised stalactitic masses. In 
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addition to these crystallized varieties, there are massive varieties, 
fibrous, concretionary, stalactitic, or earthy in form, which are 
included together under the name phosphorite (q.v.), and it is 
these massive varieties, together with various rock-phosphates 
(phosphatic nodules, coprolites, guano, &c.) which are of such 
great economic importance: crystallized apatite is mined for 
phosphates only in Norway and Canada. 

With regard to its mode of occurrence, apatite is found under 
a variety of conditions. In igneous rocks of all kinds it is in-
variably present in small amounts as minute acicular crystals, 
and was one of •  the first constituents of the rock to crystallize 
out from the magma. The extensive deposits of chlor-apatite 
near Kragero and Bantle, near Brevik, in southern Norway, are 
in connexion with gabbro, the felspar of which has been altered, 
by emanations containing chlorine, to scapolite, and titanium 
minerals have been developed. The apatite occurring in con-
nexion with granite and veins of tin-stone is, on the other hand, 
a fluor-apatite, and, like the other fluorine-bearing minerals 
characteristic of tin-veins, doubtless owes its origin to the 
emanations of tin fluoride which gave rise to the tin-ore. Special 
mention may be here made of the beautiful violet crystals of 
fluor-apatite which occur in the veins of tin-ore in the Erz-
gebirge, and of the brilliant bluish-green crystals encrusting 
cavities in the granite of Luxullian in Cornwall. Another 
common mode of occurrence of apatite is in metamorphic 
crystalline rocks, especially in crystalline limestones: in eastern 
Canada extensive beds of apatite occur in the limestones associ-
ated with the Laurentian gneisses. Still another mode of occur-
rence is presented by beautifully developed and transparent 
crystals found with crystals of felspar and quartz lining the 
crevices in the gneiss of the Alps. Crystallized apatite is also 
occasionally found in metalliferous veins, other than those of 
tin, and in beds of iron ore; whilst if the massive varieties 
(phosphorite) be considered many other modes of occurrence 
might be cited. (L. J. S.) 

APATURIA ('Arrarofora), an ancient Greek festival held 
annually by all the Ionian towns except Ephesus and Colophon 
(Herodotus I. 547). At Athens it took place in the month of 
Pyanepsion (October to November), and lasted three days, on 
which occasion the various phratries (i.e. clans) of Attica met 
to discuss their affairs. The name is a slightly modified form of 
ararlsracoa agerarapre, opararopta, the festival of "common 
relationship." The ancient etymology associated it with &ram 
(deceit), a legend existing that the festival originated in r aoo S.C. 
in commemoration of a single combat between a certain Melan-
thus, representing King Thymoetes of Attica, and King Xanthus 
of Boeotia, in which Melanthus successfully threw his adver-
sary off his guard by crying that a man in a black goat's skin 
(identified with Dionysus) was helping him (Schol. Aristophanes, 
A charnians, 146). On the first day of the festival, called Dorpia 
or Dorpeia, banquets were held towards evening at the meeting-
place of the phratries or in the private houses of members. On 
the second, Anarrhysis (from avappaer, to draw back the 
victim's head), a sacrifice of oxen was offered at the public cost 
to Zeus Phratrius and Athena. On the third day, Cureotis 
(souperarrs), children born since the last festival were presented 
by their fathers or guardians to the assembled phratores, and, 
after an oath had been taken as to their legitimacy and the 
sacrifice of a goat or a sheep, their names were inscribed in the 
register The name scoupeCorr is derived either from Kam, 
that is, the day of the young, or less probably from neisxo, 
because on this occasion young people cut their hair and offered 
it to the gods. The victim was called iselor. On this day also 
it was the custom for boys still at school to declaim pieces of 
poetry, and to receive prizes (Plato, Timaests, as 1)). According 
to Hesychius these three days of the festival were followed by a 
fourth, called irriffda, but this is merely a general term for the 
day after any festival. 

APE (Old Eng. ape; Dutch aap; Old Ger. affo; Welsh Oa; 
Old Bohemian op; a word of uncertain origin, possibly an 
Imitation of the animal's chatter), the generic English name, 
till the '6th century, for animals of the monkey tribe, and still  

used specifically for the tailless, manlike representatives of the 
order Primates (q.v.). The word is now generally a synonym 
for " monkey," but the common verb for both (as transferred 
figuratively to human beings) is " to ape." i.e. to imitate. 

APELDOORN, a town in the province of Gelderland, Holland, 
and a junction station 264 m. by rail W. of Amersfoort. It is 
connected by canal north and south with Zwolle and Zutphen 
respectively. Pop. (1900) 25,834. The neighbourhood of Apel-
doorn is yery picturesque and well woofed. The Protestant 
church was restored afters fire in 189o. Close by is the favourite 
country-seat of the royal family of Holland called the Loo. 
It was originally a hunting-lodge of the dukes of Gelderland, 
but in its present form dates chiefly from. the time of the Stadt-
holder William III., kingof England. Apeldoorn possesses large 
paper-mills. 

APIILLA. the official title Of the popular assembly at Sparta, 
corresponding to the ecclesia in most other Greek states. Every 
full citizen who had completed his thirtieth year was entitled to 
attend the meetings, which, according to Lycurgus's ordinance, 
must be held at the time of each full moon within the boundaries 
of Sparta. They had in all probability taken place originally 
in the Agora, but were later transferred to the neighbouring 
building known as the Skias (Paus. iii. is. to). The presiding 
officers were at first the kings, but in historical times the ephors, 
and the voting was conducted by shouts; if the president WAS 
doubtful as to the majority of voices, a division was taken and 
the votes were counted. Lycurgus had ordained that the apella 
must simply accept or reject the proposals submitted to it, 
and though this regulation fell into neglect, it was practically 
restored by the law of Theopompus and Polydorus which em-
powered the kings and elders to set aside any " crooked " 
decision of the people (Pint. Lycurg. 6). In later times, too, the 
actual debate was almost, if not wholly, confined to the kings, 
elders, ephors and perhaps the other magistrates. The apella 
voted on peace and war, treaties and foreign policy in general: 
it decided which of the kings should conduct a campaign and 
settled questions of disputed succession to the throne: it elected 
elders, ephors and other magistrates, emancipated helots and 
perhaps voted on legal proposals. There is a single reference 
(Xen. Hell. iii. 3. 8) to a "small assembly" pap* 
eaXoupirq ixeNnoict) at Sparta, but nothing is known as to 
its nature or competence. The term apella does not occur in 
extant Spartan inscriptions, though two decrees of Gythium 
belonging to the Roman period refer to the arrant ariXAce 
(Le Bas-Foucart, Voyage archeologique, ii., Nos. 24201  243). 

See G. Gilbert, Constitutional Anskseilies of Sparta and Athens 
(Brig. trans., 189S), pp. 49 ff.; &sullen air alisportaniselsen Geschichl 
(Gottingen. 1872), pp. 131 ff.; G. F. Schbmann, Antiquities of Greece: 
The State (Eng. trans., 188o), pp. 234 ff.; Dc eedestis Lacedaentoniorson 
(Griefswald, 1836) °pun. °cadent. i. pp. 87 ff.]; C. 0. Mailer, 
History and Antsquities of the Doric Race (Eng. trans., and ed. 1839), 
book 11 ch.  S. ft 8-1o; G. Basalt, Die grieckischen Masts. und 
Rechisaltestamer, 1887 (in Iwan Mailer's liaxdbadt der klassischen 
Altertuntswissenschaft. iv. 1), 11 go; Griechische Gesshichte (2nd ed.). 
L p. 552 ff. (M. N. T.) 

APPLIM, probably the greatest painter of antiquity. He 
lived from the time of Philip of Macedon till after the death of 
Alexander. He was of Ionian origin, but after he had attained 
some celebrity he became a student at the celebrated school of 
Sicyon, where he worked under Pamphilus. He thus combined 
the Dorian thoroughness with the Ionic grace. Attracted to 
the court of Philip, he painted him and the young Alexander 
with such success that he became the recognized court painter 
of Macedon, and his picture of Alexander holding a thunderbolt 
ranked 'with the Alexander with the spear of the sculptor 
Lysippus. Other works of Apelles had a great reputation in 
antiquity, such as the portraits of the Macedonians Clitos, 
Archelaus and Antigonus, the procession of the high priest of 
Artemis at Ephesus, Artemis amid a chorus of maidens, a great 
allegorical picture representing Calumny, and the noted paint-
ing representing Aphrodite rising out of the sea. Of none 
of these works have we any copy, unless indeed we may 
consider a painting of Alexander as Zeus in the house of the 
Vettii at Pompeii as a reminiscence of his work; but some of 
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the Italian artists of the Renaissana repeated the subjects, in 
a vain hope of giving some notion of the composition of them. 

Few things are more hopeless than the attempt to realize 
the style of a painter whose works have vanished. But a great 
wealth of stories, true or invented, clung to Apelles in antiquity; 
and modern archacolcgistshave naturally tried to discover what 
they indicate. We are told, for example, that he attached great 
value to the drawing of outlines, practising every day. The tale 
is well known of his visit to Protogenes, and the rivalry of the 
two masters as to which could draw the finest and steadiest line. 
The power of drawing such lines is conspicuous in the decoration 
of red figured vases of Athena Apelles is said to have treated 
his rival with generosity, for he increased the value of his pictures 
by spreading a report that he meant to buy them and sell them 
as his own. Apelles allowed the superiority of some of his 
contemporaries in particular matters: according to Riley he 
admired the dirge:die of Melanthius, is. the way in which he 
spaced his figures, and the MCJI11110e of Asdepiodorus, who 
most have been a great master of symmetry and proportion. 
It was especially in that undefinable quality "grace" that 
Apelles =celled. He probably used but a small variety of 
colours, and avoided elaborate perspective: simplicity of 
design, beauty of line and charm of expression were his chief 
merits. When the naturalism of some of his works is praised—
for example, the hand of his Alexander is said to have stood out 
from the picture—we must remember that this is the merit 
always ascribed by ignorant critics to works which they admire. 
In fact the age of Alexander was one of notable idealism, and 
probably Apelles succeeded in a marked degree in imparting to 
his figures a beauty beyond nature. 

Apelles was also noted for improvements which he introduced 
in technique. He had a dark glaze, called by Pliny abarainefem, 
which served both to preserve his paintings and to soften their 
colour. Them can be little doubt that he was one of the most 
bold and progressive of artists. (P. G.) 

APELLICOIL a wealthy native of Taos, afterwards an Athenian 
citizen, a famous book collector. He not only spent large sums 
in the acquisition of his library, but stole original documents 
from the archives of Athens and other cities of Greece. Being 
detected, he fled in order to escape punishment, but returned 
when Athenian (or Mission), a bitter opponent of the Romans, 
had made himself tyrant of the city with the aid of Mithradates. 
Athenian sent him with some troops to Delos, to plunder the 
treasures of the temple, but he showed little military capacity. 
He was surprised by the Romans under the command of Orobius 
(or Orbius), and only saved his life by flight. He died a little 
later,. probably in 84 B.C. 

Apellicon's chief pursuit was the collection of Me and import-
ant books. He purchased from the family of Neleus of Skepsis 
in the Troad manuscripts of the works of Aristotle and Theo. 
pluastus (including their libraries), which had been given to 
Neleus by Theopbrastus himself, whose pupil Nelms had been. 
They had been concealed in a cellar to prevent their' falling into the 
hands of the book-collecting princes of Perganium, and were in 
a very dilapidated condition. Apellicon filled in the lacunae, and 
brought out a new, but faulty, edition. In 84 Sulk removed 
Apellicao's library to Rome (Strabo xiii. p. 609; Plutarch, 
Stella, 26). Here the MSS. were handed over to the grammarian 
Tyrannion, who took copies of them, on the basis of which the 
peripatetic philosopher Andronicus of Rhodes prepared an 
edition of Aristotle's works. Apellicon'e library contained a 
remarkable old copy of the Iliad. Ile is said to have published 
a biography of Aristotle, in which the calumnies of other bio-
graphers were refuted. 

APENNINES (Gr. 'Arrirrwer, Lat. ANuenitoss—in both 
cases used in the singular), a range of mountains traversing 
the entire peninsula of Italy, and forming, as it were, the 
backbone of the country. The name is probably derived from 
the Celtic pee, a mountain top: it originally belonged to the 
northern portion of the chain, from the Maritime Alps to Ancona; 
and Polybins is probably the first writer who applied it to the 
whole _chain, making, indeed, no distinction between the 

Apennines and the Maritime Alps, and extending the forma 
name as far as Marseilles. Classical authors do not differentiate 
the various parts of the chain, but use the name as a general 
name for the whole. The total length is some Iloo m. and the 
maximum width ro to ko m. 

Dieirieas.—Modern geographers divide the range into three 
parts, northern, central and southern. 

r. The northernApenninesare generally distinguished (though 
there is no real solution of continuity) from the Maritime Alps 
at the Bocchetta dell' Altare, some s m. W. of Savona on the 
high road to Turin. ,  They again are divided into three parts—
the Ligurian, Tuscan and Umbrian Apennines. The Ligurian 
Apennines extend as far as the pass of La Cis& in the upper 
valley of the Magra (arse. Macre) above Spezia; at first they 
follow the curve of the Gulf of Genoa, and then run eastuuth-east 
parallel to the coast. On the north and north-east lie the broad 
plains of Piedmont and Lombardy, traversed by the Po, the 
chief tributaries of which from the Ligurian Apennines are the 
Saivia (Qfutdid) ,Trebbie (Treble) and Taro (Tares). The Tanam 
(Taxerus), though largely fed by tributaries from the Ligurian 
Apennines, itself rises in the Maritime Alps, while the riven 
an the south and south-west of the range are short and unim-
portant. The south side of the range rises steeply from the 
sea, leaving practically no coast strip: its dopes are sheltered 
and therefore fertile and highly cultivated, and the coast towns 
are favourite winter resorts (see Aryls's). The highest point 
(the Monte B ue) reaches sea S ft. The range is crossed by several 
railways—the line from Savona to Turin (with a branch at Ceva 
for Acqui), that from Genoa to Ovada and Acqui, the main lines 
from Genoa to Novi, the junction for Turin and Milan (both 
of which ,  pass under the Monte del Giovi, the ancient Mons 
loventius, by which the ancient Via Postumia eta from Genoa 
to Dertona), and that from Spezia to Parma under the pass of 
La CU..,  All these traverse the ridge by long tunnels—that on 
the new line from Genoa to Honco is upwards of s m. in length. 

The Tuscan Apennines extend from the pass of La Cisa to the 
sources of the Tiber. The main chain continues to run in an 
east-south-east direction, but traverses the peninsula, the west 
coast meanwhile turning almost due south. From the northern 
slopes many rivers and streams run north and north-northeast 
into the Po, the Secchis (Soda) and Panaro (Scultenne) being 
among the most important, while farther east most of the rivera 
are tributaries of the Reno (anc. RItenst). Other small streams, 
e.g. the Roam (Bedesir) and Montone (Ulis), which flow into the 
sea together east of Ravenna, were also tributaries of the Po; 
and the Savio (sow and the Rubicon seem to be the only 
streams from this aide of the Tuscan Apennines that ran directly 
into the sea in Roman days. From the south-west side of the 
main range the Arno (q.v.) and Serchio run into the Mediterranean. 
This section of the Apennines is crossed by two railways, from 
Phtoia to Bologna and from Florence to Faenza, and by several 
good high roads, of which the direct road from Florence to 
Bologna over the Puts pass is of Roman origin; and certain 
places in it are favourite summer resorts. The highest point of 
the chain is Monte Cimone (7 cu ft.). The so-called Alpi Arouse 
(the A Omni were an ancient people of Liguria), a detached chain 
south-west of the valley of the Serchio, rime so a maximum height 
of 6 t00% They contain the famous marble quarries of Carrara. 
The greater part of Tuscany, however, is taken up by lower hills, 
which form no part of the Apennines, being divided from the 
main chain by the valleys of the Arno, Chiana (Cladis) and 
Paglia (Pallid). Towards the west they are rich in minerals and 
chemicals, which the Apennines proper do not produce. 

The Umbrian Apennines extend from the sources of the Tiber 
to (or perhaps rather beyond) the was of Schenk near Cages, 
where the ancient Via Flamini& crosses the range. The highest 
point is the Monte Nerone (sor o ft.). The chief river is tha Tiber 
itself: the others, among which the Foglia (Pisavrer), Metauro 

The ancient Via Aemilia, built in toe s.c., led over this pass, 
but originally turned east to Dertona (mod. Tortoise). 

2  There are two separate lines from Sampierderena to Roam. 
This pass was also traversed by a name's.. Roman read. 
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(Ildasrus) and Esino' may be mentioned, run north-east into 

the Adriatic, which is some 3o m. from the highest points of the 
chain. This portion of the range is crossed near its southern 
termination by a railway from Foligno to Ancona (which at 
Fabriano has a branch to Maccrata and Porto Civitanova, on 
the Adriatic coast railway), which may perhaps be conveniently 
regarded as its boundary.' By some geographers, indeed, it is 
treated as a part of the central Apennines. 

2. The central Apennines are the most extensive portion of 
the chain, and stretch as far as the valley of the Sangro (Sangria). 
To the north are the Monti Sibillini, the highest point of which 
is the Monte Vettore (8128 ft.). Farther south three parallel 
chains may be traced, the westernmost of which (the Monti 
Sabini) culminates to the south in the Monte Viglio (7o75 ft.), 
the central chain in the Monte Terminillo (726o ft.), and farther 
south in the Monte Velino (816o ft.), and the eastern in the 
Gran Sasso d'Italia (9s6o ft.), the highest summit of the Apen-
nines, and the Maielk group (Monte Amaro, or 7o f t.). Between 
the western and central ranges are the plain of Rieti, the valley 
of the Salto (Hinsella), and the Lago Fucino; while between the 
central and eastern ranges are the valleys of Aquila and Sulmona. 
The chief rivers on the west are the Nera (Nar), with its tribu-
taries the Velino ( Velinus) and Salto, and the Anio, both of which 
fall into the Tiber. On the east there is at first a succession of 
small rivers which flow into the Adriatic, from which the highest 
points of the chain are some ss m. distant, such as the Pete= 
(Fleas), Chianti (Cluerstur), Tema (Timm), Tronto (Truersau), 
Tordino (Hdoinus), Vomano (Vomanus), Stc. The Pescara 
(Aiernsus), which receives the Aterno from the north-west and 
the Gizio from the south-east, is more important; and so is the 
Sangro. 

The central Apennines are crossed by the railway from Rome 
to Castelammare Adriatico via Avezzano and Sulmona: the 
railway from Orte to Terni (and thence to Foligno) follows the 
Nero valley; while from Terni a line ascends to the plain of 
Rieti, and thence crosses the central chain to Aquila, whence it 
follows the valley of the Aterno to Sulmona. In ancient times 
the Via Salaria, Via Caecilia and Via Valeria-Claudia all ran 
from Rome to the Adriatic coast. The volcanic mountains of 
the province of Rome are separated from the Apennines by the 
Tiber valley, and the Monti Lepini, or Volacian mountains, by 
the valleys of the Sacco and Liri. 

g. In the southern Apennines, to the south of the Sangro 
valley, the three parallel chains are broken up into smaller 
groups; among them may be named the Matese, the highest 
point of which is the Monte Miktto (6725 ft.). The chief rivers 
on the south-west are the Liri or Garigliano (anc. Lira), with its 
tributary the Sacco (Trent:), the Volturno ( Vollarnsir), Sebeto 
(Sabains), Sarno (Saraus), on the north the Trigno (Trinists), 
Hifemo (Tiler:ass), and Fortore (Frerdo). The promontory of 
Monte Gargano, on the east, is completely isolated, and so are the 
volcanic groups near Naples. The district is traversed from 
orth-west to south-east by the railway from Sulmona to 

Benevento and on to Avellino, and from south-west to north-
east by the railways from Caianello via hernia to Campobasso 
and Termoli, from Caserta to Benevento and Foggia, and from 
Nocera and Avellino to Rocchetta S. Antonio, the junction for 
Foggia, Spinazzola (for Barletta, Bari, and Taranto) and Potenza. 
Roman roads followed the same lines as the railways: the Via 
Appia ran from Capua to Benevento, whence the older road 
went to Venom and Taranto and so to Brinclisi, while the Via 
Traiana.ran nearly to Foggia and thence to Bari. 

The valley of the Ofanto (Angus), which runs into the 
Adriatic close to Barletta, marks the northern termination of 
the first range of the Lucanian Apennines (now Basilicata), 
which runa from east to west, while south of the valleys of the 
Sele (on the west) and Basiento (on the east)-- ,which form the 
line followed by the railway from Battipaglia via Potenza to 

This river (ane. Ass's) was the boundary of Italy proper in the 
3rd and 2nd centuries a.c. 

The Monte Comm to the south of Anemia, was originally an 
island of the Pliocene sea. 

Metaponto—the second range begins to run due north and 
south as far as the plain of Sibari (Sybara). The highest point 
is the Monte Pollino (7325 ft.). The chief rivers are the Sete 
(Silanis)—joined by the Negro (Tanager) and Calore (Celer)— 
on the west, and the Bradano (Bradanns), Basiento (Caraentas), 
Agri (Aciris), Sinai (Siris) on the east, which flow into the gulf 
of Taranto; to the south of the last-named river there ace 
only unimportant streams flowing into the sea east and west, 
inasmuch as here the width of the peninstlia diminishes to some 
ao m. The railway running south from Sicignano to Lagonegro, 
ascending the valley of the Negro, is planned to extend to 
Cosenza, along the line followed by the ancient Via Popilia, 
which beyond Cosenza reached the west coast at Terim and 
thence followed it to Reggio The Via Hercuhia, a branch of 
the Via Traiana, ran from Aequum Tuticum to the ancient 
Nerulum. At the narrowest point the plain of Sibari, through 
which the rivers Coscile (Sybaris) and Crati (Credits) flow to 
the sea, occurs on the east coast, extending halfway across the 
peninsula. Here the limestone Apennines proper cease and the 
granite mountains of Calabria (anc. Bndlii) begin. The first 
group extends as far as the isthmus formed by the gulfs of S. 
Eufemia and Squillace; it is known as the Sila, and the highest 
point reached is 633o ft. (the Bette Donato). The forests which 
covered it in ancient times supplied the Greeks and Sicilians 
with timber for shipbuilding. The railway from S. Eufemia to 
Catanzaro and Catanzaro Marina crosses the isthmus, and an 
ancient road may have run from Squillace to Monteleone. The 
second group extends to the south end of the Italian peninsula, 
culminating in the Aspromonte (6420 ft.) to the east of Reggio 
di Calabria. In both groups the rivers are quite unimportant. 

Character.—The Apennines are to some extent clothed with 
forests, though these were probably more extensive in classical 
times (Pliny mentions especially pine, oak and beech woods, 
Hist. Nat ;mi. 177); they have indeed been greatly reduced in 
comparatively modern times by indiscriminate timber-felling, 
and though serious attempts at realforestation have been made 
by the government, much remains to bedone. They also furnish 
considerable summer pastures, especially in the Abruzzi: Pliny 
(Hist. Nal. xi. 240) praises the cheese of the Apennines. In the 
forests wolves were frequent, and still are found, the flocks being 
protected against them by large sheepdogs; bears, however, 
which were known In Roman times, have almost entirely dis-
appeared. Nor are the wild goats called raw, spoken of by 
Varro (R. R. II. i. 5), which may have been either chamois 
or steiobock, to be found. Brigandage appears to have been 
prevalent in Roman times in the remoter parts of the Apennines, 
as it was until recently: an inscription found near the Furlo 
pass was set up in A.D. 246 by an meatus Augauli (a member 
of a picked corps) on special police duty with a detachment of 
twenty men from the Ravenna fleet (G. Henzen in Riimische 
Mittedungen, i887, 14). Snow lies on the highest peaks of the 
Apennines for almost the whole year. The range produces no 
minerals, but there are a considerable number of good mineral 
springs, some of which are thermal (such as Bagni di Lucca, 
Monte Catini, Monsummano, Panetta, Telese, while others 
are cool (such as Nocera, Sangemini, Cinciano, &c.), the water 
of which is both drunk on the spot and sold as table water 
elsewhere. (T. As.) 

Geology.—The Apennines are the continuation of the Alpine 
chain, but the individual zones of the Alps cannot be traced into 
the Apennines. The zone of the Brianconnais (see Airs) may 
be followed as far as the Gulf of Genoa, but scarcely beyond, 
unless it is represented by the Trial and older beds of the Apuan 
Alps. The inner zone of crystalline and schistose rocks which 
forms the main chain of. the Alps, is absent in the Apennines 
except towards the southern end. The Apennines, indeed, 
consist almost entirely of Mesozoic and Tertiary beds, like the 
outer zones of the Alps. Remnants of a former inner zone of 
more ancient rocks may be seen in the Apuan Alps, in the islands 
off the Tuscan coast, in the Catena Metallifera, Cape Circe° and 
the island of Zannone, as well as in the Calabrian peninsula. 
These remnants lie at a comparatively low level, and excepting 
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the Apuan Alps and the Calabrian peninsula they do not now 
form any part of the Apennine chain. But that in Tertiary 
times there was a high interior zone of crystalline rocks is 
indicated by the character of the Eocene beds in the southern 
Apennines. These are formed to a large extent of thick con-
glomerates which are full of pebbles and boulders of granite and 
schist. Many of the boulders are of considerable size and they 
are often still angular, There is now no crystalline region from 
which they could reach their present position; and this-and 
other considerations have led the followers of E. Suess to conclude 
that even in Tertiary times a large land mass consisting of 
ancient rocks occupied the space which is now covered by the 
southern portion of the Tyrrhenian Sea. This old land mass 
has been called Tyrrhenis, and probably extended from Sicily 
into Latium and as far west as Sardinia. On the Italian border 
of this land there was raised a mountain chain with an inner 
crystalline zone and an outer zone of Mesozoic and Tertiary 
beds. Subsequent faulting has caused the subsidence of the 
greater part of Tyrrhenis, including nearly the whole of the 
inner zone of the mountain chain, and has left only the outer 
zones standing as the present Apennines. 

Be this as it may, the Apennines, excepting in Calabria, are 
formed chiefly of Triassic, Jurassic, Cretaceous, Eocene and 
Miocene beds. In the south the deposits, from the Trias to the 
middle Eocene, consist mainly of limestones, and were laid 
down, with a few slight interruptions, upon a quietly subsiding 
sea-floor. In the later 'part of the Eocene period began the 
folding which gave rise to the existing chain. The sea grew 
shallow, the deposits became conglomeratic and shaly, volcanic 
eruptions began, and the present folds of the Apennines were 
initiated. The folding and consequent elevation went on until 
the close of the Miocene period when a Considerable subsidence 
took place and the Pliocene sea overspread the lower portions 
of the range. Subsequent elevation, without folding, has raised 
these Pliocene deposits to a considerable height—in some cases 
over 3000 ft. and they now lie almost undisturbed upon the 
older folded beds. This last elevation led to the formation of 
numerous lakes which are now filled up by Pleistocene deposits. 
Both volcanic eruptions and movements of elevation and 
depression continue to the present day on the shores of the 
Tyrrhenian Sea. In the northern Apennines the elevation of the 
sea floor appears to have begun at an earlier period, for the 
Upper Cretaceous of that part of the chain consists largely of 
sandstones and conglomerates. In Calabria the chain consists 
chiefly of crystalline and schistose rocks; it is the Mesozoic and 
Tertiary zone which has here been sunk beneath the sea. 
Similar rocks are found beneath the Trias farther north, in some 
of the valleys of Basilicata. Glaciers no longer exist in the 
Apennines, but Post-Pliocene moraines have been observed in 
Basilicata. 

RE FE RENCES.—G. de Lorenzo. " Studi di geologia nell' Appennino 
Meridionale." dui d. R. Accad. d. Sel. Fig. a Mal., Napoli, ser. 2, 
vol. viii.. no.(1896); F. Sacco. " L' Appennino settentrionak." 
Ball. Soc. r 
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APENRADE, a town of Germany in the Prussian province 
of Schleswig, beautifully situated on the Apenrade Fjord, an 
arm of the Little Belt, 38 m. N. of the town of Schleswig. Pop. 
(aQoo) 5952. It is connected by a branch line with the main 
railway of Schleswig, and possesses a good harbour, which affords 
shelter for a large carrying trade. Fishing, shipbuilding and 
various small factories provide occupation for the population. 
The town is a bathing resort, as is Elisenlund close by. 

APERTURE (from Lat. aperire, to open), an opening. In 
optics, it is that portion of the diameter of an object-glass or 
213i2202 through which light can pass free from obstruction. It 
is equal to the actual diameter of the cylinder of rays admitted 
by a telescope. 

APRIL the Latin word (pl. apices) for the top, tip or peak 
of anything. A diminutive " apiculus " is used in botany. 

APHAEML a name given (from the Gr. Adieu+, invisible) 
to certain dark-coloured igneous rocks which are so fine-grained 
that their component minerals are not detected by the unaided  

eye. They consist essentially of plagioclase felspar, with horn-
blende or augite, and may contain also biotite, quartz and a 
limited amount of orthoclase. Although a few authorities still 
recognize the aphanites as a distinct class, most systematic 
petrologists, at the present time, have discarded it, and regard 
these rocks as merely structural fades of other species. Those 
which contain hornblende are uniform, fine-grained diorites, 
vogesites, &c., while when pyroxene predominates they are 
ascribed to the dolerites, quartz-dolerites, &c. Hence, any rock 
which is compact, crystalline and fine grained, is frequently 
said to be aphanilic, without implying exactly to which of the 
principal rock groups it really belongs. 

APHASIA h  (from Gr. a, privative, and &dm, speech), a term 
which means literally inability to speak, and is used to denote 
various defects in the comprehension and expression of both 
spoken and written language which result from lesions of the 
brain. Aphasic disorders may be classed in two groups:—finst, 
receptive or sensory aphasia, which comprises (a) inability to 
understand spoken language (auditory aphasia), and (b) inability 
to read (visual aphasia, or alexia); second, emissive or motor 
aphasii, under which category are included (a) inability to speak 
(motor vocal aphasia, or aphernio), and (b) inability to write 
(motor graphic aphasia, or agraphia). It has been shown that 
each of these defects is produced by destruction of a special 
region of the cortex of the brain. These regions, which are 
termed the speech centres, are, in right-banded people, situated 
in the left cerebral hemisphere; this is the reason why aphasia 
is so commonly associated with paralysis of the right side of the 
body. 

A study of the acquisition of the faculty of speech throws 
light upon the education of the speech centres, and helps to 
elucidate their physiological interaction and the phenomena of 
aphasia. The auditory speech centre is the first to show signs 
of functional activity, for within a few months of birth the child 
begins to understand spoken language. Sonic months later the 
motor vocal speech centre begins to functionate. The memories 
of the auditory word images which are stored up in the auditory 
speech centre play a most important part in the process of 
learning to speak. The child born deaf grows up mute. The 
visual speech centre comes into activity when the child is taught 
to read. Again, when he learns to write and thus begins to 
educate his graphic centre, he is constantly calling upon his 
visual speich centre for the visual images of the words he wishes 
to produce. From these remarks it will be seen that there is a 
very intimate association between the auditory speech centre 
and the motor vocal speech centre, also between the visual speech 
centre and the graphic centre. 

Auditory Apkosia. —The auditory speech centre is situated in 
the posterior part of the first and second temporo-sphenoidal 
convolutions on the left aide of the brain. Destruction of this 
centre causes " auditory aphasia." Hearing is unimpaired but 
spoken language is quite unintelligible. The subject of auditory 
aphasia may be compared to an individual who is listening to a 
foreign language of which he does not understand a word. 
Word deafness, a term often used as synonymous with auditory 
aphasia, is misleading and should be abandoned. Auditory 
aphasia commonly . interferes with vocal expression, for the 

In 1906 Pierre Marie of Paris expressed views (La Semaine 
medicate. May 23 and October 17, and elsewhere) upon the ques-
tion of aphasia which have given nse to much animated cont 
since they are in many respects at complete variance w7thefge 
classical conception which has been represented in the present . 
article Marie holds that Brow's convolution plays no special rale 
in the function of speech. He admits that a lesion in the region of 
the lenticular nucleus is followed by inability to speak. but this 
defect is, in his opinion, to be regarded as an anarthria. He further 
admits the production of sensory aphasia—the aphasia of Wernicke, 
as he prefers to call it after its discoverer—by lesions which destroy 
the angular and supramarginal gyri. and the upper two tempera 
sphenoidal convolutions, but he regards the essential foundation of 
sensory aphasia as a diminution of intelligence. There are, in his 
opinion. no sensory images of language. Motor aphasia is. he believes. 
nothing more than a combination of sensory aphasia and anarthria. 
These conclusions have been vigorously attacked, more especially 
by Dejerine of Paris (La Prase saificsk. July mob and elsewhere). 
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majority of people when they speak do so by recalling the 
auditory memories of words stored up in the auditory speech 
centre. Amnesia ',abatis is employed to designate failure to 
call up in the memory the images of words which are needed for 
purposes of vocal expression or silent thought 

Visual Aphasia or Akzia.—The visual speech centre, which is 
located in the left angular gyrus, is connected with the two 
centres for vision which are situated one in either occipital lobe. 
Destruction of the visual speech centre produces visual aphasia 
or alexia. Word blindness, sometimes used as the equivalent 
of visual aphasia, is, like word deafness, a misleading term. 
The individual is not blind, he sees the words and letters per-
fectly, but they appear to him as unintelligible cyphers. When 
the visual speech centre is destroyed, the memories of the visual 
images of words are obliterated and interference with writing, 
a consequence of amnesia ',abatis, results. On the other hand, 
when the lesion is situated deeply in the occipital lobe, and does 
not implicate the cortex, but merely cuts off the connexions of 
the angular gyrus with both visual centres, agraphia is not 
produced, for the visual word centre and its connexion with 
the graphic centre are still intact (pure, or sub-cortical word 
blindness). 

Motor Vocal Aphasia or A pieentia.—The centre for motor 
vocal speech is situated in the posterior part of the third left 
frontal convolution and extends on to the foot of the left ascend-
ing frontal convolution (Brace's convolution). Complete destruc-
tion of this region produces loss of speech, although it often 
happens that a few words, such as " yes " and " no," and, it 
may be, emotional exclamations such as "Ohl dear!" and the 
like are retained. The utterance of unintelligible sounds is still 
possible, however, and there is neither defective voice production 
(aphasia) nor paralysis of the mechanism of articulation. The 
individual can recall the auditory and visual images of the words 
which he wishes to use, but his memory for the complicated, 
co-ordinated movements which he acquired in the process of 
learning to speak, and which are necessary for vocal expression, 
has been blotted out In the great majority of cases of motor 
vocal aphasia there is associated agraphia, a circumstance which 
is perhaps to be accounted for by the proximity of the graphic 
centre. When the lesion is situated below the cortex of Broca's 
convolution but destroys the fibres which pass from it towards 
the internal capsule, agraphia is not produced (sub-cortical or 
pure motor vocal aphasia). Destruction of the auditory speech 
centre is, as we have seen, commonly accompanied by more or 
less interference with vocal speech, a consequence of amnesia 
verbalis. 

A gra phia.—Discussion still rages as to the presence of a special 
writing centre. Those who favour the separate existence of a 
graphic centre locate it in the second left frontal convolution. 
It may be that the want of unanimity as to the graphic 
centre is to be explained by an anatomical relationship so close 
between the graphic centre and that for the fine movement of 
the hand that a lesion in this situation which produces agraphia 
must at the same time cause a paralysis of the hand. Destruction 
of the visual speech centre by obliterating the visual memories of 
words (amnesia verbalis) produces agraphia. Further, several 
instances are on record in which agraphia has followed destruc-
tion of the commissure between the visual speech centre and the 
graphic centre. As already mentioned, agraphia is very often 
associated with motor vocal aphasia. 

A number of aphasic defects are met with in addition to those 
already mentioned. Thus paraphasia is a condition in which 
the patient makes use of words other than those he intends. 
He may mix up his words so that his conversation is quite 
unintelligible. In the most pronounced forms he gabbles away, 
employing unrecognizable sounds in place of words (jargon and 
gibberish aphasia). Paragraphia is a similar defect which occurs 
in writing. Both paraphasia and paragraphia may be produced 
by partial lesions of the sensory speech centres or of the coin-
missures which connect these with the motor centres. Object 
blindness (syn. mind-blindness) refers to an inability to recognize 
an object or its uses by the aid of sight alone. The probable  

explanation would seem to be that the ordinary. centre for vision 
has been isolated from the other sensory centres with which it 
is connected. Not uncommonly there is associated visual 
aphasia. Optic aphasia was introduced to designate a somewhat 
similar state in which, although the uses of an object are recog-
nized, the patient cannot name it at sight, yet, if it is of such a 
nature that it appeals directly to one of the other senses, he may 
at once be able to name it. Tactile aphasia is a rare defect in 
which there exists an inability to recogniie an object by touch 
alone although the qualities which, under normal circumstances, 
suffice for its detection can be accurately described. A mania, 
or loss of the musical faculty, may occur in association with or 
independent of aphasia. There is reason for believing that 
special receptive and emissive centres exist for the musical 
sense exactly analogous to those for speech. 

The speech centres are all supplied by the left middle cerebral 
artery. When this artery is blocked close to its origin by an 
embolus or thrombus, total aphasia results. It may be, however, 
that only one of the smaller branches of the artery is obstruct d, 
and, according to the region of the brain to which this branch 
is distributed, one or more of the speech centres may be destroyed. 
Occlusion of the left posterior cerebral artery causes extensive 
softening of the occipital lobe and produces pure word blindness. 
Further, a tumour, abscess, haemorrhage or meningitis may be 
so situated as to damage or destroy the individual speech centres 
or their connecting commissures. The amount of recovery to 
be expected in any given case depends upon the nature, situation 
and extent of the lesion, and upon the age of the patient Even 
after complete destruction of the speech centres, perfect recovery 
may take place, for the centres in the right hemisphere of the 
brain are capable of education. This is only possible in young 
individuals. In the great majority of instances the nature of 
the lesion is such as to render futile all treatment directed 
towards its removal. In suitable cases, however, the education 
of the right side of the brain may be very greatly assisted by an 
intelligent application of scientific methods. 

Itl.100 RA PIIY.—Broca. Bulletin de la Stu, if analomique (1861): 
Wernicke. Der Aphasische Symplomen-comidex (Breslau, 1874)• 
Kussmaul, Ztemssen's Ovlopaedus, vol. xiv. p. 759; Wyllie. The 
Disorders of Speech (,ftias); Elder, Aphasia and the Cerebral Speech 
Mechanism (1897);  Collins, The Faculty of .;Tech (1897): Bastian, 
Aphasia and other Speech Defects (1898); Byrom Bramwell, "NVill. 
making and Aphasia." British Medical Journal (1897); "The 
Morison Lectures on Aphasia," The Lancet (1906). Sec also the 
works of Charcot, liughlings Jackson, Dejerine, Lichtheim, Pints. 
Grasset, Ross, Broadbent, Mills, Bateman. Miralli6, Exam, Marie 
and others. O. B. T.) 

APHELION (from Cr. its6, from, and #)Xtos, sun), in astronomy, 
that point of the orbit of a planet at which it is most distant 
from the sun. Apogee, Apocentrc, Aposaturnium, Atc. are terms 
applied to those points of the orbit of a body moving around a 
centre of force—as the Earth, Saturn, &c.—at which it is 
farthest from the central body. 

APHEMIA (from Gr. a, without, and Man, speech), in patho-
logy, the loss of the power of speech (see APHASIA). 

APHIDES (pl. of Aphis), minute insects, also known as 
" plant-lice," " blight," and " green-fly," belonging to the 
homopterous division of the order Hemiptera, with long antennae 
and legs, two-jointed, two-clawed tarsi, and usually a pair of 
abdominal tubes through which a waxy secretion is exuded. 
These tubes were formerly supposed to secrete the sweet substance 
known as " honey-dew " so much sought after by ants; but 
this is now known to come from the alimentary canal. Both 
winged and wingless forms of both sexes occur, and the wings 
when present are normal in number, that is to say two pairs. 
Apart from their importance from the economic standpoint. 
Aphides are chiefly remarkable for the phenomena connected 
with the propagation of the species. The following brief 
summary of what takes place in the plant-louse of the rose 
(A phis rosac), may be regarded as typical of the family, though 
exceptions occur in other species. Eggs produced in the autumn 
by fertilized females remain on the plant through the wintor 
and hatching in the spring give rise to. female individuals 
which may be winged or wingless. From these females are born 
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parthenogenetically, that is to say without the intervention of 
males, and by a process that has been compared to internal bud-
ding, large numbers of young resembling their parents in every 
particular except size, which themselves reproduce their kind 
in the same way. This process continues throughout the summer; 
generation after generation being produced until the number 
of descendants from a single individual of the spring-hatched 
brood may amount to very many thousands. In the autumn 
winged males appear, union between the sexes takes place and 
the females lay the fertilized eggs which are destined to carry 
the species through the cold months of winter. If, however, 
the food-plant is grown in a conservatory where protection 
against cold is afforded, the aphides may go on reproducing 
agamogenetically without cessation for many years together. 
Not the least interesting features connected with this strange 
life-history are the facts that the young may be born by the 
oviparous or viviparous methods and either gamogenetically 
or agamogenetically, and may develop into winged forms or 
remain wingless, and that the males only appear in any number 
at the close of the season. Although the factors which determine 
these phenomena are not dearly understood, it is believed that 
the appearance of the males is connected with the increasing 
cold of autumn and the growing scarcity of food, and that the 
birth of winged females is similarly associated with decrease in 
the quantity or vitiation of the quality of the nourishment 
imbibed. Sometimes the winged females migrate from the 
plant they were born on to start fresh colonies on others often 
of quite a different kind. Thus the apple blight (Aphis mall) 
after producing many generations of apterous females on its 
typical food-plant gives rise to winged forms which fly away 
and settle upon grass or corn-stalks. 

Closely related to the typical aphides is Phylloxera vastalrix, 
the insect which causes enormous loss by attacking the leaves 
and roots of vines. Its life-history is somewhat similar to that of 
Aphis rosae summarized above. In the autumn a single fertile 
egg is laid by apterous females in a crevice of the hark of the 
vine where it is protected during the winter. From this egg in 
the spring emerges an apterous female who makes a gall in the 
new leaf and lays therein a large number of eggs. Some of the 
apterous young that are hatched from these form fresh galls 
and continue to multiply in the leaves, others descend to the 
toot of the plant, becoming what are known as root-forms. 
These, like the parent form of spring, reproduce parthenogenetic-
ally, giving rise to generation after generation of egg-laying 
individuals. In the course of the summer, from some of these 
eggs are hatched females which acquire wings and lay eggs from 
which wingless males and females are born. From the union of 
the sexes comes the fertile egg from which the parent form of 
spring is hatched. 

See generally G. B. Buckton, British Aphides (Ray Soc. 1876- 
1883): also ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY. 	 (R. I. P.) 

APHORISM (from the Gr. 8.4,oplretv, to define), literally a 
distinction or a definition, a term used to describe a principle 
expressed tersely in a few telling words or any general truth 
conveyed in a short and pithy sentence, in such a way that when 
once heard.it is unlikely to pass from the memory. The name 
was first used in the Aphorisms of Hippocrates, a long series of 
propositions concerning the symptoms and diagnosis of disease 
and the art of healing and medicine. The term came to be 
applied later to other sententious statements of physical science, 
and later still to statements of all kinds of principles. Care 
must be taken not to confound aphorisms with axioms. Aphor-
isms came into being as the result of experience, whereas axioms 
are self-evident truths, requiring no proof, and appertain to 
pure reason. Aphorisms have been especially used in dealing with 
subjects to which no methodical or scientific treatment was 
applied till late, such as art, agriculture, medicine, jurisprudence 
and politics. The Aphorisms of Hippocrates form far the most 
celebrated as well as the earliest collection of the kind, and it 
may be interesting to quote a few examples. " Old men support 
abstinence well: people of a ripe age less well: young folk 
badly, and children less well than all the rest, particularly those  

of them who are very lively." " Those who are very fat by nature 
are more exposed to die suddenly than those who are thin." 
" Those who eject foaming blood, eject it from the lung." 
" When two illnesses arrive at the same time, the stronger 
silences the weaker." The first aphorism, perhaps the best 
known of all, which serves as a kind of introduction to the book, 
runs as follows:—" Life is short, art is long, opportunity fugitive, 
experimenting dangerous, reasoning difficult: it is necessary 
not only to do oneself what is right, but also to be seconded by 
the patient, by those who attend him, by external circum-
stances." Another famous collection of aphorisms is that of the 
school of Salerno in Latin verse, in which Joanna de Meditano, 
one of the most celebrated doctors of the school of medicine of 
Salerno, has summed up the precepts of this school. The book 
was dedicated to a king of England. It is a disputed point as 
to which king, some authorities dating the publication as at zo66, 
others assigning a later date. The dedication gives the following 
excellent advice:— 

" Anglorum regi ambit schola tots Saiernae. 
Si vis incolumem, si vis to redclere sanum, 
Curas toile graves: irasci credo profanum: 
Parce mero: coenato parum: non sit tibi venom 
Surgere post epulast somnum fuge meddianum: • 
Ne rnictum retine, nec comprime fortiter arum: 
Haec bene si serves, to longo tempore vivo." 

Another collection of aphorisms, also medical and also in 
Latin, is that of the Dutchman Hermann Boerhaave, published 
at Leiden in the year nog; it gives a terse summary of the 
medical knowledge prevailing at the time, and is of great interest 
to the student of the history of medicine. 

APHRAATES (a Greek form of the Persian name Aphrahat or 
Pharhadh), a Syriac writer belonging to the middle of the 4th 
century A. o., who composed a series of twenty-three expositions 
or homilies on points of Christian doctrine and practice. The 
first ten were written in 337, the following twelve in 344, and 
the last in 343.,  The author was early known as itakkimil 
phdrsdyd ("the Persian sage "), was a subject of Sapor II., and 
was probably of heathen parentage and himself a convert from 
heathenism. He seems at some time in his life to have assumed 
the name of Jacob, and is so entitled in the colophon to a MS. 
Of A.D. St a which contains twelve of his homilies. Hence he was 
already by Gennadius of Marseilles (before 496) confused with 
Jacob, bishop of Nisibis; and the ancient Armenian version of 
nineteen of the homilies has been published under this latter 
name. But (s) Jacob of Nisibis, who attended the council of 
Nicaea, died in 338; and (2) our author, being a Persian subject, 
cannot have lived at Nisibis, which became Persian only by 
Jovian's treaty of 363. That his name was Aphraha( or 
Pharhadh we learn from comparatively late writers—Bar Bahia' 
(loth century), Elias of Nisibis (11th), Bar-Hebraeus, and 
'Abhd-Ishe'. George, bishop of the Arabs, writing in A.D. 714 to a 
friend who had sent him a series of questions about the " Persian 
sage," confesses ignorance of his name, home and rank, but 
infers from his homilies that he was a monk, and of high esteem 
among the clergy. The fact that in 344 he was selected to draw 
up a circular letter from a council of bishops and other clergy to 
the churches of Seleucia and Ctesiphon and elsewhere—included 
in our collection as homily r4—is held by Dr W. Wright and 
others to prove that he was a bishop. According to a marginal 
note in a 14th-century MS. (B.M. Orient 1017), he was " bishop 
of Mar Mattel," a famous monastery near Mosul, but it is un-
likely that this inatitution existed so early. The homilies of 
Aphraates are intended to form, as Professor Burkitt has shown,. 
" a full and ordered exposition of the Christian faith." The 
standpoint is that of the Syriac-speaking church, before it was 
touched by the Arian controversy. Beginning with faith as the 
foundation, the writer proceeds to build up the structure of 
doctrine and duty. The first ten homilies, which form one 
division completed in 337, are without polemical reference; 

5  Horn. 1-as begin with the letters of the Syriac alphabet In suc-
cession. Their present order in the Syriac MSS. is therefore riOt. 
The ancient Armenian version, published by Antonelli in 1756. has 
only to of the homilies, and those in a somewhat different order. 
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their subjects are faith, love,•fasting, prayer, wars (a somewhat 
mysterious setting forth of the conflict between Rome and 
Persia under the imagery of Daniel), the sons of the covenant 
(monks or ascetics), penitents, the resurrection, humility, 
pastors. Those numbered t t -as, written in 344,  are almost all 
directed against the Jews; the subjects are circumcision, 
passover, the sabbath, persuasion (the encyclical letter referred 
to above), distinction of meats, the substitution of the Gentiles 
for the Jews, that Christ is the Son of God, virginity and holiness, 
whether the Jews have been finally rejected or are yet to be 
restored, provision for the poor, persecution, death and the last 
times. The 23rd homily, on the " grape kernel " (Is. lxv. 8), 
written in 344, forms an appendix on the Messianic fulfilment of 
prophecy, together with a treatment of the chronology from 
Adam to Christ. Aphraates impresses a reader favourably by 
his moral earnestness, his guilelessness, his moderation in con-
troversy, the simplicity of his style and language, his saturation 
with the ideas and words of Scripture. On the other hand, be is 
full of cumbrous repetition, he lacks precision in argument and 
is prone to digression, his quotations from Scripture are often 
inappropriate, and he is greatly influenced by Jewish exegesis. 
He is particularly fond of arguments about numbers. How 
wholly he and his surroundings were untouched by the Arian 
conflict may be judged from the irth homily—" that Christ is 
the Son of God." He argues that, as the name God " or " Son 
of God " was given in the O.T. to men who were worthy, and as 
God does not withhold from men a share in His attributes—such 
as sovereignty and fatherhood—it was fitting that Christ who 
has wrought salvation for mankind should obtain this highest 
name. From the frequency of his quotations, Aphraates is a 
specially important witness to the form in which the Gospels 
were read in the Syriac church in his day; Zahn and others 
have shown that he—mainly at least—used the Diatessaron. 
Finally, he bears important contemporary witness to the suffer-
ings of the Christian church in Persia under Sapor (Shapur) IL 
as well as the moral evils which had infected the church, to the 
sympathy of Persian Christians with the cause of the Roman 
empire, to the condition of early monastic institutions, to the 
practice of the Syriac church in regard to Easter, &c. 

Editions by W. Wright (London, 1869), and J. Parisot (with 
Latin translation, Paris, 1894); the ancient Armenian version of 
tg homilies edited, translated into Latin, and annotated by Anto-
nelli (Rome, 1756). Besides translations of particular homilies by 
G. Bicicell and F. W. Budge, the whole have been translated by 
G. Bert (Leipzig, 1888). (A. also C. J. F. Same. Prokg. is elphr. 
Sapienlis Persas sermons hontikticos (Leipzig, 1879); Jr. Forget, 
De Vita et Seriphs Apliraatis (Louvain, 1882); F. C. Burkitt, Early 
Eastern Christianity (London, tgos); J. Labourt, Le Christianisme 
dans respire peese (Paris, zoos); J. Zahn, Forschungen I.; 
" Aphraates and the Diatessaron," vol. ii. pp. 180.186 of Burkitt's 
Evangel ion Da-Mepharreshe (Cambridge, tgo4): articles on 
" Aphraates and Monasticism," by R. H. Connolly and Burkitt 
in Journal of Theological Stu dies  pp. 522-539; (tisio6) pp. 
o- t15. 	 (N. M.) 

APHRODITE,' the Greek goddess of love and beauty, counter-
part of the Roman Venus. Although her myth and cult were 
essentially Semitic, she soon became Hellenized and was admitted 
to a place among the deities of Olympus. Some mythologists 
hold that there already existed in the Greek system an earlier 
goddess of love, of similar attributes, who was absorbed by the 
Asiatic importation; and one writer (A. Enmann) goes so far 
as to deny the oriental origin of Aphrodite altogether. It is 
therefore necessary first to examine the nature and character-
istics of her Eastern prototype, and then to see bow far they 
reappear in the Greek Aphrodite. 

Among the Semitic peoples (with the notable exception of 
the Hebrews) a supreme female deity was worshipped under 
different names—the Assyrian Ishtar, the Phoenician Ashtoreth 
(Astarte), the Syrian Atargatis (Derketo), the Babylonian Belit 
(Mylitta), the Arabian Ilat (Al-ilat). The article " Aphrodite " 

No satisfactory etymology of the name has been given; although 
the first part is usually referred to &Opal (" the sea loam"), it is 
equally probable that it is of Eastern origin. F. Homan (Jahrbdclser 
IS, dassische philclogk, easy., 1882) explains it as a corruption of 
Ashtoreth; for other derivations see 0. Gruppe, Gneekische Mytho-
logic, ii. p.1343, note a.  

in Roacher's Lexikos der Mythologic is based upon the theory 
that all these were originally moon-goddesses, on which assump-
tion all their functions are explained. This view, however, has 
not met with general acceptance, on the ground that, in Semitic 
mythology, the moon is always a male divinity; and that the 
full moon and crescent, found as attributes of Astarte, are due 
to a misinterpretation of the sun's disk and cow's horns of Isis, 
the result of the dependence of Syrian religious art upon Egypt. 
On the other band, there is some evidence in ancient authorities 
(Herodian v. 6, so; Lucian, De Dee Syria, 4) that Astarte and 
the moon were considered identical. 

This oriental Aphrodite was worshipped as the bestower of 
all animal and vegetable fruitfulness, and under this aspect 
especially as a goddess of women. This worship was degraded 
by repulsive practices (e.g. religious prostitution, self-mutilation), 
which subsequently made their way to centres of Phoenician 
influence, such as Corinth and Mount Eryx in Sicily. In this 
connexion may be mentioned the idea of a divinity, half male, 
half female, uniting in itself the active and passive functions of 
creation, a symbol of luxuriant growth and productivity. Such 
was the bearded Aphrodite of Cyprus, called Apluoditos by 
Aristophanes according to Macrobius, who mentions a statue 
of the androgynous divinity in his Saturnalia (iii. 8. 2; see also 
HERMAPHRODITIIS). The moon, by its connexion with men-
struation, and as the cause of the fertilizing dew, was regarded as 
exercising an influence over the entire animal and vegetable 
creation. 

The Eastern Aphrodite was closely related to the sea and the 
element of moisture; in fact, some consider that she made her 
first appearance on Greek soil rather as a marine divinity than 
as a nature goddess. According to Syrian ideas, as a fish goddess, 
she represented the fructifying power of water. At Ascalon 
there was a lake full of fish near the temple of Atargatis-Derketo, 
into which she was Said to have been thrown together with her 
son Ichthys (fish) as a punishment for her arrogance, and to 
have been devoured by fishes; according to another version, 
ashamed of her amour with a beautiful youth, which resulted 
in the birth of Semiramis, she attempted to drown herself, but 
was changed into a fish with human face (sec ArAnGsmS). At 
Hierapolis (Bambyce) there was a pool with an altar in the 
middle, sacred to the goddess, where a festival was held, at which 
her images were carried into the water. Her connexion with the 
sea is explained by the influence of the moon on the tides, and 
the idea that the moon, like the sun and the stars, came up from 
the ocean. 

The oriental Aphrodite is connected with the lower world, and 
came to be looked upon as one of its divinities. Thus, Ishtar 
descends to the kingdom of Ilat the queen of the dead, to find 
the means of restoring her favourite Tammuz (Adon, Adonis) 
to life. During her stay all animal and vegetable productivity 
ceases, to begin again with her return to earth—a clear indication 
of the conception of her as a goddess of fertility. This legend, 
which strikingly resembles. that of Persephone, probably refers 
to the decay of vegetation in winter, and the reawakening of 
nature in spring (cf. HYACINTHUS). The lunar theory connects 
it with the disappearance of the moon at the time of change or 
during an eclipse. 

Another aspect of her Character is that of a warlike goddess, 
armed with spear or bow, sometimes wearing a mural crown, 
as sovereign lady and protectress of the locality where she was 
worshipped. The spear and arrows are identified with the 
beams of the sun and moon. 

The attributes of the goddess were the ram, the be-goat, the 
dove, certain fish, the cypress, myrtle and pomegranate, the 
animals being symbolical of fertility, the plants remedies against 
sterility. 

The worship of Aphrodite at an early date was introduced 
into Cyprus, Cythem and Crete by Phoenician colonists, whence 
it spread over the whole of Greece, and as far west as Italy and 
Sicily. In Crete she has been identified with Ariadne, who, 
according to one version of her story, was put ashore in Cyprus, 
where she died and was buried in a grove called after the name 
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of Ariadne-Aphrodite (L. R. ParneH, Cults of the Greek Stoles, 
u. p. 663). Cyprus was regarded as her true home by the Greeks, 
and Cythera was one of the oldest seats of her worship (cf. her 
titles Cytherea, Cypris, Paphia, Amathusia, Idalia—the last 
three from places in Cyprus). In both these islands there 
lingered a definite tradition of a connexion with the cult of the 
oriental Aphrodite Urania, an epithet which will be referred to 
later. The oriental features of her worship as practised at 
Corinth are due to its early commercial relations with Asia 
Minor; the fame of her temple worship on Mount Eryx spread 
to Carthage, Rome and Latium. 

In the Iliad, Aphrodite is the daughter of Zeus and Dione, a 
name by which she herself is sometimes called. This has been 
supposed to point to a confusion between Aphrodite and Hebe, 
the daughter of Zeus and Hera, Dione being an Epirot name 
for the last-named goddess: In the Odyssey, she is the wife of 
Hephaestus, her place being taken in the Iliad by Charts, the 
personification of grace and divine skill, possibly supplanted 
by Aphrodite, the goddess of love and beauty. Her amour 
with Ares, by whom she became the mother of Harmonia, the 
wife of Cadmus, is famous (Oct. viii. 266). From her relations 
with these acknowledged Hellenic divinites it is argued that there 
once existed a primitive Greek goddess of love. This view is 
examioed in detail and rejected by Farnell pp. 61g-626). 

It is admitted that few traces remain of direct relations of the 
Greek goddeia to the moon, although such possibly survive in 
the epithets vaardrans, lan4pla

' 
 ohparla. It suggested that 

this is due to the fact that, at the time of the adoption of the 
oriental goddess, the Greeks already possessed lunar divinities 
in Hecate, Selene, Artemis. But, although her connexion with 
the moon has practically disappeared, in all other aspects a 
development from the Semitic divinity is clearly manifest. 

Aphrodite as the goddess of all fruitfulness in the animal and 
vegetable world is especially prominent In the Homeric hymn 
to Aphrodite she is described as ruling over all living things on 
earth, in the air, and in the water, even the gods being subject 
to her influence. She is the goddess of gardens, especially 
worshipped in spring and near lowlands and marshes, favourable 
to the growth of vegetation. As such in Crete she is called 
Antheia (" the flower-goddess "), at Athens iv Aims (" in the 
gardens "), and Is oraXlioots (" in the reed-beds ") or Is Duo 
(" in the marsh ") at Samos. Her character as a goddess of 
vegetation is clearly shown in the cult and ritual of Adonis 
(e.s.; also Farnell, ii. P. nee) and Attis 440. In the animal 
world she is the goddess of sexual impulse; amongst men, of 
birth, marriage, and family life. To this aspect may be referred 
the names Genetyllis (" bringing about birth "), Arma (apw, 
" to join," i.e., in marriage, cf. Harmonia), Nymphia (" bridal 
goddess "), Kourotrophos (" rearer of boys "). Aphrodite 
Apaturus (see G. M. Hirst in Journal of Hellenic Studies, xxiii., 
iso3) refers to her connexion with the clan and the festival 
Apaturia, at which children were admitted to the pkratrio. It 
is pointed out by Parnell that this cult of Aphrodite, as the 
patroness of married life, is probably a native development of 
the Greek religion, the oriental legends representing her by no 
means as an upholder of the purer relations of man and woman. 
As the goddess of the grosser form of love she inspires both men 
and women with passion (irtorpoOln, " turning them to " 
thoughts of love), or the reverse (Iumerpodia, " turning them 
away "). Upon her male favourites (Paris, Theseus) she bestows 
the fatal gift of seductive beauty, which generally leads to 
disastrous results in the case of the woman (Helen, Ariadne). 
As 'amusing (" contriver ") she acts as an intermediary for 
bringing lovers together, a similar idea being expressed in roil ill 
(of "success" in love, or... matrix). The two epithets asopockdrog 
(" man-slayer ") and odousSpa (" man-preserver ") find an 
illustration in the pseudo-Plautine (in the Mercator) address to 
Astarte, who is described as the life and death, the saviour and 
destroyer of men and gods. It was natural that a personality 
invested with such charms should be regarded as the ideal of 
womanly beauty, but it is remarkable that the only probable 
instance' in which she appears as such is as Aphrodite popes  

(" form ") at Sparta (0. Gruppe suggests the meaning " ghost," 
C. Ttlmpel the " dark one," referring to Aphrodite's connexion 
with the lower world). The function of Aphrodite as the 
patroness of courtesans represents the most degraded form of 
her worship as the goddess of love, and is certainly of Phoenician 
or Eastern origin'. In Corinth there were more than a thousand 
of these iePlPhouXog (" temple slaves "), and wealthy men made 
it a point of honour to dedicate their most beautiful slaves to 
the service of the goddess. 

Like her oriental prototype, the Greek Aphrodite was closely 
connected with the sea. Thus, in the Hesiodic account of her 
birth, she is represented as sprung from the foam which gathered 
round the mutilated member of Uranus, and her name has been 
explained by reference to this. Further proof may be found in 
many of her titles—luvuhooisa (" rising from the sea "), efleXera 
(" giver of prosperous voyages "), la/rovala (" goddess of fair 
weather "), xarturscoria (" she who keeps a look-out from the 
heights ")—in the attribute of the dolphin, and the veneration 
in which she was held by seafarers. Aphrodite Aineias, the 
protectress of the Trojan hero, is probably also another form 
of the maritime goddess of the East (see E. Wilmer, article 
" Aineias " in Reacher's Lexikon, and Farad!. u. p. 638), which 
originated in the Troad, where Aphrodite Aineias may have 
been identical with the earth-goddess Cybele. The title &Perrot 
is connected with the legend of Aeneas, who is said to have 
dedicated to his mother a statue that represented her on horse-
back. Remembering the importance of the horse in the cult 
of the sea-god Poseidon, it is natural to associate it with Aphro-
dite as the sea-goddess, although it may be explained with 
reference to her character as a goddess of vegetation, the horse 
being an embodiment of the corn-spirit (see J. G. Fraser, The 
Golden Bough, ii., moo, p. 28r). 

Like Ishtar, Aphrodite was connected with the lower world. 
Thus, at Delphi there. was an image of Aphrodite issrvidlta 
(" Aphrodite of the tomb "), to which the dead were summoned 
to receive libations; the epithets rosslierpoxos (" grave-digger"), 
parx14 (" goddess of the depths "), pawls (" the dark one "), 
the grave of Ariadne-Aphrodite at Amathus, and the myth of 
Adonis, point in the same direction. 

The cult of the armed Aphrodite probably belongs to the 
earlier period of her worship in Greece, and down to the latest 
period of Greek history she retained this character in some of the 
Greek states. The cult is found not only where oriental influence 
was strongest, but in places remote from it, such as Sparta, 
where she was known by the name of Areia (" the warlike "), 
and there are numerous references in the Anthology to an 
Aphrodite armed with helmet and spear. It is possible that the 
frequent association of Aphrodite with Area is to be explained 
by an armed Aphrodite early worshipped at Thebes, the moat 
ancient scat of the worship of Ares. 

. The most distinctively oriental title of the Greek Aphrodite 
is Urania, the Semitic " queen of the heavens." It has been 
explained by reference to the lunar character of the goddess, 
but more probably signifies " she whose seat is in heaven," 
whence she exercises her sway over the whole world—earth, sea, 
and air alike. Her cult was first established in Cythera, probably 
in connexion with the purple trade, and at Athens it is associated 
with the legendary Porphyrion, the purple king. At Thebes, 
Harmonia (who has been identified with Aphrodite herself) 
dedicated three statues, of Aphrodite Urania, Pandemos, and 
Apostrophia. A few words most be added on the second of 
these titles. There is no doubt that Pandemos was originally an 
extension of the idea of the goddess of family and city life to 
include the whole people, the political community. Hence the 
name was supposed to go back to the time of Theseus, the reputed 
author of the reorganization of Attica and its demos. Aphrodite 
Pandemos was held in equal regard with Urania; she was called 
awl; ("holy"), and was served by priestesses upon whom strict 
chastity was enjoined. In time, however, the meaning of the 
term underwent a change, probably due to the philosophers 
and moralists, by whom a radical distinction was drawn be-
tween Aphrodite Urania and Pandemos. According to Plato 
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(Symposimit, silo), there are two Aphrodites, " the elder, having 
no mother, who is called the heavenly Aphrodite—she is the 
daughter of Uranus; the younger, who is the daughter of Zeus 
and Dione—her we call common." The same distinction is 
found in Xenophon's Symposium (viii. 9), although the author is 
doubtful whether there are two goddesses, or whether Urania 
and Pandemos are two names for the same goddess, just as Zeus, 
although one and the same, has many titles; but in any case, 
he says, the ritual of Urania is purer, more serious, than that of 
Pandemos. The same idea is expressed in the statement (quoted 
by Athenacus, 569d, from Nicander of Colophon) that after 
Solon's time courtesans were put under the protection of Aphro-
dite Pandemos. But there is no doubt that the cult of Aphrodite 
was on the whole as pure as that of any other divinities, and 
although a distinction may have existed in later times between 
the goddess of legal marriage and the goddess of free love, these 
titles do not express the idea. Aphrodite Urania was represented 
in Greek art on a swan, a tortoise or a globe; Aphrodite Pan-
demos as riding on a goat, symbolical of wantonness. (For the 
legend of Theseus and Aphrodite hrtmayia, "on the goat," see 
Farnell, Culls, ii. p. 633.) 

To her oriental attributes the following may be added: the 
sparrow and hare (productivity), the wry-neck (as a love-charm, 
of which Aphrodite was considered the inventor), the swan and 
dolphin (as a marine divinity), the tortoise (explained by Plutarch 
as a symbol of domesticity, but connected by Gruppe with the 
marine deity), the rose, the poppy, and the lime tree. 

In ancient art Aphrodite was at first represented clothed, 
sometimes seated, but more frequently standing; then naked, 
rising from the sea, or after the bath. Finally, all idea of the 
divine vanished, and the artists merely presented her as the 
type of a beautiful woman, with oval face, full of grace and 
charm, languishing eyes, and laughing mouth, which replaced 
the dignified severity and repose of the older forms. The most 
famous of her statues in ancient times was that at Cnidus, the 
work of Praxiteics, which was imitated on the coins of that town, 
and subsequently reproduced in various copies, such as the 
Vatican and Munich. Of existing statues the most famous is 
the Aphrodite of Melos (Venus of Milo), now in the Louvre, 
which was found on the island in 1820 amongst the ruins of the 
theatre; the Capitoline Venus at Rome and the Venus of Capua, 
represented as a goddess of victory (these two exhibit a lofty 
conception of the goddess); the Medicean Venus at Florence, 
found in the porticus of Octavio. at Rome and (probably wrongly) 
attributed to Cleomenes; the Venus stooping in the bath, in the 
Vatican; and the Callipygos at Naples, a specimen of the most 
sensual type. 

For the oriental Aphrodite see E. Meyer, article " Astarte" in 
W. H. Roscher's Lexikon der Mythologic, and Wolf Baudissin, 
articles " Astarte " and " Atargatis " in Herzog-liauck's Real-
encyklopddie far protestantische Theologie; for the Greek, articles 
in Roscher's Lexikon and Pauly-Wissowa's Realencyclopiidie; 
L. Preller, Griechische Mythologic (4th ed. by C. Robert); L. R. 
Farnell, Culls of the Greek States, ii. (x896): 0. Gruppe, Griechische 
Mythologie and Religions geschiclste, ii. (1906) ; L. Dyer, The Gods 
in Greece (1891); A. Enmann, Ay pros and der Ursprung des A phro-
dite-Kults (1886). W. H. Engel, Kypros, ii. (1840, and J. B. Lajard, 
Recherches sus k exile de Venus (1837), may still be consulted with 
advantage. For Aphrodite in art see J. J. Bernoulli, Aphrodite 
(1873); W. J. Stillman, Venus and Apollo in Painting and Sculpture 
(1897). In the article GREEK ART, figs. 71 (p1. v.) and 77 (pl. vi.) 
represent Aphrodite of Cnidus and Melos respectively. U. H. F.) 

APHTHONIUS, of Antioch, Greek sophist and rhetorician, 
flourished in the second half of the 4th century A.D., or even later. 
Nothing is known of his life, except that he was a friend of 
Libanius and of a certain Eutropius, perhaps the author of the 
epitome of Roman history. We possess by him flpeyv ;olio Fara, 
a text-book on the elements of rhetoric, with exercises for the 
use of the young before they entered the regular rhetorical 
schools. They apparently formed an introduction to the Tim 
of Hermogenes. His style is pure and simple, and ancient critics 
praise his " Atticism." The book maintained its popularity as 
late as the 17th century, especially in Germany. A collection of 
forty fables by Apht honius, after the style of Aesop, is also ex t ant. 

Spengel, Rheims Greed, IL; Finckh, A phtlunsii Progynmasmata  

(1865); Hoppichler. Do Theme, liermogene, Apkhoutimpue Pre. 
unmanning,' Scriptoribus 0884); edition of the fables by Furia 
(t8to). 

APHTHONIUS, AELIUS FETUS, Latin grammarian, possibly 
of African origin, lived in the 4th century A.D. He wrote a 
metrical handbook in four books, which has been incorporated 
by Marius Victorious in his system of grammar. 

Keil, Grammatici Latini, vi.: Schultz, Quilnis Anctoribut Aeliss 
Festus Apkthonists suss sit (1885). 

APICIUS, the name of three celebrated Roman epicures. 
The second of these, M. Caving Apicius, who lived under 'Merin., 
is the most famous (Seneca, Canso& ad Helvians, no). He in-
vented various cakes and sauces, and is said to have written on 
cookery. The extant Do Re Coquinaria (ed. Schuch, 1874), • 
collection of receipts, ascribed to one Caelius Apicius, is founded 
on Greek originals, and belongs to the 3rd century A.D. It is 
probable that the real title was Caelii Apicius, Apicius being 
the name of the work (cp. Taciti Agricola), and De Re Coquittaria 
a sub-title. 

APICULTURE (from Lat. epic, a bee), bee-keeping (see BEE). 
So also other compounds of api-. A piarium or apiary, a bee-
house or hive, is used figuratively by old writers for a place of 
industry, e.g. a college. 

APION, Greek grammarian and commentator on Homer, 
born at Oasis in Libya, flourished In the first half of the rat 
century A.D. He studied at Alexandria, and beaded a deputation 
sent to Caligula (in 38) by the Alexandrian to complain of the 
Jews: his charges were answered by Josephus in his Contra 
Apienent. He settled at Rome—it is uncertain when—and 
taught rhetoric till the reign of Claudius. Apion was a man of 
great industry and learning, but extremely vain. He wrote 
several works, which are lost. The well-known story of 
Androclus and the lion, preserved in Aulus Gains, is from his 
Al•yernara; fragments of his rXesrees 'Ogeptital are printed 
in the Elymologicuns Gudianum, ed. Stun, x8r8. 

APIS or HAPIS, the sacred bull of Memphis, in Egyptian Up, 
Hope, Hope. By Manetho his worship is said to have been 
instituted by Kaiechos of the Second Dynasty. Hape is named 
on very early monuments, but little is known of the divine 
animal before the New Kingdom. He was entitled " the re-
newal of the life " of the Memphite god Ptah: but after death 
he became Osorapfs, i.e. the Osiris Apis, just as dead men were 
assimilated to Osiris, the king of the underworld. This Osorapfs 
was identified with Serapis, and may well be really identical 
with him (see SERAPIS): and Greek writers make the Apia an 
incarnation of Osiris, ignoring the connexion with Ptah. Apis 
was the most important of all the sacred animals in Egypt, 
and, like the others, its importance increased as time went on. 
Greek and Roman authors have much to say about Apis, the 
marks by which the black bull-calf was recognized, the manner 
of his conception by a ray from heaven, his house at Memphis 
with court for disporting himself, the mode of prognostication 
from his actions, the mourning at his death, his costly burial 
and the rejoicings throughout the country when a new Apis 
was found. Mariette's excavation of the Serapeum at Memphis 
revealed the tombs of over sixty animals, ranging from the 
time of Amenophis III. to that of Ptolemy Alexander. At first 
each animal was buried In a separate tomb with a chapel built 
above it. Khamuis, the priestly son of Rameses II. (c. z3oes 
s.c.), excavated a great gallery to be lined with the tomb 
chambers; another similar gallery was added by Psammeti- 
chus I. The careful statement of the ages of the animals in 
the later instances, with the regnal dates for their birth, en-
thronization and death have thrown much light on the 
chronology from the XXIInd dynasty onwards. The name 
of the mother-cow and the place of birth are often recorded. 
The sarcophagi are of immense size, and the burial must have 
entailed enormous expense. It is therefore remarkable that 
the priests contrived to bury one of the animals in the fourth 
year of Cambyses. 

See Jablonski, Pantheon, ii.; Budge, Gods of the EgyPtiant, 
350; Mariette-Maspero, Le Strapium de Memphis. (F. LI.. G.) 
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APUTIL in petrology, the name given to intrusive rock in 

which quartz and felspar are the dominant minerals. Aplites 
are usually very fine-grained, white, grey or flesh-coloured, and 
their constituents are visible only with the help of a magnifying 
lens. Dykes and threads of aplite are very frequently to be 
observed traversing granitic bosses; they occur also, though 
in less numbers, in syenites, diorites, quartz-diabases and 
gabbros.. Without doubt they have usually a genetic affinity 
to the rocks they intersect. The aplites of granite areas, for 
example, are the last part of the magma to crystallize, and 
correspond in composition to the quartzo-felspathic aggregates 
which fill up the interspaces between the early minerals in the 
main body of the rock. They bear a considerable resemblance 
to the eutectic mixtures which are formed on the cooling of 
solutions of mineral salts, and remain liquid till the excess of 
either of the components has separated out, finally solidifying 
en mane when the proper proportions of the constituents and a 
suitable temperature are reached. The essential components 
of the aplites are quartz and alkali felspar (the latter usually 
orthoclase or microperthite). Crystallization has been appar-
ently rapid (as the rocks are so fine-grained), and the ingredients 
have solidified almost at the same time. Hence their crystals 
are rather imperfect and fit closely to one another in a sort of 
fine mosaic of nearly equi-dimensional grains. Porphyritic 
felspars occur occasionally and quartz more seldom; but the 
relation of the aplites to quartz-porphyries, granophyres and 
felsitea is very dose, as all these rocks have nearly the same 
chemical composition. Yet the aplites associated with diorites 
and quartz-diabases differ in minor respects from the common 
aplites, which accompany granites. The accessory minerals 
of these rocks are principally oligoclase, muscovite, apatite and 
zircon. Biotite and all ferromagnesian minerals rarely appear 
in them, and never are in considerable amount. Riebeckite-
granites (paisanites) have close affinities to aplites, shown 
especially in the prevalence of alkali felspars. Tourmaline also 

- occurs in some aplites. The rocks of this group are very frequent 
in all areas where masses of granite are known. They form 
dykes and irregular veins which may be only a few inches or 
many feet in diameter. Less frequently aplite forms stocks 
or bosses, or occupies the edges or irregular portions of the 
interior of outcrops of granite. The syenite-aplites consist 
mainly of alkali felspar; the diorite-aplites of plagioclase; 
there are nepheline-bearing aplites which intersect some 
elaeolite-syenites. In all cases they bear the same relation to 
the parent masses. By increase of quartz aplites pass gradually, 
in a few localities, through highly quartzose modifications 
(beresite, Sm.) into quartz veins. (J. S: F.) 

APNOEA (Gr. &Troia, from a-, privative, Tries, to breathe), 
a technical term for suspension of breathing. 

APOCALYPSE (Gr. loroetatniss, disclosure), a term applied 
to the disclosure to certain privileged persons of something 
hidden from the mass of men. The Greek root corresponds 
in the Septuagint to the Heb. 010, to reveal. The last book 
of the New Testament bears in Greek the title 'Arroelairfir 
Trearrov, and is frequently referred to as the Apocalypse 
of John, but in the English Bible it appears as the Revelation 
of St John the Divine (see REVELATION). Earlier among 
the helienistic Jews the term was used of a number of 
writings which depicted in a prophetic and parabolic way the 
and or future state of the world (e.g. Apocalypse of Baruch), 
the whole class is now commonly known as Apocalyptic 
Literature (g.s.). 

APOCALYPSE, KNIGHTS OF THE, a secret society founded 
in Italy in x693 to defend the church against the expected 
Antichrist Agostino Gabrino, the son of a merchant of 
Brescia, was its founder. On Palm Sunday 1693, when the 
choir of St Peter's was chanting Quis en' isk Rex Gloriael 
Gabrino, sword in hand, rushed to the altar crying Ego sum Rex 
Gloria.. Though Gabrino was treated as a madman, the society 
flourished, until a member denounced it to the Inquisition, who 
arrested the knights. Though chiefly mechanics they always 
carried swords even when at work, and wore on their breasts a  

star with seven rays. Gabrino styled himself monarch of the 
Holy Trinity. He was credited by his enemies with a desire 
to introduce polygamy. ' 

APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE. The Apocalyptic literature 
of Judaism and Christianity embraces a considerable period, 
from the centuries following the exile down to the close of the 
middle ages. In the present survey we shall limit ourselves to 
the great formative periods in this literature--in Judaism to 
200 B.C. to A.D. I00, and in Christianity to a.n. 50 to 350 or 
thereabouts. 

The transition from prophecy to apocalyptic (arroxaMerreas, 
to reveal something hidden) was gradual and already accom-
plished within the limits of the Old Testament. Beginning in 
the bosom of prophecy, and steadily differentiating itself from 
it in its successive developments, it never came to stand in 
absolute contrast to it. Apocalyptical elements disclose them-
selves in the prophetical books of Ezekiel, Joel, Zechariah, 
while in Isaiah xxiv.-xxvii. and xxxifi. we find well-developed 
apocalypses; but it is not until we come to Daniel that we have 
a fully matured and classical example of this class of literature. 
The way, however, had in an especial degree been prepared for 
the apocalyptic type of thought and literature by Ezekiel, for 
with him the word of God I ad become identical with a written 
book 3) by the eating of which he learnt the will of God, 
just as primitive man conceived that the eating of the tree in 
Paradise imparted spiritual knowledge. When the divine word 
is thus conceived as a written message, the sole office of the 
prophet is to communicate what is written.. Thus the human 
element is reduced to zero, and the conception of prophecy 
becomes mechanical. And as the personal element disappears 
in the conception of the prophetic calling, so it tends to disappear 
in the prophetic view of history, and the future comes to be 
conceived not as the organic result of the present under thu 
divine guidance, but as mechanically determined from the 
beginning in the counsels of God, and arranged under artificial 
categories of time. This is essentially the apocalyptic conception 
of history, and Ezekiel may be justly represented as in certau4 
essential aspects its founder in Israel. 

We shall now consider (I.) Apocalyptic, its origin and -general 
characteristics; (II) Old Testament Apocalyptic; (Ill) New 
Testament Apocalyptic. 

L APOCALVPTIC—ITS ORIGIN AND GENERAL CRARACTERMICS 
I. Sources of Apocalyplk.—The origin of Apocalyptic is to 

be sought in (a) unfulfilled prophecy and in (b) traditional 
elements drawn from various sources. 

(a) The origin of Apocalyptic is to be sought in stifullilled 
prophecy. That certain prophecies relating to the coming 
kingdom of God had dearly not been fulfilled was a matter of 
religious difficulty to the returned exiles from Babylon. The 
judgments predicted by the pre-exilic prophets had indeed been 
executed to the letter, but where were the promised glories of 
the renewed kingdom and Israel's unquestioned sovereignty 
over the nations of the earth? One such unfulfilled prophecy 
Ezekiel takes up and reinterprets in such a way as to show that 
its fulfilment is still to come. The prophets Jeremiah (iv.-vi.) 
and Zephaniah had foretold the invalion of Judah by a mighty 
people from the north. But as this northern foe had failed to 
appear Ezekiel re-edited this prophecy in a new form as a final 
assault of Gog and his hosts on Jerusalem, and thus established 
a permanent dogma in Jewish apocalyptic, which in due course 
passed over into Christian. 

But the non-fulfilment of prophecies relating to this or that 
individual event or people served to popularize the methods of 
apocalyptic in a very slight degree in comparison with the non-
fulfilment of the greatest of all prophecies—the advent of the 
Messianic kingdom. Thus, though Jeremiah had promised that 
after seventy years (xxy. ax., xxix. so) Israel should be restored 
to their own land (=iv. 3, 6), and then enjoy the blessings of the 
Messianic kingdom under the Messianic king (xxiii. 3, 6), this 
period passed by and things remained as of old. *Haggai and 
Zechariah explained the delay by the failure of Judah to rebuild 
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the temple, and so generation after generation the hope of the 
kingdom persisted, sustained most probably by ever-fresh 
reinterpretations of ancient prophecy, till in the first half of the 
and century the delay is explained in the Books of Daniel and 
Enoch as due not to man's shottcominp but to the counsels 
of God. The 70 years of Jeremiah are interpreted by the 
angel in Daniel (ix. a5-27) as 70 weeks of years, of which 691 
have already expired, while the writer of Enoch (lxxxv.-xc.) 
interprets the ro years of Jeremiah as the ro successive reigns 
of the 70 angelic patrons of the nations, which are to come to 
a close in his own generation. 

But the above periods came and passed by, and again the 
expectations of the Jews were disappointed. Presently the 
Greek empire of the East was overthrown by Rome, and in due 
course this new phenomenon, so full of meaning for the Jews, 
called forth a new interpretation of Daniel. The fourth and 
last empire which, according to Daniel vii. 19-25, was to be Greek, 
was now declared to be Roman by the Apocalypse of Baruch 
(xxxvi.-xl.) and 4 Ezra (x. 35). Once more such ideas 
as those of " the day of Yahweh " and the " new heavens and 
a new earth" were constantly re-edited with fresh nuances in 
conformity with their new settings. Thus the inner development 
of Jewish apocalyptic was always conditioned by the historical 
experiences of the nation. 

(b) Another source of apocalyptic was primitive mythological 
and cosmological traditions, in which the eye of the seer could 
see the secrets of the future no less surely than those of the past. 
Thus the six days of the world's creation, folloived by a seventh 
of rest, were regarded as at once a history of the past and a fore-
casting of the future. As the world was made in six days its 
history would be accomplished in six thousand years, since each 
day with God was as a thousand years and a thousand years as 
one day; and as the six days of creation were followed by one 
of rest, so the six thousand years of the world's history would be 
followed by a rest of a thousand years.(a Enoch xxxii. 2). 
Of primitive mythological traditions we might mention the 
primeval serpent, leviathan, behemoth, while to ideas native to 
or familiar in apocalyptic belong those of the seven archangels, 
the angelic patrons of the nations (Deut. xxxii. 8, in LXX.; Isaiah 
rely. 11; Dan. x. 13, ao, &c.), the mountain of God in the nortt 
(Isaiah xiv. s3; Ezek. f. 4, &c.), the garden of Eden. 

ii. Object and Contents of Apocalyptic.—The object of this 
literature in general was to solve the difficulties connected with 
the righteousness of God and the suffering condition of His 
righteous servants on earth. The righteousness of God postulated 
according to the law the temporal prosperity of the righteous 
and the temporal prosperity of necessity; for as yet there was 
no promise of life or recompense beyond the grave. But this 
connexion was not found to obtain as a rule in life, and the 
difficulties arising from this conflict between promise and ex 
perience centred round the lot of the righteous as a community 
and the lot of the righteous man as an individual. Old Testament 
prophecy had addressed itself to both these problems, though it 
was hardly conscious of the claims of the latter. It concerned 
itself essentially with the present, and with the future only as 
growing organically out of the present. It taught the absolute 
need of personal and nadbnal righteousness, and foretold the 
ultimate blessedness of the righteous nation on the present earth. 
But its views were not systematic and comprehensive in regard 
to the nations in general, while as regards the individual it held 
that God's service here was its own and adequate reward, and 
saw no need of postulating another world to set right the evils of 
this. But later, with the growing claims of the individual and 
the acknowledgment of these in the religious and intellectual life, 
both problems, and especially the latter, pressed themselves 
irresistibly on the notice of religious thinkers, and made it 
impossible for any conception of the divine rule and righteousness 
to gain acceptance, which did not render adequate satisfaction 
to the claims of both problems. To render such satisfaction was 
the task undertaken by apocalyptic, as well as to vindicate the 
righteousness of God alike in respect of the individual and of the 
nation. To justify their contention they sketched in outline  

the history of the world and mankind, the origin of evil and its 
course, and the final consummation of all things. Thus they 
presented in fact a theodicy, a rudimentary philosophy of religion. 
The righteous as a nation should yet possess the earth, even in 
this world the faithful community should attain its rights in an 
eternal Messianic kingdom on earth, or else in temporary blessed-
ness here and eternal blessedness hereafter. So far as regards 
the righteous community. It was, however, in regard to the 
destiny of the individual that apocalyptic rendered its chief 
service. Though the individual might perish amid the disorders 
of this world, he would not fail, apocalyptic taught, to attain 
through resurrection the recompense that was his due in the 
Messianic kingdom or in heaven itself. Apocalyptic thus forms 
the indispensable preparation for the religion of the New 
Testament. 

iii. Form of Apocalyptic.—The form of apocalyptic is a literary 
form; for we cannot suppose that the writers experienced the 
voluminous and detailed visions we find in their books. On the 
other hand the reality of the visions is to some extent guaranteed 
by the writer's intense earnestness and by his manifest belief 
in the divine origin of his message. But the difficulty of regarding 
the visions as actual experiences, or as in any sense actual, is 
intensified, when full account is taken of the artifices of the 
writer; for the major part of his visions consists of what is to 
him really past history dressed up in the guise of prediction. 
Moreover, the writer no doubt intended that his reader should 
take the accuracy of the prediction (?) already accomplished 
to be a guarantee for the accuracy of that which was still un-
realized. How, then, it may well be asked, can this be consistent 
with reality of visionary experience? Are we.not here obliged 
to assume that the visions are a literary invention and nothing 
more ? 

However we may explain the inconsistency, we are precluded 
by the moral earnestness of the writer from assuming the visions 
to be pure inventions. But the inconsistency has in part been 
explained by Gunkel, who has rightly emphasized that the -
writer did not freely invent his materials but derived them in 
the main from tradition, as he held that these mysterious tradi-
tions of his people were, if rightly expounded, forecasts of the 
time to come. Furthermore, the visionary who is found at most 
periods of great spiritual excitement was forced by the prejudice 
of his time, which refused to acknowledge any inspiration in the 
present, to ascribe his visionary experiences and reinterpretations 
of the mysterious traditions of his people to some heroic figure 
of the past. Moreover, there will always be a difficulty in deter-
mining what belongs to his actual vision and what to the literary 
skill or free invention of the author, seeing that the visionary 
must be dependent on memory and past experience for the forms 
and much of the matter of the actual vision. 

iv. Apocalyptic as distinguished from Prophecy.—We have 
already dwelt on certain notable differences between apocalyptic 
and prophecy; but there are certain others that call for attention. 

(a) In the Nature of its Message.—The message of the prophets 
was primarily a preaching of repentance and righteousness if the 
nation would escape judgment; the message of the apocalyptic 

-writers was of patience and trust for that deliverance and reward 
were sure to come. 

(b) By its dualistic Theology.—Prophecy believes that this 
world is God's world and that in this world His goodness and 
truth will yet be vindicated. Hence the prophet prophesies of 
a definite future arising out of and organically connected with 
the present. The apocalyptic writer on the other hand despairs 
of the present, and directs his hopes absolutely to the future, to 
a new world standing in essential opposition to the present. 
(Non fecit Altissiasus mums saeculum red duo, 4 Ezra vii. so.) 
Here we have essentially a dualistic principle, which, though it 
can largely be accounted for by the interaction of certain inner 
tendencies and outward sorrowful experience on the part of 
Judaism, may ultimately be derived from Mazdean influences. 
This principle, which shows itself clearly at first in the conception 
that the various nations are under angelic rulers, who are in a 
greater or less degree in rebellion against God, as in Daniel and 
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Enoch, grows in strength with each succeeding age, till at last 
Satan is conceived as " the ruler of this world ' (John xii. 31) 
or " the god of this age "(2  Cor. iv. 4). Under the guidance 
of such a principle the writer naturally expected the world's 
culmination in evil to be the immediate precursor of God's 
intervention on behalf of the righteous, and every fresh growth 
in evil to be an additional sign that the time was at hand. The 
natural concomitant in conduct of such a belief is an uncom-
promising asceticism. He that would live to the next world 
must shun this. Visions are vouchsafed only to those who to 
payer have added fasting. 

(c) By pseudonymous Autharshijo.—We have already touched 
on this charactetistic of apocalyptic. The prophet stood in 
direct relations with his people; his prophecy was first spoken 
and afterwards written. The apocalyptic writer could obtain 
no hearing from his contemporaries, who held that, though God 
spoke in the past, " there was no more any prophet." This 
pessimism and want of faith limited and defined the form in 
which religious enthusiasm should manifest itself, and prescribed 
as a condition of successful effort the adoption of pseudonymous 
authorship. The apocalyptic writer, therefore, professedly 
addressed his book to future generations. Generally directions 
as to the hiding and sealing of the book (Dan. xi3. 4, 9; x Enoch 
L 4; Am. Moo i. r6-x8) were given in the text in order to explain 
its publication so long after the date of its professed period. 
Moreover, there was a sense in which such books were not 
wholly pseudonymous. Their writers were students of ancient 
prophecy and apocalyptical tradition, and, though they might 
recast and reinterpret them, they could not regard them as 
their own inventions. Each fresh apocalypse would in the 
eyes of its writer be in some degree but a fresh edition of the 
traditions naturally attaching themselves to great names in 
Israel's past, and thus the books named respectively Enoch, 
Noah, Ezra would to some slight extent be not pseudonymous. 

(d) By its conspreheurim and deterministic Conception of 
history.—Apocalyptic took an indefinitely wider view of the 
world's history than prophecy. Thus, whereas prophecy had 
to deal with temporary reverses at the hands of some heathen 
power, apocalyptic arose at a time when Israel had been subject 
for generations to the sway of one or other of the great world-
powers. Hence to harmonize such difficulties with belief in 
God's righteousness, it had to take account of the rale of such 
empires in the counsels of God, the rise, duration and downfall 
of each in turn, till finally the lordship of the world passed into 
the hands of Israel, or the final judgment arrived. These events 
belonged in the main to the past, but the writer represented 
them as still in the future, arranged under certain artificial 
categories of time definitely determined from the beginning in 
the counsels of God and revealed by Him to His servants the 
prophets. Determinism thus became a leading characteristic of 
Jewish apocalyptic, and its Conception of history became severely 
mechanicaL 

IL Ow TESTAMENT APOCALYPTIC 

I. Canonical:— 
leash 	xxxiii.; 1110d2:1[221,. 
(Jeremiah xxxiii. 4:26 I) 
Ezekiel 8; XXXVI11.-X2XIX. 
Joel 
Zech. 
Daniel. 

We cannot enter here into a discussion of the above passages 
and books.,  All are probably pseudepigraphic except the 
passages from Ezekiel and Joel. Of the remaining passages and 
books Daniel belongs unquestionably to the Maccabean period, 
and the rest possibly to the same period. Isaiah aril was 
probably written about r63 a.c. (Duhm and Marti); Zech. 

about r6o s.c., Isaiah xxiv.-xxvii. about 128 s.c., and 
XXXiV.-XIXv. sometime in the reign of John Hyrcanus. Jeremiah 
nxifl. 14-26 is assigned by Marti to Maccabean times, but this 
is highly questionable. 

See the separate headings for the various apocalyptic books 
i mentioned in this article.  

Extra.canonical:— 
(a) Polestistiarr:— 

(too-too n.C.) 
Book of Noah. 

Enoch vi.-xxxvi.; 
Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs 

(too s.c. to t s.c.) 
I Enoch i.-v.•, 	 xci.-civ. 
Testaments of the XII. Patriarchs, i t T. Lev. x.. 

T. Jud. ;W. 6-xxiii. T. Zeb. ix., T. Dan. v. 6, 7. 
Psalms of Solomon. 

A.D. i-too and later.) 
Assumption of Moses. 
Apocalypse of Baruch. 

treek Apocalypse of Baruth. 
Apocalypse of Zephaniah. 
Apocalypse of Abraham. 
Prayer of joeeph. 
Book of Mid and Modad. 

gip 	of Elijah. 
(b) HaosiStic I-

T Enoch. 
Oracles of Hystaspes. 
Testament ofJob. 
Testaments of the III. Patriarch& 
Sibylline Oracles (excluding Christian portions). 

Book of Noah.— Though this book has not come down to us 
independently, it has in large measure been incorporated in 
the Ethiopic Book of Enoch, and can in part be reconstracted 
from it The Book of Noah is mentioned in Jubilees x. 13, art to. 
Chapters lx., lxv.-lxix. as of the Ethiopic Enoch are without 
question derived from it. Thus Ix. r runs: " In the year so, in 
the seventh month ... in the life of Enoch." Here the editor 
simply changed the name Noah in the context before hint into 
Enoch, for the statement is based on Gen. V. 32, and Enoch 
lived only 365 years, Chapters vi.-id. are clearly from the same 
source; for they make no reference to Enoch, but bring forward 
Noah (x. r) and treat of the in of the angels that led to the 
flood, and of their temporal and eternal punishment This 
section is compounded of the Serojaza and Aaazel myths, and 
in its present composite form is already presupposed by t Enoch 
Lxcevffi.-xc. Hence these chapters are earlier than x66 s.c. 
Chapters cvL-cvii. of the lame book are probably from the same 
source; likewise liv. 7-1V. 2, and Jubilees vii. 2o-3% x. I-IS. 
In the former passage of Jubilees the subject-matter leads to 
this identification, as well as the fact that Noah is represented 
as speaking in the first person, although throughout Jubilees it 
is the angel that speaks. Possibly Eth. En. xli. 3-8, xliii.-xliv., 
liuL are from the same work. The book may have opened with 
Eth. En. cvi.-cvii. On these chapters may have followed Eth. 
En. vi.-xi., lxv.-Ixix. 25, lx., xiL 34, xliii.-xliv., liv. y-lv. a; 
Jubilees vii. 26-39, z i 5. 

The Hebrew Book of Noah, a later work, is printed in Jellinek's 
Bet Isa-Midratth, is 55-156, and translated into German in 
Wench, Des Buck der Jubiltten,385-387. It is based on the part 
of the above Book of Noah which is preserved in the Book of 
Jubilees. The portion of this Hebrew work which is derived 
from the older work is reprinted in Charles's Ethiopic Versio* 
of the Hebrew Book of Jubilees, p. 1 79. 

&sock, w the Ethiopic Book of Enoch.— This is the most 
important of all the apocryphal writings for the history of 
religious thought. Like the Pentateuch, the Psalms, the Megib 
loth and the Pirke Aboth; this work was divided into five parts, 
which, as we shall notice presently, spring from five different 
sources. Originally written partly in Aramaic (i.e. vi .-xspri.) and 
partly in Hebrew (L-vi., icavii.-cviii.), it was translated into 
Greek, and from Greek into Ethiopic and possibly Latin. Only 
one-fifth of the Greek version in two forms survives. The various 
elements of the book were written by different authors at different 
dates. vi.-xxxvi. was written before 166 p.c., limil.-LanciL 
before the Book of Jubilees, i.e. before 120 B.O. or thereabouts, 
lxxxiii.-irc. about x66 s.c., xci.-civ. before 95 /LC., and 
xxxvii.-lxxi. before 64 B.C. There are many interpolations 
drawn mainly from the Book of Noah. 

Testaments of the XII. Patriarcks.—This book, ill some respects 
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the most Important of Old Testament apocrypha, has only 
recently come into its own. Till a few years ago, owing to 
Christian interpolations, it was taken to be a Christian apocryph, 
written originally in Greek in the and century A.D. Now it is 
acknowledged by Christian and Jewish scholars alike to have 
been written in Hebrew in the and century B.C. From Hebrew 
it was translated into Greek and from Greek into Armenian and 
Slavonic. The versions have come down in their entirety, and 
small portions of the Hebrew text have been recovered from 
later Jewish writings. The Testaments were written about the 
same date as the Book of Jubilees. These two books form the 
only Apology in Jewish literature for the religious and civil 
hegemony of the Maccabees from the Pharisaic standpoint. 
To the Jewish interpolation of the est century B.C. (about 60-40), 
i.e. T. Lev. x., xiv.-xvi.; T. Jud. &c., a large 
interest attaches; for these,like t Enoch xci.-civ. and the Psalms 
of Solomon, constitute an unmeasured attack on every office—
prophetic, priestly and kingly—adminktered by the Maccabees. 
The ethical character of the book is of the highest type, and its 
profound influence on the writers of the New Testament is yet 
to be appreciated. (See TESTAMENTS or rem XII. PATRIARCHS.) 

Psalms of Solomon.—These psalms, in all eighteen, enjoyed 
but small consideration in early times, for only six direct refer-
ences to them are found in early literature. Their ascription to 
Solomon is due solely to the copyists or translators, for no such 
claim is made is any of the psalms. On the whole, Ryle and 
James are no doubt right in assigning 70-40 B.C. as the limits 
within which the psalms were written. The authors were 
Pharisees. They divide their countrymen into two classes-
" the righteous," il 38-39, iii. 3-5, 7, 8, &c., and " the sinners," 

38, W. 13, IV. 9, &c.; " the saints," iii. Jo, &c., and " the 
transgressors," iv. et, &c. The former are the Pharisees; the 
latter the Sadducees. They protest against the Asmonaean 
house for usurping the throne of David, and laying violent hands 
on the high priesthood (xvii. 5, 6, 8), and proclaim the coming of 
the Messiah, the Son of David, who is to set all things right and 
establish the supremacy of Israel. Pss. xvii.-xviii. and i.-xvi. 
cannot be assigned to the same authorship. The hopes of the 
Messiah are confined to the former, and a somewhat different 
eschatology underlies the two works. Since the Psalms were 
written in Hebrew, and intended for public worship in the 
synagogues, it is most probable that they were composed in 
Palestine. (See SOLOMON, Tax PSALMS or.) 

The Assumption of Moss.—This book was lost for many cen-
turies till a large fragment of it was discovered and published by 
Ceriani in 186x (If onumenta Sacra, I. i. 55-64) from a palimpsest 
of the 6th century. Very little was known about the contents 
of this book prior to this discovery. The present book is possibly 
the long-lost [Maim Mtuvallus mentioned in some ancient 
lists, for it never speaks of the assumption of Moses, but always 
of his natural death. About a half of the original Testament is 
preserved in the Latin version. The latter half probably dealt 
with questions about the creation. With this " Testament " 
the " Assumption," to which almost all the patristic references 
and that of Jude are made, was subsequently edited. The book 
was written between 4 B.C. and A.D. 7. As for the author, he 
was no Essene, for he recognizes animal sacrifices and cherishes 
the Messianic hope; he was not a Sadducee, for he looks forward 
to the establishment of the Messianic kingdom (x.); nor a Zealot, 
for the quietistic ideal is upheld (ix.), and the kingdom is estab-
lished by God Himself (x.). He is therefore a Chasid of the 
ancient type, and glorifies the ideals which were cherished by 
the old Pharisaic party, but which were now being fast disowned 
in favour of a more active role in the political life of the nation. 
He pours his most scathing invectives on the Sadducees, who 
are described in vii. in terms that recall the anti-Sadducean 
Psalms of Solomon. His object, therefore, is to protest against 
the growing secularization of the Pharisaic party through its 
adoption of popular Messianic beliefs and political ideals. (See 
also Mosta, Assn-sumo) or.) 

Apocalypse of Baruch—The Syriac.—This apocalypse has 
survived only in the Syriac version. The Syriac is a translation  

from the Greek; and the Greek in turn from the Hebrew. The 
book treats of the Messiah and the Messianic kingdom, the woes 
of Israel in the past and the destruction of Jerusalem in the 
present, as well as of theological questions relating to original 
sin, free will, works, &c. The views expressed on several of 
these subjects are often conflicting. We must, therefore, 
assume a number of independent sources put together by 
an editor or else that the book is on the whole the work of 
one author who made use of independent writings but failed 
to blend them into one harmonious whole. In its present form 
the book was written soon after A.D. ro. For fuller treatment 
see Belmar. 

4 Ewa.—This apocryph is variously named. In the first 
Arabic and Ethiopic versions it is called s Ezra; in some Latin 
MSS. and in the English authorized version it• is a Ezra, and in 
the Armenian 3 Ezra. With the majority of the Latin MSS. we 
designate the book 4 Ezra. In its fullest form this apocryph 
consists of sixteen chapters, but i.-ii. and xv.-xvi. are of different 
authorship from each other and from the main work iii.-xiv. 
The book was written originally in Hebrew. There are Latin, 
Syriac, Ethiopic, Arabic (two), and Armenian versions. The 
Greek version is lost. This apocalypse is of very great import-
ance, on account of its very full treatment of the theological 
questions rife in the latter half of the at century of the Christian 
era. The book, even if written by one author, was based on a 
variety of already existing works. It springs from the same 
school of thought as the Apocalypse of Baruch, and its affinities 
with the latter are so numerous and profound that scholars have 
not yet come to any consensus as to the relative priority of either. 
In its present form it was composed A.D. 80-ecoo. For fuller 
treatment see Eats. 

Apocalypse of Borsch—The Greek.—This work is referred to 
by Origen (de Princip. II. iii. 6): " De ni q ue edam Baruch 
prophetse libn.on in assertions hujus teatimonium vacant, quod 
ibi de septem mundis vel culls evidentius indicatur." This 
book survives in two forms in Slavonic and Greek. The former 
was translated by Bonwetsch in 1896, in the Nachrichten ton 
der lassie. Ges. der Wiss. an Gott. pp. 91-toe; the latter by 
James in e897 in Anecdota, u. 84-94, with an elaborate intro-
duction (pp. The Slavonic is only of secondary value, 
as it is merely an abbreviated form of the Greek. Even the 
Greek cannot claim to be the original work, but only to be a 
recension of it; for, whereas Origen states that this apocalypse 
contained an account of the seven heavens, the existing Greek 
work describes only five, and the Slavonic only two. As the 
original work presupposes a Enoch and the Syriac Apocalypse of 
Baruch and was known to Origen, it was written between 
S.D. 8o and 200, and nearer the earlier date than the later, as it 
would otherwise be hard to understand how it came to circulate 
among Christians. The superscription shows points of con• 
nexion with the Rest of the Words of Borsch, but little weight 
can be attached to the fact, since titles and superscriptions 
were so frequently transformed and expanded in ancient times. 
As James and Kohler have pointed out, part of section 4 on the 
Vine is a Christian addition. A German translation of the Greek 
appears in Kautzsch's Apok. a. Pseud. ii. 448-457, and a strong 
article by Kohler on the Jewish authorship of the book in 
the Jewish Encyclopedia, ii. 549-551. (See BARUCH.) 

Apocalypse of A brakam.—This book is found only in the 
Slavonic (edited by Bonwetsch, Studies stir Geschichle d. Theo-
!ogle mad Kirche, 1897), a translation from the Greek. It is of 
Jewish origin, but in part worked over by a Christian reviser. 
The first part treats of Abraham's conversion, and the second 
forms an apocalyptic expansion of Gen. xv. This book was 
possibly known to the author of the Clem. Recognitions, i. 32, 
a passage, however, which may refer to Jubilees. It is most 
probably distinct from the 'AercuaiNinke 'Affpcian used by the 
gnostic Sethites (Epiphanius, Haer. wilt 5), which was very 
heretical. On the other hand, it is probably identical with the 
apocryphal book 'Aftpalta mentioned in the Stichometry of 
Nicephorus, and the Synopsis Athanasii, together with the 
Apocalypses of Enoch, &c. 
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Lost Apocalypses: Prayer of Joseph.—The Prayer of Joseph 

is quoted by Origen Iln Joann. II. xxv, (Lommatzsch, I. 147, 
148); in Gen. III. ix. (Lommatzsch, viii. 30.35)). The fragments 
in Origen represent Jacob as speaking and claiming to be " the 
first servant in God's presence," " the first-begotten of every 
creature animated by God," and declaring that the angel who 
wrestled with Jacob (and was identified by Christians with 
Christ) was only eighth in rank. The work was obviously 
anti-Christian. (Sec Scharer', iii, 265-266.) 

Book of Bided and Modad.—This book was written in the 
name of the two prophets mentioned in Num xi. 26-29. It 
consisted, according to the Targ. Jon. on Num. xi. 26-29, mainly 
of prophecies on Magog's last attack on Israel. The Shepherd 
of Hernias quotes it Via. 3. (See Marshall in Hastings' Bible 
Dictionary, i 677.) 

Apocalypse of Elijah.—This apocalypse is mentioned' in two 
of the lists of books. Origen, Ambrosiaster, and Euthalius 
ascribe to it I Cor. li. 9. If they are right, the apocalypse is 
pre-Pauline. The peculiar form in which s Cor. ii. 9 appears 
in Clemens Alex. Protrept. x. 94, and the Cond. Apost. vii. 32, 
shows that both have the same source, probably this apocalypse. 
Epiphanies (Hoer. AIL, ed. Oehler, vol. li. 678) ascribes to this 
work Eph. v. 14. hr. Livi (Revue des acrd's issives, ago, 1. 
1e8 sqq.) argues for the existence of a Hebrew apocalypse of 
Elijah from two Talmudic passages. A late work of this name 
has been published by Iellinek, Bet ho-mictrasch, r833, iii. 6s-68, 
and Buttcnwieser in 1897. Zahn, Gesck. des N. T. Kano', ii. 8o1-
81o, assigns this apocalypse to the and century A.D. (See 
Scharer*, iii. 267-275.) 

Apocalypse of Zephaniah.—Apart from two of the lists this 
work is known to us in its original form only through a citation 
in Clem. Alex. Strom. v. 11, 77. A Christian revision of it is 
probably preserved in the two dialects of Coptic. Of these the 
Akhmim text is the original of the Sahidic. These texts and 
their translations have been edited by Steindorff, Die Apokalypse 
des Elias, eine unbekannte Apokalypse and Bruck:lathe der 
Sophossias-Apohalypse (,899). As Scharer (Theol. Literatur-
milung, 1899, No. I. 4-8) has shown, these fragments belong 
most probably to the Zephaniah apocalypse. They give descrip-
tions of heaven and hell, and predictions of the Antichrist. In 
their present form these Christianized fragments are not earlier 
than the 3rd century. (See Scharer, Gesck. des jad. Velkes', 
iii. 271-273.) 

a Enoch, or the Slavonic Enoch, or the Book of the Secrets of 
Enoch.—This new fragment of the Enochic literaturewas recently 
brought to light through five MSS. discovered in Russia and 
Servia. The book in its present form was written before A.O. 70 
in Greek by an orthodox Hellenistic Jew, who lived in Egypt. 
For a fuller account see Emma. 

Oracles of Hystaspes.—See under N. T. Apocalypses, below. 
Testament of Job.— This book was first printed from one MS. 

by Mai, Script. Vet. Nov. Coll. (1833),  VII. i. 78o, and translated 
into French in Migne's Diet. des Apocrypkes, ii 403. An 
excellent edition from two MSS. is given by M. R. James, 
Apocrypha Asseedeta, ii. pp.lnoi. cif ,104-137,  who holds that the 
book in its present form was written by a Christian Jew in Egypt 
on the basis of a Hebrew Midrash on Job in the and or 3rd cen-
tury A.D. Kohler (Kohut Memorial Volume, 1897, PP. 264-338) 
has given good grounds for regarding the whole work, with the 
exception of some interpolations, as "one of the most remark-
able productions of the pre-Christian era, explicable only when 
viewed in the light of Hasidean practice." See Jewish Encyd. 
vii. 200•202. 

Testaments bf the III. Pairiarcks.—For an account of these 
three Testaments (referred to in the Apost. Cond. vi. r6), the 
first of which only is preserved in the Greek and is assigned by 
James to the 2nd century A.D., see that scholar's " Testament of 
Abraham," Texts and Studies, ii. 2 (1892), which appears in two 
recensions from six and three MSS. respectively, and Vassiliev's 
Anecdote Graeco-Bmasaina (11393), pp. 292-308, from one MS. 
already used by James. This work was written in Egypt, 
according to James, and survives also in Slavonic, Rumanian, 

Ethiopic, and Arabic versions. It deals with Abraham's re-
luctance to die and the means by which his death was brought 
about. James holds that this book is referred to by Origen 
(Horn. is Luc. xxxv.), but this is denied by Scharer, who also 
questions its Jewish origin. With the exception of chaps. x.-xi., 
it is really a legend and not an apocalypse. An English transla• 
Lion of James's texts will be found in the Ante-Nicene Christian 
Library (Clark, INA pp. 183-20I. The Testaments of Isaac 
and Jacob are still preserved in Arabic and Ethiopic (see James, 
op. cit. 140-161). See TESTAMENTS OF THE III. PATRIARCHS. 

Sibylline Oracles.—Of the books which have come down to us 
the main part is Jewish, and was written at various dates. 
iii. 974aq, iv.-v. are decidedly of Jewish authorship, and 
probably xi.-xii., xiv. and parts of The oldest portions are 
in iii., and belong to the 2nd century B.C. 

III. NEW TESTAMENT APOCALYPTIC 
When we pass from Jewish literature to that of the New 

Testament, we enter into a new and larger atmosphere at once 
recalling and transcending what had been best in the prophetic 
periods of the past. Again the heavens had opened and the 
divine teaching, come to mankind, no longer merely in books 
bearing the names of ancient patriarchs, but on the lips of 
living men, who had taken courage to appear in person as God's 
messengers before His people. But though Christianity was in 
spirit the descendant of ancient Jewish prophecy, it was no less 
truly the child of that Judaism which had expressed its highest 
aspirations and ideals in pseudepigraphic and apocalyptic 

.literature. Hence we shall not be surprised to find that the 
two tendencies are fully represented in primitive Christianity, 
and, still more strange as it may appear, that New Testament 
apocalyptic found a more ready hearing amid the stress and 
storm of the Ist century than the prophetic side of Christianity, 
and that the type of the forerunner on the side of its declared 
asceticism appealed more readily to primitive Christianitythan 
that of Him who came "eating and drinking," declaring both 
worlds good and both God's. 

Early Christianity bad thus naturally a special fondness for 
this class of literature, it was Christianity that preserved Jewish 
apocalyptic, when it was abandoned by Judaism as it sank into 
Rabbinism, and gave it a Christian character either by a forcible 
exegesis or by a systematic process of interpolation. Moreover, 
it cultivated this form of literature and made it the vehicle of 
its own ideas. Though apocalyptic served its purpose in the 
opening centuries of the Christian era, it must be confessed that 
in loamy of its aspects its office is transitory, as they belong not 
to the essence of Christian thought. When once it had taught 
men that the next world was God's world, though it did so at 
the cost of relinquishing the present to Satan, it had achieved 
its real task, and the time had come for it to quit the stage d 
history, when Christianity appeared as the heir of this true 
spiritual achievement. But Christianity was no less assuredly 
the heir of ancient prophecy, and thus as spiritual representative 
of what was true in prophecy and apocalyptic; its essential 
teaching was as that of its Founder that both worlds were of God 
and that both should be made God's. 

(i.) Canonical:— 
Accalypse in Mark xiii. (Matthew xxiv., Luke mti.). 
a Thessalonians 
Revelation. 

Extra-Canonical:-- 
Apocalypse of Peter. 
Testament of Herekiala. 
Testament of Abraham. 
Oracles of Hystaspes. 
Vision of Isaiah. 
Shepherd of Hernias. 

Christian Sibyllines. 
Apocalypses of Paul. Thomas and Stephen. 
Apocalypses of Esdras, Paul, John, Peter, The Virgin, 

Sedrach, Daniel. 
Revelations of Bartholomew. 
Questions of Bartholomew. 
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Apocalypse in Mark ziii.—According to the teaching of the 
Gospels the second advent was to take the world by surprise. 
Only one passage (Mark thin. Matt. xxiv. Luke-mi.) conflicts 
with this view, and is therefore suspicious. This represents the 
second advent as heralded by a succession of signs which are 
unmistakable precursors of its appearance, such as wars, earth-
quakes, famines, the destruction of Jerusalem and the like. Our 
suspicion is justified by a further examination of Mark:ill For 
the words " let him that stank understand " (vex. 24) indicate 
that the prediction referred to appeared first not in a spoken ad-
dress but in a written form, as was characteristic of apocalypses. 
Again, in vet 3o, it is declared that this generation shall not pass 
away until all these things be fulfilled, whereas in 32 we have 
an undoubted declaration of Christ " Of that day or of that hour 
knoweth no one, not even the angels in heaven, neither the Son, 
but the Father." On these and other grounds verses 7, 8, 14-2o, 
24-27, 30, 3i should be removed from their present context. 
Taken together they constitute a Christian ;depletion of an 
originally Jewish work, written A.D. 67-68, during the troubles 
preceding the fall of Jerusalem. The apocalypse consists of 
three Acts: Act i. consisting of verses 7, 8, enumerating the 
woes heralding the parusia, Act U. describing the actual tribula-
tion, and Act iii. the parusia itself. (See Wendt, Leine Jens, i. • 
12,2i; Charles, Eschatology, 325 sqq.; H. S. Hohmann, 
N. T. Theo:. I-325 sqq. with literature there given.) 

a Thessalonians ii.—The earliest form of Pauline eschatology 
is essentially Jewish. He starts from the fundamental thought 
of Jewish apocalyptic that the end of the world will be brought 
about by the direct intervention of God when evil has reached 
its climax. The manifestation of evil culminates in the Anti-
christ whose partake (2 Thess. ii. 9) is the Satanic counterfeit of 
that of the true Messiah. But the climax of evil is the immediate 
herald of its destruction; for thereupon Christ will descend from 
heaven and destroy the Antichrist (ii. 8). Nowhere in his later 
epistles does this forecast of the future reappear. Rather under 
the influence of the great formative Christian conceptions he 
parted gradually with the eschatology he had inherited from 
Judaism, and entered on a progressive development, in the course 
of which the heterogeneous elements were for the most put 
silently dropped. 

Raelatias.—Since this book is discussed separately we shall 
content ourselves here with indicating 4 few of the conclusions 
now generally accepted. The apocalypse was written about 
A.D. 96. Its object, like other Jewish apocalypses, was to en-
courage faith under persecution. its burden is not a call to 
repentance but a promise of deliverance. It is derived from 
one author, who has made free use of a variety of elements, 
some of which am Jewish and consort but ill with their new 
context. The question of the pseudonymity of the book is still 
an open one. 

Apocalypse of Peter.-1111 ifica only some five or more frag-
ments of this book were known to exist. These are preserved 
in Clem. Alex. and in Macarius Magnes (see Hilgenfeld, N.T. 
extra Caw iv. 74 sqq.; Zahn, Guth. Kamm, ii. 818-8i9). It is 
mentioned in the litmatotiaa Canon, and according to Eusebius 
(H.R. vi. r4. t) was commented on by Clenkent of Alexandria. 
In the fragment found at Akhmim there Is a prediction of the 
last things, aid a vision of the abode and blessedness of the 
righteous, and of the abode and torments of the wicked. 

Testament of Hesekials.—This writing is fragmentary, and has 
been preserved merely as a constituent of the Ascension of 
Isaiah. To it belongs iii. rib-iv. r8 of that book. It is found 
under the above name, kitaMpre 'Erestiov, only in Cedrenus i. 1 20- 
1 I, who quotes partially iv. is. 14 and refers to iv. 15-18. For 
a full account see Isaan, Ascraistom or. 

Testament of Abraham—This work in two recensions was 
first published by James, Teas and Stones, ii. 2. Its editor is 
of opinion that it was written by a Jewish Christian in Egypt 
in the and century s.o., but that it embodieslegends of an earlier 
date, and that it received Its present form in the 9th or roth 
century. It treats of Michael being sent to announce to Abraham 
his death: of the tree speaking with a human voice Michael's  

sojourn with Abraham (iv. v.) and Sarah's recognition of him as 
one of the three angels, Abraham's refusal to die (vii.), and the 
vision of judgment (x.-xx.). 

Oracles of Mystaspes.—This eschatological work (Xpinress 
"Torttoreu: so named by the anonymous 5th-century writer in 
Buresch, Marti; In% P. 93) is mentioned in conjunction with 
the Sibylline* by Justin (Apol. i. 2o), Clement of Alexandria 
(Strom. vi. s), and Lactantius (NM VII. iv. L9; Lira 2-3). 
According to Lactentius, it prophesied the overthrow of Rome 
and the advent of Zeus to help the godly and destroy the wicked, 
but omitted all reference to the sending of the Son of God. 
According to Justin, it prophesied the destruction of the world 
by fire. According to the A pocrypts of Peal, cited by Clement, 
Hystaspes foretold the conflict of the Messiah with many kings 
and His advent. Finally, an unknown sth-century writer (ace 
Buresch, Maros, r889, pp. 87- t 26) says that the Oracks of 
Myna:1,g dealt with the incarnation of the Saviour. The work 
referred to in the last two writes: has Christian elements, which 
were absent from it in Lactantius's copy. The lost oracles were 
therefore in all probability originally Jewish, and subsequently 
re-edited by a Christian. 

Vision of Isaiah.—This writing has been preserved. in its 
entirety in the Ascension of Isaiah, of which it constitutes 
chaps. Before its incorporation in the latter work it 
circulated independently in Greek. There are independent 
versions of these chapters in Latin and Slavonic. (See Imams, 
Ascension or.) 

Shepherd of Heroes.—In the latter half of the and century 
this book enjoyed a respect bordering on that paid to the writings 
of the New Testament. Irenseta, Clement of Alcxsn4ria and 
Origen quote it as Scripture, though in Africa it was not held in 
such high consideration, as Tertullian speaks slightingly of it. The 
writer belongs really to the prophetic and not to the apocalyptic 
school. His book is divided into three parts containing visions, 
commands, similitudes. In incidental allusions he lets us know 
that he had been engaged in trade, that his wife was* termagant, 
and that his children were ill brought up. Various views have 
been held as to the identity of the author. Thus some have 
made him out to be the Hermes to whom salutation is sent at 
the end of the Epistle to the Romans, others that he was the 
brother of Pius, bishop of Rome in the middle of the and century, 
and others that he was *contemporary of Clement, bishop of 
Rome at the close of the rat century. Zahn fixes the detest 97, 
Salmon a few years later, Lipsius 142. The literature of this 
book (see HEZILAS, SHXPRZAD or) is very extensive. Among 
the chief editions are those of Zahn, Der Hirt des Herons (r868); 
Gebhardt and Hamack, Pokes Apostolici (r877, with full biblio-
graphical material); Funk, Petra Alton. (x878). Further see 
Harnack, Gcsch. d. alukris6. Literates', i. 49-58; IL i. 257-267. 
437 f- 

5 Essa.—This book, which constitutes in the later MSS. the 
first two chapters to 4 Errs, falls obviously into two parts. The 
first (i. rii. 9) contains a strong attack on the Jews whom it 
regards as the people of God; the second (ii. ro-47) addresses 
itself to the Christians as God's people and promises them the 
heavenlykingdom. It is not improbable that these chapters are 
based on an earlier Jewish writing. In its present form it may 
have been written before A.D. too, though James and other 
scholars assign it to the 3rd century. Its tone is strongly 
anti-Jewish. The style is very vigorous and the materials of 
a strongly apocalyptic character. See Hilgenfeld, Messier 
Juelantreins (1869); James in Bensly's edition of 4 Ezra, pp. 
xxxviii.-b:xx.; Weinel in Hennecke's N.T. Apo/cryptic*, ggi-316. 

6 lira—This work consists of chapters xv.-xvL of 4 Ezra. 
It may have been written as an appendix to 4 Ewa, as it has no 
proper introduction. Its contents relate to the destruction of 
the world through war and natural catastrophes—foe the heathen 
a source of menace and fear, but for the persecuted people of God 
one of admonition and comfort. There is nothing specifically 
Christian in the book, which represents a persecution which 
extends over the whole eastern part of the Empire. Moreover, 
the idiom is particularly Semitic. Thus we have xv... 8 na 
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smefissie is kir pass &kw essecent, that is s sin: in 9 stadiums 
vindicate: in 22 a* arca datens eras super jiaccatares.. 
*kerma ... int . . .5120: Ice verses 9, 19 the manifest 
corruptions may be explicable from a Semitic background. 
There are other Hebraisms in the test. It is tree that these 
might have been due to the writer's borrowings from earlier 
Greek works ultimately of Hebrew origin. The date of the book 
is aim quite uncertain, though several scholars have ascribed it 
to the 3rd century. 

Clwistien Sibyffitesa—Ctitics are still at variance as to the 
extent of the Christian Sibylline& It is practically agreed that 
vi.-vin. ate of Christian origin. As for is most writers 
are in favour of Christian authorship; but not so Geficken (ed. 

1902), who strongly insists on the Jewish origin of large 
sections of these books. 

Apocalypses of Peel, Thomas and Skpkns.—These are men-
tioned in the Gelasian decree. The first may possibly be the 
'Availartaiv lIesilov mentioned by Epiphanius (Hoer. =Via 2) 
as current among the Celsius. It is not to be confounded with 
the apocalypse mentioned two sections later. 

Apocalypse of Rsdres.—This Greek production resembles the 
more ancient fourth book of F,adras in some regatta The 
prophet is perplexed about the mysteries of life, and questions 
God respecting them. The punishment of the wicked especially 
occupies his thoughts. Since they have Aliened In consequence 
of Adam's fall, their fate is considered worse than that of the 
irrational creation. The description of the tortures suffered in 
the infernal regions is tolerably minute. At last the prophet 
consents to give up his spirit to God, who has prepared for him 
a crown of immortality. The book is a poor imitation of the 
ancient Jewish one. It may belong, however, to the and or 3rd 
centuries of the Christian era. See 'Ilschendorf. Apocalypses 
APocriPhaa. PP- 24-33- 

Apecolypss of Peol.—Thit work (referred to by Augustine, 
Trucial. in loan. 98) contains a description of the things which 
the apostle saw in heaven and hell. The text, as first published 
in theoriginal Greek by Ilschendorf (Apocalypses Apar. 34.69), 
consistsof fifty-one chaplets, but is imperfect. Internal evidence 
assigns it to the time of Theodosius, Li. about A.0. 388. Where 
the author lived is uncertain. Dr Perkins found a Syriac MS. 
of this apocalypse, which he translated into English, and printed 
in the /mental of the Americas Oriental Society, x864, vol. viii. 
This was republished by llschendori below the Greek version in 
the above work. In 1893 the Latin version from one MS. was 
edited by M. R. James, Texts and Shales, ii. 1-42, who shows 
that the Latin version is the completest of the three, and that 
the Greek in its present form is abbreviated. 

A pocalypse of Joke (Tischeftdorf, Apocalypses Apar. vo sqq.) 
contains a description of the future state, the general resurrection 
and judgment, with an account of the punishment of the wicked, 
as well as the bliss of the righteous. It appears to be the work 
of a Jewish Christian. The date is late, for the writer speaks of 
the " venerable and holy images," as well is " the glorious and 
precious crosses and the sacred things of the churches " (xiv.), 
which points to the 5th century, when such things were first 
introduced into churches. his a feeble imitation of the canonical 
aPocalYPse. 

Arabic Apocalypse of Peter contains a narrative of events from 
the foundation of the world till the second advent of Christ. 
The book is said to have been written by Clement, Peter's 
disciple. This Arabic work has not been printed, but a summary 
of the contents is given by Nicoll in his catalogue of the Oriental 
MSS. belonging to the Bodleian (p. 49, :Iva). There are 
eighty-eight chapters. It is a late production; for Ishmaelites 
are spoken of, the Crusades, and the taking of Jerusalem. See 
lischendorf, Apocalypses Apocr. pp. xx.-xxiv. 

The Apocalypse of On Virgin, containing her descent into hell, 
is not published entire, but only several portions of it from Greek 
MSS. in different libraries, by Ilschendorf in his Apocalypses 
A pocryphae, pp. 95 sqq•; James. Texts and Media, ii. 3. 109- 126. 

Apocalypse of Safrach.—This late apocalypse, which M. R. 
James assigns to the salt or 1 sth century, deals with the subject  

of intercession for sinners and Sedrades unwillingness to die. 
See James, Tear and Studies, ii. 3. 127-137. 

Apocalypse of Dead.— See- Vassiliev's Anecdote Greece. 
Basotho (Moscow, 1893), pp. 38-44; Oncenotncai Books of Ma 
Old Tatiallileld (Venice, mot), pp. 237 sqq•, 387 sqq. 

The Revelations of Bartardoosets.—Dulaurier published from a 
Parisian Sahidic MS., subjoining a French translation, what Is 
termed a fragment of the apocryphal revelations of St Bartholo-
mew (Frogman des ratlations apocrypha -de Sate Bartheany, 
Irc, Paris, 1835), and of the histocy of the religious communities 
founded by St Pachomius. After narrating the pardon obtained 
by Adam, it is mid that the Son ascending from Olivet prays the 
Father on behalf of His apostles; who consequently receive 
consecration from the Father, together with the Son and Holy 
Spirit—Peter being made archbishop of the universe. The late 
date of the production is obvious. 

Qeestions 4 St Bertholotnew.—See Vasaliev, Ana. Greece. 
Byeaseina (1893), pp. 10.22. The introduction, which is wanting 
in the Greek MS., has been supplied by a Latin translation from 
the Slavonic version (see pp. vii.-ix.). The book contains dia. 
closures by Christ, the Virgin and Belies anti moth of the subject. 
matter is ancient. H.•C.) 

APOCATASTASIS, a Greek wend, manna " re-establish-
ment," used as a techniad scientific term for a return to a 
previous position or tiondilion. • 

APOCRYPHAL LITISIULTURIL The bigtory of the oodles 
usage of the term "Apocrypha" (from henalnrcres, to hide) 
is not free from obscurity. We shall therefore enter at once on 
a short account of the origin of this literature in Judaism, of its 
adoption by early Christianity, of the various meanings which 
the term " apocryphal " assumed in the course of its history, 
and having so done we shall proceed to classify and deal with the 
books that belong to this literature. The word most generally 
denotes writings which claimed to be, or were by certain sects 
regarded as, sacred scriptures although excluded from the 
canonical scriptures. 

Apocrypha in hedaisas.—Certain circles in Judaism, as the 
Essen= in Palestine (Josephus, J. ii. 8. 7) and the Therapeutae 
(Plnlo, De Vita ContattpLii. 475, ed.  Mangey) in EllYPt Possessed 
a secret literature. But such literature was not confined to the 
members of these communities, but bad been current among the 
Chasids and their successors the Pharisees? To this literature 
belong essentially the apocalypses which were published in fast 
succession from Daniel onwards. These works bore, perforce, the 
names of ancient Hebrew worthies in order to procure them a 
hearing among the writers' real contemporaries. To reconcile 
their late appearance with their claims to primitive antiquity 
the alleged author is represented as " shutting up and sealing " 
(Dan. 48. 4, 9) the book, until the time of its fulfilment had 
arrived; for that it was not designed for his own generation 
but for far-distant ages (r Enoch i. r, cviii. z.; Ass. Mos. i. 16, 17). 
It is not improbable that with many Jewish enthusiasts this 
literature was more highly treasured than the canonical scrip-
tures. Indeed, we have a categorical statement to this effect in 
4 Ezra xiv. 44 sqq., which tells how Ezra was inspired to dictate 
the sacred scriptures which had been destroyed in the overthrow 
of Jerusalem: ' In forty days they wrote ninety-four books: 
and it came to pass when the forty days were fulfilled that the 
Highest spoke, saying : the first that thou had written publish 
openly that the worthy and unworthy may read it; but keep the 
seventy last that thou mayst deliver them only to such as be 
wise among the people; for in them is the spring of understand. 
hag, the fountain of wisdom and the stream of knowledge." 
Such esoteric books are apocryphal in the original conception 
of the term. In due course the Jewish authorities were forced 
to draw up a canon or book of sacred scriptures, and mark them 
of from those which claimed to be such without justification. 

Judaism was long accustomed to lay claim Loan esoteric tradition. 
Thus though it insisted on the exclusive canonicity of the 24 books, 
it claimed the possession of an oral law handed down from Moses, 
and just as the apocryphal books overshadowed in certain instances 
the canonical ocnptures, to often the oral law displaced the written 
in the regard of Judaism. 
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The true scriptures, according to the Jewish canon (Yad. iii. 5; 
Toseph. Yad. iL 3), were those which defiled the hands of such as 
touched them. But other scholars, such as Zahn, Scharer, Porter, 
state that the secret books with which we have been dealing 
formed a class by themselves and were called " Genuisim " 
(arus), and that this name and idea passed from Judaism 
over into the Greek, and that elueceoodta &$Ma is a translation 
of elfin win. But the Hebrew verb does not mean " to 
hide " but " to store away," and is only used of things in them-
selves precious. Moreover, the phrase is unknown in Talmudic 
literature. The derivation of this idea from Judaism has there-
fore not yet been established. Whether the Jews had any distinct 
name for these esoteric works we do not know. For writings that 
stood wholly without the pale of sacred books such as the books 
of heretics or Samaritans they used the designation Hisonim, 
Sanh. z. s (omen vies and own cam). To this class in later 
times even Sirach was relegated, and indeed all books not In-
cluded in the canon (Midr. r. Num. 14 and on Koheleth cell. r 2; 
d. Jer. Sabb. 16).* In &Oho's time Sirach and other apocryphal 
books were not reckoned among the Higinim; for Sirach was 
largely quoted by rabbis in Palestine till the 3rd century A.D. 

Apocrypha is Christianity.—Christiani ty as it springs from its 
Founder had no secret or esoteric teaching. It was essentially 
the revelation or manifestation of the truth of God. But as 
Christianity tbok its origin from Judaism, it is not unnatural 
that a large body of Jewish Ideas was incorporated in the system 
of Christian thought. The bulk of these in due course underwent 
transformation either complete or partial, but there was always 
a residuum of incongruous and inconsistent elements existing side 
by side with the essential truths of Christianity. This was no 
isolated phenomenon; for in every progressive period of the 
history of religion we have on the one side the doctrine of God 
advancing in depth and fulness: on the other we have cosmo-
logical, eschatological and other survivals, which, however 
justifiable in earlier stages, are in unmistakable antagonism with 
the theistic beliefs of the time. The eschatology of a nation—and 
the most influential portion of Jewish and Christian apocrypha 
are eschatological—is always the last part of their religion to 
experience the transforming power of new ideas and new 
facts. 

Now the current religious literature of Judaism outside the 
canon was composed of apocryphal books, the bulk of which 
bore an apocalyptic character, and dealt with the coming of 
the Messianic kingdom. These naturally became the popular 
religious books of the rising Jewish-Christian communities, and 
were held by them in still higher esteem, if possible, than by the 
Jews. Occasionally these Jewish writings were re-edited or 
adapted to their new readers by Christian additions, but on the 
whole it was found sufficient to submit them to a system of 
reinterpretation in order to make them testify to the truth of 
Christianity and foreshadow its ultimate destinies. Christianity, 
moreover, moved by the same apocalyptic tendency as Judaism, 
gave birth to new Christian apocryphs, though, in the case of most 
of them, the subject matter was to a large extent traditional and 
derived from Jewish sources. 

Another prolific source of apocryphal gospels, acts and 
apocalypses was Gnosticism. While the characteristic features 
of apocalyptic literature were derived from Judaism, those of 
Gnosticism sprang partly from Greek philosophy, partly from 
oriental religions. They insisted on an allegorical interpretation 
of the apostolic writings: they alleged themselves to be the 
guardians of a secret apostolic tradition and laid claim to pro-
phetic inspiration. With them, as with the bulk of the Christians 
of the rat and and centuries, apocryphal books as such were 
highly esteemed. They were so designated by those who valued 
them. It was not till later times that the term became one 
of reproach. 

We have remarked above that the Jewish apocrypha—especi-
ally the apocalyptic section and the host of Christian apocryphs-- 
beca me the ordinary religious literature of the early Christians. 
And this is not strange seeing that of the former such abundant 

See Porter in Hastings' Bible Diet. i. I t3. 

use was made by the writers of the New Testament.* Thus Jude 
quotes the Book of Enoch by name, while undoubted use of this 
book appears in the four gospels and I Peter. The influence of 
the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs is still more apparent 
in the Pauline Epistles and the Gospels, and the same holds 
true of Jubilees and the Assumption of Moses, though in a very 
slight degree. The genuineness and inspiration of Enoch were 
believed in by the writer of the Ep. of Barnabas, Tremens, 
Tertullian and Clement of Alexandria. But the high position 
which apocryphal books occupied in the first two centuries was 
undermined by a variety of influences. All claims to the posses-
sion of a secret tradition were denied (Inman II. 37. 2, id. 2. 1, 
3. x;Tertullian, PrOrraijoi. 22-27): true inspiration was limited 
to the apostolic age, and universal acceptance by the church 
was required as a proof of apostolic authorship. Under the 
action of such principles apocryphal books tended to pass 
into the class of spurious and heretical writings. 

The Tern "A tecrygiral."—Turning now to the consideration 
of the word " apocryphal " itself, we find that in its earliest use 
it was applied in a laudatory sense to writings, (r) which were 
kept secret because they were the vehicles of esoteric knowledge 
which was too profound or too sacred to be imparted to any save 
the initiated. Thus it occurs in a magical book of Moses, which 
has been edited from a Leiden papyrus of the 3rd or 4th century 
by Dieterich (Abrams, log). This book, which may be as old as 
the 1st century, is entitled: " A holy and secret Book of Moses, 
called eighth, or holy " (Monona furl Ninon iterkpodos 
fruccaovoismby8611) &rig). The disciples of the Gnostic Prodicus 
boasted (Clem. Alex. Strom. i. 15. 6g) that they possessed the 
secret (hrospnlorn) books of Zoroaster. 4 Eats is in its author's 
view a secret work whose value was greater than that of the 
canonical scriptures (xiv. 44 sqq.) because of its transcendent 
revelations of the future. It is in a like laudatory meaning that 
Gregory reckons the New Testament apocalypse as lo irosendion 
(Oraiio in ruse erdinationem, iii. 549, ed. Migne:d. Epiphanies, 

li. 3). The word enjoyed high consideration among the 
Gnostics (d. Acts of Thomas, no, 07, ea). (a) But the word was 
applied to writings that were kept from public circulation not 
because of their transcendent, but of their secondary or question-
able value. Thus Ongen distinguishes between writings which 
were read by the churches and apocryphal writings: insobii 
pl) dnposirg air it roil sostuis sal beinpoorevaisces 
tirinfon sleds I' firs la arroubgen ♦epoptirg (Origen's Coma. 
its lieu., z. 18, on Matt. xiii. 31, ed. Lommatesch iu. 49 sqq•). 
Cf. Epia. ad African, ix. (Lommatuch evil. 31): Euseb. H.E. 
23, 25; Hi. 3, 6. See Zahn, Duck. KW"; i. 1 26 sqq. Thus the 
meaning of Ihrlerpodat is here practically equivalent to" excluded 
from the public use of the thurch," and prepares the way for the 
third and unfavourable sense of this word. (3) The word came 
finally to mean what is false, spurious, bad, heretical. If we 
may trust the text, this meaning appears in Odra (Prolog. he 
Cant. Comic., Lommatzsch xiv. 325): " De scripturis his, quae 
appellantur apocryphal, pro eo quod malts in its oonupta et 
contra fidan veram inveniuntur a majoribus Indite non placuit 
iis dart' locum nee admitti ad auctoritatem." 

In addition to the above three meanings strange uses of the 
term appear in the western church. Thus the GeJasian Decree 
includes the works of Eusebius, Tertullian and Clement of 
Alexandria, under this designation. Augustine ( De Cie. Doi, 
rev. 23) explains it as meaning obscurity of origin, while Jerome 
(Prologs: Gakatets) declares that all books outside the Hebrew 
canon belong to this class of apocrypha. Jerome's practice, 
however, did not square with his theory. The western church 
did not accept Jerome's definition of apocrypha, but retained the 
word in its original meaning, though great confusion prevailed. 
Thus the degree of estimation in which the apocryphal books 
have been held in the church has varied much according to place 
and time. As they stood in the Septuagint or Greek canon, along 

* The New Testament shows undoubtedly an acquaintance with 
several of the apocryphal books. Thus James i. 19 shows depend-
ence on Sirach v. II, Hebrews i. 3 on Wisdom 26, Romans ix. 21 
on Wisdom :v. 7, 2 Cor. v. 1, 4 on Wisdom ix. r5, 
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with the other books, End with no marks of distinction, they were 
practically employed by the Greek Fathers in the same way as 
the other books; hence °riga', Clement and others often cite 
them as " scripture," " divine scripture," " inspired," and the 
like. On the other hand, teachers connected with Palestine, and 
familiar with the Hebrew aeon, rigidly exclude all but the books 
contained there. This view is reflected, for example, in the 
anon of Melito of Sardis, and in the prefaces and letters of 
Jerome. Augustine, however (Ds Dos. Christ. ii. 8), attaches 
himself to the other side. Two well-defined views in this way 
prevailed, to which was added a third, according to which the 
books, though not to be put in the same rank as the canonical 
scriptures of the Hebrew collection, yet were of value for moral 
uses and to be read in congregations,—and hence they were 
called " ecclesiastical "—a designation first found in Rufous 
(ob. 410). Notwithstanding the decisions of some councils held 
in Africa, which were in favour of the view of Augustine, these 
diverse opinions regarding the apocryphal books continued to 
prevail in the church down through the ages till the great dog-
matic era of the Reformation. At that epoch the same three 
opinions were taken up and congealed into dogmas, which may 
be considered characteristic of the churches adopting them. In 
s546 the council of Trent adopted the canon of Augustine, 
declaring " He is also to be anathema who does not receive these 
entire books, with all their parts, as they have been accustomed 
to be read in the Catholic Church, and are found in the ancient 
editions of the Latin Vulgate, as sacred and canonicaL" The 
whole of the books in question, with the exception of 1st and 
and Esdras, and the Prayer of Manassas, were declared canonical 
at Trent. On the other hand, the Protestants universally 
adhered to the opinion that only the books in the Hebrew 
collection are canonical. Already Wycliffe had declared that 
" whatever book is in the Old Testament besides these twenty-
five (Hebrew) shall be set among the apocrypha, that is, without 
authority or belief." Yet among the churches of the Reforma-
tion a milder and a severer view prevailed regarding the apocry-
pha. Both in the German and English translations (Luther's, 
1537; Coverdale's, 1335, &c.) these books are separated from 
the others and set by themselves; but while in some contagions, 
e.g. the Westminster, a decided judgment is passed on them, 
that they are not " to be any otherwise approved or made use 
of than other human writings," a milder verdict is expressed 
regarding them in many other quarters, e.g. in the " argument " 
prefixed to them in the Geneva Bible; in the Sixth Article of the 
Church of England, where it is said that "the other books the 
church doth read for example of life and instruction of manners," 
though not to establish doctrine; and elsewhere. 

OLD, TESTAMENT APOCRYPHAL BOOKS 
We shall now proceed to enumerate the apocryphal books: 

first the Apocrypha Proper, and next the rest of the Old and 
New Testament apocryphal literature. 

1. The Apocrypha Proper, or the apocrypha of the Old 
Testament as used by English-speaking Protestants, consists of 
the following books: r Esdras, a Esdras, Tobit, Judith. Additions 
to Esther, Wisdom of Solomon, Ecciesiasticus, Baruch, Epistle 
of Jeremy, Additions to Daniel (Song of the Three Holy Children, 
History of Susannah, and Bel and the Dragon), Prayer of 
Manasses, r Maccabees, a Maccabees. Thus the Apocrypha 
Proper constitutes the surplusage of the Vulgate or Bible of the 
Roman Church over the Hebrew Old Testament. Since this 
surplusage is in turn derived from the Septuagint, from which 
the old Latin version was translated, it thus follows that the 
difference between the Protestant and the Roman Catholic Old 
Testament is, roughly speaking, traceable to the difference 
between the Palestinian and the Alexandrian canons of the Old 
Testament. But this is only true with certain reservations; 
for the Latin Vulgate was revised by Jerome according to the 
Hebrew, and, where Hebrew originals were wanting, according to 
the Septuagint. Furthermore, the Vulgate rejects 3 and 4 
Maccabees and Psalm cll., which generally appear in the Septua-
gint, while the Septuagint and Luther's Bible reject 4 Ezra, 

II.  

which is found in the Vulgate and the Apocrypha Proper. 
Luther's Bible, moreover, rejects also 3 Ezra. It should further 
be observed that the Vulgate adds the Prayer of Mantises and 
3 and 4 Ezra after the New Testament as apocryphal. 

It is hardly possible to form any classification which is not 
open to some objection. In any case the classification must be 
to some extent provisional, since scholars are still divided as to 
the original language, date and place of composition of some of 
the books which must come under our classification. ,  We may, 
however, discriminate (i.) the Palestinian and (ii.) the Hellenistic 
literature of the Old Testament, though even this distinction is 
open to serious objections. The former literature was generally 
written in Hebrew or Aramaic, and seldom in Greek; the latter 
naturally in Greek. Next, within these literatures we shall 
distinguish three or four classes according to the nature of the 
subject with which they deal. Thus the books of which we 
have to treat will be classed as: (a) Historical, (b) Legendary 
(Haggadic), (c) Apocalyptic, (d) Didactic or Sapiential. 

The Apocrypha Proper then would be classified as 	 — 
l. 

 
Palestinian Jewish Literature:— 

(a) Historical. 	 (c) A pocatypde. 
,t4..e. 3) Ezra. 	 2 (i.e. 4) EMI (see also 

Maccabees. 	 under separate article 
on APOCALYPTIC LIT-
ERATORE. 

(b) (d) Didactic. 
Book of 	(see 	Skeels (see Ecustatts- 

Women). 	 rtcus). 
Judith. 	 Tobit. 

ii. Hellenistic Jewish Literature:— 

Historical and Legendary. 	Didactic. 
Additions to Daniel (q.v.). 	Book of Wisdom (see Wts- 

Esther (q.e.). 	DOM, BOOK Of.) 
." Of Jeremy eremy (en.). 

2 Maccabees (g.e.). 
Prayer of MallaRSCS (See MANASSES). 

Since all these books are dealt with in separate articles, they 
all for no further notice here, 

LITERATURE.—Texts:—Holmes and Parsons, Va. Test. Graecum 
dun oar. karonibus (Oxford, 1798-1827); Swete, Old Testament sit 
Greek, L•iii. (Cambridge, 1887-1894); Fritzsche, Libri Apocryphi 
V T Graece 0870. Commentaries:-0. F. Fritzsche and Grimm, 
ICrirsgef. exeget. Handbuch is den Apok. des A.T. (Leipzig. 1851-
186o); E. C. Bissell, Apocrypha of the Old Testament (Edinburgh, 
t88o); Zockler, Apok. des A T. (Munchen, 1891); Wace, The 
Apocrypha r Speaker s Commentary ") (1888). Introduction and 
General Literature:— E. Schureri, Geschichte des jiid. Volkes, vol. iii. 
135 aqq., and his article on " Apokryphen " in Herzog's ReakistykL 
i.622-653; Porter in Hastings' Bible Die. i. a1.123. 

2 (a). Other OM TOMINCRI Apocryphal Literattere:— ■ 

(a) Historical. 	 (c) Apocalyptic. 
History of Johanna) Hyr• 	(See separate article.) 

canus. 
(b) Legendary. 	 (d) Didactic or Sapicatial. 

Book of Jubilees. 	 Pirke Aboth. 
Paralipomena jerernise, or 

the Rest of the Words 
of Baruch. 

Martyrdom of Isaiah. 
Pseudo-Philo's Libel 

Antiquitatum. 
Books of Adam. 
jannes and jambres. 
Joseph and Aacnath. 

(a) Historical.—The History of Johannes Hyrcassus is men-
tioned in 1 Macc. xvi. 23-24, but no trace has been discovered 
of its existence elsewhere. It must have early passed out of 
circulation, as it was unknown to Josephus. 

(6) Lcgendary.—The Book of Jubilees was written in Hebrew 
by a Pharisee between the year of the accession of Hyrcanus to 
the high-priesthood in x,35 and his breach with the Pharisees 
some years before his death in ros D.C. Jubilees was translated 
into Greek and from Greek into Ethiopic and Latin. It is 

1,  Thus some of the additions to Daniel and the Prayer of Manasses 
are most probably derived from a Semitic original written in Pales-
tine. yet in compliance with the prevailing opinion they are classed 
under Hellenistic Jewish literature. Again, the Slavonic Enoch 
goes back undoubtedly in parts to a Semitic original, though most 
of It was written by a Greek Jew in Egypt. 

2a 
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preserved in its entirety only in Ethiopic. Jubilees is the most 
advanced pre-Christian representative of the midrashic tend-
ency, which was already at work in the Old Testament and 2 
Chronicles. As the chronicler rewrote the history of Israel and 
Judah from the basis of the Priests' Code, so our author re-edited 
from the Pharisaic standpoint of his time the book of Genesis and 
the early chapters of Exodus. His work constitutes an enlarged 
(email on these books, and its object is to prove the everlasting 
validity of the law, which, though revealed in time, was superior 
to time. Writing in the palmiest days of the Maccabean 
dominion, he looked for the immediate advent of the Messianic 
kingdom. This kingdom was to be ruled over by a Messiah 
sprung not from Judah but from Levi, that is, from the reigning 
Maccabean family. This kingdom was to be gradually realized 
on earth, the transformation of physical nature going hand in 
hand with the ethical transformation of man. (For a fuller 
account see Jul:lazes, Boot or.) 

Paralipomena Jeremiae, or the Rest of the Words of Baruch.—
This book has been preserved in Greek, Ethiopic, Armenian and 
Slavonic. The Greek was first printed at Venice in 1609, and 
next by Ceriani in i868 under the title Paralipontna Jeremiae. 
It bean the same name in the Armenian, but in Ethiopic it is 
known by the second title. (Sec under BARUCH.) 

Martyrdom of Isaiah.—This Jewish work has been in part 
preserved in the Ascension of Isaiah. To it belong i. z, r, 6kt r; 
ii. r.8, to-iii. Is; V. 14-14 of that book. It is of Jewish origin, 
and recounts the martyrdom of Isaiah at the hands of Manasseh. 
(See ISAIAH, ASCENSION Or.) 

Pseudo-Philo's Libor Antiquitalum Bildkarunr.—Though the 
Latin version of this book was thrice printed in the 16th century 
(in 1527, 155o and 1599), it was practically unknown to modem 
scholars till it was recognized by Conybeare and discussed by 
Cohn in the Jewish Quarterly Review, 1898, pp. 279-332. It is 
an Haggadic revision of the Biblical history from Adam to the 
death of Saul. Its chronology agrees frequently with the LXX. 
against that of the Massoretic text, though conversely in a few 
cases: The Latin is undoubtedly translated from the Greek. 
Greek words are frequently transliterated. While the LXX. is 
occasionally followed in its translation of Biblical passages, in 
others the Massoretic is followed against the LXX., and in one 
or two passages the text presupposes a text different from both. 
On many grounds Cohn infers a Hebrew original. The escha-
tology is similar to that taught in the shrulitudes of the Book of 
Enoch. In fact, Eth. En. li. z is reproduced in this connexion. 
Prayers of the departed are said to be valueless. The book was 
written after A.D. 70; for, as Cohn has shown, the exact date of 
the fall of Herod's temple is predicted. 

Life of Adam and Eve.—Writings dealing with this subject 
are extant in Greek, Latin, Slavonic, Syriac, Armenian and 
Arabic. They go back undoubtedly to a Jewish basis, but in 
some of the forms in which they appear at present they are 
christianized throughout. The oldest and for the most part 
Jewish portion of this literature is preserved to us in Greek, 
Armenian, Latin and Slavonic. (L) The Greek Luirrecrir rept 
'AMA sal Etat (published under the misleading title 'Airoxliklatit 
Dismal/or in Tischendorf's Apocalypses Apocrypkae, i866) deals 
with the Fall and the death of Adam and Eve. Ceriani edited this 
text from a Milan MS. (Ifenumenta Sacra d Profane, v. t). 
This work is found also in Armenian, and has been published 
by the Mechitharist community in Venice in their Colkclios of 
Uncanonical Writings of the OM Testament, and translated by 
Conybeare (Jewish Quarterly Review, vii. 216 sqq., 1895), and by 
Issaverdens in moi. (ii.) The Vito Adae et Eras is closely related 
and s  in part identical with (i.). It was printed by W. Meyer in 
Abh. d. Munch. Akad., Philos.-philol. Cl. xiv., 1878. The 
Slavonic Adam book was published by Jajit along with a Latin 
translation (Denkschr. d. Wien. Akod. d. Win. xlii., 1893). 
This version agrees for the most part with (i.). It has, moreover, 
a section, n 28-39, which though not found in (i.) is found in (ii.). 
Before we discuss these three documents we shall mention other 
members of this literature, which, though derivable ultimately 
from Jewish sources, are Christian In their present form. (iv.) 

The &viol Atkin and Eve, also called the Cos t& of Adam wig 
Eve with Satan, translated from the Ethiopic (1882) by Malan. 
This was first translated by Dithering (Das addl. Adam ► nt:it 
des Mena:kinder, '853), and the Ethiopic book first edited by 
Trump (AM. cr. Munch. Akad. xv., 1879-'880. (v.) A Syriac 
work entitled Die Schatsktdde translated by Besold from three 
Syriac MSS. in 1883 and subsequently edited in Syriac in 1888. 
This work has close affinities to (iv.), but is said by Dillmann to 
be more original. (vi.) Armenian books on the Death of Adam 
(Uncanonical Writings of O.T. pp. 84 sqq., 19ol, translated from 
the Armenian), Creation and Transgression of Adam (op. cit. 
39 sqq.), Expulsion of Adam from Paradise (op. cit. 47 arm.), 
Penitence of Adam and Ewe (op. cit. 71 sqq.) are mainly later 
writings from Christian hands. 

Returning to the question of the Jewish origin of I., ii., 
have already observed that these spring from a common original. 
As to the language of this original, scholars are divided. The 
evidence, however, seems to be strongly hi favour of Hebrew. 
How otherwise are we to explain such Hebraisms (or SyriaesSms) 
as 1,4 Pis r6 Arum it twelve (§ 9), o6 elver ... p4 doayeir 
dna (I as). For others see 4¢ 23, 33. Moreover, as Fuchs 
has pointed out, in the words lap he passion addressed to 
Eve as) them is a corruption of cult into 1242 ,12. Thus 
the words were: " Thou shalt have pangs." In fact, Hebsaisma 
abound throughout this book. (See Fuchs, APok. a. Pseud. 
d. A.T. ii. 5s z ; Jewish Encyc. f. 279 sq.) 

James and Jambres.—These two men are referred to in 
2 Tim. iii. 8 as the Egyptian magicians who withstood Moses. 
The book which treats of them is mentioned by Origen (ad 
Matt. x216 37 and axe& 9 Vallatl d Mantua Libor)), and in 
the Gelasian Decree as the Poenitentia Januar el Mansbre. The 
names in Greek are generally 'Larvik sal 'Iaritiper (•• e'em's OW) 
as in the Targ.-Jon. on Ezod. L 15; vb. It. In the Tahnud 
they appear as aslant OM. Since the western text of 1 TIIIL Hi. 8 
has Masdloks, Westcott and Hort infer that this form was derived 
from a Palestinian source. These names were known not only 
to Jewish but also to heathen writers, such as Pliny and Apuleius. 
The book, therefore, may go back to pre-Christian times. (See 
Schttrers ni. 292-294; Racy. Biblica, ii. 2327.1329.) 

Joseph and Ascnath.—The statement Tan Gen. idi. 4$,  ya that 
Joseph married the daughter of a heathen priest naturally gave 
offence to later Judaism, and gave rise to the fiction that Asenath 
Was really the daughter of Shechem and Dinah, and only the 
foster-daughter of Potipherah (Targ.-Jon. on Gen. xli. 43; 
Tcactat. Sopherini, xxi. q; /rant SYrinumi, c. 134. See Oppen-
heim, Fabula Josepki at Asendkae, 1886, pp. Origen also 
was acquainted with some form of the legend (Sekda is Genesis, 
ad Gen. xli. 43, ed. Lommitzsch, viii. 89-9o). The Christian 
legend, which is no doubt in the main based oh the Jewish, is 
found in Greek, Syriac, Armenian, Slavonic and Medieval Latin. 
Since it is not earlier than the 3rd or 4th century, It will be 
sufficient here to refer to Smith's Did. of Christ. Biog. I. 176.577; 
Hastings' Bible Did. i. 162-163; Schiller, ill. 289-291. 

(d) Didactic or Sapiential.—The Pirkc Aboth, a collection of 
sayings of the Jewish Fathers, are preserved in the 9th Tractate 
of the Fourth Order of the Mishnah. They are attributed to 
some sixty Jewish teachers, belonging for the most part to the 
years A.D. 70-170, though a few of them are of a much earlier 
date. The book holds the same place in rabbinical literature as 
the Book of Proverbs In the Bible. The sayings are often 
admirable. Thus in iv. 2-4, "Who is wise? He that learns 
from every man. . . . Who is mighty? He that subdues his 
nature. . . . Who is rich? He that is contented with" his lot. 
. . . Who Is honoured? He that honours mankind." (See 
further Pala ABorn.) 

1 (b). New•Testament Apocryphal Literatures-- 
(a) Gospels:— 

Uncimook41 bayings of the Lord in Christian and Jewish 
writings. 

Gospel according to the Egyptians. 
Hebrews. 

PrOtevangei of James. 
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one day to tome to an end; the prohibition of marriage follows 
naturally on this view. Hence Christ is represented as coming 
to destroy the work of the female (Clem. Alex. Sean. iii. 9. 63). 
Lipsius and Zahn assign it to the middle of the and century. 
It maybe earlier. 

Pralesamd of .Imeses.—Thts dde ow first given in the 16th 
century to a writing which is fettered to as The Book of James 
(I) nor 'ItiekPou) by Origen (ton. xi. in Matt.). Its author 
designates it u Itrropia. For various other designations see 
llschendorf, Emig. Apar. ,  i seq. The narrative extends from 
the Conception of the Virgin to the Death of Zacharias. Lipsius 
shows that in the present form of the book there is aide by side 
estrange" admixture of intimate knowledge and gross ignorance 
of Jewish thought and custom," and that accordingly we must 
" distinguish between an original Jewish Christian writing and a 
Gnostic recast of it." The former was known to Justin( Dial. 
78, sot) and Clem. Alex. (Strom. vii. t6), and belongs at latest 
to the earliest years of the and century. The Gnostic recast 
Lipsius dates about the middle of the 3rd century. From these 
two works arose independently the Pr...amulet in its present 
form and the Latin pseudo-Matthaeus (Evangelism pseudo-
Matthaei). The Evangelism de Mahout* Marine is a redaction 
of the latter. (See Lteshis in Smith's Did. of Christ. Biog. 
ii. 701-703.) But if we except the Zechariah' and John group 
of legends, it is not necessary to assume the Gnostic recast of 
this work in the 3rd century as is done by Lipsius. The author 
bad at his disposal two distinct groups of legends about Mary. 
One of these groups is certainly of non-Jewish origin, as it 
conceives Mary as living in the temple somewhat after the 
manner of a vestal virgin or a priestess of Isis. The other group 
is more in accord with the orthodox gospels. The book appears 
to have been written in Egypt, and in the early years of the 
and century. For, since Origen states that many appealed to it 
in support of the view that the brothers of Jesus were sons of 
Joseph by a former marriage, the book must have been current 
about A.D: too. From Origen we may ascend to Clem. Alex. 
who (Strom. vi. 93) shows acquaintance with one of the chief 
doctrines of the book—the perpetual virginity of Mary. Finally, 
as Justin's statements as to the birth of Jesus in a cave and 
Mary's descent from David show in all probability his acquaint-
ance with the book, it may with good grounds be assigned to 
the first decade of the and century. (So Zahn, Gook. Kamm, 

485. 499, 502, 504, 539; 774-780.) For the Greek text see 
Tischendort, Evan,. Apar' z-so; B. P. Oradell, An Alex-
andrian erotic Fragment and other Papyri, 1896, pp. 13-17: 
for the•Syriac, Wright, Contsiburions to Apocryphal Literature 
of the N.T., 1865, pp. 3-7; A. S. Lewis, Stadia Sinaitica, xi. 
pp. 1-22. See literature generally in Hennecke, NTliche Apok. 
Handbuch, tab seq. 

Gospel of Niddemsts.—This title is first met with in the 13th 
century. It is used to designate an apocryphal writing entitled 
in the older MSS. inromnlpera eel) Hadar *pees 'boob* Xponi8 
epagetern 1st Morley Thlutrout also " Geste Salvatoris 
Domini ... invent* Theodosio nape iniperatore in Ierusakm 
in praetotio Pon tii Piled in codicibus publicis." See Tischendorf, 
Ening. A pod. ,  pp. 333-333. This work gives an account 
of the Passion (i.-xi.), the Resurrection (xii.-xvi.), and the 
Descassus ad Inferos (xvii.-xxvil.). Chapters i.-xvi. are extant 
in the Greek, Coptic, and two Armenian versions. The two Latin 
versions and a Bysantine recension of the Greek contain i.-xxvii. 
(see Tischendorf, Evangel& Apocrypha', PP.  220.458). AU 
known texts go back to A. D. 425, if one may trust the reference 
to 'Theodosius. But this was only a revision, for as early as 
376 Epiphanius (Neer. f. L) presupposes the existence of a like 
text. In 325 Ensebius (H.E. ii. a) was acquainted only with 
the heathen Ads of Pilate, and knew nothing of a Christian work. 
Thcliendort and Hofmann, however, find evidence of its existence 
in Justin's reference to the Arra Iltbkrou (Apol. i. 35,  48),and in 
Tertullian's mention of the Ada Pilad (Apd. 21), and on this 
evidence attribute our texts to the first half of the and century. 
But these references have been denied by Scholten, Lipsius, and 
Lightfoot. Recently Schubert has sought to derive the elements 

GondBk odesaue. 
'Peter. 

„ „ Thomas. 
the Twelve. 

antic gospels of Andrew. Apam, Bennis, Bartholo- 
mew, Basilidea, .Cerinthus anaemic seventeen others, 

(b) Acts and reads*: of the Aposties:-.- 
Acts of Andrew and late. farms of these Acts. 

John
Qui. 

Peter. 

Acts 
offing 

Teaching of the Twelve Aponte. 
Apostolic constitutions. 

() Epistles: — 

The Abgar Epistles. 
Epistle of Barnabas. 

Clement. 
" Clement's " 2nd Epistle of the Corinthians. 

Epistles on Virginity. 
„ to James. 

Epistles of ignatius. 
Epistle of Polycarp. 
Pauline Epp. to the Laodicains and Alexandrian'. 

, „ 
Apocal 

Ep, to the Corinthians. 
ta) 	ypses: see under APOCALYPTIC LITILLATUAIL 

(a) GoszvEza.--Iltscanonical Sayings of the Lord is Christian 
and lavish. Sources.—Under the head of canonical sayings not 
found in the Gospels only one is found, i.e. that in Acts xr. 33. 
Of the rest the uncanonical sayings have been. collected by 
Preuschen (Resta der ausserhammischen Roasigelien, ran, pp. 
44-47)• A different collection will be found in Hennecke, 
NTliche Apok. 9-ii. The same subject is dealt with in the 
elaborate volumes of Resch (Aussmanonische ParalleltsxM as 
den Evangelic*, vols. is iii., 1893-i 895). 

To this section belongs also the FayesesGespd Fragment and the 
Lock published by Grenfell and Hunt.' The former contains 
two sayings of Christ and one of Peter, such as we find in the 
canonical gospels, Matt. xxvi. p 34, Mark xiv. 27-3o. The papy-
rus, which is of the 3rd century, wu discovered by Sicken among 
the Rainer collection, who characterized it (Z. J. hack Thad., 
:885, PP- 498-5 04) as a fragment of one of the primitive gospels 
mentioned in Luke i. 1. On the other hand, it has been contended 
that it is merely a fragment of an early patristic homily. (See 
Zahn, Gesch. Kamm, ii. 780-790; Hauck, Tole said Unto-
malingers, v. 4; Preuschen, op. cit. p. in) The Logic; (Om-) is 
the name given to the sayings contained in a papyrus leaf, by 
its discoverers Grenfell and Hunt. They think the papyrus 
was probably written about A.D. no. According to 'fanatic, 
it is an extract from the Gospel of the Egyptians: All the passages 
referring to Jesus in the Talmud are given by Laible, Jesus 
Chris:se in. Talmud, with an appendix, " Die talmudischen 
Texts," by G. Delman (aid ed. icor). The first edition of this 
work was translated into English by A. W. Streane (Jesus Christ 
is the Talmud, skit). In Hennecke's NTliche Apok. Handbuch 
(PP. 47-71) there is a valuable studyof this question by A. Meyer, 
waded Jesus, less laity, and des Evangelism isr Talmud and 
eerwandkr, jadischen Schrifien, to which also a good bibliography 
of the subject is prefixed. 

Gospel according to the Egyptians.—This gospel is first men-
tioned by Clem. Alex. (Strom. iii. 6. 4S; 9. 63. 66; 13• or), 
subsequently by Origen (How in Luc. I.) and Epiphanius 
(Hoer. lxii. a), and a fragment is preserved in the so-called 
a Clem. Rom. xii. a. It circulated among various heretical 
circles; amongst the Encratites (Clem. Steens. iii. 9), AC Ness-
genes (HippolyL Philos. v. 7), and the Sabellian' (Epiph. Ham 
lxii. a). Only three or four fragments survive; 202.1.411i1111 
(Smith and Wace, Did. of Christ. Biog. ii. 712 713); Zahn, 
Gesck. Kamm., Li. 628-642; Preunben, Rafe d. asuserhamose 
itchy' Evangelism, 19o1, p. a, which show that it vas a product 
of pantheistic Gnosticism. With this pantheistic Gnosticism 
is associated a severe asceticism. The distinctions of sat are 

These editors have discovered (1907) a gospel fragment of the 
and canary which represents a dialogue between our Lord and a 
chief press—a Pharisee. 
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which are found in the Petrine Gospel, but not in the canonical 
gospels, from the original Acta Mali, while Zahn exactly reverses 
the relation of these two works. Rendel Harris (r899) advocated 
the view that the Gospel of Nicodemus, as we possess it, is merely 
a prose version of the Gospel of Nicodemus written originally in 
Homeric centones as early as the 2nd century. Lipsius and 
DobschUtz relegate the book to the 4th century. The question is 
not settled yet (see Lipsius in Smith's Diet. of Christ. Biography, 
ii. 7o8-7o9, and Dobschfitx in Hastings' Bible Dictionary, iii. 
544147). 

Gospel according to the Hebress.—This gospel was cited by 
Ignatius (Ad Swyrsaeos, iii.) according to Jerome ( Viris 
x6, and in lea. lib. xviii.), but this is declared to be untrustworthy 
by Zahn, op. sit L 921; ii. lot, 702. It was written in Aramaic 
in Hebrew letters, according to Jerome (Ads. Pdag. iii. s), and 
translated by him into Greek and Latin. Both these translations 
are lost. A collection of the Greek and Latin fragments that 
have survived, mainly in Origen and Jerome, will be found in 
Hilgenfeld's NT extra Cowman reception, Nicholson's Gospel 
according to the Hebrews (1879), Westcott's bard. to the Gospels, 
and Zahn'a Goads. des N Theisen Kamm 642-723; Preuschen, 
op. cit. 3-8. This gospel was regarded by many in the first 
centuries as the Hebrew original of the canonical Matthew 
(Jerome, in Malt. xii. 23; Ads. Pdag. iii. 1). With the canonical 
gospel it agrees in some of its sayings; in others it is independent. 
It circulated among the Nazarenes in Syria, and was composed, 
according to Zahn (op. cif. u. 722), between the years x35 and 15o. 
Jerome identifies It with the Gospel of the Twelve (Ads. Pdag. 
iii. 2), and states that it was used by the Ebionites (Comm. in 
Matt. xii. 13). Zahn (op. cit. ii. 662, 724) contests both these 
statements. The former he traces to a mistaken interpretation 
of Origen (How. I. in Luc.). Lipsius, on the other hand, accepts 
the statements of Jerome (Smith and W ace, Dict. of Christian 
Biography, ii. 709-71 2), and is of opinion that this gospel, in the 
form in which it was known to Epiphanius, Jerome and Origen, 
was " a recast of an older original," which, written originally in 
Aramaic, was nearly related to the Logla used by St Matthew 
and the Ebionitic writing used by St Luke, " which itself was 
only a later redaction of the Login." 

According to the most recent investigations we may conclude 
that the Gospel according to the Hebrews was current among 
the Nazarenes and Ebionites as early as roo-r25, since Ignatius 
was familiar with the phrase " I am no bodiless demon "—a 
phrase which, according to Jerome (Comm. in Is. xviii.), belonged 
to this GospeL 

The name " Gospel according to the Hebrews " cannot have 
been original; for if it had been so named because of its general 
use among the Hebrews, yet the Hebrews themselves would not 
have used this designation. It may have been known simply as 
" the Gospel." The language was Western Aramaic, the mother 
tongue of Jesus and his apostles. Two forms of Western 
Aramaic survive: the Jerusalem form of the dialect, in the 
Aramaic portions of Daniel and Ezra; and the Galilean, in 
isolated expressions in the Talmud (3rd century), and in a frag-
mentary 5th century translation of the Bible. The quotations 
from the Old Testament are made from the Massoretic text. 

This gospel must have been translated at an early date into 
Greek, as Clement and Origen cite it as generally accessible, 
and Eusebius recounts that many reckoned it among the received 
books. The gospel is synoptic in character and is closely related 
to Matthew, though in the Resurrection accounts it has affinities 
with Luke. Like Mark it seems to have had no history of the 
birth of Christ, and to have begun with the baptism. (For the 
literature see Hennecke, NTliche A pok. Handbuch, az-23.) 

Gospel of Peter.—Before i892 we bad some knowlege of this 
gospel. Thus Serapion, bishop of Antioch (A.D. no-2o3) found 
it in use in the church of Rhossus in Min, dad condemned it as 
Docetic (Eusebius, H.E. vi. z2). Again, Often (Is Mali. tom. 

to) lays that it represented the brethren of Christ as his 
half-brothers. In 1885 a long fragment was discovered at 
Akhinim, and published by Bouriant in 189a.and subsequently 
by Lodi, Robinson, Harnack, Zahn, Schubert, Swots. 

Gospel of Thomas.—This gospel patsies to give an account of 
our Lord's boyhood. It appears in two recensions. The more 
complete recension bears the title °sopa lopanMrou tsboosbbov 
laird cis rd X001421 re* Kvolou, and treats Of the period from 
the 7th to the 22th year (TIsc.bendorf, Evangdia Apocrypha', 
1876, 140.257). The more fragmentary recension gives the 
history of the childhood from the 5th to the 8th year, and is 
entitled Eisyypeozia roil stylou iroorisbou Own& sr eel sir rasikeiis 
luscurrowiris roil Kepley (Tischendorf, op. cif. pp. 158-163). 
Two Latin translations have been published in this work by the 
same scholar—one on pp. 164-18o, the other under the wrong 
title, Psendo-lfattliaei Exangelion, on pp. 93412. A Syriac 
version, with an English translation, was published by Wright 
in 1875. This gospel was originally still more Docetic than it 
now is, according to Lipsius. Its present form is due to an ortho-
dox revision which discarded, so far as possible, all Gnostic 
traces. Lipsius (Smith's Diet. of Christ. Biog. ii. 7423) assigns it 
to the latter half of the and century, but Zahn (Gesch. Kass. ii. 
770, on good grounds, to the earlier ball. The latter scholar 

.shows that probably it was used by Justin (Dial. 88). At all 
events it circulated among the biarcosians (Irenaeus, Hoer. I. so) 
and the Naasenes (Hippolytus, Refus. v. 7), and subsequently 
among the hfanichaeans, and is frequently quoted from Origen 
downwards (Hons. I. in Luc.). If the stichometry of Nieephorus 
is right, the existing form of the book is merely fragmentary 
compared with its original compass. For literature see Hennecke, 
NTliche Apokryphes Handbuch, 132 seq. 

Gospel of the Twelee.—This gospel, which Origen knew (Horn. 
I. in Lew.), is not to be identified with the Gospel according to she 
Hebrews (see above), with Lipsius and others, who have sought 
to reconstruct the original gospel from the surviving fragments 
of these two distinct works. The only surviving fragments of 
the Gospel of the Twelve have been preserved by Epiphaaius 
(Hoer. us. 13-16, 22: see Preuschen, op. cit. 9-r r). It began 
with an account of the baptism. It was used by the Ebionites, 
and was written, according to Zahn (op. cif. ii. 744. about 
A.D. 170. 

OTHER GOSPELS MAINLY GNOSTIC AND ALMOST ALL LOST.-- 
Gospel of Andrew.—This is condemned in the Gelasian Decree, 
and is probably the gospel mentioned by Innocent (r Ep. iii. 7) 
and Augustine (Contra adeers. Leg. of Prop& i. 2o). 

Gospel of A peUes.—Nlentioned by Jerome in his Proves*. ad 

Gospel of Barsiabas.—Condemned in the Celesta° Decree (see 
under BARNADAS ad fin.). 

Gospel of Bartkolomew.—Mentioned by Jerome in his Proem. 
ad Matt. and condemned in the Gelasian Decree. 

Gospel of Basilides.—Mentioned by Origen (Traci. 26 in Mott. 
34, and in his Proems. is Luc.); by Jerome in his Promo. 

in Matt. (See Harnack l. 261; IL 536-537; Zahn, Gesch. 
Kanolas,i. 763-774• 

Gospel of Cerintims—Mentioned by Epiphanius (Ham IL 7). 
Gospel of the Ebionites.—A fragmentary edition of the canonical 

Matthew according to Epiphanius (Hoer. rex. 13), used by the 
Ebionites and called by them the Hebrew Gospel. 

Gospel of Ese.—A quotation from this gospel is given by 
Epiphanius (Hoer. xxvi. 2, 3). It is possible that this is the 
Gospel of Perfection (Ederryiksor rebedoetor) which he touches 
upon in xxvi. a. The quotation shows that this gospel was the 
expression of complete pantheism. 

Gospel of James the Less.—Condertined in the Gelasian Decree. 
Wisdom of Jesus Christ.—This third work contained in the 

Coptic MS. referred to under Gospel of Mary gives cosmological 
disclosures and is presumably of Valentinian origin. 

Apocryph of John.—This book, which is found in the Coptic 
MS. referred to under Gospel of Mary and contains cosmological 
disclosures of Christ, is said to have formed the source of Irenaeus' 
account of the Gnostic of Barbelus (i. 29-31). Thus this work 
would have been written before 170. 

Gospel of Judas Iscariot.—References to this gospel as in use 
among the Cainites are made by Irenaeus (L 31. 2); Epiphanius 
(=avid. 1.3). 
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Gene', TIN Liebe (ihmegeNnes Vinan).—This was a gospel 

of the Maeldsseens See Epiphanies, Ham lxvi. s; Photlus, 
Cooke Musick. i. 

Gospel of Marcims.—On this important gospel see Zahn, Gad. 
Karon; L 385-71& 

Descent of Mary (Then Mapies).—This book was an anti-
Jewish legend representing Zacharias as having been put to 
death by the Jews because be had seen the God of the Jews in 
the form of an ass in the temple (Epiphaidus, Haar. xxvi. 12). 

Nations of Mary (Gnat and Little).--Epiphanius (Han. 
xxvi. 8) gives some excerpts from this revolting work. 

Gospel of Mary.—This gospel is found In a Coptic MS. of the 
5th century. According to Schmides short account, Sagunto-
...ides d. pretax Ahod. d. Win. sm. Berlin (1896), pp. 839 seq., 
this gospel gives dhclesures on the nature of matter (61e) and 
the progress of the Gnostic soul through the seven planets. 

Gospel d, Malthies.—Though this gospelli attested by Origen 
(Hons. in Lac. L), Eusebius, H.E. IL 25. 6, and the List of 
Sixty Books, not a shred of it has been preserved, unless with 
Zahn ii 751 sqq. we are to identify it with the Traditions of 
Makes, from which Clement has drawn some quotations. 

Gospel of Perfedion (litungelinas perfedionis).—Used by the 
followers of Basilides and other Gnostics. See Epiphanies, Han. 
xxvi. 2. 

Gospel of Philip.—This gospel described the progress of a 
soul through the next world. It is of a strongly Encratite 
character and dates from the and century. A fragment is pre-
served in Epiphanies, Haer.xxvL x3. In Preeschen, Rests, p.13, 
the quotation breaks off too soon. See Zahn IL 761-768. 

Gospel of Thaddanss.—Condemned by the Gelasian Decree. 
Gospel of Tkoasas.—Of this game/ only one fragment has been 

preserved in Illppolytes, Philos. v. 7, pp. 140 seq. See Zahn, 
M. cal. 746 seq.; 768-773; Harnack ii. 593-595. 

Gored of Trells.—This gospel is mentioned by henseus L n. 9, 
and was used by the Valentinians. See Zahn i. 748 an. 

(8)• Acre two Tzsartrsos or ant Aearrae—Ads of Andrea 
—These Acts, which are of a strongly Encratite character, have 
come down to us in a fragmentary condition. They belong to 
the earliest ages, for they are mentioned by Eusebins, H.E. 
25; Epiphanies, Has-. Lei. 1; lxiii. a; Philaster, 
Haw. Livia., as currant among the Manichaeans snd heretics. 
They are attributed to Leuthts, a Docetic writer, by Augustine 
(c. Folic. Meet& II. 6) and Enodius (De Fide c. Massids. 38). 
Euodies in the passage just referred to preserves two small 
fragments of the original Acts. On internal grounds the section 
recounting Andrew's imprisonment (Bonnet, Ada Apostokrun 
Apocrypha, U. 38-45) is also probably a constituent of the 
original work. As regards the martyrdom, owing to the confusion 
introduced by the multitudinous Catholic revisions of this 
section of the Acts, it is practically impossible to restore its 
original form. For a complete discussion of the rations docu- 
ments see 1.41111221, A takIyADI A POgergeSehid" L 543-622; 
also James in Hastings' Bible Did. L 92.93; Hennecke, NT. 
Apoloyphse, sir loc. The best texts are given in Bonnet's Ada 
Apostoionan Apocrypha, 1898, II. 1. 1427. These contain also 
the Acts of Andrew and Making (or Matthias) in which Matthew 
(or Matthias) is represented as a captive in the country of the 
anduopophagL Christ takes Andrew and his disdples with 
Him. and effects the rescue of Matthew. The legend is found also 
in Ethiopic, Syriac and Anglo-Saxon. Also the Ads of Pder and 
Andrew, which among other incidents recount the miracle of a 
camel passing through the eye of a needle. This welt is preserved 
partly in Greek, but in its entirety in Slavonic. 

Ads of JoIns.—Clensent of Alexandria in his Hypotyposer on 
t John 1. 1 seems to refer to chapters xcni. (or bruit.) of these 
Acts. Eusebius (H.E. iii. as. 6), Epiphanies (Hoer. sly& r) 
and other ancient writers assign them to the authorship of 
Lenders Charities. It is generally admitted that they were 
written in the and century. The text has been edited most 
completely by Bonnet, Ads Afrodd. Apocr., 1898, 151-2i6. 
The contests might be summarized with Hennecke as follows:— 
Arrival sad lust sojourn of the apostle in Ephesus (sviii.-Iv.);  

return to Rohe*, and 'second sojourn (history' of Drudana, 
IviiL-IsxxvL); account of the aucifision of Jesus and His 
eppment death (liszvii.-cv.); the death of John (evL-czy.). 
There are manifest gaps in the narrative, a fact which we would 
infer from the extent assigned to it (i.s. 25oo 'tithe') by Nice-
photos. According to this authority one-third of the text is no* 
lest. Many amens are lost at the beginning; there Is a gap In 
chapter xxxvii., also before Mil., not to mention others. The 
encratite tendency in dear Acts It not so strongly developed 
as in those of Andrew and Thomas. James (Anadea, iL r-25) 
has given strong grounds for regarding the Acts of John and 
Peter as derived from one and the same author, but there are 
lac affinities existing between the Acts of Peter and thole of 
Paul. For a discussion of this work see Zahn, Gads. Hawn; 
iL 856-865; Lipsius, Apok. Apossdgeseh. L 348-542; Hennecke, 
NT. APohn7Phetc, 423-432. For bibliography, Hennecke, Nr. 
Apok. Handbuch, 492 sq. 

Ads of Amt.—The discovery of the Coptic translation of 
these Acts in Ayr, and its publication by C. Schmidt (Ada 
Peel our des lieidelberger hold:then Papyrushandschrifl 
kerassrgegebets, Leipzig, 1894), have confirmed what bad been 
previously only a hypothesis that the Acts of Thida had formed 
a part of the larger Acts of Paul. The Acts therefore embrace 
now the following elements :—(a) Two quotations given by 
Origen in his Nitwit. L a. 3 and his comment on John xx. r2. 
From the latter it follows that in the Acts of Paul the death of 
Peter was recounted. (b) Apocryphal 3rd Epistle of Paul k the 
Corinthians and Epistle from the Corinthians to Pent. These two 
letters are connected by a short account which is intended to give 
the historical situation. Paul is in prison on account of Santo-
nice, the wife of Apollophanes. The Greek and Latin versions of 
these letters have for the most part disappeared, but they have 
been preserved in Syriac, and through Syriac they obtained for 
the time being a place in the Armenian Bible Immediately after 
2 Corinthians. Aphraates cites two passages from 3 Corinthians 
as words of the apostle, and Ephrsem expounded them in his 
commentary on the Pauline Epistles. They must therefore have 
been regarded as canonical in the first half of the 4th century. 
From the Syriac Bible they made their way into the Armenian 
and maintained their place without opposition to the 7th century. 
On the Latin text see Girdle and Berger, Correspondence 
apecr. de S. P. d des Corinthian, der. For a translation of 
Ephraem's commentary see Zahn ii. 592-611 and Vetter, Der 
Apocr. 3. Korinthien, 70 sqq., 1894. The Coptic version (C. 
Schmidt, Ada Pauli, PP. 74-82), which is here imperfect, is 
dearly from a Greek original, while the Latin and Armenian are 
front the Syriac. (c) The Acts of Paul and Tkeda. These were 
written, according to Tertullian (De Baptisms, t7) by a presbyter 
of Asia, who was denoted from his office on account of his forgery. 
This, the earliest of Christian romances (probably before A.D. 
15o), recounts the adventures and sufferings of a virgin, 'Merle 
of Iconium. Lipsius discovers Gnostic traits in the story, but 
these are denied by Zahn (Gelds. Kansas, ii. 9o2). See Lipsius, 
op. cit. u. 424-467; Zahn (op. cit. ii. 892-91o). The best text 
is that of Lipsius, Ada Apostol. Apocr., 1881, 1. 235-271. 
There are Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopic and Slavonic versions. 
As we have seen above, these Acts are now recognized as 
belonging originally to the Acts of Paul. They were, however, 
published separately long before the Gelasian Decree (496). 
Jerome also was acquainted with them as an independent work. 
Thais was most probably a real personage, around whom a 
legend had already gathered in the and century. Of this legend 
the author of the Acts of Paul made use, and introduced into it 
certain historical and geographical facts. (d) The healing of 
liermocrates of dropsy in Myra. Through a comparison of the 
Coptic version with the Pseudo-Cyprian writing " Caeca," 
Rolffs (Behnecke, NT. Apok. 361) concludes that this incident 
formed originally a constituent of our book. (e) The strife with 
beasts at Ephesus. This event is mentioned by Nicephorus 
Callistus (H.R. il. 20 as recounted in the Tepid:dos of Paul. 
The identity of this work with the Acts of Paul is confirmed by 
a remark of Hippolytus in his commentary on Daniel II 29. 4, 
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,ad. Bomeetoch 276 (so Rolls). " (f) Martyrdom of Paid. The 
death of Paul by the sentence of Nero at Rome forms the close 
of the Acts of PauL The test is in the utmost confusion. It 
is best given by Lipsius, Acta Apodol. sipper. L los-t17. 

Notwithstanding all the care that has been taken in collecting 
the fragments of these Acts, only about goo stichoi out of the 
3600 assigned to them in the Stichometry of Nicephorus have as 
yet been recovered. 

The author was, according to TartuIlion (De Baptiste: 17), a 
presbyter in Asia, who out of honour to Paul wrote the Acts, 
forging at the same time 3 Corinthians. Thus the work was 
composed before me, and, since it most probably uses the martyr-
dom of PolYeArP, after zss. The object of the writer is to 
embody in St Paul the model ideal of the popular Christianity 
of the and century. His main emphasis is laid on chastity and 
the resurrection of the flesh. The tone of the work is Catholic 
and anti-Gnostic. For the bibliography of the subject see 
fiennecke„ NT. APeh. 358-360. 

Ads of Peter.—These acts are first mentioned by Eusebiva 
(H iii. 3) by name, and first referred to by the African poet 
Comedian about A.D. 250. Harnack, who was the first to 
show that these Acts were Catholic in character and not Gnostic 
as had previously been alleged, assigns their composition to this 
period mainly on the ground that Hippolytus was not acquainted 
with them; but even were this assumption true, it would not 
prove the nonexistence of the Acts in question. According to 
Photius, moreover, the Acts of Peter also were composed by 
this same Leucius Charinus, who, according to Zahn (Ge-scit. 
Kanons, 864), wrote about 16o (op. ell. p. 848). Schmidt and 
Ficker, however, maintain that the Acts were written about so 
and in Asia Minor. These Acts, which Ficker holds were written 
as a continuation and completion of the canonical Acts of the 
Apostles, deal with Peter's victorious conflict with Simon Magus, 
and his subsequent martyrdom at Rome under Nero. It is 
difficult to determine the relation of the so-called Latin Acta: 
Y magentas (which there are good grounds for assuming were 
originally called the Upa(eis Risme) with the Acts of John 
and Paul. Schmidt thinks that the author of the former made 
use of the latter, James that the Acts of Peter and of John were 
by.one and the same author, but Ficker is of opinion that their 
affinities can be explained by their derivation from the same 
ecclesiastical atmosphere and school of theological thought. 
No less close affinities exist between our Acts and the Acts of 
Thomas, Andrew and Philip. In the case of the Acts of Thomas 
the problem is complicated, sometimes the Acts of Peter seem 
dependent on the Acts of Thomas, and sometimes the converse. 

For the relation of the Acius Vercelknses to the " Martyrdom of 
the holy apostles Peter and Paul " (Ada A postal. A eocr. 118-177) 
and to the " Acts of the holy apostles Peter and Paul'' (Arta A postol. 
Ape.. i. 178434) see Lipnus as. t. sqq. The"Actsof Xanthippe 
and Polyxena, first edited by James (Texts and Studies.ii.s. '893), 
and assigned by him to the middle of the 3rd century. as well as the 

Acts of the Disputation of Archelaus. bishop of Mesopotamia, 
and the Heresiarch Manes" ("Acta Disputation's Archelai Episcopi 
Mesopotemiae et Maned, Haeresiarchae," in Routh's Retiquiae 
&urea ,„ v. 36406), have borrowed largely from our work. 

The text of the Atlas Vercellenser is edited by Lipsius, Ada 
Apostol. ANC,. i. 45-79. An independent Latin translation of the 
"Martyrdom of Peter" is publis hed by Lipsius (op. cit. i. 740. 
Marrynew bead Petri Apostoti a Lino *scope conscription. On 
the Coptic fragment, which Schmidt maihtains is an animal con- 
stituent of these Acts, see that writer's work: Die alien Partook:en 
firs Zusammesthang der apokryphen A postelliteratur nebsi einem 
nruetudeckunt Fragment, and Ted* and Unto-such. N.F. ix. t (1903). 
For the literature me Hennecke, Nentestassentliche A pokryphen 
Handbuch :  395 KR- 

Preaching of Peter.—This book (Divot, rimy's). gave the 
substance of a series of discourses spoken by one person in the 
name of the apostles. Clement of Alexandria quotes it several 
times as a genuine record of Peter's teaching. Heracleon had 
previously used it (see Origen, In Evans. Johann. t. xiii. 17). 
It is spoken unfavourably of by Origen (De Prim Prof. 8). It 
was probably in the hands of Justin and Aristides. Hence 
Zahn gives its date as go-zoo at latest; Dobsclititz, as ioo-i so; 
and Barnack, as 110-130. The extant fragments contain 
Sayings of Jesus, and warnings against Judaism and Polytheism. 

They have been edited by HD/Welds No TO. extra 
1884b iv. s s-6s, and by von Dobschats, Dias Kerning Petri, 
2893. Salmon (Did. arid. Biog. iv. 329.330) thinks that this 
work is part of a larger work, A Preaching of Peter and a Preach-
ing of Paul, implied in a statement of Lactantius Una. Dim ht. 
se); but this view is contested by Zahn, are Genf. Konen:, ii. 
820.834, particularly pp. 8a7-8a8; Chase, in Hastings' Bible 
Did. iv. 776. 

Ads of Thomas.—This is one of the earliest and most famous 
of the Gnostic Acts. It has been but slightly tampered with by 
orthodox hands. These Acts were used by the Encratites 
(Epiphanius, Hoer. xlvii. r), the Manichaeans (Augustine, 
Contra Fatal. nil. 79), the Apostolic' (Epiphanius la. t) and 
Priscillianists. The work is divided into thirteen Acts, to which 
the Martyrdom of Thomas attaches as the fourteenth. It was 
originally written in Syriac, as Burkitt (Jour*. of Thad. Studies, 
i. 278 sqq.) has finally proved, though Medico and Miele bad 
previously advanced grounds for this view. The Greek and 
Latin texts were edited by Bonnet in 1883 and again in 1903, 
ii. 2; the Greek also by James, Apse. Ana. ii. 28-45, and 
the Syriac by Wright (Apar. Acts of ate Gospels, 1871, L 172-
333). Photius ascribes their composition to Leucins Charinus--
therefore to the and century, but Lipsius assigns it to the 
early decades of the 3rd. (See Lipsius, Apokryphen Apostel-
geschichten,i. 225-347; Hennecke, N.T. ApokryPhon, 471-4W 

Teaching of the noel*, Apostles (Didache).—This important 
work was discovered by Philotheos Bliennios in Constantinople 
and published in 1883. Since that date it has been frequently 
edited. Tie bibliography can be found in Schaff's and in 
Hamaek's editions. The book divides itself into three parts. 
The first contains a body of ethical instruction which is 
founded on a Jewish and probably pre-Christian document, 
which forms the basis also of the Epistle of Barnabas. The 
second part consists of vii.-xv., and treats of church ritual and 
discipline; and the third part is eschatological and deals with 
the second Advent. The book is variously dated by different 
scholars: Zahn assigns it to the years A.D. 80-120; liarnack 
to r ao-16s; Lightfoot and Funk to 8o-zoo; Salmon to 1 so. 
'(See Salmon in Did. of Christ. Biog. iv. 806-815, also article 
D1DACELL) 

Apo:lolled Constitutions.—For the various collections of 
these ecclesiastical regulations—the Syriac Didascalia, Bade-
Si011iC41 Canons of Ike Holy Apostles, dec.--see separate article. 

(c) Eeetrtss.— The Abgar Bpi:ad.—These epistles are found in 
Eusebiva (H.R. i. 3), who translated them from the Syriac., 
They are two in number, and purport to be a petition of Abgar 
Uchomo, king of Edessa, to Christ to visit Edessa, and Christ's 
answer, promising after his ascension to send one of his disciples, 
who should " cure thee of thy disease, and give eternal life and 
peace to thee and all thy people." Lipsius thinks that these 
letters were manufactured about the year 200. (See Did. 
Christ. Biog. iv. 878-881, with the literature there mentioned.) 
The above correspondence, which appears also in Syriac, is 
inwoven with the legend of Addai or Thaddaeus. The best 
critical edition of the Greek text will be found is Lipsius, Ada 
APoctolartuto Apocrypha, I891. pp. 279.283. (See also Assiut.) 

Epistle of Barnabas.—The special object of this epistle was to 
guard its readers against the danger of relapsing into Judaism. 
The date is placed by some scholars as early as 7o-79, by others 
as late as the early years of the emperor Hadrian, 117. The 
text has been edited by Hilgenfeld in 1877, Gebbardt and 
Harnack in 1878. and Funk in :887 and 'gm In these works 
will be found full bibliographies. (See further BARNADAS.) 

Epistle of Consent.—The object of this epistle is the restoration 
of harmony to the church of Corinth, which bad been vexed by 
internal discussions. The epistle may be safely ascribed to the 
years es-96. The writer was in all probability the bishop of 
Rome of that name. He is named an apostle and his work was 
reckoned as canonical by Clement of Alexandria (Strom iv. 17. 
ros). and as late as the time of Eusebius (H.R. iii. 16) it was still 
read in some of the churches. Critical editions have been 
published by Gebhardt and Harnack, Pair. APost. 1876, 
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and in the smaller form In rocto, Lightfoot), 189o, Funk', 1901. 
The Sri= version has been edited by Kennet, Epp. of St 
Cleanest to the Corinthians is Syriac, z899, and the Old Latin 
version by Morin, S. aematris Romani ad Carinthia epistulae 
genie Latina antiesissinsa, 1894. 

" Cleilent's " and Ep. ill the Corissesimu.—This so-called 
letter of Clement is not mentioned by any writer before Eusebius 
(il.E. ill. 38.4). It is not a letter but really a homily written in 
Rome about the middle of the 2nd century. The writer is a 
Gentile. Some of Ms citations are derived from the Gospel to 
the Egyptians. 

aessent's Epistles en Virginity.—These two letters ale pre-
served only in Syriac which is a translation from the Greek. 
They are first referred to by Epiphanies and nest by Jerome. 
Critics-have assigned than to the middle of the 2nd century. 
They have been edited by Beeler, Louvain, ISA 

Clement's Epistles to Janes.- On these two letters which are 
found in the Clementine Homilies, see Smith's Did. of Christian 
Biegraphy,i 559, sse, and Lehmann's monograph, Die Clausen-
tisane Schriften, Gotha, 2867, in which references will be found to 
other solaces d information. 

Epistles of ignaties.—There are two collections of letters 
bearing the Dame of Ignatius, who was martyred between cos 
and z e.7. The first consists of seven kW= addressed by Ignatius 
to the Ephesians, Magnesians, Trallians, Romans, Philadelphians, 
Szayrnaeans and to Polycarp. The second collection consists of 
the preceding extensively interpolated, and six others of Mary 
to Ignatius, of Ignatius to Mary, to the Tanana, Antiochiaps, 
Philippians and Hero, a deacon of Antioch. The latter collection 
is a pseudepigraph written in the 4th century or the beginning 
of the 5th. The authenticity of the first collection also has been 
denied, but the evidence appears to be against this contention. 
The literature is overwhelming in its extent. See Zahn, Pam. 
Aped. Op., 1876; Funks, Die apostal. Mee, zoos; Lightfoot% 
Apostolic Fathers, 1889. 

Epistle of Polycarp.—The genuineness of this epistle stands 
or falls with that of the Ignatian epistles. See article in Smith's 
Dictionary of Christian BiograPhY, iv. 423-431; Lightfoot, 
Apostolic Pothers, L 629-7o2; also POLIICAZP. 

Pauline Epistles to the lesodicearts and the Alesandrians.— 
The first of these is found only in Latin. This, according to 
Lightfoot (see Coiessisout, 272-298) and Zahn, is a translation 
from the Greek. Such an epistle is mentioned .= the Muratorian 
canon. See Zahn, op. cit. ii. 566.585. The Epistle to the 
Alexandrian' is mentioned only in the Muratori= canon (see 
Zahn iL 586.592). 

For the Third Spittle of Paul to the Coridhienc, and Epistle fedi the 
Coristktess to Pao', see wider " Acts of Paul " above. (It. H. C) 

APODICIIC (Gr. iwolkutraln, capable of demonstration), a 
logical term, applied to judgments which are necessarily true, 
as of mathematical conclusions. The term in Aristotelian logic 
is opposed to dialectic, as scientific proof to probable reasoning. 
Kant contrasts apodictical with problematic and assertmical 
judgments. 

APOLDA, a town of Germany, in the grand-duchy of Saxe-
Weimar, near the river Lm, 9 m. E. by N. from Weimar, on 
the main line of railway from Berlin via Halle, to Frankfort-on-
Main. Pop. (woo) 20,352. It has few notable public buildings, 
but possesses three churches and =ornaments to the emperor 
Frederick IIL and to Christian Zimmermann ('7S9-'842), who, 
by introducing the hosiery and cloth manufacture, made Apolda 
one of the most important places in Germany in these branches 
of industry. It has also extensive dyeworka, bell foundries, and 
manufactures of steam engines, boilers and bicycles. 

APOLLIMARIS," the Younger" (d. A.D. 390), bishop of Laodicea 
in Syria. He collaborated with his father Apollinaris the Elder 
in reproducing the Old Testament in the form of Homeric and 
Pindaric poetry, and the New after the fashion of Platonic 
dialogues, when the emperor Julian had forbidden Christians to 
teach the classics. He is best known, however, as a warm 
opponent of Arianism, whose eagerness to emphasize the deity 
of Christ and the unity of His person led him so far as a denial  

of the existence of a rational human soul (sour) In Clot is 
human nature, this being replaced in Him by a prevailing 
principle of holiness, to wit the Lagos, so that His body was a 
glorified and spiritualized form of humanity. Over against this 
the orthodox or Catholic positionmaintained thatf.bristassurned 
human nature  in its entirety including the rotb for only so 
could He be example and redeemer. It was held that the system 
of Apoilinaris was really Docetism (see Doceraz), that if the 
Godhead without constraint swayed the manhood there was no 
portability of real human probation or of real advance in Christ's 
manhood. The position was accordingly condemned by several 
synods and in particular by that of Constantinople (s.o. 381). 
This did not prevent its having a considerable following, which 
after Apollinaris's death divided into two sects, the more con-
servative taking its name (Vitalians) from Vitali,' , bishop of 
Antioch, the other (Polemeans) adding the further assertion 
that the two natures were so blended that even the body of 
Christ was a fit object of adoration. The whole Apollinarian 
type of thought persisted in what was later the Monophysite 
(s.s.) schooL 

Although Apollinaris was a prolific triter. scarcely anything has 
survived under his own name. But a number of his writings am 
concealed under the names of orthodox Fathers, erg. $ sae) Sum 
eters, long ascribed to Gregory Thaumaturgus. These have been 
collected and edited by Hans Lietzmann. 

He must be distinguished from the bishop of Hierapolis who bore 
the same name, and who wrote one of the early Christian " ApC110.• 
gies 7 (c. 170). See A. Harnack, History of Dogma. vola iii. and iv. 
passim: R. L. Ottley, The Doctrine of the Incantation; G. Voisin, 
VA/village:me (Louvain. 1901); H. Lietznumn, Apolliwaris was 
Leodiees and mine Schuh (Tabingan, 19os). 

APOLLINARIII. SOLPICIUS, a learned grammarian of 
Carthage, who flourished in the 2nd century A.D. He taught 
Patina:--himself a teacher of grammar before he was emperor, 
—and Aulus Genius, who speaks of him in the highest terms 
(iv. 27). lie is the reputed author of the metrical arguments to 
the Anted and to the plays of Terence and (probably) Plautus 
(J. W. Beck, Dr Stdpicio Apo:limn* 1884). 

APOLLINARLS SIDONIIM, GAHM SOLLIBIl (c. 43 0-487 or 
488), Christian writer and bishop, was born in Lyons about 
A.D. 430. Belonging to a noble family, he was educated under 
the best masters, and particularly excelled in poetry and polite 
literature. He married (about 452) Papianilla, the daughter of 
Avitus, who was consul and afterwards emperor. But Majori-
anus, in the year 457, having deprived Avitus of the empire and 
taken the city of Lyons, Apollinaris fell into the bands of the 
enemy. The reputation of his learning led Majorianus to treat 
him with the greatest respect. In return Apollinaris composed 
a panegyric in his honour (as he had previously done for Mites), 
which won for him a statue at Rome and the title of count. In 
467 the emperor Anthernies rewarded him for the panegyric 
which he had written in honour of him by raising him to the 
post of prefect of Rome, and afterwards to the dignity of a 
patrician and senator. In 472, more for his political than for 
his theological abilities, he was chosen to succeed Eparchius in 
the bishopric of Arverna (Clermont). On the capture of that city 
by the Goths in 474 he was imprisoned, as he had taken an active 
part in its defence; but he was afterwards restored by Euric, 
king of the Goths, and continued to govern his bishopric as before. 
He died in A.D. 487 01 488. His extant works are his Powegyria 
on different emperors (in which he draws largely upon Stains, 
Ausonius and Claudian); and nine books of Letters and Poems, 
whose chief value consists in the light they shed on the political 
and literary history of the 5th century. The Letters, which are 
very stilted, also reveal Apollinaris as a man of genial temper, 
fond of good living and of pleasure. The best edition is that in 
the Moresniserda Germanise Historica (Berlin, 2887), which gives 
a survey of the manuscripts. 

Apollinaris Sidonius (the names are commonly inverted by the 
French) is the subject of numerous monographs, historical and 
literary. See. for bibliograpity. A. Molinier. Sowers is I' &smite is 
Frond, no. 136 (vol. i.). S. 11/11. Rowan Society in the Fifth Century. 
and T. Hodgkin. Italy od her hinders (vol. oil.). contain interesting 
sections on Apollinaria See also Teuffel and Eberes histories of 
Latin literature. 

.0 
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APOLLO (Gr. 'Arikkeee,'Airinew), in Greek mythology, one 

of the most important and many-aided of the Olympian divinities. 
No satisfactory etymology of the name has been given, the least 
Improbable perhaps being that which connects it with the Doric 
&Aka (" assembly "),' so that Apollo would be the god of 
political life (for other suggested derivations, ancient and 
modem, see C. Wernicke in Pauly-Wissowa's Realenewlefraiie). 
The derivation of all the functions assigned to him from the idea 
of a single original light- or sun-god, worked out in his Lerikon der 
Mythologie by Reicher, who regards it as " one of the most 
certain fact!' in mythology," has not found general acceptance, 
although no doubt some features of his character can be readily 
explained on this assumption 

In the legend, as set forth in the Homeric hymn to Apollo 
and the ode of Callimachus to Delos, Apollo is the son of Zeus 
and Leto. The latter, pursued by the jealous Hera, after long 
wandering found shelter in Delos (originally Asteria), where she 
bore a son, Apollo, under a palm-tree at the foot of Mount 
Cynthus. Before this, Delos—like Rhodes, the centre of the 
worship of the sun-god Helios, with whom Apollo was wrongly 
identified in later times--hild been a barren, floating rock, but 
now became stationary, being fastened down by chains to the 
bottom of the sea. Apollo was born on the 7th day (iffaosayeeist 
of the month Thargelion according to Delian, of the month 
Bysios according to Delphian, tradition. The 7th and soth, 
the days of the new and full moon, were ever afterwards held 
sacred to him. In Homer Apollo appears only as the god of 
prophecy, the sender of plagues, and sometimes as a warrior, 
but elsewhere as exercising the most varied functions. He is 
the god of agriculture, specially connected with Aristaeus (4.e.), 
which, originally a mere epithet, became an independent person-
ality (see, however, Farnell, Cults of the Greek Slates, iv. 123). 
This side of his character is clearly repressed in the titles Sitakas 
(" protector of corn "); Erythibius (" preventer of blight "); 
Parnoirius (" destroyer of locusts "); Swift:hew (" destroyer of 
mice "), in which, however, some modem inquirers see a totem-
lade significance (e.g. A. Lang, " Apollo and the Mouse," in 
Canons and Myth, p. lot; against this, W. W. Fowler, in 
Classical Resist, November 1892); Erilkiss (" god of reapers "); 
and Pasparius (" god of meal "). He is further the god of 
vegetation generally—Nomios, " god of pastures " (explained, 
however, by Cicero, as " god of law "), Her m, " sender of the 
fertilizing dew." Valleys and groves are under his protection, 
unless the epithets Hafraeur and Hylater belong to a more primi-
tive aspect of the god as supporting himself by the chase, and 
roaming the glades and forests in pursuit of prey. Certain trees 
and plants, especially the laurel, were sacred to him. As the 
god of agriculture and vegetation he is naturally connected with 
the course of the year and the arrangement of the seasons, so 
important in farming operations, and becomes the orderer of 
time (Horamedon, " ruler ci.l` the seasons "), • and frequently 
appears on monuments in company with the Horse. 

Apollo is also the protector of cattle and herds, hence Pointains 
(" god of flocks "), Troilus (" of goats "), Kereatas (" of horned 
animals "). Cantata (probably " homed ") is considered by 
some to be k pre-Dorian god of cattle, also connected with 
harvest operations, whose cult was grafted on to that of Apollo; 
by others, to have been originally an epithet of Apollo, afterwards 
detached as a separate personality (Parnell, Cults, iv. p. 131). 
The epithet Makatas, which, as the quantity of the first vowel (a) 
shows,' cannot mean god of " sheep " or " the apple-tree," is 
probably a local adjective derived from Males (perhaps Cape 
Melee), and may refer to an originally distinct personality, 
subsequently merged in that of Apollo (see below). Apollo him-
self is spoken of as a keeper of flocks, and the legends of his 
service as a herdsman with Laomedon and Admetus point in the 
same direction. Here probably also is to be referred the epithet 
Loans, which, formerly connected with awe- (" shine ") and 
used to support the conception of Apollo as a light-god, is now 

s Hesychius: who also gives the explanation fade ("fold"), in 
which case Apollo would be the god of flocks and herds. 

The authority for the quantity is Isyllus.  

generally referred to Mem (" wolf ") and explained as he who 
keeps away the wolves from the flock (cf. amberryet, amearbeer). 
In accordance with this, the epithet aveleyeroes will not mean 
" born of " or " begetting light," but rather " born from the 
she-wolf," in which form Leto herself was said to have bees 
conducted by wolves to Delos. The consecration of the 'wolf to 
Apollo is probably the relic of an ancient totemistic religion 
(Parnell, Cats, i. 41; W. Robertson Smith, Religion of the 
Seethes, new ed., Mu, p. ar6). 

With the care of the fruits of the earth and the lower animals 
is associated that of the highest animal, man, especially the 
youth on his peonage to manhood. As such Apollo is souporpOkie 
C' rester of boys ") and patron of the palmetto. In many places 
gymnastic contests form a feature of his festivals and he himself 
is proficient in athletic exercises (inrytiosee). Thus he was 
supposed to be the first victor at the Olympi% games; be over-
comes Hermes in the foot-race, and Ares in boring. 

The transition is easy to Apollo as a warlike god; in fact, the 
earlier legends represent him as engaged in strife with Python, 
Tityus, the Cyclopes and the Aloidae. He is Boldronsies (" the 
helper "), Edens (" god of the war•y "), and the Paean was 
said to have been originally a song of triumph composed by him 
after his victory over Python. In Homer he frequently appears 
on the field, like Ares and Athens, bearing the aegis to [eighties 
the foe. This aspect is confirmed by the epithets Argyrnexos 
(" god of the silver bow "), Heratebalos (" the shooter from 
attn. "), Chrysaaros (" wearer of the golden sword "), and his 
statues are of ten equipped with the accoutrements of war.' 

The fame of the Pythian oracle at Delphi, connected with the 
slaying of Python by the god immediately after his birth, gays 
especial prominence to the idea of Apollo as a god of prophecy. 
Python, always represented in the form of a snake, sometimes 
nameless, is the symbol of the old chthonian divinity whose 
home was the place of " enquiry " (roNsfeu.). When Apollo 
tielphinius with his worshippers from Crete took possession of 
the earth-oracle Python, he received in consequence the name 
Pythius. That Python was no fearful monster, symboling the 
darkness of winter which is scattered by the advent of spring, 
is shown by the fact that Apollo was considered to have been 
guilty of murder in slaying it, and compelled to wander for a 
term of years and expiate his crime by servitude and purification. 
Possibly at Delphi and other places there was an old serpent. 
worship ousted by that of Apollo, which may account for ecru-
tion for the slaying of Python being considered necessary. In 
the solar explanation, the serpent is the darkness driven away by 
the rays of the sun. (On the Delphian cult of Apollo and its 
political significance, see Aneuscryour, Drum, Oitacte; and 
Farnell, Cobs, iv. pp. 179-318.) Oracular responses were also 
given at Clams near Colophon in Ionia by means of the water of 
a spring which inspired those who drank of it; at Patera in 
Lycia; and at Didyma near Miletus through the priestly family 
of the Branchidee. Apollo's oracles, which he did not deliver 
on his own initiative but as the mouthpiece of Zeus, were in-
fallible, but the human mind was not always able to grasp their 
meaning; hence he is called Loris, (" crooked," " ambiguous "). 
To certain favoured mortals he communicated the gift of pro-
phecy (Cassandra, the Curnaean sibyl, Helens, lielampus and 
Epimenidea). Although his favourite method was by word of 
mouth, yet signs were sometimes used; thus Celebes interpreted 
the flight of birds; burning offerings, sacrificial barley, the arrow 
of the god, dreams and the lot, all played their part in common/. 
eating the will of the gods. 

Closely connected with the god of oracles was the god of the 
healing art, the oracle being frequently consulted in eases of 
sickness. These two functions are indicated by the titles 
tatreinautis (" physician and seer ") and °alias, probably 
meaning " health-giving " (so Suidas) rather than " destructive." 
This side of Apollo's character does not appear in Homer, where 
Paieon is mentioned as the physician of the gods. Here again, 
as in the case of Aristaeus and Carneius, the question arises 

Hence some have derived " Apollo " from ankaives, " to 
destroy.• 
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whether Paean Or Neon) was originally an epithet of Apollo, 
subsequently developed into an independent personality, or 
so independent deity merged in the later arrival (Farewell, Calls, 
iv. p. 234). According to Wilamowita-Mtillendorff in his edition 
of Isyllus, the epithet Mateams alluded to above is also connected 
with the functions of the healing god, imported into Athens in 
the 4th century s.c. with other well-known health divinities. 
In this connexion, it is said to mean the " gentle one," who gave 
his name to the rock Mallon or Melees (0. Gruppe, Griedelsehe 
Mythologic, IL rev) on the Gortynian coast. Apollo is further 
supposed to be the father of Asclepius (Aescuiapius), whose 
ritual is closely modelled upon his. The healing god could 
also prevent disease and misfortune of all kinds: hence he is 
itheElawor (" svelter of evil ") and Oserzeiratee. Further, 
be is able to purify the guilty and to cleanse from sin (here some 
refer the epithet larphesans, in the some of " physician of the 
soul "). Such a task can be fitly undertaken by Apollo, since 
be himself underwent purification after slaying Python. Accord-
ing to the Delphic legend, this took place in the laurel grove of 
Tempe, and after nine years of penance the god returned, as was 
represented In the festival called Stepterion or Septerion (see 
A. Mommsen, Ddphilso, 1878). Thus the old law of blood for 
blood, which only perpetuated the crime from generation to 
generation, gave way to the milder idea of the expiatory power 
of atonement for murder (cf. the court called id irl dehdavite at 
Athens, which retained jurisdiction In cases when justifiable 
homicide was pleaded). 

The same element of enthusiasm that affects the priestess of 
the oracle at Delphi produces song and music. The close con-
nexion between prophecy and song is indicated in Homer 
(Odyssey, viii. 488), When Odysseus suggests that the lay of the 
fall of Troy by Demodocus was inspired by Apollo or the Muse. 
The metrical form of the oracular responses at Delphi, the 
important part played by the paean and the Pythian somas in 
his ritual, contributed to make Apollo a god of song* and music, 
friend and leader of the Muses (seuaryeres). He plays the 
lyre at the banquets of the gods, and causes Marsyas to be flayed 
alive because he had boasted of his superior skill in playing the 
flute, and the ears of Midas to grow long because he had declared 
in favour of Pan, who contended that the flute was a better 
instrument than Apollo's favourite, the lyre. 

A less important aspect of Apollo is that of a marine deity, 
due to the spread of his cult to the Greek colonies and islands. 
As such, hil commonest name is Ddphiniut, the" dolphin god," 
in whose honour the festival Delphinia was celebrated in Attica. 
This cult probably originated in Crete, whence the god in the form 
of a dolphin led his Cretan worshippers to the Delphian shore, 
when he bade them erect an altar in his honour. He is Epibokrins 
and Apobottritts (" embatkes " and " disembarker "), Nasiolas 
(" the islander "), Enryohts (" god of the broad sea "). Like 
Pbseidon, he looks forth over his watery kingdom from lofty 
cliffs and promontories (lender, and perhaps empires). 

These maritime cults of Apollo are probably due to his import-
ance u the god of colonization, who gcoompanied emigrants on 
their voyage. • As such he is tbrfirep (" leader "), adores 
(" founder "), departres (" god of the home "). As Aoki's 
(" god of streets and ways "), in the form of a stone pillar with 
painted head, placed before the doors of houses, be let in the good 
and kept out the evil (see Farnell, Calls, iv. p. rso, who takes 
Agyieuv to mean "leader "); on the epithet Prostakrius, he 
who " stands before the house," hence " protector," see G. M. 
Hirst in Journal of Hellenk Studies, rods. (Igor). Listly, as the 
originator and protector of civil order, Apollo was regarded as the 
founder of cities and legislation. Thus, at Athens,Apollo Paired: 
was known as the protector of the Ionians, and the Spartans 
referred the institutions of Lycurgus to the Delphic oracle. 

It has been mentioned above that W. H. Roeder, in the article 
* Apollo " in his Lexilters der Mythologie, derives all the aspects 
and functions of Apollo from the conception of an original light-
and sun-god. The chief objections to this are the following. It 
cannot be shown that on Greek soil Apollo originally had the 
meaning of a sun-god; in Homer, Aeschylus and Plato, the  

sun-god Helios is distinctly separated from Phoebus Apollo; 
the constant epithet d'oidoe, usually explained as the brightness 
of the sun, may equally well refer to his pbysicai beauty or 
moral purity; tutroyents has already been noticed. It is not 
until the beginning of the 5th century n.c. that the identification 
makes its appearance. The first literary evidence is a fragment* 
of Euripides (Phelikou), in which it is especially characterised 
as an innovation. The idea was taken up by the Stoics, and in 
the Roman period generally accepted. But the fact of the 
gradual development of Apollo as a god of light and heaven, and 
his identification with foreign sun-gods, is no proof of an original 
Greek solar conception of him. Apollo-Helios must be regarded 
es "a late by-product of Greek religion" (Farrell, Clear, iv, 
p. 136; Wernicke in Pauly-Wiasowa's Realeseyekfradie). For 
the manner in which the solar theory is developed, reference 
must be made to Roecher's article, but one legend may here be 
mentioned, since it helps to trace the spread of the cult of the 
god. It was said that Apollo soon after his birth spent a year 
amongst the Hyperborean, who dwelt in a land of perpetual 
sunshine, before his return to Delphi. This return is explained 
as the second birth of the god and his victory over the power* 
of winter; the name Hyperborean, is explained as the " dwellers 
beyond the north wind." This interpretation is now, however, 
generally rejected in favour of that of H. L. Ahrens,—that 
Hyperborei is identical with the Perphereik (" the carriers "), 
who are described as the servants of Apollo, carriers of cereal 
offerings from one community to another (lierodotus iv. 33). 
This would point to the fact that certain settlements of Apolllne 
worship along the northernmost border of Greece (Brie, Thrace, 
Macedonia) were in the habit of sending Offerings to the god to 
a centre of his worship farther south (probably Delphi), advancing 
by the route from Tempe through Thessaly, Pherae and Doris 
to Delphi; while others adopted the route through Elyria, 
Epirus, Dodona, the Malian gulf, Carystus in Buboes, and Tenos 
to Delos (Parnell, Calls, iv. p. zoo). 

The most usual attributes of Apollo were the lyre and the 
bow; the tripod &medal, was dedicated to him es the god of 
prophecy. Among plants, the bay, used in expiatory sacrifices 
and also for making the crown of victory at the Pythian games, 
and the palm-tree, under-which he was born in Delos, were sacred 
to him; among animals and birds, the wolf, the roe, the swan,. 
the hawk, the raven, the crow, the snake, the mouse, the grass-
hopper and the griffin, a mixture of the eagle and the lion 
evidently of Eastern origin. The swan and grasshopper symbolize 
music and song; the hawk, raven, crow and snake have reference 
to his functions as the god of prophecy. 

The chief festivals held in honour of Apollo were the Carneia, 
Daphnephoria, Delia, Hyacintbia, Pyanepsia, Pythia and 
Tbargelia (see separate articles). 

Among the Romans the worship of Apollo was adopted freer 
the Greeks. There is a tradition that the Delphian oracle was 
consulted as early as the period of the kings during the reign of 
Tarqulnius Superbus, and in ego a temple was dedicated to 
Apollo on the occasion of a pestilence, and during the Second 
Punic War (in 252) the Lai Apollinares were instituted in his 
honour. But it was in the time of Augustus, who considered 
himself under the special protection of Apollo and was even said 
to be his son, that his worship developed and be became one of 
the chief gods of Rome. After the battle of Actium, Augustus 
enlarged his old temple, dedicated a portion of the spoil to him, 
and instituted quinquennial games in his honour. He also 
erected a new temple on the Palatine hill and transferred the 
secular games, for which Horace composed his Caroms Saea don, 
to Apollo and Diana. 

Apollo was represented more frequently than any other deity 
in ancient art. As Apollo Agyieus he was shown by a simple 
conic pillar; the Apollo of Amyclae was a pillar of bronze sur-
mounted by a helmeted head, with extended arms carrying lance 
and bow. There were also rude idols of him in wood (soma), In 
which the human form was scarcely recognizable. In the 6th 
century, his statues of stone were naked, stiff and rigid In 
attitude, shoulders square, limbs strong ind broad, hair falling 
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down the back. In the riper period of art the type is softer, and 
Apollo appears in a form which seeks to combine manhood and 
eternal youth. His long hair is usually tied in a large knot above 
his forehead. The most famous statue of him is the Apollo 
Belvidere in the Vatican (found at Frascati, 1455), an imitation 
belonging to the early imperial period of a bronze statue repre-
senting him, with aegis in his left hand, driving back the Gauls 
from his temple at Delphi Ore s.c.), or, according to another 
view, fighting with the Pythian dragon. In the Apollo Cithar-
oedus or Musagetes in the Vatican, he is crowned with laurel 
and wears the long, flowing robe of the Ionic bard, and his form 
is almost feminine in its fulness; in a statue at Rome of the 
older and more vigorous type he is naked and holds a lyre in his 
left hand; his right arm rests upon his head, and a griffin is 
seated at his side. The Apollo Sauroctonus (after Praxiteles), 
copied in bronze at the Villa Albani in Rome and in marble at 
Paris, is a naked, youthful, almost boyish figure, leaning against 
a tree, waiting to strike a lizard climbing up the trunk. The 
gigantic statue of Hellos (the sun-god), " the colossus of Rhodes," 
by Charm of Lindus, celebrated as one of the seven wonders of 
the world, is unknown to us. Bas-reliefs and painted vases 
reproduce the contests of Apollo with Tityus, Marsyas, and 
Heracles, the slaughter of the daughters of Niobe, and other 
incidents in his life. 

AUTHORITIES.—F. L. W. Schwartz, De antiquissima yollisiz 
Nature (Berlin, 1843); J. A. Schonborn, fiber dos Westin pollens 
(Berlin, 1854); A. NlilchhOfer, Ober den anischen Apollos (Munich, 
an); T. Schreiber, Apollo, Polsoktorsos (Leipzig, 1879); W. H. 
Roscher, Studien sow vergkiclumden Mythologic' der Grsecken find 
Romer, i. (Leipzig, 1873); R. Hecker, Dc ApoUinis spud Romans 
Culls (Leipzig, 1879); G. Colin, Le Odle d' A pollen pythims a A theses 
(x905); L. Dyer, The Gods in Greece (189t): articles in Pauly-
Wissowa's Reolencyclopcidk, W. H. Roscher's Lexikon tier klytko. 
logic, and Darembcrg and Saglio's Dictionnaire dm antsguitis; 
L. Prellee, Griockissks sand romiscks Mythologic {4th ed. by C. 
Robert); J•Marquardt, Remade Staariverweitasg, a; G. Wiasowa 
Religion ?aid Rultrs der Romer (ups); D. Bassi, Soggio di Biblio- 
ct ,  r, tgry.A. : .  so A8
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APOLLODORDS, an Athenian painter, who flourished at the 
end of the 5th century B.C. He is said to have introduced great 
improvements in perspective and chiaroscuro. What these 
were It is impossible to say: perspective cannot have been in 
his day at an advanced stage. Among his works were an 
Odysseus, a priest in prayer, and an Ajax struck by lightning. 

APOLLODORDS, an Athenian grammarian, pupil of Aris-
tarchus and Panaetius the Stoic, who lived about 140 B.C. He 
was a prolific and versatile writer. There is extant under his 
name a treatise on the gods and the heroic age, entitled 134fikio-
06co, a valuable authority on ancient mythology. Modern 
critics are of opinion that, if genuine, it is an abridgment of a 
larger work by him (Heel Bear). 

Edition, with commentary, by Heyne (1803); text by Wagner 
(1894) (MYthograpki Green, vol. 1. Toubner series). Amongst other 
works by him of which only fragments remain, collected in Muller, 
Fragrant; Historicorum Graecoruns, may be mentioned: Xsowsli, 
a universal history.  from the fall of Troy to Liz s.c.: Ilennlyssu, a 
gazetteer written in iambics; tidal Nasz, a work on the Homeric 
catalogue of ships; and a work on etymology ('ftwissAwriat). 

APOLLODORUS„ of Carystus in Euboea, one of the most 
Important writers of the New Attic comedy, who flourished at 
Athens between Soo and 26o a.c. He is to be distinguished from 
an older Apollodorus of Gela (342-29o), also a writer of comedy, 
a contemporary of Menender. He wrote 47 comedies and 
obtained the prize five times. Terence borrowed his Hecyra 
and Pkornsio from the `Beved and 'Earigizatintoos oh Apollodorus. 

Fragments in Koch, Ceseiceraw Atticonun Fragnsenta, ii. (1884); 
see also Meineke, Minoru' Crimea Comicorsun Graeseram (1839). 

APOLLODORUS, of Damascus, a famous Greek architect, who 
flourished during the and century A.D. He was a favourite of 
Trojan, for whom he constructed the stone bridge over the 
Danube (am. 104-105). He also planned a gymnasium, a 
college, public baths, the Odeum and the Forum Trajanum,  

within the city of Rome; and the triumphal arches at Banes 
ventum and Ancona,. The Trojan column in the centre of the 
Forum is celebrated as being the first triumphal monument of 
the kind. On the accession of Hadrian, whom he had offended 
by ridiculing his performances as architect and artist, Apollodorua 
was banished, and, shortly afterwards, being charged with 
imaginary crimes, put to death (Diu Cassius lxix. 4). He also 
wrote a treatise on Siege Engines (11catoparrimi), which was 
dedicated to Hadrian. 

APOLLOXIA, the name of more than thirty cities of antiquity. 
The most important are the following: (r) An Illyrian city 
(known as Apollonia ear' liforigearev or rpdt 'Entiksane) on the 
right bank of the Aous, founded by the Corinthians and Corey-
raeans. It soon became a place of increasing commercial 
prosperity, as the moat convenient link between Brundusium 
and northern Greece, and as one of the starting-points of the 
Via Egnatia. It was an important military post in the wars 
against Philip and during the civil wars of Pompey and Caesar, 
and towards the dose of the Roman republic acquired fame as a 
seat of literature and philosophy. Here Augustus was being 
educated when the death of Caesar called him to Rome. It 
seems to have sunk with the rise of Aulon, and few remains of its 
ruins are to be found. The monastery of Polliaa stands on a hill 
which probably is part of the site of the old city. (a) A Thracian 
city on the Black Sea (afterwards Soxopolis, and now Sireboli), 
colonized by the Milesians, and famous for its colossal statue of 
Apollo by Calamis, which Lucullus removed to Rome. 

APOLLONIUS, surnamed 6 66veraos ("the Surly or Crabbed"), 
a celebrated grammarian of Alexandria, who lived in the reigns 
of Hadrian and Antoninus Pius. He spent the greater part of 
his life in his native city, where he died; he is also said to have 
visited Rome and attracted the attention of Antoninus. He 
was the founder of scientific grammar and is styled by Priscian 
graterearicerum arieceps. Four of his works are extant: Os 
Syntax, ed. Bekker, air; and three smaller treatises, on 
Pronouns, Conjunctions and Adverbs, ed. Schneider, 0178. 

Gransmatici Grassi, L in Teubner series; Egger, Apollonise 
Dyscok 4854. 

APOLLONIUS, surnamed 6 paAarbs (" the Effeminate "), a 
Greek rhetorician of Alabanda in Caria, who flourished about 
120 n.c. After studying under Menecles, chief of the Asiatic 
school of oratory, he settled in Rhodes, where he taught rhetoric, 
among his pupils being Mark Antony. 

APOLLONHIS, surnamed " the Sophist," of Alexandria, a 
famous grammarian, who probably lived towards the end of the 
lit century A.D. He was the author of a Homeric lexicon 
(Altos "Oroppocal), the only work of the kind we possess. His 
chief authorities were Aristarchus and Apion's Homeric glossary. 

Edition by Villoison (x773), I. Bekker (1833); Leyde, Dc .4 pollonii 
Sopkistoe Lexico Homerico (1885); E. W. B. Nicholson on a newly 
discovered fragment in Could! Review (Nov. 1897). 

APOLLONIUS MOWN (sometimes called simply Mown), 
a Greek rhetorician, who flourished about ro s.c. He was a 
native of Alabanda, a pupil of Menecles, and settled at Rhodes. 
He twice visited Rome as an ambassador from Rhodes, and 
Cicero and Caesar took lessons from him. He endeavoured 
to moderate the florid Asiatic style and cultivated an " Atticia-
ing " tendency. He wrote on Homer, and, according to Josephus, 
violently attacked the Jews. 

See C. Muller. Fr.:truant Histancersw Graeconms, tai.; E. Scharer, 
History of the Jewish People, iii. (Eng. tr. 1886). 

APOLLONIUS OP PERGA IPEacazusl, Greek geometer of the 
Alexandrian school, was probably born some twenty-five years 
later than Archimedes, i.e. about 262 B.C. He flourished in the 
reigns of Ptolemy Euergetes and Ptolemy Philopator (247-205 
Lc.). His treatise on Conics gained him the title of The Great 
Geometer, and is that by which his fame has been transmitted 
to modern times. All his numerous other treatises have perished, 
save one, and we have only their titles handed down, with general 
indications of their contents, by later writers, especially Pappus. 
After the Conks in eight Books had been written in a first edition, 
Apollonius brought out a second edition, considerably revised as 
regards Books L- ii., at the instance of one Eudcmus of Pcrgamum; 
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the first throe books were sent to Endemus at intervals, as re-
vised, and the later books were dedicated (after Eudora& 
death) to King Attains I. (241-197 p.c.). Only four Books have 
survived in Greek; three more are extant In Arabic; the eighth 
has never been found. Although a fragment has been found of a 
Latin translation from the Arabic made in the 13th century, it 
was not until 166i that a Latin translation of Books v.-vii. 
was available. This was made by Giovanni Alfonso Borelli and 
Abraham Ecchellensis from the free version in Arabic made in 
983 by Aba 1-Fath of Ispahan and preserved in a Florence MS. 
But the best Arabic translation is that made as regards Books 
L-iv. by HMI ibn Abi Hill) (d. about 883), and as regards Books 
v.-viL by Tobit ben Kona (836-9oz). Halley used for his 
translation an Oxford MS. of this translation of Books v.-vii., 
but the best MS. (BodL 943) he only referred to in order to 
correct his translation, and it is still unpublished except for a 
fragment of Book v. published by L Nix with German transla-
tion (Drugulin, Leipzig, 1889). Halley added in his edition (i7io) 
a restoration of Book viii., in which be was guided by the fact 
that Pappas gives lemmas " to the seventh and eighth books " 
under that one heading, as well as by the statement of Apolloniva 
himself that the use of the seventh book was illustrated by the 
problems solved in the eighth. 

The degree of originality of the Conies can best be judged 
from Apollonius' own prefaces. Books i.-iv. form an " ele-
mentary introduction," i.e. contain the essential principles; the 
rest are specialized investigations in particular directions. For 
Books i.-iv. he claims only that the generation of the curves 
and their fundamental properties in Book i. are worked out 
more fully and generally than they were in earlier treatises, and 
that a number of theorems in Book EL and the greater part of 
Book iv. are new. That he made the fullest use of his prede-
cessors' works, such as Euclid's four Books on Conics, is clear. 
from his allusions to Euclid, Conon and Nicoteles. The gener-
ality of treatment is indeed remarkable; be gives as the funda-
mental property of all the conics the equivalent of the Cartesian 
equation referred to oblique axes (consisting of a diameter and 
the tangent at its extremity) obtained by cutting an oblique 
circular cone in any manner, and the axes appear only as a 
particular case after he has shown that the property of the conic 
can be expressed in the same form with reference to any new 
diameter and the tangent at its extremity. It is clearly the form 
of the fundamental property (expressed in the terminology of 
the " application of areas ") which led him to call the curves for 
the first time by the names parabola, ellipse, hyperbola. Books 
v.-vii. are dearly original. Apollonius' genius takes its highest 
flight in Book v., where he treats of normals as minimum and 
maximum straight lines drawn from given points to the curve 
(independently of tangent properties), discusses bow many 
normals can be drawn from particular points, finds their feet by 
construction, and gives propositions determining the centre of 
curvature at any point and leading at once to the Cartesian 
equation of the evolute of any conic. 

The other treatises of Apollonius mentioned by Pappas are 
—1st, Alryou &Toren+, Cutting of a Ratio; and, Lagar drama), 
Calling of an Area; 3rd, &tepee On mph, Damnissate Sea ion; 
gth,'ExtuPal, Tangendes; 5th, Moen, Inclinations; 6th, Tana 
Isiveles, Mane Loci. Each of these was divided into two books, 
and, with the Dela, the Potions and Surface-Loci of Euclid and 
the Conics of Apolionius were, according to Pappas, included in 
the body of the ancient analysis. 

1st. Dr Rationk Satiate had for its subject the resolution of 
the following problem: Given two straight lines and a point in 
each, to draw through a third given point a straight line cutting 
the two fixed lines, so that the parts intercepted between the 
given points in them and the points of intersection with this 
third line may have a given ratio. 

and. Dc Spat Sections discussed the similar problem which 
requires the rectangle contained by the two intercepts to be equal 
to a given rectangle. 

An Arabic version of the first was found towards the end of 
the s7th century in the Bodleian library by Dr Edward Bernard,  
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who began a translation of it; Halley finished It and published 
It along with a restoration of the second treatise In r7o6. 

3rd. De Sedum Determinata resolved the problem: Given 
two, three or four points on a straight line, to find another point 
on it such that its distances from the given points satisfy the 
condition that the square on one or the rectangle contained by 
two has to the square on the remaining one or the rectangle 
contained by the remaining two, or to the rectangle contained 
by the remaining one and another given straight line, a given 
ratio. Several restorations of the solution have been attempted, 
one by W. Snellius (Leiden, 1698), another by Alex. Anderson of 
Aberdeen, in the supplement to his Apollonius Redid's: (Paris, 
1612), but by far the best is by Robert Simson, Opera qmaedam 
rdiqua (Glasgow, 1776). 

eth. De Tactionibus embraced the following general problem: 
Given three things (points, straight lines or circles) in position, 
to describe a circle passing through the given points, and touching 
the given straight lines or circles. The moat difficult case, and 
the most interesting from its historical associations, is when the 
three given things are circles. This problem, which is sometimes 
known as the Apollonian Problem, was proposed by Vieta in the 
6th century to Adrianus Romanus, who gave a solution by 

means of a hyperbola. Vieta thereupon proposed a simpler 
construction, and restored the whole treatise of Apollonius in a 
small work, which be entitled Apollonius Callus (Paris; oleo). 
A very full and interesting historical account of the problem is 
given in the preface to a small work of J. W. Camerer, entitled 
A pollonii Pergaei quae super•ni, ac Milne Lemmas Peppi in 
has Libras, cum Obsertationibus, (Gotbae, 1795,  8vo). 

sth. Dc Indinationibus had for its object to insert a straight 
line of a given length, tending towards a given point, between 
two given (straight or circular) lines. Restorations have been 
given by Marino Chet:Lid& by Hugo d'Omerique (Geometrical 
Analysis, Cadiz, 1698), and (the best) by Samuel Horsley (I 770). 

6th. Ds Lock Plants is a collection of propositions relating to 
hod which are either straight lines or drakes. Pappas gives 
somewhat full particulars of the propositions, and rostorationt 
were attempted by P. Fermat (Mares, i., itter, pp. 310, F. 
Schooten (Leiden, 1656) and, most successfully of aH, by R. 
Simson (Glasgow, .1749)- 

Other works of Apollonius are referred to by ancient yellers, 
viz. (3) riesil 708 Irtyli0V, On the Burning-Gass, where the focal 
properties of the parabola probably found a place; (2) Hipp sal 
irovkine, Os the Cylindrical Helix (mentioned by Proclus); (3) a 
comparison of the dodecahedron and the icosahedron inscribed 
is the same  sphere; (4) 11 rallaav weavoordo,  perhaps • work 
on the general principles of mathematics in which were included 
Apollonius' criticisms and suggestions for the improvement of 
Euclid's arseenes; (3) lboininsw (quick bringing4 •irth), in 
which, according to Eutodus, he showed how to find dour 
limits for the value of w than the 3+ and AI of Archimedes; 
(6) an arithmetical work (as to which see PAPPUS) on a system 
of expressing large numbers in language donee to that of commies 
life than that of Archimedes' Sand-nohow, and showing how 
to multiply such large numbers; (7) a great extension of the 
theory of irrational, expounded in Euclid, Book x. from 
binomial to multinomial and from ordered to tmorderjd 
donde (see extracts from Pappas' comm. on EucL x., preserved 
in Arabic and published by Woepcke, 1856). Lastly, in 
astronomy he' is credited by Ptolemy with an explanation of 
the motion of the planets by a system of epicycles; be also 
made researches in the lunar theory. for which he is Mid to have 
been called Epsilon (e). 

The best editions of the worked( &mambas are the face*: (1) 
Apollonii Pewee Couieoruns libel codger. ex Ilarlialla 
Consesandini (Bononiae. 1566), fol.; (a) Apollortii Pergoei Corsican's 
librf odo, d Serrni Antissenres de Sedrone Cylindri d Cold tibri duo 
(Osemiae. mo), fol. (this is the monumental edition of Edmund 
Halley); (3) the edition of the first four books of the Comics given is 
1675 by Barrow: (4) Apollonii Peepui de Seedcase Rattails art duo: 
Acadia,: ejusden de &dime Skates libri duo Resiiirdi: Praemillitur. 
fee., Opera et Studio Edmunds Nallry , (Oxoniae, 5706). ito; (5) a 
German translation of the Conks by H. Balsam (Berlin, t86I): 
(6) the definitive Coeds tent of liellung todieNif Pea* gosefintra• 



i88 APOLLONIUS OF RHODES-APOLLONIUS OF TYRE 
11814111 Open,Le97.614 IS21-199,8): (Si  L Heath, ApoEdam, 
Treatise ott Conic Seasons (Cambnage, ) ; me also H. G. Zeuthen, 
Die Leh= von den Xegelschmitte* tin A um (Copenhagen, 1886 
and 1902). (T. L H.) 

APOLLONIUS OP RHODES (Ramos), a Greek epic poet 
and grammarian, of Alexandria, who flourished under the 
Ptolemies Philopator, and Epiphanes (222-181 n.c.). He was 
the pupil of Callimachus, with whom he subsequently quarrelled. 
In his youth he composed the work for which he is known-
Arpnaulica, an epic in four books on the legend of the Argonauts. 
When he read it at Alexandria, it was rejected through the 
influence of C.Iliew.-hus  and his party. Disgusted with his 
failure, Apollonius withdrew to Rhodes, where he was very 
successful as a rhetorician, and a revised edition of his epic was 
well received. In recognition of his talents the Rhodians 
bestowed the freedom of their city upon him—the origin of his 
surname. Returning to Alexandria, he again recited his poem, 
this time with general applause. In ig6, Ptolemy Epiphanes 
appointed him librarian of the Museum, which office he probably 
held until his death. As to the Argettattlica, Longinus' (De 
Subtiol. p. 54, 19) and Quintllian's (Instil. x. t, se) verdict of 
mediocrity seems hardly deserved; although it lacks the natural-
ness of Homer, it possesses a certain simplicity and contains 
some beautiful passages. There is a valuable collection of 
scholia. The work, highly esteemed by the Romans, was 
imitated by Virgil (Amid, iv.), Varro Atacinus, and Valerius 
Flamm Marianna (about AA. zoo) paraphrased it in iambic 
trimeters. Apollonius also wrote epigrams; grammatical and 
critical works; and &taw (the foundations of cities). 

Edit*, Primps (Florence, 1496); Merkel-ICeil (with scholia, 185544 
Seaton (Igoe). English translations: Verse. by Greene (178o); 
Fawkes (1780; Freston (1W): Way (1901); Prose by  Coleridge 
OW; see also Couat, La Petite s -Isse; Sus -miN, Grm&I ,&  
dm grieck. Lit. is der alexandritvischen Zest 

APOLLONIIIS OF TRALLES (in Carla), a Greek sculptor, who 
flourished in the and century Le. With his brother Tauriscus, 
he executed the marble group known as the Farness Bull, re-
presenting Zetbus and Amphion tying the revengeful Dime to 
the tail of a wild bull. 

See GREER ART, pl. i. 8g. 51. 
APOLLONIIIS OP TUNA, a Greek philosopher of the Neo-

PYthagorean school, born a few years before the Christian era. 
He studied at Tarsus and in the temple of Asclepius at Aegae, 
where he devoted himself to the doctrines of Pythagoras and 
adopted the ascetic habit of life in its fullest sense. He travelled 
through Asia and visited Nineveh, Babylon and India, imbibing 
the oriental mysticism of magi, Brahmans and gymnosophhts. 
The narrative of his travels given by his disciple DAMill and 
reproduced by Phllostratus is so full of the miraculous that many 
have regarded him as an imaginary character. On his return 
to Europe he was saluted as a magician, and received the greatest 
reverence from priests and people generally. He himself claimed 
only the power of foreseeing the future; yet in Rome it was said 
that he raised from death the body of a noble lady. In the halo 
of his mysterious power he passed through Greece, Italy and 
Spain. It was said that be was accused of treason both by Nero 
and by Domitian, but escaped by miraculous means. Finally 
he set up a school at Ephesus, where he died, apparently at the 
age of a hundred years. Philostratus keeps up the mystery of 
his hero's life by saying, " Concerning the manner of his death, 
if he did die, the accounts are various." The work bf Plulostratus. 
composed at the instance of Julia, wife of Severna, is generally 
regarded lea religious work of fiction. It contains a number of 
obviously fictitious stories, through which, however, it is not 
Impossible to discern the general character of the man. In the 3rd 
century, Hietncles (g.s.) endeavoured to prove that the doctrines 
and the life of Apollonius were more valuable than those of Christ, 
and, in modern times, Voltaire and Charles Blount (1654-1693), 
the English freethinker, have adopted a similar standpoint. Apart 
from this extravagant eulogy, it is absurd to regard Apollonins 
merely as a vulgar charlatan and miracle-monger. If we cut 
away the mass of mere fiction which Phllostratus accumulated, 
we haveleft a highly imaginative, earnest reformer who laboured  

to infuse into the flaccid dialectic of paganish' a suer spirit of 
practical morality. 

See L. Dyer, Studies of the Gods in Greece ((New York. 1890; 
A. Chastang, Le Mermaid= dons l'atstioar 0882 ; D. M. Tredwell, 
Shuck of Ike Life of A pollortins of Tyarta (New ork, 1886): F. C. 
Baur, A pollonins son Tyens sad C.Misins, ed. Ed. Zeller (Leipzig, 
1876,—an attempt to show that Philostratnes story is mem y a parts 
counterblast to the New Testament history); I. Jesse% teettse 
e. Tyaue sad min Biegraph Philostrator (Hamburg, 1885); J. GUM-
aching, A pollemiur son Tyana (Berlin, 1889); J. A. Froude, Short 
Stadia, vol. iv.; G. R. S. Mead, A pollonitts of Tyono (London, 19o1); 
B. L. Gildersleeve, Essays and Studies ( New York,ipo); 
stratne's Life of Apollonius (Eng. trans. New York,' 	[0. de B. 
Frantz, The Indian Travels of Apollonius On); F. W. G. Camp-
bell, Atoll. of Tyana (Pre); see also NEO-PYTHAGOREANISY. 

APOLLONIIIS OP TTRE, a medieval tale supposed to be 
derived from a lost Greek original. The earliest mention of the 
story is in the Carolina (Bk. vi. 8, IL 3-6) of Venantius For-
tunatus, in the second half of the 6th century, and the romance 
may well date from three centuries earlier. It bean a marked 
resemblance to the A takeia and Habrokomes of Xenophon of 
Ephesus. The story relates that King Antiochus, maintaining 
incestuous relations with his daughter, kept off her suitors by 
asking them a riddle, which they must solve on pain of losing 
their heads. Apollonius of Tyre solved the riddle, which had 
to do with Antiochus's secret. He returned to Tyre, and, to 
escape the king's vengeance, set sail in search of a place of refuge. 
In Cyrenc he married the daughter of King Archistrates, and 
presently,on receiving news of the death of Antiochus, departed 
to take possession of the kingdom of Antioch, of which he was, 
for no clear reason, the heir. On the voyage his wife died, or 
rather seemed to die, In giving birth to a daughter, and the 
sailors demanded that she should be thrown overboard. Apol-
lonius left his daughter, named Tarsia, at Tarsus In the care 
of guardians who proved false to their trust. Father, mother, 
and daughter were only reunited after fourteen years' separation 
and many vicissitudes. The earliest Latin MS. of this tale, 
preserved at Florence, dates from the 9th or Toth century. 
The pagan features of the supposed original are by no means 
all destroyed. The ceremonies observed by Tarsia at her nurse's 
grave, and the preparations for the burning of the body of 
Apollonius's wife, are purely pagan. The riddles which Tarsia 
propounds to her father are obviously interpolated. They are 
taken from the Enignsala of Caelius Firmianus Symposius. The 
many inconsistencies of the story seem to be best explained by 
the supposition (E. Rohde, Der grkckiscke Rama*, and ed., 
Igo°, pp. 435 a seq.) that the Antiochus story was originally 
entirely separate from the story of Apollonius's wanderings, 
and was clumsily tacked on by the Latin author. The romance 
kept its form through a vast number of medieval re-arrangements, 
and there is little change in its outlines as set forth in.  he Shake-
spearian play of Perkier. 

The Latin tale is preserved in about too MSS., and was printed 
by M.Velser (Augsburg, 1595), by J. Lapaume in Script. Erot. (Didot, 
Paris, 1856), and by A. Riese in the BibL Terbseritata MTh new ed. 
le, 1). The rn,st widespread versions in the middle ages were those 
of L.oilircy of Vit.,. rbo in his Pantheon (1t85). where it is related as 
authentic history, and in the Gesta Rotnasertim (cap. 153), which 
formed the basis of the German folk-tale by H. Steinhowel (Augs-
burg, 147 1), the Dutch version (Delft, tegEhd3nale French in Le Weller 
des !strokes remain= (Paris, tut). the 	' . by Laurence Twine 
(London, Inn, nen ed. 1607), also of the 	 Czech, and 
Hungarian talcs. 

In England a translation was made as early as the 11th century 
(ed. B. Thorpe, 18A4. and J. Zupitmt in A reknit& nesere Spwchea, 

there 1896); the is a Middle English metrical version (J. 0. 
A New Bois abort Shakespeare, 185o), by a poet who says be was 
vicar of Wimborne; John Gower uses the file as an example of the 
seventh deadly sin in the eighth book of his Cogent* Annuals; 
Robert Copland translated • prose romance of Xynge Apar= of 
nor* (hiYultri de Worde, rsto) from the French; Pericles was 
entered at Stationers' Hall in 1607, and was followed in the next 
year by George Wilkins's novel, The Painful Adventures of Pericles. 
Puna of Tyre (ed. Tycho Mommsen, Oldenburg, 1857), and George 
Lino drew his play Marina (1738) from the woe associated with 
Shakespeare; °read, by a Middle High German minnesinger, 
contains some of the episodes of A pitmans; Heinrich von Neustadt 
wrote a poem of ao,ono lines on Apollonius von Tyriand (c. seco); 
the story was well known in Spanish, Libre de Apolonio (verse. c. 
1200), and in J. de Ttmdneda's Peersisele (1576); in French meth 
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af k was ensbodkd In Amnesia d Mew (13th amt./ and it also 
appears in talkie and medieval Greek. See A. ii. Smyth, Shako. 
401MIleS Pericles and A pothooks of Tyre (PitiladelOia. ISA; Elimar 
Webs, Die Ersdhling vox A. ear riss (Berlin, 1899); S.  Singer. 
A palmist von Tyrus (ialle,raes). 

APOLLOS ('Aroklub; contracted from Apollonius), an 
Alexandrine Jew who after Paul's first visit to Corinth worked 
there in a similar *ay Cor. iii. 6). He was with Paul at a 
later dateln Ephesus (r Cor. xvi. 12). In t Cor. L 10-12 we read 
of four parties In the Corinthian church, of which two attached 
themselves to Paul and Apollos respectively, using their names, 
though the " division " can hardly have been due to conflicting 
doctrines. (See PAUL.) From Acts xviii. 24-28 we learn that be 
spoke and taught with power and success. He may have capti-
vated his huger& by teaching "wisdom," as P. W. Schmiedel 
suggests, in the allegorical style of Philo, and he was evidently 
a man of unusual magnetic force. There seems to be some con-
tradiction between Acts nil 2s a b and Acts xviii. 2s c, a6 b c; 
and it has been suggested that these latter passages are subse-
quent accretions. Since Apollos was a Christian and " taught 
exactly," he could hardly have been acquainted only with 
John's baptism or have required to be taught Christianity more 
thoroughly by Aquila and Priscilla. Martin Luther regarded 
Apollos as the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and many 
scholars since have shared his view. 

Jerome my. that Apollo. was so dissatisfied with the division at 
Corinth, that he retired into Crete with Zenas, a doctor of the law; 
and that the schism having been healed by Paul's letter to the 
Corinthians, Apollo. returned to the city, and became its bishop. 
Lem probable traditions assign to him the bishopric of Duras, or of 
kook= in Phrylia, or of Caesarea. 

See the amides in the Eerydeperdia Mika; Heezog-Hauck. 
Realencyldoplidie; The Jewish Encyclopaedia; Hastings' Dictionary 
of the Blue; and cf. Wei:sicker, Des apostolische &natter; A. C. 
McGill' art, History of Christianity in the Apostate Age. 

APOLLYON, the "foul fiend " who assaulted Christian on 
his pilgrimage through the Valley of Humiliation in John 
Bunyan's great allegory. The name (Gr. 'Arokkftaw), which 
means " destroyer " (fro)). ere, to destroy), is taken from 
Rev. Ix. 11, where ft represents the Hebrew word Abaddon (lit. 
" place of destruction," but here personified). The identification 
with the Asmodeus (g.v.) of Tobit iii. 8 is erroneous. 

APOLOGETICS, in theology, the systematic statement of the 
grounds which Christians allege for belief in (at least) a super-
natural revelation and a divine redemption (cf. e.g. Heb. L 1-3). 
The majority of apologists in the past have further believed in 
an infallibk Bade; but they admit this position can only be 
reached at a late stage In the argument. We should note, how-
ever, that even a liberal orthodoxy, while saying nothing about 
infallibility, is pledged to the essential authority of the Bible; 
it cannot e.g. simply ignore the Old Testament with F. E. D. 
Schlefermaeher. Catholic apologetics must further give a 
central position to Church authority, which Roman Catholics 
explicitly define as infallible; but this position too is debated 
in a late section of their system. On the other band, there may 
be a Christianity which seeks to extricate the " spiritual " from 
the" supernatural" (Arnold Toynbee, characterizing T.H.Green). 
It would only lead to confusion, however, if we ratted this method 
" apologetic." Any single effort in apologetics may be termed 
" an apology." More elaborate contrasts have been proposed 
between the two words, but are of little practical importance. 

I. TheWord Well.—In Greek, Irrolutyle is the defendant's reply 
(personally, not through a lawyer) to the speech for the prosecu-
tion--earempla. Sometimes defendants' speeches passed into 
literature, e.g. Plato's splendid version of the Apology of Socrates. 
Thus, in view of persecution or slander, the Christian church 
naturally produced literary " Apologies." The word has never 
quite lost this connotation of standing on the defensive and 
rebutting criticism; e.g. Angeles Apologia contra istripientem 
Goenikmart (e. nap); or the Lutheran Apology for the Augsburg 
Confession (t331); or J. H. Newman's Apologia pro vita nits 
(r864); or A. B. Bruce's Apologetics; or Christianity Defensively 
Slated (1892). Of course, defence easily passes into counter 
attack, as when early apologists denounce Greek and Roman  

religion. Yet the purpose may be defence even then. And 
there is perhaps a reason of a deeper kind for holding Apologetics 
to the defensive. Christianity is a prophetic religion. Now a 
prophet does not argue; he declares what he feels to be God's 
will. For himself, he rests, like the mystic, upon an immediate 
vision of truth; but he differs from most mystics In having 
message for others; and—again unlike most mystics—he 
addresses the hearer's conscience, which we might call (in one 
sense) the mystic element in every man—or better, perhaps, the 
prophetic. Can the positive grounds for a prophet's message 
be analysed and stated in terms of argument? If so, apologetics 
is literally a science, and it is pedantry to claim the defensive 
and pretend to throw the onus probandi upon objectors. But, 
if not, then apologetics is a mere auxiliary, and is only "a 
science" in so far as it presents a amnion and systematic plea. 
Bruce's title, and his programme of "succouring distressed faith," 
imply the latter alternative; the moral appeal of Christianity, 
primary and essential; its confirmation by argument, secondary. 
The view has its difficulties; but it is higaly suggestive. 

The word awoke* is used by Origen (Canby Cel. if. 6s, v.10) 
of the general Christian defence. But the introduction of the 
adjective " apologetic "and of the substantive " apologetics" is 
recent. They are serviceable at bracketing together (I) Natural 
Theology or Theism, (2) Christian Evidences—chiefly "miracles" 
and " prophecy "; or, on a more modern view, chiefly the 
character and personality of Christ. The lower usage of Apology 
(as expression of regret for a fault) has tipped many a sarcasm 
besides George Ill's on the occasion of Bishop Watson'. book, 
" I did not know that the Bible needed an apology!" 

Apologdia in the Bffile.—The Old Testament does not 
argue in support of its beliefs, unless when (chiefly in parts of 
the Wisdom literature) it seeks to rebut moral diffictddes (cL 
T. R. Cheyne, Job and Seleston; A. S. Peaks, Problem of Safer• 
ing in tke Old Teaseind, 1904). The New Testament reflects 
chiefly controversy with Jews. Great emphasis is bid upon 
alleged fulfilments—striling or fanciful, but very generally 
striking to that age—of Old Testament prophecy (Matt. especi-
ally; rather differently Ep. to Heb.). The miracles of Jests are 
also canvassed. Jews do not deny their wonderful character,  
but attribute them to black art (Mark 22 10C., Sic.). On the 
other hand, Christians and Jews are pretty well agreed on natural 
theology; so the New Testament tends to take its theism for 
granted. However, Rom. L so has had great influence on 
Christian theology (e.g. Thomas Aquinas) in leading it to base 
theism upon reason or argument. One apologetic contention, 
aimed at Gentile readers, is found among the motives of Amu 
Christianity is not a lawless but an excellent law-abiding faith. 
So (it is alleged) mlers, both Jewish and Gentile, have often 
admitted (xviii. Is; xis. 37;• 9;• 32). 

HI. Early Cleristian.—When we leave the New Testament, 
apologetics becomes conspicuous until the political triumph of 
Christianity, and even somewhat later. The atmosphere is no 
longer Jewish but fully Greek. True there are, as always, 
Jewish controversialists. Justin Martyr writes a iftialogue with 
Trypho; Origen deals with many anti-Christian arguments 
borrowed by Cdsus from a certain nameless Jew. Yet Greece 
was the sovereign power in all the world of ancient culture; 
And so Christianity was necessarily Hellenized, necessarily 
philosophized. One result was to bring natural theology Into 
the forefront. A pure morality, belief hi one God, hopes extend. 
ing beyond death—these appealed to the age; the Church 
taught them as philosophically true and divinely revealed. 
But, further still, philosophy offered a vehide which could be 
applied to the contents of Christianity. The Platonic or eclectic 
theism, which adopted the conception of the Logos, made a 
place for Christ in terms of philosophy within the Godhead. 
(John i. I may Of may not be affected by Plulo; It is almost or 
quite solitary in the N.T.) Similarly, the immortality of the 
soul may be maintained on Platonic or quasi-Platonic lines as 
by St Athanasius (Contra Genies, 33)—a writer who repeatedly 
quote" the Alexandrian Book of Wisdom, in which Platonism 
and the Old Testament bad already joined par4tership. This 
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phase of Platonism, however, was much more slowly adopted. 
The earlier apologists dispute the natural immortality of the 
soul; Athanasius himself, in De Incarnation. DM, 4, 5, tones 
down the teaching of Wisdom; and the somewhat eccentric 
writer Amobius, a layman—from Justin Martyr downwards 
apologetics has always been largely in the hands of laymen—
stands for what has recently been called " conditional immor-
tality "—eternal life for the righteous, the children of God, alone. 

Allied with this more empiricist stand-point is the assertion 
that Greek philosophy borrowed from Moses; but in studying 
the Fathers we constantly find that groundless assertion 
uttered in the same breath with the dominant Idealist view, 
according to which Greek philosophy was due to incomplete 
revelation from the divine Logos. 

On purely defensive lines, early apologists rebut charges of 
cannibalism and sexual promiscuity; the Christians had to 
meet in secret, and the gossip of a rotten age drew malignant 
conclusions. They make counter attacks on polytheism as a 
folly and on the shamefulness of obscene myths. Here they are 
in line with non•Christian writers or culture-mockers like Lucian 
of Samosata; or graver spirits like Porphyry, who champions 
Neo-Platoniam as a rival to Christianity, and does pioneer work 
in criticism by attacks on some of the Old Testament books. 
Turning to Christian evidence proper, we are struck with the 
continued prominence of the argument from prophecy. The 
Old Testament was an immense religious asset to the early 
church. Their enemies had nothing like it; and—the N.T. 
canon being as yet but half formed—the Old Testament was 
pushed into notice by dwelling on this Imperfect "argument," 
which grew more extravagant as the partial control exercised 
by Jewish learning disappeared. An argument from miracles 
Is also urged, though with more reserve. Formally, every one 
in that age admitted the supernatural. The question was 
whose supernatural ? And how far did it carry you? Mired; 
could not be to a srd century writer what it was to W. Paley—
a conclusive arid well-nigh solitary proof. Other apologies are 
by Aristides (recently recovered In translation), Athenagoras 
("elegant"), Eusebiva of Caesarea, Cyril of Alexandria; in 
Latin by Minucius Felt, Tertullian (a masculine spirit and 
phrase-coiner like T. Carlyle, if bitterer still), Lactantins Firmi-
anus, &c., Sec.,  

As Christianity wins the day, a new objection is raised to it. 
The age is full of troubles; Christianity is ruining the empire! 
Besides notices elsewhere, we find the charge specially dealt 
with by St Augustine and his friends. Paulus Orosius argues 
that the world has always been a vale of tears. Salvian contends 
that not the acceptance of Christianity, but the sins of the people 
are bringing trouble upon them; and he gives ugly evidence 
of the continued prevalence of vice. Most impressive of all 
was Augustine's own contribution in The City of God. Powers 
created by worldling:4a and sin are crumbling, as they well 
may; "the city of God remainethl" Whether he meant it 
ad or not, the saint's argument became a programme and an 
apologia for the imperializing of the Western Church under the 
leadership of Rome during the middle ages. 

IV. Middle Asst.—From the point of view of apologetics, we 
may mass together the long stretch of history which covers the 
period between the disappearance and the re-appearance of free 
discussion. When emperors became converts, the church, so 
lately a. victim and a pleader for liberty, readily learned to 
persecute. Under such conditions there is little scope for 
apologetics. Force kills argument and drives doubt below the 
smooth surface of a nominal conformity. But there were two 
influences beyond the bounds or beyond the power of the 
christianized empire. The Jew remained, as always, stubbornly 
unconvinced, and, as often, fond of slanders. Many of the 
principal medieval attempts in apologetics are directed chiefly 
against him, e.g. the Pugia Fidel of Raymond Martini (c. rz8o), 

'While these writings are of great historical value, they do not, 
of course, represent the Christian argument as conceived to-day. 
The Church of Rome prefers medieval or modern statements of its 
position! Protestantism can use only modern statements.  

which became one of Pascal's sources (see V. below), or Peter 
Abelard's Dialogue inter Judaeum Philesophum et Christianise& 
And the Moslem came on the scenes bringing, as a gift for 
Christendom, fuller knowledge of dassical, especially Aristo-
telian, texts. The Jews, less bitterly opposed to Mahommed-
anism than the Christians were, caught fire more rapidly, 
and in some cases served as an intermediate link or channel 
of communication. These two religions anticipated the dis-
cnssiop of the problem of faith and reason in the Christian 
church. According to the great Avicenna and Mlimonides, 
faith and the highest reason are sure to coincide (see ARABIAN 
PHILOSOPHY). According to Chazali, in his Destruction of Philo-
sophers, the various schools of philosophy cancel each other; 
reason is bankrupt; faith is everything. (So nearly Jehuda 
Halevi.) According to Averroes, reason suffices, and faith, with 
(what he considers) its dreams of immortality and the like, is 
useful only for the ignorant masses. Christian theology, how-
ever, strikes out a lint of its own. Moslems and Jews were 
applying Aristotelian philosophy to rigorously monotheistic 
faiths; Christianity bad been encouraged by Platonism in 
teaching a trinity of divine persons, and Platonism of a certain 
order long dominated the middle ages as part of the Augustinian 
tradition. In sympathy with this Platonism, the medieval 
church began by assuming the entire mutual harmony of faith 
and reason. Such is the teaching, along different lines, alike 
of St Anselm and of Abelard. But, when increased knowledge 
of Aristotle's texts (and of the commentaries) led to the victory 
of a supposed Aristotelianism over ■ supposed Pletonismj 
Albertus Magnus, and his still more distinguished pct ml Thomas 
Aquinas, mark certain doctrines as belonging to faith but not 
to reason. They adhere to the general position with exceptions 
(in the case of what had been considered Platonic doctrines), 
From the point of view of philosophy, this was a compromise. 
Faith and reason partly agree, partly diverge. The tendency 
of the later middle ages is to add to the number of the doctrines 
with which philosophy cannot deal. Thomas's great rival, Duns 
Scotus, does this to a large extent, at times affinnieg "two 
truths." The latter position, ascribed by the schoolmen to the 
Averroiste, becomes dominant among the later Nominalists, 
William of Occam and his disciples, who withdraw all doctrines 
of faith from the sphere of reason. This was a second and a 
more audacious compromise. It is not exactly an attempt to 
base Christian faith on rational scepticism. It is a consistent 
policy of harbouring inconsistencies in the same mind. A 
statement may be true in philosophy and false in theology, or 
vice versa. To the standpoint of Aquinas, however, the Church 
of Rome (at least in regard to the basis of doctrine) has more 
and more returned. The councils of Trent rind of the Vatican 
mark the Two Truths hypothesis as heretical, when they affirm 
that there it a natural knowledge of God and natural certainty 
of immortality. Along with this affirmation, the • Church of 
Rome (if less decisively) has adopted the limitations of the 
Thomist theory by the condemnation of " Ontologism "; 
certain mysterious doctrines are beyond reason. This cautious 
compromise sanctioned by the Church does not represent the 
extremest reaction against nominalism. Even in the nominalistic 
epoch we have Raymond of Sabunde'a Natural Theology (accord-
ing to the article in Herzog-Hauck, not the title of the oldest 
Paris MS., but found in later MSS. and almost all the printed 
editions) or Libor Crealurarum (c. 1435). The book is not what 
moderns (schooled unconsciously in post-Reformation develop-
ments of Theorist ideas) expect under the name of natural 
theology. It is an attempt once more to demonstrate all 
scholastic dogmas out of the book of creation or on principles 
of natural reason. At many points it follows Anselm closely. 
and, of course, very often "makes light work" of its task. 

The Thornist compromise—or even the more sceptical view 
of "two truths"—has the merit of giving filling of a kind-to 
the formula "supernatural revelation "—mysteries inaccessible 
to reason, beyond discovery and beyond comprehension. 
According to earlier views—repeatedly revived in Protestantism 
—revelation is just philosophy over again. Can the choice be 
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fairly stated? If revelation is thought of as God's personal 
word, and redemption as his personal deed, is it reasonable to 
view them either as open to a sort of scientific prediction or as 
capricious and unintelligible? Even in the middle ages there 
were not wanting those—the St Victors, Bonaventura—wbo 
sought to vindicate mystical if not moral redemption as the 
central thought of Christianity. 

V. Earlier Modern Period.—It will be seen that apologetics by 
no means reissued unchanged from the long period of authority. 
The compromise of Aquinas, though not unchallenged, holds the 
field and that even with Protestants. G. W. Leibnitz devotes 
an introductory chapter in his ThOodicie, z7 to (as against Pierre 
Bayle), to faith and reason. He is a good enough Lutheran to 
quote as a "mystery" the Eucharist no less than the Trinity, 
while be insists that truths above are not against reason. Stated 
thus baldly, has the distinction any meaning? The more cele-
brated and central thesis of the book—this finite universe, the 
best of all such that are possible—also restates positions of 
Augustine and Aquinas. 

Before modern philosophy began its career, there was a great 
revival of-ancient philosophy at the Renaissance; sometimes 
anti-Christian, sometimes pro-Christian. The latter furnishes 
apologies by Masai° Ficino, Agostino Steuco, J. L. Vives. 

Early in the modern period occurs the great name of Blaine 
Pascal (1623-1662). A staunch Roman Catholic, but belonging 
to a school of Augustinian enthusiasts (the Jansenists), whom 
the Church put down as heretics, he stands pretty much apart 
from the general currents. His Pussies, published posthumously, 
seems to have been meant for a systematic treatise, but it 
has come to us in fragments. Once again, a Ity apologist! A 
layman's work may have the advantage of originality or the 
drawback of imperfect knowledge. Pascal's work exhibits both 
characters. It has the originality of are genius, but it borrows 
its material (as industrious editors have shown) from very few 
sources—the Pugh Fidel, M. de Montaigne, P. Charon. Ideas 
as well as learning are largely Montaigne's. The latter's cheerful 
man-of-the-world scepticism is transfigured in Pascal to a deep 
distrust of human reason, in part, perhaps, from anti-Protestant 
motives. But this attitude, while not without parallels both 
earlier (Mardi, Jebuda Halcvi) and later (H. L. Mansel), has 
peculiarities in Pascal. It is fallen man whom he pursues with 
his fierce scorn; his view of man's nature—intellect as well as 
character—is to be read in the light of his unflinching Augus-
tinianism. Again, Pascal, =hie most apologists, belongs to the 
small company of saintly souls. This philosophical sceptic is 
full of humble joy in salvation, of deep love for the Saviour. 

Another French Roman Catholic apologist, P. D. Hnet (r630- 
7722)--within the conditions of his age a prodigy of learning 
(in apologetics see his Demonstratio Evangelica)—is not un-
influenced by Pascal (Trait! de la failiesse de l'esprit knowing). 

As we might expect, Protestant lands are more busily occupied 
with apologetics. Intolerant reliance upon farce presents greater 
difficulties to them; soon it grows quite obsolete. Benedict 
Spinoza, the eminent Jewish pantheist (1632-1677), to whom 
miracle is impossible, revelation a phrase, and who renews 
jnoneer work in Old Testament criticism, finds at least a fair 
measure of liberty and comfort in Holland (his birth-land). 
Bayle, the historical sceptic, lectured and published his learned 
Didion:wire (r696) at Rotterdam. From Holland, earlier, had 
proceeded an apologetic work by a man of European fame. 
Hugo Grotius's De V allele Cluistianae Religions (1627) is partly 
the medieval tradition:—Oppose Mahonunedans and Jews! 
It is partly practical '-Arm Christian sailors against religious 
clanged But in its cool spirit it forecasts the coming age, whose 
master Is Johan Locke. His Rensonateness of Christianity (ides) 
is the thesis of " a whole century " of theologians. And his Essay 
on the Human Ilsadwetanding (z6no) is almost a Bible to men of 
education during the same period; its lightest word treasured. 
Locke does not break with the compromise of Aquinas. But he 
transfers attention from contests to proof. Reason proves that a 
revelation has been made—and then submits. Lambe has to 
supplement tether than coact Locke on thispoint. 

' 9I 

In such an atmosphere, deism readily uttered its protest 
against mysterious revelation. Dam is, in fact, the 'Monist 
natural theology (more clearly distinguished from dogmatic 
theology than in the middle ages, alike by Protestants and by 
the post-Tridentine Church of Rome) now dissolving partnership 
with dogmatic and starting in business for itself. Or it.is the 
doctrine of malign man's " natural state "—a dqctrine inten-
sified in Protestantism—separating itself from the theologians' 
grave doctrine of aim If Socinianism bad challenged natural 
theology—Christ, according to it, was the prophet who first 
revealed the way to eternal life—it had glorified the natural 
powers of man; and the learning of the Arminian divines 
(friends of Credos and Locke) had helped to modernise Christian 
apologetics upon rational lines. Dam now taught that mum, 
or " the light of nature," was all-sufficient. 

Not to dwell upon euller continental " Deists " (mentioned by 
Viret as quoted first in Bayle's Dicgossary and again in tie 
introduction to Leland's View of the Deistical Wrawd, Load 
Herbert of Chutney (Ds Veritate, 2624; De ReligiasseGentilissw, 
16457—according to J. G. Watch's Diblisideeca Tfuelogka (1757) 
not published complete until 2663) was universally mdastood 
as hinting conclusions hostile to Christianity (d. also T. Hobbes, 
Leviathan, 265r, ch. taxi.; Spinoza, Tradatus Tlwologico-
Politicus, 167o, ch. :iv.). Professedly, Herbert's contention 
merely is that non-Christians feeling after the "supreme God" 
and the law of righteousness must have a chance of salvation. 
Herbert was also epoch-making for the whole r8th century in 
teaching that priests had corrupted this primitive faith. During 
the 18th century deism spread widely, though its leaders were 
" irrepressible men like Toland, men of mediocre culture and 
ability Eke Anthony Collins, vulgar men hire Chubb, irritated 
and disagreeable men like Matthew Tindal, who amformed that 
he might enjoy his Oxford fellowship and wrote anonymously 
that he might relieve his conscience " (A. M. Paitbairn). More 
distinguished sympathisers are Edward Gibbon, who has the 
deistic spirit, and David Hume, the historian and philosophical 
sceptic, who has at least the letter of the deistic creed (Dialogues 
Concerning Natural Rdigiots), and who uses Pascal's appeal to 
" faith " in a spirit of mockery (Essay on Miracles). In France 
the new school found powerful speaking-trumpets, especially 
Voltaire, the idol of his age—a great denier and scoffer, but 
always sincerely a believer in the God of reason—and the deeper 
but wilder spirit of J. J. Rousseau. Others in France developed 
still more startling conclusions Irons Locke's principles, E. B. 
Conchllac's sensationalism—Locke's philosophy purged of its 
more ideal If less logical elements—leading on to materialism in 
J. 0. de la Mettrie; and at least one of the Encyclopedists 
(P. H. von Holbach) capped materialism with confessed atheism. 

In Germany the parallel movement of " illumination " (H. S. 
Reimarus; J. S. Semler, pioneer in N.T. criticism; and a 
layman, the great Leasing) took the form of " rationalism " 
within the church—interpreting Bible texts by main force in a 
way which the age thought " enlightened " (H. E. G. Paulus, 
r 76r-285r, &c.). 

Among the innumerable English anti-deistic writers (see 
W. Law, The Case of Reason; R. Bentley, or " Phileleutherus 
Lipsiensis "; &c., &c.), three are of chief importance. Nathaniel 
Ladner (Arian, 1684-1768) stands in the front rank of the 
scholarship of his time, and uses his vast knowledge to maintain 
the genuineness of all books of the New Testament and the 
perfect accuracy of its history. Joseph Butler, a very original, 
careful and honest thinker, lifts controversy with deists from 
details to principles in his Analogy of Religion both Natural and 
Resealed to the Cox:Jinni= and Course of Nature (1736). This 
title introduces us to a new conception. Deists and orthodox 
in those days agreed in recognizing not merely natural theology 
but natural religion—" essential religion," Butler more than 
once styles jt; the expression shows how near he stood in-
tellectually to those he criticized. But morally he stood aloof. 
In part i.—on Natural Religion—he defends a moral or punishing 
Deity against the sentimental softness of the age. The God of 
Nature, whom deists confess, does punish in time, if they will 
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but look at the facts; why not In eternity? "Morality," as 
*then have confessed, Is " the nature of things "I Not the Being 
of God is discussed—Butler will not waste words on triflers (as 
he thinks them) who deny that—but God's character. Un-
fortunately (perhaps) Butler prefers to argue on admitted 
principles; holds much of his own moral belief in reserve; 
tries to reduce everything to a question of probable fact. If 
this hampers him in part L, the situation appears still worse in 
part ti., which is directly occupied with the defence of Chris-
tianity. Butler says nothing about incomprehensible mysteries, 
and protests that reason is the only ground we have to proceed 
upon. But by treating the atonement simply as revealed (and 
unexplained) matter of fact—in spite of some partial analogies 
In human experience, a thing essentially anomalous—Butler 
repeats, and applies to the moral contents of Christianity, what 
Aquinas said of its speculative doctrines. (Whether one calls the 
unknowable a revealed mystery or au unexplained and in-
explicable fact makes little difference.) William Paley (x743- 

iles) borrows from many writers; he borrows Lardner's learning 
and Butler's" particular evidence for Christianity," viz miracles, 
prophecy and "history "; and be states his points with perfect 
clearness. No man ever filled a typist position more exactly 
than Paley. Eighteenth-century ethics—Hedonism, with a 
theological background. Empiricist Natural Theology—the 
argument from Design. Christian Evidences—the strong 
probability of the resurrection of Christ and the consequeet 
authority of his teaching. Morse Pauline-mutual confirma-
tions of Ads and Epistles; better, though one-sided. When 
such exclusively " external " arguments are urged, the contents 
of Christianity go for next to nothing. 

VI. Later If edam Period.—Towards the end of the 18th century 
a new epoch of reconstruction begins in the thought and life of 
civilisation. The leader in speculative philosophy is Immanuel 
Kant, though he Includes many agnostic elements, and draws 
the inference (which some things in the letter of Butler might 
seem to warrant) that the essence of Christianity is an ethical 
theism. While he thus created a new and more ethical " rational-
ism," Kant's many-sided influence, alike in philosophy and in 
theology, worked to further issues. He (and other Germans, 
but not G. W. F. Hegel) was represented in England in a frag-
mentary way by S. T. Coleridge (1772-1834), Probably the most 
typical figure of his period—another layman. His general 
thought was that " rationalism " represents an uprising of the 
lower reason or " understanding " against the higher or true 
"reason." The mysteries of theology are its beat part—not 
alien to reason but of its substance, the " logos." This is to 
upset the compromise of Aquinas and go back to a Christian 
platonism. Of course the difficulty revives again: If a philo-
sophy, why supernaturally revealed? Thomas Arnold,. criti-
cizing Edward Hawkins, appeals rather to the atonement as 
deeper neglected truth. So in Scotland, Thomas Erskine and 
Thomas Chalmers—the latter in contradiction to his earlier 
position—hold that the doctrine of salvation, when translated 
into experience, furnishes " internal evidence "—a somewhat 
broader use of the phrase than when it applies merely to evidence 
of date or authorship drawn from the contents of a book. This 
gives a new and moral filling to the conception of " supernatural 
revelation." The attempt to work out either of the reactions 
against Thomism in new theological systems is pretty much 
confined to Germany. Hegel's theological followers, of every 
shade and party, represent the first, and Schleiermacher's the 
second. Schleiermacher rejects natural religion in favour of the 
positive religions, while the school of A. Ritschl and W. Herrmann 
reject natural theology outright in favour of revelation—a 
striking external parallel to early Socinianisnr. British and 
American divines, on the other hand, are slow to suspect that a 
new apologetit principlemay mean a new system of apologetics, 
to say nothing of a new dogmatic. Among the evangelicals, for 
the most part, natural theology, far from being rejected, is not 
even modified, and ;certain doctrines continue to be described as 
incomprehensible mysteries. No.Protestant, of course, can agree 
with Roman Catholic theology that (supernatural) faith is an  

obedient assent to church authority and the mysteries it dictates. 
To Protestantism, faith is personal trust. But the principle is 
hardly ever carried out to the end. Mysterious doctrines are 
ascribed by Protestants to scripture; so half of revelation is 
regarded as matter for blind assent, if another half is luminous 
in experience. The movement of German philosophy which led 
from Kant to Hegel has indeed found powerful British champions 
(T. H. Green, J. and E. Caird, ikc.), but less churchly than 
Coleridge (or F. D. Maurice or B. F. Westcott), though churchly 
again in J. R. Illingworth and other contributors to Lux Musick 
(18go). Before this wave of thought, H. L. Maud tried (1858) 
to play Pascal's game on Kantian principles, developing the 
sceptical side of Kant'smany-faceted mind. But as he protested 
against relying on the human conscience—the one element of 
positive conviction spared by Kant—his ingenuity found few 
admirers except H. Spencer, who claims him as justifying anti-
Christian agnosticism. Butler's tradition was more directly 
continued by J. H. Newman—with modifications on becoming a 
Roman Catholic in the light of the church's decision in favour of 
Thomism. A. M. Fairbairn (Catholicism', Roman and Anglican, 
ch. v., and elsewhere) and E. A. Abbott (Pillion's/no, and 
elsewhere) seeped Newman of a sceptical leaven and extend the 
criticism to Butler's doctrine of ' probability." Yet it seems 
plain that any theology, maintaining redemption as historical 
fact (and not merely ideal), must attach religious importance to 
conclusions which are technically probable rather than proven. 
If we transfer Christian evidence from the " historical ' to the 
" philosophical " with IL Rashdall—we surely cut down Chris-
tianity to the limits of theism. And the inner mind of Butler 
has moral anchorage in the Analogy, quite as much as in the 
Sermons. It is in part ii. more than in part i. of his masterpiece 
that the light seems to grow dim. Another of the Oxford con-
verts to Rome, W. G. Ward, made vigorous contributions to 
natural theology. 

VII. Contents of Modern Apologetics.—Superficially regarded, 
philosophy ebbs and flows, whatever progress the debate may 
reveal to speculative insight. Old positions re-emerge from 
forgetfulness, and there is always a philosophy to back every 
" case." More Visible dangers arise for the apologist in the region 
of science, historical or physical. There the progress of truth, 
within whatever limits, is manifest. Essays and Reviews (186o) 
was a vehement announcement of scientific results—startling 
English conservatism awake for the first time. And in the 
scientific region the great apologetic classics, like Butler, are 
hopelessly out of date. The modern apologist must do ephemeral 
work—unless it should chance that he proves to be the skir-
misher, pioneering fora modified dogmatic. He holds a watching 
brief. While he must beware of hasty speech, he has often to 
plead that new knowledge does not really threaten faith; or 
that it is not genuinely established knowledge at all; or else, 
that faith has mistaken its own grounds, and will gain strength 
by concentrating on its true field. The work is not always well 
done; but the Christian church needs it. 

1. Apologetics and Philosophy.—The main part of this subject 
is discussed under Taunt Some notes may be added on special 
points. (a) Freewill is generally assumed on the Christian side 
(B.C. Church; Scottish philosophy; H. Lone; J. Martineau; 
W. G. Ward. Not in a libertarian sense; Leibnitz. New and 
obscure issues raised by Kant). ,But there is no continuous 
tradition or steady trend of discussion. (b) Personal immortality 
is affirmed as philosophically certain by the Church of Rome 
and many Protestant writers. Others teach " conditional im-
mortality." Others base the hope on belief in the resurrection 
of Christ (c) Theodicy—the tradition of Leibnitz is preserved 
(on libertarian lines) by Martineau (A Study of Religion, 1883). 
See also F. R. Tennant's Origin and Propagation of Sin (tees)— 
sin a " bye-product " of a generally good evolution. Others find 
in the gospel of redemption the true theodicy. (d) The problem 
of Christian apologetic has been simplified in the past by the 
prevalence of the Christian ethics and temper even among many 
non-Christians (e.g. J. S. Mill). But hereafter It may not prove 
possible for the apologist to assume as unchallenged the Christian 
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'moral outlook. Germans have suspected an and-Cbristian 
strain in Goethe; all the world knows of it in E. von Hartmann 
or F. Nietzsche. 

a. Apia:dies and Physical Science.—(a) Copernicanism has 
won its battles and the Church of Rome would fain have its error 
forgotten. The admission is now general that the Bible cannot 
be expected to use the language of scientific astronomy. Still, 
it is not certain that the shock of Copernicanism on supernatural 
Christianity is exhausted. (6) Geology has also won its battles, 
and few now try to harmonize it with Genesis. (c) Evolution 
came down from the clouds when C Darwin and A. R. Wallace 
succeeded in displacing the nalf conception of special creation 
by belief in the origin of species out of other species through a 
process of natural law. This gave immense vogue to wider and 
vaguer theories of evolutionary process, notably to H. Spencer's 
grandiose cosmic formula in terms of mechanism. Here the 
apologist has more to say. The special Darwinian hypothesis—
natural " selection " —may or may not be true; it was at least 
a fruitful suggestion. If true. it need not be exhaustive. Again, 
evolution itself need not apply everywhere. We are offered a 
philosophical rather than a scientific speculation when E. Caird 
(Eeolsdion of Itelipon, saw) tries to vindicate Christianity as 
the highest working of nature--true just because evolved from 
lower religions. The Christian apologist indeed may himself 
seek, following John Fiske, to philosophize evolution as a re-
statement of natural theology—" one God, one law, one clement 
and one far-off divine event "—and as at least pointing towards 
personal immortality. But if evolution is to be the whole truth 
regarding Christianity, we should have to surrender both super-
natural rendatials and divine redemption. And these, it may 
be strongly urged, contain the magic of Christianity. Losing 
them it might sink into a lifeless theory. 

As far as pure science goes, the inference from science in 
favour of materialism has visibly lost much of its plausibility, 
and Protestant apologists would probably be prepared to accept 
in advance all verified discoveries as belonging to a different 
region from that of faith. Roman Catholic apologetic prefers to 
negotiate in detail. 

3. Apdogskcs and Ffistary.--History brings us nearer the 
heart of the Christian position. (a) Old Testament criticism 
won startling victories towards theend of the Roth century- it 
blots out much supposed knowledge, but throws a vivid and 
interesting light on the reconstrued process of history. Most 
Protestants accept the general scheme of criticism; those who 
hang back make not a few concessions (e.g. J. Orr, Probkm of 
Ike 0.T., mon). The Roman Catholic Church again prefers an 
attitude of reserve. (6) New Testament criticism raises even 
more delicate issues. Positively it may be affirmed that the 
recovered figure of the historical Jesus is the greatest asset in 
the possession of modern Christian theology and apologetics. 
The "lives" of Christ, Roman Catholic and Protestant, 
" critical " (1). F. Strauss, A. Renan, ilec..ffic.) and " believing," 
imply this at least. Negatively, "unchallenged historical 
certainties " are becoming few in number, or are disappearing 
altogether, through the industry of modem minds. True, the 
Tlibingen criticism of F. C. Baur and his school—important as 
the first scieotific attempt to conceive New Testament conditions 
and literature as a whole—has been abandoned. (A. Ritschl's 
Eintstekang der alt-katItolisdeen Kirdse, and edition, 1857, was an 
especially telling reply.) The synoptic gospels are now treated 
with considerable respect. It is no longer suggested in responsible 
quarters that they are party documents sacrificing truth to 
" tendency." But not all quarters are responsible; and in the 
effort to grasp scientifically, i.e. accurately, the amazing facts of 
Christ and primitive Christianity, every imaginable hypothesis 
is canvassed. Even the Roman Catholic Church produced the 
Abbe Loisy (though he undertakes to play off church certainties 
against historical uncertainties). Hitherto at least the fourth 
gospel has been the touchstone. The authembip of the epistles 
is in many cases a matter of subordinate importance; at least 
for Protestants or for those surrendering Bible infallibility, 
which Rome can hardly do. (c) New Testament history. 

The apologist must maintain (r) that Jesus of Nazareth is a 
real historical figure—a point well-nigh overlooked by Strauss, 
and denied by some modern advocates of a mythical theory; 
(2) that Jesus is knowable (not one " of whom we really know 
very little "—B. Jewett) in his teaching, example, character, 
historical personality; and that he is full of moral splendour. 
On the other head, faith has no special interest in claiming that 
we can compose a biographical study of the development of 
Jesus. Certainly no early writer thought of providing material 
for such use. It is a common opinion in Germany that our 
material is in fact too scanty or too self-contradictory. Yet the 
fascination of the subject will always revive the attempt. If it 
succeeds, there will be a new line of communication along 
which that great personality will tell on men's minds and 
hearts. If it fails—there are other channels; character can be 
known and trusted even when we are baffled by a thing neces- 
sarily so full of mystery as the development of a personality. 
Notably, the manifest non-consciousness of personal guilt in 
Jesus suggests to us his sinlessness. (3) Apologists maintain 
that Jesus " claimed " Messiahship. There are speculative 
constructions of gospel history which eliminate that claim; 
and no doubt apologetics could—with more or less difficulty—
restate its position in a changed form if the paradox of to-clay 
became accepted as historical fact to-morrow. The central 
apologetic thesis is the uniqueness of the "only-begotten"; it 
is here that " the supernatural " passes into the substance of 
Christian faith. But most probably the description of Jesus as 
thus unique will continue to be associated with the allegation—
He told us so; he claimed Alessiahship and "died for the 
claim." (See preface to 5th ed. of Pia Home.) Nor did so 
superhuman a claim crush hint, or deprive his soul of its balance. 
He Imparted to the title a grander significance out of the riches 
of his personality. (4) In the light of this the " argument from 
prophecy " is reconstructed. It ceases to lay much stress upon 
coincidences between Old Testament predictions or " types " 
and events in Christ's career. It becomes the assertion; historic-
ally, providentially, the expectation of a unique religious figure 
aroso—" the " Messiah; and Jesus gave himself to be thought 
of as that great figure. (s) It is also &timed as certain that Jesus 
had marvellous powers of healing. More reserve is being shown 
towards the other or "nature" miracles. These latter, it may 
be remarked, are more unambiguously supernatural. But, if 
Jesus really cured leprosy or really restored the dead to life, we 
have miracle plainly enough in the region of healing. (6) For 
Jesus' own resurrection several lines of evidence are alleged. 
(i.) All who believe that in any sense Christ rose again insist upon 
the impression which his personality made during life. It was he 
whose resurrection seemed credible! Some practically stop here; 
the apologist proceeds. (ii.) There is the report of the empty 
grave; historically, not easily waved aside. (iii.) We have New 
Testament reports of appearances of the risen Jesus; subjective? 
the mere clothing of the impression made by his personality 
during life? or objective? "telegrams" from heaven (Th. 
Keim)—" Veridical Hallucinations"? or something even more, 
throwing a ray of light perhaps on the state and powers of the 
happy dead? (iv.) There is the immense influence of Jesus Christ 
in history, associated with belief in him as the risen Son of God. 

In view of the claims of Jesus, different possibilities arise. 
(i.) The evangelists impute to him a higher claim than he 
made. This may be called the rationalistic solution; with 
sympathy in Christ's ethical teaching, there is relief at minimizing 
his great claim. So, brilliantly, Wellhausen's Gospel com-
mentaries and Introduction. (Mark fairly historical; other 
gospels' fuller amount of Christ's teaching and claims un-
reliable.) (ii.) The claim was fraudulent (Reimarus; Renan, 
ed. a; popular anti-Christian agitation). This is • counsel of 
despair. dB.) He was an enthusiastic dreamer, expecting the 
world's end. This the apologist will recognize as the most 
plausible hostile alternative. He may feel bound to admit an 
element of illusion in Christ's vision of the future; but he will 
contend that the apocalyptic form did not destroy the spiritual 
content of Christ's revelations—my, that it was itself the 
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vehicle of great truths. SO he will argue as the essence of the 
matter that (iv.) he who has occupied Christ's place in history, 
and won such reverence from the purest souls, was what he 
daimed to be, and that his many-sidedness comes to focus and 
harmony when we recognize him as the Christ of God and the 
Saviour of the world. 

To a less extent, similar problems and alternatives arise in 
regard to the church:—Catholidsm a compromise between 
Jewish Christianity and Pauline or Gentile Christianity (F. C. 
Baur, Sm.); Catholicism the Hellenizing of Christianity (A. 
RitscM, A. Harnack); the Catholic church for good and evil 
the creation of St Paul (P. Wende, H. Weinel); the church 
supernaturally guided (R.C. apologetic; in a modified degree 
High Church apologetic); essential—not necessarily exclusive—
truth of Paulinism, essential error in first principles of Catholicism 
(Protestant apologetic). 

LITERATURIL—Omitting the Christian fathers as remote from the 
present day, we recognize as works of genius Pascal's Pewees and 
'Sutler's Analogy, to which we might add)). R. Seeley's Eck Homo 
(1865). The philosophical, Platonist, or Idealist line of Christian 
defence is represented among recent writers by J. R. Illingworth 
[Anglican], in Personalily. Human and Divine (18ok), Divine Im-
manence (1W), Reason and Revelation (19m), who at times seems 
rather to presuppose the Thomist compromise, and A. M. Fairbairn 
[Congregationalist], in Place of Christ in Modern Theology 003), 
Philosophy of the Christian Religion (1,o2). The appeal to ethical 
or Christian experience—" internal evidence "—is found especially 
in E. A. Abbott (Christianity supernatural and divine, but not 
miraculous), Through Nature to Christ (1877), The Kernel and the 
Husk (1886), The Spirit on the Wakes (1897). &c., or A. B. Bruce, 
Chief End of Revelation (1881), The Miraculous Element in the 
Gospels (r886), Apologetics (1892), and other works; Bruce's 
posthumous article, " Jesus ' m Encyc. Bib., was understood by 
some as exchanging Christian orthodoxy for bare theism, but prob- 
ably its tone of aloofness is due to the attempt to keep well within 
the limits of what the author considered pure scientific history. 
Scholarly and apologetic discussion on the gospels and life of Jesus 
is further represented by the writings of W. Sanday or (earlier) of 

C B. Lightfoot. Much American work of merit on the character of 
hrist is headed by W. E Channing, and by H. Bushnell (in Nature 

and the Supernatural). For defence of Christ's resurrection, reference 
may be made to H. Latham's The Risen Lord and R. Mackintosh's 
First Prima of Apologetics. For modification in light of recent 
scholarship of argument from prophecy, to Riehm's Messianic 
Prophecy Stanton s Jewish end Christian Messiah, and Woods's 
Mope of Israel. Roman Catholic apologetics—of neceraity, Thomist 
—is well represented by Professor Schanz of Tubingen. The whole 
Rltschl movement Is apologetic in spirit; best English account in 
A. E. Garvie's Ritschliars Theology (18). See also the chief church 
histories or histories of doctrine (Harnack; Loafs; Hagenbach; 
Shedd); A. S. Farrar's Critical Mien. of Free (i.e. anti-Christian) 
Thought (Hampton Lectures, 1862); FL C. Trench's Introduction to 
Notes on the Miracles, and F. W. Macran's English A pokgetic 
Theology (rnos). For the 18th century, G. V. Lechler's asehichte 
des enfilischen Deismus (1841): Mark Pattison in Essays and Reviews 
1860 • Leslie Stephen's English Thotight 18th Century (agnostic); 

John unt, Religsolis Thong England Ls vols., 1870-1873). 
(R. MA.) 

APOLOCIIII (from the Gr. dr8Xoyor, a statement or account), 
a short fable or allegorical story, meant to serve as a pleasant 
vehicle for some moral doctrine or to convey some useful lesson. 
One of the best known is that of Jotham in the Book of Judges 
(ix. 7-1s); others are " The City Rat and Field Rat," by Horace, 
"The Belly and its Members," by the patrician Menenius Agrippa 
in the second book of Livy, and perhaps most famous of all, those 
of Aesop. The term is applied more particularly to a story In 
which the actors or speakers are taken from the brute creation 
or inanimate nature. An apologue is distinguished from a fable 
in that there is always some moral sense present, which there 
need not be in a fable. It is generally dramatic, and has been 
defined as " a satire in action." It differs from a parable in 
several respects. A parable is equally an ingenious tale intended 
to correct manners, but it can be true, while an apologue, with 
its introduction of animals and plants, to which it lends our 
ideas and language and emotions, is necessarily devoid of real 
truth, and even of all probability. The parable reaches heights 
to which the apologue cannot aspire, for the points in which 
brutes and inanimate nature present analogies to man are 
principally those of his lower nature, and the lessons taught 
by the apologue seldom therefore reach beyond prudential  

morality, whereas the parable aims at representing the relations 
between man and God. It finds its framework in the world of 
nature as it actually is, and not in any grotesque parody of it, 
and it exhibits real and not fanciful analogies. The apologue 
seizes on that which man has in common with creatures below 
him, and the parable on that which he has in common with God. 
Still, in spite of the difference of moral level, Martin Luther 
thought so highly of apologues as counsellors of virtue that he 
edited and revised Aesop and wrote a characteristic preface to 
the volume. The origin of the apologue is extremely ancient 
and comes from the East, which is the natural fatherland of 
everything connected with allegory, metaphor and imagination. 
Veiled truth was often necessary in the East, particularly with 
the slaves, who dared not reveal their minds too openly. It is 
noteworthy that the two fathers of apologue in the West were 
slaves, namely Aesop and Phaedrus. La Fontaine in France; 
Gay and Dodsley In England; Gellert, Leasing and Hagedorn 
in Germany; Tomas de Iriarte in Spain, and Krilov in Russia, 
are leading modern writers of apologues. Length is not an 
essential matter in the definition of an apologue. Those of La 
Fontaine are often very short, as, for example, " Le Coque et 
la Perk." On the other hand, in the romances of Reynard the 
Fox we have medieval apologues arranged in cycles, and attain-
ing epical dimensions. An Italian fabulist, Corti, is said to 
have developed an apologue of " The Talking Animals " to the 
bulk of twenty-six cantos. La Motte, writing at a time when 
this spades of literature was universally admired, attributes 
its popularity to the fact that it mileage el flalle l'amour -propre 
by inculcating virtue in an amusing manner without seeming 
to dictate or insist. This was the ordinary 18th-century view 
of the matter, but Rousseau contested the educational value of 
instruction given in this indirect form. 

A work by P. Soul*. La Fontaine et see demanders 0860, is a 
history of the apologue from the earliest times until its final triumph 
In France. 

APOLOGY (from Gr. itroheyia, defence), in its usual sense, an 
expression of regret for something which has been wrongfully 
said or done; a withdrawal or retraction of some charge or 
imputation which is false. In an action for libel, the fact that 
an apology has been promptly and fully made is a plea in mitiga-
tion of damages. The apology should have the same form of 
publicity as the original charge. If made publicly, the  proper 
form is an advertisement In a newspaper; if made within the 
heating of a few only, a letter of apology, which may be read 
to those who have heard what was said, should be sufficient By 
the English Libel Act 1843, a. a, it was enacted that in an action 
for libel contained in a newspaper it is a defence for the defendant 
to plead that the libel was inserted without actual malice and 
without gross negligence, and that before the commencement of 
the action and at the earliest opportunity afterwards he inserted 
in the newspaper a full apology for the libel, or, where the news-
paper in which the libel appeared was published at intervals 
exceeding one week, he offered to publish the apology in any 
newspaper selected by the plaintiff. The apology must be full 
and must be printed in as conspicuous a place and manner as the 
libel was. 

The word " apology " or " apologia " is also used in the sense 
of defence or vindication, the only meaning of the Greek 
Arrohrerfa, especially of the defence of a doctrine or system, or 
of religious or other beliefs, &c., e.g. Justin Martyr's Apology 
or J. H. Newman's Apologia pro vile sue. (See APOLOOSTICS.) 

APONEUROSIS (Gr. hid, away, and repo?, a sinew), in 
anatomy, a membrane separating muscles from each other. 

APOPIITHEOM (from the Gr. arrideeyaa), a short and pointed 
utterance. The usual spelling up to Johnson's day was apothegm, 
which Webster and Worcester still prefer; it indicates the pro-
nunciation—Le. " apothem "—better than the other, which, 
however, is more usual in England and follows the derivation. 
Such sententious remarks as " Knowledge k Power " are 
apophthegms. They become " proverbs " by age and accept-
ance. Plutarch made a famous collection in his Ape/Whereon; 
Lacenoica. 
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APOPHYOB (Gr. astritrre, a flying off), in architecture, the 

lowest part of the shaft of an Ionic or Corinthian column, or the 
highest member of its base if the column be considered as a 
whole. The apophyge is the inverted cavetto or concave sweep, 
on the upper edge of which the diminishing shaft rests. 

APOPHYLLITE, a mineral often classed with, the notices, 
since it behaves like these when heated before the blowpipe 
and has the same mode of occurrence; it differs, however, from 
the zeolites proper in containing no aluminium. It is a hydrous 
potassium and calcium silicate, liTICca,(SiO4s+41H2O. A 
small amount of fluorine is often present, and it is one of the few 
minerals in which ammonium has been detected. The tempera-
ture at which the water is expelled is higher than is usually the 
case with zeolites; none is given off below aois°, and only about 
half at 2sce; this is slowly reabsorbed again from moist air, 
and is therefore regarded as water of crystallization, the remainder 
being water of constitution. When heated before the blowpipe, 
the mineral exfoliates, owing to loss of water, and on this account 
was named apopbyllite by R. J. Hails,  in 1806, from the Greek 
era, from, and tablaos, a leaf. 

Apophyllite always occurs as distinct crystals, which belong 
to the tetragonal system. The form is either a square prism 

terminated by the basal 
planes (fig. 2), or an acute 
pyramid (fig. 1). A promi-
nent feature of the mineral 
is its perfect basal cleavage, 
on which the lustre is 
markedly pearly, present-
ing, in white crystals, some-
what the appearance of 
the eye of a fish after 
boiling, hence the old name 

fish-eye-stone or iehthyophtbalmite for the mineral. On 
other surfaces the lustre is vitreous. The crystals are usually 
transparent and colourless, sometimes with a greenish or 
rose-red tint. Opaque white crystals of cubic habit have 
been called albine; xylochlore is an olive-green variety. 
The hardness is 4, and the specific gravity 2.3s. 

The optical characters of the mineral are of special interest, 
and have been much studied. The sign of the double refraction 
may be either positive or negative, and some crystals are divided 
into optically biaxial sectors. The variety known as leucocyclite 
shows, when examined in convergent polarised light, a peculiar 
interference figure, the rings being alternately white and violet-
black and not coloured as in a normal figure seen in white light. 

ApophyUite is a mineral of secondary origin, commonly 
occurring, in association with other makes, in emygealoieaI 

' cavities in basalt and melaphyre. Magnificent groups of greenish 
and colourless tabular crystals, the crystals several inches 
across, were found, with flesh-red stilbite, in the Deccan traps 
of the Western Ghats, near Bombay, during the construction of 
the Great Indian Peninsular railway. Groups of crystals of a 
beautiful pink colour have been found in the silver veins of 
Andreasberg in the Harz and of Guanaxuato in Mexico. Crystals 
of recent formation have been detected in the Roman remains 
at the hot springs of Plombieres in France. (L. j. S.) 

APOPHYSIS (Gr. lordOuerr, offshoot), a bony protuberance, 
in human physiology; also a botanical term for the swelling of 
the spore-ease in certain mosey 

APOPLEXY (Gr. trerbefla, from itworharrear, to strike down, 
to stun), the tenet employed by Galen to designate the " sudden 
loss of feeling and movement of the whole body, with the-excep-
tion of respiration," to which, after the time of Harvey, was 
added " and with the exception of the circulation." Although 
the term is occasionally employed in medicine with other significa-
lions, yet in its general acceptation apoplexy may be defined as a 
sudden loss of consciousness, of sensibility, and of movement with. 
out any essential modification of the respiratory and circule tory 
functions occasioned by some brain disease. It was discovered 
that the majority of the cases of apoplexy were due to cerebral 
haemorrhage, and what looked like cerebral baemonhage, red 
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softenhig; and the idea for a long time prevailed that apoplexy 
and cerebral haemorrhage could be employed as synonymous 
tents, and that an individual who, in popular parlance, " had 
an apoplectic stroke," bad necessarily suffered from haemorrhage 
into his brain. A ;mall haemorrhage may not, however, cause 
,an apoplectic fit, nor is an apoplectic fit always caused by 
• haemorrhage; it may be due to sudden blockipg of a large 
vessel by a clot from a distant part (embolism), or by a sudden 
clotting of the blood in the vessel itself (thrombosis).. Owing 
to the prevailing idea in former times that cerebral haemorrhage 
and apoplexy were synonymous terms, the word apoplexy was 
applied to haemorrhage into other organs than the brain; thus 
the terms pulmonary apoplexy, retinal apoplexy and splenic 
apoplexy were used. 
, The term " apoplexy " is now used in clinical medicine to 
denote that form of coma or deep state of unconsciousness 
which is due to sudden disturbance of the cerebral circulation 
occasioned by a local cause within the cranial cavity, as distinct 
from. the loss of consciousness due to sudden failure of the 
heart's action (syncope) or the coma. of narcotic or alcoholic 
poisoning, of states epileptics:, of uraemia or of head injury 

The sudden coma of sunstroke and heat-stroke might he 
included, although owing to the suddenness with which a 
person may be struck down, the term heal apoplexy is frequently 
used, and, from an etymological point of view , quite justifiably. 
The older writers use the term simple apoplexy for a sudden 
attack which could not be explained by any visible disease. 
Again, congestive apopkay was applied to those cases of coma 
where, at the autopsy, nothing was found to account for the 
coma and death except engorgement of the vessela of the brain 
and its membranes. In senile dementia and in general paralysis 
the brain is shrunken and the convolutions atrophied the 
increased space in the ventricles and between the convolutions 
being filled up with the cerebro-spinal fluid. In these diseases 
apoplectic states may arise, terminating fatally; the excess of 
fluid found in such cases was formerly thought to be the cause 
of the symptoms, consequently the condition was called soma 
apopkxy. Such terms are no longer used, owing to the better 
knowledge of the pathology of brain disease. 

Having thus narrowed down the application of the term 
" apoplexy," we are in a position to consider its chief features, 
and the mechanism by which it is produced. Apoplexy may be 
rapidly fatal, but it is very seldom instantly fatal. The onset is 
usually sudden, and sometimes the individual may be struck 
down in an instant, senseless and motionless, " warranting those 
epithets, which the ancients applied to the victims of this 
disease, of aUonili and sidcrati, as if they were thunder-stricken 
or planet-struck " (Sir Thomas Watson). The attack, however, 
may be less sudden and, not infrequently, attended by a con-
vulsion; while occasionally, in the condition termed intraveseent 
apoplexy, the coma is gradual in its onset, qecupying hours in its 
development. Although unexpected, various warning symptoms, 
sometimes slight, sometimes pronounced, occur in the majority 
of cases Such are, fulness in the head, headache, giddiness, 
poises in the ears, mental confusion, slight lapses of consciousness, 
numbness or tingling in the limbs. A characteristic apoplectic 
attack presents the following phenomena: the individual falls 
down suddenly and lies without sense or motion, except .  that 
his pulse keeps beating and his breathing continues. He 
appears to be is a deep sleep, from which he cannot be roused; 
the breathing is laboured and stertorous, and is accompanied 
with puling out of the cheeks; the pulse may be beating more 
strongly than natural, and the face is often Hushed and turgid. 
The reflexes are abolished. Although apoplexy may occur with-
out paralysis, and paralysis without apoplexy, the two, owning 
the same cause, very frequently co-exist, or happen in immediate 
sequence and connexion; consequently there is in most cases 
definite evidence of paralysis affecting usually one side of the 
body in addition to the coma. Thus the pupils are unequal; 
there may be asymmetry of the face, or the limbs may be more 
rigid or flaccid on one side than on the other. These signs of 
localized disease enable a distinction to be made from the coma 
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of narcotic poisoning and alcoholic intoxication. It must be 
borne in mind that a person smelling strongly of liquor and 
found lying in the street in a comatose state may be suffering 
from apoplexy, and the error of sending a dying man to a pollee 
cell may be avoided by this knowledge. 

If the fit is only moderately severe, the reflexes soon return, and 
the patient may in a few hours show indications of returning 
consciousness by making some movements or opening his eyes 
when spoken to, although later it may be found that he is 
unable to speak, or may be paralysed or mentally afflicted (see 
PARALYSIS). In severe cases the coma deepens and the patient 
dies, usually from interference with the breathing, or, leas 
commonly, from arrest of the heart's action. 

The mechanism by which apoplexy is produced has been a 
matter of much dispute; the condition was formerly ascribed 
to the pressure exerted by the clot on the rest of the brain, but 
there is no increase of intracranial pressure in an apoplectic fit 
occurring as a result of the sudden closure of a large vessel by 
embolism or thrombosis. Suddenness of the lesion appears to 
be, then, the essential element common to all cases of apoplexy 
from organic brain disease. It is the sudden shock to the delicate 
mechanism that produces the unconsciousness; but seeing that 
the coma is usually deeper and more prolonged in cerebral 
haemorrhage than when occasioned by vascular occlusion, and 
that an ingravescent apoplexy coma gradually develops and 
deepens as the amount of haemorrhage increases, we may presume 
that increase of intracranial pressure does play an important 
part in the degree and intensity of the coma caused by the 
rupture of a vessel. Apoplexy seldom occurs under forty years 
of age, but owing to the fact that disease of the cerebral vessels 
may exist at any age, from causes which are fully explained in 
the article NEUROPATHOLOGY, no period of life is exempt; 
consequently cases of true apoplexy are not wanting even in 
very young children. Recognizing that there are two causes of 
apoplexy in advanced life, viz. (t) sudden rupture of a diseased 
vessel usually associated with high arterial pressure, enlarged, 
powerfully acting heart and chronic renal disease, and (2) the 
sudden clotting of blood in a large diseased vessel favoured by a 
low arterial pressure due to a weak-acting heart, it is obvious 
that the character of the pulse forms a good guide to the diagnosis 
of the cause, the prevention and warding off of an attack, and 
the treatment of such should it occur. 

Anything which tends directly or indirectly to increase 
arterial pressure within the cerebral blood-vessels may bring 
on an attack of cerebral haemorrhage; and although the 
identification of an apoplectic habit of body with a stout build, 
a short neck and florid complexion is now generally discredited, 
it being admitted that apoplexy occurs as frequently in thin 
and spare persons who present no such peculiarity of conforma-
tion, yet a plethoric habit of body, occasioned by immoderate 
eating or drinking associated with the gouty diathesis, leads to a 
general arterio-sderosis and high arterial pressure. All condi• 
tions which can give rise to a local intracranial or a general 
bodily increase of the arterial pressure, i.e. severe exertion of 
body and mind, violent emotions, much stooping, overheated 
rooms, exposure to the sun, sudden shocks to the body, constipa-
tion and straining at stool, may, by suddenly increasing the 
strain on the wall of a diseased vessel, lead to its rupture. 

The outlook of apoplexy is generally unfavourable in cases 
where the coma is profound; death may take place at different 
intervals after the onset. If the patient, after recovering from 
the initial coma, suffers with continual headache and lapses 
into a drowsy state, the result is likely to be serious; for such a 
condition probably indicates that an inflammatory change has 
taken place about the clot or in the area of softening. 

Treatmen1.—The patient should be placed in the recumbent 
position with the head and shoulders slightly raised. He should 
be moved as little as possible from the place where the attack 
occurred. The medical man who is summoned will probably 
give the following directions: an ice-bag to be applied to the 
head; a few grains of calomel or a drop of eroton oil in butter 
to be placed on the tongue, or an enema of castor oil to be  

administered. He may fend it necessary to draw off the lutes 
with a catheter. The practice of blood-letting, once so common 
in this disease, is seldom resorted to, although in some cases, 
where there is very high arterial tension and a general state of 
plethora, it might be beneficiaL Depletive* are not employed 
where there is evidence of failure of the heart's action; indeed 
the cautious administration of stimulants may be necessary, 
either subcutaneously or by the mouth (if there exists power of 
swallowing), together with warm applications to the surface of 
the body; a water-bed may be required, and careful nursing is 
essential to prevent complications, especially the formation of 
bedsores. (F. W. Mo.) 

APOROBE (from Gr. d, without, and repot, passage), a 
biological term meaning imperforate, or not porous: there is a 
group of corals called Apart**. 

APOSIOPESIS (the Greek for" becoming silent'), a rhetorical 
device by which the speaker or writer stops short and leaves 
something unexpressed, but yet obvious, to be supplied by 
the imagination. Tbe classical example is the threat, "Qum 
ego—I " of Neptune (in Virgil, Aga. L 830. 

APOSTASY (fiv6erains, in classical Greek a defection or 
revolt from a military commander), a term generally employed 
to describe a complete renunciation of the Christian faith, or 
even an exchange of one form of it for another, especially if the 
motive be unworthy. In the first centuries of the Christian era, 
apostasy was most commonly induced by persecution, and was 
indicated by some outward act, such as offering incense to a 
heathen deity or blaspheming the name of Christ. ,  In the 
Roman Catholic Church the word is also applied to the renun-
ciation of monastic vows (apologia. a monachala), and to the 
abandonnient of the clerical profession for the life of the world 
(aposfarir a derkatu). Such defection was formerly often 
punished severely. 

APOSTIL, or Aeourus (possibly connected with Lat. 
apposition, placed near), a marginal note made by a commentator. 

APOSTLE (dirdorokos, one sent forth on a mission, an envoy, 
as in Is avid. 2; Symmachus, litoeriX)war AimerMain; Aquila, 
rpea fleurtis), a technical term used in the New Testament and in 
Christian literature generally for a special envoy of Jesus Christ. 
How far it had any similar use in Judaism in Christ's day is 
uncertain; but in the 4th century A.D., at any rate, it denoted 
responsible envoys from the central Jewish authority, especially 
for the collection of religious funds. In its first and simplest 
Christian form, the idea is present already in Mark iii. re I, 
where from the general circle of his disciples Jesus " made 
twelve (' whom he also named apostles,' Luke vi. 13, bat 
doubtful in Mark), that they should be with him, and that he 
might from time to time send them forth Ova lurearikhg) to 
preach and to have authority to cast out demons." Later on 
(vi. 6 ff.), in connexion with systematic preaching among the 
villages of Galilee, Jesus begins actually to " send forth " the 
twelve, two by two; and on their return from this mission 
(vi. 3o) they are for the first time described as " apostles " or 
missionary envoys. Matthew (x. r ff.) blends the calling of the 
twelve with their actual sending forth, while Luke (vi. 13) 
makes Jesus himself call them " apostles " (for Luke's usage 
cf. xi. 49, " Prophets and apostles," where Matthew. WE 34, 
has " prophets and wise men and scribes "). But it is doubtful 
whether Jesus ever used the term for the Twelve, in relation to 
their temporary missions, any more than for the " seventy 
others " whom he " sent forth " later (Luke x. 1). Even the 
Fourth Gospel never so describes them. It simply has ".a 
servant is not greater than his lord, neither an apostle (envoy) 
greater than he that sent him " i6). and applies the idea 
of " mission " alike to Jesus Id Heb iii. s, " Jesus, the apostle 
. . . of our profession") and to his disciples, generally. as 
represented by the Twelve (xvii 18. with 3. 6 fl.). But while 
ideally all Christ's disciples were " sent " with the Father's 
Name in charge, there were different degrees in which this 

' The readmission of such apostates to the churrh was a matter 
that occasioned serious controversy. The emperor Julian's 
" Apostasy " is disowned under JULIAN. 
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applied in practice; and so we find " apostle" used in several 
senses, once it emerges as a technical term. 

z. In the Apostolic age itself, " apostle " often denotes 
simply an " envoy," commissioned by Jesus Christ to be a 
primary witness and poacher of the Messianic Kingdom. This 
wide sense was shown by Lightfoot (in his commentary on 
Galatians, 1865) to exist in the New Testament, e.g. in r Cor. 
sir e.8 f., Eplt iv. [s, Rom. xvi. 7; and his view has since been 
emphasized ,  by the discovery of the Teaching of the Tanks 
Apostles (see LO/DAge), with its itinerant order of " apostles," 
who, together with " prophets "- (d. Eph. ii. so , iii 5) and 
" teachers," constituted a charismatic and seemingly unordained 
ministry of the Word. in some part of the Church (in Syria?) 
during the early sub-apostolic age. Paul is our earliest witness, 
ss just cited; also in z Cor. xv. 5 ff., where beeeems to quote the 
hmguageof Palestinian tradition, in saying that Christ "appeared 
to Cephas; than to the Twelve; then . . . to James; then to 
the apostles one and all (rois chrorr6)tms rims); and last of all 
. . . to me also." The appearance to " all the Apostles " must 
refer to the final commission given by the risen Christ to certain 
assembled disciples (Acts i. 6 ff., d. Luke XXXV. 33), including not 
only the Twelve and the Lord's brethren (1. 13 f.), but also some 
at least of the Seventy. Of this wider circle of witnesses, taken 
from among personal disciples during Jesus's earthly ministry, 
we get a further glimpse in the election of one from their number 
to fill Judas's place among the Twelve (i. 21 ff.), as the primary 
official witnesses of Messiah and his resurrection. Many of the 
no then present (Acts i. s), and not only the two set forward 
for final choice, must have beim personal disciples, who by the 
recent "."'mission had been made " apostles." Among such we 
may perhaps name Judas Barsabbas and Silas (Acts xv. 22, cf. 
1. as), if not also Barnabas (1 Cot ix. 6) and Andronicus and 
Junia (Rom. xvi. 7). 

So far, then, we gather that the original Palestinian type of 
apostleship meant simply (a) personal mission from the risen 
Christ (d. z Cor. ix. 0, following on (3) some preliminary Wer-
t:own with Jesus in his earthly ministry. It was pre-eminence 
in the latter qualification that gave the Twelve their special 
status among apostles (Acts i. 26, ii. 14, vi. 2; in Acts generally 
they are simply " the apostles "). Conversely, it was Paul's 
lack in this respect which lay at the root of his difficulties as an 

It isis poenbleo though not certain, that even those Judaisiag 
missionaries at Corinth whom Paul styles " fa he-apostles " or, 
ironically, • the superlative apostles" (a Cor. xi. 3. is; xii. 11 11,, 

 rested part of their claim to superiority over Paul on (b),. posits 
even as having done service to Christ when on earth (a Cot. x i. 18, 23 
There is no sign in 2 C.02. that they laid claim to.  (a). If this be 
so, they were Christ's apostles " only indirectly, ' through men " 
(as some had alleged touchitirobPsacul, cf. Gal. I. i.e. as sent forth 
on mission work by certain Jerusalem leaders with letters of intro- 
duction (a Coe. 01,1; E. von hots, Problem der opost.Zeitottors, 
p. zo6). 

s. The 2'neke.—When Jesus selected an inner circle of 
disciples for continuous training by personal intercourse, Ids 
choice of " twelve " bad direct reference to the tribes of Israel 
(Matt. s.-s8; Luke xxii. 3o). This gave them a symbolic or 
representative character as a dosed body (et Rev. ed. 14), 
marking them off as the primary religious authority (d. Acts 
ii. 41, " the apostles' teaching ") among the " disciples " or 
" brethren," when these began to assume the form of a com-
munity or church. The relationship which other " apostles " 
had enjoyed with the Master had been uncertain; they had been 
his recognized intimates, and that as a body. Naturally, then, 
they took the lead, collectively—in form at least, though really 
the initiative lay with one or two of their own number, Peter in 
particular. The process of practical differentiation from their 
fellow-apostles was furthered by the concentration of the Twelve, 
or at least of its most marked representatives, in Jerusalem, 
for a considerable period (Acts viii. 1, d. xii. 1 ff.; an early 
tradition specifies twelve years). Other apostles soon went forth 

By analogy. that is; for the wider sense of " apostle " in the 
Apostolic age need not be identical with a sub -apostolic use of the 
term (tee below, 4pa.).  

on their mission to " the cities of Israel " (d. Acts ix. 30, and 
so exercised but little influence on the central policy of the 
Church. Hence their-shadowy existence in the New Testament, 
though the actual wording of Matt. 1. 5-42, read in the light of 
the Didoclg, may help us to conceive their work in its main 
features. 

3. " Pillar" Apostles.—But in fact differentiation between 
apostles existed among the Twelve also. There were " pillars," 
like Peter and John (and his brother James until his death), 
who really determined matters of grave moment, as in the 
conference with Paul in GeL ii. o—a conference which laid the 
basis of the latter's status as an apostle even in the eyes of 
Jewish Christians. Such pro-eminence was but the sequel of 
personal distinctions visible even in the preparatory days of 
discipleship, and it warns us against viewing the primitive facts 
touching apostles in the official light of later times. 

Consciousness of such personal pre-eminence has left its marks 
on the lists of the Twelve in the New Testament Thus (z) 
Peter, James, John, Andrew, always appear as the first four, 
though the order varies, Mark representing relative prominence 
during Christ's ministry, and Acts actual influence in the Apos-
tolic Church (cf. Luke viii. Sr,  ix. 38). (2) The others also stand 
in groups of four, the first name in each being constant, while the 
order of the rest varies. 

The same lesson emerges when we note that one such apostolic 
" pillar " stood outside the Twelve altogether, viz. James, the 
Lord's brother (Gal. Ii. 9, d. i. re); and further, that " the 
Lord's brethren " seem to have ranked above " apostles * 
generally, being named between them and Peter in z Cor. ix. s. 
That is, they too were apostles with the addition of a certain 
personal distinction. 

4. Paid, the " Apostle of the Gratis."—So far apostles are 
only of the Palestinian type, taken from among actual hearers 
of the Messiah and with a mission primarily to Jews---apostles 
"of the circumcision" (Gal. ii. 7-47). Now, however, emerges a 
new apostleship, that to the Gentiles; and with the change of 
mission goes also some change in the type of missionary or 
apostle. Of this type Paul was the first, and he remained its 
primary, and in some senses its only, example. Though he 
could claim, on occasion, to satisfy the old test of having seen 
the risen Lord (z Cor. ix. 1, d. xv. 8), he himself laid stress not 
on this, but on the revelation within his own soul of Jesus as 
God's Son, and of the Gospel latent therein (Gal. i. 16). This 
was his divine call as " apostle of the Gentiles " (Rom. id. 23); 
here lay both his qualification and his credentials, once the fruits 
of the divine inworking were manifest in the success of his 
missionary work (Gal. ii. 8 f.; t Car. xi. s f.; a Cot iii. a f., xii. is). 
But this new criterion of apostleship was capable of wider 
application, one dispensing altogether with vision of the risen 
Lord—which could not even in Paul's case be proved so fully 
as in the case , of the original apostles—but appealing to the 
" signsof an apostle" Cor. ix. 2; a CAN. XI 12), the tokens of 
spiritual gift visible in work done, and particularly in the planting 
of the Gospel in fresh fields (a Cor. x. 14-18). It may be in this 
wide dtarismatic sense that Paul uses the term in a Cor. xii. 28 f., 
Eph. ri. ono, iii. 5, iv. 1t, and especially in Rom. xvi. 7," men of 
mark among the apostles" (d. a Cor. xi. r3, "pseudo-apostles" 
masquerading as " apostles of Christ," and perhaps t These. ii. 6, 
of himself and Silas). That be used it in senses differing with 
the context is proved by t Cot xv. ct, where he styles himself 
" the least of apostles," although in other connexions he claims 
the very highest rank, co-ordinate even with the Twelve as a 
body (Gal. it 7 ff.), in virtue of his distinctive Gospel, 

This point of view was not widely shared even in circles 
appreciative of bit actual work. To most he seemed but a 
fruitful worker within lines determined by " the twelve apostles 
of the Lamb " as a body (Rev. xii. 14). So we read of " the 
plant (Church) which the twelve apostles of the Beloved shall 
plant " (Ascension of Isaiah, fr. 3); " those who preached the 
Gospel to us (especially Gentiles) .. . unto whom He gave 
authority over the Gospel, being twelve for a witness to the 
tribes" (Barn. d. v. 9); and the going forth of the 
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Twelve, after twelve years, beyond Palestine "Into the world," 
to give it a chance to hear (Preaching of Peter, in Clem. Alex. 
Strops. VI. 5. 43; 6. 48). Later on, however, his oven claim told 
on the Church's mind, when his epistles were read in church as a 
collection styled simply " the Apostle." 

As the primary medium of the Gentile Gospel (Gal. I. 16, d. 
1. 8, ii. 2) Paul bad no peers as an " apostle of the Gentiles " 
(Rom. xi. t3, cf. XV. 15-20, and see t Cot. xv. 8, " last of all to 
me "), unless it were Barnabas who shares with him the title 
" apostle " in Acts adv. 4, 14—possibly with reference to the 
special " work " on which they had recently been " sent forth 
by the Spirit " (xiii. 2, 4). Yet such as shared the spiritual gift 
(charisma) of missionary power in sufficient degree, were in fact 
apostles of Christ in the Spirit (t Cor. xll. 28, it). Such a 
secondary type of apostolate—answering to " apostolic mission-
aries " of later times (d. the use of lepardorokos in this sense by 
the Orthodox Eastern Church to-day)—would help to account 
for the apostolic claims of the missionaries censured in Rev. ii. 1, 
as also for the " apostles " of the second generation implied in 
the Didacla. 

In the nth-apostolic age, however, the class of " missionaries " 
enjoying a charisma such as was conceived to convey apostolic 
commission through the Spirit, soon became distinguished from 
" apostles" (d. Hernias, Sins. ix. 15. 4, " the apostles and teachers 
of the message of the Son of God," so 25. 2; in 17. t the apostles 
are reckoned as twelve), as the title became more and more 
confined by usage to the original apostles, particularly the 
Twelve as a body (e.g. Ascension of Isaiah and the Preaching of 
Peter), or to them and Paul (e.g. in Clement and Ignatius), and 
as reverence for these latter grew in connexion with their story 
in the Gospels and in Acts. ,  Thus Eusebius describes as " evan-
gelists " (d. Philip the Evangelist in Acts xxi. 8, also Eph. iv. a a, 
2 Tim. iv. 5) those who " occupied the first rank in the succession 
to the Apostles " in missionary work (Mist. Ecd. iii. 37, d. v. To). 
Yet the wider sense of " apostle " did not at once die out even 
in the third and fourth generations. It lingered on as applied 
to the Seventy'—by Irenaeus, Tertullian, Clement and Origen-
and even to Clement of Rome, by Clem. Alex. (? as a " fellow-
worker " of Paul, Phil. iv. 3); while the adjective " apostolic " 
was applied to men like Polycarp (in his contemporary Acts of 
Martyrdom) and the Phrygian, Alexander, martyred at Lyons in 
A.D. 177 (Eus. v. a), who was " not without share of apostolic 
charisma." 

The authority attaching to apostles was essentially spiritual in 
character and in the conditions of its exercise. Anything like 
autocracy among his followers was alien to Jesus's own teaching 
(Matt. xxiii. 6-1 i). All Christians were " brethren," and the 
basis of pre-eminence among them was relative ability for service. 
But the personal relation of the original Palestinian apostles to 
Jesus himself as Master gave them a unique fitness as authorized 
witnesses, from which flowed naturally, by sheer spiritual in-
fluence, such special forms of authority as they came gradually 
to exercise In the early Church. " There is no trace in Scripture 
of a formal commission of authority for government from Christ 
Himself " (Hort, Chr. Eel. p. 84) given to apostles, save as 
representing the brethren in their collective action. Even the 
" resolutions " (lib Pura) of the Jerusalem conference were not 
set forth by the apostles present simply in their own name, nor 
as ipso facto binding on the conscience of the Antiochene Church. 
They expressed " a claim to deference rather than a right to be 
obeyed " (Hort, op. cit. 8r-85). Such was the kind of authority 
attaching to apostles, whether collectively or individually. It 
was not a fixed notion, but varied in quantity and quality with 

The tendency is already visible in the Lucan writings. An 
analogous process is seen in the use of " disciple." applicable in 
the apostolic age to Christians at large, but in the course of the sub-
apostolic age restricted to personal ' disciples of the Lord " or to 
martyrs (Papias in Eds. W. 39, d. Ignatius, Ad Eph. i. 2). 

la the tzde,sena legend of Air, in Ens. i. In, we read that 
" Jude, who is also Thomas, sent Thaddi as apostle—one of the 
Seventy," where simply an authoritative envoy of Jesus seems in-
tended. For traces of the wider sense of " apostle " in Gnostic. 
Maseionite and Montanist circles, see Moonier (as below).  

the growing maturity of converts. This is how Paul, from whom 
we gather most on the point, conceives the matter. The exercise 
of his spiritual authority is not absolute, lest be "lord it over 
their faith "; consent of conscience or of " faith "is ever requhiee 
(a Cot. i. a4; d. Rom. xiv. 23). But the principle was elude in 
application, and would take more patriarchal forms in Palestine 
than in the Greek world. The case was essentially the same as 
on the various mission-fields to-day, where the position of the 
" missionary " is at first one of great spiritual initiative and 
authority, limited only by his own sense of the fitness of things, 
in the light of local usages. So the notion of formal or constitu-
tional authority attaching to the apoatolate, in its various senses, 
Is an anachronism for the apostolic age. The tendency, however, 
was for their authority to be conceived more and more on formal 
lines, and, particularly after their deaths, as absolute. 

The authority attaching to apostles as writers, which led 
gradually to the formation of a New Testament Cason—" the 
Apostles ' side by side with " the Books " of the Old Testament 
(so a Clement xiv., C. AM. 120-140)-.4S a subject by itself (see 
Buns). 

This change of conception helped to further the notion of a 
certain devolution of apostolic powers to successors constituted 
by act of ordination. The earliest idea of an apostle/kat sutmerion 
meant simply the reemergence in others of the apostolic spirit of 
missionary enthusiasm. " The first rank in the succession of the 
apostles " consisted of men eminent as disciples of theirs, and so 
fitted to continue their labours (Euseb. III. 37); and even under 
Commodes (an. ono-193) there were " evangelists of the word " 
possessed of " inspired zeal to emulate apostles " (v. ro). Such 
were perhaps the " apostles " of the Didada. Of the notion of 
apostolic succession in ministerial mace conferred by ordination, 
there is little or no trace before Irenaeus. The famous passage 
in Clement of Rome (xliv. a) refers simply to the succession of 
one set of men to another in an office of apostolic institution. 
The grace that makes Polycarp "an apostolic and prophetic 
teacher" (Mart. Pays. 16) is peculiar to him personally. But 
Irenaeus holds, apparently on a priori grounds, that " elders " 
who stand in orderly succession to the apostolic founders of the 
true tradition in the churches, have, " along with the succession 
of oversight," also an assured gift of (insight into) truth " 
by the Father's good pleasure (" cum episcopates success-
sione charisma veritatis certum secundum placitum Pettis 
acceperunt "), in contrast to heretics who wilfully stand outside 
this approved line of transmission (ado. Ilan. iv. 26. a). So far, 
indeed, the suscession is not limited to the monarchical episcopate 
as distinct from the presbyteral order to which it belonged (d. 
" presbyterii ordo, principalis tonsessio" in the same context, 
and see iii. 54. a), though the bishops of apostolic churches, as 
capable of being traced individually (iii. 3. a), are specially 
appealed to as witnesses (d. iv. 33. 8, v. 19. a)—as earlier by 
Hegesippus (Euseb. iv. 22). Nor is there mention of sacerdotal 
grace attaching to the succession in apostolic truth.) But once 
the idea of supernatural grace going along with office as such 
(of which we have already a trace in the Ignatian bishop, though 
without the notion of actual apostolic succession) arose In con-
nexion with successio ab apostolis, the full development of the 
doctrine was but a matter of time. ,  

Ltraustuen.—In England the modem treatment of the subject 
dates from J. B. Lightfoot's dissertation in his Cewunnaary sir 
Calandra, to which Dr F. J. A. Hort'. The Christian Ecckna added 
elements of value; see also T. M. Lindsay, The Church and the 
Ministry, and articles in Hastings' Dictionary of the Date and the 
Lowy. Bibtica; A. Bernick, Die Late der Apead. pp.  93  8., and 

The above is substantially the view taken by J. B. Llgbtfoot 
in his essay on " The Christian Mini 	" (Comm. on Philippians, 
6th ed., pp. 239, 252 1.), and by T. M. 	y, The Chinch and the 
Ministry (tem), pp. 24-228, 278 ff. Even C. Gore, The Chorea and 
the Ministry (1889), pp. t to ff., while inferring a sacerdotal element 
in Irenaeus's conception of the episcopate, says: " But it is mainly 
as preserving the catholic traditions that Irenaeus regards the 
apostolic SUCCASOiOti " (p. 520). 

See Lightfoot's essay for Cyprian's contribution, as also for that 
of the Clementines, which fix on the twofold position of James at 
Jerusalem, as apostle and bishop, as bearing on apostolic succession 
in the episcopate. 
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Dognmageschicile (3rd ed.), I. rteff.; E. Haupt, Zees Vadkadstis 
d. Apeeklab in T. (Halle. 1896): and especially H. filonnier, 
La Maio, de l'atestalat, des engines I beide (Paris, 1903). The later 
legends and their sources are examined by T. Schumann, Propheten-
end Aposedlegman' (Leipzig, Igor). U. V. B.) 

APOSTLE SPOONS, a set of spoons, usually of silver or silver 
gilt, with the handles terminating in figures of the apostles, each 
beating their distinctive emblem. They were common baptismal 
gifts during the 15th and 16th centuries, but were dying out by 
3666. Often single spoons were given, bearing the figure of the 
patron or name saint of the child. Sets of the twelve apostles are 
not common, and complete sets of thirteen, with the figure of our 
Lord on a larger spoon, are still rarer. The Goldsmiths' Company 
in London has one such set, all by the same maker and bearing 
the hall-mark of r6z6, and a set of thirteen was sold at Christie's 
in :spa for &goo. 

See William Hone, The Eteryiey Book and Table Book (1831); 
and W. J. Capps, Old English Plate (9th ed., 1906). 

APOSTOLICAL CONSTITUTIONS (6rara-eal or Itsardfas rem 
bylaw droorbMor &A K) ArFT01 re0 ftupaino,  iirtextSirou is cal 
roMrou. KaBoXun) datacealda), a collection of ecclesiastical 
regulations in eight books, the last of which concludes with the 
eighty-five Canons of the Holy A ponies. By their title the Con-
stitutions profess to have been drawn up by the apostles, and 
to have been transmitted to the Church by Clement of Rome; 
sometimes the alleged authors are represented as speaking 
jointly, sometimes singly. From the first they have been very 
variously estimated; the Canons, as a rule, more highly than the 
rest of the work. For example, the Trullan Council of Constanti-
nople (quini-sexturn), A.D. fogs, accepts the Canons as genuine by 
its second canon, but rejects the Constitutions on the ground 
that spurious matter had been introduced into them by heretics; 
and whilst the former were henceforward used freely in the East, 
only a few portions of the latter found their way into the Greek 
and oriental law-books. Again, Dionysius Exiguus (c. A.D. 500) 
translated fifty of the Canons into Latin,' although under the 
title Comma qui &condor Apostolortnn, and thus they passed 
into other Western collections; whilst the Constitutions as a 
whole remained unknown in the West until they were published 
in 1563 by the Jesuit Turrianns. At first received with en. 
thusiaam, their authenticity soon came to be impugned; and 
their true significance was largely lost sight of as it began to be 
realized that they were not what they claimed to be. Vain 
attempts were still made to rehabilitate them, and they were, 
in general, more highly estimated in England than elsewhere. 
The most extravagant estimate of all was that of Whiston, who 
calls them " the most sacred standard of Christianity, equal in 
authority to the Gospels themselves, and superior in authority 
to the epistles of single apostles, some parts of them being our 
Saviour's own original laws delivered to the apostles, and the 
other parts the public acts of the apostles " (Historical preface 
to Primitive Christianity Revised, pp. 85-86). Others, however, 
realized their composite character from the first, and by degrees 
some of the component documents became known. Bishop 
Pearson was able to say that " the eight books of the Apostolic 
Constitutions have been after Epiphanius's time compiled and 
patched together out of the didasealios or doctrines which went 
under the names of the holy apostles and their disciples or suc-
cessors" ( Vied. /gm 1. cap. 5); whilst a greater scholar still, 
Archbishop Usher, had already gone much further, and con-
cluded, forestalling the results of modern critical methods, that 
their compiler was none other than the compiler of the spurious 
Ignatlan epistles (Epp. Poly!. d Ign. p. bdii. f., Oxon. z644). 
The Apostolical Constitutions, then, are spurious, and they are 
one of a long series of documents of like character. But we 
have not really gauged their significance by saying that they 
are spurious. They are the last stage and climax of a gradual 
process of compilation and crystallization, so to speak, of un-
written church custom; and a short account of this process will 
show their real importance and value. 

Why he did not go on to give the remaining thirty -five I, not 
clear; they belong to the same date as, and are not inferior to, the 
first. fifty. 

These documents are the outcome of a tendency which is 
found in every society, religious or secular, at some point in its 
history. The society begins by living in accordance 
with its fundamental principles. By degrees these 
translate themselves into appropriate action. Diffi- eateee. 
culties are faced and solved as they arise; and when 
similar circumstances recur they will tend to be met in the 
same way. Thus there grows up by degrees a body of what 
may be called customary law. Plainly, there is no particular 
point of time at which this customary law can be said to have 
begun. To all appearance it is there from the first in solution 
and gradually crystallises out; and yet it is being continually 
modified as time goes on. Moreover, the time comes when 
the attempt Is made, either by private individuals or by the 
society itself, to put this " customary law " into writing. Now 
when this is done, two tendencies will at once show themselves. 
(a) This "customary law" will at once become more definite: 
the very fact of putting it into writing will involve an effort 
after logical completeness. There will be a tendency on the part 
of the writer to fill up Bans; to state local customs as if they 
obtained universally; to introduce his personal equation, and 
to add to that which is the custom that which, in his opinion, 
ought to be. (b) There will be a strong tendency to fortify that 
which has been written with great names, especially in days 
when there is no very clear notion of literary property. This is 
done, not always with any deliberate consciousness of fraud 
(although it must be dearly recognized that truth is not one of 
the " natural virtues," and that the sense of the obligations of 
truthfulness was far. from strong), but rather to emphasize the 
importance of what was written, and the fact that it was no 
new invention of the writer's. In a non-literary age fame 
gathers about great names; and that which, ex hypothesi, has 
gone on since the beginning of things is naturally attributed to 
the founders of the society. Then come interpolations to make 
this ascription more probable, and the prefixing of a title, then 
or subsequently, which states it as a fact. This is precisely the 
way in which the Apostolical Constitutions and other kindred 
documents have come into being. They are attempts, made in 
various places and at different times, to put into writing the 
order and discipline and character of the Church; in part for 
private instruction and edification, but in part also with a view 
to actual use; frequently even with an actual reference to 
particular circumstances. In this lies their importance, to a 
degree which is only just being adequately realized. They 
contain evidence of the utmost value as to the order of the 
Church in early days; evidence, however, which needs to be 
sifted with the greatest care, since the personal preferences of 
the writer and the customs of the local church to which be belongs 
are continually mixed up with things which have a wider preval-
ence. It is only by careful investigation, by the method of 
comparisons, that these elements can be disentangled; but as 
the number of documents of this class known to us is continually 
increasing, their value increases even more than proportionately. 
And whilst their local and fugitive character must be fully 
recognised and allowed for, is it unjustifiable to set them aside 
or leave them out of account as heretical, and therefore negligible. 

It will be sufficient here to mention shortly the chief collections 
of this kind which came into existence during the first four 
centuries; generally as the work of private individuals, 
and having, at any rate, no more than a local authority haft" 
of some kind. (a) The earliest known to us is the 
Didada or Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, itself compiled from 
earlier materials, and dating from about 120 (see DmAcut). 
(b) The Apostolic Church Order (apostolisdse Kirchenordsung of 
German writers); Ecclesiastical Canons of the Holy Apostles of 
one MS.; Sentential A postolorum of Para: of about 300, and 
emanating probably from Asia Minor. Its earlier part, cc. 1 -14, 
depends upon the Didachi and the rest of it is a book of discipline 
in which Harnack has attempted to distinguish two older frag-
ments of church law (Teske a. linters. ii. 3). (c) The so-called 
Canons Hippolyti, probably Alexandrian or Roman, and of the 
first half of the 3rd century. It will be observed that these 
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make no claim to apostolic authorship; but otherwise their 
origin is like that of the rest, unless indeed, is has been suggested, 
they represent the work of an actual Roman synod. (d) The 
so-called Egyptian Chwch Order, in Coptic from a Greek pre-
Nicene original (c. 310). It is part of the Egyptian Heptateuch 
and contains neither communion nor ordination forins. (e) The 
Ethiopic Church Order, perhaps twenty years later than (d), and 
forming part of the Ethiopic Statutes. (f) The Verona Latin 
Fragments, discovered and published by Hauler, portions of 
a form akin to (e), which may be dated c. 34o, though possibly 
earlier. It has a preface which refers to a treatise Concerning 
Spiritual Gifts as having immediately preceded it. (g) The 
recently discovered Testament of the Lord, which is somewhat 
later in date (c. 350), and likewise depends upon the Canner 
Hippolyli. (1s) The so-called Canons of Basil. This is an Arabic 
work perhaps based on a Coptic and ultimately on a Greek 
original, embodying with modifications large portions of the 
Canons of Hippolytus. (On the relations between the six last-
named, see Hupourros, Cutters or.) 

Here also may be noticed the Didascalia A postolonen, originally 
written in Greek, but known through a Syriac version and a frag-
mentary Latin one published by Hauler. It is of the middle of the 
3rd century—in fact, a passage in the Latin translation seems to give 
us the date A.D. 254. It emanates from Palestine or Syria. and is 
independent of the documents already mentioned: and upon it the 
Constitutions themselves very Largely depend. It is a mixture of 
moral and ecele.sisstical instruction. The Sacramentary of Si:replan 
(c. 3,5o), The PagrioNe of Etheria (Silvia) (c. 383), and The Cale- 
chef:col Lecaires of Ccril of Jere:alma (348) are also of value in this 
connexion. In the so-called) Coma:oboes through Hippolytus we 
have possibly a pre liminary draft of the famous 8th book of the 
Apowolical Gustsnaions. ,  

The Constitutions themselves fall Into three main divisions. 
(i.) The first of these consists of books L-vi., and throughout runs 
Ge.„ati. parallel to the Didascalia. Bickel!, indeed, held that 

this latter was an abbreviated form of books i. vi.; 
but it is now agreed on all hands that the Constitutions are based 
on the Didascalia and not vice versa. (ii.) Then follows book vii., 
the first thirty-one chapters of which are an adaptation of the 
Didotht, whilst the rest contain various liturgical forms of which 
the origin is still uncertain, though it has been acutely suggested 
by Athens, and with great probability, that they originated in 
the schismatical congregation of Lucian at Antioch. Book 
viii. is more composite, and falls into three parts. The first two 
chapters, reel xaporptirow, may be based upon a lost work of 
St Hippolytus, otherwise known only by a reference to it in the 
preface of the Verona Latin Fragments; and an examination 
shows that this is highly probable. The next section, cc. 3-27, 
Teti XetporonOr, and cc. 28-46, wept sashimi, is twofold, and 
is evidently that upon which the writer sets most store. The 
apostles no longer speak jointly, but one by one in an apostolic 
council, and the section closes with a joint decree of them all. 
They speak of the ordination of bishops (the so-called Clementine 
Liturgy is that which is directed to be used at the consecration 
of a bishop, cc. 5-15), of presbyters, deacons, deaconesses, sub-
deacons and lectors, and then pass on to confessors, virgins, 
widows and exorcists; after which follows a series of canons on 
various subjects, and liturgical formulae. With regard to this 
section; all that can be said is that it includes materials which 
are also to be found elsewhere—in the Egyptian Church Oder 
and other documents already spoken of—and that the precise 
relation between them is at present not determined. The third 
section consists of the Apostolic Canons already referred to, the 
last and most significant of which places the Constitutions and 
the two epistles of Clement in the canon of Scripture, and omits 
the Apocalypse. They are derived in part from the preceding 
Constitutions, in part from the canons of the councils of Antioch, 
341, Nicaea, 325, and possibly Laodicaes, 363. 

At a later date various collections were made of the documents 
above mentioned, or some of them, to serve as law-books in different 
churches—Y.4. the Syrian Oetateuch, the Egyptian Heptateuch, 
and the Ethiopic Sineel6s. These, however. steed on an entirely 
different footing, since they are simply collections of existing docu-
ments, and no attempt is made to claim apostolic authorship for 
them. 

A comparison of the Constitutions with the material upon 
which they are based will illustrate the compiler's method. 
(a) To begin with the Didascalia already mentioned. It is un-
methodical and badly digested, homiletical in style, and abound-
ing in biblical quotations. There is no precise arrangement; 
but the subjects, following a general.introduction, are the bishop 
and his duties, penance, the administration of the offerings, 
the settlement of disputes, the divine service, the order of widows, 
deacons and deaconesses, the poor, behaviour in persecution, 
and so forth. The compiler of the Constitutions . finds here 
material after his own heart. He is even more discursive and 
more homiletical in•style; he adds fresh citations of the Scrip-
tures, and additional explanations and moral refiexions; and 
all this with so little judgment that he often leaves confusion 
worse confounded (e.g. in ii. 57, where, upon a symbolical 
description of the Church as a sheepfold, he has superimposed 
the further symbolism of a ship). (6) Passing on to books vii. 
and viii., we observe that the compiler's method of necessity 
changes with his new material. In the former book he still 
makes large additions and alterations, but there is less scope for 
his prolixity than before; and in the latter, where he is no 
longer dealing with generalities, but making actual definitions, 
the Constitutions of necessity become more precise and statutory 
in form. Throughout he adopts and adapts the language of his 
sources as far as possible, " only pruning in the most pressing 
cases," but towards the end be cannot avoid making larger 
alterations from time to time. And his alterations throughout 
are not made aimlessly. Where he finds things which would 
obviously clash with the customs of his own day, he unhesitatingly 
modifies them. An account of the Passion, with a curiously 
perverted chronology, the object of which was to justify the 
length of the Passion-tide fast, is entirely revised for this reason 
(v. is); the direction to observe Easter according to the Jewish 
computation is changed into the exact contrary for the same 
reason (v. 17); and where his archetype lapses into speaking of a 
lull in persecution he naively informs us that the Romans have 
now given up persecuting and have adopted Christianity (vi. 26), 
forgetting altogether that he is speaking in the character of the 
apostles. Above all, he both magnifies the office of the Christian 
ministry as a whole and alters what is said of it in detail (for 
example, the deaconess loses rank not a little), to make it agree 
with the circumstances of his day in general, and with his own 
ideas of fitness in particular. It is here that his evidence is at 
once most valuable and needs to be used with the greatest care. 
To give one striking example of the value of these documents. 
The Canopies HiPiudYli  (vi, 43) provide that one who has been 
a confessor for the faith may be received as a presbyter by 
virtue of his confessorship and not by the laying on of the 
bishop's hands; but if he be chosen a bishop, he is to be ordained. 
This provision passes on into the Egyptian Ecclesiastical Canons 
and other kindred documents, and even into the Testanserstuns 
Domini. But the corresponding passage in the Apostolical 
Constitutions (viii. 23) entirely reverses it: " A confessor is not 
ordained, for he is so by choice and patience, and is worthy of 
great honour. . . . But if there be occasion, he is to be ordained 
either • bishop, priest, or deacon. But if any one of the con-
fessors who is not ordained snatches to himself any such dignity 
upon account of his confession, let the same person be deprived 
and rejected; for he is not in such an office, since he has denied 
the constitution of Christ, and is worse than an infidel." 

Who, then, is the author of the Constitutions, and what an be 
inferred with regard to him? (i.) By separating off the sources 
which he used from his own additions to them, it at mom 

 once becomes clear that the latter are the work of one sup, 
man: the style is unmistakable, and the method of Plow 
working is the same throughout. The compiler of ald dmee' 

books L-vi. is also the compiler of books vii, viii. (ii) As to ' 

his theological position, different views have been held. Funk 
suggests ApolhUarianism, which is the refuge of the destitute; 
and Achelis inclines in the same direction. But the affinities of 
the author are quite otherwise, the most pronounced of them 
being a strong subordinationist tendency, denial of a human 
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soul to Christ, and the like, which suggest not indeed Arianism 
but an inclination towards Arianism. Above all, his polemic is 
directed against the dying heresies of the 3rd century; and he 
writes with an absence of constraint which is not the language 
of one who lives amidst violent controversies or who is conscious 
of being in a minority. All this points to the position of a 
" conservative " or semi-Arian of the East, one who belongs, 
perhaps, to the circle of Lucian of Antioch and writes before the 
time of Julian. It is hard to think of any other time or circum-
stances in which a man could write like this. (iii.) The indica-
tions of lime have been held to point to a different conclusion. 
On the one band, the fact that the attempt to rebuild the temple 
by Julian in 363 is not mentioned in vi. 24 points to an earlier 
date; and the fact that the sonatas are not mentioned amongst 
the church officers points in the same direction, for elsewhere they 
are first mentioned in a rescript of Constantius in A.D. 337. On 
the other hand, in the cycle of feasts occur the names of several 
which arc probably of later date-e.g. Christmas and St Stephen, 
which were introduced at Antioch C. A.D. 378 and 379 respectively. 
Again, Epiphanies (c. A.D. 374) appears to be unacquainted with 
it; he still quotes froni the Didascalia, and elaborately explains 
it away where it is contrary to the usages of his own day. But 
as regards the former point, it is possible that the Apostolical 
Constitutions constantly gave rise to these festivals; or, on 
the other hand, that the two passages were subsequently intro-
duced either by the writer himself or by some other hand, 
when the last book of the Constitutions was being used as a 
law-book. And as regards the latter, the fact that Epiphanius 
does not use the Constitutions is no proof that they had net yet 
been compiled. (iv.) As to the region of composition there is no 
real doubt. It was dearly the East, Syria or Palestine. Many 
indications are against the latter, and Syria is strongly suggested 
by the use of the Syro-Macedonian calendar. Moreover, the 
writer represents the Roman Clement as the channel of com-
munication between the apostles and the Church. This fact 
both supplies him with the name by which he is commonly 
known, Pseudo-Clement, and also furnishes corroboration of his 
Syrian birth; since the other spurious writings bearing the 
name of Clement, the Homilies and Recognitions, are likewise of 
Syrian origin. Moreover, the spurious Ignatian epistles, which 
arc also Syrian, depend throughout upon the Constitutions. 
(v.) But this is not all. It was long ago noticed that Pseudo-
Clement bears a very close resemblance to Pseudo-Ignatius, the 
interpolator of the Ignatian Epistles in the longer Creek recen-
sion. Usher, as we have seen, identified them, and modern 
criticism accepts this identification as a fact (Lagarde, Harnack, 
Funk, Brightman). Lightfoot, indeed, still hesitated (Ap. 
Fathers, 11. i. 056 n.) on the ground that Pseudo-Ignatius occasion-
ally misunderstands the Constitutions, that the two writings give 
the Roman succession differently, and that Pseudo-Clement 
shows no knowledge of the Christological controversies of Nicaca. 
But as regards the first of these, it is rather a case of condensed 
citation than of misinterpretation; the second is explained by 
the writer's carelessness as shown in other passages, and all are 
solved if a considerable interval of tine elapsed between the com-
pilation of the Constitutions and the spurious Ignatian epistles. 

It seems dear then that the compiler was a Syrian, and that 
he also wrote the spurious Ignatian epistles; he was likewise 
probably a semi-Arian of the school of Lucian of Antioch. His 
date is given by Harnack as A.D. 34o-36o, with a leaning to 
340-343; by Lightfoot as the latter half of the 4th century; 
by Brightman, 370-3812; by Maclean, 373; and by Funk as the 
beginning of the 5th century. 
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APOSTOLIC CANONS, a collection of eighty-five rules for the 
regulation of clerical life, appended to the eighth book of the 
Apostolical Constitatione (q.v.). They are couched in brief 
legislative form though on no definite plan, and deal with the 
vexed questions of ecclesiastical discipline as they were raised 
towards the end of the 4th century. At least half of the mums 
are derived from earlier constitutions, and probably not many 
of them are the actual productions of the compiler, whose aim 
was to gloss over the real nature of the Constitutions, and secure 
their incorporation with the Epistles of Clement in the New 
Testament of his day. The Codex Alexaadriasse does indeed 
append the Clementine Epistles to its text of the New Testament. 
The Canons may be a little later in date than the preceding 
Consiiinsions, but they are evidently from the same Syrian 
theological circle. 

APOSTOLIC FATHERS, a term used to distinguish those early 
Christian writers who were believed to have been the personal 
associates of the original Apostles. While the title " Fathers " 
was given from at least the beginning of the 4th century to 
church writers of former days, as being the parents of Christian 
belief and thought for later times, the expression " Apostolic 
Fathers" data only from the latter part of the 17th century. 
The idea of recognizing these " Fathers " as a special group 
exists already in the title " Patres aevi apostolici, sive SS. 
Pa trum qui temporibus apostolicis fiorucrunt . . . opera," under 
which in 1672 J. B. Cotelier published at Paris the writings 
current under the names of Barnabas, Clement of Rome, Hernias, 
Ignatius and Polycarp. But the name itself is due to their next 
editor, Thomas Ittig (1643-171o), in his Bildidheca Palma 
A postelicoruns (1699), who, however, included under this title 
only Clement, Ignatius and Polycarp. Here already appears 
the doubt as to how many writers can claim the title, a doubt 
which has continued ever since, and makes the contents of the 
"Apostolic Fathers" differ so much from editor to editor. 
Thus the Oratorian Andrea Gallandi (17o9-1779), in re-issuing 
Cotelicr's collection in his Bibliothcca Vett:runs Palms (1765-
1781), included the fragments of Papias and the Epistle to 
Diognctus, to which recent editors have added the citations 
from the " Elders " of Papias's day found in Irenacus and, 
since 1883, the Didachl. 

The degree of historic claim which these various writings 
have to rank as the works 1  of Apostolic Fathers varies greatly 
on any definition of " apostolic." Originally the epithet was 
meant to be taken strictly, viz. as denoting those whom history 
could show to_have been personally connected, or at least coeval, 
with one or more apostles; and an effort was made, as by 
Cotdier, to distinguish the writings rightly and wrongly assigned 
to such. Thus editions tended to vary with the historical views 
of editors. But the convenience of the category " Apostolic 
Fathers " to express not only those who might 'possibly have 
had some sort of direct contact with apostles—such as " Bar-
nabas," Clement, Ignatius, Papias, Polycarp—but also those 
who seemed specially to preserve the pure tradition of apostolic 
doctrine during the sub-apostolic age, has led to its general use 
in a wide and vague sense. 

Conventionally, then, the title denotes the group of writings 
which, whether in date or in internal character, are regarded as 
belonging to the main stream of the Church's teaching during 
the period between the Apostles and the Apologists (i.e. to 
(-A.D. 14o). Or to put it more exactly, the " Apostolic Fathers " 
represent, chronologically in the main and still more from the 
religious and theological standpoint, the momentous process of 

1  Cotelier included the Acts of Martyrdom of Clement, Ignatius 
and Polycarp; and those of Ignatius and Polycarp are stab often 
printed by editors. 
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transition from the type of teaching in the New Testament to 
that which meets us in the early Catholic Fathers, from the last 
quarter of the and century onwards. The Apologists no doubt 
show us certain fresh factors entering into this development; 
but on the whole the Apostolic Fathers by themselves go a long 
way to explain the transition in question, so far as knowledge of 
this saeculum obscurum is within our reach at all. It is true that 
they do not include the whole even of the ecclesiastical literature 
of the sub-apostolic age, not to mention what remains of Gnostic 
and other minority types. The Preaching and Apocalypse of 
Peter, for instance, are quite typical of the same period, and help 
us to read between the lines of the Apostolic Fathers. Yet 
they do not really add much to what is there already, and they 
have the drawbacks of pseudonymity; they lack concrete and 
personal qualities; they are general expressions of tendencies 
which we cannot well locate or measure, save by means of 
the Apostolic Fathers themselves or of their earliest Catholic 

'successors. 
(A) In externd features the group is far from homogeneous, 

a fact which has led to their being disintegrated•as a group in 
certain histories of early Christian literature (e.g. those of 
liarnack.and KrUger), and classed each under its own literary 
type—so sacrificing to outer form, which is quite secondary in 
primitive Christian writings, the more significant fact of religious 
affinity. Its original members, those still best entitled to their 
name in any strict sense, are epistles, and in this respect also 
most akin to Apostolic writings. Indeed Ignatius takes pleasure 
in saluting his readers "after the apostolic stamp" (ad Troll. 
inscr.), while yet disclaiming all desire to emulate the apostolic 
manner In other respects, being fully conscious of the gulf between 
himself and apostles like Peter and Paul in claim to authority 
(lb. iii. 3, ad Rom. iv. 3). The like holds of Polycarp, who, in 
explaining that he writes to exhort the Philippians only at their 
own request, adds, "for neither am I, nor is any other like me, 
able to follow the wisdom of the blessed and glorious Paul " 
(iii. 2). Clement's epistle, indeed, conforms more to the elaborate 
and treatise-like form of the Epistle to the Hebrews, on which 
it draws so largely; and the same is true of " Barnabas." But 
one and all are influenced by study of apostolic epistles, and 
witness to the impression which these produced on the men of 
the next generation. Unconsciously, too, they correspond to 
the apostolic type of writing in another respect, viz. their occa-
sional and practical character. They are evoked by pressing 
needs of the hour among some definite body of Christians and 
not by any literary motive. ,  This is a universal trait of primitive 
Christian writings; so that to speak of primitive Christian 
" literature " at all is hardly accurate, and tends to an artificial 
handling of their contents. These sub-apostolic epistles are 
veritable " human documents," with the personal note running 
through them. They are after all personal expressions of 
Christianity, in which are discernible also specific types of local 
tradition. To such spontaneous actuality a large part of their 
interest and value is due. 

Nor is this pre-literary and vital quality really absent even 
from the writing which is least entitled to a place among 
" Apostolic Fathers," the Epistle to Diognetus. This beautiful 
picture of the Christian life as a realized ideal, and of Christians 
as " the soul " of the world, owes its inclusion to a double error: 
first, to the accidental attachment at the end of another fragment 
(§ i), which opens with the writer's claim to stand forth as a 
teacher as being "a disciple of apostles "; and next, to mistaken 
exegesis of this phrase as implying personal relations with 
apostles, rather than knowledge of their teaching, written or oral. 
Whether in form addressed to Diognetus, the tutor of Marcus 
Aurelius, as a typical cultured observer of Christianity, or to 
some other eminent person of the same name in the locality 
of its origin, or, as seems more likely, to cultured Greeks gener-
ally, personified under the significant name " Diognetus " 
(" Heaven-born," cf. Acts xvii. 28 along with § iii. 4)—the 

See G. A. Deissmann, Bible Studies. pp. s-6o, for this distinction 
between the genuine " letter " and the literary " epistle," as applied 
to the New Testament in particular.  

epistle is in any case an " open letter " of an essentially literary 
type. Further, its opening seems modelled on the lines of the 
preface to Luke's Gospel, to which, along with Acts, it may owe 
something of its very conception as a reasoned appeal to the 
lover of truth. But while literary in form and conception, its 
appeal is in spirit so personal a testimony to what the Gospel 
has done for the writer and his fellow Christians, that it is akin 
to the piety of the Apostolic Fathers as a group. It is true 
that it has marked affinities, e.g. in its natural theology, with the 
earliest Apologists, Aristides and Justin, even as it is itself in 
substance an apology addressed not to the State, but to thoughtful 
public opinion. But this only means that we cannot draw a hard 
and fast line between groups of early Christian writings at a time 
when practical religious interests overshadowed all others. 

If thus related to the Apologists of the middle of the and 
century, the Epistle to Diognetus has also points of contact 
with one of the most practical and least literary writings found 
among our Apostolic Fathers, viz. the homily originally known 
as the Second Epistle of Clement (for this ascription, as for other 
details, See CLEMENTINE LITERATURE). The recovery of its 
concluding sections in the same MS. which brought the Didacha 
to light, proves beyond question that we have here the earliest 
extant sermon preached before a Christian congregation, about 
A.D. 120-140 (so J. B. Lightfoot). Its opening section, recalling 
to its hearers the passing of the mists of idolatry before the revela-
tion in Jesus Christ, is markedly similar in tone and tenor to 
passages in the Epistle to Diognetus. Far closer, however, are 
the affinities between the homily and the Shepherd of Hermes, 
" the first Christian allegory," which as a literary whole dates 
from about A.D. 140, but probably represents a more or less 
prolonged prophetic activity on the part of its author, the brother 
of Pius, the Roman bishop of his day (c. 139-I54). In both the 
primary theme is repentance, as called for by serious sins, after 
baptism has placed the Christian on his new and higher level of 
responsibility. Thus both are hortatory writings, the one 
argumentative in form, the other prophetic, after the manner 
of later Old Testament prophets whose messages came in visions 
and similitudes. This prophetic and apocalyptic note, which char-
acterizes Hermas among the Apostolic Fathers (though there are 
traces of it also in the Didachi and in Ignatius, ad Eph. xx.), 
is a genuinely primitive trait and goes far to explain the vogue 
which the Shepherd enjoyed in the generations immediately suc-
ceeding, as also the influence of its disciplinary policy, which 
is its prophetic" burden " (WC HERMAS, SHEPHERD OP). 

We come finally to the anonymous Teaching of the Twelve 
Apostles and Papias's Exposition of Oracles of the Lord, so far as 
this is known to us. The former, besides embodying catechetical 
instruction in Christian conduct (the " Two Ways "), which goes 
back in substance to the early apostolic age and is embodied 
also in " Barnabas," depicts in outline the fundamental usages of 
church life as practised in some conservative region (probably 
within Syria) about the last quarter of the sat century and 
perhaps even later. The whole is put forth as substantially the 
apostolic teaching (Didacke) on the subjects in question. This 
is probably a bone fde claim. It expresses the feeling common 
to the Apostolic Fathers and general in the sub-apostolic 
age, at any rate in regions where apostles had once laboured, 
that local tradition, as held by the recognized church leaders, did 
but continue apostolic doctrine and practice. Into later develop-
ments of this feeling an increasing element of illusion entered, 
and all other written embodiments of it known to us take the 
form of literary fictions, more or less bold. It is in contrast to 
these that the Didada is justly felt to be genuinely primitive 
and of a piece with the Apostolic Fathers. Thus while its form 
would by analogy tend per se to awaken suspicion, its contents 
remove this feeling; and we may even infer from this surviving 
early formulation of local ecclesiastical tradition, that others of 
somewhat similar character came into being in the sub-apostolic 
age, but failed to survive /rave as embodied in later local teaching, 
oral or written, very much as if the Didacke had perished and its 
literary offspring alone remained (see Dinnent). 

As regards Papias's Exposition, which Lightfoot describes 
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as "among the earliest forerunners of commentaries, partly 
explanatory, partly illustrative, on portions of the New Testa-
ment," we need here only remark that, whatever its exact form 
may have been—as to which the extant fragments still leave 
room for doubt—it was in conception expository of the historic 
meaning of Christ's more ambiguous Sayings, viewed in the light 
of definitely ascertained apostolic traditions bearing on the 
subject. The like is true also of the fragments of the Elders 
preserved in Imams (ao far as these do not really come from 
Pepin). Both bodies of exposition represent the traditional 
principle at work in the sub-apostolic age, making for the preser-
vation In relative purity, over against merely subjective inter-
pretations—those of the Gnostics in particular—of the historic 
or original sense of Christ's teaching, just as Ignatius stood for 
the historicity of the facts of His earthly career in their plain, 
natural sense. 

(B) Here the question of external form passes readily over 
into that of the internal character and spirit. Indeed much has 
already been said or suggested bearing on these. The relation 
of these svittere to the apostolic teaching generally has become 
pretty evident. It is one of absolute loyalty and deference, 
as to the teaching of inspiration. They are conscious, as are we 
in reading them, that they are not moving on the same level of 
insight as the Apostles; they are sub-apostolic in that sense 
also. Hence there appear constant traces of study of the 
Apostolic writings, so far as these were accessible in the locality 
of each writer at his date of writing (for the detailsof this subject, 
and its bearing on the history of the Canonici Scriptures of the 
New Testament, see The New Testament is the Apostolic Fathers, 
Oxford, zoos). As Lightfoot points out (Apostolic Fathers, 
pt. I. voL L p. 7), however, personality, with its variety of 
temperament and • emphasis, largely colours the Apostolic 
Fathers, especially the primary group. Clement has all the 
Roman feeling for duly constituted order and discipline; 
Ignatius has the Syrian or semi-oriental passion of devotion, 
showing itself at once is his mystic love for his Lord and his 
over-strained yearning to become His very " disciple " by drink-
ing the like cup of martyrdom; Polycarp is, above all things, 
steady in his allegiance to what had first won his conscience 
and heart, and his "passive and receptive character" comes 
out in the contents of his epistle. Of thereat, whose personalities 
are less known to us, Papas shams Polycarp's qualities and 
their limitations, the anonymous homilist and Hermes are 
marked by Intense moral earnestness, while the writer to Diog-
netus joins to this a profound religious insight. These personal 
traits determine by selective affinity, working under conditions 
given by the special local type of tradition and piety, the elements 
in the Apostolic writings which each was able to assimilate and 
express—though we must allow also for variety in the occasions 
of writing. Thus OM New Testament type is echoed in one and 
another in another; or It may be several in turn. The latter 
is the case in Clement, Ignatius and Polyearp; perhaps also in 
" Barnabaa." In Herrnas there is special affinity to the language 
and thought of the epistle of James, and in the homffist to those 
of Paul. Yet their very use of the same terms or ideas makes 
us the more aware of " a marked contrast to the depth and dear-
ness of conception with which the several Apostolic writers place 
before us different aspects of the Gospel " (Lightfoot). While 
Apostolic phrases are used, the sense behind them is often 
different and less evangelic. They have not caught the Apostolic 
meaning, because they have not penetrated to the full religious 
experience which gave to the words, often words with long and 
varied history both in the Septuagint and in ordinary Greek 
usage, their specific meaning to each apostle and especially to 
Paul. This phenomenon was noted particularly by Iw Reins, in 
his Mistake de in theologie chatienne an :Pete apostolique (3rd 
ed., 1864). Take for instance Clement. Lightfoot, indeed, d wells 
on the all-round " comprehensiveness " with which Clement, 
as the mouthpiece of the early Roman Church, utters in succes-
sion phrases or ideas borrowed impartially from Peter and Paul 
and James and the Epistle to Hebrews. He admits, however, 
that such mere co-ordination of the language of Paul and James,  

for instance, as appears in his twice bracketing " faith and 
hospitality " as grounds of acceptance with God (the cases are 
those of Abraham and Rehab, in chs. x. and xii.), is "from a 
strictly dogmatic point of view "his weakness. But the weakness 
is more than a dogmatic one; it is one of religious experience, as 
the source of spiritual Wight. It is not merely that " there is no 
dogmatic system in Clement " or in any other of the Apostolic 
Fathers; that may favour, not binder, religious insight. There 
is a want of depth in Christian experience, in the power of 
realizing relative spiritual values In. the light of the master prin-
ciple involved in the distinctively Christian consciousness, such 
as could raise Clement above a verbal eclecticism, rather than 
comprehensiveness, in the use of Apostolic language. As R. W. 
Dale remarks, in a note on Reuse's too severe words (Eng. trans. 
ii. acs): " The vital force of the Apostolic convictions gave to 
Apostolic thought a certain organic and consistent form." It is 
lack of this organic quality in the thought, not only of Clement 
but also of the Apostolic Fathers generally—with the possible 
exception of Ignatius, who seems to share the Apostolic expert, 
ens more fully than any other, to which Reuss rightly directs 
attention. In virtue of this defect, duo largely to the failure to 
enter into the Apostolic experience of mystic union with Christ, 
he can rightly speak of " an immense retrogression" in theology 
visible " at the end of the century, and in circles where it might 
have been least expected" (ii. p. atm, d. so). 

In fact the perspective of the Gospel was seriously changed 
and Its most distinctive features obscured. This was specially 
the case with the experimental doctrines of grace. Here the 
central glory of the Cross as " the power of God unto salvation " 
suffered some eclipse, although the passion of Christ was felt to 
be a transcendent act of Divine Grace in one way or another. 
But even more serious was the loss of an adequate sense of 
the contrast between "grace" and "works" as conditions of 
salvation. There was little or no sense of the danger of the 
legal principle, as related to human egoism and the instinct to 
seek salvation as a reward for merit. The passages in which 
these things are laid bare by Paul's remorseless analysis of his 
own experience " under Law " seem to have made practically 
no impression on the Apostolic Fathers as a whole. Gentile 
Christians had not felt the fang of the Law as the ex-Pharisee 
had occasion to feel it. Even if first trained in the Hellenistic 
synagogues of the Dispersion, as was often the case, they appre. 
handed the Law on its more helpful and less exacting side, 
and had not been brought " by the Law to die unto the Law," 
that they might " live unto God." The result was too great a 
continuity between their religious conceptions before and after 
embracing the Gospel. Thus the latter seemed to them simply 
to bring forgiveness of past sins for Christ's sake, and then an 
enhanced moral responsibility to the New Law revealed in 
Him. Hence a new sort of legalism, known to recent writers as 
Moralism, underlies much of the piety of the. Apostolic Fathers, 
though Ignatius is quite free from it, while Polycarp and 
" Barnabas " are less under its influence than are the Didaehf, 
Clement, the Homilist and Hermes. It conceives salvation as 
a " wages " (oure6s) to be earned or forfeited; and regards 
certain good works, such as prayer, fasting, alms—especially 
the last—as efficacious to cancel sins. The reality of this 
tendency, particularly at Rome, betrays itself in Hernias, who 
teaches the supererogatory merit of alms gained by the self-
denial of fasting (Sint. v. .1. 3 ff.). Marcion's reaction ;  too, 
against the Judaic temper in the Church as a whole, in the 
interests of an extravagant Paulinism, while it suggests that 
Paul's doctrines of grace generally were inadequately realized is 
the sub-apostolic age, points also to the prevalence of such 
moralism in particular. 

(C) In attempting a fiaal estimate of the value of the Apostolid 
Fathers for the historian to-day, we may sum up under these 
heads: ecclesiastical, theological, religious. (a) As a mine of 
materials for reconstructing the history of Church institutions, 
they are invaluable, and that largely in virtue of their spon-
taneous and " esoteric " character, with no view to the public 
generally or to posterity. (6) Theologically, as a. stage in the 
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history of CbriSLIMI doctrine, their value-is as great negatively 
as positively. Impressive as is their witness to the persistence 
of the Apostolic teaching in its essential features, amidst all 
personal and local variations, perhaps the nme t striking thing 
about these writings is the degree in which they sail to appreciate 
certain elements of the Apostolic teaching as embodied in the 
New Testament, and those its higher and more distinctively 
Christian elements. ,  This negative aspect has a twofold bearing. 
Firstly, it suggests the supernormal level to which the Apostolic 
consciousness was raised at a bound by the direct influence of 
the Founder of Christianity, and justifies the marking-off of the 
Apostolic writings as a Canon, or body of Christian classics of 
unique religious authority. To this principle Marcion's Pauline 
Canon is a witness, though in too one-sided a spirit. Secondly, 
it means that the actual development of ecclesiastical doctrine 
began, not from the Apostolic consciousness itself, but from a 
far lower level, that of the inadequate consciousness of the sub-
apostolic Church, even when face to face with their written words. 
This theological " retrogression " is of much significance for the 
history of dogma. (e) On the other band, there is great religious 
and moral continuity, beneath even theological discontinuity, in 
the life working below all conscious apprehension of the deeper 
ideas involved (E. von Dobschtltz, Christian Life in the Primitive 
Church, zoos). There is continuity in character; the Apostolic 
Fathers strike us as truly good men, with a goodness raised to a 
new type and power. This is what the Gospel of Christ aims 
chiefly at producing as its proper fruit; and the Apostolic 
Fathers would have desired no better record than that they 
were themselves genuine " epistles of Christ." • 

Linteareee.—This is too large to indicate even In outline, but 
is given fully in the chief modern editions, viz. of Gebhardt, Harnack 
and Zahn jointly 0875-18_771i J. B. Lightfoot (1885-1890) and 
F. X. Funk (1901),• also in O. Hardenhewer. Gesth. der althirchlichen 
Litteratur (1902), Band i., and in NeutestamenUkhe A pokryphen, 
with Handbuch thereto, edited by E. Hennocke (Tubingen, 194). 
The fullest discussion in English of the teaching of Barnabas, 
Clement, Ignatius and Polycarp is by J. Donaldson, The A postolical 
Fathers 0874 which, however, suffers from the imperfect state of 
the texts when he wrote. The most useful edition for ready refer-
ence, containing critical texts (up to date) and good translations. 
is Lightfoot's one-volume edition, The Apostolic Fathers (London, 
1891)• U. V. B.) 

APOSTOLICI, APOSTOLIC BRETHREN, or Mantes, the 
names given to various Christian heretics, whose common 
doctrinal feature was an ascetic rigidity of morals, which made 
them reject property and marriage. The earliest Apostolici 
appeared in Phrygia,• Glide, Pisidia and Pamphylia towards 
the end of the and century or the beginning of the 3rd. Accord-
ing to the information given by Epiphanies (Hoer. 61) about 
the doctrines of these heretics, it is evident that they were 
connected with the Eneratites and the Tatianians. They con-
demned individual property, hence the name sometimes given to 
them of Apolactiks or Renuntiatores. They preserved an absolute 
chastity and abstained from wine and meat. They refused to 
admit into their sect those Christians whom the fear of martyr-
dom had once restored to paginism. As late as the 4th century 
St Basil (Can. t and 47) knew some Apostolici. After that 
period they disappeared, either becoming completely extinct, 
or being confounded with other sects (see St Augustine, Haer. 
40 ; John of Damascus, Hoer. 6t). 

Failing a more exact designation, the name of Apostolid has 
been given to certain groups of Latin heretics of the 12th century. 
It is the second of the two sects of Cologne (the first being com-
posed very probably of Cathasi) that is referred to in the letter 
addressed in 1146 by Everwin, provost of Steinfeld, to StBernard 
(Mabillon, Vd. A nal. iii. 452). They condemned marriage (save, 
perhaps, first marriages), the eating of meat, baptism of children, 
veneration of saints, fasting, prayers for the dead and belief in 
purgatory, denied transubstantiation, declared the Catholic 
priesthood worthless, and considered the whole church of their 
time corrupted by the " negotia saecularia " which absorbed all 

One result is their inability to form a true theory of Judaism 
and of the Old Testament in relation to the Gospel, a matter of great 
moment for them and for their successors.  

its zeal (cL St Bernard, Sam. 6s and 66 in Cana.). They do 
not seem to have been known as Apostles or Apostolici: St 
Bernard, in fact, asks his hearers: " Quo nomine istos titulove 
censebis?" (Senn. 66 is Caulk.). Under this designation, too, 
are included the heretics of Pdrigueux in France, alluded to in 
the letter of a certain monk Heribert (Mabillon, Vd. Anal. iii. 
467). Hcribert says merely: " Se dicunt apoatolicam value 
ducere." It is possible that they were Henricians (sec HENRY 
or LAUSANNE). During his mission in the south-east of France 
in 1146-1147 St Bernard still met disciples of Henry of Lausanne 
in the environs of Pdrigueux. The heretics of whom Heribert 
speaks condemned riches, denied the value of the sacraments 
and of good works, ate no meat, drank no wine and rejected 
the veneration of images. Their leader, named Pons, gathered 
round him nobles, priests, monks and nuns. 

In the second half of the 13th century appeared in Italy the 
Order of Me Apostles or Apostle Brethren (see especially the Own-
of Fra Salimbene). This was a product of the mystic ferments-; 
Lion which ptucffeded from exalted Franciscanism and from 
Joachimism (see FRATICELLI and Joacnne). It presents great 
analogies with groups of the same character, e.g. Sachets, 
Binocchi, Flagellants, &c. The order of the Apostles was founded 
about 126o by a young workman from the environs of Parma. 
Gerard Segarelli, who had sought admission unsuccessfully to 
the Franciscan order. To make his life conform to that of 
Christ, his contemporaries say that he had himself circumcised, 
wrapped in swaddling clothes and laid in a cradle, and that he 
then, clad in a white robe and bare-footed, walked through 
the streets of Parma crying " Penitene agile!" (" Poenitentiam 
niter). He was soon followed by a throng of men and women, 
peasants and mechanics. AU had to live in absolute poverty, 
chastity and idleness. They begged, and preached penitence, 
Opizo, bishop of Parma, protected them until they caused 
trouble in his diocese. Their diffusion into several countries 
of Christendom disturbed Pope Honorius IV., who in 1286 
ordered them to adhere to an already recognized rule. On their 
refusal, the pope condemned them to banishment and Opizo 
imprisoned Segarelli. The councils of Warzburg (sa87) and 
Chichester (r AO took measures against the Apostles of Germany 
and England. But in 1291 the sect reappeared, sensibly in-
creased, and Pope Nicholas IV. published anew the bull of 
Honorius IV. From that day the Apostles, regarded as rebels, 
were persecuted pitilessly. Four were burned in 1294, and 
Segarelli, as a relapsed heretic, went to the stake at Patina in 
1300. 

They had had dose relations with the dissident Franciscans, 
but the Spirituals often disavowed them, especially when the 
sect, which in Segarelli's time had had no very precise doctrinal 
character, became with Dolcino frankly heterodox. Dolcino of 
Novara was brought up at Vercelli, and bad been an Apostle 
since 1201. Thrice he fell into the hands of the Inquisition, and 
thrice recanted. But immediately after Segarelles death he 
wrote an epistle, soon followed by a second, in which he declared 
that the third Joachimite age began with Segarelli and that 
Frederick of Sicily was the expected conqueror (Hist. Dukini 
and Addit. ad Hist. Dukini in Muratori, Scriptores, vol. ix.). 
He gave himself out as an angel sent from God to elucidate the 
prophecies. Soon he founded an A paddle congregation at whose 
head he placed himself. Under him were his four lieutenants, 
his " mystic sister," Margherita di Franck, and 4000 disciples. 
He taught almost the same principles of devotion as Segarelli, 
but the Messianic character which he attributed to himself, 
the announcement of a communistic millennial kingdom, and, 
besides, an aggressive anti-sacerdotalism, gave to Dokino's sect 
a clearly marked character, analogous only to the theocratic 
community of the Anabaptists of Munster in the 26th century. 
On the sth of June 1305 Pope Clement V., recognizing the 
impotence of the ordinary methods of repression, issued bulls 
for preaching a crusade against the Dolcinists. But four 
crusades, directed by the bishop of Vercelli, were required to 
reduce the little army of the heresiarch, entrenched in the 
mountains in the neighbourhood of Vercelli. Not till the 2314 
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of March 1307 were the sectaries definitively overcome. The 
Catholic crusaders seized Dolcino in his entrenchments on 
Mount Rubella, and the pope at once announced the happy 
event to King Philip the Fair. At Vercelli Dolcino suffered a 
horrible punishment. He was torn in pieces with red-hot 
pincers—the torture lasting an entire day—while Margherita 
was burned at a slow fire. Dante mentions Dolcino's name 
(inferno,c.xxviii.), and his memory is not yet completely effaced 
in the province of Novara. The Apostles confined' their 
propaganda in Italy, Languedoc, Spain and Germany. • In turn 
they were condemned by the councils of Cologne (z3o6), Treats 
(:3 10) and Spoleto 1). The inquisitor of Languedoc, 
Bernard. Gui, persecuted them unremittingly (see Gui's Fraaica 
Inquisaiorris). From 1316 to 1322 the condemnations of 
Apostles increased at Avignon and Toulouse. They disappeared, 
however, at a comparatively late date from those regions (council 
of Lavaur, 1368; council of Narbonne, 1374). In Germany 
two Apostles were burned at Liibeck and Wismar at the beginning. 
of the ssth century (1402-403) by the inquisitor Eylard. 

Several controversialists, including Gotta Krohn and Stock-
mann, have mentioned among the innumerable sects that have 
sprung from Anabaptism a group of individuals whose open-air 
preaching and rigorous practice of poverty gained them the name 
of Apostolici, These must be carefully distinguished from the 
Agnaloolians, Mennonites of Frisia, who followed the teachings of 
the pastor Samuel Apostool (1638-beginning of 18th century). 
In the Mennonite church they represent the rigid, conservative 
party, as opposed to the Galenists, who inclined towards the 
Arminian latitudinarianism and admitted into their community 
all those who led a virtuous life, whatever their doctrinal 
tendencies. (P. A.) 

APOSTOLIC MAJESTY. a title borne by the kings of Hungary. 
About am moo it was conferred by Pope Silvester IL upon 
St Stephen (975-1038), the first Christian king of Hungary, in 
return for his zeal in seeking the conversion of the heathen. It 
was renewed by Pope Clement XIIL in 1758 in favour of the 
empress Marla Theresa and her descendants. The emperor of 
Austria bears the title of apostolic king of Hungary. 

AlsOSTOLIUS, MICHAEL (d. c. 1480), a Greek theologian and 
rhetorician of the tsar century. When, in 453, the Turks 
conquered Constantinople, his native city, he fled to Italy, and 
there obtained the protection of Cardinal Bessarfon. But 
engaging in the great dispute that then raged between the up-
holders of Aristotle and Plato, his zeal for the latter led him to 
speak so contemptuously of the more popular philosopher and of 
his defender, Theodorus Gam, that be fell under the severe 
displeasure of his patron. lie afterwards retired to Crete, 
where he earned a scanty living by teaching and by copying 
manuscripts. Many of his copies are still to be found in the 
libraries of Europe. One of them, the Icons of Plulostratus at 
Bologna, boars the inscription: " The king of the poor of this 
world has written this book for his living." Apostolius died 
about 148o, leaving two sons, Aristobulus Afrostolius and 
Arsenius. The latter became bishop of Malvasia (lionemvasia) 
in the Mores. 

Of his numerous works a few have been printed: Uacouda 
(Basel . 5538), now exceedingly rare; a coliamma of proverbs in 
Greek of which a fuller eckton appeared at Leiden. ' Currie 
Heinsio," in 1619; °ratio Panegynca ad Fredericum Ill." in 
Freher's ScriPtores Reruns Germanscarunt, vol. ii. (Frankfort, £624); 
Gest*" Gengstiti Plethonia et Mich. Avowal Oratimerfinabres dear 
- guess de hamorlaii1afo A aims expesisar (Leipzig, t793): and a 
work against the Latin Church and the council of Flerenw in 
Le Moore's. Feria Sacra. 

APOSTROPHE (Gr. direarpo+4, turning away; the final a 
being sounded), the name given to an exclamatory rhetorical 
figure of speech, when a speaker or writer breaks off and addresses 
some one directly in the vocative. The same word (representing, 
through the French, the Greek Arraereabos xpotrysga, the 
accent of elision) means also the sign (') for the omission of a 
letter or letters, e.g. in " don't." In physiology, " apostrophe " 
is used more precisely in Oonneftion with its literal meaning of 
" turning away," e.g. for movement away Isom the light, in the  

use albs accumulation of chlorophyll-corpuscles on the cells of 
leaves. 

APOTACTITES, or Alvan.= (from Gr. alter aKnqr set 
snail), a sect of early Christians, who renounced all their worldly 
possessions. (See APOSTOUCI ad roil.) 

APOTHECARY (from the Let. apolheoarius, a keeper of an 
(Wilma, Gr. dirogiao, a store), a word used by Galen to denote 
the repository where his medicines were kept, now obsolete in 
its original sense. An apothecary was one who prepared, sold 
and prescribed drugs, but the preparing and selling of drugs 
prescribed by others has now passed into the bands of duly 
qualified and authorized. persons tenned .  " chemists and drug. 
gists," while the apothecary, by modem legislation, has become 
a general medical practitioner, and the word itself, when used at 
ail, is applied, more particularly in the United States and in 
Scotland, to those who in England are called " pharmaceutical 
chemists." The Apothecaries' Society of Loudon is one of the 
corporations of that city, and both by royal charters and acts ok, 
parliament exercises the power of granting licences to practise 
medicine. The members of this society do not possess and 
never have possessed any exclusive power to deal in or sell 
drugs; and until 1868 any person whatever might open what it 
called a chemist's shop, and deal in drugs and poisons. In that 
year, however, the Pharmacy.Act was passed, which prohibits 
any person from engaging in this business without being 
registered. 

From early records we learn that the different branches of 
the medical profession were not regularly distinguished till the 
reign of Henry VIII., when separate duties were assigned to 
them, and peculiar privileges were granted to each. In 1518 
the physicians of London were incorporated, and the barber-
surgeons in r54o. But, independently of the physicians and the 
surgeons, there were a great number of Irregular practitioners, 
who were more or less molested by their legitimate rivals, and it 
became necessary to pass an act in 1543 for their protection and 
toleration. As many of these practitioners kept shops for the 
sale of medicines, the term " apothecary " was used to designate 
their rani',  

In April 16026 James•. incorporated the apothecaries as one 
of the city companies, uniting them with the grocers. On their 
charter being renewed in 16x7 they were formed into a separate 
corporation, under the title of the " Apothecaries of the City of 
London." These apothecaries appear to have prescribed 
medicines in addition to dispensing them, and to have claimed 
an ancient right of acting in this double capacity; and it may 
be mentioned that Henry VIII., after the grant of the charter 
to the College of Physicians,  appointed an apothecary to the 
'Princess Mary, who was delicate and unhealthy, at a salary of 
an marks a year, "pro seam cum d consideralione :amitosis 
sou." During the 17th century, however, there arose a warm 
contest between the physicians and the apothecaries,—the 
former accusing the latter of usurping their province, and the 
latter continuing and justifying the usurpation until the dispute 
was finally set at rest by a judgment of the House of Lords in 
:703 (Rase v. College of Physicians, s Bro. P. C. 553), when it was 
decided that the duty of the apothecary consisted not only in 
compounding and dispensing, but also in directing and ordering 
the remedies employed in the treatment of disease. In 1722" 
an act was obtained empowering the Apothecaries' Company to 
visit the shops of all apothecaries practising in London,, and to 
destroy such drugs as they found unfit for uses IA 1748 great 
additional powers were given to the company-by an act authoriz-
ing them to appoint a board of ten examiners, without whose 
licence no person should be allowed to dispense medicines in 
London, or within a circuit of 7 al. round it. In t815, however, 
an act of parliament was passed which gave the Apothecaries' 
Society a new position, empowering a board, consisting of twelve 
of their members, to examine and Hoarse all apothecaries 
throughout England and Wales. It also enacted that, from the 
rat of August of that year, no persons except those who were so 
licensed should have the right to act as apothecaries, and it 
gave the society the power of prosecuting those who practised 
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without such licence. But the act expressly exempted from 
prosecution all persons who were then in actual practice, and it 
distinctly excluded from its operation all persons pursuing the 
calling of chemists and druggists. It was also provided that 
the act should in no way interfere with the rights or privileges 
of the English universities, or of the English College of Surgeons 
or the College of. Physicians; and indeed a clause imposed 
severe penalties on any apothecaries who should refuse to com-
pound and dispense medicines on the order of a physician, 
legally qualified to act as such. It is therefore dear that the 
act contemplated the creation of a class of practitioners who, 
while having the right to practise medicine, should assist and 
co-operate with the physicians and surgeons. 

Before this act came into operation the education of the 
medical practitioners of England and Wales was entirely optional 
on their own part, and although many of them possessed degrees 
or licences from the universities or college's, the greater number 
possessed no such qualification, and many of them were wholly 
illiterate and uneducated. The court of examiners of the 
Apothecaries' Society, being empowered to enforce the acquisition 
of a sufficient medical education upon its future licentiates, 
specified from time to time the courses of lectures or terms of 
hospital practice to be attended by medical students before their 
examination, and in the progress of years regular schools of 
medicine were organized throughout England. 

As it was found that, notwithstanding the stringent regulations 
as to medical acquirements, the candidates were in many 
instances deficient in preliminary education, the court of 
examiners instituted, about the year aso, a preliminary 
examination in arts as a necessary and indispensable prerequisite 
to the medical curriculum, and this provision has been so ex-
panded that, at the present day, all medical students in the 
United Kingdom are compelled to pass a preliminary examination 
in arts, unless they hold a university degree. An act of parlia-
ment, passed in 1858, and known as the Medical Act, made 
very little alteration in the powers exercised by the Apothecaries' 
Society, and indeed it confirmed and in some degree amplified 
them, for whereas by the act of 1815, the licentiates of the society 
were authorized to practise as such only in England and Wales, 
the new measure gave them the same right in Scotland and 
Ireland. The Medical Act 3886 extended the qualifications 
necessary for registration under the medical acts, by making it 
necessary to pass a qualifying examination in medicine, surgery 
and midwifery. (See MEDICAL EaucArras.) 

An act, passed in 1874, related exclusively to the Apothecaries' 
Society, and is termed the Apothecaries' Act Amendment Act. 
By this measure some provisions of the act of ars, which had 
become obsolete or unsuitable, were repealed, and powers were 
given to the society to unite or co-operate with other medical 
licensing bodies in granting licences to practise, The act of 

s had made It compulsory on all candidates for a licence to 
have served an apprenticeship of five years to an apothecary, 
and although by the interpretation of the court of examiners 
of the society this term really included the whole period of 
medical study, yet the regulation was felt as a grievance by many 
members of the medical profession. It was accordingly repealed, 
and no apprenticeship is now necessary. The restriction of the 
choice of examiners to the members of the society was also 
repealed, and the society was given the power (which it did not 
before possess) to strike off from the list of its licentiates the 
names of disreputable persons. The act of 5874 also specified 
that the society was not deprived of any right or obligation they 
may have to admit women to examination, and to enter their 
names on the list of licentiates if they acquit themselves 
satisfactorily. 

The Apothecaries' Society is governed by a master, two 
wardens and twenty-two assistants. The members are divided 
into three grades, yeomanry or freemen, the livery, and the court. 
Women are not, however, admitted to the freedom. The hall 
of the society, situated in Water Lane, London, and covering 
about three-quarters of an acre, was acquired in 1633. It was 
destroyed by the great fire, but was rebuilt about ten years later  

and enlarged in 1796. • Th(s is the only property possessed by 
the society. In 1673, the society established a botanic and physic 
garden at Chelsea, and in 5722 Sir Hans Sloane, who had become 
the ground owner, gave it to the society on the condition of 
presenting annually to the Royal Society fifty dried Specimens 
of plants till the number should reach 2000. Thil condition was 
fulfilled in :774. Owing to the heavy cost of maintenance and' 
other reasons, the "physic garden" was handed over in rgos, 
with the consent of the Charity Commissioners, to a committee 
of management, to be maintained in the interests of botanical 
study and research. 

See C. R. B. Barrett, Tke finery of the Society of A kkeearies sj 
Loam lteos). 

APOTHEOSIS (Gr. droileoff ► , to make a god, to deify), literally 
deification. The tern: properly implies a clear polytheistic 
conception of gods in contrast with men, while it recognizes that 
some men cross the dividing line. It is characteristic of poly-
theism to blur that line in several ways. Thus the ancient Greek 
religion was especially disposed to belief in heroes and demigods . 

Founders of cities, and even of colonies, received worship; the 
former are, generally speaking, mythical personages and, in 
strictness, heroes. But the worship after death of historical 
persons, such as Lycurgus, or worship of the living as true 
deities, e.g. Lysander and Philip IL of Macedon, occurred 
sporadically even before Alexander's conquests brought Greek 
life into contact with oriental traditions. It was inevitable, too, 
that ancient monarchies should enlist polytheistic Conceptions of 
divine or half-divine men in support of the dynasties; " Sea deers 
referee carat demist Sasegteixem," Horace (Odes, iv. s, 11. it, s3) 
writes of Pinder; though the reference is to myths, yet the 
phrase is significant. In the East all such traits are ted, 
a result perhaps rather of the statecraft than of the religions of 
Egypt and Persia. Whatever part vanity or the Slattery of 
courtiers may have played with others, or with Alexander, it is 
significant that the dynasties of Alexander's various successors 
all claim divine honours of some sort (see PfOLEICCES, SELEUCID 
DYNASTY, itc.). Theocritus (Idyll 57) hails Ptolemy Phlladelnhtut 
as a demigod, and speaks of his father as seated among the 
gods along with Alexander. Ancestor worship, or reverence for 
the dead, was a third factor. It may work even in Cicero's 
determination that his daughter should enjoy " &reasons "-
as he writes to Atticus—or receive the " honour " of COPINCraiill 

(fragment of his De Como:Mow). Lastly, we need not speak of 
mere sycophancy. Yet it was common; 'items was worshipped 
before he was impeached 1 

The Romans had, up to the end of the Republic, accepted 
only one official apotheosis; the god Quirinus, whatever his 
original meaning, having been identified with Romulus. But 
the emperor Augustus carried on the tradition of ancient 
statecraft by having Julius Caesar recognized as a god (dins 
Julius), the first of a new class of deities proper (dioi). The 
tradition was steadily followed and was extended to some ladies 
of the imperial family and even to imperial favourites. Worship 
of an emperor during his lifetime, except as the worship of his 
genius, was, save in the cases of Caligula and Domitian, confined 
to the provinces. Apotheosis af tat his death, being in the hands 
of the senate, did not at once cease, even when Christianity was 
officially adopted. The Latin term is coNsecratio, which of course 
has a variety of senses, including simple burial. (Inscription in 
G. Sassier, La Religiose romaiste; Renier, Inscriptions er Algiers, 
ssto.) The Greek term Apotheosis, probably a coinage of the 
Hellenistic epoch, becomes more nearly technical for the deifies,- 
tion of dead emperors. But it is still used simply for the erection 
of tombs (dearly so in some Greek inscriptions, Corpus Iseeripe. 
Grace. 2133z, ass, quoted in Pauly-Wissowa, s.c. ApoMcosis). 
Possibly there is a trace of ancestor worship even here; but the 
two usages have diverged. The squib of the philosopher Seneca 
on the memory of Claudius (d. A.D. 54),  AP00010eyalatif (" pump. 
kinification "), is evidence that, as eady as Seneca's lifetime, 
apotheosis was in use for the recognition of a departed crape= 
as a god. It also indicates how much contempt might be 
associated with this pretended worship. The people, says 
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Suttonha (/Id. Coen e. 88), fully believed in the divinity of 
Julius Caesar, hinting at the same time that this was by no 
means the case with the majority of the apotheoses subsequently 
decreed by the senate. Yet we learn from Capitolinus that 
Marcus Aurelius was still worshipped as a household divinity in 
the time of Diocletian, and was believed to Impart revelations in 
dreams ( VP. M. Arse a 38). Antinous, the favourite of Hadrian, 
was adored in- Egypt a century alter his death (Odgers, Contra 
C.eisum, ill. 36), though, according to Boissier, his worship never 
had official sanction. The ceremonies attendant on an imperial 
apotheosis are very fully described by Herodianus (bk. iv. a 2) 
on occasion of the obsequies of Sevens, which he appears to 
have witnessed. The most significant was the liberation, at the 
moment of kindling the funeral pyre, of an eagle which was 
supposed to bear the emplanes soul to heaven. Sharp-sighted 
persons had actually beheld the ascension of Augustus (Suet. 
August. c. too), and of Drusilla, sister of Caligula. Representa-
tions of apotheoses occur on several works of art; the most im-
portant are the apotheosisof Homer on a relief in the Townley col-
lection of the British Museum, that of Thus on the arch of Titus, 
and that of Augustus on a magnificent cameo in the Louvre. 

In China at the present day many Taoist gods as (or are 
given out as) men deified for service to the state. This again 
may be statecraft. In India, the (still unexplained) rise of the 
doctrine of transmigration hindered belief. Apotheosis can 
mean nothing to those who bold that a man may be reborn as a 
god, but still needs redemption, and that men on earth may 
win redemption, if they are breve enough. Curiously, Buddhism 
itself is ruled by the ghost of shadowy remainder of belief in 
transtnigration—Katma. 

Apotheosis may also be used in wider senses. (a) Same (e.g. 
Herbert Spencer) hold that most gods are deified men, and most 
myths historical traditions which have been grotesquely distorted. 
This theory is known as Euhsmeeiam (see Emiziersos). It is 
needless to say that the attitude of those bolding the Euhasedst 
theory is at the farthest pole from belief in apotheosis. Accord-
ing to the latter, some men may become gods. According to 
the former, all gods are but men; or, some men have been 
erroneously supposed to become gods. •be Eubernerist theory 
mainly appeals to ancestor worship — a fact of undoubted 
importance in the history of religion, especially in China and 
in ancient Rome. In India, too, a dead person treated with 
funeral honours becomes a guardian spirit—if neglected, a 
tormenting demon. But whether the great gods of polytheism 
were really transfigured ancestors is very doubtful. (b) Again, 
there is a tendency t9 offer something like worship to the 
founders of religions. Thus more than human honour is 
paid to Zoroaster and Buddha and even to the founders of 
systems not strictly religious, e.g. to. Confucius and Auguste 
Comte. It is noticeable that this kind of worship is not accorded 
in rigidly monotheistic systems, e.g. to Moses and Mehemet. 
Nor is it accurate to speak of apotheosis in cases where the 
founder is in his lifetime regarded as the incernation.of a god 
(d. All among Shiite Mahoramedans; the Bab in Babism; the 
Dose Hakim). Most Christians on this ground repudiate the 

application of the term to the worship of Pups Christ. Curiously, 
Apotheosis Is used by the Latin Christian poet, Prudentius 
(c. so), as the title of a poem defoking orthodox views on the 
person of Christ sad other points of doctrine—the affectation 
of a decadent age. (c) The worship paid to Saints, in those 
Christian churches which admit it, is formally distinguished as 
guile (doeXeta) from true worship or labia ?soda). Even the 
Virgin Mary, though she is styled Mother of God and Queen of 
Heaven, receives only du& or at most itypentadie. 

(R. G.; IL Mt.) 
APPALACHIAN NOUNTAINS. the general name given to a 

vast system of elevations in North America, seedy in Canada, 
but mostly in the United States, extending as a none, from roc 
to 30o in. wide, from Newfoundland, Gaspe Peninsula and New 
Brunswick, rgoo M. south-westward to central Alabama. The 
whole system may be divided into three great sections: the 
&Mem from Newfoundland 40 the Hudson river; the Central,  

from the Hudson Valley to that of New liver (Great Kanawha). 
in Yuginia and West Virginia; and the Soul/sent, from New 
river onwards. The northern section includes the Shickahock 
Mountains and Notre Dame Range in Quebec., scattered eleva, 
dons in Maine, the White Mountains and the Green Mountains; 
the central comprises, besides various minor groups, the Valley 
Ridges between the Front of the Allegheny Plateau and the 
Great Appalachian Valley, the New York-New Jersey Highlands 
and a large portion of the Blue Ridge; and the southern con-
sists of the prolongation of the Blue Ridge, the Unaka Range, 
and the Valley Ridges adjoining the Cumberland Plateau, with 
some lesser ranges. 

The Chief Suaguita—The Appalachian belt includes, with the 
ranges enumerated above, the plateaus sloping southward to the 
Atlantic Ocean in New England, and routh-eastward to the 
border of the coastal plain through the central and southern 
Atlantic states; and on the north-west, the Allegheny and. 
Cumberland plateaus declining toward the. Great Lakes and the 
interior plains. A remarkable feature of the belt is the longi-
tudinal chain of broad valleys—the Great Appalachian Valley—
which, in the southerly sections divides the mountain system 
into two subequal portions, but in the northernmost lies west ' 

of all the ranges possessing typical Appalachian features, and 
separates them from the Adirondack group. The mountain 
system has no axis of dominating altitudes, but in every portion 
the summits rise to rather uniform heights, and, especially in 
the central section, the various ridges and intamontane valleys 
have the same trend as the system itself. None of the summits 
reaches the region of perpetual snow. Mountains of the Long 
Range in Newfoundland reach heights of nearly moo ft. In the. 
Sbickshocks the higher summits the to.about soon ft. elevation. 
In Maine four peaks exceed 3000 ft., including Katandin (pop 
ft.), Mount Washington, in the White Mountains (6293 ft.), 
Adams (58o5), Jefferson (57s5), Clay ($354), Monroe (539o), 
Madison (5380), Lafayette (3269); and a number of summits 
rise above .loom ft. In the Green Mountains the highest point, 
Mansfield, is 4364 ft.; Lincoln (4078), Killington (4241), Camel 
Hump (4088); and a number of other heights exceed 3000 ft. 
The Catskills are not properly included in the system. The Blue 
Ridge, rising in southern Pennsylvania and there known as 
South Mountain; attains in that state elevations of about ass 
ft.; southward to the Potomac its altitudes diminish, but 3o m. 
beyond again reach 2000 ft. In the Virginia Blue Ridge the 
following are the highest peaks east of New river: Mount 
Weather (about Viso ft.), Mary's Rock (3533), Peaks of Otter 
(Cool and 3873), Stony Man (4031), Hawks Bib (4066). In 
Pennsylvania the summits of the Valley Ridges rise generally to 
about sous ft., and in Maryland Eagle Rock and Dans Rock are 
conspicuous points reaching 3162 ft. and 2882 ft. above the sea. 
On the same side of the Great Valley, south of the Potomac, 
are the Pinnacle (sow ft.) and Pidgeon Roost (3400 ft.). In the 
southern section of the Blue Ridge are Grandfather Mountain. 
(5964 ft.), with three other summits above 5000, and a dosen 
more above *zoo. The Unaka Ranges (including the Black 
and Smoky Mountains) have eighteen peaks higher then Soon ft., 
and eight surpassing faro ft. In the Black Mountains, Mitchell 
(the culminating point of the whole system) attains an altitude 
of 6711 ft., Balsam Cone, 6645, Black Brothers, 669o, and 66ro, 
and Halfback 6403. In the Smoky Mountains we have Cling- 
man's Peak (6611), Guyot (6636), Alexander (6447), Leconte 
(66i a), Curtis (6588), with several others above 6000 and many 
higher than soon. 

In spite of the existence of the Great Appalachian Valley, the 
master streams are transverse to the axis of the system. The 
main watershed follows a tortuous course which crosses the 
mountainous belt just north of New river in Virginia; south of 
this the rivers head in the Blue Ridge, cross the higher Unakas, 
receive important tributaries from the Great Valley, and travers-
ing the Cumberland Plateau in spreading gorges, escape by 
way of the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers to the Ohio and 
Mississippi, and thus to the Gulf of Mexico; in the central section 
the rivers, thins in or beyond the Valley Ridges, flow through 
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great gorges (water gaps) to the Great Valley, and by south-
easterly courses across the Blue Ridge to tidal estuaries penetrat-
ing the coastal plain; in the northern section the water-parting 
lies on the inland side of the mountainous belt, the main lines of 
drainage running from north to south. 

Geology.—The rocks of the Appalachian belt fall naturally 
into two divisions; ancient (pre-Cambrian) crystallinm, including 
marbles, schists, gneisses, granites and other massive igneous 
rocks, and a great succession of Paleozoic sediments. The 
crystalline, are confined to the portion of the belt east of the 
Great Valley where Paleozoic rocks are always highly meta-
morphosed and occur for the most part in limited patches, 
excepting in New England and Canada, where they assume 
greater areal importance, and are besides very generally intruded 
by granites. The Paleozoic sediments, ranging in age from 
Cambrian to Permian, occupy the Great Valley, the Valley 
Ridges and the plateaus still farther west. They are rarely 
metamorphosed to the point of recrystallization, though locally 
shales are altered to roofing slates, sandstones are indurated, 
limestones slightly marblized, and coals, originally bituminous, 
are changed to anthracite in northern Pennsylvania, and to 
graphite in Rhode Island. Igneous intrusions consist only of 
unimportant dikes of trap. The most striking and uniformly 
characteristic geologic feature of the mountains is their internal 
structure, consisting of innumerable parallel, long and narrow 
folds, always closely appressed in the eastern part of any cross-
section (Piedmont Plateau to Great Valley), less so along a 
central zone (Great Valley and Valley Ridges), and increasingly 
open on the west (Allegheny and Cumberland Plateaus). 
Asymmetry of the folds is a marked characteristic in the zones 
of closer folding, the anticlines having long gently inclined 
easterly limbs, and short, steep and even overturned limbs 
upon the west. The effect of such folds is often exaggerated by 
thrusts, and faulting of this sort is prominent in the southern 
section, where the existence of over-thrusts measured by several 
miles has been established. 

What may be termed the ancestral Appalachian system was 
formed during the post-carboniferous revolution, though certain 
of its elements had been previously outlined, and perhaps at 
different dates. Folding of the rocks resulted from the operation 
of great compressive forces acting tangentially to the figure of 
the earth. Extensive and deep-seated crumpling was necessarily 
accompanied by vertical uplift throughout the zone affected, 
but once at least since their birth the mountains have been worn 
down to a lowland, and the mountain's of to-day are the combined 
product of subsequent uplift of a different sort, and dissection 
by erosion. Produced by long-continued subaerial decay and 
erosion, in later Cretaceous times this lowland extended from 
the Atlantic Ocean well toward the interior of North America; 
since then the whole continent has been generally elevated, and 
by successive steps the Appalachian belt has been raised to form 
a wide but relatively low arch. The crosswise courses of the 
greater rivers result from the rivers being older than the moun-
tains, which indeed have been produced by circumdenudation. 
The master streams of the present have inherited their channels 
from the drainage systems of the Cretaceous lowland, and though 
raised athwart the courses of the lowland trunk streams the 
great arch was developed so slowly that these channels could be 
maintained through tars pans deepening. Former tributaries 
have given place to others developed with reference to the 
distribution of more or less easily eroded strata, the present 
longitudinal valleys being determined by the out-crop of soft 
shales or soluble limestones, and the parallel ridges upheld by 
hard sandstones or Khists. Parallelism of mountain ridges 
and intervening valleys is thus attributable to the folding of the 
rocks, but the origin of the interior structure of the mountains 
is to be kept distinct from the origin of the mountains as features 
of topography. 

Flora and Penna.—Much of the region is covered with forest 
yielding quantities of valuable timber, especially in Canada and 
northern New England. The most valuable trees for lumber 
are .spruce, white pine, hemlock, cedar, white birch, ash, maple  

and basswood; all excepting pine and hemlock and poplar in 
addition are ground into wood pulp for the manufacture of 
paper. In the central and southern parts of the belt oak and 
hickory constitute valuable hard woods, and certain varieties 
of the former furnish quantities of tan bark. The tulip tree 
produces a good dear lumber known as white wood or poplar, 
and is also a source of pulp. In the south both white and yellow 
pine abounds. Many flowering and fruit-bearing shrubs of the 
heath family add to the beauty of the mountainous districts, 
rhododendron and kalmia often forming impenetrable thickets. 
Bears, mountain lions (pumas), wild cats (lynx) and wolves 
haunt the more remote fastnesses of the mountains; foxes 
abound; deer are found in many districts and moose in the 
north. 

Influence ox Histery.—For a century the Appalachians were a 
barrier to the westward expansion of the English colonies; the 
continuity of the system, the bewildering multiplicity of its 
succeeding ridges, the tortuous courses and roughness of its 
transverse passes, a heavy forest and dense undergrowth all 
conspired to hold the settlers on the seaward-sloping plateaus 
and coastal plains. Only by way of the Hudson and Mohawk 
valleys, and round about the southern termination of the system 
were there easy routes to the interior of the country, and these 
were long closed by hostile aborigines and jealous French or 
Spanish colonists. In eastern Pennsylvania the Great Valley 
was accessible by reason of a broad gateway between the end of 
South Mountain and the Highlands, and here in the Lebanon 
Valley settled German Moravians, whose descendants even now 
retain the peculiar patois known as " Pennsylvania Huta." 
These were late comers to the New World forced to the frontkr 
to find unclaimed lands. With their followers of both German 
and Scotch-Irish origin, they worked their way southward and 
soon occupied all of the Yuginia Valley and the upper reaches of 
the Great Valley tributaries of the Tennessee. By as the 
obstacle to westward expansion had been thus reduced by half; 
outposts of the English colonists had penetrated the Allegheny 
and Cumberland plateaus, threatening French monopoly in the 
transmontane region, and a conflict became inevitable. Making 
common cause against the French to determine the control of 
the Ohio valley, the unsuspected strength of the colonists was 
revealed, and the successful ending of the French and Indian 
War extended England's territory to the Mississippi. To this 
strength the geographic isolation enforced by the Appalachian 
mountains had been a prime contributor. The confinement of 
the colonies between an ocean and a mountain wall led to the 
fullest occupation of the coastal border of the continent, which 
was possible under existing conditions of agriculture, conducing 
to a community of purpose, a political and commercial solidarity, 
which would not otherwise have been developed. As early as 

roe it was possible to ride from Portland, Maine, to southern 
Virginia, sleeping each night at some considerable village. In 
contrast to this complete industrial occupation, the French 
territory was held by a small and very scattered population, its 
extent and openness adding materially to the difficulties of a 
•disputed tenure. Bearing the brunt of this contest as they did, 
the colonies were undergoing preparation for the subsequent 
struggle with the home government. Unsupported by shipping, 
the American armies fought toward the sea with the mountains 
at their back protecting them against Indians leagued with the 
British. The few settlements beyond the Great Valley were 
free for self-defence because debarred from general participation 
in the conflict by reason of their position. 

See the separate articles on the states, and also the following 
references :—Topographic maps and Geologic Folios of the United 
States Geological Survey; Bailey Willis'' The Northern Appa- 
lachians." and C. W. Hayes, " The Southern Appalachians," both in 
National &graphic Monographs, vol. i.; and chaps. II. Iv. and v. 
of Miss E. C..Smple's American Hisforyond its Geographic Conditions 
(Boston, mos). (A. C. Sr.) 

APPANAGE, or APANAGI (a French word from the late Lat. 
apaisaghim, formed from apex" i.e. paean perrigere, to give 
bread, i. e. sustenance), in its original sense, the means of 
subsistence given by parents to their younger children as distinct 
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front the rights secured to the eldest hoes by the custom' of 
primogeniture. In its modern usage it is practically confined to 
the money endowment given to the younger children of reigning 
or mediatized houses in Germany and Austria, which reverts 
to the state or to the head of the family on the extinction of the 
line of the original grantee. In English history the system of 
appanage never Played  any  great Part. and the term is now 
properly applied only to the appanages of the crown: the duchy 
of Cornwall, assigned to the king's eldest son at birth, or antis 
father's accession to the crown, and the ducky of Lancaster. 
In the history of France, however, the appanage was a very 
important factor. The word denotes in very early French law 
the portion of lands or money given by fathers and mothers to 
their sons or daughters on marriage, and usually connotes a 
renunciation by the latter of any future inheritance; or it may 
denote the portion given by the eldest son to his brothers and 
sisters when he was sole inheritor. The word ripener is still 
employed in this sense in French official texts of some Customs; 
but it was in old public law that it received its definite meaning 
and importance. Under the kings of the third dynasty, the 
division of the kingdom among the sons of the dead monarch 
which had characterized the Merovingian and Carolingian 
dynasties, ceased. The eldest son alone succeeded to the crown; 
but at the same time a custom was established by which the king 
made territorial provision suitable to their rank for his other 
children or for his brothers and sisters; custom forbade their 
being left landless. Lands and lordships thus bestowed con-
stituted the appanages, which interfered so greatly with the 
formatioi of ancient France. While the persevering policy of 
the Capets, which aimed at reuniting the great fiefs, duchies, 
countships, baronies, arc., to the domain of the crown, gradually 
reconstructed for their benefit a territorial sovereignty over 
France, the institution of the appanage periodically subtracted 
large portions from it. Louis XL, in particular, bad to struggle 
against the appanaged nobles. The old law, however, never 
abolished this institution. The edict of Moulins (1566) main-
tained it, as one of the exceptions to the inalienability of the 
crown-lands; only it was then decided that daughters of France 
should be appanaged in money, or that if, in default of coin, 
lands were assigned to them, these lands should be redeemable 
by the crown In perpetuity. The efforts of the kings to minimize 
this evil, and of the old jurisprudence to deal with the matter, 
resulted in two expedients: (t) the reversion of the appanage 
to the crown was secured as far as possible, being declared in-
alienable and transmissible only to male descendants in the 
male line of the person appanaged; (a) originally the person 
appanaged had possessed all the rights of a duke or count—
that is to say, in the middle ages nearly all the attributes of 
sovereignty; the more important of these attributes were now 
gradually reserved to the monarch, including public authority 
over the inhabitants of the appanage in all essential matters. 
However, it is evident from the letters of appanage, dated April 
• rz, in favour of the count of Provence, how many functions 
of public authority an appanaged person still held. The 
Constituent Assembly, by the law dated the and of November 
r no, decided that in future there should be no appanage' in 
real estate, and that younger sons of monarchs,-married and 
over twenty-five years of age, should be provided for by yearly 
grants (reeler atenagirm) from the public funds. The laws of the 
13th of August and the ant of December r7go  revoked all the 
existing appanage, except those of the Luxembourg Palace and 
the Palais Royal. To each person hitherto appanaged an annual 
income of one million litres was assigned, and two millions for the 
brothers of the king. All this came to an end with the monarchy. 
Napokon, by the skraku -consulic of the 3otk of January aro, 
resolved to create appanages for the emperor's princely descend-
ants, such appanage' to consist for the most part of lands on 
French soil. The fall of the empire again annulled this enact-
ment The last appanage known in France was that enjoyed 
by the house of Orleans. Having been re-established, or 
recognized as still existing, by the Restoration, it was formally 
confirmed, by the law of the isth of January ass. On the 
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accession of Louis Philippe it was milted to the =deed property 
by the law of the and of March ‘832. 

For appanages in ancient law an the Emil net ks sea ages er 
imeineires linkrignes slis lent llablissmcni, attributed to Du Vance. 
about 1780. (j. P. E.) 

APPAREL (from 0. Fr. aparail, aparailler, mod. aeltoreiA from 
Low Lat. adparicalare, to make fit or equal), equipment, outfit, 
things furnished for the proper performance of anything, now 
chiefly used of dress. The word is aho applied to the " orphreys," 
i.e. embroidered strips or borders, on ecclesiastical vestments. 

APPARMOES. An apparition, strictly speaking, is merely 
an appearance (Lac apparere, to appear), the result of perception 
exercised on any stimulus of any of the senses. Bat in ordinary 
usage the word apparition denotes a perception (generally 
through the sense of sight) which cannot, p a rule, be shown to 
be occasioned by an object in external nature. We say " as a 
rule" because many so-called apparitions are merely illusions, 
i.e. misconstructions of the perceptive processes, as when a 
person in a bad light sees a number of small children leading a 
horse, and finds, on nearer approach, that he sees two men 
carrying bee-hives suspended from a pole. Again, Sir Walter 
Scott's vision of Byron, then lately dead, proved to be a mis-
construction of certain plaids and cloaks hanging in the hall at 
Abbotsford, or so Sir Walter declared. Had he not discovered 
the physical basis of this illusion (which, while it lasted, was an 
apparition, technically speaking), he and others might have 
thought that it was an apparition in the popular sense of the 
word, a ghost. In popular phraseology a ghost is understood 
to be a phantasm produced in some way by the spirit of a dead 
person, the impression being usually visual, though the ghost, 
or apparition, may also affect the sense of hearing (by words, 
knocks, whistles, groans and so forth), or the sense of touch, 
or of weight, as in the case of the " incubus." In ordinary 
speech an apparition of a person Pot known to the percipient 
to be dead is called a wraith, in the Highland phrase, a spirit of 
the living. The terms ghost and wraith involve the hypothesis 
that the false perceptions are caused by spirits, a survival of the 
archaic animistic hypothesis (see Asususx), an hypothesis as 
difficult to prove as to disprove. Apparitions, of course, are not 
confined to anthropomorphic phantasms; we hear of phantom 
coaches (sometimes seen, but more frequently heard), of phantom 
dogs, cats, horses, cattle, deer, and even of phantom houses. 

Whatever may be the causes of these and other false percep-
tions,—most curious when the impression is shared by several 
witnesses,—they may best be considered under the had of 
hallucination (g.s.). Hallucinations may be pathological, i.e. 
the result of morbid conditions of brain or nerve, of disease, of 
fever, of insanity, of alcoholism, of the abuse of drugs. Again, 
they may be the result of dissociation, or may occur in the 
borderland of sleep or waking, and in this case they partake 
of the hallucinatory nature of dreams (q.v.). Again, hallucina-
tions may, once or twice in a lifetime, come into the experience 
of the sane, the healthy, and, as far as any tests can be applied, 
of the wide-awake. In such instances the apparition (whether 
it take the form of a visual phantasm, of a recognized voice, of a 
touch, or what not) may be coincidental or non-coincidentaL 
The phantasm is called coincidental if it represents a known and 
distant person who is later found to have been dying or in some 
other crisis at the moment of the percipient's experience. When 
the false perception coincides with nothing of the sort, it is 
styled non-coincideataL Coincidental apparitions have been 
explained by the theory of telepathy (qv.). one mind or brain 
impressing another in some unknown way so as to beget an 
hallucinatory apparition or phantasm. On the evidence, so far 
as it has been collected and analysed, it seems that the mind 
which, on the hypothesis, begets the hallucinations, usually 
does so without conscious effort (see SUBLIMINAL Satz). There 
are, however, a few cases in which the experiment of begetting, 
in another, an hallucination from a distance, is said to have been 
experimentally and consciously made, with success. 

If the telepathic theory of coincidental hallucinations be 
accepted, we have still to account for the much more common 
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non-coinddental apparitions of the living who do not happen 
to be in any particular crisis. In these instances it cannot be 
demonstrated that telepathy has not been at work, as when a 
person is seen at a place which he thought of visiting, but did 
not visit. F. W. Myers even upheld a theory of psychorhagy, 
holding that the spirits of some persons have a way of manifesting 
themselves at a distance by a psychic invasion. This involves, 
as he remarked, paleolithic psychology, and the old savage 
doctrine of animism, rather than telepathy (see Myers, Human 
Personality). Of belief in coincidental hallucinations or wraiths 
amonb  savages, records are scanty; the belief, however, is found 
among Maoris and Fuegians (see Lang, Making of Religions). 
The perception of apparitions of distant but actual scenes and 
occurrences is- usually called clairvoyance (q.e.). The belief is 
also familiar under the name of second sight( see SECOND Stour), 
a term of Scots usage, though the belief in it, and the facts 
if accepted, are of world-wide diffusion. The apparitions may 
either represent actual persons and places, or may be symbolical, 
taking the form of phantasmic lights, coffins, skeletons, shrouds 
and so forth. Again, the appearances may either represent 
'things, persons and occurrences of the past (see RETROCOGNI-
TxoN), or of the present (clairvoyance), or of the future (see 
PIETIONMON) •  When the apparitions produce themselves in 
given rooms, houses or localities, and are exhibited to various 
persons at various times, the locality is popularly said to be 
haunted by spirits, that is, of the dead, on the animistic hy-
pothesis (see HAMMERER). Like the other alleged facts, these 
are of world-wide diffusion, or the belief in them is world-wide, 
and peculiar to no race, age, or period of .culture, A haunted 
place is a centre of.permanent possibilities of hallucinations, or is 
believed to be so. A distinct species of haunting, are those in 
which unexplained sounds and movements of objects, apparently 
untouched, occur. The German term Poltergeist (q.v.) has been 
given to the supposed cause of these occurrences where the 
cause is not ascertained to be sportive imposture. In the per-
formances of modern spiritualists the Poltergeist appears, es it 
were, to be domesticated, and to come at the all of the medium. 

An intermittent kind of ominous haunting attached, not to 
places, but to families, is that of the banshee (Celtic) or family 
death omen, such as the white bird of the Oxenhams, the Airlie 
drummer, the spectral rider of Clan Gilrean, the rappings of the 
Woodde family. These apparitions, with fairies and djinns 
(the Arab form of fairy), haunt the borderland between folk-lore 
and psychical research. 

So far we have been concerned with spontaneous apparitions, 
or with the belief in them Among induced apparitions may be 
reckoned the materialized forms of spiritual seances, which have 
a material basis of veils, false moustaches, wigs and the corpus 
site of the medium. It is also possible that mere expectancy 
and suggestion induce• hallucinatory perceptions among the 
members of the circle. That apparitions of a sort can be induced 
by hypnotic and posthypnotic suggestion Is certain enough (see 
Hvsnorisu). Savages produce apparitions in similar ways by 
suggestion, accompanied by dances, fumigations, darkness, 
fasting, drugs, and whatever can affect the imaginations of the 
onlookers (see Macke). Both in savage and civilised life, some 
persons can provoke themselves into beholding apparitions 
usually fantastic, but occasionally coincidental, by sedulously 
staring into any clear deep water, a fragment of rock crystal, a 
piece of polished basalt or obsidian, a mirror, a ring, a sword 
blade, or a glass of sherry (see CRYSTAL GAZING). Indeed any 
object, a wall, the palm of the hand,the shoulder-blade-bone of a 
sheep, may be, and has been used to this end (see Dian/axiom). 

Almost all known apparitions may accommodate themselves 
to one or other of the categories given, whether they be patho-
logical, coincidental or spontaneous, induced, permanently 
localized, or sporadic. 

SEEgEHETAlly.STIRITUALISSI and PSYCHICAL RESEARCH. (A. L.) 
APPARITOR, or APVARATOR. (Latin for a servant of a public 

official, from apharere, to attend in public), an attendant who 
executed the orders of a Roman magistrate; hence a beadle in a 
university, a pursuivant or herald; particularly, in English  

ecclesiastical courts, the official who serves the processes of the 
court and causes defendants to appear by summons. 

APPEAL, in law. In the old English common law the term 
" appeal " was used to describe a process peculiar to English 
criminal procedure. It was a right of prosecution possessed as a 
personal privilege by a party individually aggrieved by a felooy, 
a privilege of which the crown could not directly or indirectly 
deprive him, since he could use it alike when the prisoner was 
tried and acquitted, and when be was convicted and pardoned. 
It was chiefly known in practice as the privilege of the nearest 
relation of a murdered person. When In lyre (after Colonel. 
Oglethorpe's inquiry and report on the London prison) Ban-
bridge and other gaolers were indicted for their treatment of 
prisoners, but were acquitted for deficiency of evidence, appeals 
for murder were freely brought by relatives of deceased prisoners. 
In the case of Slaughterford (slog) the accused was charged with 
murdering a woman whom he bad seduced; the evidence was 
very imperfect, and be was acquitted on indictment. But 
public indignation being aroused by the atrocities alleged to 
have been perpetrated, an appeal was brought, and on conviction 
he was hanged, as his.execution was a privilege belonging to the 
prosecutor, of which the crown could not deprive him by a 
pardon. In 18i8 an appeal was ingeniously met by an offer of 
battle, since if the appellee were an able-bodied man he bad the 
choice between combat or a jury (see WAGER). This neutralizing 
of one obsolete and barbarous process by another called the 
attention of the legislature to the subject, and appeal in criminal 
cases, along with trial by battle, was abolished in aro. The 
history of this appeal is fully dealt with in Pollock and Maitland, 
History of English Law, the& 

In its usual modern sense the term appeal is applied to the 
proceeding by which the decision of a court of justice is brought 
for review before another tribunal of higher authority. In 
Roman jurisprudence it was used in this and in other signifies-
dons; it was sometimes equivalent to prosecution, or the calling 
up of an accused person before a tribunal where the accuser 
appealed to the protection of the magistrate against injustice or 
oppression. The derivation from appellere ("call ") suggests 
that its earliest meaning was an urgent outcry or prayer against 
injustice. During the republic the magistrate was generally 
supreme within his sphere, and those who felt themselves out.: 
raged by injustice threw themselves on popular protection by 
provocatio, instead of looking to redress from a. higher official 
authority. Under the empire different grades of jurisdiction 
were established, and the ultimate remedy was an appeal to 
the emperor; thus Paul, when brought before Festus, appealed 
unto Caesar. Such appeals were, however, not heard by the 
emperor in person but by a supreme judge representing him. 
In the Corpus hurls the appeal to the emperor is called in-
discriminately oppellatio and provosts/is. A considerable portion 
of the 49th  book of the Pandects is devoted to appeals; but 
little of the practical operation of the system is to be deduced 
from the propositions there brought together. 

During the middle ages full scope was afforded for appeals 
from the lower to the higher authorities in the church. In 
matterseccksiastical, including those matrimonial, testamentary 
and other departments, which the church ever tried to bring 
within the operation of the canon law, there were various grades 
of appeal, ending with the pope. The claims of the church to 
engross appeals in matters trenching on the temporal rights of 
princes led to continual conflicts between church and state, 
terminated in England at the reformation by the suppression in 
1534 of appeals to Rome, which had previously been discouraged 
by legislation of Edward IIL and Richard IL 

In temporal, as distinct from spiritual matters, it became 
customary for ambitious sovereigns to encourage appeals from 
the courts of the crown vassals to themselves as represented by 
the supreme judges, and Charlemagne usually enjoys the credit 
of having set the example of this system of centralization by 
establishing mini doesinkL It is not improbable that his claim 
was suggested or justified by the practice of the Roman empire, 
to the sovereignty whereof he claimed to be successor. 
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ErsOastel.—When the royal antimeltrit England grew strong 
as against that of the tenants he capite, the king's courts in 
England were more effectively organized, and their net swept 
wider so as to thaw within their cognisance matters previously 
adjudged in courts baron or courts feet or in the county court, 
and they acquired authority to supervise and review the decisions 
of the inferior and local Courts, to control and limit their claims 
to exercise jurisdiction, and to transfer causes from the load to 
the royal courts. The machinery by which this proems was 
usually effected, ander the comma law, was not by what is now 
known as appeal, bat by the process of eatiorari or writs of 
error or prohibition. Recourse was also hadagainst the decisions 
of the royal courts by appeal to the great council of the king, or 
to parliament as a . whole. The supremacy of the king's courts 
over all causes, as well ecclesiastical as dvii, has been completely 
established since the reign of Henry VIII., and they have 
effectually asserted the power to vegetate and keep within their 
proper jurisdiction all other tribunals within the reahn. Since 
that date the organisation of judicial tribunals has gradually 
been changed and imptored with the object (1) of creating a 
judicial hierarchy independent of executive control; (a) of 
ensuring that all decisions on qui:satins of law shall beco•rdinated 
and rendered systematic by correction of the errors and vagaries 
of subordinate tribunals;'and (3) of securing so far as possible 
uniformity in the judicial interpretation and administration of 
the law, by creating a supreme appellate tribunal to ethers. 
decisions all other tribenak are bound to conform. It would be 
undesirable to detail at length the history of appellate jurisdic-
tion in England, involving as it would the diseuselon in greet 
detail of the history and procedure- of English law, and it may 
suffice to indicate the system of appeals as at preserMorganized, 
beginning with the lowest courts. 

Justices of the Peace.—The decisions of justices of the peace 
sitting as courts of summary jurisdiction are subject to review 
on questions of law only by the High Court of Justice. This 
review is in a sense consultative, because it is usually effected by 
means of a use voluntarily stated by the justices at the request 
of the aggrlived party. in which are set forth the facts as deter-
mined by the justices, the questions of law raised and their 
decision thereon, as to the correctness whereof theopinion of the 
High Court is invited. The procedure is equally open in criminal 
and civil matters• brought before the justices. But when the 
justices decline to state a use for the opinion of the High Court, 
the latter, if review seems desirable, may order the justices to 
state a case. And the High Court has also power to control the 
action of justices by prohibiting them from acting in a use 
beyond their jurisdiction, ordering them to exercise jurisdiction 
where they have improperly declined (manstansus), or bringing 
up for review and quashing orders or convictions which they have 
made in excess of jurisdiction, or in cases in which interested 
or biassed justices have adjudicated (certiorari). None of these 
regulative processes exactly corresponds to what is popularly 
known as an appeal, but in effect if not in form an appeal is 
thus given. 

There is also another form of appeal, in the fullest sense of 
the term, from the decision of justices sitting as a court of 
summary jurisdiction to the justices of the same county sitting 
in general or quarter scalene, or in the use of a borough to 
the recorder as judge of the borough court of quarter sessions. 
Tbis form of appeal is in every case the creation of statute: 
and even in text-books it is hardly possible to find a really 
complete lilt of the matters in respect' of which Such appeal 
lies. But as regards criminal cases there is an approximately 
general rule, given by § •19 of the Summary Jurisdiction Act 
1879, viz, that an appeal to quarter sessions lies from the con-
viction or order of a court of summary jurisdiction directing 
imprisonment without the option of a fine as a punishment for 
an offence, or for failing to do or to abstain from doing any 
act required to be done or left undone other than an order for 
the payment of money, or to find sureties or give security or to 
enter into a recognizance, or a conviction made on a plea of 
guilty or adinistion of the truth of the matter of complaint. • 

As a genera! rule, subjecf to particular statutory inceptions, 
appeals of this kind ate by way of rehearing,' i.e. the actor or 
prosecutor must before the , appellate tribunal call his witnesses 
and prove his case just as if no previous hearing had taken 
place before the court appealed from (Pritchard, Quarter Saslow: 
Pracike, end ed., 460. The only limit is that the appellant 
must confine himself to the grounds of appeal stated in the notice 
of appeal given by hist. 

Justices is Quarter Sessiuss.-71tis tribunal has. under the 
commission of the peace and inkier statute power to refer 
questions of difficulty arising before it for decision to the High 
Court. The old mode of exercising this power was by sending 
on to assizes indictments raising , difficult questions• which bad 
been presented at quarter sessions. The High Court has ex 
ojiido power to transfer such indictments where the nature of the 
case and the demands of justice call for such transfer. The 
quarter sessions had also power under statute on trying an 
indictment to refer to the court for crown cases reserved • 
(Crown Cases Act 1848), abolished by the Criminal Appeal Act' 
Igor, questions of law which had arisen at the trial, and in all 
civil cases the quota; sessions has power of its own volition 
and subject to no direct compulsion to consult the High Court 
on legal questions of difficulty which have arisen. Until N894 
this jurisdiction was regarded as consultative only. ft was and 
is exercised by stating the facts, of which the court 'of quarter 
sessions is the sole judge, and indicating the questions of law 
arising on the facts, and the view of quarter sessions thereon, 
and Inviting the opinion of the lEgh Court. Under the Judi-
cature Act dies cases stated in this way are now treated as 
'" appeals" in the popular sense. 

Inferior Courts of purely Civil Jurirdiclion.—An appeal also 
lies as a general rule to the high Court from the judgment of a 
county court or of any inferior tribunal having civil jurisdiction. 

(a) County Courts. Any party to an action or matter in a 
county court who is dissatisfied with the determination or 
direction of the judge in law or equity, or upon the admission or 
rejection of any evidence, may imperil against the decision in the 
following cases: (r) if the amount of claim or counter-claim in 
the proceeding exceeds (so; or (a) in all equity matters or cases 
in which an injunction has been given; or (3) in actions to 
recover possession of land where questions of tide are involved 
(County Courts Act x888, § 12o). In the case of a claim below 
(so no appeal lies except by the leave of the county court. 
The old practice of appeal by way of special case as in appeals 
from justices has been abolished, and the present procedure is by 
notice of motion*(R.S.C. 0. LIE. r•. ro•x8). 

These appeals are heard in the king's bench division, except 
in the use of appeals from judgments of a county court sitting 
in the exercise of admiralty jurisdiction, which are heard by 
two or more judges sitting in the probate, divotte and admiralty 
division. The chancery division has never sat to hear 
" appeals " from a county court exercising equity jurisdiction. 
but at times, by prohibition or certiorari, has, in effect, reviewed 
or restrained excess of jurisdiction by county courtsin equity' 
matters. 

The decision of the High Court on county tourt appeals is 
final unless an appeal to the court of appeal is broutht by 
leave of that court or of the High Court (Judicature Act x894, 

x, sub. sect. s; Judicature Act 1873, § 45)• 
(b) Other inferior courts of civil jurisdiction. Appeals from 

the local Courts of record which still survive in certain dties, 
towns and districts are in a somewhat anomalous position. The 
general rule is that, unless a statute regulates such appeal, it 
may be brought in the king's bench division 'of the High Court 
on notice of motion in any case in which, before the Judicature 
Acts, the court of king's bench could have reviewed the decision 
of the inferior court by writ of error. The history of this question. 
is dealt with in Darlou v. Skuttletoorik, 19o2, r K.B. Ter. 

In the case of the mayor's court of Loudon, under the local 
and general statutes regulating that court, the appeal is usually 
to the king's bench division, but where there is what is termed 
" error " on the face of the proceedings of the Mayor% court,• 
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the appeal Iles direct to the court of appeal as successor of the 
court of exchequer chamber. Appeals from the Liverpool court 
of passage and from the chancery courts of the duchies of 
Lancaster and Durham lie by statute direct to the court of 
appeal. 

High Cour: of Juslice.—Until the Supreme Court of judicature 
Acts of 1873 and ars came into operation, the superior courts 
in England were imperfectly co-ordinated both as to jurisdiction 
and appeals. The effect of these acts was to create a SuprEme 
Court of Judicature divided into two main branches, the High 
Court of justice, which is an appellate court with respect to the 
inferior courts already mentioned, and to certain other special 
courts and persons; and the court of appeal, which is mainly 
concerned with appeals from the High Court of Justice. 

The High Court of justice acts as an appellate court or court 
of consultation with reference to courts of summary jurisdiction 
or quarter sessions and to county courts and other inferior 
courts of civil jurisdiction in the cases already indicated. The 
three divisions of the court are somewhat differently placed 
with reference to appeals. 

In, the chancery division tmade up, in zeal, of six single 
judge courts) no appeals and heard except from subordinate 
officials (masters) of the court, or an occasional interference 
by certiorari or prohibition with a county court. 

In the probate, divorce and admiralty division, besides 
the supervision which may be exercised by a single judge over 
the Subordinate officers of the court (registrars), divisional 
courts (of two judges) hear appeals from decisions of the county 
court in admiralty causes, and appeals from justices.in cases 
between husband and wife under the Summary jurisdiction 
(Married Women) Act Ulos, as amended by the Licensing Act 
teor. In the first of these cases tho appeal is on law only as 
in the case of other county court appeals; in the second, the 
procedure is by rehearing, or reconsideration of the facts 
as minuted in the court appealed from, and of the law there 
applied to these facts. 

The bulk of the appellate work of the High Court is conducted 
In the king's bench division—which, as successor of the old 
court of king's bench in the duties of casks morons of the 
realm, stiff retains supervisory power over all inferior courts 
in all cases in which that supervision has not been transferred 
to the other divisions of the High Court or to the court of appeal, 
or to the court of criminal appeal. 

The king's bench division exercises appellate jurisdiction 
In the following cases. 

With respect to decisions of justices of the peace sitting at 
quarter sessions, or as a court of summary jurisdiction, except 
in the case above stated, the subject matter of appeal is for 
the most part of a criminal or quasi-criminal character, the civil 
jurisdiction of justices being comparatively limited. The 
appeal in such cases is as to Matters of law only, the justices' 
decision on facts not being subject to review. 

In the case of the courts above named, the appeal is brought 
by writ of certiorari, where the jurisdiction of quarter sessions 
to give the judgment challenged is denied in me, or in some cases 
by writ of habeas corpus, where the appellant is in custody 
under an order of the court appealed from (Judicature Act 
1894, f  rt). The best example of this is the right of a fugitive 
criminal committed for extradition to challenge the legality 
of the decision of the committing magistrate by writ of habeas 
corpus. Save in cases of want of jurisdiction or refusal to 
exercise it, no appeal lies from quarter sessions except by consent 
of the court appealed from, which states the facts as ascertained 
by the inferior court, and invites the review of the superior 
court upon the questions of law raised by the facts as found. 

Decisions of justices sitting in the exercise of summary 
jurisdiction are subject to review by a special case in which 
the justices state the facts found by them and their decision 
on the points of law, and invite the review of the appellate 
court on these grounds. Such cases for appeal are usually 
stated by consent of the justices, but in the event of their 
refusal the appellate court may order *hats case shall be stated. 

Decisions of justices In the exercise of renninart jurisdiction 
may also be challenged by writ of certiorari as having been 
wholly outside their jurisdiction; and in such proceeding 
the appellate tribunal may review the evidence taken below 
so far as to ascertain whether the justices have by an enormous 
finding of fact enabled themselves to assume a jurisdiction 
which upon the true facts they did not possess. 

Where the decision appealed from is in a criminal cause 
or matter the decision of the High Court is final. Whore it 
is in a civil matter a further appeal also lies to the court of 
appeal by leave of the High Court or of the court of appeal 
(Judicature Act 1873, f 45). 

Appeals in criminal. cases tried on indictment, criminal 
information or coroner's inquisition, stand on a different footing 
from other appeals. 

For many years the question of criminal appeal in general 
had been a matter of great controversy. As early as z844 a 
bill had been unsuccessfully introduced for the purpose of 
establishing appeal in criminal cases, and from that time up 
to reed nearly thirty bills were brought forward with the same 
object, but none succeeded in passing. In Oka the question 
was referred to the council of judges and favourably reported 
upon by them. It may be remarked that England was practi-
cally the only civilized country in which there was no appeal 
in criminal cases. It is true there was an appeal ors questions 
of law arising at the trial. But the procedure was intricate 
and technical, being either (t) by writ of error, issued by the 
consent of the attorney-general (expressed by his fiat), to review 
errors of law appearing in the record of the trial, or (2) by special 
case, stated by the judge presiding at the trial, with .respect 
to a question of law raised at the trial. These appeals were 
heard by the king's bench division. Meanwhile there had 
been a considerable development of public opinion in favour 
of the establishment of criminal appeal, a development 
undoubtedly hastened by the report of a committee of inquiry 
in the case of Adolf Beck (loos), showing clearly that the home 
office was not a satisfactory tribunal of final appeal. In t906 
the lord chancellor (Lord Lorebum) introduced another criminal 
appeal bill, which passed the House of Lords, but was dropped 
in the House of Commons after a first reading. The next year 
the act (Criminal Appeal Act um), which was ultimately 
carried, was introduced into the House of Commons. By this 
act a court is established consisting of the lord chief justice 
and eight judges of the king's bench division, the jurisdiction 
of the court for crown cases reserved being transferred to the 
new court. The court to be duly constituted must consist 
of not less than three judges and of an uneven number of judges. 
The court may sit in two or more divisions if the lord chief 
justice so directs. Its sittings are held in London unless special 
directions are given by tho lord chief justice that it shall sit 
at some other place. The opinion of the majority of those 
hearing the case determines any question before the court, 
and judgment is pronounced by the president (who is the lord 
chief justice or senior member present), unless in questions 
of law, when, if it is convenient that separate judgments should 
be pronounced by, the members of the court, they may be so 
pronounced. The judgment of the court of criminal appeal 
is final, except where the decision involves a point of law of 
exceptional public importance, and a certificate must be obtain' ed 
from the attorney-general to that effect. The court of criminal 
appeal is a superior court of record. An appeal may be made 
either against conviction or against sentence. A person convicted 
on indictment may appeal either on a question of law alone 
or of fact alone, or on a question of mixed law and fact On 
a point of law a prisoner has an unqualified right of appeal, 
on a question of fact or of mixed law and fact there is a right 
of appeal only if leave be obtained from the court of criminal 
appeal or a certificate be granted by the judge who tried the 
prisoner that it is a fit case for appeal The court is given a 
wide discretion as to whether a conviction may be sustained 
or set aside. The court may allow the appeal if they think 
that the , verdict of the jury should be set aside because it is 
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aunties'/Re, or because it await be supported having regard 
to the evidence, or that the judgment should be set aside 
on the ground Of a wrong decision on any point of law, or 
that on any ground there was a miscarriage of justice. Power is 
given to the court to dismiss the appeal if they consider that no 
substantial miscarriage of justice has occurred, even though 
they are of opinion that the point raised in the appeal 
might be decided in favour of the appellant. The sentence 
passed at the trial may be quashed by the appeal court and 
such other sentence (whether more or less severe) warranted 
in law by the verdict substituted. Notice of appeal or notice 
of application for leave to appeal must be given within ten 
days of the date of conviction; where a conviction involves 
sentence of death or corporal punishment the sentence must 
not be executed until after the expiration of ten days, and, if 
notice of appeal is given, not until after the determination 
of the appeal or the final dismissal of the application for leave 
to appeal. The act gives the court power to order any witnesses 
who would have been compellable witnesses at the trial to attend 
and be examined before the court, and to receive the evidence, 
if tendered, of any witness who is a competent but not com-
pellable witness. If any question arises on the appeal involving 
prolonged examination of documents or accounts or any scientific 
or local, investigation, which the court thinks cannot be con-
veniently conducted before it, the matter may be referred to 
a special commissioner appointed by the court, and the court 
may act on the report of that commissioner if it thinks fit. 
An appellant is given the right to be present on the hearing 
of his appeal, if be desires it, except where the appeal is on 
some ground involving a question of law alone, but rules of court 
may provide for his presence in such a case, or theourt may give 
him leave. The act requires shorthand notes to be taken of 
the proceedings at the trial of any person, who, if convicted, 
would have a right to appeal under the act. Nothing in the act 
affects the prerogative of mercy, and the home secretary may, 
U be thinks fit, at any time refer a case to the court of criminal 
appeal. 

The Court of Appeal.—The court of appeal, constituted under 
the judicature Acts, is one of the two permanent divisions of the 
Supreme Court of Judicature. As now constituted the court 
consists of ex officio members and five ordinary members, styled 
lords justices of appeal The es officio members are the lord 
chancellor, every person who has held that office, the lord chief 
justice, the master of the rolls, and the president of the probate, 
Sec., division. 

The ordinary business of the court is carried on by the lords 
justices under the presidency of the master of the rolls, who in 
OM' ceased to be a judge of the High Court (Judicature Act 
Mr, 1 2). The court usually sits in two divisions of three 
judges, but on occasion a third court can be formed, with the 
assistance of the other es officio judges, in the absence of the 
ordinary judges from illness or public engagements, or to deal 
with arrears of business. The quorum for final appeals is three, 
for interlocutory appeals two judges. 

The court of appeal has succeeded to the appellate authority 
exercised (r) in the case of equity and bankruptcy matters by 
the lord chancellor and the lords justices of appeal in chancery 
(Judicature Act 5873, § 18); (2) in the CM of common law 
matters, by the court of exchequer chamber, as a court of error, 
and the superior courts of common law sitting to review the 
decisions of single judges of these courts sitting with or without 
a jury at first instance in civil actions; (3) in the case of divorce 
or probate causes by the full court of divorce (judicature Act 
5S81, § 9); (4) In the case of admiralty causes by the king in 
council or the judicial committee of the privy council; (5) in 
the case of applications for new trials in jury actions by the 
king's bench division (Judicature Act ago, § 1). 

The court never had jurisdiction to hear an appeal in any 
criminal cause or matter, but was able to review by writ of error 
decisions of the king's bench division in such cases, unless the 
court for crown cases reserved had dealt with the question 
under the Crown Cases Act 5848. This procedure has been  

abolished by the Criminal Appeal Act goy. Instances et 
procedure by writ of error were rare. Those best worth notice 
are the eases of the 'Habana claimant on his conviction of 
perjury, and the case of C. Bradlaugh on the sufficiency of the 
indictment against him for publishing the Perils of Philosophy. 

The appellate jurisdiction of the court as now exercised 
entitles the court to hear and determine (r) appeals from every 
judgment or decree of every division of the High Court in all 
doll cases in which such judgment is not declared final by 
statute; (a) applications for a new trial in civil CUM tried in 
the king's bench division by judge and jury which, until Ilk" 
were dealt with by two or more judges in that division; (3) 
appeals in matters of civil practice and procedure from decisions 
of a single judge In chambers, which, until au, were dealt with 
in a divisional court or by a judge in open court; (4) appeals 
fiom the chancery courts of Durham (Palatine Court of Durham 
Act Me) and Lancaster (act of Vigo, C. 23) and the Liverpool 
court of passage (Anderson v. Dam, !Su, a Q.B. sat), and on 
error in a record of the mayor's court of London (La Blanche v. 
Heaton Tdegrain Co., 1876, 1 Ex.D. 408); and from county 
courts under the Agricultural Holdings Acts and Workmen's 
Compensation Acts; (5) appeals on questions of law from 
decisions of the railway commissioners in England (Railway and 
Canal Traffic Act AU). 

The court of appeal also exercises the lunacy jurisdiction of the 
lord chancellor, but in regard to this the jurisdiction of the court 
is for the most part original and not appellate. 

The jurisdiction of the court of appeal is excluded or limited 
in the following cases:—(1) judgments of the High Court—(a) 
where its jurisdiction is consultative only; (b) where there is an 
appeal to the High Court from an inferior court of doff jurisdic- 
tion-

i 
 (c) where there is an appeal to the High Court from any 

court of person, unless In cases (b) and (c) leave be obtained 
of the court by Which the order Is made, or of the court of appeal; 
(2) orders of the High Court in registration and election cues 
except with the like leave; (3) orders made by consent of parties, 
or as to costs only which by law are left to the discretion of the 
court; (4) certain interlocutory orders mentioned in jj 1 of 
the Supreme Court of Judicature (Procedure) Act au, except 
by leave of the judge appealed from or of the court of appeal 
(3) orders of the admiralty division in cases of prize, the appeal 
from which Res to His Majesty in Council; (6) where thedecision 
of any court whose jurisdiction was transferred to the High Court 
is declared by statute to be final; (7) matters which from their 
nature were not appealable to any court before the Judicature 
Acts, or in which the court of appeal has no means of enforcing 
or executing its judgment. For example, it was held in the 
House of Lords, In Cos v. Hakes, Oleo, s 5 A.C. sob, that no 
appeal lies from the order of a judge discharging a prisoner under 
a writ of habeas corpm. " If," said Lord Herschell, " the conten-
tion of the respondent is to prevail, the statute has effected a 
grave constitutional change ' ; and later, " if " the High Court 
" has inherited the combined powers of the courts whose functions 
were transferred to it, but none of them had any jurisdiction or 
authority to review a discharge by a competent court under a 
writ of habeas coons, or to enforce the arrest of one thus freed 
from custody ... it seems to me to follow, that however wrong 
the court of appeal might think a discharge to have been, is 
would have been powerless to order a rearrest, or at least to 
enforce such an order." 

The procedure of the court of appeal is regulated by the rules 
of the Supreme Court. A distinction is drawn between appeals 
from a final judgment or order (which, unless the parties consent 
to a smaller quorum, must be heard by three judges) and an 
appeal from an interlocutory cider (which may be determined 
by two judges of the court of appeal). 

In the case of appeals from a final or interlocutory " jade 
meat," or from an order, including applications for a new trial, 
the appeal must be brought within three months from the time 
when the judgment or order is signed, entered or otherwise 
perfected, or in the case of refusal of an application from the 
date of refusal. The appeal is by notice of motion, which. 
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except in cases of application for a new trial, need not state 
the grounds of appeal. Fourteen clear days' notice of the 
motion must be given by the appellant to the other party, the 
respondent 

In the case of appeals from an intedotutory order, or from a 
final order, or from as order made in any matter which is not an 
action, or from an order made in chambers, the appeal must be 
brought within fourteen days by motion, of which four clear 
days' notice must be given by the appellant to all parties directly 
affected by the appeal. Controversies have arisen as to the 
meaning of the term " interlocutory," which (in the absence of 
any authoritative definition) the court of appeal settles as they 
arise. The test most generally accepted is that a judgment or 
order is final if, as made, it finally disposes of the rights of the 
parties in a manner equally conclusive between them. The 
court may by special leave allow appeals of either class to be 
brought after the time above limited. The respondent may by 
proper notice bring a cross appeal against any portion of the 
judgment or order made below with which he is dissatisfied. 
The court has power to order the appellant to find semi-icy for 
the costs of an appeal, if special circumstances, such as in-
solvency or poverty or foreign domicile or the like, make the 
giving of security desirable. The court of appeal " rehears " 
the case. Under ordinary circumstances it does not permit a 
new case to be set up inconsistent with the case as presented 
below; and it is content with the judges' notes, or a transcript 
of the evidence given below, and with a note or transcript of the 
judgment appealed from, but has power on special grounds to 
receive fresh evidence either viva vote or on affidavit. The court 
may call in for its assistance assessors who are experts on the 
matters of fact or science involved in the appeal, and usually 
does so in cases arising out of collisions at sea. 

The court of appeal may make any order which it deems just 
as to the coats of the whole or any part of an appeal, except 
possibly in the case of certain appeals in matters on the crown 
side of the High Court, as to which some doubt still exists. In 
practice the costs follow the event, unless the court in a particular 
case makes an order to the contrary. 

A decision of the court of appeal is final in appeals from 
the High Court in bankruptcy, unless leave be given to appeal 
to the House of Lords (§ roe, Bankruptcy Act 5883), and in 
divorce appeals, except where the decision either is upon the 
grant or refusal of a decree for dissolution or nullity of marriage, 
or for a declaration of legitimacy, or is upon any question of law 
on which the court gives leave to appeal (Supreme Court of 
Judicature Act 288z, § 9); but no further appeal to the House 
of Lords lies, even with leave of the court of appeal, on appeals 
from the High Court sitting as a court of appeal from county 
courts in bankruptcy. With these exceptions there is now a right 
of appeal from every order of the court of appeal to the House 
of Lords. 

The House of Lords.—The House of Lords has for centuries 
been the court of last resort, and is still the final court of appeal 
from the chief courts in the United Kingdom. The origin of the 
appellate jurisdiction of the House of Lords was undoubtedly 
of that partly feudal, and partly popular character already 
alluded to, which made the suitor seek from the high court of 
parliament the justice denied elsewhere in the baronial courts or 
by the king's judges. The lords exercised the mixed function of 
jurymen and judges, and, as in judgments on impeachment, 
might be influenced by private of party considerations, debating 
and dividing on the question before the House. A revolution 
was silently accompfished, however, by which the function of 
reviewing the decisions of the courts fell entirely to the lawyers 
raised to the peerage, while the unproferaional lords onlyattended 
to give the sanction of a quorum to the proceedings, and the 
House has always bad the right to invoke the assistance of the 
judges of the superior courts to advise on the questions of law 
raised by an appeal. The letters and memoirs, so late as Queen 
Anne's reign, show that party or personal influence and per-
suasion were employed to procure votes on appeals, as they have 
been in later times on railway or other local bills. The last  

instance probably in which a strong division of opinion was 
manifested among the unprofessional lords was the celebrated 
Douglas cause in 1769, when the House was addressed by the 
dukes of Newcastle and Bedford, but was led by the authoritative 
opinion of Lord Mansfield on the effect of the evidence—an 
opinion which was treated rather as that of a political partisan 
than of a judge. The case of Daniel O'Connell and others, 
brought up on writ of error from the queen's bench in Ireland 
in 1844, may be said to have finally established the precedent 
that the judgments of the House of Lords were to be given solely 
by the law lords. On that occasion there was a difference of 
opinion among the law lords themselves. The judgment of the 
majority of the House was strongly against the political feeling 
of the government and of the peers as a body, while the law lords 
who carried the decision had been appointed by previous govern-
ments opposed in politics to the existing cabinet. But all these 
temptations to a party vote by the unprofessional members were 
resisted. 

By 1 20 of the act of z873, the appellate jurisdiction of the 
House of Lords (so far as it affects England) was abolished, but 
this section was repealed by the Appellate Jurisdiction Act 1876. 
Under that act and an amending act of 1887, the appellate 
business of the House of Lords is conducted solely by the law 
lords, though lay peers may still sit (Bradlee's): v. Clarke, 1882, 
8 App. Cas. 354). No appeal may be heard or determined 
except in the presence of not less than three of the following 
persons:—(x) the lord chancellor; (a) the lords of appeal, four 
of whom are appointed under the act from among persons who 
hold, or have held, high judicial office, or, at the date of appoint, 
meat, have been in practice for not less than fifteen years as 
barristers in England or Ireland, or as advocates in Scotland; 
(3) such peers of parliament as hold, or have held, high judicial 
office. By " high judicial office " is meant the office of lord 
chancellor of Great Britain or Ireland, lord of appeal in ordinary, 
paid judge of the judicial committee or member of that com-
mittee, or judge of one of the superior courts of Great Britain 
or Ireland. 

An appeal lies to the House of Lords (1) Irons any order or 
judgment of the court of appeal in England except as above 
stated; (a) from a judgment or order of any court in Scotland 
or Ireland from which error or an appeal to the House of Lords 
lay by common law or statute immediately before the 1st of 
November r876. No appeals are heard from the decision of 
courts in criminal cases. The House of Lords has an indirect 
power by standing orders to admit appeals from Scotland or 
Ireland which under former law or practice couldnot be admitted 
(Appellate Jurisdiction Act 2876, z a). The procedure on 
appeals is regulated by standing orders of the House. The 
proceedings are commenced by petition of appeal, which must 
be lodged with the clerk of the parliaments within one year from 
the date of the last judgment it appealed from. Security for 
costs (taco) must be given by bond or lodgment of the money, 
unless dispensed with by the House on the ground of poverty 
(act of 1893). Each party lodges a printed use signed and 
certified by counsel, containing a resume of the matters to be 
discussed and of the contentions for or against the allowance of 
the appeal. The hearing is before three or more law lords, who may 
call in nautical assessors in admiralty cases (acts of 1893 and '894). 
It is not public in the full sense of the term, as persons not con-
cerned in the appeal can attend only by consent of the House. 
The House pronounces the judgment which in the opinion of the 
majority of the law lords should have been pronounced below, 
and has jurisdiction in the use of all appeals to give or refuse 
costs to the successful party. The costs of the appeal if given 
are taxed by the officers of the House. The jurisdiction as to 
costs does not directly arise under any statute (see West Bass 
Guardians v. Bethnal Green Ckstrekteardens, 1896, A.C. 477). 

Appeals to the King in Council.—The decisions of ecclesiastical 
courts when acting within the limits of their jurisdiction, and 
the decisions of courts in the king's dominions outside the 
United Kingdom, and of courts in foreign countries set up under 
the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, cannot be dealt with by the 
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House of Lords or any of the ordinary tribunals of any part of 
the United Kingdom. The power once claimed by the court 
of king's bench in England to control the courts of Ireland has 
lapsed, nod its power to intervene in colonial cases is limited 
to the grant of the writ of habeas corpse to a possession in which 
no court mists having power to issue that weft or one of like 
effect (Habeas Corpus Act 1862). As regards all British posses-
sions, the appeal to the king in council is in its origin and nature 
like that of the provincials unto Caesar, and flows from the 
royal prerogative to admit appeals. With the growth of the 
Britisfi empire it has been found necessary to mate a com-
paratively constant and stable tribunal to advise the king in 
the exercise of this prerogative. For this purpose the judicial 
committee of the privy council was created in 1833. In 18Sr, 
and again in 1870, it was reorganized, and by acts of 1876, 
184 and 1898 it received its present form. The committee 
consists of the president of the council, sad of the following 
persons, if privy councilloss—the lord chancellor and ex-
chancellors of Great Britain and of Ireland, the four lords of 
appeal in ordinary, the lords justices of appeal in England or 
retired lords justices of appeal in England, and persons who 
hold or have held the office (a) of judge of the High Court of 
justice or the court of appeal in England or Ireland, or of the 
court of session in Scotland; (b) any person who is or has been 
chief justice or a judge of the Supreme Court of Canada or of a 
superior court of any province of Canada, of any of the Australian 
states (except Fiji and Papua), or of New Zealand or the Cape 
of Good Hope or Natal. The number of persons of this class 
who may be members at once is limited to five (189e, c. a); 
(c) provision is also made for the payment of two privy councillors 
who have been judges in India who attend the privy council. 

Numerous as are the members of the-committee, the quorum 
is three. One or more of the lords of appeal in ordinary usually 
attend st every hearing, but the composition of the committee 
is yew fluctuating. Appeals from the British dominions abroad 
lie in criminal as well as civil matters. The right of appeal is 
regulated as to most possessions by order in council, and in some 
cases is limited by imperial or Colonial statute. Appeals are on 
fact as well as on law, but the committee rarely if ever disturbs 
the connivent judgments on facts of two colonial courts. In 
the case of admiralty appeals from colonial or consular courts, 
naval assessors may be called in. The committee also bears 
(with the aid of ecclesiastical assessors) appeals from ecclesiastical 
courts. The judgment of the committee is in the form of a 
report and advice to the king, which is read by coed the members 
siding, and no indication is given as to whether the members 
present are unanimous. Effect is given to the advice by orders 
in council dismining or allowing the appeal, and giving direction 
as to the payment of costs and as to the further proceedings to 
be taken in the colonial courts. 

The procedure of the committee is on the same lines as that on 
appeals to the House of Lords; no well-arranged code of practice 
existed however up to the end of 1908, and new rules were 
then being proposed on the subject. The appeal is commenced 
by a petition of appeal, and by the giving of security for costs. In 
colonial appeals printed cases are lodged containing a summary 
of the contentions of the parties, and with this a printed copy of 
the record of the proceedings and documents used in the courts 
appealed from. The hearing Is in the privy council chamber 
and is not public. When an appeal is called on, the counsel and 
parties are summoned into the chamber, and when the arguments 
are concluded they are requested to retire. The appeals to the 
king in council from colonial states having a federal constitution, 
Like Canada and Australia, stand in an exceptional position. 
The act creating the Supreme Court of Canada purports to make 
the decision of that court final. But it is still the practice to 
admit by special leave a prerogative appeal from the court, and 
to entertain appeals from courts of the provinces of Canada 
direct to the king in council, without requiring them to go to 
the Supreme Court. The constitution of the Australian Common-
wealth contemplates (in) the possibility of restricting appeals 
to the king is council from the supreme courts of Australia,  

and sec. 74 forbids appeals to the king in council except by 
leave of the High Court of Australia from decision of that court 
on any question however arising as to the limits iota as of the 
constitutional powers of the commonwealth and those of any 
state or states, or as to the limits inter sea of the constitutional 
powers of any two or more states. The exact effect of these 
enactments and of Australian legislation wader 73 is a matter 
of controversy. 

Sceilaisd.—In Scotland the ordinary appellate tribunal for 
decisions of inferior courts and of the lords ordinary is the court 
of session, which for appellate purposes sits in two divisions. 
Appeals from inferior tribunals in criminal cases go before the 
judges of the court of session sitting in the High Court of 
Justiciary. The court of session was in its original constitution 
a committal of parliament for the performance of its judicial 
functions, and an appeal to parliament was consequently 
anomalous. In the reign of Charles IL, however, the courts 
grew so intolerably corrupt that a determined effort was made 
to have their judgments overturned, by in appeal which was 
strictly of the old character of a cry for protection against 
flagrant injustice. It was called a " protest for remeid of law," 
and was inserted as one of the national claims in the Petition of 
Right at the revolution. The treaty of union is silent as to 
appeals, though definitely excluding the right of English courts 
to interfere with Scottish courts or cases. The House of Lords 
has since the Union acted without challenge as the final appellate 
tribunal for Scotland in civil causes; but has always declined 
jurisdiction in Scottish criminal cases. 

frefaed.—The Supreme Court of Judicature (Ireland) Acts 
have remodelled the courts and appellate system of Ireland on 
the same lines as those of England. The High Court of  Justice 
in Ireland now consists of two divisions only, the chancery 
division, which has little or no appellate functions, and the 
king's beach division, which has for Ireland substantially the 
same power of reviewing and correcting the decisions of inferior 
courts as has the corresponding court in England. To this there 
is one exception, that appeals from a county court in Ireland 
may be beard on circuit by a single judge of assize. In Ireland 
there is also a court of appeal, created in 1877, whose jurisdiction 
and procedure follow the same lines as that of the English court 
of appeal. 

Penna.—The court of last resort in France for all cases, 
whether civil or criminal (es totatiire crissitseile, cerrediotutelk 
et de Stier), is the au, de caseation, which sits in Paris. It is a 
court of error for the review of all judgments of tribunals of last 
resort (except juges de pais in certain cases), and for the transfer 
of causes from one court to another when justice so demands, 
and to determine conflicts of jurisdiction (Law r Dec. mo). 
Ordinarily It is confined to errors of law and procedure, but 
where evidence not available below is brought before the court, it 
may send the case back for retrial or give the appropriate final 
judgment, as in the case of Dreyfus (1906). It also hems appeals 
from courts martiaL 

Next to the cow de eat:alien are the courts of appeal, which 
have jurisdiction to hear appeals (x) in civil matters from courts 
of first instance, juges de pas, and where the amonnt in dispute 
exceeds £6o from commercial courts, lritnenstss de eetatentee 
(Civil Proc. Code, arts. 443-475) (2) in criminal matters from 
bibulous corrections.* (Com. Proc. Code, arts. coa-see). The 
appeal is both on fact and on law, and applies to interlocutory or 
preparatory as well as to final judgments. 

Spein.—In Spain the jurisdiction and procedure /with reference 
to appeals is on the same lines as in France. As regirds civil 
matters it is regulated by tide ar of the Civil Procedure Code. 
The appeal to the supreme court is for the most part on questions 
of law (per infreteehne de le y o do doctrine); but the court has 
also power to review judgments on materials not available at 
the tint hearing (arts. 1796, 1801). 

British India.—In British India complete and systematic 
provision is made for appeals both in civil and in criminal cases 
by the Procedure Codes (Civil of 1882, with subsequent aimed-
meets, and Criminal of 898), and also to some extent by the 
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charters of the high courts of Calcutta, Bombay and Madras 
(see Ithert, Gosernment of India, Oxford, r898, p. 137). In 
addition, the decisions of subordinate tribunals may be revised 
by a superior tribunal proprio sots, or reviewed in a proper case 
by the tribunal which has given them; and provision is made 
for the consultation of a superior by an inferior tribunal in cases 
of legal difficulty. The policy of admitting so many appeals 
has been criticized. But with an enormous population which 
has no representative institutions it has been deemed wise to 
provide ample means of correcting judicial errors at the instance 
not only of the aggrieved person but also at the instance of the 
supervising judicial authorities, as a means of ensuring regularity 
and propriety in the conduct of judicial business by subordinate 
judges in out-of-the-way districts. 

Civil Appease.—(r) Except where otherwise expressly pro-
vided by the Civil Procedure Code, or by any other law for the 
time being in force, an appeal lies from the whole or part of any 
decree, whether made as parte or inter pork:, of a court uremia-
log original jurisdiction (Civil Procedure Code, ¢ sm). By 
" decree " is meant the final expression of an adjudication upon 
a right claimed or defence set up in a civil court, when such 
adjudication, so far as regards the court expressing it, decides 
the suit (f 2). The appeal is both on facts and on law. The 
procedure on the appeal is prescribed by C. sr of the Civil 
Procedure Code, and the directions of the code deal even with 
the language of the judgment on appeal and the matters to be 
stated therein. (2) Decrees passed on an appeal to any court in 
India subordinate to a High Court are as a general rule subject 
to appeal to the High Court on the grounds (a) that they are 
contrary to a specified law, or usage having the force of law; 
(it) that they have failed to determine some material issue of law, 
or usage having the force of law; (c) of substantial error or defect 
in procedure prescribed by the code or other law, which might 
possibly have produced error or defect in the decision of the case 
upon the merits (f 584). The procedure on these appeals is 
regulated by C. 42 of the Civil Procedure Code. (3) Appeals from 
orders which do not fall within the definition of decrees are 
allowed in the cues specified in ¢ 588 of the code. The procedure 
with respect to these appeals is on the same lines as that on 
appeals against decrees ($ s9o). Provision is made (by c. 44) 
for allowing appeals in forma panpais after certain preliminary 
inquiries. In the High Courts appeals lie from the decision of 
one judge to two or more judges of the High Court, whose decision 
has effect as a judgment of the full court. Appeals, in civil 
cases, from the courts of India to the king in council are 
regulated by c. 45 of the Civil Procedure Code. The appealable 
amount is for most cases Bs.ro,000 or a claim or question as 
to property of like amount. 

Besides the provisions stated as to appeals, Indian courts 
have power in certain contingencies to review their own decisions 
(1623). An inferior court may also refer cases of difficulty to the 
High Court on a statement of the facts as found in the referring 
court and of the opinion thereon of that court (If 617-620); 
and in cases in which no appeal lies to the High Court, that court 
may all for the record of any case in which the court below 
appears to have acted without jurisdiction or failed to exercise 
its jurisdiction, or to have exercised Its jurisdiction illegally or 
with material illegality (f 62* 

Criminal Matters.—Criminal jurisdiction in India is exercised 
by magistrates of the first, second and third class, by sessions 
courts, and the high or chief courts of the presidencies or 
provinces (Criminal Procedure Code of t898). The higher judges 
in a district have the power of revising those decisions which 
are not absolutely summary of the judges of the classes below 
them in the same district; i.e. the sessions judge can revise the 
decisions of a first-class magistrate, and the High Court those 
of a sessions judge (I 435)• Inferior tribunals can also refer 
questions of law to the High Court (II 432, 433); and where a 
sentence of death is passed, or a sessions judge differs from the 
jury (I 307), the matter must be referred to the High Court. 
On matters of reference or revision the parties have no right to 
be heard. 

Provision is also made for appeals by e. 31 of the Code. 
Appeals from second- or third-class magistrates are dealt with 
by the district (first-class) magistrate (I 407). Persons con-
victed on trial by assistant sessions judges or first-class magis- 
trates , except in cases where the punishment is very small, have 
SS appeal to the sessions judge (¢¢ 408, 413). A person convicted 
on trial by the sessions judge has an appeal to the High Court 

410), but where he has pleaded guilty the only point on which 
appeal is open is the legality or extent of sentence (I 415). 
Special provision is made as to appeals by persons born in 
Europe (whether British subjects or not) and Americans (I, 408, 
415, and c. 33)- 

In criminal cases there is a right of appeal to the king in 
council in certain cases provided for by the charters of the 
chartered high courts (see Ilbert, Government of India, Oxford, 
1898, ). 137). 

An appeal also lies in certain cases from the courts of British 
officers in feudatory states of India to a high court in India, 
and from the courts of Aden and Zanzibar and British East Africa 
to the High Court of Bombay. Appeals do not lie from the courts 
of native states to British courts in India, though in some cases 
there is an appeal of a political rather than judicial nature from 
the judicial tribunals of feudatory states; e.g. in the case of 
Kathiawar (Hew/sand Derchand v. Ames .tokarlal; 1906. L.R. 
A.C. 212). 

Canada.—In Canada each province has the regulation of its 
own courts of justice. In Ontario the judiciary are organized, 
under the Provincial Judicature Acts, in much the same manner 
as in England; and the review of decisions of inferior courts (by 
appeal or other proceedings based on English practice) is in the 
bands of the High Court of Justice, subject to appeal to the 
provincial court of appeal. In Quebec the highest court (king's 
bench), besides its original jurisdiction, has appellate jurisdiction 
over the superior court (see Quebec Civil Procedure Code, art 
1114 et seq.). The jurisdiction is exercised by writ of error or 
by appeal, according to the nature of the decision appealed from. 
The judges of the superior court have also, under art. 494, power 
to review before three judges decisions of a judge of that court 
or of a circuit court (arts. 494-504). Nova Scotia, New Bruns-
wick, Manitoba and British Columbia have supreme courts 
with appellate authority over decisions of single judges of the 
court and over inferior tribunals in the province. Appeals lie 
from the highest courts of each province, in civil matters, to the 
Supreme Court of Canada, or to the king in council In cases 
falling within the orders in council applying to each province, 
but in criminal matters to the king in council. From the 
Supreme Court of Canada no appeal lies as of right to the king 
in council (Dominion Act 1875, 38 Vic. c. :1, ¢ 47), and the royal 
prerogative of granting special leave to appeal is sparingly exer-
cised. The principles on which the judicial committee acts in 
advising for or against the grant of special leave in civil' cases 
are stated in Daily Telegraph Newspaper Co. v. If'Lastgldis, 
mos, L.R. A.C. 776. It is, however, as before, quite common 
for appeals to be brought direct to the privy council from 
the provincial courts without resort to the Dominion court (see 
Wheeler, Privy Council Law, p. 955). 

Australia—Each of the states of the Australian Common-
wealth has its own supreme court. The Commonwealth parlia-
ment constituted in 1903 a High Court for Australia, which, 
besides its original federal jurisdiction, is also a court of appeal 
from the supreme courts of the constitutional states, or from any 
state court from which an appeal lay to the king in council at 
the establishment of the Commonwealth. The jurisdiction of the 
court is defined by the Judiciary Act of 1903, by which it is 
created. The right of appeal is given both as to aiminal and 
civil matters. • 

South Africa.—In Cape Colony and Natal the appellate courts 
are the supreme courts, subject to further appeal in certain cases 
to the king in council. The superior courts of Cape Colony are 
empowered to review the proceedings of all inferior courts in 
the colony and its dependencies in cases where no appeal lies. 
There was for a time an appeal from the MO Court of Oran@ 
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River Colony to the supreme court of the Transvaal, and from 
that court (whether acting for its own colony or on appeal from 
the Orange Colony), an appeal to the king in council. In other 
colonies the provisions as to appeal follow more or less closely 
the lines of English law and procedure as to appeals, and in all 
cases the ultimate appeal is to the king in council. 

United Slales.—In the American courts the term " appeal " 
covers (1) a removal of a cause to a higher court for retrial on 
all the questions of law or fact involved, or (2) taking up points 
of law only by proceedings in error, for revision by a higher court. 
Decrees in admiralty, bankruptcy and equity, in the federal 
courts, are the subjects of an appeal; judgments in actions at 
law, of a writ of error. On an equity appeal the evidence taken 
at the original haring is reported at length to the appellate court, 
and it has the right to review the conclusions of fact reached by 
the court below and come to different ones. This, however, is 
seldom done, the appeal being almost always decided on points of 
law based upon the conclusions of fact reached in the original 
hearing. In admiralty appeals the conclusions of fact reached by 
the trial court are specially set forth, and are final. 

" Appeal " in many of the states is the general term for 
reviewing any judgment of an inferior court on assignments of 
error. It is also often used to signify a mode of reviewing pro-
ceedings of municipal bodies, affecting the interests of particular 
persons, e.g. in matters of licences or assessments. 

In criminal prosecutions an appeal, or writ of error on points 
of law, is almost everywhere allowed by statute to the defendant, 
and often to the state. (United Slates v. Seaga, sae United 
States Reports, 3zo; State v. Lee, 65 Connecticut Reports, 265.) 

By the constitution of the United States the Supreme Court 
Is vested with " appellate jurisdiction, both as to law and fact, 
with such exceptions, and under such regulations, as the Congress 
shall make." This provision is held not to.create but only to 
authorize the ovation of the jurisdiction. In the words of 
Chancellor Kent, " If congress bad not provided any rule to 
regulate the proceedings in appeal, the court could not exercise 
an appellate jurisdiction: and, if a rule be provided, the court 
could not depart from it" In pursuance of this principle, the 
Supreme Court decided in Clarke v. Basadone that a wait of error 
did not lie to that court from a court of the United States territory 
north-west of the Ohio, because the act had not authorized an 
appeal or writ of Mar from such a court (Commentaries, 1. 324). 
The appellate jurisdiction of the court is now regulated by title 
13 chap. Li of the Revised Statutes of the United States (1873), 
if 69o-71o; and by the acts enumerated at p. pot of the Revised 
Statutes, United States, z873 to digoz. Under these statutes the 
Supreme Court may entertain appeals from the highest court of a 
state of the Union, but only (1) where the state court has decided 
against the validity of a treaty or statute of the United States, 
or of an authority exercised under the United States; (a) where 
a state court has affirmed the validity of a statute, or of an 
authority exercised which has been challenged on the ground of 
repugnance to the constitution, laws or treaties of the United 
States; (3) where the state court has decided against the 
existence of a title, right, privilege, or immunity claimed or set 
up under the constitution of, or under any statute, treaty, 
commission or authority of the United States. 

The appeal from state courts is by writ of error, i.e. on law 
only; and applies as well in criminal as in civil cases. The 
Supreme Court will not act unless the federal question was 
raised in the court below (Chicago U. S. Mail Co. v. McGuire, 
1904, 196, U.S. 128). The circuit court of appeals, established 
in 2891, deals with appeals from the district and circuit courts of 
the United States, except where other provision is made, e.g. 
where the jurisdiction of the court appealed from is in question; 
in prize causes and convictions of capital crimes (U.S. Statutes, 
189z, c. c4, f  s); in cases involving the construction or application 
of the constitution; in cases arising in district or circuit courts 
involving the constitutional questions already stated as subject 
of appeal from state courts. 

The review by the circuit court of appeals is effected by 
appeal or by writ of error, and its decision is final, with certain  

exceptions but with power to certify cases to the Supreme Court 
for instructions (1891, c. 511, I 6) 

The Supreme Court hears appeals from the circuit court 
of appeals within the limits above stated, and appeals from 
the circuit and district courts in cases in which an appeal 
does not lie to the Circuit court of appeals, and has power 
to issue a certiorari to transfer a case from the circuit court of 
Appeals. (W. F. C.) 

APPEARANCE (from Lat. apparere, to appear), in law, the 
coming into court of either of the parties to a suit; the formal 
act by which a defendant submits himself to the jurisdiction of 
the court. The defendant in an action in the High Court of 
England enters his appearance to the writ of summons by 
delivering, either at the central office of the Supreme Court, or 
a district registry, a written memorandum either giving his 
solicitor's name or stating that he defends in person. He must 
also give notice to the plaintiff of his appearance, which ought, 
according to the time limited by the writ, to be within eight 
days after service; a defendant may, however, appear any time 
before judgment. The Rules of Ike Supreme Court, orders xii. 
and xiii., regulate the procedure with respect to the entering of 
an appearance, the giving of notice, the limit of time, the setting 
aside and the general effect of default of appearance. In 
county courts there is no appearance other than the coming 
into court of the parties to the suit. In criminal cases the 
accused appears in person. In civil cases infants appear by 
their guardians ad Wen; lunatics by their committee; com-
panies by a solicitor; friendly societies by the trustee or other 
officer appointed to sue or be sued on behalf thereof. 

APPENDICITIS, the modem medical term for inflammation 
of that part of the intestine which is known as the " appendix." 
Though not a new disease, there can be no doubt that it is far 
commoner than it used to be, though the explanation of this 
increased frequency is not yet forthcoming. Amongst the 
virulent micro-organisms associated with the disease no one 
specific germ has hitherto been found. It may be remarked that 
the theories that influenza, or the use of preserved foods, may 
be connected with the disease as cause and effect, have supporters. 
Sometimes the disease is due to the impaction of a pin, shot-corn, 
tooth-brush bristle, or fish-bone in the appendix, which has set 
up inflammation and ulceration. In many cases a patch of 
mortification with perforation of the appendix is caused by the 
presence of a bald faecal concretion, or " stercolith," which from 
its size, shape and appearance has been mistaken by a casual 
observer for a date-atone or cherry-atone. 

Apart from the fact of the more frequent occurrence of 
appendicitis, the disease is now better understood and more 
promptly recognized. It was formerly included under the term 
" perityphlitis "—that is, inflammation connected with the 
caecum or blind portion of the large intestine. But in the vast 
majority of cases the Inflammation begins to the appendix, not 
in the intestine proper. It is apt to extend and set up a localized 
peritonitis, which in the worst cases may become general. 

Appendicitis is more often met with in the young than the old, 
and in boys rather than girls; and in some families there is a 
strange predisposition towards it. It is often started by a chill, 
or by over-exertion, and sometimes the attack follows a blow or 
strain, or some other direct injury, after which the virulent 
micro-organisms seize on the mucous membrane and involve the 
appendix in acute inflammation. 

The appendix is a narrow tube, about the size of a goose-quill, 
with an average length of 3 in. It terminates in a blunt point, 
and from its worm-like shape is called oenniformis. It is an 
appendage of the large intestine, into which it opens, aid is 
regarded as the degenerate relic, surviving in man and other 
mammals, of an earlier form of intestine. Foreign bodies jawing 
down the intestinal canal may find their way into the appendix 
and lodge there. Frequently the diseased appendix is found 
blocked by bard faeces or undigested particles of food, such as 
nuts, fibrous vegetable matter, and other Imperfectly masticated 
substances; inflammation may occur, however, without the 
presence of any impacted material. The appendix may be 
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twisted, bent, or otherwise strangulated, or its orifice may be 
blocked, so that the tube is distended with mucus which can find 
no outlet; or ulceration of tuberculous or malignant origin 
may occur. Inflammation started in the appendix is liable to 
spread to the peritoneum, and herein lies the gravity of the 
affection and the indication for treatment. The symptoms vary 
from " indigestion," and slight pain and sickness, which pass off 
in a few short days, to an exceedingly violent illness, which may 
cause death in a few hours. Pain is usually first felt in the 
belly, low down on the right side or across the region of the 
navel; sometimes, however, it is diffuse, and at other times it is 
scarcely complained of. There is some fever, the temperature 
rising to sot or toe F., with nausea, and very likely with 
vomiting. The abdomen is tender to pressure, and the tenderness 
may be referred to the spot mentioned above. Some swelling 
may also be made out in that region. The attack may last for 
two, three or four days, and then subside. There are, however, 
other cases less well defined, in which the mischief pursues a 
latent course, producing little more than a vague abdominal 
uneasiness, until it suddenly advances into a violent stage. In 
some chronic cases the trouble continues, on and off, for months 
or even for years. 

On paper it is easy to arrange cases of appendicitis into three 
classes—catarrhal, ulcerative and mortifying—but in actual 

practice this is neither desirable 
nor possible. Such classification 
is based upon the symptoms, and 
in appendicitis symptoms may be 
actually misleading. The three 
conditions to which the surgeon 
chiefly looks for guidance are 
the aspect of the patient, the 
rate of his pulse and the degree 
of fever as shown by the ther-
mometer. But in certain cases 
of appendicitis, though the sur-
geon knows intuitively, or, at 
least, suspects, that the general 
condition is extremely serious, 
the patient looks fairly well and 
says that he is not in pain, his 
pulse-rate being but little quick-
ened and his temperature being 

but slightly above normal. Nevertheless, when the surgeon 
has opened the belly in the appendix region, he finds the 
appendix swollen, perforated and mortified, and lying in a 
stinking abscess, whilst inflammation has already spread to 
the neighbouring coils of intestine. Unfortunately, the surgeon 
can no more tell what he is going to find at his operation in 
some of these cases than he can foretell the course which any 
particular case is going to run. 

We may most usefully give here the symptoms as they are 
likely to be found in an ordinary case of appendicitis, and 
u they may be observed by one who is not a member of the 
medical profession, in a way that may prove helpful to him when 
circumstances have awakened his interest in the disease. 

The case taken shall be that of a boy at school, for, as already 
stated, boys are more prone to the disease than girls. The boy 
has had, may be, occasional attacks of " indigestion " which 
have duly passed away under the influence of aperient medicines, 
and, being heated at play, he has sat down upon the cold ground. 
Or he has got wet through or over-tired during a long walk or 
ride. At any rate, his vital powers have been suddenly lowered, 
and the micro-organisms teeming in his bowel have seized upon 
the lining membrane of the appendix. He feels out of sorts, and 
if he manages to eat a meal he very likely vomits it soon after, 
for the whole nervous system of his abdomen is disturbed by 
the local inflammation. The act of vomiting gives slight relief, 
however, and probably be begins to complain of pains in his 
bead as well as in his abdomen, and possibly he has an attack of 
shivering—the result of disturbance of his general nervous 
system. By this time be may be attacked with intense pain in  

the part of his abdomen a little above the middle of the right 
groin, and at that spot there may be a tenderness, and a feeling 
of resistance may be made out by the gentle pressure of the 
finger. In order to relax the pressure upon the tender area he 
probably lies with his right thigh slightly bent. By this time 
he may look ill, his face being slightly flushed, or pale and anxious. 
If the clinical thermometer is placed under his tongue, the index 
may rise a degree or two, perhaps several degrees, above normal, 
and his pulse may be quickened to cio or too beats a minute. 
Perhaps it is a good deal quicker than this. Later, the skin of 
the lower part of the right side of the abdomen may be flushed 
or reddened. 

This clinical picture leaves no room for doubt. The boy has 
an attack of acute septic inflammation of his appendix. Let it 
be that the symptoms have come on quickly, and that the 
affection is not more than ten or twelve hours old; no one can 
tell precisely what course the disease is going to run. It may be 
that with rest in bed, constant fomentations, and absolute 
starvation, the inflammation will subside; but it is just as 
likely that in spite of this judicious treatment the symptoms 
will go from bad to worse, and that a belated operation will fall 
to rescue the boy from a general 'peritonitis which may end 
fatally. But at present, solar as one can tell, the disease is still 
limited to the appendix. And what, at this moment, is the best 
line of treatment? Some practitioners would answer—" Let 
the acute attack settle down,and then, after a week or ten days; 
when everything is quiet, remove the appendix, for statistics 
show that when the operation is done in the quiet interval the 
results are extremely favourable, whilst if it is done in the acute 
stage the outlook is not so bright." This is quite right. But 
one cannot be sure that the " quiet interval " will ever arrive. 
The case in question may be one of those which rapidly go on 
froin bad to worse, and mortification and perforation of the 
appendix having taken place over some hard faecal concretion, 
general peritonitis is inevitable, with distension of the bowel and 
hopeless blood-poisoning. If it were certain that the attack of 
appendicitis would subside and become quiescent, it would be 
wise to wait. But it too often happens that the first attack is, 
indeed, the last. Acute appendicitis is one thing; relapsing 
appendicitis is another. The latter condition is very manageable. 

Inasmuch, then, as it is impossible to know what direction 
the disease will take, whether to quiescence or to disaster, it is 
for the greatest good in the greatest number of cases that the 
inflamed appendix be removed by operation whilst the disease 
is still limited to the appendix. It is highly probable that if 
every available hospital surgeon were asked if he had ever had 
cause to regret having advised early operation in a case of 
appendicitis the answer would be " No "; on the other band, 
every surgeon would be able to recall cases in which delay had 
been followed by disaster—which an early resort to operation 
would, in all probability, have prevented. 

If the disease is going to assume the severe form, all the 
symptoms, as a rule, increase in severity. The facial expression 
becomes more anxious, and the accumulation of gas in the 
paralysed intestine causes an increase in the abdominal disten-
sion, so that the patient lies with his knees drawn up. The 
vomiting continues. The pulse quickens to s ao or racy a minute, 
and the temperature rises, perhaps to roe F. The swelling and 
tenderness increase on the right side of the abdomen, and if the 
abscess does not find escape externally it probably bursts into 
the general peritoneal cavity, and the patient becomes bathed 
in profuse sweat, the result of blood-poisoning. Death is likely 
to follow within two days, the result of blood-poisoning and 
exhaustion. 

Catarrhal and Relapsing A pprodicitis.--Sotpe cases of appendi-
citis run a mild course, giving rise to no worse symptoms, perhaps, 
than those of " indigestion "and nausea, with a feeling of general 
discomfort in the abdomen, and, probably, some local tenderness. 
The attack may be preceded or accompanied by constipation. 
The administration of a mild aperient or an enema, test, 
starvation and fomentation will probably put matters right 
again--at any rate for a time. 
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This form of the disease may be due to the presence of 

" bolted," enchewed or indigestible food in that part of the 
large intestine into which the appendix opens. And these mild 
recurrent attacks may sometimes be got rid of altogether by 
baying the teeth put in order, and by inducing the individual 
to choose his food with discretion, to chew it carefully, to tabs 
his meals regularly and to eat slowly. - 

Obviously, these attacks are very different from those of 
the acute septic form of the disease described above, though 
there is no telling that one of them may not develop into the 
acute form. Some of the mild attacks are due to a kink in the 
appendix, or to some other condition which temporarily prevents 
the secretions of the appendix from finding their way into the 
large intestine. Others of them are caused by a passing catarrhal 
inflammation of the lining of the appendix and have a distant 
resemblance to a recurring " sore throat." 

After undergoing one or two of these mild attacks the patient 
would be well advised to have his appendix removed when it has 
once more got into the " quiet stage." Experience abundantly 
shows that the operation can then be performed with but slight 
disturbance of the patient, and with the smallest possible amount 
of tisk. And until his vulnerable appendix has been removed 
he is never safe. 

In the cloomit form of the disease though the patient is never 
desperately ill he is never quite well. He has pains and dis-
comfort in the abdomen, with slight tenderness and nausea, 
with " indigestion," as he may call it. And as one can never tell 
when the smouldering inflammation may break out into con-
flagration, be is well advised to submit himself to operation 
without further delay. To carry about a diseased appendix is to 
ran the constant risk of being laid up at a time most inconvenient, 
as when travelling or when staying in some place where skilled 
assistance is far distant or absolutely unobtainable. But having 
made up his mind that the appendix had better be removed, 
the patient can choose time, place and surgeon, and, having 
undergone a week's careful training for the ordeal, can safely 
count on being back at work again in a month or six weeks' 
time. 

As regards treatment, the greatest safety consists in the prompt 
removal of the inflamed appendix, and statistics show that if the 
operation can be done in the first or second day of even an acute 
attack, the result is generally favourable—that is to say, if the 
appendix can be removed whilst the disease is still shut up 
within its tissues. But in some cases ulceration and perforation, 
or mortification, may have taken place over a hard faecal 
concretion within the first twenty-four or forty-eight hours, 
and, the septic gertas having been let loose, peritonitis may 
have already set in, and operation may be followed by dis-
appointment Still, if the case had been left unoperated on, 
no other result could have been expected. It was not to the 
operation, but to the intensely acute disease that the calamity 
must be attributed. 

Nature is marvelously clever in some of these cases in shutting 
off the area of the disease by glucing together the neighbouring 
cogs of intestine, the limited local peritonitis causing the tissues 
to build themselves into a wall which securely shuts in the 
abscess cavity. But in other cases she seems helpless, no barrier 
being formed for limiting the area of disturbance. In such a 
case it is inevitable that disappointment must result from the 
surgeon delaying operation in the hope that delimitation might 
take place. And when at last he makes his incision he sees that 
the disease has had so long a start that his own chance of success 
is but a poor one. In a less severe attack, under the influence of 
rest, starvation and fomentation, and in cases of chronic and of 
relapsing disease, the surgeon may watch and wait and choose 
his own time for operating. But when the symptoms are steadily 
increasing in severity be should urge an immediate incision. 
When, as often happens, the inflammation begins suddenly and 
severely, and, under the influence of treatment, steadily quiets 
down, the surgeon does well to delay operation. But in a fort-
night or so, when everything has become once more quiet, he 
will urge the removal of the appendix, for this one attack is  

more than likely to be the forenniner of other attacks if the 
diseased appendix is left. 

The most serious cases are those in which the aspect, the 
pulse, and the temperature of the patient fall to give warning 
of a very advanced state of disease. Every surgeon of experience 
has met with cases in which, though there is nothing pointing 
to the fact that the patient is on the brink of a disaster, the 
operation has shown that the appendix is mortified, and that it 
is surrounded with abundant foul matter. It is then that he 
regretsnot having operated a day or two earlier. Consequently 
it is a good rule to operate in all doubtful cases. In cases in 
which one happens to know that previous attacks have passed 
off under palliative treatment, there is no need for immediate 
operation; the quiet interval may be safely waited for. But 
in cases in which there s" no history," and in which the surgeon 
has nothing to guide him, the greatest safety is in prompt 
operation. 

If an attack of acute appendicitis is allowed to take its course 
unoperated on, abscess forms in the peritoneal cavity in the 
region of the appendix, but if already inflammation has happily 
glued the intestines together around that area, the pus is confined 
within definite limits. But as the abscess increases in site the 
demand for its evacuation becomes urgent The pus, under the 
influence of a natural law, seeks its escape by the path of least 
resistance; sometimes this is into the intestine, and occasionally 
into the dadder. The most satisfactory course which it can take 
is through the wall of the abdomen and out above the right gsoin. 
As it is making its way in this direction the skin over that part 
becomes red, swollen, hot and tender, and the tissues between it 
and the skin become swollen and brawny. Rarely is firestearior 
to be made out until the pus has worked its way dose to the 
surface. Later, ulceration takes place in the undermined skin, 
and the stinking contents of the abscess escape, greatly to the 
relief of the patient. But long before this could 114p.pen the 
surgeon should have made an Incision through the inflamed 
tissues in order to give nature some greatly needed help. For 
in many cases she allows the pus blindly to discover that the 
course of least resistance is not towards the surface of the 
abdomen but through the inflammatory barrier formed by the 
adherent coils of bowel, and so into the general peritoneal cavity. 
This unfortunate issue may give temporary relief to the patient, 
so that he says that be feels much better, and that his pain has 
nearly gone. But though his temperature may fall, his pulse is 
apt to quicken—an ominous coupling of symptoms; the para-
lysed bowels become further distended, so that the lungs are 
pressed upon and breathing is embarrassed; hiccough comes on; 
and whether operation is now resorted to or not, a fatal end is 
highly probable. In other cases, the escaping pus finds its waY 
up towards the liver and forms an abscess below the base of the 
lungs. 

If operation is performed when appendicitis has run on to 
the formation of abscess, and the diseased appendix presents 
itself, it should of course be removed; but if it does not present 
itself the surgeon should abstain from making a determined 
search for it, as in so doing he may break down the barrier which 
nature has provided, and thus himself become the means of 
spreading a septic peritonitis. Nor should he attempt to make 
clean the foul abscess cavity. All that be should do is to provide 
for efficient drainage. A large proportion of these cases do 
extremely well with incision and drainage, and in the subsequent 
healing of the cavity the wreckage of the appendix either under-
goes disintegration or is rendered harmless for further anxiety. 

In some cases, however, the damaged appendix remains as a 
smouldering ember, ready at any moment to cause further con-
flagration. This is made manifest by lingering pains, and by 
tenderness and warnings after the abscess has healed, and the 
patient will be well advised to have what it left of the appendix 
removed by operation at a time of quiescence. The operation, 
however, may turn out to be a very difficult one. Sometimes 
the wound by which the abscess has been evacuated, by nature 
or by art, refuses to heal completely, a little discharge of a faecal 
odour continuing to escape. The small wound leads into a 
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faecal fistula, and a bent probe passed along it would probably 
find its way into the boweL The wound is likely to dose of itself 
In due course; but if after many weeks of disappointment it 
still continues to discharge, the surgeon may advise an operation 
for its obliteration. 

It occasionally happens that after operation the scar of the 
wound in the abdominal wall yields under the pressure from 
within, and a bulging of the intestines beneath the skin occurs. 
This is called a ventral hernia, and if the patient cannot be made 
comfortable by wearing a truss with a large fiat pad, an operation 
may be deemed advisable. 

If, in a case of appendicitis, for one reason or another operation 
is to be delayed, what treatment should be resorted to? The 
patient should be put to bed with his knees resting over a pillow, 
and a large fomentation under oil silk should be laid over the 
lower part of the abdomen. No food should be given beyond 
an occasional sip of hot water. Purgatives should not be 
administered, as this would be to set in movement an inflamed 
piece of boweL If the case is not acute, a large enema of soap 
and water with turpentine may be given, or, possibly, a dose of 
castor oil by the mouth. As.a rule, however, it is unwise to set 
the boweb in vigorous action until the diseased appendix has 
been removed. No opium should be given. 

Acute intestinal obstruction, cancer of the intestine, inflam-
mation of the ovary, typhoid fever and renal and gallstone 
colic, are affections which are apt to beinistaken for appendicitis. 
The first of these resembles it most closely, and diagnosis is 
sometimes impossible without resort to operation. And it is a 
fortunate thing that, when error of diagnosis has been made, 
the operation which was designed for dealing with an inflamed 
appendix may be directed with equal advantage to the morbid 
condition which is found on opening the abdomen. In typhoid 
fever the characteristic temperature, the general condition of 
the pats' t, and the presence of delirium are differentiating 
signs of Importance, in renal and gallstone colic the situation 
and the more paroxysmal character of the pain are usually 
distinctive. (E. 0.•) 

APPENDICULATA, a zoological name introduced by E. Ray 
Lankester (preface to the English edition of C. Gegenbaur's 
Comparative Anatomy), and employed by the same writer in the 
9th edition of this encyclopaedia (article "Zoology") to denote the 
eighth phylum, or major division, of codomate animals. The 
animals thus associated, the Rotifer*, Chaetopoda and Arthro-
pods, are composed of a larger or smaller number of hollow rings, 
each ring possessing typically a pair of hollow lateral appendages, 
moved by intrinsic muscles and penetrated by blood-spaces. 

APPENDIX!, FRANCISCO MARIA (1768-1837), Italian 
historian and philologist, was born at Poirino, near Turin, on 
the 4th of November r768. Educated at Rome, he took orders 
and was sent to Ragusa, where he was appointed professor of 
rhetoric. When the French seized Ragusa, Napoleon placed 
Appendinl at the head of the Ragusan academy. After the 
Austrian occupation he was appointed principal of a college at 
Zara, where he died in 1837. Appendini's chief work was his 
Notizie Istericocriticke sulk Antichita, Stork, e Lettcratura dci 
Ragusci (i8o2-18o3). 

APPEIITILL, one of the cantons of north-east Switzerland, 
entirely surrounded by the canton of St Gall; both were formed 
out of the dominions of the prince abbots of St Gall, whence the 
name Appenzell (abbotie cella). It is an alpine region, particu-
larly in its south portion, where rises the Alpstein limestone 
range (culminating in the Santis, 8226 ft.), though towards the 
north the surface is composed rather of green hills, separating 
green hollows in which nestle neat villages and small towns. 
It is mainly watered by two streams that descend from the 
Santis, the Urnasch joining the Sitter (on which is the capital, 
Appenzell), which later flows into the Thur. There are light 
railways from Appenzell to St Gall either (22i in.) past Gais or 
(20} in.) past Herisau, as well as lines from St Gall to Trogen 
(6 m.) and from Rorschach to Heiden (4 in.). Since 1397 it has 
bees divided, for religious reasons, into two half-cantons, which 
are quite independent of each other, and differ in many points. 

The north and west portion or Amster Rheims has a total area 
of 93.6 sq. In. (of which 90.6 are classed as " productive "; 
forests covering 221 sq. In. and glaciers •038 sq. TILL with a 
Population (in 1900) of 35,28r, mainly German-speaking, and 
containing 49,797  Protestants as against 308 Romanists. Its 
political capital is Trogen (q.v.), though the largest town is 
Herisau (q.v.), while Tholes has 4393 inhabitants, and Heiden 
(3745 inhabitants) in the northeast corner is the most frequented 
of the many goats' whey cure resorts for which the entire canton 
is famous (Urnlsch and Gais are also in Anna Rhoden). This 
half-canton is divided into three administrative districts, 
comprising twenty communes, and is mainly industrial,the manu-
facture of cotton goods, muslins, and embroidery being very 
flourishing. It sends one member (elected by the Landegeoneinde) 
to the federal Sidnderath and three to the federal Natianalratle 
(elected by a direct popular vote). 

The south or more mountainous portion of Appenzell forms 
the half-canton of Appcnzell, inner Rhoden. It has a total area 
of 66-7 sq. in. (of which 62.8 sq. rn. are classed as " peoductive," 
forests covering '2.8 sq. an. and glaciers -38 sq. m.), and a total 
population of 13,407, practically all German-speaking, and all but 
833 Roraanists. Its political capital is Appauell (q.v.), which is 
also the largest village, while Wcissbad (near it) and Gorgon are 
the best-known goats' whey cure resorts. Embroidery and 
muslin arc made in this half-canton, though wholly at home by 
the work-people. But it is very largely pastoral, oontaiaing 168 
mountain pastures or " alps," maintaining each summer 4000 
cows, and of an estimated capital value of 3,682,955 francs (tbe 
figures for Ausser Rhoden are respectively too alps, goo cows, 
and 1,749,902 francs). Inner Rhoden is extremely conservative, 
and has the reputation of always rejecting any federal Referen-
dum. For similar reasons it has preserved many old customs 
and costumes, those of the women being very elaborate and 
picturesque, while the herdsmen have retained their festival 
attire of red waistcoats, embroidered braces and canary-coloured 
shorts. It sends one member (named by the Landsgconeiade) to 
the federal Slandered., and one also to the federal Nationedralls, 
while it forms but a single administrative district, though divided 
into six communes. 

To the outer world the canton of Appenzell is best known by 
its institution of Landsgasseinden, or primitive democratic 
assemblies held in the open air, in which every male citizen 
(not being disqualified) over twenty years of age must (under a 
money penalty) appear personally; each half-canton has such 
an assembly of its own, that of Inner Rhoden always meeting 
at Appenzell, and that of Ausser Rhoden in the odd years at 
Hundwil (near Herisau) and in the even years at Trogen. This 
institution is of immemorial antiquity,and the meetings in either 
case are always held on the last Sunday In April. The Lands-
teasel:We is the supreme legislative authority, and elects both the 
executive (in Inner Rhoden composed of nine members and called 
Standeskommission, and in Ausscr Rhoden of seven members 
and called Regiernagrratk) and the president or Landonneann; 
in each half-canton there is also a sort of standing committee 
(composed of the members of the executive and representatives 
from the communes—in Inner Rhoden one member per 250 or 
fraction over 135 of the population, and in Ausser Rhoden one 
member per woo of the inhabitants) which prepares business for 
the Lagdgenicinde and decides minor matters; in Inner Rhoden 
it is named the Grossrath and in Ausscr Rhoden the Kanionsratk. 
As various old-fashioned ceremonies are observed at the meetings 
and the members each appear with his girded sword, the sight of 
a meeting of the Landsgenseinde is most striking and interesting. 
The existing constitution of Inner Rhoden dates mainly from 
1872, and that of Ausser Rhoden from 2876. 

By the middle of the ezth century the abbots of St Call bad 
established their power in the land later called Appcnzell, which, 
too, became thoroughly teutonized, its early inhabitants having 
probably been romanized Raetians. But as early as 1377, this 
portion of the abbots' domains formed an alliance with the 
Swabian free imperial cities and adopted a constitution of its 
owe. The repeated attempts of the abbots to put down this 
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independence of their rule were defeated in the battles of Vogelin-
aegg (1403), north-west of Trogen, and of the Stoss (1405), 
the pass leading from Gais over to Altstitten in the Rhine valley. 
In 1411 Appenzell was placed under the " protection " of the 
Swiss Confederation, of which, in 1452, it became an " allied 
member," and in 1513 a full member. Religious differences 
broke up the land after the Reformation into two portions, each 
called Rhoden, a term that in the singular is said to mean a 
" clearing," and occurs in 1070, long before the final separation. 
From 1798 to 18o3 Appenzell, with the other domains of the abbot 
of St Gall, was formed into the canton Santis of the Helvetic 
Republic, but in 18o3, on the creation of the new canton of St 
Gall, shrank back within its former boundaries. The oldest 
codes of the laws and customs of the land date from 1409 and 
1585, the original DIS. of the latter (called the " Silver Book " 
from its silver clasps) being still used in Inner Rhoden when, at 
the close of the annual Landsgemeinde, the newly elected Landon-
mann first takes the oath of office, and the assembled members 
then take that of obedience to him, in either case with uplifted 
right hands. 

See also Appenullischt Jahr'...rher (3 series from 1854, Trogen); 
G. Baumberger, "Juhu../unou "—Appen.tellerland and A ppes-
selltrierit (Einsiedeln. 19o); J. G. Ebel, Stiolderung d. Gebirgst otter 
d. Sikt riz, vol. f. (Lciprig. 1798); W. Kobelt, Dge Altnorthschafi 
ins Kant. App. Inner Rhoden (Soleure, 1899); 1. B. Richman, 
APPertzell (London, 1895): H. Ryfiel, Die schwesz. Landsgemeinden 
(Zurich, 1903); J. J. Tobler and A. Struby, Die Alpsorthsohaft its 
Kant. App. AUSSCI Rhoden (Soleure, 1900): J. C. Zellweger, 
Gesekithte d. app. Volker (to 4597). 6 vats in t I parts (Trogen, 
183o-1838): J.C. Zellweger, junior. Der Kant. App. (Trogen, 1867 
A. Tobler, Das I'olkslied ins A ppenzellerland (Basel, 1906): J. 
Blumer, Stoats- fold Rechisgeschuhte d. schweiz. Demokratien (31. 
St Gall. 1850-1859). (W. A. B. C.) 

APPENZELL, the political capital of the Inner Rhoden half 
of the Swiss canton of Appenzell. It is built in a smiling green 
hollow on the left bank of the Sitter stream, which is formed by 
the union of several mountain torrents descending from the 
Santis. By light railways it is 121 in. from St Gall past Gais or 
201 M. past Herisau. Its chief streets are paved, but it is rather 
a large village than a town, though in woo it had 4574  inhabit-
ants, practically all German-speaking and Romanists. It has a 
stately modern parish church (attached to a Gothic choir), a 
small but very ancient chapel of the abbots of St Gall (whose 
summer residence was this village), and two Capuchin convents 
(one for men, founded in 1588, and one for women, founded in 
1613). Among the archives, kept in the sacristy of the church, 
are several banners captured by the Appenzellers in former 
days, among them one taken in 1406 at Imst, near Lanedeck, 
with the inscription Huard Teufd, though popularly this 
number is multiplied a thousandfold. In the principal square 
the Landsgemeinde (or cantonal democratic assembly) is held 
annually in the open air on the last Sunday in April. The 
inhabitants are largely employed in the production of embroidery, 
though also engaged in various pastoral occupations. About 
21 m. by road south-east of Appenzell is Weissbad, a well-known 
goat's whey cure establishment, while hours above it is the 
quaint little chapel of \Vildkirchli, built (1648) in a rock cavern, 
on the way to the Santis. (W. A. B. C.) 

APPERCEPTION (Lat. ad and percipere, perceive), in 
psychology, a term used to describe the presentation of an 
object on which attention is fixed, in relation to the sum of 
consciousness previous to the presentation and the mind as a 
whole. The word was first used by Leibnitz, practically in the 
sense of the modern Attention (q.v.), by which an object is 
apprehended as " not-self " and yet in relation to the self. In 
Kantian terminology apperception is (t) transcendental—the 
perception of an object as involving the consciousness of the 
pure self as subject, and (2) empirical,—the cognition of the self 
in its concrete existence. In (t) apperception is almost equivalent 
to self-consciousness; the existence of the ego may be more 
or less prominent, but it is always involved. According to J. F. 
Herbert (q.v.) apperception is that process by which an aggregate 
or" mass " of presentations becomes systematized (apperception:- 
tyska') by the accretion of new elements, either sense-given or  

product of the inner workings of the mind. Be thus emphasises 
in apperception the connexion with the self as resulting from 
the sum of antecedent experience. Hence in education the 
teacher should fully acquaint himself with the mental develop-
ment of the pupil, in order.that he may make full use of what 
the pupil already knows. 

Apperception is thus a general term for all mental processes 
in which a presentation is brought into connexion with an 
already existent and systematized mental conception, and 
thereby is classified, explained or, in a word, understood; 
e.g. a new scientific phenomenon is explained in the light of 
phenomena already analysed and classified. The whole in-
telligent life of man is, consciously or unconsciously, a process 
of apperception, inasmuch as every act of attention involves the 
appercipient process. 

See Karl Lange. Veber Apperception (6th ed. revised, Leipzig, 
1899: trans. E. T. Brown, Boston,• 1893); G. F. Stout, Analytic 
Psychology (London. :896). bk. ii. ch . vol., and in general text-books 
of psychology; also PSYCHOLOGY. 

APPERLEY. CHARLES JAMB (1777-1843), English sports-
man and sporting writer, better known as " Nimrod," the 
pseudonym under which he published his works on the chase 
and the turf, was born at Plasgronow, near Wrexham, in Denbigh-
shire, in 1777. Between the years iflos and 1820 he devoted 
himself to fox-hunting. About 1821 he began to contribute to 
the Sporting Magazine, under the pseudonym of " Nimrod," a 
series of racy articles, which helped to double the circulation 
of the magazine in a year or two. The proprietor, Mr Pittman, 
kept for " Nimrod " a stud of hunters, and defrayed all expenses 
of his tours, besides giving him a handsome salary. The death 
of Mr Pittman, however, led to a law-suit with the proprietors 
of the magazine for money advanced, and Apperley, to avoid 
imprisonment, had to take up his residence near Calais (1830), 
where he supported himself by his writings. He died in London 
on the 19th of May 1843. The most important of his works are: 
Remarks on the Condition of Hunters, the Choice of Horses, &c. 
(1831); The Chase, the Turf, and the Road (originally written for 
the Qmarkrly Review), (1837); Memoirs of the Life of the Late 
John Afylion (1837); Nimrod's Northern TOW' (1838); Nimrod 
Abroad (1842); The Horse and the Hound (a reprint from the 
seventh edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica) (5842); Hunting 
Reminiscences (1843). 

APPERT, BENJAMIN NICOLAS MARIE (1797-1847), French 
philanthropist, was born in Paris on the loth of September z 797. 
While a young man he introduced a system of mutual instruction 
into the regimental schools of the department of the Nord. The 
success which it obtained induced him to publish a Manual 
setting forth his system. While engaged in teaching prisoners at 
alontaigu, he fell under the suspicion of having connived at the 
escape of two of them, and was thrown into the prison of La 
Force. On his release he resolved to devote the rest of his life 
to bettering the condition of those whose lot he had for a time 
shared, and he travelled much over Europe for the purpose of 
studying the various systems of prison discipline, and wrote 
several books on the subject. After the revolution of 5830 he 
became secretary to Queen Marie Amelie, and organized the 
measures taken for the relief of the needy. He was decorated 
with the Legion of Honour in 5835. 

His brother, FRANCOIS APPERT (d. 1840), was the inventor of 
the method of preserving food by enclosing it in hermetically 
sealed tins; he left a work entitled Art de conserver les substances 
animaks et vIgliables. 

APPIAN (Gr. 'Arrineta), of Alexandria, Roman histarian. 
flourished during the reigns of Trajan, Hadrian and Antoninus 
Pius. He tells us that, after having filled the chief offices in 
his native place, he repaired to Rome, where he practised as an 
advocate. When advanced in years, he obtained, by the good 
offices of his friend Fronto, the dignity of imperial procurator—
it is supposed in Egypt. His work (Twactixii) in twenty-four 
books, written in Greek, is rather a number of monographs than 
a connected history. It gives an account of various peoples and 
countries from the earliest times down to their incorporation 
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into the Roman empire. Besides a preface, there are extant 
eleven complete books and considerable fragments. In spite of 
its unattractive style, the work is very valuable, especially for 
the period of the civil wars. 

Editio princepa. 1551; Schweighauser, 1785; Bekker 1857; 
Mendelssohn, 1878-1995. English translations: by W. B.. 3578 
(black letter); .  J. [navies!, 1679; H. White, 1899 (Bohn's   
Library); bk. I. ed. by J. L. Strachan-Davidson, 1902. 

APPIAN!, ANDREA (1754-1817), the best fresco painter of his 
age, was born at Milan. He was made pensioned artist to the 
kingdom of Italy by Napoleon, but lost his allowance after the 
events 9f 1814 and fell into poverty. Corrcggio was his model, 
and his best pieces, which are in the-church of Santa Maria presto 
San Celso and the royal palace at Milan, almost rival those of 
his great master. He also painted Napoleon and the chief 
personages of his court. Among the most graceful of his oil-
paintings are his " Venus and Love," and " Rinaldo in the 
Garden of Armida." He is known as" the elder," to distinguish 
him from his great-nephew Andrea Appiani (1857-1865), an 
historical painter at Rome. Other painters of the same name 
were Niccolo Appiani (11 isto) and Francesco Appiani (1704- 
1 793). 

APPIA, VIA, a high-road leading from Rome to Carimania 
and lower Italy, constructed in 312 lac. by the censor Appius 
Claudius Caccus. It originally ran only as far as Capua, but was 
successively prolonged to Beneventum, Venusia, Tarentum and 
Brundusium, though at what dates is unknown. Probably it 
was extended as far as Beneventum not long after the coloniza-
tion of this town in 268 D.C., and it seems to have reached 
Venusia before 290 B.C. Horace, in the journey to Brundusium 
described in Sae. i. 5, fpllowed the Via Appia as far as 
Beneventum, but not beyond. 

• The original road was no doubt only gravelled (glarea strata); 
in 298 B.C. a footpath was laid sax° quadrate from the Porta 
Capena, by which it left Rome, to the temple of Mars, about t m. 
from the gate. Three years later, however, the whole road was 
paved with silez from the temple to Boylan, and in 191 B.C. 
the first mile from the gate to the temple was similarly treated. 
The distance from Rome to Capua was 132 ro. For the first few 
miles the road is flanked by an uninterrupted series of tombs 
and other buildings (see L. Caning, Via Appia, Rome, 18g3). 
As far as Terracina it ran in an almost entirely straight line, 
even through the Alban Hills, where the gradients are steep. 
A remarkably fine embankment belonging to it still exists at 
Alicia. At Forum Appii it entered the Pomptine Marshes; 
that this portion (19 m. long, hence called Decennovium) belonged 
to the original road was proved by the discovery at Ad Medias 
(Mesa) of a milestone of about 159 ac. (Ch. Hulsen, in Romische 
lf Medal:gen, 1889, 83; 2895,301). A still older road ran along 
the foot of the Volscian mountains past Cora, Norba and Sctia; 
this served as the post road until the end of the 18th century. 
At the time of Strabo and Horace, however, it was the practice 
to travel by canal from Forum Appii to Locus Fcroniae; to 
Nerva and Trajan were due the paving of the road and the repair 
of the bridges along this section. Theodoric in A.D. 486 ordered 
the execution of similar repairs, the success of which is recorded 
in inscriptions, but in the middle ages it was abandoned and 
Impassable, and was only renewed by Pius VI. The older road 
crossed the back of the promontory at the foot of which Terracina 
stands; in imperial times, probably, the rock was cut away 
perpendicularly for a height of 120 ft. to allow the road to pass. 
Beyond Fundi it passed through the mountains to Forrniae, the 
engineering of the road being itoteworthy; and thence by 
Slinturnae and Sinuessa (towns of the Aurunci which had been 
conquered in 314 a.c.) 1  to Capua. The remains of the road in 
this first portion are particularly striking. 

Between Capua and Beneventum, a distance of 32 m., the 
road passed near the defile of Caudium (see .CAUDINE Forms). 
The modern highroad follows the ancient line, and remains of the 

It is important to note how the Romans followed up every 
victory with a road.  

latter, with the exception of three well-preserved bridges, which 
still serve for the modern highroad, are conspicuous by their 
absence. The portion of the road from Rome to Beneventum is 
described by Sir R. Colt Hoare, Classical Taw through Italy, 
57 seq. (London, 1829). He was accompanied on his journey, 
made in 1789, by the artist Carlo Labruzzi, who executed a series 
of 226 drawings, the greater part of which have not been pub-
lished; they are described by T. Ashby in Melanges de ?Ards 
Francaise de Rome (1903), p. 375 Sal•, and Aid deiCongresso Inter-
nagionak perk Scienze Storicke, voL v. (Rome, 1904), P. 125 seq. 

From Beneventum to Brundusium by the Via Appia, through 
Venusia and Tarentum, was 202 in. A shorter route, but more 
fitted for mule traffic, though Horace drove along part of ita 
ran by Aequum Tuticum, Aecae, Herdoniac, Canusium, Barium, 
and Gnatia (Strabo vi. 282); it was made into a main road b3 
Trajan, and took the name Via Traiana. The original road, too, 
adopted in imperial times a more devious but easier route by 
Aeclanum instead of by Trevicum. This was restored by 
Hadrian for the as m. between Beneventum and Aedanurn. 
Under Diocletian and afaximian a road (the Via Herculia) was 
constructed from Aequum Tuticum to Pons Aufidi near Venusia, 
where it crossed the Via Appia and went on into Lucania, passing 
through Potentia and Grumentum, and joining the Via Popilia 
near Nerulum. Though it must have lost much of its importance 
through the construction of the Via Traiana, the last portion 
from Tarentum to Brundusium was restored by Constantine 
about A.D. 315. 

The Via Appia was the most famous of Roman roads; Statius. 
Silme, ii. 2. 12, calls it knegarton retina outrun. It was administered 
under the empire by a curator of praetorian rank, as were the other 
important roads of Italy. A large number of milestones and other 
inscri ptions iren laptaiunfAiitzbrepair at varioouginescsa.are38kn

selow.n(Stur- 
137ft. 7896)- 	 2 	(T. As.) 

APPIN, a coast district of Argyllshire, Scotland, bounded W. 
by Loch Linnhe, S. by Loch Creran, E. by the districts of Bender-
loch' and Lorne, and N. by Loch Leven. It lies north-east to 
south-west, and measures 14 m. In length by 7 ra. in breadth. 
The scenery of the coast is extremely beautiful, and inland the 
country is rugged and mountainous. The principal hills are 
the double peaks of Ben Vair (3362 ft. and 3284 ft.) and Creag 
Ghorm (2372 ft.) in the north, and Fraochie (2883 ft.), Meall 
Ban (2148 ft.) and Ben Mhic na Ceisich (2093 ft.) near the right 
flank of Glen Creran. The chief streams are the Coe and Larocha 
flowing into Loch Leven, the Duror and Salachan flowing into 
Loch Linnhe, and the Iola and Crean flowing into Loch Creran. 
The leading industries comprise slate and granite quarries and 
lead mining. Ballachulish, Duror, Portnacroish, Appin and 
Port Appin arc the principal villages. Ballachulish and Port 
Appin are ports of call for steamers, and the Caledonian railway 
company's branch line from Connel Ferry to Ballachulish runs 
through the coast land and has stations at Creagan, Appin, 
Duror, Kentallen and Ballachulish Ferry. Appin was the country 
of a branch of the Stewarts. 

APPLAUSE (Lat. applauders, to strike upon, clap), primarily 
the expression of approval by clapping of hands, Ire.; generally 
any expression of approval. The custom of applauding is doubt-
less as old and as widespread as humanity, and the variety of its 
forms is limited only by the capacity for devising means of 
making a noise. Among civilized nations, however, it has at 
various times been subject to certain conventions. Thus the 
Romans had a set ritual of applause for public performances, 
expressing degrees of approval: snapping the finger and thumb, 
clapping with the flat or hollow palm, waving the flap of the toga, 

From Beneventum he followed the older line of the Via Appia 
to Trevicum; thence, leaving the main road at Aquilonia, be went to 
Ausculum (" quod verso dieere non est "), the mod. Aseoll Satriano, 
by a by-road, for the milestones which have been found there, 
though theyarobably belong to the Via Traiana, cannot be in their 
original position, but must have been- transplanted thither (Th. 
Mommsen an corp. Inserip. Lat., ix. 188.3, No. 6016)—and on to 
Herdoniae (why Mommsen says that he left Herdoniae on the left, 
op. rut. p. 592, is not clear), where he joined the line of the later Via 
Traiana. 
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for which last the emperor Aurelian substituted a handkerchief 
(ararium), distributed to all Roman citizens (see Srott). In 
the theatre, at the close of the play, the chief actor called out 
" Valete et plaudite! ", and the audience, guided by an unofficial 
choregus, chaunted their applause antijohonally. This was 
often organized and paid for (Blittiger, Ober das Applaudieren 
ins Theater bei den Allen, Leipz., i822): When Christianity 
became fashionable the customs of the theatre were transferred 
to the churches. Eusebius (Hist. Excl. vii. 3o) says that Paul 
of Samosata encouraged the congregation to applaud his preach-
ing by waving linen cloths (Marais), and in the 4th and sth 
centuries applause of the rhetoric of popular preachers bad 
become an established custom. Though, however, applause 
may provide a healthy stimulus, its abuse has led to attempts 
at abolishing or restricting it even in theatres. The institution, 
of the claque, people hired by performers to applaud them, has 
largely discredited the custom, and indiscriminate applause has 
been felt as an intolerable interruption to serious performances. 
The reverential spirit which abolished applause in church has 
tended to spread to the theatre and the concert-room, largely 
under the influence of the quasi-religious atmosphere of the 
Wagner performances at Baireuth. In Germany (e.g. the court 
theatres at Berlin) applause during the performance and 
" calling before the curtain " have been officially forbidden, but 
even in Germany this is felt to be in advance of public opinion. 
(See also ACCIASIATION and CHEERING.) 

APPLE (a common Teut. word, A.S. aepl:aeppel, 0.H.G. apkul, 
a pkal, apfal , mod. Ger. A pfel), the fruit of Pyres M alas, belonging 
to the sub-order Pongaceat, of the natural order Rosaceac. It 
is one of the most widely cultivated and best-known and appreci-
ated of fruits belonging to temperate climates. In its wild state 
it is known as the crab-apple, and is found generally distributed 
throughout Europe and western Asia, growing in as high a 
latitude asTrondhjem in Norway. The crabs of Siberia belong 
to different species of Pyrus. The apple-tree as cultivated is a 
moderate-sized tree with spreading branches, ovate, acutely 
serrated or crenated leaves, and flowers in corymbs. The fruit is 
too well known to need any description of its external character-
istics, The apple is successfully cultivated in higher latitudes 
than any other fruit tree, growing up to 6s °  N., but notwith-
standing this, its blossoms are more susceptible of injury from 
frost than the flowers of the peach or apricot. It comes into 
flower much later than these trees, and so avoids the night 
frost which would be fatal to its fruit-bearing. The apples which 
are grown in northern regions are, however, small, hard, and 
crabbed, the best fruit being produced in hot summer climates, 
such as Canada and the United States. Besides in Europe and 
America, the fruit is now cultivated at the Cape of Good Hope, 
in northern India and China, and in Australia and New 
Zealand. 

Apples have been cultivated in Great Britain probably since 
the period of the Roman occupation, but the names of many 
varieties indicate a French or Dutch origin of much later data 
In i688 Ray enumerated seventy-eight varieties in cultivation 
in the neighbourhood of London, and now it is calculated that 
about a000 kinds can be distinguished. According to the 
purposes for which they are suitable, they can be classed as-
st, dessert; 2nd, culinary; and 3rd, cider apples. The 

principal dessert apples are the Pippins *piles, seedlings), of 
which there are numerous varieties. As culinary apples, besides 
Rennets and other dessert kinds, Codlins and Biffins are culti-
vated. In England, Herefordshire and Devonshire are famous 
for the cultivation of apples, and in these counties the manu-
facture of cider (q.t.) is an important industry. Cider is also 
extensively prepared in Normandy and in Holland. Verjuice is 
the fermented juice of crab apples. 

A large trade in the importation of apples is carried on in 
Britain, imports coming chiefly from rrench, Belgian and Dutch 
growers, and from the United States and British North America. 
Dried and pressed apples are imported from France for stewing, 
under the name of Normandy Pippins, and similarly prepared 
fruits come also from America. 

The apple may be propagated by seeds to obtain stocks for 
grafting, and also for the production of new varieties. The 
established sorts are usually increased by grafting, the method 
called whip-grafting being preferred. The stocks should be at 
least as thick as the finger; and should be headed back to where 
the graft is to be fixed in January, unless the-weather is frosty, 
but in any case before vegetation becomes active. The scions 
should be cut about the same time, and laid in firmly in a trench, 
in contact with the moist soil, until required. 

The tree will thrive in any good well-drained soil, the best 
being a good mellow calcareous loam, while the less iron there is in 
the subsoil the better. The addition of marl to soils that are not 
naturally calcareous very much improves them. The trees are 
liable to canker in undrained soils or those of a hot sandy nature. 
Where the soil is not naturally rich enough, it should be well 
manured, but not to the extent of encouraging ever-luxuriance. 
It is better to apply manure in the form of a compost than to use 
it in a fresh state or unmixed. 

To form an orchard, standard trees should be planted at from 
as to 4o ft. between the rows, according to the fertility of the soil 
and other considerations. The trees should be selected with 
clean, straight, self-supporting stems, and the head should be 
shapely and symmetrical, with the main branches well balanced. 
In order to obtain such a stem, all the leaves on the first shoot 
from the graft or bud should be encouraged to grow, and in the 
second season the terminal bud should be allowed to develop a 
further leading shoot, while the lateral shoots should be allowed 
to grow, but so that they do not compete with the leader, on 
which the growth of leaves should be encouraged in order that 
they may give additional strength to the stem below them. The 
side shoots should be removed gradually. so that the diminution of 
foliage in this direction may not exceed the increase made by.the 
new branches and shoots of the upper portion. Dwarf pyramids, 
which occupy less space than open dwarfs, if not allowed to grow 
tall, may be planted at from so to t 2 ft. apart. Dwarf bush trees 
may be planted from so to is ft. apart, according to the variety 
and the soil. Dwarf bushes on the Paradise stock are both orna-
mental and useful in small gardens, the trees being always 
conveniently under control. These bush trees, which must be 
on the proper stock—the French Paradise—may be planted at 
first 6 ft. apart, with the same distance between the rows, the 
space being afterwards increased, if desired, to 12 ft. apart, by 
removing every alternate row. 

" Cordons " are trees trained to a single shoot, the laterals of 
which are kept spurred. They are usually trained horizontally, 
at about r} ft. from the ground, and may consist of one stem or 
of two, the stems in the latter case being trained in opposite 
directions. In cold districts the finer sorts of apples may be 
grown against walls as upright or oblique cordons. From these 
cordon trees very fine fruit may often be obtained. The apple may 
also be grown as an espalier tree, a form which does not require 
much lateral space. The ordinary trained trees for espaliers and 
walls should be planted soft -apart. 

The fruit of the apple is produced on spurs which form on the 
branchlets of two years old andupwards, and continue fertile for 
a series of years. The principal pruning should be performed in 
summer, the young shoots if crowded being thinned out, and the 
superabundant laterals shortened by breaking that, half through. 
The general winter pruning of the trees may take place any time 
from the beginning of November to the beginning of March, in 
open weather. The trees are rather subject to the attacks of the 
American blight, the white cottony substance found on the bark 
and developed by an insect (Eriosonsa malt), somewhat similar 
to the green-fly of the garden, but not a true aphis. It may be 
removed by scrubbing with a hard brush, by painting the affected 
spots with any bland oil, or by washing them with dilute paraffin 
and soft soap. 

The apple-blossom weevil (Antkononrus pornorugn), a small 
reddish-brown beetle, often causes serious damage to the &Wen. 
The female bores and lays an egg in the unopened bud, and the 
maggot feeds on the stamens and pistil. The weevil hibernates 
in the crannies of the bark or in the soil at the base of the trees, 
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and bandages of tarred doth placed round the stem in spring 
will prevent the female from crawling up. 

The codlin moth (Carpocapsa pomonana) lays its eggs in May 
in the calyx of the flowers. The young caterpillar, which is 
white with black head and neck, gnaws its way through the fruit, 
and pierces the rind. When nearly full grown it attacks the core, 
and the fruit soon drops. The insect emerges and spins its 
cocoon in a crack of the bark. 

To check this disease the apples which fall before ripening 
should be promptly removed. A loosely made hay-band twisted 
round the stem about a foot from the ground is of use. The 
grubs will generally choose the bands in which to make their 
cocoon; at the end of the season the bands are collected and 
burned. 

The following are a few of the most approved varieties of the 
apple tree, arranged in order of their ripening, with the mouths 
in which they arc in use:— 

Dessert Apr yes. 
White Juneating 	  July 
Early Red Margaret 	  Aug. 
Irish Peach . 	. 	. 	 Aug. 
Devonshire Quarrenden 	  Aug.. Sept. 
Duchess of Oldenburg   Aug., Sept. 
Red Astrachan 	  Sept. 
KertsylvDmin   Sept., Oct.. 
Pea 	's Nonesuch 	  Sept.-Nov. 
Sam oung 	  Oct.-Dec. 
King of the Pippins 	  Oct . -Jan. 
Cox 's Orange Pippin 	  Oct.-Feb. 
Court of W ick 	  Oct.-Mar. 
Blenheim Pippin 	  Nov.-Feb . 

Sykehouse Russet   Nov.-Feb. 
Fearn's Pippin 	  Nov.-Mar . 

Mannington's Pearmain 	  Nov.-Mar . 

Margil   Nov.-Mar . 

Ribston Pippin 	  Nov.-M, 
Golden Pippin 	  Nov.-Jan . 

Reinette de Canada 	  Nov -Apr 
Ashmead's Kernel   Nov.-Apr. 
White Winter Calville (grown under glass) • Dec -Mar 
Braddick's Nonpareil . . . . . . Dec.-Apr. 
Court•pendO Plat   Dec-Apr . 

Northern Spy 	  Dec -M IV 

Cornish Gilliflower 	  Dec.-Ma) 
Scarlet Nonpareil 

: 
an-Mar. 

 ritipa;* Cockle's Pippin 	  
Lamb Abbey Pearmain 	  an . -May.  
Old Nonpareil 	  an.-May 
Duke of Devonshire 	  eb.-May 
Stunner Pippin 	  Feb.-June 

Kitchen Apples. 
Keswick Codlin 	  Aug.-Sept . 

Lord Suffield   Aug.-Sept. 
Manks Codlin 	  Aug.-Oct. 
Ecklinville Seedling 	  Aug.-Nov. 
Stirling Castle 	  Aug.-Nov. 
New Hawthornden 	  Sept.-Oct. 
Stones Seedling 	  Sept.-Nov. 
Emperor Alexander 	  Sept.-Dec. 
Waltham Abbey Seedling 	  Sept.-Jan . 

Cellini 	  Oct . , Nov. 
Gravenstein 	  Oct . -Dec. 
Hawthornden 	. 	 Oet.-llec.. 
Baumann's Red Winter Reinette 	. Nov.-Mar. 
Mere de Menage . 	. .. 	 . Oct.-Mar. 
Beauty of Kent 	  Oct . -Feb. 
Yorkshire Greening 	  Oct . -Feb. 
Gloria Mundi   ",l ,, - I Ill 

Blenheim Pippin . 	  Nuv -1.- t 1., 
Tower of Glammis 	  Nov.-Feb.  
Warner's King 	  Nov.-Mar. 
Alfriston   Nov.-Apr.  
Northern Greening 	  Nov.-Apr. 
Reinette de Canada 	  Nov.-Apr. 
Bess Pool 	  Nov.-May 
Winter Qtteening   Nov.-May 
Lane's Prince Albert 	  Oct . -May 
Norfolk Beaufia 	  Nov.-July 

Apples for table use should have a sweet juicy pulp and rich 
aromatic flavour, while those suitable for cooking should possess 
the property of forming a uniform soft pulpy mass when boiled 
or baked. In their uncooked state they are not very digestible,  

but when cooked they forma very safe and useful food, exercising 
a gentle laxative influence. 

According to Hutchison 

Fresh 	. 
Dried . 

"aler- teid. 
Ether 

Extract. 
Carbo- 

hydrate. Ash.  Cellu- lo.e.  Acids. 

82• 
36.2 

0-4 
1.4 

0•8 
3 .0  

12.5 
49.1 

o•4 
1.8 

2.7 
4.9 

1•o 
3.6 

Many exotic fruits, having nothing in common with the apple, 
are known by that name, e.g. the Balsam apple, Moreordica 
Balsamina; the custard apple (q.v.), Anona ►eticukaa; the egg 
apple, Solarium esculenturit; the rose apple, various species of 
Eugenia; the pineapple (q.v.), Ananas Salinas; the star apple, 
Chrysophyllum Cainilo; and the apples of Sodom, Solanum 
sodomeitm. (A. B. R.) 

APPLEBY, a market town and municipal borough, and 
the county town of Westmorland, England, in the Appleby 
parliamentary division, 276 m. N.N.W. from London, on the 
Midland and a branch of the North Eastern railways. Pop. 
(toot) 1764. It is picturesquely placed in the valley of the Eden, 
which is richly wooded, and flanked on the north-east by spurs of 
Milburn Forest and Dufton and other fells, which rise up to 
2600 ft. On a hill above the town stands the castle, retaining a 
fine Norman keep and surrounded by a double moat, now partly 
laid out as gardens. The remainder of the castle was rebuilt as a 
mansion in the 17th century. It was held for the royalists in the 
civil wars by Sir Philip Musgrave, and was the residence of Anne, 
countess of Pembroke, the last of the family of Clifford, which 
had great estates in this part of England. St Ann's hospital 
for thirteen podt women (1654) was of her foundation. The 
grammar school (1453) was refounded by Queen Elizabeth. 
The modem incorporation dates from 1885, with a mayor, four 
aldermen and twelve councillors. Area, 2876 acres. 

Appleby is not mentioned in any Saxon records, but after 
the Conquest it rose to importance as the head of the barony 
of Appleby which extended over the eastern portion of the 
present county of Westmorland. This barony formed part of 
the province of Carlisle granted by Henry L to Ranulf Meschin, 
who erected the castle at Appleby and made it his place of 
residence. Appleby is a borough by prescription, and the old 
charter of incorporation, granted in the first year of James IL, 
was very shortly abandoned. In 1292 we find the mayor and 
commonalty claiming the right to elect a coroner and to have 
tolls of markets and fairs. In 1685 the governing body comprised 
a mayor, aldermen, a town clerk, burgesses of the common 
council, a coroner and subordinate officers. An undated charter 
from Henry IL conceding to the burgesses the customs of York, 
was confirmed in r John, 16 Henry III., 14 Edward I., and 

Edward III. John granted the borough to the burgesses for 
a fee-farm rent. The impoverishment caused by the Scottish 
raids led to its seizure by Edward II. for arrears of payment, 
but Edward III. restored it on the same terms as before. Henry 
VIII. reduced the fee-farm rent from 20 marks to 2 marks, after 
an inquisition which found that Appleby was burnt by the Scots 
in 1388 and that part of it still lay in ruins. The town, however, 
never seems to have regained its prosperity, and 26th and z7th 
century writers speak of it as a poor and insignificant village. 
Appleby returned two members to parliament from 1295 until 
disfranchised by the Reform Act of 1832. The market and the 
St Lawrence fair are held by prescription. James L granted an 
additional fair on the second Thursday in April. In the early 
18th century Appleby was celebrated for the best corn-market 
in the country. 

See Victoria County History, Westmorland; W. Hewitson. Appleby 
Charters (Cumberl. and Westm. Antiq. and Archaeol. Soc., Tranams 
lions, xi. 279-285; Kendal, 1891). 

APPLETON, NATHAN (1779-1861) American merchant and 
politician, was born in New Ipswich, New Hampshire, on the 
6th of October t779. He was educated in the New Ipswich 
Academy, and in 2794 entered mercantile life in Boston, in the 
employment of his brother, Samuel (2766-1853), a successful and 
benevolent man of business, with whom he was in partnership 

their composition is as follows:— 
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from T800 to Oleg. He co-operated with Francis C. Loviell and 
others In introducing the power-loom and the manufacture of 
cotton on a large scale into the United States, a factory being 
established at Waltham, Massachusetts, in 0814, and another 
in an at Lowell, Massachusetts, of which city he was one of 
the founders. He was a member of the general court of Massa-
chusetts in z8z6, 1821, 1822, 1824 and 1827, and in 2831-1833 
and 1842 of the national House of Representatives, in which he 
was prominent as an advocate of protective duties. He died in 
Boston on the 14th of July 1861. 

His son, MOWS GOIDAPPLETON (1812-1884), who graduated 
at Harvard in 183r, bad some reputation as a writer, an artist 
and • patron of the fine art;, but was better known for his 
witticisms, one of which, the oft-quoted " Good Americans, 
when they die, go to Paris," is sometimes attributed to Oliver 
Wendell Holmes. He published some poems and, in prose, 
Nile Journal (z876), Syrian Sunshine (1877), Windfalls (1878), 
and Chequer-Work (1879). 

See the memoir of Nathan Appleton by Robert C Winthrop 
(Boston, 1860; and Susan Hale's Lefe and Lamm of Thomas Gold 
Appleton (New York, 5885). 

APPLITTON, a city and the county-seat of Outagamie county, 
Wisconsin, U.S.A., on the lower Fox river, about 90 m. N. of 
Milwaukee. Pop. (1890 I 1.869, (MOO) I 5.085, of whom 3605 
were foreign-born, (1910, census) 16,773. It is served by the 
Chicago & North-Western, and the Chicago, Milwaukee & St 
Paul railways, and by steamboats on the Fox river, by means of 
which it meets lake transportation at De Pere and Green Bay. 
Appleton was one of the first cities in the United States to have 
an electric street railway line in operation; and electric street 
railways now traverse the entire Fox river valley as far as 
Fond du Lac on the south and Green Bay on the north. The 
city is attractively laid out on high bluffs above the river. 
It has several beautiful parks, two hospitals, a number of fine 
churches and school buildings, and a public library. The city 
as the seat of Lawrence college (changed from university in 1908), 
an interdenominational (originally a Methodist Episcopal) 
co-educational institution, founded in 1847 as the Lawrence 
Institute of Wisconsin and named in honour of Amos Adams 
Lawrence (1814-1886) of Boston, son of Amos Lawrence, and 
giver of $zo,000 for the founding of the Institute. The college 
comprises an academy, a college of liberal arts, a school of 
expression, a school of commerce, schools of music and of art, 
and a school of correspondence; and in i907-2928 had 33 
instructors, 575 students and a library of 24,40o volumes. The 
Fox river furnishes about room° h p., which is largely utilised 
for the manufacture of paper (of which Appleton is one of the 
largest producers in the United States), wood-pulp, sulphite 
fibre, machinery, wire screens, woollen goods, knit goods, furni-
ture, dyes and flour. The total value of factory products in 
1905 was 86,672,457, an increase of 72.8 % over the product 
value of 'goo. Appleton was first permanently settled in 1833, 
and was named in honour of Samuel Appleton of Massachusetts, 
who owned part of the original town plot. It was incorporated 
NI a village in 1853, and received in 1857 a city charter, which 
was revised in 487 and in t9o5. _ 

APPOGGIATURA (from Ital. appoggiare, to lean upon), a 
musical term for a melodic ornament, a grace-note prefixed to a 
principal note and printed in small character. The effect is 
to suspend the principal note, by taking away the time-value of 
the appoggiatura prefixed to it. There are two kinds, the long 
appoggiatura, now usually printed as played, and the short, 
where the suspension of the principal note is scarcely perceptible; 
this is often called accialstra, a word properly applied to an 
ornament now obsolete, in which a principal note in a melody is 
struck together with the note immediately below, the lower note 
being at once released and the other held on. 

APPOINTMENT, POWER OP, in English law, an authority 
reserved by or limited to a person, to dispose, either wholly or 
partially, of real or personal property, either for his own benefit 
or for that of others. Thus if A settle property-upon trustees 
to such uses as B shall by deed or will appoint and in default of  

and until such appointment to the use of C and his heirs, B, 
though he has no interest in the property, can at any time 
appoint the property to any one he pleases, including himself, 
and C's interest which has hitherto been vested in him will be 
divested. In the above case A is said to be the donor, B the 
donee, and the persons in whose favour the appointment is 
exercised are called the appointees. Such powers are either 
general or limited. A general power is one which the appointor 
may exercise in favour of any person he pleases. It is obvious 
that such a power is very nearly equivalent to ownership, and 
consequently property which is the subject of a general power 
has been made to share the liabilities of ownership. By the 
Judgments Act 1838 all hereditaments over which a judgment 
debtor has such a power may be seised by the sheriff under a 
writ of Aegis, and by the Bankruptcy Act 0183 similar property 
will vest in the trustees of a bankrupt. By the Finance Act 1894 
property of which the deceased had a general power of appoint-
ment is subject to the payment of estate duty, even though the 
power has not been exercised. A limited power is one which 
can only be exercised in favour of certain specified persona or 
classes• such a power is frequently inserted in marriage settle-
ments in which after life estates to the husband and wife a power 
is given to appoint among the children of the marriage. In such 
a case no appointment to any one but children of the marriage is 
valid. Formerly it was held that the intention of the donor of 
such a power was that each of the dass which are the objects of 
the power should take some part of the fund, and from this arose 
the equitable doctrine of illusory appointments, by which the 
courts of equity set aside an appointment which was good at 
law on the ground that a merely nominal share had been 
appointed to one of the objects. The great difficulty of deciding 
what was a nominal or illusory share caused the passing of the 
Illusory Appointments Act of 183o, whereby it was enacted 
that no appointment should be set aside merely on the ground 
that a share appointed was illusory. It was still necessary, 
however, that some share should be appointed to each object, 
and consequently it was possible in the popular phrase to be 
" cut off with a shilling," but now by the Powers Amendment Act 
1874 the appointor is no longer obliged to appoint a share to 
each object of the power. 

It is a general rule that every circumstance required by the 
instrument creating the power to accompany the execution of it 
must be strictly observed. Thus it might be required that the 
appointment should be by an instrument witnessed by four 
witnesses, or that the consent to writing of some third party • 
should be signified. The general rule, however, has been modified 
both by statute and by the rules of equity. By the Wills Act 5837 
a will made pursuant to the requirements of that statute shall be 
a valid execution of a power of appointment by will, notwith-
standing that some additional form or solemnity shall have been 
required by the instrument creating the power, and by the Wills 
Act 1861 a will made out of the United Kingdom by a British 
subject according to the forms required by the law of the place 
where the will was made shall, as regards personal estate, be 
held to be well executed and admitted to probate; consequently 
it has been held that an appointment made by such a will is a 
valid exercise of the power. As regards appointments by deed 
the Law of Property Amendment Act 5859 enacts that a deed 
attested by two witnesses shall, so far as execution and attesta-
tion go, be a valid exercise of a power to appoint by deed. The 
courts of equity also will interfere in some cases of defective 
execution in order to carry out the intentions of the settler. 
The principle upon which the court acts is obscure, but the rule 
has been thus stated:--" Whenever a man having power over 
an estate, whether ownership or not, in discharge of moral or 
natural relations, shows an intention to execute such power, 
the court will operate upon the conscience of the heir (or of the 
persons entitled in default) to make him perfect this intention." 
Equity, however, only relieves against defects not of the essence 
of the power, such as the absence of seat or execution by will 
instead of deed, but where the defect is of the essence of the 
power, as where a consent is not obtained, equity will not assist, 
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ger will it relieve where a power to appoint by will is purported 
to be exercised by deed. A power of appointment if exercised 
must be exercised bona fide, otherwise it will be void as fraudu-
lent; thus it has been frequently decided that where a father, 
having AI limited power of appointment among his children, 
appoints the whole fund to an infant child, who is in no need 
of the appointment and who is ill, in the expectation of the 
death of the child whereby the fund will come to him as next of 
kin, such appointment is void as a fraud upon the power. Where 
en execution is partly fraudulent and partly valid the court will, 
if possible, separate the two and only revoke that which is 
fraudulent; if, however, the two parts are not separable the 
whole is void. The same rule is applied in cases of excessive 
execution where the power is exercised in favour of persons 
some of whom are and some of whom are not objects of the power. 
The doctrine of Election (q.v.) applies to appointments under 
powers, but there must be a gift of free and disposable property 
to the persons entitled in default of appointment. 

The appointment must in law be read into the instrument 
creating the power in lieu of the power itself. Thus an appointor 
under a limited power cannot appoint to any person to whom the 
donor could not have appointed by reason of the rule against 
perpetuities, but this is not so in the case of a general power, 
for there the appointor is virtually owner of the property 
appointed. In applying this rule to appointments a distinction 
arises between powers created by deed and will, for a deed 
speaks from the date of its execution but a will from the death 
of the testator, and so limitations bad when the will was made 
may have become good when it comes into operation. Since the 
Conveyancing Act 188r all powers may be released by the 
domes thereof, unless the power is coupled with a trust in 
respect of which there is a duty cast on the donee to exercise it; 
and this is so even though the donee gets a benefit by such 
release as one entitled in default of appointment, for this is not 
a fraud upon the power. (E. S. M. B.) 

APPOMATTOX COURT HOUSE, a village of Appomattox 
county, Virginia, U.S.A., 25 m. E. of Lynchburg, in the S. 
part of the state. It is served by the Norfolk & Western railway. 
The village was the scene of the surrender of the Confederate 
Army of Northern Virginia under General Robert E. Lee .to 
the Federal forces under Lieutenant-General U. S. Grant on 
Sunday the 9th of April 1865. The terms were: " the officers to 
give their individual paroles not to take up arms against the 
government of the United States until properly exchanged, 

• and each company or regimental commander to sign a like 
parole for the men of their commands," . . . neither " side arms 
of the officers nor their private horses or baggage " to be sur-
rendered; and, as many privates in the Confederate Army 
owned horses Dud mules, all horses and mules claimed by men 
in the Confederate Army to be left in their possession. 

APPONYI, ALBERT, COUNT (1846- 	), Hungarian states- 
112811, the most distinguished member of an ancient noble family, 
dating back to the 13th century, and sou of the chancellor 
GYOrSY APPanYi ( 1808-189e) and the accomplished and saintly 
Countess Julia Satiny, was born at Pesth on the 29th of May 
2846. Educated at the Jesuit seminary at Kalksburg and at the 
universities of Vienna and Pesth, a long foreign tour completed 
his curriculum, and at Paris he made the acquaintance of 
Montalembert, a kindred spirit, whose influence on the young 
Apponyi was permanent. He entered parliament in 1872 as a 
liberal Catholic, attaching himself at first to the Desk party; 
but the feudal and ultramontaae traditions of his family circle 
profoundly modified, though they could never destroy, his 

•popular ideals. On the break up of the Deal party he attached 
himself to the conservative group which followed Baron Pal 
Senynyey (1824-1888) and eventually became its leader. Until 
rgo5 Count Albert was constantly in opposition, but in May of 
that year he consented to take office in the second Wekerle 
ministry. A lofty and magnetic orator, his speeches were 
published at Budapest in 1896; and he is the author of an 
interesting dissertation, Esthetics and Bolitics, the Artist and tke 
Statesman (Hung.) (Budapest, 1895). 

APFORTIONMENT (Fr. isoordenemerti; Med. Lat. opts , 
 tionameatam; derived from Lai patio, share), distribution or 

allotment in proper shares; a term used in law in a variety of 
senses. (r) Sometimes it is employed roughly and with no 
technical meaning to indicate the distribution of a benefit (eg. 
salvage or damages under the Fatal Accidents Act 1846, § s), or 
liability (e.g. general average contributions, or tithe rent-charge), 
or the incidence of a duty (e.g. obligations an to.the maintenance 
of highways). (2) In its strict legal interpretation apportion-
ment falls into two classes, " apportionment in respect of 
estate " and " apportionment in respect of time." 

1. Apportionment in respect of Estate may result either from the 
act of the parties or from the operation of law. Where a lessee 
is evicted from, or surrenders or forfeits possession of part of 
the property leased to him, he becomes liable at common law 
to pay only a rent apportioned to the value of the interest which 
he still retains. So where the person entitled to the reversion of 
an estate assigns part of it, the right to an apportioned part of the 
rent incident to the whole reversion passes to his assignee. The 
lessee is not bound, however, by an apportionment of rent 
made upon the grant of part of the reversion unless It is made 
either with his consent or by the verdict of a jury. The assignee 
of the reversion of part of demised premises could not, at common 
law, re-enter for breach of a condition, inasmuch as a condition 
of re-entry in a lease could not at common law be apportioned. 
But this has now been altered by statute both in England (Law 
of Property Amendment Act 1859, § 3; Conveyancing Act 1881, 
112) and in many of the British colonies (e.g. Ontario, Rev. Stan., 
1892, C. 170, § 9; Barbados, No. 13 of 1891, § 9). In the CaSell 
just mentioned there is apportionment in respect of estate by act 
of the parties. 

Apportionment by operation of . law may be brought about where 
by act of law a lease becomes inoperative as regards its sublet*. 
matter, or by the " act of God " (as, for instance. where part of an 
estate is submerged by the encroachments of the sea). To the same 
category belongs the apportionment of rent which takes place under 
various statutes (e.g. the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act 1841, 

Ito, when land is required for public purposes; the Agricultural 
Holdings Act 1883. I Az. in the case of a tenant from year to year 
receiving notice to quit part of a holding; and the Irish Land Act 
1903,1 61. apportionment of quit and crown rents). 

a. Apportionment in respect of Time.—At common law, there 
was no apportionment of rent in respect of time. Such apportion-
ment was, however, in certain cases allowed in England by the 
Distress for Rent Act 1737, and the Apportionment Act 1834, 
and is now allowed generally under the Apportionment Act aye. 
Under that statute ( § 2) all rents, annuities, dividends and other 
periodical payments in the nature of income are to be considered 
as accruing from day to day and to be apportionable in respect 
of time accordingly. It is provided, however, that the appor-
tioned part of such rents, &c., shall only be payable or recover-
able in the case of a continuing payment, when the entire portion 
of which it forms part itself becomes payable, and, in the case 
of a payment determined by re-entry, death or otherwise, only 
when the next entire portion would have been payable if it had 
not so determined (§ 3). Persons entitled to apportioned parts 
of rent have the same remedies for recovering them when payable 
as they would have had in respect of the entire rent; but a lessee 
is not to be liable for any apportioned part specifically. The rent 
is recoverable by the heir or other person who would, but for the 
apportionment, be entitled to the entire rent, and he hold' it 
subject to distribution (§ 4). The Apportionment Act 1870 
extends to payments not made under any instrument in writing 
(§ 2), but not to annual sums made payable in policies of insurance 
(§ 6). Apportionment under the act can be excluded by express 
stipulation. 

The apportionment created by this statute is " apportionment 
in respect of time." The cases to which it applies are mainly 
cases of either (A) apportionment of rent due under leases where 
at a time between the dates fixed for payment the lessor or lessee 
dies, or some other alteration in the position of parties occurs; 
or (B) apportionment of income between the representatives of a 
limited owner and the remainder-man when the limited interest 
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determines at a time betwixt the date when sechineeme Immune 

(A) With mgalif to the former of these Mime. it may be peeked 
that althoagh apportioned sent teams payable °oily when the 
whole rent is due, the landlord, in the case of the.banbeuptey of an 
ordinary teen 	rove for aholozportionate part of the rent up 
to the date of tbe rece iving ceder Baptcy Act Ma. Sehed. 
r. te); and that a similar rule 	im the windues .ttp of a 
Mary (is re Sorg irmsiegion 	'Waft. Skint_ 1111 . 17 

k) and further that the act of 18ro applies to the liability 
to pay as well as to the ht to receive, tent lie vs Wilms, 1893, 
6a I— .Q .B. 628. 632). 	:ply what an assignment of a 
leer rims 	betw 	 mat-days een two half- 	y 	, the mama is mot 
liable to pay the full amount of e half-year's rent falling due on the 
rent-day next after the date of the assignment, but only an appor-
tioned part of that half-year's rent, computed from the last men-
tioned date (Gass v. Patterson, 1902, 2 Ir.R. 66o). 

(B.) With regard to the apportionment of income, the only points 
repairing notice here are that all dividends payable by public 
companies are apportionable, whether paid at fixed periods or not. 
union the payment is, in effect, a payment of capital (I s). 

The Apportionment Act 287o extends to Scotland and Ireland. 
It has been followed in many of the British colonies (e.g. Ontario, 
Rev. Stets., dem c. 170, 45 4-8; New Zealand, No. 4 of 1886; 
Tasmania, No. 8 of 1871, Barbados, No. 12 of 18ot , §5 9-1 a). 
Similar legislation has been adopted in many of the states of the 
American Union. where, as in England. rent was not, at common 
law, apportionable as to time (Kent, Comm iii 489-472). 

An equstable apeerfiatment,apart from statute law. arises where 
property is bequeathed on trust to pay the income to a tenant 
for life. and the reversion to others, and the realization of the 
property in the form of a fund capable of producing income is 
postponed for the benefit of the estate. In such cases there is an 
ultimate apportionment between the persons entitled to the 
income and those entitled to the capital of the accumulations 
for the period of such postponement. The rule followed is this: 
the proceeds, when realized, are apportionable between capital 
and income by ascertaining the sum which, put out and accumu-
lated at 3% per annum from the day of the testator's death 
(with yearly rents and deducting income tax) would have pro-
duced at the day of receipt the sum actually received. The sum 
so ascertained should be treated as capital and the residue as 
income. (In re Earl of Chesterfield's Trusts, 1883, se' Ch.D. 
643; /11 re Goodenough, 1895, a Ch, 537; Roselle v. B414, woo, 
a Ch. so7.) 

In addition to the authorities cited in the text, see Stroud, hod. 
Diet. and ed., London, 1903), ay. " Apportion "; Bouvier, Law 
Did. Umndon and Boston. tan), s.v. " Apportionment' • Relic 
Case* (London, 1895), tit. " Apportionment • Fawcett, 
gad Tenant (London. rocs). pp. 238 et seq.:' Fos. Leaked and 
Tema. (3rd ed., London, Igor), pp. 112 et seq. 	(A. W. R.) 

APPORTIONMENT BIM, an act Palmed by the Congress of 
the United States after each decennial census to determine the 
number of members which each state shall send to the House 
of Representatives. The ratio of representation fixed by 

the original constitution was s to 3o,000 of the free population, 
and the number of the members of the first Home was 6s. 
As the House would, at this ratio, have became unmanage-
ably large, the tatio, which Is first setded by Congers& before 

apportionment, has been raised after each census, as will be seem 
from 

 
he accompanying table.  

The same tens is applied to the acts passed by the state 
legislaLures for correcting and redistributing the representation 
of tke counties. Such acts are usually passed at decennial 
intervals, more often after the federal Ce11511a, but the dates may 
vary 

 
n different states. The state representatives are usually 

appoetToned among the several counties according to population 
and not by geographical position. The electoral districts so 
formeI are expected to be equal in proportion to the number of 
inhabitants; but this method has led to much abuse in the past, 
through the making of unequal districts for partisan purposes. 
(See GraltYMANDlia.) 

If a state has received an increase in the number of its repre-
sentatives and its legislature does not pass an apportionment 
bill before the next congressional election, the votes of the whole 
state elect the additional members on a general ticket and they. 
are called " congressmen-at-large." . 

APPRAISER (from Lat. appretiare,, to value), one who sets a 
value upon property, real or personal. In England the business 
of an appraiser is usually combined with that of an auctioneer. 
while the word itself has given place, to a great extent, to that of 
" valuer." (See the articles Aucrums AND Aucrumares, and 
VALUATION AND VALUERL) 

In the United States appraiser is a term often used to describe 
a person specially appointed by a judicial or quasi-judicial 
authority to put a valuation on property, e.g. on the items of an 
inventory of the estate of a deceased person or on land taken 
for public purposes by the right of eminent domain. Appraisers 
of imported goods and boards of general appraisers have ex-
tensive functions in administering the customs laws of the 
United States. Merchant appraisers are sometimes appointed 
temporarily under the revenue laws to value where there is no 
reaident appraiser without holding the office of appraiser (U.S. 
Rev. Stets. f 2609). 

APPREHENSION (Let. ad, to; prehendere, to seize), in 
psychology, a term applied to a mode of consciousness in 
which nothing is affirmed or denied of the object in question, but 
the mind is merely aware of (" seizes ") it. " Judgment " (says 
Reid, ed. Hamilton, i.p. 414) " is as act of the mind specifically 
different from simple apprehension or the bare conception 
of a thing "; and again, " Simple apprehension or conception 
can neither be true nor false." This distinction provides for the 
large class of mental acts in which we are simply aware of or 
" take in " a number of familiar objects, about which we in 
general make . ail judgment unless our attention is suddenly 
called by a new feature. Or again two alteratives may be 
apprehended without any resultant judgment as to their re 
spective merits. Similarly G. F. Stout points out that while 
we have a very vivid idea of a character or an incident in a work 
of fiction, we can hardly be Laid in any real sense to have any 

belief or to make any judgment as to its 
existence or troth. With this mental state 
may be compared the purely aesthetic con-
templation of music, wherein apart from, say, 
a false note, the faculty of judgment is for 
the time inoperative. To these examples may 
be added the fact that one can fully understand 
an argument in all its bearings without in any 
way judging its validity. 

Without going into the question fully, it 
may be pointed out that the distinction 
between judgment and apprehension is relative. 
In every kind of thought there is judgment of 
some sort in a greater or less degree of 
prominence. Judgment and thought are in 
fact psychologically distinguishable merely as 
different, though correlative, activities of con- 

sciousness. Professor Stout further investigates the phenomena 
of apprehension, and comes to the conclusion that " it is possible 
to distinguish and identify a whole without apprehending any of 
its constituent details." On tbe . othet hand, if the attention 

Under 
Census. Apportionment. WholeNumb. 91 

 Repre-
sentatives. Year. Population. Year. Ratio. 

Constitution 	. 	. .. 

sna
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First Census 	. 	. 3429.214 
Second Census. 	. 
Third Census 	. 	. 

5.3081:3 
7.239, 	1 

Fourth Census . 	. 9.633,822 
Fifth Census 	. 	. 12,866020 
Sixth Census . . 	. 
Seventh Census 	. 

*7,069453 
23,191.4376 

g; 

Eighth Census : 	. 31.441321  
Ninth Census 	. 	. 38.558.371  
Tenth Census 	. 	. 50,155.783 
Eleventh Census 	. co,saa.sso 
Twelfth Census 	. 75,568,686  
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bones itself for a time on the apprehended object, there is 
an expectation that such details will as it were emerge into 
consciousness. Hence be describes such apprehension as 
" implicit," and in so far as the implicit apprehension determines 
the order of such emergence he describes It as " schematic." 
A good example of this process is the use of formulae in cal. 
adations; ordinarily the formula is used without question; if 
attention is fixed upon it, the steps by which it is shown to be 
universally applicable emerge and the " schema " is complete 
in detail 

With this result may be compared ICant's theory of appre-
hension as a synthetic act (the " synthesis of apprehension ") 
by which the sensory elements of a perception are subjected 
to the formal conditions of time and space. 

See G. F. Stout, Analytic Psychology (London. IBM : F. Brentano, 
Psyclsologie (bk. B. ch. vii.), and Voss Ursprung sinlicher Erhard-
ass; B. Titchener, Ortlease of Psychology (New York, 1902), and 
text-books of psychology. Also Psycnotoor. 

APPRIGITICESHIP (from Fr. opprordre, to learn), a contract 
whereby one person, called the master, binds himself to teach, 
and another, called the apprentice, undertakes to learn, some 
trade or profession, the apprentice serving his master for a certain 
time. 

Roman law is silent on the subject on this contract, nor does 
it seem to have had any connexion with the division of the Roman 
citizens into tribes or colleges. So far as can be seen it arose in 
the middle ages, and formed an integral part of the system of 
trade gilds and corporations by which skilled labourers of all 
kinds sought protection against the feudal lords, and the main-
tenance of those exclusive privileges with which in the interests 
of the public they were favoured. In those times it was believed 
that neither arts nor sciences would flourish unless such only 
were allowed to practise them as had given proofs of reasonable 
proficiency and were formed into bodies corporate, with certain 
powers of self-government and the exclusive monopoly of their 
respective arts within certain localities; and the medieval 
aniversiias (corporation)—whether of smiths and tailors or of 
scholars—included both such as were entitled to practise and 
teach and such as were in course of learning. The former were 
the masters, the latter the apprentices. Hence the term appren-
tice was applied indifferently to such as were being taught a 
trade or a learned profession, and even to undergraduates or 
scholars who were qualifying themselves for the degree of doctor 
or master in the liberal arts. When barristers were first ap-
pointed by Edward I. of England they were styled atpresticii 
ad lesera—the serjeants-at-law being se:n*1sta ad Segos; and 
these two terms corresponded respectively to the trade names 
of apprentices and journeymen. During the middle ages the 
term of apprenticeship was seven years, and this period was 
thought no more than sufficient to instruct the learner in his 
profession, emit or mystery under a properly qualified master, 
teacher or doctor—for these names were synonymous—and 
to reimburse the latter by service for the training received. 
After this the apprentice became himself a master and a member 
of the corporation, with full rights to practise the business 
and to teach others in his turn; so also it would seem that 
undergraduates bad to pass through a curriculum of seven years 
before they could attain the degree of doctor or master in the 
liberal arts. On the continent of Europe these rules were ob-
served with considerable rigour, both in the learned professions 
and in those which we now designate as trades. In England 
they made their way more slowly and did not receive much 
countenance, there being always a jealousy of anything savour-
ing of interference with the freedom of trade. Nevertheless the 
formation of gilds and companies of tradesmen in England dates 
probably from the r sth century, and the institution of apprentice-
ships cannot be of much later date. In 13118 and loos it is 
noticed In acts of parliament. By various subsequent statutes 
provisions were made for the regulation of the institution, 
and from them it appears that seven years was its ordinary 
and normal term in the absence of special arrangement. By a 
statute of zeds this was made the law of the lead, and it was  

enacted that no person should exercise any " trade or mystery 
without having served a seven years' apprenticeship. In no 
place did the apprentices become soiormidable by their numbers 
and organization as in London. louring the Great Rebellion 
they took an active part as a political body, and were conspicuous 
after the Restoration by being frequently engaged in tumults. 
It was probably owing to this circumstance, quite as much as to 
economic considerations of freedom of trade, that the act of 
Elizabeth never found much favour with the courts of law. Soon 
after the Great Rebellion we find the apprentice Jews strongly 
reprobated by the judges, who endeavoured, on the theory that 
the act of Elizabeth could apply to no trades which were not in 
existence at its date, to limit its operation as far as possible. 
Such limitation of the act gave rise to many absurd anomalies 
and inconsistencies, e.g. that a coachmaker could not make his 
own wheels but must buy them of a wheelwright, while the 
latter might make both wheels and coaches, because coach-
making was not a trade in England when the act of Elizabeth 
was passed. For the like reason the great textile and metal 
manufactures which arose at Manchester and Birmingham 
were held exempt from the operation of the statute. Concur-
rently with the dislike to the apprentice laws which such 
anomalies generated, the doctrines of Adam Smith, that all 
monopolies or restrictions on the freedom of trade were in-
jurious to the public interest, bad gradually been making their 
way, and notwithstanding much opposition an act was passed in 
1814 by which the statute of Elizabeth, in so far as it enacts 
that no person shall engage in any trade without a seven years' 
apprenticeship, was wholly repealed. The effect of this act was 
to give every person the fullest right to exercise any occupation 
or calling of a mechanical or trading kind for which he deemed 
himself qualified. 

Apprenticeship, therefore, which was formerly a compulsory, 
now became a voluntary contract. In the case of the learned 
professions the principles and theories which gave birth to 
corporations with monopolies, and required apprenticeship or its 
equivalents, have—contrary to what has taken place in trade—
been not only maintained but intensified; that is to say, not 
only have such bodies retained and even extended in some cases 
their exclusive privileges, but in general no one is allowed to 
practise in such professions unless his capabilities have been 
tested and approved by public authority. Thus no man is 
allowed to practise law or medicine in any of their branches who 
has not undergone the appropriate training by attendance at a 
university or by apprenticeship—sometimes by both combined—
and passed certain examinations. Entrance to the church is 
guarded by similar checks. In such instances the old printiple-
now generally abandoned in trade--of panting a monopoly to 
those possessing a certain standard of qualification is maintained 
in greater vigour than ever. 

In some kinds of manufacture the old conditions have been 
modified by the subdivisions of labour or by the introduction of 
machinery, which have reduced the amount of skill which 
formerly was requisite, and thus they have passed out of the 
category of the higher skilled handicrafts, as only a very slight 
or short training is necessary to make an efficient worker; but 
a large number of the higher skilled trades remain which require a 
long period of training at the bench, and a careful inquiry into 
this subject has shown that in nearly all of such trades there is 
a scarcity of skilled workers, which is due to the falling off in the 
number of apprenticeships. Many persons qualified to form an 
opinion deplore that something in the nature of the old standard 
of qualification is not soli applied to those trades, and consider 
that the only method of restoring a high standard of skill is by 
apprenticeship. The decay of apprenticeship in these trades is 
due, not to any inherent defect in the system, nor to its having 
been superseded by any other form of technical education, but to 
difficulties, especially In London and some other large towns, 
which place it beyond the reach of that class of persons who have 
the greatest need of it. Among these difficulties carer–font, 
insufficient organisation, and secondly, want of funds to pay 
premiums where such are required. These difficulties are 
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accentuated In London and some other large towns, but in many Apprentices by the custom of London its agreements Made at 
other districts apprenticeship is actively proceeded with. the GuiWhat are subject to the jurisdiction of the chamberlain 
Efforts are being made, notably by the National Institution of of London. 
Apprenticeship, to meet these difficulties. The Charity Com. 	Parish apprentices are those bound out by guardians of the 
missioners in their report for rat recognised the value of this poor in England. By the Poor Relief Act ttior,  , overseers of the 
institution, and stated that they would in future enable the poor were empowered, with the consent of two justices, to put our 
trustees of charity endowments for apprenticeship to avail poor children as apprentices " where they shall be convenient." 
themselves of the practical co-operation of the institution. The Owing to the disinclination to receive such apprentices it became 
modern trade unions, on the other hand, have done nothing to necessary to make the reception compulsory (1696), but this 
assist in restoring apprenticeship to its proper place; on the compulsion to receive them wee abolished in dia. Marty 
contrary, they have hampered it by restrictions which they have statutes have been passed from time to time regulating t he 
imposed, limiting the number of apprentices who may be takers. apprenticing of parish anthem but it is now under the control 
The result of fewer apprentices has been not only to lower the of the Local Government Board, which issues mks specifying 
standard of skill in the higher trades, but to reduce the productive fully the manner in which such children are to be bound, assigned 
capacity of the artisans. The altered conditions now attending and maintained. 
apprenticeship are, mainly, that the apprentice does not live Aurnourres.—See E. Austin, Law Masi t. Appeentiees 
with the master, and that the term is generally five years instead (1890; Addison, Os Cestroco (mon). Fot the state of appreatice. 

ship in European countries, and, more particularly in France. see of a longer period but the principle rinciple remains precisely the same, Appreetissage, elevate et documents (Pans, rcia, Conseil Supericur and the fact that It is applied more and more largely in Austria, du Travail, Ministere du Commerce, de l'Industne, des Pastes et des 
Germany and other countries is an evidence of its necessity. 	TilEgeapht II, session de t9oa). See also the literature booed by as 

The contract of apprenticeship is generally created by in- National Institution of Apprenticeship, London. 	U. S. B.) 
denture, but any writing properly expresped and attested will do. APPROPRIATION (hem Lat. oppvisists, to set aside), the act 
The full consideration must be set out, and the instrument, of setting apart and applying to a particular use to the exclusion 
whether a premium is paid or not, must be duly stamped, except of all other. In ecclesiastical law, appropriatioa h the perpetual 
in the use of parish apprentices and apprentices to the sea annexational anecdesiestical benefice to the ussof some spirituel 
service (see SEAlltN, LAM,  RELATING to). Where a charity or corporation, either aggregate or sole. In the middle ages in 
institution intervenes, it retains control over the indentures England the custom grew up of the monasteries reserving to 
until the end of the term of apprenticeship, when the indenture their own use the grater part of the tithes of their appropriated 
should be cancelled and given up to the apprentice. Any one who benefices, leaving only a small porticin to their vicars in the 
is capable of making a contract can take an apprentice, and the parishes. On the dismilution of the monasteries these "great 
law does not limit the number which may be taken by any master. tithes " were often granted, with the monastic lands, to laymen, 
Any person of legal capacity can bind himself as an apprentice, whose successors, known as" lay impropriatoes" or " lay rectors," 
provided be is over seven years of age, though, as be is by the stillhold them, thesystembeing kaoline, immepriatien. Appro. 
common law exempt from all liability ex el:Wrath', it is usual for miadon may be severed and the church become dhapproptiate, 
the apprentice's relations or friends to become bound for his by the presentation of a clerk, properly instituted and inducted, 
service and good conduct during the period of his apprenticeship. or by the dissolution of the corporation possessing the benefice. 
The consent of the apprentice, however, must be expressed by . In the law of debtor and creditor, appeopriatioa of payments is 
his executing the indenture. No child under nine can be bound the application of a partimdar payment for the purposed paying 
as a parish apprentice. The master must teach the apprentice a particular debt. When a creditor bas two debts due to hies 
the agreed trade or trades; should the muter exercise two from the same debtor on distinct accounts, the general law sale 
trades (which he has agreed to teach) and give up one, it would the appropriation of payments made by the debtor is.that the 
be good ground for dissolving the contract by the apprentice. debtor is entitled to apply the payments to such account as he 
An apprentice is not bound to work on Sundays, but he may be thinks fit; solsitsw is 'modem soirestis. In default of appeopria-
required to work on bank holidays. He cannot become a voting- tion by the debtor the creditor is entitled to determine: the 
leer (soldier) without his master's consent. It Is usual in the application of the sums paid, and may appropriate them even 
indenture to state whether the apprentice is to be paid wages or to the discharge of debts barred by the Statute of Limitations. 
otherwise. If the contract is to pay wages, no deduction can be In default of appropriation by either debtor or creditor, the her 
made owing to fitness or accident, unless it has been so provided implies an appropriation of the earlier payments to the earlier 
for in the indentures. Nor is the apprentice liable for breakages debts. 
or similar faults. The master has been supposed to have a right 	In constitutionallaw, appropriation htheassignment of money 
to administer moderate corporal punishment, though he may not fora special purpose. Ice the United Kingdoms& Appropriation 
delegate it. But this right is really obsolete. According to Bill is a bill passed at the end of each session of parliament, 
old custom a master provided proper food for his apprentices, enumerating the money grants made during the session, and 
and medical attendance when required; but the modern practice appropriating the various sums, as voted by committee of supply, 
is for apprentices to reside with their parents or friends who to the various purposes for which it is to be applied. The 
maintain them. A master cannot assign indentures without the United States constitution (art. I. 1 e) says; " No money shall 
approval of the apprentice or such parties as are named in the be drawn from the treasury, but in consequence of appropriations 
contract for this purpose, even if he should transfer his business. made by law." Bills for appropriating money originate in the 
The contract of apprenticeship may be dissolved by (r) Mita of House of Representatives, but may be amended in the Senate. 
time; (2) by death (if the muter dies, some part °(,tbe premium APPURTENANCES (from late Let.. apportion's* front 
is usually returnable, but if the apprentice dies no part is return- appersinere, to appertain), a legal term for what belongs to and 
able); (3) by consent; (I) in case of grave misconduct; (3) under goes with something else, the accessodes or things usually 
the Bankruptcy Act 1883, providing for discharge of the in- conjoined with the substantive matter in question. 
dentures of apprenticeship and for payment on account of APRARSIN, TUDOR MATVTERVICH (1671-1728), Russian 
premium. Disputes between master and apprentice, in cases soldier, began life as one of the pages of Tsar Theodore IIL, elks 
where no premium has been paid, or where the premium does not whose death he served the little tsar Peter in the same capacity. 
exceed Pt, are dealt with by courts of statuary jurisdiction. The playfellowship of the two lads resulted in &lifelong friendship. 
Apprentices bound according to the "custom of London," who In his twenty-fast year Apraksin Was appointed governor of 
are infants above the age of fourteen years and under twenty-one Archangel, then the most Important commercially of all the 
and unmarried, are responsible upon covenants contained in Russian provinces, and built ships capable of weathering storms, 
indentures executed by them just as if they were of full age. to the great delight of the tsar. He won his colon icy the siege 
The terra of apprenticeship is usually not less than four years. of Moo (r6eb). In tree he was appoints:dans:lot theadmhalty. 
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In which post (from tyoo to 1706) his unusual technical ability 
woad great service. While Peter was combating Charles XII., 
Apraksin was constructing fleets, building fortresses and havens 
(Taganrog). In ryoy he was transferred to Moscow. In rya he 
was appointed commander-in-chief in Ingria, to defend the new 
capital against the Swedes; whom be utterly routed, besides 
capturing Viborg in Catena. He held the chief command in the 
Black Sea during the campaign of the Pruth (tyr t), and in 1713 
materially assisted the conquest of Finland by his operations 
from the side of the sea. In 17r9-cyro he personally conducted 
the descents upon Sweden, ravaging that country mercilessly, 
and thus extorting the peace of Nystad, whereby site surrendered 
the best part of her Baltic provinces to Russia. For these great 
services he was made a senator and admiral-general of the empire. 
His last expedition was to Revel in 1726, to cover the town from 
an anticipated attack by the English government, with whom the 
relations of Russia at the beginning of the reign of Catharine I. 
were strained almost to breaking-point. Though frequently 
threatened with terrible penalties by Peter the Great for his 
incurable vice of peculation, Apraksin, nevertheless, contrived to 
save his head, though not his pocket, chiefly through the media-
tion of the good-natured empress, Catharine, who remained his 
friend to the last, and whom he assisted to place on the throne on 
the death of Peter. Apealsin was the most genial and kind-
hearted of all Peter's pupils. lie is said to have never made an 
enemy. He died on the rods of November xy 

See IL Nisbet Bain, The Pupils of Pete' As Great (London, 5807). 
(R. N. B.) 

APRICOT (front the Lat. 'teem, or tromps's:, ripened 
early, eaquere, to cook, or ripen; the English form, formerly 

apricock " and " abrecox," comes through the Fr. (Africa, 
from the Span. albaritoque, which was an adaptation of the 
Arabic al-burquk, itself a rendering of the late Or. weeelerna or 
wparaboor, adapted from the Latin; the derivation from in 
atria. cellos is a mere guess), the fruit of Primus ortnettious, also 
called Ausemituattulgoris. Under the former name it is regarded 
as a species oi the genus to which the plums belong, the latter 
establishes it as a distinct genus of the natural order Romero& 
The apricot is, like the plum, a stone fruit, cultivated generally 
throughout temperate regions, and used chiefly in the form of 
preserves and in tarts. The tree has long been cultivated in 
Armenia (hence the name Ansesions); it is a native of north 
China and other parts of temperate Asia. It flowers very early in 
the season, and is a hardy tree, but the fruit will scarcely open in 
Britain unless the tree is trailed against a wall A great number 
of varieties • of the apricot, as of moat cultivated fruits, are 
distinguished by cultivators. The kernels of several varieties 
are edible, and in Egypt those of the Mulch-Mulch variety form 
a considerable article of commerce. The French liqueur Eau de 
*roux is prepared from bitter apricot kernels. Large quantities 
of fruit are imported front France into the United lUngdom. 

The apricot is propagated by budding on the mussel or common 
plum stock. The tree succeeds in good well-drained loamy soil, 
rather light than heavy., It is usually grown as a wall tree, the 
east and west aspects being preferred to the south, which induces 
costliness in the fruit, though in Scotland the best aspects are 
necessary. The most usual and best mode of training is the fan 
method. The fruit is produced on shoots of the preceding year, 
and on small close spurs formed on the two-year-old wood. The 
trees should be planted about soft. apart. The summer pruning 
should begin early in June, at which period all the irregular fore-
light and useless shoots are pinched off; and, shortly afterwards, 
those which remain are fastened to the wall. At the winter 
pruning all branches not duly furnished with spurs and fruit buds 
are removed. The young bearing shoots are moderately pruned 
at the points, care being, however, taken to leave a terminal shoot 
or leader to each branch. Themost common error in the pruning 
of apricots h laying in the bearing shoots too thickly; the 
branches naturally diverge in fan training, and when they extend 
SO as to be about y 5 in. apart, a fresh branch should be hid in, 
to be again subdivided as required. The blossoras of the apricot 
open early in spring, but are more hardy than those of the 

peach; the same means of protection when noway may be 
employed for both. If the fruit sets too numerously, it is thinned 
out in June and in the beginning of July, the later thinniast being 
used for tarts. In the south of England, where the soil is suitable, 
the hardier sorts of apricot, as the Breda and Brussels, bear well 
as standard trees in favourable seasons. In such cases the trees 
may be planted from so to 25 ft. apart. 

The ripening of the fruit of the apricot is accelerated by 
culture under glass, the trees being either planted out like 
peaches or grown in pots on the orchard-house system. They 
must be very gently excited, since they naturally bloom when the 
spring temperature is comparatively low. At first a maximum of 
4,3°  only must be permitted; after two or three weeks It may be 
raised to 45°, and later on to so° and se, and thus continued 
till the trees are in flower, air being freely admitted, and the 
minimum or night temperature ranging from 40°  to 45°. After 
the fruit is act the temperature should be gradually raised, being 
kept higher in clear weather than in dull. When the fruit has 
stoned, the temperature may be raised to 6o° or 65° by day and 
60° by night; and for ripening off it may be allowed t9 teach 7e 
or So° by sun heat. 

The Moorpark hone of the best and most usefulsorts in cultiva-
tion, and should be planted for all general purposes; the Peach
is a very similar variety, not quite identical; and the Remake& 
is also similar, but hardier. The Large Early, which ripens in 
the end of July and beginning of August, and the Kaisha, a 
sweet-kernelkd variety, which ripens in the middle of August, 
are also to be recommended. For standard nest in favourable 
localities the Breda and Brussels may be added. 

APRIES ('Airpler), the name by which Ilerodotus (IL x6r) 
and Diodorus (L 68) designate Uckabri% Oinoison (Pharaoh-
Hophra), the fourth king (counting from Psammetichus I.) of 
the twenty-sixth Egyptian dynasty. He reigned from 589 to 570 
P.C. See EGYPT and Aeries. 

APRIL, the second month of the ancient Roman, and the 
fourth of the modern calendar, containing thirty days. The 
derivation of the name is uncertain. The traditional etymology 
from La t. aperire,." to open," in allusion to its being the season 
when trees and flowers begin to " open," is supported by 
comparison with the modern Greek use of Lesko (opening) for 
spring. This seems very possible, though, as all the Roman 
months were named in honour of divinities, and as April was 
sacred to Venus, the Falun Veneris d Porlunae Virilis being 
held on the first day, it has been suggested that April's' was 
originally her month Aphrilis, from her Greek name Aphrodite. 
Jacob Grimm suggests the name of a hypothetical god or hero, 
Ape, or A eras. On the fourth and the five following days, 
games (Lodi Megolutses) were celebrated in honour of Cybele; 
on the fifth there was the Fesium Forlusae Publicise; on the 
tenth (?) games in the circus, and on the nineteenth equestrian 
combats, in honour of Ceres; on the twenty-first—which was 
regarded as the birthday of Rome—the Visalia urbane, when 
the wine of the previous autumn was first tasted; on the twenty-
fifth, the Robigalia, for the averting of mildew; and on the 
twenty-eighth and four following days, the riotous Floralia. 
The Anglo-Saxons called April Oster-month or Ecolur-mattaik, 
the period sacred to &sire or °slam, the pagan Saxon goddess 
of spring, from whose name is derived the modern Easter. 
St George's day is the twenty-third of the month; and St Mark's 
Eve, with it& superstition that the ghosts of those who are 
doomed to die within the year will be seen to pass into the church, 
falls on the twenty-fourth. In China the symbolical ploughing 
of the earth by the emperor and princes of the blood takes place 
in their third month, which frequently corresponds to our 
April; and in Japan the feast of Dolls is celebrated in the same 
month. The " days of April " (jourstes d'avril) is a name 
appropriated In French history to a series of insurrections at 
Lyons, Paris and elsewhere, against the government of Louis 
Philippe in au, which led to violent repressive measures, and 
to a famous trial known as the prods d'awil. 

See Chambers's Book of Days: Grimm's Gerchiche der *sticks 
Soreeke. Cap. " hloaste": abo Aran.-FOOLS DAY. 
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APIL1L41001LS' DAY, or ALL.Foots' DAY, the name given 

to the 1st of April in allusion to the custom of playing practical 
jokes on friends and neighbours on that day, or sending them 
on fools' errands. The origin of this custom has heen much 
disputed, and many ludicrous solutions have been suggested, 
e.g. that it is a farcical commemoration of Christ being sent 
from Annas to Caiaphas, from Caiaphas to Pilate, from Pilate 
to Herod, and from Herod back again to Pilate, the crucifixion 
having taken place about the 1st of April. What seems certain 
is that it is in some way or other a relic of those once universal 
festivities held at the vernal equinox, which, beginning on old 
New Year's day, the 25th of March, ended on the ant of April. 
This view gains support from the fact that the exact counterpart 
of April-failing is found to have been an immemorial custom 
in India. The festival of the spring equinox is there termed 
the feast of Hull, the last day of which is the 3 rst of March, upon 
which the chief amusement is the befooling of people by sending 
them on fruitless errands. It has been plausibly suggested that 
Europe derived its April-fooling from the Freach. They were 
the first nation to adopt the reformed calendar, Charles IX. 
in 1564 decreeing that the year should begin with the tst of 
January. Thus the New Year's gifts and visits of felicitation 
which had been the feature of the tat of April became associated 
with the first day of January, and those who disliked the change 
were fair butts for those wits who amused themselves by sending 
mock presents and paying calls of pretended ceremony on the 
zst of April. Though the litof April appears to have been 
anciently observed in Griot Britain as a general festival, it was 
apparently not until the beginning of the lath century that 
the making of April-fools was a common custom. In Scotland 
the custom was known as " hunting the gowk," i.e. the cuckoo, 
and April-fools were " April-gowks," the cuckoo being there, 
as ft is in most lands, a term of contempt. I u France the person 
befouled is known as poisson d'ettril. This has been explained 
from the association of ideas arising from the fact that in April 
the sun quits the zodiacal sign of the fish. A far more natural 
explanation would seem to be that the April fish would be a 
young fish and therefore easily caught. 

A PRIORI (Lat. a, from, trim, 'tins, that which is before, 
precedes), (r) a phrase used popularly of a judgment based on 
general considerations in the absence of particular evidence; 
(s) a logical term fint used, apparently, by Albert of Saxony 
(14th century), though the theory which it denotes is as old as 
Aristotle. In the order of human knowledge the particular 
facts of experience come first and arc the basis of generalized 
laws or causes (the Scholastic notions nobis); but in the order 
of nature the latter rank first as the self-existent, fundamental 
truths of existence (notiora notaroe). Thus to Aristotle the 
a priori argument is from law or cause to effect, as opposed to 
what we call a posteriori (posterior, subsequent, derived), from 
effect to cause. Since Kant the two phrases have become purely 
adjectival (instead of adverbial) with a technical controversial 
sense, closely allied to the Aristotelian, in relation to knowledge 
and judgments generally. A priori is applied to judgments 
which are regarded as independent of experience, and belonging 
to the essence of thought; a posteriori to those which are derived 
from particular observations. The distinction is analogous to 
that between analysis and synthesis, deduction and induction 
(but there may he a synthesis of a priori judgments, cf. Kant's 
" Synthetic Judgment a priori"). Round this distinction 
a rather barren controversy has raged, and almost all modern 
philosophers have labelled themselves either " Intuitionalist " 
(a priori) or " Empiricist " (a posteriori) according to the view 
they take of knowledge. In fact, however, the rival schools 
are generally arguing at cross purposes; there is a knowledge 
based on particulars, and also a knowledge of laws or causes. 
But the two work in different spheres, and are complementary. 
The observation of isolated particulars gives not necessity, but 
merely strong probability; necessity is purely intellectual or 
" transcendental." If the empiricist denies the intellectual 
element in scientific knowledge, he must not claim absolute 
validity for his conclusions; but he may hold against the  

intuitionalist that absolute laws are impossible to the human 
intellect. On the other hand, pure a priori knowledge can be 
nothing more than form without content (e.g. formal logic, the 
laws of thought). The simple fact at the bottom of the contro-
versy is that in all empirical knowledge there is an intellectual 
element, without which there Is no correlation of empirical data, 
and every judgment, however simple, postulates a correlation 
of some sort if only that between the predicate and its contra-
dictory. 

APRON (a corruption arising from a wrong division of "a 
napron " into " an apron," from the Fr. naperon, napperon, a 
diminutive of itoppe, LaL 'frappe, a napkin), an article of costume 
used to protect the front of the clothes. It forms part of the 
ceremonial dregs of Freemasons. The " apron " worn by church 
dignitaries is a shortened cassock (q.s.). The word has many 
technical uses, as for the protecting slope in front of the sill of 
dock-gates, or at the foot of weirs. 

AMARA:1%, in Hindu mythology, a female spirit of the clouds 
and waters. In the Rig-Veda there is one Apsaras, wife of 
Gandharva; in the later scriptures there are many Apsaras 
who act as the handmaidens of Indra and dance before his throne. 
They arc able to change their form, and specially rule over the 
fortunes of gaming. One of their dudes is to guide to paradise the 
heroes who fall in battle, whose wives they then become. They 
are distinguished as doivika ("divine") or laufrika ("worldly"). 

APSE (Gr. rilkis, a fastening, especially the fence of a wheel; 
Lat. <anis), in architecture, a semicircular recess covered with 
a hemispherical vault. The term is applied also to the termina-
tion to the choir, transept or aisle of any church which is either 
semicircular or polygonal in plea, whether vaulted or covered 
with a timber roof; a church is said to be "apsidsl" when it 
tenninates in an apse. 

The earliest example of an apse is found in the temple of 
Mars Ultot at Rome (2 ac.), and it formed afterwards the 
favourite feature terminating the rear of any temple, and one 
which gave importance to the statue of the deity to whom the 
temple was dedicated. Its use by the Romans was not confined 
to the temples, as it. is found in the palaces on the Palatine Hill, 
the great Thermae (Baths) and other monuments. In the civil 
basilicas the apse was screened ony columns, and constituted 
the court of justice. In the Ulpien (Trajan's) Basilica the apses 
at each end were of such •great dimensions as to come better 
under the definition of hemicydes (q.t.). In these apses the 
floor was raised, and had an altar placed in the centre of its 
chord, where sacrifices were made prior to the sittings. The 
only other two Roman basilicas In which the semicircular apse 
can still be traced are that commenced by Masentius and 
completed by Constantine at Rome and the basilica at Trier 
(Trives). 

In the earliest Christian basilica, St Peter's at Rome, built 
330 A.D., the apse, 57 ft. in diameter, raised above the confessio 
or crypt, was placed at the west end of the church. This orient-
ation was originally followed in the churches of St Paul and 
St Lawrence (S. Lorenzo fuori he /Aura), both outside the walls 
of Rome, and is found in moat of the churches at Rome. On 
the other hand, in the Byzantine church, the apse was built at the 
east end of the church. 

During the reign of Justin the Second (A.D. 565-574), owing 
to a change in the liturgy, two more apses were added, one on 
each side of the central apse. These in the Greek Church were 
provided not to hold altars but for ceremonial purposes. One of 
the earliest examples is found in the church of St Nicholas at 
Myra of the 6th century, and the basilica erected in the great 
court of the temple at Baalbek shows the triple apse. The 
earliest example in Rome is found in the church of Sta Maria 
in Cosmedin (77 2-705), built probably by Greek craftsmen, who 
had been exiled by the Iconoclasts. Other triapsal choirs are 
found in the cathedral of Parenzo (542 A.D.), in St Mark's, 
Venice, in Sta Fosca and the Duomo at Torcello, and in numerous 
examples throughout Italy and Germany. In central Syria 
there is one example only, at Kalat Semen, where the side apses 
were a later addition. 
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There b one important dhtinction to be drawn between the 
Byzantine and the Latin apses; they are both semicircular 
internally, but externally the fanner are nearly always poly-
gonal. It follows, therefore, that in those churches in Italy 
where the apse is polygonal externally, It is a sign of direct 
Byzantine influence. This is found in St Mark's, Venice; 
Sta Fosca, Torcello; Murano; nearly all the churches at 
Ravenna; and in the Crusaders' churches throughout Syria. 

In the Coptic church in Egypt we find other characteristics; 
in the churches of the Red and White Monasteries, attributed 

to St Helena, an unusual 
depth is given to the apse, 
in the walls of which 
niches are sunk; in the 
church of St John at 
Antinoe there are no fewer 
than seven. Similar 
niches are found in the 
apses of St Mark's, 
Venice, built in A.D. Da, 
It is said in imitation of 
St Mark's in Alexandria, 

to receive the relics of St Mark brought over from there. 
In a large number of the apses In the Coptic churches the 

seats round the apse with the bishop's throne in the centre are 
still preserved; of these the best examples are at Abu Sargah, 
Al 'Adra and Abu-s-Sifain. Unfortunately there are no remains 
of the fittings in the tribunes of the ancient Roman basilicas, 
but those in St Peter's at Rome, which were probably copied 
from them, are recorded in drawings, there being two or three 
TOM of stone seats with the papal throne in the centre. It is 
possible also that some may still exist in the other early Christian 
basilicas at Rome, but there have been so many changes that 
it is not possible to trace them. In the cathedral of Parent* 
in Istria (a.D. 53 3-130, the hemicyde of marble seats for the 
clergy with the episcopal chair in the centre still exists. A 
similar arrangement is found in the apse of the church of the 
6th century attached to the church of St Helena in the island 
of Pares, where there are eight steep grades of semicircular 
stone seats with the bishop's chair in the centre. The aspect 
of the interior of this apse has in consequence very much the 
appearance of a Roman theatre. A third example, better known, 
exists at Torcello, with six concentric seats rising one above the 
other, and in the centre the episcopal chair with a flight of 
thirteen steps down in front of it. 

In the basilica at Bethlehem, the east and of which was 
reconstructed probably in the 5th century, apses of similar 
dimensions to the eastern apse were built at the north and south 
end of the transept. The same disposition is found in the Coptic 
churches of the Red and White Monasteries just referred to, 
in the church of St Elias at &darks (c. torn), the cathedral of 
Echmiadzin in Armenia, at Vatopedi, Mt. Athos, and some other 
Byzantine churches. An early example in France exists in the 
church of Germigny-des-Prfs on the Loire (8o6; rebuilt 11168), 
where the three apses are horseshoe on plan, and the same is 
found in the church at Oberzell in the island of Reichenau, 
Lake of Constance, except that the eastern apse there is square. 
Small examples also are found at Querqueville and at St Wan-
drille near Caudebec, both in Normandy, but the finest develop-
ment takes place in the church of St Maria ire Capitol at Cologne, 
where the aisles are carried round both the northern and southern 
apses. The same feature exists in the cathedral of Toumai in 
Belgium and the churches at Cambrai, Soissons and Valenciennes 
(the last destroyed at the Revolution) in France, and also in 
the cathedrals of Como and of Pisa in Italy. Without aisles, 
there are examples in the churches of the Apostles and of 
St Martin at Cologne; St Quirinus at Neuss; at Roermond; 
St Cross, Breslau; the cathedral of Bonn; and, at a later date, 
in the Marienkirche at Trier; S. Elizabeth at Marburg; the 
church of Sta Marla-del-Fiore at Florence; and the cathedral 
of Parma. 

In consequence of a change made in the orientation of apses  

in the 6th or 7th century, others were subsequently added at 
the west end of existing churches, and this is considered to have 
been the case at Canterbury; but in the German churches 
sometimes apses were built from the first at both ends, such as 
are shown on the manuscript plan of St Gall, of the 9th century. 
Western apses exist at Gernrode; Dritbeck; Huyseburg; the 
Obermanster of Regensburg; St Godehard in Hildesheim; 
the cathedrals of Worms and Trier; the Abbey church of 
Leach; the Minster at Bonn; and in St Pietro-in-Gordo near 
Pisa. 

The triapsal churches, to which we have referred, are those 
in which the side apses form the termination of the side aisles; 
but where there are transepts, the aisles are sometimes not 
continued beyond them, mid the expansion of the transept 
to north and south gives more ample space for apses; of these 
there are many examples, as in the Abbey church of Leach in 
Germany; at Ramsey; Christchurch, Hants; Gloucester, 
Ely, Norwich and Canterbury cathedrals, in England; and at 
St Georges de Bescherville in France; sometimes there being 
apace for two apses on each side. 

In the beginning of the 13th century in France, the apses 
became radiating chapels outside the choir aisle, henceforth 
known as the chevet. These radiating chapels would seem to 
have been suggested in Norwich and Canterbury cathedrals, 
but the feature is essentially a French one and in England 
is found only in Westminster Abbey, into which it was intro- 
duced by Healy to whom the chevets of Amiens, Beauvais 
and Reims were probably well known. 	(R. P. S.) 

APSE and AMIDES, in mechanics, either of the two points 
of an orbit which are nearest to and farthest from the centre of 
motion. - They are called the lower or nearer, and the higher 
or more distant apsides respectively. The " line of apaides" 
is that which joins them, forming the major axis of the orbit. 

APSHIES of Gadara, a Greek rhetorician, who flourished 
during the 3rd century A.D. After studying at Smyrna, he 
taught at Athens, and gained such a reputation that he was 
raised to the consulship by the emperor Maxi ninus (235-238). 
He was the friend of Philostratus, the author of the Lives of the 
Sophists, who speaks of his wonderful memory and accuracy. 
Two rhetorical treatises by him are extant: Three Mope* 
a handbook of rhetoric greatly interpolated, a considerable por-
tion being taken from the Rhetoric of Longinus; and a smaller 
work, Hui icroperumbar rpoPXvoitrow, on Propositions mein-
tained figuratively. 

Editions by Bake, 1849; Soeneel-Hammer In Rheims Cried, 
ii. 0894: see also Hammer, Lie A -prim Restore (076); Vollimana. 
Madera der Griechen aid Romer (1883). 

APT, a town of south-eastern France, in the department of 
Vaucluse, on the left bank of the Coulon, az m. E. of Avignon 
by rail. Pop. (1906) 4990. The town was formerly surrounded 
by massive ancient walls, but these have now been for the most 
part replaced by boulevards; many of its streets are narrow 
and irregular. The chief object of interest is the church of 
Sainte-Anne (once the cathedral), the building of which was 
begun about the year zo56 on the site of a much older edifice, 
but not completed until the latter half of the 77th century. 
Many Roman remains have been found in and near the town. 
A fine bridge, the Pont Julien, spanning the Coulon below the 
town, dates from the Ind or 3rd century. A tribunal of first 
instance and a communal college are the chief public institutions. 
The chief manufactures are silk, confectionery and earthenware; 
and there is besides a considerable trade in fruit, grain and cattle. 
Apt was at one time the chief town of the Vulgientes, a Gallic 
tribe; it was destroyed by the Romans about us n.c and 
restored by Julius Caesar, who conferred upon it the title Apia 
Julie; it was much injured by the Lombards and the Saracens, 
but its fortifications were rebuilt by the counts of Provence. The 
bishopric, founded in the 3rd century, was suppressed in 5790. 

APTERA (Greek for " wingless "), a term in - ecological classi-
fication applied by Linnaeus to various groups of wingless arthroi 
pods, including some of the Insects, the centipedes, the millipedes, 
the Arachnids (scorpions, spiders, &c.) and the Crustacea. is 
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modern ecology the term has become restricted to the lowest 
order of the class Hexapoda or true insects, This order includes 
the bristle-tails and the springtails. 

Many wingless insects—such as lice, fleas and certain ear-
wigs and cockroaches—are placed in various orders together 
with winged insects to which they show evident relationships. 
In such cases the absence of wings must be regarded as secondary 
—due to a parasitic or other special manner of life. But the 
bristle-tails and springtails, which form the modern order 
Aptera, are all without any trace of wings, and, on account of 

several remarkable archaic 
characters which they ex-
hibit, there is reason for 
believing that they are 
primitively wingless—that 
they represent an early off-
shoot which sprang from 
the ancestral stock of the 
Hexapods before organs of 
Bight had been acquired 
by the class. 

Charackrs.—In addition 
to the complete absence of 
wings and of metamor-
phosis, the Aptera arc 
characterized by peculiar 
elongate mandibles (figs. 

Me.; 1, 4), with toothed 
apex and sub-apical grind-
ing surface, like those of 
certain Crustacea; by the 
presence between the 
mandibles and maxillae of 
a pair of appendages 
(superlinguae or :wail-
lulae), fig. 1, Mai., which 
are absent or vestigial in 
all other insects; and, in 
most genera, by the 
presence in the adult of 
abdominalappendagesused 
for locomotion, these latter 
varying in number from one 
to nine pairs. Among 
peculiarities of the internal 
organs the segmental 
arrangement of the ovaries 
in most members of the 
order is noteworthy. Many 
Aptera are covered with 
Battened scales like those 
of moths. 

Classification.—The 
Aptcra are divided into 
two divergent sub-orders, 
the Thysanura (q.v.) or 
bristle-tails, and the Col-
kmbola or springtails. 

Thysanura.—The bristly-
tails have an abdomen of eleven segments, the tenth usually 
carrying a pair of long many-jointed tail-feelers (cerci, fig. t, x.); 
sometimes a median, jointed tail-appendage is also present. 
To these feelers the popular name is due. There may also be 
abdominal appendages—in the form of simple unjointed stykts 
(fig. s, 11.-ix.), accompanied by paired eversible sacs, probably 
respiratory in function—on eight (or fewer) other abdominal 
segments. The head of a bristle-tail carries a pair of compound 
eyes and a pair of elongate many-jointed feelers. 

The air-tube system is developed In varying degree in different 
bristle-tails, the number of pairs of spiracles being three (Cast-
podca), nine (Modals), ten (Lefrislea), or eleven (Joys). 

Four families of Thysanura are usually recognized. In the  

Madtilidat and Minable (these two families are known as 
the Entotrophi) the maxillae are like those of typical biting 
insects, and there is a median tail-bristle in addition to the 
paired cerci; while in the Campodeidas and fatylidas (which 
form the group Entotrophi) the jaws are apparently sunk is the 
head, through a deep inpusbing at the mouth, and there is no 
median tail-bristle. The cerci in Japyx are not, as usual, jointed 
feelers, but strong, curved appendages forming a forceps as in 
earwigs. 

Cailessbola.—In springtails, or Collentbel.,, the jaws are sunk 
into the bead, as in the entotrophous Thysanura; the bead 
carries a pair of feelers with not more than six (usually four) 
segments, and there are eight (or fewer) distinct simple eyes on 
each side of the head (fig. 2, 1, 2), These are in some genera 
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FIG. 2.—Structure of Collembola. 
I. Turkana hibernica. Side view. 
2. 	 Ocelli and post-ante:mai organ of right side. 

3- 	 Tip of terminal antenna) segment with 
antenna' organ. 

Mandible. 
S. 	„ 	Tip of left dens with macro. Outer view 

G. 	 Hind-foot with claws. 
7. Entontogya anomaly. Catch. 

like the single elements (ommalidia) of a compound Insect eye, in 
others like simple occlli. The abdomen consists of six segments 
only. The first of these usually carries a ventral tube, furnished 
with paired eversible sacs which assist the insects in walking on 
smooth surfaces, and perhaps serve also as organs for breathing. 
From the researches of V. Willem it appears that the viscid 
fluid which causes the adherence of the ventral tube is secreted 
by a pair of glands in the head whose ducts open into a super-
ficial groove leading from the second maxillae backward to the 
tube on the first abdominal segment. The third abdominal 
segment usually carries a pair of short appendages whose basal 
segments are fused together; this is the " catch " (fig. a, 7), 
whose function is to hold in place the " spring," which is formed 
by the fourth pair of abdominal appendages—also with fused 
basal segments. In most Collembola the spring appears to 
belong to the fifth abdominal somite, but Willem, by study of 
the muscles, has shown that it really belongs to the fourth. The 
fused basal segments of the appendages form the " manubrium " 
of the spring, which carries the two " dentes " (usually elongate 
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and flexibli), each with a" mucro "at its tip (fig. S, 5). The fifth 
abdominal segment is the genital, and the sixth the anal somite. 

The spring serves the Collembola which possess it as an 
efficient leaping-organ (see SPRINOTAU.). But in some genera it. 
is greatly reduced and in many quite vestigial. 

Most springtails are without air-tubes, and breathe through 
the general cuticle of the body. But in one family (Smintkuridae) 
a spiracle, opening on either aide between the head and the 
prothorax, leads to a branching system of air-tubes. The 
Srosinthuridae are further characterized by the globular abdomen, 
which shows but little external trace of segmentation, and by the 
well-developed spring. 

In the Entonsobryidae the body is elongate and dearly seg-
mented, but the dorsal region (tergum) of the prothorax is much 
reduced and the head downwardly directed; the spring is well 
developed. In the Achorutidee the head is forwardly directed, 
the tergum of the prothorax conspicuous, and the spring small or 
vestigial. 

In many genera of springtails a curious post-antennal organ, 
consisting of sensory structures (often complex in form) sur-
rounded by a firm ring, is to be noticed on the cuticle of the head 
between the eyes and the feelers. It may be of use as an organ of 
smell. Other sensory organs (Walton the third and fourth anten-
nal segments in the Adsonstidae and Entomobryidae (fig. 2, 3). 

Distribution and Habits.—The Apt= are probably the most 
widely distributed of all insects. Among the bristle-tails we 
find the genus 'Achill; represented in Europe (induding the 
Faeroe Islands) and in Chile; while Campodea lives high on the 
mountains and in the deepest caves. The springtails have even 
a wider distribution. The genus Isaorna, for example, has some 
of its numerous species in regions so remote as Alaska, Franz 
Josef Land, the Sandwich Islands, the South Orkneys, Graham 
Land, Kerguelen and South Victoria Land. As it is unliltely 
that these delicate insects could be transported across sea-
channels, their wide and discontinuous range suggests both their 
great antiquity and the former existence of continental tracts 
over which they may have travelled to their present stations. 

Springtails and bristle-tails live in damp concealed places—
under stones or tree-bark, in moss, and in the decaying vegetable 
or animal matter which serves as food for most of them. Some 
species, however, eat fresh plant-tissues. A species of bristle-tail 
(Machilis maritinsa) and quite a number of springtails haunt 
the ;tea-coast at or below high-water mark. In such localities 
many thousands of individuals may sometimes be found associ-
ated together. The insect fauna of limestone caves both in 
Europe and North America is largely composed of Aptera, 
especially Collembola. 

Geological History.—R supposed Thysanuran from the Silurian 
of New Brunswick has been described by G. F. Matthew, and 
another genus from the French Carboniferous by C. Brongniart. 
Not till the Tertiary do we find remains of Aptera in any quantity, 
species both of living and extinct genera being represented in the 
amber. 

Dereloponsent.—The embryonic development of several genera 
of Aptera, which has been carefully studied, will be more suitably 
described in comparison with that of other insects than here (see 
HERAPOOA). 

BIRLIoGRAPur.—The modern study of the Amen may be said to 
date from the classical memoirs of T. Tullberg, " Sveriges Podu- 
rider " in 	&risk Vdensk. Abed. Handl. a., 1872, and Sir J. 
Lubbock 	Avebury), " Monograph of the Collembola and 
Thysanura," Ray Society, 1873. In these, fuU references to the 
Oder literature will be found. Subsequently our knowledge of the 
Thysanura has been markedly advanced by J. T. Oudemans, Bijdrage 
for de Reims dew Thy.sauura en Collembola (Amsterdam, 1888); 
B. Grassi, who published between 188, and 11189a series of memoirs 
entitled " I progenitori dei Miriapodi e degli Insetti," in the A tti 
Assad. di Screws. Nat. Catania, and the Mews. R. Accad. dei Lintel; 
and V. Willem, whose " Recherches sur les Collemboles et les Thy-
sanoures," in Mew. Cow. Acad. Roy. Belgique, MS., 1900. are 
Indispensable to the student. In addition to this work of Willem, 
valuable anatomical papers on Collembola have been published by 
H. J. Hansen (Zeal. Ass. xvi., 2893), J. W. Folsom (Bull. Max 
Caul., Anal. Harp. mow., 2899). C. Barnes (Zoe& Ass. ;oda., Isloo), 
and Absolon (2oel. Ass. mai. and 72t1V., Paco, root), the two 

latter writers having paid especial attention to the peculiar pose 
antennal and antennal sense-organs of springtails. Absolon has 
also written on the Collembola of caves. These writers, with H. 
Schott, C. Schaffer and others, have published many systematic 
papers on Collembola, as has F. Silvestri on Thysanura. British 
species are mentioned in Lubbock's monograph; for recent additions 
see G. H. Carpenter and W. Evans (Proc. R. Phys. Soc. Edna). sly.. 
1899, and xv., 2903). (G. H. C.) 

APTERAL (from the Gr. &repos, wingless, a-, privative and 
areplo, a wing), an architectural term applied to anmbiprostyle 
temples which have no columns on the sides; in the Ionic temple 
on the Acropolis at Athens known as Nike Apteros, the adjective 
is used, not as applying to the goddess of victory but to the 
absence of any peristyle on the sides. 

APTIAN (Fr. Ages, from Apt in Vauduse, France), in 
geology, the term introduced in 1843 by A. d'Orbigny (Pal. 
France Cell. ii.) for the upper stage of the Lower Cretaceous 
rocks. In England it comprises the Lower Greensand and part 
of the Speeton beds; in France it is divided into two sub-stages, 
the lower, " Bedoulian," of Bedoule in Provence, with Hoplites 
deshayesei and Ancylocaus Matheroni; and an upper, " Gar-
gasian," from Gargas near Apt, with Hopliter fwcatees (Dulrenoys, 
and Phylloceras GueUardi. To this stage belong the Temecula 
limestone and Orbital's° marls of Spain; the Schrattenkalk (part) 
of the Alpine and Carpathian regions; and the Terebrirogra 
limestone of the same area Parts of the Flys& of the eastern 
Alps, the Biancone of Lombardy, and agile scagliose of Emilia, 
are of Aptian age; so also arc the " Trinity Beds " of North 
America. Deposits of bauxite occur in the Aptian hippurite lime-
stone at Les Bator near Arles, and in the Pyrenees. The Aptian 
rocks are generally days, marls and green glauconitic sands 
with occasional limestones. (See GREENSAND and CRETACEOUS.) 

APULIIIUS, LUCIUS, Platonic philosopher and rhetorician, 
was born at Madaura in Numidia about A.D. 125. As the son 
of one of the principal officials, be received an excellent education, 
first at Carthage and subsequently at Athens. After leaving 
Athens he undertook a long course of travel, especially in the 
East, principally with the view of obtaining initiation into 
religious mysteries. Having practised for some time as an 
advocate at Rome, be returned to Africa. On a journey to 
Alexandria he fell sick at Oea (Tripoli), where he made the 
acquaintance of a rich widow, Aemilia Pudentilla, whom he 
subsequently married. The members of her family disapproved 
of the marriage, and indicted Apuleius on a charge of having 
gained her affections by magical arts. He easily established his 
innocence, and his spirited, highly entertaining, but inordinately 
long defence (Apologia or De Magia) before the proconsul 
Claudius Maximus is our principal authority for his biography. 
From allusions in his subsequent writings, and the rhention of 
him by St Augustine, we gather that the remainder of his 
prosperous life was devoted to literature and philosophy. At 
Carthage he was elected provincial priest of the imperial cult, in 
which capacity be occupied a prominent position in the provincial 
council, had the duty of collecting and managing the funds for 
the temples of the cult, and the superintendence of the games 
in the amphitheatre. He lectured on philosophy and rhetoric, 
like the Greek sophists, apparently with success, since statues 
were erected in his honour at Carthage and elsewhere. The 
year of his death is not known. 

The work on which the fame of Apuleius principally rests has 
little claim to originality. The Metamorphoses or Golden Ass 
(the latter title seems not to be the author's own, but to have 
been bestowed in compliment, just as the Libri Renton 
dicsisarum of Gains were called A urea) was founded on a narrative 
in the Metamorphoses of Lucius of Patrae, a work extant in the 
time of Photius. From Photius'a account (impugned, however, 
by Wieland and Courier), this book would seem to have consisted 
of a collection of marvellous stories, related in an inartistic 
fashion, and in perfect good faith. The literary capabilities of 
this particular narrative attracted the attention of Apuleius's 
contemporary, Lucian, who proceeded to work it up in his own 
manner, adhering, as Pbotius seems to indicate, very closely to 
the original, but giving it a comic and satiric turn. Apuleius 
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followed this rifseinsento, snaking it, however, the groundwork 
of an elaborate romance, interspersed with numerous episodes, 
of which the beautiful story of Cupid and Psyche is the most 
celebrated, and altering the disowning to suit the religious 
revival of which he was an apostle. 

The adventures of the youthful hero in the form of an ass are 
much the same in both rcanances, but in Apuleius he is restored 
to human shape by the aid of Isis, into whose mysteries be is 
initiated, and finally becomes her priestess. The book is a 
remarkable illustration of the contemporary reaction against a 
period of scepticism, of the general appetite for miracle and 
magic, and of the influx of oriental and Egyptian Ideas into the 
old theology. It is also composed with a well-marked literary 
aim, defined by Kiel/schema as the emulation of the Greek 
sophists, and the transplantation of their tours de force into the 
Latin language. Nothing, indeed, is more characteristic of 
Apuleius than his versatility, unless it be his ostentation and self-
confidence in the display of it. The dignified, the ludicrous, the 
voluptuous, the horrible, succeed each other with bewildering 
rapidity; fancy and feeling are everywhere apparent, but not 
less so affectation, meretricious ornament, and that effort to say 
everything finely which prevents anything being said well. The 
Latinity has a strong African colouring, and is crammed With 
obsolete words, agreeably to the taste of the time. When these 
defects are mitigated or overlooked, the Golden Ass will be pro-
nounced a most successful work, invaluable as an illustration of 
ancient manners, and full of entertainment from beginning to 
end. The most famous and poetically beautiful portion is the 
episode of Cupid and Psyche, adapted from a popular legend of 
which traces are found is most fairy mythologies, which explains 
the seeming incongruity of its being placed in the mouth of an old 
hag. The allegorical purport he has infused into it is his own, 
and entirely in the spirit of the Platonic philosophy. Don 
Quixote's adventure with the wine-skins, and Gil Bias's captivity 
among the robbers, are palpably borrowed from Apuleius; and 
several of the humorous episodes, probably current as popular 
stories long before his time, reappear in Boccaccio. 

Of Apuleius's other writings, the Apology has been already 
mentioned. The Florida (probably meaning simply "anthology," 
without any reference to style) consists of a collection of excerpts 
from his declamations, ingenious but highly affected, and in 
general perfect examples, of the sophistical art of saying nothing 
with emphasis. They deal with the most varied subjects, and 
are intended to exemplify the author's versatility. The pleasing 
little tract On the Gad of Socrates expounds the Platonic doctrine 
of beneficent daemons, an intermediate class between gods and 
men. Two books on Plato (De Plolone d Ejus Dognate) treat of 
his life, and his physical and ethical philosophy; a third, treating 
of logic, is generally considered spurious. The De Mande is an 
adaptation of the Mot sobapou wrongly attributed to Aristotle. 
Apuleius informs us that he had also composed numerous poems 
in almost all possible styles, and several works on natural history, 
some in Greek. In the preparation of these he seems to hare 
attended more closely to actual anatomical research than was 
customary with ancient naturalists. Some other works—dealing 
with theology, the properties of herbs, medical remedies and 
physiognomy, are wrongly attributed to him. 

The character of Apuleius, as delineated by himself, is attrac-
tive; he appears vehement and passionate, but devoid of 
rancour; enterprising, munificent, genial and an enthusiast 
for the beautiful and good. His vanity and love of display are 
conspicaous, but are extenuated by a genuine thirst for know-
ledge and a surprising versatility of attainments. He prided 
himself on his proficiency in both Greek and Latin. His place in 
letters is accidentally more important than his genius strictly 
entitles him to hold. He is the only extant example in Latin 
literature of an accomplished sophist in the good sense of the 
term. The loss of other ancient romances has secured him a 
peculiar influence on modern fiction; while his chronological 
position in a transitional period renders him at once the evening 
star of the Platonic, and the morning star of the Neo-Platonic 
philosophy. 

lb liL 10G RA PRY.—COMpiete WOCILS: Fsdltio priseeps, ed. Aadreas 
(I469): Oudendorp (1786-182?) i Hildebrand (1842): Helm0905 et 
seq.): P. Thomas (vol. iii. 1908)3. Metamorphoses. Eyssenhardt (1869), 
van der Vliet (1897). Psyche d Csipiko,rdalhn-Michaelis (1883); Beck 

(too:). Apolora. I. Casaubon (1 	; Kreger (1864); (with the 
Ronda) . van der Vliet (Iwo). 	' , Kruger. (1883). De Dm 
Socratic, Buckley (I 844). Liiijollann (1878). De Plating. et ejact Do((- 
mute, Goldbacher 0876) (including De Mot& and Dr Deo Socratis). 
For the relation between Lucian's "Osor and the Metamorphoses of 
Apuleius, see Rohde, 13ber Lucian: Schrift. Sofinas (1869), and 
Burger. De Lucia Patrensi (t 887). Cis the style of Apuleius consult 
Kretzsch mann. De L,oliniieste L. Apaki (1865), and Koziol, Der Slit 
des A. (1872). There is a complete English translation of the works 
of Apuleius in Bohn's Classical Library. The translations and 

aps r imitations of the Ganes Ass is modern W 	sae numerous: 
in English, by Adlington, 1566 and later eds. reissued in the Tudor 
translations and Temple Classics), Taylor (1822) (including the 
philosophical works), Head (1851). Of the Cupid and Psyche episode 
there are recent translations by Robert Bridges (1895) (In verse), 
Stuttaford (1903); and it is beautifully introduced by Walter Pater 
into his Marisa the Epicurean. This episode has afforded the subject 
of a drama to Thomas Heywood. and of narrative poems to Shakerley 
Marmion, Mrs. Tighe, and William Morris (in the Earthly Paradise). 

APULIA (sometimes APPIILIA in manuscripts but never in 
'inscriptions), the district inhabited in ancient times by the 
Apuli. Strictly a Samnite tribe (see SAYNITES) settled round 
Mount Garganus on the east coast of Italy (Strabo vi. 3. i s), 
the Apuli mingled with the lapygian tribes of that part of the 
coast (Dauni, Peucetii, Poediculi) who, like the Messaidi, had 
come from Illyria, so that the name Apulia reached down to the 
border of the ancient Calabria. Almost the only monument of 
Samnite speech from the district is the famous Talnda Baistins 
from Bantia, a small city just inside the Peacetian part of Apulia, 
on the Lucanian border. This inscription is one of the latest 
and in some ways the most important monument of Oscan, 
though showing what appear to be some southern peculiarities 
(see OSCA LINGUA). Its date is almost certainly between I113 
and go s.c., and it shows that Latin had not even then spread 
over the district (cf. Looms). Far older than this are some 
coins from Ausculum and Teate (later lutOW1lasTeantm2Apulum), 
of which the earliest belong to the 4th century s.c. Roman or 
Latin colonies were few, Luceria (planted 3r4 s.c.) in the north 
and Brundisiurn (soon after 268) being the chief. (See R. S. 
Conway, Italic Dialects, xxviii.-xxx. pp. is f.; and Mommsen's 
introduction to the opening sections of C. LL. .L. ix.) (R. S. C.) 

The wars of the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C. brought a great 
part of the pastures of the Apulian plain into the hands of the 
Roman state, and a tax was paid on every head of cattle and 
every sheep, at first to the tax farmer and later to the imperial 
procurator. It was under the Romans that the system of 
migration for the flocks reached its full development, and the 
practice is still continued; the sheep-tracks (trailers), 3so ft. 
wide, leading from the mountains of the Abruzzi to the plain 
of Apulia date in the main at least from the Roman period, and 
are mentioned in inscriptions. The plain, however, which once 
served as winter grazing ground for a million sheep, now gives 
pasture to about one-half of that number. ,  The shepherds, 
who were slaves, often gave considerable trouble; we hear that 
some y000 of them, who had made the whole country unsafe, 
were condemned to death in as B.C. (Livy XXXiX. 29). Sheep-
farming on a large scale was no doubt detrimental to the interests 
of the towns. We hear of repeated risings, for the last time in 
the Social War. Even in the 4th century s.c. the then chief town 
of Apulia, Teate or Tennum Apulum (see above), suffered in this 
way. Luceria subsequently took its place, largely owing to its 
military importance; but under the Empire it was succeeded 
by Canusium. 

The road system of Apulia, which touched all the important 
towns, consisted of three main lines, the Via Appia (see Atom, 
W), the Via Traiana, and the coast road, running more or less 
parallel in an east-south-east direction. Thefust (the southern-
most), coming east from Beneventum, entered Apulia at the 
Pons Aufidi, and ran through Venusia to Tarentum, and thence, 

, The migration was made compulsory by Alphonso L in Loa, 
and remained so until 1865. Since that tithe the trattnei have been 
to some extent absorbed by private proprietors. 
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turning north-east, to Brundusium. The second, coming north-
east from Beneventum, turned east at &vac, and ran through 
Bercloniae, Canusium, Butuntum, Barium and Gnathia (Gnatia) 
to Brundusium. There was also a short cut from Butuntum to 
Gnathia through Caelia, keeping inland. The third parallel 
line ran to the north of the Via Treiana, in continuation of the 
,road along the north-east coast of Picenum and Samnium; 
it entered Apulia near Larinum (whence a branch ran south to 
Bovianum Undecimanorum), and thence, keeping in the plain 
to the south of the Mons Garganus, rejoined the coast at Sipon-
tum, where it received a branch road from the Via Traiana at 
Agate, pasting through Luceria and Arpi. It then passed 
through Bardull (where it was joined by a road from Canusium 
by way of Cannae) to Barium, where it joined the Via Traiana. 
From Barium a road probably ran direct to Caelia, and thence 
south-south-east to join the Via Appia some 25 m. north-west 
of Tarentum. 

Barium was an important harbour, though less so than 
Brundusium and Tarentum, which, however, belonged to 
Calabria in the Roman sense. Apulia, with Calabria, formed 
the second region of Augustus, though we once find Calabria 
treated as a part of the third region, Lucania (C.I. L. ix. 2213). 
The Hannibalic and later wars bad, Strabo tells us, destroyed 
the former prosperity of the country; in imperial times we hear 
little or nothing of it. Both were governed by a corrector from 
the time of Constantine onwards, but in 668 the Lombards 
conquered Calabria and Apulia, and it was then that the former 
name was transferred to Bruttium, the meaning of the latter 
being extended to include Calabria also. In the loth century 
the greater part of this territory was recovered by the Byzantine 
emperors, whose governor was called Karezwer, a name which, 
under the corrupt form Capitulate, belonged to the province 
of Foggia till 1861. It was conquered by the Normans under 
William Brasde-fer, who took the title of comer Aptdiae in top; 
it was raised to a dukedom with Calabria by Robert Guiscard in 
rosci, and united to the Sicilian monarchy in 1127. Many of the 
important towns possess fine Romanesque cathedrals, con-
structed under the Normans and the Hohenstaufen rulers. It 
shared the subsequent fate of Sicily, becoming a part of the 
kingdom of the Two Sicilia in 1734, and being united with 
Italy in :861, 

Modern Apulia comprises the three provinces of Foggia, Bari 
and Lecce (the latter corresponding roughly with the ancient 
Mo‘na Calabria, which, however, extended somewhat farther 
AAA, north inland), and is often known as Le Puglic; it 

stretches from Monte Gargano to the south-east ex-
tremity of Italy, with an area of 7376 sq. in.; it is bounded on 
the north and east by the Adriatic, on the south-cast by the 
Gulf of Taranto, on the south by Basilicata and on the west 
by Campania and the Abruzzi. The three provinces correspond 
to the three natural divisions into which it falls. That of Foggia, 
though it has mountains on the west and south-west boundary, 
and the Monte Gargano at its north-east extremity, is in the main 
a great plain called the Tavoliere (chessboard) di Puglia, with 
considerable lagoons on its north and east coast. That of Bari, 
east-south-east of Foggia and divided from it by the Ofanto 
(Aufidus), the only considerable river of Apulia, roa m. long, is 
a hilly district with a coast strip along which are the majority 
of the towns—the lack of villages is especially noticeable; in the 
circondario of Barletta, the north-east portion of the province, 
there are only eleven communes, with a total population of 
335,934. That of Lecce, to the east-southeast again, is a low 
Oat limestone terrace. 

The industries of Apulia are mainly pastoral or agricultural. 
Besides sheep, a considerable number of horses, cattle and swine 
are bred; while despite the lack of water, which is the great 
need of modern Apulia (in 1906 arrangements were made for 
a great aqueduct, to supply the three provinces from the head-
waters of the Sele), cultivation is actively carried on, especially 
in the province of Bari, where grain, wine, olives, almonds, 
lemons, oranges, tobacco, &c., are produced in abundance, and 
the export of olive oil is attaining considerable importance. The  

salt works of Margherita di Savoie produce large quantities 
of salt, and nitre is extracted near Molfetta. 

Railway communications are fairly good, the main line fron• 
Bologna to Brindisi passing through the whole length of Apulia, 
by way of Foggia and Bari, and having branches from Foggia 
(the main railway centre of Apulia) to Benevento and Caserta, 
to Manfredonis, to Lucera and to Rocchetta S. Antonio (and 
thence to either Avelino, Potenza or Gioia del Celle), from 
°tenths° to Margherita di Savoie, from Barletta to Spinier:on 
(between Rocchetta S. Antonio and Gioia del Celle), from Bari 
to Putignano, and via Gioia del Colic to Taranto, and from 
Brindisi to Taranto, and to Lecce and Otranto; besides which, 
there is a steam tramway from Barletta to Bari via Andria. 

The most important harbours of Apulia are Brindisi, Bari, 
Taranto, Barletta, Molfetta and Gallipoli. The export of olive 
oil to foreign countries from the province of Luce in TM 
amounted to 1048 tons, as against 3395 in Eger ; but that to 
home ports increased from 7077 to 9025 tons in the same period 
The production of wine was 35 8,953 tons in tgo5 as against 
203,995 tons in 1901 (an exceptionally bad year) and 284,156 
tom in /902. Of this itt 1,872 tons were forwarded by rail and 
sea, in the proportion of five to two respectively, the rest being 
used for home consumption and as a reserve. The cultivation 
of oriental tobacco is extending in the province (see Consular 
Report, No. 3672, July 1906). 

The population of the province of Foggia was 4 25,450  (Igo:) 
as against 322, 758 in 1871, the chief towns !ming Foggia (53, t t). 
Cerignola (34. 1 95), S. Severn (30,040), Monte S. Angelo (21,870), 
S. Marco in Lamis ( 1 7,309), Lucera (17,515); that of Bari, 
827,698 (1901) as against 604,540 in 1871, the chief townsbeing 
Bari (77,478), Andria (49,569), Barletta (42,022), CO/8t0  (41, 573), 
Molfetta (40,135), Trani (31,800), Bisceglie (30,885), Bitonto 
(30,61 7); Canaan (24,160, Ruvo ( 23,776), Terlizzi (23,232). 
Altamura (22,729), Monopoli (22,545), Gioia del Cone (21,721); 
that of Lecce, 706,320 (1go1)1tS against 493,594 in 1871, the chief 
towns being Taranto (62,733), Luce (32,687), Brindisi (25,317), 
Martina Franca (a5,007),  Ostuni  (22.997),  Francavilla Fontana 
(20,422), Ceglie Measapica (16,867), Nardo (14,387), Gelatine 
04,070. Gallipoli (13,532), Manduria (13,123). (T. As.) 

APURE. a river of western Venezuela, formed by the confluence 
of the Sartre and Uribante at e 45' N. lat. and 71 0  W. long., 
and flowing eastward across the Venezuelan Minot to a junction 
with the Orinoco at shout 7- 40' N. lat. and 6e 4 5' W. long. Its 
drainage area includes the slopes of both the Colombian and 
Venezuelan Andes. It has a sluggish course across the Ilona 
for about Soo in., and is navigable throughout Its length. Its 
principal tributaries are the Caparro, Portuguese and Guarico on 
the north, and the Caucagua on the south. Its lateral channels 
on the south mingle with those of the Arauca for many miles, 
forming an extensive district subject to annual inundations. 

APURIMAC. a river of central Peru, rising in the Laguna de 
Villafra in the western Cordilleras, 7 m. from Caylloma, a village 
in the department of Arequipa, and less than ice m. from the 
Pacific coast. It flows first north-easterly, then north-westerly 
past Cuzco to the mouth of the Perene tributary, thence east and 
north to its junction with the Ucayali at to 41' S. lat., and 
7e 34' W. long. It is known as the Apurimac only down to the 
mouth of the Mantaro tributary, 11 . 45' S. lat. and :323 ft. above 
sea-level. Thence to the mouth of the Fertile (984 ft.) it is known 
as the Erie, and from that point to its junction with the Ucayali 
(85g ft.) as the Tambo. 

APURIMAC, an interior department of southern Peru, bounded 
N. by the department of Ayacucho, E. by Cusco, S. and W. by 
Cuzco and Ayacucho. Area, 8187 sq. in.; pop. (1896) 177,387. 
The department was created in 1873 and comprises five provinces. 
Its physical features and productions are very similar to those of 
Ayacucho (g.e.), with the exception that sugar-cane is cultivated 
with noteworthy success in the low valley of the province of 
Abancay. The capital, Abancay, r10 in. south-west of Cuzco, 
which Is only a village in size but is rich In historical associations 
and Andahuaylas, in the north-west part of the department, ass 
its principal towns. 
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MERRIL& (Gr. firtattla, from A-, privative, letrO(teeete, 

to be in a fever, rap, fire, fever), in pathology, the normal interval 
or period of intermission in a fever. 

'WU BEN JOSEPH (c. so-r32). Jewish Palestinian rabbi, 
of the'circle known as Tana (q.v.). It is almost impossible to 
separate the true from the false in the numerous traditions 
respecting his life. He became the chief teacher in the rabbinical 
school of Jaffa, where, it is mid, he had 34.000 scholars. What-
ever their number, it seems certain that among them was the 
celebrated Rabbi Meir,and that through him and others 'Agiba 
exerted a great influence on the development of the doctrines 
embodied in the Mishnah. He sided with Bar Cochcbas in the 
last Jewish revolt against Rome. recognized him as the Messiah, 
and acted as his sword-bearer. Being taken prisoner by the 
Romans under Julius Severus, be was flayed alive with circum-
stances of great cruelty, and met his fate, according to tradition. 
with marvellous steadfastness and composure. He is said by 
some to have been a hundred and twenty years old at the time 
of his death. He is one of the ten Jewish martyrs whose names 
occur in a penitential prayer still used in the synagogue service. 
'Aqiba was among the first to systematize the Jewish tradition, 
and he paved the way for the compilation of the Mishnah. 
From his school emanated the Greek translation of the scriptures 
by Aquila. 

AQUAE (Lat, for " waters "), a name given by the Romans 
to sites where mineral springs issued from the earth. Over a 
hundred can be identified, some declaring by their modern names 
their ancient use: Aix-les-Bain in Savoy (Aquae Sabaudieae), 
Aix-en-Provence (Aquae Sexliae), Aix-la-Chapelle or Aachen 
(Aquae Gram), &c. Only two occur in Britain: Aquae Sulis 
—less correctly Aquas Solis—at Bath in Somerset, which was 
famous, and Buxton (called Aquae simply), which seems to 
have been far less important. Aquae Sufis was occupied by 
the Romans almost as soon as they entered the island in 
A.D. 43, and flourished till the end of the Roman period. It was 
frequented by soldiers quartered in Britain, by the Britons, and 
by visitors from north Gaul, and its name was known in Italy, 
though patients probably seldom travelled so far. Like most 
mineral springs known to the ancients, it was under the protec-
tion of a local deity, the Celtic SW, whom the Romans equated 
with their Minerva. Stately remains of its baths and temple 
have been found at various times, especially in taw and 1878- 
1893. and may still be seen there. 

AQUAE CUTILIAB, a mineral spring in Italy, neat the modern 
Cittaducale, g m. E. of Rieti. The lake near it was supposed 
by classical writers to be the central point of Italy, and was 
renowned for its floating islands, which, as in other cases, were 
formed from the partial petrification of plants by the mineral 
substances contained in the water. Considerable remains of 
baths may still be seen there; they were apparently resorted to 
by both Vespasian and Titus in their last illnesses, for both died 
there. 

AQUAMARINE (Lat. aqua marina, " water of the sea "), a 
transparent variety of beryl (q.v.), having a delicate blue or 
bluish-green colour, suggestive of the tint of sea-water. It 
occurs at most localities which yield ordinary beryl, some of 
the finest coming from Russia. The gem-gravels of Ceylon 
contain aquamarine. Clear yellow beryl, such as occurs in 
Brazil. is sometimes called aquamarine chrysolite. When 
corundum presents the bluish tint of typical aquamarine, it is 
often termed Oriental aquamarine. 

AQUARELLE (from Ital. °quartile, water-colour), a form of 
painting with thin water-colour or ink. 

AQUARIL a name given to the Christians who substituted 
water for wine in the Eucharist. They were not a sect, for we 
find the practice widely in vogue at an early time, even among 
the orthodox. In Greek they were called I lydroparasiarae, 
those who offer water. Theodosius, in bis persecuting edict of 
38 a, classes them ass special sect with the Manichean, who also 
eschewed wine. See Eucnausr. 

AQUARIUM (plural aquaria), the name given to a receptacle 
for a marine flora and fauna. Until comparatively recently,  

aquaria were Sale more than domestic toys, or show-places 
of a popular character, but they have now not-only assumed 
a profound scientific importance for the convenient study of 
anatomical and physiological problems. in marine botany and 
zoology, but have also attained an economic value, as offering 
the best opportunities for that study of the habits and environ-
ment of marketable food-fish without which no steps for the 
improvanent of sea-fisheries can be safely taken. The numerous 
" zoological stations " which have sprung up, chiefly in Europe 
and the United States, but also in the British colonies and Japan, 
often endeavour to unite these two aims, and have in many cases 
become centres of experimental work in problems relating to 
fisheries, as well as in lea directly practical subjects. Of these 
stations, the oldest and the most important is that at Naples, 
which, though designed for purely scientific objects, also en-
courages popular study by means of a public aquarium. The 
following account (egos) of this station by Dr W. Giesbrecht, 
a member of the staff, will serve to show the methods and 
aims, and the complex and expensive equipment, of a modern 
aquarium:- 

" The zoological station at Naples is an institution for the 
advancement of biological science—that is, of comparative 
anatomy, zoology, botany, physiology. It serves this end by 
providing the biologist with the various objects of his study 
and the necessary appliances; it is not a teaching institution. 
The station was founded by Dr Anton Debra, and opened in the 
spring of 1874; it is the oldest and largest of all biological 
stations, of which there are now about thirty in existence. Its 
two buildings are situated near the seashore in the western tows 
park (Villa Nazionale) of Naples. The older and larger one, 
33 metres long, 24 m. deep, 16 m- high, contains on the ground 
floor the aquarium, which isopen to the public. On the rust floor 
there is, facing south, the principal library, ornamented with 
fresco paintings, and, facing north, a large hall containing twelve 
working tables, several smaller rooms and the secretarial offices. 
On the second floor is the physiological laboratory, and OD the 
third floor the small library, a hall with several working tables, 
and the dark roomsusedindevelopingphotogmphs. The ground 
floor of the smaller building, which was finishedin 1887, contains 
the rooms in which the animals are delivered, sorted and pre-
served, and the fishing tackle kept, together with the workshop 
of the engineer; on the first and second floors are workrooms, 
amongst others the botanical laboratory; on the third floor are 
store-rooms. In the basement of both buildings which is con-
tinued underneath the court, there are sea-water cisterns and 
filters, engines and store-rooms. The materials for study which 
the station offers to the biologist are specimens of marine animals 
and plants which abound in the western part of the Mediter-
ranean, and especially in the Gulf of Naples. To obtain these, 
two screw-steamers and several rowing boats are required, which 
are moored in the harbour of Mergellina, situated close by. The 
larger steamer, 'Johannes Muller' (ig m. long, ti m. wide, 

m. draught), which can steam eight to ten English miles per 
hour, is provided with a steam dredge working to a depth of 
eighty fathoms. From the small steamer, ' Frank Balfour,' 
and the rowing boats, the fishing is done by means of tow-nets. 
Besides these there are fishermen and others who daily supply 
living material for study. The plankton (small floating animals) 
is distributed in the morning, other animals as required. The 
animals brought in by the fishermen are at once distributed 
amongst the biologists, whereas the material brought up by the 
dredges is placed in fiat revolving wooden vessels, so as to give 
the smaller animals time to come out of their hiding-places. 
The students who work in the station have the first claim on 
specimens of plants and animals; but specimens are also sup-
plied to museums, laboratories and schools, and to individuals 
engaged in original research elsewhere. Up to the present time 
about 4000 such parcels have been despatched, and not infre-
quently live specimens of animals are sent to distant places. 
This side of the work has been of very great value to science. 
The principal appliances for study with which the station pro-
vides the biologist are workrooms furnished with the apparatus 
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and chemicals necessary for anatomical research and physio-
logical experiments and tanks. Every student receives a tank 
for his own special use. The large tanks of the principal 
aquarium are also at his disposal for purposes of observation 
and experiment if necessary. 

"The water in the tanks is kept fresh by continual circulation, 
and is thus charged with the oxygen accessary to the life of the 
organisms. It is not pumped into the tanks directly from the 
SOD, but from three large cisterns (containing 30o cubic metres), 
to which it again returns from the tanks. The water wasted or 
evaporated during this process Is replaced by new water pumped 
Into the cisterns directly from the sea. The water flows from 
the large cisterns into a smaller cistern, from which it is dis-
tributed by mesas of an electric pomp through vulcanite or 
lead pipes to the various tanks. 'The water with which the 
tanks on the upper floors are filled is first pumped into large 
wooden tanks placed beneath the roof, thence it flows, under 
almost constant pressure, into the tanks. The water circulated 
in this manna contains by far the largest number of such 
animals as are capable of living in captivity in good condition. 
Some of them even increase at an undesirable rate, and It some-
times happens that young Mytllus or Clone stop up the pipes; 
in laying these, therefore, due regard must be had to the arrange-
runts for cleaning. For the cultivation of very delicate animals 
it is necessary to keep the water absolutely free from harmful 
bacteria; for this purpose large sand-filters have lately been 
placed in the system, through which the water passes after leaving 
the cisterns. Each of the smaller cisterns, which are fixed In 
the workrooms, consist of two water-tanks, placed one above 
the other; their fames are of wrought iron and the walls gener-
ally of glass. Vessels containing minute animals can be placed 
between these two tanks, receiving their water through a siphon 
from the upper tank; the water afterwards flows away into the 
lower tank. 

" The twenty-six tanks of the public aquarium (the largest of 
which contains as cubic metres of water), have stone walls, the 
front portion alone being made of glass. As the tanks bold a 
very large number of animals in proportion to the quantity of 
water, they require to be well aerated. The pipes through which 
the water is conducted are therefore placed above the surface of 
the water. and the fresh supply is driven through them under 
strong pressure. A large quantity of air in the form of fine 
bubbles is thus taken to the bottom of the tank and distributed 
through the entire mass of water. Should the organisms which 
it is desired to keep alive be very minute, there is a danger of 
their being washed away by the circulating water. To obviate 
this, either the water which flows away is passed through a 
strainer, or the water is not changed at all, air being driven 
through it by means of an apparatus put into motion by the 
drinking-water supply. 

" The library contains about woo volumes, which students use 
with the help of a slip catalogue, arranged according to authors. 
The station has published at intervals since 187e two periodicals 
treating of the organisms of the Mediterranean. One is Fauna 
and Flora des Golfes von Neapel, the other Mitt/Whinges ens der 
soologisthen Station no Neapd. The former consists of mono-
graphs in which special groups of animals and plants are most 
exhaustively treated and the Mediterranean species portrayed 
according to life in natural colours; up to the present time 
twenty-one zoological and five botanical monographs have ap-
peared, making altogether 1200 40 sheets with about goo plates. 
Of the Mittheilungen, which contain smaller articles on organisms 
of the Mediterranean, fourteen volumes in Svo have been-pub-
lished. The station also publishes a Zoologischer Jahresbesida, 
which at first treated of the entire field of zoology, but since 1886 
has been confined principally to comparative anatomy and 
ontogeny; it appears eight to nine months after the end of the 
year reported. The Guide to the aquarium, with its descriptions 
and numerous pictures, is meant to give the lay visitor an idea 
of the marine animal world. 

"There are about forty officials, amongst them six zoologists, 
one physiologist, one secretary, two draughtsmen, one engineer. 

The station is a private institution, open to biologists of all 
nations under the following conditions: there are agreements 
with the governments of Austria, Baden, Bavaria, Belgium, 
Hamburg, Holland, Hesse, Italy, Prussia, Russia, Saxony, 
Switzerland, Hungary, Wurttemberg, the province of Naples, and 
the universities of Cambridge, Oxford, Strasburg, Columbia 
College (New York), and the British Association for the Advance-
ment of Science, the Smithsonian Institution, and a society of 
women in the United States of North America (formerly also with 
Bulgaria, Rumania, Spain, the Academy of Scienoet in Berlin, 
Williams College, University of Pennsylvania), by virtue of which 
the governments and corporate bodies named have the right, on 
payment of itoo per annum, to send a worker to the station; 
this places at his disposal a ' table' or workplace, furnished 
with all the necessary appliances and materials as set down in 
the agreement. At present there are agreements for thirty-three 
tables, and since the foundation of the station nearly 1300 
biologists have worked there. The current expenses are paid 
out of the table-rents, the entrance fees to the public aquarium, 
and an annual subvention paid by the German empire." 

In England a station on similar lines, but on a smaller scale, 
is maintained at Plymouth by the Marine Biological Association 
of the United Kingdom, with the help of subsidies from the 
government and the Fishmongers' Company. 

Little difficulty is experienced in maintaining, breeding and 
rearing fresh-water animals in captivity, but for many various 
reasons it is only by unremitting attention and foresight that. 
most marine animals can be kept even alive in aquaria, and very 
few indeed can be maintained in a condition healthy enough 
to breed. Much experience, however, has been gained of late 
years at considerable expense, both in England and abroad. In 
starting a marine aquarium of whatever size, it should be obvious 
that the first consideration must be a supply of the purest possible 
water, as free as may be, not only from land-drainage and sewage, 
but also from such suspended matters as chalk, fine sand or mud. 
This is most Ideally and economically secured by placing the 
station a few feet above high-water mark, in as sheltered a 
position as possible, on a rocky coast, pumping from the sea to 
a large reservoir above the station, and allowing the water to 
circulate gently thence through the tanks by gravity (Banyuh). 
At an inland aquarium (Berlin, Hamburg), given pure water 
in the first instance, excellent if less complete results may never-
theless be obtained. The next consideration is the method by 
which oxygen is to be supplied to the organisms in the aquarium. 
Of the two methods hitherto in use, that of pumping a jet of air 
into tanks otherwise stagnant or nearly so (Brighton), while 
supplying sufficient oxygen, has so many other disadvantages, 
that it has not been employed regularly In any of the more 
modem aquaria. It is, however, still useful In aerating quite 
small bodies of water in which hardy and minute organisms 
can be isolated and kept under control. In the other method, 
now in general use, a fine jet of water under pressure falls on 
to the surface of the tank; this carries down with it a more 
than sufficient air-supply, analysis showing in some cases a 
higher percentage of oxygen in aquarium water than in the 
open sea. 

The water supply is best effected by gravity from reservoirs 
placed above the tanks, but may be also achieved by direct 
pumping from low reservoirs or from the sea to the tanks. 
Provided that an unlimited supply of pure water can be obtained 
cheaply, the overflow from the tanks is best run to waste; but 
in aquaria less fortunately placed, it returns to a storage low-
level reservoir, from which it is again pumped, thus circulating 
round and round (Naples, Plymouth). The storage reservoirs 
should be in all cases very large in comparison with the bulk of 
water in circulation; if practicable, they should be excavated 
in rock, and lined with the best cement. There is no reason 
why they should not be shallow, exposed to light and air, and 
cultivated as rock-pools by the introduction of sea weeds and 
small animals, but they must then be screened from rain, cold 
and dust. The pumps used in circulation will be less likely to 
kill minute animus if of the plunger or ram type, rather than 
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rotary, and should be of gun-metal or one of the new bronze-
alloys which take a patina in salt water. For the circulating 
pipes many materials have been tried. Vulcanite is not only 
expensive and brittle, but has other disadvantages; common 
iron pipes, coated internally with cement or asphalt or glazed 
internally, with all unions and joints cemented, have been used 
with more or less success. Probably best of all is common lead 
piping, the joints being served with red-lead; water should be 
circulated through such pipes till they become coated with in-
soluble carbonate, for some time before animals are put into the 
tanks. For small installations glass may be used, the joints 
being made with marine glue or other suitable cement. 

In building the tanks themselves, regard must be had to their 
special purposes. If intended for show-tanks for popular ad-
miration, or for the study of large animals, they must be large 
with a plate-glass front; for ordinary scientific work small 
tanks with all sides opaque are preferable from every point of 
view. According to their character, size and position, fixed tanks 
may be of brickwork, masonry or rock, coated in each case with 
cement; asphalting the sides offers no particular advantages, 
and often gives rise to great trouble and expense. All materials, 
and especially the cements, must be of the finest quality procur-
able. For smaller and movable tanks, slate slabs bolted or 
screwed together have some disadvantages, notably those of 
expense, weight and brittleness, but are often used. Better, 
cheaper and lighter, if less permanent, are tanks of wood bolted 
together, pitched internally. Glass bell-jars, useful in particular 
cases, should generally have their sides darkened, except when 
required for observation. Provision should always be made 
for cleaning every part of the tanks, pipes and reservoirs; all 
rock-work in tanks should therefore be removable. As regards 
the lighting of fixed tanks, it should always be directly from 
above. In all tanks with glass sides, whether large or small, 
u much light as possible should be kept from entering through 
the glass; otherwise, with a side-light, many animals become 
restless, and wear themselves out against the glass, affected by 
even so little light as comes through an opposite tank. 

In cases where distance from the sea or other causes make it 
impracticable to allow the overflow from the tanks to run to 
waste, special precautions must be taken to keep the water pure. 
Chemically speaking, the chief character of the water in an 
aquarium circulation, when compared with that of the open sea, 
lies in the excessive quantity of nitrogen present in various forms, 
and the reduced alkalinity; these two being probably connected. 
The excess of nitrogen is referable to dead animals, to waste 
food and to the excreta of the living organisms. The first two 
of these sources of contamination may be reduced by care 
and cleanliness, and by the maintenance of a flow of water 
sufficient to prevent the excessive accumulation of sediment 
in the tanks. The following experiment shows the rapid rise 
of nitrogen if unchecked. A tank with a considerable fauna 
was isolated from the general circulation and aerated by four 
air-jets, except during hours 124-166 of the experiment; 
column I. shows per too,000 the nitrogen estimated as ammonia, 
column II. the total inorganic nitrogen:— 

Sea-water at source of original 
I. R. 

supply 	• 	• 	• 	• 	• 0.001 0 003 
Aquarium water in tank at com-

mencement of experiment 	. 	. 0.012 0 400 
After sal hours . 	. 	• 	. 	. 0.020 .. 

75  	0.025 1.200 

93 	. 	  0-019 .. 
Jail 	  0.012 

:113 	' 	  

 	0.015 2.200 

OP 	 169 	, 	  0.025 
In 	 189 	00  	  0.012 .. 

During this time the alkalinity was reduced to the equivalent of 
3orng. CaCO, per litre,ocean water having an alkalinity equivalent 
to 50-55 mg. per litre. It has been suggested that the organic 
nitrogen becomes oxidized into nitrous, then into nitric acid, 
which lowers the carbonate values. A great deal of reduction 
of this nitrogenous contamination can be effected by filtration, 

a method first introduced successfully at Hamburg, where a 
most thriving aquarium has been maintained by_ the local 
Zoological Society for many years on the circulation principle, 
new water being added only to compensate for waste and evap-
oration. The filters consist of open double boxes, the inner 
having a bottom of perforated slate on which rests rough gravel; 
on the latter is fine gravel, then coarse, and finally fine sand. 
Filtration may be either upwards or downwards through the 
inner box to the outer. Such filters, intercalated between tanks 
and reservoir, have been shown by analysis to stop a very large 
proportion of nitrogenous matter. It is doubtful whether 
aquarium water wt71 not always show an excess of nitrogenous 
compounds, but they must be kept down in every way possible. 
In small tanks, well lighted, seaweeds can be got to flourish in 
a way that has not been found practicable in large tanks with 
a circulation; these, with Lamellibranchs and small Crustacea 
as scavengers, will be found useful in this connexion. Slight 
or occasional circulation should be employed here also, to remove 
the film of dust and other matters, which otherwise covers the 
surface of the water and prevents due oxygenation. 

In such small tanks for domestic use the fauna must be 
practically limited to bottom-living animals, but for purposes of 
research it is often desired to keep alive larval and other surface-
swimming animals (plankton). In this case a further difficulty 
is presented, that of helping to suspend the animals in the water, 
and thus to avoid the exhaustion and death which soon follow 
their unaided efforts to keep off the bottom; this duty is effected 
in nature by specific gravity, tide and surface current. In 
order to deal with this difficulty a simple but efficient apparatus 
has been devised by Mr E. T. Browne; a " plunger," generally 
a glass plate or filter funnel, moves slowly up and down in a 
bell-jar or other small tank, with a period of rest between each 
stroke; the motive power is obtained through a simple bucket-
and-siphon arrangement worked by the overflow from other 
tanks. This apparatus (first used at the Plymouth Laboratory 
of the Marine Biological Association in 2891, and since introduced 
into similar institutions), by causing slight eddies in the water, 
keeps the floating fauna in suspension, and has proved very suc-
cessful in rearing larvae and in similar work. (G. H. Fo.) 

AQUARIUS (the " Water-bearer " or " Cup-bearer "), in 
astronomy, the eleventh sign of the zodiac (q.v.), situated 
between Capricornus and Pisces. Its symbol is au, representing 
part of a stream of water, probably in allusion to the fact that 
when the sun is in this part of the heavens (January, February) 
the weather is rainy. It is also a constellation mentioned by 
Eudoxus (4th century s.c.) and Aratus (3rd century nc.); 
Ptolemy catalogued forty-five stars, Tycho Brahe forty-one, 
Hevelius forty-seven. C Aquarii is a well-defined binary, 
having both components of the fourth magnitude; it is probably 
of long period. 

AQUATINT (Lat. aqua, water, and tincta, dyed), a kind of 
etching (q.v.) which imitates washes with a brush. There are 
many ways of preparing a plate for aquatint, the following being 
recommended by P. G. Hamerton. Have three different solu-
tions of rosin in rectified alcohol, making them of various degrees 
of strength, but always thin enough to be quite fluid, the weakest 
solution being almost colourless. First pour the strongest 
solution on the plate. When it dries it will produce a granula-
tion; and you may now bite as in ordinary etching for your 
darker tones, stopping out what the acid is not to operate upon 
or you may use a brush charged with acid, perchloride of iron 
being a very good mordant for the purpose. After cleaning the 
plate, you proceed with the weaker solutions in the same way, 
the weakest giving the finest granulation for skies, distances, &c. 
The process requires a good deal of stopping-out, and some 
burnishing, scraping, &c., at last. Aquatint may be effectively 
used in combination with line etching, and still more harmoni-
ously with soft ground etching in which the line imitates that of 
the lead pencil. 

AQUAVIVA. CLAUDIO (754r-5655), fifth general of the 
Jesuits, the youngest son of the duke d'Altri, was born at Naples. 
He joined the Jesuits at Rome in 1367, and his high administrative 
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gifts marked him out for the highest posts. He was soon 
nominated provincial of Naples and then of Rome; and during 
this office he offered to join the Jesuit mission to England that 
'set out under Robert Parsons (q.v.) in the spring of 1580. The 
following year, being then only thirty-seven years old, he was 
elected, by a large majority, general of the society in succession. 
to Mercurian, to the great surprise of Gregory XIII.; but the 
extraordinary political ability he displayed, and the vast increase 
that came to the Society during his long generalate, abundantly 
justified the votes of the electors. He, together with Leine; 
may be regarded as the real founder of the Society as it is known 
to history. A born ruler, he secured all authority in his own 
bands, and insisted that those who prided themselves on their 
obedience should act up to the profession. In his first letter 
' On the happy increase of the Society " (25th of July &OI), he 

treats of the necessary qualifications for superiors, and points 
out that government should be directed not by the maxims of 
human wisdom but by those of supernatural prudence. He 
successfully quelled a revolt among the Spanish Jesuits, which 
was supported by Philip IL, and he made use in this matter of 
Parsons. A more difficult task was the management of Sixtus V., 
who was hostile to the Society. By consummate tact and bold-
ness Aquaviva succeeded in playing the king against the pope, 
and Sixtus against Philip. For prudential reasons, be silenced 
Mariana, whose doctrine on tyrannicide had produced deep 
indignation in France; and he also appears to have discounten-
anced the action of the French Jesuits in favour of the League, 
and was thus able to secure solid advantages when Henry IV. 
overcame the confederacy. To him is due the Jesuit system of 
education in the book Ratio alque instilutio stadiorsun (Rome, 
t586). But the Dominicans denounced it to the Inquisition, 
and it was condemned both in Spain and in Rome, on account of 
some opinions concerning the Tbomist doctrines of the divine 
physical premotion in secondary causes and predestination. 
The incriminated chapters were withdrawn in the edition of 1591. 
In the fierce disputes that arose between the Jesuit theologians 
and the Dominicans on the subject of grace, Aquaviva managed, 
under Clement VIIL and Paul V., to save his party from a 
condemnation that at one time seemed probable. He died at 
Rome on the spit of January PS's, leaving the Society numbering 
13,coo members in 550 houses and 5 provinces. The sub-
sequent influence exercised by the Jesuits, in their golden age, 
was largely due to the far-seeing policy of Aquaviva, who 
is undoubtedly the greatest general that has governed the 
Society. (E. Tx.) 

AQUEDUCT (Lat. opre, water, and ducat, to lead; Gr. 
inIpayoryetoo, 6apaye.rnov, irrbwonos), a term properly including 
artificial works of every kind by means of which water is con-
veyed from one place to another, but generally used in a more 
limited sense. It Is, in fact, rarely employed except in cases 
where the work is of considerable magnitude and importance, 
and where the water Bows naturally by gravitation. The most 
important purpose for which aqueducts are constructed is that of 
conveying pure water, from sources more or less distant, to large 
masses of population. Aqueducts are either below ground, on 
the surface, or raised on walls either solid or pierced with arches; 
to the last the term is often confined in popular language. The 
choice of method naturally depends on the contour of the country. 

I. Ancient Aqueducts.—In Egypt, Babylonia and Assyria—flat 
countries traversed by big rivers and subject to floods—water 

was supplied by means of open canals with large basins. Ph*. aka& 	In Persia devices of all kinds were adopted according 
to the nature of the country. In relation to the 

achievements of Greece and Rome, the Phoenicians are the most 
important among pre-classical engineers. In Cyprus water was 
supplied to temples by rock-cut subterranean conduits carried 
across intervening valleys in siphons. Such conduits have been 
found near Citium, Amathus, Sic. (Cesnola, Cyprus, pp. 187,340. 
In Syria the most striking of Phoenician waterworks is the well 
of Ras•el-Ain near Tyre, which consisted of four strong octagonal 
towers through which rises to a height of :8 to 20 ft. the water 
from four deep artesian wells. The water thus accumulated was  

carried off in conduits to retervoln near the shore, and thence 
in vessels or skins to the island. The aqueduct across to the 
island is, of course, of Roman work. 

It is not possible in all cues to find a satisfactory date for 
the numerous conduits which have supplied Jerusalem; some 
probably go back to the times of the kings of Judah. Amain.. 
The principal reservoir consists of the three Pools of 
Solomon which supplied the old aqueduct; the highest is 
about so ft. above the middle one and ao above the lowest. 
These pools collected the water from Ain Saleh and other springs, 
and sent it to the city by two conduits. The higher of these—
probably the older—was partly a rock-cut canal, partly carried 
on masonry; the siphon-pipe system was adopted across the 
lower ground near Rachel's Tomb, where the pipe (is in. wide) is 
formed of large pierced stones embedded in rubble masonry. 
The lower conduit is still complete; it winds so much as to be 
altogether some 20m. long. Near the Birket-es-Sultan it passes 
over the valley of Hinnom on nine low arches and reaches the 
city on the hill above the Tyropeon valley. It enters the Harem 
enclosure at the Gate of the Chain (Bab es-Silsila), outside which 
is a basin 84 ft. by 42 by 24 deep. It is interesting to note in the 
case of the underground tunnel which brought water from the 
Virgin's Fountain to the pool of Siloam, that the two boring 
parties had no certain means of keeping the line; there is 
evidence that they had to make shafts to discover their position, 
and that ultimately the parties almost passed one another. 
Though the direct distance is 110o ft., the length of the con-
duit is over 17oo ft. Perrot and Chipiez incline to attribute 
the Pools of Solomon to the Asmonaeans, followed by Roman 
governors, whereas the earlier tunnels of the Kedron and 
Tyropeon valley may be Punic•Jewish (see also Palest. Papier. 
Fund Mem," Jerusalem," pp. 346-365). Besides these conduits 
excavation has discovered traces of many other cisterns, tunnels 
and conduits of various kinds. Many of them point to periods 
of great prosperity and engineering enterprise which gave to the 
city a water-supply far superior to that which exists at present. 

See the publications of the Palestine Exploration Fund; A. S. 
Murray's Handbook to Syria and Palestine (um). pp. 63.67; Perrot 
and Chipies. History of Art is .Sardiwia. Judaea, bc. (Eng. trans., 
Apo), pp. 321 H.; other authorities quoted under Jaausataaa 

The earliest attempts in Europe to solve the problems of 
water-supply were made by the Greeks, who perhaps derived 
their ideas from the Phoenicians. It has generally am.<  been held, partly on the strength of a passage in Strabo 
(v. 3. 8, p. 235), and partly owing to the comparative unimport-
ance of the remains discovered, that the Greek works were 
altogether inferior to the Roman. Research in the Greek towns 
of Asia Minor, together with a juster appreciation of the remains 
as a whole, must be held to modify this view. Among the earliest 
examples of Greek work are the tunnels or emissaria which 
drained Lake Copais in Boeotia; these, though not strictly 
aqueducts, were undoubtedly the precursors of such works, 
consisting as they did of subterranean tunnels (inieonot) with 
vertical shafts (iispearitu), sixteen of which are still recognizable, 
the deepest being about tso ft. They may be compared with 
that described by Polybius as conveying water from Taurus to 
Hecatompylos, and with numerous other remains in Asia Minor, 
Syria, Phoenicia and Palmyra. Popular legend ascribed them to 
Cadmus, just as Argos referred the irrigation of its lands to 
Danatis. They are undoubtedly of great antiquity. 

The insufficiency of water, supplied by natural springs and 
cisterns hewn in the rock, which in an early age had satisfied the 
small communities of Greece, had become a pressing public 
question by the time of the Tyrants, of whom Polycrates of 
Samoa and Peisistratua of Athens were distinguished for their 
wisdom and enterprise in this respect. The former obtained the 
services of Eupalinus, an engineer celebrated for the skill with 
which he had carried out the works for the water-supply of 
Megara (see Aiken. Miubcil. xxv., loco, 23) under the direction 
of the Tyrant Theagenes (c. 625 a.c.). At Samos the difficulty 
lay in a hill which rose between the town and the water source. 
Through this hill Eupalinus cut a tunnel 8 ft. broad, 8 ft. high • 
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Pont du Gard, Nimes (Nemausus). 



Photo, Laureat y Cis. 
Roman Aqueduct at Segovia. 

Photo, Dr 7% Ashby, 

Aqua Marcia, Rome. Piscina Mirabilis at Baiae. 
Photo, Brogi. 

Aqueduct of Roquefavour, Marseilles. 
Early nineteenth century. 
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Mid lasts it. long, building .  within the tuned a channel 3 ft. 
broad and z z ells deep. The water, flowing by an accurately 
reckoned declivity, and all along open to the fresh air, was 
received at the lower end by a conduit of masonry, and so led 
into the town, where it supplied fountains, pipes, baths, cloacae, 
&c., and ultiniatdy passed into the harbour (Herod. iii. 6o). In 
Athens, under the rule of the Peisistratids 56o-510 s.c.), a 
similarly extensive, if less difficult, series of works was completed 
to bring water from the neighbouring hills to supplement the 
inadequate supply from the springs. From Hymen= were two 
conduits passing under the bed of the Hisses, most of the course 
being cut in the rock. Penniless, richer in water, supplied 
another conduit, which can still be traced from the modern 
village of Chtiandri by the air shafts built several feet above the 
ground, and at a distance apart of 530-160 ft.; the diameter of 
these shafts is 4-5 ft., and the number of them still preserved is 
about sixty. Tributary channels conveyed into the main stream 
the waters of the district through which it passed. Outside 
Athens, those two conduits met in a large reservoir, from which 
the water was distributed by a ramification of underground 
channels throughout the city. These latter channels vary in 
form, being partly round, partly square, and generally walled 
with stone; the chief one is sufficiently large for two men to 
pass in it. The precise location of the reservoir depends on the 
value of Dr Wilhelm Derpfeld's theory as to the site of the 
Enneacruaes of Thuoydidcs and Pausanias (see ATHENS: 
rePatraPhY end Antiquity). Darpfeld places it south-west of 
the Acropolis, where there is a cistern connected with an aqueduct 
which passed under the theatre of Dionysus and on towards the 
Maas (see map under ATHENS). Others have placed it south of 
the Olympfeum in the Hisao bed. Beside these works water was 
brought from Pentelicus in an underground conduit begun by the 
emperor Hadrian and completed by Antoninus Pius. This 
aqueduct is still in use, having been repaired in 2869. 

In Sicily, the works by which Esupedocies, it is said, brought 
the water into the town of Selinus, are no longer visible; but 
it is probable that, like those of Syracuse, they consisted chiefly 
of tunnels and pipes laid under the ground. Syracuse was sup-
plied by two aqueducts, one of which the Athenians destroyed 
(Thus vi. roe). One was fed by an affluent (the mod. Buttigliara) 
of the Amapa (mod. Anapo); it carried the water up to the top 
of Epipolae, where the channel was open, and thence down to 
the city and finally into the harbour. The other also ascends to 
the top of Epipolae, skirts the city on the north, and then 
proceeds along the coast. Its course is marked by rect-
angular shafts (seiregii) at the bottom of which water is still 
visible. 

An example of what appears to have been the earliest form 
of aqueduct in Greece was discovered in the island of Cos beside 
the fountain Burin= (mod. Fountain of Hippocrates) on Mount 
Oromedon. It consists of a bell-shaped chamber, built under-
ground in the hill-side, to receive the water of the spring and 
keep It cool; a shaft from the top of the chamber supplied fresh 
air. From this reservoir the water was led by a subterranean 
r.bannel, zze ft. long and 61 ft. high. (J. M. M.) 

In comparing Greek and Roman aqueducts, many writers 
have enlarged on the greatness of the latter as an example of 
New. Roman contempt for natural obstacles, or even of 

Roman ignorance of the laws of nature. Now, in the 
first place, the Romans were not unacquainted with the law 
that water finds its own level (see Pliny, Hirt. Nei. HEIL 57, 
" subft altitudinem aorta ad "), and took, full advantage of 
it in the contraction of lofty fountains and the supplying of 
the upper Mom of houses. That they built aqueducts across 
valleys in preference to carrying pipes underground was due 
simply to economy. Pipes had to be made of lead which was 
weak, or of bran* which was expensive; and the Romans 
were not sufficiently evert in the casting of lathe pipes which 
would stand a very great pressure to employ them for the whole 
course of a great aqueduct. Secondly, the water was so ei-
nem* bard that it was important that the channels should be 
readily accessiblefor repair as well as for the detection of leak-
es  

stist Moreover, as we shall so, the Roman aqueducts did not, 
in fact, preserve a straight line regardless of the configuration 
of the country. A striking example is the aqueduct of Neuman 
(Nimes), the springs of which are some to m. from the town, 
though the actual distance traversed is also* 25. Other 
devices, such as changing the level and then modifying the slope, 
said siphon arrangements of union kinds, were .adopted (as 
in the aqueduct at Aspendus). 

Sena Julius Fondues, appointed carer squaws in s6. 97, 
mentions in his treatise de oguardurtibur *Pair Ronal (on the 
aqueducts of the city of Rome) nine aqueducts as being in use 
in his time (the lengths of the aqueducts as'given here follow 
his measurements). These are: (a) AQUA Anil, which took its 
rise betisen the 6th and 7th milestones of the Via Colla,- 
tine, and measured from its source to the Porta. Trigemina 
Roman miles, of which all but about soo ft. were below ground. 
It appears to have been the first important enterprise of the 
kind at Rome, and was the work of the censor Appius Claudius 
Caecus, from whom it derived its name. The date of its 0312- 
struction was 352 B.C. (s) Amo VSTUS, constructed in s72-
269 s.c. by the censor Mania Curies Dentatus. From Resource 
near Tivoli, on the left side of the Anio, it flowed some 43 Ia.' 
of which only *too ft. was above ground. At the distance of 
2 ro. from Rome (Frontilla, i. 2I), it parted into two courses, 
one of which led to the Corti Asinioni, and was thence dis-
trffinted; while the other (rims &dot) led by the temple of 
Spes to the Ports Esquilina. (3) AQUA MARQA, reconstructed 
in 1869-187o under the name of Acqua Pia or Marda-Pia after 
Pius IX. (though from Tivoli to Rome the modern aqueduct 
takes an entirely different course), rising on the left side of the 
Via Valeria near the 36th milestone. It noosed 61} Ka.. 
of which 54 were underground, and for the remaining distance 
was carried partly on substructions and partly on arches. It 
was the work of the praetor Quintus Marcia Rex (144-zso 
not of Ancus Marius, the fourth king of Rome, as Pliny (N.H. 
mod. 3) fancied, and took its name from its constructor. Its 
waters were celebrated for their coolness and excellent quality. 
Its volume was largely increased by Augustus, who added to it 
the Aqua Augusta; and it was repaired and restored by Titus, 
Septimus Severus, Camcalla and Diocletian. (4) AQUA THPULt, 
from its source (now known as Sorgente Puska) in the district 
of Tusculum, to Rome, was some rt ra.. in length. The first 
portion of its course must have been almost entirely subter-
ranean and is not now traceable. For the last 61 m. it ran on 
the same series of arches that carried the Aqua Marcia, but at 
a higher level. It was the week of the moon Ca. Servilius 
Caepio and L. Cassius Longinus, and was Completed in the year 
125 H.C. Its water is warm (about 63°  Fahr.) and not of the 
best quality. (s) The AQUA JULIA, from a source a m. from that 
of the Teptila, joined its CalfSe at the zoth milestone of the Via 
Latina. The combined stream, after a distance of 4 M., HAS • 
received in a reservoir, and then once mere divided into two 
channels. The entire length of the Julia was 151 to. It was 
constructed in the year 33 Le. by M. Vipsanius Agrippa, who 
also built the (6) AQUA Vows which, from its origin at a copious 
springin a marsh On the Via Collains, measured re M. in length; 
it was conveyed. in a channel, partly under and partly above 
ground.. It was begun in the year 33 LC. and was celebrated 
for the excellence of its waters. It was restored to use by 
Pius V. in rs7o (7) AQUA ALSIZTINA or AUGUSTA, the SIMMS 
of which is the Laces Alaictinus (mod. Lego di Martignano), to 
the north of Rome, was over 22 M. in length, of which 358 paces 
were on arches. It was the work of Augustus, PrethablY with 
the object of furnishing water for his wastworkio .(a basin for 
sham sea-fights), and not for drinking purposes. Its course is 

I There have been found at Convent, in Monmouthshire, dear 
traces of wooden pipes (internal diameter about 2 in.) which must 
have carried drinking-water, and almost certainly a possum supply 
from the surrounding hills. Some patches of lead also have been 
found obviously naitW on to the pipes at points where they had 
burst (see Arcaseektia, 59,28). 

Thadistance will not agree with the length given on some of the 
ciPPi 0-aaciani, Buil. QM, 1099, 3• 
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Unknown, as no remains out exist, but an inscription relating 
to it is given in Notizie d. Semi (1887), p. 182. (8, 9) The Atm* 
CxMmas and AND, Novae were two aqueducts begun by Caligula 
in A.D. 38 and completed by Claudius in A.D. S a. The springs 
of the former belonged to the same group as those of the Marcia, 
and were situated near the 38th milestone of the Via Sublacensis, 
not far from its divergence from the Via Valerla, while the original 
intake of the latter from the river Anio was 4 in. farther along 
the same road. As the water was thick it was collected in a 
purifying tank, and 4 m. below, a branch stream, the Rives 
Herculaneus, was added to ft. According to Frontinus, over 
so m. of the course of the Claudia and nearly gi of that of the 
Anio Nevus were above ground. Seven miles out of Rome they 
united and ran from that point into Rome, following a natural 
isthmus farmed by a lava stream from the Alban volcano, upon 
a line of arches, which still forms one of the most conspicuous 
features of the Campagna. The original inscription of Claudius 
(A.D. Sa) onthe Porta Maggiore, by which the Aqua Claudia and 
Anio Nevus crossed the Via Praenestina and the Via Labicana, 
gives the length of the Aqua Claudia as 4s m., and that of the 
Anio Novas as 62 in. Frontinus, on the other hand, gives 
46.406 m. (i.e. about 43 English miles) and s8.7oo in. (i.e. about 
S4 English miles). lUbertini (Melanges del Teak Frotgaireogo6, 
sos) explains the difference as due to the fact that Frontinus 
was calculating the length of the Claudia from the farthest 
spring, the Foes Albudinus, and that of the Anio Nevus from 
the sew intake constructed by Trajan in one of the three lakes 
constructed by Nero for the adornment of his villa above Subiaco. 
Two other inscriptions on the Porta Maggiore record restorations 
by Vespasian in A.D. VA, and by Titus in A.D. 80. That the 
aqueducts should be spoken of as misstate dilispg so soon after 
their construction'is not a little surprising, and may be attri-
buted either to hasty construction in order to complete them 
by a fixed date, or to jobbery by the imperial freedmen who 
under Claudius were especially powerful, or to the fact that a line 
of arches intended originally in all probability for the Aqua 
Claudia alone was made to carry the Aldo Nevus as well. 

The eke of the channels (spices) of the prindpal aqueducts 
varies considerably at different points of their course. The 
Anio Nevus has the largest of them all, measuring 3 to 4 ft. wide 
'and 9 ft. high to the top of the roof, which is pointed. They 
are lined with hard cement Weis :Italians) containing fragments 
of broken brick. Those aqueducts of which the most con-
spicuous remains exist in the neighbourhood of Rome are the 
four from the upper valley of the Anio, the two which took 
their supply end their name from the river itself, and the Marcia 
and the Claudia, which originated from the same group of springs, 
in the floor of the Anio valley 6 m. below Subiaco. Those of the 
Anlo Vetus, which travelled at a considerably lower level than 
the other three, are the least conspicuous, while the Claudia and 
Anio Nevus as a rule kept close together, the latter at the highest 
level of all. The ruins of bridges and substructions in the Anlo 
valley down to Tivoli, though comparatively little known, are 
of great importance. In all the aqueducts the original con-
struction of the bridges was in opus pradraiinse (masonry), while 
the substructions are. in brick-faced concrete; but the bridges 
are as a rule strengthened (and often severaL times) with rein-
forcing walls of concrete faced with opus rakulatusi or brick-
work. Below Tivoli, where the Anio leaves its narrow valley, 
the aqueducts sweep round towards the Alban hills, and pass 
through some very difficult country between Tivoli and Galli-
eine, alternately crossing ravines, some-of which are as much 
as Soo ft. deep, and tunnelling through hills, 

The engineering skill displayed is remarkable, and one wonders 
what instruments were employed—probably the *so-called 
chorobalet, an improvement upon the ordinary water-level 
(Vitruvius viii. 6), though this would be slow and complicated. 
The optical properties of glass lenses were, however, unknown to 

The course of the Aqua Claudia was considerably shortened by 
the cutting of a tunnel 3 in. long under the Monte !Mane in the 
time of Domitian (T. Asibby. in Papers of British Scheel at Ross, 

:331•  

the ancients, and the diepra, or angle measure, was considered 
by Vitruvius less trustworthy than the chorobeles for the planning 
of aqueducts (d. E. Hultsch, r.e. in Pauly-Wissowa, Real-
efeedopedie). The aqueducts as a rule were carried on separate 
bridges, though all four united at the Pont. Lupo, a huge 
structure, which after the addition of all the four, and with the 
inclusion of all the later strengthening walls that were found 
necessary in course of time, measures nos ft. in height, soft in 
length, and 46 in thickness at the bottom, without including 
the buttresses. From GI:Beano onwards the course of these 
four aqueducts follows the lower slope; of the Alban Hills. 
Previous writers on the subject have been unable to determine 
their course, which Is largely subterranean; but it can be 
followed step by step with the indications given by the presence 
of the calcareous deposit which was thrown out at the paid or 
shafts (which were, as a rule, placed at intervals of sci ft., as 
were the cipps) when the spats was cleaned; and remains of 
bridgee, though less important, owing to the less difficult char-
acter of the country, are not entirely absent (cf. the works by 
T. Ashby cited in bibliography)! Near the 7th milestone of 
the Via Latina at Le -Capanelle, the Aqua Claudia and Ania 
Nevus emerge from their underground course, and run into 
Rome upon the long series of arches already mentioned, passing 
over the Porta Maggiore. The Claudia sent off an important 
branch from the Porta Maggiore over the Cullen to the Palatine, 
but the main aqueduct soon reacted its termination. A mile 
farther on the Aqua Marcia also, owing to the gradual slope of 
the ground towards Rome, begins to be supported on arches, 
which were also used to carry the Aqua Tepula and the Aqua 
Julia (of the two latter, before their junction with the Marcia, no 
remains exist above ground, but inscribed eippi of the last named 
and its underground channel have been found at Le Capanelle, 
and cippi else dose to Its springs, which are a little *ay above 
Grottaferrata at Gli SquardareW). The Anio Vetus followed 
the same line, but kept underground (as was natural at the early 
period at which it. was constructed) until the immediate neigh-
bourhood of Rome, near the locality known as ."ad Span 
veterem "(from a temple of Spes, of which no remains are known) 
dose to the Porta Maggiore. At this point, besides the aqueducts 
named, the Aqua Appia as we are told by Frontinus, entered the 
city, and received an important branch; the Appla Augusta. 
No remains of either have.been discovered outside the city. 

The Aqua Alexandrine must also have entered the city here, 
though its channel, which lay at some depth below ground, has 
not been discovered. Considerable remainsof its brick aqueduct* 
exist in the district between the Via Praenestina and the Vrsi 
Labicana. 

Of the two aqueducts on the right bank of 'the Tiber; the 
Alsietina, as we have said, has no remains at all, while those 
of the Trajan a are not of great importance. The line of the, 
aqueducts was marked by cippi, inscribed (in the case of the 
Anio Vetus, Marcia, Tepula, Julia and Virgo—those of thri 
Claudia and Anio Novas are uninscribed, and those of the 
Trak= are differently worded) with the name of the aqueduct, 
the distance from the next tipper (generally 24o ft.) and this 
number, counting from Rome (not from the springs). These 
boundary stones were erected in pairs, to mark off the strip of 
land 3o ft. in width reserved for the aqueduct, and for the road 
or path which generally followed it. The shafts (peed) often 
stood, but not necessarily, at the same points as the cippi. 

To these nine must be added the two following, constructed 
after Frontinus's time: (to) AQUA TRAIANA, from springs to the 
north-west of the Laces Sabatinus (Lego di Braceiano), cow 
strutted by Trajan in A.D. roe, about 361 English miles in length; 
It was restored by Paul V. in zest who made use of and largely 
transformed the remains of the indent aqueduct; he allowed 
some of the 'Atelier water of the lake to Bow into the channel, and 
it Es thus no longer used for drinking. (ix) AQUA AISXAMMINA; 

" About 3 tn. south-east of this point the presence of large quan-
tities of deposit  and a sudden fall in the level of the channels 
seems to indicate the existence of settling make, of which no actual 
traces as he seen. 
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thing about 14 Englkh miles from Rome, between the Via  Ptee- 
nmaina and the Via Labiaina, the work of Alexander Severus 
(a.o. 226). The springs now supply the modern Aequa Felice, 
constructed by Sixtus V. in 1535, but the course of the latter 
is mainly subterranean and not identical with that of the 
former. 

Jt is agreed that these eleven are all that were constructed. 
Procopius speaks of fourteen (and the Regionary catalogues 
mention others), but this number includes branch conduits. MI. 
the aqueducts ended in the city in huge caddie or reservoirs for 
the purpose of distribution. Vitruvius recommends the division 
of these into three parts—one for the supply of fountains, &c., 
one for the public baths and one for private consumers. In the 
Piazza Vittorio Emmannele at Rome there are still to be seen 
the remains of a large ornamental fountain built probably for the 
Aqua Julia by Domitian or Alexander Serena (Jordan-Hillsen, 
Topegraphie,i. 3350). Besides these main ratiella there were also 
many minor cassette in various parts of the city for sub-distribu-
tion. To allow the water to purify itself before being distributed 
in the city, filtering and settling tanks (piscinee Binaries) were 
built outside the walls. These pisciaae were covered in with 
vaulted root, and were sometimes en a very large scale, as in the 
example stall preserved at Fermo, which consists of two stories, 
each having three oblong basins communicating with each other; 
or the Piscine &fireballs at Beier, which is covered in by a vaulted 
roof, supported on forty-eight pillars and perforated to permit 
the escape of foul air. Two stairs lead by forty steps to the 
bottom of the reservoir. In the middle of the basin is • sinking 
to collect the deposit of the water. The walls and pillars are 
coated with a stucco so bard as to resist a tool. 

The oversight of aqueducts was placed, in the times of the 
republic, under the asdiles, who were not, however, the con-
struct= of them; of the four aqueducts built during this 
period, three are the work of censors, one (the Marcia) of a 
praetor. Under the empire this task devolved on special 
officials styled Cannons Aquarian, instituted by Augustus, 
who, as he himself says, "rives aquarum omnium refecit " (in-
scription on the arch by which the Aqua Marcia crossed the Via 
libertine). (T. As.) 

Among the aqueducts outside Italy, constructed in Roman 
times and existing still, the most remarkable are: (r) the aque-
duct at Nimes (Nemausus), erected probably by Vipsanius 
Agrippa in the time of Augustus, which rose to rho ft. The Pont 
du Geed, as this aqueduct is now called, consists of three tiers of 
arches throes- the valley of the river Garden. In the lowest 
tier are dx arches, of which one has a span of 75 ft., the others 
each rirs ft. In the mooed tier are eleven arches, each with a span 
of 75 ft. In the third tier are thirty-five smaller arches which 
carried the steam Asa bridge, the Pont du Gard has no rival 
for lightnewand boldness of design among the existing remains 
of works of this class carried- out in Roman times. (2) The 
aqueduct bridges at Segovia (lierekel, lagessiesirlechssik, pp. 
566-568), Tarragona (ibid. 565-06), and Merida in Spain, the 
former being zoo ft. long, with roe arches of fine masonry, in 
two tiers, and reaching the height of 102 ft. The bridge at 
Tarragona is 876 ft. long and 33 ft. high. (3) At Mainz are the 
ruins of as aqueduct loco yds. long, about half of which is 
curled on from Soo to 600 pillars (Archaeological Journal, 
xivu 1890, pp. 511-234). This aqueduct was built by the XIV th 
legion and was for the use of the camp, not for the townspeople. 
For the similar aqueduct at Luynes see Arch. Jeans. xlv. (r888), 
pp. 135-237. Sheller witnesses of Roman occupation are to be 
seen is Dada, Africa (see especially under CARTEAGR), Greece 
and Asia Minor. (4) The aqueduct at Joey-aux-Arches, near 
Yea. which originally extended across the Moselle, here very 
broad, conveyed to the city an abundance of excellent water 
from Gam. From a large reservoir at the source of the aque-
duct the water passed along subterranean channels built of hewn 
stone, and sufficiently spacious for a man to walk in them up-
right. Similar channels received the water after it had crossed 
the Moselle by this bridge, at the distance of about 6 m. from 
Remand conveyed it to the city. The bridge consisted of only  

one row of arches needy Go ft. high. The middle arches have 
given way under the force of the water, but the others are still 
perfectly solid. This aqueduct is probably to be attributed to 
the latter half of the 4th century A.D. It is for the use of the 
town; hence its size. (5) One of the principal bridges of the 
aqueduct of Antioch in Syria is 70o ft. long, and at the deepest 
point son ft. high. The lower part consists almost entirely of 
solid wall, and the upper part of a series of arches with very 
massive pillars. The mmenryond design are rude. The water 
supply was drawn from several springs at a place called Beit el-
Ma (enc. Daphne) about 4 or 5 m. from Antioch. From these 
separate springs the water was conducted by channels of hewn 
stone into a main channel, similarly constructed, which traversed 
the rest of the distance, being carried across streams and valleys 
by means of arches or bridges. (6) At the village of Mods, about 
an hour's distance north-west from the town of Mytilene, is the 
bridge of an aqueduct, carried by massive pillars built of large 
hewn blocks of grey marble, and connected by means of three 
rows of arches, of which the uppermost is of brick. The bridge 
extended about sco ft. in length, and at the deepest point was 
from 70 to 8o ft. high. Judged by the masonry and the graceful 
design, it has been thought to be a work of the age of Augustus. 
Remains of this aqueduct are to be seen at Larissa's Lamarousia, 
an hour's distance from Mods, and at St Demetri, two hours 
and a half from Ayasos, on the mad to Vaailika. 

The whole subject of the ancient and medieval aqueducts of 
Asia Minor has been considered in great detail by G. Weber 
(" Wasserleitungen in kieinasiatischen Stadten," in 	

astr the Jakrbuch des haired. denied. ambito:oz. Instil. 	aa.es 
xix., nog; ace also earlier articles in Jab-beck, 1892, 
Ape). The aqueducts examined are those at Pergamum, 
Leodieee and Smyrna (in the earlier articles), and those at 
Metropolis (Ionia), Tralles (Aidin),Antioch-on-Mseander, Aphro-
disias, Trapezopolis, Hierapolis, Apamea Cibotus and Antioch 
in Pisidia. In moat of these cases it is difficult or even im-
possible to decide whether the work is Hdlenistic or Roman; 
to the Romans Weber inclines to attribute, e.g. those at Metro. 
polis, Treks (perhaps), Aphrodisiac; to the Greeks, e.g, those 
at Antioch-on-Maeander and Antioch in Pisidia. Since, there-
fore, a detailed description of these remains does not provide 
material for any satisfactory generalizations as to the dis-
tinctive features of Hellenistic and Roman work, it will be 
sufficient here to mention a few of the more interesting 
discoveries. 

In the case of Metropolis, the aqueduct in the valley of the 
Astraeus consisted of an arcade about 13 to 16 ft. high. Nearer 
to the town in the hills there are distinct traces of a canal with 
bdck walls. It is clear that the water could not have served 
mote than the lower parts of the town, the acropolis of which 
is nearly zoo ft. above the level of the Conduit. In the case of 
Trifles the water was supplied by a high pressure conduit and 
distributed from the acropolis, where there are the remains of a 
basin (13 ft. by so) arched over with brick. The ancient aque-
duct Is to be distinguished from a later, probably Byzantine, 
canal conduit, the course of which avoids the deeper depressions, 
crossed by the old aqueduct. Of the Antioch-on-Maeander aque-
duct only a few elay-pipes remain, and the same is true of the 
aqueduct which war built by Camtinius in the end century A.D. 
to supply the community when reinforced by the amalgamation 
of Baran and Tauropolis; two of its basins are still distinguish-
able, but the two water-towers which are still standing belong 
to a later Byzantine structure. Trapezopolis was supplied 
from Mt. Salbacus (Baba Dagh): some twenty stone-pipes 
have been found built into a low wall which varies from 3* to 
about s ft. wide. Of the pillars which carried the conduit-pipe 
to Antioch in Pisidia, nineteen are still standing Each arch 
consists of eleven keystones; no cement was used. The con-
duit, which was high-pressure, ends in a distributing tower and 
reservoir. U. M. M..) , 

IL Medirsol.—The aqueduct near Spoleto, which now serves 
also as a bridge, is deserving of notice as an early instance of the 
use of the pointed arch, belonging as-it doss to the 7th or 8th 
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century. It has trek 'relies, recallable for the elegance of their 
design and the airy lightness of their proportions, each over 
66 ft. in span, and about 300 ft. in height. 

The aqueduct of Pyrgos, near Constantinople, is a remarkable 
example of works of this class carried out in the later times of 

the Roman empire, and consisted of two branches. 
mows- From this circumstance it was called Egri Kerner more. 

(" the Crooked Aqueduct "), to distinguish it from 
the Long Aqueduct, situated near the aburce of the waters. 
One of the branches extends 670 ft. in length, and is rob ft. in 
height at the deepest part. It is composed of three tiers of 
arches, those in each row increasing in width from the bottom 
to the top—an arrangement very properly introduced with the 
view of saving materials without diminishing the strength of the 
work. The two upper rows consisted of arches of semicircles, 
the lower of Gothic arches; and this circumstance leads to the 
belief that the date of the structure is about the toth century. 
The breadth of the building at the base was sr ft., and it dimin-
ished with a regular batter on each-side to the top, where it was 
only rr ft. The base also was protected by strong buttresses 
or counterforts, erected against each of the pillars. The other 
branch of the aqueduct was 3oo ft. long, and consisted of twelve 
semicircular arches. This aqueduct serves to convey to Con-
stantinople the waters of the valley of Belgrad, one of the 
principal sources from which the city is supplied. These are 
situated on the heights of Mount Haemus, the extremity of the 
Balkan Mountains, which overhangs the Black Sea. The eater 
rises about rs m. from the city, and between 3 and 4 In. west 
of the village of Belgrad, in three sources, which run in three 
deep and very confined valleys. These unite a little below the 
vMage, and then are collected into a large reservoir. After 
Sowing a mile or two from this reservoir, the waters are aug-
mented by two other streams, and conveyed by a channel of 
stone to the Crooked Aqueduct. From this they are conveyed 
to another which is the Long Aqueduct; and then, with various 
accessions, into a third, termed the Aqueduct of Justinian. 
From this they enter a vaulted conduit, which skirts the hills on 
the left side of the valley, and crosses a broad valley a m. below 
the Aqueduct of Justinian, by means of an aqueduct, with two 
tiers of arches of a very beautiful construction. The conduit 
then proceeds onward in a circuitous route, till it reaches the 
reservoir of Egri Kapu, situated just without and on the walls 
of the city. From this the water is conducted to the various 
quarters of the city, and also to the reservoir of St Sophia, which 
supplies the seraglio of the grand signior. ' The Long Aqueduct 
(Usun Kerner) is more imposing by its extent than the Crooked 
one, but is far inferior in the regularity of design and disposition 
of the materials. It is evidently a wotk of the Turks. It con-
sists of two tiers of arches, the lower being forty-eight in number, 
and the upper fifty. The whole length was about ssoo ft., and 
the height tto ft. The aqueduct of Justinian (Muallak Kemer 
or " Hanging Aqueduct ") is without doubt one of the finest 
monuments which remain to us of the middle ages. It consists 
of two tiers of large pointed arches, pierced transversely. Those 
of the lower story have ss ft. of span, the upper ones 40 ft. 
The piers are supported by strong buttresses, and at different 
heights they have little arches passing through them laterally, 
which relieve the deadness of the solid pMar. The length of this 
aqueduct is 72o ft. and the height cos ft. This aqueduct has 
been attributed both to Constantine I. and to Justinian, the latter 
being perhaps the more probable. 

Besides the waters of Belgrad, Constantinople was supplied 
from several other principal sources, one of which took its rise 
on the heights of the same mountains, 3 or 4 in. east of Belgrad. 
This was conveyed in a skate manner by an arched channel 
elevated, when it was necessary, on aqueduct bridges, till it 
reached the northern parts of the city. It was in the course of 
this aqueduct that the contrivance of the sooksasti or hydraulic 
obelisks, described by Andriossy (on his voyage to the Black Sea, 
the account of the Thracian Bosporus), was constructed, which 
excited some attention, as being an improvement on the method 
of conducting water by aqueduct bridges. " The souterasi,'!  

says Andrfosiy. `are Mews of masonry, having generally the 
form of a truncated pyramid or an Egyptian obelisk. To form 
a conduit with sonterasi, we choose sources of water, the level 
of which is several feet higher than the reservoir by which it is 
to be distributed over the city. We bring the water from its 
sources in subterranean canals, slightly declining until we come 
to the borders of a valley or broken ground. We there raise on 
each side a souterasi, to which we adapt vertically leaden pipes 
of determinate diameters, placed parallel to the two opposite 
sides of the building. These pipes are disjoined at the upper 
part of the obelisk, which forms a sort of basin, with which the 
pipes are connected. The one permits the water to rise to the 
level from whence it had descended; by the other, the water 
descends from this level to the foot of the scoter's!, where ie 
enters another canal underground, which conducts it to a second 
and to a third souterasi, where it rises and again descends, as at 
the last station. Here a reservoir receives it and distributes it 
in different directions by orifices of which the discharge is known.• 
Again he says, " it requires but little attention to perceive that 
this system of conducting tubes is nothing but a series of siphons 
open at their upper part, and communicating with each other. 
The expense of a conduit by souterasi is estimated at only one-
fifth of that of an aqueduct with arcades." Thee seems to be 
really no advantage in these pyramids, further than as they serve 
the purpose of discharging the air which collects in the pipes. 
They are in themselves an evident obstruction, and the water 
would flow more freely without any interruption of the kind. In 
regard to the leaden pipes, again, they would have required, 
with so little head pressure as is stated, to be used of very extra-
ordinary dimensions to pass. the same quantity of water as was 
discharged along the arched conduits (see also works quoted 
under CONSTANTINOPLE). The other principal source from 
which Constantinople is supplied, is from the high grounds 6 or $ 
rn. west of the town, from which it is conducted by conduit' 
and arches, in the same manner as the others. The supply 
drawn from all these sources, as detalled by Andreossy, amounted 
to 400p00 cubic ft. per day. (A. S. M.; J. M. M.) 

ModersConsfrodion.—Where towns are favourably Attested 
the aqueduct may be very short and its cost bear a relatively 
small proportion to the total outlay upon a scheme of 
water supply, but where distant sources have to be Alswarg. 

 relied upon the cost of the aqueduct becomes one of the 
most important features in the scheme, and the quantity 
of water obtainable must be considerable to justify the outlay: 
Hence it is that only very large towns can undertake the responsi-
bility for this expenditure. In Great Britain it has in all largo 
schemes become a condition that, when a town is permitted to 
go outside its own watershed, it shall, subject to a priority of 
a certain number of gallons per day per head of its own in-
habitants, allow local authorities, any part of whose district is 
within a certain number of miles of the aqueduct, to take 
supply on reasonable terms. The first case in which this principle 
was adopted on a large scale was the Thirlmere scheme sanctioned 
by parliament in 1879, for augmenting die supply of Manchester. 
The previous supply was derived from a source only about rs m. 
distant, and the cost of the aqueduct, chiefly cast-iron pipes, 
was insignificant compared with the cost of the impounding 
reservoirs. But Thirlmere is 96 in. distant from the service 
reservoir near Manchester, and the cost of the aqueduct was 
mote than co % of the total cost. As a supply of about 
so,000,000 gallons a day is available the outlay was justifiable, 
and the water is in fact very cheaply obtained. Liverpool 
derives a supply of about mnoo,000 gallons a day from the river 
Vyrnwy in North Wales, 68 m. distant, and Birmingham has 
constructed works for impounding water in Radnorshire, and con-7 
veying it a distance of 74 c-, the supply being about 75,00e,boo, 
gallons a day. In the year 1899 an act of parliament was passed 
authorizing the towns of Derby, Leicester, Sheffield and Notting+ 
ham,'jointly to obtain a supply of water from the head waters of. 
the river Derwent in Derbyshire. Leicester is 6o m. distant frost, 
this source, and its share of the supply is about vo,000,roo gallons 
a day. For more than half the distance, however, the aqueduct 
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Is common to Derby and Nottingham, which together are entitled 
to about i6,000,000 gallons a day, and the expense to Leicester 
is correspondingly reduced. These are the most important cases 
of long aqueducts in England, and all are subsequent to 1879. 
It is obvious, therefore, bow greatly the design and construction 
of the aqueduct have grown in importance, and what are must 
be exercised in order that the Supply upon which such large 
populations depend may not be interrupted, and that the country 
through which such large volumes of water are conveyed may not 
be flooded in consequence of the failure of any of the works. 

Practically only two types of aqueduct are used in England. 
The cue is built of concrete, brickwork, fn., the other of cast-iron 

(or, in special circumstances, steel) pipes. In the 
rasa former type the water surface coincides with the 

hydraulic gradient, and the conditions are those of an 
artificial river; the aqueduct must therefore be carefully graded 
throughout, so that the fall available between source and 
termination may be economically distributed, This condition 
requires that the ground in which the work is built shall be at 
the proper elevation; if at any point this is not the case, the 
aqueduct must be carried on a substructure built up to the 
required level. Such large structures are, however, extremely 
expensive, and require elaborate devices for maintaining water-
tightness against the expansion and coot action of the mumary 
due to changes of temperature. They are now only used where 
their length is very short, as is cases where mountain streams 
have to be crossed, and even these short lengths are avoided by 
some engineers, who arrange that the aqueduct shall pus, 
wherever practicable, under the streams. Where wide valleys 
interrupt the course of the built aqueduct, er where the absence 
of high ground prevents the adoption of that type at any part 
of the route, the cast-iron pipes hereafter referred to ate used. 
• The built aqueduct may be either in tunnel, or art-and-cover, 
the latter term denoting the precise of cutting the trench, 

building the floor, side-walls. and roof, and covering 
Anson - „wag. with earth, the surface of the ground being restored 

as before. For works conveying water for domestic 
supply, the aqueduct is in these days, in England, always 
coveted. Where, as is usually the case, the water is derived 
from a tract of mountainous country. the tunnel work is some- 
times vary heavy. In the we of the Thirinere aqueduct, out 
of the first 13 m. the length of the tunnelled portions is 8 m., the 
longest tunnel being 3 I& in length. Conditions of time, and the 
character of the rock, usually require the use of machinery for 
driving, at any rate in the ease of the longer tunnels. For the 
comparatively small tunnels required for aqueducts, two percus- 
sion drilling machines are usually mounted on a carriage, the 
motive power being derived from compressed air sent up the 
tunnel in pipes. The boles when driven are charged with ex- 
plosives and fired. In the Thirimere tunnels, driven through 
very hard Lower Simian strata, the progress was about :3 yds. 
a week at each face,'work being tarried on continuously day and 
night for six days a week. Where the character of the country 
through which the aqueduct passes is much the some as that 
from which the supply is derived, the tunnels need not be lined 
with coocrete, &c., more than is absolutely necesmey kr !maiming 
the water and supporting weak places in the rock; the floor, 
however, is nearly always so treated. The lining, whether in 
tunnel or cut-sad-cover, may be either of concrete, or brickwork, 
or of concrete faced with brickwork. To ensure the imperme- 
ability of work constructed with these materials is it practice 
somewhat difficult, and no matter how much care is taken by 
those superviing the workmen, and even by the workmen them- 
selves, it is impoudble to guarantee entire freedom from trouble 
in this aspect. With a wall only about r s in. thick, any neglect is 
attain to make the work permeable; frequently the labouten 
do not distribute the broken stone and fine materiel of the con- 
crete uniformly, and no matter bow excellent the design, the 
quality of materials, tee.. a leak is sure to occur at such places 
(onkel, indeed, the pressure of the outside water is superior 
and an inflow owns). A further cause of trouble lies in the 
stater which flows from the strata en to the comet; and 

washes away some of the cement upon which the work depends 
for its watertightness, before it has time to set. For this reason 
it is advisable to put in the floor before, and not after, the side-
walls and arch have been built, otherwise the only outlet for the 
water in the strata is through the ground on which the floor has 
to be laid. Each length of about so ft. should be completely 
constructed before the next is begun, the water then having 
an easy exit at the leading end. Manholes, by which the aque-
duct can be entered, are usually pkced.in the roof at convenient 
intervals; thus, In the case of the Thirlmere aqueduct, they 
occur at every quarter of a mile. 

In some parts of America aqueducts are frequently constructed 
of wood, being then termed flumes. These are probably more 
extensively used in California than in any other part 
of the world, for conveying large quantities of water 
which is required for hydraulic mining, for irrigation, 
for the supply of towns and for transporting timber. The flumes 
are frequently carried along precipitous mountain slopes, and 
across valleys, supported on trestles. In Fresno county. Cali• 
fornia, there is a flume Se- m. in length for transporting timber 
from the Sierra Nevada Mountains to the plain below; it his a 
rectangular V-shaped section, 3 ft. 7 in. wide at the top, and at in. 
deep vertically. The boards which form the sides are si in. 
thick, and some of the trestlework is rso ft. high. The steepest 
grade enure where there b a fall of 73o ft. in a length of 3000 
About g,000,000 ft of timber were used in the construction. 
At San Diego there is a flume 35 m. long for irrigation and 
domestic supply, the capacity being so ft. per second; it has 355 
trestle bridges (the longest of which is that across Los Caches 
Creek, 1794 ft. in length and 65 ft. in height) and 8 tunnels, 
and the cost was $goo,000. The great bench flume of the 
Highline canal, Colorado, is 260 it in length, s8 ft. wide, and 
7 ft. deep; the gradient is 5.28 ft. per mile, and the discharge 
z184 ft. per second. 

As previously stated, the type of aqueduct bunt of concrete, 
&c., can only be adopted where the ground is sufficiently elevated 
to carry it, and where the quantity of water to be con- 
veyed makes it more economical than piping. Where :wadi's*  

the falling contour is interrupted by valleys too wide ispeo 
for a masonry structure above the surface of the 
ground, the detached portions of the built aqueduct must be 
connected by rows of pipes laid beneath, and following the main 
undiilations of, the surface. In such cases the built aqueduct 
terminates in a chamber of sufficient size to eadose the mouths 
of the several pipes, which, thus charged, carry the water under 
the valley up to a corresponding chamber on the farther hillside 
from which the built aqueduct again carries on the supply. 
These connecting pipes are sometimes called siphons, although 
they have nothing whatever to do with the principle of a siphon, 
the water simply flowing into the pipe at one end and out at the 
other under the influence of gravity, and the pressure of the 
atmosphere being no element in the case. The pipes are almost 
always made of cast-iron, except in such cases as the lower part 
of some siphons, where the pleasure is very great, or where they 
are for use abroad, when considerations of weight are of import-
awe, and when they are made of rolled steel with riveted or 
welded seams. It is frequently necessary to ley them in deep 
cuttings, in which case cast-iron is much better adapted for 
sustaining a heavy weight of earth than the thinner steel, though 
the latter is more adapted to resist internal pressure. Mt 
D. Clarke (Trans. An. Sot. C.B. vol. xxzviii. p. 93) gives some 
particulars of a riveted steel pipe 24 m. long, 33 to 42 in. diameter, 
varying in thickness from 0•22 in. to 0•375 in. After a length of 

tn. had been laid, and the trench refilled, it was found that the 
crown of the pipe had been flattened by an amount varying 
from 4 in. to 4 in. Steel pipes suffer more from corrosion 
than those made of cast-iron, and as the metal attacked is 
much thinner the strength is inure seriously reduced. These 
menden:dons have prevented any general change from east iron 
to steel. 

Mr. Clemens Herschel has made some interesting reniarirs (Fee- 
Iasi. C.& vol. am. p sea) as to the cinninnances in which end 
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pipes have been found preferable to Cast-icon. Ne says that it had 
been demonstrated by practice that cast-iron cannot compete with 
wrought-iron or steel pipes in the states west of the Rocky Moun-
tains, on the Pacific slope. This is due to the absence of coal and 
iron ore in these states, and to the weight of the imported cast-iron 
pipes compared with steel pipes of equal capacity and strength. 
The works of the East Jersey Water Company for the supply of 
Newark, NJ.. include a riveted steel conduit 48 in. in diameter and 
ar m. long. This conduit is designed to resist only the pressure doe 
to the hydraulic gradient. in contradistinction to that which would 
be due to the hydrostatic head, this arrangement saving 4o% in the 
weight and cost of the pipes. For the supply of Rochester, N.Y., 
there Is a riveted steel conduit 36 in. in diameter and to m. long; 
and for Allegheny City, Pennsylvania, there is a steel conduit 5 ft. in 
diameter and nearly to m. long. The works for bringing the water 
from La Vigne and Vermin to Paris include a steel main 5 ft. in 
diameter between St Cloud and Paris. 

Cast-iron pipes rarely exceed 48 in. in diameter, and even this 
diameter is only practicable where the pressure of the water is low. 
In the Thirteen° aqueduct the greatest pressure is nearly s8o lb on 
the squalls inch, the pipes where this occurs being 40 in. in diameter 
and in. thick. T large pipes, which are usually made in 
lengths of 12 ft., are generally cast with a socket at one end for 
receiving the spigot end at the next pipe, the annular space being 
run with lead, which is prevented from flowing into the interior of 
the pipe by a spring ring subsequently removed; the surface of the 
lead is then caulked all round the outside of the pipe. A wrought-
iron ring Is sometimes shrunk on the outer rim of the socket, pre-
viously turned to receive it, in order to strengthen it against the 

'rig action of the caulking tool. Sometimes the pipes are cast 
as in tubes and joined with double collars, which are run with 
lea as in the last case. The reason for adopting the latter type is 
that the stream set up In the thicker metal of the socket by unequal 
cooling art- thereby avoided, a very usual place forpipeo to crack 
under pressure being at the back of the socket. The method of 
turning and boring a portion. slightly tapered, of spigot and socket 
LO as to ensure a watertight junction by close annular metallic con-
tact, is not suitable for large pipes, though very convenient for 
smaller diameters in even ground. Sphericalgs are sometimes 
used where a line of main has to be laid under a river or estuary. 
and where. therefore, the pipes must be jointed be ore being lowered 
into the previously dredged trench. This was the case at the Willam-
ette river, Portland, Oregon, where a length of 2000 ft. was required. 
The pipes are of cast-iron 28 in. in diameter. in. thick, and t7 ft. 
long. The spigots were turned to a spherical surface of 20 in. 
radius outside, the inside of the sockets being of a radius I in. mcWer. 
After the insertion of the spigot into the locket, a ring, 3 in. deep, 
turned inside to correspond with the socket was bolted to the latter, 
the annular space then being run with lead. These pipes were laid 
on an inclined cradle, one end of which rested on the bed of the river 
and the other on a barge where the jointing was done; as the kin 
were jointed the barge was carefully advanced, thus trailing the 

re pipes into the trench Trans. Ass. Soc. C. E. vol. xxxiii. p. 257). As 
may be conjectured from the pleasure which they have to stand, 
very great care has to be taken in the manufacture and handling of 
fast iron gripes of large diameter, a cam which must be unfailing 
from the time of casting until they are jointed in their final position 
in the ground. They are cast vertically, socket downwards, no that 
the densest metal may be at the weakest part, and it is advisable to 
allow an extra had of metal of about 12 in., which is subsequently 
cut off in a lathe. An inspector representing the purchaser watches 
every detail of the manufacture, ofd if, after being measured in 
every part and weighed, they are found satisfactory they are 

wo with Internal fluid pressure, oil being preferable to water f r r°Zd  this 
purpose. While under rewire, they are rapped from end to end 
with a band hammer of about 5 lb in weight, in cadet to discover 
defects. The wrought-iron rings are then, if required, shrunk on 
to the lockets, and the pipes, after being made hot in a stove, are 
dipped vertically in a composition of pitch and oil, in order to 
preserve them from corrosion. All these operations are performed 
under cover. A record should be kept of the history of the pipe 
from the time it is cast to the time it is laid and jointed in the ground, 
giving the date, number, diameter, length; thickness, and proof 
premium, with the name of the pipe-jointer whose work closes the 
record. Such a history sometimes enables the cause (which is often 
very obscure) of a burst in a pipe to be ascertained, the position  fff 
every pipe being recorded. 

Cast-iron Axe,  even when dipped in the composition referred to, 
suffer considerably from corramon caused by the water. especially 
soft water, flowing through them. One pipe may be found in as 
good a condition as when made, while the next may be covered with 
nodules of rust. The effect of the rust is twofold; it reduces the 
area of tbe pipe, and also, in consequence of the resistance offered 
by the rough surface, retards the velocity of the water. These two 
results, especially the latter, may seriously diminish the capability 
el ,thuge. and they should always be allowed for in deciding the 
diameter. Automatic scrapers are sometimes used with good 
results, but it is better to be independent of them as long as possible. 
In one are the discharge of pipes, 4o in. in diameter, was found 
after a period of about twelve years to have diminished at the rate  

of about 1% per part, is soother case, whore the water was soft 
and where the pipes were to in. in diameter, the discharge was 
diminished by 7% in ten years. An account of the state of two 
cast-iron mains supplying Boston with water is given in the Tress. 
Am. Sot. C.E. voff xmcv. p. 241. These pipes, which were laid its 
1877. are 0 in. in diameter and Ow ft. long. When they were 
examined in 18504-2895, it was estimated that the tubercles of rust 
covered nearly one-third of the interior surfaces, the bottom of the 
pipe being more encrusted than the sides and top. They had central 
points of attachment to the iron, at which oo doubt the =dug was 
defective, and from them the tubercles spread over the surface of 
the surrounding coating. In this case they were removed by hand, 
and the coating of the pipes was not Injured in the process. Cast-
iron pipes must not be laid in contact with cinders front a blast 
furnace with which roads are sometimes made, because these corrode 
the metal. Mr Russell Aitken (Proc. Inst. C.E. vo4 cry. p. ) 
found in India that cast-iron pipes buried in the sod rapidly 

o=ced
to the presence of nitric acid secreted by bacteria which 

the iron. The large cut-iron pipes conveying the water 
from the Tama reservoir to Bombay ate laid above the surface of 
the ground. Cast-iron pipes of these large diameters have not bees 
in existence sufficierigy long to enable their life to be predicted. A 
main, 4o in. in diameter, conveying soft water, after being in existence 
fifty years at Manchester, was apparently as good as ever. In lady 
Mr j. B. Prangs found that no apparent deterioration had 'alms 
place in a cast-ima main, 8 in. diameter, which was laid in the year 
1828, a period of thirty-nine years (Trees. Soc. Am. C.E. vol. I. 
p. 26). These two instances are probably not exceptional. 

Pipes in England are usually laid with not less than 2 ft. 6 is 
of cover, in order that the water may not be frozen in a severe 
winter. Where they are laid in deep cutting they 
should be partly surrounded with concrete, so that they frigNh  
may not be fractured by the weight of earth above 
them. Angles are turned by means of special bend pipes, the 
curves being made of 'as large a radius as convenient. In the 
case of the Thirhisere aqueduct, double socketed castings about 
12 in. long (exclusive of the sockets) were used, the  sockets 
being inclined to each other at the required angle. They were 
made to various angles, and for any particular curve several 
would be used connected by straight pipes 3 ft. king. As special 
castings are nearly double the price of the regular pipet, the 
cost was much diminished by making them as short as possible, 
while a curve, made up of the slight angles used, offered putt. 
cally no more impediment to the taw of water ie consequedce 
of its polygonal form, than would be the case bad special bend 
pipes been used. In all cases of curves on a line of pipes under 
internal fluid pressure, there exists a resultant force tending 
to displace the pipes. When the curvets in a horizontal plane 
and the pipes are buried in the ground, the side of the pipe 
trench offers sufficient resistance to this force. Where, however, 
the pipes are above ground, or when the curve is in a vertical 
plane, it is necessary to anchor them in position. In the ease of 
the Tanta aqueduct to Bombay, there is a curve of seek. radius 
near Bassein Creek. At this point the hydrostatic head is about 
esti ft., and the engineer, Mr Clarke, mentions that a tendency 
to an outward movement of the line of pipes was observed. At 
the siphon under Kuria Creek the curves on the approaches as 
originally laid down were sharp, the hydrostatic head being there 
about no ft.; here the outward movement was so marked that 
it was considered advisable to realign the approaches with 
easier curves (Prot. lost. C.E. vol. cry. p. 34). In the case of 
the IldrItnere aqueduct the greatest hydrostatic plenum, Oro ft., 
occurs at the bridge ever the river Lune, where the pipes are 
ao in. in diameter, and in descending from the bridge stake reverse 
angles of pr. The displacing force at each of these angles 
amounts to 54 tons, and as the design includes five lines of 
pipes, it is obvious that the anchoring arrangements must be 
very efficient. The steel straps used for anchoring these and all 
other bends were curved to fit as closely as pomade the castings 
to be anchored. Naturally the metal was not in perfect contact, 
but when the pipes were charged the disappearance of all the 
slight inequalities showed that the straps were fulfilling their 
intended purpose. At every summit on a line of pipes one or 
more valves must be placed in order to allow the escape of 
air, and they must also be provided on long level stretches, 
and at changes of gradient where the depth of the point of 
change below the hydraulicgradient is less than that at both 
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aides; causing what may be called a virtual summit. It Is better 
to have too many than too irk, as accumulations of air may 
cause an enormous diminution in the quantity of water delivered. 
In all depressions discharge valves should be placed for emptying 
the pipes when desired, and for letting off the sediment which 
accumulates at such points. Automatic valves ate frequently 
placed at suitable distances for cutting off the supply in case of 
a burst. At the inlet mouth of the pipe they may depend for 
their action on the sudden lowering of the water (due to a buntt 
In the pipe) in the chamber from which they draw their supply, 
causing a float to sink and set the closing arrangement in motion. 
Those on the line of main am started by the increased velocity in 
the water, canoed by the burst on the pipe at a lower level. 
The water, when thus accelerated, is able to move a disk hung 
in the pipe at the end of a lever and weighted so as to resist the 
normal velocity; this lever releases a catch, and a door is that 
gradually revolved by weights until it entirely doses the' pipe. 
Reflux valves on the ascending leg of a siphon prevent water 
from flowing back in case of a burst below them; they have 
doors hung on hinges, opening only In the normal direction of 
flow. Due allowance must be made, in the amount of bead 
allotted to a pipe, for any bead which may be absorbed by such 
mechanical arrangements as those described where they offer 
opposition to the flow of the water. ;These large mains require 
most careful and gradual filling with water, and constant :Men, 
Lion must be given to the air-valves to see that the gutta-percha 
balls do not wedge themselves in the openings. A large mass of 
water, having a considerable velocity, may cause a great many 
bursts by water-ramming, due to the admission of the water 
at too great a speed. In places where Iron is absent and timber 
plentiful, as in some parts of America, pipes, even of large 
diameter and in the most important cases, are sometimes made 
of wooden staves hooped with iron. A description of two of 
these will be found below. 

The TAideame AlmMuct is capable of conveying Ammo= 
gallons • day from Thisimere, in the English lake district, to Man- 

amen The total length of 96 in. is made up of 14 nt. 
of tunnels, 37 in. of cut-and-cover, 'ad 45 m. of cast. 

iron pipes, five rows 
ofcut-and-cover, 

 the latter being required. The tunnels 
where lifted, and the cut-and-cover, are formed of concrete, aed are 
7 ft. in height and width, the usual thickness of the concrete being 
:5 in. The inclination is So in. per mile. The floor is list from aids 
to side, and the side-walls are 5 ft. high to the springing d the Nth, 
which has a rise of a ft. The water from the lake is rouived in a 
circular well 63 ft. deep and so ft. in diameter, at the bottom of 
which there is a ring of wire.gauze strainers. Wherever the con- 
crete aqueduct is intersected by valleys, cast-iron pipes are laid; 
in the first instance only two of the five rows 40 in. in diameter were 
laid, the city not requiring its supply to be augmented by more tbaq 
20,0ao,000 gallons a day, but in 007 it was decided to lay a third 
line. All the elaborate arrangements described above for stopping 
the water in case of a burst have been employed, and have perfectly 

 their duties in the few cases in which they have been called 
into action. The water is received in a service reservoir at Prestwich, 
near Manchester, from which it is supWied to the city. The supply 
from this source was begun in 189ti‘e  The total cost of the complete 
echeate may be taken at about ,000,00o, of which rather under 
fo,c000poo bad been spent up to t date of the opening, at which 
time only one line of pipes had been laid. 
, The V 	Aqueduct was sanctioned by parliament in :Silo for 

the supply of Liverpool from North Wales, the quantity of water 
Wintry: obtainable being at least 40,000,000 gallons a day. A 

tower built in the artificial lake from which the supply is 
derived, contains the inlet and arrangements for straining the water. 
The aqueduct is 68 m. in length, and for nearly the whole distance 
will consist of three lines of cast-iron pipes, two of which, varying in 
diameter from 43 in. to 39 in., are now in use. As the total fall 
between Vyrowy and the termination at Prescot reservoirs is about 
550 ft., arrangements bad to be made to ensure that no part of the 
aqueduct be subjected to a greater pressure than is requ ired for the 
actual discharge. Balancing reservoirs have therefore been con-
structed at five points on the line, advantage being taken of high 
ground when available, so that the total pressure is broken up into 
sections. A; ore of these points, where the ground level is t to ft. 
below the hydraulic gradient, a circular tower is built, making a 
most imposing architectural feature in the landscape. At the cross. 
ingot the river Weaver, too ft. wide and 15 ft. deep, the three pipes, 
here made of steel, were connected together laterally, floated into 
pesitian, and sunk into a dredged trench prepared to receive them. 
tinder the river Mersey the pipes are carried in a tunnel, from which, 
dewing oonstmetiott, the water was excluded by compressed air. 

Demme Aqueduct.—The supply to Denver City, initiated by the 
Citizens Water Company in 1889, is derived from the Platte nee, 
rising in the Rocky Mountains. The first aqueduct p,anc, 
constructed is rather over So m. in length, of which a 
length of 16i tn, is made of wooden stave pipe, 30 in. in diameter: 
The maximum pressure is that due to 185 ft. of water; the invents 
cost of the wooden pipe was $1.364 per root, and the capability .  of 
discharge 8,400,000 gallons a day. Within a year of the completes* 
of the first conduit, _it became evident that another of still greater 
capacity was wankel,. This was completed in April it 3; it is 
=si

ts diameter and will deliver 16,000.0oo gallons a y. By 
ng the head upon the first pipe, the combined discharge 

30,000,000 gallons • day. An incident in obtaining a temporary 
supply, without waiting for the completion of the second pipe,. was 
the construction of two wooden pupas 13 in. in diameter, crossing a 
stream with a span of toe ft., and no support other than that 
derived from their arched form. One end of the arch is 24i ft. above the other end, and, when filled with water, the deflection with 
eight men on it was only i of an inch. Pr somewhat drafter arch, 
6o ft. span, occurs on the 34-in. pipe where it crosses a canal. 
Schuyler points out (Teem. Am. Soc. C.E. vol. mud. p. that the 
fact that the entire water supply of a city of 15o,000 inhabitants 

conveyed in wooden mains, is so radical a departure from all 
precedents, that it is deserving of more than a passing nonce. He 
says that it is manifestly and unreservedly successful, and has 
achieved an enormous saving in cost. The sum saved by the use of 
wooden, in preference to cast-iron pipes, is estimated at 51,too,otio. 
It is perhaps necessary to state that the pipe is buried in the ground 
in the same way as metal pipes. The edges of the staves are dressed 
to the radius with a minute tongue A in. high on one edge of each 
stave, but with no corresponding groove in the next stave- 
object is to ensure a close joint when the bands are tightened np:

ita  
Leaks seldom or never occur along the longitudinal seams, but the 
end shrinkage caused troublesome joint leaks. The shrinkage in 
California redwood, which had seasoned 60 to 90 days before mining, 
was frequently as much as 3 in. in the 20 staves that formed the 
34-in. pipe, and the space so formed had to be filled by a special 
closing stave. Metallic tongues, in. deep, are inserted at the ends 
of abutting staves, in a straight saw cut. The bands, which are of 
mild steel, have a had at one end and a nut and washer at the 
other; the ends are brought together on a wrought-iron shoe 
against which the nut and washer set. The staves forming the lower 
half of the pipe are placed on an outside, and the top staves on an 
inside, mould. While the bands are being adjusted the pipe is 
rounded out to bring the staves out full, and the staves are carefully 
driven home on to the abutting staves. The spacing of the bands 
depends on circumstances, but is about 150 bands per cob ft. With 
low heads the limit of spacing was fixed at 17 in. The outer surface 
of the pipe, when charged, shows moisture oozing slightly over the 
entire surface. This condition Schuyler considers an ideal one for 
perfect preseevation, and the staves were kept as thin as possible 
to ensure its occurrence. Samples taken from pipes in use from 
three to nine years are quite sound, and it is concluded that the w ood  
will last as long as cast-iron if the pipe is kept constantly cha rged.  
The bands are the only perishable portion, and their life 0 taken at 
from fifteen to twenty years. Other portions of the second conduit 
for a length of nearly 3 m. were formed of concrete piping, .38 in. 
diameter, formed on a mould in the trench, the thickness being 2l 
to 3 in. So successful an instance of the use of wooden piping on a 
large scale is sure to lead to a large development of thss type of 
aqueduct in districts where timber is plentiful and iron absent. 

Pioneer Aqueduct, Utah.—The construction of the Pioneer Ague.. 
duct, Utah, was begun in 1896 by the Pioneer Electric Power 
Company, near the city of Ogden, 35 m. north of Salt pft...4 
Lake City. The storage reservoir, from which it draws my. 
its water, will cover an area of 2000 acres, and contain 
about 15,000 reihion gallons of water. The aqueduct is a pipe 6 ft. 
in diameter, and of a total length of 6 rn.; for a distance of rather 
more than 5 m. it is formed of wooden staves, the remainder, where 
the had exceeds '17 ft., being of steel. It is laid in a trench and 
covered to a depth of 3 ft. The greatest pressure on the steel pipe 
is 200 lb per sq. in., and the thickness vanes from to in. Tire 
pipe was constructed according to the usual practice of marine 
boiler-work for Web pressures, and each section. about 9 ft. long, 
was dipped in asphalt for an hour. These sections were supported 
on timber blocking, placed from 5 to 9 ft. apart, and consisting of 
three to six pieces of 6 x 6 in. timbers laid one on the top of the other; 
they were then riveted together in the ordinary way. The wooden 
stave-pipe is of the type successfully used in the Western States for 
many years, but its diameter is believed to be unequalled for any 
but short lengths. There were thirty-two staves in the circle, 2 10. 
in thickness, and about 20 ft. long, hooped with round steel rods I  in. 
in diameter, each hoop being in two pieces. The pipets  supported 
at intervals of 8 ft. by sills 6 x 8 in. and 8 ft. long. The flow through 
it is 25o cubic ft. per second. 

The Saida Aria Gieszl was constructed for irrigation purposes lie 
California, and is designed to carry.  240 cub. ft. of water per second 
(trans. Am. Soc. C. vol. trent p. 99). The cross 
section of the flume shows an elliptical bottom and 
straight sides consisting of wooden staves held together -by 
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iron and ester( rite. The width and depth ate each 3 ft. 6 in., the 
intended depth of water beings R. The staves are had by T-iron 
supports resting on wooden sills spaced 8 ft. apart, and are com-
pressed together by a framework. They wcreatulked with oakum. 
on the top of which. to a third of the total depth, hot asphalt was 
run. The use of nails was altogether avoided mutt in parts of the 
framework, it being noticed that decay usually starts at nail-holes. 
It was found possible to snake the flume absolutely watertight. and 
in case of repair being necessary at any part the framework ts easily 
taken to pieces so that new staves can be inserted. The water in the 
flume has a velocity of 9.6 ft. per second. The Warm Springs, Deep, 
and Morton caws an the line are crossed by wooden stave pipes 
52 in. in diameter, bound with round steel rods, and laid above the 
surface of the ground. The work is planned for two rows of pipes, 
each capable of aurpng 123 cub. ft. per second; of then one SO 
far has been laid. The lengths of the pipes at each of the three 
cations are 351, 964 and 756 ft. respectively, and the maximum 
had at any place is tho ft. The pips are not painted, and it has 
been suggested that they would suffer in their exposed position in 
case of a bush fire, a contingency to which, of course, flumes are also 
liable. • 

Agoedids of New York—There are three aqueducts in New York 
•-the Old Croton Aqueduct (1837.-I84,7), the Bronx River Conduit 
Abwrodt•  (188o-t885), and the New Croton Aqueduct (1884-490), 

discharging respectivey 95, 28, and 302 million U.S. 
gallons a day; their combined delivery is therefore 423 million 
gallons a.day. The Old Croton Aqueduct is about at in. in leaoh, 
and was constructed as a masonry conduit, except at the Bedew 
and Manhattan valleys, where two lines of 36-ts pipe were used. 
The inclination of the former is at the rate of about 13 in. per 
mile. The area of the cross-section is 33-34 sq. ft., the height 
is 8 ft.. and the greatest width 7 ft. 5 in.; the roof is semicircular, 
the door segmental, and the sides have a batter on the face of i is 
per foot. 1'ne sides and invert are of concrete, faced with 4  in. of 
brickwork, the roof being entirely of brickwork. There is a bridge 
over the Harlem river 145o ft. in length, consisting of fifteen semi- 
circular arches; its soffit is too ft. above high water, and its cost was 

38127. The construction of the NeTiCrorvii:Aqueductievas beguol 

n l  uly io to allow 	' w the suPplyre 
sufficiently 
 be begun. The The lengthi:r tofthe 

15th 
 us 

parts the aqueduct are as follows:— 
Miles. 

Tunnel  	 • 915 
Cut•and-cover 	.  	. 	. 	. 	• 2 t•ts 
Cast-iron pipes, 48 in. diameter, 8 roans 	• 3-38 

Croton Inlet to Central Park . 	 p• 

The length of tunnel under pressure (circular form) is 17 m.. and 
that not under pressure (hoise•shoe form) 33•70 m. The maximum 
pressure in the fennel is 53 lb per st in. The width and height of 
the horse-shoe form are each t3 ft. 7 in., and the diameter of the 
circular form (with the exception of two short lengths) is 13 ft. 3 in. 
The reason for constructing the aqueduct in tunnel for so long • 
distance was the enhanced value of the low-1y' ground near the 
old aqueduct. The tunnel deviates from a straight line only for the 
purpose of intersecting a few transverse valleys at which it could be 
emptied. For 33 m. the gradient is 0-7 foot per mile; the tunnel is 
thendepressed below the hydraulic gradient. the maximum depth 
being at the Harlem river, where it is 3oo ft. below high water. The 
depth of the tunnel varies from 50 to soo ft. from the surface of the 
wound. Forty-two shafts were sunk to facilitate driving, and in 
four cases where the surface of the ground is below the hydraulic 
gradient these are closed by watertight covers. The whole of the 
tunnel Is lined with brickwork from t to a ft. in thickness, the voids 
behind the lining being filled with rubble-in•mortar. The entry to 
the old and new aqueducts is controlled by a gatehouse of elaborate 
and massive design, and the pipes which take up t he supply at the 
end of the tunnel are also commanded by agate-house. The aqueduct, 
where It passes under the Harlem river, is worthy of special notice. 
As it approaches the river it has a considerable fell, and eventually 
ends in a vertical shaft 12 ft. 3 in. in diameter (where the water bas 
a fall of 174 ft.), from the bottom of which, at a depth of 300 ft. 
below high-water level, the tunnel under the over starts. The latter 
Is circular in form, the diameter being to ft. 6 in., and the length is 
1300 ft.; it terminates at the bottom of another vertical shaft also 
112 ft. 3 in. in diameter. The depth of this shaft, measured from 
the door of the lower tunnel to that of the upper tunnel leading 
away from it, is Sat ft.; it is continued up to the surface of the 
ground, though dosed by double watertight covers a little above 
the level of the upper tunnel. Adjoining this shaft es• another shaft 
of equal diameter, by means of which :he water can be pumped out, 
and there is also a communication with the river above high-water 
level, go that the higher parts can be emptied by gravitation. The 
cost of the Old Croton Aqueduct was St 1,3oo,000; that of the new 
aqueduct is not far short of Saot000,000. 

The Nadroi AquedeM Bridge. in India, opened at the end of 1889, 
Is the largest structure of its kind in existence. It was built to 
carry the water of the Lower Ganges canal over the Kali Naddi, in 
Outossion with the irrigation canals of the north-west provinces. 

In the year 1888-1819 this anal had 364 m. of main line, with 
2050 ar. of minor distributaries, and irrigated 319,022 acres of crops. 
The new bridge replaces one of much smaller sue (five sed" 
spans of 3s ft.).which was completely destroyed by • high 
flood in July 1885. It gives the river a waterway of atone sq. ft., 
and the canal • waterway of loos sq. ft., the latter represenung • 
discharge of etoo cub. ft. per second. Its length is 13 to lc, and it is 
carried on fifteen arches having a span of to ft. The width between 
the faces of the arches is 149 ft. The foundations below the river-bed 
have • depth of 32 ft., and the total height of the structure is U ft. 
It cost 44 ►  kith* of rupees, and occupied four years in building. 
The foundations consist of 368 circular brick cylinders, and the 
fifteen spans are arranged in three groups, divided by abutment 
piers; the latter are founded on a double row of ta-ft. cylinder; 
and the intermediate piers on a single row of soft. cylinders, all 
the cylinders being hearted with hydraulic lime concrete filled In 
with skips. This aqueduct-bridge has a very fine appearance, owing 
to its massive proportions and design. (E. P. H.*) 

A UTHORITHIS.--FOr ancient aqueducts in general: Curt Mercket, 
Die logesieuresebeik in Ahmanson (Berlin, 1897); cb. vi. contains a 
very full account from the earliest Amyrian aqueducts onwards, 
with illustrations, measurements ass( an excellent bibliogra 
For Greek aqueducts see E. Curtius, " Uber stadtische Wasserbaut

Ph
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der Hells-nen," in Arehewelogische Belton: (1847); G. Weber (as 
above); papers in Mks. Mahe (Samos), 1877, (Raneecrunus) 
1893. 1893, 1894, um and articles on ATHENS, PILROAKUM, &C. 
For Roman aqueducts: R. fancied. " I Commented di Frontier(' 
intorno le acque e gli aequedotti," in Meteoric del LiNcei, eerie iii. 
voL iv. (Rome, tido), 315, and separately; C. Herschel, The 
Two 	me the Wow So yif Coy of Rowse of Semler Miss 
Frestinur (Boston. 	Ash in Maisel Review (ere). 436. 
and • les in The B 	; d. also maps to T. Ashby•• 
To 	phy of the omen Campagna," in Papas of ilk Britis= 
at 	, M.. iv. (In progress). - 

For modern aqueducts, see Rickman's Life of Telford '41138h 
Schramke's New York Crams Arseduak ,Serial dolma Report 4 
the Deportment of Public Works of the City of New Yak in;8731 

Supply of the City of New York (1896 Wegmann; Mbooira 
Report of the Aqueduct Commisslosersally-11195), and The Water 

 sae 
let was de Peru, prequels park   et de In Seine au Coined 
Municipal (1854 and OW); R‘vhercba stelistiques ter les 8011lCRI is 
bassio is In Seine, par M. Belgrand, Ingenieur en chef des punts et 
chaussies (1334); " Descriptions of foutical Arrangements of the 
Manchester Waterworks," by John Frederic Bateman, F.R.S., 

the M 
4Ent:hear 

in-chief, 
 Engineers (1866); The Glasgow Waterworks. by James 

et, from the  of Proem:dins 4 the losehmfiow 

Royal Commission ow Water So y. and the Mower of Danes 
M. Gale, Member Inst. C.E. 0;6? and 1864): The Report of the 

(1867 and 1868). For accounts other aqueducts, lee the Trauma. 
tines of the Societies of Engineers in the diluent countries, and the 
Engineering Journals. 

AQUILA (leases), (z) a *Jew from Rome, who with his wife 
Prism or Priscilla had settled in Corinth, when Paul stayed 
with them (Acts xviii. 3,3). They became Christians and fellow-
workers with Paul, to whom they seem to have shown their 
devotion in some special way (Rom. svl. 3, 4). (a) A native of 
Pontos, celebrated for a very literal and accurate translation of 
the Old Testament into Creek. Epiphanius (De Pond. of Mews. 
c. rs) preserve' a tradition that be was a kinsman of the emperor 
Hadrian, who employed him in rebuilding Jerusalem (Atha 
Capitoline, e...), and that he was converted to Christianity, but, 
on being reproved for practising pagan astrology, apostatized 
to Judaism. He is said also to have been a disciple of Rabbi 
'Aqfba (d. AD. 131), and seems to be referred to in Jewish writ-
ings as (rimy. Aquila's version is said to have been used 
in place of the Septuagint in the synagogues. The Christiana 
generally disliked it, alleging without due grounds that it rendered 
the Messianic passages incorrectly, but Jerome and Origen speak 
in its praise. Origen incorporated it in his Heraplo. 

It was thought that this was the only copy extant, but in 1897 
fragments of two codices were brought to the Cambridge University 
Library. These have been pub • he fragments containing 
t Mop Ix 7-17; 3 Kings aria. i2-37 by F. C. Burkitt in 1897, those 
containing parts of Psalms xe.-ciii.by  C. Taylor in 1899. See F. C. 
Burkitt's article in the Jewish Exeyclopeedio. 

AQUILA. CASPAR Mum Agate) (1488-1560), German 
reformer, was born at Augsburg on the 7th of August 488, 
educated there and at Ulm (tsor), in Italy (he met Erasmus in 
Rome), at Bern (15og), Leipzig (rpo) and Wittenberg (ISIS). 
According to his son, he entered the ministry in. August 1514, 
at Bern. He was for some time a military chaplain. In '516 
be became pastor of lenge, near Augsburg. Openly proclaim-
ing his adhesion to Luther's doctrine, he was imprisoned har 
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ball a year (tsso or toe) at Minim by ceder of the bishop 
of Augsburg; a death sentence was commuted to banishment 
through the influence of Isabella, wife of Christian IL of Den-
mark, and sister of Charles V. Returning to Wittenberg he 
met Luther, acted as tutor to the sons of Franz von Sickingen 
at Ebernburg, taught Hebrew at Wittenberg, and aided Luther 
In his version of the Old Testament. The dates and particulars 
of his career are uncertain till 1527, when he became pastor at 
Saalfeld, and in 1528, superintendent. His vehement opposition 
to the Augsburg Interim (1548) led him to take temporary 
shelter at Rudolatadt with Catherine, countess of Schwarzburg. 
In isso be was appointed dean of the Collegiatstift in Seismal-
kalden. Here be had a controversy with Andreas Oleander. 
Restored to Saalfeld, not without opposition, in *552, be 
remained there, still engaged in controversy, till his death on 
the 12th of November 256o. He was twice married, and left 
four sons. He published numerous sermons, a few Old Testa-
ment expositions and some controversial tracts. 

See G. iCswerso, in A. Hauck's Reekucyldepedie (1896); Atli& 
seeing deutsche fig. (079; _Lives  by. Avenarius (1718); J. G. 
Hiltinger (1731); (Dr. Selftel (1737); Fr. Gensler (1816). 

AQUILA, SERAFINO DELI/ (1466-1500), Italian post and 
improvisatore, was born in 2466 at the town of Aquila, from 
which be took his name, and died in the year Ism. He spent 
several years at the courts of Cardinal Skase and Ferdinand, 
duke of Calabria; but his principal patrons were the Borgias 
at Rome, from whom be received many favours. Aquila seems 
to have aimed at an imitation of Dante and Petrarch; and his 
poems, which were extravagantly praised during the author's 
lifetime, are occasionally of considerable merit. His reputation 
was in great measure due to his remarkable skill as an hemp. 
visatore and musician. His works were printed at Venice in 
1502, and there have been several subsequent editions. 

AQUILA, a city of the Abruzzi, Italy, the capital of the 
province of Attila, and the seat of an archbishop, 236o ft. above 
sea4evel, so m. directly N.B. of Rome, and Les m. by rail. 
Pop. (29o1) town, s8494; commune, 21,261. It lies on a bill 
in the wido valley of the Memo, surrounded by mountains on 
all sides, the Gran Sasso d'Italia being conspicuous on the north-
easL It is a favourite summer resort of the Italians, but is 
cold and windy in winter. In the highest part of the town is 
the massive citadel, erected by the Spanish viceroy Don Pedro 
de Toledo in 2334. The church of S. Bernardino di Siena (1472) 
has a fine Renaissance facade by Nicolb Piloted° (commonly 
called Cola dell' Amatrice), and contains the monumental tomb 
of the saint, decorated with beautiful sculptures, and executed 
by Silvestro Ariscola in tetio. The church of S. Maria di Colic-
*Reggio, just outside the town, has a very fine Romanesque 
facade of simple design (1270.1280) in red and white marble, 
with three finely decorated portals and a rose-window above 
each. The two side doors are also fine. The interior contains 
the mausoleum of Pope Celestine V. (d. 2296) erected in 1527. 
Many smaller churches in the town have similar facades (S. 
Gust*, S. Silvestro, he.). The town also contains some fine 
palaces: the municipality has a museum, with a collection of 
Roman inscriptions and some illuminated service books. The 
Palazzi Dragonetti and Persichetti contain private collections 
of pictures. Outside the town is the Fontana dells aosordamme 
swell, a fountain with ninety-nine jets distributed along three 
Walls, constructed in 1272. Avila has some trade in lace and 
saffron, and possesses other smaller industries. It was a nal-
Veraity town in the middle ages, but moat of its chairs have now 
been suppressed. 

Aquila was founded by Conrad, son of the memos 
Frederick IL, about 125o, as a bulwark against the power of 
the papacy. It was destroyed by Manfred in 2259, but soon 
rebuilt by Charles L of Anjou. Its walls were completed in 13:6; 
and it maintained itself as an almost independent republic until 
it was subdued in is:, by the Spaniards, who had become 
masters of the kingdom of Naples in zsos. It was twice sacked 
by the French in 1799. 

See V. Bindi, Measuonsti sterhi e4 i Ki isgii Meng (Naples, 
18$0 • Pil• 77j Pas 

AQUILA, its patrea omer. the ' a Lee sometimes named dm 
" Vulture," a constellation of the northern hemisphere, men- 
tioned by Eudoxus (4th cent. s.c.) and Antis (3rd cent. s.c.). 
Ptolemy catalogued nineteen stars jointly in this constellation 
and in the constellation Autism's, which was named is the tetra 
of the emperor Hadrian (a..1x r 17-238). but sometimes, and 
wrongly, attributed to Tycho Brabe, who catalogued twelve 
stars in Aquila and seven in Antinous; Newlin) determined 
twenty-three stars in the first, and nineteen in the second. 
The most brilliant star of this constellation, a-Aquilcse or Altair. 
has a parallax of a es', and consequently is about eight times as 
bright as the sun; u-Aquilae is a shoot-period variable, while 
Now Aquilae is a " temporary " or " new " star, discovered 
by Mrs Fleming of Harvard in 2899. 

AQUILA RONANUS, a Latin grammarian who flourished 
in the second ball of the 3rd century I..D. He was the author 
of an extant treatise Dc Figusis Scsdentiontsx d Bloodiest', 
written as an instalment of a complete rhetorical handbook foe 
the use of a young and eager correspondent. While recent-
mending Demosthenes and Cicero as models, he takes his own 
examples almost exclusively from Cicero. His treatise is really 
adapted from that by Alexander, son of Numenins, as is expressly 
stated by Julius Rufiniaaus, who brought out a supplementary 
treatise, augmented by material from other sources. Aquila's 
style is harsh and careless, and the Latin is inferior. 

(1861
Halm. Rheims 1.41ini sitinore*(1863); Wench, &Aguas Romeo 

). 
AQUILEIA, an ancient town of Italy, at the had of tba 

Adriatic at the edge of the lagoons, about 6 rn. from the sea, on 
the river Natiso (mod. Natisone), the course of which has changed 
somewhat since Roman times. It was founded by the Romans 
in at s.c. as a frontier fortress on the north-out, not far from 
the site where, two years before, Gaulisb invaders had attempted 
to settle. The colony was led by two men of consular and one 
of praetorian rank, and soap pedites formed the bulk of the 
settlers.. It was probably connected by road with Domini& in 
175 s.c.; and subsequently with Genus in 248 B.C. by the Via 
Pastan*, which ran through Cremona, Bedriacurn and Altinum, 
Joining the first-mentioned road at Concordia, while the con-
struction of the Via Peelle  from Ariminuns to Ad Portum neat 
Altinum in 132 s.c. improved the communications still further. 
In 169 n.e., tsoo more families were settled there as a rein-
forcement to the garrison. The discovery of the goldfields near 
the modem Klagenfurt in z so s.c. (Strabo iv. 208) brought 
it into notice, and it soon became a place of importance, not 
only owing to its strategic position, but as a centre of trade, 
especially in agricultural products. It also had, in later times 
at least, considerable brickfields. It was originally a Latin 
colony, but became a entirkiehon probably in 90 s.c. The 
customs boundary of Italy was dose by in Cicero's day. It was 
plundered by the Iapydes under Augustus, but, in the period 
of peace which followed, was able to develop its resources. 
Augustus visited it during the Pannonia* wars in 22-to a.c. 
and it was the birthplace of Tiberius's son by Julia, in the latter 
year. It was the starting-point of several important roads lead-
ing to the north-eastern portion of the empire—the road (Via 
Italia Augusta) by lulium Cecile= to Veldidena (mod. Witten, 
near Innsbruck), from which branched off the road into Noricum, 
leading by Virunum (Klagenfurt) to Laurin= (Lomb) on the 
Danube, the road into Pannonia, leading to Emona (Laibach)s 
and Sirmium (Mitrowitz), the road to Tarsatica (near Fiume) 
and Siscia (Sissek), and that to Tergeste (Trieste) and the 
Istrian coast. 

In the war against the Marcomanni in AD. :67, the town 
was hard pressed; the fortifications had fallen into disrepair 
during the long peace. In A.D. 238, when the town took the 
side of the senate against the emperor Maximinus, they were 
hastily restored, and proved of sufficient strength to resist far 
several months, until Maximinus himself was assassinated. 
The 4th century marks, however, the greatest importance oi 

s This road is described in detail by 0. Cunt: in Jambe* do 
&err. Ara. /mot. v. (sow), Beilkat. pp 139 seq. 
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'AiWilda; It became a naiad station and, probably, the seat of 
the corrector Vesseliantm a Histriatti a mint was established here 
the coins of which'  are very numerous, and the bishop obtained 
the rank of patriarch. An imperial palace was constructed here, 
in which the emperors after the time of Diocletian frequently 
resided; and the city often played a part in the struggles 
between the rulers of the 4th century. At the end of the century, 
'Ausonius enumerated it as the ninth among the great cities of 
the world, placing Rome, Merliohumm and Caput before it, and 
called It " moenibes et portu celeberrima." In A.D. 452, how-
ever, it was destroyed by Attila, though it continued to exist 
until the Lombard invasion of A.D. 568. After this the patri-
archate was transferred to Grado. In 6o6 the diocese was 
divided into two parts, and the patriarchate of Aquileia, pro-
tected by the Lombards, was revived, that of Credo being 
protected by the march of Ravenna and later by the doges of 
Venice. In ton and ro44 Patriarch Poppo of Aquileia entered 
and sacked Grado, and, though the pope reconfirmed the patri-
arch of the latter in his dignities, the town never recovered, 
though it continued to be the seat of the patriarchate until its 
formal transference to Venice in 745o. The seat of the patri-
archate of Aquilela had been transferred to Udine in 2238, but 
returned in 1420 when Venice annexed the territory of Udine. 
It was finally suppressed in ryst, and the sees of Udine and 
Gorizia (Gars) established in Its stead. Its buildings served as 
stone quarries for centuries, and no edifices of the Roman period 
remain above ground. Excavations have revealed one street 
and 'the north-west angle of the town walls, while the local 
museum contains over z000 inscriptions, besides statues and 
other antiqUities. The cathedral, a flat-roofed basilica, was 
erected by Patriarch Poppo in 2032 on the site of an earlier 
church, and rebuilt about 1379 in the Gothic style by Patriarch 
Marquad. The narthex and baptistery belong to an earlier 
period. Of the palace of the patriarchs only two isolated 
columns remain standing. The modern village (pop. a3oo) is 
rendered unhealthy by rice-fields. 

See T. W. Jackson,Dafesatio, Istria cad the Quaraere (Oxford, 
1487). iii.  377 eon.: H. Maionica, Assam saw Esmond. (Garr, 
1881), Fondest* cos Aquikia 1393), " Inschriften in Credo " 
(Roman inscriptions removed thither from Aquileia) in Jahreskefte 
des Oster.. Arch. Institute, i. (MA, BeiMatt, 83, tn. (T. As.) 

AQUILLIUS, MANIUS, Roman general, consul in sox D.C. 
lIc successfully put down a revolt of the slaves under Athenion 
In Sicily. After his return, being accused of extortion, he was 
acquitted on account of his military services, although there 
was little doubt of his guilt. In 88 he acted as legate against 
blithradates the Great, by whom be was defeated and taken 
prisoner. Mithradates treated him with great cruelty, and is 
said to have put him to death by pouring molten gold down his 
throat: 
_ Diodorus Siculus 	.3; Appian. 	ii. ItZ. 	; Vell. 
raterculus 0; Cicero, rd117e/. 111. 54, De Officiis, U. 14, Tusc. 
v. 3. 

AQUINAS, THOMAS !THOMAS or ACO7IN or AQI7n101, (c 1227-.  
5 1 74), scholastic philosopher, known as Dodos Angelieus, Doctor 
Ottieersalis, was of noble descent, and nearly allied to several of 
the royal houses of Europe. He was born in 1225 or /227,81 
Roccasecca, the castle of his father lAndulf, count of Aquino, 
in the territories of Naples. Having received his elementary 
education at the monastery of Monte Cassino, he studied for six 
years at the university of Naples, leaving it in his sixteenth year. 
While there he probably came under the influence of the Domini-
tens, who were doing their utmost to enlist within their ranks 
the ablest young scholars of the age, for in spite of the opposition 
6f his family, which was overcome only by the intervention of 
Pope Innocent IV., he assumed the habit of St Dominic in his 
beventeenth year. 
' His superiors, seeing his great aptitude for theological study, 
lent him to the Dominican school in Cologne, where Albertus 
Magnus was lecturing on philosophy and theology. In 1 245 
Alberta' was called to Paris, and there Aquinas followed him, 
and• remained with him for three years, at the end of which be 
graduated as bachelor of theology. In 1248 he returned to 

Cologne with Albertus, and was appointed second lecturer and 
infighter. andel:dune. This year may be taken as the beginning 
of his literary activity and public life. Before he left Paris he 
had thrown himself with ardour into the controversy raging 
between the university and the Friar-Preachers respecting the 
liberty of teaching, resisting both by speeches and pamphlets the 
authorities of the university; and when the dispute was referred 
to the pope, the youthful Aquirfas was chosen to defend his 
order, which he did with such success as to overcome the argu-
ments of Guillaume de St Amour, the champion of the university, 
and one of the most celebrated men of the day. In 1257, along 
with his friend Bonaventura, he was created doctor of theology, 
and began to give courses of lectures upon this subject in Paris, 
and also in Rome and other towns in Italy. From this time 
onwards his life was one of incessant toil; he was continually 
engaged in the active service of his order, was frequently travel-
ling upon long and tedious journeys, and was constantly consulted 
on affairs of state by the reigning pontiff. 

In 1263 we find him at the chapter of the Dominican order 
held in London. In 1268 he was lecturing now in Rome and 
now in Bologna, all the while engaged in the public business of 
the church. In 1271 he was again in Paris, lecturing to the 
students, managing the affairs of the church and consulted by 
the king, Louis VIII., his kinsman, on affairs of state. In ma 
the commands of the chief of his order and the request of Xing 
Charles brought him back to the professor's chair at Naples. 
All this time he was preaching • every day, writing homilies, 
disputations, lectures, and finding time to work hard at his great 
work the S11211114 Theologiae. Such rewards as the church could 
bestow had been offered to him. He refused the archbishopric of 
Naples and the abbacy of Monte Cassino. In January 1274 he 
was summoned by Pope Gregory X. to attend the council con-
vened at Lyons, to investigate and if possible settle the differences 
between the Greek and Latin churches. Though suffering from 
illness, he at once set out on the journey; finding his strength 
failing on the way, he was carried to the Cistercian monastery of 
Fosse Nuova,.in the diocese of Terracina, where, after a lingering 
illness of seven Weak he died on the 7th of March 1274. Dante 
(Pm. mt. 69) asserts that be was poisoned by order of Charles 
of Anjou. Villani (ix.n8) quotes the belief,. and the Alumina 
Fiorentino describes the crime and its motive. But Muratori, 
reproducing the account given by one of Thomas's friends; 
gives no hint of foul play. Aquinas was canonized in 1323 by 
Pope John XXII., and in 1567 Pius V. ranked the festival of St 
Thomas with those of the four great Latin fathers, Ambrose, 
Augustine, Jerome and Gregory. No theologian save Augustine 
has had an equal influence on the theological thought and 
language of the Western Church, a fact which was strongly 
emphasized by Leo XIII. (es.) in his Encyclical of August t. 
1879, which directed the clergy to take the teachings of Aquinas 
as the basis of their theological position. In rilgo he was declared 
patron of all Roman Catholic educational establishmehts. In a 
monastery at Naples, near the cathedral of St Januarius, is still 
shown a cell in which he is said to have lived. 

The writings of Thomas are of great importance for philosophy 
as well as for theology, for by nature and education he is the spirit 
of scholasticism incarnate. The principles on which his system 
rested were these. He held that there were two sources of 
knowledge—the mysteries of Christian faith and the truths of 
human reason. The distinction between these two was made 
emphatic by Aquinas, who is at pains, especially in his treatise 
Contra Gentiles, to make it plain that each is a distinct fountain 
of knowledge, but that revelation is the more important of the 
two. Revelation is a source of knowledge, rather than the 
manifestation in the world of a divine life, and its chief character-
istic is that it presents men with mysteries, which are to be 
believed even when they cannot be understood. Revelation is 
not Scripture alone, for Scripture taken by itself does not corre-
spond exactly with his description; nor is it church tradition 
alone, for church tradition must so far rest on Scripture. Revela-
tion is a divine swine of knowledge, of which Scripture and 
church tradition are the channels; and he who would rightly 
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understand theology must familiarise himself with Scripture, 
the teachings of the fathers, and the dedstons of councils, in such 
a way as to be able to make part of himself, as it wax, those 
channels along which this divine knowledge Sowed. Aquinas's 
conception of reason is in some way parallel with his conception 
of revelation. Reason is in his idea not the individual reason, 
but the fountain of natural truth, whose chief chanash are the 
various systems of heathen philosophy, and more especially the 
thoughts of Plato and the methods of Aristotle. ROOM and 
revelation are separate sources of knowledge; and man can put 
himself in possession of each, because he can bring himself Into 
relation to the church on the one band, and the system of philo-
sophy, or mare strictly Aristotle, on the other. The conception 
will be made dearer when it is remembered that Aquinas, taught 
by the mysterious author of the writings of the pseudo-Dionysius, 
who so marvellously influenced medieval writers, sometimes 
spoke of a natural revelation, or of reason as a source of truths 
in theinadves mysterious, and was always accustomed to say 
that reason as well as revelation contained two kinds of know-
ledge. The first kind lay quite beyond the power of man to 
receive it, the second was within man's reach. In reason, as in 
revelation, man can only attain to the lower kind of knowledge; 
there is a higher kind which we may not hope to reach. 

But while reason and revelation are two distinct sources 
of truths, the truths are not contradictory; for in the last 
resort they rest on one absolute truth—they come from the one 
source of knowledge, God. the Absolute One. Hence arises the 
compatibility of philosophy and theology which was the funda-
mental axiom of scholasticism, and the possibility of a Summa 
Theologise, which is a Summa Philosophise as well. All the 
many writings of Thomas are preparatory to his great work the 
Samna Theologiae;and show us the progress of his mind training 
for this his life work. In the Samosa Catholicae Fidel contra 
Gentiles he shows how a Christian theology is the SUM and crown 
of all science. This work is in its design apologetic, and is meant 
to bring within the range of Christian thought all that is of value 
in Idahommedan science. He carefully establishes the necessity 
of revelation as a source of knowledge, not merely because it 
aids us in comprehending in a somewhat better way the truths 
already furnished by reason, as some of the Arabian philosophers 
and Mainionides had acknowledged, but because it is the absolute 
source of our knowledge of the mysteries of the Christian faith; 
and then he lays down the relations to be observed between 
reason and revelation, between philosophy and theology. This 
work, Centro Gentiles, may be taken as an elaborate exposition 
of the method of Aquinas. That method, however, implied a 
careful study and comprehension of the results which accrued 
to man from reason and revelation, and a thorough grasp of 
all that bad been done by man hi relation to those two sources 
of human knowledge; and so, in his preliminary writings, 
Thomas proceeds to master the two provinces. The results of 
revelation he found in the Holy Scriptures and in the writings 
of the fathers and the great theologians of the church; and 
his method was to proceed backwards. He began with 
Petri of Lombardy (who had reduced to theological order, in 
his famous book on the Sentences, the various authoritative 
statements of the church upon doctrine) in his In (Mawr 
Sententiarans P. Lombardi Oros. Then came his deliverances 
upon undecided points in theology, in his XII. Qrsodlibeta 
Dispatch', and his Quaestiona Dispidatae. His Cahn Aurae 
next appeared, which, under the form of a commentary on the 
'Gospels, was really an exhaustive summary of the theological 
teaching of the greatest of the church fathers. This side of his 
preparation was finished by a dose study of Saipture i  the 
results of which are contained to his commentaries, I. menu 
Epistolas Doi Afrostolf Expositio, his Soper Isaias* el ittrefIliefS, 

and his In Pedalos. Turning now to the other side, we have 
evidence, not only from tradition but from his writings, that 
be was acquainted with Plato and the mystical Pktonirts; 
but he bad the sagacity to perceive that Aristotle was the great 
representative of philosophy, and that his writings contained 
the best results and method whirl the natural reason bad as yet  

attained to. Accordingly Aquinas prepared himself on this side 
by commentaries on Aristotle's De later pretatione om his Posterior 
Analytia, on the Metaphysics, the Physics, the De Anima, and 
on Aristotle's other psychological and physical writings, each 
commentary having for its aim to lay hold of the material and 
grasp the method contained and employed in each treatise. 
Fortified by this exhaustive preparation, Aquinas began 
Samna Theologise, which he intended to be the sum of all known 
learning, arranged according to the best method, and subor-
dinate to the dictates of the church. Practically it came to be 
the theological dicta of the church, explained according to the 
philosophy of Aristotle and his Arabian commentators. The 
Sumac is divided into three great parts, which shortly may be 
said to treat of God, Man and the God-Man. The first and the 
second parts are wholly the work of Aquinai, but of the third 
part only the first ninety quaestiones are his; the rest of it was 
finished in accordance with his designs. The first book, after 
a short introduction upon the nature of theology as understood 
by Aquinas, proceeds in no questions to discuss the nature, 
attributes and relations of God; and this is not done as in 
modern work on theology, but the questions raised is the physics 
of Aristotle find a place alongside of the statements of Scripture, 
while all subjects in any way related to the central theme are 
brought into the discourse. The second part is divided into 
two, which are quoted as Prima Secundae and Sanaa Secursdae. 
This second part has often been described as ethic, but this is 
scarcely true. The subject is man, treated as Aristotle does, 
according to his Abet, and so Aquinas discusses all the ethical i 

 psychological and theological questions 'which arise; but any 
theological discussion upon Man must be mainly ethical, and so 
a great proportion of the first part, and almost the whole of the 
second, has to do with ethical questions. In his ethical discus-
sions (a full account of which is given under Enacts) Aquinas 
distinguishes theological from natural virtues and vices; the 
theological virtues are faith, hope and charity; the natural, 
justice, prudence and the Ike. The theological virtues are 
founded on faith, In opposition to the natural, which are founded 
on reason; and as faith with Aquinas is always belief in a pro-
position, not trust in a personal Saviour, conformably with his 
idea that revelation is a new knowledge rather than a new life, 
the relation of unbelief to virtue is very strictly and narrowly 
laid down and enforced. The third part of the Samosa is also 
divided into two parts, but by accident rather than by design. 
Aquinas died ere he had finished his great work, and what has 
been added to complete the scheme is appended as a Supple-
maims Testicle Parris. In this third part Aquinas discusses 
the person, office and work of Christ, and bad begun to discuss 
the sacraments, when death put an end.to his !ahem". 

The purely philosophical theories of Aquinas are explained 
in the article Scnortancuni. In connexion with the problem 
of universals, he held that the diversity of individuals depends 
on the quantitative division of matter (esateria. sijmak), and 
in this way he attracted the criticism of the Scalds, who pointed 
out that this very matter is individual and determinate, and, 
therefore, itself requires explanation. In general; Aquinas 
maintained in different acmes the real existence of universals 
ante rests, hire and past rex. 

The best modern edition of the works of Aquinas is that prepared 
at the expense of Leo XIII. (Rome, 11382-311o1). The Abbi Milne 
published a very useful edition of the Sammie Theologise, in font No 
vols.. asan appendixto his Poisologicut Cams Compktus; Emil* 
editions, j. Iticlosby (London, 1872), I. M. Ashley OLondon, int). 
See Acta Sanct.,vii. Masai A. Touren, La Vie de .St Thomas :Monis 
axe un goat de as doctrine de sex farrago (Paris, irsy); Hari 
Werner, Heffip Thomas ma Aquino 085E); and R. B. Viisa, 
Si Thomas ,11' zap and Labours (Leaden. 1873) ; other lives 
by_r. Ca 	( 	E. Landon. 1890): Desmoumeaux de Glad Mark, 
law); M. ' 	(Louvain, ides). For the philosophy of Aquinas, 
see Albert Steck', Gesehichte der Philosoffltse des lfilidaliers, 
B. Hauriau, Do le pkilosophiesocksmiti lvei. if.; J. Frohacharnaim 
Die Pkiks. d Th. we A. (Leipaig, 	; K. Proud, Geschichte 
Logik, 	C. M. Schneider, Neat, crtose)t, Goa (Regensburg. 

b5583), Das Wissen Gates
eatiohnisehe Staatsidett 

sack Lekre des 71. v. A. Regens- 
burg, s 	1886), Die 	 bolasehim deweli 
V. A. (Paaderbor0. 1894); A. Harm& Rim of Dogma (trans. Noy 
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Gilchrist. Landon.  1139): Uthetwega Mislay of Philosophy. vol. 1. 
See also H. C. O'Ndll, New Thins a 	 A d Old in St Tkomaa rtifacts 
(1909). with biography. 	 (T. M. I.; J. M. ht.) 

AQUINO. a town and episcopal see of Campania, Italy, In the 
province of Caserta; it is 56 in N.W. by rail from the town 
of Caserta, and 71 m. N.W. of Cassino. Pop. (scot) 2672. The 
modem town, close to the ancient, is unimportant, though the 
canons of the cathedral have the privilege of wearing the mitre 
and capper magna at great festivals. It is dose to the site of the 
ancient Aquinum, a txunicitium in the time of Cicero, and made 
a colony by the Triumviri, the birthplace of Juvenal and of the 
emperor Pescennius Niger. The Via Latina traversed it; one 
of the gates through which it passed, now called Porta S. Lorenzo, 
is still well preserved, and there are remains within the walls 
(portions of which, built of large blocks of limestone, still remain) 
of two (so called) temples, a basilica and an amphitheatre (see 
R.DelbrUck in Row. Multilane's. 2903. P. 143). Outside, on the 
south is a well-preserved triumphal arch with composite capitals, 
and close to it the 11th-century basilica of S. Maria Libera, a 
handsome building in the Romanesque style, but now roofless. 
Several Roman inscriptions arc built into it, and many others 
that have been found indicate the ancient importance of the place, 
which, though it does not appear in early history, is vouched for 
by Cicero and Swathe.' A colony was planted here by theTriumviri. 
St Thomas Aquinas was born in the castle of Roccasecca, 5 m. N. 

See E. Grassi, Artistes (Rome, '907). (T. As.) 
AtIll/TAINE, the name of an ancient province in France, the 

extent of which has varied considerably from time to time. 
About the time of Julius Caesar the name Aquiknia was given 
to that part of Gaul lying between the Pyrenees and the Carmine, 
and its inhabitants were a race, or races, distinct from the Celts. 
The name Aquitania is probably a form of Auscetani, which in 
its turn is a lengthened form of Ausces, and is thus cognate with 
the words Basque and Wasconia, i.e. Gascony. Although many 
of the tribes of Aquitania submitted to Julius Caesar, it was not 
until about s8 B.C. that the district was brought under the 
Roman yoke. In keeping with the Roman policy of denational-
ization, the term Aquitania was extended, and under Augustus 
it included the whole of Gaul south and west of the Loire and 
the Allier, and thus ceased to possess ethnographical importance. 
In the 3rd century A.D. this larger Aquitania was divided into 
three parts: Aquitania Prima, the eastern part of the district 
between the Loire and the Garonne; Aesitowia Seceada, the 
western part of the same district; and Aquitania Tat* or 
Nevesispopulaisa, the region between the Garonne and the 
Pyrenees. or the original Aquitania. The seats of government 
were respectively Bourges, Bordeaux and Rause; the province 
contained twenty-six cities, and was in the diocese of Vienne. 
Like the rest of Gaul, Aquitania absorbed a large measure of 
Roman civilisation, and this continued to distinguish the dis-
trict down to a late period. In the 5th century the Visigoths 
established themselves in Aquitania Seconds, and also in parts 
of Aquitania Prima and Novempopulana, but after the defeat 
of their king Marie IL by the Franks under Clovis in 5o7, they 
were supplanted by their conquerors. Clovis and his successors 
extended their authority nominally to the Pyrenees, but, as 
Guizot has remarked, " the conquest of Aquitania by Clovis left 
it almost as alien to the people and king of Franks as it had 
formerly been." Subsequently during the Merovingian period 
it was contended for by the feeble rulers of the various Frankish 
kingdoms, and was frequently partitioned among them; but 
the Aquitanians had little difficulty in effectually resisting this 
authority, although they did not establish themselves as aseparate 

. About 628, indeed, they gathered around Charibut, 
or Iiaribert, a brother of the Frankish king, Dagobert I., in the 
hope of national independence; but after his death in 63o they 
teturned to their former condition. But this effort, although 
• failure, brought about a certain measure of concord between 
the two principal races inhabiting the district. and so prepared 

According to H. Nilsen, fa Loads:kende (Berlin, 5902). S. 665. 
II road saa hum hem ea Motorail; but no traces of st are to be  

the way for the stubborn resistance which, subsequently. the 
Aquitanians were able to offer to the Franks. 

The first line of dukes began about 660 with one Felix, who, 
like his successor, Lupus, probably owned allegiance to the 
Frankish kings, and whose seat of government was Toulouse: 
About the end of the 7th century an adventurer named Odo, 
or Eudes, made himself master of this region. Attacked by the 
Saracens he inflicted on them a crushing defeat, but when they 
reappeared, he was obliged to invoke the aid of Charles Martel, 
who, as the price of his support, claimed and received the homage 
of his ally. Ode was succeeded by his son Hunald, who after 
carrying on a war against the Franks under Pippin the Short, 
retired to a convent, leaving both the kingdom and the conflict 
to Wailer, or Gunder. For some years Wailer strenuously 
carried on an unequal struggle with the Franks, but he was 
assassinated in 768, and with him perished the national inde-
pendence, although not the national individuality, of the 
Aquitanians. In 01 Charlemagne bestowed Aquitaine upon his 
young eon, Louis, and as Louis was generally deserthed as a 
king. Aquitaine is referred to during the Carolingian period 
as a kingdom, and not as a duchy. When Louis succeeded 
Charlemagne as emperor in 814, be granted Aquitaine to his 
son Pippin, on whose death in 838 the Aquitanians chose his 
son Pippin IL (d. 865) en their king. The emperor Louis L, 
however, opposed this arrangement and gave the kingdom to 
his youngest son Charles, afterwards the emperor Charles the 
Bald. Now followed a time of confusion and conflict which 
resulted evaltually in the success of Charles. although from 
845 to 142 Pippin was in possession of the kingdom. In 85a 
Pippin was imprisoned by Charles the Bald, who soon afterwards 
gave to the Aquitanians his own son Charles as their king. 
On the death of the younger Charles in 866, his brother Louis 
the Stammerer succeeded to the kingdom, and when, in 877, 
Louis became king of the Franks, Aquitaine was united to the 
Frankish crown. 

A new period now begins in the history of Aquitaine. By • 
treaty made in 845 between Charles the Bald and Pippin IL 
the kingdom had been diminished by the loss of Poitou, Sala-
tonge and Angoumois, which had been given to Rainull I., count 
of Poitiers. Somewhat earlier than this date the title of duke 
of the Aquitanians had been revived, and this was now borne 
by Rebuilt. although it was also claimed by the counts of 
Toulouse. The new duchy of Aquitaine, comprising the three dis-
tricts already mentioned, remained in the hands of Rainulfa 
successors, in spite of some trouble with their Frankish over-
lords, until 893 when Count Rainulf IL was poisoned by order 
of King Charles ILL the Simple. Charles then bestowed the 
duchy upon William the Pious, count of Auvergne, the founder 
of the abbey of Cluny, who was succeeded in 918 by his nephew, 
Count William IL, who died in 926. A succession of dukes 
followed, one of whom, William IV., fought against Hugh Capes, 
king of France, and another of whom, William V., called the 
Great, was able considerably to strengthen and extend his 
authority, although be failed in his attempt to secure the Lom-
bard crown. William's duchy almost reached the limits of 
the Roman Aquitania Prima and Secunda, but did not stsetch 
south of the Garonne, a district which was in the possession 
of the Gascons. William died in 1030, and the names of 
William VI. (d. 1038), Odo or Eudes (d. 1o39),who joinedGascony 
to his duchy, William VII. and William VIII. bring us down to 
William IX. (d. 1:27), who succeeded in so87, and made himself 
famous as a crusader and a troubadour. William X (d. 137) 
married his daughter Eleanor to Louis VII., king of France, 
and Aquitaine went as her dowry. When Eleanor was divorced 
from Louis and was married in 1152 to Henry II. of England 
the duchy passed to her new husband, who, having suppressed 
a revolt there, gave it to his son Richard. When Richard died 
in 1 see, it reverted to Eleanor, and on her death five years later, 
was suited to the English crown and henceforward followed 
the fortunes of the English possessions in France. Aquitaine 
as it came to the English kings stretched as of old from the 
Loire to the Pyrenees, but its extent was curtailed on the 
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south-east by thesidelands of the Combo( Toulouse. Thename 
Coalmine, a corruption of Aquitaine. seems to have come into 
me about the loth century, and the subsequent history of 
Aquitaine is merged in that of Gascony (ex.) and Guienne (ea.). 

See E. Desjardias, Glegrapide birterique d administrative is la 
Gads nvesaitte (Paris, 186, 93); A. Lachaire, Ler (Within Km- 
gusemmes VAqadaas aris, ran); A. Lannon, Gievatbie ds la 
Cade an VP aide (Paris. !WI; A. Fern:amt. La 'ass dr 
premier &aid d 'Aquitaine (Paris. MI); and E. Mabille. Le 
d'Afritaisse st W4 mocha sass to Carlaagiess (Pads, 187o). 

ARAM M411111. a word mauling simply " Arabian," but 
technically used for a certain form of decorative design in 
flowing lines intertwined; hence comes the more metaphorical 
use of this word, whether in nature or in morals, indicating a 
fantastic or complicated interweaving of lines against a back-
ground. In decorative design the term is historically a 
misnomer. It Is applied to the grotesque decoration derived from 
Roman remains of the early time of the empire, not to any style 
derived from Arabian or Modrith work. Arabesque and Moresque 
are really distinct; the latter is from the Arabian style of orna-
ment, developed by the Byzantine Greeks for their new touters, 
after the conquests of the followers of Mehemet; and the former 
is a term pretty well restricted to varieties of cinquecento de-
coration, which have nothing in common with any Arabian 
examples in their details, but are a development derived from 
Greek and Roman grotesque designs, such as we ford them in 
the remains of ancient palaces at Rome, and in ancient houses 
at Pompeii. These were reproduced by Raphael and his pupils 
in the decoration of some of the corridors of the Loggie of the 
Vatican at Rome: grotesque is thus a better name for these 
decorations than Arabesque. This technical Arabesque, there-
fore, Is much more ancient than any Arabian or Moorish decora-
tion, and has really nothing in common with it except the mere 
symmetrical principles of its arrangement. Pliny and Vitruvius 
give us no name for the extravagant decorative wall-painting 
in vogue in their time, to which the early Italian revivers of it 
seem to have given the designation of grotesque, because it was 
first discovered in the arched or underground chambers (grow) 
of Roman ruins—se in the golden house of Nero, or the baths of 
Titus. What really took place in the Italian revival was in some 
measure a supplanting of the. Arabesque for the classical 
grotesque, still retaining the original Arabian designation, while 
the genuine Arabian art, the Saracenic, was distinguished as 
Moresque or Moorish. So it is now the original Arabesque that 
is called by its specific names of Sareamic, Moorish and Alham-
brogue, while the term Arabesque is applied exclusively to the 
style developed from the debased classical grotesque of the 
Roman empire. 

There is still much of the genuine Saracenic. element in Re-
naissance Arabesques, especially in that selected for book-borders 
and for silver-work, the details of which consist largely of the 
conventional Saracenic foliations. But the Arabesque developed 
in the Italian cinquecento work repudiated all the original 
Arabian elements and devices, and limited itself to the mani-
pulating of the classical elements, of which the most prominent 
feature is ever the floated or foliated scroll; and it is in this 
cinqueanto decoration, whether in sculpture or in painting, 
that Arabesque has been perfected. 

In the Saracenk, as the elder sister of the two styles, which 
was ingeniously developed by the Byzantine Greek artists for their 
Arabian masters in the early times of Mahommedan conquest, 
every natural object was proscribed; the artists were, therefore, 
reduced to making symmetrical designs from forms which should 
have no positive meaning; yet the Byzantine Greeks, who were 
Christians, managed to work even their own ecclesiastical 
symbols, in a disguised manner, into their tracery and disport; 
as the bly, for instance. The cross was not so introduced; this, 
of course, was inadmissible; but neither was the crescent ever 
introduced into any of this early work in Damascus or Cairo. 
The crescent was Itself not a Mahomme•dan device till after the 
conquest of Constantinople in v453 AD. The crescent, as the 
new moos, was the symbol of Byzantium; and it was on* after  

that capital Of the Easton capita fell Ink the hands of the 'Forks 
that this symbol was adopted by them. The crescent and the 
aces became antagonist standards, therefore, first hr the isth 
century. And the aesce•t is not an dement of original Moorish 
decoration. 

The Alhambra diapers and original Majolica (Majorca) ware 
afford admirable specimens of genuine Sammie or Moorish 
decoration. A conventional &nage is common in these diapers; 
tracery also is a great feature In this work, in geometrical com-
binations, whether rectilinear or curvilinear; and the designs 
are rich in colour; idolatry was In the reproduction of natural 
forms, not in the fanciful combination of natural colours. Them 
curves and angles, therefore, or interfacings, chiefly in stucco, 
constitute the prominent elements of an Arabian ornamental 
design, combining also Arabic Inscriptions; composed of a arse 
of foliation or floral forms conventionally disguised, as the ex-
clusion of all natural images was the fundamental principle of 
the style in its purity. The Alhambra displays almost endless 
specimens of this peculiar work, all in relief, highly coloured, 
and profusely enriched with gold. The mosque of Tuhm, in 
Cairo, A.D. 876, the known work of • Greek, affords the 
completest example of this art in its early time; and Sicily 
contains many remains of this same exquisite Saracenic 
decoration. 

Such is the genuine Arabesque of the Arabs, but a very 
different style of design is implied by the Arabesque of the 
cinquecento, a purely classical ornamentation. This owes its 
origin to the excavation and recovery of ancient monuments, 
and was developed chiefly by the sculptors of the north, and the 
painters of central Italy; by the Lombardi of Venice, by 
Agostino Busti of Milan, by Bramante of Urbino, by Raphael, 
by Giulio Romano, and other of nearly equal merit. Very 
beautiful examples in sculpture of this cinquecento Arabesque 
are found in the churches of Venice, Verona and Brescia; in 
painting, the most complete specimens are those of the Vatican 
Loggie, and the Villa Madame at Rome and the ducal palaces 
at Mantua. The Vatican Arabesques, chiefly executed for 
Raphael by Chitin Romano, Glen Francesco Penni, and Gio-
vannida Udine, though beautiful as works of painting, are often 
very extravagant in their composition, ludicrous and sometimes 
aesthetically offensive; as are also many of the decorations of 
Pompeii. The main features of these designs are balanced 
scrolls in panels; or standards variously composed, but sym-
metrically scrolled on either side, and on the tendrils of these 
scrolls are suspended or placed birds and animals, human figures 
and chimeras, of any or all kinds, or indeed any objects that may 
take the fancy of the artist. The most perfect specimens of 
cinquecento Arabesque are certainly found in sculpture. As 
specimens of exquisite work may be mentioned the Martinengo 
tomb, in the church of the Padri Riformati at Break, and the 
facade of the church of Santa Maria del Mitscoli there, by 
the Lombardi; and many of the carvings of the Chateau de 
Gallon, France—all of which fairly illustrate the beauties and 
capabilities of the style. 

See also Warnum, A kip& of Onaimaa (1874). (It. N. W.) 
ARAM% or Auk= (Bys. Ace/mach a town of Turkey 

in Asia in the Mamuret el-Ariz or Khouput vilayet, situated 
near the confluence of the eastern and western Euphrates, but 
some miles from the right hank of the combined streams. Pap, 
about sopoo, of which the larger half is Mussulmagl• It is con-
nected with Sivas by a dowser, prolonged to the Euphrates: 
The Inhabitants are enterprising and prosperous, many of them 
leaving their native city to push their fortunes elsewhere.. while 
of them that remain the greater part is employed in the name-
facture of silk and cotton goods, or in the production of  fruit. 
The present town was built at a comparatively recent date; 
but about s m. nortincast is the old town, sow called Eski-Shehr, 
given (a. ) to Senekherim of Armenia by the emperor Basil IL 
It contains the ruins of a castle and of several Seljuk mosques. 
The Armenian population suffered severely during the massacres 
of ans. • (D. G. H.) 
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ARABIA, a peninsula in the Nathan* if Asia, lying between 
• Se,  and 	es' N., and 30 3o.  and 60° E., is bounded W. 
by the Red Sea, S. by the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean, 
and E. by the Gulf of Oman and the Persian Gulf. Its northern 
or land boundary is more difficult to define; most authorities, 
however, agree in taking it from El Arish on the Mediterranean, 
along the southern border of Palestine, between the Dead Sea 
and the Gulf of Akaba, then bending northwards along the Syrian 
border nearly to Tadmur, thence eastwards to the edge of  the 
Euphrates valley near Anab, and thence south-east to the 
mouth of the Shat el Arab at the bead of the Persia' n Gulf,—
the boundary no defined includes the northern desert, which 
belongs geographically to Arabia rather than to Syria; while 
on the same grounds lower Mesopotamia and Irak, although 
occupied by an Arab population, are excluded. 

In shape, the peninsula forms a rough trapezium, with its 
greatest length from north-west to south-east. The length of its 
western side from Port Said to Aden is isoo m.; its base from 
the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb (or Bab al Mandeb) to Ras el Had 
is xsoo m., its northern side from Port Said to the Euphrates 
goo ni.; its total area approximately x,aoo.000 sq. in. 

Geocearnv 

General Featurer.—In general terms Arabia pay be described 
as a plateau sloping gently from south-west to north-east, Sad 
attaining ha greatest elevation in the extreme south-west. 
The western escarpment of the plateau rises steeply from the 
Red Sea littoral to a height of from goo, to Sono ft., leaving a 
narrow belt of lowland rarely exceeding so m. in width between 
the shorn and the foot-hills. On the north-east and east the 
plateau shelves gradually to the Euphrates and the Persian Gulf; 
only in the extreme cast is this general easterly slope arrested by 
the lofty range of Jebel Akhdar, which from Ras Musandan to 
Ras el Had borders the coast of Oman. 

Its chief characteristic is the bareness and aridity of its sur-
face; one-third of the whole desert, and of the remainder only 
a small proportion is suited to settled life, owing to its scanty 
water-supply and uncertain rainfall. Its mountains are in-
sufficient in elevation and extent to attract their full share of 
the monsoon rains, which fall so abundantly on the Abyssinian 
highlands on the other side °Abe Red Sea; for this reason Arabia 
has neither lakes nor forests to control the water-supply and 
prevent its too rapid dissipation, and the rivers are mere torrent 
beds sweeping down occasionally in heavy floods, but otherwise 
dry. 

The country falls naturally into three main divisions, a 
northern, a central and a southern; the first includes the area 
between the Midian coast on the west and the head of the Persian 
Gulf on the east, a desert tract throughout, stony in the north, 
sandy in the south, but banishing at certain seasons excellent 
pasturage; its population is almost entirely nomad and pastoral. 
The central zone includes Hejaz (or Hiles), Nejd and El Ham; 
much of it is a dry, stony or randy steppe, with few wells or 
watering-places, and only occupied by nomad tribes; but the 
great wadis which intersect It contain many fertile stretches of 
alluvial soil, where cultivation is possible and which support a 
considerable settled population, with several large towns and 
numerous villages. 

The third or southern division contains the highland plateaus 
of Asir and Yemen in the west, and J. Akhdar in the east, 
which with a temperate climate, due to their great elevation and 
their proximity to the sea, deserve, U any part of Arabia does, 
the name of Arabia Felix—the population is settled and agri-
cultural, and the soil, wherever the rainfall Is sufficient, is pro-
ductive. The Retina coast of Oman, irrigated by the mountain 
streams of J. Akhdar, is perhaps the most fertile district in the 
peninsula; Hadramut, too, contains many large and prosperous 
villages, and the torrents from the Yemen highlands fertilise 
several oases in the Tehama (or Tihama) or lowlands of the 
western and southern coast. These favourable conditions of soil 
and climate, however, extend only a comparatively short distance 
into the interior, by far the larger part of which is covered by  

the great southern desert, the Dahna, or Rubs el Khali, empty 
as its name implies, and uninhabitable. 

Exploration.—Bdore entering on a detailed description of the 
several provinces of Arabia, our sources of information will be 
briefly indicated. Except in the neighbourhood of Aden, no 
regular surveys exist, and professional. work is limited to the 
marine surveys of the Indian government and the admiralty. 
which, while laying down the coast line with fair accuracy, give 
little or no topographical information inland. For the mapping of 
the whole vast interior, except in rare cases, no data exist beyond 
the itineraries of explorers, travelling as a rule under conditions 
which precluded the use of even the simplest surveying instru-
ments. These journeys, naturally following the most frequented 
routes, often cover the same ground, while immense tracts, owing 
to their difficulty of access, remain unvisited by any European. 

The region most thoroughly explored is Yemen, in the south-
wait corner of the peninsula, where the labours of a succession 
of travellers from Niebuhr in x761 to E. Glaser and R. Manning in 
1887 have led to a fairly complete knowledge of all that part of 
the province west of the capital Sena; while in reot-reos the 
operations of the Anglo-Turkish boundary commission permitted 
the execution of a systematic topographical survey of the British 
protectorate from the Red SCI to the Wadi Bane, so m. east of 
Aden. North of Yemen up to the Hejas border the only 
authority is that of E. F. Jomard's map, published in ase, 
based on the information given by the French officers employed 
with Ibrahim Pasha's army in Asir from 1824 to 1827, and of 
j. Halivy in Nejran. On the south coast expeditions have 
penetrated but a short distance, the most notable exceptions 
being those of L. Hirsch and J. T. Bent in 1887 to the Hadramut 
valley. S. B. Miles, J. R. Wellsted, and S. M. Zwemer have 
explored Oman in the extreme east; but the interior south of a 
line drawn from Tait to El Katr on the Persian Gulf is still 
virgin ground. In northern Arabia the Syrian desert and the 
great Nafud (Nefud) have been crossed by several travellers, 
though a large area remains unexplored in the north-east between 
Kasim and the gulf. In the centre, the journeys of W. Palgeave, 
C. Doughty, W. Blunt and C. Huber have done much to elucidate 
the main physical features of the country. Lastly, in the north-
west the Sinai peninsula has been thoroughly explored, and the 
list of travellers who have visited the Holy Cities and traversed 
the main pilgrim routes through Hejaz is a fairly long one, 
though, owing to the difficulties peculiar to that region, the 
hydrography of southern Hejaz is still incompletely known. 

The story of modern exploration begins with the despatch 
of C. Nlebubr's mission by the Danish government in 1761. 
After a year spent In Egypt and the Sinai peninsula N or ea 

 the party reached Jidda towards the end of 1762, and morierw. 
after a short slay sailed on to Lohaia in the north of rww 
Yemen, the exploration of which formed the principal 
object of the expedition; thence, travelling through the Tehama 
or lowlands, Niebuhr and his companions visited the towns of 
Bet el Fakih, Zubed and Mokha, then the great port for the 
coffee trade of Yemen. Continuing eastward they crossed the 
mountainous region and reached the highlands of Yemen at 
Uden, a small town and the centre of a district celebrated for its 
coffee. Thence proceeding eastwards to higher altitude* where 
coffee plantations give way to fields of wheat and barley, they 
reached the town of Jibla situated among a group of mountains 
exceeding ro,coo ft. above sea-level; and turning southwards 
to Tata descended again to the Tehama via lies and Zubed to 
Mokha. The mission, reduced in numbers by the death of Its 
archaeologist, von Haven, again visited TM: in June 1763, where 
after some delay permiasion was obtained to visit Sena, the 
capital of the province and the residence of the ruling sovereign 
or imam. The route lay by Jibla, passing the foot of the lofty 
Jebel Sorak, where, in spite of illness, Foeskal, the botanist 
of the party, was able to make a last excursion; a few days later 
he died at Yarim. The mission continued its march, passing 
Dhamar, the seat of a university of the Zedi sect, then frequented 
by zoo students. Thence four marches, generally over a stony 
plateau dominated by bare, sterile mountains, brought them to 
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gam, where they Received a cordial weicente from the imam, 
el Mandi Abbas. 

The aspect of the city moat have been nearly the same as 
at present; Niebuhr describes the emends flanked by towers, 
the citadel at the foot of J. Nukum which rises moo ft. above the 
valley, the fortress and palace of the imams, now replaced by the 
Turkish military hospital, the suburb of Bir el Arab with its 
scattered homes and gardens, the Jews' quarter and the village 
of Banda, a few miles to the north in a fertile, irrigated plain 
which Niebuhr compares to that of Damascus. Alter a stay 
of ten days at Sans the mission set out again for Mokha, travel-
ling by what Is now the main route from the capital to Hodeda, 
through the rich coffee-bearing district of J. Harm, and thence 
southward to Mokha, where they embarked for India- During the 
next year three other members of the party died, leaving Niebuhr 
the sole survivor. Returning to Arabia a year later, he visited 
Oman and the shores of the Persian Gulf, and travelling from 
Basra through Syria and Palestine he reached Denmark in 1764 
after boar years' absence. 

The period was perhaps specially favourable for a scientific 
mission of the sort. The outburst of fanaticism which convulsed 
Arabia twenty years later had not then reached Yemen, and 
Europeans, as such, were not exposed to any special danger. 
The travellers were thus able to move freely and to pursue their 
scientific enquiries without hindrance from either people or ruler. 
The results published in 1772 gave for the first time a compre-
hensive description not only of Yemen but of all Arabia; while 
the parts actually visited by Niebuhr were described with a 
fulness and accuracy of detail which left little or nothing for 
his successors to discover. 

C. G. Ehrenberg and W. F. Hemprich in 1825 visited the 
Teltama and the islands off the coast, and in 1836 P. E. Botta 
.at made an important journey in southern Yemen with 

a view to botanical research, but the next advance 
in geographical knowledge in south Arabia was due to the 
French officers, M. 0. Tamisier, Chednfau and Mary, belonging 
to the Egyptian array in Asir; another Frenchman, L. Arnaud, 
formerly in the Egyptian service, was the first to visit the 
southern Jauf and to report on the rock-cut inscriptions and 
ruins of Marib, though it was not till 1869 that a competent 

las d ref archaeologist, J. Halevy, was able to carry out any 
Nare.  complete exploration there. Starting from Sans, 

Halevy went north-eastward to El Madid, a town 
of s000 inhabitants and the capital of the small district 
of Nam; thence crossing a plateau, where he saw the 
ruins of numerous crenellated towers, he reached the village of 
Wear at the foot of J. Yam, on the borders of Jauf, a vast 
sandy plain, extending eastwards to El Jail and El Harm, where 
}balmy made his most important discoveries-  of Sabaean in-
scriptions: here he explored Main, the ancient capital of the 
Minaeans, Kamm on the banks of the W. Rharid, the ancient 
C.aminacum, and Kharibat el Bede, the Nesca of Pliny, where 
the Sabaean army was defeated by the Romans under Aelius 
Gallus in 24 B.C. From El jail Halevy travelled northward, 
Passing the oasis of IThab, and skirting the great desert, reached 
the fertile district of Nejran, where be found a colony of Jews, 
with whom be spent several weeks in the oasis of Makblaf. An 
hour's march to the east he discovered at the village of Medinat 
el Disbud the ruins of the Naga metropolis of Ptolemy. In 
June 187o be at last reached the of his journey, Marib; 
here he explored the ruins of Medinat an Nabas (so called from 
its numerous inscriptions engraved on brass plates), and two 
hours to the east he found the famous dam constructed by the 
Himyarites across the W. Shibwari, on which the water -supply 
of their capital depended. 

One other explorer has since visited Marib, the Austrian 
archaeologist, E. Glaser (a5k-408), who achieved more for 
science in Yemen than any traveller since Niebuhr. Under 
Turkish protection, he visited the territory of the Rashid and 
Bakal While north-east of Sane, and though their hostile attitude 
compelled him to return after reaching their first important 
town, faiantr, be had time to reconnoitre the plateau lying  

between the two gnat wadis &hand and Hirran, formerly 
covered with Himyaritic towns and villages; and to trace the 
course of these wadis to their junction at El lab in the Dhu 
Hosea country, and thence onward to the Jauf. In ittlio he 
succeeded, again under Turkish escort, in reaching Marib, where 
he obtained, during a stay of thirty days, a large number of new 
Himyaritic inscriptions. He was unable, however, to proceed 
farther east than his predecessors, and the problem of the Jauf 
drainage and its possible connexion with the upper part of the 
Hadramut valley still remains unsolved. 

The earliest attempt to penetrate into the Interior from the 
smith coast was made in 183$ when Lieuts. C. Cruttenden and 
J. R. Wasted of the " Palinurus," employed on the 
marine survey of the Arabian coast, visited the ruins °mar 
of Nakb (el Hajar) in the W. Mefat. The Himyaritic masses 
inscriptions found there and at Husn Ghurab near 
Mukalla, were the first records discovered of ancient Arabian 
civilisation in Hadramut. Neither of these officers was able to 
follow up their discoveries, but in 1843 Adolph von Weeds 
landed at Mukalla and, adopting the character of a pilgrim to 
the shrine of the prophet Hud, made his way northward across 
the high plateau into the W. Duwan, one of the main southern 
tributaries of the liadramut valley, and pushed on to the 
edge of the great southern desert; on his return to the W. 
Diann his disguise was detected and he was obliged to return 
to Mukalla. Though he did not actually enter the main Hadra-
mut valley, which lay to the east of his track, his journey estab-
lished the existence of this populous and fertile district which 
had been reported to the officers of the " Palinurus " as lying 
between the coast range and the great desert to the north. This 
was at last visited in 1893 by L. Hirsch under the protection 
of the sultan of Mukalla, the head of the Kaiti family, and 
practically ruler of all Hadramut, with the exception of the towns 
of Saiyun and Tarim, which belong to the Kathiri tribe. Start-
ing like von Wrede from Mukalla, Hirsch first visited the W. 
Duwan and found ancient ruins and inscriptions near the village 
of Hajren; thence he proceeded north-eastward to Haute in 
the main valley, where he was hospitably received by the Raid 
sultan, and sent on to his deputy at Shibsm. Here he procured 
a Kathiri escort and pushed on through Saiyun to Tarim, the 
former capital. After a very brief stay, however, he was com-
pelled by the hostility of the people to return in haste to Shibam, 
from which be travelled by the W. bin All and W. Adim back 
to Mukalla. J. 'Theodore Bent and his wife followed in the same 
track e few months later with a well-equipped party including 
a surveyor, Imam Sherif, lent by the Indian government, who 
made a very valuable aunty of the country passed through. Both 
parties visited many sites where Himyaritic remains and inscrip-
tions were found, but the hostile attitude of the natives, more 
particularly of the Seyyids, the religious hierarchy of Hadramut, 
prevented any adequate examination, and much of archaeological 
interest undoubtedly remains for future travellers to discover. 

In Oman, where the conditions are more favourable, explorers 
have penetrated only a short distance from the coast. Niebuhr 
did not go inland from Muscat; the operations by a 
British Indian force on the Pirate coast in zilso gave altar-
no  opportunities for visiting the interior, and it was 
not till 1835 that J. R. Wellsted, who had already 
tried to penetrate into Hadramut from the south, landed at 
Muscat with the idea of reaching it from the north-east. Sailing 
thence to Sur near Ras el Had, he travelled southward through 
the country of the Beni be All to the borders of the desert, then 
turning north-west up the Wadi Betha through a fertile, well-
watered country, running up to the southern slopes of J. Akbdar, 
inhabited by a friendly people who seem to have welcomed him 
everywhere, he visited Ibra, Seined and Nisiva at the southern 
foot of the mountains. Owing to the disturbed state of the 
country, due to the presence of raiding parties from Nejd, 
Wellsted was unable to carry out his original intention of ex-
ploring the country to the west, and after an excursion along 
the Batina coast to Sober he returned to India. 

In 1870 Colonel E. B. hides, who had already don; much to 
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advance geographical interests in south Arabia, continued 
WeIlsted's work in Oman, starting from Sober on the Bath= 
coast he crossed the dividing range into the Dhahim, and reached 
Sirens., one of its principal oases. His investigations show that 
the Dhabira contains many settlements, with an industrious 
agricultural population, and that the unexplored tract extending 
5 5o in. west to the peninsula of El Katy is a desolate gravelly 
steppe, shelving gradually down to the salt marshes which border 
the shores of the gulf. 

Leaving southern Arabia, we now come to the centre and 
north. The first explorer to enter the sacred Hejaz with a 

definite scientific object was the Spaniard, Baths y 
evicw•• Leblich, who, under the name of All Bey and daiming Omla 
you. 	to be the last representative of the Abbasid Caliphs, 

arrived at Jidda in race, and performed the pilgrimage 
to Mecca. Besides giving to the Todd the first accurate descrip-
tion of the holy city and the Haj ceremonies, be was the first to 
fix the.position of Mecca by astronomical observations, and to 
describe the physical character of its surroundings. But the 
true pioneer of exploration in Hejaz was J. L Burckhardt, who 
had already won a reputation as the discoverer of Petra. and 
whose experience of travel in Arab lands and knowledge of Arab 
life qualified him to pass as a Moslem, even in the headquarters 
of Islam. Burckhardt landed in Jidda in July dna, when 
Mehemet All had already driven the Wahhibi invaders out of 
Hejaz, and was preparing for his farther advance against their 
stronghold in Nejd. He first visited Tail at the invitation of the 
pasha, thence he proceeded to Mecca, where he spent three 
months studying every detail of the topography of the holy 
places, and going through all the ceremonies incumbent on a 
Moslem pilgrim. In January ars he travelled to Medina by 
the western or coast route, and arrived there safely but broken 
in health by the hardships of the journey. His illness did not, 
however, prevent his seeing and recording everything of interest 
in Medina with the same care as at Mecca, though it compelled 
him to cut short the further journey he bad proposed to himself, 
and to return by Yambu and the sea to Cairo, where he died 
only two years later. 

His striking successor, Sir Richard Burton, covered nearly 
the same ground thirty-eight years af terwards. He, too, travelling 
as a Moslem pilgrim, noted the whole ritual of the pilgrimage 
with the same keen observation as Burckhardt, and while 
amplifying somewhat the latter's description of Medina, confirms 
the accuracy of his work there and at Mecca in almost every 
detail. Burton's topographical descriptions are fuller, and his 
march to Mecca from Medina by the eastern route led him over 
ground not traversed by any other explorer in Hejaz: this route 
leads at first south-east from Medina, and then south across the 
lava beds of the Harm, keeping throughout its length on the high 
plateau which forms the borderland between Hejaz and Nejd. 
His original intention bad been after visiting Mecca to find his 
way across the peninsula to Oman, but the time at his disposal 
(as an Indian officer on leave) was insufficient for so extended a 
journey; and his further contributions to Arabian geography 
were not made until twenty-five years later, when he was deputed 
by the Egyptian government to examine the reported, gold 
deposits of Midian. Traces of ancient workings were found in 
several places, but the ores did not contain gold in paying 
quantities. Interesting archaeological discoveries were made, 
and a valuable topographical survey was carried out, covering 
the whole Midian coast from the had of the Gulf of Akaba to 
the mouth of the Wadi Hamd, and including both the Tehama 
range and the Hisma valley behind it; while the importance 
of the W. Herod and the extent of the area drained by its 
tributaries was for the first time brought to light. 

Burckhardt had hoped in tgie that the advance of the 
Egyptian expedition would have given him the opportunity 

to see something of Nejd, but he had already left 

Due  • e.  Arabia before the overthrow of the Wahhabi power 
ft* by Ibrahim Pasha had opened Nejd to travellers from 

Hejaz, and though several European officers accom-
panied the expedition, none of them kit any record of his  

experience. It is, however. to the Egyptian conquest that the 
first visit of a British traveller to Nejd is due. The Indian 
government, wishing to enter into relations with Ibrahim Pubs, 
as de facie ruler of Nejd and El Hasa, with a view to putting down 
piracy in the Persian Gulf, which was seriously affecting larliSi 
trade, sent a small mission under Captain G. F. Sadlier to 
congratulate the pasha on the success of the Egyptian arms, 
and no doubt with the ulterior object of obtaining a fintlumd 
report on the real situation. Olt his arrival at Hofuf. Saclike 
found that Ibrahim had• already left Deraiya, but still hoping 
to intercept him before quitting Nejd, be followed up the retreat-
ing Egyptians through Yemama, and Wushon to Has in Karim, 
where be caught up the main body of Ibrahim's army, though 
the pasha himself had gone on to Medina. Sadlier hesitated 
about going farther, but he was unable to obtain a safe conduct 
to Basra, or to return by the way he bad come, and was com-
pelled reluctantly to accompany the army to Medina. Here he 
at last met Ibrahim, but though courteously received, the 
interview had no results, and Sadlier sour after left for Yambu, 
whence he embarked for Jidda, and after another fruitless attempt 
to treat with Ibrahim, sailed for India. If the political results 
of the mission were ad, the value to geographical science was 
immense; for though no geographer himself, Sadlier's route 
across Arabia made it possible for the first time to locate the 
principal places in something like their proper relative postdate; 
incidentally, too, it showed the practicability of a considerable 
body of regular troops crossing the deserts of Nejd even in the 
months of July and August. 

Sadlier's route had left Jebel Shammar to one side; hit 
successor, G. A. Wallin, was to make that the objective of his 
journey. Commissioned by Mehemet All to inform hint about the 
situation in Nejd brought about by the rising power of Abdsials 
Ibn Rashid, Wallin left Cairo in April teas. and crossing the 
pilgrim road at Ma'an, pushed on across the Syrian desert to 
the Wadi Sirhan and the Jauf oasis, where he halted during the 
hot summer months. From the wells of Skala he crossed the 
waterless Herod in four days to Jubba, and after a halt there in 
the nomad camps, he moved on to Hail, already a thriving town, 
and the capital of the Shammar state whose limits included all 
northern Arabia from Kasim to the Syrian border. After a stay 
in Hail, where he had every opportunity of observing the char-
acter of the country and its inhabitants, and the hospitality and 
patriarchal, if sometimes stern, justice of its chief, he travelled 
on to Medina and Mecca, and returned thence to Cairo to report 
to his patron. Early in 1848 be again returned to Arabia, 
avoiding the long desert journey by landing at Muwela, thence 
striking inland to Tebuk on the pilgrim road, and re-entering. 
Shammar territory at the oasis of Tema, he again visited Hail; 
and after spending • month there travelled northwards to 
Kerbela and Bagdad. 

The effects of the Egyptian invasion had passed **ay, and 
central Arabia had settled down again under its native rulers 
when W. G. Palgrave made his adventurous journey 
through Nejd, and published the remarkable narrative Pab=" 
which has taken its place as the classic of Arabias car 1atla 
exploration. Like Burton be was once an officer in the 
Indian army, but for some time before his journey be had bees 
connected with the Jesuit mission in Syria. By training and 
temperament be was better qualified to appreciate and describe 
the social life of the people than their physical surroundings; 
and ff the results of his great journey are disappointing to the 
geographer, his account of the society of the oasis towns, and of 
the remarkable men who were then ruling in Hail and Riad, 
must always possess an absorbing interest as a portraitof Arab 
life in its freest development. 

Following Wallin's route across the desert by Mesta and Jauf, 
Paigrave and his companion, a Syrian Christian, reached Hai 
in July 462. here they were hospitably entertained by the 
emir TAU, nephew of the founder of the Ibn Rashid' dynasty, 
and after some stay passed on with his countenance through 
Kasim to southern Nejd. Paigrave says little of the desert part 
of the journey or of its Bedouin inhabitaates but much of At 
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fertility of the oases and of the civility of the townsmen; and 
like other travellers in Nejd be speaks with enthusiasm of its 
bright, exhilarating climate. At Riad, Ftsal, who had been in 
power since the Egyptian retirement, was still reigning; and 
the religious tyranny of Wahhibism prevailed, in marked con-
trast to the liberal rigime of Talal in Jebel Shammar. Still, 
Palgrave and his companions, though known as Christians, 
spent nearly two months in the capital without molestation, 
making short excursions in the neighbourhood, the most itti-
portant of which was to El Kharfa In Afiaj, the most southerly 
district of Nejd. Leaving Riad, they passed through Yemama, 
and across a strip of sandy desert to El Ham where Palpave 
hued himself in more congenial surroundings. Finally, a voyage 
to the Oman coast and a brief stay there brought his adventures 
In Arabia to a successful coding. 

Charles Doughty, the next Englishman to visit northern 
Arabia, though be covered little new ground, saw more of the 

desert life, and has described It more minutely and 
DossItb• faithfully than any other explorer. Travelling down 
from Damascus in Ass with the liaj caravan, he stopped at El 
Hajr, one of the pilgrim stations, with the intention of awaiting 
the return of the caravan and in the meantime of exploring the 
rock-cut tombs of Medain Salt and El Ala. Having successfully 
completed his investigations and sent copies of inscriptions and 
drawings of the tombs to Renan in Paris, be determined to push 
on farther into the desert. Under the protection of a sheikh of 
the Farkas Bedouin he wandered over the whole of the border-
land between He* and Nejd. Visiting Tema, where among 
other indent remains he discovered the famous inscribed stone, 
afterwards acquired by Huber for the Louvre. Next summer he 
went on to Hail and thence back to Khaibar, where the negro 
governor and townsmen, less tolerant than his former Bedouin 
boats, ill-treated him and even threatened his life. Returning 
to Hail in the absence of the emir, be was expelled by the 
governor; he succeeded, however, in finding protection at 
Anna, where he spent several months, and eventually after 
many hardships and perils found his way to the coast at Jidda. 

Three years later Mr Wilfrid and Lady Anne Blunt made their 
expedition to J. Shammar. In their previous travels in Syria 
they bad gained the confidence and friendship of a young sheikh 
whose family, though long settled at Tadmur, came originally 
from Nejd, and who was anxious to renew the connexion with his 
kinsmen by seeking a bride among them. In his company the 
Blunts set out from Damascus, and travelled across the Syrian 
desert by the Wadi Sirhan to JauL Here the sheikh found some 
of his relations and the matrimonial alliance was soon arranged; 
but though the object of the journey had been attained, the 
Blunts were anxious to visit Hail and make the acquaintance of 
the emir Ihn Rashid, of whose might and generosity they daily 
hard from their beets in Jail. The long stretch of waterless 
desert between Jauf and J. Shammar was crossed without 
difficulty, and the party was welcomed by the emir and hospit-
ably entertained for a month, aftes which they travelled north-
wards in company with the Persian pilgrim cumin returning to 
Labels and Bagdad. 

1883 the French traveller, C. Huber, accompanied by the 
ardmeolo ✓ist, J. Eating, followed the same route from Damascus 

to Hail. The narrative of the last named forms a 
Mika valuable supplement to that published by the Blunts, 
and together with Doughty's, furnishes as complete a picture 
u could be wished fuel the social and political life of J. Shammar, 
and of the general nature of the country. Ifuber's journal, 
published after his death from his original notes, contains a mass 
of topographical and archaeological detail of the greatest scien-
tific value: his routes and observations form, in fact, the first 
and ally scientific data for the construction of the map of 
northern Arabia. To archaeology also his services were of equal 
importance, for, besides copying numerous inscriptions In the dis-
trict between Hail and Tema, he succeeded in pining possession 
of the since famous TOMS stone, which ranks with the Moabite 
stone among the most valuable of Semitic inscriptions. From 
Hail Huber followed nearly in Doughty's track to An= and  

thence across central Nejd to Mecca and Jidda, *here he 
despatched his notes and copies of inscriptions. A month later, 
in July 1884, he was murdered by his guides a few marches 
north of Jidda, on his way back to Hail. 

One other traveller visited Hail during the lifetime of the 
amir Mahommed—Baron E. Nolde—who arrived there in 1893, 
not long after the emir had by his victory over the combined 
forces of Riad and Hasim brought the whole of Nejd under his 
dominion. Heide crossed the Naiad to Haiyania by a more 
direct track than that from Shakik to jobb*. The emir was away 
from his capital settling the affairs of his newly acquired territory; 
Heide therefore, after a short halt at Hail, journeyed on to lba 
Rashid's camp somewhere in the neighbourhood of Shakm. 
Here he was he new ground, but unfortunately be gives little or 
no description of his route thither, or of his journey northwards 
by the Persian pilgrim road, already traversed by Huber in :88z. 
His imitative thus, while containing much of general interest on 
the climate and on the animal life of northern Arabia, its horses 
and camels in particular, adds little to those of his predecessors 
as regards topographical detail. 

.I1 the journeys detailed above be traced on the map they 
will be found to cover the northern half of the peninsula above 
the line Mecca-Hofut, with a network of routes, Gm., 
which, though sometimes separated by wide intervals, mats 
are still close enough to ensure that no important ow 
geographical feature can have been overlooked, 
especially in a country whose general character varies so little 
over wide areas. In the southern half, on the other hand, except 
in Hebert and Jauf, no European traveller has penetrated roe m. 
in a direct line from the coast. The vast extent of the Dalin, or 
great southern desert, covering perhaps rso,000 sq. m., accounts 
for about a third of this area, but some of the most favoured 
districts in Arabia—Ark and northern Yemen—remain an. 
explored, and the hydrography of the Dawasir basin offers some 
interesting problems, while a great field remains for the archaeo-
logist in the seat of the old Sabaean kingdom horn Jut to the 
Hadramut valley. 

Toporecat Dekils.—Beginning from the north-west, the Sinai 

rtiTlineedoonngibteoeffyP:,lithneourfrahwgritrOVAVILIZrta of  ft sl few miles E. of El Arish on the Mediterranean, to the bead 
of the Gulf of Akaba: and on the W. by the Sues Canal: = 
its length front El Malt to its most southern point is • 
aso m., and its breadth from Sue: to Akaba is nearly 160 en. The 
greater part drains to the Mediterranean, from which the land rises 
vadually to the summit of the Tib plateau. The deep depression of 
Wadi Fenn separates the Tih from the higher mass of Sinai (q.v.), 
in which J. Katherine attains a height of 8500 ft.; except in W. 
Perlin there is little cultivable land, the greater part consisting of 
bare, rocky hills and sandy valleys, sparsely covered with tamarisk 
and acacia bushes. The Egyptian pilgrim road crosses the peninsula 
from Sues to Akaba, passing the post of An Nakhl. with a reservoir 
and a little cultivation, about half way : a steep descent leads down 
from the edge of the Till plateau to Akaba. 

The rest of the northern borderland is covered by the Syrian 
desert, extending from the borders of Palestine to the edge of the 
Euphrates valley. This tract, known as the Hamad, is a *es gravelly plain unbroken *.,y. any considerable range of hills 
or any continuous watercourse except the Wadi 
which in rainy seasons forms a succession of pools from J. Hauran 
to the Euphrates. Its general slope is to the north -east from the 
volcanic plateau of the Harra south of J. Hauran to the edge of the 
Euphrates valley. The Wadi Sirhan, a broad depression some pro ft. 
below the average level of the Hamad, crones it from north -east to 
south-west between Hauran and Jauf; it has a nearly uniform 
height above set-level of 185o ft., and appears to be the bed of an 
inland ma rather than a true watercourse. Water is found in it • 
few feet below the surface, and a little cultivation is carried on at 
the small oases of Kaf and Ithri, whence salt produced In the neigh - 

bouring salt lakes is exported. Tbe W. Shim is continuous with the 
depression known u the Jauf, situated on the northern edge of the 
Nefud or Nafud, and the halfway station between Damascus and 
Hail; and It Is possible that this depression continues eastward 
towards the Euphrates along a line a little north of the thirsieth 
parallel, where wells and pastura%ea are known to exist. jauf is a 
small town consisting. at the erne of the Blunts' visit in 18y% 
of not more than 500 houses. The town with its gardens, surrounded 
by a mud wall, coven a space of a m. in length by half a mile in 
width; the basin in which it lies is barely 3 In. across, and except 
for the palm gardens and a few patches of corn. it is a dead fiat of 
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white sand, dosed in by high sandstone cliffs, beyond which lies the 
open desert. The oases of Sakaka and Kara are situated in a similar 
basin 15 m. to the east; the former a town of to,000 inhabitants 
and somewhat larger than Jauf according to Huber. 

A short distance south of Jauf the character of the desert changes 
abruptly from a level black expanse of gravel to the red sands of the 
no 	Nafud. The northern edge of this great desert follows 
aye 	very nearly the line of the thirtieth parallel, along which 

it extends east and west for a length of some 400 
Its breadth from north to south is zoo m. Though almost waterless, 
it is in fact better wooded and richer in pasture than any part of 
the Hamad; the sand-hills ire dotted with shade, a species of 
tamarisk, and other bushes, and several grasses and succulent plants 
—among them the adar, on which sheep arc said to feed for a month 
without requiring water—are found in abundance in good seasons. 
In the spring months, when their camels are in milk, the Bedouins 
care nothing for water, and wander far into the Natud with their 
flocks in search of the green pasture which springs up everywhere 
after the winter rains. A few wells exist actually in the Nafud in the 
district called El Hajra, near its north-eastern border, and along 
its southern border, between J. Sharamar and Tana, there are 
numerous wells and artificial as well as natural reservoirs resorted to 
by the nomad tribes. 

Owing to the great extent of the Nafud desert, the formation of 
sand-dunes is exemplified on a proportionate scale. In many places 
longitudinal dunes are found exceeding a day's journey in length, 
the valleys between which take three or four hours to cross; but 
the most striking feature of the Nafud are the high crescent-shaped 
sand-hilts, known locally as folk or fay, described by Blunt and 
Huber, who devoted some time to their investigation. The talks 
enclose a deep hollow (known as la's), the Boor of which is often hard 
soil-bare of sand, and from which the inner slopes of the talk rise as 
steeply as the sand will lie (about so'). On the summit of the talk 
there is generally a mound known as fns or barkkes composed of 
white sand which stands out conspicuously against the deep red of 
the surrounding deserts; the exterior slopes are comparatively 
gentle. The talks are singularly uniform in shape, but vary greatly 
in size; the largest were estimated by Huber and Euting at tim. 
across and 330 ft. deep. They run in strings irregularly from east 
to west; corresponding in this with their individual direction, the 
convex face of the talk being towards the west, i.e. the direction of 
the prevailing wind, and the cusps to leeward, In the south of the 
Nafud, whore Huber found the prevailing wind to be from the south, 
the talks are turned in that direction. Though perhaps subject to 
slight changes in the course of years, there is no doubt that these 
dunes are practically permanent features; the more prominent ones 
serve as landmarks and have well-known distinctive names. The 
character of the vegetation which clothes their slopes shows that 
even superficial changes must be slight. The general level of the 
Nafud was found by Huber's observations to be about 3000 ft. above 
sea-level; the highest point on the Jauf-Hail route is at Falk Alain, 
the rocky peaks'of which rise zoo or 300 ft. above the surface of the 
sand. Other peaks cropping out of the Nafud are Jebel Tawil, near 
the wells of Shakik. and J. Abrak Rada, a long black ridge in the 
middle of the desert. 

The high plateau which from J. Haman southward forms the main 
watershed of the peninsula is covered in places by deep beds of lava. 
The 	which from their hardness have preserved the underlying 
Barn 	sandstones from degradation, and now stand up consider- 

ably above the general level. These tracts are known as 
harm; the most remarkable is the Harrat El Awerid, west of the 
Hai route from Tebuk to El Ala, a mountain mass too m. in length 
with an average height of over 5000 ft., and the highest summit of 
which, I. Anaz, exceeds 7000 ft. The harra east of Khaibar is also 
of considerable extent, and the same formation is found all along 
the Hejaz border from Medina to the Jebel el Kura, east of Mecca. 
The surface of the harm is extremely broken, forming a labyrinth of 
lava crags and blocks of every size; the whole region is sterile and 
almost waterless, and compared with the Nafud it produces little 
vegetation; but it is resorted to by the Bedouin in the spring and 
summer months when the air is always fresh and cool. In winter it 
is cold and snow often lies for some time. 

Hejaz, if we.except the Taff district in the south, which is properly, 
a part of the Yemen plateau, forms a well-marked physical division, 
Wm. lying on the western slope ot the peninsula, where that 

M 	i slope s at its widest. between the Rana and the Red Sea. 
A high range of granite bills, known as the Tehama range, the highest 
point of which, J. Sitar, in Midian, exceeds 65oo ft., divides it 
longitudinally into a narrow littoral and a broader upland zone 
a000 or 3000 ft. above the sea. Both are generally bare and un-
productive, the uplands, however, contain the fertile valleys.  of 
Khaibar and Medina, draining to the Wadi Hamd, the pnnapal 
river system of western Arabia; and the Wadi Jadid or, Es Saba. 
rising in the Hares between Medina and Es Safina, which contain 
several settlements. of which the principal produce is dates. The 
quartz reefs which crop out in the granite ranges of the Tehama 
contain traces of gold. These and the ancient copper workings were 
investigated by Burton In 11177. The richer veins had evidently 
been long ago worked out, and nothing of sufficient value to justify 
further outlay was discovered. The coast-line is fringed with small  

islets and shoals and reefs. which Make navigatkal dangerous. The 
only ports of importance are Yambu and Jidda. which serve respee. 
lively Medina and Mecca ; they depend entirely on the pilgrim 
traffic to the holy cities, without which they could not exist. 

The great central province of Nejd occupies all inner Arabia 
between the Nafud and the southern desert. Its northern pait 
forms the basin of the Wadi Rummer, which, rising in the 
Khaibar harm, runs north-eastward across the whole 4.11" 
width of Nejd, till it is last in the sands of the eastern Naiad, nods 
of Aneza. The greater portion of this region is an open steppe. 
sandy in places and in others dotted with low volcanic hills, but with 
occasional ground water and in favourable seasons furnishing support 
for a considerable pastoral population. Its elevation varies from 
about 5000 ft. in the west to 2500 ft. in the east. In Jebel Shammar, 
Kasim and Wushm. where the water in the wadi beds rises nearly 
to-the ground level, numerous fertile oases are (mad with thriving 
villages and towns. 

Jebel Shammar„ from which the northern district of Nejd takes 
its name, is a double range of mountains some 20 m. apart, rising 
sharply out of the desert in bare, granite cliffs. J. Aja, the western 
And higher of the two ranges, has a length of about. 10o m, front 
north-east to south-west, where it 	into the high plateau 
extending from and continuous with the 	*bar harra. The Mahout 
point, J. Fara, near its north-eastern extremity is about 4600 ft. 
above sea-level, or 160o ft. above the town of Hail, which,-like moat 
of the larger villages, lies along the wadi bed at the foot of Uda. 
The town. which has risen with the fortunes of the Iba 
family to be the capital of Upper Nejd, is at the mouth of the valley 
between the twin ranges, about a m. from the foot of 3. Aja. 
and contained at the time of Nolde's visit in 1893 about 12,0oo 
inhabitants. 

The principal tributaries of the W. Rumma converge in lower 
Kasim, and at Aneza Doughty says its bed is 3 m. wide from bank 
to bank. Forty years before his visit a flood is said to have occurred, 
whichpassed down the river till it was blocked by sand-drifts at 
Thuwerat, so m. lower down, and for two years a lake stood nary 
too m. long, crowded by waterfowl not known before in that desert 
country. Below this its course has not been followed by any Euro-
pean traveller, but it may be Inferred from the line of watering-places 
on the road to Kuwet, that it runs out to the Persian Gulf in that 
neigh!ourhood. 

F  of ICasim the land risesgradually to the high plateau culminat-
ing in the ranges of Jebel Tuwek and J. Arid. The general direction 
of these hills is from north-west to south-east. On the west they rise 
somewhat steeply, exposing high cliffs of white limestone, which 
perhaps gave Palgrave the impression that the range is of greater 
absolute 

 
height than is actually the case. 3. Tuy'ek in any case 

formsan important geographical feature in eastern Nejd, interrupting 
by a transverse barrier zoo tn. in length the general north-easterly 
slope of the peninusla, and separating the basin of the W. Burma 
from that of the other great river system of central Amble, the Wadi 
Dawasir. The districts of Sad& and Wushm lie oa its northern side. 
Arid in the centre, and Aft). Harik and Yemama on its south, in the 
basin of the W. Dawasir; the whole of this hilly region of eastern 
Nejd is, perhaps, rather a rolling down country than truly moun-
tainous, in which high pastures alternate with deep fertile valleys, 
supporting numerous villages with a large agricultural population. 
The W. Hanifa is its prinapal watercourse; its course is marked by 
an almost continuous series of palm groves and settlements, among 
which Dcraiya the former, and Riad the present, capital of the !bra 
Sand kingdom are the most extensive. Its lower course is uncertain. 
but it probably continues in a south-east direction to the districts 
of El Hank and Yemama when, joined by the drainage from Anal 
and the W. Dawasir, it runs eastward till it disappears in the belt of 
sandy desert too m. in width that forms the eastern boundary of 
Nejd, to reappear in the copiouseprings that fertilise El Ham and 
the Bahrein littoral. 

As regards the unexplored southern region, Palgrave's informants 
in Aflaj, the most southerly district visited by him, stated that a 
day's march south of that place the Yemen road enters , 
the W. Dawasir, up which it now for-ten days, perhaps ISmN zoo is., to El Kura, a thinly peopled district an the 
of Asir; this accords with the information of the French s.neriksai 

 officers of the Egyptian army in that district, and with that 
of Halivy, who make, all the drainage from Nejmn northward ten 
to the same great wads. Whether there be any second line of drainage 
in southern Nejd skirting the edge of the great desert and following 
the depression of the W. Yabrin must remain a matter of conjecture. 
Colonel Miles concluded, from his enquiries, that the low salt swamp, 
extending inland for some distance from Khor ed Duwan, in the bay. 
Oast of El Kati', was the outlet of en extensive drainage are= 
which may well be continuous with the. W, Yabrin and extend far 
into the interior, if not to NI;ran itself. 

East of Nejd a strip of san desert so m. in width extends almost 
continuously from the great afud to the Dahna. East of this again 
• succession of stony ridges running parallel to the coast ausw, 
has to be crossed before El Hasa us reached. This 
province, which skirts the Persian Gulf from the mouth of the 
Euphrates to the frontiers of Oman, is low and hot; its duxes are 
flat, and with the exception of Kuwet at the north-west MUM .1 
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she gulf.  it  Poisson no deep meter tart Hers elKati( itbietert 
and oily, inhabited by nomads; at wain, however and throughout 
the distract to the south bordering on the Gulf of Bahreia there are 
ample supplies of uaderground water, welling up in abundant springs 
often at a high temperature, and bringing fertility to an extensive 
district of which El Hand, a town of moo° to ao.coo inhabitants, 
is the most important centre. 

South-western Arabia, from the twenty-first elluallei down to the 
Gulf of Men, including the Taif district of Hajas. Mr and Yam= 
m.o. forms one province geographicelly. Throughout its length 
wrsssa it consists of three roues, a narrow coastal strip. mealy 
4,am exceeding coo in. in width, a central mountainous tract, 

embracing the gnat chain which runs parallel to the coast 
from near Tan to within go m. of Mew and an inner plateau lanai 
gradually to the north-east till it merges in the Nejd steppes or the 
sands a the great desert. 

The lowlaad strip  or Tehamh consists partly of ,a gravelly 
the EMU, covered sparsely with acacia and 

f 	
other dwelt shrubs and 

trees, and furnishing 	 or large flocks of goats and camels; 
and partly of sterile wastes ofof sand like the Rank. which extends 
on either side of Aden almost from the seashore to the foot of the 
hills. The Tehama is, however, by no maim all desert, the mountain 
torrents where they debouch into the in have formed considerable 
tracts of alluvial son of thehighest &gm* of fertility producing in 
that warm equable climate two and even three crops in the year. 
The noed-water is  controlled  by  a system of dams and channels 
constructed so as to utilize every drop, and the extent of cultivation 
is limited more by the supply of water available than by the amount 
of suitable soil. These districts support a large settled population 
and several considerable towns, of which Bet el Fatah and "tubed in 
the western and Labej in the southern.Tehama, with 4000 to 6000 
inhabitants, are the most important. There are signs that this 
coastal strap was until a geologically recent period below sea-level; 
and that the coast-line is still receding is evidenced by the history 
of the town of Musa, once a flourishing port, now coo m. inland; 
while Bet el Feld!' and, Zubed, once important centres of the coffee 
wade, have lost their position through the silting up of the ports 
which formerly served them. 

The jebel or mountain-lands however, the typiml Yemen, the 
Arabia Fear of the ancients. Deep valleys wmthng through the 
barren foothfils lead gradually up to the higher mountings, and as the 
track ascends the scenery and vegetation change their character; 
the trees which line the blinks ol the wadi ars overgrown with 

and the ru nning stream is dammed at frequent intervals, 
anacellMoff in artificial channels to irrigate the fields on either aide; 
the steepwvicsdio: the road are paved with large stoners, substanti- 
ally built ' 	with their masonry towers or dors, crowning every 
height, replace 	collection of mud walls and brushwood bets of 
the low country; while tier'above tier, terraced fields cover the hill 
slopes and attest the industry of the inhabitants and the fertility 
of their mountains. On the main mute from Hodeda to Sane the 
first coffee plantations are reached at Usil. at an altitude of 4300 ft.. 
and throughout the western slopes of the nine up to an altitude of 
7000 ft. at is the most important crop. Jebel Hares, of which 
Manakha, a small town of 3000 inhabitants is the chief place, is 
described by Glaser as one vast coffee garden. Here the traveller 
ascending from the coast sees the first example of the ,jebel or high-
land towns, with their high three-storeyed houses, built of quarried 
stone, their narrow facades pierced with small windows with white-
washed borders and ornamented with varied arabesque patterns; 
each dar has the appearance of a small castle complete in itself, and 
the general effect is rather that of a cluster of separate forts than of a 
town occupied by a united community:  

Tim scenery in this mountain region is of the most varied descrip-
tion; bare precipitous hill-sides seamed with dry, rocky water-
courses give place with almost startling rapidity to ferule slopes., 
terraced literally for thousands of feet. General Haig in describing 
them says: " One can hardly realize the enormous labour, toil and 
perseverance that these represent: the terrace walls are usually 
3 to 8 ft in height, but towards the top of the mountains they arc 
sometimes as much as 15 or 18 ft.; they are built'entirely of rough 
stone without mortar, and I reckon that on an average each wall 
retains not more than twice its own height in breadth, and I do not 
think I saw a single break in them unrepaired." 

The highest summits as determined by actual survey are between 
to.000 and mono ft. above sea-level. J.  Sabur, a conspicuous mass 
in the extreme south, is 9900 ft., with a fall to the Tale valley of 
soon ft.; farther north several points in the mountains above Ibb 
and Tarim attain a height of wage° ft., and J. Hader, near the 
Sana-liodeda road, exceeds to.000 ft. From the crest of the range 
there is a short drop.of 2000 or 3000 ft. to the broad open valleys 
which form the principal feature of the inner plateau. The town of 
Tarim lies near its southern extremity at an altitude of about 
8000 ft.; within a short distance are the sources of the W. Takla, 
W. Bans and W. Zubed, running respectively east and south and 
west. The first named is a dry watercourse ultimately joining the 
bide of the W. Hadramut; the two others run for a long distance 
through fertile valleys and, like many of the wadis on the seaward 
side of the range, have perennial streams down to within a few miles 
of thyme. flans, the capital of Yemen, lies in a broad valley 7300 ft.  

above sea-Mveli eMpieff nortbwards to the %I/A.:bark' which, with 
the Ghail Hines, mammas of which are on the eastern elopes of 
J. Hader, run north-eastward to the Jauf depression. The Arhab 
district, through which these two great wadis run, was formerly the 
centre of the Himyar kingdom; cultivation is now only to be found 
in the lower parts on the borders of the watercourses, all above 
being naked rock from whichever/amsparticle of soil has been denuded. 
la the bkher parts there are fine 	where Glaser found numerous
Himyaritre remains, and wide he considers were undoubtedly 
cultivated formerly, but they have Ion fallen out of cultivation 
owing to denudation and desire& 	ehio impoverishment of the = still these causes is increasing. Eastward the plateau 

ll more sterile. end its elevation probably falls more 
rapidly till it  he level of the Jauf a Nejran valleys an the 
bowlers of the desert. The water-perting

nd 
 between central and 

southern Arabia seems to be somewhere to the south of Nejran, 
which, according to Heavy, drains northward to the W. Dawasir, 
while the Jauf is either an isolated depression, or perhaps forms part 
of the Hadramut beds. 

Farther north, is Mr, the plateau is more mountainous and 
contains many fertile valleys. Of these may be mentioned Khania 
Mishet and the Wadi Shaken rising among the high ,yeas  
summits of the maritime chain, and the principal affluents 
of the Wadi Balsa; the latter is a broad well-watered valley, with 
numerous scattered hamlets, four dare; north  (perhaps Bo m.} 
from the crest of the range. Still farther rth is t Wadi Taraba 
and its branches running down from the highland district of Zahran. 
The lower valleys produce dates in abundance, and at higher eleva-
tions wheat, barley, millets and excel/eat fruit are grown. while 
juniper forests are said tocover the mountain slopes. In Yemen this 
tree was probably nacre common formerly; the place-name Arar, 
signifying juniper, is still often found Where the tree no longer exists. 

The western coast of Yemen, like that of Heim is studded with 
sheets and islands, of which Perim in the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb, 
Kamaran, the Turkish quarantine post, 40 m. north of awl., 
Hodeda, and the Ferias group, off the Abu Arisl' I coast, 
are the principal Hodeda is the only port of any import- 
ance since the days of steamships began; the other pats. Mold= 
Lobaia and Kanfuda merely share in the coasting trade. The south 
coast is free from the shoals that imperil the navigation of the Red 
Sea, and in Men it poetesses the only safe natural harbour on the 
route between Suez and India. Several isolated volcanic hills crop 

,out on the shore line between Men and the straits; the most remedi-
able are J. ICharaz. zoo ft., and J. Shamsban, 1700 ft-, at the bass 
of which Aden itself u built. In both of these the crater form I 
very clearly marked. A low maritime plain. similar to the Tehama 
of the western coast, extends for some zoo m. mat of the Straits of 
Babel-Mandeb, backed by mountains rising to 7000 ft. or more; 
farther east the elevation of the highland decreases steadily, and in 
the Hadramut, north of Mukalla, does not much exceed Hakim, 
400o ft. The mountain chain, too, is less distinctly 
marked, and becomes little more than the seaward escarpment of 
the plateau which intervenes between the coast and the Hadramut 
valley, This valley runs nearly east and west for a distance of 
goo tn. from the eastern slopes of the Yemen highlands to its mouth 
on the Mehra coast near Sihut. The greater part of it is desert, but 
a short stretch lying between the 48th and nab meridians is well 
watered and exceptionally fertile. This begins a little to the east of 
Shabwa, the ancient capital, now half buried in the advancing sand. 
and for a distance of over 7o nr. • succession of villages and towns 
surrounded by fields and date gloves extends along the main valley 
and into the tributaries which join it from the south. Shibam. 
Saiyun and Tarim are towns of (moo or more inhabitants, and Hajren 
and Haura in the W.. Duwan are among the larger villages. Him- 
yaritic remains have been found here and in the W. Meist which 
enters the Gulf of Aden near Balhaf. A few small fishing villages 
or ports are scattered along the coast, but except Mukalla and Slade 
none is of any importance. 

The Gera coast was visited by the Bents, who went inland from 
Dhafar, one of the centres of the old frankincense trade, to the crest 
of the plateau. The narrow coastal strip seems to be moderately 
fertile, and the hills which in places come down to the seashore are 
covered with trees, among which the frankincense and other gum-
bearing trees are found. On the plateau, which has an altitude of 
vino fe., there is good pasturage: inland the country slopes gently 
to a broad valley -beyond which the view was bounded by the level 
horizon of the desert. 

Oman (q.v.) includes all the south-eastern corner of the peninsula, 
Its chief feature is the lofty range of J. Akhdar, lo,000 ft. above 
sea-level. Like the great range of western Arabia, it runs 0.. 
parallel to the coast; it differs, however, from the western 
range in that its fall on the landward side is as abrupt and nearly 
as great as on its seaward side. Its northern extremity, Ras 
Musandan, rises precipitously from the straits of Hormuz; farther 
south the range curves inland somewhat, leaving a narrow but fertile 
strip, known as the Batina coast, between it and the sea, and con-
taining several populous towns and villages of which Solar. Barka 
and Sib are the chief. Muscat, the capital of the province and the 
principal port on the coast, is surrounded on three sides by bare, 
rocky hills, and has the reputation of being the hottest Oa= is 

• 
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Arabia. Zwemer says the fertalty.of the highland region of J. 
Akbdar is wonderful and is in strikleg contrast to the barrenneasof 
so much of the coast; water issues In perennial springs from many 
rocky clefts, and is carefully husbanded by the ingeAng of the 
people; underground channels, known here as falai, similar 
to the bumf or tarn of Persia and Afghanistan, are also  largely used. 
The principal villages on the eastern slopes are Rustak. Nakhl and 
Semen in the well-watered valley of the same name; on the western 
slopes are Tenet and Nizws, lying immediately below the highest 
summit of themnge; Semed, 'bra and Bidiya in the W. Botha 
are all well-built villages with palm-grove. and irrigated fields. In 
the north-west the Dhahira district sloping towards the Jewasimi 
coast is more steppe-like in character; but there two oases of great 
fertility are found, of which Birema, visited by both Miles and 
Zwemer, supports a population of r5,000. West of Abu Dhabi a low 
flat steppe with no settled inhabitants extends up to the Katy 
peninsula, merging on the north into the saline marshes which border 
the Persian Gulf, and on the south into the desert. 

The great desert known as the Dahna or the Rub'a el Khali (" the 
empty quarter ") is believed to cover all the 'interior of southern 
TOM Arabia from the borders of Yemen in the west to those 
'swam. of Oman in the east. Halevy in Nejran. Von Wrede in 

Hadmmut, and Wellsted in Oman reached its edge. 
though none of them actually entered it, and the guides 

accompanying them all concurred in describing it as uninhabitable 
and unows4- by any track. Its northern (nage is no doubt fre-
quented by the Bedouin tribes of southern Nejd after the rains. 
when its sands, like those of the northern desert, produce herbage; 
but towards the east, according to Burckhardt's information, it is 
2usigesttrithout vegetation even in the winter and spnng. The a   

habitable spot to the south of Nejd is the Wadi Yabrin, 
which L. Polly heard of from the AM Mona Bedouins as once a 
fertile district, and which still produces dates, though, owing to 
malaria, it is now deserted; thence southward to the Hadremut 
valley no communication is known to exist. 

(GeelosiThe geological structure of Amble is very similar to 
that of 	pt. The oldest rocks consist of granite and whist, 

Lir t 	y intrusive dykes, and upon this foundation rest the 
ltyliang sedimentary deposits, beginning with a sandstone like the 

Nubian sandstone of Egypt. In the northern part of Arabia the 
crystalline rocks form a broad area extending from the peninsula 
of Sinai eastwards to Hail and southwards at least as far as Mecca. 
Towards the north the crystalline floor is overlaid by the great 
sandstone series which covers nearly the whole of the country north 
of Hail. Upon the sandstone rest a few scattered outliers of lime-
stone, probably of Cretaceous age, the largest of which occur near 
Jauf and east of Benda. Over both sandstone and granite great 
sheets of lava have been poured, and these, protecting the softer 
beds beneath from further denudation, now stand up as the high 
plateaus and bills called bane. Volcanic cones still exist in large 
numbers, and the sheets of lava appear its fresh as any recent flows 
of Etna or Vesuvius. Arabian manuscripts describe an eruption on 
the harm near Medina in A.D. 120. In the south of Arabia the 
crystalline door appears at intervals along the southern coast and 
on the shores of the Gulf of Oman. At Martat the granite is overlaid 
by sandstone, presumably the Nubian sandstone: this is followed 
by marls containing Cenosnanian fossils; and these are overlaid 
by Upper Cretaceous limestones, upon which rest isolated patches 
of Airolisa limestone. Generally, however, the Cretaceous beds 
do not appear, and the greater part of southern Arabia seems to be 
formed of Alrealima and nummulite limestones of Tertiary age. 
An extinct volcano occurs at Aden, and volcanic rocks are found at 
other places near the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb. Throughout the 
whole of Arabia, so far as is known, the sedimentary beds show no 
signs of any but the most gentle folding. Faulting, however, is by 
no means absent, and some of the faults are of considerable magni-
tude. The Gulf of Akaba is a strip of country which has been let 
down between two parallel faults and several similar faulted troughs 
occur in the Sinai peninsula. The Red Sea itself is • great trough 
bounded by faults along each side.] 

Clinate.--Ovring to its low latitude and generally and surface, 
Arabia is on the whole one of the hottest regions of the earth: this 
is especially the case along the coasts of the Persian Gulf and the 
southern half of the Red Sea where the moist heal throughout the 
year is almost intolerable to Europeans. In the interior of northern 
and central Arabia, however, where the average level of the country 
exceeds 3000 ft., the fiery heat of the summer days is followed by 
cool nights, and the winter climate is fresh and invigorating; while 
in the highlands of Asir and Yemen in the south-west, and of Oman 
in the east, the summer heat is never excessive, and the winters are, 
comparatively speaking, cold. 

In the northern desert the temperature is subject to extreme 
variations. Nolde states that on the on of February 1893 in the 
desert north of Hail the thermometer fell from 78• a little before 
sunset to a quarter of an hour after. The midday temperatures 
recorded by Huber at Hail during January and the first half of 
February average' about 63• F.. and watts froze on several nights; 
at Medina the winters are cold and night frosts of frequent occur-
rence, and these conditions prevail over all the western part of the 
Nejd plateau. In the east where the elevatics is lower the climate is  

warmer. to the elevated *bland district which extends front 
Tali to within so en. of Aden, the summer heat is tempered by the 
monsoon winds, and the seasonal varisdon of temperature is lest 
marked. From observation, made at Sena by Manson., Defiers and 

the mean temperature for the year of that city at an altitude 
of 7301, ft. and in ex' N. appears to be 6o F.; for July the 
mean maximum was ye. mean minimum Ss"' far January the 
figures sere 62' and ao" respectively. the lowest recorded temperature 
in 5878 was 26-6* on the 26th of January. At Men at the sea-level 
the moan temperature for the year is 83`: the highest observed 
temperature re in 1904 was 97-3•. lowest 

The rainfall throughout northern %a central Arabia Is chiefly in 
the winter months between October and April, and Is scanty and 
irregular. Doughty states that in 1876 rain to wet the grated had 
not fallen for three years at kledain Sskh: in that year showers fell 
on the 29th of December and on two days in January and again in 
Match. After a very hot summer the bright weather changed to 
clouded skies on the and of October, rain fell tempestuously the 
same evening, and there were showery days and nights till the 14th. 
The autumn rains fell that year abundantly in the Nafud towards 
Jauf, but very little in the basin of the W. Hamd (on the western 
slope). Doughty adds that the Nejd highlands between Kasim and 
Mew are watered yearly by seasonable reins. which at Tail are 
expected about the end of August and last commonly from four to 
Gil weeks. This appears to be about the northern limit reached by 
the south-west monsoon, which from June to September brings a 
fairly abundant rainfall to the Yemen tuathiMs, though the Tetianisi 
remains almost entirely minima The rainfall is heaviest along tbe 
western fringe of the plateau, and penetrates inland in decreasing 
quantity over a sone which perhaps extends to too m. in width. In 
good season, it is sufficient for the cultivation of the summer crop 
of millet, and for the supply of the perennial streams and springy 
on which the irrigation of the winter crops of wheat and barley 
depend. The amount measured at Dhala at the extreme south of 
the plateau at an elevation of 4800 ft. was in 1903 as follows:— 
June, 4-0 in.; July. 5-3; August, 5-13; September, t -9. Only 
slight *ewers were recorded in the other months of the year. At 
higher elevations the rainfall is no doubt heavier; Mann mention 
that at Sena them was constant rain throughout August and Sep- 
tember 1878. and that the thermometer dining Audjust did DIM reach 
65.. In the Tehama occasional showers fall during the winter 
months; at Aden the average rainfall for the year is 2.97 in., but 
during 19°4 only o-s in. was recorded. Snow falls on the Harm and 
on the Tehama range in northern Arabia, and Nolde records a fall of 
snow which lay on the Nafud on the tat of February 1893. It also 
falls on J. Akhdar in Oman, but is very rarely known on the Yemen 
mountains, probably because the precipitation during the winter 
months is so slight. 

The prevailing winds in northern Arabia as far as is knows are 
from the west; along the southern ccast they are from the east; 
at Sena there is generally a light breeze from the north-north-west 
from 9 to 1 1 A.M., from noon till 4 P.M. a steady and often strong 
wind blows from the south-south-east, which dies away later. The 
climate is extremely dry, but this is compensated for 	the heavy 
mists which sweep u from the plains during the rain 	months 
and exercise a most 	 1 effect in the ocAce-growing districts. 
This phenomenon is known as the sukhemani or amama. In the 
morning the Tehama, as seen from the mountain tops, appears 
buried in a sea of white cloud; towards noon the clouds drift up 
the mountain slopes and cover the summits with wreaths of light 
mist charged with moisture which condenses on the trees and 
vegetation; in the afternoon they, disappear, and the evenings are 
generally clear and stilt 

Fause.—The wild animate of Arabia are all of the desert -loving 
type: antelopes and gazelles are found in small numbers throughout 
the peninsula ; the latter are similar to the ckikara or ravine deer of 
India. The larger antelopes, so common on the African side of the 
Gulf of Men, are not found, except one variety, the Onyx ?matrix 
(called by the Arabs. wild cow), which is an inhabitant of the Nafud 
between Tema and Hail; it is about the size of a donkey, white, 
and with long straight horns. Hams are numerous both in-the desert 
and in cultivated tracts. In the Yemen mountains the oral, a wild 
goat with massive horns, similar to the Kashmir ibex, is found; 
monkeys also abound. Among smaller animals the jerboa and other 
descriptions of rat, and the weber or cony are common; lizards 
and snakes are numerous, most of the latter being venomous. 
Hyenas, wolves and panthers are found in most parts of the countg, 
and in the mountains the leopard and wild cat. IX birds the ostnch 
is found in the Nafud and in the W. Dawasir. Among game birds 
the bustard. guinea fowl, sand grouse (kata), blue rock, green pigeon. 
partridge, including a large chikor (akb) and a small species similar 
to the Punjab do ; quail and several kinds of duck and snipe are 
met with. In the cultivated parts of Yemen and Tehama small 
birds are very numerous, so also are birds of prey, vultures, kites and 
hawks. 

I nsects of all sorts abound ; scorpions, centipedes,spiders, and an 
ugly but harmless millipede known in Yemen as habit& arc very 
common in summer. Ants and beetles too are very numerous, 
and anthills are prominent features in many places. Locusts appear 
in great swarms and do much damage; fires are lighted at might 
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to attract them, and large quantities are caught and eaten by the 
power people. Bees are kept, and in Yemen and Hadramut the 
honey is eaceptionally good. ' 

Of domesticated animals the camel is far the most useful to the 
Arab. Owing to its endurance of thirst the long desert journeys 

which separate the populous centres are made pract ka We, 
Cla" 

lo 
 and in the spring Months, when green forage is plentiful 

in the desert, the Bedouins pitch their camps for long periods far from 
any water, and not only men but horses subsist on camel's milk. 
The Arabian camel belongs to the one-humped species, though them 
are many varieties differing in appearance as-much as the thorough-
bred race-horse from the English cart-hone. The ordinary load for

will a pack camel is about 400 lb. and in hot weather good carnet.
march 20 tO 25 m. daily and only requirewater every third or fourt h 
day: in cool weather. with ample green fodder they can gotwenty-
five days or more without drinking. A good dotal or riding camel 
will carry his rider too m a day for a week on end. Noldc gives an 
instance from his own experience of a camel rider covering 62 m in 
seven hours. The pure-bred riding camel is only found in perfection 
in inner Arabia; for some unexplained reason when taken out 
of their own country or north of the 3oth degree they rapidly 
degenerate. 

The horse does not occupy the important position in the Bedouin 
economy that is popularly supposed. In Nejd the number of horses 

is, comparatively speaking, very small, the want of 
Hos& water in the Nafild where alone forage is obtainable, 
and the absence of forage in the neighbourhood of the towns makes 
horse-breeding on a large scale impracticable there. Horses are in 
fact only kept by the principal sheiks, and by far the larger peopor- 
don of those now in Nejd are the property of the amir and his family 
These are kept most of the year in the Nafud, five or ten days 
march from Hail, where they find their own food on the desert 
herbage. When a raid is in contemplation, they are brought in and 
given a little barley for a few weeks. Reared in this way they are 
capable of marvellous endurance, marching during a raid twenty 
hours a day for eight or ten days together. As a rule, they are only 
mounted at the moment of attack, or in pursuit. Water and forage 
have to be carried for them on camels. 

The great majority of the horses that come into the market as 
Arabs. are bred in the northern desert and in Mesopotamia. by the 
various sections of the Aneza and Shammar tribes, who emigrated 
from Nejd generations ago, taking with them the original Nejd 
stock. In size and appearance, and in everything but endurance, 
these northern horses are admittedly superior to the true Nejdi. A 
few of the latter are collected by dealers in the nomad camps and 
exported chiefly from Kuwet. The emir Mahommed Ibn Rashid 
used to send down about one hundred young horses yearly. 

Asses of excellent quality are bred all over the country; they 
are much used as mounts by the richer townsmen. Except in the 
settled districts horned cattle are not numerous: they are similar 
to the Indian humped cattle, but are greatly superior in milking 
qualities. The great wealth of the Arabs is in their flocks of sheep 
and pets; they are led out to pasture soon after sunrise, and In the 
hotter months drink every second day. In the spring when the 
succulent askrb and adar grow plentifully in the desert, they go for 
weeks without drinking. They are milked once a day about sunset 
by the women (the men milk the camels), and a large proportion of 
the milk is made into same, clarified butter, or marts:, dried curd. 
The wool is not of much value, and Is spun by the women and woven 
into rugs, and made up into saddlebags or into the black Bedouin 
team 

Piara.—The flora of Arabi. has been investigated by P. Forskal, 
the botanist of Niebuhr'. mission, P. E. Beata, G. Schweinfurth and 
A. Defiers, to whose publications the technical reader is referred. 
Its general type approaches more closely to the African than to 
that of southern Asia. In the higher regions the principal trees are 
various species of fig, tamarind, carob and numerous kinds of 
cactiform Euelierbia, of which one, the Eupkorbia arbarea, grows to 
a height of 20 ft. Of Coniferae the juniper is found on the higher 
slopes of J. Saber near Tail, where Botta describes it as forming an 
exteastve forest and growing to a large size; it is also found in the 
range overlooking the W. Martin, So in. W. of Aden. Considerable 
forests are said to exist in Asir, and Burton found a few fine speci-
mens which he regarded as the remains of an old forest, on the 
Tehama range in Midian. On the rocky bill-sides in Yemen the 
Adenines Menus is worthy of notice, with its enormous bulb-like 
sterns and brilliant red flowers. Some fine aloes or agaves are also 
found. In the cultivated upland valleys all over Arabia the Zizypkaa 
implies, called by some travellers lotus, grows to a large tree: its 
thorny branches are clipped yearly and used to fence the cornfields 
among which it grows. In the broad sandy wadi beds the tamarisk 
(atki) is everywhere found; its wood is used for making domestic 
implements of all sorts. Among fruit trees the vine, apricot, peach, 
apple, quince, fig and banana are cultivated in the highlands, and in 
the lower country the date palm flourishes, particularly throughout 
the central zone of Arabia, in Hejaz, Nejd and El Hasa, where it is 
the prime article of food. A hundred kinds of date are said to grow 
at Medina, of which the birni is considered the most wholesome: 
the &awn and thefakbr are the most delicately flavoured and sell at 
very high laws: the Maas of El Hasa is also much esteemed. 

Of cereals the common millets, Awns and dram, are grown In all 
parts of the country as the summer crop. and in the hot irrigated 
Tehama districts three crops are reaped in the year. in the highlands 
maize, wheat and barley are grown to a limited extent as the winter 
crop, ripening at the end of March or in April. Among vegetables 
the common kinds grown include radishes, pumpkins, cucumbers, 
melons, potatoes, onions and leeks. Roses are grown to some places 
for the manufacture of alt, or attar of roses. mignonette, jasmine. 
thyme, lavender and other aromatic plants are favourites in Yemen, 
when the Arabs often stick a bunch in their head-dress. 

Of the products special to Arabia coffee comes first, it is nowhere 
found wild, and is believed to have been introduced from Abyssinia 
in the 6th century A. D. It thrives on the seaward slopes 	, 
of the western range in the zone of the tropical rains, at 	CW" 
altitudes between 4000 and y000 ft The principal centres of pro-
duction are the upper valleys of the W Surdad, between Kaukaban 
and filanakha, and particularly on J Haraz, in the Wadi Zubed 
west of I/den, in Hajaria on the slopes of J. Saber, and in the Yale 
district north-east of Aden. It is planted in terraces on the mountain 
slopes; shady trees, such as tamarind and fig, are planted in the 
border as a protection from the sun, and the terraces AR Irrigated 
by channels led from a neighbouring rivulet or spring. The plants 
are raised from seedlings, and when six or seven weeks old they are 
transplanted in rows 4 to 6 ft. apart; they require watering twice 
a month, and bear in two to four years. The berries are dried in the 
sun and sent down to Hodeda or Men, where they are subjected 
to a process for separating the husk from the bean: the result is 
about Soya  of cleaned berries, bus as which is exported, and a 
residue of husk or brar, from which the Yemenis make their favourite 
beverage. 

Another plant universally used ma stimulant in Southern Arabia 
is kkat (Cada edults). The best is grown on J. Saber and the moun- 
tainous country round Taix. It is a small bush propagated from 
cuttings which am left to grow for three years, the leaves are then 
stripped. except a few buds which develop next year into young 
shoots, these being cut and sold in bunches under the name of /that 
seabarak; next year on the branches cut back new shoots grow; 
these are sold as Mal malkaai, or second-year kat, which commands 
the highest price. The bush is then left for three years, when the 
process is repeated. The leaves and young shoots are chewed; 

of Peru. 
tbey have stimulating properties, comparable with those of the coca 

The aromatic gums for which Arabia was famed in ancient times 
ate still produced, though the trade is a very small one. The tree 
from which myrrh is extracted grows in many places, but the 
industry is chiefly carried on at Soda, 6o m. north-north-east of Smote. 
Longitudinal slits are made in the bark, and the is caught in 
cups fixed beneath. The balsam of Mecca is produosd in the same 
way, chiefly in the mountains near the W. Safra between Yambu 
and Medina. 

The stony plains which covet so large a part of the country are 
of ten Covered with acacia jungle, and in the dry watee-cournes a kind 
of wild palm, the dont, abounds, from the leaves of which baskets 
and mats are woven. Brushwood and rough pasturage of some sort 
is found almost everywhere, except in the neighbourhood of the 
larger settlements, where forage and firewood have to be brought 
in from long distances. The Natud sands, too, are tufted in many 
places with bushes or small trees, and after the winter rains they 
produce excellent pasture. 

Population.—The people, according to their own traditions, 
are derived from two stocks, the pure Arabs, descended from 
Kahan or joktan, fourth in descent from Sheen; and the 
Mustarab or naturalized Arabs, from Ishmael. The former are 
represented at the present day by the inhabitants of Yemen, 
Hadramut and Oman, in general a settled agricultural popula-
tion; the latter by those of Hejaz, Nejd, El Hasa, the Syrian 
desert and Mesopotamia, consisting of the Bedouin or pastoral 
tribes (see Autos and Buiounts). This distinction between the 
characteristics of the two races is only true in a general sense, 
for a considerable population of true Bedouin origin has settled 
down to agricultural life in the oases of Hejaz and Nejd, while In 
southern Arabia the tribes dwelling on the fringe of the great 
desert have to a certain extent adopted the nomad life. 

Both among the nomad and settled Arabs the organization 
is essentially tribal. The affairs of the tribe are administered by 
the 'heats, or heads of clans and families; the position of sheik 
in itseU gives no real governing power, his word and counsel 
carry weight, but his influence depends on his own personal 
qualities. All matters affecting the community are discussed in 
the majlis or assembly, to which any tribesman has access; 
here, too, are brought the tribesmen's causes; both sides plead 
and judgment is given impartially, the loser Is fined so many 
head of small cattle or camels, which he most pay or go into 
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exile. Murder can be expiated by the payment of diya or blood-
money, if the kinsmen of the murdered man consent; they 
may, however, claim the life of the murderer, and long and 
troublesome blood feuds often ensue, involving the relatives of 
both sides for generations. 

Apart from the tribesmen there is in Hejaz and south Arabia 
a privileged, religious class, the Sharifs or Seyyids, who claim 
descent from Mahomet through his daughter Fatima. Until the 
Egyptian invasion in ars the Sharifs of Mecca were the recog-
nized rulers of Hejaz, and though the Turks have attempted to 
suppress their importance, the Sha rif still executes justice accord-
ing to the Mahommedan law in the holy cities, though, nominally, 
as a Turkish official. In Yemen and Hadramut many villages 
are occupied exclusively by this religious hierarchy, who are 
known as Ashraf, Sada or Kudha (i.e.Sharifs, Seyyids or Kadhis), 
the religious affairs of the tribes are left in their hands; they do 
not, however, interfere in tribal matters generally, or join in 
fighting. 

Below these two classes, which may be looked on as the priestly 
and the military castes, there is, especially in the settled districts, 
a large population of artisans and labourers, besides negro slaves 
and their descendants, slave or free. The population of Khaibar 
consists almost entirely of the latter, and in Hail Huber estimates 
the pure Arab Inhabitants at only one-third of the whole. In the 
desert, too, there is a widely scattered tribe, the Salubi, which 
from its name (Sofia, cross) is conjectured to be of early Christian 
origin; they are great hunters, killing ostriches and gazelles; 
the Arabs despise them as an inferior race, but do not harm 
them; they pay a small tax to the tribe under whose protection 
they live, and render service as labourers, for which they receive 
in the spring milk and cheese; at the date harvest they get 
wages in kind; with this, and the produce of the chase, 
they manage to exist in the desert without agriculture or 
flocks. 

In southern Arabia the Jews form a large element in the town 
population. According to one authority their presence in Yemen 

dates from the time of Solomon, others say from the 
capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar. Manton! 
estimated their number in Sana in x878 at r7oo out 

of a total population of 30,000; at Aden they are a numerous 
and wealthy community, with agents in most of the towns of 
Yemen. Even in remote Nejran, Halfvy, himself a Jew, found a 
considerable colony of his co-religionists. They wear a distinctive 
garb and are not allowed to carry arms or live in the same quarter 
as Moslems. Another foreign element of considerable strength 
in the coast towns of Muscat, Aden and Jidda, is the British 
Indian trading class; many families of Indian origip also have 
settled at Mecca, having originally come as pilgrims. 

Estimates of the population of Arabia vary enormously, and 
the figures given in the following table an only be regarded as a 
very rough approximation:— 

Hejaz 	  Sao coo 
Yemen and Asir 	  t 800 000 
tlejd 	  t 000moo 
Hadramut 	  150,000 
Oman 	  t 000 000 
El Hasa 	  300,000 
Syrian desert sod border . 	. 375.000  

4,825,000 
Cossersaticatiews.—The principal land routes in Arabia are 

those leading to the holy cities. In the present day the Syrian 
pilgrim route, or Darb el Haj, from Damascus to Medina and 
Mecca is the most used. The annual pilgrim caravan or baj, 
numbering some b000 people with mew pack animals, is 
escorted by a few Turkish irregulars known as awl; small 
fortified posts have been established at the regular halting-places 
some so m. apart, each furnished with a well and reservoir, and 
for the further protection of the haj, payments are made to the 
Bedouin tribes through whose territories the route passes. The 
toad is a mere camel track across the desert, the chief places 
passed are Mean on the Syrian border, • station on the old 
Sabaead trade route to Petra, and Medsia Satih, the site Of the  

rock-cut tombs and inscriptions first brought to notice by 
Doughty. From Medina the route usually followed descends 
the W. Safra to Badr Hawn, whence it keeps near the coast 
passing Rabigh and Khulesa to Mecca. The total distance, 
rsoo m., is covered in forty days. 

The Egyptian pilgrim route from Cairo, across the Sinai 
peninsula and down the 11 Wien coast to El Wijh, joins the 
Syrian route at Badr Hunen. It also was formerly provided 
with stations and reservoirs, but owing to the greater facilities 
of the sea journey from Suez to Jidda it Is now little used. 
Another important route is that taken by the Persian or Shia 
pilgrims from Bagdad and Kerbela across the desert, by the 
wells of Una, to Bureda in Kasim, thence across the steppes of 
western Nejd till it crosses the Hejaz border at the Ria Mecca, 
so m. north-east of the city. It lies almost entirely in the 
territory of the amir Ibn Rashid of J. Shammar, who derives a 
considerable revenue from the pilgrimage. The old reservoirs 
on this route attributed to Zubeda, wife of Harun al Rashid, 
were destroyed during the Wahhabi raids early in the 59th 
century, and have not been repaired. The Yemen pilgrim route, 
known as the Haj el Kabsi, led from Sada through Ask to Taif 
and Mecca, but It is no longer used. 

The principal trade routes are those leading from Damascus to 
Jauf and across the Naiad to Hail. Other important routes 
leading to Nejd are those from Kuwet to Hail, and from El Hasa 
to Riad respectively. In the west and south the principal routes, 
other than those already mentioned, are from Yambu to Medina, 
from Jidda to Mecca, Hodeda to Sana, Men to Sans, and from 
Mukalla to the Hadramut valley. Railway construction has 
begun in Arabia, and in 408 the Hejaz line, intended to connect 
Damascus with Mecca, had reached Medina, sco m. south of 
Ma'an. This line is of great strategical importance, as strengthen-
ing the Turkish hold on the Red Sea provinces. Rut the principal 
means of commercial communication for a country like Arabia 
must always be by sea. Bahrein, Kuwet and Muscat are in steam 
communication with India, and the Persian Gulf ports; all the 
great lines of steamships call at Aden on their way between Sues 
and the East, and regular services are maintained between Suez, 
Jidda, Hodeda and Aden, as well as to the ports on the African 
coast, while native coasting craft trade to the smaller ports on 
the Red Sea and Indian Ocean. 

Cometercr.—The total value of the trade of Aden for rfloe 
amounted to over £6,,000,000. The imports to Jidda in the same 
year were it 4o$,000, largely consisting of rice, wheat and other food 
stuffs from Incha, the exports, which have dwindled away in late 
years, amounted m Igoe tiozpot.Lial,000. To balance the exports 
and imports 	was was 	is the three years 1900-5904 

 to ,319,000: large proportion of Ws was perhaps 
provided by 	brought into the country by pilgrims. 

The pilgrim traffic increased largely in tooe as compared frith 
previous years: 74,60o persons landed at Jidda, 18,cioo of whom 
were from British India, rs.000 from Java and the Straits Settle- 
meats, and the remainder from Turkish territory. Egypt and other 
countries: 235 tit of a total of 334 steamships engaged in this 
traffic were British. 

The trade of Hodeda. which contributes by tar the largest  share 
to that of Turkish Yemen, fell off considerably during the period 
from toot-toos. chiefly owing to the disturbed state of the country. 
In the latter year the imports amounted lb 1,467,00rk, and the exports 
to Lapp:a ; coffee, the mainstay of Yemen trade, shows • eetiGea.. 
decline from 110:A00 in 1902 to 1.229.000 in 1904; this is &tent:out- 
able partly to t great increase of production in other countries, but 
mainly to the insecurity of the trade routes and the exorbitant 
transit dues levied by the Turkish administration. 

Oman, through its chief port Muscat, bad • total trade of about 
isso.000, two-thirds of which is due to imports and one-third to 
exports. The chief items of imports are arms and ammunition, nee, 
coffee and piece goods: the staple export is data, which in a good 
year accounts for nearly half the total; much of the trade is in the 
hands of British Indians, and of the shipping 9a% is British. 

The principal trade centre of the Arabian side of the Persian Gulf 
is Bahrein: the total volume of trade of which amounted so Kos 
to £1,900,000, nearly equally divided between import, and exports; 
rice, piece goods. &c., Corm the bulk of the former, while pearls are 
the most valuable part of the latter. 

Armpit= 
Arabia cannot be said to be "destitute of antiquities," but 

the material for the study of these is still very incomplete. 
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The difficulties in the way of travelling in Arabia with • vie* 
to scientific investigation are such that little or nothing is being 
done, and the systematic work which has given such good results 
in Egypt, Palestine and Babylonia•Assyria is unknown in Arabia. 
Yet the passing notes of travellers from the time of Carsten 
Niebuhr show that antiquities are to be found. 

Prehistoric Reonaires.—Since prehistoric remains must be 
studied where they are found, the difficulty in the way of ex-
plored= makes itself severely felt. That such remains exist 
seems dear from the casual remarksof travellers. Thus Palgrave 
(Central and Earners Arabia, vol. i. ch. 6) speaks of part of a circle 
of roughly shaped stones taken from the adjacent limestone 
mountains in the Nejd. Eight or nine of these stones still 
exist, some of them rs ft. high. Two of them, to to raft. Valk 
still bear their hotizontal lintel. They are all without ornament 
Painter's competes them with the remains at Stonehenge and 
Karnak. Doughty (Arabia &sesta, vol. 	travelling in north- 
west Arabia, saw stones of granite in a-  row and " flagstones set 
edgewise " (though be does not regard these as religious), also 
" round heaps, perhaps barrows," and " dry-built round 
chambers," which may be ancient tombs. 3. T. Bent (Southern 
A rabia, pp. 34 ff.) explored one of several mounds in Bahrein. 
It proved to be a tomb, and the remains in it are said to be 
Phoenician. 

Castles and Walls.—}n the south of Arabia, where an advanced 
civilization existed for Centuries before the Christian era, the 
ruins of castles and city-walls are still in existence, and have been 
mentioned, though not examined carefully, by several travellers. 
In Yemen and Had/smut especially these ruins abound, and in 
some cases inscriptions seem to be still irs sits. Great castles 
are often mentioned in early Arabian literature. One in the 
neighbourhood of San'a was described as one of the wonders of 
the world by Querfnl (Mbar rd-Bildd, p. 33, ed. Wastenfeld, 
Glittingen, :847, d. Journal of the German Orkletal Society, 
vol. 7, pp. 472, 476. and for other antler vol. to, pp. so ff.). 
The ruins of the city of Ma'rib, the old Sabaean capital, have 
been visited by Arnaud, Hallvy and Glaser, but all for further 
description, as Arnaud confined himself to a description of the 
dike (see below), while Halley and Glaser were interested chiefly 
in the inscriptions. 

Wells and Dikes.—Prom the earliest times the conservation 
of water has been one of the anions cannot the Arabs. M over 
the country wells are to be found, and the masonry of some of 
them is undoubtedly ancient. Inscriptions are still found in 
some of these in thesouth. The famous well Zeman at Mecca 
is said to belong to the early times, when the eastern traffic 
passed from the south to the north-west of Arabia through the 
Hejaz, and to have been rediscovered shortly before the time of 
Mehemet. Among the most famous remains of Ma'rib are those 
of a great dike reminding one of the restored tanks familiar to 
visitors at Men. These remains were first described by Arnaud 
(Journal asiatique, January 1874, with plan). Their importance 
was afterwards emphasized by Glaser's publication of two long 
inscriptions concerning their restoration in the sth and 6th 
centuries A.D. (" Zwei Inschriften aber den Dammbruch von 
Midis," in the Mitteilmegat der Vorderasistischat Gesellschaft, 
Berlin, 1897)1 Another dike about Ise yds. long was seen by 
W. B. Hanis at Hirran in Yemen. Above it was a series of three 
tanks (A Jaterttey through the Y men, p. 279, Leaden, 1893). 

Stones and Brotted.—The 19th century has brought to the 
museums of Europe (especially to London, Paris, Berko end 
Vienna) a number of inscriptions in the languages of Mines and 
Saha, and a few in those of Hadramut and Kashmir's (Qatta-
bania). These inscriptions are generally on limestone or marble 
or on tablets of bronze, and vary from a few inches to some 
feet in length and height. In some cases the originals have been 
brought to Europe, in other cases only squeezes of the inscrip-
tions. The characters employed are apparently derived from 
the Phoenician (d. Lidzbarski's Ephemeris, vol. i. pp. tog ff.). 
The languages employed have been the subject of much study 
(cf. F. Hommel's Sfid-arabische Clwestomatkie, Munich, 1893), 
but the archaeological value of these remains bee not been so 

folly treated. Very many of that are votive Inscriptions sad 
contain little more than the names of gods and princes of private 
men. A few are historical, but being (With few and late excep-
tions) undated, have given rise to much controversy among 
scholars. Their range seems to be from about Boo a.c. (or 23oo 
s.c. according to E. Glaser) to the 6th century A.D. Few are 
still is situ, the majority having been taken from their coignel 
positions and built into houses, mosques or wells of more receat 
data Among these remains are altars, and bases for status 
of gods or for golden images of animals dedicated to gods. The 
earlier stones are devoid of ornamentation, but the later stones 
and bronzes am sometimes ornamented with designs of leaves, 
flowers, ex-heads, mm and women. Seine bear figures of the 
conventionalized sacred tree with worshippers, similar to 
Babylonian designs. Besides these there are gravestones, stelae 
with human heads, fragments of limestone, architectural designs 
as well as bronze =stings of camels, bones, mice, serpents, &c. 
(d. D. H. MilliesSiderabische Allerthihmr ins Kunsthistorischms 
illeseurs, Vienna, 1899, with plates). 

Seals, Weights and Coins.—The Vienna Museum possesses a 
small number of seals and gems. The seals are Inscribed with 
Sabana writing and are of bronze, copper, silver and stone. 
The gems of onyx, carnelian and agate are later and beer various 
figures, and in some cases Arabic inscriptions. One or two 
weights are also in existence. A number of coins have been 
brought to the British Museum from Aden, San'a and Ma'rib. 
Others wets purchased by G. Schlumberger in Constantinople; 
other have been brought to Europe by Glaser, and are now in 
the Vienna Museum. These are imitations of Greek models, 
while the inscriptions are in Sabsean characters (d. B. V. Head, 
in the Numismatic Chronicle, 1878, pp. 273-284; G. Schlum. 
berger, Le Triter de Sad a, Paris, tillio; D. H. Mailer, cep. 
PP. 6s ff. and plates). 

For the problem of Arabic antiquities in Rhodesia see RIMS= 
and ZIMBABWE. 	 (G. W. T.) 

HISTORY 

latrodndion.—Arabia is a land of Semites, and is supposed by 
some scholars to have been the original home of the Semitic 
peoples. Although this cannot be said to be proved, the studies, 
linguistic and archaeological, of Semitic scholars have shows 
it to be probable. The dispersion hem Arabia is easy to imagine. 
The migration into Babylonia was simple, as there are no natural 
boundaries to separate it from north-east Arabia, and similar 
migrations have taken place in historic times. That of the 
Aramaeans at an early period is likewise free from any natural 
hindrance. The connexion with Palestine bas always been dose; 
and the Abyssinian settlement is probably as late as the beginning 
of the Christianera. Of these migrations, however, history knows 
nothing, nor are they expressed in literature. Arabian literature 
has its own version of prehistoric times, but it is entirely 
legendary and speayphaL It was, and still is, the custom of 
Arabian historians to begin with the creation of the world and 
tell the history from then to the time of which they are writing. 
Consequently even the more sober histories contain a mass of 
fables about early days. Many of these, taken in part firm 
Jewish and Christian sources, find a place in the Koran. Of all 
these stories current at the time of Mehemet, the only and of 
any value are the accounts of the "days of the Arabs," i.e. 
accounts of some famous inter-tribal battles in Arabia. 

Authorities.—Until recently the Arab traditions were mai-
rally the only source for the pre-Islamic history of Arabia. The 
Old Testament references to Arabs were obscure. The denied 
accounts of the invasion of Aelius Gallus in a6 s.c. threw little 
light on the state of Arabia at the time, still leas on its past 
history. The Greek writers from Theophrastm in the 4th 
century !Le. to Ptolemy in the and century A.D. mention many 
names of Arabian peoples and describe the situation of their 
cities, but contribute little to their history, and that little could 
not be controlled. The same applies to the infoemetion of Pliny 
in his Natural History. In the reth century the discovery 
and decipherment of the Assyrian inscriptions gave a slight 
glance into the !claims between Arabs and Assyrisns front the 
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lielt Matta, s.c. But the great Contribution of the century to 
the early history of Arabia was the calming and translating 
of numerous early Arabian inscriptions (d. section Antiquities 
above), which have done service both by their own indication of 
a great civilizadon In Arabia for nearly (or more than) a thousand 
years before the Christian era, and by the new stimulus which 
they gave to the study and appreciation of the materials in the 
Assyrian inscriptions, the Old Testament, and the Greek and 
Roman writers. At the same time the facts that the 101(241)60111 
are undated until a late period, that few are historical in their 
contents, and for the most part yield only names of gods and 
rulers and domestic and religious details, and that our collection 
is still very incomplete, have led to much serious disagreement 
among scholars as to the reconstruction of the history of Arabia 
in the pre-Christian centuries. 

All scholars, however, are agreed that the inscriptions reach as 
f ►  back as the 9th century s.c. (some say to the vith) and prove 
the existence of at least four civilized kingdoms during these 
centuries. These are the kingdoms of Melo (Mlnaean), of 
Saba (Sabaean), of Hadramant (Hadramut) and of Katabania 
(Katabana). Of the two latter little is known. That of Hadramut 
bad kings from the time of the Minaeans to about A.D. son, when 
It was conquered by Ethiopia. The limits of the kingdom of 
Katabania are not known, but it has ite own inscriptions. 

As to the Sabdean kingdom there is fair agreement among 
scholars. The inscriptions go back to 80o s.c. or earlier, and 
the same applies to the kingdom. A queen of this people (the 
" Queen of Sheba ") is said (z Kings x.) to have visited Solomon 
about gm s.c. There is, however, no mention of such a queen 
in the inscriptions. An Assyrian inscription mentions Ith'amara 
the Sabacan who paid tribute to Sargon in q is p.c. At this time 
the Seamus must have been in north Arabia unless the in-
scription refers to a northern colony of the southern Sabaeans. 
The former opinion is held by E. Glaser, who thinks that in the 
9th and 8th centuries they moved down along the west coast to 
the south, where they conquered the Minaeans (see below). 
The Sabaean rule is generally divided into periods indicated by 
the titles given to their rulers. In the first of these ruled the 
Makirib, who seem to have been priest-kings. Their first capital 
was at Sirwih. Ten such rulers are mentioned in the inscriptions. 
Their rule extended from the 9th to the 6th century. The second 
period begins about sso roc. The rulers are known as" kings of 
Saba." Their capital was Ma'rlb. The names of seventeen of 
these kings are known from the inscriptions. Their sway lasted 
until about xis s.c., when they were succeeded by the Him-
yarites. During this period they were engaged in constant strife 
with the neighbouring kingdoms of Hadramut and Katabania. 
The great prosperity of south-west Arabia at this time was due 
In large measure to the fact that the trade from India with Egypt 
came there by sea and then went by land up the west coast. 
This trade, however, was lost during this period, as the Ptolemies 
established an overland route from India to Alexandria. The 
connection of Saba •with the north, where the Nabataean (9.v.) 
had existed from about too s.c., was now broken. The decay 
that followed caused a number of Sabana to migrate to other 
parts. of Arabia. 

The Mime= kingdom 4s:tended over the south Arabian 
Jauf, its chief cities being Kaman, Mall and YathiL Some 
twenty-five kings are known from the inscriptions; of these 
twenty are known to be related to one another. Their history 
must thus cover several centuries. As insaiptions in the Minima 
language are found in al-'Uli In north Arabia, it is probable that 
they had colonies in that district. With regard to their date 
opinion is very much divided; some, with E. Glaser and 
F. Hommel, maintaining that their kingdom existed prior to 
that of Saba, probably from about rsee s.c. or earlier until the 
Sabaeans came from their home in the north and conquered 
them in the 9th century. Other scholars think, with D. 1. 
Miffier, partly on palaeographical grounds (d. M. Lidsbarski's 
Ephesseris, vol. i. pp. tog seq., Giessen, 29or), that none of the 
Inscriptions are earlier than about Boo s.c. and that the Miasma 
kingdom existed side by aide with the Sabana. It is curious that  

the Sebum imaiptions contain no mention of the Mineemm 
though this may be due to the fact that very few of the inscrip-
tions am historical in content. 

About a s s.c. the power over south Arabia passed from the 
Seamans to the Himyarites, a people from the extreme south. 
west of Arabia; and about this time the kingdom of Katabania 
came to an end. The title taken by the new rulers was " king of 
Saba and Raidin." Twenty-six kings of this period are keens 
from the inscriptions, some of which me dated. In this period 
the Romans made their one attempt at direct interference in the 
affairs of Arabia. The invasion under Adios Gallus was an 
absolute failure, the expedition being betrayed by the guides 
and lost in the sands of the desert. During the latter part of 
this time the Abyreinhum who had earlier migrated from Arabia 
to the opposite coast of Africa, began to flow hack to the math 
of Arabia, where they seem to have settled gradually and 
increased in importance Until about A.D. 300, when they became 
strong enough to overturn the Himprite kings and establish a 
dynasty of their own. The title assumed by them was " king of 
Saba, Raidin, Hadramut and Yemen." The Himyarites were, 
however, still active, and after a struggle succeeded in establish-
ing a Jewish Selman kingdom, having previously accepted 
Judaism as their religion. Their best-known king was Dhat 
Nevis. The struggle between them and the Abyssinians now 
became one of Judaism against Christianity. The persecution 
of the Christians was very severe (see E. Glaser's Die Abyesisier 
is Arabian sad Afrike, Munich, eligs, and F. M. E. Pereirs's 
Histerie des Morons de Negras, Lisbon, r899). Apparently foe 
this reason Christian Abyssinia was supported from Bysanium 
in its attempts to regain power. These attempts were crowned 
with success in secs. Of the Christian Abyssinian kings in Melia 
tradition tells of four, one only of whom is mentioned In insaip-
tions. The famous expedition of Abram the Abyssinian viceroy, 
against Mecca, took place in sm. Five years later the Persians, 
who had been called in by the opponents of Christianity, suc-
ceeded in taking over the rule and In appointing governors over 
Yemen. (See further ETHIOPIA: The Animas Kisidese.) 

Hire, Ghana* and Kilda—Before passing to the time of 
Mehemet it is necessary to take account of three other Arabian 
powers, those of Him, Ghassan and Kinds. 

The kingdom of Him (Lifts) was established in the boundary 
land between the Euphrates and the Arabian desert, a district 
renowned for its good air and extraordinary fertility. 
The chief town was Him a few miles south of the site 	mu  
of the later town of Kufa. The inhabitants of this lead are said 
in Tahiti's history to have been of three classes:--(z) The 
Tanukh (Taub.), who lived in tents and were made up of Arabs 
from the Tehama and Nejd, who had united In Bahrein to form 
a new tribe, and who migrated front there to. Him, probably at 
the beginning or middle of the 3rd century A.D., when the 
Arsacid power was growing weak. The Arabian historians relate 
their conflict with Zenobia. (t) The laid or Ibidites, who 
dwelt in the town of Hira in houses and so led a *ruled life. 
These were Christians, whose ecclesiastical language was Syriac, 
though the language of intercourse was Arabic. A Christian 
bishop of Him la known to have attended a synod in 4ro. In 
the sth century they became Nestorian*. (3) Refugees of various 
tribes, who came into the land but did not belong to the Tanukh 
or the 'Ibid. There is no trustworthy information as to the 
earlier chiefs of this people. The dynasty of the Lakhmids, 
famed in Arabian history and literature, arose towards the end 
of the 3rd century and lasted until about 602. The names of 
twenty kings are given by Hisbim al-Kalbt in Tabari's history. 
Although so merry of their subjects were Christian, the Lakhmids 
remained heathen until Nu'urtn, the last of the dynasty. The 
kingdom of His was never really independent, but always stood 
in a relation of dependence on Persia, probably receiving pay 
from it and employing Persian soldiers. At the height of its 
power it was able to render valuable aid to its suzerain. Much 
of its time was spent in wars with Rome and Ghassin. Its 
revenues were derived from the Bedouins of the surrounding 
lauds as well as from its own subjects at home. About Got the 
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kluald dynasty fell, and the Pollan Chants (Khiran) H. 

appointed as governor an Arab of the tole of TM. Shortly after 
it came into relation with• Islam. 

See G. Rothstein's Dee 	der laMseldni is el-Hire (Bean, 
1899); Th. Itleildeles's Gesceidee der Parer and Amber an Zeit der 
Sarsersidas (Leiden, On). • 

la the beginning of the 6th century am. a dynasty known as 
the Jail/Ids, enter into the history alike of the Roman and 
obwii,. Pagan aspires. They ruled over the tribe of Masan 

in the extreme northwest of Arabia, east of the 
Jordan, from near Petra in the south to the neighbourhood of 
Resift in the north-east. Of their origin flute is known except 
that they cams from the south. A part of the same tribe in• 
habited Yathrib (Medina) at the time of Mehemet. The first 
certain prince of the Jefnid house was /feria ibn Jabal*, who, 
according to the chronicle of John Malaise, conquered Mondhir 

undhir) of Him in gab In the following year, according to 
Precopius, Justinian perceived the value*, the Gbassaniels as an 
outpost of the Roman empire, sad as opponents of the Persian 
dependants of HU*, sad recognised Melds as king of the Arabs 
and patrician •of the Roman empire. He was thus constantly 
engaged is battles against Hire. In set be fought under Bell-
satius Mesopotamia. After his death about 569 or no Abe 
friendly relations with the West continued, but about 583 there 
was a breech. The Gbessanid kingdom split into sections each 
with its own prince. Some pawed under the away of Penis, 
'other; preserved their freedom at the expense of their neighbours. 
At this point their history ceases to be mentioned in the Western 
chroaicies. There ere references to the Ghassanid Nu'rean in the 
poems of Nabigha. Arabian tradition tells of their prism 
labels ilia Mena who accepted Islam, after fighting against 
it, but finding it too democratic, returned to Christianity and 
exile in the Roman empire. As Islam avenced, some of the 
Ghsednids retreated to Ceppadocis, others accepted the new 
faith. 

See Th. Neldeice. Die sheemeisekeis Firms ear item Haase 
Gefir•'s (Bettie, May). • 

In the last decade of the 5th•century a new power arose in 
muted Arabia. This was the tribe of Kinds trader the sway of 
MO& the family of Aqil ul Murat, who came from the south. 

They seem to have stood in much the sense relation to 
the rulers of Yemen, as the people of )Bra to the 1Pessians and 
the Chasse:lids to Rome.. Abraks in his invasion of the liejat 
was accompanied by chiefs of Kinds. Details of their history 
are not ksown, but they seem to have gained power at one time 
even over the Lakheids of Iftra; and to have ruled over 
Bahrein as well as Yemenia until the hauls of Shi'b ul Jabs* 
when they lost this province to Hire. The poet Assru'ul Qais 
was a member of the princely family of Kinds. 

Outside the territory of the powers mentioned above, Arabia 
in the 6th century was in a state of political chaos. Bahrein, 
erase inhabited chiefly by the Bsni'Abd Qais and the Beni  
v,„,,„, Baler, was largely subject to Notion influence near 
•rid►  its coast, and a Pettish governor,. Sebocht, resided 

In Hajar. its chief town. In Oman the Abs,we who 
were chiefly engaged in fishing and seafaring, were Azdites 
mixed with Persians. The ruling dynasty of Julanda in their 
capital Solar lasted on till the Abbasid period. No Persian 
officials are mentioned In this country; whether Persians exer-
cised authority over it is doubtfuL On the west coast of Arabia 
the influence of the kingdom of Yemen was kit in varying degree 
according to the strength of tbenders of that land. Apart from 
this influence the Hejaz was simply a collation of cities each 
with it* own government, while outside the cities the various 
tribes governed themselves and fought continual battles with 
one smother. 

Time of A lahomek—Thus at the time of Mahomet's advent 
the country was peopled by mime tribes. some more or less 
settled under the governments of south Arabia, Kinds, Hire and 
Gilman, these in turn depending. on Abyssinia. Persia end 
Rome (i.e. Byzantium); others as in the Hejes were ruled in 
Walla communities by members of leading families, while  

in various parts of the paired* were wandering Arabs still 
maintainieg the traditions of old family and tribal rule, funning 
so state, sometimes pasting, as suited them, trader the influence 
and protection of one or another of the greater pewee. To them 
may bq added a certain number of Jewish tribes and families 
deriving' their origin portly from migrations from Palestine. 
partly from converts among the Arabs themselves. Mamma 
appealed at once to religion and patriotism, or rather mated a 
feeling for both. For Mehemet as a religious teacher and for the 
details of his career see Mammas, It is enough here to outline 
his actions in so far as he attempted to crate a united, and then 
a conquering, Arabia. Though the external conquests of the 
Arabs belong more properly to the period of the caliphate, yet 
they were the natural outcome of the ocoFbei's Helm 1011  idea 
of Arabia for the Arabians could oaly be radioed by summoning 
the great king% of the surrounding nations to recognise Islam; 
otherwise ,Abyssinis, Persia and Rome (Ryallaiium) would 
continue their former endeavours to influence and control the 
affairs of the peninsula. Tradition tells that IL few years before 
his death he did actually send letters to the emperor Heradius, 
to the negus of Abyssinia, the king of Persia, sad Cyrus, patriarch 
of Alexandria, the " Mukaukis " of Egypt, summoning them to 
accept Islam and threatening them with punishment in case of 
refusal. But the task pf carrying out these thralls fell to the lot 
of his successors; the work of the prophet was to be the subjugat-
ing and uniting of Arabia. This work, scarcely begun in Mecca, 
was really started after the migration to Medina .by the forma-
Rion of a party of men—the Allehryires (Refugees or Emigrants) 
and the Ansgr (Hawser Defendesa)--who accepted Mehemet 
as their , religious leader. As the necessity of overcoming his 
enemies became• urgent, this party became military. A few 
successes in battle extracted to him men who were interested in 
fighting and who were willing to accept his religion as a condition 
of membership of his party, which soon began to assume a 
national form. Mehemet early found an excuse for attacking 
the Jews, who.were, naturally in the way of his schemes. The 
Baai Nadir were expelled, the Bard Quraira slaughtered. By the 
time he had successfully stormed the richJewish town of itheibar, 
he had found that it was better to allow industrious Jews to 
remain is Arabia as payers of tribute than to expel or kill theme 
this policy he followed afterwards. The capture of Mecca (630) 
was not only an evidence of his growing power, which induced 
Arabs throughout the peninsula to join him, but gave him a vale-
eble centre of Pilgrimage. in which he erasable by a politic adoption 
of some of the heathen Arabian ceremonies into his own rites to 
win men over the more easily to his own cause. At his death in 
633 Mehemet left Arabia practically unified. It is true that rived 
prophets were leading rebellions in various parts of Arabia, 
that the tax-collectors were not always paid, and that the 
warriors of the land were much distressed for want of work 
owing to the brotherhood of Arabs proclaimed by Mahomet. 
The tribes were a seething mass of restlessness, their old feuds 
ready to break out again. But they had realized that they had 
common interests. The power of the foreigner in Arabia was 
broken. Islam promised rich booty for those who fought and 
won, paradise for those who fell. 

Early Caliplu. ,  t. Conmest.—One task of the early caliphs 
was to find an outlet for the restless fighting spirit. Abu Bela 
(63 2-634), the first of these caliphs, was a man of simple We and 
profound faith. He understood the intention of Mallon:let as to 
foreign nations, and set himself resolutely to carry it out in the 
face of much difficulty. Hence as soon as he assumed office be 
sent out the army already chosen to advance against the Romans 
in the north. The successful reduction of the rebels in Arabia 
enabled him in his first year to send his great general Kbalid 
with his Arab warriors first against Persians, then against 
Romans. His early death prevented him from seeing the fruits 
of his policy. Under the second caliph Omar (6m-644) the 
Persians were defeated at Esdetiya (Kadeasia), and Irak was 
completely subdued and the new cities of Kula and Bases were 

For the preeral histordirojanthlsuceseding pried see Caurnsint 
F.orrr: thrum " 
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founded (635). In the same year Damascus fell Into the hands 
of the Arabs under Abu 'Ubaida. In 636 Jerusalem fell and 
received a visit from the caliph. Three years later the fateful 
step was taken of appointing Moawiya (Mu'awlyyn) governor of 
Syria. In 640 'Amr•ibn-el-Ass (Amr ibn ai.'As) invaded Egypt 
and the following year took Alexandria and founded Fostat 
(which later became Cairo). The Victory at Nehavend in 60 
over the Pendais, the flight of the last Sassanid king and the 
capture of Ref or Rai (class. Rhagae) in 643 meant the entire 
subjugation of Persia and crowned the conquests of Omar's 
caliphate. The reign of the third caliph Othman (644-656) was 
marked by the beginning of that internal strife which was to 
ruin Arabia; but the foreign conquests continued. In the north 
the Moslem arms reached Armenia and Asia Minor; on the west 
they were successful as far as Carthage on the north coast of 
Africa. After the murder of Othman, 'Ali (656-660 became 
caliph, but Moawiya, governor of Syria, soon rebelled on the 
pretext of avenging the death of Othman. After the battle of 
Siffin (657) arbitration was resorted to for the settlement of the 
rival dal ms. By a trick 'Ali was deposed (638), and the Omayyad 
dynasty was established with its capital at Damascus. 

During these early years the Arabs had not only made con-
quests by land, but had found an outlet for their energy at sea. 

In 640 Omar sent a fleet of boats across the Red Sea 

DNS Oa  ("a  to protect the Moslems on the Abyssinian coast. 
The boats were wrecked. Omar was so terrified by 

this that when Moawiya applied to him for permission to use 
ships for an attack on the islands of the Levant, he resolutely 
refused. Othman was less careful, and allowed a fleet from 
Africa to help in the conquests of the Levant and Asia Minor. 
In 6.0 he sanctioned the establishment of a maritime service, 
on condition that it should be voluntary. Abu Qais, appointed 
admiral, showed its usefulness by the capture of Cyprus. In 65s 
Abu Sarh with a fleet from Egypt won a naval battle over the 
Byzantine fleet near Alexandria. 

s. Ittiesnal Afairs.—In the meantime what had become of 
Ambit and its unification? The first task of Abu Bekr had 
been to reduce those rebels who threatened to destroy that unity 
even before it was fully established. This he did by the aid of 
the great general Khtlid. First he swept down on the Bani 
Hanna in Yemima, who with their rival prophet hfosailanta 
(Mosailima) and 40,000 men were in arms. The battle of 
Yemama (633) was fierce and decisive. Moselle= was slain. 
The Bani Hann returned to Islam. Bahrein was influenced by 
this battle, and the rebellion there, which was threatening, was 
crushed. Oman was reconquered by Huddhaifa, who became its 
governor. Ikrima settled Mehra. Muhl*, with the help of 
lkrima, succeeded with difficulty, but thoroughly, in defeating 
Amr ibn hla'dikarib and Qais ibn 'Abd Yaghilth in Yemen and 
Aahath ibn Qais in Hadramut. The Hejaz and Tehama were 
cleared of the plundering nomads by 'Acta and Tahir. At the 
end of the first year of his caliphate Abu Bekr saw Arabia united 
under Islam. The new national feeling demanded that all 
Arabs should be free men, so the caliph ordained that all Arab 
slaves should be freed on easy terms. The solidarity of Arabia 
survived the first foreign conquests. It was not intended that 
Arabs should settle in the conquered lands except as armies of 
occupation. Thus it was at first forbidden that Arabs should 
buy or possess land in these countries. Kilts was to be only a 
military camp, as was Fostat in Egypt. The taxes with the booty 
from conquests were to be sent to Arabia for distribution among 
the Moslems. Omar tried to prevent the advance of conquests 
lest Arabia should suffer. " I would rather the safety of my 
people than thousands of spoil and further conquest." But 
men could not be prevented from pouring out from their homes 
in search of new conquests and more booty. Many of those who 
went forth did not return. They acquired property and rank in 
the new lands. Kilfa attracted chiefly men of south Arabia, 
Beam those of the north. Both became great cities, each with 
a population of r so,000 to 200,000 Arabians. Yet so long as the 
caliphs lived in Medina, the capital of Arabia was the capital 
of the expanding Arabian empire. To it was brought a large  

share of the booty. The caliphs were chosen them and there the 
rules for the administration were framed. Thence went out the 
governors to their provinces. Omar was the great organiser 
of Arabian affairs. He compiled the Koran, instituted the civil 
list, regulated the military organization. He, too, desired that 
Mahomet's wish should be carried out and that Arabia should be 
purely Moslem. To this end he expelled the Christians from 
Hebert and gave than lanai's Syria and Irak, where they were 
allowed to live in peace on payment of tribute. The Jews, too, 
were shortly after expelled from IChaiber. The secondary posi-
tion that Arabia was beginning to assume in the Arabian empire 
is dearly marked in the progress of events during the caliphate 
of Othman. In his appointments to governorships and other 
offices, as well as in his distribution of spoil, Othmlin showed a 
marked preference for the members of his own tribe the Kora& 
(Quraish) and the members of his own family the Bani Ontayia 
(Umayya). The other Arab tribes became increadagly jealous 
of the Koreish, while among the Koreish themselves t he Hasid-
mite family came to late the Omayysd, which now had much 
power, although it had been among the last to accept Islam sad 
never was very strict in its religious duties. But the quarrels 
which led to the murder of Othman were fomented not so much 
in Arabia as in Ktfa and Basra and Fostat In these dties the 
rival parties were composed of the most energetic fighting men, 
who were brought into the most intimate contact with one 
another, and who kept up their quarrels from the home land. 
In Kula • number of the Koreish had settled, and their arrogance 
became insupportable. The governors of all these towns were of 
Othmen's own family. After some years of growing dissatisfac-
tion deputies from these places came to 'Medina, and the result 
was the murder of the caliph. 'Syria alone remained loyal to the 
house of Omayya, and Othman had been advised to take refuge 
there, but had refused. Arabia itself counted for little in the 
strife. Yet its prestige was not altogether lest. After the 
murder the rebels were unwilling to return home until a new 
caliph had been chosen in the eapitak The Egyptian rebels 
managed to gain most influence, and, in accordance with their 
desire, 'Alt was appointed caliph by the citizens of Medias-
But Medina itself was being corrupted by the constant infirm of 
captives, who, employed at first as servants, soon became 
powerful enough to dictate to their masters. In the struggle that 
ensued upon the election of 'Alt, Arabia was invoived. Ayesha, 
Talba and Zobair, who were strong In Mena, succeeded in 
obtaining possession of Beira, but were defeated in 656 at the 
battle of the Camel (see Au). In the south of Arabia 'Alt sue. 
ceded in establishing his own governor he Yemen, though the 
government treasure was carried off to Mecca. But the centre 
of strife was not to be Arabia. When `AB left Medina to secure 
Basra, he abandoned it as the capital of the Arabian empire, 
With the success of Moawiya Damascus became the capital of 
the caliphate (60) and Arabia became a mere province, though 
always of importance because of its possession, of the two sacred 
cities Mecca and Medina. Both these cities were secured by 
Moawiya in 66o, and at the same time Yemen was punished for 
its adherence to 'Alt The final blow to any political pretensions 
of Medina was dealt by the caliph when he had his son Yastd 
declared as his successor, thus taking away any claim on ths 
part of the citizens of Medina to elect to the caliphate. 

Tire Orneyyads.—The early years of the Omayptels were years 
of constant strife in Ambit The Khlirilites who had opposed 
'All on the ground that he had no right to allow the appeal to 
arbitration, were defeated at Nahrawlin or Hatteras (60), but 
thoke who escaped became fierce propagandists against the 
Koreish, some claiming that the caliph should be chosen by the 
Faithful from any tribe of the Arabs, some that there should 
be no caliph at all, that God alone was their ruler and that the 
government should be carried on by a counal. They broke up 
into many sects, and were long a disturbing political force In 
Arabia as elsewhere. On the death of 'AB his house was repre-
sented by his two eons Haman and Hameln (unsafe). Hama 
soon made peace with Morarlys. On the accession of Yaidd, 
Homan refused homage and raised as army, but was slain at 
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Rebels (68o). 'Abdullab fbh Zobair (of the house of Flashier) 
immediately stepped forward in Mecca as the avenger of *Ali's 
family and the champion of religion. The two sacred cities 
supported him. Medina was besieged and sacked by the troops 
of Yadd (68s) and Mecca was besieged the following year. The 
siege was raised in the third month on the news of the death of 
Yasid, but not before the Ka'ba had beep destroyed. %lidsIlah 
remained in Mecca recognized as caliph in Arabia, and soon 
after in Egypt and even a part of Syria. He defeated the troops 
of Merwlin I., but could not win the support of the Kharijites. 
In 691 Abdalmalik CAbdul-Malik) determined to crush his 
rival and mat his general liajjaj against Mecca. The siege was 
begun in March 692, and in October the city was taken and 
'Abdallah slain. AbdalmaLik was now supreme in Arabia and 
throughout the Moslem world. During the remaining years 
of the Omayyad dynasty (Le. until 75o) little Is heard of Arabia 
in history. The conquests of Islam in Spain on the one side 
and India on the other had little or no effect on it. It was merely 
a province. 

The 'elebesids.—The accession of Abul 'Abbas (of the house 
at Hashim) and the transference of the capital of the caliphate 
from Damascus to Kids, then Anbsr and soon after (in 760) 
to Bagdad meant still further degradation to Arabia and Arabs. 
From the beginning the 'Abbesids depended for help on Persians 
sad Turks, and the chief offices of state were frequently filled 
with foreigners. In one thing only the Arabs conquered to the 
end; that was in their language. The study of Arabic was taken 
up by lexicographers, grammarians and poets (mostly of foreign 
origin) with a seal rarely shown elsewhere. The old Arabian 
Mir spirit was dying. Although the Arabians, as a rule, were in 
Amour of the Omayyad family, they could not affect the succes-
sion of the 'Abbasid& They returned more and more to their 
old inter-trlbal disputes. They formed now not only a mere 
branch of the empire of the caliphate, but a branch deriving 
little life from and giving lees to the main stock. In 762 there 
was a rebellion in favour of a descendant of 'Ali, but it was put 
down with great severity by the army of the caliph Manger. 
A more local 'Alyite revolt in Mecca and Medina was crushed 
in 785. In the contest between the two sons of Harms al Rashid 
all Arabia sided with Marnan (liz a). In 845-846 the lawless 
raids of Bedouin tribes compelled the caliph Widget to send 
his Turkish general Bogha, who was more successful in the north 
than in the centre and south of Arabia in restoring peace. 

The Cessedkieris.--.Towards the dose of the 9th century 
Arabia was disturbed by the rise of a new movement which during 
the next hundred years dominated the peninsula, and at its 
dose left it shattered never to be united again. In the year 
NW Yemen was listening to the propaganda of the new sect of 
the Carmatbians (q.t.) or followers of Hamden Qarmat. Four 
years later these had become a public force. In goo 'Aba Sald 
al-Jannabi, who had boessest to Bahrein by Hamden, had secured 
a large part of this province and had won the city of Kati( (Kalif) 
which contained many Jews and Persians. The Arabs who 
lived more inland were mostly Bedouin who found the obligations 
of Islam irksome, and do not seem to have made a very vigorous 
opposition to the Carmaddans who took Hajar the capital of 
Bahrein in 903. From this they made succemful attacks on 
Tanana (Yamanted, 'and attempts only partially successful 
at first at Oman. In 906 the court at Bagdad learned that 
these sectaries had gained almost all Yemen and were threatening 
Mecca and Medina. Abs Wit' was assassinated (9r3) in his 
palace at Label (which in 926 was fortified and became the 
Carmathian capital of Bahrein). His son WM succeeded him, 
but proved too weak and was deposed and succeeded by his 
brother Abu Tilde. His success was constant and the caliphate 
was brought very low by him. In Arabia he subjugated Oman, 
and swooping down on the west in 929 he horrified the Moslem 
world by capturing Mecca and carrying off the sacred blade 
stone to Bahrein. The Fatimite atiph 'Obaidallah (see FILM 
IMO, to whom Abu Tithir professed allegiance, publicly wrote 
to him to restore the stone, but there is some reason to believe 
that be secretly encouraged him to retain it. In 939, however,  

the stone was restated and pilgrimages to the holy dries ware 
allowed to pass unmolested on payment of a tax. So long as 
Aba Tihir lived the Carmathians controlled Arabia. After 
his death, however, they quarrelled with the Fatimite rulers 
of Egypt (969) and began to lose their influence. In Os they 
were completely defeated in Irak, and soon after lost control 
of the pilgeimages. Oman recovered its independence. Three 
years later IWO, at that time their chief city, was boasted 
and taken by a Beduin sheik, sad subsequently their political 
power in Arabia tame to an end. It was significant that their 
power fell into the hands ai Bedouins. Arabia was now com-
pletely disorganized, and was only nominally subject to the 
caliphate. The attempt of Mehemet to unify Arabia had 
failed. The country was once more split up into small govern-
ments, more or less independent, and groups of wandering tribes 
carrying on their petty feuds. Of the history of these during 
the next few centuries little is known, except in the case of the 
Hejaz. Here the presence of the sacred cities led writers to 
record their annals (d. F. Wastenfeld's Die areniken der 
Staff Make, 4  vols., Leipzig, 1E857-186d. The two cities were 
governed by Arabian nobles (rIerffs), often at feed with one 
another, recognising formally the ovesiordship of the caliph 
at Bagdad or the caliph of Egypt. Thus in 966 the name of the 
caliph Mod was banished from the prayers at Mecca, and an 
'Alyite took possession of the government of the city and recog-
mind the Egyptian caliph as his master. About a century later 
(zo75-2o94) the 'Abbasid caliph was again recognised as spiritual 
bead owing to the success in arms of his protector the Seljuk 
Malik-Shah. With the fall of the Bagdad caliphate all attempts 
at control from that quarter came to an end. After the visit of 
the Sultan Bibare (1269) Mecca was governed by as amir de-
pendent on Egypt. Outside the two cities anarchy prevailed, 
and the pilgrimage was frequently unsafe owing to marauding 
Bedouins. In 107 the Osmanli Turkish sultan Sedire conquered 
Egypt, and having received the right of succession to the caliphate 
was solemnly presented by the shetif of Mecca with the keys of 
the city, and recognised as the spiritual bead of Islam and ruler 
of the Hejaz. At the same time Yemen, which since the 9th 
century had been in the power of a number of small dynasties 
ruling in Zubcd, San'a, Side and Aden, passed into the hands 
of the Turk. 

For the history of Yemen during this period d. H. C. Kay. 
Ontarals's History of Yemen (London, 1802), and S. Lane-Poole, 
The Mahortnnaan Dynasties. pp. 87-103 iphrestminster, 180.0. 
Little lbore than a century later (1630), a Yemen noble Mikan 
succeeded in expelling the Turk and establishing a native iodinate, 
which lasted until 1871. For descriptions of it in the i8th century 
d. C. Niebuhr's accounts of his travels in Arabia in 1761. 

Oman.—Since the separation from the caliphate (before 
woo A.D.) Oman had remained independent. For more than 
a century it was governed by five elected imams, who were 
chosen from the tribe of al-Azd and generally lived at Nizwa. 
After them the Bani Nebhan gained the upper hand and estab-
lished a succession of kings (ard/ikr) who governed from 1154 
to 1406. During this time the country was twice invaded by 
Persians. The " kings of Hermes " claimed authority over the 
coast land until the beginning of the 16th century. In 143S 
the people rose against the tyranny of the Bani Nebhin and 
restored the imamate of the tribe al-Azd. In r5o8 the Portu-
guese under Albuquerque seized most of the east coast of Oman. 
In 1624 a new dynasty arose in the interior, when Nash. ibn 
Murshid of the Yariba (Yearuba) tribe (originally from Yemen) 
was elected imam and established his capital at Rustak. He 
was able to subdue the petty princes of the country, and the 
Portuguese were compelled to give up several towns and pay 
tribute for their residence at Muscat. About z651 the Portuguese 
were finally expelled from this city, and about 1698 from. the 
Omanite settlements on the east coast of Africa. 

For the history of Oman from 66r to 1836 cf. G. P. Ba 
History of the Interns and Sryyids of Ofetan by Salit-ebts-Rosik n. 
itaiduyt Society, 187e). 	 (G. . T.) 

Weidiebi Mnasest—Modern Arabian history begins with 
that of the Wahhabi movement in the middle of the 18th century. 
Its originator, Mahommed Ibn Abdul Wahhab, was bora (1691) 
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at Ayana in Nejd, and att. studying In Burn and Damascus, 
and nuking the pilgrimage to Mecca returned to his native 
country and settled down at Huremala near Deraiya. The abuses 
and corruptions which had overgrown the practice of orthodox 
Islam had deeply impressed him, and he set to work to combat 
them, and to inculcate on all good Moslems a return to the 
pure simplicity of their original faith. In Ina Mahommed 
Ibn Send, sheik of Deraiya, accepted his doctrines, and enforced 
them by his sword with such effect that before his death in 176$ 
the whole of eastern Nejd and El Hasa was converted to the 
faith of Abdul Wahhab, and accepted the political supremacy 
of Iba Sand. His son and successor, Abdul Ariz, in a rapid 
series of successful campaigns, extended his dominion and that 
of the reformed faith tar beyond the limits of Najd. His attacks 
on the pilgrim caravans, begun in 1783 and constantly repeated, 
startled the Mahommedan world,' and compelled the attention 
of the sultan, as the nominal protector of the faithful. In 1798 
a Turkish force was sent from Bagdad into El Hasa, but was 
compelled to retreat without accomplishing anything, and its 
discomfiture added much to the renown of the Wahhibi power. 
In 18or Sand, son of the amir Abdul Axis, led an expedition to 
the Euphrates, and on the festival of Bairam, the soth of April, 
stormed Kerbela, put the defenders to the sword, destroyed the 
sacred tomb, scattered the sacred relics and returned laden with 
the treasures, accumulated during centuries in the sanctuary 
of the Shia faith. Mecca itself was taken; plundering was foe-
bidden, but the tombs of the saints and all objects of veneration 
were ruthlessly destroyed, and all ceremonies which seemed in 
the eye of the stern puritan conqueror to suggest the taint of 
idolatry were forbidden. 

On the 14th of October illos the amir Abdul Axis, at the age 01 
eighty-two years, was murdered by a Shit fanatic when at prayers 
in the mosque of Deraiya, and Sand, who had for many years 
led the Wahhabi armies, became the reigning emir. In 1804 
Medina was taken and with Its fall all resistance ceased. The 
Wahhabi empire bad now attained its zenith, a settled govern-
ment was established able to enforce law and order in the desert 
and in the towns, and a spirit of Arabian nationality had grown 
up which bade fair to extend the Wahhibi dominion over all 
the Arab race. It already, however, bore within it the germ of 
decay; the accumulation of treasure in the capital had led to a 
corruption of the simple manners of the earlier times; the 
exhaustion of the tribes though the heavy blood tax had roused 
discontent among them; the plundering of the holy places, 
the attacks on the pilgrim caravans under the escort of Turkish 
soldiers, and finally, in 1810, the desecration of the tomb of 
Mehemet and the removal of its costly treasures, raised a cry 
of dismay throughout the Mahommedan world, and made it 
dear even to the Turkish sultan that unless the Wahhabi 
power were crushed his claims to the caliphate were at an 
end. 

But Turkey was herself fully occupied by affairs in Europe, 
and to Mehemet Ali, then pasha of Egypt, was deputed the task 
of bringing the Wahhabis into subjection. In October Ohl an 
expedition consisting of moo° men under Tusun Pasha, the 
pasha's son, a youth of sixteen, landed in Hejaz without opposi-
tion. Sand with his main forces had started northwards to 
attack Bagdad, but returning at once he met and defeated 
Tusun with great loss and compelled him to retire. Medina 
and subsequently Mecca were eventually taken by the Egyptians, 
but In spite of continual reinforcements they could do little 
more than hold their own In Hejaz. In 1813 Mehemet All was 
compelled to take the field himself with fresh troops, but was 
unable to achieve any decisive success, and in 1814 Tusun was 
again defeated beyond Tail. In May 1814 Sand died, and his 
son ,Abdallah, attempted to negotiate, but Mehemet All refused all 
orertruokand in January t8r5 advanced into Nejd; defeated the 
Wahhabi army and occupied Ras, then the chief town in Kasim. 
Terms of peace were made; but on the retirement of the Egyptians 
Abdallah refused to carry out the conditions agreed on, which 

'For farther details of this period, see Earns " Whom-
meths Period." f  

induded die return of the jewels plundered by his father, and 
another campaign had to be fought before his submission was 
obtained. Ibrahim Pasha replaced Tusun in cosnmaed. and as 
reaching Arabia in September 1816 his first aim was to gain 
over the great Bedouin tribes holding the roads between Hejas 
and his objective in Nejd; having thus secured his lineal advance 
he pushed on boldly and defeated Abdallah at Wiya, where be 
put to death all prisoners taken; thence rapidly advancing, 
with contingents of the friendly Herb and Muter tribes is 
support of his regular troops, he laid siege to Ras; this place, 
however, held out and alter • four mouths' siege he was com-
pelled to give up the attack. Leaving it on one side be pushed 
on eastwards, took Anent after six days' bombarthnent and 
occupied Bureda. Here he waited two months for reinforce-
ments, and with his Bedouin contingent, strengthened by the 
adhesion of the Ateba and Bani Khilid tribes, advanced on 
Shahs in Wushm, which fell in January 18z8 after a regular 
siege. After destroying Huremala and massacring its inhabit. 
ants, he arrived before Deraiya on the 14th of April 2828. 
For six months the siege went on with varying fortune, but at 
last the courage and determination of Ibrahim triumphed, 
and on the 9th of September, after a heroic resistance, Abdallah, 
with a remnant of four hundred men, was compelled to amender. 
The Wahhgbi leader was soon after seat to Constantinopler 
where, in spite of Mehemet Afi's intercession, he and the com-
panions who had followed him in his captivity were condemned 
to death, and after being paraded through the city with ignominy 
for three days were finally beheaded. 

Derain was razed to the ground and the principal towns of 
Nejd were compelled to admit Egyptian garrisons; but though 
the Arabs saw themselves powerless to stand before disciplined 
troops, the Egyptians, on the other hand, had to coshes that 
without useless sacrifices they could not retain their hold en the 
interior. 

In :824 Turki, son of the unfortunate Abdallah, headed a 
rising which resulted in the re-establishment of the Wahhibi 
state with Riad as Its new capital; and during the neat ten years 
he consolidated his power, paying tribute to and under the 
nominal suzerainty of Egypt till his murder in 1834. His son, 
Fesel, succeeded him, but in 1836 on his refusal to pay tribute 
an Egyptian force was sent to depose him and he was taken 
prisoner and sent to Cairo, while a rival claimant, Khand, was 
established as amir in Riad. Mehemet All and his son Ibrahim 
Pasha were, however, now committed to their conflict with 
Turkey for Syria and Asia Minor, and had ne troops to spare 
for the thankless task of holding the Arabian deserts; the 
garrisons were gradually withdrawn, and in .184.2 Real, who 
had escaped from his prison at Cairo reappeared and was eves*. 
where recognized as emir. The few remaining Egyptian troops 
were ejected from Riad, and with them all semblance of Egyptian 
or. Turkish rule disappeared from central Arabia. 

For a time it looked as if the supremacy of the Wahhabi 
empire was to be renewed; El Hasa, Hulk, Kasha and Ark 
returned to their allegiance, but over Oman and Yemen Rad 
never re-established his dominion, and the Bahrein. sheiks 
with British support kept their independence. 

A rivalatate had, however, arisen, under Abdallah Ibn Rashid 
in Jebel Shaman Driven into exile owing to a feud between 
his family and the Ibn Ali, the leading family of the no 

 Shammar, Ahdallah came to Riad in 1830, and was ibudei 
favourably received by the emir Turki. In 1834 he 
was with Faisal en an expedition against El Has when news cams 
of the amir's murder by his cousin Masharah. By Abdallah's 
advice the expedition was abandoned; Fled hastened back 
with all his forces to Riad, and invested the citadel- where 
Masharah had taken refuge, but failed to gain possession 01 it, 
until Abdallah with two companions found his way into the 
palace, killed Mubarak, and placed Feed on the throne of his 
father. As a reward for his services Abdallah was appointed 
governor of Jebel Shammar, and had already established himself 
in Hail when the Egyptian expedition of 2836 removed Filial 
temporarily boon Nejd. During the exile of the/Atka he swab' 
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taisalidaleci his power, intending his Meares more especially 
over the desert tribes, all on Fassi's return in 1842 he had 
caged a state subject only in name to• that of which Riad was 
the capital. 

On the death of Abdallth in au, his We Tail succeeded. 
He set hinuielf to work to establish law and order throughout 
the state, to arrange its finances, and to encourage the settlement 
in Hail of artificers and merchant; from abroad; the building 
of the citadel and palace commenced by Mehemet All, and 
continued by Abdidish Ibn Rashid, was completed by 
town walls were streagthened, new Mals dug, gardens planted, 
mosques.and abode built. Ifs uncle Obed, to whom equally 
with Abdallah is due the foundation of the Thu Rashid dynasty, 
laboured to extend the Shammar boundaries. IChaibar, Tana 
and Jauf became tributary to Hat 

Though tolerant in religion Tagil was careful to avoid the 
suspicion of lukewaramess towards the Wahhabi formulas. 
Luxury in clothing and the use of tobacco were prohibited; 
attendance at-the Mosque was enforced: any doubt as to his 
orthodoxy was silenced by the amount and regularity of the 
tribute sent by him tct Riad. Equally guarded was his attitude 
to the Turkish authorities; it is not improbable that Talal had 
also entered into relations with the viceroy of Egypt to ensure 
his position in case of a collision with the Porto During his 
twenty years' reign Jebd Shammar became a model state, where 
justice and security ruled in a manner before unheard of. Feral 
may well have watched with jealous anxiety the growing strength 
of his neighbour's state as compared with his own, where all 
progress was arrested by the deadening tyranny of religious 
fanaticism. 

On the z rth of March r868 Tail!, smitten with an incurable 
malady, fell by his own band and was succeeded by his brother 

Matta; after a brief reign be was murdered by his 
nephews, the elder of whom, Bandar, became emir. 
hfahommed, the third son of the noir Abdallah, was at 
the time absent; with a view of getting his uncle into 

his power, Bandar invited him to return to Hag, and on his arrival 
went out to meet him accompanied by Hamad, son of Obed, and 
a small following. Warned by a hunted sign by flamed that his 
life was in danger, Mahommed at once attacked Bandar, stabbed 
him and took possession of the citadel; a general massacre of 
all members of the house of Ibis Rashid followed, and next day 
Mabommed appeared withhis cousin Hamud in the market-place 
of Hail, and announced his assumption of the amirship. A 
strong and capable ruler, he soon established his authority over 
all northern and western Nejd, and in £872 the opportunity 
arrived for his interveatiou in the east. la that year Abdalkh, 
who had succeeded Foal in Riad in 1865, was deposed, but with 
the assistance of Mahommed was reinstated; two years later, 
however, be was again deposed and forced to seek refuge at Hail, 
from which place he appealed for assistance to the Turkish 
authorities at Bagdad. Midbat Pasha, then governor-general, 
seized the occasion of asserting Turkish dominioreon the Persian 
Gulf coast, and in £875, in spite of British protests, occupied 
El Hasa and established a new province under the title of Nejd, 
with its headquarters at Hofuf, of which Abdallab was appointed 
governor. This was an event of some importance, as it con-
skated the first Tuthish claim to the sovereignty over Nejd 
abandoned by Egypt Shirty-three years earlier. The Turks did 
not support their client by advanciag into Nejd itself, and he 
and his rivals were left to fight out their battles among 
themselves. Turkey was indeed too much occupied by the war 
with Russia to pay much attention to Arab affairs, though 
a few years later she •attempted to occupy Bahrein by a 
coup vie seek, which was only frustrated by the action of a 
British gunboat. 

Owing to the dissensions among the ruling family of Riad, 
the towns of eastern Nejd gradually reverted to their former 
condition of independence, but menaced in turn by the growing 
power of Hail, they formed a coalition under the leadership of 
71m0, arab of Antis, and in the spring of 5891, Anus, Bureda, 
Shaba, Ras and Riad assembled their contingents to contest  

with iba Rashid the supremacy in Weld. The latter bad besides 
so, Goo of his own south Shimmer tribesmen, the whole strength 
of the Hub Bedouins, some io,oco men, and an additional 
support of moo mounted men from his kinsmen, the northern 
Slimmer from the Euphrates, while the Muter and Ateba tribes 
took part with the athes. The total strength of each side 
amounted to about 30,000 men. Zamil's forces held a strong 
position between Anesa and Bored*, and for over a month 
desultory fighting went on; finally an attack was made against 
the defenders' centre, covered by some camel riders; the men 
of Anesa broke and the whole allied forces fled in disorder; Zamil 
and his eldest son were killed, as were also two of the Ibis Saud 
family, while the remainder were taken prisoners. Ann and 
Bureda surrendered the same day, and shortly after Ras, Shaken 
and Riad tendered their submhdon. 

This victory placed the whole of northern and central Arabia 
under the supremacy of hfahommed Ibn Rashid, which he held 
undisputed during the rest of his life. 

On his death in 1895 his nephew Abdul-Ask, son of the 
murdered emir Matib, succeeded; during his reign a new 
element has been introduced into Nejd politics by the 

sans, 
kto „ rising importance°, Russet (Koweit) and the attempts y ,` 

of Turkey to obtain possession of its importantharbour. 
In thou a quarrel arose between Sheik Mubarak of Kuwet and 
the amir of Hail whose cause was supported by Turkey. A force 
was equipped at Basra under Ahmad Feizi Pasha with the 
intention of occupying Kuwet; Mubarak thereupon appealed to 
Great Britain and action was taken which prevented the Turkish 
designs from being carried out. Kuwet was not formally placed 
under British protection, but it was officiatly announced by the 
government on the sth of May 19os " that the establishment of a 
naval base or fortified port in the Persian Gulf by any other 
power would be regarded as a very grave menace to British 
interests which would certainly be resisted with all the means at 
its disposal." 

In the meantime Sheik Mubarak had found useful allies in 
the Muntafik Arabs from the lower Euphrates, and the Wahhibis 
of Riad; the latter under the emir Ibn Sited marched against 
Ibn Rashid, who at the instigation of the Porte had again 
threatened Kuwet (Koweit), compelled him to retire to his own 
territory and took possession of the towns of Bared* and Anna. 
Sheik Mubarak and his allies continued their advance, defeated 
Ibn Rashid in two engagements on the sand of July and the 26th 
of September 1904, and drove him back on his capital, Haff. 
The Porte now made another effort to assist its protégé; two 
columns were despatched from Medina and Basra respectively, 
to relieve Hail, and drive out the Wahhibis. Ahmed Feizi Puha, 
in command of the Bum column, 4200 strong, crossed the 
desert and reached the wells of Lina, 200 m. from Hail, on the 
Sth of March loos; here, however, he received orders to halt and 
negotiate before proceeding farther. The Turkish government 
realised by this time the strength of the hostile combination, 
and in view of the serious state of affairs in Yemen, hesitated to 
undertake another campaign in the deserts of Nejd. Arrange- 
ments were accordingly made with the WahhAbis, and on the 
ioth of April Ahmed Feisi Pasha left Lino, ostensibly with the 
object of protecting the pilgrim road, and joined the Medina 
column by the end of the month. Bureda and Aura were 
occupied without opposition, the rebellious sheiks amnestied by 
the sultan and loaded with gifts, and formal peace was made 
between the rival factions. 

European influence was not felt in Arabia until the arrival 
of the Portuguese in the astern seas, following on the discovery 
of the Cape route. In iso6 Hormuz was taken by 
Albuquerque, and Muscat and the coast of Oman (go) NA"' at 
were occupied by the Portuguese till vise. In iSifi issusee. 
their fleets appeared in the Red Sea and anunsuccessful 
attempt was made against Jidda; but the effective occupation 
of Yemen by the Turks in the next few yarn frustrated any 
designs the Portuguese may have bad in S.W. Arabia. Even in 
Oman their bold on the country was limited to Muscat and the 
adjacent ports, while the interior was ruled by the old Yariba 
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(Ya4mba) dynasty 	their capital at Rustak. The Persian 
occupation, which followed that of the Portuguese, came to an 
end in the middle of the *8th century, when Ahmed Ibn Said 
expelled the invaders and in z759 established the Ghafari 
dynasty which still reigns in Oman. He was succeeded by his 
son, who in x798 made a treaty with the East India Company with 
the object of excluding the French from Oman, and the connexion 

with Great Britain was further strengthened during 
BrWeb the long reign of his grandson Sultan Said, i8o4-1856. 
la OMISI. During the earlier years of his reign he was constantly 

at war with the Wahhabi empire, to which Oman 
became for a time tributary. The piracies committed by the 
Jawisimi Arabs in the gulf compelled the intervention of England, 
and in az o their strongholds were destroyed by a British-Indian 
expedition. The overthrow of the Wahhibis in 1817 restored 
Sultan Said to independence; he equipped and armed on 
Western models a fleet built in Indian ports, and took possession 
of Sokotra and Zanzibar, as well as the Persian coast north of 
the straits of Hormuz as far east as Gwadur, while by his liberal 
policy at borne Sober, Barka and Muscat became prosperous 
commercial ports. 

On his death in 1856 the kingdom was divided, Maps, a 
younger son, taking Zanzibar, while the two elder sons contested 
the succession to Oman. The eldest, Thuwgni, with British 
support, finally obtained the throne, and in 1862 an engagement 
was entered into by the French and English governments re-
specting the independence of the sultana of Oman. He was 
assassinated in *866, and his successor, Seyyid Turki, reigned 
till *888. On his death several claimants disputed the succession; 
ultimately his son Feral was recognized by the British govern-
ment, and was granted a subsidy from British-Indian revenues, 
in consideration of which he engaged not to cede any of his 
territory without the consent of the British government; similar 
engagements have been entered into by the tribes who occupy 
the south coast from the borders of Oman westward to the 
straits of Bab-el-Mandeb. 

The opening of the overland route to India again brought 
the west coast of Arabia into importance. Aden was occupied 
&tas ►  

by the British in *839. The Hejaz coast and some 
of the Yemen ports were still held by Mehemet Ali, 

:inaani, as viceroy of Egypt, but on his final withdrawal from 
Arabia in 1845, Hejaz came under direct Turkish rule, 

and the conquest of Yemen in 1872 placed the whole Red Sea 
littoral (with the exception of the Midian coast, ceded by Egypt 
on the accession of Abbas Hilmi Pasha) under Ottoman administra-
tion. The island of Perim at the southern entrance of the Red Sea 
has been a British possession since :857, while the promontory 
of Shekh Said on the Arabian side of the strait is in Turkish 
occupation. In order to define the limits between Turkish 
territory and that of the independent Arab tribes in political 
relations with Great Britain, a joint commission of British and 
Turkish officers in 1902-19os laid down a boundary line from 
Sbekh Said to • point on the river Bana, r a m. north-east of the 
small town of Rataba, from which it is continued in a north-
easterly direction up to the great desert. This delimitation 
places the whole of southern Arabia, east of this line, within the 
British sphere of influence, which thus includes the district 
surrounding Aden (q.v.), the Hadramut and Oman with its 
dependencies. 

The provinces of Hejaz and Yemen are each administered by 
a Turkish governor-general, with headquarters at Taff and Sana 
Teethe respectively; the country is nominally divided up 
noy, into divisions and districts under minor officials, but 

Turkish rule has never been acquiesced in by the 
inhabitants, and beyond the larger towns, all of which are held 
by strong garrisons, Turkish authority hardly exists. The 
powerful Bedouin tribes of Hejaz have always asserted their 
independence, and are only kept quiet by the large money 
payments made them by the sultan on the occasion of the 
annual pilgrimage to the holy cities. A large part of Ask 
and northern Yemen has never been visited by Turkish 
troops, and such revenues as are collected, mainly from  

vexatious customs and transit duties, are quite husafficient 
to meet the salaries of the officials, while the troops, iii-led 
and their pay indefinitely in arrears, live on the country as 
best they can. 

A serious revolt broke out in Yemen in x892. A Turkish 
detachment collecting taxes in the Bani Merwan lands north 
of Hodeda was destroyed by a body of Mahe. This 
reverse set all Yemen dame; under the leadenthip 1= 
of the imam, who had, since the Turkish occupation, 
lived in retirement at Sada, 120 m. north of the capital, die power-
ful tribes between Asir and Sena advanced southwards, occupied 
the principal towns and besieged the few Turkish fortified posts 
that still held out In many eases the garrisons, Arab troops 
from Syria, went over to the insurgents. Meanwhile, reinforce-
ments under General Ahmed Feizi Pasha reached Hodeda, 
Manakha was retaken, Sane relieved, and by the end of January 
1893 the country with the exception of the northern mountainous 
districts was recoaquered. 

A state of intermittent rebellion, however, continued, and in 
*904 a general revolt took place with which the normal garde. 
of Yemen, the 7th army corps, was quite unable to cope. The 
military posts were everywhere besieged, and Sans, the capital, 
was cut off from all communication with the coast. During 
February zeos reinforcements were sent up which raised the 
garrison of Sane to a strength of eight battalions, and in Match 
a further reinforcement of about the same strength arrived, 
and fought its way into the capital with the loss of almost all 
its guns and train. The position was then desperate, wholesale 
desertion and starvation had decimated the garrison, and three 
weeks later Ali Rim Pasha, the Turkish commander, was com-
pelled to surrender. The (all of Sena made a deep impression 
at Constantinople, every effort was made to hasten out reinforce-
ments, the veteran Ahmed Feizi Pasha was nominated to the 
supreme command, and Anatolian troops in place of the unre-
liable Syrian element were detailed. The scale of the operations 
may be judged from the fact that the total number of troops 
mobilized up to the beginning of July 1905 amounted to 126 
battalions, 8 squadrons and r5 batteries; the rebel leader 
Mahommed Yahiya had at this time a following of so,000. 

By the end of June, Ahmed Feizi Pasha was in a position to 
advance on Manakha, where he organized an efficient transport, 
rallied the scattered remnants of All Rim's army, and with the 
newly arrived troops bad by the middle of July a force of some 
4o battalions available for the advance on Sena. He left 
Manakha on the 17th of July, and after almost daily fighting 
reached Sena on the Noth of August; on the 31st he entered 
the city without serious opposition, the insurgents having 
retreated northward. 
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LITERATURE 

The literature of Arabia lass its origin in the songs, impro-
visations, recitations and stories of the pre•Meliommedan Arabs. 
Of Written literature in those days there was, so far as we know, 
none. But where books failed memory was strong and the 
power of retaining things beard was not confined to a professional 
class. At every festive meeting many could contribute a poem 
or a story, many could even improvise the one or the other. 
When members of different tribes met in peace (as at the fair 
of 'UkAs) the moat skilful reciter strove to maintain the honour 
of their own people, and a ready improviser was held in high 
esteem. The smartest epigrams, the fairest similes, the keenest 
satires, spoken or sung on such occasions, were treasured in the 
memory of the hearers and carried by them to their homes. 
But the experience of all peoples in that memory require* to be 
helped by form. Sentences became balanced and were made 
clear by some sort of definite ending. The simplest form of this 
in Arabian literature is the sae" or rhymed prose, in which the 
sentences are usually (though Dot always) abort and end in a 
rhyme or assonance. Mahomet need this form in many parts 
of the Loran (e.g. Sure, Si). The next step was the introduction 
of metre into the body of the sentence-and the restriction of 
the passages to a definite length. This in its simplest form gave 
rise to the rajas verses, where each half-line ends in the same 
rhyme and consists of thou feet of the measure Other 
metres were introduced later anti' sixteen altogether were re-
cognized. In all forms the rhyme is the same throughout the 
poem, and is confined to the second half of the line except in the 
first line where the two halves rhyme. While, however, these 
measures were in early use, they were not systematically analyseti 
or their rules enunciated until the time of RUM ibn Ahmed 
in the 8th century. Two other features of Arabian poetry are 
probably connected with the necessity for aiding the memory. 
The first of these is the requirement that each line should have 
a complete sense in itself; this produces a certain jerkiness, 
and often led among the Arabs to displacement in the order 
of the litres in a long poem. The other feature, peculiar to the 
long poem (guides, elegy), is that, whatever its real object, 
whatever its metre, it bas a regular scheme in the arrangement 
of its material. It begins with a description of the old camping-
ground, before which the poet calls on his companion to stop, 
while he bewails the traces of those who have left for other places. 
Then he tells of his love and how he had suffered from it, how he 
had journeyed through the desert (this part often contains some 
of the most famous deurptions and praises of animals) until 
his beast became thin and worn-out. Then at last comes the 
real subject of the poem, usually the panegyric of some man of 
influence or wealth to whom the poet has come in hope of reward 
and before whom he recites the poem. 

Poetry.—The influence of the poet in pre-Mahommedan days 
was very great. As his name, ash-Skeir," the knowing man," 
indicates, he was supposed to have more than natural knowledge 
and power. Panegyric and satire (frijal were his chief instru-
ments. The praise of the tribe in well-chosen verses ennobled 
it throughout the land, a biting satire was enough to destroy 
its reputation (d. I. Goldaher's Abhandlsmgen fur arabischen 
Pkilologie, i. pp. t-too). Before Mahomet the ethics of the 
Arabs were summed up in surtnewa (custom). Hospitality, 
generosity, personal bravery were the subjects of praise; mean-
ness and cowardice those of satire. The existence of poetry 
among the northern Arabs was known to the Greeks even in the 
4th century (d. St Niles in Migne's Patrologia Greece, vol. 79, 
col. 648, and Sozoneen's Ecclesiastical History, bk. 6, ch. 38). 
Women as well as men composed and recited poems before the 
days of the Prophet (cf. L Cheikbo's Poetesses of the Jakillyya, 
in Arabic, Beirut, 1897). 

The transmission of early Arabic poetry has been very im-
perfect. Many of the inciters were slain in battle, and it was 
not till the 8th to the Loth centuries and even later that the 
surliest collections of these poems were made. Many have to 
be recovered from grammars, dictionaries, fa., where single  

lima err groups of lines are quoted to illustrate the peeper use 
of words, phrases or idioms. Moreover, many a reciter was not 
content to declaim the genuine verses of ancient poets, but 
interpolated some of his own composition, and the change of 
religion introduced by Islam led to the mutilation of many 
verses to snit the doctrines of the new creed. 1  

The language of the poems, as of all the best Arabian literature, 
was that of the desert Arabs of central Arabia; and to use it 
aright was the ambition of poets and scholars even in the Abbasid 
period. For the man of the towns its vocabulary was too copious 
to be easily understood, and in the age of linguistic studies 
many commentaries were written to explain words and idioms. 

Of the pre-Mahomnsedan poets the most famous were the silt 
whose poems were collected by Asmat about the beginning of 
the 9th century (ed. W. Ahlwardt, The Dawns of the Six Anded 
Arabic Pods, London, 187o). Single poems of four of these-
Anutsal-Qais, Tarifa, Zuhair and 'Antara—appear in the 
Wankel (q.v.). The other two were Nibigha (q.v.) and 
'Algeria (q.v.). But besides these there were many others whose 
names were famous; such as Ta'abbata Sharron, a popular 
hero who redtes his own adventures with great sesta; his 
companion Slumfara, whose fame rests on a fine poem which has 
been translated into French by de Sacy (in his Clerestoonathie 
Arabe) and into English by G. Hughes (London, 1896); Aus ibn 
Hajarof theBani Timm, famous for his descriptions of weapons 
and hunting scenes (ed. R. Geyer, Vienna, 1892); 7;latim Tal, 
renowned for his open-handed generosity as well as for his poetry 
(ed. F. Schulthess, Leipzig, r897, with German translation); 
and 'Linea ibn td-Ward of the tribe of 'Abs, rival of Nedra in 
generosity as wen as in poetry (ed. Th. Nffideke, Gottingen, 
1863). Among these early poets are found one Jew of repute, 
Sammeal (Samuel) ibn Adiya (d. Th. N6ldeke's "'enrage, 
pp. Ss-86;  art. s.s. " Samuel ibn Adiya " in Jewish Encyc. and 
authorities there quoted), and some Christians such as 'Adribn 
Zald of Hire, who sang alike of the pleasures of drink and of 
death (ed. by Louis Chelkbo in his Les Polies arches dtrttiens, 
PP- 439-474, Beirut, ago; in this work many Arabian poets 
are considered to be Christian without sufficient reason). One 
poet, a younger contemporary of Mahomet, has attracted much 
attention bemuse his poems were religious and he was a mono-
theist. This is Umayya ibn Abi-s-Salt, a Meccan who did not 
accept Islam and died in 63o. His poems are discussed by 
F. Schulthesa in the Orientaliseke Studien dedicated by Th. 
Noldeke, Giessen, mo6, and his relation to Mahomet by E. Power 
in the Melanges de la Amite orientate de l'universite Saint-Joseph, 
Beirut, 1906). Mahomet's relation to the poets generally was 
one of antagonism because of their influence over the Arabs 
and their devotion to the old religion and customs. Ka% ibn 
Zuhair, however, first condemned to death, then pardoned, later 
won great favour for himself by writing a panegyric of the 
Prophet (ed. G. Freytag, Halle, 5823). Another poet, A'sha 
(q.v.), followed his example. Labid (q.e.) and Hassan ibn Thabit 
(q.v.) were also contemporary. Among the poetesses of the time 
Khania (q.v.) is supreme. In the scarcity of poets at this time 
two others deserve mention; Abe Mihjan, who made peace 
with Islam in 63o but was exiled for his love of wine, which he 
celebrated in his verse (ed. L. Abel, Leiden, 2887; d. C. Land-
berg's .F'rinsertrs arches, 1, Leiden, i886), and JarWal ibn Aus, 
known as al-Hutara, a wandering poet whose keen satires led 
to his imprisonment by Omar (Poems, ed. by I. Goldziher in the 
Journal of the German Oriental Society, vols. 46 and 47). 

Had the simplicity and religious severity of the first four 
caliphs continued in their successors, the fate of poetry would 
have been hard. Probably little but religious poetry would have 
been allowed. But the Omayyads (with one exception) were not 
religious men and, while preserving the ontward,forms of Islam, 
allowed full liberty to the pre-Islamic customs of the Arabs and 
the beliefs and practices of Christians. At the same time the 

On the subject of transmission d. Th. Naldeke's Beitrdge tar 
&maxim der Attu* des aline Arabes (Hanover, 1804); and W. 
Ahlwardt's Beteeritungex diter die Aeciakeie der ages ►ool:cher 
Gsdicide (Greifswald. 1870. 
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drcumstances of the poet's life were altered. Poetry depended 
on patronage, and that was to be had now chiefly in the court of 
the caliph and the residences of his goveroors. Hence the centre 
of attraction was now the city with its interests, not the desert. 
Yet the old forms of poetry were kept. The qasida still required 
the long introduction (see above), which was entirely occupied 
with the affairs of the desert. Thus poetry became more and 
more artificial, until in the Abbasid period poets arose who felt 
themselves strong enough to give up the worn-out forms and 
adopt others more suitable. The names of three great poets 
adorn the Omayyad period: Akhtal, Farazdaq and Jarir were 
contemporaries (see separate articles). The first was a Christian 
of the tribe of Taghlib, whose Christianity enabled him to write 
many verses which would have been impossible to a professing 
Moslem. Protected by the caliph he employed the old weapons 
of satire to support them against the " Helpers" and to exalt 
his own tribe against the Nelms. Farazdaq of the Beni Tangle, 
• good Moslem but loose in morals, lived chiefly in Medina and 
Kufa, and was renowned for his command of language. Jade of 
another branch of the Bari Tamim lived in Irak and courted the 
favour of Bahl& its governor. His satires were so effective that 
he is said to have crushed forty-three rivals. His great efforts 
were against Farazdaq, who was supported by Akhtal (d. The 
Naka'id of !ark and al-Farazdaq, ed. A. A. Bevan, Leiden, 1906 
foil.). Among many minor poets one woman is conspicuous. 
Leila ul-Akhyallyya (d. 706) was married to a stranger. On the 
death of her lover in battle, she wrote numerous elegies bewailing 
him, and so became famous and devoted the rest of her life to the 
writing of verse. Two poets of the Koreish attained celebrity in 
Arabia itself at this time. Qais ur-Ruqayyth was the poet of 
'Abdallah ibn uz-Zubair (Abdallah ibis Zobair) and helped him 
until circumstances went against him, when he made his peace 
with the caliph. His poems are chiefly panegyrics and love songs 
(ed. N. Rhodonakis, Vienna, spot). 'Elmer ibn Abi Rabra 
(c. 643-719) was a wealthy man, who lived a life of ease in his 
native town of Mecca, and devoted himself to intrigues and 
writing love songs (ed. P. Schwarz, Leipzig, mot-19o2). His 
poems were very popular throughout Arabia. As a dweller in 
the town he was independent of the old forms of poetry, which 
controlled all others, but his influence among poets was not great 
enough to perpetuate the new style. One other short-lived. 
movement of the Omayyad period should be mentioned. The 
rajas poems (see above) had been a subordipate clam generally 
used for improvisations in pre-Mahommedan times. In the 7th 
and 8th centuries, however, a group of poets employed them 
more seriously. The most celebrated of these were 'Ajjaj and 

. his son Ru'ba of the Beni Tamim (editions by W. Ahlwardt, 
Berlin, 19o3; German trans. of Ru'be's poems by Ahlwardt, 
Berlin, 19o4). 

With the establishment of the Abbasid dynasty, a new epoch 
in Arabian poetry began. The stereotyped beginning of the 
lasida had been recognized as antiquated and out of place in 
city life even in the Omayyad period (d. Goldziher, Abkand-
lunges, i. 144 ff.). This form had been ridiculed but now it lost 
its hold altogether, and was only employed occasionally by way 
of direct imitation of the antique. The rise of Persian influence 
made itself felt in much the same way as the Norman influence 
in England by bringing a newer refinement into poetry. Tribal 
feuds are no longer the main incentives to verse. Individual 
experiences of life and matters of human interest become more 
usual subjects. Cynicism, often followed by religion in a poet's 
later life, is common. The tumultuous mixture of interests and 
passions to be found in a city like Bagdad are the subjects of a 
poet's verse. One of the earliest of these poets, Muti ibn Ayes, 
shows the new depth of personal feeling and refinement of 
expression. Bashsher ibn Burd (d. 783), a blind poet of Persian 
descent, shows the ascendancy of Persian influence as he openly 
rails at the Arabs and makes dear his own loaning to the Persian 
religion. In the 8th century Abu Nuwas (q.v.) is the greatest 
poet of his time. His language has the purity of the desert, his 
morals are those of the city, his universalism is that of the man of 
the world. Abe-1-'ALO:4a (q.v.), his contemporary, is fluent,  

simple and often didactic. Muslim tha ul-Walid (ed. de Goeje, 
Leiden, ars), also contemporary, Is more conservative of old 
forms and given to panegyric and satire. In the 9th century two 
of the best-known poetsAbe Tammim (q.s.) and Bulged (q.v.) 
—were renowned for their knowledge of old poetry (see Mutsu) 
and.were influenced by It in their own verse. On the other hand 
Ibis el-Me-tan (sou of the caliph) was the writer of brilliant 
occasional verse, free of all imitation. In the zoth century the 
centre of interest is in the court of Saif nd-Daula (addaula) at 
Aleppo. Here in Motanabbl (q.v.) the claims of modern poetry 
not only to equal but to excel the ancient were put forward and 
In part at any rate recognized. Abe Fires (932-968) was a 
member of the faintly of Sail ud-Daub, a soldier whose poems 
have all the charm that comes from the fact that the writer has 
lived through the events be narrates (ed. by R. Dvofik., Leiden, 
1895). Many Arabian writers count Motanabth the last of the 
great poets. Yet Abt-PAIII ul-Mearzt (q.v.) wai original alike 
in his use of rhymes and in the philosophical nature of his poems. 
Iba Find (q.s.) is the greatest of the mystic poets, and Budd 
(q.s.) wrote the most famous poem eztant in praise of the Prophet. 
In the provinces of the caliphate there were many poets, who, 
however, seldom produced original work. Spain, however, pro-
duced Ibn 'Abdan (d. z :se), famous for the grace and finish at 
his style (ed. with commentary of Ibis Badrun by R. P. A. Dozy, 
Leiden, 1846). The Sicilian Ibn Hawes (roe8-1132) spent the 
last fifty years of his life in Spain (Dthen,ed. Meacada, Palermo, 
1883; Cantoniere, ed. Schiaparelli, Rome, 1897). It was also 
apparently in this country that the strophe form was first used 
in Arabic poems (d. M Hartmann's Dar orabiscke Strophes-
gedidst, Weimar, :80), and Ibn Quzmen (12th century), a 
Wandering singer, here first used the language of everyday life 
in the form of verse known as Zafd. 

Antkologies.—As supplemental to the account of poetry may 
be mentioned here some of the chief collections of ancient verse, 
sometimes made for the sake of the poems themselves, sometimes 
to give a lath classicist for usages of grammar or lexicography, 
sometimes to illustrate ancient manners and customs. The 
earliest of these is the Meallakat (q.v.). In the 8th century Ibis 
Mofaddal compiled the collection named after him the Mcfed-
daliwit. From the 9th century we have the Hamasas of Abe 
Tammim and Bubturf, and a collection of poems of the tribe 
Hudhait (second half ed. to part by J.G.L.Kosegarten, London, 
1854; completed by J. Welihausen in Sigmas mad Verarbeiten, i. 
Berlin, 1884. The numerous quotations of Ibis Qutaliss (q.t.) in 
the (ben sl-Akkbdr (ed. C. Brockelmann, Strassburg, moo ff.) 
and the Book of Poetry and Pods (eel. M. J. de Goeje, Leiden, 
mos) bring these works into this class. 'In the zoth century 
were compiled the Jaralsarat Mew al Arab, containing forty-nine 
poems (ed. BON, z 89o), the work al-lqd al-Farld of Ibn'Abte-r-
Rabbihi (ed. Cairo, various years), and the greatest work of all 
this class, the Kid* id-Agkdisi (" Book of Songs ") (d. Asu-c 
Liam). The r zth century contributes the Ditoths Makkartli 
usls-SIneard'i with fifty qaddas. The Kkisdnat al-Adab of 
Abduthadir, written in the 17th century in the form of a com-
mentary on verses cited in a grammar, contains much old verse 
(ed. 4 vols., Mack 18.§2). 

Belles-Lard and Rotaances.—Mahomet in the Koran bad made 
extensive use of sad or rhymed prose (see above). This form 
then dropped out of use almost entirely for some time. In the 
Toth century, however, it was revived, occurring almost simul-
taneously in the &moat of Ibis Nubata (946-984) and the 
Lakes of Abe Bahr ul-KhwarizmL Both have been published 
several times in the East. The epbtolary style was further 
cultivated by Hamadhini (q.v.) and carried to perfection by 
Abe-l'All ul-hia'arrL Hamadhani was also the first to write 
in this rhymed prose a new form of work, the Magdona 
( " assembly "). The name arose from the fact that scholars 
were accustomed to assemble for the purpose of rivalling one 
another in orations showing their knowledge of Arabic language. 
proverb and verse. In the Maqdmas of Hamadhani a narrator 
describes bow in various places he met a wandering scholar who 
in these assemblies puts all his rivals to shame by his eloquence. 
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Botheration kern the 'Astern:eel Meedsse,whilethilfmonner 
themselves are united to one another by the constant meetings 
of narrator and scholar. fluid (fa) quite eclipsed the fame 
of his predecessor in this department, and his Maqamas retain 
their influence over Arabian literature to the present day. As 
late as the loth century the sheik NUR ul WOO (tifoo-1871) 
distinguished himself by writing sixty dryer Masplams in the 
style of Harld (ed. Beirut, 0136, 2875). While this class of 
literature bad devoted itself chiefly to the finesses of the language, 
another set of works was given to meeting the requirements 
of moral education and the training of a gentleman. This, 
which is known as " Adab literature," is anecdotic in style with 
much quotation of early poetry and proverb. Thus government, 
war, friendship, morality. piety, eloquence, are some of the tides 
under which the Qutaiba groups his stories and verses in the 
'Urdor 

 
of Akkber. IOUs (q.t.) in the 9th century and Balhaqt 

(The Kitab al-Mahasis sat-ifosdiei, ed. F. Sdtwally, Giessen, 
zpo-19o2) early in the Toth, wrote works of this class. A Rule 
later a Spaniard, Ibn 'Abdrabbihi (Abdi-r-Rabbihi), mote his 
'led sibFarld (see section Anthologies). The growth of city 
life in the Abbasid capital led to the desire for • new form 
of story, differing from the old tales of desert life. This was met 
in the fast place by borrowing. In the 8th century The hfuqatfa', 
a convert from Mardaism to Islam, translated the Pahlavi 
version of Bidpain Jahns (itself a version of the Indian Poncho-
tantra) into Atabic with the title Haile we Dines. (ed. Beirut, 
various years). Owing to the purity of its language and style 
it has remained a classic work. The Book of the roar Nights 
(Arobinn Nights) also has its basis in translations from the Indian 
through the Persian, made as early as the 9th unduly. To these 
stories have been added others originating in Bagdad and Egypt 
and a few others, which were at first in independent -circulation. 
The whole work seems to have taken its present form (with local 
variations) about the 13th century. Several other romances of 
considerable length are extant, such as the Story of 'Amor 
(ed. 32 von., Cairo, 1869, Arc., translated In part by Terrick 
Hamilton, 4 vols., London, silso), and the Story 4 Serf the Did 
linen (ed. Cairo, 5892). 	 (G. W. T.) 

Historical Literatore.—Arabian historians differ from all 
others in the unique form of their compositions. Each event is 
related in the words of eye-witnesses or contemporaries trans- 
mitted to the final narrator through a chain of intermediate 
reporters (rdads), each of whom passed on the original report 
to his 'accuser. Often the same account is given in two or 
more slightly divergent forms, which have come down through 
different chains of reporters. Often, too, one event or one im-
portant detail is told in several ways on the basis of severalcon-
temporary statements transmitted to the final narrator through 
distinct lines of tradition. The writer, therefore, exercises no inde-
pendent criticism except as regards the choice of authorities, for 
be rejects accounts of which the first author or one of the inter-
mediate links seems to him. unworthy of credit, and sometimes 
he states which of several accounts seems to him the best. 

A second type of Arabian historiography is that in which an 
author combines the different traditions about one occurrence 
into one continuous narrative, but prefixes a statement as to 
the lines of authorities used and states which of them he mainly 
follows. In this case the writer recurs to the first method, 
already described, only when the different traditions are greatly 
at variance with one another. In yet a third type of history 
the old method is entirely forsaken and we have a continuous 
narrative only occasionally interrupted by citation of the 
authority for some particular point. But the principle still is 
that what has been well said once need not be told again In other 
words. The writer, therefore, keeps as doses' he can to the letter 
of his sources, so that quite a late writer often reproduces the 
very words of the first narrator. 

From very early times story-tellers and singers found their 
subjects in the doughty deeds of the tribe on its forays, and 
sometimes in contests with foreign powers and in the impression 
produced by the wealth and might of the sovereigns of Persia 
and Constantinople. The appearance of the Prophet with the 

It se  

great changes that ensued, the conquests that made the Arabs 
lords of half the civilized world, supplied a vast store of new 
matter for relations which men were never weary of hearing 
and recounting. They wished to know everything about the 
apostle of God. Every one who had known or seen him was 
questioned and was eager to answer. Moreover, the word of 
God in the Koran left many practical points undecided, and 
therefore it was of the highest importance to know exactly how 
the Prophet had spoken and acted in various circumstances. 
Where could this be better learned than at Medina, where he had 
lived solong and where the majority of.his companions continued 
to live? Seat Medina a school was gradually formed, where the 
chief part of the traditions about Mehemet and his first successors 
took a form more or less fixed. Soon men began to assist memory 
by making notes, and pupils sought to take written jottings 
of what they had heard from their teachers. Thus by the close 
of the tit century many dictate were already in circulation. 
For example, Haan of Basra (d. p8 ".o.) had a great mass 
of such notes, and he was accused of sometimes passing off as 
oral tradition things he had really drawn from books; for oral 
tradition was still the one recognized authority, and it is related 
of more than one old scholar, and even of Hann of Basra himself, 
that be directed his books to be Wined at his death. The books 
were mere helps. Long after this date, when all scholars drew 
mainly from books, the old forms were still kept up. Tabard, 
for example, when he cites a book expresses himself as if be had 
heard what he quotes from the master with whom he read the 
passage or from whose copy he transcribed it. He even ex-
presses himself in this wise: "'Omar b. Shabba has ?deed to 
me in his book on the history of Basra." No independent book 
of the tat century from the Flight (i.e 625-719) has come down 
to us. It is told, however, that Moawiya summoned an old 
man named 'Abid Ron Sharya from Yemen to Damascus to 
tell him all he knew about ancient history and that he induced 
him to write down his information. This very likely formed 
the nucleus of a book which bore the name of that sheik and 
was much read in the 3rd century from the Flight. It seems to be 
Met now. Bu•in the and century (719-816) real books began to 
be composed. The materials were supplied in the first place by 
oral tradition, in the second by the dictate of older scholars, 
and finally by various•kinds of documents, such as treaties, 
letters, collections of poetry and genealogical lists. Genealogical 
studies had become necessary through Ontar's system of assigning 
state pensions to certain classes of persons according to their 
kinship with the Prophet, or their deserts during his lifetime. 
This subject received much attention even in the 1st century, 
but books about it were first written in the and, the most famous, 
being those of Ibn (d. 763), of his son Hishim (d. 80), 
and of Al-Sharqi ibn al-Qutilmi. Genealogy, which often called 
for elucidations, led on to history. Ballidhurrs excellent A,,sdb 
al-Askrdf (Genealogies of the Nobles) is a history of the Arabs 
on a genealogical plan. 

The oldest extant history is the biography of the Prophet 
by Ibn hksq (d. 767). This work is generally trustworthy. 
Mahomet's life before he appeared as a prophet and the story 
of his ancestors are indeed mixed with many fables illustrated 
by spurious verses. But in 'be Isblq's day these fables were 
generally accepted as history—for many of them had been first 
related by contemporaries of Mahontet—and no one certainly 
thought it blameworthy to put pious verses in the mouth of the 
Prophet's forefathers, though, according to the Pihrist (p. 9s), 
Ibn Ishaq was duped by others with regard to the poems be 
quotes. The original work of Ibn isbao seems to be lost. That 
which we possess is an edition of it by Ibn Bidder (d. 834) with 
additions and omissions (text ed. by F. Wustenfeld, G6ttingen, 
11138-theo; German translation by Weil, Stuttgart, 2864). 

The Lite of the Prophet by lba Oqba (d. 70), based on the 
statements of two very trustworthy men, Trim Ibn az-Zubair 
(d. 713) and Az-zuhri (d. 742), was still much read in Syria in 
the 54th century. Fragments of this have been edited by 
E. Sachau, Berlin, t9e4. We fortunately possess the Book of 
the Campaigns of the Prophet by al-Wiclidl (d. bas) and the 
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important Book of Classes of his disciple Ibn Said 	Waqidl 
had much more copious materials than Ibn Ishaq, bet gives 
way much more to a popular and sometimes romancing style 
of treatment. Nevertheless he sometimes helps us to recognize 
in Ibn Ishlq's narrative modifications of the genuine tradition 
made for a purpose, and the additional details he supplies set 
various events before us in a clearer light. Apart from this his 
chief merits lie in his studies on the subject of the traditional 
authorities, the results of which are given by Ibn Sid, and in 
his chronology, which is often excellent. A special study of the 
traditions about the conquest of Syria made by M. J. 4e Goeje 
in 1864 (Minwires our is compete de to Syrie, and ed., Leiden, 
:goo), led to the conclusion that Waqicit's chronology is sound 
as regards the main events, and that later historians have gone 
astray by forsaking his guidance. This result has been confirmed 
by certain contemporary notices found by Tb. Noldeke in 1874 
in a Syriac MS. of the British Museum. And that Ibn•Isbaq 
egrets with WAqidt in certain main dates is important evidence 
for the trustworthiness of the former also. For the .chronology 
before the year so of the Flight Waqicli did his best, but here, 
the material being defective, many of his conclusions are pre-
carious. Waqidl had already a great library at his disposal. 
He is said to have had boo chests of books, chiefly deflate written 
by or for himself, but in part real books by Abe Miklutal (d. 748), 
Ibn Ishaq (whom he uses but does not name), "Awena (d. 764), 
AbO Mashar (d. 795) and other authors. Abe Mikhnaf left a 
groat number of monographs on the chief events from the death 
of the Prophet to the caliphate of Weird IL These were much 
used by later writers, and we have many extracts from them, 
but none of the works themselves except a sort of romance based 
on his account of the death of Hosain (klusain) of which Westen-
feld has given a translation. With regard to the history of Irak 
in particular he was deemed to have the best information, and 
for this subject be is Tabart's chief source, just as Median!, a 
younger contemporary of Waqidt, is followed by preference in 
all that relates to Khorasan. Madeint's History of the Caliphs 
is the best, if not the oldest, published before Tabard; but this 
book is known only by the excerpts given by later writers, 
particularly Balidhurl and Tabu!. From these we judge that 
he had great narrative power, with much clear and exact learning, 
and must be placed high as a critical historian. His plan was 
to record the various traditions about an event, choosing them 
with critical skill; sometimes, however, be fused the several 
traditions into a continuous narrative. A just ultimate of the 
relative value of the historians can only be reached by careful 
comparison in detail. This has been essayed by Brenoow In 
kis study on the Kharilites (Leiden, 184), in which the narrative 
of Mubarrad in the Kdmil is compared with the excerpts of 
MidainI given by Baledhurf and those of Abe Mikhnaf given by 
Taber!. The conclusion reached is that AbO Mikhnaf and 
jelidaint are both well informed and impartial. 

Among the contemporaries of Waqicli and Medaint were 
Ibn Khidash (d. 838), the historian of the family Muhallab, 
whose work was one of Mubarrad's sources for the History of 
the Kkdrijites; Haitham ibn 'Add (d. ilas), whose works, though 
now lost, are often cited; and Saif ibn 'Omar at-Tamlna, whose 
book on the revolt of the tribes under Abu-Beltr and on the 
Mahommedan conquests was much used by TabarL His 
narratives are detailed and often tinged with romance, and he 
is certainly much inferior to Weraiell in accuracy. Wellbausen 
has thoroughly examined the work of Sail in Skiaen end Vet-
arbeiters, vi. Besides these are to be mentioned Abe 'Ubaida 
(d. 825), who was celebrated as a philologist and wrote several 
historical monographs that are often cited, and Aantql, whose 
excellent History of Mecca was published after his death by his 
grandson (d. 80). With these writers we pass into the 3rd 
century of Islam. But we have still an important point to notice 
in the and century; for in it learned Persians began to take part 
in the creation of Arabic historical literature. Ibn Magas' 
tranelated the groat Book of Persian Kings, and others followed 
his neon*. Tabord and his contemporaries, senior and junior, 
such as.Ibn Qutaiba, Yeq0bI, Dimmed, preserve to as a good  

part of thie Information abbot Pardon blowy made knowit 
through such translations.' But even more important than the 
knowledge conveyed by these works was their influence on 
literary style and composition. Half a century later began 
versions from the Greek either direct or through the Syriiit. 
The pieces translated were meady philosophical; but the Arabs 
also learned something, however superficially, of ancient history. 

The 3rd century (816-03) was far more productive than the 
rad. Ab4 Ubaida was succeeded by Iba al-Nrabl (d. 846), who 
in like manner was &way famous as a philologist, and who wrote 
about ancient poems and battles. Much that be wrote is quoted 
in TabrIzI's commentary on the /Pease, which is still richer in 
extracts from the historical elucidations of early poem given 
by ar-Riyashi (d. 871). Of special fame as a genealogist was 
Ibn klablb (d. 859), of whom we have a booklet on Arabian tribal 
names (ed. Wilstenfeld, :Bp). Asraqi again was followed by 

who wrote a History of Mecca in 883,1  and 'Omar b. 
Shabba (d. 876), who composed an excellent history of Beira, 
known to us only by excerpts. Of the works of Zubair b. Bakker 
d . 87o), one of Tabarl's teachers, a learned historian and genea-
logist much consulted by later writers, there is a fragment in the 
Kbprtile library at Constantinople, and another in Gottingen, 
part of which has been made known by Westenfeld (Die Pastille 
AI-Zobair, Gottingen, z878). WOW! (Ibn Widib) wrote a 
short general history of much value (published by Houten*, 
Leiden, 1883). About India he knows more than his prede. 
cessors and more than his successors down to Bata Ibn 
Khordsdhbelt's historical works are last. Ibn 'Abdalhakam 
(d. 871) wrote of the conquest of Egypt and the West. Extracts 
from this book are given by IVO. de Slane in his Riskin des 
Berbisres, from which we gather that it was a medley of true 
tradition and romance, and must be reckoned, with the book 
of his slightly senior contemporary, the Spaniard Dm Habib, 
in the class of historical romances. A high place must be 
assigned to the historian Ibn Qutaibs or Kotaiba (d. 889), 
who wrote a very useful Handbook of History (ed. Wastenfeld, 
Gottingen, illso). Much more eminent is Balidhurt (d. 893), 
whose book on the Arab conquest (ed. M. J. de Goeje, Leiden, 
x863-q866) merits the special praise given to it by Mas'6d1, 
and who also wrote a large work, the Ansa al-Askref. A 
contemporary, Ibn abl Table Taller (d. 894), wrote on the 
Abbasid caliphs and was drawn on by Tabu!. The sixth pan 
of his work is in the British Museum. The universal history 
of Dlsawari (d. 896), entitled The Long Narratiees, has been 
edited by Gimes (1887). 

All these histories are more or less thrown into the shade by 
the great work of Taber! (q.s.), whose fame has never faded from 
his own day to ours. The Augusts (ed. M. de Goeje, Leiden, 
187e-toot) are a general history from the creation to 302 A.11. 
(. &P. ors). As a literary composition they do not rank very 
high, which may be due partly to the author's years, partly to 
the inequality of his sources, sometimes superabundant, some. 
times defective, partly perhaps to the somewhat hasty condensa-
tion of his original draft. Nevertheless the value of the book is 
very great: the author's selection of traditions is usually happy, 
and the episodes of most importance are treated with most 
fulness of detail, so that it deserves the high reputation it has 
enjoyed from the first. This reputation rose steadily; there 
were twenty copies (one of them written by Tabart's own band) 
in the library of the Fatimite caliph 'Ariz (latter half of the 4th 
century), whereas, when Saladin became lord of Egypt, the 
princely library contained 12C0 copies (Magda!, 1.408 seq.). 

The Annals soon came to be dealt with in various ways. They 
were published in shorter form with the omission of the names 
of authorities and of most of the poems cited; some passages 
quoted by later writers an not found even in the Leiden edition. 
On the other hand, some interpolations took place, one In the 

For details see the introduction to litikkke's translation of 
Taberi's Cc:chucks der Pam and Aruba tar Zeit der - Sasaniden 
(Leiden, 1879). 

Published in excerpt by Weetenfeld along with Azraqi (Leipzig, 
11157-1859)- 
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author's lifetime sad perhaps by his own band. Then many 
supplements were written, c.g. by Fergbli (not extant) and by 
Hamadhani (partly preserved in Paris). 'Mb of Cordova made 
an abridpnebt, adding the history of the West and continuing 
the story to about 975•' Ibn Mashkawaih wrote a history from 
the creation to 98o, with the purpose of drawing the lessons of 
the story, following Tabor' closely, as far as his book is known, 
and seldom recurring to other sources before the reign of 
Moqtadir; what follows is his own composition and shows him 
to be a writer of talent' In 963 an abridgment of the Annals 
was translated into Persian by Barand, who, however, interwove 
many fables.' Ibn al-Athir (d. :234) abridged the whole work, 
usually with judgment, but sometimes too hastily. Though he 
sometimes glided lightly over difficulties, his work is of service 
in Axing the text of Taber!. He also furnished a continuation to 
the year 5224. Later writers took Tabor! as their main authority, 
but sometimes consulted other sources, and so add to our know-
ledge—especially Ibn al-Jausl (d. row), who adds many 
Important details. These later historians had valuable help 
from the biographies of famous men and special histories of 
countries and cities, dynasties and princes, on which much 
labour was spent from the 4th century from the Flight onwards 

The chief historians after Taboo may be briefly mentioned 
in chronological order. Rini (d. A.n. 932) wrote a History of 
Spain; Eutychius (d. 94o) wrote Annals (ed. L Cheikho, Paris, 
1906), which are very important because be gives the Christian 
tradition; Sall (d. 946) .wrote on the Abbasid caliphs, their 
vizier and court poets; Mas'udi (q.e.) composed various his-
torical and geographical works (d. 956). Of Tabati's contem-
porary Haws Ispahlal (c. 94o) we have the Annals (ed. Gott-
waldt, St Petersburg, :844); Btu al-QaUya wrote a History of 
Spain; Ibn Zeliq (d. 99r) a History of Egypt; 'Otbi wrote the 
History of Mama of Chose, at whose court he lived (printed 
on the margin of the Egyptian edition of Ibn al-Athir); Thelabi 
(d. 14336) wrote a well-known History of the Old Prophets; Abu 
Nu'aim al-Ispahlni (d. 1039) wrote a History of Isfahan, chiefly 
of the scholars of that city; Tha'alibt (d. c. :038) wrote, lister 
alio, a well-known History of the Poets of his Time, published at 
Damascus, i887; Birtni (q.e.) (d. u248) takes a high place among 
historians; Rodin (d. soda) wrote a Description of Egypt and 
also various historical pieces, of which some are extant; Ibn 
Sild of Cordova (d. Faro) wrote • View of Iles History of the 
Various Nations. Bagdad and its learned men found an ex-
cellent historian in al-Khitib al-Baghdadi (d. tors), and Spain 
in Ibn Hayln (d. 1026), and half a century later in Ibn Khaqin 
(d. i135) and Thu Bassgm (d. 2147). Sam'ani (d. 1167) wrote 
an excellent book ow genealogies; *Ilmara (d. t:75) wrote a 
History of Yemen (ed. H. C. Ray, London, 1892); Ibn 'Asaqir 
(d. 1t76) a History of Damascus and her Scholars, which is of great 
value, and exists in whole or in part in several libraries. The 
Biographical Dictionary of the Spaniard Ibn Pascual (d. t z82) 
and that of Debbi, a somewhat junior contemporary, are edited 
in Codera's Bibliodteca Arab. Hisp. (1883-1885); Saladin found 
his historian in the famous 'bad uddin (d. snot) (Arabic text, 
ed. C. Lundberg, Leiden, s888). Ibn ul-Janzi, who died in the 
same year, has been already mentioned. Abdulwahid's History 
of the Alasohades, written in 2234, was published by Dosy (2nd 
ed., 1880. Abduliatif or AbdallaUf (d. 2232) is known by his 
writings about Egypt (trans. de Sacy, tato); Ibn al-Athir 
(d. t233) wrote, in addition to the Chronicle already mentioned, 
a Biographical Dictionary of Contemporaries of the Prophet. 
QUO (d. 148) is especially known by his History of Arabic 
Philologists. Sibt ibn al-Janzl (d. 1256), grandson of the Ibn 
al-Jausi already mentioned, wrote a great Chronicle, of which 
much the larger part still exists. Coders has edited (Madrid, 
UM) Ibn al:Abbar's (d. a6o) Biographical Lexicon, already 

I Of this work the Gotha Library has a portion containing 390-320 
• alvehieh the part about the West has been printed by Dory in 
the Boyle, and the rest ads published at Leiden in ten. 

tractnent (198-ast sat.) is printed in de Goeje, From. Bid 
Az (vol. ti., Leiden, *SW. 

' The first part was rendered into French by Dubeux in 1836. 
There is an excellent Preach translation by Zotenberg (474).  

known by Dozy's excerpts from it. Thu aPAdlm (d. 1262) is 
tamed for his History of Aleppo, and Abu Shama (d. 1267) wrote 
a well-known History of Saladits and Arrereddin, taking a great 
deal from 'Imad uddin. Ibn abi Usaibia (d. :269) wrote a 
History of Physicians, ed. A. Miller. The History of Mu al-'Amid 
(d. 1276), better known as Elmadn, was printed by Erpenlus in 
1625. Ibn Said al-Maghribi (d. 1224 or 1280 is famous for his 
ldstoties, but still more for his geographical writings. The 
noted theologian Nawiwl (q.e..

' 
 d. 1278) wrote a Biographical 

Dictionary of the Worthies of the First Ages of Islam. Pre-
eminent as a biographer is Ibn IChallikan (q.v.; d. tar), whose 
much-used work was partly edited by de Slane and completely 
by Wbstenfeld (r835-184o), and translated into English by the 
former scholar (4 vols., 1843-1871). 

Abu 'I-Faraj, better known as Bar-Hebraens (d. 1286), wrote, 
besides his Syriac Chronicle, an Arabic History of Dynasties (ed. 
E. Pocock, Oxford, 1663, Beiret, 189o). Ibn 'Adhari's History 
of Africa and Spain has been published by Dozy (a vols., Leiden, 
1848-t851), and the Qartds of Ibn abi Zoe by Tornberg (1843). 
One of the bat-known of Arab writers is Abulfeda (d. '331) (q.v.). 
Not less famous is the great Encyclopaedia of his contemporary 
Nuwairi (d. 1332), but only extracts from it have been printed 
Ibn Sayyid an-Nis (d. 1334) wrote a full biography of the 
Prophet; Mizd (d. 234r) an extensive work on the men from 
whom traditions have been derived. We still possess, nearly 
complete, the great Chronicle of Dhababi (d. 1342), a very 
learned biographer and historian. The geographical and his-
torical Masdlik al-Absdr of Ibn Fadiallah (d. 1348) is known at 
present by extracts given by Quatremere and Anuut Ibn al-
Ward! (d. c. 1349), best known by his Cosmography, wrote • 
Chronicle which has been printed in Egypt. Wadi (d. 1363) 
got a great name as a biographer. Yafil (d. :36r) wrote a 
Chronicle of Islam and Lives of Saints. %IR! (d. :369) published 
Lives of the Theologians of Ike Slidgile School. Of Ibn Kathie. 
History the greatest part is extant. For the history of Spain 
and the Magbrib the writings of Ibn al-Khatib (d. 1374) are of 
acknowledged value. Another history, of which we possess the 
greater part, is the large work of Ibn al-Furst (d. 14o4). Far 
superior to all these, however, is the famous Mu nekton (q e.) 
(d. 1406). Of the historical works of the famous lexicographer 
Fairtdabadl (f."-) (d. 1414) only a Life of the Prophet remains. 
Maqrizi (d. 1442) is the subject of a separate article; Thu Hajar 
(d. 1448) is best known by his Biographical Dictionary of Contem-
poraries of the Prophet, published in the Bibliotheca Indica. 
Ibn 'Arabshgh (d. 1492) is known by his History of Tinny: 
(Leeuwarden, 1767). 'Ain! (6.:451) wrote a General History, 
still extant. Abul-Mahasin ibis Taghribirdi (d. *469) wrote at 
length on the history of Egypt; the first two parts have been 
published by Juynboll and Matthes, Leiden, i855-.1861. FlUgel 
has published Ibn Kotlubogha's Biographies of the Hanifile 
Jurists. Ibn Shihna (d. 1485) wrote a History of Aleppo. Of 
Sakhgwi we possess a bibliographical work on the historians. 
The polymath SuyOU (q.e.) (d. x5o5) contributed a History of the 
Caliphs and many biographical pieces. Santhadrs History of 
Mcd in.; is known through the excerpts of Waste-dad (186s). Ibn 
Iyis (d. 1524 wrote a History of Egypt, and Diarbekri (d. I 559) 
a Life of Mehemet. To these names must be added Maqqad 
(Makkari) (q.v.) and Hajji Khalif a (q.v.) (d. i658). He made 
use of European sources, and with him Arabic historiography 
may be said to cease, though he had some unimportant successors. 

A word must be said of the historical romances, the beginnings 
of which go back to the first centuries of Islam. The interest its 
all that concerned Mahomet and in the allusions of the Koran 
to old prophets and races led many professional narrators to 
choose these subjects. The increasing veneration paid to the 
Prophet and love for the marvellous soon gave rise to fables about 
his childhood, his visit to heaven, 81e., which have found their 
way even into sober histories, just as many Jewish legends told 
by the converted Jew Rib al-Abblr and by Wabb ibn Monabbih, 
and many fables about the old princes of Yemen told by 'Abld, 
are taken as genuine history (see, however, Mas'Ildr, iv. 88 seq.). 
A fresh field for romantic legend was found in the history of the 
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often throogli the Syriac, sad at, the same time the lanomes of 
Sanskrit works made itself felt. Astronomy seems in this way to 
have come chiefly from India. The study of mathematics learned 
from Greece and India was developed by Arabian writers, who in 
tura became the teachers of Europe in the 16th century. Medical 
literature was indebted for its onion to the works of Galen and the 
medical school of Gondesapur. any of the Arabian philosophers 
were also physicians and wrote on medicine. Chemistry proper was 
not understood, but Arabian writings on alchemy led Europe to it 
later. So also the literature of the &Maud world (el. Damir” is not 
zoological .bin legendary, and the works on =Mends are pracueal 
and not scientific. See ARABIAN PHILOSOPHY and historical asthma 
of such scientific articles as Abraotiour, dcc. (G. W. T.) 

ARABIAN PHILOSOPHY. What is known as " Arabian " 
philosophy owed to Arabia little roo-e than its name and Its 
language. It was a system of Greek thought, expressed in • 
Semitic tongue, and modified by Oriental influences, called into 
existence amongst the Moslem people by the patronage of their 
more liberal princes, and kept alive by the intrepidity and seal 
of a small band of thinkers, who stood suspected and disliked 
in the eyes of their nation. Their chief claim to the notice of 
the historian of speculation comes from their warm receptioa 
of Greek philosophy when it had been banished from its original 
soil, and whilst western Europe was mill too rude and ignorant 
to be its home (eth to Lath century). 

In the course of that exile the traces of Semitic or 314*mm:daft 
influence gradually faded away, and the last of the line of 
Sammie thinkers was a truer exponent of the one 
philosophy which they all professed to teach than farga* 
the first. The whole movement is little else than • chapter in 
the history of Aristotelianism. That system of thought, after 
cueing through the minds of those who saw it in the hazy 
light of an orientalized Platonism, and finding many laborious 
bet narrow-purposed cultivators in the monastic schools of 
heretical Syria, was then brought into contact with the ideas 
and mental habits of Islam. But those in whom the two currents 
converged did not belong to the pure Arab race. Of the sc-
ulled Arabian philosophers of the East, al-Filabl, Ibn-Sing 
and al-Quail were natives of Khorasan, Bokkara and the 
outlying provinces of north=eastern Persia; whilst al-Kindt, 
the earliest of them, sprang from Basra, on the Persian Gulf, 
on the debatable ground between the Semite and the Aryan. 
In Spain, again, where Ibn-Bajja, Ibn-Tufail and Ibis Rushd 
rivalled or exceeded the fame of the Eastern schools, the Arabians 
of pure blood were few, and the Moorish ruling class was deeply 
intersected by Jewish colonies, and even by the natives of 
Christian Spain. Tuts, alike at Bagdad and at Cordova, Arabian 
philosophy repreeenta the temporary victory of exotic ideas 
and of subject races over the theological ane-sidedness of Islam, 
and the illiterate simplicity of the early Saracens. 

Islam had, it is true, a philosophy of its own among its thee 
logien: (see MAHOIIMEDAN RELIGION). It was with them that 
the Moslem theology—the science of the word (Kahlm)—first 
Caine into existence. Its professors, the Hafttheiliarsta (known 
in Hebrew as Medobberim, and as Loqueelles in the Latin unions), 
may be compared with the scholastic doctors at the Catholic 
Church. Driven in the fiat instance to speculation in theology 
by the needs of their natural reason, they came, in after days, 
when Greek philosophy had been naturalized is the Caliphate, 
to adapt its methods and doctrines to die support of their views. 
They employed • quasi-philosophical method, by which, accord-
ing to itaimonides, they first reflected how things ought to he 
in order to support, or at least not contradict, their opinions, 
and then, when their minds were made op with regard to this 
imaginary system, declared that the world was no otherwise 
constituted. The dogmas of creation and providence, of divine 
omnipotence, chiefly exercised theta; and they sought to assert 
for God an immediate action in the making and the keeping 
of the world. Space they looked upon as pervaded by atoms 
possessing no quality or extension, and time was similarly divided 
into innumerable instaats. Each change in the constitution 
of the atoms is a direct act of the Almighty. When the fire 
burns, or the water moistens, these terms merely express the 
habitual connexion which our senses perceive between one thing 

victories of Islam, the exploits of the first heroes of the 
faith, the fortunes of 'All and his house. Then, too, history was 
often expressly forged for party ends. The people accepted all 
this, and so a romantic tradition sprang up side by side with the 
historical, and had a literature of its own, the beginnings of which 
must be placed as early as the 2nd century of the Flight. The 
oldest specimens still extant are the fables about the conquest of 
Spain ascribed to Ibn Habib (d. 852),and those about the conquest 
of Egypt and the West by Ibn 'Abd al-Hakam (d. 871). In 
these truth and falsehood are mingled. But most of the extant 
literature of this kind is, in its present form, much more recent; 
e.g. the Story of the Death of Hosais by the pseudo-Aba blikhnal 
(translated by Wtistenfeid); the Conquest of Syria by AbO 
al-Burl (edited by Nassau Lees, Calcutta, disc and discussed by 
de Goeje, 1864); the pseudo-WILqidi (see Hamaker, De Exyugna-
ague Mentylsidis et Aloteattdriae, Leiden, 1833)i the pseudo-Ibn 
Qutaiba (see Dozy, Recherches); the book ascribed to A'sam 
&c. Further inquiry into the origin of these works is called for, 
but some of them were plainly directed to stirring up fresh zeal 
against the Christians. In the 6th century of the Flight some 
of these books had gained so much authority that they were 
aced as sources, and thus many untruths crept into accepted 
history (M. J. az G.; G. W. T.) 

Ge.grephy.—The writing of geographical books naturally began 
with the description of the Moslem world, and that for practical 
purposes. Ibn Kbordldhbels, in the middle of the oth century, 
wrote a Book of Reeds end Provinces to give an account of the high-
ways, the posting-stations and the revenues of the provinces. In 
the same century Yeqabi wrote his Book of Countries. describing 
specially the great cities of the empire. A similar work describing 
the provinces in some detail was that of Qudima or Kaduna (41. 
lies). Hamden' (q s.) was led to write his great geography of Arabia 
by his love for the ancient history of his land. Mutiacklasi (Molar,- 
deli) at the end of the ugh century was one of the early travellers 
whose works were founded on their own observation. The study of 
Ptolemy's geography led to a wider outlook, and the writing of 
works on geography (q.v.) in general. A third class of Arabian 
gecgraphical works were those written to explain the names of glares 
which occur in the older poets. Such books were written by Bake( 
(g.e.) and Yliqat (q.s.r 

Grammar and Lestcovophy. —Arab tradition ascribes the first 
grammatical treatment of the language to Aba-l-Aswad ud•DuSli 
Better half of the 7th century), but the certain beginnings of Arabic 
grammar are found a hundred years later. The Arabs from salty 
times have always been proud of their langmw, but its wstematie 
study seems to have arisen from contact with Tersian and from the 
respect for the language of the Koran. In Irik the two towns of 
Bases and Kilfa produced two rival schools of philologists. Bagdad 
soon bad one of us own (d. G. Flagers Die grountatischen 
ier Amber, Leipsig, 1862). din Abniad (718-761), an Arab 
from Oman, of the school of Basra, was the first to enunciate the 
laws of Arabic metre and the first to write a dictionary. Misprupil 
Sibawaihi (us.), a Persian, wrote the grammar known simply as 
The Book, which is generally ngarded in the East as authoritative 
and almost above criticism. Other members of the school of Basra 
were Aba 'Maids (q.v.), Asmali (Irv?, Mubarrad (q.s.) and lbn 
Dumid (q.v.). The school of Koh claimed to pay more attention 
to the living language (spoken among the Bedouins) than to written 
laws of 	r. Among its teachers were KisSS, the tutor of 
Marlin a Itashkrs sons, Ibn 	Ibn as-Sikka (d. 837) and Ibn 
ul -Anbiri (0385-939). In the fourth century of Islam the two schools 
of Kota and Basra declined in importance before the increasing 
power of diM, where Ibn Qutaiba, Ibn jinni (941-tern) and 
other. carried on the work, but without the former rivalry of the 
older schools. Persia from the beginning of the rah century pro-
duced some outstanding students of Arabic- liamadhani (d. 932) 
wrote a book of synonyms (ed. L. Cheikho, BeirOt, 1885). Isobar( 

ru.ay.) wrote his great dictionary the Sabah. Thealibi (q.v.) and 
rjani (q.e.) were almost contemporary, and a little later came 
makhshan (pc). whose philological works are almost as famous 

as his commentary on theKoran. The most important dictionaries 
of Arabic are late in origin. The immense work. Lisde of Arab 

;1
• lo yds.. BOlkq 1883-111&)), was compiled by Ibn Mensal. 
32-131 t), the Qantas by-Fairealbildt. the Tqj *CA ris (ed.] o vols.. 

illaq. 1890). founded on the (Mauls. by Maned& tee-Zabldi 0732- 
r.V- ruorffer Likrature.—The literature of the various sciences is 
dealt with elsewhere. It is enough here to mention that such 
misted. and that it was not indigenous. It was in the early Abbasid 
period that the scientific works d Greece were translated into Arabic, 

1  The chief Arabian ggcoaggrraaphial works have been edited by 
M. J. de Quiet in his BiMwrksrs Googroyhertor arainiceniss (beide.. 
1878 6y 
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and =roam. It is not the man that throws a stow who is its 
mil mover: the supreme agent has ire the moment created 
motion. If a living being die, it is became God has created 
the attribute of death; and the body remains dead, only because 
that attribute is unceasingly created. Thus, on the one band, 
the obeect called the mists denied to have any efficient power 
to produce the so-csliet effect; and, on the other head, the 
repdazities or laws of nature are explained to be direct inter-
femme by the Deity. The summed unikemity and•ecessity 
of causation is only an effect of custom, and may be at any 
moment rescinded. In this way, by a theory which, according 
to Avemoes, involves the negation of science, the Moslem 
theologians believed that they had exalted God beyond the 
limits of the metaphysical and scientific conceptions of• law, 
loan and matter; whilst they at the same time stood aloof 
from the vulgar doctrines, attributing a causality to things. 
Thus they deemed they had left • clear ground for the possibility 
of miracles. 

But at lout one point was common to the theological and the 
philosophical doctrine. Carrying out; it may be, the principles 
of the Neo-Platonists, they kept the =actuary of the Deity 
securely guarded, Mid interposed between him and his creatures 
a .spiritual order of potent principles, from the Intelligence, 
which is the first-born Image of the great unity, to the Soul and 
Nature, which come later in the spiritual rank. Of God the 
philosophers said we could not tell what He is, but only what 
He is not. The highest point, beyond which strictly philosophical 
inquirees. did not penetrate, was the active batellect,—a sort of 
soul of the world in Aristotelian garb—the principle which 
inspires and updates the development of humanity, and in 
which lies the gad of perfection for the human spirit. In theo-
logical language the active intellect is described as an angel. 
The inspirations which the prophet receives by angelic messengers 
we compared with tbg irradiation el intellectual light, which 
the philosopher wins by contemplation of truth and increasing 
purity of life. But while the theologian incessantly postulated 
the agency at that God whose nature he deemed beyond the pale 
of science, the philosopher, id/owing a purely human and natural 
aim, directed his efforts to the gradual elevation of his part of 
reason from its unformed state, and to its final union with the 
controlling intellect whiclvmoves and draws to itself the spirits 
of those who prepare themselves for its influences. The philo-
sophers in their way, like the mystics of Persia (the &duos) 
in another, tended towards a theory of the communion of man 
with the spiritual world, which may he considered a protest 
against the practical and almost prosaic definiteness of the creed 
of Mehemet. 

Arabian philosophy, at the outset of Its career in the. gth 
century, was able without difficulty to take possession of time 
resources for speculative thought which the Latins had barely 
achieved at the close of the r ath century by the slow process of 
rediscovering the Aristotelian logic from the commentaries and 
verses of Bads'. What the Latins painfully accomplished, 
owing to their fragmentary and unintelligent acquaintance with 
mideat philosophy, was already done for the Arabians by the 
scholars of Syria. In the early centuries of the Christian era, 
both within and without the ranks of the church, the Platonic 
tone and method were paramount throughout the Esst. Their 
influence wasleit hr the creeds which formulated the orthodox 
dogmas in regard to the Trinity and the Incarnation. But in 
its later days the Nee-Platonist school came more and more to 
find in Aristotle the best exponent and interpreter of the ph ilo- 
sopher whom they thought divine. It was in this spirit that 
Porphyry, Themistius and. Joannes Philoponus composed their 
commentaries on the treatises of the Peripatetic system which, 
modified often unconsciously by the dominant ideas of its 
=podium, became in the 6th and 7th centuries the philosophy 
of the Eastern Church. But the iostrument which, in the hands 
of John of Damascus (Damascenus), was made subservient to 
theological interests, became in the bands of others a &solvent 
of the doctrines which had been (educed to shape under the pre-
valence of the *Ida Platonism. Peripatetic studies became  

the source • of heresies; and conversely, the heretical setts 
prosecuted the study of Aristotle with peculiar seal. The church 
of the Nestoeistu and that of the Monophysite; in their several 
schools and monastaim, carried on from the nth to the 8th 
century the study of the earlier part of the Orioles, with almost 
the same means, imposes and results as were found among the 
Latin schoolisen of the =rhea centuries. Up to the time when 
the religious seal of the emperor Zeno put a atop to the Nested= 
school at Edema, this " Athena of Syria" was active in trans. 
latirm and popularising the Aristotelian logic. Their banishment 
from Edam in Pio drove the Nestorian scholars to Persia, where 
the Sesesaid rulers gave than a welcome; and there they con-
tinued their labours on the Orgasm A new seminary of logic 
and theology smog up at Nig* not far from the old locality; 
and at Gandisapxa (or Nishapur), in the east of Persia, there 
arose a medical school, whence Greek medicine, and in its 
company Greek science and philosophy, ere long spread over the 
lands of Iran. Meanwhile the Monophysite. had followed In 
the steps of the Nestodans, multiplying Syriac versions of the 
logical and medical science= the Greeks. Their school at Resaina 
is known from the name of Serene, one of the first of these treas. 
biters, in the days of Justinian; and from their monasteries 
at Sinnemin (Chat s) issued numerous versions of the intro-
ductory treatises of the Aristotelian logic. To the forte  of 
Porphyry, the Categoriss and the SamarWica of Misted; 
the labours of these Syrian schoobnen were confined. These 
they expounded, translated, epitomised and made the beds of 
their compilations, and the few who were bold enough to attempt 
the Anelyeics seem to bare left their task =accomplished. 

The energy of the Monophysite; however, began to sink with 
the rise of the Moslem empire; and when philosophy revived 
amongst them in the isth century, ia the person of Gregorius 
Bar-Hebraeuir (Alufferegius) (1226-i Oki), the revival was due 
to the example and Influence of the Arabian Woken. It was 
otherwise with the Nestorian; Gaining by means of their 
professional skill as physickuura high rank in the society of the 
Moslem world, the Nestorian scholars soon made Bagdad familiar 
with the knowledge of Greek philosophy and science which they . 

possessed. But the narrow limits of the Syrian studies, which 
added to a scanty knowledge of Aristotle some acquaintance 
with his Syrian commentators, were soon passed by the curiosity 
sad seal of the students in the Caliphate. During the 8th and 
gth centuries, rough but generally faithful versions of Aristotle's 
principal works were made. into Syriac, and then from the 
Syriac into Arabia The'names of some of these translator; 
such as Johannitius (Husain ibriabliq), were beard even in the 
Latin schools. By the labours of Hunan and his family the 
great body of Greek science, medical, astronomical and math.- 
matical, became accessible to the Arab-speaking races. But foe 
the next three centuries fresh versions, both of the philosopher 
and of his commentators, continued to succeed each other. 

To the Arabians Aristotle represented and manned up Greek 
philosophy, even as Galen became to than the code of Greek 
medicine. They adopted the doctrine and system which timi 
program of human affairs had made the intellectual aliment 
of their Syrian guide; From first to last Arabian philosophers 
made no claim to originality; their slat was merely to propagate 
the truth of Peripatetidam as it had. been delivered to them. 
It was with them that the deification of Aristotle began; and 
from them the belief that in him human intelligence had reached 
its limit passed to the later =boobs= (see Senotairtasid, 
The progress amongst the Arabians on this side lies in a dome 
adherence to their text, a nester approach to the bare exegesis 
of their author, and an increasing emancipation from control 
by the tenets of the popular religion. , 

Secular philosophy found its first entrance amongst the 
Saracens in the days of the early caliphs of the Abbasid dynasty, 
whose ways and thoughts had been moulded by their wtrae residence in Persia amid the influences of an older c.w.o, 
creed, and of ideas which had in the last resort sprung 
from the Greeks. The seat of empire bad been transferred to 
Bagdad, on the highway of Or ental commence; and the distant 
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Khorasan became the favourite province of the caliph. Then 
was inaugurated the period of Persian supremacy, during which 
Islam was laid open to the full current of alien ideas and culture. 
The incitement came, however, not from the people, but from 
the prince: it was in the light of court favour that the colleges 
of Bagdad and Nishapur first came to attract students from 
every quarter, from the valleys of Andalusia as well as the 
upland plains of Transoxiana. Manser, the second of the 
Abbaaids, encouraged the appropriation of Greek science; but 
it was al-Mernan, the son of Haran al-Rashid, whp deserves in 
the Mahornmedan empire the same position of royal founder 
and benefactor which is held by Charlemagne in the history of 
the Latin schools. In his reign (813-833) Aristotle was first 
translated into Arable. 9rthodox Moslems, however, distrusted 
the course on which their chief had entered, and his pirilesophiati 
proclivities became one pound for doubting as to his final 
salvation. 

In the eastern provinces the chief names of Arabian philosophy 
are those known to the Latin schoolmen as Alkindius, Alfarabius, 
Avicenna and Alguel, or under forms resembling these. The 
first of these, Alkindius (see Krinn), flourished at the court of 
Bagdad in the first half of the nth century. His claims to notice 
at the present day rest upon a few works on medicine, theology, 
music and natural science. With him begins that encyclopaedic 
character—the simultaneous cultivation of the whole field of 
Investigation which is reflected from Aristotle on the Arabian 
schooL In him too is found the union of Platonism and Aristo-
telianism expressed in Neo-Platonic terms. Towards the close 
of the Toth century the presentation of an entire scheme of 
knowledge, beginning with logic and mathematics, and ascending 
through the various departments of physical inquiry to the 
region of religious doctrine, was accomplished by a society 
eshich had its chief seat at Basra, the native town of al-Kindi. 
This society—the Brothers of Purity or Sincerity (Ikhwan us 
Safa'il—divided into four orders, wrought in the interests of 
religion no less than of science; and though its attempt to 
compile an encyclopaedia of existing knowledge may have been 
premature, it yet contributed to spread abroad a desire for 
further information. The proposed reconciliation between 
science and faith was not accomplished, because the compromise 
could please neither party. The fifty-one treatises of which 
this encyclopaedia consists are interspersed with apologues 
in true Oriental style, and the idea of goodness, of moral per-
fection, is as prominent an end in every discourse as it was 
in the alleged dream of al-Meman. The materials of the work 
come chiefly from Aristotle, but they are conceived in a Platen's-
fog spirit, which places as the bond of all things a universal 
soul of the world with its partial or fragmentary souls. Con-
temporary with this semi-religious and semi-philosophical 
society lived Alfarabius (see Fucks% who died in gm. His 
paraphrases of Aristotle formed the basis on which Avicenna 
constructed his system, and his logical treatises produced a 
permanent effect on the logic of the Latin scholars. He gave the 
tone and direction to nearly all subsequent speculations among 
the Arabians. His order and enumeration of the principles 
lot being, his doctrine of the double aspect of intellect, and of 
the perfect beatitude which consists in the aggregation of noble 
minds when they are delivered from the separating barriers of 
individual bodies, present at least in germ the characteristic 
theory of Avernus. But al-Fatal was not always consistent 
in his views; a certain sobriety checked his speculative flights, 
and although holding that the true perfection of man is readied 
in this life by the elevation of the intellectual nature, he came 
towards the dose to think the separate existence of intellect 
no better than a delusion. 

Unquestionably the most illustrious name amongst the 
Oriental Moslems was Avicenna (crio-rep). His rank in the 
Awa,mi  medieval world as a philosopher was far beneath his 

fame as a physician. Still, the logic of Alberto' 
Magnus and succeeding doctors was largely indebted to him 
for its formulae. In logic Avicenna starts from distinguishing 
between the isolated concept and the judgment or assertion; 

from which two primitive elements of knowledge there is Rd. 
fiddly generated a complete and sdentific knowledge by the two 
processes of definition and syllogism. But the chief interest 
for the history of logic belongs to his doctrine in so fuss it bears 
upon the nature and function of abstract ideas. The question 
bad been suggested alike to East and West by Porphyry, and. 
the Arabians were the first to approach the full statement of the 
problem. Farilb1 bad pointed out that the universal and in-
dividual are not distinguished from each other as undemanding 
from the acmes, but that both universal and individual are in 
one respect intellectual, just as in another connexion they play 
a part in perception. He had distinguished the animal mance 
in its abstract nature, from the universal considered in relation 
to a number of singulars. These suggestions formed the basis 
of Avicenna's doctrine. The essences or forms—the inleiligiiaie 
which constitute the world of real knowledge—may be looked 
at in themselves (metaphysically), or as embodied in the things 
of sense (physically), or as expressing the processes of thought 
(logically). The first of these three points of view deals with the 
form or idea as self-contained in the principles of its own being, 
apart from thou ccommicas and distinctions whkh it reerives 
in real (sensuous) science, and through the act of intellect. 
Secondly, the form may be looked at as the similarity evolved 
by a process of comparison, as the work of mental reflection, 
and in that way as essentially expressing a relation. When 
thus considered as the common features derived by marninarion 
from singular instances, it becomes a universal or common term 
strictly so called. It is intellect which first makes the abstract 
idea a true universal. hediedns in fermis agit enissrsalilefens. 
In the third place, the form or essence may be looked upon as 
embodied in outward things (is singniatibus foretells), and 
thus it is the type more or less represented by the members 
of • natural kind. It is the designation of these outward things 
which forms the " first intention " of ; and its only at a 
later stage, when thought comes to observe its own modes, 
that names, looked upon as predicables and universals, are takes: 
in their " second intention." Logic deals with such second in-
tentions. It does not consider the farms side senitipliciesian, 
i.e. as eternal ideas—nor is stultiplieilate, i.e. as immersed in the 
matter of the phenomenal world—but pest suritiplicifoton, i. e. 
as they exist in and for the intellect which has examined and 
compared. Logic does not come in contact with things, except 
as they are subject to modification by intellectual forms. In 
other words, universality, individuality and speciality are all 
equally modes of our comprehension or notion; their meaning 
consists in their setting forth the relations attaching to any 
object of our conception. In the mind, e.g., -one form limy be 
placed in reference to a multitude of things, and as thus related 
will be universal. The form animal, e.g., is an abstract intelligible 
or metaphysical idea. When an act of thought employs it ha 
a schema to unify several species, it acquires its logical aspect 
(restates) of generality; and the various living beings qualified 
to have the name animal applied to them constitute the natutal 
dam or kind. Avicenna's view of the universal may be com-
pared with that of Abelard, which calls it " that whose nature 
it is to be predicated of several," as if the generality became 
explicit only in the act of predication, in the same or proposition, 
and not in the abstract, unrelated form or essence. The three 
modes of the universal before things, in things, and after things, 
spring from Arabian influence, but depart somewhat from his 
standpoint 

The place of Avicenna amongst Moslem philosophers is seen in 
the fact that Shahrastint takes him as the type of all, and that 
Ghazilli's attack against philosophy is in reality almost entirely 
directed against Avicenna. His system is in the main a codifica-
tion of Aristotle modified by fundamental views of Neo-Platonist 
origin, and it tends to be a compromise with theology. In order, 
for example, to maintain the necessity of creation, he taught that 
all things except God were admissible or possible in their own 
nature, but that certain of them were rendered necessary by 
the act of the creative first agent,—in other words, that the 
possible could be transformed into the necessary. Avicenna's 
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Ohio, d.the modest of knowledge is an interesting part el his 
doctrine. Man has a rational soul, one face of which is turned 
towards the body, and, by the help of the higher aspect, acts as 
practical understanding; the other face lies open to the reception 
and acquisition of the intelligible forms, and its aim is to beanie 
a reasonable world, teprodudng the forms of the universe and 
their intelligible order. In man there is only the susceptibility 
to reason, which is sustained and helped by the light of the active 
intellect. Man may prepare himself for this influx by removing 
the obstacles which prevent the union of the intellect with the 
lessen mud destined for its reception. The stages of this 
process to the acquisition of mind are generally enumerated by 
Avicenna as four; in this part he follows not Aristotle, but the 
Greek commentator. The first stage is that of the hylic or 
material intellect, a state of mare potentiality, like that of • child 
for writing, before be has ever put pen to paper. The second 
stage is called its habits; it is compared to the case of a child 
that has learned the elements of writing, when the bare possi-
hilly is on the way to be developed, and is seen to be real. In 
this period of half-trained reason, it appears as happy conjecture, 
not yet transformed into art or science proper. When the power 
of writing has been actualized, we have a parallel to the Malaise 
is acts—the way of science and demonstration is entered. And 
alien writing has been made a permanent acoomplishment. 
or leak, property of the subject, to be taken up at will, it 
corresponds to the intellethis adeptu—the complete mastery 
of science. The whole process may be compared to the graded 
illumination of a body naturally capable of receiving light. 
There are, however, grades of susceptibility to the active intellect, 
is. in theological language, to communication with God and 
his angels. Sometimes the receptivity is so vigorous in its 
*Slily, that without teaching it rises at one step to the vision 
of troth, by a certain " holy force " above ordinary measure. 
(In this way philosophy tried to account for the phenomenon 
ed prophecy, one of the ruling ideas of Islam.) But the active 
intellect is not merely influential on human souls. It is the 
universal giver of forms in the world. 

In several points Avicenna endeavoured to give a ratimak 
of theological dogmas, particularly of prophetic rule, of miracles, 
divine providence and immortality. The permanence of in-
dividual souls be supports by arguments borrowed from those 
of Plato. The existence of a prophet is shown to be a corollary 
from • belief in God as a moral governor, and the phenomena 
of miracles are required to evidence the genuineness of the 
prophetic mission. ThusAvicenna, like his predecessors, 
tried to harmonize the abstract forms of philosphy with the 
religious faith of his nation. But his arguments are generally 
vitiated by the fallacy of "seaming what they profess to prove. 
His failure is made obvious by the attack of Ghazal on the 
tendencies and results of speculation. 

To Ghazal (q.e.) it seemed that the study of secular philosophy 
had resulted in a general indifference to religion, and that the 
tibia, scepticism which concealed itself under a pretence of 

piety was destroying the life and purity of the nation. 
With these views he carried into the fields of philosophy the aims 
and spirit of the Moslem theologian. His restless life was the 
✓eflex of • mental history disturbed by prolonged agitation. 
Revolting, in the height of his success, against the current 
creed, he began to examine the foundations of knowledge. The 
senses are cootradicted by one another, and disproved by 
reason. Reason, indeed, professes to furnish us with necessary 
truths; but what assurance have we that the verdicts of reason 
nag not be reversed by some higher authority? Ghazal then 
interrogated all the sects in 'occasion to learn their criterion of 
truth. He first applied to the theological schoolmen, who 
grounded their religion on reason; but their aim was only to 
preserve the faith from heresy. He turned to the philosophers, 
and examined the accepted Aristotelianism in a treatise which 
has come down to na—The Destruction of the Philosophers. He 
assail them on twenty points of their mixed physical and meta-
physical peripateticism, from the statement of which, in spite 
of his pretended scepticism, we can deduce some very positive 

metaphysical opinions of his own. He duos to have shows 
that the dogmas of the eternity of matter and the permanence 
of the world are false; that their description of the Deity es 
the daniurgos is unvisited ; that they fail to prove the existence, 
the unity, the simplicity, the incorporadity or the knowledge 
(both of species and accidents) of God; that their ascription 
of souk to the celestial spheres is unproved; that their theory 
of causation, which attributes effects to the very natures of 
the causes, is false, for that al actions and events are to be 
ascribed to the Deity; and, finally, that they cannot establish 
the spirituality of the soul, nor prove its mortality. These aith 
elms disclose nothing like a sceptical state of mind, but rather 
a reversion from the metaphysical to the theological stage of 
thought. He denies the intrinsic tendencies, or souls, by which 
the Aristotelians explained the motion of the spheres, became 
be ascribes their mania to God. The sceptic would have denied 
both. G. H. Lewes censures Henan for asserting of Ghasthl 
theory of causation—" Hesse lea rine al plus." It is true that 
Ghazal maintains that the natural law according to which effects 
proceed inevitably from their causes is only custom, and that 
there is no necessary connexion between them. But while Ruing 
absolutely denies the necessity, Ghazal[ merely removes it one 
stage farther back, and plants it in the mind of the Deity. The, 
of course, is not metaphysics, but theology. Having, as he 
believed, refuted the opinions of the philosophers, he next in-
vestigated the pretensions of the Allegorists, who derived their 
doctrines from an imam. These Arabian idtramontanes had 
no word for the doubter. They could not, he says, even under. 
stand the problems they sought to resolve by the assumption 
of infallibifity, and he turned again, in his despair, to the is 

 of his youth—the Sails. In their mystical intuition 
o

▪  

f the laws of life, and absorption in the immanent Deity, he at 
last found peace. This shows the true character of the treatise 
which, alike in medieval and modern times, has been quoted as 
containing an exposition of his opinions. The work called The 
Teralencies of the Pkilatothers, translated in 'sok with the title 
Logica et Philosophic; A:goalie Arabi', contains neither the logic 
nor the philosophy of Chesil. It is a mere abstract or state-
ment of the Peripatetic systems, and was made preliminary to 
that DestructioN of which we have already spoken. 

This indictment against liberal thought from the standpoint 
of the theological school was afterwards answered in Spain by 
Averroes; but in Bagdad it heralded the extinction of the light 
of philosophy. Moderate and compliant with the popular 
religion as Alfambius and Avicenna had always been, as com-
pared with their Spanish successor, they had equally failed to 
conciliate the popular spirit, and were classed in the same ate-
gory with the heretic or the member of an immoral sect. The 
12th century exhibits the decay of liberal intellectual activity 
in the Caliphate, and the gradual ascendancy of Turkish races 
animated with all the intolerance of semi-barbarian proselytes 
to the Mahommedan faith. Philosophy, which had only sprung 
up when the purely Arabian influences ceased to predominate, 
came to an end when the sceptre of the Moslem world passed 
away from the dynasty of Persia. Even in irso Bagdad had 
seen a library of philosophical books burned by command of the 
caliph Mostanjiti; and in 1192 the same place might have wits 
nosed a strange scene, in which the books of a physician were 
first publicly cursed, and then committed to the flames, while 
their owner was incarcerated. Thus, while the Latin church 
showed a marvellous receptivity for ethnic philosophy, and 
assimilated doctrines which it had at an earlier date declared 
impious, in Islam the theological system entrenched itself 
towards the end of the 12th century in the narrow orthodoxy 
of the Asbarites, and reduced the votaries of Greek philosophy 
to silence. 

The same phenomena were repeated in Spain under the 
Mahommedan rulers of Andalusia and Morocco, with this 
difference, that the time of philosophical development soft, 
was shorter, and the heights to which Spanish thinkers 
soared were greater. The reign of al-Hakim the Second (Or-
e* inaugurated in Andalusia those scientific and philosophical 
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eddies which were simultaneously prosecuted by the Society 
of Basra. From Cairo, Bagdad, Damascus and Alexandria, 
books both old and new were procured at any price for the library 
of the prince; twenty-seven free schools were opened in Cordova 
for the education of the poor; and intelligent knowledge was 
perhaps more widely diffused in Mahommedan Spain than in 
any other part of Europe at that day. The mosques of the city 
were filled with crowds who listened to lectures on science and 
literature, law and religion. But the future glary this pro-
tubed was long postponed. The usurping euecesear of Bakens 
found it a politic step to request the most notable doctors of the 
sacred law to examine the royal library; and every book treat-
ing of philosophy, astronomy and other forbidden topics was 
condemned to the flames. But the spirit of research, foam td 
by the fusion of races and the social and intellectual competition 
thus engendered, was not crushed by these proceedings; and 
for the next century and more the higher minds of Spain found 
in Damascus and Bagdad the intellectual aliment which they 
desired. At last, towards the close of the arch century, the 
long-pent spiritual energies of Mahosnmeden Spain burst forth 
in a brief series of illustrious men. Whilst the native Spaniards 
were narrowing the limits of the Moorish kingdoms, and whilst 
the generally fanatical dynasty of the Alissohades might have 
been expected to repress speculation, the century preceding 
the dam of Mahommedan sway saw philosophy cultivated 
by Averapace, Abubacer and Avenue. Even ameopt the 
Almohades then were princes, such as Yusaf (who began his 
reign in 1163) and Yaqab Almansar (who succeeded in as), 
who welcomed the philosopher at their courts and treated him 
as an intellectual 031111:10M But about nee the old distrust of 
philosophy revived; the philosophers were banished in disgrace; 
works on philosophical topics were ordered to be confiscated and 

• burned; and the son of Abnansar condemned • certain Ibn-
Habib to death for the crime of philosophizing. 

Arabian speculation in Spain was heralded by Avicebron or 
Ibn Gabfrol WO, a Jewish philosopher (1021-1058). About 
Amapa,. a generation later the rank of Moslem thinkers was 

introduced by Aba-Baler Muhammad ibn Yahya, 
surnamed Ibn-Bajja, and known to the Latin world as Avem-
pace. He war born at Saragossa, and died comparatively young 
at Fes in usil. Besides commenting on various physical 
treatises of Aristotle's, he wrote some philosophical mays, 
notably one on the Republic or Regime of The Solitary, under-
standing by that the organised system of rules, by obedience to 
which the individual may rise from the mere life of the senses 
to the perception of pure intelligible principles and may partici-
pate in the divine thought which sustains the world. These 
rules for the individual are but the image or reflex of the political 
organization of the perfect or ideal state; and the man who 
strives to lead this life is called the solitary, not because he with-
draws from society, but because, while in it, he guides himself 
by reference to a higher state, an ideal society. Avempace 
does sot develop at any length this curious Platonic idea of the 
perfect state. His object is to discover the highest end of human 
life, and with this view he classifies the various activities of the 
hurnan.soul, rejects such as are material or animal, and then 
analyses the various spiritual forms to which the activities may 
be directed. He points out the graduated scale of such forms, 
through which the soul may rise, and shows that none are final 
or complete in themselves, except the pure intelligible forms, 
the Wen of Meas. These the intellect can grasp, and in so 
doing it becomes what he calls istleikdite acquisitets,and is in a 
measure divine. This gaff-consciousness of pure reason is the 
highest object of human activity, and I. to be attained by the 
speculative method. The intellect ha in itself power to know 
ultimate truth and intelligence, and does not require a mystical 
illumination as Ghazal taught. Avempace's principles, it is 
dear,. lead directly to the Averroistk doctrine of the unity of 
intellect, but the obscurity and incompleteness of the Regime 
do not permit us to judge bow far he anticipated the later thinker. 
(See Munk, MIleages is pulp. free et wok, pp. sliksto.) 

The same theme was developed by Ilen4hfail (ea.) in Ms 

philosophical romance, called Jim GIs- rabid& (the Idvial, 
Son of the Waking One), best known by Pococke's Latin maim 
as the Philosophies Autodidacts'. It describes the process by 
which an isolated truth-seeker detaches himself from his lower 
passions, and raises himself above the material meth and the Wm 
of heaven to the forms which are the source of their movement, 
until he arrives at a union with the swam Intellect. The 
experiences of the religious mystic are paralleled with ohs 
ecstatic vision in which the philosophical hermit Aces a wadi 
of pure intelligences, where birth and decease are unknown. 
It was this theory which Averroes (z sairreed1), the last and 
most famous of the thinkers of Moslem Spain, carded out to his 
doctrine of the unity of intellect. 

For Aristotle the reverence of Avernus was unbounded, 
and to expound him was his chosen teak. The uncritical es-
ceptivity of his age, the defects of the Arabic unions, Awwrwss 
the emphatic theism of his creed, and the rationalising 
mysticism of some Oriental thought, may have sometimes led 
him astray, and given prominence to the less obvious helium 
of Aristotelianism. But in his conception of the relation 
between philosophy and religion, Avernus bad a light which 
the Latins were without. The science, Wady so called, of the 
several theological schools, their groundless distinctions and 
sophistical demonstrations, be regarded as the great source 
of heresy and scepticism. The allegorical Interpretations and 
metaphysics which had been imported into religion bad taken 
men's minds away fromthe plain sense of the Loran. God had 
declared a truth meet for all men, which needed oo intellectual 
superiority to understand, in a tongue which each human soy 
could apprehend. Accordingly, the expositors of religious 
metaphysics, Ghazal! induded, are the monies of true teligloo, 
because they make it a mere matter of syllogism. Avernus 
maintains that • return must be made to the words and teaching 
of the prophet; that science must not expend itself in dogma-
tizing on the metaphysical consequences of fragmented doctrine 
for popular acceptance, but must proceed to react upon and 
examine the existing things of the world. Averroes, at the tame 
time, condemns the attempts of those who tried to give demon-
strative science where the mind was not capable of more than 
rhetoric: they harm religion by their mere negations, destroy-
ing an old sensuous creed, but cannot build up a higher and 
intellectual faith. 

In this spirit Averroes does not allow the fancied needs of 
theological reasoning to interfere with his study of Aristotle, 
whom he simply interprets as a truth-seeker. The points by 
which he told on Europe were all implicit in Aristotle, but 
Averroes set in relief what the original had left obscure, and 
emphasized things which the Christian theologian  passed by or 
misconceived. Thus Avenues bad a double effect. He was 
the great interpreter of Aristotle to the later Schoolmen. On the 
other hand, he came to represent those aspects of Peripateticism 
most alien tit the spirit of Christendom; and the deeply religions 
Moslem gave his name to the and-sacerdotal patty, to the 
materialists, sceptics and atheists, who defied or undermined 
the dominant beliefs of the church. 

On three points Averroes, like other Moslem thinkers, came 
specially into relation, real or supposed, with the religious creed, 
viz. the creation of the world, the divine knowledge of particular 
things, and the future of the human soul. 

The real grandeur of Averroes is seen in his resolute prosecution 
of the standpoint of science in matters of this world, and in his 
recognition that religion is not a branch of knowledge to be 
reduced to propositions and systems of dogma, but a personal 
and inward power, an individual truth which stands distinct 
from, but not contradictory to, the universalities of scientific 
law. In his science he followed the Greeks, and to the Schul-
man he and his compatriots rightly seemed philosophers the 
ancient world. He maintained alike the claim of demonstrative 
science with its generalities for the few who could live in that 
ethereal world, and the dam of religion foe all—the common 
life of each soul as an individual and personal consciousness. 
But theology, or the mixture of the two, he regarded as a souses 
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of off to both—fostering the vale belief in a healthy of philo- • 
gophers to religion, and meanwhile corrupting religion by a 
• science. 

The latent nomitudiarn of Aristode only came gradually to 
be emphasized through the prominence which Christianity 
gave to the individual life, and, apart from purling notices as 
ie Abelard, first found clear enunciation in the school of Dune 
Scotus. The Arabians, on the contrary, emphasized the idealist 
aspect which had been adopted and promoted by the Neo-
Platonist commentators. Hence, to Avenues the eternity of the 
vrodd finds its true expression in the eternity of God. The 
camelent movement of growth and change, which presents 
matter in faro after form as a continual search after a finality 
which in time and movement is not and cannot be reached, 
represents only the aspect the world shows to the physicist and 
tothesenses. In the eyeof reason the full fruition of this desired 
finality Is already and always attained; the sensitisation, in-
visible to the senses, is achieved now and ever, and is thus beyond 
the element of time. This transcendent or abstract being is that 
which the world of nature is always raking. He is thought or 
intellect, the actuality, of which movement is but the fragment-
ary attainment in successive instants of time. Such a mind 
is not in the theological sense a creator, yet the onward move-
ment is not the same as what some modern thinkers seem to 
mean by development. For the perfect and absolute, the con-
summation of movement is not generated at any point in the 
process; it is en ideal end, which guides the operations of nature, 
and does not wait upon them for its achievement. God is the 
nnehangIng essence of the movement, and therefore its eternal 
anise. 

A special application of this relation between the prior perfect, 
and the imperfect, which it influences, is found in the doctrine 
of the connexion of the abstract (transcendent) intellect with 
man. This transcendent mind is sometimes connected with 
the moon, according to the theory of Aristotle, who assigned 
an imperishable matter to the sphere beyond the sublunary, 
and in general looked upon the celestial orbs as living and intelli-
gent. Such an intellect, named active or productive, as being 
the author of the development of reason in man, is the permanent, 
eternal thought, which is the truth of the cosmic and physical 
movement. It is in man that the physical or sensible passes 
most evidently into the metaphysical and rational. Humanity 
is the chosen vessel in which the tight of the intellect is revealed; 
and so long as mankind lasts there must always he some indi-
viduals destined to receive this light. What seems from the 
material point of view to be the acquisition of learning, study 
and a moral life, is from the higher point of view the manifesta-
tion of the transcendent intellect in the individual. The pre-
paration of the heart and faculties gives rise to a series of grades 
between the original predisposition and the full acquisition of 
actual intellect. These grades in the main resemble those given 
by Avicenna. But beyond these, Averroes claims as the highest 
bibs of the soul a union in this life with the actual intellect. 
The intellect, therefore, is one and continuous in all individuals, 
who differ only in the degree which their illumination has 
attained. Such was the Averroist doctrine of the unity of intellect 
-,-the eternal and universal nature of true intellectual life. 
By his interpreters it was transformed into a theory of one soul 
common to all mankind, and when thus corrupted conflicted 
not unreasonably with the doctrines of a future life, common 
to Islam and Christendom. 

Avenues, rejected by his Moslem countrymen, found's hearing 
among the Jews, to whom Maimonides had shown the free paths 

of Greek speculation. In the cities of Languedoc and 
co""" Provence, to which they had been thriven by Spanish el Ant. fanaticism, the Jews no longer used the learned Arabic, 

and translations of the works of Avenues became 
neteseary. His writings became the text-book of Levi ben 
Gerson at Perpignan, and of Moses of Narbonne. Meanwhile, 
before tz so, Averroes became accessible to the Latin Schoolmen 
by means of versions, accredited by the names of Michael Scot 
aid others. William of Auvergne is the first Schoolman who 

criticises the doctrines of Avenues, net, however, by name. 
Menus Magnus and St Thomas devote special treatises to en 
examination of the Averroist theory of the unity of intellect, 
which they labour to confute in order to establish the orthodoxy 
of Aristotle. But as early as Aegidlus Romanist (i 247-13f 6), 
Averroes had been stamped as the patron of indifference to 
theological dogmas, and credited with the emancipation which 
was equally due to wider experience and the lessons of the 
Crusades. There had never been an absence of protest against 
the hierarchical doctrine. Berengu of Tours (1 i th century) had 
struggled in that interest, and with Abelard, in the r 2t11 century, 
the revolt against authority in belief grew loud. The dialogue 
between a Christian, a Jew and a philosopher suggested a COM-
parative estimate of religions, and placed the natural religion of 
the moral law above all positive revelations. Nihilists and 
naturalists, who deified logic and science at the expense of 
faith, were not unknown at Paris in the days of John of Salis-
bury. In such a critical generation the words of Averreinn 
found willing ears, and pupils who outran their teacher. Paris 
became the centre of a sceptical society, which the decrees of 
bishops and councils, and the enthusiasm of the orthodox doctors 
and knights-errant of Catholicism, were powerless to extinguish. 
At Oxford Averroes told more as the great .  commentator. In 
the days of Roger Bacon be had become an authority. Bacon, 
placing him beside Aristotle and Avicenna, recommends the 
study of Arabic as the only way of getting the knowledge which 
bad versions made almost hopeless. In Duns Scotus, Averroes 
and Aristotle are the unequalled masters of the science of proof; 
and he pronounces distinctly the separation between Catholic 
and philosophical truth, which became the watchword of Aver-
roism. By the t4th century Averroism was the common leaven 
of philosophy; John Beconthorpe is the chief of Avenvists, and 
Walter Burley has similar tendencies. 

Meanwhile Averroism had come to be regarded by the great 
Dominican school as the arch-enemy of the truth. When the 
emperor Frederick II. consulted a Moslem free-thinker on the 
mysteries of the faith, when the phrase or legend of the " Three 
Impostors" presented in its most offensive form the scientific 
survey of the three laws of Moses, Christ and Mthomet, and 
when the characteristic doctrines of Averroes were misunder-
stood, it soon followed that his name became the badge of the 
scoffer and the sceptic. What had begun with the subtle dis-
putes of the universities of Paris, went on to the materialist 
teachers in the medical schools and the sceptical men of the world 
in the cities of northern Italy. The patricians of Venice and 
the lecturers of Padua made Averroism synonymous with 
doubt and criticism in theology, and with sarcasm against the 
hierarchy. Petrarch refuses to believe that any good thing can 
come out of Arabia, and speaks of Averroes as a mad dog barking 
against the church. In works of contemporary art Averroes 
is at one time the comrade of Mehemet and Antichrist; at 
another be lies with Arius and Sabellius, vanquished by the 
lance of St Thomas. 

It was in the universities of north Italy that Averroism 
finally settled, and there for three centuries it continued as 
a stronghold of Scholasticism to resist the efforts of 
revived antiquity and of advancing science. Padua --- 

became the seat of Averroist Aristotelianism; and, 
when Padua was conquered by Venice in 14os, the printers of 
the republic spread abroad the teaching of the professors in the 
university. As early as 13as, at Padua, Petrus Aponensis, a 
notable expositor of medical theories, had betrayed a heterodoxy 
in faith; and John of Jandun, one of the pamphleteers on the 
side of Louis of Bavaria, was a keen follower of Averroes, whom 
he styles a " perfect and most glorious physicist." Urbana 
of Bologna, Paul of Venice (d. 428), and Cajetanus de Things 
(1387-5461), established by their lectures and their discussions 
the authority of Averroes; and a long list of manuscripts rests 
In the libraries of Lombardy to witness the diligence of these 
writers and their successors. Even a lady of Venice, Cassandra 
Fedele, in 548o, gained her laurels in defence of Averroist theses. 

With Pietro Pomponani (VP.)  in t495. a brilliant epOCh begaD 
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for the school of Padua. Questions of permanent and present 
interest took the place of outworn scholastic problems. The 
disputants ranged themselves under the rival commentators, 
Alexander and Avenues; and the immortality of the soul became 
the battle-ground of the two panics. Pomponazzi defended the 
Alexandrist doctrine of the utter mortality of the soul, whilst 
Agostino Nifo (q.v.), the Averroist, was entrusted by Leo X. 
with the task of defending the Catholic doctrine. The parties 
seemed to have changed when Averroism thus took the side of 
the church; but the change was probably due to compulsion. 
Nilo had edited the works of Averroes (1495-497); but his 
expressions gave offence to the dominant theologians, and he 
had to save himself by distinguishing his personal faith from his 
editorial capacity. Alessandro Achillini, the persistent philo-
eophical adversary of Pomponazzi, both at Padua and subse-
quently at Bologna, attempted, along with other moderate but 
not brilliant Averroists, to accommodate their philosophical 
theory with the requirements of Catholicism. It was this com-
paratively mild Averroism, reduced to the merely explanatory 
activity of a commentator, which continued to be the official 
dogma It Padua during the 16th century. Its typical repre-
sentative is Marc-Antonio Zimara (d. 1552), the author of a recon-
ciliation between the tenets of Averroes and those of Aristotle. 

Meanwhile, in raw. Aristotle was for the first time expounded 
in Greek at Padua. Plato had long been the favourite study 

at Florence; and Humanists, like Erasmus, Ludovicus 
Vives and Nizolius, enamoured of the popular philo-

sophy of Cicero and Quintilian, poured out the vials of their 
contempt on scholastic barbarism with its " impious and thrice-
accursed Averroes." The editors of Averroes complain that 
the popular taste had forsaken them for the Greek. Neverthe-
less, while Fallopius, Vesalins and Galileo were claiming atten-
tion to their discoveries, G. Zabarella, Francesco Piccolomini 
(152o-t6o4) and Cesare Cremonini (1550-1630 continued the 
traditions of Averroism, not without changes and additions. 
Cremonini, the last of them, died in 1631, after lecturing twelve 
years at Ferrara, and forty at Padua. The great educational 
value of Arabian philosophy for the later schoolmen consisted 
in its making them acquainted with an entire Aristotle. At 
the moment when it seemed as if everything had been made 
that could be made out of the fragments of Aristotle, and the 
compilations of Capella,- Cassiodorus and others, and when 
mysticism and scepticism seemed the only resources left for 
the mind, the horizon of knowledge was suddenly widened by 
the acquisition of a complete Aristotle. Thus the mistakes 
inevitable in the isolated study of an imperfect Orgasms could 
not henceforth be made. The real bearing of old questions, 
and the meaninglessness of many disputes, were seen in the 
new conception of Aristotelianism given by the Metaphysics 
and other treatises. The former Realism and Nominalism were 
lifted into a higher phase by the principle of the universalizing 
action of intellect—Intelleass is fermis agil universalitatem. 
The commentaries of the Arabians in this respect supplied 
nutriment more readily assimilated by the pupils than the pure 
text would have been. 

Arabian philosophy, whilst it promoted the exegesis of Aristotle 
and increased his authority, was not less notable as the source 
of the separation between theology and philosophy. Speculation 
fell on irreligious paths. In many cases the heretical movement 
was due less to foreign example than to the indwelling tendencies 
of the dominant school of realism. But it is not less certain that 
the very considerable freedom of the Arabians from theological 
bias prepared the time when philosophy shook off its ecclesiastical 
vestments. In the hurry of first terror, the church struck 
Aristotle with the anathema launched against innovations in 
philosophy. The provincial council of Paris in taco, which 
condemned Amalricus and his followers, as well as David of 
Dinant's works, forbade the study of Aristotle's Natural Philo-
sophy and the Commentaries. In !mg the same prohibition 
was repeated, specifying the Mao physics and Physics, and the 
COMMeleiarieS by the Spaniard Mauritius (i.e. probably Avenues). 
Meanwhile Alberto' Magnus and Thomas Aquinas, accepting  

the exegetical services of the Arabians, did their best to combo. 
vert the obnoxious doctrine of the Intellect, and to defend the 
orthodoxy of Aristotle against the unholy glosses of infidels. 
But it is doubtful whether even they kept as pure from the 
infection of illegitimate doctrine as they supposed. The tide 
meanwhile flowed in stronger and stronger. In ram Etienne 
Templer, bishop of Paris, supported by an assembly of theo-
logians, anathematized thirteen propositions bearing the stamp 
of Arabian authorship; but in 1277 the same views and others 
more directly offensive to Christians and theologians had to be 
censured again. Raymond Lally, in a dialogue with an infidel 
thinker, broke a lance in support of the orthodox doctrine, and 
carried on a crusade against the Arabians in every university; 
and a disciple of Thomas Aquinas drew up a list (De et imbibes 
philosophonsm) of the several delusions and errors of each of 
the thinkers from Kindi to Averroes. Strong in their coavietion 
of the truth of Aristotelianism, the Arabians carried out their 
logical results in the theological field, and made the distinction 
of necessary and possible, of form and matter, the basis of con-
clusions in the most momentous questions. They refused to 
accept the doctrine of creation because it conflicted with the 
explanation of forms as the necessary evolution of matter. 
They denied the particular providence of God, because knowledge 
in the divine sphere did not descend to singulars. They ex-
cluded the Deity from all direct action upon the world, and 
substituted for a cosmic principle the active intellect,—thus 
holding a form of Pantheism. But all did not go the some length 
in their divergence from the popular aces!. 

The half-legendary accounts which attribute the introduction 
of Arabian science to Gerbert, afterwards Pope Sylvester II., 
to Constantino! Africanus and to Adelard of Bath, if they have 
any value, refer mainly to medical science and mathematics. 
It was not till about the middle of the rith century that under 
the patronage of Raymond, archbishop of Toledo, a society of 
translators, with the archdeacon Dominica' Gundisalvi at their 
head, produced Latin versions of the Commentaries of Avicenna, 
and Gharali, of the Foes Vitae of Avicebron, and of several 
Aristotelian treatises. The working translators were converted 
Jews, the best-known among them being Joanne' Aveadeath. 
With this effort began the chief translating epoch for Arabic 
works. Avicenna's Came of Medicine was first translated into 
Latin by Gerard of Cremona (d. 2187), to whom versions of other 
medical and astronomical works are due. The movement 
towards introducing Arabian science and philosophy into Europe, 
however, culminated under the patronage of the emperor 
Frederick IL (tars-t25o). Partly from superiority to the 
narrowness of his age, and partly in the interest of his struggle 
with the Papacy, this Malicia ecclaiae Rename drew to hit 
court those savants whose pursuits were discouraged by the 
church, and especially students in the forbidden lore of the 
Arabians. He is said to have pensioned Jews for purposes of 
translation. One of the scholars to whom Frederick gave a 
welcome was Michael Scot, the first translator of Averroes. 
Scot had sojourned at Toledo about 1217, and had accomplished 
the versions of several astronomical and physical treatises, 
mainly, if we believe Roger Bacon, by the labours of a Jew named 
Andrew. But Bacon is apparently hypercritical in his estimate of 
the translators from the Arabic. Another protégé of Frededck's 
was Hermann the German (Aletnannus), who, between the years 
1243 and ;256, translated amongst other things a paraphrase of 
al-Farabt on the Rhetoric, and of Averroes on the Peaks and 
Ethics of Aristotle. Jewish scholars held an honourable place 
in transmitting the Arabian commentators to the schoolmen. 
It was amongst them, especially in Maimonides, that Aristo, 
telianiam found refuge after the light of philosophy was es-
tinguished in Islam; and the Jewish family of the Ben-libbon 
were mainly instrumental in making Averroes known to southern 
France. 

See S. Munk, Milaisa de phs7osophie Alive a arabe (Paris, 1859)i 
E. Reno. De Phiktophia Peripatetica aped Syros (5852), and 
Armes et 'Aecrroisete (Paris, 3rd ed., 067); Am. jourdain. 
Recitercites critiques tar far a reclines des troductioes Wino 
d' Arius* (Paris, a' ed.. MeV ; B. Haunlau. thiltIfetie 40eleilitra 
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ARABIAN SRA (sac. Ham Erythema's), the name applied 
to the portion of the Indian Ocean bounded E. by India, N. by 
Baluchistan and part of the southern Persian littoral, W. by 
Arabia, and S., approximately, by a line between Cape Guardafui, 
the north-east point of Somaliland, and Cape Comorfn in India. 
It has two important branches-at the south-west the Gulf of 
Aden, connecting with the Red Sea through the strait of Bab-el-
Mandeb; and at the north-west the Gulf of Oman, connecting 
with the Persian Gulf. Besides these larger ramifications, there 
are the Gulfs of Cambay and Each on the Indian coast. An 
interest and Importance belong to this sea as forming part of the 
chief highway between Europe and India. Its islands are few 
and insignificant, the chief being Sokotra, off the African, and 
the Laccadives, off the Indian coast. 

ARABIC, a religions sect originating about the beginning of 
the 3rd century, which is mentioned by Augustine (De Hamm 
• hail), and called also everollexins (" mortal-souled ") by 
John of Damascus (De Hamm. c. xc.) The name is given to 
the Arabians mentioned by Eusebius (Hist. Led. at 37), whose 
distinctive doctrine was a form of Christian materialism, showing 
Itself in the belief that the soul perished and was restored to life 
along with the body. We may compare Tertian's view of the 
soul as a subtler variety of matter. According to Eusebius, 
they were convinced of their error by Origen, and renounced it 
at a council held about A.D. 246. 

ARABI PASHA (e. 1839- ), more correctly ANYAD 'Mast 
to which in later years he added the epithet al-Misty, "the 
Egyptian," Egyptian soldier and revolutionary leader, was born 
in Lower Egypt in 5839 or 1840 of a Mak family. Having 
entered the army as a conscript he was made all officer by Said 
Pasha in 1862, and was employed in the transport department 
in the Abyssinian campaign of 5875 under Ismail Pasha. A 
charge of peculation, unproved, was made against him in con-
nexion with this expedition and he was placed on half-pay. 
During this time he joined a secret society formed by All Rubi 
with the object of getting rid of Turkish officers from the 
Egyptian army. Arabi also attended lectures at the mosque 
El Asher and acquired a reputation as an orator. In 1878 he 
was employed by Ismail in fomenting a disturbance against the 
ministry of Huber, Rivers Wilson and de Bligniares, and received 
In payment a wife from Ismail's harem and the command of a 
regiment This increased his influence with the secret society. 
which, under the feeble government of Tewfik Pasha and the 
Dual Control, began to agitate against Europeans. In all that 
followed Arabi was put forward as the leader of the discon-
tented Egyptians; he was in reality little more than the mouth-
piece and puppet of abler men such as All Rub, and Mahmud 
SamL On the tat of February 5881 Arabi and two other 
Egyptian colonels, summoned before a court-martial for acts 
of disobedience, were rescued by their soldiers, and the khedive 
was forced to dismiss his then minister of war in favour of 
Mahmud Semi. A military demonstration on the 8th of 
September 1881, led by Arabi, forced the khedive to Increase 
the numbers and pay of the army, to substitute Sherif Pasha 
for Riaz Pasha as prime minister, and to convene an assembly 
of notables. Arabi became under-secretary for war at the 
beginning of :882, but continued his intrigues. The assembly 
of notables claimed the right of voting the budget, and thus 
came into conflict with the foreign controllers who bad been 
appointed to guard the interests of the bondholders in the 
management of the Egyptian finances. Sherif fell in February, 
Mahmud Sand became prime minister, and Arabi (created a 
pigs) minister of war. Arabi, after a brief fall from office,  

acquired a dictatorial power that alarmed the British govern-
ment. British and French warships went to Alexandria at the 
beginning of June; on the nth of that month rioting in that 
city led to the sacrifice of many European lives. Order could 
only be restored through the intervention of Arabi, who now 
adopted a mote distinctly anti-European attitude. His arming 
of the forts at Alexandria was held to constitute a menace to 
the British fleet. On the refusal of France to co-operate, the 
British fleet bombarded the forts (r r th.July), and a British force, 
under Sir Garnet Wolseley, defeated Arabi on the 13th of 
September at Tel-el-Rebir. Arabi fled to Cairo where he sur-
rendered, and was tried (3rd of December) for rebellion. In 
accordance with an understanding made with the British 
representative, Lord Dufferin, Arabi pleaded guilty, and sentence 
of death was immediately commuted to one of banishment for 
life to Ceylon. The same sentence was passed on Malumid 
Sami and others. After Arabi's exile had lasted for nearly 
twenty years, however, the khedive Abbas II. exercised his 
prerogative of mercy, and in May not Arabi was permitted to 
return to Egypt. Arabi, as has been said, was rather the figure-
head than the inspirer of the movement of 1881-5882; and 
was probably more honest, as he was certainly less intelligent, 
than those whose tool, in a large measure, he was. The move-
ment which he represented in the eye of Europe, whatever the 
motives of its leaders, " was in its essence a genuine revolt 
against misgovernment" ,  and It was a dim recognition of this 
fact which led Arabi to style himself " the Egyptian." 

See Reim History also the accounts of Arabi in Kkedisu 
and Parkas, by C. F. Moberly Bell (1884); and in Lord Cromer'. 
Medan Erypt (mo8). 

ARABIBTAN (formerly RIZIIZISTAN), a province of Persia, 
bounded on the S. by the Persian Gulf, on the W. by Turkish 
territory, on the N. by Luristan and on the E. by the Bakhtiarl 
district and Fars. It has its modern name, signifying "land of 
the Arabs," from the Arabs who form the bulk of the population, 
and is subdivided into the districts of Muhamrah, Fellalayeh 
(the old Derek), Ram Hormuz (popularly known as Ramiz), 
Havizeh, Shu:shter and Dien!. It has a population of about 
roo,000 and pays a yearly revenue of about f3o,000. The soil 
is very fertile, but since the dam over the Karon at Ahvaz was 
swept away and the numerous canals which diverted the waters 
of the river for irrigation became useless, a great part of the 
province is uncultivated, and most of the crops and produce 
depend for water on rainfall and wells. The climate is hot, and 
in the low-lying, swampy districts very unhealthy; the prevail-
ing winds are north-west and south-east, the former hot and 
dry from the arid districts west of Mesopotamia, the latter bear-
ing much moisture from the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean. 
The principal Arab tribes are the Rib (generally known as 
Chaab) and Beni Lam, the former mostly settled in towns and 
villages and by religion Shiites, the latter nomads and Sunnites 
The staples of food are dates and fish in the south, elsewhere 
the produce of the herds and flocks and rice, wheat and barley. 
Other products are maize, cotton, silk and indigo, and the manu-
factures include carpets without pile, coarse woollens, cottons 
and silk nettings. Dyeing is extensively carried on in Dizful 
where most of the indigo is grown. 

Rhuzistan (meaning " the land of the Um ") was a part of 
the Biblical Elam, the classical Susiana, and appears in the great 
inscription of Darius as Uvaja. 

ARABS, the name given to that branch of the Semitic race 
which from the earliest historic times inhabited the south- 
western portion of the Arabian peninsula. The name, to-day 
the collective term for the overwhelming majority of the sur- 
viving Semitic peoples, was originally restricted to the nomad 
tribes who ranged the north of the peninsula east of Palestine 
and the Syro-Arabian desert. In this narrow sense " Arab " 
is used in the Assyrian inscriptions, in the Old Testament and 
in the Minann inscriptions. Before the Christian era it had 
come to include all the inhabitants of the peninsula. This, it is 
suggested, may have been due to the fact that the " Arabs " 

$ Lord Cromer in Egypt, No. t, roes,  p. 2. 
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ARABS 
were the thief people near the Greek and Roman colonies in 
Syria and Mesopotamia. Classical writers use the term both 
in its local and general sense. The Arabs to-day occupy, besides 
Arabia, a part of Mesopotamia, the western shores of the Red 
Sea, the eastern coast of the Persian Gulf and the north of 
Africa. The finest type of the race is found in south Arabia 
among the Ariba Arabs, among the mountaineers of Hadramut 
and Yemen and among the Bedouin tribes roaming over the 
interior of central and northern Arabia. The Arabs of the 
coasts and those of Mesopotamia are hybrids, showing Turkish, 
Negroid and Hamitic crossings. The people of Syria and 
Palestine are hybrids of Arab, Phoenician and Jewish descent. 
The theory that early Arab settlements were made on the east 
coast of Africa as far as Sofia south of the Zambezi, is without 
foundation; the earliest Arab settlement on the east coast of 
Africa that can be proved is Magadoxo (Mukdishu) in the loth 
century, and the ruined cities of Mashonaland, once supposed 
to be the remains of Arab settlements, are now known to be 
of medieval African origin. On the East African coast-lands 
Arab influence is still considerable. Traces of the Arab type 
are met with in Asia Minor, the Caucasus, western Persia and 
India, while the influence of the Arab language and civiliza-
tion is found in Europe (Malta and Spain), China and Central 
Asia. 

The Arabs are at once the most ancient as they in many ways 
are the purest surviving type of the true Semite. Certainly 

the inhabitants of Yemen are not, and in historic 
times never were, pure Semites. Somali and other 

elements, generally described under the collective racial name 
of Hamitic, are clearly traceable; but the inland Arabs still 
present the nearest approach to the primitive Semitic type. 
The origin of the Arab race can only be a matter of conjecture. 
From the remotest historic times it has been divided into two 
branches, which from their geographical position it is simplest 
to call the North Arabians and the South Arabians. Arabic 
and Jewish tradition trace the descent of the latter from Joktan 
(Arabic Kaidan) son of Heber, of the former from Ishmael. 
The South Arabians—the older branch—were settled in the 
south-western part of the peninsula centuries before the uprise 
of the Ishmaelites. These latter include not only Ishmael's 
direct descendants through the twelve princes (Gen. xxv. 16), 
but the Edomites, Moabites, Ammonites, Midianites and other 
tribes. This ancient and undoubted division of the Arab race 
—roughly represented to-day by the universally adopted 
classification into Arabs proper and Bedouin Arabs (see 
BEDOUINS)—has caused much dispute among ethnologists. 
MI authorities agree in declaring the race to be Semitic in the 
broadest ethnological signification of that term, but some 
thought they saw in this division of the race an indication of a 
dual origin. They asserted that the purer branch of the Arab 
family was represented by the sedentary Arabs who were of 
Hamitic (Biblical Cushite), i.e. African ancestry, and that the 
nomad Arabs were Arabs only by adoption, and were nearer 
akin to the true Semite as sons of Ishmael. Many arguments 
were adduced in support of this theory. (r) The unquestioned 
division in remote historic times of the Arab race, and the im- 
memorial hostility between the two branches. (a) The concur- 
rence of pre-Islarnitic literature and records in representing the 
first settlement of the " pure " Arab as made in the extreme 
south-western part of the peninsula, near Aden. (3) The use 
of Himyar, " dusky - or " red " (suggesting African affinities), 
as the name sometimes for the ruling class, sometimes for the 
entire people. (4) The African affinities of the Himyaritic 
language. (5) The resemblance of the grammar of the Arabic 
now spoken by the " pure " Arabs, where it differs from that 
of the North, to the Abyssinian grammar. (6) The marked 
resemblance of the pre-Islamitic institutions of Yemen and its 
allied provinces—its monarchies, courts, armies and serfs—to 
the historical Africo-Egyptian type and even to modern Abys- 
sinia. (y) The physique of the " pure " Arab, the shape and 
aim of the bead, the slenderness of the lower limbs, all suggesting 
an African rather than an Asiatic origin. (8) The habits of the 

people, via, their sedentary rather than nomad oecepadear, 
their fondness for village life, for dancing, music and society, 
their cultivation of the soil, having more in common with African 
life than with that of the western Asiatic continent. (9) The 
extreme facility of marriage which exists in all classes of the 
southern Arabs with the African races, the fecundity of such 
unions and the slightness or even total absence of any caste 
feeling between the dusky " pure " Arab and the still darker. 
African, pointing to a community of origin. And further argu-
ments were found in the characteristics of the Bedouins, their 
pastoral and nomad tendencies; the peculiarities of their idiom 
allied to the Hebrew; their strong clan feeling, their con-
tinued resistance to anything like regal power or centralized 
organization. 

Such, briefly, were the more important arguments; but 
latterly ethnologists are inclined to agree that there is little 
really to be said for the African ancestry theory and that the 
Arab race had its beginning in the deserts of south Arabia, 
that in short the true Arabs are aborigines. 

Mahommedans call the centuries before the Prophet's birth 
toaqt-el jaisiliya, " the time of ignorance," but the fact is that 
the Arab world has in 60020 respects never since reached so high 
a level as it had in those days which it suits Moslems to paint in 
dreary colours. Writing was a lose art and poetry flourished. 
Eloquence was an accomplishment all strove to acquire, and 
each year there were assemblies, lasting sometimes a month, 
which were devoted to contests of skiU among the orators and 
poets, to listen to whose friendly rivalry tribesmen journeyed 
long distances. Last, that surest. index of a people's civilization 
—the treatment of women—contrasted very favourably with 
their position under the Koran. Women had rights and were 
respected. The veil and the harem system were unknown before 
Mehemet. According to Noldeke the Nabataean inscriptions 
and coins show that women held a high social position in northern 
Arabia, owning large estates and trading independently. Poly-
andry and polygamy, it is true, were practised, but the right of 
divorce belonged to the woman as well as the man. Two kinds 
of marriage were celebrated. One was a purely personal con-
tract, with no witnesses, the wife not leaving her home or passing 
under marital authority. The other was a formal marriage, the 
woman becoming subject to her husband by purchase or capture. 
Even captive women were not kept in slavery. Arabic wealth 
and culture had indeed thus early reached a stage which justified 
Professor Robertson Smith in writing, " In this period the namo 
of Arab was associated to Western writers with ideas of effemi-
nate indolence and peaceful opulence . . . the golden age of 
Yemen." But long before Mahomet's time this early Arab 
predominance was at an end, possibly due in great measure 
to the loss of the caravan trade through the increase of shipping. 
The abandonment of great cities and the rub, of many tribes 
contributed to the apparent nationalization of the Arab peoples. 
Though the traditional jealousy and hostility of the two branches, 
the Yemenites and Maadites or Ishmaelites, remained, the Arab 
world had attained by the levelling process of common mis-
fortune the superficial unity it presents to-day. The nation thus 
formed, never a nation in the strict sense of the word, was 
distinctively and thoroughly Semitic in character and language, 
and has remained unchanged to the present day. The sporadic 
brilliancy of the ancient Arab kingdoms gave place to a social 
and political lethargy, the continuation of which for many cen-
turies made the uprise of Saracenic empires seem a miracle to 
a world ignorant of the Arab past. The Arab race up to 
Mahomet's day had been in the main pagan. Monotheism, if 
it ever prevailed, early gave place to sun and star worship, 
or simple idolatry. Professor Robertson Smith suggests that 
totemism was the earliest form of Arabian idolatry, and that 
each tribe had its sacred animal. This he supports by the fact 
that some tribal names were derived from those of animals, and 
that animal-worship was not unknown in Arabia. What seems 
certain is that Arab religion was of a complex hybrid nature, 
not much to be wondered at when one remembers that Arabia 
was the asylum of many religious refugees, Zoroastrians, Jews* 
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Chehtiana In the later pm-Wand* time spirits, or Saes, 
is they were called, of which each tribe or family had its 
own, were worshipped, and there was but • vague idea of • 
Supreme Being. Images of the jinns to the number of 
360, one for each day of the lunar year, were collected in 
the temple at Mara, the chief seat of their worship. That 
worship was of a sanguinary nature. Human sacrifice was 
fairly frequent. Under the guise of religion female infaaricide 
was a common practice. At Mecca the great object of worship 
was a plain black stone, and to it pilgrimages were made from 
every part of Arabia. This stone was so sacred to the Arabs 
that even hiahomet dared not dispense with it, and it remains 
the central object of sanctity in the Ka'ba to-day. The temples 
of the Sabacans and the Minima= were built east of their 
cities, • fact suggesting sun•weeship, yet this is not believed to 
bare been the cult of the Minuses. Common to both was the 
worship of Attar, the male Ashtoreth. 

With the appearance of Mehemet the Arabs took anew a place 
in the world's history. 

Physically the Arabs are one of the strongest and noblest 
races of the world. Baron de Larrey, surgeon-general to 

Napoleon on his expedition to Egypt and Syria, 00721016 	. 	6,1 	• writes: 	Thew physical structure is In all respects 
more perfect than that of Europeans; their organs of sense 
exquisitely acute, their size above the average of men in general, 
their figure robust and elegant, their colour brown; their in-
telligence proportionate to their physical perfection and without 
doubt superior, other things being equal, to that of other 
nations." The typical Arab face is of an oval form, lean-
featured; the eyes a brilliant black, deep-set under bushy 
eyebrows; nose aquiline, forehead straight but not high. In 
body the Arab is muscular and long-limbed, but lean. De-
formed individuals or dwarfs are rare among Arabs; nor, except 
leprosy, which is common, does any disease seem to be hereditary 
among them. They often suffer from ophthalmia, though not 
in the virulent Egyptian form. They are scrupulously clean 
in their persons, and take special care of their teeth, which are 
generally white and even. Simple and abstemious in their 
habits, they often reach an extreme yet healthy old age; nor 
is it common among them for the faculties of the mind to give 
way sooner than those of the body. 

Thus, physically, they yield to few races, if any, of mankind; 
mentally, they surpass most, and are only kept back In the 
a„,„,.. march of progress by the remarkable defect of or- 

ganizing power and Incapacity for combined action. 
Lax and imperfect as are their forms of government, it is with 
impatience that even these are borne; of the four caliphs 
who alone reigned—if reign theirs could be called—in Arabia 
proper, three died a violent death; and of the Wahhiibi princes, 
the most genuine representatives in later times of pure Arab 
rule, almost all have met the same fate. The Arab face, which 
is not unkindly, but never smiling, expresses that dignity and 
gravity which are typical of the race. While the Arab is always 
polite, good-natured, manly and brave, he is also revengeful, 
cruel, untruthf al and superstitious. Of the Arab nature Derck- 
harit (other authorities, e.g. Barth and Rehire, are far less com- 
plimentary) wrote: " The Ambdhplays his manly character when 
he defends his guest at the peril of his own life, and submits 
to the reverses of fortune, to disappointment and distress, with 
the most patient resignation. He is distinguished from a Turk 
by the virtues of pity and gratitude. The Turk is cruel, the Arab 
of a more kind temper; he pities and supports the wretched, and 
never forgets the generosity shown to him even by an enemy." 
The Arab will lit and cheat and swear false oaths, but once his 
word is pledged he may be trusted to the last. There are some 
oaths such as Wendt (by Allah) which mean nothing, but such 
an oath as the threefold one with no, 61 and Oa as particles of 
sweating the meanest thief will not break. in temper, or at 
least in the manifestation of it, the Arab is studiously calm; 
and be rarely so much as raises his voice in a dispute. But this 
outward tranquillity covers feelings alike keen and permanent; 
and the remembrance of a rash jest or injurious word, uttered 

years before, leads only tee often to that Mood-revenge which 
is a sawed duty everywhere in Arabia. 

There exist, however, marked tribal or almost send-national 
diversities of character among the Arab.. Thus, the inhabitant* 
of Hejaz are noted for courtesy and blamed for fickleness; those 
of Nejd ate distinguished by their stern tenacity and dignity 
of deportment; the nations of Yemen are gentle and paint, but 
revengeful; those of Hasa and Oman cheerful and fond of sport, 
though at the same time turbulent and unsteady. Anything 
approaching to a game is rarely Nejd, and in the Hejaz religion 
and the yearly occurrence of the pilgrim ceremonies almost 
exclude all public diversions; but in Yemen the well-known 
game of the " jertd," or palm-stick, with dances add music is 
not rate. In Oman such amusements are still more frequent. 
Again in Yemen and Oman, coffee-houses, where people resort 
for conversation, and where public recitals, songs and other 
amusements are indulged In, stand open all day; while nothing 
of the sort is tolerated in Nejd. So too the ceremonies of circurn-
chicon or marriage are occasions of gaiety and pastime on the 
coast, but not in the central provinces. 

An Arab town, or even village, except it be the merest hamlet, 
is invariably walled round; but seldom Is a stronger material 
than dried earth used; the walls are occasionally 

Ala flanked by towers of Moe construction. A dry ditch sore 
often surrounds the whole. The streets are irregular auroras: 
and seldom parallel. The Arab, indeed, lacks an 
eye.for the straight. The Arab carpenter cannot form a right 
angle; an Arab servant cannot place a cloth square on a table. 
The Ka'ba at Mecca has none of its sides or angles equal. The 
houses are of one or two storeys, rarely of three, with flat mud 
roofs, little windows and no external ornament. If the town 
be large, the expansion of one or two streets becomes a market-
place, where are ranged a few shops of eatables, drugs, coffee, 
cottons or other goods. Many of these shops are kept by women. 
The chief mosque is always near the market-place; so is also 
the governor's residence, which, except in size and in being 
more or less fortified Arab fashion, does not differ from a private 
house. Drainage is unthought of; but the extreme dryness of 
the air obviates the inconvenience and disease that under other 
skies could not fail to ensue, and which in the damper climates 
of the coast make themselves seriously felt. But the streets are 
roughly swept every day, each householder taking care of the 
roadway that lies before his own door. Whitewash and colour 
are occasionally used in Yemen, Hejaz and Oman; elsewhere a 
light ochre tint, the colour of the sun-dried bricks, predominates, 
and gives an Arab town the appearance at a distance of a 
large dust-heap in the centre of the bright green ring of gardens 
and palm-groves. Baked bricks are unknown in Arabia, and 
stone buildings are rare, especially in Nejd. Palm branches 
and the like, woven in wattles, form the dwellings of the poorer 
classes in the southern districts. Many Arab towns possess 
watch-towers, like huge round factory chimneys in appearance, 
built of sun-dried bricks, and varying in height from so to too It 
or even more. Indeed, two of these constructions at the town 
of Birkat-el-Manj, in Oman, arc said to be each of t7o ft in 
height, and that of Nezwah, in the same province, is reckoned 
at too; but these are of stone. 

The principal feature in the interior of an Arab house is the 
" kahwah "or coffee-room. It is a large apartment spread with 
mats, and sometimes furnished with carpets and a few cushions. 
At one end is a small furnace or fireplace for preparing coffee. 
In this room the men congregate; here guests are received, and 
even lodged; women rarely enter it, except at times when 
strangers are unlikely to be present. Some of these apartments 
are very spacious and supported by pillars; one wall is usually 
built transversely to the compass direction of the Ka'ba; it 
serves to facilitate the performance of prayer by those who 
may happen to be in the kahwah at the appointed times. The 
other rooms are ordinarily small. 

The Arabs are proverbially hospitable. A stranger's arrival 
is often the occasion of an amicable dispute among the wealthier 
inhabitant* as to who shall have the privilege of receiving him. 
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Arab cooker, Is of the simplest. Roughly-ground wheat cooked 
with butter; bread in thin cakes, prepared on a heated iron 
plate or against the walls of an open oven; a few vegetables, 
generally of the leguminous kinds; boiled mutton or camel's 
flesh, among the wealthy; dates and fruits—this is the mesa 
of an ordinary meal. Rice is eaten by the rich and fish is 
common on the coasts. Tea, introduced only a few decades 
back, is now largely drunk. A food of which the Arabs are fond 
is locusts boiled in salt and water and then dried in the sun. 
They taste like stale shrimps, but there is a great sale for them. 
Spices are freely employed; buttes much too largely for a 
European taste. 

After eating, the hands are always washed, soap or the ashes 
of an alkaline plant being used. A covered censer with burning 
incense is then passed round, and each guest perfumes his hands, 
face, and sometimes his clothes; this censer serves also on 
receptions and whenever special honour is intended. In Yemen 
and Oman scented water often does duty for it. Coffee, without 
milk or sugar, but flavoured with an aromatic seed brought from 
India, is served to all. This, too, is done on the occasion of a 
first welcome, when the cups often make two or three successive 
rounds; but, in fact, coffee is made and drunk at any time, as 
frequently as the desire for it may suggest itself; and each time 
fresh grains are sifted, roasted, pounded and boiled—a very 
laborious process, and one that requires in the better sort of 
establishments a special servant or slave for the work. Arabs 
generally make but one solid meal a day—that of supper, soon 
after sunset. Even then they do not eat much, gluttony being 
rare among them, and even daintiness esteemed disgraceful. 
Wine, like other fermented drinks, is prohibited by the Koran, 
and is, in fact, very rarely taken, though the inhabitants of the 
mountains of Oman are said to indulge in it. On the coast 
spirits of the worst quality are sometimes procured; opium 
and hashish are sparingly indulged in. On the other hand, 
wherever Wahhabiism has left freedom of action, tobacco. 
smoking prevails; short pipes of day, long pipes with large 
open bowls, or most frequently the water-pipe or " nar-
ahileh," being used. The tobacco smoked is generally strong 
and is either brought from the neighbourhood of Bagdad or 
grown in the country itself. The strongest quality is that of 
Oman; the leaf is broad and coarse, and retains its green colour 
even when dried; a few whiffs have been known to produce 
absolute stupor. The aversion of the Wahhabis to tobacco is 
well known; they entitle it " mukhzi " or " the shameful," 
and its use is punished with blows, as the public use of wine 
would be elsewhere. 

In dress much variety prevails. The loose cotton drawers 
girded at the waist, which in hot donates do duty for trousers, 

Bursa are not often worn, even by the upper classes, in Nejd 
or Yemama, where a kind of silk dressing-gown is 

thrown over the long shirt; frequently, too, a brown or black 
cloak distinguishes the wealthier citizen; his head-dress is a 
handkerchief fastened round the had by a band. But in Hejaz, 
Yemen and Oman, turbans are by no means uncommon; the 
ordinary colour is white; they are worn over one or more skull-
caps. Trousers also form part of the dress in the two former 
of these districts; and a voluminous sash, in which a dagger 
or an inkstand is stuck, is wrapped round the waist. The poorer 
folk, however, and the villagers often content themselves with 
a broad piece of cloth round the loins, and another across the 
shoulders. In Oman trousers are rare, but over the shirt a long 
gown, of peculiar and somewhat dose-fitting cut, dyed yellow, 
is often worn. The women in these provinces commonly put 
on loose drawers and some add veils to their head -dresses; 
they are over-fond of ornaments (gold and silver); their hair 
is generally arranged in a long plait hanging down behind. AU 
men allow their beards and moustaches full growth, though 
this is usually scanty. Most Arabs shave their heads, and indeed 
all, strictly speaking, ought by Mahommedan custom to do so. 
An Arab seldom or never dyes his hair. Sandals are worn more 
often than shoes; none but the very poorest go barefoot. 

Slavery is still, as of old times, a recognised institution through- 

out Arabia; and an illicit trailic in blacks is carried on ekes 
the coasts of the Persian Gulf and the Red Sea. The 
slaves themselves were obtained chiefly from the east 31."17* 
African coast districts down as far as Zanzibar, but this 
source of supply was practically closed by the end of the 
19th century. Slaves are usually employed in Arabia as 
herdsmen or as domestic servants, rarely in agricultural work; 
they also form a considerable portion of the bodyguards with 
which Eastern greatness loves to surround itself. Like their 
countrymen elsewhere, they readily embrace the religion of their 
masters and become zealous Mahommedans. Arab custom 
enfranchises a slave who has accepted Islam at the end of seven 
years of bondage, arid when that period has arrived, the muter, 
instead of exacting from his slave the price of freedom, generally, 
on giving him his liberty, adds the requisite means for suppeet-
ing himself and a family in comfort. Further, on every important 
occasion, such as a birth, circumcision, a marriage or a death, 
one or more of the boristhold slaves are sure of acquiring their 
freedom. Hence Arabia has a considerable free black popula-
tion; and these spin, by inter-marriage with the whites 
around, have filled the land with a mulatto breed of every shade, 
till, in the eastern and southern provinces especially, a white 
skin is almost an exception. In Arabia no prejudice exists 
against negro alliances; no social or political line separates 
the African from the Arab. A negro may become a sheik, 
a kadi, an sink, or whatever his industry and his talents may 
render him capable of being. This is particularly so in Nejd, 
Yemen and Hadrathut; in the Hejaz and the north a faint 
line of demarcation may be observed between the races. 

The Arabs are good soldiers but poor generals. Personal 
courage, wonderful endurance of privation, fixity of purpose, 
and a contempt of death are qualities common to 
almost every race, tribe and clan that compose the 41,7,9= 
Arab nation. In skirmishing and harassing they have 
few equals, while at close quarters they have often shown them-
selves capable of maintaining, armed with swords and spears 
alone, a desperate struggle against guns and bayoftets, neither 
giving nor receiving quarter. Nor are they wholly ignorant 
of tactics, their armies, when engaged in regular war, being 
divided into centre and wings, with skirmishers in front and a 
reserve behind, often screened at the outset of the engagement 
by the camels of the expedition. These animals, kneeling and 
ranged in long parallel rows, form a sort of entrenchment, from 
behind which the soldiees of the main body fire their matalocks, 
while the front divisions, opening out, act as either flank of the 
enemy. This arrangement of troops may be traced in Arab 
records as far back as theseth century, and was of ten exemplified 
during the Walthabi ware. 

Arab women are scarcely less distinguished for their bravery 
than the men. Records of armed heroines occur frequently in 
the chronicles or myths of the pre-Islamitic time; and in authen• 
tic history the Battle of the Camel, 656 A.O., where Ayesha, the 
wife of Mehemet, headed the charge, is only the first of a number 
of instances in which Arab amazons have taken, sword in hand, 
no inconsidemble share in the wars and victories of Islam. Even 
now it is the custom for an Arab force to be always accompanied 
by some courageous maiden, who, mounted on a blackened 
camel, leads the onslaught, singing verses of encouragement 
for her own, of insult for the opposing tribe. Round her litter 
the fiercest of the battle rages, and her capture or death is the 
signal of utter rout; it is hers also to head the triumph after the 
victory of her clan. 

There is little education, in the European sense of the word, in 
Arabia. Among the Bedouins there are no schools, and few, 
even of the moot elementary character; in the towns tubati. 
or villages. Where they exist, little beyond the 
mechanical reading of the Koran, and the equally mechanical 
learning of it by rote, is taught. On the other band, Arab male-
children, brought up from early years among the grown-up 
men of the house or tent, lean more from their own parents 
and at home than is common in other countries; reading - 
and writing are in most instances thus acquired, or father 
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transmitted; besides such general principles of grammar and 
.eloquence, often of poetry and history; as the elders themselves 
may be able to impart. To this family schooling too are due 
Osgood manners, politeness, and self-restraint that early dis-
tinguish Arab children. In the very few instances where a 
public school of a higher class exists, writing, grammar and 
rhetoric sum up its teachings. Law and theology, in the narrow 
sense that both these words have in the Islamitk system, are 
explained in afternoon lectures given In most mosques; and 
some versa of the Koran, with one of the accepted commentaries, 
that of &tidied for example, form the basis of the instruction. 
Great attention is paid to accuracy of grammar and purity of 
diction throughout Arabia; yet something of a dialectic differ-
ence may be observed in the various districts. The purest Arabic, 
that which is as nearly as possible identical in the choice of words 
and in its inflections with the language of the Koran, is spoken 
in Nejd, and the best again of that in the province of Soder: 
Next in purity comes the Arabic of Shammar. Throughout the 
Hejas in general, the language, though extremely elegant, is 
not equally correct; in el-Hasa, Bahrein and Oman it is de-
cidedly influenced by the foreign element called Nabataean. 
In Yemen, as in other southern districts of the peninsula, Arabic 
merges insensibly into the Himyaritic or African dialect of 
Hadrannet and Mehra. (See SEMITIC LANGUAGES.) 
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ARACAJL a city and seaport of Brazil, capital of the state 
of Sergipe, 570 m. N.N.E. of Bahia, on the river Cotinguiba; 
or Cothicliba, 6 rn. from the coast. The municipality, of which 
it forms a part, had a population in illeo of 16,336, about two-
thirds of whom lived in the city itself. Aracaji is a badly built 
town on the right bank of the river at the base of a ridge of low 
sand-hills and has the usual features of an unprogressive pro-
vincial capital. Good limestone is quarried in its vicinity, and 
the country tributary to this port produces large quantities of 
sager. Cotton is also grown, and the back country sends down 
hides and skins for shipment. The anchorage is good, but a 
dangerous bar at the mouth of the river prevents the entrance 
of vessels drawing more than 12 ft. The port is visited, there-
fore, only by the smaller steamers of the coastwise lines. The 
river is navigable as far as the town of Maroim, about to m. 
beyond Aracaj6. The city was founded in 1833. 

ARACATY, or ARACATI, a city and port of Brazil, in the state 
of Cent', yS m. S.E. of Fortaleza, on the river Jaguaribe, 8 m. 
from the sea. Pop. of the municipality (189o) zo,a8t, of whom 
about 13,000 belonged to the city. A 'dangerous bar at the 
mouth of the river permits the entrance only of the smaller 
coasting steamers, but the port is an important commercial 
centre, and exports considerable quantities of cotton, hides, 
manicoba, rubber, fruit, and palm wax. 

ARACHKB, in Greek mythology, the daughter of Idmon of 
Colophon in Lydia, a dyer in purple. She had acquired such 
skill in the art of weaving that she ventured to challenge Athena. 
While the goddess took as subjects her quarrel with Poseidon 
as to the naming and possession of Attica, and the warning 
examples of those who ventured to pit themselves against the 
immortals, Arachne depicted the metamorphoses of the gods 
and their amorous adventures. Her work was so perfect that 
Athena, enraged at being usable to find any blemish in it, tore  

it to pieces. Mechem hanged herself in despair; but the goddess 
out of pity loosened the rope, which became a cobweb, while 
Amelia herself was changed into a spider (Ovid, brefam. vi. 
5-43). The story probably indicates the superiority of Asia 
over Greece•in the textile arts. 

ARACHNIBA, the zoological name given is this by Lamarck 
(Gr. &pave, a spider) to a class which he instituted for the 
reception of the spiders, scorpions and mites, previously classified 
by Linnaeus in the order Aptera of his great group Insects. 
Lamarck at the same time founded the class Crustacea for the 
lobsters, crabs and water-fleas, also until then included in the 
order Aptent of Linnaeus. Lamarck included the Thysanura 
and the Myriapoda in his class Arachnids. The Insecta of 
Linnaeus was a group exactly equivalent to the Arthropods 
founded a hundred years later by Siebold and Sunnite'. It was 
thus reduced by Lamarck In area, and made to comprise only 
the six-legged, wing-bearing " Insects." For these Lamarck 
proposed the name ilexapoda; but that name has been little used, 
and they have retained to this day the title of the much larger 
Linnaean group, viz. Insecta. The position of the Arachnids 
in the great sub-phylum Arthropods, according to recent ana-
tomical and embryological researches, is explained in the article 
ARTHROPODA. The Arachnids form a distinct class or line of 
descent in the grade Euarthropoda, diverging (perhaps in 
common at the start with the Crustacea) from primitive Euar-
thropods, which gave rise also to the separate lines of descent 
known as the classes Diplopoda, Crustacea, Chilopoda and 
Hexapods, 

1.—Entosternum, entesternite or plastron of Llaalss 
polyphemus, Lau. Dorsal surface. 

LAP. Left anterior process. 	PLR. Posterior lateral rod ar 
RAP. Right anterior process. 	tendon. 
PIN, Pharynges) notch. 	PIP. Posterior lateral process. 
AL R, Anterior latetal rod or tendon. Natural size. 

(From Lauskoster. Q. 	 NEW 
Lionsisu as Arachnid.—Modern views as to the classifica-

tion and affinities of the Arachnids have been determined by 
the demonstration that Liman: and the extinct Eurypterines 
(Pierygoles, &c.) are Arachnids; that is to say, are identical 
in the structure and relation of so many important parts with 
Scorpio, whilst differing in those respects from other Arthropoda, 
that it is impossible to suppose that the identity is due to homo-
plasy or convergence, and the conclusion must be accepted that 
the resemblances arise from close genetic relationship. The view 
that Limulus, the king-crab, is an Arachnid was maintained as 
long ago as 182e by Strauss-DtIrckheim (I), on the ground of its 
possession of an internal cartilaginous sternum—also possessed 
by the Arachnid* (see figs. t, 2, 3, 4, s and 6)—and of the simi-
larity of the dispositioa of the six leg-like appendages around 
the mouth in the two cases (see figs. 45 and 63). The evidence 
of the exact equivalence of the segmentation and appendages 
of Limulus and Scorpio, and of a number of remarkable points 
of agreement in structure, was furnished by Ray Lankester in 
an article published in r88t C' Limulus an Arachnid," Chart.. 
learn, Mier. Sat. WA. xxi. NS.), and in a series of subsequent 
memoirs, in which the structure of the entosternum, of the coast 
glands, of the eyes, of the veno-pericardike muscles, of the 
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respiratory lamellae, and of other parts, WEI for the first time 
described, and in which the new facts discovered were shown 
uniformly to support the hypothesis that Limulus is an Arachnid. 
A list of these memoirs is given at the close of this article (2, It 
4, 5 and 13). The Eurypterines (Gigantostraes) were included 
in the identification, although at that time they were supposed 

I r7- 

Fro. 2.—Ventral surface of the entosternum of Lioialso poly. 
News's, Latr. Letters as in fig. 1 with the addition of NF, neural 
fosse protecting the aggregated ganglia of the central nervous sys-
tem; Oa. left posterior ventral process; Phil', posterior median 
process, Natural sae. 

(From Laskeser.) 

to possess only five pairs of anterior or prosomatie appendages. 
They have now been shown to possess six pairs (fig.  47), as do 
Limulus and Scorpio. 

The various comparisons previously made between the struc- 
ture of Limulus and the Eurypterines on the one hand, and that 
of a typical Arachnid, such as Scorpio, on the other, had been 
vitiated by erroneous notions as to the origin of the nerves 
supplying the anterior appendages of Limulus (which were finally 
removed by Alphonse Milne-Edwards in his beautiful memoir 

(8) on the structure 
of that animal), and 
secondly by the errone- 
ous identification of the 
double sternal plates 
of Limulus, called 
" chilaria," by Owen, 
with a pair of append- 
ages (7). Once the 

nS identity of the chilaria 
with the pentagonal 
sternal plate of the 
scorpion is recognized 
—an identification first 
insisted on by Lati- 

no. 3.--Entosternum of scorpion (Pal- kester—the whole 
sursnonu radar, de Geer); dorsal surface. series of segments and 
asp. Paired anterior process of the sub- appendages in the two 

neural arch. 	 animals, Limulus and top. Sub-neural arch. 
at, Anterior lateral process (same as RAP ScorPio, are serwto 

and LAP in fig. 1): 	 respond most closely, 
lop, Lateral median process (same as ALR segment for segment, 

and PLR of fig. 0. 	 with one another (see pp. Posterior process (same as PLP in  
fi 	 figs. 7 and 8). The e. 1). 

p/. Posterior nap or diaphragm of New- structure of the proso-
port. •made appendages or 

on,  and mt. Perforations of the diaphragm legs  is  also seen  to  pre. 
for the passage of muscles. 

DR, The paired dorsal ridges 	 sent many significant 
GC, Gastric canal or foramen. 	 points of agreement 
AC, Arterial canal or foramen. 	 (see figures), but a curi- 

arm leakesur. let. 	
oast discrepancy existed 
In the six-jointed struc-

ture of the limb in Limulus, which differed from the seven-jointed 
limb of Scorpio by the defect of one joinL R. L Pocock of the 
British Museum has observed that in Limulus a marking exists 
on the fourth joint, which apparently indicates a previous  

e 

macroscopic structure of the Ft0.4.—Ventralsurfaceof thesame 
central and the lateral eyes entosternum as that drawn in 8g. 3. 
has been shown by Lankester 

differ; but the lateral eyes of 

Letters 

 lec in  taio6g.  3ol'er'Ehteithjadditi  

of 
	addition 

and A. G. Bourne (5) to NC, neural canal or foramen. 

Scorpio were shown by them 
to be similar in structure to the lateral eyes of Limulus, and the 
central eyes of Scorpio to be identical an structure with the 
central eyes of Limulus (see below). 

Following the prosoma is a region consisting of six segments (fills- 14 
a nd 1 5). ea c hinctr:orzy aur

s 

 iratialsactoe-like 

l'1111111:nredgaters1 is called the mesosou  ma. The 

Le,irewteisng thiso  of r zgia 	 of 
metasoma , 

 and those o the 

fused to form a second or posterior 
carapace in Limulus, whilst remaining 
free in Scorpio. The first pair of foli-
aceous appendages in each animal is 
the genital operculum; beneath it are 
found the openings of the genital ducts. 
The second pair of snesOsomatic append-
ages in Scorpio are known as the  

pectens.' Each consists of an axis, 
bearing numerous blunt tooth-like pro- Fm. 3.—Entosternumof 
cesses arranged in a series. This is one of the mygalomorphous 
represented an Limulus by the first gill- spiders; ventral surface. 
bearing appendage. The leaves (some Ph.N., pharyngeal notch 
150 in number) of the gill-book (see The posterior median pro. 
figure) correspond to the tooth-like cesa with its repetition of 

of the pectens of Scorpio. triangularregments closely 
hrecenneft: four painsof appendages (coin- resembles the same process 

plating the mesosomatic series of ix) in  Limulus 
consist, in both Scorpio and Limulus, 
of a base carrying each 130 to 150 	 g.„414 
blood-holding leaf-like plates, lying on 
one another like the leaves of a book. Their minute structure is 
closely similar in the two cases; the leaf-like plates receive blood 
from the great sternal sinus, and 
serve as respiratory organs. The 
difference between the gill-books of 
Limulus and the lung-books of 
Scorpio depends on the fact that the 
latter are adapted to aerial respira-
tion, while the former serve for 
aquatic respiration. The appendage 
carrying the gill-book stands out on 
the surface of the body in Limulus, 
and has other portions develop ed  
besides the gill-book and its base; 
it is fused with its fellow of the 

a 

opposits side On the other hand, in 

re=e. has sunk below the surface, 	• the  gill-heeh-heenea aP.  F10 6.—Dorsal surface of 

forming a recess or chamber for to d
rawn 

 entosternum as 

itself, which communicates with the 	"'fawn la fig. 5. Ph•N's 
exterior by an oval or circular pharyngeal  notch. 	_ 

in-sinkingh(afigs .talkenaplia). ce,Tahandt  tthhit the !lemma; 1--"aakc'book:11..inlUnken 
gill-books of Scorpio really represent appendages (that is to say. 
limbs or parapodm) is proved by their dsvelopmerhW WM, (see 

division of this segment Into two, and thus establishes the agree. 
merit of Limulus and Scorpio in this small feature of the number 
ofsegments in the legs (see fig. 

It as not desirable to occupy the limited since of this article by a 
full description of the limbs and segments of Limulus and Scorpio. 
The reader is referred to the complete series of figures here given. 
with their explanatory legends (figs. 12,13,14. t3). Certain matters, 
however, require comment and explanation to render the comparison 
intelligible. The tergitts, or chatiaired dorsal halves of the body 
rings, are fused to far a 
" prosomatic carapace,' or 
carapace of the prosoma. 	 n  both Limulus and Stoma 
(see figs. 7 and 8). This 
region corresponds in both 	 \\" 

cases to six somites, as indi-
cated by the presence of six 
pairs of limbs. On the sur- 
face of the carapace there are 
in both animals a pair of 
central eyes with simple lens pf 
and a pair of lateral eye-
tracts, which. in Limulus 
consist of closely-aggregated ot . 
simple eyes, forming a " Com-
pound" eye, whilst in 

CS ,mpio they present several 
separate small eyes. The 

his 
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ace 
	.11 •0die,y. a ppose at first as outstanding processeson 

The exact mode in which the in-sinking of superficial outstanding 
Limbs, 	gill-lamellae, has historically taken place has been a 
matter of m 	speculation. It was to be hoped that the specimen 
of the Silurian scorpion (hdaeopeenas) from Scotland, showing the 
ventral surface of the =mem& (fig- 49),  would throw light on this 
matter; but the specimen recently carefully studied by the writer 
and Pocock reveals neither gill-bearing limbs nor stigmata. The 
probability appears to be against an actual introversion of- the 
appendage and its lamellae, as was at one time suggested by 
Laithester. It is probable that such an in-sinking as is awn in the 

Eid..7.—Diageam of the dorsal surface of Ueda,' petyphania. 
et, 14teral compound eyes. 	wise suppressed praegenital 
a', Central monomeniscons eyes. smite. 
PA. Post-anal spine. 	 VIII to XIII, The six somites of 
1 to VI, The six appendage- the meeesoma, each with a 

bearing somitte of the pro- mova of dorsal enble pleural spine and a 
soma. pair topophsis or 

VII. Usually considered to be muscle attaching uspow
y
ths. 

the tergum of the genital XIV to XVIII, The confluent or 
aconite. but suggested by unexpressed six somites of the 
Pocock to be that of the other- metasoma. 

(According to the system of numbering explained in the text, If 
VII is the tergum of the praegenital somite (as is probable) it should 
be labelled Prg without any number, and the somites VIII to XIII 
should be lettered t to 6, indicating that they are the six normal 
somites of the mesosoma; whilst XV to XVIII should be replaced 
by the numbers, to 1.2—an additional suppressed segment (making 
up the typical us) bang reckoned to the metasornacc fusion-1 

(Front Lasluster. Q. Ms. Set vol. asl.. IMO 

accompanying diagram has taken place (fig. 15)1 but we aro yet in 
need of evidence as to the exact equivalence of axis. Abe., 
obtsiniag between the lung-book of Scorpio and t gill-book of 
Lando& Zoologists are familiar with Many instances (fishes, 
crostacessis) in which the protective walls of a water-breathing 
organ or gill-apparatus become converted into an air-breathing 
organ or lung, but there is no other are known of the conversion 
of gill procemse themselves into air-breathing plates.

identification of the lung-books of Scorpio with the gill-books 
of Limulus is practically seeded by the existence of the pectens in 
Scorpio (fig. 14. VIII) on the second mesosomatic smite. There is 
ao doubt that them are parapodial or limb appendages, carrying 

In essential structure to the kat-•• plates of the 	mesa- 
numerous habeicated secondary 	and therefore cam 	ble 

somatic aomite of Limulus. They have , remained anenclosed and 
projecting on the surface of the body, as once were the appendages 
of the four following somites. But they have lost their respiratory 
function. In non-aquatic life such an unprotected organ cannot 
subserve respiration. The " patens" have become more firma 
chitinixed and probably somewhat altered in shape as 
with their condition in the aquatic ancestral smrpiona 
present function in scorpions is not as:ermined. They are not 
specially sensitive under ordinary conditions, and may be touched 
or even pinched without causing any discomfort to the scorpion. 
It is probable that they acquire special sensibility at the breeding 
season and serve as " guides " in copulation. The shape of the legs 
and the absence of paired terminal claws in the Silurian Paissephsissi 
(see figs. 48 and 49) as compared with living 
scorpions (see fig. so) show that the early as. 
scorpions were aquatic, and we may hope 
some day in better-preserved specimens than 
the two as yet discovered, to find the respire." " 
toy organs of . those captures in the con-
dition of projecting appendages serving 
aquatic respiration somewhat as in Limulus, 
though not necessarily repeating the exact 
form of the broad plates of Limulus. 

It is important to note that the series of 
lamellae of the lung-book and the gill-book 
correspond exactly in structure, the narrow, 
flat -d-space in the lamellae being inter-
rupted by jillar-like junctions of the two 
surfaces in both cases (see Lankester (4)), and 
the free surfaces of the adjacent lamellae being 
covered with a very delicate chitinous cuticle 
which is drawn out into delicate hairs and 
processes. The elongated axis which opens 
at the stigma in Scorpio and which can be 
cleared of soft, surrounding tissues and co-
agulated blood so as to present the appearance 
of a limb axis carrying the book-like leaves 
of the lung not really, as it would seem to 
be at first ht, the limb axis. That is as- 
sarily a blood-holding structure and is 
obliterated and fused with soft tissues of the 
sternal region so that the lamellae cannot be 
detached and presented as standing out 
from it. The apparent autism basal support 
of the a lung-books shown in the 
figures, is a gee or secondary axis and merely 
a part of the infolded surface which forms 
the air-chamber. The maceration of the soft 
parts of a scorpion preserved in weak spirit 
and the cleaning of the chitinized in-grown 
cuticle give rise to the false appearance of a 
limb axis mirrying the lamellae. The margins 
of the lamellae of the scorpion's lung-book, 
which are lemmas, in the figures (fig. 15) 
and appear to be free, are really those which 
are attached to the blood-holding axis. The Fro. 8.— Diagram 
true free ends are those nearest the stigma, of the dorsal surface 

Passing on now from the mesosoma we of a scorpion to com-
come In Scorpio to the metasoma of six pare with lig. 7, 
segments, the first of which is broad whilst Letter' and Roman 
the rest are cylindrical. The last is perforated numerals as in fig. 7 
by the anus and carries the post-anal spine excepting that VII 
or sting. The writhes of the metasoma carry is here certainly the 
no parapodia. In Limulus the metasoma is tergunt of the first 
practically suppressed. In the allied extinct comite of the mesa-
Euryptermes it is well developed, and re. soma--the genital 
sembles that of Scorpio. In the embryo somik —and is not 
Limulus (fig. 42) the six somites of the a so', ival of the cm-
mesosoma are not fused to form a carapace bryon.c. praegenital 
at an early stage, and they are followed by somit.. The anus (not 
three separately marked metasomatie somites; seen) ion the sternal 
the other three somites of the metasoma have soda..., 
disappeared in Limulus, but are represented (Front lAlamtlf. 401. cis.) 
by the unsegmented prae-anal region. It is 
probable that we have in the metasoma of Limulus a case of the dis-
appearance of once clearly demarcated somites. It would be possible 
to suppose. on the other hand, that new somites arc only beginning 
to make their appearance here. The balance of various considera-
tions is against the latter hypothesis. Following the memoriam is 
Limulus, we have as in Scorpio the post-anal spine— in this case 
not a sting, but a powerful and important organ of locomotion, 
serving to turn the animal over when it has fallen upon its 
back. The nature of the post-anal spine has been strangely mis-
interpreted by some writers. Owen (7) maintained that it repro- 
Dented x number of coalesced somites. regardless of its post-anal 
position and mode of development. The agreement of the grouping 
of the somites, of the form of the parapodia (appendages, limbs) in each 
region, of the position of the genital aperture and operculum. of the 
position and character of the eyes, and of the powerful poet-anal spines 
not seen in other Arthropod', is very convincing as to the *Amity 
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or to the escalation at a presence 
confusion and trouble will be 

of Limulus and Scorpio. Pubs pt the most important general agree-
ment of Scorpio compared with Limulus and the Euryptennes is the 
division of the body Into the three regions (or tagmata)—pro.oma, 
mesosoma and ruetasorna—each consisting of six segments, the 
prosoma having In-like appendages, the uses:noose having foliaceous 
appendages, and the metasoma being destitute of appendages. 

In 1693, some years after the identification of the somites of 
Limulus with those of Scorpio, thus indicated, had been published, 
zoologists were startled by the discovery by a Japanese zoologist, 
Kishinouye (11), of a seventh prosornanc gamin in the em of 
Liniulus toniumina. This was seen in longitudinal sections, as shown 
in fig. 19. The simple identification of 'ornate with bamite in Limulus 
and Scorpio seemed to be threatened by this discovery. But in 

Dr August Brauer of Marburg (9) discovered in the embryo 
of Scorpio a seventh prosomatic Dormice (see VII PrG, figs. 17 and 18), 
or. if weiikase so to term it, a trattellikd somite, hitherto unrecog 
nized.In the we of Scorpio this segment is indicated in the embryo 
by the presence of a pair of rudimentary appendages, carried by a 
wed-marked 'mite. As in Limulus, so in Scorpio, this unexpected 
somite and its appendages disappear in the course of development. 
I n fact, more or less complete " escalation " of the somite takes place. 
Owing to Its position it is convenient to term the somite which is 
excalated in Limulus and Scorpio "the praegenital somite." It 
appears not improbable that the sternal plates wedged in between 

Flo. 9.— Ventral view of the posterior carapace or meso-mets- 
somatic (opisthosomatk) fusion of Limulas polyplwasus. The soft 
integument and limbs of the mesosoma have been removed as well 
as all the viscera and muscles, so that the inner surface of the tern 
of these "ornate' with their entopophyses are seen. The unaegmented 
dense chitinous sternal plate of the metasoma (XIII to III) is 
not removed, Letters as in fig. 7. 

(Moe Lasko* be. di.) 

the last pair of legs in both Scorpio and Limulus, via the pentagonal 
sternite of Scorpio (fig. 10) and the chilaria of Limulus (see figs. 13 
and 20), may in part represent in the adult the sternum of the n 

 praegcnital somite. This has not been demonstrated by an 
actual following out of the development, but the position of these 
pieces and the fact that they are (in Limulus) supplied by an in-
dependent segmental nerve, favours the view that they may comprise 
the sternal area of the vanished praegenital somite. This inter-
pretation, however, Of the " metasternites " of Limulus and Scorpio 
is opposed by the coexistence in Thelyphonus (figs. 55, 57 and 58) 
of a similar metasternite with a complete praegennal 'ornate. H. J. 
Hansen (10) has recognized that the " praegenital somite " persists 
in a rudimentary condition, forming a " waist " to the series of 
somites in the Pedipalpi and Ara neae. The present writer is of 
opinion that it will be found most convenient to treat this evanescent 
somite as something special, and not to attempt to reckon it to 
either the prosoma or the mesosoma. These will then remain as 
typically coni ivi,ed each of six appendage-bearing somites—the 
prosoma compri,ing in addition the ocular prosthomere. ,  When 
the praegenital somite or traces of it are present It should not be 
called " the seventh prommatic " or the 

present 
 first mesosomatic," but 

simply the " pracgenital somite." The first segment of the mesa 
Iona of Scorpio and Limulus thus remains the first segment, and can 
be identified as such throughout the Eu-arachnids, carrying as it 
always does the genital apertures. But it is necessary to remember, 
in the light of recent discoveries, that the sixth prosomatic pair of 
appendages is carried on the seventh somite of the whole series, 
there being two prosthomeres or somites in front of the mouth, the 
first carrying the eyes. the second the chelicerae; also that the first 
mesosomatic or genital somite Is not the seventh or even the eighth 
of the whole series of somites which have been historically present, 

5  See thearticle A at 'moron... for the use of the term " prostboment." 

but is the ninth, owing to the 
praegenital somite. It seems t 
best avoided by abstaining 
from the introduction of 
the non-evident smite., 
the ocular and the prae-
genital, into the numerical 
nomenclature of the com-
ponent somites of the three 
great body regions. We 
shall, therefore, ignoring 
the ocular somite, speak of 
the first, second, thud, 
fourth, fifth and sixth leg-
beating somites of the pro-
soma, and indicate the 
appendages by the Roman 
numerals, I, II, Ill, IV, 
V, VI, and whilst ignoring 
the praegenital somite we 
shall speak of the first
second, third, &c., site Clf 
the mesosoma or opistho- 
soma (united mesosoma and  

•) and indicate 
them by the Arabic 
numerals. 

There are a number of 
other important points of 
structure besides these re-
ferring to the ',unites and 
appendages in which 
Limulusagrees with Scorpio 
or other Arachnids and 
differs from other Arthro- 	 11ii 
pods. 

as 
 The chief of these 

are  follows:— 	 FIG. to.—Ventral view of a scorpion. 
I • The ComPosilias of the Palasassaeus hulas, de Geer, to show 

Head (that is to say, of the the arrangement of the cone of the 
anterior part of the pro- limbs, the sternal elements, genital 
soma) with especial Re-Amite plate and pectens. 
to the Refi‘m is  FM" of tie M, Mouth behind the oval median 

appears (see cainerostmne. 

em brkal evidence__, 11 
to 

 e ch elae. 
the emsten

rkirce 
 t" somites  111 to VI. the four pairs of walking legs. 

in Arachnid& which were' vulg.
' 
 The genital moire  or Ent 

originally post-oral, but somite of the mesosoma with the naleattionrshRizz,v eibye  raV  operculum (a fused pair of 

oral aperture. These vii llep peabaernan conic, 
forwardly-slipped awakes fo fac.  tfour pulmonary 

 called "proahomeres." 
The first of these has, in svei, The pentagonal metasternite of 
Arachnids as in other the  pf 0,0 „, a behind all  tcone. 
Arthropods, its pair d • x The sternum of the pectinifetotte endages presented y come_ a 	. 

e eyes. 
re
Thed has for its pair  of 

appe nds... 
y. The broad first *mite the meta- 

the small pair of limbs Bo na'

which in all living Arachnids is either chelate or retrovert (as in 
spiders), and is known as the chelicerae. It is possible... insintaised 
by some writers (Patten and others), that the lobes of ter  cebral 
nervous mass in Arach- 
nide indicate a larger 
number of prostbonieres 
as having fused in this 
region, but there is no 
embryological evidence at 
present which justifies us 
in assuming the existence 
in Arachnids of more than 
two prosthomeres. The 
position of the chelicerae 
of Limulus and of the 
ganglionic nerve-masses 
from which they receive 
their nerve-supply, Is 
closely similar to that of Flo. le—Third leg of laisttdas poly- 
the same structures in pima us. showing the division of the fourth 
Scorpio. The cerebral segment of the leg by a move S into 
mass is in Limulus more two, thus giving seven segments to the 
easily separated by die leg as in scorpion. 
section as a median lobe 	(Pm a des.* by Pewit.)
distinct from the laterally- 
placed ganglia of the cheliceral site than is the OM in Scorpio, but 
the relations are practically the mime in the two forma. Formerly 
it was supposed that in Lamellas both the chelicerae and the nest 

but the dissection. of Alphonse Milne-Edwards (0) des= 
following.pair of appendages were prosthomerous, as in 

is ARTHROPODA) I t flier!I
, Thu  rharem. 
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the Moe iiiitegions of the cerehrwas. whilst standee& releatelale 
have dons se much for Scorpio. Limulus thus amen with 

s....nin 

 one( differs hem the Crustiness. in which there are dues prase 
mares--ones ocular and two caarrrryy palpiform appendages. It is 
tree that ia the lower Crustacea Apt's, &c.) we have evidence of the 
graded snovemeat forward of the oerve.ganglia belonging to these 

Pro. r2.—Tbe.  promenade appendages of Liandsgs fadratiresno 
(light and 	(left), PaianillaCNI suds: compared. 	com- 

a 	 am marked with the same .Roman numeraL 
• numerals indicate the segments of the legs. 

sex, Coxes or basal segment of the ex'. The exopodite Of the sixth 
limb of Limulus. 

*1%, 	sterno.coxal 	or a, 5, c, d, Movabk processes on the 
jaw-like up-growththe coxes. same leg (see for some sug-

sec, The articulated movable pinions on the morphology 
outgrowth of the con. called of this leg, Pocock in 9s04. 
the ePi-coscite (present only in !ours. After. Sci. March icot ; 
III of the scorpion and. Ill, see also fig. 50 below and 
IV and V of Limulus). 	 explanation). 

Men taetwrr, la. is..) 

palpitate appendages. But although in such lower Crustacea the 
nerve•writhe of the third prosthomere have not fused with the 
anterior nerve-mass, there is no question as to the praeoral position 
of two agpsadage-bearing soothes in addition to the ocular moi&ho-
mere. The Crustacea have, in fact. three prosthomens in the head 
and the Arachnids otaly two, and Limulus agrees with the Arachnida 
In this respect andMax. from the Crustacea. The central nervous 
Wallas of Liz' aulus and of Scorpio present closer agreement in 
structure than can be found when a Crustacean is compared with 
either. The wide divaxication of the lateral cords in the prosoma 
and their connexion by transverse commissures, together with the 
" attraction " of ganglia to the prosomatic ganglion group whith 

properly bdowto hinder migmearn arevery nearly Identical in the 
two animals. The form and disposition of the ganglion cells are also 
pendiarand closely similar in the two. (See Patten (42) for important 
observations no the neuromeres, &c. of Limulus and Scorpio.) 

2. lb Missile Structure of the COlilla Eyes and sf the Lehrer 
Eyis.—Lingulus agrees with Scorpio not only in having a pair of 
central eyes and also lateral eyes, but 

lath 
 mWasoopie structure of 

those organs, which differs in the central and lateral eyes respectively. 
The central eying are " simple eyes," that is to say, have • single lee", 
and ate hence called " monomeniscous." The lateral eyes are is 
Limulus " compound eyes," that is to say, consist of many lenses 
placed close together; beneath each leas h a complex of protoplasmic 
cells, in which the optic nerve terminates, Each such unit is termed 
an "ommatidium.' The lateral eyes of Scorpio animist of 
of separate small lenses each with its oatmatidium, but they r un!: 
form a continuous compound eye as in Linda& The ommatidium 
(soft structure beneath the lens-unit of a compound eye) is very 
simple in both Scorpio and Limulus. It consists of a single layer 
of cells, continuous with those which secrete the general thitinous 
covering of the prosoma. The cells of the ouunatidium are a good 
deal larger than the nelghbouri 781:ommon cells of the epidermis. 
They secrete the knob-lik.e lens ( . 22). But they also receive the 
nerve fibres of the optic nerve. ey are at the same time both 
optic nerveond cells, that is to say, retina cells, and corneagencells or 
secretors of the chitinous lens-like cornea. In Limulus (fig. 23) each 
ornsaatirffem  
position 	

hoe a peculiar ganglion cell developed in a central 
, whilst the 

onsinatidium of the 
lateral eyelets of 

intermediate 
shows 

small ntermediate 
cells between the 
lamer nerve-end 
cello. The struc- 
ture of the lateral 
eye of Limulus was 
first described by 
Grenscher, and 
further and mete 

e (5) and by 
Watase; that of 
Scorpio by Lan- 
!rester and Bourne, Fto. t,.—Diagrams of the meta-sternite st, 
who showed that with genital operculum ee, and the first  lamell -
the statements of groups pair of appendages is, with uniting 
von Graber were sternal element at of Scorpio (left) and Limulus 
erroneous, and (right). 
that the lateral 	 Men Leaner, kg. et) 
eyes of Scorpio 
have a single cell-layered or " monostichous " ommatidium like that 
of Limulus. Watase has shown, in a very convincing way, how by 
deepening the pit-like set of cells benesth a simple lens the more tom-
drnommatidia of thecompound eyes of Crustaces and Hexapods may 
be derived from such a condition as that presented in the lateral 
eyes of Limulus and Scorpio. (For details the reader is referred 
to Watase (I1) and to Lankester and Bourne (5).) The structureof 
the central eyes of Scorpio and spders.and also of Limulus differs 
essentially from that of the lateral eyes in having two layers of cells 
(hence called diplostichous) beneath the lens, separated from one 
another by a membrane (figs. 24 and 25). The upper layer is the 

n and secretes the fens, the lower  is the retinal layer. The corneagen 
 mirisnaorsoft cell-structures beneath a large lens of a central eye is 

called an " ommatoeum." It shows in Scorpio and Limulas a 
tendency to segregate into minor groups or " ommatidia." It is 
found that in embryological growth the retinal layer of the central 
ens forms as a separate pouch, which is pushed in laterally beneath 
the corneagen layer from the epidermic cell layer. Hence it is in 
origin double, and consists of a true retinal layer and a post-retinal 
layer (fig. 24, B), though these are not separated by a membrane. 
A,..  Miley the diplostichous ommatceum or soft tissue of the 
Arachnid s central eye should strictly be called " triplostkhous," 
since the deep layer is itself doubled or folded. The retinal cells of 
both the lateral and central eyes of Limulus and Scorpioproduce 
cuticular structures oo their sides; each such piece is rhabdotnere 
and a number (five or ten) uniting form a rhabdom (fig. a6). In 
the specialised ommatidia of the compound eyes of Crustacea and 
Hexapods the rhabdom is an important structure.' It is a very 
significant fact that the lateral and central eyes of Litanies and 
Scorpio not only agree each with each in regard to their mono-
stichous and diplostichous structure, but also in the formation in 
both classes of eyes of rhsbdomeres and rhabdoms in which the 
component pieces are five or a multiple of five (fig. 26). Whilst 
each unit of the lateral eye of Limulus lass a rhabdom  hf ten'  pieces 

See fig. 12 in the article ART2ROPODA. 
Though ten is the prevailing number of :ennuis cells and rhabdb-

memo is the lateral eye of Limning,. %tam states that they may be 
as few as nine and as many as eighteee. 



FIG. 14.—The first three pairs of mesosomatic appendages of Scorpio and 
Limulus compared. 

VII, The genital opeeculum. 	gp, Genital pore. 
VIII, The pectens of Scorpio and the epss, Epistigmatic laterite. 

first branchial plate of Limulus. 	tug, Stigma or orifice of the hollow 
IX, The first pair of lung-books of 	tendons of the branchial plates of 

Scorpio and the second branchial 	Limulus. 
plate of Limulus. 

Oda/ testate* kg. cal 
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forming a star-like chitinous centre la section. each lateral eye of 
Scorpio has several rhabdoms of five or less rhabdomeres, indicating 
that the Limulus lateral eye-unit is more specialized than the detached 
lateral eyelet of Scorpio, so as to present a coincidence of one lens 
with one rhabdom. Numerous rhabdomeres (grouped as rhabdoms in 
Limulus) are found in the retinal layer of the central eyes also. 

Whilst Limulus agrees thus closely with Scorpio in regard to the 

the usual section 
byri 	

method, they are seen to consist of a 
lanthine tube lined with peculiar cells, each cell having 
a deep vertically striated border on the surface farthest 
from the lumen, as is seen in the cells of some renal organs. 
The coils and branches of the tube are packed by connective 
tissue and blood spaces. A similar pair of coral glands, 
lobate instead of ovoid in shape, was described by 
Lankester in Mygale, and it was also shown by him that 
the structures in Limulus called " brick-red glands " by 
Packard have the same structure and position as the coral 
glands of Scorpio and Mygale. In Limulus these organs 
consist each of four horizontal lobes lying on the coral 
margin of the second, third, fourth, and filth prosomatic 
limbs. the four lobes being connected to one another by 
a transverse piece or stem (fig. 28). Microscopically their 
structure is the same in essentials as that of the coral 
glands of Scorpio (13). Coral glands have since been 
recognized and described in other Arachnids. In moo it 
was shown that the coral gland of Limulus is provided 
with a very delicate thin-walled coiled duct which opens, 
even in the adult condition, by a minute pore on 
the coxa of the fifth leg (Patten and Hazen,. 13a). 
Previously to this, Lankester's pupil Gotland had shown (1883) that 
in the embryo the coral gland is a comparatively simple tube. 
which opens to the exterior in this position and by its other extremity 
into a coelomic space. Similar observations were made by Laurie 
(17) in Lankester's laboratory (1890) with regard to the early 
condition of the coral gland of Scorpio, and by Bertkau (41) as to 
that of the spider Atypus. H. M. Bernard (13s) showed that the 

opening remains in the adult scorpion. in all the embryonic or 
t opening is on the coca of the fifth pair of presomatic 

CirtIsintreThus an organ newly discovered in Scorpio was found to 
have its counterpart in Limulus. 

The name ' coral gland " needs to be easefully distinguished 
from " cruse' gland," with which it is apt to beconfaied. The (rural 
glands, which orrur in many terrestrial Arthropods, are epidermal 

in origin and totally distinct from the coral glands. The 
coital glands of the Arachnida are structures of the same 
nature as the green glands of the higher Crustacea and 
the so-called " shell glands " of the Entomostraca. The 
latter open at the base of the fifth pair of limbs of the 
Crustacean, just as the coral glands open on the coral 
joint of the fifth pair of limbs of the Arachnid. Both 
belong to the category of " coelomoducts," namely, 
tubular or funnel-like portions of the coelom opening to 
the exterior in pairs in each somite (potentially,) and 
usually persisting in only a few somites as either "urocoels" 
(renal organs) or "gonocoels" (genital tubes). In Peripatus 
they occur in every somite of the body. They have till 
recently been very generally identified with the nephridia 
of Chaetopod worms, but there is good reason for con-
sidering the true nephridia (typified by the nephridia 
of the earthworm) as a distinct class of organs (see 
Lankester in vol. ii. chap. iii. of A Treatise on Zoology, 
'goo). The genital ducts of Arthropoda are, like the 
green glands, shell glands and coral glands, to be re-
garded as coelomoducts (gonocoels). The coital glands 
do not establish any special connexion between Limulus 
and Scorpio, since thay also occur in the same somite 
in the lower Crustacea, but it is to be noted that the 
coral glands of Limulus are in minute structure and 
probably in function more like those of Arachnids than 
those of Crustacea. 

4. rke EaSostarniks and their Mixt* Stracturs.—Strauar 
DOrcicheirn (1) was the first to Insist on the agility 
between Limulus and the Arachaids, indicated by the 
presence of a free suspended entosternum orroa 
or entosternite in both. We have figured here ( I to 
6) the entosternites of Limulus, Scorpio and ygale. 
Lankester some years ago made a special study of the 
histology (3) of these entosternites for the purpose of 
comparison, and also ascertained the relations of the 
very numerous muscles which are inserted into them 

(4). The entosternites are cartilaginous in texture,. but they 
have neither the chemical character nor the microscopic structure 
of the hyaline cartilage of Vertebrates. They yield chitin in 
place of chondrin or gelatin—as does also the cartilage of 
the Cephalopod's endoskeleton. In microscopic structure they all 
present the closest agreement with one another. We find a firm, 
homogeneous or sparsely fibrillated matrix in which are embedded 

nucleated cells (corpuscles of protoplasm) arranged in rows a three. 
six or eight, parallel with the adjacent lines of fibrillation. 

A minute entosternite having the above-described structure is 
found in the Crustacean Apus between the bases of the mandibles, 
and also in the Decapoda in a similar position, but in no Crustacean 
does it attain to any size or importance. On the other hand, the 
entosternite of the Apthnida is a very large and important feature 

eyes, it is to be noted that no Crustacean has structures corre-
sponding to the peculiar diplostichous central eyes, though these 
occur again (with differences in detail) in Hexapod*. Possibly. 
however, an investigation of the development of the median eyes of 
some Crustacea(Apus,Palaemon)may prove them to be diplosticbous 
in origin. 

3. 77so so-calkd " Cosa Glands."—In t882 (Proc. Roy. Sot. 
No. 321) Lankester described under the name "coral 
glands" a pair of brilliantly white oviform bodies lying in 
the Scorpon's .promorna immediately above the cease of 
the fifth and sixth pairs of legs (fig. 22). These bodies 
had been erroneously supposed by Newport (12) and 
other observers to be glandular outgrowths of the ali- 
mentarycanal. They are really excretory glands, and 
communicate with the exterior by a very minute aperture 
on the posterior face of the cora of the fifth limb on each 
side. When examined with the microscope, by means of 

Fos. 15.—The.remaining three pairs of mesosomatic appendages of 
e  and Limulus. Letters as in fig. 14. 1130 indicates that there are 130 lasnr= 

in the scorpion's lung-book, whilst No indicates that 150 similar lamellae are 
counted in the gill of Limulus. 

(Alta Lawn. tee. oil.) 
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In the ffiructfirs of the pesema, and must pilau important part 

of In the economy these organisms. In LISII 
attached 

I and 2) it 
as has many u twenty-five psis of modes at 	to it, coming 

PIG. IA.—Diagram to 
show the way in which an 
outgrowing gill - process 
bearing blood-holding 
lamellae, may give rise, if 
the sternal body Wall minim 
inwards. to a lung-chamber 
with air-holding lamellae. 
1 is the embryonic condi-

tion. 
bs, Blood sinus. 
L is the condition d out- 

growth with gi, gill 

A is the condition of in. 
sinking of the sternal 
surface and consequent 
erscheint of the larnel-
ligerous surfed of the 
appendage in a chamber 
with narrow orifice—the 
pulmonary air - holding 
chamber. 

g: PIC•Tdoi■raitTs.larnelige.  
Wm LJegilq.) 

to it from the bases of the surrounding limbs and from the doml . 
 carapace and from the pharynx. It consists of an oblong plate 2 in. 

in length and 1 in breadth, with a pair of tendinous outgrowths 
standing out from it at right angles on each side. It " floats " 

between the prosomatic nerve ..... 04% ,. --ad • ca
centres and the alimentary 
canal. In each somite of the 

	

iii?W ..—I 	 mesosoma is a small, free ento- 

	

i1741 	
— I I 	tion, but below or ventral to 

	

-- n, 	stenffte having a similar post 
,.1 --  

	

tut 	the nerve CO2(12, and having a 

	

ii kati " - ' w 	smaller number of mesa= 

	

III 	
v 	attached to it. The entoster - 

	

fi 	nite was probably in origin 

	

\-lie 	vg t46 part of the fibrous connective 
Miro* 	 tissue lying close to the inttgu- 

sesr 	;MIS . 	vlit 	meet of the sternal surface— 
op 	fkl. 	— IX 	giving attachment to muscles 
WO — .•.• 	— X 	corresponding more or less to 4455 	ye 	— xi 

"I 	-- XII 	those at present attached to 
it. It became isolated and 

NM 	 — mu 

	

— hey 	detached, why or with what • 
advantage to the organism it 

	

. 	is difficult to say, and at that 
1 1.—Enany° of scorpion  period of Arachnidan develop- ventral view Ahowing sornites a mart the great ventral nerve 

appendages. cords occupied a more lateral 

	

age, Frontal groove. 	 position than they du at 

	

sa, Rudiment of lateral eyes. 	present. We know that such 

	

ski, Camerostome (upper lip). 	a lateral position of the nerve 
se. Sense-organ of Patten. 	cords preceded the median 
PrGabe, Rudiment of the appen- position In both Artluopoda 

doge of the praegenital somas and Chaetopode. 	Subse- 
which disappears. 	 quently to the floating off of 

&A Rudiment  of the right half of the entosternite the approxi-
the _genital operculum. mation of the nerve cords took 

OP', Rudiment of the right pearl). place in thr pregame. and thus 
OF' to abp', Rudiments of the four they were able to take up a 

wag which carry the pul- position below the entoeternite. 

m°  L 
	baateliae 

 of the six limbs n  :ihoen ill 	
the 

bad occurred 
brrerotit 

of the prosoma. 	 entosternites were formed. 
VIING. The evanescent praegenital In the scorpion (figs. and 4) 

'mite. 	 the entosternite 	tough 
VIII,The first meseeonsatic somite membrane-like outgrowths 

or genital emit 	 which connect it with the 
IX,The second mesomematic somite body-wall, both dorsally and 

or pediniferous smite. 	ventrally forming an oblique 
X to XI II, The four ptdmoniferous diaphragm, cutting off the 

eomites 	 cavity of the preemie (tom 
XI V, The first metssomatic smite. that of the mesesoma. It was 

(Mgr Laver, Zara. 262. La. ml. Its, described by Newport as " the 
um.) 

 
diaphragm.' Only the central 

and horizontal parts of this structure correspond precisely to the ento- 
sternite of Limulus: the right and left anterior processes(marked spin 
fig!. 3 and 4. and RAP, LAP, in figs. i and a) correspond in the two 
animals, and the median lot erelp0Cols imp of the scorpion repress is 
the  tendinous outgnewths ALR, PLR of Limulus. The scorfaulea 

entostenike gives rise to.outgrowths., besides the greet posmior. 
 daps. if, which form the diaphragm. unrepresented en Lunulua 

These ere a venue/ arch forming a neural canal through which the 
great nerve cords pus (figs. 3 and 4. sap), and furthera dorsal 
gastric canal and arterial cans which transmit the alimentary tract 
and the doted artery respectively (figs. 3 and 4. CC, DR). 

In Limulus smell entosternites are found In each somite of the 
appendage-bearing mamma, and we 
find in Scorpio. in the only somite d 
the mamma which has a well. 
developed pair of appendages.. that of 
the pectens, a small entostenute with 
ten pairs of muscles inserted into it 
The supra•pectinal entosternite lies 
ventral to the nerve cords. 

In Mygale (figs. 4 and 6) the form 
of the entosternite is more like that 	

.49 

of Limulus than is that of Scorpio. 
The anterior notch PLR. is similar 
to that in Limulus, whilst the Wiwi- „,. 
ca triangular pieces of the posterior I'm IL —Portion cda sin+ 
median region resemble the similarly- tar 

n 
	embryo at a later stage 

placed structures of Li tulus in A Of 
g 	

• Thepraeg 
striking manner. 	

enstal 
amts. VII PrG, hi still 

It must be confessed that we are Karat, but has lost its 
singularly ignorastes to the functional rudimentary aPiwudaissi 
significance of these remarkable organs go, the _ genital operculum, 
—the entosternites. Their movement left hall, .." Km, the left 
in an upward or downward direction Peeten i sop. to ow, she 
in Limulus and Mygale must exert a rudimentary aPP•601  of 
pumping action on the blood eon- the lung-sacs. . 
tanned in the dorsal arteries and the 	Ohm Henan% 10. al.) 
ventral veins respectively. In Scorpio - 
the completion of the horizontal plate by oblique flaps, was to form 
an actual diaphragm shutting or the cavity of the prosome from the 
rest of the body, possibly ryes to the organs contained in the 
anterior chamber a physiological 
advantage in respect of the supply 	- 	--..--.... 
of arterial blood and its separa-
tion from the venous blood of the 
mesosoma. Possibly the move-
ment of the diaphragm may 
determine the passage of air into 
or out of the lung-sacs. Muscular 
fibrescoonected with the auctorial 
pharynx are in Limulus inserted 
sato the cntosternite, and the 
activity of the two organs may be 
correlated. 	 M este 

5. The Blood and the Blood- Fin. Its—Section through an 
vascular Systrm.—The blood fluids earl  ontitYP ar LtilishLt lane' 
of Limulus and Scorpio are very 9"°. show ing °even trannvenn 
similar. Not only are the blood euvisions in the region of the  unsegmented anterior carapace. corpuscles of Limulus more like The seventh, VII. is anterior to in form and granulation to those the !genital operculum, op, and of Scorpio than to those of any 
Crustacean, but the fluid is in 	the cavity ef the Pracflenital 
both animals strongly impreg- mutt:,11.whichsupptamtredre or  stenub• 
nated with the bfue-coloured co mpletely 

uent develo  pment, pos respiratory proteid, haemocyanin. 8°9 
Thu body occurs also in the blood „infl,ka.ted, bY the arm marked 
of Crustacea and of Molluscs, but VII 0,  elf- 7 and by the great 
its abundance in both Limulus eatoPonhYses of the prosomatic 
and Scorpio is very marked, and caraPace. 
gives to the freshly-shed blood a 0.1... KW...,.. Jaws. &!. Gut. 
strong indigo-blue tint. 	Ass, nal. Ir.. 49.) 

The great dorsal contractile vessel or " heart " of Limulus is 
closely similar to that of Scorpio; its oetia or incurrent orifices are 

Fro. 20.—View of the ventral surface 
of the mid-line of the promenade region 
of Linder polypennes. The come of 

if.Ifi.  •II \ 	the five pairs of limbs following the cheli. 
emu were arranged in a senes on each 
side between the mouth, M. and the 

upper 

 meta- 

) iiii1/4-- .....,, The sub-frontal median sclerite. 
M Ch. The cheliceree. 

sternites. nods. 

.1a. 	M, Tbe mouth. 
eon, The carnerostome or 	lip. 

pout, The promesesternal sclerite or 
chitinous plate, unmired. 

whinges. The right and left metasternites 
(corresponding to the similarly placed 
pentagonal sternste ofScorpio). Natural 
site. 

(After larreester•) 

placed in the same 'mites as those of Scorpio, but there is one 
additional posterior pair. The origin of the paired emcees from the 
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heart differs in Limeles from the arrangement ebtainine Scorpio, . in that a pair of lateral oommimural arteries exist in moles (as 
described by Alphonse Milne-Edwards (6)) leading to a suppression 
of the more primitive direct connexion of the four pairs of posterior 

FIG. 21.—Development of the lateral eyes of • scorpion. h, Epi-
dermic cell-layer; mu, memblastic connective tissue; n, nerves; 
II. III, IV, V, depressions of the epidermis in each of which a 
cuticular lens will be formed. 

(From Itarubdt sad adder. altar Lauda) 
lateral arteries and of the great median posterior arteries with the 
heart itself (fig. se). The arterial system is very completely developed 
in both Limulus and Scorpio, branching repeatedly until minute 
arterioles are formed, not to be distinguished from true capillaries; 

FIG. 22. — Section 
through the lateral eye of 
Ettscoryint 
lest, Cuticular lens. 
serer, Retinal cells (nerve-

end cells). 
rhabd, Rhabdomes. 
weref, Nerve fibres of the 

optic nerve. 
fie, Intermediate cells 

(lying between the bases 
of the retinal ceUs). 
(Altar Lehner sad Beene 

Pere! 	 Iran Parker and Homer. Toe 
,rte 	s.w d Zwisry, )aunilsalk 

these open into irregular swollen vessels which are the veins or 
venous sinuses. A very remarkable feature in Limulus, first described 
by Owen, is the close accompaniment of the prosomatic nerve centres 
std nerves by arteries, so close indeed that the greet ganglion mass 
and its out-running nerves are actually sunk in or invested by 

Ow. 	 A 

Ft?. 23.—Section through a portion of the lateral eye of Limulus, 
showing three omnistidia—A, B and C. hyp.. The epidermic cell-layer 
(so-calla- hypodennis), the cells of which increase in volume bekw 
each lens, A and become nerve-end cells or retinula-cells, rt; 
the letters re, point to a rhabdomere secreted by the cell rt; c, the 
peculiar central spherical cell; a, nerve fibres; ma, mesoblastic 
skeletal tissue; ch, thitinous cuticle. 

era llanclidt sad Holder the Wawa 
Maim. The connexion is not so Intimate in Scorpio, but is never-
theless a very close one, closer than we find in any other Arthropods 
in which the arterial system is well developed, e.g. the Myriapoda 
and some of the arthrostracous Crustacea. It seems that there is a 
primitive tendency in the Arthropods for the arteries to accompany 
the nerve cords. and a " supra-spinal " artery—that is to say. an  

artery in close relation to the ventral nervecords—has bees described 
in several cams. Oa the other hand, in many Arthropods, especially 
those which poetess tracheae, the arteries do not have a tome course, 
but soon oven into wide blood sinuses. Scorpio certainly comes 
nearer to Limulus in the high development of its arterial system, 
and the intimate relation of the anterior aorta and ha branches 
to the nerve centres and great nerves, than does any other Arthropod. 

An arrangement of great functional importance in regard to the 
WOOL, system must now be described, which was shown in 1663 by 
Lanlcester to be common to Limulus and Scorpio. This arrangement 
has not hitherto been detected in any other crass than the Arachnids. 
and if it should ultimately prove to be peculiar to that group, would 
have considerable weight as a proof of the close genetic affinity of 
Limulus and Scorpio. 

A 

FIG. 24—Diagrams of the development and adult structure of one 
of the paired meal eyes of a scorpion. 

A. Early condition before the lens Is deposited, showing the folding 
of the epidermic cell-layer into three. 

B. Diagram showing the nature of this infolding. 
C. Section through the fully formed eye. 
h, Epidermic cell-layer. 
r, The retinal portion of the same which, owing to the Infokling,Beis 

between gl, the corneagen or lens-forming portion, and pr, the 
pw-retinal or capsular portion or fold. 
Cuticular lens. 

g. Line semrating lens fro* the lens-forming or corm:men cells of 
the epidermis. 

e, Nerve fibres. 
re,, Rhabdomeres. 

plow the inversion of the nerve-end-cells and their connexion with 
the nerve-fibres is to be reconciled with the condition found in the 
adult, or with that of the monostichous eye, has not hitherto been 
exPlolocd.1 gem [remelt sad Haider.) 

The mat pericardial dam is strongly developed in both animals. 
Its walls are fibrous and complete, and it holds a coneiderable volume 
of blood when the heart itself is contracted. Opening in pairs In 
each minim, right and left into the pericardial sinus are large veins, 
which bring the blood respectively from the gill-books and the lung. 
books to that chamber, whence it passes by the ostia into the heart. 
The blood is brought to the respiratory organs in both cases by a 
great yawns collecting sinus having a ventral median petition. In 
both animals the tell of the perks' rdial sines it eorasecied by vertical 
otarcedar bards to the wall of the wand omens sines (its lateral ex-
pansions around the lung-books in Scorpio) in each somite through 
which the pericardium passes. There arc seven pain of these IMO- 
pertcenliec vertical maiden in Scorpio, and eight in Limulus (see

•Mts. 3o, 31, 32). It is obvious that the contraction of these muscles 
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must cause a depression of the floor of the pericardium and a rising 
of the roof of the ventral blood sinus, and a consequent increase of 
volume and flow of blood to each. Whether the pericardium and 
the ventral sinus are made to expand simultaneously or all the move- 
ment is made by one only of the surfaces concerned, must depend 
on conditions of tension. In any case it is clear that we have in 
these muscles an apparatus for causing the blood to flow differentially 
in increased volume into either the pericardium, through the veins 
leading from the respiratory organs, or from the body generally into 
the great sinuses which bring the blood to the respiratory organs. 
These muscles act so as to pump the blood through the respiratory 

mir hss.  not surprising that with so highly developed an arterial 
system Limulus and Scorpio should have a highly developed mechan-
ism for determining the flow of blood to the respiratory organs. 
That this is, so to speak, a need of animals with localized respiratory 

Pro. 25.—Section through one of the central eyes of a young 
Limulus. 

1., Cuticular or corneous lens. 	yet, Retinula cells. 
hy. Epidermic cell-layer. 	 nf, Nerve fibres. 
corn, Its corneagen portion int- con. ass, Connective tissue (meso-

mediately underlying the lens. 	blastic skeletal 	tissue). 
(Atur Laakester sad Bourne. Q..1. 	 1883.) 

organs is seen by the existence of provisions serving a similar purpose 
to other animals, e.g. the branchial hearts of the Cephalopoda. 

The veno-pericardiac muscles of Scorpio were seen and figured by 
Newport but not described by him. Those of Limulus were described 
and figured by Alphonse Milne-Edwards, but he called them merely 
" transparent ligaments," and did not discover their muscular 
structure. They are figured and their importance for the first time 

ized in the memoir on the muscular and skeletal systems of 
Limulus and Scorpio by Lankester, Beck and Bourne (4). 

6. Alimentary Canal and Gastric Glands.—The alimentary canal in 
Scorpio, as in Limulus, is provided with a powerful suctorial pharynx, 
In the working of which extrinsic muscles take a part. The mouth 
is relatively smaller in Scorpio than in Limulus—in fact is minute, 
its it is in all the terrestrial Arachnids which suck the juices of 
tither animals or plants. In both, the alimentary canal takes a 
straight course from the pharynx (which bends under it downwards 
and backwards towards the mouth in Limulus) to the anus, and is 
is simple, narrow, cylindrical tube (fig. 33). The only point in which 
the gut of Limulus resembles that of Scorpio rather than that of 
any of the Crustacea, is in possessing more than a single pair of ducts 
IN lateral outgrowths connected with ramified gastric glands or 
gastric caeca. Limulus has two pairs of these. Scorpio as many as 
six pairs. The Crustacea never have more than one pair. The 
minute microscopic structure of the gastric glands in the two animals 
Is practically identical. The functions of these gastric diverticula 
have never been carefully investigated. It is very probable that in 
Scorpio theeyy  do not serve merely to secrete a digestive fluid (sho. 
he caer 	 to resemble the pancreafie fluid), 	but that they 

also become distended by the jukes of the prey touched in by the 
scorpion—as certainly must occur in the case of die ample unbranched 
gastric caeca et the spiders. 

The most important difference which exists between the structure 
of Lintels' and that of Scoriae is found In the hinder region of the 
alimentary csoiaL Scorpio is here provided with a single or double 
pair of renal 	tubes, which have been identified by earlier 
authors with the M 	tubes of the Hexapod and Myriapod 
insects. Limulus is devoid of any such tubes. We shall revert to 
this subject below. 

A, Diagram of a minute of the rhabdom of a retinula of the 
central eye of a scorpion con- 	scorpion's central eye, showing 
dating of five reties-cells (Ns), 	its five constituent rbabdo- 
with adherent branched pig- 	mere. as rays of a star. 
merit cells (Dig). 	 D, Transverse section of a 

B, Rhabdom of the same, con- 	tetieula of the lateral eye of 
sisting of five confluent dub- 	Limulus, showing tea monde 
donieres. 	 cells (reli, each bearing a 

C, Transverse section of the 	rhabdosisere (raid). 
(Aber Lsalsesin.) 

7. &arks and Siosnwries: Geneossis and Gensedacts.—The 
scorpion is remarkabk for having the specialised portion of coelom 
from the walk of which egg-cells or are developed 
according to sex, in the form of a simple but extensive aetwerk. 
It is not a pair of simple tubes, nor of dendrifonn tubes, but a closed 
network. The same fact is true of Limulus, as was *owe by Owen (7) 

FIG. 27.=.Diagram showing 
the position of the coca s 
of a scorpion, Butkus orstrakis, 
Lin., in relation to the legs, dia- 
phragm (entosternal dap), and 
the gastric caeca. 
I to 6, The bases of the de pro-

somatic limbs. 
prosomatic gastric gland 

(sometimes called salivary). 
B, Coxal gland. 
C, Diaphragm of Newpcet fib- 

rota flap of the entostereuta. 
D, Mesosomatic gastric caeca 

(so-called liver). 
E, Alimentary canal. 

(Trent Laker, Q. 	Se& yd. 
adv. N.S. p. 150 

In regard to the ovary, and by Benham (14) in regard to the testis. 
This is a very definite and remarkable agreement, since such a 
reticular g000coel is not found in Crustacea (except in the male 
Apus). Moreover, there is a significant agreement in the character 
of the spermatozoa of Limulus and Scorpio. The Crustacea are-- 
with the exception of the Cirrhipedia—remarkable for having stiff, 
motionless spermatozoids. In Limulus Lankester found (1S) the 
spermatozoa to possess active fiagellifonn "tails," and to resemble 
very closely those of Scorpio which, as are those of most terrestrial 
Arthropod., are actively motile. This is a microscopic point of 
agreement, but is none the less significant. 

In regard to the important structures concerned with the fertilisa-
tion of the egg, Limulus and Scorpio Mkt entkely from ono another. 
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The 	Limelus Me (engine' in the ma after they have been 
laid. Scorpio. being a terrestrial animal, feruliaes by copulation. 
The male possmes elaborate copulatory structures of a chitinous 
nature, and the eggs are fertilized in the female without even quitti nngg  
the place where they are formed on the wall of the reticular 
The fesrekelso?sion is viviparous, and the young are produced in a 
hiely• condition as fully formed scorpions. 

Differences tram Limalsas and Scerpie.—We have now passed in 
review the principal structural features in which Limulus agrees 
with Scorpio and differs from qther Arthropoda. There remains for 
consideration the one important structural difference between the 
two animals. Limulus agrees with the majority of the Crustacea in 
being destitute of renal excretory caeca or tuba opening into the 
hinder part of the gut. Scorpio. on the other hand, in common 

• 	• 

with all aim-breathing Arthropods except Peripatus, possesses these 
tubules, which are often called Malpighian tubes. A great deal has 
been made of this difference by some writers. It has been considered 
by them as proving that Limulus, in spite of all its special agreements 
with Scorpio (which, however, have scarcely been appreciated by the 
writers in question), really belongs to the Crustacean line of descent, 
whilst Scorpio. by possessing Malpighian tubes, is declared to be 
unmistakably tied together with the other Arachnids to the tracheate 
Arthropods, the Hexapods, Diplopods, and Chilopods, which all 
mesas Malpighian tubes. 

It mast be pointed out that the presence or absence of such renal 
excretory tubes opening into the intestine appears to be a question 

Fin. m.—Diagram of the 
arterial system or A, Scorpio, 
and B. Limulus. The Roman 
numerals indicate the body 
somites and the two figures 
are adjusted for comparison. 
re, Cerebral arteries: sP. 
supra - spinal or medullary 
artery; c, caudal artery; 
I. lateral anastomotic artery 

 of Limulus. The figure ul  
also shows the peculiar neural 

a 	 investiture formed by the 
11 	 cerebral arteries in Lime's.' 

and the derivation from this 
of the arteries to the limbs, 
III, IV, VI, whereas in 
Scorpio the latter have a 
separate origin from the 
anterior aorta. 

(From Lsokester, "Llamlos as 
11A  Anduart) 

of adaptation to the changed physiological conditions of respiration, 
and not of morphological significance, since a pair of renal excretory 
tubes of this nature is tenth in certain Amphipod Crustacea (Talor- 
chestia, Re.) which have abandoned a purely aquatic life. This view 
has been accepted and supported by Professors Korschelt and Heider 
(16). Au important fact in its favour was discovered by Laurie (17), 
who investigated the embryology of two species of Scorpio under 
Lankester's direction. It appears that the Malpighian tubes of 
Scorpio are developed from the mmeneeron, viz. that portion of the 
gut which is formed by the hypthlut, whereas in Hexapod insects 
the similar caecal tubes are developed from the proctodaeum or 
in-pushed portion of the gut which is formed from epiblast. In fact 
it is not possible to maintain that the renal excretory tubes of the 
gut are of one common origin in the Arthropoda. They have 
appeared independently in connexion with a change in the excretion 
of nitrogenous waste in Arachnids, Crustacea, and the other classes 
of Arthropod& when aerial, asopposed to aquatic, respiration has 
been established—and they have been formed in some cases from 
the mesenteron, in other cases from the pnxtodaeum. Their 

in the air-breathing Arachnids does not separate those 
tams from rons the water-breathing Arar.bnids which are devoid of them. 

any more than does their appeamnce in certain Amphipoda sepseate 
those Crustaceans from the other members of the class. 

Further, it is pointed out by Korschelt and Heider that the hinder 
portion of the gut frequently acts in Arthropods as an organ of 
nitrogenous excretion in the absence of any special excretory tubules, 
and that the production of such caeca from its surface in separate 
lines of descent does not involve any elaborate or unlikely process of 
growth. In other words, die Malpighian tubes of the terrestrial 
Arachnid& are homoplastic with those of Hexapods and Myriapxlso 
and not hornogeoesic with them. We are compelled to take a similar 
view of the agreement between the tracheal air-tubes of Arachnid* 
and other tracheate Arthropods. They are homoplasts (nee 18) one 
of another, and do not owe their existence in Ma venom dames 
compared to a common inheritance of an ancestral tracheal system. 

Conclusions arising from Ike Close Affinity of Limulus and 
Scorpio.—When we consider the relationships of the various 
classes of Arthropoda, having 
accepted and established the 
fact of the dose genetic affinity 
of Limulus and Scorpio, we arc 
led to important conclusions. 
In such a consideration we have 
to make use not only of the fact 
just mentioned, but of three im-
portant generalizations which 
serve as it were as implements 
for the proper estimation of the 
relationships of any series of 
organic forms. First of all there 
is the generalization that the 
relationships of the various 
forms of animals (or of plants) 
to one another is that of the art . 47015 

 ultimate twigs of a much-branch- 
ing genealogical tree. Secondly, 
identity of structure in two or- 
ganisms does not necessarily Flo. 3o.—View hum below of 
indicate that the identical a sceara (Butkus "clam's) n 	 so structure has been inherited from 2:w the and dissected pedeiwthets   as to wish its 
an ancestor common to the two muscles, the lateral arteries, and 
organisms Compared (homo - the tergo-sternal muscles. 
geny), but may be due to iii ,_RO•rti

i
r°03",;1_-_ 

independent development of a sZfLaT miTZry`''''.  m  
like structure in two different um., Tergo-sternal muscle (la-
lines of descent (homoplasy). 	belled do in fig. 31) of the 
Thirdly, those members of a second (Pectinikrous) moose- 
group which, whilst exhibiting annatic':;mp:i  pair OfWitshieg the mat undoubted structural characters six, none are present in the 
indicative of their proper assign - 	 genital *unite. 
ment to that group, yet are Orm!.;;_ .firreo-sternal Muscle d 
simpler than and inferior in 4ss̀e? 	memmirate  
elaboration of their organization 	the enlarged first metasomatic 
to other members of the group, somite. 

Per, Pericardium). are not necessarily representa-  
VPM' to VPM', The series of tives of the earlier and primitive seven pairs of veto-perieardise phases in the development of muscles (labelled pr in fig. 33t 

the group—but are very often There is some reason to admit 
the existence of another rnoee examples of retrogressive change anterior pair of these muscles he or degeneration. The second 	o; this would make the and third implements of analysis number exactly correspond with 

above cited are of the nature of the number in Weeks. 
cautionsorchecks. Agreements (Mar !Anima. Friar. tot. Sam 
are not necessarily due to rot

' , ens') 

common inheritance; simplicity is not necessarily primitive and 
ancestral. 

On the other band, we must not rashly set down agreements 
as due to " homoplasy " or " convergence of development " if 
we find two or three or more concurrent agreements. The prob-
ability is against agreement being due to homoplasy when the 
agreement involves a number of really separate (not correlated) 
coincidences. Whilst the chances are in favour of some one 
homoplastic coincidence or structural agreement occurring 
between some member or other of a large group a and some 
member or other of a large group 6 the matter is very different 

Fro. 28.—The right comet 
gland Of Limslas yetyphesnos, 

as to a", Posterior borders of 
the chitinous bases of the 
comae of the second. third, 
fourth and fifth prosomatic 
limbs. 

6, Longitudinal lobe or stolon 
of the coxal gland. 

c. Its four transverse lobes or 
outgrowths corresponding 
to the four comae. 
(From Laakester, lo. ra, after 

Pilchard.) 
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when by such an !Mild coincidence the two members have been 
particularized. The chances against these two selected members 
exhibiting Gowanr really independent homoplastic agreement 
are enormous: let is say ro,000 to r. The chances against yet 
another coincidence are a hundred million to one and against 
yet one mere " coincidence " they are the square of a hundred 
million to one. Homoplasy an only be assumed when the co-
incidence is of a simple nature, and is such as may be reasonably 
supposed to have arisen by the action of like selective conditions 
upon like material in two separate lines of descent.' 

So, too, degeneration is not to be lightly assumed as the ex-
planation of a simplicity of structure. There is a very definite 
criterion of the simplicity due to degeneration, which can in 
most cases be applied. Degenerative simplicity is never uni-
formly distributed over all the structures of the organism. It 
affects many or nearly all the structures of the body, but leaves 
some, it may be only one, at a high level- of elaboration and 
complexity. Ancestral simplicity is more uniform, and does 
not co-exist with specialization and elaboration of a single organ. 
Further degeneration cannot be inferred safely by theexamina, 
tion of an isolated cue; usually we obtain a series of forms 
indicating the steps of a change in structure—and what we have 
to decide is whether the movement has been from the simple 
to the more complex, or from the more Complex to the simple. 
The feathers of a peacock afford a convenient exempleof primitive 
and degenerative simplicity. The highest paint of elaboration 
in colour, pattern and form is shown by the great eye-painted 
tail fathers. From these wd can pats by gradual transitions 
in two directions, viz. either to the simple lateral tail teethes* 
with e few rand only, developed only on one side of the shaft 
and of uniform metallic coloration—or to the simple contour 
feathers of small size, with the usual symmetrical series of 
numerous rand right and left of the shaft and no remarkable 
colouring. The one-sided specialisation and the peculiar metallic 
colouring of the lateral tall feathers mark them as the extreme 
terms of a degenerative series, whilst the symmetry, likeness of 
constituent parts inter se, and absence of specialized pigment, 
as well as the fact that they differ little from any average feather 
of birds in general, mark the contour feather as primitively 
simple, and as the starting-point from which the highly elabor-
ated eye-painted tail feather has gradually evolved. 

Applying these principles to the consideration of the Arach-
nids,- we arrive at the conclusion that the smaller and simpler 
Arachnids are not the more primitive, but that the Aced or mites 
are, in fact, a degenerate group. This was maintained by 
Lankester in 1878 (19), again in 1881 (20); it was subsequently 
announced as a novelty by Clam in r883 (21). Though the 
aquatic members of a class of animals are in some instances 
derived from terrestrial forums,  the usual transition is from an 
aquatic ancestry to more recent land-living forms. There is no 
doubt, from a consideration of the facts of structure, that the 
aquatic water-breathing Arachnids, represented in the past by 
the Eurypterines and to-day by the sole survivor Limulus, have 
preceded the terrestrial air-breathing forms of that group. 
Hence we see at once that the better-known Arachnids form 
a series, leading from Limulus-like aquatic creatures through 
scorpions, spiders and harvest-men; to the degenerate Atari or 
mites. The spiders are specialized and reduced in apparent 
complexity, as compared with the scorpions, but they cannot be 
regarded as degenerate since the concentration of structure 
which occurs in them results in greater efficiency and power than 
arc exhibited by the scorpion. The determination of the relative 
degree of perfection of organization attained by two animals 

A gret.t deal of superfluous hypothesis has lately been put forward 
is the came of " the principle of convergence of characters " by a 
certain school of palaeontologists. The hone is supposed by these 
writers to have originated by separate lines of descent In the Old 
World and the New, from five-toed ancestors! And the important 
consequences following from the demonstration of the identity in 
structure of Limulus and Scorpio are evaded by arbitrary and 
even phartastic invocations of a mysterious transcendental force 
which brings about " convergence' irrespective of heredity and 
selection. Morphology becomes a farce when such assumptions are  

compared is difficult when we inttoduce, as seems inevitable, 
the question of efficiency and power, and do not confine the 
question to the perfection of morphological development. We 
have no measure of the degree of power manifested by various 
animals—though it would be possible to arrive at some cos. 
elusions as to how that "power" should be estimated. It is not 
pomade bore to discuss that matter further. We must be content 
to point out that it seems that. the spiders, the pedipalps, and 

... 	ev. 4.0 de%oir  

Mkt Bedt, Tem. 2481. Soo, wet. .1.. db. 

Fta. v.—Diagram of a lateral view of a longitudinal section at 
a scorpion. 

I. Chelicera. 	 ad, Muscle from carapace to ea- 
ch, Circles. 	 tosternum. 
cam, Cametestoase. 	 sad, Muscle from tergite of genital 
on, Mouth. 	 somite to entosternum (same 
eat. Entosternum. 	 as dpas in fig. 30). 
p. Peet= 	 dtp,  to AP, Dorso-ventral muscles 
rti,e, First pulmonary aperture. 	(same as the series labelled ism 
sloe, Fourth pulmonary aper• in hg.030). 

Lure. 	 le,  to . The seven venoveri. 
dam, Muscle from carapace to a cardiac muscles oi the right 

pretend entoacierite. 	side (labelled VPM in fig. 3o). 

other large Arachnids have not been derived from the scorpions 
directly, but have independently developed from aquatic 
ancestors, and from one of these independent groups—probably 
through the harvest-men from the spiders—the Acari have finally 
resulted. 

Ahir Brebars, Tram. Sal. 81m. td  at. tab 

Fus. 32.—Diegram of a lateral view of a longitudinal section of 
Limulus. 

ffit. . Suctorial pharynx. 	&dap ,. Fourth dorsal entapo. 
al, Alimentary canal. 	 physis of left side. 
Pk, Pharynx. 	 lam, Tergo-sternal muscles, me 
if, Mouth. 	 pairs as in Scorpio (labelled 
Err, Entosternum. 	 es in fig. 30. 
VS, Ventral venous sinus. 	VPM' to VFW, The eight pairs 

Chilaria. 	 of veno-pericardiac muscles 
go, Genital operculum. 	 (labelled. for in fig. 3z). VPM' 
be' to 1, 5 , itranchial append- 	is probably represented in 

ages. 	 Scorpio, though not marked 
wet, Umegmented metasosaa. 	in figs. 30 and 3t. 

Leaving that question for consideration in connexion with 
the systematic statement of the characters of the various groups 
of Arachnids which follows on p. app, it is well now to consider 
the following question, viz., seeing that Limulus and Scorpio are 
such highly developed and specialized forms, and that they seem 
to constitute u it were the first and second steps in the series of 
recognized Arachnids—what do we know, or what are we led I. 
suppose with regard to the more printitive.Arachnida from which 
the Eurypterines and Limulus and Scorpio have sprung ? Do 
we know in the recent or fossil condition any such primitive 
Arachnids? Such a question is not only legitimate, but 
prompted by the analogy of at least one other pest dam of 
Arthropods. The great Arthropod class, the Crustacea, meseets 
to the zoologist at the present day an immense range of forms,. 
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comprising the primitive pliyllopods, the minute copepods, the 
parasitic cirrhipedes and the powerful aabs and lobsters, and 
the highly elaborated sand-hoppers and slaters. It has been 
Insisted, by those who accepted Lankester's original doctrine 
of the direct or genetic affinity of the Chaetopoda and Arthro- 
pods, that Apus and Branchipus really come very near to the 
ancestral fermi which connected those two great branches of 
Appeeliadate (Parapodiate) animals. On the other hand, the 
land crabs are at an immense distance from these simple forms. 

The record of the Crustacean family- 
tree is, in fact, a fairly complete 

44  one—the lower primitive members 
.i , of the group are still represented 
..e by living forms in great abundance. 
;',,, In the case of the Arachnids, if we 
"" have to start their genealogical 
''''r history with Limulus and Scorpio. 

.1 t we are much in the same position 
• as we should be in dealing with the 

Crustacea, were the whole of the 
Entomostraca and the whole of the 
Arthrostraca wiped out of existence 
and record. There is no possibility 
of doubt that the series of forms 
corresponding in the Arachnidan 
line of descent, to the forms dis-
tinguished in the Crustacean line 

It of descent as the lower grade—the 
Entomostraca—have ceased to 
exist, and not only so, but have 
left little evidence in the form of 
fossils as to their former existence 
and nature. It must, however, be 
admitted as probable that we should 
find some evidence, in ancient rocks 
or in the deep sea, of the early more 
primitive Arachnids. And it must 
be remembered that such forms 
must be expected to exhibit, when 
found, differences from Limulus and 
Scorpio as great as those which 
separate Apus and Cancer. The 
existing Arachnida, like the higher 
Crustacea, are ' nomomeristic," 
that is to say, have a fixed typical 
number of smokes to the body. 
Further, they are 'like the higher 
Crustacea," somatotagmic," that is 
to say, they have this limited set of 
somites grouped in three (or more) 
" Legman " or regions of a fixed 
number of similarly modified Cornices 
—each tagma differing in the modi-
fication of its fixed number of seethes 
from that characterizing a neigh-
bouring " tagma." The moat 
primitive among the lower Crus-
tans, on the other hand, for 
example, the Phyllopoda, have 

sot a fixed number of mates, some genera—even allied 
species--have more, some less, within wide limits; they 
are anornomeristk." They also, as is generally the case 
with anomonieristic animals, do not exhibit any con-
formity to a fixed plan of 4' tagmatism " or division of the 
genius of the body into regions sharply marked of from one 
another; the had or prosomatic tagma is followed by a trunk 
consisting of somites which either graduate in character as we 
pass along the series or exhibit a large variety in different genera, 
families and orders, of grouping of the somites. They are 
anomotammaie, as well as anomomeristic. 

When it is admitted—as seems to be reasonable—that the 
primitive Arachnids would, like the primitive Crustacea, be  

anomemeristk and anomotamne, we shall not demand of 
claimants for the rank of primitive Arachnids agreement with 
Limnos and Scorpio in respect of the exact number of their 
somata and the exact grouping of those smokes; and when 
we see how diverse are the modifications of the branches of the 
appendages both•n Arachnids and in other daises of Arthropod& 
(q.v.), we shall not over-estimate a difference In the form of this 
or that appendage exhibited by the claimant as compared with 
the higher Arachnids With these considerations in mind, the 
claim of the extinct group of the trilobites to be considered as 
representatives of the lower and more primitive steps in the 
Arachnidan genealogy must, it seems, receive a favourable Judi. 
meat. They differ from the Crustacea in that they have only 
a single pair of prae-oral appendages, the second pair being 
definitely developed as mandibles. This fact renders their 
association with the Crustacea impossible, if classification is 
to be the expressioit of genetic affinity inferred from *uncured 
coincidence. On the contrary, this particular point is one in 
which they agree with the higher Aeadusida. But little is known 
of the structure of these extinct animals; we are therefore 
compelled to deal with such special points of resemblance and 
difference as their remains still exhibit. They had lateral eyes' 
which resemble no known eyes so closely as the lateral eyes of 
Limulus. The mend hem Ind structure of their promenade 
carapace are in many striking features identical with that of 
Limulus. The trilobation of the had and body—due to the 
expansion and flattening of the sides or "pleura" of the tegu-
mastery skeleton—is so closely repeated in the young of Limulus 
that the latter has been called " the trilobite stage " of Limnos 
(fig. ss compared with fig. 41). No Crustacean exhibits this 
trilobite form. But most important of the evidences presented 
by the trilobites of affinity with Limulus, and therefore with the 
Arachnids, is the tendency len marked in some, strongly carried 
out in others, to form a pygidial or telsonic shield'—a fusion of 
the posterior somites of the body, which is precisely identical 
in character with the merasomatic carapace of Limnos. When 
to this is added the fact that a post-anal spine is developed to 
a large size in some trilobites (fig. 38), like that of Limnos and 
Scorpio, and that lateral spines on the pleura of the smiles are 
frequent as in Limns, and that neither metasomatic fusion 
of somites nor post-anal spine, nor lateral pleural spines are 
found in any Crustacean, nor all three together in any Art/upped 
besides the trilobites and Limuler—the claim of the trilobites 
to be considered as representing one order of a lower grade 
of Arachnids, compatible to the grade Entomostraca of the 
Crustacea, seems to be established. 

The fact that the single pair of praerral appendages of 
trilobites, known only as yet in one genus, is in that particular 
case a pair of uni-ramose antennae—does not render the associa-
tion of trilobites and Arachnids improbable. Although the 
peae-oral pair of appendages in the higher Arachnids is usually 
chelate, it is not always so; in spiders it is not so; nor in many Acark 
The bi-ram structure of the pastoral limbs, demonstrated by 
Beecher in the trilobite Triarthrus, is no more income' tent with 
its claim to be a primitive Arachnid than is the foliaceous 
modification of the limbs in Phyllopods inconsistent with 
their relationship to the ArthrosUacous Crustaceans such as 
Gammarus and Oniecus. 

Thus, then, it seems that we have in the trilobites the repre- 
sentatives of the lower phases of the Arachnidan pedigree. The 
simple meetuomeristic trilobite, with its equi-fonnal somites 
and equi-formal appendages, is one term of the series which 
ends in the even sateen* but degenerate Acad. Between the 
two and at the highest point of the arc, so far as morphological 
differentiation is concerned, stands the scorpion; near to it is 
the trilobite's direction (that Is,  on the ascending side) ate 
Limulus and the Eurypterines—with a long gap, due to oblitera-
tion of the record, separating them from the trilobite. On the 

A pair of round tubercles on the labrum (camerostome or ho-
stoma) of several species of Trilobites has been described and ben to 
be a pair of eyes (22). Seine-organs in a abeam position were 
discovered is Uranus by Patten (42) in 1894. 

From Laakeorr. "Lake is 
Amend." 

33.—The alimentary 
canal and gastric glands of 
a scorpion (A) and of 
Limulus (B). 
ps, Muscular sectorial 

largement of the pharynx. 
sal, Pragmatic pair of gas-

tric caeca in Scorpio, 
called salivary glands by 
some writers. 

el, and el, The anterior two 
pairs of gastric caeca 
and ducts of the mem- 
somatic region. 

0, ea and d, Caeca and daces 
of Scorpio not represented 
in Limulas. 

M, The Malpighian or renal 
caecal diverticula of 

pro, The proctodaenm or 
portion of gut leading to 
anus and termed embryo-
logically by an inversion 
of the epiblast at that 
orifice. 
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Odin tide--Smiling downwards from the Scorpion towards the 
Atari—are the Pedipalpi, the spiders, the book-scorpions, the 
harvest-men and the water-mites. 

The strange nobody-crabs or Pycnogonids occupy a place on 
the ascending half of the arc below the Eurypterines and Limulus. 
They are strangely modified and degenerate, but seem to be (as 
explained in the systematic review) the remnant of an Arach-
nidan group holding the same relation to the scorpions which the 
Leemodipoda hold to the Podophthahnate Crustacea. 

We have now to offer a classification of the Arachnida and 
to pass in review the larger groups, with a brief statement of 
their structural characteristics. 

In the bibliography at the close of this article (referred to by 
leaded amble numerals in brackets throughout these pages), 
the titles of works are given which contain detailed information 
as to the genera and Species of each order or sub-order, their 
geographical distribution and their habits and economy so far 
SA they have been ascertained. The limits of space do not permit 
of a fuller treatment of those matters here, 

TANVLA1 CLASSIFICATION OP THS AllACHNIDA. 

CLASS. ARACHNIDA. 
Grade A. A NOMOMERISTICA. 

Sub-Class. TRILOBITAR. 
Orders. Not satisfactorily determined. 

Grade B. NOMOMERISTICA. 
Sub-Class L PAItTOPODA. 

Order L Kymphonomorphs. 
2. Ascorhyndsomorphe 
3. Pvenegoomsenhe 

Sult-Cl'aiss IL 110-ARAOIRIMA. 
Grade 6. DILLOBRANCHIA, Lankester (ad IITORO-

PNEUSTEA, Pocock). 
Order L Xlphosura. 

" Grade 
2. Gigentostrate 

	

rade 	b. ENSOLOBRANCRIA, LAnktAtIN 	AN10. 
PNRUSTIA. Pocock). 

• Section a. Pecibufers 
Order b-I. 

 orer 
ScorpioAnidea. 

Sud a.  

Seciion A E • 
Order 2. Pedipalpl. 

Suborder a. Uimygi. 
Tribe 1. Urotriche 

" 1. Tartarides. 
Sub-order b. Amblypygi. 

Order 3. Aransas. 
Sub-a dera. Mesothelae. 

b. Opisthothelae. 
Tribe t. Mygalomorphae. 

2. Arachnomorphae. 

	

Order 4. 	(..Mierothelyphaddard. 
Order S. ( 111yeetophorae). 

	

Order G. 	°scorpion's ( ■ Cluelonstbl). 
Suborder a. Panctenodactyli. 

„ b. Hemictenodactyli. 
Order 7. Pediment ( -Bi n 
Order 8. 

Sub-order a. Lanittores. 

	

„ 	b. Palmteree. 
c. Anepignathi. 

Order 9. Plynchostoml ( -Aced). 
Sub-order a. Notoatigmata. 

„ b. Cryptootignata. 
• c. Metastigmata. 
• d. Prostigmata. 

	

„ 	e. Astigmata. 
f. Vermilormia. „  

• g. Tetrapode 
Cum. ARACHNIDA.—Euarthrepoda having two pmethorneres 

(smite which have puled from a post-oral to a prae-oral position), 
the appendages 01  the first fermented h7 eyes. of the wood by 
solitary rams which are rarely antennilorm. more usually Metre. 
A tendency is ashlited to the formation of a metasomatte as well 
as a promenade carapace by fusion of the terpl surfaces of the 
soothes. Intermediate somites forming a mesosoina occur, but tend 
to fuse superficially with the metasomstic carapace or to become 
coordinated with the somites of the metasorna, whether fused or 
distinct to form one region. the °Mahatma (abdomen of authors). 
In the most highly developed forms the two anterior divisions  

°Minna) of the body, pr moms and mamma, each exhibit dx 
pairs of limbs, pediform and plate-like respectively, whilst the 
masseur consists of six limbless somites and a post-anal spine. 
The genital apertures are placed in the first semis following the 
prosome eacesseg where a praegenital somite, usually suppressed, 
as retained. Little is known of the form of the appendages in the 
lowest archaic Arachnids, but the tendency of time of the prose-
made soothes has been Us in the Croswell) to pass from a 
generalised bimusese or multi-ramose form to that of Wt.' ramose 
antennae, there and walking legs. 

The Arachnids are divisible into two grades of structure—accord-
* to the fixity or nos-fixityof the number of woke' building up 
the body:  
• Grads A (of she Arachnids). AN011011ERISZICA.—Extinet 
archaic Arachnid', in which (as in the Entomostracous Crustacea) 
the number of well-developed smokes may be mont or less than 
eighteen and may be grouped only as head (promma) and trunk or 
may be farther differentiated. A telex* terpl shield of greater 
or less sae is always present, which may be imperfectly divided into 
well-marked but immovable tergites indicating incompletely differ. 
emitted geishas. The single pair of *pliant% appen 	in front 
of the mouth has been found in one instance to be antenniform, 
whilst the numerous poet-oral appendages in the same genus were 
hi-ramose. The position of the genital apertures is not known. 
Compound lateral eyes present; median eyes wanting. The body 
and bead have the two pleural regions of each somite flattened and 
expanded on either side of the true gut-holding bodied& Hence 
the mane of the sub-class signifying tri-lobed, a condition realised 
also in thei)entiZdous Arachnids. The members of this group, 
whilst miens 	the lower Crustacea (as all lower groups of a 

tree must do), differ from them essentially itanc  ttieirge head exhibits only one prosthomere (in addition to the 
eye-bearing prosthomere) with palniform appendages (as in all 

instead of two. The Anosiontenstic Arachnids form a 
Irak sub-class, of which only imperfect fossil remains are known. 

Bab-class (el tbanamomerisdca). VIULOBITAIL—The wee 
sub-class Trilobite" constitutes the grade Anomomeristica. It list 
been variously divided into orders by a number of writers. The 
greater or less evolution and specialisation of the metasomatk 
carapace appears to be the most important bads for classification—
but this has not been made use of in the latest attempts at drawing 
up a system of the Trilobites. The form of the middle and lewd 
Moos of the proems:ale shield has been used, and an excessive 
importance attached to the demarcation of certain areas in that 
structure. Sutures are stated to mark off some of these pieces, but 
in the proper sense of that term as applied to the Ade al structures 
of the Vertebrate, no sutures exist in the chitinous cuticle of Arthro- 
pod.. That y partial fusion of originally distinct eldtinous 
plates takes pl

an
ace in the cephalic shield a Trilobites, comparable 

to the partial fusion of bony pieces by suture In Vertebrate, is a 
suggestion 

	are known only as fossils, mostly Saurian and 
pm-Silurian: a few are found in Carboniferous and Permian strata. 
As many as two thousand species are knoim. Genera with small 
metasomatic cararace, consisting of three to six fused segments 
distinctly marked though not separated by soft stem bram„ are 
Harper. Paradoxider and Tr:artily-1u (fig. $). In Calynsene. Home. 
keens and Phaceps (fig. 38) from six to sateen segments are clearly 
marked by ridges and grooves in the metwomatic twine whilst in 
Mem the ahWd so formed is large but no somites are marked out 
on its surface. Is this genus ten free somites (melosoma) occur 
between the prosomatic and metasoinatic carapaces. Asanher 
and Megalsrpsr (fig. 39) are similarly constituted. In Arenas 
(fig. 

body, 
 he anterior sadsterior carapaces constitute almost the 

attire  the two carapaces being connected by a mid-region of 
only two free soothes. It has been held that the forms with a small 
number of somites marked in the posterior carapace and numerous 
free mashes between the anterior and posterior carapace, must be 
considered as anterior to those in which a great number of posterior 
smites are traceable in the metasontatic carapace, and that those 
in which the traces of distinct somites in the posterior or meta-
somatic carapace are most completely absent must be regarded as 
derived from those in which somas are well marked in the posterior 

t The writer is indebted to R. I. Pocock. assistant is the Natural 
History departments of the British Museum, for valuable assistance 
in the preparation of this article and for the clarification and de-
finition of the groups of Estrachnida hbrer:aitten. The 

writer of scheme and some the details have been 	t by the wiser into 
agreement 	viewsiariamitned

s a

lt this siritaide
a special 

 Poceett  aoczpitigi  

the As'aillwSsida„ given to thempTI  valuable expansion acoefiurmation. 
The writer also desires to express his thanks to Messrs. Macmillan 
& Co. for pa-mission to use figs 22.43.44 and 45.which are taken from 
Parker and Hamell's Text-book of &elegy; and to Messrs. Swan 
Sonnenschein & Co. for the loan of several figures from the trans-
bakes published by them of the admirable treatise on 
by Prarson Konclielt and Heider: also to the publishe rs of 
treatise on Paisetnio ►ogy by Professor Zittel. Herr Oldenbourg and 
The Macmillan Co., New York, for several cuts of extimet toms. 
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carapace and similar in appearance to the fire senates. The genus 
Avatar, which belongs to the last category. occurs abundantly in 

Cambrian strata and is 
one of the:earliest forms 
known. This would 
lead to the suprliotz2 
that the great 
meat of mean:matte 
carapace is a primitive 
sod not a late character. 
were it not for the fact 
that Paradosides and 
Atop; with an iecon-
spocuous telsonie cara-
pace and numerous tree 
somites, are also Cam-
brian in age, the latter 
indeed anterior in 
hor izon 

On the
to 
 giro 

 it may well be doubted 
whether the pygidial or 
Posterior carapace is 
Primarily due toe fusion 
of the tergiasof smite. 

movable 	well dm 
which were 	viously 

well
veloped. e posterior 
carapace of the Trilo-
bites and of Litaidif is 
probably enough in 
origin a telsonsc cara- 
pace—that is to . is 
the tengunt of the y  last 
segment of the body 
which carries the anus. 
From the front of this 
region new segments are 
produced in the first 
instance. and are added 
during growth to the 
existing series. This 
talon may enlarge, it 
may possibly even be-
come internally and 
eternally developed as 
partially separate min-
ites, and the term 
may remain without 
trace of somite forma-
tion, or, as appeen to 
be the case in Lander, 
the telson gives rise to 
a few well-marked soot-
hes (mesosome and two 
others) and then en-
larges without further 
trace of segmentation. 
whilst the chitinous 
integument which dos 
ves in increasing 
thickness on the terga 
as growth advances 
welds together the um 
segmented telson and 
phe somites in front of 
it. which were previ-
ously marked by 
separate cereal thicken. 
sage. It must always be 

Fgt. 34. —Rego:a:km of ntarelrws remembered that weare 
Becht, Green, as determined by Beecher liable (especially in the 
from specimens obtained from the Utica Mae of fossilised  infer:- 

 Slates (Ordovician), New York. A, dorsal; meats) to attach an 
B, ventral surface. In the latter the single unwarranted  fatethre-
peir of antennae springing up from each cation to the mere 
side of the camerostome or hypostome or discontinuity or con-
upper lip-lobe are teen. Four pairs of tinuity of the thickened 
appendages besides these are seen to obele:g Plates of chit imams 
to the cephalic tergum. All the a cuticle on the back of 
ages are pechform and bi-ramese.; a I 

r 

 have en Arthropod. These 
a prominent gnatbobese, and in all the Plates may hoe* and  Yee 
ocopodite carries a comb-like series of the longue to which 
secondary processes, 	 they belong may remain 

(Ann Dewitt, fres 9nd.) 	 distinct, and each have 
its pair of appendages 

well developed. On the other hand, an unusually large tergal dace, 
whether terminal or in the series. is not always due to fusion 
of the done! plates of once-separate so/nits, but is often a cue 
ci powth and enlargement of a eagle somata without localities  

of any trace of a new seining. For the literature of Trilobites ase 
(22'). 

Grade B (of the Aracheida) NOMOMERISTICA.—Arachnids 
in which, excluding from consideration the eye-bearing prostho-
mese, the smite. are primarily (that is to my, in the common 

A.1N  

411‘ 
FIG. 33.—Triarthnts Becht', Green. a, Restered thoracic limbs in 

transverse section of the animal; b, section across a posterior 
somite; C. section across one of the sub-terminal somites, 

(Alter nerchie) 

ancestor of the grade) grouped in three regions of six—(a) the 
prosoma " with palpiform appendages, (b) the " mesosoma " with 

plate-like appendages, and (c) the " metasoma " with 'impressed 

Fin. 36.—Triarthres Becht. Greer. FICA.37.—D:teing Forbesa, 
Dorsal view of second thoracic leg Barr. One the Chihli-
with and without setae. es, Inner ridge. Silurian Bohemia. 
ramus; ex, Outer mmus. Mom Zittlds Peknisnito3 

(After Beecher.) 
appendages. A somite placed between the pregame and mesosoma 
—the prae-genital somite—eppears to have belonged originally to 
the prosomatic series (which with its ocular prosthomere and pelpi- 

FIG. 38. -- Daletaxitet 	.no.39.—Megalaspis exkwestest. 
lissulsrus, Green. One of 	One of the Asaphtdae allied to 
the Phacopidee, from the 	Ilksentts, from the Ordovician of 
Silurian, New York. 	 East Gothland, Sweden. 

(Fro Zkol.) 	 (Frem Zattl). 
form limbs IPantopodal, would thus consist of eight somites), but 
to have been gradually reduced. In living Aradmids, excepting 
the Pentopoda, it is either fused (with loss of its appendages) with 
the prosome (Liorstles,,  Scorpio), after embryonic appearance, or is 

'Pocock suggests that the area marked vii. in the outline figure 
of the dorsal viewof Lander (fig. 7) may be the tergum of the 
suppressed pree-genitel remits Embryological evidence mint setae 
whether this is so or not: 
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sot 
sstalasd se a nalbsseisona separate, detached wake in front of the 
miesosoma, or disappears altogether (escalation). The atrophy 
and total disappearance al amorally well-marked makes Ire- 

Ftc.0.—Pourstagesin 
the development of the 
trilobite A geosho sathe. 
A, Youngest stage with 
no 'miasmatic *omits; 
B and C, stages with two 
inesoeoseatic gamins be-
tweentheprosontaticand 
telsonic carapaces; D, 
adult condition, still with 
onlytwofrce mai:somatic 
*unites. 
Wm. Leaden sad Helder.) 

quently take place (as in all Arthropoda) at the posterior extremity 
of the body, whilst escalation of somites may occur at the constricted 
areas which often separate adjacent "regions." though there are 

A very few instances in 
which it has been recog-
nized. Concentration of 
the organ-systems by 
fusion of neighbouring 
regions (prosoma, meso-
sorna, metasoma), ;in-

distinct. has 
freqeently textured. 
together with *bakers-
thin of the muscular 
and chitinous structures 
indicative of distinct 
somites. This concentra-
tion and obliteration of 
somites, often accom-
panied by dislocation 
of important segmental 
structures (such as ap-
panags and nerve- 
pnglia). may had to 
highly developed speci-
alization (individuation, 
H. Spencer), as in the 
Araneae and Opiliones, 
and, on the other hand, 
may terminate in simpli-
fication and degenera-
tion, as in the Acari. 

The most important 
general change which 
has affected the struc-
ture of the nomomeristic 
Arachnida in the course 
of their historic develop-
ment is the transition 
from an aquatic to a 
terrestrial life. This has 
been accompanied by 
the conversion of the 

lamelliform gill-plates into lamethform lung-plates, and later the 
development from the lung-chambers, and at independent sites, 
of tracheae  or air-tubes (by hdaptation of the vasifactive tissue of 
the blood-vends) similar to those independently developed in 

Peri/tater, Diplopoda. Hexapoda and Chilopoda. Probably tracheae 
have developed independently by the same process in several .groups 
of tracheate Arachnids. The nomomeristic Arachnids comprise two 
subclasses-one a very small degenerate offshoot from early ances-
tors; the other, the great bulk of the class. 

Sub-Class L (of the Nomomeriatica). PANTOPODA.—Nomo-
menet* Arachnids, in which the somites corresponding to Me11010Ma 
and metasoma have entirely aborted. The seventh, and sometimes 
the eighth, leg-bearing somite is present and has its leg-like append-
ns fully developed. Monomeniscous eyes with a double (really 
triple) cell-layer formed by invagination, as in the Eu-arachnids. 
are present. The Paatopoda stand in the same relation to Liandas 
and Santis that Cyclists: holds to the theracostracons Cressona 

The reducdon ef the argattleat to emslag-heark& wake; al which 
the first pair, as in so many Euftrachnida, are dtelate, is a form ol 
degeneration connected with a peculier quasi-parasitic habit re- 
sembling that a the crustacean Lannodipoda. The genital pores 
are situate at the ban of the yth pair of limb; and may be repeated 

fm fakir sad Raven Teat kot &Oki% duo Nei. 
43.—One of the Nymphonomorphous Pantopoda. Nymphet 

histolues, showing the seven pairs of appendages I to 7;., ab, be 
rudimentaryopisthosma; s,the mouth-bearing proboscis. 
on the Oh;  3th, and 6th. la all known Pantopoda the siae of the 
body is quite minute as compared with that of the limbs: the eli-
mentary caaal sends a long caecum into each leg (cf. the Arantae) 
and the genital legs. products am developed in tomcods also placed in 
the  

The Pantopoda are divided into three orders, the characters of 
which are dependent on variation in the presence of tbe full number 

Order I (el the Panlopoda). Nymphoneenorpha, Pocock (nov.) 
(fig. 43).—In primitive forms belonging to the family Nytephoeidas 
the full complement of appendages ts retained—the 1st (mandibular), 
the sad (*pitons), and the Ord (ovigerous) pairs being well de- 

both sexes. In certain derivative kerns constituting 
gle%ed 

in 
 family Palkeidas, however. the appendages of the and pan 

are either rudimentary or atrophied altogether. 
Two families: e. Nymplionidae (genus Nytaphots), and a. Palleni-

dae (genus Palleise). 
Order 2. Ascoritinchumerpha, Pocock(nov.).—Appsadeges of 

the and and 3rd pairs retained and developed, as in the more primi- 
tive types of Nymphonomorplm ; but those of the 1st pair are tither 
ratiltwaen=as mthe AM/flirt( kik C, or atrophied as in the 

In the latter a further specialisation is shown In 
the fusion of the body segments. 

Two families: 1. Aacorhynchidae (genera otscorhyaciss and 
Amman); 2. Coloseendeida (genera Colossersdoes and Disco. 
smoker). 

Order 3. Pastegesenorpla Pocock (eov.).—Derivative forms in 
which the reduction in number of the anterior appendages is tarried 
farther than in the other orders, reaching its extreme in the Pyre°. 
gouidae, where the 1st and 2nd pairs are absent in both sexes, and 
the 3rd pair also are absent in the female. In the Hanneasiar. 
however,. which resemble the Pyritopeidat in the absence of the 
3rd pair in the female and of the and paw in both sexes, the tat pair 
are retained in both sexes. 

Two families: 1. Hannonildae (genus Flaftwele); 2. Pycno-
gonidae (genera Pycnogoares and Nexickihu). 

Rentarks.—The Pantepoda are not known in the fossil condition. 
They are entirely marine, and are not uncommon in tne coralline 
zone of the sea-coast. The species are few, not snare than fifty (23). 
Some large specks of peculiar genera are taken at great depths. 
Their movements are extremely sluggish. They are especially 
remarkable for the small size of the body and the extension of 
viscera into the legs. Their structure is eminently that of &emulate 
forms. Many frequent growths of coralline Algae and hydroid 
polyps. upon the juices of which they feed. and in some cases a species 
of gall is produced in hydroids by the penetration of the larval 
Pantopod into the tissues of the polyp. 

Sub-Class II. (of the Nomomeriac Arachalda). ZU-ARACH-
HID& —These start from highly developed and specialized aquatic 
branchiferous forms, exhibiting a prosoma with six pediform pairs of 
appendages. an  intermediate pore-genital somite, a mesosoma of six 
mates bearing lamelliform pairs of appendages, and a metasoma 
of six somites devoid of appendages. and the last provided with 
a poet-anal spine. Median eyes are present, which are mono-
memscous, with distinct retinal and conteagenous cell-layers, and 
placed centrally on the prang's'. Lateral dyes .  also may be 
present, arranged in lateral group, and having a angle or double 
cell-layer beneath the lens. The first pair of limbs is often 
thence or prehensile, rarely antennifonn; whilst the second, third 
and fourth may also be &elate, or may be simple pala or walking 
kV- 

A 	B 	C D 

B 8 

fasts lassIalt sad Edda. saw Dorm& 
FM. 4 t.—Five stages in the develop- 

ment of the trilobite Soo ktrsuto. 
6, Youngest stage.. 
▪ Older stage with distinct pygidial 

carapace. 
C. Stage with two free mesosomatic 

somitee between the prosornatic and 
tehonic carapaces. 

D. Stage with seven free intermediate 
amino. 

E. Stage with twelve free somites; the 
telsotuc carapace has not increased in 
size. 

a. La 
g. So-catertlierfacial "suture" (not really a 

suture). 
p, Telsonk carapace. 

FtG. 42. — So-called 
" trilobite stage " of 
Limnos polyphase; 
A. Dorsal; B. ventral 
view. 
MorsKandieh sad Rada, 

Imularti 
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An internal skeletal plate, the so-called " entosternite " of fibre-

' cartilaginous tissue, to which many muscles are attached, is placed 
between the nerve-cords and the alimentary tract in the twosome 
of the lama. forms (Lianas:, Scorpio. Mygok). In the same and 
other leading forms a pair of much-coiled glandular tubes, the canal 
glands (coelomocoels in origin), is found with a duct opening on the 
coxes of the fifth pair of appendages of the prosoma. The vascular 
system Is highly developed (in the non-degeuerate forms); large 
arterial branches closely accompany or envelop the chief nerves; 
capillaries are well developed. The blood-corpuscles are large arnoe. 
biform cella, and the blood-plasma is coloured blue by haemocyanin. 

The alimentary canal is uncoiled and cylindrical, and gives rise 
laterally to large gastric glands, which are more than a single pair 
in number (two to six paws), and may assume the form of simple 
caeca. The mouth is minute and the pharynx is always auctorial, 
never like. The gonadial tubes (gonocoels or gonadial 

ni are originally reticular and paired, though they may be 
red to a simpler condition. They open on the first somite of 
the nomosoma. la the numerous degenerate forms simplification 
occurs by obliteration of the demarcations of somites and the 
fusion of body-regions, together with a gradual suppression of the 
lamthiferous respuatory organs and the substitution for them of 
tracheae, which, in their turn, in the smaller and most reduced 
members of the group, may also disappear. 

The Eu•arachnida are divided into two grades with reference to 
the condition of the respiratory organs as adapted to aquatic or 
terrestrial life. 

Grade a (of the Eu-arachnidal. DILOBRANCII1A 
(Hychopneestea). 

Mesesomatic segments furnished with large plate-like appendages, 
the tat pair acting as the genital operculum, the remaining pairs 
being provided with branchial lamellae fitted for breathing 
dissolved in water. The prae-genital somite partially or °Z S; 
obliterated in the adult. The mouth lying far back. so  that the 
basal segments of all the prosomatic appendages, excepting those 
of the Ise pair, are capable of acting as masticatory organs. Lateral 
eyes consisting of a densely packed group of eye -units (' compound " 
ere). 

Order 1. liphosura.—Thepaean-genital *omite fuses in the 
embryo with the prosoma and disappear. (see fig. '9). Not free-
swimming, none of the prosomatic appendages modified to act as 
paddles: segments of the niesommota and metasoma ( wopisthosoma) 
not more than ten in number, distinct or coalesced. 

Family--Limulidae (Limb's). 
eBelinuridae (Bellows:, Agiaspis. Preshoiehia). 
elletniaepidae (Mtatiospis, 

Remarks.—The Xiphosura are marine in habit, frequenting the 
shore. They are represented at the present day by the single genus 
Lisusfum (fiile. 44 and 45: also figs. 7. 9, I t. to 15 and 2o), often 
termed the Icing-crab, which occurs on the American coat of the 

of the Pacific. The Atlantic specie (L. iPheltas) common  nn 
Atlantic Open, but not on its eastern coastaand on the Asiatic coast 

the coasts of the United State*, and is we as the king-crab or 
horse-shoe crab. A single specimen was found in the harbour of 

Copenhagen in the teth century. having presumably been curled 
over by a ship to which it dung. 

A species of Linguist is found in the Bentersandetein of the 
Vosges; L. Walchi is abundant in the Oolitic lithographic slates of 
Bavaria. 

The genera Believes:, Aglaspis. Pres:waif, Henniaspis and 
Bassteks consist of small forms which occur in Palaeozoic rockes 

In none of them are the appendages known, but in the fens of the 
two carapaces and the presence of free smiths they are distinctly 
intermediate between Loader and the Trilobitae. The young form 
of Lionshu itself (fig. 40) is also similar to a Trilobite so far as 112 
segmentation and trilobation are concerned. The lateral eyes of 
Lamithis appear to be identical in structure and position with those 
of certain Trilobitae. 

Order 2. Gigantomraca (figs. 46, 47).—Free-swimming forms, with 
the appendages of the 6th or 5th and 6th pairs flattened or lengthened 

to act rimers: segments of memos& and usetasoma ( °pie-bo-
som), twelve in number. 

Fin. 44—Dorsal view 
of Linllidlit palyphetnas, 
Late. 

Mom rker sad &we. 
7-.04.4 	leaegy. aim 
tendert.)

Pa 

 

Fin. 	— Ventral 
view of Ltsaalsts pay-
peons/. 

I to 6, The six promo-
num pairs of appen• 
dages. 

abil, the solid opistba 
somatic carapace. 

left, the post-anal spine 
(eel the telson as the 
lettering would seem 
to imply, but only 
its pothenal poi 
tion). 

*Pay, the fused first 
paw of mestemmatic 
appendages forming 
the genital oper- 
Cain= 
Wren RAN awl Law" 

resibese Lake% Ma 
lzselOnJ 

Pm-A—Awry- 

rscrirwald. Wu- 
rian of Rootzikft. 
Restoration after 
Schmidt. 

The 
dorsal aspect is 
peamted allow- 
ing the prosomatic 
shield with paired 
compound eyes 
and the prow. 
made amendages 
II. to VI. The 
small first pair of 
appendages is con-
cealed from view 
by the carapace. 
t to 12 are the 
awakes of the 

53. 
neth=a-a is a 1 
spine. 

Moo 

 

assist Tos 

71. tamPlrirkeZ 
the York des.) 
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Appeedrubiorff aersateffer poi say imp and theist*. 

Pterygotornorplm. Pterygotidaa (Parigehu). 
Appendages of anterior pair mime and chaste. 

(Siyionarars Sty loauridae 	 ). 
Sub-order Eurypteromorpha{Enrypteridae (Fermiers; 

Simessia). 
Resaarbs.—The Gigantostraca are requently spoken of as " the 

Eurypterineg" Not mom. than thirty species are known. They 
became extinct in Palaeozoic times, and an chiefly found In the 
Upper Silurian, though extending upwards as far as the Carbon-
Boma They may be regarded as " maanurous " Xiphosora; that 
is to say. Xiphosura in which the nontomeristic number of eighteen 

Trangfluirs tbiwarcont 
Flo. v.—Parma': ossliessis, Schmidt. Silurian of Rootaficil. 

Restoration of the ventral surface, about a third natural she, after 
Schmidt. 
a, Camerostome or epistoma. 	t to 8, Segments of the sixth 
in, .Chilarium or metastemite of prosomaticappend& 

the prosoma (eo-called meta- I' to V', First five opist4aomatic 
stoma). 	 somites. 

sc. The composed eyes. 	r. Sixth opisthosomatic aomite. 
IC/Nerve the powerful gnathobases of the sixth pair of prosomatic 

Blabs and the median plates behind a. The dotted line on sonute 
indicates tbe  
provided 	

position of the 	'tal operculum which was probably 
with branchial 	.1 

wolf-developed somites is mment and the posterior ones form a long 
taillike region of the body. There still appears to be some doubt 
whether in the suborder Eurypteromorpha the first pair of prom-
tube appendages (fig. 46) is atrophied, or whether, if present, it has 
the form of a paw of tactile pips or of minute chelae. Though there 
are indications of lamelliform respiratory appendages on mews°. 
made smite" following that bearing the genital operculum, we 
cannot be said to have any proper knowledge as to such a 
and further evidence with regard to them is much to Pe  it.ielsaireilges.. 
(Far literature see Zittel, 22•.) 

Grade b (of the En-arachdida). eintotomtzwent,t 
(Aeropneastea). 

In primitive forms tS respiratory lamellae of the appendages of 
the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th, or of the tit and and mesosomatic somites 
we sunk beneath the surface of the body, and become adapted to 
breathe atmospheric.  oxygen, forming the leaves of the so-called 
lung-books. In 	fixed forms these pulmonary sacs are wholly 
or partly 	by tracheal tubes. The appendages of the mean- 
time generally suppressed; in the more prinutive forms one or two 
pairs may be retained as organs subservient to reproduction or silk- 
spinning. Mouth situated more forwards than in Delobeanchia, no 
awe in mastication being taken by the basal segments of the 5th 
and 6th paha of prosomatk arendages. Lateral eye., when present, 
recented by separate ocel . 

nital somite, after appearing in the embryo, either is 
obfiteraPtreadercorpie,.Galroder, Opera and others) or is retained as 
a reduced narrowrepon of the body, the " waist," between presents 
and mesosoma. It is represented by a full-sized tergal plate in the 
Fseudo-scorpiones. 

Section a. Paginffere.—The primitive distinction between the 
mesosoma and the metasoma retained, the latter consisting of six 
soothes and the former of six somites in the adult, each of which 
is furnished during growth with a pair of appendages. Including 
the peas-genital somite (fig. 16), which Is suppressed in the adult,  

there am thktetat smokes behind the pristine. The appendages of 
the nit and and mesosonuitie smite. persisting as the penal °per-
culunt and pectones respectively, those of the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 
6th somites in Paliseephonstr) sinking biker the surface during 
growth in connexion with the forma-
bon of the four pairs of pulmonary 
1005 (see fig. 17).. Lateral eyes 
monostichous. 

Order L ficorpicasse.—Proaoma 
coveted by a single dorsal shield, 
bearing typically median and lateral 
eyes; Its sternal elements reduced 
to a single plate lodged between or 
behind the basal someone of the 
5th and 6th pairs .of appendages. 
Apadag -mot tat pair trigegmented, 
chebte• of and paw dictate,  with 

 fmeel segments subatrving 
mastication; of 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th 
pain similar in form and function, 
except that in recent and Carbon. 
dermas forms the basal segments of 
the 3rd and 4th are provided with 
stereo-co:al (ma:Mery) lobes, those 
of the 4th pair meeting in the middle 
line anal underlying the mouth. The 
five posterior tomtits of the meta-
:am constricted to form a " tail," 
the post-anal siderite persisting u a 

a pair of poison (see figs. 8, 
weapon of offence and provided with 

zo, 12, 13, 14. IS, 21 and 2246  
Sub-order Apoxypsda.— 3rd, 

ath, ph and 6th pairs of append-
ages there. Neut. tapenng. the PreanAswMann kalkances 
ler nen!' about as wide as long. by R. 1 Pocock. 
= the apical, which  distally  Fm. 48.—Donal view of a 

pointed, slightly curved,  
and without distinct movable claws. restal.atim  pakIrmeS1"  

Famiy—Palaeophonidae, Palma, 
aunts, 

 Godgain,oi 
Oases (figs. 48 and 49)- 

Subarder Dionychopoda.—The 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th pairs of 
appendages slender, not evenly tapering, the segments longer than 
wide; the apical segment short, distally truncate, and provided with 
a pair of movable claws. Basal segments of the 5th and 6th pairs 
of appendages abutting against the, sternum of the prosoma (see 
fig. to and figs. 51, 52 and 53). 

Family—Pandinidae (Pandisis. Opathopktbalmse, Urodeces). 
„ Vejovidae (Widows. Jana. Eascorpile, Drams). 
„ Bothriuridae (Bahrain's. Cacophonies). 
„ Buthidae (Butkus, CeNtrunts). 

•Cycioph#almidae (Cycleekhalinitt) 	j Carboo- 
Moscorptidze (Eascorinas, Centramackas) iferous. 

Remarks en the Order Scorpioere—The Scorpion is one of the 
great animals of ancient hoe and tradition. It and the crag are 

the only two invertebrates which had impressed the. minds of early 
men sufficiently to be raised to the dignity of astronomical represen-
tation. It is all the more remarkable that the scorpion proves to be 
the oldest animal form of high elaboration which has persisted to 
the present day. In the Upper Silurian two specimens of a scorpion 
have been found (fig, 48, 49), we in Gothlancl and one in Scotland. 

Fto. 49.—Ventral view of 
a restoration of Falser/Amid 
Hurgeri, Pocock. the Silunan 
zsorgines 
Scot and. 

froRrettolr-iicsi  aim:  

Pocock. The meeting of the 
come of all the prosomatic 
limbs in front of the penta-
gonal sternum; the space for 
a genital operculum; the pair 
of pectcns, and the absence 
of any evidence of pulmonary 
stigmata are noticeable in this 
specimen. 

(flee Psoet. Gast. dam /Um 
at agog.) 
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which would be recognized at oats as trees seaspiaos by a child or a 
savage. The Silurian scorpion Polatopios ess. differs. so  far as obvious 
points are concerned, from a modern scorpion only in the thickness 
of its legs and in their terminating in strong•spike-likejoints, instead 
of being slight and provided with a pair of terminal dews. The legs 
of the modern scorpion (fig. so: 6g. 51) are those of a terrestrial 
Arthropod, such as a beetle: whilst those of the Silurian scorpion 
are the legs of an aquatic Arthropod. such as a crab or lobster. It 
is probable that the Sdorian scorpion was an aquatic animal, and 
that its respiratory lamellae were still pro jecting from the surface 
of the body to serve as branchiae. No trace of "stigmata," the 

Etc. Dm—Comparison of 
the sixth prominent limb 

lus (A). ' teir 

of a recent scoreownin(

gh

B), of 

Limu 
Palaeophonus ), and of 

at in the number 
agreement in the exist-
ence of a movable scene, 
Sp, at the distal border of 
ths fifth segment; in the 
correspondence of the two 
claws at the free end of the 

1 ell limb of Scorpio with two 
spines similarly placed in 
Limulus; and, Indy,. in 
the correspondence of the 
three talon-like spines car-
ded on the distal margin 
ofsegment six of recent 
scorPs with the tour 

t 	 ft z 	larger 
on 

 butt 

( 

s.
spina 

groove dividing the anky- 
a loved segments 4 and 5 of 

i the Limulus leg into two. 
.4  (Ater rework Q.J. Sd. rpm.) 

orifices of the lung-chambers of modern scorpions, can be found in 
the Scottish specimen at Palatophossre, which presents the ventral 
surface of the animal to view. On the other hand, no trace of re-
spiratory appendages excepting the pectens can be detected in the 
specimen (see fig. eq). 

Fossil scorpions of the modern type are found in the Coal Measures. 
At the present day scorpions of various genera are found in all the 
warm regions of the world. In Europe they occur as far north as 
Bavaria and the south of France. The largest species measure ti in. 
from the front of the head to the end of the sting, and occur in 
tropical India and Africa. Between 200 and 30o species are known. 

Pram Lerisseec hem Lim Sic Zed. eat :A, issi. 

Ftc. 51.—Drawing from life of the desert scorpion. Betkuroutrafis, 
Lin., from Biskra, N. Africa. 

The scorpions-use their large chelae for seizing prey and for fighting 
with one another.. They never use the sting when (as frequently 
happens) they attack another scorpion, because, as was ascertained 
by A. G. Bourne (24), the poison exuded by the sting has no in-
jurious effect on another scorpion nor on the scorpion itself. The 
stories of a scorpion stinging itself to death when placed in a circle 
of burning coals are due to erroneous observation. When placed in 
such a position the scorpion faints and becomes inert. It is found 
(Bourne, 24) that PM species of scorpion faint at a temperature 
of 4o• Cent. They recover on being removed to cooler conditions. 
A scorpion having wised its prey (usually a large insect, or small 
reptile or mammal) with the large chelae brings its tail over its head. 
and deliberately punctures the struggling victim twice with its sting 
(fig. ,52). The nine of the sting as similar to snake-poison 

to it. It is probably on y sic adults or yen! alines of the 
human race who 

(Calmette), and rapidly rad dlcaleamb which am est. barters 

 be actually • by a saxpson's sting. When 
the scoepion has paralysed its prey in this way, the two short cheli-
one are brought into play (fig. 53). By the =shift action of their 
pincers, and an alternate backward and forward movement, they 
bring the soft blood-holding tissues of the victim doss to the 
minute pia-hole aperture which is the scorpion's mouth. The 
muscles acting on the bulb-like pharynx now set up a pump. 
ing action (see Huxley. 26); and the juices—but no so lid 
matter, excepting such as is reduced to 
powder—are sucked into the scorpion's 

i 
alimentarycanal. A scorpion appears to 
prefer for its food another worpson, and 
will suck out the juices of an individual as 
large as itself. When. this has taken 
place, the gorged in becomes 
distended and tense n the niescoomatic 
region. It is certain that the absorbed 
juices do not occupy the alimentary 
canal alone, but pass also into its caecal 
offsets which are the ducts of the 
gastric glands (see fig. 33). 

hem Leokerac ham. Lbw. Sec 	 Prim brawler Anna 
Etc. 52.—Drawing from life of the 	Lisw. 

Italian scorpion Esstorpiou ifolitos, 	FIG. 53.—The same 
Herbst, holding a blue-bottle fly with Its scorpion carrying the 
left chela. and carefully piercing it be pow paralysed fly held 
tween head and thorax with its sting. In its chcliccrae. the 
Two insertions of the sting are effected chelae liberated for 
and the fly is instantly poralysed by the attack and defence. 
poison so introduced into its body. Drawn from life. 

All Arachnids, including Lisoolus, feed by auctorial action in 
essentially the same way as Scorpio. 

Scorpions of various species have been observed to make a hissing 
noise when disturbed, or even when not disturbed. The sound is 
produced by stridulating organs developed on the basal joints of 
the limbs, which differ in position and character in different genera 
(see Pocock, 27). Scorpions copulate with the ventral surfaces in 
contact. The eggs are fertilieed. practically in the oyary, and de-
velop in sire. The young are born fully formed and ate carried by 
the mother on her back. As many as thirty have been counted in 
a brood. For information as to the embryology of scorpions, the 
reader is referred to the works named in the bibliography below. 
Scorpions do not possess spinning organs nor form tither snares or 
nests, so fares isknown. But some speciceinhabiting seedy deserts 
form extensive burrows. The fifth pair of prommatic appendages 
is used by these scorpions when burrowing, to kick back the and as 
the burrow is excavated by the great chelae. 

References to works dealing with the taxonomy and geographical 
distribution of scorpions are given at the end of this article (28). 

Section ff. Epalinata.—The primitive distinction between the 
mesosoma and the metasoma wholly or almost wholly obliterated, 
the two regions uniting to form an opisthosoma, which never consists 
of more than twelve somites and never bears appendages or breath-
ing-organs behind the 4th somite. The breathing-organs of the 
°pothole:yea, when present,represented by two pairs of stigmata, 
opening either upon the lot and 2nd (Pedipalpi) or the end and 3rd 
unites (Solifugae, Pseudo-scorpiones), orby a single pair upon the 
3rd (T tad) somste (Opiliones) of the opisthosoma, three being rarely 
an additional stigma on the 4th (some Solifugae). The appendages 
of the 2nd somite of the opisthosoma absent, rarely minute and bud-
like (some Amblypygi), never pectinifonn. A prae-genital somite 
is often present either in a reduced condition forming a waist (Pcdi-
palpi. Araneae. Palpigradi) or as a full-sited taxa plate (Pseudo-
scorpiones); in some it is entirely atrophied (Solifugae. Holosomata. 
and Rhynchastond). Lateral eyes when present diplostichous. 

Remarks.—The Epectinate Arachnids do not stand so close to the 
aquatic ancestors of the Embolobranchia as do the Pectinifcroua 
scorpions. At the same time we are not justified in sup posing that 
the scorpions stand in any way as an intermediate grade between 
any of the existing Epectinata and the Dekbranchia. It is probable 
that the Pedipalpi. Araneae, and Podogona have been separately 
evolved as distinct lines of descent from the ancient aquatic Mach-
nide. The Holosomata and Rhynchostomi are probably offshoots 
from the stem of the Araneae. and it is not unlikely (in view of the 
structure of the prommatic somites of the Tartarides) that the 
Solifugae are connected in origin with the PedipalpL The appear-
ance of tracheae in place of lung-sacs cannot be regarded as a start-
ing-point fora new line of descent comprising all the trache,ate forma; 
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tracheae seem to have developed independently in diligent Rom of 
descent. On the whole. the Epeetheata are highly specialized and 
degenerate forms, tpough, there are few, if any, animals which 
surpass threecstpiders . rapidity of movement, deadliness of attack 

Order 2. ;44edilvel/1 (figs. M to 59).—A adage of ist pair 
ftisegrnented, without pawn gland: of 2nd pair prehensile,  their 
basil segments underlying the proboscis, and furnished with stereo- 

.• 
Rea isdkoter, Q. J. ilk. Skt NS M. FAL. 0111. 

Fio. 54.—Thelypkessu, one of the Pedipalpi. 

A, Ventral view. 	 Ito t t, SOMitell of the spathe- 
I, Cheeks= (detached). 	 soma (mesosoma plus meta- 
l(, Chelae. 	 mina). 

Palpiform limb. 	 meal, Stigmata of the tergo- 
IV to VI, The walking legs. 	sternal muscles. 
de, Seem-cord process (pada- as, Anus. 

base) of the chaise. 	 B, Dorsal view of the °path*. 
se. Anterior sternal plate of the . some of the same. 

prosoma. 	 proses, The praelenital somite. 
se. Posterior sternal plate of the p. -The toren! stigmata of the 

tem-sternal muscles. 
pressor  Position of the prae- pal. Post-anal segmented file- 

genital somite (not seen). 	meet corresainding to the 
Position of the two put. post-anal sp of Lamle& 

money sacs of the right side. 

coral (nuudllary) process, the apical segment tipped with a single 
movable or immovable claw; appendages of 3rd pair different from 
the remainder, tactile in function, with at least the apical segment 
many-jointed and clawless.. The ventral surface of the prosoma 
bears prostensd, metasternal end usually mesosternal thitine-
Metes (fig. 55). A narrow erne-genital somite is present between 
opisthosoma and prosoma (figs. 55, 52).Opisthosoma consisting 
of eleven sonatas. almost wholly without visible appendages. Intro-
mittent organ of nude beneath the genital operculum ( msternum 
of the 1st *omit, of opisthosoma). 

Flo. 	Tholyphoront 
sp. Ventral view of the 
anterior portion of the 
body to show the three 
prosomatic sternal plates 
a, b, c, and the rudimentary 
sternal element of the prat. 
genital smite; *pistil I, 
first somite of the °path*. 
soma. 

Moo a draw* mode by 
Plaard Cymbrldge, mg* 
&Yoko of it. 1. Pocadg) 	

dm 
 

Noir—The possibility of another interpretation of the anterior 
smite. of the mesosoma and the prae-genital somite must be borne 
is mind. Possibly, though not probably, the somites carrying the 
two lung-sacs correspond to the first two lung-bearing smite) of 
Scoria, and it is the genital opening which has shifted. The same 
males 'pollee In the case of the Aranese. Escalation of one or of 

II •  

two anterior masosanstie serMites, beside, the else-genital sonde% 
would then have to be supposed to have occurred also. 

Sub-order a. Uropygi.—hosoma longer them wide, its menial 
area very narrow. furnished with a large maternal and metasternal 
plate, and often with a small mameternal scierite. Appendages of 
2nd pair with their basal segments united in the middle line and 
incapable of lateral 
movement ; append- 	 .9 
ages of 3rd pair with 
only the apical sz- seas. r meat many-jeint 
Opisthosoma with- 
out trace of append. 
ages; its posterior 
smite. narrowed to obey 
form a movable tail 
for the support of 
the post - anal 
sclerite, which has 
no_pason glaa ds. 

Tribe a. Uro- 
tricha.—Dorsal area Flo.56.—Thelyphossusassamenris gr.Ventral 
of oreeeme Covered surfaceoftheanteriorregionof theopistbosorna, 

the first somite being pushed upwards and for- 
Zi;with a single shield 

two in  Gerais. wards so as to expose the subjacent structures. 
era), bearing median °P+µ° t First smite of the opisthosoma; 
and lateral eyes. °Push° 2,  second dn.; 1. genital aPeelure; 

5. edges of the lamellae of the lung-books; m, Post - anal scierite modified ee long.  stigmata of tergo-sternal muscles. 
Mead **dog to need.) many-jointed feeler. 

Appendages of 2nd pair folding in a horizontal plane• completely 
chelate, the claw immovably united to the sixth segment. 
Respiratory organs present in the form of pulmonary sacs. 

Family—Thelyphonidae (Thdyplsonns (fig. 54), Ilypordooss. 
'Crralienra). 

Tribe 2. Tartaridex—Small degenerate forms with the dorsal 
area of the prosoma furnished with two shields, a lager in front 
covering the anterior four somites, and a smaller behind covering 
the 5th and 6th somites; the latter generally subdivided into a 
right and left portion. There is also a pair of narrow terra) selerias 
interposed between the anterior and posterior shields. Eyes *van. 
meet or absent. Appendages of 2nd pair folding in a vertical plane, 
not chelate. the claw long and movable. Post-anal scierite short 
and undivided. No distinctrespiratory 	behind the sterna 
of the mend end smokes of the opisthosoma. 

Family--Hubbardiidae (Sri:isomers, Hubbardia) (figs. 52-39). 

• 

rip tv  
+\v/ 
• 

Poe* 	 • t 

(1:  

or 

2. 

FIG. 52.—Sckisessed aaujL 
casciass, one of the Tartarid 
Pedipalpi. Ventral view of a 
female with the appendages cut 
short near the base. 
a, Prostemum of mmoma. 
b, Metastern um of prosoma. 
prae-gee, The prae-genital 

somite. 
°pink. First somIte . of the 

tt 
opisthosoma. 

opiah, Eleventh gouda of 
the opisthosoma. 

pa, Postanal lobe of the female 
(corn re the jointed filament 
in Thdyphosas, fig. 54). 
(0,40.1  de.be Pkkord.C.us. 	 Meted es grapes) 

W demi by Pocock.) 
Sub-order b. Amblypygi•—Prosoma wider than long, covered 

above by a single shield bearing median and lateral eyes, which 
have diplostichous imamate.. Sternal area broad, with maternal, 
two mesosternal. and metasternal plates, momentum projectin g 
forwards beneath the comae of the and pair

the 
 of appendages. Appen& 

apse( rod pair folding in a hara=tal plane; their basal segments 

2a 

• 
P•••••eo 
*ea 

V 

PIOVe 

VI 

U 
tin 

Flo. O.—Schisms* mini-
sandals:, a Tartarid Pedipalp. 
Dorsal view of a male with the 
appendages cut short. 
I to VI. The prosomatic ap- 

pendage& 
a, Anterior plate. 
b, Posterior plate of the proso-

matic carapace. 
prise-me, Tergum of the prae-

genital smite. 
it, The eleventh seethe of the 

opistlialonsa. 
pa, Pavane' lobe of the mak-

e conical body with narrow 
basal meek. 
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Neely movable; claw free or heed: basal segments of 4th and 5th 
pairs widely separated by the sternal area; appendages of 3rd pair 
with all the segments except the proximal three, forming a many-
jointed flagellum. Opistbosonui without post-anal sclerite and 
posterior caudal elongation: with frequently a psi: of small lobate 

IT 111 IV V VI g 	urr 

Flo. 39.-34400ms erasskaudalu.s, one of the Pedipalpi. Lateral 
view of • male. II to VI, the prosomatic appendages, the first being 
concealed (me fig. 511); 5, the fifth, and 11, the eleventh tcrgites of 
the aphthosoma; pa, .the conical post-anal lobe. 

(Original m yeacading.) 

appendages on the sternum of the 3rd somite. Respiratory organs,. 
as in Urotricha. 

Family—Phrynichidae (Pkrywiclems, Damon). 
Admetidae (Admetus, Heserophrymes). 

„ 	Charontidae (Charon. Sams). 
(Family ?)—•Craeopkonm. 

Remarks.—The Pedipalpi are confined to the tropics and warmer 
temperate regions of both hemispheres. Fossil forms occur in the 
Carboniferous. The small forms known as SrAizontss and Hub-
Media are of special interest from a morphological point of view. 
The Pedipa ►pt have no poison glands. (Reference to literature 
(29)•) 

Order 3. Armee. (figs. 6o to 64).—Prosoma covered with a single 
shield and typically furnished with median and lateral eyes of 
diplostichous structure, as in the Amblypygi. The sternal surface 
wide, continuously chitinized, but with prosternal and mesosternal 

Fro. 6o.—Liphislim deflator, Schiodte, one of the Araneae Memo- 
thelae. Dorsal view. I to VI, the prosomatic appendages; 4, 5, 6, 
the fourth, fifth and sixth tergitea of the opisthosoma. Between 
the bones of the sixth pair of limbs and behind the prommatic cara-
pace is seen the tergite of the small prae•enital somite. 

(Original by P(rkard.C.ambridga old Poaxk.) 

elements generally distinguishable at the anterior and posterior 
ends respectively of the large mesonternum. Prostemum underlying 
the p oboscisAppendages of 1st pair have two segments, as in 
Pedipalpi, but are furnished with poison gland, and are reuoverts. 
Appendages of 2nd pair not underlying the mouth, but freely movable 
and, except in primitive forms, furnished with a maxillary lobe; the 
rest of the limb like the lep tipped with a single claw and quite un-
modified (except in 3t). Remaining pairs of appendages similar in 
form and function, each tipped with two or three claws. Opistlio-
soma when segmented showing the same member of 'mites as in the 
Pedipalpi ,• usually unsegmented, the prae•genital smoke constricted 
to form the waist; the appendages of its 3rd and 4th senates re-
tained as spinning oaasaillae Racitatory organs (see fig. 63.Mg.), as 

in the Ambfypygt or with the posterior pair, rarely the anterior pair 
as well, replaced by tracheal tubes. Intromittent organ of male in 
the apical segment of the and prosomatic appendage. 

Suborder a. Mesothelae (see figs. to to 62).—Opirhosoma dis-
tinctly segmented furnished with t t tergal plates. as in the Ambly-
Pre: the ventral surface of the 1st and 2nd 'mites with large 
sternal plates, covering the genital aperture and the two pairs of 

Ftc. ht.—Li/Warta desullo► . Ventral 
view with the prosomatic appendages cut 
short excepting the chelicerae (i) . whose 

It - 	e111IU 	sharp retroverts are seen. Between the 
bases of the prosomatic limbs an anterior 

HI 	 and a posterior sternal plate (black) are 
seen. t. The sternum of the first opis- v 	 thosomatic or genital Mmite covering the 
genital aperture and the first pair of lung- 

vi  •  sacs. In front of it the narrow waist is 
-1- formed .by the soft sternal area of the 

s  praegenital somite, 2, the sternite of the 
second opisthosomatic somite covering 

•1  the posterior pair of lung-sap; 3 and S. 
the spinning appendages (limbs) of the 

-s opisthosoma; a, inner, b. outer ramus of 
the appendage; 1 t, sternite of the eleventh 

-11 somite of the opisthosoma: in front of it 
other rudimentary sternites; ea, anus. 

Prism, as aboveJ 

pulmonary sacs. the Sternal plates from the 6th to the Itth somites 
represented by integumental ridges. weakly chitinized in the middle. 
The two pairs of spinning appendages:clam their primitive position 
in the middle of the lower surface of the opisthosoma far in advance 
of the anus on the 3rd and 4th somites, each appendage consisting 
of a stout. many...jointed outer branch and a slender. ungegmented 
inner branch. Prosoma as in the hiygalomorphae, except that the 
mesosternal area is long and narrow. 

Sub-order b. Opisthothelae (see fig. 63).-0 • 	without 
Family—Liplustiidae (Liphisrisis, Metbrol 	). 

trace of separate terga and sterna, the segmentation  merely repre-
sentedteriorly by slight integumental /olds and the sterna of the 
1st and and somites by the opercular plates of the pulmonary sacs. 
The spinning appendages migrate to the posterior end of the opus-
Mamma and take up a position close to the anus; the inner beenchea 
of the anterior pair either atrophy or are represented homogenetically 
by a plate, the cribellum, or by an undivided membranous lobe, the 
colulus. 

Tribe I. Mygalomorpliae.—The plane of the articulation of the 
appendages of the 1st pair to the promos (the retrovert) vertical, 
the basal segment pro- 
jetting straight forwards 
at its proximal end, the 
distal segment or fang 
closing backwards in a 
direction subparallel to 
the long.  axis of the body. .- is 
Two pairs of pulmonary 

Families—Thera• lt itt 1V v sacs. 

phosidae ((Airier/aria, 	
Prams 

PIN101 e s 
Paecilorkeria). Hary- 	FIG. 62.—Liphistins dens:tor. Lateral chelidae 	(Barzekeiss, 	 view. 
daePi4O")th(Dipinu..2: ilf laacrrio: to., ... 11ml,thAepcmdages of the prom= cut 

Ctenizidae s  yuulas. „bume..  
(Cienisa, Nemesia). twan, 	The  prieimm itid stunk,. 
Atypidae (etrypus. and 2, Stemma of the first and second Colommuile). 	 opiathosornatic smokes. 

Tribe 2. Arachno• 	

ea 

3 and 4. Appendagesof the thirdand fourth 
marPliar--The PM" M 	,hosomatk somites,  which are the the articulation of thee 	• 

Zrini(C41Ctr'e a°4irlirtnnl 0°7°2- appendages of the tat  
paw to the prom= 
horizontal, the basal gratingIn  'the  anal region as in other 

 segment projectingprojecting'ler- 5 
sp

Tergite of. the fifth opisthomanatic tkally nownwarm at '  
least at its 	 somite. 

end, the distal segment Anus.  t, Eleventh opisthosomatic somite; 

or fang dosing inwards 	 (Ortgrad.) 
nearly or quite at right 
angles to the long axis of the body. The posterior pulmonary sacs 
(except in gyperkilar) replaced by tracheal tubes; the anterior and 
posterior pairs replaced by tracheal tubes in the Caponiidae. 

Principal families—Mypochilidae (ilypochilm). Dysderidae (Dys-
dera, &parlay Caponudae (Caponia, Naps). Filistatidae (Fills-
lab). Uloboridae (Ulokrus. Dinopis). /Ugiarokkie (Nelaad. 
Gasieracamka). Pholcidae (Nam. Atkins). Ageknidae (Tegew-
aria). Lycosidae (Loma). Clubionidae (Clubiessa. Ohm. Spararsos) 
Gnaphondse (Gnaplmsa. Hemidam). Thomisidae (Thsenses). 
Attidae (Saltiews). Urocteidac (41reeka). Eresidae (Ewes). 

Itsvmekr.ms tke Amours.—The Spiders are the moat mametais 

a 4 ar 
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and diversified peep al the Amiable; about acne sped= ate 
known. No noteworthy toedn spiders are known; the best-pree 
served are in amber of Oligocene age. Prater'tore and Artkrorycose 
occur in the Carboniferous. hlerphologically, the spiders ate te-
enarkable for the concentration and specialization of their struivare, 
which is accompanied with high physiological efficiency. The larger 
species of Bird's Nest Spiders (Avindaria), the °Oakmont. of which 
is as large as a bantams egg, undoubtedly attack young birds, and 
M'Cook gives an account of the capture in its web by an ordinary 
house spider of a small mouse. The " retrovert " or bent-back 

first pair of appendages is provided with a poison gland opening on 
the fang or terminal segment. Spiders form at least two kinds of 
constructions—snares for the capture of prey and nests for the 
preservation of the young. The latter are only formed by the female. 
which is a larger and more powerful animal than the male. Like 
the scorpions the spiders have a special tendency to cannibalism. 
and accordingly the male. in approaching the female for the purpose 
of fertilizing her is liable to be fallen upon and sucked dry by the 
object of his attentions. The sperm is removed by the male from 
the genital aperture into a special receptacle on the terminal segment 

Ftc. 64.—Liphimill, denim,. Under side of the uplifted genital 
or first opisthosomatic somite of the female; g. genital aperture; 
0, pitted plate, ;probably a gland for the secretion of adhesive material 
for the eggs; I. the edges of the 'lamellae of the lung-books of the 
first pair. 

Wield duels{ by Pocock ) 

ti the and pragmatic appendage. Thus held out at some distance 
from the body, it Is cautiously advanced by the male spider to the 
genital aperture of the female. 

For an account of the courtship and dancing of spiders, of their 
webs and floating lines, the reader is referred to the works of 
M'Cook (30) and the Peckham, (31). whilst an excellent account of 
the nests of trap-door spiders is given by Moggridge (32). References 
to s_ystematie works will also be found at the end of this article (33). 

thder 4. Palpigradt Microthelysthonidae (see fig. 65).—Prosoma 
covered above by three plates, a larger representing the dorsal ele-
ments of the first four somites, and two smaller representing the 
dorsal elements of the 5th and 6th. 

Its ventral surface provided with one prose-teal. two mesostenial 
and one metasternal plate. Appendages of 1st pair consisting of 
three segments. completely dictate, without poison gland: of and 
pair slender, kg-like. tipped with three claws, the W=I segment 
without stereo-weal process taking Ma share in inastkatioo. std  

widely separated Inc. its *Mow at the opposite side: erd, 	5th 
and 6th appendages similar in (arm to the and and toes= o . 

Proboscis free. not supported bout below by either the modern= 
or the basal segments of the appendages the and pair. 

Opiathosoma consisting of only ten manatee, which have no tergal 
and sternal elements, the pree-genital Donate contracted to form • 
" waist," as in the Pedipalm; the last three narrowed to form it 

I 1 1 *ma • a • s 6 8 9 S. 
I 111111V V VI gra 	Opish....• 

frames 

FIG. 65.—Koenerne =robins, Grassi, one of the PalpigradL 
A, Ventral view of prase= and B, Dorsal view. I to VI, pro- 

of anterior region of opistlio- somatic appendageg o4=:: 
 soma with the appendages cut genital =mite (first 

off near the base ; a and 6, matie somite). 
prostentites: e, memosteraite; C, Lateral view, I to VI. pro- 
and d. metasternite of the somatic appendages ; 
prosoma; f, ventral surface the three tergal aates of the 
of the prae-genital =mite; 	prosaina; prose-gate, the peat' 
g, stern= of the genital genital somite; to to, the 
somite (first opisthosomatic ten =niter of theopiethosaina. 
somite). D, Cbelicera. 
(OngiAJ drawing by Pero* mad Pickard.Casybridge. tier Boos and Rem.) 

caudal support for the many-jointed flagellifoem tebon, as in the 
Urotricha. Respiratory organs atrophied. 

Family--Koeneniidae (Koteenia). 
Rewarkr.—An extremely remarkable minute form originally 

described by Grassi (34) from Sicily, and since further described by 
Hansen (35). Recently the genus has been found in Texas, U.S.A. 
Only one genus of the order is known. 

Order S. Soiling= Mycetopborae (see figs. 66 to 69).—Dorsal 
area of prosoma covered with three distinct plates, two smaller 
representing the ter= of the 5th and 6th =mites, and a larger 
representing those of the anterior four =mites, although the reduced 
terga of the 3rd and 4th are traceable behind the larger plate. The 
latter bears a pair of median eyes sad obsolete lateral eyes on each 
side. Sternal elements of prosoma almost entirely absent, traces 
of a prosternum and rnetasternum alone remaining. Rostrum free, 
not supported by either the prosternurn or the basal segments of the 
appendages. Appendages of tat par lame, =date. biiegmented, 
articulated to the side's( the head-shield; appendages of end pair 
simple. podiums. with protrusible (t auctorial) organ, and no claws 
at the tip: their brutal segments united in the middle line and fur-
niebed•with etenxecoxid acres . Remaining pairs of appendages 
with their basal segments immovably fixed. to the sternal surface, 
similar in form. the meter= three pairs furnished with two claws 
supported on long malles: the basal segments of the 6th pair bearing 
five pa= of tactile sensory organs or malleoli. The pree-getatal 
smite is suppreentd. Opighomorna composed of ten =rites 
Respiratory organs tracheal, opening upon the ventral surface of 
the and and 3rd. and sometimes aimed the 4th =ate of the epistle° 
soma. A supplementary pair of tracheae opening behind•the basal 
segment of the 4th appendage of the proteins. 

.•(? I ntromittent organ of male lodged on the dorsal aide of the 
1st pair of prosomatic appendages.) 

Families—Hexisopodidae (Nexasepas). Solpugidice (s•u" 
Rksioas). Gakailicke ((±alsam) 

Pio. 63.—Ventral view of 
a male mygalomorphous 
spider. 
I to VI. The six pairs of 

pragmatic appendages. 
a. Copulatory apposing of 

the second appendage. 
b, Process of the fifth pant of 

the third appendage. 
M. Mouth. 
pro, Piosternke of the pro-

soma. 
mu. Mesoeternite of the pro-

em.: observe the contact 
of the c®e of the sixth 
pair of limbs behind it: 
compare Liphistind (6g. 61 ) 
where this does not occur. 

✓ig, Lung aperture. 
gee . Genital aperture. 
a, Anus with a pair of back-

wardly migrated spinning 
appendages on each side 
of it ; compare the posi-
tion of these appendages in 
Liphissists (fig. 61). 
atom Lanham "Cleats Si 
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Ganda has been made the means of a comparison batsman the 

structure of the Arachnida and Hexapod insects by Hacckel and 
other writers, and it was at one time suggested that there was a 
genetic affinity between the two groups—through Gakodu, or 
extinct forms similar to it. The segmentation of the proema and 
the form of the appendages bear a homoplastic similarity to the 
head, pro-, mese-, and meta-thorax of a Hexapod with mandibles, 
maxillary paips and three pairs of walking legs; while the opistho. 

• dca • 
I 

•41116111, 1..* 40-  .4.•4131 , .• 
V S. • • VI V S 11..11111 I 
(Mahe .. 

Fto. 69.—Gakodcs sp., one of the Solifugae. 
I to

V 
I
. 
The six prosomatic limbs carrying appendage VI. The 

short.  prae-genital soothe is absent. 

Rmarkr.—These most strange-looking Arachnids occur in warmer 
temperate, and tropical regions of Asia. Africa and America. Their 
anatomy has not been studied, as yet, by means of freshly-killed 
usates, and is imperfectly known, though the presence of the costal 

Fin. 66.—Galeoder sp., 
one of the Solifugae. Ven-
tral view to show legs and 
somites. 
I to VI, The six leg-bearing 

somitea of the prosoma. 
opisds 1, First or genital 

somite of the opuitho-
soma. 

p, Site of the genital 
aperture. 

 itorre.  ac c tracheal  

a n  Is, Anterior or tracheal aper-
ture of the opisthcooma 
in somite a of the opistlso-
soma. 

P. Tracheal aperture in 
soothe 3 of the opisthre 
soma- 

a, Anus. 
(Pram Ian g:ram" /J ale sad 

Arachnid.") 

ea 	
to 

FIG. Eq.—Ca/codes sp., one FIG. 68.—Galeoder SP., one of the 
of the Solifugae. Ventral view Solifugae. Dorsal view. 
with the appendages cut off I to VI, Bases of the prosomatio 
at the base. 	 appendages. 
I to VI, Pr000matic append- a, Eyes. 

a, Lateral region of the cephalic plate 
s, rosomatk stigma or aper- 	to which the first pair of append- 'Yes.  

lure of the tracheal system. 	ages are articulated. 
t, First opisthosomatic ster- b, Cephalic plate with median eye. 

nice covering the genital c, Dorsal element of somites beanng 
aperture g. 	 . third and fourth pairs of append- 

3, Second opisthosomatic ster- 	ages. 
nite covering the second d, Second plate of the prosoma with 
pair of tracheal apertures 	fifth pair of appendages. 
seat. 	 e, Third or hindermost plate of the 

spa, The third pair of tracheal 	prosoma beneath which the sixth 
aperture!. 	 pair of legs is articulated. 

to, The tenth opisthosomatic t, a, 0, to, First, second, ninth and 
soothe. 	 tenth somites of the opisthosoma. 

as, The anal aperture. 	as, Anus. 
(Origlawl ) (Original by Pkirma-Carobridge awl 

Pocock.) 
glands was determined by Macleod in 1884. The proportionately 
enormous chelae (chelicerae) of the first pair of appendages are not 
provided with poison glands; their bite is not venomous. 

is, The eyes. 1, First somite of the opistbo-
b, c, Demarcated a:tee of the aorta. 

cephalic or first prosomatic 2, Second do. 
platecorrespondi 	vely S, Prosomatic tracheal aperture 
to appendages 1, I, DI, and 	between legs IV and V. 
to appendage IV (see fig. 68). S' and S',Opisthosomatie tracheal 

d, Second plate of the prosoma. apertures. 
canying appendage V. 	so, Tenth opt sthcaomatic smite. 

s. Third plate of the prosaism- as, Anus. 
(Orlskal.) 

soma agrees in form and number of somites with the abdomen of 
a Hexapod, and the tracheal stigmata present certain agreements 
in the two cases. Reference to literature (36). 

Order 6. Pseudoseonpioneg wChelonethl, also called Chernetidia 
(see figs. 70, 71, 72),—IN usUma covered by a single dorsal shield, at 
most furnished with one or two diplostichons lateral eyes; sternal 
elements obliterated or almost obliterated. Appendages of the 1st 

FIG. 70.--Carypus !aerials, one 
of the Pseudoscorpiones. Ventral 
view. 
I to VI, l'rosomatic appendages. 
a. Sterno-coxal process of the basal 

segment of the second appendage. 
1, &entice of the genital or first opis-

thosomatic somite ; the prac-geni. 
tal somite. though represented by 
a tergum, has no separate sternal 
plate. 
and 3. Sternites of the second and 
third sonnies of the opistbosoma, 
each showing a tracheal stigma. 

ro and II, Sternites of the tenth and 
eleventh soma's; of the opistho-
soma. 

as, Anus. 
(Original by Pocock and Piclud-Caabridge 
pair bisegmented completely chelate. furnished with peculiar organs, 
the wrada and the lamina. Appendages of 2nd pair very large and 
completely chelate, their basal segments meeting in the middle line, 
as in the Uropygi, and provided to front with membranous lip-like 
processes underlying the proboscis. Appendages of the 3rd, 4th, 
5th and 6th pairs similar in form and function, tipped with two 
claws, their basal segments in contact in the median ventral line. 
The prat-genital somite wide, not constricted, with large tergal plate. 
but with its sternal plate small or inconspicuous. Opisthosoms 

FIG. it.—Garypsis firaralis, 
one of the Patudascorpiones. 
Dorsal view. 
I to VI, The prosomatic ap-

pendages. 
0, Eyes. 
prat-gar, Prae.genital minke-
t, Tergite of the genital or 

first opisthosamatic somite. 
so, Tergite of the tenth 

somite of the opistho-
soma. 

ty, The evanescent eleventh 
somite of the opisthosoma. 

an, Anus. 
(Orland.) 
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composed, at heat In many emee,.of"eleven tooWli  the nth 
amine very small, often hidden within the loth. Respiratory 
organs in the form of tracheal tubes opening by a pair of stigmata 
in the and and 3rd  somites of the opisthenotna. Intronintent organ 
of male beneath Keene of the vet smite of the opisthosoma. 

Sub-order a. 	 styli —Dewed plated promo= (carapace) 
narrowed is front; 

the 
 a 	 of the 1st psk small, much 

narrower, taken together, t a the poteetor border of the carapace. 
Sends, on movable digit of appen&ges of tat pair fixed throughout 
its length, and broader at its proximal than at its distal end; the 
immovable digit with an external process. 

Family--Cheliferidae (Chaltfer (figs. 70, y1,72), Chiridisne). 
GIFYPidhe (GerlPtis). 

Suborder b. Hetniceno‘etyli.—Donalplate of prosoma scarcely 
narrowed in front; the appendares of the est paie 	Dm Mitch 
narrower. taken together, than the posterior border of the carapace 

pas gm t • 3 

3 U1111 Vvii 
s • 3 	 8• 

Peer 	 Oylakase•• 

Fla 72.—Gaeypor literelis, one of the Pleudoseorpinass. 
Lateral view. 

I to VI, Basal segments of the 2, 3, to. The second, third and 
six prosomatic appendages 	tenth gomitos of the opistho- 

eh Eyes. 	 soma. 
pray-tea, Tergite of the prae- t 1, The minute eleventh somite; 

somite. 	[soma,. an, The anus. 
v t  Genital or first opisthosomatic 

(Original) 

The serrula or the movable digit free at its distal end, narrowed at 
the base, no external lamina on the immovable digit. 

Family—Obisiidae (060604 Pettsdobisieet) 
IP/ 	 Chthoniidae (Cittlunsittr, Trideeclehetries). 

Retnarks.—The book-scorpions—so called because they were, in 
old times, found not unfrequently in libraries—are found in rotten 
wood and under stones. The similarity of the form of their append- 
ages to those of the scorpions suggests that they are a degenerate 
group derived from the latter, but the large doe of the prae•emtal 
somne in them would indicate a connexion with forms preceding the 
scorpions. Reference to literature (37). 

Order 7. 1=a ..Ricloulei (see figs. 73 to —Dorsal area 
of prosoma f • with two shields, a larger  represent- 
ing, probably, the tergal elements of the smite& and a smaller in 
front, which is freely articulated to the former and folds over the 

• I 

73.—CryPl 
v 

asre 
 of 
 esa Karsdsii, one of the Podogona Dorsal 

iew of male. 
III to VI, The third, fourth, fifth followed by the opisthosoma of 

and sixth appendages of the four visible somites. 
ea, Orifice within which the caudal 

a, =aria (hinged) sclerite (so- segments are withdrawn 
called hood) overhanging the E, Extremity of the fifth a pend- 
first pair of appendages. 	 age of the male modified to 
Fused tags of the prosoma subserve copulation. 

(Orienteering by Pocock pi Pickard -CamOnde ) 
a 	 of the est pair. Ventral area without distinct sternal 

tes. ppendeges of est pair, hi-segmented, completely chelate 

lime belowthe mouth, weakly chelate at apex 
of and pair, with their basal segments uniting in the 

of 3rd. 4th,5thand 6th paha similar in form, their bast7gendagesnents 
in contact in the middle line and immovably welded, except those 
of the 3rd  pair, which have been pushed aside so that the bases of 
the and and 4th pairs are in contact web each other A movable 
membranous joint between the prosoma and the opuithosonsa. the 
generative aperture opeaing upon the ventral side of the membrane 

  itel somite supprused, the opleihoums consisting of mne 
segments. whereof the first and second are almost suppressed and 
concealed within the joint between the prowess and the omstho. 
soma; the folkiwing four large and manifest. and the remaining  

thine minute and' forming a slender genesally-retvacted tail like that 
of Thelyphoestr. Respiratory organs tracheal, opening by a pair of 
spiracla• in the promo= above the base of the fifth appendage on 
tv III 

Fro. 74.—CryNoseetatesa Karschii, 
anterior aspect of the proem= with 
the " hood " removed. I to IV, first 
to fourth appendages o(the prosoma ; 

a, basal
Pend 

 segment of the second pair 
aP meeting its 

the middle line (see fig. 75).fellow in 
(Orland dr,n 	peak and 

Pickardinbnee..) • 

each side. Intromittent cern of male placed at the distal end of 
the appendage of the 5th pair. 

F 	ryptostemmtdae (Crypterietturts, Polite:sera); Car- 
boniferous. 

Remelt; en the Palegawia.—The name given to this small but 
remarkable groullihniasi  reference to tbe position of the male intro- 
evident organ (6s.. 73, a). They am small degenerate animals 
with a relatively in meet. Not more than four species and 
twice that numb of specimens are known. They have been found 

• 
of the P 	na. Vra view. l 

FIG. 71iCryletetteetess Koeschii, one 

1 to VI, The all pairs
ent 

 of appendages of 
4,40 	the prosoma, the last three cut short. 

t, 2, 3,'4. The four somites of the opis. 

erthStoa Mitarti, 	a, Visible hood overhanging the first pair 
alevet Mute' 	thosoma. 

ijegipaRZ 	of appendages. 
(4P—s b, Position of the genital orifice. 

Mai 	
c, Part of 3rd appendage. 
d, Fourth segment of and appendage vamp 	Observe that the basal segment of 

appendage Ill does sotmeet its fellow 
in the middle line. 

so (Original dierboa by reisck and Picked- 
.) 

in West Africa and South America. A fart of special interest in 
regard to them is that the genus Poliochera, from the Coal Measures, 
appears to be a member of the same group. The name Crypto. 
stemma, given to the first-known genus of the order, described by 
Guinn-Mineville, refers to the supposed 
concealment of the eyes by the movable 
cephalic acierite. Reference to litera-
ture (38). 

Order & Opilimies(see 77. Dorsal 
area of prosoma covered by

fig. ).— 
a single shield 

usually bearing a pair of eyes. Sternal 
elements much reduced. Appendages of 
net pair large, three segmented and 
completely chelate; of and pair either 
simple and pediform, or prehensile and 
subchelate; of remaining four pairs. , a 
similar in form, ambulatory in function • r IG• 7P.-4-F3P4otkinnin 
the hard segment of the and, 3rd and /Conan. Extremity of 
sometimes of the 4th pairs of appendages the fifth pair of append-
furnished with sterno.coxal (maxillary) ages of toe female for 
lobe. Opisthosoma confluent throughoutrapacisot .with that of 
its breadth with the prosoma, with the the male 'IL fig. 73• 
dorsal plate of which its anterior tergal 
plates are more or less fused; at most ten opisthosomatic somites 
traceable; the generative aperture thrust far forwards between 
the basal segments of the 6th appendages. Peale-genital smite 
suppressed. Itmplratory organs tracheal, opening by a pair of st,i.h. 
mata situated immediately behind the halal segments of the 
pair of appendages on what is probably the sternum of the 
ophollosomatic eomite and also in some cases upon the 5th segment 
of the legzi. 

Intromiteent organ of male lying within the genital orifice. 
Sub-order a. laniatoren—Orifice of foetid glands opening above 

the coca of the 4th appendage, not raised upon a tubercle. Orifice 
of coral gland situated just behind that of the foetid gland. Sternal 
plate of prosoma long and narrow, with a distinct promenal element 
underlying the mouth. Coxae of 4th. 5th and 6th appendages 
immovable. Appendages of and pair, strong. usually prehensile 
and spiny Genital erifice covered by an operculum. 

Families—Gonoleptidae (Gottokjees, Gonsasome). 
Biantidae (Blanks). 
Oncopodidae (Owe's', Pettiest). 
Trioenonychidne (Trwessayr, Acermentia)• 

Sub-order & Palpatores.—Orifice of foetid glands opening above 
the CMS of the.  3rd apage, not raised upon a tubercle. Orifice 
of coital gland situated tert-en the costae of the nth and 6th append-
ages. Sternal plate of prosoma usually short and wide, rarely longer 
than broad; with a larger at smaller prosternal element underlying 
the mouth. Coates of 3rd. ath, Stil and 6th appendages moved' 

Ill —" 
IV — 
V — 

VI 

d 
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or immovable. Appendages of and pair weak. Pediferm ant Pee* 
!tensile. Genital orifice covered by an operculum. 

Families-,-Phalangiidae (Phataresum, Gagrdla). 
Ischyropsalidae (Isckyropsolis. Towns). 
Nemastomidae (Nemasionsa). 
Trogulidae (Trogalas, A oselasesocephalus). 

Sub-eirder' C. Cyphopktisainss lAsepignatki).—Onfice of foetid 
glands opening on a tubercle situated near the lateral border of the 
carapace above the base of the 5th appendage. Orifice of coxal 
gland probably situated at base of cord of 5th appendage; sternal 
plate of prosoma minute or absent ; no prosterhal element under- 
lying the mouth. Coxae of 5th and 6th, and usually also of 4th 
appendages immovable. Appendages of 2nd pair weak, pediform, 
not prehensile. Genital orifice not covered by an operculum. 

Families--Sironidae (Situ, Pendia). 
Stylocellidae (Stylocellus). 

Remarks mike Opdiorses.—These include the harvest-men, some-
times called also daddy-long-legs, with round undivided bodies and 
very long, easily-detached legs. The intromittent organs of the 
male are remarkable for then complexity and elabocation. The 
confluence of the regions of the body and the dislocation of apertures 
from their typical position are multi of degeneration. The Opiliones 
seem to lead on from the Spiders to theMites. Reference to litera-
ture (39). 

Apparently related to the Opiliones are two extinct groups, the 
Anthracomarti and Phalanglotarbi, which are not known to have 
survived the Carboniferous period. In the Anthracomarti the 

A 	 Ftc. 7y.—Slyleerlins 
sumairanos, one of the 
Opiliones; after Thorell. 

—It Enlarged. 
III A, Dorsal view; I to VI, 
Iv the six prosomatic ap- 
V pendages. 

B, Ventral view of the 
prosoma and of the first 
somite of the opistho-
soma, with the append-
ages f to VI cut off at 
the base; a, tracheal 
stigma; me, maxillary 
processes of the coxae of 
the 3rd pair of append- 

a 	
tflapeer 

C, Ventral 	of 
prosoma and opistho-
soma; a. tracheal 
stigma; b, last somite. 

D, Lateral view of the 
1st and and pair of ap-
pendages. 

E, Lateral view of the whole body and two tst appendages, show-
ing the fusion of the dorsal elements of the prosoma into a single 
plate, and of those of the opisthosoma into an imperfectly seg- 
mented plate continuous with that of the prosoma. 

opisthosoms was movably articulated to the programa, and consisted 
of from eight to ten segments furnished with movable lateral plates, 
the anal segment being overlapped dorsally by a laminate expansion 
of the preceding segment. The carapace of' the prosoma was nn-
segmented and often bore a mir of eyes. The appendages of the 
2nd pair were slender and iform; those of the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 
6th pairs were similar in form and ambulatory in function with 
their basal segments arranged round a sternal area as in the order 
Araneae. The best-known genera were Astkraconsartas and 
Eophoesi 

In the PhaLengiotarbi the appendages resembled those of the 
Anthracomarti, except that the basal segments of the last four pairs 
were usually approximated in the middle line leaving a long and 
narrow sternal area between; and the carapace of the prosoma was 
umegmented. Tice prosoma and opisthosoma were brogdly con-
fluent and probably immovably welded together. The oputhosoma 
consisted of eight or nine segments, whereof the anterior five or six 
were very short in the dorsal region, and the posterior three ex. 
minimally large with the anal orthce terminal. 

Several genera have been established, the best-characterised 
being Geraako_ pus and Arckitar bat. 

Order 9. Phynchostoind Atari (see fig. 28).—DegenerateArach-
nids resembling the Opiliones in many structural points, but chiefly 
distinguishable from them by the following features.--The basal 
segments of the appendages of the 2nd pair are united in the middle 
line behind the mouth, those of the 3rd. 4th, sth and 6th pairs are 
widely separated and not provided with sterno-coral (maxillary) 
lobes, and take no share in mastication; the respiratory stig-
mata, when present, belong to the preemie, and the primitive 
segmentation of the opisthosoma has entirely or almost entirely. 
disappeared. 

Sub-order a. Nolostigriata.—Opisthosoina consisting of ten 
segments defined by integumental grooves, each of the anterior four  

of these furnished with a single pair of dorsally-placed spiracles or 
tracheal stigmata. 

Fa m ily—Opilioacaridae (Opilioacarus). 
Sub-order b. Cryptostigmata.—Integument hard, strengthened 

by a continuously chitinized dorsal and ventral sclerite Tracheae 
typically opening by stigmata situated in the articular sockets 
(ncetabula) of the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th pairs of appendages. 

Family—Oribatidae (OribaSs, Nothros, lloplophora). 
Sub-order c. Metastirnota.—Integument mostly like that of the 

Cryptostigmata. Tracheae opening by a pair of stigmata situated 
above and behind the base of the 4th or 5th or 6th pair of appendages. 

Families--Gamasidae (Camases, Pferopisu). 
Argasidae (Areas, Ornidoodoros). 
Ixodidae (Ixodcs. Rhipicephalus). 

Sub-order d. Prosligniaia.—Integument soft. strengths/red by 
special sclerites, those on the ventral surface of the proaome appar-
ently representing the basal segments of the legs embedded in the 
skin. Tracheae, except in the aquatic species in which they are 
atrophied, opening by a pair of stigmata situated close to or above 
the base of the appendages of the tst pair (mandibles). 

Families—Trombidiidae (Trombidium, Taranyckso). 
Hydrachnidae (Hydrachna, Max). 
Halacaridae (Halocarus, Leptognalhu.s 
Bdellidae (Bclella, Eupodes). 

Sub-order e. A stigltata.—Degenerate. mostly parasitic forms 
approaching the Prostigmata in the development of integumental 

FIG. 78.—Holstayssis aOidissiesar, one of the Atari; sifter ThorelL 

A, Lateral view with appendages III to VI removed, t, plate 
covering the whole dorsal area, representing the fused tergal 
sclerites of the prosoma and opisthosonta; 2, similarly-formed 
ventral plate; 3, tracheal stigma. 

B. Dorsal view of the same animal; II to VI. and to 6th pairs of 
appendages. The tst pair of appendages both in this and in C 
are retracted. 

C, Ventral view of the same; If to VI as in B; a, genital orifice; 
6, anus; c, united basal segments of the second par of append-
ages; d, basal segment of the 6th prosocuatic appendage of the 
right side. The rest of the appendage, as also of app. Ill, IV 
and V, has been cut away. 

sclerites and the softness of the skin, but with the respiratory systent 
absent. 

Families—Tyroglyphldae (TyroelyAus. Rhisoglyplass). 
Sarcoptidae (Sarcoptes, A adzes). 

Sub-order f. Veriniforetra.—Degenerate atracheate parasitic forms 
with the body produced posteriorly into an annulated caudal pro-
longation. and the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th pairs of appendages short 
and,only three-jointed. 

FcaertnirDemodicidae (Dwoodez). 
Sub-order g. Tans 	.—Degenerate atracheategall-mitesin which 

the body is prod u posteriorly and annotated. as In &modest, but in 
which the appendages of the 3rd and 4th pairs are long and normally 
segmented and those of the stb and 6th pairs entirely absent. 

Family—Eriophyidae (Eriolskyes. Pkyl(ooriaos). 
Remarks on she Rhyuckasiori..—The Acan include a number of 

forms which are of impartance and special interest oa account of 
their parasitic habits. The ticks (!sodas) are not only injurious 
as blood-suckers, but are now credited with carrying the ger m.
of Texas cattle-fever, just as mosquitoes carry those of malar ia. 

 

The itch-insect (Samples scabies) is a well-known human parasite, 
so minute that it was not discovered until the end of the 18th century. 
and " the itch was treated medicinally as a rash. The female 
burrows in the epidermis much as the female trap-door spider burrows 
in turf in order to make a nest in which to rearher . The male 
does not burrow. but wanders freely on the surface of the skin. 
Dotoodex foiliculenot is also a common parasite of the sebaceous 

• 
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glands rieheAlde of,the harks IMO, and is frequent in the akin 
of the dog any Acari are parasitic on manne and freshwater 
molluscs, and others are found on the feathers of birds and the hair 
of mammals. Others have a special faculty of consuming dry, 
powdery vegetable and animal Wine, and are hable to multiply 
01 manufactured products of this nature, such as mouldy cheese.' 
A species of Acarus is recorded at infesting a store of powdered 
strychnine and feeding on that drug, so poisonous to larger organisms. ' 
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„, 	.._. 
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ARAD, or 0-Axon, a tdwn of Hungary, capital of the county 
of the same name, 559 m. S.E. of Budapest by raiL Pop. (tosed 
53.903. It is situated on the right bank of the river Maros, and 
consists of the inner town and five suburbs. Arad is a modern-
built town,and contains Many handsome private and public build-
ings, including a cathedral. It is the seat of a Greek-Orthodox 
bishop, and possesses a Greek-Orthodox theological seminary, 
two training schools for teachers—one Hungarian, and the other 
Rumanian—aud a conserratoire for music. The town played 
an important part in the Hungarian revolution of 1848-49, 
and possesses a 'nascent containing relics of this war of inde-
pendence. One of the public squares contains a martyr? 
monument, erected in memory of the thirteen Hungarian 
generals shot here on the 6th of October 1849, by order of the 
Austrian general. Herten. It consists of a colossal future of 
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Hungary, with four allegorical groups, and medallions of the 
executed generals. Arad is an important railway junction, 
and has become the largest industrial and commercial centre 
of south-eastern Hungary. Its principal industries are: dis-
tilling, milling, machinery-making, leather-working and saw-
milling. A large trade is carried on In grain, flour, alcohol, 
cattle and wood. Arad was a fortified place, and was captured 
by the Turks during the wars of the 17th century, and kept by 
them till the end of that century. The new fortress, built in 
1763, although small, was formidable, and played • great role 
during the Hungarian struggle for independence in 1849. 
Bravely defended by the Austrian general Berger until the 
rat of July 1849, it was then captured by the Hungarian rebels, 
who made it their headquarters during the latter part of the 
Insurrection. It was from it that Kossuth Issued his famous 
proclamation (11th August 1849), and it was here that he handed 
over the supreme military and civil power to Gomel. The 
fortress was recaptured shortly after the surrender of Gorge 
to the Russians at Yakima The fortress is now used as an 
ammunition depot. 

The town of Uj-Arad, is. New Arad (pop. 6124), situated on 
the opposite bank of the Maros, is practically a suburb of Arad, 
with which it is connected by a bridge. The town was founded 
during the Turkish wars of the 17th century. The works erected 
by the Turks for the capture of the fortress of Arad formed 
the nucleus of the new town. 

Wilms, the town where the famous capitulation of Gorge' 
to the Russians took place on the 13th of August 1849, lies 
as za. by rail north-east of Arad. 

ARAEOCI'YLE (Gr. decurk, weak or widely spaced, and Mao, 
column), an architectural term for the blercolturudation (921.) 
given to those temples where the columns had only timber 
architraves to carry. 

ARAROSYSTYLE (Gr. &pails, widely spaced, and ofrozoker, 
with colunms set close together), an architectural term applied to 
a colonnade, in which the intercolumniation (q.s.) is alternately 
wide and narrow, as in the case of the western porch of St Paul's 
cathedral and the east front of the Louvre by Perrault. 

ARACIO, DOMINIQUE FRANCOIS JEAN (1786-1853), French 
physicist, was born on the 26th of February 1786, at Estagel, a 
small village near Perpignan, in the department of the eastern 
Pyrenees. lie was the eldest of four brothers. Jean (1788-
1836) emigrated to America and became a general in the Mexican 
army. Jacques Etienne Victor (1799-1855) took part in L. C. 
de S. de Freycinet's exploring voyage in the " Uranie " from 
Oki to 1821, and on his return to France devoted himself to 
journalism and the drama. The fourth brother, Etienne Vincent 
(1802-1892), is said to have collaborated with H. de Bab= in the 
Hdrifikre de Bhagat '• and from 1822 to 1847 wrote • great number 
of light dramatic pieces, mostly in collaboration. A strong 
republican, he was obliged to leave France in 1849, but returned 
after the amnesty of 1859. In 1879 be was nominated director 
of the Luxembourg museum. 

Showing decided military tastes Francois Arago was sent to 
the municipal college of Perpignan, where he began to study 
mathematics in preparation for the entrance examination of 
the polytechnic school. Within two years and a half he had 
mastered all the subjects prescribed for examination, and a 
great deal more, and, on going up for examination at Toulouse, 
he astounded his examiner by his knowledge of Lagrange. 
Towards the close of 1803 he entered the polytechnic school, 
with the artillery service as the aim of his ambition, and in 1804, 
through the advice and recommendation of S. D. Poisson, he 
received the appointment of secretary to the Observatory of 
Paris. He now became acquainted with Laplace, and through 
his influence was commissioned, with J. B. Blot, to complete 
the meridional measurements which had been begun by J. B. J. 
Delarabre, and interrupted since the death of P. F. A. Mfchain 
(1744-18o4). The two left Paris in r8o6 and began operations 
among the mountains of Spain, but Biot returned to Paris 
after they had determined the latitude of Forrnentem, the 
southernmost point to which they were, to carry the survey,  

leaving Arago to make the geedetical connexion of Majorca 
with Ivies and with Formentera. 

The adventures and difficulties of the latter were now only 
beginning. The political ferment caused by the entrance of 
the French into Spain extended to these islands, and the ignorant 
populace began to suspect that Arago's movements and his 
blazing fires on the top of Mount Gidatao were telegraphic 
signals to the invading army. Ultimately they became so in-
furiated that he was obliged to cause himself to be Incarcerated 
in the fortress of Belver in June 18o8. On the 28th of July be 
managed to escape from the island in a fishing-boat, and after 
an adventurous voyage he reached Algiers on the std of August. 
Thence he procured a passage in a vessel bound for Marseilles, 
but on the 16th of August, just as the vessel was nearing Mar-
seilles, it fell into the hands of a Spanish corsair. With the rest 
of the crew, Arago was taken to Roans, and imprisoned first Itt 
a windmill, and afterwards in the fortress of that seaport, until 
the town fell into the hands of the French, when the prisoners 
were transferred to ?slams. After fully three months' imprison-
meat they were released on the demand of the dry of Algiers, 
and again set sail for Marseilles on the 28th of November, but 
when within sight of their port they were driven back by a 
northerly wind to Bougie on the coast of Africa. Transport 
to Algiers by sea from this place would have occasioned a weary 
stay of three months, Arago, therefore, set out for It by land 
under conduct of a Mahommedan priest, and reached it ors 
Christmas day. After six months' stay In Algiers he once again, 
on the mat of June doe, set sail for Marseilles, where he had to 
undergo a monotonous and inhospitable quarantine in the 
lasaretto, before his difficulties were over. Thor first letter he 
received, while in the limaretto, was from A. von Humboldt; 
and this was the origin of a connexion which, in Arago's words, 

lasted over forty years without a single cloud ever having 
troubled IL" 

Through all these vicissitudes Arago had suomeded in preserv. 
ing the records of his survey; and his first act on his return 
home was to deposit them in the Bureau des Longitudes at 
Paris. As a reward for his adventurous conduct in the cause 
of science, he was in September z8o9 elected a member of the 
Academy of Sciences, in room of J. B. L. Lalande, at the re-
markably early age of twenty-three, and before the close of 
the same year he was chosen by the council of the polytechnic 
school to succeed G. Mono in the chair of analytical geometry. 
About the same time he was named by the emperor one of the 
astronomers of the Royal Observatory, which was accordingly 
his residence till his death, and it was in this capacity that be 
delivered his remarkably successful series of popular lectures 
on astronomy, which were continued from rats to 1845. 

In aid, along with Gay-Lussac, he started the Asada de 
auntie d de physique, and in 211:8 or 1819 he proceeded along 
with Biot to execute geodetic operations on the coasts of France, 
England and Scotland. They measured the length of the 
seconds-pendulum at Leith, and in Unst, one of the Shetland 
Wes, the results of the observations being published in 1821 
along with those made in Spain. Arago was elected a member 
of the Board of Longitude immediately afterwards, and contri-
buted to each of its Annuals, for about twenty-two years, 
important scientific notices on astronomy and meteorology 
and occasionally on civil engineering, as well as interesting 
memoirs of members of the Academy. 

In r83o, Arago, who always professed liberal opinions of the 
extreme republican type, was elected a member of the chamber 
of deputies for the Lower Seine, and he employed his splendid 
gifts of eloquence and scientific knowledge in all questions con-
nected with public education, the rewards of inventors, and the 
encouragement of the mechanical and practical sciences. Many 
of the most creditable national enterprises, dating from this 
period, are due to his advocacy—such as the reward to L. J. M. 
Daguerre for the invention of photography, the grant for 
the publication of the works of P. Fermat and Laplace, 
the acquisition of the museum of Cluny, the development 
of railways and electric telegraphs, the improvement of the 
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navigation of the Sofia and the hosing of the artesian wells at 
Grenelle. 

In the year dip also be was appointed director of the Observ-
atory, and as a member of the chamber of deputies be was able 
to obtain grants of money for rebuilding it in part, and for the 
addition of snapificent instruments. In the same year, too, 
he was chosen perpetual secretary of the Academy of Sciences, 
imam of J. B. j. Fourier. Arago threw his whole soul into its 
service, and by his faculty of making Wends he gained at once 
for it and for himself a world-wide reputation. As perpetual 
secretary it fell to him to pronounce historical doges on deceased 
members; and for this duty his rapidity and facility of thought 
his happy  Piquant"' a style, and his attendee knowledge 
peculiarly adapted hint. 

In tau be again visited England, to attend the meeting of 
the British Association at Edinburgh. From this time till 1848 
he led a life of comparative quiet—not the quiet of inactivity, 
however, for his incessant labours within the Academy and the 
Observatory produced a multitude of contributions to all depart. 
ments of physical science,—but be the fall of Louis Philippe be 
left his laboratory to iota in forming the provisional govern-
ment. He was entrusted with the discharge of two important 
functions, that had never before been united in one person, via. 
the ministry of war and of marine; and in the latter capacity 
he effected some salutary reforms, such as the improvement of 
rations in the navy and the abolition of flogging. He also 
abolished political oaths of all kinds, and, against an array of 
moneyed interests, succeeded in procuring the abolition of negro 
slava, in the French colonies. 

In the beginning of May 1852, when the government of 
Louis Napoleon required an oath of allegiance from all its 
function:ties, Arago peremptorily refused, and sent in his 
mignation of his post ar astronomer at the Bureau des Longi-
tudes. This, however, the prince president, to his credit, de- 
cline d to accept, and Made "an exception in favour of a savant 
whose works had thrown lustre on France, and whose existence 
his government would regret to •embitter." But the tenure 
of office thus granted did not prove of long duration. Arago 
was now on his death-bed, under a Complication of diseases, 
induced, no doubt, by the hardships and labours of his earlier 
years. In the simmer of 18e3 he was advised by his physicians 
to try the effect of his native air, and he accordingly set out 
for the eastern Pyrenees. But the change was unavailing, and 
after a lingering illness, in which he suffered that from diabetes, 
then from Bright's disease, complicated by dropsy, he died in 
Paris on the 2nd of October 1853. 

Arago's fame as an experimenter and discoverer rests mainly 
On his contributionmamagnetion and still more to optics. He 
found that a magnetic needle, made to oscillate over non-
ferruginous surfaces, such as water, glass, copper, he., falls 
more rapidly in the extent of its oscillations according as it is 
more or less approached to the surface. This discovery, which 
pined him the Copley medal of the Royal Society in 1825, was 
followed by another, that a rotating plate of copper tends to 
communicate its motion to a magnetic needle suspended over 
it (" magnetism of rotation "). Arago is also fairly entitled 
to be regarded as having proved the long-suspected connexion 
between the. aurora borealis and the variations of the magnetic 
elements. 

Is optics we owe to him not only important optical discoveries 
of his own, but the credit of stimulating the genius of A. j. 
?reseed, with whose history, as well as with that of E. L. Males 
and of Thomas Young, this part of his life is closely interwoven. 
Shortly after the beginning of the 19th century the labours of 
these three philosophers were shaping the modern doctrine 
of the undulatory theory of light. Framers arguments in 
favour of that theory found little favour with Laplace, Poisson 
and Biot, the champions of the emission than but they were 
ardently espoused by Humboldt and by Arago % who had been 
appointed by the Academy to report on she papa. This was 
the foundation of an intimate friendship between Arago and 
head, and of • determination to carry on together further  
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rematches in this subject, which led to the enunciation*, the 
fundamental laws of the polarization of light known by their 
names (see POLARIZATION). As a result of this work Ando 
constructed a pferireen, which he used for etude interesting 
observations on the pond:at/on of the light of the sky. To him 
is also due the discovery of the power of rotatory frotarisation 
exhibited by quarts,-and last of all, among his many contri-
butions to the support of the undulatory hypothesis, comes 
the experiments ands which be imposed to carry out for 
comparing directly the velocity of light in air and in water 
or glass. On the emission theory the velocity should be acceler-
ated by an increase of density In the medium; .en the wave 
theory, it should be retarded. In Oh& he communicated. to the 
Academy the details of his apparatus, which utilized the re-
volving mirrors employed by Sir C. Wheatstone in 2133e for 
measuring the velocity of the electric discharge; but owing to 
the great care required in the carrying out of the project, and to 
the interruption to his labours caused by the revolution of rasa, 
it was dm spring of tap .before be was ready to put his ides 
to the test; and then 'his eyesight suddenly gave way. Before 
his death, however, the retardation of light in demur media 
was demonstrated by the experiment of H. L Finite and 
J. B. L. Foucault, which, with improvements in detail,. were 
based on the plan proposed by him. 

Arap's (Hewes were published after his death under the direction 
of J. A. Barra!, in sr vols., 8vso854-1862; also separately his 
Askolsomie poptdaire, in 4 vols.; Notices triograPOpes, in 3 vols.; 
Notices scientikaes, in 5 vols.; Voyages sctertlthaes, in s vol.; 
Mtwara scienttfiewes, in 2 1,012. ; Mileages, in 1 vol.; and Tables 
intalytiptes w doctaneats toportants (with portrait), ins voL 
translations of the following portions of his works have appmrW:— 

by Smyth and Grant (London, 1861); /Est. Hoge o James Watt, by 
Treatise on Comets, by C. Gold, C.B. (London, 183e2; also translated 

James Muirhead (London, 1839); also translat , with notes, by 
Lord Brougham; Popetar Lectures on Astronomy, by Walter Kelly 

'Smyth and Prof. R. Grant, vols. 	ndon, 1833); Arago's Auto- 
and Rev. L. Tendinous (London, l8 	also translated by Dr W. IL 

biography, translated by the Rev. 	den Powell (London, 5 855, 1838); Arago's Meteorological Essays, with introduction by Hum. 
boktt, translated under the superintendence of Colonel Salina 
(London, 1855), and Arago's Biographies of Scientific Men, trans. 
toted by Smyth, Powell and Grant, 8vo (London, z83y). 

ARAGON, or ARRAGON (in Span. Aragon), • captaincy-
general, and formerly a kingdom of Spain; bounded on the 
N. by the Pyrenees, which separate it from France, on the E. 
by Catalonia and Valencia, S. by Valencia, and W. by the two 
Castile* and Navarre. Pop. (woo) 912,211; Ana, 18,294 
Orb m. Aragon was divided in 1833 into the provinces of Huesca, 
Teruel and Saragossa ;* an account of its modern condition is 
therefore given under these names, which have not, however, 
superseded the older designation in popular usage; 

Aragon consists of a antral plain, edged by mountain ranges. 
On the south, cast and west, these ranges, though wild and 
ragged, are of no great elevation, but on the north the Pyrenees 
attain their greatest altitude in the peaks of Aneto (1408 ft.) 
and Monte Perdido (t0,998 It.)—also known as Las Tres Sorores, 
and, in French, as Mont Perdu. The central pass over the 
Pyrenees is the Port de Canfranc, on the line between Saragossa 
and Pau. Aragon is divided by the river Ebro (q.v.), which flows 
through it in a south-easterly direction, into two nearly equal 
parts, known as Trans-ibero and Cis-ibero. TheEbro is the prin. 
cipal river, and receives from the north, in its passage through 
the province, the Arlo, the Gallep and the united waters 
of the Cinca, Erna, Noguem Ribagorzana, Noguem Panama 
and Segre--the last three belonging to Catalonia. From the 
south it receives the Jahn and Jibes (or Xons and Xiloca) 
and the Guadalope. The Imperial Canal of Aragon, which was 
begun by the emperor Charles V. In tsae, but remained WI. 
finished for nearly two hundred years, extends from Tudela to 
El Burp de Ebro, a distance of flo to.; h has a depth of 9 ft., and 
an average breadth of 69, and is navigable for vessels of about 
no tons. The Royal Canal of Tauste, which lies along the north 
side of the Ebro, was cut for purposes of irrigation, and gives 
fertility to the district. Two leagues north-north-east of Albar-
rack is the remarkable fountain called Cella, 3700  ft. above the 



twinning is usually often smelted im.the same phme (fig. 
and gives rise to striations on the terminal faces (k) of the 
crystals; often, also, three metals are twinned together on 
two of the prism planes of one of them, producing an apparently 
hexagonal prism. The mineral is colourless, white or yellowish, 
transparent or translucent, has a vitreous lustre, and, Jebel, Is 
not unlike calcite in general appearance. It •may, however; 
always be readily distinguished from calcite by the absence .of 
any marked cleavage, and by its water hardneto (1 10•34-4/ 
and specific gravity (293); further, it is optically (  biaxial, whilst 
calcite is uniaxiaL It is brittle and has a subeonchoidal fracture; 
oa efractured surface the lustre is decidedly fatness ie character. 

The sniseral was first found, as reddish twinned arnals with 
the form of six-sided prisms, at Molina in Aragon, Spain, where 
it occurs with gypsum and 
small crystals of ferruginous 
quartz in a red clay. It is 
from this locality that the 
mineral takes its name, 
which was originally spelt 
arragonite. Fine groups of 
crystals of the same habit 
are found in the sulphur 
deposits of Girgeati in 
Sicily; also at Herren-
grund near Neesold in FIG.  f. Ftc. 2. Hungary. At many other 
localities the mineral takes the form of radiating groups of 
acicular crystals, such as those from the haematite mines of 
west Cumberland: beautiful feathery firms have been found 
in a limestone cave in the Transvaal. Fibrous forms are also 
common. A peculiar ooralloidal variety known as fiosfersi 
C' flower of iron ") consists of radially arranged fibres: 
magnificent snow-white specimens of this variety have long 
been known from the iron mines of Eisen= is Styria. The 
cakareous secretions of many groups of invertebrate animals 
consist of aragonite (calcite is also common); pearls may be 
specially cited as an example. • 

Aragonite is a member of the isomorphous group of minerals 
comprising witherite 0InCOA strontimite (StC01), coussite 
(PbC0s) and bramble ((Ba, Ca)COs); and crystals of aragonite 
sometimes contain small amounts of strontium or load. A 
variety known as tamowitzite, from Taznowits is Silesia, 
contains at s % of lead carbonate. 

Aragonite is the more unstable of the two mochTicatione et 
calcium carbonate. A crystal of aragonite when bested becomes 
converted into a• granular aggregate of calcite individuals: 
altered crystals of this kind (pantmorphs) are not infrequently . 

 met with in nature, whilst in fossil shells the original nacreous 
layer of aragonite has invariably been altered to calcite. From 
a solution of calcium carbonate in water containing carbon 
dioxide crystals of calcite are deposited et the ordinary tem-
perature, but from a warm solution aragonite crystalises 
out. The thermal springs of Carlsbad .deposit spherical 
concretions of aragonite, forming masses known as pis:hike or 
Strudel:kis. (I« J. S.) 

ARAGLIA one of the smaller states of Venezuela under the 
redivisimi of mos, lying principally within the parallel singes 
of the Venezuelan Cordillera, and comprising some of the most 
fettle and healthful valleys of the republic. It is. bounded E. 
by the •Federal District and Maturin, S. by Guarico and W. by 
Zamora and Carabobo. Pop. (reos, est.) 152,364. Mamie 
has a short coast-line on the Caribbean west of the Federal 
District, but hasno port of consequence. Cattle, swineand goats 
are raised, and the state produces coffee, sugary cacao, beans, 
cereals and cheese. The climate of the higher valleys is sub-
tropical, the mean annual temperature ranging from 74° to So° F. 
The capital, Ls Victoria (pop. 800 , is situated is the fertile. 
Angua valley, 1658 ft. above sea-level and 36 m.. soutlivwest of 
C.aricas. Other important townsare Barbacoas(pop.13,109) on 
the left bank of the Gur** in it highly fertile reglad, Ciudad 
de Curs and Maracay (pop. 7soo), 56 so west...Mahlon& ol 
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in, which forms the smut of the noes; and between this river 
and the Sierra Molina is an extensive lake celled Gallocanta, 
covering about Seco acres. The climate is characterized by 
extreme heat in the summer and cold in the winter; among the 
mounta insthe snowfall is heavy, and thunderstorms are frequent, 
but there is comparatively little 

Within a mast geological period, central flagon was un-
doubtedly submerged by the sea, and the parched chalky soil 
remains saturated with salt, while many of .the smaller streams 
run brackish. As the mountains of Valencia and Catalonia 
effectually bar out the fertilizing moisture of the sea-winds, 
much of the province is a sheer wilderness, stagy, ash-coloured, 
scarred with dry watercourses, and destitute of any vegetation 
except thin grass and heaths. In contrast with the splendid 
fertility of Valencia or the south of France, the hindscape of 
this region, like the rest of central Spain, seems almost a con-
tinuation of the north African desert area. There are, however, 
extensive oak, pine and beech forests in the highlands, and many 
beautiful oases id the deeply sunk valleys, and along the rivers, 
especially beside the Ebro, which is, therefore, often called the 
" Nile of Aragon." In such oases the flora is exceedingly rich. 
Wheat, maize, rice, oil, flax and hemp, of fine quality, are grown 
In considerable quantities; as well as saffron, madder, liquorice, 
sumach, and a variety of fruits. Merino wool is one of the chief 
products. . 

In punty of race the Aragonese are probably equal to toe 
Castilians, to whom, rather than to the Catalans or Valencians, 
they are also allied in character. The dress of the women is less 
distinctive than that of the men, who wear a picturesque black 
and white costume, with knee-breeches, a brilliantly coloured 
sash, black hempen sandals, and h handkerchief wound round 
the head. 

Three countles—Sobrarlie, situated near the headwaters of 
the Cinca, Aragon, to the west, and Ribagorza or Ribagorca, 
to the east—are indicated by tradition and the earliest chronicles 
as the cradle of the Aragonese monarchy. These districts were 
Dever wholly subdued when the Moors overran the country 
(7i -7 z 3). Sobrarbe especially was for a time the headquarters 
of the Christian defence in eastern Spain. ' About rots, 
Sancho III. the Great, ruler of the newly established kingdom 
of Navarre, which included the three counties above mentioned, 
bequeathed them to Gonzalez and Ramiro, his sons. Ramiro 
soon rid himself of his rival, and welded Sobrarbe, Ribagorm 
and Aragon into a single kingdom, which thenceforward grew 
rapidly in size and power and shared with Castile the chief part 
in the struggle against the Moors. The history of this period, 
which was terminated by the union of Castile and Aragon under 
Ferdinand and Isabella' in 1479, is given, along with a full account 
of the very interesting constitution of Aragon, under SPAIN 
(o.e.). At the , height of its power under James I. (1213- 1276), 
the kingdom included Valencia, Catalonia, the Balearic Islands 
and the considerable territory of Montpellier in France; while 
Peter III. (1276-1285) added Sicily to his dominions. 

The literature relating to Aragon is very extensive. See, in 
addition to the works cited in the article SPAIN (section History). 
"Lee Archives d'Aragon et de pavarre," by L Cadier, in Bibliolitegste 
de l'Ecole des Charles, 49 (Pans, 1888). Among the more important 
original authorities, the following may be selected:— for general 
history, A sates de la corona de AragOtt, by G. curio, 3rd ed. In 7 
folio volumes (Saragossa, 1668-167i ; tat ed. 15.152-1z8o);--Jor 
ecclesiastical history, realty historic° Sr las West= AragOte 
(Pamplona, 177o-18o7); for economic history, Histories de la 
econontta politrca de A roe 1, by I. J. de Asso y del Rio (Saragossa, 
r798). For the constitution and laws of Aragon, see &WAGS the 

INNiNgtiOlIt5 y reyes de Aragon. by V. Balaguer (Madrid, 1896 . The 
/officio de Amen, &c., by J. Ribera Tarmgo (Saragossa. tiagr, and 

topography, inhabitants, art, products.. &c., of the kin m arc 
described in a volume of the series Espana entitled Amen, by J. M. 
Quadrado (Barcelona, 1886). 

ARAGONITE, one of the mineral forms of calcium carbonate 
(CaCOs), the other form being the more common mineral calcite. 
It crystallites in the orthorhombic system, and the crystals are 
either prismatic or scicubr is habit. Simple crystals are, how. 
ever, rare; twinning on the prism planes (M in the figures) 
beings characteristic feature of the mineral (68. s). The 
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Caritas near the northeast shore of Lake Valencia. The last 
two towns -arc on the railway between Caracas and Valencia. 

ARAQUATA. /Amine or ARAGU1A, i• river of Brazil and 
principal affluent of the Tocantins, rising in the Serra do ()eyelid, 
where it Is known as the Rio'Grande, and Sowing in a north by 
east direction to a junction with the Tocantins at Sao Joao do 
Araguaya, or Sao Joao dos Dues Barrett Its upper course forms 
the boundary line between Goya' and Matto Grosso. The river 
divides into two brsmcises at about 2o9 S. lat., and unites again 
at so°  3d, fronting the large island of Santa Anna or Banana 
The eastern Wealth, called the Faro, is the one used by boats, 
as the main channel is obstructed by' rapids. Its principal 
affluent is the Rio des Mertes, which rises in the Serra de Slio 
Jeronymo, near Cuyabli, Idaho Grasso, and is utilized by 
boatmen going to Part. Of other affluents, the Bonito, Germs, 
Cristallino and Tapirapt On the west, and the litombas, Claro, 
Vermelho, Troupe and Chavante on the east, nothing definite is 
known as the country Is still largely unexplored. The Aragueya 
has a course of Joao nt., considerable stretches of which arc 
navigable for small river steamers, but as the river below Santa 
Anna Island is interrupted by reefs and rapids in two ptaces-
one having a fall of 85 ft. in t8 m., and the other a fail of soft. 
in ra m.—it affosds ho practicable outlet for the products of 
the state. It waseeplered in port by Henri Coudratu in t 897.. 

See Coudreau's Voyage as Tocaraias-Aragsaya (Paris, 5897). 
ARAXAN, • division of Lower Burma. It consists of a strip 

of country running along the eastern seaboard of the Bay of 
Bengal, from the Naaf estuary, on the borders of Chittagong, 
to Cape Nemais. Length from northern extremity to Cape 
Negrais, about 400 m.; greatest breadth in the northern part, 
go in., gradually diminishing towards the south, es it is hemmed 
in by the Arakan Yong mountains, until, in the extreme south, 
it tapers  away to a narrow strip .not more than 1s m. across. 
The coast is studded with islands, the most important of which 
are Chedaba, Ramat and Shahpura. The division has its head-
quarters at Akyab and consists of four districts—namely, Akyab, 
Northern Arakan Hill Tracts, Sendoway and Kyankpea, 
formerly called Ranwee. Its area is 18,54o sq. rn. The popu-
lation at the time of the British occupation in 1816 did not exceed 
.1100.000. In 1831 it amounted to 173,000; IA 1839 to 248,000, 
and in nor to 762,zo2. 

The principal rivers of Arakan are—(t) the Neaf estuary, in 
the north, which forms the boundary between the division and 
Chittagong; (a) the /dye river, an arm of the sea, running a 
course almost parallel with the coast for about sea m.; (3) the 
Koladaiag river, rising near the Blue mountain, in the extreme 
north-east, and falling into the Bay of Bengal a few miles south 
of the Myu river, navigable by vessels of from Soo to 400 tons 
burden for a distance of 40 m. inland; and (4) the Lemyu river, 
a considerable stream falling into the bay a few miles south of 
the Koladaing. Farther to the smith, owing to the nearness 
of the range which bounds Arakan on the east, the rivers arc of 
but little importance. These are the Talak and the Aeng, 
navigable by boats; and the Sandoway, the Taungup and the 
Gwa streams, the latter of which alone has any importance, 
owing to its month forming a good port of • call or haven for 
vessels of from q to 10 ft. draught. There arc =vend passes over 
the Vona mountains, the easiest being that called the Aeng 
route, leading from the village of that name into Upper Burma. 
The staple crop of the province is rice, along with cotton, tobacco, 
sugar, hemp. and Indigo.. The forests produce abundance of 
excellent oak and teak timber. 

The natives of Makes tact their history as far back as 
:666 s.c., and gives lineal succession of 237 native princes down 
to modern times. According to them, their empire had at one 
period far eider limits, had extended' over Ara, part of China, 
and a portion of Bengal. This extension of their empire is not, 
however, corroborated by known facts in history. At different 
times the Moguls and Pegus carried their arms into the heartof 
the country. The Portuguese, during the era of their greatness 
in Asia, gained a temporary establishment in Arakan; but in 
szfis the province was finale conoutred by the Burmese. from  

which period until its cession to the British in 7826, under the 
treaty of Yandaboo, its history forms part of that of Burma. 
The old city of Arakan, formerly the capital of the province, is 
situated on an inferior branch of the Koladaing Aver. Its 
remoteness from the ports and harbours of the country, com-
bined with the extreme unhealthiness of its situation, have led 
to its gradual decay subsequently to the formation of the com-
paratively recent settlement of Akyab, which place is now the 
chief town of the province. The old dty (now Myohaung) lies so 
at. north-east of Akyab. The Maghs, who form nearly the whole 
population of the province, follow the Buddhist doctrines, which 
are universally professed throughout Burma. The priests are 
selected from all classes of men, and one of their chief employ-
ments is the education of children. Instruction ft consequently 
widely diffused, and few persons, it is said, can be found in the 

who are unable to read. The qualifications for entering 
ritgovint: priestly order are good conduct and a fair measure of 
learning—such conduct at least as is good according to Buddhist 
tenets, and such learning as is esteemed among their votaries. 

The Arekanese are of Burmese origin, but separated from the 
parent stock by the Arakan Y00111 mountains, and they have 
a dialect and customs of their own. Though conquered by the 
Burmese, they have remained distinct from their eel:manors. 

'Fite Northern Arakan Hill Tracts district is under a loper 
Intendant, who is usually a police officer, with headquarters 
St Paletwa. The MR Of the Hill Tracts is $233 In. 01.; pop. 
(19ot) ao,682. (J. G. Sc.) • 

ARAKCHION, ALUSTIR ANDRBEVICR, Cower (1769-
1834), Russian soldier and statesman, was descended from an 
ancient family of Great Novgorod. From his mother, Elizabeth 
Vitlitsaya, he inherited most of his characteristics, an insatiable 
love of work, an almost pedantic love of order and the most 
rigorous sense of duty. In 1788 he entered the corps of noble 
cadets 'in the artillery and engineering department, where his 
ability, especially in mathematics, soon attracted attention. 
In July 1791 he was made an adjutant 011 the staff of Count 
N. I. Saltuikov, who (September 1792) recommended him to 
the cesarevich Paul Petrovich as the artillery officer most capable 
of reorganizing the army corps maintained by the prince at 
Gatehhut. Arakcheev speedily won the entire confidence of 
Paul by his scrupulous zeal and undeniable technical ability: 
His inexorable discipline (magnified into cruelty by later legends) 
soon made the Gatchina corps a model for the rest of the 
Russian army. On the accession of Paul to the throne Arak-
cheev was promptly summoned to St Petersburg, appointed 
military commandant in the capital, and major-general in the 
grenadier battalion of the Preobrazhenskoe Guard. On the 
isth of December 1796, he received the ribbon of St Anne and 
a rich estate at Gruzina in the government of Novgorod, the 
only substantial gift ever accepted by him during the whole of 
his career. At the coronation (5th of April z797) Paul created 
him a baron, and he was subsequently made quartermaster-
general and colonel of the whole Preobrazhenskoe Guard. It 
was to Arakcheev that Paul entrusted the reorganization of the 
army, which during the latter days of Catherine had fallen into 
a state of disorder and demoralization. Arakcheev remorselessly 
applied the iron Gatchina discipline to the whole of the imperial 
forces, beginning with the Guards. Ho soon became generally 
detested by the army, but pursued his course unflinchingly 
and introduced many indispensable hygienic reforms. " Clean 
barracks are healthy barracks," was his motto. Nevertheless, 
the opposition of the officers proved too strong for him, and on 
the 18th of March r798 he was dismissed from all his appoint-
ments. Arakcheev's first disgrace only lasted six months. On 
the 11th of August he was received back into favour, speedily 
reinstated in all his former offices, and on the 5th of May 5799 
was created a count, the emperor himself selecting the motto:. 
" Devoted, not servile." Five months later he was again in 
disgrace, the emperor dismissing him on the strength of a 
denunciation subsequently proved to be false. It was a fatal 
step on Paul's part, for everything goes to prove that he would 
never have been assassinated had Arakcheev continued by his 
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silo. During the earlier years Of Alexander, Arakcheev was 
completely overlooked. Only on the nth of April 11303, was 
the count recalled to St Petersburg, and employed as inspector-
general of the artillery. His wise and thorough reorganization 
of the whole department contributed essentially to the victories 
of the Russians during the Napoleonic wars. All critics agree, 
indeed, that the Arakcheev administration was the golden as 
of the Russian artillery. The activity of the inexhaustible 
inspector knew no bounds, and be neglected nothing which 
could possibly improve this arm. His principal reforms were 
the subdivision of the artillery divisions into separate inde-
pendent units, the formation of artillery brigades, the estab-
lishment of a committee of instruction (x808), and the publishing 
of an Artillery Journal. At Austerlits he had the satisfaction 
of witnessing the actual results of his artillery reforms. The 
commissariat scandals which came to light after the peace of 
Tilsit convinced the emperor that nothing short of the stern and 
incorruptible energy of Arakcheev could reach the sources of 
the evil, and in January t808 he was appointed inspector-general 
and war minister. When, on the outbreak of the Swedish war 
of ISoe, the emperor ordered the army to take advantage of an 
unusually severe frost and cross the Ice of the Gulf of Finland, 
it was only the presence of Arakcbcev that compelled an un-
willing general and a semi-mutinous army to begin a campaign 
which ended in the conquest of Finland. On the institution of 
the "Imperial Council" (rat of January i8ro), Arakcheev was 
made a member of the council of ministers and a senator, while 
still retaining the war office.. Subsequently. Alexander was 
alienated from him owing to the intrigues of the count's enemies, 
who bated him for his severity and regarded him as a dangerous 
reactionary. The alienation was not, however, for long. It is 
true, Arakcheev took no active part in the war of 18x5, but 
all the correspondence and despatches relating to it passed 
through his bands, and he was the emperor's inseparable com-
panion during the whole course of it. At Paris (stst. of March 
*814) Alexander, with his own hand, wrote the skim appointing 
him a field-marshal, but he refused the dignity, accepting, 
instead, a miniature portrait of his master. From this time 
Alexander's confidence in Arakcheev steadily increased, and 
the emperor imparted to him, first of all, his many projects of 
reform, especially his project of military colonies, the carrying 
out of the details of which was committed to Arakcheev (1824). 
The failure of the scheme was due not to any fault of the count, 
but to the inefficiency and insubordination of the district 
officers. In Alexander's last years Arakcheev was not merely 
his chief counsellor, but his deafest friend, to whom he submitted 
all his projects for consideration and revision. The most inter-
esting of these projects was the plan for the emancipation of the 
peasantry (i8r8). On the accession of Nicholas I., Arakcheev, 
thoroughly broken in health, gradually restricted his immense 
sphere of activity, and on the 26th of April 1826, resigned all his 
offices and retired to Carlsbad. The 5o,00o roubles presented 
to him by the emperor as a parting gift he at once handed to 
the Pavlovsk Institute for the education of the daughters of 
poor gentlemen. His last days he spent on his estate at Grusin*, 
carefully collecting all his memorials of Alexander, whose memory 
he most piously cherished. He also set aside 25,000 roubles for 
the author of the best biography of his imperial friend. Arak-
cheev died on the stet of April t834, with his eyes fixed to the 
last on the late emperor's portrait. " I have now done every-
thing," he said, " so I can go and make my report to the emperor 
Alexander." In 1806 he had married Natalia Khomutova, but 
they lived apart, and he had no children by her. 

See Vastly Retch, Memorials of Count A rohchees (Rus.) (St Peters-
burg._ 1864); Mikhail Ivanovech Semevsky, Coons Arakcheeo and 
the Military Colonies (Rus.) (St Petersburg, tgyl) ; Theodor Schlo- 
emer', Gesch. Rtisslantrs sinter Raiser Nikolaus I., vol. i., Alex-
ander I., Ike. (Berlin, *coos). 	 (R. N. B.) 

ARAL, a lake or inland sea in the west of Asia, situated 
between lat. 43°  so' and 46° sz' N., and long. sr 13' and 
6t* s6' E. It was known to the ancient Arab and Persian 
geographers as the Sea of Khwarizrn or Khanna, from the neigh-
becalm district of the Chorasmints, and derives its present name 

from the Kirghiz designatka of Ard-denghls, or Sea of Islands. 
In virtue of its area (56,233 sq.m.) it is the fourth largest Inland 
sea of the world. It has nearly the same length as width, 
namely about Rs) m., if its northern gulf (Kichkiaeh-denghls) 
is left out of account. Its depth is insignificant, the maximum 
being 220 ft. in a depression in the north-west, and the MOM 
depth only so ft., so that notwithstanding Its area it contains 
only eleven times as much water as the Lake of Geneva. Its 
altitude M 2421 ft. above the Caspian, i.e. about 155 IL above 
the ocean. The lake is surrounded on the north by steppes; on 
the west by the rocky plateau of Ust-Urt, which separates it from 
the Caspian; on the south by the alluvial district of Live; and 
on the east by the Kysyl-kum, or Red Sand Desert. On the north 
the shores are comparatively low, and the coast-lineis broken by 
a number of irregular bays, of which the most important are 
those of Sazy-chaganak and Paskevich. On the west an almost 
unbroken wall of rock extends from Chanycher Bay south- 
wards, rising towards the middle to seo ft. The southern coast 
is occupied by the delta of the Oxus (JIMA, Arou•darya), one 
of the arms of which, the Laudan, forms a swamp, 8o m. long 
and so broad, before it discharges into the sea. The only 
other tributary of any size that the sea receives is the Janata 
(Sihitn, Syr-darya) which enters towards the northern extremity 
of the east coast, and Is suspected to be shifting its embouchure 
more and more to the north. This river, as well as the Amu, 
conveys vast quantities of sediment into the lake; the delta 
of the Syr-clarya increased by is( Sq. M. between 11147 and zero. 
The eastern coast is fringed with multitudes of sraall islands, 
and other islands, some of considerable size, are situated in the 
open towards the north and west. Kug-Anil, the largest, lies 
opposite the mouth of the Syr-darya, cutting off the Kichkineh-
denghis or Little Sea. The next largest island is the Nlltolai, 
nearly in the middle. Navigation is dangerous owing to the 
frequency and violates of the storms, and the almost total 
absence of shelter. The north-east wind is the most prevalent, 
add sometimes blows for months together The only other 
craft, except the steamships of the Austrians, that venture on 
the waters, are the flat-bottomed boats of the Kirghiz. 

In regard to the period of the formation of the Aral there were 
formerly two theories. According to Sir H. C. Rawlinson 
(Proc. Roy. Ceog. Soc., March 1867) the disturbances which 
produced the present lake took place in the course of the middle 
ages; while Sir Roderick Murchison contended (!otes. of Roy. 
Grog. Soc., z867, p. ally. Sec.) that the Caspiea and Aral existed 
as separate seas before and during all the historic period, and 
that the main course of the rivers Jasartes and Oxus was deter-
mined in a prehistoric era. The former based his opinion largely 
on historical evidence, and the latter trusted principally to 
geological data. There is no doubt that in recent historical 
times Lake Aral had a much greater extension than it has at the 
present time and that its aim is now diminishing. This is, of 
course, due to the exam of evaporation over the amount of 
water supplied by its two feeders, the Amu-datya and the Syr- 
darya, both of which are seriously drawn upon for irrigation in 
all •  the oases they flow through. Old shore lines and other 
indications point to the level of the lake having once been so ft. 
above the existing level. Nevertheless the general desiccation 
is subject to temporary fluctuations, which appear to corre-
spond to the periods recently suggested by Eduard BrOckner. 
(b. 1862), for, whereas the lake diminished and shrank during 
also-188o, since the lat...m year it has been rising spin. Islands 
which were formerly connected with the shore as now some 
distance away from it and entirely surrounded by water. More-
over, on a graduated level, put down in am, there was a per-
mason rise of nearly 4 ft. by son. The temperature at the 
bottom was found (100o-rem) by Emil Berg to be 33.8° Fahr., 
while that of the surface varied from 441°  to 8o•s° between 
May and September; the mean surface temperature for July 
was 7g°. The salinity of the water is much less than that of 
the ocean, containing only vas % of salt, and the lake freezes 
every year for a great distance from its shores. The opinion 
that Lake Aral periodically disappeared, whidt was (or a long 
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time countenanced by Western geographers, loses more and 
more probability now that it is evident that at a relatively 
recent period the Caspian Sea extended much farther eastward 
than it does now, and that Lake Aral communicated with it 
through the Sary-kamysh depression. The present writer is 

'even inclined to think that, besides this southemoommunication 
with the Caspian, Lake Aral may have been, even in historical 
times, connected with the Mortvyi Kultuk (Tsarevidi) Gulf of 
the Caspian, discharging part of its water into that sea through 
a depression of the Ust-Urt plateau, which is marked by a chain 
of lakes (Chumyslity, Asmantall. In this case it might have 
been easily confounded with a gulf of the Caspian (as by Jenkin-
son). That the level of Lake Aral was much higher in post-
Pliocene times is proved by the discovery of shells of its char-
acteristic species of Reeks and Mytiha in the Kara-kum Desert, 
33 in. south of the lake and at an altitude of 7o ft. above its 
present level, and perhaps even up to 2C0 ft. (by Syevertsov). 

The fish of Lake Aral belong to fresh-water species, and in 
some of its rapid tributaries the interesting Scaphirhyaschus, 
which represents a survival from the Tertiary epoch, is found. 
The fishing is very productive, the fish being exported to Turkes-
tan, Mery and Russia. The shores of the lake are uninhabited; 
the nearest settlements are Kuala, 33 m. east, on the Syr, and 
Chimbai and Kungrad in the delta of the Amn. 

Aurnournis.— Makshfev's " Description of Lake And," and 
Kaulbars' " Delta of the Amu," in Zapiski of Russ. Geogr. Soc., 
set series, v., and new series, ix.; Grimm's Studies of the Aral- 
Caspian Expediting; Nikolsky's " Fishing in Lake Aral," in Inestia, 
Russ. Geogr. Soc., 1887; Prof. Mushketov, Turkestan, vol. i. (1886), 
which contains bibliographical references; Rosier, Die Aralseefrage 
(1873); Wood, Tke Shores of the Aral Lake (1876); and Berg in 
Inastia, Turkestan Branch of  Russian Geol. Soc. (vol. iii. Tashkent, 
19o2). (1). A. K.) 

ARAM, EUGENE (1704-t759), English scholar, but more 
famous as the murderer celebrated by Hood in his ballad, the 
Dream of Eugene Aram, and by Bulwer Lytton in his romance 
of Eugene Ara*, was born of humble parents at Ramsgill, 
Yorkshire, in 1704. He received little education at school, but 
manifested an intense desire for teaming. While still young, 
be married and settled as a schoolmaster at Netherdale, and 
dining the years he spent there, he taught himself both Latin 
and Greek. In 1734 he removed to Knaresborough, where he 
remained as schoolmaster till 1745. In that year a man named 
Daniel Clark, an intimate friend of Aram, after obtaining a con-
siderable quantity of goods from some of the tradesmen in the 
town, suddenly disappeared. Suspicions of being concerned in 
this swindling transaction fell upon Aram. His garden was 
searched, and some of the goods found there. As, however, 
there was not evidence sufficient to convict him of any crime, 
he was discharged, and soon after set out for London, leaving 
his wife behind. For several years he travelled through parts 
of England, acting as usher in a number of schools, and settled 
finally at Lynn, in Norfolk. During his travels be had amassed 
considerable materials for a work he had projected on etymology, 
to be entitled a Comparative Lesko* of the English, Win, Greek, 
Hebrew and Celik Languages. He-was undoubtedly an original 
philologist, who realized, what was then not yet admitted by 
scholars, the affinity of the Celtic language to the other languages 
of Europe, and could dispute the then accepted belief that Latin 
was derived from Greek. Aram's writings show that he had 
grasped the light idea on the subject of the Indo-European 
character of the Celtic language, which was not established 
till J. C. Prichard published his book, Eastern Origin of the Cdtic 
Nations, in 1831. But be was not destined to live in history as 
the pioneer of a new philology. In February 1758 a skeleton 
was dug up at Knaresborough, and some suspicion arose that 
it might be Clark's. Aram's wife had more than once hinted 
that her husband and a man named Houseman knew the secret 
of Clark's disappearance. Houseman was at once arrested and 
confronted with the bones that had been found. He affirmed his 
innocence, and, taking up one of the bones, said, " This is no 
more Dan Clark's bone than it is mine." His manner in saying 
this roused suspicion that be knew more of Clark's disappearance  

than he was willing to admit. He was again examined, and 
confessed that he had been present at the murder of Clark by 
Aram and another man, Terry, of whom nothing further is heard. 
He also gave information as to the place where the body had been 
buried in St Robert's Cave, a well-known spot near %nate*. 
borough. A skeleton was dug up here, and Aram was im-
mediately arrested, and sent to York for trial. Houseman was 
admitted as evidence against him. Aram conducted his own 
defence, and did not attempt to overthrow Houseman's evidence, 
although there were some discrepancies in that; but made a 
skilful attack on the fallibility of circumstantial evidence in 
general, and particularly of evidence drawn from the discovery 
of bones. He brought forward several instances where bones 
had been found in caves, and tried to show that the bones found 
in St Robert's Cave were probably those of some hermit who 
bad taken up his abode there. He was found guilty, and con, 
demned to be executed on the 6th of August 1759, three days 
after his trial. While in his cell he confessed his guilt, and threw 
some light on the motives for his crime, by asserting that he had 
discovered a criminal intimacy between Clark and his own wife. 
On the night before his execution he made an unsuccessful 
attempt at suicide by opening the veins in his arm. 

ARAMAIC LANGUAGES, a dam of languages so called from 
Aram, a geographical term, which in old Semitic usage desig-
nates nearly the same districts as the Greek word Syria. Aram, 
however, does not include Palestine, while it comprehends 
Mesopotamia (Heb. Aram of two rivers), a region which the 
Greeks frequently distinguish from Syria proper. Thus the 
Aramaic languages may be geographically defined as the Semitic 
dialects originally current in Mesopotamia and the regions 
extending south-west from the Euphrates to Palestine. (See 
Seseenc LANGVAGES; SYRIAC; TARCVIL) 

ARANDA, PEDRO PABLO MURIA DR BOLEA, COUNT Or 
(1719-1798), Spanish minister and general, was born at the castle 
of Sif tamo, a lordship of his family near Huesca in Aragon, on the 
1st of August 1719. The house of Abarca was very ancient, a 
fact of which Don Pedro, who never forgot that he was a " rieo 
hombre " (noble) of Aragon, was deeply conscious. He was 
educated partly at Bologna and partly at the military school 
of Parma. In 1740 he entered the army as captain in the 
regiment" Castilla," of which his father was proprietary colonel. 
On the death of his father he became colonel, and served in the 
Italian campaigns of the War of the Austrian Succession. In 
1 749 he married Dona Ana, daughter of the 9th duke of Hijar, 
by whom he bad one son, who died young, and a daughter. 
During the following years he travelled and visited the camp 
of Frederick the Great, whose system of drill he admired and 
afterwards introduced into the Spanish army. After a short 
period of diplomatic service in Portugal, where his exacting 
temper made it impossible for him to agree with the premier, 
Pomba], he returned to Madrid, was made a knight of the Golden 
Fleece, and director-general of artillery—a post which he threw 
up, together with his rank of lieutenant-general, because he 
was not allowed to punish certain fraudulent contractors. The 
king, Ferdinand VI., exiled him to his estates, but Charles M. 
on his accession took him into favour. He was again employed 
in diplomacy, and then appointed to command an army against 
Portugal in 1763. In 1764 he was made governor of Valenda. 
When in 1766 the king was driven from his capital in a riot, he 
summoned Aranda to Madrid and made him president of the 
council, and captain-general of New Castile. Until 1773 Arendt 
was the most important minister in Spain. He restored order 
and aided the king most materially in his work of administrative 
reform. But his great achievements, which gave him a high 
reputation throughout Europe with the philosophical and anti-
clerical parties, were his expulsion of the Jesuits, whom the 
king considered responsible for the riot of 1766, and the active 
part he took in the suppression of the order. Arend* had come 
much under foreign influence by his education and his travels, 
and had acquired the reputation of being a confirmed sceptic. 
By Voltaire and the Encyclopaedists be was erected into a hero 
from whom great things were expected. His ability. his 
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remarkable capacity for work, and his popularity made him in-
dispensable to the king. But he was a trying servant, for his 
temper was captious and his tongue sarcastic, While, his aristo-
made arrogance led hen to display an offensive contempt for 
the eoliths (the stiff collars), as he called the lawyers and  public 
servants whom the king preferred to cheese as ministers, and 
be permitted himself an amazing freedom of language with his 
sovereign. At last Charles W. seat bins as ambassador to Paris 
in a disguised disgrace. Armada held this position till 5787, but 
in Paris he was chiefly known for his oddities of manner and 
for perpetual .wrangling with the French on small points of 
etiquette. He resigned his post for private reasons. In the 
reign of Charles IV., with whom he had been on familiar terms 
during the life of the old king, he was for a very short time prime 
minister in 1792. In reality he was merely used as a screen by 
the queen Maria. Louisa and her favourite Godoy. His open 
sympathy with the French Revolution brought him•nto collision 
with the violent reaction produced in Spain by the excesses of 
the Jacobins, while his temper, which bad beoome perfectly 
Uncontrollable with age, made him insufferable to the king. 
After his removal from office he was imprisoned for a short time 
at Granada, and was threatened with a trial by the Inquisition. 
The proceedings did not go beyond the preliminary stage, and 
Arend& died at Epila on the 9th of January 1798. 

See Don Jacoby de la Peruela sn the Roulet de akin. vet 
ixv. (1872); Don Antonio M•. Fable, in the Diecionario general 
de }willies y adminielraeicni qf Don E. Suarez Inclan (Madrid, 1868), 

 1890). 
L; M. Morel Fail°. Eludes saw I'Espagne (and seri 

(eD
s.  Paris, 

. H.) 
, ARAB ISLANDS, or Sours ARAN, three islarids lying across 
Galway Bay, on the west coast of Ireland, in a south-easterly 
direction, forming a kind of natural breakwater. They belong 
to the couaty Galway, and their population in rem was 2863. 
They are called ftweetivelr-beginning with the northernmost 
—Inishmore (or Aranmorc), the Great Island; Inishmaan, the 
Middle Island; and Inisheer, the Eastern Island. The first 
has an elevation of 384 ft., the second of 256, and the third of 
An. Their formation is carboniferous limestone. These islands 
are remarkable for a number of architectural remains of a very 
early date. In Inishmore there stand, on a cliff 220 ft. high, large 
remains of a circular cyclopean tower, called Dun-Aengus, 
ascribed to the Fir-bolg or Belgae; or, individually, to the first 
of three brothers, Aengus, Concbobar and Nil, who reached Aran 
Islands from Scotland in the sat century ass. There are seven 
other similar structures in the group. Inishmore also bears the 
name of Aram-ea-noonag, Aran-of-the-Saints, from the number 
of religious recluses who took up their abode in it, and gave a 
celebrity to the holy wells, altars and shrines, to which many 
are still attracted. No less, indeed, than twenty buildings of 
ecclesiastical or monastic character have been enumerated in 
the three islands. On Inishmore arc remains of the abbey of 
Killenda. Christianity was introduced in the 5th century, and 
Aran soon became one of the moat famous island-resorts of 
religious teachers and ascetics. The extraordinary fame of the 
foundations here has been inferred from the inscription " VII. 
Romani " on a stone in the church Teampull Brecain on Inish-
more, attributed to disciples from Rome. The total area of the 
Wands is :1,579 acres. The Congested Districts Board made 
many efforts to improve the condition of the inhabitants, especi-
ally by introducing better methods of fishing. A curing station 
is established at Kiileany, the harbour of Inishmore. 

ARANJU (perhaps the ancient Ara Jade), a town of central 
Spain, in the province of Madrid, 30 in. S. of Madrid, on the left 
bank of the river Tagus, at the junction of the main southern 
railways to Madrid, and at the western terminus of the Aranjuez-
Cuenca railway. Pop. (:goo) 22,67o. Iuunjues occupies part 
of a wide valley, about zsoo ft. above the sea. Its formal, 
straight streets, crossing one another regularly at right angles, 
and its uniform, two-storeyed houses were built in imitationuf 
the Dutch style, under the direction of Jeronimo, marquis de 
Grimaldi (1716-1788), ambassador of Charles III. at the Hague. 
A rapid in the Tagus, artificially converted into a weir, renders 
irrigation easy, and has thus created an oasis in the midst of the  

barren plateau of New Castile. On every side the town Is sur-
rounded by royal parks and woods of sycamore', plane-trees 
and elms, often of extraordinary size. The prevalence of the 
dark English elms, first introduced into the country and planted 
here by order of Philip U. (1527-t598), gives to the Amines 
district a character wholly distinct from that of other Spanish' 
landscapes; and at an early period, despite the unhealthy 
climate, and especially the oppressive summer heat, which often 
approaches zoo F., Aranjues became a favourite residence of 
the Spanish court. In the 14th and 15th centuries, the master 
of the Order of Santiago had a country seat here, which passed, 
along with the mastership, into the possession of the crown 
of Spain in 5522. Its successive occupants, from the emperor 
Charles V. (zsoo-.1558) down to Ferdinand VIL (1784-1833). 
modified it according to their respective tastes. The larger 
palace was built by Pedro Caro for Philip V. (1683-r746), in the 
French style of the period. It overlooks the Jardin de la Isla, a 
beautiful garden laid out for Philip II. on an island in the 
Tagus, which forms the scene of Schiller's famous drama Dote 
Carlos. The Cam del Labrador, or Labourer's Cottage, as it 
is called, is a smaller palace built by Charles IV. in 1803, 
and full of elaborate ornamentation. The chief local industry 
is farming, and an annual fair is held in September for the sale 
of live stock. Great attention is given to the rearing of horses 
and mules, and the royal stud used to be remarkable for the 
beauty of its cream-coloured breed. The treaty of 2772 between 
France and Spain was concluded at Aranjues, which afterwards 
suffered severely from the French during the Peninsular War. 
Here, also, in i808, the insurrection broke out which ended in 
the abdication of Charles IV. 

For a feller description of Aranittes see D.S. Vinas y Rey,Aranizes 
(Madrid, 1890): F. Nard, Gala de Aran jun, is historia y deserrpereie 
(Madrid. 1850. (illustrated); Alvarez de Wades, Deomiyenal 
nislorica del real barque y ease de Aranjaes (Madrid. 1804). 

ARANY, JANOS (1817-1882), the greatest poet of Hungary 
after Peter; was born at Nagy-Szalooth on the and of March 
1817, the son of Gyorgy Arany and Sara Megyeri; his people 
were small Calvinist yeomen of noble origin, whose property, 
consisted of a rush-thatched cottage and a tiny plot of land. 
An only son, late born, seeing no companions of his own age, 
hearing nothing but the voices of his parents and the hymns 
and prayers in the little Calvinist chapel, Arany grew up a grave 
and gentle, .but by no means an ignorant child. His precocity 
was remarkable. At six years of age he went to school at 
Udmurt, where be read everything he could lay his hands 
upon in Hungarian and Latin. From thy to 1836 Arany was 
a preceptor at Kis-Wszalles and Debrecen, still a voracious 
reader with a wider field before him, for he had by this time 
taught himself French and German. Tiring of the monotony 
of a scholastic life, he joined a troupe of travelling actors. The 
hardships he suffered were as nothing compared with the pangs 
of conscience which plagued him when he thought of the despair 
of his father, who had meant to make a pastor of this prodigal 
son, to whom both church and college now seemed for ever 
closed. At last be borrowed sixpence from the stage-manager 
and returned home, carrying all his property tied up in a hand-
kerchief. Shortly after his home-coming his mother died and 
his father became stone-blind. Arany at once resolved that it 
was his duty never to leave his father again, and a conrectorship 
which he obtained at this time enabled them to live in modest 
comfort. In 184o be obtained a notaryship also, and the same 
year married Juliana Ercsey, the penniless orphan daughter of 
an advocate. The next few happy years were devoted to his 
profession and a good deal of miscellaneous reading, especially 
of Shakespeare (be learnt English in order to compare the 
original with his well-thumbed German version) and Homer. 
Meanwhile the reactionaries of Vienna were goading the Magyar 
Liberals into revolt, and Arany found a safety-valve for bit 
growing indignation by composing a satirical poem in hex-
ameters, entitled " The Lost Constitution." The Kisfaludy 
Society, the great literary association of Hungary, about this 
time happened to advertise a prize for the best satire on currant 
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His art was essentially rated In the characteiof the whole 
aation and its glorious history. His genius was unusually rich 
and versatile; his artistic conscience always alert and sober. 
His taste was extraordinarily developed and absolutely sure. 
To say nothing of his other great qualities, he is certainly the 
most art/ate of all the Magyar poets. 

See Posthumous Writings and Correspondence of Arany, edited by 

A Pallas Nagy Lerthowa, Kat 2 (Budapest, 1 5): Mar Gael, Life of 
LassI6 Arany (Hung.). (Budapest, 1887-1881),i article' Arany ." in 
!Snot Arany (Hung.), (Budapest. 180); GyOngynay, dues 
Arany's We and Works (Hung.), (Budapest, tam). Translations 
from Arany: The Legend of she Wondrous Hunt (canto 6 of Bale's 
Death). by D. Butler (London, Mt); Toldi, balms  en is chants 
(Paris, 1895); DichisurgenALeipzig, i88o); Komi: Bud's Ted 
(Leipzig. 1879); Ballades, (Vienna, s886). (R. N. B.) 

ARAPAHO (possibly from the Pawnee for " trader "), a tribe 
of North American Indians of Algonquian stock. They formerly 
ranged over the central portion of the plains between the Platte 
and Arkansas. They were a Wave, warlike, predatory tribe. 
With the Sioux and Cheyennes they waged unremitting warfare 
upon the Uwe. The southern divisions of the tribe were placed 
(1867) on a reservation in the west of Indian Territory (now 
Oklahoma), while the northern are in western Wyoming. The 
southern section sold their reservations in inns and became 
American citizens. The Arapahos number is all some s000. 

See INDIANS, NORTH AMERICAN; H. R. Schoolmate, History of
Indies Tribes of the United Stotts (1851-1857. 6 vols.): Ho k 
of A mericas Indians. ed. F. W. Hodge (Washington. 1907). 

ARARAT (Armen. Mesas, Turk. Egri Dagh, i.e. " Painful' 
Mountain," Pers. Kok-i-Arsk, i.e. " Mountain of Noah,"), the 
name given to the culminating point of the Armenian plateau 
which rises to a height of 17,000 ft. above the sea. The massif 
of Ararat rises on the north and east out of the alluvial plain of 
the Arai, here from 2303 ft. to 3000 ft. above the sea, and on the 
south-west sinks into the plateau of Bayezid, about 4500 ft. It 
is thus isolated on all sides but the north-west, where * col about 
6000 ft. high connects it with a long ridge of volcanic mountains.' 
Out of the massif rise two peaks, " their bases confluent at a 
height of 8800 ft., their summits about 7 m. apart." The higher, 
Great Ararat, is " a huge broad-shouldered mass, more of a dome 
than a cone "; the lower, Little Ararat, 12,840 ft. on which the 
territories of the tsar, the sultan, and the shah meet, is " as 
elegant cone or pyramid, rising with steep, smooth, regular sides 
into a comparatively sharp peak " (Bryce). On the north and 
west the slopes of Great Ararat are covered with glittering fields 
of unbroken nevi. The only true glacier is on the north-
east side, at the bottom of a large chasm which runs into the 
heart of the mountain. The great height of the snow-line, 
54,000 ft., is due to the small rainfall and the upward rush of dry 
air from the plain of the Araxes. The middle zone of Ararat, 
500o-11,500 ft., is covered with good pasture, the upper and 
lower zones are for the most part sterile. Whether the tradition' 
which makes Ararat the resting-place of Noah's Ark is of any 
historical value or not, there is at least poetical fitness in the 
hypothesis, inasmuch as this mountain is about equally distant 
from the Black Sea and the Caspian, from the Mediterranean and 
the Persian Gulf. Another tradition—accepted by the Kurds, 
Syrians and Nestorians—fixes on Mount Judi, in the south of 
Armenia, on the left bank of the Tigris, near jezire, as the Ark's 
resting-place. There so-called genuine relics of the ark were 
exhibited, and a monastery and mosque of commemoration 
were built; but the monastery was destroyed by lightning 
in 776 A.D., and the tradition has declined in credit. Round 
Mount Ararat, however, gather many traditions connected with 
the Deluge. The garden of Eden is placed in the valley of the 
Mazes; Marand is the burial-place of Noah's wife; at Arghuri, 
a village near the great chasm, was the spot where Noah planted 
the first vineyard, and here were shown Noah's vine and the 
monastery of St James, until village and monastery were over-
whelmed by a fall of rock, ice and snow, shaken down by an 
earthquake in 184o. According to the Babylonian account, the 
resting-place of the Ark was " on the Mountain of Niiir," which 
some writers have identified with Mount Rowanchu. and others 
with Mount Elburz, near Teheran., 

*yenta. Arany sent la his work, and shortly afterwards was 
awarded the as-gulden prize (7th of February 1846) by the 
society, which then advertised another prize for the best Magyar 
epic poem. Arany won this also with his Toldi (the first part 
of the present trilogy), and immediately found himself famous. 
All eyes were instantly turned towards the poor country notary, 
and Petdfi was the first to greet him as a brother. In February 
of the following year Arany was elected a member of the Kis-
faludy Society. In the memorable year 5848 the people of 
Szalonti elected him their deputy to the Hungarian parliament. 
But neither now nor subsequently (t86:, ant)) would be accept 
a parliamentary mandate. He wrote many articles, however, 
in the gazette Nolphardtja, an organ of the blame government, 
and served in the field as s national guard for eight or ten weeks. 
In 1849 he was in the civil service of the revolutionary govern-
ment, and after the final catastrophe returned to his native 
place, living as best he could on his small savings till 185o, when 
Lajas Tisza, the father of Kilmin Tisza, the future prime 
minister, invited him to his castle at Geszt to teach his son 
Domokos the art of poetry. In the following year Arany was 
elected professor of Hungarian literature and language at the 
Nagy-Karen gymnasium. He also attempted to write another 
epic poem, but the time was not favourable for such an under-
taking. The miserable condition of his country, and his own 
very precarious situation, weighed heavily upon his sensitive 
soul, and he suffered severely both la mind and body. On the 
other band reflection on past events made clear to him not only 
the sufferings but the defects and follies of the national heroes, 
and from henceforth, for the first time, we notice a bitterly 
humorous vein in his writings. Thus Boland IstOk, the first 
canto of which he completed in :85o, is full of sub-amid merri-
ment. During his nine years' residence at Nagy-Karns, Many 
first saioudy turned his attention to the Magyar ballad, and 
not only composed some of the most beautiful ballads in the 
language, but wrote two priceless dissertations on the technique 
of the ballad in general: " Something concerning assonance" 
(1854). and " On Hungarian National Versification " (1836). 

When the Hungarian Academy opened its doors again after 
a ten years' cessation, Many was elected a member (15th 
of December 1858). On the :5th of July :86o he was elected 
director of the revived Kisfaludy Society, and went to Peat. 
In November, the same year, he started Selpirodatnei Figyelg, 
a monthly review better known by its later name, Koury. which 
did much for Magyar criticism and literature. He also edited 
the principal publications of the society, including its notable 
translation of Shakespeare's Dramatic Works, to which he con-
tributed the Hidsonearer Night's Dream (1864 Hamlet and 
King John  (1867). The same year he won the Nkdasdy prize 
of the Academy with his poem "Death of Buda." From 1865 
to 1879 he was the secretary of the Hungarian Academy. 

Domestic affliction, &health and his official duties made these 
years comparatively unproductive, but he issued an edition of 
his collected poems in 5867, and in 183o won the Karamonyi 
prize with his translation of the Comedies of Aristopkones (188o). 
In 1879 he completed his epic trilogy by publishing The Love 
of Toldi and Teidi's Everting, which were received with universal 
enthusiasm. He died suddenly 06 the 24el•-. of October 
The first edition of his collected works, in 8 volumes, was pub-
lished in 1884-1885. 

Arany reformed Hungarian literature. Hitherto classical 
and romantic successively, like other European literatures, he 
first gave it a national direction. He compelled the poetry of 
art to draw nearer to life and nature, extended its boundaries and 
made it more generally intelligible and popular. He wrote not for 
one class or school but for the whole nation. He introduced the 
popular element into literature, but at the same time elevated 
and ennobled it. Whet Peterfi bad done for lyrical he did for 
epic poetry. Yet •there were great differences between them. 
Pet6fi was more subjective, more individual; Arany was more 
objective and national. As a lyric poet Petafi naturally gave 
expression to present moods and feelings; as an epic poet Many 
plunged into the past. He took his standpoint on tradition. 
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From the Armenian plateau, Ararat rises in a graceful isolated 
cone far into the region of perennial snow. It was long believed 
by the Armenian monks that no one was permitted to reach the 
" secret top " of Ararat with its sacred remains, but on the z7th 
of September Oise, Dr. Johann Jacob Parrot (:793-014o) of 
Dorpat, a German in the employment of Russia, sef foot on the 
"dome of eternal ice." Ararat has since been ascended by 

Aftonomov (x834 and 1843); M. Wagner and W. IL Abich 
(z845); J. Chodako, N. W. Chanykov, P. H. Moritz and a party 
of Cossacks in the service of the Russian government (1850); 
Stuart (1856); Monteith (z856); D. W. Freshfield (1868); 
James Bryce (1876); A. V. Markov (1888); P. Pashtukhov and 
H. B. Lynch (1893). Mr Freshfreld thus described the moun-
tain t--" It stands perfectly isolated from all the other ranges, 
with the still more perfect cone of Little Ararat ( a typical 
volcano) at its side. Seen thus early in the season (May), with 
at least goon ft. of snow on its slopes, from a distance and height 
well calculated to permit the eye to take in its true proportions, 
we agreed that no single mountain we know presented such a 
magnificent and impressive appearance as the Armenian Giant." 
There are • number of gluten in the upper portion, and the 
climate of the whole district is very severe. The greater part of the 
mountain is destitute of tress, but the lower Ararat is clothed with 
birches. The fauna and flora are both comparatively meagre. 

Both Great and Little Ararat consist entirely of volcanic rocks, 
chiefly andesites and pyroxene andesites, with some obsidian. No 
crater now exists at the summit of either, but well-formed para-
sitic cones occur upon their flanks. There are no certain historic 
records of any eruption. The earthquake and fall of rock which 
destroyed the village of Arghwi in 1840 may have been caued 
by a volcanic explosion, but the evidence is unsatisfactory. 

The name of Ararat also applies to the Assyrian Madan, the 
country in which the Ark rested after the Deluge (Gen. viii. 4), 
and to which the murderers of Sennacherib fled (a Kings xix. 37; 
Isaiah anvil. 38). The name Umrdhu, originally that of a 
principalitx which included Mount Ararat and the plain of the 
Araxes, is given in Assyrian inscriptions from the 9th century e. c. 
downwards to a kihgdom that at one time included the greater 
part of the later Armenia. The native name of the kingdom was 
Mobutu, and its capital was Date:pas, now Van. The first king, 
Sarduris I. (c. 833 subdued the country of the Upper 
Euphrates and Tigris. His inscriptions are written in cuneiform, 
in Assyrian, whilst those of his successors are in cuneiform, 
in their own language, which is neither Aryan nor Semitic. The 
kings of /Minas extended their kingdom eastward and westward, 
and defeated the Assyrians and Hittites. But Sarduris II. was 
overthrown by Meath Pileser III. (743  s.c.), and driven north of 
the Araxes, where he made Armavir, Armauria, his capital. 
Interesting specimens of Biainian art have been found on the site 
of the palace of Ruses II., near Van. Shortly after 645 B.C. the 
kingdom fell, possibly conquered by Cyaxares, and a way was 
thus opened for the immigration of the Aryan Armenians. The 
name Ararat is unknown to the Armenians of the present day. 
The limits of the Biblical Ararat are not known, but they must 
have included the lofty Armenian plateau which overlooks the 
plain of the Araxes on the north, and that of Mesopotamia on 
the south. It is only natural that the highest and most striking 
mountain In the district should have been regarded as that upon 
which the Ark rested, and that the old name of the country 
should have been transferred to it. 

See oleo H. B. Lynch, Armenia new); Sayre, "Cuneiform 
Inscriptions of Lake Van," in Journal of Royal Asiatic Society, vols. 
xiv xx. and zed.; Megan IfWOW anciettne des unpin de 
l'Orient Assigns, tome Hi., Les Pot/tires (Paris, 899).1 Bryce, 
Truman/aria and Ararat (4th ed., 18g6)e D. W. Frfield, Trasele 
its the Central Cascaras and Basilan (1869); Parrot, Reim sum 
Amen! (1834); Wagner. Reiss sack dew Ararat (rWI); Abich, Die 
Besteigung dos Aroma 0849): articles " Ararat," in Hastings' 
Die/Musty of the Bit*, and the Exeydepealie Bulls. (C. W. W.) 

ARARAT, a municipal town of Ripon county, Victoria, 
Australia, 130 m. by rail W.N.W. of Melbourne. Pop. (gigot) 
3580. It lies at an elevation of 1oz8 ft. towalds the western 
extremity of the Great Dividing range. It is the commercial  

centre of the north-western grain and wool-producing district 
and is also noted for its quartz and alluvial gold-mines. Excellent 
wine is made, and flour-milling, leather-working, brick and candle 
making and soap-boiling are the chief industries. The district 
also yields the best timber in great quantity. Granite, blucstooe, 
limestone and slate abound in the neighbourhood. 

ARAROBA POWDER, a drug occurring in the form of s 
yellowish-brown powder, varying considerably in tint, which 
derives an alternative name—Goa powder—from the Portuguese 
colony of Goa, where it appears to have been introduced about 
the year 285r. The tree which yields it is the Andint Araroins 
of the natural order Legurninosae. It is met with in meat "bun& 
ance in certain forests In the province of Bahia, preferring as a 
rule low and humid spots. The tree is from 8o to zoo ft. high 
and has large imparipinnate leaves, the leaflets of which are 
oblong,about r ✓ in. long and I in. broad, and somewhat truncate 
at the apex.' The flowers are papllionaceous, of a purple colour 
and arranged in panicles. The Goa powder or araroba is con-
tained in the trunk, filling crevices in the heartwood. It is a 
morbid product in the tree, and yields to hot chloroform so% 
of a substance known officially as chryserobin, which has a 
definite therapeutic value and is contained in most modern 
pluirmacopoelas. It occurs as a micro crystalline, odourless, 
tasteless powder, very slightly soluble in either water or alcohol; 
it also occurs in rhubarb root. This complex mixture con-
tains pure chrysarobin (C011,20,), di-chrysarobin methylether 
(CsolltrOrOCH8), di-cht3unrobin (WINO:). Chrrnitobin is a 
methyl trioxyanthracene and exists as a glucoside in the plant, 
but is gradually oxidized to chrysophanic add (a dioxy-methyl 
anthraquinone) and glucose. This strikes a blood-red colour in 
alkaline solutions, and may therefore cause much alum if 
administered to a patient whose urine is alkaline. The British 
pharmacopoeia has an ointment containing one part of clique 
robin and 24 of benzoated lard. 

Both internally and externally the drug b a powerful irritant. 
The general practice amongst modern dermatologists is to use 
only chrysophaitic acid, which may be applied externally and 
given by the mouth in doses of about one grain in cues of 
psoriasis and chronic eczema. The drug is a feeble parasiticide, 
and has been used locally in the treatment of ringworm. It 
stains the skin—and linen—a deep yellow or brown, a coloration 
which may be removed by caustic alkali In weak solution. 

ARAB, the ann. Anus, and the Plugs of Xenophon (Turk. 
and Arab. Ras, Armen. Perash, Georg. Rashid), a river which 
rises south of &serum, in the Bingeul-dagh, and Hews eat 
through the province of &serum, across the Pasin ylateau, 
and then through Russian Armenia, passing between Mount 
Ararat and Erivan, and forming the Russo-Pe Sian frontier. 
Its course is about too tn. long; its prindpal tributary is the 
Zanga, which flows by Erivan and drains Lake Gokcha or 
Sevens'. It is a rapid and muddy stream, dangerous to cross 
when swollen by the melting of the snows in Armenia, but 
fordable in its ordinary state. It formerly joined the Kura; 
but in 1897 it changed its lower course, and now runs direct 
to the Kizil-agach Bay of the Caspian. On an island in its bed 
stood Artaxata, the capital of Armenia from 18o s.c. to S.D. so. 

ABASON, JON (1484-1551),  Icelandic bishop and poet, 
became a priest about 1504, and having attracted the notice 
of Gottskalk, bishop of llolar, was sent by that prelate on two 
missions to Norway. In istr he succeeded Gottskalk in the 
see of Hobs, but he was soon driven out by the other Icelandic 
bishop, Ogmund of Skalholt. His wile, however, was brief, and 
some years after his return he became involved in a dispute 
with his sovereign, Christian III., king of Denmark, because 
he refused to further the progress of Lutheranism in the island. 
Then in r 548, when a large number of the islanders had accepted 
the reformed doctrines, Arason and Ogmund joined their force 
and attacked the Lutherans. Civil war broke out, and in 1551 
the bishop of Hoke and two of his sons were captured and 
executed. Anson, who was the last Roman Catholic bishop in 
Iceland, is celebrated as a poet, and as the man who introduced 
printing into the island. 



ARAttlik---AkAATCANTANS 
ANA'N/IL of Liguria, a Clitistian poet, who lived diking the 

6th century. He was an orphan, and owed his early education 
to Laurentfus,erchbishop of Milan, and Ennodius, bishop°. Pavia, 
who talk great interest in him. After completing his studies, he 
practised with 'tweets as an advocate, and was appointed to an 
influential post at the court of Athalaric, king of the Ostiogoths. 
About 540, he quitted the service of the state, took orders and 
was elected sub-deacon of the' Roman Church. He gained the 
favour of Pope Vigilius; to whom he dedicated his Dr Adams 
Apostolorant (written about 544), which was much admired 
in the middle ages. The poem, consisting of some zpso how 
metets, hi of littiemerit, being full of mystical and allegorical 
interpretations and king-winded digressions; the versification, 
except for certain eccentricities in prosody, is generally correct. 

•Text by Hilbert. iliso. See Leimbach, " Der Dichter Arator," in 
Theolociseke Studien end Kritik (1873); .Manitios, Clesckiasto dee 
elsristbek4ateisischen Perak (1891). 

ARAM, Greek statesman, was born at Skyon in 275 
and educated at Argos after the death of his father, at the hands 
of Abantidas, tyrant of Sicyon. When twenty years old Aratus 
delivered Sicyon from its tyrant by a bold coup de wale. jay 
enrolling it in the Achaean Lane (q.v.) he secured it against 
Macedonia, and with funds received from Ptolemy Philadelphus 
he pacified the returned exiles. Ever anxious to extend the 
league, in which after 245 he was general almost every second 
year, Aratus took Osrinth by surprise (243), and with mingled 
threats and persuasion won over other cities, notably Megalopolis 
(233) and Argos (22e), whose tyrants abdicated voluntanly. 
He fought successfully against the Aetolians (au), and in 228 
induced the Macedonian commander to evacuate Attke. But 
when Cleomenes IlL (q.v.) opened hostilities, Aratus sustained 
several reverses, and Was badly defeated near Dyme (226 or 225). 
Rather than admit Cleomenes as chief of the league, where be 
might have upset the' existing timocracy, Amen opposed all 
attempts at mediation. As plenipotentiary in 224 he called 
in Antigonus Doom of Macedonia, and /wiped to recover Corinth 
and Argos and to crush Cleomenes at SelLsda, but at the same 
time sacrificed the independence of the league. In 220-219 the 
Aetolians defeated him in Arcadia and harried the Peloponnese 
unchecked. When Philip V. of Macedon tade to expel these 
marauders, Aratus became the king's adviser, and averted s 
treacherous attack on Messene (us); before long, however, he 
lost favour and in 213 was poisoned. The Skyonians accorded 
him hero-worship as a " son of Asclepius." To Aratus is due the 
credit of having made the Achaean League an effective instru-
ment against tyrants and foreign enemies. But his 'military 
Incapacity and his blind hatred of democratic reform went far 
to undo, his work. 

Polybius 	follows the Memoirs which Aratus wrote to 
justify his statesmanship,—Plutarch (Aratus and Clements) used 
this same source and the hostile account of Phylarchus; Pow H. 
to; see Neumeyer, Arafat son Sarni (LW&  M. a B. C.) 

ARON, of SOHin Cilicia, Greek didactic poet, a contem-
porary of Callimachus and Theocritus, was born about us Sc. 
He was invited (about 326) to the court of Antigonus Comets 
of Macedonia, where he wrote his most famous poem, Ousepent 
(Appearances, or Phenomena). He then spent some time with 
Antiochus I. of Syria; but subsequently returned to Macedonia, 
where be died about 245. Aratus's only extant works are two 
short poems, or two fragments of his one poem, Written in 
hexameters; an imitation of a prose work on astronomy by 
Eudozus of Cnidus, and .ituorreariS (on weather signs), chiefly 
from Theophrattut The work has all the characteristics of the 
Alexandrian school of poetry. Although Aratus was ignorant 
of astronomy, his poem attracted the favourable notice of 
distinguished specialists, such as Hipparchus, who wrote com-
mentaries upon It. Amongst the Romans it enjoyed a high 
reputation (Ovid, Amara , i. t 5, 16). Cicero, Caesar Germankus 
and Avienus translated it; the two last versions and fragments of 
Cicero's are still extant. Quintilian x. I, 55) is less 
enthusiastic. Virgil has imitated the Prognostics to some extent  

in the Georgiti. One verse from the epeeists invocation to Zeus 
has become famous from being quoted by St Paul (Acts evil. 28). • 
Several accounts of his life are extant, by anonymous Greek 
writers. 

Edina prineeps, Top: Beide, 1703; Maass. iiiitzt; A rampart, 
Commodanoram Ammon Reliqusae 08981 by same. ng is 
translations: Lamb. 1848f Poste, 1880;  K. 0:000, 1885: Pnlmc 
1895. On recently discovered fragments. see H. I. Bell. in Classical 
Quarterly, April zooy; also Berliner Xlassikertexte,• Heft v. t. 
pp. 4714• . . 

ARAUCANIA, the name of a lane territory of Chile, South 
America, S. of the Bio-bio river, belonging to the Araucanian 
Indians (sce below) at the timed their independence 01 Spanish 
and Chilean authority. The loss of their political independence, 
has been followed by that of the greater part of, theft territory,• 
which has been divided up into the Chilean provinces of Amuco, 
Bio-bio, Mallow and Cautin, and the Indians, much reduced in 
number, now live in the wooded recesses of the three provinces 
last named. 

ARAUCANIA= (or Ares), a tribal group of South Americas 
Indians in southern Chile (see above). Physically a fine race, 
their hardiness and bravery enabled them successfully to 
resist the Incas in the 25th century. Their government was 
by four lova: or princes, independent of one another, but 
confederates against foreign enemies. Each tetrarchy was 
divided into five provinces, ruled by five chiefs called ape-almert; 
and each province into ninodistricts, governed byes many ulnas,' 
who were subject to the ap•ulmen, as the latter were to the 
bends. These various chiefs (who all bore the title of drum) 
composed the aristocracy of the country. They held their 
dignities by hereditary descent in the male line, and in the ordeS 
of primogeniture. The supreme power of each tetrarchy resided 
in a council of the ulmen, who assembled annually in a large plain.. 
The resolutions of thi•f:04=U were subject to papules assent, 
The chiefs, indeed, were little more than leaders in War; for the 
right of private revenge limited their authority in judicial matters; 
and they received no taxes. Their laws were merely traditional 
customs. War was declared by the council, messengers bearing 
arrows dipped in blood being sent to all parts of the •country 
to summon the men to arms. From the time of the first Spanish 
invasion (:333) the Arauesuilans made a vigorous resistance, and 
after worsting the best scddlers and the best generals of Spain for 
two centuries obtained in acknowledgment of their independence. 
Their success was due as much to their readinesi in adopting 
their enemy's methods of wariness to their btavesy.• Realizing 
the inefficiency of their old missiles when opposed to muskeg 
balls, they laid aside their bows, and armed themselves with 
spears, swords or other weapons fitted for close combat Their 
practice was to advance rapidly within such a distance of the 
Spaniards as would not leave the latter time to reload' after 
firing. Here they received without shrinking a volley, which was 
certain to destroy a number of them, and then rushing forward 
in close order, fought their enemies hand to hand. 

The Araucanians believe in a supreme being, and in many 
subordinate spirits, good and bad. They believe also f•at:ins 
and divination, but they have neither temples not idols,  not 
religious rites. Very few have become Roman Catholics. They 
believe bra future state, and have a confused tradition respecting 
a deluge, from which some persons were saved an a high mountain. 
They divide the year into twelve months of thirty days, and add 
five days by intercalation. They esteem poetry and eloquence; 
but can scarcely be induced to learn reading or writing 

The tribal divisions have little or no orgeniation. • Same 
50,000 In number, they spend a nomad existence wandering from 
pasture to pasture, living in low skin tents, their herds providing 
their food. They still preserve theft warlike nature, though in 
t82o they formally recognised Chilean rule. In 1861 Antoine de 
'Dolmens (182o-1878), a French adventurer in Chile; proclaimed 
himself king of Araucania under the title of Orelie Antoine L, 
and tried to obtain subscriptions from• France to support his 
enterprise. But his pretensions ryas ludicrous; he was' quickly 
captured by the Chileans and sent back .to France ("ASH u 
madman; and though he made one mom abortive effort in au. 
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to recover his " kingdom." and °Copied his pen in magnifying 
his achievements, nobody took him seriously except a few of the 
deluded Indians. 

See Domcyko, Araucania y sot habiltudes (Santiago, 1846); de 
Ginoux, ' 1.e Chili at les Araucans," in Boll. de Is sec. de glop. 
(1852); E. R. Smith, A rostamiou (New York, 1855); J. T. Medina, 
248 oborjettes de Chile (Santiago, t1192); A. Polakowsky, Die hostage', 
Astrologist!, Globus No. 74 (Brunswick, 1898). 

ARAUCARIA, a genus of coniferous trees included in the tribe 
Armicarieme. They are magnificent evergreen trees, with 
apparently whorled branches, and stiff, flattened, pointed leaves, 
found in Brazil and Chile, Polynesia and Australia. The name 
of the genus is derived from Arauco, the name of the district in 
southern Chile. where the trees were first discovered. Arasworia 
imbricate, the Chile pine, or " monkey puzzle," was introduced 
into Britain in r 796. It is largely cultivated, and usually stands 
the winter of.Britain; but in some years, when the temperature 
fell very low, the trees have suffered much. Care should be 
taken in planting to select a spot somewhat elevated and well 
drained. The tree grows to the height of t so ft. in the Cordilleras 
s•Chlle. The cones are from 8 to 84 in. broad, and 7 to7# in. long. 
The wood of the tree is bard and durable. This is the only 
species which can be cultivated in the open air in Britain. 
Ammo:rid beasiliaaarthe Brazil pine, is a native of the mountains 
of southern Brazil; and was introduced into Britain in 1819. 
It is not ao hardy as A. imbricate, and requires protection 
during winter. It is grown in conservatories for ball-hardy 
plants. Arakearia excels*, the Norfolk Island pine, a native of 
Norfolk Island and New Caledonia, was discovered during 
Captain Cook's second voyage, and introduced into Britain by 
Sir Joseph Banks in 1793: It cannot be grown in the open air 
in Britain, as it requires protection from frost, and is more 
tender than the Brazilian pine. It is a majestic tree, sometimes 
attaining a height of more than MO ft. The scales of its cones 
are winged, and have a hook at the apex. Araucaria Cunning-
Irani, the Moreton Bay pine, is a tall tree abundant on the shores 
of Moreton Bay, Australia, and found,through the littoral region 
of Queensland to Cape York Peninsula, also in New Guinea. 
It requires protection in England during the winter. Araucaria 
Adwilli the Bunya-Bunya pine, found on the mountains of 
southern Queensland, between the rivers Brisbane and Burnett, 
at 27.S. lat., Is a noble tree, attaining a height of too to rso ft., 
with a straight trunk and white wood. It bears cones•as large 
as a znan's head. Its seeds arevery large,and are used*, food by 
the natives. Annicarie Aoki, which Is store of New Caledonia, 
attains a height of so or 6o ft. Arzucaria Coutiii, also a native 
of New Caledonia, attains a height of r so ft. It is found also in 
the Isle of Pines, and in the New Hebrides. The tree has a 
remarkable appearance, due to shedding its primary branches 
for about five-sixths of Its height and replacing them by a small 
bushy growth, the whole resembling a tall column crowned with 
foliage, •  suggesting to its discoverer, Captain Cook, a tall column 
of basalt. 

ARANO. a coast province of southern Chile, bounded N., E. 
and S. by the provinces of Concepcion, Bio-bio, Mallet° and 
Cautin. Arta, 3438 eq. M.; pop. (at tom) 70,635. The 
province originally covered the once independent Indian territory 
of Araucania (q,.), but this was afterwards divided into four 
provinces. It is devoted largely to agricultural pursuits. The 
capital Leb6.(p4. 11E1904 3178) 18 situated on the coast about 
SS m. south of Concepci6e, with which it is connected by rail. 

ARAVALLI HULL a range of mountains in India, running 
for Soo m. in a north.easterly direction, through the. Rajputana 
states and the British district of Ajmere-Merwara, situated 
between 24• and .7. so' N. lat., and between 72° and 7S°  E. long. 
They consist 'of a series of ridges and peaks, with a breadth 
varying from 6 to 6o m. and an elevation of woo to 300o ft., 
the highest point being Mount Abu, rising to 5653 ft., near the 
Welk-western extremity of the range. Geologically they belong 
to the primitive feemation—granite, compact dark blue slate, 
Ilheim and syenite.• The dueling white effect of their peaks is 
produced, not by snow, as smug the Himalayas, but by enormous  

masses of vitreous rose-coloured quarts. On the north their 
drainage forms the Luni and Sakhl rivers, which fall into the 
Gulf of Cutch. To the south, their drainage supplies two distinct 
river systems, one of which debouches in comparatively small 
streams on the Gulf of Cambay, while the other unites to form 
the Chambal river, a great southern tributary of the Jumna, 
flowing thence via the Ganges, into the' Bay of Bengal on the 
other side of India. The Aravalli hills are for the most part bare 
of cultivation, and even of jungle. Many of them are mere heaps 
of sand and stone; others consist of huge masses of quartz. The 
valleys between the ridges are generally sandy deserts, with an 
occasional oasis of cultivation. At long intervals, however, a_ 
fertile tract marks some great natural line of drainage, and 
among such valleys Ajmere city, with its lake, stands conspicuous. 
The bills are inhabited by a very sparse population of Mhairs, 
an aboriginal race. For long these people formed a difficult 
problem to the British government Previously to the British 
occupation of India they had been accustomed to live, almost 
destitute of clothing, by the produce of their herds, by the chase 
and by plunder. But Ajmere having been ceded to the East 
India Company in 1818, the Mhair country was soon afterwards 
brought under British influence, and the predatory instincts of 
the people were at the same time controlled and utilized by 
forming them into a Merwara battalion. As the peaceful results 
of British rule developed, and the old feuds between the Mhairs 
and their Rajput neighbours died out, the Mhair battalion was 
transformed into a police force, The Aravalli mountaineers 
strongly objected to this change, and pleaded a long period of 
loyal usefulness to the state. They were accordingly again 
erected into a military battalion and brought upon the roll of the 
British army. Under Lord Kitchener's scheme of 1903 they 
were entitled the soth Merwara Infantry. TheAravallihillss efid  
off rocky ridges in a north-easterly direction through the stated 
of Alwar and Jaipur, which from time to time reappear in the 
form of isolated hills and broken rocky elevations. to near Delhi: 

ARAWAlt (" meal-eaters," in reference to cassava, their 
staple food), a tribe of South American Indians of Dutch 
and British Guiana. The Arawaks have given their name to 4 
linguistic stock of South America, the Arawakan, which includei 
many once powerful tribes. The'Arawakans were once numerous, 
their tribes stretching from southern Brazil and Bolivia to Central, 
America, occupying the whole of the West Indies and having 
settlements on the Florida seaboard. They were found by the 
Spaniards in Haiti and possibly in the•ahamas, but the Caribs 
had expelled them from most of the islands. The Arawaks 
proper were physically an undersized, weakly people, peaceable 
agriculturists, by far the most civilised of all Ouiana peoples, 
being skilful weavers and workers in stone and gold. The chief 
tribe which may be called Arawakan are'the Anti, Arawak; 
Barre, Goajlro, Guana, Manus, Mineteneri, Maipuri, Mama°, 
Morn, Pass*, Piro and Taruma. 

See Everard F. fin Thorn, Amass Are radians bf Gamut (Loucks, 
1883). 

ARMCO, accotding to Ctesiss (Dicidor. Ii. se if. 32), one 
of the generals of Sardanapalus, king of Assyria and founder of 
the Median empire about 83o 11.C. But Ctesias's whole history 
of the Assyrian and Median empires is absolutely fabulous; 
his Arbaces and his successors are not historical personages. 
From the inscriptions of Sargon of Assyria we know one " Arbaku 
Dynast of Amelia " as one°, forty.five chiefs of Median districts 
who paid tribute to Sargon in 713 B.C. See Mum. (En. M.) 

ARBB (Serbs-Croatian Rat), an Wand in the Adriatic 
Sea, forming the northernmost point of Dalmatia, Austria. 
Pop. (non) 4441. Arbe is 13 m. long; its greatest breadth 
is s tn. The capital, which bears the same name, is a walled 
town, remarkable, even among the Dalmatian cities, for its 
beauty. It occupies a steep ridge jutting out from the west 
coast. At the seaward end of this promontory is the 13th-
century cathedral; behind which the belfries of four churches,. 
at least as ancient, rise in a row along the crest of the ridge; 
while behind these, again, are the castle and a background of 
desolate bills. Many of the houses are roofless and untenanted; 
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for, after live centuries of prosperity under Venetian or Ifmgarian 
role, an outbreak of plague In r456 swept away the majority 
of the townsfolk, and ruined the survivors. Some of the old 
palaces are, nevertheless, 'of considerable interest; one espbcially 
as the birthplace of the celebrated philosopher, Marc Antonio 
de Dominis. Fishing and agriculture constitute the chief re-
sources of the islanders, whose ancient silk industry is still 
maintained. In tor8 the yearly tribute due to Venice was 
fixed at ten pounds of silk or five pounds of gold. 

ARBIL% (ADA'n.., i.e. "Four-god-city"), an ancient town 
in Adiabene, the capital in Assyrian and pre-Assyrian times 
of the country between the greater and lesser Lab, and heat 
of an important cult of Ishtar. The battle in which Alexander 
overthrew Darius in 331 n.c., though named in the rid books 
after Arbela, was probably fought at Gaugamela, some Min. 
away (Yorck von Wartenburg, Kunst Obersicht der Peldsfige 
A. des Cr.). The modern town of Erbil or Arbil, in the vflayet 
of Mosul, is about 4o m. from Mosul on the road to Bagdad. 
The greater part of the town, which seems at one time to have 
been very large, is situated on an artificial mound about 1 5o ft. 
high. It became the seat of the Ayy0bite sultan Saladin in rr 84; 
NU bequeathed in 1233 to the caliphs of Bagdad; MS plundered 
by the Mongols in 1236 and in 1393 by 7Intur, and was taken 
in 1732 by the Persians under Nadir Shah. In the 74th century 
the Christians werealmost exterminated. The population, which 
varies from moo to 60oo, is chiefly composed of Kurds. 

The ruins of another ARBLIA (Irbid, Beth-MAP in Palestine, 
situated near the west shore of the Sea of Galilee, a little north 
of its centre, are not in themselves of high interest, but the site 
is noteworthy through its connexion with the neighbouring 
caves in the lofty flank of the Wadi Hamam, above which Arbela 
stood. These caves (called by the Arabs Eulat ibn Ma'an) 
are apparently natural, but were enlarged and fortified. They 
weft used by the inhabitants of Arbela as a place of refuge 
from the army of Bacchides, general of Demetrius III., king of 
Syria, and were the resort of bandits in the reign of Herod the 
Great. He laid siege to them, and his men could only gain access 
to the caves by being let down from above. The caves were 
also fortified against the Romans by Josephus. 

ARIL, =WARD (7836- ), English man of letters, 
was born in London on the 4th of December 1836. From 1854 
to 7878 he was a clerk in the admiralty; from 7878 to 1881 
lecturer on English, under Prof. H. Morley, at University College; 
and from 188r to 1894 professor of English at Mason College, 
Birmingham. From 1894 he lived in London its emeritus pro-
fessor, being also a fellow of King's College. In reps he received 
the honorary degree of D. Litt at Oxford. He married in 1869, 
and had two sons, one of them, E. A. N. Arber, becoming 
demonstrator in palaeobotany at Cambridge. As a scholarly 
editor Professor Arber 's services to English literature are memor-
able. His name is associated particularly with the series of 
"English Reprints " (t868-188o), by which an accurate text of 
the works of many English authors, formerly only accessible in 
tare or expensive editions, was placed within reach of the 
general public. Among the thirty volumes of the series were 
Gosson's School of Abase, Ascham's Toxophilus, Totters 

Naunton's Freessolfa Regalia, atc. It was followed by 
the

• 

 " English Scholar's Library " (r6 vols.) which included the 
Works (18S4) of Captain John Smith, governor of Virginia, and 
the Poems (7883) of Richard Bamfield. In his English Garner 

vole. 5877-1896) he made an admirable collection of rare old 
tracts and poems; in 2899-r9or he issued British Anthologies 
(to vole.), and in 19127 began a series called A Christian Library. 
He also accomplished single-handed the editing of two vast, and 
invaluable, English bibliographies: A Transcript of the Registers 
of the Stationer? Company, 1553-164o (1875-1894), and The 
Term Catalogues, 7664-r7o9; with a number foe Easter Terra 
'ytt (t4.34-3906), edited from the quarterly lists of the book-
sef ors. 

ARBITRAOH. the term applied to the system of equalizing 
prices in different commercial centres by buying in the cheaper 
market and selling in the dearer. These transactions, or their  

converse, are mainly confined to stocks sad shares, foreign 
exchanges and bullion; and ant for the most pert misled an 
between London and other European capitals and largely with 
New York. When prices in Leaden are affected by financial or 
pditical causes, all other markets are sooner mister influenced, 
at London is'the banking and financial centre for the commerce 
of the world. It may, however, also occur that some local event 
of importance initiates a rise or fall in a particular market which 
must ultimately affect other countries. For Butanes, a mist 
in France would imnediately depress all French securities, and 
by exciting the fears of capitalists would :Minolta training 
of fund! and raise all the exchanges against France. 

In ordinary times those engaged in arbitrage operate with a 
very small margin of profit. The great improvement in postal, 
telegraphic asd telephonic communication enables 'pastors 
to .close transactions with amazing sapidity, while competition 
reduces the margin of profit to a mininaum. Operations in 
American stocks and shares are carried on between London and 
New York on a vast scale, while transactions in African mining 
shares are undertaken to a considerable extent between London 
and Paris. The frequent fluctuations in the prima of the latter 
securities °flat a large and infidel geld to bold operators poseessed 
of large resources, while those who have small Means often 
succumb in a commercial crisis. As regards foreign exchange 
and bullion, arbitrage °pastas:tend on a fairly safe foundation, 
the fluctuations being Blight and involving little or no risk, 
although they yield a very small margin of profit. Arbitrage 
operations are for these reasons resorted to frequently by one 
country in supplying the requirements of another. The slightest 
advantage in any market is put to profit, and as the mania in 
ordinary exchange transactions is minute, the ability to operate 
in this ass Ashton' renders business possible, which would 
otherwise be impractkable. To give concrete instances of the 
working of arbitrage the following may be cited:

On che rist of May troo6 the exchange on London in Vienna 
war telegraphed from that city 34 kronen 44 cents; Undo% 
requiring to purchase remittances, found that Antwerp had 
some Vienna to sell, and arranged to buy there. The transao 
lions worked out as follows:—The direct exchange in Antwerp 
on London being 25•254, and Antwetplic selling pdce of Vienna 
being 1o5 francs for reo kronen, on dividing •23.254 by 105 an 
exchange of 24•054 was obtained or 4 oast cheaper than the 
direct exchange between Vienna and London. 

Again a portion of the proceeds of the Russian loan of 7906 
had .  to be remitted to Berlin from Paris. Having exhausted 
local balances in Berlin, Paris on one side, and Berlin on the 
other, sought to prevent gold shipments from Berlin, and thus 
cause stringency in that money market On the ust of May 29°6 
Berlin was therefore seeking to sell Paris in London at 81.35 
marks for too francs, and draw on London for the proceeds at 
to-so. This transaction produced a parity between the exchanges 
of 25•2o, which left a small margin in London. 

Two instances of arbitrage of stocks are the following:—
On the 24th of March r906, Japanese exchequer bonds, series 
a and 3, were bought in Tokio at 934 and were paid for by 
telegraphic transfer at 24 pence per yen, and were sold in 
London the same day at 94 for payment on arrival of bonds. 
It took five weeks for the transmission of the bonds to London, 
where they were dealt in on the fixed basis of exchange, namely 
244 pence per yen. The Louden price works out thus: 

93.33 X 24.375  92 77. 
24•0 

to which must be added the loss of interest, as the firm in London 
paid cash on the 34th of March for the telegraphic transfer, 
and did not recover payment until the arrival of the bonds from 
Tokio five weeks later. The following is a computation of the 
transaction:— 

London price 	 9217 
Five weeks at 3% 
English stamp 4% oa seminal amount 	 .80 
Ineumace 	 • 13 

9344 
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This sum represents the net cost to the arbitrage house in London, 
and the money paid on the s8th of April left a profit of about 
e,%. The bonds being " to beater " insurance was necessary 
for the safety in this, as in all similar transactions. 

In the next example, however, this expense was unnecessary, 
the bonds being " inscribed." On the ma of May teo6 American 
Steel common shares were sold for cash in New York at arils 
dollars per share, and were bought in London at 42,7, for the 
account day, May 31st. These figures are explained by the 
fact that transactions in the United States stocks and shares are 
on the fixed basis of five dollars per pound sterling, while as 
regards payments in New York the exchange varies daily: Rail-
way shares are generally zoo dollars each. In the London market, 
however, five shares of too dollars would be boo nominal 
These shares, therefore, cost in London, at the purchase price 
of 42518, L4 21  4: S. The money realized in New York for five 
shares at 4t* was 205 .93 dollars. A cheque on London was 
bought at 4 dollars 8s1 cents, realizing £42 : 8 ;9. It should be 
noted that the shares in these cases are generally lent by the 
New York correspondent, thus saving loss of interest. The 
resulting profit in this particular instance was es. ad. for each 
five shares, divided between the London and New York arbitrage 
firms. Arbitrage operations with distant countries such as India 
are large and mainly profitable. Arbitrage with India consists 
chiefly in buying bills of exchange in London, such as India 
Council rupee bills amounting to about :6 millions sterling 
annually, and commercial bills drawn against goods exported 
to India. The counter-operation consists in purchasing in India, 
for short or long delivery, sterling bills drawn against exports 
to Great Britain of Indian produce, such as cotton, tea, indigo, 
tete and wheat. These operations greatly facilitate trade and the 
moving of produce front the interior of India to the seaports. 
Without this assistance Great Britain's enormous trade could 
not be carried on, and she would have to revert to the primitive 
system of barter. The same advantages are afforded to her vast 
trade with China and Japan, with the material difference that 
the supply of government council bills is confined to the Indian 
trade. The balance of trade with all countries is generally 
settled by specie shipments; hence, with the Far East, silver 
and gold play an important part in arbitrage. 

It will thus be seen that arbitrage fills a useful place in com-
merce; the profits are small because the competition is great; 
nevertheless huge transactions employing thousands of clerks 
result from this system. 

The literature of the subject is extremely meagre. Lord Goschen's 
Theory of Fordo Exchanges (Lo ndon.1866) is general and theoretical. 
but throws great light upon particular aspects of the philosophy of 
arbitrage without touching specially on the details of the subject 
itself. The principal other works are: Kelly's Cambia (1811, 
3835); Otto Swoboda, Die kaufmannische it rbitrap (Berlin. aiya), 
and &km sad Active (Cologne, 1869) ; Coquehnet Guillaumin. 
Dictionnal.* de Peconotnie politics. (Paris, 18 t-1853); Ottomar 
Haupt. London Arbitrageur (London. 1870); Charles lc Touz6, 
Traiti &copious d pralique du change (Pads. 1868)• Tate, Afodera 
Cantbist (London. 1868); Simon Spitzer, Veber Manz- and Arbi-
trageffrechassag Wilma. 187:1: J. W. Gilbart, Principles r,,d Pra, 
tice of Banking (London, 1571); G. Clam, 71....1 .1i C of S.:reign 
Exchanges (and ed., 1895);  Money Market Primer and Rey to Ike 
Exchanges (2nd ed., reoo); I. Pallaia, Les Changes Strangers et ks 
prix (Paris, nos). (Sw.) 

ARBITRATION (Lat. arbikari, to examine or judge), a term 
derived from the nomenclature of Roman law, and applied to an 
arrangement for taking, and abiding by, the judgment of a 
selected person in some disputed matter, instead of carrying 
it to the established courts of justice. In disputes between 
states, arbitration has long played an important part (see 
ARBITRATION, INTERNATIONAL). The present article is restricted 
to arbitration under municipal law; but a separate article 
is also devoted to the use of arbitration in labour disputes (see 
ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION). 

Roman Lay.—Arrangements for avoiding the delay and 
expense of litigation, and referring a dispute to friends or neutral 
persons, are a natural practice, of which traces may be found 
in any state of society; but it is from Roman Law that we 
derive arbitration as a system which has found its way into the  

practice of European nations in general, and has oven evaded 
the dislike of the English common lawyers to the civil law. 
The praetor, who had the arrangement of all trial* or private 
suits and the formal appointment of judges for them, referred 
the great majority of such cases for decision to a judge who 
was styled usually index but sometimes arbiter. The phrase 
judex arbiterne frequently occurs.. The jades and the arbiter 
had the same functions, and apparently the only express basis 
for the distinction between the two words is that there might 
be several arbitri but never more than one juries is a ease. 
The term arbiter seems, however, to have been sometimes used 
when the referee had a certain degree of latitude, and was en-
titled to give weight to equitable considerations (Roby, lad. 
Ross. Law, i. 318; Hunter, Roman LOW taw), p. 48; and 
see Cicero pro Rose. Com . 4, sea to-13; Gahm, Inst. iv. a. 163). 
Apart from this system of compulsory reference by the praetor, 
Roman law recognized a voluntary reference (eompromissans) 
to an arbiter or arbitrator by the parties themselves. The 
arbitrator ex compromisso samples had no coercive jurisdiction, 
and in order to make his award effective, the agreement of 
reference was confirmed by a stipulation and usually provided 
a penalty (porn., pecsasia compromissa) in case of disobedience. 
The sum agreed on by,  way of penalty might be either specific 
or unliquidated, e.g. ' whatever the matter may be worth " 
(Dig. iv., tit. 8, S. 28). The arbitrator ex COMITOPPII,TIO sionaker, 
like thejudkial arbiter, was expected to take account of equitable 
considerations in coming to a decision. if three arbitrators 
were appointed, a majority could decide; in case of two being 
appointed and not agreeing, the praetor would compel them to 
choose SI third (Roby, 551 sap., L 320, jar; Dig. iv., lit. 8, s. 17). 
As in English law, it was necessary that the award should cover 
all the points submitted (Dig. iv., tit. 8, s. sz). 

Law of England.—The law of England as to arbitration is now 
practically summed up in the Arbitration Act of 1889. This 
statute is an express code as to proceedings in all arbitration 
but " criminal proceedings by the crown ' cannot be referred 
under it (ss. is, 14). The statute subdivides its subject-matter 
into two headings. L References by consent out of court; 
II. References under order of court. 

(I) Here the first matter to be dealt with is the submisei.  on. A 
submission is defined ass written agreement (it need not be signed 
by both parties) to submit present or future differences eke... 
to arbitration, whether a particular arbitrator is lb WW1e 
named in it or not. The capacity of a person to agree 
to arbitration, or to act as arbitrator, depends on the 
general law of contract. A submission by an infant is not void, 
but is voidable at his option (see larartr). A counsel has • 
general authority to deal with the conduct of an action, which 
includes authority to refer it to arbitration, but be has no 
authority to refer an action against the wishes of his client, or 
on terms different from those which his client has sanctioned; 
and if be does so, the reference may be set aside, although the 
limit put by the client on his counsel's authority is not made 
known to the other side when the reference is agreed upon 
(Neale v. Gordon Lennon, 1902, A.C. 465). The committee of 
a lunatic, with the sanction of the judge in lunacy, may refer 
disputes to arbitration. As an arbitrator is chosen by the parties 
themselves the question of his eligibility is of comparatively 
minor importance; and where an arbitrator has been chosen 
by both parties, the courts are reluctant to set the appointment 
aside. This question has arisen chiefly in contracts for works, 
which frequently contain a provision that the engineer shall be 
the arbitrator, in any dispute between the contractor and his 
own employer. The practical result is to make the engineer 
judge in his own cause. But the courts will not in such cases 
prevent the engineer from acting, where the contractor was 
aware of the facts when he signed the contract, and there is no 
reason to believe that the engineer will be unfair (fees and 
Barker V. Wil/OBS, 1894, 2 Ch. 478). Even the fact that he has 
expressed an opinion on matters in dispute will not of itself 
disqualify him (Halliday v. Hamilton's Trustees, :goy, s Fraser, 
Soo). So, too, where a barrister was appointed arbitrator, the 
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court refused to stop the arbitration on the mere ground that 
be was the client of a firm of solicitors, the conduct of one of 
whom was in question (Bright v. River Plate Construction Co., 
:goo, 2 CL 835). 

Under the law prior to the act of 1889 (a) an agreement to 
refer disputes generally, without naming the arbitrators, was 
always irrevocable, and an action lay for the breach of it, 
although the court could not compel either of the parties to 
proceed under it; (b) an agreement to refer to a particular arbi-
trator was revocable, and if one of the parties revoked that 
particular arbitrator's authority he could not be compelled 
to submit to it; (c) when, however, the parties bad got their 
tribunal fixed, and were proceeding to carry out the agreement 
to refer, the act 9 and ro Will. III. c. 15 provided that the 
submission might be made a rule of court, a provision which 
gave the court power to assist the patties in the trial of the case, 
end to enforce the award of the arbitrators; (d) the statute 
3 and 4  Will. IV. C. 42 (s. 30 put an end to the power to revoke 
the authority of a particular arbitrator after the reference to him 
had been made a rule of court; and—a liability which existed 
also under the act of 9 and ro Will. III. e. 15—any person 
revoking the appointment of an arbitrator after the submission 
had been made a rule of court might be attached. The Arbi-
tration Act 1889 provides that a submission, unless a contrary 
intention is expressed in it, is irrevocable except by leave of the 
court or • judge, and is to have the same effect in all respects 
self it had been made an order of court. The object of this enact-
ment was to save the expense of making a submission a rule of 
court by treating it as having been so made, and It leaves the 
law in this position, that while the authority of an arbitrator, 
once appointed, is irrevocable, there is no power—any more than 
there was under the old law—to compel an unwilling party to 
proceed to a reference, except in cases specially provided for by 
sections 5  and 6 of the act of 1889. The former of these sections 
deals with the power of the court, the latter with the power of 
the parties to a reference, to appoint an arbitrator in certain 
circumstances. Section 5  provides that when a reference is to 
be to a single arbitrator, and all the patties do not concur in 
appointing one, or an appointed arbitrator refuses to act or 
becomes incapable of acting, or when the parties or two arbi-
trators fail, when necessary, to appoint an umpire or third 
arbitrator, or such umpire or arbitrator when appointed refuses 
to act, or becomes incapable of acting, and the default is not 
rectified after seven dear days' notice, the court may supply the 
vacancy. Under section 6, when a reference is to two arbi-
trators, one to be appointed by each party, and either the 
appointed arbitrator refuses to act, or becomes incapable of 
acting, and the party appointing him falls, after seven deal 
days' notice, to supply the vacancy, or such party fails, after 
similar notice, to make an original appointment, a binding 
appointment (subject to the power of the court to set it aside) 
may be made by the other party to the reference. The court 
may compel parties to carry out an arbitration, not only in the 
above cases by directly appointing an arbitrator, &c., or by 
allowing one appointed by a party to proceed alone with the 
reference, but also indirectly by staying any proceedings before 
the legal tribunals to determine matters which tome within the 
scope of the arbitration. Where the agreement to refer stipulates 
that the submission of a dispute to arbitration shall be a con-
dition precedent to the right to bring an action in regard to it, 
an action does not lie until the arbitration has been held and an 
award made, and it is usual in such cases not to apply for a 
stay of proceedings, but to plead the agreement as a bar to the 
action ( Vito, v. Bigeold, 1887, 20 Q.B.D. 17a). The court will 
refuse to stay proceedings when the subject-matter of the liti-
gation falls outside the scope of the reference, or there is some 
serious objection to the fitness of the arbitrator, or some other 
good reason of the kind exists. • 

An arbitrator is not liable to be sued for want of skill or for 
negligence in conducting the arbitration (Pappa v. Rose, 1872, 
L.R. 7 C.P. 505). When a building contract provides that 
certificate of the architect. showing the final balance due to the  

contractor, shall be coadusive evidence of the works having 
been duly completed, the architect occupies the position of an 
arbitrator, and enjoys the same immunity from liability for 
negligence in the discharge of his functions (Chambers v. Gold-
thorpe, 29or, a Q.B. 624). An arbitrator cannot be compelled 
to act unless he is a party to the submission. 

An arbitrator (and the following observations apply *stout 
maloadis to an umpire after be has entered on his duties) has 
power to administer oaths to, or take the affirmations of, the 
parties and their witnesses; and any person who wilfully and 
corruptly gives false evidence before him may be prosecuted 
and punished for perjury (Arbitration Act 1889, ached. L and 
s. az). At any stage in the reference he may, and shall if he be 
required by the court, state in the form of a spacial case for the 
opinion of the court any question of law arising in the arbitration. 
The arbitrator may also suite his award in whole or in part as 
a special case (ii'. s. 19), and may correct in an award any clerical 
mistake or error arising from an accidental slip or omission. 
The costs of the reference and the award—which, under ached. i. 
of the act, must be in writing, unless the submission otherwise 
provides—are in the arbitrator's discretion, and he has a lien 
on the award and the submission for his Ices, for which—if there 
is an express or implied promise to pay them—he can also sue 
(Crampon v. Ridley, 1887, 20 Q.B.D. 48). An arbitrator or 
umpire ought not, however, to state his award in such a way 
as to deprive the parties of their right to challenge the amount 
charged by him for his services; and accordingly when an 
umpire fixed for his award a lump sum as costs, including 
therein his own and the arbitrators' fees, the award was re-
mitted back to him to state how much he allotted to himself 
and how much to the arbitrators (in Re Gilbert v. Wright, Igoe, 
so Times L.R. 164). But in the absence of evidence to show 
that the fees charged by arbitrators or umpire are extortionate, 
or unfair and unreasonable, the courts will not interfere with 
them (Llandrindod Wells Water Co. v. Htneksley, 1904, 20 Thug 
• 241). 

If there is no express provision on the point in the submission, 
an award under the Arbitration Act 1889 must be made within 
three months after the arbitrator has entered on the reference, 
or been called upon to act by notice in writing from any party 
to the submission. The time may, however, be extended by 
the arbitrator or by the court. An umpire is required to make 
his award within one month after the original or extended 
time appointed for making the award of the arbitrators has 
expired, or any later day to which he may enlarge ft. The 
court may by order remit an award to the arbitrators or 
umpire for reconsideration, in which case the reconsidered 
award must be made within three months after the date of the 
order. 

An award must be infra sires: It must dispose of all the points 
referred; and It must be final, except as regards certain matters 
of valuation, Arc. (see in Rs Stringer and Riley Brothers, not, 

K.B. ro5). An award may, however, be set aside when the 
arbitrator has misconducted himself (an arbitrator may also be 
removed by the court on the ground of misconduct), or where 
it is ultra sires, or lacks any of the other requisites—above 
mentioned—of a valid award, or where the arbitrator has been 
wilfully deceived by one of the parties, or some such -state of 
things exists. An award may, by leave of the court, be enforced 
in the same manner as a judgment or decree to the same effect. 
Under the Revenue Act 1906, s. 9, a uniform duty of ten 
shillings  is payable on awards in England or Ireland, and on 
decreets arbitral in Scotland. 

Provisions for the arbitration of special dames of -disputes are 
contained in many acts of parliament, e.g. the Local Government 
Acts 1888, 1e94, the Agricultural Holdings (England) Acts 1883 to 
woe, the Small Holdings and Allotments Act wry. the Veld Rail-
ways Act ISO, the Housing of the Working Chan Act sip, the 
Workmen's Compensation Act 1906, &c. 

The Conciliation Act 1896 provides machinery for the prevention 
and settlement of trade disputes. and in 1892 a chamber of Mina 
tion for bunny.s disputes was established by the joint action of the 
corporation of the city of London and the London chamber of 
commerce. At the time when the London chamber of ashitradon 
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was established. them was considerable disatiefactkon among the 
mercantile community with the delays that occurred in the disposal 
of commercial cases before the ordinary tribunals. But the special 
provision made by the judges in 1895 for the prompt trial of com-
mercial causes to a large extent destroyed the raison (lire of the 
chamber of arbitration, and it did not attain any great measure of 
success. 

r) The court or a judge may .  refer any question arising 
In any cause or matter to an official or special referee, whose 
R ►enaces report may be enforced like a judgment or order to 
nada,  the same effect. This power may be exercised whether 
"6"'"' the parties desire it or not The official referees are 
COMM 

salaried officers of court. The remuneration of special 
referees is determined by the court or judge. An entire action 
may be referred, if all parties consent, or if It involves any pro-
longed examination of documents, or scientific or local examina-
tion, or consists wholly or partly of matters of account. 

Scots Law.—The Arbitration (Scotland) Act 1894, unlike the 
English Arbitration Act 1889. did not codify the previously existing 
law, and it becomes necessary, therefore, to deal with that law in 
some detail. It differs in important particulars from the law of 
England. Although (as in England apart from the Arbitration Act 
:889) there is nothing to prevent a verbal reference, submissions 
are generally notartgenraelumtt:gebtut arentettecta by de The 

name 
or names of the arbiters or arbitrators, and the " overman " or 
umpire, whose decision in the event of the arbiters differing in opinion 
is to be final. Formerly, where no overman was named on the sub-
mission, and no power given to the arbiters to name one, the pro-
ceedings were abortive of the arbiters disagreed, unless the parties 
consented to a nomination. But under the Arbitration (Scotland) 
Act age. s. 4, where arbiters differ in opinion, they, or, if they fail 
to agree on the point, the court, on the application of either party, 
may nominate an overman whose decision is to be neat The deed 
of submission next gives to the arbiters the necessary powers for 
disposing of the matters referred (e.g. powers to summon witnesses. 
to administer oaths and to award expenses specifies mes), and specifi the time 
within which the " decreet arbitral is to be pronounced. If this 
date is left blank, practice has limited the arbiter's power of deciding 
to a year and a day, unless, having express or clearly implied power 
in the submission, he exercises this power, or the parties expressly 
or tacitly agree to its prorogation. The deed of submission then goes 
on to provide that the parties bind themselves, under a stipulated 
penalty to abide by the decreet arbitral, that, in the event of the 
death of either of them, the submission shall continue in force against 
their heirs and more:recitatives, and that they consent to the regis-
tration, for preservation and (=cation, both of the deed itself and 
of the decreet arbitral. The power to enforce the award d epends on 
this last provision. Under the common law of Scotland. a sub-
minion of future disputes or differences to an arbiter, or arbiters, 
unnamed, was ineffectual except where the agreement to refer did 
not contemplate the decision of proper disputer between the parties 
but the adjustment of some condition, or the liquidation of some 
obligation, contained in the contract of which the agreement to 
submit formed a part. And by the Arbitration (Scotland) Act 5894, 
s. t, an agreement to refer to arbitration is not invalid by reason of 
the reference being to a person not named, or to be named by another, 
es to a person merely described as the holder for the time being of 
any office or acr's 	

court 
ntment. An arbiter who has accepted office may 

be compelled 	an action in cou of session to proceed with his 
duty wiles. he 	sufficient mum, such as ill-health or supervening 
interest, for renouncing. The court may name a sole arbiter, where 
provision is made for one only and the parties cannot agree (Arbitra-
tion iScothuld1 Act 1894,  a  a); and may name an arbiter where a 
party having the right or duty to nominate one of two arbiters 
will not exercise it (ie. a g). Scots law es to the Requisites of a valid 
award is practically identical with the law of England. The grounds 
of reduction of a decreet arbitral are "corruption," " bribery." 
" false hold " (Scots Act of Regulations 1695, s. 25). An attempt 
was made to include, under the on 'I constructive corruption," 
among these statutory grounds of reduction, irregular conduct on the 
part of an arbitrator, with no suggestion of any corrupt motive. 
But it was definitely overruled by the House of Lords (Adams v. 
Great North of Scotland Railway Co., net. A.C. 0). The statutory 
definition of the grounds of reduction was Intended, however, 
merely to put an end to the practice which had previously obtained 
of reviewing awards on their merits, and it does not prevent the 
courts from setting aside an award where the arbitrator has exceeded 
his jurisdiction, or disregarded any one of the expressed conditions 
of the sabodssion, or been guilty of misconduct. A private arbiter 
cannot demand remuneration except In virtue of contract. or by 
implication from the nature of the work done, or if the reference is 
in pursuance of some statutory enactment (e.g. the Lands Clauses 
[Scotian/0 Act :845, a p). 

Irdiail Names have been long known to the law of Scotland. 
What en across is in cant the panics may at any stage withdraw  

it from judicial determination. and refer It to arbitration. The 
is done by minute of reference to which the court interpones its 
authority. When the award is issued it becomes the judgment of 
the court. The court has no power to compel parties to enter into a 
reference of this kind, and it is doubtful whether counsel can bind 
their clients in such a matter. A judicial reference falls like the 
other by the elapse of a year; and the court cannot review the 
award on the ground of miscarriage. By the Court of Session Act 
185o. a so, a provision is introduced whereby parties to an action in 
the supreme court may refer judicially any Woe for trial to one, 
three. five or seven pianos, who shall sit as a jury, and decide by a 

maamyo,I Ireland.—The Common  mon Law Procedure Act (Ireland) 
1856. which is incorporated by 60 of the Supreme Court of Judi-
cature Act (Ireton ) 1877, and thereby made applicable to all 
divisions of the High Court of Justice, provides, on the linen of the 
English Common Law P, uayslure Act 1854, for the conduct of 
arbitrations and the enforcement of awards. Irish statute law, like 
that of England and Scotland. contains numerous provisions for 
arbitration under special enactments. 

Indian and Colonial Law.—The provisions of the English &Mint-
tion Act 1889 have in substance been adopted by the Indian Legisla-
ture (see Act ix. of 1899), and by many of the colonies (see, e.g., Act 
No. riLafht895, Western Australia; No. 24 

Gibraltar ; 
 of. 

No.   
Natal; c. of r 

	Cape 
ireniod Hope! ; c s'Cif This last Sitatui  te excludes from au= IL 'on to 
arbitration criminal cases, so far aspropecution and punishment are 
concerned, and, without the special leave of the court, matters 
relating to status, matrimonial causes, and matters affecting minors 

or 
or other

) 
 pens under legal disability; Trinidad and Tobago, No. as 

89B. 
United States.—The common law and statute law of the 

United States as to arbitration bear a general resemblance 
to the law of England. 

All controversies of a civil nature, and any question of personal 
injury on which a suit for damages will lie, although it may also 
be indictable, may be referred to arbitration; but 
crimes, and perhaps actions on penal statutes by va"61.7 

 common informers may not The submission may be - 
effected sometimes by pawl, sometimes by written 
instrument, sometimes by deed or deed poll Capacity to refer 
depends on the general law of contractual capacity. The law 
of England as to the capacity to act as an arbitrator and as to 
objections to an arbitrator on the ground of interest has been 
closely followed by the American courts. The same observation 
applies as to the requisites of an award, the mode of its enforce-
ment and the grounds on which it will be set aside. The 
arbitrator has a lien on the award for his fees; and—a point of 
difference from the English law—he may sue for them without 
an express promise to pay (d. Goodall v. Cooky, 1854 se New 
Hemp. 48). At common law, a submission is generally revocable 
at any time before award; and it is also, is the absence of 
stipulation to the contrary, revoked by the death of one of the 
parties. Provision has been made in Pennsylvania for com-
pulsory arbitration by an act of the ifith of June 146 (see 
Pepper and Lewis, Penoul(otesio Digest, W. " arbitration "). 

The rules of court also of many of the states of the United 
States provide for reference through the intervention of 
the court at any stage in the progress of a litigation. todvar 
Such submissions are usually declared irrevocable by "Z ..g, 
the rules providing for them. 

In addition to voluntary submissions and references by rules 
of court there are in America, as in the United Kingdom, various 
statutes which provide for arbitration in particular 
calm. Most of these statutes are founded on the 9 and 51•86.s.r°err  
to WM. III. , c. t s, and 3 and 4 Will. IV. e. 42, & 49, pro, 
" by which it is allowed to refer a matter In dispute 
(not then in court) to arbitrators, and agree that the submission 
be made a rule of court. This agreement, being proved on the 
oath of one of the witnesses thereto, is enforced as if it had been 
made at first a rule of court" (Bouvier, Lou Did. 0.v. "Arbitra-
tion"). 

Ample provision is made in America for the arbitration of 
labour disputes. 

Law of Feattes.—Voluntary arbitration has always been recognised 
in France. In cases of mercantile partnerships, arbitration was 
formerly compulsory; but in :856 (law of the 17th of July 1856) 
jurisdictioe in disputes between parties was conferred on the 
Tribunals of Commerce (as to which see Cods do Cassasonst. assa. 
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6t$ at atit.). and arbitration at the prevent time Is purely voluntary. 
The subject is very fully dealt with in the Code de Procidure Clyde 
(arts. loo3.1o28). The submission to arbitration (compromts) must, 
on pain of nullity, be acted upon within three months from its date 
(art. torn). The submission terminates (i.) by the death, refusal, 
resignation or inability to act of one of the arbitrators; (ii.) by the 
expiration of the period agreed upon, or of three months if no time 
had been fixed; (iii.) by the disagreement of two arbitrators, unless 
power be reserved to them to appoint an umpire (art. 1012). An 
arbitrator cannot resign if he has once commenced to act, and can 
only be relieved on some ground arising subsequently to the sub-
mission (art. 5014). Each party to the arbitration is required to 
produce his evidence at least fifteen days before the expiration of 
the period fixed by the submission (art. 1016). If the arbitrators, 
differing in opinion, cannot agree upon an umpire (tiers arbitre), the 
president of the Tribunal of Commerce will appoint one, on the 
application of either party (art. 1017). The umpire is required to 
give his decision within one month of his acceptance of the appoint-
ment; before making his award, he must confer with the previous 
arbitrators who disagreed (art. toff°. Arbitrators and umpire must 
proceed according to the ordinary roles of law, unless they are 
specially,  empowered by the submission to prra.r.tel as amiable: 
eontposneurs (art. 1ot9). The award Is rendered executory by an 
order of the president of the Civil Tribunal of First Instance (art. 
tom). Awards cannot be set up against third parties (art. 1022), 
or attacked by way of opposition. An appeal against an award lies 
to the Civil Tribunal of First Instance, or to the court of appeal, 
according as the subject-matter, in the absence of arbitration, 
would have been within the jurisdiction of the justice of the peace, 
or of the Civil Tribunal of First Instance (art. to23). In the manu-
facturing_ towns of Franqe, there are also boards of umpires (Conseil, 
it Prud'hommes) to deal with trade disputes between masters and 
workmen belonging to certain specified trades. 

Other Foreign Laws.—The provisions of French taw as to arbitra-
tion are is force in Belgium (Code de Proc. Cio., arts. 1003 et seq.); 
and a convention (8th of July 19) between France and Belgium 
regulates, inter elk, the mutual enforcement of awards. The law of 
France has also been reproduced in substance in the Netherlands 
(Code of Civil Procedure, arts. 62o et seq.). The German Imperial' 
Code of Procedure did not create any system of arbitration in civil 
cases. But this omission was supplied in Prussia by a law of the 
29th of March 1879, which provided for the appointment, in each 
commune, of an arbitrator (Sehiedrosann) before whom conciliation 
proceedings in contentious matters might be conducted. The pro-
cedure was gratuitous and voluntary; and the functions of the 
arbitrator were not judicial; he merely recorded the arrangement 
arrived at, or the refusal of conciliation. This law was followed in 
Brunswick by a law of the and of July 1896, and in Baden by a law 
of the r6th of April 1886. 16 Luxemburg, compulsory arbitration 
in matters affecting commercial partnerships was abolished in 1879 
(law of the 16th of April 1879). A system of conciliation, similar to 
the Prussian, exists in Italy (laws of the 16th of June 1892, and the 
26th of December 0192) and in some of the Swiss cantons (law of the 

of April 1883). Spain (Code of Civil Proc.. arts. too3-1028; 
Civil Code, arts. 1820-1821) and Sweden and Norway (law of the 
28th of October 1887) have followed the French law. In Portugal. 
provision has been made for the creation in important industrial 
centres, on the application of the administrative corporations, of 
boards of conciliation (decrees of the 4th of August 089. and the 
x8th of May 1893). 

AUTOORITIES. —Russell. Arbitration (London. Igoe); Annual 
Predict (London, yearly); Redman, Arbitration (London, 0897): 
Crewe. Arbitration Ad of 1889 (London, 1898); Pollock, On Arbi-
trator: (London, 1906). As to Scots law: Bell, On Arbitration 
(and ed., Edinburgh, 11177); Erskine, Principles (20th td.. Edin-
burgh, 1903). As to American law: Morse, Lase of Arbitration 
(Boston, 1872). As to foreign law generally: the texts of the laws 
cited, and the Annuaire do kgislation &tonere. . (A. W. R.) 

ARBITRATION, INTERNATIONAL. International arbitra-
tion is a proceeding in which two nations refer their differences 
to one or more selected persona, who, after affording to each 
party an opportunity of being heard, pronounce judgment on 
the matters at issue. It is understood, unless otherwise expressed, 
that the judgment shall be in accordance with the law by which 
civilized nations have agreed to be bound, whenever such law is 
applicable. Some authorities, notably the eminent Swiss jurist, 
J. K. Bluntschll, consider that unless this tacit condition is 
complied with, she award may be set aside. This would, however, 
be highly inconvenient since international law has never been 
codified. A fresh arbitration might have to be entered on to 
decide (r) what the law was, (2) whether it applied to the 
matter in hand. Arbitration differs from Mediation (q.v.) in so 
far as it is a judicial act, whereas Mediation involves no 
decision, but merely advice and suggestions to than Who invoke 
its aid. 

Arbitrei Tribeeels.—An intematioeal arbitrator may be the 
chief of a friendly power, or be *ay be a private individual. 
When he is an emperor, a king, or a president of a republic, it is 
not expected that he will act personally; he may appoint a 
delegate or delegates to act on-his behalf, and avail himself of 
their labours and views, the ultimate decision bens his only in 
name. In this respect international arbitration differs from 
civil arbitration, since a private arbitrator cannot delegate his 
office without expose authority. The analogy between the two 
fails to bold good bt another respect also. In civil arbitration, 
the decision or award may be made a rule of court, after which it 
becomes enforceable by writ of execution against person or 
property. An international award cannot be enforced directly; 
in other words it has no legal sanction behind it. Its obligation. 
rests on the good faith of the pestles to the reference, and on the 
fact that, with the help of a world-wide press, public opinion 
can always be brought to bear on any state that seeks to evade 
its moral duty. The obligation of an ordinary treaty rests on 
precisely the same foundations. Where there axe two or any 
other even number of arbitrators, provision is usually made for 
anompire (French cur-arbilre). The umpire may be chosen by 
the arbitrators themselves or nominated by a neutral power. 
In the " Alabama " arbitration five arbitrators were nominated 
by the president of the United States, the queen of England, the 
Icing of Italy, the president of the Swiss Confederation, and the 
emperor of Brazil respectively. In the Bering Sea arbitration 
there were seven arbitrators, two nominated by Great Britain, 
two by the United States, and the remaining three by the 
president of the French Republic, the king of Italy, and the king 
of Sweden and Norway respectively. In neither of these vases 
was there an umpire; nor was any, since the decision, 
if not unanimous, lay with the majority. separate articles 
on Burma Su laustrunox and "Mumma" AZBITRAZION.) 

Arbitral tribunals may have to deal with questions either 
of law or fact, or of both combined. When they have to deal 
with law only, that is to say, to lay down a principle or decide a 
question of liability, their functions are judicial or quadijudicial, 
and the result is arbitration proper. Where they have to deal 
with facts only, e.g. the evaluation of pecuniary claims, their 
functions are administrative rather than judicial, and the term 
commission is applied to them. " Mixed commissions," so 
called because they are 'composed of representatives of the 
parties in difference, have been frequently resorted to for 
delimitation of frontiers, and for settling the indemnities to be 
paid to the subjeetsof neutral powers in respect of losses sustained 
by non-combatants In times of war or civil insurrection. The 
two earliest of these were nominated In nu under the treaty 
negotiated by Lord Grenville with Mr John Jay,  commonly 
called the " Jay Treaty," their tasks being (I) to define she 
boundary between Canada and the United States which had been 
agreed to by the treaty signed at Paris In 1783; (s) to estimate 
the amount to be paid by Great Britain and the United 'States 
to each other in respect of illegal captures or condemnation of 
vessels during the war of the American Revolution. • 

Although arbitrations proper may be thus distinguished from 
" mixed commissions," it must not be supposed that any hard 
or fast theoretical line can be drawn between them. Arbitrators 
strictly so called may (as in the " Alabama " case) proceed to 
award damages after they have decided the question of liability; 
whilst " mixed commissions," before awarding damages, usually 
have to decide whether the pecuniary claims made are or are not 
well founded. 

Aleards.--lntemational awards, as already pointed out, 
differ from civil awards in having no legal sanction by which 
they can be enforced. On the other hand, they resemble civil 
awards in that they may be set aside, i.e. ignored, for sufficient 
reason, as, for example, if the tribunal has not acted in good 
faith, or has not given to each party an opportunity of being 
heard, or has exceeded its jurisdiction. An Instance under the 
last head occurred in nip, when it was referred to the king of 
the Netherlands as sole arbitrator to fix the north-eastern 
boundary of the state of Maine. The king's representatives 
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were unable to draw the frontier line by reason of the imperfection 
of the maps then in existence, and he therefore directed a 
further survey. This direction was beyond the terms of the 
reference, and the award, when made, was repudiated by the 
United States as void for excess. The point in dispute was 
only finally disposed of by the Webster-Ashburton treaty of 
1842. 

Subjed-wailer.—The history of international arbitration is 
dealt with in the article PeacE, where treaties of general arbitra-
tion are discussed, both those which embrace all future differences 
thereafter to arise between the contracting parties, and also 
those more limited conventions which aim at the settlement 
of all future differences in regard to particular subjects, e.g. 
commerce or navigation. The rapid growth of international 
arbitration in recent times may be gathered from the following 
figures. Between 182o and 284o, there were eight such instances; 
between zgeo and 186o, there were thirty; between z86o and 
r88o, forty-four; between 2118o and 19oo, ninety. Of the 
governments which were parties in these several cases Great 
Britain heads the list in point of numbers, the United States of 
America being a good second. France, Portugal, Spain and the 
Netherlands are the European states next in order. The present 
article is concerned exclusively with arbitration in regard to 
such existing differences as are capable of precise statement and 
of prompt adjustment. These differences may be arranged in 
two main groups:— 

(a) Those which have arisen between state and state in 
their sovereign capacities; 

(b) Those in which one state bas made a demand upon another 
state, ostensibly in its sovereign capacity, but really on 
behalf of some individual, or set of individuate, whose 
interests it was bound to protect. 

To group (a) belong territorial differences in regard to ownership 
of land and rights of fishing at sea; to group (b) belong pecuniary 
claims In respect of acts wrongfully done to one or more subjects 
of one state by, or with the authority of, another state. To 
enumerate even a tenth part of the successful arbitrations in 
recent times would occupy too much space. Some prominent 
examples (dealt with elsewhere under their appropriate titles) 
are the dispute between the United States and Great Britain 
respecting the " Alabama " and other vessels employed by the 
Confederate government during the American Civil War (award 
in 1872); that between the same powers respecting the fur-seal 
fishery in Bering Sea (award in 1893); that between Great 
Britain and Venezuela respecting the boundary of British Guiana 
(award in 2899); that between Great Britain, the United States 
and Portugal respecting the Deimos railway (award in 19oo); 
that between Great Britain and the United States respecting the 
boundary of Alaska (award in 1903). The long-standing New-
foundland fishery dispute with France (finally settled in zgoz) is 
dealt with under Newfoundland. Other examples are shortly 
noticed in the tables on p. 329, which although by no means 
exhaustive, sufficiently indicate the scope and trend of arbitra-
tion during the years covered. The cases decided by the perma-
nent tribunal at the Hague established in :goo are not included 
in these tables. They are separately discussed later. 

The Hague Tribersal.—The establishment of a permanent 
tribunal at the Hague, pursuant to the Peace convention of 2899, 
marks a momentous epoch in the history of international arbitra-
tion. This tribunal realized an idea put forward by Jeremy 
Bentham towards the dose of the 18th century, advocated by 
James Mill id the middle of the 29th century, and worked out 
later by Mr Dudley Field in America, by Dr Goldschmidt in 
Germany, and by Sir Edmund Homby and Mr Leone Levi in 
England. The credit of the realization is due, in the first place, 
to the tsar of Russia, who initiated the Hague Conference of 
:899, and, in the second place to Lord Pauncefote (then Sir 
Julian Pauncefote, British ambassador at Washington), who 
urged before a committee of the conference the importance of 
organizing a permanent international court, the service of which 
should be called into requisition at will, and who also submitted 
an outline of the mode in which such a court might be formed. 

The result was embodied in the following articles of the Con-
vention, signed on behalf of -sixteen of the assembled powers on 
the 29th of July 

(Art. 23). Each of the signatory powers is to designate within 
three months from the ratification of the convention four persons at 
the most, of recognized competence in international law, enjoying 
the highest moral consideration, and willing to accept the duties of 
arbitrators. Two or more powers may agree to nominate one or 
more members in common, or the same person may be nominated 
by different powers. Members of the court are to be appointed for 
six years and may be re-nominated. (Art. as). The signatory 
powers desiring to apply to the tribunal for the settlement of a 
difference between them are to notify the same to the arbitrators. 
The arbitrators who are to determine this difference are, unless 
otherwise in agreed, to be chosen from the general list of 
members n the following manner:-each party is to name two 
arbitrators, and these are to choose a chief arbitrator or umpire 
(sur-arbare). If the votes are equally divided the selection of the 
chief arbitrator is to be entrusted to a third power to be named by 
the parties. (Art. 26). The tribunal is to sit at the Hague when 
practicable, unless the parties otherwise agree. (Art. 27). " The 
signatory powers consider it a duty in the event of an acute conflict 
threatening to break out between two or more of them to remind 
these latter that the permanent court is open to them. This action 
is only to be considered as an exercise of good offices." Several of 
the powers nominated members of the permanent court pursuant 
to Art. 25, quoted above, those nominated on behalf of Great Britain 
being Lord Pauncefote, Sir Edward Maki, Sir Edward Fry and 
Professor Westlake. On the death of Lord Pauncefote. Major-
General Sir John C. Ardagh was appointed in his place. 

Hague Cases.—(3) The first case decided by the Hague court was 
concerned with the" Pious Fund of the Californias." A fund bearing 
this name was formed in the 213th century for the purpose no oar. of converting to the Catholic faith the native Indians of 
Upper and Lower California, both of which then belonged th. Go. 
to Mxeico. and of maintaining a Catholic priesthood there. am 

 By a decree of 042 this fund was transferred to the 
public treasury of Mexico, the Mexican government undertaking to 
pay intcrest thereon in perpetuity in furtherance of the design of the 
original donors. After the sale of Upper California to the United 
States, effected by the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo (1848), the 
Mexican government refused to pay the proportion of the interest. 
to which Upper California was entitled. The question of liability 
was then referred to commissioners appointed by each state, and, on 
their failing to agree, to Sir Edward Thornton, British minister at 
Washington, who by his award, in 1875, found there was due from 
Mexico to Upper California, or rather to the bishops there as ad-
ministrators of the fund, an armar of interest amounting to nearly 
poo,000, which was directed to be paid in gold. This award was 
carried out, but payment of the current interest was again withheld 
ae from the 24th of October 1868. Claim was thereupon made on 
Mexico by the United States on behalf of the bishops, but without 
success. Ultimately, in May 1902, an agreement was come to be-
tween the two governments which_provided for the settlement of the 
dispute by the Hague tribunal. The points to be determined were 
(1) whether the matter was res Micah; by reason of Sir E. Thornton's 
award; (a) whether, if not, the claim for the interest was just. The 
arbitrators selected by the United States were Sir E. Fry and 
Professor F. de Martens, and by Mexico, Professor Asser and Pro-
fessor de Savornin Lohman, both of Amsterdam. These four (none of 
whom, it will be observed, was of the nationality of either party in 
difference) chose for their umpire Professor Matzen, of Copenhagen, 
president of the Landsthing there. In October 1902, the court 
decided both questions in the affirmative, awarding the payment by 
Mexico of the annual sum claimed, not in gold, but re wismune *yard 
coats Meal as Merkur. The direction to pay in gold made by Sir 
E. Thornton was held to be referable only to the mode of the execu-
tion of the award, and therefore not to be chore jack. 

(a) The second arbitration before the Hague court was more 
important than the first, not only because so many of the great 
powers were concerned in it, but also because it brought Cedar about the discontinuance of acts of war. The facts may 
be stated shortly thus. By three several protocolssigned 
at Washington in February 2903, it was agreed that sada* 

 certain claims by Great Britain. Germany and Italy, on rrrsw behalf of their respective subjects against the Venezuelan sta,,00y. 
government should be referred to three mimed commissions, 
and that for the purpose of securing the payment of these claims 
3o % of the customs revenues at the ports of La Guayra and Puerto 
Cabello should be remitted in monthly instalments to the 

resentative of the Bank of England at Caracas. Prior to the 
of these protocols, an attempt had been made by Great Britain, 
Germany and Italy to enforce their claims by blockade, and a 
further question arose as between these three powers on the one 
hand, and the United States of America, France. Spain, Belgium. 
the Netherlands, Sweden and Norway, and Mexico (all of whom had 
claims against Venezuela, but had abstained from hostile action) 
on the other hand, as to whether the blockading powers were entitled 
to preferential treatment. By three several protocols signed is May 



TABLE L 
Territorial Di:pater (Ownership). 

Hawed and Vie- 
nude 

Queen of Spain Island of Area in Venezuela 1863 

1869 Great Britain and President of United Island of Belem* oa West 1870 
Portugal States Coast of Africa 

1872  Great Britain and President or French Delai 	Bay (part of), Inyack 1873 
Portugal 	• Republic and Elephant Is. ,S.E. Africa 

1876  Argentine Republic President of United Territory between the Verde 1878 
and Paraguay States and the Piloomayo river of 

Paraguay 
1883 Great Britain and Mixed Commbsion Islets and guano deposits on 1886 

Germany S.W. Coast of Africa 
1886 Bulgaria and Sends Mined Coramimien Territory near the village of *887 

&novo 
1903 Austria and 

Hungary 
Mixed Commission 

(with President of 
Territory in the district of 

Upper Tatra 
/902 

Swiss Federal tri- 
bunal as umpire) 

TABLE II. 
Delimitation of Frontiers. 

:869 Great Britain and Lieut.'s,* Governs The soothers boundary of the 1870 
the Transvaal of Natal S. African Republic 

ttlyt Great 	Britain and 
the United States 

TheGermanEmperor The San Juan water bound-
ary 

1872 

1873 Italy
nd 

 and Switzer- 
hi 

Mbad Commission  
(with U.S. Minister 
at Rome as umpire) 

The Canton of Ticino 1874 

1993 Great Britain and Mixed Commission North-western Afghanistan 1887 
Russia 

1890 France and Holland Tear of Russia French Guiana and Dutch 1891 
Guiana 

1885 Grea 
Pa  tu 

 Britain and 
sal 

President 	of 	the 
Italian Court 	of 

Manicaiand 1897 

1897 'France and Bean President 	of 	the River Yapoe named In the 1900 
Swim Confedera- 
tion 

Treaty of Utrecht 1813 

1901  Great Britain and King of Italy British Guiana 1964 
• 	Brazil 

1903 Great Britain and King of Italy Berotseland 1 905 
Portupi 

Taint tn. 
Pecuniary Clahns in respect of Seizures and Arrestr. 

1831 United States and President of French Seizure of the American priva- 1853 
Portugal Republic teer" General Armstrong " 

1863 Gnat Britain ante. 
Bead 

King of the Belgians Arrest of three British officers 
of the ship " La Forte " 

1863 

1863 Great Britain and Senate of Hamburg Arrest at Callao of Capt. 1864 
Peru Melville White, a British 

subject 
1870 United States and Mixed Commission The American 5 S. " Col. rtiyo 

Lloyd Aspinwall " 
1873 Japan and NM Tear of Russia The Peruviaa barque " Maria 1875 

Luz 
1874 United States and Mixed Commission The American S.S. " Montijo" this 

Colombia 
1879 France and 	Nica- 

ragua 
French 	Court 	of 

Cassatioa 
The French ship" Le Phan)" t881) 

1885 United States and Italian Minister at The American S.S. " The 1885 
Stain Madrid Masonic " 

1888 United States and British Minister at The S.S. " Benjamin Frank- 1 890  
Denmark Athens lin " 	and 	the 	barque 

" Catherine Augusta " 
1895 Great Britain and Tsar of Russia, who Arrest of the master of the 1897 

the Netherlands delegated his duties 
to Professor F. de 

" Cost* Rica " packet (a 
British subject) 

Martens 
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n tlaiilmtion we speed to be submitted to the Hagns court, 

of which were to be named as arbitrators by the 
tsar of Russia but no arbitrator was to be a subject or citizen 
of any Cl the signatory or creditor powers. The arbisaters named 

Dates of t 
agreement 	Parties. 	'Arbitrating Authority. 
to refer.  

1  orderer prised of their claims out of the 30% of the receipts 
at the two Venezuelan ports which had been set apart to meet 
them- 

(3) The third case before the Hague court was heardl eltt 
1903. A controversy not 
toordiaarydiplornatsmethodearose 
between Great Britain. 
France and Germany on 00ss 
the one hand and Japan 11411" 
on the other hand u to Naas 

Subject-Matter. 
Date 

award. 

October 112 the two govermaenta 

t -d 	er 
 this

yulton to a 
the r 

W. Puller, of the 
Justice Co

urt  
the United States, was named u 
arbitrator on the part of Gnat 
Britain, M. de Samsun Lohman, 
who had acted in the case of the 
California (No, 1), as arbitrator on 
the part of France. The choice ef 
an umpire was entrusted to the king 
Cl Italy. He named Professor Lahr 
march, who, as we have seen, had 
acted in the arbitration with 
Venezuela in 19o3. 

A unanimous award was made in 
&Mutt 1905. It IVY held that 
although general),  speaking every 

sovereign may decide to whom be will accord- the right to fly his flag, 
yet in disease such right was limited by the general and the Brussels 
conference of July 1890 relative tothe African Save trade, enact which 
was ratified by Franca on the sad of June gas ; that accordingly the 
owners and master of dhows who ha been authorized by France to fly 
the Freach tag before thelast-named date retained this &dhoti:alias 

the legality of a house- "••„______ 
tax imposed by Japan on 
certain subjects of those = 
Powers who held leases in 
perpetuity. The question turned 
upon the swoons's:don of certain 
treatissbetweentheEuropeanpowers 
and Japan which had been made a 
few years previously. By three 
protocols signed at Tokyo in August 
1902 this question was agreed to be 
submitted toarbitraton, Membered 
the court at the Hague, one to be 
chosen by each party with power to 
name an umpire. The arbitrator, 
chorea wereRemelt, professor 
of the law faculty in Paris, cad M. 
Menton, the Japanese envoy to the 
French capital. They named as 
their umpire andpreisident M. Gram, 
ex-minister of the state of Norway. 
In May 19o3, an award was pro-
nounced by the majority (M. Gram 
and M. Renault) in favour of the 
European contention. M. Modena 
dissenting both from the conclusion 
othiscolleapesandfroaithereasons 
on which it was based. 

(4) Barely two months had 
elapsed since the date of the last 
award when the Hague 0.0 

 court wasagalecallaind 
requisition. The'  cene of 

teats 

dispute this time was on 
the S.E. coast of Arabia. 2,11 
Muscat. the capital of the 
kingdom of Oman.= that 
coast, is ruled by a sultan. whose 
independence both Great Britain 
and France had, in March 1861, 

reciprocally engaged to 
Notwithstanding this, therertimr:11 
republic had issued to certain native 
dhows, owned by subjects of the 
sultan, papers authorizing them to 
fly the French Sag, not only on the 
Oman littoral but in the Red Sea. 
A question thereupon arose as to 
the manner in which the privileges 
thereby purported to be conferred 
affected the jurhdictioe of the sultan 
over sudsdhows.aiedis masters of 
which, .as was 	, used their 

iorgr"47,„fr on: l'eaconmkgr 
slaves, arms and ammunition. In 

by the tear were he. Muraviev, minister of justice and attorney 

Ir of the Ryden empire; Professor Lanunasch. member 
lis  tirper House of the Austrian parliament; and M. de Martens, 
then member of the council of the ministry of foreign affairs 
at St Petersburg. The arbitrators by their award in February 
Moe decided uninheously in favour of the blockading powers and 
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so long as France chose to renew it, but that after that date such 
authonsation was improper unless the guarantees could establish 
that they had been treated by France as her proteges within the 
meaning of that Lena as explained in a treaty of 1863 between France 
and Morocco. A further point decided was that the owners or 
master of dhows duly authorized to fly the French flag within the 
ruling of the first point, did not enjoy, in eaturquence of that fact. 
any such right of extra-territoriality as would exempt them from 
the sovereignty and jurisdiction of the sultan. Such exemption 
would be contrary to the engagement to respect the independence 
of the sultan solemnly made an 1862. 

Arbitral•Procedare.—Not the least of the benefits of the Hague 
convention of age (strengthened by that of Ion) is that it con-
tains rules of procedure which furnish a guide for all arbitrations 
whether conducted before the Hague court or not. These may be 
summarized as follows:—The initial step is the making by the 
parties of a special agreement clearly defining the subject of the 
dispute. The next is the choice of the arbitrators and of an 
umpire if the number of arbitrators is even. Each party then by 
its agents prepares and presents Its case in a narrative or argu-
mentative form, annexing thereto all relevant documents. The 
cases so presented are interchanged by tmmunission to thc opposite 
party. The heating consists in the discussion of the matters 
contained in the several cases, and is conducted under the direction 
of the president who is either the umpire, or, if there is no umpire, 
one of the arbitrators. The members of the tribunal have the 
right of putting questions to the counsel and agents of the parties 
and to demand from them explanation of doubtful points. The 
arbitral judgment is read out at a public sitting of the tribunal, 
the counsel and agents having been duly summoned to hear it. 
Any application for a revision of the award must be based on the 
discovery of new evidence of such a nature as to exercise a 
decisive influence on the judgment and unknown up to the 
time when the hearing was dosed, both to the tribunal itself 
and to the party asking for the revision. These general rules 
are universally applicable, but each case may require that 
special rules should be added to them. These each tribunal 
must make for itself. 

One special and necessary rule Is in regard to the language to 
be employed. This rule must vary according to convenience and 
is therefore made ad hoc. In case No. a noted above, the court 
allowed English or French to be spoken according to the nation.. 
ality of the counsel engaged. The judgment was delivered in 
French only. In arse No. 2 it was agreed that the written and 
printed memoranda should be in English but might be accom-
panied by a translation into the language of the power op whose 
behalf they were put in. The oral discussion was either in 
English Sr French a happened to be convenient. The judgment 
was drawn up in both languages. In case No. 3 French was the 
official language throughout, but the parties were allowed to 
make any communication to the tribunal, in French, English, 
German or Japanese. In case No. 4 French was again the 
official language, but the counsel and agents of both parties were 
allowed to address the tribunal in English. The protocols and 
the judgment were drawn up in French accompanied by an 
official English translation. 

Limits of Intentatiomal Arbitration.—Of the numerous treaties 
for general arbitration which have been made during the zoth 
century that between Great Britain and France (19o3) is a type. 
This treaty contains reservations of all questions involving the 
vital interests, the independence or the honour of the contracting 
parties. The language of the reservation is open to more interpre-
tations than one. What, for instance, is meant by the phrase 
"national independence" in this connexion? If it be taken 
in its strict acceptation of autonomous state sovereignty, the 
exception is socaewhat of a truism. No self-respecting power 
would, of course, consent to submit to arbitration a question of 
life or death. This would be as if two men were to agree to draw 
lots as to which should commit suicide in order to avoid fighting a 
dueL On the other band, If the exception be taken to exclude all 
questions which, when decided adversely to a state, impose a. 
restraint on its freedom of action, then the exception would seem 
to exclude such a question as the true interpretation of an 
ambiguous treaty, a subject with which experience shows •  

international arbitration Is well fitted to deal. Again, We may 
ask, what is meant by the phrase " national honour'? It was 
thought at one time that the honour of a nation could only be 
vindicated by war, though all that had happened was the 
slighting of it flak, or of its accredited representative, during 
some sudden ebullition of local feeling. France once nearly 
broke off peaceful relations with Spain because her ambassador at 
London was assigned a place below the Spanish ambassador, and 
on another occasion she despatched troops into Italy because her 
ambassador at Rome had been insulted by the friends and 
partisans of- the pope. The truth is that the extent to which 
national honour is involved depends on factors which have 
nothing to do with the hnmediatesubject of complaint. So long 
as general good feeling subsists between two nations, neither will 
easily take offence at any discourteous act of the other. But 
when a deep-seated antagonism is concealed beneath an unruffled 
surface, the most trivial incident will bring it to the light of day. 
" Outraged national honour " is a highly elastic phrase. It may 
serve as a pretext for a serious quarrel whether the alleged 
" outrage " be great or small. 

The prospects of the expansion of international arbitration 
will be more clearly perceived if we classify afresh all state 
differences under two heads:—(1) those which have a legal 
character, (z) those which have a political character. Under 
" legal differences" may be ranged such as are capable of being 
decided, when once the facts are ascertained, by settled, recog-
nized rules, or by rules not settled nor recognized. but (as in the 
" Alabama "case) taken so to be for the purpose in hand. Boum• 
dary cases and cases of indemnity for losses sustained by non-com-
batants in time of war, of which several instances have already 
been mentioned, belong to this class. To the same class betook 
those cases in which the arbitrators have to adapt the provisions 
of an old treaty to new and altered circumstances, somewhat hi 
the way in which English courts of justice apply the doctrine of 
" cy-pres" " Political differences" on the other hand, are such 
as affect states in their external relations, or in relation to their 
subjects or dependants who may be in revolt against them. 
Some of these differences may be slight, while others may be 
vital, or (which amounts to the same thing) may stem to the! 
parties to be so. All differences falling under the first of these 
two general heads appear to be suitable for international arbitra. 
tion. Differences falling under the second general head are, foe 
the most part, unsuitable, and may only be adjusted (if at all) 
through the mediation of a friendly power. 

The interesting problem of the future is—are we to regard this 
classification as fixed or as merely transitory? The answer 
depends on several considerations which can only be glanced at. 
here. It may be that, just as the usages of civilized nations have 
slowly crystallized into international law, so there may come a 
time when the political principles that govern states in relation to 
each other will be so clearly defined and so generally accepted as 
to acquire something of a legal or quasi-legal character. If they 
do, they will pass the line which at present separates arbitrable 
from non-arbitrable matter. This is the juridical aspect of the 
problem. But there is also an economic side to it by reason 
of the conditions of modern warfare. Already the nations are 
groaning under the burdens of militarism, and are for ever 
diverting energies that might be employed in the furtherance of 
useful productive work to purposes of an opposite character. 
The interruption of maritime intercourse, the stagnation of 
industry and trade, the rise in the price of the necessaries of life, 
the impossibility of adequately providing for the families of 
those—call them reservists, " landwehr," or what you will—who 
are torn away from their daily toil to serve in the tented field,—
these are considerations that may well make us pause before we 
abandon a peaceful solution and appeal to brute force. Lastly, 
there is the moral aspect of the problem. In order that inter-
national arbitration may do its perfect work, it is not enough to 

net up a standing tribunal, whether at the Hague or elsewhere, 
and to equip it with elaborate rules of procedure. Tribunal and 
rules arc, after all, only machinery. If this machinery is to act 
smoothly we must improve our motive power, the source of 

a. 
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TAM is human passion and sentiment. Although religious 
animosities between Christian nations have died out, although 
dynasties may now the and- fall without raising half Europe to 
arms, the springs of warlike enterprise am stiff to be found in 
commercial jealousies, in imperialistic ambitions and in the 
doctrine of the survival of the fittest which fends scientific support 
to both. These must one and all be dared away before we can 
enter on that era of universal peace towards the attainment of 
which the tsar of Russia declared, in his famous circular of 1898, 
the efforts of all governments should be directed. Meanwhile it 
h legitimate to share the hope expressed by President Roosevelt 
In his message to Congress of December teas that some future 
Hague conference may succeed in making arbitration the custom-
ary method of settling international disputes in all save the few 
classes of cases indicated above, and that—to quote Mr 
Roosevelt's words—" these classes may themselves be as sharply 
defined and rigidly aimited as the governmental and social 
development of the world will for the time being permit." 

Atrrnoarrres.—Among special treatises are: Kamarowsky, Le 
Tribanal interstalioani (tmdutt parde Westman) (Paris. 1667); 
Roused de Card. Las Destinies de ra • isawssationdl„ depute la 
sastsuce undue Par is tribunal de Goths (Paris, i893)1 Michel Rayon, 
L'Arbitrage international (Paris. 1892); Ferdinand Dreyfus. -L'Arbi- 
tra s international (Paris, tilos) (where the earlier authorities are 
collected ); A. Merfgnhac, Trail/ ds rarbitrage international (Paris, 
5895): Le Chevalier Deseamps. Huai sup iorypnisation de rerbitraps 
iannsatisital (Bruxelles, 180); Feraud-Giraud, Drs Traitis 
irate international &hal et permanent. Rams de droll ixicritational 
'(Bruxelles, 1897); Pasicrisle International, by Senator H. Lafon-
taine (Berne, loos); Ranges erodes of protocols do la mar permanents 
er Arbitrate. Langenhuysen Freres, the Hague. 

Of works in English there is • singular dean h. The most important 
h by an American, J. B. Moore, History of the International A rbitra-
How to whisk the United States has been a party (Washington. 1898). 
The appendices to this work (which is in six volumes) contain, with 
much other matter of great value, full historical notes of arbitrations 
bete/eels other powers. Arbitration and mediation will be found 
'briefly noticed in Phillimore's Inkritational Law; in Sir Henry 
Maine's Lectures, delivered in Cambridge in 1887; in W. E. Han s 
International Law, and more at length in an interesting paper 
contributed by John Westlake to the International Journal of Ethics, 
October ars6, which its author has reprinted privately. A London 
Journal, The Herald of Peace and International Arbstration, issued 
some years ago a list of instances in which arbitration or mediation 
had been successfully resorted to during the 19th century. David 
Dudley Field, of New York. subsequently enlarged this list, which 
has been continued under the title International Tribunals, by Dr 
W. Evans Darby, and is published, along with the texts of several 
projects for general arbitration, at the offices of the Peace Society, 
47 New Broad Street, London. (111. H. C.) 

ARBITRATION AND CONCILIATION. The terms " arbitra-
tion and conciliation " as employed in this article, are used to 
describe a group of methods of settling disputes between employers 
and work-people or among two or more sets of work-people, 
of which the common feature is the intervention of some outside 
party not directly affected by the dispute. If the parties agree 
beforehand to abide by the award of the third party, the mode of 
settlement Is described as " arbitration." If there be no such 
agreement, but the offices of the mediator are used to promote 
an amicable arrangement between the parties themselves, the 
process is described as " conciliation." The third party may be 
one or more disinterested individuals, or a joint-board repre-
sentative of the parties or of other bodies or persons. 

The process here termed " arbitration " is rarely an arbitra-
tion in the strict legal sense of the term (at least in the United 
Kingdom), because of the defective legal personality of the 
associations or groups of individuals who are usually parties 
to labour disputes, and the consequent absence in the great 
majority of cases of a valid legal "submission" of the difference 
to arbitration. Whether or not trade unions of employers or 
workmen in the United Kingdom are capable of entering through 
their agents into contracts which are legally binding on their 
members it is fairly certain that the great majority of the agree-
ments actually made by the representatives of employers and 
workmen to submit a dispute to the decision of a third party 
are of no legal force except as regards the actual signatories. 
Broadly speaking, therefore, the provisions of the Arbitration 
Act 1889, which consolidated the law relating to arbitration  

in general, would' as a rule have no application to the settlement 
of collective disputes between employers and workmen, even if 
the act had not been expressly excluded by section 3 of the 
Conciliation Act of 1896 in the case of disputes to which that act 
applies. Besides the absence of a legal "submission," labour 
arbitrations differ from ordinary arbitrations in the fact that 
the questions referred often (though by no means always) 
relate to the terms on which future contracts shall be made, 
whereas the vast majority of ordinary arbitrations relate to 
questions arising out of existing contracts. The defective "per 
Banality " of the parties to labour disputes also prevents the 
enforcement of an award by legal penalties. Since, however, 
difficulties of enforcement affect not only settlements arrived at 
by arbitration, but all agreements between bodies of employers 
and work-people with regard to the terms of employment. 
they are most appropriately considered at a later stage of this 
article. 

The term "conciliation" is ordinarily used to cover a large 
number of methods of settlement, shading off in the one direction 
into " arbitration "and in the other into ordinary direct negotia-
tion between the Parties. In some cases conciliation only differs 
from arbitration in the absence of a previous agreement to accept 
the award. The German "Gewerbegerichten, when dealing 
with labour disputes, communicate a decision to both parties, 
who must notify- their acceptance or otherwise (see below). 
Some of the state boards in America take similar action. The 
conciliation boards established under the New Zealand Arbitra-
tion Act of 1894 (see below) make recommendations, though either 
side may decline to accept them and may appeal to the court 
of arbitration, which in that colony has compulsory powers. 
Most frequently, however, in Great Britain, the mediating 
party abstains from pronouncing a definite judgment of his 
own, but confines himself to friendly suggestions with a view 
of removing obstacles to an agreement between the parties. 
On the other band, it is not easy to define Tow far the "outside 
party" must be independent of the parties to the dispute 
in order that the method of settlement may be properly described 
as" conciliation." 'There is t sense in which a friendly conversa-
tion between an employer or his manager and a deputation of 
aggrieved workmen is tightly described as " conciliation," 
but such an interview would certainly not be covered by the 
term as ordinarily used at the present day. Again, when the 
parties are represented by agents (e.g. the officials of an employer? 
association and of a trade union) the actual negotiators or some 
of them may not personally be affected by the particular 
dispute, and may often exercise some of the functions of the 
mediator or conciliator in a manner not clearly to be distinguished 
from the action of an outside party. It seems best, however, to 
exclude such negotiations from our purview so long as those 
between whom they are carried.on merely act as the authorized 
agents for the parties affected. In the same way, a meeting 
arranged ad hoe between delegates of an employers' association 
and a trade union, for the purpose of arranging differences 
as to the terms on which the members of the association shall 
employ members of the union is not usually classed as "cons 
ciliation," unless the meeting is held In the presence of an 
independent chairman or conciliator, or in pursuance of a 
permanent agreement between the associations laying down the 
procedure for the settlement of disputes. If, however, the 
dispute is considered and arranged not by a casual meeting 
between two committees and deputations appointed ad hoc, 
but by a permanently organized " joint committee " or board 
with a constitution, rules of procedure and officers of Its own, 
the process of settlement is by ordinary usage described as 
"conciliation," even though the board be entirely rapresentative 
of the persons engaged in the industry. Such joint boards, as will 
be seen, play a most important part in conciliation at the present 
day, and they almost always have attached to them some 
machinery for the ultimate decision by arbitration of questions 
on which they fail to agree. Another form of conciliation is that 
in which the mediating board represents a wider group of 
industries than those affected by the dispute (e.g. the London 
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and other " district " boards referred to below). Moreover, 
in some of the most important cases of settlement of disputes 
by conciliation, the mediating party has not been a permanent 
board but a disinterested individual, e.g. the mayor, county 
court judge, government official or member of parliament. As 
will be seen below, the Conciliation Act now provides for the 
appointment of " conciliators " by the Board of Trade. 

Voluntary trade boards, however (i.e. permanent joint boards 
representing employers and work-people in particular trades), 
are at once the most firmly established and the most important 
agencies in Great Britain for the prevention and settlement of 
labour disputes. Among the earliest of such bodies was the 
board of arbitration in the Macclesfield silk trade, formed in 
2849, in imitation of the French " Conseil* is Prodquonsoes," 
but which only lasted four years. The first board, however, 
which attained any degree of permanent success was that estab-
lished for the hosiery and glove trade In Nottingham in 1860, 
through the efforts of A. J. Mundella. In r864 a board was 
established in the Wolverhampton building trades, with Rupert 
Kettle as chairman, and in 1868 boards were formed for the 
pottery trade, the Leicester hosiery trade and the Nottingham 
lace trade. In 1869 there was formed one of the most important 
of the still existing boards, viz. the board of arbitration and 
conciliation in the manufactured iron and steel trades of the 
north of England, with which the names of Rupert Kettle, 
David Dale and others are associated. In 1872 and 2873 joint 
committees were formed in the Durham and Northumberland 
coal trades to deal with local questions. The Leicester boot and 
shoe trade bard, the first of an elaborate system of local boards 
in this trade, was founded in 1875. From about t87o onwards 
there was a great movement for the establishment of " sliding 
scales " in the coal and iron and steel trades, which by regulating 
wages automatically tendered unnecessary the settlement of 
general wages by conciliation or arbitration. These sliding 
scales, however, usually had attached to them joint committees 
for dealing with disputed questions. A sliding scale arranged by 
David Dale was attached to the manufactured iron trade board 
In 2871. A sliding scale for the Cleveland blast furnacemen 
came into force in 1879. Sliding scales were also adopted in the 
coal trade in many districts, e.g. South Wales (2875), Durham 
(2877) and Northumberland (2879). The movement was, 
however, followed by a reaction, and several of the sliding 
scales in the coal trade were terminated between 1887 and 0389. 
In 1902 the last surviving sliding scale In the coal trade, viz. in 
South Wales, ceased to exist and was replaced by a conciliation 
baud. 

The formation on a large scale of conciliation boards in the 
coal trade to fix the rate of wages dates from the great miners' 
dispute of 2893, one of the terms of settlement agreed to at the 
conference held at the foreign office under Lord Rosebery being 
the formation of a conciliation board covering the districts 
affected. Northumberland followed in 014, Durham in 1891. 
Scotland in icioo and South Wales in tgoj. 

In 1907 an important scheme for the formation of conciliation 
boards for railway companies and their employees was adopted 
as the result of the action taken by the president of the Board of 
Trade to prevent a general strike of railway servants in that year. 
Under this scheme separate boards (sectional and general) were 
to be formed for the employees of each railway company which 
adhered to the scheme, with provision for reference in case of a 
deadlock to an umpire. 

The first general district board to be formed was that estab-
lished in London in 289o, through the London chamber of 
commerce, as a sequel to the Mansion House committee which 
mediated in the great London dock stole of 1889. The example 
was followed by several large towns, but the action taken by 
the boards in most of these provincial districts has been very 
limited. 

In addition there are two boards composed of representatives 
of co-operators and trade-unionists for the settlement of disputes 
arising between co-operative societies and their employees. 

The most typical form of machinery foe the settlement of 

disputes by voluntary conciliation is a joint board consisting of 
equal numbers of representatives of employers and 
employed. The members of the board are usually 
elected by the associations of eniployers and workmen, 
though in some cues (e.g. in the manufactured iron car refer 
trade board) the workmen's representatives are elected gem old. 
not by their trade union but by meetings of workmen atrri. 

 employed at the various works. The chairman may be 
an independent person, or, more usually, a representative of the 
employers, the vice-chairman being a representative of the work-
men. In the arbitration and conciliation boards in the boot and 
shoe trade, provision is made by which the chair may be occupied 
by representatives of the employers and workmen In alternate 
years. An independent chairman usually has a casting vote, 
which practically makes hint an umpire in case of equal voting, 
but where there is no outside chairman there is often provision for 
reference of cases on which the board =net agree to an umpire, 
who may either be a permanent officer of the board elated for a 
period of time (as in the case of several of the boards in the boot 
and shoe trade), or selected ad Au by the board or appointed by . 
sonic outside person or body. Thus the choice of the permanent 
chairman or umpire of the miners' conciliation board, formed in 
pursuance of the settlement of the coal dispute of 2893 by Lord 
Rosebery, was left to the speaker of the House of Commons. 
The nomination of umpires under the Railway Agreement of 
1907 was left to the speaker and the master of the rolls. Since the 
passing of the Conciliation Act, several conciliation boards have 
provided in their rules for the appointment of umpires by the 
Board of Trade. 

Conciliation boards constituted as described above usually 
have rules providing that there shall always be equality of voting 
as between employer and workmen, in spite of the casual absence 
of individuals on one side or the other. In order to expedite 
business it is sometimes provided that all questions shall be first 
anisidered by a sub-committee, with power to settle them by 
agreement before coming before the full board. Boards of con-
ciliation and arbitration conforming more or less to the above 
type exist in the coal, iron and steel, boot and shoe and other 
industries in the United Kingdom. A somewhat different form of 
organization has prevailed in the cotton-spinning trade (since the 
dispute of 1892-2893) and in the engineering trade (since the 
engineering dispute of 2897-1898). In these important industries 
there are no permanent boards for the settlement of general 
questions, but elaborate agreements are In fora between the 
employers' and workmen's organizations which among other 
things prescribe the mode in which questions at issue shall be 
dealt with and U possible settled. In the first place, if the 
question cannot be settled between the employer and his work-
men, it is dealt with by the local associations or committees or 
their officials, and failing a settlement in this manner, is referred 
to a joint meeting of the executive committees of the two 
associations. In neither agreement is there any provision for the 
ultimate decision of unsettled questions by arbitration. The 
agreement in the cotton trade is known as the " Brookiands 
Agreement," and a large number of questions have been amicably 
settled under its provisions. In the building trade, it is very 
customary for the local " working rules," agreed to mutually by 
employers and employed in particular districts, to contain 
" conciliation rules " providing for the reference of disputed 
questions to a joint committee with er without an ultimate 
reference to arbitration. Yet another form of voluntary board is 
the " district board," consisting in most cases of representatives 
elected in equal numbers by the local chamber of commerce and 
trades council respectively. In the case, however, of the London 
Conciliation Board the workmen's representatives are elected, 
twelve by specially summoned meetings of trade union delegates 
and two by co-optation. The functions of district boards are to 
deal with disputes in any trade which may occur within their 
districts, and of course they can only take action with the 
consent of both parties to the dispute, in this respect differing 
from the majority of " trade " boards, which, as a rule, are 
empowered by the agreement under which they are constituted 

Ilk 
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to deal with questions on the application of either party. 
Another interesting type of board is that representing two or 
more groups of workmen and sometimes their employers, with 
the object of settling " demarcation " disputes between the 
groups of workmen (i.e. questions as to the limits of the work 
which each group may claim to perform). Examples of such 
boards are those representing shipwrights and joiners on the 
Clyde, Tyne and elsewhere. While the arrangements for volun-
tary conciliation and arbitration differ in this way in various 
industries, there is an equally wide variation in the character and 
range of questions which the hoards are empowered to determine. 
For example, some boards in the coal trade (e.g. the concilia-
tion boards in Northumberland and the so-called " Federated 
Districts ") deal solely with the general rate of wages. Others, 
e.g. the " joint committee " in Northumberland and Durham, 
confine their attention solely to local questions not affecting the 
counties as a whole. The Durham conciliation board deals with 
any general or county questions. This distinction between 
"general" and "local" questions corresponds nearly, though not 
entirely, to the distinction often drawn between questions of the 
terms of future employment and of the interpretation of existing 
agreements. Some conciliation boards are unlimited as regards 
the scope of the questions which they may consider. This was 
formerly the case with the boards in the boot and shoe trade, but 
under the " terms of settlement " of the dispute in 1895 drawn up 
at the Board, of Trade, certain classes of questions (e.g. the 
employment of particular individuals, the adoption of piece-work 
or time-work, &c.) were wholly or partially withdrawn from 
their consideration, and any decision of a board contravening the 
" terms of settlement " is null and void. A special feature in the 
procedure for conciliation and arbitration in the boot and shoe 
trade, is the deposit by each party of Limo with trustees, as a 
financial guarantee for the performance of agreements and 
awards. A certain class of, conciliation boards, mostly in the 
Midland metal trades, were attached to " alliances " of employers 
and employed, having for their object the regulation of produc-
tion and of prices (e.g. the Bedstead Trade Wages Board). 
None of these alliances, however, have survived. 

At all events up to the year 1.896, the development of arbi-
tration and conciliation as methods of settling labour disputes 
Lem, in the United Kingdom was entirely independent of 
users ale any legislation. Previously to the Conciliation Act of 
Usii" 1896 several attempts had been made by parliament to 
Klogdoon promote arbitration and conciliation, but with little or 
no practical result, and the act of 1806 repealed all previous 
legislation on the subject, at the same time excluding the opera. 
tion of the Arbitration Act of 1889 from the settlement of "any 
difference or dispute to which this act applies." The laws repealed 
by the Conciliation Act need only a few words of mention. Dur-
ing the rsth century the fixing of wages by magistrates under the 
Elizabethan legislation gradually decayed, and acts of 1745 and 
2757 gave summary jurisdiction to justices of the peace to 
determine disputes between masters and servants in certain, 
circumstances, although no rate of wages had been fixed that 
year by the justices of the peace of the shire. These and other 
laws, relating specially to disputes in the cotton-weaving trade, 
were consolidated and amended by the Arbitration Act of 1824. 
This act seems chiefly to have been aimed at disputes relating to 
piece-work in the textile trades, though applicable to other 
disputes arising out of a wages contract. It expressly excluded, 
however, the fixing of a rate of wages or price of labour , or work-
tnanship at which the workmen should in future be paid unless 
with the mutual consent of both master and workmen. The act 
gave compulsory powers of settling the disputes to which it. relates 
on application of either party to a court of arbitrators represent-
ing employers and workmen nominated by a magistrate. The 
award could be enforced by distress or imprisonment. The act 
was subsequently amended in detail, and by the " Councils of 
Conciliation " Act of 1867 power was given to the home secretary 
to license "equitable councils of conciliation and arbitration" 
equally representative of masters and workmen, who should 
thereupon have the powers conferred by the act of 1824. The  

as contains provisions for the appointment of conciliation 
committees, and other details which are of little interest seeing 
that the act was never put into operation. Another amendment 
of the act of am was made by the Arbitration (Masters and 
Workmen) Act of 1873, which contemplated the conclusion rA 
agreements between employers and employed, designating some 
board of arbitration by which disputes included within the trope 
of the former acts should be determined. A master or workman 
should be deemed to be bound by an agreement under the act, if 
he accepted a printed copy of the agreement and did not col 
pudiate it within forty-eight hours. like the previous legislation, 
however, the act of 1871 was inoperative. The evidence given 
before the Royal Commission on Labour (180a-1894) disclosed 
the existence of a considerable body of opinion in favour of some 
further action by the state for the prevention or settlement of 
labour disputes, and some impetus was given to the movement by 
the settlement through official mediation of several important 
disputes, e.g. the great coal-sakes' dispute of 1893 by a con-
ference presided over by Lord Rosebety, the cab-drivers' dispute 
of s894 by the mediation of the home secretary (H. H. Asquith), 
and the boot and shoe trade dispute of 1895 by a Board of Trade 
conference under the chairmanship of Sir Courtenay Boyle. Is 
these, and a few other less important cases, the intervention of 
the Board of Trade or other department took place without any. 
special statutory sanction. The Conciliation Act passed in 1896 
was framed with a view to giving express authorization to such 
action in the future. 

This act is of a purely voluntary character. Its most import-
ant provisions are those of section 2, empowering the Board of. 
Trade in cases " where a difference exists or is apprehended 
between any employer, or any class of employers, and workmen,. 
or between different classes of workmen," to take certain steps 
to promote a settlement, of the difference. They may of their 
own initiative hold an inquiry or endeavour to arrange a meeting 
between the parties under a chairman mutually agreed on or 
appointed, from the outside, and on the application of , either. 
party they may appoint a conciliator or a board of conciliation 
who shall communicate with the parties and endeavour to bring 
about a settlement and report their proceedings to the Board 
of Trade. On the application of both parties the Board of Trade 
may appoint an arbitrator. In all cases the Board of Trade 
has discretion as to the action to be taken, and there is no pro-
vision either for compelling the parties to accept their mediation 
or to abide by any agreement effected through their intervention. 
There are other provisions in the act providing for the regisvation 
of voluntary conciliation boards, and for the promotion by the 
Board of Trade of the formation of such boards in districts and 
trades in which they are deficient. During the first eleven years 
after the passage of the act the number of cases arising under 
section 2 (providing for action by the Board of Trade for the. 
settlement of actual or apprehended disputes) averaged twenty-
one per annum, and the number of settlements effected fifteen. In 
the remaining cases the Board of Trade either refused to entertain 
the application or failed to effect a settlement, or the disputes 
were settled between the parties during the negotiations. About 
three-quarters of the settlements were effected by arbitration 
and one-quarter by conciliation. A number of voluntary con-
ciliation boards formed or reorganized since the passing of the 
act provide in their rules for en appear to the Board of Trade 
to appoint an umpire in case of a deadlock. At least thirty-six 
trade boards are known to have already adopted this course, 
The figures given above show that the Conciliation Act of 1896, 
has not, like previous legislation, been a dead letter, though. 
the number of actual disputes settled is small compared with. 
the total number annually recorded. 

Arbitration and conciliation in labour disputes as practised. 
in the United Kingdom are entirely voluntary, both as regard*. 
the initiation and conduct of the negotiations and the 

1010/0111ill carrying out of the agreement resulting therefrom. ow... 
In all these respects arbitration, though terminating saes... 
in what is called a binding award, is on precisely the 
same legal footing as conciliation, which results in a mutual 
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agreement Various proposals have been made (and in some 
eases carded into effect in certain countries) for introducing 
an element of compulsion into this class of proceeding. There 
are three stages at which compulsion may conceivably be intro-
duced. (i) The parties may be compelled by law to submit 
their dispute to some tribunal or board of conciliation; (a) the 
board of conciliation or arbitration may have power to compel 
the attendance of witnesses and the production of documents; 
(3) .  the parties may be compelled to observe the award of the 
board of arbitration. The moat far-reaching schemes of com-
pulsory arbitration in force in any country are those in force in 
New Zealand and certain states in Australia. Bills have been 
introduced into the British House of Commons for dothing 
voluntary boards of conciliation and arbitration, under certain 
conditions, with powers to require attendance of witnesses 
and production of documents, without, however, compelling 
the parties to submit their disputes to these boards or to abide 
by their decisions. In the United Kingdom, however, more 
attention has recently been given to the question of strengthen-
ing the sanction for the carrying out of awards and agreements 
than of compelling the parties to enter into such arrangements. 
An interesting step towards the solution of the difficulty of en-
forcement in certain cases is perhaps afforded by the provisions 
of the terms of settlement of the dispute in the boot and shoe 
trade drawn up at the Board of Trade in 1805. Under this agree-
ment boom was deposited by each party with trustees, who 
were directed by the trust-deed to pay over to either party, out 
of the money deposited by the other, any sum which might be 
awarded as damages by the umpire named in the deed, for the 
breach of the agreement or of any award made by an arbitration 
board in consonance pith it. Very few claims for damages have 
been sustained under this agreement. Nevertheless it cannot 
be doubted that the pecuniary liability of the parties has given 
stability to the work of the local arbitration boards, and the 
satisfaction of both sides with the arrangement is shown by the 
fact that the trust-deed which lapsed in leo° has been several 
times renewed by common agreement for successive periods of 
two years, and is now in force for an Indefinite period subject 
to six months' notice from either side. Theoretically a trust-
deed of this kind can only offer a guarantee up to the point 
at which the original deposit on one side or the other is exhausted, 
as it is impossible to compel either party to renew the deposit. 
A proposal was made by the duke of Devonshire and certain of 
his colleagues on the Royal Commission od Labour for empower-
ing associations of employers and employed to acquire, if they 
desired it, sufficient legal personality and corporate character to 
enable them to sue each other or their own members for breach 
of agreement. This would give the association aggrieved by a 
breach of award the power of suing the defaulting organization 
to recover damages out of their corporate funds, while each 
association could exact penalties from its members for such a 
breach. For this reason the suggestion has met with a good deal 
of support by many interested in arbitration and conciliation, but 
has been steadily opposed by representatives of the trade unions. 

The question is not free from difficulties. The object of the 
change would be to convert what are at present only morally 
binding understandings into legally enforceable contracts. But 
apart from the possibility that some of such contracts would be 
held by the courts to be void as being " in restraint of trade," 
the tendency might be to give a strict legal interpretation to 
working agreements which might deprive them of some of their 
effectiveness for the settlement of the conditions of future con-
tracts between employers and workmen, while possibly deter-
ring assodations from entering into such agreements for fear 
of litigation. Individuals, moreover, could avoid liability by 
leaving their associations. In practice the cases of repudiation 
or breach of an award or agreement are not common. In 
countries like New Zealand, where the parties are compelled 
to submit their differences to arbitration, some of the above 
objections do not apply. 

The following statistics are based on the reports of the Labour 
department of the Board of Trade. The number of boards of  

conciliation and arbitration known to be In existence in the 
United Kingdom is nearly 100: but a good many of 
these do little or no active work. Only about one-third fr ibu's 

 of these boards deal with actual eases in any one ag..ays. 
year, the active boards being mainly connected with 
mining, iron and steel, engineering and shipbuilding, boot and 
shoe and building trades. During the ten years stitor—zeo6 
the total number of cases considered by these boards averaged 
about ipso annually, of which they have settled about half, 
the remainder having been withdrawn, referred back or other-
wise settled. About three-quarters of the cases settled were 
determined by the boards themselves and only one-quarter by 
umpires. The great majority of the cases settled were purely 
local questions. Thus more than half the total were dealt with 
by the " joint committees" in the Northumberland and Dur-
ham coal trades, which confine their action to local questions, 
such as fixing the " hewing prices " for new seams. The great 
majority of the cases settled did not actually involve stoppage 
of work, the most useful work of these permanent boards being 
the prevention rather than the settlement of strikes and lock-
outs. A certain number of disputes are settled every year by 
the mediation or arbitration of disinterested individuals: e.g. 
the local mayor or county court judge. 

The extent to which the methods of arbitration and concilia-
tion can be expected to afford a substitute for strikes and lock-
outs is one on which opinions differ very widely. The 
difficulties arising from the impossibility of enforcing Ails.° 
agreements or awards by legal process have already gam, 
beendiscussed. Apartfrom these, however, it is evident 
that both methods imply that the parties, especially the work. 
people, are organized at least to the extent of being capable of 
negotiating through agents. In some industries (e.g. agriculture 
or domestic service) this preliminary condition is not satisfied; 
in others the men's leaders possess little mote than consultative 
powers, and employers may hesitate to deal either directly or 
through a third party with individuals or committees who have 
so little authority over those whom they claim to represent. 
And even where the trade organisations are strong, some em-
ployers refuse in any way to recognise the representative char-
acter of the men's officials. The question of the " recognition " 
of trade unions by employers is a frequent cause of disputes 
(see STRIKES AND LOCK-OUTS.) It may be observed, however, 
that it often occurs that in cams in which both employers and 
employed are organized into associations which are accustomed 
to deal with each other, one or both parties entertain a strong 
objection to the intervention of any outside mediator, or to the 
submission of differences to an arbitrator. Thus the engineering 
employers in 1897 were opposed to any outside intervention, 
though ready to negotiate with the delegates chosen by the men. 
On the other hand, the cotton operatives have more than once 
opposed the proposal of the employers to refer the rate of wages 
to arbitration, and throughout the great miners' dispute of 1893 
the opposition to arbitration came from the men. Naturally, 
the party whose organisation is the stronger is usually the less 
inclined to admit outside intervention. But there have also been 
cases In which employers, who refused to deal directly with trade 
union officials, have been willing to negotiate with a mediator 
who was well known to be in communication with these officials. 
e.g. in the case of the Railway Settlement of loos. 

Apart, however, from the disinclination of one or both parties 
to allow of any outside intervention, we have to consider how 
far the nature of the questions in dispute may in any particular 
case put limits to the applicability of conciliation or arbitration 
as a method of settlement. Since conciliation is only a general 
term for the action of a third party in overcoming the obstacles 
to the conclusion of an agreement by the parties themselves, 
there is no class of questions which admit of settlement 
by direct negotiation which may not equally be settled by this 
method, provided of course that there is an adequate supply of 
sufficiently skilful mediators. As regards arbitration the case 
is somewhat different, seeing that in this case the parties agree 
to be bound by the award of a third party. For the success 
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of ailitratien, therefore, it is fenportrint Oarlike general principlet 
which should govern the settlement of the particular question 
at issue should be admitted by both sides. Thus in the manu-
factured iron Cade ill the north of England, it has throughout 
been understood that wages shtiuld depend on the prices realized, 
And the only question which an arbitrator has usually had to 
decide' has been how far the state of prices at the time warranted 
a particular change of wage. On the other band, there are many 
quirettons on Which disputer arise (e.g. the employment of non-
tinker' labour, the restriction of piece-work, &c.) on which there 
is &urgently no common agreement as to principles, and an 
arbitrator may 'be at a loss to know what considerations he is 
to take into account in determining his award. Generally speak-
ing, employees are averse from submitting to a third party ques-
tions involving discipline and the management of their business, 
while in some trades workmen have shown themselves opposed to 
allowing an arbitrator to reduce wages beyond a certain point 
which they wish to regard as a guaranteed " minimum." 

Another objection on the part of some employers and work-
men to unrestricted arbitration is its alleged tendency to multiply 
disputes by providing an easy way of solving them without 
recourse to strikes or lockouts, and so diminishing the sense 
of responsibility in the party advancing the claims. It is also 
sometimes contended that arbitrators, not being governed in 
their decisions by a definite code of principles, may tend to 
" split the difference," so as to satisfy both sides even when the 
demands on one side or the other are wholly unwarranted. 
This, it Is said, encourages the formulation of demands purposely 
put high in order to admit of being cut down by an arbitrator. 
One of the chief practical difficuhies in the way of the success-
ful working of permanent boards of conciliation, consisting of 
equal numbers of employers and employed, with an umpire 
in case of deadlock, is the difficulty of inducing business men 
whose time is fully occupied to devote the necessary time to the 
work of the boards, especially when either side has it in its power 
to compel recourse to the umpire, and so render the work of the 
conciliation hoard indtless. In spite of all thesd difficulties 
the practice of arranging differences by conciliation and arbitra-
tion is undoubtedly spreading, and it is to be remembered that 
even in cases in which theoretically • basis for arbitration can 
scarcely be said to exist, recourse to that method may often 
serve a useful purpose in putting an end to a deadlock of 
which both parties are tired, though neither cares to own itself 
beaten. 

Nets Zealand.—The New Zealand Industrial Conciliation 
and Arbitration Act 1894 is important as the first practical 
attempt of any importance to enforce compulsory arbitration 
In trade disputes. The original act was amended by several 
subsequent measures, and the law has been more than once 
consolidated. The law provides for the incorporation of associa-
tions of employeri or workmen under the title of industrial 
unions, and for the creation in each district of a joint conciliation 
board, elected by these industrial unions, with an impartial 
chairman elected by the board, to which a dispute may be re-
ferred by any party, a strike or lock-out being thenceforth illegal, 
If the recommendation of the conciliation board is not accepted 
by either party, the matter goes to a court of arbitration con-
sisting of two persons representing employers and workmen 
iespectively, and a judge of the supreme court. Up to reos 
disputes were ordinarily required to go first to a board of con-
ciliation except by agreement of the parties, but now either 
party may carry a dispute direct to the arbitration court. 
The amendment was adopted because it was found in practice 
that the great majority of cases went ultimately to the arbitra-
tion court, and conciliation board proceedings were often mere 
Waste of time. The award of the court is enforceable by legal 
process, financial penalties up to ;(too being recoverable from 
defaulting associations or individuals. If the property of an 
Association is insufficient to pay the penalty, its members are 
individually liable up to Loa each. It is the duty of factory 
hapettore to sea that awards are obeyed. The law provides for  

thf extension of awards to related trades, to empioyers entering 
the industry hereafter, and in some cases to a whole industry. 

The above is only an outline of the principal provisions of this 
law, .under which questions of wages, hours and the relations of 
employers and workmen generally in New Zealand (q.v.) in-
dustries became praetically the subject of state regulation. 
The act must more properly be judged as a measure for the state 
regulation of industry, but ae a method of putting an end to 
labour disputes its success has only been partial. 

Ausleatia.—The laws which are practically operative'in Aust 
tralia with respect to arbitration and conciliation are all based 
with modifications on the New Zealand syitem. The first com-
pulsory arbitration act passed in Australia was the New South 
Wales Act of 19or. The principal points of difference between 
this and the New Zealand act are that the conciliation procedure , 

is entirely omitted. the New South Wales measure being 
purely an arbitration act. The arbitration court has greater 
power over unorganized trades than in New Zealand, and the 
scope of its awards is'greatly enlarged by its power to declare 
spy condition of labour to be common rule of an industry, 
and thus binding on all existing and future employers and 
work-people in that industry. • In Western Australia laws 
were passed in r000 and ow which praideally adopted the 
New Zealand legislation with certain modifications in detail. 

In 5904 the commonwealth of Australia passed a compulsory 
arbitration law based mainly on those in force is New Zealand 
and New South Wales, and applicable to disputes affecting more 
than one Australian state. The arbitration court is empowered 
to require any dispute withr•its cognizance to be referred to it 
by the state authority proposing to deal with It. There are other 
Australian laws which, though unrepealed (e.g. the South Aus-
tralian Act of i894), are • dead-letter. Generally speaking, 
the Australasian laws on arbitration and conciliation are more 
stringent and far-reaching than any ethers in the world. 

Candice—In :cocoa conciliation act was passed by the Domin-
ion parliament resembling the United Kingdom act in most of its 
features, and in 1903 the Canadian Railway Labour Disputes Act 
made special provision for the reference of railway disputes to a 
conciliation board and (failing settlement) to a court of arbitration. 

This act was consolidated with the Conciliation Act zgoo 
during rood In an act respecting conciliation and labour, and 
in Marth r9o7 the Industrial Disputes Investigation Act became 
law by which machinery is set up for the constitution of a board, 
on the application of either side • to a dispute in mines and 
industries connected with public utilities, whenever a strike 
involving more than ten employees is threatened. The pro; 
visions of the act may be extended to other industries and rail. 
way companies, and their employees may take action under 
either the Conciliation and Labour Act or the Industrial Dis. 
putes Investigation Act. Under the Investigation Act it is 
unlawful for any employer to came a lock-out, or for an ern. 
ployee to go on strike on account of any dispute prior to or der. 
ing a reference of such dispute to a board constituted under the 
act, or prior to or daring a reference under the provisions con-
cerning railway disputes under the Conciliation and Labour Act. 
There is nothing, however, in the act to prevent a strike or 
lock-out taking place after the dispute has been investigated. 

Freitee.:--The French Conciliation and Arbitration Law of 
December tri9a provides that either patty to a labour dispute 
may apply to the hire de pais of the canton, who Informs the 
other party of the application. If they concur within three days, 
a joint committee of conciliation is formed of not more than 
five representatives of each party, which meets in the presence 
of the isle de pais, who, however, has no vote. If no agreement 
results the parties are invited to appoint arbitrators. If such 
arbitrators are 'appointed and cannot agree on an umpire, the 
president of the civil tribunal appoints an umpire. In the case 
of an actual strike, in the absence of an application from either 
party it is the duty of the jilt de pais to invite the parties to 
proceed to conciliation or arbitration, The emits of the action 
of the joie de pair and of the conciliation committee are placarded 
by the mayors of the communes affected. The law loaves the 
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parties entirely free to accept or reject the services of the juge 
de stair. 

During the tea years 1897-19°6 the act was put in force 
is 18a9 cases—vin 9'6 on application of workmen; 49 of 
employers; 4o of both sides; and 804 without application. 
Altogether 616 disputes were settled—sae by conciliation and 
67 by, arbitration. 

•Gerstany.—In several continental European countries, courts 
or boards are established by law to settle cases arising out of 
existing labour contracts,--s.e. the French " Comas de Pnat'- 
isoonnes," the Italian" Probi-Viri," and the German "Geier. 
begerickien,"—and some of the questions which come before 
these bodies are such as might be dealt with in England by 
voluntary boards or joint committees. The majority, however, 
are disputes between individuals as to wages due, fec., which 
would be determined in the United Kingdom by a court of 
summary jurisdiction. It is noteworthy, however, that the 
German industrial courts (Generbegerichters) are empowered 
under certain conditions to offer their services to mediate 
between the parties to an ordinary labour dispute. The main 
law is that of 1890 which was amended in spot. In the case 
of a strike or lock-out the court must intervene on application 
of both parties, and may do so of its own initiative or on the 
invitation of one side. The conciliation board for this purpose 
consists under the amending law of toot of the president of the 
court and four or more representatives named by the parties 
in equal numbers but not concerned in the dispute. Failing 
appointment by the parties the president appoints them. Fail-
ing a settlement at a conference between the parties in the 
presence of the president and assessors of the court, the court 
arrives at a decision on the merits of the dispute which is com-
municated to the parties, who are allowed a certain time within 
which to notify their acceptance or rejection. The court has 
no power to compel the observance of its decision, but in certain 
cases it may line a witness for non-attendance. In the first 
five years after the passage of the amending law of soot (viz. 
1902-1906) there were t i39 applications for the intervention 
of the industrial courts: etts agreements were brought about 
and zo7 decisions were pronounced by the courts, of which 64 
were accepted by both partial. 

Switseriaed.—The canton of Geneva enacted a law la 1900 
providing for the settlement by negotiation, conciliation or 
arbitration of the general terms of employment in a trade, 
subject, however, to special arrangements between employers 
and workmen in particular cases. The negotiations take place 
between delegates chosen by the associations of employers and 
employed, or failing them, by meetings summoned by the 
council of state on sufficient applications. Failing settlement, 
the council of state, on application from either party, is to 
appoint one or more conciliators from its members, and if this 
fail. the antral committee of the Pend'ho•nses, together with 
the delegates of employers and workmen, is to form a board of 
arbitration, whose decision is binding. Any collective sus-
pension of work is illegal during the period covered by the award 
or agreement. Up to the end of 5904 only seven cases occurred 
of application of the law to industrial diterencer. In Basel 
(town) a law providing for voluntary conciliation by means of 
boards of employers and workmen with an independent chairman 
appointed ad hoc by the council of state of the canton, has been 
in force since 1897, but it remained practically unused until tcros. 
In the period from January scot to .May 19os, r8 disputes were 
dealt with and to settled under this law. A similar law was 
adopted in St Gall in 19e2. In the three years scrosi9o4, 
to disputes were dealt with and 3 settled. 

Sweden.—By a law which came Into force on the rat of Jaanary 
rroo7, Sweden was divided into seven dbtricta and is each district 
• conciliator was appointed by the crown. The conciliator 
mustreside within his distsiet and his principal duty is to promote 
the settlement of disputes between employes and work-people or 
between members of either class among themselves. He is also 
on request to advise and otherwise waist employers and work-
people in:fraMing agreements affecting the condition of labour 

if and so far as agreementsAre designed to promote good aelneleaS 
between the two cleans and to obviate stoppages of work. 

United Staks.—In the United States several states have 
legislated on the subject of conciliation and arbitration, among 
the first of such acts being the " Wallace" Act of 1883, in 
Pennsylvania, which, however, was almost inoperative. Al-
together, 24 states have made constitutional or statutory pro-
vision for mediation in trade disputes, of which r7 contemplate 
the formation of permanent state boards. The only state laws 
which require notice are those of  and New York 
providing for the formation of state beards of arbiteatioo. The 
Massachusetts board, founded in 1886, consists of one employer, 
one employed and one independent person chosen by both. The 
New York board (x886) consists of two representetives of different 
political parties, and one member of a bona fide trade organise. 
don within the state. In both states it is the duty of the board, 
with or without application from the parties, to 'Proceed to the 
spot where a labour dispute has occurred, and to endeavour 
to promote • settlement. The parties may decline its services, 
but the board is empowered to issue • report, and on application 
from either aide to hold an homily and publish its decision, 
which (in Massachusetts) is binding JOT we months, unless 
sixty days' notice to the contrary ,  is given by 0119 side to the 
other. Several states, including Massachusetts and New York s 

 provide not only for state boards, but also for local boards. 
In Mamachusetts, during t906, the state board dealt with 

ISll disputes. Of these the board was appealed to as arbitrator 
in 9s CMS. Awards were rendered in 8o eases, is cases were 
withdrawn and 3 Mal were 41i ii pending at the end of the Yew. 
In New York the number of cases dealt with is much smaller, 

Federal legislation can only touch the question of arbitration 
and conciliation so far as regards disputes affecting commerce 
between different states. Thus. an act of June /898 provides 
that in a dispute involving serious interruption of business on 
railways engaged in interstate conweerce, the chairman of the 
Inter.State Commerce Commimion and the commissioner of 
labour shall, on application of either pasty; endeavour to effect 
a settlement, or to induce the parties to submit the dispute 
to arbitration. While an arbitration under the act is pending 
a strike or lockout is 11111M4111. 

AlIT110111/1115.—For the recent development of arbitration 
conciliation in the United Kingdom, use the Annual Report; oferd 
Labour Department of the Board of Trade on Strikes and Lock-outs 
from *888 onwards. Since 1890 these reports have contained special 
appendices on the work of arbitration boards. See also the Lobar 
Gazette (the monthly Journal of the Labour Department ) from *893 
onward. and the Report on Roles of Yd tassau Coscileakos and 
Arbitration Boards and Joint Committees. The Reports of Use Royal 
Commission on Labour 0891-1894) contain much valuable informa-
tion on the subject. For the workmg of the Conciliation Act Me the 
Reports of the Board of • Trade on their under the 
Conciliation Act 1896. For the earlier histoPtyrortahante sited King-
dom: Crompton, Industrial Conciliation (1876); Price, Industrial 
Peace (1887). For foreign and colonial developments: the third 
Abstract of Foreign Labour Statistics 	), issued by the Board of 
Trade; Retort on Government Indu 	rbitration. by I« W. Hatch 
(Bulletin of Bureau of Labour of United States De 	t of 
Commerce and Labour, September 190S); the report the French 
Office dr Travail, De to conciliation Cl de )'arbitrage dans its congas 
colledsfs entre patina a interims en Francs d d Iltrastger (1893)1 
the Annual Reports of the tame Department on &Ware. Loeb 
ants and Arbitration; the Reports of lb Massaclutsetts and New 
Yprk Slate Arbitration Board's, and of the Neto Zealand Depart-
ment of Labour; and the Labour Casette. See also the following 
general works: N. P. Gilman, Methods ol'Indastrial Pena (Boston, 
1904); A. C. Pigou, Principles. end. Methods 4 lasinstrial Paw 
(1903)• (X) 

ARBOGAST (d. 394), a barbarian officer in the Roman army, 
at the end of the 4th century. His nationality is uncertain 
but Zosimus, Eunapius and Su 1picius Alexander (a Gallo: 
Roman historian quoted by Gregory of Tours) all refer to him 
ass Frank. Having served with distinction against the Goths in 
Thrace, be was sent by.Theadosius in 3811 against Maximus, who 
bad usurped the empire of the west and had murdered Oradea. 
His complete success, whiol resulted in thedestruction of Maximus 
and his sons and the pacification of Gaul, led Theodosius 
to appoint him chief minister for. his young brotherin-law 
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Valeadaian IL His ride was meat energetic; but while he 
favoured the. barbarians in the imperial service, and appointed 
them to high•offiee. Vabunnies, openly jealous of his minister,  
sought to surround himself with Romans. As an offset to this, 
Arbogast allied himself with the pagan element in Rome, while 
Valentisian was strictly orthodox. In 392 Valentinian was 
secretly put to death at Vienne (in Gaul), and Arbogast, naming 
as his successor Eugenie,, a rhetorician, descended into Italy 
to meet the expedition which Theodosius was heading against 
him. He proclaimed himself the champion of the old Roman 
gods, and as a response to the appeal of Ambrose, is said to have 
threatened to stable his horses in the cathedral of Milan, and 
to force the monks to fight in his army. His defeat in the hard-
fought battle of the Frigidus saved Italy from thesi dangers. 
Theodosius, alter a two days' fight, gained the victory by the 
treachery of one of Arbogast's generals, sent to cut off his 
retreat.. Eugenius was captured and executed, but Arbogast 
escaped to the mountains, where however he slew himself three 
days afterwards (8th of September 394). Although we have only 
most distorted narratives upon which to rely—pagan eulogy and 
Christian denunciation—Arbogast appears to have been one of 
the greatest soldiers of the later empire. and a statesman of 
no mean rank. His energy, and his apparent disdain for the 
effete civilization which he protected, but which did not affect 
his character, make his personality one of the most interesting 
of the_ath century. 

See T. Hodgkin. Italy and her Invaders (Mao), vol. i. chap. E. 
ARBOIS, a town of eastern France, in the department of Jura, 

on the Cuisance, to m. N.N.E. of Lons.le-Saunier by rail. Pop. 
'906) 3454. The town is the scat of the tribunal of first 
instance of the arrondissement of Poligny, and has a communal 
college. The church of St Just, founded in the tech century, 
has gtrod wood-carving. An Ursuline convent, built in 1764, 
serves as hotel de villc and law court, and a church of the 14th 
century is used as a market. There is an old château of the 
dukes of Burgundy. Arbois is well known for its red and white 
wines, and has saw-mills, tanneries and market gardens, and 
manufactures paper, oil and casks. 

ARBON DE JURAINVILLE, MARIE HENRI D' (1827-1910), 
French historian and philologist, was born at Nancy on the 5th of 
December 1827. In iSsi he left the Ecole des Chartes with the 
degree of palaeographic archivist. He was placed in control 
of the departmental archives of Aube, and remained In that 
position until 18So, when he retired on a pension. He pub-
lished several volumes of inventorial abstracts, a Repertoire 
archeologique du department In 1861; a valuable Histoire des 
doses d cooler de Champagne depuis Is VP sack jossqu'd la 
finds XP, which was published between 185e and tang (8 vols.), 
and in tffilo an instritctive monograph upon Les Intendant de 
Champagne. But already he had become attracted towards 
the study of the most ancient inhabitants of Gaul; in 2870 
be brought out an Etude tor la declissaison des nom* 
propres dons la longue franque d Pimae naroeingienne _; 
and in 1877 a learned work upon Les Premiers Ifehliants de 
P Europe (and edition in 2 vols. 1889 and 1894). Next he con-
centrated his efforts upon the field of Celtic languages, literature 
and law, in which he soon became an authority. Appointed in 
188, to the newly founded professorial chair of Celtic at the 
College de France, he began the Cows de !literature altique 
which in tea extended to twelve volumes. For this he himself 
edited the following works: Introduction & Allude de la litterature 
calque (1883); L'Epopee calque is Irlassde (11194; Eludes 
tut Is droll critique (18es); and Les Principals.* Anew' is 
Vantiquite at counter sir l'hisleirs des Celia (tgo2). He was 
among the first in France to enter upon the study of the most 
ancient monuments of Irish literature with a solid philological 
preparation and without empty prejudices. We owe to him 
also Les Celtes depuis la temps lu Plus rendes *mei Van ma 
avant Sore ire (nog), and a study of comparative law in La 
Penile celtique (zoos). Numerous detailed studies upon the 
Gaidish names of persons and places took synthetic form in the 
Recherches stir 'Wising if la propriehl fascias (t8ee), which 

.6•  

illumined one of the most interesting aspects of the Roman 
occupation of Gaul. The Rana is sminsoires asuman 
la litterairre el l'histoire aligns, made by the most notable 
among his disciples on the occasion of his seventy-eighth birth-
day (tun), was a well-deserved tribute to his persevering and 
fruitful industry. He died in February two. (C. B.*) 

ARBOR DAY. the name applied in the United States of 
America to a day appointed for the public planting of trees 
(see Alumna). Originating. or at least being first successfully 
put into operation, in Nebraska in 1872 through the instrument-
ality of J. Sterling Morton, then president of the state Board of 
Agriculture, it received the official sanction of the state by the 
proclamation of Governor R. W. Furnas in 1874 and by the 
enactment in 4115 of a law establishing it as a legal holiday in 
Nebraska. The movement spread rapidly throughout the 
United States until with hardly an exception every state and 
territory celebrates such a day either ass legal or a school holiday. 
The time of celebration varies in different states—sometimes 
even in different localities in the same state—but April or early 
May is the rule in the northern states, and February, January 
and December are the months in various southern states. A 
like practice has been introduced in New Zealand. 

See N. H. Egleston, Arbor Day: Its 11Wory and Observance' 
(Washington, 1896). Robert W. Furnas, Arbor Day (Lincoln, Neb., 
t888). and R. H. Schaufller (ed.), Arbor Day (New York, 1909). 

ARBORETUM, the name given to that part of a garden or park 
which ib reserved for the growth and display of trees. The term, 
in this restricted sense, was seemingly first so employed in 1838 
by J. C. Loudon, in his book upon arboreta and fruit trees. 
Professor Bayley Balfour, F.R.S., the Regius Keeper of the 
Royal Botanic Garden in Edinburgh, has described an arboretum 
as a living collection of species and varieties of trees and shrubs 
arranged after some definite method—it may be properties, or 
uses, or some other principle—but usually after that of natural' 
likeness. The plants are intended to be specimens showing the. 
habit of the tree or shrub, and the collection Is essentially in 
educational one. According to another point of view, an 
arboretum should be constructed with regard to picturesque 
beauty rather than systematically, although it is admitted that 
for scientific purposes& systematic arrangement basalt qua non.. 
In this more general respect, an arboretum or woodland affords. 
shelter, improves local climate, renovates bad soils, conceals 
objects unpleasing to the eye, heightens the effect of what is 
agreeable and graceful, and adds value, artistic and other, to the 
landscape. What Loudon called the " ganlenemme " school of 
landscape naturally makes particular use of trees. By common 
consent the arboretum in the Royal Botanical Gardens at Kew 
is one of the finest in the world. Its beginnings may be traced 
back to 1762, when, at the suggestion of Lord Bute, the duke of 
Argyll's trees and shrubs were removed from Whitton Place, 
near Hounslow, to adorn the princess of Wales's garden at Kew. 
The duke's collection was famous for its cedars, pines and firs. 
Most of the trees of that date have perished, but the survivors 
embrace some of the finest of their kind in the gardens. The 
botanical gardens at Kew were thrown open to the public in Au 
under the directorate of Sir William Hooker. Including the 
arboretum, their total area did not then exceed it acres. Four 
years later the pleasure grounds and gardens at Kew occupied by 
the king of Hanover were given to the nation and placed under 
the care of Sir William for the express purpose of being converted 
into an arboretum. Hooker rose to the occasion and, zealously, 
reinforced by Ids son and auccessor, Sir Joseph, established a 
collection which rapidly grew in richness and importance. It is 
perhaps the largest collection of hardy trees and shrubs known, 
comprising some asoo species and botanical varieties. A large 
proportion of the total acreage (288) of the Gardens is monopolized 
by the arboretum. Of the more specialized public arboreta in 
the United Kingdom the next to Kew are those in the Royal 
Botanic Garden in Edinburgh and the Glasnevin Garden in 
Dublin. The collection of trees in the Botanic Garden at Cam- 
bridge is also one of respectable proportions. There is a small 
but very select collection of trees at Oxford, the oldest botanical 
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garden in Great Britain, which was founded in 5632. In the 
United States the Arnold Arboretum at Boston ranks with Kew 
for size and completeness. It takes its name from its donor, the 
friend of Emerson. It was originally a well-timbered park, 
which, by later additions, now covers 2 n acres. Practically, 
it forms part of the park system so characteristic of the city, 
being situated only 4 iss. from the centre of population. There is 
a fine arboretum In the botanical gardens at Ottawa, in Canada 
(65 acres). On the continent of Europe the classic example is 
still the lardix des Planks in Paris, where, however, system lends 
more of formality than of beauty to the general effect.' The 
collection of trees and shrubs at Schgnbrunn, near Vienna, is an 
extensive one. At Dahlern near Berlin the new Kg1. Netter 
Botaxischer Cartel has been laid out with a view to the aCcorn-
modation of a very large collection of hardy trees and shrubs. 
There are now many large collections of hardy trees and shrubs 
in private parks and gardens throughout the British Islands, 
the interest taken in them by their proprietors having largely 
increased in recent years. Rich men collect trees, as they do 
paintings or books. They spare neither pains nor money in 
acquiring specimens, even from distant lands, to which they 
often send out expert collectors at their own expense. This, too, 
the Royal Horticultural Society was once wont to do, with 
valuable results, as in the case of David Douglas's remarkable 
expedition to North America in 1823-18s4. It will be remembered 
that when the laird of Dumbiedikes lay dying (Scott's Heart of 
Midloiltiou, chap. viii.) he gave his son one bit of advic# which 
Bacon himself could not have bettered. " Jock," said the old 
reprobate, " when ye has naething else to do, ye may be aye 
sticking fa a tree; it will be growing, Jock, when ye're sleeping." 
Sir Walter assures us that a Scots earl took this maxim so 
seriously to heart that he planted a large tract of country with 
trees, a practice which in these days is promoted by the English 
and Royal Scottish Arboricultural Societies. 
. ARBORICULTURE (Lat. arbor, a tree), the science and art 

of tre&cultivation. The culture of those plants which supply 
the food of man or nourish the domestic animals must have 
exclusively occupied his attention for many ages; whilst the 
timber employed in houses, ships and machines, or for fuel, was 
found in the native woods. Hence, though the culture of Wt. 
trees, and occasionally of ornamental trees and shrubs, was 
practised by the Egyptians, Greeks and Romans, the cultivation 
of timber-trees on a large scale only took place in modern times. 
In the days of Charlemagne, the greater part of France and 
Germany was covered with immense forests; and one of the 
benefits conferred on France by that prince was the rooting up of 
portions ei these forests throughout the country, and substituting 
orchards or vineyards. Artificial plantations appear to have beep 
formed in Germany sooner than in any other country, apparently 
as early as the xsth century. In Britain planting was begun, 
though sparingly, a century later. After the extensive transfers 
of property on the seizure of the church lands by Henry 
much timber was sold by the new owners, and the quantity thus 
thrown into the market so lowered its price, as Hollingshed 
informs us, that the builders of cottages, who had formerly 
employed willow and other cheap and common woods, now 
built them of the best oak. The demand for timber constantly 
Increased, and the need of an extended surface of arable land 
arising at the same time, the natural forests became greatly 
circumscribed, till at last timber began to be imported, and the 
proprietors of land to think, first of protecting their native woods, 
afterwards of enclosing waste ground and allowing it to become 
covered with self-sown seedlings, and ultimately of sowing acorns 
and mast in such enclosures, or of filling them with young plants 
collected in the woods—a practice which exists in Sussex and 
other parts of England even now. Planting, however, was not 
general in England till the beginning of the 17th century, when 
the introduction of trees was facilitated by the interchange of 
plants by means of botanic gardens, which, in that century, were 
first established in different countries. Evelyn's Sylea, the first 
edition of which appeared in 5664, rendered an extremely im-
portant service to arboriculture; and there is no doubt that the  

ornamental plantations in which England surpluses all &bee 
countries are in some measure the result of his enthusiasm. In 
consequence of a scarcity of timber for naval purposes, and the 
increased expense during the Napoleonic was of obtaining foreign 
supplies, planting received a great stimulus in Britain in the 
early part of the r9th century. After the peace of VI's the rage 
for planting with a view to profit subsided; bat there was a grow-
ing taste for the introduction of trees and shrubs from foreign 
countries, and for their cultivation for ornament and use. The 
profusion of trees and shrubs planted around suburb.' villas and 
country mansions, as well as in town squares and public parks, 
shows how much arboriculture is an object of pleasure to the 
people. While isolated trees and old hedgerows are disappearing 
before steam cultivation, the advantages of shelter from well-
arranged plantations are more fully appreciated; and more 
attention is paid to the principles of forest conservancy both at 
home and abroad. In all thickly peopled countries the forests 
have long ceased to supply the necessities of the inhabitants by 
natural reproduction; and it has become needful to form 
plantations either by government or by private enterprise, for 
the growth of timber, and •some cases for climatic amelioration. 
This subject is, however, dealt with more fully under FORERT• 
ram FORESTRY (q.%); and the separate articles on the various 
sorts of tree may be consulted for details as to etch. 

ARBOR VITAE (Tree of Life), a name given by Clinks to 
species of Thuje. The name Thuja, which was adopted by 
Linnaeus from the Thuya of Tournefort, seems to be derived from 
the Greek word *of, signifying sacrifice, probably because the 
resin procured from the plant was used as incense. The plants 
belong to the natural order Coniferae, tribe Cupressineao 
(Cypresses). Tkuja oecidextalis is the Western or American 
arbor vitae, the Cupretrus Arbor Vitae of old authors. It is a 
native of North America, and ranges from Canada to the moun-
tains of Virginia and Carolina. It is a moderate-sized tree, and 
VMS introduced into Britain before 1597, when it was mentioned 
in Gerard's Herbal. In its native country it attains a height of 
about so ft. The leaves are small and imbricate, and are borne on 
flattened branches, which are apt to be mistaken for the leaves. 
When bruised the leaves give out an aromatic odour. The 
flowers appear early in spring, and the fruit is ripened about the 
end of September. In Britain the plant is a hardy evergreen, 
and can only be looked upon as a large shrub or low tree. It is 
often cut so as to form hedges in gardens. The wood is very 
durable and useful for outdoor work, such as fencing, posts, etc. 
Another species of arbor vitae is Thula °flexions, known also as 
Biota oriental& The latter generic name is derived from the 
Greek adjective /laths, formed from 5ior, life, probably in 
connexion with the name " tree of life." This is ;he Eastern or 
Chinese arbor vitae. It is a native of China. It was cultivated 
in the Chelsea Physick Garden in r755, and was believed to have 
been sent to Europe by French missionaries. It has roundish 
cones, with numerous scales and wingless seeds. The leaves, 
which have a pungent aromatic odour, are said to yield a yellow 
dye. There are numerous varieties of this plant in cultivation, 
one of the most remarkable of which is the variety yeariala, with 
long, flexible, hanging, cord-like branches; it was discovered in 
Japan about 1776 by Carl Peter Mailbag, a pupil of Linnaeus, 
who made valuable collections at the Cape of Good Hope, in the 
Dutch East Indies and in Japan. The variety yygrearra forms a 
small bush a few inches high. 

Tkuja gigarstea, the red or canoe cedar, a native of north-western 
America from southern Alaska to north California, is the finest 
species, the trunk rising from a massive base to the height of iso to 
acoft. It was not introduced to Britain till 1833. It is one of the 
handsomest of conifers, forming an elongated cone of foliage, 
which in some gardens has already reached 7o or So it. in height,. 
It thrives in most kinds of soils. The timberis easily worked and' 
used for eonstnrction, especially where exposed to the weather. 

ARBOR, FIREARM (5863- ), Spanish violinist and 
composer, was born in Madrid, and trained at the conservatoire 
there, and later at Brussels and at Berlin under Joachim. He 
became a professor at Hamburg and then at Madrid, becoming 
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famous meanwhile as one of the finest violinists of the day; and 
after visiting England in 1890 and establishing his reputation 
there, he became professor at the Royal College of Music in 
London. As a composer he is best known by his violin pieces, 
and by a comic opera, El Centre de to Tierra (1895). 

ARBOUR, or ARBOR (originally " herber " or " erber," 0. 
Fr. habier, from Lat. herbarium, a collection of herbs, ikerba, 
grass; the word came to be spelt " arber " through its pronunciar 
con, as in the use of Derby, and by the 16th century was 
written " arbour," helped by a confusion of derivation from Lat. 
arbor, a tree, and by change of meaning), a grass-plot or lawn, a 
herb-garden, or orchard, and a shady bower of interlaced trees, 
or climbing plants trained on lattice-work. The application of 
the word has shifted from the grass-covered ground, the proper 
meaning, to the covering of trees overhead. " Arbor " (from the 
Latin for " tree ") is a term applied to the spindle of a wheel, 
particularly in clock-making. 

ARBROATH. or ABLEBROTROCI. a royal, municipal and 
police burgh, and seaport of Forfarshire, Scotland. It is situated 
at the mouth of Brethock water, :7 m. N.E. of Dundee by the 
North British railway, which has a branch to Forfar, via Guthrie, 
on the Caledonian railway. Pop. (1891) 22, 825; (1901) 22,398. 
The town is under the jurisdiction of a provost, Wines and 
council, and, with Brechin, Forfar, Inverbervie and Montrose, 
returns one member to parliament. The leading industries 
include the manufacture of sailcloth, canvas and coarse linens, 
tanning, boot and shoe making, and bleaching, besides engineer-
ing works, iron foundries, chemical works, shipbuilding and 
fisheries. The harbour, originally constructed and maintained by 
the abbots, by an agreement between the burgesses and John 
Gedy, the abbot in i394, was replaced by one more com-
modious in 1725, which In turn was enlarged and improved in 
5844. The older portion was converted into a wet dock in 1877, 
and the entrance and bar of the new harbour were deepened. A 
signal tower, so ft. high, communicates with the Bell Rock (g.v.) 
lighthouse on the Inchcape Rock, 1 2 DI. south-east of Arbroath, 
celebrated in Southey's ballad. The principal public buildings 
are the town-hall, a somewhat ornate market house, the gildhall, 
the public hall, the infirmary, the antiquarian museum (including 
some valuable fossil remains) and the public and mechanics' 
libraries. The parish church dates from 157o, but has been much 
altered, and the spire was added in 183i. The rulhs of a mag-
nificent abbey, once one of the richest foundations in Scotland, 
stand in High Street. It was founded by William the Lion in 
3178 for Tironesian Benedictines from Kelso, and consecrated in 
1197, being dedicated to St Thomas Becket, whom the king had 
met at the English court. It was William's only personal 
foundation, and he was buried within its precincts in 1214. Its 
style was mainly Early English, the western gable Norman. 
The cruciform church measured 276 ft. long by 16o ft. wide, and 
was a structure of singular beauty and splendour. The remains 
include the vestry, the southern transept (the famous rose 
window of which is still entire), part of the chancel, the southern 
wall of the nave, part of the entrance towers and the western 
doorway. It was here that the parliament met which on the 
6th of April 1320 addressed to the pope the notable letter, 
asserting the independence of their country and reciting in 
eloquent terms the services which their " lord and sovereign " 
Robert Bruce had rendered to Scotland.. The last of the abbots 
was Cardinal Beaton, who succeeded his uncle James when the 
latter became archbishop of St Andrews. At the Reformation 
the abbey was dismantled and afterwards allowed to go to ruin. 
Part of the secular buildings still stand, and the abbot's house, or 
Abbey House as it is now called, is inhabited. Arbroath was 
created a royal burgh in t x86, and its charter of 1599 is preserved. 
King John exempted it from" toll and custom " in every part of 
England excepting London. Arbroath is " Fairport " of Scott's 
Antiquary, and Auchmithie, 3 m. north-east (" Musseicrag" of the 
same romance), is a quaint old-fashioned place, where the men 
earn a precarious living by fishing. On each side of the village 
the coast scenery is remarkably picturesque, the rugged cliffs—
reaching In the promontory of Red Head, the step of a thrilling  

incident in the Antiquary,. height of 267 ft.—containing many 
curiously shaped caves and archways which attract large numbers 
of visitors. At the 14th-century church of St Vigeans, r m. north 
of Arbroath, stands one of the most interesting of the sculptured 
stones of Scotland, with what is thought to be the only legible 
inscription in the Pictish tongue. The parish—originally called 
Aberbrothock and now incorporated with Arbroath for ad-
ministrative purposes—takes its name from a saint or hermit 
whose chapel was situated at Grange of Conon, 3} tn. north-west. 
Two miles west by south are the quarries of Carmyllie, the ter-
minus of a branch line from Arbroath, which was the first light 
railway in Scotland and was opened in woo. 

ARBUTHNOT, ALBIANDER (t 538-! 583), Scottish ecclesiastic 
and poet, educated at St Andrews and Bourges, was in 1 569 
elected principal of King's College, Aberdeen, which office he 
retained until his death. He played an active part in the stirring 
church politics of the period, and was twice moderator of the kirk, 
and a member of the commission of inquiry into the condition 
of the university of St Andrews (1583). The " correctness " 
of his attitude on all public questions won for him the com-
mendation of Catholic writers; he is not included in Nicol 
Burn's list of " periuri t apostatis "; but his policy and influence 
were misliked by James VI., who, when the Assembly had elected 
Arbuthnot to the charge of the church of St Andrews, ordered 
him to return to his duties at King's College. He had been for 
some time minister of Arbuthnott in Kincardineshire. His 
extant works are (a) three poems, "The Praises of Wemen " 
(224 lines), "On Luve" (to lines), and "The Miseries of a Pure 
Scholar" (189 lines), and (b) a Latin account of the Arbuthnot 
family, Originis et Isurementi Arbuthisoticae Pamiliee Descriptio 
Historica (still in MS.), of which an English continuation, by the 
father of Dr John Arbuthnot, is preserved in the Advocates' 
Library, Edinburgh. The praise of the fair sex in the first 
poem is exceptional in the literature of his age; and its geniality 
may help us to understand the author's popularity with his 
contemporaries. Arbuthnot must not be confused with his con-
temporary and namesake, the Edinburgh printer, who produced 
the first edition of Buchanan's History of Scotland in 1582. 
Some have discovered in the publication of this work a false clue 
to James's resentment against the principal of King's College. 

The particulars of Arbuthnot's life are found in Calderwood. 
Spottiewood, and other Church historians, and in Scott's Kati 
Bukssae Scotireusa. The poems are printed in Pinkarton's /tsarist 
Scold M Poems (t786), L pp. 138-133. 

ARBUTHNOT, JOHN (1667-1735), British physician and 
author, was born at Arbuthnott, Kincardineshire, and baptized 
on the 29th of April 1667. His father, Alexander Arbuthnot, 
was an episcopalian minister who was deprived of his living in 
1689 by his patron, Viscount Arbuthnott, for refusing to con-
form to the Presbyterian system. After his death, in 1691, 
John went to London, where he lived in the house of a learned 
linen-draper, William Pate, and , supported himself by teaching 
mathematics. In 1692 he published Of the Laws of Chance . . . , 
based on the Latin version, De Ratociniis in ludo alecie, of a Dutch 
treatise by Christiaan Huygens. In 1692 he entered University 
College, Oxford, as a fellow-commoner, acting as private tutor 
to Edward Jefferys; and in t696 he graduated M.D. at St 
Andrews university. In An Examination of Dr Woodward's 
Account of the Deluge (1697) he confuted an extraordinary 
theory advanced by Dr William Woodward. An Essay on the 
Usefulness of hi alliematkal Learning followed in t 701, and in t 
he became a fellow of the Royal Society. He bad the good fortune 
to be called in at Epsom to prescribe for Prince George of Denmark, 
and in 1705 he was made physician extraordinary to Queen Anne. 
Four years later he became royal physician in ordinary, and in 
5710 he was elected fellow of the Royal College of Physicians. 
Arbuthnot's ready wit and varied learning made him very 
valuable to the Tory party. lie was a close friend of Jonathan 
Swift and of Alexander Pope, and Lord Chesterfield says that 
even the generous acknowledgment they made of his assistance 
fell short of their real indebtedness. lie had no jealousy of 
his fame as an author, and his abundant imagination was always 
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at the service of his friends. In r7i2 appeared "Law is a 
Bottomless Pit, Exemplify'd in the case of the Lord Strutt, 
John Bull, Nicholas Frog and Lewis Baboon, who spent all they 
had in a law-suit. Printed from a Manuscript found in the 
Cabinet of the famous Sir Humphrey Polesworth." This was 
the first of a series of five pamphlets advocating the conclusion 
of peace. Arbuthnot describes the confusion after the death 
of the Lord Strutt (Charles IL of Spain), and the quarrels between 
the greedy tradespeople (the allies). These put their cause into 
the hands of the attorney, Humphrey Hocus (the duke of Marl-
borough), who does all ho can to prolong the struggle. The 
five tracts are printed in two parts as the " History of John Bull " 
in the Miscellanies in Prose and Verse (1727, preface signed by 
Pope and Swift). Arbuthnot fixed the popular conception of 
John Bull, though it is not certain that he originated the character, 
and the lively satire is still amusing reading. It was often 
asserted at the time that Swift wrote these pamphlets, but 
both he and Pope refer to Arbuthnot as the sole author. In 
the autumn of the same year he published a second satire, 
" Proposals for printing a very Curious Discourse in Two 
Volumes in Quarto, entitled, 4,  evioNcryla Haman or, 
A Treatise of the Art of Political Lying," best known by its 
sub-tide. This ironical piece of work was t.ot so popular as 
" John Bull." " 'Tis very pretty," says Swift, " but not so 
obvious to be understood." Arbuthnot advises that a lie should 
not be contradicted by the truth, but by another judicious lie. 
" So there was not long ago a gentleman, who affirmed that the 
treaty with France for bringing popery and slavery into England 
was signed the 15th of September, to which another answered 
very judiciously, not by opposing truth to his lie, that the 
was no such treaty; but that, to his certain knowledge, there 
were many things in that treaty not yet adjusted." 

Arbuthnot was one of the leading spirits in the Scriblerus Club, 
the members of which were to collaborate in a universal satire 
on the abuses of learning. The Memoirs of the extraordinary 
Life, Works, and Discoveries of Martians Scribkrus, of which only 
the first book was finished, first printed in Pope's IV orks (174I), 
was chiefly the work of Arbuthnot, who is at his best in the 
whimsical account of the birth and education of Martin. Swift, 
writing on the 3rd of July 1714 to Arbuthnot, says:--" To 
talk of Martin in any hands but yours, is a folly. You every 
day give better hints than all of us together could do in a twelve-
month: and to say the truth, Pope who first thought of the 
hint has no genius at all to it, to my mind; Gay is too young: 
Parnell has some ideas of it, but is idle; I could put together, 
and lard, and strike out well enough, but all that relates to the 
sciences must be from you." 

The death of Queen Anne put an end to Arbuthnot's position 
at court, but be still had an extensive practice, and in 1727 he 
delivered the Harveian oration before the Royal College of 
Physicians. Lord Chesterfield and William Pultency were his 
patients and friends; also Mrs Howard (Lady Suffolk) and 
William Congreve. His friendship with Swift was constant and 
intimate; he was friend and adviser to Gay; and Pope wrote (and 
of August 1 734) that in a friendship of twenty years he had found 
no one reason of complaint from him. Arbuthnot's youngest 
son, who had just completed his education, died in December 
1731. He never quite recovered his former spirits and health 
after this shock. On the 17th of July 1734 he wrote to Pope: 
" A recovery in my case, and at my age, is impossible; the 
kindest wish of my friends is Euthanasia." In January x735 
was published the " Epistle to Dr Arbuthnot," which forms the 
prologue to Pope's satires. He died on the 27th of February 
1735 at his house in Cork Street, London. 

Among Arbuthnot's other works are:—An Argument for 
Divine Providence, taken from the constant regularity observed 
in the Births of both sexes (Phil. Trans. of the Royal Soc., 1710); 
" Virgilius Restauratus," printed in the second edition of Pope's 
Dunciad (r 729); A a Essay concerning the Ejects of Air on Human 
Bodies (1733); An Essay concerning the Nature of Ailments . . 
(1731); and a valuable Table of Ancient Coins, Weights and 
MC1ISIIIer (1727), which is an enlargement of an earlier treatise  

(r 7o5). He bad a share in the unsuccessful farce of Thus Hours 
after Marriage, printed with Gay's name on the tide-page 
(2717). Some pieces printed in A Supplement to Dr Swift's 
and Mr Pope's Works  Works... 1739) are there asserted to be Arbuth-
not's. The Miscellaneous Works of the late Dr Arbuthnot were 
published at Glasgow in an unauthorized edition in 1751. This 
includes many spurious pieces. 

See The Lee and Works of John Arbuthnot (taw), by George 
A. Aitken. 

ARCACHON, a coast town of south-western Prance, in the 
department of Gironde, 37 tn. W.S.W. of Bordeaux on the 
Southern railway. Pop. (rood) 9006. Arcachon is situated on 
the southern border of the lagoon of Arcachon at the foot of 
dunes covered with splendid pine-woods. It comprises two 
distinct parts, the summer town, extending for at m. along the 
shore, and bordered by a firm sandy beach, frequented by bathers, 
and the winter town, farther inland, consisting of numerous 
villas scattered amongst the pines. 

Owing to the mildness of its climate the winter town is a 
resort for consumptive patients. The principal industries are 
oyster-breeding, which is conducted on a very large scale, and 
fishing. The port has trade with Spain and England. 

ARCADE, in architecture, a range of arches, supported either 
by columns or piers; isolated in the case of those separating the 
nave of a church from the aisles, or forming the front of a covered 
ambulatory, as in the cloisters in Italy and Sicily, round the 
Ducal Palace or the Square of St Mark's, Venice, round the 
courts of the palaces in Italy, or in Paris round the Palais-Royal 
and the Place des Vosges. The earliest examples known are 
those of the Tabularium, the theatre of Marcellus, and the 
Colosseum, in Rome. In the palace of Diocletian at Spalato 
the principal street had an arcade on either side, the arches of 
which rested direct on the capital without any intervening 

1.—Arcade, Westminster 	Flo. 2.—Arcade, St John's, 
Abbey. 	 Devizes. 

entablature or impost block. The term is also applied to the 
galleries, employed decoratively, on the façades of the Italian 
churches, and carried round the apses where they are known as 
eaves-galleries. Sometimes these arcades project from the wall 
sufficiently to allow of a passage behind, and sometimes they are 

1 	 • 

From Ricksoszes .2*, 4 brake:tom by perogsdas .1 Parker & Co. 
FIG. 3.—Triforium at Beverley. 

built into and form part of the wall; in the latter case, they are 
known as blind or wall arcades; and they were constantly 
employed to decorate the lower part of the walls of the aisles and 
the choir-aisles in English churches. Externally, blind arcades 
are more often found in Italy end Sicily, but there ate examples in 
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Distend at Canterbury, Ely, Peterborougb, Norwich, St John's 
(Chester), Colchester and elsewhere. Internally, the oldest 
example is that of the old refectory in Westminster Abbey (fig. 2). 
Sometimes the design is varied with interlacing arches as in 
St John's, Devizes (4 s), and Beverley Minster (fig, 3). In 
Sicily and the south of Italy these interlacing arcades are the 
special characteristic of the Saracenic work there found, and 
tbeir origin may be found in the interlaced arches of the Mosque of 
Cordova in Spain. In the cathedral of Palermo and at Monreale 
they are carried round tne apses at the east end. At Caserta-
Vecchia, in South Italy, they decorate the lantern over the 
main& and at Amalfi the turrets on the north-west campanile. 

The lam is also applied to the covered passages which form 
thoroughfares from one street to another, as in the Burlington 
Arcade, London; in Paris such an arcade is usually called 
pansy, and in Italy galleries. (R. P. S.) 

ARCADRLT. or Aacuanatr, JACOB (c. 55x4-c. :556), a 
Netherlands composer, of the early part of the Golden Age. In 
5539 be left a position at Florence to teach the choristers of 
St Peter's, Rome, and became one of the papal singers in teen. 
He was a prolific church composer, but the works published in 
his Italian time consist entirely of madrigals, five books of which, 
published at Venice, probably gave a great stimulus to the 
beginnings of the Venetian school of composition. In 1555 he 
kft Italy and entered the service of Cardinal Charles of Lorraine, 
duke of Guise, and after this published three volumes of masses, 
besides contributing motets to various collections. The Are 
Maria, ascribed to him and transcribed as a pianoforte piece by 
Liszt, does not seem to be traced to an earlier source than its 
edition by Sir Henry Bishop, which has.possibly the same kind of 
origin in Arcadelt as the hymn tune " Palestrina " has in the 
delicate and subtle Gloria of Palestrina's Map s:kcal Quisti Tool, 
the fifth in his first Book of Magnifiews. 

ARCADIA, • district of Greece, forming the central plateau 
of Peloponnesus. Shut off from the coast lands on all sides by 
mountain barriers, which rise in the liorthempeaks of Erymanthus 
(mod. Oferros) to 7400, of Cyllene (Ziria) to 7902, in the southern 
corner buttresses of Parthenium and Lycaeum to more than 
sow ft., this inland plateau is again divided by numerous 
subsidiary ranges. In eastern or locked " Arcadia these 
heights run in parallel courses intersected by cross-ridges, 
enclosing a series of upland plains whose waters have no egress 
save by underground channels or urethra. The western country 
is more open, with isolated mountain-groups and winding 
valleys, where the Alpheus with its tributaries the Ladon and 
Erymanthus drains off in a complex river-system the overflow 
from all Arcadia. The ancient inhabitants were a nation of 
shepherds and huntsmen, worshipping Pan, Hermes and Artemis, 
primitive nature-deities. The difficulties of communication and 
espedally the lack of a seaboard seriously hindered Intercourse 
with the rest of Greece. Consequently the same population, 
whose origins Greek tradition removed back into the world's 
earliest days, held the land throughout historic times, without 
even an admixture of Dorian immigrants. Their customs and 
dialect persisted, the latter maintaining a peculiar resemblance 
to that of the equally conservative Cypriotes. Thus Arcadia 
lagged

. 
agged behind the general development of Greece, and its 

political importance was small owing to chronic feuds between 
the townships (notably between Mantinela and Tegea) and the 
readiness of its youth for mercenary service abroad. 

The importance of Arcadia in Greek history was due to its 
position between Spada and the Isthmus. Unable to force 
their way through Argolis, the Lacedaernonians early set them-
selves to secure the passage through the central plateau. The 
resistance of single cities, and the temporary union of the 
Arcadians during the second Messenlan war, did not defer the 
complete subjugation of the land beyond the 6th century. In 
later times revolts were easily stirred up among individual cities, 
but a united national movement was rarely concerted. Most 
of these rebellions were easily quelled by Sparta, though in 469 
and again ht 420 the disaffected cities, backed by Argos, formed 
a dangerous coalition and came near to establishing their inde- 

peados.= A more wbolobeitited attempt at union ip 371  etre 
the battle of Leuctra resulted in the formation of a political 
league out of an old religious synod, and the foundation of a 
federal capital in • commanding strategic position (see MCCAW. 
.POUS). But a severe defeat at the hands of Sparta in 368 (the 
" tearless battle ") and the recrudescence, of internal discOrd 
soon paralysed this movement. The new fortress of Megalopolis, 
instead of supplying a centre of natio:mat life, merely accentuated 
the mutual jealousy of the cities. During the Hellenistic age 
Megalopolis stood staunchly by Macedonia; the rest of Arcadia 
rebelled against Antipater (35o, 353) and Antigonus Coasts* 
(s66). Similarly the various cities were divided in tbeir allegiance 
between the Adman and the Aetolian leagues, with the result 
that Arcadia became the battleground of these confederacies, 
or fell • prey to Sparta and Macedonia. These conflicts seem to 
have worn out the land, which already in Roman times had 
fallen into decay. An influx of Slavonic settlers in the 8th 
century A.D. checked the depopulation for a while, but Arcadia 
suffered severely from the constant quarrels of its Frankish 
barons (12o5-46o). The succeeding centuries of Turkish rule, 
combined with an Albanian immigration, raised the prosperity 
of the land, but in the Wars of Independence the strategic 
importance of Arcadia once more made It a centre , of conflict. 
In modern times the population remains sparse, and pending 
the complete restoration of the water conduits the son is unpro- 
ductive. The modern department of Arcadia extends to the 
Gulf of Nauplis with a sea-coast of about so m. 

AUTHORITIES.—Strabo pp. 388 N.; Pausaniu viii.; W. M. 
Leaky*  Travels is the Morse (London, 1830), du. Hi., iv., 
xxiii.-nevi.; E. Cunha, Pdononwos (Gotha. 1831). i. 153-178; 
H. F. Tozer Gavel* of Greece (London. 1873), pp. 287-293; E. A. 
Freeman, Federalrnsesessi (ed. 1893, London), ch. iv. 13 ;  B. V. 
Head, Historia Newman (Oxford, 1887). pp. 372173; B. Niece in 
RefIllet (ism), pp. 5m f. 	 CM. O. B. C.) 

ARCADIUS (378-4o8), Roman emperor, the eldek son of 
Theodosius the Great, was created Augustus In 383, and suc-
ceeded his father in 395 along with his brother Honorius. The 
empire was divided between them, Honorius governing the two 
western prefectures (Gaul and Italy), Arcadius the two eastern 
(the Orient and Illyricum). Both were feeble, and, in Gibbon's 
phrase, slumbered on their thrones, leaving the government to 
others. Arcadius submitted at first to the guidance of the 
praetorian prefect Rufinus, and, after his murder (end of 390 
by the troops, to the counsels of the eunuch Eutroplus (executed 
end of 399). His consort Eudoxia (daughter of a Frank general, 
Bauto), a woman of strong will, exercised great influence over 
him; she died in 404. In the last year of his reign, Anthemius 
(praetorian prefect) was the chief adviser and support of the 
throne. The first years of the reign were marked by the rav-
aging of the Greek peninsula by the West Goths under Alaric 
(q.v.) in 395-396. The movement of the Goth Gaines (who held 
the post of master of soldiers) in 399-400  is less famous but was 
more dangerous. At that time there were two rival political 
parties at Constantinople, the " Roman " party led by Aurelian 
(son of Taurus), praetorian prefect, and supported by the em-
press and a Germanizing and Arianizing party led by Auretian's 
brother (possibly Caesarius, praetorian prefect in 400). Gaines 
entered into a close league with the latter; fomented a Gothic 
rebellion in Phrygia; and forced the emperor to put Eutropius 
to death. For some months he and the party which he supported 
were supreme in Constantinople. He was, however, finally 
forced to leave, and having plundered for some time in Thrace 
was captured and killed by the loyal Goth Previa*. The Roman 
party recovered its power; Aurelian was again praetorian 
prefect in soy; and the Germanization which was to befall 
the western world was averted from the east. Another import-
ant question was decided in this reign, therclation of the patriarch 
of Constantinople to the emperor. The struggle between the 
court and the patriarch John Chrysostom (q.v.), who assumed 
an independent attitude and gravely offended the empress by 
his sermons against the worldliness and frivolity of the court, 
with open allusions to herself, resulted in his fall and exile (404). 
This virtually determined the subordination of the patriarch 
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of Constantinople to the emperor. The rivalry of the see of 
Alexandria with Constantinople was also displayed in the con-
test, Theophilus, patriarch of Alexandria, assisting the court 
in bringing about the fall of Chrysoaom. Throughout the reign 
of Arasdius there was estrangement and jealousy between the 
two bathers or their governments. The principal ground of 
this hostility was probably dissatisfaction on both sides with 
the territorial partition. The line had been drawn east of 
Dalmatia. The minister of Arcadius desired to annex Dalmatia 
to his portion, while the general Stilicho, who was supreme in 
the west, wished to wrest from the eastern realm the prefecture 
of Illyricum or a considerable part of it. His designs were un-
successful, and during the reign of Theodosius IL, son of Arcadius 
(who died In 408), Dalmatia , was transferred to the dominion of 
the eastern ruler. 

Aorfloarrns.—Ancient: Fragments of Eunapius and Olympio. 
dprus (in Dialler's Frarsemta Ilistoricerum Graecorass, voL iv.); 
fragments of Philostormus,locrates, Sozomen, Zosimus, Synesius 
of Cyrene C' The Egyptian , Claudian. Modern: Gibbon's Decline 
and Fail, vol. iii., ed. Bury; . B. Bury, Lacer Roman Empire, vol. i. 
(1889); T. Hoftkin, Italy and her Invaders, vol. L (ed. 2, 1892); 
Galdenpennin . Gsschichis des asCrikaimices Reicices sailer dos Lawns 
Arcadian said II. (1885). 

ARCAIMIS, of Antioch, Greek grammarian, flourished in 
the end maul)! A.D. According to Suidas, he wrote treatises 
on orthography and syntax, and an onomaticon (vocabulary), 
described as a wonderful production. An epitome of the great 
work of Herodian on general prosody in twenty books, wrongly 
attributed to Arcadius, is probably the work of Theodosius of 
Alexandria or a grammarian named Aristodemus. This epitome 
(Heel Tame) only includes nineteen books of the original 
work; the twentieth is the work of a forger of the r6th century. 
Although meagre and carelessly put together, it is valuable 
since it preserves the order of the original and thus afford; 
a trustworthy foundation for its reconstruction. 

Text.  by Barker. 1823; Schmidt, 186o; see also Galiand, Do 
Arcadia gal lona libro de accontitnis (1882). 

ARCRLLA (C. G. Ehrenberg), a genus of lobose Rhizopoda, 
characterized by a chitinous piano convex shell, the circular 
aperture central on the flat ventral face, and more than one 
nucleus and contractile vacuole. It can develop vacuoles, or 
rather fine bubbles of carbonic acid gas in its cytoplasm, to float 
up to the surface of the water. 

ARCESILAOS (316-241 p.c.); a Greek philosopher and founder 
of the New, or Middle, Academy (see ACADEMY, GREEN). Born 
at Pitane in Aeolis, he was trained by Autolycus, the mathe-
matician, and later at Athens by Tbeophrastus and Crantor, 
by whom he was led to join the Academy. He subsequently 
became intimate with Polemon and Crates, whom he succeeded 
as head of the school. Diogenes Laertius says that he died of 
excessive drinking, but the testimony of others (e.g. Cleanthes) 
and his own precepts discredit the story, and he is known to 
have been much respected by the Athenians. His doctrines, 
which must be gathered from the writings of others (Cicero, 
Acad. i. 13, IV. 24; Dc Oral. Hi. 18; Diogenes Laertius Iv. 28; 
Seams Ecopiricus, Ade. Math. Vii. 15o, Pyrrh. Hyp. 1. 233), 
represent an attack on the Stoic char:note tarahurrur6 (Criterion) 
and are based on the sceptical element (see Screnctsu) 
which was latent in the later writings of Plato. He held that 
strength of intellectual conviction cannot be regarded as valid, 
inasmuch as it is characteristic equally of contradictory con-
victions. The uncertainty of sensible data applies equally to the 
conclusions of reason, and therefore man must be content with 
probability which is sufficient as a practical guide. " We know 
nothing, not even our ignorance "; therefore the wise map will 
be content with an agnostic attitude. He made use of the 
Socratic method of instruction and left no writings. His argu-
ments were marked by incisive humour and fertility of ideas. 

See R. Brodeisen, De Arcesua philoropho (1821); Aug. Caen, 
De Arcesila (I42); Ritter and Prelim Ilist. Oita. grace. (1898); 
Ed. Zeller, PIA Cried. (fit. 448); and general *mice under 
&amused. 

ARCH, JOSEPH (11316- 	), English politician, founder of 
the National Agricultural Labourers' Union, was born at Buford, 

a village in Warwickshire, on the toth of November 426. Ills 
parents belonged to the labouring class. He inherited a strong 
sentiment of independence from his mother; and his objections 
to the social homage expected by those whom the catechism 
boldly styled his " betters " made him an " agitator." Having 
educated himself by unremitting exertions, and acquired Buency 
of speech as a Methodist local preacher, he founded in t87e the 
National Agricultural Labourers' Union, of which he was peed-
dent. A rise then•came in the wages of agricultural labourers, 
but this had the unforeseen effect of destroying the union; for 
the labourers, deeming their object gained, ceased to " agitate." 
Mr Arch nevertheless retained sufficient popularity to be re-
turned to parliament for north-west Norfolk in sags; and 
although defeated next year owing to his advocacy of Irish 
Home Rule, he regained his seat in 5892, and held it in 1893, 
retiring In loco. He was deservedly respected in the House of 
Commons; seldom has an agitator been so little of a demagogue. 

A biography written by himself or under his direction, and edited 
by Lady Warwick (1898), tells the story of his career. 

ARCH,' in building, a constructional arrangement of blocks 
of any hard material, so disposed on the lines of some curve that 
they give mutual support one to the other. 

The blocks, which are technically known as voussfiirs, should be 
of a wedge shape, the centre or top block (see fig. r, A) being 
the keystone A; the lower blocks B B which rest on the support-
ing pier are the springers, the upper surface of which is called the 

skewback, C C; the side blocks, as D, are termed the haunches. 
The lower surface or soffit of the arch is the intrados, E, and the 
upper surface the extrados, F. The rise of the arch is the distance 
from the springing to the soffit, C, the width between the 
springers is called the span, H, and the radius I. The triangular 
spaces between the arches an termed spandrils, K. 

The arch is employed for two purposes:--(;) 
ta Ilan an  opening a wall and support the superstructure; (a ) when 

continuous to form a vault known as a barrel or waggon vault. 
The arch has been used from time immemorial by every 

nation, but owing to the tendency of the upper portion to sink, 
especially when bearing any superincumbent weight, it requires 
strong lateral support, and it is for this reason that in the earliest 
examples in unburnt brick at Nippur in C.haidaea, c. sow 'Lc., 
and at Rakikna (Requacina) and Deaden in Egypt, 350-3000 
s.c., it was employed only below the level of the ground which 
served as an abutment on either side. 

In the building of an arch, the voussoirs have to be temporarily 
The ultimate derivation of " arch " is the Latin areas a bow, or 

arch. in origin meaning something bent, from which through the 
French i. also derived " arc," a curve. In French there are two 
words arcke, one meaning a chest or coffer, from Latin area (arcere, 
to keep close), hence the English " ark "; the other meaning a 
vaulted arch, such **that of a bridge, and derived from a Low Latin 
corruption of Dram, into area (du , Cange, Glostarision, &v.). The 
word " arch," prefixed to names of offices, seen in " archbishop," 
" archdeacon," " archduke," 8cc., means .1  " or " chief," 
and comes from the Greek prefix bon- Or am- from knee. to 
begin, lead, or rule; it is also peefixed to other wards, and usually 
with words implying hatred or detestation, such as " arch-fiend ". 
" arch-scoundrel"; it is from an adaptation of this use, as seen In 
such expressions as " arch-rogue," extended to " arch-look," " arch. 
face." that the word comes to mean a mischievous, roguish expreesion 
of face et demeanour. 
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supported, until the keystone is Inserted. This at the present 
day is effected by means of centreing an assemblage of timbers 
framed together, with its upper surface of the same form as the 
arch required; the voussoirs are laid on the centreing till the 
ring of the arch is completed. In the case of arches of small 
span, such as the early examples referred to, limited to about 
6 ft, such centreing might be dispensed with in various ways, 
but it is difficult to see how the arches of the great entrance 
gateways, shown in the Assyrian bas-reliefs, could have been 
built without temporary support of some kind. In those days, 
when any amount of labour could be obtained, even the erection 
of a temporary wall might have been less costly than the employ-
ment of timber, of which there was great scarcity. 

The Assyrian tradition would seem to have descended first to 
the Parthian builders, who in the palace of El lladr built semi-
circular arches with regular voussoirs decoratively treated. The 
Sassanfans who followed them employed the elliptical or egg-
shaped arch, of which the lower part was built in horizontal 
courses up to about one-third of the height, which lessened the 
span of the arched portion. 

In Europe the earliest arches were those built by the Etruscans, 
either over canals (see article Aitentrzertrer.: Etruscan). or in 
the entrance gateways of their towns. The skew-arch in the 
gateway at Perugia shows great knowledge in its execution. 
From. the Etruscans the adoption of the arch 'kissed to the 
Romans, who certainly employed centering of some kind, but 
always economized its use, as is clearly shown by Choisy. Al-
though their walls from the Augustan age were built in concrete, 
arches of brick were always turned over their entrance doorways, 
sometimes in two or three rings. The Romans utilized the arch 
in other ways, sometimes burying it in their concrete construc-
tion, as In their vaults, and sometimes introducing It as a veneer 
only, as in the Pantheon. In their monumental structures in 
stone, the arch was sometimes built with regular voussoirs, i.e. 
with a semicircular extrados, and sometimes with the joint 
carried far beyond. The latter was not done in the early ex-
amples of the Tabularium and the Theatre of Mareellus, but in 
the Colosseum and all the arches of triumph the joints run 
through the spandril:, notwithstanding the recognition of the 
arch proper by its moulded archivolt. 

Although the value of the pointed arch as a stronger con-
structional feature than the semicircular (owing to the tendency 
to sink in the keystone of the latter) had been recognized by the 
Assyrian builders, who employed it in their drains, It was not used 
systematically as an architectural feature toll the oth century, in 
the mosque of Tulun at Cairo; it seems to have been regarded 
by the Mahommedans as an emblem of their faith, and its use 
spread through Syria to Persia, was brought to Sicily from Egypt, 
and was taken back by the Sicilian masons to Palestine and em-
ployed throughout theCrusaders'churches du ring ther zth century. 
As the pointed arch had already, for constructional reasons, been 
employed In Pgrigord from the commencement of the It th 
century, it does not follow that the Crusaders brought it from 
Palestine, but there is no doubt that its universal employment in 
France early in the tsth century may have been partly due to its 
adoption in the Crusaders' churches. At first in Gothic work 
both the semicircular and pointed arches were used simultane-
ously in the same building, the larger arches being pointed, the 
smaller ones and windows being semicircular. The great value 
of the pointed arch in vaulting is described in the article VAULT. 

We have suggested that the pointed arch became an emblem 
of Mahomtnedan faith, and it was introduced in India but not as 
a constructive feature, for the Hindus objected to the arch, 
*hid' they say never steeps, meaning that it is always exerting a 
thrust which tends to its destruction. In India therefore it was 
built in horizontal courses with vertical slabs leaning against one 
another to form the apex. The Moors of north Africa, however, 
never employed it, preferring the horseshoe arch which they 
brought into Spain and developed in the mosque of Cordova. 
In the additions made to this mosque the prayer chamber *** 
enriched by the caliph Mansur, who, to eke out the height, raised 
arch upon arab. In the Alhambra it appears in the decorative  

plaster work, and travels northwards into the south of France, 
where at Le Puy and elsewhere it is found decorating doorways 
and windows; in Ehgland it was employed towards the and of 
the 12th century. 

About the middle of the 14th century at Gloucester the four-
centred pointed arch was introduced, which berame afterwards 
the leading characteristic feature of the Tudor style. In France 
they adopted the three-centred arch in the isth century. 

The ogee arch was the natural result of the development of 
tracery in the commencement of the 14th century, and in 
Gloucester (about 1310) the foliations were run one into the 
other without the enclosing circles. About the middle of the 
14th century, in the arcade of the first storey of the ducal palace 
in Venice, flowing tracery is found, from which the ogee arch 
there was probably derived, as throughout Venice it becomes the 
favourite feature in domestic architecture of that and the 
succeeding century. 

The arches are of various forms as follows:•- 

'... • so. Four 	centre 
arches. employed is 
the Perpendicular and 
Tudor periods. 

51. Ogee alehts.with 
curves of counter flex-
ure, found is English 
Decorated and French 
Flamboyant. 

12. Pointed horse-
shoe arches, found in 

rd the mosque of Tulun, 
Cairo', gin century.. 

arches, 	
fleet 

of le3leveiley 
in the 

 
(e. 123o) sad Holley 
Abbey. 

z4, Cusped arch:
Chnstchurth Priory, 
Hants. 

rs. Multifoll cusped 
arch, invented by the 
Moors at Cordova in 
the tall century. 

16. Flat arch, where 
the soffit is horizontal 
and tiernatimes slightly 
cambered tdottrul limb 

11-MInf27. Upnght elliptical 
un arch, sometes called 

the egg-shaped arch, 
attr =3,1. Eu4 Trdl° 

WWI% 

2. Semicircular arch, 
the centre of which is 
in the same line with 

its spSegmeatal
ringers. 

3. 
where the centre is

arch. 
 be- 

low the springing. 
4. • Horseshoe arch, 

with the centre above 
the springing; ern- 
ploysd•i• in- -Moorish 
architecture. 

5. Stilted arches, 
where the centre is 
below the ' springing, 
but the aides are carried 
down vertically. 

6. Equilateral point-
ed arches • described 
horn two Centres, the 
indite being the whole 
width of the arch. 

7. Prop arches, with 
centres within the arch. 

8. Lancet arches, 
with centres °abide 
the arch. 

e. Three 	centre 
arches. employed in 
French Flantboyant. 
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where the extrados 
takes the form of a 
pointed arch. 

used The
in joggled arch 

medieval 
chimneypieces and in 
Mahommedan arch'. 
tecture. 

or relievingdahrectrg% 
so. The 

above the architrave or 
Seel to take off the 
weight of the super. 
structure. 

at. The relieving 
arch as used in Egypt, 
in the pyramid of 
Cheops; and in Saxon 
architecture, where it 
was built with Roman 
bricks or tiles, or con. 
slated of two sloping 
slabs of stone. 
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more accurate reading of results by a comparison of views, nude, 
the auspices of learned societies and institutions, thus raising 
archaeology from among the more empirical branches of learning 
into the region of the more exact sciences. This change has 
improved not only the status of archaeology but also its material, 
for the higher standard of work now demanded necessarily acts 
as a deterrent on the poorly equipped worker, and the tendency 
is for the general result to be of a higher quality. 

The archaeological details concerning all subjects which have 
se their " unwritten history " are dealt with in the separate articles 

in this work, including the ancient civilizations of Assyria, 
Egypt and other countries and peoples, while the articles on 
separate sites where excavations have been particularly note-
worthy may be referred to for their special interest; see also 
ANTHROPOLOGY; ETHNOLOGY, &C. It remains here to deal 
generally with the early conditions of the prehistoric ancient 
world in their broader aspects, which constitute the starting-
place for the archaeologist in various parts of the world at 
different times, and the foundations of our present understanding 
of the primitive epochs in the history of man. 

The beginning of archaeology, as the etudy of pre-documentary 
history, may be broadly held to follow on the last of the geological 
periods, viz., the Quaternary, though it is claimed, and 
with some reason, that traces of man have been found Q 
in deposits of the preceding or Tertiary period. rap,' 
Although there is no valid reason against the existence 
of Tertiary man, it must be confessed that the evidence in 
favour of the belief is of • very inconclusive and unconvincing 
kind. The discussion has been mainly confined to the two 
questions ( i) whether the deposit containing the relies was 
without doubt of Tertiary times, and (2) whether the objects 
found showed undoubted signs of human worlumuuddp. Vast 
quantities of material have been brought forward, and endless 
discussions have taken place, but hitherto without carrying 
entire conviction to the minds of the more serious and cautious 
students of prehistoric archaeology. A chronic difficulty, and 
one which can never be entirely removed, is our ignorance of the 
precise methods of nature's working. It is an obvious fact, 
that natural forces, such as glacial action, earthquakes, landslips 
and the like, must crush and chip flints and break up animal 
remains, gdading and scratching them in masses of gravel or 
sand. If It were possible to determine with precision what were 
the peculiarities of the flint or bone, thus altered by natural 
agencies, it would be easy to separate them from others purposely 
made by man to serve some useful end. Our present knowledge, 
however, does not allow us to go so far in dealing with the ruder 
early attempts of man to fabricate weapons or implements. Even 
the one feature that is commonly held to determine human agency, 
the" bulb of percussion," cannot be considered satisfactory, with-
out collateral evidence of some kind. Flint breaks with what is 
called • conchoidal fracture, as do many other substances, such 
as glass. Thus on the face of a flint flake, at the end where the 
blow was delivered to detach it from the nodule, is seen a lump 
or bulb, which is usually regarded as evidence of human work. 
tranship. To produce such a bulb it is necessary to deliver a 
somewhat heavy blow of a peculiar kind at a particular point of a 
flattened surface; and the operation requires a certain amount 
of practice. The fulfilment of all the necessary conditions 
might well be a rare occurrence in nature, and the bulb of 
percussion has come to be regarded as the hall-mark of human 
manufacture; but recent investigations have shown that the 
intervention of man is not necessary and that natural forces 
frequently produce a similar result. When, therefore, it is a 
question whether or no a group of rpde flints are of human 
workmanship, evidence of design or purpose in their forms must 
be established. If this be found, and in addition if a number of 
flints, all having this character of design, be found together, the* 
and then onlyis it safe to admit them into the domain of archaeo-
logy. These can be no doubt that much time and energy have 
been wasted, and a number of intelligent workers have been 
fruitlessly occupied in following up archaeological will-o'-drie 
wisps, through neglecting this elementary precautim. 

21 

(R. P. S.) 
ARCHAEOLOGY (from Cr. drocaia, ancient things, and ).byst, 

theory or science), a general term for the study of antiquities. 
The precise application of the term has varied from time to time 
with the progress of knowledge, according to the character of 
the subjects investigated and the purpose for which they were 
studied. At one time it was thought improper to use it in 
relation to any but the artistic remains of Greece and Rome, 
i.e. the so-called classical archaeology (now dealt with in this 
encyclopaedia under the headings of Garry ART and RONAN 
Air); but of late years it has commonly been accepted as 
including the whole range of ancient human activity, from the 
first traceable appearance of man on the earth to the middle ages. 
It may thus be conceived how vast a field archaeology embraces, 
and how intimately it Is connected with the sciences of geology 
(q.v.) and anthropology (q.v.), while it naturally Includes within Its 
borders the consideration of all the civilizations of ancient times. 

In dealing with so vast a subject, it becomes necessary to 
distinguish. The archaeology of zoological species constitutes 
the sphere of palaeontology (q.s.), while that of botanical species 
is dealt with as palaeobotany (q  v.); and every different science 
thus has Its archaeological side. For practical purposes it is 
now convenient to separate the sphere of archaeology in its 
relation to the study of the purely artistic character of ancient 
remains, from that of • the investigation of these remains as an 
instrument for arriving at conclusions as to the political and 
social history of the nations of antiquity; and in this work the 
former is regarded primarily as " art " and dealt with in the 
articles devoted to the history of art or the separate arts, while 
" archaeology " is particularly regarded as the study of the 
evidences for the history of mankind, whether or not the remains 
are themselves artistically and aesthetically valuable. In this 
sense • knowledge of the archaeology is part of the materials 
from which every historical article in this encyclopaedia is 
constructed, and in recent yeas no subject has been more fertile 
in yielding information than " archaeology," as representing the 
work of trained excavators and students of antiquity in all parts 
of the world, but notablyinthe countries round die Mediterranean. 
It is for its services in illuminating the days before those of 
documentary history and for checking and reinforcing the 
evidence of the raw material (the " unwritten history " of 
architecture, tombs, art-products, &c.), that recent archaeological 
work has been to notable. The work of the literary critic and 
historian has been amplified by the spade-work of the expert 
excavator and explorer to an extent undreamt of by former 
generations; and ancient remains, instead of being treated 
merely as interesting objects of art, have been forced to give up 
their secret to the historian, as evidence for the period, character 
and affiliations of the peoples who produced and used them. 
The increase of precise knowledge of the past, due to greater 
owertunities of topographical research, more tare and observa-
tion ie dealing with ancient remains and improved methods of 
studying them in museums (q.v.) and collections, his led to 
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Whether or no man produced flint Implements before Quater- 

nary times, it would seem to be a necessity that he 'should have 
&jai, passed through an earlier stage, before arriving at 

the precision of workmanship and the fixed types 
found in the old -Stone Age deposits known as pelaeolithic. 
It is now claimed that this' earlier and ruder stage has actually 
been discovered in what are known as the Platen gravels of 
Kent, in Belgium, and even in Egypt, and the name of erilithie•
(ruS, dawn, kiln., atone) has been bestowed upon them. The 
controversy as to the human character has been very keen, some 
alleging that the fractured edges and even the definite and fairly 
constant types are entirely produced by natural forces. Sir 
Joseph Prestwich in England, and Alfred Rutot in Belgium, 
the latter arguing from his own discoveries in that country, 
have strongly supported the artificial character of the relics. 
On the other band it is pointed out that the existence of these 
implements on the high levels of Kent furnished confirmation of 
Sir Joseph Prestwich's theory of the submergence of the district, 
and that his support was thus somewhat biased, while the 
geological conditions in Belgium are not quite comparable with 
those of the Kent plateau; and the Belgian evidence. whatever 
it may be worth in itself, is of no avail as conobotation of the 
Radish case. It is to be regretted that the conditions are not 
more ornvincitig, for, as stated above, they agree fairly well 
with the evolution theory of man's handiwork, and if they 
could be accepted, would carry back the evidences to a more 
remote time when the physical features of Kent were of a very 
different character. The critics of eoliths have brought forward 
some facts that at Ent sight would seem to be of a very damag-
ing nature. It was observed that in the process of cement 
manufacture the flints that had pasted through a rotary machine 
in which they were violently struck by its teeth or knocked 
against each other, possessed just those features that were 
claimed as indisputable proof of man's 'handiwork, and that 
even the forms were the same. These statements have, of course; 
been met by counter-statements equally forcible, and the 
matter may still be considered to be in suspense. The great 
struggle, therefore, Is now more closely restricted to the nature 
of the chipping than as to the quasi-geological question, and 
if the solution is ever to be found, it will be by means of a 
closer examination and a better understanding of the difference 
between intentional and accidental flaking. 

On reaching the Palaeolithic period we come to firmer ground 
and to evidence that is more certain and generally accepted. 
Mawr This evidence is fundamentally geological, inasmuch 
cud, as the age of the aschaeological remains is dependent 

upon that of the beds in which they are found. That 
they were deposited at the same time is now no longer ques-
tioned. The flints are found to have the same colour and 
surface characteristics as the =worked nodules among which 
they lie, and are generally roiled and abraded in the same way. 
This in itself suffices to show that the worked and unwonted 
flints were deposited in their present stratigraphical position 
at the same time. The tenets age of the beds themselves is 
demonstrated by the presence of bones of animals either now 
extinct or found only in far distant latitudes, such as the 
mammoth, reindeer, rhinoceros, Inc., and in some cases•these 
bones are•found•in such relative pennons as to prove they were 
deposited with the flesh still adhering to them, and also that 
the animal was Contemporary with the makers of the flint 
implements. Evidence of a somewhat different kind is pro- 
vided for the palseolithic period by certain caverns that have 
been discovered in England and on the continent. In these 
limestone eaves palaeolithic man has lived, slept, eaten his 
food and made his tools and weapons. Much of his handiwork 
hes been left, with the boors of animals on which he lived, 
nattered upon the floor of the cave, and has been sealed up by 
the inMtration..of lime-charged water, so that the deposit re-
mains, untouched to our own day, below an impermeable bed 
of stalagmite. In such circumstances there can be no doubt 
of the contemporaneous character of the remains, natural or 
artificial, if found on the same level. Moreover, so far as type  

is a criterion of age, the flint tools found in the cave deposits 
tend to confirm the date assigned to those of the river-gravels. 

It is fairly certain that about the middle of the Tertiary period , 
 the northern hemisphere pounced a temperate direst*, such that 

even the polar regions were habitthle. But the physical aspect 
of northern Europe was very different from that of Quaternary 
times. North of a line drawn roughly from southern 'England 
to St Petersburg all was see. It was during the latter half of 
the Tertiary period that the continent assumed its present 
general form, though even in Pleistocene (Quaternary) times 
England and Ireland formed part of it. The great change of 
climate from temperate to arctic .conditioes during the latter 
half of the Tertiary period has been interpreted in various ways, 
no'one of which is yet tmirersaily accepted. There am be little 
doubt, however, that no single cause was responsible for an com-
plete a change. There may have been some alteration in the 
relative positions of the earth and the' sun, which -would con-
ceivably have produced it; but what is practically certain is 
that the physical geography of northern Europe was affected 
by considerable difference in level, and it is clear that the raising 
of mountain ranges and the general elevation of the continent 
must necessarily have reacted on the climatic conditions. N 
in the later Tertiary time we find that the Alps, the Carpathians 
and the Caucasus have come into existence, it is not surprising to ' 

find that these huge condensers have brought about a humid con-
dition of the continent to such an extent that this phase has 
been called the Pluvial Age. The humidity, however, was insane 
ways only a secondary result of the protrusion of high mountain 
ranges. The primary cause of the physical conditions that we 
now find in the valleys and plains was the formation of glaciers. 
These rivers of ice descending far into the lower levels during 
the winter months, melted during the summer, causing enor-
moos volumes of water to rush through the valleys and over 
the plains, carrying with it masses of mud and boulders which 
were left stranded sometimes at immense distances. The in-
tensity and force of the rivers thus formed would depend upon 
two factors, Sot the extent of the watershed, and secondly, 
the height of the mountains from which the water was derived. 
The result of increasing cold was that in course of time the 
northern hemisphere was surmounted bye cap of ice, of immense 
thickens (about b000 ft.) in the Scandinavian area and graded* 
becoming thinner towards the south, but at no time dhes it sena• 
to have extended quite to the eolith of England. This is proved 
by the absence of boulder-clay (glacial mud) in the districts 
south of Loudon. These arctic conditions were not, however, 
Continuous, but alternated with periods of a much less rigorous 
temperature during what has been called the Ice Age. Remains 
both of mammals and plants have been found, under conditions 
that are held to prove this alternation. 

Such being the natural forces at work remodelling the surface 
of the earth, forces of such gigantic power as to be almost 
inconceivable in these more placid times, it can easily be under-
stood how, fa the course of the many, thousands of years before 
the Quaternary period, when the surface of the globe attained 
its present aspect, the powerful river-systems of Europe wore 
their beds deep into the solid rocks. In some cases in•Europe 
the erosive power of the river has wont through its bed to 
such an extent that the present stream is some hundreds of 
feet lower than its forerunner in palaeolithic times. From 
various causes, however, the rivers did not always wear for 
themselves a deep channel, but spread themselves over a wide 
area. This seems to have been the use with the Thames near 
London: the river-bed is not of any great depth, but it various 
periods it has occupied the space between Clairton on the north-
east and Clapham on the south-west. It must not be assumed 
that the whole of this area of 7 M. Of more war filled by the 
river at any one time, but rather that during the course of the 
palaeolithlc period the river had its bed somewhere between 
these two limits. For instance, it is probable that at one period 
the bank of the Thames was at a point nearly midway between 
the northern and southern limits, where Gray's Inn Road now 
stands. It was hese that the saltiest recorded pelaeolithic 
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implement (now in the British Museum) was found towards the 
dose of the 17th century in association with mammoth bones. 
But it is safe to say that the Thames was a very, much wider 
and more imposing river in palaeolithic times than it is now, 
when its average width at London Is under pc yds. As, in the 
course of ages, it changed its bed and by degrees lessened in size 
and volume, it would leave, on the terraces formed on its banks, 
the deposits of brick-earth and gravel brought down by the 
stream, and it is on these terraces that the relics of palaeolithic 
man are found, sometimes in great quantities. It will be obvious 
from the nature of the case that the highest terraces, and those 
farthest apart, should contain the earliest implements; but it 
is by no means easy in the present state of the land surface and 
with our present knowledge, to place the remains in their relative 
sequence. More accurate observation, and a better understand-
ing of the conditions under which these deposits were made, 
should solve many such problems. Much light has been thrown 
'upon many points by Worthington Smith, who has excavated 
with great care two palaeolithic floors at Clapton and at Cad-
diogton near Dunstable. The latter discovery was of quite 
exceptional Interest as confirming the geological evidence by 
that of archaeology. In this case the original level at which 
palaeolithic man had worked was dearly defined, and was 
prolific of dark-grey impletnenb, which had evidently been 
made on the spot, as Smith found that many of the flakes could 
be replaced on the blocks or cores from which they had been 
struck by palaeolithic man; there were also the Sint hammers 
that had been used in the operation. Above the Boor was a 
layer of brick-earth, again covered by contorted drift, in which 
also implements occurred, but of a very different kind from those 
found below. In place of being sharp and unabreded, and with 
the refuse flakes accompanying them, they were rolled and 
disfigured, of an ochreous tint, and evidently bad been trans-
ported in the drift from a much higher level now no longer 
existing, as the site where they occurred is the highest In the 
vicinity, about Soo-600 ft. above sea-level. Here then we have 
a clear case of palaeolithic man being compelled to abandon 
his working place on the lower level by the descent of the waters 
Containing the products of his own forerunners, probably then 
very remote. In this case the sequence of the various strata 
may be considered certain, and the remains thus accurately 
determined and correlated are naturally of extreme value and 
importance. But even this does not enable us to diagnose 
another discovery unless the Internal evidence is equally clear 
and conclusive. One point of Importance that may be noted is 
that the older abraded Implements wage mostly of the usual 
drift type, while the more recent ones from the "floor" con-
tained forms more highly developed and elaborated, such as 
occur in the French caves. Explorations of this kind, carefully 
conducted in a strictly scientific spirit by men of training and 
intelligence, are the only means by which real progress will be 
made in this puzzling branch of archaeology. 

Although many problems yet remain to be solved in England, 
its small area, and the relatively large number of workers, have 
together sufficed to put the main facts of the earner stages of 
man's existence on a fairly satisfactory basis. In France, Owing 
to the richness of the results, a great number of trained and 
ardent workers have made equal, if not better, program. 
But unfortunately the red scientific spirit is not invariably 
found. Not so long ago an apparently serious writer in a 
well-known scientific magazine gave • detailed account of his 
studies in primitive methods and explained at great length 
his attempts at the manufacture of flint and stone implements. 
He found by the processes be adopted that it was moth more 
easy for him to produce a polished implement than one merely 
flaked. From this fact he seriously argued that a great mistake 
had been made in the relative ages of the neolithie and palm*. 
lithic periods, and that the former must necessarily be the older 
of the two. The evidence of geological position and of the 
mammalian remains accompanying the obviously older flints 
was entirely disregarded, just as on the other hand it was for-
gotten that in regard to neolithic remains the proofs were in every  

way in favour of a relatively modern wig's.. Such attempts Sot 
only bring the serious study of early man into disrepute, but 
tend to retard the progress of real knowledge and are therefore 
to be deplored and when possible discouraged. 

Caves (q.v.) have been at all periods regarded as something 
uncanny and mysterious, with perhaps e tinge of the =Va. 
Wind. In classical times they were associated with 
semi-divine beings, with oracles, and even with the gir,„, 
gods themselves, while half 'the legends  of  dwarfs and 
gnomes that run through the folk-lore of medieval and modem 
Europe are associated with caves. They have been used as 
shelters or habitations at all times, and in examining them it is 
fully as necessary to sift the evidence of age as it would be in 
dealing with the river-gravels. Their exploration in the first 
instance may well have been due to chaste; but it is fairly 
certain that during the rah century the search fbr the horn of 
the unicorn as an antidote to disease, was responsible for the 
opening up of a certain number. Among the finds were no 
doubt the fossil bones of Quaternary animals to which mythical 
names and imaginary properties were attached, and the popular 
belief in such amulets naturally gave a great impetus to the 
search. It is, however, only a little more than a century ago 
that these investigations took anything like a scientific turn, 
and even then they had only a palaeontological end it view. 
The idea that archaeology entered into the matter was not at 
all realized for some years. The remains of many extinct or 
migrated animals, such as the hyena, grizzly bear, reindeer 
and bison, were found in quantities in the now famous cave 
at Gallenrenth in Franconia; and later, William Dockland 
explored the equally well-known hyena-cave at Kutch& in 
Yorkshire, where he demonstrated that these animals had lived 
on the spot, feeding on the mammoth, rhinoceros and other 
creatures that bad been their prey. The remains of man, 
however, had not been found, nor were they even looked for. 
It was not until Kent's caves* near Torquay, was examined 
by the Rev. J. McEnery, that coma was.cleady proved to have 
been contemporary with these extinct beasts. So contrary 
was this contention to the ideas prevalent in the second quarter 
of the soh century, that the pioneer in this work had died 
(in Igo) before the immense importance of his discovery was 
admitted. To Godwin Austen in the first place and to W. 
Pengelley in the second, with the aid of the British Asixiation, 
was due the vindication of McEnery's veracity and accuracy. 

Several circumstances conspire to give • special interest to 
Kent's cavern, and not the least is the fact that the age and 
appearance of the various strata indicate that it has been the 
home or the refuge of human beings at all ages even up to 
medieval times, and perhaps from a period even more remote 
than is the case elsewhere. In the black mould that formed the 
uppermost layer were found fragments of medieval pottery, 
and relatively indose proximity wereandent Britishaad 'tersest 
remains as well as relics of the earliest days of metallurgy, in 
the shape of bronze fragments. The two thousand years or 
more that may have separated the oldest from the most modern 
of these later products, is as nothing in comparison with the 
immense intervals that lie between the earliest of them and the 
infinitely more remote period when gigantic mammals first 
inhabited the cave. Attempts have been made from dine to 
time to express in years what the interval must have been: 
but as the computations have differed by hundreds of thousands 
of years, according to the method adopted, it is scarcely wise 
to do more than speculate. Beneath theblack mould, containing 
what may be called the recent remains, was a layer of stalag-
mite, some feet in thickness; and under this at one place was 
a great quantity of charcoal, which has been with good reason 
assumed to show the site of fireplaces.. A quantity of implements 
of palaeolithic type was found, but the main layer at this level 
consisted of a reddish clay known as cave-earth, and in this 
deposit were implements both of flint and horn, as well as bones 
of extinct animals. The flint implements were mostly of the 
usual river-drift type, but some were of types generally con-
fined to cave-deposits of this period; while the barbed harpoon 
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heads, and more especially a bone needle, was definitely of the 
cave class, so well represented in the caves of Dordogne. Again, 
below the cave-earth was a breccia formed of limestone and sand-
stone pebbles cemented together by a calcareous paste. In 
this also were found implements and hones of bears. 

The sila:011404 of strata indicated above may be taken 
as typical of the caverns used by palasolithic man, the•
Weeds and stalagmite flooring being in themselves proof of 
a very considerable age, while the association in the former, or 
under the latter, of remains of human handiwork, with bones of 
extinct animals, may be safely taken to show contemporaneous 
eilsteace. 

Once the mind has fairly grasped the fact that man was living 
at so remote a time, it is a simple and natural conclusion that be 
should have provided himself with weapons and tools more or 
less rudely fashioned from the atones be found ready to his head. 
The analogy of the recently extinct Tasmanian is sufficient to 
show that even the meanest savage is not without such aids. •  
But the caves of France, of the same paheolitbk period, and used 
by men theoretically in the same stage of culture, bring before 
us a race of artists of first-rate capacity, who for accuracy of 
observation, and for skill in indicating the character and peculiar-
ities of the animals around them, have never been surpassed. 
Such a statement sounds like • contradiction in terms. We are 
dealing with human beings whose intellect, to judge by their 
physical characters, should boon a level with that of the Fueglan 
or the Australian black, and far below that of the Maori or the 
Sandwich Islander. Yet none of these gentle and relatively 
cultured brown races produced anything in the nature of art 
that can in any sense be compared with the masterly drawings 
Of sculptures of the cave-men of France. • The best-known of the 
engravings, that of the mammoth on a piece of ivory, is in the 
Jardin des Planta' in Paris. It is evidently intended to be nothing 
more than a sketch, the lines of the finely curved tusks being 
repeated several times in the desire for accuracy. But the heavy 
fumberiag walk of the ponderous beast, his attitude, and even the 
character of the hairy bide, are all shown or suggested with a 
skill and freedom that not only denotes daily familiarity with the 
thing represented, but a most complete mastery of the art of 
translating the Met into simple line. This mammoth-drawing 
is probably the most important and monumental of its class, 
but these are many others that possess artistic qualities not less 
remarkable, whale they have in addition a grace and beauty of 
line not less astonishing. One of these, in the British Museum, 
the head of an ibex-like creature, is outlined with a decision and 
✓efinement that can scarcely be surpassed, sad many other 
sketches in horn or stone in the same collection show a keen 
appreciation of the characteristic features of the different 
animals as well as a masterly del tness in the handling of the 
graving-tool. If we are forced to marvel at the graphic skill 
of the cave-men, their sculptures in the round are on a still 
higher plane, as may be seen in the figures of reindeer in ivory 
in the British Museum. Whale they are not highly finished, 
they show a complete understanding of the animal's peculiar 
forms and contours, which are rendered in a direct, unhesitating 
way that should betoken a long peeled of artistic training and 
an executive power uncommea at any time. These drawings 
and sculptures have always been appreciated and even regarded 
u being of a much more advanced style than was to be expected 
among men who are 	classed in thd lower grades of culture. 
But enough stress has nee hitherto• been laid on the artistic 
quality of the work, which would be considered fine at any time 
in the world's history. This high artistic level was attained by 
a race of mm wham we eaglet credit with any great intellectual 
equipment; men, moreover, who were engaged in a daily 
sew* for the barest neciamdes of life, In a trying climate and 
surrounded by a fauna whose means of attach and defence were 
infinitely superior to their own. There are many astonishing 
problems in archaeology, but none so badly in need of solution. 
Had the discovery been confined to a single drawing or even 
to a single site, fraud or a misreading of the conditions might 
bars beat alleged, but the cam is very different. The drawings 

sad sculptures have been found generally enough in France to 
demonstrate that such artistic power was fairly common, while 
the qaestion of the authenticity and period of the discoveries 
has long since been satisfactorily settled. It is true that the 
climatic conditions in pleistocene France were more favourable 
to man than was the case farther north, but even an agreeable 
climate does not necessarily produce an artistic race; if it 
were so, the Polynesians would probably be the greatest artists 
the world has ever seen. The physical remains of palaeolithk 
man, even when found under unquestionable conditions, are, 
however, so scanty, that it is unlikely that the important ques-
tion of the race or races inhabiting central and northern 
Europe will ever be settled by their means. The evidence 
at present is in favour of two very different types, one dwarfish 
and brutal (Canned% the other more advanced and noble in 
physical character (Cro-Magnon). To the latter were due the 
artistic productions, and until further physical evidence is forth-
naming recounts must be had to the most minute examination 
of the objects themselves and to accurate observation of the 
conditions under which they are found. So far as our present 
materiab go, these are the only means by which more light may be 
thrown on the many problems of early man. 

In spite of the unquestioned and inaquesdonable character of 
palaeolitlxic discoveries in general, it must net be assumed that 
there has been an absence of falsification, forgery, and what the 
French all " mystification "; on the contrary, such attempts 
to most the demand have been common enough. Apart from 
Edward Simpson, who was notorious as " Flint Jack " in the 
middle of the ash century, many others, both in England and an 
the continent of Europe, have devoted themselves to this peculiar 
industry. • Boucher de Perthes tried to conquer the scepticism 
of sonic of his friends who doubted the human origin of the 
Abbeville flints, by unwisely offering his workmen a reward for 
the discovery of human bones in the same beds. The Moulin 
Qesignon jaw was accordingly produced, and became the subject 
of much controversy; but the evidence finally showed that it had 
originally come from elsewhere. The cave drawings also have 
found their imitators in modern times. One Mallet, a man of 
education, took a special pleasure in the production of spurious 
examples, and even published an account of his pretended 
discoveries. But here, as in all the attempts at Imitation of 
the cave drawings, the modern efforts were betrayed by their 
poor artistic quality, and a comparison of the new discoveries 
with the old was generally enough to disclose the forgery. Two 
drawings on bone of a wolf and a bear, declared to have been 
found in a cave at Thayingen in Switzerland, were afterwards 
shown to have been copied from • child's picture-book. In 
Switzerland also a brisk trade was tarried on some years ago in 
false antiquities said to come from the Lake-dwellings; and 
fantastic types of tools and implements were placed on the 
market. In Italy, too, a lively discussion has taken place 
of late years over the authenticity of curiously shaped flint 
implements from the neighbourhood of Verona; while Ametica 
has provided similar food for discussion in the well-known 
Lampe atone and the Calaveras skull. The former bean 
drawings of the French cave type, while the latter if genuine 
would carry back the story of man in the American continent 
before Pliocene times. 
• An apparent break In the continuity of man's tansy in 

Europe occurs at the end of the patina/flak period. Attempts 
have been made to bridge the gap by means of a 
" maalithic " period (prool, middle); but it would 	m   
not seem probable that the missing links will occur at 
all events so far north as Britain. We leave pabieolithic man in 
• cold climate, surrounded by a names/bat mixed fauna that 
formed his prey. We know him as a hunter and artist, but the 
remains show that he had no knowledge of pottery till towards 
the close of the period. Among the humbler arts he practised at 
least sewing, and lived in caves or took shelter at the base of 
overhanging rocks; but like the Australian, be frequently 
camped in the open. His successor of the later Stone Age 
(neolithic) we find to be a very different character and with very 
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different surroundings. The configuration of the land in which 
he lived is practically the same as we now see It. The severe 
arctic conditions with the appropriate fauna had entirely dis-
appeared, and the introduction of new arts must have radically 
changed his daily life. The most important of these are the 
training of domestic animals, agriculture, and the development 
of pottery. What were the burial rites of palaeolithit man we 
have at present no means of knowing, but for his neolithic 
successor we know that these were matters of great moment. 
The abundance of arrowheads of flint indicate the common use 
of the bow and arrow as a weapon, while the art of weaving marks 
an immense stride in the direction of comfort and civilization. 
Of the form and construction of his dwelling we have only a 
limited knowledge, derived with some uncertainty from the 
analogy of the dwellings for the dead (barrows) and more cer-
tainly from the remains of the villages found erected on piles on 
the shores of lakes. 

A much-debated question arises here that cannot be passed 
over. The changes just mentioned are not such as would be 
produced by internal causes alone. Much of the evidence Is in 
favour of neolithic man being animmigrant, coming into northern 
and central Europe long after pakeolithic man and his character-
istic fauna had disappeared. Where did the earlier race go and 
who are its modern representatives, U any? The answers to 
this question are many. W. Boyd Dawkins is of opinion that 
the reindeer was followed by man in its journey to the north 
after the retreating glaciers, and that the modern representative 
of palaeolithic man is the Eskimo. His arguments are Ingenious 
but unconvincing; they mainly consist in the similarity of the 
habits of both races in using harpoons and implements of similar 
form and make, their power of carving and drawing on bone, the 
absence of pottery, disregard of the dead, U. As to the positive 
evidence, it is almost enough to say that the Eskimo, Re the 
cave-men, used the material nearest to hand that served their 
purpose, and that nothing is more remarkable than the similarity 
of primitive weapons used by widely separated peoples; while 
the negative evidence as to the absence of pottery is of little 
value; their conditions of life would allow them neither to make 
it nor keep it. Till recently we had no evidence at all of the 
treatment of the dead by palaeolithic man, but this is no longer 
the case; the discoveries in the Grades de Grimaldi, Monaco, 
show several methods of burial, near a hearth, or in rude stone 
data (see Dr Verneau in L'Astilwepoiogie, xvii. ape). A stronger 
argument would be furnished if it could be shown that by his 
physical character the Eskimo is an intruder in his present 
home, and is unrelated to his neighbours. But this has not yet 
been done, and the skulls of the Eskimo do not resemble any of 
those hitherto found in the caves. In fact, what evidence there 
bon the subject is rather against amain tavola of the wanderings 
northward of the inhabitants of the caves. There are indications, 
on the other hand, that in the south of France, in the Pyrenees, 
the reindeer was in existence, with man, at a later period than 
that of the caves, while the type of skull b that of Cro-Magnon. 
Here, therefore, it may be that something like a bridging of the 
gap between palaeolithic and neolithic times may be forthcoming. 
But it still remains to be found, and for the present we must be 
content with uncertainty. 

The neolithic period has often been loosely called the age of 
polished stone, from the fact that in no case has a polished or 
imam  ground stone implement been found in • palseolitbk 

deposit. The term is not only klose but inaccurate. 
In the first place, there is no reason why the cave-men should 
not be found to have polished a stone implement on occasion, 
for they habitually polished their weapons of bone. Secondly, 
neolithic man was by no means uniform in his methods; be 
polished or ground the surfaces of such tools or weapons as would 
be improved by the process; but to take a common instance, be 
found that the efficacy of his arrow-point was sufficient when 
dipped only, and polishing is only ocassionsily found, as in 
Ireland. Many other implements also are found in midair 
times with no trace of grinding and yet with every appearance of 
Wog complete. 

The most bastwerthn evidence with regard 10 this and the 
succeeding archaeological periods is to be found in the grave-
mounds. For the earlier part of the steatitic age, however, 
these are by no means .fruitful of relics. From their shape they 
are called in England " long barrows " to distinguish them from 
the round barrows which belong to a succeeding time, though 
evidence is being accumulated to show that this division is not of 
universal application. Long barrows are by no means of such 
frequent occurrence in Britain as the round variety; they are 
most common in Wiltshire, Gloucestashire and Dorset, and 
occur as far north as Caithness. Some of dent contain within 
the mound,* stone chamber, at times with a gallery leading to it, 
and in the chamber the interment or interments took place. 
Similar barrows have been found on the continent of Europe, and 
both in Britain and abroad have one feature in common, via. 
that no metal, with possibly the exception of gold, has ever been 
found in them. This similarity of buds' custom, though it may 
conceivably Indicate intercourse, certainly does not prove 
identity of race, as has been sometimes claimed. The type of 
skulls found in the interment is clear evidence against such an 
assumption. 

In Britain, the burials were at times by inhumation only, and 
occasionally a great number of bodies were interred in the same 
barrow: at others, cremation had preceded buds]. Another 
remarkable feature is that in many instances it is certain from 
the relative position of the bones of the unbumt burials that the 
corpse had been allowed to decay before the burial took place. 
This curious practice is known among many savage tribes of the 
present day. Its occurrence in Britain has been adduced in 
favour of the prevalence of cannibalism at this time, and not 
altogether without reason. While metal is entirely ahead in the 
long bane= (and in fact relics of any kind are very rarely found). 
it is significant that in the succeeding round barons also metal 
occurs but seldom, and then always ot the types attributed to the 
earliest part of the Bronze Age. When, therefore, the mound 
pottery is of a class that may well be anterior to metal, and no 
metal is found with the burial, it isnot unreasonable to assign such 
barrows to the Stone Age. A similar argument may be applied to 
the stone implements, but in the opposite direction. Many stone 
implements are found either isolated, or perhaps with no other 
relies that serve to fix their period. The material alone is often 
considered sufficient evidence of their being before the age of 
metals; but it is st any rate quite certain that • large number of 
stone axes, more particularly those with a socket for the handle, 
belong really to the Bronze Age. This uncertainty makes any 
account of the neolithic age difficult, unless the materiel in taken 
as the main basis. 

Neolithic man, like his forerunners, still recognised that flint 
and allied stones provided the best material for his cutting 
and piercing implements, though be made use to a great extent 
of other hard stones that came ready to his hand. The mining 
of flint was undertaken on a large scale, and great are was taken 
to get down to the layer containing the best quality. In Norfolk, 
at Grime's Graves, and in Sussex, at Cissbury near Worthing, 
the lint shafts have been ruefully explored by William Grecs-
well, General Pitt-Rivers and others. The system was to sink 
two shafts some little distance apart and deep enough to reach 
the desired flint-bed, and the two shafts were then joined by a 
gallery at the bottom. At Grime's Graves large numbers of 
deer's horns were found, which had evidently been used as picks, 
as is proved by the marks found in the chalk walls; and the 
born had been trimmed for the purpose. Cups of chalk were 
also found in the galleries and were believed to have been used as 
lamps. At Ciasbury peat quantities of unfinished and defective 
implements were found in the work, as well as born tools, as in 
Norfolk. At such factories the primitive appliances correspond 
very closely with those in use among existing savages. The 
pebble was used as a hammer or an anvil, and the more delicate 
flaking was done by pressure with a piece of horn rather than by 
blows. Naturally enough the number of completed Implements 
found in these factories is small; the fiaished tools would be 
bartered at *ace sod carried away from the factory. All the 
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animal remains found in these pits belong to present geological 
conditions, thus emphasising what has been stated above, that 
the absence of polished implements is no evidence for great 
age. Many other factories have been found in Britain, in Ireland 
and on the continent of Europe: at Grovehurst in Kent, at 
Stourpaine near Blandford, at Whitepark Bay, county Antrim, 
and in Belgium at Spiennes. Among the North American 
Indians the method would seem to have been somewhat different. 
Alter journeying to the site of a suitable quality of stone, they 
did not always complete the implements on the spot, but made 
a number of oval chipped disks of good atone which they carried 
away and worked up into the required implements at their 
leisure. These disks bear a strong likeness to some of the 
ovate implements from the Drift in Europe; in fact, but for 
the difference of surface condition or patina, they would be 
identical. 

While the severe climatic conditions that preceded the neolithic 
age restricted the presence of man to the more temperate parts 
of the globe, It may be assumed that in neolithic times there was 
nothing to prevent him from occupying the greater part of the 
earth's surface, short of the neighbourhood of the two poles. 
Tus it may be expected that an age of stone will be found, 
if looked for, in every part of the globe. So far as our present 
knowledge goes, all is in favour of the use of stone before metals, 
In all countries. The one material requires no special treatment 
before being adapted to man's use, while the other demands 
considerable knowledge, even if reasoning power have but 
little place in the process. Thus the probabilities are here borne 
out by the facts. In the extensive" kitchen-middens "of Japan 
are found great numbers of chert implements mixed with pottery 
of a primitive type, recalling that of European early Bronze 
Age barrows, while the succeeding periods of metal are equally 
dear. Even in the Far East, therefore, the same sequence is to 
be observed. In China, the conditions are more obscure. The 
superstitious regard for ancestors has prevented the exploration 
of ancient tombs in that country, and thus systematic search 
has been impossible, while the precise details of the discovery 
of such relics as have come to light are difficult to obtain. In 
spite of the assertion that China had no Stone Age, it is surely 
more probable, in the absence of exact knowledge, that she fol-
lowed the normal course. Modern territorial divisions, more 
especially if they are independent of the natural physical con-
ditions of the land, such as mountain ranges, great rivers and the 
like, have but little value in considering the race problems 
of remote ages. If, therefore, we find that, in the countries 
bordering on what is now the Chinese empire, the ancient 
inhabitants followed the same broad lines of culture that are 
evident elsewhere, it is easy to believe that China too was normal 
In this respect. The negroes and Bantu races of Africa also were 
thought to have passed direct to the use of iron, perhaps owing 
to the existence on the Nile of a civilization of great antiquity, 
which enabled them to pass over the intervening stages. In-
herently improbable, this is now known not to have been the 
cage. Stone implements, whether ground or merely chipped, 
have been discovered on the Congo, and more recently on the 
Zambezi. It is quite true that in both cases they are found in 
superficial deposits, and may be of any age. But here again the 
probabilities are greatly in favour of their having been in use 
before iron was known. While stone tools, such as knives or 
atrovr-heads, may possess qualities that render them superior to 
Meuse or copper, it is certain that once the working of iron was 
understood, its superiority to stone would at once be perceived, 
and the stone tools be discarded. There can be little doubt that 
investigatkins in Central Africa will demonstrate that the same 
odurse was followed there as elsewhere. In South Africa, in 
Egypt and in Somaliland large quantities of stone implements 
have been discovered, and of the great age of most of them these 
can be no doubt. Some from the banks of the Nile have even 
been claimed as " eolithic "; but here, as in Europe, we can 
only say that the case is not proven: General Pitt-Rivers did 
good service in Egypt by discovering among the stratified 
gravels neat Thebes& number of rude flints bearing unmaatakn.  

able signs of human workmanship, but be described them 
merely as of " palseolithic type," and deplored the absence of 
mammalian remains in the gravels. At the same time be pointed 
out that the bulk of the implements claimed as palaeolithic (and, 
it may be, correctly) are found on the surface, and therefore 
cannot be dissociated from the surface types; hence form alone 
cannot be trusted to determine age. • Further, we are by no means 
well informed as to the value of patination in flints found on 
the surface In Egypt. The depth and intensity of the patina-
don would no doubt have a direct relation to the age of the 
implement, if only it could be proved that all of them bad been 
equally subjected to the conditions that produced the discolora-
tion. But this is dearly impossible. Some implements may 
conceivably have been continuously on the surface of the desert 
from the time they were made, and have been acted upon by the 
sun and air for many thousands of years, while others, though 
of equal age, may have been covered by sand or otherwise 
protected for a large part of the intervening centuries. Patina-
don, therefore, like form, can only claim a conditional value. 
It is at the best an uncertain indication of age, as great age 
may be possible without it. Similarly, in Somaliland, the 
condition of the implements is very curious, and in some re-
spects putsling, while their forms resemble Those from the 
Drift In Europe. But as to the climatic conditions we know 
nothing, and it Is therefore useless to speculate on, the condition 
of the stones; as to the geology we know next to nothing, and 
no mammalian remains give us a helping hand, while the form 
alone is a dangerous foundation for argument. 

Investigations in the more remote parts of the world, though 
they may occasionally produce some startling novelty in the 
history of mankind, can scarcely be expected to 
furnish the same trustworthy continuous story as is to aloosf_as  be found in the European area. Here history provides awwroa 
us with a fairly truthful account of what has happened 
for a period varying from two to three thousand years, or In 
some places even longer, and we are thus able to judge whether 
particular discoveries come into the historical stage or not. In 
more primitive lands where history (if there be any) partakes 
more of the character of mythical tradition, the task of defining 
the period to which partied*. discoveries belong is rendered much 
more difficult. In America, where history may be said to have 
begun five hundred years ago, such a feat is of course impossible, 
until a great deal of work on comparative lines has been accom-
plished. The accounts of the civilization of Mexico and Peru at 
the time of the Spanish conquest show a state of culture which in 
some respects must have put the Spaniards to shame, while in 
others it was primitive in the extreme. As regards internal 
communications, the working of gold and copper, and the 
manufacture and decoration of pottery, these American kingdoms 
were on a level with all but the most advanced nations; but of 
history in the true sense of the word they have none. In spite 
of this, it is by no means a hopeless task to disentangle the 
apparent confusion of their archaeology. It is now fairly well 
known what were the races or tribes that ishabited particular 
districts, and it is thus easy to make a carper of the types adopted 
by the various peoples. This is the first certain step in the 
application of archaeological method. By degrees, as these 
types become familiar to the trained eye, it will not be difficult 
to arrange them in • progressive series, from the earliest in styfe 
to the latest. That this will be done by the archaeologists of the 
American continent, even with the present scanty materials, 
there can be little doubt. Numbers of young and enthusiastic 
workers have now had a good training in explomeloa in historical 
lands, and will usefully employ their experience on the antiquities 
of their own country. Bat if once a key be found to the ancient 
Mexican inscriptions, so plentifully scattered through the 
andent monuments, it may be that enlightenment will come 
even more suddenly and more surely. The one problem that is 
of the greatest interest still awaits solution, vit. whether there 
is any relation, in culture or more remotely in race, between the 
inhabitants of ancient America and those of Europe or Asia. 
One thing is certain, that if there be any connexion. it is of 
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infinite remoteness. But it is at any rate noteworthy that the 
same designs, patterns and even games are found in ancient 
Mexico and in India or China; and whether these resemblances 
arise from relations between the peoples using them or from 
accident, is a problem well worth investigation. 

In canaries like Scandinavia or Switzerland, the story of the 
early ages is clear and comparatively free from complications. 
The one by its remoteness was left to develop with but little help 
from the rest of Europe up to historical times; the other, 
protected on so many sides by Its mountain ranges, seems to 
have enjoyed a peaceful existence during the Stone and Bronze 
Ages. A community of fishermen and agriculturists, they led a 
calm domestic life on the edges of their many lakes where they 
constructed dwellings on piles with only a gangway to the shore, 
to prevent the attacks of predatory animals. The practice of 
building houses in lakes was a common one not only in Switzerland, 
but also in Britain and in Ireland, as in modern times among 
the natives of New Guinea. Besides securing the safety of the 
inhabitants, it bad the not unimportant advantage of being more 
healthy; all refuse of food and other useless matter could at 
once be thrown into the water where It would be harmless. A 
similar form of dwelling is the Irish " cranneg," constructed on 
an Wand or shoal In a lake, In some cases artificially heightened 
so as to bring it above water. These crannogs were probably 
inhabited in Ireland up to comparatively recent times, if one 
may judge by the remains found on the sites. 

It must not be forgotten that although the neolithic period had 
many phases, yet its duration is in no way comparable to the 
incalculable length of the palaeolithie age. For a variety of 
reasons it Is thought that one of the earliest stages of neolithic 
times is represented by the now well-known kitcheamiddens 
(refuse-heaps) of Denmark. These heaps are often of great wise ; 

 sometimes reaching so ft. In height, and nearly seo yds. in 
length. Here along the coast line the natives of Denmark lived, 
apparently building their huts upon the mounds and cooking 
their food upon hearths of stone. The conditions of their daily 
life would seem to have resembled those of the natives of Tierra 
del Fuego. Their Implements of flint seem to have been chipped 
only, and It is conjectured that the few polished and more highly 
finished implements that have been found In the middens are 
Importations from more cultured tribes living inland. Their 
food was in very great part composed of shell-fish, though they 
evidently caught and ate various kinds of deer, boar and a 
variety of carnivorous animals. The race which made these 
mounds is believed to have been akin to the Lapps, and their 
dwellings can hardly have been anything more than the rudest 
protection from the weather. The Swiss lake-dwellers were far 
more advanced, even in the Stone Age; their dwellings were 
elaborately planned and constructed, and remains of them have 
been plentifully found.in the various Swiss lakes. Various forms 
of construction were adopted: in one the foundations consisted 
of poles driven into the bed of the lake; in others a kind of 
framework simply rested on the bottom, and in a third, the 
substructure was formed of layers of sticks reaching from the 
bottom of the lake up to the surface. The walls were of wattle, 
closed up with clay to keep out the weather; the hearths were 
of stone slabs, and the floors of clay well trodden down. Practi-
cally the same type of dwelling seems to have continued through 
the Stone and Bronze Ages, though on some sites no metal 
whatever is found and it is therefore assumed that these are of 
the earlier period. These people cultivated the land, growing 
wheat and barley; they . were also hunters and fishermen, 
capable of manufacturing pottery without the aid of the wheel, 
which had not yet come into use so far north; and they wove 
mats and garments, while ropes and netting are plentiful. Their 
tools and weapons were made of stone, and to a great extent of 
deer's horn. Human remains are hardly ever found on the sites 
of the lake-dwellings, and it Is therefore uncertain what were the 
social nffinities of the people; but the evidence of the sites is in 
favour of the Same race being continuous into the Bronze Age, 
when their condition was more comfortable, u is shown by the 
abundant remains of • domesticated animals. 

Among the moat notable and obvious relics of pre-historic 
times, both in Britain and in many other countries such as Spain, 
Portugal, France and even India, are gigantic circles 
and avenues of stone and dolmens (see STOWS Moues- 
arras). These enduring monuments have excited 
the wonder of countless generations, and lent themselves to 
superstitious practices down to modern times. But the precise 
purpose foe which they were erected and even the period to 
which they belonged, had never been definitely settled. They 
had been called burial places of great chiefs, and not unnaturally 
had been thought by others to have been temples or places of 
primitive worship used by the Druids, who moreover were often 
credited with their maim. Obviously suck a question called 
for settlement, and the British Association In the year skin 
appointed a committee to investigate these stone circles with a 
view to ascertaining their age. Operations were begun at the 
well-known dale of Arbor Low, south of Buxton in Derbyshire; 
careful excavations were made through the ditch and the 
encircling mound and also within the circle, and although the 
evidence was not of the most complete kind, yet the committee 
came to the conclusion that the circle belonged to the end of the 
neolithic age. At Arbor Low all the stones are now lying on the 
ground (although, to judge from the other circles in England, 
they were certainly once upright), and the opportunities for 
surveying were thereby muck diminished. It is a fortunate 
circumstance, therefore, that the fall of one of the stones at 
Stonehenge (q.s.) at the end of the meth century, and the Maus-
ingly perilous state of some of the others, caused the owner, with 
the advice of the Society of Antiquaries M London, to undertake 
the raising of the great leaning stone in the interim of the circle. 
The work was superintended by W. Gowisod, F.S.A., who made 
special investigations during the necessary digging, for the 
purpose of recovering any remains of man's handiwork that had 
been left by the builders of the monument. In this he was very 
successful, finding in the course of the very limited excavation 
at the base of the monolith, a great number of stone mauls or 
hammers that corresponded so nearly with the bruised surfaces 
of the monoliths, that there can be no doubt of their having been 
used to dress the standing stones. 

From a review of all the evidence of an archaeological nature 
that was to be obtained, Gowland came to the conclusion that 
the construction of Stonehenge belonged to the latter part of 
the neolithic age. No trace of a metal implement occurred 
in any of the debris. This would of itself be an interesting fact, 
but it became infinitely more interesting from researches in quite 
another direction, which brought corroborative evidence of a 
curious kind. For many years Sir Norman Lockyer and Prot. 
Penrose were engaged in examining the orientation of temples 
in Egypt and Greece, with a view to determining on what 
astronomical principle, if any, the plans had been laid down. 
With a rectangular plan, and with portions of the interior stil 
well defined, they were able by elaborate tabulation to deter-
mine that the temples had been definitely planned with relation 
to the rising or setting of the sun or of a particular star. Having 
been successful in these investigetions they proceeded to apply 
the test to Stonehenge. The experiment was made at the longest 
day in the year rut. Owing to a gradual change in the obliquity 
of the earth's orbit, the point ci sunrise on commanding days 
of each year is not constant; and though the •difierence is 
hardly perceptible from year to year, in the came of =twin 
it becomes great enough for use as a measure of time. Enough 
remains of the monument to show the direction of suarise at 
the time that Stonehenge was erected, it being always summed 
that the coincidence of the main axis with the central line of 
the Avenue was designed with reference to sunrise an the longest 
day of the year. At the date of the experiment it was found 
that the sun had shifted nearly two diameters in the interval, 
and this variation gives a date of about sfillo e.c., which ptacth 
catty confirms the verdict of archaeology and seems to prove, 
moreover, that Stonehenge was a temple of the sun. 

Stonehenge therefore may be taken as marking for Britain 
thankss of the neolithic period and bat/ding the dawn of a new 
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en, in which the inhabitants of the British Isles first acquired 
the art of working metal. 

There is reason to believe that the transition from the use of 
atone to that of bronze was not due to the peaceful advance 
dream 

of civilization, but rather to the irruption of an Aryan 
Ap.  race from the south-east of Europe into the countries 

to the west and north. Of these people the Celts are to 
Nonsemetent the representatives at a somewhat more recent period. 
Here, however, we are dealing with terms the precise meaning 
of which is not yet generally admitted, and which, moreover, 
have too intimate a relation to the problems of philology to be 
fully discussed here (see Loo-Eustoexan). The term Aryan (q.a) 
itself is sot free from objections. It was held by bias Muller 
to relate to a language and a civilization that took its rise in 
Central Asia, while others now contend that, although it is the 
mother language of the Sanskrit, Greek, Lain, Teutonic and 
Celtic languages, it might equally well have originated in Europe. 
However this may be, and even this brief statement shows 
how wide a Said the arguments would cover, there can be little 
doubt that the Bronze Age Celts were of this stock, and that in 
course of time they gradually spread their language and culture 
over a arse part of Europe. Whether or no the knowledge of 
bronze started from one or more centres, it gradually spread 
Lore the south-east of Europe until it reached Scandinavia; 
the dates being roughly in Crete, 3000 n.c.; in Sicily, rpm s.c.; 
in central France, moo a.c.; in Britain and in Scandinavia 
Apo a.c. The appearance of the Celts in Britain is indicated 
by the presence of the mend barrows. They were a fairly tall, 
short-headed race, using cremation and also inhumation in their 
burials, skilful in the manufacture of pottery and of the simpler 
forms of bronze implements, and freely using bone, jet, and 
at times amber, while gold was well known and evidently 
greatly esteemed. In the early centuries of the Bronze Age, 
swords, spears and &Melds were apparently quite unknown, 
the principal metallic products being fiat axes, simple knives 
or daggers, and small tools or ornaments. In the burial places 
the bodice, if unburnt, are nearly always found In a crouching 
position, as if in the attitude of sleep; if cremated, the burnt 
bones are generally enshrined in an urn under the tumulus, the 
burial being sometimes in a cist formed of large stones. The 
pottery vessels are remarkable in more ways than one. In 
the first place they would seem to have been specially made 
for the burial rites, for whenever domestic pottery has been 
found, It is of quite a different character, =ornamented and 
simple in outline. It must be confessed, however, that this 
latter is by no means common. The sepulchral vessels are at 
times highly decorated, and sometimes of great size. They are 
Invariably band made, and though they are by no means well 
fired they are never sun-dried, as is often said to be the case. 
A common kind of decoration is produced by impressing twisted 
cords in the damp clay, and this is believed with some reason 
to have had its origin in the practice of winding cords round 
the unbaked vessel to mama distortion before or during the 
promo of firing. That operation would of course burn away 
the cord and leave only its impression on the urn. Other forms 
of ornament are also used, incised lines in rudely geometrical 
dodges, impressions of the end of a stick, and at time rows 
of hollows produced by the finger or thumb. The method of 
the burial, beyond giving an insight into the art of the period, 
also helps us to realize to some extent the ideas of primitive 
man. The underlying reason for careful and ceremonial burial 
is not always readily understood, apart from a knowledge of 
the ritual, such as existed in ancient Egypt. But in the Bronze 
Age in Britain it was the custom to bury with the dead not only 
carefully made vessels which doubtless contained food for the 
journey to the lower world, bet also the ornaments and weapons 
of the deceased. Often the bones of a pig have been found in 
the grave, doubtless representing part of the provender which 
maid not conveniently be placed in the so-called food-vessel. 
Such practices indicate with a fair amount of certainty a belief 
61 a future life in another world, where probably the conditions 
were thought to be much the same as in this. The burial of 

the weapons and other property of ►  dead man Is, however, not 
always due to the belief that be may need them in some future 
state. The reason may well be that it would be thought on• 
lucky for a survivor to use them. 

Just as the neolithic age was immeasurably shorter than the 
palaeolithic, but was notable for great improvements in the 
arts of life, so the Bronze Age In its turn was shorter than the 
neolithic age, and again witnessed even more marked advance 
in culture. It is in fact an illustration of the truism that each 
step in knowledge renders all that follow less laborious; but it 
la not easy to understand how the transition from stone to 
metal came about, nor why bronze came to be the chosen metal 
rather than iron. Bronze, In the first place, is a composite 
metal, a mixture of copper and tin, while iron can be at once 
reduced from its ores; indeed, in the form of meteoric iron, it 
is already metallic, and needs but a hammer to produce what-
ever form may be wanted. From the archaeological point of 
view, there is, however, good reason for believing that bronze 
preceded iron. The forms of axes that are without doubt the 
earliest, are in outline much the same as the stone prototype, 
being only thinner in proportion. Then again, iron implements 
are never found on the earlier sites, and if they had been in 
existence some of them certainly would remain: further, at 
the end of the Bronze Age it is found that the forms of weapons 
in that metal are exactly copied in iron, es, for instance, at Hall-
statt (q.v.) in the Salzkamenergut, the famous cemetery which 
best illustrates the passage from the use of bronze to that of iron. 
It has been claimed that bronze was preceded by copper, a 
sequence which seems inherently probable; and whether or no 
it was general enough or enduring enough to constitute a period, 
there can be no reasonable doubt that in the Mediterranean 
area, and in central Europe, as well as in Ireland, great numbers 
of implements were made of copper alone without any appreci-
able admixture of tin. The casting of pure copper presents 
certain difficulties, in that the metal is not adapted for anything 
but a mould open to the air, and this would limit its utility, 
until the discovery that tin in a cumin proportion (roughly 
not only made the resulting metal much harder and better fitted 
for cutting-tools and weapons, but at the same time rendered 
possible the use of dosed moulds. 

There are thus two problems in connexion with the history 
of the Bronze Age. How was the metal discovered ? And 
by whom or where? As to the first, it must be remembered 
that in some parts of the world, e.g. in China and in Cornwall, 
copper and tin are found together, and it may well be that tits 
was first accidentally included as an impurity, which, had it 
been noticed, would have been eliminated. Once it was found 
to produce a more useful metal, the blend would be deliberately 
made, and repeated trials would eventually demonstrate the 
most suitable proportion of one metal to the other. The question 
of where it was first discovered is one that is not likely to be 
answered with certainty, but the one essential is the presence 
of the two metals in one and the same locality. Tin does not 
exist in either Egypt or Mesopotamia, although bronze articles 
from the fourth and third millennium respectively B.C. have been 
found in these. countries. The tin to produce the mere metal 
must have come from some foreign country, and the choice 
seems to be vary small. Spain at the other end of the Mediter-
ranean is unlikely, and Britain still more so; central Asia, Asia 
Minor, or China again seem too remote; for the spread of 
metallurgy from these centres would imply a trade connexion 
nearly 4000 a.c. In later times, later perhaps by „woo years, 
Spain and Britain were undoubtedly among the chief sources 
of the tin supply of Europe and of the Mediterranean generally; 
but it will long remain a problem where bronze was first pro-
duced. There is indeed, no real necessity for confining its origin 
to a single locality; it is easily conceivable that the invention 
occurred independently in more places than one. 

The history of early metallurgy has been carefully studied 
by W. Garland, who communicated the results of his researches 
to the Society of Antiquariesof London in aka In his opinion 
the ores from which copper was frist chained by smelting were 
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originally found as pebbles or boulders in the beds of streams, 
where man in the Stone Age had been accustomed to search 
for stones to convert into implements; and in the same way 
the beds of rivers were for a long subsequent period the only 
sources of tin. Actual mining belongs in his opinion to • Tar 
later period, and naturally had its origin in the discovery of 
outcrops of the metal on the surface. By the simple application 
of fire, lumps of ore were reduced to a smaller size, and were 
then prepared for smelting by further reduction to the condition 
of a coarse powder. This latter process was carried out in the 
same way that grain Ives crushed between two atones; and 
stone-mills, doubtless used for the purpose, have been found 
in ancient workings in Wales. The next stage would be the 
furnace, and there can be little doubt that this would be of the 
simplest kind, merely a bole in the ground with the fire covering 
the metal, and with nothing but a natural draught. But Cow-
hind bolds that even with these singularly inadequate appliances, 
copper could be smelted from the surface ores, though the output 
would naturally be of the most uncertain and intermittent 
character, depending, as it must have done, on the wind. And 
until the discovery of bellows or some other method of increasing 
the draught of air, no progress could be made in this direction. 
With regard to the resulting metal, viz. copper, we have certain 
knowledge. From time to time there are found in the earth 
in Britain and elsewhere, hoards of fragmentary or imperfect 
bronze implements, portions of axes, swords, rings, Re., all of 
which have been failures in castings. These boards are assumed 
to have been gathered together by the bronze founders to be 
recast into perfect and useful implements. Now, frequently 
associated with these boards are portions of cakes of pure 
copper, originally circular in shape, flat on one face and convex 
on the other, like a lens with one flat face. The form of these 
cakes is in itself a fair proof of the prevalence of the method 
of smelting described above, as It is quite dear that the convex 
face of the cake followed the contour of the bole in the ground 
above which the fire was placed. The cakes are generally found 
broken up Into small handy blocks. This can only be done in 
one way, viz. by watching the cake, after the fire and slag has 
been raked off it, until it is on the point of becoming solid, when 
it is quickly pulled out of the hole and broken up. It will be 
noted that while the implements in these founders' hoards are 
invariably of bronze, the cakes are as invariably of copper. 
This is at first sight puzzling, until it is realized that these 
founders probably carried the tin necessary for forming bronze 
in the form of ore, and that tin ore In its pure state is a snuff-
coloured powder very easily overlooked when lying on the earth, 
which It might very nearly resemble in colour, though it would 
be much heavier. Thus it is probable that in many such dis-
coveries the tin ore has accompanied the copper cakes and bronze 
fragments, but has hitherto eluded the eyes of the fonder. Not 
only have we this conclusive evidence of the methods by which 
Bronze Age man produced his raw material, but the discovery 
of crucibles and moulds takes us a step further towards the 
finished implements. The crucibles are generally simple bowls 
Of thick clay with an extension of the lipat one side to pour out 
the molten metal. Several of these, with plentiful traces of 
metal still remaining in them, were found by the brothers Sint 
in the Bronze Age settlement at El Amu in Murcia. In the 
same place also were found moulds of stone for the casting of 
simple triangular axes. These were of the class known as open 
moulds, one stone being hollowed to the desired form, the other 
half being simply a flat cover, with no relation to the form 
of the implement, to be produced. From the nature of the 
metal, such a mould is the only kind in which the casting of 
an efficient copper Implement would be possible; and among 
the objects discovered by the Sirets were articles in plenty of 
pure copper. 

Much has been written in support of the theory that the 
bronze tools and implements found in this or that country must 
have been importations from southern and more highly civilized 
lands. More particularly has this been alleged with regard to 
Britain, which, lying as it did on the extreme limit of the ancient  

world, was regarded as being dependent on the continent for 
the more complex weapons. The constant discovery, however, 
of these hoards of rough metal, as well as of moulds of the highest 
finish for casting swords, daggers, colts, and almost every kind 
of ancient bronze implement and weapon known to us, provides 
a conclusive proof of the contrary. The occurrence of a foreign 
type of implement is so rare as to be a source of especial gra d-
Station to the collector who secures It; and it may be taken 
that, in general terms, all the bronze swords, daggers and spears 
found in Britain were of home manufacture. Relations with the 
continent, however, did exist, as is shown by the occurrence of 
an Irish type of gold ornament in France and Scandinavia, and 
by the similarity of ornamental motives in the British Isles and 
elsewhere. Among the continental races it is natural to find 
intercommunication more common, owing to the absence of 
natural barriers. The weapons of the Bronze Age were meads, 
spears, daggers and axes (cats), though the last would be 
equally well adapted for more peaceful purposes. The swords 
were usually of a narrow leaf shape, cast with the handle in one 
piece, the mounting of the grip and the pommel being added. 
For perfection of workmanship the weapons of this period have 
never been surpassed, and the skill of adjustment is the moulds, 
the fine and equal quality of the metal, and the flawless con-
dition of the surfaces still excite wonder among the most expert 
of modern founders. The cutting edges of swords and " cats " 
were often, if not always, hammered to serve the double purpose 
of hardening that part of the weapon and sharpening the edge. 
In the case of the axe-heads (cats), this hammering had a dis-
tinct influence on the evolution of the form of the implement 
The earliest colts, whether of copper or bronze, were in form, 
copies of their stone prototypes, and curiously enough exactly 
like the ordinary woodman's axe of to-day, but of course without 
the socket for the handle. Hammering rendered the cutting edge 
both broader and thinner, giving it at the same time a curved 
outline. This widened curve eventually became an ornamental 
feature, the two ends of the cutting edge becoming curved 
points and adding greatly to the elegance of the outline. Later, 
the other edges were finished by hammering also, at times in a 
simple ornamental fashion; and whether for greater rigidity 
or for some other reason, flanges were produced in the same way 
on those edges, which again affected the ultimate form of the 
colt. The early flat colt was no doubt simply fixed , in a per. 
feinted wooden handle, which would naturally tend to split if 
wielded with any vigour. The side-flanges were in course of 
time utilized to prevent this, by allowing the use of a different 
form of handle. In place of the simple straight handle, a branch 
was cut with an elbow-joint, and its shorter limb then divided 
into two prongs, between which the metal passed, while the 
flanges, beaten up from the edges, overlapped the two forks; 
and no doubt a lashing of sinew was added to reader the whole 
secure. This made a good serviceable tool or weapon, and 
prevented the splitting of the handle; but still another step 
was taken. The flanges on the edges met over the prong of the 
handle on either side, while the upper end of the cat itself 
eventually became a mere septum dividing the two openings. 
This septum was finally judged to be useless, and done away 
with; aed the alt was cast with one hollow only for the re-
ception of the ends of the handle; thus the flat cult became, 
by a natural process of evolution and improvement, a socketed 
colt. It is a curious fact, however, that the modern form of 
axe where the handle passes through a socket in the metal itself 
does not seem to have been much in favour in the Bronze Age, 
although it was a stone form that certainly survived into the 
succeeding period. 

This and other shortcomings in what must have been the 
universal weapon and implement of the race, were remedied 
from time to time by various improvements in the form of the 
bronze axe-head and the method of hafting; and the various 
stages of development, from the flat blade of copper or bronze 
to the socketed implement and even to a pattern now in use, can 
still be traced in the Bronze Age specimens that have come down 
to us. 
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Palaeolithic Period. 

i. French Drift. 	2. English Drift. 	3. French transition (Le Moustier). 	4. French Cave Period. 

5. English Cave Period. 
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Sculpture and Engravings of the Cave Period. 
From Dordogne, France. 



Engraving of the Cave Period. From Dordogne, France. 
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PLATE III. 

Outline of Wall-Paintings, Altamira, Length about 45;4 Ft. (cf. Painting, Plate I.) 
By permission, from La Caw,. d'Altannra by Cartailhac and Breuil. Mona.m. 1906. 

Stages in the Evolution of the Celt or Implement of Chisel Form. 
(1) From stone to metallic form. 	(2) Growth of the stop ridge to palstave. 

(3) Growth of the wings to socket-celt. 
By permission. from the British Museum Gerd, to the BIJACC Age. 
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Neolithic Period. 

x. Flint and stone implements, England. 
3. Arrow-heads, Ireland. 
5. Flint implements, France. 

2. Flint arrow-heads, England. 
4. Flint and stone implements, Denmark. 
6. Flint implements, Egypt. 
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Sepulchral Pottery, British Isles (Bronze Age). 
1-3, Drinking cups or beakers. 4-9, Food vessels. to-I2, Cinerary urns. 
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Sepulchral Pottery from the Continent of Europe (Neolithic, Bronze, and Iron Ages). 
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r. Bronze shield with red enamel 
ornaments, found in the Thames 
near Battersea; about 31 in. long. 

Chariot burial of a Gaulish chief, Somme Biome, Marne, France. 

Bronze mounted wooden bucket found 
in a pit burial at Aylesford. 

Early Iron Age. 
The objects here represented are all in 

the British Museum. 

Horned bronze helmet with traces of enamel orna-
ment, found in the Thames near Waterloo Bridge. 

By permission, from the British Museum Guide to the Early Iron Age. 
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With the discovery of Iron a the Ideal metal for cutting 

Implements and weapons, we enter into the millennium before 
/ewe up. the Christian era; for roughly speaking, the develop- 

ment of the civilization associated with the gradual 
substitution of iron for bronze began about moo s.c. Again we 
look towards the south-east of Europe for the earliest evidence 
of this great advance; from that quarter it gradually spread 
over the whole continent, reaching the more northern parts 
about five hundred years later. In Egypt, the home of a mar-
vellous civilization at a very early time, the conditions were 
different, and there is reason to suppose that iron was known 
there long before it was in use on the northern side of the Medi-
terranean. Our knowledge of the dates at which iron was first 
known in parts of Asia is still very limited, and further discoveries 
must be awaited. 

The archaeology of Ireland presents features in many respects 
afferent from those of the rest of the British Islands in the Stone 

and Bronze Ages. Such affinities in style as are 
Masi traceable connect it rather with Scotland than with 
any part of the south, a fact doubtless due to proximky as well 
as in part to race connexions. A special feature is the astonishing 
quantity of gold that was produced in Ireland during the early 
Bronze Age. The frequent discovery of gold ornamentsof this 
time has enriched to a surprising degree the museum of the 
Royal Irish Academy in Dublin, while many private and public 
collections both in Ireland and elsewhere contain a considerable 
number of similar read. If these represented the total wealth 
of gold of the Bronze Age the amount would probably exceed 
that of any ancient period in any country, exceptperhaps the 
republic of Colombia in South America. But the known remains 
can only be a small proportion of the original wealth. Vast 
quantities must have been discovered from medieval times 
onwards, needy all of which would be melted down, owing to 
the ignorance of the finders or to the uncertainty of ownership. 
Further, it may be taken as certain that there still remains in the 
earth a great MVO of the metal which may or may not be dis-
covered at some future time. If it were by any means possible 
to estimate what these united categories would amount to, the 
result would seavoely be credited. It is well known that gold has 
been and still is, found in Ireland; but it is bard to believe that 
there were no richer deposits than are now known. It is at any 
rate certain that the rivers were worked as late as the opening 
centuries of our era. In the Bronze Age the most characteristic 
ornaments were penannular objects of all sizes from a small 
finger ring up to an armlet, generally known as " ring money " 
from the difficulty of assigning a definite use to the whole series; 
and the flat,aeecent-shaped,diademake objects called "lun else," 
which are perhaps even more definitely characteristic of Ireland. 
Such objects of gold, if ornamented at all, are, like some of the 
fiat axe-heads, engraved with simple geometrical patterns, 
lozenge-shaped chequers and the like, a type of decoration in 
itself easily determined as being of the Bronze Age, but bearing 
at the same time an interesting and very curious analogy to 
remains of the same period from the Iberian Peninsula, more 
especially from Portugal. If any overland culture-relations 
existed between the two countries, it would be only reasonable 
to expect the occurrence of the objects in question in the inter-
vening districts. But so far nothing of the kind has been 
discovered. Moreover, had it been an isolated instance of 
resemblance it might be negligible, but an equally odd similarity 
is found in the fact that the Irish were in the habit of grinding 
the faces of their flint arrow-heads, an apparently useless refine-
ment, while the Portuguese of the early Bronze Age did the same. 
Again, the dolmens of Ireland bear a distinct resemblance to 
those of Spain end Portugal, while the French dolmens, with 
few exceptions in the north, have a different character. These 
curious points are in favour of the tradition that the original 
inhabitants of Ireland were of lberisn origin, and further, that 
they did not come overland but by sea, and there are indeed 
signs of extensive navigation in the Bronze Age of northern 
Europe. It was perhaps in the middle of our Bronze Age, say 
about coon ac., that this Iberian race was supplanted by the 

Celts, who took a considerable time to emerge from their native , 
 barbarism. It is, at any rate, fairly certain that for some 

hundreds of years previous to this Celtic invasion, Ireland was an 
enormously rich country, supplying not only herself, but also 
Britain and part of the Atlantic seaboard with gold. The fact 
became eventually an ingrained tradition in the history of the 
country, subsisting in Irish literature for centuries after the 
Christian era. Such natural wealth must have produced in these 
early times a marked effect on the relations and culture of these 
Iberian Irish, and one might reasonably expect a much higher 
level of luxury and wealth than is indicated by the remains 
commonly found. With the opportunities provided by communi-
cation with the continent, and the interchange of goods, with all 
the chances of benefiting by ideas current among other races, 
it is astonishing that Ireland did not play a more prominent part 
in Europe, more than a thousand years before the Christian era. 

While gold as a metal was known in Europe, even before 
copper, it is a curious fact that silver was almost unknown, and 
hardly ever used. One of the most interesting sites for 
the metal, at about the same period of which we have Ar•°' 
just been speaking in Ireland, was the Mediterranean 
coma of Spain. Here in the neighbourhood of Almeria 
have been found remains of a large and apparently prosperous 
population ranging from the Stone Age to the end of the Bronze 
Age, with houses and tombs, besides the fortifications rendered 
necessary, in the later period, by their possession of the rare and 
precious metal, silver. Rare it certainly was, for the quantity 
found was exceedingly small, tiny slender rings for the fingers 
or the ears, and rivets to bold the axe-blade in its handle; but 
nothiag to compare with the lavish richness of the American 
mines. The interesting race who occupied these dwellings and 
finally were laid to rest in the adjoining graves were evidently 
connected more or less closely with the peoples inhabiting the 
eastern coasts of the Mediterranean. 

Recent discoveries in the central Mediterranean axes not only 
furnish new and trustworthy (though none the less surprising) 
dates in ancient history, but may also bridge the distance 
between the Levant and the Pillars of Hercules. The results 
achieved by Arthur Evans and other distinguished explorers in 
Crete (q.v.) opened • new chapter in the history of European 
civilization, and may fitly be compared with the excavation of 
Troy, Mycense and Tiryns by Schliemann some thirty years 
before. The progress of archaeology in the interval can be well 
tested by a comparison of the discussions to which the two series 
of discoveries gave rise. The mistaken attributions and unfor-
tunate animosities in connexion with earlier excavations are 
almost forgotten, while the brilliant discoveries in the island of 
Ring Minos have not only themselves been made on scientific 
principles, but are illumined by the splendid revelation of the 
civilizations of the Mycenaean and the pre-Mycenaean era. 

A great change indeed took place in the methods of classical 
study during the last decade of the 19th century, a change 
which affected the entire character of future classical asuks  
research. It was formerly the common habit among 
students and professors of archaeology to confine their attention 
and their interests entirely to classical texts and even to classical 
sites, rejecting as outside the scope of their studio anything 
that was not manifestly beautiful as art. Whatever was primi. 
tive in its aspect, or wanting in the familiar characteristics that 
hod for centuries been associated with Greek art, was either 
rejected entirely or at any rate relegated to a second place, as 
having but a poor claim to be classed with objects of the finer 
periods. The result was necessarily misleading. The unin-
structed majority very naturally regarded the art of Pheidien 
times as a thing of supernatural growth, which had been be-
stowed by divine favour upon a chosen spot on the earth, without 
a human parentage, and almost without leaving any descendants. 
The evolutionary methods of other branches of acience, however, 
were by degrees brought to bear upon the sacred precincts of 
pure Greek art. It was found that the crude products of the 
second millennium s.c., the formless images evolved by the 
uncultured dwellers in the Mediterranean area more than a 
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41unnand years before the time of Pheidias, were in truth the 
prototypes of the creations of himself and his contemporaries. 
This step being taken, the rest became easy. The most common-
place and ordinary relics were collected with as much avidity 
as they had formerly been rejected, in the belief that their simple 
forms would aid in the elucidation of their more complex and 
highly elaborated descendants. This minute attention, more. 
over, was not only given to the works of man, but even the 
remains of humanity received the attention they merited. It 
has been rightly thought, during recent years, that the question 
of race was a factor that deserved treatment in dealing with 
works of art of early times; and that natural evolution due to 
man's tendency to change with time, might not be sufficient 
to account for the differences of type observed in human remains 
from the same country. For this reason, not only the objects 
associated with the burial have been preserved, but also the 
skeleton itself. This has been -examined, measurements taken 
and recorded for comparison, and inferences made, sometimes 
of a surprising character. For example, if a: cemetery be found 
with a preponderance Of tall, long-beaded skeletons in a district 
where the prevailing type of skeleton is short and brachy-
cephalic (short-beaded), the observer may reasonably eipect 
a different kind of burial-furniture, and suspect an intruding 
race.. In this particular respect, archaeology owes a signal 
debt to physical anthropology and to anthropological methods 
in general. The combination of the two is far more likely to 
lead to a reasonable and satisfactory condusion than would be 
possible if the one branch of science had been pursued alone. 

When once the existence of abundant remains of prehistoric 
man had been admitted, and their study had received recog- 
Value el 

nition as a branch of science, the evidence supplied 
.thawoir.  by the relics themselves and by their relation to 

extinct or existing animals would have sufficed to give 
a considerable insight into the conditions of primitive life. 
But, fortunately, corroborative evidence of the most useful 
kind was at band, and has been of the greatest service in solving 
what might otherwise have been insoluble problems. Though 
the progress of civilization, and more especially the ever in-
messing rapidity of communication, are rapidly -changing the 
habits of life among the primitive peoples in Various parts of the 
world, yet till past the middle of the teth century, a certain 
number of tribes, if not races, were still lathe Stone Age. Even 
at the present day stone-using tubes still exist, although by 
chance metal may be known to them. The importance of the 
study of their conditions of life and their technical processes, 
and of the collecting of their implements for the express purpose 
of illustrating prehistoric man, was recognized by Henry Christy 
(1810-1865), who had made extensive investigations and col-
lated relics in conjunction with Edouard Lertet In the now 
famous caverns of the Dordogne, at s. time when such explora-
tions were somewhat of a novelty; and concurrently he formed 
a large collection of the productions of existing savage peoples, 
both collections after his death passing to the British Museum, 
his intention being that the one should elucidate the other. (It 
is only fair to his memory, however, to state here that, by his 
express wish, the most important of the relics that he had 
obtained from the Dordogne caves were returned to France 
where they now are. Such instances of international courtesy 
are rare enough to deserve mention.) The value and interest 
of such a series can scarcely be over-rated. Almost till the 
soth century, the Indians of North America, the Australian 
and Tasmanian natives, as well as those of New Zealand and 
the many archipelagoes of the Pacific, were, if not ignorant of 
the use of metals, at least habitually using stone where civilized 
man would use metal. The Maori made his war club of jade 
and the pounders for preparing his food of stone. The Australian 
had his stone axe-blade; and low as he stands in the culture 
scale, his spear-heads are chipped with an exquisite precision. 
The Papuan of inland New Guinea is still snaking his weapons 
of stone and wood; while until quite recently the North 
American Indian was making his delicate stone arrow-points, 
and the Solomon islander his beautiful polished stone axe-blades. 

The knowledge gained by the study of large -series of sack 
objects enables us to fill up very many-gaps in the story of early 
man as told by his own remains. In fact, in this respect, the 
value of the comparison is much greater than could reasonably 
be expected; for, whatever may be the reason, nothing is more 
marked than the extraordinary similarity of stone implements 
at all times and over the whole world. An arrow-point made by 
• Patagonian Indian, one from a Japanese shell mound, and a 
third of the Stone Age from Ireland, are found to be practically 
identical. Whether it is that the same material end the slime 
necessity naturally produce a like result, or whether there has 
existed throughout a continuity of type, is a question that will 
never be satisfactorily answered. The results, however, are of 
eminently practical value. The arrow-heads of neolithic man 
which are found by hundreds all over Europe, may be seen fixed 
in their shafts in the hands of an American-Indian; rude pieces 
of quarts, which unmounted would escape notice as implements, 
are seen to make excellent tools when mounted is a handle by 
the . Australian black, while flakes of slate find a use- -when 
mounted as skinning-knives by the Eskimo. 

Now that the narrower conception of archaeology as a minor 
branch of classical studies has been given up, the new science 
has gradually won its way to universal recognition; 
and anthropology,' a still wider subject but in many ma, 
points Closely allied to the scientific study of ancient 
remains, has still more recently found favour at all the leading 
universities, and practical measures have been taken to establish 
the study on a firm and scientific basis. Apart from this official 
encouragement, much has been done towards the systema-
tization and teaching of archaeology by practical -  excavators, 
whose pupils have attained considerable numbers and celebrity. 
Something has been done, too, in the national and provincial 
museums, to present the 'relics of past ages in an intelligible 
manner, so that the collections no longer consist of curiosities 
but of documents rich in instruction and interest even to the 
general visitor. The progress of photography, as well as the 
improvement and cheapening of methods of illustration, have 
also assisted enormously in the advance of archaeology; and 
similarly, the antiquities exhibited in museums and private 
collections to illustrate and amplify written records, have in 
the last generation received much attention on their own account, 
and have reacted in various ways on the teaching of ancient 
history. In some countries • further step in general education 
has been taken, and the lamentable waste of archaeological 
material arrested to some extent by the distribution of pictures 
and diagrams among schools and institutions, to all attention 
to the more ordinary local types, and to encourage those who are 
likely to discover them in the soil to save them from destruction 
and render them available for scientific study. A certain 
familiarity -on the part of the young with the mere appeara•ce 
of antiquities that come to light continualiy and are almost as 
often discarded or destroyed, would probably result in valuable 
additions being made to the available data. 
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Britain; Cracow l. British Barrows; W. G. Smith. Man She 
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(C. H. Re.) 
AltiNIABOPIERTZ. Thename of Archaeopteryx litkagraphies 

wasbasedbyHermannvon Meyerupon a feather(Grarript, wing) 
found in t86t in the lithographic slate quarries of Solenhoftn 
in Bavaria, the geological horizon being that of the Kimmeridge 
clay of the Upper °elite or Jurassic system. In the same year 
and at the same place was discovered the specimen (6gs. t and 31 
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now in the British Museum, named by Andreas Wagner Gripho-
saurus. Sir R. Owen has described it as A. esacrorea. Stimu-
lated by the high price paid by the British Museum, the quarry 
owners diligently searched, and in 187a another, much finer, 
preserved specimen was found. This was bought by S. W. 

FIG. 1.—The British Museum specimen. 

v. Siemens, who presented it to the Berlin Museum. The late 
W. Dames has written an excellent monograph on it. 

Archaeopteryx was a bird, without any doubt, but still with so 
many low, essentially reptilian characters that it forms a link 
between these two classes. About the size of a rook, its most 

Fm. 2.—The specimen in the Museum tar Naturkunde, Berlin. 
After a photograph taken from a cast. 

obvious peculiarity is the long, reptilian tail, composed of 20 
vertebrae and not ending in a pygostyle. The last dozen verte- 
brae each carry a pair of well-developed typical quills. Upon 
these features of the tail E. Hacckel established the subclass 
Saurume, containing solely Archaeopteryx, in opposition to the 
Omithurae, comprising all the other birds. Herein he has been 
followed by many zoologists. However, the fact that various 
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recent birds possess the same kind of candid skeleton, likewise 
without a pygostyle, although reduced to at least 13 vertebrae, 
shows that the two terms do not express a fundamental difference. 

The importance of Archaeopteryx justifies the following 
descriptive detail. Vertebral column composed of about so 
vertebrae, viz. to-11 cervical, 12-11 thoracic, 2 lumbar, $-6 
sacral, and so or 21 caudal, with a total caudal length of the 
Berlin specimen of 7 in. The cervical and thoracic vertebrae 
seem to be biconcave; the cervical ribs are much reduced 
and were apparently still movable; the thoracic ribs are devoid 
of uncinate processes. Paired abdominal ribs are doubtful. 
Scarcely anything is known of the sternum, and little of the 
shoulder-girdle, except the very stout furcula; scapula typically 
bird-like. Humerus about at in. long, with a strong crista 
lateralis, which indicates a strongly developed great pectoral 
muscle and hence, by inference, the pretence of a keel to the 
sternum. Radius and ulna typically avine, VI in. in length. 
Carpus with two separate bones. The band skeleton consists 
of 3 completely separate metacarpals, each. carrying a coin- 

FIG. 	of British Museum specimen. 

plete, likewise free, finger; the shortened thumb with a, the 
index with 3, the third with 4 phalanges; each finger with a 
curved claw. The whole wing is consequently, although 
essentially avine, still reptilian in the unlined state of the 
metacarpals and the numbers of the phalanges. The pelvis is 
imperfectly known. The preacetabular portion of the ilium is 
shorter than the posterior half. The hind•limb is typically 
avine, with intertarsal joint, distally reduced fibula, and the 
three elongated metatarsals which show already considerable 
anchylosis; reduction of the toes to four, with a, 3, 4 and S 
phalanges; the haus is separate, and as usual in recent birds 
posterior in position. Skull bird-like, except that the short 
hill cannot have been enclosed in a horny rhamphotheca, since 
the upper jaw shows a row of 13, the lower jaw 3 conical teeth, 
all implanted in distinct sockets. 

The remiges and rectrices indicate perfect feathers, with shaft 
and complete vanes which were so neatly fiaished that they must 
have possessed typical radii and booklets. Some of the quills 
measure fully .s in. in length. Six or seven remiges were attached 
to the hand, ten to the ulna. 

It is idle to speculate on the habits of this earliest of known 
birds. That it could Hy is certain, and the feet show it to have 
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been well adapted to arboreal life. The clawed slender fingers 
did not make Archaeopteryx any more quadrupedal or bat-like 
in its habits than is a kestrel hawk, with its equally large, or 
even larger thumb-claw. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—H..V. Meyer. Noses Akre. J. Mineralog. (186q, 
 On p. 67

Phi!. Tralls..111.863. OP: 	ples. trrvh.7". tnixuxviZ, INZ,Lris'on 
the Skeleton of the Archawpteryx and on the relations of the bird 
to the reptile," Geol. Mae. L. 1864, P9..p-S7 ; C. Vogt, " L'Archaeo- 
pterpt macrura," Rem scion. de la tame et 4 I'firasger, tam 
PP. 241-248; W. Dames, " Ober Archaeopteryx," Palaonclot. 
Abliandl. u. (Berlin, 1884); " Ober Brustbein Schulter- and 
Beckengurtel der Ardmeopteryx," Math. mann& Math. Berlin. 
vii. (1897). pp. 476.493. (H. F. G.) 

ARCHAISM (adj. " archaic "; front Cr. ipznio' old), an 
ehl-fashioned usage, or the deliberate employment of an out-of-
date and ancient mode of expression. 

ARCHANGEL (AICHANGE1.810, a government of European 
Russia, bounded N. by the White Sea and Arctic Ocean, W. 
by Finland and (Bonds, S. by Vologda, and E. by the Ural 
mountains. It comprehends the islands of Novaya-Zemlya, 
Vaygach and Kolguev, and the peninsula of Kola. Its area is 
33 1 ,505 sq. m., and its population in 1867 was 275,779 and in 
1 897, 349,943• The part which lies within the Arctic Circle is 
very desolate and sterile, consisting chiefly of sand and reindeer 
moss. The winter is long and severe, and even in summer the 
soil is frozen. The rivers (Tuloma, Onega, Dvina, Mezen and 
Pechora) are closed in September and scarcely thaw before July. 
The Kola peninsula is, however, diversified by hills exceeding 
3000 ft. in altitude and by large lakes (e.g. Imandra), and its 
coast enjoys a much more genial climate. South of the Arctic 
Circle the greater part of the cobntry is covered with forests, 
intermingled with lakes and morasses, though in places there is 
excellent pasturage. Here the spring is moist, with cold, frosty 
nights; the summer a succession of long foggy days; the 
autumn again moist. The rivers are dosed from October to 
April. The Inhabitants of the northern districts—nomad tribes 
of Samoyedes, Zyryans, Lapps, and the Finnish tribes of Karelian 
and Chudes—support themselves by fishing and hunting. In the 
southern districts hemp and flax are raised, but grain crops arc 
little cultivated, so that the bark of trees has of ten to be ground 
up to eke out the scanty supply of flour. Potatoes are grown as 
far north as 65°. Shipbuilding is carried on, and the forests 
yield timber, pitch and tar. Excellent cattle are raised in the 
district of Kholmogory on the Dvina, veal being supplied to St 
Petersburg. Gold is found in the districts of Kola, naphtha and 
salt in those of Kern and Pinega, and lignite in Mezen. Sulphurous 
springs exist in the districts of Kholmogory and Shenkursk. 
The industry and commerce are noticed below in the article on 
the town Archangel, which is the capital. The government is 
divided into nine districts, the chief towns of which are-
Alexandrovsk or Kola (pop. 300), Archangel (q.v.), Kem (18:5), 
Kholmogory (1465), Mezen (2040), Novaya-Zemlya (island), 
Pechora, Pinega (woo) and Shenkursk (13o8). 

See A. P. Engethardt,A RttuianProoitscoof the North (Eng. trans., 
by H. Cooke, 1899). 

ARCHANGEL (Asewattostsz), chief town of the government 
of Archangel, Russia, at the head of the delta of the Dvina, on 
the right bank of the river, in lat. 64° 3s' N. and long. 4e 33'E. 
Pop. (1867)19,936; (1897) 20,933. As early as the loth century, 
if not earlier, the Norsemen frequented this part of the world 
(Bjarmeland) on trading expeditions; the best-known is that 
made by Otter or Othere between 88o and goo and described 
(or translated) by Alfred the Great, king of England. The 
modern town dates, however, from the visit of the English 
voyager, Richard Chancellor, in r553. An English factory was 
erected on the lower Dvina soon after that date, and in 5584 a 
fort was built, around which the town grew up. Archangel was 
for long the only seaport of Russia (or Muscovy). The tsar 
Boris Godunov (r598-1605) threw the trade open to all nations; 
and the chief participants in it were England, Holland and 
Germany. In 1668-1684 the great bazaar and trading hall was 
built, principally by Tatar prisoners. In 1691-17oo the exports 
to England averaged is ta,no annually. After Peter the Great  

made St Petersburg the capital of his dodthdons (nos), be 
placed Archangel under vexatious commerdal disabilities, and 
consequently its trade declined. In r762 it was granted the 
same privileges as St Petersburg, and since then it has gradually 
recovered its former prosperity. It is the seat of a bishop, and 
has a cathedral (17og-1743), a museum, the monastery of the 
Archangel Michael (whence the dty gets its name), an ecclesi-
astical seminary, a school of navigation and a naval hospital. 
Linen, leather, canvas, cordage, mats, tallow, potash and beer 
are manufactured. There is a lively trade with St Petersburg, 
and the sea-borne exports, which consist chiefly of timber, flax, 
linseed, oats, flour, pitch, tar, skins and mats, amount in value 
to about millions sterling annually (821 % for timber), but 
the imports (mostly fish) are worth only about boo,000. A fish 
fair.is held every year on the tat (15th) of September. Archangel 
communicates with the interior of Russia by demand canal, and 
has a railway line (532 m.) to Yaroslavl. The harbour, deepened 
to ft., is about a mile below the city, and is accessible from 
May to October. About tam.  lower down there are a government 
dockyard and merchants' warehouses. A new military harbour, 
Alexandrovsk or Port Catherine, has been made on Catherine 
(Ekaterininsk) Bay, on the Mumma coast of the Kola peninsula. 
The shortest day at Archangel has only 3 bra. IS min., the 
longest 2t hrs. 48 min. of daylight. 

ARCHBALD, a borough of Lackawanna county, Pennsylvania, 
U.S.A., in the N.E. part of the state, so m. N.E. of Scranton. 
Pop. (ago) 4032; (190o)  5396; (1869 foreign-born); (two) 
7194. It is served by the Delaware & Hudson. and the New 
York, Ontario & Western railways, and by an interurban electric 
line. It is about goo ft. above sea-level; in the vicinity are 
extensive deposits of anthracite coal, the mining and breaking 
of which is the principal industry; silk throwing and weaving is 
another industry of the borough. At Archbald is a large glacial 
" pot hole," about 20 ft. in diameter and zo ft. in depth. Arch-
bald, named in honour of James Archbald, formerly chief 
engineer of the Delaware & Hudson railway, was a part of 
Blakely township (incorporated in 1818) until 1877, when it 
became a borough. 

ARCHBISHOP (Lat. areisiefriscopus, from Gr. apmerrienowes), 
in the Christian Church, the title of a bishop of superior rank, 
implying usually jurisdiction over other bishops, but no superi-
ority of order over them. The functions of the archbishop, as 
at present exercised, developed out of those of the metropolitan 
(q.t.); though the title of archbishop, when it first appeared, 
Implied no metropolitan jurisdiction. Nor are the terms inter-
changeable now; for not all metropolitans are archbishops; 
nor all archbishops metropolitans. The title seems to have been 
introduced first in the East, in the 4th century, as an honorary 
distinction implying no superiority of jurisdiction. Its first 
recorded use is by Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, who applied 
it to his predecessor Alexander as a mark of respect. In the 
same way Gregory of Nazianzus bestowed it upon Athanasius 
himself. In the next century its use ttould seem to have been 
more common as the title of bishops of Important sees; for 
several archbishops are stated to have been present at the council 
of Chalcedon in 45r. In the Western Church the tide was hardly 
known before the 7th century, and did not become common 
until the Carolingian emperors revived the right of the metro-
politans to summon provincial synods. The metropolitans now 
commonly assumed the title of archbishop to mark their pre-
eminence over the other bishops; at the same time the obligation 
imposed upon them, mainly at the instance of St Boniface, to 
receive the Aaiun (q.s.) from Rome, definitely marked the 
defeat of their claim to ezercise metropolitan jurisdiction 
independently of the pope. 

At the present day, the title of archbishop is retained in 
the Roman Catholic Church, the various oriental churches, 
the Anglican Church, and certain branches of the Lutheran 
(Evangelical) Church. 

1  In the Roman Church it is sate to say that all metropolitans are 
archbishops. In. e.g.. the Scottish and American episcopal churches. 
however, the metropolitan is the senior bishbp pre few. 
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In the Roman Catholic Church the powers of the archbishop 

are considerably less extensive than they were in the middle ages. 
According to the medieval canon law, based on the 

Rama  
Catholic decretals, and codified in the 13th century in the 
Church. Corpus jurit eanoniei, by which the earlier powers 

of metropolitans had been greatly curtailed, the powers 
of the archbishop consisted in the right (1) to confirm and 
consecrate suffragan bishops; (2) to summon and preside over 
provincial synods; (3) to superintend the suffragans and visit 
their dioceses, as well as to censure and punish bishops in the 
interests of discipline, the right of deprivation, however, being 
reserved to the pope; (4)  to act as a court of appeal from the 
diocesan courts; (5) to exercise the jut devolutionis, i.e. present 
to benefices In the gift of bishops, if these neglect their duty 
in this respect. These rights were greatly curtailed by the 
council of Trent. The confirmation and consecration of bishops 
(q.e.) is now reserved to the Holy See. The summoning of 
provincial synods, which was made obligatory every three yews 
by the council, was long neglected, but is now more common 
wherever the political conditions, e.g. in the United States, Great 
Britain and France, are favourable. The disciplinary powers of 
the archbishop, on the other hand, can scarcely be said to 
survive. The right to hold a visitation of a suffragan's diocese 
or to issue censures against him was, by Sess. raiv. C. 3 it ref., 
of the council of Trent, made dependent upon the consent of the 
provincial synod after cause shown (Sousa cognita el probate); 
and the only two powers left to the archbishop in this respect 
are to watch over the diocesan seminaries and to compel the 
residence of the bishop in his diocese. The right of the arch-
bishop to exercise a certain disciplinary power over the regular 
orders is possessed by him, not as archbishop, but as the delegate 
ad hoe of the pope. Finally, the function of the archbishop 
as judge in a court of appeal, though it sitill.subsists, is of little 
practical importance now that the clergy, in civil matters, are 
universally subject to the secular courts. 

Besides archbishops who are metropolitans there are in the 
Roman Catholic Church others who have no metropolitan 
jurisdiction. Such are the titular archbishops is perhies, 
and certain archbishops of Italian sees who have no bishops under 
them. Archbishops rank immediately after patriarchs and have 
the same precedence as primates. The right to wear the palms 
is confined to those archbishops who are not merely titular. 
It must be applied for, either in person or by proxy, at Rome 
by the archbishop within three months of his consecration or 
enthronement, and, before receiving it, hemust take the oaths of 
fidelity and obedience to the Holy See. Until the frallistrn is 
granted, the archbishop is known only as archbishop-elect, 
and is not empowered to exercise his *desks ordinis in the 
archdiocese nor to summon the provincial synod and exercise 
the jurbdiction dependent upon this. He may, however, exer-
cise his purely episcopal inactions. The special ensign of his 
office is the cross, erns weds or gesiaioria, carried before hint on 
solemn occasions (see Cross). 
' In the Orthodox and other churches of the East the title of 

archbishop is of far more common occurrence than in the West, 
and is less consistently associated with metropolitan 

Mestere 
Chi.  functions. Thus in Greece there are eleven archbishops 

to thirteen bishops, the archbishop of Athent alone 
being metropolitan; in Cyprus, where there are four bishops and 
only one archbishop, all five are of metropolitan rank. 

In the Protestant churches of continental Europe the title of 
archbishop has fail& into abnost complete disuse. It is, however, 

Laura. 
still home by the Lutheran bishop of Upsala, who is 
metropolitan of Sweden, and by the Lutheran bishop 
of Abo in Finland. In Prussia the title has occasionally 

been bestowed by the king on general superintendents of the 
Lutheran church, as in 182e, when Frederick William !IL gave 
it to his friend and spiritual adviser, the celebrated preacher, 
Ludwig Ernst Borowski (170-11132), general superintendent of 
Prussia (18:2) and bishop (1816). 

In the Church of England and its sister and daughter 
Churches the position of the archbishop is defined by the medieval  

canon law as confirmed or modified by statute sffiCe the 
Reformation. It is, therefore, as regards both the tokslaS 
ord has and jurisdiction, substantially the same as 
in the Roman Catholic Church, savess modified on the  
one hand by the substitution of the supremacy of the 
crown for that of the Holy See, and on the other by the restric-
tions imposed by the council of Trent. 

The ecclesiastical government of the Church of England is 
divided between two archbishops—the archbishop of Canterbury, 
who is " primate of all England " and metropolitan of the pro-
vince of Canterbury, and the archbishop of York, who is" primate 
of England " and metropolitan of the province of York. The 
jurisdiction of the archbishop of Canterbury as primate of all 
England extends in certain matters into the province of York. 
He exercised the jurisdiction of kgaius mita of the pope through-
out all England before the Reformation, and since that event 
he has been empowered, by 25 Hers VIII. C. 21, to exercise 
certain powers of dispensation in cases formerly sued for in the 
court of Rome. Under this statute the archbishop continues 
to grant special licences to marry, which are valid in both pro-
vinces; he appoints notaries public,. who may practise in both 
provinces; and he grants dispensations to clerks to hold more 
than one benefice, subject to certain restrictions which have 
been imposed by later statutes. The archbishop also continues 
to grant degrees in the faculties of theology, musk and law, 
which are known as Lambeth degrees. His power to grant 
degrees in medicine, qualifying the recipients to practise, was 
practically restrained by the Medical Act :858. 

The archbishop of Canterbury exercises the twofold juris 
diction of a metropolitan and a diocesan bishop. As metro-
politan he is the guardian of the spiritualities of every vacant 
see within the province, he presents to all benefices which fall 
vacant during the vacancy of the see, and through his special 
commissary exercises the ordinary jurisdiction of a bishop 
within the vacant diocese. He exercises also an appellate juris-
diction over each bishop, which, in cases of licensed curates, 
he exercises personally under the Pluralities Act 1838; but ,his 
ordinary appellate jurisdiction is exercised by the judge of the 
Arches court (see Amours, Coma or). The archbishop bad 
formerly exclusive jurisdiction in all causes of wills and intesr 
tacies, where parties died having personal property in more that 
one diocese of the province of Canterbury, and he had concurrent 
jurisdiction in other cases. This jurisdiction, which he exercised 
through the judge of the Prerogative court, was transferred 
to the crown by the Court of Probate Act 1857. The Arches 
court was also the court of -appeal from the consistory courts 
of the bishops of the province in all testamentary and matri-
monial causes. The matrimonial jurisdiction was transferred 
14 the crown by the Matrimonial Causes Act tits?. The court 
of Audience, in which the archbishop presided personally, 
attended by his vicar-general, and sometimes by episcopal 
assessors, has fallen into desuetude. The vicar-general, however, 
exercises jurisdiction in matters of ordinary marriage licences 
and of institutions to benefices. The master of the faculties 
regulates the appointment of notaries public, and all dispen-
sations which fall under 25 Hen. VIM e. 21. 

A right very rarely exercised by the archbishop of Canterbury, 
but one of great importance, is that of the visitation and de. 
privation of inferior bishops. Since there is no example of the 
archbishop of York exercising or being reputed to have such 
disciplinary jurisdiction over his suffragans,' and this right 
could, according to the canon law cited above, in the middle ages 
only be exercised normally in concert with the provincial synod, 
it would seem to boa survival of the special jurisdiction enjoyed 
by the pre-Reformation archbishop as legates MMUS of the pope. 
It was somewhat freely exercised by Creamer and his successors 
immediately after the Reformation; but the main precedent 
now relied upon Is that of Dr Watson, bishop of St Davids, who 
was deprived in 1695 by Archbishop Tennison for simony and 

Unless the case of the claim of Mark, bishop of Carlisle, to be 
tried by his ordinary instead of by a temporal court, be a precedent 
(Phillintore, Enter. L411. p. 74, ea. 1895). 
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other offences, the legality of the sentence being finally confirmed 
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by the House of Lords on the 25th of January 1p05. It was 
proved in the course of the long argument in this case that the 
archbishop of Canterbury had undoubtedly exercised such inda-
pendent power of visitation both before and after the Refor-
mation; and it was on this precedent that in 1888 the judicial 
committee of the privy council mainly relied in deciding that 
the archbishop had the right to cite before him the bishop of 
Lincoln (Dr Edward King), who was accused of certain irregular 
ritual practices. The trial began on the lath of February 1889 
before the archbishop and certain assessors, the protest of Dr 
King, based on the claim that he could only be tried in a pro-
vincial synod, being overruled by Archbishop Benson on the 
grounds above stated. The main importance of the " Lincoln 
Judgment," delivered on the 21st of November 189o, is that 
It set a new precedent for the effective jurisdiction of the arch-
bishop, based on the ancient canon law, and so did something 
towards the establishment of a purely " spiritual " court, the 
absence of which had been one of the main grievances of a large 
body of the clergy. 

It is the privilege of the archbishop of Canterbury to crown 
the kings and queens of England. He is entitled to consecrate 
all the bishops within his province and was formerly entitled, 
upon consecrating a bishop, to select a benefice within his 
diocese at his option for one of his chaplains, but this practice 
was indirectly abolished by 3 and 4 Vict. e i r r, 4a. He is 
entitled to nominate eight chaplains, who had formerly certain 
statutory privileges, which are now abolished. He is ex officio 
an ecclesiastical commissioner for England, and has by statute 
the right of nominating one of the salaried ecclesiastical com-
missioners. 

The archbishop exercises the ordinary jurisdiction of a bishop 
over his diocese through his consistory court at Canterbury, the 
judge of which court is styled the commissary-general of the 
city and diocese of Canterbury. The archbishop holds a 
visitation of his diocese personally every three years, and he 
is the only diocesan who has kept up the triennial visitation 
of the dean and chapter of his cathedral. ,  The archbishop 
of Canterbury takes precedence Immediately after princes of 
the blood royal and over every peer of parliament, including the 
lord chancellor. 

The archbishop of York has Immediate spiritual jurisdiction as 
metropolitan in the case of all vacant sees within the province 
of York, analogous to that which is exercised by the archbishop 
of Canterbury within the province of Canterbury. He has also 
an appellate jurisdiction of an analogous character, which he 
exercises through his provincial court, whilst his diocesan 
jurisdiction is exercised through his oonsistorial court, the 
judges of both courts being nominated by the archbishop. 
His andent testamentary and matrimonial jurisdiction was 
transferred to the crown by the same statutes which divested 
the see of Canterbury of its jurisdiction in similar matters. It 
is the privilege of the archbishop of York to crown the queen 
consort and to be her perpetual chaplain. The archbishop of 
York takes precedence over all subjects of the crown not of royal 
blood, but after the lord high chancellor of England. He is 
ex officio an ecclesiastical conunimioner for England (see further 
EttOLAND, COURCIt or). 

The Church of Ireland had at the time of the Aix of Union 
four archbishops, who took their titles from Armagh, Dublin, 
Cashel and MUM. By acts of 1833 and 1834, the metropolitans 
of Cubel and of Timm were reduced to the status of diocesan 
bishops. The two archbishomics of Armagh and Dublin are 
maintained in the disestablished Church of Ireland 

The title archbishop has been used in certain of the colonial 
churches, e.g. Australia, South Africa, Canada, and dm West 
Indies, since 1893, when it was assumed by the metropolitans 
of Canada and Rupert's Land (see Mecums CO31111/N1021). 

The court of Peculiars is no longer held, inasmuch as the peculiars 
have been placed by acts of parliament under the ordinary juris. 
diction of the bishops of the respective dioceses is which day are 
situated. 

Archbishops have the tide of His (or Your) Grace and Most 
Reverend Father in God. 

Sec Hinschius, System des haskelisthen Kirdtestreehts (Berlin. 
1869), also article^ Erzbischri. -  in Hauck. 	 le O8077 
Phillimore. The Ecclesiastical Law of  Ilse Church of 	ad and 
authuritits there cited. 	 . A. k'.) 

ARCHCHANCELLOR (Lat. Archicattoellarius; Get. &s-
kunk?), or chief chancellor, a title given to the highest 
dignitary of the Holy Roman Empire, and also used occasion-
ally during the middle ages to denote an official who supervised 
the work of chancellors or notaries. 

In the 9th century Hinters; archbishop of Reims, in his work, 
De erdine ;Wadi lei regni, speaks of a sunsatus canceUarius, 
evidently an official at the court of the Carolingian emperors 
and kings. A charter of the emperor Lothair I dated 844 refers- 
to Agilmar, archbishop of Vienne, as archchancellor, and there 
are several other references to archchancellors in various 
chronicles. This office existed in the German kingdom of Otto 
the Great, and about this time it appears to have become an 
appanage of the archbishopric of Mains. {then the Empire was 
restored by Otto In Oa. a separate chancuy seems to have been 
organized for Italian affair's. and early in the trth century the 
office of archchancellor for the kingdom of Italy was in the hands 
of the archbishop of Cologne. The theory was that all the imperial 
business in Germany was supervised by the elector of Mainz, 
and for Italy by the elector of Cologne. However, the duties 
of archchancellor for Italy were generally discharged by deputy, 
and after the virtual separation of Italy and Germany, the tide 
alone was retained by the elector. When the kingdom of 
Burgundy or Aries was acquired by the empeeor Conrad II. in 
top it is possible that a separate chancery was established for 
this kingdom. However this may be, during the rah century 
the elector of Trim took the title of archdutnceBor for the king- 
dom of Arles, although it is doubtful if he ever performed any 
duties in connexion with this office. This threefold division 
of the office of imperial archchancellor was acknowledged in 
1356 by the Golden Bull of the emperor Checks IV., but the 
duties of the office were performed by the elector of Mainz. The 
office in this form was part of the constitution of the Empire 
until 2803 when the archbishopric of Mains was secularized. 
The last elector, Karl Theodor von Heiberg, however, retained 
the title of archdrancellor until the dissolution of the Empire in 
s806. Ii Reinke in Dar aka Reichstag sad der sew Beadearat 
(Tubingen, 2906) points out a marked resemblance between the, 
medieval archchancellor and the German imperial chancellor of 
the present day. 

See du Gauge, Glossicriturs, a. " Archicanceilatina"; and Our; 
CELLOIL 

ARCHDEACON (Lat. arckidiateaus, Gr. hpreaultiored, a high' 
official of the Christian Church. The office of archdeacon is of 
great antiquity. So early as the 4th century it is mentioned as 
an established office, and it is probable that it was in existence 
in the 3rd. Originally the archdeacon was, as the name implies, 
the chief of the deacons attached to the bishop's cathedral, his 
duty being, besides preaching, to supervise the deacons and their 
work, i.e. more especially the care of the sick and the arrangement 
of the externals of divine worship. Even thus early their close 
rebid& to the bishop and their employment in matters of 
episcopal administration gave them, though. only in deacons' 
orders, great importance, which continually developed. In the 
East, in the 5th century, the archdeacons were already charged 
with the proof of the qualifications of candidates for ordination; 
they attended the bishops at eodedastical synods, and sometimes 
acted as their representatives; they. shared in the edministratiou 
of aeon daring a vacancy. In the West, in the 6th and 7th 
centuries, besides the original functions of their office, arch-
deacons had certain well•defused rights of visitation and super-
vision, being responsible for the good order of the lower clergy, 
the upkeep of ecclesiastical buildings and the safeguar ding of the 
church furniture—functions which involved a tonsidemblediscip-
linary power. During the 8th and 9th centuries the office tended 
to become mare and more exclusively purely administrative, 
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the archdeacon by his visitations relieving the bishop of the 
minutiae of government and keeping him Informed in detail of 
the condition of his diocese. The archdeacon had thus become; 
on the one hand, the ocular eitiscogi, but on the other hand, 
armed as he was with powers of imposing pomace and, is arse 
of stubborn disobedience, of excommunicating offenders, his 
power tended more and more to grow at the bishop's expense. 
This process received a great impulse from the erection in the 
:Mb and iatb centuries of defined territorial jurisdictions for the 
archdeacons, who bad hitherto been itinerant representatives 
of the central power of the diocese. The dioceses were now 
mapped out in to several arthdeaconrits (arelsidiaconalus), which 
corresponded with the political divisions of the countries; and 
these defined spheres, in accordance with the prevailing feudal 
tendencies of the age, gradually came to be regarded as inde-
pendent centres of jurisdiction. ,  The bishops, now increasingly 
absorbed in secular affairs, were content with a somewhat 
theoretical power of control, while the archdeacons rigorously 
asserted an independent positionvhich implied great power and 
possibilities of wealth. The custom, moreover, had grown up of 
bestowing the coveted office of archdeacon on the provosts, 
deans and canons of the cathedral churches, and the archdeacons 
were thus involved in the struggle of the chapters against the 
episcopal authority. By the satb century the archdeacon had 
become practically independent of the bishop, whose consent 
was only required in certain spedfied cases. 

The power of the archdeacon reached its zenith at the outset of 
the 13th century. Innocent ELL describes hint asjades ordinaries, 
and be possesses in his own right the powers of visitation, of 
holding courts and imposing penalties, of deciding in matrimonial 
causes and cases of disputed jurisdiction, of testing candidates 
for orders, of inducting into benefices. He has the right to 
certain procuration, and to appoint and depose archpriests and 
rural dams, And these powers he may exercise through delegated 
officiates. His jurisdiction has become, in fact, not subordinate 
to, but so-ordinate with that of the bishop, Yet, so far as orders 
were concerned, be remained a deacon; and if archdeacons were 
often priests, this was because priests who were members of 
chapters were appointed to the office. 
• From the 13th century onward a reaction set in. The power 
of the archdeacons rested upon custom and prescription, not 
Upon the canon law; and though the bishops could not break, 
they could circumvent it. This they did by appointing new 
officials to exercise in their name the rights still reserved to them, 
or to which they laid claim. These were the official= the 
officiates forassei, whose jurisdiction was parallel with that of the 
archdeacons, and the ejIciakt triacipaks and vicars-general, 
who presided over the courts of appeaL The clergy having thus 
another authority, and one moreover more canonical, toappeal to, 
the power of the archdeacons gradually declined; and, so far 
as the Roman Catholic Church is concerned, it received its 
death-blow from the council of Trent (1564), which withdrew all 
matrimonial and criminal causes from the competence of the 
archdeacons, forbade them to pronounce excommunications, 
and allowed them only to hold visitations in connexion with 
those of the bishop and with his consent. These decrees were 
pot, indeed, at once universally enforced; but the convulsions 
of the Revolutionary epoch and the religious reorganization 
that followed completed the work. In the Roman Church to-day 
the office of archdeacon is merely titular, his sole function being 
to present the candidates for ordination to the bishop. The 
tide, indeed, hardly exists save in Italy, where the archdeacon 
is no more than a dignified member of a chapter, who takes rank 
after the bishop. The ancient functions of the archdeacon are 
exercised by the vicar-general. In the Lutheran church the 
title Arclaidiakonus is given In some places to the senior assistant 
pastor al a church. 

Arthdeacoaries were, indeed. sometimes treated as ordinary fiefs 
and were held as such by laymen. Thus Ordericus Vitalis says that 
" (Folk) granted to the monks the archdeaconry which he and his 
predecessors held In ice of the archbishop of Rouen " (Him Erck 

.13)e 	. 

In the Church of England, on the other hand, the office of 
archdeacon, which was first introduced at the Norman conquest, 
survives, with many of its ancient duties and prerogatives. 
Since 11136 there have been at least two archdeaconties in each 
diocese, and in some dioceses there are four archdeacons. The 
archdeacons are appointed by their respective bishops, and they 
are, by an act of xrito, required to have been six full years in 
priest's orders. The functions of the archdeacon are in the 
present day ancillary in a general way to those of the bishop of 
the diocese. It is his especial duty to inspect the churches 
within his archdcaconry, to see that the fabrics are kept in 
repair, and to hold annual visitations of the clergy and church-
wardens of each parish, for the purpose of ascertaining that the 
clergy arc in residence, of admitting the newly elected church-
wardens Into office, and of receiving the presentments of the 
outgoing churchwardens. It is his privilege to present all 
candidates for ordination to the bishop of the diocese. It is his 
duty also to induct the clergy of his archdeacomy into the 
temporalities of their benefices after they have been instituted 
into the spiritualities by the bishop or his vicar-general. Every 
archdeacon is entitled to appoint an official to preside over his 
archidiaconal court, from which there is an appeal to the con-
sistory court of the bishop. The archdeacons are ex elide 
members of the convocations of their respective provinces. 

It is the privilege of the archdeacon of Canterbury to induct 
the archbishop and all the bishops of the province of Canterbury 
into their respective bishoprics, and this he does in the case of a 
bishop under amandate from the archbishop of Canterbury, direct. 
leg him to induct the bishop into the real, actual, and corporal 
possession of the bishopric, and to install and to enthrone him; 
and in.the case of the archbishop, under an analogous mandate 
from the dean and chapter of Canterbury, as being guardians of 
the spiritualities during the vacancy of the archiepiscopal see. 
In the colonies there are two or more archdeacons in each 
diocese, and their functions correspond to those of English 
archdeacons. In the Episcopal church of America the office of 
archdeacon exists in only one or two dioceses. 

:See Hinschius. Kircheureda, ii., 13 86. 87; Scht6der, Die Eatmiclo-
tang des Arehdiakoaats his ma rs. Jahrluindert (Munich, 189o); 
Wetzer and %Vette, Kinkade:ahem (Freiburgsim-Breiwu. 1885. 
1901); Herzog Hauck, Redencylispais (ed. 1896); Phillimoreb 
&ale:Weikel Law, part iL chap. v. (London. 1395). (W. A. P.) 

ARCHDUKE (Lat. archidux, Ger. Eratersog), a title peculiar 
now to the Austrian royal family'. According to Selden it 
denotes " an excellency or preeminence only, not a superiority 
or power over other dukes, as in archbishop it dash over other 
bishops." Yet in this latter sense it would seem to have been 
assumed by Bruno of Saxony, archbishop of Cologne, and duke 
of Lorraine (9$3-965), when he divided his duchy into the duke-
doms of Upper and Lower Lorraine. The designation was, 
however, exceedingly rare during the middle ages. The title 
of archduke of Lorraine ceased with the circumstances which 
had produced it. The later dynasties of Brabant and Lorraine, 
when these fiefs became hereditary, bore only the title of duke. 
The house of Habsburg, therefore, did not acquire this title 
with the inheritance of the dukes of Lorraine. Nor does it occur 
in any of the charters granted to the dukes of Austria by the 
emperors; though in that creating the first duke of Austria the 
arckidaces palatii, i.e. the principal dukes of the court, are men-
tioned. The " Archidux Austrian, sea Austriae inferioris " 
is spoken of by Abbot Rudolph (d. 1 tsg) in his chronicles of the 
abbey of St Trond (Gala Athena; Trudonensium) but this is no 
more than a rhetorical flourish, and the title of " archduke 
palatine" (Pfalz-Erzherzog) was, in fact, assumed first by 
Duke Rudolph IV. (d. 5365), and was one of the rights and 
privileges included in his famous forgery of the year 1338, the 
pririlesium maims, which purported to have been bestowed 
by the emperor Frederick L on the dukes of Austria in extension 
of the genuine prisilegium minus of 1156, granted to the mat grave 
Henry II. Rudolph IV. used the title on his seals and charters 
till he was compelled to desist by the emperor Charles IV. The 
title was also assumed for a time, probably on the strength of the 
privilegisrssaiw, by Duke Ernest of Styria (d. tszs); but it 
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did not legally belong to the house of Habsburg until 1453. 
when Duke Ernest's son, the emperor Frederick III. (Frederick 
V., duke of Styria and Carinthia, 1424 -1493, of Austria, 1463-
1493), confirmed the privilegium maius and conferred the title of 
archduke of Austria on his son Maximilian and his heirs. The 
title archduke (or archduchess) is now borne by all members of 
the Austrian imperial house. 

See John Selden, Titles of Honor (1672) ; Antonius Matthaeus, 
De nobtlitale, de principibus, de ducibus, tic., lib's palest?, (Amsterdam 
and Leiden, 1696, lib. I. cap. 6); Pleffel, A beige chronologsque de l'hist. 
et as droll public d'AUesnagne (Paris, 1766); Brinckmeier, Glossarium 
diplomaticum, &c. (1850-1863, 2 vols.); J. F. Joachim, " Abhand-
lung von dem Titel ' Erzherzog,' welchen dos Haus Oesterreich fiihrt," 
in Preende Gesellschaft as Halle, 7. F. Wachter, art. " Erzberzog," 
in AUgem. Encykl. day Wissemsclu;ften u. Kiinste (1842, pub. by 
Ersch and Gruber); A. Huber. Veber die Entstehungssell der oaten. 
reichischen Freikeitsbriefe (Vienna, 186o) ; W. Erben, Das Prioi-
legium Friedrichs I. far dos Hersogtunt Osterreich (Vienna, 190z). 

ARCHEAN SYSTEM (from lond, beginning), in geology. 
Below the lowest distinctly fossiliferous strata, that is, below 
those Cambrian rocks which bear the Olenellus fauna, there 
lies a great mass of stratified, metamorphic and igneous rock, 
to which the non-committal epithet " pm-Cambrian " is often 
applied; and indeed in not a few instances this general term 
is sufficiently precise for the present state of our knowledge. 

Nevertheless there are large tracts, both in the Old World and 
in the New, in which a subdivision of this assemblage of ancient 
rocks is not only possible but desirable. It is quite clear in 
certain regions that there is a lowermost group with a prevailing 
granitoid, gneissic and schistose facies, mainly of igneous origin, 
above which there are one or several groups bearing a distinctly 
sedimentary aspect. It is to this lowermost gneissic group that 
the term " Archean " may be conveniently limited. 

Thus, While the name " pre-Cambrian " may be used to 
indicate all these very old rocks whenever there is still any 
difficulty in subdividing them further, it is an advantage to 
have a special appellation for the oldest group where this can 
be distinguished. 

It must be pointed out that the term " Archean " has been 
used as a synonym for pre-Cambrian; and that the expressions 
Asoic (from a-, privative; run), life), Eosoic (from iala, dawn), 
and Fundamental Complex, have been employed in 'somewhat 
the same sense. Archeosoic has been proposed by American 
writers to apply to the lowest pre-Cambrian rocks with the same 
significance as " Archean " in the restricted sense employed 
here; but it is perhaps safer to avoid any reference to the 
supposed stage of life development where all direct evidence 
Is non-existent. The so-called " Azoic " rocks have already 
been made to yield evidence of life, and there is no reason to 
presuppose the impossibility  of finding other records of still 
earlier organisms. 

The prevailing rocks of the Archean system are igneous, with 

metamorphosed varieties of the same; sedimentary rock% 
distinctly recognizable as such, are scarce, though highly meta-
morphosed rocks supposed to be sediments, in some regions, take 
an important place. 

There are several features which are peculiarly characteristic 
of the Archean rocks:—( ) the exttaordinary complexity of the 
assemblage of igneous materials; (2) the extreme metamorphism 
and deformation which nearly all the rocks have suffered; and 
(3) the inextricable intermixture of igneous rocks with those 
for which a sedimentary origin is postulated. Wherever the 
Archean rocks have been closely examined two great groups 
of rocks are distinguishable, an older, schistose group and a 
younger, granitoid and gneissic group. For many yam the 
latter was supposed to be the older, hence the epithets " primi-
tive " or " fundamental " were applied to it. Now, however, 
it has been shown, both in Europe and in North America, that in 
certain regions a schistose series is penetrated by a gnekaoso 
series and when this occurs the schists must be the older. But 
bearing in mind the difficulties of interpretation, it is not at all 
unreasonable to assume that there may yet be regions where 
the gneissose rocks are the oldest; for where no schistose series 
is present there may be no criterion for estimating the age of 
the granites and gneisses. The eirceethar,ly great difficulties 
which lie in the way of every attempt to unravel the history , 

 of an Archean rock-complex cannot be too forcibly emphasised; 
for to be able to demonstrate the order of events and succession 
of rocks we should at least know whether we are dealing with 
sediments, flows of volcanic material, or intrusions, yet in many 
instances this cannot be done. In some areas the gradual passage 
of highly foliated and metamorphosed schists may be traced 
into comparatively unaltered arkoses, greywackes, conglomeo, 
aces; or into volcanic lava-ftows, pyroelastic rocks or dikes; 
or again through a gneissose rock into a granite or a 'gabbro. 
but the districts wherein these relationships have been thoroughly 
worked out are very few. 

This much may be said, that where the Archean system has 
been most carefully studied, there appears to be (z) a schistose 
series, of itself by no means simple but containing the foliated 
equivalents of sedimentary and igneous rocks; into this series 
a gneissose group (2) has been intruded in the form of batholites, 
great sheets and sills with accompanying intmmional prolongs. 
Lions into the schists; subsequently, into the gneisses and 
schists, after they had been further deformed, sheared and 
foliated, another set (3) of dikes or thin sheet-like intrusions 
penetrated. All this, namely, the formation of sediments, the 
outpouring of volcanic rocks, their repeated deformation by 
powerful dynamic agencies and then their penetration by dike; 
and sheets bad been completed and erosion had been at week 
upon the hardened and exposed rocks, below the earliest pm-
Cambrian sediment was deposited. 

There has been much premature speculation as to the nature 
and origin of these very ancient rocks. The prevalence of regular 
foliation with layers of different mineral composition, producing 
a close resemblance to bedding, has led some'to imagine that the 
gneisses and schists were themselves the product of the primeval 
oceans, a supposition that is no longer worthy of further dis-
cussion. Others have supposed that the gneisses were largely 
produced by the resorption and fusion of older sediments in the 
molten interior of the earth; there is no evidence that this has 
taken place upon an extended scale, though there is reason to 
believe that something of this'kind has happened in places, and 
there is in the hypothesis nothing radically untenable. In one 
way the sedimentary schists have undoubtedly bees incorporated 
within the gneissose mass, namely, by the extremely thorough 
and intimate penetration of the former by the latter along planes 
of foliation; and when a complex mass such as this has been 
further sheared and metamorphosed, a uniform gneiss appease 
to result from the intermixture. 

A not uncommon cause of the apparently bedded arrange-
ment of layers of different mineralogical composition may be 
traced to the' original differentiation of the granitoid magma 
into different mineral-sheets. When these ntinetalosisathe 
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different layers were forced into other rocks, sonsedmes 
before the complete consolidation of the former and sometimes 
subsequent to it, in the generally metamorphosed condition of 
the whole. it is easy to see a superficial resemblance to 
bedding. 

The Archean rocks have frequently been spoken of as the 
original crust of the earth; but even granting a cooling molten 
globe with a first-formed stony surface, it Is tolanbly clear that 
such a crust has nowhere yet been found, nor is it ever likely 
to be discovered The very earliest recognisable sediments are 
the result of the. destruction of still earlier exposures of rock; 
the oldest known volcanic rocks were poured upon a surface 
we can no longer distinguish, and as for the great granitold 
masses, they could only have been formed under the pressure 
of superincumbent masses of material. The earliest known 
sediments must have been deep in the nines of shearing and 
rock flowage before the first pre-Cambrian denudation. The 
time required for these changes is difficult to conceive. 

As regards the life of the Archean, or, as some all it, the 
" Archeozoic " period, we know nothing. The presence of car-
bonaceous shale and graphitic schist' as well as of the altered sedi-
mentary iron ores has been taken as indicative of vegetable life. 
Similarly, the occurrence of limestones suggests the existence 
of organic activity, but direct evidence is wanting. Much Interest 
naturally attaches to this remote period, and when Sir William 
E. Logan in else found the foraminifem-like E050011 Canadease, 
high hopes of further discoveries were entertained, but the 
inorganic nature of this structure has since been clearly proved. 

Distribiliox.—It is generally assumed that the Archean 
rocks underlie all the younger formations over the whole globe, 
and presumably this is the only system that does so. Naturally, 
the area of its outcrop is limited, for, directly or indirectly, an 
the younger rock groups must rest upon it. 

It has been estimated that Archean rocks appear at the 
surface over one-fifth of the land area (omitting coverings of 
superficial drifts). This estimate is no more than the roughest 
approximation, and is liable at any time to revision as our 
knowledge of little-known regions is increased. It must ever 
be borne in mind that the presence of a gneissose or schistose 
complex does not in itself imply the Archean age of such a set 
of rocks. Local manifestations of a similar petrological fades 
may and do appear which are of vastly inferior geological age; 
and unless there is unequivocal evidence that such rocks lie 
beneath the oldest fossil-bearing strata, there can be no absolute 
certainty as to their antiquity. It is more than likely that 
certain occurrences of gneiss and schist, at present regarded as 
Archean, may prove on fuller examination to be metamorphosed 
representatives of younger periods. 

Britain.—The most important exposure of Archean rocks in Britain 
is in the north-west of Scotland, where they form the mainland in 
Sutherland and Ross-shire, and appear also in the outer Hebrides. 
Their great development in the isle of Lewis has given rime to the 
term `Lewisian " (Hebridean), by which the gneisses of this region 
are now generally known. The Lewisian series comprises two great 
groups of rocks, (I) the so-called " fundamental complex," an 
assemblage of acid, basic and intermediate irruptive rocks, associated 
together in a complex of extraordinary Intricacy, and (a) a series of 
dikes which like the rocks they traverse, show every gradation from 
ultra-basic to ultra-acid types. But the above bald statement 
conveys no idea of the complexity of the series, for before the "funda-
mental complex " had been pierced by the later dike system it had 
been subjected to severe dynamo-metamorphism and many of the 
massive rocks had been folded, thrust and sheared, and • very 
general state of foliation had been produced. Nor was this all. for 
after the intrusion of the dikes, great movements brought about 
vertical didocatioa& and thrust planes, which traversed the rocks 
at all angles, accompanied by still further internal shearing and 
superinduCed foliation. 

In the valley of Loch Maree and thence south-westward into 
Glenelg, a series of mica-schists, quartz-schists, saceharoid limestones 
and graphitic schism has been regarded as • group of sedimentary 
origin through which the Lewisian rocks have been irrupted. 

is England several snail masses of gneiss, notably at Primrose 
Hill on the Wreldn. Shropshire, in the Malvern hills, and on the 
island of Anglesey in North Wales, are supposed to correspond with 
the Lewisian of Scotland. 

Nora Aoserisa. — la this cootieent them is* great development of 

Aachen: rocks ha Cased'. tan the enter: side it covers newly the 
whole of the Labrador prebends. and extends into Baffin Bay and 
possibly over much of Greenland; a broad tract unites the great 
lake region with Labrador, and from the same region, by way of 
the Mackenzie valley, a similar tract extends in a north-westerly 
direction to the Arctic Ocean. This northern (Canadian area of 
Arehean includes ' of the states of Minnesota, Michigan, 
Wisconsin and theAdirondack 	of New York. On the western 
side of the continent a eerie. of 	 ad exposures of Arches', 
rocks runs downwards in a narrow belt from Alaska to New 
Mexico; and on the eastern side a similar belt reaches from 
Newfoundland to Alabama. 

Much attention is now being given to the more scattered exposures 
of Archean rocks, but the best-known area is the classical ground in 
the vicinity of Lake Superior and Lake Huron and in the Ottawa 
gneiss region of Canada. Some of the more important districts are 
the following:— 

Rainy Lake (restrict, Canada: The Arebean rocks here consist of 
altered diorites and diabases (the lower Keewatin series) and black 
hornblende schist' (probably altered Igneous rocks). with mica 
gneisses which are perhaps of sedimentary °del& 

The Mona and IHrichi schists• inetamorpeosed lava and tuffs, 
with serpentine and dolomite, probably derived from peridotites; 
there are also gneissic granites and syenstes. 

In the Menominee region of Michigan and Wisconsin, theQuinnesee 
schist series mainly consist of schistose quarts porphyry with 
associatedAneisses. 

In the Mesabi' district of Minnesota the Archean consists of a 
complex of more or less foliated igneous rocks mostly basic in 
character. 

The Archean of the Vermilion district of Minnesota comprises the 
Soudan formation, an altered sedimentary series with banded diets. 
jasper and magnetite at the iron ems are extensively mined. 
Atthe base is a conglomerate containing pebbles from the formation 
below the Ely greenstone, which is made up of altered basalts and 
andesites, generally in a schistose condition, but occasionally ex-
hibiting apherulitk structures. Into these two formations • series 
of mattes have been intruded. 

Eureke.—la Scandinavia, as in Scotland, the pre-Cambrias is 
represented by an earlier and a later series of rocks of which the 
former (Grundfjeldet, Urberget) may be taken to be the equivalent 
of the Lewisian gneisses. This assemblage of coarse red and grey 
banded gnebseat  with amociated F3auffixe and many varieties al 
acid, basic and intermediate rocks in a gneimose condition, is inti- 
mately.  related to a highly metamorphosed sedimentary series 
comprising limestones, quartzites and schist,, which. as in Scotland, 
is apparently older than the gneissea. Similar rocks taut in Swede* 
and 

In Bavaria and Bohemia the Archean is divisible into a lower red 
gneiss, a comparatively simple series, called by C. W. von Giimbel 
the " gneiss of Bojan "; and air upper, grey gneiss with other 
schistose rocks, serpentine and graphitic limestone, termed by the 
same author the " Hereynian gams." 

In Brittany a gneussose and schistose igneous series lies at the 
base of the pre-Cambrian. The pre-Cambrian cores of the eastern 
and central Pyrenees, consisting of gneiss, schist. and altered 
limestones, are presumably of Archean age. 

Asia, Australis', be—in northern China, micegneisses and granite 
gneisses with associated schist. may be regarded as Archean. It 
India the system is represented by the Bundelkhand gneiss and the 
central older gneisses of the Himalaya& 'Oven, in the Abukuma 
plateau, there is much granite, gneiss and schist which may be of 
this age. In Australia, similar rocks are recognized as Archean in 
South Australia and ■Vestralia, and they are estimated to cover an 
area of no less than 20.000 sq  M.; in Tasmania they are well 
developed on the western side. Although a, great area is occupied 
by crystalline rocks in New Zealand, the Archean age of any portent 
of the series is not yet satisfactorily established; the lower granites 
and gneisses may belong to this period. Africa contains enormout 
tracts of crystalline gn aws. granites and sehiste, and some of these 
are almost certainly of Archean age; but in the present state of our 
knowledge it is impamible to speak more erectly. 

REFERENCE-S.—A good general account of the Archean system 
will be found in Sir A. Geikue's Pert Book of Geology, vol. u., 4th ed 
(1903). and in T. C. Chamberlin and R. D. Salisbury's Geology, vol. 

(1906); these volumes contain references to all important 
literature. 	 Q. A. H.) 

ARCIIELAUS OF CAPPADOCIA (tat century a.c), general of 
Mithradates the Great in the war against Rome. In 117 3.c. be 
was sent to Greece with a large army and fleet, and occupied 
the Peiraeus after three days' fighting with Bruttius Sara, prefect 
of Macedonia, who in the previous year had defeated Midas.- 
dates' fleet under Metrophanee and captured the island of 
Sdathus. Here he was besieged by Sulfa, compelled to with-
draw into Boartia, and completely defeated at Chaeroneia (86). 
A fresh army was sent by Mithradlater, but Archelaus was again 
defeated at Owl:menus. after a two days' battle (8s). On she 
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conclusion of peace, Archelaus, finding that he had incurred 
the suspicion of hlithradates, deserted to the Romans, by whom 
he was well received. Nothing further is known of him. 

Appian. Mithrid. 30. 49. 56. 44; Plutarch. Saila, 11, 16-19. 20. 
23; LuesdIUS, 8. 

ARCHELAUS, king of Egypt, was his son. In 56 B.C. he married 
Berenice, daughter of Ptolemy Auletes, queen of Egypt, but his 
reign only lasted she months. He was defeated by Aulus 
Gabinius and slain (55). 

See Strabo xii. p. 338, xvli. p. 796; Dio Cassius mix. 57-58; 
Cicero, Pro Rabirio, 8; Hirtius (7), M. Alas 66; also Proutums. 

ARCHELAUS, king of Cappadocia, was grandson of the last 
named. In 41 D.C. (according to others, 34), be was made king 
of Cappadocia by Mark Antony, whom, however, he deserted 
after the battle of Actium. Octavian enlarged his kingdom by 
the addition of part of Cilicia and Lesser Armenia. He was not 
popular with his subjects, who even brought an accusation 
against him in Rome, on which occasion he was defended by 
Tiberius. Subsequently he was accused by Tiberius, when 
emperor, of endeavouring to stir up a revolution, and died in 
confinement at Rome (s.o. t7),, Cappadocia was thee made a 
Roman province. Archelaus was said to have been the author 
of a geographical work, and to have written treatises On Stoner 
and Rivers. 

Strabo xii. p. 54o; Suetonius, Tiberius, 37, Caligula, 1; Dio 
Cassius xlix. 32-51; Tacitus, Ana. ii. 

ARCHELAUS, king of Judaea, was the son of Herod the Great. 
He received the kingdom of Judaea by the last will of his father, 
though a previous will had bequeathed it to his brother Antipas. 
He was proclaimed king by the army, but declined to assume 
the title until he had submitted his claims to Augustus at Rome. 
Before setting out, he quelled with the utmost cruelty a sedition 
of the Pharisees, slaying nearly 30oo of them. At Rome he was 
opposed by Antipas and by many of the Jews, who feared his 
cruelty; but Augustus allotted to him the greater part of the 
kingdom (Judaea, Samaria, Ituraea) with the title of ethnarcb. 
He married Glaphyra, the widow of his brother Alexander, 
though his wife and her second husband, Juba, king of Maure-
tania, were alive. This violation of the Mosaic law and his 
continued cruelty roused the Jews, who complained to Augustus. 
Archelaus was deposed (s.o. 7) and banished to Vienne. The 
date of his death is unknown. 

Archelaus is mentioned in Matt. ii. as, and the parable of 
Luke xix. 1 r f. probably refers to his •to Rome. 

See Scharer, Gest* des jidischen Volt a, ice. 449-03. 
(J. H. A. H.) 

ARCHELAUS, king of Macedonia (413-399 n.c.), was the son 
of Perdiccas and a slave mother. He obtained the throne by 
murdering his uncle, his cousin and his half-brother, the legiti-
mate heir, but proved a capable and beneficent ruler. He 
fortified Cities, constructed roads and organized the army. 
He endeavoured to spread among his people the refinements of 
Greek civilization, and invited to his court, which he removed 
from Aegae to Pella, many celebrated men, amongst them 
Zeuxis, Timotheus, Euripides and Agathon. In 3g9 he was 
killed by one of his favourites while hunting; according to 
another account he was the victim of a conspiracy. 

Diodonts Siculus xiii. 49. xiv. 37; Thucydides ii. too. See 

ARCHELAUS OP MILETUS, Greek philosopher of the 5th 
century a.c., was born probably at Athens, though Diogenes 
La#rtius (ii. t6) says at Miletus. He was a pupil of Anaxagoras, 
and is said by Ion of Chios (cap. Ding. LBW. ii. 23) to have been 
the teacher of Socrates. Some argue that this is probably only 
an attempt to connect Socrates with the Ionian school; others 
(e.g. Compere, Great Thinks's) uphold the story. Them is similar 
difference of opinion as regards the statement that Arehelaus 
formulated certain ethical doctrines. In general, be followed 
Anaxagoras, but in his cosmology he went back to the earlier 
Ionians. He postulated primitive Matter, identical with air and 
mingled with Mind, thus avoiding the dualism of Anaxagoras. 
Out of this conscious " air," by a process of thickening and 
thinning, arose cold and warmth, or water and tire, the one passive, 
the other active. The earth and she heavenly bodies are formed  

from mud, the product of Ste and water, from which springs also 
man, at first in his lower forms. Man differs from animals by 
the poseession of the moral and artistic faculty. No fragments of 
Archelaus remain; bin doctrines have to be extracted from 
Diogenes Latrtius, Simplicius, Plutarch and Hippolytus. 

See roma Scam.; for his ethical theories me T. Gamper:, 
Grout Thinkers (Erg. tram., sclor). vol. i. R  4o2. 

ARCHENHOLE, JOHMIN WILHELM YON (1743-1812), 
German historian, was born at Langfuhr, a suburb of Danzig, 
on the 3rd of September 1743. From the Berlin Cadet school 
be passed into the Prussian army at the age of sixteen, and took 
part in the last campaigns of the Seven Years' War. Retiring 
from military service, on account of his wounds, with the rank 
of captain in 1763, he travelled for sixteen years and visited 
nearly all the countries of Europe, and resided in England for 
ten years (1769-1779). Returning to Germany in 178o, he 
obtained a lay canonry at the cathedral of Magdeburg, and 
immediately entered upon a literary carer by publishing the 
periodical Lille:War- and V 6ilterhunds (Leiprag, 2783-1791). 
This was followed in 1785 by England end Italian (and ed., 
Leipzig, 1787), in which he gives a remarkably unprejudiced ap-
preciation of English political and social institutions. Between 
1789 and 1798 be published his Ana deus der kid:drat Geackichk 
(so vols). But the work by which he is best known to fame is 
his brilliantly written history of the Seven Years' War, Go-
schichla des siebenjahrigen Krieger (first published in the Berliner 
historisches Taseltenbuch of 2787, and later ins vols., Berlin, 
1793; 13th ed., Leipzig, 1892). This work, though as regards 
the main facts and details it only follows other writers, is still 
a useful source of information upon the epoch with which it 
deals. In 1792 Archenhole removed to Hamburg, and theta, 
from 2792 to ars, edited the journal Minerva, which bad 4 
great reputation for its literary, historical and political inform.. 
don. ArchenhoLs died at his country seat, Oyendorf, near 
Hamburg. on the 28th of February am 

ARCHER. WILLIAM (i836- 	), English critic, was born 
at Perth on the 23rd of September 1856, and was educated 
at Edinburgh University. He became a leader-writer on the 
Edinburgh Evening News in 1875, and after a year in Australia 
returned to Edinburgh. In 1879 he became dramatic critic of the 
London Figaro, and in x884 of the World. In London he soon 
took a promieent literary place. Mt Archer bad much to do 
with introducing Ibsen to the English public by his translatioa 
of The Pillars of Society, produced at the Gaiety Theatre, London, 
in 1880. He also translated, alone or in collaboration, other 
productions of the Scandinavian stage: lbsen's Doffs House 
(1889), Maskr Builder (143); Edvard Brandes's A Fisk (1894; 
Ibsen's Peer Gyni (1892); Little Eyolf (1895); and John Gabrid 
Berkman (1897); and he edited Henrik Ibsen's Prom Dramas 
(5 vole., 189o-18g1). Among his critical works arc—English 
Dramatists of To-day (1882); Masks or Faces? (i888); five 
vols. of critical notices reprinted, The Theatrical World (1893-
1897); America To-day, Observations and Refiedions; Pods 
of the Younger Generation (29o1); Real Conversations (19o4). 

ARCHERMUIL a Chian sculptor of the middle of the 6th 
century n.c. His father Micciadts, and his sons, Bupelus and 
Athenis, were all sculptors of marble, using doubtless the fine 
marble of their native land. The school excelled in draped 
female figures. Archermus is said bye scholiast (on Aristophanee 
Birds, V. 573) to have been the first to represent Victory and 
Love with wings. This statement gives especial interest to a 
discovery made at Delos of a basis signed by Micciades and 
Archermus which was connected with a winged female figure 
in rapid motion (see Gam Aar), a figure naturally at first 
regarded as the Victory of Archermus. Unfortunately further 
investigation has discredited the notion that the statue 
belongs to the basis, which seems rather to have supported a 
sphinx. 

ARCHERY, the art and practice of shooting with the bow 
(arms) and arrow, or with crossbow and bolts. Though these 
weapons are by no means widely used amongst savage tribes 
of the present day, their origin Is lost In the mists of antiquity. 
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Amongst the great peoples of ancient history the Egyptians were 
the first and the most famous . of archers, relying on the bow 
a 	as their principal weapon in war. Their bows were 

rtery 
ht..;  somewhat shorter than a man, and their arrows varied 

between a ft.  and t.•8 in. in length. Here, as ebewhere, 
flint heads for arrows were by no means rare, but bronze was the 
Usual material employed. The Biblical bow was of reed, wood 
or born, and the Israelites used ft freely both in war (Gen. thrill. 
ea) and in the chase (sat so). The Assyrians also were a 
nation of archers. Amongst the Greeks of the historic period 
archery was not much in evidence, In spite of the tradition of 
Teucer, Ulysses and many other archers of the Iliad and Odyssey. 
The Cretans, however, supplied Greek armies with the bowmen 
required. In the " Ten Thousand " figured two hundred Cretan 
bowmen of Sodas' corps. Rastow and Kachly (Geschidde des 
grinkischen Kriegmeseen, p. tat) estimate the range of the 
Cretan bow at eighty to one hundred parses, as compared with 
the sling-bullet's forty or fifty, and the javelin's thirty to forty. 
The Romans as a nation were, equally with the Gree.ks,indifferent 
to archery; in their legions the archer element was furnished 
by Cretans and Asiatics. On the other hand nearly all Asiatic 
and derived nations were famous bowmen, from the nations who 
fought under Xerxes' beaver onwards. The Persian, Scythian 
and Parthian bow was far more efficient than the Cretan, though 
the latter was not wanting in the heterogeneous armies of the 
East. The sagatorii, three thousand strong - who fought in the 
Pbarsalian campaign, were drawn from Crete; Pontus, Syria, Sc. 
But the Roman view of archery was radically altered when the 
old legionary system perished at Adrianople (a.o. 378). After 
this time the armies of the empire consisted in great part of 
horse-archers. Their missiles, we are told, pierced cuirass and 
shield with ease, and they shot equally well dismounted and at 
the gallop. These troops, combined with heavy cavalry and 
themselves not unprovided with armour, played a decisive 
part in the Roman victories of the age of Belisarius and Hanes. 
The destruction of the Franks at Casilinum (a.o. 554) was practi-
cally the work of the horse-archers. 

In the main, the nations whose migrations altered the face 
of Europe were not archers. Only with the Welsh, the Scandi-
navians, and the peoples in touch with the Eastern empire was the 
bow a favourite weapon. The edicts of Charlemagne could not 
succeed in making wanly popular in his dominions, and Abbot 
Ebles, the defender of Paris in 886, is almost the only instance 
of a skilled archer in the European records of the time. The 
sagas, on the other band, have much to say as to the feats 
of northern heroes with the bow. With English, French and 
Germans the bow was the weapon of the poorest military classes. 
The Norman archers, who doubtless preserved the traditions of 
their Danish ancestors, were in the forefront of William's fine at 
Hastings (ro66), but contemporary evidence points conclusively 
to the short bow, drawn to the chest, as the weapon used on 
this occasion. The combat of Bourgtheroulde in 1124 shows 
that the Normans still combined heavy cavalry and archers as 
at Hastings. Horse-archers too (contrary to the usual belief) 
were here employed by the English. 

Yet the " Assize of Arms " of sax does not mention the bow, 
and Richard I. was at great pains to procure crossbowmen for 
the Crusades. The crossbow had from about the loth century 
gradually become the prindpai missile weapon in Europe, in 
spite of the fact that it was condemned by the Lateran Council 
of me. As early as in* in France, and rather later in Spain, 
the master of the crossbowmen had become a great dignitary, 
and in Spain the weapon was used by a corps d'ilite of men of 
gentle birth, who, with their gay apparel, were a picturesque 
feature of continental armies of the period. But the Genoese, 
Mans and Venetians were the peoples which employed the 
crossbow moot of 'IL Many thousand Genoese aossbownsen 
were present at Crecy. 

It was In the Crusades that the crossbow made its reputation, 
opposing heavier weight and greater accuracy to the missiles 
of the horse-archers, who invariably constituted the greatest and 
most important part of the Asiatic armies. So little timings  

warfare had centuries brought about that a crusading force i• 
no4 perished at Carrhae, on the same ground and before the 
same mounted-archer tactics; as the army of Cruses in ss 
But individually the crusading crossbowmen was infinitely 
superior to the Turkish or Egyptian horse-archer. 

England, which was to become the country of archers star 
excellence, long retained the old short bow of Hastings, and the 
far more efficient crossbow was only used as a rule by 
mercenaries, such as the celebrated Falkes.de Brand 841216 

 and his men in the reign of John. South Wales, it 
seems certain, eventually produced the famous long-bow. In 
Ireland, in Henry II.'s time, Strongbow made great use of Welsh 
bowmen, whom he mounted for purposes of guerrilla warfare, 
and eventually the prowess of Welsh archers taught Edward L 
the value of the hitherto discredited ann. At Falkirk (gala, once 
for all, the long-bow proved its worth, and thenceforward for 
centuries it was the principal weapon of English soldiers. By 
1339, archers bad come to be half of the whole mass of foot-
men, and later the proportion was greatly increased. In 1360 
Edward la mounted his archers, as Strongbow had done. 
The longbow was about s ft., and its shaft a cloth-yard long. 
Shot by a Welsh archer, a shaft had penetrated an oak door 
(at Abergavenny in 1ifia) 4 in. thick and the bead stood out a 
hand's breadth on the inner aide. Drawn to the right ear, the 
bow was naturally capable of long shooting, and in Henry VIII.'s 
time practice at a less range than one furlong was forbidden. 
In rapidity it was the equal of the short bow and the superior 
of the crossbow, which weapon, indeed, it surpassed in all 
respects. Falkirk, and still-more Crecy, Poitiers and Agincourt, 
made the English archers the most celebrated infantry in Europe, 
and the kings of England, in whatever else they differed from 
each other, were, from Edward II. to Henry VIII., at one in 
the matter of archery. In 1363 Edward III. commanded the 
general practice of archery on Sundays and holidays, all other 
sports being forbidden. The provisions of this act were from 
time to time re-issued, particularly in the well-known act of 
Henry VIII. The price of bows and arrows was also regulated 
in the reign of Edward III., and Richard 1U. ordained that for 
every ton of certain goods imported ten yew-bows should be 
imported also, while at the same time long-bows of unusual 
size were admitted free of duty. In order to prevent the too 
rapid consumption of yew for bow-staves, bowyers were ordered 
to make four bows of wych-huel, ash or elm to one of yew, and 
only the beat and most useful men were allowed to possess yew-
bows. Distant and exposed counties were provided for by 
making bowyers, (lathers, &c., liable (unless freemen of the city 
of London) to be ordered to any point where their services might 
be required. In Scotland and Ireland also, considerable atten-
tion was paid to archery. In 1478 archery was encouraged in 
Ireland by statute, and James I. and James IV. of Scotland, 
in particular, did their best to stimulate the interest of their 
subjects in the bow, whose powers they had felt in so many 
battles from Falkirk to HomildonHill. 

The introduction of band-fireatms was naturally fatal to the 
bow as a warlike weapon, but the conservatism of the English, 
and the non-professional character of wars waged by 
them, added to the technical deficiencies of early e'db",,, 
firearms, made the process of change is England vapor 
very gradual. The mercenary or professional element 
was naturally the first to adopt the new weapons. At Pont 
de l'Arche in 108 the English bad" petits canoes " (which seem to 
have been hand guns), and during the latter part of the Hundred 
Years' War their use became more and more frequent. The 
crossbow soon disappeared from the more professional armies 
of the continent. Charles the Bold had, before the battle of 
Mont (1476), ten thousand endemism a aura. But is the hands 
of local forces the crossbow lingered on, at least in rural France, 
until about 1630. Its last appearance in war was in the heads 
of the Chinese at Taku (x86o). But the long-bow, an incom-
parably finer weapon, endured as one of the principal arms of 
the English soldier until about ago. Edward IV. entered 
London after the battle of Banat with goo "molds Emma". 
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(foreign mercenaries), but at that engagement Warwick's centre 
consisted solely of bows and bills (:47x). The new weapons 
gradually made their way, but even in r588, the year of the 
Armada, the local forces of Devonshire comprised 800 bows to 
t600 " shot," and Soo bills to 800 piles. But the Armada year 
saw the last appearance of the English archer, and the same 
county in 15911 provides neither archers nor billmen, while in 
the professional army in Ireland these weapons had long given 
way to musket and canoes pat and halberd. Archers appeared 
in civilized warfare as late as 1807, when fifteen hundred 
" baskiers," horse-archers, clad in chain armour, fought against 
Napoleon in Poland. 

As a weapon of the chase the bow was in its various forms 
employed even more than in war. The rise of archery as a sport 
in England was, of course, a consequence of its military value, 
which caused it to be so heartily encouraged by an English 
sovereigns. 

The Japanese were from their earliest times great archers, 
and the bow was the weapon par exfoliates of their soldiers. 

The standard length of the bow (usually bamboo) was apex 
7 ft. 6 in., of the arrow 3 ft. to 3 ft. g in. Numerous 

feats of archery are recorded to have taken place in the " thirty-
three span " halls of Kioto and Tokyo, where the archer had 
to shoot the whole length of a very low corridor, 128 yds long. 
Wade Daihachi in the 17th century shot 8133 arrows down the 
corridor in twenty-four confutative hours, averaging five shots 
a minute, and in 1852 a modern archer made 5583 successful 
shots in twenty hours, or over four a minute. 

The Pastime of Archery.—The use of the bow and arrow as 
a pastime naturally accompanied their use as weapons of war, 

but when the gun began to supersede the bow the 
/nary or • 
ip 	 pastime lost its popularity. Charles IL, however, 

and his queen, Catherine of Bragannt, interested 
themselves in English archery, the queen in 1676 presenting 
a silver badge or shield to the " Marshall of the Fraternity of 
Archers," which badge, once the property of the Finsbury 
Archers, was transferred to the keeping of the Royal Toxo-
philite Society, when in itisz the two dubs combined. The 
Toxophilite Society was founded in 1781; for though in the 
north archery had long been practised, its resuscitation in the 
south really dates from the formation of this club by Sr Ashton 
Lever. This society received the title of " Royal " in 1847, 
though it had long been patronized by royalty. It is an error 
to suppose that the Finsbury Archers were connected with the 
Archers' division of the Hon. Artillery Company, but many 
members of the Toxophilite Society joined that division, and 
used its ground for shooting, securing, however, a London ground 
of their own in the district where Gower Street, W.C., now is. 
When this ground became unavailable, the shooting probably 
took place at Highbury, and later in 1820, on Lord's cricket 
ground, the present ground in the Inner Circle of Regent's Park, 
near the Botanical Gardens, not being acquired till 1833. The 
society may be regarded as the most important body connected 
with archery, most of the leading archers belonging to it, though 
the Grand National Archery Society controls the public meetings. 
Among its more important events is the shooting of 144 arrows 
at roe yds. for the Crunder Cup and Bugle. In the early days 
of the club targets of different sizes were used at the different 
ranges, and the scores were recorded in money (e.g." Mr Elwin, 
86 hits, LS S :6 "). The Woodmen of Arden can claim an almost 
equal antiquity, having been founded—some say " revived "— 
in 1785. The number of members is limited to 80; at one time 
there were 8r, Sir Robert Peel having been elected as a super-
numerary by way of compliment. The headquarters of the 
Woodmen are at Meriden in Warwickshire; the dub has a 
nominal authority over vett and venison, whence its officers 
bear appropriate names—warden, master-forester and verderers; 
and the annual meeting is called the Wardrnote. The master-
forester, or captain for the year, is the maker of the first "gold " 
at the annual target; he who makes the second is the senior 
verderer. The club devotes itself to the old-fashioned clout-
shooting at long ranges, reckoned by " scores," nine score  

meaning Rao yds., and so on. (Me " Clotthehootiog " infra) 
The chief matches in which the Woodmen engage are those 
against the Royal Company of Scottish Arches. The Royal 
British Bowmen date back to the end of the 18th century. Lae 
many others, during the Napoleonic war they suspended opera-
tions, revived when peace was made. The dub was finally 
dissolved in 1880. The Royal Kentish Bowmen were founded 
in 1785, but did not survive the war. John O'Galant's Bowmen, 
who still meet at Lancaster, were revived, not created, at the 
same time, and still flourish. The Herefordshire Bowmen only 
shoot at 6o yds., while the West Berks Society is limited to 
twelve members, who meet at each other's houses, except for 
their Autumn Handicap, shot 011 the Toxophilite Grounds-
256 arrows at too yds. The Royal Company of Archers is the 
chief Scottish society. Originally a semi-military body consti-
tuted in 1676, it practised archery as a pastime from the time 
of its foundation, several meetings being held in the first few 
years of its existence. It devoted Itself to " rovers," or long-
range shooting at the " clout," among its most interesting 
trophies being the " Musselburgh Arrow," first shot for in 1 603, 
possibly even earlier, in that town; the competition was then 
open to all comers, for archery was long popular in Scotland, 
especially at Kilwinning, the headquarters of popinjay (g.e.) 
shooting. Other prizes are the " Peebles Silver Arrow," dating 
back to 1626, the " Edinburgh Silver Arrow " (s7op), the " Sel-
kirk Arrow," a very ancient prize, the " Dalhmisie Sword," the 
" Hopetoun Royal Commemoration Prize," and others, shot 
for at ranges of 18o or zoo yds The most curious is the " Goose 
Medal." Originally a goose was buried in a butt with only its 
head visible, and this was the archers' mark; now a small glass 
globe is substituted. The " Popingo (Popinjay) Medal," Lot 
which a stuffed parrot was once used as the mark, is now con-
tested at the ordinary butts. The Kilwinning Society of Archers, 
founded in s688, did not disband till 1870; the Irvine Tow-
philites flourished from 184 till about 5867. But of all societies 
the Grand National Archery Society, regulating the great 
meetings, though comparatively young, is the most important, 
Various open meetings were already in existence, but in 1844 a 
few leading archers projected a Grand National Meeting, which 
was held in York in that year and in 1845 and r846, and subse-
quently in other places. But the society did not exist as such 
till 1861, after the meeting held at Liverpool, since when, not-
withstanding some financial troubles, it has been the legislative 
and managing body of English archery. The chief meetings are 
the " Championship," the "Leamington and Midland Counties," 
the "Crystal Palace," the "Grand Western" and the "Grand 
Northern." For some years a "Scottish Grand National" was 
held, but fell into abeyance. The "Scorton Arrow" is nolonger 
shot for is the Yorkshire village of that name, but the meeting, 
held regularly in the county, dates back to 1673 by record, and 
is probably far older. The silver arrow and the captaincy are 
awarded to the man who makes the first gold; the silver bugle 
and lieutenancy to the first red; the gold medal to most hits, 
and a horn spoon to the last white. 

In the United States archery has had a limited popularity. 
The only one of the early clubs that lasted long was the " United 
Bowmen of Philadelphia," founded in 1828, but defunct in dn. 
Them was a revival twenty years later, when a National 
Association was formed; and various meetings were held annually 
and championships instituted, but there was never any popular 
enthusiasm for the sport, though it showed signs of increasing 
favour towards the end of the bath century. The longer ranges 
are not greatly favoured by American archers, though at some 
meetings the regulation "York Round" (side infra under 
"Targets") and the "National "are shot. Other rounds are the 
"Potomac," 24 arrows at 8o, se at 70, and 24 at 6o yds.; the 
"Double American," 6o arrows each it 62, so and ao yds.; and 
the "Double Columbia," for ladies, 48 each at 50, 4o and 3o 
yds. In team matches ladies shoot 06 arrows at so yds., gentle-
men co6 at do. 

Bees---Ace need in the pastime of minty the length of the 
berm does malty much, thoughit bears some relation to the length 
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a the arrow and the length of the arrow to the strength of the 
archer, to which the weight of the bow has to be adapted. The 
proper weight of a bow is the number of lb which, attached to the 
string, will draw a full-length snow to its head. For men's bows the 
dra -power varies from 40 to 60 lb, anything above this being 
extreme; ladies' bows dray; from 24 to 32 lb. Estimating so .  lb 
as a fair average, such a bow would be 6 ft. t in. long for a 30-1., 
6 ft. for a 28-in., and 5 ft. i t in. for a ay-in. arrow, but the height as 
well as the strength of the archer have to be considered. Sim ilarly a 
lady's bow on the average measures about 5 ft. 6 in. and her arrows 
as in. Modern bows are either made entirely of yew (occasionally 
of other woods), when they are called " self-bows." or of a com- 
bination of woods, when they are called " backed-bows." Self-bows 
are rarely or never made in a single stave, owing to the difficulty of 
obtaining true and flawless wood of the neceesary length: hence two 
staves Joined by a double fish-joint, which forms the centre of the 
bow, are used, tasted and adjusted so that they may be aseguey 
elastic as possible. The best yew is imported from Italy and 	In, 
and is allowed to season for three years before ft is made into a 	, 
which again is not used tall it is two years older. In heated-bows 
the belly, the rounded part nearest to the string, is generally but not 
necessarily made of yew, the back, or flat part, of yew (the best), 
hickory, lance or other woods, glued together in strips. The centre 
of the bow, for about al in., should bead' and resisting, then tapering 
off gradually to the horns in which the string is fitted, the greatest 
care being taken that the two limbs are uniform. The bow of self-
yew is generally considered more agreeable to handle and has a 
better' cast," throwing the arrow more smoothly and with km jar. 
and since no glued parts are exposed, it is less liable to injury from 
wet. On the other hand, " duals " (tiny cracks, which are apt to 
extend 	more  frequent in this class of bow. Self-yew bows cost 
£8 or 	where to, whe a good backed-bow can be bought for about half 
that. 	e self-bow is more sensitive than other bows, and its work 
is mostly done during the last few inches of the pull, where the 
backed-bow pulls evenly throughout The bac ked-bow should be 
perfectly straight in the back, b.. after use often loses its shape 
either by " following the string," i.e. getting beat inwards on the 
string-side, or by becoming " reflex' (b ending the opposite way). 
Self-bows are even more apt to lose their shape than lacked-bow, 
as there is no hard wood to counteract the natural grain. A bow 

that is strongly raided at the ends is known as a Cupel's 
bow." To form the handle the wood of the bow is left thicic in 
the centre, and braid, leather or indiarubber is wound round it to 
give a better grip. 

The Series cad Serieging.—The string is made of three strands of 
hemp, dressed with a preparation of glue, and should be perfectly 
round, smooth and not frayed, as a broken string may result in a 
broken bow. The string, at its centre, is 6 in. from the belly of the 
man's bow; 5 in. in the lady's bow. The clenched fist with the 
thumb upright was the old, rough and ready estimate, known as 

fist-melea" For • few inches above and below the :locking point the 
string is lapped with carpet-thread to save it from fraying by contact 
with the arm; the nothing.  point being made by another lapping of 
filoselle silk, so that the string may exactly fit the nark of the arrow. 
When a bow is properly strung the string should be longitudinally 
along the middle of the belly. 

A rrows and Neckiag.—The parts.  of the arrow are the abaft, the 
" sock " or notch, the " " or pout, and the feathers. The shaft 
is made of seasoned red deal, and may be " self " or " footed." 
Most arrows are " footed," i.e. a piece of hard wood to which the 
pile is attached is spliced to the deal shaft, which should be perfectly 
straight and stiff. The shaft is made in several shapes. Most 
archers prefer the " parallel " pattern—the shaft being the same size 
from nook to pale; the next is the " barrelled," the shape being 
thick in the centre and tapering towards the ends. The " bob-tail 
diminishes from the pile to the neck; the " chested " taper. from 
the middle to the pile. The pile should not be taper but cylindrical.
" broadshouldwed " where the pant begin. The neck is cut square. 
There are three feathers, the body feathers of a turkey or peacock 
being the best. They should all curve the same way, are about If in. 
Iong and in. deep. with the ends near the neck either square, or 

The weight of an snow is its weight in imw .  English 
'dyer; a five-shilling arrow is heavy for a man's bow, while four- 
shillings light. A 28-in. arrow for a so- lb bow may weigh tour-and-
ninepence; a 37-in. arrow four-and-sixpence. This may serve as 
a rough standard. 

lespieatode.—Tbe ardser uses fingertips. or • " tab" of 
leather, to protect the fingers against the string, and a leather  

bracer" to protect the left arm from its blow. Quivers are not 
now used except by ladies. A special box for carrying bows and 
arrows about; • proper cupboard, known as an " astham," in which 
they may be kept at home in a dry, even tenmemture, not too bat; 
and a baize or leather cue far um on the ground, are important 
minor articles of equipmdt. 

Targets, Scaring and Handicapping. —The targets, 4 ft. in diameter, 
are made of straw s to 4 in. thiek, and are supported sloping slightly 
backwards by an iron stand. The faces are of floor-th painted 
with casement nage. SI in. each in breadth. The outer ring, white, 
counts one point; the next, black, three; the next, blue, five; the 
next, red, seven; and the next, gold—a complete circle of 4f in.  

radius—sine. The exact centred the 'obi is called the pan-hole." 
The targets are set up in paws, facing etch other, the &waned for 
men beteg roc. 80 and 6o yds.; for lediss, to and so; for con. 
venience, 5 yds. are added to allies fora shoma  line that distance 
in front of each target. The centre of the gold should be ft. from 
the ground. Each archersboota three arrows—an " end "—at one 
target: they then cross over and mark the acorea. If an arrow cuts 
two rings. the archer is credited with the value of the higher one. 
In malefic. a " York Round " or a " St George'. Roma " m nuttily 
shot by men, the former conostive of 144 snows, 73 at too yds.. 
48 at 8o yds., and 24 at to yds., the latter of 36 /WOWS at each of 
these distances. One York Round only Is shot on a day; a double 
York Round is shot, one on each day, at the more baportant . 
Ladies usually shoot the " National Round "of 48-arrows at 60 . 
and u at so yds. At most meetings the_priass are awarded on the 
gross scores; at others, including the Championship meeting, on 
points, two points for the highest score on the round and two for 
moat bite on the round, one point each for highest score and most 
hits at each of the three ranges. as points m all. Ladies' scores 
are calculated similarly. To decide the Champsoaship, the Greed 
National Archery Society Passed a rule in 1824 that " pion 
prizes shall be awarded to the archer gaining the greatest number of 
points, provided that those for gross hits or ggrtoaww score are included; 
any points won by other archers shall be ' uted among those 
gaining the points for gross bits or VOIII mole." Handicappteg may 
be done.by " rings." the winner ofa first ;vise not being allowed to 
count whites at subsequent m ings, and " blacks" and 
" blues " being lost for further successes. Better methods are (t) to 
deduct a percentage from the .grose more of successful shooters, 
(z) to handicap by points, as la other pastimes, or (3) to rate a 
shooter according to the average of his last year's performances, 
re-rating him monthly, or at convenient intervals, the system being 
to add his avenge of the current year to his average of last year, 
and divide the sum by two to form his new rating. 

Clout sad Long Distasece ..Chotaistg.—This form of archery is chiefly 
supported by the Woodmen of Arden and the Royal Company. At 
too yds., the tamet (smaller by4 In. than the usual one, but with as 
Inner white cif,  instead afthe blue) is set up against a butt only 
01 M. from the ground, but for nine-wore, tee-wore. and twelve 
some shooting it is a white target, a ft. 6 in. in diameter, with a 
black centre. The target, the centre and the arrow that hits the 
centre are each known as a " clout." Hits and mimes are signalled 
by a marker stationed, rather perilously, by the sided the butt. 
The target is sloped backwards man angle of se, with rings marked 
round it on the ground at distances of it ft., 3 ft., 6 ft- and co ft.. • 
hit in the outer ring counting one, and in the next two, and so on, 
the clout or centre counting six. For the looter ranges lighter 
arrows are used. The Scottish clout was a piece of canvas, stretched 
ea a frame; the range t8o or 200 yd.; all arrows Counted one that 
were within 34 ft. of the target. the clout counting two. Modern 
archers have paid scant attention to mere distance-shooting, which 
is an art of its own, but their experimentsprove that with a fairly 
heavy bow, say to lb or 63 lb, and • long light arrow, known as a 

flight arrow.," a good archer should be able to teeth 3oo or 3 to yds. 
With a heavier bow, properly under coated, so or flo yds. might 
be added to this by a strong man. These experiments seem to 
be verified by a quotation from Shakespeare (Henry IV. Act 
Sc. 2): " A' would have clapped 1' the lout and twelve score, and 
earned you a forehand shaft a fourteen and fourteen and a half," 
i.e. 280 or ago yds. Instances are recorded of Englishmen shoetree 
340 and aso yds., but in 1pas_Mahmoud Effendi of the Turkish 
embassy shot 482 yds. with a Turkish bow, and Sultan Selim 972. 
The Turk, however, used a Turkish bow and a t4-ice 1122017, with a 
grooved rest on his left arm along which the arrow passed, to com-
pensate for the difference between the draw of the bow and the 
shorteew of the arrow. The diplomatist's shot is supported by 
=I evidence, but the sultan's is regarded as improbable at 

Cissoldasuld0 and Scares.—The British championship meetings, 
instituted in 1844, are conducted under the laws of the Grand 
National Archery Society: the prizes, apart from the Challenge 
prizes, are given in money, thee being also a rule that any one w ho  
makes three golds at oneend receives a shilling from all others of the 
same sex who are shooting. The most notable champion was 
Horace A. Ford (d. 11180), who held the title for eleven consecutive 
years, 1849 to 1859 inclusive, and again in 1867. He made four- 
figure score at four other championship meetings, his haghest, ttsi 
(In Oily) for 245 hits being unapprosehed. To him the modern 
scientific practice of archery must largely be attributed, together 
with its improvemest and its populanty. The anemia( G. Edwards, 
Major C. Hawkins Fisher, H. H. Palairet, C. E. Nesham, and G. E. S. 
Fryer. are also notable u champions. Among ladies Mrs Horniblow 
was champion for eleven years between 1852 and 1881, Miss Legh 
for nineteen years between 1880 and tqa; Mrs Piers Legh, Mess 
Betham and Mrs Rawly claim the title on four ocessimm Mrs 
Bowly • score of 823 (1894) was the highest made for the champion- 
ship till Mire Legh made 825 with 143 hits—only one arrow missed 
altogether—in 18e8; beating her own record with a store of 84t (t43 
hits) in sou. It should not be forgotten that as the champion-
ship it awarded by point, the highest sox anew* oecesneily elm 
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See Roger Ascham, Tina*lishe 0343), edited by Edward Arbor 

(London. 1868); 72* Ara of Ware, by William Garrard (London 
1391); The Arm of Archerie. by Gervaae Markham (London, 1634); 
.fiseseta and Midas Methods ef Arrow Release r  by E. S. Morse 
(0883); The Emnish Bowman, by T. Roberta (Loudon. illot): A 
Treeing ors Archwy, by Thomas Waring (London, 9th ed., d3a); 
The Theory and Practice of Archery, by Horace A. Fort) (new ed., 
London, 1887); Archery, by C. J. and H. Walrond (Bad- 
minton Library, London, 240. 	 (W. J. F,) 

ARCHES, COURT OF, the English ecclesiastical court of appeal 
of the archbishop of Canterbury, as metropolitan of the province 
of Canterbury, from all the consistory and commissary courts in 
the province. It derives its name from its ancient place of 
judicature, which was in the church of Beals Maria de Arabia 
—St Mary-le-Bow or St Mary of the Arches, " by reason of the 
steeple thereof raised at the top with stone pillars in fashion 
like • bow bent archaise." This parish was the chief of thirteen 
locally situated within the diocese of London but exempt from 
the bishop's jurisdiction, and it was no loubt owing to this 
circumstance that it was selected originally as the place of 
judicature for the archbishop's court. The proper designation of 
the judge is official principal of the Arches court, but by custom 
he came to be styled the dean of the Arches, a title belonging 
formerly to the chief official of the subordinate court. Originally, 
the official principal exercised metropolitan jurisdiction, while 
the dean of the Arches exercised the " peculiar " jurisdiction. 
The jurisdictions called " peculiars " at one time numbered 
nearly Soo in England. They were originally introduced by the 
pope for the purpose of curtailing the bishop's legitimate auth-
ority within his diocese; " an object which," says Philihnore, 
," they certainly attained, to the great confusion of ecclesiastical 
jurisdiction for many years." Modem of the Archeioriginally 
had jurisdiction over the thirteen London parishes above mo-
tioned, but as the official principal was of ten absent as ambassador 
on the continent, he became his substitute, and gradually the 
two offices were blended together. The original office of the 
dean of the Arches may now be regarded as extinct, though the 
title is still popularly used, for no dean of the Arches has been 
appointed to nowise for several centuries, and by an act of :838 
bishops have jurisdiction over all peculiars within their diocese. 
The judge of the Arches court was until :874 appointed by the 
archbishop of Canterbury by patent which, when confirmed by 
the dean and chapter of Canterbury, conferred the office for the 
life of the holder. He took the oaths of office required by the 
z 27th canon. But by the Public Worship Regulation Act 1874 
the two archbishops were empowered, subject to the approval 
of the sovereign by sign-manual, from time to time to appoint 
a practising barrister of ten years' standing, or a person who 
had been • judge of one of the superior courts (being a member 
of the Church of England) to be, during good behaviour, a judge 
for the purpose of exercising jurisdiction under that act, and it 
was enacted (sec. 7) that on a vacancy occurring in the office of 
official principal of the Arches court the judge should become 
es officio such official principal. In this way the late Lord 
Penzance became dean on the retirement of Sir Robert Philli-
rnore in 1875. Lord Penzance received in 1878 a supplemental 
patent as dean from Archbishop Tait, but did not otherwise 
fulfil the conditions observed on the appointment of his pre-
decessors. On Lord Penzance's retirement in ace, his successor, 
Sir Arthur Charles, received a patent from the archbishop of 
Canterbury as official principal of the Arches court, and he took 
the oaths of office according to the practice before the Public 
Worship Regulation Act. He was subsequently and separately 
appointed judge under that act. Sir A. Charles resigned in 1903 
and was succeeded by Sir L. T. Dibdin, who qualified in the same 
way as his immediate predecessor. The official principal of 
the Arches court is the only ecclesiastical judge who is em-
powered to pass a sentence of deprivation against a clerk in 
holy orders. The appeals farms the derision. of the Arches court 
were formerly made to the king in chancery, but they are now 
by statute addressed to the king in council, and they are beard 
before the judicial committee of the privy council. By an act 
of Henry VIIL (Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction Act I532) the Ardus 
some is empowered to hear, in the int instanes, such sults as  

are sent up to it by letter. of request from the conristorial courts 
of the bishops of the province of Canterbury, and by the Church 
Discipline Act azo, this jurisdiction is continued to it, and it 
is further empowered to accept letters of request from the bishops 
of the province of Canterbury after they have issued commissions 
of inquiry wider that statute, and the commissioners have made 
their report 

The Arches court wan also the court of appeal from the mu-
ltistory courts of the bishops of the province in all testamentary 
and matrimonial causes. The matrimonial jurisdiction was 
transferred to the crown by the Matrimonial Causes Act 1837. 
Under the Clergy Discipline Act alp an appeal lies from the 
judgment of a consbtory court under that act, in respect of 
fact by leave of the appellate court, and in respect of law 
without leave, to either the Arches court or the judicial committee 
of the privy council at the option of the appellant. .Under the 
Benefices Act r8g8 the official principal of the archbishop is 
required to institute a presentee to a benefice if the tribunal 
constituted under that act decides that there is no valid ground 
for rehiring institution and the bishop of the diocese notwith-
standing falls to institute him. After the College of Advocates 
was incorporated and had established itself in Doctors' Commons, 
the archbishop's court of appeal, as well as his prerogative court, 
were usually held in the ball of the College at Advocates; but 
after the destruction of the buildings of the college, the court 
of appeal held its sittings, for the moat part, in Westminster Hall. 
For many years past there has been but little business in the 
Arches court, mainly owing to the unwillingness of a large number 
of the clergy to recognize the jurisdiction of what they deny to 
be any longer a spiritual court, and the consistent use by the 
bishops of their right of veto in the cue of prosecutions under the 
Public Winship Regulation Act. On the rue occasions when 
a sitting of the court is necessary, it is held in the library of 
Lambeth Palace, or at the Church House, Westminster. 

ARCHRITRATUR of Syracuse or Gela, a Greek poet, whd 
flourished about 330 D.C. After travelling extensively in search 
of foreign delicacies for the table, he embodied the result In a 
humorous poem called Ilierdilaa, afterwards freely trans-
lated by Enniusunder the title Heaspagaia. About 3oo lines 
of this gastronomical poem are preserved in Athenaeus. The 
writer, who has been styled the Hesiod or Theogois of gluttons, 
parodies the style of the old gnomic poets; chief attention is 
paid to details concerning fish. 

Ribbeck, Aramaean Relation (1877); Braadt, 
Poesis EN= Grave !Mikados, L. 1888; Schmid, DeCartisclaa°estrati 
Galata Frogwentis (1896). 

ARCHIAC, 	JULES ADOLPHE DIMMER  DB 
SAINT $1101, Vicentrz o' (28ar-2868), French geologist and 
palaeontologist, was born at Reims on the aath of September 
ritor. He was educated in the Military School of St Cyr, and 
served for nine years as a cavalry officer until tilso, when he 
retired from the service. Prior to this he had published an 
historical romance; but now geology came to occupy his chief 
attention. In his earlier scientific works, which date from :838, 
be described the Tertiary and Cretaceous formations of France, 
Belgium and England, and dealt especially with the distribution 
of fossils geographically and in sequence. Later on he investi-
gated the Carboniferous, Devonian and Silurian formations 
His great work, Plistoire des progrh de la geologic, 783.f -affs, 
was published in 8 volumes at Paris E47--186o). In 1853 the 
Wollaston Medal of the Geological Society was awarded to him. 
In the same year, with Jules Hahne (1824-1856), he published 
a monograph on the Nummtditic formation of India. In 1857 
he was elected a member of the Academy of Sciences, and in 
1862 he was appointed professor of palaeontology in the Museum 
d'Histoire Naturelle in Paris. Of later works his Poldeedelogie 
arolierofhique, in 3 vets. (2864-1865); his Manic d tallow 
tologie (1866); and his palaeontological contributions to de 
Tduliatcheff's Aae 'mixture (r866), may be specially mentioned. 

He died on the 24th of December 1868. 
See Nonce err In imam erica:firms dr vim* l'Ardsioc, per 

A. Gaudry (Medan. 1874): Rasa a Bolt Sec. GAIL de Race. 
W. 3, 4 p. a3n  (OM. • 
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ARCHIAUL ADM WHIM, Greek poet, was born at Antioth 

in Syria 170 n.c. In sou, his reputation having been already 
established, especially as an improvisatore, he came to Rome, 
where he was well received amongst the highest and mast 
influential families. His thief patron was Lucullus, whose 
gentile name be assumed: In 93 he visited Sicily with his patron, 
on which occasion be received the cid:embus of Heradeia, one 
of the federate towns, and indirectly, by the provisions of the 
lea Plautia Papiria, that of Rome. In 61 be was accused by 
a certain Gratin' of having assumed the citizenship illegally; 
and Cicero successfully defended him in his speech Pro Archie. 
This speech, which furnished nearly all the Infos:matron concern-
ing Archias, states that be had Web:lusted the deeds of Marius 
and Lucullus in the Ciinbrian and Mithradatic wars, and that 
he was engaged upon a poem of which the events of Cicero's 
consulship formed the subject. • The Greek Anthology contains 
thirty-five epigrams under the memo of Archie., but it is doubtful 
bow many of these (if any) are the work of the poet of Antioch. 

Cicero, Pro Archie; T. Much, Do Archie Poets (raw). 
ARCHIDA111A1, the same of five kings of Sparta, of the 

Eurypontid house. 
1. The son and successor of Anaxidamus. His reign, which 

began soon after the close of the second Messenian War, is said 
to have been quiet and uneventful (Pausanias iii. 7.6). 

S. The son of Heuxidamus, reigned 476-427 N.C. (bet see 
Lzorrcnmzs). He succeeded his grandfather Leotychides 
upon the banishment of the latter, his father having already 
died. His coolness and presence of mind are said to have saved 
the Spartan state from destruction on the occasion of the great 
earthquake of 464 (Diodorus xl. 63; Plutarch, Goon, 26), but 
this story must be regarded as at least doubtful. He was a 
friend of Pericles and a man of prudence and moderation. 
During the negotiations which preceded the Peloponnesian 
War he did his best to prevent, or at least to postpone, the 
Inevitable struggle, but was overruled by the war party. He 
invaded Attila at the head of the Peloponnesian forces in the 
summers of 431, 430 and 428, and in 429 conducted operations 
against Plataea. He died probably in 427, certainly before the 
summer of 426, when we find his son Agb on the throne. 

Herod. vi. it ; Thue. i. 79-M. ; Plat. Pericles, 29. 33: Diadems 
xi. 48-xii. 32. 

3. The SOD and successor of Agesilaus H., reigned 360-338 
s.c. During his father's later years he proved himself a brave 
and capable officer. In 372 he led the relief force which was 
sent to aid the survivors of the battle of Lewin'. Four years 
later he captured Caryae, ravaged the territory of the Parrhasii 
end defeated the Arcadians, Argives and Messenians in the 
" tearless battle," so called because the victory did not cost the 
Spartans a single life. in 364, however, he sustained a severe 
reverse in attempting to relieve a besieged Spartan garrison at 
Cromnus in south-western Arcadia. He showed great heroism 
in the defence of Sparta against Epaminondas immediately 
before the battle of Mantineia (360. He supported the Phoebus 
during the Sacred War (353-346),  moved, no doubt, largely by 
the hatred of Thebes which be had inherited from his father: he 
also led the Spartan forces in the conflicts with the Theism and 
their allies which arose out of the Spartan attempt to break up 
the city of Megalopolis. Finally he was sent with a mercenary 
army to Italy to protect the Tarentines against the attacks of 
Lucanians or Messapians: he fell together with the greater part 
of his force at Mandodon u on the same day as that on which 
the battle of Chu:room was fought. 	 • 

Rem Heil. v. 4, A. 4. vu. 1. S. 5: Plot. Aria, 3. Coughs, 29, 
Alcides:. 23. 33.34.  40.  Pausamas 	 to, vi. 4; Haddam xv. 34.. 
72, xvi. 24.39. so: 62, M. 

4. The son of Endamidas I., grandson of Archidamus 
The dates of his accession and death are unknown. In 294 a.c 
he was defeated at Mantissas by Demetrius Poliorcetes, who 
invaded Laconia, gained a second victory dose to Sparta, and 
wes on the point of taking the city itself when he was called 

des read 
A 	

or M 
So Plot. 	3 fall MSS

endy.)rinne. 
 . Following Canine, some autheri-  

away by the news of the successes of Lyslmachmt and Ptolaig 
in Asia Minor and Cyprus. 

Mut. Aids, 3, Dessetriss„ 33; Pausanka z3. b. .a 3; Nine, 
Gosh. do pitch... eialialos. Stamm, 

s. The son of Eudamidas II., grandson of Archidamus IV., 
brother of Agis IV. On his brother's murder belied to Messed* 
(24r s.c.). In 227 he was recalled by Cleommes III., who was 
then reigning without a colleague, but shortly after his return 
he was assassinated. Polyblus accuses Qeoroenesof the murder, 
but Plutarch is probably right in saying that it was the work 
of those who had caused the death of Agfa, and feared his 
brother's vengeance. 

Plutarch, aeomeses, i. 3; Polyblus v. 37. viii. r; Nieae, op. cis. 
304. 315. 	 (M. N. T.) 

ARCHIL (a corruption of " Ital. simile, the origin 
of which is unknown), a purple dye obtained from various species 
of lichens. Archil can be extracted from many species of the 
genera &calla, Lecasu ►a, Llisloilicaria, Porsche and others, 
but In practice two species of Roccelle—R. lisaoria and R. 
siciformis — are almost exclusively used. These, under the name 

of " orchella weed " or " dyer's mom," are obtained from 
Angola, on the west coast of Africa, where the most valuable 
kinds are gathered; from Cape Verde Islands; from Lima, 
on the west coast of South America; and from the Malabar 
coast of India. The colouring properties of the lichens do not 
exist in them teady formed, but are developed by the treatment 
to which they are subjected. A small proportion of • colourless, 
crystalline principle, termed cached (a dioxytoluene), is found 
in some, and in all a series of add substances, erythric, lecanoric 
adds, dm Orcinol in presence of oxygen and ammonia takes 
up nitrogen and becomes changed into a purple substance, 
OfCeilIC (C111410.), which is adentiallY the basis of all lichen 
dyes. Two other colouring-matters, szoerythin and aythro-
'elide acid, are sometimes present. Archil is prepared for the 
dyer's we in the form of a " Bauer " (archil) and a " paste " 
(persie), and the latter, when dried and .finely powdered, forms 
the " cudbatr " of commerce, a. dye formerly manufactured 
in Scotland from a native lichen, Lecasora terlerca. The manu-
facturing process consists in washing the weeds, which are then 
ground up with water to • thick paste. If archil paste is to be 
made this paste is mixed with a strong ammoniacal solution, 
and agitated in an iron cylinder heated by steam to about 
Lto" F. till the Limbed shade is developed—a process which 
occupies several days. In the preparation of archil liquor the 
Principles which yield the dye are separated from the ligneous 
tissue of the lichens, agitated with a hot ammeniscal solution, 
and exposed to the action of air. When potassium or sodium 
carbonate is added, a blue dye known as litmus, much used 
as an " indicator," is produced. French purple or lime lake 
is a lichen dye prepared by a modification of the archil process, 
and Is a more brilliant and durable colour than the other. The 
dyeing of worsted and home-spun doth with lichen dyes was 
formerly a very common domestic employment in Scotland; 
and to this day, in some of the outer islands, worsted continues 
to be dyed with " crottle," the name given to the lichens 
employed. 

ARCHILOCHUS, Greek lyric poet and writer of lampoons, 
was born at Perot, one of the Cydades islands. The date of his 
birth is uncertain, but he probably flourished about 65o D.C.; 
according to some, about forty years earlier but certainly not 
before the reign of Gyges (687-652), whom he mentions in a 
well-known fragment. His father, Telesicles, who was of noble 
family, bad conducted a colony to Thasos, in obedience to the 
command of the Delphic oracle. To this island Archilochus 
himself, bard pressed by poverty,af terwards removed. Another 
reason for leaving his native place was personal disappointment 
and indignation at the treatment he had received from Lycambes, 
a citizen of Pares, who had promised hint his daughter Ncobule 
in marriage, but had afterwards withdrawn his consent. Archi-
lochus, taking advantage of the licence allowed at the feasts of 
Demeter. poured oat his wounded feelings in unmerciful satire. 
He amused Lycambea of perjury, and his daughters of leading 
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nehexatrac- 'red sins, in lower Italy, a dty of wIdch be speaks very 
favourably. He then returned to his native place, and was slain 
in a battle against the Nazism by one Calondas or Corax, who 
was cursed by the orade for having slain a servant of the Mums. 

The writings of Archilochus consisted of elegies, hymns—one 
of which used to be sung by the victon in the Olympic games 
(Pinder, Olympia, ix. r)--and of poems in the iambic and trochaic 
measures. To him certainly we owe the invention of iambk 
poetry and its application to the purposes of satire. The only 
previous measures in Greek poetry had been the epic hexameter, 
and its offshoot the &glee metre; but the dow measured 
structure of hexameter verse was utterly unsuited to express 
the quick, light motions of satire. Archilodms made use of the 
iambus and the trochee, and organized them into the two forms 
of metre known as the iambic trimeter and the trochaic tetra- 
meter. The ucchak metre be generally used for subjects of a 
serious nature; the iambic for satires. He was also the first 
to make me of the arrangement of MRS called the epode. 
Horace in his metres to a great extent follows Archilochus 
(Epistles, I. 26. 23-3s). 	ancient authorities unite ill praising 
the poems of Archilochus, in terms' which appear exaggerated 
(Longinus xiii. 3; Dio Chrysostom, &Mous, xxxiii.; Quintiliaa 
x. i. 6o; Cicero, Orator, i). His verses seem certainly to have 
possessed strength, flexibility, nerroms vigour, and, beyond 
everything ebe, impetuous vehemence and enemy. Horace 
(Ars Podka 79) speaks of the " rage " of Arclulochus, and 
Hadrian call; his verses " raging iambics." By his countrymen 
be was reverenced as the equal of Homer, and statues of these 
two .poets were dedicated on the same day. 

His poems were written in the old Ionic dialect. Fragments in 
Balk. Pada. Lyvici Graeci: Liebel, Archilocki 	(ier8); 

Hauvette-Besnault, Arckikque, sa 	ser parks Nos). 
ARCHIMANDRITE (from Gr. tipxow, a ruler, and plirSpa, 

a fold or monastery), a title in the Greek Church applied to a 
superior abbot, who has the supervision of several abbots and 
monasteries, or to the abbot of some specially great and im- 
portant monastery, the title for an ordinary abbot being hegu- 
menos. The title occurs for the first time in a letter to Epiphaniva, 
prefixed to his Panarinni (c. 37s), but the ZAZUSlaC History of 
Palladius may be evidence that it was in common use in the ath 
century as applied to Pachomius (q.v.). In Russia the bishops 
are commonly selected from the archimandrites. The word 
occurs in the Regula Columba's( (c. 7), and du Cange gives 
a few other cases of its use in Latin documents, but it never 
came into vogue in the West. Owing to intercourse with Greek 
and Slavonic Christianity, the tide is sometimes to be met with 
in southern Italy and Sidly, and in Hun 	and Poland. 

See the article la the Dediossaire 	' *aka= d do 
Margie. 

ARCHIMEDES (c. 187-st n.c.), Greek mathemadcien and 
Inventor, was bora at Syracuse., in Sicily. He was the son of 
Pheidias, an astronomer, and was on intimate terms with, if not 
related to, Hiero, king of Syracuse, and Ciao Ids son. He studied 
at Alexandria and doubtless met there Conon of Samos, whom he 
admired as a mathematician and cherished es a friend, and to 
whom he was in the handt of communicating hb discoveries 
before publication. On hb return to his native dry be devoted 
himself to mathematical rosearch. He himseN int no value en 

the ingenious mechanical contrivances which made him famous, 
regarding them as beneath the dignity of pure science and even 
declining to leave any written record of them except in thews 
of the in*asposetta (Sphere-making), as to which me below . 

As, however, these machines impressed the popular imagination, 
they naturally figure largely in the traditions about him. Than 
be devised for Mao engines of war which almost Unified the 
Reiman', and which protracted the siege of Syracuse for three 
years. There is a story that he constructed a burning mirror 
which set the Roman ships on fire when they were within a bow-
shot of the wall. This bas been discredited because it is not 
mentioned by Polybius, Livy or Plutarch; but it is probable 
that Archimedes had constructed some such burning instrument, 
though the connexion of it with the destruction of the Roman 
fleet is more than doubtful. More important, as being doubtless 
connected with the discovery of the principle in hydrostatics 
which bears his name and the foundation by him of that whole 
science, is the story of Iliero's reference to him of the 
question whether a crown made for him and purporting 
to be of gold, did not actually contain a proportion of silver. 
According to one story, Archimedes was puzzled till one day, as he 
was stepping into a bath and observed the water running over, 
it occurred to him that the excess of bulk occasioned by the in-
troduction of alloy could be measured by putting the crown 
and an equal weight of gold separately into a vessel filled with 
water, and observing the difference of overflow. He was so 
overjoyed when this happy thought struck him that he ran 
home without his clothes, shouting diresta, eLmen, " I have 
found it, I have found it." Similarly his pioneer work in 
mechanics is illustrated by the story of his having said ids 
pot troll or& ea/ w 49 vir (or as another version has it, 
in his dialect, Ira Xi sal aril yds ycla), " Give me a place to 
stand and I (will) move the earth." hero asked hint to give 
so illustration of his contention that • very great weight 
could be moved by a very small force. He is said to have 
fixed on a large and fully laden ship and to have used a mechanical 
device by which Hiero was enabled to move it by himself: but 
accounts differ as to the particular mechanical powers employed, 
The water-screw which he invented (see below) was probably 
devised in Egypt for the purpose of irrigating fields. 

Archimedes died at the capture of Syracuse by Marcella', 
2/ 2 B.C. In the general massacre which followed the fall of the 
city, Archimedes, while engaged in drawing a mathematical 
figure on the sand, was run through the body by a Roman 
soldier. No blame attaches to the Roman geperal, Marcellus, 
since he had given orders to his men to spare the house and 
person of the sage; and in the midst of his triumph he lamented 
the death of so illustrious • person, directed an honourable 
burial to be given him, and befriended his surviving relatives 
In accordance with the expressed desire of the philosopher, his 
tomb was marked by the figure of a sphere inscribed in a cylinder, 
the discovery of the relation between the volumes of a sphere 
and its circumscribing cylinder being regarded by him as his 
most valuable achievement. When Cicero was quainter in 
Sicily (75 s.c.), be found the tomb of Archimedes, near the 
Agrigentine gate, overgrown with thorns and briers. " Thus," 
says Cicero (Tun. Disp. v. c. 23,1 64)," would this most famous 
and once most learned city of Greece have remained a stranger 
to the tomb of one of its most ingenious citizeos, had it not been 
discovered by a man of Arpinum." 

Worts.—The range and Importance of the scientific labours of 
Archimedes will be best understood from a brief account of those 
writings which have come down to us; and it need only be added 
that his greatest work was in geometry, where he so encoded the 
method of exhaustion as originated by Endoxus, and followed by 
Euclid, that it became in bra hands, though purely geometrical in 
form, actually equivalent in several cases to magretion. as expounded 
in the first chapters of our text-books on the integral calculus. This 
remark applies to the finding of the area of • parabolic segment 
(mechanical solution) and of a spval, the surface and volume of a 
sphere and of a segment thereof, and the volume of any segments 
of the solids of revolution of the second degree. 

The extant treatises are as follows:— 
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with the dimensions of spheres. cones. " solid rhombi " and ey-
finders, all demonstrated in a strictly geometrical method. The 
first book contains forty-four propositions. and those in which the 
most important results are finally obtained are: 13 (surface of right 
cylinder), 14. 15 (surface of right cone), 33 (surface of sphere), 
(volume of sphere and its 'elation to that of circumscribing cylinder), 
az. 43 (surface of segment of sphere). 44 (volume of sector ofsphere). 
The second book is in nine propositions, eight of which deal wit 
segments of spheres and include the problems of cutting a given 
sphere by a plane no that (a) the surfaces, (b) the volumes, of the 
segments are in a given ratio (Props. 3. 4), and of constructing a 
segment of a sphere similar to one given segment and having (a) its 
volume, (8) its surface, equal to that of another (5. 6). 

(2) The Measurement of the Click (Bake, *weir) Is a short 
book of three propositions. the main result being obtained in Prop. 2, 
which shows that the circumference of a circle is lees than 3; and 
greater than 31$ times its diameter. Inscribing in and cram-
scribing about a circle two polygons,, each of ninety-six sides, and 
assuming that the perimeter of the crcle lay between those of the 
polygons, he obtained the limits he has assigned by sheer calculation, 
starting from two close approximations to the valueof 43, which he 
assumes as known (265/153 <t13 < 1351/780). 

(3) On Colloids and Spheroid: (fbpi misroulikr. sal epoipoubbier) 
is a treatise in thirty-two propositions, on the solids generated by 
the revolution of the conic sections about their axes, the main results 
being the comparisons of the volume of any segment cut off by • 
plane with that of a cone having the same base and axis (Props. al. 
22 for the paraboloid, 25.26 for the hyperboloid, and 27-3a for the 
spheroid). 

(4) On Spirals Mal Nair) Is a book of twenty-eight moped-
Hons. Propositions t are preliminary, 13.2o contain tangential 
properties of the curve now known as the spool of Archimedes. and 
at-28 show how to express the area included between any portion 
of the curve and the radii vectors to its extremities. 

(5) On the Equilibriums of Planes or Centres of Griney_of Planes 
arefflow lesaarin, $ maim &oar aorifies). This con-

sists of two books, and may be called the foundation of theoretical 
mechanics, for the previous contributions of Aristotle were com-
paratively vague and unscientific. In the first book there are fifteen 
propositions,with seven postulates; and demonstrations are given, 
much the sarne as those still employed, of the centres of gravity 
(I) of any two weighs, (a) of any parallelogram, (3) of any triangle, 
(4) of any trapezium. The second Wok in ten propositions is devoted 
to the finding the centres of gravity (t) of a parabolic segment, (2) of 
the area included between any two parallel chords sttd the portions 
of the curve intercepted by them. 

(6) The Quadrantal qf the Parabola (Terogyierieuk rapiffekiii) is 
a book in twenty-four propositions, containing two demonstrations 
that the area of any segment of a parabola is of the triangle which 
has the same base as the segment and equal

1 
 height. The first (a 

mechanical proof) begins. after some preliminary 	Lions on the 
Parabola, in Prop. 6, ending with an in tion in 16. The 
second (a geometrical proof) is expounded in Props. t7-24. 

(7) On floating Bodies (nip/ axe4o...) is a treatise In two 
books, the first of which establishes the general principles of hydro-
statics, and the second discusses with the greatest completeness the 
positions of rest and stability of a right segment of a paraboloid of 
revolution floating in a fluid. 

(8) The Psammiks (*aii•frer. Lat. Arecmrias, or and reckoner), 
a small treatise, addressed to Gelo, the eldest son of Hiero, expound-
ing, as applied to reckoning the number of grains of sand that could 
be contained in a sphere of the size of our " universe." a system 
of naming large numbers according to " orders " and " periods 
which would enable any number to be expressed up to that which 
we should write with t Followed by 80,000 ciphers! 

(9) A Collection of Lomas. consisting of fifteen propositions in 
plane geometry. This has come down to us through • Latin version 
of an Arabic manuscript; it cannot, however, have been written by 
Archimedes in its present form, as his name is quoted in it more than 
once. 

Lastly, Archimedes Is credited with the famous Canle-Probleta 
enunciated in the epigram edited by G. E. Leasing In 1773. which 
purports to have been sent by Archimedes to the mathematicians at 
Alexandria in a letter to Eratosthenes. Of lost works by Archimedes 
we can identify the following: (t) investigations on polyhedra 
mentioned by Pappus; (2) "koital. Principles, a book addressed to 
Zeuxippus and dealing with the naming of numbers on the system 
explained in the Sand Reckoner: (3) Bar Orley. On Wawa or 
levers: (4) Kerrootkimsb, On centres of gravity; (5) Baranneft, an 
optical work from which Thew of Alexandria quotes a remark about 
refraction: (6) Iterstior. a Method, mentioned by Suidas; (7) fleet 
csleoperogtar, On Sphere-making. in which Archimedes explained 
the construction of the sphere which he made to imitate the motions 
of the sun, the moon and the five planets in the heavens. Cicero 
actually saw this contrivance and describes it (De Rep. L c. 14, 

21-22). 
BISLIOGRAPHY.—The editio prince* of the works of Archimedes, 

with the commentary of Eutoaus, is that printed at Basel, in '514, 
in Greek and Latin, by Hervagius. I). Itivaules edition (Pans, 
1615) gave the enuncianons in Greek and the proofs in Latin some- 
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what retouched. A Latin version of them was published by Iimac 
Barrow in 1675 (London. eta); Nicolas Tartagka:Etiehed in, 
Latin the treatises on Centres of Gravity. on the 	of the 
Parabola, on the Measnrernext of the Circle, and on 	Bodies, i. 
(Venice, t543); Trojanus Curtius published the two books on 
Meeks Bodies in 1565 after Tartsglia'• death; Frederic Com- 
mandine edited the Aldine edition of 1558, ato, which contains 
Circuli Disnensio, De Lads Spiralffors, Quairatuns Paraboks, De 
Conoieklus it Spheroidibits, and De sinner. Arcade; and in 1565 the 
same mathematician published the two books De its paw vekuntur 
in apes. J. Torelli's monumental edition of the works with the 
commentaries of Eutacius, published at Oxford in 1792. folio, 
remained the best Greek text until the definitive text edited, with 
Eutocius' commentaries, Latin translation, &c., by J. L. Heiberg 
(Leipzig, 1880-1881) superseded it. The Arena:so and Disnensw 
Cm:di, with Eutaaus' commentary on the latter, were edited by 
Wallis with Latin translation and notes in 1678 (Oxford), and the 
Amaryllis was also published in English by George Anderson (London, 
1784), with useful notes and illustrations. The first modern transla-
tion of the works is the French edition published by F. Peyrard 
(Paris, s8o8. a vols. 8vo.). A valuable German translation with 
notes, by E. Nizze. was published at Stralsund in 1824. There is 
a complete edition in modern notation by T. L. Heath (The Works 
of Archimedes, Cambrid , 1897). On Archimedes himself, see 
Plutarch's Life of M (T. L. H.) 

ARCHIMEDES, SCREW OF, a machine for raising water, 
said to have been invented by Archimedes, for the purpose of 
removing water from the hold of a large ship that had been 
built by King Hiero IL of Syracuse. It consists of a watertight 
cylinder, enclosing a chamber walled off by spiral divisions 
roaming from end to end, inclined to the horizon, with its lower 
open end placed in the water to be raised. The water, while 
occupying the lorrrst portion in each successive division of the 
spiral chamber, is lifted mechanically by the turning of the 
machine. Other forms have the spiral revolving free in a fixed 
cylinder, or consist simply of a tube wound spirally about a 
cylindrical axis. The same principle is sometimes used in 
machines for handling wheat, &c. (see CONVEYORS). 

ARCHIPELAGO, a name now applied to any island-studded 
sea, but originally the distinctive designation of what is now 
generally known as the Aegean Sea (Akyaks ariAnyor), its 
ancient name having been revived. Several etymologies have 
been proposed: e.g. (1) it is a corruption of the ancient name, 
Egeapelago; (2) it is from the modern Greek, 'Avo at)ux-ro, the 
Holy Sea; (3) it arose at the time of the Latin empire, and 
means the Sea of the Kingdom (Arai); (4) it is a translation 
of the Turkish name, Ak Genghis, Argon Pdagos, the White 
Sea; (5) it is simply Arckipelagus, Italian, arcipdaga, the chief 
sea. For the Grecian Archipelago see AEGEAN SPA. Other 
archipelagoes are described in their respective places. 

ARCHIPPOS, an Athenian poet of the Old Comedy, who 
flourished towards the end of the 5th century s.c. His most 
famous play was the Fishes, in which he satirized the fondness 
of the Athenian epicures for fish. The Alexandrian critics 
attributed to him the authorship of four plays previously 
assigned to Aristophanes. Archippus was ridiculed by his con-
temporaries for his fondness for playing upon words (Schol. on 
Aristophanet, Wasps, 480. 

Titles and fragments of six plays are preserved, For which sae 
T. Kock, Caoriconon Anicorion Fravnenta. i. (018o); or A. Iffeineke, 
Podaruni Consicoruin Grauer:an Fragmenla (am). 

ARCHITECTURE (Lat. archifecksra, from the Gr. derriertiv, 
a master-builder), the art of building in such a way as to accord 
with principles determined, not merely by the ends the edifice 
is intended to serve, but by high considerations of beauty and 
harmony (see FINE Aries). It cannot be defined as the art of 
building simply, or even of building welL So far as mere ex-
cellence of construction is concerned, see Bottom and its 
allied articles. The end of building as such is convenience, use , 

 irrespective of appearance; and the employment of materials 
to this end is regulated by the mechanical principles of the 
constructive art. The end of architecture as an art, on the other 
band, is so to arrange the plan, masses and enrichments of 
structure as to impart to it interest, beauty, grandeur, unity; 
power. Architecture thus necessitates the possession by the 
builder of gifts of imagination as well as of technical skill, and 

2a 
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in all works of architecture properly so called these elements 
must exist, and be harmoniously combined. 

Like the other arts, architecture did not spring Into existence 
at an early period of man's history. The ideas of symmetry and 
proportion which are afterwards embodied in material structures 
could not be evolved until at least a moderate degree of civiliza-
tion had been attained, while the efforts of primitive man in the 
construction of dwellings must have been at first determined 
solely by his physical wants. Only after these had been pro-
vided for, and materials amassed on which his imagination 
might exercise itself, would he begin to, plan and erect structures, 
possessing not only utility, but also grandeur and beauty. It 
may be well to enumerate. briefly the elements which in com-
bination form the architectural perfection of a building. These 
elements have been very variously determined by different 
authorities. Vitruvius, the only ancient writer on the art whose 
works have come down to us, lays down three qualities as in-
dispensable in a fine building: Finailas, Utililas, Venustas, 
stabilty, utility, beauty. From an architectural point of view 
the last is the principal, though not the sole element; and, 
accordingly, the theory of architecture is occupied for the most 
part with aesthetic considerations, or the principles of beauty 
in designing. Of such principles or qualities the following appear 
to be the most important: size, harmony, proportion, symmetry, 
ornament and colour. All other elements may be reduced under 
one or other of these heads. 

With regard to the first quality, it is dear that, as the feeling 
of power is a source of the keenest pleasure, size, or vastness 
of proportion, will not only excite in the mind of man the feelings 
of awe with which he regards the sublime in nature, but will 
impress him with a deep sense of the majesty of human power. 
It is, therefore, a double source of pleasure. The feelings with 
which we regard the Pyramids of Egypt, the great hall of columns 
at Karnak, the Pantheon, or the Basilica of Maxentius at Rome, 
the Trilithon at Baalbek, the choir of Beauvais cathedral, 
or the Arc de l'Etoile at Paris, sufficiently attest the truth of 
this quality, rise, which is even better appreciated when the 
buildings are contemplated simply as masses, without being 
disturbed by the consideration of the details. 

Proportion itself depends essentially upon the employment 
of mathematical ratios in the dimensions of a building. It is 
a curious but significant fact that such proportions as those of 
an exact cube, or of two cubes placed side by side—dimensions 
increasing by one-half (e.g., so ft. high, 30 wide and 45 long)—
or the ratios of the base, perpendicular and hypotenuse of a 
right-angled triangle (e.g. 3, 4, 5, or their multiples)—please the 
eye more than dimensions taken at random. No defect is more 
glaring or more unpleasant than want of proportion. The 
Gothic architects appear to hive been guided in their designs 
by proportions based on the equilateral triangle. 

By harmony is meant the general balancing of the several 
parts of the design. It is proportion applied to the mutual 
relations of the details. Thus, supported parts should have 
an adequate ratio to their supports, and the same should be 
the case with solids and voids. Due attention to proportion 
and harmony gives the appearance of stability and repose 
which is indispensable to a really fine building. Symmetry 
is uniformity is plan, and, when not carried to mess, is un-
doubtedly effective. But a building too rigorously symmetrical 
is apt to appear cold and tasteless. Such symmetry of general 
plan, with diversity of detail, as is presented to us in leaves, 
animals, and other natural objects, is probably the just medium 
between the excesses of two opposing schools. 

Next to general beauty or grandeur of form in a building 
comes architectural ornament. Ornament, of course, may 
be used to excess, and as a general rule it should be confined 
to the decoration of constructive parts of the fabric; but, on 
the other hand, a total absence or a paucity of ornament betokens 
an unpleasing poverty. Ornaments may be divided into two 
classes—mouldings and the sculptured representation of natural 
or fanciful objects. Mouldings, no doubt, originated, first, in 
simply taking off the edge of anything that might be in the Way,  

as the edge of a square post, and then sinking the chamfer in 
hollows of various forms; and thence were developed the 
systems of mouldings we now find in all styles and periods. 
Each of these has its own system; and so well are their char-
acteristics understood, that from an examination of them a 
skilful architect will not only tell the period in which any building 
has been erected, but will even give an estimate of its probable 
size, as professors of physiology will construct an animal from 
the examination of a single bone. Mouldings require to be 
carefully studied, for nothing offends an educated eye like a 
confusion of mouldings, such as Roman forms in Greek work, 
or Early English in that of the Tudor period. The same remark 
applies to sculptured ornaments. They should be neither too 
numerous nor too few, and above all, they should be consistent. 
The carved ox skulls, for instance, which are appropriate in 
a temple of Vesta or of Fortune would be very incongruous 
on a Christian church. 

Colour must be regarded as a subsidiary element in architec-
ture, and although it seems almost indispensable and bas always 
been extensively employed in interiors, it is doubtful how far 
external colouring is desirable. Some contend that only local 
colouring, i.e. the colour of the materials, should be admitted; 
but there seems no reason why any colour should not be used, 
provided it be employed with discretion and kept subordinate 
to the form or outline. 

Origin of the Art.—The origin of the art of architecture is to be 
found in the endeavours of man to provide for his physical 
wants; in the earliest days the cave, the but and the tent may 
have given shelter to those who devoted themselves to hunting 
and fishing, to agriculture and to a pastoral and nomadic life, 
and in many cases still afford the only shelter from the weather. 
There can be no doubt, however, that climate and the materials 
at band affect the forms of the primitive buildings; thus, in the 
two earliest settlements of mankind, in Chaldaea and Egypt, 
where wood was scarce, the heat in the day-time intense, and 
the only material which could be obtained was the alluvial clay, 
brought down by the rivers in both those countries, they shaped 
this into bricks, which, dried in the sun, enabled them to build 
rude huts, giving them the required shelter. These may have 
been circular or rectangular on plan, with the bricks laid in 
horizontal courses, one projecting over the other, till the walls 
met at the top. The next advance in Egypt was made by the 
employment of the trunks of the palm tree as a lintel over the 
doorway, to support the wall above, and to cover over the but 
and carry the fiat roof of earth which is found down to the present 
day in all hot countries. Evidence of this system of construction 
is found in some of the earliest rock-cut tombs at Giza, where the 
actual dwelling of the deceased was reproduced in the tomb, 
and from these reproductions we gather that the corners, or 
quoins of the but were protected by sterns of the douva plant, 
bound together in rolls by the leaves, which, in the form of torus 
rolls, were also carried across the top of the wall Down to the 
present day the huts of the (atolls are built in the same way, 
and, surmounted as they are by pigeon-cots, bear so strong 
a resemblance to the pylons and the walls of the temples as at 
all events to suggest, if not to prove, that in their origin these 
stone erections were copies of imburnt brick structures. From 
long exposure in the sun, these bricks acquire a hardness and 
compactness not much inferior to some of the softer qualities 
of stone, but they are unable to sustain much pressure; conse-
quently it is necessary to make the walls thicker at the bottom 
than at the top, and it is this which results in the batter or raking 
sides of all the unbumt brick walls. The same raking sides are 
found in all their mariabas, or tombs, sometimes built in un-
burnt brick and sometimes in stone, in the latter case being 
simple reproductions of the former. In some of the early 
mastabas, built in brick, either to vary the monotony of the 
mass and decorate the walls, or to ensure greater care in their 
construction, vertical brick pilasters are provided, forming sunk 
panels. These form the principal decoration, as reproduced in 
stone, of an endless number of tombs, some of which are in the 
British Museum. At the top of each panel they carve a portion 
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of trunk necessary to support the walls of brick, and over the 
doorway a similar feature. In Chaldaea the same decorative 
features are found in the stage towers which constituted their 
temples, and broad projecting buttresses, indented panels and 
other features, originally constructive, fotm the decorations of 
the Assyrian palaces. There also, built in the same material, 
unburnt brick, the walls have a similar batter, though they were 
faced with burnt bricks. In later times in Greece and Asia 
Minor, where wood was plentiful, the stone architecture suggests 
ltd timber origin, and though unburnt brick was still employed for 
the mass of the walls, the remains in Crete and the representa-
tions in painting, &c., show that it was encased in timber 
framing, so that the raking walls were no longer a necessary 
element in their structure. The clearest proofs of original 
timber construction are shown in the rock-cut tombs of Lycia, 
where the ground sill, vertical posts, cross beams, purlins and 
roof joists are all direct imitations of structures originally 
erected in wood. 

The numerous relics of structures left by primeval man have 
generally little or no architectural value; and the only interesting 
problem regarding them—the detkrmination of their date and 
purpose and of the degree of civilization which they manifest—
falls within the province of archaeology (see ARCHAEOLOGY; 
BARROW; LAZE-DWELLINGS; STONE MONUMENTS). 

Technical terms in architecture will be found separately 
explained under their own headings in this work, and in this 
article a general acquaintance with them is assumed. A number 
of architectural subjects are also considered in detail in separate 
articles; see, for instance, CAPITAL; COLUMN; DESIGN; ORDER; 
and such headings 1LS ABBEY; AQUEDUCT; ARCH; BASILICA; 
BATHS; BRIDGES; CATACOMB; CRYPT; DOME; MOSQUE; PALACE; 
PYRAMID; TEMPLE; THEATRE; &c., &c. Also such general articles 
on national art as CHID: Art; EGYPT: Art and Archaeology; 
GREEK Aar; ROMAN ARr; &c., and the sections on archi-
tecture and buildings under the headings of countries and towns. 

In the remainder of this article the general history of the evolu-
tion of the art of architecture will be considered in various 
sections, associated with the nations and periods from which 
the leading historic styles are chronologically derived, in so far 
as the dominant influences on the art, and not the purely local 
characteristics of countries outside the main current of its 
history, are concerned; but the opportunity Is taken to treat 
with some attempt at comprehensiveness the leading features 
of the architectural history of those countries and peoples which 
are intimately connected with the development of modern 
architecture. 

These consecutive sections are as follows:— 
Egyptian 
Assynan 
Persian_ 
Greek 

Saesaniau 
Parthian 

Etruscan 
Roman 
Byzantine 
Early Christian 
Early Christian Work in Central Syria 
Coptic Church in Egypt 
Romanesque and Gothic in— 

France ce 
Spain 
England 
Germany 
Belgium and Holland 

Renaissance: Introduction 
Italy 
France 

England 
Germany 
Belgium and Holland 

Mahcanmedan 
Finally, a section on what can only be collectively termed Modern 

architecture deals with the main lines of the later developments 
down to the present day in the architectural history of different 
countries. (R. P. S.) 

EGYPTIAN ARCHITECTURE 
Although structures discovered in Chahlaca, at Tello and Nippur: 

seeming to date back to the fifth millennium B.C., suggest that the 
earlier settlements of mankind were in the valley of the Tigris and 
Euphrates, north of the Persian Gulf, it is to Egypt that we must 
turn for the most ancient records of monumental architecture 
(see also EGYPT: Art and Archaeology). The proximity of the 
ranges of hills (the Arabian and Libyan chains) to the Nile, and the 
facilities which that river afforded for the transport of the material 
quarried in them, enabled the Egyptians at a very early period to 
reproduce in stone those structures in unburnt brick to which we 
have already referred. 

Although the great founder of the first Egyptian monarchy is 
reputed to be Menes, the Thinite who traditionally founded the 
capital at Memphis, he was preceded, according to Flinders Petrie, 
by an earlier invading race coming from the south, who established 
a monarchy at This near Abydos, having endued the country by the 
Kosseir road from the Red Sea; and this may account for the early 
tradition that it was the Ethiopians who founded the earliest dynastic 
race, " Ethiopians " being a wide term which may embrace several 
MPS. 

Egyptian architecture is usually described under the principal 
periods in which it was developed. They are as follows':—(A) the 
Memphite kingdom, whose capital was at Memphis, south-west of 
Cairo, the Royal Domain extending south some 3o to ao m.; (B) 

• the first Theban kingdom with Thebes as the capital; this covers 
three dynasties. Then follows an interregnum of five dynasties, 
when the invasion of the Hyksos took place; this was architecturally 
unproductive. On the expulsion of the Hyksos there followed (C) 
the second Theban kingdom, consisting of three dynasties, under 
whose reign the finest temples were erected throughout the country. 
After 1102 followed six dynasties (trot-525 s.c.), with capitals at 
Sais, Tanis and Bubastis, when the decadence of art and power took 
place. Then followed the Persian invasion, 52  -33I p.c., which was 
destructive instead of being_ reproductive. On the defeat of the 
Persians by Alexander the Great, and after his death in 23 s.c., 
was founded (D) the Ptolemaic kingdom, with Alexandria as the 
capital. A great revival of art then took place, which to a certain 
extent was carried on under the Roman occupation from s7 s.c., 
and lasted about 300 years. 

With the exception of a small temple, found by Petrie in front of 
the temple of Medum, and the so-called " Temple of the Sphinx," 
the only monuments remaining of the Memphite kingdom are the 
Pyramids, which were built by the kings as their tomb;, and the 
mastabas, in which the members of the royal family and 	he priests 
and chiefs were buried. The mastaba (Arabic for " 1. 	r ") was a 
tomb, oblong in plan, with battering side and a flat roof. ontaining 
various chambers, of which the principal were (I) the Chapel for 
offerings, (a) the Serdab, in which the Ka or double of the deceased 
was deposited, and (3) the well, always excavated in the rock, in 
which the mummy was placed. 

The three best -known pyramids are those situated about 7 m. 
south-west of Cairo, which were built by the second, third and 
fourth kings of the fourth dynasty,—Khufu (e. 3969-3908 s.c.), 
Khafra (c. 3908-3845 a.c.), and Menkaura 3E45-37803.c.), who 
are better known as Cheops. Cephren and Mycennus. The first of 
these is the largest and most remarkable in its construction and 
setting out. The pyramid of Cephren was slightly smaller, and that 
of Myeerinus still more so, compensated for by a casing in granite. 
The dimensions and other details are given in the article PYRAMIDS. 
From the purely architectural point of view they are the least im-
pressive of masses, and their immense size is not teased until on a 
dose approach. 

The temple of the Sphinx, attributed to Cephren, Is T-shaped 
in plan, with two rows of square piers down the vertical and one 
row down the cross portion. These carried a flat roof of stone. 
The temple is remarkable for the splendid finish given to the granite 
piers, and to the alabaster slabs which cased the rock in which it had 
been partially excavated (but see EGYPT: History, I.). 

The Sersipeum at Sakkara, in which the sacred bullswereembahned 
and buried, the tomb of Ti (a fifth dynasty courtier?, and the tombs 
of the kings and queens of Thebes. have no special architectural 
features which call for description here. 

We pass on to the first Theban kingdom, the eighth king of which, 
Nebhepr8 Menthotp III., built the temple lately discovered on the 
south side of the temple at Deir-el-Bahri, of which it is the prototype. 
It was a sepulchral temple, and being built on rising ground was 
approached by flights of steps. In the centre was a solid mass of 
masonry which, it is thought by some authorities, was crowned by a 
pyramid. This was surrounded by a double portico with square 
piers in the outer range, and octagonal piers in the inner range, 
there being a wall between the two ranges. 

The earliest tombs in which the column (g.v.) appears, as an archi-
tectural feature, are those at Beni Hasan, attributed to the period 
of Senwosri (formerly read Usertesen) I. the second king of the 
twelfth dynasty. These are carved in the ;did rock. There are two 

For the various chronological systems proposed see Esrey: 
Chronology. 
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the Polygonal column, sometimes in error called the Proto- 
types, which was cut in the rock in imitation of a wooden column, 
and a second variety known as the Lotus column, which is employed 
inside, supporting the rock-cut roof, but having such slender pro-
portions as to suggest that it was copied from the posts of a porch, 
round which the Lotus plant had been tied. 

The culminating period of the Egyptian style begins with the 
kings of the eighteenth  dynasty, their principal capital being Thebes, 
described by Fiesodotus as the " City with the Hundred Gates "; 
and although the execution of the masonry is inferior to that of the 
older dynasties, the grandeur of the conception of their temples, 
and the wealth displayed in their realization entitle Thebes to the 
most important position in the history of the Egyptian style, especi-
ally as the temples there grouped on both sides of the nver exceed 
in number and dimensions the whole of the other temples throughout 
Egypt. This to a certain extent may possibly ,  be due to the distance 

ebes from the Mediterranean, which has contributed to their 
preservation from invaders. We have already referred to the probable 
origin of the peculiar batter or raking side given to the walls of the 
pylons and temples, with the Torus moulding surrounding the same 
and crowned with the cavetto cornice, 'Mat, however, is more 
remarkable is the fact that, once accepted as an important and 
characteristic feature, it should never have been departed from, 
and that down to and during the Roman occupation the same batter 
is found in all the temples, though constructively there was no 
necessity for it. The strict adherence to tradition may possibly 
account for this, but it has resulted in a magnificent repose possessed 
by these structures, which seem built to last till eternity. 

An avenue with sphinxes on both sides forms the approach to 
the temple. These avenues were sometimes of considerable length, 
as in the case of that reaching from Karnak to Luxor, which is 1 m. 

long. The leading features of the 
temple (sqe fig. 1) were'-(A) The 
pylon, consisting of two pyramidal 
masses of masonry crowned with a 
cavetto cornice, united in thecentre 
by an immense doorway, in front of 
which on either side were seated 
S gures of the king and obelisks. 
(B) A great open court surrounded 
by peristyles on two or three sides. 
(C) A great hall with a range of 
columns down the centre on either 
side, forming what in European 
architecture would be known as 
nave and aisles, with additional 
aisles on each side; these had 
columns of less height than those 

g 	first mentioned, so as to allow of 
2 	• clerestory, lighting the central 
• avenue. (U) Smaller halls with 

their flat roofs carried by columns. 
And finally (E) the sanctuary, with 
passage round giving access to the 

Its occupied by the priest. 
Broadly speaking, the temples 

bear considerable resemblance to 
one another (see TEMPLE), except 
in dimensions. There is one im- 
portant distinction, however, to be 
drawn between the Theban temples 
and those built under the Ptolemaic 
rule. In these latter the halls are 
not enclosed between pylons, but 
left open on the side of the entrance 
court with screens in between the 
columns, the hall being lighted from 
above the screens. The temples of 
Edfu, Esna and Dendera are thus 
arranged. 

The great temple of Karnak (fig. 2) differs from the type just 
described, in that it was the work of many successive monarchs. 
Thus the sanctuary, built in granite, and the surrounding chambers, 
were erected by Senwosn (USertesen) I. of the twelfth dynasty. In 
front of this, on the west side, pylons were added by Tethmosis 
(Thothmes, Tahutmes) I. (t541-1516), enclosing a hall, in the walls 
of which were Osirid figures. In front of this a third pylon was 
added, which Seti (Sethos) I. utilized as one of the enclosures of the 
great hall of columns (fig. 3), measuring t70 ft. deep by 329 ft. wide, 
having added a fourth pylon on the other side to enclose it. Again 
in front of this was the great open court with porticoes on two sides, 
and a great pylon, forming the entrance. In the rear of all these 
buildings, and some distance beyond the sanctuary. Tethmceis III. 
(159-t44e) built a great colonnaded hall with other halls round, 
considered to have been a palace. All these structures form a part 
only of the great temple, on the right and left of which (i.e. to the 
north-east and south-west) were other temples preceded by pylons 
and connected one with the other by avenues of sphinxes. Though 
of small size comparatively. one of the best preserved is the temple 
of Chons, built by Rameses Ill. It was from this temple that an  

avenue of sphinxes led to the temple of Luxor, which was begun by 
Amenophis Ill. (1414-1379 n.C.), and completed by Ratneses IL 
(13oo-t234). 

On the opposite or west bank of the Nile ate the temple of Me dinet 
MO, the Rawesseum, the temples of Kurna and of-Saki; 
the last being a sepulchral temple, which, built on rising ground. 
bad flights of steps leading to the higher level (fig. 4), and porticoes 
with square piers at the foot of each terrace. In the rear on the right. 
hand side was found an altar, the only example of its kind known in 
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Egypt The halls behind this and the portico of the right flank had 
rta.1 columns 

In the palace of Tell el-Amarna, built shortly before 135o it.c. by 
the heretic king Akhenaton (whose name was originally Amenophis 
IV.), and discovered by Petrie, there were no special architectural 
developments. but the painted decoration of the walls and pavements 
assumed a literal it.terpretation of natural forms of plants and 
foliage and of birds and animals, recalling to some extent that 
found at Comma in Crete. 

Ascending the river from Cairo, the first temples of which Im-
portant remains exist are the two at Abydos. One of these has an 
exceptional plan, with seven sanctuaries in the rear. It was built 
by Seti I.. and consist* of an outer portico with square pier*, a ball 
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with two rows of columns down to the centre. and a second hall with 
three rows of columns. These halls are placed longitudinally to give 
access to the seven sanctuaries. The second temple is of the ordinary 
type, with pylon, court with portico on all four sides, two halls of 
columns. and three sanctuaries in the rear. The next temple is that 
of Dendera, commenced under the second Ptolemy but not completed 
until the reign of Nero. It has been completely excavated. and 

Fee 3.—Section through Hall of Colonies, Karnak. 
a, Claestory window. 

retains the whole of its external walls. Above Thebes is the temple 
of Esna, of which the hall of columns only has been cleared out. 
The capitals of the front belong to the lotus-bud type, and those of 
the interior are carved with many varieties of river plant. The 
temple of Edfu is the best preserved in Egypt. Its plan (fig. 5) 
would seem to have been determined from the first, and it is singular 
to note that it presents the traditional type of plan, which in the 
Theban examples was evolved from additions made by successive 
monarchs. In dimensions it is but little inferior to these. Its pylon 
(fig. 6) is 25o ft. wide and tso ft. high; the first court has porticoes 
on three sides. The great hall of columns, all of which here are of 
the same height, is lighted from above (fig, 7), the screen facing the 
court. Then follow the second hall of columns, two vestibules. 
and the sanctuary, surrounded by a passage giving access to the 
priest's rooms round. The temple of Kdm Ombo, which comes next, 
was dedicated to two deities, and had therefore two sanctuaries. 

The temples of Philae owe much of their beauty and picturesque-
ness to the island on which they are situated; their plans, and that 
of the long porticoes in front of the pylons of the great temple, 
being fitted to the irregularity of the site. In the first court is a 
well-preserved example of the tilammeisi temple (see TEMPLE), the 
sanctuary and other rooms in which arc entirely enclosed in a 
peristyle. It was built by Ptolemy Euergetes (247-222 II C.). A 
second monarch of the same name (about [25 a.c.) built the pavilion 
on the north side of the island, known as " Pharaoh's bed," the roof 
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FIG. 4—Temple of Deir-el-Bahri, conjectural restoration 

of which was covered with stone slabs, resting on timber beams- 
In consequence of the building of the Assuan dam all these temples 
are submerged for the greater part of the year. The principal temples 
between Philae and the second cataract are:—Dabdd, of which 
little remains; Kartassi: Kalabsha, still preserving its pylon and 
great hall of columns; the Btt el-Wali, in which arc two ancient 
polygonal columns; Ger( Husen, partially cut in the rock; Dakka ; 

Wadl es-Sebint: and lastly Abe Smbel. Owing to the proximity 
of the ranges of hills to the Nile. there was no room for the ordinary 
type of temple at Abe Simbel, so that those founded here by Reroutes 
the Great (c. 1300-1234 Le.) were 
excavated in the rock. In the 
place of the pylon the side of the • 
cliff was worked off, leaving in 
relief four immense seated figures, 
66 ft. high. The first hall had 
three aisles, divided by four piers 
on each side, in front of which 
Osirid figures Oa ft. high) were 
carved: beyond was a second hall, 
vestibule and sanctuary. The 
long rectangular chambers on 
each side are provided with 
benches cut in the rock. The 
depth of the temple is rao ft. 
There is a second temple of 
smaller size which faces the Nile. 

We have already referred to 
the lotus columns at Beni Hasan; 
these, when employed construc-
tionally to carry stone roofs, 
assumed a far more solid appear. 
ance, and the stems of the lotus 
plant carved in the earlier ex-
amples were omitted in the later, 
in order to give more surface for 
intaglio carving. The capital and 
its neck still retain the lotus buds 
and the bands which tied them 
round the column. In the central 
avenues of the groat halls the 
columns had bell capitals, the 
decoration of which was bailed on 
the Rower of the papyrus. • There 
are a few examples of the palm Flo. 5.—Plan of the Temple of 
capital, often carved in granite, Edfu. 
which date from an early period. 	AA. Pylon. 
Commencing with the Ptolemaic 	B, Entrance door. 
revival the capitals assume a 	C, Great Court. 
much greater variety of form, 	D, Hall of Columns. 
their decoration being based on 	E. Second Hall. 
river plants; but here again the 	F. Hall of the Altar. 
lotus plant, which seems still to 	G. Hall of the Centre. 
be the favourite type, pre- 	H. Sanctuary. 
dominates, the buds in various 	KK. Storerooms. 
degrees of their growth alternat- 
ing one with the other. All these varieties of form are described 
in the ankle CAPITAI, but two or three may be mentioned here, 
as they depart from the usual type. The Hathor-headed capital. 

with faces on all four sides, and sur-
mounted with a miniature shrine, • 
found at Dendera. Philae and other 
temples of the Ptolemaic or Roman 
periods; one of the earliest examples, 
but without the shrine, dates back to 
Tethmosis III. (15o5-1449 B.O. As a 
distinct type of pier tion, the 
Osirid figures at Medinet Abu, at 
Karnak, Gerf Husen, Abu Simbel and 
other temples, constitute important 
features: the figure is carved in front of 
the pier and does not serve any con-
structive function. 

With the exception of the great 
building in the rear of the temple at 
Karnak. built by Tethmosis III.. and 
the pavilion of Medinet Abe on the 
west bank of the Nile at Thebes, no 
palatial residences of any importance 
have yet been found, from which it 
might be inferred that the kiog, being 
the head of the Egyptian religion, 
occupied with his family the sacred 
precincts of the temple: but large as 
these temple enclosures are, there would 
have been no room for the immense 
army of attendants and servants re-

by Prof. E. Brune. quired in an Oriental court. Moreover. 
the darkness of the halls and the rigid 

enclosures would have made a residence in them anything but 
cheerful. There are two instances where, in consequence of the 
subsequent desertion of the site, remains have been found of ancient 
towns. At Tell el-Amarna, built by the heretic king, Akhenaton, 
portions of the houses remain, and at Kahun. in the Fayum, Petrie 
discovered the walls of a town which, erected for the overseers and 
workmen employed in the construction of the pyramid of Illahuo, 
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built by Senwosri (Usertesen) II. 4684-4666 ir.c.), was abandoned 
when the pyramid was comple... The houses were all built in 
unburnt brick, and in those cane where the rooms exceeded 8 or 9 ft. 
in Width, columns in stone or wood were employed to assist in carry-. 
ing the roof, which was co cted of beams carrying smaller 
timbtrsoaveredover.withafiattoofofmud. The planned the houses 

Ft0 6.—Exterior of the Pylon of he Temple of Edfu. 

were not unlike those found in Pompeii. with open courts and 
porticoes and no external windows. The streets ran at right angles 
to one another, and the houses varied in size from the workman's 
hut, of erne room, to the overseer's house with several rooms and 
courts; the principal residence, in the centre, occupied by the 
governor of the town, being of still larger dimeasiops. 

Further knowledge of the Egyptian dwellings is chiefly derived 
from the " soul-houses " recently discovered by Petrie, and from the 

paintings in the tombs, which suggest that 
they corresponded to that class of residence 
Which in Rome was known as a villa, viz. a 
series of detached buildings built in immense 
enclosures, with porticoes round, groves of 

• trees, artificial lakes, &c. The walls, gates 
and buildings were all built probably in un-
burnt brick, and the whole site, if on the 
borders of the river, raised on great mounds. 
In this respect they accord with the houses 
of the feUah at the present day, which are 
raised on. the accumulation of centuries, for 
when., owing to the rise of the Nile, the 
houses succumb to the moisture creeping up, 
another house is built on the top. The 
representations in paintings adow that the 
houses were chiefly built in 'unburnt brick, and 
they sometimes were of two or three storeys 

nd.  7.  Fde  in nesght, with windows in the upper floors, 
of the Great-   all and a flat roof with a kind of dormer known 
of Columns of  the  as the Nulhuf, turned towards the north-west 
Ptolemaic temple at to ventilate the house. The paintings ire- 
Edf 	 quendy represent the store-rooms, or granaries; u.  and the preservation of those built by 
gametes the Great, in the rear of the Rameseeum at Thebes, as 
granaries to hold corn, enables us to follow their construction. 
"these granaries cons* Of a series of long cellars: about to to 14 ft. 
wide, pieced side by aide, and roofed over with elliptical barrel 
vaults. The reason for the elliptical form and the method of their 
constnietion is given in the article VAULT (Q.V.). 

The pavilion of Medinet Abe was built in stone. and consequently 
has been preserved more or less complete to our day. It consisted of 
three storeys with a flat roof , and battlement round, said to be in 
imitation of those on a Syrian fortress, as they are quite unlike 
anything else in Egypt. The floors were in wood, but there are traces 
of a stone staircase. The windows, of large size, were filled with 
thin stone slabs pierced with .vertical slits, like those of ihe_hali of 
columns at Kaiak. (ft. P..S.) 

Annum Asefittattvtl 
About 3800 11.e..the earlier inhabitants of Chaldaea or Babylonia 

were invaded and absorbed by a Semitic race, whose fret monarch 
was Sargon of Agade (Aldan). yMrs later. emigrations took 
place northward, and founded Nineveh on the banks of the Tigrie 
about rso az north of Babylon. 1200 years later, the Assyrians 
began building the magnificent series of palaces from which were 
brought the winged man-headed bulls and the sculptured slabs now 
in the British Museum. The leading characteristics of the style, and 
the- nature of the structures, temples and palaces, evolved by the 
Chaldaeans (or first Babylonian empire), the Assyrians, and the new 
Babyloniaq empire, are similar; they, are best known by those  

which represent a culmiluttion of the style in north Mesopotamia, 
and are therefore described here. 

By a singular coincidence the remains of the oldest building 
found at Nipper (Niffar), in lower Mesopotamia, bear a close resem-
blance to the oldest pyramid inEgypt, bfedum, before it received 
its final casing. Thelatter, however,ie known to have been • tomb, 
whereas the structure at Nippur was a temple, which took the form 
of a ziggurat or stage tower. It consisted of several storeys built one 
over the other, the upper storey in each case being set back behind 
the lower, in order to leave a terrace all round. in some cases the 
terrace was wider in front, to give space for staircases ascending 
from storey to storey. In consequence of the extreme flatness of 
the country and its liability to sudden inundations, it became 
necessary, when erecting buildings of any kind, to raise them on 
mounds of earth. The more important-the structure, the higher was 
it deemed necessary to raise it, so as to make it the most conspicuous 
feature in the landscape. The result is that from Abu Shahrain, 
the most southern tows, to Akarke (Aqarquf), 220 m. 'north, 
there are a series of immense mounds, sometimes nearly a mile in 
diameter, and rising to a height of 200 ft., crowned with the remains 
of towns, which, notwithstanding the thirty centuries more or lees 
during which they have been exposed to the torrential rains and the 
destructive agencies of man, form still the most prominent features 
in the count 

temples 
 The structures which were raised on the mound, 

i.e. the m and palaces with their enclosure wails, were all 
built with bricks made of the alluvial clay of the country, shaped in 
wooden moulds and dried in the heat of the sun, a heat so intense 
that they acquired sometimes the hardness of the inferior qualities 
of stone. The walls of the temples, palaces and enclosures had the 
same batter as that already referred Min the preceding section on 
Egypt. In the latter country they were reproduced in stone, of 
which there were many quarries on either side of the Nile; in 
Chaldaea they were obliged to content themselves with the preserva-
tion Of their ziggurats by outer casings of burnt brick and with 
pavements of tiles for their terraces. In order to vary the monotony 
of their temple walls, and perhaps to give them greater strength, 
they built vertical bands or buttresses at intervals, or they sank 
panels in the walls to depths, a natural decoration to which brick 
work lends itself; and these two methods, which were employed in 
early times, were followed by the Assyrians in the palaces of 14unrud. 
Nineveh and Khorsabad. 

The earlier settlements were those founded between the mouths 
'of the Tigris and the Euphrates, on what was than the shore of the 
Persian Gulf, now some 14o nit farther south. The principal towns 
where the remains of ziggurats have been found, all on the borders 
of the Euphrates, beginnin!j  with the most southern, are :--Abu 

or Lana); Warka Ern ); Tdlo (Eninnu); Nippur; Bin 
aeir r of the Chai Shahmin (Eridu); Mugt r:lees); Senkem Ellasar 

Nimrad (Borsippa); Babil (Babylon); El Ohemir (Kish); Abu 
Habba (Sippers)• and Akarkuf (Durkurigalsu). 

Although the ziggurats at Werke, Nippur and Tello are probably 
of older foundation, the great temple of Borsippa at Bin Nimrod 
is in better preservation, baying been restored or rebuilt by 
Nebuehadrezzar, and may be taken as a typical example. The 
ggroround storey was 272 ft. square, and, according to Ferguson, 43 ft. 

tF h. The upper storeys or stages receded back, one behind the 
otthher, so as to leave a terrace all round. Although it is not possible 
to trace more than four storeys, it is known from the description on • 
cylinder foundon the site that there were seven storeys, dedicated 
to the planets, each coloured with the special tint prescribed. The 
total height was about no ft., and on the top was a shrine dedicated 
to the god Nebo. An invaluable record of the researches which 
have been made during the last three centuries or more is given in 
H. V. Hilprecht's Expleralions in Bible Lands during the vas Creel
Two or three of them might be mentioned here. At Werke Mr 
Kenneth Loftus uncovered a wall; strengthened by buttresses fs ft. 
wide and projecting t8 in., between which were panels filled with a 
series of semicircular shaft* side by side, both buttresses and shafts 
being decorated with geometrical patterns consisting of small 
earthenware cones embedded in the wall, the ends of which were 
enamelled in various colours. The design of these patterns is so 
unlike anything found in Assyrian work, but bears so closes resem-
blance to the geometrical designs carved on the columns at Diarbekr 
ascribed to the Parnians, that this wall may have been built at • 
much later period ; and this becomes the more probable in view 
of the discoveries made subsequently at Tello and Nippur, where 
Parthian• palaces have been found, crowning the summits of the 
ancient Chaldaeruf mounds. In both these towns the researches 
made in later years have been carried out far more methodically 
than previously, and, following the example of Schliemann, excayae 
tions have been made to great depth., careful notes being taken of 
the strata shown by the platforms at different levels. At Tello. de 
Sarzac discovered the magnificent collection •  of statues of diorite 
now in the Louvre, one of them (uhfortunately headless) of Gods, 
priest-king and architect of La h, seated and catrying OR his lap 
a tablet, on which is engraved the plan of a fortified enclosure. . 
whilst a divided scale and a stylos are carved in relief near the upper 
and right-hand side. A silver inlaid 'VIM of Entemena, alp priest-
king of Lagash (about 3930 and other treasuresorere found on 
the same site. 
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At Nippur (the ancient Calneh) the Meat& undertaken by the 
university of Pennsylvania resulted in the discovery, un&er a 
ziggurat dated from 4000-4500 B.C., of a barrel-vaulted tunnel, in 
the floor of which were found terra-cotta drain pipes with flanged 
mouths. At a later date (3750 B.C.) Naram-Sin. the son of Sargost, 
had built over the older ziggurat a loftier and larger temple, above 
which was a third built by Ur Gur (2500 B.C.), which still retained 
its burnt brick casing, 5 ft. thick. Crowning all these was the 
Parthian palace mentioned in the section on Parthian architecture 
below. The result of these researches has not only carried back the 
date of the earlier settlements to a prehistoric period quite unknown, 
but has suggested that if similar researches are carried out in other 
well-known mounds, among which the great city of Babylon should 
be counted as the most important, further revelations may still 
be made. 
• But we have now to pass to the principal cities of the Assyrian 
monarchy on the river Tigris. At Nineveh, the capital, which is 
about 250 m. north of Babylon, the remains of three palaces have 
been found, those of Sennacherib (7o5-68t ex.). Esarhaddon (68t-
668 a.c.), and Assurbanipal (668-626 a.c.). At Nimrud (the ancient 

toomaeleereasotealersteveseo . 	 . 

As there must have been nearly loo rooms in the palace, the 
destination of the greater number of which it would be difficult to 
determine, it will be sufficient to refer only to those state rooms 
in which the principal sculptured slabs were found, and which 
decorated the lower q ft. of the walls. The two chief factors to be 
noted are (1) the great length of the halls compared with their 
width, the chief hall being 150 ft. long and 30 ft. wide, and (2) the 
immense thickness of the walls, which measured 28 ft. The only 
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& tlae, lad. 
Ftc. 8.—Plan of the Palace at Khorsabad. 

A, Principal courtyard. 	 E, Official residences. 
B, The harem. 	 F, The king's residence. 
C. The offices. 	 G, The ziggurat or temple. 
DD, The halls of state. 

Calah, founded by Assur), 20 m. south of Nineveh, are also three 
palaces, one (the earliest known) built Ey Assurnazirpal (885-860 
R.c•), the others by Shal ma neser II. (860-825 B.c.) and Esarhaddon. 
At Balawat, to m. east of Nineveh, was a second palace of Shal. 
maneser IL, and at Khorsabad, to m. north-east of Nineveh, the 
palace (fig. 8) built by Sargon 722-705 a.c.), which was situated on 
the banks of the Khanser, a tributary of the Tigris. As this palace 
is one of the most extensive of those hitherto explored, its descrip-
tion will best give the general idea of the plan and conception of an 
Assyrian palace. 

The palace was built on an immense platform, made of sun-dried 
bricks, enclosed in masonry, and covering• an area of nearly one 
million square feet, raised 48 ft. above the town level. The principal 
front of the palace measured goo ft., there being a terrace in front. 
The approach was probably by a double inclined ramp which chariots 
and horses could mount. A central and two side portals (fig. 9). 
flanked with winged human-headed bulls (now in the British 
Museum), led to the principal courtyard (A), measuring 300 ft. by 
2.10 ft. The block (B) on the left of the court. containing smaller 
courts and rooms, constituted the harem; that on the right the 
offices.(C): those in the rear the halls of state (DPI)), the residences 
of the officers of the court (E), the king's private apartments (F) 
being on the left, facing the ziggurat or temple (G). In the extreme 
rear were other state rooms with terraces probably laid out as 
gardens and commanding a view of the river and country beyond. 

FIG. 9.—Entrance gateway, Palace of Khorsabad. 

reason for walls of this thickness would be to resist the thrust of a 
vault, and as to Place, the French explorer, found many blocks of 
earth of great size, the soffits of which were covered with stucco and 
had apparently fallen from a height, he was led to the conclusion. 
now generally accepted, that these halls were vaulted. These dis-
Coveries, and the fact that in none of the palaces excavated has a 
Single foundation of the base of any column been found, quite dispose 
Of Fergusson's restoration, which was based on the palaces of 
Persepolis. Moreover, the two climates are entirely different. In 
the mountainous country of Persia the breezes might be welcomed. 
but in Mesopotamia the beat is so intense that every precaution 

FIG. I O. —Bas.relivf of group of buildings at KuyunJik. 
(After Layard.) 

has to be taken to protect the inmates of the house or palace. Thick 
walls and vaults were a necessity in Nineveh, and even the windows 
or openings must have been of small dimensions. No windows have 
been found, nor are any shown on the bas-reliefs, except on the 
upper parts of towers. It is possible therefore that the light was 
admitted through terra-cotta pipes or cylinders. of which many were 
found on the site, and this is the modern system of lighting the dome 
in the East. Although no remains have ever been found of domes 
in any of the Assyrian palaces, the representation of many domical 
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forms is given in a bas-relief found at Kuyunjik (fig, to). suggesting 
that the dome was often employed to roof over their halls. 

Reference has already been made to the bas-reliefs which decorated 
the lower portion of the great halls; the less important rooms had 
their walls covered with stucco and painted. Externally the archi-
tectural detention was of the simplest kind; the lower portion of 
the walls was faced with stone; and the monumental portals. in 
addition to the winged bulls which flanked them, had deep archivolts 
in coloured enamels on glazed brick, with figures and rosettes in 
bright colours. A similar decoration would seem to have been 
applied to the crenellated battlements, which crowned all the 
exterior walls, as also those of the courts. The buttresses inside the 
courts, and the towers which flanked the chief entrance, were 
decorated with vertical semicircular mouldings of brick. This 
system of decoration is also found in the ziggurats or observatories 
behind the harem, where the three lower storeys still exist. A 
winding ramp was carried round this tower, the storeys of which 
were set back one behind the other, the burnt brick paving of the 

human-headed bolls which flank the porftk of the propylaea. From 
Media it would seem to have derived the great halls of columns and 
the porticoes of the palaces. so clearly described by Polybius (x. se) 
as existing at Ecbatana; the principal difference being that the 
columns of the stoas and peristyle, which there consisted of cedar 
and cypress covered with silver plates, were in the Persian palaces 
built of stone. The ephemeral nature of the one material, and the 
intrinsic value of the other, are sufficient to account for their entire 
disappearance; but as Ecbatana was occupied by Darius and 
Xerxes as one of their principal cities, the stone column, bases and 
capitals, which still exist there, may be reprded as part of the 
restoration and rebuilding of the palace; and as they are similar to 
those found at Persepolis and Susa, it is fair to Selinne that the seance 
of the first inspiration of Persian architecturecame from the Medians, 
especially as Cyrus, the first king, was brought up at the court of 

• Astyages. the last Median monarch. 
The earliest Persian palace, of which but scanty remains have 

been found, was balk at Pasargadae by Cyrus. There is sufficient, 

FIG. 11. 

ramp and the crenellated battlements forming a parapet, portions 
of which are still in size. 

Although not unknown in either Cha!dace or Assyria, the stone 
column, according to Perrot and Chipies, found no place in those 
structures of crude brick of which the real architecture of Mesopo-
tamia consisted. Only one example in stone, in which the shaft and 
capital together are 3 ft. 4 ht. in height. has been found. Two bases 
of similar design to the capital are supposed to have supported 
wooden columns carrying an awning. There are representations in 
the bas-reliefs of kiosks in a garden, the columns in which, with 
volute capitals, are supposed to have been sit wood sheathed in 
metal, and on the bronze bands of the Balawat gates in the British 
Museum are representations of the interior of a house with wood 
columns and bracket capitals. and several awnings carried by posts. 
Small windows are shown in some of the baisreliefe. with 
balustrades of small columns, which were doubtless copied from 
the ivory plaques found at Nimzud and now is the British 
Museum. (R.?. S.) 

PERSIAN AlICIITTSG11/111 

The origin of Persian architecture must be sought for in that of the 
two earlier dynasties.—the Arian and Median, to whose empire 
the Persian monarchy•imeetkil by conquest in po a.c. From the 
former, it borrowed the raised platform on which their palaces were 
built, the broad flights of step leading up to them and the winged  

however, to show that it was of the simplest kind, and consisted of a 
central hall, the roof of which was carried by two rows of stone 
columns, 3o ft. high, and porticoes fit antis on two if not on three 
sides. 

The great platform, also at Pasargadae, known as the Takht-l-
Suleiman. or throne of Solomon. covered an area of about 40.000 
sq. ft., and is remarkable for the beauty of its masonry and the large 
stones of which it is built. These are all sunk round the edge, being 
the earliest example of what is known as "drafted masonry," which 
at Jerusalem and Hebron gives so magnificent an effect to the great 
walls of the temple enclosures. No remains have ever been traced 
on this platform of the palace which it was probably built to support. 

We pass on therefore to Persepolis. the most important of the 
Persian cities, if we may judge by the remains still existing there. 
Here, as at Pasargsdae, builders availed themselves of a natural 
rocky platform, at the foot of a range of hills, which they raised in 
parts and enclosed with a stone wall. Here the masonry Is not 
drafted, and the stones are not always laid in horizontal courses, 
but they are shaped and fitted to one another with the greatest 
aaaracy, and are secured by metal clamps. The plan (fig. it) 
shows the general configuration of the platform on which the palaces 
of Persepolis are built, which covered an area of about z „Wo.nos 
sq. ft. The principal approach to it was at the north-west end. tap 
a magnificent flight of steps (A) with a double ramp. the steps being 
33 ft. wide, with a tread of 15 is and a rise of 4, so that they could be 
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ascended by horses. The first building opposite this stairmse was 
the entrance gateway or propykiea (ff), a squill* hall, with four 
columns carrying the rod and with portals in the front and rear 
flanked by winged bulk. The earliest palace on the platform (D) 
is that which was built by Darius. Sat s.c. It was rectangular on 
plan, raised on • platform approached by two flights of steps, and 
consisted of an entrance portico of eight columns, in two rows of 
four placed in awns, between square chambers, in which were prob-
ably staircases leading to the roof. This portico led to the great hall, 
equate on plan, whose roof was casriedby sixteen columns in four 
rows. This ball was lighted by two windows on each side of the 
central doorway, all of which, being in stone, still exist, the lintels 
and jambs of both doors and windows being monolithic. The walls 
between these features, having been built in unburnt brick, or in 
rubble masonry with clay mortar, have long since disappeared. 
There were other rooms on each side of the hall and an open court in 
the rear. The bases of the columns of the portico still remain is sibs, 
as also one of the antae in solid masonry; and as these in their 
relative position and height are in exact accordance with those 

FIG. 12.—The Tomb of Darius, cut in the cliff at Nakshi Rustam, 
near Persepolis. 

represented on the tomb of Darius (fig. Ix) and other tombs carved 
in the rock near  Persepolis  (e.n), there is no difficulty in forming a 
fairly accurate conjectural restoration of the same. In the repre-
sentation of this palace, as shown on the tomb, and above the portico, 
has been sculptured the great throne of Darius, on which he sat, 
rendering adoration to the Sun god. 

All the other palaces on the site, built or added to by various 
monarchs and at different periods, preserve very much the same 
plan, consisting always of a great square ball, the roof of which was 
carried by columns, with one or more ' round, and smaller 
rooms and courts In the rear. In one othe palaces (G) the roof was 
carried by too columns in ten rows of ten each. The most important 
building, however, and one which from its extent. height and magnifi-
cence, is one of the most stupendous works of antiquity, is the great 
palace of Xerxes (C), which, though it consists only of a great central 
hall and three porticoes, covered an area of over toocoo sq. ft., 
greater than any European cathedral, those of Milan and St Peter's 
at Rome alone excepted. 

It was built on a platform raised 10 ft. above the terrace and 
approached by four flights of steps on the north side, the principal 
entrance. The columns of the porticoes and of the great ball were 
6a ft. high, including base and capital. In the east and west porticoes 
the capitals consist only of the double bull or griffin; the cross 
corbels on their backs, similar to those shown on the tomb of Darius. 
have disappeared, being probably in wood. In the north or entrance  

portico, and in the great halt, the capitals are of • much more 
elaborated nature, as under the double capital was a composition of 
Ionic capitals set on end, and below that the calix and pendant leaves 
of the lotus plant. It can only be supposed that Xerxes, thinking the 
columns of the east portico required more decoration, instructed his 
architects to add some to those of the entrance portico and hall, and 
that they copied some of the spoils brought from Bnuichidae and 
others from Egypt. 

Fig.ta shows the plan of the palace according to the researches 
of Mr held Blundell, who found the traces of the walls surrounding 
the great hall and of the square chambers at the angles, and also 
proved that the lines of the drains as shown in Coste's and Texier's 
plans were incorrect. M. Dieulafoy also traced the existence of 
walls enclosing the Apadana at Sum from the paving of the hall and 
the portico which stopped on the lines of the wall. The plan of 
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FIG. 13.—Plan of the Hall of Xemes, 

the palace at Sum was similar to that of the palace of Xerxes.. 
except that on the side facing the garden facing south the spades& 
or throne room was left open. M. Dieulafoy's discoveries at Sum 
of the frieze of archers, the frieze of the lions, and other decorations 
of the walls flanking the staircase, all executed in bright coloured 
enamels on concrete blocks, revealed the exceptional beauty of the 
decoration both externally and internally applied to the Persian 

MTh The only other monumental works of Persian architecture are the 
tombs; to those cut in the solid rock, of which there are some 
examples, we have already referred. The most ancient tomb is that 
erected to Cyrus the Elder at Pasargadae, and consists of • small 
shrine or cella in raised on a series of steps, inspired (accord-
ing to Fergusson) by e ziggurat or terrace-temples of Assyria, 
but on a small scale. The tomb was surrounded on three sides by 
porticoes of columns. There are two other tombs, one at Persepolis 
and one at Pasargadae—emall square towers with an entrance 
opening high up on one side, sunk panels in the stone, and a derail 
cornice, copied from early Ionian buildings. (R. P. S.) 

GRIME ARCHITECTURE 

Prehistoric Period.—We have now to retrace our steps and go 
back to the prehistoric period of Greek architecture, to the origin 
and early development of that style which sowed the seed and deter-
mined the future form and growth of all subsequent European art. 

The discoveries in Crete and Argolis have shown that Greek 
architecture owes much less than was at one time supposed to 
Egyptian and Chaldaean architecture; and although from very 
early times there may have been a commercial exchange between the 
several countries, the objects imported suggested only new sod 
various schemes of decorative design. and exercised no influence on 
the development of architectural style. The remains of the palace at 
Cnossus in Crete, together with the representations in fresco painting 
and other decorative objects. show that whilst the lower part of the 
walls under the level of the ground and up to a height of aft. above 
were all built in well-worked masonry, the upper portions were con-
structed in unburnt brick with timber framing, which not only gave 
strength and solidity to the walls, but carried the cross beams and 
timbers of intermediate floorsand the roof, and further, that the walls 
were always vertical, which was not the case in Egypt or Chaldaea. . 

The principal remains discovered by Dr Arthur J. Evans (see 
Caere) are described by him as belonging to the later Minoan 
age, from which it may be inferred they are the result of some 
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centuries of previous development. What, however, is most remark-
able is the admirable planning of the whole palace, the bringing 
together, under one roof and in proper and regular intercommunica-
tion, of the numerous services, which in a palace  are somewhat 
complicated. The palace measured about goo ft. square, and was 
built round an open court, nearly 200 it. long by go ft. wide; as the 
same arrangement was found at Phaestus, excavated by the Italian 
archaeologists, it may be assumed to have been the Cretan plan. 
It was built on the crest of a bill, and in the western or highest portion 
was the court entrance from the agora to the megaron or throne-
room, and the halls of the officers of the state. In the lower portion 
facing the east (the rooms in which were two storeys below the level 
of the court oa account of the slope of the hill) was the private suite 
of apartments of the king and queen. All the services of the palace 
were at the north end of the palace, where the entrance gateway 
to the central court was situated. This northern entrance, Dr 
Evans points out, "represents the main point of intercourse 
between the palace and the city on the one hand and the port on the 
other." This is the only part of the palace in which there is evidence 
of some kind of fortification, as the road of access is dominated by a 
tower or bastion. Other provisions also in*the plan of the western 
entrance suggest that its passage was guarded to some extent. In 
this respect the palace of Tiryns, excavated by Dr Schliemann, 
presents an entirely different aspect; the whole stroeghold bears a 
singular resemblance to a fortified castle of the middle ages; • 
high wall from 24 to so ft. thick surrounded the acropolis, and the 
inclined paths of approach and the double gateways gave that 
protection at Tiryns which at Cams= was assured, as Dr Evans 
remarks, by the bulwarks of the Minoan navy. The area on the spur 
of the hill, on which the citadel of Tiryns was placed, was very much 
smaller, but if we accept the forecourt at Tiryns as equivalent to 
the great central court at Cnossus, there are great similarities in 
the plans of the two palaces. The propylaea, the altar court, the 
portico, and the megaron are found in both, and thole details which 
ate missing in the one are found in the other. The discoveries at 
Cnossus have enabled Dr Evans to reconstitute the timber columns, 
of which the bases only were found at Tiryns, and the spur walls of 
the portico of the megaron and the sills of the doorways at Tiryns 
give some due to the restoration of similar features at Cnoseus; 
and if in the latter palace we find the origin of the Doric column, at 
Tiryns is found that of the antae and of the door Haim., farther 
substantiated by the careful analysis made by Dr Dffrpfeld of the 
Heraeum at Olympia. 

The reconstruction by Dr Evans of the timber columns at Cnoestis, 
which tapered from the top downwards, the lower diameter being 
about six-sevenths of the upper, has little historical importance (see 
ORDER), so that we may now pass on to the next early monument 
of importance, the tomb of Agamemnon, the principal and the best 
preserved of the beehive tombs found at Mycenae and in other parts 
of Greece. This tomb consists of three parts, the dresses or open 
entrance pasage, the halos or circular portion domed over, and a 
smaller chamber excavated in the rock and entered from till= 
one. The tomb was subterranean, the masonry being 
beneath a large mound of earth. The domed part. 48 ft. 6 in. in 
diameter and 45 ft. high, is built' in horizontal courses of stone, 
which project one over the other till they meet at the top. Subse-
quently the projecting edges were dressed down, so that the section 
through the dome is nearly that of an equilateral triangle. Notwith-
standing the great thickness of the lintel (3 ft.) over the entrance 
dooridy,the Mycenaeansleft a triangular void over, to take off the 
superincumbent weight, subsequently (it is supposed) filled with 
sculpture, as in the Lions' Gate at hf yeenae. The doorway was 
flanked by semi-detached columns so ft. high, the shafts of which 
tapered downwards like those reconstituted at Cnossus; the shafts 
rested on a base of three steps, and carried a capital with 'chines 
and abacus. These shafts carried a lintel which has now dis-
appeared; the wall above was set back, and was at one time faced 
with stone slabs carved with spiral and other patterns, of which there 
are fragments in various museums, the most important remains being 
those of the shafts, of which the greater part, which was brought 
over to England in the beginning of the igth century by the 2nd 
marquess of Sligo, was presented by the 5th marquess to the British 
Museum in rgos. These shafts, as also the echinus moulding of the 
capitals, are richly carved with the chevron and spirals, probably 
copied from the bras sheathing, of wood columns and doorways 
referred to by Homer.' 

The Archaic Period.—The buildings just referred to belong to 
what is known as the prehistoric age in Greece; the di n of the 
tribes by invaders from the north about too B.C. destroyed 

 
the 

Mycenaean civilization, and some centuries have to pass before we 
reach the results of the new development. Among the invaders the 
Dorian would seem to have been the chief leaders, who eventually 
became supreme. They brought with them from Olympus the 
worship of Apollo, so that henceforth the sanctuary of the god takes 
the place of the megaron of the king. From Greece the Dorians 
spread their colonies through the Greek islands and southern Italy. 
Later they passed on to Sicily and founded Syracuse. and subse-
quently Selinus and Agrigentum (Acragas). The prosperity of all 
these colonies is shown in the splendid temples which they built in 
stone, the remains of many of which have lasted to our day. 

The earliest Greek temple of which remains have been discovered• 
is that of the Heraeum at Olympia. ascribed to about woo B.C. 
Its plan (fig. 14) shows that the enclosure of the sanctuary and its 
porticoes in • peristyle had already been found necessary. if only to 
protect the walls of the cella, built in unburnt brick on a stone 
plinth; further, that the antae of the portico and the dressings of 
the entrance were in wood; and,  following Paula...as statement 
relative to the wood column in the opisthodornos, all the columns 
of the peristyle were in that material, gradually replaced by stone 
columns as they decayed, evidenced by the character of their capitals, 
which in style date from the 6th century s.c. to Roman times. TM 
ephemeral nature of the 
materials employed in this 
and other early temples, 
and the risk of fire, must 
have naturally led to the 
desire to render the Greek 

eat by the em 	at 
sanctuaries morepFn- 

of stone. But the reeks 
were always timid ae 
regards the bearing value 
of that material, and would 
seem to have imagined 
that unless the blocks were 
of megalithic dimensions 
it was impossible to build 
in stone. This may be 
gathered from the remains 
of the earliest example 
found, the temple of Apollo 
in the island of Ortygia, 
Syracuse. where the mono-
lith columns had widely 
projecting capitals, the 
abaci of which were set 
so close together that the 
intereolummation was less 
than one diameter of the 
column. 

Following the temple of 
Apollo at Syracuse is the 
temple of Corinth, ascribed-
to 65o s.c., of which seven 
columns remain is sits, all 
monoliths, and the Olym-
pieum at Syracuse. Nearly 
contemporary with 
latter is one of the temples 
at Selinus in Sicily, 630 
s.c., remarkable for the 
archaic nature of its sculp-
tured metopes. Of later 
date there are five or six 
other temples in Selinus„ 
all overthrown by earth- 
quakes; the temple of sr rift 
Athena at Syracuse, which 	rIPT 	 • r 
having been  converted Ram Cake ad Adkes Maga. b'S Plogioks 
into a church is in fair pre- 0. same& Co• 
servation; an unfinished Fro. 14.—Plan of the Heraeum. 
temple at Segesta. and A, Peristyle; B, Pronaos; C, Naos; 
six at Agrigentem, built O, OpistMdmus; E. Base of statue 
on the brow of a hill facing of Hamm 
the sea, one of which was 
so large that it was necessary to build in walls between the whim= 

In Magna Graeda. in the acropolis at Tarentum, are the remains 
of a 7th century temple and three at Paestum about a cent 
later in date. In one of these, the temple of Poseidon (figs. 15 and urr  
the columns which carried the ceiling and roof over the cella are sti 
standing; these are in two stages superimposed .  with an architrave 
between them, and although there are no traces in this instance of a 
gallery, they serve to render more intelligible Paussnias description 
of that which existed in the temple of Zeus at Olympia. 

The temple of Asses in Asia Minor is an early example remarkable 
for its sculptured architrave. the only one known. and in the temple 
of Aphaea m Aegina (g.r.) we find the immediate predecessor of the 
Parthenon, if we may judge by its sculpture and the proportions of 
its columns. 

So far we have only referred to the early temples of the Doric 
order; of the origin and development of those of the Ionic order 
far less is known. The earliest examples are those of the temple of 
Apollo at Naucratis in Egypt. and of the archaic temple of Diana 
at Ephesus, both about 56o n.c. The remains of the latter, dis-
covered by Wood, are now in the British Museum; they consist of 
two capitals, one with a portion of a shaft in good preservation; 
the sculptured drum and the base of one of the columns, inscribed 
with the name of Croatia who is known to have contributed to it; 

Except, possibly, the earliest of those at Sparta (go.).—Em. 
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two other bases, and the =nice or momenta. The treasury of the 
C.nidians at Delphi was Ionic, judging by the carved ornament en-
riching the cornice and architraves, and in the Haitian votive column 
we have another early example of an early voluted capital. 

The tombs of Tantekis. near Smyrna, and of Alyettes. near Sardis, 
belong to the same date as those we shall find in Etruria. The =or, now in the British Museum, built after 547 p.c., in the 

of many other Lycian tombs of the 5th and 4th centuries, 
to which we return. 

As already pointed out, in the temple of Hera at Olympia (roth 
century e.c.), we find the complete plan of an hexastyle peripteral 
Greek temple, where columns originally in wood supported a wood 
architrave and superstructure protected by terra-cotta plaques and 
roofed over with tiles. The temple of Apollo at Syracuse, and the 
temple at Corinth (7th century s.c.) represent the earliest exemples 
in stone, and in the temple of Poseidon at Paestum (6th century) 
are preserved the columns of the cella which carried the ceiling and 

roof. The structural developfnent 
therefore of the temple waii com-
pleted, and no great constructional 
Improvements reveal themselves 
after 55o B.C. The next century 
would seem to have been chiefly 
directed to the beautif • g and 
reining of the features already 
prescribed, and it was the tradi-
tional respect for, and the con-
servative adherence to, the older 
type, which led the architects to 

ti the production of such master-
pieces as the Parthenon and the 

.8 Erechtheum, which would have 
1 been impossible but for thecareful 
• and logical progresioa of pee- 

ceding centuries. 
2 	The Parthenon (q.v.) at Athens 

represents the highest type of 
perfection, not only in its con- 
ception but in its realization. It 

2 is only necessary here to give • 
general description. It was 
designed by 'cones in collabora- 
tion with Callicrates, and built 
on the south side of the Acropolis 
on a foundation carried down to 
the solid rock. The temple, com- 
menced in 454 B.C. and completed 
in 43S B.C., was of the Doric order 
and raised on a stylobate of theme 
steps; it had eight columns in 
front and rest and was surrounded 

Flo. 15.—Plan of the Temp e of bya peristyle, there being twenty 
Poseidon at Paestum. 	columns on the flanks. It con- 

tained two divisions; the eastern 
chamber was originally known as the Hekatompedoe (temple 
of too ft.), that being the dimension of the cella of the ancient 
temple which it was built to replace. The chamber on the western 
side was called the Parthenon (Le. chamber of the ' ' ). 
All the principal liner of the building bad delicate curves. The 
entablature rose about 3 in. in the middle to correct an.optical 
illusion caused by the sloping lines of the pediment, which gave to 
the horizontal cornice the appearance of having sunk in the centre. 
The stylobate had therefore to be similarly curved so that the 
columns should be all of the same height. The columns are not all 
equidistant, those nearer the angle being closer together than the 
others, which gave a greater appearance of strength to the temple; 
this was increased by a slight inclination inwards of all,the columns. 
In order to correct another optical illusion, which causes the shaft of 
a column, when it diminishes as it rises, and is formed with absolute 
straight lines, to appear hollow or concave, an increment known as 
the entasis was given to the column, about one-third up the shaft. 
The columns were not monoliths, like those of the earliest stone 
temples mentioned above; they were built in several drums, so 
closely fitted together that the joint would be imperceptible but for 
the slight discoloration of the marble. The setting of the lowest 
drum of these columns on the curved stylobate, with the slight 
inclination of the column, must have been a work of an extra-
ordinary nature, only possible with such a material as Pentelic 
marble. The cella or noes was built to enshrine thechryselephantine 
statue of Athens by Pheidias. In weer tocarry the ceding and roof 
there- was a range of columns on each side of the cella returning 
round the end. These columns probably carried an upper range as 
in the temple of Poseidon at Paestum. The tympana of the two 
pedinients and all the metopes were enriched with the finest sculpture 
and were realized, designed, and executed by Pheidias and his pupils. 
On the upperpart of the cella wall and under the peristyle was the 
Panatheneic frieze, of which, as also of the other sculptures. the 
British Museum possesses the finest exam

The Propylaea (q.,.), designed by Mnesicles and built 437-43a 
was the only entrance to the Acropolis. It was of the Doric order. 

and consisted at a portion of six columns, the two centre ones being 
wider apart, to allow of the road through, up which the chariots and 
beasts for sacrifices ascended. The columns carrying the marble 
ceiling of the vestibule were of the Ionic order; beyond them the 
wall was pierced by three doorways, and on the other side and facing 
east was another portico of six columns. The .front entrance was 
flanked on the left hand by a chamber known as the Pinacotheca, 
and on the right by a chamber intended probably to be a replica 
but subsequently curtailed in size in consequence of the proximity 
of another temple. 

The Etechtlicom on the north side of the Acropolis occupied the 
site of three older shrines, which may account for its ' plan. 
The eastern portion was the temple of Athena Polies, wi a portico 
of six columns of the Ionic order. At a lower level on the earth side 
was a portico of six columns (four in front and two at the sides) 
leading to the shrine of Ezechtheus; the west front of this shrine 
had originally a frontispiece of four columns in antis raised on a 
podium; subsequently during the Roman occupation these columns 
were taken down and reproduced as semi-detached columns with 
windows between. On the west side was a court in which was the 
olive tree and the shrine of Pandrosue (Pandroaeioa). At the south- 
west angle was the well-known portico or tribune of the Caryatides. 
There was a small entrance through the podium at the side, and 
stairs leading down to the shrine of Erabtheus. 

The only other building remaining on the Acropolis is the temple 
of Nike Apteros, raised on a lofty substructure south-west of the 
propylaea. It also was of the Ionic order, and belonged to the type 
known as " ampleprostyle," with a portico of four columns in the 

From a photo by Brae. 

FIG. 16.—Temple of Poseidon at Paestum. 

front and mar but no pmatyle. The term " aptero• " applied to the 
temple and not to the goddess of victory. 

In 430 n.c., shortly after the completion of the Parthenon. Ictinus 
was employed to design the temple of Apollo Epicurius, at Baum, 
in Arcadia. This temple externally was of the Doric order, but, 
being built in local stone, no attempt was made to introduce those 
refinements which are found in the Parthenon. In the rear of the 
cella is a second sanctuary with a doorway facing east; it was 
probably the site of an ancient temple which had to be preserved, 
and this may account for the fact that the temple runs north and 
south. The cella is flanked by five columns of the Ionic order 
which are connected by spur walls to the cella wall. These columns 
carry an architrave, frieze richly sculptured with figure subjects, 
cornice and wall above rising to the roof. There was no ceiling 
therefore, and the interior was probably lighted through pierced 
Parian marble tiles, of which three examples were found. The 
Corinthian capital found on the site is supposed by Cockerel' to have 
belonged to the shaft between the two cellas. 

The same architect, kerma was employed in 420 B.C. to rebuild 
the ball of the mysteries at Eleusis on a larger scale. The hall was 
185 ft. square, and its ceiling and roof were carried by seven rows 
of columns with six in each row. The propylaea, which gave access 
to the sacred enclosure at Eleusia, was copied from the propylaea 
at Athens. The so-called lesser propylaea had some connexion with 
the mysteries. 

The temple of Zeus at Olympia had much in common with the 
Parthenon, being nearly contemporaneous, built to enshrine a second 
chrysekphantine statue by Pheidias, and in plan having a similar 
arrangement of columns inside the cella; the lower range of columns 
(according to ?meanies) supported a gallery round, no that privileged 
visitors could approach nearer to the statue. The temple, however, 
was built in the local conglomerate stone covered with a thin coat of 
stucco and painted. 

Of circular temples there are two examples known, the Pbilippeion 
at Olympia and the Tholoe at Epidaurus. The latter had, inside 
the cella, • peristyle of Corinthian columns, the capitals of which 
are of great beauty and represent in their design the transition 
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between those of the monument of Lysicrates and the temple of 
Zeus Olympius at Athena 
• In the sacred enclosures of the Greek sanctuaries were other 
smaller temples or shrines, altars, statues aria treasuries, the latter 
being built by the various cities, from which pilgrimages were made, 
to contain their treasures. At Olympia there were ten or eleven, 
the remains of some of which are of great interest. Of the treasury 
of the Cnidians at Delphi, discovered by the French, so much has 
been found that it has been possible to evolve a complete conjectural 
restoration in plaster, now an the Louvre. Its sculpture and the rich 
carving of its architectural features show that it was Ionian in 
character. In front was a 	in-antis, in which the caryatide =standing on took the place of columns. These are 

nest exempla known of caryatide figures, and they precede 
those of the Erechtheum by about a century. 

The most important temple in Asia Minor was the temple of Diana 
(Artemis) at Ephesus (A56-334 ac.). The archaic temple was burnt 
in 356, and was immediately rebuilt with greater splendour from the 
designs of Paeonius. The site of the temple was discovered by Wood 
in 1869, and the remains brought over to the British Museum in 
1873. There were too columns, 36 of which (according to Pliny) 
were sculptured, and it was probably oft account of the magnificence 
of the sculpture that this temple was included among the seven 
wonders of the world. The sculptured bases are of two kinds, 
square and circular, in the latter case being the lower drums of the 
columns. Examples of both are in the British Museum. and several 

17.—Lycian Tomb of Telmessus. 

conjectural restorations have been made, among which that of Dr 
A. S. Murray has been generally accepted, but recent researches 
(ups) suggest that it remain, still an unsolved problem. 

The temple of Apollo Didyniseus, near Miletus, was the largest 
temple in Asia Minor, and its erection followed that of the temple 
at Ephesus, Paeonius and Daphnis of Miletus being the architects. 
The temple was decant le, dipteml, with prone°, and vestibule, 
but no opnthodomos. The cella was so wide (75 ft.) that it remained 
open to the sky. The bases of the columns were elaborately carved 
with ornament, as if in rivalry with the temple of Diana. Both these 
temples were of the Ionic order, as also were those of Athena Polies 
at Priene (340 s.c.), many of the capitals of which are in the British 
Museum, and the temples of Aphro dite at Aphrodisias and Cybele at 
Sardis. 

The mausoleum at Halicarnassus, also of the Ionic order, built by 
Queen Artemisia in of her husband Mausolus, who died in 
353, world according to 'ny, recorded as one of the seven wonders 
of the world probably on account of the eminence of the sculptors 
employed, Bryson,. Lwchares, Timotheus, Scopes and Pythias. 
Plies 's description is somewhat vague, so that its actual design is 
a problem not yet solved. Professor Cockerell's restoration as in 
accord with the description, but does not quite agree with the actual 
remains brought over by Newton and deposited in the British 
Museum. If the Nereid monument and the tombs at Cnidus and 
Mylasa be taken as suggesting the design, the peristyle (pteron) td 
thirty-six columns of the Ionic order lath entablature stood on a 
lofty podium, richly decorated-with bands of sculpture, and was 
crowned by a pyramid which, accerding to Pliny, " contracted itself 
by twenty-four steps into the summit of a meta." The steps found 
are not high enough to constitute a meta, and it is possible therefore 
that, according to Mr J. J. Stevenson, these steps were over the 
peristyle only, and that the lofty amps which constituted the meta  

were in the centre, carried.1*,  the laser row of columns. The 
magnificent sculpture of the Mace&nian period has in recent times 
been demonstrated by the discovery of the marble sarcophagi found 
at Sidon by! Hamdi Bey and now in the museum at Constant' 

The Lyman tombs, of which there are many hundreds carved in 
the rock In the south of Asia Minor, are copies of timberstructurea, 
based on the stone architecture of the neighbouring Greek cities 
(fig. t7). The Paisfaor Payava tomb (373-36a a.c.),foundatRantims 
and now in the British Museum, is apparently a copy, art is the solid 
rock

ne 
 , of a portable shrine, in which the wood construction is clearly 

defi 
Capitals of the Greek Corinthian order have been found at Dame, 

Epidaurus, Olympia and•Miletus, but the earliest example of the 
complete order a represented in the Charagic monument of Lysicrates 
at Athena. 

The most important examplk  of the Greek Corinthian order is 
that of the temple ofJupiter Olympias at Athens, begun in 174 a.c., 
but hot completed till the time of Hadrian, A.D. 117. The temple 
was 133 ft. wide and 334 ft. bow builtentirelyin Pentelic marble, 
the columns being 56 ft. high. There were eight columns in front 
and • double peristyle round. 

The two porches of the Tower of the Winds at Athens (c. 73 Lc.) 
had Corinthian capitals. The upper part of the tower, which was 

actMo
in plan, was sculptured with figures representing the winds.' 

talreek houses discovered at Delosand Procne were very simple 
and unpretentious, but the palace near Palatitza in Macedonia, 
discovered by Messes Hewrey and Daumet, would seem to have 
been of a very sumptuous character. The front of the palace 
measured 230 ft. is the centre was a vestibule flanked with lode 
columns on either side, leading to a throne room at one time richly 
decorated with marble, and with numerous other halls on either aide. 
The date is ascribed to the middle of the 4th century s.c. 

In selecting the sites for their theatres, the Greeks always utilized 
the slope of a hill, in which they could cut out the cavea, and thus 
save the expense of raising a structure to carry the seats, at the 
same time obtaining • beautiful prospect for the background. The 
theatre of Dionysus at Athens was discovered and excavated in 
1864, and has fortunately preserved all the seats round the orchestra, 
'bay-seven in number, all in Pentelic marble, with the names 
inscribed thereon of the priests and dignitaries who occupied there. 
The largest theatre was at Megalopolis, with an auditorium 474 ft. 
in diameter. The most perfect. so far as the seats are concerned, 
is the theatre at Epidaurus, with a diameter of 413 It. Other theatres 
are known at Dodona in Greece, Pergamum and Tralles in Asia 
Mince, and 

 
SyracuseMinor, 	and Segesta in Sicily. 	 (R. P. S.) 

PARTNIAN ARCHITECTURE 
The architecture of the Parthian dynasty, who from 250 S.C. TO 

A.D. 226 occupied the greater part of Mesopotamia. their empire in 
tfio s.c. extending over 480o000 sq. m., was quite unknown anti 
Sir A. H. Layard, following in the steps of Ross and Ainsworth, 
visited and measured the plan of the palace at Hatra (el Hadr) 
about yo m. south of Mosul; the architecture of this palace shows 
that, on the one hand, the Parthians carried on the traditions 
of the barrel vault of the Assyrian tram, and on the other, from 
their contact with Hellenistic methods of building, had acquired 
considerable knowledge in the working of ashlar masonry. 

El Hadr is first mentioned in histoffy as having been unsuccessfully 
besieged by Tilden in ram tt6, and it is recorded to have been a 
walled town containing • temple of the sun, celebrated far the value 
of its offerings. The temple 
referred to is probably the large 
square building at the back of 
the palace, as above the door-
way as a rich frieze carved with 
griffins, similar to those found at 
Wake by Loftus, together*with 
large quantities of Parthian 
corns. The remains (fig. 18) 
consist of a block of 380 ft. 
frontage, facing east, and 128 ft. 
deep, subdivided by walls of 
great thickness, running at right 
angles to the main front, and 
built in an immense court, 
divided down the centre by a FIG. 18.—Plan of Palace of 
wall, separating that portion on 	 el Hadr. 
the south side, where the temple A.  Throne or reception room. 

 was situated, from that on the Et,/Arse hall or 
north side, which constituted c . E ntrance  hag of temple. 
the king's palace. The seven D Temple.  
subdivisions of the different 	' 
widths were all covered with semkircular barrel vaults which, 
being built side by side, mutually misted the thrust, the outer walls 
being of greater thickness, with the same object. In the centre of the 
south block was an immense hall 49 ft. wide and 98 ft. deep,  which 

 the vestibule to the temple in the rear; this vestibule le am 
flanked by a series of three smaller halls on either side, over which 
there was probably a second floor. On the palace or north side were 
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two great 2.11•2611 Or ton halls. The main front fy. 19) was 
built in finely jointed ashlar  masonry with semicircu attached 
shafts between the entrance doorways, which had semicircular beads, 
every third vouseoir of the three larger doors being decorated by 
busts in strong relief with a headgear similar to that shown on 
Parthian coins; other carvings, with the acanthus leaf, belonged to 
that type of Syrio-Greek work, of which Loftus found so many 

Sale of Few 
"1 	1' 'I' 3P  

19.-Portion of front of PaLictuf el Hadr. 

examples at Warka (Loftus. Choldriee. Satirise. p. 225). In the great 
masque of Diarbekr are two wings at the north and south ends 
respectively, which are said to have been Parthian *aces built by 
Tigranes. 74 Lc.; they have evidently been rearranged or rebuilt 
at various times, the columns with their capitals and the entablature 
having been utilized again. The shafts of the columns of the upper 
storey are richly carved with geometrical patterns similar to those 
found by Loftus at Warka. 

The American researches at Nippur have resulted in the discovery 
on the top of the mounds of the remains of a Parthian palace; and 
the disposition of its plan (fig. 30). and the style of the columns of 

Prom Prof. 11. V. Haprode. Explarelias al 	Loa; by permbska at 
A. J. Halal= at Ca sad T. T. Oat. 

FIG. a0.—Plan of the Parthian Palace at Nippur. 

the peristylay court, show so strong a resemblance to Greek work 
as to suggest the same Hellenistic influence as in the palace of el 
Hadr. Having no stone, however, they were obliged to build up 
these columns at Nippur with sections in brick, covered afterwards  
with stucco. The columns diminished at the top to about one-fifth 
of the lower diameter, and would seem to have had an entasis, as the 
lower portion up to one-third of the height is nearly vertical. A 
similar palace was discovered at Tello 	the French archaeo- 
logists, sad the bases of some of the brick columns are in the 
Louvre. 	 (R. P. S.) 

SASSANIAN ARCHITECTURE 
Although, on the overthrow of the Parthian dynasty in A.D. 226. 

the monarchs of the Sassanian dynasty succeeded to the immense 
Parthian empire, the earliest building found, according to Fergusson, 
is that at Serbistan, to which he ascribes the date A.D. 380. The 
palace (fig. 21), which measures 130 ft. frontage and 543 ft. deep, 
with an internal court, shows so great an advance in the arrange-
ments of its plan as to suggest considerable acquaintance with 
Roman work. The fine ashlar work of el-Hadr is no longer adhered 
to, and in its place we find rubble masonry with thick mortar joints, 
the walls being covered afterwards, both externally and internally, 
with stucco. While the barrel vault is still retained for the chief 
entrance porches, it is of elliptical section, and the central hall is 
covered with a dome, a feature probably handed down from the 
Assyrians, such as is shown in the bas-relief (fig. lo) from Kuyunjik, 
now in the British Museum. In order to carry • dime, circular on 
plan, over a square ball, it was necessary to arch across the angles, 
and here to a certain extent the Sunman. were at fault, as thq ,  

did not know how to bend pendentive., and the construction of these 
are of the most irregular kind. As, however, their mortar had 
excellent tenacious properties, these pendentives still remain is site 
(fig. 22), and their defects were probably hidden under the stucco. 
In the halls which flank the building on either side, however, they 
displayed considerable knowledge of construction. Instead of having 
enormously thick walls to resist the thrust of their vaults, to which 
we have already drawn attention in the Assyrian work and at el 
Hadr, they built piers at intervals, covering over the spaces between 
them, with semi-domes on which the walls carrying the vaults are 
supported, so that they lessened the span of the vault and brought 
the thrust well within the wall. 
This, however, lessened the width 
of the hall, so they replaced the 
lower portions of the piers by the 
columns, leaving a passage round. 
It is possible that this idea was 
partly derived from • the great 
Roman halls of the thermae 
(baths), where the vault is 
brought forward on columns; 
but it was an improvement to 
leave a passage behind. The 
elliptical sections given to all the 
barrel vaulti may have been the 
traditional method derived from 
Assyria, of which however, no 

I remains exist. In the article 
VauLx therevnll be f oundareason 

Section is lines BC, DE, FG of plan. 
Flo. 21 and Fro. 22.—The Palace of Serbistan. 

why these elliptical sections were adopted (see also below in the 
description of the great hall at Ctesiphon). In the palace of 
Firuzabad, attributed by Fergusson to Perk (Firuz) (A.o. 459- 

5), the plan (fig. 23) follows more closely the disposition of the 
• n palaces, and we return again to the thick walls, which 

might incline us to give a later date to Serbistan, except that 
in the pendentives carrying the three great domes in the centre 
of the palace at Firuza bad they 'how greater knowledge 
in their construction. The angles of the square hall are vaulted, 
with a series of concentric arches, each ring as it rises being brought 
forward, the object being to save centreing. because each ring rested 
on the ring beneath it. The plan is a rectangular parallelogram 
with a frontage of stio ft. and a depth of 333 ft., more than double, 
therefore, of the size of Serlastan. 
An immense entrance hall in the 
centre of the main front is flanked 
on each side by two halls placed at 
right angles to it, so as to resist the 
thrust of the elliptical barrel vaults 
of the entrance hall. This hall leads 
to a series of three square halls, side 
by side, each surmounted by a dome 
carried on pendentive'. Beyond is an 

 round 
all covered with 

smalliorvaro:titsmo 
 Here 

as in Serbistan, the material employe 
is rubble masonry with thick joints of 
mortar, and fortunately portions of 
the stucco with which this Sassanian 
masonry was covered remain both 
externally and internally. As there are 
no windows of any sort, the wall -- 
surface of the exterior has been Flc..23.—Planof thePalace 
decorated with semi - circular at- at Firuzabad. 
tached shafts and panelling between, 
which recall the primitive decorations found in the early Chaldaean 
temples, except that arches are carried at the top across the sunk 
panels. Internally an attempt has been made to copy the decoration 
of the Persian doorway, which represents a kind of renaissance of 
the ancient style. But instead of the lintel the arch has been intro-
duced, and the ornament in stucco representing the Persian cavetto 
cornice shows imperfect knowledge of the original and is clumsily 
worked. The nic.hes also, in the main front, have been copied kora 
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the windows which flank the doorway in the Persian palace. 
But they are decorative only, and are too shallow to serve any 

puIre  there has been some difficulty in determining the exact date of 
Firuzabad, that of the third great palace, at Ctesiphon, on the borders 
of the Tigris, is known to have been built by Chosroes I. in A.D. 550. 
Owing probably to its proximity to Bagdad, from which it lies about 
25 m. distant, it is much better known than the other examples we 
have quoted; but while they are constructed in rubble masonry. 
Ctesiphon is built of brick, because we have now returned to the 
alluvial plain where no stone could be procured. The only portion 
of the palace which still exists is that which was built in burnt brick, 
and this far exceeds in dimensions Serbistan and Firuzabad. Its 
main front measured 312 ft.; its height was about 115 ft.; and its 
depth 175 ft. The plan is very simple, and consisted of an aims 
or immense hall, 86 ft. in width and 163 ft. long, covered with an 
elliptical barrel vault, the thrust of which is counteracted by five 
long halls on each side, also covered with barrel vaults and probably 
used as guard chambers or stores. The great hall was open in the 
front, and constituted an immense portal, 83 ft. wide and 95 ft. to 
the crown of the arch. The springing of the vault is 40 ft. from the 
ground, but up to about 26 ft. above the springing .  the walls are 
built in horizontal courses projecting inwards as they rase, so that the 
actual width of the vaulted portion (fig. 24) has been diminished 

ProomDieulaioes L.  AO Anlitse. by permission of Nord et CU. 

24.—The Great Hall at Ctesiphon. 

one-sixth and measures only about 71 ft. The crown of the vault is 
9 ft. thick, the walls at the base being 23 ft. The bricks or tiles of 
which the vault is built are, like those at Thebes, laid flat-wise, and 
there if also a similar inclination of the rings of brick-work, which 
are about to °  out of the vertical. This leads to the conclusion that 
this immense vault was built without amercing, as the tenacious 
quality of the mortar would probably be sufficient to hold each tile 
in its position until the ring was complete. In the building of the 
arch of the great portal other precautions were taken; bond timbers 
23 f t. long and in five rows, one above the other, were carried through 
the wall from front to back. The lower portion of the arch (5 ft. in 
height) was built with bricks placed flat-wise; the upper portion 
(4 ft. in height) in the usual way, viz. right angles to the face. The 
reason for this change was probably that the upperportions might 
be carved, as they have been, with a genes of aemi-circular 
cusps. 

The decoration of the flanks of this great central portal l of the 
most bewildering description. There has evidently been a desire to 
give a monumental character to the main front. With this idea in 
view they would seem to have attempted to reproduce Roman 
features, such as are found decorating the fronts of the various 
amphitheatres of the Empire. But the semi-circular shafts which 
form the decoration do not come one over the other on the several  

storeys, and there is a reckless employment of blank arcades 
distributed over the surface, 

There are remains of two other palaces at Imamzade and Tag 
Iran, and in Moab a email example, the Hall of Rabboth Ammon, 
supposed to have been erected for Chosroes II. during the subjugation 
of Palestine, which is richly decorated with carving, probably by 
Syrio-Greek artists, with • mixture of Greek, Jewish and Sassanian 
details. At Takibostan and Behistun (Bisutun), some 200 m. 
north-east of Ctesiphon, are some remarkable Sassanian capitals 
and panels (published in Flandia and Costa's Voyage ea Perm, 
185 1, Paris). (R.. P. S.) 

ETRUSCAN AaCHITECTURE 

Although our acquaintance with Etruscan architecture is confined 
chiefly to the entrance gateways and the walls o( towns, and to tombs, 
it forms a very important hnk between the East and the West. 
Though little is known of the history of Etruria (q.v.), the influence 
which her people exerted on Roman architecture, lasting down to the 
period when Greece was overrun and plundered of her treasures, 
was so great that it would be difficult to follow the origin of Roman 
architecture without some inquiry into the work of Its immediate 
predecessor. The theory put forward by Fergusson, as to the migra-
tion of the Etruscans from Asia Minor in the 1 rth or t t th century n.c., 
is substantiated by the resemblance of the tumuli in the latter 
country, such as those at Tantalais, on the northern shore a ehe 
gulf of Smyrna, and that of Alyattes near Sardis. as compared. ith 
the Regulini Galeassi tomb at Cervetri and the Cucumella tomb at 
Wei, in all cases co of • sepulchral chamber buried under 
an immense mound surrounded by a podium in stone. The chamber 
was covered over with masonry, laid in horizontal courses, each stone 
projecting slightly over the one below. The same system of con. 
struction prevailed in the bee-hive tombs of Greece, except that the 
latter were always circular on plan, whilst these cited above were 
rectangular. Similar methods of construction ore found at Tusculuni 
and in a gateway at Arpino. In all these cases the projecting courses 
were worked off on the completion of the tomb, in Greece and at 
Tusculurn and Arpino following a curve, and in the Regulini Galeassi 
tomb a raking line. 

The earliest example known of the arched vault, with regular 
voussoirs in stone, is found in the canal of the Marta near Gravuscae, 
ascribed to the 7th century. The vault is 14 ft. in span, with 
voussoirs from 5 to 6 ft. in depth. In the tomb of Pythagoras near 
Cortona, with a span of about to ft., only four voussoirs were em-
ployed. In the Cloaca Maxima at Rome the vault (now ascribed by 
Commendatore Boni to the est century p.c.) is built with three 
concentric rings of voussoirs. In all these eases the thrust of the 
arch was amply resisted as they were constructed under ground, and 
in the entrance gateways at Volterra, Perugia and Falerii a similar 
resistance was given by the immense walls in which they were built. 

We have already referred-to one class of tomb in which the sepul-
chral chamber, built above the ground, was covered over with 
mound of earth; there is a secoraclass, carved out of the solid rock, 
in which we find the same treatment as that described in connexion 
with Egypt. The tomb represents, in its internal arrangements and 
in its decorations, the earthly dwelling of the defunct (Compare the 
Egypt ian " soul-houses "). The ceilings are carved in imitation of 
the horizontal beams and slanting raters of the roof, the former 
carried by square piers with capitals; one well-known tomb at 
Corneto (fig. 25) represents the atrium of an Etruscan house, which 
corresponds with the description given by Vitruvius of the easnedia 
dispiseviara, in which there was a small opening at the top, known as 
the compluvium, the roof sloping down on all four sides. 

The paintings which decorate these tombs have very much the 
same character as those which are found on what were thought to 
have been Etruscan, but are now generally considered .as Greek 
vases, the principal difference being that instead of allegorical 
subjects, domestic scenes recalling the life of the deceased are 
represented. In a tomb at Cervetn the walls and triers were carved 
with representations of the helmets, swords and other accoutrements 
of a soldier, and also the mirrors and jewelry of his wife, even the 
kitchen utensils being included, so as to give the complete fittings 
of the house they occupied. In two examples at Castel D'Asso the 
rock has been cut away on all sides, leaving rectangular block, 
crowned with reverse mouldings. 

Scarcely any remains is sits of Etruscan temples have been found, 
and the descnptimrgiven by Vitruvius is very scanty. Of late years, 
however, in the British Museum and in the museums at Florence and 
Rome, a large amount of material has been brought together, from 
which it is possible to make some kind of conjectural restoration. 
This has been facilitated by the discoveries made at Olympia, 
'Delphi and elsewhere in Greece. showing the important function 
which terra-cotta served in the protection and decoration of the 
timber roofs of the Greek temples and treasuries. The cornices, 
antefixae, pendant slabs and other decorative features in terra - 
cores, found on the sites of the Etruscan temples, show that the 
timber construction of their roofs was protected in the same way; 
and although Vitruvius (bk. iii. ch . a) considered the temple of Ceres 
at Rome to be clumsy and heavy, and its roofs low and wide, in 
comparison with the purer examples of Greek architecture, the 
remains of terra-cotta found at Civita Castellani' (the ancient 
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Fakrill at Lana Telamon and Lantridum (the latter in the British 
Museum)), sins* that in their modelling and colour they must have 

considerable decorative effect, and when raised on an 
eminence, as in the case of the temple of Jupiter on the Capitol, 
formed striking features of importance, enriched as they were with 
gilding. There is one feature in the Etruscan examples which 
seems to have been peculiar to their temples, viz. the pendant slabs 
bung round the eaves to protect the walls; these latter were probably 
covered with stucco and , decorated with paintings. The lower 

Fie 25.—The Cornets, Tomb. 

portions of many of these slabs were decorated in relief and in colour 
at the back, showing that they were exposed to view below the 
soffit of the projecting eaves. 

Owing to the ephemeral nature of the materials employed in the 
building of the walls of Etruscan temple*, viz, unburned brick or 
rubble masonry with clay mortar, the roofs being in timber, little 
is known of their general design; the terra-cotta decorations are, 
however, fortunately in good preservation, and suggest that although 
the Etruscan temple, architecturally speaking, was not of a very 
monumental character, its external decoration and colour added 
considerably to its effect. (R. P. &) 

ROMAN ARCNTIECTURE 

The rebuilding of Rome, which began in the reign of Augustus, 
and was carried on by his successors to a much greater extent, has 
caused the destruction of nearly all those examples of early work to 
which the student, working out the history of a style, would turn. 
There are, however, si few early buildings still existing, and these 
are of value as showing the extremely simple nature of their design. 
The temple of Fortuna Virilis (so-called) in the Forum Boarium, 
attributed to the binning of the 1st century B.C., shows the great 
difference between Greek and Roman temples. Like the Etruscan 
temple, it is railed on a podium, and approached by a flight of 
step.. The Etruscan cella is dispensed with; and what may be 
looked upon as the semblance of a Greek peristyle is retained -m the 
semi-detached columns which are carried round the walls of the cella. 
To the entrance portico, however, the Roman architect attached 
great importance. and we field here that one-third of the whole 
length of the temple is given up to the portico. The Tabularium 
built by Lutatius Catulus (y8 B.C.) is a second example of early work. 
On a lofty substructure, built of peperino stone, was is an arcade, 
which formed a passage from one side of the capitol to the other, 
and here we find the earliest example of the use of the Classic order, 
as a decorative feature only, applied to the face of a wall. The arcade 
consists of a series of arches with intermediate semi-detached Done 
columns carrying an entablature. The architectural design of the 
substructure is of the simplest kind, depending for its effect only on 
the size of the stones employed and the finish given to the masonry. 
The same remark applies to the few remains left of the Forum Julium 
(as e.c.), where an additional decorative effect was produced by 
the bevelled edge worked round all the stones, producing the effect 
el rusticated masonry. 

If, however. the remains are few, the records of classical writers 
show that already before the beginning of the tit century B.C. the 
influence of Greece had been shown in the transformation of the 
Forum, the embanking of the river Tiber, the erection of numerous 
porticoes throughout the Campus Martins, and of basilicas, one of 
which, rebuilt by Paulus Aemilius in so B.C., was remarkable for its 
monolithic columns of pavonazetto marble; and further that on the 
Palatine hill were various mansions, the courts and peristyles of 
which were richly decorated with marble. 

The boast of Augustus that he found Rome built of brick and left 

it in marble is tease in a sense, but not rn the way it is usually inters 
meted. He greatly encouraged the use of marble--the temple of 
Venus in the forum of Julius Caesar is said to have been built 
entirely of that material—but as a rule marble was only used as a 
facing. This, however, led to the substitution of solid concrete for 
the tare of walls, in place of the unburnt brick which up to that 
time had been employed. On this subject the writings of Vitruvius, 
the Roman architect, are of the greatest value. as they describe 
clearly not only the materials used at this time (about 30 a.c.), but 
the different methods of building walls (see Rosa). The material 
which contributed more than any other to the magnificent coacep s 

 tioas of the Roman Imperial style was that known as pozzolana, a 
volcanic earth which, mixed with lime, formed an hydraulic cement 
of great cohesion and strength. Not only the walls but the vault& 
were built in this pozsolana concrete, and formed one solid mass. 
Bricks were employed in arches, on the quoins of walls, occasionally 
in bond courses, and in the constructional vaults as ribs, in order to 
relieve the centreing of the weight until the pozzolana concrete had 
been poured in and had consolidated. The bricks employ .W in these 
ribs, and for the voussoira of arches, were of the kind we should 
describe as tiles, being about 2 ft. square and 2 in. thick. Bricks 
also of smaller size and triangular in shape were used for the facing 
of walls, the triangular portions being embedded into the concrete 
walls. 

The Romans themselves do not seem to have realized the tenacious 
properties of this pozzolana cement which, when employed for the 
foundation of temples, formed a solid mass capable of bearing as 
much weight as the rock itself. They feared also the thrust of the 
immense vaults over their halls, and always provided crosawalls to 
counteract the same, as shown in the plan of all the thermae; 
when, however, they had discovered the secret of covering over lame 
spaces with a permanent casing indestructible by fire, it not only 
gave an impetus to the great works in Rome, but led to a new type of 
plan, which spread all through the Empire, varied only by the 
difference in materials and in labour. In this respect the Romans 
always availed themselves of the resources of the country, which they 
turned to the best account. As pozzolana was not to be found in 
North Africa or Syria, they had to trust to the excellent qualities of 
the Roman mortar, but even in Syria, where stone was plentiful and 
could be obtained in great dimensions, when they attempted to 
erect vaults of great span similar to those in Rome, these probably 
collapsed before the building was finished, and were reed. by 
roofs in wood. 

la the styles hitherto described the gradual development has been 
traced to their primitive, culminating and decadent periods. This 
is not called for in a description of the Roman style of architecture, 
which to a certain extent appeared phoenix-like in its highest 
development under Augustus. Roman orders in the Augustan age 
had reached their culminating development. The capitals of the 
portico of the Pantheon (27 a.c.), or of the temple of Mars Uttar 
(a e.c.), constitute the finest examples of the Corinthian order, 
whilst those of later temples show a falling off in style. It was only 
in the application of the orders that new combinations presented 
themselves, and this can be better understood when we refer to the 
monuments themselves. The description of the Roman orders, 
with the subsequent modifications,. is given in the article ORDER. 
It is necessary, however, here to draw attention to two very important 
developments which the Roman architect introduced as regards the 
orders: firstly, their employment as decorative features in combina-
tion with the arcade, known as composite arcades, and secondly, 
their superposition one above the other in storeys. The earliest 
example of the first class is that found in the Tabularium as it now 
exists; of the second class the Colosseum and the theatre of Mar-
cellus are the best known examples. In principle the practice must 
be condemned, for the employment of the column and entablature, 
which was designed by the Greek architect as an independent 
constructive feature, In a purely decorative sense stuck on the face 
of a wall, is contrary to good taste, but it is impossible not to molt-
nize in its application to the Colosseum the value of the scale which 
it has given to the whole structure, a scale which would have been 
entirely lost if the building had been treated as one storey. The 
superposition of the orders as exemplified in the Roman theatres 
and amphitheatres throughout the Empire constitutes the greatest 
development made in the style, and it is one which, from the Italian 
revivalists down to our time, has had more influence in the design 
of monumental work than any other Roman innovation. 

In the preceding sections it has been necessary to confine our 
descriptions, in the case of Egypt and Greece, more or less to temples 
and tombs, and in that of Assyria to palaces, but in Roman archi-
tecture the monuments are not only of the most extensive and 
varied kinds, but in some,parts of the Empire they become modified 
by the requirements of the country, so that a tabulated list alone 
would occupy a considerable space. The following are the principal 
subdivisions: The Roman forum (see Roma); the colonnaded 
streets in Syria and elsewhere, and temple enclosures; temples (q.v.), 
rectangular and circular; basilicas (q.v.); theatres (q.v.) and amphi-
theatres (q.v.); thermae or baths (q.v.); entrance gateways and 
triumph arches (see TRIUMPHAL ARCH); memorial buildings and 
tombs, aqueducts (q.v.) and bridges (q.v.), palatial architecture (dB 
PALACE); domestic architecture (see House) 
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The Forum Romanonn under the Republic would seem to have 
nerved several purposes. The principal temples and important 
Public buildings occupied sites round it, and up to the time of Julius 
-Caesar there were shops on both sides: it was also used as a hippo-
drome and served for combats and other displays. Under the 
Empire. however, these were relegated to the amphitheatre and the 
theatre, markets were provided for elsewhere, and the forum became 
the chief centre for the temples, basilicas,courts of law and exchanges
But already in the time of ,Ilulius Caesar the Forum Romanum had 
become too small, and others were built by succeeding emperors. 
In order to find room for these, not only were numerous crowded 
sites cleared, but vast pqrtions of the Qutrinal hill were cut away to 
Make place for them. The Fora added were those of Julius Caesar, 
Augustus, Trajan, Nerva and Vespasian. Outside Rome, in pro-
vincial towns and in Africa and Syria, the Forum was generally built 
on the intersection of the two main streets, and was surrounded by 
porticoes, temples and civic monuments.- 

Colonnaded Streets.—We gather from some Roman authors that 
in early days the Campus Martins was laid out with porticoes. All 
these features have disappeared but there are still some existing 
in Syria, North Africa and Asia 'Minor, which are known as colon-
naded streets. The most important of these are found in Palmyra, 
where the street was 7o ft. wide with a central avenue open to the 
sky and side avenues roofed over with stone. The columns employed 
were of the Corinthian order, 3t ft. high, and formed a peristyle on 
each ride of the street, which was nearly a mile in length. The triple 
archway in this street is still one of the finest examples of Roman 
architecture. At Gerasa, the colonnaded streets had columns of the 
Ionic order, the street being illoo ft. long, with other streets at right 
angles to it; similar streets are found at Amman, Boars, Kanawat, 
&c. At Pompeiopolis, in Asia Minor, are still many streets of 
columns, and in North Africa the French archaeologists have traced 
numerous others. 

Temple Endosures.—In Rome the great cost. and the difficulty of 
obtaining large sites, restricted the sue of the enclosures of the 
temples; this was to a certain extent compensated for by the 
magnificence of the porticoes surrounding them. The most important 
was that built by Hadrian, measuring 480 ft. by 330 ft.„ to enclose 
the double temples of Venus and Rome. The portico of Octavia 
measures goo ft. by 37o ft., enclosing two temples, and the portico 
of the Argonauts, which enclosed the temple of Neptune, was about 
300 ft. square. These dimensions, however, are far exceeded by 
those of the enclosures in Syria and Asia Minor. The court of the 
temple of the Sun at Palmyra was raised on an artificial platform 
16 ft. high, and measured 735 ft. by 725 ft., with an enclosure wall 
of 74 ft. on the west and 67 ft. high on the other three sides. 
, At Baalbek the platform was raised 25 ft. above the ground, the 
dimensions being 400 ft. wide and goo ft. deep. At Damascus the 
enclosure of the temple of the Sun has been traced, and it extended 
to about 1000 ft. square. Similar enclosures are found at Gerasa, 
Amman and other Syrian towns. In Asia Minor, at Aizani the plat-
form was 520 by 48o ft., raised about 20 ft., and in Africa the French 
have found the remains of similar enclosures. 

Raman Temples.—The Romans, following the Etruscan custom, 
Invariably raised their temples on a podium with a flight of steps 
on the main front. Their temples were not orientated, and Muchh 

importance was attached to the entrance portico. which was deeper 
than those in Greek temples, and the peristyle when it existed was 
rarely carried round the back. On the other hand the cella exceeded 
in span those of the Greek temples, as the Roman, being acquainted 
with the principle of trussing timbers, could roof over wider spaces. 
The principal temples in Rome, of which remains still exist, are 
those of Fortuna Virilis, Mars Ultor, Castor, Neptune, Antoninus 
and Faustina, Concord, Vespasian, Saturn and portions of the 
double temples of Venus and Rome. At Pompeii are the temples of 
Jupiter and Apollo, at Cora the temple of Mercury. and in France, 
the Maison Carrie at Nimes and the temple at Vienne. In Syria 
are the temples of Jupiter at Baalbek, of the Sun at Palmyra and 
Gerasa, and in Spalato the temple of Aesculapius. 

Of circular temples the chief are the Pantheon at Rome, the 
'temple of Vesta on the Forum, of Mater Matuta, so-called, on the 
Forum Boarium, the temple of Vesta at Tivoli, of Jupiter at Spalato 
and of Venus at Baalbek. 

Of the rectangular temples the Matron Carrie at Nimes is the 
most perfect example existing (fig. 26). It was built by Antoninus 
Pius, and dedicated to his adopted sons Lucius and Martins. This 
temple, 59 ft. by 1 t7 ft., is of the Corinthian order, hesastyle, 
pseudopenpteral, with a portico three columns deep, and is raised 
on a podium 12 ft. high. The next best preserved example is the 
temple of Jupiter at Baalbek, also of the Corinthian order, octastyle, 
peripteral, with a deep portico, and a cella richly decorated with 
three-quarter detached shafts of the Corinthian order. 

Of the circular temples the Pantheon is the most remarkable. It 
was built by Hadrian, and consists of an immense rotunda 142 ft. in 
diameter, covered with a hemispherical dome me ft. high. Its 
walls are 20 ft. thick, and have alternately semicircular and rect-
angular recesses in them. In the centre of the dome is a circular 
opening 30 ft. in diameter open to the sky, the only source. from  

which the light is obtained. The rotunda a preceded by a portico, 
originally built by Agrippa as the front of the rectangular temple 
erected by him, taken down and re-erected after the completion of 
the rotunda, with the omission of the two outer columns. In other 
words Agrippa's portico was decastyle; the actual portico is octastyle. 

Bardscas.—The earliest example of which remains exist is that of 
the Basilica Julia on the Forum, the complete plan of which is now 
exposed to view. It consisted of a pentral hall measuring 255 ft. 
by 60 It., surrounded by a double aisle of arches carried on piers, 
which were covered with grained vaults. The Basilica Ulpia built 
by Trajan was similar in plan, but in the place of the piers were 
monolith columns, with Corinthian capitals carrying an entablature, 
with an upoer storey forming a gal round. 

The third great basilica, commended by Maxentius and completed 
by Constantine, differs entirely from the two above mentioned. It 

Scale of Yards 	
as  

• 

Fto. 26.—Elevation and plan of the Maison Carrie, Nimes. 

followed the design and construction of the Tepidarium of the 
Roman thermae, and consisted of a hall 275 ft. long by 82 ft. wide 
and 114 ft. high, covered with an intersecting barrel vault with deep' 
recesses on each side which communicated one with the other by 
arched openings and constituted the aisles. 

Tkadrer— The only example in Rome is the theatre of Marcellus, 
built by Augustus t3 B.c., and one of the purest examples of Roman 
architecture. Amongst the best preserved examples is the theatre 
of Orange in the south of France. the stage of which was 203 ft. long. 
In the theatre at Taormina in Sicily are still preserved some of the 
columns which decorated the rear wall of the stage. The theatre 
of Herodes Atticus at Athens (A.D. 160) retains portions of its 
enclosure walls and some of the marble seats. There arc two theatres 
in Pompeii where the seats and the stage are in fair preservation. 
Other examples in Asia Minor are at Aixam, Side, Telmessus, Alinda, 
and in Syria at Amman. Gerata. Shuhba and Beisan. 

A inithithearres.—The largest amphitheatre is that known as the 
Colosseum,eommenced by Vespasian in A.D. 72, continued by Titus 
and dedicated by the Latta ID A.D. 8o, This refers to the three lower 
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storeys. for the topmost storey was not erected van the first part 
of the 3rd century, when it was completed by Severe' Alexander 
and Gonliana. The building is dliptiad in plan and measures 
6zo ft. for the major axis and 513 ft. for the minor axis. Them were 
eighty entrances, two Of which were reserved for the emperor and 
his suite. The Cava (q.s.) was divided into four ranges of seats: 

travertine stone, and all other 	• 	staircases and substructures 
the whole of the exterior and the principal corridors were built in 

in concrete. Externally the wall was divided into four storeys. the 
three lower ones with arcades divided by semi-detached columns of 
the Tuscan, he ionic and the Corinthian orders respectively. The 
walls of the topmost storey were decanted with plasters of the 
Corinthian order. the only openings there being small windows, to 
light the corridors and the ems' range of seats. Among other 
amphitheatres the beet preserved are those found at C.apua. Verona. 
and Pompeii in Italy. at El Jem in North Africa, at Pals In Istria. 
and at Arles and Nimes in France. 

The Thermos or Imperial Baths.—The term thermae is given to the 
immense bathing establishments which were built by the emperors 
to ingratiate themselves with the people. Of the ordinary baths 
(Balatoe) there were numerous examples not only in Rome but at 
Pompeii and throughout the Empire. The thermae were devoted 
not only to baths but to gymnastic pursuits of every kind, and 
being the resorts of the poets. philosophers and statesmen of the day, 
contained numerous halls where discussions and orations could take 
place. The plans of these thermae were measured by Palladio about 
1560, at a time when they were in far better preservation and more 
extensive than they are today. They have, however, been measured 
since by some of the French Grand Prix students; and Blouet's 
work on the Thermos of Caraeolla (1828) and Paulin's on the Massa 
of Diocletian (189o) give accurate drawings as well as conjectural 
restorations which are of the greatest value. The earliest 
were those built by Agrippa (so s.c.) in the Campus Martha and of 
others those of Titus and Tea an are the best preserved; plans can 
be found in Cameron's Baths (1775). 

Entrance Gateways and Arches of Triumple—As the entrance 
gateways were sometimes erected to commemorate some important 
event, we have grouped these together, the real difference being 
that the arch of triumph was an isolated feature and served no 
utilitarian puro, whereas the entrance gateway constituted part 
of the external walls of the city and could be opened and closed at 
will. Of the latter those at Verona, Sum. Perugia and Aosta in 
Italy, Autun in France, and the Porta Nigra at Troves (Trier) are 
the best known, but there are also numerous examples throughout 
Syria and North Africa. The arches of triumph offered a fine scope 
for decoration with bas-reliefs setting forth the principal events of 
the campaign ; the representation on coins also suggests that they 
were looked upon as pedestals to carry large groups.  of sculpture. 
The best known examples are those of Titus. Septuoius Severus 
and Constantine at Rome, of Therm at Ancona, and, in Fiance, 
at Orange, St Rani and Reims. T –We were numerous examples 
throughout North Africa and Syria, of which the arch of Caracalla 
at Tebam in the former.and the great gateway of Palmyra in Syria 

Memorial grerilsera7s1  and Tombs.—Columns of victory constituted 
are the best s  

another type of memorial, and the shafts of the columns of Trajan 
and Marcus Aurelius in Rome lent themselves to a better representa-
tion of the records of victory than those which could be obtained in 
the panels of a triumphal arch. Other columns erected are those of 
Antonmus Pius in Rome, a column at Alexandria, and others in 
France and Italy. 

If the Romans derived from the Etruscans • custom of erecting 
tombs in memory of the dead, they did not follow on the same 
lines, for whilst the Etruscans always excavated the tomb in the 
solid rock, constituting a more lasting memorial, the Romans 
regarded them as monumental features and lined the routes of the 
tea two of their towns with them. The earliest example remaining 
is that of Caecilia Metella (58 Lc.), of which the upper portion, 
consisting of a circular drum 93 ft. in diameter. remains. Of the 
tomb of Hadrian the core only exists in the castle of Sant' Angelo. 
From the deecripbons given it must have been a work of great 
magnificence. The tombs known as Columbaria (q.v.) were always 
below ground, but in some cases an upper storey was built above 
them consisting of a small temple. and these flanked the Vs Appia 
in large ?umbers. At Pompeii outside the Herculaneum Gate the 
Via Appia was lined on both skies with tombs of varied design, and 
with exedrae or circular seats in marble, provided for the use of 
those visiting the tombs. The tombs in Syria form a very large  and 
important series, the earliest perhaps being those in 
when they took the form of lofty towers. from 70 to 90 ft- high, 
externally simple as regards their design, but in the several storeys 
inside profusely decorated with Corinthian pilasters and coffered 
ceilings is stone. The tombs in Jerusalem built in the tst century 
of our era are partly excavated in the rock and partly erected. The 
most important were those known as the tomb of Absalom, the tomb 
of St James. and the tombs of the judges and the kings, all cut in 
the solid rock. In central Syria some of the tombs are excavated in 
the rock, and over them are built a group of two or more columns 
held together by their entablatuna The most important series 
are the tombs at Petra. all cut in the side of cliffs and of elaborate 

=,d. The sculptor, being free from the restrietke of Construction, 
his conception much in the same way as a scene-painter 

produces a theancal background. 
ASicts and Bridgee—Altbough at the prosent day aqueducts 

and ' 	would be classed under the had of engineering works, 
those 	by the Romans are so fine in their conception and design 
that they take their place as monuments. The Pont-du-Garo near 
Nimes. and the aqueducts of Segovia. Tarragona and Merida in 
Spain, and some of those in or near Rome, are of the simplest design, 
depending for their effect on their magnificent construction, their 
dimensions both in length and height, and the scale given in the 
ranges of arches one above the other. Few of the Roman bridges 
have lasted to our day; the bridges of Augustus at Rimini and of 
Akantara in Spain may be taken as types of the design, in which we 
note that there are no architectural superfluities; the quality of the 
design derde on the graceful 

 built 
of the arches and the fine 

masonry which they are t 
Palatial Arckieectorw—By far the most magnificent group of 

palaces are these which were erected by the Caesars on the Palatine 
hill at Rome. Commencedby Augustus and added to by his suc-
cessors down to the reign of Severe', they cover an area considerably 
over tome= sq. ft., and comprise an imams series of great halls, 
throne room. banqueting hall. basilicas. peristylar courts, temple, 
libraries. schools, barmeks, a stadium and separate suites for princes 
and courtiers. The service of the palace would seem to have been 
carried on in vaulted corridors in several storeys, some of which 
on the north side, overlooking the Circus Maximus, must have been 
over too ft. in height Except uqder the Villa Mills, the greater part 
of the plan has been traced; and lame remains of mosaic pavements 
have been found in sits, and in the approaches, vaulted halls, some 
still retaining their stucco decoration. 

A similar variety of groups of every description of structure is 
found at Tivoli, but spread over a very much larger area. The villa 
of Hadrian extended over 7 m.; the works there were probably 

ti
n about A.D. 123, the flat portion being his own residential 

seillia.  In addition to the numerous halls, courts, libraries, dec., 
Hadrian attempted to reproduce some.  of the most remarkable monue 
meats which he had seen during has long travels; the Stadium, 
Pakestra, Odense, the two theatres, the artificial lake, Canopus  and 
other features was, however, constructed in the Roman style. 
Built on a ridge between two valleys, the several buildings occupied 
various levels, so that immense terraces and flights of stairs existed 
throughout the site and, combined with the natural scenery, must 
have been of extraordinary beauty. 

The palace of Diocletian at Sale" to which he retired after 
his abdication, constituted a fortress, three of its walls being 
protected by towers, the fourth on the south by the sea. For an 
account of its well-preserved remains as SPALATO. The p emeror's 
own residence was on the south side, and had a gallery 520 t. losg 
overlooking the sea. The two main streets, with arcades on each 
side and crossing one another, divided the whole palace into four 
sections. One of these streets crossed from gate to gate, the other 
from the north gate led to the entrance into the palaceof the emperor. 

Prisons Houser.—The entire absence of the retrains of the private 
houses of Rome, with the single exception of the house of Livia on 
the Palatine, would have left us with a very poor insight into their 
design were it not for the discovery of Pompeii (ger.) and Hercu-
laneum (q.v.). The descriptsons given by Pliny of the lavish ex-
travagance in the Roman houses, and the employment of various 
Greek marbles in the shape of monolith columns and panelling of 
walls, are substantiated by those which are found in the Pantheon, 
in the palaces on the Palatine, and in Hadrian's villa at Tivoli; 
and these compared with what is found at Pompeii show that the 
latter was only a provincial town of second or thud-rate importance, 
where painted imitations took the place of real marbles, and where 
tlecoteijsaintings were very inferior to those which have been 

in Rome. 	 (R. P. S.) 
Byzeinnut Aectarscures 

The term " Byzantine " is applied to the style of architecture 
which was developed in Byzantium at ter Constantine had transferred 
the capital of the Roman empire to that city in A.D. 324. 

It is not possible, in the early ages of any style which is based on 
preceding or contemporaneous styles, to draw any hard and fast line 
of demarcation; and already before the Peace of the Church, a 
gradual transformation In the Roman style had been taking place. 
even in Rome itself. Thus the arch had gradually been taking the 
place of the lintel, either frankly as a relieving arch above it (portico 
of Pantheon), or introduced in the frieze just above the architrave 
(San Lorenzo), or by the conversion of the architrave into • flat arch 
by dividing it into voussoirs, as in the Forum Julien' at Rome or 
in the temple of Jupiter at Baalbek. In the palace built by Diocletian 
at Spalato. the architrave or lintel of the Golden Gate is built with 
several voussoirs, and the pressure is further relieved by an arch 
thrown across above it. Long before this, however, and already 

 end century s.o. in Syria. this relieving arch had been 
and decorated, with the result of emphasizing it as ■ new architec-
tural feature. In this same palace at Spalato, in order to obtain • 
wider opening in the centre of the portico, leading to the throne 
room, it was spanned by an arch, round which were carded the 
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moulding' of the whole entablature, viz. architrave, rieze and 
cornice. At a still earlier date in Syna the same had eseen done in 
the Propylaea of the temple at Damascus (A.D. 151) and other 
examples are found in North Africa. 

Now when Constantine  transferred the capital to Byzantium, he 
is said to have imported  immense quantities of monolith columns 
from Rome, and also  workmen to carry out  the  embellishments  of 
the new capital; for  his work  there  was  not  confined to  churches. 
but included amphitheatres,  palaces,  thermae  and other  public 
buildings. Owing to  the  haste  with  which  these were built,  and in 
some cams probably  to the ephemeral materials employed, for  the 
roofs of the churches were only in  timber, all these early works  have 
been swept away; but there  remain two structures at least,  which 
are said to date Iron  Constantine's time, viz. the Binbirderek or 
cistern of a thousand  columns, and the Yeri-Batan-Serai, both  in 
Constantinople. As  one of the first tasks a Roman emperor  set 
himself to perform was  the provision of an ample supply of  water, 
of which Byzantium  was much  in  need,  there  is every . reason  to 
suppose that they are  correctly attributed  to  Constantine  's time. If 
so, as the construction  of  their  vaults  is quite  different  from  that 
employed by the Romans, it  suggests that there already existed in 
the East a traditional  method  of  building vaults of wh  ich the  em peror 
availed himself; and,  although  it  is not possible to trace  all  the earlier 
developments, the traditional  art of  the  East,  found  throughout 
Syria and Asia Minor,  must from the first have wrought great changes 
in the architectural  style, and in some measure this  would  account 
for the comparatively short  period of two centuries which elapsed 
between the foundation of the new empire and the  culminating period 
Of the style under Justinian in AD. 532-558. 

Constantine is said to have built three churches in Palestine, but 
these have either disappeared or have been reconstructed since; 
an early basilican church is that of St John Studius (the Baptist) in 
Constantinople, dating from A.D:  463, and though it shows but little 
deviation from classic examples, in the design and vigorous execution 
of the carving in the capitals and the entablature we find the germ 
of the new style. The next typical example is that found in the 
church of St Demetrius at Salocuca, a bann- church with atrium 
in front, a narthex, nave and double aisles, with capacious galleries 
on the first floor for women, and an apaidal termination to the nave. 
Instead of the classic entablature, the monolithic columns of the 
navecarry arches both on the ground and upper storeys; above the 
capitals, however, we find a new feature known as the dossed, 
already employed in the two cisterns referred to, a cubical block 
projecting beyond the capital on each side and enabling it to carry 
a thicker wall above. In later examples, when the aisles were 
vaulted, the dosaeret served a still more important purpose, in 
carrying the spnnging of the vaults. The nave and aisles of this 
church of St Demetrius were covered with timber roofs, as the 
architects had neither the knowledge, the skill, nor perhaps 
the materials to build vaults,. so as to render the whole church 
indestructible by fire. 

One of the first attempts at this (though the early date gived is 
disputed) would seem to have been made at Hierapolis, on the 
borders of Phrygia in Asia Minor, where there are two churches 

covered with barrel vaults carried 
on transverse ribs across the nave, 
the thrust of which was met by 
carrying up solid walls on each side, 
these walls being pierced with open. 
ings so as to form aisles on the 
ground floor and galleries above. 
The same system was carried out 
a century earlier in central Syria, 
where, in consequence of the absence 
of timber, the buildings had to be 
roofed with slabs of stone carried on 
archesacrossthenave. Itisprobable 
that in course of time other examples 
will be found in Asia Minor, giving 
a more definite due to the next 
development, which we find in the 
work of Justinian, who would seem 
to have recognized that theemploy- 
ment of timber or combustible 

sow of Feet 
9mopp4P.PT 	materials was fatal to the long 

duration of such buildings. A,. d- 
27.—Plan of SS. Sergius ingly in the first church which he 

and Bacchus. ' 	built (fig. 27), that of SS. Sargius 
and Bacchus (A.D. 527), the whole 

building is vaulted; the church is about too ft. square, with • 
narthex on one side. The central portion of the church is octagonal 
(ya ft. wide), and is covered by a dome, carried on arches across the 
eight sides, which are filled in with columns on two storeys. These 
are remised on the diagonal lines, farming apses. The vault is 
divided into thirty-two zones, the zones being alternately fiat and 
concave. 

We now pass to Justinian's greatest work, the church of St 
Sophia (fig. 28), begun in 532 and dedicated in 537, which marks 
the highest development of the Byzantine mAe and became the 
model on which all Greek churches. and even the mosques built by  

the Mahonimedaas in Constantinople, from the 15th century on-
wards, were based. The architects employed were Anthernius of 
Trallea and Isidorus of Miletus, and the problem they had to solve 
was that of carrying a dome 107 ft. in diameter on four arches. The 
four arches formed a square on plan, and between them were built 
spherical pendentive,, which,overhanging the angles, reduced the 
centre to a circle on which the dome wail:at. This dome fell down in 
555, and when rebuilt was raised higher and pierced round its lower 
mrt with forty circular-headed windows, which give an extraordinary 
lightness to the structure. At the east and west ends are immense 

again apses, stbe ferulal width.ge  thne dome, which are 	sgritl diedivleiril itigo 
 archs are 	 lofty 

columns carrying arches opening into the aisle on the ground storey 
and a gallery on the upper storey, the walls above being pierced with 
windows of immense sae. The church was built no brick, and 
internally the walls were encased with thin slabs of precious marble 
up to a great height (fig. 29). The walls and vault above were 
covered with mosaics on a gold ground, which, as they represented 
Christian subjects, were all covered over with stucco by the Turks 

Fro. 28.—Plan of St Sophia. 

after the taking of Constantinople. During the restoration in the 
middle of the teth century, when it became necessary to strip off 
the stucco, these mosaics were all drawn and pdblished by Salem-
burg, and they were covered again with plaster to prevent their 
destruction by the Turks. The columns of the whole church on the 
ground floor are of porphyry, and on the upper storey of verd 
antique. The length of the church from entrance doer to eastern 
apse is 26o ft.; in width, including the aisles, it measures 238 ft., 
and it measures 175 ft. to the apex of the dome. The columns and 
arches give scale to the small apses, the small apses to the larger 
ones, and the latter to the dome, so that its immense size is 
from the first. The lighting is admirably distributed, and ge l= 
decoration of the marble slabs, the monolith columns, the elaborate 
carving of the capitals, the beautiful marble inlays of the spandril' 
above the arches, and the glimpse here and there of some of the 
mosaic, which shows through the stucco, give to this church an effect 
which is unparalleled by any other interior in the world. The 
narthr,- 	entrance vestibule forms a magnificent ball 240 ft. in 
length, 	illy richly decorated. Externally the building has little 
pretension,  to architectural beauty, but its dimensions and varied 
outline, with the groups of onalr and larger apses and domes, 
make  it  an  impressive structure, to which the Turkish min' ants, 
though ungainly, add picturesqueness. 

In A.D. 536 a second important church was begun by  Theodora, 
the church of the Holy Apostles, which was in 1454 by 
order of Mahommed II. to build his mosque. The design of this 
church is known only from the clear description given by IN 

. 
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the historian who Ism transmitted to us the record of Justinian's 
work, and its chief interest to us now is that it forms the model 
on which the church of St Mark at Venice was based, when it was 
restored, added to, and almost rebuilt about to63. 

The church of St Sophia was not only the finest of its kind at the 
time of its erection, but no building approaching it has ever been 
built since in the Byzantine style, nor does much seem to have been 
done for two or three centuries afterwards. At the sane time the 
erection of new churches must have been going on. because there are 
certain changes in design, the results probably of many trials. The 
difficulty of obtaining sufficient light in domes of small diameter led 
to the windows being placed in vertical drums, of which the earliest 
example is that of the western dome of St Irene at Constantinople, 
rebuilt A.D. 718-74o. This simplified the construction and externally 
added to the effect of the church. The greatest change, however, 
which to place, arose in consequence of the comparatively small 
dimensions given to the central dome, which rendered it necessary 
to provide more space in another way, by increasing the area on 
each side,so that the plan developed into what is known as the Greek 
cross, in which the four arms are almost equal in dimensions to the 
Central dome, and were covered with barrel vaults which amply 
resisted its thrust. In front of the church a narthex and sometimes 
an exonarthex was added, which was of greater width than the 
church itself, as in the churches (both in Constantinople) of the 
Theotokos and of Chores (A.D. 1080. The latter, better known as the 

Fro. 29.—Cross section of the interior of St Sophia. 

" mosaic mosque," on account of its splendid decoration in that 
material, is of special interest, because in the five arches of its facade 
we find the same design as that which originally constituted the front 
of the tower part of St Mark's at Venice, before it was enetusted with 
the marble casing and the plethora of marble columns and capitals 
brought over from Constantinople. 

Sometimes an additional church was built adjoining the first 
church and dedicated to the immaculate Virgin, as in the church of 
St Mary Panachrantos, Constantinople, the church of St Luke of 
Stiris, Phocis, and the church in the island of Paros. In the last-
named church the apse still retains its marble seats, rising one above 
the other, with the bishop's throne in the centre. In addition to 
the churches already mentioned in Constantinople, there are still 
some which have been appropriated by the Turks and utilized as 
mosques. At Mount Athos there are a large number of Greek 
churches, ranging from the zoth to the 16th centuries, which are 
attached to the monasteries. At Athens one of the most beautiful 
examples is preserved in the Catholicon or cathedral, the materials 
of which were taken from older classical buildings. This cathedral 
measures only 4o ft. by 25 ft., and is now overpowered by the new 
cathedral erected close by 

The external design of the Byzantine churches, as a rule, Is 
extremely simple, but it owes its quality to the fact that its features 
are those which arise out of the natural construction of the church. 
The domes, the semi-domes over the apses, and the barrel vaults 
over other parts of the church, appear externally as well as internally, 
and as they are all covered with lead or with tiles, laid direct on the 
vaults, they give character to the design and an extremely picturesque 
effect. The same principle is observed in the doorways and windows, 
to which importance as given by accentuating their constructive  

features. The arches, always lb brick. are at two orders Or rings of 
arches set one behind the other, and the voussoire, alternately hi 
brick and stone, have the most pleasing effect. The same simple 
treatment is given to the walls by the horizontal courses of brick* 
or tiles, alternating with the stone courses. In the apse of the 
church of the Apom. at Salordca, variety is given by the interlacing 
of brick patterns. This elaboration of the surface decoration is 
carried still further in the_palace of Heladomon at Blacherram, in 
Constantinople, built by Constantine Porph nitus (v371140, 
where the spandril, of the arches are inlaid 	 h w.W. a mosaic of  
various colours arranged in various patterns. 

There would seem to have been a revival in the frith century, 
possibly a reflex of that which was taking place in Europe, and it Is 
to this period we owe the churches of St Luke in Phocis, the church 
at Daphne, and the churches of St Nicodemus and St Theodore in 
Athens. The finest example of brick patterns is that which is found 
in the church of St Luke of Stiris, attached to the monastery in the 
province of Phocis, north of the Gulf of Corinth, of which an admir-
able monograph was published in 1901 by the committee of the 
British School at Athens, illustrated by measured drawings of the 
plans, elevations, sections and mosaics by Messrs Schultz and 
Barnsley, with a detailed description. The church of St Luke of 
Stiris is one of those already referred to, where a second church 
dedicated to the Hay Virgin has been added, but in this case, 
according to Messrs Schultz and Barnsley, on the site of a more 
ancient church of which the narthex alone was retained. The plan 
of the great church differs from the ordinary Greek cross in that the 
arms of the awe are of much less width than the central domed 
square, and arches being thrown across the angles carry eight 
pendentives i Tr-tead of four. On the east side the Diacomcon and 
Prothesis arc included in the width of the domed portion instead of 
forming the eastern termination of the aisles. The churches at 

Daphne in Attica and of St Nicodemus at Athens 
have a similar plan. 

The decoration of the smaller church of St Luke 
of Stiris is of the most elaborate character,. bright 
patterns of infinite variety alternating with the 
brick courses, and as blocks of marble, removed 
from the site of the old city near, were available, 
they have been utilized in various parts of the 
structure and richly carved. The church at 
Mistra in the Peoponnestat. 13th century, built in 
the side of a hill, is one of the most picturesque 
examples, and is almost the only example m 
which a tower is to be found. 

A rmenia.—One other phase of the Byzantine 
style has still to be mentioned, the development 
of church architecture in Armenia, which follows 
very much on the tame lines as that of the Greek 
church, with a central dome on the crossing, a 
narthex at the west end and a triapsal east end. 
In two churches at Echmiadzin and Kutais there 
are transeptal apses in addition to those at the east 
end. One of the differences to be noted is that 
the domes and roofs are generally in stone 
externally, and this has led to another change; 
the domes, though hemispherical inside, have 
conical roofs over them. There is also a greater 
admixture of styles, the Persian, Byzantine 

and Romanesque phases entering into the design; the last 
was probably derived from the churches of central Syria, as 
the Armenians were the only race who seem to have penetrated 
there, and the finest example, at Kalat Seman, was at one time in 
their possession. The church at Dighur near Ani, of the 7th century, 
also probably owes its classical details to the work in central Syria. 
The most important _example of the Armenian style is found in the 
cathedral at Ani, the capital of Armenia, dating front A.D. tow. In 
this church pointed arches and coupled piers are found, with all the 
characteristics of a complete pointed-archstyle, which, as Fergueson 
remarks, " might be found in Italy or Sicily in,the 12th or 14th 
century." Externally the walls are decorated with lofty blind 
arcades similar to those in the cathedral at Pisa and other churches 
in the same town, which are probably fifty years later. The elaborate 
fret carving of the window dressings and hood moulds are probably 
borrowed from the tile decoration found in Persia. 

Barria.—The architecture of Russia is only a somewhat degraded 
version of the style of the Byzantine empire. The earliest buildings 
of importance are the cathedrals of Kiev and Novgorod, ro1e-ros4. 
The original church of Kiev consisted of nave, with triple aisles each 
side, the piers in which are of enormous size, a transept and square 
bays of the choir beyond, each with deep apsidat chapels. Externally 
the chief features are the bulbous domes adopted from the Tatars, 
which sometimes assume great dimensions. Internally, the chief 
feature is the iconostasis, which corresponds to the English rood 
screen, except that in Russia It forms a complete separation between 
the church and the sanctuary with its altar. 

One of the most remarkable churches is that of St Basil at Moscow 
(7 534-1 584). which in plan looks like a central hall, surrounded by 
eight other halls of smaller dimensions, all separated one from the 
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other by vaulted corridor; this arrangement is not Internede until 
one sees the exterior view, which accounts for the plan ; each one 
of these halls is crowned by lofty towers with bulbous domes, the 
centre one rising above all the others and terminated with an 
octagonal roof, probably derived from the Armenian conical rod. 
The oldest and most interesting church in Moscow is the church of 
the Assumption (1479),  where the UM always crowned; but 
as it measures only 74 ft. by so ft., it is virtually little more than a 
chapel ;the plan is that of a Greek cross with central dome and four 
others over the angles. One other church deserves mention—at 
Curtea de Argesh, in Rumania. it was built in ts zy-1 6, and 
though small (go by so ft.), is bunt entirely of stone, ' of brick 
covered with stucco, as is the case with the churches in Moscow. 
The interior has been entirely sacrificed to the exterior, the domes 
being raised to an extravagant height. The relative proportion of 
width of nave to height of dome in St Sophia at Constantinople is 
about one to two; in the church at Curtea de Argesh it Is about 
one to five ,• and yet there can be little doubt the design was made 
by one of those Armenian architects who seem to have been always 
employed at Constantinople, and who presumably based their 
designs there on St Sophia as regards its principal features. Here. 
however, he was working for Tatar employers who attached more 
importance to display than to goodproparbon. In general design 
the church is based on Armenian worlc. The elaborately carved 
panels and disks are• from the inlays in the mosques in 
Damascus and of Sultan at Cairo, and the stalactite cornices 
and capitals of the columns are transcripts of the Mahommedanxyle 
of Constantinople, which was derived from the style developed* 
the Seljuk" 

We were only able to point to a single example of a tower In the 
Byzantine style, but in Russia the towers not only constitute the 
principal accessory to the church but were necessary adjuncts, in 
order to provide accommodation for bells, the casting of which has 
at all times formed one of the most important crafts in Russia. The 
chief examples, all in Moscow, are the tower attached to the church 
of the Assumption; the tower of Boris, inside the Kremlin ; and 
that erected over the sacred gate of the same. But they abound 
throughout Russia, and in some cases form important features in 
the principal elevations on either side of the narthex. (R. P. S.) 

EMILY Catturruat AtrnarracrInth 
Of the earliest examples of the housing of the Christian church 

few remains exist. owing partly to their destruction from time to 
time by imperial edicts, and partly to the fact that in most cases 
they were only omtories of a small and unpretending nature, which, 
immediately after the Peace of the Church, were rebuilt ofictter 
size and with increased magnificence. In Rome itself, the 'pal 
religious centre was that Which was found in the catacom (q.v.), 
almost the only resort in times of persecution. In the houses of the 
wealthy Romans who bad been converted, rooms were set apart for 
the reception of the faithful, and these may have been increased in 
size by the addition of side aisles. At all events, either in Rome or 
in the East, where greater freedom of worship was observed, the 
requirements of the religious had already resulted in a traditional 
type of plan, which may account for the similarity of all the great 
churches built by Constantine. It has often been assumed that the 
great Roman basilicas, if not actually utilized by the Christians, were 
copied so far as their design is concerned. Thk, however, is not 
borne out by the facts, than being very little similarity between the 
first churches built and the two great Roman basilicas. the Ulpian 
basilica and that built by Constantine; the latter was roofed with 
an immense vault, an imperishable covering, not attempted till two 
centuries later in Byzantium, and the former had its entrance in the 
centre of the longer side, and the tribunes at either end were divided 
off from the basilica by a double aisle of columns. The basilica plan 
was adopted because it was the simplest and most economical 
building of large size which could be erected, having an immense 
central area or nave well lighted by damtmy windows. and single or 
double aides todivide the two sexes, and furtW,  because the immense 
supply of columns which could be taken from existing temples or 
porticoes enabled the architect to provide at small cost the colonnades 
or arcades between the nave and the aisles. On the other hand, there 
is no doubt that the temples, for which there was no further use. were 
largely appropriated, not only in Italy but in Greece, Sicily and 
elsewhere, and it is to this appropriation that we owe the preservation 
of the Parthenon, the Erechtheum and the temple of Theseus at 
Athens. There are some cases in which it is interesting to note the 
changes which were made to convert the temple into a church. In 
the temple of Athena at Syracuse, walls were built in between the 
columns of the peristyle. the cells was appropriated for the nave, and 
arcades were cut through the cella walls to communicate with the 
peristyle, so as to constitute the aisles. In the temple of Aphrodislas, 
In Asia Minor, a further development occurred. The walls of the 
cells were taken down, a wall was built outside the columns of the 
peristyle to form aisles, and the columns of the east and west end 
were taken down and placed In line with the others, in order to 
increase the length of the church. 

The earliest Christian basilica bunt in Rome was the Lateran, 
which has however, been so completely transformed in subsequent 
rebuilding, as to have lost its origami character. The next in date  

was that of the old St Peter's, which was taken down In mirk In 
consequence of its ruinous condition. in order to make way for the 
present cathedral. begun by Pope Julius II. It was of considerable 
sue, covering an area of 73,000 ft. Its plan consisted of an atrium, 
or open court. having a fountain in the centre, and arcades round; 
a nave, 275 ft. long and n ft. wide, with double aisles on each side; 
a transept, 270 ft. long by s4 ft. wide; and a semicircular apse or 
tribune with a radius of 27 It.: the high altar being in the Mitre Of 
its choir, and of marble seats and the papal throne in the 
middle,corresponding to the benches and the judge's seat of the 
Roman tribune. The nave, therefore, with its double aisles, was 
similar to that of the Ulpian basilica, but the aisles were not returned 
muss the east end, and at the west end, in their place, was the great 
triumphal arch opening into the transept. The monolith columns of 
the nave and their capitals (together 40 ft. high) were all taken from 
ancient buildings, as also were those of the aisle arcades and in the 
atrium. 

The basilica of St Paul, outside the walls, was originally of com-
paratively small dimensions, with its apse at the west end; in 
A.D. 386 the church was rebuilt on a plan similar to St Peter's, with 
nave and double aisles, divided by columns arches, transept 
and apse. In the Lateran basilica, StPeter's. Santa Maria Maggiore, 
and St Lawrence (outside the walls), the columns of the nave were 
close-set (is. with narrow intercolumniations) and supported 
architraves, but in Se' Paul (outside the walls) the columns of the 
second church (AA). 386) were wider apart and carried arches. The 
same feature is found in the church of St Agnes, founded A.D. 324, 
but rebuilt 620-640• here the arcade is carried across the west 
end and there are galleries above, the arches heirs carried on dosseret 
blocks above the capitals; these are also found in the galleries over 
the western end of St Lawrence, added by Honorius (a.n. 620-640); 
the dosseret,a Byzantine feature, being derived either from Ravenna 
or from the East. In the church of Santa Maria-in-Cosmedin (a.n. 
772-799 another Byzantine feature appears in the triple apse at 
the east end, the earliest example in Europe. In this church, as 
also in those of San Clemente and San Prassede, piers are built at 
intervals to carry the arcades separating the nave and aisles. Those 
in the latter, however, were probably added when the great arches 
were thrown across the nave. The church of San Clemente was 
bunt in 1108, above a much older church dating from 385 and 
restored later; it is almost the only church in Rome which has pre-
served its atrium intact, the internal amngement of the church 
also is different from that found elsewhere, the choir. enclosed with 
marble piers and screens removed from the lower church and erected 
in front of the tribune, dating from A.D. 514-523. The mosaics 
executed in 1112 are in fine preservation. 

Other early churches in b 	 Rome are those of Santa Podenziana 

kv5); San 	 (440). with Doric columns in the nave; 
Quattro Coronati (450), Santa Sabina (45o), an interesting 

church on account of the marble Inlaid decoration in the atch 
spandril' of the nave, which date from 824; San Prassede (817). 
with arches thrown across the nave later, San Vincenzo ed Anastasio 
alle Tre Fortune (626). and Santa Maria in DOInniCa, where there 
are galleries over the aisles and across the east end as in St Agnes. 

Hitherto we have said little about the architectural design, the 
fact being that externally these churches had the appearance of 
barns; It Is only In a few cases, notably In St Peter that the 
principal fronts were decorated with mosaics. The magnificent 
materials employed internally, the monolith marble columns, the 
enrichment of the apse and the triumphal arch with mosaics, and 
probably the painting and gilding of the ceiling or roof, gave to 
the early basilican churches in Rome that splendour which 
characteriaes those in Byzantium and in Ravenna. 

With the-mception of the baptistery attached to St John Lateran. 
and the so-called tomb of Santa Conatantia, both erected by Con-
stantine, the circular form of church was not adopted in Rome; 
there is one remarkable circular building of great size, San Stefano 
Rotondo, at one time thought to have been a Roman market, but 
now known to have been erected by Pope Simplicius (468-482). 
It consisted of a central circular nave, 44 ft. in diameter, and double 
aisles round. In the arcade dividing the aisles the arches are carried 
on dosserets, the earliest known example of this feature in Rome. 

Although inferior to size, the two churches of S. Apollinare Nuovo, 
built by Theodoric (493-525)  and Sant' Apollinare-in-Close 
so), both in Ravenna, have the special advantage that they were 
constructed in new materials, there being no ancient Roman temps, 
there to pull down. The ordinary basilican plan was adhered to, 
but as the architects and workmen came from Constantinople, they 
incorporated in the building various details of the Byzantine style. 
with which they were best acquainted. Thus the contour of the 
mouldings, the carrying of the capitab and imposts, the dosseret 
above the capital, and the scheme of decoration of the interior with 
marble casing on the lower portion of the walls and mosaic above. 
are all Byzantine. Externally the churches are extremely plain. 
the wall surfaces •of the nave and aisle walls being varied by blind 
arcades. 

The earliest banding In Ravenna is the tomb of Galls Placiclla. 
bunt aso, a small cruciform structure with a dome on pendentive" 
over the centre, perhaps the earliest example known. The bapt istery 
of St John, which was attached to the cathedral bunt by Archbishop 
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Urms (s8o), now destroyed, bi a plain octagonal bnikIng. 40 ft. in 
diameter, originally with a timber roof; when in 451  it was deter- 
mined to replace this by a vault, in order to resist the thrust, the 
upper part of the walls was brought forward on arches and corbels, 
and the interior richly decorated with paintings, stucco reliefs and 
mosaics in the dome. The most interesting building in Ravenna, 
however, from many points of view, is the church of San Vitale 
(fig. 30). built 539-547, its plan and design being based on the 
church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus at Constantinople. The propor-
tions of the intenor of St Sergius are much finer than those in San 
Vitale. where the dome is raised too high; the timber roofs also of 
San Vitale have deprived the church externally of that fine archi-
tectural effect found in Byzantine churches. In order to lighten the 
dome, its shell was built with hollow pots, the end of one fitted into 
the mouth of the other. The interior of the church is of great beauty, 
owing to the alternating of the piers carrying the eight arches with 
the columns net back in apsidal recesses. Unfortunately the church 
has been much restored, but the magnificent mosaics in the choir 
and the variety of design shown in the capitals and dossercts rmler 
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FIG. 30.—Plan of S. Vital; Ravenna. 

this church, though small, one of the most attractive in Ttaly. 
One other Ravenna building must be mentioned, though it would 
be difficult to know under what style to class it. The tomb of 
Theodoric, having a decagonal plan in two storeys. the lower one 
vaulted at the upper storey, set back to allow of a " terrace " round, 
once sheltered by a small arcade, and covered by a single stone 
as ft. in diameter, belongs to no definite style; the mouldings of the 
uppe

r e 
port ion have some 
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Theodoric. 
As Dalmatia and Istria both formed part of Theodoric's kingdom, 

we find there the same Byzantine influence as that which was 
asserted in Ravenna, in both cases the work being done by artists 
and masons from Constantinople. There is not i much left in Dal-
matia. but in Istria are two important examples.—the churches at 
Parenzo (535-543) and Grado (571-586). Like the two churches in 
Ravenna, they are basilican in plan, with apses, semi-circular 
internally and polygonal externally, the latter bang a characteristic 
found in all the churches in Europe which were influenced directly 
by Byzantine custom. Although the monolith columns were derived 
from ancient Roman buildings, all the capitals were specially carved 
for the two churches, and they have the same variety of design 
and in many cases are identical with those in San Vitale, Sant' 
Apollinare Nuevo, Sant' Apollinare-in-CLisse, and those brought 
over from Constantinople. which now decorate St Mark's at Venice 
internally as well as externally. The decoration of the lower part 
of the walls internally with marble slabs, and the upper portion and 
apsidal vaults with mosaic, follows on the same lines as those at 
Ravenna and Constantinople. The church at Parenzo still retains 
its baptistery and atrium, from which fragments of the mosaics 
which originally decorated the west front can be seen. The 
church at Aquileia was rebuilt in the t 1th century, and the 
Duomo of Trieste has beep so altered as to lose its original Byzantine 
character. (R. P. S.) 

EARLY CHRISTIAN WORK IR CENTRAL SYRIA 
Contemporaneously with the early developments of the Christian 

churches just described, another line of treatment was being evolved 
in central Syria, which would seem to have been quite independent 
of the others, though at first sight it bears considerable resemblance 
to the Byzantine style, and for that reason was probably clamed 
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and described under that bead by Feminism. 13ot the leading 
characteristic of the Byzantine style is the dome over the centre of the 
church round which all other features are grouped, whereas in central 
Syria, with the exception of two examples—one a circular, the other 
a polygonal church—there are no domes. There is considerable Greek 
feeling in the mouldings and cervinp of the capitals, but that is 
probably due to the fact that the masons were originally of Greek 
extraction. A comparison, for instance, of the design and carving 
of the largest church in central Syria. the famous building erected 
round the column of St Simeon Stylites at Kalat-Seman, dating 
from the 6th century, with any Byzantine church of the same date, 
shows very little resemblance, because the former was inspired more 
or les. directly by the Roman remains in the countyr. A similar 
respiration is found in the churches of St Trophime at .Arles and S 
Gffles in the south of b ranee, and at Autun and  in Burgundy. 
Both were founded on Roman work, and the mouldings of the 
pediments and archivolts and the fluting of the pilasters at Kalat-
Semen, of the 6th century, are identical with what is found, quite 
independently, in Provence and Burgundy in the nth and loth 
centuries. There is, however, another special characteristic found 
in the masonry of the churches in central Syria. which is peculiar 
to the whole of Palestine, ands found in the earliest remains there, 
as also in Roman work, and to a certain extent in much of the 
Mahommedan construction and is that of the Crusaders, viz. its 
megalithic qualities. Instead of building an arch in several you.• 
soles, they preferred to do it in three or five only, and sometimes 
would cut the whole arch out of • single vertical slab. If they 
employed voussoirs, they were not content with ordinary depth, 
shown by the archivolt mouldings, but made them three or four 
times as deep. 

The masons, in fact, would seem to have retained the traditional 
Phoenician custom of the country to employ the largest stones they 
were able to quarry, transport and raise on the building. Subse- 
quently, in working down the masonry, they reproduced the archi-
tectural features they found in Roman buildings; this was done, 
however, without any knowledge as to their constructional origin or 
meaning; thus, in copying a Roman pilaster, the capital and part 
of the shaft would be worked out of one stone, and the lower part 
of the shaft and the base out of another. It is only from this point 
of view that we can account for the peculiar development given to 
the decoration of their later work, where archivolts, wood mould- 
ings and window dressings are loof upon as simply surface 
decoration to be applied round doorways and windows, without any 
reference to the jointing of the masonry. 

The immense asks of monuments, civil as well as religious-
existing throughout central Syria, were almost entirely unknown 
before the publication of the marquis of Vogdfi's work, La Syria 
emirate, in 1865-1867. This work, Illustrated with measured plans, 
sections and elevations, with perspective views, and accompanied 
by detailed descriptions of the various buildings, forms an invaluable 
record of an architectural style, more or less completely developed, 
which flourished from the yd to the beginning of the 7th century. 
An American archaeological expedition made further investigations 
in Iflen-t000, and its report, written by Mr H. C. Butler, contains 
additional plans and a large number of photogravures, which bear 
testimony to the truth and accuracy or the engraved plates of the 
marquis de Vogue. The preservation of these central Syrian remains, 
more or less intact, is considered to have been due either to the 
desertion of all the towns in which they were situated by the in-
habitants at the time of the Mahommedan invasion, or, according 
to Mr H. C. Butler, to the deforesting of the whole country about the 
commencement of the 7th century. 

The monuments and buildings illustrated may be divided into 
three classes,—ecdesiastical. including monasteries; civil and 
domestic; and tombs. It is in the two first that the principal 
interest is centred. 

Clarches.—Tbe earliest of these date from the end of the 4th 
century, and the latest inscription on a church is fop, so that a 
little over 200 years includes the whole aeries. With one or two 
small exceptions all the churches follow the basilican plan, with 
nave and aisles separated by arcades, the arches of which are carried 
by columns, four arches on each side in the smaller churches, ten in 
the _largest. The churches are all orientated, and have generally a 
semi-circular apse, and occasionally a square or rectangular sanctuary 
at the east end, on either side of which are square chambers,—the 
diaconicen, reserved for the priests, on the south side, and the 
prothesis, on the north side, in which the offerings of the faithful 
were deposited. Except in the earliest churches, the entrance was 
generally at the west end, and was sometimes preceded by a porch. 
In addition to the west entrance, there were sometimes doorways 
leading direct into the north and south aisles, with projecting 
porticoes. About the middle of the 6th century a change was made 
in the design of the arcades in the nave, and rectangular piers with 
arches of wide span were substituted for the ordinary arcade with 
columns. The effect as shown in the engravings and photogravures 
is so fine that it is strange that the scheme was never adopted in 
the earlier Romanesque churches of Europe. The two mere 
important examples are at Kalb•Lao:eh (fig. 31) and Ruweiha, but 
three or four others are known, and this plan was adopted in the 
basilica erected in the great court of the temple at Baalbek. All 
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the churches are built in fine ashlar masonry, with moulded archi- 
volts and architraves to doorways and windows, and moulded 
string courses and cornices of simple design. The principal decora- 
tion externally is found in the hood-mould or label round the 
windows, continued as a string-course and carried round other 
windows, and sometimes terminating in a disk with cross in centre. 
These hood-moulds arc occasionally richly carved. All the churches 
in central Syria had open timber roofs which have now disappeared- 
this is proved by the smkings in the end walls to receive the purlins, 
and the corbels provided to carry the tie beams. The apses were 

always covered with semi-domes. The 
three most important churches were those 
of Turmanin, Kalb-Lauzeh and Kalat- 
Seman. The plans of the two first are 
similar, except that in Turmanin the 
nave arcade is of the ordinary type, 
with seven arches carried on columns, 
while in Kalb.Lauzeh (fig. 32) there are 
three wide arches on each side carried 
on two rectangular piers and responds. 
Both have entrance porches (fig. p), 
which are flanked by angle buildings 

i carried up as towers in three storeys; 
these probably contained wooden stair-
cases to ascend to an open gallery, which 
consisted of four columns in-antis between 
the angle towers above the porch. The 
north and south walls were quite plain, 
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except for window and door dressings 
• and string courses; the apse was richly 

decorated, with wall shafts superitnposed 
between the windows, and carrying a 

FIG. 31.—Plan of Church Projecting cornice with alternate corbels. 
of Kalb-Lauzeh. 	The church at Ruweiha has a similar 

plan to that at Kalb-Laureh, but two 
transverse arches in stone are thrown across the nave, resting on 
abutments attached to the nave piers. 

The most remarkable example and by far the largest is the great 
basilica at Kalat-Seman (fig. 34), which was erected round the pillar 
on which St Simeon Stylites spent thirty years of his life. The base 
of the pillar stands in the centre of an immense octagonal court 
open to the sky. The plan consists of nave, transept and choir, all 
with side aisles, separated in the centre by the octagonal court 
which constitutes the crossing. The nave built on the side of a hill 
is raised on a crypt, and the principal entrance would seem to base 

FIG. 32.—Interior of the Church of Kalb-Lam:eh. 

bred through the porch of the north transept, which occupies the full 
width of transept and aisles. There were, however, in addition two 
doorways with porches to each aisle, as well as portico and doors 
to the north transept. At the eastern end were three apses, the 
two outer ones, facing the aisles, being additions in the second half 
of the 6th century. St Simeon died in 459, and the church was 
probably begun shortly afterwards, but not completed till the 
6th century. The archivolts of the great atrium on each sick of the 
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octagonal court consist of architrave, frieze and cornice, copied 
from the arch of the propylaea at Baalbek or other Roman work. 
Here, as in the great southern porch, the classic nature of the details 
is remarkable, the pilasters are all fluted, and the modillion and 
dentil, derived from Roman models, exist throughout. On the other 
hand, the carving of the foliage was certainly executed by Greek 
artists, and the well-known Byzantine capital, with the leaves 

Ftc. 3j.—Church of Turmanin. 

bending under the influence of the wind, is here reproduced. The 
great apse externally retains its decoration with superimposed shafts 
and cornice, as in Turmanin and Kalb-Lauzeh. 

The monastery of Kalat-Seman was built on the south side of the 
great church, and many of the rooms had roofs of slabs of stone 
carried on arches across the room, a method of construction univers-
ally found in the Hauran, where the absence of timber necessitated 
this more permanent method of construction. The monasteries 

Ftc. 34.—Plan of Church of Kalat-Seman. 

differ from the domestic work in being much plainer, and, instead 
of columns in the porticoes, having invariably square piers of 
stone. 

Among circular churches, the walls of the cathedral at Bozra are 
gone. so that the conjectural restoration shown in de VogOe's work 
is purely speculative, but in the church at Ezra (51o) the central 
octagon is covered by a high dome of elliptical section. An aisle is 
carnedrouad the octagon with similar recesses on the diagonal lines, 
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the whole being extolled ih a square: In the apenat the east and the 
seats of the tribune are still preserved. 

Domestic Work.—The domestic work in central Syria is. in a way, 
even more remarkable than the ecclesiastical. Broadly speaking, 
there are two types of Eden—thaw found in the towns and scot
together, and those which, with increased area, constituted a Ale. 
At El Barah the average house occupied • site of about 8o ft. by 
6o ft., of which about pi ft. in width was occupied by an open court; 
facing this court, which was enclosed with high walls, is an open 
colonnade on two floors, which always faces south, occupies the 
whole front (80 ft.) of the house, and is the only mins of a 
to the rooms in the rear, three on each floor, side by side. 9712 
centre of these rooms, 14 ft. wide each, an arch is throweaeross on 
each floor, which carries slabs of stone covering the first floor and 
the roof: the upper storey was reached probably by a timber 
staircase, now gone, but in poorer dwellings an external flight of 
steps in stone led to an upper floor. All the houses face the same way. 
The colonnade of the house consisted of about fifteen columns en . 
each storey. Each column, including its capital and base, was cut 
out of a single stone; on, the upper storey, between the column, 
are stone vertical slabs fuming • balustrade; the hones are all 
built in fine ashlar masonry with architrave; and cornices to doors 
and windows, a luxury which in E*htad could rarely he indulged 
in for ordinary houses At El Mink in an area of about 250 ft. by 
iso ft. as shown by de Vogul, there are about too monolith columns, 
is ft. high, on the grou d storey alone. In a villa et El Borah the 
open court is surrounded on three sides by buildings, those at the east 
end of considerable extent and in three storeys. A smeller example 
at Mujeieia has two courts, one of them being for stables and other 
services; otherwise the residence of the proprietor is similar to the 
brie above described. Here and there the fantasy-of the artist has 
been allowed to revel in the carving of the balustrades, door lintels, 
ff.c. The capitals are of -endless deign, and show intmtions 
of Ionic and Corinthian capitals, in some castanet dheft to the 
Byzantine versions in St Mark's at Venice. 

Hostelries and public baths are, amongst other civil, barrows 
which are recognizable', the hostelries in some cases being attached 
to the monasteries. 

Tombs.—The principal tombs are either excavated In the rock. 
with in open court in front and an entrance portico, like the tombs 
of the kings at Jerusalem, and sometimes a superstructure of columns 
or a podium raised above them ,• or again they ere built in masonry, 
and take the form Of m•pulchral chapels: in the hater Meer if  many 
sarcophagi have to be deposited. and the chapel is of great length.' 
arches are thrown acmes, about 6 ft. centre to centre, to support the 
slabs of stone with which they are covered. This carries on the 
traditional custom of the Roman tem 	in Syria, the roofs of 
which, in stone, were similarly su 	Sometimes there will be 
two storeys, the upper one 	with a doom. Those which are 
peculiar to the country are square tombs, with a pyramidal stone roof 
all built in horizontal courses, and either enclosed with a peristyle all 
round, on one or two storeys, or having a portico in front with flat 
stone roof. The cornices. string courses and lintels of the doors of 
these tombs of the 4th and 4th centuries, are enriched with =rains, 
showing strong Byzantine influence, though probably due to the 
employment of Greek artists. (R. P. S.) 

Tan Corr= Cavern its Earn 
The earliest places of Cbristidn worship in Egypt were probably 

only chapels or oratories of small dimensions atracW to the 
monasteries, which were spread throukhout the country ; a wholesale 
destruction of these took place at various times, more especially by 
the order of Severna, about 200 /LC., so that no remains have come 
down to us. The most ancient examples known are those which are 
attributed to the empreas Helena, of which there are important 
portions preserved in the churches of the White and Red monasteries 
at the foot of the Libyan hills near Suhag. 

Although the plan of the Coptic church is generally basilican, i.e. 
consists of nave and aisles, it is probable that they were not copied 
from Roman examples, but were based on expansions of the first 
oratories built, to which aisles had afterwards been added. There 
are no long transepts. as in the early Christian basilicas of St Peter's 
at Rome, and of St Paul outside the walls, and there is only one 
example of a cruciform church with a dome in the centre following 
the Byzantine plan. Even at an early period the nave and aisles 
were covered sometimes with barrel vaults, either semicircular or 
elliptical. The Coptic church was always orientated with the 
sanctuaries at the east end. The aisles were returned round the west 
end and had galleries above for women. Sometimes the western 
aisle has been walled up to form a narthex; in many cases a narthex 
was built, but, in consequence of the persecution to which the Copts 
were subject at the hands of the Moslems, its three doors have been 
blocked up and a separate small entrance provided. The narthex 
was the place for penitents, but was sometimes used for baptism by 
total immersion, there being epiphany tanks sunk in the floor of the 
churches at Old Cairo. known as Abu Serga, Abu-s-Sifain (Abu 
Sefen) and El Adra; these are now boarded over, as total immersion 
is no longer practised. 

There are a few exceptions to the basilican plan; and in four 
eta espies (two in Cairo and two at Deir-Mar-Antonios in the eastern  

desert by the Gulf of Suez) there are three aisles of equal widths, 
divided one from the other by two rows of columns with three an 
each enw, thus dividing the roof into twelve equine compartments, 
each of which is covered with s dome. 

The senctueries at the east end, as developed in the Coptic church, 
differ in some particulars from thawed any other religious structures. 
There are always three chapels or sanctuaries, with an altar in each, 
the camel chapel being known in the Hera' al. The chapels are more 
often rime than apsidal. and are always surmounted by a complete 
dome, peculiarity not found out of Egypt_ The seats of the tribune 
are still preserved in it large number of the sanctuaries, and there 
are probably man examples in Eupt than in all Europe, if Russia 
and Mount Atha be excepted. Those of Abu-Serga, El Adra and 
Abu-s-Sifain, with three concentric rows of seats and a throne in the 
centre, are tire most important; but even in the square sanctuaries 
the tradition is retained, and seats are ranged against the east wall, 
and in one case (at Anba-Bish6i) three stepq are carried across, and 
behind them is n segmental t.thnum of three steps; with throne in OM 
centre. 

The most -remarkable Coptic chinches in 	are those of the 
Deir-el-Abiad the White monastery) and the 	d-Akhmer (the 
Red monastery)at Suite& These velvet great size, measuring about 
24o ft. by 13o t. with vaulted narthecnave and aisles separated by 
two rows of monolith colunin taken from ancient buildings, twelve 
in each row and probably roofed over in timber,-and three !t= 
directed respectively towards the east, north and south. These  
epees are unusually deep and have five niches in each, in two storeys 
aspirated by superimposed columns. In the church of St John at 
Antler* these are seven niches. A similar arrangement is found in 
the three apses, placed side by side, in the more ancient portion of 
St Mark's, Venice, built ALP. ad% and said to have been copied from 
St Muk's at Alexandria. There is no external architectuie in the 

churches; they are all masked with immense enclosure tfirso as to escape attention. The walls of the interior still 
preserve a peat portion of the meetings of scriptural subjects; 
the screen. dividing off the Halkal and other chapels from the choir 
are of great beauty, and tvidendy formed the models from which 
the panelled woodwork, doorsrerrodpulpits of the Maliornmedira 
mosques have been copied and  uceci by Copts. 

Illustrations areppervmm in A. J. utler's Aneind C.opic Mathes of 
Egypt (1884); ir de "Bock's. Mathieu: erthiefogirea 4 

ektiliempse (um); and A. Gayet's L'ari centime. 
(R. P. S.) 

RoustrgsquE AND GorinC ARCHITECTURE Ut ITALY 

" Romanesque " is the broad generic term adopted about the 
beginning of the loth century by French archaeologists in order 
to bring under One had all the various phases of the round-
arched Christian style, hitherto known as Lombard and Byzantine 
Romanesque iq Italy, Rhenish in Germany, " . Roman ' and 
Norman in France, Saxon and Norman in England, tee. In 
character, as well as in time, the Romanesque lies between the 
Roman and the Gothic or Pointed style, but its first manifesta-
tion it Italy has already been described in the section on " Early 
Christian Architecture," and it only remains to deal with the 
subsequent development from the age of Chademagne, which 
marks an epoch at the history of architecture, and from which 
period examples are to be found in every country. 

In consequence of the lack of homogeneousness in the Roman-
esque style as developed in Italy, owing to the mixture of styles, 
and the difficulty of tracing the precise influence of any one race 
in buildings frequently added to, restored or rebuilt, their 
description will be more easily followed if a geogrephiad sub-
division be made, the simplest being Northern or Lombard 
Romanesque, Central Romanesque and Southern Romanesque; 
after the latter would follow the Sicilian Romanesque, which, 
owing to the Saracenic craftsman, constitutes a type by itself. 
This leaves still one other phase to be noted, the influence 
recognized in northern Italy of the architectural style of the 
Eastern Empire at Byzantium, either direct or through Istria and 
Dalmatia. In the churches at Ravenna, this influence has 
already been referred to in the section on " Early Christian 
Architecture," but it appears again in the church of St Mark 
at Venice, and in much of its domestic architecture, so that it 
is necessary to recognize another term, that of " Byzantine 
Romanesque." 

Nortkent or Lombard Roarannene.—Althotigh the materials for 
forming an adequate notion of the earlier ivof the Lombards are 
very scanty, after their conversion to the Catholic faith the Church 
probably exercised a powerful influence in their architectural work. 
Under Liutprand, towards the close of the 8th century, an order 
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known as the Magistri Commack:I Was established, to whom were 
iven the .privileges of freemen in the Lombard State. These 

Commacini, so named from the island in the lake of Como whence 
they sprang, were trained masons and builders, who in the 9th and 
loth century would seem to have carried the Lombard style through 
north and south Italy, Germany and portions of France. It was at 
one time assumed that they had influenced the church architecture 
throughout Europe, but this is not borne out by the evidence of the 
buildings themselves, except in the Rhenish provinces and in the 
districts on the slope of the Ham Mountains, where in sculpture a 
strange mixture is found of monstrous animals with Scandinavian 
interlaced patterns and Byzantine foliage, bearing a close resemblance 
to the early sculpture in Sant' Ambromo at Milan and San Michele 
at Pavia (Plate V. fig. 72). Although the earliest Lombard buildings 
In Italy (such as those of San Salvatore in Brescia, San Vincenzo-m-
Prato at Milan, the church of Agliate and Santa Maria dells Caccie 
at Pavia) were basilican in plan with nave and aisles, there are some 
instances in which the adoption of a transept has produced the 
Latin cross plan (e.g. San Michele at . Pavia, Sant Autonino at 
Piacenza, San Nazaro-Grande at Milan, and the cathedrals of Parma 
and Modena), though to what extent this is due to subsequent 
rebuilding is not known. In the early basilicas above mentioned. 
the columns, carrying the arcades between nave and aisles, were 
taken from earlier buildings, while the capitals, where not Roman, 
were either rude imitations of Roman, or Byzantine in style. The 
roofs were always in wood, and the exteriors of the simplest descrip-
tion. In the external decoration, however, of the apses of the 
churches of San Vincenzo-in-Prato, Santa Maria dells Carrie. the 
church at Agliate and the ancient portion of S. Ambrogio at Milan. 
we find the germ of that decorative feature which (afterwards 
developed into the eaves-gallery) became throughout Italy and on 
the Rhine the most beautiful and characteristic element Of the 
Lombard style. In order to lighten the wall above the hemispherical 
vault of the apse, a series of nkhes was sunk within the arches of the 
corbel table, which gave to the cornice that deep shadow where it 
was most wanted for effect. In addition to the churches above 
named, similar niches are found in the bapdsteries of Novara and 
Arsago, the Duomo Vecchio at Brescia and the church of San 
Nazaro Grande at Milan. Towards the dose of the lath century, 
the imposts of these niches take the form of isolated piers, with a 
narrow gallery behind, and eventually small shafts with capitals are 
substituted for the piers, producing the  eaves-galleries  of the apses. 
which in Santa Mana Maggiore at Berpmo (t037) and the cathedral 
of Piacenza are the forerunners of numerous others in Italy, and in 
the churches of Cologne, Bonn, Bacharach and other examples on the 
Rhine, constitute their most important external decoration. 

In the apses of San Vincenzo-m-Prato and of the church at Agliate 
(both of the 9th century) there is another decorative feature, destined 

afterwards to become one of the most 
important methods of breaking up or 
subdividing the wall surface, i.e. the thin 
pilasterstrips, which, at regular intervals, 
rase from the lower part of the wall to the 
corbel table of the cornice. 

The two most important churches of 
the Lombard Romanesque style are 
those of Sant' Ambrosio at Milan and S. 
Michele at Pavia. their importance being 
increased by the fact that they probably 

ar t the earliest examples of the 
t::  of the great problem which was 

exercising the minds of the church 
builders towards the end of the meth 
century,. the vaulting of the nave. In 
the original church, of the 9th century. 
the nave and aisles of Sant' Ambrogio 
were divided in the usual way with 
arcades, and were covered with open 
timber roofs. In the rebuilding of the 
church (fag. 35) the nave (38 ft. wide) 
was divided into four square bays, and 
compound piers of large dimensions were 
built, to carry the transverse and 
diagonal ribs of the new vault. To resist 

'a the thrust, the walls across the aisles were 
built up to the roof, and had external 
buttresses; the diagonal ribs, instead of 
following the elliptical curve which the 
intersection of the Roman semicircular 
barrel-vault gave to the groin, were made 
semicircular, so that the web or vaulting 
surface which rested on these ribs rose 

	

Fro. 35.—Plan of 	upwards towards the centre of the bay. 
S. Ambrogio. 	giving a distinct domical form to the 

vault. The aisles, being half the 
width of the nave, 'wen divided into eight compartments, two 
to each bay of the nave, and were covered both in the ground 
storey and the triforium with intersecting groin vaults. When this 
rebuilding took place, the front of the church was brought forward, 
bearing a narthex. and the arcades of the atrium were rebuilt in  

the first years of the nth century. The triple apse, to the external 
decoration of which we have called attention, the crypt underneath, 
and the south campamle, are the only remains of the 9th century 
church. The campanile oa tbe north side was built 1023-1 49, and 
the decoration with pilaster strips, semi-detached shafts, and arched 
corbel table, is repeated on the facade of the church and on the arcade 
round the atrium. In the rebuilding. porticoes of the sculptural 
decoration of the 9th century church were utilised; this would 
a to have been a Lombard custom, as in the church of San 
hreicha  der  the lower part of the main front is encrusted with sculptured 
decoration taken from the earlier churches built on the site. These 
ancient sculptures are of special interest, as they constitute the best 
records of he rode Lombard work of the 8th and 9th centuries, and 
are intermingled with Byzantine scroll work and interlaced patterns. 
If the plan of Sant' Amio, with its comparatively thin enclosure 
walls, suggests its original construction as an ordinary basilica, this 
is not the case with -San Michele (fig. 36), where all the external 
wails are of great thickness, showing that from the first it was intended 
to vault the whole structure. The church is much smaller than 
Sant' Ambrogio, there being originally only two square bays to the 
nave (in the Isth century the vaults were rebuilt with four-bays); 
the transept, however, projects widely beyond the aisles, and as 
there is another bay given to the choir in front of the apse, the area 
of the two churches is about the same. The existing church was 

36.—Plan of San Michele, Pavia. 

probably begun shortly after the destructive eartnqualice of my. 
and was consecrated in 1132. In Sant' Ambrosio the transverse 
and diagonal arches spring from just above the triforium floor, so 
that there was no room for clerestory windows. and 	uently 
the interior is dark. In San Michele the ribs rise from the 	I of 
the top of the triforium arcades, and two clerestory windows ate 
provided to each bay. The crossing of the nave and transept is 
covered with a dome, carried on squmches, which dates from the 
first building. The dome over the fourth bay of Sant' Ambrogio 
replaced the original vault about the beginning of the 13th century. 

The cathedral of Novara, originally of the ordinary basilica type 
of the toth century with timber roofs, was reconstructed in the tith 
century, compound piers being built to carry the transverse and 
diagonal ribs, and walls built across the outer aisles to resist the 
thrust; on the other hand SS. Pietro and Paolo at Bologna is a 12th 
century church, which was designed from the first to be vaulted. 
To these, and still belonging to the basilican plan, must be added 
San Pietro in Cielo d'oro (1136) and San Teodoro, both in Pavia; 
S. Evasio at Casale-Monferrato, having a comparatively narrow 
nave with double aisles on either side and a very remarkable narthex 
or porch : S. Lorenzo at Verona (lately restored), which in the math 
century was rebuilt with compound pull to carry a vault (the apse 
and the two remarkable circular toy. ,  r- in the west front belong to 
the ancient church); and Sant' ALL IM at Como. often restored 
and partly rebuilt, retaining, how es r name of the original sculpture 
of the early Lombard period. 

Of churches built on the plan or 	Latin cross, examples are 
Sant' Antonioo at Piacenza. with an octagonal lantern tower over 
the crossing: Parma cathedral (c. t175). with an octagonal pointed 
dome over the crossing; Modena cathedral, rebuilt and coosecrated 
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la 1184; San Naziro-Grande at Milan; and San Unbars) at Pavia, 
the two latter without aisles. 

Reference has already been made to the eaves-galleries of the 
apse. of the Lombard churches. A similar gallery was carried across 
the main front, rising with the dope of the roof, as in San Michele, 
Pavia; also on the west fronts of San Pietro in Clelo d'oro and San 
Lanfranco, at Pavia; and in the cathedrals of Panne and Piacenza. 
In all these cases the galleries are not quite continuous, vertical 
buttresses or groups of shafts or single shafts being carried up through 
them to the corbel tables. In S. Ambrogio at Milan the central 
original lantern is surrounded with two tiers of galleries. The finest 
example of their employment, however, is in the magnificent central 
tower of the Cistercian church at Chiaravalle, near Milan, where the 
two lower storeys form the drum of the internal dome, the two 
storeys above are set back, and the upper storey consists of a lofty 
octagonal tower with conical spire. 

One of the serious defects in the front of the church of San Michele 
at Pavia is that it forms a mask, and takes no cognizance of the aisle 
roofs, which are at a lower level, and the same is found in San 
Pietro-in-Cielo d'art, at Pavia. This mask is carried to an absurd 
extent in the church of Santa Maria della Pieve at Arezzo, in which, 
above the ground storey of the arcades, are three galleries forming 
strong horizontal lines, which suggest the numerous Boors of a civic 
building instead of the vertical subdivisions of a church. This 
defect is not found in the church of San Zeno at Verona. which is one 
of the finest of the Lombard churches; the church is basilican in 
plan, the rave being divided into five bays with compound piers. 
as in Sant' Ambromo, as if it were intended to vault it ; this, however. 
was never done, but stone arches are thrown across the two western-
most bays of the nave as if to carry the roof (now concealed by a 
wooden ceiling). The facade is of marble and sandstone, with 
pilaster-strips rising from the base to the arched corbel table, and 
the outline of the nave and aisles is preserved in the front, in which 
all the mouldings and carving are of the utmost delicacy Both here 
and in the cathedral are fine examples of those .projecting porches, 
the columns ot which are carried on the backs of lions or other beasts. 
At Piacenza, Parma, Mantua, Bergamo and Modena are porches of 
a similar kind, and in the cathedral of Modena the columns which 
support the balcony on the entrance to tne crypt are all carried on 
the backs of lions. The cathedral of Verona has suffered so much 
from rebuilding and restoration that little remains of the earlier 
structure, but the apse of the choir, decorated with a close pet r$nge 
of pilaster-strips, with bases and Corinthian capitals and crowned 
with a highly enriched entablature, is quite unique in its design. 

Among circular buildings, the kotonda at Brescia was at one 
time considered to date from the 8th century, owing to its massive 
construction and the simplicity and plainness of its external design. 
Later discoveries, however, have shown that the early date can only 
be given to the crypt of San Filasterio situated to the eastward of the 
Rotonda. The church of Santo Sepolcro at Bologna, as its name 
implies, is one of those reproductions of the church of the Holy 
Sepulchre at Jerusalem which were built by the Templar during 
the crusades. Of much earlier date is the circular church of San 
Tommaso-in-Limine, an early Lombard work of the 9th century, to 
which period belong also the baptisteries of Albenga, &sago, Bella, 
Galileo* and Asti. One of the most beautiful examples is the 
baptistery of Santa Maria at Gravedona, at the northern end of the 
lake of Como, built in black and white marble. The plan is unusual, 
turd consists of • square with circular apses on three sides. 

Byeanties Romairesges.—Although in the first basilican church of 
St Mark at Venice, erected in gag to receive the mike of the saint 
recovered from St Mark's in Alexandria, the capitals of the columns 
and other decorative accessories showed Greek influence, its trans-
formation into a five-domed Byzantine structure was not begun till 
about the middle of the Irth century. The date given by Cattanco 
is to63, the same year in which the cathedral of Pisa was begun: 
it is probable. however, that the scheme had already been is con-
templation for some years. as the problem was not an my one to 
solve, owing to the restrictions of the site, and to the desire to 
reproduce in some way the leading features of the church of the Holy 
Apostles at Constantinople. This church was destroyed in 1464, 
but its description by Procopins is so clear, and nds so closely 
with St Mark's, completed towards the end of tbe 11th century, as to 
leave little doubt about the source of its inspiration. From what has 
already been said with reference to the great changes made when it 
was oroosed to vault the early Lombard basilican churches, those 
of equal importance which were carried out in St Mark's will be 
better understood. The nave was divided into three square bays 
(fig. 37), with additional bays on the north and south to form tran-
septs; the five square bays thus obtained were covered with domes 
carried on pendentive', as in St Sophia at Constantinople. and on 
wide transverse barrel vaults; the domes over the north and south 
transepts and the choir were of slightly less dimensions than those 
over the nave and crossing, in consequence of the limitations in area 
caused by the chapel of St Theodore on the earth, the ducal palace 
on the south, and the ancient apse of the original basilica which it 
was desired to retain. In the reconstruction, many of the old columns, 
capital, and parapets were utilized again in the arcades carrying the 
galleries and in the balustrades over them. Externally the brick 
walls were decorated with blind arcades and niches of Lombard  

ocgla, and all the roof vaults were covered with lead as in Constanti-
Do*. The subsequent decoration of the exterior took two centuries 
to cany out, not including the florid work of later date. There is no 
precedent in the East for the superimposed columns and capitals 
exported from Constantinople and Syria which now decorate the 
north, south and west fronts (Plate 1., fig. 63), though the materials 
were all of the finest Byzantine type. Internally, the mosaic decora-
tion of the domes, vaults and the upper part of the walls, was carried 
out by Greek artists from Constantinople, who probably also were 
employed for the marble panelling of the lower part of the walls. 
The marble casing of the front was certainly executed by Constanti-
nopolitan artists, since the moulded string known as the " Venetian 
dental" is a direct reproduction of that in St Sophia. At a later 
date the domes were all surmounted by lanterns in wood, covered 
with lead, and the roofs were MI raised. So far, therefore, the build- 

	

ing departs from its prot 	the church of the Apostles. A 

	

transformation took 	in the church of Santa Fara at 

Torcello, where a single large dome was contemplated over the centre 
of the original basilican church, but was never built. The cathedral 
of Torcello and the church at Murano are richly decorated with 
carved panels, capitals, choir screens and other features, either 
imported from the East or reproduced by Greek artists or Italians 
trained in the style. The influence of St Mark's in this respect 
extended (ar and wide on the east coast of Italy; and at Pomposa, 
Ancona, and as far south as Brindisi, Byzantine details can be traced 
everywhere. The designs of the churches of San Ciriaco at Ancona 
and of Sant' Antonio at Padua were both based on St Mark's. 
Sant' Antonio's had six domes, there being two over the nave; 
and in all cases the domes were surmounted by domes in timber like 
those of St Mark's. 

In domestic work, Venice is richer in Byzantine architecture than 
Constantinople, for with the exception of the Hebdomon palace the 
continual fires there have destroyed all the earlier palaces and houses. 
The Fondaco-dei-Turchi, built probably in the lith century, is one 
of the most remarkable; the front on the great canal is ho ft. long, 
having a lofty arcade with ten stilted arches on the ground storey 
and an arcade of eighteen arches above; the pavilion wings at the 
east end are in three storeys, with blind arcades and windows pierced 
in the central arcade. The whole was built in brick encased with 
marble, with panels or disks enriched with bas-reliefs or coloured 
marbles. A second example is found in the Palazzo Loredan, having 
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similar arcades, stilted arches and marble panelling; and there are 
two others, one on the Grand Canal and the other on the Rio-Ca-
Foscari. Throughout Venice the decoration of these Byzantine 
palaces would seem to have influenced those of later date; for the 
Venetian dentil, interlaced scroll-work and string courses, with the 
Byzantine pendant leaf, are found intermingled with Gothic work, 
even down to the 15th century, and the same to a certain extent is 
found at Padua, Verona and Vicenza. 

Central Romanesque.—The builders in the centre of Italy would 
seem to have followed more closely the Roman basilican plan, for 
in two of the earliest churches, Santa Maria Fuorcivitas at Lucca 
and San Paolo a Ripa d'Arno at Pisa, the T-shaped plan of St Peter's 
and St Paul's, with widely projecting transepts, was adopted; the 
difference also between the north and central developments is very 
marked, as in the place of the massive stone walls, compound pers, 
and internal and external buttresses deemed to resist the 
thrusts of the great vaults, and the low clerestory of the northern 
churches, those in the south retain the light arcades with classic 
columns, the wooden roofs, and the high clerestory of the Roman 
basilicas. Instead of the vigorous sculpture of the Lombards in 
the Tuscan churches, marbles of various colours take its place, the 
carving being more refined in character and much quieter in effect. 

The earliest church now existing is that of San Frediano at Lucca, 
dating from the end of the 7th century. Originally it was a five-
aisled basilica, with an eastern apse, but when rat was included 
within the walls in the rith century the apse and the entrance 
doorway changed places, and a fine eaves-gallery was carried round 
the new apse; the outer aisles were also transformed into chapels. 
So many of the churches in Pisa and Lucca had new fronts given to 
them in the ttth or tzth century, that it is interesting to find, in 
the church of San Pietro-in-Grado at Pisa, an example in which 
the external decoration with pilaster stripe and arched corbeliables 
is retained, showing that in the 9th century, when that church was 
built, the Lombard style prevailed there. Other early churches are 
those of San Casciano (9th century), San Nicola and San Frediano 
(1007). all in Pisa. 

Of early foundation, but probably rebuilt in the 11th century, 
are two interesting churches In Toscanella, Santa Maria and San 
Pietro; they are both basilican on plan, but the easternmost bay is 
twice the width of the other arches of the arcade, and is divided 
from the nave by a triumphal arch. In both churches the floor of 
the transept is raised some feet above the nave, and • crypt occupies 
the whole space below it. 

One of the earliest and most perfect examples of this subdivision 
is the church of San Miniato, on a hill overlooking Florence. The 
church was rebuilt in 1013, and some of the Roman capitals of the 
earlier building are incorporated in the new one. It is divided into 
nave and aisles by an arcade of nine arches, and every third support 
consists of a compound pier with four semidetached shafts, one of 
which, on each side of the nave, rises to the level of the summit of 
the arcade and carries a massive transverse arch to support the roof. 
The east end of the church, occupying the last three bays of the 
arcade, is raised 11 ft. above the floor of the nave, over a vaulted 
crypt extending the whole width of the church and carried under the 
eastern apse. The interior of the church, which is covered over 
with an open timber roof, painted in colour and gilded, is decorated 
with inlaid patterns of black and white marble of conventional 
design, and the same scheme is adopted in the main façade, enriching 
the panels of the blind arcade on the lower storey, and above an 
extremely classic design of Corinthian pilasters, entablature and 
pediment. 

As none of the facades of the Pisan churches was built before the 
middle of the t ith century, it is possible that Busc.hetto, the architect 
of the cathedral of Pisa, may have profited by the scheme suggested 
in the lower storey of San Miniato; if so he departed from its classic 
proportions. There are seven blind arcades in the lower storey of 
the Pisan cathedral, the arcades are loftier and the position of the 
side doors which open into the inner aisle on each side is of much 
better effect. The cathedral was begun in 1063, the year following 
the brilliant capture of Palermo by the Pisans, when they return ed  
in triumph with immense spoils. In plan it consists of a Latin cross, 
with double aisles on either side of the nave extending to the east 
end, a central apse, transepts with single aisles on each side, and 
north and south transepted apses (fig. 38). The nave arcade, with 
its Corinthian capitals and monolith stone columns, is of exceptional 
boldness, and as it is carried acrom the transept up to the east end 
fa length of 32o ft.) it forms a continuous line greater than that 
an any other cathedral. The crossing is covered by a dome, elliptical 
on plan, being from east to west the length of the transept and 
aisles. The result is unfortunate, and detracts both externally and 
internally from its beauty ; otherwise the exterior decoration, which 
must have been schemed out in its entirety from the beginning (with 
the exception of the dome, which is of later design), has the most 
satisfactory and pleasing effect. The lofty blind arcade of the lower 
storey, and the open gallery above on the facade (the latter repre-
sented by a blind arcade), are carried round the whole building, 
and the horizontal lines of the galleries of the upper storeys accord 
with the roofs of the aisles and nave respectively and the blind arcade 
of the clerestory. The walls are faced within and without with 
white and grey marble, and the combination of sculpture and inlay  

which enriches the arcades of the facades gives an additional ammct 
tion to the building. The cathedral is sometimes quoted as Byzantine 
in style, but its plan and design are of widely different character 
from those of any building found in the East, and the mosaics, 
which constitute the finest decorative element in that style, were not 
added till the 14th century, and formed no part of the architect 
Buschetto's scheme. 

The Baptistery, begun in Km, was not completed till towards the 
close of the 13th century, when important alterations were made 
in the design to bring it Into accordance with the new Gothic style. 
The crocketed gables, and the upper gallery, substituted for the 
arcades, which followed on the lines of those in the cathedral, have 
taken away the quiet repose found in the latter; the lower storey. 

however,  with its lofty bfi r, I arcades, similar to those a the cathedral, 
and  the principal doors' , are of great beauty. The central area 
of  the baptistery. which  is surrounded by aisles and triforium 
gallery, is covered by a  ordeal dome; internally as well as ex-
ternally  this can never 1  ave been a beautiful feature, and the 
additions or the 13th  cent ay have made it one of the ugliest roofs 
in  existence. 

The Campanile or lea,  Mg tower was begun in 1174. Owing, 
however,  to the treacher ,  is nature of the ground, the pales driven 
in  to support the tower .ve way on the south side, so that when 
only  ft. above the gri, nd, a settlement was noticed, and

, 
 slight 

additions in height were m ade from time to time in order to obtain 
a  horizontal level for the  one courses; but this was without avail, 
and  on the completion rat  ' he third gallery above the ground storey 
the.:_ was su.speruksi for many years. In 1350 it was re-
commenced, three more gallery storeys were added, and the upper 
or belfry stage was set back in the inner wall. The tower is now 178 ft. 
high, and overhangs nearly 14 ft. on the south side; its design is 
made to harmonise with the cathral,but shows much less refinement 
and grace. 

MIL 
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domes on the angles. Other domed churches are those of the 
Immaculate at Trani; San Sabina, Canosa ; and San Marco, 
Romano. The lower part of the cathedral at Troia shows the direct 
influence of the cathedral at Pisa. The cathedral at Trani has the 
same Wan as the churches at Bari, except that the earlier apses are 
not enclosed. The cathedral of Salerno retains still the fine atrium 
by Robert Guiscard in ton. In the cathedrals of Acerenza, Avers 
and Venom. the French thevet was introduced towards the end of 
the lath century. 

la the magnificent octagonal tower which encloses the dome on the 
crowing in the cathadrad of Caserta-Vecchia, we find the interlacing 
blind arcades of the Norman architecture in Sicily, as also in the 
cathedral at Amalfi. The porches, entrance doorerays and windows 
being the chief decorative feature of the south Italian churches, 
were enriched with splendid sculptures. So were the pulpits of the 
cathedrals of Sam, Ravello, Wham and Troja, the rids mosaic 
inlays at Sessa, Ravelba and Salerno according m design with the 
Cownati work in Rome, though they possibly had an earlier origin 
in Sicily. 

Sicihan RosseamMe.—Although the earliest remains in Sicily date 
from the Norman occupation of the Wand, they are so permeated 
with Saracenic detail as to leave no doubt that the conqueror 

Vad the native workmen, who for two centuries at all events 
ne  building for the Mahommedans, and therefore, whether 

Arab as Greek, had been reproducing the same style as that found 
in Egypt or North Africa. 

It is possible that, 40 far la the Norman palaces of the tath centuty 
ale concerned, they were based on those built under the Saracenic 
rule, but the requirements of a mosque and of a church are entirely 
different, and therefore in the earliest church existing (San Giovanni-
dei-Leprosi. at Palermo. built by Robert Guiscard on A.D. 1o71) we 
find a completely developed Christian structure, having nave, 
aisles and transepts, with a dome over the crossing and three apses. 
The next church, at Troina (1o78), was similar on plan

' 
 but had 

three square wi at the east end instead of apses. The next two 
churches, La I irtoeana and San Cataklo Wm). at Palermo, 
followed the plan of the Greek church, with four columns oactying 
the superstrmture and three domes over the nave. bays tarried on 
Ssracenic munches, similar to those in San Giovansu-dei-Leprosi. 
San Giovanni.degli-Eremiti (T-shaped on plan) has no aisles, but 
carries domes over the nave and three snuff ler domes on the transept. 
The most important feature found in all these churches is the pointed 
arch, of Saracenic origin imported from the East, which was employed 
for the nave,arcades, the mon, and in the equinches carrying 
the domes. The blind arcades Wtich decorate the walls of San 
Cataldo and of the Norma palaces—fa Favara. the Torre dells 
Niels, La Ziza and La Cuba (all in or near Palenso).—in two or 
three orders, and sometimes (as in the Favara palace) of great height, 
have all pointed arches and no impost mouldings or capitals. The 
distinguishing  of them blind arcades (and the same is 
f
ordo of arch. 
ound in the open arcades) is the very slight projection of the outer 

The finest early example of Noncan architecture in Sicily is the 

nave, aisles, to 	 plan consists aP4:21!psalace. The 	 of 	les, transept and triple 
Palatine, at Palma.). consecrated in rem, and attached 

apse, the arches, all pointed and stilted, being carried on Monolith 
columns of granite and marble alternately. The nave is conned 
over with a timber roof with stalactitic coves and coffered 
richly decorated in colour and gilded, the borders of the 
bearing Arabic inscriptions ht Cufic characters. Similar inscriptions 
exist on the us part of the walla of the Cuba and Ziza palaces, 
arming that they were built by Saracenic workmen. The plam of 
the catak Pakrmo, Messina (destroyed wog), Cefalu and 
Monr®k are all 'similar, with nave and aisles separated by arcades, 
in which the arches are all pointed and stilted, 

t= north and south beyond the *isle walls. and pure 
with apsidal terminations. That of Palermo has much 
from restorations, but the cathedral of Monreale is in perfect condi-
tion. It was begun in 1:76 and consecrated in 1182. The pro-
portions of the arcadeare much finer than in the Cappella Palatana, 
where the stilted arch wan of the lame height as the shaft of the 
columns, whereas hem it is only half the height. The columns are 
all of granite with extremely fine capitals, some of which were taken 
from ancient buildings. All the roofs are in wood, with coffered 
ceilings richly decorated in gold and colour. The walls to • height 
of. aa ft. are all lined with slabs of marble with mosaic friezes, and 
all the surfaces of walls and arches are covered above with mosaics 
representing scenes from the Old and New Testaments, while in the 
apsa at the east end a gigantic figure of Christ dominates the whole 
church. The mine is found at Cefalu, where the mosaic decorations, 
however, are confined to the apses. Externally the walls are com-
paratively plata, the decoration being confined to the east end, 
where the three apsm are covered with a series of blind intersecting 
arcades of pointed arches. This class of enrichment prevails through-
out the great Sicilian churches, and extends sometimes to the smaller 
churches, as that of the Chiesa-dei-Vemn. Of the conventual build-
ings attached to the cathedral of Monreale, which occupied an 
immense site, there remain only the cloisters, about yo it. square, 
enclosed by an arcade with pointed arches carried on coupled 
column*, the shafts of which are elaborately carved-  and inlaid with 
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70 ft. wide, surrounded by a cloister 33 ft. wide. was 	en 1280; 
The Campo Santa, an immense rectangular Mien 	it!:  !oaf by 

the details are refined, but the poverty in the design 

s 

 the tracery 
with which the arcades were fitted in at a numb later date detracts 
from its interest, which is now mainly concerned with the beautiful 
frescoes which decorate its walls. 

As might have been expected, the cathedral of Pisa set the model 
not only for the restoration of existing churches but also for new 
ones, in Pisa itself and also at Lucca, Pistoia and Prato. in Pisa, 
the church of San Paolo a Ripa d'Arno was rebuilt about to6o, 
possibly by the architect of the cathedral; San Pietro-in-Vincoli 
and San Nicola date from the early years of the 12th century. At 
Lucca the churches of Santa Giulia, San Gusto. San Martino, San 
Michele, and the restored front of Santa Maria Fuercivites, are the 
principal examples in which the Pisan cathedral has suggested the 
design ; and at Pistoia we can point to the cathedral, Sant' Andrea, 
San Pietro and San Giovanni Tuorcivitas, the latter with a south 
wall decorated with three stages of blind arcades of great richness. 
The cathedral of Lucca was either restored or rebuilt at the beginning 
of the tath century. and has a distinctly Gothic effect. The lower 
storey of the facade presents the unusual feature of an open porch 
across the whole front with three great archways. This porch with 
the three galleries above was added to the cathedral at the beginning 
of the 13th century. 

Southern RorhanesTus.—The influences exerted in the early 
development of the Romanesque style in the south of Italy are 
much more complicated than in the north, since two new elements 
come into the field, the Norman and Saracenic. Of .arty work very 
little remains, owing to the fennel rebuilding in the 11th century; 
what is more remarkable, there is scarcely any trace of the result 
of the Byzantine occupation for so many centuries; the only 
exception being the church of San Gregorio at Bad, a small basilican 
structure in which the arches of the arcades separating the nave 
from the aisles are stilted like those of the Turchi at 
Venice. 

One of the chief characteristics noticeable in the plan is the 
almost universal adoption of a transept projecting north and south 
slightly beyond the aisle walls, and in some cases raised over a crypt, 
as in the churches at Trammell& Since, however, these is so 

choir bay, and the central apse 
opens direct into the transept, the 
Elan is not that of the Latin cross. 
The most complete development of 
this arrangement is found in the 
cathedral and in the church of Sae 
Nicola at Bari (fig. 39); both being 
basilican churches with a triumphal 
arch opening into the transept,—lea 
this respect similes to the churches 
of St Peter and St Paul at Rome, 
except that the transepts project 
only slightly, beyond the aisles. 
There is one peculiarity in both 
these churches, as also in that of 
the cathedral at Molktta. East of 
the transept, and at the north and 
south sides, are towers, between 
which is carried a wall which hides 
the apse, the only indication of its 
existence being the round arched 
window which lights it. A similar 
arrangement exists in the cathedrals 
of Giovenassio, Bitetto and Bitonto. 
The central bay of the transept 
of the cathedral at Bari is sur-
mounted by an octagonal drum, the 
dome within which is carried on 
squinches; a similar dome was 

projected in San Nicola, but never built. In the cathedral at Bari, 
as also in San Nicola, the lofty nave is covered with a timber roof, 
and has an arcade on the ground storey and a fine triforium and 
clerestory windows above. 

Externally these churches depend for their effect more on 
their fine masonry than on any decorative treatment; the blind 
arcades of the lower storey have very little projection, and the 
pilaster strips which in the Lombard churches break up the wall 
surface are not found betel the arched corbel table is freely employed 
but rarely the open gallery. There is one remarkable example in 
Bitonto cathedral; above the aisle chapels, and appose ,d'•• from 
the triforium, is an open gallery, the arches of which rest on widely 
projecting' capitals sculptured with animals and foliage, half Loin-
Wrdic and half Byzantine in style. The small shafts supporting 
these capitals are of infinite variety of design, with spirals, chevrons, 
fluting and vertical mouldings of many kinds. 

The cathedral at Molfetta is in plan qdite different from those 
&ready described, and consists of square bays with aisles, transept 
and apse, having domes over the nave and crossing. The Byzantine 
influence here comes in, but it is much more pronounced in La 
Candice at Stilo, a small church square on plan with four columns 
vattling the superstructure. which consists central and four 
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mosaic: the capitals are of the most varied design and of exquisite 
execution. 

h al ow Gothic—Italy is poorer than any other country in examples 
of the transition from round arched to pointed arched buildings. 
The use of the pointed arch wasathed at last as a necessity, 
and cannot be sad ever to have been wel comed. The first buildings 
in which it is seen worked out fully in detail are those of Niccola 
Pisan and but few examples exist of good Gothic work earlier than 
his time. The elaborately arcaded and sculptured west front of 
Ferrara cathedral is • screen to an earl building. The cathedral 
and other churches at Genoa are exquisite works, but they 
appear to owe their internal design rather to the influenced (perhaps) 
Sicilian taste thdh north Italian, and the exquisite beauty of the 
west front owes a good deal, at any rate, to French influence, 
softened, refined and decorated by the extreme taste of an Italian 
architect. The feature which most marks all Italian Gothic is the 
indifference to the true use of the pointed arch. Everywhere arches 
were constructed which could not have stood for a day had they 
not been held together by iron rods. There . was none of that sense 
of the unities of art which made a northerner so jealous to maintain 
the proper relations of all parts of his structure. In Nicada Piano's 
works the arch mould rarely fits the capital on which it rests. The 
proportions of buttresses to the apparent work to be dune by them 
are bad and clumsy. The window traceries look like bad comes of 
some northern tracery, only once seen in a hurry by an indifferent 
workman. There is no life, or development, or progress in the 
work. If we look at the ground-plans of Italian Gothic churches, 
we shall find nothing whatever to delight us. The columns are 
widely spaced, so as to diminish the number of vaulting bays. 
and to make the proportions of the oblong aisle vaulting bay very 
ungainly. Clustered shafts are almost unknown, the columns being 
plain cylinders with poorly sculptured capitals. There are no 
ttiforium galleries, and the der -ory_ is generallyvery insignificant. 
la short, a comparison of the best Gothic works in Italy with the 
most moderate French or English work would show at once bow 
vast its inferiority must be allowed to be. Still there were beauties 
which ought not to be forgotten or passed over. Such were the 
beautiful cloisters. whose arcades are carried on delicate coupled 
shafts,--e.g. in St John Lateran and St Paul's at Rome. Suchalso 
were the porchesand monuments at Verona and elsewhere; and the 
campaniles,—both those in Rome, divided by a number of string-
courses into a number of storeys, and thole of the north, where there 
are hardly any horizontal divisions, and the whole effort is to give 
an unbroken vertical effect ; or that unequalled campanile, the tower 
of the cathedral at Florence by Giotto, where one sees in ordered 
proportion, accurately adjusted, Gne upon line, and storey upon 
storey, perhaps the most carefully wrought-out work in all Europe. 

The Italian architects were before all others devoted t. the display 
of colour in their works. St Mark's had led the way in this, but, 
throughout the peninsula, the bountiful plenty of nature in the 
provision of materials was seconded by the zealot the a rtist. They 
were also distinguished for their use of brick. Just a, in parts of 
Germany, France, Spain and England, there were large districts 
in which no stone could be had without the greatest labour and 
trouble; and here the reality and readiness which always marked 
the medieval workman led to his at once avatz vtirizself of the 
natural material, and making a feature of his b • 

The Gothic of Italy has, it must be admitted, no such grand works 
to show as more northern countries have. Allowance has to be made 
at every turn for some incompleteness or awkwardness of plan, 
design or construction. There is no attempt to emulate the beauties 
of the best French plans. Milan cached:al, pagmficent as its scale 
and material make it, is clumsy and awkward both I. plan and 
'action, though its vast site maims it impressive internally. San 
Francesco. Assisi, is only a moderately good early German Gothic 
church, converted into splendour by its painted decorations. At 
Orvieto a splendid west front is pot, without any proper adjustment, 
against a church whose merit is mainly that it is large sad in parts 
beautifully coloured. 

The finest Gothic interiors are of the class of which the Fran at 
Venice and Sant' Anastasia at Verona are examples. They are 
simple vaulted cruciform churches, with aisles and chapels on the 
east side of the transept& But even in these the designs of the 
various parts in detail are poor and meagre. and only redeemed 
from failure by the picturesque monuments built against their walls. 
by the work of the painter, and by their furniture. In fine, Gothic 
art was never really understood in Italy, and, consequently, never 
reached to perfection. 

Whilst the Pointed style was almost exclusively known and prac-
tised in northern Europe, the Italians were but slowly improving in 
their Gothic style; and the improvement was more evinced in their 
secular than in their ecclesiastical structures. Florence, Bologna, 
Vicenza, Udine, Genoa, and, above all. Venice, contain palaces and 
mansions of the isth, 13th, lath and tgth centuries, which for 
simplicity, utility and beauty far excel most of those in the same 
and other places of the three following centuries. The contemporary 
churches do not exhibit the same degree of improvement in style 
that is conspicuous in these domestic works, for there are no works in 
Europe more worthy of study and admiration than the Decal Palace 
at Venice. end soma of the older works of the same class. and even  

of earlier date. The team halls of Perugia. Piacems and Siena. and 
manr.sta. u setsb: fn t he:La  dles, and atanCdolrIneto, A

an:IlfitheArmit; Orvimeent 
at B ologna, Verona and Arerso, may be named as evidence of 
the interest which the national art affords to the architectural 
student even in Italy, as late as the end of the 14th century; but 
after this it gradually gave way to the new style, though in 
some instances its influence may be traced even when it had been 
overborne by it (R. P. S.) 

ROMANESQUE AND Gcrrafc Aacurrecruet it: FRANCE 
Most generally, Romanesque art is thought of as that period 

of art which followed and partook of the nature of Roman 
art and yet was too far removed from it to be classed as Roman. 
The difference, however, was not merely one of decay; it is rather 
in positive factors that we shall find the true characteristice of 
the style. Its formation was parallel to the development of the 
Romance languages, and like them it acquired barbaric elements. 

In Rome itself hardly any, if any, contributions were made 
to its growth, and them as late as the 1 zth century the early 
Christian form of basilican church continued to be built. It 
may, perhaps, best be conceived as a Germano-Roman product, 
for even in Spain and north Italy, which became such strong 
centres of the art, the Visigoths and Lombards provided the 
Teutonic element. Besides this change of " blood " in the style, 
there is another element of change in the influences obtained from 
the more rapidly developed art of the East. This influence 
indeed was so strong and constant that, having it in view, we 
might almost describe the Romanesque style as Germano, 
Byzantine. 

In the 6th and 7th centuries we have, on the one hand, the 
almost pure traditional early Christian art of Rome and indeed 
of western Europe, and on the other the direct establishment of 
matured Byzantine art at Ravenna, Parenzo, Naples and even 
in Rome. Then followed the mixture of these and of barbaric 
elements in the formation of several pre-Romanesque varieties, 
one of which his been named Italo-Byzantine. It was not until 
the age of Charlemagne that a centre was established strong 
enough for the formation of a new western school which should 
persist. From this time a progressive style was developed which 
led straight forward to the Gothic, and it is this movement which 
is best called Romanesque. This art was a perfect ferment of 
striving and experiment, of gathering and even of research; 
Roman, Byzantine and Saxon elements entered into its com-
position. It is probable also, as a result of Saracenic pressure 
on Syria, Asia Minor, North Africa and Spain, that artists, 
" bringing their crafts with them," drew together from still 
remoter parts to gain the protection of the great ruler of the 
West and to help in the formation of Carolingian art. With the 
disintegration of the empire of Charlemagne many local schools 
arose in Germany, France and Lombardy, which—especially 
after the year moo, when there appears to have been a renewed 
burst of building energy—resulted in considerable differentiation 
of styles. The centre of energy seems to have been now here, 
now there, yet with all the differences there was a general 
resemblance over the whole field. Until the exact date of a 
very large number of monuments is more perfectly established, 
it will be impossible to trace out exactly the intricate windings of 
the line of advance. In fact there are two conflicting sidet to the 
question presented by Ronianesque art. In the first place we have 
to consider the several schools in regard to a standard of absolute 
attainment, and in the second as relative to the line of persistence 
and to the formation of Gothic, which was so largely the culmina-
tion, and then the decay, of the forces present in Romanesque 
art. Some of the mast beautiful and complete of the Romanesque 
schools contributed least, some of the most inchoate gave the 
most, to that which was to be. 

The most important existing monument of theage of Charlemagne 
is the cathedral of Aix-la-Chapelle (see fig. 441. which was being built 
in the year goo. It has an octagonal central area, covered by a 
dome and surrounded with two storeys of aisles both compktely 
vaulted The interior surface of the dome was encrusted with 
mosaic. Another important work of about the same time is the 
church of Gennigny-des-Pris near Orleans, which also is of the 
" central type." having a square tower above four piers surrounded 
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by an aisle with semicircular apses in the centre of each external 
wall, the apse to the east having a mosaic. 

From the 9th to the itth century the great problem worked out 
was that of perfecting the standard plans of large chamber- In the 
MS. plan of the monastic church of St Gall, drawn about 82o, we 
find a great nave with aisles, apsidal terminations both to the east 
and the west, transepts and probably a central tower (cf. the abbey 
church of Saint- Riquier near Abbeville, built c. 800, of which a slight 
representation has been preserved). In St Martin at Tours was 
probably evolved the most perfect type of plan, that with an ambu-
latory and radiating chapels surrounding the eastern apse. A 
magnificent church of this form was built here at the beginning of 
the tith century, but not for the first time. Excavations have shown 
that the plan was probably suggested by a still earlier church in 
which five tomb-niches surrounded the central apse and tomb of 
St Martin. At Jumitlges (begun 1040) it has recently been found 
that the plan terminated to the east with parallel apses. as at St 
Albans in England: this is a second important type. A third type 
is that in which the transepts as well as the east end are finished 
with apses, like St Mary-in-the-Capitol at Cologne. 

When we come to the developed Romanesque of the end of the 
nth century, we find not only several French varieties, but strong 
schools in Lombardy and on the Rhine. Without distinguishing too 
minutely, four broad types representing schools of the east and west, 
north and south (or rather north-east, north-west, south-east and 
south-west) of France, may be spoken of, and all of these were 
engaged in the task of completely covering with vaults large churches 
of -basilican plan—the typical problem of this period. In the east 
of France we have a school represented by the monastic church of 
Toumus, where the nave was vaulted by a series of compartments 
placed transversely to the axis of the church. This church, which 
has a plan of the type of St Martin's at Tours, was begun in toto. but 
the nave vaults were not reached until after to66. This style of 
vaulting persisted in Burgundy. and from thence it spread to Foun-
tains Abbey in England, where it is found over the aisles. The most 
beautiful class of buildings in eastern France is that of which the 
church at lssoire is the most perfect example. The external walls 
are here ornamented with patterns countercharged in light and 
dark stone. The wonderful church at Le Puy also belongs to this 
group, but here strong Moorish influence is to be traced. The inlays 
were probably derived from a late Gallo-Roman source. Counter-
charging of stones of two colours was a favourite method of building 
in Romanesque shun lies erected between I too and t 15o. We find 
it at Vettlay, a magnificent abbey church of Burgundy. at Le Mans 
cathedral, and as far north-west as Exeter and Worcester. In the 
west (south-west) the moat prominent school was that of Perigord, 
of which the church of St Front. Pdrigueux, may be taken as the 
example. St Front was rebuilt after a fire in 1120, but there are 
many earlier specimens, two of the most important being at 
Angoulf me (1105- ta8) and Fontevrault. This school applied a 
series of domes of eastern fashion not only at the centre but over 
the whole extent of the church. St Front so closely resembles St 
Mark's, Venice, that it must be derived from it or from some similar 
eastern church. The method largely influenced the Angevin School 
of vaulting, but it does not seem to have been effective as a protec-
tion from the weather. Some examples were covered by external 
roofs, as was St Front itself at a late time St Ours at Locher, 
originally a small church covered by domes, had spire-like pyramids 
substituted for them when the church was enlarged about 1168. 

The third class of vaulting we may for symmetry's sake associate 
with the south. though it is found widely distributed. The chapel 
in the Tower of London is an example, and its true centre seems 
to be the Auvergne. The vaults of this type run along with the 
axis of the space to be covered. In the case of large churches the 
central span is frequently supported by quadrant vaults leaning 
against it on either side. One of the most noble churches in which 
the central span is covered by such a barrel vault is that of St 
Sevin near Poitiers, where very much has been preserved of thecom-
plete series of paintings which once adorned it and the walls beneath. 

The most characteristic buildings of the south are the churches 
of Moissac, St Trophime at Arles, St Gilles near Nimes and St 
James of Compostella, where there is much sculpture of a Lombardic 
type. There was a great revival of sculpture, going together with a 
study of the antique, in Lombardy at the end of the t nth century. 
Wiligelmus, who later worked at San Zeno, Verona, signed some 
sculptures at Modena in 1099. 

Of the schools of the north, Normandy took the lead It was 
adventurous, if somewhat barbaric. It derived much from Germany 
and gave much to the Gothic style. About the middle of the t nth 
century the Normans began to experiment with 'ned vaults 
and their application to the church problem. This rota the first 
contained an important possibility of future development, in that 
It allowed of windows of considerable height being placed in the 
lunettes of these vaults. Soon a very great step in advance was made 
by the invention or application of diagonal ribs under the inter. 
section of the plain grained vault. This association of strengthening 
ribs in a cross form to each bay of the structure forme the seise. the 
characteristic form from which the alternative name to Gothic, 
"ogival." has been derived. The first instance we know of the use 
of this system is at Durham cathedral, where the aisles of the met  

end were so covered about 1093, sad where the high vault erected 
about 1 104 was almost certainly of the same kind. Another outcome 
of the genius of Norman builders seems to have been the donjon or 
keep type of castle. 

The word " Gothic " was applied by Italian writers of the 
Renaissance to buildings later than Roman, which in some cases 
(e.g. Theodoric's works at Ravenna) might be properly so named. 
What we now call Gothic the same writers called Modern. 
Later the word came to mean the art which filled the whole 
interval between the Roman period and the Renaissance, and 
then last of all, when the Byzantine and Romanesque forms of 
art were defined, Gothic became the art which intervened 
between the Romanesque era and the Renaissance. 

As remarked above, Gothic architecture is to a large extent 
the crown of Romanesque. It is agreed that its chief element 
of construction was the ogival vaulting which was being widely 
used by Romanesque builders in the first half of the 1 ath century; 
and pointed arches appeared as early. 

The eminent architect, G. E. Street, writing ,  of what we have 
called the standard plan of great 12th-century churches, says, 
" In whatever way the early cheaets (as the French term them) 
grew up there is no doubt that they contain the germ of the 
magnificent cheeets in the complete Gothic churches of the north 
of France." Architecture of the middle ages having been con-
tinuously developed, it is necessarily somewhat arbitrary to 
mark off any given period; all are agreed, however, that about 
the year 1 z so there was a time of rapid change towards a slen-
derer and more energetic type of building, and the forms which 
followed for about four centuries we now call Gothic. The 
special character which the architecture of this period took 
was partially conditioned by the fact that the expanding power 
of the French kingdom, with its centre at Pa.-is, was situated 
in a particular artistic environment. The body of ideas on which 
it for the most part worked was furnished by the Romanesque 
art of north France, the German borderland and Burgundy. 
A great contributory cause was the immense monastic activity 
of the time, and the need of accomplishing large results with 
limited means resulted in a casting aside of old ornamental 
commonplaces and in innovations of planning and structure. 
This was especially the case with the Cistercian order, which 
carried certain transitional Gothic forms of building into England, 
Germany, Italy and Spain. If, however, we make the transition 
to Gothic date from the first use of " ogival " vaults in north-
west Europe, then Durham cathedral is, so far as we now know, 
the earliest example of the transitional style. The next step, the 
appearance of Gothic itself, may best be held to date from 
the systematic but not exclusive use of pointed arches in associa-
tion with ogival vaults about the middle of the 12th century. 

At this time was waged a war of domination amongst the 
styles, a war which resulted not necessarily in the victory of the 
most beautiful nor even of the strongest, but one in which 
political and geographical considerations had much to do with 
the decision. When the French kingdom took the lead in western 
civilization, it was settled that a northern form of art, one which 
had perforce to make a chief element of the window, should be 
followed out. The consequent development of the window is, 
after all, as the first observers thought, the great mark of the 
mature style. As to the position of France in the movement, 
Mr Street may again be quoted:—" When once the Gothic 
style was well established, the zeal with which the work of 
building was pursued in France was almost incredibly great. 
A series of churches exists there within short distances of each 
other, so superb in all their features that it is impossible to 
contest their superiority to any corresponding group of buildings. 
The old Domaine Royale is that in which French art Is seen in 
its perfection. Notre Dame, Paris, is a monument second to 
nothing in the world; but for completeness in all its parts 
it would be better to cite the cathedral of Chartres, a short 
description of which must suffice as an explanation of what French 
art at its zenith was. The plan has a nave with aisles, transepts 
with aisles on each side, a choir with two aisles all round it, 
andchapels beyond them. There are two immense steeples 

1  Article " Architecture." Lacy. Bea.. 9111 
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at the west end, two towers to each transept and two towers at 
the junction of the choir with its apse. The doorways are triple 
at the west end, whilst to each transept is a vast triple porch in 
front of the three doorways. The whole of these doorways 
arc covered with sculpture, much of it refined, spirited and 
interesting in the highest degree. You enter and find the interior 
surpassing even the exterior. The order of the columns and 
arches, and of all the details, is so noble and simple that no 
fault can be found with it. The whole is admirably executed; 
and, finally, every window throughout its vast interior is full of 
the richest glass coeval with the fabric. As compared with 
English churches of the same class, there are striking differences. 
The French architects aimed at greater height, greater size, 
but much less effect of length. Their roofs were so lofty that 
it was almost impossible for them to build steeples which should 
have the sort of effect that ours have. The turret on Amiens 
cathedral is nearly as lofty as Salisbury spire, but is only a turret; 
and so throughout. Few French churches afford the exquisite 
complete views of the exterior which English churches do; but, 
on the other hand, their interiors are more majestic, and man 
feels himself smaller and more insignificant in them than in ours. 
The palm must certainly be given to them above all others. 
There is no country richer in examples of architecture than 
France. The student who wishes to understand what it was 
possible for a country to do in the way of creating monuments 
of its grandeur, would find in almost every part of the country, 
at every turn and in great profusion, works of the rarest interest 
and beauty. The loth century may be the consummation of all, 
but the evidences of its existence to posterity will not be one-
tenth in number of those which such a reign as that of Philip 
Augustus has left us, whilst none of them will come up to the 
high standard which in his time was invariably reached." 

The remarks which have been made as to the variation in 
style visible in various parts of the same country, apply with 
more force, perhaps, in what we now call France than to any other 
part of Europe. For the purposes of complete study it would 
be necessary to keep distinct from each other in the mind the 
following important divisions:—(x) Provence and Auvergne; 
(2) Aquitaine; (3) Burgundy; (4) Anjou and Poitou; (5) 
Brittany; (6) Normandy; (7) the Ile-de-France and Picardy; 
(8) Champagne; and, finally, (9) the eastern border-land (neither 
quite German nor quite French in its character), the meeting-
point of the two very different developments of French and 
German art. Speaking generally, it is safe to say that Gothic 
architecture was never brought to its highest perfection in any 
portion of the south of France. Aquitaine, Auvergne and 
Provence were too wedded to classic traditions to excel in an art 
which seems to have required for its perfection no sort of looking 
back to such a past. Hence there is no Gothic work in the south 
for which it is possible to feel the same admiration and enthusiasm 
as must be felt by every artist in presence of the great works of 
the north. In Anjou this is less the case; but even there the 
art is extremely inferior to that which is seen in Normandy and 
the Ile-de-France. Brittany may be dismissed from considera-
tion, as being, like Cornwall, so provincial and so cut off from 
neighbours, that its art could not fail to be very local, and 
without much influence outside its own borders. 

There are examples of true Gothic outside its proper habitat, 
almost pure French works being found as far south as Leon and 
Burgos, as far east as Strassburg and Lausanne and as far north 
as Canterbury and Cologne. Wesuninister Abbey was pro-
foundly influenced by direct study of French work. Normandy, 
Burgundy, and the land as far north as Tournay seem to have 
shared in the work of transition; but the Gothic area proper is 
the Ile-de-France with Picardy and Champagne, then Burgundy, 
Normandy and England. 

Four remarkable buildings best represent the early phase of the 
Gothic style, theabbeychurch of StDenia,and thecathedraleof Norm, 
Senlis and Sens. The first was begun in 1137, and the choir was 
consecrated in 1143. The few parts of this work which remain are 
sufficient to show how stately and yet fresh the whole work must 
have been. Noyon cathedral, begun after a fire which occurred is 
11,11, had its choir consecrated in 1zsy. The cathedral of Senna was  

begun in irss. Sens cathedral, begun about the same time, or even 
earlier, is the first of the great cathedrals. Many other buildings 
belong to the first years of the style; such are the abbey churches of 
St Remi at Reims, Notre Dame at Cbfllons and St 'Germain-des-
Pres, Paris. The choir of this last was consecrated in 1163, and in 
the same year Notre Dame, Paris, was begun This mighty building, 
although very complete, was altered as to its effect by the substitu-
tion, early in the 13th century. of large two-light windows for the 
earlier lancets of the clerestory. The sculptures of the west front 
are exquisite. Laon cathedral, another of the great churches, is of 
about the same age as Notre Dame. It also has beautiful sculpture 
in its western porehes, but its most marked characteristic is the group 
of six great and romantic towers which flank the fronts to the west, 
the north and the south. In the 13th century. the church was ex-
tended to the cast and the original clued was destroyed. From the 
evidence furnished by fine double-staged chapels to the transepts, 
it is most probable that three similar chapels were set about the 
ambulatory of the apse, the upper chapels opening from the fine 
vaulted triforium. Such an arrangement existed at the noble church 
of Valenciennes, now destroyed, but well recorded. At the end of 
the lath century Chartres cathedral was begun, perhaps its most 
notable constructive feature being the high development that the 
flying buttresses have here attained. It was followed in the essly 
years of the 13th century by Rouen cathedral, which derived much 
from its prototype. St Omer. a fine early church, in turn followed 
Rouen. 

The second stage of Gothic. , introducing the traceried window, 
was opened by the building of the cathedral of Reims. begun in 1211. 
This is in every way one of the most perfect of cathedrals, as well foe 
its sculpture and glass as for its structure. Reims was followed by 
the still greater cathedral at 
Amiens (fig. 40), which was 
begun in 1220 at the west front, 
so that the superb sculpture 
(Plate 11., fig. 64) of the porches 
is earlier than that of .Reints. 
Beauvais cathedral was begun 
in tray on a still vaster scale. 
and with an ambition that 
tiedeaped itself. Auxerre cathe-
dral, and the very beautiful 
collegiate churches of St Quentin 
and Semur, also followed Reims. 
Two other cathedrals of the 
first rank which must be men-
tioned are those of Bourges and 
he Mans, each of these having 
double aisles about the apse, 
with a large clerestory to die 
inner one of the two, above 
which rises the great clerestory. 
This scheme is one of the great 
feats of Gothic construction. 
Le Mans again furnished the 
most highly developed form 
of chart planning (fig. 41). On 
this point Mr Street may again 
be cited. " It was in the plan-
ning of the apse, with its 
surrounding aisles and chapels, 
that all their ingenuity and 
science were displayed. A 
simple ape s easy enough of 
construction, but directly it is 
surrounded by an aisle or 
aisles. with chapelsxgain beyond ..._ a. 4e.—Plan  of Cat bed_. er them, the difficulties am great. 
The bays of the circular aisle, 	at Amiens. 
instead of being square, are very much wider on one side than 
the other, and it is most difficult to fit the vaulting to the unequal 
space. In order to get over this, various plans were tried. At Notre 
Dame, Paris, the vaulting bays were all triangular on plan, so that 
the points of support might be twice as many on the outside line of 
the circle as on the inside. But this was rather an unsightly con-
trivance, and was not often repeated, though at Hemp* there is 
something of the same sort. At Le Mans the aisle vaulting bays are 
alternately triangular and square; and this is, perhaps, the best 
arrangement of all, as the latter are true and square, and none of 
the fines of the vault are twisted or distorted in the slightest degree. 
The nt of the chapels round the apse was equally varied. 
Usually they are too crowded in effect; and, perhaps, the most 
beautiful plan is that of Rouen cathedral, where there are only three 
chapels with unoccupied bays between, affording much greater relief 
and variety of lighting than the commoner plan which provided a 
chapel to every bay. The planning and design of the ckswet is the 
great glory of the French medieval school. When the same thing 
was attempted, as at Westminster, or by the Germans at Cologne, 
it was evidently a copy, and usually an inferior copy, of French 
work. No English works led up to Westminster Abbey, and no 
German works to the cathedral at Cologne." 
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The variety in the planning of the dads Must be remarked. 
There might be only one chapel opening from the semicircular 
ambulatory, as at Langres, Sens, Auxerre, Bayeux and Lausanne. 
Canterbury cathedral, designed by William of Sens, is perhaps the 
most perfect example. There were three separated chapels, as at 
Rouen, St Omer, Semur, &c., or there might be five filling the whole 
space, which becarnethe general later scheme. Chartres f urn ishes a n 
intermediate plan, in having the alternate chapels much shallower 
than the others. The chapels might be circular or polygonal or 
alternately square and round. Of the last the cathedral of Toledo 
is a wonderful example. The plan with parallel apses also continued 
in use, as at the beautiful abbey church at Dijon and St Urbain at 
Troyes. Apsidal transepts were built at Noyon, Soissons and 
Valenciennes. 

Another stage of development was reached with the building of 
the Sainte Chapelle in Pans, begun in 1244. With this work the 
Gothic system reached complete maturity. Here for the first time 
large traceried windows seem to have been perfected, and, moreover, 
the structure was no organized into a series of wide window spaces, 
only divided by strong far-projecting buttress piers, that the stained 
glass ideal found full expression and the building became a lantern 
for its display. 

During the next half-century the influence of the Sainte Chapelle 
is to be traced everywhere, and its system of construction was 
developed to the furthest possible point in St Urbain at Troyes, 
begun in 126o. Exploration of the Gothic theory of structure 
could be carried no further. From this point the style turned in on 

FIG. et—Cathedral of Le Mans. East end and Chevet. 

itself, becoming more unreasonably intricate, artificial and manner-
ized. One of the finest examples of the style of the early 54th century 
is the eastern limb of St Ouen, Rouen; Troyes cathedral is also an 
important example of later work. As Mr Street says: " Later 
French architecture ran a very similar course to that in England. 
The 13th century was that in which it was seen at its best. In the 
54th the same sort of change took place as elsewhere; and art was 
beautiful, but it was too much an evidence of skilfulness and adroit-
ness It was harder and colder also than English work of the same 
age; and when it fell, it did so before the inroads of a taste for what 
has been called Flamboyant architecture,—a gay and meretricious 
style which trusted to ornament for all its effect, and, in spite of 
many beauties, had none of the sturdy magnificence of much of our 
English Perpendicular style." 

M. Enlart has recently accepted the view that the germs of 
flamboyancy in the later French Gothic are to be found in the flowing 
curvilinear forms of early 14th-century work in England. 

Up to the middle of the 16th century, magnificent works in the 
national style were still being executed. St Nulfran at Abbeville, 
St Madou in Rouen, and the facade of the cathedral of Rouen, 
may be mentioned; some of the last works were the immense 
transepts of Beauvais cathedral and the facade of Tours. 

We have necessarily spoken most of churches, but the palaces, 
castles and civic buildings form another great class hardly less 
interesting. The castles of Coney and Chateau Gaillard may rival 
any cathedral. Among civic buildings may be mentioned the palais 
de justice at Rouen and the hotel de vale at Compiigne, both late 
but beautiful and impressive types. The royal palace of Paris is now 
represented by the Sainte Chapelle, but accounts of its splendid hall 
and general arrangements have been preserved. At Poitiers is still 
extant the hall of 	palace of the counts of Poitou: at Leon the 
episcopal palace is almost entire; there are considerable remainsof 
the bishops palaces of Beauvais, Evreux, Rouen, Reims: and the 
pope's palace at Avignon must also be mentioned in this connexion. 

The most perfect existing great houses of the middle ages are those 
of Jacques Geer at Bourges and of the abbot of Cluny in Paris. 
A large number of fine houses on a small scale, dating from the 12th 
and 13th centuries, are still preserved at Beauvais, Auxerre, C hartres,  
Cordes, &c. The house of the musicians at Reims, c. 1280, is adorned  
by a series of seated life-sized figures playi ng inst ruments, in sculpture 
of a very high order. A good and concise account of the smaller houses 
in France is given in Hudson Turner's Some Account of Domestic 
A rchieeitare, and in C. Entail's Manuel doecheolorie, the best and 
most recent survey of the whole field of medieval antiquities in 
France. (W. R. L.) 

Rowarmaqtrx Men Gant:Lc AaarrrEc-ruaz tic SPAIN 

What strikes the architectural.student most forcibly in Spain 
is the concurrent existence of two schools of art during the best 
part of the middle ages. The Moors invaded Spain in tin, and 
were not finally expelled from Granada until 1492. During the 
whole of this period they were engaged, with more or less success, 
in contests for superiority with the Christian natives. In those 
portions of the country which they held longest, and with the 
firmest hand, they enforced their own customs and taste in art 
almost to the exclusion of all other work. Where their rule was 
not permanent their artistic influence was still felt, and even 
beyond what were ever the boundaries of their dominion, there 
are still to be seen in Gothic buildings some traces of acquaint-
ance with Arabic art not seen elsewhere in Europe, with the 
exception, perhaps, of the southern part of the Italian peninsula, 
and there differing much in its development. The mosque of 
Cordova in the 9th century, the Alcazar and Ciralda at Seville 
in the 13th, the Court of Lions in the Alhambra in the 14th, several 
houses in Toledo in the 15th century, are examples of what the 
Moors were building during the period of the middle ages in 
which the best Gothic buildings were being erected. Some 
portions of Spain were never conquered by the Moors. These 
were the greater part of Aragon, Navarre, Asturias, Biscay 
and the northern portion of Galicia. Toledo was retaken by the 
Christians in io85, Tarragona in lo$9, Saragossa in r 1x8, Lerida 
in 1149, Valencia in 1238 and Seville in '248. Ifi the districts 
occupied by the Moors Gothic architecture had no natural 
growth, whilst even in those which were not held by them 
the arts of war were of necessity no much more thought of 
than those of peace, that the services of foreign architects were 
made use of to an extent unequalled in any other part of Europe. 

Of early Christian buildings erected from the 9th to the 11th 
century remains of some twenty to thirty are known, and there are 
probably others which will be found when the communications in 
the country become more extended. The most interesting of these 
is Santa Maria de Naranco near Oviedo, originally built in 848 as 
part of alace. It consisted of a rectangular hall, 42 ft. long and 
PS ft. wide

pa
, with entrance doorways in the centre of each side, and 

at each end an arcade of three arches, carried on piers and coupled 
columns, which led to an open loggia from which the ball was 
lighted. Fifty to sixty years later it was converted into a church 
by blocking up the end of the east loggia. The church is remarkable 
for its barrel vault, built in fine masonry, and for the knowledge 
that is displayed in meeting its thrust. Internally, in order to lessen 
the span, the upper part of the walls is brought forward and carried 
on a series of arches on each side, which are supported on piers 
consisting of four coupled columns, virtually constituting an interior 
abutment. Externally, the thrust is met by buttresses, features not 
found in France until about a century and a half later. All the 
columns are spiral-fluted,and a twisted-cord torus-moulding decorates 
the capitals and other features in the church. The transverse ribs 
of the hall, which are of slight projection, are carried on broad 
bands with disks in the spandrils of the arches, the disks having 
badges in the centre, and being bordered, as well as the bands, with 
twisted cords. Underneath the church is a spacious vaulted crypt, 
which was built as a cellar or basement storey, to raise and give 
more importance to the palace. The twisted cord seems to have 
been a favourite device in all the early churches, and is extensively 
employed in the decoration of San Miguel de Lino, a small church 
about a quarter of a mile from Santa Maria de Naranco and coeval 
with that church. Externally the church of San Miguel has all the 
character of a Byzantine church; the windows in the front are 
pierced with Moorish tracery, probably brought there by those 
Christians who were flying to the sanctuaries of Asturias from 
the incursions of the Moors. In another church, about is m. south 
of Oviedo, Santa Christina de Leon, all the attached staffs are 
decorated with spiral fluting. The choir is raised, and approached 
by steps on either aide through a screen of three arches, of the type 
known as Tmnsennae in the earlier Christian of Rome. Here, as 
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in Santa Maria, de Naranco, the church is covered with a barrel 
vault with similar constructive and decorative features. Externally 
the buttresses are in great profusion, there being two to each bay. 
The screen, the pierced marble slabs between the columns carrying 
it. and the decoration of the capitals, all show Byzantine influence. 
Other early churches are those of San Pablo del Campo (930) and 
San Pedro de las Puellas, both in Barcelona. the fine church at the 
village of Priesca near Villaviciosa (915). the monastery of Valdedios 
(893) and that of San Salvador (1218), in which, notwithstanding 
its late date, there is a distinct Moorish influence. This influence 
is also to be noticed in the north of Spain, although it was never 
occupied by the Moors. Thus in the earliest church known, at 
Banos de Cerrato near Palencia (founded in 662, but restored in 
pi), there is a horse-shoe barrel vault over the square apse. Again 
in San Miguel de Escalada (9,3) near Leon, there are horse-shoe 
arches in the nave, and the three apses are horse-shoe on plan. 
San Pedro at Zamora is a vaulted church with horse-shoe arches in 
the nave, but otherwise Byzantine in style. In the church of Corpus 
Christi at Segovia the nave is Moorish in style, and the octagonal 
columns of the nave have capitals with fir cones, as in the well-known 
Santa Maria Is Blanca at Toledo, originally a synagogue. The most 
remarkable church of all, so far as Moorish style is concerned, is the 
church of the monastery of Santiago de Peflalva, near Villafranca 
del Vierzo, built between 931 and 951, and therefore coeval with 
Cordova. The church is so ft. long by 20 ft. wide, covered by a 
barrel vault with transverse horse-shoe arch in the centre carrying 
the same. At each end is an apse with horse-shoe arches carried on 
marble shafts with Byzantine capitals. Though of later date, there 
is another interesting Romanesque example in the Templars' church 
of La Vera Cruz at Segovia (120,1), which is twelve-sided with three 
apses, and in the centre has a chapel built in imitation of the Holy 
Sepulchre at Jerusalem. 

The buildings which come next in point of date are all evidently 
derived from or erected by the architects of those which were at 
the time being built in the south of France. These churches are 
uniform in plan, with central lanterns and three eastern apses. The 
nave has usually a waggon or barrel vault, supported by quadrant 
vaults in the aisles, and the steeples are frequently polygonal in 
plan. If these churches are compared with examples like that of the 
cathedral at Carcassonne on the other side of the Pyrenees, their 
identity in style will at once be seen. A still more remarkable 
evidence of similarity has been pointed out between the church of 
St Sernin, Toulouse. and the cathedral of Santiago. The plan. 
proportions and general design of the two churches are identical. 
Here we see a noble ground-plan, consisting of nave with aisles, 
transepts, central lantern and cheoet, consisting of an apsidal choir, 
with a surrounding aisle and chapels opening into it at intervals. 
This example is the more remarkable, inasmuch as the early Spanish 
architects very rarely built a regular cheer!, and almost always pre-
ferred the simpler plan of apsidal chapels on either side of the choir. 
And its magnificent scale and perfect preservation to the present day 
combine to make it one of the most interesting architectural relics 
in the country. 

Among the more remarkable buildings of the 12th and the begin-
ning of the 13th century are San lsidoro, Leon; San Vicente, Avila; 
several churches in Segovia; and the old cathedral at Lerida. 
They are much more uniform in character than are the churches 
of the same period in the various provinces of France, and the 
developments in style, where they are seen at all, seldom have much 
appearance of being natural local developments. This, indeed, is 
the most marked feature of Spanish architecture in all periods of its 
history. In such a country it might have been expected that many 
interesting local developments would have been seen; but of these 
there are but one or two that deserve notice. One of them is illus-
trated admirably in the church of San Milian, Segovia, where 
beyond the aisles of the nave are open cloisters or aisles arcaded 
on the outside, and opening by doors into the aisles of the nave. A 
similar external south portico exists in San Miguel de Escalade, 
already referred to. Santo Domingo, Burgos, and San Esteban at 
Segovia. It would be difficult to devise a more charming arrange-
ment for buildings in a hot country, whilst at the same time the 
architectural effect is in the highest degree beautiful The uni-
versality of the central tower and lantern has been already men-
tioned. This was often polygonal, and its use led to the erection of 
some lanterns or domes of almost unique beauty and interest. The 
old cathedral at Salamanca. the church at Toro and the cathedral 
of Zamora, all deserve most careful study on this score. Their 
lanterns are almost too lofty in proportion to be properly called 
domes. and yet their treatment inside and outside suggests a very 
beautiful form of raised dome. They are carried on pointed arches. 
and are circular in plan internally and octagonal on the exterior, 
the angles of the octagon being filled with large turrets, which add 
much to the beauty of the design, and greatly also to its strength. 
Between the supporting arches and the vault there are. at Salamanca, 
two tiers of arcades continued all round the lantern, the lower one 
pierced with four, and the upper with twelve lights, and the vault or 
dome is decorated with ribs radiating from the centre. On the 
exterior the effect is rather that of • low steeple covered with a stone 
roof with spherical sides than of a dome, but the design is so novel 
and so suggestive, that it is well worth detailed description. Nothing  

can be more happy than the way in which the light is admitted, 
whilst k is also to be noted that the whole work is of stone, and that 
there is nothing in the design but what is essentially permanent 
and monumental in construction. The only other Spanish develop-
ment is the introduction, to a very moderate extent, of features 
derived from the practice of the Moorish architects. This is, how-
ever, much less seen than might have been expected, and is usually 
confined to some small feature of detail, such, e.g. as the carving of a 
boss, or the filling in of small tracery in circular windows, where 
it would in no way clash with the generally Christian character of 
the art. 

The debateable period of transition which is usually so interesting 
is very sterile in Spain. A good model once adopted from the French 
was adhered to with but little modification, and it was not till the 
13th-century style was well established in France and England that 
any introduction of its features is seen here: and then, again, it is 
the work of foreign architects imported for the work and occasion. 
bringing with them a fully developed style to which nothing whatever 
in Spain itself led up by a natural or evident development. The 
three great Spanish churches of this period are the cathedrals of 
Toledo, Leon and Burgos (Plate II., fig. 65). Those of Siguenza, 
Lerida and Tarragona, fine as they are, illustrate the art of the 
tath rather than of the 13th century. but these three great churches 
are perfect Early Pointed works, and most complete in all their parts. 
The cathedral of Toledo is one of the most nobly designed churches in 
Europe. In dimensions it is surpassed only by the cathedrals of 
Milan and Seville, whilst in beauty of plan it leaves both those great 
churches far behind. The chew:, in which two broad aisles are carried 
round the apse with chapels alternately square and apsidal opening 
out of them, is perhaps the most perfect of all the schemes we know. 
It is as if the French chorus. all of which were more or less tentative 
in their plan, had culminated in this grand work to which they had 
led the way. The architectural detail of this peat church is generally 
on a par with the beauty and grandeur of its plan, but is perhaps 
surpassed by the somewhat later church at Leon. Here we have a 
church built by architects whose sole idea was the erection of • 
building with as few and small points of support as possible, and 
with the largest possible amount of window opening. It was the 
work of men whose art had been formed in a country where as much 
sun and light as possible were necessary, and is quite unsuited for 
such a country as Spain. Nevertheless it is a building of rare beauty 
and delicacy of design. Burgos, better known than either of the 
others, is inferior in scale and interest, and its character has been 
much altered by added works more or less Rococo in character, so 
that it is only by analysis and investigation that the 13th-century 
church is still seen under and behind the more modern excrescences. 

The next period is again marked by work which seems to be that 
of foreigners. The fully developed Middle Pointed or Geometrical 
Gothic is indeed very uniform all over Europe. Here, however, its 
efforts were neither grand in scale nor interesting. Some of the 
church furniture, as, e.g. the choir screens at Toledo, and some of 
the cloisters. are among the best features. The work is all correct, 
tame and academical, and has none of the dignity, power and 
interest which marked the earlier Spanish buildings. Towards the 
end of the 14th century the work of Spanish architects becomes 
infinitely more interesting. The country was free from trouble with 
the Moors; it was rich and prosperous, and certainly its buildings 
at this period were so numerous, so grand and so original, that they 
cannot be too much praised. Moreover, they were caref ul ly designed 
to suit the requirements of the climate, and also with a sole view to 
the accommodation conveniently of enormous congregations, all 
within sight of the preacher or the altar. This last development 
seems to have been very much the work of a great architect of 
Majorca, Jayme Fabre by name. The grandest works of his school 
are still to be seen in Catalonia. Their churches are so vast in their 
dimensions that the largest French and English buildings seem to 
be small by comparison, and being invariably covered with stone 
vaults, they cannot be compared to the great wooden-roofed churches 
of the preaching orders in Italy and elsewhere, in which the only 
a_pproach is made to their magnificent dimensions. The cathedral of 
Gerona is the most remarkable example. Here the choir is planned 
like the French cheed with an aisle and chapels round it, and opens 
with three lofty arches into the east wall of a nave which measures 
no Tess than 73 ft. in the clear, and is covered with a stone vaulted 
ceiling. In Barcelona there are several churches of very similar 
description; at Manresa another, but with aisles to its nave; and 
at Palma in Majorca one of the same plan as the last, but of even 
much larger dimensions. Perhaps there is no effort of any local 
school of architects more worthy of study and respect than this 
Catalonian work of the 14th and 15th centuries. Such a happy 
combination of noble design and proportions with entirely practical 
objects places its author among the very greatest architects of any 
time. It is one thing to develop patiently step by step from the 
work of one's fathers in art, quite another to strike out an entirely 
new form by a new combination of the old elements. In comparison 
with the works just mentioned the other great Spanish churches of 
the 15th century are uninteresting. But still their scale is grand 
and though their detail is over-elaborated and not beautiful, it is 
impossible to deny the superb effect of the interior of such churches 
as those of Seville, Segoviaand Salamanca (new cathedral). They 
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Baptistery. Cathedral. Campanile. 

Fig. 63.—St Mark's, Venice. 
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Photo, F. Frith & Co. 
Fig. 65.—Burgos Cathedral. 

Photo, Neurdeis. 
Fig. 64. —Amiens Cathedral. 

Photo, F. Frill, & Co. 
Fig. 66.—St Paul's, London. 

Photo, F. Frith & Co. 
Fig. 67.—Ely Cathedral. 
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Fig. 69.—Interior of St Peter's, Rome. 
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Photo, Kock. 	
Fig. 7o.—Town Hall, Bremen. 

Photo, Brosi. 	
Fig. 71.—Vendramini Palace, Venice. 
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Photo, Alisari. 

Fig. 72.—Door of San Michele, Pavia. 
Photo, Lacoste. 

Fig. 73.—University, Salamanca. 

Fig. 74.—Town Hall, Seville. 
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Fig. 75.—Banqueting House, Whitehall. 
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Plata, L. L. Paris. 	 Photo, L. L. Paris. 
Fig. 78.—Heidelberg Castle, Friedrichsbau. 	Fig. 7g.—Heidelberg Castle, Otto-Heinrichsbau. 

Fig. 80.—Heidelberg Castle, Otto-Heinrichsbau. 



Photo, J. Vale,'line, Ltd. 
Fig. 8z.—Porch, Peterboro' Cathedral. 

Photo, G. W. Willem & Co. 
Fig. 82.—Ely Cathedral. 
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Photo, Neurdcin. 

Fig. 83.—The Louvre—Pavillon Henri H. 
(Portion of Lescors work on left.) 

Photo, N eurdess. 

Fig. 84.—Grand Staircase, Chateau of Blois. 



Fig. x r6.—Parliament Buildings, Vienna. (Hansen.) 
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Fig. rx5.—Parliament Buildings, Budapest. (Steindl.) 

Fig. r7.—Parliament Buildings, Berlin. (Wallot.) 
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Photo, F. G. U. Strad. 
Fig. i i8.—Houses of Parliament, London. (Barry.) 

"Mo. Emery Walker. 
Fig. t ig.—Scotland Yard, London. (Shaw.) 



Fig. 121.—Law Courts, Brussels. (Poelaert.) 
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Photo, Valentine & Sons, Dundee. 
Fig. x 20.—Natural History Museum, South Kensington. (Waterhouse.) 
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'Juno, Neundein. 

Fig. t22.—Church of St Augustin, Paris. 
(Baltard.) 
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Fig. t23.—Church of La Trinitt% 
Paris. (Ballu.) 
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ig. 124.—Church of St Pierre De 
Montrouge, Paris. (Vaudremer.) 

l'Iunu, •eurdtic 

Fig. 125.—Church of St Vincent De Paul, Paris. 
(Ilittorff.) 



Fig. t28.—Bibliothaque Ste Genevieve, Paris. (Labrouste.) 
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Photo. Neurdeitt. 

Fig. t26.—Cathedral, Marseilles. (Vaudoyer and 
Esperandieu.) 

Photo, Neurdeitt. 

Fig. 127.—Mairie, Xth Arrondissement, 
Paris. (Rouyer.) 
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Photo, L. L. Paris. 
Fig. i 29.—Pavilion Richelieu, The Louvre, Paris. (Visconti.) 

Fig. x3o.—Petit Palais, Paris. (Girault.) 
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Copyright 1903 by Detroit Pitotograllsic Co. 

131.—" Flat-Iron" Building, New York. 
(For method of construction, see STEEL 

CONSTRUCTION, and Plate II., Fig. 4, 
of that article.) 

Copyright illaa by Detroit Photographic Co. 

Fig. 132.—A Newport, R. I., "Cottage": "The Breakers. 

Fig. i33.—The Metropolitan Club, New York. 

Copyright toos by Detroit Publishing Co. 

Fig. 134.—The University Club, New York. 
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are very similar in their character, their columns are formed by the 
prolongation of the reedy mouldings of the arches, their window 
traceries are poorly designed, and their roofs are covered with • 
complex multitude of Ileum ribs. Yet the scale is fine, the admission 
of light. generally high up and in sparing quantity, is artistic, and 
much of the furniture is either picturesque or interesting. The rose 
puembk is generally very striking, even where the architectural 
purist is apt to grumble at the shortcomings of most of the detail. 

The remarks which have been made so far have been confined to 
the fabrics of the churches of Spain. It would be easy to add 
largely to them by reference to the furniture which still so often 
adorns them, unaltered even if uncared for; to the monuments of 
the mighty dead; to the sculpture which frequently adorns the 
doorways and screens; and to the cloister' chapter-louses and 
other dependent buildings, which add so much charm in every way 
to them. Besides this, there are very numerous castles, often planned 
on the grandest scale, and some, if not very many, interesting remains 
of domestic houses and palaces; and most of these, being to some 
extent flavoured by the neighbourhood of Moorish architects, have 
more character of their own than has been accorded to the churches. 
Finally, there are considerable tracts of country in which brick was 
the only material used; and it is curious that this is almost always 
more or less Moorish in the character of its detail The Moors were 
great brickmakers. Their elaborate reticulated enrichments were 
easily executed in it, and the example set by them was, of course, 
more likely to be followed by Spaniards than that of the nearest 
French brick building district in the region of Toulouse. The brick 
towers are often very picturesque; several are to be seen al Toledo, 
others at Saragossa. and, perhaps the most graceful of an, in the old 
city of Tarazona in Aragon, where the proportions are extremely 
lofty, the face of the walls everywhere adorned with sunk minds, 
arcading, or ornamental brickwork, and at the base there is a bold 
battered slope which gives a great air of strength and stability to 
the whole. On the whole, it must be concluded that the medieval 
architecture of Spain from the 12th century is of less interest than 
that of most other countries, because its development was hardly 
ever a national one The architects were imported at one time 
from France, at another from the Low Countries, and they brought 
with them all their own local fashions, and carried them into 
execution in the strictest manner: and it was not till the end of 
the 14th century, and even then only in Catalonia, that any build-
ings which could be called really Spanish in their character were 
erected. (R. P. S.) 

ROMANESQUE AND GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE IN ENGLAND 

Pre-Conquest —The history of English architecture before the 
Norman Conquest is still only imperfectly known. Its parentage 
is triple: Roman, Celtic and Teutonic. To the first belongs the 
general building tradition of the Romanized West, and the influ-
ence of the mission of Augustine at the end of the 6th century, 
and of such men as Wilfrid in the 7th. The Celtic element is 
due to the Scottish (Irish) church, which never gained much 
hold on the south of England, while the Teutonic influence 
shows itself in the later developments, which are allied to the 
early buildings of kindred peoples in Germany. Fragments of 
existing early churches have been attributed to the time of the 
Roman occupation, but all are doubtful, with the exception of the 
remains of what is believed to have been a Christian church 
excavated at Sikhester in x892. This was a basilica of ordinary 
form, comprising an apse with western orientation, nave and 
aisles, transepts of slight projection, and narthex. Augustine's 
cathedral church of Canterbury, which be had learned was 
originally constructed by the labours of Roman believers (Bede), 
was also a basilica with western apse; its eastern apse and 
umftssie beneath snare probably a later addition. Remains of 
early churches are found on several sites where churches are 
recorded to have been built during the missionary period. Of 
these, Reculver (c. 67o) and Brixworth (c. 68o) have aided 
naves and eastern apses. At Brixworth a square bay intervenes 
between the apse and the nave. St Pancras, Canterbury, of 
the time of Augustine, Rochester (604), and Lyminge (founded 
633), show nnaisled naves of relatively wide proportion, with 
eastern apses of stilted curve. In some of these churches there 
was a triple arcade in front of the sanctuary, in place of the usual 
" triumphal arch." The technique shows Roman influence, and 
Roman materials are largely used. The existing crypts of 
Benham and Ripon were built by Wilfrid, c. 673. The descrip-
tion of Wilfrid's church at Hexham gives the impression of an 
elaborate structure (columnis swiis el porticibus muftis sujultam). 
Wilfrid also built at Hexham a church of central plan, with 

II. 7.  

projections (frorticss) on the four sides, a type of which no 
example has survived in England. Escomb (Durham) and parts 
of Monkwearmouth and Jarrow, which are attributed to the 
same period, have plans of an entirely different type—a relatively 
long and narrow nave, with small square-ended chancel—a plan, 
usually attributed to Celtic influence, which is moat extensively 
represented in churches recognized as Saxon. 

The evolution of the eltzacteristic features of pre-Conquest 
architecture was slow, and "as doubtless greatly hindered by the 
invasions of the Northmen ken the end of the 8th century onward, 
but germs of the fully develo:ed style are to be found in the earliest 
buildings. The western tower, usually of tall and slender proEortion, 
was developed from the westt rn porch found at St Pancras, Canter. 
bury, and Monkwearmouth sometimes, as in the latter church, 
actually raised over the older porch. The lateral chapels of St 
Pancras, which existed also in the Saxon cathedral of Canterbury, 
were developed into a transept, culminating in the cruciform plan 
with central tower. The characteristic " long-and-short " work, 
which consists of tall upright stones alternating with stones bedded 
flat bonding into the rubble work of the wall, has its prototype in 
the western arch of the porch of Monkwearmouth, and in the jambs 
of the chancel arch at Escornb. Sometimes the flat stones are cut 
back on the face, so that the plaster which covered the rubble 
extended up to the line of the upright stones, thus giving the quoin 
the appearance of a narrow pi Lister. The repetition of these pilastecs 
on the face of the walling constitutes rib-work, and these ribs are 
frequently connected by semicircular or so-called " triangular " 
arches. forming a kind of rude arcading (Earls Barton, Barton-on-
Humber.) Windows in the earliest Saxon work are generally wide 
in proportion, and splayed on the inside only; in the later work they 
commonly have splays both on the inside and outside. Doorways 
have square jambs, without splay or rebate; sometimes the jambs 
of doorways and windows are inclined, as in early buildings in Ireland. 
Imposts to doorways, tower arches or chancel arches are often square 
projecting blocks, sometimes chamfered on the lower edge. The 
mid-wall shaft is a characteristic feature in the belfry openings of 
Saxon towers; it supports an impost or through-stone, of the full 
thickness of the wall, which receives the semicircular arches over the 
openings. The method is analogous to that commonly found in 
northern Italy and the Rhineland. Sometimes the mid-wall shaft 
is a baluster, turned in a lathe. In some of the later belfry openings, 
a capital intervenes between the mid-wan shaft and the impost. 
The dating of buildings of this style is at present a matter of con-
siderable difficulty, but certain points, such as the development of 
the cruciform plan, are useful for comparison. A fully developed 
cross church was built at Romsey in 969. having also a single axial 
western tower, and this seems to have been the normal foun type of a 
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in the castle at Dover, and fully developed at Norton (Durham) 
and Stow (Lincolnshire). The most advanced detail which occurs 
in pre-Conquest buildings is the recessing of arches in orders. But 
for the Conquest, English architecture might have developed some-
what on the lines of contemporary work in Germany. It must be 
remembered. however, that, although the Norman Conquest marks 
the beginning of a new epoch in English architecture, the Norman 
manner had already been introduced into England under Edward 
the Confessor, as is proved by the considerable remains of that king's 
work at Westminster Abbey. 

The succeeding periods of English architecture have been 
divided into so-called "styles" or "periods," though it should 
be recognized that all such hard and fast divisions are purely 
artificial, and that, apart from the objection that theyexaggerate 
the importance of mere details, they tend to obscure the fact 
that the history of Gothic architecture is a history of continuous 
development The following classifications, those of Thomas 
Rickman and Edmund Sharpe, are in most general use for the 
present by such students as are not content with a nomenclature 
based on simple chronology:— 

Rickman. Sharpe. 
1066-1189 Norman. :066-143 	Norman. 

1145-1190 Transitional. 
1189-1307 Early English. 1190-1245 Lancet. 

1245-1315 Geometrical. 
1307-1377 Decorated. 1315-t36o Curvilinear. 
1377-1546 Perpendicular. 1360-1550 Rectilinear. 

Norman Conquest to c. 1150.—At the time of the Conquest of 
England, the Norman school was already one of the most ad-
vanced Romanesque schools of western Europe. Its marked 
individuality and logical character are clearly expressed in the 
abbey churches of )urniiges and St Etienne and Sainte-Trinit6 
at Caen, and it quickly supplanted the less advanced Romanesque 
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manner of the conquered English. As soon as the conqueror bad 
made himself master in his new kingdom, cathedral and abbey 
churches were rebuilt on a scale hitherto unknown either in 
Normandy or England. As the effect of the Norman Conquest 
was to incorporate the church in England more closely with 
western Christendom, so its effect on architecture was to bring it 
into line with the best continental achievement of its time. 
The immense energy of the Norman bishops and abbots gave such 
a stimulus to architecture that by the close of the it th century, 
England, rather than Normandy, bad become the real foyer of 
the Norman school. 

The plans of the larger churches show greater development in 
the length of choir, transept and nave than was usual in Normandy. 
Many follow the type of choir plan generally represented in the 
contemporary churches of Normandy which have survived—a 
central apse, flanked by an apse terminating each aisle, but the two 
bays usual in the Norman churches frequently became four in 
England. The Confessor's church of Westminster seems to have 
had an ambulatory with radiating chapels, a plan which, although 
rare in the surviving churches of Normandy, was adopted in several 
of the more important English churches (St Augustine's, Canterbury 
Winchester; Worcester; Gloucester; Bury St Edmunds; Norwich; 
Tewkesbury). Some of these have great vaulted crypts extending 
under the choir and its aisles. The transept, generally of consider-
able length, has one or more apsidal chapels on the east side of each 
arm, or an eastern aisle, or even (as at Winchester and Ely) both 
eastern and western aisles. The lantern-tower over the crossing 
was a characteristic feature in England, as in Normandy. Frequently 
the nave was of great length, extending to twelve bays at Winchester, 
thirteen at Ely, and fourteen at Norwich. Some churches, as Ely, 
Bury St Edmunds. and later Peterborough (Plate VIII., fig. 80, 
show a western transept, with corresponding development of the 
west front. Two western towers are most usual, but Ely (Plate II., 
fig. 67), and originally Winchester, had the single western tower, 
a survival from pre-Conquest times, which is found also in number-
less parish churches. In their general design, the Norman churches 
show great skill in composition, and in the logical expression of 
structure, and sure grasp of the problems to be solved. The sub-
ordination of arches (arches built in rings, or orders, recessed one 
within the other) was carried further than in other Romanesque 
schools, and with this went the subordination of the pier, planned 
with a shaft to receive each order of the semicircular arch. Some-
times the shafted piers of the great arcades alternate with cylindrical 
(m later with octagonal) pillars; sometimes, as at Gloucester and 
Tewkesbury, all the pillars are cylindrical. The triforium usually 
has a single wide semicircular arched opening, enclosing two or more 
minor semicircular arches springing from detached shafts. Usually 
the aisle wall is carried up to form a complete triforium storey, 
unvaulted, and lighted by windows in the outer vrall. The clerestory 
has a single window in each bay, with a wall passage between the 
window and an internal arcade, usually of three semicircular arches 
on shafts, the central arch being wider than the side arches. Most 
frequently naves and transepts were unvaulted, and finished with 
wood ceilings, while the aisles were covered with groined vaults of 
rubble, on transverse arches. The general design of the greater 
churches indicates, however, that the Norman builders were aiming 
at a completely vaulted structure. The half-barrel vault over the 
triforium of Gloucester, and the transverse arches over the triforium 
of Chichester, seem to be constructed to afford the necessary abut-
ment to vaults over the choir, such indeed as still exist over some 
choirs in Normandy built before the end of the nth century. The 
problem was only successfully solved by the introduction of the 
diagonal rib, which completed the structural membering of the vault. 
Durham, begun in toga (fig. 42), is the earliest example in England 
of this important innovation, and it precedes by some quarter of a 
century the earliest ribbed vaults of the Ile-de-France. The abutting 
arches under the roof of its triforium  are actually rudimentary flying-
buttresses, and we have here all the essential elements of Gothic 
architecture, except the pointed arch, which is only systematically 
used in English vaulted construction from about the middle of the 
12th century. The decorative forms of the earlier buildings of the 
Norman school are severely simple. Arches, which at first were 
usually unmoulded, soon received effective mouldings of rolls and 
hollows, continuing a tradition of the latest pre-Conquest architec-
ture. Two types of capitals are found in the earlier buildings after 
the Conquest; the volute capital, descended from the Corinthian, 
which was the normal type in Normandy; and the cubic or cushion 
capital, formed by the penetration of a segment of a sphere, or 
segments of cones, with a cube, a type which, appearing earlier in 
England than in Normandy, was doubtless derived frompre-Conquest 
models, and in the trth century developed into the scalloped capital. 
The decoration of wall-surfaces by arcades, frequently of inter-
secting semicircular arches, is characteristic of the Norman school. 
Windows are splayed in the interior, and in the more important 
buildings are enriched with shafts and moulded arches. Ornamenta-
tion is frequently concentrated on the doorways, which are often of 
many orders, with a shaft under each order. Baled chiefly on  

geometric forms. suth as the chevron or zigzag, star, fret and cable. 
the decoration becomes richer and more refined as the nth century 
advances. though in sculpture the Norman was less advanced than 
some other Romanesque schools. 

The foregoing generalization applies more particularly to the 
greater churches, but numberless parish churches present similar 
characteristics. Chancelearesometunesapsidal, but by far the most 
prevalent type of plan is the tuskless oblong nave and square-ended 

From iticknoui'm Si*, of A •Chil.f NM by wren/aloe of Parker a/ CO. 
FIG. 42.—Plan of Durham Cathedral. 

chancel. with or without a western tower. Other types of &islets.' 
plane are the cruciform church with central tower, or simply nave and 
chancel with central tower. Even where subsequent alterations and 
rebuildings have destroyed almost everything, the influence of these 
plans on the later work is thekey to a right understanding of the 
history of the greater number of English medieval churches. 

talk Century (second half). —The second hall of the t 2 th century 
is the period of transition par excellence—of transition from 
Romanesque to Gothic. The school of the he-de-France, which 
up to c, r110 was one of the most backward of the Romanesque 
schools, had made enormous progress when the ambulatory of 
Suger's church of Saint-Denis was built (it4o-t 144), and thence-
forth it continued to lead the way. There is no doubt that, 
from the middle of the 12th century, English architecture was 
continuously influenced by the Ile-de-France, for the most part 
through Normandy, Nit it must be considered to be a develop-
ment on parallel lines, with strongly marked characteristics of 
its own, and not merely as an importation of forms already 
developed elsewhere. At the same time, the influence of the 
Cistercian revival was considerable, not so much in the introduc-
tion of foreign forms as in the direction of simplicity and severity, 
which acted as a valuable check to the prevalent tendency to 
.exaggerate the importance of surface decoration. 

The substitution of the square east-end for the apse in the plans of 
the greater churches, already effected at Romsey, was furthered by 
the simple plans of the Cistercian churches. The altar spaces pro-
vided by the radiating chapels of the French chevet were in England 
obtained by returning the aisles across the square east-end of the 
choir, or by an eastern transept The latter occurs first here is 
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"the glorious choir of Conrad " of the beginning of the lath century 
at Canterbury, which affords also the first example of the eastward 
extension of the choir, which became so characteristic a feature of 
English planning. The reconstruction of Conrad's choir after the 
fire of 117y led to a further extension eastward, with the eastern 
chapel, which was adopted in many of the greater churches, either 
in die form of a lower building, sometimes of three spans, eastward 
of the east gable, or of an extension of the choir itself to its full height. 
The work of William of Sella at Canterbury(z175-tt78)was nature 
more mo French in character than other contemporary works in England , 
but the work of his successor, William the Englishman (trye-n84), 
shows the beginnings of what became the characteristically English 
manner of the 13th century. 

The second half of the 1 nth century was a period of rapid develop-
ment of architectural forms in the direction of increased elegance and 
refinement. The pointed arch, employed at first for the arches of 
construction, entirely superseded the semicircular arch in doorways, 
windows and arcades by the end of the century, and its adoption 
finally solved the problem of vaulted construction. The abutting 
arches under the triforium roofs of the earlier churches were developed 
into flying buttresses above the roofs, springing from buttresses of 
increased projection, and weighted by pinnacles. Mouldings became 
more graceful and subtle in their profiles. Capitals reverted to the 
volute type, transformed and .  refined. The massive Romanesque
pier was gradually developed into the lighter Gothic pier, to which 
detached shafts were extensively adopted. The use of Purbeck 
marble for these shafts must be considered in relation to the painted 
decoration of the wall-surfaces, which, although now almost entirely 
lost, was an important factor in the internal effect. 

Oh Century (first hall.—The last decade of the x 2th century 
marks the achievement of a fully developed Gothic style, with 
strongly marked national individuality. During the 13th 
century, English Gothic follows the same general course of 
evolution as that of northern France, but the parallelism is 
less dose than in the preceding century. 

St Hugh's choir at Lincoln (begun t tea) had indeed an apse, with 
ambulatory and radiating chapels though its plan does not appear 
to have been controlled by the vaulting as in the French chevets, and 
what there is of French influence seems to have come rather through 
Canterbury than by a more direct route. This choir has the eastern 
transept which characterizes several of the greater churches of 
the first half of the t3th century—Salisbury (fig. 43),  Beverley, 
Worcester, Rochester, Southwell. The square eastern termination, 
the less ambitious height, and the comparatively simple buttress-
system, combine to .  give the English Gothic cathedral an air of 
greater repose than is found in the magnificent triumphs of French 
Gothic art. In its structural system, too, English Gothic retained 
something of the Romanesque treatment of wall-surface; the sup-
pression of the wall, and the concentration of the masonry in the 
pier, was never carried so far as in the complete Gothic of France. 
The general tendency during the 13th century, as in the 12th, was 
in the direction of increased lightness and elegance. The employ-
ment of detached shafts, and the extensive use of marble (generally 
Purbeck) for these shafts, is a distinguishing feature of the first half 
of the century. The vaulting system is fully developed; the most 
usual form is the simple quadnpartite, but the tendency to introduce 
additional ribs (tiercerons) and ridge-ribs already makes its appear-
ance in the nave of Lincoln and the presbytery of Ely (Plate VIII.. 
fig. 8z). to be yet further developed in the second half of the century. 
Capitals are either simply moulded, an elaboration of the plain bell 
capitals of the latter part of the nth century, or finely sculptured, 
with conventional, or "stiff-leaved," foliage of the crocket type. 
The use of the circular abacus, begun in the preceding century, 
entirely supersedes the square abacus, which was retained in France. 
Mouldings are profiled with great refinement, the alternation of rounds 
and hollows producing effective contrasts of light and shade, and 
the far more complicated profiles of arch mouldings provide another 
feature which distinguishes English work of this period from French. 
Windows of single pointed lights, the so-called " lancet," though 
frequently by .no means sharply pointed, are the prevalent type, 
grouped in pans triplets, &c., and arranged in tiers in the large 
gables, or sometimes with only a single grodp of tall lights, like the 
" five sisters " of the north transept of York. Few works are more 
admirably designed than some of the towers of this period. Probably 
the greatest excellence ever attained in English art of the 13th 
century was reached in the great Yorkshire abbeys; for purity of 
general design, excellence of construction, and beauty of detail, they 
are unsurpassed by the work of any other period. 

13111Century (second half).—The grouping together of " lancet" 
windows, the piercing of the wall above them with foiled circles, 
and the combination of the whole under an enclosing arch, 
soon led to the introduction of tracery, for which the design of 
earlier triforium arcades had also afforded a suggestion. 

Bar-tracery appeals just before the middle of the 13th century, 
and the great tracery window filling the whole width of a bay, or  

the entire gable-end, 90011 becomes a most characteristic feature. 
The earlier tracery windows show only simple geometrical forms, 
foiled arches to the beads of the lights, and foiled circles above, of 
which the abberchurch and the chapter-honees of Westminster 
and Salisbury afford most beautiful examples. In some particulars, 
such as its chevet plan and its comparatively great height, West-
minster approaches more nearly to the French type than other 
English churches of the t3th century, but its details are character-
istically English and of great beauty. In the last quarter of the 
century, pointed trefoils or quatrefosIs are largely used in tracery, 
and the foliations frequently form the lines of the tracery, without 
enclosing circles. Contemporary with this change is the gradual 

F o.43.—Plan of Salisbury Cathedral. 

absorption of the triforium into the clerestory, of which Southwell 
and Pershore are precocious examples. Contemporary also was the 
adoption of an excessively naturalistic type of foliage. The art of 
masonry and stone-cutting was rapidly developed. The detached 
shaft, always structurally weak, was abandoned for the pier with 
engaged shafts separated by mouldings. The mouldings of arches 
become less deeply undercut, and the greater use of the fillet tends 
to give a more hney effect. The whole practice of art was growing 
more scholarly, perhaps, but at the same time it was more conscious, 
and the cleverness of the mason was almost as often suggested as 
the noble character of his work. 

141k Century (first half).—The juxtaposition of the foliations 
without enclosing circles in tracery windows produced curves 
of contraflexure, which led insensibly to the complete substitu-
tion of flowing lines for geometrical forms in tracery. 

Flowing tracery makes its appearance in England about 131o, 
and lasts some fifty years. Up to the end of the 13th century, 
window tracery had developed in France and England on parallel 
lines, though the English work was always slightly behind France 
in point of date. All this is changed with the adoption of flowing 
tracery in England; its development was purely national, and owed 
nothing to France. Indeed, the French flamboyant only makes its 
appearance at the time when flowing tracery was being abandoned 
in England. Not only window traceries, but mouldings, carvings 
and other details are changed in character. The ogee form is used 
in arches, in wall-arcades of great beauty and elaboration, as in the 
Lady-chapel at Ely, and in the canopies of tombs, such as the 
magnificent Percy tomb at Beverley. Niches and arcades are richly 
ornamented, and small decorative buttresses are used in thejambs 
of doorways, windows and niches. The moulded capital is still used, 
along with the capital with a continuous convex band of wavy foliage. 
Many of the most beautiful English towers and spires date from this 
period, the work of which is perhaps seen at its best in the parish 
churches of south Lincolnshire. 
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Prom Middle of red Codury.—The over-elaboration of Sowing 
tracery inevitably led to a reaction. The beauty of the lines 
of the tracery had controlled everything, and the resulting forms 
of the openings, which presented serious difficulties for the glass 
painter, had been a secondary consideration. Hence an endeav-
our to return to a simpler and more dignified, if more mechanical, 
style of building. The splendid exuberance of the earlier 14th 
century style gave way to the introduction of vigorous, straight, 
vertical and horizontal lines. 

The beginnings of the new manner are to be seen in the south 
transept of Gloucester before 1337. After the great interruption of 
building works caused by the Black Death of tug and its recurrence 
in following years, the so-called " Perpendicular ". style became 
general all over the country. The preference for straight in place of 
flowing lines became more and more developed. Doorways and 
arches were enclosed within well-defined square outlines; walls 
were decorated by panelling in rectangular divisions; vertical lines 
were emphasized by the addition of manacles, and buttresses were 
used as mere decorations, while horizontal lines were multiplied in 
string-courses, parapets and window transoms. Capitals were fre-
quently omitted, and the mouldings of arches were continued down 
the piers. The use of the depressed " four-centred " arch became 
common. Vaulting. which had Already been enriched by the 
multiplication of ribs, was further complicated by cross-ribs (Hermes), 
subdividing the simple spaces naturally produced by the inter-
section of necessary ribs into panels; these, again, were filled with 
tracery. The fan-vault was developed by giving to all the ribs the 
same curvature; the outline of the fan is bounded by a horizontal 
circular rib; and its effect is that of a solid of revolution upon whose 
surface panels are sunk. The cloister of Gloucester presents the 
earliest and perhaps the most beautiful example. Finally, the builders 
displayed their mechanical skill by introducing pendants, as in 
Henry VIL's chapel at Westminster. This latest period of English 
Gothic was a purely national development of which it has been too 
much the fashion to speak disparagingly; for it is futile to call such 
works as the nave of Winchester or the choir and Lady-chapel of 
Gloucester "debased." Perhaps the worst that can be said of this 
period is that there was too great a love of display, and too much 
mechanical repetition, but it is none the less true that it is to the 
13th century that a large number of English parish churches 
owe their fine effect. East Anglia and Somersetshire possess some 
of the choicest examples, and few things can be more beautiful than 
the central towers of Gloucester and Canterbury, and the towers of 
the Somersetshire churches. The open timber roofs, as, for instance, 
those of the East Anglian churches, are superb, while many of the 
churches of this period are still full of interesting furniture and 
decoration. Finally, a word must be said of the wealth of interesting 
examples of domestic architecture, which yet count among the 
ornaments of the country. 

After the middle of the 16th century the practice of Gothic archi-
tecture virtually died out, though traces of its influence, especially 
in rural districts, were hardly lost until the end of the ryth century. 
Good, sound, solid and simple forms, well constructed by men who 
respected themselves and their work, and did not build only for the 
passing hour, were still popular and general, so that the vernacular 
architecture to a late period was often good and never absolutely 
uninteresting. 

Scorlartd.—A few words will suffice for Scottish and Irish archi-
tecture, since the development in these countries followed much the 
same course of change as on England. 

The earliest ecclesiastical structures which still survive in Scotland 
follow the same general type as those of Ireland. The monastic 
foundations of Queen Margaret and her sons introduced into Scotland 
the Norman manner then universal in England. The best examples, 
such as the nave of Dunfermline, which is an obvious inspiration 
from Durham. Kelso of the later izth century, and the parish 
churches of Dalmeny and Leuchars, present the same characteristics 
as are found in English churches of somewhat earlier dates than the 
buildings in question, and some Romanesque forms survive to a later 
period than in England. In the 13th century, too, the style of the 
Scottish churches corresponds very .  closely with that of England. 
though the details are generally sampler, and the structures are 
smaller. It is naturally allied most closely with the north of England, 
where Cistercian influence in the direction of simplicity and severity 
had been exercised with the best results. The transept of Dryburgh, 
the choir and crypt of Glasgow cathedral, the nave of Dunblane. 
the choir of Brechin, and later Elgin cathedral, exhibit the style at 
its purest and best. The disturbed condition of thecountry during 
the 14th century was unfavourable to architecture, and when 
building revived at the beginning of the:5th century its style became 
more national. During the first half of the 13th century, it shows a 
certain borrowing from English architecture of the flowing-tracery 
penod. Later, many features are borrowed both from England and 
France, and architecture develops in picturesque and interesting 
fashion. Melrose is one of the most characteristic, as it certainly is 
one of the most charming of Scottish buildings; its earlier parts 
bear a close resemblance to the earlier lath-century work at York,  

while its later parts show mote similarity to English " Perpendicular 
than is common in Scotland. One of the most characteristic features 
of Scottish architecture in the Isth century is the pointed barrel 
vault, which directly supports the stone flagged roof. French in. 
fluence is seen in the employment of the polygonal apse for the 
termination of choirs, and in some approaches to Flamboyant 
tracery:  The details of the later Gothic churches have but slight 
connexion either with France or England, and show a curious 
revival of earlier motives. The semicircular arch is in frequent use, 
and the " nail-bead " and " dog-tooth " ornament, as well as the use 
of detached shafts, are revived. One of the most remarkable build-
ings of the 13th century in Scotland is the collegiate church of 
Rodin, which has a pointed barrel vault over its choir, with trans-
verse barrel vaults over the aisles, and is distinguished by the 
extreme richness of its decoration. 

The domestic remains in Scotland are full of picturesque beauty 
and magnificence. They are a distinctly national class of buildings 
of great solidity, and much was sacrificed by their builders to the 
genius of the picturftque. They can only be cleared with the latest 
Gothic buildings of other countries, but the mode of design shown in 
them lasted much later than the late Gothic style did in England. 
The vast height to which their walls were awned, the picturesque 
use made of circular towers, the freedom with which buildings were 
planned at various angles of contact to each other, and the general 
simplicity of the ordinary.  wall, are their most distinct characteristic*. 

hatand.—The chief Interest of the medieval architecture of 
Ireland belongs to the buildings which were erected before the 
English conquest of the tath century. The early monastic settle- 
ments seem to have resembled the primitive Celtic fortresses, and 
consisted of a series of huts or cells, surrounded by an enclosing wall. 
The so-called " bee-hive " cell, which goes back to pre-Christian 
times, was built of rough stone rubble without mortar, and roofed in 
the same manner by corbelling over the courses of masonry. Some 
of these were certainly dwellings, but others were oratories- The 
largest of those in Skellig Michael is four-sided, and from this type 
the stone-roofed church of oblong plan was developed. The later 
type, with oblong nave and wardl square-ended chancel. retained 
much of the character of these primitive structures, and their barrel 
vaults were sometimes independent of the stone roof.covering, a 
system which lasted into the lath and tith centuries. A certain 
megalithic character, and the inclined jambs of doorway openings, 
are marked features of these early churches. The round towers so 
frequently associated with them are believed to be not earlier than 
the gth centur-. Before the introduction of Norman forms. Ireland 
possessed a Roman pre style of her own, characterized by the 
survival of horizont,, orms and their incorporation into the round-
arched style, the retention of the inclined jambs of doorways, rich 
surface decoration, and the use of certain ornamental motives of 
earlier Celtic origin.King Connac's chapel at Cashel is one of the 
best examples of the imported Norman manner of the tzth century, 
and here we find much of the influence of the earlier native style. 
The English conquest may be said to have been the introduction to 
Ireland of Gothic art, and It was the local variety of western England 
and south Wales which the conquerors introduced. Among the 
buildings erected by the English in Ireland, Kilkenny cathedral 
and the two 13th-century cathedrals of Dublin—Christ Church and 
St Patrick's—are the most remarkable, but there are many others. 
Their style is most plainly that of the English conqueror, with no 
concession to, or consideration of, earlier Irish forms of art. The 
result of the conquest was that the native style of construction was 
never applied to large buildings, though it did not at once disappear, 
as is witnessed by the St Doulough near Malahide, which 
appears 
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the retention of flowing lines in the tracery, and t4rpeculiar treat-
ment of crockets, are matters of no great Importance on the history 
of architecture, and indeed it is hardly to be expected that a country 
with so stormy a history could have given rise to any systematic 
developments. Of the monastic remains those of the fnanes are 
the most numerous, Ireland having many more friars' churches to 
show than England, but such peculiarities as they possess belong 
rather to the order than to any local influences. U. Bti.) 

ROMANESQUE AND GOTHIC ARCHITECTURE IN GERMANY 
With the exception of the church built at Triers (Trier) by the 

empress Helena, of which small portions can still be traced in the 
cathedral, there are no remains of earlier date than the tomb-house 
built by Charlemagne at Aachen (Aix4a-Chapelle), which, though 
much restored in the 19th century, is still in good preservation. It 
consists (fig..m) of an octagonal domed hall surrounded by aisles in 
two storeys. both vaulted; externally the structure is a polygon of 
sixteen sides, about to ft. in diameter, and it was preceded by a 
porch flanked by turrets. It is thought to have been copied from 
S. Vitale at Ravenna, but there are many essential differences. The 
same design was repeated at Ottmarsherrn and Essen, and a simpler 
version exists at Nijmwegen in the Netherlands, also built by 
Charlemagne. Although no remains exist of the monastery of St 
Gall in Switzerland (see ABBEY), built in the beginning of the 9th 
century, a valuable manuscript plan was found in the 17th century. 
in its library, which would seem to have been a design for a complete 
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monastery. It contains features which are peculiar to the early 
German churches and me rarely found elsewhere, and is therefore 
of considerable interest, suggesting that some of the accessories of a 
monastery, supposed to have been the result of subsequent develop- 
ment, were all clearly set forth at this early.  period. The plan shows 
an eastern apse with a crypt, and a choir in front; a western apse, 
nave and aisles, with a series of altars down the latter; and on the 
west side, but detached from the apse, two circular towers with 
staircases in them. Unfortunately there are no churches remaining 
of the same date from which we might judge how far these arrange- 
ments were followed; but there are three early churches in the island 
of Reichenau on the Lake of Constance, in one of which, Mittebell, 

is a western apse with staircases (here 
built up into a central tower), nave, and 
aisles with altars at the side between 
every window. The eastern portion has 
been rebuilt. At Obertell, at the south 
end of the island, is a vaulted crypt, 
which dates from the end of the toth 
century. In the third and much 
smaller church, Untertell, there was no 
crypt, but three eastern apses and a 
western apse, which was destroyed 
when the present nave was built. At 
Gernrode in the Hart is a church with 
western and eastern apses with vaulted 
crypts underneath (one of which data 
from 9.6o when the church was founded), 
and circular towers with staircases in 
them on either side of the western epee. 
The church was completed about a 

9 is b 	ad. r"' 	.9, century later. In the arcade between 
' the nave and aisles piers alternate 

Etc. 44.—Plan of Cathedral with the columns. Alternating piers 
at Aix-la-Chapelle. 	are found also in Quedlinburg (the crypt 

of which dates from 936 and the church 
above about top) and many other early churches. Western apses 
exist at Drfibeck, llbenatadt, Taves, Huyseberg, St Michael and St 
Godehard at Hildesheim, Mains, the Obermfinster at Regensburg, 
Laach, Worms, and at a later date at Naumberg and Bamberg, showing 
that it was a feature generally accepted in early and late periods. 
It has, however, one great defect, that of depriving the west end of 
the church of those magnificent porches which are the glory of the 
churches of France; the cathedral of Spires (Speyer), the church at 
Limburg near DOrkheim, the cathedrals of Erfurt and Regensburg,, 
being the few examples where a dignified entrance is given; aril( 
further, that on entering the church from the side, one is distracted 
by the rivalry of the two apses, and it is only when turning the back 
on one or the other that one is able to judge of the monumental effect 
of the interior. 

The greater number of the churches above mentioned were 
covered over with open timber roofs or flat ceilings; but the problem 

to be' solved in Germany, as well as in Italy, was that of vaulting 
over .the nave. and the cathedrals of Spires, Worms sad Mains 

(fig. 4S) .are the three most important churches in which this was 
accomphshed. The dates of their vaults have never been quite 
settled ,• that of Spires would seem to havebeen the earliest built, 
probably after 163. when the church was seriously damaged by a 
conflagration, and the vault is groind only. In Worms (fig. 46) 
and Mains there are diagonal moulded ribs. which suggest  a later date. 
Although of great height and width, the absence of a trifotium 
gallery in these cathedra ls is a serious defect, as it deprives the 
interior of that scale which the smaller arcades in such a gallery 
give to the nave arcade below and the clerestory above, and of those 
horizontal lines given by string courses which are entirely wanting 
in these churches. Seeing that in some of the earlier churches, as 
at Gernrode, St Ursula (Cologne), and Nieder-Lahnstein, the tri-
forium had already been introduced, and that it was repeated in the 
later examples at Limbinton the Latin, 
Bacharach, Andenuich, Bonn, Sinn& 
and St Gereon (Cologne), it is difficult 
to understand why, in the three great 
typical German Romanesque churches, 
they should have been omitted. Ester-
taffy the design is extremely fine, 
owing to the grouping of the many 
towers at the west and on either side 
of the transept or choir. In this 
respect the cathedral of Mains is the 
most superb structure in Germany, and 
to the cathedral of Spires with its fine 
entrance porch (fig. 47) must be given 
the second place. 

One of the most perfect examples of 
the Rhenish-Romanesque styles is the 
church of the abbey of Leach, completed 
shortly after the middle of the lath 
century. The eastern part of the 
church resembles the ordinary type, 
but at the west end there is a narrow 
transept flanked by circular towers, 
and a western apse enclosed in an 
atrium with cloisters round, which 
forms the entrance to the church. The 
sculptures in the capitals of the atrium 
are of the finest description and repre-
sent the perfected type of the German Pro. v.—nan d Cathedral 
Romanesque style. In addition to the 
two circular towers flanking the west 	

at Spires. 

transept, a square tower rises in the centre of the west front, two 
square towers flank the choir and a crystal lantern crowns the 
crossing of the main transept. and the grouping of all these features 
is very fine and picturesque in effect. A small church at Rosheim in 
Alsace is quite Lombic in its exterior design, the pilaster stripe 
and arched corbel tables being almost identical. The same applies 
to the church at Marmoutier, but the towers flanking the main front 
and the square tower on the crossing of the western transept produce 
a composition which one looks for in vain in the greater number of 
the churches in Italy. 

in describing the Lombardia churches of North Italy, reference 
has been made to the probable origin of the eaves-gallery, best 
represented in the eastern apse of Santa Maria Maggiore. Bergamo. 
This feature  was  largely adopted throughout the Rhine churches, 
and in  the Apostles  church and St  Martin's at Cologne  receives  its 
fullest development, being in addition to the  eastern apse  carried 
round the  apses  of the north and south  transepts,  which in these two 
churches and in St-Mary-in-the-Capitol, also in Cologne, constitute 
a special treatment. In the  Apostles'  church, where round  towers 
are built at the junction of the three apses, the effect is extremely 
pleasing. In the church at Bonn, the single  apse is  flanked by two 
lofty  towers  which give great importance to the  east  front. 

The steeples  of the same period have a character of their own. 
They are either square or octangular in plan, arcaded or pierced 
with windows, and roofed with gables or with spires rising out of the 
gables. 

One peculiarity found in some of the German churches, and 
specially those in the north-east, is that the nave and aisles are of 
the same height. To these the term Halkakirchert is given. This 
type of design is very grand internally, owing to the vast height of 
the piers and arches. It also dispenses with the necessity for flying 
buttresses, as the aisles, which are only half the width of the nave, 
carry the thrust of the vault direct to the.external buttresses. The 
nave, however, is not so well lighted, though the aisle windows are 
sometimes of stupendous height. The principal examples are those 
of the church of St Stephen, Vienna, where both nave and aisles are 
carried over with one vast roof; at Monster, the Witsenkirche at 
Street; St Lawrence. Nuremberg; St Martin's, Landshut ; Munich 
cathedral, and others. 

St Gereon (1200-m227) and St Cunibert (1203 -1248). in Cologne. 
besides churches at Naumbutg, Limburg and Gelnhausen, in which 
the pointed arch is employed, are almost the only transitional 
examples in Germany, and respond to work of • century earlier in 
France. Toward the end of the t3th century the Romanmgne style 
was supplanted by a style which in ao way grew out of it. but was 
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rather an imitation of a foreign style, the earliest examples being in 
the Liebfrasseakirche at Trews (1227-1243), and the churches at 
Marburg 0235-1283) and Akenberg (1255-1301). In the latter 
church is a French caeca with seven amide' chapels. This brings 
us to the great typical cathedral of Germany at Cologne (fig. 48), 
which had the advantages of having been designed at the bat age 
and completed on the original design, so that with small exceptions 
a uniformity of style reigns throughout it. It was begun in 127o 
and apparently,  based on the plan of Amiens, the transepts however 
having an additional bay each, and the two first bays of the nave 
having thicker piers so as to carry the enormous towers and spires 
which flank the chief facade. The principal defect of the building 
is its relative shortness, owing to its disproportionate height. This 
has always been felt in the Interior, and now that the lofty buildings 

Flo. 48.—Plan of Cathedral at Cologne. 
all round have been taken down, isolating the cathedral on all sides, 
it has the appearance of an overgrown monster. The length of the 
cathedral is 468 ft., 17 ft. less than the cathedral at Ulm, the longest 
in Germany. The height of the nave vault is 155 ft., and as the width 
is only 41.6 (about one in four) the proportion is very unpleasing. 
There is also a certain mechanical finish throughout the design, 
which renders it far less poetical than the great French cathedrals. 
Where, however, it excels is in the extraordinary vigour of its 
execution, the depth of the mouldings, and the projection given to 
the leading architectural features; and in this respect, when com- 

with St Ouen at Rouen, about fifty years later, the latter 
twhich is even more mechanical in its setting out) looks wire-drawn 
and poor. The twin spires of the facade rise to the height of 510 ft.; 
they were completed only in the latter part of the loth century, 
and would havegained in breadth of effect ff there had been some 
plain surfaces left. In this respect the spire of Freiburg cathedral, 
which is simple in outline and detail, is finer, and gains in contrast 
en account of the simpler masonry of the lower part of the tower. 
The spire at Ulm cathedral, only recently terminated, rises to the 
height of fiyo ft. la both these cases the single Owes is preferable  

to the double towers of Cologne, when elaborated to the same extent, 
as they are in all these examples; and perhaps that is one of the 
reasons why the spires of Strassburg and Antwerp cathedrals are 
more satisfactory, as the twin towers were never built. The front 
of Strasburg cathedral (1277-1318). by Erwin von Steinbach, is 
too much cut up by vertical hues sof masonry, owing to the roars-de-
form in tracery of which the German mason was so fond. On the 
whole the most beautiful of German spires is that of St Stephen's 
at Vienna, and one of its advantages would seem to be that its 
transition from the square base to the octagon is so well marked 
in the design that it is difficult to say where the tower ends and the 
spire begins. The strong horizontal courses under the spina of 
Strassburg or Freiburg are defects from this point of view. 

In domestic architecture nothing remains of the palace at Aix-la-
Chapelle, but, at Lorsch near Mannheim is the entrance gateway 
of the convent which was dedicated by Charlemagne in 774. It is 
in two storeys, in the lower one three semicircular arches flanked 
by columns with extremely classic capitals. The upper storey is 
decorated with what might have been described as a blind arcade, 
except that instead of arches are triangular spaces similar to some 
windows found in Saxon architecture: the whole gateway being 
crowned with a classic cornice. The palaces at Goslar (to50) and 
DanIcwarderode in Brunswick (1150-1170) still preserve their great 
halls, and in the palace built 0130-i 150) by the emperor Frederick I. 
at Gelnhausen there remain portions extremely fine and vigorous in 
style, and showing a strong Byzantine influence. The largest and 
most important castle is that of the Wartburg at Eisenach, which 
is in complete preservation. 

To sum up. the German Complete Gothic is essentially national in 
its complete character. It has many and obvious defects. From 
the first there is conspicuous in it that love of lines, and that desire 
to play with geometrical figures, which in time degenerated into 
work more full of conceit and triviality than that of any school of 
medieval artists. These conceits are worked out most elaborately 
in the traceries of windows and panelling. The finest early examples 
are in the cathedral at Minden; a little later, perhaps, the bat 
series is in the cloister of Constance cathedral: and of the latest 
description the examples are innumerable. But it is worth observing 
that they rarely at any time have any ogee lines. They are severely 
geometncal and regular in their form, and quite unlike our own late 
Middle Pointed, or the French Flamboyant. In sculpture the 
Germans did not shine. They, like the English, did not introduce 
it with profusion, though they were very prone to the representations 
of effigies of the deceased as monuments. 

In one or two respects, however, Germany is still possessed of a 
wealth of medieval examples, such as is hardly to be paralleled in 
Europe. The vast collection of brick buildings, for instance, is un-
equalled. If a line be drawn due east and west, and passing through 
Berlin, the whole of the plain lying to the north, and extending 
from Russia to Holland, is destitute of stone, and the medieval 
architects, who always availed themselves of the material which 
was most natural in the district, built all over this vast extent of 
country almost entirely in brick. The examples of their works in 
this humble material are not at all confined to ecclesiastical works; 
houses, castles, town-halls, town walls and gateways, are so plentiful 
and so invariably picturesque and striking in their character, that 
it is impossible to pass a harsh verdict on the architects who left 
behind them such extraordinary examples of their skill and fertility 
of resource. 

This development is largely due to the fact that all these countries 
in north-east Germany were connected and very much influenced by 
the confederation of the Hanse towns, and hence the similarity in 
the design of all their buildings. Although some of the earliest 
buildings date from the T2th century, the chief development took 
place in the 14th and 15th centuries, and in the 16th century formed 
the basis of the transitional works of the Renaissance. The principal 
Hanse towns are Hamburg, Lubeck and Danzig, The chief buildings 
in Hamburg were destroyed by the fire in 1842, and it is in Lubeck 
that the most important churches are to be found. The church of 
St Mary (Marienkirche), 1304, is the most striking on account of its 
dimensions, 346 ft. in length, the nave being 123 ft. high, with two 
western towers 407 ft. high. Great scale is given to the building in 
consequence of the small material (brick) used, and some of the 
windows in this or other churches are nearly too ft. in height, with 
lofty mullions, all in moulded brick. The Doss or cathedral of 
Labeck, though slightly larger, is not so good in design, but has a 
remarkable north porch in richly moulded brick, with marble shafts 
and carved capitals. In the church of St Catherine the choir is 
raised above a lofty vaulted crypt, similar to examples in some of 
the Italian churches. The Morieltkirche at Danzig (r345-15n3), 
built by a grand master of the Teutonic knights, to whom the chief 
development of the architecture of north-east Germany is largely 
due, is one of those examples already mentioned as Hailotkirchen. 
The nave, aisles, side chapels, transept and aisles, and choir with 
square east end, are all of the same height: as the church is 280 ft. 
long and 125 ft. wide, with a transept 200 ft. long, the effect is that 
of one stupendous ball, but as the light is only obtained through the 
windows of the side chapels, the interior, though impressive, is 
somewhat gloomy. The same is found in the choir of the Franciscan 
church at Salzburg, where five 'leader , piers, 70 ft. in height, sad 
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eft. in diameter, carry the vault over an area 16o ft. long by 66ft. 
wide. Right up in the north of Germany, in Pomerania, are many 
fine examples in brick and sometimes of great size, such as those at 
Stralsund, Stettin, Stargard, Pasewalk, and in the Wand of Rtlgen. 
The ,Varieskirche at Stralsund, owing to its massive construction 
and picturesque grouping, is an interesting example. Its western 
transept or narthex with tower in centre is a common type of the 
churches in Pomerania, and though very inferior in design is a 
version of those which in England are seen in Ely and Peterborough 
cathedrals. 

In the entrance gateways to the towns and in domestic archi-
tecture north Germany is very rich; the palace of the grand master 
of the Teutonic Order at Marienburg is a vast and imposing 
structure in brick (1276-1335), in which the chapter house of the 
grand master, with its fan-vaulted roof, resting on a single pillar 
of granite in the centre, and the entrance porch of the church richly 
carved in brick, are among the finest examples executed in that 
material. (R. P. S.) 

ROMANESQUE AND GOTMIC IN BELGIUM AND HOLLAND 
Of early Romanesque work neither Belgium nor Holland retains 

any examples; for with the exception of the small building at 
Nirmwegen built by Charlemagne, there are no churches prior to the 
t tth century. and at first the influence in Belgium would seem to 
have come from Lombardy, through the Rhine Provinces. As all 
her large churches arc built in the centres of her most important 
towns, it is probable that the older examples were pulled down to 
make way for others more in accordance with the increasing wealth 

and population. In the 13th 
century they came under the 
influence of the great Gothic 
movement in France, and two 
or three of their cathedrals 
compare favourably with the 
French cathedrals. .The finest 
example of earlier date is that 
of the cathedral of Tournai 
(fig. 49), the nave of which 
was built in the second half of 
the 11th century. to which a 
transept with north and south 
apses and aisles round them 
was added about the middle 
of the 12th century. These 
latter features are contem-
poraneous with similar ex-
amples at Cologne, and the 
idea of the plan may have 
been taken from them; exter-
nally, however, they differ so 
widely that the design may be 
looked upon as an original 
conception, though the nave 
arcades, triforium storey, and 
clerestory resemble the con-
temporaneous work in Nor-
mandy. The original choir 
was pulled down in the 14th 
century, and a magnificent 
(heves of the French type 
erected in its place. The 
grouping of the towers which 
Sank the transept, with the 
central lantern, the apses, and 
lofty choir, is extremely fine 
(fig. 5o). The sculptures on 
the west front, dating from 

the 12th to the 16th century, protected by a portico of the late 15th 
century, are of remarkable interest and in good preservation. They 
are in three tiers, the two lowest consisting of bas-reliefs, the Inver 
tier with life-size figures in niches, resting on corbels. The 
Romanesque tower of the church of St Jacques in the same town, 
with angle turrets, is a picturesque and well-designed structure. 

Other early examples are those of St Bartholomew at Liege (a.n. 
tots) and the churches at Roermonde and St, Servals at Maastricht, 
both belonging to Holland. The latter is an extremely fine example, 
which recalls the work at Cologne, and in its ggrercaat western narthex 
follows on the lines of the German churches at Gemrode, Corvey and 
Brunswick. 

Among other churches of later date are St Gudule at Brussels, 
with Gothic 13th century choir and a lath century nave with great 
circular pillars, the west front of later date, approached by a lofty 
flight of steps, having a very fine effect; Ste Croix at Liege, with a 
western apse; St Martin at Ypres and St Bavon at Ghent, both 
with 13th-century choir and 14th-century nave; Tongres, 13th 
century with great circularpilla ,sand an early Romanesque cloister; 
Notre Dame de Pamele at Oudenarde; and Notre Dame at Bruges, 
14th century. Of 15th and 16th century work (for the Gothic style 
lasted without any trace of the Renaissance till the middle of the 
16th century) are St Gommaire at Lierre (1425-1557); St Martin, 
Most (1498); St Jacques, Antwerp; and St Martin and St Jacques,  

both at Like. The largest la area, and in that sense the most im-
portant church in Belgium, is Notre Dame at Antwerp (misnamed the 
cathedral). It was begun in 1352, but not completes! till the 16th 
century, so that it possesses many transitional features. It is one 
of the few churches with three aisles on each side of the nave, the 
outer aisle being nearly as wide as the nave, which is too narrow 
to have a fine effect. Only one of the two spires of the west front 
is built, perhaps to its advantage; the upper portion presents in its 
pierced stone spires one of those remarkable tours-de-forte of which 
masons are so proud, and having a simple substructure it gains by 
contrast with and is much superior to the spires of Cologne, Vienna 
and Ulm. 

Among the most remarkable features in these Belgian churches 
are the rood screens, the earliest of which is in the church of St 

Ftn. 50.—Tournai Cathedral. 

Feter at Louvain, dating from Ivo, in rich Flamboyant Gothic, 
retaining all its statues. In the church at Dixmuiden, St Gommaire 
at Lierre (r54), and in Notre Dame, Walcourt (1531), are other 
examples all in perfect preservation; the last is said to have been 
given by the emperor Charles V., and in the same church is a lofty 
tabernacle in Flamboyant Gothic. 

Owing to the comparatively late date of many of the Belgian 
churches, they are all more or less unfinished, as the religious fervour 
of the citizens who built them would seem to have changed in favour 
of their town halls and civic buildings immediately connected with 
trade. The Cloth Hall at Ypres (lacer1334) with a frontage of 

'460  ft., three storeys high with a lofty central tower and a hall on 
the upper storey 435 ft. long, one of the finest buildings of the period 
in Europe; Les Halles at Bruges, originally built as a cloth hall, 
also with a lofty central tower; and a simple example at Matinee, 
are the earliest buildings of this type. 

There follow a series of magnificent town halls, of which that at 
Brussels is the largest, but the tower not being quite in the centre 
of its facade gives it a lopsided appearance. There is no tower to the 
town hall at Louvain (t448-1469). but this is compensated for by 
the angle turrets, and the design is far bolder. In both these examplm 
the vertical lines are too strongly accentuated, and seeing that they 
are in two or three storeys, the latter should have been maintained 
in the design of the facades. In this respect the town hall of 
Oudcnarde (1527-1535) is more truthful, and as a result is far superior 
to them; the tower also is in the centre of the principal front, 
which at all events is better than at Brussels, though as a matter of 
composition it would have been more effective and picturesque if is 
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bad been placed at one end of the facade. In the town hall at Mons 
there is no tower, but a fine upper storey with ten windows failed 
with good tracery. Of the town hail at Ghent only one half is Gothic 
(1480-1482), as it was not completed till a century later. and though 
overladen with Flamboyant ornament it has fine qualities in its design. 
Although but few examples still exist of the Gothic structures 
belonging to the various gilds, owing to their having been rebuilt 
in the Renaissance style, those of the Bateliers at Ghent (1531), and 
of the Fishmongers at Malines (1519), bear witness in the rich 
decoration to the wealth of these corporations. 

Holland is extremely poor in church architecture, but there are 
two examples which should be noted, at Utrecht and Bois-le-Due 
('s Hertogenbosch). Of the former only the choir exists. It is of 
great height (115 ft.), and belongs to the finest period of Gothic 
architecture (1251-1267). The nave was destroyed by a hurricane 
in 1674, and so seriously damaged that it was all taken down (a wall 
being built to enclose the choir) and an open square left between 
it and the lofty west tower. The cathedral of St John at Bois-le-
Duc, though founded in 1300, was rebuilt in the Flamboyant period 
(1419-1497). It is of great length (400 ft.) with a fine cheat, and 
possessed originally a magnificent mod screen in the early Renais-
sance style (1625): this seemed to the burghers to be out of keeping 
with the Gothic church, so it was taken down and sold to the South 
Kensington Museum, being replaced by a very poor example in 
Modern Gothic. 

There is only one Gothic town hall of importance in Holland, 
that at Middleburg (1468), • fine example, and quite equal to those 
in Belgium. The ground and upper floors are kF distinct, and as 
the wall surface of these lower storeys is in 'n masonry, the 
traceried windows and the canopied niches (all of which retain their 
statues) gain by the contrast. There is a small picturesque specimen 
at Gouda, and at Leeuwarden in the house of correction (ICanselarY) 
a rich example in brick and stone, with a remarkable stepped gable 
in the centre having statues on its steps. 

Both in Belgium and Holland there are numerous examples of 
domestic architecture in brick with quoins and tracery in stone, in 
both cases alternating with brick courses and arch voussoirs and with 
infinite variety of design. (R. P. S.) 

Tar RENAISSANCE Srirri: brramincrion 

The causes which led to the evolution of the Renaissance 
style in Italy in the x sth century were many and diverse. The 
principal impulse was that derived from the revival of classical 
literature. Already in the 14th century the coming movement 
was showing itself in the works of the painters and sculptors, 
especially the latter, owing to the influence of the classic sculpture 
which abounded throughout Italy. Thus in the tomb of St 
Dominic (x221) at Bologna, the pulpits of Pisa (126o) and 
Siena (1268), and in the fountain of Perugia (1277-128o) by 
Niccola Pisano and his son Giovanni, all the figures would seem 
to have been inspired in their character by those found in Roman 
sarcophagi. A clalsic treatment is noticeable in the doorway 
of the Baptistery of Florence by Andrea Pisano (z33o), probably 
influenced by Giotto, in whose paintings are found the representa-
tion of imaginary buildings in which Gothic and Classic details 
are mixed up together. The time for its full development, how-
ever, did not come till the following century, when, with the 
papal throne again firmly established under Martin V., the 
amelioration of the city of Rome was commenced, and discoveries 
were made which awakened an archaeological interest fostered 
by the Medici at Florence, who not only became enthusiastic 
collectors of ancient works of art, but promoted the study of 
the antique figure. In addition to the acquisition of marbles 
and bronzes, ancient manuscripts of classic writers were sought 
for and supplied by Greek exiles who seemed to have foreseen 
the breaking up of the eastern empire; everything, therefore, 
at the beginning of the 15th century fostered the spread of the 
new movement. Accordingly, when a great architect like 
Brunelleschi, who for fifteen years had been making a special 
study of the ancient monuments in Rome and who possessed 
in addition great scientific knowledge, brought forward his 
proposals for the completion of the cathedral built by Arnolfo di 
Lapo, and showed how the existing substructure could be 
covered over with a dome like the Pantheon at Rome, his designs 
were accepted by the town council of Florence, and in 1420 be was 
entrusted with the work. Subsequently he carried out other 
works, in which pure classic architectural forms are the chief 
characteristics. There were, however, other causes which not 
only promoted the encouragement of the revival, but extended  

it to other countries, though at a later period; the most im-
portant of these was the invention of printing (1453), which in a 
sense revolutionized art, not so much in its enabling classical 
literature to be more extensively studied and known, as in its 
taking away to a certain extent from the painter and sculptor 
and indirectly the architect one of their principal missions, so 
far as ecclesiastical architecture is concerned. Henceforth 
these who had hitherto taught their lessons in sculpture, painting 
stained glass and fresco, could, through the printed book, bring 
them more immediately before and directly to mankind. Victor 
Hugo's pithy saying, " mei luau ado; is Bore Mere !'tire," 
expressed not only the fall of architecture from the position it 
occupied as the principal teacher, but to a certain extent the 
change in the channel by which religious teachers and the writers 
of the day, the poets and philosophers, could best make their 
works known. 

With the invention of printing came the partial cessation of 
fresco painting, stained glass and sculpture, which subsequently 
came to be regarded more as decorative adjuncts than as having 
educational functions. But this transfer from the Church to 
the Book, the extinction of the one by the other, led to another 
important change. Henceforth the architect or master-mason, 
as he was then known, could no longer count on the co-operation 
of the various craftsmen, men of ten of greater culture than himself; 
and the individuality of the man, which has sometimes been put 
forward as a pin to humanity, was a loss so fat as architecture 
is concerned, since it was scarcely possible that the imagination 
and conceptions of a single individual, however brilliant they 
might be could ever reach to the high level of the joint product 
of many minds, or that there could be the same natural expression 
in what had hitherto been the traditional work of centuries. 

In France the introduction of the Revival resulted at first in a 
transitional period during which classic details gradually crept 
in, displacing the Gothic. In Italy this does not seem to have 
been the case to the same extent. It is true that in Florence and 
Venice, where an Independent style existed, the new buildings 
in their general principles of design were copied from the old, 
but with no mixture of details as in France; in Brunellescbi's 
church, Santo Spirito at Florence, the capitals and details are 
all pure Italian, as pure as if they had been carried out in the 3rd 
or 4th century, the fact being that already before the lob 
century the craftsman's work was approaching the new move-
ment, and this was facilitated by the numerous remains still 
existing of Roman architecture. In the four or five yea^ 
Brunelleschi spent in Rome, he had the opportunity of studying 
a far larger number of Roman buildings than are preserved at the 
present day, so that the purity of style in the work which he 
carried out in Florence was due to his previous training; the 
same is found in Alberti's work, and with these two great men. 
leading the way it is not surprising that throughout the earlier 
Renaissance period in Italy we find a classic perfection of detail 
which it took half a century to develop in other countries. 

It is difficult to say what might have been its ultimate develop-
ment if another discovery had not been made about rem 
that of the manuscript of Vitruvius, a Roman architect who 
lived in the time of the emperor Augustus; his work on architec-
ture gives an admirable description of the building materials 
employed in his day (c. s5 s.c.), and among other subjects, a. 
series of rules regulating the employment of the various orders 
and their correct proportions. These rules were based on the 
descriptions which Vitruvius had studied of Greek temples, 
but as he was not acquainted with the examples quoted, never 
having been in Greece or even in south Italy at Paestum, his 
knowledge was confined to the architectural monuments then 
existing in Rome. Vitruvius's manuscript, entitled De re aedi-
*Meru; was illustrated by drawings, none of which have 
however been preserved; when therefore in subsequent years 
translations of the architectural portion of the manuscript were 
printed and published by various Italian architects, among 
whom Vignola and Palladio were the more important, they were 
accompanied by woodcuts representing their interpretation of 
the lost illustrations, and thus copybooks of the orders were 
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published, with more or less fidelity to those of existing Roman 
monuments, in which attempts were made to adhere to the rules 
laid down by Vitruvius. In Rome and other parts of Italy, 
where ancient monuments or portions of them still remained 
in situ, architects could study their details and base their designs 
on them, but in other countries they were bound to follow the 
copybook, and thus they lost that originality and freedom of 
design which characterizes the earlier work of the Renaissance. 

On the other hand, there is no doubt that the publications of 
Vignola and Palladio, based as they were on the remains of 
ancient Rome, then much better preserved than at the present 
day, tended to maintain a high standard in the employment of 
the Classic orders, with correct proportions and details; so 
much so, that in referring to the influence which those works 
exerted from the middle of the 16th century in France and 
Spain, and during the 17th and 18th centuries in England 
and to a certain extent in Spain, Germany and the Netherlands, 
it is generally spoken of as the introduction of the pure Italian 
style. The tendency, however, of such hard and fast rules leads 
eventually to an excess in the opposite direction, and the works 
of Borromini in Italy and Churriguera in Spain in the middle of 
the 17th century resulted in the production of what is generally 
referred to as the Rococo style. This style was fostered in 
France by the attempts to reproduce, externally and in stone, 
ornamental decoration of a type which is only fitted for internal 
work in stucco, and in Germany and the Netherlands by repro-
ductions of fantastic designs published in copybooks, which led 
to the bastard style of the Zwinger palace in Dresden and the 
Dutch architecture of the 18th century. Vignola's work on the 
five orders was published in x563, and Palladio's in 157o; they 
were preceded by a publication of Serlio's in 154o, giving examples 
of various architectural compositions, and to him is probably 
due the introduction of the pure Italian style in the Louvre in 
i546. They were followed by other authors, as Scamozzi in 
Italy, Philibert de l'Orme in France, and, at a later date, 
Sir William Chambers in England. 

The term given to the earlier Renaissance or transition work 
in Italy is the Cinque-cento style, though sometimes that title 
is given to buildings erected in the 16th century; in France it 
is known as the Francois I. style, in Spain as the Plateresque 
or Silversmiths' style, and in England as the Elizabethan and 
Jacobean styles. 

There is still another and very important difference to be noted 
between the styles of the middle ages and those of the Renaissance. 
Although the names of the designers in the former are occasion-
ally known and have been handed down to us, they were only 
partially responsible, as the works were carried out byother crafts-
men working on traditional lines, whereas in the latter they are 
of much more importance because of the independent thought and 
study of the individual; and though to a certain extent the 
development of each man's work may have been influenced by 
others working in the same direction, his special object was to 
acquire personal fame and by his own fancy or predilection 
to produce what he conceived to be an original work peculiar 
to himself. Consequently in our description the name of the 
architect who designed a particular building, as well as the date 
of its erection, are necessarily given to show the progress made 
in his studies or otherwise. (R. P. S.) 

RENAISSANCZ Astarrrecruag IN ITALY 

In the styles hitherto described a chronological order has been 
followed, as far as possible, in order to show the gradual develop-
ment of the style; that course is adopted here to a certain extent, 
when dealing with the Renaissance, though the introduction of 
the personal element, to which reference has been made, brings 
in a change of some importance. Henceforth the career of the 
individual has to be taken into consideration, and at times it 
may be an advantage when describing a building by an architect 
of eminence to mention other works by him, and so depart from 
the chronological sequence. 

Ecdesiastical.—The classic revival in Italy, though foreshadowed 
in other branches of art, as in painting and sculpture. and also to  

a marked degree in literature, was virtually introduced by one 
meat man, Filippo Brueelleschi of Florence. who, trained as a 
sculptor. and disappointed with his want of success in the competi-
tion held in 1403 for the bronze gates of the baptistery at Florence, 
determined to devote himself to architecture, possibly in the hope 
that he might some day be able to solve the great problem of erecting 
over the crossing of Arnolfo di Lapo's great cathedral the dome 
projected by the latter but never executed. Having spent some 
years in Rome, Brunelleschi returned to his native town a bout 1410. 
with a profound knowledge of classic architecture and of Roman 
construction, as shown in the Pantheon, the thennae, Colosseum 
and other remains, then in much better 	tion than at the 
present day. Some years passed in the 	uction of various schemes 
and in deliberations with the council of Florence, but eventually in 
too the completion of the cathedral was entrusted to him, and be 
undertook to construct the dome without centreing, and to raise it 
on a drum so as to give it greater importance than Arnolfo had 
contemplated, as shown in the fresco of the Spanish chapel of Santa 
Maria Novella. Florence. The dome as protected by Brunelleschi 
was of considerable size. being 13o ft. in dutmeter and 135 ft. from 
the cornice to the eye of the dome, including the drum on which it 
was raised; it was octagonal in plan, and built with an inner and 
outer casing partly in brick, with angle and two intermediate ribs 
on each face, which were in stone. The construction of the dome was 
completed in '434; but the lantern, built on the basis of the model 
he had made, was not carried out till 146a, some years after his death. 
Brunelleschi's other works in Florence consisted of the church of San 
Lorenzo. which he rebuilt in 1425 after a fire. and the church of 
Santo Spirito 433), a very remarkable building, the dodge of which 
was based on the medieval basilicas of Rome, with such modifica- 
tions in 	and section as his knowledge of ancient Roman work 
su 	This church consists of nave. transept had choir, with 
a 	all round, the centre or crossing being covered with • dome 
on pendentive'. which henceforth became the chief characteristic in 
all the Renaissance churches. Brunelleschi's earliest work was the 
Pazzi chapel, an original conception which is more remarkable for 
the pure classic feeling and refinement in all its details than for the 
design. The weakness of the archivolt round the central archway. 
and the mass of panelled wall carried on columns (far too slight in 
their dimendons), detract seriously from the effect of the facades 
internally the structural function of the pilasters is not sufficiently 
maintained, and instead of a simple hemispherical dome, as in the 
cathedral. a quasi-Gothic type was built. with twelve ribs and 
scalloped cells, which destroys its dignity. 

Brunellescht was followed by another great Florentine architect, 
Leon Battista Alberti, who was also a great mathematician and a 
scholar, and further promoted the study of classic architecture by 
writing a treatise in Latin, op. Pmeslanfissimun de re =ie. which was based partly on that of Vitruvius and was pu • in 
1485. after his death, accompanied by illustrations. The first 
building with which he was connected was the church of San Fran- 
cesco at Rimini, to which in 144o he added the front. In this he 
was evidently inspired by the Roman triumphal arch in that city. 
and his interpretation of it, to meet the requirements in its facade 
which were imposed upon him by the existing nave, was admirable. 
Unfortunately the principal front was never completed, but on the 
south side he designed a series of recesses to hold the sarcophagi 
containing the remains of the friends of his client, Sigismondo 
Malatesta, the effect of which is simple and grand. Alberta a largest 
work, the church of Sant' Andrea at Mantua (1472), in which the 
nave, transept and choir are all covered with barrel vaults, recalls 
the vaulted corridors of the Colosseum. There are no aisles, but a 
series of rectangular chapels on each side, the division walla of which 
act as buttresses to resist the thrust of the great vault. The lofty 
arched openings to the chapels, separated by Corinthian pilasters 
with entablature supporting the coffered vault and a central dome 
(since rebuilt), complete the structure, which has served since as the 
model for all the Renaissance churches of the same type. The 
principal front is not satisfactory, as it takes no cognizance of 
the width of the nave, and the side doors have no use or meaning; 
here Alberti seems to have been led astray in his triumphal arch 
treatment, which is inferior to his scheme for the church at Rimini. 

In t462 Michelozzo, another Florentine architect, built the chapel 
of St Peter at the east end of the church of Sant' Eustorgio, Milan. 
Externally it has little attraction, but internally the dome, with its 
magnificent frieze of winged angels in relief with a painted back-
ground of arcades and other accessories, is the most beautiful 
composition of the Renaissance. Michelozzo's first work was the 
Dominican monastery and church of San Marco at Florence (14,597 
1 452), but he is better known for his secular work, to which we shall 
return. 

The next great architect chronologically is Bramante d' Urbino, 
to whom was entrusted the commencement of the church of St Peter 
at Rome. His first im_portant work was the church of Santa Maria 
della Consolazione at Todi (1472). which consists of a square nave 
with immense semicircular apses, one on each side. The nave is 
covered with a dome raised on a drum,and carried on pendentive., 
and the apses with hemispherical vaults butt against the nave walla 
and form externally a very fine group. Bramante was the architect 
of the chapel in the cloisters of San P,etro-in-Montorio, Rome (472). 
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• small circular building covered with a dome and surrounded with a 
peristyle of columns of the Doric order; and of the dome of the 
church of Santa Maria delle Greek in Milan, as also of the three 
apses, which are decorated with pilasters and baluster shafts with 
circular medallions enclosing busts, all in terra cotta. Before passing 
to his work at St Peter's there are some other early churches we must 
notice. The Certosa, near Pavia, was begun in 1396, and in one sense 
suggests the revival of classic architecture, in that all its arches 
have semicircular heads. The magnificent facade of the church was 
commenced in 1473 from the designs of Bo 	one, a Milanese 
architect: it is one of the few examples in Italy of large size in 
which the transition is noticeable, for although there are no Gothic 
details the design follows that of the middle ages, and instead of 
great pilasters of the Corinthian order, buttresses with niches 
containing statues divide the facade and accentuate the internal 
divisions of the church; the open galleries above the entrance 
doorway crossing the upper storey of the central portion are all 
derived from well-known Lombardic features. The upper part of 
the facade is inferior to the lower, Borgognone's design having been 
departed from. The enrichment of the whole front, from the lower 
plinth to the string course under the first gallery, with bas-reliefs, 
panelled pilasters, niches, medallions and other decorative acces-
sories, all in white marble, so completely covers the whole surface 
that scarcely any portion is left plain, which as a certain extent 
detracts from its effect as a whole; but there is an endless variety of 
design, and the baluster or candelabrum shafts dividing the windows 
and the friezes and cresting above their cornices, are of great beauty. 
The circular rose window above, with its enclosing frontispiece of 
later date, shows the coming influence of the later Italian style. 
The cloisters adjoining are surrounded with a light arcade, with 
enrichments in the spendrils and frieze, all in terra cotta. 

The cathedfal of Como is also a transitional example, where 
buttresses are employed all round the church, and it is only in the 
finials which surmount them, the great projecting cornice which 
crowns the structure, and the doorways and windows; that we find 
classical details; the doorways recall the porches of the Lombard 
churches, and are of great beauty in design, the south doorway 
being said to be by Bramante. Another example, remarkable for 
its elaborately carved front and porch, is the church of Santa Maria 
dei Miracoli at Brescia (1487-1490) by Ludovici Beretta, which 
both externally and internally is one of the richest specimens of 
the early Italian Renaissance. The church dedicated to Santa 
Maria dei Miracoli in Venice f1481-1489). by Pietro Lombardo, is 
another transitional example in which the Byzantine influence of 
St Mark's is recognizable in the semicircular pediments of its facade 
and of the exterior of the chancel, and Lombardic influence in its 
external decorations with pilaster strips and blind arcades. The 
interior is one of the gems of the Renaissance, on account of its 
splendid decoration with marble linings and fine Cinque-cento carv-
ing. Similar semicircular pediments are found in the facade of the 
church of San Zaccharia at Venice (1515), but are purely decorative 
because the roof behind is not semicircular like that of the hfiracoli. 
The decoration of the main front, here all in marble, is of an entirely 
different design, and is subdivided into a series of storeys, the lower 
panelled, the first storey with arcades and the upper ones with 
pilasters. An earlier example (t461) in San Bernardino at Perugia 
is of a far higher standard, and its enrichment with bas-reliefs by 
the Florentine sculptor Agostino di Duccio (c. 1418-e. 1490) gives 
it the first place for its conception and execution. Among others, 
the church of Spirito Santo, Bologna, in terra cotta; the church of 
Santa Giustina, Padua (1532):. the sacristy of San Satire, Milan 
(479), by Bramante; and the sacristy of the church of Santo 
''pinto , Florence (1489-1496). by Sangallo, are all interesting 
examples of the early Renaissance in Italy. 

In :505, on the advice of Michelangelo, Bramante was instructed 
to prepare designs for a new church in Rome dedicated to St Peter, 
to take the place of the early basilica, which, built in haste, began 
to show serious signs of failure. Already, fifty years earlier, Pope 
Nicholas V. had commenced a new building, the erection of which 
was stopped by his death in 1454. The scheme was revived by 
Julius II., and the foundation stone of the new structure was laid 
in 1506. On Bramante's death in 154, Raphael, Peruzzi and 
Sangallo were successively appointed, and the last named Jorepared 
a new design, which, however, was not carried out, as he found 
it necessary first to strengthen the piers of the dome provided by 
Bramante and to remedy the defects of his successors. In 1546 
Michelangelo, then seventy-two years of age, was entrusted with 
the continuance of the work, and he made radical changes, chiefly 
in the design of the dome. Comparison of the plans of Bramante 
and Sangallo with that actually carried out by Michelangelo 
shows that he not only increased the size of the piers to carry his 
dome, but the outer walls of the north, south and west apses, and 
omitted the aisles which surrounded the latter (fig. 51). He would 
seem to have availed himself of the foundation walls already built 
and of Bramante's piers to carry the dome, which had been raised 
up to the cornice, but otherwise the architectural features of the 
whole building externally and internally were carried out from . 
Michelangelo's own designs. Sangallo had suggested for the ex- 
terior a series of superimposed orders with three storeys; Michel- 

angelo elected to have one order only with an attic storey. The 
building gained thereby in dignity, but it lost in scale, for the huge 
pilasters of the Corinthian order (87 ft. high) look considerably 
smaller, in spite of the two storeys of windows between them. 
These windows also, which from their design are apparently about 
to to 12 ft. high, actually measure 20 ft. in height. The same defect 
exists in the Interior, where the Corinthian order, over too ft. in 
height to the top of the cornice (Plate III., fig. 69), calls for a similar 
increase in the dimensions of all the sculptured decorations; the 
figures in the spandrils being 20 ft. high, and the cherubs support-
ing the holy water spouts so ft. Otherwise the scheme realizes the 
conception which Bramante proposed from the first, viz. to raise 
the dome of the Pantheon on the top of the basilica of Constantine; 

FIG. 51.-Plan of St Peter's at Rome. 

the latter being represented by the magnificent barrel vault (75 ft. 
in span) of the nave, transepts and choir; the former by the great 
hemispherical dome, 140 ft. in diameter, which, including the drum, 
is 162 ft. from the top of the cornice above the pendentives to the 
soffit of the dame. The dome is built in two shells with 
ribs on the same principle as Brunelleschi's dome in Florence. 

 nearly completed before Michelangelo's death in 1563, and the 
lantern in 1590 from the model which he had made. In 1605 the 
east end of the old basilica was taken down, and three more bays 
were added, thus converting the Greek cross of Michelangelo's 
design into the Latin cross originally conceived by Bramante. The 
nave and the eastern vestibule were completed in 1620, and the great 
semicircular portico was added by Bernini in 5667. The immense 
height of the east facade, and its prolongation in front of Michel-
angelo's chief feature, the dome, hides the design of a great portion 
of the latter. so that it can only be seen either front a great  distance 
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(Plate III., fig. 68). or from behind the western apse, where the 
relative grouping with the great apses can be properly appreciated. 
A second well-known work by Michelan . lcole is the new sacristy 
of the church of San Lorenzo, Florence 1523-1529), designed to 
contain the monuments of Giuliano and nos de' Medici, the 
architectural design of which is poor. 

Antonio di Sangallo was the architect of the church of San Biagio 
at Montepulciano (1518), with a cruciform plan, and dome in the 
centre, and a campanile at the south-west angle somewhat similar 
to those of Wren in London. 

The church of Santa Maria -di- Carignan° (1552) at Genoa, by 
Geleazzo Alessi, is finely situated but unsatisfactory in its design, 
the lower part being stunted in its proportions and its order to a 
different scale from that hj the campanile towers and the dome. 
The most beautiful interior is that of the Annunziata in the some 
town, by Giacomo della Porta (1587); the arches of its nave arcade 
are carried on Corinthian columns of marble, of fine proportion, 
and the nave is covered with a barrel vault with penetrations 
admitting the light from clerestory windows. The churches of San 
Giorgio Maggiore (1556-1579),  San Francesco della Vigna (1562), 
and II Redentore (1577),  all in Venice, were designed by Palladio, 
the interior of the latter being the finest; the facade of the first 
named is the best-proportioned, but whether its design is due to 
Palladio, or to Seamy:A, who built it in 161o, is not known. A far 
finer church in its picturesque grouping and the originality of its 
design is that of Santa Maria della Salute on the Grand Canal (1631), 
by Baldassare Longhena; the church is octagonal on plan, with 
aisles round, giving access to six recesses with altars and to an 
important eastern chapel with central dome. The central octagon is 
covered with a lofty dome with immense corbel buttresses of vigorous 
and fine design. The entrance portal of the west front is perhaps 
the best example of the period in Italy. Longhcna also designed the 
Santa Maria degli Scalzi (1680), completed by Sardi in 1689, the 
latter being responsible for the heavy front of San Salvatore (1663). 
as also of the rich but somewhat debased church, in the Jesuit style, 
Santa Maria Zobenigo (1680-1683). 

Secular Archilecture.—In the application of the leading features of 
classical architectural design to palaces and mansions, the Italians 
had a much easier field on which to exercise their originality, as the 
requirements were very different from those which obtained in the 
middle ages. Moreover, the classic style lent itself more readily to 
the horizontal lines given by string courses, cornices and ranges of 
windows, which naturally exist in dwelling-houses on account of the 
various storeys. As in ecclesiastical, so in secular architecture, the 
first introduction of the Revival takes place in Florence, which was 
then the principal art centre of Italy, and the earliest examples are 
in a sense transitional, in that they are based on the earlier medieval 
work. As in the Palazzo Vecchio (1298) in Florence, and the 
Ricciareni palace at Volterra (c. 1320), the rusticated masonry which 
gives them so fine a character forms the chief characteristic of the 
Riccardi and Strozzi palaces, the only changes being the substitution 
of a classic cornice of considerable projection in the place of the machi-
colations of the Palazzo Vecchio, and the employment of circular 
arches in the windows in the place of the pointed and curved arches. 

The earliest example, the Riccardi palace (1430), by Michelozzo 
(fig. 52), built for Cosimo de' Medici, is certainly the finest, owing 
partly to its size but more especially to the magnificent bossed and 
rusticated masonry of the ground storey and the bold projecting 
cornice, which crowns so admirably the whole structure. TheJower 
two storeys of tain front of the Pitti palace were built by 
Brunelleschi in 1435

he
,
m 

 the return wings and court not being carried 
out till after 1550 from the designs of Ammanati; compared with 
the other Tuscan palaces the cornice is extremely poor and the whole 
front too monotonous. The beautiful court of the Palazzo yecchio 
was reconstructed and decorated by Michelozzo in 1434. The 
Strozzi palace (1489), by Benedetto da Maiano and S. Pollajuolo, 
(Cronaca) 1  comes next to the Riccardi as regards general design, but 
in comparison with it the windows are too small, and the want of a 
much bolder rustication, as provided in the latter, is much felt. 
Other examples of the same type are the Gondi (1481) and the 
Antinori palaces, by G. di Sangallo, and the Casa Larderel, all in 
Florence; the Spanochi (1470) and the Piccolomini (1460) palaces 
in Siena, and the Piccolomini palace (t49o) in Pienza. In the 
Guadari palace at Florence, by S. Pollajuolo, there is a third storey, 
consisting of an open gallery, which gives the depth of shadow 
otherwise afforded by the projecting cornice. In the Ruccellai 
palace (1460), by Alberti, the design is spoilt by the introduction 
of the classic pilasters at regular intervals on each storey, which 
suggest no structural object and have too little projection to give 
any effect of light and shade, so that it is only on account of the 
purity of their details that they are worth notice. The Pandolphini 
palace, the design of which is attributed to Raphael, carried out after 
his death by Sangallo, is a simple and unpretentious building of fine 

ions: the Pall Mall facade of Sir Charles Barry's Travellers' proportions: 
 London is a reproduction of this palace. The Bartolini 

palace (1520), by Barrio d' Agnolo, is said to have been the first 
astylar example in which the Classic orders were employed only to 
decorate the entrance door and windows, but this had already been 
done in 1488 in the Scuola di San Marco in Venice. 

Throughout the greater part of the 15th century, the Venetian 

Gothic style still held its own in the palaces of Venice, so that it is 
only towards the close of the century we find the first actual results 
of the Classic Revival. The earlier palaces may be looked upon as 
transitional work, in which Gothic principles rule the design while the 
details are borrowed from classic sources. The intimate acquaintance 
with the proportions of the Classic orders and their ornamental 
detail shows that the designers of the earliest Renaissance palaces 
must have acquired their knowledge outside Venice. Among these 
designers we find the names of members of the Lombardi family 
(which, as the name suggests, come from Lombardy), who for three 
or four generations, either as architects or sculptors, would seem 
to have been the chief founders of the Renaissance style in Venice. 
One of these, Pietro Lombardo, has already been referred to as the 
designer of the church of the Miracoli, and to him is due the Vend-
ranuni-Calerghi palace on the Grand Canal (Plate IV., fig. p), built 

From a photo by Alituri. 
FIG. 52.—Riccardi Palace, Florence. 

in 1481, which in some respects is the finest example in Venice. 
It should be observed that all these palaces on the Grand Canal 
have an architectural frontage only, the flanks being built in plain 
masonry or brick stuccoed over, and with very poor, if any, dressings 
to the windows. This is well exemplified in the Vendramini palace, 
where there are gardens on each side, showing the total want of 
correlation between the rich architectural front and the poverty of 
the flanks. 

In a still earlier example, the Dario palace, one of the flanks 
borders on a side canal, so that its brick construction, partly covered 
with stucco, contrasts strangely with the rich marbles encrusting 
the main front. In the Dario palace the transition from Gothic to 
Renaissance is more clearly seen, as the only changes made are the 
substitution of circular window-heads for the Ogee Venetian arch, 
the projecting cornice with modillions, and more or less pure classic 
details. In the Vendramini palace the employment of the orders. 
to break up or subdivide the wall surface, has become a recognized 
treatment, based on the theatre of Marcellus and the Colosseum at 
Rome. On the ground storey there are panelled pilasters only, but 
on the first and second storeys three-quarter detached columns of 
the Corinthian order are employed, and the entablature is doubled 
in height with a bold projecting cornice, so as to crownyroperly the 
whole building. 
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The semicircular-headed windows of the palace are filled with 
moulded tracery carried on columns in the centre death, which must 
be looked upon as the classic version of the arcade of the Ducal 
palace. This feature is found in other early Renaissance work in 
Venice, as in the Scuola de San Rocco (1317). and the Camaro 
Spinelli palace (480). In the latter, probably also by Pietro 
Lombardo. there are pilasters only on the groins of the main front, 
and the window-heads are enclosed in square-beaded frames. In the 
Scuola de San Marco (1488), by Lombardo. we find another type of 
window, single and lofty, with pilaster strips each side carrying an 
entablature with pediment. The same window decoration is found 
on the south and west fronts of the court of the Ducal palace and 
the external south front, and also in the Camedenghi palace (1323). 
by Bergamasco and in other examples of early 16th-centurywork. 
In the Scuola de San Rocco the columnar decoration assumes much 
greater importance, and, in imitation of the triumphal arches of 
Septimus Severus and Constantine in Rome. the column is completely 
detached, with a wall-respond behind. Among other examples to be 
noted arc the Comaro•&1Ia-Grande palace (t332), by Sansovino. 
which is veerry  inferior to his other work in Venice; the Grimani 
palace (1354). by San Michele (who also designed the fortifications 
of the Lido); the Zecca or mint (1337). the small Inlletta  (1340) at 
the foot of the campanile of St Mark's and now destroyed, and the 
Procuratie Nuove (completed by Scamozzi in 1584).  all by Sansovino; 
the Balbi palace (1382). by Vittoria; and the  Rialto (1588), 
by Antonio da Pont.. Sansovino's greatest work in Venice was the 
library of St Mark's, which was commenced in 133t; in this he has 
shown not only remarkable powers of design but great boldness in 
the projection of his columns, cornices and other architectural 
features. The upper frieze has been increased in height, so as to 
admit of the introduction of small windows to light an upper storey, 
and this gives much greater importance and dignity to the entabla-
ture crowning the whole structure. Two of the most imposing  
palaces on the Grand Canal, but of later date, ire the Pesaro (167 la 
and the Rezzonico (1680), both by Longhena, the architect of t 
Salute church. The former is too much overcharged with ornament, 
but it has one advantage, the classic superimposed orders of the main 
front being repeated on the flank overlooking the side canal, with 
pilasters substituted for the detached columns of the main front. 
The Rex:ionic° palace is much quieter in design, and finer in its 
proportions, but even there the cherubs in the spandril' are too 
pronounced in their relief. 

In Rome there are no important examples of the t§th century. 
with the exception of the so-called " Venetian palace, which still 
retains externally the features of the feudal castle, such as machico-
lations, small windows and rusticated masonry. This was owing 
probably to the comparative poverty of the city, which had to 
recover from the disasters of the 14th century. The earliest example 
of the Renaissance is that of the Cancelled& palace (rein- 1 305).W 
Bramante, the architect of the church at Todi• this was followed 
by a second and less important example, the Gimud or Torlonia 
palace (1306). The former is an immense block, 3o0 ft. long and 
76 ft. high. in three storeys, with coursed masonry and slightly 
bevelled joints, the upper two storeys decorated with Corinthian 
pilasters of slight projection and crowned with a poor cornice. so  
that its general effect is very monotonous, and the design is only 
relieved by the purity of its details, such as those of the window 
and balcony on the return flank. 111 1506 Bramante was instructed 
to carry out the court of the Vatican, of which the great hernicycle 
at one end, designed in imitation of similar features in the Roman 
thermae, is an extremely fine example; to what extent he was 
responsible for the court of the Loggie, decorated by Raphael. is 
not known. The Villa Farnesina (r3o6), best known for its fresco 
decorations by Raphael and his Iris; the Ossoli palace ( 1525); 
and the Massimi palace (1332-t3 ), with magnificent interiors, 
were all built by Baldassare Perusal. The finest example in Rome 
is the Farnese palace, commenced In 1530 from the designs of 
Antonio di Sangallo; the design is astylar, as the employment of the 
orders is confined to the window dressings, the angles of the front 
having rusticated quoins; the upper storey, with the magnificent 
cornice which crowns the whole building, was designed by Michel-
angelo, and in the upper storey he introduced a feature borrowed 
from the Roman therein brackets supporting the three-quarter 
detached columns flanking the windows. The brilliance of the design 
is not confined to the exterior, and the entrance vestibule and the 
great central court are the finest examples in Rome. Here the upper 

by Sanga 
reorey added by Michelangelo is inferior to the two lower storeys 
y llo. 
The museum in the Capitol at Rome ZMichetangelo (1346). is . 

one of those examples in which the principles of design are violated 
by the suppression of the horizontal divisions of the storeys which 
it should have been an object to emphasize. By carrying immense 
Corinthian pilasters through the ground and first storeys. Michel. 
angelo, it is true, obtained the entablature of the order as the chief 
crowning feature, and so far the result is a success, but in other hands 
it led to the decadence of the style. Among other examples in Rome 
which should be mentioned are the Villa Madama by Giulio Romano 
(1324); the Nicolini palace (1326) by Giacomo Sansovino; the 
Villa Medici (134o) by Annibale Lippi; the Chigi palace 4562) by 
G. de la Poe: the SPada Palace 4564) by Mazzoni; the 

palace (1374) by Fontana (the architect who raised tie ()bask in 
the Piazza di San Pietro); and the Bombers palace 0590  by 
Martino Lurighi. 

We now return to about the middle of the 16th amatory to the 
period when the great architects Barozzi da Vigaola and *Andrea 
Palladia of Vicenza commenced their career, and by their works and 
publications exercised a great and important influence on European 
architecture. 

The villa of Pope Julius (1550), and the Costa palace. Rome. are 
good examples of Vignola's always very pure and of good 
proportions, but his principal work was that of the Caprarola 
palace (1555-t559), about 30 m. from Rome, which he built for the 
cardinal A lessandro Farness. The plan is pentagonal with • central 
circula• court, and it is raised on a lofty terrace; the palace is in 
two storeys with rusticated quoins to the angle wings, and the Doric 
and Ionic orders, superimposed, semrating arcades on the lower 
storeys and windows on the upper. The arcade of the central court 
is of admirable proportions and detail, second only to that of the 
Fames. palace. 

Palladio in his earlier career measured and drew many of the 
remains of ancient Rme, and more particularly the thermic (the 
drawings of which are in the Burlington-Devonshire Collection), but 
be does not seem to have carried cut any buildings there. His most 
important work, and the one which established his reputation, is 
that known as the basilica at Vicenza (1343-130). which be enclosed 
with an arcaded loggia in two storeys of hoe design and proportion. 
and extremely vigorous in its de.. He built a large number of 

in his native tow among which the Tiede (133o) and the 
Eaiaeullcrne 	

n. 
 Porto are the simplest and best, the latter being the model 

on which the front of Old Bu 	on House (London) was rebuilt 
in 1716. In the Valmarana, the Consiglio and the Casa del Diavolo 
he departed from his principles, in carrying the Corinthian pilasters 
through two floors, and by returning the cornice round the order he 
destroyed its value as a crowning feature. Among other works of 
his are the Chiericate (136o), Tnssino (1382) and Barbarano (137o) 
palaces; the Olympic theatre (138o), which was completed after 
his death; and the Rotonda Capra near Vicenza. reproduced by 
Lord Burlington at Chiswick. 

Though he laid down no rules for the guidance of others, the works 
of San Michele are superior to those of Palladio, with the exception. 

 perhaps. of the basilica at Vicenza and the library at Venice. the 
Bevilacqua palace (1327), at Verona, there is far greater variety of 
design than in Palladio s work, and the Pompei palace (Imo) and 
the two gateways at Verona (1333 and 1332) are bold and sunple. 
designs. In the same town is an extremely beautiful example of the 
early Renaissance, the Loggia del Consiglio (1476) by Fm Gioconda: 
a similar example with open gallery on the ground storey exists at 
Padua, where there is also the Giustiniani palace (1va) by Falcon-
etto, an interesting example of a master not much known. The 
town hall of Brescia (1492) was built from the designs of TORII011110 
Formentone, who employed for the carving of the medallions on the 
lower storey, and the pilasters with their capitals and the friezes, 
various artists of high merit, so that the building takes its rank as 
one of the finest in north Italy, but independently of their collabora-
tion the design of the first floor is in design and execution equal to 
Greek work. The upper storey and its circular windows are said 
to have been added by Palladio, and they Sr. so commonplace and 
out of scale that by contrast they increase the artistic value of 
Formentone's work. 

The so-called Palazzo de' Diamanti at Ferrara, built in 1493 for 
Sigisonondo d' Este, is decorated externally with a peculiar kind of 

i 
rustication, in which the square face of the stones is bevelled towards 
the centre in imitation of diamond facets: the quoins of the palace 
have panelled pilasters richly carved, and similar pilasters flank the 
entrant door; the windows, with simple architrave mouldings and 
cornices on ground storey and pediments on the first storey. constitute 
the only architectural features of a novel treatment. 

At Bologna there are two or three palaces of interest.—the Bevil-
argue by .Nardi (1484), chiefly remarkable for its central court 
surrounded with arcades, there being two arches on the upper storey 
to one on the lower, which presents a pleasant contrast and gives 
scale to the latter; the Fare palace (1484), in which on one side of 
the court are elaborately carved corbels carrying arches supporting 

tnhiritre architectural"ila  AlbetirgoandisPcaotenediE ?lie by  e"ims: 
way windows flanked with pilasters and cornices in pediments and 
the entablatures of the ground and upper storeys, all the features 
being in atone on a background of simple brick construction. The 
Casa Tacconi is similarly treated. Many of the streets in Bologna 
have arcades on which the upper part of the house is built, and there 
is an endless variety in the capitals of these arcades. 

If the palaces of Genoa are disappointing as regards their external 
design, this is in some measure compensated for by the magnificence 
of their entrance vestibules, which (with the staircases and the arcades 
in the courts beyond) are built in white marble, and have probably 
suggested the titleof the" marble palacesciCenat." Many of these 
palaces are situated in narrow streets, so that no general view can be 
obtained of them, which may account for their exterior being erected 
in inferior materials with stucco facing. Theground storey of the 
palace. is almost always raised about 6 to 8 ft. above the street leveL 
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so that the first flight af steps keding Ergo the court forms a 
prominent feature ut every palace: the ceilings of the entrance 
vestibule are also mostly decorated with arabesque work in stucco, 
or with painted devices, &c The palaces in the town are lofty. 
and as a rule crowned with fine cornices. and there are no 
of pilasters being carried through the floors, the palaces and ells
in the vicinity of Genoa are of less height. and owe much of their 
magnificence to the terraces on which they are erected. They have 
no special qualities except in slight vanstions of the external wall 
surface decoration, consisting cif  the applied orders on the several 
storey& Among the best examples are the PaknoCataldi. formerly 
Palazeo Camga 560) in which there are no pilasters. but rusticated 
quoins at the angles and windows with moulded dressings and 
pediments. The entrance vestibules of the Durazzo-Pallaviam. 
Rosso 0558) and Ballot thicri palaces are in each use their finest 
features The Pallavicini palace, and the Palbvicini. Spinola. 
Giustiniani and Durazzo villas, are all fairly well designed and in 
good proportion& but with nooriginal treatment Two of the palaces 
are flanked by open loggias with arcades. from which fine  views are 
obtained. giving them a special character. that of the Durum 
palace being on the fine floor and of the Doria Tuni on the ground 
storey The University (Malt and the Ducal palaces have very 
magnificent entrance vestibules. the former with lions on the lower 
ramp of the staircase 

Many of the finest palaces at Genoa are by Cabers° Alessi. but in 
seined them has heapproached the design of the Marino or municipal 
palace at Milan in which be produced a remarkable work. the 
Internal courtyard surrounded with arcades carried on coupled 
columns is an original combination which is not excelled in any 
other court in Italy. and the exterior facades are very km 

The internal courtyard of the hospital at Milan(aoft by no ft ). 
with an arcade in two storeys. was designed by Bramante and begun 
in 1457.  only one side was completed by him. but In Mat. in come-
queer* of a large benefaction. the remainder was completed by 
Ricchini according to the original design ; the proportions of the 
arcade are extremely pleasing. and it foams now one of the chief 
monuments of the town Ricchini was the architect of the Litta 
palace. one of the largest in Milan 

There still remains to be mentioned one of the early examples of 
the Renaissance the triumphal arch which was erected in too at 
Naples to commemorate the entry of Alphonse of Aragon into the 
town. It is built against the walls of the old castle in four storey& 
and connected with bas-reliefs and statues The largest palace in 
Italy. that of the Caserta at Naples, with a frontage of ft.. 
built in 1752 by Vanvitelli. is one of the most  monotonous 
rivalled in that respect only by the Escurial in Spain. (R. P. S. 

Rxtrassiurca AstourEcrualt or FRANCE 
The classical revival of the 15th century In Italy was too 

Important a movement to have remained long without its 
influence extending to other countries. In France this was 
accelerated by the campaigns of Charles VIII, Louis XII. and 
Francis I.. which led to the revelation of the artistic treasures 
in Italy; the result being the importation of great numbers of 
Italian craftsmen, who would seem to have been employed in the 
carving of decorative architectural accessories, such as the panels 
and capitals of pilasters. niches and canopies, corbels, friezes, Ac., 
either in tombs, as for instance in those of Charles of Anjou at 
Le Mans (1472) and at Solesmes (t498), of Francis, duke of 
Brittany ( t sot). and of the children of Charles VIII. (rso6) 
at Tours, and of Cardinal d'Amboise in Rouen cathedral, the 
figures in all these cases being carved by French sculptors, They 
were also employed in architectural buildings, where the design 
and execution were by French master-masons, and the Italians 
were called in to carve the details. as hi the choir screens of 
Chartres, Albi and Limoges cathedrals, the portal of St Michel 
at Dijon, the eastern chapels of St Pierre at Caen, and numerous 
other churches throughout France, or for mansions like the 
Hfltel d'Alluye at Blois, the Hotel d'Allemand at Bourses, and 
the chateaux of Meillant (1503). Chitteaudun and Nantmullet 
(:5 19). The great centre of the artistic regeneration was at 
first at Tours, so that in Touraine, and generally on the borders 
of the Loire and the Cher at Ambohe, Blois, Galion. Chezon-
crime. Any-le-Rideau and Chambord. are found the principal 
examples; later, Francis L transferred the court to Paris, and 
the château of Madrid, and the palaces of Fontainebleau. St 
Germain-en-Laye, and the Louvre. follow the change. In all 
these chateaux the Italian craftsman would seem to have been 
under the direction of the master-mason or architect, because the 
whole scheme of the design and its execution is French, and only 
the decoration Italian. In cases where the Italian was not called  

in, the Gothic flamboyant style flourishes In fall vigour with no 
suggestion of foreign influence, as in the palais de justice at 
Rouen, the church of Brost (Mn), rsos-i 532, the Hotel de Cluny, 
Paris, and the rood-screen of the church of the Madeleine at 
Troyes (ts3t). 

Between the last phase of Flamboyant Gothic and the intro-
duction of the pure Italian Revival there existed a transitional 
period, known generally as the " Francis L style," which may be 
subdivided under three heads:—the Valois period, comprising 
the reigns of Charles VIII. and Louis XII. (1483-t515); the 
Francis I period ( ts ts-t 547); and the Henry U and Catherine 
de' Medici period (i547-1589). The first two are characterized 
by the lofty roofs, dormers and chimneys, by circular or square 
towers at the angles of the main building with decorative machi-
colations and hourds. by buttresses set anglewise, which run up 
Into the cornice, and square-headed windows with mullions and 
transoms. In the second period the machicolations are con-
verted into corbels carrying semicircular eluded niches in 
which shells are carved; the buttresses become pilasters with 
Renaissance capitals; and the Gothic detail, which in the first 
period is mixed up with the Renaissance, disappears altogether. 
In the third period Italian design begins to exert its influence 
in the regular interspacing of the pilasters or columns with due 
proportion of height to diameter, in the completion of the order 
with the regular entablature, and ha employment generally in 
a more structural manner than in the earlier work. 

The two first periods are well represented in the chitean of Blois. 
where. in the east wing built by Louis XII.. square-headed windows 
alternate with three central arches, the buttresses are set anglewise 
running into the cornice, and pillars and angle shafts are carved with 
chevrons. spiral flutings. or cinque-cento arabesque; the cornices 
of the towers containing staircases project and are carried on arched 
niches supported on corbels (the new interpretation of the machicola- 
tions of 	feudal castle); above the cornice is a balustrade with 
pierced 	 t flamboyan tracery. and the dormer windows retain their 
Gothic detail. In the north wing of Francis L all these Gothic 
ornamental details disappear, and are replaced by the Renaissance. 
Panels and pilasters take the place of the buttresses—the panels 
sometimes enriched with cirque-cento arabesgue; shells are carved 
in the arched niches of the cornice, and modilhons and dentff courses 
are introduced; the balustrade is pierced with flowing Renaissance 
foliage interspersed with the salamanders and coronets; the same 
high roofs are maintained, but the dormer windows and chimneys, 
still Gothic in design, are entirely clothed with Renaissance detail. 

The finest feature of the facade of this north wing, facing the court, 
is the magnificent polygonal staircase tower in its centre (Plate VIII., 
fig. 8.0; four great piers rise from ground to cornice, between 
which the rising balustrade is fitted; the whole feature Gothic in 
design. but Renaissance In all Its details. The splendid carving of 
the panels of the piers and the niches with their canopies was prob-
ably done by Italian artists. The figures in these niches are said 
to be by Jean Genies. The great dormers and chimneys have not 
t 'le refinement in thdr design which characterizes the lower portion, 
and may be of later date. The north front of the château is raised 
on the foundation walls of the old castle part of which is encased 
in it. and this may account for the slight irregularities in the widths 
of the bays. The design differs from that of the south front, the 
windows all being recessed behind three-centre arched openings; 
the open loggia at the top, which is admirable in effect, is a p&Nuent 
alteration. 

Before passing to the Louvre and Tuileries, representing the 
third period we must refer to some other important early châteaux 
and buildings. Some of these, such as the ch.iteaux of Madrid and 
Gabe are known chiefly from du Cerceau's work, as they were 
destroyed at the Revolution. Of the latter building, the entrance 
gatey is still in situ; them are some portions in the court of 
the Emle des Beaux-Arts at Paris, coosisewg of a second entrance 
gateway, a portico and some bur panel& I7re gateway shows a 
singular mixture of Gothic and Renaissance; the centre portion, 
with the gateway and great niche over, is debased classic, the side 
portions retaining the buttresses, mouldings, panels and other 
features belonging.  to the latest phase of Flamboyant Gothic. 

Of buildings sell existing, the hotel de vffle of Orleans ( 1497) 
is a good example of early transition work, in which Gothic and 
Renaissance work is Intermingled, and it is interesting to compare 
it with the Mitel de ville at Bea built by the same architect, 
Viart, some twenty-five years later. is the same print plc 
design, much improved in the later example, but all the 
details have disappeared ;  

In the chateau of Chenonceaux (r5t5-t524) we find a compromise 
between the two styles; Gothic corbels, piers and three-centre 
arches are employed. varied with debased classic mouldings, shells 
and capitals; here, as at Azay-le-Rideau (ryco), the château was 
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mot tnusdonned like those at Longed. end Rochefoucauld,:rhere 
what was externally a 14th-century castle developed internally into 
a 16th-century mansion ; both Chenonceaux and Azay-Ie-Rideau 
were built as residences, and yet in both are displayed those features 
which belong to the fortified castle; at the angles of the main 
structure in both cases are circular towers, in the latter case crowned 
with machicolations and hourds, which, however, are purely decora-
tive, pierced with windows, and broken at intervals with dormer 
windows a future which gives it the aspect of an attic storey. 
The lofty roofs and conical terminations to these angle towers, 
with dormer and chimney, give the same picturesque aspect to the 
grouping as that which was afforded in the fortified castle, where, 
however, they originated in the necessity for defence. The entrance 
portals of both chateaux are beautiful features, absolutely Gothic in 
design, and only transformed by cinque-eento detail. 

In the chlteau of Chambord (1526) we find the same defensive 
features Introduced, in the shape of great circular 1027erelt the angle% 
but here with more reason as the chateau was intended more for 
display than habitation. The château itself, about 200 ft. square, 
has circular towers at the angles, and in the centre a spiral staircase 
with double flight, leading to great balls on each side, which give 
access to the comparatively small rooms in the angles of the square 
and the towers beyond, and to the roof which would seem to have 
been the chief attraction, as there is a fine view therefrom; and the 
elaborate octagonal lantern over the staircase, the dormer windchirs, 
chimneys and lanterns on the conical roofs of the towers, are all 
elaborately carved. There are three storeys to the building, sub 
divided horizontally by string courses, and terminated with a fine 
cornice carrying a balustrade, and vertically by a series of pilasters 
of the Corinthian order. The varied outline of this building, with 
the alternation of blank panels and windows between the pi laster.,  
relieves what might otherwise have been its monotony. The chateau 
is situated on the east side of a great court measuring about 502 ft. 
by 370 ft., with a moat all round. To the right and left of the central 
block the walls are carved up three storeys, and an attic, with open 
arcades inside, leading to the angle towers of the enclosure. At a 
later period Louis XIV. continued the unfinished structure by a one-
storey building round. The carving of the capitals, corbels and other 
decorative work was all done by Italian artists, under the direction 
of some architect whose name is not known. 

One of the gems of Francis l.'s work is the small hunting lodge 
originally built at Moret near Fontainebleau, to which at one time 
the king thought of adding, before he began his great palace there. 
This was taken down in 1826, and re-erected in the Cours-la-Refine 
at Paris. Though small, it is the purest example of the first Renais-
sance. Other examples are the hotel de villa of Paray-le-Monial 
(1526); the Hetet d'Anjou at Angers (1530), built by Pierre de 
Pince; the Hotel Berns y at Toulouse (153d) ; the Hate] d'Ecoville 
at Caen (1532), the Manoir of Francis 1. at Orleans; the Hotel 
Bourgtheroultie at Rouen (1520-1532) and other buildings opposite 
Rouen cathedral, and what remains of the chateau known as the 
Manoir d'Ang011525) at Varengeville, near Dieppe. The château of 
St Germain-en-Laye (1539-1544), the upper half of which is built 
in brick, belongs also to the early periqd, as also the betel de vibe at 
Paris, built in t533 by Domenico de Cortona, an Italian, who after 
spending some thirty years In France would seem to have caught 
the spirit of the French Renaissance so well as to be able to produce 
one of the most remarkable examples of the Francis I. style. In 
the existing building the original design has been copied from the 
building burnt down by the Communists in 1871. 

From this we pass to the palace at Fontainebleau, begun by 
Francis I. in 1526, to which there have been so many subsequent 
additions and alterations that it is difficult to differentiate between 
them. The building owes its picturesque effect more to its irregular 
plan (as portions of an earlier structure were enclosed in it) than to 
any brilliant conceptions on the part of its architect. There is an 
endless variety of charming detail in the capitals, corbels and other 
decorative features, but the employment of pilaster strips purely 
as decorative features (without any such structural property as that 
in the Porte Dodo at the Cour Ovate) suggests that the Italian 
architect Serlio, to whom sometimes the work is ascribed, certainly 
had nothing to de with it. 

On the other hand, there Is every reason to believe that the 
designs made by Pierre Lescot for the Louvre, begun in 1546, were, 
as regards their style largely based on the principles set forth in 
Serlicis work on architecture, published in 1540. The south-west 
single of the court of the Louvre is the earliest example of the third 
period of the Renaissance, in which the orders are employed in 
correct proportions with columns or pedestals carrying entablatures 
with mouldings based on classic precedent. The portion built from 
Lescot's designs (Plate VIII., fig. 83) consists of the nine bays on 
the east and north sides, the latter not being completed till 1574, 
as the workmen would seem to have been transferred to the building 
of the Tuileries, begun in 1564. 

The Corinthian order is employed for the ground,and first storey. 
and an attic storey above, in which the pilaster capitals run into the 
bedmold of the upper cornice. Of the nine bays, the central and 
side bays are twice the width of the others, and project slightly with 
the cornices breaking round them ; this feature, and the crowning 
of the western bays with a segmental pediment, give a ,variety to  

the design, which otherwise might  have  become c000Modoes. by iq 
repetition of similar features. The balustrade also is replaced by 
the daunt, a cresting in stone, which hereafter is found in nearly 
all French buildings. The sculptor, Jean Goujon, would seem to 
have worked in complete harmony with the architect, thus producing 
what will always be considered as one of the chef-d'orrores of French 
architecture. 

The architect employed by Catherine de' Medici for the Tuileries 
was Philibert de ['Orme, who combined the taste of the architect 
with the scientific knowledge of the engineer. Only a perdu of his 
design was carried out, and of that much disappeared in the 17th 
century, when his dormer windows were taken down and replaced 
by a second storey and an attic. Bullant and du Cerceau alsoadded 
buildings on each side. 

The Tuileries were built about 50o yds. from the Louvre, and 
Catherine de' Medici conceived the idea of connecting the two. 
The work, which began with the " Petite Galerie," with the south 
wing, as far as the Pavillon Lucile-eines, was started in 1566, being 
of one storey only. The mezzanine and upper storey were not 
completed till the beginning of the 17th century. In reo3 the 
remainder of the south front and the Pavillon-de-Fiore were 
completed by Jacques Androset du Cerceau. 

Of 
 

Philibert de l'Orme's work at Met 054, only the entrance 
gateway, the left-hand aide of court, and the chapel remain, sato 
dent, however, to *how that he had already at that early date 
mastered the principles of the Italian RevAubsts. The chapel is in 
its way a remarkable design, but the hemispherical dome, pierced by 
elliptical winding arches inside, Is not happy In its effect. The 
Iron which he created 'te the entrance, now in the court 
of tbe des Beaux-Arta In Paris, shows great refinement in its 
details, but proportionally errs in many points. De l'Onne built 
also the bridge and gallery on the river forming an addition 
to the chiteau of Chenonceaux. 

Amongst other work of this period are the additions made by 
Bullant to the chateau de Chantilly, where he traversed the principle* 
of classic design by running Corinthian pilasters through two 
and cutting through the cornice of his dormer windows. At 
(tm) he destroyed the scale of the earlier buildings of 1532 by 
swift in front of the left wing of the court four lofty Corinthian 
columns with entablature complete, which he copied from the temple 
of Castor in Roma 

FratT
the early Renaissance work are the chateau of Ancy le 

onne), Italian in character, which may he by &die (1546); 
the Hotel d'Asserat at Toulouse (1555), in which there is a strong 
resemblance to the court of the Louvre; the houses at Orleans, 
known as those of Agnes Sorel, Jeanne d'Arc and Diane de Poitiers 
05,2): and there is other work at Caen, Rouen, Toulouse, Dijon, 
Chao" Perigueux, C.ahors, Roden, Beauvais and Amiens, dating 
up to the close of the 16th century. In this list might also be in-
cluded the fine town hall of La Rochelle, the Betel larnoignon in 
the rue des France-Bo-,,Paris (158o), and the Hetet de Vogt* 
at Dijon, which remiud the Reneismooe character, though built in 
the first year of the s7th century. 

In the reigns of Henry IV. and Louis XIII. the first work of 
importance in Paris is that of the Place Royale, now the Place des 
Vosges; in this brick was largely employed, and the conjunction 
of brick and stone gave a decorative effect which dispensed with 
the necessity of employing the Classic orders. At Fontainebleau, 
where Henry IV. made large additions, the same mixture of brick 
and stone is found in the Galerie des Cods, and in the great service 
court (cur du cuisines). The example set was followed largely 
through the country, and numerous mansions and private houses 
in brick and stone still exist. Henry IV.'s most important work at 
Fontainebleau is the Porte Dauphine, of which the lower pert, 
with rusticated coluihns and courses of masonry, does not quite 
accord in scale or character with the superstructure, in which. put 
some of the best work of the century. 

Except perhaps for the monotony of the rusticated masonry 
which is spread all over the building, the palace of the Luxemborg, 
by Salomon de Biome (1615), is m s an important work, in which

u 
 be 

was probably instructed by Marie de'Medici to reproduce the general 
effect of the Pitti palace at Florence. The three storeys of the main 
block are well proportioned, but the absence of a boldly projecting 
cornice, such as is found in the Riccardi and Strout palaces, is a 
defect; the same architect reconstructed the great hall of the palace 
of justice at Paris, burnt in 1871 but now rebuilt to the same *n. 

In 1629 the building subsequently known as the Palais Royal was 
begun from the designs of Lemercier; but it has been so materially 
altered since that scarcely anything remains of his design, though the 
works carried out from his deuces at the Louvre were of the greatest 
possible Importance. The court of the latter, as begun by Pierre 

, was of small dimensions, correspondingwith that of the 
palace of Philip Augustus, but Lemercier proposed to quadruple its 
dimensions. It is not certain whether be built the lower portion of 
the Pavillon d'Horloge, but be designed the upper part, with the 
caryatid figures sculptured by Jacques Sarrazin. On the north side 
of this pavilion be built awing similar in length and design to that 
of Pierre Lescot, and continued the wing along the north ode to the 
centre pavilion ; this was continued by Levau, the architect of 
Louis XIV., round the other sides of the court, His design for the 
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east front however, did not recotathend itself to the king or to his 
minister Colbert, and a competition was held, the first place being 

retveun to the design by a physician, Dr Perrault. Prior to its being 
n, however, Bernitu was sent for, and he submitted other 

designs, fortunately not carried out, as they would have destroyed 
the court of the Louvre. In 1665 the works were begun on the 
design of Perrault, a grandiose frontispiece which appealed to 
Louts XIV., but in which no cognisance had been taken of the various 
rooms against which it was built; consequently no windows could 
be opened, and it forms now a uselessperistyle. Moreover it was so 
much wider than the original building that on the north side it 
became neat:Nary to add a new front Fortunately the example set 

Perrault of coupling columns together has rarely been followed 
since in France,_so that in the Garde-Meuble on the south side of 
the Place de Is Concorde, by Gabriel, we return again to the original 
classic peristyle. The works undertaken at the Louvre progressed 
but slowly, in consequence of the greater interest taken by Louis XIV. 
in the palace he was building at Versailles an extension of the 
hunting-box built by his father Louis XIII., which he insisted should 
be maintained and incorporated as the central feature in the new 
building. But as it was comparatively small in dimensions, of simple 
design, and in brick and stone, it was quite unfit to become the central 
feature of the main front of the largest palace in Europe. To make 
It worse, the new wings built on either side were lofty and of more 
Importance architecturally, and as they projected some 300 ft. in 
advance of the earlier building, they reduced it to twin greater 
heigoificance. But even then the arckutect, Jules Hardouin Mansart, 
might have redeemed his reputation by buildings of greater interest 
than those which now exist. The back elevation of the central block 
is ggo ft. wide, the returns 280 ft., and the length of the wings on 
each side yon ft.i In other words he had nearly typo ft. run of 
facade, and it is simply a repetition of the same bays from one end 
to the other, in three storeys all of the same height, the lower one 
with semicircular arched openings. the first floor decorated with 
pilasters on columns of the Ionic order, and an attic storey above 
with balustrade, Tice slight projection given to the central and side 
bays of each block, just sufficient to allow of columns in the first 
floor as decorative features Instead of pilasters, is of no value in 
fronts of such great dimensions. The great galleries inside have 
the same monotonous design as In the facades, relieved only by the 
rich decoration in the first case and the splendid masonry in the 
latter. There is one saving clause in the main front, the chapel 
by R. de Cone on the right-hand side being externally and 
internally a fine structure, and the best ecclesiastical example of 
the period. 

Among other buildings of the 17th century are those begun  by 
Cardinal Masarin in the rue de Richelieu, which now constitute the 
National library; the Hotel de Toulouse (1636), now the Bank of 
France: the Hotel de Sully (163o), by du Ceroeau; the Hotel de 
Beauvais (16s4)._ by le Pautre; the Hotel Lambert (also by le 
Peeve), In the Ile St Louis; the chlteau at Maisons, near St 
Germain-en•Laye, by Fmocois Manton (1656); the Institute of 
France (1663), by Layout two triumphal arches, of St Denis (1672), 
by Blondel, and St Martin (1674) by Bullet; the Hotel des Invalides
/1670), by Bruant ; the Place des Victoires and the Place Vendome
iftos--1699), by Jules Hardouin Mansart, in which a series of large 
oases are grouped together in one design; the Trianon at Versailles 

(1676), and the chateau of Marly (168e). both by J. II. Mansart; 
and important monumental buildings in the principal provincial 
shies, such as Lyons. Bordeaux, Nantes and Tours. 

In the 18th century those which are worthy of note are the Hotel 
Soubise (1706), now the Archives NationaJes "; the fountain in 
the rue de Grenelle, a fine composition; the Ecole Militaire (rise), 
by Gabriel; the Ecole de Medeone 0769), by ondouin; the mint 
(1772), by Antoine; the Place de la Concord

G
e, with the Garde- 

Meuble, by Gabriel (1765); the H8tel de Salm, now the Legion of 
Honour; the Place Stanisias at Nancy (1738-1766), in which are 
grouped the town hall, archbishop's palace, theatre and other 
public buildings, with triumphal arch and avenues leading to the 
palace of the duke Stanislaus (with magnificent wrought-iron 
enclosures and gates by Jean Lamour, the greatest craftsman of the 
century); the theatre at Bordeaux by Louis; and the Odeon, Paris 
(1789). 

The ecclesiastical architecture of the French Renaissance conies 
at the end of our description owing to' the far greater importance 
of the palaces, mansions and public monuments, and also because 
in the beginning of the 16th century France found herself in posses-
sion of a much larger number of cathedrals and large churches than 
she could maintain. Some of these are still unfinished. so that her 
first efforts would seem to have been directed to the completion of 
those already begun rather than to the erection of new ones, St 
Eustache in Pans being nearly the only exception of importance 
prior to the 17th century. 

We have from time to time dwelt upon the important consideration 
which must not be lost sight of, vie. that nearly all the buildings 
erected in France up to the accession of Henry 11/ were conceived 
and carried out in the spirit of the Flamboyant Gothic style, claque-
onto details mixed up with Gothic at first, then superseding them, 
and even when the influence of the Italian revivalists began to exert 
itself, still retaining much of her traditional methods of design.  

4 1 5 
If this was the case in civil architecture. it was naturally men 
pronounced in the additions made to ecclesiastical structures, and 
the gradual development of the style may be more easily followed in 
the latter. These are, however, so numerous, and they are so uni-
venally spread throughout France, that only a few of -  the most 
interesting examples can be here given' for instance, the porch of 
St Michel at Dijon; the upper part of the western towers of the 
cathedrals of Orleans and Tours; the three eastern chapels of St 
Jacques. Dieppe, built at the cost of Jean Ango, a celebrated 
mordant•prince of Dieppe, to whose chiteau at Varengeville we 
have already referred; the eastern chapels of St Peter's, Caen, 
from the designs of Hector Sohier (tpt), both internally and 
externally of great interest•, the west end of the church at Vitheuli 
(Seine-et-Oise); the magnificent work of the west front and tower 
of the church at Gisors; the upper part of the west front of the 
cathedral at Angers; the portals of the church at Auxonne (Fiche(); 
the choir at Tilliires; the lantern of the church of St Peter. 
CoutanoesOpt); the porch of the Dalbade at Toulouse; and the 
north front oithe church of Ste Clotilde at Les Andelys, which data 
from the age of Homy II. 

The church of St Eustache at Paris. begun in ism, but not com-
pleted trill the end of the century, is a large cruciform Gothic structure 
with lofty double aisles on each side and carried rbund the choir, 
and rectangular chapels round the whole building, excepting the 
west end. Structurally also it pones es all the most characteristic 
features of the Gothic church. with nave arcades carried on Com-
pound piers, triforium and clerestory, vaulted throughout, and 
flying buttresses outside. Close examination shows that all the 
details are of the early clnque-cento work, panelled pilasters of 
varying proportions, but with Renaissance capitals. oche's, niches 
and canopies all troyped together in a Gothic manner, and quite 
opposed to the principles of the Italian revivalists; what is more 
remarkable is that though long before its completion these principles 
had already borne fruit in the Louvre and Tuileries, the original 
conception was adhered to, and the portals of the north and south 
transepts (the last features added, with the exception of the ugly 
west front of the 18th century) still retain the character of the early 
French Renaissance. 

In St Etienne-du-Mont, sometimes claimed as a second example, 
the church is Flamboyant Gothic throughout. the chief additions 
being the magnificent rood-screen of 1600, and the west portal, in 
which the banded columns of the Bourbon period form the chief 
features. 

Coming to churches of later date, Salomon de Brosse 	1 563-  
t627), the architect of the Luxembourg pekoe, added in 1616a fresh 
front to the church of St Gervais, finely proportioned and of pure 
Italian design, which contrasts favourably with the Jesuits' church 
of St Paul and St Louis (1627-1641), overladen with rococo ornas 
mot; then came the churches of the Sorbonne (1629). by Jacques 
Lesnerrier, and of the Val-de•Grace (t60), by Francois Maniere. 
the dome of the latter, though small, being a fine dolga; the church 
of the Invalides, also by Minsart, the dome of whit is the most 
graceful in France; the cathedral of Nancy (1703-174 2), by Jules 
Hardouin Mansart and Germain Boffrand (1667-1754), the principal 
front of which is flanked by two towers with octagonal lanterns 
which group so well with the central portion (of the usual design, in 
two stages with pilasters and coupled columns, carrying a third 
stage with circular pediment) that it is unfortunate it should be 
almost the only example of its kind; and lastly the church of 
Ste Genevieve. better known as the Pantheon (t70), by Jacques 
Germain Soufflot (17ts-t78o), the dome of which is based largely 
on that of St Peter's in Rome. The main building with its great 
portico is a simple and fine piece of design, and qnlike St Peter's 
the dome is well seen from every point of view; the decoration of 
its walls with paintings by PUT'S de Cheyennes and other French 

F
atties has now rendered the interior one of the most interes 
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RENAISSANCE ARCHITECTIIIIE IN SPAIN 

In Spain, as in France, the revival of classic architecture 
was engrafted on the Flamboyant style of the country, influenced 
here and there by Moorish work, so that the earlier examples 
of Spanish Renaissance constitute a transitional style which 
lasted till the accession of Philip IL (e558), who introduced what 
was then considered to be the purer Italian style of Palladio and 
Vignola. This, however, did not seem to have had much at-
traction for the Spaniards, owing to its coldness and formality, so 
that in the latter half of the 17th century a reaction took place 
in favour of the most depraved and decadent architecture in 
existence. 

The magnificence of the earlier Renaissance work, which was 
introduced into Spain when she was at the zenith of her power, 
and (owing to the discovery of a new world) the possessor of 
enormous wealth,has scarcely yet been recogniSed,in consequence 
of the greater attraction of the Moorish architecture; there is 
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no doubt that its exuberant richness In the 16th century de-
rives its inspiration from the latter, and especially so in patios 
or courts found in every class of building, ecclesiastical as well 
as civiL There is still, however, another characteristic in the 
early Renaissance of Spain, which is not found in Italy or France, 
and which again owes its source to Moorish work, where the 
external walls and towers consist of simple plain masonry, and 
the rich decoration, generally in stucco brilliantly coloured and 
gilded, is confined to the courts and to the interiors of their 
magnificent halls. The Italian method of decorating the external 
front of the palaces with fiat pilasters of the various orders placed 
at regular intervals, the windows and doors forming features of 
second-rate importance, was not followed by the architects of 
the Spanish Renaissance, who retained the simple plain masonry 
and reserved their decorations for the entrance doorways and 
windows, emphasizing therefore these features, and by contrast 
increasing their value and interest. 

Instead also of the huge corsklose which the Italians employed 
to give the shadows required to emphasize the crowning features 
of their palaces, the Spanish architects preferred to obtain a 
similar effect by an open aratded upper storey, which, as Fer. 
gusson remarks, " forms one of the most pleasing architectural 
features that can be applied to palatial architecture, giving 
lightness combined with shadow exactly where wanted for effect 
and where they can be applied without any apparent interfer-
ence with solidity." These galleries would seem to have been 
provided to serve as promenades to the occupants of the palace, 
and more especially for the ladies when it would have been unwise 
or imprudent for them to venture into the streets. There is one 
well-known example in France, in the chateau of Blois, which 
Is so attractive a feature that it is singular it has not been more 
often adopted. 

Instead also of the monotonous balustrade, which is invariably 
found in Italy, the Spanish architects introduced richly carved 
crestings, with finials at regular intervals, a feature probably 
borrowed from Flamboyant Gothic and Moorish. 

The three periods into which the architectural phases of the 
Renaissance style in Spain are divided are'—(s) The Plateresque 
or Silversmiths' work, from the conquest of Granada to the reign 
of Philip II. (2) The purer Italian style, called by the Spanish 
the Greco-Roman, though it has no Greek elements in its design, 
being based on the work of Palladio and Vignola. This style 
prevailed until the end of the 17th century. (3) The Rococo 
or Churrigueresque style, so called from the name of the architect, 
Jose Churriguera (d. 2725), the chief leader of the movement, 
which lasted for about zoo years. 

Ecclesiastical Archileclure.—The cathedral of Granada, built from 
the designs of Diego de Silt* is the earliest example of the Renais-
sance in Spain, and in some respects the most remarkable, not only 
for its plan, in which there is an entirely new feature, but for the 
scheme adopted in the vaulting, which covers the whole church, 
and shows that its architect had studied the earlier Gothic churches, 
and was well acquainted with the principles of thrust and counter-
thrust developed in them. The cathedral is 400 ft. long by 230 ft. 
wide, and therefore of the first class as far as size is concerned. 
The western portion consists of nave and double aisles on each aide, 
the outer aisle being carried round the whole church and giving 
access to the chapels which enclose the building. The principal 
feature of the cathedral is at the east end, where the place of the 
ordinary apse is occupied by a great circular area, To ft. in diameter, 
crowned by a lofty dome, in the centre of which in a flood of light 

ta snds the high altar. The vista from the nave through the 'rat 
arch (37 ft. 6 in. wide and 517 ft. high) is extremely fine, and it is 
strange that it should be the only example of its kind. The west 
front was completed at a later date; the only feature of it belonging 
to the original church being the north-west tower, which, in its design, 
resembles the south-west tower of the church at Gisors in France. 
There are two other important Renaissance cathedrals at Jaen and 
Valladolid. The latter was built from a design of Juan de Badajoz 
in 1585 but never completed. On the south side of the cathedral is 
the chapel in which the Catholic kings lie buried, where there are 
two fine marble tombs enclosed by the reja or wrought-iron screen 
partly gilt, forged in t522 by Maestre Bartholome. The sageario or 
parish church, also on the south side, is a small version of the scheme 
of design employed in the cathedral. 

In Spain, as in France, magnificent portals have been added to 
cathedrals and churches, and these are amongst the finest works 
of the Renaissance period. The more remarkable of these are the  

portals of the cathedral of Malaga, a deeply recessed porch, enriched 
with slender shafts and niches between; of Santa Engracia at 
Saragossa; and of Santo Domingo and the cathedral at Salamanca. 
Externally the Renaissance domes over the crossings of Spanish 
cathedrals are poor. but this is compensated for by the lofty steeples 
which form striking features. The western towers of thecathedral 
at Valladolid. the tower of the Seo in Saragossa. which bears some 
resemblance to Wren's steeples in the setting back of the several 
storeys and the crowning with octagonal lanterns; the tower of the 
cathedral Del Pilar at Saragossa, and that at Santiago. are all 
interesting examples of the Spanish Renaissance. 

One of the most beautiful features of the Spanish Renaissance is 
found in the magnificent mat or wrought-iron grilles, richly gilt, 
which form the enclosures of the chapels. Besides the example at 
Granada, others are found at Seville, where is the masterpiece of 
Sancho Munoz (0528); at Palencia (1582); Cuenca ( 1 557), where 
there are three fine examples; Toledo; Salamanca; and other 
cathedrals. The iron pulpit at Avila. the eagle lectern at Cuenca 
and the staircase railing at Burgos are all remarkable works in 
metal. 

Secular Archikaure.—With the exception of the magnificent 
portals, the finest works of the Renaissance in Spain as in France 
are to be found in the secular buildings. but with this difference, 
that the best examples in France are those built in the country or in 
comparatively small provincial towns, whereas in Spain theyareall 
in the midst of the larger towns, and further they are not confined 
to palaces and chateaux; monasteries and universities coming in 
for an equal share in the great architectural development. 

The characteristic style of the Spanish architecture of the Renais-
sance period is due probably to the influence of the earlier Moorish 
work, where the value of the rich Alhambresque decorations in the 
entrance doorways and windows, and the patios or courts, is enhanced 
by contrast with the plain masonry of their walls and towers. This 
influence had already been felt in the Spanish flamboyant Gothic 
panelling and tracery; when translated into Renaissance, and 
probably, at first, executed by Italian artists, it displayed a variety 
and beauty in its design scarcely inferior to some of the best an 
in Italy. And this development, taking place at a time when Spain 
was overflowing with wealth, resulted in that exuberant richness we 
find in the entrance doorways and windows, the external galleries 
of the upper storey, and the rich cresting surmounting the cornice. 

Comparison with the contemporary and even earlier work in 
Italy, where the principal thought of the architect would seem to 
have been to break the wall surface by an unmeaning series of flat 
pilasters. and then fill in the windows as features of secondary 
importance, will show that the Spanish architect recognized more 
fully the true pnnciple of design, and although, in the profiles of 
their mouldings, and the execution of the sculpture decorating 
their pilasters and friezes, Spanish work in contrast with Italian 
looks somewhat coarse, in general picturesqueness it is far in advance 
of the palaces of Rome, Florence, and even Venice, and has not yet 
received the recognition which it deserves. 

The earliest palace built in the Renaissance style is that which 
adjoins the Alhambra at Granada, and was begun by the emperor 
Charles V. for his own residence in 1527. but never completed. 
The building is nearly an exact square of 205 ft., with a great circular 
court in the centre, nearly too ft. in diameter. This central court 
was enclosed by a colonnade with Doric columns, and an upper 
storey with columns of the Ionic order From the unfinished con-
dition of the palace and the absence of roofs, it is difficult to decide 
what the form of the latter might have been. But the design. bepn 
by Pedro alachuca and continued by Alonso Berruguete ( 1 480

-iso ), is so remarkable that it ought to be better known. Its 
proximity to the Alhambra, however, deprives it of the attention 
which otherwise it deserves for the purity of its details and for its 
good proportion. 

A second palace, the Alcarar at Toledo, was begun in tszo by 
Charles H., Put little else than the bare walls remain, as it was 
destroyed by fire in 1886, after having been twice rebuilt. In its 
design it belongs to the true Spanish type of the Renaissance, with 
the simple ashlar masonry of its walls and the accentuation of the 
principal entrance doorway and the windows. In this palace also 
the plan is square, about t to ft., with a square courtyard (240 ft.). 

The third palace built, the Escorial. some 20 m. to the north-east 
of Madrid, is the most renowned—more, however, on account of its 
immense size than for its design. It was built for Philip 11. and 
begun in 1563 from the designs of Juan Bautista de Toledo. being 
completed by his pupil, Juan de Herrera, in 1584. The principal front 
is 68o ft. in width, the depth of the palace 540 ft , with the king's 
residence in rite rear. The plan is a fine conception, and consists 
of a large entrance court in the centre, with the church in the rear, 
having on the right the Colegio and on the left the monastery, with 
numerous courts in each case. The church is 32o ft long by 220 ft. 
wide, the principal portion being the intersection of the nave and 
transept, which is covered by a dome. The corn is placed above 
the entrance vestibule, which is too ft. long and 27 ft. high, im-
perfectly lighted, but by contrast emphasizing the dimensions and 
the splendour of the church beyond. Externally the grouping is 
fine; the lofty towers at the angles, the central composition of the 
main front, and at the rear of the court the front of the church 
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with its corner towers and the great dome, all form an exceedingly 
picturesque group, and it is only when one begins to examine the 
work in detail that its poverty in design reveals itself. instead of 
accentuating the windows of the principal storeys and giving them 
appropriate dressings, the fronts are pierced with innumerable 
windows, which give the appearance of a factory, and the angle 
towers, nine storeys high, look like ordinary " sky-sempnrs," without 
any of the dignity and importance which the architectural design 
of a palace requires. The same applies to the great eat ranee courts 
five storeys high with an attic, all of the most commonplace design. 
Internally the church is fine, but it is dwarfed by the immense sae 
of the Doric pilasters, 62 ft. high, all in plain stone masonry, the 
coldness of which is emphasized by the rich colouring of the vaulted 
ceilings and the elaboration of the pavement, all in coloured marbles. 
The palace is regarded by the Spaniards as the Versailles of Spain, 
and if it had been possible to have interchanged some of the features, 
to transfer to Versailles some of the towers, and to break up the wall 
surface of the Escorial with the superimposed order of ' 
which became monotonous by their repetition at V 'less,,  both 
palaces would have gained. 

The palace at Madrid is the last of the series, and although it was 
begun at a much later period, by Philip V. in '737. from the designs 
of the Italian architect Sachetti, it is a fine and simple composition. 
consisting of a lofty ground storey with coursed masonry, carrying 
semi-detached columns of the Ionic order, rising through three 
storeys. the whole crowned by an entablature and a bold balustrade. 
The slightly projecting wings at each end of the main front and the 
central frontispiece give that variety and play of light and shade of 
which one regrets the absence in the Cancellaria palace at Rome. 

We must, however, retrace our steps to the beginning of the 
!Cub century, to take up the early buildings of the style; thepalace 
of the Conde de Monterey at Salamanca. built in two from the 
designs of Alonso de Covarrubias, is a fine example. The masonry 
of the ground and first floors is of the simplest character, the decora-
tion being confined to the entrance doorways and to the windows 
of the important rooms. It is on the second floor that the design 
becomes enriched with an open arcade and entablature above, 
crowned with a rich cresting. In the wings at the angles, and in 
the central block, the buildings are carried up an additional storey, 
the plain masonry of which gives value to the open galleries between. 
On these wings and the central block are other galleries crowned 
with entablature and cresting. These features therefore form 
towers, which break the sky-line. There is still another treatment 
peculiar to the Spanish Renaissance, in which the example of the 
Moorish palaces would seem to have been followed, viz. the elaborate 
carving of the pilasters and their capitals, of the panelling and 
the horizontal friezes, which is extremely minute and kbW in the 
lower storeys, but increases in scale and projection towards the 
upper storeys. This is very notable in the entrance gateway of the 
university of Salamanca (Plate V., fig. 73), where the carved arabesque 
in the panelling above the doors is of the finest description, equal to 
what might be found in cabinet work, whilst that of the upper 
portion immediately under the cornice is at least twice the stale of 
that below and is in bold relief. 

The principal buildings characteristic of the Spanish Renaissance, 
in chronological order, are:—the hospital of Santa Cruz at Toledo, 
built in 1304-1314. and the Hospicio de los Reyes at Santiago 
(t3o4). both from the designs of Enrique de Egas. the former with a 
magnificent portal rising through two storeys and a gallery with an 
open arcade above,• the Irish college at Salamanca, built (1521) 
from the designs of Pedro de Ibarra. Alonso de Covarrubias, and 
Berruguete; the convent of San Marcos, Leon, by Juan de Badajoz 
(t4t4-1343)—here, however, the whole facade is panelled out in 
imitation of late Gothic work, Renaissance pilasters add devices 
taking the place of the buttresses set angle-wise and flamboyant 

Fselling; the Colegio de San Ildefonso at Marla de Henares 
ormerly the seat of the university), built in 1337-1384 by Rodrigo 
il de Ontadon. 
Of municipal buildings the Louie or exchange at Toledo (1331), 

built in brick-work, is somewhat Florentine in style. 
The town hall of Seville (1337-853a), by Diego de Riad° and 

Martin Garuza, may be taken as the most gorgeous example in Spain 
(Plate V., fig. 74).  The front facing the square is very simple, 
compared with the facade in the street at the rear, and here again 
we find, in the ornamental carving of the windows and door mould-
ings on the ground floor, a different scale from that adopted on the 
first Boor, where the shafts are enriched with a superabundance 
of carved ornament in strong relief. There is still one other feature 
of great importance in Spain. the magnificent galleries of the patios 
or courts found in all the important buildings. It is from these 
galleries that access is obtained to the rooms on the first floor. 
They have sometimes arcades on the first floor, and columns with 
bracket-capitals on the upper storey. There is an infinite variety 
of design in these capitals, the brackets on each side of which lessen 
the bearing of the architrave. 

The earliest Renaissance example of these patios (1323) is in the 
Irish college at Salamanca; it was carved by Berruguete. Alonso de 
Covarrubias being the architect. In the same town is the Casa de Is 
Salinas. another example with fine sculpture. In the Casa Polentina 
(133o) at Avila, and the Casa de Miranda at Burgos, columns with  

bracket -capitals are employed on both storeys. Rich examples are 
found in the Casa de la Infanta and Casa Zaporta (13801, both at 
Saragossa. Of late examples the patio of the Lon' at Seville by 
Juan de Herrera resemi ∎ les in its style the courtyard of the Farnese 
palace at Rome; and the same style obtains in the court of the 
Escorial, built at a time when the purer Italian style was introduced 
into Spain. These cour ts, though cold in design, compared with the 
earlier Renaissance type, are of fine proportion. Two other examples 
are found in the bishop' s palace at Alcoa de.Henares, one of which 
has a tnagnificent staircase- (R. P. S.) 

Rzlearssatrez Aicanzcroax DC ENGLAND 
In England, as in France, the influence of the Classic Revival 

was first seen in connexion with tombs and church work, though 
not nearly to the same extent as in France, where throughout 
the country the work of the Italian sculptor is to be found not 
only in churches but in country mansions. On the other hand, 
two if not three of the Italian artists who came over to England 
were men of some reputation, such as Pietro Torrigiano, a 
Florentine sculptor who was invited over by Henry VIII. and 
entrusted with the tomb of Henry VII. in Westminster Abbey 

s-isift), and executed the tomb of John Young (in terra-
cotta) in the Rolls chapel (1516). Another Italian was Giovanni 
des Malan°, who was also a Florentine, who modelled the busts 
of the emperors in the terra-cotta medallions over the entrance 
gates at Hampton Court, and probably the panel flanked by 
Corinthian pilasters, in which are modelled the arms of Cardinal 
Wolsey, also in terra-cotta. Benedetto des Rovezzano ( 1 478- 

 e. t552), and Toto del Nundatajtalian artists of note, were also 
employed in England, the first on the tomb of Cardinal Wolsey 
(now destroyed), and the second on the palace of Nonsuch, built 
by Henry VIII., which was pulled down in 167o. Other early 
Renaissance work Is found at Christchurch Priory, In the Salisbury 
Chantry (1529), the design of which is Gothic and some of the 
details Italian, and in the tombs of the countess of Richmond in 
Westminster Abbey (1519), of the earl of Arundel in Arundel 
church, Sussex, of Henry, Lord Marney, at Layer Marney (1525), 
of the duke of Richmond (1537) and the duchess of Norfolk 
(1572) in Fmrolingham church; and of Queen Anne of Cleves 
(1552) in Westminster Abbey, attributed to Haveus of Cleves. 
The sedilia (in terra-cotta) of Wymondham church, Norfolk, 
the choir screen at St Cross, and Bishop Gardiner's chantry, 
Winchester, and the vaulted roof of Bishop West% chapel at 
Ely, all show the direct influence of the Italian cinque-cento 
style. The most beautiful example in England of Italian wood-
work is the organ screen in King's College chapel, Cambridge 
0534-L530. which, except for the coats of arms, the roses, port-
cull's and other English emblems, might be in some Italian church, 
so perfect is its design and execution. Of early domestic work, 
Sutton Place (1523-1525), near Guildford, Surrey, is a good 
exampled transition work. The design is Tudor, but the window 
mullions and panels inserted throughout the structure, which 
is built in brick, are all enriched with dnque-cento details in 
terra-cotta, and probably executed by Italian craftsmen. Similar 
enrichments in the same material are found decorating the 
entrance tower (1522--r525) at Layer Marney, Essex. 

Nearly all the examples above mentioned come within the 
first half of the 16th century. Passing into the second half and 
dealing with domestic architecture, we find the history of the 
introduction of classic work into England more complicated than 
in other countries, because in addition to the Italian, we have 
French, Flemish and German influences to reckon with, and it 
is sometimes difficult to decide from which source the features 
are borrowed. There were, however, two still more important 
considerations to be taken into account—firstly, the extremely 
conservative character of the English people, who were satisfied 
with the traditional work of the country, and the methods by 
which it was carried out, and secondly, the great progress is 
design which was made during the Elizabethan period, resulting 
in a phase which was peculiarly English and did not lend itself 
easily to classic embellishment. 

Already in the last phase of Gothic work, to which the title 
of Tudor is generally given, important changes were being made 
In the planning of the larger country mansions, and features 

• 
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were introduced which seemed to give an Impetus towards their 
further development. 

The most important of these features were the foillowing:—the 
bow window, rectangular or polytonal, of which the earliest examples 
date from the reign of Edward IV. (1461-1483), such as Eltham 
Palace in Kent, Cowdray Castle in Sussex, and Thornbury Castle in 
Gloucestershire, and at a later period at Hampton Court; octagonal 
towers or turrets flanking the entrance gateway at each end of the 
main front ; the projecting forward of the side wings no as to get 
better light to the rooms in them by having windows on both sides, 
such projections varyin•the otherwise monotonous effect of a uni-
form facade without breaks; the long gallery (generally on an upper 
floor), which was in important characteristic of the Elizabethan 
house; and last but not least, the adherence to the type of old 
Tudor window, with its atoulded mullions and transoms but with 
square head. 

One of the first modifications was the introduction of semicircular 
bow windows, as in Kirby Hall, Northamptonshire. followed by a 
second example at Burton Agnes in Yorkshire (1602-1610), and a 
third at Lilford Hall in Northamptonshire (1635). They were 
carried up through three storeys at Kirby Hall. the upper storey 
in the roof; three storeys at Burton Agnes with balcony and 
balustrade; and two storeys at Lilford Hall—these features being 
extremely simple but fine or effect, and the windows with moulded 
mullions and transoms lending themselves naturally to the curve. 

The projecting bays and bow windows seemed to have such an 
attraction for the builders of these country mansions that at Burton 
Agnes (with a rectangular plan of 120 ft. by 8o ft.) there are no fewer 
than thirteen of them, which break up the wall surface and give a 
picturesque group extesnally, whilst internally they add to the fine 
effect of the rooms. At Barlborough Hall, Derbyshire, with a 
frontage of So ft., there is a central rectangular bay forming the 
entrance porch mad carried up above the roof, and two large octagonal 
bow windows which rise as towers with an extra storey. In all these 
mansions the only influence which the Revival seems to have 
exerted m i main the introduction of an entablature, which sometimes 
takes the place of the Gothic string course, balustrades which crown 
the building, but with no projecting cornice, and gables with curved 
outlines and Renaissance panels or scrolls. The fact is that, with 
prominent features so widely differing from those which were 
regimented on the perspective drawings attached to the earlier 

Tpublications of the five orders, such as those of Serlio (1w) and 
redenaan de Vries of Antwerp (1577), the only course left open to 

the master-mason was to decorate the principal entrance with 
columns and pilasters of the Classic orders, sometimes superposed 
one upon the other. 

To the further development of this singular introduction of the 
Classic orders we shall return; for the moment it will be better to 
follow a chronological sequence and take up the principal examples 
of the country mansion, some of tshich were from the first Intended 
to be Classic buildings. Of the house built at Gorhambury in 
Hertfordshire (1563) for Sir Nicholas Bacon, the father of Lord 
flacon, too little remains to render its design intelligible, except 
that it still retains in its lofty window the Tudor pointed arch; but 
in Longford in Wiltshire, built by Sr John Thynne (1567-1580). we 
have a typical example, the design of which departs from the English 
type, though it would seem to have been carried out according to 
the traditional custom of entrusting the whole work to a master-
mason, and furnishing him with sketch designs of some kind zuggest-
Int the required arrangements of the plan, the principal features 
of the exterior elevation and the internal disposition. This custom 
was adhered to far into the 18th century at Oxford and Cambridge, 
where the alterations and additions to some of the colleges, such as 
the chapel of Clare College, Cambridge (1763), were carried out by 
master-masons or builders who were supplied with sketch designs 
and sometimes even the materials for the buildingsthey had to carry 
out, notwithstanding the existence of properly trained architects. 
who from the first half of the 17th century were usually entrusted 
with the preparation of the necessary designs for new structures of 
any considerable Importance. 

The name of the designer of Longleat is not known; the mast 
mason was Robert Smithson, who in 158o went to Wollaton in 
Nottinghamshire and constructed the mansion there. Longleat is so 
Italian in style that it must have been conceived by some one who 
bad been in Italy, because it departs from the usual English type. 
The plan Is rectangular, with a frontage of 220 ft. by 18o ft. deep, 
an entrance porch in the centre, with two projecting bays on each 
aide carried up through the throe storeys, and three similar bays on 
the flanks. The whole block is crowned with a parapet, the centre 
portion of which is pierced with a balustrade, but the main cornice 
bears no resemblance to the Italian feature, being only that of the 
entablature of the upper order. The projecting bays are decorated 
with pilasters of the Poric, Ionic and Corinthian orders, each with its 
proper entablature. These classic features would seem to have 
been copied from a work by John Shute. painter and architect, who 
had been sent to Italy by the duke of Northumberland in 155r, 
and in 1563 brought out his Chief Grounder 4 Architecture, the first 
practical work published in English on architecture. Shute died in 
the Mee year. hot two other  editions appeared in 15n and 1584.  

which shows that it must have had an extensive circulation and 
probably exercised the greatest influence on English architecture, 
A second book on the orders, already referred to as published in 
1577 by Jan Vredeman de Vries of Antwerp, was not of the IMO 
type, for instead of confining his work, like Shute and Seslio, to a 
sample representation of the Classic orders, he introduced, on the 
shafts of his columns and on the pedestals, designs of the most 
debased rococo type, with additional plates suggesting their applied'. 
tion to various buildings. Robert ithson, or his client Sir Fr. 
Willoughby. apparently obtained • copy of this book. and the result 
is seen (Plate VI., fig. 76) in the mansion built at WoUaton (1580-
1588), in which we find the first examples of elaborately decorated 

; crestings on the angle towers, the design of which is 
Ctstaalass strap-work; and medallions with busts in them, enclosed 
with twisted curves similar to those which flowers and leaves take 
when thrown into the fire. The plan and the scheme of the desigeof 
Wollaton is. however, so far superior to the usual type, that it may 
fairly be ascribed to John Thorpe, an architect or surveyor, of whose 
drawings there is a large collection In the Soane Museum, repreeent 
ing many of the more important mansions of the Elizabethan era; 
some of his own design, others either plans measured from existing 
buildings upon which he was called in to report or copies from other 
sources, and some reproduced from published works such as Vrede. 
man de Vries's pattern book and Androuct du Cerceau's Des past 
eucelknts bastitnewb de Prance (1576). 

To John Thorpe is also attributed the design of !Grey Hall 
(157o-1572) in Northamptonshire,. in which the plan of the feudal 
castle with great central court is still retained. This court is 
symmetrically designed, and was evidently considered to be the 
principal feature, the decoration being far richer than that of the 
exterior of the building. 

Amongst other important mansions are Moreton Old Hall (1550•• 
1559, partly rebuilt in t6o2 • see House, Plate III., fig. sr) is 
Cheshire, a fine house in half-timber; ICaole House, Kent (1570, 
possibly also designed by John Thorpe; Charlecote Hall (t572) 
near Stratford-on-Avon; Burleigh House, Northamptonshire (1575), 
the most remarkable feature in which is the great tower in the court-
yard, decorated with the Doric, Ionic and Corinthian orders super-
posed. the design apparently sunwd by a similar feature in the 
chiteau of Anet, France (pubfidord in du Crease); Apethorpe 
Hall, Northamptonshire (1580);. Montacute House, Somereetsluse 
(1580-1600); Castle Ashby, Northamptonshire (149 1-1589)- 
Brereton Hall, Cheshire ( 1 575-158_6U brick and atone: we-6"mm 
Park, Worcestershire (1590); Wa urst Place, Sussex (1590; 
Hardwick Hall. Derbyshire (159o-1597); Longford Castle, Wilrehire 
(1591-1612); Cobham Hall, I4nt (1594); Dorton House, Bucking.. 
hamshire (1596): Speke Hall, Lancashire (1598), partly in hat: 
timber work; Holland House, Kensington (1606• wings and arcades, 
1624); Bolsover Castle, Derbyshire (1601i13); Charlton Howe, 

m Kent (t6o7); Bramshill, Hampshire 0 	1612), an interesting), 
 of Jacobean architecture; Hat • Hertfordshire (Mob. 

test), with an extremely , fine courtyard (north side in brick and 
stone, 1621); Audley End, Essex (1610-1616), a great portion al 
which was afterwards pulled down; Ham House, Surrey 4610. 
chiefly in brick; Pinkie House, at Musselburgh In Midlothian 
(1613); Aston Hall near Birmingham (1618-1635); BUclding Hall,
Norfolk (1619); Heriot's hospital, Edinburgh (1628-1659); and 
Lanhydroc, Cornwall (1636-1641), which brings us demi to the period 
of the pure Italian Revival introduced by largo Jones. 

We have already referred to the reproduction of the Clank 
orders, superposed as an enrichment of the ' 'pal entrance 
doorways. In addition to Burton Agnes and Burleigh House, 
there are endless examples in mansions and country houses, but the 
most remarkable are those at Oxford: in the old Schools, wherecoupled 
columns flank the entrance gateway with the five orders sum:need, 
and in Merton and Wadham Colleges, with four orders (the Tuscan 
being omitted), in neither case taking any cognizance of the levels 
of windows or string courses of the earlier building to which they 
were applied, or serving any structural purpose. The orders were 
all taken from one of the pattern books, and in theSchools and in 
Merton College the rococo ornament and strap•work found In Vrede- 
man de Vries's work were copied with more or less fidelity to the 
original. There are, however, two or three buildinp inNorthamptoa. 
shire which are free from rococo work, and in their design form a 
pleasant contrast, as much to the elaboration of the buildingsjust 
described as to the cold formality of the works of the later Italian 
style. Lyveden new buildings (1577), the Triangular Lodge at 
Rushton, and the Market House at Rothwell, are all examples in 
which the orders from Serlio or John Shute are faithfully repre-
sented, and are of a refined character; in the first named the en-
tablatures only of the orders are introduced. In Rushton Hall 
(1595) the cresting of the bow windows shows the evil influence of 
Ille&man de Vries's pattern-book and of numerous designs by him 
and other Belgian artists, which were printed at the Plantin press. 
Two other publications of a similar rococo type were brought out in 
Germany, one by Cammermayer (1564) and the other by Dietterlin 
(1594), both at Nuremberg; neither of them would seem to have 
been much known in England. but indirectly through German 
craftsmen they may have influenced some of the work of the Jacobean 
period, and more particularly the chimney pieces and the caging* 
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of the gallery and other important rooms in which strap-work is 
found. Among the finer examples of ceilings of early date are those 
of Knole, Kent; Haddon Hall, Derbyshire; Sizergh Hall, Westmor- 
land; South Wm=11 Manor House, Wiltshire; the Red Lodes, 
Bristol; Cheatleton House; and Canons Ashby—in the last three 
with pendants. Two of the hest-designed ceilings of modest dimen-
sions am those of the Reindeer Inn at Banbury and the Star Innat 
Great Yarmouth. The principal decorative feature of the reception 
rooms was the chimney-piece, rising from floor to ceiling, in early 
examples being very simple—es those at Broughton Home and 
Lacock Abbey—but at a later date overlaid with rococo strap•work 
ornament and misshapen figures, as at South WmpaII and Castle 
Ashby. One of the most beautiful chimney.piecas is in the ball- 
room at Knott, probably of Flemish design, but at Cobham Hall, 
Hardwick, Hatfield and Iliolsover Castle are fine examples in which 
different-coloured marbles are employed, there being a remarkable 
series at the last-named place. 

The long gallery has already been incidentally mentioned. Its-
origin has never been clearly captained: it was generally situated 
in an upper storey, and may have been for exercise, like the eaves 
galleries in Spain. The dimensions were sometimes remarkable; 
one at Ampthill (no longer existing) was 245 ft. long; and a second 
at Audley End, 220 ft. long and m ft. wide. Of moderate length, 
the best known are those of Haddon Hall, with rich wainscotting 
carried up to the tailing; Hardwick, Knole, Longleat,  Blickling Hall 
and Sutton Place, Surrey. 

In early work. the staircases were occasionally In stone with 
circular or rectangular newels, but the more general type was that 
known as the open well staircase, with balustrade and newels in 
timber. Of these the more remarkable examples are those at Hat-
field; Barthel! Hall, Shropshire: SYdenharn House, Devonshire; 
Charterhouse,. London; OcInvells Manor House, Berkshire; 
Blickfing, Norfolk; and the Old Star Ina at Lewes, Sussex. 

One of the important features in the old halls was the screen 
separating the hall from the pa over the latter being a galle ry. 
the front of the amen facing the hal

ssage, 
 l was considered to be its clad 

decoration, and was accordingly enriched with columns of the Classic 
orders, and balustrade or cresting over. The screens of Charter-
-Douse (London), Trinity College (Cambridge), Wadham Colke 
(Oxford). and the Middle Temple Hall (London), am remarkable for 
their design and erercution. The.great harnmenbesun roof (156a-
1572) in the last named is the finest example of the ReilablettiCe is 
extstence (see Boors, Plate 1., fig. 23). 

With the exception of chantry or other chapels added to existing 
building, there was only one church built in the period we are now 
describing, St John's at Leeds. This church Is divided down the 
centre by an arcade of pointed arches, virtually constituting a double 
nave, and the rood-screen is carried through both. The window 
tracery and the arcade show how the master-mason adhered to the 
traditional Gothic style, but the rood-screen, notwithstanding its 
rococo decoration, is a fine Jacobean work, eclipsed only by the 
magnificent example at Croscombe, which, with the pulpit and other 
church accessories, dating from 1616, constitutes the most complete 
example of that period. 

The pure Italian style, as it Is sometimes called, was introduced 
into France probably by Serlio, and the result of its first influence 

lake 
is shown in the Louvre, begun in 1546. It entered 

s. Spain about so years later, under the rule of Philip II., Jeee 
and Germany about the same time, creating about 

too years later a reaction in Spain in favour of a less cold and 
formal style, and scarcely taking any root in Germany. In 
England its first appearance does not take place till r6rg, when 
Inigo Jones, after his second visit to Rome, designed an immense 
palace, measuring z iso ft. by goo ft., of which the only portion 
built was the Banqueting House in Whitehall (Plate VI., fig. 75); 
a fine design, in which the emphasizing of the central portion by 
columns in place of pilasters is an original treatment not found in 
Italy, but of excellent effect. 'Unfortunately many subsequent 
designs of Inigo Jones were either not carried out or have 
since been destroyed; but nothing approached this admirable 
work in Whitehall. 

Among his buildings still remaining are St Paul's, Covent Garden 
(1631 i ). a simple and massive structure which requires perhaps an 
Italian sun to make it cheerful; York Stairs Water ate (1626 : the 
front of Wilton House, near Salisbury (1633); the Queen's House, 
Greenwich (1617), a very poor design; Colesh II, Berkshire; ire ; Reran' m 
Park, Norfolk, with weakly-designed gables and an entrance doorway 
with curved broken pediment, which can scarcely be regarded as 
pure Italian; and Ashburnham House, Westminster (the staircase 
of which is extremely fine), carried out after his death by his pupil 
John Webb, who, at Thorpe Hall, near Peterborough (1636), shows 
that he possessed some of his master's qualities in his employment of 
simple and bold details. 

Sir Christopher Wren, who follows, was by far the greatest 

architect of the Italian schOol, through orlon* enottgh be had 
never been in Italy. His first work was the library of Pembroke 
College, Cambridge (x663-1664), followed by the ima. 
Sheldonian theatre at Oxford, in the construction of 
the roof of which, with a span of 68 ft., he showed his great 
scientific knowledge. In i665 he went to Paris, where he stopped 
six months studying the architectural buildings there and in its 
vicinity, and where be came across Hernial, whose designs for 
destroying the old Louvre (fortunately not carried out) were 
being started. On his return Wren occupied himself with 
designs for the rebuilding of the old St Paul's, but these were 
rendered useless by the great fire of the sand of September 1666, 
which opened out his future career. His plan for the reconstruc-
tion of the city was not followed, owing to the opposition of the 
owners of the sites, but he began plans for the rebuilding of the 
churches and of St Paid's cathedral, In his treatment of the 
former, where he was obliged to limit himself. to the old sites, 
often very irregular, and in most cases tn.the old foundations, 
he adopted, perhaps quite unconsciously, one of the principles 
of ancient Roman architecture, and made the central feature 
the key of his plan, fitting the aisles, vestries, porches, &c., into 
what remained of the site; this central feature varied according 
to its extent and proportions, and sometimes from a desire to 
work out a new problem. The central dome was a favourite 
conception, the finest example of which is that of St Stephen's, 
Walbrook (1676); other domed churches are St Mary-at-HM, 
St Mildred's, Bread Street, St Mazy Abchurch (1680, where the 
dome virtually covers the whole area of the church, and St 
Swithin's, Cannon Street, an octagonal example. In St Anne 
and St Agnes, Aldersgate, the crossing is covered with an inter-
secting barrel vault; and in this small church, about sa ft. 
square with four supporting columns, be manages to get nave 
transept and choir with aisles in the angles. In those churcher: 
where there was sufficient length, the ordinary arrangement of 
nave and able is adopted, with an elliptical barrel vault over 
the nave, sometimes intersected and lighted from clerestory 
windows, the finest example of these being St Bride's, Fleet 
Street; other examples are St Mary-le-Bow (Cheapside), Christ-
church (Nee/gate) and St Andrew's (Holborn). In St James's, 
Piccadilly, of which the site was a new one, the plan of nave and 
aisles with galleries over, and a fine internal design with barrel-
vaulted ceiling, was adopted; the exterior is very simple, 
which suggests that Wren attached much more importance to 
the interior. It should be pointed out that in all these cases, 
the vaults, to which we have referred, were in lath and plaster, 
and consequently covered aver with slate roofs, and as a rule 
the exteriors (which are rarely visible) were deemed to be of 
less importance. This is, however, made up for by the position 
selected for the towers, and in their varied design those of St 
Mary-le-Bow, St Bride's (Fleet Street) and St Magnus (London 
Bridge) are perhaps the finest of a most remarkable series. 

The foundation stone of St Paul's cathedral was laid in 1675, and 
the lantern was finished in t 71o. The silhouette of the dome (Plate 
11., fig. 66), which is, of course, its principal feature, is far superior to 
those of St Peter's at Rome, or the Invalides or Pantheon at Paris, 
and the problem of its construction with the central lantern was 
solved much more satisfactorily than in any other example. Wren 
realized that the attempt to render a dome beautiful internally as 
well as externally could only be obtained by having three shells in 
its construction; the inner one for inside effect, the outer one 'to 
give greater prominence externally, and the third, of conical form, 
to support the lantern. 

plan, Wren's design (fig. 53) was in accordance with the midi, 
tional arrangement of an English cathedral, with nave, north and 
south transepts and choir, in all cases with side aisles, and a small 
apse to the choir. The great dome over the crossing is, like the 
octagon at Ely. of the same width as nave and aisles together. It 
resembles the plan of that cathedral also in the four great arches 
opening into nave, tmnsepts and choir, with smaller arches between. 
Instead of the great barrel vault of St Peter's, Rome. Wren intro. 
duced a series of cupolas over the main arms of the cathedral, which 
enabled him to light the same with clerestory windows; these are 
not visible on the exterior, as they are masked by the upper storey 
which Wren carried round the whole structure, in order, probably, 
to give it greater height and importance; by its weight, however, 
it serves to resist the thrust of the vaults transmitted by buttresses 
across the aisles. The grouping of the two lanterns ocithe west front 
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with the central dome is extremely fine; the west portico is not 
satidactory, but the semicircular porticoes of the north and south 
transepts are very beautiful features. Greater importance is given 
to the cathedral by raising it on a podium about lx ft. above the 
level of the pavement outside, which enables the crypt under the 
whole cathedral to be lighted by side windows. 

The principal examples of the churches which followed are those 
of St George's, Bloomsbury; St Mary Woolnoth; Christ Church, 
Spite'fields, by Nicholas Hawksmoor; and St Mary- le-Strand 
074), and St Martin's-in-the-Fields (1731), by James Gibbs. Gibbs's 
interiors are second only to those of Wien, while Hawksmoor's are 
very weak; in both cases, however, the exteriors are finely designed. 
Amongst subsequent works are St_John's, Westminster, and St 
Philips, Birmingham (1ro), by Thomas Archer; St George's, 
HanoverSqloutre.  0713-1714), by John James; All Saints' church, 
Oxford, by 	n Aldrich; St Giles-in-the-Fiekb (1j.ir2iebr." aHenry
Flitcroft; and St Leonard's, Shoreditch 0736), by 

FIG. 53.—Plan of St Paul's Cathedral, London. 

Sir Christopher Wren's chief monumental work was Greenwich 
hospital, in the arrangement of which he had to include the Queen's 
House, and a block already begun on the west side. His solution 
was of the most brilliant kind, and seen from the river the grouping 
of the several blocks with the colonnade and cupolas of the two 
central ones is admirable. 

Wren's next great work was the alterations and additions to 
Hampton Court palace, begun in 1689, the east front facing the park 
(Plate VI., fig. 77), the south front facing the river, the fountain 
court and the colonnade opposite the great hall. Chelsea hospital 
(0682-1693). the south front (now destroyed) to Christ's hospital 
(1692), and Winchester school (1684-1687), are all examples in 
brick with stone quoins, cornices. door and window dressings, which 
show how Wren managed with simple materials to give a monu-
mental effect. The library which he built in Trinity College, 
Cambridge (1678), with arcades on two storeys divided by three-
quarter detached columns of the Doric and Ionic orders, is based 
on the same principle of design as those in the court of the Farnese  

palace at Rome by Sandie. a part.of the palace which is not likely 
to have been known by him. 

The results of the Italian Revival in domestic architecture were 
not altogether satidactory, for although it is =intim* claimed 
that the style was adapted by its architects to the traditional require- 
ments and customs of the English people. the contrary will be found 
if they are compared with the work of the 16th century. The chief 
aim mesas to have been generally to produce a great display of 
Classic features, which, even supposing they followed more eked 
the ancient models, were quite superfluous and generally in terfered  
with the lighting of the chief rooms. which were sacrificed to them. 
In fact them are many cases in which one cannot help feeling how 
much better the effect would be if the great porticoes rising t 
two storeys were removed. This is specially the case in Sir Jo 
Vaabrugh's mansion, Seaton Delays!, in Northumberland (1720); 
his other works, Blenheim 074) and Castle Howard Woe), are 
vulgarized also by the employment of the large orders. •1 same 
defect edits in Sw..*h Abbey, Leamington, where the orders 
carried up through two and three storeys respectively destroy the 
scale of the whole structure. 

other mansions, the principal examples are Houghton in 
Norfolk 1723), a fine work, the villa at Mereworth in imitation of 
the Villa Capra near Vicenza, and the front of old Burlington House 
(1718). copied from the Porto palace at Vicenza, by Cohn Campbell; 
Holkham in Norfolk and Devonshire House, London, by William 
Kent; Ditchley in Oxfordshire, and Milton House near Petro 
borough. by Gibbs; Chesterfield House, London, by Isaac Ware; 
Wentworth House in Yorkshire Om), and Woburn Abbey in 
Bedfordshire (1747). by Henry Fli•Wdt; Spencer House, London 
(1762), by John Vardy; Prior Park and various works in Bath by 
ohn Wood; the Mansion House, London, by George Dance; 

ardour in Wiltshire, Kedleston Hall in Derbyshire, and Worksop 
in Nottinghamshire (1763). by James Paine; GopeaU Hall. Ely 
House. Dover Street, London (tax), and Heveringliam Hall in 
Suffolk, by Sir Robert Taylor. to whose munificence we owe the 
Taylor Buildings at Oxford; Harewood House in Yorkshire (1760), 
Lytham Hall 111 Lancashire, and (part of) Wentworth House in 
Yorkshire, by John Carr; and Luton Hoo (0767), now larrly 
reconstructed. and Sion House 0760, the best-known mansions 
by Robert Adam, who with his brothers built the Adelphi and many 
houses in London. Adam designed a type of decoration in stucco 
for ceilings and nuunelpieces, the dies of which are still in existence 
and are utilized extensively in modern houses. His labours were not 
confined to buildings, but extended to their decoration, furniture and 
fittings. 

The works of Sir William Chambers were of a most varied nature, 
but his fame is chiefly based on Somerset House in the Strand, 
London (1776), with its facade faring the river, a magnificent work 
second only to lnigo Jones's Whitehall, but infinitely more exten-
sile and difficult to design. He was also the author of a work on 
The Decorative Part of Civil Architect are, which is still the standard 
work on the subject in England. His pupil, James Gandon, won the 
first gold medal given by the Royal Academy in 1769, and his 
principal work was the Custom House in Dublin (1781). Newgate 
prison (1770), a remarkable building now destroyed, was the chief 
work carried out by George Dance, mn. 

Other buildings not yet mentioned are the Alcove and Banqueting 
Hall (Orangery) of Kensington Palace, by Wren; the Radcliffe 
library, Oxford, by Gibbs. an extremely fine work both externally 
and internally; ueen's College, Oxford, by Hawksmoor; the 
county hall. Northampton, by Sir Roger Norwich; the town hall, 
Abingdon (1677). designer unknown; the Ashmolean museum. 
Oxford (1677). by T. Wood; Clare College, Cambridge, and St 
Catherine's Hall, Cambridge (1640-1679), by Thomas and Robert 
Grumboll, master-masons; the custom house. King's Lynn (1681). 
by Henry Bell; Nottingham Castle. designed by the duke of New-
castle in 1674 and carried out by March. his clerk of works—the 
central portion is finely proportioned, and it is only in the pilasters 
at the quoins that one recognizes the amateur; two houses in Caven-
dish Square, London (1717), on the north side, by John James; 
Lord Burlington's villa 0 740) at Chiswick, by William Kent, which 
with its internal decorations is still perfect; the celebrated Palladian 
Bridge at Wilton, by R. Morris; and last but not least. in conse-
quence of its great influence on modern architecture, Sparrowe's 
house at Ipswich (1567-1662). the timber oriel windows of which 
are now so of:en reproduced. (R. P. S.) 

Riluasssscs Aacifxrwrostx iii GERMANY 
The classical revival does not seem to have taken root in 

Germany much before the middle of the [6th century, some forty 
to fifty years later than in France, from which country it is said to 
have been introduced, and in some of the early work there is 
great similarity to French examples, but without the refinement 
and variety of detail which one finds in the chateaux of the 
Loire and in many of the French towns. In the rood-screen of 
the cathedral at Hildesheim (1546), the court of the town hall 
at Gfirlita (2534), the portal of the Petershof at Halberstadt 
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(ts51), and the entrance gateway of the castle at Brim (t553), 
one is able to recognize certain ornamental details and a similar 
superposition of pilasters in several storeys to that which is 
found in various towns in Normandy and on the Loire. In both 
countries the new style was engrafted on the last phase of the 
Gothic period, so forming at first a transitional style, which 
lasted about fifty years. Thus the lofty roofs which prevailed 
in the ssth century are developed further, but with this great 
divergence in the two countries. In France there are rarely 
gable ends, in Germany they are not only the chief character-
istic feature of the main front, but are introduced in the side 
elevations in the shape of immense dormer with two or three 
storeys and rising the full height of the roof, as in the castle at 
Hamelschenburg near Hameln. Throughout Germany, therefore, 
the gable end and the dormer gable became the chief features on 
which they lavished all their ornamental designs, the main walls 
of the building being as a rule either in plain masonry, rubble 
masonry with stucco facing, or brick and stone. Other promi-
nent features are the octagonal and circular oriel windows rising 
through two or three storeys at the corners of their buildings—
rectangular bow windows in two or three storeys, which were 
allowed apparently to encroach on the pavement, and octagonal 
turrets or towers instead of tirader as in Franca. In the 
vicinity of the Harz mountains, where timber was plentiful, 
a large proportion of the factories, houses and even public 
buildings, are erected in half-timber work with elaborate carving 
of the door and window jambs, projecting corbels. &c. At 
Hildesbeim, Wernigerode, Goslar, fire., these structures- are 
sometimes of immense size and richly decorated. Among 
early examples in stone, the porch added to the town hall of 
Cologne ( :57:), the projecting wings of the town halls at Halber-
stadt and Lemgo (1565), and the town halls at Posen ( 1 550), 
Altenburg (1562-1567) and Rothenburg (1571-isim), are all 
picturesque examples more or less refined in design. In the last-
named example the purer Italian style has exercised its influence 
in the principal doorway and in the arcaded gallery on the east 
front. This same influence shows itself in the courtyard of the 
town hall at Nuremberg, where the arcades of the two upper 
storeys might be taken for those of the courts of the palaces at 
Rome. 

Amongst other sfith-century work there are two entrance is 
at Darung, the Hohe Tor (iW), a fine massive structure, MOO the 
Langgasse Tor (Moo), more or less pure Italian in style. At 
Augsburg. the arsenal (1603-1607), by the architect Elias Holl (x573-
1646), is of a bold and original design, and the town hall has magnifi-
cent ceilings and wainscotting round the walls of the principal halls. 
This brings us to the castle of Heidelberg (Plate VII., figs. ge, 
79 and 80), which is looked upon by the Germans as the chef d movie 
of the Renaissance in Germany. As seen from the great court it 
forms an interesting study, there being the work of three periods: 
in the centre the picturesque group of the older building (c. tgag), 
on the right the Otto-Heinrichs-Bau (1556-1559).  and on the left 
the Friedricha.Bau (i6ox-16o7). Of the two the latter is the finer. 
The architect of the Otto•Hanric.hs.Bau would seem to have been 
undecided whether to give greater prominence and projection to his 
pilasters and cornices or to his windows with their dressings and 
pediments, so he has compromised the matter by making them 
both about the same, and the effect is most monotonous. In the 
FriedricheBau. which is a remarkable work, the pilasters are of 
great projection, with bold cornices and simple windows well set 
back, while the tracery of the jiround•floor windows is a element 
relief from the constant repetition of pilaster window dressings. 
The gables also of the Friedrichs-Bau break the horizontal skyline 
agreeably. A more minute examination of the decorative details, 
however, betrays the advent of • peculiar rococo style of a most 
debased type, which throughout the nth century spread through 
Germany. and the repetition of the same details suggests that it was 
copied from some of the pattern books which were published towards 
the end of the Mb century, comprising heterogeneous designs for 
title pages, door beads, frontispieces, and even extending to new 
versions-  of the orders, which apparently appealed to the German 
mason and saved him the trouble of invention. These books, com-
piled by de Vries and Dietterlin, emanated from the Low Countries, 
and their influence extended to England during the Elizabethan 
period. At all events in Germany it would seem to have arrested 
the purer Italian work, which we have already noticed, and hence-
forth in the gable ends one finds the most extraordinary accumula-
tion of distorted forms which, though sometimes picturesque, 
disfigure the German work of the 17th century. An exception 
might perhaps be made is favour of the Pelleesche Haus in Norma- 

bent (tees). one of the best boomed modest &nemeses In Ciermany. 
The la-We in the Aegidien•Plats is a fine composition(, inside is a 
very pietunssque court and staircase. and the painted ceiling and the 
wainscotting of one of the rooms in woods of different colours, 
though not very pure in style, are of excellent deign and execution. 

Some of the most cluiractenstie work of this type exists at Hameln, 
where the facades of the Rattenflingerhaus (16o2), the Hoduzitshaus 
(Mao), and many other build* are covered with the most extra• 
ordinary devices, leaving sae ely a foot of plain masonry asa relief. 
The south front a the town ball of Bremen (1612) is in the same 
style (Plate IV.. fig. Pa), reamed, however, by the fine large windows 
of the great hall and the arcade in boot. in which that is souse 
picturesque detail. Lute M the century the degradation increases 
until it reaches its climax in the Zwingerpalace at Dresden With 
the most terrible rococo work ever conceived, if we (=Pt some of 
the Churriguereeme work in Spain. 

the most pleasing features in Germany are the fountains 
whtir ,ilgound in every town; of these there are good examples at 
Tabingen, Prague, Hildellseim, Ulm. Nuremberg. already famed 
fee its Gothic fountaim, Mains and Rothenburg. In the latter town. 
built on an eminence. they are of great importance for the supply of 
th
eme town, and some of diem are extremely picturesque and of good 

rio the present we have said nothing about the ecclesiastical 
buildings in Germany, for the reason that the period between the 
Reformation and the conclusion of the Thirty Years' War was eat 
favourable to church building. The only example worth stems:sift 
is the church of St Michael at Munich 

(i 
 583.-tge7). and that more for 

its plan than for its architecture. It has a wade nave covered with 
a barrel vault, and a series of chapels forming semicircular recesses 
on each side, the walls between acting as buttresses to the great 
wale The transept is not deep enough to have any architectural 
value, out if at the east end there had been only an apse it would 
have been a better termination than thep choir. The Liabfrauem 
kirche at Dresden (l716-(gag) has a plan, but internally is 
arranged like a theatre with pit, tiers boxes, and • gallery, all in 
the worst possible taste, and externally the dome is far too high 
and destroys the scale of the lower part of the church. An elliptical 
dome is never a plesabw object, and in the church of St 
Sammie°, at Vienna, there are no other features to redeem its 
ugliness. The Marienkirche at WoUenbettel (16o8-1622) has • fine 
Italian portal; its side elevation is spoilt by the series of gable 
dormers, which are of no possible use, as the church (of the Hallos- 
birdies 	) is well lighted through the aisle windows. The pmtal 
of the Se 	Pelle OM) at Dresden is a fine work in the Italian 
style: and lastly. the church at Beekeburg. in a late debased style, 
is redeemed only by the fact that it is built in fine masonry and 
that the joints run through all the rococo details. (R. P. 54 

Rattudssancu Alcurrzcsuaz cat Bflutuu AND HOLIAND 

The Gothic development in the 15th century in Belgium, 
as evidenced in her magnificent town halls and other public 
buildings, not only supplied her requirements in the century 
following, but hindered the introduction of the Classic Revival, 
so that it is not till the second half of the 16th century that we 
find in the town hall of Antwerp a building which is perhaps more 
Italian in design than any work in Germany. There are, how. 
ever, a few instances of earlier Renaissance, such u the Salm Ina 
(ism) at Maims; the magnificent chimneypiece, by Conrad 
van Noremberger of Namur, in the council chamber of the 
palais de justice at Bruges 0530; and the palais de justice 
of Liege (x533),  formerly the bishop's palace, in the court of 
which are features suggesting a Spanish influence. The ipflusuce 
of the cinque-cento style of Italy may be noticed in the tomb 
of the count de Borgnival (1333) in the cathedral of Breda, 
and in the choir stalls of the church at Enkhulsen on the borders 
of the Zuyder Zee, both in Holland, and in the choir stalls of the 
cathedral of Ypres in Belgium; the carving of these bears stt 
close a resemblance to dnque-cento work in design and execution 
that one might condude they were the work of Italian artists, 
but their authors are known to have been Flemish, who must, 
however, have studied in Italy. Again, in the stained-glass 
windows of the church of St Jacques at Liege, the details are all 
cinque-cento, with circular arches on columns, festoons of leaves 
and other ornament, all apparently derived from Italian sources, 
but necessarily executed by Flemish painters, as stained-glass 
windows of that type are not often found in Italian churches. 

Of public buildings in Belgium, the most noted example is the* 
of the town hall at Antwerp, deigned by Corneliusde Vriendt (104). 
It has a frontage of over goo ft, facing the Grande Placa, and as as 

tithe classic orders above, with llioned windows between on the 
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three other storeys the uppmmost storey helni an oPen 
which gives that depth of shadow obtained in Its y by a projecting 
cornice. It is almost the only building in Belgium without the usual 
gable, the centre block being carried up above the eaves and 
terminated with an entablature supporting at each end a huge 
obelisk, and in the centre what looks like the miniature representa-
tion of a church. The only other classic building is the Renaissance 
portion of the town hall at Ghent, which is very inferior to the older 
Gothic portion. 

What is wanting in the town halls, however, is nmpty replaced 
by the magnificence of the houses built for the various gilds, as for 
instance those of the Fishmongers at Matinee (15an). of the Brewers, 
the Archers, the Tanners and the Cordeliers (rope-makers) at Ant-• 
warp, and, in the Grande Place at Brussels, the gilds of the Butchers, 
the Archers, the Skippers (the gable end of which represents the 
stern of a vessel with four cannons protruding), the Carpenters and 
others. Besides these, and especially in Antwerp, are to be found 
a, very large series of warehouses, which in the richness of their 
decoration and their monumental appearance vie with the gilds 
in the evolution of a distinct style of Renaissance architecture--a 
type from which the architect of the present day might derive more 
Inspiration than from the modest brick houses of Queen Anne's time. 

In domestic architecture, the best-preserved example of the 16th 
and 17th centuries is the Musk Plantin at Antwerp, the earliest 
portion of whithttes from ins. This was bought by Ch. Plantin, 
who was emplo to by Philip of Spain print all the breviaries and. 
missals for Span n anti the Netherlands; the fortune thus acquired 
enabled him and his successors to purchase from time to time 
adjoining properties which they rebuilt in the style of the earlier 
buildings. After 163y the buildings followed the style of the period. 
but up to that date they were all erected in brick with stone canoes 
and window dressings round a central court. Internally the whole 
of the ancient fittings are retained, including those of the old shop, 
the show-rooms, reception rooms and the residential portion of the 
house, with the wainscotting and Spanish leather on the walls 
above, panelled ceilings, chimney-pieces, stained glass, ftc., the most 
complete representation of the domestic style of . Belgium. 

Of ecclesiastical architecture in the Renaissance style there are 
scarcely any examples worth noting. The tower of the church of St 
Charlet Borromeo at Antwerp (1seis-thro) is a fine composition 
similar in many respects to Wren's steeples, and the nave of St 
Anne's church at Bruges is of simple design and good proportion. 
The Belgian churches are noted for their immense pal pits, aometimes 
In marble and of a somewhat degraded style. The finest features is 
them are the magnificent rood-screens, in which the tradition of the 
Gothic examples already quoted seems to have been handed down. 
In the cathedral at Towne is • fine specimen by Cornelius de 
Vriendt of Antwerp (1572), and then is a second at Nieuport: both 
similar in design to the example from Bois-le-Duc now in the Victoria 
and Albert Museum; and in the chinch of St Leonard at Lean is a 
tabernacle in stone, over so ft. high, in seven stages, with numerous 
figures by Cornelius de Vriendt Osso). 
Ala Holland, nearly all the principal buildings of the Renthessnoe 
date from the time of her tatprosperity when the Dutch threw 
one their allegiance to the Spanish throne (1565). With the exception 
of the palace at Amsterdam 0603-r655), , an immense structure 
in stone with no architectural pretensions, there are no buildings in 
Holland in which the influemce of the purer style of the itatiaa 
revival can be traced. Internally ,  the great hall of the palace and 
the staircase in the Louis XIV. style are fine examples of that period. 

The earliest Renaissance town hall is that of the Hague (1564), 
situated at the angle of two streets, which is an extremely picturesque 
building, is fact one of the few in which the architect has known 
how to group the principa•features of his design. The Renaissance 
addition made M the old town hall of Haarlem is a characteristic 
example of the Dutch style. The walls are In red brick, the decora-
tive portions, consisting of superimposed pilasters with mullioned • 
and transomed windows, cornices and gable end, all being in stone. 
Inside this portion of the town hall, which is now a gallery and 
museum, is an ancient hall (not often shown to visitors) in which all 
the decorations and fittings date from the 17th century. There is a 
second example of an ancient hall in the Stadthuis at Kampen, one 
ci the dead cities of the 'Zuyder Zee, which served originally as a 
court of justice, and retains all its fittings of the 16th century, 
Including a magnificent chimneypiece in stone, some as ft. high and 
dated teas. 

The town hall at Bolsward in Friesland is another typical specimen 
of Dutch architecture, in which the red brick, alternating with stone 
courses running through the ssmi.detached columns which decorate 
the main 'mot, has given variety to the usual treatment of such 
features. The external double flight of steps with elaborate balus-
trade, and the twisted columns which flank the principal doorway, 
are extremely picturmmue, if not quite in accordance with the 
ppnciples of Palladio or Vignola. 

A similar flight of steps with balustrade forms the approach to 
the entrance doorway (on the first floor) of the town halt at Leiden, 
where the rich decoration of the centre block and its lofty gable is 
emphasized by contrast with the plain design of the chief front. 

In the three, chief cities in Holland, the lice e, Amsterdam and 
Rotterdam; there are few buildings remaining of 17th-century work  

so that they must be sought in the south at Pordrer*.and Delft, 
or in the north at Leiden, Haarlem, Allanaar. Hoorn, Enithuisen, or, 
crossing the Zuyder Zee into Friesland. in Leeuwarden. Bobward, 
Kampen and Zwolle, the dead cities. In all these towns ancient 
buildings have been preserved, there being no mama to pull them 
down. Of the entrance gateways at Hoorn there is an example 
left, of which the lower portion might be taken for a Roman 
triumphal arch, so closely does it adhere to the design of those 
Monuments, extending even to a king Latin inscription in the frieze, 
The tower (1531-1652), built to protect theentranoe to the harbour. 
ha; no gateway. Three are some old buildings in Kampen. in 
one of which the entrance gateway is a simple and fincomposition 
in brick and stone, the chief characteristics of the gateways here 
being the enormously high roofs of the circular towers flanking them. 
A finer and more picturesque grouping of roofs exists in the entrance 
gateway (Amsterdam Gate) at Mindere, which is perhaps, however, 
eclipsed by those of the Viaaghitis at Amsterdam with its seven 
con cal roofs. 

The Waaghuiseit, or weighing-houses for cheeses, are, next to the 
town balls, the most important buildings in Holland, and in fact 
vie with them in richness of design. The example at Alkmaar 
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Gothic (1528), in brick and stone, with an external double eight of 
steps and balustrades added in 160. 

The Fleeech Halle (meat-market) at Haarlem, also in brick and 
atone, is of a very rococo style, but notwithstanding all its vagaries 
presents a most picturesque appearance. 

The domestic architecture of Holland and the shop frosts retain 
snore of their original dispositions than will he fouled is any other 
country. At Hoorn. Enkhuisen and other towns, there has virtually 
been bo change during the last zoo years. In the mom flourishing 
towns as Amsterdam and Rotterdam, the Increasing prosperity of 
the inhabitants led them In the latter portion of the 17th and in the 
teth centuries to adapt features borrowed from the Frandh work 
of Louis XIV. and Louis XV., withoth, however, their refinensesit. 
luxuriance or variety, so that although substantial structures they 
are extremely monotonous *general effect. (R. P. S.) 

IitulomBeDAN Atcmrgamt.E 

Before proceeding with " modem architecture," to which 
the styles now discussed. have gradually led us, we have still 
another important architectural style to describe, in Dfahomme-
dan architecture. The term" Mahommedau " has been selected 
in preference to " Saracenic," because it includes a much wider 
field, and enables us to bring in many developments which could 
not well come under the latter title. It was the Mahommedaq 
religion which presaribed the plan and the features of the mosques, 
and it was the restriction of that faith which led to the principal 
characteristics of the style. The term " Saracenic " could hardly 
be applied to the architecture of Spain, Persia or Turkey. 

The welkin mosques at Mecca and Medina, which have long since =i away, were probably of the simplest kind;, there were no 
ons on the subject in the Koran, and, as F 'remarks, 

had the religion been confined to its native land, it probible that 
no mosques worthy of the name would have ever been erected. In 
the first half-century of their conquest in Egypt and Syria the 
Mabommedans contented themselves with desecrated churches and 
other buildings, and it was only when they came among the temple. 
building nations that they seemed to have felt the necessity of. 
providing some visible monument of their religion. The first require- 
ment was a structure of some kind, which should indicate to the 
faithful the direction of Mecca, towards which, at stated times, 
they were to turn and pray. The earliest mosque, built by Omar 
at Jerusalem, no longer exists, but in the mosque of 'Ana at Cairo 
(fig. 54), founded in 643 and probably restored or added to at various 
times, we find the characteristic features which form the base of the 
plans of all subsequent mosques. These features consist of (a) a 
wall built at right angles to a line drawn towards Mecca, in which, 
sunk in the wall, was a niche indicating the direction towards which 
the faithful should turn ; (b) a covered space for shelter from the 
sun or inclement weather, which was known as the prayer chamber; 
(c) in front of the prayer chamber, a lathe open coent, in which 
there was a fountain for ablution; and (d) a covered approach on 
either side of these courts and from the entrance. The materials 
employed in the earlier mosque were all taken from ancient strut-
tures, Egyptian, Roman and Byzantine. but so arranged as to 
constitute the elements of a new style. The columns employed 
were not always of sufficient the. and therefore in order to obtain 
a greater height, above the capitals were square dies, carrying 
ranges of arches, all running in the direction of Mecca; to resist 
the thrust, wood ties were built in under the arches, so that the 
structure was of the lightest appearance. The same principle was 
observed in the mosque of Kairawan. in Tunisia (675), and in the 
mosque of Cordova 

Et 
(786-985). copied from it. Similarmooden ties 

are found in the mosque at  Akm and the Dome of the Rock at 
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Jareakin 	691 b so that they became one of the characteristics 
of the style. For constructional reasons, however, this 'method of 
building was not always adhered to, and in the moque of Tulun 
(fig. 55) in Cairo (879), the first mosque in Egypt, built of original 
materials, we find an Important departure. The arcades, instead of 
running at right angles to the Mecca wall, are built parallel with it, 
on account of the great thrust of the arches, all built in brick (fig. PO. 
The wood ties would have been quite insufficient to resist the thrust, 
and in the can of this mosque were probably used to awry lanterns. 

The mosque of Tulun is the earliest example in which the pointed 
aratizearecon=naout, and it forms the leading and most char- 
s l feature of the style in its subsequent 
developments in every country, except in Barbary and Spain, 
where the cireular.headed horse-shoe arch seems to be preferred. 
As it is also the earliest mosque In which the decoration applied is 
that which was by inference laid down in the Koran, some allusion 
to the restrictions therein contained, and the consequent result, 
may not be out of place. The representation of nature in any form 
was absolutely forbidden, and this applied generally to foliage of all 
kinds, and plants, the representation of •birds or animals, and above 

10.momerlimmmolamommaidoll 

Fro. g4.—Plan of Mosque of ''Amr. Old Calm. 
1. Klbfa. 	 5. Fountain for Ablution. 
a. Mather. 	 6. Rooms built later. 
3. Tomb of 'Arne. Minaret. 7. 
4. Dakka. 	 8. Latrines. 

all of the human figure. The only exceptions to the rule would seem 
to be those found in the very conventional representations of lions 
carved over the gatenays of Cairo and Jerusalem and in the courts 
of the Alhambra. It was this restriction which produced the ex 
tremely beautiful conventional patterns which are carried round the 
arches of the Mosque of Tulun, and are found in the friezes, string. 
courses and the capitals of the shafts, and when these patterns 
form the background of the text of the Koran in high relief, In the 
splendid Arabic characters, it would be difficult to find a more 
beautiful decorative scheme in theabsence of natural forms. As the 
mosque of Tulun was built by a Coptic architect, and its decoration 
is evidently • the result of many years of previous developments, 
it is probably to the Copts that its evolution was due. The second 
type of decoration is that which is. given by geometrical forms, 
and either in pavements or wall decorations in marble, or in the 
framing of woodwork in ceilings, or in doorways, the moat elaborate 
and beautiful combinations were produced. The third type of 
decoration is one which in a sense is found in the origin of most 
styles, but which, restricted as the Mahommedans were to con-
ventional representations, received a development of far greater 
importance, and in one of its forms-4h at known as stalactite 
vaulting—constitutes the one feature in the style which is not found 
in any other, and which, from the western coast of Spain to the east 
of India, at once differentiates it from any other style. 

A complete account, with illustrations of the origin of the stalactite 
ea be found in the Journal of Me Royal Instasis of British Arc/Oka, 
pew The earliest example is found in the tomb of Zobeide, the 
favourite wife of Harun al-Rashid. at Bagdad, built at the end of  

the 8th. century. This tomb, octagonal in plan,. and of modest 
dinsensions, was vaulted over by a eases of niches i s nine stages or 
levels rising one above the other, and brought forward on the inside, 
so that the ninth tonne completed the covering of the tomb. It 
was built in this way to save canning. each niche when completed 
being self-supporting. There is a second tomb at Bagdad, of later 
date—the tomb of Esekiet—construrcted in the same way, except 
that in each stage the niches are built not one over the other but 
astride between the two, and this is the way in which in subsequent 
developmente it always queers to have been built. Its application 
to the pendentive. of the portals  of the mosque at Tabris and 
Sultan,* was the nest de ,st; and when some two centuries 
later it is found in Europe, in the palaces of the Zia at Palermo, 
dating from about the beginning of the itch  century, it has lost its 
brick constructive origin, and, being cut in slabs of stone, hes 
become simply a decorative feature. Its earliest example in Egypt 
is in the tomb of ash-Shafil at Cairo; built by Ssladin about 1249. 
Here and in all subsequent examples throughout Egypt and Syria 
it is alcarved in stone. In the Alhambra another material was 
employed, the elaborate vaults being built with a series of small 

nee 0:8101111,e4leawe Ari to Cain. 
3S Plan of Masque of Tulun, Cairo. 

moulds in stucco. In the ceilings of the mosques at Cairo it was 
fre

g
quently
i 
 carved in wood, and consequently lout all trace of its 

ori n. 
'Two other decorative features, but having a constructive origin. 

are (1) the alternating of courses of stone of different colour, probably 
derived from Byzantine work, where bands ol brick were employ; 
and (a) the elaborate forms given to the voussoire of the arches of 
the Mecca niche. 

Having now described the principles which ruled the plans of the 
Mosques and formed the monis of their architectural design, it 
remains to take the principal examples in the various countries 
where the style was developed. 

Although the tendency of modern research points to Persia as the 
country in which the first development of the art took place, and we 
have already refereed to two tombs at Bagdad, in which the earliest 
examples of a stalactite vault are found, so far as remains are 
concerned nothing can be traced earlier than the work of Charon 
Khan

pl 
 (u94), whose mosque at Tabriz, half in ruins, is the earliest 

exame. 
It is to Egypt therefore we turn first. There still exist—and 

sometimes in good 	tion—mosques and other buildings in 
Cairo of every 	showing the development of the Mahornmedan 
style, from the 9th to the 17th century. Owing to the magnificent 
material at their command —for unfortunately more of it was taken 
from the ancient Egyptian monuments than from the quarries—a 
much purer style was evolved than in Persia; aod owing to the 
absence of rain those ephemeral structure* built in brick and covered 
with stucco, which en other countries would long have passed away, 
retained the crispness of their flowing ornament, which is still as 
sharp and well defined as when executed. We have already referred 
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to two of the earlier mosques, those of 'Amt in Old Cairo and of 
Tutu'. The next in date, and built also in brick, is the masque El 
Hakim (c. 1003). The mosque of El Asher (" the Splendid') was 
founded about 97o; but entirely rebuilt in 1270 and enlarged in 1470. 
It is the university, and its Lawan or prayer chamber is the largest 
in Cairo, there being 3842 columns carrying its roof. 

The morgue of al-Zahir (founded 1264) Is now occupied as barracks. 
In one of its entrance porches the arches are decorated with the 
welt-known dgzag or chevron ornament, and a second porch with 
cushion voussous, features found elsewhere only in Sicily, eo that the 
mosque was probably built by masons brought from thence. Then 
follow a series of mosques:. Kalaun (1287); (1299-1303);  

and 69 ft. wide, a greater span than any Gothic cathedral, and nay 
exceeded in dimensions by the great hall of the palace at Caliph= 
built by the Sassanian dynasty. The mosque covers a large area. 
and would seem to have been occupied by four religious sects. 
whose rooms, situated on the outer side, are lighted by windows in 
eight or ten storeys, giving the appearance of a Imwry. Its entrance 
portal, 6o ft. to 70  ft.ligh, is the finest in Egypt, and is only exceeded 
in dimensions by those of the Persian and Indian mosques. The 
vestibule is covered by a dome with stalactite pendent 	and is 
perhaps the most complete and perfect example in Cairo. 
the prayer chamber is the tomb of the founder, which is covered by 
a dome. This, according to Poole, was not originally a feature in 

FIG. 56.—Court of the Mosque 

Mendota (1338): all based on the same plan as those described 
with a large courtyard surrounded by porticoes. The masque of 
al-Nisir has a portal with clustered piers and pointed and moulded 
orders. This is said to have been brought over as a trophy from 
Acre, but it is more probable that Syrian masons were imported to 
carry on the style introduced by the Crusaders. 

The mosque of Sultan Hearn (1357-236o) marks an important 
change in the scheme of its plan, which served afterwards as a 

. 	 ft," 	 
Seale of Fes 

Pso. 37.—Plan of the Mosque of the Sultan Haan. 

future model (6g. 37). It consisted a central court, t 5 ft. by cos ft. 
open to the sky, and instead of the covered porticoes on each side 
there are immense recesses covered over with pointed vaults. The 
prayer chamber is 90 It. deep, 90 ft. high to the apes of the vault 

of Tulun, Cairo. (From Cost,..) 

Sammie mosques. A dorm, he says, has nothing to do with prayer 
and therefore nothing with a mosque. It is simply the roof of a 
tomb, and only exists when there is at least • tomb to be covered. 
The greater number of the mosques in and outside Cairo are 
mausoleums, which accounts for the large number of domes found 
there. 

Of the tombs of the caliphs, outside Cairo, the most imwtant is 
the tomb of ash•Shafil, reputed to have been built by St atic but 
now quite changed by restoration. The tomb of Barkuk, in which 
the courtyard Plan of Sultan Haan is retained, has porticoes round 
it, which are of much more solid construction than those in earlier 
examples, and carry small domes. The two great domes on the east 
side and the minarets on the *vat are among the finest in Cairo. 
The tomb-mosque of Kait Bey (c. 1470), though comparatively 
small. it the finest in design and mast- elegant of its type in Egypt. 
Here the central court is covered by a cupola lantern (fig. 58). and 
the ceiling over the prayer chamber and other recesses is framed 
in timber and elaborately painted and gilded. The tomb is at the 
south-east corner, and is covered with a dome in stone, beautifully 
carved with conventional designs. la some of the mosques by the 
side of the portal is a fountain enclosed with bronze grilles, and above 
it a small room sometimes used as a school with open arcades on 
two aides. This feature in the mosque of Keit Bey, with the portal 
on its right, the lofty minaret beyond, and the great dome at the 
farther end, makes it the most picturesque in aspect of any Cairene 
mosque. (For plan see MOSQUE, fig. 3.) 

it was in Egypt that the minaret received Its highest development. 
The earliest example is that of the mosque of Tulun, which is of 
unusual shape, and has winding round it an inclined plane or staircase 
of easy ascent which can be made on horseback. The original design 
of this scheme was probably derived from the mosque of Samara, a 
town 6o m. north of Bagdad, where the minaret built c. 1150 has a =ascent round it. recalling that of the Assyrian dreamt as at 

bad. The general design of the Cairo minarets would seem 
to have been universally adhered to from the trth century onwards. 
but the upper storeys are all varied in detail, there being virtually no 
two alike. As a rule the lower portion of the minaret forms part of 
the main wall of the mosque, and was carried up square a few feet 
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above the cresting. It then became octagonal on plan. the sides 
decorated with niches or geometrical ornaments in bold relief. 
This. the first independent storey, was crowned by a stalactite 
cornice carrying the balcony (fig. 39). from which the masssin (call. 
to-prayer) was chanted. In the early and fine examples the balus-
trade round it consisted of vertical posts with panels between, 
pierced with geometric ornaments, and all in stone. The second 
storey, also octagonal, was set back sufficiently to allow a passage 
round, and this was crowned by a similar stalactite cornice and 
balustrade. A third storey, sometimes circular onplan, completed 
the tower, which was crowned with a bulbous terminal. In one of 
the mosques, that of El fir, the first storey is square on plan, 
and the second stey has twin towers with lofty bulbous finials. 
The elaboration ofthe carved ornament on the various storeys of 
the minarets is of considerable beauty. Among the most remarkable, 
other than those already referred to, are the minarets of the mosque 
of al•Bordeni, of Kalaun, al-Nazir, Mtrayyad (built on the semi-
circular bastion wall of the Zuwela Gate), Sultan Barkuk (1348), 
and numerous other mosques or tombs outside Cairo. 

The earlier domes were quite plain, hemispherical, with buttresses 

Pao. 58.—Interior of Keit Bey Mosque. (From Coate.) 

round the base, simildr to thole of St Sophia at Constantinople. 
In the later domes it was found that by raising the upper portion 
so as to take the form in section of a pointed arch, they could be 
built in horizontal courses of masonry up to about two-thirds of 
their height, the upper portion forming a lid without any thrust. 
It is probably owing to this method of construction that they still 
exist in such large numbers. The outer surfaces are decorated in 
various ways with geometrical designs, star patterns, chevrons, 
diapers. ac. Domes built in brick were covered with stucco and 
divided up into godroons. 

We have already referred to the lofty portal of the mosque of 
Sultan Hann; portals of smaller dimensions form the principal 
entrance to all the mosques and private houses. The recessed portion 
rises to twice or three times the height of the door, and its pointed 
or cusped head is always filled by a rich stalactite vault. 

The descriptions of the disposition of plan, and the principles 
which have governed the plans of the Cairene mosques, apply 
equally to those in Syria, so that it now only remains nc 
quote the chief examples. Of these the earliest is the Dome of
Rock, incorrectly called the mosque of Omar, which was built by 
Alxfalmalik in 691, partly with materials taken from the buildings 
destroyed by Chosroes. At first it consisted of a central area en-
closing the sacred rock. covered with a dome and with aisles round 
c*rried on columns and piers, and like the smaller Dome of the Chain 
open all round, but the climate of Syria is very different from that 
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in Egypt, and consequently at a later period (111t3-833) the sultan 
Mamun built the walls which now enclose the whole structure. 
Many restorations have taken place since, and the dome with its 
rich internal decoration is attributed to Saladin (x169). The 
magnificent Persian tiles which encase the walls, the marble casing 
of some of the piers, and the stained glass, form part of the works of 
Suleiman (t52o-156o). 

The great mosque of Damascus occupied the site of an ancient 
church dedicated to St John the Baptist, which for a time was 
divided between the Christians and the Mahommedans. But in 705 
the caliph al-Walid took possession of the whole church, which he 
rebuilt, retaining, however, the whole of the south wall, portions of 
which belonged to a Roman temple. This, which by chance happened 
to face south, became the Mecca wall, the niche being tank in one of 
the doorways of the original temple. Its plan, therefore, is a variation 
of those we have already descri bed . It consists of a transept with 
dome over the centre, three aisles of equal width, running both east 
and west, and a great court on the north side surrounded by arcades. 
The great transept is virtually the prayer chamber. The new build-
ing was erected by Byzantine masons sent from Constantinople, 
and decorated with marbles and mosaic by Greek artists. The 
mosque was almost entirely destroyed by fire in taw, but has since 
been rebuilt. 

The mosque of El Alma in the sacred enclosure in Jerusalem, and 
south of the Dome of the Rock, was commenced by Abdahnalik 

FIG. 59.—Exterior of Kait Bey Mosque, Cairo. (From Coste.) 
(691), who used up materials taken from the church of St Mary, 
built by Justinian on Mount Sion. which had been destroyed by 
Chosroes. There have been so many restorations and rebuilding' 
since, owing to destructive earthquakes and other causes, that it is 
difficult togive the precise dates of the various as. The 
columns of die nave and aisles are exttemely stunted in 

inferior  and their capitals are of a very debased type, copied tr;Pl 
 artists from Byzantine models. They carry immense wood beams 

cased, and above them a range of pointed arches, among the earliest 
examples used throughout a mosque, and probably dating from the 
rebuilding (774-785). The Crusaders made venous additions in 
the rear. but the great entrance porch is said to have been added 
by Saladin, after '187. and was built probably by Christian masons 
who were allowed to remain in the country. 

The numerous minarets at Jerusalem and Damascus in general 
design follow those of Egypt. but instead of the incised work are 
generally encased with marble in geometric patterns. 

The great mosque at Mecca, from which it was thought at one time 
the plan of the Egyptian and other mosques was taken, is necessarily. 
different from all others, because the Ka'ba or Holy Stone, towards 
which all the niches in all other mosques turn, stood in its centre. 
The arcades which surround the court were nearly all rebuilt in the 
t7th century, as the whole mosque was washed away by a torrent 
In 1626. 

The mosque of Kairawan in Tunisia was built in 675. It occupies 
an area of 427 ft. deep and 225 ft. wide, with a prayer chamber at the 
Mecca end of t7 aisles and i t bays deep, more than twice, therefore, 
that of 'Mir in Old Cairo. The columns to the prayer chamber, 
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all taken from ancient buildings, are 22 ft. high in the central aisle 
and i5 ft. in all the others. They carry horse-shoe arches, which, 
as in the mosque of 'Am, are all tied together by wood beams inserted 
at the springing of the arches. 

The mosque of Cordova was built by Abdarrahman (Abd-ar-
Rahman) in 786-789 in imitation of the mosque of Kairawan. 
There were eleven aisles of twenty-one bays, the centre one slightly 
wider than the other. The materials were taken from earlier build-
ings, and, as the columns and caps were not considered bigh enough, 
above the horse-shoe arches are built a second row of arches which 
carry.  the barrel vaults. To this mosque Hakim added twelve more 
bays in depth at the Mecca end (962), and in 985 Mansur added eight 
store aisles of thirty-three bays on the east side. Part of the open 
court on the north side dates from Abdarrahman's foundation (69o) 
and part from Mansur. 

In the mosque of Cordova we And the earliest example of the 
cusped arch, in the additions made by Hakim in 961; in order to 
obtain a greater height above the columns, it became necessary to 
employ the expedient of raising arch above arch in order to obtain 
the height they required for the ceilings; and as these arches formed 
purely decorative features, which might otherwise have become 
monotonous, variety was given by introducing the cusped form of 

arch and interlacing them one 
within the other. It is probably 
this elaborate design which stag• 
rated the plaster decorations of 
the screens above the arches in 
the court of the Alhambra. 
Though commenced in 1245, the 
existing palace of the Alhambra 
was built in the first half of the 
14th century, at a time when the 
style was fully developed. There 
are two great courts at right 
angles to one another, the most 
important of which was the Court 
of the Lions, so called from the 
fountain in the centre, With 
twelve conventional represents. 
tions of that animal tarrying the 
basins. This court is surrounded 
by an arcade with stilted arches 
carried on slender marble columns 
with extremely rich decoration 
above, partly in stucco painted 
and gilt. The hall of the Aben-
cerrages (3s ft. square) has a 
polygonal dome covered with 
arabesque (fig. 6o). Two other 
balls are roofed with lofty stalac-
tite vaults of great intricacy, 
richly gilded and of remarkable 
effect (fig. 61), but the employ-
ment of stucco instead of stone, 
as in Egypt, has led to an abuse in 
the wealth of enrichment, which 
is only partly redeemed by the 
plain masonry of the towers and 
walls enclosing the palace. The 
Giralda at Seville is the only 
example of a tower, but it does 
not seem to have served the 
purpose of a minaret. 

With the exception of the 
60.—Capital and Swing. tombs of Zobeide and Ezekiel 

Ins of Arch, from the Hall of near Bagdad, and a hospital at 
A&encerrages, Alhambra. Erzerum of the tath century, 

built by the Seljulcian dynasty, 
the Mahommedan style in Persia dates from the 13th century. 
i.e. if Ghazan Khan built the mosque at Tabriz in 1294. 
The plan is that of a Byzantine church with a central dome. 
aisles and sanctuary. The portal consists of a lofty niche vaulted 
with semi-domes and stalactite pendentive', similar in many respects 
to the well-known example of Sultan Hawn in Cairo, built sixty 
years later. It is built in brick and covered internally and externally 
with glazed bricks of various colours, wrought into most intricate 
patterns with interlacing ornament and with Cufic inscriptions. 
The dazzling and perfect beauty in point of colour is not to be 
surpassed, but from the architectural point of view it possesses the 
fatal an of not showing its construction. The bricks and tiles 
are only a veneer, and though in certain features (such as the 
portal and the dome) the construction is at least suggested, the 
tendency is to trust to decoration alone to produce architectural 
effects. (But see TABRIZ.) 

The great mosque at Isfahan (1585) is a good illustration of the 
denser attending a too free use of surface decoration. Strip the 
waifs of their tiles, and nothing is left except square box-like forms 
with pointed arched openings of different form. The interior, how-
ever, owing to the variety of its features, and the varied play of light 
and shade given in the hemispherical vaults of its transepts and  

niches and the vaulted aisles, constitutes one of the most beautiful 
monuments of Mahommedan art. 

Apart from the great development of Mahommedan architecture 
in India (see INDIAN ARCHITECTURE), there remains now to be 
described only one other phase of the style, that found in 
Constantinople. 

Prior to the conquest of Constantinople in 14.a, two mosques 
were built by the Turks at Brusa in Asia Minor. The plan of 1.1la 
jinni, the great mosque, follows the original courtyard type. Yeshil 
lanti, the Green mosque (1430), built on the site of a Byzantine 
church, is cruciform on plan. In both of them the Persian influence 
is shown, in the magnificent towers with which they are covered, the 
marble casing and the stalactite vaults. 

After the conquest of Constantinople, the supreme beauty of St 
Sophia. and the adaptability of its plan to the requirements of the 
Mahommedan faith, caused it to be accepted as the model on which 
all the new mosques were based. The first two erected were the 
Bayezid (1497-t515) and the Selina mosques (15zo-1526). In the 
former the dome and its pendentive. are carried on octagonal piers. 
and the dome, I o8 ft. in diameter, is greater than in any subsequent 
example. The finest mosque, and the example in which we find the 
complete development of the Turkish style, is that erected by 

61.—Pendentive, from the Court of the Lions, Alhambra. 

Suleiman the Magnificent in 1”0-1555. This masque, designed by 
Sinan, an Armenian architect, is still quite perfect. The plan follow* 
very closely its model, St Sophia, and consists of a central dome. 
86 ft. in diameter and 156 ft. high, carried on pendentive., resting 
on great arches which are slightly pointed, with great apses on the 
east and west sides, and three smaller apses in each, the arches of 
which ale all circular. The principal change in design is that found 
in the north and south walls, under the arches carrying the dome; 
in St Sophia they were subdivided into two storeys with galleries 
overlooking the church, but in the Suleimanic mosque the galleries 
are set back in the outer aisles, and the screen walls consist of • wide 
central and two side pointed arches, and voussoirs alternately of 
black and white marble. The tympana above this is pierced with 
eighteen windows filled with geometric tracery. Stalactite work is 
employed in the pendentive of the smaller apses and in the capitals 
of the columns carrying the pointed arches. The columns are of 
porphyry, the shafts, 28 ft. high, being taken from the Hippodrome 
and probably brought originally from Egypt. The walls are cared 
with marble up to the springing of the dome, but the magnificent 
mosaics of St Sophia are here replaced by vulgar colouring and 
plaster decoration of • rococo style, due probably to recent restora-
tions. The mosque is preceded by a forecourt, surrounded by an 
arcade on all sides and containing a fountain, and in the garden in 
the rear is the tomb of the founder and his wife. 

The Shah-Zadoh mosque. known as the prince's mosque, was also 
built by Sultan Suleiman, from the designs of Sinan. the same 
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Armenian ardiltect" who bolt the Saletmanie mosque. Here, 
instead of confining the great apses to the east and west sides, they 
are introddced on the north and south sides in place of the screen, 
and produce a monotonous and poor effect. The same design is 
found in the Abmedin mosque, built 1608, and with the same result. 
Externally, however, they are both fine, owing to the variety of 
domes, semi-domes and other curved forms of roof. 

The minarets of the Turkish masques are very inferior to those of 
Cairo. They are of great height, generally semicircular, with 
narrow balconies round the upper part, and crowned with ex-
tinguisher roofs. To a certain extent, however, they contrast very 
well with the domes and seini.domes of St Sophia and those of the 
mosques built by the Turks. 

In the mosque of Osman, built 1748-1757, we find the first trace 
of Western influence in its rococo design, but here, as in the mosque 
of Mehemet Ali in Cairo, built in 5837, the scheme is so good that, 

i notwithstanding the great falling off in design, and, in the latter 
mosque, the construction, the effect of the interior is very fine. 

iyardie  yards oftmosques and those which decorate the public squareis 
other architectural features, the fountains in the court. 

are extremely pleasing in design. The latter are square on plan 
with polygonal angles elaborate niches with stalactite heads, with 
overhanging eaves on each side; the ornament is very varied and 
the colour sometimes very attractive. The roofs have sometimes 
most picturesque outlines. (R. P. S) 

MODERN ARCETTECTURE 
The beginning of the 19th century may be considered to mark 

the beginning of the modern era in architecture. The 19th 
century is the period par excellence of architectural " revivals." 
The great Renaissance movement in Italy already described was 
something more than a mere revival. It was a new spirit 
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rather Roman than Greek); the Iapetus to It Was probably 
given by the " Elgin marbles"; Stuart and Revett's great 
work on the Antiquities of Athens had been issued a good while 
previously, the three first volumes being dated respectively 
1762, 1787 and 1794; but the appearance of the fourth volume 
in 1816 was no doubt influenced by the transportation to London 
of the Elgin marbles, and the sensation created by thesis. One 
of the first architectural results was the erection, at an immense 
cost in comparison with its size, of the church of St Pancras 
in London (1819-1822), designed by Inwood, who published a 
fine and still valuable monograph on the Erechtheum, and 
showed. his enthusiasm for Greek architecture by copying the 
Erechtheum order and doorways for his facade, and erecting 
over it a tower composed of the Temple of the Winds with an 
octagonal imitation of the monument of Lysiaates imposed 
above it This use of Greek monuments was architecturally 
absurd, though at the time it was no doubt the offspring of a 
genuine enthusiasm. 

A better use was made of the study of Greek architecture 
by William Wilkins (1778-1839), who was in his way a great 
architect, and whose University College (x827-1828), as de-
signed by him, was a noble and dignified building, of which he 
only carried out the central block with the cupola and portico. 
The wings were somewhat altered from his design but not 
materially spoiled, but the university authorities permitted the 
vandalism of erecting a low building as a partial return of the 
quadrangle on the fourth side, for the purposes of a mechanical 

affecting the whole of art and literature and life, not an archi- 
tectural movement only; and as far as architecture is concerned 
It was not a mere imitative revival. The great Italian architects 
of the Renaissance, as well as Wren, Vanbrugh and Hawksmoor 
in England, however they drew their inspiration from antique 
models, were for the most part original architects; they put the 
ancient materials to new uses of their own. The tendency of 
the 19th-century revivals, on the other hand, except in France, 
was distinctly imitative in a sense in which the architecture of 
the great Renaissance period was not. Correctness of imitation, 
in the English Gothic revival especially, was an avowed object; 
and conformity to precedent became, in fact, except with one or 
two individual architects, almost the admitted test of excellence. 

The earliest classical London building of note in the 19th 
century is Soane'a Bank of England, which as a matter of date 
mug., belongs in fact to the end of the 18th century; but its 

architect lived well into the 19th century, and the bank 
tow* 	may be classed with this section of the subject. Soane 
sea} 	bad to make something architectural out of the walls Oda% 

of a very extended building of only one storey, in which 
external windows were not admissible; and he did so by applying 
a classical columnar order to the walls and introducing sham 
window architraves. The latter are indefensible, and weaken the 
expression of the building; the columnar order was the received 
method at the time of making a building (as was supposed) 
"architectural," and the building has grace and dignity, and could 
hardly be taken for anything except a bank, although a more 
robust and massive treatment would have been more expressive 
of the function of the building, as a kind of fortress for the storage 
of money. It was only some years later that the Greek revival 
took some hold of English architects (the Bank of England is  

laboratory, which ruined the appearance of the building. , 
 Wilkins's other well-known work is the National Gallery (1832-

1838), which he was not allowed to carryout exactly as he wished, 
and in which the cupola and the " pepperpots" are exceedingly 
poor and weak. But his details, especially the profiles of his 
mouldings, are admirably refined, and show the influence of a 
close study of Greek work; Among other prominent English archi-
tects of the classic revival in England are Sir Robert Smirke and 
Declaim Burton ( 18"o-1881). To Burton we owe the Constitu-
tion Hill arch and the Hyde Park screen. The latter is a very 
graceful erection of its kind; the arch has never been completed 
by the quadriga group which the architect intended as its crown-
ing feature, though for many years it was allowed to be disfigured 
by the colossal equestrian statue of Wellington, completely out 
of scale and crushing the structure. Smirke is kept in memory 
by his fine facade of the British Museum, which has been much 
criticized for its "useless" colonnades and the wasted space 
under them. The criticism is hardly just; for classic colonnades 
have at least some affinity with the purposes of a museum of 
antique art, and it conveys the impression of being a frontis-
piece to a building containing something of permanent value and 
importance. The early classic revival set its mark also, in a 
very fine and unmistakable manner, on the capital of the sister 
island. Dublin is almost a museum of fine classic buildings of 
the period, among which the most remarkable• is the present 
Bank of Ireland (fig. 85), originally begun as the Parliament 
House. The beginning of the building belongs to the 18th 

1  Wilkins made two designs for the whole building; one leaving 
the quadrangle entirely open on the fourth side, towards the street; 
the other showing a low open colonnaded screen connecting the ends 
of the two wings. He never for a moment contemplated closing in 
the quadrangle by buildings on the fourth side. 
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century, but It was not completed in its present form till dos, 
and was the work of five successive architects, only one of them, 
James Gandon (1743-1823), a man of the first importance; but 
It was Gandon who in i790 did most to give the building its 
effective outline on plan, by introducing one of the curved 
quadrant walls, the building being subsequently finished in 
accordance with this suggestion. It is a remarkable combination 
of symmetry and picturesqueness, and as a one-storey classic 
building is far superior to Scene's Bank of England, with which 
a comparison is naturally suggested. Gindon's custom house, 
with its fine central cupola, is another notable example. Edin-
burgh too can show examples of the classic revival, and bears 
the title of " modern Athens " as much from her architectural 
experiments as from her intellectual claims; she illustrates 
the application of Greek architecture to modern buildings in 
two really fine examples, the Royal Institution by W. H. Playfair 
(1789-1857), and the high school by Thomas Hamilton (1784-
'1858). It was a pity that she added to these the collection of 
curiosities on the Calton Hill. 

FIG. 86.—Liverpool Branch of the Bank of England. (Cockerel.) 

But before we quit the classic revival in England, there are 
two architects to be named who came a little later in the day, 
living in fact into the time of the Gothic revival, who were superior 
to any of the earlier classic practitioners: Harvey Lonsdale Elmes 
and C. R. Cockerel'. Elms, who died very young, seems to 
have been as completely a born architectural genius as Wren, 
and his great work, St. George's Hall at Liverpool, has done 
more than any other building in the world to glorify the memory 
of the classic revival. Granting all that may be said as to the 
unsuitability of Greek architecture to the English climate, one 
can hardly complain of any movement in architecture which 
gave the opportunity for the production of so grand an architec-
tural monument. It is true that it is badly planned and lighted, 
and the exterior and interior do not agree with each other 
(the exterior is Greek, and the great hall is Roman); but if 
from our present point of view it is a mistake, it is certainly one 
of the finest mistakes ever made in architecture. CockerelLivho 
completed the interior of the building after Elmes's death, was 
an architect permeated with the principles and feeling of Greek 
architecture, who brought to his work a refinement of taste and 
perception in regard to detail which has rarely been equalled 
and never surpassed. Perhaps the very best example of his 
scholarly taste in the application of classic architecture to 
modern uses is to be found in his facade to the branch Bank of 
England at Liverpool (fig. 86) 

Frau photo by W. A. Want] & Co. 
.F1G. 87.—Royal Theatre, Berlin. (SchinkeL) 

In Germany, and especially at Berlin and Munich, the Greet 
revival took hold of architecture in the early part of the century 
in a more decisive but also in a more academical 
spirit than in England. The movement is connected .0,w 

 more especially with the name of one eminent architect, 0.04p. 
Karl Friedrich Schinkel, who must have been a man 
of genius to have so impressed his taste on his generation as be 
did in Berlin, where he was regarded as the great and central 

From • pbotagrapb by W A Mullen & Co 
88.—Nikolai Kirche, Potsdam. (Schinkel.r 

power in the architecture of his day; yet his buildings are 
marked by learning and academical correctness rather than 
original genius- Elmes's St George's Hall, already referred to 
as one great English work of the classic revival, is by no means 
a mere piece of academical architecture; it exhibits in some 
of its details a great deal of originality, and in its general design 
a remarkably fine feeling for architectural grouping. In par-
ticular, the solid masses and the heavy square columns at the 
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ends of his building, which seem like Greek architecture treated 
with Egyptian feeling, give support to, while they form a most 
effective contrast with, the richer and more delicate Corinthian 
order of the central portion. The only work of Schinkel's which 
shows something of the same feeling for contrast in architectural 
composition is one of his smaller buildings, the Ktinigswache or 
Royal Guard-house, in which a Doric colonnaded portico is 
effectively flanked and supported by two great masses of plain 
wall. But in general Schinkel does not seem to have known 
what to do with the angles of his buildings, or to have realized 
the value of mass as a support to his colonnades. This is 
strikingly exemplified in his museum at Berlin, where the tall 
narrow piers at the angles have a very weak effect, and are quite 
inadequate as a support to the long open colonnade. His 
Royal theatre also (fig. 87), though the central portico is fine, 
is monotonous and weak in its two-storeyed repetition of the 
small order in the wings, and it has also the fault (which it shares, 
so doubt, with a great many theatres, large and small) that its 
exterior design 
gives no hintof the 
theatre form; it 
might just as well 
be a museum. His 
Nikolai Kirche 
(183o-1837) at 
Potsdam (fig. 88), 
which has con-
siderable celeb- 

that life into it whit* is as mach wanting in &Linkers rigid 
classiadities. 

In spite of the Romanizing influence of the First Empire, 
the classic revival did not leave by any means so academical 
a stamp on French as on German architecture of the 
early period of the century. French architects in the diwdm.  
main have always had too much original genius to • 
be entirely taken captive by a general movement of this kind. 
There is the weak classicism of Bernard Poyet's facade to the 
chamber of deputies, a very poor affair; and there are two 
important buildings in the guise of Roman peripteral temples, 
devoted respectively to business and to religion—the Bourse, 
by Alexandre Theodore Brongniart (1739-1813), and the Made-
leine, begun under Napoleon, as a " Temple de la Gloire," 
by Pierre Vignon (x763-1828), and completed as a church in 
1841 by Jean Jacques Huve (1783-1852). Both of these are 
very well carried out externally, and enable us to judge of what 
Would be the effect of a Roman temple of the kind. It must 

be admitted that 
the plain oblong 
massof theBourse 
has really been 
very much im-
proved by the 
recent addition of 
the two wings, 
carried out by 
Cavel, though 
there was a great 
deal of opposition 
at first to medd-
ling with so cele-
brated a building. 
Unfortunately, 
the exterior of the 
Bourse is a mere 
piece of architet-
tuml scenery, 
quite unconnected 
with the internal 
object and ar-
rangement of the 
building. The 

Madeleine is a really fine exterior in its way; if a modern church 
was to put on the guise of a pagan temple, the task could hardly 
have been better carried out; and the interior might have been 
as fine if properly treated, but it has little artistic relation with 
the noble exterior, and is spoiled by poor architectural treatment 
and bad ornament. The church of St Vincent de Paul, by Jacques 
Ignace Hittorff 792-1867), an architect who was one of the most 
learned students of Greek architecture of his day, is another im-
portant example of the French classical church of the period 
(Plate XII., fig. 125). In this the interior is more consistent 
with the exterior than is the case in the Madeleine; and by adding 
a tower at each angle of the facade, above the colonnaded portico, 
the architect gave it more the expression of a church, which the 
Madeleine wants. In the Arc de l'Etoile, by Jean Francois T 
Chalgrin 0739-18:0, we have a really great, even sublime work, 
which, though suggested by the Roman triumphal arches, is no 
mere copy, but bears the impress of the French genius in its 
details as well as in Francois Rude's grand sculptures on the 
cast face, while its great scale places it above everything else of 
the kind in the world. It is only after ascending the interior 
and seeing the vaults carrying the roof that one fully realizes 
what a stupendous piece of work this is. Under Napoleon there 
was at least no jerry-building.' 

A remarkable instance of this is shown by the railway viaduct 
at Parry. • large and monumental piece of work in itself, which is 
built along the centre of the roadway of Napoleon's bridge. It was 
at first proposed to have a steel railway viaduct parallel with the 
old bridge, but it was found that the latter, both in respect of solidity 
and spacious dimensions, would fully bear the erection of the railway 
viaduct along its centre. 

rity, though not 
so merelyacadem-
ical in character, 
and in fact pos-
sessed of a certain 
originality, has a 
fault of another 
kind, in its entire 
lack of architec-
tural unity; the 
dome does not 
seem to belong to 
or to have any 
connexion with Fro.. a photograph by Fad. FinmerIbt. 

the substructure, 	 Frc. 89.—Propylaea at Munich. (Von Klenze.) 

while the portico is quite out of scale with the great block of 
building in its rear, and looks like a subsequent addition. The 
fault of the Schinkel school of architecture is an almost total 
want of what may be called architectural life; it is an artificial 
production of the studio. The same kind of cold classicism pre-
vailed at Munich, where Leo von Klenze (1784-1864), though a 
lesser man than Schinkel, played somewhat the same part as the 
latter played at Berlin. His Propylaea (fig. 89), in which Greek 
and Egyptian influences are combined, is a characteristic example 
of his cold and scholastic style. His well-known Ruhnieshalle, 
with its boldly projecting colonnaded wings and the colossal statue 
of Bavaria in front of it, is in its way a fine architectural con-
ception—perhaps finer and more consistent in its kind than any 
one work of Schinkel, though be evidently did not exercise so 
wide an influence on the German art of his day. A third eminent 
name in the German classic revival is that of Gottfried Semper 
(1803-1879), somewhat later in date (Schinkel was born in 1781), 
but more or less of the same school. Semper practised successively 
at Dresden and at Zurich, but finally settled in Vienna, where, 
however, he did not live to see the execution of his two most 
important designs, the museum and the Hofburg theatre, which 
were carried out by Baron Karl von Hasenaucr ( 1833- 1 894) 
from his designs, or approximately so. Server's theatre at 
Dresden, however, shows that he could recognize the practical 
basis of architecture, as the expression of plan, in a way that 
Schinkel could not; for in that building he frankly adopted the 
curve of the auditorium as the motif for his exterior design. 
thus producing a building which is obviously a theatre, and 
could not be taken for anything else, and putting some of 
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Returning to the consideration of architecture in England, we 
come, at about the close of the classic revival, to the name of 
Barm's 

the man who was undoubtedly the most remarkable 
....R.. English architect since Wren, Si Charles Barry. To 
seam" class him, as some would do, with the classic revival, 
ntYk• la would be a misapprehension. Barry was no revivalist; num& be never attempted to recreate Greek architecture on 
English soil. He adopted for most of his works what has been 
caUed,for want of a better name,the Italian style, which may really 
rather be called the common-sense style of a civilized society. 
The two first works which brought him into notice, the Travellers' 
and Reform clubs in London, were no doubt based on special 
Italian models, the Pandolfini and Farnese palaces; but a 
consideration of his whole career shows that he was in fact 

FIG. go.—Halifax Town Hall. (Barry.) 
anything but a copyist. The comparison of him with Wren is 
Justified by the fact that he was, like Wren, a born architect, 
in the sense that he grasped every problem presented to him 
from the true architect's point of view; with both of them 
architecture was not the dressing up of an exterior, but the 
fashioning of a building as a conception based on plan and 
section as well as on the desire to secure a certain external 
appearance; and, like Wren, he never failed to grasp the true 
requirements of a site and to adapt his architectural conception 
to it; a power perfectly different from that of merely producing 
agreeable elevations in this or that adopted style. Though very 
careful of his detail, he did not rely on detail, but on the general 
conception of an architectural scheme. This power was never 
so remarkably shown as in his grand scheme, unhappily never 
carried out, for the concentration of all the British government 
offices in one great architectural ensemble, which was to extend. 

on the west of Parlament Street and Whitehall, from Great 
George Street nearly to Charing Cross, the whole of the buildings 
to be carried out as one design, distributed into quadrangles, 
each of which was to be connected with one department of the 
administration, while all would have internal communication. 
Had this great idea been carried out we might at the present 
day have found some of the detail of the building unsatisfying to 
our taste, as we often find the detail in some of Wren's buildings, 
but we should have had a grand architectural achievement which 
would have made London pre-eminent among the capitals of the 
world. Nothing so great had been proposed in England since 
Inigo Jones's plan for Whitehall Palace, which also survives only 
in drawings, except the one noble bit of classic architecture 
known as the Banqueting House (Plate VI., fig. 75). It was one 
of the greatest misfortunes to London as a capital city that the 
government of the day could not rise to the height of Barry's 
ambitious scheme, in which there was nothing financially 
insuperable, since it was all designed to be carried out by portions 
at • time, as funds could be spared; but each government office 
built would in that way have been one step towards the completion 
of a great central idea; whereas the nation now spends the same 
money in erecting detached government buildings which haven° 
architectural connexion with each other. 

Barry's two clubs before mentioned are almost ideals of dub 
architecture—the architecture of a civilized society; his Bridge.. 
water House is a building on a larger scale of the same type. 
That he had architectural ideas less staid and sober than these 
is shown, however, by the remarkable tower and spire of the 
Halifax Town Hall (fig. go), his last work, which be did not 
live to see carried out, in which he contrived with remarkable 
success to give the Gothic spirit and multiplicity of effect to a 
tower which is nevertheless classic in detail. This tower is one 
of the most original and striking things in modern English 
architecture and shows how Barry's architectural ideas were 
developing up to the dose of his life. 

Barry's great building, the Houses of Parliament (Plate X.. 
fig. 118), with which his name will always be more especially 
associated, comes accidentally, though not by natural development 
nor by his own choice, under the head of the Gothic revival. The 
style of Tudor Gothic was dictated to the competitors, apparently 
from a mistaken idea that the building ought to " harmonize 
with the architecture of Henry VII.'s chapel adjacent to the site. 
Had Barry been left to himself, there is no doubt that the Houses of 
Parliament, with the same main characteristics of plan and grouping, 
would have been of a classic type of detail, and would possibly have 
been a still finer building than it is; and since the choice of the 
Gothic style in this case was not a direct consequence of the Gothic 
revival movement, it may be considered separately from that. The 
architectural greatness of the building consists, in the first place,. 
in the grand yet simple scheme of Barry's plan, with the octagon 
hall in the centre, as the meeting•point for the public, the two 
chambers to north and south, and the access to the committee-
rooms and other departments subordinate to the chambers. The 
plan (fig. 9') in itself is a stroke of genius, and has been more or less 
imitated in buildings for similar purposes all over the worick t_• the 
most important example, the Parliament House of Budapest (Plate 
IX., fig. 1t5 and fig. 92), being almost • literal oopy of Burr's plan. 
Thus, as in all great architecture, the plan is the basissis of 

e 
 whole 

scheme, and upon it is built up a most picturesque and expressive 
grouping, arising directly out of the plan. The two towers are most 
happily contrasted as expressive of their differing purposes; the 
Victona Tower is the symbol of the State entrance, a piece of archi- 
tectural display solely for the sake of a grand effect; the Clock 
Tower is a utilitarian structure, a lofty stalk to carry a great clock 
high in the air; the two are differentiated accordingly, and the 
placing of them at opposite ends of the structure has the fortunate 
effect of indicating, from a distance, the extent of the plan. The 
graceful spire in the centre offers an effective contrast to the masses 
of the two towers, while forming the outward architectural expression 
of the octagon hall, which is, as it were, the keystone of the plan. 

The detail is another consideration. Barry, having had a style 
forced upon him (most unwisely), which he had not studied much 
and with which he was not much in sympathy, associated Pugin 
with him to design a good deal of the detail; exactly how much is 
not certainly known; probably Pugin was responsible for all the 
interior detail and fittings; the exterior detail may have been 
only suggested or sketched by him. On this ground absurd attempts 
have been made, by people who do not seem to understand what 
architecture in the true sense means, to claim for Pugin what they 
call the " artistic merit " of the Houses of Parliament. The artistic 
merit consists in the whole Plan, conception and grannie& which 
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are entirely Barry's, and which represent something beyond Pugin'. 
grasp; the detail is in fact the weak element in the building. That 
l'ugm's Gothic detail is better than Barry's would have been is very 
likely the case; but had Barry been left unfettered to work out 
the detail in his own school, the result would probably have been 
still better. Even as it is, however, the Houses of Parliament is one 
of the finest buildings in the world, ancient or modern, and it is to be 
regretted that Englishmen generally seem to be so little aware of this. 

We may now turn to consider the Gothic Revival movement 
itself, of which Pugin was one of the moat Important pioneers. 
New ideas, however, as to the importance of Gothic architecture 

had been in the air before he came on the scene, and 
own°  :Wag., quite early in the century John Britton's Arclatedural 
E.g.& Antiquates of Great Britain and Cathedral Antiquities, 

with their beautiful steel engravings by Le !Leta, had 
done much to call attention to the neglected beauty of English 
medieval churches; and Thomas Rickman's remarkable and (for 
its day) masterly analysis of the variations of style in Gothic archi-
tecture, which first appeared in and went through edition 
after edition in succeeding years, gave the first intelligent direction 
to the study of the subject. Pugin supplied to the movement  

building. The result has been gently but effectively satirized by 
Browning in " Bishop Blougram's Apology ":-- 

" It's different preaching in Basilicas 
To doing duty in some masterpiece 
Like this of brother Pugin's, bless his heart. 
I doubt if they're half-baked, those chalk rosettes, 
Ciphers and stucco-twiddlings everywhere;, 
Its just like breathing in a limekiln, eh?" 

It is too true; and there is something pathetic in Pugin's 
career, in this passionate and sincere pursuit after a revival 
of the medieval spirit in life and in architecture—a pursuit which 
towards the close of his life he himself evidently more than half 
suspected to have been a fallacy, 

The full tide of the Gothic revival is connected more especially. 
with the name of Sir Gilbert Scott. He was hardly a pure 
enthusiast like Pugin; he was a shrewd man of the world, the 
commencement of whose professional career coincided with the 
rising tide of ecclesiological reform, and he had the ability to 
make the best of the opportunity. He appears to have had, 
even as a child, an inborn interest in church architecture and in 

• not analysis, but passion. He had the merit of having perceived, 
when quite a youth, that one thing wanted was better craftsman-
ship, and that craftsmanship in the medieval period was some-
thing very different from what it was in the early Victorian 
period; he set up an atelier of craftsmen, and was the real pioneer 
of what may be called the Arts and Crafts movement in England. 
An enthusiast by nature, he Hung his whole soul into the task 
of reviving, as he believed, the glory of English medieval archi-
tecture; nothing else in architecture was worth thinking of; 
Classic and Renaissance were only worth sarcasm. The result in 
his works was a curious inconsistency. Pugin was not in the 
true sense a great architect; his mind was not practical enough 
to grasp an architectural problem as a whole, plan and building 
combined; in fact, he was no master of plan, and does not seem 
to have troubled himself much about it. But be had a re-
markable perception of interior effect; whenever you go into 
one of his churches you recognize the desire to realize the greatest 
effect of height, the most soaring effect of lines, possible within 
the actual vertical measurements. But in his passion for this 
soaring expression he seems to have entirely lost sight of the 
essential quality of solidity and genuineness of material in 
the medieval architecture which he was trying to emulate or 
to outvie. So long as he could get his effect of height, his 
poetic interior, he was content to have thin walls and plaster 
vaults and ornaments; or, in other words, he spent upon height 
what should first have been spent upon solid and monumental 

Gothic detail (witness the description, in his lletioirr, of his 
astonishment and interest, at the age of eleven, at the first sight 
of capitals of the Early English type), and he acquired by un-
remitting study a knowledge of English Gothic architecture. in 
its every detail which few architects have ever equalled. His 
numerous churches were, intentionally and confessedly, as close 
reproductions as possible of medieval architecture, generally 
that of the Early Decorated period; and if it were desirable that 
modern church architecture should consist in the reproduction 
of medieval churches, the task could not have been carried out 
with more learning and exactitude than it was by him. It was 
this minute and accurate knowledge of medieval church archi-
tecture which made him such a power when the idea of restoring 
English cathedrals became popular. He had an acquired instinct 
in tracing out the existence of details which had been overlaid 
by modern repairs or plasterwork; in going over a cathedral 
to decide on a scheme of restoration he seemed to know it as an 
anatomist knows the suggestions of a fossil skeleton; and in the 
course of his restorations he unearthed many points in the 
architectural history of the buildings which but for him would 
never have been elucidated. We now recognize that much of this 
" restoration " was a mistake, which destroyed the real interest 
of the cathedrals; and it is unhappily a mistake which cannot 
be undone. But the violent reproaches which have been heaped 
upon Scott's memory on this account are rather unjust- It 
Is forgotten that he was doing what at the time every one 
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considered to be the right thing; cathedral bodies vied with 
each other in restoration, and were enthusiastic in the cause; 
there were few if any dissenting voices; and in regard to the 
interiors of the cathedrals which were In modern use as places 
of worship, much that he did really required to be done to put 
them into decent condition. His churches have ceased to be 
interesting now, as is usually the case with copied architecture; 
but when they were built they were exactly what every one 
wanted and was asking far. And he produced at all events one 
original work which is a great deal better than it is now the 
fashion to think—the Albert Memorial. It is injured by the 
statue, for which the commission went to the wrong sculptor; 
but Scott's idea of producing, as he phrased it, " a shrine on a 
great scale," was really a fine one, and finely carried out. The 
most important objection to it is one which popular criticism 
does not recognize, viz. that the vault is tied by concealed iron 
ties, and would hardly be safe without them. But apart from 
that it is a fine conception, and Scott was right in regarding it 
as his best work. 

G. E. Street, who was *pupil of Scott, was a greater enthusiast 
for medieval architecture (which, with him, as with Pugin, 
included medieval religion) than even Scott, and an architect 
of greater force and individuality. He was especially devoted 
to the early Transitional type of Gothic, and in all his buildings 
there is apparent the feeling for the solidity and monumental 
character, and the reticence in the use of ornament, which is 
characteristic of the Transitional period. His churches are 
noteworthy for their monumental character; and he had a 
remarkable faculty for giving an appearance of scale and dignity 
to the interiors of comparatively small churches. Hence his 
modern-medieval churches retain their interest more than Scott's, 
but in respect of secular architecture his taste was hopelessly 
medievalized, and his great building, the law courts in London, 
can only be regarded as a costly failure; it is not even beautiful 
except in regard to some good detail; it is badly planned; 
and the one fine interior feature, the great vaulted hall, is rendered 
useless by not being on the same floor with the courts, so that 
instead of being a sails des as perdus it is a desert. Street's 
career is a warning how real architectural talent and vigour 
may be stultified by a sentimental adherence to a past phase of 
architecture. No modern architect had more fully penetrated 
the spirit of Gothic architecture, and his nave of Bristol cathedral 
is as good as genuine medieval work, and might pass for such 
when time-worn; but that is rather archaeology than architecture. 

The competition for the law courts was one of the great 
architectural events of the middle of the century, and made 
or raised the reputation even of some of the unsuccessful com-
petitors. Edward Barry (the son of Sir Charles) gained the 
first place for "plan," which the advisers of the government 
bad foolishly separated from " design" (as if the plan of a building 
could be considered apart from the architectural conception!), 
giving first marks for plan, and second for design. E. Barry 
therefore had really gained the competition, " design," which 
was awarded to Street, counting second; but Street managed 
to push him out, and it is a nemesis on him for this by no means 
loyal proceeding that the building he contrived to get entirely 
into his own hands has served to injure rather than benefit 
his reputation. William Surges (t8 sr-188 ), an ardent devotee 
of French early Gothic, produced a design in that style, which, 
though quite unsuitable practically, is a greater evidence of 
architectural power than is furnished by any of his executed 
buildings. J. P. Seddon (1828-1 906), an old adherent of Rossetti 
and the pre-Raphaelite brotherhood, an architect of genius 
who never got his opportunity, produced a design which was 
wildly picturesque in appearance but in reality more practical 
than might be thought at first sight, and his proposal for a great 
Record tower for housing official records was a really fine and 
original idea. 

Among the ecclesiastical buildings of the Gothic revival 
those of William Butterfield (1814-r9eo), much less numerous 
than those of Scott and Street, have a special interest as the 
work of a revival architect who was something more than a 
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mere archaeologist. AU Saints, Margaret Street (t859), is the 
production of an architectural artist using medieval materials 
to carry out a conception of his own, and hence, like Babbacombe 
church and others by the same hand, it has an interest for the 
present day which Scott's churches have not. His Keble College 
chapel rather failed from an exaggeration of the use of poly-
chromatic materials, which in some of his other churches he had 
used with moderation and with good effect. J. L Pearson was 
another distinguished architect of the later period of the Gothic 
revival who was able to put something of his own into modern 
Gothic churches. No one was more learned in medieval archi-
tecture than he was; and as of Street's nave of Bristol, so we 
may say of Pearson's nave of Truro, that it is as good as medieval 
Gothic; indeed Truro nave is finer in character than some of 
the ancient cathedral naves, and represents pure Gothic at its 
best. But in the exteriors of his churches, as at Truro and in 
the churches of Kilburn and Red Lion Square, Pearson evolved 
a Gothic of his own which is Pearsonesque and not merely 
archaeological. James Brooks (1825-roor) also deserves an 
honoured place in the chronicle of the Gothic revival for being 
the first to show how large town churches might be erected in 
brick (fig. 93), in which largeness of scale and a certain grandeur 

93.—Exterior of modern English Church. (James Brooks.) 

of effect could be obtained without extravagant cost, and in 
which it was practically demonstrated that architecture in the 
true Gothic spirit could be produced without depending on 
ornament. 

Alfred Waterhouse began his remarkable career as an adherent 
of the Gothic revival, and merits separate mention inasmuch 
as he was the only one of the Gothic revivalists who from the 
first set himself to adapt Gothic. to secular uses and to make 
out of it a modem Gothic manner of his own. His first success 
was made with the Manchester law courts, a design more 
purely Gothic than his later works, and an admirably planned 
building (the only good point in the national law courts plan, 
the access to the public galleries, is taken from it); his special 
style wag more developed in the Manchester town hall, a building 
typical both of the defects and merits of his secular Gothic 
style. This style of his received the compliment, for a good 
many years, .of an immense amount of imitation; in fact, 
during that earlier period of his work it may be said to have 
influenced every secular building that was erected in the medieval 
style all over England. His Gothic detail was, however, not very 
refined, and he has been subject to the same kind of retrospective 
injustice which has fallen on Scott, critics in both instances 
forgetting that what they do not like now was what every ono 
liked then, and could not have enough of. Waterhouse was a 
master of plan, and a man of immense business and administra-
tive ability, without which he could not have carried out the 

2a 
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number of great building schemes which fell into his hands, and 
he had much more of the qualities of a great architect than are 
to be found in the works of some of his latter-day critics. His 
later works, one or two of which will be referred to, do not 
come under the head of the Gothic revival. 

In France, the Gothic revival, which so strongly affected the 
whole school of English architecture for thirty or forty years, 
Praia 

took little hold. Its most remarkable monument is 
the church of Ste Clotilde at Paris, built about the 

middle of the century from the designs of Ballu. In use it equals 
a second-class cathedral, and is a fine monument, though it does 
not show that complete knowledge of medieval Gothic which we 
find in the churches of Scott, Street, Pearson and G. F. Bodley. 
But as with the Classic, so with the Gothic revival—the leading 
French architects of the period had too much personal architec-
tural feeling to be carried along in the wake of a "movement" 
Two very important Paris churches, built just after the middle 
of the century, illustrate well this independence of spirit The 
one is the domed church of St Augustin in the Boulevard 
Malesherbes (Plate XII., fig. 120, designed by Victor Ballard 
(180S-1874). It may be called a Classic church treated in a quasi-
Byzantine manner. A remarkable point about it is that, standing 
between the divergence of two streets at an acute angle, the outer 
walls of the nave follow the line of the two•streets, the church 
thus expanding towards the centre; internally the colonnades 
are parallel, the chapels outside of them increasing in depth 
from the entrance of the nave towards the centre—a very dever 
device for reconciling exterior and interior effect. The other 
church referred to, built about the same time, is La Trinite 
(Plate XII., fig. try) by Theodore Ballu (18,7-1885)---a church 
which is Renaissance in detail and yet distinctly Gothic in its 
general effect and in the multiplicity of its detail, somewhat 
recalling in this sense Barry's Halifax tower before referred to. 
The sense in which there has really been a general movement 
in church architecture in France has been in the direction of a 
kind of modernized Byzantine, of which one of the earliest and 
best examples is the church of St Pierre de Montrouge, by 
Joseph Auguste E. Vaudremer (Plate XII., fig. los). A later and 
more important example is the cathedral of Marseilles, by Lion 
Vaudoyer (i8o3--187 a) 'and Henry Esperandieu (1839-1874), a 
mingling of Romanesque and Byzantine, and in many respects a 
fine building (Plate XIII., fig. 136). This modern feeling in favour 
of a Byzantine type of church architecture culminated in the 
great church of the Sarre Cceur on Montmartre, at Paris, begun 
in the early 'eighties from the designs of Paul Abadie (1812-1884). 
This grand building stands on a most effective site, and is of a 
monumental solidity seldom met with in modern architecture; it 
is more pure and consistent in style than many of the smaller 
churches of the same school of architecture. These latter are 
not for the most part very attractive; they represent in general 
a kind of Frenchified Byzantine detail which exhibits neither 
Byzantine spirit nor French grace and finish; and on the whole 
it may be said that church architecture is the field in which the 
French architects of the teth century were least successful. 

As regards secular buildings, on the other hand, the Paris of 
the middle portion of the teth century can show some of the 
most unquestionable architectural successes of the period. The 
modern portions of the Palais de Justice by Louis Joseph Duc 
( t 802--:1179)—not Viollet-le-Duc,as is of ten mistakenly asserted In 
guide-books--and of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts, by Jacques Felix 
Duban (179?-187o),are among the best exa mples of the application 
of classic forms of architecture to modern buildings; and the 
Bibliotheque Ste Genevieve (Plate XIII., fig. 128), by Henri 
Labrouste (thot-t87 5), was in its day (about illso) a new creation 
in applied classic architecture; a building in which the exterior 
design was entirely subservient to and expressive of the require-
ments of a library, a large portion of the wall being left unpierced 
for the storage of books, windows being only inserted where they 
did not interfere with this object; and the manner in which 
these walls are treated so as to produce a decorative architectural 
effect without having recourse to sham colonnades and sham 
window openings, was entirely new at the time in modern work. 

It is instructive to compare this design with that of the Beak 
of England, as examples of the right and the wrong way of 
treating buildings in which much blank wall space was required. 
The new buildings of the Louvre (Plate XIV., fig. Ire), built 
under Napoleon III. from the designs of Louis Tullius joadnin 
Visconti ( m-18 53), are not to be passed over, though they have 
too much of the showy and flaunting character which belonged 
to both the society and the art of the Second Empire; a fault 
which also destroys some of the value of the Grand Opera house, 
a remarkable work by a remarkable architect (Jean Louis Charles 
Gamier), and typical, more than any other structure, of the 
epoch in which it was built. Some of its effect it owes to the 
admirable painting and sculpture with which it is decorated, 
but the grand staircase is a fine architectural conception (see 
GARNIZI). 

In England and in the United States, the last quarter of the 
19th century was a period of unusual interest and activity in 
architectural development While other nations have boar 
been content to carry on their architecture, for the rowans 
most part, on the old scholastic lines which had been area ' 
prevalent since the Renaissance, in the two countries 4'w' 
named there has been manifest a spirit of unrest, of critical 
inquiry into the basis and objects of architecture; an aspiration 
to make new and original creations in or applications of the art, 
without example in any other period in the modern history of 
architecture. In England, the " note "—beard with increasing 
shrillness of crescendo towards the very last year of the craw-- 
was the cry for originality, for throwing off the trammels of the 
past, for rendering architecture more truly a direct expiession 
of the conditions of practical requirement and of structure. 
This was no doubt to some extent the effect of a reaction. During 
the greater part of the century architectural strength, as has been 
already shown, had been spent in revivalsof past styles. Chinches 
indeed, up to the close of the century, continued to be built, 
for the most part, in revived Gothic; but this was owing to 
special clerical influence, which saw in Gothic a style specially 
consecrated to church architecture, and would be satisfied, as 
a rule, with nothing else. Efforts have been made by architects 
to modify the medieval church plan into something more prac-
tically suited to modern congregational worship, by a system 
of reducing the side aisles to mere narrow passages for access to 
the seats, thus retaining the architectural effect of the arcade, 
while keeping it out of the way of the seated congregation; and 
there have been occasional reversions to the ancient Christian 
basilica type of plan, or sometimes, as in the church in Davies 
Street, London, attempts to treat a church in a manner entirely 
independent of architectural precedent; but in the main, 
Gothic has continued to rule for churches. Apart from this 
special class of building, however, revived Gothic began to droop 
during the 'seventies. All had been copied that could be oopied, 
and the result, to the architectural mind, was not satisfaction 
but satiety. Gothic began to be regarded as " played out" 
The immediate result, however, was not an organised attempt 
to think for ourselves, and make our own style, but a recourse 
to another class of precedent, represented in the type of early 
iSth-century building which became known as" Queen 
Anne," and which, like Gothic before it, was now to Aua. 
be recommended as "essentially English," as in fact 
it is It can hardly, however, be called an architectural style; 
it would have no right to figure in any work illustrating the great 
architectural styles of the world. it was, in fact, the last dying 
phase of the English Renaissance; the architecture of the classic 
order reduced to a threadbare condition, treated very simply 
and in plain materials, in many cases shorn of its columnar 
features, and reflecting faithfully enough the prim atianalistie 
taste in literature and art of the England of the ilith century. 
Though not to be dignified as a style, it was however, a tempts-
able and consistent wormer in building; it made extensive use 
of brick, a material inexpensive and at the same time very well 
suited to the English climate and atmosphere; and it was 
generally carried out in very solid proportions, and with very 
good workmanship. To a generation tired of imitating a great 
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style at second hand, this unpretending and simple model was discovered that free classic is susceptible of a great deal of original 
a welcome relief, and led to the erection of a considerable num- treatment based on Renaissance elements. As an example 
by of modern buildings, dwelling-houses especially, the obvious we may cite a street front built some twenty years later by 

another academician-architect, viz. the offices of the Chartered 
Accountants in the City, by J. Belcher. More dignified and more 
monumental than New Zealand Chambers, more original than 
the School Board offices, this front contains some details and a 
general treatment which may be said to be absolutely new; 
it affords another example of a piece of street architecture which 
attracted a great deal of attention, and has had an effect quite 
disproportionate to its size and importance as a building; and 
it gives a general measure of the progress of the " free classic " 
idea. During the last decade of the century " free classic " 
was almost the recognized style in English architecture, and has 
been illustrated In many town halls and other large and important 
buildings, among which the Imperial Institute is a prominent 

.) example (fig.  96). 
it 	Concurrently with this tendency towards a free classic style 

	

FIG. 94.—Chelsea Town Hall. (J. M. Brydon.) 	there has arisen another movement which has had a considerable 
influence on English architecture, viz. an  increased 

aim of which was to look as like 18th-century buildings as perception of the importance of decorative arts—
possible. A typical example is the large London house by Norman sculpture, painting, mosaic, etc.—in alliance with 
Shaw, at the corner of Queen's Gate and Imperial Institute architecture, and of the architect and the decorative artist 
Road. The Chelsea town hall (fig. 9,t), by J. M. 
Brydon (184o-1901), is a good example of a public 
building in the revived Queen Anne style. 

A change of front from copying a great style like 
the medieval to copying what is at best a bastard 
one, if a style at all, might not seem to promise very 
much for the emancipation of modern architecture; 
yet there turned out to be one element of progress in 
it, resting on the fact that the comparatively simple 
detail of the 18th-century buildings formed a kind of 
vernacular of building workmanship, which could be 
comprehended and carried out by good artisans as a 
recognized tradition. Now to reduce architecture to 
good sound building and good workmanship seemed 
to promise at any rate a better basis to work upon than 
the mere imitation of classic or medieval detail; it 
might conceivably furnish a new starting-point. This 
was the element of life in the Queen Anne revival, and 
it had, as we shall see, an influence beyond the circle 
of the special revivers of the style. But almost con-
currently with, or following bard upon, the " Queen 
Anne " movement arose the idea of a modern archi-
tecture, founded on a free and unfettered treatment of 
the materials of our earlier Renaissance architecture, 
as illustrated in buildings of the Stuart period. This 

Paw 
new ideal was styled " free classic," and it 

dm.k... gave the prevailing tone to English archi- 
tecture for the last fifteen years of the 

century, though it had its commencement in certain 
characteristic buildings a good many years earlier 
than that. In 1873, for instance, there arose a com-
paratively small front in Leadenhall Street, under the 
name of " New Zealand Chambers " (fig. 93), designed 
by Norman Shaw, which excited more attention, and 
had more influence on contemporary architecture than 
many a building of far greater size and importance. 
This represented the playful and picturesque possibilities 
of " free classic." Its more restrained and refined 
achievements were early exemplified in G. F. Bodicy's 
design for the front of the London School Board offices 
on the Thames Embankment' a comparatively small 
building which also exercised a considerable influ-
ence. There were no details here, however, but what 
could be found in Stuart (or, as it is more often 
called, Jacobean) architecture, but the building, and 
the prominence of its architect's name, helped to draw ' working together and in harmony. This is no more than what 
attention to the possibilities of the style, and it has been I has long been understood and acted on in France. but it has been 

The western half of the present front; the design was duplicated a new light to modern English architecture, in which, until a 
afterwards, on the extension of the building, but Bodley originated it. I comparatively recent period, decorative painting was hardly 
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thought of, and decorative sculpture, where it was introduced, 
was too often, or indeed generally, the mere work of some trading 
firm of masons. But of late years sculpture has taken a far 
more prominent place in connexion with architecture; it has 
become a habit with the best architects to rely largely on the 
introduction of appropriate and symbolic sculpture to add to 
the interest of their buildings, and to associate with them eminent 
sculptors, who, instead of regarding their work only in the light of 
isolated statues or groups for the exhibition room and the art 
gallery, are willing to give their best efforts to produce high-class 
sculpture for the decoration of an architectural design which 
forms the framework to it. 

Notice should be taken, however, of another movement in 

Flo. O.—Staircase, Imperial Institute. (Collcutt.) 

English architecture during the dosing years of the loth century. 
Reference has already been made to one idea which 

n' tis" prompted the culture of the " Queen Anne " type of 
R111181141 
kya. 	architecture: that it presented a simple vernacular of 

construction and detail, in which solid workmanship 
was a more prominent element than elaboration of what is 
known as architectural style. To a small group of clever and 
enthusiastic architects of the younger generation it appeared 
that this idea of reducing architecture to the common-sense 
of construction might be carried still further; that as all the 
revivals of styles since the Renaissance had failed to give per-
manent satisfaction and had tended to reduce architecture 
to a learned imitation of the work of former epochs, the real 
chance for giving life to architecture as a modern art was to 
throw aside all the conventionally accepted insignia of architec-
tural style—columns, pilasters, cornices, buttresses, etc.—and 
to begin over again with mere workmanship—wall-building and 
carpentry—and trust that in process of time a new decorative 
detail would be evolved, indebted to no precedent. The building 
artisans, in fact, were collectively to take the place of the architect 
and the form of the building to be evolved by a natural process 
of growth. This was a favourite idea also with William Morris, 
who insisted that medieval art—the only art which he recognized 
as of any value (Greek, Roman and Renaissance being alike 
contemptible in his eyes)—was essentially an art of the people,  

and that in fact it was the modern architects who stood in the 
way of our having a genuine architecture of the 19th century. 
Considering how much of merely formal, conventional and soul-
less architecture has been produced in our time under the guidance 
of the professional architect, it is impossible to deny that there 
is an element of truth in this reasoning; at all events, that there 
have been a good many modern architects who have done more 
harm than good to architecture. But when we come to follow 
out this reasoning to its logical results, it is obvious that there 
are serious flaws in it. Morris's idea that medieval architecture 
alone was worthy the name, we may, of course, dismiss at once; 
it was the prejudice of a man of genius whose sympathies, both in 
matters social and artistic, were narrow. Nor can we regard the 
medieval cathedrals as artisan's architecture. The name of 
" architect " may have been unknown, but that the personage 
was present in some guise, the very individuality and variety 
of our English cathedrals attest. Peterborough front was no 
mere mason's conception. And when we come to consider 
modern conditions of building, it is perfectly obvious that with 
the complicated practical requirements of modern building, 
in regard to planning, heating, ventilation, etc., the planning 
of the whole in a complete set of drawings, before the building 
is begun, is an absolute necessity. We are no longer in medieval 
times; modern conditions require the modern architect. The 
real cause of failure, as far as modern architecture is a failure, 
lies partly in the fact that it is practised too much as a profession 
or business, too little as an art; partly in the deadening effect 
of public indifference to art in Britain. If the public really 
desired great and impressive works of architecture they would 
have them; but neither the British public nor its mouthpiece 
the government, care anything about it. Their highest ambition 
is to get convenient and economical buildings. And as to the 
theory of the new school, that we should throw overboard all 
precedent in architectural detail, that is intellectually impossible. 
We are not made so that we can invent everything de save, 
or escape the effect on our minds of what has preceded us; the 
attempt can only lead to baldness or eccentricity. Every great 
style of architecture of the past has, in fact, been evolved from 
the detail of preceding styles; and some of the ablest and most 
earnest architects of the present day are, indeed, urging the 
desirability of clinging to traditional forms in regard to detail, 
as a means of maintaining the continuity of the art. This does 
not by any means imply the absence of original architecture; 
there is scope for endless origination in the plan and the general 
design of a building. The Houses of Parliament is a prominent 
example. The detail is a reproduction of Tudor detail, but the 
plan and the general conception are absolutely original, and 
resemble those of no other pre-existing building in the world. 

It is necessary to take account of all these movements of 
opinion and principle in English architecture to appreciate 
properly its position and prospects at the time with 	

Vsdssl 
which we are here dealing. Turning now from England 	slas  
to the United States, which, as already observed, is 
the only other important country in which there has been 
a general new movement in architecture, we find, singular to 
say, that the course of development has in America been almost 
the reverse of what has taken place in England. The rapidity 
of architectural development in America, it may be observed, 
since about 1875, has been something astonishing; there is no 
parallel to it anywhere else. Before then the currently accepted 
architecture of the American Republic was little more than 
a bad repetition of the English Gothic and Classic types of 
revived architecture. At the present day no nation, except 
perhaps France, takes so keen an interest in architecture and 

produces so many noteworthy buildings; and it may be observed 
that in the United States the public and the official authorities 
seem really to have some enthusiasm on the subject, and to 
desire fine buildings. But the stirring of the dry bones began 
in America where it ended in England. The first symptoms of 
an original spirit operating in American architecture showed 
themselves in domestic architecture, in town and country houses, 
the latter especially; and the form which the movement took 
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was a desire to escape conventional architectural detail and to 
return to the simplest form of mere building; rock-faced masonry, 
sometimes of materials picked up on the site; chimneys which 
were plain shafts of masonry or brickwork; woodwork simply 
hewn and squared; but the whole arranged with a view to 
picturesque effect (figs. 97 and 98). This form of American 

.„.., 

Pm. 97.—American Type of Country-House Architecture. 

house became an incident in the course of modern architecture; 
it even had a recognizable influence on English architects. 
About the same time an impetus of a more special nature was 
given to American architecture by a man of genius, H. H. 
Richardson, who, falling back on Romanesque and Byzantine 
types of architecture as a somewhat =worked field, evolved 

• 

Fed. 98.—American Seaside Villa. (Bruce Price.) 

from them a type of architectural treatment so distinctly his 
own (though its engines were of course quite traceable) that he 
came very near the credit of having personally invented a style; 
at all events he invented a manner, which was so largely admired 
and imitated that for some ten or fifteen years American archi-
tecture showed a distinct tendency to became "Richardsonesque" 

Fru. 99.—Crane. Public Library, Quincy, Mass. (H. H. Richardson.)  
(see also Plate XVI., fig. 137). As with all architectural fashions, 
however, people got tired of this, and the influence of another 
very able American architect, Richard M. Hunt, coupled perhaps 
with the proverbial philo-Gallic tendencies of the modern 
American, led to the American architects, during the last decade 
of the t9th century, throwing themselves almost entirely into 
the arms, as it were, of France; seeking their education as 

far as possible in Paris, and adopting the theory and practice 
of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts so completely that it is often 
impossible to distinguish their designs, and even their methods 
of drawing, from those of French architects brought up in the 
strictest r4gime of the " Ecole." By this French movement 
the Americans have, on the one hand, Shared the advantages 
and the influence of what is undoubtedly the most complete 
school of architectural training in the world; but, 013 the other 
hand, they have foregone the opportunity which might have 
been afforded them of developing a school or style of their own, 
influenced by the circumstances of their own requirements, 
climate and materials. Figs. z33 and 134, Plate XV.; show 
examples of recent American architecture of the European 
classic type. Thus, in the two countries which in this period 
have shown the most activity and restlessness in their architec-
tural aspirations, and given the most original thought to the 
subject, England has constantly tended towards throwing off 
the yoke of precedent and escaping from the limits of a scholastic 
style; while America, commencing her era of architectural 
emancipation with an attempt at first principles and simple 
but picturesque building, has ended by a pretty general adoption 
of the highly-developed scholastic system of another country. 
The contrast is certainly a curious one. Only one original 
contribution to the art has been made by America in recent days 
—one arising directly out of practical conditions, viz. the " high 
buildings " in cities; a form of architecture which may be said to 
have originated in the fact that New York is built on a peninsula, 
and extension of the city is only possible vertically and not hori-
zontally. The tower-like buildings (see Plate XV., fig. 131, and 
STEEL Coesraucrtora, Plate H., figs. 3 and 4), served internally 
by lifts, to which this condition of things has given rise, form 
a really new contribution to architecture, and have been handled 
by some of the American architects in a very effective manner; 
though, unfortunately, the rage for rapid building in the cities 
of the United States has led to the adoption of the false archi-
tectural system of running up such structures in the form of 
a steel framing, cased with a mere skin of masonry or terra-cotta, 
for appearance' sake, which in reality depends for its stability 
on the steel framing. It must be admitted, however, to be a 
new contribution to architecture, and renders New York, as 
seen from the harbour, a " towered city " in a sense not realized 
by the poet. 

Some sketched the state of recent architectural thought or 
endeavour in England seemed essential to the subject, since 
it is there that what may be called the philosophy of 
architecture has been most debated, and that thought 
has had the most obvious and most direct effect on 
architectural style and movement. That this has been the case 
has no doubt been largely due to the influence of Ruskin, who, 
though his architectural judgment was on many points faulty 
and absurd in the extreme, had at any rate the effect of set-
ting people thinking—not without result. In other countries 
architecture continued to pursue, up to the close of the century, 
the scholastic ideal impressed upon it by the Renaissance, 
without exciting doubt or controversy unless in a very occasional 
and partial manner, and without any changes save those minor 
ones arising from changing habits of execution and use of material. 
In Germany there appears to be a certain tendency to a greater 
freedom in the use of the materials of classic architecture, a 
certain relaxation of the bonds of scholasticism; but it has hardly 
assumed such proportions as to be ranked as a new movement 
in architecture. 

The last years of the reth century witnessed the progress to 
an advanced stage of the most remarkable piece of English 
church architecture of the period, the Roman Catholic 

Engl cathedral at Westminster, by J. H. Bentley (1039– am ish ., 
19o2), a building which Is not a Gothic revival, but 
goes back to earlier (Byzantine) precedents; not, however, 
without a considerable element of novelty and originality in 
the design, especially in some of the exterior detail. The interior 
was intended for decoration in applied marble and mosaic, yet 
even as a shell of brickwork, with its solid domes and the 
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immense masses of the piers, it is one of the most impressive 
and monumental interiors of modern date. 

In ordinary church architecture, though there is still a good 
deal of mere imitation medieval work carried out, England 
has not been without examples of a new and original application 
of Gothic materials. The interior of the church of St Clare, 
Liverpool, by Mr Leonard Stokes (fig. too), is a good example, 
of the modified treatment of the three-aisled medieval plan 
already referred to, the aide aisles being reduced to passages; 
and also of the tendency in recent years to simplify the treatment 
of Gothic, in contrast to the florid and over-carved churches 
of the Gothic revival. The churches of James Brooks, as already  

available); from among the sketch competitors five were 
invited to join in a final competition, viz. Messrs Austin and 
Paley, C. A. Nicholson, Gilbert Scott (grandson of Sir Gilbert 
Scott), Malcolm Stark and W. J. Tapper. Mr. Scott's design 
was selected (May loos) and the building of it commenced not 
long after. It is a design in revived Gothic, of the orthodox 
type as to detail, though containing some points of decided 
originality in the general treatment. The condition proposed 
in the first instance by the committee, that the designs sent in 
must be in the Gothic style, gave rise to a strong protest, in the 
architectural journals and elsewhere, on the ground that the 
revival of ancient styles was a mistaken and exploded fallacy; 

and in deference to this expression of opinion the 
committee officially withdrew the limitation as to style. 
That, in view of their obvious bias, they, would confine 
their selection to designs in the Gothic style, was, 
however, a foregone conclusion. It is much to be 
regretted that the opportunity was not taken to evolve 
a modern and Protestant type of cathedral, with a 
central area and a dome as its principal feature. 

In the architecture of public buildings one of the 
earliest incidents in this latest period was the completion 
of the Albert Hall, which, though the work of 
an engineer, and commonplace in detail, is 
in the main a fine and novel architectural con- raj i,„,` 
ception, and a practical success (considering 
its abnormal size) as a building for musical perform-
ances. Had its constructor been bold enough to roof 
it with a solid masonry dome, with an " eye " in the 
centre (as in the Pantheon) instead of a huge dish-cover 
of glass and iron, there would have been little to find 
fault with in its general conception. It was also the 
first modern English building of importance to be 
decorated externally with symbolical figure composition, 
in the shape of the large frieze in coarse mosaic of 
terra-cotta, which is carried round the upper portion 
of the exterior, and which,lf not very interesting in 
detail, at all events fulfils very well its purpose as a 
piece of decorative effect. The subject of the govern-
ment offices in London forms in itself an important 
chapter in recent architectural history. The home 
and foreign office block was finished in 1874; a 
sumptuous, but weak and ill-planned building designed 
by Scott, invite Minerva,-in a style alien to his own 
predilections, In 1884 took place the great competition 
for the war and admiralty offices conjointly, won by 
a commonplace but admirably drawn design, presenting 
some good points in planning. The building was to 
stand between Whitehall and St James's Park, with 
a front both ways. The competition came to nothing, 
and the successful architects were eventually employed 
to build the new admiralty as it now stands; a mean 
and commonplace building with no street frontage, in 
which economy was the main consideration, and 
totally discreditable to the greatest naval power in 
the world. In 1898-14o it was at last resolved to 

build a war office and other government offices much 
needed, and an irregular site opposite the Horse Guards 
was selected for the war office and one in Great George 
Street for the others. In this case there was no competition, 
but the government selected two architects after inquiry as to 
their works (" classic " architecture being a sine qua non); 
W. Young (d. row) for the war office, and J. M. Brydon for the 
Great George Street block. The war office site is inadequate 
and totally unsymmetrical, the boundary of the building being 
settled by the boundary of the street curb, and the inner court-
yards are of very mean proportions compared with the great 
courtyard of the home and foreign office. Both architects 
produced grandiose designs, but in regard to the war office at 
least the government threw away a great opportunity. 

There can only be further enumerated a few of the more 
important buildings erected in England during the later years 

FIG. too.—Interior, St Clare's, Liverpool. (Leonard Stokes.) 

noted, have shown many examples of a solid plain treatment 
of Gothic, yet with a great deal of character; and J. D. Sodding 
(1838-1891) built some showing great originality, among which 
the interior of his church of the Holy Redeemer, Clerkenwell, 
affords also an interesting example of the modern free treat-
ment of forms derived from classic architecture. 

The event of most importance in English church architecture 
at the beginning of the zoth century was the commencement 
of a modern cathedral at Liverpool. In the early 'eighties the 
proposal for a cathedral had led to an important competition 
between three sets of invited architects, Sir William Emerson, 
Messrs Bailey and Garner and James Brooks. Nothing, 
however, resulted, except the production of three very fine sets 
of drawings. Subsequently the subject was taken up again with 
more energy, and a sketch competition invited for a cathedral 
on a new site (the one originally intended being no longer 
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of the 19th century, and mention made of the general course 
which architecture has taken in regard to special classes of 
buildings. The Natural History Museum (Plate XI., fig. 120), 
completed in 488i by Alfred Waterhouse, may stand as a type 

36,00lotoo cow. oot to P.N.". Al.,• 

which has been extensively imitated; a refined variety of free 
classic, always quiet and delicate in detail, though perhaps 
rather wanting in architectonic force. The next great archi-
tectural competition was that for the completion of the 
South Kensington Museum, the bare brick exterior of which, 
waiting for architectural completion, had long been a national 
disgrace. The competition produced some fine and striking 
designs, some of them perhaps more so than the selected 
one by Sir Aston Webb, whose fine plan, however, justified the 
selection. Another competition which excited general interest 
was that in 1894, for the rebuilding on a country site of Christ's 

Pic. tor.—Plan of a Master's House. New Christ's Hospital. 
(Webb and Bell.) 

of the taste for the employment of terra-cotta, with all its 
dangerous facilities in ornamental detail, of which that architect 
specially set the example. Detail is certainly overdone here, 
but the building is strikingly original; a point not to be over- 

FIG. 103.—Oxford Town Hall. (Hare.) 

Hospital schools, also gained by Aston Webb (in collaboration 
with Ingress Bell), by a design which, in its arrangement of 

h blocks fi but in i I schoolhouses in detachedd oc s ( g. toi), ut n a symmetr ca 
grouping, opened up a new idea in public-school planning, and 
struck a blow at the picturesque but insanitary quadrangle 
system. Among notable public buildings of the period ought 
to be mentioned Norman Shaw's New Scotland Yard, built 
in a style neither classic nor Gothic, but partaking of the elements 
of both (Plate X., fig. rag). A competition in 1908 for the 
design of the new county hall for the London County Council, 
to be " English Renaissance " in style, was won by a young 
architect, till then unknown, Mr Ralph Knott. 

In recent years there has been a great movement for building 
town halls; towns rather vying with each other in this way. 
Of late nearly all of these have been carried out in some variety 
of free classic. Among the more important in point of scale is 
that of Sheffield, by E. W. Mountford (1856-1908) (fig. zos); 
among smaller ones, those of Oxford, by H. T. Hare (fig. 103); 

and Colchester, by John Belcher, are 
'particularly good examples of recent 
architecture of this class, the former 
distinguished also by an exceptionally 
good plan. The merit of excellent 
planning also belongs to Aston Webb 
and Ingress Bell's Birmingham law 
courts, one of the modern terra-cotta 
buildings of somewhat too florid 
detail, though picturesque as a whole. 
Among public halls the M'Ewan 
Hall at Edinburgh, completed in 
1898 from the designs of Sir Rowand 
Anderson, deserves mention as one 
of the most original and most care-
fully designed of recent buildings in 
Great Britain. 

The various new buildings erected 
,, in connexion with the university of 

Oxford, those by T. G. Jackson (b. 
1835) especially, form an important 
incident in modern English archi-

looked in these days of architectural copying. The Imperial lecture. Mr Jackson succeeded to a remarkable degree in design-
Institute, the result of a competition among six selected archi- ing new buildings which are in harmony with the old architecture 
tests, represents also a type of architecture which its architect, of the university city; sometimes perhaps a little too imitative 
T. E. Collcutt, may be said to have matured for himself, and of it, but at.any rate he has the credit of having added rather 
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extensively to Oxford without spoiling it; while his school 
buildings in different parts of the country have a refinement and 
domesticity of feeling which is the true note of school archi-
tecture. Among buildings of an educational class, the move in 
technical education has led to the erection of a good many large 
polytechnic and similar institutions, which in many cases have 
been well treated architecturally; the Northampton Institute at 
Clerkenwell (fig. 104), by Mountford, being perhaps one of the 

FIG. 104.—Northampton Institute, Clerkenwell. (Mountford.) 

boldest and most effective of recent public buildings. In the 
building of hospitals and asylums much has been done, and great 
progress made in the direction of hygienic and practical planning 
and construction, but the tendency has been (perhaps rightly) 
towards making this practical efficiency the main consideration 
and reducing architectural treatment to the simplest character. 
St Thomas's hospital at Lambeth exemplifies the treatment 
of hospital architecture at the commencement of the last quarter 
of the loth century; the separate pavilion system had been 
already adopted on practical grounds, but the building is treated 

FIG. 105.—Cragside. (R. Norman Shaw.) 
in a sumptuous architectural style, as if representing so many 
detached mansions—a treatment which would now be deprecated 
as an expenditure foreign to the main purpose of the building. 
One recent hospital, however, that at Birmingham, by W. 
Henman, combining architectural effect with the latest hygienic 
improvements, was the first large hospital in Great Britain in 
which the system of mechanical ventilation was completely and 
consistently carried out. 

In theatre building there has been an immense improvement 
in regard to planning, ventilation and fireproof construction, 
but little to note in an architectural sense, since theatres in 
England are never designed by eminent architects, the financial 
and practical aspects being alone considered. 

In domestic architecture the tendency has been to quit 
picturesque irregularity for a more fornial and more dignified 
treatment. Such a house as Norman Shaw's " Cragside," built 
In the earlier part of our period (fig. to,5), however its picturesque  

treatment may still be admired, would hardly be built now on 
a large scale; its architect himself has of late years shown a 
preference for a symmetrical and regular treatment of eae^a 
house architecture sometimes to the extent of making 
the mansion look too like a barrack. In street archi- aed sfrOsi 
tecture, however, the tendency has been towards a warm 
more characteristic and more picturesque treatment; 
nor is there any class of building in which the improvement in 
English architecture has been more marked and more unques-
tionable. Many of the new residential streets in the west end of 
London present a really picturesque ensemble, and many shopt 
and other commercial street buildings have been erected with 

FIG. Ia.—London City & Midland Bank, Ludgate Hill Branch. 
(CoUcutt.) 

admirable fronts from the designs of some of the best architects 
of the day. Norman Shaw's building at the corner of St James's 
Street and Pall Mall was one of the first, and is still one of the 
best examples of modern street architecture, though surpassed 
by the same architect's more recent building opposite, at the 
south-west angle of St James's Street—one of the finest and 
most monumental examples of street architecture in London. 
Among other examples may be cited T. E. Collcutt's London 
City & Midland Bank in Ludgate Hill (fig. o6) and R. Blom-
field's narrow house-froot in Buckingham Gate (fig. to7). The 
introduction of sculpture in street fronts is also beginning to 
receive attention; and a simple house-front recently erected 
in Margaret Street, London, from the design of Bemford Pite 
(fig. sot), is an excellent example of the use of sculpture in 
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connexion with ordinary street architecture. It Is significant of 
the Increased attention accorded to street architecture, that the 
most important architectural event in England at the very close 
of the teth century, was the outlay of 2000 by the London 
County Council, in fees to eight architects for designs for the 
front of the proposed new streets of Kingsway and Aldwych. 
The idea was to treat these streets as comprehensive architectural 
designs with a certain unity of effect. Unfortunately this idea 

Fro. toy.—House in Buckingham Gate, London. (R. Blomfield.) 

was abandoned for merely commercial reasons, it being feared that 
there would be a difficulty in letting the sites if tenants were 
required to conform their frontages to a general design. In the 
case of Aldwych, which Is a crescent street, this decision was 
fatal. A crescent loses all its effect unless treated as a complete 
and symmetrical architectural design. 

The competition for the Queen Victoria Memorial, consisting 
of a processional road from Whitehall to Buckingham Palace, 
culminating in a sculptural trophy in front of the palace, 
attracted a great deal of attention in nor. Of the five Invited 
competitors—Sir Aston Webb (b. x1149), T. G. Jackson, Ernest 
George (b. r839), Sir Thomas Drew (b. 5838), and Sir Rowand 
Anderson (b. 1834) the two latter representing Ireland and 
Scotland respectively,—SIr Aston Webb's design was selected, 
and unquestionably showed the best and most effective manner 
of laying out the road, as well as a very pleasing architectural 
treatment of the semicircular forecourt in front of the palace, 
with pavilions and fountain-basins symmetrically spaced; 
but some of this was subsequently sacrificed on grounds of 
economy. The building, a triumphal arch flanked by pavilions,  

forming the entry to the processional road from Whitehall, Is 
a dignified design. 

In France, still the leading artistic nation of the world, the art 
of architecture has been in a most flourishing and most active 
state in the most recent period. It is true that there 0.0 
is not the same variety as in modern English archi- Baal 
tecture, nor have there been the same discussions and  
experiments in regard to the true aim and course of 
architecture which have excited so much interest in England; 
because the French architects, unlike the English, know exactly 
what they want. They have a " school " of architecture; they 
adhere to the scholastic or academic theory of architecture as 
an art founded on the study of classic models; and on this 
basis their architects receive the 
most thorough training of any in 
the world. This predominance of 
the academic theory deprives their 
architecture, no doubt, of a good 
deal of the element of variety and 
picturesqueness; a French architect 
ear sang, in fact, never attempts 
the picturesque, unless in a country 
residence, and then the results are 
such that one wishes the attempt 
had not been made. But, on the 
other hand, modern French archi-
tecture at its best has a dignity and 
style about it which no other nation 
at present reaches, and which goes 
far to atone for a certain degree 
of sameness and repetition in its 
motives; and living under a govern-
ment which recognise the Import-
ance of national architecture, and 
is willing to spend public money 
liberally on it (with the full appra 
action ofits public), the French 

_ 

architects have opportunities which 
English ones but seldom enjoy— 
the predominant aim with a British 	I 
government being to see how little 
they can spend on a public building. 
The two great Paris exhibitions of 
1889 and too° may be regarded as 	 t' 
important events in connexion with 	11 
buildings erected for them showed 	_ 
an amount of architectural interest ----- 

architecture, for even the temporary 

and originality which could be met Ftc. to8.—House in Mar-
with nowhere else, and which in each garet Street, London. (Beres-
case left its mark behind it, though ford Pim) 
with a difference; for while in the r889 exhibition the main 
object was to treat temporary structures—iron and concrete 
and terra-cotta— to an undisguised but artistic manner, 
in those of the zero exhibition the effort was to create an 
architectural cost d'ail of apparently monumental structures 
of which the actual construction was disguised. In spite of 
some eccentricities the amount of invention and originality 
shown in these temporary buildings was most remarkable; 
but fortunately the exhibition left something more permanent 
behind it in the shape of the two art-palaces and the new bridge 
over the Seine. The two palaces are triumphs of modern 
classic architecture; the larger one (by MM. Thomas, Louvet 
and Deglane) is to some extent spoiled by the apparently 
unavoidable glass roof; the smaller one, by M. Girault, escapes 
this drawback, and, still more refined than its greater opposite, 
is one of the most beautiful buildings of modern times; the 
central portion is shown in Plate XIV., fig. 130. The architectural 
pylons, with their accompanying sculpture, which flank the 
entries to the bridge, are worthy of the best period of French 
Renaissance. Thus much, at least, has the x9oo exhibition 
done for architecture. 
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At the beginning of the last quarter of the roth century stands 
one of the most important of modern French buildings, the Pans 
lintel de vile, commenced shortly after the war, from the 
designs of MM. Balk and Deperthes, planned on an immense 
scale, and on the stateliest and most monumental lines: the 
plan is given in fig. zoo. The central block is, externally, a 

dominant or consistent scheme. One of the 
most characteristic architectural efforts of 
the French has consisted in the erection of 
the various smaller hntels-de-ville or marks, 
in the city and suburban districts of the 
capital; as at Panda, Liles, Suranes and 
in venous arrondissements within the city 
proper (Plate XIII, fig. I 27). Nothing shows 
the quality of modern French architecture 
better, or perhaps more favourably, than this 
series of district town halls; all have a dis-
tinctly municipal character and a certain 
family resemblance of style amid their 
diversity of details; all are refined speci-
mens of pro-eminently civilized architecture. 
Among the greater architectural efforts of 
France is the immense block of the new 
Sorbonne, by M. Nfnot, a building sufficient 
in itself for an architectural reputation. 
Among smaller French buildings of peculiar 
merit may be mentioned the Music Galliera, 
in the Troeadfro quarter of Paris, designed 
by M. Ginain—a work of pure art in archi-
tecture such as we should nowadays look 
for in vain out of France; the Ecole de 
Midecine, by the same refined architect 
(fig. io); and the chapel in rue Jean 
Goujon (Guilbert), erected as a memorial to 
the victims of the bazaar fire, again a 
notable instance of a work of pure thought 
in architecture—a new conception out of old materials. The 
new Opera Comique (Bernier) should also be mentioned, the 
rather disappointing result of a competition which excited 
great interest at the time. Street architecture has been carried 
out of late In Paris in a sumptuous style, with great stone fronts 

and a profusion of carved osnament, such as we knoi nothing of 
in England; and though there is a rather monotonous repetition 
of the same style and character throughout the new or newly 
built streets, it is impossible to deny the effect of palatial dignity 
they impart to the city. In the matter of country houses the 
French architect is less fortunate; when be attempts what he 

regards as the rural picturesque, his good taste seems 
entirely to desert him, and the maison is esespagite is 
generally a mere riot of gimcrack bargeboards and 
finials. In Paris, the taste for the contortions of what 
is called art nouveau has led to the erection, here and 
there, of ugly and eccentric fronts with preposterous 
ornamental details; but the invasion of this element 
is only partial and will probably not prove other than a 
passing phase. 

The great military success of Germany in 1117o, and 
the founding of the German empire, gave, as is usual 
in such crises, a decided impetus to public (mow. 
architecture, of which the central and most 
important visible sign is the German Houses of Parlia-
ment (Plate IX., fig. 117), by Paul Wallot (b. ay), 
whose design was selected in a competition. There is 
something essentially German in the quality of this 
national building; classic architecture minus its refine-
ment. The detail is coarse; the finish of the end 
pavilions of the principal front absolutely unmeaning— 
mere architectural rodomontade; the central cupola of 
glass and iron, on a square plani, probably the ugliest 

Fto. rto.—Ecole de Medecine. Paris. (Chain.) 

imperial cortege on special occasions, the cathedral also serving the 
second purpose of an imperial mausoleum. Theatre building has 
been carried on very largely in Germany,and among its productions 
the Leasing theatre at Berlin (fig. z 13) (Hermann von der Hude 
and Julius Remiche, d. saga) is a favourable example of German 

l.,..,q 
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FIG. non.—Plan of H6tel de Ville, Paris. 
A, Salle des Rtes. 	F, Salle des Cariatides. M, Corridor. 
B, Salle k ma 	. 	G, General Secretary. 	N, President of Council. 
C, Salons de 	hon. H, Prefect. 	 0, Library. 	 central feature on any great builchng in Europe; and 
13, Council Chamber. 	K, Committee Rooms. p. Ref .,.,,,,t  Room.  yet there is undeniable power about the whole thing; it 
E, Grand Staircase. 	L, Public Works. 	 is the characteristic product of a conquering nation not 

reticent in its triumph. The new cathedral at Berlin, by 
restoration of the old hotel de ville, the remainder carried out Julius Raschdorff (b. 1823), is the other most important German i 
in an analogous but somewhat more modern style. The interior work of the period (fig. nil; a building very striking and 
has been the scene of sumptuous pictorial decoration, in which all unusual in plan, but absolutely commonplace in its archi- 
the first artists of the; day were employed—unfortunately in tectural detail; school classic of the most ordinary type, without 
too scattered a manner and on no pro- 	 even any of those elements of originality 

which are to be found in the Houses of 
Parliament. A curious feature in the plan 
(fig. i i 2) is that the building, alone of any 
cathedral we can recall, has its principal 
general entrance at the side, the end 

entrance being reserved for a special 
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elude at its best, betides being, like most modern German 
theatres, very well planned (fig. tie). Hamburg has had its new 
municipal buildings (Grotjan), a florid Renaissance building with 
a central tower, showing in its general effect and grouping a good 
deal of Gothic feeling. Mention may also be made of the Im-
perial law courts (Reichsgericlitsgeblude) at Leipzig, designed 
by Ludwig Hoffmann (b. 1852) and finished In 11395, a building 

rt t.--Cathedral at Berlin. (Raschdorff.) 

with no more charm about it, externally, than the Berlin Parlia-
ment Houses, but with some good interior effects. The new 
post offices in Germany have been an important undertaking, 
and are, at all events, buildings of more mark than those in 
England. There has also been a great deal of new development 
in street architecture, which shows an immense variety, and a 
constantly evident determination to do something striking; but 

113.—Leafing Theatre, Berlin. (Von der Hude and 
Hennicke.) 

we find in it neither the dignity of Parisian street architecture nor 
the refinement of modern London work; there is an element of 
the bombastic about it. 

No modern building on the European continent is more 
remarkable than the Brussels law courts (Plate XI., fig. 121) 
from the designs of Joseph Poclaert (18:6 -1879). an original  

genius In archftedare, who bad the good fortune to be appro. 
dated and given a free hand by his government. The design 
is based on classic architecture, but with a treatment so com-
pletely individual as to remove It almost entirely from 
the category of imitative or revival architecture; some-  
what fantastic it may be, but as an original architectural 
creation it stands almost alone among modern public buildings. 
In Vienna the scholastic classic style has been retained with 
much more purity and refinement than in the German capital, 
and the Parliament Houses (Plate IX., fig. 26), by Theophil 
Hansen (1813-1891), if they show no originality of detail,, have 
the merit of original and Very effective grouping. Budapest, on 
the other hand, which has almost sprung into existence since i825 

FIG. 112.—Plan of Cathedral at Berlin. 

as the rival of the Austrian capital, has erected a gntat Parliameht 
building of florid character (Plate IX., fig. 115), in a style in 
which the Gothic element is prevalent, though the central feature 
is a dome. The plan (see fig. 92) is obviously based on that of the 
Westminster building; the exterior design, however, has the merit 
of clearly indicating the position of the two Chambers as part of 
the architectural design, the want of which is the one serious de- 

fectof Barry'snoblestruc- 
ture. In Italy modern 
architecture is at a very 
low ebb; the one great 
workof thisperiodwasthe 
building of the facade to 
the Duomo at Florence, 
from the design of do 
Fabris, who did not live 
to see its completion. As 
the completion in modern 
times of a building of 
world-wide fame, it is a 
work of considerable in- 
terest, and, on the whole, 
not unworthy of its posi- 
tion; that it should 
harmonize quite satis- 
factorily with the ancient 
structure was hardly to 
be expected. It was prob- 
ably the completion of 
this facade which led the 
city of Milan to start a 

FIG. 114.—Plan of Leasing Theatre, great architectural coin- 
Berlin. 

petition, in the early 
'eighties, for the erection of a new facade to its celebrated 
cathedral, not because the facade had never been completed, but 
because it bad been spoiled and patched with bad z8th-century 
work. The ambition was a legitimate one, and the competition, 
open to all the world, excited the greatest interest; but the 
young Italian architect, Brentano, to whom the first premium 
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was awarded, died shortly afterwards, and other causes, partly 
financial, led to the postponement of the scheme, though it 
is understood that there is still an intention of carrying out 
Brentano's design under the direction of the official architectural 
department of the city. 

In summing up the present position of modern architecture, 
it may be said that architecture is now a more cosmopolitan 

art than it has been at any previous period. The coo. dubs. separate development of a national style has become 
in the present day almost an impossibility. Increased 

means of communication have brought all civilized nations into 
close touch with each other's tastes and ideas, with the natural 
consequence that the treatment of a special class of building 
in any one country will not differ very materially from its 
treatment in another; though there are nuances of local taste 
in detail, in manner of execution, in the materials used And 
the civilized countries have almost with one consent returned, 
in the main, to the adoption of a school of architecture based 
on classic types. The taste for medievalism is dying out even in 
Great Britain, which has been its chief stronghold. 

What course the future of modern architecture will take it 
is not easy to prophesy. What is quite certain is that it is now 
an individual art, each important building being the production, 
not of an unconsciously pursued national style, but of a personal 
designer. As far as there is a ruling consensus in architectural 
taste, this will tend to become, like dress and manners, more and 
more cosmopolitan; and it seems probable that it will be based 
more or less on the types left us by Classic and Renaissance 
architecture. There arc, however, two influences which may 
have a definite effect on the architecture of the near future. 
One of these is the possible greater rapprochement between 
architecture and engineering, of which there are already some 
signs to be seen; architects will learn more of the kind of struc-
tural problems which are now almost the exclusive province 
of the engineer, and there will be a demand that engineering 
works shall be treated, as they well may be, with some of the 
refinement and expression of architecture. The other influence 
lies in the closer connexion, which is already taking place, 
between architecture and the allied arts, so that in important 
building will be regarded and treated as a field for the application 
of decorative sculpture and painting of the highest class, and 
as being incomplete without these. It is in this closer union 
of architecture with the other arts that there lies the best hope 
for the architecture of the future. 

Airrnoanres.—The literature of architecture as a modern art is 
limited, the most important publications of recent times being 
mainly devoted to the study and illustration of ancient architecture. 
The following, however, may be named :—James Fetguaott History 
of Modern Architecture (2nd ed., London, 1873); T. G. Jackson. 
Modems Gothic Architecture (London, 1873);_J. T. Micklethwaite, 
Modern Parish Churches (London, 1e74); E. R. Robson, School 
Architecture (London, 074); J. J. Stevenson, House Architecture 
(London, 880) ; E. E. Viollet-lurDue, Hots to Build a flake (London, 
7874): Lectures on Architecture (London, 1881): H. C. Burdett, 
Rospikdr and Asylums of the World (London, 3892-1893); Professor 
Oswald Kuhn, Kroaknokauser (Stuttgart, 1897): E. 0. Sachs, 
Modern Opera-Homes and Theatres (London, 2897-1899); E. 
Wyndham Tarn, The Mechanics of Architecture (London, 1893); 
R. Norman Shaw, R.A., T. G. Jackson, R.A., and others, Architecture,  

Profession ores Art (London. x892); W. H. White, The Architect 
and his Artists (London, 3892); Architecture and Public Buildings 
in Paris and London (London, 1884); H. H. Statham, Architecture 
for General Readers (London, 1895): Modern Architecture 
t898): Herrmann Muthesius, Dm engliscke Basikunst der GClegVeam,  rt 
Wain and WOE. Woo); Der Architekten Vereln au Berlin, 
Bmiin and Seine Bastes (Berlin, 1110). The real literature of 
modern architecture, however, is to be found mainly in the articles 
and illustrations in the best periodical architectural publications of 
various countries. Among these Italy has none worth mention, 
and France, with all her architectural enthusiasm, has had no first-
class architectural periodical" since the extinction, about Ingo, of the 
Revue gfadrals de I architecture, conducted for more than fifty years 
by the late Cesar Daly, and in its day the first periodical  of its class 
in the world. Among the best penodical publications are: The 
Architectural Record (quarterly), (New York); The Architectural 
Renato (monthly), (Baaton)•, the Atheneum Baueeigung (quarterly). 
(Vienna); the Berlin Archikkunuell (monthly), (Berlin); The 
°Nader  twileklY). (London); La ConOrsetion modem (weekly), 
(Paris). (H. H. S.) 

ARCHITRAVE (from Lat. anus, an arch, and frees, *'sent, a 
beam), an architectural term for the chief beam which carries 
the superstructure and rests immediately on the columns. 
In the ordinary entablature it is the lowest of the three divisions, 
the other .two being the frieze and the cornice (see Otinte). 
The term is also applied to the moulded frame of a doorway. 

ARCHIVE (Lat. archision, a transliteration of Gr. ender, 
an official building), a term (generally used in the plural 
" archives "), properly denoting the building in which are kept 
the records, charters and other papers belonging to any state, 
community or family, but now generally applied to the documents 
themselves (see RECORD). 

ARCHIVOLT (from Let. anus, an arch, and with, a vault), 
an architectural term applied to the mouldings of an architrave, 
when carried round an arched opening. 

ARCHON (dream, ruler), the title of the highest magistrate 
in many ancient Greek states. It is only in Athens that we have 
any detailed knowledge of the office, and even in this one case 
the evidence presents problems of the first importance which 
are incapable of decisive solution. 'There Is no doubt that the 
archons represented the ancient kings, whose absolutism, under 
conditions which we can only infer, yielded in process of time to 
the power of the noble families, supported no doubt by the fight-
ing force of the state. As to the process by which this change 
was effected there are two accounts. Traditionally, the monarchy 
after the death of Codrus (ho68 p.c.) gave place to the life 
archon whose tenure of office was limited afterwards to ten 
years and then to one year. Aristotle's Constitution of Athens 
(9.0 speaks of five stages: (t) the institution of the polemarch 
who took over the military duties of the king; (2) the institution 
of the archon to relieve the king of his civil duties; (3) the tenure 
of office was reduced to ten years (? 75: p.c.); (4) the office 
was taken from the "royal" clan and thrown open to all Eupa-
trida t? (s) office was made annual, and to the existing 
three offices were added the six thesmothetae whose duty it 
was to record judicial decisions. The value of this latter account 
is, of course, debatable, but it is at least compatible with the 
general trend of development from hereditary absolutism, civil, 
military and religious, in the person of the " king," to a con-
stitutional oligarchy. The change was clearly effected by the 
devolution of the military and civil powers of the king to the 
polemarch and the archon, while the archon basileus (or king) 
retained control of state religion. It is equally clear that owing 
to the predominating importance of civil affairs, the archon 
became the chief state official and gave his name to the year 
(hence archon eponymus). It should be noticed that the analogy 
which has often been suggested between the early history of 
the archonship at Athens, and such cases as the mayors of the 
palace in French history, or the tycoon (shogun) and mikado 
in Japanese history, is misleading. In these cases it is the old 
royal house that retains the royal title and the semblance of power, 
while the real authority passes into new hands. In Athens, 
the new civil office.is vested in the old royal family, while the old 
title along with its religious functions is transferred. The early 
history of the thesmothetae is not clear, but this much is certain 
that there is no adequate reason for supposing, as many historians 
do, that in early times, they, with the three chief archons, con-
stituted a collective or collegiate magistracy. It is true Thucy. 
dides (L ire) states that, in the time of the Cylonian conspiracy 
(? 632 n.c.)," the nine archons were (i.e. collectively) the principal 
officials," but at the same time the responsibility for the action 
then taken attached to the Alcmaeonidae alone, because one 
of their number, Megacies, was at that time the archon (i.e. 
responsibility was personal, not collective). Again, the Con-
stitution of Athens says that down to Solon's time the archon 
had no official residence, but that afterwards they used the 
Thearnotheteion. It is a reasonable inference from this statement 
that the theentothetse had previously sat together apart from 
the superior archons and that it was only after Solon that col-
legiate responsibility began. 

Evolution of the Ofre.—The history of the democratization of 
the archonship is beset with equal difficulty. In the early days, 
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the Importance of the office (confined as it was to.the highest 
class) must have been immense; there was no audit, no written 
law, no executive council. The popular assembly was ill-
organized and probably summoned by the archons themselves. 
The only control came from the Areopagus which elected them 
and would generally be favourably disposed, and from the fact 
that the military and civil powers were not vested in the same 
hands. Although the institution of the popular courts by Solon 
hid within it the germ of democratic supremacy, it is clear that 
the immediate result was small; thus, in the next decade 
anarchia was continuous and Damages held the archonship 
for more than two Years in defiance of the new constitution; 
the prolonged dissension in this matter shows that the office 
of archon still retained its supreme importance. Gradually, 
however, the archonship lost its power, especially in judicial 
matters, until it retained merely the right of holding the pre-
liminary investigation and the formal direction of the popular 
courts. Its administrative powers, save those wielded by the 
polemarch (see below and cf. STRATECUS), dwindled away into 
matters of routine. We know that Peisistratus ruled by con-
trolling the archonship, which was always held by members of 
his family, and the archonship of Isagoras was clearly an 
important party victory; we know further the names of three 
Important men who held the office between Cleisthenes' reform 
and the Persian War (Hipparchus, Themistocles (q.v.), Aristides) 
from which we infer that the office was still the prize of party 
competition. On the other hand, after 487 s.c. the list of 
archons contains no name of importance. Presumably this is 
due to the growing importance of the Stmtegus and to the 
institution of sortition (see below), which, whether as cause or 
effect, is presumably by the 5th century indicative of diminished 
importance. There can, on these assumptions, be no doubt 
that, from the early years of the 5th century B.C., the archonship 
was of practically no importance. Furthermore we find that 
(probably after the Persian War) the office is thrown open to the 
second class, and finally in 457 B.C. we meet an archon, Mnesi-
theides, of the third, or Zeugite, class. Plutarch (Aristides, 22) 
says that after the great struggle of the Persian War Aristides 
threw open the office to all the citizens. But in fact the members 
of the fourth class were not formally admitted even in the 4th 
century (though by a fiction they were allowed to pose for the 
time as Zeugites). Furthermore it is not till 457 that even a 
Zeugite archon is known, according to the Constitution of Athens 
(e. s6), which dates the change as five years after the death of 
Ephialtes and does not connect it with Aristides. 

Sorlilion.—The next question constitutes perhaps the most 
Important problem in Greek political development. At what 
date was election by lot, or sortition, introduced for the archon-
ship? From the Constitution of Athens (e. 22) we gather that 
from the fall of the Tyranny to 487 s.c. the archons were alma, 
not alt./mono! (i.e. chosen by vote, not by lot), and that in 487, 
limited sortition was introduced, whereby fifty candidates were 
elected by each tribe, and from these the archons and their 
" secretary " were chosen by lot. But against this must be set 
the statement by the same authority that this double method 
was part of the Solonian reform. The solution of the dilemma 
Is a matter of inference. Three Indications favour the former 
view: (I) the "anarchia" which occurred so often between 
Solon and Peisistratus shows that the office was at that time a 
question of party (i.e. elective); (a) the statement that Solon 
invented sortition for the office is put as the basis of a comparison 
(80o, earitrrov) and, therefore, may fairly be regarded as a 
hypothesis; (3) there is no indication that the change made in 
487 B.C. was a return to an obsolete method, and on the same 
argument it is odd that Solon's alleged system should not have 
been revived at the end of the Tyranny. On the other hand 
Herodotus tog) states that, in 400, before the battle of 
Marathon, the polemarch was chosen by lot. If this be true, 
it follows that the office of polemarch must have lost its military 
importance, which was not the case, inasmuch as the polemarch 
at Marathon gave the casting vote in favour of immediate battle. 
Whether, therefore, Solon or Aristides was the first to introduce 

sortition, it is perfectly clear that the lot was not used between 
the Tyranny and 487 n.c. and that after 487 the lot was always 
used (see J. E. Sandys, Constitution of Athens c. 8 note 5, c. 221 S. 
note); in fact, at a date not known the mixed system of Aristides 
gave place to double sortition, in which the first nomination also 
was by lot. To enter here into the theory of the lot is impossible. 
It should, however, be observed that in the somewhat material 
atmosphere of constitutional Athens the religious significance 
of the lot had vanished; no important office in the nth and 4th 
centuries was entrusted to its decision. The real effect of 
sortition was to equalize the chances of rich and poor without 
civil strife. Now it is perfectly clear that it could not have been 
this object which impelled Solon to introduce sortition; for in 
his time the archonship was not open to the lower classes, and, 
therefore, election was more democratic than sortition, whereas 
later the case was reversed. It should further be mentioned that, 
before the discovery of the Aristotelian Constitution in 1894 Grote, 
C. F. Hermann, Busolt and others had maintained that the lot 
was not used in Athens before the time of Cleisthenes; and in spite 
of the treatise, it must be admitted that there is no satisfactory 
evidence, historical or inferential, that their theory was unsound. 

Qualifications and Functions.—It remains to give a brief 
analysis of the qualifications and functions of the archons after 
the year 487 B.C. After election (in the time of Aristotle in the 
month Anthesterion; in the 3rd century in Munychion) a short 
time bad to elapse before entering on office to allow of the 
dokirnasia (examination of fitness). In this the whole life of the 
nominee was investigated, and each had to prove that he was 
physically without flaw. Failure to pass the scrutiny involved 
a certain loss of civic rights (e.g. that of addressing the people). 
The successful candidate had to take an oath to the people 
(that he would not take bribes, &c.) and to go through certain 
preliminary rites. Any citizen could bring an impeachment 
(eisangdia) against the arcbons. Any delinquency involved a 
trial before the Heliaea. Finally an examination took place at 
the end of the year of office, when each archon bad to answer for 
his actions with person and possessions; till then he could not 
leave the country, be adopted into another family, dispose of 
his property, nor receive any " crown of honour." A similar 
investigation took place with regard to the assessors (paredri) 
whom the three senior a rchons chose to assist them. The archon* 
at the end of their year of office (some say on entering upon office) 
became members of the Areopagus, which was, therefore, a body 
composed of ex-archon of tried probity and wisdom. The 
archons as a body retained some duties such as the appointment 
of jurymen, the sortition of the alklothetae, &c. (but see Gilbert's 
Antiquities, Eng. trans., p. 25z, rt. 1). On entering upon office 
the archon (archon eponymus) made proclamation by his herald 
that he would not interfere with private property. His official 
residence was the Prytaneum where he presided over all questions 
of family, e.g. the protection of parents against children and 
eke versa, protection of widows, wardship of heiresses and 
orphans, divorce; in religious matters he superintended the 
Dionysis, the Thargelia, the processions in honour of Zeus the 
Saviour and Asclepius. The archon basileus superintended the 
holy places, the mysteries, the Lampadephoria (Torch race), &c., 
questions of national religion and certain cases of bloodguiltiness. 
His official residence was the Stoa Basileios, and his wife, as 
officially representing the wife of Dionysus, was called Basilinna. 
The polemarch, who was at any rate titular commander down 
to about 487 B.C. (see above; and Herod. vi. too, isdicares 
4.sibebo46pos), became in the 5th century a sort of consul who 
watched over the rights of resident aliens (rnetoeci) in their 
family and legal affairs. He offered sacrifices to Artemis Agrotera 
and Enyalios, superintended epitapida and arranged for the 
annual honours paid to the tyrannicides. His official residence 
was the Epilyceum (formerly called the Polemarcheion). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—G. Gilbert. Constitutional Antiquities (Eng. 
trans., 1895); Eduard Meyer's Geschichte des Altertkums, ii. sect. 228; 
A. H. J. Greenidge, Handbook of Greek Constitutional Hist. (5895); 
J. W. Headlam. Ekction by Lot is Athens (Camb.. taw); and 
authorities quoted under GREECE: History, ancient, and Artless: 
History. U. M. PA.) 
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ARCHPRIEST (Let. archipresbyter, Gr. itioccreerrObreeor), in 

the Christian Church, originally the title of the chief of the 
priests in a diocese. The office appears as early as the 4th cent-
ury as that of the priest who presided over the presbyters of 
the diocese and assisted the bishop in matters of public worship, 
much as the archdeacon helped him in administrative affairs. 
Where, as in Germany, the dioceses were of vast extent, these 
were divided into several archpresbyterates. Out of these 
developed the rural deaneries, the office of archpriest being 
ultimately merged in that of rural dean, with which it became 
synonymous. It thus became strictly subordinate to the 
jurisdiction of the archdeacon. In Rome itself, as the office of 
archdeacon grew into that of cardinal-camerlengo, so that of 
archpriest of St Peter's developed into that of the cardinal-vicar. 
In England from 1598 until the appointment of a vicar-apostolic 
in 1623 the Roman Catholic clergy were placed by the pope 
under an " archpriest " as superior of the English mission. 
In the Lutheran Church in Germany the title archpriest (En-
priestor) was in some cases long retained as the equivalent of 
that of superintendent, sometimes also still called dean (Dechant), 
his functions being much the same as those of the rural dean. 

ARCHYTAS (c. 428-347 n.c.), of Tarentum, Greek philosopher 
and scientist of the Pythagorean school, famous as the intimate 
friend of Plato, was the son of Mnesagoras or Histiaeus. Equally 
distinguishedin natural science,philosophy and the administration 
of civic affairs, he takes a high place among the versatile savants 
of the ancient Greek world. He was a man of high character 
and benevolent disposition, a fine flute-player, and a generous 
master to his slaves, for whose children he invented the rattle. 
He took a prominent part in state affairs, and, contrary to 
precedent, was seven times elected commander of the army. 
Under his leadership, Tarentum fought with unvarying success 
against the Messapii, Lucania and even Syracuse. After a 
life of high intellectual achievement and uninterrupted public 
service, he was drowned (according to a tradition suggested by 
Horace, Odes, i. 28) on a voyage across the Adriatic, and was 
buried, as we are told, at Matinum in Apulia. He is described 
as the eighth leader of the Pythagorean school, and was a pupil 
(not the teacher, as some have maintained) of Philolaus. In 
mathematics; he was the first to draw up a methodical treatment 
of mechanics with the aid of geometry; he first distinguished 
harmonic progression from arithmetical and geometrical pro-
gressions. As a geometer he is classed by Eudemua, the greatest 
ancient authority, among those who " have enriched the science 
with original theorems, and given it a really sound arrangement." 
He evolved an ingenious solution of the duplication of the cube, 
which shows considerable knowledge of the generation of cylinders 
and cones. The theory of proportion, and the study of acoustics 
and music were considerably advanced by his investigations. 
He was said to be the inventor of a kind of flying-machine, a 
wooden pigeon balanced by a weight suspended from a pulley, 
and set in motion by compressed air escaping from a valve. , 

 Fragments of his ethical and metaphysical writings are quoted 
by Stobaeus, Simplicius and others. To portions of these 
Aristotle has been supposed to have been indebted for his doc-
trine of the categories and some of his 'chief ethical theories. 
It Is, however, certain that these fragments are mainly forgeries, 
attributable to the eclecticism of the 1st or and century A.D., 
of which the chief characteristic was a desire to father later 
doctrines on the old masters. Such fragments as seem to be 
authentic are of small philosophical value. It is important to 
notice that Archytas must have been famous as a philosopher, 
inasmuch as Aristotle wrote a special treatise (not extant) 
On the Philosophy of Archylas. Some positive idea of his specu-
lations may be derived from two of his observations: the one 
in which he notices that the parts of animals and plants are in 
general rounded in form, and the other dealing with the sense of 
hearing, which, in virtue of its limited receptivity, he compares 

1  If this be the proper translation of Aulus Gellius. Nodes Attkse, 
x. IT 9" . . . simulacrum columbae e ligno . . . factum; ita end 
scilicet lbnmentis suspensum et aura swims indusa atque occult,' 
concitum." (See AERONAUTICS.).  

with vessels, which when filled can hold no more. Two important 
principles are illustrated by these thoughts, (z) that there is no 
absolute distinction between the organic and the inorganic, and 
(a) that the argument from final causes is no explanation of 
phenomena. Archytas may be quoted as an example of Plato's 
perfect ruler, the philosopher-king, who combines practical 
sagacity with high character and philosophic insight. 

See G. Hartenstein. De Arch. Tar. frog. /Leipzig. t853); 0. F. 
Gruppe. Ober d. Frog. d. Arch. (1840); F. Bmkmann, De Piths,. 
rdiq. (Berlin. 1844. 1850); Egger. De Arch. Tar. wit., ep. Wier; 
Ed. Zeller, 	d. Grieck; Theodor Gamma, Greek Makers, ii 
259 (Eng. trans. G. G. Berry Load.. 1w5); 	Allman, Greek 
Geometry from Tholes to Euclid (1889): Florian Cajori, History of 
Mathematics (New York, M04); M. Cantor, Gera. tf. gr. Matti. 
(a% toll.). The mathematical fragments are collected by Fr. Blass, 
Mileages Grams (Paris, 1884). For Pythagorean mathematics see 
further PYTHAGORAS. 

ARCIS-SIJR-AWIE, a town of eastern France, capital of an 
arrondissement in the department of Aube, on the left bank of 
the Aube, 23 in. N. of Troyes on the Eastern railway to Chalons-
sur-Marne. Pop. (1906) 2803. Fires in 1719, 2737 and 1814 
destroyed the ancient buildings, and it is now a town built in 
modern style with wide and regular streets. A chlteau of the 
18th century occupies the site of an older one in which Diana 
of Poitiers, mistress of Henry II., resided. The only other 
building of interest is the church, which dates from the 15th 
century. In front of it there is a statue of Denton, a native 
of the town. Arcis-sur-Aube has a tribunal of first instance. 
Its industries include important hosiery manufactures, and it 
carries on trade in grain and coal. The town communicates 
with Paris by means of the Aubc, which becomes navigable at 
this point. 

A battle was fought here on the aoth and seat of March 
1814 between Napoleon and the Austro-Russian army under 
Schwarzenberg (see NAPOLEONIC CAMPAIGNS). 

ARCOLA. a village of northern Italy, 16 at E.S.E. of Verona, 
on the Alpone stream, near its confluence with the Adige below 
Verona. The village gives its name to the three days' battle of 
Arcola (isth, 16th and 17th of November 1796), in which the 
French, under General Napoleon Bonaparte, defeated the Aus-
trians commanded by Allvintzy (see FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY 
WARS). 

ARCOS DE LA FRONTERA, a town of southern Spain, in the 
province of Cadiz ; on the right bank of the river Guadalete, 
which flows past Santa Maria into the Bay of Cadiz. Pop. (19oo) 
13,926. The town occupies a ridge of sandstone, washed on 
three sides by the river, and commanding fine views of the lofty 
peak of San Cristobal, on the east, and the fertile Guadalete 
valley, celebrated in ancient Spanish ballads for its horses. At 
the highest point of the ridge is a Gothic church with a fine 
gateway, and a modern tower overlooking the town. The fame 
of its ten bells dates from the wars between Spaniards and Moors 
in which " Arcos of the Frontier " received its name. After its 
capture by Aiphonso the Wise of Castile (1252-1284), the town 
was a Christian stronghold on the borders of Moorish territory. 
Another church contains several Moorish banners, taken in 
1483 at the battle of Zithers, a neighbouring village. The 
ruined citadel, the theatre, and the palace of the dukes of Arcos 
are the only other noteworthy buildings. Roman remains have 
been found in the vicinity, and the ridge of Arcos is honeycombed 
with rock-hewn chambers, said to be ancient cave-dwellings. 

See Gakria de Arcobrkenses Musket (Arcos, 1892). and Rigne's 
yr-snare de Arcos  de is Frontera (Arose, 1898); both by M. Mancha° 
y Olivares. 

ARCOSOLTUI (from tat. anus, arch, and aisle. a 'arca. 
phagus), an architectural term applied to an arched recess used 
as a burial place in a catacomb (q.e.). 

ARCOT, the name of a city and two districts of British India 
in the presidency of Madras. Arcot city is the principal town in 
the district of North Arcot. It occupies a very prominent place 
in the history of the British conquest of India, but it has now 
lost its manufactures and trade and preserves only a few mosques 
and tombs as traces of its former grandeur. It is a station on 
the line of railway from Madras to Beypur, but has ceased to be 
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a military cantonment The moat famous episode in its history 
is the capture and defence of Arcot by Clive. In the middle 
of the 1 8th century, during the war between the rival claimants 
to the throne of the Carnatic, Mahommed All and Chanda Sahib, 
the English supported the claims of the former and the French 
those of the latter. In order to divert the attention of Chanda 
Sahib and his French auxiliaries from the siege of Trichinopoly, 
Clive suggested an attack upon Arcot and offered to command 
the expedition. His offer was accepted; but the only force 
which could be spared to him was 200 Europeans and 300 native 
troops to attack a fort garrisoned by 1zoo men. The place, 
however, was abandoned without a struggle and Clive took 
possession of the fortress. The expedition produced the desired 
effect; Chanda Sahib was obliged to detach a large force of 
zo,000 men to recapture the city, and the pressure on the English 
garrison at Trichinopoly was removed. Arcot was afterwards 
captured by the French; but in :76o was retaken by Colonel 
Coote after the battle of Wandiwash. It was also taken by 
Hyder All when that invader ravaged the Carnatic in 578o, and 
held by him for some time. The town of Arcot, together with 
the whole of the territory of the Carnatic, passed into the hands 
of the British in 18ot, upon the formal resignation of the govern-
ment by the nawab, Azim-ud-daula, who received a liberal 
pension. 

The district of North Arcot is bounded on the N. by the 
districts of Cuddapah and Nellore; on the E. by the district 
of Chingleput; on the S. by the districts of South Arcot and 
Salem; and on the W. by the Mysore territory. The area of 
North Arcot is n86 sq. m., and the population in ilior was 
2,207,713, showing an increase of 4% in the decade. The aspect 
of the country, in the eastern and southern parts, is flat and 
uninteresting; but the western parts, where it runs along the 
foot of the Eastern Ghats, as well as all the country northwards 
from Trivellam to Tripoli and the Karkambadi Pass, are moun-
tainous, with an agreeable diversity of scenery. The elevated 
platform in the west of the district is comparatively cool, being 
too* ft. above the level of the sea, with a mean maximum of the 
thermometer in the hottest weather of 88*. The hills are com-
posed principally of granite and syenite,and have little vegetation. 
Patches of stunted jungle here and there diversify their rugged 
and barren aspect; but they abound in minerals, especially 
copper and iron ores. The narrow valleys between the hills 
are very fertile, having a rich soil and an abundant water-supply 
even in the driest seasons. The principal river in the district 
is the Paler, which rises in Mysore, and flows through North 
Arcot from west to east past the towns of Vellore and Arcot, into 
the neighbouring district of Chingleput, eventually falling into 
the sea at Sadras. Although a considerable stream in the rainy 
season, and often impassable, the bed is dry or nearly so during 
the rest of the year. Other smaller rivers of the district are the 
Paini, which passes near Chittore and falls into the Paler, the 
Sonamukhi and the Chapter. These streams are all dry during 
the hot season, but in the rains they flow freely and replenish 
the numerous tanks and irrigation channels. The administrative 
headquarters are at Chittore, but the largest towns are Vellore 
(the military station), Tirupati (a great religious centre), and 
Wallajapet and Kalahasti (the two chief places of trade). 

The district of South Arcot is bounded on the N. by the dis-
tricts of North Arcot and Chingleput; on the E. by the French 
territory of Pondicherry and the Bay of Bengal; on the S. by 
the British districts of Tanjore and Trichinopoly; and on the 
W. by the British district of Salem. It contains an area of ssz 7 
sq. m.; and its population in 1001 was 2,349,894, showing an 
increase of 9% in the decade. The aspect of the district resembles 
that of other parts of the Coromandel coast. It is low and sandy 
near the sea, and for the most part level till near the western 
border, where ranges of hills form the boundary between this 
and the neighbouring district of Salem. These ranges are in 
some parts about s000 ft. high, with solitary hills scattered about 
the district. In the western tracts, dense patches of jungle 
furnish covert to tigers, leopards, bears and monkeys. The 
principal river is the Coleroon which forms the southern boundary  

of the district, separating it from Trichinopoly. This river is 
abundantly supplied with water during the greater part of the 
year, and two irrigating channels distribute its waters through 
the district. The other rivers are the Vellar, Penner, and Gada-
lum, all of which are used for irrigation purposes. Numerous 
small irrigation channels lead off from them, by means of which 
a considerable area of waste land has been brought under culti-
vation. Under the East India Company, a commercial resident 
was stationed at Cuddalore, and the Company's weavers were 
encouraged by many privileges. The manufacture and export 
of native cloth have now been almost entirely superseded by the 
introduction of European piece goods. The chief seaport of the 
district of South Arcot is Cuddalore, dose to the site of Fort 
St David. The principal crops in both districts are rice, millet, 
other food grains, oil-seeds and indigo. 

ARCTIC (Gr. Wenn, the Bear, the northern constellation 
of Ursa Major), the epithet applied to the region round the 
North Pole, covering the area (both ocean and lands) where 
the characteristic polar conditions of climate, &c., obtain. 
The Arctic Circle is drawn at 66• so' N. (see POLA2 REGIONS). 

ARCTINUS. of Miletus, one of the earliest poets of Greece 
and contributors to the epic cycle. He flourished probably about 
744 B.C. (OL 7). His poems are lost, but IM idea Of them can be 
gained from the Chrestonsalky written by Proclus the Neo-Platonist 
of the sth century or by a grammarian of the same name in the 
time of the Antonines. The Actkiopis (Althosis), in five books, 
was so called from the Aethiopian Memnon, who became the ally 
of the Trojans after the death of Hector. As the opening shows, 
it took up the narrative from the close of the Iliad. It begins 
with the famous deeds and death of the Amazon Pentbesileia, 
and concludes with the death and burial of Achilles and the 
dispute between Ajax and Odysseus for his arms. The title 
thus only applied to part of the poem. The Sack of Troy CD ■lou 
Mem) gives the stories of the wooden horse, Sinon, and Laocoon, 
the capture of the city, and the departure of the Greeks under 
the wrath of Athene at the outrage of Ajax on Cassandra. The 
Little Iliad ('ITA: porpit) of Leaches formed the transition between 
the Aciltiopis and the Sack of Troy. 

Kinkel, Epicorstsu Gramorum Fragments (1877); Weleker. Der 
episeks Cydss; Muller, Ilistory of the Literature of Ancient Creme; 
Lang. Hewer and the Epic (1893); Moor% Journal of Hellenic Studies 
(6883); T. W. Allen in Classical Quarterly, April 1908, pp. 82 foil. 

ARCTURUS, the brightest star in the northern hemisphere, 
situated in the constellation Bootes (q.o.) in an almost direct 
line with the tail (f and 17) of the constellation Ursa Major 
(Great Bear); hence its derivation from the Gr. disgust, bear, 
and *Epos, guard. Arcturus has been supposed to be referred 
to in various passages of the Hebrew Bible; the Vulgate reads 
Arcturus for stars mentioned in Job ix. 9, =Mi. 9, =Evil sz, 
as well as Amos v. 8. Other versions, as also modern authorities, 
have preferred, s.g., Orion, the Pleiades, the Scorpion, the Great 
Beet(e'. Ames in the "International Critical Comment. " series,and 
G. Schisparelli, Astronomy in the 0.T., Eng. trans., Oxford, 190S, 
ch. iv.). According to one of the Greek legends about Areas, son of 
Lycaon, king of Arcadia, he was killed by his father and his flesh 
was served up in a banquet to Zeus, who was indignant at the 
crime and restored him to life. Subsequently Arcas, when hunting, 
chanced to pursue his mother Cellist°, who had been trans-
formed into a bear, as far as the temple of Lycaean Zeus; to 
prevent the crime of matricide Zeus transported them both to 
the heavens (Ovid, Metals. ii. 410), where Callisto became the 
constellation Ursa Major, and Areas the star Arcturus (see 
LYCAON and CALLISTO). 

ARCUEIL, a town of northern France, in the department of 
Seine, on the Sayre, m. N.E. of Sceaux on the railway from 
Paris to Liznours. Pop. (1906) 8660. The town has an interest, 
ing church dating from the nth to the nth century. It takes 
its name from a Roman aqueduct, the Arms Jrfiani (Arculi), 
some traces of which still remain. In 1613-1624 a bridge-
aqueduct over 1300 ft. long was constructed to convey water 
from the spring  of Rungis some 4 m. south of Arcueil, across 
the Diem to the Luxembourg palace in Paris. In 5868-1872 
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another aqueduct, still longer, was superimposed above that of 
the 17th century, forming part of the system conveying water 
from the river Vanne to Paris. The two together reach a height 
of about 135 ft. Bleaching, and the manufacture of bottle 
capsules, patent leather and other articles are carried on at 
Arcueil; and there are important stone-quarries. 

ARCUL?, a Gallican bishop and pilgrim-traveller, who 
visited the Levant about 680, and was the earliest Christian 
traveller and observer of any importance in the Nearer East 
after the rise of Islam. On his return he was driven by contrary 
winds , to Britain, and so came to Iona, where he related his 
experiences to his host, the abbot Adelman (679-704). This 
narrative, as written out by Adamnan, was presented to Aldfrith 
the Wise, last of the great Northumbrian kings, at York about 
701, and came to the knowledge of Bede, who inserted a 
brief summary of the same in his Ecclesiastical History of Ike 
English Nation, and also drew up a separate and longer digest 
which obtained great popularity throughout the middle ages as 
a standard guide-book (the so-celled Libelist: de loth sonetis) 
to the Holy Places of Syria. Arculf is the first to mention the 
column at Jerusalem, which claimed to mark the exact centre of 
the Inhabited Earth, and later became one of the favourite 
Palestine wonders. Besides a valuable account of the principal 
sacred sites of Judaea, Samaria and Galilee as they existed in the 
7th century, he also gives important information as to Alexandria 
and Constantinople, briefly describes Damascus and Tyre, the 
Nile and the Lipari volcanoes, and refers to the caliph Moawiya I . 
(A.D. 661-68o), whom he pictures as befriending Christians and 
rescuing the " sudarium " of Christ from the Jews. Arculf's 
record is especially useful from its plans, drawn from personal 
observation by the traveller himself, of the churches of the Holy 
Sepulchre and of Mount Sion In Jerusalem, of the Ascension 
on Olivet and of Jacob's well at Sichem. It is also a useful 
witness to the prosperity and trade of Alexandria after the 
Moslem conquest: it tells us bow the Pharos was still lit up every 
night; and it gives us (from Constantinople) the first form of the 
story of St George which ever seems to have attracted notice in 
Britain. 

Thirteen MSS. of the original Arculf-Adamnan narrative exist, 
and fully too of Bede's abridgment: of the former, the most im-
portant, containing all the plans, are (t) Bern, Canton Library, ga t  of 
9th cont.; (a) Paris, National Library. Lat. 13,048, of 9th cent. ; a third 
MS., London, B. M us., Cotton, Tib. D. V., af 8th-9th cents., though 
damaged by fire and lacking the illustrations, is of value for the 
text, being the oldest of all. Among editions the first is of 161g, 
by Gretser• the best, that of 1877, by Tobler, in buyers el De-
seripaones Tense Santhe; we may also mention that of 1870, by 
Delpit, in his Essai sue les amines plierinages et Artesakns; see also 
Delpit's remarks upon Arculf in the same work, pp. a60 -304; 
Beasley, Davos of Modern Geography, L 131 -40 (1897). 

ARDAIHIR, the modern form of the Persian royal name 
Aaraxtaxts (q.v.), "he whose empire is excellent." After the 
three Achaemenian kings of this name, It occurs in Armenia, in 
the shortened form Arteries (Armenian, Artashes or Artaxes), 
and among the dynasts of Persia who maintained their jade. 
pendence during the Parthian period (see Pants). One of these, 
(1) Artaxerxes or ARDASUIR I. (in his Greek inscriptions he calls 
himself Artaxares, and the same form occurs in Agathias ii. 25, 
iv: 24), became the founder of the New-Persian or Sassanian 
empire. Of his reign we have only very scanty information, as 
the Greek and Roman authors mention only his victory over the 
Parthians and his wars with Rome. A trustworthy tradition 
about the origin of his power, from Persian sources, has been 
preserved by the Arabic historian Tabari (Th. Niddeke, Ge-
schkhte der Perser and Amber our Zeit der Saussiden, our der 
orabischen Chronik des Tabari, 1879). He was the second son of 
Papak (Bibek), the offspring of Sassan (Shan), after whom the 
dynasty is named. Papak had made himself king of the district 
of Istakhr (in the neighbourhood of Persepolis, which had fallen 
to ruins). After the death of Pepsi and his oldest son Shaper 
(ffirehpuhr, Sapores), Ardashir made himself king (probably 
A.D. 21s), put his other brothers to death and began war against 
the neighbouring dynasts of Penis. When he had conquered a 
great part of Persia and Canada, the Parthian king Artabaaus 

IV. interfered. But he was defeated in three battles and at last 
killed (A.D. 226). Ardashir now considered himself sovereign of 
the whole empire of the Parthians and called himself " King of 
Rings of the Iranians." But his aspirations went farther. In 
Persia the traditions of the Achannenian empire had always been 
alive, as the name of Ardashir himself shows, and with them the 
national religion of Zoroaster. Ardashir, . who was a salons 
worshipper of Ahummazda and in intimate canneries with the 
magian priests, established the orthodox Zoroastrian creed as the 
official religion of his new kingdom, persecuted the infidels, and 
tried to restore the old Persian empire, which under the Atha.- 
mends had extended over the whole of Asia from the Aegean Sea 
to the Indus. At the same time he put down the local dynasts 
and tried to create a strong concentrated power. His empire is 
thus quite different in character from the Parthian kingdom of the 
Arsacids, which had no national and religion basis but leant 
towards Hellenism, and whose organization had always been very 
loose. Ardashir extirpated the whole race of the Arsacids, with 
the exception of those princes who had found refuge in Armenia, 
and in many wars, in which, however, as the Persian tradition 
shows, he occasionally suffered heavy defeats, he succeeded in 
subjugating the greater part of Iran, Sushuta and Babylonia. 
The Parthian capital Ctesiphon (q.v.) remained the principal 
residence of the Sassanian kingdom, by the side of the national 
metropolis Istakhr, which was too far out of the way to become 
the centre of administration. Opposite to Ctesiphon, on the 
right bank of the Tigris, Ardashir restored Seleueia under the 
name of Weh-Ardashir. The attempt to conquer Mesopotamia, 
Armenia and Cappadocia led to a war with Rome, in which be 
was repelled by Alexander Sevens (a.o. 233). Before his death 
(a.o. az) Ardashir associated with himself on the throne his son 
Shaper, who successfully continued his work. 

Under the tombs of Darius I. at Persepolis, on the surface of 
the rock, Ardashir has sculptured his image and that of the god 
Ahuramazda (Ormuzd or Ormazd). Both are on horseback; 
the god is giving the diadem to the king. Under the hone of the 
king lies a defeated enemy, the Parthian king Mahan; under 
the horse of Ormuzd, the devil Ahriman, with two snakes rising 
from his head. In the bilingual inscription (Greek and Pahlavi), 
Ardashir I. calls himself "the Mazdayasnian (i.e. " worshipperof 
Ahurarnazda "j god Artaxares, king of the kings of the Arians 
(Iranians), of godly origin, eon of the god Papak the king." 
(Set Sir R. Ku Porter, Travels (0327--02s), 1. 548 foil.; Flandin 
et Coate, Voyage en Pare, iv. r82; F. Stolz* and J. C. Andreas, 
Persepolis, pl. 10; Marcel Dieulafoy, L' Art antique de k Pale, 
1884-1889, v. pl. 14. A similar inscription and sculpture is on a 
rock near Cur (Firuzabad) in Persia. On his coins he has the 
same titles (in Pahlavi). We see that he, like his father and his 
successors, were worshipped as gods, probably as incarnations of a 
secondary deity of the Persian creed. 

Like the history of the founder of the Achsemenlan empire, 
that of Ardashir has from the beginning been overgrown  with 
legends; like Cyrus he is the son of a shepherd, his future 
greatness is predicted by dreams and visions, and by the calcula-
tions of astronomers be becomes a servant at the court of King 
Artabanus and then flies to Persia and begins the rebellion; be 
fights with the great dragon, the enemy of god, &c. A Pahlavi 
text, which contains this legend, has been translated by Nflideke 
(Ge:dick* des Artackshir i Pdpakds, 1879). On the same 
tradition the account of Firdousi in the Sbahnama is based; it 
occurs also, with some variations, in Agathias ii. 26 f. Another 
work, which contained religious and moral admonitions which 
were put into the mouth of the king, has not come down to us. 
On the other hand the genealogy of Ardashir has of course been 
connected with the Achaemenids, on whose behalf he exacts 
vengeance from the Parthians, and with the legendary kings of 
old Iran. 

(a) ARDASHIR IL (379-385). Under the reign of his brother 
Shapur II. he had been governor (king) of Adiabene, where he 
persecuted the Christians. After Shaper's death, he was raised to 
the throne by the magnates, although more than seventy years 
old. Having tried to make himself independent from the court, 
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and having elecuted some Of the grandees, Its was deposed afters 
reign of four years. 

(3) Aeon= III. (628-63o), son of Kavadh IL, was raised to 
the throne as a boy of seven years, but was killed two years 
afterwards by his general, Shahrbaraa. (En. M.) 

ARDIS. a town of the Rutuli in Latium, 3 m. from the S.W. 
coast, where its harbour (Coleus /awl lay, at the mouth of 
the stream now known as FOLIO dell' Incastro, and 23 m. S. 
of Rome by the Via Ardeatina. It was founded, according to 
legend, either by a son of Odysseus and Circe, or by Dame, 
the mother of Perseus. It was one of the oldest of the coast 
cities of Latium, and a place of considerable importance; accord-
ing to tradition the Ardeatines and Zacynthians joined in the 
foundation of Sagunttun in Spain. It was the capital of Turnus, 
the opponent of Aeneas. It was conquered by Tarquinius 
Superbus, and appears as a Roman possession in the treaty with 
Carthage of Soil B.n., though it was later one of the thirty cities 
of the Latin league. In 445 B.C. an unfair decision by the Romans 
in a frontier dispute with Arida led, according to the Roman 
historians, to a rising; the town became a Latin colony us s.c., 
and shortly afterwards it appears as the place of exile of Camillus. 
It had the charge of the common shrine of Venus in Lavinium. 
It was devastated by the Samnites, was one of the is Latin 
colonies that refused in sop s.c. to provide more soldiers, and 
was in 1136 used as a state prison, like Alba and Setia. In imperial 
times the unhealthiness of the place led to its rapid decline, 
though it remained a colony. In the forests of the neighbourhood 
the imperial elephants were kept. A road, the Via Ardeatina, 
led to Ardea direct from Rome; the gate by which it left the 
Servian wall was the Porta Naevia; a large tomb behind the 
baths of Caracalla lay on its course. The gate by which it Wt 
the Aurelian wall has been obliterated by the bastion of Antonio 
da Sengallo (C)r. Haven in Banoiscke Mitteilungen, 2894, 320). 

The site of the primitive city, which later became the citadel, 
is occupied by the modern town; it is eituated at the end of 
long plateau between two valleys, and protected by perpendicular 
tufa cliffs some 6o ft. high on all sides except the north-east, 
where it joins the plateau. Here it is defended by a fine wall 
of opus gssadnaiwn of tufa, in alternate courses of headed) and 
stretchers. Within its area are scanty remains of the podium 
of a temple and of buildings of the imperial period. The road 
entering it from the south-west is deeply cut in the rock. The 
area of the place was apparently twice extended, a further 
portion of the narrow plateau, which now bears the name of 
Civits Vecchia, being each time taken In and defended by a mound 
and ditch; the never and better-preserved is about m. from 
the city and measures some woo ft. long, 133 ft. wide and 66 ft. 
high, the ditch being some Soft. wide. The second, m. farther 
north-east, is smaller. In the cliffs below the plateau to the 
north are early rock habitations, and upon the plateau primitive 
Latin pottery has been found. In goo a group of tombs cut in 
the rock was examined; they are outside the farther mound 
and ditch, and belong, therefore, to the period after the second 
extension of the city. 

See 0. Richter, in Ansa dell' Isiiiisio (884), 90; H. Parker 
in Arehaeologiis, 	i69 (1885); A. Pasqui, in Notate degli sand, 
(Igoe) 53. (T. As) 

ARDBBIL, or Amunt, chief town of a district, or sub-
province, of same name, of the province of Azerbaijan in north-
western Persia, in lat. 38 °  re' N., and long. 48° 21' E., and at 
an elevation of 4500 ft. It is situated on the Baluk Su (Fish 
river), a tributary of the Kara Su (Black river), which flows 
northwards to the Aras, and in a fertile plain bounded on the 
west by Mount Savelan, a volcanic cone with an altitude of 
z5,292 ft. (Russian triangulation), and on the east by the Tallish 
mountains (9o00 it.). Ardebil has a population of about ie,ene, 
and post and telegraph offices. Its trade, principally in the 
hands of Armenians, is still important, but is chiefly a transit 
trade between Russia and Persia by way of Astara, a port on 
the Caspian 30 IA. north-east of Ardebil. It is surrounded by a 
ruinous mud wall flanked by towers; a quarter of a mile east of 
it stands a mud fort, z8o yds. square, constructed according 
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to European system of fortification: Inside the city are the 
famous sepulchres and shrines of Shaikh Safi ud-din and his 
descendant Shalt Lima I. (2502-1524) the first Staab shah of 
Persia and founder of the Safavi dynasty. Plans and photo-
graphs of the shrines were taken in 1897 by Dr F. Sarre of Berlin 
and published in rtio: (Dositalitter Persiscker Baukunst; 6$ large 
folio plates). 

European and Chinese merchants resided at Ardebil in the 
middle ages, and for a long time the city was a great emporium 
for central Asian and Indian merchandise, which was forwarded 
to Europe via Tabriz, Trebizond and the Black Sea, and also 
by way of the Caucasus and the Volga. Since the beginning of 
the 16th century, when Persia fell under the sway of the Safavis, 
the place has been much frequented by pilgrims who come to 
pay their devotions at the shrine of Shaikh Safi. This shrine 
is a richly endowed establishment with mosques and college 
attached, and had a fine library containing many rare and 
valuable MSS. presented by Shah Abbas I. at the beginning 
of the 27th century, and mostly carried off by the Russians in 
1828 and placed in the library at St Petersburg. The grand 
carpet which bad covered the floor of one of the mosques for 
three centuries was purchased by a traveller about 189e for 
{,coo, and was finally acquired by the South Kensington Museum 
for many thousands. This beautiful carpet measures 34 ft. by 
17 ft. 6 in., and contains 38o hand-tied knots in the square inch, 
which gives over 32,500,000 knots to the whole carpet (W. Griggs, 
Asian Carpet Designs). (A. 11.-S.) 

&MACH& an inland department of south-eastern France, 
formed in z290 from the Vivarais, a district of Languedoc. 
Pop. (1906) 347,140. Area,  2145 sq. 111. It is bounded N.W. 
by the department of Leire, E. by the Rhone which divides it 
from Isere and Drente, S. by Gard and W. by Legere and Haute-
Loire. The surface of &cliche is almost entirely covered by 
the Cevennes mountains, the main chain, continued in the 
Boutieres mountains, forming its western boundary. Its centre 
is traversed from south-east to north-west by the Coiron range 
which extends from the Rhone to the Mont Mfzenc (57SS ft.), 
the highest point in the department, and the oldest of its many 
volcanoes. These mountains separate the southern half of the 
department, which comprises the basin of the Ardeche, from the 
northern half which is watered by numerous smaller tributaries 
of the Rhone, the chief of which are the Erieux and the Deux. 
A few rivers belong to the Atlantic side of the watershed, the chief 
being the Loire, which rises on the western borders of the depart-
ment, and the Allier, which for a short distance separates it 
from Losers. Nearly all the rivers of the department are of 
torrential swiftness and subject to sudden floods. The scenery 
through which they flow is often of great beauty and grandeur. 
Natural curiosities are the Pont d'Arc, over the Ardeche, and 
the Chaussfe des Gdants, near Vals. The climate in the valley 
of the Rhone is, in general, warm, and sometimes very hot; 
but westward, as the elevation increases, the cold becomes more 
intense and the winters longer. Some districts, especially in 
summer, are liable to sudden alterations in the temperature. 
Rye, wheat and potatoes are the chief crops cultivated. Good 
red and white wines are grown in the hilly region bordering the 
Rhone valley, the white wine of St Peray being highly esteemed. 
The principal fruits are the chestnut, which is largely exported, 
the olive and the walnut. In the rearing of silk-worms, Ardeche 
ranks second to Gard among French departments, and great 
numbers of mulberry trees are grown for the purposes of this 
industry. The many goats and sheep of Ardeche make it one 
of the chief sources of supply of skins for glove-making. Mines 
of coal, iron, lead and zinc are worked, and the quarries furnish 
hydraulic lime (Le Teil) and other products. Besides flour-mills, 
distilleries and saw-mills, there are important silk-mills and 
leather-works and paper-factories. Annonay is the principal 
industrial town. The department exports wine, cattle, lime, 
mineral waters, silk, paper, &c. Hot springs are numerous, 
and some of them, as those of Vals, St Laurent-les-Bains, 
Cella and Neyrac, are largely resorted to. Ardeche is served 
by the Paris-Lyon-Mediterriutee railway and has some 43 tn. 
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of navigable waterway. The department Is divided Into the 
arrondissements of Privas, Largentlere and Tournon, with 31 
cantons and 342 communes. It forms the diocese of Viviers 
and part of the archiepiscopal province of Avignon, It is in the 
region of the XV. army corps, and within the circumscription 
of the academie (educational division) of Grenoble. Its court 
of appeal is at Nimes. Privas, the capital, Annonay, Aubenas, 
Largentiere and Tournon are the principal towns. Bourg-St 
Andeol, Thines, Melas and Cress have interesting Romanesque 
churches. Masan has remains of a Cistercian abbey founded 
in the 12th ceatury to which its vast church belongs. Vivien 
is an old town with a church of various styles of architecture 
and several old houses. 

ARDEN, a market-town of Co. Louth, Ireland, in the south 
parliamentary division, on the river Dee, 48 m. N. by W. from 
Dublin on a branch of the Great Northern railway. Pop. 
(real) 1883. It has some trade in grain and basket-making. 
The town is of high antiquity, and its name (Ather-dee) is taken 
to signify the ford of the Dee. A form Ath-Firdia, however, is 
connected with the ancient story of the warrior Cuchullidn of 
Ulster, who, while defending the ford against the men of Con-
naught, was forced to slay many I ith whom he was on friendly 
terms, and among them the warrior Firdia, whom be regarded 
with special affection. A castle of the lords of the manor was 
built early in the 14th century, and remains, as does another 
adjacent fortified building of the same period. Roger de Peppart, 
lord of the manor early in the 13th century, founded the present 
Protestant church and a house of Crutched Friars. There was 
also a house of Carmelite Friars, but neither of these remains. 
Ardee received its first recorded charter in 1377. It had a full 
share in the several Irish wan, being sacked by Edward Bruce 
(zps) and by O'Neill (1538); and it was taken by the Irish and 
recaptured by the English in the wars of 1641, and was occupied 
later by the forces of James II. and of William III. It returned two 
members to the Irish parliament. A large rath, or encampment, 
with remains of fortifications, stands to the south of the town. 

ARDEN, PORT OP, a district in the north of Warwickshire, 
England, the " woodland " as opposed to the " felden," or 
"fielden " i.e. open country, in the south, the river Avon sep- 
aratinethe two. Originally it was part of a forest tract of far 
wider extent than that within the confines of the county, and 
now, though lacking the true character of a forest, it is still 
unusually well wooded. The undulating surface ranges for the 
most part from 250 to 500 ft. in elevation. Wide lands in this 
district were held in the time of Edward the Confessor by Alwin, 
whose son Thurkill of Warwick, or " of Arden," founded the 
family of the Warwickshire Ardens who in Queen Elizabeth's 
time still held several of the manors ascribed to Thurkill in 
Domesday. Shakespeare, whose mother Mary Arden claimed to 
be of this family, knew the district well, living as he did at 
Stratford; and its natural characteristics, then still unchanged, 
inspired his pictures of forest life in As You Like IL The name 
of the Forest of Arden, besides remaining a convenient designa-
tion of a well-marked physical area, is preserved in such place-
names as Henley-in-Arden and Hampton-fit-Arden. 

ARDENNES, a district covering some portion of the ancient 
forest of Ardenne, and extending over the Belgian province of 
Luxemburg, part of the grand duchy, and the French depart-
ment of Ardennes. Bruzen Lamartiniere states•in his Dichot-
omise Gfographique that the Gauls and Bretons called it by a 
word signifying ' the forest," which was turned into Latin as 
Arduenna dim and he thinks It quite probable that the name 
was really derived from the Celtic word ardu (dark, obscure). 
The Arduenna Silva was the most extensive forest of Gaul, and 
Caesar (Bello Gallic°, lib. vi. cap. 2g) describes It as extending 
from the Rhine and the confines of the Treviri as far as the 
limits of the Nervii. In book v. the Roman conqueror describes 
his campaign against Indutiomarus and the Treviri in the 
Ardenne forest. Strabo gave it still greater extent, treating it 
as covering the whole region from the Rhine to the North Sea. 
It Is safer to give it the more reasonable dimensions of Caesar, 
and to accepj the verdict of later commentators that it never  

extended west of the Scheldt. At the division of the empire 
of Charlemagne between the three sans of Louis the Dkbonnaire, 
effected by the pact of Verdun in 843, the forest had become a 
district and is called therein paps Arduessis. It was part of 
the division that fell to Lothair, and several of the charters 
of 843 expressly specify certain towns as being situated in this 
pages. In the zoth century the district bad become a cotaitatus, 
subject to the powerful count of Verdun, who changed his style 
to that of count of Ardenne. 

The Belgian Ardennes may be said now to extend from the 
Meuse above Dinant on the west to the grand duchy of Luxem-
burg and Rhenish Prussia as far north as the Basque de 
Michel on the east, and from a line drawn eastward from Dinant 
through Marche, Durbuy and Stavelot to the Haute Fagots 
on the north, to the French frontier roughly marked by the 
Semois valley In the south. Within these limits there are still 
some of the finest woods in Europe, which seem to have come 
down to us almost intact from the days of the Arduenni of 
Caesar. Notable among these portions of the great forest are 
the woods of St Hubert, the woods round La Roche, and those 
of the Amerois, Herbeumont, and Chitty on the Semois. In the 
grand duchy the forest has almost entirely disappeared, but 
owing to the compulsory law of replanting in Belgium this fate 
does not seem likely to attend the Belgian Ardennes. 

In addition to being a forest the Ardennes is a plateau, and 
it offers to the geologist a most interesting field of investigation. 
The greater part of the Ardennes Is occupied by a large area of 
Devonian beds, through which rise the Cambrian masses of 
Road and Stavelot, and a few others of smaller size. Upon 
the folded slates and schist& which constitute these inners the 
Devonian rests with marked unconformity; but north of the 
ridge of Condros Ordovician and Silurian beds make their 
appearance. Near Dinant carboniferous beds are infolded 
among the Devonian. Along the northern margin lies the 
intensely folded belt which constitutes the coalfield of Namur, 
and, beneath the overlying Mesozoic beds, is continued to the 
Boulonnais, Dover and beyond. The southern boundary of this 
belt is formed by a great thrust-plane, the faille der midi, along 
which the Devonian beds of the south have been thrust over the 
carboniferous beds of the coalfield. 

The Ardennes are the holiday ground of the Belgian people, 
and much of this region is still unknown except to the few 
persons who by a happy chance have discovered its remoter 
and hitherto well-guarded charms. There is still an immense 
quantity of wild game to be found in the Ardennes, including 
red and roe deer, wild boar, &c. The shooting is primerved 
either by the few great landed proprietors left in the country, 
Of by the communes, who let the right of shooting to individuals. 
Occasionally it is still stated in the press that wolves have been 
seen in the Ardennes, but this is a mere fiction. The last wolf 
was destroyed there in the r8th century. 

ARDENNES, a department of France on the N.E. frontier, 
deriving its name from that of the forest, and formed in r7oo 
from parts of Champagne, Picardy and Halnault. Pop. (too6) 
317,505. Area, 2028 sq. IR. It is bounded N. and N.B. by 
Belgium, E. by the department of Meuse, S. by that of Marne, 
and W. by that of Aisne. In shape it is quadrilateral with a 
cape-like prolongation into Belgium on the north. The slope 
of the department is from north-east to south-west, though its 
longest river, the Meuse, entering it in the south-east, pursues 
a winding course of iii m. in a north-westerly, and after-
wards through deep gorges in a northerly, direction. The other 
principal river, the Aisne, crosses the southern border and takes 
a northerly, then a westerly course, separating the region known 
as Champagne Pouiffeuse from the more elevated plateau of 
Argonne which forms the central zone of the department and 
stretches to the left bank of the Meuse. The highest points.of 
the department are found in the wooded highlands of the 
Ardennes which, with an altitude varying between rt8o and 1640 
ft., cover the north and north-east. The climate is comparatively 
mild in the south-west, but becomes colder and more rainy 
towards the north and north-east. Agriculture is carried on to 
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most advantage In the Champaign and Argonne. Wheat and 
oats are the predominant cereals. Potatoes, rye, lucerne and 
other kinds of forage aro also important crops. Pasturage is 
found chiefly on the banks of the Aisne and Meuse and on the 
plateau of Rocroi in the north. Hon 1-raising is carried on in 
the neighbourhood of Buzancy in this south, and at Bourg-
Fidele in the north. Fruit-growing is confined to the west and 
central districts. The working of slate is very important, 
especially in the neighbourhood of Fumay, and quarries pro-
ducing freestone, lime-stone and other minerals are found 
in several places. Flour-mills, saw-mills, sugar-works, dis-
tilleries and leather-works are scattered over the department, 
but iron-founding and various branches of metal-working which 
are active along the valley of the Meuse (Nouzon, &c) are the 
chief industries. To these may be added wool-weaving, centred 
at Sedan, and minor industries such as the manufacture of 
basket-work, wooden shoes, &c. Coal and raw wool are pro-
minent imports, while iron goods, cloth, timber, live-stock, 
alcohol and the products of the soil are exported. Various 
branches of the Eastern railway traverse the department. The 
Meuse is canalized within the department, and the Canal des 
Ardennes, uniting that river with the Aisne, and the lateral canal 
of the Aisne are together about 65 m. long. Ardennes is divided 
into five arrondissements: Mezares, Road, Rethel, Vouziers 
and Sedan, with 3: cantons and 503 communes. The department 
forms part of the ecclesiastical province of Reims and of the 
circumscriptions of the appeal-court of Nancy and the VI. army 
corps. In educational matters, it is included in the academie 
(educatienal.area) of Lille. Minikes, the capital, Charleville, 
Rocroi, Sedan and Rethel are the chief towns. Outside them 
its finest examples of architecture are the churches of Monson 
(x3th century) and Vouziers 5th century). 

ARDOUR, (" Green Height " ), a small town of Co. Down, 
Ireland, in the east parliamentary division, at the head of a 
rocky bay, in a picturesque situation between two bills, 32 in. 
S. by E. of Belfast en a branch of the Belfast & Co. Down 
railway. Pop. (19ox) box. Soon after the Norman invasion it 
became of the first importance as a port, a fact attested by the 
remains of no fewer than five maths in dose proximity, which 
give the town a picturesque aspect. There are also an ancient 
church crowning the eastern hill, and • curious fortified ware-
house (called the New Works), dating probably from the 14th 
century, when a trading company was established here under a 
grant from Henry IV. Ardglass was a royal burgh and sent 
a representative to the Irish parliament. The chief industry is 
the herring fishery. Ships of ere tons may enter the harbour at 
all times. In summer Ardglass is a frequented resort of visitors; 
good bathing and a golf links contribute to its attractions. 

ARDITI, LUIGI (z822—x9o3), Italian musical composer and 
conductor, was born in Piedmont, and studied music at the 
Conservatoire in Milan, starting professionally as a violinist, 
and touring with Bottesinl, the double-bass player, in the 
United States in 1847. He began composing at an early age, 
and in do produced an overture, followed by an opera 
I Briganti in 184r, and other works. He paid frequent visits to 
America, conducting the opera in New York, where he produced 
his La Spit in '856. In 7858 he became conductor of the opera 
at Her Majesty's theatre in London, and both in London and 
abroad he became famous in this capacity, having the reputation 
of being Madame Patti's favourite conductor. His vocal waltz 
II Bacio was often sung by her. In 1896 he published his 
Reasixiscesccs, and after a long and active musical life he died 
at Brighton on the zst of May 1903. 

ARMORS. a township and the county-seat of Carter county, 
Oklahoma, U. S. A. just S. of the Arbuckle Mountains, about 
Ito m. S. by E. of Guthrie. Pop. (zgoo) 5681; (1907) 8759 
(2122 being 'regrow, and rob Indians); (1910) 861.8. It 
is served by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the St Louis & 
San Francisco, and the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe railways. 
Ardmore is the market-town and distributing point for the 
surrounding agricultural region, which is the home of a large 
part of the Chickasaw and Choctaw nations. It is situated  

890 ft. above the sea In a cotton and grain producing region, in 
which cattle are raised and fruit and vegetables grown; coal, 
oil, natural gas and rock asphalt (which is used for paving the 
streets of Ardmore) are found in the vicinity. Ardmore is an 
important cotton market, and has cotton gins, a cotton compress, 
machine shops, bridge works, foundries, bottling works and 
manufactories of cotton-seed oil, brick, concrete, flour, brooms, 
mattresses and dressed lumber. At Ardmore are the Saint 
Agnes Academy,. a Catholic school for girls, and Saint Agnes 
College for boys, a conservatory of music, Hargrove College, 
and the Selvidge Commercial College. Near Ardmore is a 
summer school on the Chautauqua (q.s.) system. Ardmore was 
founded in 2887, and was incorporated in 1898. 

ARDRES, a town of northern France in the department of 
Pas-de-Calais, xo4 m. by rail S.S.E. of Calais, with which it is also 
connected by a canal. Pop. (r906) 1269. The " Field of the 
Cloth of Gold," where Henry VIII. of England and Francisco. 
of France met in Igo, was at Balinghem in the 'immediate 
neighbourhood. The town is an important market for cattle. 

ARDROSSAN, a seaport, burgh of barony, and police burgh 
of Ayrshire, Scotland, 32 m. from Glasgow by the Glasgow 
& South-Western railway, and 294 m. by the Lanarkshire 
& Ayrshire branch of the Caledonian railway. Pop. (r9or) 
6077. The rise of Ardrossan was due to the enterprise of Hugh, 
1 2th earl of Eglinton, who began the construction of the present 
town and harbour in r8o6. The harbour was intended to be 
in connexion with a canal from Glasgow to Ardroesan, but this 
was only completed as far as Johnstone. Owing to the costliness 
of the undertaking, and the death of the earl in 1819, the works 
were suspended after an outlay of iroo,000, but his successor 
completed the scheme on a reduced scale at an expense of another 
£roo,000. The dock accommodation has since been consider-
ably extended, and the town enjoys great prosperity. Steamers 
run every week-day to Arran and Belfast, and during summer 
there is a service also to Douglas in the Isle of Man. The exports 
consist principally of coal and iron from collieries and iron-
works in the neighbourhood; and the imports of timber, ores 
and general goods. Shipbuilding thrives and the fisheries are 
important. The town is governed by a provost and council. 

SALTCOATS (pop. 8rao), a mile to. the south, is a popular sea• 
side resort, with a brisk trade, due to its proximity to Ardrossan 
and Stevenston; the risking of salt, once a leading industry, 
has ceased. 

Ardrossan dates from an early period. The name Arthur 
of Ardrossan is found in connexion with a charter dated 1226; 
and Sir Fergus of Ardroisan accompanied Edward Bruce in his 
Irish expedition in 1316, and in 1320 signed the appeal to the 
pope, made by the barons of Scotland, against the aggressions 
of England. The family of Ardroman is now merged, by 
marriage, in that of the earl of Eglinton and Winton. The castle 
where Wallace surprised the English garrison and threw their 
corpses into the dungeon, grimly styled " Wallace's Larder," 
was finally destroyed by Cromwell, who is said to have used 
part of its masonry for the construction of the fort at Ayr; but 
its ruins still exist. 

AREA. a Latin word, originally meaning a threshing-floor, 
namely • raised space in a field exposed on all sides to the 
wind; now applied in English (i) to a plot of ground on which a 
structure is to be erected, (a) to the court or sunk space in the 
front or rear of a building, (3) to the superficial space covered 
by a district, country, &a, or by a building or court. 

ARECIBO, a city and port on the north coast of Porto Rico, 
at the mouth of a small stream called the Rio Grande de Arecibo, 
and contiguous to one of the most fertile regions of the island. 
Pop. (1899) 8008; of the tributary district, oout3o,000; (1910) 
9613. It is connected with San Juan, Mayaguez and Ponce by 
railway. It is a well-built and active commercial city, and has 
a large export trade in coffee and sugar. The harbour is an open 
roadstead, very dangerous to shipping in northerly winds, and 
the discharge and loading of cargoes is effected by means of 
lighters at considerable risk and expense. Arecibo was founded 
in 4,88. 
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ARENBERG, or AltENSZIO, formerly a German duchy of 
the Holy Roman Empire in the circle of the Rhine Palatinate, 
between Jillich and Cologne, and now belonging to the Prussian 
administrative district of Cobienz. The hamlet of Aremberg 
is at the foot of a basalt lull 2o67 ft. high, on the summit of 
which are the ruins of the castle which was the original seat of 
the family of Aremberg. 

The lords of Aremberg first appear early in the 12th century, 
but had died out in the male line by x279. From the marriage 
of the heiress Ma thilda (1282-1299) with Engelbert IL, count 
of La Merck (d. 1328), sprang two sons. The elder of these, 
Adolf II, (d. 1347), inherited the countship of La Merck; the 
second, Engelbert III. (d. x387), the lordship of Aremberg, 
which he increased by his marriage with Marie de Loos, heiress 
of Lumain. The lordship of Aremberg remained in his family 
till r s47, when it passed, by his marriage with Margaret, sister 
of the childless Robert III., to John of Barbanson, of the great 
house of Ligne, who assumed the name and arms of Aremberg, 
and was created a count of the Empire by Charles V. He was 
governor of Friesland, and for a while commanded the Spanish 
and Catholic forces against the " beggars," falling at the battle 
of Heiligerlee in 1568. His son Charles (d. 1618) greatly in-
creased the possessions of the house by his marriage with Ann of 
Croy, heiress of Croy and of Chimay-Aerschot, and in x 576 was 
made prince of the Empire by Maximilian IL His grandson, 
Philip Francis, was made duke in 1644 by the emperor 
Ferdinand III., and was succeeded by his brother Charles 
Eugene (d. 168x), who married Marie Henriette de Vergy de 
Cusance, heiress of Perwea (d. 1700). Their son, Duke Philip 
Charles Francis, was killed in 1691 fighting against the Turks, 
and was succeeded by Leopold (1754), a distinguished soldier 
of the War of the Spanish Succession, and patron of Rousseau 
and Voltaire. His son Charles (d. 1778) was an Austrian field-
marshal during the Seven Years' War, and married Louise 
Margaret of La Marc.k-Lumain, heiress of the countahip of 
Schlciden and lordship of Saffenberg. By the peace of Luneville 
(February arm), the next duke, Louis Engelbert, lost the greater 
part of his ancestral domain, but received in compensation 
Meppen and Recklinghausen. On the establishment of the con- 
federation of the Rhine, his son Prosper Louis (to whom, 
becoming blind, he had ceded his domains in 1803) became a 
member (x8o6), and showed great devotion to the interests of 
France; but in taro he lost his sovereignty, Napoleon incor-
porating Meppen with France and Recklinghausen with the 
grand-duchy of Berg, and indemnifying him by a rent of 
s40,705 francs. In 1815 he received back his possessions, which 
were mediatized by the congress of Vienna, Recklinghausen 
falling to Prussia and Meppen to Hanover. On account of the 
one portion he became a peer of the Westphalian estates, and 
by the other a member of the upper house in Hanover. 
George IV. of England (9th May x826) elevated the duke's 
Hanoverian possessions to &dukedom under the title of Aremberg 
Meppen. His brother Auguste Raymond, Comte de la Mar& 
(17531833), became famous during the early stars of. the 
French Revolution for his friendship with Mirabeau (q.v.). 
Duke Prosper Louis died In 1861, and was succeeded by his son 
Engelbert (d. 1875), who was followed in his turn by his son 
Engelbert (b. x872). 

The duke of Aremberg is one of the wealthiest of the great 
continental nobles. His feudal domain in Germany covers an 
area of over x roo sex: m., besides which he has large estates in 
Belgium and France. The duke has residences in Brussels, 
where he has a famous collection of picten•es, and at the chateau 
of Klemenswerth near Meppen. 

ARENA (Lat. for " sand "), the central area of an araphitheatre 
on which the gladiatorial displays took place, its name being 
derived from the sand with which it was covered. The word 
Is applied sometimes to any level open space on which spectacles 
take place. 

AREBDAL, a seaport of Norway, in Nedenaes ems, (county), 
on the south coast, 46 m. N.E. from Christiansand. Pop. (reco) 
z z,z ss. It rises picturesquely above the mouth of the river Nid,  

with a good harbour protected by an island from the open waters 
of the Skagerrak. The town itself occupies several islets, and 
some of the houses are supported above the water on piles. The 
chief exports are timber (very largely exported to Great Britain), 
wood-pulp, seabdrins ant felspar. In 11179 Arendal ranked 
second (after Christiania) as a ship-owning port; in 18eg it had 
dropped to the fifth place. In and near the town are factories 
for wood-pulp, paper, cotton and joinery; and rat Fevig, 8 m. 
northeast, a shipbuilding yard and engineering works. The 
neighbourhood is remarkable for the number of beautiful and 
rare minerals found there; one of these, a variety of epidote, 
was formerly called Arendalite. Louis Philippe stayed here for 
some time during his exile. 

ARENIG GROUP, in geology, the name now applied by British 
geologists to the lowest stage of the Ordovician System in 
Britain. The term was first used by Adam Sedgwick in 1847 
with reference to the " Arenig Ashes and Porphyries " in the 
neighbourhood of Arenig Fawr, in Merioneth, North Wales. 

The rock-succession in the Arenig district has been recognized 
by W. G. Feamsides (" On the Geology of Arenig Fawr and Mod 
Llallionlit," QJ.G.S. vol. lxi., zoos, pp. 608-640, with maps) 
as follows:— 
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(unconformity) 
The above succession is divisible into: (r) a lower series of 

gritty and calcareous sediments, the " Arcola Series," as it is 
now understood; (a) a middle series, mainly volcanic, with 
shales, the " Liandeilo Series "; and (3) the abater and lime-
stones of the Bala or Caradoc Stage. It was to the middle series 
(2) that Sedgwick first applied the term a Arenig." 

In the typical region and in North Wales generally the Arenig 
series appears to be unconformable upon the Cambrian rocks; 
this is not the case in South Wales. The Arenig series is represented 
in North Wales by the Garth grit and Ty-Obry beds, by the Shelve 
series of the Comdon district, the Skiddaw slates of the Lake 
District, the Ballantrae group of Ayrshire, and by the Ribband 
series of slates and shales in Wicklow and Wexford. It may be 
mentioned here that the " Lianvirn " Series of H. Hicks was 
equivalent to the kraus-shales and the Lower Llandeffo Series. 

Rareastecam—Adam Sedgwick, Synopsis of the Ckutifteatiess 
of the British Palaeozoic Reeks (1885) Sir A.- Ramsay. " North 
Wales," Geol. Survey Memoir, vol. iii.; C. Lapworth, Ann. Meg. Met. 
Mist. voL vi., illho• G. A. J. Cole and C. V. Jennings, QJ.G.S. 
vol. xlv.. 1889; C. V. Jennings and G. J. Williams, OM vol. idyl, 
189 1 ; Messrs Crosfield and Rem.   ibid. vol. Iii., 1896; G. L. Elks, 
Geol. Mar., 1904, J. E. Meer and T. Roberts, Q./.G.S., 1885: 
H. Hicks, ibid. vol. Nazi, 1875. See also Olumvxman. (J. A . H.) 

AREOL or Attaorrt, a secret society which originated in 
Tahiti and later extended its influence to other South Pacific 
islands. To its ranks both sexes were admitted. The society 
was-primarily of a religious character. Members styled them-
selves descendants of Oro-Tetift, the Polynesian god, and were 
divided into seven or more grades, each having its chatacterisdc 
tattooing. Chiefs were at once qualified for the highest grade, 
but ordinary members attained promotion only through initiatory 
rites. The Artois enjoyed great privileges, and were considered 
as depositaries of knowledge and as mediators between God and 
man. They were feared, too, as ministers of the taboo and were 
entitled to pronounce a kind of excommunication for offences 
against its rides. The chief religious purpose of the society was 
the worship of the generative powers of nature, and the ritual 
and ceremonies of initiation were grossly licentious. But the 
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Areois were also a social force. They aimed at communism In 
all things. The women members were common property; the 
period of cohabitation was limited to three days, and the female 
Artois were bound by oath at initiation to strangle at birth any 
child born to them. If, however, the infant was allowed to 
survive half an hour only, it was spared; but to have the right 
of keeping it the mother must find a male Areoi willing to adopt 
it. The Areois travelled about, devoting their whole time to 
feasting, dancing (the chief dance of the women being the grossly 
indecent Tirnorodeementionedby Captain Cook), and debauchery, 
varied by elaborate realistic stage presentments of the livesand 
loves of gods and legendary heroes. 

AREOPAGUS ('Apace Rime), a bare, rocky hill, 37o ft. 
high, immediately west of the northern rim of the acropolis of 
Athens. The ancients interpreted the name as " Hill of Ares." 
Though accepted by some modern scholars, this derivation of 
the word is rendered improbable by the fact that Ares was not 
worshipped on the Areopagus. A more reasonable explanation 
connects the name with Arm, " Curses," commonly known as 
Sensue, " Awful Goddesses," whose shrine was a cave at the 
foot of the hill, of which they were the guardian deities (AeschyL 
Emmen. 417, god; SchoL on Lucian, voL iii. p. 68, ed. jacobitz; 
Pans. L 28. 6). 

The Boule, or Council, of the Areopagus (s) is 'Apslep Thiry 
6euX4), named after the hill, is to be compared in origin and 
fundamental character with the council of chiefs or elders which 
we find among the earliest Germans, Celts, Romans, and other 
primitive peoples. Under the kings of Athens it must have 
closely resembled the Boule of elders described by Homer; and 
there can be no doubt that it was the chief factor in the work 
of transforming the kingship into an aristocracy, in which it 
was to be supreme. It was composed of ex-archons. Aristotle 
attributes to it for the period of aristocracy the appointment 
to all offices (Alk. Pal. viii. 2), the chief work of administration, 
and the right to fine or otherwise punish in cases, not only of 
violation of laws, but also of immorality (ibid. iii. 6; d. hoc. vii. 
46; Androtion and Philochorus, in Mailer, Frag. Hist. Grate. 
1. 387. Ty, 394 6o).,  This evidence is corroborated by the 
remnants of political power left to it in later time, after it 
importance had been greatly curtailed, and by the designation 
Soule, which in itself indicates that the body so termed was once 
a state council. In a passage bearing incidentally upon the 
early constitution of Athens, Thucydides (i. 226. 8) informs us 
that at the time of the Cylonian insurrection the Athenians, we 
may suppose in their assembly eraxXeda), commissioned the 
archon' with absolute power to deal with the trouble at their 
discretion. From this passage, if we accept the Aristotelian view 
as to the early supremacy of the Areopagitic council, we must 
infer that a modification of the aristocracy in a popular direction 
had at that time already taken place. 

In addition to its political functions, the council from the 
time of Draco, if not earlier, exercised jurisdiction in certain 
cues of homicide (see below, ad fin.). The assumption that in 
their criminal jurisdiction the Areopagites were called Ephetae 
till after the legislation of Draco (cf. Philoch. 58, in Miller, 
ibid. 394 would explain the otherwise obscure circumstances 
that, according to Plutarch (Sol. re), Draco (q.e.) in his 
laws mentioned only the Ephetae, and that Pollux (viii. 125) 
included the Areopagus among the localities in which sat the 
Ephetae .1  The same assumption would supply a reason for 

I Neither Herodotus nor thueydides tells us anything as to its 
powers; but their silence on this point need not surprise us, as they 
had no especial occasion for referring to the subject, and in general 
it may be said that before the 4th century s.c. writers took little 
interest in the constitutional history of the remote past. The state-
ment of Thucydides (i. 126. 8) that at the time of the Cylonian 
insurrection the nine archon attended to a great part of the business 
of government does not contradict the Aristotelian view, for their 
administration may well have been under Areopagitic supervision 
(see also Ancnotr); and, as is stated in the text, the supremacy 
of the council may have already suffered considerable limitation. 
The Eumenides of Aeschylus is a glorification of the institution, 
though for obvious reasons it is there represented as an essentially 
judicial body. 

It is possible also to explain the alleged absence of reference to 

the notion entertained by many writers of later time that the 
Areopagitic council was instituted by Solon (q.e.)—a notion 
partly explained also by the desire of political thinkers to ascribe 
to Solon the making of a complete constitution. Conformably 
with the view here presented we may suppose that the name 
" Houle of the Areopagus " developed from the simple term 
" Boule " in order to distinguish it from the new Boule 
or Council of Four Hundred. The popular reforms of Solon 
(sea p.c.), so far as they were carried into effect, tended practi-
cally tolimit the Council of the Areopagus, thoughconstitutionally 
it retained all its earlier powers and functions, augmented by the 
right to try persons accused of conspiracy against the state 
(Arist. AM. Poi. viii. 4). In the exercise of its duty as the 
protector of the laws it must have had power to inhibit in the 
Four Hundred, or in the Ecciesia, a measure which it judged 
unconstitutional or In any way prejudicial to the state, and in 
the levy of fines for violation of law or moral usage it remained 
Irresponsible. As censor of the conduct of citizens it inquired 
into every man's source of income and punished the idle (Plot. 
Sol. as). 

The tyrants (56o-sto n.e.) left to the council its cognizance 
of murder cases (Demosth. xxiii. 66; Arist. Atk. Poi. xvi. 8) 
and probably the nominal enjoyment of all its prerogatives; 
but their method of filling the archonship with their own kinsmen 
and creatures gradually converted the Areopagites into willing 
supporters of tyranny. Though hostile, therefore, to the policy 
of Cleisthenes, their council seems to have suffered do direct 
abridgment of power from his reforms. After his legislation 
it gradually changed character and political sentiment by the 
annual admission of ex-anions who had held office under a 
popular constitution. In 487 11.u., however, the introduction 
of the lot as a part of the process of filling the archonship (see 
Ammon) began to undermine its ability. This deterioration 
was necessarily slow; it could not have advanced far in 480 s.c., 
when on the eve of the battle of Salamis, as we are informed 
(Arist. Polk. viii. 4, p. 1304a, r7; Ask. Poi. xxiii as; Plut. 
Them. to; Cie. Off. I. 22, 75), the council of the Areopagus 
succeeded in manning the fleet by providing pay for the seamen, 
thereby regaining the confidence and respect of the people. 
The patriotic action of the council and its attendant popularity 
enabled it to recover considerable administrative control, which 
it continued to exercise for the next eighteen years, although 
its deterioration in ability, becoming every year more noticeable, 
as well as the rapid rise of democratic ideas, prevented it from 
fully re-establishing the supremacy which Aristotle, with some 
exaggeration, attributes to it for this period. Its prestige was 
seriously undermined by the conduct of Individual members, 
whose corrupt use of power was exposed and punished by 
Ephialtes, the democratic leader. Following up this advantage, 
Ephialtes (462 B.c.), and less prominently Archestratus and 
Pericles (q.e.), proposed and carried measures for the transfer 
of most of its functions to the Council of Five Hundred, the 
Ecdesia, and the popular courts of law (Mist. Ask. Pol. uv. 2, 
xxvii. 1, =CV. 2; Plut. Per. 9). Among these functions were 
probably jurisdiction in cases of impiety, the supervision of 
magistrates and the censorship of the morals of citizens, the 
inhibition of illegal and unconstitutional resolutions in the 
Five Hundred and the Ecdesia, the examination into the fitness 
of candidates foroffice, and the collection of rents from the sacred 
property (cf. Wilantowitz-Mlfflendorff, Arid. w. AM. ii. 186.197; 
Busolt, Grieek. Garth. (2nd ed.) iii. s69-294; G. Gilbert, Coast. 
Atsliq. of Sparta and Athens, Eng. trans., 154 f.). It retained 
the Areopagitic council in the Draconian laws by the supposition 
that Solon, while leaving. untouched the Draconian laws concerned 
with the cases of homicide which came before the Ephetae, substi-
tuted • law of his own regarding wilful murder, which fell within 
the jurisdiction of the Areopagites. This view finds stroag support 
in the circumstance that the copy of the Draconian laws (C.I.A. 1. 6i ), 
made in pursuance of a decree of the people of the year 409-408 a.c., 
does not contain the provision for cases of premeditated homicide; 
d. G. de Sancti.. 'Oft. 135. The relation of the Ephetae to the 
court of the Areopagus is obscure; cf. Philippi. Der Areopse awl 
die Epheten (Berlin, 1874)• Busolt, Grieckische Geseissekte (tad ed.). 
R. 138 ff. 
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jurisdiction in cases of homicide and the care of sacred olive 
trees. From this time to the establishment of the Thirty (462-
404 a.c.) the Areopagitic council, degraded still further by the 
opening of the archonship to the Zeugitae (457 n.c.) and by the 
absolute use of the lot in filling the office, was a political nullity. 
The first indication of a revival of its prestige is to be traced in 
the action attributed to it by Lysiaa during the siege of Athens 
(404 11.c.) (in &dolls. 69: roarroicros 'Airek. 1:1419) 
glotAijs dorepia). After the surrender of Athens and the 
appointment of the Thirty, the repeal of the laws of Ephialtea 
and Archestratus prepared the way for the rehabilitation of the 
council as guardian of the constitution by the restored democracy 
(Arist. Alb. Pol. xxxv. 2; decree of Tisamenus, In Andoc. i. 84; 
cf. Din. i. 9). Although under the new conditions the Areopagites 
could not hope to recover their full supremacy, they did exercise 
considerable political influence, especially in crises. In the time 
of Demosthenes, accordingly, we find them annulling the election 
of individuals to offices for which they were unfit (Plut. Phac. T6), 
exercising during a crisis a disciplinary power extending to life 
and death over all the Athenians " in conformity with ancestral 
law," procuring the banishment of one, the racking of another, 
and the infliction of capital punishment on several of the citizens. 
This authority seems to have been delegated to them by the 
assembly with reference either to individual cases or temporarily 
to the whole body of Athenians (Din. i. to, 62 f.; Aeschin. 
Di. 252; Lyc. Leoc. 52; Demosth. xviii. *32 f.; Plut. Dessortb. 
14). Religion, too, was their care (Pseud. Demosth. his 8o f.). 
Lycurgus (ibid.) even goes so far as to claim that by their action 
during the crisis after Chaeroneia they had saved the state. 
After the period of the great orators their influence continued 
to grow. Demetrius of Phalerum empowered them to assist 
the gynacconomi in supervising festivals held in private houses 
(Philoch. in Muller, ibid. 1. 408. 20. Under Roman supremacy 
in addition to earlier functions they bad jurisdiction in cases 
of forgery, tampering with the standard measures, and probably 
other high crimes, the supervision of buildings, and the care of 
religion and of education (Cic. Fem. xiii. 5; AU. v. 9; Tae. 
Ass. ii. ss; Hut Cic. 24; C.I.G. i. 223. 9; C.I.A. ii. 476; 
iii. 703, 714, 716; Acts xvii. PO. Their council acquired, too, 
in conjunction with the assembly, with or without the co-
operation of the Five Hundred (or Six Hundred), the right to 
pass decrees and to represent their city in foreign relations 
(C.I.A. iii. 10, 31, 40, 4 1 , 454, 457, 458). From the overthrow 
of the Thirty to the end of their history they enjoyed a high 
reputation for ability and integrity (Isoc. vii.; Demosth. xxiii. 
65 1.; Val. Max. viii. 1. Amb. 2; Gel!. xii. 7; Lucian, Bit Act. 
iv. 12. 14). About A.0. 40o their council came to.an end (Theo-
doret, Cord. ht. O. 

With regard to the jurisdiction of the council in cases of 
homicide, the procedure, so far as it may be gathered from the 
orators and other sources, was as follows:--accusations were 
brought by relatives within the circle of brothers' and sisters' 
children, supported by the wider kin and the phratry (Demosth. 

57). On receiving the accusation the king-archon by 
proclamation warned the accused to keep away from temples 
and other places forbidden to such persons. He made three 
investigations of the case in the three successive months, and 
brought it to trial in the fourth month. As he was forbidden to 
hand a case over to his successor, it resulted that in the last three 
months of the year no accusations of homicide could be brought 
(Ant. vi. 42). After the examination he assigned the Can to 
the proper court, and presided over it during the trial, which 
took place in the open air, that the judges and the accuser might 
not be polluted by being brought under the same roof with the 
offender (Ant. v. 11). The accuser and the accused, standing 
on two white stones termed " Relentlessness " ('Araideta) and 
" Outrage " (Ildpit) respectively (Paus. i. 28. 5), bound them-
selves to the truth by most solemn oaths (Demosth. nil 68). 
Each was allowed two speeches, and the trial lasted three days. 
After the first speech the accused, unless charged with parricide, 
was at liberty to withdraw into exile (Poll. viii. *17). If con-
demned, be lost his life, and his property was confiscated. A  

tie vote acquitted (Aeschyl. Emus. 735i  Ant. v. Sr; &scab. 
iIL us). See further Gut= Law. 

Aurnoames.—Among other works may be mentioned E. Dugit, 
buds ssr Cdreopage aikinien (Paris, 1867)• E. Caillemer. " Arco- 
Weals," in Daremberg et Saglio, grecq. root. (Paris, 
1873) 395-404; A. Philippi, Areopag and Epheten (Berlin, 1874). 
The discovery of the Aristotelian "Constitution of Athens" (Ath. 
Pol.) has largely rendered obsolete all works published before 1892. 
See Hermann-Thumser, Griethische Staatsaltertumer (6th ed., Frei-
burg. 1892), 365.371,  387-391, 788; U. von Wilarnowitz-fdallendorff. 
Aristoteks and Ashen (Berlin. 1893). B. 186-20o; J. J. Terwen. De 
Areopago Alltenienssunt guaestiones Variae (Utrecht, 11394); G. 
Gilbert, Constitutional Anisquities of Athens and Sparta (Eng. trans., 
London and New York, t89V, 114, 122, 137, 154,2E21 F. Cuter, 
"Aischylos and der Areopag, in Rhein. Mos. (1895). N.F. L348- 

356; Wachsmuth and Thslheim, s.o. " Arcios puns" in Pauly-
Wissowa, Realencycl. d. hl. Altertumsseiss. (Stuttg 1896), ii. 627-
633; G. de Santis, •An9lt, Stories della Rep•abbltra teniese (Rome. 
1898); L. Ziehen. " Drakontische Gesetzgebung.'In Rhein. Nor. 

k 859). N.F. liv. 321-344. See also CLEISTHENL, , PERICLES and 
TEENS. (G. W. B.) 
AREQUIPA. a coast department of southern Peru, bounded 

N. by the departments of Ayacucho and Cuzco, E. by Puno and 
Moquegua, S. and W. by Moquegua and the Pacific. It is 
divided into seven provinces. Area, 21,947 sq. m.; pop. (1896) 
229,007. It is traversed by an important railway line from 
Mollendo (Islay) to Puno, on Lake Titicaca, 325 m. long, with 
extensions to Santa Rosa, Peru and La Paz, Bolivia. The 
highest point reached by this line is 24,66o ft. The department 
includes an arid, sand-covered region on the coast traversed 
by deep gorges formed by river courses, and a partly barren, 
mountainous region inland composed of the high Cordillera 
and its spurs toward the coast, between which are numerous 
highly fertile valleys watered by streams from the snow-clad 
peaks. These produce cotton, rice, sugar-cane, wheat, coffee, 
Indian corn, barley, potatoes and fruit. The mountainous 
region is rich in minerals, and there is a valuable deposit of 
borax near the capital, Arequipa. 

AREQUIPA, a city of southern Peru, capital of the depart-
ment of the same name, about 90 m. N.E. by N. of its seaport 
Mollendo (tot m. by rail), and near the south-west foot of the 
volcano Misti which rises to a height of 19,029 ft. above sea-level. 
The population was estimated at 35,000 in 2896. The city is 
provided with a tram line, and is connected with the coast at 
Molleado (Islay) by a railway 207 ra. long. and with Piano, on 
Lake Titicaca, by an extension of the same line 218 in. long. 
The city occupies a green, fertile valley of the Rio Chile, 7763 ft. 
above the sea, surrounded by an arid, barren desert. It is built 
on the usual rectangular plan and the streets are wide and well 
paved. The edifices in general are low, and are massively built 
with thick walls and domed ceilings to resist earthquakes, and 
lessen the danger from falling masonry. The material used is 
a soft, porous magnesian limestone, which is well adapted to 
the purpose in view. Arequipa is the seat of a bishopric created 
in 16oe-2623, and possesses a comparatively modern cathedral, 
its predecessor having been destroyed by fire in 1849. It has 
several large churches, and formerly possessed five monasteries 
and three nunneries, which have been closed and their edifices 
devoted to educational and other public purposes. The religious 
element has always been a dominating factor in the life of the 
city. A university, founded in 2825, three colleges, one of them 
dating from colonial times, a medical school, and a public library, 
founded in 1822, are distinguishing features of the city, which 
has always taken high rank in Peru for its learning and liberalism, 
as well as for its political restlessness. The city's water-supply 
is derived from the Chile river and is considered dangerous 
to new arrivals because of the quantity of saline and organic 
matter contained. The climate is temperate and healthy, and 
the fertile valley (to in. long by 5 m. wide) surrounding the city 
produces an abundance of cereals, fruits and vegetables common 
to both hot and temperate regions. Pears and strawberries 
grow side by side with oranges and granadillas, and are noted 
for their size and flavour. The trade of the city is principally 
in Bolivian products—mineral ores, alpaca wool, &c.—but it 
also receives and exports the products of the neighbouring 
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Peruvian provinces, and the output of , the borax deposits in the 
neighbourhood. Arequipa was founded by Pizarro in sea, 
and has been the scene of many events of importance in the 
history of Peru. It was greatly damaged in the earthquakes of 
1382, z6og, 2784 and r868, particularly in the last. It was 
captured by the Chileans in 5883, near the dose of the war 
between Chile and Peru. 

ARES, in ancient Greek mythology, the god of war, or rather 
of battle, son of Zeus and Hera. (For the Roman god, identified 
with Arcs, see Mears.) As contrasted with Athena, who added 
to her other attributes that of being the goddess of well-con-
ducted military operations, he personifies brute strength and 
the wild rage of conflict. His delight is in war and bloodshed; 
he loves fighting for fighting's sake, and takes the side of the 
one or the other combatant indifferently, regardless of the justice 
of the cause. His quarrelsomeness was regarded as inherited 
from his mother, and it may have been only as an illustration 
of the perpetual strife between Zeus and Hera that Ares was 
accounted their son. According to a later tradition, he was the 
son of Hera (Juno) alone, who became pregnant by touching 
a certain flower (Ovid, Anil, V. ass). All the gods, even Zeus, 
hate him, but his bitterest enemy is Athena, who fells him to 
the ground with a huge stone. Splendidly armed, he goes to 
battle, sometimes on foot, sometimes in the war chariot made 
ready by his sons Deimos and Phobos (Panic and Fear) by whom 
he is usually accompanied. In his train also are found Enyo, the 
goddess of war who delights in bloodshed and the destruction 
of cities; his sister, Eris, goddess of fighting and strife; and 
the Xeres, goddesses of death, whose function it is especially 
to roam the battle-field, carrying off the dead to Hades. In 
later accounts (and even in the Odyssey) Ares' character is some-
what toned down; thus, in the " Homeric " hymn to Ares, 
he is addressed as the assistant of Themis (Justice), the enemy 
of tyrants, and leader of the just. It is to be noted, however, that 
in this little poem he is to some extent tonfounded with the 
planet named after him (Ares, or Mars). 

The primitive character of Ares has been much discussed. 
He is a god of storms; a god of light or a solar god; a chthonian 
god, one of the deities of the subterranean world, who could 
bring prosperity as well as ruin upon men, although in time his 
destructive qualities obscured the others. In this last aspect 
he was one of the chief gods of the Thracian, amongst whom 
his home was placed even in the time of Homer. In Scythia 
an old iron sword served as the symbol of the god, to which 
yearly sacrifices of cattle and horses were made, and in earlier 
times (as apparently also at Sparta) human victims, selected 
from prisoners of war, were offered. Thus Area developed into 
the god of war, in which character he made his way into Greece. 
This theory may have been nothing more than an instance of 
the Greek tendency to assign a northern or " hyperborean " 
home to deities in whose character something analogous to the 
stormy elements of nature was found. But it appears that the 
Thracian and Scythians in historical times (Herodotus i. SO 
worshipped chiefly a war god, and that certain Thracian settle-
ments, formed in Greece in prehistoric times, left behind them 
traces of the worship of a god whom the Greeks called Ares. 
The story of his imprisonment for thirteen months by the 
Alofdae v. 383) points to the conquest of this chthonian 
destroyer of the fields by the arts of peace, especially agriculture, 
of which the grain-fed sons of Aloeus (the thresher) are the 
personification. 

In Homer Ares Is the lover of Aphrodite, the wife of Hephaestus, 
who catches them together in a net and holds them up to the 
ridicule of the gods. In what appears to be a very early develop-
ment of her character, Aphrodite also was a war goddess, known 
under the name of Arela; and in Thebes, the most important 
seat of the worship of Ares, she is his wife, and bears him Eros 
and Ant eros, Deimos and Phobos, and Harmonia

' 
 wife of Cadmus, 

the founder of the city (Hesiod, nog. 933). In the legend of 
Cadmus and his family Ares plays a prominent part. His 
worship was not so widely spread over Greece as that of other 
gods, although he was honoured here and there with festivals 
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and sacrifices. Thus, at Sparta, under the name of merits., 
he was offered young dogs and even human beings. The Dio-
scud were said to have brought his image from Colthis to Laconia, 
where it was set up in an old sanctuary on the road from Sparta 
to Therapnae. At Athens, he had a temple at the foot of the 
Areopagus, with a statue by Aleamenes. It was here, according 
to the legend, that he was tried and acquitted by a council of 
the gods for the murder of Halirrhothius, who had violated 
Alcippe, the daughter of Ares by Agraulos. The figure of Ares 
appears in various stories of ancient mythology. Thus, he 
engages in combat with Heraeles on two occasions to avenge the 
death of his son Cycnus; once Zeus separates the combatants 
by a flash of lightning, but In the second encounter he is severely 
wounded by his adversary, who has the active support of Athena; 
maddened by jealousy, he changes himself into the boar which 
slew Adonis, the favourite of Aphrodite; and stirs up the war 
between the Lapithae and Centaurs. His attributes were the 
spear and the burning torch, symbolical of the devastation 
caused by war (in ancient times the hurling of a torch was the 
signal for the commencement of hostilities). The animals sacred 
to him were the dog and the vulture. 

The worship of Ares being less general throughout Greece than 
that of the gods of peace, the number of statues of him is small; 
those of Ares-Mars, among the Romans, are more frequent. 
Previous to the sth century B.c. he was represented as full-
bearded, grim-featured and in full armour. From that time, 
apparently under the influence of Athenian sculptors, he was 
conceived as the ideal of a youthful warrior, and was for a time 
associated with Aphrodite and Eros. lie then appears as a 
vigorous youth, beardless, with curly hair, broad head and 
stalwart shoulders, with helmet and cblamys. In the Villa 
Ludovisi statue (after the style of Lysippus) he appears seated, 
in an attitude of thought; his arms are laid aside, and Eros 
peeps out at his feet. In the Borghese Ares (also taken for 
Achilles) he is standing, his only armour being the helmet on his 
head. He also appears in many other groups, with Aphrodite, 
in marble and on engraved gems of Roman times. But before 
this grouping had recommended itself to the Romans, with their 
legend of Mars and Rhea Silvia, the Greek Ares had again 
become under Macedonian influence a bearded, armed and 
powerful god. 

Aurnesurms.—H. D. Mailer. Ares (r80); H. W. Stoll, Ober die 
tasOsingliche &design deloiets:c

es 
 A. and der Athens (s881); F. A. Voigt. 

Beitrage sun Myth ie d Area and Athena " in Leipeiger 
Studien, iv. it381; W. H. her. Studien sur eergleidienden Moho. 
logie. 1.. 1873; C. Tampel, Ares and Aphrodite (1138o); articles in 
Pauly-Wissovra's Reakneydepedie. Roscher's Lexikon der Mohr 
logic and Daremberg and Saglio's Dictionnaire des Antigua's (s.e. 
Maas); Preller, Griechische Mythologic. 

AMAIN/8, of Cappadocia, a Greek physician, who lived at 
Rome in the second half of the and century A.D. We possess 
two treatises by him, each in four books, in the Ionic dialect: 
Os the Comes and Indications of Acute and Chronic Diseases, 
and 0* their Treatment. His work was founded on that of 
Archigenes; like him, he belonged to the eclectic school, but 
did not ignore the theories of the " Pneumatics," who made the 
heart the seat of life and of the soul. 

Editions by Kahn j1828). Ermerius (1848). English translations: 
Wigan (1723); Moffat (t 86); Reynolds (1837): Adams (1856). 
See Locher, Aretarass ass Kappadoeien (2bey). 

ARETAS (Arab. Haritha), the Greek form of a name borne by 
kings of the Nabataean resident at Petra in Arabia. (a) A 
king in the time of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes (2 Macc. v. 8). 
(a) The father-in-law of Herod Antipas (Jos. Ant. xviii. 5. e, 3). 
In 2 Cor. xi. 32 he is described as ruler of Damascus (ga.) at the 
time of Paul's conversion. Herod Antipas had married a 
daughter of Aretas, but afterwards discarded her in favour of 
Herodias. This led to a war with Aretas in which Antipas was 
defeated. 

An Aretas is mentioned in a Mace. xv. 22, but the true 
reading is probably Ariarathes (king of Cappadocia). See 
NADATAEANS. 

ARETE (0. Fr. artiste, Ltd. arista, ear of corn, fish-bone or 
spine), a ridge or sharp edge; a French term used in Switzerland 
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to denote the sharp bayonet-like edge of a mountain (such as the 
Matterhorn), that slopes steeply upward with two precipitous 
sides meeting in a long ascending ridge. Hence the word has 
passed into common use to denote any sharp mountain edge 
denuded by frost action above the snowline, where the con-
sequent angular ridges give the characteristic " house-roof 
structure " of these altitudes. 

AMMAN (c. 860-940), Byzantine theological writer and 
scholar, archbishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia, was born at 
Patrae. He was the author of a Greek commentary on the 
Apocalypse, avowedly based upon that of Andrew, his pre-
decessor in the archbishopric. In spite of its author's modest 
estimate, Aretbas's work is by no means a slavish compilation; 
it contains additions from other sources, and especial care has 
been taken in verifying the references. His interest was not, 
however, confined to theological literature; he annotated the 
margins of his classical texts with numerous scholia (many of 
which are preserved), and had several MSS. copied at his own 
expense, amongst them the Codex Clarkianus of Plato (brought 
to England from the monastery of St John in Patmos), and the 
Dorvillian MS. of Euclid (now at Oxforl`. 

Most divergent opinions have been held as to the time in which 
Arethas lived; the reasons for the dates given above will be found 
succinctly stated in the article " Aretas,' by A. Julicher in Pauly-
Wissowa s Reakncyclopadie der kiassischen Alteriumssoissenschaft 
(1896). The text of the commentary is given in Migne, PWrologss 
Graeca, cvi.; see also 0. Gebhardt and A. Harnack, Text. and 
Untersuchungen zur Geschkhle der attchristikhen Lat. i. pp. 36-46 
(1882), and Vita Eulhymii (patriarch of Constantinople. d. 917), 
ed. C. de Boor (1888); H. Ware. Dictionary of Christian Bioeraphy, 
I. C. Krumbacher, Geschichte der brantinischen Litteratur (1897); 
G. Heinrici in Herzog-Hauck, Reakncyklopadie (1897). 

ARETHUSA, in Greek mythology, a nymph who ea, c her 
name to a spring in Elia and to another in the island of Ortygia 
near Syracuse. According to Pausaoias (v. 7. 2), Alpheus, 
mighty hunter, was enamoured of Arethusa, one of the retinue 
of Artemis; Arethusa fled to Ortygia, where she was changed into 
a spring; Alpheus, in the form of a river, made his way beneath 
the sea, and united his waters with those of the spring. In 
Ovid (Mama. v. 572 toll.), Arethusa, while bathing in the 
Alpheus, was seen and pursued by the river god in human form; 
Artemis changed her into a spring, which, flowing underground, 
emerged at Ortygia. In the earlier form of the legend, it is 
Artemis, not Arethusa, who is the object of the god's affections, 
and escapes by smearing her face with mire, so that he fails to 
recognize her (see L R. Farnell, Cults of the Greek Stales, 
P. 428). The probable origin of the story is the part traditionally 
taken in the foundation of Syracuse by the Iamidae of Olympia, 
who identified the spring Arethusa with their own river Alpheus, 
and the nymph with Artemis Alpheiaia, who was worshipped at 
Ortygia. The subterranean passage of the Alpheus in the upper 
part of Its course (confirmed by modern explorers), and the 
freshness of the water of Arethusa in spite of its proximity to 
the sea, led to the belief that it was the outlet of the river. 
Further, according to Strabo (vi. p. 27o), during the sacrifice of 
oxen at Olympia the waters of Arethusa were disturbed, and a 
cup thrown into the Alpheus would reappear in Ortygia. In 
Virgil (Eel. x. z) Arethusa is addressed as a divinity of poetical 
inspiration, like one of the Muses, who were themselves originally 
nymphs of springs. 

For Arethusa on Syracusan coins, see B. V. Head, Historia 
N4/40211111, pp. 15r. 555. 

AREIlNO, PIETRO (1492-1556), Italian author, was born in 
1492 at Arezzo in Tuscany, from which place he took his name. 
He is said to have been the natural son of Luigi Bacci, a gentle-
man of the town. He received little education, and lived for 
some years poor and neglected, picking up such scraps of infor-
mation as be could. When very young be was banished from 
Arezzo on account of a satirical sonnet which he composed 
against indulgences. He went to Perugia, where for some time 
he worked as a bookbinder, and continued to distinguish himself 
by his daring attacks upon religion. After some years' wandering 
through parts of Italy he reached Rome, where his talents, wit 
and impudence commended him to the papal court. This  

favour, however, he lost in 1523 by writing a net of obscene 
sonnets, to accompany an equally immoral series of drawings 
by the great painter, Giulio Romano. He left Rome and was 
received by Giovanni de' Medici, who introduced him at Milan 
to Francis L of France. He gained the good graces of that 
monarch, and received handsome presents from him. Shortly 
after this Aretino attempted to regain the favour of the pope, 
but, having come to Rome, he composed a sonnet against a 
rival in some low amour, and in return was assaulted and severely 
wounded. He could obtain no redress from the pope, and 
returned to Giovanni de' Medici. On the death of the latter in 
December 1526, he withdrew to Venice, where he afterwards 
continued to reside. He spent his time here in writing comedies, 
sonnets, licentious dialogues, and a few devotional and religious 
works. He led a profligate life, and procured funds to satisfy 
his needs by writing sycophantish letters to all the nobles and 
princes with whom he was acquainted. This plan proved 
eminently successful, for large sums were given him, apparently 
from fear of his satire. So great did Aretino's pride grow, that 
he styled himself the " divine," and the " scourge of princes." 
He died in 1556, according to some accounts by falling from his 
chair in a fit of laughter caused by hearing some indecent story 
of his sisters. The reputation of Aretino in his own time rested 
chiefly on his satirical sonnets or burlesques; but his comedies, 
five in number, are now considered the best of his works. His 
letters, of which a great number have been printed, are also 
commended for their style. The dialogues and the licentious 
sonnets have been translated into French, under the title 
Academie des Domes. 

AREZZO (anc. Arredivia), a town and episcopal see of Tuscany, 
Italy, the capital of the province of Arezzo, 54 m. S.E. of Florence 
by rail. Pop. (rood town, 16,78o; commune, 46,926. It is an 
attractive town, situated on the slope of a hill 840 to 970 ft. above 
sea-level, in a fertile district. The walls by which it is surrounded 
were erected in 1320 by Guido Tarlati di Pietramala, its warlike 
bishop, who died in 1327, and is buried in the cathedral; they 
were reconstructed by Cosimo I. de' Medici between 1541 and 
5568, on which occasion the bronze statues of Pallas and the 
Chimaera, now at Florence, were discovered. The town itself is 
fan-shaped, the streets, which contain some fine old houses with 
projecting eaves and many towers, radiating from the citadel 
(Fortezza), which was constructed in 1502, and dismantled by 
the French in x800. The cathedral, dose by, is a fine specimen of 
Italian Gothic begun in 1277, but not completed internally until 
tsar, while the facade was not begun until 1880. The interior is 
spacious and contains some fine 14th-century sculptures, those of 
the high altar, which contains the tomb of St Donatus, the patron 
saint of Arezzo, being the best; very good stained-glass windows 
of the beginning of the 16th century by Guillaume de Marcillat, 
and some terra-cotta reliefs by Andrea della Robbia. Another 
fine church is S. Maria della Pieve, having a campanile and a 
facade of 1216, the latter with three open colonnades running for 
its whole length above the doors. The interior was restored to its 
original style in 1863-1865. The Romanesque choir and apse 
belong to the 11th century, the rest of the interior is con-
temporary with the facade. In the square behind the church is a 
colonnade designed by Vasari. In the cloisters of S. Bernardo, on 
the site of the ancient amphitheatre, is a remarkable view of 
medieval Rome. S. Francesco contains famous frescoes by Piero 
de' Franceschi, representing scenes from the legend of the Holy 
Cross, and others by Spinello Aretino, a pupil of Giotto. There 
are several other frescoes by the latter in S. Domenico. Among 
the Renaissance buildings the churches of S. Maria delta Grazie 
and the Santissima Annunziata may be noted. The collection of 
majolica in the municipal museum is very fine, and so is that of 
the Funghini family. In the middle ages Arezzo was generally on 
the Ghibelline side; it succumbed to Florence in 1289 at the 
battle of Campaldino, but at the end of the century recovered its 
strength under the Tarlati family. In 1336 it became subject to 
Florence for six years, and after intestine struggles, finally came 
under her rule in 1384. Among the natives of Arezzo the most 
famous are the Benedictine monk Guido of Armco, the inventor 
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of the modern system of musical notation (died c. rose), the 
poet Petrarch, Pietro Aretino, the satirist (1492-1556), and 
Vasari, famous for his lives of Italian painters. The town never 
possessed a distinct school of artists. 

1904 
See C. Signorini, Aram, Curdy Proeineia.Guida illustrate (Ammo, 

).  
LEGAL!, the Tatar name of the great wild sheep, Ohs antems, 

of the Altai and other parts of Siberia. Standing as high as a 
large donkey, the argall is the finest of all the wild sheep, the 
horns of the rams, although of Inferior length, being more 
massive than those of Ova poll of the Pamirs. There are several 
local races of anal', among which 0. cosmos lwdgsoai of Ladak 
and Tibet is one of the best known. There are likewise several 
nearly related central Asian species, such as 0. sairessis and 
0. latledaki. (See Swear.) 

AROAO, a town on the east coast of Cebu, Philippine Islands, 
36 m. S.S.W. of the town of Cebu. Pop. (1903) 35,448. Large 
quantities of a superior quality of cacao are produced in the 
vicinity. and rice and Indian corn are other important pyoducts. 
A limited amount of cotton is raised and woven into cloth. The 
language is Cebu-Visayan. Argao was founded In 1608. 

AROAUM, a village of British India in the Akola district of the 
Central Provinces, 32 M. north of Akola. The village is mem-
orable for an action which took place on the 28th of November 
1803 between the British army, commanded by Major-General 
Wellesley (afterwards duke of Wellington), and the Mahrattas 
Under Sindhia and the raja of Berra, in which the latter were 
defeated with great loss. A medal struck in England in 1851 
commemorates the victory. 

AR0111, the name given by the ancient Romans toe number of 
rush puppets (24 or 17 according to the reading of Varro, is Lau. 

vii. 44, or so according to Dioqysins L 38) resembling men tied 
band and foot, which were taken down to the ancient bridge 
any the Tiber (pesr sublicisis) on the 14th of May by the ponti-
Aces and magistrates, with the fiszainica Diana in mourning guise, 
and there thrown Into the Tiber by the Vestal virgins. There 
were also in various parts of the four Servian regions of the city 
a number of seals Arians's (chapels), ronnd which a procession 
seems to have gone OD the 17th of March (Varro, L.L. V. 46-54; 
Jordan, Ross. Tepogr. voL ii. 603), and it has been conjectured 
that the puppets were kept in these chapels until the time same 
for them to be cast into the river. The Romans had no historical 
explanation of these curious rites, and neither the theories of 
their scholars nor the beliefs of the common people, who fancied 
that the puppets were substitutes for old men who used at one 
time to be sacrificed to the river, are worth serious consideration. 
Recently two explanations have been given: (I) that of W. 
Mannhardt, who by comparing numerous examples of similar 
customs among other European peoples arrived at the con-
clusion that the rite was of extreme antiquity and of dramatic 
rather than sacrificial character, and that Its object was possibly 
to procure rain; (2) that of Wissowa, who refuses to date it 
farther back than the latter half of the 3rd century a.c., and sees 
in it the yearly representation of an original sacrifice of twenty-
seven captive Greeks (taking Mid as  a Latin form of 'Aisvesm) 
by drowning in the Tiber. This second theory is, however, not 
borne out by any Roman historical record. 

Sc, Wissowa's arguments in the article " AA/el " an his edition 
of Pauly's.Rsalawydoddie For the other view me W. Maanhardt, 
Math Wald end Falts. 178 foU.; W. W. Fowler, Roman Fesli-
fair, pp. III foil. (W. W. F., 

AROELANDER, FRIEDRICH WILHELM AUGUST (1799-
1875), German astronomer, was born at Memel on the 22nd of 
March me. He studied at the university of Konigsberg, and 
was attracted to astronomy by F. W. Besse!, whose assistant he 
became (October r, aro). His treatise on the path of the great 
comet of din appeared in 1592; he was, in An, entrusted 
with the direction of the observatory at Abo; and he exchanged 
it for a similar charge at Helsingfors In 1832 His admirable 
investigation of the son's motion in space was published in 
2837; and in the same year he was appointed professor of 
astronomy In the university of Bonn, where he died on the 27th 
of February Ws. He also published Obsersatimees Astrese- 

mime Abuse Pada* (3 vols., 1830-1832); DLX Stekarsas 
Flames. POSiliONU Media* 0830; and the first seven volume. 
of Astronauts:sae Beabackautios ass' der Sterawarte at Dean 
4846-1860 , containing his observations of northern and southern 
star-zones, and his great Derrclausultruits (vols. iii.-v., 1859-
1862) of 324,10 stars, from the north pole to -.2°  Dec. The 
corresponding atlas was issued in :863. His observations 
(begun in 1838) and discussions of variable stars were embodied 
in voL vii. of the same series. 

See E. &Wield in Viardjalsruchifi der Aanstessisches Gesell-
schaft, L pp. 130478. 

ARCIENSr JEAN BAPTISTE DE BOYER. Masons a' 
(1704-1771), was born at Aix fn Provence on the 24th of June 
1704. He entered the army at the age of fifteen, and after a 
dissipated and adventurous youth settled for a time at Amite:- 
dam, where he wrote some historical compilations and began 
his more famous Leases Juba (The Hague, 6 vols., 2738-1742), 
Leans clamoises (The Hague, 6 vols., 1739-1472). and Leares 
cabalistiques (2nd ed., 7 vols., x765); also the Maseires secrets 
is is flimflam des Wires (7 vols., 2743-1478), afterwards revised 
and augmented as Histdre is raprit human (Berlin, 14 vole., 
2765-1768). He was invited by Prince Frederick (afterwards 
Frederick the Great) to Potsdam, and received high honours at 
court; but Frederick was bitterly offended by his marrying 
a Berlin actress, Mlle Cochois. Argens returned to France in 
1769, and died near Toulon on the 11th of January 2771. 

ARGENSOLA. LUPERCIO LEONARDO DE (1559-1613), 
Spanish dramatist and poet, was baptized at Barbastro on the 
14th of December 1559. He was educated at the universities 
of Huesca and Saragossa, becoming secretary to the duke de 
Villahermosa in 1 585. He was appointed historiographer of 
Aragon In 15p9, and In 1610 accompanied the•count de Lemos 
to Naples, where he died in March 1613. His tragedies—Pills, 
Isabela and Alejandra—are said by Cervantes to have "filled 
all who beard them with admiration, delight and interest "; 
Fills is lost, and Isabela and Akjandra, which were not printed 
till 1772, are ponderous Imitation. of Seneca. Argensola's 
poems were published with those of his brother in 1634; they 
consist of excellent translations from the. Latin poets, and of 
original satires. His " echoing sonnets "—such as Despas qua 
at made el to disiso siwo—lend themselves to parody; but 
his diction is singularly pure. 

His brother, Barri:tot& LEONARDO DS AROENSOLA (t562-
2631), Spanish poet and historian, was baptized at Barbastro 
on the 26th of August 1562, studied at Huesca, took orders, and 
was presented to the rectory of Villahermosa In r588. He was 
attached to the suite of the count de Lemos, viceroy of Naples, 
in 1610, and succeeded his brother as historiographer of Aragon 
in 1613. He died at Saragossa on the 4th of February 163r. 
His principal prose works are the Cetuftdisla is las Islas Mauna 
(16139), and a supplement to Zurita's Andes is Amos, which 
was published in 1630. His poems (1634), like those of his elder 
brother, are admirably finished examples of pungent wit. His 
commentaries on contemporary events, and his Alltraciames 
popelares, dealing with a Saragossa rising in t sex, are lost. An 
interesting life of this writer by Father Miguel Mir precedes • 
reprint of the Couguista is las Islas Mamas, issued at Saragossa 
in 1891. 

ARGEIISON, the name, derived from an old hamlet situated in 
what is now the department of Indre-et-Imire, of a French 
family which produced some prominent statesmen, soldier t and 
men of letters. 

REA Di VOTER, seigneur d'Argenson (r596-r651), French 
statesman, was born on the list of November r596. He was • 
lawyer by profession, and became successively °VOW', councillor 
at the pariement of Paris, mare des replies, and councillor 
of state. Cardinal Richelieu entrusted him with several missions 
as inspector and Intendant of the forces. In 2623 be was 
appointed intendant of justice, police and finance in Auvergne, 
and in :632 held similar office in Limousin, where he remained 
till r637. After the death of Louis XIII. (1643) he retained his 
administrative posts, was intendant of the forces at Toulon 
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(1646), commissary of the king at the estates of Languedoc 
(1647), and intendant of Guienne (1648), and showed great 
capacity in defending the authority of the crown against the 
rebels of the Fronde. After his wife's death he took orders 
(February Op), but did not cease to take part in affairs of 
state. In rep he was appointed by Mazarin ambassador at 
Venice, where he died on the rah of July 1651. 

His son, MARC RzNe DE VOYER, comte d'Argenson (1623-
1700), was born at Blois on the 13th of December 1623. He 
also was a lawyer, being councillor at the parlement of Rouen 
(1642) and maitre des requites. He attended his father in all his 
duties and succeeded him at the embassy at Venice. In 1655 he 
returned from his embassy ruined, and lost favour with Mazarin, 
who removed him from his office of councillor of state. He then 
gave up public affairs and retired to his estates, where he occupied 
himself with good works. In September 1656 be entered the 
Company of the Holy Sacrament, a secret society for the diffusion 
of the Catholic religion. Besides writing the Annals of the 
society, he composed many pious works, which were destroyed 
in the fire at the Louvre in 1871. Some of his correspondence 
with the once famous letter-writer, Jean Louis Gum de Basic 
( 1 597-1654), has been published. He died in May z7oo, leaving 
two sons, Marc Rene (see below), and Francois Elie (1656-1728), 
who became archbishop of Bordeaux. 

See Fr. Rabbe, " Compagnie du Saint-Sacrement," in the Reese 
Ala.:Wane (Nov. 1899); Boauchet-Filleau, Les Amides de la cons- 
pagnie du Sainl-Sacrensenl (Paris, two); R.. Allier, La Cabala des 
Moots (Paris, zgoa). 

MARC RENE DE VOYER, marquis de Paulmy and marquis 
d'Argenson (1652-1721), son of the preceding, was born at 
Venice on the 4th of November 1652. He became maid in 1669, 
and lieutenant-general in the senachausale of Angouleme (1679). 
After the death of Colbert, who disliked his family, he went to 
Paris and married Marguerite Lefevre de Caumartin, a kins-
woman of the comptroller-general Pontchartrain. This was 
the beginning of his fortunes. He became successively maitre 
des 'equates (1694), member of the conseil des prises (prize court) 
(1695), procuresselentral of the commission of inquest into 
false titles of nobility (16g6), and finally lieutenant-general • 
of. police (1697). This last office, which had previously been 
filled by N. G. de la Reynie, was very important. It not only 
gave him the control of the police, but also the supervision of 
the corporations, printing press, and provisioning of Paris. 
All contraventions of the police regulations came under his 
jurisdiction, and his authority was arbitrary and absolute. 
Fortunately, he had, in Saint-Simon's phrase, "a nice discernment 
as to the degree of rigour or leniency required for every case that 
came before him, being ever inclined to the mildest measures, 
but possessed of the faculty of making the most innocent 
tremble before him; courageous, bold, audacious in quelling 
Imesaes, and consequently the master of the people." During 
the twenty-one years that he exercised this office he was a party 
to every private and state secret; in fact, he had a share in every 
event of any importance in the history of Paris. He was the 
familiar friend of the king, who delighted in scandalous police 
reports; he was patronized by the duke of Orleans; he was 
supported by the Jesuits at court; and he was feared by all. 
He organized the supply of food in Paris during the severe winter 
of 2709, and endeavoured, but with little success, to run to 
earth the libellers of the government. He directed the destruc-
tion• of the Jansenist monastery of Port Royal (1 70,7), a pro-
ceeding which provoked many protests and pamphlets. Under 
the regency, the Chambre de Justice, assembled to inquire into 
the malpractices of the financiers, suspected d'Argenson and 
arrested his clerks, but dared not lay the blame on him. On 
the 28th of January 1718 he voluntarily resigned the office of 
lieutenant-general of police for those of keeper of the seals—
in the place of the chancellor d'Aguesseau—and president 
of the council of finance. He was appointed by the regent to 
suppress the resistance of the parlements and to reorganize 
the finances, and was in great measure responsible for permitting 
John Law to aPPly his financial system, though he soon quarrelled  

with Law and intrigued to bring about his downfall. The regent 
threw the blame for the outcome of Law's schemes on d'Argenson, 
who was forced to resign his position in the council of finance 
(January 1720). By way of compensation he was created 
inspector-general of the police of the whole kingdom, but had 
to resign his office of keeper of the seals (June 1720). He died 
on the 8th of May 272r, the people of Paris throwing taunts and 
stones at his coffin and accusing him of having ruined the kingdom. 
In lute he had been created an honorary member of theAcadfmie 
des Sciences and, in 1718, a member of the French Academy. 

See the contemporary memoirs, especially those of Saint-Simon 
(de o poBoislolti 's ed.), .) 	
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laid. sue l'hisioire de France, edited by G. B. Depping (1850-1855); 
Correspondence des conerdleurs-ghterasa des finances, pub. by de Bois. 
lisle (1873-1900); Correspondence de AL de Marvilk ass M. ds 
Masrepas (1896-1897); Rappork de police de RenE d'Argenson, 
loupub i. sbyx1Pv.. (C18o731)n.  (Paris, undated); P. ClEment, La police sold 

RENE LOUIS DZ V0YER DR PADLKY, marquis d'Argenson 
(1694-1757), eldest eon of the preceding, was a lawyer, and held 
successively the posts of councillor -at the parlement (1716), 
1.411/Eder requites (i 7 t 8), councillor of state (r7z9), and intendant 
of justice, police and finance in Hainaut. During his five years' 
tenure of the last office he was mainly employed in provisioning 
the troops, who were suffering from the economic confusion 
resulting from Law's system. He returned to court in 1724 
to exercise his functions as councillor of state. At that time 
he had the reputation of being a conscientious man, but ill 
adapted to intrigue, and was nicknamed " la bete." He entered 
into relations with the philosophers, and was won over to the 
ideas of reform. He was the friend of Voltaire, who bad been 
a fellow-student of his at the Jesuit college Loma-le-grand, and 
frequented the Club de l'Entresol, the history of which be wrote 
in his memoirs. It was then that he prepared his Considtrations 
sus to gotwernentent de to Name, which was published posthu-
mously by his son. He was also the friend and counsellor of 
the minister G. L. de Chauvelln. In May 1744 be was appointed 
member of the council of finance, and in November of the same 
year the king chose him as secretary of state for foreign affairs,. 
his brother, the comte d'Arge.nson (eee below), being at the same 
time secretary of ptate for war. France was at that time engaged 
in the War of the Austrian Succession, and the government had 
been placed by Louis XV. virtually in the bands of the two 
brothers. The marquis d'Argenson endeavoured to reform the 
system of international relations. He dreamed of a " European 
Republic," and wished to establish arbitration between nations 
in puranance of the ideas of his friend the abbe de Saint-Pierre. 
But he failed to realize any part of his projects. The general 
negotiated in opposition to his Instructions; his colleagues 
laid the blame on him; the intrigues of the courtiers passed 
unnoticed by him; whilst the secret diplomacy of the king 
neutralized his initiative. He concluded the marriage of the 
dauphin to the daughter of Augustus III., king of Poland, but 
was unable to prevent the election of the grand-duke of 'Ducally 
as emperor in 1745. On the toth of January '747  the king 
thanked him for his services. He then retired into private life, 
eschewed the court, associated with Voltaire, Condillac and 
d'Alembert, and spent his declining years in working at the 
Academic des Inscriptions, of which he was appointed president 
by the king in 1 747, and revising his Mattoires. Voltaire, in 
one of his letters, declared him to be "the best citizen that had 
ever tasted the ministry." He died on the 26th of January r757- 

He left a large number of manuscript works, of which his eon, 
Antoine Rene (1722-1787), known as the marquis de Paulmy, 
published the Consideration* stir is goswernesneta de Nance 
(Amsterdam, 5764) and Essais dans to godi de cam de Montaigne 
06.1785). The latter, which contains many useful biographical 
notes and portraits of his contemporaries, was republished in 
1787 is /Airier drum misistee Argenson's most important 
work, however, is his Mausolea, covering in great detail the 
years 1725 to 1756, with an introductory part giving his recollec• 
tic= since the year s696. They are, as they were intended to be, 
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valuable " materials for the history of his time." There are two 
important editions, the first, with some letters, not elsewhere 
published, by the marquis d'Argenson, his great-grand-nephew 
(5 vols., Paris, 1857 at seq.); the second, more correct, but less 
complete, published by J. B. Rathery, for the Societe de PHistoire 
de France (9 vols., Paris, 1859 et seq.). The other works of the 
marquis d'Argeraon, in MS., were destroyed in the fire at the 
Louvre library in 1872. 

See Sainte-Beuve, Causerie: du !midi (vols. xii. and :iv.); Le-
vasseur, " Le Marquis d'Argenson'' in the Memoirs dr T Academie 
des Sciences Moraks el Poliliques (vol.lxxxvii., INS) ; and, especially, 
E. Zevort Le Marquis d'Argenson elk  ministere des affair., elrangeres 
(Paris, See also G. de R. de Flassan, Hiskire de la diplonsatie 
NSfeite (and ed., inn); Voltaire, Sieck de Louis X V.; E. 
Cerrespondeuce secrete inedile do Louis XV. (t866); E. Champion, 

Le Marquis d'Argenson," in the Revolution franca's (vol. xxxvi., 
1899); A. Alem, D'Arge n son iconomisle (Paris, 1899); Arthur Ogle, 
The Marquis d'Argenson (1893). 

MARC PIERRE DE VOYER DE • PAIILIEY, coyote d'Argenson 
(1696-1764), younger brother of the preceding, was born on the 
16th of August 1696. Following the family tradition he studied 
law and was councillor at the parlement of Paris. He sac-
needed his father as lieutenant-general of police in Paris, but 
held the post only five months (January 26 to June 30, 1720). 
He then received the office of intendant of Tours, and resumed 
the lieutenancy of police in 1722. On the 2nd of January 17 24 
he was appointed councillor of state. He gained the confidence 
of the regent Orleans, administering his fortune and-living with 
his son till 1737. During this period he opened his salon to the 
philosophers Cbaulieu, la Fare and Voltaire, and collaborated 
in the legislative labour of the chancellor d'Agnesseau. In 
March :737 d'Argenson was appointed director of the censorship 
of books, in which post he showed sufficiently liberal views to 
gain the approval of writers—a rare thing in the reign of Louis 
XV. He only retained this post fora year. He became president 
of the grand council (November 1738), intendant of the generaliti 
Of Paris (August 2740), was admitted to the king's council 
(August 1742), and in January 1743 was appointed secretary 
of state for war in succession to the baron de BreteuiL As 
minister for war he bad a heavy task; the French armies 
engaged in the War of the Austrian Succession were disorganized. 
and the retreat from Prague had produced a disastrous effect. 
After consulting with Marshal Saxe, he began the reform of the 
new armies. To assist recruiting, he revived the old institution 
of local militias, which, however, did not come up to his expecta-
tion. In the spring of 1744 three armies were able to resume 
the offensive in the Netherlands, Germany and Italy, and in 
the following year France won the battle of Fontenoy, at which 
d'Argenson was present. After the peace in 1748 he occupied 
himself with the important work of recasting the French army 
on the model of the Prussian. He unified the types of cannon, 
grouped the grenadiers into separate regiments, and founded 
the Ecole Militaire for the training of officers (275x). An edict 
of the rst of November :75: granted patents of nobility to all 
who had the rank of general officer. In addition to his duties 
as minister of war he had the supervision of the printing, postal 
administration and general administration of Paris. He was 
responsible for the arrangement of the promenade of the Champs 
Elysees and for the plan of the present Place de Is Concorde. 
He was exceedingly popular, and, although the court favour-
ites hated him, he had the support of the king. Nevertheless, 
after the attempt of R. F. Damiens to assassinate the king, 
Louis abandoned d'Argenson to the machinations of the court 
favourites and dismissed both him and his colleague, J. B. de 
Machault d'Arnouville (February 1757). D'Argenson was exiled 
to his estates at Les Ormes near Saumur, but he had previously 
found posts for his brother, the marquis d'Argenson, as minister 
of foreign affairs, for his son Marc Rene as master of the 
horse, and for his nephew Marc Antoine Rene as commissary 
of war. From the time of his exile he lived in the society of 
savants and philosophers. He had been elected member of the 
Academie des Inscriptions in 1749. Diderot and d'Alembert 
dedicated the Encyclopedic to him, and Voltaire, C. J. F. Henault, 
and J. F. Marmontel openly visited him in his exile. After the 

death of Madame de Pompadour he obtained permission to 
return to Paris, and died a few days after his return, on the 22nd 
of August 2764. 

MARC Arno= Rase DE VOYER, marquis de Paulmy 
d'Argenson (1722-1787), nephew of the preceding and ton of 
Rene Louis, was born at Valenciennes on the 22nd of November 
2722. Appointed councillor at the parlement (1744), and MUM 
des repines (1747), he was associated with his father in the 
ministry of foreign affairs and with his uncle In the ministry of 
war, and, in recognition of this experience, was commissioned 
to inspect the troops and fortifications and sent on embassy 
to Switzerland (1748). In 1751 his uncle recognized him as his 
deputy and made over to him the reversion of the secretariate 
of war. He then worked on the great reform of the army, and 
after the dismissal of his uncle became minister of war (February 
1 757). But the outbreak of the Seven Years' War made this post 
exceedingly difficult to hold, and he resigned on the 23rd of 
March 1758. He was ambassador to Poland from 1762 to 2 764, 
but failed to procure the nomination of the French candidate 
to that throne. From 1766 to 2770 he was ambassador at Venice. 
Failing to obtain the embassy at Rome, he retired at the age of 
forty-eight and devoted the rest of his life to indulging his tastes 
for history and biography. He brought together a large library, 
`very rich in French poetry and romance, and undertook various 
publications with the help of his librarian. In 1775 he began 
his Bibliothique universelle des romans, of which forty volumes 
appeared within three years, but subsequently handed over the 
publication to other editors. His great work, Melanges tires 
d'une grande bibliotlaque, was published in 65 volumes (Paris, 
1779-1788). At his death he forbade his library to be dispersed: 
it was bought by the comte d'Artois (afterwards Charles X.) and 
formed the nucleus of the present Bibliotheque de !'Arsenal at 
Paris (the marquis having been governor of the arsenal). He 
died on the 23th of August 2787. 

See contemporary memoirs; also Dukes eulogium in the 
Acodbuie der inscriptions et Belles-Letlres (November 1788); and 
Sainte-Beuve, Causerie: du husdi (vol. El). 

MARC Rant, marquis de Voyer de Pauhny d'Argenson 
(1722-2782), known as the marquis de Voyer, son of Marc Pierre 
de Voyer, the minister of war, was born in Paris on the roth of 
September r72r. He served in the army of Italy and the army 
of Flanders in the War of the Austrian Succession, and was 
mestre de camp (proprietary colonel) of the regiment. of Berry 
cavalry at the battle of Fontenoy (May 20, 1745), where he was 
promoted brigadier. He was associated with his father in his 
work of reorganizing the army, was made inspector of cavalry 
and dragoons ( 1 749), and succeeded his father as master of the 
horse (1754. He introduced English horses into France. He 
was lieutenant-general of Upper Alsace in 1753 and governor 
of Vincennes. in 1754,  and served afterwards under Soubise in 
the Seven Years' War. He was wounded at Crefeld in 1758, and 
was promoted lieutenant-general (2759).  He followed his father 
into exile at Les Ormes (1763), and in the last years of the reign 
of Louis XV. sided with the malcontents headed by Choiseul; 
but on the rupture with England he rejoined the service of the 
king (1770. He was appointed inspector of the sea-board, and 
put the roadstead of the island of Aix in a state of defence during 
the American War of Independence. He caught marsh-fever 
while attempting to drain the marshes of Rochefort, and died 
at Les Ormes on the 18th of September 1782. 

MARC RENT MARIE DE VOYER DE PADIAiY, marquis d'Argen- 
son (2771-2842), son of the preceding, was born in Paris in 
September 1771. He was brought up by his father's cousin, 
the marquis de Pauhny, governor of the arsenal, and was made 
lieutenant of dragoons in 1789. Although, at the age of eighteen, 
he had succeeded to several estates and a large fortune, he em-
braced the revolutionary cause, joining the army of the North 
as Lafayette's aide-de-camp and remaining with it even after 
Lafayette's defection. Leaving France to take one of his sisters 
to England, he was denounced on his return as a royalist con- 
spirator, on the charge of having in his possession portraits of 
the royal family. He then went to live in Tearable, married 
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the widow of Prince Victor de Broglie, and saved her and her 
children from proscription. He introduced new agricultural 
Instruments and processes on his estates, and installed 
machinery imported from England in his ironworks In Alsace. 
He was an enthusiastic adherent of Napoleon, by whom he was 
appointed in May 1809 prefect of Deus-Nkthes. He helped 
to repel the English invasion of the islands of South Beveland 
and Waltham (August stiog), and afterwards directed the 
defence works of Antwerp, but resigned this post (March 1813) 
in consequence of the complaints of the inhabitants and the 
exacting demands of the emperor. In May 1814 he refused the 
prefecture of Marseilles offered to him by the Bourbons, but 
was elected deputy from Belfort in stirs during the Hundred 
Days. On the 5th of July ars he took part in the declaration 
protesting against any tampering with the immutable rights of 
the nation. He was a member of the Chambre introuoable, where 
he became one of the orators of the democratic party. He was 
one of the founders of the journal Le ceaseur atropine and of 
the Club de is liberty de in presse, and was an uncompromising 
opponent of reaction. Not re-elected in 1824 on account of his 
liberal ideas, he returned to the chamber under the Martignac 
ministry (1828), and resolutely persisted in his championship 
of the liberty of the press and of public worship. On the death 
of his wife he voluntarily renounced his mandate (July x829), 
and bailed the revolution of 183o with great satisfaction. On 
the 3rd of November :83o he was elected to the chamber as 
deputy from Chittellemult, and took the oath, adding, however, 
the reservation " subject to the progress of the public reason." 
His independent attitude resulted in his defeat in the following 
year at the Chlitellerault election, but he was returned for 
Strassburg. He wished the incidence of the taxes to be arranged 
according to social condition, and advocated a single tax pro-
portionate to income like the English income tax. He harped 
incessantly on this idea in his speeches and articles (see his letters 
in La Tribune of June 20, 1832). Although he was a proprietor 
of ironworks he opposed the protectionist laws, which he con-
sidered injurious to the workmen. He became the mouthpiece 
of the advanced ideas; subsidized the opposition newspapers, 
especially the National; received into his house F..M. Buonar-
roti, who in 17g6 had been implicated in the conspiracy of 
" Gracchus " Babeuf (q.v.); and became a member of the 
committee of the Society of the Rights of Man. He was even 
sued in the courts for a pamphlet called Boutade d'un homme 
riche d sentiments popidaires, and delivered a speech to the 
jury in which he displayed very daring social theories. But 
he gradually grew discouraged and retired from public affairs, 
refusing even municipal office, and living in seclusion at La 
Grange in the forest of Guerche, where he devoted his inventive 
faculty to devising agricultural improvements. He subsequently 
returned to Paris, where be died on the rat of August 1842. 

CHARLES MARC Rant DE VOTER, marquis d' Argenson 
(x796-1862), son of the preceding, was born at Boulogne-sur-
Seine on the aoth of April 1796. He concerned himself little 
with politics. He was, however, a member of the council-
general of Vienne for six years, but was expelled from it in 1840 
in consequence of his advanced ideas and his relations with the 
Opposition. In 1848 he was elected deputy from Vienne to the 
Constituent Assembly by 12,000 votes. He was an active 
member of the Archaeological Society of Touraine and the 
Society of Antiquaries of the West, and wrote learned works 
for these bodies. He collaborated in preparing the archives 
of the scientific congress at Tours in 1847; brought out two 
editions of the MSS. of his great-grand-uncle, the minister of 
foreign affairs under Louis XV., under the title Memoires du 
marquis d'Argenson, one in 1825, and the other, in s vols., in :857- 
1858; and published Discours d opinions de mon Ore, M. Vow 
d'Argenson (a vols., 1845). He died on the pat of Juy 1862. 

ARGENTAN, a town of north-western France, capital of an 
arrondissement in the department of Orne, 27 m. N.N.W. of 
Alencon on the railway from Le Mans to Caen. Pop. (1906) 
507 2. It is situated on the slope of a hill on the right bank of the 
Orne at its confluence with the Ure. The town has remains of  

old fortifications, among them the Tour Marguerite, and a 
chateau, now-used as a law-court, dating from the r5th century. 
The church of St Germain (15th, 16th and 17th centuries) has 
several features of architectural beauty, notably the sculptured 
northern portal, and the central and western towers. The 
church of St Martin, dating from the 15th century, has good 
stained glass. The handsome modem town-hall contains among 
other institutions the tribunal of commerce, the museum and 
the library. Argentan is the seat of a sub-prefect, has a tribunal 
of first Instance and a communal college. Leather-working and 
the manufacture of stained glass are leading industries. There are 
quarries of limestone in the vicinity. Argentan was a viscounty 
from the t tth century onwards; it was often taken and pillaged. 
During the Religious Wars it remained attached to the Catholic 
party. Francois Eudea de If &arty, the historian, was born near 
the town, and a monument has been erected to his memory. 

ARGIMTBUIL, a town of northern France in the department 
of Seine-et-Oise, on the Seine, 5 m. N.W. of the fortifications 
of Paris by the railway from Paris to Mantes. Pop. (r94) 
:7,330. Argenteuil grew up round a monastery, which, dating 
from A.D. 60, was by Charlemagne changed into a nunnery; it 
was afterwards famous for its connerlon with liklobe (see 
AZ ZLARD), and OD her expulsion in 1129 was again turned into 
a monastery. Asparagus, figs and wine of medium quality 
are grown in the district; and heavy iron goods, chemical 
products, clocks and plaster are among the manufactures, 

ARGENTINA, or the ARGENTINE RESUBLIC (officially, Rs. 
public° Argentina), a country occupying the greater part of the 
southern extremity of South America. It is of wedge shape, 
extending from 21°  55' S, to the most southerly point of the 
island of Tierra del Fuego in 55*  2'  30'  S., while its extremes of 
longitude are 530  ao' on the Brazilian frontier and 7e 1 7,  go' W. 
on the Chilean frontier. Its length from north to south is 228e 
statute miles, and its greatest width about 93o m. It is the 
second largest political division of the continent, having an area of 
1,083,596  sq. m. (Gotha measurement). It is bounded N. by 
Bolivia and Paraguay, E. by Paraguay, Brazil, Uruguay and the 
Atlantic, W. by Chile, and S. by the converging lines of the 
Atlantic and Chile. 

Boundaries.—At different times Argentina has been engaged 
in disputes over boundary lines with every one of her neighbours, 
that with Chile being only settled in 1902. Beginning at the 
estuary of the Rio de la Plata, the boundary line ascends the 
Uruguay river, an the eastern aide of the strategically important 
island of Martin Garcia, to the mouth of the Pequiry, thence 
under the award of President Grover Cleveland in 1894 up that 
small river to its source and in a direct line to the source of the 
Santo Antonio, a small tributary of the Iguass6, thence down 
the Santo Antonio and Iguana to the upper Parent, which forms 
the southern boundary of Paraguay. From the matinee= of the 
upper Parana and Paraguay the line ascends the latter to the 
mouth of the Pilcomayo, which river, under the award of Presi-
dent R. B. Hayes in 18 78, forms the boundary between Argentina 
and Paraguay from the Paraguay river north-west to the 
Bolivian frontier. In accordance with the Argentine-Bolivian 
treaty of 1889 the boundary line between these republics con-
tinues up the Pilcomayo to the aand parallel, thence west to the 
Tarija river, which it follows down to the Bermejo, thence up 
the latter to its source, and westerly through the Quiata ravine 
and across to a point on the San Juan river opposite Esmomat. 
From this point it ascends the San Juan south and west to the 
Cerro de Granadas, and thence south-west to Cerro Incahuad 
and Cerro Zapalegul on the Chilean frontier. The boundary 
with Chile, extending across more than 33° lat., had been 
the cause of disputes for many years, which at times led to 
costly preparations for war. The debts of the two nations 
resulted largely from this one cause. In :881 a treaty was 
signed which provided that the boundary line should follow 
the highest crests of the Andes forming the watershed as far 
south as the sand pamllel,thence east to the 70th meridian and 
south-east to Cape Dungeness at the eastern entrance to the 
Straits of Magellan. Crossing the Straits the line should fellow . 
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the meridian of 68°44 south to Busk Channel, and thence east to 
the Atlantic, giving Argentina the eastern part of the Tierra del 
Fuego and Staten Island. By this agreement Argentina was 
confirmed in the possession of the greater part of Patagonia, 
while Chile gained control of the Straits of Magellan, much 
adjacent territory on the north, the larger part of Tierra del 
Fuego and all the neighbouring islands south and west. 

When the attempt was made to mark this boundary the 
commissioners were unable to agree on • line across the Puna de 
Atacama in the north, where parallel ranges enclosing • high and 
plateau without any clearly defined drainage to the Atlantic or 
Pacific, gave an opportunity for conflicting claims. In the south 
the broken character of the Cordillera, pierced in places by large 
rivers flowing into the Pacific and having their upper drainage 
basins on the eastern side of the line of highest crests, gave rise to 
unforeseen and very difficult questions. Finally, under a con-
vention of the 17th of April 096, these conflicting claims were 
submitted to arbitration. In rage a mixed commission with 
Hon. W. I. Buchanan, United States minister at Buenos Aires, 
serving as arbitrator, reached a decision on the Atacama line 
north of 26° S2P  4$" S. lat., which was a compromise though it 
gave the greater part of the territory to Argentina. The line 
starts at the intersection of the 23rd parallel with the 67th 
meridian and runs south-westerly and southerly to the 
mountain and volcano summits of Rincon, Socompa, Llullaillaco, 
Azufre, Aguas Blancas and Sierra Nevada, thence to the 
initial point of the British award. (See Geogr. Jour.,149, xiv. 
322-323.) The line south of 26° 52' 4.5" S. lat. had been located by 
the commissioners of the two republics with the exception of 
four sections. These were referred to the arbitration of Queen 
Victoria, and, after a careful survey under the direction of Sir 
Thomas H. Holdich, the award was rendered by King Edward 
VII. in nos.' (See Geogr. /our., 403, 43 -30.) In the first 
section the line starts from a pillar erected in the San Francisco 
pass, about 26° so' S. lat., and follows the water-parting south-
ward to the highest peak of the Tres Cruces mountains in 
27° o' 45' S. lat., 68° 4e' s' W. long. In the second, the line runs 
from 405  a' S. lat., 7 e 40' 36' W.106g., along thewater-parting to 
the southern termination of the Cerro Perihuelco in the valley 
of the Huahum river, thence across that river, 7t °  40' 36" W. 
long., and along the water-parting around the upper basin of the 
Huahum to a junction with the line previously determined. In 
the third and longest section, the line starts from a pillar erected 
in the Perez Rosales pass, near Lake Nahuel-Huapi, and follows 
the water-parting southward to the highest point of Mt. Tronador, 
and thence in a very tortuous course along local water-partings 
and across the Chilean rivers Manse

' 
 Puelo, Fetaleufu, Palena, 

Pico and Aisen, and the lakes Buenos Aires, Pueyrredon and San 
Martin, to avoid the inclusion of Argentine settlements within 
Chilean territory, to the Cerro Fitzroy and continental water-
parting north-west of Lake Viedma, between 49°  and so° S. lat. 
The northern half of this line does not run far from the 72nd 
meridian, except in 44°  30' S. where it turns eastward nearly a 
degree to include the upper valley of the Fries river in Chilean 
territory, but south of the 49th parallel it curves westward to 
give Argentina sole possession of lakes Viedma and Argentine. 
The fourth section, which was made particularly difficult of 
solution by the extension inland of the Pacific coast inlets and 
sounds and by the Chilean colonies located there, was adjusted 
by running the line eastward from the point of divergence in 
so° so' S. lat. along the Sierra Baguales, thence south and south-
east to the send parallel, crossing several streams and following 
the crests of the Cerro Candor. The Chilean settlement of 
Ultima Espemnsa (Last Hope), over which there had been much 
controversy, remains under Chilean jurisdiction. 

Physical Geography.—For purposes of surface description. Argen-
tina may be divided primarily into three great divisions—the 
mountainous zone and tablelands of the west, extending the full 
length of the republic Lthe great plains of the east, extending from 
the Pilcomayo to the Rio Negro; and the desolate, arid steppes of 
Patagonia. The first covers from one-third to one-fourth of the 
width of the country between the Bolivian frontier and the Rio 
Negro, and comprises the elevated Cordilleras and their plateaus, 
with flanking ranges and spun toward the east. In the extreme  

north, extending southward from the great Bolivian hinds,
there are several parallel ranges, the most prominent of which are: 
the Sierra de Santa Catalina, from which the detached Cachi, 
Gulumpajtand Famatina ranges project southward; and the Sierra 
de Santa Victoria. south of which are the Zenta, Aconquija, Ambato 
and Ancaste ranges. These minor ranges, excepting the Zenta, are 
separated from the Andean masses by comparatively low depressions 
and are usually described as distinct maga; topographically, how-
ever, they seem to form a continuation of the ranges running south-
ward from the Santa Victoria and forming the eastern rampart of 
the great central plateau of which the Puna de Atacama covers • 
laaxaztirti .;ihoTsphuttaatend plateaus bet 

and 	 covered
us zen these ranges 
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 which become lagoons in the wet season and morasses or dry salt-

pans in the dry season. These saline basins extend down to the 
lower terraces of COrdoba, Mendoza and La Pampa. Flanking this 
great widening of the Andes on the south-east are the three short 
parallel ranges of Cdrdoba, belonging to another and older formation. 
North of them is the great saline depression, known as the " salines 
grandes," 643 ft. above sea-level, where it is crossed by a railway; 
north -east la another extensive saline basin enclosing the " Mar 
Chiquita " (of Cordoba) and the morasses into which the waters of 
the Rio Salsdillo disappear; and on the north are the more elevated 
plains, partly saline, of western C6rdoba, which separate this isolated 
group of mountains from the Andean spurt of Rana and San Luis. 
The eastern ranges parallel to the Andes are here broken into detached 
extensions and spurs, which soon disappear in the elevated western 
pampas, and the Andes contract south of Aconcagua to a single 
rank which descends gradually to the great plains of La Pampa 
and Neuquen. The lower terrace of this great mountainous region. 
with elevations ranging from woo to Ise ft., is in reality the western 
margin of the great Argentine plain, and may be traced from Oran 

1:017 ft.) near the Bolivian frontier southward through Tucumto 
1476 ft.), Fries (z129 ft.), Cordoba (1279 ft.), Rio Cuarto (t338 ft.), 
aunero (thso ft.), and thence westward and southward through 

still unsettled regions to the Rio Negro at the confluence of the 
Neuquen and Limey. 

The Argentine part of the great La Plata plain extends from the 
Pilcomayo south to the Rio Negro, and from the lower terraces of 
the Andes eastward to the Uruguay and Atlantic. In the north 
the plain is known as the Gran Chaco, and includes the country 
between the Pilcomayo and Salado del Norte and an extensive 
depression immediately north of the latter river, believed to be the 
undisturbed bottom of the ancient Pampean sea. The northern 
part of the Gran Chaco is partly wooded and swampy, and as the 
slope eastward is very gentle and the rivers much obstructed by 
sand bars, floating trees and vegetation, large areas are regularly 
flooded during rainy seasons. South of the Bermejo the land is 
more elevated and drier, though large depressions covered with 
marshy lagoons are to be found, similar to those farther north. 
The forests here are heavier. Still farther south and south-west 
there are open grassy plains and large areas covered with salt-pans. 
The general elevation of the Chaco varies from 600 to Soo ft. above 
sea-level. The Argentine " mesopotamia," between the Parani and 
Uruguay rivers, belongs in great measure to this same region, being 
partly wooded, flat and swampy in the north (Corrientes), but 
higher and undulating in the south (Entre Rios). The Misiones 
territory of the extreme north-east belongs to the older highlands 
of Brazil. is denser) ,  wooded, and has ranges of hills sometimes rising 
to a height of loop to 1300 ft. 

The remainder of the great Argentine plain is the treeless; grassy 
pampa (Quichua for " level spaces "), apparently a dead level, but 
in reality rising gradually from the Atlantic westward toward the 
Andes. Evidence of this is to be found in the altitudes of the 
stations on the Buenos Aires and Pacific railway running a little 
north of west across the pampas to Mendoza. The average elevation 
of Buenos Aires is about 63 ft.•, of Mercedes, 70 m. westward. 
132 ft.; of Junin (tho m.), 267 . ft.; and of Paunero (40o m.) it is 
125o ft., showing an average use of about 3 ft. in a mile. The 
apparently uniform level of the pampas is much broken along its 
southern margin by the Tandil and Ventana sierras, and by ranges  
of hills and low mountains in the southern and western_pertsof the 
territory of La Pampa. Extensive depressions also are found, some 
of which are subject to inundations, as along the lower Salado in 
Buenos Aires and eking the lower courses of the Colorado and Negro. 
In the extreme west, which is as yet but slightly explored and settled, 
there is an extensive depressed area, largely saline in character. 
which drains into lakes and morasses, having no outlet to the ocean. 
The rainfall is under 6 in. annually, but the drainage from the 
eastern slopes of the Andes is la

id  
rlge enough to meet the loss from as  
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and the bed of the old outlet can still be traced. The rivers belonging 
to this inland' drainageitAstem are the Vermejo, San Juan and 

ro Desaguade, with their uents, and their southward flow can be 
traced from about 28° . lat. to the great lagoons and morasses 
between 36° and 37° S. lat. in the western part of La Pampa territory. 
Some of the principal affluents are the Vinchina and lethal, or 
Zanjon, which flow into the Vermejo, the Patos, which flows into 
the San Juan, and the Mendoza,. Tunuyan and Dimaante which 
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flow into the Desaguadero, all of these being Andean snow-fed 
rivers. The Desaguadero also receives the outflow of the Laguna 
Bebedero, an intensely saline lake of western San Luis. The lower 
course of the Desaguadero is known as the Salado because of the 
brackish character of its water. Another considerable river flowing 
into the same great morass is the Atuel, which rises in the Andes 
not far south of the Diamante. (A description of the Patagonian 
part of Argentina will be found under PATAGONIA.) 

MAW and Lakes.—The hydrography of Argeatina is of the 
simplest character. The three great rivers that form the La Plata 
system—the Paraguay, Parana and Uruguay—have their sources 
in the highlands of Brazil and flow southward through a great 
continental depression, two of them forming eastern boundary lines, 
and one of them, the Parana, flowing across the eastern part of the 
republic. The northern part of Argentina, therefore, drains eastward 
from the mountains to these rivers, except where some great inland 
depression gives rise to a drainage having no outlet to the sea, and 
except, also, in the " mesopotamia " region, where small streams 
flow westward into the Parana and eastward into the Uruguay. 
The largest of the rivers through which Argentina drains into the 
Plata system are the Pilcomayo, which rises in Bolivia and flows 
south-east along the Argentine frontier for about 400 m.; the 
Bermejo, which rises on the northern frontier and flows south-east 
into (he Paraguay; and the Salado del Norte (called Rio del Jura-
mento in its upper course), which rises on the high mountain slopes 
of western Salta and flows south-east into the Parana. Another 
river of this class is the CarcarafiaL about 30o m. long, formed by 
the confluence of the Tercero and Cuarto, whose sources are in the 
Sierra de Cordoba; it flows eastward across the pampas, and dis-
charges into the Parana at Gaboto, about 40 m. above Rosario: 
Other small rivers rising in the C6rdoba sierras are the Primer° and 
Segundo, which flow into the lagoons of north-east COrdoba, and the 
Quint°, which flows south-easterly into the lagoons and morasses 
of southern Cordoba. The Lujin rises near Mercedes, province of 
Buenos Aires, is about 150 m. long, and flows north-easterly into 
the Parana delta. Many smaller streams discharge into the Paraguay 
and Parana from the west, some of them wholly dependent upon the 
rains, and drying up during long droughts. The Argentine " mesopo-
tamia " is well watered by a large number of small streams flowing 
north and west into the Panug, and cast into the Uruguay. The 
largest of these are the Corrientes, Feliciano and Gualeguay of the 
western slope, and the Aguapey and Mirifiay of the eastern. None 
of the tributaries of the La Plata system thus far mentioned is 
navigable except the lower Pilcomayo and Bermejo for a few miles. 
These Chaco rivers are obstructed by sand bars and snags, which 
could be removed only by an expenditure of money unwarranted 
by the present population and traffic. In the southern pampa 
region there are many small streams, flowing into the La Plata 
estuary and the Atlantic; most of these are unknown by name 
outside the republic. The largest and only important river is the 
Salado del Sud, which rises in the north-west corner of the province 
of Buenos Aires and flows south-east for a distance of 360 m. into 
the bay of Samboromboa. On the southern margin of the pampas 
are the Colorado and Negro, both large, navigable rivers flowing 
entirely across the republic from the Andes to the Atlantic. Many 
of the rivers of Argentina, as implied by their names (Salado and 
Saladillo), are saline or brackish in character, and are of slight use 
in the pastoral and agricultural industries of the country. The lakes 
of Argentina are exceptionally numerous, although comparatively 
ley/ are large enough to merit a name on the ordinary general map. 
They vary from shallow, saline lagoons in the north-western plateaus, 
to great, picturesque, snow-fed lakes in the Andean foothills of 
Patagonia. The province of Buenos Aires has more than 6o0 lakes, 
the great majority small, and some brackish. The La Pampa 
territory also is dotted with small lakes. The Bebedero t  in San 
Luis, and Porongoa, in Cbrdoba, and others, are shallow, saline lakes 
which receive the drainage of a considerable area and have no outlet. 
The large saline Mar Cluquita, of C6rdoba, is fed from the Sierra de 
Cordoba and has no outlet. In the northern part of Corrientes 
there is a large area of swamps and shallow lagoons which are 
believed to be slowly drying up. 

Harbours. Although having a great extent of coast-line, Argen-
tina has but few really good harbours. The two most frequented 
by ocean-going vessels are Buenos Aires and Ensenada (La Plata), 
both of which have been constructed at great expense to overcome 
natural disadvantages. Perhaps the best natural harbour of the 
republic is that of Bahia Blanca, a large bay of good depth, sheltered 
by islands, and 534 m. by sea south of Buenos Aires; here the 
government is building a naval station and port called Puerto 
billitar or Puerto Belgrano, and little dredging is needed to render 
the harbour accessible to the largest ocean-going vessels. About 
200 m. south of Bahia Blanca is the sheltered bey of San Bias, 
which may become of commercial importance, and between the 
42nd and 43rdparallels are the land-locked bays of San Josh 
and Nueva (Golfo Nuevo)—the first as yet unused ; on the latter 
is Puerto adryn, 838 m. from Buenos Aires, the outlet for 
the Welsh colony of Chubut. Other small harbours on the lower 
Patagonian coast are not prominent, owing to lack of population. 
An occasional Argentihe steamer visits these ports in the interests 
of colcadeta. The beet4coown among them em Puerto Deseado 

Desire) at the mouth of the Degrade river (x283 n1.). Santa 
at the mouth of the Santa Crus river (1481 m.), and Ushuaia. 

on Beagle Channel, Tierra del Fuego. North of Buenos Aires, on 
the Parana river, is the port of Rosario, the outlet for a rich agri- 
cultural district, ranking . next to the federal capital in importance,  
Other river ports, of less importance, are Concordia on theim 
river, San Nicolfis and Campana on the Pamal river, Santa Fe on 
the Salado, a few miles from the Parana, the city of Parana on the 
Parana river, and Gualeguay on the Gualeguay nver. 

Geetody.—The Pampas of Argentina are generally covered by 
loess. The Cordillera, which bounds them on the west, is formed of 
folded beds, while the Sierras which rise In their midst, consist mainly 
of gneiss, granite and schist. In the western Sierras, which ate 
more or less closely attached to the main chain of the Cordillera. 
Cambrian and Silurian fossils have been found at several places. 
These older beds are overlaid, especially in the western part of the 
country, by a sandstone series which- contains thin seams of coal 
and many remains of plants. At Bajo de Veils, in San Lois, the 
plants belong to the " Glossoptens flora," which is so widely spread 
in South Africa, India and Australia, and the beds are correlated 
with the Karharbkri series of India (Permian or Permo-Carboni-
ferous). Elsewhere the plants generally indicate a higher horison 
and are considered to correspond with the Rhaetic of Europe. 
Jurassic beds are known only in the Cordillera itself, and the Cre-
taceous beds, which occur in the west of the country, are of freshwater 
origin. As far west, therefore, as the Cordillera, there is no evidence 
that any part of the region was ever beneath the sea in Mesoaoie 
times, and the plant-remains indicate a land connexion with Africa. 
This view is supported by Neumayr's comparison of Jurassic fawns 
throughout the world, The Lower Tertiary consists largely of 
reddish sandstones resting upon the old rocks of the Cordillera and 
of the Sierras. Towards the east they lie at a lower level; but in 
the Andes they reach a height of nearly 10,00o ft., and ate strongly 
folded, showing that the elevation of the chain was not completed 
until after their deposition. The marine fades of the later Tertiaries 
is confined to the neighbourhood of the coast, and was probably 
formed after the elevation of the Andes; but inland, freshwater 
deposits of this period are met with, especially in Patagonia. Con; 
tentporaneous volcanic rocks are associated with the Ordovician 
beds and with the Rhaetic sandstones in several places. -  the 
Tertiary period the great volcanoes of the Andes were formed, and 
there were smaller eruptions in the Sierras. The principal rocks are 
andesites, but trachytes and basalts are also common. Great masses 
of granite, syenite and diorite were intruded at this period, and send . 
tongues even into the andesitk tuffs. 

Silver, gold, lead and copper ores occur in many localities. 
They are found chiefly in the neighbourhood of the eruptive masses 
of the hilly regions. (See also Arrints.)' 

Clionate.—The great extent of Argentina in latitude—about 33s—
and its range in altitude from sea-level westward to the permanently 
snow-covered peaks of the Andes, give it a highly diversified climate. 
which is further modified by prevailing winds and mountain barriers. 
The temperature and rainfall are governed by conditions different 
from those in corresponding latitudes of the northern hem 
Southern Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego, for instance, alt= 
they correspond in latitude to Labrador, are made habitable and an 
excellent sheep-gracing country by the southerly equatorial current 
along the continental coast. The climate, however, Is colder than 
the corresponding latitudes of western Europe, because of the pee- 
'railing westerly winds, chilled in crossing the Andes. In the extreme 
north-west an elevated region, whose aridity is caused by the 
" blanketing " influence of the eastern Andean ranges, extends 
southward to Mendoza. The northern pan of the republic, east 
of the mountains, is subject to the oscillatory movements of the 
south-east trade winds, which cause a division of the year into wet 
and dry seasons. Farther south, in Patagonia, the prevailing wind 
is westerly, in which case the Andes again " blanket " an extensive 
region and deprive it of rain, turning it into an arid desolate steppe. 
Below this region, where the Andean barrier is low and broken, the 
moist westerly winds sweep over the land freely and give it a tarn 
rainfall, good pastures and a vigorous forest growth. If the republic 
be divided into sections by east and west lines, diversities of climate 
in the same latitude appear. In the extreme north a little over a 
degree and a half of territory lies within the torrid sone, extending 
from the Pilcomayo about 500 m. westward to the Chilean frontier ; 
its eastern end is in the low, wooded plain of the Gran Chaco. where 
the mean annual temperature is 73* F., and the annual rainfall is 
63 in.; but on the arid, elevated plateau at its western extremity 

 temperature falls below 57• F., and the rainfall has diminished 
to 2 in. The character of the soil changes from the alluvial lowlands 
of the Gran Chaco, covered with forests of palms and other tropical 
vegetation, to the sandy, saline wastes of the Puna de Atacama, 
almost barren of vegetation and overshadowed by permanently 

For the geology of Argentina, see Stelener, BerInto ear gases 
der argeolinieckno Republik ((Cassel and Berlin, 1885); Bmckebusch. 
Maple polikadil Interior. de to Reiniblica Arfeetata (Gotha, 18812); 
Valentin, 	o geoldeice de to Argentina (Buena Aires, 1897); 
Hauthal, " 	ge our Geologie der argentinischen Proving Buenos 
Aires." Pelerree. MR. vd. 4, 1904, 	 Itit4tp, p1. vi. 
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snow-yawned peaks. Between the 30th and 31st parallels, a region 
essentially sub-tropical in character, the temperature ranges from 
66° on the eastern plains to 62.5° in C6rdoba and 64. F. on the 
higher, and sun-parched tablelands of San Juan. The rainfall. 
which varies between 39 and 47 in. in Ent re Rios, decreases to 27 in. 
in C6rdoba and 2 in. is San Juan. The republic bass width of about 
745 m. at this point, three-fourths of which is a comparatively level 
alluvial plain, and the remainder an arid plateau broken by mountain 
ranges. In the vicinity of Buenos Aires the climatic condition, vary 
very !ink from those of the pampa region; the mean annual tempera-
ture is about 63 °  (maximum roe. ; minimum pa), and the annual 
rainfall Is 34 in.; snow is rarely seen. South of the pamparegion, 
on the 40th parallel, the mean temperature varies only slightly 
in the 370 m. from the month of the Colorado to the Andes, ranging 
from 37 °  to 33• ; but the rainfall increases from 8 in. on the coast 
to 16 in. on the east elope of the Cordillera. This section is near the 
porthern border of the arid Patagonian steppes. In Tierra del 
Fuego (lat. 53' to 55*), the climatic conditions are in strong contrast 
to those of the north. Here the mean temperature is between 46° 
and. 48* in summer and 36° and 38' in winter, rains are frequent, 
and snow falls every month in the year. The central and southern 
parts of the island and the neighbouring Staten Island are excep- 
tionally rainy, the latter having 251 .1 rainy days in the year. The 
precipitation of rain, snow and hail is about 55 in. 

The prevailing wsnds through this southern region are westerly, 
being moist below the 52nd parallel, and dry between it and the 
40th parallel. In the north and 'on the pampas the north wind is 
hot and depressing, while the south wind is cool and refreshing. 
The north wind usually terminates with a thunderstorm or with a 
pamper°, a cold south-west wind from the Andes which blows with 
great violence, causes a fall in temperature of 15° to 20 ., and is most 
frequent from June to November—the southern winter and spring. 
In the Andean region, a dry, hot wind from the north or north-west, 
Piled the Ronda, blows with great intensity, especially in September- 
October, and causes much discomfort and suffering. It is followed 
by a cold south wind which often lowers the temperature 25'. The 
climate of the pampas is temperate and healthy, and is admirably 
suited to agricultural and pastoral pursuits. Its greatest defect is 
the cold southerly and westerly storms, which cause great losses in 
cattle and sheep. The Patagonian coast-line and mountainous region 
are also healthy, having a dry and bracing climate. In the north, how-
ever, the hot lowlands are malarial and unsuited to north European 
settlement, while the dry, elevated plateaus are celebrated for their 
healthiness, those of Catamarca having an excellent reputation as a 
sanatorium for sufferers from pulmonary and bronchial diseases. 

Flom.—The flora of Argentina should be studied according to 
natural zones corresponding to the physical divisions of the country
—the rich tropical and sub-tropical regions of the north, the treeless 
pampas of the centre, the desert steppes of the south, and the and 
plateaus of the north-west. The vegetation of each region has its 
distinctive character, modified here and there by elevation, irrigation 
from mountain streams, and by the saline character of the soil. 
In the extreme south, where an Arctic vegetation is found, the 

Eurn are rich, and the forests, largely of the Antarctic beech 
'aper anternica), are vigorous wherever the rainfall is heavy. 

greater part of Patagonia is comparatively barren and has no 
arboreal growth, except In the well-watered valleys of the Andean 
foothills. The water-courses and depressions of the shingly steppes 
afford pasturage sufficient for the guanaco, and in places support a 
thorny vegetation of low growth and starved appearance. The 
Antarctic beech and Winter's bark (Drimys Winters) are found at 
intervals along the Andes to the northern limits of this zone. The 
pampas, which cover so large a part of the republic, have no native 
trees whatever, and no woods except the scrubby growth of the delta 
islands of the Parana, and a fringe of low thorn-bushes along the 
Atlantic coast south to Mar Chiquita and south of the Tandil sierra, 
which, strictly speaking, does not belong to this region. The great 
plains are covered with edible grasses, divided into two classes, 
pass. Awe (hard grass) and pasio bland., or demo (soft grass)—the 
former tall, coarse, nutritious and suitable for horses and cattle, 
and the latter tender grasses and herbs, including clovers, suitable 
for sheep and cattle. The so-called " pampas•grass " (Gynariiim 
argentetim) is not found at all on the dry lands, but in the wet grounds 
of the south and south-west. The pasto dare is largely composed 
of the genera Stipa and Manta. In the dry, saline regions of the 
west and north-west, where the rainfall is slight, there are large 
thickets of low-groTing. thorny bushes, poor in foliage. The pre- 
dominatilspecies es the chaffer (Garliace desatticaso, which pro-, 
ducts an edible berry and occurs from the Rio Negro to the northern 
limits of the republic. Huge cacti are also characteristic of this 
region.  On the lower slopes of the Andes are found oak, beech, 
cedar Winter's bark, pine (Amman. imbricate), laurel and eakka 
(ProsOpit eigerobilla). The provinces of Santa F6, COrdoba and 
Santiago del Estero are only partially wooded ; large areas of plains 
are intermingled with scrubby forests of algarrobo (Prosopis), 
ladisfoiabalssia.'o-bhince (Arpido-sperma pothracho), tale (GINS tola. 

acuminate), acacias and other genera. In Tucurnin 
and eastern Saha the same division into forests and open plains 
exists, but the former are of denser growth and contain walnut, 
cedar, laurel, dim (Mannerism fertile) and quebracho-colorado  

(Lonopterygistan Larentsis). The territories of the Gran Chaco. 
however, are covered with a characteristic tropical vegetation, in 
which the palm predominates, but intermingled south of the Bermejo 
with heavy growths of algarrobo, quebracho-colondo, urunday 
(Astranum fraxisifolisa), lapacho (Teams curia:is) and pals onto 
(Guayana's officinalis), all esteemed for hardness and fineness.of 
grain. Other palms abound, such as the pind6 (Cocos Gezira°. 
mbocaya (Cocos ukrocarpa) and the yatai (Cocos 'alai), but the 
predominating species north of the &n.mrio is the caranday' or 
Brazilian wax-pahn (copernicia unlash which has varied ums. 
The forest habit in this region is close .surciation of species. and 
there are " palmate.; elgettohelees theaaralea Lk** and among these open pasture lands, giving to a distant landscape a 
park-like appearance. In the " meeolpotainia " region the flora is 
similar to that of the southern Chaco, but in the Mimes it approxi-
mates more to that of the neighbouring Brazilian highlands. 
the marvellous changes wrought in Attendee by the advent 

 civilization, is the creation of a new flora by the intro- 
duction of useful trees and plants from every part of the world. 
Indian corn, quince, zoandioat, possibly the potato, cotton and 
various fruits, including the strawberry, were already known to 
the aborigines, but with the conqueror came. wheat, barley, oats, 
flax, Many kinds of vegetables, apple*. peaches, apricots, pmts, 
grapes, Sgs, oranges and lemons, together with alfalfa and new 
grasses for the plains. The Australian eucalyptus is now grown 
in many places, and there are groves of the paradise or parano tree 
(Melia waned) on the formerly treeless pampa. The cereals of 
Eurzmarneewa source of iinorcreasingonilweilih to nation, and alfalfa 

Fastme—The Argendne runta, like its flora, has been greatly 
influenced by the character and position of the pampas. Whatever 
it may have been in remote geological periods, it is now extremely 
limited both in size and numbers. Of the indigenous fauna, the 
tapir of the north and the guanaco of the west and south are the 
largest of the animals. The pampas were &boast destitute of animal 
life before the horses and cattle of the Spanish invaders were them 
turned out tograze, and the puma and jaguar never came there until 
the herds of European cattle attracted them. The timid viscacha 
(Lagotionur trichaWylits), living in colonies, often with the burrow-
ing owl. and digging deep under ground like the American prairie 
clog, was almost the only quadruped to be seen upon these immense 
open plains. The fox, of which several species exist, probably never 
ventured far into the plain, for it afforded him no shelter. Immense 
flocks of gulls were probably attracted to it then as now by its insect 
life, and its lagoons and streams teemed with aquatic buds. The 
occupation of this region by Europeans, and the introduction of 
horses, lace, cattle, sheep, goats and swine, have completely changed 
its aspect and character. On the Patagonian steppes there are 
comparatively few species of animals. Among them are the 

inhabited 	

puma 
(Feist 

	the 
 a smaller variety of the jaguar (Pills *Ka), the 

wolf, the fox. the Patagonian hare (Do&hoisspanKonica) and two 
species of wild cat. The huge glyptodon once nhabited this region, 
which now possesses the smallest armadillo known, the " 
quiticho " or Datyptis minutes. The guanaco (Atichenia), which 
ranges from Tierra dcl Fuego to the Bolivian highlands, finds can-
parative safety in these uninhabitable solitudes, and is still numerous. 
The " Banda " or American ostrich (Rhea assericana), inhabiting the 
pampas and open plains of the Chaco, has in Patagonia a smaller 
counterpart (Rhea Gamines), which is never seen north of the Rio 
Negro. On the arid plateaus of the north-west, the guanaco and 
Incutia are still to be found, tho ugh less frequently, together with a 
smaller species of viscacba (Lagidnins anion). The greatest develop 
ment of the Argentine fauna, however, is. in the warm, wooded 
regions of the north and north-east, where many animals are of the 
same• specie, as three in the neighbouring territories of Brasil. 
Several species of monkeys inhabit the forests from the Penni to 
the Bolivian frontier. Pumas, jaguars and one or two species of 
wild cat are numerous, as also the Argentine wolf and two or three 
species of fox. The coati, marten, skunk and otter (Lima para-
semis) are widely distributed. Three species of deer are common. 
In the Chaco the tapir or ante (Tapir anterinner) still finds a safe 
retreat, and the peccary (Dycolykr corgi ranges from Cordoba 
north to the Bolivian (lender. The capybara (Hydrochoena =pp 
barn) is also numerous in this region. Of birds the number of species 
greatly exceeds that of the mammals, including the rhea of the 
pampas and condor of the Andes, and the tiny. brilliant-hued 
humming-birds of the tropical North. Vultures and hawl.s are well 
represented, but perhaps the most numerous of all are the parrots, 
ofwhich thereat* six or seven species. The reptilians are represented 
in the Panel by the Main IA lligater sclereps), and on land by the 
" iguana (Toes tegnosins, Pediments teginnin). and some species of 
lizard. Serpents are numerous, but only two are described as 
poisonous, the caseavel (rattlesnake) and the " vibora de la crag " 
(T'rigoser,opisains aUernaticil. ,  

I Interesting detaiti of the Argentine fauna may be found is 
Darwin's Voyage of the Beagle; W. H. Hudson's Mk Days in Pata-
gonia, and Natiadist in the La Plata; G. Pellesciii's Bight Months 
ow the Gran Ghat; R. Napp's Argentine Republic; and de Moussy's 
Confidhation twenties. 
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Population.-In population Argentina ranks second among 
the republics of South America, having outstripped, during the 
last quarter of the 19th century, the once more populous states 
of Colombia and Peru. During the first half of the 194h century 
civil war and despotic government seriously restricted the natural 
growth of the country, but since the definite organization of the 
republic in 2860 and the settlement of disturbing political 
controversies, the population had increased rapidly. Climate 
and a fertile soil have been important elements in this growth. 
According to the first national census of 1869 the population 
was 1,830.214. The census of 1895 increased this total to 
3,954,912, exclusive of wild Indians and a percentage for omissions 
customarily used in South American census returns. In 1904 
official estimates, based on immigration and emigration returns 
and upon registered births and deaths, both of which are ad-
mittedly defective, showed a population increased to 5,410,028, 
and a small diminution in the rate of annual increase from 1895 
to 1904 as compared with 1869-1895. The birth-rate is excep-
tionally high, largely because of the immigrant population, 
the , greater part of which is concentrated in or near the large 
cities. In the rural districts of the northern provinces, the 
increase in population is much less than in the central provinces, 
the conditions of life being less favourable. According to the 
official returns,' the over-sea immigration for the forty-seven 
years 1857-1903 aggregated 2,872,588, while the departure of 
emigrants during the same period was 1,066,480, showing a net 
addition to the population of 1,806,108. A considerable per-
centage of these arrivals and departures represents seasonal 
labourers, who come out from Europe solely for the Argentine 
wheat harvest and should not be classed as Immigrants. Un-
favourable political and economic conditions of a temporary 
character influence the emigration movement. During the years 
1880-1889, when the country enjoyed exceptional prosperity, 
the arrivals numbered 5,020,907 and the departures only 175,038, 
but in 1890-1899, a period of financial depression following the 
extravagant Celman administration, the arrivals were 928,865 
and the departures 552,175. Another disturbing influence has 
been the high protective tariffs, adopted during the closing years 
of the century, which increased the costs of living more rapidly 
than the wages for labour, and compelled thousands of immigrants 
to seek employment elsewhere. The influence of such legislation 
on unsettled immigrant labourers may be seen in the number 
of Italians who periodically migrate from Argentina to Brazil, 
and vice versa, seeking to better their condition. Of the immigrant 
arrivals for the forty-seven years given, 1,331,536 were Italians, 
4 14,973 Spaniards, 170,293 French, 37,953 Austrians, 35435 
British, 30,699 Germans, 25,775  Swiss, 19,521 Belgians, and the 
others of diverse nationalities, so that Argentina is in no danger 
of losing her Latin character through immigration. This large 
Influx of Europeans, however, is modifying the population by 
reducing the Indian and mestizo elements to a minority, although 
they are still numerous in the mesopotamian, northern and 
north-western provinces. The language Is Spanish. 

Science and Literalure.-Though the university of C6rdoba 
Is the oldest but one in South America, it has made no con-
spicuous contribution to Argentine literature beyond the his-
torical works of its famous rector, Gregorio Funes (x749-1830). 
This university was founded In 1621 and the university of 
Buenos Aires in 1821, but although Bonpland and some other 
European scientists were members of the faculty of Buenos Aires 
In its early years, neither there nor at C6rdoba was any marked 
attention given to the natural sciences until President Sarmiento 
(official term, 1868-1874) initiated scientific instruction at the 
university of C6rdoba under the eminent German naturalist, 
Dr Hermann Burmeister (18o7-11192), and founded the National 
Observatory at C6rdoba and placed it under the direction of 

There are two distinct statistical offices compiling immigration 
returns and their totals do not agree, owing in part to the traffic 
between Buenos Aires and Montevideo. Another report gives the 
arrivals in 1904 as 125.567 and the departures 38,923. Of the 
arrivals 67,398 were Italians and 39,851 Spaniards. The total for 
the years 5859-5904 was 3.166,073 and the departures 5,239,064, 
showing a net gain of 5,957.009.  

the noted American astronomer, Benjamin Aptborp Gould 
(1824-z896). Both of these men made important contributions 
to science, and rendered an inestimable service to the country, 
not only through their publications but also through the interest 
they aroused in scientific research. A bureau of meteorology 
was afterwards created at C6rdoba which has rendered valuable 
service. Dr Burmeister was afterwards placed in charge of the 
provincial museum of Buenos Aires, and devoted himself to the 
acquisition of a collection of fossil remains, now in the La Plata 
museum, which ranks among the best of the world. Not only has 
scientific study advanced at the university of Buenos Aires, 
but scientific research is promoting the development of the 
country; examples are the geographical explorations of the 
Andean frontier, and especially of the Patagonian Andes, by 
Francisco P. Moreno. In literature Argentina is still under the 
spell of Bohemianism and dilettanteism. Exceptions are the 
admirable biographies of Manuel Belgrano (d. x8ao) and San 
Martin, important contributions to the history of the country 
and of the war of independence, by ex-President Bartolom6 
Mitre (1821-1906). Buenos Aires has SOME excellent daily 
journals, but the tone of the press in general is sensational. 
The number of newspapers published is large, especially in 
Buenos Aires, where in 1902 the total, including sundry periodi-
cals, was 183. 

Political Divisions and Towns.-The chief political divisions 
of the republic consist of one federal district, 24 provinces and 
to territories, the last in great part dating from the settlement 
of the territorial controversies with Chile. For purposes of local 
administration the provinces are divided into departments. 
The names, area and population of the provinces and territories 
are as follows:- 

Administrative Divisions. Area, 
sq. m. 

Pop. 
5895. 

Pop. est.
for 1904. , 

Provinces-- 
Federal Capital 	. 	. 	. 
Buenos Aires 	. 

 FE  	
 

Entre Rios 	. 	. 	. 	 
Corrientes 	  
C6rdoba 	., 	. 	. 	. 	 
San Luis 	  
Santiago del Estero 	 
Mendoza . 	. 	. 	 
San Juan 	  
Rio's a 
Catamarca 	. 	• 	• 	• 
Tucuman . 	. 	. 	. 
Salta . 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Jujuy . 	 . 

	

7 errslorses-- 	• 

Misiones 	  
Formosa 	  
Chaco 	  
Pampa 	  
Neuquen 	  
Rio Negro 	. 	. 	• 	• 

Santa 	. 	. 	. 
Tierra del Fuego 	. 	. 	. 
Los Andes 	. 	. 	. 	. 

	

Total 	. 	. 	: 	. 
Gotha computations of Igor 

with corrections for boun-
dary changes . . . 

1  
72 

157,778 17,778 
50.9 16  
28,784 
33,380 
62,160 
28,535 
39,764 
36,502 
33,7 5 5 
34 446  
47.531 
8,926 

62,184 
58,977 

11,282 
4 1 ,402 

 52,745 
56,320 
42,345 
75.924 
9342 7 
11 

.
,142 

21.M 

663,854 
921,108 
397,188 
292,019 
239,618 
351.223 
61 .450 

 161,502 
116,136 
84,251  

90,161
69402 

 215,742 
118,015 
49,7 13 

53,163 
4,829 

10,422 
25.914 
14.3 1 7 
9,24 1 

 3.748 
 5,058 

477 

979,235 
'lieu 

755 
3 MOO 
299,479 
465.46+ 
97.458 

156,206 
539,780 
e955 

103,M 
26,079 
130Asp 
33430  

38.755 
6,094 

1 3,937 
52,15o 
18,032 
18,648 
9. 
1.793

060  

1.411 
 2,005 

1.135.840 

 5,083,596 

3,954,9 11  5,410,038 

The principal (awns, with estimated population for 1905, 
are as follows: Buenos Aires (1,025,653), Rosario (259,121). 
La Plata (85,000), Tucumin (55,000), C6rdoba (43,00o), Sante F6 
(33,200), Mendoza (32,000), Paranft (27,000), Salta (18,000), 
Corrientes (18,000), Chivikoy (15,002), Gualeguaycha (13,300), 
San Nicolas (13.00o), Concordia (11,70o), San Juan (t 2,50o), 
Rio Cuarto (t0,800), San Lois ( 10,500), Barracas al Sud (ro,soo). 

Commuticatiens.-The development of railways in Argentina, 
which dates from 5857 when the construction of the Buenos Aires 
Western was begun, was at first slow and hesitating, but after 1880 
it went forward rapidly. Official corruption and .speculatan have 
led to some unsound ventures, but in the great majority of cases the 
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lines constructed have been beneficial and produetive. The principal 
centres of the system are Buenos Aires, flayed° and Bahia Blanca, 
with La Plata as a secondary centre to the former, and from these the 
lines radiate westward and northward. The creation of a com-
mercial port at Bahia Blanca and the development of the territories 
of La Pampa, Rio Negro and Neuquen. have given an impetus to 
railway. construction in that region, and new lines are being extended 
toward the promising districts among the Andean foothills. Begin-
ning with 6 sn. in 1857, the railwa4znileage of the republic increased 

m.to 1563 m. in 1880, 5865 . in , 7752 in. in 1891, 1o,304 m. in 
and 12,274 M. in 1906, with 1794 in. under construction. 

The greater development of railway construction between 1885 and 
1891 was due, principally, to the dubious concessions of interest 
guarantees by the Celman administration, and also to the fever 
of speculation. Some of these lines resulted disastrousl . The 
Transandine line, designed to open railway communication between 
Buenos Aires and Valparaiso, was so far completed early in 1909 
that on the Argentine side only the summit tunnel, 2 M. 127 yds. 
long, remained to be finished. The piercing was completed in Nov. 

gr, but initegamueagentilimberopktanse:tgeg were co;1. 
the 

 dby road over 

Pacific having a gauge of 5 ft. 6 in. and the Transandine of one metre. 
Tramway lines, which date from 1870, are to be found in all 

important towns. Those of Buenos Aires, Rosario and La Plata 
are owned by public companies. According to the census returns of 
1895, the total mileage was 496 .m., representing a capital expenditure 
of 184,044,581 .paper. Electric traction was first used is Buenos 
Aires in 1897 ., since when nearly all the lines of that city have been 
reconstructed to meet its requirements, and subways are contem-
plated to relieve the congested street traffic of the central districts; 
the companies contribute 6 % of their gross receipts to the munici-
pality, besides paying $50 per annum per square on each single track 
in paved streets, 5 per thousand on the value of their property, and 
33A of the cost of street repaving and renewals. 

The telegraph lines of Argentina are subject to the national 
telegraph law of 1875, the international telegraph conventions, and 
special conventions with Brazil and Uruguay. In 1902 the total 
length of wires strung was 28,125 m.; in 1906 it had been increased 
to 34,4280 m. The national lines extend from Buenos Aires north to 
La Quiaca on the Bolivian frontier (118o m.), and south to Cape 
Virgenes (1926 m.), at the entrance to the Straits of Magellan. 
Telegraphic communication with Europe is effected, cables laid 
along the Uruguayan and Brazilian coasts, and by.  the Brazilian 
land lines to connect with transatlantic cables from Pernambuco. 
Communication with the United States is effected by land lines to 
Valparaiso, and thence by a cable along the west wait. The service 
is governed by the international telegraph regulations, but is subject 
tolocal inspection and interruption in times of political disorder. 

The postal and telegraph services are administered by the national 
government, and are under the immediate supervision of the minister 
of the interior. Argentina has been a member of the Postal Union 
since 1878. Owing to the great distances which must be covered, 
and also to the defective means of communication in sparsely settled 
districts, the costs of the postal service in Argentina are unavoidably 
high in relation to the receipts. 

Skipping.—Although Argentina has an extensive coast-line, and 
one of the great fluvial systems of the world, the tonnage of steamers 
and sailing vessels flying her flag is comparatively small. In 1898 
the list comprised only 1416 sailinlissels of all classes, from so tons 
up, with a total tonnage of 118, tons, and 222 steamship, of 
36,323 tons. There has been but she t improvement mace that date. 
There are excellent fishing grounds on the coast, but they have bad 
no appreciable influence in developing a commerical marine. The 
steamships under the national flag are almost wholly engaged in 
the traffic between Buenos Aires and Montevideo, the liver traffic, 
and port services. 

Agriculturs.—In 3878 the production of wheat was insufficient 
for home consumption, the amount of Indian corn grown barely 

Ll  ,. 	covered local necessities, and the only market for live stock 
00 	was in the slaughtering establishments, where the meat 

was cut into stripe and cured, malung the so-called 
" jerked beef " for the Brazilian and Cuban markets. But three 
years later a new economic development began. In 1881 President 
Roca offered for public purchase by auction the lands in the south-
west of the province of Buenos Aires, the Pampa Central, and the 
Neuquen district, these lands having been rendered habitable after 
the campaign of 1878 against the Indians. The upset (reserve)price 
was £80 sterling per square league of 6669 acres, and, as thelands 
were  sold, an expansion of the pastoral industry immediately 
cowed

.  
The demand for animals for stock-breeding purposes sent 

up prices, and this acted as a stimulus to other branches of trade, 
so that, as peace under the Roca regime seemed assured, a steady 
flow of immigration from Italy set in. The development of the 
pastoral industry of Argentina from that time to the end of the 
century was remarkable. In 1878 the number of cattle was 
12,000,000; of sheep, 65,000.000; and of horses. 4.000,000; in 
1899 the numbers were—cattle, 25,000,000; sheep, 89,000,020; 
and horses, about 4,50o,000. Originally the cattle were nearly all 
of the long-horned Spanish breed and of little value for their meat, 
except to the saladero establishments. Gradually Durham, Short- 

', 6*  

horn, Hereford and other stock were introduced to improve the 
native breeds, with results so satisfactory that now herds of three-
quarters-bred cattle are to be found in all parts of the country. 
Holstein. Jamey and other well-known dairy breeds were imported 
for the new industries of butter- and cheese-making. Not only has 
the breed of cattle been improved, but the system of grazing has 
completely altered. Vast areas of land have been plough and 
sown with lucerne (alfalfa); magnificent permanent pasturage has 
been mated where there were coarse and hard grasses in former 
days, and Argentina has been able to add baled hay to her list of 
airports. In 1889 the first shipment of Argentine cattle. consisting 
altogether of 1930 steers, was sent to England. The results of these 
first experiments were not encouraging, owing mainly to the poor 
clam of animals, but the exporters persevered, and the business 
steadily grew in value and importance, until in 1898 the number of 
live cattle shipped was 359,296, which then decreased to 119,189 
in 19o1, because of the foot-and-mouth disease. In 1906 the export 
of live stock was prohibited for that reason. Lange quantities of 
frozen and preserved meat are exported, profitable prices being 
realized. Dairy-farming is making rapid strides, and the develop- 
max of sheep-farming has been remarkable. In 1878, 65.002,ocio 
sheep yielded 230,000,000 lb weight of wool, or an average per sheep 
Of about 31 lb. In the season of 1899-1902 the wool exports weighed 
420,000,000 lb, and averaged more than 5 lb per sheep. The extra 
weight of fleece was owing to the large importation of better breeds. 
The export, moreover, of live sheep and of frozen mutton to Europe 
has become an important factor in the trade of Argentina. In 1892 
the number of live sheep shipped for foreign ports was 40,000; ea 
s898 the export reached a total of 577,813, which in Kai fell off 
to 25,746. In 1892 the frozen mutton exported was 25,500 Mk 
and this had increased in 190! to 63,013 tons. 

The advance made in agricultural industry also is of very great 
importance. In 1872 the cultivated area was about 1,430,000 acres; 
in 1895, 12,083,000 acres; in 1901, 17,465,973 1101011. In ovs. 
1899 the wheat exports exceeded 50,000,000 bushels, and 
the Indian corn 40,00o,000 bushels. The area under wheat In 
19ot was 8,351,12f acres; Indian can, 3,102,140 acres; bawd, 
1,512,340 acres; alfalfa, 3,088929 sates. The farming industry is 
not, however, on a satisfactory best* No stational lands in accessible 
districts are available for the application of a homestead law, and 
the farmer too often has no interest in the land beyond the growing 
crops, a percentage of the harvest being the rent charged by the 
owner of the /troperty. This system is mischievous, since, if a few 
consecutive bad seasons occur, the fanner moves to some more 
favoured spot; while, on the other hand, a succession of good years 
tends to increase rents. The principal wheat and Indian corn pro-
ducing districts lie in the provinces of Santa Fe, Buenos Alma. 
Cardoba and Entre Rios, and the average yield of wheat throughout 
the country is about 12 bushels to the acre. Little attention is paid 
to methods of cultivation, and the farmer has no resources to help 
him if the cereal trope fail. In the Andean provinces of Menden, 
San Juan, Catamarca and Rioja viticulture attracts much attention, 
and the area in vineyards in 19ot was 109546 acres, only 18 % of 
which was outside the four provinces named.

, 
 Wine is manufactured 

in large quantities, but the outeut is not sufficient to meet the home 
demand. In the provinces of Tucuman, Salta and Jujuy the main 
industry is sugar growing and manufacture. In 19ot the production 
of sugar was 151,639 tons, of which 58,00o tons were exported. 
The sugar manufacture, however, is a protected and bounty-fed 
industry, and the 51 sugar mills in operation in 190r are a 
heavy tax upon consumers and taxpayers. Other products are 
tobacco, olives, castor-oil, peanuts, canary-seed, barley, rye, fruit 
and vegetables. 

The pastoral and agricultural industries have been hampered by 
fluctuations in the value of the currency, farm products being sold 
at a gold value for the equivalent in paper, while labourers are paid 
in currency. The existing system of taxation also presses heavily 
upon the provinces, as may be seen from the fact that the national, 
provincial and municipal exactions together amount to4/ per head 
of population, while the total value of the exports in 1 was only 
£6 in round numbers. The gala tax on the transport stock from 
one province to another, which has been declared unconstitutional 
in the courts, is still enforced, and is a vexatious tax upon the 
stock-raiser, while the consumption, or octroi, tax in Buenos Aires 
and other cities is a heavy burden upon small producers. 

Manqaciarer.—Manufacturing enterprise in Argentina, favoured 
by the protection of a high tariff, made noticeable progress in the 
national capital during the closing years of the last century, espe-
cially in t?ose small industries which commanded a secure market. 
Theprincipal classes of productsaffected are foods, wearing apparel, 
building materials, furniture, iftc., chemical products, printing and 
allied trades, and sundry others, such as cigars, matches, tanning, 
paints. &c. In some manufactures the raw material is imported 
partly manufactured, such as thread for weaving. The lack of coal 
in Argentina greatly increases the difficulty and coat of maintaining 
these industnes, and high prices of the prodocts result. Electric 
power generated by steam is now commonly used in Buenos Aires 
and other large cities for driving light machinery. 

Commerce.—The rapid development of the foreign trade of the 
republic since 1881 is due to settled internal conditions and to tbs 
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prime necessity tb the commercial world of manly Argentine products, 
such as beef, mutton, hides, wool, wheat and Indian corn. Efforts 
to hasten this development have created some serious financial 
and industrial crisek and have burdened the country with heavy 
debts and taxes. During the decade 188:-1890 great sums of 
European capital were invested in railways and other undertakings, 
encouraged by the grant of interest guarantees and by state mortgage 
bank loans in the form of cedulas nominally secured on landed 
property. In 1890 the crisis came, the mortgage banks failed, credits 
were contracted, the value of property declined, defaults were 
common, imports decreased, and the losses to the country were 
enormous. The constant fluctuations in the value of the currency, 
then much depreciated, intensified the distress and complicated the 
situation. Recovery required years, although made easier 	the 
sound and steady development of the pastoral and 	• r tura! 
industries, which were slightly affected by the aisis; and the steadily 
increasing volume of exports, mainly foodstuffs and other staples, 
saved the situation. There have been some changes in commercial 
methods since ;890, the retailer, and sometimes the consumer, 
importing direct to save intermediate commission charges. Such 
transactions are made easy by the foreign banks established in all 
the large cities of the republic. The conversion law of 1899, which 
gave a fixed gold value to the currency (ace centavos gold for each too 
centavos paper), has bad beneficial influence on commercial trans- 
actions, through the elimination of daily fluctuations in the value of 
the currency, and the commercial and financial situation has been 
steadily improved, notwithstanding heavy taxation and tariff re-
strictions. The import trade shows the largest totals in foodstuffs, 
wines and liquors, textiles and raw materials for their manufacture, 
wood and its manufactures, iron and its manufactures, paper and 
cardboard, glass and ceramic wares. The official valuation of 
imports, which is arbitrary and incorrect, was $164,569,88e gold in 
;889, fell off to $67,207,780 in 1891, but gradually increased to 
$205,154,00 in 1905. The exports, which are almost wholly of 
agncuftural and pastoral products, increased from $103,219,000 in 
;891 to $322,843,841 in 1905. 

Gosernmeni.—The present constitution of Argentina dates 
from the 25th of September 186o. The legislative power is 
vested in a congress of two chambers—the senate, composed of 
So members (two from each province and two from the capital), 
elected by the provincial legislatures and by a special body of 
electors in the capital for a term of nine years; and the chamber 
of deputies, of 12o members (tire), elected for four years by 
direct vote of the people, one deputy for every 33,000 inhabitants. 
To the chamber of deputies exclusively belongs the initiation 
of all laws relating to the raising of money and the conscription 
of troops.. It has also the exclusive right to impeach the 
president, vice-president, cabinet ministers, and federal judges 
before the senate. The executive power is exercised by the 
president, elected by presidential electors from each province 
chosen by direct vote of the people. The president and vice-
president are voted for by separate tickets. The system closely 
resembles that followed in the United States. The president 
must be a native citizen of Argentina, a Roman Catholic, not 
under thirty years of age, and must have an annual income of at 
least $z000. His term of office is six years, and neither he nor 
the vice-president is eligible for the next presidential term. 
All laws are sanctioned and promulgated by the president, who 
is invested with the veto power, which can be overruled only by 
a two-thirds vote. The president, with the advice and consent 
of the senate, appoints judges, diplomatic agents, governors of 
territories, and officers of the army and navy above the rank 
of colonel. All other officers and officials he appoints and pro- 
motes without the consent of the senate. The cabinet is com-
posed of eight ministers—the heads of the government depart-
ments of the Interior, foreign affairs, finance, war, marine, 
justice, agriculture, and public works. They are appointed by 
and may be removed by the president. 

Justice is administered by a supreme federal court of five 
judges and an attorney-general, which is also a court of appeal, 
four courts of appeal, with three judges each, located in Buenos 
Aires, La Plata, Parana and C.6rdoba, and by a number of 
inferior and local courts. Each province has also its own 
judicial system. Trial by jury Is established by the constitution, 
but never practised. Civil and criminal courts are both corrupt 
and dilatory. In May aars the minister of justice stated in the 
chamber of deputies that the machinery of the courts in the 
country was antiquated, unwieldy and incapable of performing 
Its duties; that so,coo cases were then wallies decision in the  

minor courts, and mow in the federal Mahlon; and that a 
reconstruction of the judiciary and the judicial system bad 
become necessary. In June AN he sent his project for the 
reorganization of the legal procedure to congress, but no action 
was then taken beyond referring the bill to a committee for 
examination and report. The proceedings are, with but few 
exceptions, written, and the procedure is a survival of the anti-
quated Spanish system. 

Under the constitution, the provinces retain all the powers not 
delegated to the federal government. Each province has its 
own constitution, which must be republican in form and in 
harmony with that of the nation. Each elects its governor, 
legislators and provincial functionaries of all classes, without 
the intervention of the federal government. Each has its own 
judicial system, and enacts laws relating to the administration 
of justice, the distribution and imposition of taxes, and all 
matters affecting the province. All the public acts and judicial 
decisions of one province have full legal effect and authority 
in all the others. In cases of armed resistance to a provincial 
government, the national government exercises the right to 
intervene by the appointment of an interveritor, who becomes tbe 
executive head of the province until order is restored. The teni-
tories are under the direct control of the national government. 

Army.—The military service of the republic was reorganized 
in :gm, and is compulsory for all citizens between the ages of 
so and 45. The army consists of : (r) The Line, comprising 
the Active and Reserve, in which all citizens so to a years 
of age are obliged to serve; (a) the National Guard, comprising 
citizens of 28 to 4o years; (3) the Territorial Guard, comprising 
those 40 to '45 years. Conscripts of so years of age have to 
serve two years, three months each year. The active or stand-
ing army comprises :8 battalions of infantry, is regiments of 
cavalry, 8 regiments of artillery, and 4 battalions of engineers. 
A military school, with ray cadets, is maintained at San Martin, 
near the national capital, and a training school for non-com-
missioned officers in the capital itself. Compulsory attendance 
of young men at national guard drills is enforced for at least 
two months of the year, under penalty of enforced service in the 
Line. In :9°6 the president announced that• permission bad 
been given by the German emperor for yo Argentine officers to 
enter the German army each year and to serve eighteen months, 
and also for five officers to attend the Berlin Military Academy. 
The equipment of the standing army is thoroughly modern, the 
infantry being provided with Mauser rifles and the artillery with 
Krupp batteries. 

Nesy.—The disputes with Chile during the dosing years of 
the nth century led to a large increase in the navy, but in root 
a. treaty between the two countries provided for the restriction 
of further armaments for the next four years. The naval vessels 
then under construction were accordingly sold, but in :9°6 both 
countries, influenced apparently by the action of Brazil, gave 
large orders in Europe for new vessels. At the time when further 
armaments were suspended, the effective strength of the 
Argentine navy consisted of 3 ironclads, 6 first-class armoured 
cruisers, a monitors (old), 4 second-class cruisers, 2 torpedo 
cruisers, 3 destroyers, 3 high-sea torpedo boats, 54 river torpedo 
boats, z training ship, 5 transports, and various auxiliary 
vessels. Two of these first-class cruisers were sold to Japan. 
The armament included 394 guns of all calibres, 6 of which were 
of 25o millimetres, 4 of e;o, and 12 of 200. There are about 
32o officers in active service, and the total personnel ranges 
from s000 to 6000 men. The service is not popular, and it is 
recruited by means of conscription from the national guard, the 
term of service being two years. These conscripts number 
about 200o a year. In addition, there is a corps of coast artillery 
numbering 45o men, from which garrisons are drawn for the 
military port, Mate arsenal and naval prison. The govern-
ment maintains a naval school at Flores, a school of mechanics 
in Buenos Aires, an artillery school on the cruiser " Pata-
gonia," and a school for torpedo practice at La Plata. The 
naval arsenal is situated on the " north basin " of the Buenos 
Aim port, and the military port at Bahia Blanca is provided 
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with a dry dock of the largest she, and extensive repair shops. 
There is also a dockyard and torpedo arsenal at La Plata, 
an artillery depot at Zarate, above Buenos Aims, and naval 
depots on the island of Martin Garcia and at Tigre, on the 
Lujin river. 

Education. —Primary education Is free and secular, and is 
compulsory for children of 6 to 14 years. In the national 
capital and territories it is supervised by a national council 
of education with the assistance of local school boards; in the 
14 provinces it is under provincial control. Secondary in-
struction is also free, but Is not compulsory. It is under the 
control of the national government, which in tem maintained 
19 colleges. Of these colleges four are in Buena Aires, one in 
each province, and one in Concepcion del Uruguay. For the 
instruction of teachers the republic has 28 normal schools, as 
follows: three in the national capital; one in Parana, three 
(regional) in Corrientes, San Luis and Catamarca; 14 for 
female teachers in the provincial capitals; and seven for either 
sex in the larger towns of the provinces of Buenos Aires, Santa 
Fe, C6rdoba and San Luis. The normal schools, maintained by 
the state on a secular basis, were founded by President Sa rmiento, 
who engaged experienced teachers in the United States to direct 
them; their work is excellent; notably, their model primary 
schools. For higher and professional education there are two 
national universities at Buenos Aires and C6rdoba, and three 
provincial universities, at La Plata, Santa Fe and Persia, which 
comprise faculties of law, medicine and engineering, in addition 
to the usual courses in arts and science. To meet the needs 
of technical and industrial education there are a school of mines 
at San Juan, a school of viticulture at Mendoza, an agronomic 
and veterinary school at La Plata, several agricultural and 
pastoral schools, and commercial schools In Buenos Aires, 
Rosario, Bahia Blanca and Concordia. Schools of art and 
conservatories of music are also maintained in the large cities, 
where there are, besides, many private schools. Secular educa-
tion has been vigorously opposed by strict churchmen, and 
efforts have been made to maintain separate schools under 
church control. The national government has founded several 
scholarships (some in art) for study abroad. The total school 
Population of Argentina in woo (6 to Is years) was 9e4,089, of 
which 45 % attended school, and 13 % of those not attending 
were able to read and write. The illiterate school population 
was about 41 %, and of those of Is years and over 54 % were 
illiterate. Of the whole population over 6 years, 50.5 % were 
illiterate. 

Religlax.—The Argentine constitution recognizes the Roman 
Catholic religion as that of the state, but tolerates all others. 
The state controls all ecclesiastical appointments, decides on 
the passing or rejection of all decrees of the Holy See, and 
provides an annual subsidy for maintenance of the churches and 
dergy. Churches and chapels are founded and maintained by 
religious orders and private gift as well. At the head of the 
Argentine hierarchy are one archbishop and five suffragan 
bishops, who have five seminaries for the education of the 
priesthood. From statistics of Ike it appears that in each 
moo of population get are Roman Catholics, 7 Protestants, and 
s Jews, the Jews being entirely of Russian origin, sent into the 
republic since 1891 by the Jewish Colonization Association 
under the provisions of the Hirsch legacy; from tege to teo8 
the number of Jews in Argentina increased from 6085 to about 
30,000. 

Finaare.—The revenue of the republic is derived mainly from 
customs and excise, and the largest item of expenditure is the service 
of the public debt. Since 1891 the national budgets have been 
calculated in both gold and currency, and both receipts and ex-
penditures have been carried out in this dual system. The collection 
of a part of the import duties in gold has served to give the govern-
ment the gold it requires for certain expenditures, but it has compli-
cated returns and accounts and increased the burden of taxation. 
According to a compilation of statistical returns published by Dr 
Francisco Latzina in 1901, the national revenues and expenditures 
for the 37 years from 1864 to 1900, inclusive, reduced to a 
common standard, show a total deficit for that period of $408,760.795 
gold, which has been met try external and internal4oruteread by a  

4.67 
continued Increase in the scope and rate of taxation. The growth 
of the annual budget is shown by a comparison of the following 
years:— 

1864 
redo 
1890 
moo 
190$ 

The bane of Argentine finance has been the extravagant and un-
scrupulous use of national credit for the promotion of schemes 
calculated to benefit individuals rather than the public. The large 
increase in military expenditures during the disputes with Chile 
also proved a heavy burden, and in the continued strife with Brazil 
for naval superiority this burden could not fail to be increased greatly. 
A very considerable percentage of Argentina's population of five 
to six millions is hopelessly poor and unprogressive, and cannot be 
expected to bear its share of the burden. To meet these expenditures 
there area high tariff on imported merchandise, and excise and stamp 
taxes of a far-reaching and often vexatious character. Nothing is 
permitted to escape taxation, and duplicated taxes on the same thing 
are frequent. In Argentina these burdens bear heavily upon the 
labouring classes, and in years of depression they send away by 
thousands immigrants unable to meet the high costa of living. 
For the year :goo the total expenditures of the national government, 
14 provincial4overnments. and 16 principal cities, were estimated 

latioll that year was estimated to be 4,794449, from which it is 
seen that the annual costs of government were no less than £3,16s. 
for each man, woman, and child in the republic. About 71 4', of 
this charge was on account of national expenditures, and 29 % 
provincial and municipal expenditures. Had the expenses of all 
the small towns and rural communities been included, the total would 
be in excess ofiao gold, or 14. Per capita. 

In 1889 thE public debt of the republic amounted to about 
£24,000,000, but the financial difficulties which immediately followed 
that year, and the continuance of excessive expenditures, forced 
the debt up to approximately {H8 •000,000 during the next ten 
years. In the year 1905 the outstanding and authorized debt of the 
republic was as follows:— 

External debt (July 31, r905): 
National loans 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Provincial loans and others, assumed . 
National cedulas 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	• 	• 

1822,950 

The paper currency forms an important part of the internal debt, 
and has been a fruitful source of trouble to the country. Few 
countries have suffered more from a depreciated currency than 
Argentina. During the era of so-called prosperity ' between 
1881 and 1890 an enormous amount of bank notes were issued under 
various authorizations, especially that of the "free banking law" 
of 1887. During this period the bank-note circulation was increased 
to $1451.702,000, and two mortgage banks—the National Hypotbec-
ary Bank and the Provincial Mortgage Bank (of Buenos Aires)— 

flooded the country with $5o9.000  coo of cedular (hypothecary 
bonds). When the crash came and the national treasury was found 
to be without resources to meet current expenses, further issues of 
9110,000,00e in currency were made. The free-banking law which 
permitted the issue of notes by provincial banks was .primarily 
responsible for this situation. Under the provisions of this law the 
provinces were authorized to borrow specie abroad and deposit the 
same with the national government as security for their issues. 
These loans aggregated 127.000,000. The Crimea administration, 
in violation of the trust, then sold the specie and squandered the 
proceeds, leaving the provincial bank notes without guarantee and 
value. The national government has since assumed responsibility 
for all these provincial loans abroad. As on previous occasions, the 
great depreciation in the value of the currency has led to a repudia-
tion of part of its nominal value. This depreciation reached its 
maximum in October 1891 ($460.82 paper for Eton gold), and 
remained between that figure and $264 during the next six years. 
To check these prejudicial fluctuations and to prevent too great 
a fall in the price of gold (tamest a popular oniscomzeptioa). a 

Total Revenue. 	Total Expenditure. 
$7,005328 gold. 	$7. 119.931 gold- 

• 19,594306 	 26,919,295 
73. 1 50.836 	 93.363.834 

t S 11:01.43 	1:1,A,614 gp,iget.r. 
63,439,000 paper. 	105.P7,W6 

gold. 
 paper. s 	• 43461 .324 gold. 	24.865,01 

zne 

gold, or (at gs.os per pound stg.) to 118,279,6ta, nos. 	he pope- 
to have been 08.8t 1,925 paper , which is equivalent to $18,877,247 

142.297.050 
30395,916 
11,763,923 

Consolidated Internal debt (Dec.. 31,'19246: 	• 184456,889  

	

Total 	. 	. 	. 	. 

. 	. 	• 	• 	• Il16.344.000 

. Paper . 	. 	.... 	79.174.400 

Totalanservd $ iice5.974.funded 33unds  edpapederbt, .1905:$24.375,067 gold, 1"78418  
. 	. i6,225,669 

Floating debt. 	. 	. 	. 	059.170 
Treasury bills (Apr. 30, teo.  5) 	275,220 
Unpaid bills. 13•332.594.  paper •-• 	2I18.560 
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convenion law was adopted on the3 tst ot October t899.whichprovided 
that the outstanding circulation should be redeemed at the rate of 
44 centavos gold for each too centavos paper, the official rate for 
gold being 227.27. Provisions were also made for the creation of 
a special conversion fund in specie to guarantee the circulation, 
which fund reached a total of $loo,000,000 in March 1906. These 
measures have served to give greater stability to the value of the 
circulating medium, and to prevent the ruinous losses caused by a 
constant fluctuation in value, but the rate established prevents the 
further appreciation of the currency. On the 18th of January 1906 
the currency in circulation amounted to 5502.420485, which is 
more than 595  per capita. (A. J. L.) 

HISTORY 

The first Europeans who visited the river Plate were a party 
of Spanish explorers in search of a south-west passage to the 
East Indies. Their leader, Juan Diaz de Solis, landing in-
cautiously in 1516 on the north coast with a few attendants to 
parley with a body of Charrua Indians, was suddenly attacked 
by them and was killed, together with a number of his followers. 
This untoward disaster led to the abandonment of the expedition, 
which forthwith returned to Spain, bringing with them the news 
of the discovery of a fresh-water sea. Four years later (1520) 
the Portuguese seaman, Ferdinand Magellan, entered the 
estuary in his celebrated voyage round the world, undertaken 
in the service of the king of Spain (Charles I., better known as 
the emperor Charles V.). Magellan, as soon as be had satisfied 
himself that there was no passage to the west, left the river 
without landing. 

The first attempt to penetrate by way of the river Plate and 
its affluents inland, with a view to effecting settlements in the 

interior, was made in 1526 by Sebastian Cabot. This 
Cabot. great navigator had already won renown In the service 
of Henry VII. of England by his voyage to the coast of North 
America in company with his father, Giovanni Caboto or Cabot 
(see °Lacer, JOHN). Sebastian Cabot had in 1519 deserted 
England for Spain, and had received from Ring Charles the post 
of pilot-major formerly held by Juan de Solis. In 1526 he was 
sent out in command of an expedition fitted out for the purpose 
of determining by astronomical observations the exact line of 
demarcation, under the treaty of Tordesillas, between the coloniz-
ing spheres of Spain and Portugal, and of conveying settlers 
to the Moluccas. Arrived in the river Plate in 5527, rumours 
reached Cabot of mineral wealth and a rich and civilized empire 
in the far interior, and he resolved to abandon surveying for 
exploration. He built a fort a short distance up the river 
Uruguay, and despatched one of his lieutenants, Juan Alvarez 
Ram6n, with a separate party upon an expedition up stream. 
This expedition was assailed by the Charms and forced to 
return on foot, their leader himself being killed. Cabot, with 
a large following, entered the Pared" and established a settle-
ment just above the mouth of the river Carcarafial, to which 
he gave the name of San Espiritd, among the Timbfi Indians, with 
whom he formed friendly relations. He continued the ascent 
of the Parand as far as the rapids of Apip6, and finding his course 
barred in this direction, he afterwards explored the river Para-
guay, which he mounted as far as the mouth of the affluent 
called by the Indians Lepeti, now the river Bermejo. His party 
was here fiercely attacked by the Agates or Payagui Indians, 
and suffered severely. Cabot in his voyage had seen many 
silver ornaments in the possession of the Timbfi and Guarani 
Indians. Sonic specimens of these trinkets he sent back to 
Spain with a report of his discoveries. The arrival of these 
first-fruits of the mineral wealth of the southern continent 
gained for the estuary of the Parent the name which it has since 
borne, that of Rio de la Plata, the silver river. As Cabot was 
descending the stream to his settlement of San EspiritO, be 
encountered an expedition which had been despatched from 
Spain for the express purpose of exploring the river discovered 
by Solis, under the command of Diego Garcia. Finding that 
he had been forestalled, Garcia resolved to return home. Cabot 
himself, after an absence of more than three years, came back 
in rue,, and applied to Charles V. for means to open up com-
munications with Peru by way of the river Bermejo. The  

emperor's resources were, however, absorbed by his struggle 
for European supremacy with Francis I. of France, and he was 
obliged to leave the enterprise of South American discoveries 
to his wealthy nobles. Cabot's colony at San Espirita did not 
long survive his departure; an attempt of the chief of the Tinsb6s 
to gain possession of one of the Spanish ladies of the settlement 
led to a treacherous massacre of the garrison. 

Two years after the return of Cabot, the news of Francisco 
Pizarro's marvellous conquest of Peru reached Europe (1532), 
and stirred many an adventurous spirit to strive to 
emulate his good fortune. Among these was Pedro '"` 
de Mendoza, a Basque nobleman. He obtained from Charles V. 
a grant (aikido) of two hundred leagues of the coast from the 
boundary of the Portuguese possessions southward towards 
the Straits of Magellan, and the inland country which lay behind 
it. Mendoza undertook to conquer and settle the territory at 
his own charges, certain profits being reserved to the crown. 
In August 1534 the addanktdo, or governor, sailed from San 
Lacer, at the head of the largest and wealthiest expedition that 
had ever left Europe for the New World. In January 1535 he 
entered the river Plate, where he followed the northern shore to 
the island of San Gabriel, and then crossing over he landed by 
a little stream, still called Riachuelo. The name of 
Buenos Aires was given to the country by Sancho del 
Campo, brother-in-law of the adelantado, who first 
stepped ishore. Here, on the and of February, Mendoza laid 
the foundations of a settlement which in honour of the day 
he named Santa Maria de Buenos Aires. Mendoza, after some 
fierce encounters with the Indians, now proceeded up the Parani, 
and built a fort, which he called Corpus Christi, near the site of 
Cabot's former settlement of San Espirito. The expedition, 
which originally numbered 2500 men, was reduced by deaths at 
the hands of the Indians, by disease and privation, within a year 
to less than Soo men. From Corpus Christi, Mendoza sent 
out various bodies to explore the interior in the direction of 
Peru, but without much success, and at length, thoroughly 
discouraged and broken in health, he abandoned his enterprise, 
and returned to Spain in 1337. 

A portion of one of the expeditions he despatched, under Juan 
de Alrelmi. pushing up the Paraguay, Is said to have reached 
the south-east districts of Peru, but while returning laden with 
booty, was attacked by the Payagud Indians, and every man 
perished. The other portion, which had stayed behind ass reserve 
under Domingos frail, had better fortunes. Finding their 
comrades did not return, frail and his companions determined 
to descend the river, and on their downward Journey 
opposite the mouth of the river Pilcomayo, finding 
a suitable site for colonizing, they founded (5536) 
what proved to be the first permanent Spanish settlement 
in the interior of South America, the future city of Asuncion 
(15th August r 536). 

In the meantime the colony at Buenos Aires had been dragging 
on a miserable existence, and after terrible sufferings from 
famine and from the ceaseless attacks of the Indians, the re-
maining settlers abandoned the place and made their way up 
the river first to Corpus Christi, then to Asunci6n. Here, by 
the emperor's orders, the assembled Spaniards proceeded to 
the election of a captain-general, and their choice fell almost 
unanimously on Domingo. Martinez de !raid, who 

Arad 
was proclaimed captain-general of the Rio de la Plata 
(August r538). In up the settlement of Buenos Aires was 
re-established by an expedition sent for the purpose from 
Spain, under a tried adelamlado, Cabers de Vacs. This able 
leader, eager to reach Asttocidn as quickly as possible, sent on 
his ships to the river Plate, but himself with • small following 
marched overland from Santa Catherine on the coast of Brazil 
to join 'raid. His doings at Asuncion belong, however, not to 
the history of Argentina, but of Paraguay. Suffice it to say 
that differences with Irald eventually led to his arrest, and to his 
being sent back to Spain to answer to the charges brought against 
him for maladministration. The second settlement made by 
his expedition at Buenos Aires was even less successful and 

&Nam 
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long-lived than the first. Exposed to the incessant attacks of 
the savages, the place was a second time abandoned, February 
1543- 

Forty years were now to elapse before any further efforts 
were made by the Spaniards to colonize any part of the territory 

of the river Plate and lower Penni. In 1573 Juan 
Jam Is 
Barg. 	de Garay, at the head of an expedition despatched 

from Asunci6n, founded the city of Santa Fe near 
the abandoned settlements of San EspiritO and Corpus Christi. 
Seven years later (r58o), when the new colony bad been firmly 
established, Juan de Garay proceeded southwards, and made 
the third attempt to build a city on the site of Buenos Aires; 
and despite the determined hostility of the Querendi Indians 
he succeeded in finally gaining a complete mastery over them. 
In a desperate battle, the natives were defeated with great 
slaughter, and the territory surrounding the town was divided 
into ranches, in which the conquered natives had to labour. 
The new town received from Garay the name of Ciudad de in 
Sanliuirea Trinidad, while its port retained the old appellation 
of Santa Maria de Buenos Aires. It was endowed by its founder 
with a cabildo (corporation) and full Spanish municipal privileges. 
Garay, when on his way to Santa Fe, was unfortunately murdered 
by a party of Indians, Minus (Minas), three years later, while 
incautiously sleeping on the river bank near the ruins of San 
Espirit.O. The new settlement, however, continued to prosper, 
and the cattle and horses brought from Europe multiplied and 
spread over the plains of the Pampas. 

In the meantime the Spaniards had penetrated into the 
interior of what is now the Argentine Republic, and established 
themselves on the eastern slopes of the Andes. In 1553 an ex-
pedition from Peru made their way through the mountain region 
and founded the city of Santiago del Estero, that of Tucumin 
in 1955, and that of C6rdoba in 1573. Another expedition from 
Chile, under Garcia Hurtado de Mendoza, crossed the Cordillera 
in 1559,  and having defeated the Araucanian Indians, made 
• settlement which from the name of the leader was called 
Mendoza. In x6ao Buena Aires was separated from the 
authority of the government established at Asunci6n, and was 
made the scat of a government extending over Mendoza, Santa 
FE, Entre Rios and Corrientes, but at the same time remained 
like the government of Paraguay at Asuncidn, and that of the 
province of Tucumfin, which had C6rdoba as its capital, subject 
to the authority of the viceroyalty of Peru. 

Thus at the opening of the 17th century, after many adven-
turous efforts, and the expenditure of many lives and much 

Mk of treasure, the Spaniards found themselves securely 
Spasksk established on the. river Plate, and had planted a 
earaeor number of centres of trade and colonization in the 
8,siels.  interior. Unfortunately, in no part of the Spanish 
overseas possessions did the restrictive legislation of the home 
government operate more harshly or disadvantageously to the 
interests of the colony; it was a more effective hindrance to 
the development of its resources and the spread of civilization 
over the country, than the hostility of the Indians. Cabot had 
urged the feasibility of opening an easier channel for trade with 
the interior of Peru through the river Plate and its tributaries, 
than that by way of the West Indies and Panama; and now 
that his views were able to be realized, the interests of the 
merchants of Seville and of Lima, who had secured a monopoly 
of the trade by the route of the isthmus, were allowed to destroy 
the threatened rivalry of that by the river Plate. Never in the 
history of colonization has a mother country pursued so relent-
lessly a policy more selfish and short-sighted. Spanish legis-
lation was not satisfied with endeavouring to exclude all Euro-
pean nations except Spain from trading with the West Indies, 
but it sought to limit all commerce to one particular route, and 
it forbade any trade being transacted by way of the river Plate, 
thus enacting the most flagrant injustice towards the people 
it had encouraged to settle in the latter country. The strongest 
protests were raised, but the utmost they could effect was that, 
In 1618, permission was granted to export from Buenos Aires 
two shiploads, of produce a year. But the Spanish government  

was not content with the prohibition of sea-borne commerce. 
To prevent internal trade with Peru a custom-house was set up 
at C6rdoba to levy a duty of so % on everything in transit to 
and from the river Plate. In 1665 the relaxation of this system 
was brought about by the continual remonstrances of the people, 
but for more than a century afterwards (until 1776) 
the policy of exclusion was enforced. This naturally 
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led to a contraband trade of considerable dimensions, 
The English, af ter the treaty of Utrecht (17 s 5) held the contract 
(admire) for supplying the Spanish-American colonies with negro 
slaves. Among other places the slave ships regularly visited 
Buenos Aires, and despite the efforts of the Spanish authorities, 
contrived both to smuggle in and carry away a quantity of 
goods. This illicit commerce went on steadily till 1739, when 
it led to an outbreak of war between England and Spain, which 
put an end to the wind.. The Portuguese were even worse 
offenders, for in 168o they made a settlement on the north of the 
river Plate, right opposite to Buenos Aires, named Coionis, 
which with one or two short intervals, remained In their hands 
till 1777. From this port foreign merchandise found its way 
duty free into the Spanish provinces of Buenos Knee, Tucumin 
and Paraguay, and even into the interior of Peru. The con-
tinual encroachments of the Portuguese at length led the Spanish 
government to take the important step of making Buenos Aires 
the seat of a viceroyalty with jurisdiction over the territories 
of the present republics of Bolivia, Paraguay, Uruguay and the 
Argentine Confederation (1776). At the same time all this 
country was opened to Spanish trade even with Peru, and the 
development of its resources, so long thwarted, was allowed 
comparatively free play. Pedro de Zebithos, the first viceroy, 
took with him from Spain a large military force with which he 
finally expelled the Portuguese from the banks of the river Plate. 

The wars of the French Revolution, in which Spain was allied 
with France against Great Britain, interrupted the growing 
prosperity of Buenos Aires. On the 17th of June r8o6 
General William Beresford landed with a body of Wierts„,____21. 
troops from a British fleet under the command of Sir 
Home Popham, and obtained possession of Buenos 
Aires. But a French officer, Jacques de Liniers, gathered 
together a large force with which he enclosed the British within 
the walls, and finally, on the 12th of August, by a successful 
assault, forced Beresford and his troops to surrender. In July 
1807 another British force of eight thousand men under General 
Whitelock endeavoured to regain possession of Buenos Aires, 
but strenuous preparations had been made for resistance, and 
after fierce street fighting the invading army, after suffering 
severe losses, was compelled to capitulate. The colonists, 
who had achieved their two great successes without any aid from 
the home government, were naturally elated, and began to feel 
a new sense of self-reliance and confidence in their own resources. 
The successful defence of Buenos Aires accentuated the growing 
feeling of dissatisfaction with the Spanish connexion, which was 
soon to lead to open insurrection. The establishment of the 
Napoleonic dynasty at Madrid was the actual cause which 
brought about the disturbances which were to end in separation. 
Liniers was viceroy on the arrival of the news of the crowning of 
Joseph Bonaparte as Icing of Spain, but as a Frenchman he was 
distrusted and was deposed by the adherents of Ferdinand VII. 
The central junta at Seville, acting in the name of Ferdinand, 
appointed Balthasar de Cisneros to be viceroy in his place. He 
entered upon the duties of his office on the zeth of July rlioo, 
and at first he gained popularity by acceding to the urgent 
appeals of the people and throwing open the trade of the country 
to all nations. But his measures speedily gave dissatisfaction 
to the Argentine or Creole party, who had long chafed under the 
disabili ties of Spanish rule, and who now felt themselvesno longer 
bound by ties of loyalty to a country which was in the possession 
of the French armies. 

On the 25th of May Vito a great armed assembly met at 
Buenos Aires and a provisional junta was formed to supersede 
the authority of the viceroy and carry on the government. The 
acts of the new government ran in the name of Ferdinand VU, 
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but the step taken was a revolutionary one, and the 25th 
of May has ever since been regarded as the birthday of Argen- 

tine independence. The most prominent leader of 
rill:. the junta was its secretary Mariano Moreno 0778— 
10/140010. h z), who with a number of other active supporters 

of the patriot cause succeeded in raising a considerable 
force of Buenos Aireans to maintain, arms in hand, their nation-
alist and anti-Spanish doctrines. An attempt of the Spanish 
party to make Balthasar de Cisneros president of the junta 
failed, and the es-viceroy retired to Montevideo. A sanguinary 
struggle between the party of independence and the adherents 
of Spain spread over the whole country, and was carried on with 
varying fortune. Foremost among the leaders of the revolutionary 
armies were Manuel Belgrano, and after March 18x2 General 
Jose de San Martin, an officer who had gained experience against 
the French in the Peninsular War. A state of disorder, almost 
of anarchy, reigned in the provinces, but on the 25th of March 
1816 a congress of deputies was assembled at Tucumen, who 
named Don Martin Pueyrred6n supreme director, and on the 9th 
of July the separation of the united provinces of the Rio de la . 

Plata was formally proclaimed, and comparative order was 
reestablished in the country; Buenos Aires was declared the 
seat of the government. The jealousy of the provinces, however, 
against the capital led to a series of disturbances, and for many 
years continual civil war devastated every part of the country. 
Bolivia, Paraguay and Uruguay rose in armed revolt, and 
finally established themselves as separate republics, whilst the 
city of Buenos Aires itself was torn with faction and the scene 
of many a sanguinary fight. 

From 18x6, however, the independence of the Argentine 
Republic was assured, and success attended the South Americans 

in their contest with the royal armies. The combined 
esRoddir  forces of Buenos Aires and Chile defeated the Spaniards tab- 
eased, 	at Chacabuco in 1817, and at Malpfi in 2818; and 

from Chile the victorious general Jose de San Martin 
led his troops into Peru, where on the 9th of July r821, he made 
a triumphal entry into Lima, which had been the chief stronghold 
of the Spanish power, having from the time of its foundation 
by Pizarro been the seat of government of a viceroyalty which 
at one time extended to the river Plate. A general congress 
was assembled at Buenos Aires on the 1st of March du, of 
representatives from all the liberated provinces, and a general 
amnesty was decreed, though the war was not over until the 9th 
of December 184, when the republican forces gained the final 
victory of Ayacucho, in the Peruvian border-land. The Spanish 
government did not, however, formally acknowledge the in-
dependence of the country until the year 1842. On the 23rd of 
January 5825, a national constitution for the federal states, which 
formed the Argentine Republic, was decreed; and on the end of 
February of the same year Sir Woodbine Parish, acting under 
the instructions of George Canning, signed a commercial treaty 
in Buenos Aires, by which the British government acknowledged 
the independence of the country. It had already been recognized 
by the United States of America two years previously. 

In 3826 Bernardo Rivadavia was elected president of the 
confederation. His policy was to establish a strong central 
vow.", government, and he became the head of a party known 
as as Unitarians in contradistinction to their opponents, 
Palm* who were styled Federalists, their aim being to main- 

' Min to the utmost the local autonomy of the various 
provinces. Under the government of Rivadavia the people of 
Buenos Aires became involved, practically single-handed, in a 
war with Brazil in defence of the Banda Oriental, which had 
been seized by the imperial forces (see URUGUAY). The Brazilians 
were defeated, notably at Ituzaingo, and In 1827 the war issued 
in the independence of Uruguay. Rivadavia's term of office was 
likewise memorable for the constitution of the 24th of December 
1826, passed by the constituent congress of all the provinces, 
by which the bonds which united the confederated states of the 
Argentine Republic were strengthened. This project of closer 
union met, however, with much opposition both at Buenos Aires 
and the provinces. Rivadavia resigned, and Vicente Lopes,  

a Federalist, was elected to succeed him, but was speedily die. 
placed by Manuel Dorrego (1827), another representative of the 
same party. The carrying out of Federalist principles led, 
however, to the formation in the republic of a number of quasi-
independent military states, and Dorrego only ruled in Buenos 
Aires. After the conclusion of the peace with Brazil, the Uni-
tarians placed themselves under the leadership of General 
Juan de Lavelle, the victor of Ituzaingo. Lavelle, at the head of 
a division of troops, drove Dorrego from Buenos Aires, pursued 
him into the interior, and captured him. He was shot (December 
9, x828), by the order of Lavalle, and during the year 5828 the 
country was given rip to the horrors of civil war. 

On the death of Dorrego, a remarkable man, Juan Manuel de 
Rosas, became the Federalist chief. In 1829 he defeated Lavelle, 
made himself master of Buenos Aires, and in the course 

ltwee of the next three years made his authority recognized duos,. 
after much fighting throughout the provinces. The 
Unitarians were relentlessly hunted down and a veritable reign 
of terror ensued. Roses gradually concentrated all power in 
his own hands, and was hailed by the populace as a saviour of 
the state. In 1835, with the title of governor and captain-
general, he acquired dictatorial powers, and all public authority 
passed into his bands. This dictatorship of Roses continued 
until 1852. In every department of administration and of 
government he was supreme. He was exceedingly jealous of 
foreign interference, and quarrelled with France on questions 
connected with the rights of foreign residents. Buenos Aires was 
in 1838 blockaded by a French fleet; but Roses stood firm. 
A formidable revolt took place In 1839 under General Lavelle, 
who had returned to the country accompanied by a number 
of banished Unitarians. In 1840 he invaded Buenos Aires at 
the had of troops raised chiefly in the province of Entre Rios; 
but he was defeated at Santa Fe, then at Luffin, and finally was 
captured in Jujuy and shot, 1841. The rule of Roses was now 
one of tyranny and almost Incessant bloodshed in Buenos Aires, 
while his partisans, foremost amongst whom was General Ignacio 
Orthe, endeavoured to exterminate the Unitarians throughout 
the provinces. The scene of slaughter was extended to the 
Banda Oriental by the attempt of Oribe, with the support of 
Roses, and of Justo Jose de Urquiza, governor of Entre Rios, 
to establish himself as president of that republic (see URUGUAY), 
where the existing government was hostile to Roses and sheltered 
all political refugees froni the country ender his despotic rule. 
The siege of Montevideo led to a joint intervention of England 
and France. Buenos Aires was blockaded by the combined 
English and French fleets, September 1845, which landed • force 
to open the passage up the Parana to Paraguay, which had been 
declared closed to foreigners by Roses. A convention was signed 
In 1849, which secured the free navigation of the Penult and 
the independence of the Banda Oriental. The downfall of Roses 
was at last brought about by,the instrumentality of Justo Jose de 
Urquiza, who as governor of Entre Rios, had for many years 
been one of his strongest supporters. The breach between the 
two men which led to open collision took place in 1846. The 
first efforts of Urquiza to rouse the country against the oppressor 
were unsuccessful, but in as' he concluded an alliance with 
Brazil, to which Uruguay afterwards adhered. A large army 
of twenty-four thousand men was collected at Montevideo, and 
on the 8th of January 1852 the allied forces crossed the Parent 
and the road to Buenos Aires lay open before them. Roses met 
the allies at the head of a body of troops fully equal in numbers 
to their own, but was crushingly routed, February 3rd, at Monte 
Caseros, about ro m. from the capital. The dictator fled for 
refuge to the British legation, from whence he was conveyed on 
board H.B.M.S. " Locust," which carried him into exile. 

A provisional government was formed under Urquiza, and the 
Brazilian and Uruguayan troops withdrew. He summoned all 
the provincial governors at San Nicoffis in the province 
of Buenos Aires, and on the 31st of May they pro- " Id" 
claimed a new constitution, with Urquiza as provi- 
sional director of the Argentine nation. A constituent congress, 
in which each province had equal representation, was duly 
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elected, and in order to provide against the predominance of 
Buenos Aires, it was determined that Sante FE should be the 
place of session. But this did not suit the portages, as the 
people of Buenos Aires were called, and the province refused 
to take any part in the congressional proceedings. But Urquiza 

was a man of different temperament from Roma, and Be•SOI 
Ake& 	when he found that Buenos Aires refused to submit 

teres a" la*  to his authority, he declined to use force. The con- srea 
gress had (May 1, OW) appointed Urquiza president 

of the confederation, and he established the seat of government 
at Parent. The province of Buenos Aires was recognized as an 
independent state, and under the enlightened administration 
of Doctor Obliged° made rapid strides in commercial prosperity. 
The two sections of the Argentine nation contrived to exist as 
separate governments without an open breach of the peace until 
x859, when the long-continued tension led to the outbreak of 
hostilities. The army of the frorkaos, commanded by Colonel 
Bartolome Mitre, was defeated at Cepeda by the confederate 
forces under Urquiza, and Buenos Aires agreed to re-enter the 
confederation (November x r, x859). Urquiza at this juncture 
resigned the presidency, and Doctor Santiago Derqui was elected 
president of the fourteen provinces with the seat of government 
at Penni; while Urquiza became once more governor of Entre 
Rios, and Mitre was appointed governor of Buenos Aires. 

The struggle for supremacy between Buenos Aires and the 
provinces had, however, to be fought out, and hostilities once 
Aire 

more broke out in x861. The armies of the opposing 
~dim, parties,under Generals Mitre and Urquiza respectively, 

met at Pav6n in the province of Santa F6 (September 
zr). The battle ended in the disastrous defeat of the provincial 
forces; General Mitre used his victory in a spirit of modera-
tion and sincere patriotism. He was elected piesident of the 
Argentine confederation and did his utmost to settle the questions 
which bad led to so many civil wars, on a permanent and sound 
basis. The constitution of 1853 was maintained, but Buenos 
Aires became the seat of federal government without ceasing 
to be a provincial capital. Causes of friction still remained, 
but they did not develop into open quarrels, for Mitre waste° tent 
to leave Urquiza In his province of Entre Rios, and the other 
administrators (caudilles) in their several governments, a large 
measure of autonomy, trusting that the position and growing 
commercial importance of Buenos Aires would inevitably tend 
to make the federal capital the real centre of power of the republic. 
In :865 the Argentines were forced into war with Paraguay 
through the overbearing attitude of the president Francisco 
Solano Lopez. The dictator of Paraguay had quarrelled with 
Brazil for its intervention in the internal affairs of Uruguay, 

and he demanded free passage for his troops across 
Pmfalt°87  War. 	the Argentine province of Corrientes. This Mitre 

refused, and alliance was formed between Argentina, 
Brazil and Uruguay, for joint action against Lopez. General 
Mitre became commander-in-chief of the combined armies for 
the invasion of Paraguay and was absent for several years in 
the field. The struggle was severe and attended by heavy losses, 
and it was not until z87o that the Paraguayans were conquered, 
Lopez killed, and peace concluded (see PARAGUAY). Meanwhile, 
disturbances had broken out in the interior of Argentina (x867), 
which compelled Mitre to relinquish his command in Paraguay, 
and to call back a large part of the Argentine forces to suppress 
the insurrection. The rebels had hoped for assistance from 
Urquiza, but the powerful governor of Entre Rios maintained the 
peace in his province, which under his firm and beneficent rule 
bad greatly prospered, and the revolutionary movement was 
quickly subdued. 

In 1868 the term of General Mitre came to an end, and Doctor 
Domingo Faustino Sarmiento, a native of San Juan, was quietly 

elected to succeed him. His conduct of affairs was 
tansbate wawa, broad-minded and upright, and was characterized 

by earnest efforts to promote education and to develop 
the resources of the country. His period of office was marked 
by the rapid advance of Buenos Aires in population and pros- 
perity, and by an expansion of trade that was unfortunately 

accompanied by financial extravagance. The war with Paraguay 
left a legacy of disputes concerning boundaries which almost 
led to war between the two victorious allies, Argentina and 
Brazil, but by the exertions of Mitre; who was sent at the close 
of 1872 as special envoy to Rio, a settlement was arrived at and 
friendly relations restored. The month of April 187o saw an 
insurrection in Entre Rios headed by the catsdillo, Lopez Jordan. 
Urquiza was assassinated, and the provincial legislature, through 
fear, at once proclaimed Lopez Jordan governor. The federal 
government refused to acknowledge the new governor, and 
troops were despatched by Sarmiento against Entre Rios. The 
contest lasted with varying success for more than a year, but 
finally Lopez Jordan was completely defeated and driven into 
exile. 

The presidential election of :874 resolved itself, as so often 
before, into a struggle between the provincials and the ponds: 
(Buenos Aires). The candidate of the former, Dr , 
Nicolas Avellaneda, triumphed over General Mitze,^" 2"." 
not without suspicions of tampering with the returns; 
and the unsuccessful party appealed to arms. The new 
president, however, who was installed in office on the x ath 
of October, took active steps to suppress the revolution, which 
never assumed a really serious character. The government 
troops gained two decisive victories over the insurgents under 
Generals Mitre and Arredondo, and they were compelled to 
surrender at discretion. But though peace was for a time 
restored, the old causes of soreness and dissension remained 
unappeased, and as the time for the next presidential election 
began to draw near, it became more and more evident that a 
critical struggle was at band, and that the people of Buenos 
Aires, supported by the province of Corrientes, were determined 
to bring to an issue the question as to what position Buenos 
Aires was to hold for the future with regard to the remaining 
provinces of the confederation. It was evident that the president 
intended to use all the influence which the party in power could 
exercise, to secure the return of General Julio Roca, who bad 
distinguished himself in x878 by • successful campaign against 
the warlike Indian tribes borderingon the Andes. The narrates 
on their part were determined to resist this policy to the utmost. 
Mass meetings were held, and a committee was appointed for 
the purpose of considering what action should be taken to 
defeat the ambitious designs of the provincials. Under the 
direction of this committee, the association known 
as the " Tiro Nacional " was formed, with the avowed 
object of training the able-bodied citizens of Buenos 
Aires in military exercises and creating a volunteer army, ready 
for service if called upon, to withstand by force the pretensions 
of their opponents. The establishment of the Tim Nacional 
was enthusiastically received by all classes in Buenos Aires, the 
men turning out regularly to drill, and the women aiding the 
movement by collecting subscriptions for the purpose of arma-
ment and other necessaries. On the 13th of February thgo, the 
minister of war, Dr Carlos Pellegrini, summoned the principal 
officers connected with the Tiro Nacional, General Bartolome 
Mitre, his brother Emilio, Colonel Julio Campos, Colonel 
Hilario Lagos and others, and warned them that as officers of 
the national army they owed obedience to the national govern-
ment, and would be severely punished if concerned in any 
revolutionary outbreak against the constituted authorities. The 
reply to this threat was the immediate resignation of their com-
missions by all the officers connected with the Tiro Nacional. 
Two days later, the national government occupied, with a strong 
force of infantry and artillery, the parade ground at Palermo 
used by the Buenos Aires volunteers for drill purposes. A great 
meeting of citizens was then called and marched through the 
streets. President Avellaneda was frightened at the results of 
his action, and to avoid a collision ordered the troops to be 
withdrawn Negotiations were now opened by the government 
with the provincial authorities for the disarmament of the city 
and province of Buenos Aires, but they led to nothing. Matters 
became still further strained on account of the outrages com-
mitted by the national troops, and such was the bitterness of 
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feeling developed between the twb factions, that an appeal to 
arms became inevitable. 

In the month of June r88o, President Avellaneda and his 
ministers left Buenos Aires, and this act was considered by the 

pergola leaders equivalent to a declaration of war. 
API"am  arms The national government and the twelve provinces 

forming the Cordoba League, were ranged on one aide; 
the city and province of Buenos Aires and the province of 
Corrientes on the other. The national troops were well armed 
with Remington rifles, provided with abundant ammunition, 
equipped with artillery and supported by the fleet. In the city 
and province of Buenos Aires, plenty of volunteers offered their 
services, and an army of some twenty-five thousand men was 
quickly raised, but they were armed with old-fashioned weapons 
and there was only a limited supply of ammunition. Feverish 
attempts were made to remedy the lack of warlike stores, but 
difficulty was experienced on account of the fleet blockading 
the entrance to the river. After several skirmishes, the national 
army commanded by General Roca, containing many troops 
seasoned in Indian campaigns, assaulted the eorieftos posted 

before Buenos Aires, and after two days' hard fighting 
Far°  (eoth and ern July) forced its way into the town. 
Homes 
Ai,„ 	On 23rd July the surrender of the city was demanded 

and obtained. The terms of the surrender were that 
all the leaders of the.  revolution should be removed from posi-
tions of authority, all government employees implicated in the 
movement dismissed, and the force in the province and city 
of Buenos Aires at once disarmed and disbanded. • The power 
of Buenos Aires was thus completely broken and at the mercy 
of the Cordoba League. The porkies were no longer in a position 
.to nominate a candidate In opposition to General Julio Roca, 
who was duly elected. He assumed office in October 1880. 

Hitherto General Roca had been regarded only in his capacity 
as a soldier, and not from the point of view of an administrator. 

Row 
In the campaigns against the Indians in the south- 

promo. west of the province of Buenos Aires and the valley of 
the Rio Negro he bad gained much prestige; the victory 

over Buenos Aires added to his fame, and secured his authority 
in the outlying provincial centres. One of the first notable acts 
of the Roca administration was to declare the city of Buenos 
Aires the property of the national government. This separation 
of the city from the province, and its federalization bad been 
one of the chief aims of the ardoba League, and was the natural 
consequence of the crushing defeat inflicted on the peddles. As 
a sequel to this step, in 2884 the town of La Plata was declared 
to be the capital of the province of Buenos Aires, and the pro-
vincial administration was moved to that place. This federal-
ization of the capital has proved to be a most important factor 
in binding together the different parts of the confederation, and 
in promoting the evolution of an Argentine nation out of a 
loosely cemented union of a number of semi-independent states. 

Considering the circumstances in which General Roca assumed 
office, it must be admitted that he showed great moderation 
and used the practically absolute power that he possessed to 
establish a strong central government, and to initiate a national 
policy, which aimed at furthering the prosperity and develop-
ment of the whole country. He was able by the influence he 
exerted to keep down the internal dissensions and insurrectionary 
outbreaks which had so greatly impeded for many years the 
development of the vast natural resources of the republic. 
With this object he had promoted the extension of railways so 
as to link the provinces with the great port of Buenos Aires, 
and to provide at the same time facilities for the rapid despatch 
of military forces to disturbed districts. Unfortunately the last 
two years of Roca's term of office were marked by two grave 
errors, which subsequently caused widespread suffering and 
d istress throughout the country. The first of these mistakes 
was a measure making (January 1880 the currency inconvertible 
for • period of two years. This act, which was only decided 
upon after much hesitation, bad a most deleterious effect upon 
the national credit. The second was the nomination of Dr Miguel 
Juarez Cebu's for the presidential term commencing in October  

2886. The nomination was brought about by the Cordoba 
clique, and Roca lacked the moral courage to oppose the decision 
of this group, though he was well aware that Celman, who was 
his brother-in-law, was neither Intellectually nor morally fitted 
for the post. 

No sooner had President Juarez Celman come into power 
towards the close of 1886, than the respectable portion of the 
community began to feel alarmed at the methods 
practised by the new president in his conduct of promo, 
public affairs. At first it was hoped that the influence 
of General Roca would serve to check any serious extravagance 
on the part of Celman. This hope, however, was doomed to 
disappointment, and before many months bad elapsed it was 
clear that the president would listen to no prudent counsels 
from Roca or from any one else. The men of the old COrdoba 
League became dominant in all branches of the government, 
and carpet-bagging politicians occupied every official post. In 
their hurry to obtain wealth, this crowd of office-mongers from 
the provinces lent themselves to all kinds of bribery and corrup-
tion. The public credit was pledged at home and abroad to fill 
the pockets of the adventurers, and the wildest excesses were 
committed under the guise of administrative acts. What followed 
in the second and third years of the Celman administration can 
only adequately be described as a debauchery of the national 
honour, of the national resources, of the rights of Argentines 
as citizens of the republic. Buenos Aires was still prostrate 
under the crushing blow of the misfortunes of 188o, and lacked 
strength and power of organization necessary to raise any 
effective protest against the proceedings of Celman and his 
friends when the true character of these proceedings was first 
understood. The conduct of public affairs, however, at length 
became so scandalous, that action on the part of the more sober-
minded and conservative sections was seen to be absolutely 
imperative if the country was to be saved from speedy and 
certain ruin. In t889 the association of the " Union Civics " 
was founded, and the organization undertaken by 
Dr Leandro Alem, Dr Aristobulo del Valle, Dr Ber- ;21;17' 
nardo Irigoyen, Dr Vicente Lopez, Dr Lucio Lopez, 
Dr Oscar Lilliedale and other leading citizens. The un-
tiring energy and zeal of Leandro Alem fitted him for being 
the chief organizer of a movement into which he threw himself 
heart and soul. Mass meetings were held in Buenos Aires, and 
it fell specially to the lot of Dr del Valle, who was an able orator 
as well as a sincere patriot, to expose the irresponsible and 
corrupt character of the administration, and the terrible dangers 
that threatened the republic through its reckless extravagance 
and financial improvidence. Subsidiary clubs affiliated to the 
central administration were formed throughout the length and 
breadth of the country, and millions of leaflets and pamphlets 
were distributed broadcast to explain the importance of the 
movement. President Celman underrated the strength of the 
new opposition, and relied upon his armed forces promptly to 
suppress any signs of open hostility. No change was made in 
official methods, and the condition of affairs drifted from bad 
to worse, until the temper of the people, so long and so sorely 
tried, showed plainly that the situation had become insufferable. 
The Union Civics then decided to make a bold bid for freedom 
by attempting forcibly to eject Celman and his clique from office. 

On the night of the 26th of July !goo the Union Civics called 
its members to arms. It was joined by some regiments of the 
regular army and received the support of the fleet. Barricades 
were thrown up in the principal streets, and the surrounding 
houses were occupied by the insurgents. Two days of desultory 
street fighting ensued, during which the fleet began to bombard 
the city, but was compelled to desist by the interference of 
foreign men-of-war, on the ground that the bombardment was 
causing unnecessary damage to the life and property of non-
combatants. A suspension of hostilities then took place, and 
negotiations were opened between the contending parties. 
Celman, acting upon the advice of General Roca, who recognised 
the strength of public opinion in the outbreak, placed his resig• 
nation in the hands of congress on the 3tst of July A scene of 
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intense enthusiasm followed, and Buenos Aires was en file for 
the following three days. The vice-president of the confedera-
tion, Carlos Pellegrini, who had been minister of war under 
presidents Avellaneda and Roca and had had much adminis-
trative experience, succeeded without opposition to the vacant 

Much Much satisfaction was Shown in Europe at the fall of President 
CeIman, for investors bad suffered heavily by the way in which 

the resources of Argentina had been dissipated by 
Pilgrim? a corrupt government, and hopes were entertained 

that the uprising of public opinion against his finan-
cial methods signified a more honest conduct of the national 
affairs in the future. Great expectations were entertained 
of the ability of President Pellegrini to establish a sound 
administration, and ho succeeded in forming a ministry which 
gave general satisfaction throughout the country. General 
Roca was induced to undertake the duties of Minister of the 
interior, and his influence in the provinces was sufficient to 
check any attempts to stir up disturbances at C6rdoba or else-
where. The most onerous post of all, that of minister of finance, 
was confided to Dr Vicente Lopes, who, though he was not of 
marked financial ability, was at least a man of untiring industry 
and of a personal integrity that was above suspicion. But the 
economic and financial situation was one of almost hopeless 
embarrassment and confusion, and Pellegrini proved himself 
incapable of grappling with it. Instead of facing the difficulties, 
the president preferred to put off the day of reckoning by 
flooding the country with inconvertible notes, with the result 
that the financial crisis became more and more aggravated. 
Through the rapid depreciation of Argentine credit, the great 
firm of Baring Brothers, the financial agents of the government 
in London, became so heavily involved that they were forced 
into liquidation, November z89o. The consequences of this 
catastrophe were felt far and wide, and in the spring of 2891 
both the Banco Nacional and the Banco de la provincia de 
Buenos Aires were unable to meet their obligations. Amidst 
this sea of financial troubles the government drifted helplessly 
on, without showing any inclination or capacity to initiate a 
strong policy of reform in the methods of administration which 
bad done so much to ruin the country. 

It is little wonder that, in these circumstances, the choice 
of a successor to Pellegrini, whose term of office expired in 1892, 
should have been felt to possess peculiar importance. General 
Barrolome Mitre was proposed by the printer as their candi-
date. He had been absent from Argentina on a journey to 
Europe, and on his return in April 1891, • popular reception 
was given to him at which so,000 persons attended. A petition 
was presented to him begging him to be a candidate for the 
presidency, and with some reluctance the veteran leader gave 
his consent. His partisans, however, found themselves con-
fronted by a compact provincial party, who proposed to put 
forward the other strong man of the republic, General Roca, 
to oppose him. But the two generals were equally averse to a 
contest d entrance, which could only end in civil war. They 
met accordingly at a conference known as El Acuerdo, and it 
was arranged that both should withdraw, and that a non-party 
candidate should be selected who should receive the support 
of them both. The choice fell upon Dr Suns Pella, a judge of 
the supreme court, and a man universally respected, who had 
never taken any part in political life. This compact aroused 
the bitter enmity of Dr Leandro Alem, who did his utmost to 
stir up the Union Civica to a campaign against the neutral 
candidate. Finding that the more conservative section of the 
union would,pot follow him; Alem formed a new association to 
which he gave the name of Union Civica Radical. Such was his 
energy, that soon a network of branches of the Union Civics 
Radical was organized throughout the republic, and Dr Ber-
nardo Irigoyen was put forward as a rival candidate to Dr Seem 
Pella. But Alem was not content with constitutional opposition 
to the Acuerdo, and his movement soon assumed the character 
of a revolutionary propaganda against the national government. 
His violence gave Pellegrini the opportunity of taking active  

steps to preserve the peace. In April 1892 Aka and his chid 
colleagues were arrested and sent into exile. 

In the following month (May), the presidential elections were 
held; Dr Suns Pefta was declared duly elected, and Dr Jose 
Uriburu, the minister in Chile, was chosen as vice-president. 

The idea of .  Dr Suns Pella was to conduct the government 
on common sense and non-partisan lines, in fact tp translate 
into practical politics the principles which underlay 
the compromise of the Acuerdo. He was a straight- tars 
forward and honourableman, who tried his best to do 
his duty in a position that had been forced upon him, 
and was in no sense of the word his own seeking. No sooner, 
however, was he installed in office than difficulties began to crop 
up on all sides, and he quickly discovered that to attempt to 
govern without the aid of a majority in congress was practically 
impossible. He had had no experience of political life, and he 
refused to create the support be needed by using his presidential 
prerogative to build up a political majority. Obstruction met 
his well-meant efforts to promote the• general good, and before 
twelve months of the presidential term had run public affairs 
were at a deadlock. Dr Alm, who had been permitted to return 
from exile, was not slow to profit by the occasion. Embittered 
by his treatment in 1892, he openly preached the advisability 
of an armed rising to overthrow the existing administration. 
Public opinion had been outraged by the immunity with which 
the governors of certain provinces, and more particularly Dr 
Julio Costa, the governor of the province of Buenos Aires, 
had been allowed to maintain local forces, by the aid of which 
they exacted the payment of illegal taxes and exercised other 
acts of injustice and oppression. A number of officers of the army 
and navy agreed to lead assistance to a revolutionary outbreak, 
and towards the end of July riles matters came to a head. 
The population of Buenos Aires assembled in armed bodies with 
the avowed intention of ejecting the governor from office, and 
electing in his stead • man who would give them a just adminis-
tration. The president was for some time in doubt whether he 
had any right to intervene in provincial affairs, but eventually 
troops were despatched to La Plata. There was no serious 
fighting. Negotiations were soon opened which quickly led to 
the resignation of Costa, and the return of the insurgents to 
their homes. While these disturbances were taking place in 
the province of Buenos Aires, another revolutionary rising was 
in progress in Santa Fe. Here the efforts of Dr Alem succeeded 
in supplying • large body of rebels with arms and ammuni-
tion, and he was able, by a bold attack, to seize the town of 
Rosario and there establish the revolutionary headquarters. This 
capture so alarmed the national government that a force was 
sent under the command of Roca to put down the insurrection. 
The revolt speedily collapsed before this redoubtable commander, 
and Aleut and the other leaders surrendered. They were sen-
tenced to banishment in Staten Island at the pleasure of the 
federal government. 

But the suppression of disorder did not relieve the tension 
between the congress and the executive. During the whole 
of the 1894 session, the attitude of senators and deputies alike 
was one of pronounced hostility to the president. All his acts 
were opposed, legislation was at • standstill and every effort 
was made to force Dr Suns Pe6a to resign. But although he ex-
perienced the utmost difficulty in forming a cabinet, the president 
was obstinate in his determination to retain office without 
identifyinghimself with any party. A definite issue was therefore 
sought by the congress on which to join battle, and it arose out 
of the death sentences which had been pronounced on certain 
naval and military officers who had been implicated in the 
Santa Fe outbreak. The president had made up his mind that 
the sentence must be carried out; the congress by a great ' 

majority were resolved not to permit the death penalty to be 
inflicted. It was • one-sided struggle, for without the consent 
of the congress the president could not raise any money for 
supplies, and congress refused to vote the budget. But heavy 
expenses had been incurred in putting down revolutionary 
movements in various parts of the provinces, and war with Chile 
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was threatened upon the question of a dispute concerning the 
boundaries between the two republics. In January tans a 
special session of congress was summoned to take into con-
sideration the financial proposals of the government, which 
included an increase in the naval and military estimates. Con-
gress, however, had now got their opportunity, end they used 
the time of national stress to bring increased pressure to bear 
upon the president. On the 21st of January Dr Suns Petla 
at last perceived that his position was untenable, and he handed 
in his resignation. It was accepted at once by the chambers, 
and the vice-president, Dr Jose Uriburu, became president of 
the republic for the three years and nine months of Penes term 
which remained unexpired. 

Uriburu was neither a politician nor a statesman, but had 
spent the greater portion of his life abroad in the diplomatic 

service. His knowledge of foreign Affairs was, however, 
preside 
&grant peculiarly useful at a juncture when boundary ques- nt tions were the subjects that chiefly attracted public 
attention. After disputes with Brazil, extending over fifteen 
years, about the territory of " Misiones," the matter had 
been submitted to the arbitration of the president of the 
United States. In March iflos President Cleveland gave his 
decision, which was wholly favourable to the contention of 
Brazil. The Argentine government, though disappointed at 
the result, accepted the award loyally. The boundary dispute 
with Chile, to which reference has already been made, was of 
a more serious character. The dispute was of old standing. 
Already in 1884 a protocol had been signed between the con-
tending parties, by which it was agreed that the frontier 
should follow the line where " the highest peaks of the Andine 
ranges divide the watershed." This definition unfortunately 
ignored the fact that the Andes do not run from north to south 
in one continuous line, but are separated into cordilleras with 
valleys between them, and covering in their total breadth a 
considerable extent of country. Difference of opinion, therefore, 
arose as to the interpretation of the protocol, the Argentines 
insisting that the boundary should run from highest peak to 
highest peak, the Chileans that it should follow the highest 
points of the watershed. The quarrel at length became acute, 
and on both sides the populace clamoured from time to time 
for an appeal to arras, and the resources of both countries were 
squandered in military and naval preparations for a struggle. 
Nevertheless despite these obstacles, President Uriburu did some-
thing during bis term of office to relieve the nation's financial 
difficulties. In 146 a bill was passed by congress, which 
authorized the state by the issue of national bonds to assume 
the provincial external indebtedness. This proof of the desire 
of the Argentine government to meet honestly all its obligations 
did much to restore its credit abroad. Uriburu found in 1897 
the financial position so far improved that he was able to resume 
cash payments on the entire foreign debt. 

In s8o8 there was another presidential election. Public 
opinion, excited by the prospect of a war with Chile; naturally 

supported the candidature of General Roca, and he 
Wes was elected without opposition October 1898). mushiest. The first question which he had to handle was the 
Chilean boundary dispute. During the last months of President 
Uriburu's administration, matters had reached a climax, especi-
ally in connexion with the delimitation in a district known as 
the Puna de Atacama. In August an ultimatum was received 
from Chile demanding arbitration. After some hesitation, on 
the advice of Roca the Argentines agreed to the demand, and 
peace was maintained. The principle of arbitration being 
accepted, the conditions were quickly arranged. The question 
of the Puna de Atacama was referred to a tribunal composed 
of the United States minister to Argentina and of one Argentine 
and one Chilean delegate; that of the southern frontier in 
Patagonia to the British crown. One of the first steps of Presi-
dent Roca, after his accession to office, was to arrange a meeting 
with the president of Chile at the Straits of Magellan. At their 
conference all difficulties were discussed and settled, and an 
undertaking was given on both sides to put'a stop to warlike  

preparations. The decision of the representative of the United 
States was given in April 1890. Although the Chileans pro-
fessed dissatisfaction, no active opposition was raised, and the 
terms were duly ratified. In his message to congress, on the 
tat of May.1899, General Roca spoke strongly of the immediate 
necessity of a reform in the methods of administering justice, 
the expediency of a revision of the electoral law, and the im-
perative need of a reconstruction of the department of public 
instruction. The administration of justice, he declared, had 
fallen to so low an ebb as to be practically non-existent. By 
the powerful influence of the president, government measures 
were sanctioned by the legislature dealing with the abuses 
which had been condemned. On the 3ist of August of the same 
year a series of proposals upon the currency question was 
submitted to congress by the president, whose real object was to 
counteract the too rapid appreciation of the inconvertible paper 
money. The official value of the dollar was fixed at 44 cents 
gold for all government purposes. The violent fluctuations 
in the value of the paper dollar, which caused so much damage 
to trade and industry, were thus checked. In October tnco 
Dr Manuel Campos Salles, president of Brazil, paid a visit to 
Buenos Aires, and was received with great demonstrations 
of friendliness. The aggressive attitude of Chile towards Bolivia 
was causing considerable anxiety, and Argentina and Brazil 
wished to show that they were united in opposing a policy which 
aimed at acquiring an extension of territory by force of arms. 
The feeling of enmity between Chile and Argentina was indeed 
anything but extinct. The delay of the arbitration tribunal 
in London in giving its decision in the matter of the disputed 
boundary in Patagonia led to a crop of wild rumours being 
disseminated, and to a revival of animosity between the two 
peoples. In December soot warlike preparations were being 
carried on in both states, and the outbreak of active hostilities 
appeared to be imminent. At the critical moment the British 
government, urged to move in the matter by the British residents 
in both countries, who feared that war would mean the financial 
ruin of both Chile and Argentina, used its utmost influence 
both at Santiago and Buenos Aires to allay the misunder-
standings; and negotiations were set on foot which ended in 
a treaty for the cessation of further armaments being signed, 
June 1902. The award of King Edward VII. upon the de-
limitation of the boundary was given a few months later, 
and was received without controversy and ratified by both 
governments. 

To the calm resourcefulness and level-headedness of President 
Roca at a very difficult and critical juncture must be largely 
ascribed the preservation of peace, and the permanent removal 
of a dispute that had aroused so much irritation. His term 
of office came to an end in inns, when Dr Manuel Quintana 
was elected president and Dr Jos* Figueroa Alcorta 
vice-president, both having Roca's support. Dr aaa 
Quintana at the time of his election was sixty-four mons. 
years of age. He proved a hard-working progressives 
president, who did much for the development of communications 
and the opening up of the interior of the country. He died 
amidst general regret in March 1906, and was succeeded by 
Dr Alcorta for the remaining years of his term. (G. E.) 
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ARGENTINE, a former city of Wyandotte county, Kansas, 
U. S. A., since zero a part of Kansas City, on the S. bank 
of the Kansas river, just above its mouth. Pop. (1890)  4732; 
(i9oo) 5878, of whom 623 were foreign-born and 603 of negro 
descent; (t905, :date census) 6053. It is served by the 
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway, which maintains here 
yards and machine shops. The streets of the city run irregularly 
up the steep face of the river bluffs. Its chief industrial estab-
lishment is that of the United Zinc and Chemical Company, 
which has here one of the largest plants of its kind in the country. 
There are large grain interests. The site was platted in 188o, 
and the city was first incorporated in 288: and again, as a city 
of the second class, in 2889. 

ARGENTITE, a mineral which belongs to the galena group, 
and is cubic silver sulphide (Ag,S). It is occasionally found as un-
even cubes and octahedra, but more often as dendritic or earthy 
masses, with a blackish lead-grey colour and metallic lustre. 
The cubic deavage, which is so prominent a feature in galena, 
is here present only in traces. The mineral is perfectly sectile 
and has a shining streak; hardness 2.5, specific gravity 7.3. It 
occurs in mineral veins, and when found in large masses, as in 
Mexico and in the Comstock lode in Nevada, it forms an im-
portant ore of silver. The mineral was mentioned so long ago 
as 1529 by G. Agricola, but the name argentite (from the Let. 
argentum, " silver ") was not used till 1845 and is due to W. 
von Haidinger. Old names for the species are Glaser:, silver-
glance and vitreous silver. A cupriferous variety, from jalpa In 
Tabasco, Mexico, is known as jalpaite. Acanthite is a supposed 
dimorphous form, crystallizing In the orthorhombic system, 
but it is probable that the crystals are really distorted crystals 
of argentite. (L. J. S.) 

ARilkirTON, a town of western France, in the department of 
Indre, on the Creuse, 19 m. S.S.W. of Chkteauroux on the Orleans 
railway. Pop. (1906) 5638. The river is crossed by two bridges, 
and its banks are bordered by picturesque old houses. Then 
are numerous tanneries, and the manufacture of boots and shoes 
and linen goods is carried on. The site of the ancient Arsenio-
magus lies a little to the north. 

ARGRANDAB, a river of Afghanistan, 'about 250 m. in 
length. It rises in the Harare country north-west of Ghazni, 
and flooring south-west falls into the Helmund 20 m. below 
Girishk. Very little is known about its upper course. It is said 
to be shallow, and to run nearly dry in height of summer; but 
when its depth exceeds 3 ft. its great rapidity makes it a serious 
obstacle to travellers. In its lower course it is much used for 
irrigation, and the valley is cultivated and populous; yet the 
water is said to be somewhat brackish. It is doubtful whether 
the ancient Amchotus Is to be identified with the Arghandab or 
With its chief confluent the Tamak, which joins it on the left 
about 3o m. S. W. of Kandahar. The two rivers run nearly 
parallel, inclosing the backbone of the Ghillai plateau. The 
Tarnak is much the shorter (length about 200 10.) and less copious. 
The ruins at Ulan Roble, supposed to represent the city Andr-
oids, are in its basin; and the lake known as Ab-i-Ist$da. the  

most probable representative of Lake Arachotus, is near the 
bead of the Tarnak, though not communicating with it. The 
Tarnak is dammed for irrigation at intervals, and in the hot 
season almost exhausted. There Is a good deal of cultivation 
along the river, but few villages. The high road from Kabul 
to Kandahar passes this way (another reason for supposing the 
Tarnak to be Arachotus), and the people live oil the road to 
avoid the onerous duties of hospitality. 

ARON01114  Asenooz, or Altman (in the Egyptian 
glyphs,As or As-a); an ancient and modern Egyptian.and Arab 
wood-wind instrument, with cylindrical bore and single reed 
mouthpiece of the clarinet .type. The arghoul consists of two 
reed pipes of unequal lengths bound together by means of waxed 
thread, so that the two mouthpieces lie side by aide, and can be 
taken by the performer into his mouth at the same time. The 
mouthpiece consists of a reed having a small tongue detached 
by means of a longitudinal slit which forms the beating reed, 
as in the clarinet mouthpiece. The shorter pipe has six holes 
on which the melody is played; the three upper holes being 
covered by the fingers of the right hand, and the lower by those 
of the left band. The longer pipe has no lateral holes; it is a 

(thee. Edward Moo Lases As Aare of Ike Mown ewe Coolest 4 Ike 
MGM. Epoisas.) 

Modern Arghoul, 3 ft. 21 is long. 

drone pipe with one note only, which, however, can be varied 
by the addition of extra lengths of reed. In the illustration 
all three lengths are shown in use. An arghoul belonging to the 
collection of the Conservatoire Royal at Brussels, described by 
Victor Mabillon in his catalogue' (Nee t13), gives the following 
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The total length of the shorter pipe, including the mouthpiece, 
is 0435 m.; of the longer pipe, without additional joints, 
0-5S5 131. An Egyptian arghoul,' presented by the khedive 
to the Victoria and Albert Museum, measures 4 ft. si in. 

For further information see Victor Loret. L'Egypte temps des 
Pharaohs (Paris, 1889), 8vo, pp. 539. 543. 144; Li'. A. Villoteau, 
Description historicist ,  kchnique et littiraire des instruments de 
ninsigne des orientaux (Description de FEgypte, Paris, £823, tome 
PP. 456-473)- - (K. S.) 

ARGO4 the commercial name of crude tartar (q.v.). It hi 
a semi-crystalline deposit which forms on wine vats, and is 
generally grey or red in colour. 

ARGON (from the Gr. 8-, privative, and lrfoe, work; hence 
meaning " inert "), a gaseous constituent of atmospheric air. 
For more than a hundred years before 1804 it had been supposed 
that the composition of the atmosphere was thoroughly known. 
Beyond variable quantities of moisture end traces of carbonic 

.add, hydrogen, ammonia, &c., the only constituents recognized 
were nitrogen and oxygen. The analysis of air was conducts: 
by determining the amount of oxygen present and assum-
ing the remainder to be nitrogen. Since the time of Henry 
Cavendish no one seemed even to have asked the question 
whether the residue was, in truth, all capable of conversion . 

 into nitric acid. 
The manner in which this condition of complacent ignorance 

came to be disturbed is instructive. Observations undertaken 
mainly in the interest of Prout's law, and extending over many 
years, had been conducted to determine afresh the densities 
of the principal gases—hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. In 
the latter case, the first preparations were according to the 

I See Victor Loret. " Les fiatesagyptimmes antiques," -ham: 
Asia*', Sense 'Erie. tome sly., Paris, atte,pp.129, tyo and 132. 
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A Descriptioe Catalegoe of the Mintiest festrwaseitts is No South 
IColuington Muss" by Carl Engel (London, :874). p. 143. 
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convenient method devised by Vernon Harcourt, in which air 
charged with ammonia is passed over red-hot copper. Under 
the Influence of the heat the atmospheric oxygen unites with 
the hydrogen of the ammonia, and when the excess of the latter 
is removed with sulphuric acid, the gas properly desiccated 
should be pure nitrogen, derived in part from the ammonia, but 
principally from the air. A few concordant determinations of 
density having been effected, the question was at first regarded 
as disposed of, until the thought occurred that it might be desir-
able to try also the more usual method of preparation in which 
the oxygen is removed by actual oxidation of copper without 
the aid of ammonia. Determinations made thus were equally 
concordant among themselves, but the resulting density was 
about rd'eir part greater than that found by Harcourt's method 
(Rayleigh, Nature, vol. xlvi. p. fro, r8o2). Subsequently when 
oxygen was substituted for air in the first method, so that all 
(instead of about one-seventh part) of the nitrogen was derived 
from ammonia, the difference rose to %. Further experiment 
only brought out more clearly the diversity of the gases hitherto 
assumed to be identical. Whatever were the means employed 
to rid air of accompanying oxygen, a uniform value of the density 
was arrived at, and this value was % greater than that apper-
taining to nitrogen extracted from compounds such as nitrous 
oxide, ammonia and ammonium nitrite. No impurity, consist-
ing of any known substance, could be discovered capable of , 

explaining an excessive weight in the one case, or a deficiency 
in the other. Storage for eight months did not disturb the 
density of the chemically extracted gas, nor had the silent 
electric discharge any influence upon either quality. (" On an 
Anomaly encountered in determining the Density of Nitrogen 
Gas," Proc. Roy. Soc., April 1894.) 

At this stage it became clear that the complication depended 
upon some hitherto unknown body, and probability inclined 
to the existence of a gas in the atmosphere heavier than nitrogen, 
and remaining enacted upon during the removal of the oxygen 
—a conclusion afterwards fully established by Lord Rayleigh 
and Sir William Ramsay. The question which now pressed 
was as to the character of the evidence for the universally 
accepted view that the so-called nitrogen of the atmosphere 
was all of one kind, that the nitrogen of the air was the same 
as the nitrogen of nitre. Reference to Cavendish showed that 
he had already raised this question in the most distinct manner, 
and indeed, to a certain extent, resolved It. In his memoir of 
5785 he writes:— 

As  far as the experiments hitherto published extend, we scarcely 
know more of the phlogisticated part of our atmosphere than that 
it is not diminished by lime-water, caustic alkalies, or nitrous air; 
that it is unfit to support fire or maintain life in animals; and that 
its specific gravity is not much less than that of common air; so 
that, though the nitrous acid, by being united to phlogiston, is con-
verted into air possessed of these properties, and consequently, 
though it was reasonable to suppose, that part at least of thelihlo-
gisticated air of the atmosphere consists of this acid united to 
phlogiston, yet it may fairlybe doubted whether the whole is of this 
kind, or whether there are not in reality many different substances 
confounded together by us under the name of phlogisticated air. I 
therefore made an experiment to determine whether the whole of a 
given portion of the phlogisticated air of the atmosphere could be 
reduced to nitrous acid, or whether there was not a part of a different 
nature to the rest which would refuse to undergo that change. The 
foregoing experiments indeed, in some measure, decided this point, 
as much the greatest part of air let up into the tube lost its elasticity; 
yet, as some remained unabsorbed, it did not appear for certain 
whether that was of the same nature as the rest or not. For this 
purpose I diminished a similar mixture of dephlogisticated [oxygen) 
and common air, in the same manner as before [by sparks over 
alkali), till it was reduced to a small part of its original bulk. I then, 
in order to decompound as much as I could of the phlogisticated air 
(nitrogen) which remained in the tube, added some dephlogisticated 
air to It and continued the spark until no further diminution took 
place. Having by these means condensed as much as I could of the 
phlogisticated air, I let up some solution of liver of sulphur to absorb 
the dephlogisticated air; after which only a small bubble of air 
eeinamed unabsorbed, which certainly was not more than .h of 
the bulk of the dephlogisticated air let up into the tube; so that, 
if there be any pert of the dephlogisticated air of our atmosphere 
which differs from the rein, and cannot be reduced to nitrous acid, 
we max safely conclude that it is not more than part of the 
whole. 

Although, as was natural, Cavendish was satisfied with his 
result, and does not decide whether the small residue was genuine, 
it is probable that his residue was really of a•different kind from 
the main bulk of the " phlogiaticated air," and contained the 
gas afterwards named argon. 

Tice announcement to the British Association in 1894 by 
Rayleigh and Ramsay of a new gas in the atmosphere was 
received with a good deal of scepticism. Some doubted the 
discovery of a new gas altogether, while others denied that it: 
was present in the atmosphere. Yet there was nothing incon-
sistent with any previously ascertained fact in the asserted 
presence of 1 % of a non-oxidizable gas about half as heavy again 
as nitrogen. The nearest approach to a difficulty lay in the . 
behaviour of liquid air, from which it was supposed, as the event 
proved erroneously, that such a constituent would separate 
itself in the solid form. The evidence of the existence of a new 
gas (named Argon on account of its chemical inertness), and a 
statement of many of its properties, were communicated to the 
Royal Society (see Phil. Trans. clxxxvi. p. 187) by the dis-
coverers in January 1895. The isolation of 
the new substance by removal of nitrogen 
from air was effected by two distinct 
methods. Of these the first is merely a 
development of that of Cavendish. The 
gases were contained in a test-tube A 
(fig. 1) standing over a large quantity of 
weak alkali B, and the current was con-
veyed in wires insulated by U-shaped glass 
tubes CC passing through the liquid and 
round the mouth of the test-tube. The 
inner platinum ends DD of the wire may 
be sealed into the glass insulating tubes, 
but reliance should not be placed upon 
these sealings. In order to secure tight-
ness in spite of cracks, mercury was placed 
in the bends. With a battery of five 
Grove cells and a Ruhmkorff coil of 
medium size, a somewhat short spark, or 
arc, of about s mm. was found to be more 
favourable than a longer one. When the FIG. I. 
mixed gases were in the right propor- 
tion, the rate of absorption was about so c.c. per hour, about 
thirty times as fast as Cavendish could work with the elec-
trical machine of his day. Where it is available, an alternat-
ing electric current is much superior to a battery and break. 
This combination, introduced by W. Spottiswoode, allows the 
absorption in the apparatus of fig. I to be raised to about 8o c.c. 
per hour, and the method is very convenient for the purification 
of small quantities of argon and for determinations of the amount 
present in various samples of gas, e.g. in the gases expelled from 
solution in water. A convenient adjunct to this apparatus 
is a small voltameter, with the aid of which oxygen or hydrogen 
can be introduced at pleasure. The gradual elimination of the 
nitrogen is tested at a moment's notice with a miniature spectro-
scope. For this purpose a small Leyden jar is connected as usual 
to the secondary terminals, and if necessary the force of the 
discharge is moderated by the insertion of resistance in the 
primary circuit. When with a fairly wide slit the yellow line is 
no longer visible, the residual nitrogen may be considered to have 
fallen below a or 3 %. During this stage the oxygen should be 
in considerable excess. When the yellow line of nitrogen has 
disappeared, and no further contraction seems to be in progress, 
the oxygen may be removed by cautious introduction of hydrogen. 
The spectrum may now be further examined with a more powerful 
instrument. The most conspicuous group in the argon spectrum 
at atmospheric pressure is that first recorded by A. Schuster 
(fig. a). Water vapour and excess of oxygen in moderation do 
not Interfere seriously with its visibility. It is of interest to 
note that the argon spectrum may be fully developed by operating 
upon a miniature scale, starting with only s c.c. of. air (Phil. 
Mag. vol. i. p. 103, root). 

The development of Cavendish's method upon a large scale 
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Involves arrangements different from what would at first be 
aspects& The transformer working from a public supply should 
give about 6000 volts on open circuit, although when the electric 
flame is established the voltage on the platinum is only from 
shoo to 2000. No suffident advantage is attained by raising 
the pressure of the gases above atmosphere, but a capacious 
vessel is necessary. This may consist of a glass sphere of so litres' 
capacity, into the neck of which, presented downwards, the 
necessary tubes are fitted. The whole of the interior surface is 
washed with a fountain of alkali, kept in circulation by means 
of a small centrifugal pump. In this apparatus, and with about 
one horse-power utilized at the transformer, the absorption of 
gas is 21 litres per hour ("The Oxidation of Nitrogen Cu," 
Trans. Chess. Soc., 1897). 

In one experiment, specially undertaken for the sake of 
measurement, the total air employed was 9250 c.c., and the 
oxygen consumed, manipulated with the aid of partially de-
aerated water, amounted to 20,82o C.C. The oxygen contained 
in the air would be arse c.c.; so that the quantities of atmo-
spheric nitrogen and of total oxygen which enter into combination 
would be 7308 c.c. and z2,762 c.c. respectively. This corresponds 
to N+ v75 0, the oxygen being decidedly in excess of the pro-
portion required to form nitrous acid. The argon ultimately 
found was 75•o c.c., or a little more than 1 % of the atmospheric 
nitrogen used. A subsequent determination over mercury by 
A. M. Relies (Proc. Roy. Soc. lix. p. 66, z895) gave x:86 c.c. 
as the amount of argon present in zoo c.c. of mixed atmospheric 
nitrogen and argon. In the .earlier stages of the inquiry, when 
it was important to meet the doubts which had been expressed 
as to the presence of the new gas hi the atmosphere, blank 
experiments were executed in which air was replaced by nitrogen 
from ammonium nitrite. The residual argon, derived doubtless 
from the water used to manipulate the gases, was but a small 
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fraction of what would have been obtained from a corresponding 
quantity of air. 

The other method by which nitrogen may be absorbed on a 
considerable scale is by the aid of magnesium. The metal in 
the form of thin turnings is charged into hard glass or iron tubes 
heated to a full red in a combustion furnace. Into this air, 
previously deprived of oxygen by red-hot copper and thoroughly 
dried, is led in a continuous stream. At this temperature the 
nitrogen combines with the magnesium, and thus the argon is 
concentrated. A still more potent absorption is afforded by 
calcium prepared in sift by heating a mixture of magnesium 
dust with thoroughly dehydrated quick-lime. The density of 
argon, prepared and purified by magnesium, was found by 
Sir William Ramsay to be 19.941 on the 0••r6 scale. The 
volume actually weighed was 163 c.c. Subsequently large-scale 
operations with the same apparatus as bad been used for the 
principal gases gave an almost Identical result (19.940) for argon 
prepared with oxygen. 

Argon is soluble in water at Is°  C. to about 4.0%, that is, 
it is about 2; times more soluble than nitrogen. We should 
thus expect to find it in increased proportion In the dissolved 
gases of rain-water. Experiment has confirmed this anticipation. 
The weight of a mixture of argon and nitrogen prepared from the 
dissolved gases showed an excess of 24 mg. over the weight of true 
nitrogen, the corresponding excess for the atmospheric mixture 
being only rz mg. Argon is contained in the gases liberated by 
many thermal springs, but not in special quantity. The gas 
collected from the Ring's Spring at Bath gave only %, i.e. half 
the atmospheric proportion. 

The most remarkable physical property of argon relates to 

the courant known as the ratio of specific heats. When a gas 
is warmed one degree, the heat which must be supplied depends 
upon whether the operation Is conducted at a constant volume 
or at a constant pressure, being greater in the latter case. The 
ratio of specific beats of the principal gases is ve, which, accord-
ing to the kinetic theory, is in indication that an important 
fraction of the energy absorbed is devoted to rotation or vibration. 
If, as for Boscovitch points, the whole energy is translatory, 
the ratio of specific heats must be •67. This is precisely the 
number found from the velocity of sound in argon as determined 
by Kundt's method, and it leaves no room for any sensible 
energy of rotatory or vibrational motion. The same value had 
previously been found for mercury vapour by Rundt and 
Warburg, and had been regarded as confirmatory of the mon-
atomic character attributed on chemical grounds to the mercury 
molecule. It may be added that helium has the same character 
as argon in respect of specific heats (Ramsay, Proc. Roy. Soc. 
1. P. 86, 1895). 

The refractivity of argon is -961 of that of air. This low 
refractivity is noteworthy as strongly antagonistic to the view 
at one time favoured by eminent chemists that argon was a 
condensed form of nitrogen represented by Ng. The viscosity of 
argon is I.2I, referred to air, somewhat higher than for oxygen, 
which stands at the head of the list of the principal gases (" On 
some Physical Properties of Argon and Helium," Proc. Roy. 
Soc. vol. lix. p. r98, z896). 

The spectrum shows remarkable peculiarities. According to 
circumstances, the colour of the light obtained from a Plucker 
vacuum tube changes " from red to a rich steel blue," to use the 
words of Crookes, who first described the phenomenon. A third 
spectrum is distinguished by J. M. Eder and Edward Valenta. 
The red spectrum is obtained at moderately low pressures 
(5 mm.) by the use of a Ruhmkorff coil without a jar or air-gap. 
The red lines at 7036 and 6965 (Crookes) are characteristic. The 
blue spectrum is best seen at a somewhat lower pressure (1 mm. 
to v s mm.), and usually requires a Leyden jar to be connected 
to the secondary terminals. In some conditions very small 
causes effect a transition from the one spectrum to the other. 
The course of electrical events attending the operation of a 
Ruhmkorff coil being extremely complicated, special interest 
attaches to some experiments conducted by John Trowbridge 
and T. W. Richards, in which the source of power was a secondary 
battery of s000 cells. At a pressure oft mm. the red glow of 
argon was readily obtained with a voltage of 2000, but not with 
much less. After the discharge was once started, the difference 
of potentials at the terminals of the tube varied from 63o volts 
upwards. 

The introduction of a capacity between the terminals of the 
Geissler tube, for example two plates of metal 1600 sq. cm. in area 
separated by a glass plate t cm. thick, made no difference in the 
red glow so long as the connexions were good and the condenser was 
quiet. As soon as a spark-gap was introduced, or the condenser 
began to emit the humming sound peculiar to it, the beautiful blue 
glow so characteristic of argon immediately appeared. (Pkil. Meg. 

P. 77. 1 897.) 
The behaviour of argon at low temperatures was investigated 

by K. S. Olszewaki (Pisa. Trans., 1893, p 533). The following 
results are extracted from the table given by him: — 

Name. 
Critical 

Tempera- 
ture, Cent. 

Critical 
Premiere, 
Atmos. 

Boiling 
Point, 
Cent. 

Freezing 
Point, 
Cent. 

Nitrogen. 	. 
Argon 	. 	, 
Oxygen . 	. 

—146.o 
—121.0 
—118.8 

35.0 
50.6 
50.8 

—194.4 
— 117 .0 
—182.7 

— 2140 
— 1 14 

The smallness of the interval between the boiling and freezing 
points is noteworthy. 

From the manner of its preparation it was clear at an early 
stage that argon would not combine with magnesium or calcium 
at a red heat, nor under the influence of the electric discharge 
with oxygen, hydrogen or nitrogen. Numerous other attempts 
to induce combination also failed. Nor does it appear that any 
well-defined compound of argon has yet been prepared. It was 
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found, however, by M. P. E. Berthelot that under the influence 
of the silent electric discharge, a mixture of benzene vapour 
and argon underwent contraction, with formation of a gummy 
product from which the argon could be recovered. 

The facts detailed in the original memoir led to the conclusion 
that argon was an element or a mixture of elements, but the 
question between these alternatives was lef t open. The behaviour 
on liquefaction, however, seemed to prove that in the latter 
case either the proportion of the subordinate constituents 
was small, or else that the various constituents were but little 
contrasted. An attempt, somewhat later, by Runny and 
J. Norman Collie to separate argon by diffusion into two parts, 
which should have different densities or refractivities, led to 
no distinct effect. More recently Ramsay and M. W. Travers 
have obtained evidence of the existence in the atmosphere of 
three new gases, besides helium, to which have been assigned 
the names of neon, krypton and xenon. These gases agree with 
argon in respect of the ratio of the specific beats and in being 
non-oxidizable under the electric sparL• As originally defined, 
argon included small proportions of these gases, but it is now 
preferable to limit the name to the principal constituent and to 
regard the newer gases as " companions of argon." The physical 
constants associated with the name will scarcely be changed, 
since the proportion of the " companions " is so small. Sir 
William Ramsay considers that probably the volume of all of 
them taken together does not exceed thth part of that of the 
argon. The physical properties of these gases are given in the 
ollowing table (Proc. Roy. Soc. lxvii. p. 331, 400:— 

Helium. Neon. Argon. Krypton. Xenon. 

Refractivities 
(air.,  t) 

Densities 
(0w16) 

Boiling points 
at 76o mm. 

Critical tem- 
peratures 

Critical pros• 
sures 

Weight of tc.c. 
of liquid 

-1338 

118 

c.6• 1 
 abs. 

? 

1 

r 

4343 

9'97 

? 

below 
68° abs. 

7 

1 

969 

• 	19.96 

861° 
abs. 

13•• 
abs. 
40' 0 

 metres. 
1.212 
gm. 

1 449 

4048 

121.33• 
obis. 

21005•  
abs. 
4 1 .24 

metres. 
2.155 
810- 

2 '364 

64 

1053.61* 
abs. 

287.7•  
abs. 
43•5 

metres. 
5.52 
gm- 

The glow obtained in vacuum tubes is highly characteristic 
whether as seen directly or as analysed by the spectroscope. 

Now that liquid air is available in many laboratories, it forms 
an advantageous starting-point in the preparation of argon. 
Being less volatile than nitrogen, argon accumulates relatively 
as liquid air evaporates. That the proportion of oxygen in-
creases at the same time is little or no drawback. The following 
analyses (Rayleigh, Phil. Meg., June nos) of the vapour arising 
from liquid air at various stages of the evaporation will give 
an idea of the course of events:— 

Percentage of 
Oxygen. 

Percentage of 
Argon 

Argon 	a Percent 
of the 

as 
 Nitrogen and 

Argon. 

30 

a 
75 
90 

1.3 
2-0 
2.0 
2.1 
2.0 

1.9 
3:g 
1.4  

20.0  

074 
ARGONAUTS ('Apveralbas, the sailorsof the "Argo"), in Greek 

legend a band of heroes who took part in the Argonautic ex-
pedition under the command of Jason, to fetch the golden fleece. 
This task had been imposed on Jason by his uncle Pella' (q...), 
who had usurped the throne of lolcus in Thessaly, which 
rightfully belonged to Jason's father Aeson. The story of the 
fleece was as follows. Jason's uncle Athantas bad two children, 
Phrixus and Helle, by his wife Nephele, the cloud goddess. 
But after a time he became enamoured of Ino, the daughter of 
Cadmus, and neglected Nephele, who disappeared in anger. 
Ino, who bated the children of Nephele, persuaded Adams, 

Sir James Dewar, C.osopt. Rood. (t904), 138. 261 and ay.  

by means of a false oracle, to offer Phrizus as a sacrifice, as the 
only means of alleviating a famine which she herself had caused 
by ordering the grain to be secretly roasted before it was sown. 
But before the sacrifice the shade of Nephde appeared to Phrizus, 
bringing a ram with a golden fleece on which he and his sister 
Helle endeavoured to escape over the sea. Helle felt off and was 
drowned in the strait, which after her was called the Hellespont. 
Phrizus, however, reached the other side in safety, and proceeding 
by land to Ma in Coklis on the farther shore of the Euxine Sea, 
sacrificed the rant, and hung up its fleece in the grove of Ares, 
where it was guarded by a sleepless dragon 

Jason, having undertaken the quest of the fleece, called upon 
the noblest heroes of Greece to take part in the expedition. 
According to the original story, the crew consisted of the chief 
members of Jason's own race, the Minyae. But when the legend 
became common property, other and better-known heroes were 
added to their number—Orpheus, Castor and Polydeuces 
(Pollux), Zetes and Calais, the winged sons of Borers, Meleager, 
Theseus, Heretics. The crew was supposed to consist of fifty, 
agreeing in number with the fifty oars of the " Argo," so called 
from its builder Argos, the son of Pinions, or from tbrytis (swift). 
It was a larger vessel than had ever been seen before, built of 
pine-wood that never rotted from Mount Palen. The goddess 
Athena herself superintended its construction, and inserted in 
the prow a piece of oak from Dodona, which was endowed with 
the power of speaking and delivering oracles. The outward 
course of the "Argo" was the same as that of the Greek traders, 
whose settlements as early as the 6th century s.c. dotted the 
southern shores of the Entine. The first landing-place was the 
island of Lemnos, which was occupied only by women, who had 
put to death their fathers, husbands and brothers. Here the 
Argonauts remained some months, until they were persuaded 
by Herades to leave. It is known from Herodotus (iv. 145) 
that the Minyae had formed settlements at Lemnos at a very 
early date. Proceeding up the Hellespont, they sailed to the 
country of the Doliones, by whose king, Cyzicus, they were 
hospitably received. After their departure, being driven back 
to the same place by a storm, they were attacked by the Doliones, 
who did not recognize them, and in a battle which took place 
Cyzian was killed by Jason. After Cyzicus had been duly 
mourned and buried, the Argonauts proceeded along the coast 
of Mysia, where occurred the incident of Herades and Hylas 
(q.v.). On reaching the country of the Bebryces, they again 
landed to get water, and were challenged by the king, Amycus, 
to match him with a boxer. Polydeuces came forward, and in 
the end overpowered his adversary, and bound him to a tree, or 
according to others, slew him. At the entrance to the Euxine, 
at Salmydessus on the coast of Thrace, they met Phineus, the 
blind and aged king whose food was being constantly polluted 
by the Harpies. He knew the come to Colcbis, and offered 
to tell it, if the Argonauts would free him from the Harpies. 
This was done by the winged sons of Boreas, and Phineus now 
told them their course, and that the way to pass through the 
Symplegadea or Cyanean rocks—two cliffs which moved on their 
bases and crushed whatever sought to pass—was first to fly a 
pigeon through, and when the cliffs, having closed on the pigeon, 
began to retire to each side, to row the " Argo " swiftly through. 
His advice was successfully followed, and the " Argo " made 
the passage unscathed, except for trifling damage to the stern. 
From that time the rocks became fixed and never closed again. 
The next halting-places were the country of the Maryandini, 
where the helmsman Tipbys died, and the land of the Amazons 
on the banks of the Thermodon. At the island of Aretias they 
drove away the Stymphalian birds, who used their feathers of 
brass as arrows. Here they found and took on board the four 
sons of Pbrixus who, after their father's death, bad been sent 
by Aeetes, king of Colcbis, to fetch the treasures of Orchomenus, 
but had been driven by a storm upon the island. Passing near 
Mount Caucasus, they beard the groans of Prometheus and the 
flapping of the wings of the eagle which gnawed his liver. They 
now reached their goal, the river Phasis, and the following 
morning Jason repaired to the palace of Metes, and demanded 
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the golden fleece. Metes required of Jason that he should first 
yoke to a plough his bulls, given hint by Hephaestus, which 
snorted fire and had hoofs of brass, and with them plough thefield 
of Ares. That done, the field was to be sown with the dragons' 
teeth brought by Phrizus, from which armed men were to spring. 
Successful so far by means of the mixture which Medea, daughter 
of Aeetes, had given him as proof against fire and sword, Jason 
was next allowed to approach the dragon which watched the 
fleece ; Medea soothed the monster with another mixture, and 
Jason became master of the fleece. Then the voyage homeward 
began, Medea accompanying Jason, and Aeetes pursuing them. 
To delay him and obtain escape, Medea dismembered her young 
brother Absyrtus, whom she had taken with her, and cast his 
limbs about in the sea for his father to pickup. Her plan suc-
ceeded, and while Aeetes was burying the remains of his son at 
Tomi, Jason and Medea escaped. In another account Absyrtus 
had grown to manhood then, and met his death in an encounter 
with Jason, in pursuit of whom he had been sent. Of the home-
ward course various accounts are given. In the oldest (Pinder) 
the " Argo " sailed along the river Phasis into the eastern 
Oceanus, round Asia to the south coast of Libya, thence to the 
mythical lake Tritonis, after being carried twelve days over 
land through Libya, and thence again to lolcus. Hecataeus 
of Miletus (Schol. Apollon. Rhod. iv. 259) suggested that from 
the Oceanus it may have sailed into the Nile, and so to the 
Mediterranean. Others, like Sophodes, described the return 
voyage as differing from the outward course only in taking the 
northern instead of the southern shore of the Euxine. Some 
(pseudo-Orpheus) supposed that the Argonauts had sailed up 
the river Tanis, passed into another river, and by it reached 
the North Sea, returning to the Mediterranean by the Pillars of 
Hercules. Again, others (Apollonius Rhodius) laid down the 
course as up the Danube (later), from it into the Adriatic by a 
supposed mouth of that river, and on to Corcyra, where a storm 
overtook them. Next they sailed up the Eridanus into the 
Rhodanus, passing through the country of the Celts and Ligurians 
to the Stoechades, then to the island of Aethalia (Elba), finally 
reaching the Tyrrhenian Sea and the island of Circe, who absolved 
them from the murder of Absyrtus. Then they passed safely 
through Scylla and Charybdis, past the Sirens, through the 
Mandan, over the island of the Sun, Trinacria and on to Corcyra 
again, the land of the Phaeacians, where Jason and Medea held 
their nuptials. They had sighted the coast of Peloponnesus when 
a storm overtook them and drove them to the coast of Libya, 
where they were saved from a quicksand by the local nymphs. 
The "'Argo " was now carried twelve days and twelve nights to 
the Hesperides, and thence to lake Tritonis (where the seer 
Mopsus died), whence Triton conducted them to the Medi-
terranean. At Crete the brazen Talcs, who would not permit 
them to land, was killed by the Dioseuri. At Anaphe, one of the 
Sporades, they were saved from a storm by Apollo. Finally, 
they reached Iolcus, and the " Argo " was placed in a groove 
sacred to Poseidon on the isthmus of Corinth. Jason's death, 
it is said, was afterwards caused by past of the stern giving 
way and falling upon him. 

The story of the expedition of the Argonauts is very old. 
Homer was acquainted with it and speaks of the " Argo " as 
well known to all men; the wanderings of Odysseus may have 
been partly founded on its voyage. Pinder, in the fourth 
Pythian ode, gives the oldest detailed account of it. In Greek, 
there are also extant the Argoomdka of Apollonius Rhodius 
and the pseudo-Orpheus (4th century s.o.), and the account in 
Apollaiorus (i. 9), based on the best extant authorities; in Latin, 
the imitation of Apollonius (a free translation or adaptation of 
whose Argoomaiea was made by Terentius Varro Atacinus in the 
time of Cicero) by Valerius Marcus. In ancient times the expedi-
tion was regarded as a historical fact, an incident in the opening 
up of the Euxine to Greek commerce and colonization., Its 
object was the acquisition of gold, which was caught by the 
inhabitants of Colchis in fleeces as it was washed down the rivers. 
Suidas says that the fleece was a book written on parchment, which 
taught bow to make gold by chemical processes. The rationalists  

explained the ram on which ?kir= crossed the sea as the name 
or ornament of the ship on which he escaped. Several interpreta-
tions of the legend have been put forward by modern scholars. 
According to C. 0. Muller, it had its origin in the worship of 
Zeus Laphystius; the fleece is the pledge of reconciliation; 
Jason is a propitiating god of health, Medea a goddess akin to 
Hers; Metes is connected with the Colchian sun-worship. 
Forchhammer saw in it an old nature symbolism; Jason, the 
god of healing and fruitfulness, brought the fleece—the fertilizing 
rain-cloud—to the western land that was parched by the heat 
of the sun. Others treat it as a solar myth; the ram is the light 
of the sun, the flight of Phrixus and the death of Helle signify 
Its setting, the recovery of the fleece its rising again. 

There are numerous treatises on the subject: F. Vater, Der 
Argorsooteneug (1845); J. Stender, De Argotossitanon Expeditions 
0874); D. Kennerknecht, De Argoorastaram &bale (58116): M. 
Groeger. De Arractoratat Pau/arum Historits (1889); see also 
Grote, Histoly o Greece. part I. ch. t3; Pinner, Gneckucke 
&gee• ankles in Pauly-Wissovia's ResioecyckMdse a 
Lorehou der Mythoksse. and Daremberg and SagWe .Dieliosumirs 
der Antieritle. 

ARGONNE, a rocky forest-clad plateau in the north-east of 
France, extending along the borders of Lorraine and Cham-
pagne, and forming part of the departments of Ardennes, Meuse 
and Marne. The Argonne stretches from S S E to N.N.W., a 
distance of 63 m. with an average breadth of rpm., and an average 
height of rr5o ft. It forms the connecting-link between the 
plateaus of Haute Marne and the Ardennes, and is bounded E. 
by the Meuse and W. by the Ante and the Aisne, which rises in 
its southern plateau. The valleys of the Aire and other rivers 
traverse it longitudinally, a fact to which its importance as a 
bulwark of north-eastern France is largely due. Of the numerous 
forests which clothe both slopes of the plateau, the chief is that 
of Argonne, which extends for 25 m. between the Aire and the 
Aisne. 

For Dumouries's Argonne campaign in ryes, see Fastrat RIIVOLO* 
T1ONA RV WARS. 

ARGO& the name of several ancient Greek cities or districts, 
but specially appropriated in historic times to the chief town in 
eastern Peloponnese, whence the peninsula of Argolis derives 
its name. The Arnie, or territory of Argos proper, consisted 
of a shelving plain at the had of the Gulf of Argolis, enclosed 
between the eastern wall of the Arcadian plateau and the central 
highlands of Argolis. The waters of this valley (Inachus, Chars-
drus, Erasinus), when properly regulated, favoured the growth 
of excellent crops, and the capital standing only 3 m. from the 
sea was well placed for Levantine trade. Hence Argos was 
perhaps the earliest town of importance in Greece; the legends 
indicate its high antiquity and its early intercourse with foreign 
countries (Egypt, Lycia, &c.). Though eclipsed in the Homeric 
age, when it appears as the seat of Diomedes, by the later 
foundation of Mycense, it regained its predominance after the 
invasion of the Dorian (es.), who seem to have occupied this 
site in considerable force. In accordance with the traditioa 
which assigned the portion to the eldest-born of the Herackid 
conquerors, Argos was for some centuries the leading power in 
Peloponnesus. There is good evidence that its sway extended 
originally over the entire Argolis peninsula, the laud east of 
Parnon, Cythei, Aegina and Sicyon. Under King Poseidon 
the Argive empire embraced all eastern Peloponnesus, and its 
influence spread even to the western districts. 

This supremacy was first challenged about the 8th century 
by Sparta. Though organized on similar lines, with a citizen 
population divided into three Dorian tribes (and one containing 
other elements), with a class of Perioeci (neighbouring depend-
ents) and of serfs, the Argives had no more constant foe than 
their Lacedaemonlan kinsmen. In a protracted struggle for the 
possession of the eastern seaboard of Laconia in spite of the 
victory at Hysiae (apparently in 669) they were gradually 
driven back, until by 55o they had lost the whole coast strip 
of Cynuria. A later attempt to retrieve this loss resulted in 
a crushing defeat near 'Myna at the hands of King Cleomenes I. 
(probably in 495), which so weakened the Mgives that they 
bad to open the franchise to their Perioeci. By this time they 
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bad also lost control over the other cities of Argolis, which they 
never succeeded in recovering. Partly in consequence of its 
defeat, partly out of jealousy against Sparta, Argos took no part 
in the war against Xerxes. Indeed on this, as on later occasions, 
its relations with Persia seem to have been friendly. About 470 
the conflict with Sparta was renewed in concert with the 
Arcadians, but all that the Argives could achieve was to destroy 
their 'evoked dependencies of Mycenae and Tiryns (468 or 464). 
In 461 they contracted an alliance with Athens, thus renewing 
a connexion established by Peisistratus (q.v.). In spite of this 
league Argos made no headway against Sparta, and in 451 con-
sented to a truce. A more important result of Athenian inter-
vention was the substitution of the democratic government 
for the oligarchy which had succeeded the early monarchy; at 
any rate forty years later we find that Argos possessed complete 
democratic institutions. 

During the early Peloponnesian War Argos remained neutral; 
after the break-up of the Spartan confederacy consequent upon 
the peace of Nicias the alliance of this state, with its unimpaired 
resources and flourishing commerce, was courted on all sides. 
By throwing in her lot with the Peloponnesian democracies and 
Athens, Argos seriously endangered Sparta's supremacy, but 
the defeat of Mantineia (418) and a successful rising of the Argive 
oligarchs spoilt this chance. The speedily restored democracy 
put little heart into the conflict, and beyond sending mercenary 
detachments, lent Athens no further help in the war (see 
PELOPONNESIAN WAR). 

At the outset of the 4th century, Argos, with a population 
and resources equalling those of Athens, took a prominent part 
in the Corinthian League against Sparta. In 394 the Argives 
helped to garrison Corinth, and the latter state seems for a while 
to have been annexed by them. But the peace of Antalcidas 
(q.v.) dissolved this connexion, and barred Argive pretensions 
to control all Argolis. After the battle of Leuctra Argos ex-
perienced a political crisis; the oligarchs attempted a revo-
loam; but were put down by their opponents with such vin-
dictiveness that rzoo of them are said to have been executed 
(37o). The democracy consistently supported the victorious 
Timbers against Sparta, figuring with a large contingent on the 
decisive field of Mantineia (36s). When pressed in turn by their 
old foes the Argives were among the first to all in Philip of 
Macedon, who reinstated them in Cynuria after becoming 
master of Greece. In the Langan War Argos was induced to 
side with the patriots against Macedonia; after its capture 
by Cassender from Polyperchon (3x7) it fell in 303 into the hands 
of Demetrius Poliorcetes. In sqz the Argives joined Sparta in 
resisting the ambition of Sing Pyrrhus of Epirus, whose death 
ensued in an unsuccessful night attack upon the city. They 
passed instead into the power of Ant/genus Gonatas of Macedonia, 
who maintained his control by means of tyrants. After several 
unavailing attempts Aratus (q.v.) contrived to win Argos for the 
Achaean League (sag), in which it remained save during a brief 
occupation by the Spartans Cleomenes III. (q.v.) and Nabis 
(524 and te6). 

The Roman conquest of Acbaea enhanced the prosperity of 
Argos by removing the trade competition of Corinth. Under 
the Empire, Argos was the headquarters of the Achaean synod, 
and continued to be a resort of Roman merchants. Though 
plundered by the Goths in A.D. 267 and 395 it retained some of 
its commerce and culture in Byzantine days. The town was 
captured by the Franks in no; after 1246 it MS held in fief 
by the rulers of Athens. In later centuries it became the scene 
of frequent conflicts between the Venetians and the Turks, and 
on two occasions (x397 and I zoo) its population was massacred 
by the latter. Repeopled with Athenian settlers, Argos was 
chosen as seat of the Greek national assembly in the wars of 
Independence. Its citadel was courageously defended by the 
patriots (1822); in 1825 the city was burnt to the ground by 
Ibrahim Pasha. The present town of ro,000 inhabitants is 
a purely agricultural settlement. The Argive plain, though not 
yet suffidently reclaimed, yields good crops of corn, rice and 
tebacco. 

In the early days of Greece the Argives enjoyed high repute 
for their musical talent. Their school of bronze sculpture, 
whose first  famous exponent was Ageledas (Hagelaidas), the 
reputed master of Pheidias, reached its climax towards the end 
of the 5th century in the atelier of Polyclltus (q.v.) and his 
pupils. To this period also belongs the new Heraeum (see 
below), one of the most splendid temples of Greece. 

Remains of the early city are still visible on the Larissa 
acropolis, which towers goo ft. high to the north-west of the 
town. A few courses of the ancient ramparts appear under the 
double enceinte of the surviving medieval fortress. An aque-
duct of Greek times is represented by some fragments on the 
south-western edge. In the slope above the town was hewn a 
theatre equalling that of Athena in size. The Aspis or smaller 
citadel to the north-east has revealed traces of an earlyMycenaean 
settlement; the Deiras or ridge connecting the two h 'eights 
contains a prehistoric cemetery. 

Aurnortirms.—Herodoeus. Thne9didels Xenophon; Plutarch, 
Pyrrhru, 3o.34; Strata RN 373-374; Pausanias ;5-4; W. M. 
Leaks, Trmeli in the Mores (London, 1835), ii. chce 19-22; E. Curtius, 
Petoportnesat (Gotha, 2851), ii. 350-364,. H. F. Tozer, Geography 
of Greece tendon, 5873), pp. 292-294 ;li  K. Kophiniotis, Icropha see 

( thetA 1892-1 593); W. V
o 

grafi in Balletia de Caro. 
2,05;60442  H25226222  0904. DP. 364-399; 1906, pp. s-45; 1907. 
pp. 139•E4 (Ad. O. B. t..) 

The Argiee Heraeum.—Since 1892 investigation has added 
considerably to our knowledge concerning the Argive Heraeum 
or Heraion, the temple of Hera, which stood, according to 
Pausanias, " on one of the lower slopes of Euboes." The term 
Enboes did not designate the eminence upon which the Heraeum 
is placed, or the mountain-top behind the Heraeum only, but, 
as Pansanias distinctly indicates, the group of foothills of the 
hilly district adjoining the mountain. When once we admit that 
this designated not only the mountain, which is r73o ft. high, 
but also the billy district adjoining it, the general scale of distance 
for this site grows larger. The territory of the Hemeum was 
divided into three parts, namely Euboea, Acraea and Prosymna. 
Palisades tells us that the Heraeum is I s stadia from blycenae. 
Strabo, on the other hand, rays that the Heraeum was 40 stadia 
from Argos and to from Mycenae. Both authors underestimate 
the distance from Mycenae, which is about as stadia, or a little 
more than 3 m., while the distance from Argos is 45 stadia, or a 
little more than s m. The distance from the Hemeum to the 
ancient Midea is slightly greater than to Mycenae, while that 
from the Heraeum to Tiryns is about 6 m. The Argive Heraeum 
was the most important centre of Hera and Juno worship in the 
ancient world; it always remained the chief sanctuary of the 
Argive district, and was in all probability the earliest site of 
civilized life in the country inhabited by the Argive people. In 
fact, whereas the site of Hissarlilr, the ancient Troy, is not in 
Greece proper, but in Asia Minor, and can thus not furnish the 
most direct evidence for the earliest Hellenic civilization as such; 
and whereas Tiryns, Mycenae, and the city of Argos, each 
represent only one definite period in the successive stages of 
civilization, the Argive Heraeum, holding the central site of 
early civilization in Greece proper, not only retained its import-
ance during the three periods marked by the supremacy of 
Tiryns, Mycenae and the city of Argos, but in all probability 
antedated them as a centre of civilized Argive life. These con-
ditions alone account for the extreme archaeological importance 
of this ancient sanctuary. 

According to tradition the Heraeum was founded by Phoro. 
neus at least thirteen generations before Agamemnon and the 
Achaeans ruled. It is highly probable that before it became 
important merely as a temple, it was the fortified centre uniting 
the Argive people dwelling in the plain, the citadel which was 
superseded in this function by Tiryns. There is ample evidence 
to show that it was the chief sanctuary during the Tiryntbian 
period. When Mycenae was built under the Perseids it was 
still the chief sanctuary for that centre, which superseded Thyme 
in its dominance over the district, and which this temple clearly 
antedated in construction. According to the Dirty, Crelensis, 
it was at this Heraeum that Agamemnon assembled the leaders 
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before setting out for Troy. In the period of Dorian supremacy, 
in spite of the new cults which were introduced by these people, 
the Heraeum maintained its supreme importance: it was here 
that the tablets recording the succession of priestesses were kept 
which served as a chronological standard for the Argive people, 
and even far beyond their borders; and it was here that 
Pheidon deposited the 613■Xlexot when he introduced coinage 
into Greece. 

We learn from Strabo that the. Hemenm was the Joint 
sanctuary for Mycenae and Argos. But in the 5th century the 
city of Argos vanquished the Mycenaeans, and from that time 
onwards the city of Argos becomes the political centre of the 
district, while the Heraeum remains the religious centre. And 
when in the year 423 s.c., through the negligence of the priestess 
Chryseis, the old temple was burnt down, the Argives erected a 
splendid new temple, built by Eupolemos, in which was placed the 
great gold and ivory statue of Hera, by the sculptor Polyclitus,  

the Cyclopean wall and below it were found traces of small 
houses of the rudest, earliest masonry which are pre-Mycenaean, 
if not pre-Cyclopean. 

We then descend to the second terrace, in the centre of which 
the substructure of the great second temple was revealed, 
together with so much of the walls, as well as the several archi-
tectural members forming the superstructure, that it has been 
possible for E. L. Tilton to design a complete restoration of the 
temple. On the northern aide of this terrace, between the second 
temple and the Cyclopean supporting wall, a long stoa or colon-
nade runs from east to west abutting at the west end in structures 
which evidently contained a well-house and waterworks; while 
at the eastern end of this stoa a number of chambers were erected 
against the bill, in front of which were placed statues and 
inscriptions, the bases for which are still extant. At the eastern-
most end of this second terrace a large ball with three rows of 
columns in the interior, with a porch and entrance at the west 

I. Old Temple. 
11. Stan. 

III. Stoa. 

PLAN OP THZ HERAHUM (sunnyed and drawn by Edward L. Taws). 
IV. East 13uilding. 	 VII. West Building. 	 X. Lower Stoa. 
V. 5th-Century Temple. 	VIII. North-West Building. 	Xl. Phylakeion. 

VI. South Stoa. 	 I X. Roman Building. 	A, B, C, D, E, F, Cisterns. 

the contemporary and rival of Pheidias, which was one of the 
most perfect works of sculpture in antiquity. Pausanias 
describes the temple and its contents (ii. z2), and in his time 
be still saw the ruins of the older burnt temple above the 
temple of Eupolemos. 

All these facts have been verified and illustrated by the 
excavations of the American Archaeological Institute and School 
of Athens, which were carried on from 2892 to r895. In 1854 
A. R. Rhangabk made tentative excavations on this site, digging 
a trench along the north and east sides of the second temple. 
Of these excavations no trace was to be seen when those of 
r8gs were begun. The excavations have shown that the 
sanctuary, instead of consisting of but one temple with the ruins 
of the older one above it, contained at least eleven separate 
buildings, occupying an area of about 975 ft. by 325. 

On the uppermost terrace, defined by the great Cyclopean 
supporting wall, exactly as described by Pausanias, the excava-
tions revealed a layer of ashes and charred wood, below which 
were found numerous objects of earliest date, together with 
some remains of the walls resting on a polygonal platform—all 
forming part of the earliest temple. Immediately adjoining  

end facing the temple, is built upon elaborate supporting walls 
of good masonry. 

Below the second terrace at the south-west end a large and 
complicated building, with an open courtyard surrounded on three 
sides by a colonnade and with chambers opening out towards the 
north, may have served as a gymnasium or a sanatorium. It is 
of good early Greek architecture, earlier than the second temple. 
A curious, ruder building to the north of this and to the west of 
the second terrace is probably of much earlier date, perhaps of 
the Mycenaean period, and may have served as propylaea. 

Immediately below the second temple at the foot of the eleva-
tion on which this temple stands, towards the south, and thus 
facing the city of Argos, a splendid stoa or colonnade, to which 
large flights of steps lead, was erected about the time of the 
building of the second temple. It is a part of the great plan to 
give worthy access to the temple from the city of Argos. To the 
east of this large flights of steps lead up to the temple proper. 

At the western extremity of the whole site, immediately beside 
the river-bed, we again have a huge stoa running round two sides 
of a square, which was no doubt connected with the functions of 
this sanctuary as a health resort, especially for women, the goddros 
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Hera presiding over and protecting married life and childbirth. 
Finally, immediately to the north of this western stoa there is 
an extensive house of Roman times also connected with baths. 

While the buildings give archaeological evidence for every 
period of Greek life and history from the pre-Mycenaean period 
down to Roman times, the topography itself shows that the 
Heraeum must have been constructed before Mycenab and 
without any regard to it. The foothills which it occupies form 
the western boundary to the Argive plain as it stretches down 
towards the sea in the Gulf of Nauplia. While it was thus 
prqbably chosen as the earliest site for a citadel facing the sea, 
its second period points towards Tiryns and Midea. It could not 
have been built as the sanctuary of Mycenae, which was placed 
farther up towards the north-west in the hills, and could not 
be seen from the Heraeum, its inhabitants again not being able 
to see their sanctuary. The west building, the traces of bridges 
and roads, show that at one time It did hold some relation to 
Myeenae; but this was long at ter its foundation or the building 
of the huge Cyclopean supporting wall which is coeval with the 
walls of Thyns, these again being earlier than those of Mycenae. 
There are, moreover, traces of still more primitive walls, built 
of rude small stones placed one upon the other without mortar, 
which are in character earlier than those of 'Myra, and have 
their parallel in the lowest layers of Hissarlik. 

Bearing out the evidence of tradition as well as architecture, 
the numerous finds of individual objects in terra-cotta figurines, 
vases, bronzes, engraved stones, &c., point to organized civilized 
life on this site many generations before Mycense was built, 
a fortiori before the life as depicted by Homer flourished—nay, 
before, as tradition has it, under Proetus the walls of Tiryns 
were erected. We are aided in forming some estimate of the 
chronological sequence preceding the Mycenaean age, as suggested 
by the finds of the Heraeum, in the new distribution which 
Deapfeld has been led to make of the chronological stratifica-
tion of Hissarlik. For the layer, which he now assigns to the 
Mycenaean period, is the sixth stratum from below. Now, as some 
of the remains at the Heraeum correspond to the two lowest layers 
of Hissarlik, the evidence of the Argivc temple leads us far beyond 
the date assigned to the Mycenaean age, and at least into the 
second millennium s.c. (see also AEOLAN Cmiussnox). As to 
its chronological relation to the Cretan sites—Cnossus, Phaestus, 
&c., and the "Minoan" civilization as determined by Dr A.Evans, 
see the discussion under Cam. 

This sanctuary still holds a position of central importance as 
illustrating the art of the highest period in Greek history, namely, 
the art of the 5th  century S.C. under the great sculptor Poly-
ditus. Though the excavations in the second temple have 
dearly revealed the outlines of the base upon which the great 
gold and ivory statue of Hera stood, it is needless to say that 
no trace of the statue Itself has been found. From Pausanias 
we learn that " the image of Hera is seated and is of colossal 
size: it is made of gold and ivory, and is the work of Poly-
diens." Based on the computations made by the architect of the 
American excavations, E. L. Tilton, on the ground of the height 
of the nave, the total height of the image, including the base 
and the top of the throne, would be about s6 ft., the seated figure 
of the goddess herself about 18 ft. It is probable that the face, 
neck, arms and feet were of ivory, while the rest of the figure 
was draped in gold. Like the Olympian Zeus of Phddias, Hera 
was seated on an elaborately decorated throne, holding in her 
left hand the sceptre, surmounted in her case by the cuckoo 
(as that of Zeus had an eagle), and in her right, instead of an 
elaborate figure of Victory (such as the Athena Parthenos and 
the Olympian Zeus held), simply a pomegranate. The crown 
was adorned with figures of Graces and the Seasons. A Roman 
imperial coin of Antoninus Pins shows us on a reduced scale the 
general composition of the figure; while contemporary Argive 
coins of the sth century give a fairly adequate rendering of the 
bead. A further attempt has been made to identify the head 
in a beautiful marble bust in the British Museum hitherto 
known as Bacchus (Waldstein, AMMO, of Henn* Stadia, 
voL =I., sou, pp. so seq.) 

We also learn from Nannies that the temple was decorated 
with " sculptures over the columns, representing some the birth 
of Zeus and the battle of the gods and giants, others the Trojan 
War and the taking of Ilium." It was formerly supposed that 
the phrase " over the columns" pointed to the existence of sculp-
tured metopes, but no pedimental groups. Finds made in the 
excavations, however, have shown that the temple also had pedi-
mental groups. Besides numerous fragments of nude and draped 
figures belonging to pedimental statues, a well-preserved and 
very beautiful bead of a female divinity, probably Hera, as well 
as a draped female torso of excellent workmanship, both belong-
ing to the pediments, have been discovered. Of the metopes 
also a great number of fragments have been found, together 
with two almost complete metopes, the one containing the torso 
of a nude warrior in perfect preservation, as well as ten well. 
preserved heads. These statues bear the same relation to the 
sculptor Polyditus which the Parthenon marbles hold to 
Pheidias; and the excavations have thus yielded most important 
material for the illustration of the Argive art of Polyditus in 
the 5th century s.c. 

See Waldatein, The Argil. Heranum (vol. 1. Boston and New York, 
ioo2; vol. ii., the Vases by J. C. Hoppin, the Bronzes by H. F. de 
Cosa, tcoo3); Excavation of the Americas Sant of AAent at the 
Derain of Argos (t892); and numerous reports and articles in the 
American Archer olegwal Journal since 189z. (C. W." 

ARGOSTOLI (anc. Cephalonia), the capital of Cephalonia 
(one of the Ionian islands), and the seat of a bishop of the Greek 
church. Pop. about mom It possesses an excellent harbour, 
a quay a mile in length, and a fine bridge. Shipbuilding and 
silk-spinning are carried on. Near at hand are the ruins of 
Cranii, which afford fine examples of Greek military architecture; 
and at the west side of the harbour there is a curious stream, 
flowing from the sea, and employed to drive mills before losing 
itself in caverns inland. 

See Sir C. Fellows's Journal of as Excursion in Asia Minor in 
1838, and Wiebel's Die Inset Kephatomia nod die IleennsIdem sec 
Armtek' (Hamburg, 1873). 

ARGOSY (a corruption, by transposition of letters, of the 
name of the seaport Ragusa), the term originally for a carrack 
or merchant ship from Ragusa and other Adriatic ports, now used 
poetically of any vessel carrying rich merchandise. In English 
writings of the 16th century the seaport named is variously 
spelt Ragusa, Aragouse or Aragosa, and ships coming thence 
were named Ragusyea, Arguzes and Argosies; the last form 
surviving and passing into literature. The incorrect derivation 
from Jason's ship, the " Argo," is of modem origin. 

ARGIIIN, an Island (identified by some writers with Hanno's 
Ccrnc), off the west coast of Africa, a little south of Cape Blanco, 
in so" 25' N., r6' 37' W. It is some 4 tn. long by ri broad; 
produces gum-arable, and is the seat of a lucrative turtle-fishery. 
Off the island; which was discovered by the Portuguese in the 
15th century, are extensive and very dangerous reefs. Arguin 
was occupied in turn by Portuguese, Dutch, English and French; 
and to France it now belongs. The aridity of the soil and the 
bad anchorage prevent a permanent settlement. The fishery 
is mostly carried on by inhabitants of the Canary Isles. In 
July 18i6 the French frigate " Medusa," which carried officers 
on their way to Senegal to take possession of that country for 
France, was wrecked off Arguin, sso lives being lost. 

ARGON/BIT, s word meaning "proof," "evidence," corre-
sponding in English to the Latin word argunnoten, from which 
it is derived; the originating Latin verb arguer., to make dear, 
from which comes the English " argue," is from s root meaning 
bright, appearing in Greek kyylrr, white. From its primary 
sense are derived such applications of the word as a chain of 
reasoning, s fact or reason given to supports proposition, a 
discussion of the evidence or reasons for or against some theory 
or proposition and the like. More particularly " argument " 
means a synopsis of the contents of a book, the outline of a novel, 
play, are. In logic it is used for the middle term in a syllogism, 
and for many species of fallacies, such as the argesuweem ad 
koweinews, ad Mans, Ste. (see FALLACY). In mathematics the 
term has received special meanings ; in mathematical tables 
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the" argument "is the quantity upon which the other quantities 
in the table are made to depend; in the theory of complex 
variables, e.g. such as where i...1/=T, the " argument " 
(or " amplitude ") is the angled given by tan 8 ••b/s. In 
astronomy, the term is used in connexion with the Ptolemaic 
theory to denote the angular distance on the epicycle of a planet 
from the true apogee of the epicycle; and the " equation to the 
argument " is the angle subtended at the earth by the distance 
of a planet from the centre of the epicycle. 

ARGUS, in ancient Greek mythology, the son of Inachus, 
Agenor or Arestor, or, according to others, an earth-born hero 
(autochthon). He was called Panoptes (all-seeing), from having 
eyes all over his body. After performing several feats of valour, 
be was appointed by Hera to watch the cow into which Io had 
been transformed. While doing this he was slain by Hermes, 
who stoned him to death, or put him to sleep by playing on the 
flute and then cut off his head. His eyes were transferred 
by Hera to the tail of the peacock. Argus with his countless 
eyes originally denoted the starry heavens (Apollodorus IL 1; 
Aeschylus, P. V. 569; Ovid, Melons. i. 564). 

Another ARCM, the old dog of Odysseus, who recognized his 
master on his return to Ithaca, figures in one of the best-known 
incidents in Homer's Odyssey (xvii. 291-326). 

ARGYLL. EARLS AND DUKES OP. The rise of this family 
of Scottish peers, originally the Campbells of Lochow, and first 
ennobled as Barons Campbell, is referred to in the article ARGYLL-
SHIRR. 

ARCHIBALD 'Comm, 5th earl of Argyll ( 1 530-1373), was 
the eider son of Archibald, 4th earl of Argyll (d. i558), and a 
grandson of Colin, the 3rd east (d. 553o). His great-grandfather 
was the and earl, Archibald, who was killed at Flodden in r513, 
and this nobleman's father was Colin, Lord Campbell (d. 5493), 
the founder of the greatness of the Campbell family, who was 
created earl of Argyll in 1457. With Lord James Stuart, after-
wards the regent Murray, the 5th earl of Argyll became an 
adherent of John Knox about :556, and like his father was one 
of the most influential members of the party of religious reform, 
signing what was probably the first " godly band " in December 
1557. As one of the " lords of the congregation " he was one of 
James Stuart's principal lieutenants during the warfare between 
the reformers and the regent, Mary of Lorraine; and later with 
Murray he advised and supported Mary queen of Scots, who 
regarded him with great favour. It. was about this time that 
William Cecil, afterwards Lord Burghley, referred to Argyll as 
"a goodly gentleman universally honoured of all Scotland." 
Owing to his friendship with Mary, Argyll was separated from 
the party of Knox, but he forsook the queen when she deter-
mined to marry Lord Darnley; he was, however, again on 
Mary's side after Queen Elizabeth's refusal to aid Murray in 1565. 
Argyll was probably an accomplice in the murder of Rizzio; 
be was certainly a consenting party to that of Darnley, and then 
separating himself from Murray he commanded Mares soldiers 
after her escape from Lochieven, and by his want of courage and 
resolution was partly responsible for her defeat at Langside 
in May 1568. Soon afterwards he made his peace with Murray, 
but it is possible that he was accessory to the regent's murder 
in x57o. After this event Argyll became lord high chancellor 
of Scotland, and he died on the 12th of September 1573. His 
first wife was an illegitimate daughter of James. V., and he was 
thus half-brother-in-law to Mary and to Murray. His relations 
with her were not harmonious; he was accused of adultery, 
and in 1568 he performed a public penance at Stirling. 

He left no children, and on his death his half-brother Celli 
(d. 584) became 6th earl of Argyll. This nobleman, whose life 
was partly spent in feuds with the regent Morton, died in October 
154 He was succeeded as 7th earl by his young son Archibald 
(1576-1638), who became a Roman Catholic, fought for Philip III. 
of Spain in Flanders, whither he had gone to avoid his creditors, 
and, having entrusted the care of his estates to his son, died 
in London. 

AlCILMALD CAMPBELL, sat marquess and 8th earl of Argyll 

(1607-1661). eldest son of Archibald, 7th earl, by his fist wife, 

Lady Anne Douglas, daughter of William, rat earl of Morton, was 
born in 1607 1  and educated at St Andrews University, where he 
matriculated on the 55th of January :622. He had early in 
life, as Lord Lorne, been entrusted with the possession of the 
Argyll estates when his father renounced Protestantism and took 
service with Philip of Spain; and be exercised over his clan an 
authority almost absolute, disposing of a force of 20,000 retainers, 
and being, according to Bernie, " by far the most powerful subject 
in the kingdom." On the outbreak of the religious dispute 
between the king and Scotland in 1637 his support was eagerly 
desired by Charles L He had been made a privy councillor in 
3628, and in :638 the king summoned him, together with Tea-
quair and Roxburgh, to London; but he refused to be won over, 
openly and courageously warned Charles against his despotic 
ecclesiastical policy, and showed great hostility towards Laud. 
In consequence a secret commission was given to the earl of 
Antrim to invade Argyllshire and stir up the Macdonalds against 
the Campbells, a wild and foolish project which completely 
miscarried. Argyll, who inherited the title by the death of his 
father in :638, had originally no preference for Presbyterianism, 
but now definitely took the side of the Covenanters in defence of 
the national religion and liberties. He continued to attend the 
meetings of the Assembly after its dissolution by the marquess of 
Hamilton, when Episcopacy was abolished. In :639 he sent a 
statement to Laud, and subsequently to the king, defending the 
Assembly's action; and raising a body of troops he seized 
Hamilton's castle of Brodick in Arran. After the pacification 
of Berwick he carried a motion, in opposition to Montrose, by 
which the estates secured to themselves the election of the lords 
of the articles, who had formerly been nominated by the king, a 
fundamental change in the Scottish constitution, whereby the 
management of public affairs was entrusted to a representative 
body and withdrawn from the control of the crown. An attempt 
by the king to deprive him of his office as justiciary of Argyll and 
Tarbet failed, and on the prorogation of the parliament by 
Charles, in May 264o, Argyll moved that it should continue its 
sittings and that the government and safety of the kingdom 
should be secured by a committee of the estates, of which, though 
not a member, he was himself the guiding spirit. In June he was 
entrusted with a " commission of fire and sword " against the 
royalists in Atholl and Angus, which, after succeeding in entrap-
ping the earl of Atholl, he curled out with completeness and 
some cruelty. It was on this occasion that took place the burning 
of " the bonnie house of Airlie." By this time the personal 
rivalry and difference in opinion between Montrose and Argyll 
had led to an open breach. The former arranged that on the 
occasion of Charles's approaching visit to Scotland, Argyll should 
be accused of high treason in the parliament. The plot, how-
ever, was disclosed, and Montrose with others was imprisoned. 
Accordingly when the king arrived be found himself deprived of 
every remnant of influence and authority. It only remained for 
Charles to make a series of concessions. He transferred the 
control over judicial and political appointments to the parlia-
ment, created Argyll a marquess (1640 with a pension of &coo a 
year, and returned home, having in Clarendon's words " made a 
perfect deed of gift of that kingdom." Meanwhile the king's 
policy of peace and concession bad, as usual, been rudely and 
treacherously interrupted by a resort to force, an unsuccessful 
attempt, known as the "incident," being made to kidnap 
Argyll, Hamilton and Lanark. Argyll was mainly instrumental 
at this crisis in keeping the national party faithful to what was 
to him evidently the common cause, and in accomplishing the 
alliance with the Long Parliament in :643. In January 1644 he 
accompanied the Scottish army into England as a member of the 
committee of both kingdoms and in command of a troop of horse, 
but was soon in March compelled to return to suppress royalist 
movements in the north and to defend his own territories. He 
compelled Mostly to retreat in April, and in July advanced to 
meet the Irish troops now landed in Argyllshire, which were 
acting in conjunction with Montrose, who had put himself at the 
bee The date of 498, previously accepted, is shown by Willeovk to 

 intortset. 
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had of the royalist forces in Scotland. A campaign followed in 
the north In which neither general succeeded in obtaining any 
advantage over the other, or even in engaging battle. Argyll 
then returned to Edinburgh, threw up his commission, and 
retired to Inveraray Castle. Thither Montrose unexpectedly 
followed him in December, compelled him to flee to Roseneath, 
and devastated his territories. On the and of February 1645, 
when following Montrose northwards, Argyll was surprised by 
him at Inverlochy and witnessed from his barge on the lake, to 
which he bad retired owing to a dislocated arm, a fearful slaughter 
of his troops, which included soo of the Campbells. He arrived 
at Edinburgh on the lath of February and was again present 
at Montrose's further great victory on the 15th of August at 
Rilsyth, whence he escaped to Newcastle. Argyll was at last 
delivered from his formidable antagonist by Montrose's final 
defeat at Philiphaugh on the x nth of September. In 1646 he was 
sent to negotiate with the king at Newcastle after his surrender 
to the Scottish army, when he endeavoured to moderate the 
demands of the parliament and at the same time to persuade the 
king to accept them. On the 7th of July 1646 he was appointed 
a member of the Assembly of Divines. 

Up to this point the statesmanship of Argyll had been highly 
successful. The national liberties and religion of Scotland bad 
been defended and guaranteed, and the power of the king in 
Scotland reduced to a mere shadow. In addition, these privi-
leges had been still further secured by the alliance with 
the English opposition, and by the subsequent triumph of the 
parliament and Presbyterianism in the neighbouring kingdom. 
The sovereign himself, after vainly contending in arms, was a 
prisoner in their midst. But Argyll's influence could not survive 
the rupture of the alliance between the two nations on which his 
whole policy was constructed. He opposed in vain the secret 
treaty now concluded between the king and the Scots against the 
parliament, and while Hamilton marched into England and was 
defeated by Cromwell at Preston, Argyll, after a narrow escape 
from a surprise at Stirling, joined the Whigganaores, a body of 
Covenanters at Edinburgh; and, supported by Loudon, Leven 
and Leslie, he established a new government, which welcomed 
Cromwell on his arrival there on the 4th of October. This alliance, 
however, was at once destroyed by the execution of Charles I., 
which excited universal horror in Scotland. In the series of 
tangled incidents which followed, Argyll lost control of the 
national policy. He describes himself at this period as " a 
distracted man . . . in a distracted time " whose " remedies 
. . . bad the quite contrary operation." He supported the 
invitation from the Covenanters to Charles II. to land in Scotland, 
gazed upon the captured Montrose, bound on a cart on his way to 
execution at Edinburgh, and subsequently, when Charles IL 
came to Scotland, having signed the Covenant and repudiated 
Montrose, Argyll remained at the head of the administration. 
After the defeat of Dunbar, Charles retained bis support by the 
promise of a dukedom and the Garter, and an attempt was made 
by Argyll to marry the king to his daughter. On the at of 
January ids he placed the sown on Charles's head at Scone. 
But his power had now passed to the Hamilton party. He 
strongly opposed, but was unable to prevent, the expedition into 
England, and in the subsequent reduction of Scotland, after 
having held out in Inveraray Castle for nearly a year, was at last 
surprised in August rftsa and submitted to the Commonwealth. 
His ruin was then complete. Ills policy had failed, his power had 
vanished. In his estate he was hopelessly in debt, and on terms 
of such violent hostility with his eldest son as to be obliged to 
demand a garrison in his house for his protection. During his 
visit to Monk at Dalkeith in 1654 to complain of this, he was 
subjected to much personal insult from his creditors, and on 
visiting London in September 1655 to obtain money due to him 
from the Scottish parliament, he was arrested for debt, though 
soon liberated. In Richard Cromwell's parliament of 1659 
Argyll sat as member for Aberdeenshire. At the Restoration he 
presented himself at Whitehall, but was at once arrested by order 
of Charles and placed in the Tower (166o), being sent to Edinburgh 
to stand his trial for high treason. He was acquitted of com- 

plicity in the death of Chitties L, and his escape from the whole 
charge seemed imminent, but the arrival of a packet of letters 
written by Argyll to Monk showed conclusively his collaboration 
with Cromwell's government, particularly in the suppression 
of Glencairn's royalist rising in 1652. He was immediately 
sentenced to death, his execution by beheading taking place on 
the 27th of May 1661, before even the death warrant had been 
signed by the king. His head was placed on the same spare 
upon the west end of the Tolbooth on which that of Montrose 
had previously been exposed, and his body was buried at the 
Holy Loch, where the head was also deposited in 1664. A 
monument was erected to his memory in St Giles's church in 
Edinburgh in 1895- 

While imprisoned in the Tower he wrote Insfrudioots to a 
Son (166x; • reprinted in 1689 and 1743). Some of his speeches, 
including the one delivered on the scaffold, were published 
and are printed in the Horleiaot Misceilaxy. He married Lady 
Margaret Douglas, daughter of William, 2nd earl of Morton, and 
had two sons and four daughters. 

See also the Life and Times of Archslall Marquis tf Argyll (1,11). 
by John Willcock, who prints for the first time the six incriminating 
letters to Monk: Eng. Hist. Review, xvili. 369 and 624: Scottish 
History Society VOL XVi. 4894) Charles II. dad Scoesad Myo, 
ed. by S. R. dardiner, and vol. wrilL ( 1895): Mahn of Swami. 
by A. Lang, vol. iii. (1904)• 

ARCHIBALD CAXPRELL, 9th earl of Argyll (z629-2685), eldest 
son of the 8th earl, studied abroad, and at the age of thirteen 
was appointed captain in the Scottish regiment serving in 
France under his uncle the earl of Irvine. He returned home 
at the dose of 1649, and was made captain of Charles IL's life 
guards on the king's arrival in Scotland in 1650. lie declared 
himself a royalist in opposition to his father, with the view, as 
some said, of securing the family estates in any event. He 
fought at Dunbar on the 3rd of September z65o, and after the 
battle of Worcester joined Glencairn in the Highlands. Bitter 
disputes arose, and on the and of January 1654 Lorne, quitting 
his troops, fled to avoid arrest. In z655 he submitted to Monk: 
He appears, however, to have maintained communications with 
Charles, and on his refusal to take the oath renouncing allegiance 
to the Stuarts in 1657 he was imprisoned, remaining in confine-
ment probably till a abort time before the Restoration. He 
was then well received at court by Charles IL After the execu-
tion of his father, he endeavoured to obtain the restitution of his 
forfeited estates and title, but having incautiously attacked 
certain members of the government in letters which were made 
public, be was indicted at Edinburgh on the capital charge of 
' leasing-making " and was sentenced to death on the 26th of 

August. He remained a prisoner in Edinburgh Castle till the 
4th of June 1663, when the sentence was cancelled and he was 
re-created earl and restored to his estates. He disapproved 
of the severities practised upon the Covenanters in the west, 
and in 5671 pleaded for milder methods. His staunch Protest-
antism rendered him exceedingly obnoxious to James, duke of 
York, who in x68o arrived as high commissioner in Scotland 
and at once expressed his jealousy of Argyll's immense terri-
torial influence. Argyll moved the re-enactment of "all the acts 
against popery " omitted on James's account, and opposed the 
exemption of the royal family from the test, though allowing 
it in the case of James. In signing the test himself, in its final 
form both ambiguous and self-contradictory, he made the 
reservation "so far as consistent with itself and the Protestant 
faith," and declined to engage himself not to promote any altera-
tion of advantage in church or state. On his refusal to record 
his oath in writing and to sign it, he was dismissed from the 
Scottish privy council, and on the gth of November 16131 was 
accused of treason, a charge which Halifax declared openly in 
England "they would not hang a dog upon." A trial followed, 
a scandalous exhibition of illegality and injustice, at the close 
of which Argyll was sentenced to death and to the forfeiture of 
his estates. Shortly afterwards, through the instrumentality 
of his step-daughter, Sophia Lindsay, he succeeded in making 
his escape, and after some adventures retired to Holland. His 
subsequent..movernents are uncertain, but he appears to have 
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again visited London, and was in Correspondence with the Rye 
House plotters and proposing to had a rebellion in Scotland 
in 1683. In i682 he joined the conspiracy in Holland to set 
Monmouth on the throne instead of James IL, arriving in Orkney 
on the 6th of May and making his way to his own country. But 
his clansmen refused to join him, and whatever small chances of 
success remained were destroyed by constant and paralysing 
disputes. His ships and ammunition were captured, and after 
some aimless wanderings he found himself deserted, with but 
one companion, Major Fullerton. On the a th of June he was 
taken prisoner at Inchinnan and arrived at Edinburgh on the 
aoth, where he was paraded through the streets and put in 
irons in the castle. • James ordered his summary execution on 
the 29th, and it was carried out by beheading on the following 
day, on the old charge of i681. His head was exposed on the 
west side of the Tolbootb, where his father's and Montrose's 
had also been exhibited, his body finding its final place of burial 
at Inveraray. 

By Jsis first wife, Lady Mary Stewart, daughter of the 4th 
earl of Moray (Murray), be had four sons and three daughters. 

See Argyll Papers (I 834); Letters from Archibald, pth Earl of Argyle, 
to the Duke of Lauderdale (1829); Mist. MSS. Comm. vi. Rep. 606; 
Life of Mr Donald Cargile, by P. Walker, po. 45 et seq.; he rd
Part of the Protestant Plot . . . and a Brief Account of the Case o the 
Earl of Argyle 0682); Sir George Mackenzie's Hitt. of Scotl and, 
p. 70; and J. Willcock,A Scats Earl in Coviesanling Times (1908). 

Aactaasto CAMPBELL, 1st duke of Argyll (t1651--1703), was 
the eldest son of the 9th earl. He tried to get his father's 
attainder reversed by seeking the king's favour, but being un-
successful be went over to the Hague and joined William of 
Orange as an active promoter of the revolution of 1688. In 
spite of the attainder, he was admitted in 1689 to the convention 
of the Scottish estates as earl of Argyll, and he was deputed, 
with Sir James Montgomery and Sir John Dalrymple, to present 
the crown to William ILL in its name, and to tender him the 
coronation oath. In x690 an act was passed restoring his title 
and estates, and it was in connexion with the refusal of the 
Macdonalds of Glencoe to join in the submission to him that 
he organized the terrible massacre which has made his name 
notorious. In 1696 he was made a lord of the treasury, and his 
political services were rewarded in 1701 by his being created 
duke of Argyll. • He had two sons by his wife Elizabeth, daughter 
of Sir Lionel Talmash, John (the and duke) and Archibald (the 
3rd duke). 

Joint CAMPBELL, 2nd duke of Argyll and duke of Greenwich 
(1678-1743), was born on the loth of October 1678. He entered 
the army in 094, and in i7o2 was promoted to the command 
of a regiment. On the death of his father in 1703, he was ap-
pointed a member of the privy council, and at the same time 
colonel of the Scotch horse guards, and one of the extraordinary 
lords of session. In return for his services in promoting the 
Union, he was created (1705) a peer of England, by the titles 
of baron of Chatham and earl of Greenwich, and in 17:o was 
made a knight of the Garter. He first distinguished himself 
in a military capacity at the battle of Oudenarde (1708), where 
he served as a brigadier-general; and was afterwards present 
under the duke of Marlborough at the sieges of Lille, Ghent, 
Bruges and Tourney, and did remarkable service at the battle 
of Malplaquet in x709. • He was very popular with the troops, 
and his rivalry with Marlborough on this account is thought to 
have been the cause of the enmity shown by Argyll afterwards 
to his old commander. In 1711 he was sent to take command 
in Spain; but being seized with a violent fever at Barcelona, and 
disappointed of supplies from home, be returned to England. 
Having a seat in the House of Lords, and being gifted with an 
extraordinary power of oratory, he censured the measures of the 
ministry with such freedom that all his places were disposed of 
to other noblemen; but at the accession of George I. he recovered 
his infiueuce. On the breaking out of the rebellion in 1755 he 
was appointed commander-in-chief of the forces in North Britain, 
and was principally instrumental in effecting the total extinc-
tion of the rebellion in Scotland without much bloodshed. He 
arrived in London early la March 170, and at first stood high  

in the favour of the king, but in a few months was stripped of 
his offices. This disgrace, however, did not deter him from the 
discharge of his parliamentary duties; he supported the bill 
for the impeachment of Bishop Atterbury, and lent his aid to 
his countrymen by opposing the bill for punishing the city of 
Edinburgh for the Porteous riot. In the beginning of the year 
i7t9 he was again admitted into favour, appointed lord steward 
of the household, and, in April following, created duke of Green-
wich; he held various offices in succession, and in 1735 was 
made a field marshal. He continued in the administration till 
after the accession of George IL, when, in April 2740, 1 violent 
speech against the government led again to his dismissal from 
office. He was soon restored on a change of the ministry, but 
disapproving the measures of the new administration, and 
apparently disappointed at not being given the command of the 
army, he shortly resigned all his posts, and spent the rest of 
his life in privacy and retirement. • He died on the 4th of 
October 5743. A monument by Roubillac was erected to his 
memory in Westminster Abbey. He was twice married, and 
by his second wife, Jane Warburton, had five daughters; his 
Scottish titles passed to his brother, but his English titles became 
extinct, and though his eldest daughter was created baroness of 
Greenwich in 1767 this title also became extinct on her death 
in 1 794. 

ARCH/BALD CAMPBELL, 3111 duke of Argyll (1682-1761), was 
born at Ham House in Surrey, in June 1682. On his father 
being created a duke, he joined the army, and served for a abort 
time under the duke of Marlborough. In 17os he was appointed 
treasurer of Scotland, and in the following year was one of the 
commissioners for treating of the Union; on the consummation 
of which, having been raised to the peerage of Scotland as earl 
of Islay, he was chosen one of the sixteen peers for Scotland in 
the first parliament of Great Britain. In 2712 be was called to 
the privy council, and commanded the royal army at the battle 
of Sheriffmuir in 1715. He was appointed keeper of the privy 
seal in 1722, and was afterwards entrusted with the principal 
management of Scottish affairs to an extent which caused him 
to be called " king of Scotland." In 1733 he was made keeper 
of the great seal, an office which he held till his death. He 
succeeded to the dukedom in 1743. Both as earl of Islay and as 
duke of Argyll be was prominently connected (with Duncan 
Forbes of Culloden) .with the movement for consolidating 
Scottish loyalty by the formation of locally recruited highland 
regiments. The duke was eminent not only for his political 
abilities, but also for his literary accomplishments, and he 
collected fine of the most valuable private libraries in Great 
Britain. He died suddenly on the 25th of April 1761. He was 
married but had no legitimate issue, and his English property 
was left to a Mrs Williams, by whom he bad a son, William 
Campbell. 

The succession now passed to the descendants of the younger 
son of the 9th earl, the Campbells of Mamore; the 4th duke died 
is 1770, and was succeeded by his son JOHN, the 5th duke (1723-
1806). He was a soldier who bad fought at Dettingen and 
Culloden, and became colonel of the 42nd regiment (Black 
Watch), and eventually a field marshal. He sat in the House 
of Commons for Glasgow from 1744 to 1761, when on his father's 
succession to the dukedom he became legally disqualified, as 
courtesy marquess of Lome, for a Scottish constituency; he could 
sit, however, for an English one, and was returned for Dover, 
which he represented t71 i766, when he was created an English 
peer as Baron Sundridge, the title by which till 1892 the dukes 
of Argyll sat in the House of Lords. The 5th duke was an 
active landlord, and was the first president of the Highland and 
Agricultural Society. In 1739 he had married the widowed 
duchess of Hamilton (the beautiful Elizabeth Gunning), by whom 
he had two sons and two daughters. The eldest of his sons, 
GEORGE (d. 1841), became 6th duke, and on his death was 
succeeded as 7th duke by his brother Jose (1777-1847); who 
from 1799-1822 sat in parliament as member for Argyllshire. 
He was thrice married, and by his second wife, Joan Giessen 
(d. 1828), bad two sons, the eldest of whom (b. 1821) died 
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in 1837, and two daughters, the second of whom died In 
infancy. 

GEORGE JOHN DOUGLAS CAMPBELL, 8th duke (1823-1900), 
the second son of the 7th duke, was born on thi3oth of April 
5823, and succeeded his father in April 1847. He had already 
obtained notice as a writer of pamphlets on the disruption of the 
Church of Scotland, which he strove to avert, and he rapidly 
became prominent on the Liberal side in parliamentary politics. 
He was a frequent and eloquent speaker in the House of Lords, 
and sat as lord privy seal (1852) and postmaster-general (1855) 
in the cabinets of Lord Aberdeen and Lord Palmerston. In 
Mr Gladstone's cabinet of 1868 he was secretary of state for 
India, and somewhat infelicitously signalized his term of office 
by his refusal, against the advice of the Indian government, 
to promise the emir of Afghanistan support against Russian 
aggression, a course which threw that ruler into the arms of 
Russia and was followed by the second Afghan War. His 
eminence alike as a great Scottish noble, and as a British states-
man, was accentuated in 1871 when his son, the marquess of 
Lorne, married Princess Louise, the fourth daughter of Queen 
Victoria; but in the political world few memorable acts on his 
part call for record except his resignation of the office of lord 
privy seal, which he held in Me Gladstone's administration of 
1880, from his inability to assent to the Irish land legislation 
of 1881. He opposed the Home Rule Bill with equal vigour, 
though Mr Gladstone subsequently stated that, among all the 
old colleagues who dissented from his course, the duke was the 
only one whose personal relations with him remained entirely 
unchanged. Detached from party, the duke took an independent 
position, and for many years spoke his mind with great freedom 
in letters to The Times on public questions, especially such as 
concerned the rights or interests of landowners. • He was no less 
active on scientific questions in their relation to religion, which 
he earnestly strove to reconcile with the progress of discovery. 
With this aim he published The Reign of Law (1866), Primeval 
Non (1869), The Unity of Nature (1884), Tke Unseen Pound°. 
tionr pf Society (1893), and other essays. He also wrote on the 
Eastern question, with especial reference to India, the history 
and antiquities of Iona, patronage in the Church of Scotland, and 
many other subjects. The duke (to whose Scottish title was added 
a dukedem of the United Kingdom in 1894 died on the 24th of 
April moo. He was thrice married: first (1844) to a daughter 
of the second duke of Sutherland (d. 1878); secondly (i881) to 
a daughter of Bishop Claughton of St Albans (d. 1894); and 
thirdly (r895) to Ina Erskine M'Neill. Few men of the duke's 
era displayed more versatility of intellect, and he was remarkable 
among the men of his time for his lofty eloquence. 

He was succeeded as 9th duke by his eldest son JOHN DOVGLA.9 
SUTHERLAND CAMPBELL (1845— ), whose marriage in 1871 
to H.R.H. Princess Louise gave him a special prominence in 
English public life. He was governor-general of Canada from 
1878 to 1883; member of parliament for South Manchester, in 
the Unionist interest, 5895 to rnoo; and he also became known 
as a writer both in prose and verse. In 1907 he published his 
reminiscences, Pages from tke Past. 

See the Autokovaphy and Memoirs of the 8th duke, edited by 
his widow (1906), which is full of interesting historical and personal 
detail.. (P. C. Y.; H. Cu.) 

ARGYLLSHIRE, a county on the west coast of Scotland, the 
second largest in the country, embracing a large tract of country 
on the mainland and a number of the Hebrides or Western Isles. 
The mainland portion is bounded N. by Inverness-shire; E. by 
Perth and Dumbarton, Loch Long and the Firth of Clyde; 
S. by the North Channel (Irish Sea); and W. by the Atlantic. 
Its area is 1,990,471 acres or 3110 sq. m. The principal districts 
are Ardnamurchan on the Atlantic, Ardnamurchan Point being 
the most westerly headland of Scotland; Morven or Morvern, 
bounded by Loch Sunart, the Sound of Mull and Loch Linnhe; 
Appin, on Loch Linnhe, with piers at Ballachulish and Port 
Appin; Benderloch, lying between Loch Cretan and Loch Etive; 
Larne, surrounding Loch Etive and giving the title of marquess 
to the Campbells; Argyll, in the middle of the shire, containing 

Invemmy Castle and furnishing the titles of earl and duke to 
the Campbells; Cowall, between Loch Fyne and the Firth of 
Clyde, in which lie Dunoon and other favourite holiday resorts; 
Knapdale between the Sound of Jura and Loch Fyne; and 
Kintyre or Cantyre, a long narrow peninsula (which, at the 
isthmus of Tarbert, is little more than 1 m. wide), the southern-
most point of which is known as the Mull, the nearest part of 
Scotland to the coast of Ireland, only 13 m. distant. 

There are no navigable rivers. The two principal mountain 
streams are the Orchy and Awe. The Orchy flows from Loch 
Tulle through Glen Orchy, and falls into the north-eastern end 
of Loch Awe; and the Awe drains the loch at its north-western 
extremity, discharging into Loch Etive. Among otherstreams 
are the Add, Amy, Coe or Cons, Creran, Douglas, Eachaig, Etive, 
Euchar, Feochan, Finart, Fyne, Kingless, Nell, Ruel, Shiel, 
Shim, Strae and Uisge-Dhu. • The county is remarkable for the 
numerous sea-lochs which deeply indent the coast, the principal 
being Loch Long (with its branches Loch Goil and the Holy 
Loch), Loch Striven (Rothesay's " weather glass "), Loch 
Ridden, Loch Fyne (with Loch Gilp and Loch Gair), Lochs 
Tarbert, Killisport, Swin, Crinan, Craignish, Melfort, Feochan, 
Etive, Linnhe (with its branches Loch Creran, Loch Leven and 
Loch Eil) and Sunart. • There are also a large number of inland 
lakes, the total area of which is about 25,000 acres. Of these the 
principal are Lochs Awe, Avich, Eck, Lydoch and Shiel. The 
principal islands are Mull, Islay, Jura, Colonsay, Lis' more, Tyree, 
Coll, Gigha, Luing and Kcrrera. • Besides these there are the two 
small but interesting islands of Staffs and Iona. The mountains 
are so many as to give the shire a markedly rugged character. 
Some of them are among the loftiest in the kingdom, as Ben 
Cruachan with its summit of twin pyramids (3689 ft.), Ben More, 
in Mull (3172), Ben line (3318), Buachaille Etive (3345),  Ben 
Bui (3106), Ben Lui (or Loy), on the confines of the shires of 
Perth and Argyll (37o8), Ben Starav near the head of Loch Etive 
(3W), and Ben Arthur, called from its shape " The Cobbler " 
(2891), on the borders of Dumbartonshire. There are many 
picturesque glens, of which the best-known are Glen Amy, Glen 
Croe, Glen Etive, Glendaruel, Glen Lochy (" the wearisome glen" 
—some to m. of bare hills and boulders—between Tyndrum and 
Dalmally),Glen Strae,Hell's Glen (off Loch Goil) and Glencoe, the 
scene of the massacre in 1692. The waterfalls of Cruachan are 
beautiful; and those of Connel, which are more in the nature of 
rapids, caused by the rush of the ebbing tide over the rocky bar 
at the narrowing mouth of Loch Etive, have been made cele-
brated by Ossian, who called them " the Falls of Lora." In 
several of the glens, as Glen Amy, small falls may be seen, 
enhanced in beauty when the rivers are in flood. Pre-eminently 
Argyll is the shire of the sportsman. The lovely•Western Isles 
provide endless enjoyment for the yachtsman; the lochs and 
rivers abound with salmon and trout; the deer forests and 
grouse moors are second to none in Scotland. 

Geology.—The mainland portion of the county consists chiefly of 
the metamorphic rocks of the Eastern Highlands, nearly all the sub-
divisions of that series (sec SCOTLAND: Geology) being represented. 
They form parallel belts of varying width trending north-cast and 
south-west. The slates and phyllites referred to the lowest group 
occur along the shore at Dunoon, and arc followed by the EJeinn 
Bheula grits and albite schists, forming nearly all the highest ground 
in Cowall between Loch Fyne and the Firth of Clyde and the greater 
wart of Kintyre. The green beds, Glensluan mica•schists and Loch 
Tay limestones are developed in Glendaruel, and have been traced 
north-east to Glen Fyne and at interva Is sou t h., to Campbeltown. 
The next prominent zone is that of the Ardrisii.iigphyllites, with 
quartzites in the lower portion and soft phyllites in the upper part, 
which cover a belt from 3 to 6 m. across, stretching from Glen Shim 
by I nveraray and Ardrishaig to south Knapdale. 

Next in order come the Easdale slates, phylliten with thin dark 
limestone, the main limestone of Loch Awe and the pebbly quartzite 
(Schiehallion), which are repeated by innumerable folds and spread 
northwards to Loch Linnhe and westwards to Jura and Islay The 
slates of this horizon have been largely quarried at Easdale and 
Ballachulish, and this main limestone is typically developed near 
Loch Awe, near Kilmartin, on the islands of Lismore and Shuns, 
and in Islay between Bridgend and Portaskaig. The quartzites col 
this series form the highest hills in the south of Islay, occupy nearly 
the whole of Jura, and are continued in the mainland, who's, by 
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means of the rapid isoclinal folding, they form lenticular masses. In 
Islay and at various localit(ft on the mainland a conglomerate 
occurs at or near the base of the quartzites, which contains frag-
ments of the underlying rocks and boulders of granite not now found 
in place in that region. 

On the mainland, on the north side of the compound synclinal 
folding of Loch Awe, the Ardrishaig phyllites reappear at Craignish 
near Kilmartin, and the quartzites of this group are supposed to 
come to the surface again in Glencoe, not far fromthe outcrop el the 
Schiehallion quartzite. 

The metamorphic rocks are associated with bands of epidiorite 
which have shared in the folding and metamorphism of the region. 
These are largely developed near Loch Awe, in Knapdale, and on the 
south-east coast of Islay. They have been usually regarded as 
intrusive, but south of Tayvallich on the mainland, lavas and tuffs, 
which have escaped deformation, occur in the Easdale slates and the 
pebbly limestone. 

The Lower Old Red Sandstone, chiefly composed of volcanic 
rocks—lavas and tuffs—rests unconformably on the mctamorphi 
series. These rocks cover a wide area in Lorne between Loch 

Oban and the Pass of Brander, and they reappear in the 
lofty mountains on both sides of Glencoe. Representatives of this 
formation are found in Kintyre, south of Campbeltown, where the 
sediments prevail. The intrusive igneous rocks belonging to this 
period are widely distributed and form conspicuous features. The 
plutonic masses are represented by the granite of Ben Cruachan, by 
the diorite of Gleann Domhainn, and by the kentallenite (a basic 
rock related to the monzonites), near Ballachulish. Throughout the 
Lorne volcanic plateau there are numerous dykes of porphyrite 
which likewise traverse the schist' and part of the Ben Cruachan 
granite Sheets of quarts-porphyry, lamprophyre and diorite are 
also represented, the first of these types being quarried at Crarae on 
the north shore of Loch Fyne. 

The Upper Old Red Sandstone forms isolated patches resting 
unconformably on all older rocks, on the west coast of Kintyre, 
and between Campbeltown and Southend. In the district of 
Campbeltown these red sandstones and cornstones are followed by 
the volcanic rocks of the Calciferous Sandstone series, which lie 
to the south of the depression at Machrihanish, and are succeeded 
by the lower limestones and coals of the Carboniferous Limestone 

OnOn the north and south shores of the promontory of Ardnamurchan 
there are small patches of Jurassic strata ranging from the Lower 
Lias to the Oxford Clay, and in Morvern on the shores of Loch Aline 
representatives of the Upper Greenland are covered by the basaltic 
lavas of Tertiary age. The acid and basic plutonic rocks (gabbros 
and 
striking geological feature of the county is the number of dolerite 
and basalt dykes trending in a north-west direction, which are 
referred to the same period of intrusion. There is, however, another 
group of dolerite dykes running east and west near Dunoon and 
elsewhere, which are cut by the former and are probably of older 
date. 

Lead veins occur at Strontian which have yielded a number of 
minerals, including sphalerite, fluorite, stremtianite, harmotone, 
brewsterite and pilolite. Near Inveraray, nickeliferous ore has been 
obtained at two localities. 

Clinsak.—The rainfall is very abundant. At Oban, the 
average annual amount is 64.18 in.; in Glen Fyne, 1o4•1t in.; 
at the bridge of Orchy, 113.62 in., and at Upper Glencoe 127.65. 
The prevailing winds, as observed near Crinan, are south-west 
and south-east, and next in frequency are the north-west and 
north-east. The average yearly temperature is 48° F. 

A viculture.—Argyllshire was formerly partly covered with 
natural forests, remains of which, consisting chiefly of oak, ash, 
pine and birch, are still visible in the mosses; but, owing to 
the clearance of the ground for the introduction of sheep, and 
to past neglect of planting, the county is now remarkable for 
Its lack of wood, except in the neighbourhood of Inveraray, 
where there are extensive and flourishing plantations, and a few 
other places. Replanting, however, has been carried on. Most 
of the county Is unfitted for agriculture; but 'many districts 
afford fine pasturage for mountain sheep; and some of the 
valleys, such as Glendaruel, are very fertile. The chief crop 
is oats; there is a little barley, but no wheat. The shire is one 
of those where the crafting system exists, but It is by no means 
universal. It is predominant in Tyree and the western district 
of the mainland, but elsewhere farms of moderate size are the 
rule. The cattle, though small, are equal to any other breed 
In the kingdom, and are marketed in large numbers in the south. 
Dairy farming is carried on to some extent in the southern parts 
of Kintyre, where there is a large proportion of arable land. 
In the higher tracts sheep have taken the place of cattle with  

excellent results. The black-faced is the species moat generally 
reared. 

Induseries.—Whisky is manufactured at Campbeltown, in 
Islay, at Oban, Ardrishaig and elsewhere. Gunpowder is made 
at Karnes (Kyles of Bute), Melfort and Furnace. Coarse woollens 
are made for home use; but fishing is the most important 
industry, Loch Fyne being famous , for its herrings. The season 
lasts from June to January, but white fishing is carried on at 
one or other of the ports all the year round. Slate and granite 
quarrying and some coal-mining are the only other industries 
of any consequence. 

Comsatunicalions.—Owing partly to the paucity of trading 
industries and partly to the fact that, owing to its greatly 
indented coast-line, no place in the shire is more than is m. 
from the sea, the railway mileage in the county is very small. 
The Tyndrum to Oban section of the Caledonian railway com-
pany's system is within the county limits; a small portion of 
the track of the North British railway company's line to Mallaig 
skirts the extreme west of the shire, and the Caledonian line 
from Oban to Ballachulish serves the northern coast districts of 
the Argyllshire mainland. In connexion with this last route 
mention should be made of the cantilever bridge crossing the 
Falls of Lora with a span of Soo ft. at a height of ias ft. above 
the water-way. The chief means of communication is by 
steamers, which maintain regular intercourse between Glasgow 
and various parts of the coast. In order to avoid the circuitous 
passage round the Mull of Kintyre the Crinan Canal, across the 
isthmus from Ardrishaig to Loch Crinan, a distance of o m., 
was constructed in 1793-18o1, at a cost of £142,000. It has 
IS locks, an average depth of to ft., a surface width of 66 ft., and 
bottom width of 30 ft., is navigable by vessels of 200 tons, and 
runs through a district of remarkable beauty. • Another canal 
unites Campbeltown with Dalavaddy. In summer the mails 
for the islands and the great bulk of the tourist traffic by the 
MacBrayne fleet is conveyed through the Crinan Canal, tran-
shipment being effected at Ardrishaig and Crinan. Throughout 
the year goods traffic between the Clyde and elsewhere and the 
West Highland ports is conveyed by deep-sea steamers round 
the Mull. Before the advent of railways the shire contained 
many famous coaching routes, but now coaches only run during 
the tourist season, either in connexion with train and steamer, 
or in districts still not served by either. 

Population and Gavernmcnt.—Owing to emigration, chiefly 
to Canada, the population has declined, almost without k 
break, since 1831, when it was 100,973, to 74,085 in tilat and 
73,643 in wet, in which year there were 24 persons to the 
sq. m.. In tour the number of Gaelic-speaking persons was 
34,224, of whom 3313 spoke Gaelic bnly. The chief towns are 
Campbeltown (population in sem, 8286), Dunoon (6779) and 
Oban (5427), with Ardrishaig (1285), Ballachulish (1143), 
Lochgilphead (t313) and Tarbert (1697). The county returns 
a member to parliament. Inveraray, Campbeltown and Oban 
belong to the Ayr district group of parliamentary burghs. 
Argyllshire is a sheriffdom, and there are resident sheriffs-
substitute at Inveraray, Campbeltown and Oban; courts are 
held also at Tobermory, Lochgilphead, Bowmore in Islay, 
and Dunoon. Both Presbyterian bodies are strongly repre-
sented; there are Roman Catholic and (Anglican) Episcopal 
bishops of Argyll and the Isles, and there is a Roman Catholic 
pro-cathedral at Oban. Campbeltown, Dunoon and Oban have 
secondary schools, Tarbert public school has a secondary de-
partment, and several other schools earn grants for giving 
higher education. Part of the " residue " grant is spent by the 
county council on classes of navigation and other subjects in 
various schools, short courses in agriculture for farmers, and 
in providing bursaries. 

History.—The early history of Argyll (Airergaidheal) is very 
obscure. At the close of the sth century Fergus, son of Erc, 
a descendant of Conor IL, airdrigh or high king of Ireland, came 
over with a band of Irish Scots and established himself in Argyll 
and Kintyre. Nothing more is known till, in the days of Conan I., 
the descendant of Fergus in the fourth generation, St Columba 
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appears. Conan died in 574, and Columba was mainly instru-
mental in establishing his first cousin, Aidan, founder of the 
Dalriad kingdom and ancestor of the royal house of Scotland, 
in power. In the 8th century Argyll, with the Western Islands 
and Man, fell under the power of the Norsemen until, in the 
12th century, Somerled (or Somhairle), a descendant of Colla-
Uais, airdrigh of Ireland (327-331), succeeded in ousting them 
and established his authority, not only as thane of Argyll, but 
also in Kintyre and the Western Islands. Somerled died in 
1164 and his descendants maintained themselves in Argyll 
and the islands, between the conflicting claims of the kings 
of Scotland, Norway and Man, until the end of the 15th 
century. 

Up to 1222 Argyll had formed an independent Celtic prince-
dom; but in that year it was reduced by Alexander II., the 
Scottish king, to a sheriffdom, and was henceforth regarded 
as an integral part of Scotland. • Among the various clans 
in Argyll, the Campbells of Loch Awe, a branch of the clan 
McArthur, now began to come to the fore, though the mainland 
was still chiefly in the possession of the MacDougals. The 
position of the lords of the house of Somerled was now curious, 
since they were feudatories of the king of Norway for the isles 
and of the king of Scotland for Argyll. Their policy in the wars 
between the two powers was a masterly neutrality. Thus, 
during the expedition of Alexander II. to the Western Isles in 
1249, Ewan (Eoghan), lord of Argyll, refused to fight against the 
Norviegians; in 2263 the same Ewan refused to join Haakon 
of Norway in attacking Alexander IIL Forty years later the 
clansmen of Argyll, mainly MacDougals, were warring on the 
Aide of Edward of England against Robert Bruce, by whom they 
were badly beaten on Loch Awe in 13o9. The clansmen of the 
house of Somerled in the isles, on the other hand, the MacDonald s, 
remained loyal to Scotland in spite of the persuasions of John 
of Argyll, appointed admiral of Edward IL's western fleet; 
and, under their chief Angus Og, they contributed much to the 
victory of Bannockburn. The alliance of John, earl of Ross and 
lord of the Isles, with Edward IV. of England in 1462 led to 
the breaking of the power of the house of Somerled, and in 1478 
John was forced to resign Ross to the crown and, two years later, 
his lordships of Knapdale and Kintyre as welL In Argyll itself 
the Campbells had already made the first step to supremacy 
through the marriage of Colin, grandson of Sir Duncan Campbell 
of Lochow, first Lord Campbell, with Isabel Stewart, eldest 
of the three co-heiresses of John, third lord of Lorne. • He 
acquired the greater part of the lands of the other sisters by 
purchase, and the lordship of Lorne from Walter their uncle, the 
heir in tail male, by an exchange for lands in Perthshire. In 
1457 he was created, by James IL, earl of Argyll. • He died on 
the loth of May 1493. From him data the greatness of the house 
of the earls and dukes of Argyll (q.v.), whose history belongs to 
that of Scotland. The house of Somerled survives in two main 
branches—that of Macdonald of the Isles, Alexander Macdonald 
(d. 1795) having been raised to the peerage in 1776, and that 
of the Macdonnells, earls of Antrim in Ireland. • The principal 
clans in Argyll, besides those already mentioned, were the 
Macleans, the Stewarts of Appin, the Macquarries and the 
Macdonalds of Glencoe, and the Macfarlanes of Glencroe. The 
Campbells are still very numerous in the county. 

Argyllshire men have made few contributions to English 
literature. For long the natives spoke Gaelic only and their 
bards sang in Gaelic (see CELT: Literature: Scottish). Near 
Inistrynich on the north-eastern shore of Loch Awe stands the 
monumental cairn erected In honour of Duncan Ban McIntyre 
(1724-1812), the most popular of modern Gaelic bards. But 
the romantic beauty of the country has made it a favourite 
setting for the themes of many poets and story-tellers, from 
" Ossian " and Sir Walter Scott to Robert Louis Stevenson, 
while not a few men distinguished in affairs or in learning have 
been natives of the county. 

The antiquities comprise monoliths, circles of standing stones, 
grannogs and cairns. In almost all the burying-grounds--as 
at Campbeltown, Kell, Soroby, Kilchousland, Kfimun—there  

are specimens of sculptured crosses and slabs. Besides the 
famous ecclesiastical remains at Iona (q.v.), there are ruins 
of a Cistercian priory in Oronsay, and of a church founded 
in the 12th century by Somerled, thane of Argyll, at Saddell. 
Among castles may be mentioned Dunstaffnage, Ardtornish, 
Skipness, Kilchum (beloved of painters), Ardchonnel, Punolly, 
Stalker, Dundemw and Carrick. 

AUTIIORITIES.—The (Eighth) Duke of Argyll, Commercial Prin-
ciples Applied to the Hire of Land (London, 1877); Crofts and Farms 
in the Hebrides (Edinburgh, 1883); lona (Edinburgh, 1889); Scot-
land as it Was and Is (Edinburgh, 1887); House of Argyll (Glasgow. 
1871); A. Brown, Memorials of Argyllshire (Greenock, 1889); 
Harvie-Brown and Buckley, Vertebrate Fauna of Argyll and the 
Inner Hebrides (Edinburgh, 1892); D. Clerk. "On the Agriculture 
of the County of Argyll ' (Trans. of H. and A. Soc., 1878); T. Gray, 
Week at Oban (Edinburgh, 1881); Stewart, Collection of Views of 
Compbellown. For antiquities see The Sculptured Stones of Scotland, 
vol. ii., published by the Spalding Club, and Capt. T. P. White's 
Arrh,leol,^fral Sketches in Kintyre and Proc. Antiq. Soc. of Scotland, 

AROYRODITE, a mineral which is of interest as being that 
in which the element germanium was discovered by C. Winkler 
in i886. It is a silver sulpho-germanate, AgiGeS., and crystal-
lizes in the cubic system. The crystals have the form of the 
octahedron or rhombic dodecahedron, and are frequently 
twinned. The botryoidal crusts of small indistinct crystals 
first found in a silver mine at Freiberg in Saxony were originally 
thought to be monoclinic, but were afterwards proved to be 
identical with the more distinctly developed crystals recently 
found in Bolivia. The colour is iron-black with a purplish tinge, 
and the lustre metallic. There is no cleavage; hardness 2j, 
specific gravity 6-2. • It is of interest to note that the Freiberg 
mineral was long ago imperfectly described by A. Breithaupt 
under the name Plusin gra nit, and that the Bolivian crystals 
were incorrectly described in 1849 as crystallized brongniardite. 
The name argyrodite is from the Greek dryopielms, rich in 
silver. 

Isomorphous with argyrodite is the corresponding tin 
compound Ag,SnS., also found in Bolivia as cubic aystals, 
and known by the name canfieldite. Other Bolivian crystals 
are intermediate in composition between argyrodite and 
canfieldite. (L. J. S.) 

ARGYROKASTRO, or ARGYROCASTRON (Turkish, Ergeri; 
Albanian, Ergir Castri), a town of southern Albania, Turkey, in 
the vilayet of lannina. Pop. (z000) about 1 r,000. Argyrokastro 
is finely situated io6o ft. above sea-level, on the eastern slopes 
of the Acroceraunian mountains, and near the left bank of the 
river Dhrynos, a left-hand tributary of the Viossa. It is the 
capital of a sanjak bearing the same name, and was formerly 
important as the headquarters of the local Moslem aristocracy, 
partly owing to the mountainous and easily defensible nature 
of the district. It contains the ruins of an imposing castellated 
fort • A fine kind of snuff, known as ftdi, is manufactured here. 
Argyrokastro has been variously identified with the ancient 
Hadrianopolis and Antigonea. In the 18th century it is said 
to have contained 20,000 inhabitants, but it was almost de-
populated by plague in 1814. Albanian Moslems constitute the 
greater part of the population. 

ARGYROPULUS, or ARGYROPULO, JOHN (c. 1 4:6-1466). 
Greek humanist, one of the earliest promoters of the revival of 
learning in the West, was born in Constantinople, and became 
a teacher there, Constantine I.ascaris being his pupil. He then 
appears to have crossed over to Italy, and taught in Padua in 
1434, being subsequently made rector of the university. About 
hist he returned to Constantinople, but after its capture by the 
Turks, again took refuge in Italy. About 1456 he was invited to 
Florence by Cosimo de'Medici, and was there appointed professor 
of Greek in the university. In 1471, on the outbreak of the 
plague, he removed to Rome, where he continued to act as 
a teacher of Greek till his death. Among his scholars were 
Angelus Politianus and Johann Reuchlin. His principal works 
were translations of the following portions of Aristotle,— 
Calegoriae, De Interpretation, Analytic° Posteriora, Physic°, Ds 
Cady, De Anima, Metaphysic°, Etkica Nicomackea, Politica; 
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and an &Maio Bakers* Arisloielit. Several of his writings 
exist still in manuscript. 

See Humphrey Hody, De Gniecis Illestribus, 1742. and Smith's 
Dimioaary of Greek and Romans Biography, s.e. Joanna. 

ARIA (Ital. for "air "), a musical term, equivalent to the 
English " air," signifying a melody apart from the harmony, but 
especially a musical composition for a single voice or instrument, 
with an accompaniment of other voices or instruments. 

The aria originally developed from the expansion of a single 
vocal melody, generally on the lines of what is known as binary 
form (see SONATA and SONATA FORMS). Accordingly, while the 
germs of aria form may be traceable in the highest developments 
of folk-song, the aria as a definite art-form could not exist before 
the middle of the 17th century; because up to that time the 
whole organization of music was based upon polyphonic principles 
which left no room for the development of melody for melody's 
sake. When at the beginning of the 17th century the Monodists 
(see HARMONY and MONTZVIRDE) inaugurated a new era and 
showed in their first experiments the enormous possibilities 
latent in their new art of accompanying single voices by instru-
ments, it was natural that for many years the mere suggestiveness 
and variety of their experiments should suffice to retain the 
attention of contemporary listeners, without any real artistic 
coherence in the works as wholes. But, even at the outset, 
mere novelty of harmony, however poignant its emotional 
expression, was felt by the profounder spirits of the new art 
to be an untrustworthy guide to progress. And Monteverde's 
famous lament of the deserted Ariadne is one of many early 
examples that appeal to an elementary sense of form by making 
the last phrase identical with the first. As instrumental music 
grew, and the modern sense of key became strong and consistent, 
composers felt themselves more and more able to appeal to that 
sense of harmonically consistent melody which has asserted 
itself in folk-music before the history of harmonic music may be 
said to have begun. The technique of solo singers grew as 
rapidly as that of solo players, and composers soon found their 
chief musical interest in doing justice to both. In Sir Hubert 
Parry's work, The Music of the ryas Century (Oxford History 
of Music, voL its.), will be found numerous illustrations of the 
early development of aria forms, from their first indications 
in Monteverde's instinctive struggles after coherence, to their 
complete maturity in the works of Alessandro Scarlatti. 

By Scarlatti's time it was thoroughly established that the binary 
form of melody was that which could best be expanded into a 
form which should do justice both to singers and to the players 
who accompanied them. Thus the aria became on a small scale 
the prototype of the Concerto; and under that heading will 
accordingly be found all that need be said as to the relation 
between the instrumental ritornello and the material of the voice 
part in an aria. 

So far we have spoken only of the main body of the aria; 
but the addition of a middle section with a do Capo, which 
constitutes the universal 18th-century da Capo form of aria, 
adds a very simple new principle to the essential scheme without 
really modifying it A typical aria of the Scarlatti or Handelian 
type is a very large melody in binary form, delivered by the 
voice, which expands it with florid perorations before each 
cadence (and sometimes also with florid preludes); while relief 
is given to the voice, further spaciousness to the form, and 
justice dons to the accompaniment, by the addition of an 
instrumental ritornello containing the gist of the melody not only 
at the beginning and end, bat also in suitable shorter forms 
at the principal intermediate cadences in foreign keys. A 
smaller scheme of the same kind in a new group of related keys, 
but generally without much new material, is then appended as 
a middle section after which follows the main section do Cape. 
The result is generally a piece of music of considerable length, 
in a form which cannot fail to be effective and coherent; and 
there is little cause for wonder in the extent to which it dominated 
18th-century music. It was not, however, invariable. In the 
Carolina we find a form too small for the da Capo; and in 
the oratorios of Handel and the choral works of Bach we find  

a majority of arias in a larger form which evades the possibility 
of exact repetition. 

The aria forms are profoundly influenced by the difference 
between the Sonata style and the style of Bach and Handel. 
But the scale of the form is inevitably small, and in any opera 
an aria is hardly possible except in a situation which is a tableau 
rather than an action. Consequently there is no such difference 
between the form of the classical operatic aria of Mozart and that 
of the Handelian type as there is between sonata music and 
suite music. The scale, however, has become too large for the 
da Capo, which was in any case too rigid to survive in music 
designed to intensify a dramatic situation instead of to distract 
attention from it. The necessary change of style was so success-
fully achieved that, until Wagner succeeded in devising music 
that moved absolutely pari passe with his drama, the aria 
remained as the central formal principle in dramatic music; 
and few things in artistic evolution are more interesting than 
the extent to which Mozart's predecessor, the great dramatic 
reformer Gluck, profited by the essential resources of his pet 
aversion, the aria style, when he bad not only purged it of what 
had become the stereotyped ideas of ritornellos and vocal 
flourishes, but animated it by the new sense of dramatic climax 
to which the sonata style appealed. 

In modem opera the aria is almost always out of place, and 
the forms in which definite melodies nowadays appear are rather 
those of the song in its limited sense as that of a poem in formal 
stanzas all set to the same music. In other words, a song in a 
modern opera tends to be something which would be sung even 
if the drama had to be performed as a play without music; 
whereas a classical aria would in non-musical drama be a soliloquy. 
This can be shown by works at such opposite poles of musical 
and dramatic technique as Bizet's Carmen and the later works 
of Wagner. In Carmen the librettist has so managed that, if 
his work were performed as a play, almost the whole of it would 
have to be sung; and the one exception of musical importance 
is the developed soliloquy of Micadla in the third act, which, 
although treated in no old-fashioned or commonplace spirit by the 
composer, is the one thing in the opera which sounds " operatic." 

In the later works of Wagner those passages in which we can 
successfully detach complete melodies from their context have, 
one and all, dramatically the aspect of songs and not of soli-
loquies. Siegmund sings the song of Spring to his sister-bride; 
Mime teaches Siegfried lessons of gratitude in nursery rhymes; 
and the whole story of the Meistersinger is a series of opportunities 
for song-singing. 

The distinctions and gradations between aria and song are 
of great aesthetic importance, but their history would carry 
us too far. The distinction is obviously of the same import-
ance as that between dramatic and lyric poetry. Beethoven's 
Adeiatde is a famous example of what is called a song when it is 
really entirely in aria style; while the operas of Mozart and 
Weber naturally contain in appropriate situations many numbers 
which really are songs. The composers themselves generally give 
appropriate names. Thus Mozart, in Figaro, calls " Non so 
piu coca son " an aria, because of its free style, though Cherubim) 
actually sings it as a song he has just invented; while " Voi 
the sapete," being more purely lyric, is called Canzona. 

The term aria form is applied, generally most inaccurately, 
to all kinds of slow cantabile instrumental music of which the 
general design can be traced to the operatic aria. Mozart, for 
example, is very fond of slow movements in large binary form 
without development, and this is constantly called aria-form, 
though the term ought certainly to be restricted to such examples 
as have some traits of the aria style, such as the first slow move-
ment in the great serenade in B flat. At all events, until writers 
on music have agreed to give the term some more accurate use, 
it is as well to avoid it and its cognate version, Lied form, alto-
gether in speaking of instrumental music. 

The air or aria in a suite is a short binary movement in a 
flowing rhythm in common or duple time and by no means of 
the broadly tunelike quality which its name would seem to 
imply. (D. F. T.) 

tr- 
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ARIADNE-ARIEGE 
MIAMI (In Greek mythology), was the daughter of Minos, 

king of Crete, and Pasiphae, the daughter of Hellos the Sun-god. 
When Theseus landed on the island to slay the Minotaur (q.v.), 
Ariadne fell in love with him, and gave him a clue of thread to 
guide him through the MAWS of the labyrinth. After he had 
slain the monster, Theseus carried her off, but, according to 
Homer (Odyssey, xi. 3 az) she was slain by Artemis at the request 
of Dionysus in the island of Dia near Cnossus, before she could 
each Athens with Theseus. In the later legend, she was 
abandoned, while asleep on the island of Naxos, by Theseus, 
who had fallen a victim to the charms of Aegle (Plutarch, 
Theseus, so; Diodorus, iv. 6o, 6i). Her abandonment and 
awakening are celebrated in the beautiful Eyithafamison of 
Catullus. On Naxos she is discovered by Dionysus on his return 
from India, who is enchanted with her beauty, and marries her 
when she awakes. She receives a crown as a bridal gift, which 
is placed amongst the stars, while she herself is honoured as 
goddess (Ovid, Melons. viii. 152, Peril, iii. 459)- 

The name probably means " very holy " 	sips-ayse; 
another (Cretan) form 'Aptahhe (. , #areplt ) indicates the return 
to a " bright " season of nature. Ariadne is the personification 
of spring. In keeping with this, her festivals at Naxos present 
a double character; the one, full of mourning and sadness, 
represents her death or abandonment by Theseus, the other, 
full of joy and revelry, celebrates her awakening from sleep 
and marriage with Dionysus. Thus nature sleeps and dies during 
winter, to awake In springtime to a life of renewed luxuriance. 
With this may be compared the festivals of Adonis and Osiris 
and the myth of Persephone. Theseus himself was said to have 
founded a festival at Athens In honour of Ariadne and Dionysus 
after his return frpm Crete. The story of Dionysus and Ariadne 
was a favourite subject for reliefs and wall-paintings. Most 
commonly Ariadne is represented asleep on the shore at Naxos, 
while Dionysus, attended by satyrs and bacchanals, gazes 
admiringly upon her; sometimes they are seated side by side 
under a spreading vine. • The scene where she is holding the 
clue to Theseus occurs on a very early vase in the British 
Museum. There is a statue of the sleeping Ariadne In the Vatican 
Museum. 

Kanter, De Ariadne (1879); Pallet, be Pekin A riadnea (dr). 
ARIAN° DI PUGLIA, a town and episcopal see, which, de-

spite its name, now belongs to Campania, Italy, in the province 
of Avellino, tsog ft. above sea-level, on the railway between 
Benevento and Foggia, 24 m. E. of the former by rail. • Pop. 
(igen) town, 8384; commune, 17,653. It lies in the centre of 
a fertile district, but has no buildings of importance, as it has 
often been devastated by earthquakes. A considerable part of 
the population still dwells in caves. • It has been supposed to 
occupy the site of Aequum Tuticum, an ancient Samnite town, 
which became a post-station on the Via Traiana r in Roman 
times; but this should probably be sought at S. Eleuterio 
Si m. north. It was a military position of some Importance in 
the middle ages. Thirteen miles south-south-east is the Sargente 
Mefita, identical with the pools of Ampsanctus (q.v.). (T. As.) 

ARIAS MONTANO. BENITO (1527-1598), Spanish Orientalist 
and editor of the Antwerp Polyglot, was born at Fregenal de Is 
Sierra, in Estremadura, in 2527. After studying at the uni-
versities of Seville and Alcala, he took orders about the year 
1559 and in 1562 he was appointed consulting theologian to the 
council of Tsui He retired to Pena de Aracena in 2564, wrote 
his commentary on the minor prophets (1571), and was sent to 
Antwerp by Philip II. to edit the polyglot Bible projected by 
Christopher Plantin. The work appeared in 8 volumes folio, 
between 1568 and rm. Leda de Castro, a professor at Sala-
manca, thereon brought charges of heresy against Arias Montano, 
who was finally acquitted after a visit to Rome in 1575-1576. 
He was appointed royal chaplain, but withdrew to Pena de 
Aracena from 1579 to 1583; he resigned the chaplaincy In 1584, 

This has generally been supposed to be the place referred to by 
Horace (Sof. L 3. 87), as one which the metre would not allow him 
to mention by name; but H. Nissen (Halische Landeskunde, Berlin, 
mot, ii. 845) proposes Ausculum instead.  

and went Into complete seclusion at Nudism de Is Espada in 
Seville, where be died in 1598. 

He is the subject of an Plc gie baldric* by Tomb Gonzales Car-
vajal in the Memories de in Real Academia de to Nigeria (Madrid, 
1832), voL vii. 

ARICA (San MARCO! Di A210A), a town and port of the 
Chilean-governed province of Tacna, situated in le 28' 08' S. 
lat. and 20e so' 46' W. long. It is the port for Tacna, the capital 
of the province, 38 M. distant, with which it is connected by rail, 
and is the outlet for a large and productive mining district. 
Arica at one time had a population of 30,000 and enjoyed much 
prosperity, but through civil war, earthquakes and conquest, 
its population had dwindled to 2853 in 18e5 and 2824 in Igo:. 
The great earthquake of s868, followed by a tidal wave, nearly 
destroyed the town and shipping. Arica was captured, looted 
and burned by the Chileans in :88o, and in accordance with the 
terms of the treaty of Anton (1883) should have been returned to 
Peru in 1894, but this was not done. Late in loch the town 
again suffered severely from an earthquake. 

ARICIA (mod. Ariccia), an ancient city of Latium, on the Via 
Appia, 26 m. S.E. of Rome.. The old town, or at any rate its 
acropolis, now occupied by the modern town, Lay high (r35o ft. 
above sea-level) above the circular Valle Aricciana, which is 
probably an extinct volcanic crater; some remains of its fortifica-
tions, consisting of a mound of earth supported on each aide by a 
wall of rectangular blocks of peperino stone, have been discovered 
(D. Marchetti, in Notizie degli sand, 1892, 52). • The lower town 
was situated on the north edge of the valley, close to the Via 
Apple, which descended into the valley from the modern Albano, 
and re-ascended partly upon very fine substructions of opus 
quadrat:nu, some 200 yds. in length, to the modern Genzano. 
Remains of the walls of the lower town, of the calla of a temple 
built of blocks of peperino, and also of later buildings in brick-
work and opus retiadatum, connected with the post-station 
(Arica being the first important station out of Rome, of. Horace, 
Sae. i. 5. 1, Egression magma me excepil Aricia Roma /wapiti* 
medico) on the highroad, may still be seen (cf. T. Ashby in 
Melanges de Mole froneaise de Rome, 1903, 399). • Arida was 
one of the oldest cities of Latium, and appears as a serious 
opponent of Rome at the end of the period of the kings and 
beginning of the republic.' In 338 n.c. it was conquered by 
C. Maenius and became a eioi las sine ninnies, but was soon given 
full rights. Even in the imperial period its chief magistrate was 
styled dictator, and its council senatus, and it preserved its own 
calendar of festivals. Its vegetables and wine were famous, and 
the district is still fertile. (T. As.) 

ARICINI, the ancient inhabitants of Aricia (q.e.), the form of 
the name ranking them with the Sidicini, Marrucini &c., 
as one of the communities belonging probably to the earlier or 
Volscian stratum of population on the west side of Italy, who 
were absorbed by the Sabine or Latin immigrants. Special 
interest attaches to this trace of their earlier origin, because of 
the famous cult of Diana Nemorensis, whose temple in the forest 
close by Aricia, beside the teens Nanornuis, was served by " the 
priest who slew the slayer, mid shall himself be slain "; that is to 
say, the priest, who was called rem Nemoramis, held office only so 
long as he could defend himself from any stronger rivaL • This 
cult, which is unique in Italy, is picturesquely described in the 
opening chapter of J. G. Frazer's Golden Bough (2nd ed., Iwo) 
where full references will be found. Of these references the most 
important are, perhaps, Strabo v. 3. 13; Ovid, Foal, iii. 263-272; 
and Suetonius, Calif. 3S, whose wording indicates that the old-
world custom was dying out in the xst century S.D. It is a 
reasonable conjecture that this extraordinary relic of barbarism 
was characteristic of the earlier stratum of the population who 
presumably called themselves Arici. 

On the anthropological aspect of the colt, see also A. B. Cook, auss. 
Rea xvi., tra, p.365, where the whole evidence is very full/collected ; 
and Frazer s Studies in the Early History of Kingship 	, where he 
accepts Cook's criticism of his own earlier theory. 	( S. C. 

ARIECIE, an inland department of southern France, bounded 
S. by Spain, W. and N. by the department of Haute-Garonne, 
N.E. and E. by Aude, and S.E. by Pyrenees-Orientales. It 
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embraces the old countahip of Foie, and a portion of Langue-
doc and Gascony. Area, 1893 sq. m. Pop. (Wen) 205,684. 
Mega is for the most part mountainous. Its southern border is 
occupied by the snow-clad peaks of the eastern Pyrenees, the 
highest of which within the department is the Pic de Montcalin 
(zo,512 ft.). Communication with Spain is afforded by a large 
number of ports or colt, which are, however, for the most part 
difficult paths, and only practicable fora few months in the year. 
Farther to the north two lesser ranges miming parallel to the 
main chain traverse the centre of the department from south-
east to north-west. The more southerly, the Montagne de Tabe, 
contains, at its south-eastern end, several heights between 7200 
and 92-oo ft., while the Montagnes de Plantaurel to the north of 
Foie are of lesser altitude. These latter divide the fertile 
alluvial plains of the north from the mountains of the centre 
and south. The department is intersected by torrents belonging 
to the Garonne basin—the Salat, the Arise, which, near Mu 
d'Azil, flows through a subterranean gallery, the Arilge and the 
Hers. The climate is mild in the south, but naturally very 
severe among the mountains. Generally speaking, the amble 
land, which is chiefly occupied by small holdings, is confined to 
the lowlands. Wheat, maize and potatoes are the chief crops. 
Good vineyards and market gardens are found in the neighbour-
hood of Panders in the north. Flax and hemp are also cultivated. 
The mountains afford excellent pasture, and a considerable 
number of cattle, sheep and swine are reared. Poultry- and bee-
farming flourish. Forests cover more than one-third of the 
department and harbour wild boars and even bears. Game, 
birds of prey and fish are plentiful. There is abundance of 
minerals, including lead, copper, manganese and especially iron. 
Grindstones, building-stone, talc, gypsum, marble and phosphates 
are Also produced. Warm mineral springs of note are found at 
Ax, Aulus and Ussat. Panders and St Girons are the most im-
portant industrial towns. Iron founding and forging, which have 
their chief centre at Panders, are principal industries. Flour-
milling, paper-making and cloth-weaving may also be mentioned. 
Adige is served by the Southern railway. It forms the diocese 
of Pamiers and belongs to the ecclesiastical province of Toulouse. 
It is within the circumscriptions of the academie (educational 
division) and of the court of appeal of Toulouse and of the XVIL 
army corirs. Its capital is Foie; it comprises the arrondisse-
ments of Yoh, St Girons and Pamiers, with so cantons and 
338 commune*. Foil, Panders, St Girons and St Lizier-de-Cou-
shans are the more noteworthy towns. Mention may also be made 
of Mirepoix, once the seat of a bishopric, and possessing a cathe-
dral (r5th and 16th centuries) with a remarkable Gothic spire. 

81188 (" The Ram "), in astronomy, the first sign of the 
zodiac (q.v.), denoted by the sign')', In imitation of a ram's head. 
The name is probably to be associated with the fact that when 
the sun is in this part of the heavens (in spring) sheep bring forth 
their young; this finds a parallel in Aquarius, when there is 
much rain. It is also a constellation, mentioned by Eudoxus 
(4th century s.c.) and Aratus (3rd century s.c.); Ptolemy 
catalogued eighteen stars, Tycho Brahe twenty-one, and 
Hevelius twenty-seven. According to a Greek myth, Nephele, 
mother of Phrlxus and Belle, gave her son a ram with a golden 
fleece. To avoid the evil designs of Hera, their stepmother, 
Phrixus and Belle fled on the back of the ram, and reaching the 
sea, attempted to CMGS. Halle fell from the ram and was drowned 
(hence the Heiksponi); Phrixus, having arrived in Coichis and 
been kindly received by the king, Aeetes, sacrificed the ram to 
Zeus, to whom be also dedicated the fleece, which was afterwards 
carried away by Jason. Zeus placed the ram in the heavens as 
the constellation. 

AllICARA, or ARICANA (from ariki, horn), a tribe of North 
American Indians of Caddoan stock. They are now settled 
with the Hidatsas and the Mandrills on the Fort Berthold 
Reservation, North Dakota. They originally lived in the Platte 
Valley, Nebraska, with the Pawnees, to whom they are related. 
They number about zoo. 

See Handbook o fAmerican tedious, ed. F. W. Hodge (Washington, 
1907.) 

ARIXASPI, an ancient people in the extreme N.E. of Scythia 
(q.v.), probably the eastern Altai. All accounts of them 
go back to a poem by Aristeas of Proconnesus, from whom 
Herodotus (iii. r 6, iv. 27) drew his information. They were 
supposed to be one-eyed (hence their Scythian name), and to 
steal gold from the griffins that guarded it. In art they are 
usually represented as richly dressed Asiatics, picturesquely 
grouped with their griffin foes; the subject Is of ten described 
by poets from Aeschylus to Milton. They are so nearly mythical 
that it is Impossible to insist on the usual identification with 
the ancestors of the Huns. Their gold was probably real, as 
gold still comes from the Altai. 

ARIBINUB (mod. Rimini), a city of Aemilia, on the N.E. 
coast of Italy, 69 m. S.E. of B0110121E. It was founded by the 
Umbrians, but in 268 s.c. became a Roman colony with Latin 
rights. It was reached from Rome by the Via Flanainia, con-
structed in 220 a.c., and from that time onwards was the bulwark 
of the Roman power in Cisalpine Gaul, to which province it even 
gave its name. Its harbour was of some importance, but is 
now silted up, the sea having receded. The remains of its moles 
were destroyed in t8o7-dog. Ariminum became a place of 
considerable traffic owing to the construction of the Via Aemilia 
(187 s.c.) and the Via Popllia (132 a.c.), and is frequently men-
tioned by ancient authors. In go B.C. it acquired Roman citizen-
ship, but in 82 B.C. having been held by the partisans of Marius, 
it was plundered by those of Sulk. (who probably made the 
Rubicon the frontier of Italy instead of the Aegis), and a mili-
tary colony settled there. Caesar occupied it in 49 B.C. after 
his crossing of the Rubicon. It was one of the eighteen richest 
cities of Italy which the triumviri selected as a reward for their 
troops. In 27 az. Augustus planted new colonists there, and 
divided the city into seven via after the model of Rome, from 
which the names of the ski were borrowed. He also restored 
the Via Flaminia (Mors. Arcot. C. 2o) from Rome to Ariminum. 
At the entrance to the latter the senate erected, in his honour, 
a triumphal arch which is still extant—a fine simple monument 
with a single opening. At the other end of the decumanus 
maxims or main street (300o Roman ft. in length) is a fine 
bridge over the Ariminus (mod. Marecchia) begun by Augustus 
and completed by Tiberius in A.D. so. It has five wide arches, 
the central one having a span of 35 ft., and is well preserved. 
Both it and the arch are built of htrian stone. The present 
Piazza Giulio Cesare marks the site of the ancient forum. The 
remains of the amphitheatre are scanty; many of its stones 
have gone to build the city wall, which must, therefore, at 
the earliest belong to the end of the classical period. In 
A.D. I Augustus's grandson Gaius Caesar had all the streets of 
Ariminum paved. In A.D. 60 the town was attacked by the 
partisans of Vespasian, and was frequently besieged in the Gothic 
wars. It was one of the five seaports which remained Byzantine 
until the time of Pippin. (See Rum.) 

See A. Tonini, Scoria data Clad di Rimini (Rimini, 1848-1862). 
(T. As.) 

ARIOBARZANES, the name of three ancient kings or satraps 
of Pontus, and of three kings of Cappadocia and a Persian 
satrap. 

Of the Pontic rulers two are moat famous. (1) The son of 
Mithradates L, who revolted against Artaxerxes in 362 B.C. and 
may be regarded as the founder of the kingdom of Pontus (q.v.). 
According to Demosthenes he and his three sons received from 
the Athenians the honour of citizenship. (2) The son of Mithra-
dates III. , who reigned c. 266-zoo s.c., and was one of those 
who enlisted the help of the invading Gauls (see GALATIA). 

Of the Cappadocian rulers the best-known one (" Philo-
Romaeus " on the coins) reigned nominally from 93 to 63 s.c., 
but was three times expelled by Mithradates the Great and as 
often reinstated by Roman generals. Soon after the third 
occasion he formally abdicated in favour of his son Ariobarzanes 
" Philopator," of whom we gather only that be was murdered 
some time before 51. His son Ariobarzanes, called " Eusebes " 
and " Philo-Romaeus," earned the gratitude of Cicero during 
his proconsulate in Cilicht, and fought for Pompey in the civil 
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wars, but was afterwards received with honour by Julius Caesar, 
who subsequently reinstated him when expelled by Pharnaces 
of Pontus. In 42 s.c. Brutus and Cassius declared him a traitor, 
invaded his territory and put him to death. 

The Persian satrap of this name unsuccessfully opposed Alex-
ander the Great on his way to Persepolis (3$i s.c.). 

ARION, of Methymna, in Lesbos, a semi-legendary poet and 
musician, friend of Periander, tyrant of Corinth. He flourished 
about 625 D.C. Several of the ancients ascribe to him the in-
vention of the dithyramb and of dithyrambic poetry; it is 
probable, however, that his real service was confined to the 
organization of that verse, and the conversion of it from a mere 
drunken song, used in the Dionysiac revels, to a measured 
antistrophic hymn, sung by a trained body of performers. The 
name Cycleus given to his father indicates the connexion of the 
son with the " cyclic " or circular chorus which was the origin 
of tragedy. According to Suldas he composed a number of songs 
and proems; none of these is extant; the fragment of a hymn 
to Poseidon attributed to him (Aelian, Hist. An.xii.45) is spurious 
and was probably written in Attica in the time of Euripides. 
Nothing is known of the life of Arion, with the exception of 
the beautiful story first told by Herodotus (i. 23) and elaborated 
and embellished by subsequent writers. According to Herodotus, 
Arion being desirous of exhibiting his skill in foreign countries 
left Corinth, and travelled through Sicily and parts of Italy, 
where he gained great fame and amassed a large sum of money. 
At Tares (Tarentum) he embarked for his homeward voyage in a 
Corinthian vessel. The sight of his treasure roused the cupidity 
of the sailors, who resolved to possess themselves of it by putting 
him to death. In answer to his entreaties that they would spare 
his life, they Insisted that he should either die by his own hand 
on shipboard or cast himself into the sea. ' Arion chose the latter, 
and as a last favour begged permission to sing a parting song. 
The sailors, desirous of hearing so famous a musician, consented, 
and the poet, standing on the deck of the ship, in full minstrel's 
attire, sang a dirge accompanied by his lyre. He then threw 
himself overboard; but instead of perishing, he was miraculously 
borne up in safety by a dolphin, supposed to have been charmed 
by the music. Thus he was conveyed to Taenarnm, whence be 
proceeded to Corinth, arriving before the ship from Tarentum. 
Immediately on his arrival Arion related his story to Periander, 
who was at first incredulous, but eventually learned the truth 
by a stratagem. Summoning the sailors, he demanded what had 
become of the poet. They affirmed that he had remained 
behind at Tarentum; upon which they were suddenly confronted 
by Arion himself, arrayed in the same garments In which he had 
leapt overboard. • The sailors confessed their guilt and were 
punished. Aden's lyre and the dolphin were translated to the 
stars. Herodotus and Pausanias 23.7) both refer to a brass 
figure at Taenarum which was supposed to represent Mon seated 
on the dolphin's back. But this story is only one of several 
in which the dolphin appears as saving the lives of favoured 
heroes. For instance, it is curious that Taros, the mythical 
founder of Tarentum, is said to have been conveyed in this 
manner from Taenarum to Tarentum. On Tarentine coins a 
man and dolphin appear, and hence it may be thought that 
the monument at Taenarum represented Tams and not Arlon. 
At the same time the connexion of Apollo with the dolphin must 
not be forgotten. Under this form the god appeared when he 
founded the celebrated oracle at Delphi, the name of which 
commemorates the circumstance. • He was also the god of music, 
the special preserver of poets, and to him the lyre was sacred. 

Among the numerous modern versions of the mom particular 
mention may be made of the pretty ballad by A. W. Schlegel; see 
also Lehrs, Pomslare Amfaitse ass dam Alletikum (r844-1846); 
Clement, Aries (x898). 

ARIOS1'0, LODOVICO ( 1474-2533) Italian poet, was born at 
Reggio, in Lombardy, on the 8th of September 5474. ' His father 
was Niccolo Ariosto, commander of the citadel of Reggio. He 
showed a strong inclination to poetry from his earliest years, 
but was obliged by his father to study the law—a pursuit in 
which he lost five of the best years of his We. Allowed at last to  

follow his inclination, he applied himself to the study of the 
classics under Gregorio da Spoleto. But after a short time, 
during which, he read the best Latin authors, he was deprived of 
his teacher by Gregorio's removal to France as tutor of Francesoo 
Siena. Ariosto thus lost the opportunity of learning Greek, 
as he intended. His father dying soon after, he was compelled 
to forego his literary occupations to undertake the management of 
the family, whose affairs were embarrassed, and to provide for 
his nine brothers and sisters, one of whom was a cripple. He 
wrote, however, about this time some comedies in prose and a 
few lyrical pieces. Some of these attracted the notice of the 
cardinal Ippolito d'Este, who took the. young poet under his 
patronage and appointed him one of the gentlemen" of his 
household. This prince usurped the character of a patron of 
literature, whilst the only reward which the poet received for 
having dedicated to him the Orlando Furioso, was the question, 
" Where did you find so many stories, Master Ludovic ?" The 
poet himself tells us that the cardinal was ungrateful; deplores 
the time which he spent under his yoke; and adds, that if he 
received some niggardly pension, it was not to reward him for 
his poetry, which the prelate despised, but to make some just 
compensation for the poet's running like a messenger, with the 
risk of his life, at his eminence's pleasure. - Nor was even this 
miserable pittance regularly paid during the period that the 
poet enjoyed it. The cardinal went to Hungary in 2518, and 
wished Adman to accompany him. The poet excused himself, 
pleading ill health, his love of study, the are of his private 
affairs and the age of his mother, whom it would have been 
disgraceful to leave. His excuses were not received, and even 
an interview was denied him. Ariosto then boldly said, that 
if his eminence thought to have bought a slave by assigning him 
the scanty pension of 75 crowns a year, he was mistaken and 
might withdraw his boon—which it seems the cardinal did. 

The cardinal's brother, Alphonso, duke of Ferrara, now took 
the poet under his patronage. This was but an act of simple 
justice, Ariosto having already distinguished himself as a 
diplomatist, chiefly on the occasion of two visits to Rome as 
ambassador to Pope Julius IL The fatigue of one of these hurried 
journeys brought on a complaint from which he never recovered; 
and on his second mission he was nearly killed by order of the 
violent pope, who happened at the time to be much incensed 
against the duke of Ferrara. On account of the war, his salary 
of only 84 crowns a year was suspended, and It was withdrawn 
altogether after the peace; in consequence of which Ariosto 
asked the duke either to provide for him, or to allow him to 
seek employment elsewhere. A province, situated on the wildest 
heights of the Apennines, being then without a goveriao; Ariosto 
received the appointment, which he held for three years. The 
office was no sinecure. The province was distracted by factions 
and banditti, the governor had not the requisite maps to enforce 
his authority and the duke did little to support his minister. 
Yet it is said that Ariosto's government satisfied both the sover-
eign and the people confided to his care; and a story is added 
of his having, when walking out alone, fallen in with a party 
of banditti, whose chief, on discovering that his captive was 
the author of Orlando Furioso, humbly apologized for not having 
immediately shown him the respect which was due to his rank. 
Although he bad little reason to be satisfied with his office, he 
refused an embassy to Pope Clement VII. offered to him by the 
secretary of the duke, and spent the remainder of his life at 
Ferrara, writing comedies, superintending their performance 
as well as the construction of a theatre, and correcting his 
Orlando Fusions, of which the complete edition was published 
only a year before his death. He died of consumption on the 
6th of June 1533. 

That Ariosto was honoured and respected by the first men of 
his age is a fact; that most of the princes of Italy showed him 
great partiality is equally true; but it is not less so that their 
patronage was limited to kind words. It is not known that he 
ever received any substantial mark of their love for literature; 
be lived and died poor. He proudly wrote on the entrance of a 
house built by himself, 
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" Parva, sad apta mihi, red nulli obranda, red not 

Sordida, parta taco act' tamcn acre domus;” 
which serves to show the incorrectness of the assertiod of 
flatterers, followed by Tiraboschi, that the duke of Ferrara built 
that house for him. The only one who seems to have given 
apything to Ariosto as a reward for his poetical talent was the 
marquess del Vasto, who assigned him an annuity of too crowns 
on the revenues of Casteleone in Lombardy; but it was only 
paid, if ever, from the end of r 53 t That he was crowned as poet 
by Charles V seems untrue, although a diploma may have been 
issued to that effect by the emperor. 

The character of Ariosto seems to have been fully and justly 
delineated by Gabrielc, hip brother:— 

" Ornabat pietas et grata modestia Vatem, . 
Sancta fides, clictique 111011101% munitaque recto 
justiti.l, et nullo paticntia vista labors, 
Et constans virtus animi. et dementia midst 
Ambitions procul pulse, fastusquc tumors." 

His satires, in which we see him before us such as be was, 
show that there was no flattery in this portrait. In these com-
positions we are struck with the noble independence of the poet. 
He loved liberty with a most jealous fondness. His disposition 
was changeable withal, as he himself very frankly confesses in 
his Latin verses, as well as in the satires. 

Hoc olim ingenio vitales hausimus auras, 
Multa cito ut placcant. displicitura bred. 

Non in amore modo menu hart, red in omnibus impel-
1psa sibi longs non retinenda mora." 

Hence be never would bind himself, either by going into orders, 
or by marrying, till towards the end of his life, when he espoused 
Alessandra, widow of Tito Strozzi. He had no issue by his wife; 
but he left two natural sons by different mothers. 

His Latin poems do not perhaps deserve to be noticed: in 
the age of Flaminio, Vida, Fracestoro and Sannazaro, better 
things were due from a poet like Ariosto 'His lyrical composi-
tions show the poet, although they do not seem worthy of his 
powers. His comedies, of which he wrote four, besides one which 
he left unfinished, are avowedly imitated from Plautus and 
Terence; and although native critics may admire in them the 
elegance of the diction, the liveliness of the dialogue and the 
novelty of some scenes, few will feel interest either in the subject 
or in the characters, and it is hard to approve the immoral 
passages by which they are disfigured, however grateful these 
might be to the audiences and patrons of theatrical representa-
tions in Ariosto's own day. -

Of all the works of Ariosto, the most solid monument of his 
fame is the Orlando Farioso, the extraordinary maths of which 
have cast into oblivion the numberless romance poems which 
inundated Italy during the zsth, 16th and 27th centuries. 

The popularity which an earlier poem on the same theme, 
Orlando IsnaneeraM, by Boiardo, enjoyed in Ariosto's time, 
cannot be well conceived, now that the enthusiasm of the 
crusades, and the interest which was attached to a war against 
the Moslems, have passed away. Boiardo wrote and read his 
poem at the court of Ferrara, but died before he was able to 
finish it. Many poets undertook the difficult task of its com-
pletion; but it was reserved for Ariosto both to finish and to 
surpass, his originaL Boiardo did not, perhaps, yield to Ariosto 
either in vigour or in richness of imagination, but he lived in 
a less refined age, and died before he was able to recast or even 
finish the poetical romance which he had written under the 
impulse of his exuberant fancy. Ariceto, on the other hand, 
united to a powerful imagination an elegant and cultivated taste. 
He began to write his great poem about 1503, and after having 
consulted the first men of the age of Leo X., he published it in 
250, in only 40 cantos (extended afterwards to 46); and up 
to the moment of his death never ceased to correct and improve 
both the subject and the style. It is in this latter quality that 
he excels, and for which he had assigned hint the name of Diane 
Lodooko. Even when he jests, he never compromises his 
dignity; and in pathetic description or narrative he excites 
the reader's deepest feelings. In his machinery he displays a 
vivacity of fancy with which no other poet can vie; but he  

never lets his fancy carry him so far as to omit to employ, with 
an art peculiar to himself, those simple and natural pencil-
strokes which, by imparting to the most extraordinary feats 
a colour of reality, satisfy the reason without disenchanting the 
imagination. The death of Zerbirto, the complaints of Isabella, 
the effects of discord among the Saracens, the flight of Astolfo 
to the moon, the passion which causes Orlando's madness, teem 
with beauties of every variety. The supposition that the poem 
is not connected throughout is wholly- unfounded; there is a 
connexion which, with a little attention, will become evident. 
The love of Ruggero and Bmdamante forms the main subject 
of the Patio:0; every part of it, except some episodes, depend 
upon this subject; and the poem ends with their marriage. 
• The first complete edition of the Orlando Furies, was published 
at Ferrara in 1532, as noted above. The edition of Moran (Milan, 
18,8) follows the text of the UV edition with great correctness. 
Of editions published in England. those of Baskernlk (Birmingham, 
1773) and Partied (t.ondo*, i834) are the most important. The 
indifferent translations into English of Sir John Harrington (Ind 
and John Hoolc (1783) have been superseded by the spintcd render-
ing of W. Stewart Rose (t823). See also E. Gardner, Ariosto: the 
Prince of Cour, Poets (1906). 

ARISTARNET11S, Greek epistolographer, flourished in the 
5th or 6th century A.D. He was formerly identified with Aris-
tacnetus of Nicaca (the friend of Symmachus), who perished 
in an earthquake at Nicomedia, A.D. 358, but internal evidence 
points to a much later date. Under his name two books of love 
stories, in the form of letters, are extant; the subjects are 
borrowed from the erotic elegies of such Alexandrian writers as 
Callimaehus, and the language is a patchwork of phrases front 
Plato, Lucian, Alciphron and others. The stories are feeble 
and insipid, and full of strange and improbable incidents. 

Text: Boissonade (i822); Hercher, EPIS1010fIdaki Crocci it873). 
English translations: Boyer (1701); Thorne. Brown 271s); 
R. Is. Sheridan and Halked (1771 and later). 

ARISTAEUS, a divinity whose worship was widely spread 
throughout ancient Greece, but concerning whom the. myths 
are somewhat obscure. The account most generally received 
connects hint specially with Thessaly. Apollo carried off from 
Mount Pelion the nymph Cyrene, daughter or granddaughter of 
the river-god Pencils, and conveyed her to Libya, whore she gave 
birth to Aristaeus. From this circumstance the town of Cyrene 
took its name. The child was at first handed over to the care 
of the Hours, or the nymph Melissa and the centaur Charon. 
He afterwards left Libya and went to Thebes,,where he received 
instruction from the Muses in the arts of licaling and prophecy, 
and married Autonoe,*daughter of Cadmus, by whom he had 
several children, among others, the unfortunate Actaeon. He 
is said to have visited Ceos, where, by erecting a temple to Zeus 
Ianaeus (the giver of moisture), he freed the inhabitants from 
a terrible drought The islanders worshipped him, and occa-
sionally identified him with Zeus, calln.g him Zeus Aristaeus. 
After travelling through many of the Aegean islands, through 
Sicily, Sardinia and Magna Graecia, everywhere conferring 
benefits and receiving divine honours, Aristaeus reached Thrace, 
where he was initiated into the mysteries of Dionysus, and 
finally disappeared near Mount Haemus. While in Thrace he is 
said to have caused the death of Eurydice, who was bitten by 
a snake while fleeing from him. Aristaeus was essentially a. 
benevolent deity; he was worshipped as the first who introduced 
the cultivation of bees (Virgil, Georg. iv. 3t5-558),  and of the 
vine and olive; he was the protector of herdsmen and hunters; 
he warded off the evil effects of the dog-star; he possessed the 
arts of healing and prophecy. He was often identified with 
Zeus, Apollo and Dionysus. In ancient sculptures and coins he 
is represented as a young man, habited like a shepherd, and 
sometimes carrying a sheep on his shoukkre. Coins of Ceos 
exhibit the head of Aristaeus and Sirius in the form of a dog 
crowned with rays. 

Pinder, Pylkia. ix. 5-65; Apollonius Rhodius, oche. on ii. 498, 
soo: Diodorus. iv. 81. 

ARISTAGORAS 	497 11.c.), brother.in-law and cousin of 
Histlaeus, tyrant of Miletus. While Misdeals was practically 
a prisoner at the court of Darius, he acted as regent in Miletus. 
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In Soo s.c. he persuaded the Persians to join him in an attack 
upon Naxos, but he quarrelled with Megabatcs, the Persian 
commander, who warned the inhabitants of the island, and the 
expedition failed. Finding himself the object of Persian sus-
picion, Aristagoras, instigated by a message from Histiaeus, 
raised the standard of revolt in idiletus, though it seems likely 
that this step had been under consideration for some time (see 
Iona). After the complete failure of the Ionian revolt he 
emigrated to Myrcinus in Thrace. Here he fell in battle (497), 
while attacking Ennea Hodoi (afterwards Amphipolis) on the 
Strymon, which belonged to the Edonians, a Thracian tribe. 
The aid given to him by Athens and Eretria, and the burning of 
Sardis, were the immediate cause of the invasion of Greece by 
Darius. 

See Herodotus v. 3o-5r, 97-126; Thucydides iv. tor; Diodorus 
ails 68, for a more favourable view ace G.13. Grundy, Great Persian 
War (London, 1901). 

ARISTANDER, of Telmessus in Lycia, .was the favourite 
soothsayer of Alexander the Great: who consulted him on all 
occasions. After the death of the monarch, when his body had 
lain unburied for thirty days, Aristander procured its burial by 
foretelling that the country in which it was interred would be 
the most prosperous in the world. He is frequently mentioned 
by the historians who wrote about Alexander, and was probably 
the author of a work on prodigies, which is referred to by Pliny 
(Nat. Hist. ;Mi. 38) and Lucian. 

Philopatris. al ; Arran, A nabasis, W z6, ut. 2. iv. 4; Plutarch, 
Alexander; Curtiss iv. 2, 6, 15, vu. 7. 

ARISTARCHUS, of Samos, Greek astronomer, flourished about 
ago B.C. He is famous as having been the first to maintain 
that the earth moves round the sun. On this account he was 
accused of impiety by the Stoic Cleanthes, just as Galileo, in 
later years, was attacked by the theologians. His only extant 
work is a short treatise (with a commentary by Pappus) On the 
Magnitudes and Distances of the Sun and Moon. His method 
of estimating the relative lunar and solar distances is geometri-
cally correct, though the instrumental means at his command 
rendered his data erroneous. Although the heliocentric system 
is not mentioned In the treatise, a quotation in the Arenarius 
of Archimedes from a work of Aristarchus proves that he anti-
cipated the great discovery of Copernicus. Further, Copernicus 
could not have known of Aristarchus's doctrine, since Archi-
medes's work was not published till after Copernicus's death. 
Aristarchus is also said to have invented two sun dials, one hemi-
spherical, the so-called seagshion, the other plane. 

Editio primeess by Wallis (1W); Fortia d'Urban (1810); Niue 
(1856). See Bergk-Hinrichs. Aristarchsu eon Samos (1883); Tannery, 
rirsstaroue de Samos; also ASTRONOMY. 

ARISTARCHUS, of Samothrace (c. 220-143 s.c.), Greek gram-
marian and critic, flourished about l gs. He settled early in 
Alexandria, where he studied under Aristophancs of Byzantium, 
whom be succeeded as librarian of the museum. On the accession 
of the tyrant Ptolemy Physcon (his former pupil), he found his 
life in danger and withdrew to Cyprus, where he died from 
dropsy, hastened, it is said, by voluntary starvation, at the age 
of 7s. Aristarchus founded a school of philologists, called after 
him " Aristarcheans," which long flourished in Alexandria and 
afterwards at Rome. He is said to have written Soo com-
mentaries alone, without reckoning special treatises. He edited 
Healed, Pinder, Aeschylus, Sophocles and other authors; but 
his chief fafne rests on his critical and exegetical edition of 
Homer, practically the foundation of our present recension. In 
the time of Augustus, two Aristarchcans, Didymus and Aria-
tonicus, undertook the revision of his work, and the extracts 
from these two writers in the Venetian scholia to the Iliad 
give an idea of Aristarchus's Homeric labours. To obtain a 
thoroughly correct text, he marked with an obelus the lines 
he considered spurious; other signs were used by him to indicate 
notes, varieties of reading, repetitions and interpolations. He 
Arranged the Iliad and the Odyssey in twenty-four books as we 
sow have them. As a commentator his principle was that the 
author should explain himself, without recourse to allegorical 
interpretation; in grammar, he laid Chid strew on analogy  

and uniformity,  of usage and construction. His views were 
opposed by Crates of Mallus, who wrote a treatise Ilepi 
'AvfoaaMat, especially directed against them. 

See Lehrs, De Aristarcki Stud. Homerieis (3rd ed., 1882);Ludwieh. 
Arisiarchs konteriscke Texteritik (1884); especially Sandy". Hist. of 
Class. &hal. (ed. 1906), voL L with authorities; also House. 

ARISTEAS, a somewhat mythical personage in ancient 
Greece, said to have lived in the time of Cyrus and Croesus, 
or, according to soma, ca. 690 B.C. We are chiefly indebted 
to Herodotus (iv. r3-15) for our knowledge of him and his poem 
dirimasteia. He belonged to a noble family of Proconnesus, 
an island colony from billet's in the Propontis, and was sup; 
posed to be inspired by Apollo. He travelled through the 
countries north and east of the Euxine, and visited the Hyper-
borean', lasedonians and Arimaspians, who fought against the 
gold-guarding griffins. An important historical fact which 
seems to be indicated in his poem is the rush of barbarian hordes' 
towards Europe under pressure from their neighbours. •Twelve 
lines of the poem are preserved ,in Tzetzes and Longinus. 
Wonderful stories are told of Aristeas: At Procconneius, he fell 
dead in a shop; simultaneously a traveller declared he .bad 
spoken with him near Cyzicus; his body vanished; sir years 
afterwards, he returned. Again disappearing, 240 years later 
he was at Metapontum, and commanded the inhabitants to 
raise a statue to himself and an altar to Apollo, whom he had ac-
companied in the form of a raven, at the founding of the city. 
According to Suidas, Aristeas also wrote a prose theogony. 
The genuineness of his works is disputed by Dionysius of 
Haliearnassus. 

See Tournier. De Aristea Proeonneso(1863); Macan,Hdt. iv.14 note. 
ARISTEAS, the pseudonymous author of a famous Letter in 

which is described, in legendary form, the origin of the Greek 
translation of the Old Testament known as the Septuagint 
(q.v.). Aristeas represents himself as a Gentile Greek, but was 
really an Alexandrian Jew who lived under one of the later 
Ptolemies. Though the later is unauthentic, it is now recognized 
as a useful source of information concerning both Egyptian and 
Palestinian affairs in the and and possibly in the 3rd century s.c. 

An English translation, based on a critical Greek text, was pub-
lished by H. St J. Thackeray in the Jewish Quarterly Rerkm, vol. xv. 
There are two modern editions of the Greek, one by the last named 
(in Swete's Introduction to the Old Testament en Greek. Cambridge, 
tem), the other by P. Wendland (Leipzig, 19oo). 

ARISTIDES rApurransi (c. 530-468  11.0, Athenian statesman, 
called " the Just," was the son of Lysimachus, and a member 
of a family of moderate fortune. Of his early life we are told 
merely that be became a follower of the statesman Cleisthenes 
and sided with the aristocratic party in Athenian polities. 
He first comes into notice as strategus in command of his native 
tribe Antiochis at Marathon, and it was no doubt in consequence 
of the distinction which he then achieved that he was elected 
chief archon for the ensuing year (489-488). In pursuance of 
his conservative policy which aimed at maintaining Athens as 
a land power, he was one of the chief opponents of the naval 
policy of Themistocles (q.v.). The conflict between the two 
leaders ended in the ostracism of Aristides, at a date variously 
liven between 485 and 482. It is said that, on this 0001SiOn, 
a voter, who did not know him, came up to him, and giving 
him his sherd, desired him to write upon it the name of Aristides. 
The .latter asked if Aristides had wronged him. " No," was 
the reply, " and I do not even know him, but it irritates me to 
hear him everywhere, called the just." 

Early in 48o Aristides profited by the decree recalling the 
post-Marathonian exiles to helpin the defence of Athens against 
the Persian invaders, and was elected strategus for the year 
480-479. In the campaign of Salamis he rendered loyal support 
to Themistocics, and crowned the victory by landing Athenian 
infantry on the island of Psyttaleia and annihilating the Persian 
garrison stationed there (see Salamis). In 479 be was re-elected 
strategus, and invested with special powers as commander of 
the Athenian contingent at Plataea; he is also said to have 
Judiciously suppressed a conspiracy among some oligarchic 
malcontents in the army, and to have played a prominent part 
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In arranging for the edebradon of the victory'. In 478 OT 
477 Aristides was in command of the Athenian squadron off 
Byzantium, and so far won the confidence of the Ionian allies 
that, after revolting from the Spartan admiral Pausanias, they 
offered him the chief command and left him with absolute 
discretion in fixing the contributions of the newly formed con-
federacy (see Dewar Leanue). His assessment was universally 
accepted as 'equitable, and continued as the basis of taxation 
for the greater part of the league's duration; it was probably 
from this that he won the title of " the Just" Aristides soon 
left the command of the fleet to his friend amen (q.e.), but 
continued to hold a predominant position in Athens. At first 
he seems to have remained on good terms with Themistocics, 
whom he is said to have helped in outwitting the Spartans over 
the rebuilding of the walls of Athens. But in spite of state-
ments in which ancient authors have represented Aristides as 
a democratic reformer, it is certain that the period following 
the Persian wars during which he shaped Athenian policy was 
one of conservative reaction. (For the theory based on Plutarch, 
Arislid. 22, that Aristides after Plata= threw open the archon-
ship to all the citizens, see ARC1TON.) 

He is said by some authorities to have died at Athens, by 
others on a journey to the_Euxine sea. The date of his death 
is given by Nepos as 468; at any rate he lived to witness the 
ostracism of Themistocks, towards whom ho always displayed 
a generous conduct, but had died before the rise of Pericles. 
His estate seems to have suffered severely from the Persian 
invasions, for apparently he did not leave enough money to 
defray the expenses of his burial, and it is known that his 
descendants even in the 4th century received state pensions. 
(See Armes; Temetroctes.) 

ATITHORITTEL—Herodotus viii. 794:r. 95: ix. 28; " Constitution 
of Athens" (AM. Pol.). 22-24, 41; Plutarch, Aristides: Cornelius 
Nepos, Vita Arigidis. See also E. Meyer, Gemhichie des Alksimmi 
(Stuttgart. 1901), iii. pp. 481, 492. In the absence of positive 
information the 4th-century writers (on whom Plutarch and Nepos 
mainly rely) wired upon his surname of " Just," and wove round it 
a number of anecdotes more picturesque than historical. Herodotus 
is practically our only trustworthy authority. (M. 0. B. C.) 

ARISTIDES. of Milctus, generally regarded as the father of 
Greek prose romance, flourished tso-coo s.c. He wrote six 
.books of erotic Maalox Tales (Manotaxis), which enjoyed great 
popularity, and were subsequently translated into Latin by 
Cornelius Sisal= (t r9-67 s.c.). They are lost, with the excep-
tion of a few fragments, but the story of the Ephesian matron 
Jn Petronius gives an idea of their nature. They have been 
compared with the old French fabliaux and the tales of 
Boccaccio.. 

Plutarch, Crasnss, 32; Ovid, Trislia, ii. 413, 443: Muller, Frog-
ludas Historicorum Gradorum, iv. 

ARISTIDES, of Thebes, a Greek painter of the 4th century 
2.c. He is said to have excelled in expression. For example, 
a picture of his representing a dying mother's fear lest her infant 
should suck death from her breast was much celebrated. He 
also painted one of Alexander's battles. One of his pictures 
is said to have been bought by King Attalus for too talents 
(more than £20,000). 

ARISTIDES, ARLIN, surnamed TEEODORDS, Greek rheto-
rician and sophist, son of Eudsemon, a priest of Zeus, was born 
at Hadriani in Mysia, A.D. 217 (or 129). He studied under 
Herodes Atticus of Athens, Polenion of Smyrna, and Alexander of 
Cotyaeum, in whose honour he composed a funeral oration still 
extant. In the practice of his calling he travelled through 
Greece, Italy, Egypt and Asia, and in many places the in-
habitants erected statues to him in recognition of his talents. 
In r 56 be was attacked by an illness which lasted thirteen years, 
the nature of which has caused considerable speculation. How-
ever, it in no way interfered with his studies; in fact, they were 
prescribed as part of his cure. Aristides' favourite place of 
residence was Smyrna. In 178, when it was destroyed by an 
earthquake, he wrote an account of the disaster to Aurelius, 
which deeply affected the emperor and induced him to rebuild 
the city. The grateful inhabitants set up a statue in honour of 

Aristides, and styled him the " builder " of Smyrna. He refused 
all honours from them except that of priest of Asclepius, which 
office he held till his death, about 189. The extant works of 
Aristides consist of two small rhetorical treatises and fifty-five 
declamations, some not really speeches at all. The treatises are 
on political and simple speech, in which he takes Demosthenes 
and Xenophon as models for illustration; some critics attribute 
these to a later compiler (Spengel, Rkdores Greed). The six 
Sacred Discourses have attracted some attention. They give a 
full account of his protracted illness, including a mass of super-
stitious details of visions, dreams and wonderful cures, which 
the god Asclepius ordered him to record. These cures, from his 
account, offer similarities to the effects produced by hypnotism. 
The speeches proper arc epideletic or show speeches—on certain 
gods, panegyrics of the emperor and individual cities (Smyrna, 
Rome); justificatory—the attack on Plato's Gargles in defence 
of rhetoric and the four statesmen, Thucydides, Miltiades, 
Pericles, Cimon; symbouleutic or political, the subjects being 
taken from the past history of free Greece—the Sicilian expedi-
tion, peace negotiations with Sparta, the political situation after 
the battle of Leuctra. The Pandlintaicus and Encomium of 
Rome were actually delivered, the former imitated from Ise:crates. 
The Leptioccr—the genuineness of which is disputed—contrast 
unfavourably with the speech of Demosthenes. Aristides' works 
were highly esteemed by his contemporaries; they were much 
used for school instruction, and distinguished rhetoricians wrotd 
commentaries upon them. His style, formed on the best models, 
is generally clear and correct, though sometimes obscured by 
rhetorical ornamentation; his subjects being mainly fictitious, 
the cause possessed no living interest, and his attention wag 
concentrated on form and diction. 

Editio prineeps (st declamations only) (1517); Dindorf 
Heil (1899); Sandys, Hiss. of Class. Saki. L gra (ed. 5906). 

ARISTIDES, QUINTILIANDS, the author of an ancient treatise 
on music, who lived probably in the third century A.D. According 
to Meibomius, in whose collection (Antiq. Musicae Aye. Septan, 
1652) this work is printed, it contains everything on music that is 
to be found in antiquity. (See Pauly-Wissowa, Realencyt. ii. 894-) 

ARISTIDES, APOLOOY OF. Until 1878 our knowledge of the 
early Christian writer Aristides was confined to the statement of 
Eusebius that he was an Athenian philosopher, who presented an 
apology "concerning the faith" to the emperor Hadrian. In 
that year, however, the Mechitharists of S Lazzaro at Venice 
published a fragment in Armenian I from the beginning of the 
apology; and in 1889 Dr Rcndel Harris found the whole of it in a 
Syriac version on Mount Sinai. While his edition was passing 
through the press, It was observed by the present writer that all 
the while the work had been in our hands in Greek, though in a 
slightly abbreviated form, as it had been imbedded as a speech 
in a religious novel written about the 6th century, and entitled 
" The Life of Barham and Josaphat" The discovery of the 
Syriac version reopened the question of the date of the work. 
For although its title there corresponds to that given by the 
Armenian fragment and by Eusebius, it begins with a formal 
inscription to "the emperor Titus Hadrianus Antoninus 
Augustus Pius "; and Dr R. Harris is followed by Harnack and 
others in supposing that it was only through a careless reading 
of this inscription that the work was supposed to have been 
addressed to Hadrian. If this be the case, it must be placed 
somewhere in the long reign of Antoninus Pius (t38-161). 
There are, however, no internal grounds for rejecting the thrice-
attested dedication to Hadrian his predecessor, and the picture of 
primitive Christian life which is here found points to the earlier 
rather than to the later date. It is possible that the Apology was 
read to Hadrian in person when he visited Athens, and that the 
Syriac Inscription was prefixed by a scribe on the analogy of 
Justin's Apology, a mistake being made in the amplification of 
Hadrian's name. 

The Apology opens thus: "I, 0 king, by the providence of 
God came into the world; and having beheld the heaven, and 
the earth, and the sea, the sun and moon, and all besides, I 

1  Ceder Valet. ems., 985, and Codex Rickndas. of the 11th century. 
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marvelled at their orderly disposition; and seeing the world and 
all things in it, that it is moved by compulsion, I understood that 
He that moveth and governeth it is God. For whatsoever 
moveth is stronger than that which is moved, and whatsoever 
ioverneth is stronger than that which is governed." Having 
briefly spoken of the divine nature in the terms of Greek philo-
sophy, Aristides proceeds to ask which of all the races of men 
have at alhpartaken of the truth about God. Here we have the 
first attempt at a systematic comparison of ancient religions. 
For the purpose of his inquiry he adopts an obvious threefold 
division into idolaters, Jews and Christians. Idolaters, or, as he 
more gently terms them in addressing the emperor, " those who 
worship,what among you arc said to be gods," he subdivides 
into the three great world-civilisations—Chaldeans, Greeks and 
Egyptians. He chooses this order so as to work up to a climax 
of error and absurdity in heathen worship. The direct nature-
worship of the Chaldeans is shown to be false because its objects 
are works of the Creator, fashioned for the use of men. They obey 
fixed laws and have no power over themselves. " The Greeks 
have erred worse than the Cbaldeans . . . calling those gods who 
are no gods, according to their evil lusts,in.order that having 
these as advocates of their wickedness they may commit adultery, 
and plunder and kill, and do the worst of deeds." The gods of 
Olympus arc challenged one by one, and shown to be either vile or 
helpless, or both at once. A heaven of quarrelling divinities 
cannot inspire a reasonable worship. These gods are not even 
respectable; how can they be adorable? "The Egyptians have 
erred worse than all the nations; for they were not content with 
the worships of the Chaldeans and Greeks, but introduced, 
moreover, as gods even brute beasts of the dry land and of the 
waters, and plants and herbs. . . . Though they see their gods 
eaten by others and by men, and burned, and slain, and rotting, 
they do not understand concerning them that they are no 
gods! , 

Throughout the whole of the argument there is strong common-
sense and a stern severity unrelieved by conscious humour. 
Aristides is engaged in a real contest; he strikes hard blows, and 
gives no quarter. He cannot see, as Justin and Clement see, 
a striving after truth, a feeling after God, in the older religions, 
or even in the philosophies of Greece. He has no patience with 
attempts to find a deeper meaning in the stories of the gods. 
"Do they say that one nature underlies these diverse forms ? 
Then why does god hate god, or god kill god? Do they say 
that the histories are mythical? Then the gods thmeedvcs 
are myths, and nothing more." 

The Jews arc briefly treated. After a reference to their 
descent from Abraham and their sojourn in Egypt, Aristides 
praises them for their worship of the one God, the Almighty 
Creator; but blames them as worshipping angels, and observing 
" sabbaths and new moons, and the unleavened bread, and the 
great fast, and circumcision, and cleanness of meats." He then 
proceeds to the description of the Christians. He begins with a 
statement which, when purged of gleams by a comparison of 
the three forms in which it survives, reads thus: " Now the 
Christians reckon their race from the Lord Jesus Christ; and 
He is confessed to be the Son of God Moat High. Having by the 
Holy Spirit come down from heaven, and having been born of 
a Hebrew virgin, He took flesh and appeared unto men, to call 
them back from their error of many gods; and having completed 
His wonderful dispensation, He was pierced by the Jews, and 
after three days He revived and went up to heaven. And the 
glory of His coming thou cant learn, 0 king, from that which 
Is called among them the evangelic scripture, if thou wilt read it. 
He had twelve disciples, who after His ascent into heaven went 
forth into the provinces of the world and taught His greatness; 
whence they who at this day believe their preaching are called 
Christiana." This passage contains striking correspondences 
with the second section of the Apostles' Creed. The attribution 
of the Crucifixion to the Jews appears in several 2nd-century 
documents; Justin actually uses the words " He was pierced 
by you" in his dialogue with Trypho the Jew. 

"These arc they," be proceeds, "who beyond all the nations 

of the earth have found the truth: for they know God as Creator 
and Maker of all things, and they worship no other god beside 
Him; for they have His commandments graven on their hearts, 
and these they keep in expectation of the world to come. . . . . 
Whatsoever they would not should be done unto them, they do 
not to another. . . . He that bath supplied' him that bath not 
without grudging: if they see a stranger they bring him under 
their roof, and rejoice over him, as over a brother indeed, for they 
call not one another brethren after the flesh, but after the spirit 
They are ready for Christ's sake to give up their own lives; for 
His commandments they securely keep, living holily and right-
eously, according as the Lord their God bath commanded them, 
giving thanks  to Him ar all hours, over all their food and drink, 
and the rest of their good things." This simple description is 
fuller in the Syriac, but the additional details must be accepted 
with caution: for while it is likely that the monk who appro-
priated the Greek may have cut it down to meet the exigencies 
of his romance, it is the habit of certain Syriac translators to 
elaborate their originals. After asserting that " this is the way 
of truth," and again referring for further information to " the 
writings of the Christians," he says: " And truly this is a new 
race, and there is something divine mingled with it." At the 
close we have a passage which is found only in the Syriac, but 
which is shown by internal evidence to contain original elements: 
" The Greeks, because they practise foul things . . . turn the 
ridicule of their foulness upon the Christians." This is an allusion 
to the charges of Thycstean banquets and other immoralities, 
which the early apologists constantly rebut. "But the Christians 
offer up prayers for them, that they may turn from their error; 
and when one of them turns, he is ashamed before the Christians 
of the deeds that were done by him, and he confesses to God 
saying: ' In ignorance I did these things '; and he cleanses his 
heart, and his sins are forgiven him, because he did them in 
ignorance in former time, when be was blaspheming the true 
knowledge of the Christians." 

These last words point to the use in the composition of this 
Apology of a lost apocryphal work of very early date, The Preach-
ing of Peter. This book is known to us chiefly by quotations 
in Clement of Alexandria: it was widely circulated, and at one 
time claimed a place within the Canon. It was used by the 
Gnostic Heracleon and probably by the unknown writer of the 
epistle to Diognetus. From the fragments which survive we 
see that it contained: (i) a description of the nature of God, 
which closely corresponds with Mist. i., followed by (a) a warning 
not to worship according to the Greeks, with an exposure of 
various forms of idolatry; (3) a warning not to worship according 
to the Jews—although they alone think they know the true God 
—for they worship angels and are superstitious about moons 
and sabbaths, and feasts, comp. Mist. xiv.; (4) a description 
of the Christians as being " a third race," and worshipping God 
in " a new way " through Christ; (5) a proof of Christianity 
from Jewish prophecy; (6) a promise of forgiveness to Jews 
and Gentiles who should turn to Christ, because they had sinned 
"in ignorance" in the former time. Now all thesepoints, except 
the proof from Jewish prophecy, are taken up and worked out 
by Aristides with a frequent use of the actual language of 
The Preaching of Peter. A criterion is thus given us for the 
reconstruction of the Apology, where the Greek which we have 
has been abbreviated, and we are enabled to claim with certainty 
some passages of the Syriac which might otherwise be suspected 
as interpolations. 

The style of the Apology is exceedingly simple. It is curiously 
misdescribed by Jerome, who never can have seen it, as " Apolo-
gcticum pro Christisnis contexture philosophorum sententiis." 
Its merits are its recognition of the helplessness of the old 
heathenism to satisfy human aspiration after the divine, and 
the impressive simplicity with which it presents the unfailing 
argument of the lives of Christians. 

The student may consult The Apology of Aristides, SyriaE text 
and translation O. rt. Harris), with an appendix containing the 
Creek text, Tests and Studks, I. (mot). and a entical discussion 
by Seeborg in jahn's Forschensgen. v. s (1499i Also, brief 
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discumlose by A. Harnack, Michas& Lifieratar, L 96 ff., Oreivalo, 
i 271 ff., where references to other writers may be found. The 
Epistola ad mums philosopher and the Nom* en the Penitent Thief, 
ascribed by Armenian tradition to Aristides, are really of 5th-century 
origin. Trans. of Apology by W. S. Wilford ( t9o9).. U.  A. R.) 

ARIIITIPPIIII (c. 435-356 LC), Greek philosopher, the founder 
of the Cyrenaic school, was the son of Aritadas, a merchant of 
Cyrene. At an early age he came to Athens, and was induced 
to remain by the fame of Socrates, whose pupil he became. 
Subsequently he travelled through a number of Grecian cities, 
and finally settled in Cyrene, where he founded his school 
His philosophy was eminently practical (see Cvasstucs). 
Starting from the two Socratic principles of virtue and happiness, 
he emphasised the second, and made pleasure the criterion 
of life. That he held to be good which gives the maximum 
of pleasure. In pursuance of this be indulged in all forms of 
external luxury. At the same time he remained thoroughly 
muter of himself and bad the self-control to refrain or to enjoy. 
Diogenes Laertius (ii. 65), quoting Phanias the peripatetic, says 
that he received money for his teaching, and Aristotle (Mee IL 2) 
expressly calls him a sophist. Diogenes further states that be 
wrote several treatises, but none have survived. The five 
letters attributed to him are undoubtedly spurious. His 
daughter Arete, and her son Aristippus (perpoobleurres, " pupil 
of his mother "), carried on the school after his death. A 
cosmopolitan on principle, and a convinced disbeliever In the 
ethics of his day, he comes very near to modern empiricism'and 
especially to the modern Hedonist school 

ARUM) or ALMON, of Chios (c. 950 B.C.), a Stoic philosopher 
and pupil of Zeno. He differed from Zeno on many points, 
and approximated more closely to the Cynic school. He was 
eloquent (hence his nickname " the Siren ") but controversial 
in tone. He despised logic, and rejected the philosophy of nature 
as beyond the powers of man. Ethics alone he considered 
worthy of study, and in that only general and theoretical ques-
tions. He rejected Zeno's doctrine of desirable things, inter-
mediate between virtue and vice. There is only one virtue- 
• clear, intelligent, healthy state of mind (hygela). Aristo is 
frequently confounded with another philosopher of the same 
name, Ariston of lulls, in Ceos, who, about 23o s.c., succeeded 
Lyco as scholarch of the Peripatetic'. (See Stores.) 

ARUM, of Pella, a Jewish Christian writer of the middle of 
the and century, who like Hegesippua (q.o.) represents a school 
of thought more liberal than that of the Pharisaic and Essene 
Ebionites to which the decline of Jewish Christianity mainly 
led. Aristo is cited by Eusebius Ea. iv. 6.3) for a decree 
of Hadrian respecting the Jews, but he is best known as the 
writer of a Dialogs.. (between Papiscus, an Alexandrian Jew, 
and Jason, who represents the author) on the witness of prophecy 
to Jesus Christ, which was approvingly defended by Otigen 
against the reproaches of Cebu. The little book was perhaps 
used by Justin Martyr in his owe Dialogs. with Trytko, and 
probably also by Tertullian and Cyprian, but it has not been 
preserved. 

The literature is cited in G. Krelger's Early Christian Liloratsre, 
PIN 104 L 

ARUITOBIIINS, of Cassandrei•, Greek historian, accompanied 
Alexander the Great on his campaigns, of which he wrote an 
!recount, mainly geographical and ethnological. His work was 
largely used by Arden. 

Mailer. Historiconass GOEC011111111 Fregmeato; Schnee, De Ronan 
Aimaidri Muni Scriporass (187o). 

ARISTOBLIMJS, of Peaces (c. the s.c.), a Jewish philosopher 
of the Peripatetic school. Gercke places him In the time of 
Ptolemy X. Philometor (end of and century), Anatolius in that 
of Ptolemy IL Philadelphus, but the middle of the and century 
is more probable. He was among the earliest of the Jewish-
Alexandrian philosophers whose aim was to reconcile and 
identify Greek philosophical conceptions with the Jewish religion. 
Only a few fragments of his work, apparently entitled Cornmeal-
aria oa Me Writings of Moses, are quoted by Clement, Euebius 
and other theological writers, but they suffice to show its object. 
He endeavoured to prove that early Greek philosophers bad 

u 9  

borrowed largely from certain parts of Scripture, and quoted 
from Lines, Orpheus, Musaens and others, passages which 
strongly resemble the Mosaic writings. These passages, however, 
were obvious forgeries. It is suggested that the name Arista-
bulus was taken from a Macs. i. so . The hypothesis (Schlatter, 
Das seugefundese habraisehe Said des &rack) that it was from 
Aristobulus that the philosophy of &claimants was derived 
is not generally accepted. 

See E. Scharer, History of the Jewish People (Eng. mina., 4z- 
11191L 237 seq.: article ALEXANDRIAN SCHOOL: Philosophy ; 
and sr. " Anstobulus " in Jewish Eseydopodia (Paul Wendt. ). 

ARISTOCRACY (Gr. dpurror, best; markt, government), 
etymologically, the " rule of the best," a form of government 
variously defined and appreciated at different times and by 
different authorities. In Greek political philosophy, aristocracy 
is the government of those who most nearly attain to the ideal 
of human perfection. Thus Plato in the ROW& advocates 
the rule of the " philosopher-king " who, in the social scheme, 
is analogous to Reason in the intellectual, and alone is qualified 
to control the active principles, i.e. the fighting population and 
the artisans or workers. Aristocracy Is thus the government 
by those who are superior both morally and intellectually, and, 
therefore, govern directly in the interests of the governed, as 
a good doctor works for the good of his patient. Aristotle 
classified good governments under three heads—monarchy, 
aristocracy and commonwealth (are)erski), to which he opposed 
the three perverted forms—tyranny or absolutism, oligarchy 
and democracy or mob-rule. The distinction between aristocracy 
and oligarchy, which are both necessarily the rule of the few, 
is that whereas the few ipurras will govern unselfishly, the 
oligarchs, being the few wealthy (" plutocracy " in modern 
terminology), will allow their personal interests to predominate. 
While Plato's aristocracy might be the rule of the wise and 
benevolent despot, Aristotle's is necessarily the rule of the few. 

Historically aristocracy develops from primitive monarchy 
by the gradual progressive limitation of the regal authority. 
This process is effected primarily by the nobles who have hitherto 
formed the council of the king (an excellent example will be found 
in Athenian politics, see Aacnon), whose triple prerogative—
religious, military and judicial—is vested, e.g., in a magistracy of 
three. These are either members of the royal house or the heads 
of noble families, and are elected for life or periodically by their 
peen, i.e. by the old royal council (d. the Areopagus at Athens, 
the Senate at Rome), now the sovereign power. In practice 
this council depends primarily on a birth qualification, and thus 
has always been more or less inferior to the Aristotelian ideal; 
it is, by definition, an " oligarchy " of birth, and is recruited 
from the noble families, generally by the addition of emeritus 
magistrates. From the earliest times, therefore, the word 
" aristocracy " becamepracticallysynonymous with " oligarchy," 
and as such it is now generally used in opposition to democracy 
(which similarly took the place of Aristotle's rehrrsia), in which 
the ultimate sovereignty resides in the whole citizen body. 

The aristocracy of which we know most in ancient Greece 
was that of Athens prior to the reforms of Cleisthenes, but all 
the Greek city-states passed through a period of aristocratic 
or oligarchic government. Rome, between the regal and the 
Imperial periods, was always more or less under the aristocratic 
government of the senate, In spite of the gradual growth of 
democratic institutions (the Lat. °tamales is the equivalent 
of ihseret). There is, however, one feature which distinguishes 
these aristocracies from those of modern states, namely, that 
they were all slaveowning. The original relation of the slave- 
population, which in many cases outnumbered the free citizens, 
cannot always be discovered. But in some cases we know that 
the slaves were the original inhabitants who had been overcome 
by an influx of racially different invaders (of. Sputa with its 
Helots); in others they were captives taken in war. Hence even 
the most democratic states of antiquity'were so far aristocratic 
that the larger proportion of the Inhabitants had no voice In the 
government. In the second place this relation gave rise to a 
philosophic doctrine, held even by Aristotle, that there were 

2a 
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peoples who were inferior by nature and adapted to submission 
(diem &Wax); such people had no " virtue " in the technical 
civic sense, and were properly occupied in performing the menial 
functions of society, under the control of the inane. Thus, 
combined with the criteria of descent, civic status and the 
ownership of the land, there was the further idea of intellectual 
and social superiority. These qualifications were naturally, in 
course of time, shared by an increasingly large number of the 
lower class who broke down the barriers of wealth and education. 
From this stage the transition is easy to the aristocracy of 
wealth, such as we find at Carthage and later at Venice, in periods 
when the importance of commerce was paramount and mercantile 
pursuits had cast off the stigma of inferiority (in Gr. ponnala). 

It is important at this stage to distinguish between aristocracy 
and the feudal governments of medieval Europe. In these it is 
true that certain power was exercised by a small number of 
families, at the expense of the majority. But under this system 
each noble governed in a particular area and within strict 
limitations imposed by his sovereign; no sovereign authority 
was vested in the nobles collectively. 

Under the conditions of the present day the distinction 
of aristocracy, democracy and monarchy cannot be rigidly 
maintained from a purely governmental point of view. In no 
case does the sovereign power in a state reside any longer in an 
aristocracy, and the word has acquired a social rather than a 
political sense as practically equivalent to " nobility," though 
the distinction is sometimes drawn between the "aristocracy 
of birth " and the " aristocracy of wealth." Modern history, 
however, furnishes many examples of government in the hands 
of an aristocracy. Such were the aristocratic republics of Venice, 
Genoa and the Dutch Netherlands, and those of the free imperial 
cities in Germany, Such, too, in practice though not in theory, 
was the government of . Great Britain from the Revolution of 
:689 to the Reform Bill of 5835. The French nobles of the 
A wins Riling, denounced as " aristocrats " by the Revolution-
ists, had no share as such in government, but enjoyed exceptional 
privileges (e.g. exemption from taxation). This privileged posi-
tion is still enjoyed by the heads of the German mediatized 
families of the " High Nobility." In Great Britain, on the other 
hand, though the aristocratic principle is still represented in the 
constitution by the House of Lords, the " aristocracy" generally, 
apart from the peers, has no special privileges. 

ARISTODEMUS (8th century s.c.), semi-legendary ruler of 
Messenia in the time of the first Messenian War. Tradition 
relates that, after some six years' fighting, the Messentans were 
forced to retire to the fortified summit of 'theme. The Delphic 
oracle bade them sacrifice a virgin of the house of Aepytus. 
Aristodemus offered his Sown daughter, and when her lover, 
hoping to save her life, declared that she was no longer a maiden, 
he slew her with his own bud to prove the assertion false. 
In the thirteenth year of the war, Euphaes, the Messenlan king, 
died. As he left no children, popular election was resorted 
to, and Aristodemus was chosen as his successor, though the 
national soothsayers objected to him as the murderer of his 
daughter. As a ruler he was mild and conciliatory. He was 
victorious in the pitched battle fought at the foot of Ithome 
in the fifth year of his reign, a battle in which the Messenians, 
reinforced by the entire Arcadian levy and picked contingents 
from Argos and Sicyon, defeated the combined Spartan and 
Corinthian forces. Shortly af terwards, however, led by unfavour-
able omens to despair of final success, he killed himself on his 
daughter's tomb. Though little is known of his life and the 
chronology is uncertain, yet Aristodemus may fairly be regarded 
as a historical character. His reign Is dated 731-754 B.C. by 
Pausanias, and this may be taken as approximately correct, 
though Ducker (History of Greece, Eng. trans., it. p. 69) inclines 
to place it eight years later. 

Pausanias iv. 9.13 is practically our only authority. He followed 
as his chief source the prose history of Myron of Priem, an untrust-
worthy writer, probably of the 2nd century B.C.: hence • good deal of 
his story must be regarded as fanciful, though we cannot distinguish 
accurately between the true and the fictitious. (M. N. T.) 

ARISTOLOCHIA (Gr. Spurnn, best, Aokda, child-birth, in 
allusion to its repute in promoting child-birth), a genus of shrubs 
or herbs of the natural order Aristolochiaceae, often with climb-
ing stems, found chiefly in the tropics. The flower forms a tube 
inflated at the base. A. Ckmatitis, birthwort, is a central and 
southern European species, found sometimes in England appar-
ently wild on ruins and similar places, but not a native. A. 
Sipko, Dutchman's pipe, or pipe vine, is a climber, native in 
the woods of the Atlantic United States, and grown in Europe 
as a garden plant. The flower is bent like a pipe. 

A member of the same order is the esarelsacce (Assn's' two-
pences), a small creeping herb with kidney-shaped leaves and 
small purplish bell-shaped flowers. It is a native of the woods 
of Europe and north temperate Asia, and occurs wild in some 
English counties. It was formerly grown for medicinal pur-
poses, the underground stem having cathartic and emetic 
properties. An allied species, A. caaadease, is the Canadian 
snake-root, a native of Canada and the Atlantic United States. 

ARISTOMEN118, of Andante, the semi-legendary hero of the 
second Messenian war. He was a member of the Aepytid family, 
the son of Nicomedes (or, according to another version, of 
Pyrrhus) and Nicotelek, and took a prominent part in stirring 
up the revolt against Sparta and securing the co-operation of 
Argos and Arcadia. He showed such heroism in the first en-
counter, at Derae, that the crown was offered him, but he would 
accept only the title of commander-in-chief. His daring is 
illustrated by the story that he came by night to the temple of 
Athene " of the Brazen House " at Sparta, and there set up his 
shield with the inscription, "Dedicated to the goddess by 
Aristomenes from the Spartans.' His prowess contributed 
largely to the Messenian victory over the Spartan and Corinthian 
forces at " The Boar's Barrow " in the plain of Stenydarus, 
but in the following year the treachery of the Arcadian king 
Aristocrates caused the Messenians to suffer a crushing defeat 
at " The Great Trench." Aristomenes and the survivors retired 
to the mountain stronghold of Eka, where they defied the 
Spartans for eleven years. On one of his raids he and fifty  of his 
companions were captured and thrown into the Caeadas, the 
chasm on Mt. Taygetus into which criminals were cast. Aristo-
menes alone was saved, and soon reappeared at Eire: legend 
told how he was upheld in his fall by an eagle and escaped by 
grasping the tail of a fox, which led him to the bole by which 
it bad entered. On another occasion he was captured during 
a truce by some Cretan auxiliaries of the Spartans, and was 
released only by the devotion of a Messenian girl who afterwards 
became his daughter-in-law. At length Eire was betrayed 
to the Spartans (668 B.C. according to Pausanias), and after a 
heroic resistance Aristomenes and his followers had to evacuate 
Messenia and seek a temporary refuge with their Arcadian 
allies. A desperate plan to seize Sparta itself was foiled by 
Aristocrates, who paid with his life for his treachery. Aristo-
menes retired to Ialysus in Rhodes, where Dashagetts, his 
son-in-law, was king, and died there while planning a journey 
to Sardis and Ecbatana to seek aid from the Lydian and Median 
sovereigns (Pausanias iv. 14-24). Another tradition, represents 
him as captured and slain by the Spartans during the war 
(Pliny, Nat. Hist. xi. ay; Val. Maximus i. 8, i5; Steph. 
Byzant. s.v. 'Astoria). Though there seems to be no conclusive 
reason for doubting the existence of Aristomenes, his history, 
as related by Petunias, following mainly the Hesseeiaca of 
the Cretan epic poet Rhianus (about 23o s.c.), is evidently 
largely interwoven with fictions. These probably arose after 
the foundation of Messene in 369 5.c. Aristomenes' statue 
was set up in the stadium there: his bones were fetched from 
Rhodes and placed in a tomb surmounted by a column (Pans. iv. 
32. 3, 6); and more than five centuries later we still find heroic 
honours paid to him, and his exploits a popular subject of song 
(ii'. iv. 14. 7; 16. 6). 

For further detain see Pausanias iv.; Polyaenus o . st ; G. Grote. 
History of Greece, pt. ii. chap. vii.; M. Dunker. History of Greece, 
Eng. trans., book iv. chap. viii.; A. Holm, History of Greece, 
Eng. trans.. vol. chap. evt. . . T.) 
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RREITON1C1111, of Alexandria, Creek grammarian, lived during 

the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius. He taught at Rome and 
wrote commentaries and grammatical treatises. His chief work 
was Ilepi Amiga, Visiwou, in which he gave an account of the 
" critical marks " inserted by Aristarchus in the margin of his 
recension of the text of the lima and Odyssey. Important frag-
ments are preserved in the scholia of the Venetian Codex A of 
the Iliad. 

Friedlindar, Arise/Wei Mel Zeadur 'Make relifaidd OW; 
Car:soh, Arisfavici Dent Zeedew Vieseeler rehgaias (1869). 

ARISTOPHANIS (c. 448-385 s.c.'), the great comic dramatist 
and poet of Athens. His birth-year is uncertain. He is known 
to have been about the same age as Eupolis, and is said to have 
been " almost a boy " when his first comedy (The Beattreiers) 
was brought out in 437 B.C. His father Philippus was a land. 
owner in Aegina. Aristophanes was an Athenian ci tisen of the tribe 
Pandionis, and the deme Cydathene. The stories which made 
him a native of Camirus in Rhodes, or of the Egyptian Naucratis, 
had probably no other foundation than an indictment for usur-
pation of civic rights (testae 7pattrb) which appears to have been 
more than once laid against him by Cleon. His three sons-
Philippus, Araros and Nicostratus—were all comic poets. 
Philippus, the eldest, was a rival of Eubulus, who began to ex-
hibit in 376 B.C. Araros brought out two of his father's latest 
comedies—the Cocalms and the iteolosicors, and in 375 began to 
exhibit works of his own. Nicostmtns, the youngest, is assigned 
by Athenacus to the Middle Comedy, but belongs, as is shown by 
some of the names and characters of his pieces, to the New 
Comedy also. 

Although tragedy and comedy had their common origin in 
the festivals of Dionysus, the regular establishment of tragedy 
at Athens preceded by half a century that of comedy. The Old 
Comedy may be said to have lasted about eighty years (470-
3,0 p.c.), and to have flourished about fifty-six (460-404 s.c.). 
Of the forty poets who are named as having illustrated it the 
chief were Cratinus, Eupolis and Aristophanes. The Middle 
Comedy covers a period of about seventy years (ago-32o s.c.), 
its chief poets being Antiphanes, Alexis, Theopompus and 
Strattis. The New Comedy was in vigour for about seventy years 
(320-350 no.), having for its foremost representatives Menander, 
Philemon and Diphilus. The Old Comedy was possible only for 
a thorough democracy. Its essence was a satirical censorship, 
unsparing in personalities, of public and of private life—of 
morality, of statesmanship, of education, of literature, of social 
usage—in a word, of everything which had an interest for the 
city or which could amuse the citizens. Preserving all the free-
dom of banter and of riotous fun to which its origin gave it an 
hiatorital right, it aimed at associating with this a strong practical 
purpose—the expressicm of a democratic public opinion in such 
a form that no misconduct or folly could altogether disregard it. 
That licentiousness, that grossness of allusion which too often 
disfigures it,' was, it should be remembered, exacted by the 
sentiment of the Dionysiac festivals, as much as a decorous 
cheerfulness is expected at the holiday times of other worships. 
This was the popular element. Without this the entertainment 
would have been found flat and unseasonable. But for a comic 
poet of the higher calibre the consciousness of a recognised power 
which he could exert, and the desire to use this power for the 
good of the city, must always have been the uppermost feelings. 
At Athens the poet of the Old Comedy had an influence analogous, 
perhaps, rather to that of the journalist than to that of the 
modern dramatist. But the established type of Dionysian 
comedy gave him an instrument such as no public satirist has 
ever wielded. When MoliIre wished to brand hypocrisy he 
could only make his Tartu& the central figure of a regular 
drama, developed by a regular process to a just catastrophe. 
He had no choice between touching too tightly and using sus-
tained force to make a profound impression. The Athenian 
dramatist of the Old Comedy worked under no such limitations 

(The dates in the text, as given • by Jebb, are retained. 
According to R. G. Kent, Classical Review (Apnl zre, April 1906), 
Aristophaass was been to 433, and died in 373 LC./ 

of form. The wildest flights of extravagance were permitted 
to him. Nothing bound him to a dangerous emphasis or a 
wearisome insistence. He could deal the keenest thrust, or 
make the most earnest appeal, and at the next moment—if his 
instinct told him that it was time to change the subject—vary 
the serious strain by burlesque. He had, in short, an incom-
parable scope for trenchant satire directed by sure tact. 

Arietophanes is for us the representative of the Old Comedy. 
But his genius, while it includes, also transcends the genius of 
the Old Comedy. He can denounce the frauds of a Cleon, he can 
vindicate the duty of Athens to herself and to ber allies, with 
a stinging scorn and a force of patriotic indignation which 
makes the poet almost forgotten in the citizen. He can banter 
Euripides with an ingenuity of light mockery which makes it 
seem for the time as if the leading Aristophanic trait was the 
art of seeing all things from their prosaic side. Yet it is neither 
in the denunciation nor in the mockery that he is most individual. 
His truest and highest faculty is revealed by those wonderful 
bits of lyric writing in which he soars above everything that can 
move laughter or tears, and makes the clear air thrill with the 
notes of a song as free, as musical and as wild as that of the 
nightingale invoked by his own chorus In the Birds. The speech 
of Dikaios Logos in the Clouds, the praises of country life in the 
Peace, the serenade in the Becksiasusae, the songs of the Spartan 
and Athenian maidens in the Lysirtrata, above all, perhaps, the 
chorus in the Frogs, the beautiful chant of the Initiated,—these 
passages, and such as these, are the true glories of Aristophanes. 
They are the strains, not dan artist, but of one who warbles for 
pure gladness of heart in some place made bright by the presence 
of a god. Nothing else In Greek poetry has quite this wild 
sweetness of the woods. Of modem poets Shakespeare alone, 
perhaps, has it in combination with a like richness and fertility 
of fancy. 

Fifty-fours comedies were ascribed to Aristophanes. Forty-
three of these are allowed as genuine by Bergk. Eleven only 
are extant. These eleven form a running commentary on the 
outer and the inner life of Athens during thirty-six years. They 
may be ranged under three periods. The first, extending to 
420 s.a, includes those plays in which Aristophanes uses an 
absolutely unrestrained freedom of political satire. The second 
ends with the year 40$. Its productions are distinguished from 
those of the earlier time by a certain degree of reticence and 
caution. The third period, down to 388 comprises two 
plays in which the transition to the character of the Middle 
Comedy is well marked, not merely by disuse of the parabasis, 
but by general self-restraint. 

I. First Period. (3) 425 11.C. The Ackarniou.—Since the 
defeat in Boeotia the peace party at Athens had gained ground, 
and in this play Aristophanes seeks to strengthen their hands. 
Dicaeopolis, en honest countryman, is determined to make 
peace with Sparta on his own account, not deterred by the angry 
men of Actuante, who crave vengeance for the devastation of 
their vineyards. He sends to Sparta for samples of peace; and 
he is so much pleased with the flavour of the Thirty Years' 
sample that he at once concludes a treaty for himself and his 
family. All the blessings of life descend on him; while Larnach us, 
the leader of the war party, is smarting from cold, snow and 
wounds. 

(a) 424 s.c. The Kaight.t.—Three years before, in his Baby. 
Ionians, Aristophanes had assailed Cleon as the typical dema-
gogue. In this play be continues the attack. The Demos, or 
State, is represented by an old man who has put himself and 
his household into the hands of a rascally Paphlagonian steward. 
Nicias and Demosthenes, slaves of Demos, contrive that the 
Paphlagonian shall be supplanted in their master's favour by 
a sausage-seller. No sooner has Demos been thus rescued than 
his youthfulness and his good sense return together. 

(3) 423 s.c. The Clouds (the first edition; a second edition 
was brought out in 422 nc.).—This play would be correctly 
described as an attack on the new spirit of intellectual inquiry 
and culture rather than on a school or class. Two classes of 

(Or " forty-four " (reading a8' for rr in Suidas).i 
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thinkers or teachers ate, however, specially satirized under the 
general name of " Sophist " (v. 331)—s. The Physical Philo-
sophers--indicated by allusions to the doctrines of Anaxagoru, 
if eraclitus and Diogenes of Apollonia. a. The professed 
teachers of rhetoric, belles lettres, &c., such as Protagoras and 
Prodicus. Socrates is taken as the type of the entire tendency. 
A youth named Pbeidippides—obviously meant for Alcibiades 
—is sent by his father to Socrates to be cured of his dissolute 
propensities. Under the discipline of Socrates the youth becomes 
accomplished in dishonesty and impiety. The conclusion of the 
play shows the indignant father preparing to burn up the 
philosopher and his hall of contemplation. 

(4) 422 B.C. The Wasps.—This comedy, which suggested LOS 

Plaidews to Racine, is a satire on the Athenian love of litigation. 
The strength of demagogy, while it lay chiefly in the ecclesia, 
lay partly also in the paid dicastcries. From this point of 
view the Wasps may be regarded as supplementing the Knights. 
Philocleon (admirer of Cleon), an old man, has a passion for law-
suits—a passion which his son, Bdelycleon (detester of Cleon) 
fails to check, until he hits upon the device of turning the house 
into a law-court, and paying his father for absence from the 
public suits. The house-dog steals a Sicilian cheese; the old 
man is enabled to gratify his taste by trying the case, and, by an 
oversight, acquits the defendant. In the second half of the 
play a change comes over the dream of Philocleon; from liti-
gation he turns to literature and music, and Is congratulated 
by the chorus on his happy conversion. 

(s) 421 a.c.,  The Peace.—In its advocacy of peace with Sparta, 
this play, acted at the Great Dionysia shortly before the con-
clusion of the treaty, continues the purpose of the Acharaieres. 
Trygaeus, a distressed Athenian, soars to the sky on a beetle's 
back. There he finds the gods engaged in pounding the Greek 
states in a mortar. In order to stop this, he frees the goddess 
Peace from a well In which she is imprisoned. The pestle and 
mortar are laid aside by the gods, and Ttygeeus marries one of 
the handmaids of Peace. 

II. Second Period. (6) 414 " B.c. The Birds.—Peisthetaerus; an 
enterprising Athenian, and his friend Euelpides persuade the 
birds to build a city—" Cloud-Cuckoo-borough "—in mid-air, 
so as to cut off the gods from men. The plan succeeds; the 
gobs send envoys to treat with the birds; and Pehthetaerus 
marries Basile* daughter of Zeus. Some have found in the 
Birds a complete historical allegory of the Sicilian expedition; 
others, a general satire on the prevalence at Athens of head-
strong caprice over law and order; others, merely an aspiration 
towards a new and purified Athens —a dream to which the poet 
bad turned from his hope for a revival of the Athens of the past. 
In another view, the piece is mainly a protest against the religious 
fanaticism which the incident of the Hermae had called forth. 

(7)41: a.c. The Lysisiroia.—This play was brought out during 
the earlier stages of those intrigues which led to the, revolution 
of the Four Hundred. It appeared shortly before Meander 
had arrived in Athens from the camp at Samos for the purpose 
of organizing the oligarchic policy. The Lysisirais expresses 
the popular desire for peace at any cost. As the men can do 
nothing, the women take the question into their own hands, 
occupy the citadel, and bring the citizens to surrender. 

(8)411 s.c.. The Thenaophoriasusae (Priestesses of Demeter),—
This came out three months later than the Lysistrela, during 
the reign of terror established by the oligarchic conspirators, 
but before their blow had been struck. The political meaning 
of the play lies in the absence of political allusion. Fear silences 
even comedy. Only women and Euripides are satirized. Euri-
pides is accused and condemned at the female festival of the 
Thesmophoria. 

(9) 4os s.c. The Frogs.—This piece was brought out just 
when Athens had made her last effort in the Peloponnesian War, 
eight months before the battle of Aegospotami, and about fifteen 
months before the taking of Athens by Lysander. It may be 
considered as an attempt to distract men's minds from public 
affairs. It is a literary criticism. Aeschylus and Euripides 

See E. Curtin., Hisi. of Creme, iii. (Eng. trans. p. us).  

were both lately dead. Athens is beggared of poets; and Diony-
sus goes down to Hades to bring back a poet. Aeschylus and 
Euripides contend in the under-world for the throne of tragedy; 
and the victory is at last awarded to Aeschylus. 

III. Third Period.' (to) 393 B.C' The ECCUSIOZUSOC (women 
in parliament).—The women, disguised as men, steal into the 
ecclesia, and succeed in decreeing a new constitution. At this 
time the demagogue Agyrrhius led the assembly; and the play 
is, in fact, a satire on the general demoralizationof public life. 

(1 1) 388 B.C. The Plutus (Wealth).—The first edition of 
the play had appeared in 408 B.c., being a symbolical represen-
tation of the fact that the victories won by Akibiades in the 
Hellespont had brought. back the god of wealth to the treasure-
chamber of the Parthenon. In its extant form the Pliant is 
simply a moral allegory. Chremylus, a worthy but poor man, 
falls in with a blind and aged wanderer, who proves to be the god 
of wealth. Asclepius restores eyesight to Plutus; whereupon 
all the just are made rich and all the unjust ate reduced to 
poverty. 

Among the lost plays, the following are the chief of which anything 
is known:— 

I. The Banqueters (AcurraXels), 427 B.C.—A satire on youll  
Athens. A father has two sons; one is brought up in the good o 
school, another in the tricky subtleties of the new; and the contrast 
of results is the chief theme. 

2. The Babylonians, 426 B.c.—Under this name the subject -allies 
of Athens are represented as " Babylonians "—barbarian slaves, 
employed to grind in the mill. The oppression of the allies by the 
demagogues—a topic often touched elsewhere—was, then, the main 
subject of the piece, in which Aristophanes is said to have attacked 
especially the system of appointing to offices by lot. The comedy 
is memorable as opening that Aristophanic war upon Cleon which 
was continued in the Knights and the Wasps. 

The Merchantmen, The Farmers, The Preliminary Contest (Proagon). 
and possibly the Old Age (Germ), belonged to the First Paled. The 
Geras is assigned by Sllvern to 422 B.c., and is supposed to 

comedy 
  been 

a i picture  cd, dotage e si cotajectmuirtii. 
to have

haavtnh  e e  d the K n igh ts. 
sufferings imposed 

byby the war on the insular tributaries. The Triphales was probably 
a satire on Alcibiades; the Storks, on the tragic poet Patrocles. 

In the Aeolosicon—produced by his son Araros in 01 s.c.-
Aristophanes probably parodied the Aeolus of Euripides. The 
Cicalas is thought to have been a parody of the legend. according 
to which a Sicilian king of that name slew Minos. 

A sympathetic reader of Aristophanes can hardly fall to per-
ceive that, while his political and intellectual tendencies are well 
marked, his opinions, in so far as they colour his comedies, are 
too indefinite to reward, or indeed to tolerate, analysis. Mato-
phanes was a natural conservative. His ideal was the Athena 
of the Persian wars. He disapproved the policy which had made 
Athenian empire irksome to the allies and formidable to Greece; 
he detested the vulgarity and the vio!c:ice of mob-rule; he chive 
to the old worship of the gods; he regarded the new ideas of 
education as a tissue of imposture and impiety. How far he 
was from clearness or precision of view in regard to the intellectual 
revolution which was going forward, appears from the Clow% 
in which thinkers and literary workers who bad absolutely 
nothing in common are treated with sweeping ridicule as prophets 
of a common heresy. Aristophanes is one of the men for whom 
opinion is mainly a matter of feeling, not of reason. His imagina-
tive susceptibility gave him a warm and loyal love for the 
traditional glories of Athens, however dim the past to which 
they belonged; a horror of what was ugly or ignoble in the 
present; a keen perception of what was offensive or absurd in 
pretension. The broad preferences and dislikes thus generated 
were enough not only to point the moral of comedy, but to make 
him, in many cases, a really useful censor for the city. The 
service which he could render in this way was, however, only 
negative. He could hardly be, in any positive sense, a political 
or a moral teacher for Athens. His rooted: antipathy to in-
tellectual progress, while it affords easy and wide scope foe his 
wit, must af ter all, lower his intellectual rank. The great minds 
are not the enemies of ideas. But as a mocker—to use the ward 
which seems most closely to describe him on this side—he is 
incomparable for the union of subtlety with not of the comic 

r (The date is uncertain; others give 392 aad saga 
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heagInation. As a poet, he Is Immortal And, among Athenian 
poets, he has it for his distinctive characteristic that be is inspired 
less by that Greek genius which never allows fancy to escape 
from the control of defining, though spiritualizing, reason, than 
by such ethereal rapture of the unfettered fancy as lifts Shake. 
speare or Shelley above it,— 

" Pouring his full heart 
In profuse strains of unpremeditated art. 
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AREITOPHARIS, of Byzantium, Greek critic and grammarian, 
VMS born about 257 B.C. He removed early to Alexandria, where 
he studied under Zenodotus and Callimachus. At the age of 
sixty he was appointed chief librarian of the museum. He died 
about 185-18o B.C. Aristophanes chiefly devoted himself to 
the poets, especially Homer, who had already been edited by 
his muter Zenodotus. He also edited Hesiod, the chief lyric, 
tragic and comic poets, arranged Plato's dialogues in trilogies, 
and abridged Aristotle's Nature of Animals. His arguments 
to the plays of Aristophanes and the tragedians are in great part 
preserved. His works on Athenian courtesans, masks and 
proverba were the results of his study of Attic comedy. He 
further commented on the Hiram of Callimachus, a sort 
of history of Greek literature. As a lexicographer, Aristophanes 
compiled collections of foreign and unusual words and expressions, 
and special lists (words denoting relationship, modes of address). 
As a grammarian, be founded a scientific school, and in his 
Analogy systematically explained the various forms. He 
introduced critical signs—except the obelus; punctuation 
prosodiacal, and accentual marks were probably already in 
use. The foundation of the so-called Alexandrian " canon " 
was also due to his impulse (Sandys, Ilia. Class. Said., ed. zgo6, 
I. 129 L). 

Hauck, Aristophanis liyeatatii Grammalici Pragetesta 4840. 
ARISTOTLE (384-323 ss.e.), the great Greek philosopher, was 

born at Stagirs, on the Strymonic Gulf, and hence called "the 
Stagirite." Dionysius of Halicarnams, in his Eyielle on Demo-
sthenes and Aristotle (chap. 5), gives the following sketch of his 
life —Aristotle ('Aparerfaes) was the son of Nicomachus, who 
traced back his descent and blurt to Machaon,son of Aesculaphue 
his mother being Phaestia, a descendant of one of those whotarried 
the colony from Chalcis to Stagira. He was born in the 99th 
Olympiad in the archonship at Athens of Diotrephas (384-3 83), 
three years before Demosthenes. In the arehonship of Polyselus 
(367-366), after the death of his father, in his eighteenth year, he 
came to Athens, and having Joined Plato spent twenty years with 
him. On the death of Plato (May 347) in the archonship of 
Theophilus (348-347) he departed to Hermias, tyrant of Atarneus, 
and, after three years' stay, during the archonship of Eubuius  

(345344) he moved to Mitylene, whence he went to Philip of 
Macedon in the archonship of Pythodotus (343-34 1), and spent 
eight years with him as tutor of Alexander. After the death 
of Phllip (336), in the archonship of Easements (33S-334), he 
returned to Athens and kept a school in the Lyceum for twelve 
years. In the thirteenth. after the death of Alexander (June 323) 
in the anhonship of Cephisodorus (323-322), having departed to 
Chalcis, he died of disease (322), after a life of three-and-sixty 
years. 

L ARISVOTIZ'S LUZ 

This account is practically repeated by Diogenes Laertius in Ids 
Life of Aristotle, on the authority of the Chronicles at Apollodorus, 
who lived in the and century ite. Starting then from this 
tradition, near enough to the time, we can confidently divide 
Aristotle's career into four periods: his youth under his parents 
till his eighteenth year; his philosophical education under Plato 
at Athens till his thirty-eighth year; his travels In the Greek 
world till his fiftieth year; and his philosophical teaching in the 
Lyceum till his departure to Chalcis and his death in his sixty-
third year. But when we descend from generals to particulars, 
we become has certain, and must here content ourselves with 
few details. 

Aristotle from the fint profited by having a father who, being 
physician to Amyntas II., king of Macedon, and one of the 
Asclepiads who, according to Colon, practised their sons in dis-
seetion, both prepared the way for his son's influence at the 
Macedonian court, and gave him a bias to medicine and biology, 
which certainly led to his belief in nature and natural science, 
and perhaps induced him to practise medicine, as he did, accord, 
ing to his enemies, Timms and Epicurus, when he first went to 
Athens. At Athens in his second period for some twenty yews he 
acquired the further advantage of balancing natural science by 
metaphysics and morals in the course of reading Plato's writings 
and of hearing Plato's unwritten dogmas (ci-  is  rub )yroPbeet 
blefidois dowager, At Physics, iv. a, nag b is, Berlin ed.). 
He was an earnest, appreciative, independent student The 
master is said to have called his pupil the intellect of the school 
and his house a reader's. He is also said to have complained 
that his pupil spurned him as colts do their mothers. Aristotle, 
however, always revered Plato's memory (Nic. Ethics, L 6), 
and even in criticising his master counted himself enough of a 
Platonist to cite Plato's doctrines as what "we say" (cf. Moir, 
Msfapkyricr, I. 9, 990 b 26). At the same time, he must have 
learnt much from other contemporaries at Athens, especially from 
astronomers such as Eudozus and Callippus, and from orators 
such as Isocrates and Demosthenes. He also attacked Isocrates, 
according to Cicero, and perhaps even set up a rival school of 
rhetoric. At any rate he had pupils of his own, such as Eudemus 
of Cyprus, Theodectes and Hernias, books of his own, especially 
dialogues, and even to some extent his own philosophy, while he 
was still a pupil of Plato. 

Well grounded in his boyhood, and thoroughly educated in his 
manhood, Aristotle, after Plato's death, bad the further advan-
tage of travel in his third period, when he was in his prime. The 
appointment of Plato's nephew, Speusippus, to succeed his uncle 
in the Academy induced Aristotle and Xenocrates to lean 
Athena together and repair to the court of Hermias. Aristotle 
admired Hernias, and married his friend's sister or niece, Pythias, 
by whom he had his daughter Pythias. After the tragic death of 
Hernias, he retired- for a time to Mitylene, and in 343-342 was 
summoned to Macedon by Philip to teach Alexander, who was 
then a boy of thirteen. According to Cicero (De Orden, iii. 41), 
Philip wished his son, then a boy of thirteen, to receive from 
Aristotle " agendi praecepta at eloquendi." Aristotle is said to 
have written on monarchy and on colonies foe Alexander; and 
the pupil Is said to base slept with his master's edition of Homer 
under his pillow, and to have respected him, until from hatred of 
Aristotle's tactless relative, Calliathenss, who was done to death 
in 328, he turned at last against Aristotle himself. Aristotle 
had power to teach, and Alexander to learn. Still we must not 
emigrate the result. Dionyaius must have spoken too strongly 
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when he says that Aristotle was tutor of Alexander for eight 
years; for in 34o, when Philip went to war with Byzantium, 
Alexander became regent at home, at the age of sixteen. From 
this date Aristotle probably spent much time at his paternal house 
in his native city at Stagira as a patriotic citizen. Philip had 
sacked it in 348: Aristotle induced him or his son to restore it, 
made for it a new constitution, and in return was celebrated in 
a festival after his death. All these vicissitudes made him a man 
of the world, drew him out of the philosophical circle at Athens, 
and gave him leisure to develop his philosophy. Besides 
Alexander he had other pupils: Callisthenes, Cassander, Marsyas, 
Phanias, and Theophrastus of Eresus, who is said to have had 
land at Stagim. He also continued the writings begun in his 
second period; and the Macedonian kings have the glory of 
having assisted the Stagirite philosopher with the means of 
conducting his researches in the History of Animals. 

At last, in his fourth period, after the accession of Alexander, 
Aristotle at fifty returned to Athens and became the head of 
his own school In the Lyceum, a gymnasium near the temple of 
Apollo Lycelus in the suburbs. The master and his scholars were 
called Peripatetic (of is roll weeirdrov), certainly from meet-
ing, like other philosophical schools, in a walk (repirares), and 
perhaps also, on the authority of Hermippus of Smyrna, from 
walking and talking there, like Protegee= and his followers as 
described in Plato's Prole/eras (pea, 3'3 c). Indeed, according 
to Ammonius, Plato too had talked as he walked in the Academy; 
and all his followers were called Peripatetic, until, while the 
pupils of Xenocrates took the name " Academics," these of 
Aristotle retained the general name. Aristotle also formed his 
Peripatetic school into a kind of college with common meals 
under a president (anon) changing every ten days; while the 
philosopher himself delivered lectures, in which his practice, as his 
pupil Aristosenus tells us (Harmonics, ii. kit.), was, avoiding the 
generalities of Plato, to prepare. his audience by explaining the 
subject of investigation and its nature. But Aristotle was an 
author as well as a lecturer; for the hypothesis that the Aris-
totelian writings are noteaof his lectures taken down by his pupils 
is contradicted by the tradition of their learning while walking, 
and disproved by the impossibility of taking down such compli-
cated discourses from dictation. Moreover, it is dear that 
Aristotle addressed himself to readers as well as hearers, as in 
concluding Ms whole theory of syllogisms he says, " There would 
remain for all of you or for our hearers (yarrow dpi,. 4 sae 
*iiimapircer) a duty of according to the defects of the investiga-
tion consideration, to its discoveries much gratitude " (Soykisti- 
• Elotsdei, 34, r84 b6). In short, Aristotle was at oncea student, 
a raider, a lecturer, a writer and a book collector. lie vas, says 
Strabo (6o8), the first we knew who collected books and taught 
the kings in Egypt the arrangement of a library. In his library 
no doubt were books of others, but also his own. There we must 
figure to ourselves the philosopher, constantly referring to his 
autograph rolls; entering references and cross-references; cor-
recting, rewriting, collecting and arranging them according to 
their subjects; showing as well as reading them to his pupils; 
with little thought of publication, but with his whole soul con-
centrated on being and truth. 

On his first visit to Athena, during which occurred the fatal 
battle of Mantineia (362 n.c.), Aristotle had seen the confusion of 
Greece becoming the opportunity of Macedon under Philip; and 
on his second visit he was supported at Athens by the complete 
domination of Macedon under Alexander. Having witnessed the 
unjust exactions of a democracy at Athens, the dwindling 
population of an oligarchy at Sparta, and the oppressive selfish-
ness of new tyrannies throughout the Greek world, he condemned 
the actual constitutions of the Greek states as deviations (rap= 
pivos) directed merely to the good of the government; and 
he contemplated a right constitution (60h) wokria), which 
Might be either a commonwealth, an aristocracy or a monarchy, 
directed to the general good; but he preferred the monarchy of 
one man, preeminent in virtue above the rest, as the best of all 
governments (Nicoosackaos Ethics, viii. so; Pollster , T 14-18). 
Moreover, by adding (Polider, H 7,  iss? b 29.33) that the Greek  

race could govern the world by obtaining one constitution (mils 
muerte,  roMretad, he indicated some leaning to a universal 
monarchy under such a king as Alexander. On the whole, 
however, he adhered to the Greek city-state (rbks), partly 
perhaps out of patriotism to his own Stagira. Averse at all 
events to the Athenian democracy, leaning towards Macedonian 
monarchy, and resting on Macedonian power, he maintained 
himself in his school at Athens, so long as he was supported by the 
friendship of Antipater, the Macedonian regent in Alexander's 
absence. But on Alexander's sudden death in 323, when Athens 
in the Lamian war tried to reassert her freedom against Antipater, 
Aristotle found himself in danger. He was accused of impiety 
on the absurd charge of deifying the tyrant Ilermias; and, 
remembering the fate of Socrates, he retired to Chalais in F,ubeee. 
There, away from his school, in 322 he died. (A tomb has been 
found in our time inscribed with the name of Blot; daughter of 
Aristotle. But is this our Aristotle ?) 

Such is our scanty knowledge of Aristotle's life, which seems 
to have been prosperous by inheritance and position, and happy 
by work and philosophy. His will, which was quoted by Her-
mippus, and, as afterwards quoted by Diogenes Laertius, has 
come down to us, though perhaps not complete, supplies some 
further details, as follows:--Antipater is to be executor with 
others. Nicanor is to marry Pythias, Aristotle's daughter, and 
to take charge of Nicomachus his son. Theophrastus is to be one 
of the executors if he will and can, and if Nicanor should die to 
act instead, if he will, in reference to Pythias. The executors and 
Nicanor are to take charge of Herpyllis, " because," in the words 
of the testator, " she has been good to me," and to allow her to 
Reside either in the lodging by the garden at Chalds or in the 
paternal house at Stagira. They are to provide for the slaves, 
who in some cases are to be freed. They are to see after the 
dedication of four images by Gryllion of Nicanor, Proxenus, 
Nicanor's mother and Arimnestus. They are to dedicate an 
image of Aristotle's mother, and to see that the bones of his wife 
Pythias am, as she ordered, taken up and buried with him. On 
this will we may remark that Proxenus is said to have been 
Aristotle's guardian after the death of his father, and to have 
been the father of Nicanor; that Herpyllis of Stagira was the 
mother of Nicomachus by Aristotle; and that Arimnestua was 
the brother of Aristotle, who also had a sister, Arimneste. Every 
clause breathes the philosopher's humanity. 

IL Dammam= ram PIA/0MM 
Turning now from the man to the philosopher as we know him 

best in his extant writings (see Aristotdes, ed. Bekker, Berlin, 
1831, the pages of which we use for our quotations), we find, 
instead of the general dialogues of Plato, special didactic treatises, 
and a fundamental difference of philosophy, so great as to have 
divided philosophers into opposite camps, and made Coleridge 
say that everybody is born either a Platonist or an Aristotelian. 
Platonism is the doctrine that the individuals we all things only 
become, but a thing is always one universal form beyond many 
individuals, e.g. one good beyond seeming goods; and that 
without supernatural forms, which are models of individuals, 
there is nothing, no being, no knowing, no good. Aristotelianism 
is the contrary doctrine: a thing is always a separate individual, 
a substance (ottoiet), natural such as earth or supernatural such 
as God; and without these individual substances, which have 
attributes and universals belonging to them, there is nothing, to 
be, to know, to be good. Philosophic differences are best felt by 
their practical effects: philosophically, Platonism is a philosophy 
of universal forms, Arbtotelianism a philosophy of individual 
substances: practically, Plato makes us think first of the super-
natural and the kingdom of heaven, Aristotle of the natural and 
the whole world. 

So diametrical a difference could not have arisen at once. 
For, though Aristotle was different from Plato, and brought with 
him from Stagira a Greek and Ionic but colonial origin, a medical 
descent and tendency, and a matter-of-fact worldly kind of 
character, nevertheless on coming to Athens as pupil of Plato he 
must have begun with his master's philosophy. What then to 
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more detail was the philosophy which the pupil learnt from the 
muter? When Aristotle at the age of eighteen came to Athens, 
Plato, at the age of sixty-two, had probably written all his 
dialogues except the Laws; and in the course of the remaining 
twenty years of his life and teaching, he expounded " the so-
called unwritten dogmas " in his lectures on the Good. There 
was therefore a written Platonism for Aristotle to read, and an 
unwritten Platonism which be actually heard. 

To begin with the written philosophy of the Dialogues. 
Individual so-called things neither are nor are not, but become: 
the real thing is always one universal form beyond the many in-
dividuals, e.g. the one beautiful beyond all beautiful individuals; 
and each form (Itila) Is a model which causes individuals by par-
ticipation to become like, but not the same as, itself. Above 
all forms stands the form of the good, which is the cause of all 
other forms being, and through them of all individuals becoming. 
The creator, or the divine intellect, with a view to the form of the 
good, and taking all forms as models, creates in a receptacle 
(kaki** Plato, Modems, hp a) individual Impressions which 
are called things but really change and become without attaining 
the permanence of being. Knowledge resides not in sense but 
in reason, which, on the suggestion. of sensations of changing 
individuals, apprehends, or (to be precise) is reminded of, real 
universal forms, and, by first ascending from less to more general 
until It arrives at the form of good and then descending from this 
unconditional principle to the less general, becomes science and 
philosophy, using as its method the dialectic which gives and 
receives questions and answers between man and man. Happi-
ness in this world consists proximately in virtue as a harmony 
between the than parts, rational, spirited and appetitive, of our 
souls, and ultimately in living according to the form of the good; 
but there is a far higher happiness, when the immortal soul, 
divesting itself of body and passions and senses, rises from earth 
to heaven and contemplates pure forms by pure reason. Such 
in brief is the Platonism of the written dialogues; where the 
main doctrine of forms is confessedly advanced never as a dogma 
but always as a hypothesis, in which there are difficulties, but 
without which Plato can explain neither being, nor truth nor 
goodness, because throughout he denies the being of individual 
things. In the unwritten lectures of his old age, he developed 
this formal into a mathematical metaphysics. In order to 
explain the unity and variety of the world, the one universal form 
and the many individuals, and bow the one good is the main 
cause of everything, he placed as it were at the back of his own 
doctrine of forms a Pythagorean mathematical philosophy. He 
supposed that the one and• the trio, which is indeterminate, and is 
the great and little, are opposite principles or causes. Identifying 
the form of the good with the one, he supposed that the one, by 
combining with the indeterminate two, causes a plurality of forms, 
which like every combination of one and two are numbers but 
peculiar In being incommensurate with one another, so that each 
form Is not a mathematical number (pcietwarulds 6.0safa), 
but a formal number (aerials cipteri61). Further he sup-
posed that in its turn each form, or formal number, is a limited 
one which, by combining again with the indeterminate two, 
causes a plurality of individuals. Hence finally he concluded 
that the good as the one combining with the indeterminate 
two is directly the cause of all forms as formal numbers, and 
indirectly through them all of the multitude of individuals in 
the world. 

Aristotle knew Plato, was present at his lectures on the Good, 
wrote a report of them (rept rlayaBoi), and described this latter 
philosophy of Plato in his Metaghysia. Modern critics, who 
were not present and knew neither, often accuse Aristotle of mis-
representing Plato. But Hemcleides and Hestiacus, Speusippus 
and Xenocrates were also present and wrote similar reports. 
What is more, both Speusippus and Xenotrates founded their 
own philosophies on , this very Pythagoreanism of Plato. Speu-
sippus as president of the Academy from 347 to 339 taught that 
the one and the many are principles, while abolishing forms and 
reducing the good from cause to effect. Xenocrates as president 
from 339 onwards taught that the one and many are principles, 
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only without distinguishing mathematical from formal numbers, 
Aristotle's critics hardly realise that for the rest of his life he 
had to live and to struggle with a formal and a mathematical 
Platonism, which exaggerated first universals and attributes 
and afterwards the quantitative attributes, ens and many, into 
substantial things and real causes. 

Aristotle bad no sympathy with the unwritten dogmas of 
Plata But with the written dialogues of -Plato he always 
continued to agree almost as much as he disagreed. Like Plato, 
he believed in real universals, real essences, real causes; be 
believed in the unity of the universal, and in the immateriality 
of essences; he believed in the good, and that there is a good of 
the universe; he believed that God is a living being, eternal and 
best, who is a supernatural cause of the motions and changes of 
the natural world, and that essences and matter are also necessary 
causes; he believed 'in the divine intelligence and In the Imam-
tality of our intelligent souls; be believed in knowledge going 
from sense to reason, that science requires ascent to principles 
and is descent from principles, and that dialectic Is useful to 
science; be believed in happiness involving virtue, and in moral 
virtue being a control of passions by reason; while the highest 
happiness is speculative wisdom. All them inspiring meta-
physical and moral doctrines the pupil accepted from his master's 
dialogues, and throughout his life adhered to the general spirit of 
realism without materialism pervading the Platonic philosophy. 
But what he refused fo.believe with Plato was that reality is not 
here, but only above; and what he maintained against Plato was 
that it is both, and that universals and forms, one and many, the 
good, are real but not separate realities. This deeproetaphysical 
divergence was the prime cause of the transition from Platonism 
to Aristotelianism. 

Aregmenia eistoklis.—Aristotle's originality soon asserted 
itself in early writings, of which fragments have come down to 
us, and have been collected by Rose (see the Berlin edition of 
Aristotle's works, or more readily in the Teutmer series, which 
we shall use for our quotations). Many, no doubt, are spurious; 
but some are genuine, and a few perhaps cited in Aristotle's 
extant works. Some are dialogues, others didactic works. A 
special interest attaches to the dialogues written after the manner 
of Plato but with Aristotle as principal interlocutor; and some 
of these, e.g. the wept Taira. and the Esieftats, seem to have 
been published. It is not always certain which were dialogues, 
which didactic like Aristotle's later works; but by comparing 
those which were certainly dialogues with their companions in 
the list of Aristotle's books as given by Diogenes Laertius, we 
may conclude with Bernays that the books occurring first in that 
list were dialogues. Hence we may perhaps accept as genuine 
the following,— 

1. Dialogues:— 
rept duauochns: On justice. 
wept raerar: On poets (perhaps cited in Poetics, sg, 

1454 b r8, le TOIS baSeaeabois ?then). 
reel ilsXocrodtat: On philosophy (perhaps cited in Physics, 

II. a, 194 a  35-36). 
reel Tokriecoii: A politician. 
wept intrOPUrit 4 rigUes: On rhetoric. 
irporprerutlx• An exhortation to philosophy (probably 

in dialogue, because it is the model of Cicero's dialogue 
Horiassios). 

Mapes 4 wept *vain On soul (perhaps cited In De 
1. 4, 407 b 29, sal rots br eavell yeroalrois 

?thou). 
T. Didactic writings:— 

(i) Metaphysical:-- 
reel rityaBoil: On the good (probably not a dialogue 

but a report of Plato's lectures). 
real Mar: On forms. 

(a) Political— 
viol ffeeiNeiar: On monarchy. 
'AMiarapot 4 brip Ardour: On colonies. 
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(3) Rhetorical:—
noes Tilt %Agree evreyary6: The Theodeelea (cited 

in the Preface to the Rhedorie to Akxander (chap. i.), 
and as TA Elmairreut in the Manic (iii. 9, 1410 b a), 

novae &runnier): A historical collection of arts of 
rhetoric. 

Difficult as it is to determine when Aristotle wrote all these 
various works, some of them indicate their dates. Gryllus, 
celebrated in the dialogue on rhetoric, was Xenophon's son 
who tell at Mantineia in 362; and Eudemus of Cyprus, lamented 
in the dialogue on soul, died in Sicily in 352. These then were 
probably written before Plato died in 347; and so probably were 
bast of the dialogues, precisely because they were imitations of 
the dialogues of Plato. Among the didactic writings, the wept 
rkyaloli would probably belong to the same time, because it was 
Aristotle's report of Plato's lectures. On the other band, the 
two political works, if written for Alexander, would be after 
343-342 when Philip made Aristotle his tutor. So probably 
were the rhetorical works, imperially the Theodectea; since both 
politics and oratory were the subjects which the father wanted 
the tutor to teach his son, and, when Alexander came to Phaselis, 
be is said by Plutarch (Alexander, x7) to have decorated the 
statue of Theodectes in honour of his association with the man 
through Aristotle and philosophy. On the whole, then, it seems 
as if Aristotle began with dialogues during his second period 
under Plato, but gradually came to prefer writing didactic 
works, especially in the third period al ter Plato's death, and 
in connexion with Alexander. 

These early writings show clearly bow Aristotle came to depart 
from Plato. In the first place u regards style, though the 
Stagirite pupil Aristotle could never rival his Attic master in 
literary form, yet be did a signal service to philosophy in 
gradually passing from the vague generalities of the dialogue to 
the scientific precision of the didactic treatise. The philosophy 
of Plato is dialogue trying to become science; that of Aristotle 
science retaining traces of dialectic. Secondly as regards subject-
matter, even in his early writings Aristotle tends to widen the 
scope of philosophic inquiry, so as not only to embrace meta-
physics and politics, but also to encourage rhetoric and poetics, 
which Plato tended to discourage or limit. Thirdly as regards doc-
trines, the surpassing interest of these early writings is that they 
show the pupil partly agreeing, partly disagreeing, with his muter. 
The Endow and Proirepiicus are with Plato; the dialogues 
en Philosophy and the treatise on Forms are against Plato. 

The Eadeents, on the soullFnsgmerda, 37 seq.), must have been in 
style and thought the most Platonic of all the Aristotelian writings. 
Plato's theory of the soul add its-immortality was not the ordinary  
Greek view derived from. Homer. who regarded the body as the self, 
the soul as a shade having a future state but an obscure. existence, 
and stamped that view on the hearts of his countrymen, and affected 
Aristotle himself. After Homer there had come to Greece the new 
view that the soul is more real than the body, that it is imprisoned in 
the carcase as a prison-house, that it is capable of enjoying a happier 
life freed from the body, and that it can transmigrate from body to 
body. This strange, exotic, ascetic view was adopted by some 
philosophers, and especially by the Pythagoreans, and so transmitted 
to Plato. Aristotle in the R aoteas, written about 3s2, when he was 
thirty-two, also believed in it. Accordingly, the soul of Eudemus, 
when it left his body, is said to be returning home: the soul is made 
subject to the casting of lots, and in coming from the other world to 
this it is supposed to forget Its fanner visions: but its disembodied 
life is regarded as its natural life in a better world. The &demur 
also contained • celebrated passage, preserved by Plutarch (Console:. 
ad Atoll. 27; Nava. 44). Here we can read the young Aristotle, 
writing in the form of the dialogue like Plato, avoiding hiatus like 
lacerate., andjustifying the praises accorded to his style by Cicero, 
Quintilian and Dionysius. It shows how nearly the pupil could 
imitate his master's dialogues, and stilt more how exactly he at first 
embraced his master's doctrines. It makes Seems, captured by 
Midas, say that the best of all things is not to have been born, and 
the next best, having been born, to die as soon as possible. Nothing 
could be more like Plato's Mande, or more unlike Aristotle's later 
work es do Send, which entirely rejects transmigration and allows 
the next life to sink into the background. 

Hardly less Platonic is the Protreplices (Pram. so seq.), an 
exhortation to philosophy which, according to Zeno the Stoic, was 
studied by his matter Crates. It is an exhortation, whose point is 
that the chief good is philosophy, the contemplation of the universe 
by divine and immortal intellect. This is indeed • doctrine of 

Platonic ethics from which Aristotle in his later days never swerved. 
But in the Protrepticas he goes on to say that seeming goods, such 
as strength, sine, beauty, honours, opinions, are mere elusion 
(essayeada), worthless and ridiculous, as we should know if we 
had Lyncean eyes to compare them with the vision at the sternal. 
This indifference to goods of body and estate is quite Platonic, but is 
very different from Mantles later ethical doctrine that such goods, 

not the entente, are nevertheless necessary conditions of 
ha Finally, is the spine of Plato's Plumb and the disks= 
E sat, the Pr WMs that the soul is bound to the sentient 
members of the y as prisoners in Etruria are bound face to face 
with corpses; whereas the later view of the De Anima is that the soul 
is the vital principle of the body and the body the necessary organ of 
the soul: 

Thus we find that at first, under the Influence of his master. 
Aristotle held somewhat ascetic views on soul and body and on goods 
of body and estate, entirely opposed both in psychology and in ethics 
to the moderate doctrines ti his later writings. This perhaps is ons 
reason why Cicero, who had Aristotle's early writisgs, saw no differ-
ence between the Academy and the Peripatetic (Awl. Poss, i. 
x7-t8). 

On the other hand, the (Eclogue on Philosophy (apt 4.1,..44., 
FIGVII. t seq.) strikingly Waits the origin of Aristotle's divergence 
from Platonism, and that too in Plato's lifetime. The young son 
of a doctor from the colonise proved -too load of this world to 
stomach his Athenian master's philosophy of the supernatural. 
Accordingly in this dialogue he attacked Plato's fundamental 
position, bah in its written and in its unwritten presentment, as a 
h " both of forms and of formal numbers. First, he attacked 

hypothesis of forms (Sr waved). irifirw, From. 8), exclaiming 
in his dialogues, according to Proclus, that be could not sympathise 
with the dogma even if it should be thought that he was opposing 
it out of contentiousness; while Plutarch says that his attacks eel 
the forms by means of his esoteric dialers; were thought by_moue 
per more contentious than philosophical, as mamma to dada= 
Plato's philosophy: so far was he, ays Plutarc , from following it. 
Secondly, in the same dialogue (Props. 9 , according to Syrianus, 
he disagreed with the hypothesis of Ninal numbers (tuts ,Urns, 
goesidd. If, wrote Aristotle, the forms are another sat of 
number, not mathematical, there would be no understanding of it 
Lastly, in the same dialogue (From. 18 seq.) he revealed his 
emphaw on nature by contending that the universe is uncreate and 

hie. According to Plato, God caused the natural world to 
become: according to Aristotle it is eternal. This eternity of the 
world became one of his characteristic doctrine, and subsequently 
enabled him to explain how essences can be eternal without being 
separate from this world which is also eternal (cf. Mesas& Z 8). 
Thus early did Aristotle begin, even in Plato's lifetime, to oppose 
Plato's hypothesis of supernatural forms, and advance his own 
hypothesis of the eternity of the world. 

He made another attack on Platonism in the didactic work roll 
MO. (Props. ifts seq.), contending that the Platonic arguments 
prove not forms (Utah) but only things common (ra 
Hate accordiag to Alexander the commentator, he first brought 
mum Plato the argument of " thethird man - (4 rare, fishweed; 
that, if there is the form, one man beyond many men, there will be 
a third man predicated of both :pan and men, and a fourth predi-
cated of all three, and so on to infinity (Freya. 188). Here, too, he 
examined the hypothesis of Endes= that things are caused by 
mixture of tarots, a hypothesis which formed • kind of transition to 
his own later views, but failed to satisfy him on account of its de& 
culties. Lastly, in the didactic work rat rhah8 (Pram. 27 seq.), 
containing his report of Plato's lectures on the Good, he was dealing 
with the same mathematical metaphysics which in his dialogue an 
Philosophy he criticized for converting farms into formal numbers, 
Aristoxenua, at the beginning of the second book of the Harnsaucs, 
gives a graphic account of the astonishment caused by these lectures 
of Plato, and of their effect on the lectures of Aristotle. In contend-
ing, as Aristotle's pupil, that a tads: should begin by proposing his 
subject, he tells us how Aristotle used to relate that most of Plato's 
hearers came expecting to get something about human goods and 
happiness, but that when the discourses turned out to be all about 
mathematics, with the conclusion that good is one, it appeared to 
them a paradox, which some despised and others condemned. The 
reason, he adds, was that they were not informed by Plato before-
hand: and for this very reason, Aristotle, as he told Arbtoxenus 
himself, used to prepare his hearers by informing them of the nature 
of the subject. From this rare personal reminiscence we see at a 
glance that the mind of Plato and the mind of Aristotle were so 
different, that their philosophies must diverge; the one towards the 
supernatural, the abstract, the discursive, and the other towards the 
natural, the substantial, the scientific. 

Aristotle then even in the second period of his life, while Plato 
was still alive, began to differ from him in metaphysics. He rejected 
the Platonic hypothesis of forms, and affirmed that they are not 
separate but common, without however as yet having advanced to a 
constructive metaphysics of his own; while at the same time, after 
having at first adopted his master's dialectical treatment of meta-
physical problems, he soon weed from dialogues to didactic works. 
which had the result of separating metaphysic from disiectic. The 
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allemportant consequence of this first departure from Platonism 
was that Aristotle became and remained primarily a metaphysician. 
After Plato • death, coming to his third period he made a further 
departure from Platonism in his didactic works on politics and 
rhetoric, written in connexion with Alexanderand Theodectes. Those 
on polities (Frain.. 646-648) were designed to instruct Alexander 
on monarchy and on colonnades; and in them Aristotleaimed 
with Plato in assigning q moral object to the state, but departed front 
him by saying that a king need not be a philosopher, as Plato had 
said in the Republic, but does need to listen to philosophers. Still 
more marked was his departure from Plato as regards rhetoric. 
Plato in the Genies. (Sot A) had contended that rhetoric is not as 
art but an empirical practice (Tangle mi larnabs); Aristotle in the 
Gryllus (Prays. 68-69), written in his second period, took according 
to Quintilian a similar view. But in his third period, in the 
Theadeeka (Prays. 155 seq.), rhetoric is treated as an art, and is 
laid out somewhat in the manner of his later Art of Rhelerseorhile 
he also showed his interest in the subject by writing a history of 
other arts of rhetoric called Texsal. owaryarp, (From 136 see.). 
Further, in treating rhetoric as an art in the Theodecira he was forced 
into a conclusion, which carried him far beyond Plato's rigid notions 
of proof and of passion: he concluded that it is the work of an orator 
to use persuasiun, and to arouse the passions (rind TrAINS.a.yeipsa). 
e.g. anger and pity fib. 533.134). Nor could he treat poetry as he is 
said to have done without the same result. 

On the whole then, in his early dialectical and didactic writings, 
of which mere fragments remain, Aristotle had already diverged 
from Plato, and first of all in metaphysics. During his master's 
life, in the second period of his own life, he protested against 
the Platonic hypothesis of forms, formal numbers and the 
one as the good, and tended to separate metaphysics from 
dialectic by beginning to pass from dialogues to didactic works. 
After his master's death, in the third period of his own life, and 
during his connexion with Alexander, but before the final con-
struction of his philosophy into a system, he was tending to write 
more and more in the didactic style; to separate from dialectic, 
not only metaphysics, but also politics, rhetoric and poetry; to 
admit by the side of philosophy the arts of persuasive language; 
to think it part of their legitimate work to rouse the passions; and 
in all these ways to depart from the ascetic rigidity of the philo-
sophy of Plato, so as to prepare for the tolerant spirit of his own, 
and especially for his ethical doctrine that virtue consists not in 
suppressing but in moderating almost all human passions. In 
both periods, too, as we shaU find in the sequel, he was already 
occupied in composing some of the extant writings which were 
afterwards to form parts of his final philosophical system. But 
as yet he had given no sign of system, and-what is surprising-
no trace of logic. Aristotle was primarily a metaphysician 
against Plato; a metaphysician before he was a logician; a 
metaphysician who made what be called primary philosophy 
(rpeare diXeco ■pla) the starting-point of his philosophical 
development, and ultimately of his philosophical system. 

M. COMPOSITION OP ms EXTANT WORKS 

The system which was taught by Aristotle at Athens in the 
fourth period of his life, and which is now known as the Aristo-
telian philosophy, is contained not in fragments but in extant 
books. It will be best then to give at once a list of these extant 
works, following the traditional order in which they have long 
been arranged, and marking with a dagger (t) those which are 
now usually considered not to be genuine, though not always 
with sufficient reason. 

A. LOGICAL 
t. Karryopttu: Categoriae: On simple expressions signifying 

different kinds of things and capable of predication [probably an 
early work of Aristotle, accepting species and genera as "secondary 
substances " in deference to Plato s teaching!. 

a. Tropl 'Epsymial: De interpretations: On language as 
expression of mind, and especially on the enunciation or assertion 
(assittarso. InropurnAdy Mem) Ircjo.ted ay Andronicus according 
to Alexandert but probably an early work of Aristotle, based on 
Plato's analysis of the sentence into noun and verb'. 

3. 'Amlarraga a-pimps : Anddirm Prima: On syllogism, with 
a view to demonstration. 

4. •aniarrnot beve0a; A mimics Posteriors: On demonstration. 
or demonstrative or scientific syllogism ( avala(ss. arakarsada 
larsenmagatai 01.4467.0/41 ). 

5. Torun: Tapirs: On dialectical syllogism (isaXagautes 
pa1/larep61), so called from consisting mainly of commonplaces 
(.doss. ion), or general sources of argument. 

6. loshenatoi 11AA7ast : Seishistied Elesichi: Oa sophistic 
(e•Oiernah) or eristic syllogism(lawn.* aexaerpepso, so called 
from the fallacies used by sophists in refutation Maros) of 

thigunoptC:rane tn-Twere afterwards grouped together as the Orsams.) 

B. PH YUCAL 
1. *teat &akar: Physica A stscaltalie: On Nature as cause 

of change, and the general principles of natural science. 
2. Irml elasersA: Vs C000: On astronomy, dc. 
3. viol •paaleatat pal 44opas: De gendrali011* 	corrsoption 

On generation and destruction ittgeneral. 
4. ILtorstroStryucti: Iftiandopta: On sublunary chan 
3.t rept doom: De monde: On the universe. [Supposed by Zeller 

to belong to the latter half of the tat century a.c.1 
6. frepi Orb: De anima: On soul, conjoined with organic 

body. 
7. awl aloe!~ eel aloevap: De muss el testdi: On sense 

and objects of sense. 
8. wwl prom rat lamenemor: De mesnoria d rensinitrentia: 

On memory and recollection. 
.7. we Some cat treoreltaneset De ammo el Melia: Oa sleep 

and waking. 
to. rapt &merino : De insonssiir: Oct dreams. 
II. rept rear Es? hasp jogrru:81, or reef nano* In 0' "IT 

Betas: De dissimilate per resema s: On prophecy in sleep. 
12. MAO payeambryter snlihraroddmon: De lesegiltdias at breeitate 

rime: On length and shortness of life. 
13. rept salmtrot eel 14pos eel rept pea gal fardrow: De ismentute ei 

strattgie et de vita et merle: On youth and age, and on life and death. 
54. ryl leserratia De respiration.: On respiration. 

'Numbers 7.54 are grouped together as Pane sraturolia.) 
1 8411P1  nrelwann: IA spuds: On innate spine (s/sirilas 

'darn). 
16. rept rot 1rs  ismatar: llislaria animalism: Description of 

Facts about animals, i.e. their organs, ac. 
17. Awl Nu. ~kw: De portions anhadisms: Philosophy of 

the causes of the fact, about animals, i.e. their functions. 
18. t rept Nor roshmsn: De animalism maitre: On the motion 

of animals. [Ascribed to the school of Theophrastus and Straus 
by Zeller.' 

rya reiCrlier, AsoMor: De animalism imam On the going of 
animals. 

20. rapt pi-. 7040414 ; De animalism generation: On the 
generation of animals. 

20 apt cpwreiregt: De candies: On colours. [Ascribed to fls 
school of Theopluastus sad Sumo by Zeller.' 

22.f rept lonsrrim: De arsdibilibna. lAscnbed to the school of 
Theophrastus and Strata by Zeller.] 

23.t Ovapaynapartga: Physioreommeitat On physiognomy, and 
the sympathy of body and soul. 

24.f mat MoSM: De pleads: On plants. [Not Aristotle's work 
on this subject.' 

23.t wept lisupselger &moons &no. : De mirabilibas Suscultalionibus: 
On phenomena chiefly connected with natural history. 

26.t gegersea: Qom-diens mechanise.: Mechanical questions. 

C. MISCELLANEOUS 	, 
linsfiX4nars: Problemala: Problems on various subjects 

[gradually collected by the Peripatetics from partly Aristotelian 
materials, according to Zeller!. 

a.t eel aroma. mnsmoir: De isuudsilihas lineir: On indivisible 
lines. [Ascribed to Theophrastus, or his time, by Zeller" 

3.t arfpa. Ohms rat nomads.: Venoms that et aPpelle-
lions: A fragment on the winds. 

44 and 2.0414 	INA blown, re,o1 Tardso: De Xemphasse, 
Zooms et Corgis: On Xenophanes, Zeno and Goggins. 

D. PRIMARY PHILOSOPHY OR THEOLOGY OR WISDOM 

rd sera ri isomo Metaphysics: On being as being and its 
properties, its causes and princ iples, and on God as the motive motor 
of the world. 

E. PRACTICAL 
t. 	NumpArea: Ethics Nicomachea: On the good of the 

individual. 
24 'RNA pridata: Nara Mordio: On the same subject. 

[According to Zeller. an abstract of the Niconsachean and the. 
&demise Ethics, tending to follow the latter, but possibly an early 
draft of the Nit emerhean Ethics.) 

34 'Wore EldSgua or wok llSdno ► : &him ad Endemism: On 
the same subject.' [Usually supposed to be written by Eudemus, but 
possibly an early draft of the Plicomackean Ethics./ 

4.1 Taal Omar sat CAA:41.: De artstibae tt 	 On abused 
and vices. (An eclectic work of the ist century sac., half Academic 
and half Peripatetic, according to Zeller.' 

3. Miasma: De re public.: Politics, on the good of the state. 
6.1 Olgansaua: De two rei Economics, on the good 

of the family. [The first book a work of the school of Theophrastus 
or Eud emus. the second later Peripatetic. according to Zeller.) 
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I. rfaryt lhlrootal: Ars ► storia:: On the art of oratory. 
2. t'PRoPP10) 211k! "AkiEwApo.: Rhetorica ad Akxandrson: On 

the same subject. [Ascribed to Anaximenes of Lampsacus (fl. 36s, 
Diodorus xv. 76) by Petrus Victorius, and Spengel, but possibly an 
earlier rhetoric by Aristotle.' 

3. not lloarunis: De poetics': On the art of poetry (fragmentary). 

G. HISTORICAL 
Ahrokaw ramie,: De republiea Atheniewsium: On the Con-

stitution of Athens. !One of the Mikado., said to have been 
158 at least, the fienuineness of which is attested by the defence 
which Polybtus (uut.) makes of Aristotle's history of the Episephyrian 
Locrians against Timaeus, Aristotle's contemporary and critic. 
Hitherto, only fragments have come down to us (cf. Fragm. 381 -603). 
The present treatise, without however its beginning and end written 
on a papyrus discovered in Egypt and now in the British Museum, 
was first edited by F. G. Kenyon 5890-1895.) (See the article 
CONSTITUTION OF ATHENS.) 

The Difficulty.—The genuineness of the Aristotelian works, as 
Leibnitz truly said (De Silo Phil. Nisolii, xxx.), is ascertained 
by the conspicuous harmony of their theories, and by their 
uniform method of swift subtlety. Nevertheless difficulties lurk 
beneath their general unity of thought and style. In style they 
are not quite the same: now they are brief and now diffuse: 
sometimes they are carelessly written, sometimes so carefully as 
to avoid hiatus, e.g. the Metaphysics A, and parts of the De 
Coelo and Parts Naltsralia, which in this respect resemble the 
fragment quoted by Plutarch from the early dialogue &dams 
(Prates. 44). They also appear to contain displacements, 
interpolations, prefaces such as that to the Meteorologica, and 
appendices such as that to the Sophistical Menai, which may 
have been added. An Aristotelian work often goes on continu-
ously at first, and then becomes disappointing by suddenly 
introducing discussions which break the connexion or are even 
inconsistent with the beginning; as in the Posterior Analytics, 
which, after developing a theory of demonstration from necessary 
principles, suddenly makes the admission, which is also the main 
theory of science in the Metaphysics, thaedemonstration is about 
either the necessary or the contingent, from principles either 
necessary or contingent, only not accidental. At times order is 
followed by disorder, as in the Politics. Again, there are re-
petitions and double versions, e.g. those of the Physics, 'vii., 
and those of the De Anima, ii., discovered by Torstrik; or two 
discussions of the same subject, e.g. of pleasure in the Nice-
machean Ethics, vii. and x.; or several treatises on the same 
subject very like one another, viz. the Nicomacheas Ethics, the 
&donjon Ethics and the Magna Morelia; or, strangest of all, 
a consecutive treatise and other discourses amalgamated, e.g. in 
the Metaphysics, where a systematic theory of being running 
through several books (B, T, E, Z, Ii, 0) is preceded, interrupted 
and followed by other discussions of the subject. Further, there 
are frequently several titles of the same work or of different 
parts of it. Sometimes diagrams (durypact•al or orcrrporpat) are 
mentioned, and sometimes given (e.g. in De Interp. 13, 22 a 22; 

Nicomadiean Ethics, ii. 7; Eudensian Ethics,-ii. 3), but sometimes 
only implied (e.g. in Hist. An. 1. 27, 497 a 32; iii. 1, sto a 3o; 
iv. r, 52$ a 9). The different works are more or less connected by 
a system of references, which give rise to difficulties, especially 
when they are cross-references: for example, the Analytics and 
Topics quote one another: so do the Physics and the Meta-
physics; the De Vita and De Respirations and the De Parlibus 
Animalism; this latter treatise and the De Animalism; Incases; 
the De Inkrprelatione and the De Anima. A late work may 
quote an earlier; but how, it may be asked, can the earlier 
reciprocally quote the later? 

Besides these difficulties in and between the works there are 
others beyond them. On the one hand, there is the curious story 
given partly by Strabo (6013-607) and partly in Plutarch's Sub 
(c. 26), that Aristotle's successor Theophmstus left the books 
of both to their joint pupil, Helens of Scepsis, where they were 
hidden in a cellar, till in Sulla's time they were sold to Apellicon, 
who made new copies, transferred after Apellicon's death by 
Sella to Rome, and there edited and published by Tyrannio and 
Andronicus. On the other band, there are the curious and  

puzzling catalogues of Aristotelian books, one given by Diogenes 
Laertius, another by an anonymous commentator (perhaps 
Hcsychius of Miletus) quoted in the notes of Gilles Mfnage on 
Diogenes Laertius, and known as " Anonymus Meaagii," and a 
third copied by two Arabian writers from Ptolemy, perhaps King 
Ptolemy Philatlelphus, son of the founder of the library at 
Alexandria. (See Rose, Frays. pp. z -22.) But the extraordinary 
thing is that, without exactly agreeing among themselves, the 
catalogues give titles which do not agree well with the Aristotelian 
works as we have them. A title in some cases suits a given work 
or a part of it; but in other cases there are no titles for works 
which exist, or titles for works which do not exist. 

These difficulties arc complicated by various hypotheses 
concerning the composition of the Aristotelian works. Zeller 
supposes that, though Aristotle may have made preparations for 
his philosophical system beforehand, still the properly didactic 
treatises composing it almost all belong to the last period of his 
life, i.e. from 335-334 to 322; and from the references of one 
work to another Zeller has further suggested a chronological 
order of composition during this period of twelve years, beginning 
with the treatises on Logic and Physics, and ending with that on 
Metaphysics. There is a further hypothesis that the Aristotelian 
works were not originally treatises, but notes of lectures either 
for or by his pupils. This easily passes into the further and still 
more sceptical hypothesis that the works, as we have them, under 
Aristotle's name, are rather the works of the Peripatetic school, 
from Aristotle, Theophrastus and Eudemus downwards. " We 
cannot assert with certainty," says R. Shute in his History of the 
A ristokliart Writings (p. 176), " that we have even got throughout 
a treatise in the exact words of Aristotle, though we may be 
pretty clear that we have a fair representation of his thought. 
The unity of style observable may belong quite as much to the 
school and the method as to the individual." This sceptical 
conclusion, the contrary of that drawn by Leibnitz from the 
harmony of thought and style pervading the works, shows us 
that the Homeric question has been followed by the Aristotelian 
question. 

The Solution. —Such hypotheses attend to Aristotle's philo-
sophy to the neglect of his life. He was really, as we have seen, 
a prolific writer from the time when he was a young man under 
Plato's guidance at Athens; beginning with dialogues in the 
manner of his master, but afterwards preferring to write didactic 
works during the prime of his own life between thirty-eight and 
fifty (347-335-334), and with the further advantage of leisure 
at Atameus and Mitylene, in Macedonia and at home in Stagira. 
When at fifty he returned to Athens, as bead of the Peripatetic 
school, he no doubt wrote much of his extant philosophy during 
the twelve remaining years of his life (335-322). But he was 
then a busy teacher, was growing old, and suffered from a disease 
in the stomach for a considerable time before it proved fatal at 
the age of sixty-three. It is therefore improbable that he could 
between fifty and sixty-three have written almost the whole 
of the many books on many subjects constituting that grand 
philosophical system which is one of the most wonderful works of 
man.. It is far more probable that he was previously composing 
them at his leisure and in the vigour of manhood, precisely as his 
contemporary Demosthenes composed all his great speeches 
except the De Corona before he was fifty. 

Turning to Aristotle's own works, we immediately light upon 
a surprise: Aristotle began his extant scientific works during 
Plato's lifetime. By a curious coincidence, in two different 
works he mentions twe different events as contemporary with 
the time of writing, one in 357 and the other in 356. In the 
Politics (E so, rats b to), he mentions as now (KO Dion's 
expedition to Sicily which occurred in 357. In the Meteorologica 
(iii. 1, 371 a 3o), he mentions as now (re,) the burning of the 
temple at Ephesus, which occurred in 356. To save his hypo-
thesis of late composition, Zeller resorts to the vagueness of 
the word " now " (pis'). But Aristotle is graphically describing 
isolated events, and could hardly speak of events of 357 and 356 

 as happening" now "in or near 335. Moreover, these two works 
contain further proofs that they were both begun earlier than this 
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date. The Polities (B so) mentions as having happened lately 
(marl) the expedition of Phakeens to Crete, which occurred 
towards the end of the Sacred War in 346. The Meteorologic° 
(r 7) mentions the comet of 34 r. It is true that the Politics 
also mentions much later events, e.g. the assassination of Philip 
which took place in 336 (E in, r3rr b 1-3). Indeed, the whole 
truth about this great work is that it remained unfinished at 
Aristotle's death. But what of that ? The logical conclusion Is 
that Aristotle began writing it as early as 357, and continued 
writing it in 346, in 336, and so on till be died. Similarly, he 
began the Metemologica as early as 356 and was still writing It 
in 34z. Both books were commented some years before Plato's 
death: both were works of many years: both were destined to 
form parts of the Aristotelian system of philosophy. It follows 
that• Aristotle, from early manhood, not only wrote dialogues 
and didactic works, surviving only in fragments, but also began 
some of the philosophical works which are still parts of his extant 
writings. He continued these and no doubt began others during 
the prime of his life. Having thus slowly matured his separate 
writings, he was the better able to combine them more and more 
into a system, in his last years. No doubt, however, he went on 
writing and rewriting well into the last period of his life; for 
example, the recently discovered 'Atesalow rola/via mentions 
on the one hand (c. 54) thp archonship of Cepbisophon (329-3 an, 
on the other hand (c. 46) triremes and quadriremea but without 
quinqueremes, which first appeared at Athens in 325-324; and 
as It mentions nothing later it probably received Its final touches 
between 329 and 324. But it may have, been begun keg before, 
and received additions and changes. However early Aristotle 
began a book, so long as he kept the manuscript, he could always 
change it. Finally he died without completing •  some of his 
works, such as the Milks, and notably that work of his whole 
philosophic career and foundation of his-whole philosophy—the 
Metaphysics--which, projected in his early criticism of Plato's 
philosophy of universal forms, gradually developed into his 
positive philosophy of individual substances, but remained 
unfinished after all. 

On the whole, then, Aristotle waswriting his extant works very 
gradually for some thirty-five years (357-322), like Hawkins 
(iv. 30) contemplated additions, continued writing Mein TOM or 
less together, not so much successively as simultaneously, and 
had not finished writing at his death. 

There is a curious characteristic connected with this gradual 
composition. An Aristotelian treatise frequently has the appear-
ance of being a collection of smaller discourses (Mrs), as, e.g., 
K. L Michelet has remarked. 

This is obvious enough in the Metaphysics: ft has two open-
ings (Books A and a); then comes a nearly consecutive theory 
of being ( B, Z, H, 0), but interrupted by a philosophical 
lexicon A; afterwards follows a theory of unity (I); then a 
summary of previous books and of doctrines from the Physics (X) ; 
next a new beginning about being, and, what is wanted to com-
plete the system, a theory of God in relation to the world (A); 
finally a criticism of mathematical metaphysics (M, N), in which 
the argument against Plato (A 9) is repeated almost word for 
word (M 4-5). The Metaphysics is clearly a compilation formed 
from essays or discourses; and it illustrates another character-
istic of Aristotle's gradual method of composition. It refers 
back to passages "in the first discourses" (is' rots reesrort A/rye's) 
—an expression not uncommon in Aristotelian writings. Some-
times the reference is to the beginning of the whole treatise; 
e.g. Mel. B 2,997 63-5, referring back to A 6 and 9 about Platonic 
forms. Sometimes, on the other hand, the reference only goes 
back to a previous part of a given topic, e.g. Mel. At, zo45 b 
27-32, referring back to Z r, or at the earliest to T a. On 
either alternative, however, "the first discourses" mentioned 
may have originally been a separate discourse; for Book T 
begins quite fresh with the definition of the science of being, 
long afterwards called " Metaphysics," and Book Z begins 
Aristotle's fundamental doctrine of substance. 

Another indication of a treatise having arisen out of separate 
discourses is its consisting of different parts imperfectly connected. 

Thus the Nkonsachsen Ethics begins by identifying the good with 
happiness (damp/AO, and happiness with virtuous action. 
But when ft comes to the moral virtues (Book iii. 6), a new 
motive of the " honourable " (ro0 eakoli bend is suddenly 
introduced without preparation, where one would expect the 
original motive of happiness, Then at the end of the moral 
virtues justice is treated at inordinate length, and in a different 
manner from the others, which are regarded as means between 
two vices, whereas justice appears as a mean only because it is 
of the middle between too much and too little. Later, the 
discussion on friendship (Books viii.-ix.) is again inordinate in 
length, and it stands alone. Lastly, pleasure, after having been 
first defined (Book vii.) as an activity, is treated over again 
(Book a.) as an end beyond activity, with • warning against 
confusing activity and pleasure. The probability is that the 
Nicomadman Ethics is a collection of separate discourses worked 
up into a tolerably systematic treatise; and the interesting point 
is that these discourses correspond to separate titles In the list of 
Diogenes Laertius (repl eaXoe, repl tmaiers wept MAlet, repl 
4iwit, and weld *lovas). The same list also refers to tentative 
notes (Oressirsara linverpecarixid, and the commentators 
speak of ethical notes (ridrea irroloinara). Indeed, they some-
times divide Aristotle's works into notes (6woomnaru6) and 
compilations (morreynarucA). How can it be doubted that in the 
gradual composition of his works Aristotle began with notes 
(inronssjaara) and discourses (keyed, and proceeded to treatises 
(rarriarelad ? He would even be drawn into this process by 
his writing materials, which were papyrus rolls of some magni-
tude; be would tend to write discourses on separate rolls, and 
then fasten them together in a bundle into a treatise. 

If then Aristotle was for some thirty-five years gradually and 
simultaneously composing manuscript discourses into treatises 
and treatises into a system, he was pursuing a process which 
solves beforehand the very difficulties which have since been 
found in his writings. He could very easily write in different 
styles at different times, now avoiding hiatus and now not, some-
times writing Mutely and sometimes briefly, partly polishing 
and partly leaving in the rough, according to the subject, his own 
state of health or humour, his age, and the degree to which he had 
developed a given topic; and all this even in the same manu-
script as well as in different manuscripts, so that a difference 
of style between different parts of a work or between different 
works, explicable by one being earlier than another, does not 
prove either to be not genuine. As he might write, so might he 
think differently in his long career. To put one extreme case, 
about the soul he could think at first in the Endemism like Plato 
that it is imprisoned in the body, and long afterwards in the De 
Anima like himself that it is the immateriate essence of the 
material bodily organism. Again, he might be intermittent; 
now, for example, calling a universal a substance in deference 
to Plato, and now denying that a universal can be a substance 
in consequence of his own doctrine that every substance is 
an individual; and so as to contradict himself in the same 
treatise, though not in the same breath or at the same moment 
of thinking. Again, in developing his discourses into larger 
treatises he might fall into dislocations; although it must be 
remembered that these are often inventions of critics who do not 
understand the argument, as when they make out that the treat-
ment of reciprocal justice in the Ethics (v. 5-6) needs rearrange-
ment through their not noticing that, according to Aristotle, 
reciprocal justice, being the fairness of a commercial bargain, is 
not part of absolute or political justice, but is part of analogical 
or economical, justice. Or he might make repetitions, as in the 
same book, where he twice applies the principle, that so far as the 
agent does the patient suffers, first to the corrective justice of the 
law court (EM. v. 4) in order to prove that in a wrong the injurer 
gains as much as the injured loses, and immediately afterwards 
to the reciprocal justice of commerce (ib. 5) in order to prove 
that ins bargain a house must be exchanged for as many shoes as 
equal it in value. Or he might himself, without double version', 
repeat the same argument with a different shade of meaning; 
as when in the Nit. Ethics (vii. 4) be first argues incontinence 

• 
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about such natural pleasures as that of gain is only modified 
incontinence, a Win (as reuse eetnescemli) of which is that it is not 
so bad as incontinence about carnal pleasures, and then argues 
that, because (as cassia assents) it is only modified incontinence, 
therefore it is not so bad. Or he might return alma and again 
to-the same point with a difference: there is a good instance in 
his conclusion that the speculative life is the highest happiness; 
which he first infers because it is the life of man's highest and 
divine faculty, intelligence (1 176 b- I 78 a 8), then after an interval 
infers a second time because our speculative life is an imitation of 
that of God (r r 78 b 7-32), and finally after another interval infers 
a third time, because it will make man most dear to God (t int a 
32-32). Or, extending himself as it were still more, he might 
write two drafts, or double versions of his own, on the same 
subject; e.g. Physics, vii. and Ds Anima, ii. Or he might, going 
still further, in his long literary career write two or more treatises 
on the same subject, different and even more or less inconsistent 
with each other, as we shall find in the sequel. Finally, having 
a great number of discourses and treatises, containing all those 
small blemishes, around him in his library, and determined to 
collect, consolidate and connect them into a philosophical system, 
he would naturally be often taking them down from their places 
to consult and compare one with another, and as naturally enter 
in them references one to the other, and cross-references between 
one another. Thus he would enter in the Metaphysic:a reference 
to the Physics, and in the Physics a reference to the Metaphysics, 
precisely because both were manuscripts in his library. For the 
same purpose of connexion he would be tempted to add a preface 
to a book like the Meteorologica. Is order to refer back to the 
Physics, the De Cools, end the De Generations, this work begins by 
stating that the first causes of all nature and all natural motion, 
the :stars ordered according to celestial motion and the bodily 
elements with their transmutations, and generation and corrup-
tion have all been discussed; and by adding that there remains 
to complete this investigation, what previous investigators called 
meteorology. To suppose this preface, presupposing many 
sciences, to have been written in 30, when the Meleorolosica had 
been already commenced, would be absurd; but equally absurd 
would it be to reject that date on account of the preface, which 
even a modern author often writes long afterr his book. Nor is it 
at all absurd to suppose that,long af ter he began the Meteorolegica, 
Aristotle himself added the preface in the proem of gathering his 
general treatises on natural science into a system. So he might 
afterwards add the preface to the Ds laterpretatiose, in order- to 
connect it with the De Aldose, though written at terwards, in order 
to connect his treatises on mind and on its expression. So also 
he might add the appendix to the Sophistical Elnschi, long after 
he had written that book, and perhaps, to judge from its being a 
general claim to have discovered the syllogism, when the founder 
of logic had more or less realised that he had written a number 
of connected treatises on reasoning. 

TkeQuestion raj Publication —There is still another point which 
would facilitate Aristotle's gradual composition of discourses into 
treatises and treatises into a system; there was no occasion for 
him to publish his manuscripts beyond his school. Printing has 
accustomed us to publication, and misled us into applying to 
ancient times the modern method of bringing out one book after 
another at definite dates by the same author. But Greek authors 
contemplated works rather than books. Some of the greatest 
authors were not even writers: Homer, Aesop, Thalia Socrates. 
Some who were writers were driven to publish by the occasion; 
and after the orders of government, which were occasionally 
published to be obeyed, occasional poems, such as the poems of 
Solon, the odes of Pinder and the plays of the dramatists, which 
all had a political significance, were probably the first writings 
to be published or, rather, recited and acted, from written 
copies. With them came philosophical poems, such as those of 
Xenophanes and Empedodea; the *cal history of Herodotus; 
the dramatic philosophy of Plato. On a larger scale speeches 
written by orators to be delivered by litigants were published 
and encouraged publication; and, as the Attic orators were his 
contemporaries, publication had become pretty common in the  

time of Aristotle, who speaks of many bundles AT pat) of 
judicial speeches by hocrates being hawked about by the book-
sellers (Psalm. Lso). 

No doubt then Aristotle's library contained published copiesof 
the works of other authors, as well as the autographs of his own. 
It does not follow that his own works went beyond his library 
and his school. Publication to the world is designed for readers, 
who at all times have demanded popular literature rather than 
serious philosophy such as that of Aristotle. Accordingly it 
becomes a difficult question, bow far Aristotle's works were 
published in his lifetime. In answering it we must be careful 
to exclude any evidence which refers to Aristotle as a man, not 
as a writer, or refers to him as a writer but does not prove 
publication while he was alive. 

Beginning then with his early writings, which are now lost, the 
dialogues Os Poetry and the Esaleenn were probably the pub-
lished (recourses to which Aristotle himself refers (Psetics, is; De 
Anima, i. 4) ; and the dialogue Prefrontal, was known to the 
Cynic Crates, pupil of Diogenes and master of Zeno (From so), 
but not necessarily in Aristotle's lifetime, as Crates was still 
alive in 307. Again, Aristotle's early rhetorical instructions 
and perhaps writings, as well as his Opinion that a collection of 
proverbs is not worth while, must have been known outside 
Aristotle's rhetorical school to the orator Cephisodorus, pupil of 
Lactates and master of Demosthenes, for him to be able to write 
in his Replies to Aristotle Or rale reit 'Aprorerther tarryawbair) 
an admired defence of hoaxes (Dionys. H. Dr hoc. s8). But 
this early dialectic and rhetoric, being popular, would tend to be 
published. History comes nearer to philosophy; and Aristotle's 
Cmutinstiess were known to his enemy Timaeus, who attacked 
him for dis' muaging the descent of the Locrians of Italy, according 
to Polybius (xii.), who defended Aristotle. But as Tunseus 
brought his history down to 264 p.c. (Polyb. t. 5), and therefore 
might have got his information after Aristotle's death, we cannot 
be sure that any of the Constitutions were published in the author's 
lifetime. We are equally at a loss to prove that Aristotle pub 
tidied his philosophy. He had, like all the great, many enemies, 
personal and philosophical; but in his lifetime they attacked the 
man, not his philosophy. In the Megarian school, first Eubulides 
quarrelled with him and Calumniated him (Ding. Laert. ii. rogi) 
in his lifetime; but the attack was on his life, not on his writings: 
afterwards Stilpo wrote a dialogue ('Apterwrityr), which may 
have been a criticism of the Aristotelian philosophy from the 
Megarian point of view; but he outlived Aristotle thirty years. 
In the absence of any confirmation, "the current philasophe-
mats " 4-nclochca *Name/Imam), mentioned In the De Cock 
(I. 9,•79 a 3o), are sometimes supposed to be Aristotle's published 
philosophy, to which he is referring his readers. But the example 
there given, that the divine is unchangeable, is precisely such a 
religious commonplace as might easily be a current philosopheate 
of Aristotle's day, not of Aristotle; and this interpretation suits 
the parallel passage in the Nit. Ethics (i. 5, rood a 3) when 
opinions about the happiness of political life are said to have been 
sufficiently treated " even in current dim:unions " (eel Is role 
krevehioct). 

There is therefore no contemporary proof that Aristotle 
published any part of his mature philosophical system in his life-
time. It is true that a book of Andronicus, as reported by Aulus 
GeUius (xx. s), contained a correspondence between Alexander 
and Aristotle in which the pupil complained that his master 
had published his " acroatic discourses" (role depanashr rib 
).hyter). But ancient letters are proverbially forgeries, and in the 
three hundred years which elapsed between the supposed corre-
spondence and the time of Andronicus there was plenty of time 
for the forgery of these letters. But even if the correspondence 
is genuine, " acrostic discourses " mast be taken to mean what 
Alexander would mean by them in the time of Aristotle, and not 
what they bad come to mean by the time of Andronices. 
Alexander meant those discourses which Aristotle, when he was 
his tutor, intended for the ears of himself and his fellow-pupils; 
such as the early political works on Monody and on Colonies, 
and the early rhetorical works, the - Theetisass, the Cella:ties 
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Ark and possibly the MAN* la Afraniaisr, in the preface to 
which the writer actually says to Alexander " You wrote to me 
that nobody else should receive this book." These few early 
works may have been published, and contrary to the wishes 
of Alexander, without affecting Aristotle's later system. But 
even so, Alexander's complaint would not justify writers three 
centuries later in taking Alexander to have referred to mature 
scientific writings, which were not addressed, and not much 
known, to him, the conqueror of Ada; although by the times 
of Andronicus and Aulus Genius, Aristotle's scientific writings 
were all called emetic, or aaoamatic, or sometimes esoteric, 
in distinction from exoteric—a distinction altogether unknown 
to Aristotle, and therefore to Alexander. In the absence of any 
contemporary evidence, we cannot believe that Aristotle in his 
lifetime published any, much less all, of his scientific books. The 
conclusion then is that Aristotle on the one hand to some extent 
published his early dialectical and rhetorical writings, because 
they were popular, though now they are lost, but on the other 
hand did not publish any of the extant historical and philosophical 
works which belong to his mature system, because they were best 
adapted to his philosophical pupils in the Peripatetic. schooL 
The object of the philosopher was not the applause of the public 
but the truth of things. Now this conclusion has an important 
bearing on the composition of Aristotle's writings and on the 
difficulties which have been found In them. If he had like a 
modern author brought out each of his extant philosophical 
works on a definite day of publication, he would not have been 
able to change them without a second edition, which in the case 
of serious writings so little In demand would not be worth while. 
But as he did not publish them, but kept the unpublished manu-
scripts together in his library and used them in his school, he was 
able to do with them as be pleased down to the very end of his 
life, and so gradually to consolidate his many works into one 
system. 

While Aristotle did not publish his philosophical works to the 
world, he freely communicated them to the Peripatetic school. 
They are not mere lecture; but he used them for lectures: he 
allowed his pupils to read them in his library, and probably to 
take copies from them. He also used diagrams, which are 
sometimes incorporated in his works, but sometimes are only 
mentioned, and were no doubt used for purposes of teaching. 
He also availed himself of his pupils' co-operation, as we may 
judge from his description in the Ethics (x. 7) of the speculative 
philosopher who, though he is self-sufficing, is better having 
co-operators (erwersobt how). From an early time he had a 
tendency to address his writings to his friends. For example, 
he addressed the Theedeetea to his pupil Theodectes; and even 
in ancient times a doubt arose whether it was a work of the 
master or the pupil. It was certainly by Aristotle, because It 
contained the triple grammatical division of words Into noun, 
verb and conjunction, which the history of grammar recognised 
as his discovery. But we may explain the share of Theodectes 
by supposing that he had a band in the work (d. Dionys. H. 
Dr Comp. Verb. 1; Quintilian g). Similarly in astronomy, 
Aristotle used the assistance of Eudoxus and Callippus. Indeed, 
throughout his writings he shows a constant wish to avail Himself 
of what is true in the opinions of others, whether they are 
philosophers, or poets or ordinary people expressing their 
thoughts in sayings and proverbs. With one of his pupils in 
particular, Theophrastus, who was born about 370 and therefore 
was some fifteen years younger than himself, he bad a long and 
intimate connexion; and the work of the pupil bears so close a 
resemblance to that of his master, that, even when he questions 
Aristotle's opinions (as he often does), he seems to be writing in an 
Aristotelian atmosphere; while he shows the same acuteness in 
raising difficulties, and has caught something of the same encyclo-
paedic genius. Another pupil, Eudemus of Rhodes, wrote and 
thought so like his master as to induce Simplicius to all him the 
most genuine of Aristotle's companions (6 yreastaara TOP 
UpsaroriXous hamar). It is probable that this extraordinary 
resemblance is due to the pupils having actually assisted their 
master; and this supposition enables us to surmount a diffi- 
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catty we feel in reading Aristotle's works. How otherwise, we 
wonder, could one man writing alone and with so few predecessors 
compose the first systematic treatises on the psychology of the 
mental pewees and on the logic of reasoning, the first natural 
history of animals, and the first civil history of one hundred and 
fifty-eight constitutions, in addition to authoritative treatises on 
metaphysics, biology, ethics, politics, rhetoric and poetry; in all 
penetrating to the very essence of the subject, and, what is most 
wonderful, describing more facts than any other man has ever 
done on so many subjects ? 

The Uncompldai Works.—Such then was the method of 
composition by which Aristotle began in early manhood to 
write his philosophical works, continued them gradually and 
simultaneously, combined shorter discourses into longer treatises, 
compared and connected them, kept them together in his library 
without publishing them, communicated them to his school, used 
the oo-operation of his best pupils, and finally succeeded in 
combining many mature writings into one harmonious system. 
Nevertheless, being a man, he did not quite succeed. He left 
some unfinished; such as the Categories, in which the main part 
on categories is not finished, while the last part, afterwards called 
postpredicamenta, is probably not his, the Politics and the 
Poetics. He left others imperfectly arranged, and some of the 
most important, the Metaphysics, the Politics and the logical 
writings. Of the imperfect arrangement of the Metaphysics we 
have already spoken; and we shall speak of that of his logical 
writings when we come to the order of his whole system. At 
present the Politics will supply us with a conspicuous example 
of the imperfect arrangement of some, as well as of the graduel 
composition of all, of Aristotle's extant writings. 

The Politics was begun as early as 357, yet not finished in 32s. 
It betrays its origin from separate discourses. First comes a 
general theory of constitutions, right and wrong (Books A,B,P); 
and this part is afterwards referred to as " the first discourses " 
hp roil vpdyrots /uSyces). Then follows the treatment of oli-
garchy, democracy, commonwealth and tyranny, and of the 
various powers of government (A), and independent investiga-
tion of revolution, and of the means of preserving states (E), and 
a further treatment of democracy and oligarchy, and of the 
different offices of the state (Z), and finally a return to the dis-
cussion of the right form of constitution (II, 0). But A and Z 
are a group interrupted by E, and H and 0 are another group 
unconnected with the previous group and with E, and are also 
distinguished in style by avoiding hiatus. Further, the group 
(A, Z) and the group (H, 0) are both unfinished. Finally the 
group (A, Z), the book (B) and the group (If, 0), though 
unconnected with one another, are all connected though im-
perfectly with " the first discourses " (A,11,T). This complicated 
arrangement may be represented in the following diagram:— 

A,B, T.  

I 
Z 	 E 	 H, 0 

The simplest explanation is that Aristotle began by writing 
separate discourses, four at least, on political subjects; that he 
continued to write them and perhaps tried to combine them; 
but that in the end he failed and left the Politics unfinished and 
In disorder. But modern commentators, possessed by the fallacy 
that Aristotle like a modern author must from the first have 
contemplated a whole treatise in a regular order for definite 
publication, lose themselves In vain disputes as to whether to go 
by the traditional order of books indicated by their letters and 
known to have existed as early as the abstract (given in Stobaeus, 
Ed. iL 7) ascribed to Didymus (rat century a.e.), or to put the 
group II, 0, as more connected with A, B, r, before the group 
A, 74  and this group before the book E. It is agreed, says Zeller, 
that the traditional order contradicts the original plan. But 
what right have we to say that Aristotle had an original plan? 

The incomplete state in which Aristotle left the Metaphysics, 
the Politics and his logical works, brings us to the hard question 
how much he did, and how much his Peripatetic followers did 
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to his writings after his death. To answer it we should have 
to go far beyond Aristotle. But two corollaries follow from our 
present investigation of his extant writings; the first, that it was 
the long continuance of the Peripatetic school which gradually 
caused the publication, and in some cases the forgery, of the 
separate writings; and the second, that his Peripatetic successors 
arranged and edited some of Aristotle's writings, and gradually 
arrived by the time of Andronicus, the eleventh from Aristotle, 
at an order of the whole body of writings forming the system. 
Now, it is probable that the arrangement of the works which we 
are considering was done by the Peripatetic successors of Aristotle. 
There is nothing indeed in the Metaphysics to show whether he 
left it in isolated treatises or in its present disorder; and nothing 
in the Politics. On the other band, in the case of logic, it is 
certain that he did not combine his works on the subject into one 
whole, but that the Peripatetic afterwards put them together as 
organic, and made them the parts of logic as an organon, as they 
are treated by Andronicus. Perhaps something similar occurred 
to the Metaphysics, as Alexander imputed its redaction to 
Eudemus, and the majority of ancient commentators attributed 
its second opening (Book a) to Pasicles, nephew of Eudemus. 
Again, it is not unlikely that the Politics was arranged in the 
traditional order of books by Theophrastus, and that this is the 
meaning of the curious title occurring in the list of Aristotle's 
works as given by Diogenes Laertius, rOurucijs oxpolureiai urs 

OeaPpltarou a'fr•y'll'arn', which agrees with the Politics 
in having eight books. Although, however, we may concede 
that such great works as the Metaphysics, the Politics and the 
logical writings did not receive their present form from Aristotle 
himself, that concession does not deprive Aristotle of the author. 
ship, but only of the arrangement of those works. On the 
contrary, Theophrastus and Eudemus, his immediate followers, 
both wrote works presupposing Aristotle's Metaphysics and his 
logical works, and Dicaearchus, their contemporary, used his 
Politics for his own Tripolitiens. It was Aristotle himself then 
who wrote these works, whether he arranged them or not; and 
if he wrote the incomplete works, then a fortiori he wrote the 
completed works except those which are proved spurious, and 
practically consummated the Aristotelian system, which, as 
Leibnitz said, by its unity of thought and style evinces its 
own genuineness and individuality. We must not exaggerate 
the school and underrate the individual, especially such an 
Individual. What he mainly wanted was the time, the leisure 
and the labour, which we have supposed to have been given 
to the gradual composition of the extant Aristotelian writings. 
Aristotle, asked where dwell the Muses, answered, " In the souls 
of those who love work." 

IV. EARLIER AND LATER WRITINGS 

Aristotle's quotations of his other books and of historical 
facts only inform us at best of the dates of isolated passages, 
and cannot decide the dates and sequences of whole philosophical 
books which occupied him for many years. Is there then any 
way of discriminating between early and late works 1 There is 
the evidence of the influences under which the books were written. 
This evidence applies to the whole Aristotelian literature includ-
ing the fragments. As to the fragments, we are safe in saying 
that the early dialogues in the manner of Plato were written 
under the influence of Plato, and that the subsequent didactic 
writings connected with Alexander were written more under 
the influence of Philip and Alexander. Turning to the extant 
writings, we find that some are more under the influence of Plato, 
while others are more original and Aristotelian. Also some 
writings are more rudimentary than others on the same subject; 
and some have the appearance of being first drafts of others. 
By these differences we can do something to distinguish between 
earlier and later philosophical works; and also vindicate as 
genuine some works, which have been considered spurious because 
they do not agree in style or in matter with his most mature 
philosophy. In thirty-five years of literary composition, Aristotle 
had plenty of time to change, because any man can differ from 
himself at different times. 

On these principles, we regard as early genuine philosophical 
works of Aristotle, (s) the Categories; (a) the De Interpret:diem; 
(3) the Estdemiax Ethics and Magna Morelia; (4) the Rhetoric to 
Alexander. 

i. The Categories (sernyeplai).—This short discourse turns on 
Aristotle's fundamental doctrine of individual substances, with-
out which there is nothing. He arrives at it from a classification 
of categories, by which he here means " things stated in no 
combination " fro. kaTa. µtt&piar ovoinerer )1c,  Opera) or what 
we should call " names," capable of becoming predicates 
(terrieedereen, eareyeelai). " Every name," says he (than- 4), 
" signifies either substance or something quantitative, or quali-
tative, or relative, or somewhere, or sometimes, or that 
it is in a position, or in a condition, or active or passive." 
He immediately adds that, by the combination of these 
names with one another, affirmation or negation arises. The 
categories then are names signifying things capable of becoming 
predicates in a proposition. Next he proceeds to substances 
(oitalat), which he divides into primary (area rat) and secondary 
(s3eGrepae). " Substance," says he (chap. s), " which is properly, 
primarily and especially so called, is that which is neither it 
predicate of a subject nor inherent in a subject; for example, 
a particular man, or a particular horse. Secondary substances 
so called are the species in which are the primarily called 
substances, and the genera of these species: for example, a 
particular man is in a species, man, the genus of which is animal: 
these then are called secondary substances, man and animal." 
Having made these subdivisions of substance, he thereupon 
reduces secondary substances and all the rest of the categories 
to belongings of individual or primary substances. " All other 
things," says he, " are either predicates of primary substances as 
subjects " (ea' inronetpLwar run rpt:mor oignia'n) " or inherent in 
them as subjects" (is bratetairan divas). He explains that 
species and genus are predicates of, and that other categories 
(e.g. the quality of colour) are inherent in, some individual 
substance such as a particular man. Then follows his conclusion: 
" without primary substances it is impossible for anything to be " 
(A away our rule nu:imp climate Wearer Tar Wow rt anti. 
Cat. s, a b 5-6)- 

Things are individual substances, without which there is 
nothing—this is the fundamental point of Aristotelianism, as 
against Platonism, of which the fundamental point is that things 
are universal forms without which there becomes nothing. The 
world, according to Aristotle, consists of substances, each of 
which is a separate individual, this man, this horse, this animal, 
this plant, this earth, this water, this air, this fire; in the 
heavens that moon, that sun, those stars; above all, God. On 
the other hand, a universal species or genus of substances is a 
predicate which, as well as everything else in all the other cate-
gories, always belongs to some individual substance or other as 
subject, and has no separate being. In full, then, a substance is 
a separate individual, having universals, and things in all other 
categories, inseparably belonging to it. The individual substance 
Socrates, for example, is a man and an animal (oicria), tall, 
(roabr), white (ratty), a husband (rolls rt), in the market (zero), 
yesterday (sin), sitting (sada), armed (iro), talking 
(iroteiV), listening (ireaxitY). Aristotelianism is this philosophy 
of substantial things. 

The doctrine that all things are substances which are separate 
individuals, stated in the Categories, is expanded in the Metaphysics. 
Both works arrive at it from the classification of categories, which 
is the same in both; except that in the former the categories are 
treated rather 	a logical classification of names signifying things, 
in the latter n 	r as a metaphysical classification of things. In 
neither, howev, are they a grammatical classification of words by 
their structure; and in neither are they a psychological classification 
of notions or general conceptions (po.parn), such as they after-
wards became in Kant's Critique and the post-Kantian idealism. 
Moreover, even in the Categories as names signifying distinct amp' 
they imply distinct things; and hence the Categories, as well as the 
Metaphysics, draws the metaphysical conclusion that individual 
substances are the things without which there is nothing else, and 
thereby lays the positive foundation of the philosophy running 
through all the extant Aristotelian writings 

Again, according to both works, an individual substance is a 
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*abject, a universal its predicate; and they have in common the 
Aristotelian metaphysics, which differs greatly from the modern 
logic of subject and predicate. Subject (farentenee) originally 
meant a real thing which is the basis of something, and was used 
by Aristotle both for a thing to which something belongs and for 
a name of which another is asserted : accordingly " predicate" 
(earevepoivevor) came with him to mean something really belonging 
(breeze.) to a substance as real subject, as well as a name capable of 
being asserted of a name as a nominal subject. In other words, to 
him subject meant real as well as nominal subject, and predicate 
meant real as well as nominal predicate; whereas modern logic 
has gradually reduced both to the nominal terms of a proposition. 
Accordingly, when be said that a substance is a subject, he meant a 
real subject; and when he said that a universal species or genus 
is a predicate, he meant that it is a real predicate belonging to a 
real subject, which is always some individual substance of the 
kind. It follows that Aristotelianism in the Categories and in the 
Metaphysics is a realism both of individuals and of universals; 
of individual substances as real subjects, and of universals as 
real predicates. 

Lastly, the two works agree in reducing the Categories to substance 
and its belongings (Sr 6pxorra). According to both, it is always 
some substance, such as Socrates, which is quantitative, qualitative, 
relative, somewhere, some time, placed, conditioned, active, passive; 
so that all things in all other categories are attributes which are 
belongings of substances. There are therefore two kinds of belongings, 
universals and attributes; and in both cases belonging in the sense 
of having no being but the being of the substance. 

In brief then the common ground of the Categories and the Meta-
physics is the fundamental position that all things axe substances 
having belonging to them universals and attributes, which have no 
separate being as Plato falsely supposed. 

This essential agreement suffices to show that the Categories and 
the Metaphysics are the result of one mind. Nevertheless, there is a 
deep difference between them in detail, which may be expressed by 
saying that the Categories is nearer to Platonism. We have seen how 
anxious Aristotle was to be considered one of the Platonists, how 
reluctant he was to depart from Plato's hypothesis of forms, and 
how, in denying the separability, he retained the Platonic belief in the 
reality and even in the unity of the universal. We have now to we 
that, in writing the Calegorses, on the one hand he carried hisdiffer-
ences from his master further than he had done in his early criticisms 
by insisting that individual substances are not only real, but are the 
very things which sustain the universal; but on the other hand, he 
clung to further relics of the Platonic theory, and it is those which 
differentiate the Categories and the Melaphyrier. 

In the first place, in the Categories the belonging of things in other 
categories to Individual substances in the first category is not so 
well developed. A distinction (chap. 2) is drawn between things 
which are predicates of a subject (mO' drinalaner) and things which 
inhere in a subject (is Areeezpine); and, while universals are called 
predicates of a subject, things in a subordinate category, i.e. attri-
butes such as colour (xpiain) in the qualitative, are said to inhere in 
a subject. It is true that the work gives only a negative definition of 
the inherent, namely, that it does not inhere as a part and cannot 
exist apart from that in which it inheres (1 a 24-23),, and it admits that 
what is inherent may 501:021101232150 bee predicate (chap. 3, 2 a27-34). 
The commentators explain this to mean that an attribute as indi-
vidual is inherent, as 'Universal is a predicate. But even so the 
Categories concludes that everything is either a predicate of, or 
inherent in, a substance; and the view that this colour belongs to 
tnis substance only in the sense of being in it, not of it, leaves the 
impression that, like a Platonic form, it is an entity rather in than of 
an individual substance, though even in the Categories Aristotle is 
careful to deny its separability. The hypothesis of inherence gives 
an inadequate account of the dependence of an attribute on a sub-
stance, and is a kind of half-way house between separation and 
predication. 

On the other hand, in the Metaphysics, the distinction between 
inherence and predication disappears; and what is more, the relation 
of an attribute to a substance is regarded as no close that an attribute 
is merely the substance modified. " The thing itself and the thing 
affected," says Aristotle, " are in a way the same; e.g. Socrates and 
Socrates musical " (Met. A 29, 1024 b 30-31). Consequently, all 
attributes, as well as universals, belong as predicates of individual 
substances as subjects, according to the Ifetaphysics, and also accord- 
ing to the most authoritative works of Aristotle, such as the Posterior 
Analytics, where (cf. 1. 4. 32) an attribute (evoiliflinii) is said to be 
only by being the substance possessing it, and any separation of an 
attribute from a substance is held tole entirely a work ci human 
abstraction (asaaheen). At this point, Plato and Aristotle have 
become very far apart: to the master beauty appears to be an 
independent thing, and really separate, to the pupil at his best only 
something beautiful, an attnbute which is only mentally separable 
from an individual substance. The first difference then between 
the Categories and the Metaphysics is in the nature of an attribute,• 
and the theory of inherence in the Categories is nearer to Plato and 
more rudimentary than the theory of predication in the Metaphysics. 
The second difference is still nearer to Plato and more rudimentary, 
and is in the aaturs of subsume. For though both works rest on  

the reality of individual substances, the Categories (chap. 5) admits 
that universal species and genera can be called substances, whereas 
the Metaphysics (Z 13) denies that a universal can be a substance 
at all. 

It is evident that in the category of substance, as Aristotle per-
ceived, substance is predicatesof ubstance, e.g. Socrates (Ana) is a 
man (chola), and an animal (oleic). The question then arises, 
what sort of substance can be predicate; and in the Categories 
Aristotle gave an answer, which would have been impossible, if he 
had not, under Plato's influence, accepted both the unity and the 
substantiality of the universal. What he said in consequence was 
that the substance in the predicate is not an individual substance, 
e.g. this man or this animal, because such a primary substance is not 
a predicate; but that the species man or the genus animal is the 
substance which is the predicate of Socrates the subject (Cat. 3, 3 a 
36 seq.). Finding then that substances are real predicates, and 
supposing that in that case they must be species or genera, he could 
not avoid the conclusion that some substances are species or genera, 
which were therefore called by hint " secondary substances," and by 
his Latin followers substaatia. axiversales. It is true that this con-
clusion gave him some misgivings, because be recognized that it is 
a characteristic of a substance to signify an individual (rids 
which a species or a genus does not signify (a. 5, 3 b 10-21). Never-
theless, in the Categories, he did not venture to deny that in the 
category 

is 
 substance a universal species (e.g. man), or genus (e.g. 

animal), n itself a substance. On the other hand, in the Metaphysics 
(Z 13), he distinctly denies that any universal can be a substance, 
on the ground that a substance is a subject, whereas a universal is 
a predicate and a belonging of a subject, from which it follows as 
he says that no universal is a substance, and no substance universal. 
Hereagain the Categories forms a kind of transition from Platonism to 
the Metaphysics which is the reverse: to call universals " secondary 
substances " is half way between Plato's calling .  them the only 
substances and Aristotle's denial in the Metaphysics that they are 
substances at all. 

Whatconclusion arewe to draw from these differences between the 
Categories and the Metaphysics/ The only logical conclusion is that 
the Categories, being nearer to Plato on the nature of attributes, and 
still nearer on the relation of universals to substances, is earlier than 
the Metaphysics. There are difficulties no doubt in drawing this 
conclusion; because the Metaphysics, though it denies that uni-
versals can be substances, and does not allow species and genera to be 
called " secondary substances," nevertheless falls itself Into calling 
a universal essence (e3 ri 4. dm) a substance—and that too in 
the very book where it is proved that no universal can be a Sub-
stance. But this lapse only shows how powerful a dominion Plato 
exercised over Aristotle's soul to the last; for it arises out of the 
pupil still accepting from his master the unity of the universal though . 

 now-applying it, not to classes, but to essences. The argument about 
essences in the Metaphysics is as follows :--Since a separate individual; 
e.g. Socrates, is a substance, and he is essentially a rational animal, 
than his essence, being what he is, is a substance; for we cannot 
affirm that Socrates is a substance and then deny that this rational 
animal is a substance Met Z 3). Now, according to the unity of a 
universal asserted by to and accepted by Aristotle, the universal 
essence of species, being one and the same for all individuals of the 
kind, is the same as the essence of each individual: e.g. the rational 
animal in the human species and in Socrates is one and the same; 
" for the essence is indivisible" (arcane rip et &los, Met. Z 8, 
1034 a 8). It follows that we must call this selfsame essence, at once 
individual and universal, substance--a conclusion, however, which 
Aristotle never drew in so many words, though he continued always 
to call essence substance, and definition a knowledge of substance. 

There Ii therefore a history of Aristotle's metaphysical views, 
corresponding to his gradual method of composition. It is as 
follows :-- 

(0 Negative rejection of Plato's hypothesis of forms and formal 
numbers, and reduction of forms to the common in the early 
dialogue rept aiX000atiis and in the early work roil akin. 

(a) Positive assertion of the doctrine that things are individual 
substances in the Categories, but with the admission that attributes 
sometimes inhere in substance without being predicates of it, and 
that universal species and genera are " secondary substances.' 

(3) Expansion of the doctrine that things are individual substances 
in the Metaphysics, coupled with the reduction of all attributes to 
predicates, and the direct denial of universal substances; but never-
theless calling the universal essence of a species of substances 
substance, because the individual essence of an individual substance 
really is that substance i  and the universal essence of the whole species 
is supposed to be indivisible and therefore identical with the in-
di • ual meow ci any individual of the species. 

a. The De hsisrprelations.—Another example of Aristotle's 
gradual desertion of Plato is exhibited by the De Inkrp►elatioini 
as compared with the Prior Aaatyiics, and it shows another 
gradual history in Aristotle's philosophy, namely, the develop-
"tent of subject, predicate and copula, in his logic. 

The short discourse on the expression of thought by language 
(wept liplapalas, Do Ititerprdatiese) is based on the Platonic 
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division of the sentence (Wpm) Into noun and verb (Sopa and 
Plita). Its point is to separate the enunciative sentence, or that 
in which there is truth or falsity, from other sentences; and then, 
dismissing the rest to rhetoric or poetry (where we should say 
grammar), to discuss the enundative sentence(nwo.asructi ktiyes), 
or enunciation (lorodrarair), or what we should call the proposi-
tion (De Int. chap. 4). Here Aristotle, starting from the previous 
grammar of sentences in general, proceeded, for the first time in 
philosophical literature, to disengage the logic of the proposition, 
or that sentence which can alone be true or false, whereby it alone 
enters into reasoning. But in spite of this great logical achieve-
ment, he continued throughout the discourse to accept Plato's 
grammatical analysis of all sentences Into noun and verb, which 
indeed applies to the proposition as a sentence but does not give 
its particular elements. The first part of the work confines itself 
strictly to noun and verb, or the form of proposition called 
secundi adjacentis. Afterwards (chap. to) proceeding to the 
opposition of propositions, he adds the form called krill 

adjaccntis, in a passage which is the first appearance, or rather 
adumbration, of the verb of being as a copula. In the 
form senstdi adjacentis we only get oppositions, such as the 
following:— 
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man is—man Is not 
not-man is—not•man is not 

In the form tertii adjacentis the oppositions, becoming more 
complex, are doubled, as followa:— 

man is just—man Is not just 
man is non-just—man is not non-just 
not-man is just—not-man is not just 
not-man is non-just—not-man is not non-just. 

The words introducing this form (bras hf 76 fun robot,  
rpoosarrryopircu, chap. so, so b so), which are the origin of the 
phrase krill adjacentis, disengage the verb of being (Ian) partially 
but not entirely, because they still treat it as an extra part of the 
predicate, and not as a distinct copula. Nor does the work get 
further than the analysis of some propositions into noun and verb 
with " is " added to the predicated verb; an analysis, however, 
which was a great logical discovery and led Aristotle further to 
the remark that' " is " does not mean "exists"; e.g. "Homer is 
a poet " does not mean "Homer exists" (De InL chap. it). 

How then did Aristotle get further in the logical analysis of 
the proposition? Not in the De Inlerpritatione, but in the Prior 
Analytics. The first adumbration was forced upon him in the 
former work by his theory of opposition; the complete appear-
ance in the latter work by his theory of syllogism. In analysing 
the syllogism, he first says that a premiss is an affirmative or 
negative sentence, and then that a term Is that into which a 
premiss is dissolved, i.e. predicate and subject, combined or 
divided by being and not being (Pr. Alai. x). Here, for the first 
time in logical literature, subject and predicate suddenly appear 
as terms, or extremes, with the verb of being (r6 thus) or not 
being (r6 pt) drat) completely disengaged from both, but con-
necting them as a copula. Why here? Because the crossing of 
terms in a syllogism requires it In the syllogism " Every man 
is mortal and Socrates Is a man," if in the minor premiss the 
copula " is " were not disengaged from the predicate " man," 
there would not be one middle term " man " in the two premises. 
It is not necessary in every proposition, but It is necessary in the 
arrangement of a syllogism, to extricate the terms of Its proposi-
tions from the copula; e.g. mortal—man—Socrates. 

This important difference between the De Interpretatione and 
the Prior Analytic: can only be explained by supposing that the 
former is the earlier treatise. It is nearer to Plato's analysis of 
the sentence, and no logician would have gone back to it, after 
the Prior Analytic:. It is not spurious, as some have supposed, 
nor later than the De Anima, as Zeller thought, but Aristotle 
in an earlier frame of mind. 

Moreover we can make a history of Aristotle's thought and 
gradual composition thus: 

(r) Earlier acceptance in the Do interpretation. of Plato's 
grammatical analysis of the sentence into noun and verb (secundi 
adacerdis) but gradually disengaging the proposition, and after- 

wards introducing the vets of being as a third thing added 
(krtions adjacens) to the predicated verb; for the purpose of 
opposition. 

(2) Later logical analysis In the Prior Analytic of the proposi-
tion as premiss into subject, predicate and cords, for the purpose 
of syllogism; but without insisting that the original form is 
illogical 

3. The Emission Ethics and Magna Morelia in relation to 
the Nkkomadteme Ethics.—Under the name of Aristotle, three 
treatises on the good of man have come down to us, 'Mei 
Nuaroixeta (Tax Nueipaxov, Porphyry), 710ted iblohnte. (spas 
E6benar, Porphyry), and '116mi sursikt; so like one another 
that there seems no tenable hypothesis except that they are the 
manuscript writings of one man. Nevertheless, the most usual 
hypothesis is that, while the Nicomackems Elkics (E.N.) was 
written by Aristotle to Nicomachus, the Endemics (E.E.) was 
written, not to, but by, Eudemus, and the Megan Morelia (M M.) 
was written by some early disciple before the introduction of 
Stoic and Academic elements into the Peripatetic school. The 
question is further complicated by the fact that three Vico-
machean books (EN. v.-vii.) and three Eudemian (E. E. A-Z. 
are common to the two treatises, and by the consequent question 
whether, on the hypothesis of different authorship, the common 
books, as we may style them, were written for the Nicomackeas 
by Aristotle, or for the Et/deaden Ethics by Eudemus, or some by 
one and some by the other author. Against the " Chorizontes," 
who have advanced various hypotheses on all these points with-
out convincing one another, It may be objected that they have 
not considered Aristotle's method of gradual and simultaneous 
composition of manuscripts within the Peripatetic school. We 
have to remember the traces of his separate discourses, and his 
own double versions; and that, as in ancient times Simplicius, 
who had two versions of the Physic:, Book vii., suggested that 
both' were early versions of Book viii. on the same subject, so 
in modern times Torstrik, having discovered that there were two 
versions of the De Anima, Book iL, suggested that both were by 
Aristotle. Above all, we must consider our present point that 
Platonic influence is a sign of earliness in an Aristotelian work; 
and generally, the same man may both think and write differently 
at different times, especially if, like Aristotle, he has been • 
prolific author. 

These considerations make it probable that the author of all 
three treatises was Aristotle himself; while the, analysis of the 
treatises favours the hypothesis that he wrote the Endasies 
Ethics and the Mesita Morelia more or less together as the 
rudimentary first drafts of the mature Nicomacheas Ethics. 

As the Platonic philosophy was primarily moral, and its meta-
physics a theory of the moral order of the universe, Aristotle from 
the first must have mastered the Platonic ethics. At first be 
adopted the somewhat ascetic views of his master about soul and 
body, and about goods of body and estate; but before Plato's 
death he had rejected the hypothesis of forms, formal numbers 
and the form of the good identified with the one, by which Plato 
tried to explain moral phenomena; while his studies and teach-
ing on rhetoric and poetry soon began to make him take a sore 
tolerant view than Plato did of men's passions. 'Throughout his 
whole subsequent life, however, he retained the fundamental 
doctrine, which he had learnt from Plato, and Plato from 
Socrates, that virtue is essential to happiness. Twice over this 
tenet, which makes Socrates, Plato and Aristotle one ethical 
school, inspired Aristotle to attempt poetry: first, in the Elegy 
to Eudemus of Cyprus, in which, referring to either Socrates or 
Plato, he praises the man who first showed clearly that a good and 
happy man are the same (Frogs. 673); and secondly, in the 
Hymn in memory of Hermias, beginning " Virtue, difficult to 
the human race, noblest pursuit in life " (ib. 67 5). Moreover, the 
successors of Plato in the Academy, Speusippus and Xenocrates, 
showed the same belief in the essentiality of virtue. The question 
which divided them was what the good Is. Speusippus took the 
ascetic view that the good is a perfect condition of neutrality 
between two contrary evils, pain and pleasure. Xenocratea 
took the tolerant view that it is the possession of appropriate 
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virtue and noble actions, requiring as conditions bodily and 
external goods. Aristotle was opposed to Speusippus, and nearly 
agreed with Xenocrates. According to him, the good is activity 
of soul in accordance with virtue in a mature life, requiring as 
conditions bodily and external goods of fortune; and virtue is a 
mean state of the passions. It is probable that when, after 
Plato's death and the accession of .Speusippus in 147, Aristotle 
with Xenocrates left Athens to visit his former pupil Hermits, 
the three discussed this moderate system of Ethics in which the 
two philosophers nearly agreed. At any rate, it was adopted in 
each of the three moral treatises which pass under the name of 
Aristotle. 

The three treatises are in very close agreement throughout, and 
in the following details. The good of Ethics is human good; and 
human good is happiness, not the universal good or form of the 
good to which Plato subordinated human happinem. Happiness is 
activity of soul according to virtue in a mature life: it requires other 
goods only as conditions. The soul is partly irrational, partly 
rational; and therefore there are two kinds of virtue. Moral vitae, 
which is that of the irrational desires so far as they are obedient to 
reason. is a purposive habit in the mean. The motive of the moral 
virtues is the honourable (r6 =AS., honestas). As the rational is 
either deliberative or scientific, either practical or speculative 
intellect, there are two virtues of the intellect—prudence of the 
deliberative or practical, and wisdom of the scientific or speculative, 
intellect. The right reason by which moral virtue is determined is 
prudence, which is determined in its turn by wisdom. Pleasure is a 
psychical state, and is not a generation in the body supplying a defect 
and establishing a natural condition, but an activity of a natural 
condition of the soul. It should be specially noted that this doctrine 
like the rest is common to the three treatises: in Book vii. of the 
Miramar-an, which is Z of the Erdentsiam. pleasure is defined as 
blame cans sari Mims Slew ivessekerse (chap. ta, 1153 a 1445); 
and in the Mama Martha as 141.9nt (dna sal balsa 
(ii. 7, 1204 b 21; cf. 5205 b to-28 It is plain from the context 
that in the former definition " t natural condition " (4 sari 
Oa. llir) refers to the soul which, while the body is regenerated, 
remains unimpaired (cf. ribs b 35 seq., 1154 le 15 neg.) and in the 
latter definition the thing (sack). whose " motion, that is activity " 
is spoken of, is the part of the soul with which we feel pleased. 

Down then to their common definition of pleasure as activity the 
three treatises present a harmonious system of morals, consistently 
with one another. and with the general philosophy of Aristotle. 
In particular, the theory that pleasure is activity (i■lorrea) is the 
theory of two of his most authoritative works. In the Dr Anima- 
(iii. 7. 431 a to-t2), being pleased and pained are defined by him as 
acting ri (berzyiiil by a sensitive mean in relation to good or evil 
as such. In the Metaphysics (A 7. 1072 b 16), in discussing the occu-
pation of God, he says " his pleasure is activity," or " his activity 
is pleasure," according to a difference of readings which makes no 
difference to the identification of pleasure and activity (1,a-ria). 
As then we find this identification of pleasure with activity in the 
Metaphysics and in the De Anima, as well as in the Nicomacheas 
Ethics, the Eudemian Ethics and the Magna Morelia, the only logical 
conclusion, from which there is no escape, is that, so far as the treat- 
mept of pleasure goes, any Aristotelian treatise which defines it as 
activity is genuine. There is no reason for doubting that the Niro-
sachems Ethics to the end of Book vii., the Esidemsan Ethics to the 
end of Book Z. and the Maim Morelia as far as Book u. chap. 7, 
were all three written by Aristotle. 

Why then doubt at all ? It is because the Nicontacheam Elides 
contains a second discourse on pleasure (x. 1-5), in which the author, 
while agreeing with the previous treatment of the subject that 
plasure is not a bodily generation, even when accompanied by it, 
but something psychical, nevertheless defines it (5. 4, 1174 b 31.33 
not as an activay, but as a supervening end (brepyrdionir n Akin 
perfecting an activity (reXasi r,ir hirrou). He allows indent 
that activity and pleasure are very closely related; that a 
pleasure of sense or thought perfects an act of sensation or of think-
dig, depends on it. and is so inseparably conjoined with it as to raise 
a doubt whetherpleasure is end of life or life end of pleasure, and even 
whether the activity is the same as the pleasure. But he disposes 
of this doubt in a very emphatic and significant manner. "Pleasure," 
says he, " does not seem to be thinking or perceiving; for it is absurd: 
but on account of not being separated from them, It appears to some 
persons to be the same." Now it is not likely that Aristotle either, 
after having so often identified pleasure with activity, would say that 
the identification is absurd though it appears true to some persons, of 
whom he would in that case be one, or, having once disengaged the 
pleasure of perceiving and thinking from the acts of perceiving and 
thinking, would go backwards and confuse them. It is more likely 
that Aristotle identified pleasure with activity in the De Anima, the 
Metaphysics and the three moral treatises, as we have seen; but 
that afterwards some subsequent Peripatetic, considering that the 
pleasure of perceiving or thinking is not the same as perceiving or 
thinking, declared the previous identification of pleasure with activity 
absurd. At any rate. If we are to choose, it is the identification that,  

is Aristatle's, and the lEstinetion ant Mende 's. Matinee. she 
distinction between activity and pleasure in the tenth book is really 
fatal to the consistency of the whole Niconischaws Ethics, which 
started in the first book with the identification of happiness and 
virtuous activity. For if the pleasure of virtuous activity is a super-
vening end beyond the activity. it becomes • supervening end beyond 
the loppbsess of virtuous activity, which thus ceases to be the final 
end. Nevertheless, the distinction between activity and pleasure 
is true. Some unknown Peripatetic detected a flaw in the Nice-
mochas Ethics when he said that pleasure is • supervening end 
beyond activity, and, if be had gone on to add that happiness es also 
a superman end beyond the virtuous activities which are necessary 
to  
ounder' 

produce
s 
 it, he would have destroyed the foundation of his own 

f 	Ethics. 
It is further remarkable that the Nicosacheas Ethics proceeds to a 

different conclusion. After the intrusion of this second discourse on 
-imre, it goes (E.N. 6-fin.) to the famous theory that the 

highest kappinan is the speculative life of intellect or wisdom as 
divine, but that happiness as human also includes the practtosl life 
of combining prudence and moral virtue; and that, while both lives 
need external seeds as necemeries, the_peactiose life also requires 
them as instruments of moral action. The dentine cascades with 
the means of making men virtuous; contending that virtue requires 
habituation, habituation law, law legislative art, and legislative art 
politics: Ethics thus passes into Politics. The Emission Ethics 
proceeds to its conclusion (E.E. H 13-15) diffeteady, with the 
consideration oft() good fortune (careen). and (2) gentlemanliness 
fa/mak/seta). Good fortune it divides into two kinds, both 
irrational; one divine, according to impulse, and mare continuous; 
the other contrary to impulse and not continuous. Gentlemanliness 
it as perfect virtue. containing all particular virtues, and all 

s for the sake of the honourable. Finally, it concludes with the 
unit (Snot) of goods. First it finds the limit of goods of fortune in 

that desire and of them which will conduce to the con-
templation of God, whereas that which prevents the service and 
contemplation of God is bad. Then it adds that the best limit of the 
soul is as little as possible to perceive the other part of the soul (ir. 
desire). Finally, the treatise concludes with saying that the limit 
of gentlemanliness has thus been stated, meaning that its limit is 
the service and contemplation of God and the control of desire by 
reason. The Magna Morelia (M.M. ii. 8-10) on these points r 
unlike the Nicomacheam, and like the Endemism Ethics in discussing 
good fortune and gentlemanlinas, but it discusses diem in a more 
worldly way. On good fortune (ii. 8), after recognizing the neces- 
shy of external goods to happiness, it denies that fortune is due to 
divine grace, and simply defines it as irrational nature (Sieves 
Oar). Gentlemanliness (ii. 9) it regards as perfect virtue, and 
defines the gentleman as the man to whom really good things are 
good and really honourable things honourable. It then adds (ii. so) 
that acting according to right reason is when the irrational part of 
the soul does not hinder the rational part of intellect from doing its 
work. Thereupon it proceeds to a discourse on friendship, which in 
the Kim:nachos and Endemism Ethics is diecussed in an earlier 
position, but breaks off unfinished. 

On the whole, the three moral treatises proceed on may similar 
 down to the commos identification of pleasure with activity, 

and then diverge. From this point the Eudemian Ethics and the 
tetv Morelia become more like one another than like the Nip. 

• Ethics. They also become less like one another than before: 
for the treatment of good fortune. pentlemanliness, and their limit 
is more theological in the Endemiam Ethics than in the Magma 
Maralia. 

How are the resemblances and differences of the three to be 
explained? By Aristotle's gradual method of composition. MI 
three are great works, contributing to the origin of the independent 
science of Ethics. But the Darman Ethics and the Magna Mantis 
are more rudimentary than the Nicomachean Ethics, which as it were 
seems to absorb them except in the conclusion. They are in short, 
neither independent works, nor mere commentaries, but Aristotle's 
first drafts of his Ethics. 

In the Ethics so Eudemus. as Porphyry properly celled the 
Rodent:an Ethics, Aristotle in the first four books successively investi-
gates happiness, virtue, the voluntary and the particular moral 
virtues, in the same order and in the same letter ad spirit as in his 
Ethics to Nicornachns. But the investigations are never so good. 
They are all such rudiments as Aristotle might well polish into the 
more developed expositions in the rust four books of the Niro-
sadiron Ethics. On the other hand, nobody would have gone back 
afterwards on his masterly treatment of happiness, in the first book, 
or of virtue in the second, or of the voluntary in the third, or of the 
a
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the third and fourth, to write the sketchy 
Er ndemism Ethics. 

Again, these sketches are rough preparations for the subsequent 
books common to the two treatises. It is true, as Dr Henry Jackson 
has pointed out, though with some exaggeration, that the Eudemian 
agree. in detail rather better than the Nteorachan treatment of the 
voluntary with the subsequent discussion of injury (E-E. ■ E.N. 
v. 8): and. u Th. H. Fritzsche remarks, the distinction between 
politics, and economics, and prudence in the Endemian Ethics (A 8) 
is a closer anticipation of the subsequent triple distinction of 
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practical science E.E. 	vi 6). On the other hand, there 
are still more fundamental points in which the first three books of 
the Endemism Ethics are a very inadequate preparation far the 
common books. Notably its treatment of prudence(Movens) is a 
chaos. At first, prudence appears as the operation of the philo-
sophical life and connected with the speculative philosophy of 
Analagoras (KZ ♦ s-5): then it is brought into connexion with 
the practical philosophy of Socrates (lb. 5) and cceordinsted with 
politics and economics (ib. 8): then it is intruded into the diagram 
of moral virtues as a mean between villainy (news sic) and sim-
plicity (ebbtkis) (E.E. B 33. 1221 a 12): finally, a distinction 
between virtue by nature and virtue with prudence Gaul .pwalwass) 
it promised (E.E. T 7, 1234 a 4). In addition to all this confusion 
of speculative and practical knowledge, prudence is absent when it 
ought to be present; sag. from the division of virtues into moral and 
intellectual (E.& B 1, 1220 a 4-13), and from the definition of 
moral virtue (ib. 5, to); while, in a passage (B it) anticipating the 
subsequent discussion of the relation between prudence and moral 
virtue (E.E. vi. 12-13), it is stated that in purpose the end 
is made right by moral virtue, the means by another power, reason, 
without this right reason being stated to be prudence. After this, 
it can never be said that the earlier books of the Esidensian Ethics are 
so good a preparation as those of the Nicomachean Ethics for the 
distinction between prudence (#simpsir) and wisdom (eerie), which 
is the main point of the common books, and one of Arotk's main 
points against Rate's philosophy. 

Curiously enough, although little is made of it, this distinction, 
absent from the earlier books, is present in the final book H of the 
autoroute Ethics (cf. 1246 b 4 seq.. 1248 a 33.1249_b 14); and probably 
therefore this part was a separate discourse. Meanwhile, ever, 
the truth about the Endessian Ethics in general is that it was an 
earlier rudimentary sketch written by Aristotle, when he was still 
struggling, without quite succeeding, to get over Plato's view that 
there is one philosophical knowledge of universal good, by which 
not only the dialectician and mathematician must explain the being 
and becoming of the world. but also the individual and the statesman 
guide the lire of man. Indeed, the final proof that the Endemism 
Ethics is earlier than the Nicontacheati is the very fact that it 
is more under Platonic influence. In the first place, the reason 
why the account of prudence begins by confusing the speculative 
with the practical is that the Endession Ethics starts from Plato's 
Philebus, where, without differentiating speculative and practical 
knowledge, Plato asks how far good is prudence (4peeenr), how 
far pleasure (48s4); and in the adoption Ethics Aristotle asks 
the same question, adding virtue (&p.'$) in order to correct the 
Socratic confusion of virtue with prudence. Secondly, the Endenrian 
Ethics, while not agreeing with Plato's Republic that the just can 
be happy by justice alone, does not assign to the external goods of 
good fortune (semi.) the prominence accorded to them in the 
Nicomachean Ethics as the necessary conditions of all virtue, and 
the instruments of moral virtue. Thirdly, the emphasis of the 
Eudemian Ethics on the perfect virtue of gentlemanliness 
(ssamayseta) is a decidedly old-fashioned trait, which descended 
to Aristotle from the Greek notion of a gentleman who does his 
duty to his state (d. Herodotus L. 3o, Thueydides Iv. 40) and 
to his God (Xenophon, Symp. iv. 49) through Plato, who in the 
Gorgias (470 a) says that the gentleman is happy, and in the Republic 
(489 e) imputes to him the love of truth essential to philosophy. 
Moreover, when Plato goes on r( ocio5 e) to identify the form of 
good, without which nothing is good, with the gentlemanly thing 
(seas 'gal trailer), without which possession is worthless, be 
inspired into the author of the Eudemian Ethics the very limit (apm) 
of good fortune and gentlemanliness with which it concludes, only 
without Plato's elevation of the good into the form of the good. 
In the Nicomachean Ethics the old notion, we gladly see, survives 
(d. i. 8): virtuous actions are gentlemanly actions, and happiness 
accordingly is being at our best and noblest and pleasantest (axon* 
sal aaVarro. reel faurnm). But gentlemanliness is no longer called 
perfect virtue, as in the Endemism Ethics: its place has been taken 
by justice, which is perfect virtue to one's neighbour, by prudence 
which noires all the moral virtues, and by wisdom which is the highest 
virtue. Accordingly, in the end the old ideal of gentlemanliness is 
displaced by the new ideal of the speculative and practical life. 

Luttiriaithe Eudemian Ethics derives from Platonism a strong 
thee bias, especially in its conclusion (11 t4-15). The opposi-
tion divine good fortune according to impulse to that which is 
contrary to impulse reminds us of Plato's point In the Plusedrns that 
there is a.divine as well as a diseased madness. The determination of 
the limit of good fortune and of gentlemanliness by looking to the 
ruler, God, who governs as the end for which prudence gives its 
orders, and the conclusion that the best limit is the most conducive 
to the service and contemplation of God, presents the Deity and 
man's relation to him as a final and objective standard more 
definitely in the Endowfass than in the Nicomadems Ethics, which 
only goes so far as to say that man's highest end is the speculative 
wisdom which is divine, like God, dearest to God. 

Became, then, it is very like, but more rudimentary and more 
Platonic, we conclude that the Eudemian is an earlier draft of the 
Niconsaeheam Ethics written by Aristotle when he was still in process 
of transition from Plato's ethics to his own. 

The Magna Muslin contains similar evidence of being earlier than 
the Nicomachaus Ethics. It treats the same subjects, but always in 
a more rudimentary manner; and its remarks are always such as 
would precede rather than follow the masterly expositions of the 
Niconiadman Ethics. This inferiority applies also to its treatment 
not only of the early part (L 1-33 oornisponding to E.N. L-iv.), but 
slip of the middle , part (i. 34-u. 7 corresponding to E.N. 
E.E. 6-Z). In dealing with justice, it does not make it clear, as the 
Nicomachean Ethics (Book v.) does, that even universal justice is 
virtue towards another (M.M. i. 34, t i93 b 1-15), and it omits 
altogether the division into distributive and corrective justice. In 
dealing with what the Nicomadean Ethics (Book vi.) calls intel-
lectual virtues, but the Magna Morelia (i. 5, 35) virtues of the 
rational part of the soul, and right reason, it distinguishes (i. 35. 
• b 34-36) science, prudence, intelligence, wisdom, apprehension 
(4.6aiaiss), in a rough manner very inferior to the classification 
of science, art, prudence, intellieenre, wisdom, all of which are co- 
ordinate states of attaining truth, in the Nicomachean Ethics (vi. ). 
It distinguishes prudence (amervois) and wisdom (egalla) as the 
respective virtues of deliberative and scientific reason; and on the 
whole its account of prudence (d. M.M. i. 5) is more consistent than 
that of the Endemism Ethics. In these points it is a better prepara-
tion for the Nicomachears Ethics. But it falls into the confusion of 
first saying that praise is for moral virtues, and not for virtues of the 
reason, whether prudence or wisdom (M.M. I. 5, t185 b 8-12), and 
afterwards arguing that prudence is a virtue, precisely because it is 
praised (i. 35,1197 a 1648). In dealing with continence and incontin-
ence, the same doubts and solutions occur as in the Nicomachean 
Ethics (Book vii. • E.E. Z), but sometimes confusing doubts and 
solutions together, instead of first proposing all the doubts and then 
supplying the solutions as in the Nicomachean Ethics. Such rudi-
mentary and imperfect sketches would be quite excusable in a first 
draft, but inexcusable and incredible after the Niannachean Ethics 
had been written. 

It has another characteristic which points to its being an early work 
of Aristotle, when he was still under the influence of Plato's style; 
namely its approximation to dialogue: It asks direct questions 
(e.g. ant 14; M.M. i. a repeatedly, Is; ii. 6, 7), incorporates direct 
statements of others (e.g. Maud, 1. 12, 13; ii. 3, 6, 7), alternates 
direct objections and answers (i. 34), and introduces conversations 
between the author and others, expressed interrogatively, indicatively 
and even imperativcly(D.A' &peg pot, rot van auto644.1* er,11.4 
i.31, 1196 b to; cf. u. to, tzo8 a 30-22). The whole treatise 
inclines to run into dialogue. It is also Platonic, like the Endemian 
Ethics, in making little of external goods in the account of good 
fortune (ii. 8), and in emphasizing the perfect virtue of gentlemanli-
ness (ii. 9). Indeed, in some respects it is more like the Eudemian,

i  though in the main more like the Nicomacheau Ethics. In the first 
book, it has the Eudemian distinction between prudence, virtue and 
pleasure (i. 3, 1184 b 5-6); but does not make so much of it as the 
distinction between prudence and wisdom blurred in the Endoniass 
but defined in the Nicomachean Ethics. In the second book, it runs 
parallel to the Endemian Ethics in placing good fortune and gentle-
manliness (ii. 8.9), where the blicomackean Ethics places the specu-
lative and the practical life; but it omits the theological element 
by denying that good fortune is divine grace, and by submitting 
gentlemanliness to no standard but that of right reason, when the 
trrational part of the soul does not binder the rational part, or 
intellect (roar), from doing its work. 

Because, then, the Magna Moralia is very like the Nicomacheam 
Ethics, but more rudimentary, nearer to the Platonic dialogues in 
style and to a less degree in matter, and also like the Endemic's 
Ethics, we conclude that it is also like that treatise in having been 
written as an earlier draft of the Nicomacheau Ethics by Aristotle 
himself. 

The hypothesis that the Eudemian Ethics, and by consequence the 
Magna Morelia, are later than Aristotle has arisen from a simple 
misconception, continued in a Scholium attributed torkspaidus, who 
lived in the 2nd century A.D. Nicomachean means "addressed addressed to 
Nicomachus," and Eudemian " addressed to Eudemus "; but, as 
Cicero thought  that the Nicomachean Ethics was written by Nico- 
machus, so the author of the Scholium thought that the Endemism 
Ethics, at least so far as the first account of pleasure glues, was written 
by Eta:kraus. He only thought so, however, because Aristotle 
could not have written both accounts of pleasure; and, taking for 
granted that Aristotle had written the second account of pleasure in 
the Nicomachean Ethics (Book x.), he concluded that the first 
account (Book vii.) was not the work of Aristotle, but of Eudemus 
(Comm. is Ar. (Berlin) xix. p. 151). We have seen reason to reverie 
this argument: Aristotle did write the first account in Book 
because it contains his usual theory; and, if we must choose, he did 
not write the second account in Book x. In this way, too, we get a 
historical development of the theory of pleasure: Plato and Speu-
slppus said it is generation (cf. Plato's Philebus): Aristotle said it is 
psychical activity sometimes requiring bodily generation, sometimes 
not (E.N. vii. —E.E.Z): Aristotle, or some Aristotelian, afterwards 
said that it is a supervening end completing an activity (&N. x.). 
Secondly, some modem commentators, starting from the false conclu-
sion that the definition of pleasure as activity (E.N. vii. •EE.Z)is 
by Eudemus. and supposing without proof that he was also authord 
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the firm three books of the Endesisa Ethics, have farther asserted 
that these are a better introduction than the first four books of 
the Nicomacheax Ethics to the books common to both treatises 
(EN. Books Books A-Z), and have concluded that 
Etdemus wrote these common books. But we have seen that 
Aristotle wrote the first three bltzt of the anionic, as an 
earlier draft of the Nicernatheao ics• so that, even so far as 
they form a better introduction, this will not prove the common 
books to be by Eudemus. Again, those first three books are a 
better introduction only in details; whereat' in regard 'to the 
all-important subject of prudence as distinct from wisdom, they 
are so bad an introduction that the common book which discusses 
that subject at large (E.N. Book vi. -EE. Book E) must be rather 
founded on the first four books of Aristotle's Nicene:wham Ethics. 
Further, as Aristotle wrote both the first three Eutkmian and the 
first four Nicomachean books, there is no reason why sometimes one, 
sometimes the other, should not be the best introduction to the 
common books by the same author. Finally, the common books are 
so integral a part of the Aristotelian system of philosophy that they 
cannot be disengaged from it: the book on justice (E.N. v.) quotes 
and is quoted in the Politics (cf. ta3o b a8, 1280a i6,  1261 a 3o); the 
book on intellectual virtues (EN. vi.) quotes (vi. 3) the Paskrior 
Asalytics, 1. 2, and is quoted in the Metaphysics (A i); and we have 
seen that the book (E.N. vii.) which defines pleasure as activity 
is simply stating an Aristotelian commonplace. Thirdly, in order to 
prove that the Eodeosian Ethics was by Eudemus, it is said that in 
its first part it contemplates that there must be a limit (Spa) for 
virtue as a mean (E.E. B 5, 1222 b 7-8). in its middle part it criticizes 
the Nicomacheax Ethics for not being clear about this limit (E.E. 
and in the end it alone assigns this limit, in the service and contem-
plation of God (EX t3 r5.1249 b 16 seq.). This argument is subtle, 
but over-subtle. The Dacron/ix and the Nicaffeacheax treatments 
of this subject do not really differ. In the Nicomacheax as in the 
Eudemian Ethics the limit above moral virtue is right reason, or 
prudence, which is right reason on such matters; and above prudence 
wisdom, for which prudence gives its orders; while wisdom is the 
intelligence and science of the most venerable objects, of the most 
divine, and of God. After this agreement, there is a shade of differ-
ence. While the Eta/emits Ethics in a more theological vein empha-
sizes God, the object of wisdom as the end for which prudence gives 
its orders, the Nicomacheax Ethics in a more humanizing spirit 
emphasizes wisdom itself, the speculative activity, as that end, and 
afterwards as the highest happiness, because activity of the divine 
power of intellect, because an imitation of the activity of God, 
because most dear to God. This is too fine a distinction to found a 
difference of authorship. Beneath it, and behind the curious hesita-
tion which in dealing with mysteries Aristotle shows between the 
divine and the human, his three moral treatises agree that wisdom 
is a science of things divine, which the Nicomachean Ethics (vi. 7) 
defines as science and intelligence of the most venerable things, the 
Magna Morelia (i..35) regards as that which is concerned with the 
eternal and the divine, and the Eudentias Ethics (II 15) elevates into 
the service and contemplation of God. 

Aristotle then wrote three moral treatises, which agree in the 
fundamental doctrines that happiness requires external fortune, 
but is activity of soul according to virtue, rising from morality 
through prudence to wisdom, or that science of the divine which 
constitutes the theology of his Metaphysics. Surely, the harmony 
of these three moral gospels proves that Aristotle wrote them, 
and wrote the Eudelnian Ethics and the Magna Morelia as pre-
ludes to the Nicomachean Ethics. When did he begin? We do 
not know; but there is a pathetic suggestiveness in a passage in 
the Magna dforalia (i. 35), where he says, " Clever even a bad 
man is called; as Mentor was thought clever, but prudent he 
was not." Mentor was the treacherous contriver of the death of 
Hernias (345-344 B.C-). Was this passage writ ten when Aristetle 
was mourning for his friend? 

4. The Rhetoric to Alexander.—This is one of a Series of works 
emanating from Aristotle's early studies in rhetoric, beginning 
with the Gryilus, continuing in the Theodcaea and the Collection 
of Arts, all of which are lost except some fragments; while 
among the extant Aristotelian writings'as they stand we still 
possess the Rhetoric to Alexander CPeropoo) rpas 'AMEarbor) 
and the Rhetoric (TIgrn TOretwo)). But the Rhetoric to Alexander 
was considered spurious by Erasmus, for the inadequate reasons 
that it has a preface and is not mentioned in the list of Diogenes 
laertius, and was assigned by Pettus Victories, in his preface to 
the Rhetoric, to Anaximenes. It remained for Spengel to entitle 
the work Anaximenis Ars Rketorka in his edition of 5847, and 
thus substitute for the name of the. philosopher Aristotle that of 
the sophist Anaximenes on his title-page. We have therefore to 
ask, first who was the author, and secondly what is the relation  

of the Maori c to Akeassekr to the Rhetoric, which smack's alone 
passes for genuine. 

After a dedicates), epistle to Alexander (chap. r) the opening of 
the treatise itself (chap. s) is as follows :--" Thereare three genera 
of political speeches; one deliberative, one declamatory, one 
forensic: their species are seven; hortative, dissuasive, laudatory, 
vituperative, accusatory, defensive, criticaL" This brief sentence 
is enough to prove the work genuine, because it was Aristotle 
who first distinguished the three genera (cf. Red. i. 3; Quintlifan 
iii. 4i  X. 7, X), by separating the declamatory (isruleurrudr) 
from the deliberative (8marropeolw, orptioukturuclw) and 
judicial (64xame6,); whereas his rival Isocrates had con-
sidered that laudation and vituperation, which Aristotle elevated 
into species of declamation, run through every kind (Quintilian 
iv. 4), and Anaximenes recognized only the deliberative and the 
judicial (Dionys. H. de haw, re). In order, however, to impute 
the whole work to Anaximenes, Spengel took one of the most 
inexcusable steps ever taken in the history of scholarship. With-
out any manuscript authority he altered the very fust words 
" three genera " (rein re) into " two genera " (Mro yin), and 
omitted the words "one declamatory" (ro U krdiarruir). 
Quintilian (iii. 4) imputes to Anaximenes two genera, deliberative 
and judicial, and seven species, " hortandi, dehattandi, laudaadi, 
vituperandi, accusandi, defendendi, exquirendis quod *inane. 
dicit." But the author of this rhetoric most certainly recognized 
three genera (ilia Tire), since, besides the deliberative and 
judicial, the declamatory genus constantly appears in the work 
(chaps. 2 unit., 4, 7, 189 36, Ca DID 11741202 dhA' isralelfeen hose 
1440 b 13); and, if the terms for it are not always the same, this is 
just what one would expect in a new discovery. Moreover, he 
could recognize seven species in the Rhetoric to Alexander, though 
he recognized only six in the Rhetoric, provided the two works 
were not written at the same time; and as a matter of fact 
even in the Rhetoric to Alexander the seventh or critical specie 
(tferoorrolw) is in process of disappearing (cf. chap. 37)• As 
then Anaximenes did not, but Aristotle did, recognize three 
genera, and as Aristotle could as well as Anaximenes recognize 
seven species, the evidence is overwhelming that the Rhetoric to 
Alexander is the work not of Anaximenes, but of Aristotle; on 
the condition that its date is not that of Aristotle's confessedly 
genuine Rhetoric. 

There is a second and even stronger evidence that the Rhetoric 
to Alexander is a genuine work of Aristotle. It divides (chap. 8) 
evidences (ricros) into two kinds (r) evidence from arguments, 
actions and men (al per de akar I& Metter teal say and(sere cal 
ray 6,19parcor); (2) adventitious evidences (at 8' Wearer ea' 
Neyealrots eel rots rparrookrots). The former are immediately 
enumerated as probabilities (sierra), examples (wapalelvpare), 
proofs(recirepre), considerations (ieeeruleara), maxims (raper), 
signs (crqpiia), refutations (arms); the latter as opinion of 
the speaker (56ect Xryorros), witnesses (paproplat), tortures 
(jlitmer), oaths (5pnot). It is confessed by Spengel himself 
that these two kinds of evidences are the two kinds recognized 
in Aristotle's Rhetoric as (x) artificial (irrixres tiered) and 
(2) inartificial (6.7ixrcot florets). Now, from the outset of his 
Rhetoric Aristotle himself claims to be the first to distinguish 
between artificial evidences from arguments and other evidences 
which he regards as mere additions; and be complains that the 
composers of arts of speaking bad neglected the former for the 
latter. In particular, rhetoricians appeared to him to have 
neglected argument in comparison with passion. 13in doubt, 
rational evidences had appeared in books of rhetoric, as we see 
from Plato's node ms, 266-267,WherC WC find proofs,probabllities, 
refutation and maxim, but mixed up with other evidences. The 
point of Aristotle was to draw a line between rational and other 
evidences, to insist on the former, and in fact to found a logic of 
rhetoric. But if in the Rhetoric le Alexander, not he, but Anaxi-
menes, bad already performed this great achievement, Aristotle 
would have been the messes! of mankind; for the logic of 
rhetoric would have been really the work of Anaximenes the 
sophist, but falsely claimed by Aristotle the philosopher. As we 
cannot without a tittle of evidence accept such a consequence, 
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we conclude that Aristotle formulated the distinction between 
argumentative and adventitious, artificial and inartificial evi-
dences, both in the Rhetoric to Alexander and in the Rhetoric; 
and that the former as well as the latter is a genuine work of 
Aristotle, the founder of the logic of rhetoric. 

What is the relation between there two genuine Rhetoric,?, The 
last event mentioned in the Rhetoric to Alexander occurred in 34o, 
the last in the Rhetoric is the common peace (semi stii6re) made 
between Alexander and the Greeks in 336 (Rhea. U. 23, 1399 b 12). 
The former treatise !chap. 9), under the head of examples 
(espailyears), gives historical examples of the unexpected in war 
for the years sox 37i, 338, concluding with the year 30, in which 
the Corinthians, coming with nine triremes to the assistance of 
the Syracusans, defeated the Carthaginians who were blockading 
Syracuse with iso ships. Spengel, indeed, tries to bring the latest 
date in the book down to 33o; but it is by absurdly supposing that 
the author could not have got the commonplace, " one ought to 
criticize not bitterly but gently," except from Demosthenes, De 
Corona (I 2§9. We may take it then that the last date in the 
Rhetoric to Alexander is 34o; and by a curious coincidence 34o was 
the year when, on Philip's marching against Byzantium, Alexander 
was left behind as regent and keeper of the seal, and distinguished 
himself no greatly that Philip was only too glad that the Macedonians 
called Alexander king (Plutarch, Alexander , 9). It is possible then 
that Aristotle may have written the dedication to Alexander about 
34o and treated him as if he were king in the dedicatory epistle. 
At the same time, as such prefaces areoften fmerim, not prejudic- 
ing the body of the treatise, it does not rally matter whether 
Aristotle actually dedicated his work to Alexander in that ep istle 
about that year or not. If he did, then the Rhetoric to Alexander in 
34o was at least four years prior to the Rhetoric, which was as late as 
336. if he did not, the question still remains, what is the internal 
relation between these two genuine Rhetoric,? It will turn out 
most important. 

The relation between the two Rhetoric, turns on their treatment 
of rational, argumentative, artificial evidences. Each of them, the 
probability (chap. 8), the example (chap. 9), the proof (chap. to), the 
consideration (chap. ii), the maxim (chap. is), the sign (chap 13), 
the refutation (chap. is), though very like what it is intim Rhetoric, 
receives in the Rhetoric o Alexander a definition slightly different 
from the definition in the Rhetoric, which it must be remembered is 
also the definition in the Prior Analytics. Strange as this point is, it 
is still stranger that not one of these internal evidences is brought 
into relation with induction and deduction. Example (mmsdasysw) 
is not called rhetorical induction, and consideration (irelsnie) is 
not called rhetorical syllogism, as they are in the Rhetoric, and in 
the Analytics. Induction (iveysreS) and syllogism (ev)he-riod. the 
general forms of inference, do not occur in the Rhetoric to A 
In fact, this interesting treatise contains a rudimentary treatment of 
rational evidences in rhetoric and is therefore earlier than the 
Rhetoric, which exhibits a developed analysis of these rational 
evidences as special logical forms. Together, the earlier and the later 
Rhetoric show us the logic of rhetoric in the making, going on about 
34o, tke last date of the Rhetoric to Alexander, and more developed 
in or after 336 n.c., the last date of the Rhetoric. 

Nor is this all: the earlier Rhetoric to Alexander and the later 
Rhetoric show us logic itself in the making. We have already said 
that Aristotle was primarily a metaphysician. He gradually became 
a logician out of his previous studies: out of metaphysics, for with 
him being is always the basis of thinking, and common principles, 
such as that of contradiction, are axioms of things before axioms of 
thought, while categories are primarily things signified by names; 
out of the mathematics of the Pythagoreans and the Platonists, 
which taught him the nature of demonstration; out of the physics, 
of which he imbibed the first draughts from his father, which taught 
him induction from sense and the modification of strict demonstra-
tion to suit facts: out of the dialectic between man and man which 
provided him with beautiful examples of inference in the Socratic 
dialogues of Xenophon and Plato; out of the rhetoric addressed to 
large audiences, which with dialectic called his attention to probable 
inferences; out of the grammar taught with rhetoric and poetics 
which led him to the logic of the proposition. We cannot write a 
history of the varied origin of logic, beyond putting the rudimentary 
logic of thg proposition in the De Interpretation( before the less 
rudimentary• theory of categories as significant names capable of 
becoming predicates in the Categories, and before the maturer analysis 
of the syllogism in the Analytic:. But at any rate the process was 
gradual; and Aristotle was advanced in metaphysics, mathem 
ph 

	

	
atics, 

ysic-a. dialectics, rhetoric and poetics, before be became the founder a ink'. 
V. ORDER or nu PHILOSOPHICAL WRITINGS 

Some of Aristotle's philosophical writings then are earlier than 
others; because they show more Platonic influence, and are 
more rudimentary; e.g. the Categories earlier than some parts of 
the Metaphysics, because under the influence of Platonic forms 
It talks of inherent attributes, and allows secondary substances  

which are universal; the De hiergirelatione earlier than the 
Analytics, because in it the Platonic analysis of the sentence into 
noun, and verb is retained for the proposition; the Endemism 
Ethics and the Magna Morelia earlier than the Nicossadteas 
Ethics, because they are rudimentary sketches of it, and the one 
written rather in the theological spirit, the other rather in the 
dialectical style, of Plato; and the Rhetoric to Akrander earlier 
than the Rhetoric, because it contains a rudimentary theory of 
the rational evidences afterwards developed into a logic of 
rhetoric in the Rhetoric and Analytic:. 

It is tempting to think that we can carry out the chronological 
order of the philosophical writings in detail. But in the gradual 
process of composition, by which a work once begun was kept 
going with the rest, although a work such as the Politics (begun 
hi 337) was begun early, and some works more rudimentary came 
earlier than others, the general body of writings was so kept 
together in Aristotle's library, and so simultaneously elaborated 
and consolidated into a system that it soon becomes impossible 
to put one before another. 

Zeller, indeed, has attempted an exact order of succession:—
t. The logical treatises. 
a. The Physics, De Codo De Generations el Corruptions, 

Meteorologica. 
3. Ristoria Animalism, De Anima, Party Natnralia, De Partasis 

Animalism, De Animalism Incessto, De Generations 
A nimalism. 

4. Ethics and Politics. 
5. Poetics and Rhetoric . 

6. Metaphysics (unfinished). 
But Zeller does not give enough weight either to the evidence of 

early composition contained in the Politics and Meteorology, or to the 
evidence of subsequent contemporaneous composition contained in 
the cross-references, e.g between the Pkpics and the Metaphysics. 
On the other hand he gives too much weight to the references from 
one book to another, which Aristotle could have entered into his 
manuscripts at any time before his death. Moreover, the arrange-
ment sometimes breaks down: for example, though on the whole 
the logical books are quoted without quoting the rest, the De Inter. 
patalsone (chap. t) quotes the De A n ima . and therefore is falsely taken 
by Zeller against its own internal evidence to be subsequent to it and 
consequently to the other logical books. Again, the Meteorologica 
(iii. 2, 372 b 9) quotes the De Sensu (c. 3). and therefore, on Zeller's 
arrurnents, oueht to follow one of the Parma Naturalia. Lastly, 
though the .1/ ohysics often quotes the Physics, and is therefore 
regarded as I. , subsequent, it is itself quoted in the Physics (L 8, 
191 b 29), and sefore ought to be regarded as antecedent. Zeller 
tr es to get o, 	tis difficulty of cross-reference by detaching Meta- 
physics, Book 	from the rest and placing it before the Physics. 
But this viole, 	rid arbitrary remedy is only partial. The truth is 
that the Meta; ics both precedes and follows the Physics, because 
it had been ■ long occupying Aristotle ever since he began to 
di' r from metaphysical views and indeed forms a kind of 
presupposed basis of his whole system. So generally, the references 
backwards and forwards, and the cross-references, are really evidences 
that Aristotle mainly wrote his works not successively but simul. 
taneeusly, and entered references as and when he pleased, because 
he had not published them. 

There are two kinds of quotations in Aristotle's extant works, the 
quotation of another book, and the quotation of a historical fact. 
While the former is useless to determine the sequence of books written 
simultaneously, the latter is insufficient to determine a complete 
chronological order. When Aristotle, e.g. in the Polities, quotes an 
event as now (efe), he was writing about it at that time; and when 
he quotes another event as lately (iyviirr) he was writing about it 
shortly after that time; but he might have been writing the rest of 
the Politics both before and after either event. When he quotes the 
last event mentioned in the hook, e.g. in the Rhetoric 23. 1399 b 
ta) the " common peace " of Greece under Alexander in 336, he was 
writing as late as that date, but he might also have been writing the 
Rhetoric both before it and after it. When he guotes what persons 
used to say in the past, e.g. Plato and Speusappus in the Ethics, 

i Eudoxus and Callippus in the Metaphysic:, he was.  writing these 
passages after the deaths of these persons; but he might have been 
also writing the Ethics and the Metaphysics both beforehand and 
afterwards. Lastly, when he is silent about a historical fact, the 
argument from silence is evidence only when he could not have failed 
to mention it ,• as, for example, in the Constitution of Athens, when 
he could not have failed to mention guinqueremes and other facts 
after 325-324. But this is in a historical work; whereas the argu-
ment from silence about historical facts in a philosophical work can 
seldom apply. 

The chronological order therefore is not sufficiently detailed to 
be the real order of Aristotelian writings. Secondly, the traditional 
order, which for nearly 2000 years has descended from the edition 
of Andronicus to the Berlin edition, is satisfactory in details, but 
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unsatiatectory at system. It gives too muds weight to Aristotle's 
logic, and too little to his metaphysics, on account of two prejudices 
of commentators which kd them to place both logic and physics 
before metaphysics. Aristotle rightly used all the sciencesof his day, 
and espedally his own physics, as a basis of his metaphysics. For 
example, at the very outset be refers to the Physics (ii. a) for his use 
of the four causes, material, efficient, formal and final, in the Afeta-
physics (A 2). This and other applications of the science of nature to 
the science of all being induced the commentators to adopt this order, 
and entitle the science of being the Sew, to the Physics (ri 'or& 
14 omit). But Aristotle knew nothing of this title, the first known 
use of which was by Nicolaus Darnaeoenus, a younger contemporary 
of Andronicus, the editor of the Arimbtelian writings, and Andronicus 
was probably the originator of the title, and of the order. On the 
other hand, Aristotle entitles the science of all being " Primary 
Philosophy " (spara 4iaoaw4k), and the science of physical being 
" Secondary Philosophy " (kkda isawrowia), which suggests that 
his order is from Metaphysics to Physics, the reverse of his editor's 
order from Physics to Metaphysics. Thus the traditional order puts 
Physics before Metaphysics without Aristotle's authority. With 
some more show of authority it puts Logic before Metaphysics. 
Aristotle, on introducing the principle of contradiction (Mar. r 3), 
which belongs to Metaphysics as an axiom of being, says that those 
who attempt to discuss the question of acce pting this axiom, do so on 
account of their ignorance of Analytic, *  which they ought to know 
beforehand (rposessysseirsus). He means that the logical analysis 
of demonstration in the A nalyttcs would teach them beforehand that 
there cannot be demonstration, though there must be induction, of an 
axiom, or any other principle; whereas, if they are not logically pre-
pared for metaphysics, they will expect a demonstrational the axiom, 
as Hemclitus, the Heraclitean Cratylus and the Sophist Protagoras 
actually did,—and in vain. Acting on this hiat, not Aristotle but the 
Peripatetics inferred that all logic is an instrument (Splares) of all 
sciences; and by the time of Andronicus, who was one of them and 
sometimes called " the eleventh from Aristotle," the ceder. Logic-
Physics-Metaphysics, had become established pretty mochas we have 
it now. It is, however, not the real order for studying the philosophy 

 Aristotle, because there is more Metaphysics in his Physics than 
Physics in his Metaphysics, and more Metaphysics in his Logic than 
Logic in his Metaphysics. Thecommentatoretheasselvesweredoubt-
ful about the order: Boethus proposed to begin with Physics, and some 
of the Platonists with Ethics or Mathematics; while Andronicus pre-
ferred to put Logic first as Organon (Scholia. 25 b 34 seq.). None of 
the parties to thedispote had theauthority of Aristotle. What do we 
find in his works? Primary philosophy, Tdmaph,. the science of 
being, is the solid foundation of all parts of his ph ilosophical system; 
not only in the Physics, but also in the De Code (i. 8. 277 b in the 
De Generation (i. 3, 318 a 6: il. to, 336 b 29), in the De A nine (i. t, 
403 a 28, cf. b 16), in the De Partika A Willa:ill= (I. 1, 641 a 35), in the 
Nicassachean Ethics (L 6, ro96 b 3o). in the De Interpretations 17 a 
1 4): and in short throughout his extant works. The reason is that 
Aristotle was primarily a metaphysician half for and half against 
Plato, occupied himself with metaphysics all his philosophical 
life, made the science of things the universal basis of all sciences 
without destroying their independence, and so gradually brought 
round philosophy from universal forms to individual substances. 
The traditional order of the Aristotelian writings, still continued in 
the Berlin edition, beginning with the logical writings on page t, 
proceeding to the physical writings on page 184, and postponing 
the Metaphysics to page 980. is not the real order of Aristotle: 
philosophy. 

The real order of Aristotle's philosophy is that of Aristotle's 
mind, revealed in his writings, and by the general view of think-
ing, science, philosophy and all learning therein contained. He 
classified thinking (Met. E I) and science (Topics, vi. 6) by the 
three operations of speculation (Oewpla), practice (wpatts) and 
production (robins), and made the following subdivisions:— 

I. Speculative: about things; subdivided (Mel. E z;. 
De An. L i) into:— 

i. Primary Philosophy, Theology, also called 
Wisdom, about things as things. 

ii. Mathematical Philosophy, about quantitative 
things in the abstract. 

iii Physical Philosophy, about things as changing, 
and therefore about natural substances or 
bodies, composed of matter and essence. 

IL Practical or Political Philosophy, or philosophy of things 
human (cf. E.N. x. 9-fin.): about human good; sub-
divided (EN. vi. 8, cf. E.E. A S, 1218 b 13) into:— 

i. Ethics, about the good of the individual. 
ii. Economics, about the good of the family. 
iii.Politics, about the general good of the state.  

M. Productive, or Art frivol: about weeks produced; sub-
divided (Met- A. 1, Or b 17-2o) into:— 

I. Necessary (woos rdscrraul:), e.g. medicine. 
ii. Fine (wpds atayormir). e.g. poetry. 

Aristotle calls all these investigations sciences (hrwrinat); 
but he also uses the term " sciences " in a narrower sense in 
consequence of a classification of their objects, which pervades his 
writings, into things necessary and thingscontingent, as follows :-- 

(A) The necessary (4 p4 ist3Ex6perov anon ixetv). what 
must be; subdivided into:— 

(1) Absolutely (rieNk) , e.g. the mathematical. 
(2) Hypothetically (iE Aroiticreac), e.g. matter neces-

sary as means to an end. 
(B) The contingent (re biszbitoror Mel ixeur,, what may 

be; subdivided into:— 
(z) The usual (ro Zs. in rd sa 	 rl b) or natural ir 

tpumeor), e.g. a man grows grey. 
(a) The accidental Oh garb auplisApaSs), e.g. a man 

sits or not. 
Now, according to Aristotle, science in the narrow sense is 

concerned only with the absolutely neceSsary (EN. iii. 3), and in 
the classification would stop at mathematics, which we still call 
exact science: in the wide sense, on the other hand, it extends 
to the whole of the necessary and to the usual contingent, but 
excludes the accidental (Met. E a), and would in the classification 
include not only metaphysics and mathematics, but also physics, 
ethics, economics, politics, necessary and fine art; or in short 
all speculative, practical and productive thinking of a system-
atic kind. Hence the Posterior Andy:les, which is Aristotle's 
authoritative logic of science, is of peculiar interest because, after 
beginning by defining science as investigating necessary objects 
from necessary principles 4), it proceeds to say that it is either 
of the necessary or of the usual though not of the accidental 
(L 2g), and to admit that its principles are some necessary and 
some contingent (i. 32, 88 b 7). Philosophy (OthorroOla) also is 
used by him in a similar manner. Though occasionally he means 
by it primary philosophy (Mel. I' 2-3, IS 3), more frequently he 
extends it to all three speculative philosophies (E 1, 1026 a 18, 
spas fa des Ot000yttlat thowrrucal, )ationaruelh *tau* Bea-
hollsol), and to all three practical philosophies, as we see from 
the constant use of the phrase " political philosopher " in the 
Ethics; and in short applies it to all sciences except productive 
science or art. With him, as with the Greeks generally, the 
problems of philosophy are the nature and origin of being and of 
good: it is not as with too many of us a mere science of mind. 

Aristotle's view of thinking in science and philosophy is essen-
tially comprehensive; but it is not so wide as to become indefinite. 
According to him, science at its widest selects a special subject, 
e.g. number in arithmetic, magnitude in geometry, stars in 
astronomy, a man's good in ethics; concentrates itself on the 
causes and appropriate principles of its subject, especially the 
definition of the subject and its species by their essences or formal 
causes; and after an inductive intelligence of those principles 
proceeds by a deductive demonstration from definitions to 
consequences: philosophy is simply a desire of this definite 
knowledge of causes and effects. Beyond philosophy, not 
beyond science, there is art; and beyond philosophy and science 
there is history, the description of facts preparatory to philosophy, 
the investigation of causes (d. Pr. A n. i. 3o); and this may 
be natural history, preparatory to natural philosophy, as in the 
History of Animals preparatory to the De Partibus Animalism, 
or what we call civil history, preparatory to political philosophy, 
as in the 158 Constitutions more or less preparatory to the 

Wide as is all his knowledge of facts and causes, it does not 
appear to Aristotle to be the whole of learning and the show of it. 
Beyond knowledge lies opinion, beyond discovery disputation, 
beyond philosophy and science dialectic between man and man, 
which was much practised by the Greeks in the dialogues of 
Socrates, Plato, the Megarians and Aristotle himself in his early 
manhood. With Plato, who thought that the interrogation of 
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man is the best instrument of truth, dialectic was exaggerated 
into a universal science of everything that is. Aristotle, .on 
the other hand, learnt to distinguish dialectic (84akeerurh) from 
science (imartsq); in that it has no definite subject, else it 
would not ask questions (Post. An. L sr, 77 a 31 -33); in that for 
appropriate principles it substitutes the probabilities of authority 
(rd bdota) which are the opinions of all, or of the majority, or of 
the wise (Top. i. r, roc b 2z-23); and in that it is not like science a 
deduction from true and primary principles of a definite subject 
to true consequences, but a deduction from opinion to opinion, 
which may be true or fake. Sophistry appeared to him to be like 
it, except that it is a fallacious deduction either from merely 
apparent probabilities in its matter or itself merely apparently 
syllogistic in its form (cf. Topics, i. r). Moreover, be compared 
dialectic and sophistry, on account of their generality, with 
primary philosophy in the Metaphysics (T 2, zoos b 17-26); to 
the effect that all three concern themselves with all things, 
but that about everythihg metaphysics is scientific, dialectic 
tentative, sophistry apparent, not real. He means that a sophist 
like Protagoras will teach superficially anything as wisdom for 
money; and that even a dialectician like Plato will write a 
dialogue, such as the Republk, nominally about justice, but really 
about all things from the generality of the form of good, instead 
of from appropriate moral principles; but that a primary philo-
sopher selects as a definite subject all things as such without 
interfering with the special sciences of different things each in 
its kind (Met. r 1), and investigates the axioms or common 
principles of things as things (ib. 3), without pretending, like 
Plato, to deduce from any common principle the special principles 
of each science (Post. Au. i. 9, 32). Aristotle at once maintains 
the primacy of metaphysics and vindicates the independence of 
the special sciences. He is at the same time the only Greek 
philosopher who clearly discriminated discovery and -disputation, 
science and dialectic, the knowledge of a definite subject from its 
appropriate principles and the discussion of anything whatever 
from opinions and authority. On one side he places science and 
philosophy, on the other dialectic and sophistry. 

Such is the great mind of Aristotle manifested in the large map 
of learning, by which we have now to determine the order of his 
extant philosophical writings, with a view to studying them in 
their real order, which is neither chronological nor traditional, 
but philosophical and scientific. Turning over the pages of the 
Berlin edition, but passing over works which are perhaps spurious, 
we should put first and foremost speculative philosophy, and 
therein the primary philosophy of his Metaphysics (98o a 21-
1093 b 29); then the secondary philosophy of his Physics, 
followed by his other physical works, general and biological, 
including among the latter the Historic; Animalism as prepara-
tory to the De Partibus Animalism, and the De Anima and Paroa 
Naturalia, which he called " physical " but we call " psycho-
logical " (184 a 10-967 b 27); next, the practical philosophy of the 
Ethics, including the Eudemian Ethics and the Magna Morelia 
as earlier and the Nicomadwas Ethics as later (1094-2249 b 2 5), 
and of the Politics (1252-2342), with the addition of the newly 
discovered Athenian Constitution as ancillary to It; finally, the 
productive science, or art, of the Rhetoric, including the earlier 
Rhetoric to Aksander and the later Rhdorical Art, and of the 
Poetics, which was unfinished (x334-end). This is the real order 
of Aristotle's system, based on his own theory and classification 
of sciences. 

But what has become of Logic, with which the traditional 
order of Andronicus begins Aristotle's works (1-z48 b 8)? So far 
from coming first, Logic comes nowhere in his classification of 
science. Aristotle was the founder of Logic; because, though 
others, and especially Plato, had made occasional remarks about 
reason (Myers), Aristotle was the first to conceive it as a definite 
subject of investigation. As he says at the end of the Sophistical 
Elenchi on the syllogism, he had no predecessor, but took pains 
and laboured a long time in investigating it. Nobody, not even 
Plato, had discovered that the process of deduction is a combina-
tion of premisses (euMorrosabs) to produce a new conclusion. 
Aristotle, who made this great discovery, must have had great  

difficulty in developing the new investigation of reasoning pro-
cesses out of dialectic, rhetoric, poetics, grammar, metaphysics, 
mathematics, physics and ethics; and in disengaging it from 
other kinds of learning. He got so far as gradually to write sheet 
discourses and long treatises, which we, not he, now arrange in 
the order of the Categories or names; the De Interprdatiosse 
on propositions; the Analytic:, Prior on syllogism, Posterior 
on scientific syllogism; the Topics on dialectical syllogism; the 
Sopkislici Elendsi on eristical or sophistical syllogism; and, 
except that he had hardly a logic of induction, he covered the 
ground. But after all this original research he got no further. 
First, he did not combine all these works into a system. He 
may have laid out the sequence of syllogisms from the 
Analytics onwards; but how about the Categories and the De 
interprdatione? Secondly, he made no division of logic. In the 
Categories he distinguished names and propositions for the sake 
of the classification of names; in the Ds Issterprdatione he 
distinguished nouns and verbs from sentences with a view to the 
enunciative sentence: in the Analytics he analysed the syllogism 
into premisses and premiums into terms and copula, for the 
purpose of syllogism. But he never called any of these a division 
of all logic. Thirdly, he had no one name for logic. In the 
Posterior Analytics (i. 22, 84 a 7-8) he distinguishes two modes 
of investigation, analytically (slothennihs) and logically anvil). 
But " analytical " means scientific inference from appropriate 
principles, and" logical " means dialectical inference from general 
considerations; and the former gives its name to the Assalytics, 
the latter suits the Topics, while neither analytic nor logic is a 
name for all the works afterwards called logic. Fourthly, and 
consequently, he gave no place to any science embracing the 
whole of those works in his classification of science, but merely 
threw out the hint that we should know analytic before 
questioning the acceptance of the axioms of being (Met. I' 3). 

It is a commentator's blunder to suppose that the founder 
of logic elaborated it into a system, and then applied It to the 
sciences. He really left the Peripatetics to combine his scattered 
discourses and treatises into a system, to call it logic, and logic 
Orgasms, and to put it first as the instrument of sciences; and 
it was the Stoics who first called logic a science, and assigned it 
the first place in their triple classification of science into logic, 
physics, ethics. Would Aristotle have consented? Would he 
not rather have given the first place to primary philosophy? 

Dialectic was distinguished from science by Aristotle. Is logic, 
then, according to him, not science but dialectic ? The word logic-
ally Oswald) means the same as dialectically (Svdssnsik). But 
the general discussion of opinions, signified by both words, is only • 
subordinate part of Aristotle's profound investigation of the whole 

of reasoning. The Analytic:, the most important part so far 
from being dialectic or logic in that narrow sense, is called yb hint not 
logic but analytic science (ItyslOnte4 itrionlow, Rhet. i.4, 1359 b to; d, 
1356 b 9.1357  a 3o, b 25); and in the Metaphysics he evidently refers to 
it as " the science which considers demonstration and science," which 
he distinguishes from the three speculative sciences, mathematics, 
physics and primary philosophy (Ma. K t, ton b 9-21). The 
A nalytics then, which from the beginning claims to deal with science, 
is a science of sciences, without however forming any part of the 
classification. On the other hand, it does not follow that Aristotle 
would have regarded the Topics, which he calls " the investigation " 
and " the investigation of dia lectic" (4 rpswards, Top, 1, $ 
Inarrns*els Song e*MaXornollo,Pr. A n. 3o,46 a 3o), or the De loser- 
prdatione, which he calls" the present theory:"(rer AS amidst, De lid. 
6,17 a 7),as science. In fact, as to the Categorimas well as the De bat,- 
predalunse, we are at a complete loss. But about the Topics we may 
venture to make the suggestion that, as in describing consciousness 
Aristotle says we perceive that we perceive, and understand that we 
understand, and as he calls A safdics a science of sciences, so he 
might have called the Topics a dialectical investigation of dialectic. 
Now, this derives support from his own description of the 
allied art ono ric. " Rhetoric is counterpart to dialectic " is the 
first sentence of the Rhetoric; and the season is that both are con- 
cerned with common objects of no definite science. Afterwards dia-
lectic and rhetoric are said to differ from other attain taking .  either 
site of a question (i. 1. 1355 a 33-35); rhetoric, since its artificial evi-
dences involve characters, passions and reasoning, is called a kind of 
offshoot of dialectic and morals, and a copy of dialectic, because 
neither is a science of anything definite, but both faculties (ioripst) 
of providing arguments (1. 2, 1336 a 33); and, dace rhetorical argu-
ments are examples and enthymemes analysed in the Awalyhu, 
rhetoric is finally regarded as a compound of analytic science and al 
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morals, while it is like dialectical and sophistic arguments (i.4, ssgg b 

Ace then Aristotle himself regarded rhetoric as partly science and 
partly dialectic, perhaps he would have said that his works on mason-
ing are some science and others not, and that, while the investigation 
of syllogism with a view to scientificsyllogism in the A naislics is 
analytic science, the investigation of dialectical syllogism, in the 
Topics, with its abuse, eristical syllogism, in the Sophia.; Elerschi, is 
dialectic. At any rate, these miscellaneous works on reasoning have 
no right to stand first in Aristotle's writings under any one name, 
logic or thrums. As he neither put them together, nor on any one 
definite plan, we are left to convenience; and the most convenient 
place is with the psychology of the De Anima. 

As for dialectic itself, it would have been represented by Aristotle's 
early dialogues, had they not been lost except a few fragments. But 
none of his extant writings is so much dialectic, like a Platonic dia-
logue. They contain however many relics of dialectic. The Rhetoric 
is declared by him to be partly dialectic. The Topics is at least an 
investigation of dialectic, which has had an immense influence on the 
method of argument. The Magma Morelia almost runs into dialogue. 
Besides, all the extant works, though apparently didactic, are full of 
dialectical matter in the way of opinions (Xeyitsve), difficulties and 
doubts (droptpara. Ibrosim), solutions (Shrew), and of dialectical 
style in the way of conversational expressions. It is probable also 
that the " extraneous discourse" (ol Ifewsissel Abyss) sometimes 
mentioned in them here mean dialectical discussions of a subject from 
opinions extraneous to its nature, as opposed to scientific deduction 
from its appropriate principles. From the eight passages, which refer 
to the extraneous discourses, we find (z) that Platonic forms were 
made by them matters of common talk (mastheres, Md. MI 1. io76 a 
28); (2) that time was made by them matter of doubts, which in this 
case are Aristotle's own doubts (Phys. iv. zo, 217 b 31-218 a 3o): (3) 
that the discussions of Platonic forms in them and in philosophical 
discourses were different (E.E. i. 8, 1217 b 22); (4) that the ordinary 
distinction between goods of mind, body and estate is one which we 
make (atuocheele) in them (E.E. ii. 1, 1218 b 34); (5) that in them 
appeared the division of soul into irrational and rational, used by 
Aristotle (E. N. i. z3,1102 a 26), and attributed to Plato;, (6) that the 
distinction between action and production accepted by Aristotle ap-
peared in them (E.N. vi. 4,1740 a 3); (7) that a distinction between 
certain kinds of rule is one which we make often thsixthisses . . 

othluss) in them (Pol. F6, 1278 b 31); (8) that a dime  DS= about 
the best life, used by Aristotle, was made in them (Pol. H t, 1323 a 
22). On the whole, the interpretation which best suits all the pas-
sages is that extraneous discourses mean any extra-scientific dia-
lectical discussions, oral or written. occurring in dialogues by Plato. or 
by Aristotle, or by anybody else, or in ordinary conversation. on any 
subject under the sun. 

Among all the eight passages mentioned above, the moat valuable 
is that from the &domes Ethics (A 8), which discriminates extrane-
ous discourses and philosophical (sal it rase ihwthumis hiss at sal 
is reis sari eihosonlar, 7217 b 2243); and it is preceded (A 6, 
1216 b 35-37 a 17), by a similar distinction between foreign discourses 
(Shhorolis Abyss) and discourses appropriate to.the thing (oixelaa 2,2yea 
rev rplrypaset), which marks even better the opposition inte nded 
between dialectic and philosophy. Now, as in all eight passages 
Aristotle speaks, somewhat disparagingly, of "even (sal) extraneous 
discourses," and as these include his own early dialogues, they must 
be taken to mean that though he might quote them, he no longer 
wished to be judged by his early views, and therefore drew a strong 
line of demarcation between his early dialogues and the mum treat-
tees of his later philosophical weem. Now, both were in the bands of 
his readers in the time of Andronieus. Therefore his contemporary, 
Cicero, who knew the early dialogues on Philosophy, the Redeems 
and the Protreptiens, and also among the mature scientific writings 
the Topics, Rhetoric, Politics, Physics and De Cock, to some extent, 
was justified by Aristotle's example and precept in drawing the line 
between two kinds of books, one written popularly, called enteric, the 
other more accurately (Cic. De Pilaus, v. 3). But there was no doubt 
a tendency to extend the term " exoteric " from the dialectical to the 
more popular of the scientific writings of Aristotle, to make a new dis-
tinction between exoteric and aeronautic or esoteric, and even to 
make out that Aristotle was in the habit of teaching both exoteric-
ally and acroamatically day by day as had of the Peripatetic school 
at Athens. Aulus Genius in the and century A.D. supplies the best 
proof of this growth of tradition in his Necks Atticee (xx. 5). He 
says that Aristotle (1) divided his annosesitationes and arts taught to 
his pupils into itioressca and ispeasurat (2) taught the latter in 
the morning walk (bolkale vispbraro.), the former in the evening 
walk (inhesa, repiravae); (3) divided his books in the same 
manner; (4) defended himself against Alexander's letter, complain-
ing that it was not right to his pupils to have published his acme-
made works, by replying in • letter that they were published and not 
published, because they are intelligible only to those who beard them. 
Genius then quotes this corondence, the given by Plutarch, and 
quotes it ex Andronici philo 'taro. The answer to the first three 
points is that Aristotle did not make any distinction between exoteric 
and acroamatic, and was not likely to have any longer taught his 
exoteric dialogues when he was teaching his mature philosophy at 
Athens, bat may have alternated the tear-him of the latter between  

the more abstruse and the more popular parts which had gradually 
come to he called " exoteric." As regards the last point, the authority 
of Andronicus proves that he at all events did not exaggerate his own 
share in publishing Aristotle's works; but it does not prove either 
that this nience between Alexander and Aristotle took place, 
or that Aristotlecalled his philosophical writingsacroamatic, or that 
he bad published them wholesale to the world. 

The literary career of Aristotle falls into three periods. 
(a) The early period; when he was writing and publishing 
exoteric dialogues, but also tending to write didactic works, and 
beginning his scientific writings, e.g. the Poiiliu is 357, the 
If eleosologices in 356. (a) The immature period; when be was 
continuing his didactic and scientific works, and composing first 
drafts, e.g. the Categories, the Endemism Ethics, the Magna 
Morelia, the Rhetoric to Alexander. (3) The mature period; 
when he was finishing his scientific works, completing his system, 
and not publishing it but teaching it in the Peripatetic school; 
when he would teach not his early dialogues, nor his immature 
writings and first drafts, but mature works, e.g. the Meiaphysies, 
the Nicontackeas Ethics, the Rhetoric; and above all teach his 
whole system as far as possible in the real order of his classifica-
tion of science. 

VI. THE Amsrormasr PHILOSOPHY 
We have now (s) sketched the life of Aristotle as a reader and a 

writer from early manhood; (a) have watched him as a Platonist, 
partly imitating but gradually emancipating himself from his 
master to forma philosophy of his own; (3) have traced the 
gradual composition of his writings from Plato's time onwards; 
(4) have distinguished earlier, more Platonic and rudimentary, 
from later, more independent and mature, writings; (i) have 
founded the real order of his writings, not on chronology, nor 
on tradition, but on his classification of science and learning. It 
remains, to answer the final question:—What is the Aristotelian 
philosophy, which its author gradually formed with so much 
labour? Here we have only room for its spirit, which we shall 
try to give as if he were himself speaking to us, as head of the 
Peripatetic school at Athens, and holding no longer the early 
views of his dialogues, or the immature views of such treatises as 
the Categories, but only his mature views, such as he expresses 
in the Metaphysics. Aristotle was primarily a metaphysician, a 
philosopher of things, who uses the objective method of proceed-
ing from being to thinking. We shall begin therefore with that 
primary philosophy which is the real basis of his philosophy, and 
proceed in the order of his classification of science to give his chief 
doctrines on::— 

(t) Speculative philosophy, metaphysical and physical, 
including his psychology, and with it his logic. 

(a) Practical philosophy, ethics and politics. 
(3) Productive science, or art. 

Things are substances (deist), each of which is a separate 
individual (xteptarie, rd& se, War leativor) and h variously 
affected as quantified, qualified, related, active, passive and so 
forth, in categories of things which are attributes (evaffefhprd ►a), 
different from the category of substance, but real only as predi-
cates belonging to some substance, and are In fact only the 
substance itself affected (abra wereseds). The essence of each 
substance, being what It is (td ti tort, rd ri 4r drat), is that 
substance; e.g. this rational animal, Socrates. Substances are 
so similar that the individuals of a species are even the same in 
essence or substance, e.g. Callias and Socrates differ in matter but 
are the same in essence, as rational animals. The universal (r6 
nalliaov) is real only as one predicate belonging to many 
individual substances: it is therefore not a substance. There 
are then no separate universal forms, as Plato supposed. There 
are attributes and universals, real as belonging to individual 
substances, whose being is their being. The mind, especially 
in mathematics, abstracts numbers, motions, relations, causes, 
essences, ends, kinds; and it over-abstracts things mentally 
separate into things really separate. But reality consists only 
of individual substances, numerous, moving, related, active as 
efficient causes, passive as material causes, essences as formal 
causes, ends as final causes, and in classes which axe real 
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universals only as real predicates of individual substances. 
Such is Aristotle's realism of individuals and universals, con-
tained in his primary philosophy, as expressed in the Metaphysics, 
especially in Book Z, his authoritative pronouncement on 
being and substance. 

The individual substances, of which the universe is composed, 
fall into three great irreducible kinds: nature, God, man. 

I. Nature.—The obvious substances are natural substances 
or bodies (*aural odstm, stonara), e.g. animals, plants, water, 
earth, moon, sun, stars. Each natural substance is a compound 
(oGrOtror, ovreion oferla) of essence and matter; its essence 
(dice, mop#11, r6 rt Ran, rd rt drat) being its actual substance, 
its matter (An) not; its essence being determinate, its matter 
not; its essence being immateriate, its matter conjoined with the 
essence; its essence being one in all individuals of a species, its 
matter different in each individual; its essence being cause of 
uniformity, its matter cause of accident. At the same time, 
matter is not nothing, but something, which, though not sub-
stance, is potentially substance; and it is either proximate to 
the substance, or primary; proximate, as a substance which is 
potentially different, e.g. wood potentially a table; primary, as 
an indeterminate something which is a substratum capable of 
becoming natural substances, of which it is always one; and it is 
primarily the matter of earth, water, air, fire, the four simple 
bodies (dr& oinurra) with natural rectilineal motions in the 
terrestrial world (De Gen. d Cor. ii. I seq.); while nether (44910) 
is a fifth simple body, with natural circular motion, being the 
element of the stars (76 riot &erg.), ortxxerter) in the celestial 
world. Each natural substance is a formal cause, as being what 
it is; a material cause, as having passive power to be changed; 
an efficient cause, as having active power to change, by com-
municating the selfsame essence into different matter so as to 
produce therein a homogeneous effect in the same species; and 
a final cause, as an end to be realized. Moreover, though each 
natural substance is corruptible (.0apr6r), species is eternal 
(628tor), because there was always some individual of it to con-
tinue its original essence (expressed by the imperfect tense in 
rd ri iv drat), which is ungenerated and incorruptible; the 
natural world therefore is eternal; and nature is for ever aiming 
at an eternal propagation, by efficient acting on matter, of 
essence as end. For even _nature does nothing in vain, but aims 
at final causes, which she uniformly realizes, except so far as 
matter by its spontaneity (tra roil abromoirov) causes accidental 
effects; and the ends of nature are no form of good, nor even the 
good of man, but the essences of natural substances themselves, 
and, above them all, the good God Himself. Such b Aristotle's 
natural realism, pervading his metaphysical and physical 
writings. 

II. God.—Nature is but one kind of being (1. ytip re Tfrot roe 
Soros Vous, Mel. r 3, zoos a 34). Above all natural sub-
stances, the objects of natural science, there stands a super-
natural substance, the object of metaphysics as theology. 
Nature's boundary is the outer sphere of the fixed stars, which 
is eternally moved day after day in a uniform circle round the 
earth. Now, an actual cause is required for an actual effect. 
Therefore, there must be a prime mover of that prime movable, 
and equally eternal and uniform. That prime mover is God, 
who is not the creator, but the mover directly of the heavens, 
and indirectly through the planets of sublunary substances. But 
God is no mechanical mover. He moves as motive (mei M 
ax im&meror, Md. A 7, KV b 3); He is the efficient only as the 
final cause of nature. For God is a living being, eternal, very 
good (Nos Mom lio4oroo, ib. 1072 b se). While nature aims at 
Him as design, as an end, a motive, a final cause, God's occupa-
tion (dtalurri) is intelligence (stenros); and since essence, not 
indeed in all being, but in being understood, becomes identical 
with intelligence, God in understanding essence is understanding 
Himself; and in short, God's intelligence is at once Intelligence 
of Himself, of essence and of intelligence,—eni lent * mbar 
roskaa rinra (Met A 7, 1074 b 34). But at the same time the 
essence of good exists not only in God and God's intelligence on 
the one band, but also on the other hand on a declining scale in  

nature, as both in a general and in his army; but rather in God, 
and more in some parts of nature than in others. Thus even 
God is a substance, a separate individual, whose differentiating 
essence is to be a living being, eternal and very good ; He is 
however the only substance whose essence is entirely without 
matter and unconjoined with matter; and therefore He is a 
substance, not because He has or is a substratum beneath 
attributes, but wholly because He is a separate individual, 
different both from nature and men, yet the final good of 
the whole universe. Such is Aristotle's theological realism 
without materialism and the origin of all spiritualistic realism, 
contained in his Mdaphysior (A 6-end). 

M. Max.—There is a third kind of substance, combining 
something both of the natural and of the divine: we men are 
that privileged species. Each man is a substance, like any other, 
only because he is a separate individuaL Like any natural 
substance, he is composed of matter and immaterial. essence. 
But natural substances are inorganic and organic; and a man 
is an organic substance composed of an organic body (brryousrom 
iriina) as matter, and a soul (iuxS) as essence, which is t he primary 
actuality of an organic body capable of life 0.0. Still a man is 
not the only organism; and every organism has a soul, whose 
immediate organ is the spirit (rseilna), a body which—analogous 
to a body diviner than the four so-called elements, namely the 
nether, the element of the stars—gives to the organism its non-
terrestrial vital heat, whether it be a plant or an animaL In an 
ascending scale, a plant is an organism with a nutritive soul; 
an animal is a higher organism with a nutritive, sensitive, 
orectic and locomotive soul; a man is the highest organism with 
a nutritive, sensitive, orectic, locomotive and rational soul. 
What differentiates man from other natural and organic sub-
stances, and approximates him to a supernatural substance, God, 
is reason (Myres), or intellect (sofa). Now, though only one of the 
powers of the soul, intellect alone of these powers has no bodily 
organ; it alone is immortal: it alone is divine. While the soul 
is propagated, like any other essence, by the efficient, which is 
the seed, to the matter, which is the germ, of the embryo man, 
intellect alone enters from without (06paller), and is alone divine 
(Beim., not &61), because its activity communicates with no 
bodily activity (De Gen. ii. 3, 736-737). A man then is a third 
kind of substance, like a natural substance in bodily matter, like 
a supernatural substance in divine reason or intellect. Such is 
Aristotle's dual, or rather triple, realism, continued in his De 
A nima and other biological writings, especially De Gaseraiierse 
Animalism, ii. • 

There are three points about a man's life which both connect 
him with, and distinguish him from, God. God's occupation is 
speculative; man's is speculation, practice and production. 

a. Soecolaiitis (ttorple).—Since thongs are individuals, and there 
is :Rot in. and nothing universal, beyond them, there are two 
kinds of knowledge (yrsett), sense (a!ettest) of individuals, intellect 
(Twit) of universal.. Both powers know by being passively receptive 
of essence propagated by an efficient cause: but, while in sense the 
efficient cause is an external object (/itshr), in intelligence it is active 
intellect (,sit v  mar) propagating its swam impassive intellect 
wort 

te
weadado ). Nevertheless, without sense there isno knowledge. 

me  receives from the external world an essencep,afx  white, which 
is really universal as well as individual, but a 	it only as 
individual, e.g. this white substance: Intellect 	pea discovers 
the universal essence but only in the individuals of sense. This 
intellectual discovery requires sensation and retention of sensation; 
so that seine (are/pa) receives impeemions, imagination (*week) 
retains them as images, intellect (new) generalises the universal, and, 
when it is intelligence of essence, is always true. 

This is the origin of knowledge, psychologically regarded (in the De 
Anima). Logically regarded, the origin of all teachiag and learning 
of an intellectual kind is a procers of induction ffOrl par-
ticulars to universal, and of syllogism (erkkrisepin) from universal 
to further particulars; induction, whenever it starts from sense. 
becomes the origin of scientific knowledge (iesrciss) while there 
is also a third proems of example (vepainyies) from particular to 
particular, which produces only persuaaioa. In acquiring scientific 

ge, syllogism cannot start from universals without Induction, 
nor inductionacquire universals without sense. At the same time. 
there are three species of syllogism. scientific, dialectical and eriatical 
or sophietical; and in consequence there are different ways of 
acquiring premises). la order to 	ire the knowledge of the true 
and pawky pstacipies of scientificowkdge, and especially the 
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intelligence of the eniverrl cremee at the eltbiect, which is always 
true, the process of knowledge consist. of ( a ) sense (adorn). which 
receives the essence as individual, (a) memory which is a 
retention of sensible impressiou,(3)experiesse (lunar l.whichconsiste 
of a number of similar memories, (4) induction (lirwrIA). which infers 
the universal ass tact (144•)„(3) intellect (nth), whichapprehends the 
principle. (frr)) ; because it is a true apprehension that the universal 
Induced is the ver iener and formal cause of the subject: there- 
upon, scientific syllogism Onanmerish inOurite.ii), mar the defi- 
nition (inesio) of essence the middle tarns Ere pivot.). 
demonstration (41.41.bs) of the consequences which follow (roes 
the essence in the conclusion. Such then is science. In order to 
acquire the probabilities Oa brie) of opinion st), which an the 
premises of dialectical syllogism, the process is still induction,. ss in 
science, but dialectical induction br interrogation ficim the opinions 
of the answerers until the uncurl in conceded: thereupon t he dir  
lectical syllogism (hanrudi truairlieirb) deduces consequent °prior 
in the conclusion. Nor does the pprriooraeessss of acquiring the preemies 
of eristical syllogism, which is fallacious either in its premiers or 
in its process, differ, except that, when the penises an fallacious. 
the dialectical interrogations must be such as to care this fallacy. 
Hence, as science and dialectic are different, so scientific induction 
and syllogism most be distinguished from' dialectical induction and 
syllogism. Dialectic is useful. for exercise. for conversation and for 
philosophical sciences, where by being critical it has a road to prin-
ciples. But it is by a different process of sense. memory, experience, 
induction, intelligence, ayllogisn, that science becomes knowledge of 
real causes, of real effects, and especially of real essences from wlich 
follow real consequences, not beyond, but belonging to real sub-
stances. So can we men, not, as Plato thought, by havingin our 
souls universal principles innate but forgotten, but by uirtng uni-
versal principles from sense, which is the origin of knowledge. arrive 
at judgments which ate true, and true because they agree with the 
things which we know by sense. by inference and by science. Such 
Is Aristotle's psychological and logical realism. contained in the De 
Anima and logical treatises. 

2. Practice broilia—la this natural world of reel substances, 
bunronogood hi not an imitation of a supernatural universal form of 
the , but is human happiness; and this good is the same both of 
to individual as a part and of the state as a whole. Ethics then is 
a kind of Politics. But in Ethics a man's individual good s hisown 
happiness; and his happiness is so mere mate. but an activity of soul 
according to virtue in a mature life, requiring as conditions moderate 
bodily and external goods of fortune; his virtue is (t) moral virtue, 
which is acquired by habituation, and is a purposive habit of per-
forming articuis in the mean determined by right mason or prudence: 
requiring him, not to exclude, but to moderate his desires; and (a) 
intellectual virtue, which is either prudence of practical, or wisdom of 
speculative intellect; and his happiness is a hind of ascending scale 
of virtuous activities, in which moral virtue is limited by prudence, 
and produce by wisdom; es that the speculative life of wisdom is 
the happiest and most divine, and the practical life of prudence and 
moral virtue secondary and human. Good fortune in moderation is 
also required as a condition of his happiness. Must we then, on ac-
count of midortunes, look with Solon at the end, and call no man 
happy till be Is des& Or is this altogether absurd for is who say 
that happiness is an activity? Virtuous activities determine happi-
ness, and a virtuous man is happy in this life, in spite of misfortunes 
unless they be too great; while after death he will not feel the mis-
fortunes of the living so smelt as to change his happiness. Stilt 
for perfect happiness a man should prefer the speculative life of 
divine intellect, and immortalise (rarartgur) as far as 'bk. For 
intellect is what mainly makes a man what he is, and is divine and 
immortal. 

To turn from DIOS to Politics. the good of the individual on a 
small scale becomes on a large scale the good of the titian and the 
state, whose end should be no far-off form of good, and no mere 
guarantee of rights, but the happiness of virtuous action, the life 
according to virtue, which is the general good of the citizen. Hence, 
the citizen of the best state is he who has the power and the purpose 
to be governed and govern for the sake of the life according to virtue. 

A right government is one which aims at the general good, whereas 
any government which aims at its own good is a deviation. Hence 
governments are to be arranged from best to worst in the following 
order 

1. Right governments Weal rainfail, aiming at the general 
good:— 

I. Monarchy, of one excelling in virtue: 
U. Aristocracy, of a class excelling in virtue: 
iii. Commonwealth, of the majority excelling in virtue. 

II. Deviations (repingiews), aiming at the good of the govern-
msnt :— 

i.
 
Democracy, aiming at the good of the majoritg: 

ii. Oligarchy, aiming at the good of the few: 
iii. Tyranny, aiming at the good of one. 

Such is Aristotle's practical phi 	y, contained in his matured 
Niconackeass Ethics, and his unfinished Politics. 

A. Production Oro(int).—Production differs from practice in 
being an activity (irineta: r bonding) which is always a means 
to a work (lever; e.g. • house) beyond itself. Productive science,  

or art, is an intelleatud habit of true 	 from appropriate 
Wineries. acquired from curium, and appl to the 
of the work which is the end of the art. All arts axe =eel 
once rational and productive. They are either for necessity (e.g. 
medicine) or for occupation (e.g. poetry), the former being inferior 
to the latter. Rhetoric is a faculty on any subject of investigating 
what may be persuasive 0.6•44, which is the work of no other 
art; its means are artificial and inartificial evidences (efarms), 
and, among artificial evidences, especially the logical arguments of 
example and enthymeme. Poetry is the art of producing represen- 
tattoos; (1) in weeds. rhythm and Simony (asoorta," hermony " in 
the original sense); (a) of men like ourselves, or better at in tragedy, 
or worse as in comedy: (3) by means of narrative as in epic, or by 
action as in the drains. The cause of poetry,* man's instinct of re-
rtion and his love of representations cared by the pleasure of 

' Comedy is representation of men inferior in being ludicrous: 
epic is .  Ike tragedy a representation of superior men, but by means of 
narrative and unlimited in time: tragedy is a representation of an 
action superior and complete. in a day if possible, by means of action, 
and accomplishing by pity and fear the purgation of such passions 
(Poetics, tau b 24). Music is a part of moral education; and for 
this end we should use the most moral harmonies. But music has 
also other ends and uses, and on the whole four; namely amuse-
ment, virtue, occupation and purgation of the affections; for some 
men are liable mare than others to pity and fear and enthusiasm, but 
horn sacred melodies we re them, when they have heard those which 
act orgiastically on the soul. becoming settled by a kind of medicine 
and purgation (nOwswo). and being relieved with pleasure. Finally, 
art is not morality, because its end is always a work of art, not 
virtuous action: on the other band, art is su bordinate to morality, 
because all the ends of art are but means to the end of life, and there- 
fore a work of art which offends against morality is opposed to the 
happiness and the good of man. Such is Anstotle productive 
science or art, contained in his Rhetoric and Poetics, compared with 
his Edna and Politics. 

Aristotle, even in this sketch of his system, shows himself 
to be the philosopher of facts, who can best of all men bear 
aiticism, and indeed it must be confessed that he retained 
many error of Platonism and laid himself open to the following 
objections. Two substances, being individuals, e.g. Semites and 
Callias, are in no way the same, but only similar, even in essence, 
e.g. Socrates is one rational animal, Callus another. A universel 
e.g. the species man, it not predicate of many individuals 
(be earl srok)srie, Pest. As. 1. ii), but a whole number of 
similar individuals, e.g. all men; and not a whole spedes, 
but only an individual, is a predicate of such individual, e.g. 
Socrates is a man, not all men, and one white thing, not 
all white things. Consequently, a species or genus is not s 
substance, as Aristotle says it is in the Categories (incon-
sistently with his own doctrine of substances), but a whole 
number of substances, e.g. all men, all animals. Similarly, 
the universal essence of a species is not one and the 
same as each individual essence, but is the whole number 
of similar individual essences of the similar individuals of the 
species, e.g. all rational animals. Consequently, the universal 
essence of a species of substances is not one and the same eternal 
emence in all the individuab of a species but only similar, and is 
not substance as Aristotle calls it in the Mdeekysies, incon. 
sistently with his own doctrine of substance, but is a whole 
number of similar substances, e.g. all rational animals which are 
what all men are. Hence again, the natural world of species and 
essences is not eternal, but only endures as long as there ate 
individual substances. Hence, moreover, a nature/ substance or 
body as an efficient cause or force causes an effect on another, 
not by propagating one eternal essence of a species into the matter 
of the other, but no far as we really understand force, by their 
reciprocally preventing one another from occupying the same 
place at the same moment on account-of the mutual resistance of 
any two bodies. The essence of a natural substance, e.g. wood, 
is not immateriate, but is the whole body as what it is. The 
matter of a natural substance is not a primary matter which Is 
one indeterminate substratum of all natural substances, but is 
only one body as able to be changed by a force which is another 
substance able to change it, e.g. a seed becoming wood, wood 
becoming coal, die. A natural substance or body, therefore, is 
not a heterogeneous compound of essence and matter, but is 
essence as what it is, matter as able passively to be changed, 
force as able actively to change. The simple bodies which are 
the matter of the rest are not terrestrial earth, water, air, fire, 
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and a different celestial nether, but whatever elementary bodies 
natural science, starting anew from mechanics and chemistry, 
may determine to be the matter of all other bodies whatever. 
Nature does not aim at God as end, but God, thinking and 
willing ends, produces and acts on nature. Soul is not an 
immateriate essence of an organic body capable, but an immateri-
ate conscious substance within an organic body. Sensation is not 
the reception of the selfsame essence of an external body, but 
one's perception of one's sentient organism as affected, and 
especially of its organs resisting one another, e.g. one's lips, 
bands, &c., preventing one another from occupying the same 
place at the same moment within one's organism. Intelligence 
does not differ from sense by having no bodily organ, but the 
nervous system is the bodily organ of both. Intelligence is not 
active intellect propagating universal essence in passive intellect, 
but only logical inference starting from sense, and both requiring 
nervous body and conscious soul. It is not always a true appre-
hension of essence, but often, especially in physical matter, such 
as sound or heat or light, takes superficial effects to be the 
essence of the thing. Aristotle did not altogether solve the 
question, What is, and scarcely solved at all the question, How 
do we know the external world? 

We might continue to object. But at bottom there remains 
the fundamental position of Aristotelianism, that all things are 
substances, individuals separate though related; that some 
things are attributes, real only as being some individual substance 
somehow affected, or, as we should say, modified or determined; 
and that without individual substances there is nothing, and 
nothing universal apart from individuals. There remains too 
the consequence that there are different substances, separate 
from but related to one another; and these substances of three 
irreducible kinds, natural, supernatural, human. Aristotelian-
ism has to be considered against the philosophy which preceded 
it and against the philosophy which has since followed it. Platon-
ism preceded it, and was the metaphysical doctrine that all things 
are supernatural—forms, gods, souls. Idealism has since followed 
it, and is the metaphysical doctrine that all things are mind and 
states of mind. Aristotelianism intervenes between ancient 
Platonism and modern Idealism, and is the metaphysical doctrine 
that all things are substances, natural and supernatural and 
human. It is a philosophy of substantial things, standing airs 
via media between a philosophy of the supernatural and a 
philosophy of mind. There are three alternatives, which may be 
put as questions which every thinker must ask himself. Are the 
things which surround me in what I call the environment,—the 
met; the animals, the plants, the ground, the stones, the water, 
the air, the moon, the sun, the stars and God—are they shadows, 
unsubstantial things, as formerly Platonism made all things to be 
except the supernatural world of forms, gods and souls? Or are 
they, as modern Idealism says, mind and states of mind? Or 
are they really substances separate from, though related to, 
myself, who am also a substance? The Aristotelian answer is 
—" Yea, all things are substances, but not all supernatural, nor 
all mental; for some are natural substances, or bodies "; and 
by that answer Aristotelianism stands or falls. 

Lire 	ues.—The Aristotelian philosophy is to be studied,first in 
Aristotle's works, which are the best commentaries on one another; 
the best complete edition is the Berlin edition (1831-1870), by Bekker 
and Bmndis, in which also are the fragments collected bty. Rose, 
the scholia collected by Brandin, and the index compiled Bonitz. 
After reading the remains of the Peripatetic school, the Greek 
commentators should be further studied in this edition. The Latin 
commentators, the Arabians and the schoolmen show how Aristotle 
has been the chief author of modern culture; while the vindication 
of modern independencecomes out in his critics, the greatest of whom 
were Roger and Francis Bacon. Since the modem discovery of the 
science of motion by Galileo which changed natural science, arid the 
modern revolution of philosophy by Descartes which changed meta-
physics, the study of Aristotle has become less universal; but it did 
not die out, and received a fresh stimulus especially from Julius Pacius, 
who going back through G. Zaharella to the Arabians, and himself 
gifted with great logical powers, always deserves study in his editions 
of the Organon and the Physics, and in his Doctrinal Peripateticae. 
In more recent times, as part of the growing conviction of the men-
Milky of everything Greek. Aristotle has received marked attention. 
In France there are the works of Cousin (1835). Fella Rayaissoa. who 

wrote on the Metaphysics (1837-1846). and Barthilemy St Hilaire, 
who translated the Organon and other works (1844 seq.). In 
Germany there has been a host of commentaries, among which we 
may mention the Organon edited (1844-1846) by F. Th. Waite (not 
so well as by Pacius), the De Anima edited (1833) by F. A. Trendelen-
burg and later by A. Torstrik, the Histories Animalism by H. Aubert 
and F. Wimmer (1868), the Ethics by K. L Michelet (1827), the 
Metaphysics by A. Schwegler (1847) and (best of all) by H. Bonita 
(1848), who is the most faithful of all commentators, because to great 
industry and acumen he adds the rare gift of confessing when he does 
not understand, and when he does not know what Aristotle might 
have thought. With Aristotle's works before one, with the Index. 
Aristoiclicus, and the edition and translation of the Metaphysics by 
Bonitz on one side, and Zeller's Die Philosophie der Griechen, ii. 2, 
"Aristoteles " (trans. by Co.stelloe and Muirhead), on the other side, 
one can go a considerable way towards understanding the foundations 
of Aristotelianism. 

In England scholars tend to take up certain parts of Aristotle's 
philosophy. Grote indeed intended to write a general account of 
Aristotle like that of Plato; but his Aristotle went little further than 
the logical writings. From Cambridge we have J. W. Blakesley's 
Life of Aristotle, E. M. Cope's Rhetoric, Dr Henry Jackson's Nico-
"sachems Ethics, v., S. H. Butcher's Poetics, Hicks's De A ninla, 
J. E. Sandys's Athenian Constitution, Jebb's Rhetoric (ed. Sandys). 
Oxford in particular, since the beginning of the 19th century, has 
kept alive the study of Aristotle. E. Cardwell in his edition of 
the Nicomachean Ethics (1828) had the wisdom to found his text 
on the Laurentian Manuscript (Kb); E. Poste wrote translations 
of the Posterior Analytics and Sophistici Elenchi; R. Congreve 
edited the Politics; A. Grant edited the Nicomachean Ethics; 
E. Wallace translated and annotated the De A nima; B. Jowett 
translated the Politics; W. L. Newman has edited the Pasties in 
four volumes; Dr Ogle has translated the De Partibus Animalism, 
with notes" R. Shute wrote a History of _the Aristotelian Writings; 
Professor j A. Stewart has written Notes on the Nicomatheas 
Ethicsi Professor J. Burnet has issued an annotated edition of 
the Nsconincliems Ethics, and W. D. Ross has translated the Meta-
physics. All these are or were, Oxford men; and it remains to 
mention two others: 1. Bywater, who as an Aristotelian scholar has 
done much for the improvement of Bekker'sespecially of the 
Nicomatheass Ethics and the Poetics; and F. a Kenyon, who has 
the proud distinction of having been the first modern editor of the 
'Atevalos se.larsla. (T. CA.) 

ARLITOXENUS, of Tarentum (4th century B.c.), a Greek 
peripatetic philosopher, and writer on music and rhythm. He 
was taught first by his father Spintharus, a pupil of Socrates, 
and later by the Pythagoreans, Lamprus of Erythrae and Xeno-
philus, from whom he learned the theory of music. Finally he 
studied under Aristotle at Athens, and was deeply annoyed, it is 
said, when Theophrastus was appointed head of the school on 
Aristotle's death. His writings, said to have numbered four 
hundred and fifty-three, were in the style of Aristotle, and dealt 
with philosophy, ethics and music. The empirical tendency of 
his thought is shown in his theory that the soul is related to the 
body as harmony to the parts of a musical instrument. We have 
no evidence as to the method by which he deduced this theory 
(d. T. Dompers, Greek Thinkers, Eng. trans. roes, vol. iii. p. 43). 
In music he held that the notes of the scale are to be judged, not 
as the Pythagoreans held, by mathematical ratio, but by the ear. 
The only work of his that has come down taus is the three books 
of the Elements of Harmony (teliptei srmaxata), an incomplete 
musical treatise. Grenfell and Hunt's Oryrhynchiu Papyri (vol. i., 
1898) contains a five-column fragment of a treatise on metre, 
probably this treatise of Aristorenus. 

The best edition is by Paul Ma rquard, with German translation and 
full commentary, Die harmonischen Iragmente des A ristaxenus (Berlin, 
1868). The fragments are also given in C.W. Muller, Frag.Hist.Graec., 
ii. 269 sqq.; and R. Westphal, Melik lend Rhythmik d. klass. Hells 
nesithums (2nd vol. edited by F. Saran, Leipzig, 1893). Eng. trans. 
by H. S. Macran (Oxford, tem). See also W. L. Mahne, Diatribe ds 
Aristoserie (Amsterdam, 1793); B. Brill, Aristoxenus' rhythmische 
sad metrische Messungen (1871); R. Westphal, GriechischeRhylhniik 
and Ha rnsonik (Leipzig, 1867); L Laloy, A ristoxene de Finagle el Is 
tinniest de t'a ntiquiti ( ris, 1904). See PR RI PA TRTICS, Pv TI1A GO R AS 
(Masse) and art. " Greek Music" in Grove's Did. of Music (1904). 
For the Oxyrhynchus fragment see Classical Review (January 1898), 
and C. van Jan in Bursian's Jahresbericht, civ. (1901) 

ARISIIOAWA, the name of one of the royal families of Japan, 
going back to the seventh son of the mikado Go-Yosei (d. 1638). 
After the revolution of 1868, when the miltado Mutsu-hito was 
restored, his uncle, Prince Taruhito Arisugawa (1835-1895), 
became commander-lo-chief. and in 18;5 president of the senate. 
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After his suppression of the Satsuma rebellion he was made a 
field-marshal, and be was chief of the staff in the war with China 
(1894-95). His younger brother, Prince Takehito Arisugawa 
(b. i862), was from 2879 to 2882 in the British navy, serving 
in the Channel Squadron, and studied at the Naval College, 
Greenwich. In the Chime-Japanese War of 11194-95 be was 
in command of a cruiser, and sobsequentiy became admiral-
superintendent at Yekomks. Prince Arisugawa represented 
Japan in England together with Marquis Ito at the Diamond 
jubilee ( z 897), and in was was again received there as the 
king's Vest- 

ARITHMETIC (Gr. iplpenall,-sc: rigs% the art of counting, 
from apedpk, number), the art of dealing with numedad 
quantities In their numerical relations. 

z. Arithmetic is newally divided into Ahmed Arithmetic and 
Conerds Aridnadie, the farmer dealing with numbers and the 
latter with concrete objects. This distinction, however, might 
be misleading. In stating that the sum of rid. and pd. is rs.8d. 
we do not mean that nine pennies when added to eleven pennies 
produce a shilling and eight peonies. The sum of money corre-
sponding to tad. may in fact be made up of coins in several 
different ways, so that the symbol " tad." cannot be taken as 
denoting any definite concrete objects. The arithmetical fact is 
that 12 and 9 may be regrouped as is and 8, and the statement 
a mi.-Fed... is. 8d." is only an arithmetical statement in so far 
as each of the three expressions denotes a numerical quantity 
(I 1). 

2.The various stages in the study of arithmetic may be 
arranged in different ways, and the arrangement adopted must 
be influenced by the purpose in view. There are three main 
purposes,fthe practical, the educational, and the scientific; i.e. 
the subject may be studied with a view to technical skill in deal-
ing with the arithmetical problems that arise in actual life, or for 
the sake of its general influence an mental development, or as an 
elementary stage in mathematical study. 

3. The practical aspect is an important onc. The daily 
activities of the great mass of the adult population, in countries 
where commodities are sold at definite prices for definite 
quantities, include calculatiow which have often to be per-
funned rapidly, on data orally given, and leading in general to 
results which can only be approximate; and almost every branch 
of manufacture or commerce has its own range of applications 
of arithmetic. Arithmetic as a school subject has been largely 
regarded from this point of view. 

4. From the educational point of view, the value of arithmetic 
has usually been regarded as consisting in the stress it lays on 
accuracy. This aspect of the matter, however, belongs mainly 
to the period when arithmetic was studied almost entirely for 
commercial purposes; and even then accuracy was not found 
always to harmonize with actuality. The development of 
physical science has tended to emphasize an erectly opposite 
aspect, viz. the impossibility, outside a certain limited range of 
subjects, of ever obtaining absolute accuracy, and the consequent 
importance of not wasting time in attempting to obtain results 
beyond a certain degree of approximation. 

s. As a branch of mathematics, arithmetic may be treated 
logically, psychdogically, or historically. All these aspects are 
of importance to the tender: the logical, in order that be may 
know the end which be seeks to attain; the psychological, that 
he may know bow best to attain this end; and the historical, for 
the light that history throws on psychology. 

The logical arrangement of the subject is not the best for 
elementary study. The division into abstract and concrete, for 
instance, is logical, if the former is taken as relating to number 
and the latter to numerical quantity (% I a). But the result of a 
rigid application of this principle would be that the calculation 
of the cost of 3 lb of tea at as a lb would be deferred until 
after the study of logarithms. The psychological treatment 
recognises the fact that the concrete precedes the abstract and 
that the abstract is based on the concrete; and it also recognises 
the futility of attempting a strictly continuous development of 
the subject. 

On the other hand, logical analysis is necessary If the subject 
is to be understood. As an illustration, we may take the do. 
mentary processes of addition, subtraction,. multiplication and 
division. Them are still called in text-books the " four simple 
rules "; but this nuns ignores certain essential differences. 
(a) If we consider that we are dealing with numerical quantities, 
we must recognize the fact that, while addition and subtrac-
tion might in the first instance be limited to such quantities, 
multiplication and division necessarily introduce the idea of 
pore number. (ii) If on the other hand we regard ourselves as 
dealing with pure number throughout, then, as multiplication Is 
continued addition, we ought to include in our classification 
involution as continued multiplication. Or we might say that, 
mime multiplication is a form of addition, and division a form 
of subtraction, then are really only two fundamental processes, 
viz. addition and subtraction. (iii) The inclusion of the four 
processes under one general bead fails to indicate the essential 
difference between addition and multiplication, as direct pro-
cesses, on the one hand, and subtraction and division, as inverse 
processes, on the other (I s9). 

6. The present article deals mainly with the principles of the 
subject, foe which a logical arrangement is on the whole the more 
convenient. It is not suggested that this is thk proper older to be 
adopted by the teacher. 

I. NITYBEI 
y. Ordinal and Cardiaal Numbers.-One of the primary dis-

tinctions in the use of number is between ordinal and cardinal 
numbers, or rather between the ordinal and the cardinal aspects 
of number. The usual statement is that sue, rye, three, ... are 
cardinal numbers, and fine, seeded, third, . . . are ordinal 
numbers. This , however, Jean incomplete statement; the words 
one, two, three, ... and the corresponding symbols a, 2, 3, .. . 
or I, U, III, ... are used sometimes as ordinal, la. to denote 
the place of an individual in a series, and sometimes as cardinals, 
1.e. to denote the total number since the commencement of the 
series. 

On the whole, the ordinal use is perhaps the more common. 
Thus " no " on a page of a book does not mean that the page is 
zoo time the page numbered a, but merely that it is the page 
after 99. Even in commercial transactions, in dealing with 
sums of money, the statement of an amount often has reference 
to the last item added rather than to a total; and geometrical 
measurements are practically ordinal (I a6). 

For ordinal purposes we use, as symbols, not only figures, such 
as a, 2, 3, ... but also letters, as o,b,c, ... Thus the pages of 
a book may be numbered 1, 2, 3, ... and the chapters I, II, III, 
... but the sheets are lettered A, B, C, Figures and letters 
may even be used in combination; thus z6 may be followed by 
ads and z66, and these by 17, and in such a case the ordinal 
zoo does not correspond with the total (cardinal) number up to 
this point. 

Arithmetic is supposed to deal with cardinal, not with ordinal 
numbers; but it will be found that actual numeration, beyond 
about three or four, is based on the ordinal aspect of number, 
and that a scientific treatment of the subject usually requires a 
return to this fundamental basis. 

One difference between the treatment of ordinal and of 
cardinal mambas may be noted. Where a number is expressed 
in terms of various denominations, a cardinal number usually 
begins with the largest denomination, and an ordinal number 
with the smallest. Thus we speak of one thousand eight hundred 
and seventy-de, and represent it by MDCCCLXXVI or 1876; 
but we should speak of the third day of August 1876, and repre-
sent it by 3.8. t876. It might appear as if the writing of n176 
MS an exception to this rule; but in reality 1876, when used 
in this way, is partly cardinal and partly ordinal, the fast three 
figures being cardinal and the last ordinaL To make the year 
completely ordinal, weshould have to describe it as the 6th year 
of the 8th decade of the 9th century of the and millennium; i.e. 
we should represent the date by 3. 8. 6. 8. 9. I, the total number 
of years, months and days completed being 1875 7. 31. 
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In using an ordinal we direct our attention to a term of a series, 
while in using a cardinal we direct our attention to the interval 
between two terms. The total number in the series is the sum 
of the two cardinal numbers obtained by counting up to any 
interval from the beginning and from the end respectively; but 
if we take the ordinal numbers from the beginning and from the 
end we count one term twice over. Hence, if there are 365 days 
in a year, the tooth day from the beginning is the 260th, not the 
565th, from the end. 

8. Meaning of Names of Numbers.—What do we mean by any 
particular number, e.g. by sewn, Of by two hundred and fifty-
three? We can define two as one and one, and three as one and one 
and one; but we obviously cannot continue this method for 
ever. For the definition of large numbers we may employ either 
of two methods, which will be called the grouping method and 
the counting method. 

(i) Method of Grouping.—The first method consists in defining 
the first few numbers, and forming larger numbers by groups 
or aggregates, formed partly by multiplication and partly by 
addition. Thus, on the denary system (¢ 16) we can give inde-
pendent definitions to the numbers up to ten, and then regard 
(e.g.) fifty-three as a composite number made up of five tens and 
three ones. Or, on the quinary-binary system, we need only give 
independent definitions to the numbers up to five; the numbers 
six, seven,. . . can then be regarded /Ore and one, five and two, 
. . . , a fresh series being started when we get to five and five 
or ten. The grouping method introduces multiplication into the 
definition of large numbers; but this, from the teacher's point 
of view, is not now such a serious objection as it was in the days 
when children were introduced to millions and billions before they 
had any idea of elementary arithmetical processes. 

(ii) Method of Confiding.—The second method consists in taking 
a series of names or symbols for the. first few numbers, and then 
repeating these according to a regular system for successive 
numbers, so that each number is defined by reference to the 
number immediately preceding it in the series. Thus two still 
means one and one, but three means two and one, not one and one 
and one. Similarly two hundred and fifty-three does not mean two 
hundreds, five tens and three ones, but one more than two 
hundred and fifty-two; and the number which is called one 
hundred is not defined as ten tens, but as one more than ninety-
nine. 

9. Concrete and Abslrad Numbers.—Number is concrete or 
abstract according as it does or does not relate to particular 
objects. On the whole, the grouping method refers mainly to 
concrete numbers and the counting method to abstract numbers. 
If we sort objects into groups of ten, and find that there are five 
groups of ten with three over, we regard the five and the three 
as names for the actual sets of groups or of individuals. The 
three, for instance, are nvirded as a whole when we name them 
three. If, however, we count these three as one, two, three, then 
the number of times we count is an abstract number. Thus 
number in the abstract is the number of times that the act of 
counting is performed in any particular case. This, however, 
is a description, not a definition, and we still want a definition for 
" number " in the phrase " number of times? 

to. Definition of " Number."—Suppose we fix on a certain 
sequence of names " one," " two," " three," . . . , or symbols 
such as 1, 2, 3 •  this sequence being always the same. If we 
take a set of concrete objects, and name them In succession " one," 
" two," " three," .. . , naming each once and once only, we shall 
not get beyond a certain name, e.g." six." Then, in saying that 
the number of objects is six, what we mean is that the name of 
the last object named is six. We therefore only require a definite 
law for the formation of the successive names or symbols. The 
symbols 1, 2, . .. 9, to, . . . , for instance, are formed according 
to a definite law; and in giving 253 as the number of a set of 
objects we mean that if we attach to them the symbols z, T, 3, 

. . in succession, according to this law, the symbol attached 
to the last object will be 253. If we say that this act of attach-
ing a symbol has been performed 253 times, then 253 is an 
Obaract (or tare) airier. 

Underlying this defmitien Is a certain assumption, viz. that ff 
we take the objects in a different order, the last symbol attached 
will still be 253. This, in an elementary treatment of the subject, 
must be regarded as axiomatic; but it is really a simple case of 
mathematical induction. (See Atoznaa) If we take two objects 
A and B, it is obvious that whether we take them as A, B, or as 
B, A, we shall in each case get the sequence r, 2. Suppose this 
were true for, say, eight objects, marked r to L Then, if we 
introduce another object anywhere in the series, all those coming 
after it will be displaced so that each will have the mark formerly 
attached to the next following; and the last will therefore 
be co instead of 8. This is true, whatever the arrangement of the 
original objects maybe, and wherever the new one is introduced; 
and therefore, if the theorem is true for 8, it is true for 9. But it 
is true for 2; therefore it is true for 3; therefore for 4, and so on. 

r. Numerical Quantities.— If the term Number is confined to 
number in the abstract, then number in the concrete may be 
described as numerical quantity. Thus £3 denotes Li taken 
3 times. The LI is termed the unit A numerical quantity, 
therefore, represents a certain unit, taken a certain somber of 
limes. If are take £3 twice, we get £6; and if we take 3s. twice, 
we get 6s., i.e. 6 times is. Thus arithmetical processes deal with 
numerical quantities by dealing with numbers, provided the unit 
is the same throughout. If we retain the unit, the arithmetic is 
concrete; if we ignore it, the arithmetic is abstract. But a the 
latter case it must always be understood that these is some unit 
concerned, and the results have no meaning until the unit is 
reintroduced. 

lI NoTanotr, NIIICETATION AND Numaaa-Io ►no8 

IT. Terms nod.—The representation of numbers by spoken 
sounds is called numeration; their representation by written 
signs is called notation. The systems adopted for numeration and 
for notation do not always agree with one another; nor do they 
always correspond with the idea which the numbers subjectively 
present. This latter presentation may, in the absence of any 
accepted term, be called unesfer-idestiess; this word covering 
not only the perception or recognition of particular numbers, but 
also the formation of a number-concept. 

53. Notation of Numbers.—The system which is now almost 
universally in use amongst civilized nations for representing 
cardinal numbers is the Hindu, sometimes incorrectly called the 
Arabic, system. The essential features which distinguish this 
from other systems are (1) the limitation of the number of 
different symbols, only ten being used, however large the number 
to be represented may be; (a) the use of the zero to indicate the 
absence of number; and (3) the principle of local value, by which 
a symbol in effect represents different numbers, according to its 
position. The symbols denoting a number are called its digits. 

A brief account of the development of the system will be found 
under Nuinnuit. Here we are concerned with the principle, 
the explanation of which is different according as we proceed an 
the grouping or the counting system. 

(i) On the grouping system we may in the first instance con-
sider that we have separate symbols for numbers from " one " to 
" nine," but that when we reach ten objects we put them in a 
group and denote this group by the symbol used for " one," but 
printed in a different type or written of a different size or (in 
teaching) of a different colour. Similarly when we get to ten 
tens we denote them by a new representation of the figure denot-
ing one. Thus we may have: 

ones 5 2 3 4 3 6 7 8 9 
tens 	2 3 

1 5 6 V 5 9 
4 s 6 7 8 9 

hundreds, / 1 2 3 
dn. j 	ac. 	ite 

On this principle at would represent twenty-four, ge two 
hundred and forty, and 24 two hundred and four. To prevent 
confusion the inn or " nought " isintroduced, so that the succes-
sive figures, beginning from the right, may represent ones, tens, 
hundreds, . . . We then have, e.g., uo to denote two hundreds 
and four tens; and we may now adopt a uniform type for all the 
figures, writing this ago. 
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(fl) On the counting system we may consider that we have a 

series of objecb (represented in the adjoining diagram by dob), 
and that we attach to these objects in succession the 

• symbols r, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, o, repeating this series • 
indefinitely. There is as yet no distinction between 

; • the first object masked z and the second object marked 
I. We can, however, attach to the ols the manse sym- 
bolo, t, 2, .. e in succession, in a separate column, 

8 •  9 • repeating the series indefinitely; then do the same with 
to • every o of this new series; and so en. Any particular 

• object is then defined completely by the combination 
2  • of the symbols last written down in each series; and 
; s this combination of symbols can equally be used to 

denote the number of objects up to and including the 
last one (I to). 

In writing down a number in excess of woo it Is 
(except where the number represents a particular year) usual 
in England and America to group the figures in sets of three, 
starting from the right, and to mark off the sets by commas. 
On the continent of Europe the figures are taken in sets of 
three, but are merely spaced, the comma being used at the 
end of a number to denote the commencement of a decimal. 

The zero, called " nought," is of course a different thing from 
the letter 0 of the alphabet, but there may be a historical 
connexion between them (1 ph. It IS perhaps interesting to 
note that the latter-day telephone operator calls 1907 " nineteen 
O seven "instead of " nineteen nought seven." 

Lt. Direction of the Number-Series. —There Is no settled 
convention as to the direction in which the series of symbols 
denoting the successive numbers one, two, three, . Is to be 
written. 

(i) If the numbers were written down in succession, they would 
naturally proceed from left to right, thus:—z , 2,3, . . . This 
system, however, would require that in passing to "double 
figures " the figure denoting tens should be written either above 
or below the figure denoting ones, e.g. 

, 11„ 2,.1 • 2  8, 9, 0, 1, 2, or I, 2  8. 90.5, 2,..  

The placing of the tens-figure to the left of the ones-figure will not 
seem natural unless the number-series runs either up or down. 

(ii) In writing down any particular number, the successive 
powers of ten are written from right to left, e.g. 5,462,198 is 

(s) 	ct 	td () 	CO B) 
5 	4 0 	2 	1 	9 

the small figures in brackets indicating the successive powers. 
On the other hand, in writing decimals, the sequence (of negative 
powers) h from left to right. 

(iii) In making out lists, schedules, mathematical tables (e.g. 
a multiplication-table), statistical tables, bee., the numbers are 
written vertically downwards. In the case of lists and schedules 
the numbers are only ordinals; but in the case of mathematical 
or statistical tables they are usually regarded ascardinals,though, 
when they represent values of a continuous quantity, they must 

	

be regarded as ordinal 	z6, 93)• 
(iv) In graphic representation measurements are usually made 

upwards; the adoption of this direction resting on certain 
deeply rooted ideas (f 23). 

This question of direction Is of importance in reference to the 
development of useful number-forms al 23); and the existence 
of the two methods mentioned under (iii) and (iv) above produces 
confusion in comparing numerical tabulation with graphical 
'representation. It is generally accepted that the horizontal 
direction of inaease, where a horizontal direction is necessary, 
should be from left to right; but uniformity as regards vertical 
direction could only be attained either by printing mathe-
matical tables upwards or by taking " downwards," instead of 
" upwards," as the " positive " ' direction for graphical purposes. 
200  The downwards direction will be taken in this article as 
5°  the normal one for succession of numbers (e.g. in multipli- 
3 cation), and, where the arrangement is horizontal, it is to 

253 be understood that this is for convenience of printing. It 
4.0  should be noticed that, in writing the components of a  

number 253 as 200, SO and 3, each component beneath the next 
larger me, we are really adopting the downwards principle, since 
the figures which make 141 253 will on this principle be success. 
ively 2, 5 and 3 (I (ii) )• 

r5. Roman Nuonerals.—Although the Roman numerals are 
no longer in use for representing cardinal numbers, except in 
certain special cues (e.g. dock-faces, milestones and chemists' 
prescriptions), they are still used for ordinals. 

The system differs completely hoes the Hindu system. There 
are no single symbols for two, three, iirc.; but numbers are 
represented by combinations of symbols for one, five, ten, fifty, 
one hundred, five hundred, be, the numbers which have single 
symbols, viz. I, V, X, I., C, D, DI, proceeding by multiples of five 
and two alternately. Thus 1878 is MDCCCLXXVIII, i.e. 
thousand five-hundred hundred hundred hundred fifty ten ten 
five one one one. 

The system is therefore essentially a cardinal and grouping 
one, i.e. it represents a number as the sum of sets of other 
numbers. It is therefore remarkable that it should now only 
be used for ordinal purposes, while the Hindu system, which Is 
ordinal in its nature, since a single series is constantly repeated, 
is used almost exclusively for cardinal' numbers This fact 
seems to illustrate the truth that the counting principle is the 
fundamental one, to which the interpretation of grouped numbers 
must ultimately be referred. 

The normal process of writing the larger numbers on the left 
is in certain cases modified in the Roman system by writing a 
number in front of a larger one to denote subtraction. Thus four, 
originally written nu, was later written IV. This may have 
been due to one or both of two causes; a primitive tendency 
to refer numbers, in numeration, to the nearest large number 
(124 (iv) ), and the difficulty of perceiving the number of a group 
of objects beyond about three (f 22). Similarly IX, XL and XC 
were written for nine, forty and ninety respectively. These, 
however, were later developments. 

16. Scales of Notatiots.—la the Hindu system the numbering 
proceeds by tens, tens of tens, 8/c.; thus the figure in the fifth 
place, counting from the right, denotes the product of the corre-
sponding number by four tens in succession. The notation is 
then said to be in the scale of which ten is the hare, or in the 
denary scale. The Roman system, except for the use of symbols 
for five, fifty, be., is also in the denary scale, though expressed 
in a different way. The introduction of these other symbols 
produces a compound scale, which may be called a *nary-
binary, or, less correctly, a swasary-denary scale. 

The figures used in the Hindu notation might be used to express 
numbers in any other scale than the denary, provided new 
symbols were introduced if the base of the scale exceeded ten. 
Thus 1878 in the reistary-frittary scale would be assail, and 
1828 would be 1130213; the meaning of these is seen at once 
by comparison with MDCCCLXXVIII and MDCCCXXVIII. 
Similarly the number which in the denary scale is 215 would in 
the quaternary scale (base a) be 3113, being equal to 3444+ 
14.4+1.4+3. 

The use of the denary scale in notation is due to Its use in 
numeration (f r8); this again being due (as exemplified by the 
use of the word digit) to the primitive use of the fingers far count.. 
ing. If mankind had had six fingers on each hand and six toes on 
each foot, we should be using a dooderiary scale (base twelve), 
which would have been far more convenient 

17. Notation of Nstmerical Qamtities.—Over a large part of the 
civilized world the introduction of the metric system (I u$) has 
caused the notation of all numerical quantities to be in the denary 
scale. In Great Britain and her colonies, however, and in the 
United States, other systems of notation still survive, though 
there is none which is consistently in one scale, other than the 
denary. The method is to form quantities into groups, and these 
again into larger groups; but the number of groups making one 
of the next largest groups varies as we proceed along the sale: 
The successive groups or units thus formed are called denomina-
tions. Thus twelve pennies make a shilling, and twenty shillings 
a pound, while the penny is itself divided into four farthings (or 
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two halfpennies). There are, therefore, four denomination*, the 
bases for conversion of one denomination into the next being 
successively four (or two), twelve send twenty. Within each 
denomination, however, the denary notation is employed 
exclusively, e.g. " twelve shillings" is denoted by 113. 

The diversity of scales appears to be due mainly to four 
causes: (i) the tendency to group into scores (I so); (ii) the 
tendency to subdivide into twelve; (iii) the tendency to sub-
divide into two or four, with repetitions, making subdivision Into 
sixteen or sixty-four; and (iv) the independent adoption of 
different units for measuring the same kind of magnitude. • 

Where there is a division into sixteen parts, a binary scale may 
be formed by dividing into groups of two, four or eight. Thus 
the weights ordinarily in use for measuring from os up to 
a lb give the basis for a binary scale up to not more than eight 
figures, only o ands being used. The points of the compass 
might similarly be expressed by numbers in • binary scale; but 
the numbers would- be ordinal, and the expressions would be 
analogous to those of decimals rather than to those of whole 
numbers. 

In order to apply arithmetical processes to a quantity eqwemed 
in two or more denominations, we must first express it in terms of 
a single denomination by means of a varying scale of notation. 

Thus £254, 13s. 6d. may lie written Lau • I3S. • 6d.; each of 
the numbers in brackets indicating the number of units in 
one denomination that go to form a unit in the next higher 
denomination. To express the quantity in terms of L, it ought 

C.4 (til 
to be written Liss • r3 • 6; this would mean Lase 124 or 
i(234+130+ IA), and therefore would involve a fractional 
number. 

A quantity expressed in two or more denominations is usually 
called a composed samba or composite(' quantity. The fonher 
term is obviously incorrect, since • quantity is not a number; 
and the latter is not very suggestive. For agreement with the 
terminology of fractional numbers (i 62) we shall describe such a 
quantity as a wised quantity. The letters or symbols descriptive 
of each denomination are usually placed after or (in actual 
calculations) above the figures denoting the numbers of the 
corresponding units; but in a few cases, e.g. in the case of the 
symbol is placed before the figures. There would be great 
convenience in a general adoption of this latter method; the 
combination of the two methods in such an expression as 
£I23, 163. 4id. Is especially awkward. 

18. Numerafiats.—The names of numbers are almost wholly 
based on the denary scale; thus eighteen means eight and ten, 
and twenty-four means twice ten and four. The words dears 
and hoelve have been supposed to suggest etymologically a 
denary basis (see, however, NUMERAL). 

Two exceptions, however, may be noted. 
(i) The use of dome, gross (–dozen dozen), and great gross 

(- dozen gross) indicates an attempt at a duodenary basis. But 
the system has never spread; and the word " dozen " itself is 
based on the denary scale. 

(ii)The score (twenty) has been used u a basis, but to an even 
more limited extent. There is no essential difference, however, 
between this and the denary basis. As the latter is due to 
finger-reckoning, so the use of the fingers and the toes produced 
a vigesithal scale. Examples of this are given in I so; it is 
worthy of notice that the vigesimal (or, rather, quinary-quater-
nary) system was used by the Mayas of Yucatan, and also, in a 
more perfect form, by the Nahuatl (Aztecs) of Mexico. 

The number ten having been taken as the basis of numeration, 
there are various methods that might oonoistently be adopted for 
naming large numbers. 

(i) We might merely name the figures contained in the number. 
This method is often adopted in practical life, even as regards 
mixed quantities; thus £57,593,  r6s. 4d. would be read u fire 
seven, five nine three, sixteen and four pence. 

(ii) The word fen might be introduced, e.g. 593 would be fine 
ten ten ninety nine ten) and three. 

(iii)Names might be given to the successive powers of ten, up 
to the point to which numeration of ones is likely to go. Partial 
applications of this method are found in many languages. 

(iv)A compromise between the last two methods would be to 
have names for the eerie, of numbers, beginnhig with ten, each of 
which is the "square" of the preceding one. This would in effect 
be analysing numbers into components of the form a. of where 
a is less than so, and the index b is expressed in the binary scale, 
e.g. mow= would be lad. :d, and yoo,000 would be lacKiot. 

The British method is a mixture of the last two, but with an 
index-scale which is partly ternary and partly binary. There are 
separate names for tea, ten times ten ( m•hseidred), and ten times 
ten times ten (=thousand); but the next single name is million, 
representing a thousand times a thousand. The nest name is 
billion, which in Great Britain properly means a million million, 
and in the United States (as In France) a thousand million. 

so. Discrepancies Waren Al unieration and Notaties.—Although 
numeration and notation are both ostensibly on the denary 
system, they are not always exactly parallel. The following 
are a few of the discrepancies. 

(i) A set of written symbols is sometimes read in more than 
one way, while on the other band two different sets of symbols 
(at any rate if denoting numerical quantities) may be read in the 
same way. Thus du might be read as one thousand eight 
hundred and twenty if it represented a number of men, but it 
would be read as eighteen hundred and twenty if it represented a 
year of the Christian era; while is. 6d. and dd. might both be 
read as eighteetspence. As regards the first of these two examples, 
however, it would be more correct to mite 148.ro for the former 
of the two meanings (d. f :3). 

(ii) The symbols is and is are read as eleven and twelve, not 
(except in elementary teaching) as Ns-ase and fetrese. 

(iii) The names of the numbers next following these, up to 
sq inclusive, only faintly suggest a Ins. This difficulty is not 
always recognised by teachers, who forget that they themselves 
bad to be told that eightems means sigkr-asid-ien. 

(iv)Even beyond twenty, up to a hundred, the word tea is not 
used in numeration, e.g. we say thirty-four, not three ten four. 

(v) The rule that the greater number comes first is not uni-
versally observed in numeration. It is not observed, for instance, 
in the names of numbers from 13 to to; nor was it in the names 
from which eleven and twelve are derived. Beyond twenty it is 
usually, but not always, observed; we sometimes instead of 
twenty-fostr say four and toady. (This latter is the universal 
system in German, up to zoo, and for any portion of zoo in 
numbers beyond zoo.) 

so. Other Methods of Numeration and Notation.—It is only 
possible here to make a brief mention of systems other than those 
now ordinarily in use. 

(i) Vigesisnal Scale.—The system of counting by twenties 
instead of by tens has existed in many countries; and, though 
there is no corresponding notation, it still exhibits itself in the 
names of numbers. This is the case, for instance, in the Celtic 
languages; and the Breton or Gaulish names have affected the 
Latin system, so that the French names for some =umbels are on 
the vigesimal system. This system also appears in the Danish 
numerals. In English the use of the word score to represent 
twenty---ag. in " threescore and ten " for seventy--is super-
imposed on the denary system, and has never formed an essential 
part of the language. The word, like dozen and unpile, is still in 
use, but rather in a vague than in a precise sense. 

(ii) Raman System.—The Roman notation has barn explained 
above (I z 3). Though convenient for exhibiting the composition 
of any particular number, it was inconvenient for purposes of 
calculation; and in fact calculation was entirely (or almost en-
tirely) performed by means of the abacus (q.v.). The numeration 
was in the denary scale, so that it did not agree absolutely with 
the notation. The principle of subtraction froze a higher number, 
which appeared in notation, also appeared in numeration, but not 
for exactly the same numbing or in exactly the same way; thus 
XVIII was two-from-twenty, and the next number was one-
from-twenty, but it was written XIX, not IXX. 
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(Ill) Other Swims of &diesNy.—The Egyptian aotationwes 
purely denary, the only separate signs being those for 1, so, no, 
&c. The ordinary notation of the Babylonians was denary, but 
they also used a sexagesiemd scale, i.e. a stale whose base was 6o. 
The Hebrews had a notation containing ■aeparate signs (the 
letters of the alpliobet) for numben from x to ro, thenfor multiplies 
of so up to moo, and then for multiples of ino up to ego, and later 
up to moo. 

The earliest Greek system of notation was similar to the 
Roman, except that the symbols for go, goo, Itc., were more 
complicated. Latec, a systemainfilar to the Hebrew wasadopted, 
and extended by reproducing the fast nine symbols of the series, 
preceded by accents, to denote multiplication by loco. 

Oa the island of Ceylon there stiff mists, or existed till recently, 
a system which combino•some of the Characteristics of the later 
Greek (or Semitic) and the modern European notation; and it is 
conjectured that this was the original. Hindu system. 

For a farther soma of the above systems see Nuessam., and 
the authorities quoted at the tad of the present article.. 

21. The Nionsber-Conexpe.---is is probable that very few people 
have any definite mental peesentation of individual numbers 
(i.e. numbers proceeding by differences of ono) beyond coo, or at 
any rate beyond 244.. Larger numbers are grasped by forming 
numbers into groups or by treatilm some large number as a unit. 
A person would appreciate the difference between 03,000,000 M. 

and 94,00s000 m. as this distance of the centre of the sun from 
the centre of the earth at a particular moment; but he cer-
tainly would not appreciate the relative difference between 
93,000,000 m. and 93,cco cox IN. 111 order to get an idea of 
91,000,000, he must take a million as his unit. Similarly, in the 
metric system he cannot mentally compare two units, one of 
which is loco times the other. The metre and the kilometre, 
for instance, or the metre. and the millimetre; are not direcdy 
comparable; but the metre can be conceived as containing zoo 
centimetres. 

Oh the other hand, it would seem that, foi most educated 
people, sixteen and seventeen or twenty-six and twenty-seven, 
and even eighty-six and eighty-seven, are single numbers, just 
as six and seven are, and are not made up of groups of tens and 
ones. In other words, the denary scale, though adopted in 
notation and in numeration, does not arise in the corresponding 
mental concept until we get beyond zoo. 

Again, in the use of decimals, it is unusual to give less than 
two figures. Thus 3,142. or 3.14 would be quite intelligible; but 
3.i does not convey such a. good idea to most people as either gil ly 

 or 3. zo, i.e. as an expression denoting a fraction or a percentage. 
There appears therefore to be a tendency to use tome larger 

number than ten as a basis for grouping, into new units or for 
subdivision into parts. The Babylonians adopted to for both 
these purposes, thus giving us the sexagesimal division of angles 
and of time. 

This view is supported, - not only by the intelligibility of 
percentages to ordinary persons, but also by the tendency, noted -
above (I x9), to group years into centuries, and to avoid the use 
of thousands. Thus 1876 is not x thousand, 8 hundred, 7 tens 
and 6, but 18 hundred and 76, each of the numbers zit and 76 
being named as if it were a single number. It is also in accord-
ance -with what is so far known about number-Iormr (I 53). 

If there is this tendency to adopt zoo as a basis instead 
of zo, the teaching of decimals might sonsetiroes be simplified 
by proceeding from percentages to percentages of pacentages, 
is. by commencing with es:animals instead of with decimals. 

es. Perception of Netniber.—In using material objects as • 
basis for developing the numbercencept, it must be remembered 
that it is only when there are a few objects that their number 
can be perceived without either counting or the performance of 
some arithmetical process such as addition. If four coins are laid 
on a table, dose together, they can (by most adults) be seen to be 
four, without counting; but seven coins have to be separated 
mentally into two groups, the numbers of which are added, or 
one group has to be seen and the remaining objects counted, 
before the number is known to be seven.. . 

The actual limit of the number that can be " seen "—i.e. 
seen without counting or adding—depends for any individual on 
the shape and arrangement of the objects, but under similar 
conditions it is not the same for all individuals. It has been 
suggested that as many as six objects can be seen at once; but 
thin probably only the cue with few people, and with them 
only whoa the objects have a certain geometrical arrauganent. 
The limit ter most adults, under favoluable conditions, is about 
four. Under certain conditions it is less; thus MI, the old 
ROM= notation for fear, la difficult to distinguish from III, and 
this may have been the main reason for replacing it by IV (I 15). 
• In the use of young children the limit is probably two. That 
this was also the limit in the use of primitive laces, and that the 
classification.of things was into one, two and many, before any 
definite process of counting (es. by the fingers) cense to be 
adopted, id clear from the use of the " dual number " in language, 
and from the way in which the names for three and four etcetera 
based on those foroneand two. With the individual, as with the 
race, the limit of the number that can be seen gradually increases 
up to four or five. 

The statement that a number of objects can be seen to be three 
or four is not to be taken as implying that therein a simultaneous 
perception .of all the objects. The attention may be directed 
in succession to the different objects, so that the perception is 
rhythmical; the distinctive rhythm thus aiding the perception 
of the particular number. 

In consequence of this limitation of the power of perception of 
number, it is practically impossible to use a pure denary scale in 
elementary number-teaching. If a quinarrhinary system (suds 
as would naturally fit in with counting on the fingers) is not 
adopted, teachers unconsdeuely resort to a hinary-quinary 
system. This is commonly done where cubes are used; thus 
seven is represented by three pairs of cubes, with a single cube 
at the top. 

2g. Ifisneksatists of the Series.—A striking fact, in reference 
to ideas of number, is the existence of number•forms, i.e. of 
definite arrangements, on an imagined plane or in space, of the 
mental representations of the successive numbers irons onwards. 
The proportion of persons in whom number-forms exist has been 
variously estimated; but there is reason to believe that the foam 
arise at a very early stage of childhood, and that they did at some 
time exist in puny individuals who have afterwards forgotten 
them. Thom persons who possess them are also apt to snake 
spatial arrangements of daysof the week or the month; months rd 
the year, the letters of the alphabet, arc.; and it is prattically 
certain that only children would make such arrangements of 
letters of the alphabet The forms seem to result from a general 
tendency to visualization as an aid to memory; the letter-forms 
may in the first instance be quite as frequent as the number-
forms, but they vanish in ready childhood, being of no practical 
value, while the numbee-fosin• continue as an aid to arithmetical 
work. 

The forms are varied, and have few points in common; but the 
following tendencies are indicated. 

(i) In the majority of cases the numbers lie on a continuout 
(but possibly zigzag) line. 

(ii) There is measly always (at any rate in English cases) a break 
in direction at x2. From to s thenumbers sometisnes lie in the 
circumference of a circle, an arrangement obviously suggested 
by a clock-face; in these cases the series usually mounts upwards 
from it. In a large attmber of cases, however, the direction is 
steadily upwards from r tors, then changing. lissome area the 
initial direction is from right to left or from left to tight; but 
there *re very few in which it is downwards. 

(iii) The multiples of re are usually strongly marked;. but 
special stress is also laid on other important numbers, e.g. the 
multiples of Is. 

(iv) The series sometimes goes up to very high numbers, but 
sometimes stops at zoo, or even earlier. It 1 not stated, in mast 
cases, whether all the numbers within the limits of the MS 
have definite positions, or whether there are only certain numbers 
which form an essential part of the figure, while others only 
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mist potentially. Probably the latter is almost univermily 
the case. 

These forms are developed spontaneously, without suggestion 
from outside. The possibility of replacing them by a standard 
form, which could be utilised for performing arithmetical opera- 
tions, is worthy of consideration; some of the difficulties in the 
way of standardization have already been indicated (f z4). The 
general tendency to prefer an upward direction is important; and 
our current phraseology suggests that this is the direction which 
increaseis naturallyregardedastaking. Thus we speak of counting 
stii to a certain number; and similarly mathematicians speak of 
high and amain: powers, while engineers speak of high pressure, 
high speed, high power, &c. This tendency is probably aided by 
the use of bricks or cubes in elementary number-teaching. 

24. Primitive Ideas of Number.—The names of numbers give 
an idea of the way in which the idea of number has developed. 
Where civilization is at all advanced, there are usually certain 
names, the origin of which cannot be traced; but, as we go 
farther back, these become fewer, and the names are found to 
be composed on certain systems. The systems are varied, and 
it is impossible to lay down any absolute laws, but the following 
seem to be the main conclusions. 

(i) Amongst some of the lowest tribes, as (with a few excep-
tions) amongst animals, the only differentiation is between one 
and many, or between one, two and many, or between one, two, 
three and many. As it becomes necessary to use higher but still 
small numbers, they are formed by combinations of one and two, 
or perhaps of three with one or two. Thus many of the Austral-
asian and South American tribes use only one and two; seven, 
for instance, would be two two two one. 

(ii) Beyond ten, and in many cases beyond five, the names have 
reference to the use of the fingers, and sometimes of the toes, for 
counting; and the scale may be (plumy, denary or vigesimal, 
according as one hand, the pair of hands, or the bands and feet, 
are taken as the new unit. Noe may be signified by the word for 
hand; and either re or twenty by the word for man. Or the 
words signifying these numbers may have reference to the com-
pletion of some act of counting. Between five and ten, or beyond 
ten, the names may be due to combinations, e.g. r6 may be 
to+ 5+ ; or they may be the actual names of the fingers last 
counted. 

(iii) There are a few, but only a few, cases in whicb the number 
6 or 8 is named as twice 3 or twice 4; and there are also a few 
cases in which 7, 8 and 9 are named as 6}r, 6+2 and 6+3. 
In the large majority of cases the numbers 6, y,S and 9 are 3+ z , 
5+2, 3+3 and 5+4, bang named either directly from their 
composition in this way or as the fingers on the second hand. 

(iv) There is a certain tendency to name 4,9,14 and zg as being 
one short of s, ro, rs and so respectively; the principle being thus 
the same as that of the Roman IV, IX, arc. It is possible that 
at an early stage the number of the fingers on one hand or on 
the two hands together was only thought of vaguely as a large 
number in comparison with a or 3, and that the number did 
not attain definiteness until it was linked up with the smaller 
by insertion of the intermediate ones; and the linking up might 
take place in both directions. 

(v) In a few cases the names of certain small numbers are 
the names of objects which present these numbers in sonic 
conspicuous way. Thus the word used by the Abipones to denote 
5 was the name of a certain bide of five colours. It has been 
suggested that names of this kind may have been the origin of 
the numeral words of different races; but it is improbable that 
direct visual perception would lead to a name for a number 
unless a name based on a process of counting had previously 
been given to it. 

as. Growth of the Nauebor-Concept.--The general principle that 
the development of the individual follows the development of the 
race holds good to a certain extent in the case of the number-
concept, but it is modified by the existence of language dealing 
with concepts which are beyond the reach of the child, and abo, 
of MGM, by the direct attempts at instruction. One result is 
the formation of a number-series as a mere succesdon of names  

without any correimoniffng ideas of number; the series net being 
necessarily correct. 

When numbering begins, the names of the successive numbers 
are attached to the individual objects; thus the flambee' ass 
originally ordinal, not cardinaL 

The conception of number as cardinal, i.e. as something belong-
ing to • group of objects as a whole, is a comparatively late one, 
and does not arise until the idea of a whole consisting of its parts 
has been formed. This is the graislitaile aspect of number. 

The development from the name-aeries to the quantitative 
conception is sided by the numbering of material objects and 
the performance of elementary processes of comparison, addition, 
Sic., with them. It may also be aided, to a certain extent, by the 
tendency to find rhythms insequences of sounds. This tendency 
is common in adults as well as in children; the strokes of a dock 
may, for instance, be grouped into fours, and thus eleven is 
represented as two fours and three. Finger-counting is of ammo 
natural to children, and leads to grouping into fives, and ulti-
mately to an understanding of the denary system of notation. 

16. Reyveserstation of Geometrical Yawata* by Nunslaw.— 
The application of arithmetical methods to geometrical maestro. 
meat presents some difficulty. In reality there is a transition 
from a cardinal to an ordinal system, but to an ordinal system 
which does not agree with the original ordinal system from which 
the cardinal system was derived. To see this, we may represent 
ordinal numbers by the ordinary numerals r, s, 3, . . . and 
cardinal numbers by the Roman I, II, III, . . . Then in the 
earliest stage each object counted is indivisible; either we are 
t 2 3 counting it as a whole, or we are not 
• • 	• • • counting it at all. The symbols 

3, . . . then refer to the individual Fm. I. 	objects, as in fig. z ; this is the primary 
ordinal stage. Figs. a and 3 represent the cardinal stage; fig. a 

2 	a 	3 	 I 	2 	3 
• • t • it • in "0 

J 
• ,0.■11. 

FIG. 3. 

nu 
Fm. a. 

showing how the I, II, 1/I, . . . denote the successively larger 
groups of objects, while fig. 3 shows how the name 11 of the 
whole is deterr ined by the name a of the last one counted. 

When now we pass to geometrical measurement, each " one " 
is a thing which is itself divisible, and it cannot be said that at 
any moment we are counting it; it is only when one is completed 
that we can tomtit. The names I, 2, 3, . . . for the indivkinal 
objects cease to have an intelligible meaning, and measurement 
is effected by the cardinal numbers I, II, III, . . . , as in fig. 4 

• • • o r 	2 
FIG. S. 

FIG. 4. 
These cardinal numbers have now, however, come to denote 
inoividual points in the line of measurement, La the points of 
separation of the individual units of length. The pointlIlinfig 4 
does not include the point II in the same way that the number 
III indudes the number II in fig. a, and the points must therefori 
be denoted by the ordinal numbers z, 2, 3, . • • an in fig. S. 
the zero o falling into its natural place immediately before the 
commencement of the first unit. 

Thus, while arithmetical numbering refers to units, geometrical 
numbering does not refer to units but to the intervals between 
units. 

III. Antrananc or berrour. Numnims 
(I.) Preliminary 

27. Equality and liastity.—There is a certain difference 
between the use of words referring to equality and identity is 
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arithmetic and in algebra respectively; what is an stadia/ in 
the former becoming an identity in the latter. Thus the state-
ment that 4 times 3 is equal to 3 times 4, or, in abbreviated form, 
4X3 °3 X4(4 28), is a statement not of identity but of equality; 
i.e. 4X3 and 3X4 mean different things, but the operations 
which they denode produce the same result. But in algebra aXb.• 
bXa is called as identity, in the sense that it is true whatever a 
and b may be; while eXX.A is called an equation, as being 
true, when n and A are given, for one value only of X. Similarly 
the numbers represented by IN and 4 are not identical, but are 
equal. 

28. Symbols o Operation.— The failure to observe the distinc-
tion between an identity and an equality often leads to loose 
reasoning; and in order to prevent this it is important that 
definite meanings should be attached to all symbols of operation, 
and especially to those which represent elementary operations. 
The symbols - and 4- mean respectively that the first quantity 
mentioned is to be reduced or divided by the second; but there 
is some vagueness about + and X. In the present article 4-1-6 
will mean that o is taken first, and b added to it; but oXb will 
mean that b is taken first, and is then multiplied by o. In the 
case of numbers the X may be replaced by a dot; thus 4.3 
means 4 times 3. When it is necessary to write the multiplicand 
before the multiplier, the symbol 14 will be used, so that 
boas will mean the same as aXb. 

29. A elem.—There are certain statements that are some-
times regarded as axiomatic; e.g. that if equals are added to 
equals the results are equal, or that if A is greater than B then 
A+ X is greater than B+X. Such statements, however, are 
capableof logical proof, and are generalizations of results obtained 
empirically at an elementary stage; they therefore belong more 
properly to the laws of arithmetic (4 58). 

(if.) Swats and Differences. 
3o. Addition end Subtraction.— Addition is the process of 

expressing (in numeration or notation) a whole, the parts of which 
have already been expressed; while, if a whole has been expressed 
and also a part or parts, subtraction is the process of expressing 
the remainder. 

Except with very small numbers, addition and subtraction, 
on the grouping system, involve analysis and rearrangement. 
Thus the sum of 8 and 7 cannot be expressed as ones; we can 
either form the whole, and regroup it as so and 5, or we can split 
up the 7 into 2 and s, and add the 2 to the 8 to form to, thus 
getting 8+2..8+ (2+S) •• (8+ 2) +5..10+5'.15. For larger 
numbers the rearrangement is more extensive; thus 24+31=. 
(20+4) + (30+0 " (20+30+(4+I) So+ 5.. 55, the process be-
ing still more complicated when the ones together make more 
than ten. Sinnlarly we cannot subtract 8 from s5, if is means 
x ten 	5  ones; we must either write z s— 8 ■= ( 1°4-5)-8.. 
(to + 5... 2+5 7, or else resolve the 1 5 into an inexpressible 
number of ones, and then subtract 8 of them, leaving 7. 

Numerical quantities, to be added or subtracted, must be in 
the same denomination; we cannot, for instance, add ss shillings 
and z oo pence. any more than we can add 3 yards and 2 metres. 

31. Relative Position in the Series.—The above method of 
dealing with addition and subtraction is synthetic, and is 
appropriate to the grouping method of dealing with number. 
We commence with processes, and see what they lead to; and 
thus get an idea of sums and differences. If we adopted the 
counting method, we should proceed in a different way, our 
method being analytic. 

One number is less or greater than another, according as the 
symbol (or ordinal) of the former comesearRer or later than that 
of the latter in the number-series. Thus (writing ordinals in 
light type, and cardinals in heavy type) 9 CORMS after 4, and 
therefore 9 is greater than 4. To find how much greater, we 
compare two aeries, in one of which we go up to 9, while in 
the other we stop at 4 and then recommence our counting. The 
series are shown below, the numbers being placed horizontally 
for convenience of printing, instead of vertically (4 14):- 

r 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	8 	9 
l 2  3 4 s a  3 4 

9*  

This mduldts 0 as the sum of 6 and 5; it being understood that 
the sum of 6 and 6 means that we add 6 to 4. That this gives 
the same result as adding 4 to II may be seen by reckoning the 
series backwards. 

It is convenient to introduce the zero; thus 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 	8 9 

0  r 2  3 4 5 
indicates that after getting to 4 we make a fresh start from 4 
as our zero. 

To subtract, we may proceed in either of two ways. The 
subtraction of 4 from 9 may mean either " What has to be added 
to 4 in order to make up a total of 9," or " To what has 4 to be 
added in order to make up a total of 9." For the former meaning 
we count forwards, till we get to 4, and then make a new count, 
parallel with the continuation of the old series, and see at what 
number we arrive when we get to 9. This corresponds to the 
concrete method, in which we have 9 objects, take away 4 of 
them, and recount the remainder. The alternative method is to 
retrace the steps of addition, i.e. to count backwards, treating 
9 of one (the standard) series as corresponding with 4 of the other, 
and finding which number of the former corresponds with o of 
the latter. This is a more advanced method, which leads easily 
to the idea of negative quantities, if the subtraction is such that 
we have to go behind the o of the standard series, 

3a. Mixed Qnantities.—The application of the above principles, 
and of similar principles with regard to multiplication and 
division, to numerical quantities expressed in any of the diverse 
British denominations, presents no theoretical difficulty if the 
successive denominations are regarded as constituting a varying 
Isaile of notation (4t7). Thus the expression a ft. 3 in. implies 
that in counting inches we use o to eleven instead of o to 9 
as our first repeating series, so that we put down r for the next 
denomination when we get to twelve instead of when we get to 
ten. Similarly 3 yds. 2 ft. means 

yds. o 	r 	a 	3 
ft. 0 r 2 0 r 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 

'The practical difficulty, of coarse, is that the addition of two 
numbers produces different results according to the scale In 
which we are for the moment proceeding; thus the sum of 9 and 
8 is 17, 15, tj or is according as we are dealing with shillings, 
pence, pounds (avoirdupois) or ounces. The difficulty may be 
minimized by using the notation explained in 4 z 7. 

Madtiples, Subinultipks and Quotients. 
33. Multiplication and Division are the names given to certain 

numerical processes which have to be performed in order to 
find the result of certain arithmetical operations. Each process 
may arise out of either of two distinct operations; but the 
terminology is based on the processes, not on the operations 
to which they belong, and the latter are not always clearly 
understood. 

34. Repetition and Subdivision.—Multiptication occurs when a 
certain number or numerical quantity is treated as a unit (1 11), 
and is taken a certain number of times. It therefore arises in one 
or other of two ways, according as the unit or the number exists 
first in consciousness. If pennies are arranged in groups of five, 
the total amounts arranged are successively once sd., twice sd., 
three time sd., . .; which are written z Xsd., 2X5d., 3X5d.. 
. . . (4 28). This process is repetition, and the quantities 1X5d., 
2 X sd., 3 X sd., ... are the successive nuatiples of sd. If, on 
the other hand, we have a sum of ss., and treat a shilling as being 
equivalent to twelve pence, the ss. is equivalent to 5 X zad.• 
here the multiplication arises out of a subdivision of the original 
unit is. into rad. 

Although multiplication may arise in either of these two ways, 
the actual process in each case is performed by commencing with 
the unit and taking it the necessary number of times. In the 
above case of subdivision, for instance, each of the 5 shillings is 
separately converted into pence, so that we do in fact find in 
succession once sad., twice sad., . . . ; i s. we find the multiples 
Of I ad. up to s times. 

The result of the multiplication is called the product of the unit 
by the number of times it is taken. 



3s. Diagram of Mattipticorien.--;The process of multiplication 
B performed in order to obtain such results as the following:—

If t boy receives 7 apples. 
then 3 boys receive 21 apples; 

If is. ls equivalent to cad., 
then 3s. is equivalent to 60d. 

The essential portions of these statements, from the arith-
metical point of view, may be exhibited in the form of the 
diagrams A and B:— 

A 

t boy 7 apples 

3 boys 21 apples 

or more briefly, as in C or and D or 	 - 

C C' 

nr 

Is. 	lad. 

516 
	

6od. 

fY 

Unit Unit 

Number Product Number Produce 

Multiplication is therefore equivalent to completion of the 
diagram by entry of the product 

36. Multi pk-Tables.—The diagram C or D of § 33 is part of a 
complete table giving the successive multiples of the particular 
unit. If we take several different units, and write down their 
successive multip as in parallel columns, preceded by the number-
series, we obtain a multiple-fable such as the following:— 

1 1 2 9 is. 	5d. g yds. 2 ft. 17339 	 

2 2 4 18 as. 	rod. 7 yds. 1 ft. 34718 	 

3 3 6 27 4s. 	3d. II yds. o ft. 32077 	 

4 4 8 36 ss. 	8d. :4 yds. 2 ft. 69436 	 

5 5 10 45 75. 	id. a yds. x ft. 88795 	 

. 

• 

• 

. 

• 

• 

. 

• 

• 

. 

• 

- 

• 
• 
• 
- 

• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
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7 apples 

3 

the general arrangement of the diagram being as shown in B 
or E':— 

E 	 E' 

It is to be considered that each column may extend downwards 
indefinitely. 

37. Successive Mssigiolication.—In multiplication by repetition 
the unit is itself usually a multiple of some other unit, Le. it is a 
produtt which is taken as a new unit. When this new unit has 
been multiplied by a number, we can again take the product as 
a unit for the purpose of another multiplication; and so on 
indefinitely. Similarly where multiplication has arisen out of the 
subdivision of a unit into smaller units, we can again subdivide 
these smaller units. urns we get successive multiplication; but 
it represents quite different operations according as it is due to 
repetition, in the sense of § 34, or to subdivision, and these 
operations will be exhibited by different diagrams. Of the two 
diagrams below, A exhibits the successive multiplication of £3 by 
MN 12 and 4, and B the successive reduction of ty to shillings; 
pence and farthings. The principle on which the diagrams are 
constructed is obvious from § 35. It should be noticed that in 
multiplying 1,3 by so we find the value of 20.3, but that hi  

reducing to shift., since each becomes sat, we find the 
value of 3.2o. 

A 
	

B 

ad. 

Leo 

L720 

LS 

38. Subnesdritks.—The relation of a unit to its successive 
multiples as shown in a multiple-table is expressed by saying 
that it is a submultiple of the multiples, the successive sub-
multiples being arse-half one-ikird; one-fourth, . . . Thus, in the 
diagram of IA re. 5d.is one-balf of I& rod., one-third of as. 3d., 
one-fourth of ss. ad. .... ; these being written " I of ss. rod.," 
" of 41. 3d.," " 4of Sr- St," - 

The relation of submultiple is the converse of that of multiple; 
thus if a is of k then b is 5 times a. The determination of a sub. 
multiple is therefore equivalent to completion of the diagram B 
or E of § 35 by entry of the unit, when the number of time it is 
taken, and the product, are given. The operation is the converse 
or repetition:it is usually called testifies, as representing division 
into a number of equal shares. 

39. Quoliersis:--The converse of subdivision is the formation 
of units into groups, each constituting a larger unit; the number 
of the groups so formed out of a definite number of the original 
units is called a quotient. The determination of a quotient is 
equivalent to completion of the diagram by entry of the number 
when the unit and the product are given. Therein no satisfactory 
name for the operation, as distinguished from partition; it is 
sometimes called measuring, but this implies an equality in 
the original units, which is not an essential feature of the 
operation. 

40. Disisioa.—From the commutative law for multiplication, 
which shows that 3 Xad.=4X3d. mi., it follows that the 
number of pence in one-fourth of r rd. is equal to the quotient 
when 12 pence are formed into units of 4d.; each of these numbers 
being said to be obtained by dividing 12 by 4. The term division 
is therefore used in text-books to describe the two processes 
described in 1¢ 38 and 39; the product mentioned in § 34 is the 
dividend, the number or the unit, whichever is given is called the 
divisor, and the unit or number which is to be found is called the 
quotient. The symbol + is used to denote both kinds of division; 
thus A+ a denotes the unit, a of which make up A, and A+ B 
denotes the number of times that B has to be taken to make up A. 
In the present article this confusion is avoided by writing the 

former as a  of A. 

Methods of division are considered later (44 zo6-zoll). 
4r. Diagrams of Division.—Since we write from left to right 

or downwards, it may be convenient for division to interchange 
the rows or the columns of the multiplication-diagram. Thus the 
uncompleted diagram for partition is F or G, while for measuring 
it is usually H; the vacant compartment being for the unit in 

F 	 G 	 H 	K 

Unit 

Number 

F or G, and for the number in H. In some cases it may be con 
veniont in measunng to show both the units, as in K. 

42. Successive Division may be performed as the converse of 
successive multiplication. The diagrams A and B below are the 
converse (with a slight alteration) of the corresponding diagrams 

7 apples 

3 21 apples at apples 	5 6od• 	g 6od. 

12d. 	 isd. 

4 

12 

30 

Lattgo 

£3 

208. 

6os. 720d. 

rsd. 

388of. 

41- 

Product 

Number Product 

Product 6od. 

sad. IS. 



tad. ' a. 

20S. 

428801. 	7242d. 6os. L3 

288of. 4 

7201. 12 

foof. 20 

31. 
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in i  37; A representing the determination of lig of of of 
a88ce farthings, and B the conversion of 288o farthings into L. 

A 

(iv.) Properties of Numbers. 
(A) Properties not depending on the Scale of Notation. 

43• Powers. Roots and Logarithms.—The standard series 1, 2, 3. 
. . . is obtained by successive additions of s to the number last 
found. If instead of commencing with r and making successive 
additions of t we commence with any number such as 3 and make 
successive multiplications by 3, we get a series 3, 4, 27, . . . as 

o 	n• shown below the line in the margin. The first mem- 
	 ber of the series is 3; the second is the product of 
1 3 -■ 31 a' two numbers, each equal to 3; the third is the pro- 
2 9 	duct of three numbers, each equal to 3; and so on. 
3 27-3 nni, These are written 3' (or 3), 3 3, 33, 	• • where 
4  ' 	n' denotes the product of p numbers, each equal to 

ri. If we write 	then, if any two of the three 
• numbers a, p, N are known, the third is determinate. 

If we know a and p, le is called the index, and a, a', . sr 
are called the first power, second power, . . power of a, the 
series itself being called the power-series. The second power and 
third power are usually called the square and cube respectively. 
If we know p and N, n is called the phi real of N, so that a is the 
second (or square) root of 0, the third (or cube) root of the 
fourth root of 113, ... If we know a and N, then p is the logarithm 
of N to base 11. 

The calculation of powers (i.e. of N when a and p are given) is 
involution; the calculation of roots (i.e. of 11 when p and N are 
given) is evolution; the calculation of logarithms (i.e. of p when. 
and N are given) has no special name. 

Involution is a direct process, consisting of successive multipli-
cations; the other two are inverse processes. The calculation of 
a logarithm can be performed by successive divisions; evolution 
requires special methods. 

The above definitions of logarithms, arc., relate to cases in which 
and p are whole numbers, and are generalized later. 
44. Law of Indices.—If we multiply a' by a', we multiply the 

product of p n's by the product of qtes, and the result is therefore 
aPi-e. Similarly, if we divide a' by or, where q is less than p, 
the result is a.-3. Thus multiplication and division in the 
power-series correspond to addition and subtraction in the 
index-series, and vice versa. 

If we divide av by is3, the quotient is of course i. This should 
be written it. Thus we may make the power-series commence 
with r, if we make the index-series commence with o. The added 
terms are shown above the line in the diagram in f  43. 

45. Factors, Primes and Prime Factors.—II we take the sec- 
CeSeiVe 111111ti/deS of 2 3, . • . t • 
as in 36, and dace each 2 2 
multiple opposite the same 3 
number in the original series, 4 4 • - 4 
we get an arrangement is 6 6 • • 6 	5 6 
in the adjoining diagram. If 7 . 	 7 
any number N occurs in the 8 8 	8 	 8 
vertical series commencing 9 • 	9 
with a number a (other than :IL 10 • • 	10 

r) then n is said to be a fader Is 12 if if 	if 
of N. Thus 2, 3 and 6 are 	  
factors of 6; and 2; 3, 4, 6 	  
and 12 are factors of If. 

A number (other than r) which has no factor except itself is 

Called a prima namber, or, more briefly, a prime. Thus 2, 3, 5, 7 
and is are primes, for each of these occurs twice only in the table. 
A number (other than r) which is not a prime number is called a 
composite number. 

If a number is a factor of another number, it is a factor of any 
multiple of that number. Hence, ifs number has factors, one at 
least of these must be a prime. Thus 12 has 6 fors factor; but 
6 is not a prime, one of its factors beings; and therefore 211111g 
also be a factor of Is. Dividing is by 2, we get a submultiple 6, 
which again has a prime 2 as a factor. Thus any number which 
is not itself a prime is the product of several factors, each of which 
is a prime, e.g. Is is the product of 2, 2 and 3. These are called 
prime faders. 

The following are the most important properties of numbers in 
reference to factors:— 

(i) If a number is a factor of another number, it is a factor of any 
multiple of that number. 

(ii) If a number is a factor of two numbers, it is a factor of their 
sum or (if they are unequal) of their difference. (The words in 
brackets are inserted to avoid the difficulty, at this stage, of 
saying that every munber is a factor of o, though it is of course 
true that o. a-o, whatever is may be.) 

(iii) A number can be resolved into prime factors in one way 
only, no account being taken of their relative order. Thus 
us. 2X2X3es sX3X2=e3X2 Xs, but this is regarded as one 
way only. If any prime occurs more than once, it is usual to 
write the number of times of occurrence as an index; thus 
r44..2X2X2X2X3X3=2' 

The number r is usually included amongst the primes; but, if 
this is done, the last paragraph requires modification, since tea 
could be expressed as I. 2° . 33, or as 0. 3., or KS 10. ft 31, 
where p might be anything. 

If two numbers have no factor in common (except t) each is 
said to be prime to the other. 

The multiples of 2 (including 1.2) are called nest numbers; 
other numbers are odd numbers. 

46. Greatest Common Divisor.—If we resolve two numbers into 
their prime factors, we can find their Greatest Common Diener or 
Highest Common Factor (written -G.C.D. or G.C.F. or II.C.F.), 
i.e. the greatest number which is a factor of both. Thus 
144 = 2! 3', and 756- 22. 3! 7, and therefore the G.C.D. of rsa 
and 756 is 3'-36. If we require the G.C.D. of two numbers, 
and cannot resolve them into their prime factors, we use a pro-
cess described in the text-books. The process depends on (ii) 
of 45, in the extended form that, if x is a factor of a and 1,, it is 
a factor of pa-qb, where p and q are any integers. 

The G.C.D. of three or more numbers is found in the same way. 
47. Least Common Metallic—The Least Common Mold*, or 

L.C.M., of two numbers, is the least number of which they are 
both factors. Thus, since s44-2! 3 3, and 756-2. 3. 7. the 
L.C.M. of zu and 756 is 2! 3. 7. It is clear, from comparison 
with the last paragraph, that the product of the G.C.D. and the 
L.C.M. of two numbers is equal to the product of the numbers 
themselves. This gives a rule for finding the L.C.M. of two 
numbers. But we cannot apply it to finding the L.C.M. of three 
or more number;; if we cannot resolve the numbers into their 
prime factors, we must find the L.C.M. of the first two, then the 
L.C,M. of this and the next number, and so on. 

(B) Properties depending on the Scale of Notation. 
48. Tests of Divisibility.—The following are the principal rules 

for testing w'hether particular numbers are factors of a given 
number. The number is divisible- 

(i) by to if it ends in o; 
(8) bi if it ends o or 5; 
(iii) by s if the last digit is even; 
(iv) by 4 if the number made up of the last two digits is 

divisible by 4; 
(v) by 8 if the number made up of the last three digits is 

divisible by 8; 
(vi) by q if the sum of the digits is divisible by 9; 
(vii) by 3 if the sum of the digits is divisible by 3; 

3 
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(viii)by rr if the difference between the sum of the sat, 3rd, 
5th, 	. digits and the sum of the and, 4th, 6th, . . . is zero or 
divisible by i z. 

(ix) To find whether a number is divisible by 7, az or 13, 
arrange the number in groups of three figures, beginning from the 
end, treat each group as a separate number, and then find the 
difference between the sum of the rat, 3rd, . . . of these numbers 
and the sum of the and, 4th, 	. Then, if this difference is 
sem or is divisible by 7, it or 23, the original number is also so 
divisible; and conversely. For example, 3r ssz gives 521-3i 
•'4902, and therefore is divisible by 7, but not by xi or 23. 

49. Casting out Nines is a process based on (vi) of the last 
paragraph. The remainder when a number is divided by 9 is 
equal to the remainder when the sum of its digits is divided by 9. 
Also, if the remainders when two numbers are divided by 9 are 
respectively a and b, the remainder when their product is divided 
by ti is the same as the remainder when 4.8 is divided by 9. This 
gives a rule for testing multiplication, which is found in most 
text-books. It is doubtful, however, whether such a rule, giving 
a test which is necessarily incomplete, is of much educational 
value. 

(v.) Rdatise Magnitude.. 

so. Fractiods.—A fraction of a quantity is a submultiple, or a 
multiple of a submultiple, of that quantity. Thus, since 
3 X s s. sd. =4s. 3d., is. sd. may be denoted by 4 of es. 3d.; and 
any multiple of is. sd., denoted by *Xis sd., may also be 
denoted by ; of as. 3d. We therefore use ": of A" to mean that 
we find a quantity X such that aXX A, and then multiply 
X by rs. 

It must be noted (i) that this is a definition of ": of, " not • 
definition of ":," and (ii) that it is not necessary that a should be 
less than a. 

s: . Subdivision of Submultipk.—By 4 of A we mean s times the 
unit, 7 times which is A. II We regard this unit as being 4 times 
a lesser unit, then A is 74 times this lesser unit, and 4 of A is 54 
times the lesser unit. Hence 4 of A is equal to 3  of A; and, 
conversely, lt44  of A is equal to 4 of A. Similarly each of 
these is equal to of A. Hence the value of a fraction is not 
altered by substituting for the numerator and denominator the 
corresponding numbers in any other column of a multiple-table 
(1 36). If we write P4  in the form tif  we may say that the 
value of a fraction is not altered by multiplying or dividing the 
numerator and denominator by any number. 

52. Fraction of a Fraction.—To find 1st of 4 of A we must 
convert 4 of A into 4  times some unit. This is done by the pre- 
ceding paragraph. For 4 of ..t.4 of A= 4t5  of A; i.e. it is 
4 times a unit which is itself 5 times another unit, 7.4 times which 
is A. Hence, taking the former unit i i times instead of 4 times, 

'd of 1 of A ,•M.1  of A. 74 
A fraction • of a fraction is sometimes called a compound 

fraction. 
53• Comparison, Addition and Subtraction of Fradioas.—The 

quantities l of A and 4 of A are expressed in terms of different 
units. To compare them, or to add or subtract them, we must 
express them in terms of the same unit. Thus, taking gig of A 
as the unit, we have (§ sx) 

lofAlirof A; I) of AlliofA. 
Hence the former is greater than the latter; their sum is 14 of A; 
and their difference is ir of A. 

Thus the fractions must be reduced to a common denominator. 
This denominator must, if the fractions are in their lowest terms 
(I 54), be a multiple of each of the denominators; it is usually 
most convenient that it should be their L.C.M. 47). 

54. Fraction in its Lowest Tams.—A fraction is said to be as its 
lowest terms when its numerator and denominator have no common  

factor; or to be reduced to its lowest terms when it isreplaced by 
such a fraction. Thus of A is said to be reduced to its lowest 
terms when it is replaced by 74 of A. It is important always to 
bear in mind that 121  of A is not the same as -121 of A, though 
it is equal to it. 

55. Diagram of Fractional Maim—To find 4$  of t4s we have 
to take to of the units, 24 of which make up res. Hence the 

required amount will, in the multiple-table of 
§ 36, be opposite so in the column in which 7d. the amount opposite 24 is res.; the quantity 
at the head of this column, representing the 
unit, will be found to be 7d. The elements 
of the multiple-table with which we are 
concerned are shown in the diagram in the 
margin. This diagram serves equally for 
the two statements that (i) It of res. is 

52. rod (ii) j I of SS- 10d. is ies. The two statements are in fact 
merely different aspects of a single relation, considered in the 
next section. 

56. Ratio.—If we omit the two upper compartments of the 
diagram in the last section, we obtain the diagram A. This 

diagram exhibits a relation between the two 
amounts ss. tad. and tas. on the one hand, 
and the numbers TO and 24 of the standard 
series on the other, which is expressed by say-
mg that ss rod, is to res. in the ratio of so 
to 24, or that iss. is to ss. Tod. in the ratio of 
24 to ro. If we had taken is. sd. instead of 

B 	7d. as the unit for the second column, we 
should have obtained the diagram B. Thus 
we must regard the ratio of a to b as being 
the same as the ratio of c to d, if the fractions 

and 5 are equal. For this reason the 
ratio of a to b is sometimes written II, bat 

the more correct method is to write it a: b. 
If two quantities or numbers P and Q are to each other in the 

ratio of p to q, it is clear from the diagram that p times Q= 
q times P, so that Q.•i,r of P. 

57. Proportion.—If from any two columns in the table of 136 
we remove the numbers or quantities in any two rows, we get 

a diagram such as that here shown. 
The pair of compartments on either 
side may, as here, contain numerical 
quantities, or may contain numbers. 
But the two pairs of compartments 
will correspond to a single pair of 

numbers, e.g. 2 and 6, in the standard series, so that, denoting 
hem by M, N and P, Q respectively, M will be to N in the same 
	 ratio that P is to Q. This is expressed by saying 

that M is to N as P to Q, the relation being written 
	 M :N ::P : Q; the four quantities are then said 

to be is proportion or to be proportional:. 
This is the most general expression of the 

  relative magnitude of two quantities; de. the 
relation expressed by proportion includes the relations expressed 
by mu tiple, submultiple, fraction and ratio. 

If M and N are respectively m and a times a unit, and P and Q 
are respectively p and q times a unit, then the quantities are in 
proportion if mq ■ osp; and conversely. 

IV. LAWS or Ammar= 
58. Lams of Arithmetic.—The arithmetical processes which we 

have considered in reference to positive integral numbers are 
subject to the following laws:- 

(i) Equalities and Ineqsialitie.s.—The following are sometimes 
called Axioms (1 29), but their truth should be proved, even if at 
an early stage it is assumed. The symbols " > " and " < " 
mean respectively "is greater than" and "i less than." The 
numbers represented by a, 6, c, x and or are all supposed to be 
positive. 

24 

10 

145. 
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A 
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(a) If a...6, and lva, then a—t; 
(i) If a— b, then a-i-x••b-Fx, and a — b—s; 
(c) If a> b, then a-i-z> 	and a —x> b—x; 
(l) H a< b, then ai-x<b+s, and a —z<b—s; 
(e) If a b, then asa ■asb, and a+ as...6+ on; 
(f) If a> b, then ma> sob, and a+ ns> bi-no; — 
(g) If a < b, then ma<nsb, and a+ tn<b+ tn. 

(ii) Associative Law for Additions and Subtractions.—This law 
includes the rook of signs, that a—(b—c)vva—b+c• and it states 
that, subject to this, successive operations of addition or sub-
traction may be grouped in sets in any way; s.g.a —b-Fs+d-he—f 
••■ a— (b — c)+(d+e—f). 

(iii) Commutative Law for Additions and SillEradiass, that 
additions and subtractions may be performed in any order; e.g. 
a —b-l-t-1-d=a+c—b+d=.41-d-i-c—b. 

(iv) Associative Lase for Multiplications and DM:lam—This 
law indudes a rule, similar to the rule of signs, to the effect that 
a+ (b+ c).. a+ bumc; and it states that, subject to this, successive 
operations of multiplication or division may be grouped in sets in 
any way; e.g. a+buccuedase+f v• a+ (64-c)sve(duce+ f). 

(v) Commutative Law for Multiplications and Divisions, that 
multiplications and divisions may be performed in any order: s.g. 
a+ benceed.a amar+bamd=amcdsmc+ b. 

(vi) Distribative Law, that multiplications and divisions may 
be distributed over additions and subtractions, e.g. that 
ne(a+b—c)..ns.a+us.b—ss.c, or that (4-1-b—c)+ (a+ e)+ 
(b+N)—(c+ s). 

In the case of (ii), (iii) and (vi), the letters a, b, c, . . . may 
denote either numbers or numerical quantities, while as and me 
denote numbers; in the case of (iv) and (v) the letters denote 
numbers only. 

sg. Results of Inverse Operations.—Addition, multiplication 
and involution are direct processes; and, if we start with 
positive integers, we continue with positive integers throughout. 
But, in attempting the inverse processao of subtraction, division, 
and either evolution or determination of index, the data may be 
such that a process cannot be performed. We can, however, 
denote the result of the process by a symbol, and deal with this 
symbol according to the laws of arithmetic. In this way we 
arrive at (i) negative numbers, (ii) fractional numbers, (iii) studs, 
(iv) logarithms (in the ordinary sense of the word). 

60. Simple Faronniae.—The following are some simple 
formulae which follow from the laws stated in 5 

(i) (a+ h+c+ • • • ) (P-1-4-I-F+ • • • )m. fat -Fag+ ar+ - • • /4- 
 (6P+bei-br-F 	)+(cP+cgi-cr+ 	 ; i.e. the pro- 

duct of two or more numbers, each of which consists of two 
or more parts, is the stun of the products of each part of the one 
with each part of the other. 

(ii) (a+b) (a —b)•va2—bs; i.e. the product of the sum and the 
difference of two numbersis equal to the differenceof their squares. 

(a+b)I•vall-sab+1, 2 =10+(aa-i-b)b. 
V. Nicuarnm NUMBERS 

6s. Negative Numbers may be regarded as resulting from the 
commutative law for addition and subtraction. According to this 
law, zo+3+6 —7 zo+3 —74-6=3+6-7-Fiov• &a. But, if we 
write the expression as 3 —7+6+ so, this means that we must 
first subtract 7 from 3. This cannot be done; but the result of 
the subtraction, if it could be done, is something which, when 
6 is added to it, becomes 3-7+6 3-F6 a. The result of 
3-7 is the same as that of o-4; and we may write it " —41' 
and call it a negative number, if * this we mean something 
possessing the property that —4+4=0. 

This, of course, is unintelligible on the grouping system of 
treating number; on the counting system it merely means that 
we count backwards from o, just as we might count inches back-
wards from a point marked o on a scale. It should be remembered 
that the counting is performed with something as unit. If this 
unit is A, then what we are really considering is —4A; and this 
means, not that A is multiplied by —4, but that A is multiplied 
by 4, and the product is taken negatively. It would therefore 
be better, in some ways, to retain the unit throughout, and to 
describe —4A as a negative quantity, in order to avoid confusion  

with the "negation flambee*" with which operations are per-
formed in formal algebra. 

The positive quantity or number obtained from a negative 
quantity or number by omitting the " — " is called its surmerical 
Woe. 

VI. FRACTIONAL AND DECIMAL NUMBERS 
6a. Fractional Numbers.—According to the definition in I so 

the quantity denoted by }of A is made up of a number, 3, and a 

unit, which Is one-nth of A. Similarly t of A, -11, of A, L of A, 

. . . mean quantities which are respectively p times, q times 
r times, ... the unit, ro of which make up A. Thus any arith-
metical processes which can be applied to the numbers p, I, f, 
. . can be applied to ,   the denominator n 
remaining unaltered. 

If we datae the unit of A bt X, then A is a times X, and 

t of II times X is p times X; Ls. of os times is 'limes. 

Hence, so long as the denominator remains unaltered, we can 

deal with t, 	. exactly as if they were numbers, any 

operations being performed on the numerators. The expressions 

. • . see then fractional numbers, their relation to 

ordinary or integral numbers being that I times a times is equal 
to p times. 

This relation is of exactly the same kind as the relation of the 
successive digits in numbers expressed in a scale of notation whose 

base is a. Hence we can treat the fractional 
Ones. Sixths. numbers which have any one denominator as 

o ' 	constituting a number-series, as shown in the 
a 	adjoining diagram. The result of taking 13 sixths 

3 	of A is then seen to be the same as the result of 
4 	taking twice A and one-sixth of A so that we may 
5 	regard isa as being equal to 21. A fractional 
o 

number is called a proper fraction or an improper 
a 	fraction according as the numerator is or is not 
3 	less than the denominator; and an expression 
4 	such as al is called a mixed number. An im- 

2 	0 	proper fraction is therefore -equal either to an 
integer or to a mixed number It will be seen 
from 4  17 that a mixed number corresponds 
with what is there called a mired quantity. 
Thus L3, r7s. is a mixed quantity, being ex-

pressed in pounds and shillings; to express it in terms of pounds 
only we must write it L311. 

63. Fractional Numbers with diferent Denominators.—If we 
divided the unit into halves, and these new units into thirds, we 

should get sixths of the original unit, as 
A 	 shown in A; while, if we divided the 

Ones. Halves. Sixths. unit into thirds, and these new units 
o o 	o 	into halves, we should again get sixths, 

1 	but as shown in B. The series of halves 
in the one case, and of thirds in the 

I 	other, are entirely different series of 
a 	fractional numbers, but we can COM- 

O 0 	pare them by putting each in its proper 

 

position in relation to the series of sixths. 
Thus 1 is equal to and, is equal to Ist, 

and conversely; in other words, any 
fractional number is equivalent to the 
fractional number obtained by multi-
plying or dividing the numerator and 
denominator by any integer. We can 
thus find fractional numbers equivalent 
to the sum or difference of any two 
fractional numbers. The process is the 
same as that of finding the sum or differ-
ence of 3 sixpences and 5 fourpences; 
we cannot subtract 3 sixpenny-bits 
from 5 fourpenny-bits, but we can ex-
press each as an equivalent number of 

B 
Ones. Thirds. Sixths. 

0 
	

o 	0 
s 

1 	0 

1 

O 0 
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pence, and then perform the subtraction. Generally, to find the 
sum or difference of two or more fractional numbers, we must 
replace them by other fractional numbers having the same 
denominator; it is usually most convenient to take as this 
denominator the L.C.M. of the original fractional numbers (d. 

S3)• 
64. Complex Fradiens.—A fraction (or fractional number), 

the numerator or denominator of which is a fractional number, 
is called a complex fraction (or fractional number), to distinguish 
it from a simple fraction, which is a fraction having integers for 
numerator and denominator. Thus liotAmeans that we take 
a unit X such that n4 times Xis equal to A, and then take si 
times X. To simplify this, we take a new unit Y, which is 4 of X. 
Then A is 34 times Y, and I I of A is z7 times Y, i.e. it jai of A. 

65.Mrdliplkalion of Fractional Numbers.—To multiply 4 by 
is to take 4 times 4. It has already been explained (4 6s) that 
times is an operation such that 4 times 7 times is equal to s times. 
Hence we must express 4, which itself means 4 times, as being 
7 times something. This is done by multiplying both numerator 
and denominator by 7; i.e. f is equal to 721  which is the same 

8 	 ___ 
thing as 7 times 	Hence times 	times 7 times 7 33  ∎ 5 

8 31.3 
times 	The a rule for multiplying a fractional number 

7.3 7.3' 
bya fractional number is therefore the same as the rule for finding 
a fraction of a fraction. 

66. Division of Fractional Numbers.—To divide 4 by 4 is to 
find a number (i.e. a fractional number) x such that 4 times a is 
equal to 4. But *times+ times xis, by the last section, equal to 
x. Hence z is equal to times 4. Thus to divide by a fractional 
number we must multiply by the number obtained by inter-
changing the numerator and the denominator, i.e. by the recipro-
cal of the original number. 

If we divide I by 4 we obtain, by this rule, 4. Thus the 
reciprocal of a number may be defined as the number obtained 
by dividing t by it This definition applies whether the original 
number is integral or fractional. 

By means of the present and the preceding sections the rule 
given in I 63 can be extended to the statement that a fractional 
number is equal to the number obtained by multiplying its 
numerator and its denominator by any fractional number. 

67. Negative Fractional Numbers.—We can obtain negative 
fractional numbers in the same way that we obtain negative 
integral numbers; thus — 4 or — 4A means that 4 or IA is taken 
negatively. 

68. Genesis of Fractional Numbers.—A fractional number may 
be regarded as the result of a measuring division (4 39) which 
cannot be performed exactly. Thus we cannot divide 3 in. by 

in. exactly, i.e. we cannot express 3 in. as an integral multiple 
of i r in. ; but, by extending the meaning of " times " as in 4 62, 
we can say that 3 fn. is times II in., and therefore call ior  the 
quotient when 3 in. is divided by ix in. Hence, if p and a are 
numbers, f, is sometimes regarded as denoting the result of 
dividing p by n, whether p and a are integral or fractional 
(mixed numbers being included in fractional). 

The idea and properties of a fractional number having been 
explained, we may now call it, for brevity, a fraction. Thus 
" 4 of A " no longer means two of the units, three of which make 
up A; it means that A is multiplied by the fraction 4, i.e. it 
means the same thing as " 4 times A." 

6q. Percentage.—In order to deal, by way of comparison or 
addition or subtraction, with fractions which have different 
denominators, it is necessary to reduce them to a common 
denominator. To avoid this difficulty, In practical life, it is usual 
to confine our operations to fractions which have a certain 
standard denominator. Thus (4 79) the Romans reckoned in 
twelfths, and the Babylonians in sixtieths; the former method 
supplied a basis for division by 2, 3,4,6 or is, and the latter for 
division by 2, 3, 4, s, 6, so, If, IS, 20, 30, or 6o. The modem 
method is to deal with fractions which have too as denominator;  

such fractions are called percentages. They cub'  apply accurately 
to divisions by 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, 25 or SO; but they have the con-
venience of fitting in with the denary scale of notation, and they 
can be extendeti to other divisions by using a mixed number 
as numerator. One-fortieth, for instance, can be expressed as 
IL whirl.; is called 24 per cent., and usually written 24 %. IOW 
Similarly 34 % is equal to one-thirtieth. 

If the numerator is • multiple of s, the fraction represents 
twentieths. This is convenient, e.g. for expressing rates in dm 
posed; thus Ts % denotes the process of taking 3s for every it, 
i.e. a rate of 3s in the L. 

In applications to money "per cent." sometimes means " per 
iroo." Thus " L3,  r7s. 6d. per cent." is really the complex 

IZ31  fraction S  
100 

7o. Decimal Notation of Percentage. An integral percentage, 
i.e. a simple fraction with zoo for denominator, can be expressed 
by writing the two figures of the numerator (or, U there is only arse 
figure, this figure preceded by o) with a dot or " point " before 
them; thus •76 means 76 %, Or Mr. If there is an integral 
number to be taken as wall u • percentage, this number is 
written in front of the point; thus 3316 X A means a times A, 
with 76 % of A. We might therefore denote 76 % by o.76. 

If as our unit we take X—ih of A 1 % of A, the above 
quantity might equally be written 2376 X We of A; 1.s. 
23-76 XA is equal to *376 % of A. 

71. Approximate Expression by Percentage—When a fraction 
cannot be expressed by an integral percentage, it an be so 
expressed approximately, by taking the nearest integer to the 
numerator of an equal fraction having zoo for its denominator. 
Thus ; 	so that ;b approximately equal to r4 %; and 
2 221,-  
  rocv which is approximately equal to 29 %. The difference  
between this approximate percentage and the true value is less 
than %, L e. is less than 

If the numerator of the fraction consists of an integer and 
4--e.g. in the case of 1.-g—it is uncertain whether we should 
take the next lowest or the next highest integer. It is best in 
such CUP to retain the 4; thus we can write 4..374 % 

72. Addition and Subtraction of Perantages.—The sum or 
difference of two percentages is expressed by the sum or difference 
of the numbers expressing the two percentages. 

73. Percenfate of a Perceniage.—Sinee 37% of x is expressed by 
0.37, 37 % of z % (i.e. of °•n) might similarly be expressed by 
042017. The second point, however, lamented, SO that we surfs 
it 0.0037 or '0037, this expression meaning Ph of viv ■ThU, 

On the same princiAlle, minces? %of 45 % is equal to IV. of 
=MIA /104-1-( of The), we can express it by -:665; and 
3 % of 2 % an be expressed by •3006. Hence, to find a percent-
age of a percentage, we multiply the two numbers, put o's in front 
if necessary to make up four figures (not counting fractions), 
and prefix the point. 

74. Decimal Fractious.—The percentage•nmation can be 
extended to any fraction which has any power of ro for its 
denominator. Thus 11M can be written -153 and MM. an 
be written •153oo. These two fractions are equal to each other, 
and also to -r s3o. A fraction written in this way is called a 
decimal fradims; or we might define a decimal fraction as a 
fraction having a power of to for its denominator, there being 
special notation for writing such fractions. 

A mixed number, the fractional part of which is a decimal 
fraction, is Impressed by writing the integral part in front of 
the point, which is called the decimal point. Thus 27.23Mos can 
be written 27•1s3o. This number, expressed in terms of the 
fraction rginr or -crow, would be a7r 53o. Hence the successive 
figures after the decimal point have the same relation to each 
other and to the figures before the point as if the point did not 
exist. The point merely indicates the denomination in which 
the number is expressed: the above number, expressed in term: 
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of, would be 277.53o, but expressed in terms of zoo it would be 
- :71 53o. 

Fractions other than decimal fractions are usually called 
vulgar fractions. 

75. Decimal Numbers.—Instead of regarding the -1 53 in 
37•z53 as meaning Weir, we may regard the different figures in 
the expression as denoting numbers in the successive orders 
of submultiples of r on a denary scale. Thus, on the grouping 
system, 27•rs3 will mean 2.14,1-7+ ice4-3/10$÷3f roe, while on 
the counting system it will mean the result of counting 
through the tens to 2, then through the ones to 7, then through 
tenths to z, and so on. A number made ap in this way may be 
called • decimal numbs, or, more briefly, a decimal. It will be 
seeh that the definition includes integral numbers. 

76. Sums and Differences of Decimals.—To add or subtract 
decimals, we must reduce them to the same denomination, i.e. 
if one has more figures after the decimal point than the other, 
we must add sufficient o's to the latter to make the numbers 
of figures equaL Thus, to add 5.413 to 34, we must write the 
latter as 340o. Or we may UNIX the former as the sum of 
5'4 and -013, and recombine the -ors with the sum of 3.8 and 
5-4• 

77. Produce of Decimals.—To multiply two derimals erectly, 
we multiply them as if the point were absent, and then insert it 
so that the number of figures after the point in the product shall 
be equal to the sum of the numbers of figures after the points in 
the original decimal. 

In actual practice, however, decimal only represent approxi-
mations, and the process has to be modified (4 x i). 

78. Division by Decisrel.—To divide one decimal by another, 
we must reduce them to the same denomination, as explained 
in ¢ 76, and then omit the decked points. Thus 5 .413+3-8'' 
Ufl+HH-541341800. 

79. Historical Development of Prodioas and Decimals.—The 
fractions used in ancient times were mainly of two kinds: unit-
fractions, i.e. fractions repteseating aliquot parts (I ro3), and 
fractions with a definite denominator. 

The Egyptians as a rule used only unit-fractions, other 
fractions being expressed as the sum of unit-fractions. The only 
known exception was the use of I  as a single fraction. Except in 
the case of I and 4, the fraction was expressed by the denomin-
ator, with a special symbol above it. 

The Babylonians expressed numbers less than x by the numer-
ator of a fraction with denominator 6o; the numerstor °lily being 
written. The choice of 6o appears to have been connected with 
the reckoning of the year as 360 days; it ie papetuated in the 
present subdivision of angles. 

The Greeks originally used unit-fractions, hie the Egyptians; 
later they introduced the sexagesimal fractions of the Baby-
lonians, extending the system to four or more successive 
subdivisions of the unit represeentinga degree. They also, but 
apparently still later and only occasionally, used fractions of the 
modern hind. In the sexagesinal system the numerators of the 
successive fractions (the denominators of which were the suc-
motive powers of 6o) were followed by' ,',",", the denominator 
not being written. This notation survives in reference to the 
minute (I) and second (") of angular measurement, and has been 
extended, by analogy, to the foot (') and inch ("). Since f  repre-
sented 6o, and o was the next letter, the latter appears to have 
been used to denote absence of one of the fractions; but it is not 
clear that our present sign for zero was actually derived from 
this. In the case of fractions of the more general kind, the 
numerator was written first with ', and then the denominator, 
followed by ", was written twice. A different method amused 
by Diophantus, accents being omitted, and the denominator 
being written above and to the right of the numerator. 

The Romans commonly used fractions with denominator i s; 
these were described as =cies (ounces), being twelfths of the 
as (Pound). 

The modern system of placing the numerator above the 
denominator is due to the Hindus; but the dividing line is a 
later invention. Various systems were tried before the present  

notation came to be generally accepted. Under one system, for 
instance, the continued semi ÷7±5-f )g-d-7-45would  be denoted 
by -11-1--i; this I somewhat similar in principle to a decimal 
notation, but with digits taken in the reverse order. 

Hindu treatises on arithmetic show the use of fractions, 
containing a power of to as denominator, as early as the begin-
ning of the 6th century A.D. There was, however, no develop-
ment in the direction of decimals in the modern sense, and the 
Arabs, by whom the Hindu notation of integers was brought to 
Europe, mainly used the sexagesimal division in the " 
notation. Even where the decimal notation would seem to arise 
naturally, as in the case of approximate extraction of a square 
root, the portion which might have been expressed as a decimal 
was converted Into senagesinial fractions. It was not until 
A.D. tsfis that a decimal notation was published by Simon 
Stevinus of Bruges. It Is worthy of notice that the invention of 
this notation appease to have beets due to practical needs, being 
required for the purpose of computation of compound interest. 
The present decimal notation, which is a development of that of 
Stevinns, was first used in z6z7 by H. Briggs, the computer of 
logarithms. 
' So. Fradjons of Concrde Quantities.—The British systems 
of coinage, weights, lengths, &c., afford many examples of the 
use of fractions. These may be divided into three classes, as 

(i) The fraction of a concrete quantity may itself not exist as 
a concrete quantity, but be represented by a token. Thus, if we 
take a shilling as a unit, we may divide it into is or 48 smaller 
units; but • corresponding coind are not really portions of a 
shilling, but objects which help us in counting. Similarly we 
may take the farthing as a unit, and invent smaller units, 
represented either by tokens or by no material objects at all. 
Ten marks, for instance, might be taken as equivalent to a 
farthing; but z3 marks are not equivalent to anything except 
one farthing and three out of the ten nos of counting required 
to arrive at another farthing. 

(ii)In the second class of cases the fraction of the unit quantity 
is a quantity of the same kind, but cannot be determined with 
absolute exactness. Weights come in this clam. The ounce, 
for instance, is one-sixteenth of the potmd,lut it is impossible to 
find r6 objects au& that their weights shall be exactly equal and 
that the sum of their weights shall be exactly equal to the weight 
of the standard pound. 

(iii) Finally, there are the cases of linear measurement, where 
it is theoretically possible to find, by geometrical methods, an 
exact submultiple of a given unit, but both the umt and the 
submultiple are not really concrete objects, but are spatial 
relations embodied in objects. 

Of these three classes, the first is the least abstract and the 
last the most abstract. The fiat only involves number and 
counting. The second involves the idea of equality as a necessary 
characteristic of the units or subunits that are used. The third 
involves also the idea of continuity and therefore of unlimited 
subdivision. In weighing an object with ounce-weights the fact 
that it weighs More than 1 lb 3 os. but less than i lb 4 oz. does 
not of itself suggest the necessity or possibility of subdivision 
of the ounce for purposes of greater accuracy. But in measuring 
a distance we may find that it is " between " two distances 
differing by a unit of the lowest denomination used, and a 
subdivision of this unit follows naturally. 

VII. APPROX./ILA/ION 
Sr..AHDrAtiOttle Character of Numbers.—The numbers 

(integral or decimal) by which we represent the results of arith- 
metical operations are often only approximately correct. MI 
numbers, for instance,which represent physical measurements,are 
limited in their accuracy not only by our powers of measurement 
but also by the accuracy of the measure we use as our unit. Also 
mom fractions cannot be expressed exactly as decimals; and this 
is also the case for surds and logarithms, as well as for the numbers 
expressing certain ratios ninth arise out of geometrical relations. 
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Even where numbers are supposed to be exact, cakulations 

based on them can often only be approximate. We might, for 
instance, calculate the exact coat of 3 lb s oz. of meat at pad-
a lb, but there are no coins in which we could pay this exact 
amount. 

When the result of any arithmetical operation or operations 
is represented approximately but not exactly by a number, 
the excess (positive or negative) of this number over the 
number which would express the result exactly is called the 
42701. 

82. Degree of Accarray.—There are three principal ways of 
expressing the degree of accuracy of any number, i.e. the extent 
to which it is equal to the number it is intended to represent. 

(i) A number can be correct to so many places of decimals. 
This means (cf. 4  71) that the number differs from the true value 
by less than one-ball of the unit represented by s in the last place 
of decimals. For instance, -143 represents1 correct to 3 places of 
decimals, since it differs from it by less than •000s. The final 
figure in a case like this, is said to be corrected. 

This method is not good for comparative purposes. Thus .14,3 
and 14.286 represent respectively 4 and 1f' to the same number 
of places of decimals, but the latter is obviously more exact than 
the former. 

(ii) A number can be correct to so many siveifecaut figures. 
The significant figures of a number are those which commence 
with the first figure other than zero in the number; thus the 
significant figures of 13.027 and of .00013027 are the URIC. 

This is the usual method; but the relative accuracy of two 
numbers expressed to the same number of significant figures 
depends to a certain extent on the magnitude of the first figure. 
Thus •14286 and .85714 represent 4 and 4  correct to s significant 
figures; but the latter is relatively more accurate than the former. 
For the former shows only that 4 lies between -142856 and 
'143865, or, as it is better expressed, between -142851 and 
•10861; but the latter shows that 4) lies between -857131 
and .85741, and therefore that 4 lies between .1428s ig and 
quffth• 

In either of the above cases, and generally in any case where a 
number is known to be within a certain limit on each side of 
the stated value, the limit of error is expressed by the sign 4.. 
Thus the former of the above two statements would give 4 
.4286* 000005. It should be observed that the numerical 
value of the error is to be subtracted from or added to the 
stated value according as the error is positive or negative. 

(iii) The limit of error can be expressed as a fraction of 
the number as stated. Thus 4*•143*•000s can be written 
4= -143(1..641). 

83. Accuracy after Arithmetical Operations.—If the numbers 
which are the subject of operations are not all exact, the accuracy 
of the result requires special investigation in each case. 

Additions and subtractions are simple. If, for instence, the 
values of a and b, correct to two places of decimds, are 3-58 and 
1'34, then 2.24, as the value of a—b, is not necessarily correct 
to two places. The limit of error of each being *vas, the limit 
of error of their sum or difference is g. 

For multiplication we make use of the formula (16o (I)) (a'* a) 
(WA. 13).-ta -I-al3=b V-Fila). If and F are the stated values, 
and th. a and * the respective limits of error, we ought strictly 
to take di, t off as the product, with a limit of error* (a'P-i-b'a). 
In practice, however, both tiff and • certain portion of elf are 
small in comparison with d$ and Fe, and we therefore re-
place a'd+ali by an approximate value, and increase the limit of 
error so as to cover the further error thus introduced. In the case 
of the two numbers given in the last paragraph•the product lies 
between 3-57S X 1.335'4172615 and 3.585 X1-345''4'821855• 
We might take the product as (318 X 1141+ (.005Y ."4•7972 23, 
the limits of error being *.oes(3-58-1-1•34)- 4° '0246; but ft is 
more convenient to write it in such a form as 4.797& 1335 or 
4'801  .03. 

If the number of decimal places to which a result is to be 
accurate is determined beforehand, it Is usually not necessary 
in the actual working to go to more than two or three plans  

beyond this. At the dose al the work the extra figures are 
dropped, the last figure which remains being corrected (1 8s (0) 
if necessary. 

VIII. Sow AND LOGAINTIENS 
84. Roots and Surds.—The pth root of • number (143) may, 

if the number is an integer, be found by expressing it in terms of 
its prime factors; or, if it is not an integer, by expressing it as 
a fraction in its lowest terms, and finding the pth roots of the 
numerator and of the denominator separately. Thus to find the 
cube root of 1728, we write it in the form 2 1,3% and find that 
its cube toot is 21.3*22; or, to find the cube root of 1.728, we 
write it as 4+11=111*, and find that the cube root is 

3 * 1.2. Similarly the cube root of 2197 is 13. But we cannot 
find any number whose cube is 2000. 

It is, however, possible to find a number whose cube shall 
approximate as closely as we please to woo. This the cubes of 
121 and of 124 are respectively 1953.125 and 2000-376, so that 
the number whose cube differs u little as possible from 2000 is 
somewhere between x21 and 12.6. Again the cube of re•so is 
1995.616979, so that the number lies between 1219 and 1262 
We may therefore consider that there is some number x whose 
cube is s000, and we can find this number to any degree of 
accuracy that we please. 

A number of this kind is called • surd; the ward which is the 
pth root of N is written (IN, but if the Index is a it is usually 
omitted, so that the square root of Nis written 4N. 

85.Surd ass Paso.—We have seen (4 43,44) that, if we take 
the successive powers of a number N, commencing with r, they 
may be written NI, 	N', 	, the series of Indices being 
the standard series; and we have also seen (1 44) that multi-
plication of any two of these numbers corresponds to addition of 
their indices. Hence we may Insert in the power-series numbers 
with fractional indices, provided that the multiplication of these 
numbers follows the same law. The number denoted by NI will 
therefore be such that NIXIIIXNI*N1+ 1*I*N; i.e. it will 
be the cube root of N. By analogy with the notation of fractional 
numbers, NI will be NI+i*NIXNI; and, generally, NS will 
mean the product of p numbers, the product of g of which is equal 
to N. Thus NI will not mean the same as NI, but will mean the 
square of NI; but this will be equal to NI, i.e. (VN)s* 4N. 

86. lluttipheatiou and Dist:ion of Surds.—To add or subtract 
fractional numbers, we most reduce them to a common denomin-
ator ; and duller*, to multiply or divide surds, we must express 
them as power-numbers with the same index. Thus • MS*" 
OXO*21 Xe*OX120*5001 —Ii6om 

87.Antilogaridass.—If we take a fixed number, e.g. 2, as base, 
and take as indices the successive decimal numbers to any particu-
lar number of places of decimals, we get a series of antilogarithms 
of the indices to this base. Thus, if we go to. two places of 
decimals, we have as the integral series the numbers z, 2, 4, 

which are the values of 20, . and we insert within 
this series the successive powers of x, where s is such that x ,"* s. 
We thus get the numbers 2•1', 2M, Vs' . . . whidr are theaati- 
logarithms of vsz, •22, .03, .. to base 2; the first antilogarithm 
being 2-0 . z, which is thus theantrlogarithm of o to this (or any 
other) base. The series is formed by succestive multiplication, 
and any antilogarithm to a larger number of decimal places is 
formed from it in the same way by multiplication. lf, for 
instance, we have found 2•a, then the value of sat ,  is 
found from it by multiplying by the 6th power of the z000th 
root of • 

For practical purposes the number taken as base Is 10; the 
convenience of this being that the increase of the index by an 
integer means multiplication by the corresponding power of to, 
i.e. it means a shifting of the decimal point. In the saute way, 
by dividing by powers of zo we may get negative indices. 

88. Logaritlests.—If N is the antilogarithm of gi to the base a, 
i.e. if N-a', then p is called the logarithm of N to the base a, 
and Is written log, N. As the table of antilogarithms is formed 
by successive multiplications, so the logarithm of any given 
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number is In theory found by succusive divisions. Thus, to find 
the logarithm of a number to base 2, the number being greater 
than I, we first divide repeatedly by r until we get a number 
between I and 2; then divide repeatedly by Ns until we get 
a number between z and Ns; then divide repeatedly by aialls; 
and so on. If, for instance, we find that the number is approxi-
mately equal to 2a x (sf2) 5  X (v042)* X (111•444. it may be 
written 21-0,, and its logarithm to base 2 is 3-574. 

Fora further explanation of logarithms, and for an explanation 
of the treatment of cues in which an antilogarithm is less than 
r, see Loss:rune. 

For practical purposes logarithms are usually calculited to 
base to, so that logo z, lops 100.,  1, &c. 

IX. Mars 
89. Mugge of Dessomirsolion of a numerical quantity is usually 

called reduction, so that this term covers, e.g., the expression of 
Lt53, 7s. 4d. as shillings and pence and also the expression of 
30675.44. as L, s. and d. 

The usual statement is that to express £153, 75. as shillings we 
multiply 553 by TO and add 7. This, as already explained (437), 
is incorrect. L153 denotes z53 units, each of which is Li or ass; 
and therefore we must multiply nos. by 153 and add 7s., i.e. 
multiply 20 by 153 (the unit being now is.) and add 7. This is 
the expression of the process on the grouping method. On the 

tioned; thus 7s. sd. is to be taken as meaning 71Na.,  but 
Lo, 7s. ed. as Lo ill (417). The reduction of £153, 75. 4d. to pence, 
and of 368o8d. to L, s. d., on this principle, is shown in diagrams 
A and B above. 

For reduction of pounds to shillings, or shillings to pounds, we 
must consider that we have a multiple-table 36) in which the 
multiples of Li and of sos. are arranged in parallel columns; 
and similarly for shillings and pence. 

go. Change of Uttii.-The statement " it 53..306os." h not 
a statement of equality of the same kind as the statement 
" 1 53 X so -3o6o," but only a statement of equisakece for 
certain purposes; In other words, it does not convey an 
absolute truth. It is therefore of interest to see whether we 
cannot replace it by an absolute truth. 

To do this, consider what the ordinary processes of multipli-
cation and division mean in reference to concrete objects. If 
we want to give, to 5 boys, 4 apples each, we are said to multiply 
4 apples by 5. We cannot multiply 4 apples by  5  boys, for then 
we should get so " boy-apples," an expression which has no 
meaning. Or, again, to distribute 20 apples amongst 5 boys, 
we are not regarded as dividing so apples by 5 boys, but as divid-
ing so apples by the number 5. The multiplication or division 
here involves the omission of the unit " boy," and the operation 
is incomplete. The complete operation, in each cue, is u 
hollows. 

(i) In the cue of multiplication we commence with the 
conception of the number " 5 " and the unit " boy "; and we 
then convert this unit Into 4 apples, and thus obtain the result,  

so apples. Tie conversion of the unit may be represented as 
multiplication by a factor 4PW, so that the operation is 

114-2rX 5 bnYll■ 3XLVX t boy ■. 5X 4 apples.. 20 apples. 
Similarly, to convert L153 into shillings we must multiply it by a 
factor so that we get 

Tr
30S. xii,s3-is,3x-zr xLI-Inx5oso.so6os. 

Hence we can only regard Lau as being equal to 3o6os. if we 
regard this converting factor as unity. 

(ii) In the case of partition we can express the complete opera-
tion if we extend the meaning of division so u to enable us to 
divide 20 apples by s boys. We thue get aZiyta 4  :Ur/ 

 which means that the distribution can be effected by distributing 
at the rate of 4 apples per boy. The converting factor mentioned 
under (i) therefore represents a rate; and partition, applied to 
concrete cases, leads to a rate. 

In reference to the use of thesign X with the converting factor, 
it should be observed that "y6 X " symbolizes the replacing.of 
so many times 4 lb by the same number of times 7 lb, wbilq 
" ix "symbolises the replacing of 4 times something by 7 times 
that something. 

X. AltMOMICAL Rum:num 
91. CorrespoNdence of Series of Nnusbers.-In 33-45 we have 

dealt with the parallelism of the original number-seties with a 
series consisting of the corresponding  multiples of some unit, 
whether a number or a numerical quantity; and the relations 
arisingout of muldpffcation, division, Ike., have been exhibited by 
diagramscomprhingpabsof corresponding terms of the two series. 
This, however, is only a particular case of the correspondence 
of two series. In considering addition, for instance, we have 
introduced two parallel series, each being the original number.. 
series, but the two being placed in different positions. If we add 
1,2,3, . . . to 6, we obtain a series 	. . . , the terms of 
which correspond with thou of the original series 1,2,7, . . . 

Attain, in I i81-75 and 84-88 we have considered various kinds 
of numbers other than those in the original number-series. 
In general, these have involved two of the original numbers, e.g. 
5 1. involves 5 and 3, and log s  8 involves s and 8. In some cues, 
however, e.g. in the case of negative numbers and reciprocals, 
only one Is involved; and there might be three 9r more, as in the 
case of a numbers:pressed by (a+Or. If all butane of these con-
stituent elements are settled beforehand, e.g. if we take the num-
bers 5, 55 ,55, . . . , or the number5 5lfr,a42, 143, ... or log. z curs  
log. poor, log. poo3 ... we obtain a series in which each 
term corresponds with a term of the original number-series. 

This correspondence is usually shown by reeslafion, i.e. by the 
formation of a table in which the original series is shown in one 

column, and each term of 
A the second series is placed 

in a second column op-
posite the corresponding 
term of the first series, 
each column being headed 
by a description of its 
contents. It is sometimes 
convenient to begin the 
first series with o, and even 
to give the series of nega-
tive numbers; in most 
cases, however, these latter 

are regarded as belonging to a different series, and they need not 
be considered here. The diagrams, A, B, C are simple forms of 
tables; A giving a sum-aeries, B a multiple-series, and C a 
series of square roots, calculated approximately. 

92. Correspondence of NurnericalQuaratities.-Again, in 89, we 
have considered cases of multiple-tables of nonlethal quantities, 
where each quantity in one series h motive/ern to the corresponding 
quantity in the other series. We might extend this principle 
to eases in which the terms of two series, whether of numbers or 

counting method we have 
A ' 	a scale with every soth 

shilling marked as a L; 
there are 153 of these to's, 
and 7 over. 

The simplest case, in 
which the quantity can be 
expressed as an integral 
number of the largest units 
involved, has already been 
considered (If 37, 42). The 
same method can be 
applied in other cases 
by regarding a quantity 
expressed in several de-
nominations as a fractional 
number of units of the 
largest denomination men- 
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of numerical quantities, merely correspond with etch other, the 
correspondence being the result of some relation. The volume 

of a cube, for instance, bears a certain 
relation to the length of an edge of the 
cube. This relation is not one of pro- 
portion; but it may nevertheless be 
expressed by tabulation, as shown at D. 

93. Interpolation.—In most cases the 
quantity in the second column may 
be regarded as increasing or decreasing 
continuously as the number in the first 
column increases, and it has inter-
mediate values corresponding to inter-
mediate (i.e. fractional or decimal) 
numbers not shown in the table. The 
table in such cases is not, and cannot 

be, comple e, even up to the number to which it goes. For 
instance, a cube whose edge is 1f in. has a definite volume, 
viz. 3f cub. in. The determination of any such intermediate 
value is performed by interpolation (9.e.). 

in treating a fractional number, or the corresponding value of 
the quantity in the second column, as intermediate, we are in effect 
regarding the numbers I, 2  3  and the corresponding 
numbers in the second column, as denoting points between which 
other numbers lie, i.e. we are regarding the numbers as ordinal, 
not cardinal The transition is similar to that which arises in the 
case of geometrical measurement (I 26), and it is an essential 
feature of all reasoning with regard to continuous quantity, such 
as we have to deal with in real life. 

94. Nature of Arithmetical Reasoning.—The simplest form of 
arithmetical reasoning consists in the determination of the term 
in one series corresponding to a given term in another series, when 
the relation between the two series is given; and it implies, 
though it does not necessarily involve, the establishment of each 
series as a whole by determination of its unit. A method 
involving the determination of the unit is called' a unitary 
method. When the unit is not determined, the reasoning is 
algebraical rather than arithmetical. If, for instance, three 
terms of a proportion are given, the fourth can be obtained by 
the relation given at the end of f 57, this relation being then 
called the Rule of Three; but this is equivalent to the use of an 
algebraical formula. 

More compliceted forms of arithmetical reasoning involve the 
use of series, each term in which corresponds to particular terms 
in two or more series jointly; and cases of this kind are usually 
dealt with by special methods, or by means of algebraical 
formulae. The old-fashioned problems about the amount of work 
done by particular numbers of men, women and boys, are of this 
kind, and really involve the solution of simultaneous equations. 
They are not suitable for elementary purposes, as the arithmetical 
relations involved are complicated and difficult to grasp. 

XI. ME111005 OF Caminanon 
(i.) Exact Calculation. 

95. Working from left.—It is desirable, wherever possible, to 
perform operation; on numbers or numerical quantities from 
the left, rather than from the right. There are several reasons 
for this. In the first place, an operation then corresponds more 
closely, at an elementary stage, with the concrete process which it 
represents. If, for instance, we had one sum of h, 15s. 9d. and 
another of £2, 6s. pl., we should add them by putting the coins 
of each denomination together and commencing the addition with 
the L.  In the second place, this method fixes the attention at 
once on the larger, and therefore more important, parts of the 
quantities concerned, and thus prevents arithmetical processes 
from becoming too abstract in character. In the third place, it is 
a better preparation for dealing with approximate calculations. 
Finally, experience shows that certain operations in which the 
result is written-down at once--e.g. addition or subtraction of 
two numbers or quantities, and multiplication by some small 
numbers—are with a little practice performed more quickly and 
more accurately from left to right. 

q6. Addition.—There is no difference in principle between 
addition (or subtraction) of numbers and addition (orsubtraction) 
of numerical quantities. In each case the grouping system 
involves rearrangement, which implies the commutative law, 
while the counting system requires the expressional a quantity in 
different denominations to be regarded as a notation in • varying 
scale (f f 17, 32). We need therefore consider numerical quantities 
only, our results being applicable to numbers by regarding the 
digits as representing multiples of units in different denominations. 

When the result of addition in one denomination can be partly 
expressed in another denomination, the process is technically 
called carrying. The name is a bad one, since it does not corre-
spond with any ordinary meaning of the verb. It would be better 
described as exchanging, by analogy with the " changing " of 
subtraction. When, e.g., we find that the sum of 17s. and zits. is 
332, we take out 20 of the 35 shillings, and exchange them for it. 

To add from the left, we have to look ahead to see whether 
the next addition will require an exchange. Thus, in adding 
£3, 17s. od. to £2, z8s. od., we write down the sum of £3 and La 
as £6, not as is, and the sum of 17s. and as. as zp., not as 355. 

When three or more numbers or quantities are added together, 
the result should always be checked by adding both upwards 
and downwards. It is also useful to look out for paint of numbers 
or quantities which maker of the next denomination, e.g. 7 and 3, 
or 8d. and 4d. 

97. Subtraction.—To subtract £3, ss. 4d. from £9, 7s- 8d., on 
the grouping system, we split up each quantity into its denomina-
tions, perform the subtractions independently, and then regroup 
the results as the " remainder " £6, 2s. 4d. On the counting 
system we can count either forwards or backwards, and we can 
work either from the left or from the right. If we count forwards 
we find that to convert £3, ss. 41:4 into Lo, 7s 8d. we must 
successively add £6, 2s. and 4d. if we work from the left, nr 
25. and £6 if we work from the right. The intermediate values 
obtained by the successive additions are different according 
as we work from the left or from the right, being £9, 5s. 4d. and 
£9, 7s. 4d. in the one case, and £3, p. 8d. and £3, 7s. 8d. in the 
other. If we count backwards, the Intermediate values are 
£3, 7s. 8d. and £3, p. 8d. in the one case, and £9, 75. 4d. and 
£9, Ss. 4d. in the other. 

The determination of each element in the remainder involves 
reference to an addition-table. Thus to subtract 5s. from 2s we 
refer to an addition-table giving the sum of any two quantities, 
each of which is one of the series os., is., ....192. 

Subtraction by counting forward is called complementary 
addition. 

To subtract £3, p. Sd. front ithr los. 4d., on the grouping 
system, we must change is. out of the ios. into ad., so that we 
subtract £3, p. 8d. from 19, 9s. 16d. On the counting system 
it will be found that, in determining the number of shillings in 
the remainder, we subtract p. from 9$. if we count forwards, 
working from the left; or backwards, working from the right; 
while, if we count backwards, working from the left, or 
forwards, working from the right, the subtraction is of 6s. 
from soli. In the first two cases the successive values (in 
direct or reverse order) are £3, p. 8c1., £9, is. 8d., £q, 95. 8d. and 
£9, tan. 4d.; while in the last two cams they are Lo, On. 4,1*/ 
£3, tot. 4d., £3, 6s, 4d. and £3, 5s. 8d. 

In subtracting from the left, we look ahead to see whether a s 
in any denomination must be reserved for changing; thus in 
subtracting 274 from 637 we should put down s from 6 as 3, not as 
4, and 7 from 3 as 6. 

98. Multiplication-Table.—For multiplication and division we 
use a multiplication-table, which is a multiple-table, arranged as 
explained in f  36, and giving the successive multiples, up to 
9 times or further, of the numbers from t (or better, from o) to to, 
is or to. The column (vertical) headed 3 will give the multiples 
of 3, while the row (horizontal) commencing with 3 will give the 
values of 3 X x, 3 X 2, . . . To multiply by 3 we use the row. 
To divide by 3, in the sense of partition, we also me the row; 
but to divide by 3 as a unit we use the column. 

99. Multiplication by a Small Number.—The idea of a large 



231 
08346 

12819 
04273 

08546 
128 io 	231 
04 273 

0987'063 0987063 

and more concisely in B. To mu tiply 4273 by 200, we use 
the commutative law, which gives 20o.4273 2 X 100X 4273 
2X4273X100 ■ 8548X100.454600 .  and similarly for 304273• 
In B the terminal o's of the partial products are omitted. It is 
usually convenient to make out a preliminary table of multiples 
up to so times; the table being checked at 5 times (f zoo) and at 
so times. 

The main difficulty is in the correct placing of the curtailed 
partial products. The first step is to regard the product of two 
numbers as containing as many digits as the two numbers put 
together. The table of multiples will then be as in C. The next 
step is to arrange the multiplier and the multiplicand above the 
partial products. For elementary work the multiplicand may 
come immediately after the multiplier, as in D; the last figure 
of each partial product then comes immediately under the corre-
sponding figure of the multiplier. A better method, which leads 

D E 

4273'2.11 
4273 
231 
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multiple of* small number is simpler than that of a small multiple 
of a large number, but the calculation of the latter is easier. It 
is therefore convenient, in finding the product of two numbers, 
to take the smaller as the multiplier. 

To find 3 times 427, we apply the distributive law (4 53 	) 
that 3-4 2 7 "•3 (400+ 20+ 7)°3 400+3- 20+3- 7. This,ifweregard 
3427 as 427+427+427, is a direct consequence of the com-
mutative law for addition (I 58 ), which enables us to add 
separately the hundreds, the tens and the ones. To find 3400, 
WC treat 100 as the unit (as in addition), so that 340o..3.4.zoom 
12.100 ■ 1200; and similarly for 3.20. These exec.:an:plea of the 
associative law for multiplication (I 58 (iv) ). 

zoo. Special Cases.—The following are some special rules --- 
(i) To multiply by s, multiply by so and divide by 2. (And 

conversely, to divide by 5, we multiply by 2 and divide by so.) 
(ii) In multiplying by 2, from the left, add z if the next figure of 

the multiplicand is 5,6, 7, 8 or 9. 
(iii) In multiplying by 3, from the left, add s when the next 

figures are not less than 33 . . 334 and not greater than 66 .. . 
666, and 2 when they are 66 . . . 667 and upwards. 

(iv) To multiply by 7, 8, el, ri or 12, treat the multiplier as 
to-3,10-7,10-1,10+1 or 10+2; and similarly for 13, 17, 18, 19, &c. 

(v) To multiply by 4 or 6, we can either multiply from the left 
by 2 and then by a or 3, or multiply from the right by 4 or 6; 
or we can treat the multiplier as 5-1  or 5+1. 

101. Multiplication by a Large Number.—When both the 
numbers are large, we split up one of them, preferably the 
multiplier, into separate portions. Thus 2314273 •• , (2oo+3:24- 
1 ) 073 "' 2004 273+304273+14273. This gives the partial 
products, the sum of which is the complete product. The process 
is shown fully in A below,— 

A 

4273 4273 1- 04273 
2 — 08546 
3 - 12819 

to -042730  

200 
30  

854600 
128190 

427.3 
231  

8 
erg 

4273 

231 987063 987063 

up to the multiplication of decimals and of approximate values 
of numbers, is o place the first figure of the multiplier under 
the first figure of the multiplicand, as in E; the first figure of 
each partial product will then come under the corresponding 
figure of the multiplier. 

tor. Contracted Mishiplicatims.—The partial products are 
sometimes omitted; the process saves time in writing, but is not 
easy. The principle is that, e.g., (a. zo9-b. so+r) (p. roa+q. so+  

►)-11P. 1044(451+11)2614-(ar+ef+cP) 101-1-(lr+ce) to+cr. 
Hence the digits are multiplied in pairs, and grouped according 
to the power of zo which each product contains. A method of 
perfuming the process is shown here for the case of 162427. 
The principle is that 162427 ••• zoo.427 +6c:427+2427.s 

1.42700+64270+5427; but, instead of 
437 	writing down the separate products, we 
427 	(in effect) write 42700, 4270 and 427 in 
427 	separate rows, with the multipliers s, 6, 

bat in the margin, and then multiply each 
 number in each column by -the corre-

sponding multiplier in the margin, making allowance for any 
figures to be " carried." Thus the second figure (from the 
right) is given by 1+2.3+64 ••47, the z being carried. 

103. Aligned Pmts.—Foe multiplication by a proper fraction 
or a decimal, it is sometimes convenient, especially when we are 
dealing with mixed quantities, to convert the multiplier into the 
sum or difference of a number of fractions, each of which has z as 
its numerator. Such fractions are called aliquot parts (from Lat. 
aliquot, some, several). This can usually be done in a good many 
ways. Thus }-1-3, and also...3 + I, and 15% .15 air +is 
I —4.1+iir. The fractions should generally be chosen so 
that each part of the product may be obtained from an earlier 
part by a comparatively simple division. Thus 1+6 -4 is a 
simpler expression for 715 than 3+116. 

The process may sometimes be applied two or three times in 
succession; thus rasa  I (z -I) (1-3), and ft= 
(I -I) (l+ris). 

104. Practice.—The above is a particular case of the method 
called practice, but the nomenclature of the method is confusing. 
There are two kinds of practice, simple practice and compound 
practice, but the latter is the simpler of the two. To find the cost 
of 2 lb 8 oz. of butter at is. 2d. a lb, we multiply zs. ad . by 
2-A=21. This straightforward process is called " compound " 
practice. " Simple " practice involves an application of the 
commutative law. To find the cost of r articles at La, bs. cd. 
each, we express fa, bs. cd. in the form i(a+f), where f is a 
fraction (or the sum of several fractions); we then say that the 
cost, being XL(a+f), is equal to (a+f)XErs, and apply the 
method of compound practice, i.e. the method of aliquot parts. 

toy. Multiplication of a Mixed Number.—When a mixed 
quantity or a mixed number has to be multiplied by a large 
number, it is sometimes convenient to express the former in terms 
of one only of itsdenominations. Thus, to multiply £7, 135. 6d. 
by 469,  we may express the former in any of the ways £7.675, W of 
ft, 2531s., 253.55., 307 sixpences, or 1842 pence. Expression 
in £ and decimals of Lz is usually recommended, but it depends 
on circumstances whether some other method may not be simpler. 

A sum of money cannot be expressed exactly as a decimal of 
Lr unless it is a multiple of }d. A rule for approximate conver-
sion is that is.... -o5 of Li, and that W. ,. -oz of Lt. For accurate 
conversion we write •rt for each 25., and •miL for each farthing 
beyond as., heir number being first increased by one twenty-fourth. 

106. Die *sion.—Of the two kinds of division, although the idea 
of partition is perhaps the more elementary, the process of 
measuring is the easier to perform, since it is equivalent to a 

series of subtractions. Starting from 
the dividend, we in theory keep on 
subtracting the unit, and count the 
number of subtractions that have to 
be performed until nothing is left. In 
actual practice, of course, we subtract 
large multiples at a time. Thus, to 
divide 987063 by 427, we reverse the 
procedure of I 101, but with inter- 
mediate stages. We first construct the 
multiple-table C, and then subtract 
mccessively ace times, 3o times and 
z times; these numbers being the par- 
tial metier*. The theory of the pro- 
cess is shown fully in F. Treating a 

as the unknown quotient corresponding to the original dividend, 

6 
2 

4273 

0987063 

200 0854600 

5-200 132463 

30 128190 

1-230 04273 

04273 
2-231 0000 
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we obtain successive dividends corresponding to quotients x— roe, 
x— 230 and x—sir. The original dividend is written as 0087063, 
since its initial figures are greater than those of the divisor; if the 
dividend had commenced with (e.g.) 3 . . . it would not have 
been necessary to insert the initial o. At each stage of the 
division the number of digits in the reduced dividend is decreased 
by one. The final dividend being 0000, we have x — 23i and 
therefore X..,  231. 

107. Methods of Dithion.—What are described as different 
methods of division (by a single divisor) are mainly different 
methods of writing the successive figures occurring in the 
process. In long division the divisor is put on the left of the 
dividend, and the quotient on the right; and each partial 
product, with the remainder after its subtraction, is shown in full. 
In short division the divisor and the quotient are placed respec-
tively on the left of and below the dividend, and the partial 
products and remainders are not shown at all. The Austrian 
method (sometimes called in Great Britain the Dalian method) 
differs from these in two respects. The first, and most important, 
is that the quotient is placed above the dividend. The second, 
which is not essential to the method, is that the remainders are 
shown, but not the partial products; the remainders being 
obtained by working from the right, and using complementary 
addition. It is doubtful whether the brevity of this latter 
process really compensates for its greater difficulty. 

The advantage of the Austrian arrangement of the quotient 
G 	 H 

4273 
427 

0987063 
08546 

lies in the indication it gives of the rue value of each partial 
quotient. A modification of the method, corresponding with D 
of § ioi, is shown in G; the fact that the partial product 08546 is 
followed by two blank spaces shows that the figure a represents a 
partial quotient 20o. An alternative arrangement, corresponding 
to E of § fox, and suited for more advanced work, is shown In H. 

108. Division with Renusindcr.—It has so far been assumed 
that the division can be performed exactly, i.e. without leaving 
an ultimate remainder. Where this is not the case, difficulties 
are apt to arise, which are mainly due to failure to distinguish 
between the two kinds of division. If we say that the division of 
41d. by 12 gives quotient 3d. with remainder sd., we are speaking 
loosely; for in fact we only distribute 36d. out of the 41d., the 
other 5d. remaining undistributed. It can only be distributed by 
a subdivision of the unit; i.e. the true result of the division is 
3 11.1 d. On the other hand, we can quite well express the result 
of dividing 41d. by is (m tad.) as 3 with 5d. (not " 5 ") over, for 
this is only stating that 41d...3s. sd.; though the result might 
be more exactly expressed as 3As. 

Division with a remainder has thus a certain air of unreality, 
which is accentuated when the division is performed by means of 
factors (142). If we have to divide 935 by 240, taking 12 and 20 
as factors, the result will depend on the fact that, in the notation 

tw) Gs.) 
of § 17, 935=3 '17* it. In incomplete partition the quotient 
is 3, and the remainders It and 17 are in effect disregarded; if, 
after finding the quotient 3, we want to know what remainder 
would be produced by a direct division, the simplest method is to 
multiply 3 by 240 and subtract the result from 93s. In complete 
partition the successive quotients are 771/ and 3 11111••3111. 
Division in the sense of measuring leads to such a result as 
935d-'-[3, 17s. d.; we may, if we please, express the 17s. mi. 
as 215d., but there is no particular reason why we should do so. 

too. Division by a Mixed Nunsber.—To divide by a mixed 
number, when the quotient is seen to be large, it usually saves 
time to express the divisor as either a simple fraction or a decimal 
of a unit of one of the denominations. Exact division by a mixed 
number is not often required in real life; where approximate  

division is required (e.g. in determining the rate of a" dividend "), 
approximate expression of the divisor in terms of the largest 
unit is sufficient. 

Ito. Calculation of Square Root.—The calculation of the square 
root of a number depends on the formula (iii) of f 6o. To find the 
square root of N, we first find some number a whose square is less 
than N, and subtract at from N. If the complete square root is 
a+b, the remainder after subtracting as is (sa+b)b. We there- 
fore guess b by dividing the remainder by 24, and form the 
product (2a+ b) b. If this is equal to the remainder, we have 
found the square root. If it exceeds the square root, we must 
alter the value of 6, so as to get a product which does not exceed 
the remainder. If the product is less than the remainder, we get 
a new remainder, which Is N —(4+14 1 ; we then assume the 
full square root to be c, so that the new remainder is equal to 
(204-28+c) c, and try to find c in the same way as we tiled to 
find b. 

An analogous method of finding cube root, based on the 
formula for (e+b)', used to be given in text-books, but it Is of no 
practical use. To find a root other than a square root we can 
use logarithms, as explained in 1113. 

(ii.) Approximate Calculation. 
x. Multiplication.—When we have to multiply two numbers, 

and the product is only required, or can only be approximately 
correct, to a certain number of significant figures, we need only 
work to two or three more figures (1 83), and then correct the final 
figure in the result by means of the superfluous figures. 

A common method is to reverse the digits in one of the 
numbers; but this is only appropriate to the old-fashioned 
method of writing down products from the right. A better method 
is to ignore the positions of the decimal points, and multiply 

the numbers as if they were decimals 

	

2734 3 	between .1 and 1-0. The method E of 

	

324 2  312 	§ toz being adopted, the multiplicand 
and the multiplier ate written with • 
space after as many digits (of each) as 
will be required in the product (on the 
principle explained in tot); and the 
multiplication is performed from the left, 
two extra figures being kept is Thus, 
SO multiply 27.343 by 3.1415927 to one 
decimal place, we require 2+ i-1-1••4 

figures in the product. The result is 085-9=85.9, the position 
of the decimal point being determined by counting the figures 
before the decimal points in the original numbers. 

113. Divisims.—In the same way, in 
3 14 1  5927 performing approximate division, we can 

at a certain stage begin to abbreviate 
the divisor, taking off one figure (but. 
with correction of the final figure of the 
partial product) at each stage. Thus, to 
divide 85.9 by 3.1415927 to two places 
of decimals, we in effect divide -0859 by 

	

10 77 	.3 i4i 5927 to four places of decimals. In 

	

9 42 	the work, as here shown, a o  is inserted 
in front of the 859, on the principle 

	

g 	explained in § io6. The result of the 

	

— 	division is 27.34. 
113. Legaritheu.—Multiplication, division, involution and 

evolution, when the results cannot be exact, are usually most 
simply performed, at any rate to a first approximation, by means 
of a table of logarithms. Thus, to find the square root of 2, we 
have log 42 •• log (al) log 2. We take out log 2 from 
the table, halve it, and then find from the table the number of 
which this is the logarithm. (See LOGARITHM.) The slide-rule 
(see CALCULATING MACIWCES) is a simple apparatus for the 
mechanical application of the methods of logarithms. 

When a first approximation has been obtained in this way, 
further approximations can be obtained in various ways. Thus, 
having found J3=1.414 approximately, we write 42 1.414+ 0, 
whence a (3.414)•+(a.818)0+0 1. Since Bx is less than of 
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(•oot)s, we can obtain three more figures approrinstely by 
dividing a —(1-ers)3  by 2.813. 

Ira. Binomial Tkerwees.—Mare generally, if we have 
obtained a as an approximate value for the pth root of N, the 
binomial theorem gives as an approximate formula e4N —a+3, 
where N wst+1141,-,11. 
,r rs. Series.—A number an often be expressed by a series of 
terms, such that by taking successive terms we obtain successively 
doser approximations. A decimal is of course a aeries of this 
kind, e.g. 3.141se • • . means 3+ /ro+efre-1-1/10$4-sfre+ 
oite0+ . . . A series of aliquot parts is another kind, e.g. 
3.1456 is a little less than 3+4. — gig. 

Recurring Decimals are a particular kind of series, which arise 
from the expression of a fraction as a decimal. If the denomin-
ator of the fraction, when it is in its lowest terms, contains any 
other prime fattors than a and s, it cannot be expressed exactly 
as a decimal; but after a certain point a definite series of figures 
will constantly recur. The interest of these safes is, however, 
mainly theoretical 

rid. Continued Prodeds.—Instead of being expressed as the 
sum of a series of terms, a number may be expressed as the 
product of a series of factors, which become successively more and 
more nearly equal to r. For example, 

3.14'6..3X inn X iff 3X16X1I113(t +19(1 —mike). 
Hence, to multiply by 3.izid, we 1:1111 multiply by 3+, and sub-
tract Wee (•0004) of the result; or, to divide by 3•14r6, we 
can divide by 3, then subtract -h of the result, and that add user  
of the new result. 

Ira. Continued Fractions.—The theory of continued fractions 
(q.v.) gives a method of expressing a number, in certain cases, 
as a continued product. A continued fraction, of the kind we 
are considering, is an expression of the form 

14--T 
g +2-T- 

where b, c, d, . . . are integers, and a is an integer or zero. The 
expression is usually written, far compactness, a+4 	&c. 
The numbers a, b, c, d, . . . are called the quotients.' 

Any exact fraction can be expressed as a continued fraction, 
and there are methods for expressing as continued fractions 
certain other numbers, e.g. square roots, whose values cannot be 
expressed exactly as fractions. 

	

The successive values 	. . , obtained by taking 
account of the successive quotients, are called cower:ads, i.e. 
convergents to the true value. The following are the main 
properties of the convergents. 

(i) If we precede the series of convergents by t and then 
the numerator (or denominator) of each term of the series 
t, ab+I  . . . , after the first two, Is found by multiplying 
the numerator (or denominator) of the last preceding term by the 
corresponding quotient and adding the numerator (or denom-
inator) of the term before that If a is zero, we may regard 
as the first convergent, and precede the series by and f. 

(ii) Each convergent is a fraction in its lowest terms. 
(iii)The convergents are alternately less and greater than the 

true value. 
(iv)Each convergent is nearer to the true value than any other 

fraction whose denominator is less than that of the convergent. 
(v)The difference of two successive convergents is the recipro-

cal of the product of their denominators; e.g. 1-41 --fn-Ipend 
abc+c+a ab+t 	-1  
—4771-1 —6— "b(bc+ t) 

It follows from these last three properties that if the successive 
convergents are t, 	the number can be expressed 

in the form pi 	—,) 	 , and that if 
we go up to the factor

+ 
 the product of these factors 

differs from the true value of the number by less than 1116*.i.  

In certain cases two or more factors can be combined so as to 
produce an expression of the form 	where k is an integer. 

For instance, 3 -1415927 "3( 1 4i) (1 	(1 -1-531.1/-0 • • • 
but the last two of these factors may becombinedas(r 
Hence 3' 1415927=ff! +Hit •• • • 

CIL APPLICATIONS 

(i•) Systems of Measures. ,  
rig. Metric Sy:tem.—The metric system was adopted in 

France at the end of the 18th century. The system is decimal 
throughout. The principal units of length, weight and volume 
are the metre. gramme (or grans) and litre. Other units are 
derived from these by multiplication or division by powers of so, 
the names being denoted by prefixes. The prefixes for multipli-
cation by so, rot, so' and so,  are dote-, kedo-, kilo- and 'eyrie-, 
and those for division by to, se and roe are dal-, anti- and 
sink the former being derived from Greek, and the latter from 
Latin. Thus kilogramme means r000 grammes, and centimetie 
means AT of a metre. There are also certain special units, such 
as the hectare, which is equal to a square hectometre, and the 
micron, which is rihre- of a millimetre. 

The metre and the gramme are defined by standard measures 
preserved at Paris. The litre is equal to a cubic decimetre. The 
gramme was intended to be equal to the weight of a cubic centi-
metre of pure water at a certain temperature, but the equality is 
only approximate. 

The metric system is now in use in the greater part of the 
civilized world, but some of the measures retain the names of 
old disused measures. In Germany, for instance, the Fluid is 
I kilogramme, and is approximately equal to OA English. 

sr°. British Systems.—The British systeins have various 
origins, and are still subject to variations caused by local usage 
or by the usage of particular businesses. The following tables are 
given as illustrations of the arrangement adopted elsewhere in 
this article; the entries in any column denote multiples or sub-
multiples of the unit stated at the head of the column, and the 
entries in any row give the expression of one unit in term of 
the other units. 

LX/IGTN 

Inch. Foot. Yard. Chain. Furlong. Mile. 

I iv in I ces vain Tara 

I2 I lik 2}r rits 

36  3 I is  oar rigs 

792  66 32 1 I'll is 
7920 66o 220 10 1 * 

63360 5 a8o 1760 8o 8 1 

WEIGHT (AvoleDUPOIS) 

Ounce. Pound. Stone. Quarter. 1.1.7417;d" Ton. 

1  A sir rh rAs grin 

s 6 r 131 111 its inks 

234 14 I i i rat 

448 58 2 1 } 

1792 112 8 4 I is 

33840  2340 z6o 8o 20 s 

(Also y000 grains lb avoirdupois.) 
r so. Change of System—It is sometimes necessity, when a 

quantity is expressed in one system, to express it in another, 
See also WEIGHTS awn Miasmas. 

A 
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The following are the ratios of some of the units; each unit Is 
expressed approximately as a decimal of the other, and their 
ratio is shown as a continued product (§ t t6), a few of the corre-
sponding convergents to the continued fraction (§ t ID being 
added in brackets. It must be remembered that the number 
expressing any quantity in terms of a unit is inversely proportional 
to the magnitude of the unit, i.e. the number of new units is to be 
found by multiplying the number of old units by the ratio of the 
old unit to the new unit. 

Yard 
FIR-re 	ttaWs tigia- 14-111-1.1-111-(K11-1.1•114). 
Inch 

enumetre -ft131 JAW = If MI • • • (4, 94, W)• 
Mile 
orrrmre  1: 8 	=HU-1M • • • (1, W). 

Square yard  
S, stare metre"' 	̀" 1118-3 =#.111.11M- 	11,1W. 

Acre 
eiraZi 	14sVols PHI t =1.11.11-lit • • • 	lit). 

Lt Ltre -Hill= INN = 9.10.111+11 • • - (9, in). 
Pound  

Ritogramme  Ns% 11811-1-i?.1114-1111-}-•(lala },M)- 
(ii.) Special Applications. 

121. Commercial Arithmetic.—This term covers practically all 
dealings with money which involve the application of the prin-
ciple of proportion. A simple class of cases is that which deals 
with equiValence of sums of money in different currencies; these 
cases really come under 8 120. In other cases we are concerned 
with a proportion stated as a numerical percentage, or as a money 
percentage (i.e. a sum of money per boo), or as a rate in the L or 
the shilling. The following are some examples. Percentage: 
Brokerage, commission, discount, dividend, interest, investment, 
profit and loss. Rate in the L: Discount, dividend, rates, taxes. 
Rate in the shilling: Discount. 

Text-books on arithmetic usually contain explanations of the 
chief commercial transactions in which arithmetical calculations 
arise; it will be sufficient in the present article to deal with 
interest and discount, and to give some notes on percentages and 
rates in the L. Insurance and Annuities are matters of general 
importance, which are dealt with elsewhere under their own 
headings. 

122. Percentages and Rates in the L. —In dealing with percent-
ages and rates it is important to notice whether the sum which is 
expressed as a percentage of a rate on another sum is a part of or 
an addition to that sum, or whether they are independent of one 
another. Income tax, for instance, is calculated on income, and 
is in the nature of a deduction from the income; but local rates 
are calculated in proportion to certain other payments, actual 
or potential, and could without absurdity exceed 205. in the L. 

It is also important to note that if the increase or decrease of an 
amount A by a certain percentage produces B, it will require a 
different percentage to decrease or increase B to A. Thus, if B is 
to% less than-A, A is 25% greater than B. 

123. Interest is usually calculated yearly or half-yearly, at a 
certain rate per cent. on the principal. In legal documents the 
rate is sometimes expressed as a certain sum of money " per 
centum per annum "; here " centum " must be taken to mean 
16 

Simple interest arises where unpaid interest accumulates as a 
debt not itself bearing interest; but, ff this debt bears interest, 
the total, i.e. interest and interest on interest, is called compound 
interest. If zoo. is the rate per cent. per annum, the simple 
interest on LA for n years is Lars, and the compound interest 
(supposing interest payable yearly) is Cr +O. - 'IA. If a is 
large, the compound interest is most easily calculated by means 
of logarithms. 

124. Discount is of various kinds. Tradesmen allow discount 
for ready money, this being usually at so much in the shilling or L. 
Discount may be allowed twice in succession off quoted prices; in 
such cases the second discount is off the reduced price, and there-
fore it is not correct to add the two rates of discount together. 
Thus a discount of 30%, followed by a further discount of as %,  

gives a total discount of 40%, not 4s%, off the original amount. 
When an amount will fall due at some future date, the present 
seine of the debt is found by deducting discount at some rate per 
cent. for the intervening period, in the same way as interest to be 
added is calculated. This discount, of course, is not equal to the 
interest which the present value would produce at that rate of 
interest, but is rather greater, so that the present value as 
calculated in this way is less than the theoretical present value. 

125.Applications to Physics are 1111111e1OUS, but are usually 
only of special interest. A case of general interest is the meas-
urement of temperature. The graduation of a thermometer is 
determined by the freezing-point and the boiling-point of water, 
the interval between these being divided into a certain number 
of degrees, representing equal increases of temperature. On the 
Fahrenheit scale the points are respectively 32.  and 112.; on the 
Centigrade scale they are ce and toe; and on the Reaumur they 
are e and 80°. From these data a temperature as measured on 
one scale can be expressed on either of the other two scales. 

126. Averages occur in statistics, economics, &c. An average 
is found by adding together several measurements of the same 
kind and dividing by the number of measurements. In calcu-
lating an average it should be observed that the addition of any 
numerical quantity (positive or negative) to each of the measure-
ments produces the addition of the same quantity to the average, 
so that the calculation may often be simplified by taking some 
particular measurement as a new zero from which to measure. 

AUTHOILITIES.—For the history of the subject, see W. W. R. Ball, 
Short History of Mathematics (1900, and F. Cajori, History of Ele- 
mentary Mathematics (1896): or more detailed Information in 
M. Cantor, Vortesungen fiber Geschichte der Mathematik 0894-19ot). 
L. C. Conant, The Number-Concept (1896), givesa very full account of 
systems of numeration. For the latter, and for systems of notation. 
reference may also be made to Peacock's article " Aaithmetic " in the 
Encyclopaedia Metropolitans, which contains a detailed account of 
the Greek system. F. Galton, Inquiries into Human Faculty (1883), 
contains the first account of number-forms; for further examples and 
references see D. E. Phillips, " Genesis of Number-Forms," American 
Journal of Psychology, vol. viii. (1897). There are very few works 
dealing adequately but simply with the principles of arithmetic. 
Homeraham Cox, Principles of Arithmetic (1883), is brief and lucid, 
but is out of print. The Psychology:of Number, by J A. McLellan and 

t Dcwe(1895), contains valuable suggestions (some of which have 
been utilized  in the present article), but it deals only with number as 
the measure of quantity, and requires to be read critically. This 
work contains references to Grube's system, which has been much dia. 
cussed in America: for a brief explanation, see I.. Seeley, The Grubs 
Method of Teaching Arithmetic 089o). On the teaching of arithmetic, 
and of elementary mathematics generally, see J. W. A. Young, The 
Teaching of Mathematics in the Elementary and the Secondary School 
(19°7); D. E. Smith, The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics (moo), 
also contains an interesting general sketch; W. P. Turnbull, The 
Teaching of Arithmetic (1903). is more elaborate. E. M. Langley, 
A Treatise on Computation (1895), has notes on approximate and 
abbreviated calculation. Text.books on arithmetic in general and 
on particular applications are numerous. and any list would soon be 
out of date. Recent English works have been influenced by the brief 
Report on the Teaching of Elementary Mathematics, issued by the 
Mathematical Association (tacos); but this is critical rather than con-
structive. The Association has also issued a Report on the Teaching 
of Mathematics in Preparatory Schools (1907). In the United States 
of America the Report of the Committee of Ten on secondary school 
studies (1893) and the Report of the Committee of Fifteen on elementary 
education (1893-1894), both issued by the United States Bureau of 
Education, have attracted a good deal of attention. Sir 0. Lodge, 
Easy Mathematics, chiefly Arithmetic (loos), treats the subject 
br..adly in its practical aspects. The student who is interested 
in , lementary teaching should consult the annual bibliographies in 
the Pedagogical Seminary; an article by D. E. Phillips in vol. v. 
(October 1897) contains references to works dealing with the psycho-
logical aspect of number. For an account of German methods, see 
W. King, _.Report on Teaching of Arithmetic and Mathematics in Me 
Higher 'ic&rati of Germany (t9o3). (W. F. Su.) 

ARDIS (`Apesas), a name celebrated in ecclesiastical history, 
not so much on account of the personality of its bearer as of the 
" Arian " controversy which he provoked. Our knowledge of 
Arius is scanty, and nothing certain is known of his birth or of his 
early training. Epiphanius of Salamis, in his well-known treatise 
against eighty heresies (Hoer. lam. 3), calla him a Libyan by 
birth, and if the statement of Sozomen, a church historian of 
the sth century, is to be trusted, he was, as a member of the 
Alexandrian church, connected with the Melaka Wank (see 
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MiLICTIRMI OP Lvcorous), and on this account excommunicated 
by Peter of Alexandria, who had ordained him deacon. After 
the death of Peter (November 25, six), be was received into 
communion by Peter's successor, Achilles, elevated to the 
presbytery, and put in charge of one of the great city churches, 
Baucalis, where he continued to discharge his duties with 
apparent faithfulness and industry after the accession of 
Alexander. This bishop also held him in high repute. Theodoret 
(Hiss. Excl. L a) indeed does not hesitate to say that Arius 
was chagrined because Alexander, instead of himself, had been 
appointed to the see of Alexandria, and that the beginning of 
his heretical attitude is, in consequence, to be attributed to 
discontent and envy. But this must be rejected, for it is a 
common explanation of heretical movements with the early 
church historians, and there is no evidence for it in the original 
sources. However, Anus was ambitious. Epiphaniva, using 
older documents, describes him as a man inflamed with his own 
opinionativeness, of a soft and smooth address, calculated to 
persuade and attract, especially women: "in no time he had 
drawn away seven hundred virgins from the church to his 
party." When the controversy broke out, Arius was an old man. 

The real causes of the controversy lay in differences as to 
dogma. Arius had received his theological education in the 
school of the presbyter Lucian of Antioch, a learned man, and 
distinguished especially as a biblical scholar. The latter was a 
follower of Paul of Samosata, bishop of Antioch, who had been 
excommunicated in 269, but his theology differed from that of his 
master in a fundamental point. Paul, starting with the con-
viction that the One God cannot appear substantially (armadas) 
on earth, and, consequently, that he cannot have become a 
person in Jesus Christ, had taught that God had filled the man 
Jesus with his Logos (podia) or Power (obrapcs). Lucian, on the 
other hand, persisted in holding that the Logos became a person 
in Christ. But since he shared the above-mentioned belief of his 
master, nothing remained for him but to see in the Logos a second 
essence, created by God before the world, which came down to 
earth and took upon itself a human body. In this body the 
Logos filled the place of the intellectual or spiritual principle. 
Lucian's Christ, then, was not "perfect man," for that which 
constituted in him the personal element was a divine essence; 
nor was he " perfect God," for the divine essence having become 
a person was other than the One God, and of a nature foreign to 
him. It is this idea which Arius took up and interpreted unin-
telligently. His doctrinal position is explained in his letters to 
his patron Eusebius, bishop of the imperial city of Nicomedia, 
and to Alexander of Alexandria, and in the fragments of the 
poem in which he set forth his dogmas, which bears the enig-
matic title of " Thalia " (86).fta), used in Homer, in the sense of 
" a goodly banquet," most unjustly ridiculed by Athanasius as 
an imitation of the licentious style of the drinking-songs of the 
Egyptian Sotades (22o s.c.). From these writings it can even 
nowadays be seen clearly that the principal object which he had 
in view was firmly to establish the unity and simplicity of the 
eternal God. However far the Son may surpass other created 
beings, he remains himself a created being, to whom the Father 
before all time gave an existence formed out of not being (t ode 
arms); hence the name of Ezeskestians sometimes given to 
Arius's followers. On the other hand, Arius affirmed of the Son 
that he was " perfect God, only-begotten " (i)tiems Oa novo-
yeris); that through him God made the worlds (slider, ages); 
that he was the product or offspring of the Father, and yet 
not as one among things made (reva ►sta VA' as 421 IS TO. 
yryeenniecer). In his eyes it was blasphemy when hebeard that 
Alexander proclaimed in public that " as God is eternal, so is his 
Son,—when the Father, then the. Son,—the Son is present in 
God without birth (Ireervirces), ever-begotten (deryears), an 
unbegotten-begotten (Ireerreroyeas)." He detected in his 
bishop Gnosticism, Manichaeism and Sabellianism, and was 
convinced that he himself was the champion of pure doctrine 
against heresy. He was quite unconscious that his own mono-
theism was hardly to be distinguished from that of the pagan 
philosophers, and that his Christ was a demi-god. 

For years the controversy may have been fermenting in 
the college of presbyters at Alexandria. Sozomen relates that 
Alexander only interfered after being charged with remissness in 
leaving Arius so long to disturb the faith of the church. Accord-
ing to the general supposition, the negotiations which led to the 
excommunication of Arius and his followers among the presbyters 
and deacons took place in 318 or 319, but there are good MONO 
for assigning the outbreak of the controversy to the time follow-
ing the overthrow of Lidnius by Constantine, i.e. to the year 
323. In any CM from this time events followed one another 
to a speedy conclusion. Arius was not without adherents, even 
outside Alexandria. Those bishops who, like him, had passed 
through the school of Lucian were not inclined to let him fall 
without a struggle, as they recognized in the views of their 
fellow-student their own doctrine, only set forth in a somewhat 
radical fashion. In addressing to Eusebius of Nicomedia a 
request for his help, Arius ended with the words: " Be mindful 
of our adversity, thou faithful comrade of Ludan's school 
(treXXsteracassewils)"; and Eusebius entered the lists energetically 
on his behalf. But Alexander too was active; by means of a 
circular letter he published abroad the excommunication of his 
presbyter, and the controversy excited more and more general 
interest. 

It reached even the ears of Constantine. Now sole emperor, 
he saw in the one Catholic church the best means of counter-
acting the movement in his vast empire towards disintegration; 
and he at once realized bow dangerous dogmatic squabbles might 
prove to its unity. His letter, preserved by the imperial bio-
grapher, Eusebius of Caesarea, is a state document inspired by 
a wisely conciliatory policy; it made out both parties to be 
equally in the right and in the wrong, at the same time giving 
them both to understand that such questions, the meaning of 
which would be grasped only by the few, had better not be , 

brought into public discussion; it was advisable to come to an 
agreement where the difference of opinion was not fundamental. 
This well-meaning attempt at reconciliation, betraying as it did 
no very deep understanding of the question, came to nothing. 
No course was left for the.emperor except to obtain a general 
decision. This took place at the fist oecumenical council, which 
was convened in Nicaea (q.v.) in 325. After various turns in the 
controversy, it was finally dicided, against Arius, that the Son 
was " of the same substance " (6pooienos) with the Father, 
and all thought of his being created or even subordinate had to 
be excluded. Constantine accepted the decision of the council 
and resolved to uphold it. Arius and the two bishops of 
Marmarica Ptolemais, who refused to subscribe the creed, 
were excommunicated and banished to Illyria, and even Eusebius 
of Nicomedia, who accepted the creed, but not its anathemas, 
was exiled to Gaul. Alexander returned to his see triumphant, 
but died soon after, and was succeeded by Athanasius (q.v.), his 
deacon, with whose indomitable fortitude and strange vicissitudes 
the further course of the controversy is bound up. 

It only remains for us here to sketch what is known of the future 
career of Arius and the Arians. Although defeated at the council 
of Nimes, the Arians were by no means subdued. Constantine, 
while strongly disposed at first to enforce the Nicene decrees, 
was gradually won to a more conciliatory policy by the influence 
especially of Eusebius of Caesarea and Eusebius of Nicomedia, 
the latter of whom returned from exile in 328 and won the ear 
of the emperor, whom be baptized on his death-bed. In 330 
even Arius was recalled from banishment. Athanasins, on the 
other hand, was banished to Taves in 335. During his absence 
Arius returned to Alexandria, but even now the people are said 
to have raised a fierce riot against the heretic. In 336 the emperor 
was forced to summon him to Constantinople. Bishop Alexander 
reluctantly assented to receive him once more into the bosom of 
the church, but before the act of admission was completed, Arius 
was suddenly taken ill while walking in the streets, and died in a 
few moments. His death seems to have exercised no influence 
worth speaking of on the course of events. His theological 
radicalism bad in any case neverfound many convinced adherents. 
It was mainly the opposition to the Homoousios, as a formula 
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open to heretical misinterpretation, and not borne out by Holy 
Writ, which kept together the large party known as Semiarians, 
who under the leadership of the two Eusebiuses carried on the 
strife against the Nicenes and especially Athanasius. Under the 
sons of Constantine Christian bishops in numberless synods 
cursed one another turn by turn. In the western half of the 
empire Arianism found no foothold, and even the despotic will 
of Constantius, sole emperor after 35t, succeeded only for the 
moment in subduing the bishops exiled for the sake of their 
belief. In the east, on the other hand, the Semiarians had for 
long the upper hand. They soon split up into different groups, 
according as they came to stand nearer to or farther from the 
original position of Arius. The actual centre was formed by the 
Hontoii, who only spoke generally of a likeness (lestalsres) of the 
Son to the Father; to the left of them were the Assegai, who, 
with Arius, held the Son to be unlike (Ardnatos) the Father; 
to the right, the Homoiossians who, taking as their catchword 
" likeness of nature " (hombres ear' obelez), thought that they 
could preserve the religious content of the Nicene formula with-
out having to adopt the formula itself. Since this party in 
the course of years came more and more into sympathy with 
the representatives of the Nicene party, the Hossoostriess, 
and notably with Athanasius, the much-disputed formula 
became more and more popular, till the council summoned in 
381 at Constantinople, under the auspices of Theodosius the 
Great, recognized the Nicene doctrine as the only orthodox one. 
Arianism, which had lifted up its head again under the emperor 
Valens, was thereby thrust out of the state church. It lived to 
flourish anew among the Germanic tribes at the time of the great 
migrations. Goths, Vandals, Suebi, Burgundian and Longo-
bardi embraced it; here too as a distinctive national type of 
Christianity it perished before the growth of medieval Catholi-
cism, and the name of Arian ceased to represent a definite form 
of Christian doctrine within the church, or a definite party 
outside it. 

The best account of the proceedings, both political and theological, 
may be found in the following books:—H. M. Gwatkin, Studies of 
Arianism (and edit., Cambndge, Iwo); A. Harnack, History of 
Dogma (Eng. trans., 1894-r899): J. F. Bethune•Baker. An Intro-
duction to the Early History of Christian Doctrine (London, 1903); 
W. Bright. The Age" the Fathers (London, 19o3). Cardinal Newman's 
celebrated Arians off the Fourth Century is interesting more from the 
controversial thanfrom the historical point of view. See also Paavo 
Snellman, Der Anions des arianischen Streites (Helsingfors, 1904); 
Sigismund Rogala, Die Anfdage des arianischen Streites (Paderborn, 
1907). (G. K.) 

ARIZONA (from the Spanish-Indian Arisosac, of unknown 
meaning,—possibly " few springs,"—the name of an ath-century 
mining camp In the Santa Cruz valley, just S. of the present 
border of Arizona), a state on the S.W. border of the United 
States of America, lying between 31. 20' and 375  N. lac and 
toe a' and t14°  as' W. long. It is bounded N. by Utah, E. by 
New Mexico, S. by Mexico and W. by California and Nevada, 
the Colorado river separating it from California and in part from 
Nevada. On the W. is the Great Basin. Arizona itself is mostly 
included in the great arid mountainous uplift of the Rocky 
Mountain region, and partly within the desert plain region of 
the Gulf of California, or Open Basin region. The whole state 
lies on the south-western exposure of a great roof whose crest, 
along the continental divide in western New Mexico, pitches 
southward. Its altitudes vary from maw ft. to less than too ft. 
above the sea. Of its total area of 113 ,956 sq. m. (water surface, 
116 sq. tn.), approximately 39,000 lie below 3coo ft., 37,000 from 
3000 to s000 ft., and 47,000 above loco ft. 

Physical Fealurea—Three characteristic physiographic regions 
are distinctly marked: first the great Colorado Plateau, some 
45.E sq. in. in area, embracing all the region N. and E. of a line 
drawn from the Grand Wash Cliffs in the N.W. corner of the 
state to its E. border near Clifton; next a broad zone of 
compacted mountain ranges with a southern limit of similar 
trend; and lastly a region of desert plains, occupying somewhat 
more than the S.W. quarter of the state. The plateau region 
has an average elevation of 6000-8000 ft. eastward, but it is 
much broken down in the west. The plateau is not a plain. his  

dominated by high mountains, gashed by superb canyons of 
rivers, scarred with dry gullies and washes, the beds of inter-
mittent streams, varied with great shallow basins, sunken deserts, 
dreary levels, bold buttes, picturesque mesas, forests and rare 
verdant bits of valley. In the N.W. there is a giddy drop into 
the tremendous cat of the Grand Canyon (q.s.) of the Colorado 
river. The surface in general is rolling, with a gentle slope north-
ward, and drains through the Little Colorado (or Colorado 
Chiquito), Rio Puerco and other streams into the Grand Canyon. 
Along the Colorado is the Painted Desert, remarkable for the 
bright colours—red, brown, blue, purple, yellow and white--of 
its sandstones, shales and days. Within the desert is a petri-
fied forest, the most remarkable in the United States. The trees 
are of =smote time, though mostly washed down to the foot of 
the mesas in which they were once embedded, and lying now 
amid deposits of a later age. Blocks and logs of agate, chalce-
dony, jasper, opal and other silicate deposits lie in hundreds 
over an area of 6o sq. m. The forest is now protected as a 
national reserve against vandalism and commercialism. Every-
where are evidences of water and wind erosion, of desiccation 
and differential weathering. This is the history of the mesas, 
which are the most characteristic scenic feature of the highlands. 
The marks of volcanic action, particularly lava-flows, ate also 
abundant and widely scattered. 

Separating the plateau from the mountain region is an abrupt 
transition slope, often deeply eroded, crossing the entire state as 
has been indicated. In localities the slope is • true escarpment 
falling :so and even 250 ft per mile. In the Aubrey Cliffs and 
along-the Mogollon mesa, which for about 200 m. parts the waters 
of the Gila and the Little Colorado, it often has an elevation 
of ratio to 2000 ft., and the ascent is impracticable through keg 
distances to the moat daring climber. It is not of course every-
where so remarkable, or even distinct, and especially after its 
trend turps southward W. of Clifton, it is much broken down and 
obscured by erosion and lava deposits. The mountain region 
has a width of yo to is° tn., and is filled with short parallel 
ranges trending parallel to the plateau escarpment. Many of 
the mountains are extinct* volcanoes. In the San Francisco 
mountains, in the north central part of the state, three peaks 
rise to from moo* to 1 2,794 ft.; three others are above woo ft.; 
all are eruptive cones, and among the lesser summits are old 
cinder cones. The S.E. corner of Arizona is a region of 
greatly eroded ranges and gentle aggraded valleys. This moun-
tain zone has an average elevation of not less than 4000 ft., 
while in places its crests are s000 ft. above the plains below. The 
line dividing the two regions runs roughly from Nogales on the 
Mexican border, past Tucson, Florence and Phoenix to Needles 
(California), on the W. boundary. These plains, the third or desert 
region of the state, have their mountains also, but they are 
lower, and they are not compacted; the plains near the mountain 
region slope toward the Gulf of California across wide valleys 
separated by isolated ranges, then across broad desert stretches 
traversed by rocky ridges, and finally there is no obstruction to 
the slope at all. Small parts of the desert along the Mexican 
boundary are shifting sand. 

aintale.—As may be inferred from the physical description, 
Arizona has a wide variety of local dimates. In general it is 
characterized by wonderfully dear air and extraordinarily low 
humidity. The scanty rainfall is distributed from July to April, 
with marked excess from July to September and a lesser maxi-
mum In December. May and June are very dry. Often during 
a month, sometimes for several months, no rain falls over the 
greatest part of Arizona. Very little rain comes from the 
Pacific or the Gulf of California, the mountains and desert, as 
well as the adverse winds, making it impossible. Rain and snow 
fall usually from clouds blown from the Gulf of Mexico and not 
wholly dried in Texas. The mountainous areas are the only ones 
of adequate precipitation; the northern slope of the Colorado 
Plateau is almost destitute of water; the region of least pre-
cipitation is the " desert " region. The mean annual rainfall 
varies from amounts of 2 to 5.5 in. at various points in the 
lower gulf valley, and on the western border to amounts of zs to 
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so in. in the mountains. The highest recorded maximum in 
Arizona is 35 in. The proportion of perfectly clear days in 
the year varies at different points from a half to two-thirds; 
of the rest not more than half are without brilliant sunshine 
part of the day. Local thunderstorms and cloud-bursts are 
a characteristic phenomenon, inundating limited areas and 
transforming dried-up streams into muddy torrents carrying 
boulders and debris. Often in the plateau country the dry under-
air absorbs the rain as it falls; and rarely in the Hopi country 
do flooded gullies " run through " to the Little Colorado. The 
country of the cliff-dwellas in the N.E. is desert-like. Only 
points high in altitude catch much min. Mountain mows feed 
the Gila, the Little Colorado, and the Colorado rivers. The 
Colorado, apart from the Gila, draws little water from Arizona. 
The mountain acne W. of Prescott drains into the Colorado, 
and to the S. and E. into the Gila; and the latter is by far the 
heavier drainage in volume. The goods come in May and June, 
and during the wet season the rivers, all with steep beds in their 
upper courses, wash along detritus that lower down narrows, 
and on smaller streams almost chokes, their courses. These 
gradients enable the inconstant streams tributary to the Colorado 
to carve their canyons, some of which are in themselves very 
remarkable, though insignificant beside the Grand Canyon. Many 
streams that are turned in spring or by rummer doud-bursts 
into torrents are normally mere water films or thy gulches. 
Even the Gila is dry in its bed part of the year at its mouth near 
Yuma. From the Gila to the southern boundary the parched 
land gives no water to the sea, and the international boundary 
tuns in part through a true desert. In the hot season there 
is almost no surface water. Artesian wells are used in places, 
as in the stock country of the Baboquivari valley. 

The temperature of Arizona is somewhat higher than that of 
points of equal latitude on the Atlantic and Gulf of. Mexico 
coasts. In the mountains en the plateau it ranges from that of the 
temperate zone to that of regions of perpetual mow; S. of the 
mountains it ranges from temperate heats in the foothills to 
semi-tropic heat in the lower valleys of the Gila and Colorado. 
The average annual temperature over the region N. of ,e N. 
is about 55'; that of the region S. is about 68°. The warmest 
region is the lower Gila valley. Here the hottest temperature of 
the year hovers around 130°, the mean for the hottest month 
(July) is about sr, and the mean for the year is from 68.9°-
74.4°  F. at different points. Some parts of the Santa Cruz 
valley are equally hot. In the hottest (western) portions of the 
true desert on the Mexicali border the daily maximum tempera-
ture is about no° F.; but owing to the rapid radiation in the 
dry, clear, deedless air the temperature frequently falls 40-5e 
in the nighf. The coldest points on the high plateau have annual 
means as low as 45-48°, and a mean for the coldest month at 
times below Jo° F. The range from high to low extreme en the 
;gateau may be as groat as x as°, but in the S.W. it is only about 
70-80° F. The daily variation (not uncommonly 60° F.) is of 
course greatest in the most arid regions, where radiation is most 
rapid. And of all Arizona it should be said that owing to 
the extreme dryness of the air, evaporation from moist surfaces 
Is very rapid,' so that the high temperatures here are decidedly 
less oppressive than much lower temperatures in a humid 
atmosphere. The great difference between absolute and sensible 
temperature is a very important climatic characteristic of 
Arizona. Generally speaking, during two-thirds of the year the 
temperature is really delightful; the nights are cool, the mornings 
bracing, the days mild though splendid. Intense heat prevails 
in July, August and September. In lowness of humidity (mean 
annual relative humidity at Yuma about 39, at Phoenix 36.7, 
at Tucson 37.8) and clarity of atmosphere, southern Arizona 
rivals Upper Egypt and other famous arid health resorts. 

Panne and Phwa.—Within the borders of Arizona are areas 
representative of every life zone save the humid tropical From 

At Yuma. Phoenix and Tucson, the records of twenty-six. 
eighteen and fifteen years respectively show a rate of evaporation 
33•3, 121, andyi times as great as the mean annual rainfall. which 
was 8.84 la., 7.06 ID. and s el in. for the places nand.  

thasonneft of the San Fnuaisco Mountains munnaY Pars rapidly 
through all these down into the Painted Desert. The Bonial-
Canadian, Transition and Upper Sonoranembcace the highlands. 
Coyotes are very common; wild cats and mountain lions are 
fairly plentifuL Deer and antelope are represented by various 
species. • Prairie-dogs, jack-rabbits, crows and occasional ravens, 
quail, grouse, pheasants and wild turkeys are also noteworthy in 
a rather scant animal life. Characteristic forms of the Upper 
Sonoran zone are the burrowing owl, Nevada sage-thrush, sage-
thrasher and special species of orioles, kangaroo rats, mice, 
rabbits and squirrels. The Lower Sonoran covers the greatest 
part of southern and western Arizona, as well as the immediate 
valleys of the Colorado and Little Colorado rivets. Its animal 
life Is in the main distinguished in species only from that of the 
Upper Souoran belt, including among birds, the desert sparrow, 
desert thrasher, mocking-bird, hooded oriole; and among 
mammals snail nocturnal species of kangaroo rats, pocket mice, 
mice and bats. Jaguars occasionally stray into Arizona from 
Mexico. Lizards and toads are conspicuous in the more desert 
areas. Snakes are not numerous. The Gila monster, tarantula, 
the scorpion and thelyphonus, scolopender and julus occur in 
some localities in the rainy season. The Arid-Tropical zone is 
represented by a narrow belt along the lower Colorado river, with 
a short arm extending into the valley of the Gila. The country 
is so arid that it supports only desert birds and mammals. 
Camels were very successfully employed as park animals on the 
Tule desert in the palmy days of Virginia City, Nevada, before the 
advent of railways. 

'The general candidata of distribution of the fauns of Arizona 
are shown even more distinctly by the flora. There are firs and 
spruces on the mountains, characteristic of the Boreal zone; pines 
characteristic of the Transition zone; pinon juniper, peasewood 
and the universally conspicuous sag -brush. characteristic of the 
Upper Sonoran zone. In the Lower Sonoran belt, soapweed, 
acacias (Palo Verde or Pirkismorsis laroymia), agaves, yuccas 
and dasylirions, the cremate bush and mesquite tree, candle 
wood, and about seventy-five species of cactuses—among them 
omnipresent °pantile and great columnar " Chayas "—make up 
a striking vegetation, which in its colours of dull grey and olive 
harmonizes well with the rigidity and forbidding harrennein 
of the plains. It has exercised profound influence upon the 
industries, arts, faiths and general culture of the Indians. In 
places the giant caned grows in groves, attaining a height of 
zo and even so ft. the mesquite varies in size from a tangled 
thorny shrub to a spreading tree as much as 3 ft. in diameter 
and soft. high; it is normally perhaps half as high, and 6-8 in. 
in diameter. Enduring hardily great extremes of beat and 
moisture, It is throughout the arid South-west the most important, 
and in many localities the only important, native tree. From 
the great juicy, leaflets, branchless stalk of the yucca, soap is 
prepared, and strong fibres useful ha making paper, rope and 
fabrics. The fibre of the agave is also made into rope and its 
juice into pulque. The =Ape grows wild and is aLso cultivated. 
It is easy to exaggerate greatly the barrenness of an arid country. 
There are fore indigenous passes that spring up over the mesas 
after the summer rains, furnishing range for live-stock; some are 
ettraordharily independent of the rainfall. In the most arid 
regions there is a email growth of green in the rainy season, and a 
rich display of small wflthdowers, as well as the enormous flower 
clusters of the yucca, and blooms in pink and orange, crimson, 
yellow and scarlet of thegiant cactus and its fellows. Even in the 
Mexican border, desert oak, juniper and roanzanita cover the 
mountains, and there is a vigorous though short-lived growth 
of grasses and flower from July to October. The cliff-dweller 
country supporta a scant vegetation—a few cottonwood in the 
washes, a few cedars on the mesas. 

Continuous forest areas are scant. A fair variety of trees—, 
cottonwood, sycamore, ash, willow, walnut and cherry—grow 
in thickets in the canyons, and each mountain range is a forest 
area. Rainfall varying with the altitude, the lower timber line 
below which precipitation is insufficient to sustain a growth of 
trees is about 7000 ft., and the upper timber line about it ,soo ft. 
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Oaks, juniper, *ton, cedars, yellow pine, fir and srauce grow 
on the mountains and over large areas of the plateau country. , 

 The Coconino forest is one of the largest unbroken pine forests 
(about 6000 sq. in.) in the United States. Since 1898 about 
86% of the wooded lands have been made reservation, and work 
has been done also to preserve the forest areas in the mountains 
in the south-east, from which there are few streams of permanent 
flow to the enclosing arid valleys. 

Soil.—The soils in the southern part of Mama are mainly 
sandy loams, varying from light loam to heavy, close adobe; on 
the plateaus is what I known as " mesa " soil; and along tbe 
rivers are limited overflow plains of fine sediment—especially 
along the Colorado and the river Verde. These soils are in 
general rich, but deficient in nitrogen and somewhat in humus; 
and in limited areas white alkaline salts are injuriously in excess. 
Virgin soils are densely compact. By far the most useful crops 
are leguminous green manures, especially alfalfa, which grows 
four to seven cuttings in a year and as a soil flocculator and 
nitrogen-Storer has proved of the greatest value. The greatest 
obstacle to agriculture is lack of water. Artesian wells are much 
used in the south-east. For the reservation of the water-partings 
--in the past considerably denuded by lumbermen and madmen 
—the Increase of the forest areas, and the creation of reservoirs 
along the rivers, to control their erratic flow' and impound their 
flood waste for purposes of irrigation, much has been done by the 
national government. The irrigated areas are only little spots 
along the permanent streams. In reoo the farm area was only 
2.7 % of the total area of the state and only o-32 % was 
actually improved (including Indian reservations, o•35 %; in 
sack, 0.92% was cultivated); of the land actually under crops, 
88.5% was irrigated. The improved acreage more than quin-
tupled from :88o to 'coo. The total irrigated area in ago° was 
185,000 acres and in 1902, 247,25o acres. The increase in land 
values by irrigation from iiigoo to woo is estimated at fis,soo,000. 
A reservoir was begun in raos just below the junction of the 
Tonto and the Salt with capacity to store r,33o,000 acre-ft. for 
irrigation, and develop also an electric power sufficient to pump 
underground water for an additional so,000 acres at the lowest 
estimate,  of lands lying too high for supply by gravity. 
Another important undertaking begun about the same time was 
the throwing of an East Indian weir dam (the only one in the 
United States) across the Colorado near Yuma, and the confine-
ment of both sides of the lower Gila and Colorado with levees. 

gricuiturs.—Strawberries and Sahara dates; alfalfa, wheat, 
barley, corn and sorghum; oranges, lemons, wine grapes, limes, 
olives, figs, dates, peanuts and, sweet potatoes; yams and sugar 
beets, show the range of agricultural products. The date palm 
fruits well; figs grow luxuriantly, though requiring much irri-
gation; almonds do well if protected from spring frosts; sea-
island cotton grows in the finest grades, but fs not of commercial 
importance. The country about Yuma is particularly suited to 
subtropical fruits. Temperate fruits—peaches, pears, apples, 
apricots and small fruits—do excellently; as do all important 
vegetables. The fruit industry is becoming more and more 
important Farming is very intensive, and crop follows crop 
in swift succession; in zoos the yield of barley per ea; 44 
bushels, was greater than in any other state or territory, as was 
the farm price per bushel on the ist of December, 8: cents; 
the average yield per acre of bay was the highest in the Union in 
1903, 3'46 tons, the general average being r • 54 tons,was fourth in 
1904, sir tons (Utah 3.54,jdaho 3.07, Nevada 3424), the general 
average being 1-52 tons, and was highest in zoos, 3- 75 tons, the 
general average for the country being 1.54 tons; and in the 
same three years the average value per acre of hay was greater 
in Arizona than in any other state of the Union, being $35•78 in 

The San Francisco yellow pine forest, with an area of tome 4700  
sq. m., is the finest forest of the arid south-west. 

I  The combined flow of the Salt and Verde varies from too to more 
than mow cub. ft. per second. 

The dam locks* narrow canyon. The height is 284 ft., the water 
rising 230 ft. against it. The storage capacity is exceeded by prob• 
ably but one reservoir in the world—the Wachusett reservoir near 
Boston  

1903, $40 23 in 1904, x$46'39  in zoos, the general averages fa 
the country being 813-93, 813-23 and $13-r1 respectively, for the 
three years. Of the total farm acreage of the state 97.6% were 
held in washy the whites; and of these So-a% owned in whole 
or in part the land they cultivated. 

Stock-raising is a leading industry, but it has probably 
attained Its full development The over-stocking of the ranges 
has caused ranch loss 81 the past, and the almost total eradication 
of fine native grasses over extended areas. Of the nest cattle 
(7.04435) almost ell%, and of the sheep (861,76,) almost t00% 
were in woo pastured wholly or in part upon the public domain. 
The extension of nations' forest reserves and the regulations 
enforced by the United States government for the preservation 
of the ranges have put limits to the industry. In igoo the value 
of live-stock represented :51% of the capital invested in 
agriculture; the value of animals sold or slaughtered for 
food ($3,204,758) was hall the total value of all farm products 
(86,997,097). Ostrich farms have been successfully eptablished 
in the Salt dyer valley since 1893; in 1907 there were six farms 
in the Salt river valley, on which there were about sue birds; 
the most successful food for the ostrich is alfalfa. 

Minerals.—Mining is the leading industry of Animal. 
Contrary to venerable traditions there is no evidence that 
mining was practised beyond the most inconsiderable extent 
by aborigines, Spanish coneteislederer e  or Jesuits. In 1738 an 
extraordinary deposit of silver nuggets, quickly exhausted 
(174r), was discovered at Arizona. At the end of the 18th 
century the Mexicans considerably developed the mina in the 
south-east. The second half of the gab century witnessed several 
great finds; first, of gold placers on the lower Gila and Colorado 
(0158-1869); later, of lodes at Tombstone, which flourished from 
1879-1886, then decayed, but In mos bad again become the 
centre of important mining interests; and still later the develop. 
ment of copper mines at Jerome and around Bisbee. Several of 
the Arizona copper mines are among the greatest of the world. 
The Copper Queen at Bisbee from i88o-seos produced 
378,047,210 lb of crude copper, which was practically the total 
output of the territory till after Iwo, when other valuable 
mines were opened; the Globe, Morenci and Jerome districts are 
secondary to Bisbee. Important mines of gold and silver, (=- 
side cable deposits of wolframite, valuable ores of molybdenum 
and vanadium, and quarries of onyx marble, are also worked. 
Low-grade coal deposits occur in the east central part of the 
state and near the junction of the Gila and San Pedro rivers. 
Some fine gems of peridot, garnet and turquoise have been found. 
The mineral products of Arizona for leo? were valued at 
$56,753,650;ofwhich$51,355,687(morethanthatofanyotherstate) 
was the value of copper; $2,664,00o, gold; and $1,9x6,o0o, silver. 
In nor the legislature passed an elaborate act providing 
for the taxation of mines, its principal clause being that the 
basis of valuation for taxation in each year be one-fourth of the 
output of the mines in question for the next preceding yeee- 

Menefactures.—The manufacturing industries are of relatively 
slight importance, though considerable promise attends the 
experiments with amigo as • source of tannin. The Navaho 
and Magid Indians make woollen blankets and rugs and the 
Pintas baskets. Onyx marbles of local source are polished at 
Phoenix. The capital invested in manulacturing industries 
increased from 89,517473 in 1900 to $14,395,654  in 1e05, or 
51-3%, and the value of products from goo,438,987 in 1900 to 
$28,083,192 in nos, or 371 %. Of the total product in 1905 
the product of.the principal industry, the smelting and refining 
Of copper (122461,981), represented fir- %; it was 9'4% Of all 
the smelting and refining of copper done in the United States in 
that year. The other mantdactures were of marbles' importance, 
the principal ones being cars and general shop construction. 
including repairs by steam railway companies ($1,329,308), 
lumber and timber products ($960,778), and ROW and grist mill 
products (8743,124). 

Two transcontinental railway systems, the Southern Pacific 
and Santa Fe, were built across Arizona in 1878-1883. They 
are connected by one line, and a feeder runs S. into Sonora. 
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The railway mileage of Arizona on the rst of January meg 
was 19351$ m. 

Population.—The population of Arizona in 1880 was 
40,440; in 1890,  59,620; in zoo, 122,932 (including 28,623 
reservation Indiana not counted before); in 1910,504,354. The 
native population is of the most diverse origin; the foreigi 
element is equally heterogeneous, but more than half (in 7900, 
14,272 out of 24,283 foreign-born) are Mexicans, many of whom 
are not permanent residents; after moo, immigrants were largely 
mine labourers, and Included Slavonians and Italians. The 
largest towns in moo were Tucson, Phoenix, which Is the 
capital, Prescott (pop. 3559), Jerome (PW- 1890, 2504is 2900, 
agfis); Winslow (pop.  1890. 383.; in 1900, 1300. Nogales (Pols 
moo, 1761), and Bisbee. The last was an insignificant mining 
camp in 1880, still unincorporated in moo, but with an estimated 
population of 6000 in 1904. It is crowded picturesquely into 
several narrow confluent ravines. Railway connexion with El 
Paso was established in 1902. Douglas is another growing camp. 

Over thirty Indian tribes are represented in the Indian schools 
of Arizona. The more important are the Hualapais or Apache- 
Yumas; the Mohaves; the Yavapais or Apache-Mohaves; the 
Yumas, whose lesser neighbours on the lower Colorado are the 
most primitive Indians of the United States In habits; the 
Maricopas; the Pimas and Papagoes, who figure much in 
early Arizona history, and who are superior in Intelligence, 
adaptability, application and character; the Hopis or Moguls, 
possessed of the same good qualities and notably temperate and 
provident, famous for their prehistoric culture (Tusuyan); the 
Navaho, and the kindred Apaches, perhaps the most relentless 
and savage of Indian warriors. All the Indians of Arizona live 
on reservations save the few non-tribal Indians taxed and treated 
as active citizens. Even the Apaches after being whipped 
by relentless war into temporary submission- have been bound 
by treaties which the gifts, vices and virtues of the reservation 
system have tempted them to observe. The Pimas and Papagoes 
were early converted by the Spaniards, and retain to-day a 
smattering of Christianity plentifully alloyed with paganism. 
Apaches, Pimas, Papagoes have been employed by the United 
States on great irrigation works, and have proved industrious 
end faithful labourers. In to there were 1836 taxed Indians, 
26,48o reservation Indians not taxed, and in addition many 
friendly Papagoes unenumerated. 

In 19°6 the Indian population was estimated as being 24 % of 
the whole population of Arizona, and that they are singularly law-
abiding is argued from the fact that in the same year the Indians 
furnished only 3 % of the convicts in the territorial prison. 

Government and Education.—Arizona became a territory of 
the first (or practically autonomous) class in 1863. Her organic 
law thereafter until tete consisted of various sections of the 
Revised Statutes of the United States. From the beginning she 
had a territorial legislature. Congress retained ultimately direct 
control of all government, administration being in the hands of 
resident officials appointed by the president and Senate. Special 
mention must be made of the secret police, the Arizona Rangers, 
organized in 1901 to police the cattle ranges; they are " fearless 
men, , trained in riding, roping, trailing and shooting," a forte 
whose personnel is not known to the general public. The legis-
lature repealed the law licensing public gambling in 1e07, 
enacted a law requiring the payment of too per annum as 
licence fee by retail liquor dealers; and provided for juvenile 
courts and probationary control of children. In teo7 the total 
tax valuation of property was S77.705.251; the net debt of the 
territory $1,022,972, and that of counties and towns 113,123,275. 
The receipts of the territorial treasury for the year ending on 
the 30th of June Ion were 8687,386, and the disbursements for 
the same period were $601,568. A homestead provision (rem) 
exempts from liability for debts (except mortgages or liens placed 
before the homestead claim) any homestead belonging to the head 
of a family, existing in one compact body and valued at not more 
than $250o; such a homestead a married man may not soil, 
lease or put a lien on without his wife's consent. Personal 
property to the value of too is exempt from the same liability, 

The public school system was establishedin 287 & A compulsory 
attendance law applies to children between 6 and 14 years of age, 
but it is not generally obeyed by the Mexican element of popu-
lation. In ran there was an enrolment of 24,962 out of 33,167 
children of school age; there were six high schools—three new 
in mon; and the avenge number of school days was 128.4. In 
the fiscal year ending June nyn, the total receipts for schools 
were $6)7,762, and the expenditures were $701,102. nilierag 
is high, amounthq; in moo to 23.1 % of native males, above as 
years of age, and 3o-s % of foreign miles, prinripaly because of 
the large number of Indians, Chinese, Japanese and Mexicans 
in the state. Thera are two normal schools at Tempe (r886) 
and Flagstaff (d)e), a university at Tucson with an agricultural 
experiment station that has done much for the industries of 
Arizona; there is a considerable number of Indian schools, the 
largest of which are maintained by the national government, 
and the funds of the university come largely from the same source. 
The first juvenile reform school, called the Territorial Industrial 
school, was opened in 1903 at Benson. The territorial prison, 
formerly at Yuma, was abandoned for a modern building at 
Florence, Final county; and a hospital for the insane is 3 in. 
from Phoenix. 

History.—The history of the South-west is full of interest to the 
archaeologist. A prehistoric culture widely distributed has left 
abundant traces. Pueblo ruins are plentiful in the basins of the 
Gila and Colorado rivers and their tributaries. Geographical 
conditions and a hard straggle against nature fixed the character 
of this " aridian " culture, and determined its migrations; the 
onslaughts of nomad Indians determined the sedentary civiliza-
tion of the cliff dwellers. A co-operative social economy is 
evidenced by the traces of great public works, such as canals 
many miles in length. The pueblos of the Gila valley are held to 
be older than those of the Colorado. Cam Grande, rs m. S.E. 
of a railway station of the same name on the Southern Pacific 
railway, is the most remarkable of plain ruins in the South-west, 
the only one of its type in the United States. It resembles the 
Casa Grande ruin of Chihuahua, Mexico, with its walls of sun-
dried peddled clay, and its area of moms, courts and plazas, 
surrounded by a wall. It was already a ruin when discovered in 
1694 by the Jesuit father Kinn John Rome) Bartlett described 
it in 1854, and in rEger Congress voted that it be protected 
as a government resbrvation; in 18e2 it was set apart by the 
government. Excavations were made there in reo6-1907 by Dr 
J. Walter Pewter). Migration was northward. The valleys of the 
Salt river and its affluents, the Ague. Fria, Verde and Tonto, 
are strewn with aboriginal remains; but especially important 
in migrations of culture was the Little Colorado. A very con-
siderable population must have lived once in this valley. It is 
represented to-day by the still undeserted habitats of Zuni 
(in New Mexico) and Tusayan; the Moquia, after the Zuilis, 
are in customs and traditions the beat survival of the ancient 
civilization. 

Arizona north of the Gila, save for a very limited and inter-
mittent missionary effort and for scant exploring expeditions, 
was practically unknown to the whites until well after the 
beginning of American rule. The Santa Cruz valley, however, 
has much older annals of a past that charms by its picturesque 
contrasts with the'present. Arizona history begins with the 
arrival in Sonora In 1536 of Alvar Naha Cabers tie Yam, who 
although be had not entered Arizona or New Mexico, bad heard 
of them, and by his stories incited the Spaniards to explore the 
unknown north in hope of wealth. Marcos de Niza, a Franciscan 
friar to whom the first reconnaissance was entrusted, was the 
first Spaniard to enter the limits of Arizona. He crossed the 
south-eastern corner to Zulu in 1539, passing through the Santa 
Crux valley; and F. V. de Coronado (q.v.) was led by Fray 
Marcos over the same route in 2540; while Hernando Alarcon 
explored the Gulf of California and the lower Colorado river. 
Members of Coronado's expedition explored the Mogul country 
and reached the Grand Canyon, and after this a succession of 
remarkable and heroic explorations followed through the century; 
which however accomplished little forgeography,furtbereenhising 
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and embellishing rather than clearing up its mystmies. All this 
has left traces in still living myths about the early history of 
the South-west Early in the 17th century considerable progress 
had been made in Christianizing the Pimas, Papagoes and Moquis. 
Following 168o came a great Indian revolt in New Mexico and 
Arizona, and thereafter the Moquis remained independent of 
Spanish and Christian domination, although visited fitfully by 
rival Jesuits and Franciscans. In 1732 (possibly in 172o) 
regular Jesuit missions were founded at Bac (known as an Wien 
rancheria since the 17th century) and at Guevavi. The region 
south of the Gila had already been repeatedly explored. In the 
second half of the century there was a presidia at Tubac (whose 
name first appears 1752) and some half-dozen pueblos de visits, 
including the Indian settlement of Tucson. 

A few errors should be corrected and some credit given with 
reference to this early period. The Inquisition never had any 
jurisdiction whatever over the Indians; compulsory labour by 
the Indians was never legalized except on the missions, and the 
law was little violated; they were never compelled to work 
mines; of mining by the Indians for precious metals there is no 
evidence; nor by the Jesuits (expelled in 1767, after which their 
missions and other properties were held by the Franciscans), 
except to a small extent about the presidio of Tubac, although 
they did some prospecting. Persistent traditions have greatly 
exaggerated the former prosperity of the old South-west. The 
Spiniards probably provoked some inter-tribal intercourse 
among the Indians, and did something among some tribes for 
agriculture. Their own farms and settlements, save in the 
immediate vicinity of the presidio, were often plundered and 
abandoned, and such settlement as there was was confined to the 
Santa Cruz valley. From about z7no to 1822 was a period of 
peace with the Apaches and of comparative prosperity for church 
and state. The fine Indian mission church at Bac, long abandoned 
and neglected, dates from the last decade of the 18th century. 
The establishment of a presidio at Tucson in 1776 marks its 
beginning as a Spanish settlement. 

The decay of the military power of the presidios during the 
Mexican war of independence, the expulsion of loyal Spaniards 
—notably friars—and the renewal of Apache wars, led to the 
temporary abandonment of all settlements except Tubac and 
Tucson. The church practically forsook the field about 1828. 

American traders and explorers first penetrated Arizona in the 
first quarter of the loth century. As a result of the Mexican War, 
New Mexico, which then included all Arizona north of the Gila, 
was ceded to the United States. California gold discoveries drew 
particular attention to the country south of the Gila, which was 
wanted also for a transcontinental railway route. This strip, 
known as the " Gadsden Purchase " (see GADSDEN, Jamas), was 
bought in 1854 by the United States, which took possession 
in 1856. This portion was also added to New Mexico. The 
Mexicans, pressed by the Apaches, bad, in 1848, abandoned even 
Tubac and Tamackcori, first a visits of Guevavi, and after 1784 
a mission. The progress of American settlement was interrupted 
by the Civil War, which caused the withdrawal of the troops and 
was the occasion for the outbreak of prolonged Indian wars. 

Meanwhile a convention at Tucson in 1856 sent a delegate to 
Congress and petitioned for independent territorial government 
This movement and others that followed were ignored by 
Congress owing to its division over the general slavery question, 
and especially the belief of northern members that the control of 
Arizona was an object of the pro-slavery party. A convention 
held in April r86o at Tucson undertook to" ordain and establish," 
of its own motion, a provisional constitution until Congress should 
" organize a territorial government." This provisional territory 
constituted all New Mexico south of 347 4o' N. Officials were 
appointed and New Mexican legislation for the Arizona counties 
ignored, but nothing further was done. In 1861 it was occupied 
by a Texan force, declared for the Confederacy, and sent a 
delegate (who was not admitted) to the Confederate congress. 
That body in January 1862 passed a formal act organizing the 
territory, including in it New Mexico, but in May 1863 the 
Texans were driven out by a Union force from California. By  

act of the 24th of February 1863 Congress organized Arizona 
territory as the country west of roci° W. long. In December 
an itinerant government sent out complete from Washington 
crossed the Arizona line and effected a formal organization. The 
territorial capital was first at Prescott (r863-1867), then at 
Tucson (1867-1877), again at Prescott 0877-1889), and finally 
at Phoenix (since 1880. 

There have been boundary difficulties with every contiguous 
state or territory. The early period of American rule was 
extremely unsettled. The California gold discoveries and over-
land travel directed many prospecting adventurers to Arizona. 
For some years there was considerable sentiment favouring 
filibustering in Sonora. The Indian wars, breeding a habit of 
dependence on force, and the heterogeneous elements of cattle 
thieves, Sonoran cowboys, mine labourers and adventurers led 
to one of the worst periods of American border history. But 
since about s88o there is nothing to chronicle but a continued 
growth in population and prosperity. Agitation for statehood 
became prominent in territorial politics for some years. In 
accordance with an act of Congress, approved on the sath of 
June ipo6, the inhabitants of Arizona and New Mexico voted on 
the 6th of November igo6 on the questionof uniting the territories 
into a single state to be called Arizona; the vote of New Mexico 
was favourable to union and statehood, but these were defeated 
by the vote of Arizona (16,265 against, and 3141 for statehood). 
fn June 1910 the President approved an enabling act providing for 
the admission of Arizona and New Mexico as separate states. 

BITILTOGRAPITY.-1202 the Colorado river and the Grand Can 
see those articles; for the Sonoran boundary region, Report of 
Boundary Commission upon tie Boundaries between the United Stales 
and Mexico (3 vols., Washington, 1898-1899, also as Senate Docu-
ment No. 247, vols. 23-25, 55 Congress, 2 ion); for the petrified 
forest of the Painted Desert, L. F. Ward in Smithsonian institution 
Annual Rep.. 1899; for the rust of the area, +arias, reports in the 
U.S. Geological Survey publications, bibliography in Bulletin Nos. 
too, 177.—FnutrA and FLORA: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 
North American Fauna, No. 3 (189o), No. 7 (1893); U.S. Biological 
Survey, Bulletin No. to (1898): publications of the Desert 
Botanical Laboratory at Tucsoni also titles under archaeology 
below, particularly Bandelier's " Report.".--Cumatz, Som. 
AGRICULTURE: U.S. Department of Agriculture, Climate and Crop 
Service, Arizona, monthly reports, annual summaries; Arizona 
Agricultural Experiment 

 , annual (New York and London).—GOVERNME8T: 
Arizona Statute (Phoenix, 1887); Report of the Governor of 
Arizona Territory to the Secretary of the Interior, annual.—Ancoze-
otocv: An abundance of materials in the Annual ROW, U.S. 
Bureau of Ethnology for different yens; consult also especially 
A. F. A. Bandelier, " Contributions to the History of the South -

western Portion of the United States," in Archaeological Institute 
of America. Papers, American Series, vol. 5 (Cambridge, 189o); 
" Final Report of Investigations among the Indians of the South-
western United States," ib. vols. Sand 4 (Cambridge. 189o-1892); 
other material may be found in Smithsonian Institution, Annual 
Report, 1896. 1897, &c, and many important payers by J. W. 
Fewkes, F. W. Hodge, C. Mendeleff and others in the Astaire* 
Anthropologist and Journal of American Ellmolet,y.—Htsgorr: H. H. 
Bancroft. Istory of AT - 7,m. •frxico (San Francisco. 1887); 
A. F A. Bandelier, " 11,,tor ■ csi lifiruduction to Studies among the 
Sedentary Indians of New Mexico," in Archaeological Institute of 
America, Papers, American Series, vol. 1 (Boston, 5881); The Gilded 
Man (El Dorado) and other Papers (New York. 189,631); G. P. Winship, 
"Tiro Coronado Expedition," in U.S. Bowan of Ethnology, teas 
Annual Report (1892-1893), pp. 339-613, with an a undant literature 
to which this may be the guide. The traditional errors respecting 
the early history of the Spanish South-west are fullymeposed in the 
works of Bancroft and Bandelier, whose conclusions are supported 
by E. Coues, On the Trail of a Spanish Pioneer, Francis' co Garth 
(3 vols. New York, Iwo). 

ARJUNA, in Hindu mythology, a semi-divine hero of the 
Malsabkarala. He was the third son of Pandu, son of Indra. 
His character as sketched in the great epic is of the noblest kind. 
He is the central figure of that portion of the epic known as the 
Bkagwad-gila, where he is represented as horrified at the impend. 
lag slaughter of a battle and as being comforted by Krishna. 

ARK (a word common to Teutonic languages, d. Ger. A rcke, 
adapted from the Lat. area, chest, d. arcere, to shut up, enclose), 
a chest, basket or box. The Hebrew word tebak, translated in the 
4.V, by " ark," is used Mlle Old Testament (1) of the box made 
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of bulrushes in which Pharaoh% daughter found the Infant Moses 
(Exodus ii. 3), and (a) of the great vessel or ship in which Noah 
took refuge during the flood (Genesis 

Nook's Ark.— According to the story in Genesis, Noah's ark 
was large enough to contain his family and representatives of each 
kind of animal. Its dimensions are given as Soo cubits long, 
so cubits broad and 30 cubits high (cubit 18-a a in.). It was 
made of " gopher " wood, which has been variously identified 
with cypress, pine and cedar. Before the days of the " higher 
criticism " and the rise of the modern scientific views as to the 
origin of species, there was much discussion among the learned, 
and many ingenious and curious theories were advanced, as to 
the number of the animals and the space necessary for their 
reception, with elaborate calculations as to the subdivisions of the 
ark and the quantities of food, &c., required to be stored. It may 
be interesting to recall the account given in the first edition of the 
Encyclopaedia Britannica (s77 r), which contained a summary of 
some of these various views (substantially repeated np to the 
publication of the eighth edition, :853). "Some have thought the 
dimensions of the ark as given by Moses too scanty . . . and 
hence an argument has been drawn against the authority of the 
relation. TOsolve this difficulty many of the ancient Fathers and 
the modern critics have been put to miserable shifts. Wit Buteo 
and Kircher have proved geometrically that taking the cubit of 
a foot and a half, the ark was abundantly sufficient for all the 
animals supposed to be lodged in it. Snellius computes the ark 
to have been above half an acre in area . . . and Dr Arbuthnot 
computes it to have been 8z .062 tuns . . . if we come to a calcu-
lation the number of species of animals will be (mind much less 
than is generally imagined, not amounting to a hundred species 
of quadrupeds, nor to two hundred of birds. . . . Zoologists 
usually reckon but an hundred and seventy species in all." The 
progress of the " higher criticism," and the gradual surrender of 
attempts to square scientific facts with a literal interpretation of 
the Bible, are indicated in the shorter account given in the eighth 
edition, which concludes as follows:--" tb.c insuperable diffi-
culties connected with the belief that all the existing species of 
animals were provided for in the ark, are obviated by adopting 
the suggestion of Bishop Sullingfieet, approved by Matthew 
Poole, Pye Smith, le Clem, Ressenmtiller and others, that the 
deluge did not extend beyond the region of the earth then 
inhabited, and that only the animals of that region were pre-
served in the ark." The first edition also gives an engraving of the 
ark (repeated in the editions up to the fifth), in shape like a long 
roofed box, floating on the waters; the animals are seen in 
separate stalls. By the time of the ninth edition (r875) precise 
details are no longer considered worthy of inclusion; and the age 
of scientific comparative mythology has been reached. 

For a comparative study of the occurrence of the ark in the 
various delue myths, in the present edition, see DELUGZ; 
COSMOGONY; BABYLONIA AND ASSYRIA. 

The Ark of tke Law, in the Jewish synagogue, is a chest or 
cupboard containing the scrolls of the Torah (Pentateuch), and 
is placed against or in the wall in the direction of Jerusalem. It 
forms one of the most decorative features of the synagogue, and 
of ten takes an architectural design, with columns, arches and a 
dome. There is a foie example in the synagogue at Great St 
Helens, London. (X.) 

Ark of Ike Covenant, Ark of the Revelation, Ark of Ike Testimony, 
are the full names of the sacred chest of acacia wood overlaid 
with &Ad which the Israelites took with them on their journey into 
Palestine. The Biblical narratives reveal traces of a considerable 
development in the traditions regarding this sacred object, and 
those which furnish the most complete detail are of post-exilic 
date when the original ark had been lost. The fuller titles of the 
ark originate in the belief that it contained the " covenant " 
(Urfa) or " testimony " (Walk), the technical terms for the 
Decalogue (q.v.); primarily, however, it would seem to have been 
called " the ark of Yahweh" (or "Elohim "), or simply " the 
ark." The word itself (dohs) designates an ordinary chest (cp. 
Gen. 1. 26; 2 Kings xii. zo),,and the (late) description of its appear-
ance represents it as an oblong box al cubits long, ri cubits in  
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breadth and height (roughly I•2 by •VS metres). It was lined 
within and without with gold, and through four golden rings were 
plated staves of acacia wood, by means of which it was carried. 
A slab of the same metal (the so-called " mercy-seat," kapparesk, 
Gr. Isilastirion) covered the top, and this was surmounted by two 
Cherubim (Ex. xxv. so-as, xxxvii. 1-9). The latter, however, 
are not mentioned in earlier passages (DeuL x. r, 3), and would 
naturally increase the weight of the ark, which, according to 
a Sam. xv. Is could be carried by two men. 

The ark was borne by the Levites (Dent. x. 8), and the latest 
narratives amplify the statement with a wealth of detail char-
acteristic of the post-exilic Interest in this order. (See Levrres.) 
An interesting passage relating the commencement of an Israelite 
journey vividly illustrates the power of the sacred object. As the 
ark started, it was hailed with the cry," Arise, Yahweh, let thine 
enemies ke scattered, let them that hate thee flee from before 
thee." and when it came to rest, the cry again rang out," Return, 
0 Yahweh, to the myriads of families of Israel" (Num. x. 33-36). 
This saying appears to imply a settled life in Canaan, but both 
affirm the warlike significance of Yahweh and the ark. This it is 
the permanent pledge of Yahweh's gracious presence; it guides 
the people on their journey and leads them to victory. It is no 
mere receptacle, but a sacrosanct object as much to be feared as 
Yahweh himself. To presume to fight without it was to invite 
defeat, and on one notable occasion the Israelites attempted to 
attack their enemy north of Kadesh without its aid, and were 
defeated (Num. xlv. 44 sq.). There are many gaps in its history, 
and although at the crossing of the Jordan and at the fall of 
Jericho the ark figures prominently (Josh. vi. sq.), it 
is unaccountably missing in stories of greater national moment. 
Once it is found at Bethel (Judges xx. 27 sq.). It is met with 
again at Shiloh, where it is under the care of Eli and his sons, 
descendants of an ancient family of priests (a Sam. ii. 28; cp. 
Josh. xviii. r). After a great defeat of Israel by the Philistines 
it was brought into the field, but was captured by the enemy. 
The trophy was set up in the Philistine temple of Ashdod, but vin-
dicated its superiority by overthrowing the god Dagon. A plague 
smote the city, and when it was removed to Ekron, pestilence 
followed in its wake. After taking counsel the Philistines placed 
the ark with a votive offering upon a new cart drawn by two cows. 
The beasts went of their own accord to Beth-shemesh, where it 
remained in the field of a certain Joshua. Again a disaster 
happened through some obscure cause, and seventy of the sons of 
Jcconiah were smitten (I Sam. vi. 19, R.Y., margin). Thence it 
was removed to the house of Abinadab of Kirjath-jearim, who 
consecrated his son to its service (s Sam. iv.-vii. r). For many 
years the ark remained untouched—apparently forgotten. Shiloh 
disappears from history;_ neither Saul nor even Samuel, whose 
youth had been spent with it, takes any further thought of it 
After a remarkable period of obscurity, the ark enters suddenly 
into the history of David (a Sam. vi.). Some time after the 
capture of Jerusalem the ark was brought from Baal Judah, 
but at the threshing-floor of Nacon (an unintelligible name) 
Abinadab's son Usrah laid hands upon It and was struck down 
for his impiety. On this account the place is said to have 
received the name Perea-Ussah (" breach of Uasah "). It was 
taken into the house of Obed-edom the Gittite of Gad°, and 
brought a blessing upon his house during the three months that it 
remained there. Finally the king bad it conveyed to the city 
of David, where a tent was prepared to shelter it. Once at 
Jerusalem, it seems to have lost its unique value as the token of 
Yahweh's presence; its importance was apparently merged with 
that of the Temple which Solomon built. The foundational the 
capital would pave the way for the belief that the national god 
had taken a permanent dwelling-place in the royal seat. The 
prophets themselves lay no weight upon the ark as the central 
point of Jerusalem's holiness The real Deuteronomic code does 
not mention it, and to Jeremiah (iii. 16) it was a thing of no conse-
quence. Later, in the age of the priestly schools, the ark received 
much attention, although it must obviously be very doubtful how 
far a true recollection of its history has survived. But nowhere 
is any light thrown upon its fate. The invasion of Shishak, the 
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capture of Jerusalem by Joash (2 MOP XIV. 1344), the tamable= 
reign of Manasseh, the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchad-
rezzar, have found each its supporters. The wild legends of 
its preservation at the taking of Jerusalem (a Macc. iL and else-
where) only show that the popular mind was unable to share the 
view that the ark was an obsolete relic. More poetical is the 
tradition that the ark was raised to heaven, there to remain 
till the coming of the Messiah, a thought which embodies the 
spiritual idea that a heavenly pledge of God's covenant and 
faithfulness had superseded the earthly symbol. ,  

A critical examination of the history of the Israelite ark 
renders it far from certain that the object was originally the 
peculiar possession of all Israel. Many different traditions have 
gathered around the story of the Exodus, and the ark was not the 
only divinely sent guide or forerunner which led the Israelites. 
Its presence at Shiloh, and its prominence in the life of Joshua, 
support the view that it was the palladium of the Joseph tribes, 
but the traditions in question conflict with others. The account 
of the commencement of the ark's journey associates it with 
Moses and his kin (Num. ar. 29 sqq.)—that is, with the south 
Palestinian clans with which the term " Levkas " appears to be 
closely connected. (See Lovrrss.) A distinct movement direct 
into Judah is implied by certain old traditions (see CALEB), but 
this is subordinated to the more comprehensive account of the 
journey round by the east of the Jordan. (See Exooes, Tam) 
The narratives in a Sam. iv.-vi. stand on a plane by themselves, 
and the gap between them and a Sam. vi. has not been satis-
factorily fixed. But it is not certain that the two belong to the. 
same cycle of tradition; Kirjath-jearim and Baal-Judah are 
identified only in biter writings, and the behaviour of Saul's 
daughter (a Sam. vi. 15 sqq.) may conceivably imply that the ark 
was an unknown object to Benjamites. It is of course possible 
that the ark was originally the sacred shrine of the clans which 
same direct to Judah, and that the traditions in a Sam. iv.-vi., 
Josh.iii. sqq. are of secondary origin, and are to be associated with 
its appearance at Shiloh, the fall of which place, although attri-
buted to the time of Samuel, is apparently regarded by Jeremiah 
(xxvi. 6) as a recent event. Of these two divergent traditions, it 
would seem that the one which associates it with the kin of Moses 
and David may be traced farther in those late narratives which 
connect the ark closely with the Levites and even attribute its 
workmanship to Bezalel, a Calebite (Ex. mi. 2; 1 Chron. 
B. a9 sqq.). The tradition in Psalms moth 6 of the search for the 
ark at Jaar (Kirjath-jearim) and Ephratah is not clear; but a 
comparison with a Chron. ii. so  seems to show that it recognized 
the " Calebite " origin of the ark. 

See, on this, S.A.Cook. Critical Notes on 0. T. History (Index ay.), 
and, for other views, Koster', Tina. Tijd. =VS. 361 sqq.; Cheyne, 
Encyc. Rib." Ark "; G. Westphal, Abuses Wohnstinen, pp. 33 sqq., 83 sqq. (Giessen, non). 

Whether the ark originally contained some symbol of Yahweh 
or not has been the subject of much discussion. Thus, it has been 
held that it contained stone fetishes (meteoric atones and the 
like) from Yahweh's original abode on Sinai or Horeb. As the 
palladium of the Joseph tribes, it has even been suggested that 
the bones of Joseph were treasured in the ark. Others have 
regarded it as an empty portable throne,' or as a receptacle for 
sacred serpents (analogies in Frazer, Pausanies, iv. pp. r9,,  344). 
That it contained the tables of the law (Dent. x. a; 1 Kings viii. 9) 
was the later Israelite view, and the subsequent development is 
illustrated in Heb. ix. 4. It is enough to decide that the ark 
represented in some way or other the presence of Yahweh and 
that the safety of his followers depended upon its security 
(analogies in Fraser, Pans. x. p. 283). The Semitic world affords 
many examples of the belief that a man's religion was part of his 
political connexion and that the change of nationality involved 

Cp. Rev. xi. le, and W. R. Smith, Old Test. in Jew. aturch, 
Index. For later traditional material, see Bustorf, De Ana Ftederis 
(Basel, 1639). 

But see Budde, Expos. Times (1898) pp. 398 sqq.; 77teolog. Stud. 
to Kra. (1906), pp- 489-507• The possibility Mutt be conceded that 
there were several arks in the course of Hebrew history and that 
separate tribes or groups of tribes had their owe sacred object.  

ehaage of adt. He who leaves hieing to enter another. kaveshis 
god and is influenced by the religion of his new home (a Sant. 
xxvi. le; Ruth L 16 sqq.), but strangers know not " the cult of the 
God of the land " (a Kings refl. 26). No nation willingly changes 
its god (Jet. ii. 1t), and there are means whereby the follower of 
Yahweh may continue his worship even when outside Yahweh's 
land (a Kings v. 17). When a people migrate they may take 
with them their god, and if they conceive him to be a spiritual 
being who cannot be represented by an image, they may desire a 
symbolical expression of or, rather, a substitute for his presence. 
Accordingly the conception of the ark must be based in the first 
instance upon the beliefs of the particular clans or tribes whose 
sacred object it was. 

See further, W. R. Smith, Religion of the Semites, p. 37 ; Schwas.. 
Kriepaltertneter,i. p.9 ; Revue bildirie (19o3). pp. a49  sqq.; and on the 
ark, generally, In addition to the hterature alresdy cited, Kautaseb, 
Hut Dtet. Bible v. p. 628; A. R. S. Keanedy, C.ennery 

(Ap); E. Meyer Die Israelites • l ois 
(S. A. C 

" Lodo.": 
and R. H. t, Enc. of Ad. mul Ethics. .) 

ABKAllgAS, a river of the United States of America, rising 
in the mountains of central Colorado, near Leadville, in lat. 
39.  so' N., long. me is' W., and emptying into the Mississippi. 
at Napoleon, Arkansas, in lat. 33* so' N. Its total length is 
about 2000 M , and its drainage basin (greater than that of the 
Upper Mississippi) about t85.000 sq. m. It is the greatest 
western affluent of the Missouri-Mississippi system. It rises in a 
pocket of lofty peaks at an altitude of to,000 ft. on a sharply 
sloping plateau, down which it courses as a mountain torrent, 
dropping 4625 ft. in aso m. At Canyon City it passes out of the 
Rockies through the Grand Canyon of the Arkansas; then turn-
ing eastward, and soon a turbid, shallow stream, depositing its 
mountain detritus, it flows with steadily lessening gradient and 
velocity in a broad, meandering bed across the prairies and low-
lands of eastern Colorado, Kansas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, 
shifting its direction sharply to the south-east in central Kansas. 
The Arkansas ordinarily receives little water from its tributaries 
save in time of floods. In topography and characteristics and in 
the difficulties of its regulation the Arkansas is in many ways 
typical of the rivers in the arid regions of the western states. 
The gradient below the mountains averages 7.5 ft. per mile 
between Canyon City and Wichita, Kansas (543 m.), about -3 ft. 
between Wichita and Little Rock (659 m.), and cpiSs of a foot from 
Little Rock to the mouth (173 m.). The shores are sand, clay or 
loam throughout some a3oo m., with very rare rock ridges or 
rapids, and the banks rise low above ordinary water. The waters 
are constantly rising and falling, and almost never is the discharge 
at any point uniform. Every year there are, normally, two 
distinct periods of high water; one an early freshet due mainly 
to the heavy winter rainfall on the lower river, when the upper 
river is still frozen bard; the other in the late spring, due to 
the setting in of rains along the upper courses also, and to the 
melting of the snow in the mountains. The lowest waters are 
from August to December. In the summer there are sometimes 
violent floods due to cloud-bursts. Everywhere along the river 
there is a never-ending variation of velocity and discharge, and 
an equally ceaseless transformation of the river's bed and 
contour. These changes become revolutionary in times of flood. 
All these characteristics are accentuated below Little Rock. The 
depth of water at this point has been known to vary from 27 ft. 
to only half-a-foot, and the discharge to fall to 1170 cub. ft. per 
second. There is often no more than a-5 ft. of water, and far below 
Little Rock a depth of 3 ft. on crossings is not infrequent. In 
many places there are different channels for high and low water, 
the latter being partly filled by each freshet, and recut after 
each subsidence; and the river meanders tortuously through the 
alluvial bottom in scores of great bends, loops and cut-offs. It is 
estimated that the eating and caving of the shore below Little 
Rock averages 744 acres per mile every year (as against 1-99 
acres above Little Rock). By way of the White river cut-off the 
Arkansas finds an additional outlet through the valley of that 
river in times of high water, and the White, when the current 
in its natural channel is deadened by the backwaters of the 
Mississippi, finds an outlet by the same cut-off through the valley 
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of the Arkansas. This backwater, where it meets and checks the 
current of the Arkansas, occasions the precipitation of enormous 
alluvial deposits, and vast quantities of snags. The banks are 
disintegrated along this part of the river and built up again on 
the opposite side to their original height in the extraordinarily 
short time of two or three years, the channel remaining all the 
while narrow. At the mouth of the White, the Arkansas and 
the Mississippi the level of recurrent floods is 6 or 8 ft. above 
the timber-bearing soil along the banks, and all along the lower 
river the country is liable to overflow; and as the land back-
ward from the stream slopes downward from the banks heaped 
up by successive flood-deposits, each overflow creates along the 
river a fringe of swamps. Thee features, although exaggerated 
in the portion of the river now in question, are qualitatively 
characteristic of its entire course below the mountains. 

Up to the 3oth of June roo2 the government of the United 
States expended 82,384,02 on improvements along the Arkansas. 
Almost half of this sum was required for snagging operations 
alone. There is a considerable traffic on the river within the 
borders of Arkansalr in miscellaneous freights, and a slight 
passenger movement. The river is rarely navigable above Fort 
Smith, and during a considerable part of the year not above Pine 
Bluff. Steamer service is maintained the year round between 
this point and Memphis. Ordinarily there are some 400 m. of 
channel open to steamers part of the year, and in time of high 
flood• considerably more. To the mouth of the Grand river 
(460 m.) the river is open about four months in a year for 
vessels of 4 ft draft and about eight months for vessels of 2.ft. 
draft. 

Bruroonarnv.•General descriptions at different portions of 
the river are indicated in the Index to the Reports of the Chief of 
Enthseers, U. S. Army (many volumes, 1879-1900). See also 
H. Gannett, Profiles of Rivers iv tits U. S.(U.S. Geolog. Survey, toot ); 
Greenleaf, "Western Floods,' in &slim. Mag. xii.943958; U. S. 
Geolog. Survey, Nell. r4o; I. C. Russell, Risers of Nook America 
0898); T. J. Vivian, Transportation, Risers of the Miss. Valley 
(U. S. Census, itise, special Rp.). 

ARKANSAS, one of the South Central states of the United 
States of America, situated between 89 °  4o' N. and ee 42' W., 
bounded N. by Missouri, E. by the Mississippi river, separating 
it from Tennessee aad Mississippi, and W. by Texas and Okla-
homa. Its area is 53,335 sq. m., of which 8ro are water surface. 

Arkansas lies in the drainage basin of the lower Mi_ i<cippi, and 
has a remarkable river system. The Arkansas bisects the state 
from W. to E.; along its valley lie the oldest and largest settle-
ments of the state. Nine other considerable streams drain the 
state; of these, the Red, the Ouachita, the White and the St 
Francis arc the most important. There are a number of swamps 
and bayous in the eastern part. 

Physical Featu►es.—The surface of Arkansas Is the most 
diversified of that of any state in the central Mississippi valley. 
It rises, sloping upward toward the N.W., from an average 
elevation of less than 3oo ft. in the south-east to heights of 
too° ft. and more in the north-western quarter. There are four 
pbysiographic regions: two of highlands; one of river valley 
plain separating the two .highland bland areas; while the fourth is a 
region of hills, lowlands lied Amity prairie. The last covers the 
E. half of the state, and is part of the Gulf or coastal plain 
province of the United States. If a line be drawn from the 
point where the Red river cuts the western boundary to where 
the Black cuts the. northern, E. of it is the Gulf plain and W. 
of it are the highlands (over poo It.) and the mineral regions 
of the state. They are divided by the valley, of the Arkansas 
river into two regions, which are also structurally different. 
South of the river are the Ouachita Mountains, and north of it 
are the Boston Mountains. The Ouachita Mountains are 
characterized by dose folding and faulting. Their southern edge 
is covered with cretaceous deposits, and their eastern edge is 
coveredas well with the tertiary deposib of the Gulf plains. The 
Arkansas valley is marked by wide and open folding. The Boston 
Mountains arc substantially a continuation of the Ozark dome of 
Missouri. Their northern border is marked by an escarpment of 
zoo to 700 ft. in height. The trend is from E. to W. between  
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Batesville and Wagoner, Oklahoma. In structure they are 
monoclinieal, their rocks—sandstones and shales—being laid 
southward and blending on that side with the Arkansas valley 
region. The entire region is very much dissected by streams, 
and the topography is characteristically of a terrace and escarp-
ment type. In the highlands N. of the Arkansas the country 
is very irregularly broken ; S. of the river the bills lie less 
capriciously in -short, high ranges, with low, fertile valleys 
between them. The Ouachitas extend 200 m., from within 
Oklahoma (near Atoka) to central Arkansas, near Little Rock. 
They are characterized by long, low ridges bearing generally 
W.-E., with wide, flat valleys. Near the western boundary 
of the state they attain a maximum altitude of 2000 ft. above the 
sea, and woo ft. above the valleys of the Arkansas and Red 
river; falling in elevation eastward (as westward) to sco-000 ft. 
at their eastern end. Five peaks rise above 2000 ft. Magazine 
Mountain, 2833 ft. above the sea-level and 2350 ft. above 
the surrounding country, is the highest point between the 
Alleghenies and the Rockies. Altitudes of aaso ft. are attained 
in the Boston Mountains, which are the highest portion of the 
Ozark uplift, and the most picturesque. The streams are vigor-
ous, and in their lower courses flow in deep-cat gorges, zoo to 
woo ft_ dap, almost deserving the name of canyons. The main 
streams are tortuous, and their dendritic tributaries have cut the 
region into ridges. The mountains do not fill the N.W. quarter 
of the state, and are separated from a lower, greatly eroded 
highland region on their N. by a bold escarpment zoo to woo 
ft. in height. Along the upper course of the White river in the 
Boston and in the country about Hot Springs in the Ouachita* 
is found the most beautiful scenery of the highlands; few regions 
are more beautiful. The valley region embraces the bottom-lands 
along the Mississippi, and up the Arkansas as far as Pine Bluff, 
and the cypress swamp country of the St Francis. 

Cliviata. —The climate of the state is " southern," owing to the 
influence of the Gulf of Mexico. The mean temperatures for the 
different seasons arc normally about 45.6°, eve, 78.8* and 
br•9° F. for winter, spring, summer and autumn respectively. 
The normal mean precipitations an about rz.7, 141, ray and 
ro.2 in. for the same seasons. The extreme range of the monthly 
isotherms crossing the state is from about 35°  in winter to 85° F. 
in summer, and the range of annual isotherms from about se to 
6o°  F. That is, the variation of mean annual temperatures for 
different parts of the state is only 6° F. The variation of the 
mean annual temperature for the entire state is only e (from 
se* to63° F.). The variation of precipitation is as great as so in. 
(from 34 to 64 in.) according to locality. There is little snow, no 
severe winter cold, and no summer drought. Sheltered valleys 
in the interior produce spring crops three or four weeks earlier 
than is usual in Kansas. The dimate.is generally healthy. 

Flora.—Arkansas lies in the humid, or Austroriparian, area of 
the Lower Austral life-zone, except the highlands of the Ozark 
uplift and Ouachita Mountains, which belong to the humid, 
or Carolinian, area of the Upper Austral. The state possesses a 
rich fauna and flora. From an economic standpoint its forests 
deserve special mention. The forest lands of the state include 
lour-fifths of its area, and three-fourths are actually covered by 
standing timber. Valuable trees are of great variety: cotton-
wood, poplar, catalpa, red cedar, sweet-gum, birch-eye, sassafras, 
persimmon, ash, elm, sycamore, maple, a variety of pines, pecan, 
locust, dogwood, hickory, various oaks, beech, walnut and 
cypress are all abundant. There are one hundred and twenty-
nine native species of trees. The yellow pine, the white oak 
and the cypress are the most valuable growths. The northern 
woods are mainly hard; the yellow pine is most Characteristic 
of the heavy woods of the south antral counties; and magnifi-
omt cypress abounds in the north-east. Hard woods grow even 
on the alluvial lands. " The hard-wood forests of the state are 
hardly surpassed in variety and richness, and contain inestimable 
bodies of the finest oak, walnut, hickory and ash timber " (U.S. 
Census, aye and Two). The growth on the alluvial bottoms 
and the lower uplands in the E. is extraordinarily vigorous. 
The leading species of the Appalachian woodland maintain their 
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full vigour of growth nearer to the margin of forest growth in 
this part of the Mississippi valley than in any other part of the 
United States; and some species, such as the holly, the usage 
orange and the pecan, attain their fullest growth in Arkansas 
(Shaler). There are two Federal forest reserves (4968 sq. m.). - 

Soil.—The soils of Arkansas are of peculiar variety. That of 
the highlands is mostly but a thin covering, and their larger 
portion is relatively poorly fitted for agriculture. The uplands 
arc generally fertile. Their poor soils are distinctively sandy, 
those of the lowlands daycy; but these elements arc usually 
found combined in rich hams characterized by the predominance 
of one or the other constituent. Finally the alluvial bottoms are 
of wonderful richness. 

Agrieuilere.—This variety of soils, a considerable range of 
moderate altitudes and favourable factors of heat and moisture 
promote a rich diversity in agriculture. Arkansas is predomin-
antly an agricultural state. The farm area of 186o was only 
28.5 % of the whole area of the state, that of moo (16,636,719 
acres) was 49 %; and while only a fifth of this farm area was 
actually improved in i86o, two-fifths were improved in moo; 
thus, the part of the state's area actually cultivated approxi-
mately quadrupled in four decades. The value of products in 
moo (379.6 millions) was 44% of the total farm values ($181.4 
millions). The rise in average value of farm lands since 587o has 
not been a fifth of the increase of the aggregate value of all farm 
property. 

The Civil War wrought a havoc from which a full recovery was 
hardly reached before 1890. The economic evolution of the state 
since Reconstruction has been in the main that common to all 
the old slave states developing from the plantation system of 
ante-bellum days, somewhat diversified and complicated by the 
special features of a young and border community. The farms 
of Arkansas increased in number 357.8%, in area 731 % and in 
total true (as distinguished from tax) valuation about 53.8% 
between 186o and moo; the decade of most extraordinary 
growth being that of 187o-1880. Thus Arkansas has shared that 
fall in the average size of farms common to all sections of the 
Union (save the north central) since r85o, but especially marked 
since the Civil War in the " Cotton States," owing to the sub-
division of large holdings with the introduction of the tenant 
system. The rapidity of the movement has not been excep-
tional in Arkansas, but the size of its average farm, less in x85o 
than that of the other cotton states, was in 5900, 93.5 acres 
(103.8 for white farmers alone, 49.0 for blacks alone), which was 
even less than that of the North Atlantic states (96.5 acres, the 
smallest sectional unit of the Union). The percentage of farms 
worked by owners fell from 69 s % in 188o to 54.6 % in r000; 
the difference of the balances or 14.5 % indicates the increase of 
tenant holdings, two-thirds of these being for shares. 

It is interesting to compare in this matter the whites and the 
negroes. In actual numbers the white farmers heavily predomin-
ate, whether as owners, tenants for cash or tenants on shares; 
but if we look at the numbers within each race holding by these 
respective tenures (65-o, 8.7 and a6.3 % respectively for whites; 
25.6, 331 and 40.7% for negroes, in moo), we see the lesser 
independence of the negro fanner. The cotton counties, which 
are the counties of densest coloured habitancy, exemplify this 
fact with great clearness. The few negroes in the white counties 
of the uplands arc much better off than those in the cotton low-
lands; more than three times as large a part of them owners; 
the poorer clement is segregated in the cotton region. In 
Arkansas, as elsewhere in the south, negro tenants, like white 
tenants, are more efficient than owners working their own lands. 
The black farmer is in bondage to cotton; for him still " Cotton 
is King." He gives it four-fifths of his land; while his white 
rival allows it only a quarter of his, less by half than the area he 
gives to live-stock, dairying, hay and grains. At Sunnyzide, on the 
west bank of the Mississippi, negro tenant farmers have been 
practically forced out of business by Italians, who produced in 
1899-1904 more than twice as much lint cotton per working 
hand, and 7o % more per acre. The general place of the negro 
in agriculture is shown also by the fact that more than four-fifths  

of the farm 'acreage and farm values of the state are In the hands 
of the whites. The white farmer gives an outlay in labour and 
fertilizers on his farm greater by 61.4% than the black, gathers 
a produce greater by 22.5%, and possesses a farm of a value 
531% greater (Census, moo). 

Cotton is the leading product. It absorbs about a third of thearea 
under crops, and its returns ($28,000,ow in r 899) are about a half 
of the value of all crops. A part of the cotton lands of Arkansas 
are among the richest in the south. Other distinctively southern 
products (tobacco, &c.) are of no importance in Arkansas. 
Cereals are given more than twice as much acreage as cotton, 
but yield only a third as great aggregate returns, Indian corn 
being much the most remunerative; about three-fourths of the 
cereal acreage are given to its cultivation, and it ranks after 
cotton in value of harvest.,  For all the other staple agricultural 
products of the central states the showing of Arkansas is uni-
formly good, but not noteworthy. But its rank as a fruit-
growing country is exceptional. Plums, prunes, peaches, pears 
and grapes are cultivated very generally over the western half of 
the state (grapes in the east also), but with greatest success in 
the south-west; apples prosper best in the north-west. Small 
berries are a very important product. All fruits are of the finest 
quality. For apples the state makes probably a finer showing 
than that of any other state except Oregon. About ninety 
varieties are habitually entered in national competitions. The 
fruit industry generally has developed with extreme rapidity. 

Kanufactures.—Although Arkansas is rich in minerals and in 
forests, in Imo only a% of its population were engaged in manu-
facturing. But the development has been rapid; the value of 
products multiplied seven times, the wages paid nine, and the 
capital invested twelve, in the years 288o-1900; and the 
increase in the same categories from 1900-1905 was 35,42'8 and 
82.4 % respectively.* It must be noted as characteristic of the 
state that of the total manufactures in loos, 80.3 % were pro- 
duced in rural districts (83.7 in moo). About two-thirds of the 
increase between ago and woo was in the lumber industry, 
which was of slight importance before the former year; it repre-
sented more than half the total value of the manufactures of the 
state In mos (output, 1905, 828,065,171 and of mill products 
83,786,775 additional); in the value of lumber and Umber 
products the state ranked sixth among the states of the United 
States in moo, and seventh in mos. After the lumber and 
timber industry ranked in mos the manufacture of cotton-seed 
oil and cake (84,939.919)  and flour and grist milling. Cotton 
ginning inaeased 739 % from am to 19012. 

Arbserals.—The progress of coal-mining has been a striking 
feature of the state's econeray since ,880. The field extends 
from Oklahoma eastward to central Arkansas, along both sides 
of the Arkansas river. A production of 500o tons (short) in 
r88: became 542,000 tons in 1891 and 2,229,172 Ms in mos-
a maximum teethe state up to mos; In 1907 the yield was 
2,670,438 tons, valued at $4,473,693; the value of the product in-
creased more than eight-fold in 1886-moo. The United States 
Geological Survey estimates that three-fourths of the coal area 
(over 17oo sq. m.) can made commercially productive. Apart 
from coal the great and varied mineral wealth of the state has 
been only slightly utilized. The great zinc and lead area along 
the northern border in the plateau portion of the Ozark region 
has proved a disappointment in development; the iron areas 
have hardly been touched, and the product of the exceptionally 
promising deposits of manganese lost ground after 1890 before 

I For 1906 the Yearbook of the U. S. Department of Agriculture 
reported the following statistics for Arkansas:--Indian corn, 
32,802.659 bn., valued at $24.817.5o7; eats 3.783.7o6 bu., valued 
at 81.58.9.137: wheat, 1,5115450 bw, valued at $1.436438; nee. 
131440 OIL, valued at $1 tli724; rye. 23.652 bu.. valued at 819.63 1 : 
potatoes, 1,666,960 bu., valued at $1,110,863; hay, 1 1 3,49 1  tons, 
valued at 111.123,515r. 

The 	• l ammo of the manufacturing industry for mos was 
only with the establishment conducted.  under the un-

called " tory system'  ; for purposes of comparison the figures 
for too° have been reduced to the same standard, and this fact 
should be borne in mind with regard to the percentages of increase 
given above. 
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the output of VbgInht.and Georgia. Among the products of 
the rich stone quarries of the state, only that of abrasive stones 
Is important in the markets of the Union; the novaadites of 
Arkansas areainong the finest whetstones he the world. Deposits 
of true chalk are utilised in the manufacture of Portland cement 
for local markets. The chalk region lies in the S. E. put of the 
state, S. of the Ouachita Mountains. Bauxite was discovered 
in the state in 1887. and the product increased from sass 
long tons in 1899 to 50,267 long tons in mai, the production for 
the whole country in 1899 being 35.280 long tom and in s906 
75,332 long tons. The only other states in which bauxite was 
produced during the period were Alabama and Georgia, which 
in this respect have greatly declined in importance relatively 
to Arkansas. Extremely valuable and varied marls, kaoline and 
clays, fuller's earth. asphaltum and mineral waters show special 
promise in the state's industry. In zeto6 diamonds were found la 
• peridotite dike in Pike county 21 m. S. E. of Murfreaboro; 
this is the first place in North America where diamonds have 
been found is saw, and not in glacial deposit or in river gravel. 

Consniunicaiions.—The rivers afford for light craft (of not over 
3 ft. draft) about 30oo m. of navigable waters, a river system 
unequalled in extent by that of any other state. The labours of 
the United States government have much extended and very 
greatly improved this navigatioo, materially lessening also the 
frequency and havoc of floods along the rich bottom-lands 
through which the rivers plough • tortuous way in the eastern 
and southern portions of the state. Asa result of these improve-
ments land and timber values have markedly risen, and great 
impetus has been given to traffic on the rivers, which carry • 
large part of the cotton, lumber, coal, stone, hay and miscel-
laneous freights of the state. The greatest of these internal 
improvements is the St Francis levee, from New Madrid, 
Missouri, to the mouth of the St Francis, 912 m. eking the 
Mississippi; an area of 3500 sq. m., of exceptional fertility, is 
here reclaimed at a cost of about Use* per sq. m. (u compared 
with $10,000 per sq. ra. for the a soo sq. ra. reclaimed by the Nile 
works at Assuan and Assiut). Whether with regard to area or 
population, Arkansas is also relatively well supplied with railways 
(4,472.8 M. at the end of 19o7). A state railway commission 
controls transportation rates, which are also somewhat checked 
by the competition of river freights. There is also a considerable 
passenger traffic on the Arkansas. 

Popidatioro. —The population in 1910 was 1474446.  The 
growth in 1880-1900 is shown by the following table:— 

Census Total %Wbite%Negre Average 
% Increwie by decades. 

Total. Wbites.3iegroea Year. Pop. Pop. Pop. Per ?,1. M.• 

802,325 

P A 

15.1 65.6 63.3 72.4 J. 1,128,211 

! 

21.5 40.6 384  466 
tat s.564 250 161 15.4 • 58-7 

In x Soothe rank of the state in total population was twenty-fifth, 
and in negro population tenth. The proportion of the coloured 
element steadily rose from x i % in aro to 28 % 'in woo, at which 
time there were more than a dozen counties along the border of the 
Mississippi and lower Arkansas in which the negroes numbered 
so to 89 %of the total. They have never been a large element in 
the highland counties; it was these counties which were most 
strongly Unionist at the time of the Civil War, and which to-day 
are the region of diversified industry. About a ninth of the 
state's population is gathered into towns of more than /coo 
inhabitants. Fort Smith (pop- 11 ,587 in 1900), Little Rock, 
the state capital (38,307), and Pine Bluff (11,496)  lie in the valley 
Of the Arkansas. In 1900 a dozen other towns had a population 
exceeding 250o, the most important being Hot Springs (9973), 
Helena (5550), Texarkana  (4914),  Jonesboro (4508), Fayetteville 
(4061), Eureka Springs (3574.  Mena (3423) and Paragould 
(33 24). Foreign blood has only very slightly permeated the 
state; negroes and native whites of native parents make up 
more than 95 % of its population. Immigration is almost 
entirely from other southern states. The strongest religious 
sects are the Methodists and Baptists. 

Gsmnsitswir.-;-lbe present constitution of the state dates from 
5874 (with amendments). Few features mark it off from the 
usual type of such documents. The governor holds office for two 
years; he has the pardoning and veto power, but his veto may 
be overridden by a simple majority in each house of the whole 
number elected to that house (a provision unusual among the 
state constitutions of the Union). There is no lieutenant. 
governor. The legislature is bicameral, senators holding office 
for four yaws, representatives (about thrice as numerous) for 
two. The length of the regular biennial legislative sessions is 
limited to sixty days, but by a vote of two-thirds of the members 
elected to each house the length of any session may be extended. 
Special sessions may be called by the governor. A majority of 
the members elected to each of the two houses suffices to propose 
a constitutional amendment, which the people may then accept 
by a mere majority of all votes cast at an election for the legis-
lature (so unusually democratic provision); no more than three 
amendments, however, can be proposed or submitted at the same 
time. The supreme court has five members, elected by the 
people for eight years; they are re-eligible. The population of 
the state entitles it to seven representatives in the national 
House of Representatives, and to nine votes in the Electoral 
College (census of i9oo). Elections of members of the state 
legislature and of Congress are not held at the same time— a very 
unusual provision. Elections are by Australian ballot; the 
constitution prescribes that no law shall " be enacted whereby 
the right to vote at any election shall be made to depend upon any 
previous registration of the elector's name " (extremely unusual). 
The qualifications for suffrage include one year's residence in the 
state, six months in the county, and one month in the voting 
district, next before election; idiots, insane persons, convicts, 
Indians not taxed, minors and women are disqualified; aliens 
who have declared their intention to become citizens of the 
United States vote on the same terms as actual citizens. An 
amendment of 1893 requires the exhibition of a poll-tax receipt 
by every voter (except those " who make satisfactory proof that 
they have attained the age of twenty-one years since the time of 
assessing taxes next preceding " the election). There is nothing 
in the constitution or laws of Arkansas with any apparent 
tendency to disfranchise the negroes; there are statutory 
provisions (1866-1867) against intermarriage of the races and 
constitutional and statutory (1886-x887) provisions for separate 
schools, a " Jim Crow " law 4890 requires railways to provide 
separate Cars for negroes, and a law (1893) provides for separate 
railway waiting-rooms for negroes. Giving or accepting a 
challenge to a duel bars from office, but this survival of the 
ante-bellura social life is to-day only reminiscent. Declared 
atheists are similarly disqualified. There is no constitutional 
provision for a census. Marriage is pronounced a civil contract, 
A law for compulsory education was passed in 1909. 

Finance.—The constitution makes i % on the assessed valua-
tion of property a maximum limit of state taxation for ordinary 
expenses, but by an amendment of 1906 the legislature may levy 
three mills on the dollar per annum for common schools; and 
may " authorize school districts to levy by a vote of the qualified 
electors of such district a tax not to exceed seven mills on the 
dollar in any year for school purposes." The state debt in 18 74 
was ti 24428,247, of which about $9,370,000  was incurred after the 
Civil War for internal improvement schemes. This new debt was 
practically -repudiated in r875 by a decision of the supreme court, 
and completely set aside in 1884 by constitutional amendment. 
Until Igo°, when an adjustment of the matter was reached, there 
was also another disputed debt to the national government, 
owing to the collapse In 1839 of a so-called Real Estate Bank of 
Arkansas, in which the state hid invested more than $500,00o 
paid to it by the United States in exchange for Arkansas bonds 
to be held as an investment for the Smithsonian Institution, 
on which bonds the state defaulted after 1839. If the unac-
knowledged debt be included (as it often is; and hence the 
necessity of reference to it), very few states—and those all 
western or southern—have a heavier burden per capita. But 
the acknowledged debt was in tool only $1,25o,5oo, and this Is 
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not a true debt, being a permanent school fund that is not to be 
paid off; of this total in % bonds, $1,134,500 is held by the 
common schools and iii6,000 by the state university. In net 
combined state and local debt, Arkansas ranks very low among 
the states of the Union. The hired labourer suffers from the 
" truck " system, taking his pay in board and living, in goods, in 
trade on his employer's credit at the village store; the inde-
pendent farmer suffers in his turn from unlimited credit at the 
same store, where he secures everything on the credit of his future 
crops; and if he is reduced to borrow money, he secures it by 
vesting the title to his property temporarily in his creditor. 
His legal protections under such " title bonds " are much 
slighter than under mortgages. Homesteads belonging to the 
head of a family and containing 8o to 16o acres (according to 
value) if in the country, or a lot of f to one acre (according to 
value), if in town, village or city, are exempt from liability for 
debts, excepting liens for purchase money, improvements or 
taxes. A married man may not sell or mortgage a homestead 
without his wife's consent. 

Educalios.—The legal beginnings of a public school rystem date 
from 2843; In 2867 the first tax was imposed for its support. 
Only white children were regarded by the laws before Reconstruc-
tion days. There are now separate race schools, with terms of . 

 equal length, and offering like facilities; the number of white 
and coloured teachers employed is approximately in the same 
proportion to the number of attending children of the respective 
races; in negro districts two out of three school directors are 
usually negroes. " The coloured race :as g whole go to the 
schools as regularly and as numerously in proportion as do the 
whites " (Shinn). Of the current expenses of the common schools 
about three-fourths is borne by the localities; the state distri-
butes its contribution annually among the comities. There is alio 
a permanent school fund derived wholly from land grants from 
the national government. The total expenditure for the schools 
is.creditable to the state; but before 1009 hardly half the school 
population attended; and in general the rural conditions 
of the state, the shortness of the school terms and the dependence 
of the schools primarily upon local funds and local supervision, 
make the schools of inadequate and quite varying excellence. 
The average expenditure in real for tuition per child enrolled 
was $4.93, and the average length of the school term was only 
eighty-one days. In June 1906 there were 1 tor school houses in 
the state valued at Sloe or less. In toes-nog the Peabody Board 
gave $s000 to aid rural schools, and in general it has done much 
for the improvement of country public schools throughout the 
state. In 106 an amendment to the state constitution, greatly 
increasing the tax resources available for educational work, was 
passed by a large popular vote. The University of Arkansas was 
opened at Fayetteville in 1872. The law and medical faculties are 
at Little Rock. A branch normal school, established 1873-1875 
at Pine Bluff, provides for coloured students, who enjoy the same 
opportunities for work, and are accorded the same degrees, as the 
students at Fayetteville; they are about a fourth as numerous. 
In roo5-1906 the were 497 students In the college of liberal 
arts, sciences and engineering, 548 in the preparatory school 
and 26 in the conservatory of music and arts, all in Fayetteville; 
171 in the medical school and 46 in the law school in Little 
Rock; and 240 in the branch normal college at Pine Bluff. The 
university and the normal school are supported by the Morrill 
Fund and by state appropriations. The state still suffered in 
905 from the lack of a separate and special training school for 

teachers; but in Ian the legislature voted to establish a state 
normal schooL 01 the Mora Fund (see • Molten; jonnt 
Sarre), thee-elevenths goes to the normal school. The 
agricultural experiment station of the university dates from 
2887. The financial support of the university has been light, 
about three-fifths coming from the United States government. 
Besides the university there are about a score of denominational 
colleges or academies, of which half-a-dozen are for coloured 
students. Among the large denominational colleges are 
Philander Smith College, Little Rock (Methodist Episcopal, 
:877); Ouachita College, Arkadelphia (Baptist, 1886); Hendrix 

College, Conway (Methodist Episcopal, South, rift); and 
Arkansas College, Batesville (Presbyterian, 1872). Thera are few 
libraries in Arkansas. In this matter her showing has long been 
among the very poorest in the Union relatively to her population. 
Daily papers are few in number. The state charitable institu-
tions—Insane asylum, deaf-mute and blind institutes—and 
the penitentiary, are at Little Rock. 

Local government is of the ordinary southern aamty type, 
without noteworthy variations. Municipal corporations rest 
upon a general state law, not upon Individual chutes. The 
liquor question is left by the state to county (i.e. including 
" local," or town) option, and prohibition is the most common 
county law, the alternative being high-licence. 

History.—The first settlement by Europeans in Arkansas was 
made in 1686 by the French at Arkansas Post (later the residence 
of the French and Spanish governors, important as a trading post 
in the earlier days of the American occupation, and the first 
territorial capital, rSio-thro). In ryso a grant on the Arkansas 
was Midi to John Law. In t762 the territory passed to Spain, 
in rygo back to Frame, and in r8o3 to the United States as a 
part of the " Lathiest Purchase." Save in the beghinings of 
western frontier trade, and in a great mass of litigation left to the 
courts of later years by the curious and uncertain methods of land 
delimitation that prevailed among the French and Spanish colon-
ists, the pee-American period of occupation has slight cosmadons 
with the later period, and scant historical importance. 

From 1804 to this what is now Arkansas was part of the 
district (and then the territory) of Louisiana, and from slits to 
taro of the territory of Missouri. Its earliest county orpniss-
dons date from this time. It was erected successively Into a 
territory of the first end second dais by nets of Congress of the 
znd of March rare and the srst of April alma By act of thi 
15th of June 1836 it was admitted into the Union as a slave 
state. 

There is little of gamed interest ha the history of ante-bellum 
days. Economic life centred in the slave plantation, and there 
was remarkable development up to the Civil War. The decade 
18ro-r829 saw the first newspaper OS le), the beginning of steam-
boating on Arkansas rivers, and the first weekly mail from the 
east. Trade was largely confined to the rivers and freighting for 
Sante Fe and Salt Lake before the war, but the first railway 
entered the state in 1853. Social life was sluggish in some way' 
and wild in others. An unhappy propensity to duelling, the 
origin in Arkansas of the bowie-knife,--from an alleged use of 
which Arkansas received the nickname, which it has always 
retained, of the "toothpick state,"--and other backwoods 
associations gave the state a reputation which to some extent has 
survived in spite of many yerys of sober history. The questions 
of the conduct of territorial affairs do not seem to have been 
contested systematically on national party lines until about des. 
The government of Arkansas before the Civil War was always In 
the bands of a few families closely intermarried. From the 
beginning the state has been unswervingly Democratic, save in 
the Reconstruction years, though often with heavy Whig or 
Republican minorities. 

In February 2862 the people of Arkansas voted to hold a 
convention to consider the state of public affairs. The conven-
tion assembled on the 4th of March. Secession resolutions were 
defeated, and it was voted to submit to the people the question 
whether there should be " co-operation " through the Lincoln 
government, or " secession." The plan was endorsed of holding 
a convention of all the states to settle the slavery question, and 
delegates were chosen to the proposed Border State Convention 
that was to meet at Frankfort, kentucky, on the 27th of May. 
Then came the fall of Fort Sumter and the proclamation of 
President Lincoln calling for troops to put down rebellion. The 
governor of Arkansas curtly refused its quota. A quick surge of 
ill-feeling, all the bitterer on account of the divided sentiments 
of the people, chilled loyalty to the Union. The convention re-
assembled on all of the governor, and on the 6th of May, with a 
single dissentient voice, passed an ordinance of secession. It 
then repealed its former vote submitting the question of secendon 
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to the people. On the 16th of May Arkansas became one of the 
Confederate States of America. 

In the years of war that followed, a very large proportion 
of the able-bodied men of the state served in the armies of the 
Confederacy; several regiments, some of coloured troops, served 
the Union. Union sentiment was strongest in the Death. In 
1862-1863 various victories threw more than half the state, 
mainly the north and east, under the Federal arms. Accordingly, 
under a proclamation of the president, citizens 'within the 
conquered districts were authorized to renew allegiance to the 
Union, and a special election was ordered for .  March 1864, to 
reorganize the state government. But meanwhile, a convention 
of delegates chosen mainly at polls opened at the army posts, 
assembled in January 1864, abolished slavery, repudiated 
secession and the secession war debt, and revised in minor details 
the constitution of 1836, restricting the suffrage to whites. This 
new fundamental law was promptly adopted by the people, i.e. 
by its friends, who alone voted. But the representatives of 
Arkansas under this coned tutionwere never admitted to Congress. 

The Federal and Confederate forces controlled at this time 
different parts of the state; there was some ebb and flow of 
military fortune in 5864, and for a short time two rival govern-
ments. Chaotic conditions followed the war. The fifteenth 
legislature (April 1864 to April 1860 ratified the Thirteenth 
Amendment, and passed laws against " bush-whacking," a term 
ruled in the Civil War for guerilla warfare, especially as carried 
on by pretended neutrals. Local militia, protecting none who 
refused to join in the common defence, and all serving " not as 
soldiers but as farmers mutually pledged to protect each other 
from the depredations of outlaws who infest the state," strove 
to secure such public order as was necessary to the gathering of 
crops, so as " to prevent the starvation of the citizens" (governor's 
circular, 1865). Struggling in these diffialties, the government of 
the statewas upset by the first Reconstruction Act. The governor 
in these years (0165-1868) was a Republican, the caster of the 
single Union vote in the convention of x861; but the sixteenth 
legislature ( z 866-1867) was largely Democratic. It undertook 
to determine the rights of persons of African descent, and regret-
table conflicts followed. The first Reconstruction Act having 
declared that " no legal state government or adequate protection 
for life or property " existed in the " rebel states," Arkansas was 
included in one of the military districts established by Congress. 
A registration of voters, predominantly whites, was at once 
carried through, and delegates were chosen for another constitu-
tional convention, which met at Little Rock in January z868. 
The secessionist element was voluntarily or perforce excluded. 
This convention ratified the Fourteenth Amendment, and framed 
the third constitution of the state, which was adopted by a small 
majority at a popular election, marred by various irregularities, 
in Marclrz 868. By its provisions negroes secured full political 
rights, and all whites who had been excluded from registration for 
the election of delegates to the convention were now practically 
stripped of political privileges. The organization of Arkansas 
being now acceptable to Congress, a bill admitting it to the Union 
was passed over President Johnson's veto, and on the 22nd of 
June z868 the admission was consummated. 

Arkansas now became for several years Republican, and 
suffered considerably from the rule of the "carpet-baggers." 
The debt of the state was increased about 39,375,000 from 2868 to 
1874, largely for railroad and levee schemes; much of the money 
was misappropriated, and in • case involving the payment of 
railway aid bonds the action of the legislature in pledging the 
credit of the state was held nugatory by the state supreme court 
in 1875 on the ground that, contrary to the constitution, the bond 
issue bad never been referred to popular vote. An amendment 
to the constitution approved by a popular vote in 1884 provided 
that the General Assembly should " have no power to levy any 
tax, or make any appropriation, to pay " any of the bonds issued 
by legislative action in 1868,2869 and 187z. The current expenses 
of the state in the years of Reconstruction were also enormously 
increased. The climax of the Reconstruction period was the so-
called Baxter-Brooks war. 

Mahe Baxter (1827-z899) was the regular Republican candi-
date for governor fa 2872. He was opposed by a disaffected 
Republican faction known as " brindletails," or, as they called 
themselves, " reformers," led by Joseph Brooks (1821-1877), and 
supported by the Democrats. Baxter was irregularly elected. 
The election was contested, and his choice was confirmed by 
the legislature, the court of last resort in such cases. He soon 
showed a willingness to rule as a non-partisan, and favoured 
the re-enfranchisement of white dtisens. This would have 
put the Democrats again in power, and they rallied to Baxter, 
while the Brooks party now assumed the name of " regulars," and 
received the support of the " carpet-bag " and negro elements. 
After Baxter had been • year in office Brooks received a 
judgment of ouster against him from a state circuit judge, and 
got possession of the public buildings (April 1874). The state 
flew to arms. The legislature called for Federal intervention 
(May 1874), and Federal troops maintained neutrality while 
investigations were conducted by a committee sent out by 
Congress. As a result, President Grant pronounced for Baxter, 
sad the Brooks forces disbanded. 

The chief result Was another convention. In 2873 the article 
of the constitution which had disfranchised the whites was 
repealed, and the Democrats thus regained power. By an over-
whelming majority the people now voted for another convention, 
which (July to October 1874) framed the present constitution. 
It removed all disfranchisement, and embraced equitable amnesty 
and exemption features. It also took away all patronage from 
the governor, reduced his term to two years, forbade him to 
proclaim martial law or suspend the writ of habeas corpus, and 
abolished all registration laws: all these provisions being reflec-
tions of Reconstruction struggles. The people ratified the new 
constitution on the 13th of October 1874. After Reconstruc-
tion the state again became Democratic, and the main interest 
of its history has been the progress of economic development. 

The following is a list of the territorial and state governors of 
Arkansas:— 

Territorial. 
James Miller' 	 2819-1825 
George lard 	 r825-z828 
John Pope' 	 2829-1135 
William S. Fulton 	 1835-1836 

James S. Conway 	 
Slate, 

2836-184o Democrat 
Archibald Yell' 	 1840-2844 . 
Thomas S. Drew' 	 1844-1849 PP 

John S. Roane 	 1849-1852 . 
Elias N. Conway 11152-z86o PP 

Henry M. Rector' 	 186o-:862 . 
Harris Flannigan' z862-J865 
Isaac Murphy' 	 044-1868 Republican  
C. H. Smith' 	 5867-1868 PP 

Powell Clayton 	 z868-1871 !P. 

Ono A. Hadley' 	 1871-1873 . 
Elisha Baxter 1873-1874 .  
August E. Garland 1 874-2877 Demo rat 
William R. Miller 	. 2877-1882 7P 

Thomas J. Churchill : 2884-:883 Pt 

James IL Berry 	 1883-1885 . 
Simon P. Hughes 	 1885-1889 OP 

James P. Eagle 	 1889-1 893 . 
I During this period Robert Crittenden. the secretary of the 

territory. was frequently the acting governor. 
a Robert Crittenden was acting governor in Ube-an. 
a Samuel Adams was actingegovernor from the 29th of April to 

the oth of November teas. 
• R. C. Byrd was acting governor from the tzth of January to 

the Igth of l_pil asg. 
a Thomas Fletcher was acting governor from the 4th to the 13th 

of November 1862. 
a Confederate governor. 
1  Union 
a UnitedVtvaetter Military (sub) governor. 
• Acting governor. 
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Statreostionsed. 

William M. Fishback• . . . . z893--1895 Democrat 
James P. Clarke • 	  1895-1897 
Daniel W. Jones 	  1897-1901 	 Pt 

Jefferson Davis 	  s901-1907 	PP 

John S. Little   1907-1908 	o. 
X. 0. Pindall, Acting Gov.. . 	 1908 
George W. Donaghey 	. . 	 1909 

Bistrocruent.—Information regarding the resources,  climate, 
population and industries of Arkansas should be sought in the 
volumes of the United States Census, United States Department  t of 
Agriculture and the United States Geological Survey (for the 
two there are various bibliographical guides); consult also the 
publications of the Arkansas (Agricultural) Expert Station (at 
Fayetteville), the reports of the state horticulturist, the biennial 
reports of the state treasurer, of the auditor, and of the Bureau of 
Mines, Manufactures and Agriculture (all published at Little Rock). 

The constitutional documents may best be consulted in the 
latest compiled Skikda of the state. See aim]. H. Shinn, Edwitien 
in Arkansas (U.S. Bur. of Education, tsmo) • W. F. Pope, Early Days 
in Arkansas (Little Rock, 1895); and F. Hempstead, Pictorial 
History of Arkansas (St Lank, t89o).. Similar to the last in popular 
character, vast in bulk and bale in method, are • series of Bio-
graphical and Pictorial Histories, covering the different sections of the 
state 0 vol. by J. Hallam, Albany,_1887; four others compiled 
anonymously, Chicago, 1889-1890. For the Reconstruction period 
see especially,  the Poland   in House 112p. No. 2, 43 Cong. 2 
Sess., vol. i. (1874), and John M. Harrell's The Brooks and Balder 
War: A History of the Reconstruction Period is Arkansas (St Louis, 
Missouri, 1893), which is lankly in favour of Baxter; also a paper by 
B. S. Johnson in vol..iL (1908) of the Publications of lbe Arks= 
Historical Association. 

ARKANSAS CITY, a city of Cowley county, Kansas, U.S.A., 
situated near the S. boundary of the state, in the fork of the 
Arkansas and Walnut rivers. Pop. (1890) 8347;  (:goo) 6140, 
of whom 302 were negroes; (1905) 7634; (1910) 7508. The city 
is served by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa FE, the Missouri 
Pacific, the St Louis & San Francisco, the Midland Valley and 
the Kansas South-Western railways. To the south is the Chilocco 
Indian school (in Key county, Oklahoma), established by the U.S. 
government in 1884. A canal joining the Arkansas and Walnut 
riversfurnishes good wa ter power. The manufactories include flour 
mills, packing establishments, a creamery and a paint factory. 
The city is situated in the midst of a rich agricultural region and 
is a supply centre for southern Kansas and Oklahoma, with large 
jobbing interests. The municipality owns and operates the water-
works. Arkansas City, first known as Creswell, was settled in 
1870, was chartered as a city under its present name in 1872 
and was rechartered in 1880. 

ARKLOW, a seaport and market town of Co. Wicklow, Ireland, 
in the east parliamentary division, 49 M. S. of Dublin, by the 
Dublin & South-Eastern railway. Pop. (tom) 4944. Sea-
fisheries are prosecuted, and there are oyster-beds on the coast, 
but the produce requires to be freed from a peculiar flavour by the 
purer waters of the Welsh and English coast before it is fit for 
food. The produce of the copper and lead mines of the Vale of 
Avoca is shipped from the port. There are cordite and explosives 
works, established by Messrs Kynoch of Birmingham, England. 
In 1882 an act was passed providing for the improvement of 
the harbour and for the appointment of harbour commissioners. 
The town hall and the Protestant church (1899) were gifts of the 
earl of Carysfort, In whose property the town is situated. There 
are slight ruins of an ancient castle of the Ormondes, demolished in 
1649 by Cromwell. On the 9th of June 1798 the Irish insurgents, 
attacking the town, were defeated by the royal troops near Arklow 
Bridge, and their leader, Father Michael Murphy, was killed. 

ARKWIUGHT, SIR RICHARD (1732-1792), English inventor, 
was born at Preston in Lancashire, on the 23rd of December 1732, 
of parents in humble circumstances. He was the youngest of 
thirteen children, and received but • very indifferent education. 
After servksg his apprenticeship in hisnative town, he established 
himself as a barber at Bolton about 175o, and later amassed a 
little property from dealing in human hair and dyeing it by a 
process of his own. This business he gave up about 1767 in order 
to devote himself to the construction of the spinning frame. The 
spinning jenny, which was patented by James Hargreaves 
(d. 1778), a carpenter of Blackburn, Lancashire, in 1770, though  

be had invented it some years earlier, gave the means of spinning 
twenty or thirty threads at once with no more labour than bad 
previously been required to spin a single thread. The thread 
spun by the jenny could not, however, be used except as weft, 
being destitute of the firmness or hardness required in the 
longitudinal threads orwarp. Arkwright supplied this deficiency 
by the invention of the spinning-frame, which spins avast number 
of threads of any degree of finest:Es and Madness. 

The precise date of the invention is not known; but in 1767 he 
employed Jobe Kay, a watchmaker at Warrington, to assist him 
in the preparation of the parts of his tuft-bine, and be took out a 
patent for it in 1769. The first model was set up in the parlour 
of the house belonging to the free grammar school at Prestos. 
This invention having been brought to a fairly advanced stage, 
he removed to Nottingham in 1768, accompanied by Kay and 
John Smalley of Preston, and there erected his that spinning 
mill, which was worked by horses. But his operations were at 
first greatly fettered by want of capital, until Jedediah Strutt 
(q.v.), having satisfied himself of the value of the machines, entered 
with his partner, Samuel Need, into partnership with him, and 
enabled him in 1771 to build a second factory, on a much larger 
stale, at Cromford in Derbyshire, the machinery of which was 
turned by a water-wheel. A fresh patent, taken out in 1 775, 
covered several additional improvements in the processes of 
carding, roving and spinning. As the value of his processes 
became known, he began to be troubled with infringements of his 
patents, and in 1781 he took action in the courts to vindicate his 
rights. In the first rase, against Colonel Mordaunt, who was 
supported by a combination of manufacturers, the decision was 
unfavourable to him, on the sole ground that the description of 
the machinery in the specification was obscure and indistinct. In 
consequence he prepared a " case," which he at one time intended 
to lay before parliament, as the foundation of an application for 
an act for relief. But this intention was subsequentlrabandoned; 
and in a new trial (A Anvil* v. Nightingale) in February 1785, 
the presiding judge having expressed himself favourably with 
respect to the sufficiency of the specification, a verdict was given 
for Arkwright. On this, as on the former trial, nothing was 
stated against the originality of the invention. 

In consequence of these conflicting verdicts, the whole matter 
was brought, by a writ of stirs facias, before the court of King's 
Bench, to have the validity of the patent finally settled, and it 
was not till this third trial, which took place in June r785, that 
Arkwright's claim to the inventions which formed the subject 
of the patent was disputed. To support this new allegation, 
Arkwright's opponents brought forward, for the first time, 
Thomas Highs, or Hayes, a reed-maker at Bolton, who stated 
that he had invented a machine for spinning by rollers previously 
to 1768, and that he had employed the watchmaker Ray to make 
a model of that machine. Kay himself was produced to pro* 
that he bad communicated that model to Arkwright, and that 
this was the real source of all his pretended inventions. Having 
no idea that any attempt was to be made to overturn the patent 
on this new ground, Arkwright's counsel were not prepared with 
etlicknce to repel this statement, and the verdict went against 
him. On a motion for a new trial on the nth of November of 
the same year it was stated that he was furnished with affidavits 
contradicting the evidence that had been given by Kay and 
others with respect to the originality of the invention; but the 
court refused to grant a new trial, on the ground that, what-
ever might be the fact as to the question of originality, the 
deficiency in the specification was enough to sustain the verdict, 
and the cancellation of the patents was ordered a few days 
afterwards. His fortunes, however, were not thereby seriously 
affected, for by this time his business capacity and organizing 
skill had enabled him to consolidate his position, in spite of the 
difficulties he had encountered not only from rival manufacturers 
but also from the working classes, who in 1779 displayed their 
antipathy to labour-saving appliances by destroying a large mill 
he had erected near Chorley. 

Though a man of great personal strength, Arkwright never 
enjoyed good health, and throughout his career of invention lead 
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discovery'he gboured under a seven! asthmatic affection. A. 
complication of disorders at length terminated his life on the 3rd 
of August tyro, at his works at Crawford He was knighted in 
1786 when be presented a congratulatory address from the 
wapentake of Wirksworth to George III., on his escape from the 
attempt on his life by Margaret Nicholson. 

ARLES, a town of .oath-eastern France, capital of an arron-
dissement in the department of Bouches-du-Rhone, 54 m. N.W. 
of Marseilles by rail. Pop. (acme) 16, z et. A canal unites Arles 
with the harbour of Bouc on the Mediterranean. Arles stands on 
the left bank of the Rhone, just below the point at which the river 
divides to form its delta. A tubular bridge unites it with the 
suburb of Trinquetaille on the opposite bank. The town is 
hemmed in on the east by the railway line from Lyons to 
Marseilles, on the south by the Canal de Craponne. Its streets 
are narrow and irregular, and, away from the promenades which 
border it on the south, there is little animation. In the centre 
of the town stand the Place de Is Republique, a spacious square 
overlooked by the Wel de Ale, the museum, and the old 
cathedral of St Trophime, the finest Romanesque church in 
Provence. Founded in the 7th century, St Trophime has been 
several times rebuilt, and was restored in 187o. Its chief portal, 
which dates from the rah century, is a masterpiece of graceful 
arrangement and rich carving. The interior, plain in itself, 
contains interesting sculpture. The choir opens into a beautiful 
cloister, the massive vaulting of which Is supported on heavy 
piers adorned with statuary, between which intervene slender 
columns arranged in pairs and surmounted by delicately carved 
capitals. Two of the galleries are Romanesque, while two 
are Gothic. Arles has two other churches of the Romanesque 
period, and others of later date. The h6tel de vflle, a building 
of the 17th century, contains the library. Its clock tower, sur-
mounted by a statue of Mars, dates from the previous century. 
The museum, occupying an old Gothic church, is particularly 
rich in Roman remains and in early Christian sarcophagi; there 
is also a museum of Provencal curiosities. The tribunal of 
commerce and the communal college are the chief public institu-
tions. Arles is not a busy town and its port is of little importance. 
There are, however, flour mills, oil and soap works, and the 
Paris-Lyon-liediterranee Railway Company have large work-
shops. Sheep-breeding is a considerable industry in the vicinity. 
The women of Arles have long enjoyed a reputation for marked 
beauty, but the distinctive type is fast disappearing owing to their 
intermarriage with strangers who have immigrated to the town. 

Arles still possesses many monuments of Roman architecture 
and art, the most remarkable being the ruins of an amphitheatre 
(the Arises), capable of containing 35,000 spectators, which, in 
the t nth and t nth centuries, was flanked with massive towers, 
of which three are still standing. There are also a theatre, in 
which, besides the famous Venus of Aries, discovered In x6sr, 
many other remains have been found; an ancient obelisk of 
a single block, 47 ft. high, standing since 1676 in the Place de 
Is Republique; the ruins of the palace of Constantine, the 
forum, the thermae and the remains of the Roman ramparts 
and of aqueducts. There is, besides, a Roman cemetery known 
as the Aliscamps Cempi), consisting-  of a short avenue 
once bordered by tombs, of which a few still remain. 

The ancient town, Ankle, was an important place at the 
time of the invasion of Julius Caesar, who made it a settlement 
for his veterans. It was pillaged in A.D. no, but restored and 
embellished by Constantine, who made it his principal residence, 
and founded what is now the suburb of Trinquetaille. Under 
Honorius, it became the seat of the prefectu.e of the Gauls and 
one of the foremost cities in the western empire. Its bishopric 
founded by St Trephimus in the rat century, was in the 
Stb century the primatial see of Gaul; it was suppressed in 
znez. After the fall of the Roman empire the city passed into 
the power of the Visigoths, and rapidly declined. It was 
plundered in 730 by the Saracens, but in the zoth century became 
the capital of the kingdom of Arles (see below). In the z 2 th 
century It was a free city, governed by a pod! se and musts 
after the model of the Italian republics, which it also emulated in 
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conunerce and navigation. In rasa ft submitted to Charles I. 
of Anjou, and from that time onwards followed the fortunes of 
Provence. A number of ecclesiastical synods have been held at 
Ades, as in 314 (see below), 334, 453  and 473- 

is in sills (Aries 0845) F. Bellies. Li Pays (Aries (sift); 
Peyre, Nimes. Arles, Orange Om)• 

See V. Clair, Monnosents dr Aries (1837) ; J J. Estraullin•Dgiert 
(R. Ta.) 

Synod of Arles (34).—A: negotiations held at Rome in October 
313 had failed to settle the dispute between the Catholics and the 
&matins, the emperor Constantine summoned the first general 
council of his western half of the empire to meet at Arles by the 
1st of August following. The attempt of Seeck to date the synod 
316 presupposes that the emperor was present in person, which is 
highly improbable. Thirty-three bishops are included in the most 
authentic list of signatures, among them three from Britain,—
York, London and " Colonia Londinensium " (probably a corrup-
tion of Lindensium, or Lincoln, rather than of Legionensium or 
Caerieon.on-Usk). The twenty-two canons deal chiefly with the 
discipline of clergy and people. Husbands of adulterous wives are 
advised not to remarry during the lifetime of the guilty party. 
Reiteration of baptism in the name of the Trinity is forbidden. 
For the consecration of a bishop at least three bishops are 
required. It is noteworthy that British representatives assented 
to Canon L, providing that Easter be everywhere celebrated 
on the same day: the later divergence between Rome and the 
Celtic church is due to improvements in the stoppulatio Romano 
adopted at Rome in 343 and subsequently. 

For the canons see Maori 8.syt If.; Bruns ff. toy ff.; Lauchert 
26 ff. See also W. Smith and S. Chatham, Dictionary of Christian 
Antiquaies (Boston, 1873). I. ter ff. (contains also notices of later 
synods at Arles); W. Bright, Chapters of Early English Church 

(and edition, Oxford, 1888), 9 f.; Herzog-Hauck, Realency-
liopMie (3rd edition), ii. sg a. 238 ff.; W. Mallet, Xireltengeschickto 
(and edition by H. von Schubert, Tubingen, spar). a 417. For full 
titles see Council.. (W. W. R.•) 

ARLES, =COOK or, the name given to the kingdom formed 
about 933 by the union of the old kingdoms of Provence (es) 
or Cisjurane Burgundy, and Burgundy (q.v.) Transjurane, and 
bequeathed in lost by its last sovereign, Rudolph HI., to the 
emperor Conrad IL It comprised the countship of Burgundy 
(Franche-ConstE), part of which is now Switzerland (the dioceses 
of Geneva, Lausanne, Sion and part of that of Basel), the 
Lyonnais, and the whole of the territory bounded by the Alps. 
the Mediterranean and the Rhone; on the right bank of the 
Rhone it further included the Vivarais. It is only after the end 
of the.  lath century that the name " kingdom of Arles" is applied 
to this district; formerly it was known generally as the kingdom 
of Burgundy, but under the Empire the name of Burgundy came 
to be limited more and more to the countship of Burgundy, and 
the districts lying beyond the Jura. The authority of Rudolph 
!IL over the chief lords of the land, the count of Burgundy and 
the count of Maurienne, founder of the house of Savoy, was 
already merely nominal, and the Franconian emperors (roya-
1 us), whose visits to the country were rare and of short duration. 
did not establish their power any more firmly. During the first 
fifty years of their domination they could rely on the support of 
the ecclesiastical feudatories, who generally favoured their cause, 
but the investiture struggle, in which the prelates of the kingdom 
of Arles mostly sided with the pope, deprived the Germanic 
sovereigns even of this support. The emperors, on the other 
hand, realised early that their absence from the country was a 
grave source of weakness; in 1043 Henry Ili. conferred on 
Rudolph, count of Rheinfelden (afterwards duke of Swabia), the 
title of der el rector Burgnsdiae, giving him authority over the 
barons of the northern part of the kingdom of Arles. Towards 
the middle of the nth century Lothair II. revived this system. 
conferring the rectorate on Conrad of Zthringen, in whose family 
it remained hereditary up to the death of the last representative 
of the house, Berthald V., in 1218; and it was the lords of 
ZAhringen who were foremost in defending the cause of the 
Empire against its chief adversaries, the counts of Burgundy. 
In the time of the Swabian emperors, the Germanic sovereignty 
in the kingdom of Arles was again, during almost the whole period, 
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merely nominal, and it was only In consequence of fortuitous 
circumstances that certain of the heads of the Empire were able 
to exercise a real authority in these pacts. Frederick I., by his 
marriage with Beatrice (1156), had become uncontested master 
of the countship of Burgundy; Frederick II., who was more 
powerful in Italy than his predecessors had been, and was extend-
ing his activities into the countries of the Levant, found Provence 
more accessible to his influence, thanks to the commercial 
relations existing between the great cities of this country and 
Italy and the East. Moreover, the heretics and enemies of the 
church, who were numerous in the south, upheld the emperor in 
his struggle against the pope. Henry VII. also, thanks to his 
good relations with theprincesof Savoy, succeeded in exercising 
a certain influence over a part of the kingdom of Arles. The 
emperors further tried to make their power more effective by 
delegating it, first to a viceroy, William of Baux, prince of 
Orange (r2: 5), then to an Imperial vicar, William of ?dontferrat 
(1220), who was succeeded by Henry of Revell° and William of 
Manupello. In spite of this, the history of the kingdom of Arles 
in the r3th century, and still more in the 14th, is distinguished 
particularly by the decline of the imperial authority and the 
Progress of French influence in the country. In 2246 the 
marriage of Charles, the brother of Saint Louis, with Beatrice, 
the heiress to the countship of Provence, caused Provence to pass 
into the hands of the house of Anjou, and many plans were made 
to win the whole of the kingdom for a prince of this house. At 
the beginning of the 14th century the bishops of Lyons and 
Viviers recognized the suzerainty of the king of France, and in 
1343 Humbert IL, dauphin of Viehnois, made a compact with 
the French king Philip VI. that on his death his inheritance 
should pass to a son or a grandson of the French king. Humbert, 
who was perhaps the most powerful noble in Arles, was induced 
to take this step as he had just lost his only son, and Philip had 
already cast covetous eyes on his lands. Then In 2349, being in 
want of money, be agreed to sell his possessions outright, and thus 
Viennois, or Dauphine, passed into the bands of Philip's grand-
son, afterwards Ring Charles V. The emperor Charles IV. took 
an active part in the affairs of the kingdom, but without any con-
sistent policy, and in 1378 he, in turn, ceded the imperial vicariate 
of the kingdom to the dauphin, afterwards King Charles VL 
This date may be taken as marking the end of the history of the 
kingdom of Arles, considered as an independent territorial area. 

See the monumental work of P. Fournier. Le AMMON ,Arks et de 
Vienne (Paris, ago); Leroux, Recherches critiques .110 larelations 
politiquer de la France aver IAlleinagne de sap a &pa (Paris, 1882). 
For the early history of the kingdom, L jamb, Lt Royawne de 
segue sow ks empereurs frosoconiens (so38-sisp), (Pads, 1906). The 
question of the nature and extent of the rights of the Empire over the 
kingdom of Arles has given rise, ever since the 16th century, to 
numerous juridical polemics; the chief dissertations published on 
this subject are indicated in A. Leroux, Bibliographse des contras 
care is France a rEmpire (Paris, 19o2). (R. Po.) 

ARLINGTON, HENRY snow, EARL or (1618-r685), 
English statesman, son of Sir John Bennet of Dawley, Middlesex, 
and of Dorothy Crofts, was baptized at Little Saxham, Suffolk, 
in t618, and was educated at Westminster school and Christ 
Church, Oxford. He gained some distinction ass scholar and a 
poet, and was originally destined for holy orders In :643 he 
was secretary to Lord Digby at Oxford, and was employed'  as 
a messenger between the queen and Ormonde in Ireland. Subse-
quently he took up arms for the king, and received a wound in the 
skirmish at Andover in 2644, the scar of which remained on his 
face through life.,  And after the defeat of the royal cause he 
travelled in France and Italy, joined the exiled royal family in 
1650, and in 1654 became official secretary to James on Charles's 
recommendation, who had already been attracted by his 
"pleasant and agreeable humour." ,  In March :65y he was 
knighted, and the same year was sent as Charks'sagent to Madrid, 
where he remained, endeavouring to obtain assistance for the 
royal cause, till after the Restoration. On his return to England 
in :66r he was made keeper of the privy purse, and became the 

1  See his portrait in the earl of Arlington's Learn to Sir W. 
rewlik, by Tho. Babinton (170z). 

1  clarenclon's Life Na Cestrissation, 397. 

prime favourite. One of his duties was the procuring and 
management of the royal mistresses, in which his success gained 
him great credit. Allying himself with Lady Castkmaine, he 
encouraged Charles's increasing dislike to Clarendon; and he 
was made secretary of state in October 166s in spite of the opposi-
tion of Clarendon, who had to find him a seat in parliament. He 
represented Callington from x66t till z665, but appears never 
to have taken part in debate. He served subsequently on the 
committees for explaining the Irish Act of Settlement and for 
Tangiers. In 1663 he obtained a peerage as Baron Arlington of 
Arlington, or Harlington, in Middlesert, and in 1667 was appointed 
one of the postmasters-generaL The control of foreign affairs was 
entrusted to him, and he was chiefly responsible for the attack 
on the Smyrna fleet and for the first Dutch War. In x665 he 
advised Charles to grant liberty of conscience, but this was merely 
a concession to gain money during the war; and he showed great 
activity later in oppressing the nonconformists. On the death of 
Southampton, whose administration he had attacked, his great 
ambition, the treasurership, was not satisfied; and on the fall of 
Clarendon, against whom he bad intrigued, he did not, though 
becoming a member of the Cabal ministry, obtain the supreme 
influence which he bad expected; for Buckingham first shared, 
and soon surpassed him, in the royal favour. With Buckingham 
a sharp rivalry sprang up, and they only combined forces when 
endeavouring to bring about some evil measure, such as the ruin 
of the great Ormonde, who was an opponent of their policy and 
their schemes. Another object of jealousy to Arlington was Sir 
William Temple, who achieved a great popular success in 1668 
by the conclusion of the Triple Alliance; Arlington endeavoured 
to procure his removal to Madrid, and entered with alacrity into 
Charles's plans for destroying the whole policy embodied in the 
treaty, and for making terms with France. He refused a bribe 
from Louis XIV., but allowed his wife to accept a gift of so,000 
crowns'; in 1670 be was the only minister besides the Roman 
Catholic Clifford to whom the first secret treaty of Dover (May 
1670), one clause of which provided for Charles's declaration of 
his conversion to Romanis' m, was confided (see CHAR= II.); 
and he was the chief actor in the deception practised upon the rest 
of the council. ,  He supported several other pernicious measures 
—the scheme for rendering the king's power absolute by force of 
arms; the " stop of the exchequer," involving a repudiation of 
the state debt in 1672; and the declaration of indulgence the 
same year, " that we might keep all quiet at home whilst we are 
busy abroad." ,  On the sand of April 5672 he was created an 
earl, and on the 15th of June obtained the Garter; the same 
month he proceeded with Buckingham on a mission, first to 
William at the Hague, and afterwards to Louis at Utrecht, 
endeavouring to force upon the Dutch terms of peace which were 
indignantly refused. But Arlington's support of the court policy 
was entirely subordinate to personal interests; and after the 
appointment of Clifford in November 1672 to the treasurership, 
his jealousy and mortification, together with his alarm at the 
violent opposition aroused in parliament, caused him to veer 
over to the other side. He advised Charles in Match 1673 to 
submit the legality of the declaration of indulgence to the House 
of Lords, and supported the Test Act of the same year, which 
compelled Clifford to resign: He joined the Dutch party, and in 
order to make his peace with his new allies, disclosed the secret 
treaty of Dover to the staunch Protestants Ormonde and 
Shaftesbury.,  Arlington bad, however, lost the confidence of all 
parties, and these efforts to procure support met with little 
success. On the.15th of January 1674 he was impeached by the 
Commons, the specific -charges being " popery," corruption and 
the betrayal of his trust—Buckingham in his own defence having 
accused him the day before of being the chief instigator of the 
French and anti-Protestant policy, of the scheme of governing by 

, Memoirs. of Great Britain card Ireland, by Sir John Dalrymple 
0790, I. [25. 

Ibid. 114 et On. 
Arlington to Sir B. Gascoyn, in J. T. Brown's Ifixellamo Ashes 

(1702). 66. 
On the authority of Colbert, 20th November 1673; Dalrymple's 

Memoirs, f. mt. 
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the army, of responsibility for the Dutch Wes, and of embank-
ment. But the motion for his removal, owing chiefly to the 
influence of his brother-in-law, the popular Lord Ornery, was 
rejected by 166 votes to 127. His nape could not, however, 
prevent his fall, and be resigned the secretaryship on the uth of 
September 1674, being appointed lord chamberlain Instead. 
In 1677 he made another attempt to gain favour with the paella-
milt by supporting measures against France and against the 
Roman Catholics, and by joining in the pressure put upon amities 
to remove James from the court. In November he went on a 
mission to the Hague, with the popular objects of effecting a 
peace and of concluding an alliance with William and James's 
daughter Mary. In this he entirely failed, and he returned tome 
completely discredited. He had again been disappointed of the 
treasurership when Denby succeeded Clifford; Charles having 
declared " that he had too much kindness for him to let him have 
it, for he was not fit for the office." , His intrigues with die. 
contented persons in parliament to stir up an opposition to his 
successful rival carne to nothing. From this time, though 
lingering on at court, he possessed no influence, and was treated 
with scanty respect. It was safe to ridicule his person and 
behaviour, and it became a common jest for "some courtier to put 
a black patch upon his nose and strut about with a white staff in 
his hand In order to make the king merry at his expense." 2  He 
was appointed a comodasioner of the 'treasury in March 1679, 
was included in Sir William Temple's new modelled council the 
same year, and was a member of the inner cabinet which was 
almost immediately formed. In Wiz be was madelord lieutenant 
of Suffolk. He died on the 28th of July 1687, and wail buried at 
Euston, where he had bought a large estate and had =undo= 
extensive building operations. His residence in London wasGening 
House, on the site of which was built the present Arlington Street. 

Arlington was a typical statesman of the Restoration, possess-
ing outwardly an attractive personality, and according to Sir 
W. Temple " the greatest skill of court and the best turns of art 
in particular conversation," s  but thoroughly unscrupulous and 
self-seeking, without a spark of patriotism, faithless even to a 
bad cause, and regarding public office minty as a means of 
procuring pleasure and profit. His knowledge of foreign affairs 
and of foreign languages, gained during his residence abroad, 
was considerable, but long absence from England had aho taught 
him a cosmopolitan indifference to constitutions and religions, 
and a careless disregard for English public opinion and the 
essential interests of the country. According to Clarendon, be 
" knew no more of the constitution and laws of England than he 
did of China, nor had he in truth a are or tenderness for church 
or state, but believed France was the hest pattern in the world." 
He was one of the chief promoters of the attempt to reintroduce 
into England arbitrary government after the French model, not 
because he imagined an absolute monarchy essential to the well-
being and security of the state, but because undenuch an adminis-
tration the favourites of t king enjoyed far greater privileges and 
profits than under a constitutional government. Of the same 
egotistical character was his religion, towards which his atti-
tude was similar to that of Charles U. himself. He was credited 
with having inclined the king towards Romeanism. Before the 
Restoration he had attended mass with the king abroad, and in 
opposition to Lord Bristol bad urged Charles to declare publicly 
his conversion in order to obtain the long-expected succour from 
the foreign powers. But his religion sat lightly upon him as it 
did upon his muter, and it was often convenient to disguise it. 
Like the king he continued to profess and practise Protestantism, 
and spent large sums in restoring the church at Easton; and, 
unlike Clifford, he took the Test in 1673 and remained in office, 
successfully concealing his faith till on his deathbed, when be 
declared himself• an adherent of Roman Catholicism) ,  

4  James's statement in Macpkerson's Orig. Pep. 1. 67. 
2  Eachard's Hi stog of Engiaad (y=1.211. 

Memoirs of W. Temple, ed. by T. P. Courtesy. u. 27. 
Lila and on. 404. 
Cf. North's Examen, 26; Dolrymple's Yam (sm) I. ao: 

Pemry's Diary (Feb. 17. 1663): Ca of Mined.* St. Pap. fu. us: 
T. Grte's Life of the Dais of Ormond* 0830, iv. 109. 

turned Isabella of Beerwaert, daughter of Louis of Nassau, 
by whom be had one daughter, Isabella, who married Henry, 
duke of Grafton, the natural son of Charles U. and Lady 
Cutlemaine. 

Aurnourras.—In addition to thorn mentioned above, me Bich 
nalithea arliSISPOS ()CMOs), accurate and artful, but too partial, 
and  

written without complete koowledge of Arlington's career: 
Wood's Fasti Ofenienses (Bliss), ii. 27 ; INA of Great Britain by 
J. Macpherson (7776), i. 132- 133; Lb Paper: (Camden Soc. 
N.R. vols. 34, 36, %and MSS. in Brit. Mm.: Oriental Letters of 
Sir Alunbew : Letters from the Sacreesries of Stale to Newts 
Pony (1817)i Add. MSS. Brit. Mrs. indexes; Cal. of Slate Pap. 
Dom.. and Hut. MSS. amun.—MSS. of .  Marquis of Ormonde, and 
Doke of Buedmigh at Montagu HOMY, u. 49. (P. C. Y.) 

Annurrow, a township of Middlesex county in E. Massa-
chusetts, U.S.A. Pop: (ago) 7629; (1 goo) 86o3, of whom 
2387 were foreign-born- (quo censu.$). 11,187 Area, Si SQ. m. 
It is served by the Bolton & Maine railway. It has pleasant 
residential villages (Arlington, Arlington Heights, &c.) with 
attractive environs, and there is an excellent public library (the 
Robbins library). At Arlington Heights there are several well-
known sanatoriums. Spy Pond (about roc acres) is one of the 
prettiest bodies of water in the vicinity of Boston. Arlington is 
an important centre for market-gardening (in hot-houses), and 
along Mill Brook, in the township, are several factories, including 
chrome works, a large mill and a manufactory of pianoforte 
CMS. In 1762 Arlington was made a " precinct " of Cambridge 
(of which it was a part from 1635 to 1807) under the name of 
Menotomy. In 28o7 it became a separate township under the 
name (retained until 1867) of West Cambridge. 

See B. and W. R. Cancan-dory of dm Totem' Arlin.On . . 1637- 
1.87 a (Boston, 1880); and C. S. Parker, Tim Town of Arlington, Past 
and Present (Arlington, 1507). 

ARLO*, the chief town of the Belgian province of Luxemburg, 
situated on a hill about zaeo ft. above the sea. Pop. (1904) 
10,894 It is a very ancient town, and in the time of the Romans 
was called Orolaunum, being a station on the Antoninian way 
connecting Reims and Trives. Authorities dispute as to the 
origin of the name, some tracing it to Aro Lowe, a temple of 
Diana having been erected here, while others more plausibly 
derive it from the Celtic words or (mount) and len (wooded). 
Nowadays the woods have disappeared, and Arlon is chiefly 
notable for the extensive views obtainable from the church of St 
Donat which crowns the peak. Arlon is no longer fortified. 
When Vauban by order of Louis XIV. turned it into a fortress 
in 2671 great damage was done to the old Roman wall, the foun-
dations of which were practically intact. In the local museum 
are many Romeo antiquities collected on the spot, including 
several large sculptural stones similar to the celebrated monument 
at lige! near Treves In the middle ages Arlon was the seat of 
a powerful countabip (later marquisate), held after 1275 by the 
dukes of Luxemburg. As an important strategic position it was 
several times seized by the French, e.g. in 5647 and 1671. 

ARM (a common Teutonic word; the Indo-European root is 
ar, to join or fit; cf. the Lat. arrests, shoulder, and the plural word 
arma, weapons, Gr. tippoA, joint, and the reduplicated apapiamir, 
to join), the human upper limb from the shoulder to the wrist, 
and the fore limb of an animal. (See ANATOMY: Superficial and 
Artistic, and SKELETON: Appoodicolor.) The word is also used of 
any projecting limb, as of a crane, or balance, of a branch of a 
tree, and so, in a transferred sense, of the branch of a river or 
a nerve. Through the Fr. arses, from the Lat. arma, and so in 
English usually in the plural " arms," comes the use of the word 
for weapons of offence and defence, and in many expressions such 
as " men-at-arms," " assault-at-arms," and the like, and for the 
various branches, artillery, cavalry, infantry, of which an army 
is composed, the " arms of the service." " Arms " or " armorial 
bearings " are the heraldic devices displayed by knights in battle 
on the defensive armour or embroidered on the surcoat worn over 
the armour and hence called " coats of arms." These became 
hereditary and thus are borne by families, and similar insignia are 
used by nations, cities, episcopal sees and corporations generally. 
(See HERALDRY.) 
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ALMADA, THE The Spanish or Invincible Armada was the 
great fleet (in Spanish, armada) sent against England by Philip II. 
in 588. The marquis of Santa Cruz, to whom the command bad 
first been given, died on the 9th of February t 5118 (according to 
the Gregorian calendar then used by Spain; on the 31st of 
January by the Julian calendar used in England; the other dates 
given in this artide will be in Old Style, or Julian calendar). 
Santa Cruz was succeeded by Don Alonso Perez de Guzman, duke 
of Medina Sidonia, a noble of large estate, but of no experience or 
capacity, who took the command unwillingly, and only on the 
reiterated order of the king. The fleet was collected at Lisbon, 
after many delays, and sailed on the 20th of May 1588. Its 
nominal strength was 134 vessels, of 59,190 tons, carrying 21,621 
soldiers and 8066 sailors. But from a third to a half of the 
vessels were transports, galleys or very small boats, and some 
of them never reached the Channel. The effective force was 
far below the paper strength. On the Toth of June, when the 
Armada had rounded Cape Finisterre, it was scattered by squalls. 
Some of the vessels went on to the appointed rendezvous at the 
Scilly Isles, but the majority anchored on the north coast of 
Spain Medina Sidonia, who found many defects in his fleet, did 
not finally sail till the 12th of July. On the English side all the 
royal navy, and such armed merchant ships as could be obtained 
from the ports, had been collected under the command of the 
lord high admiral Howard of Effingham, who had with him 
Hawkins, Drake and Frobisher as subordinate admirals. The 
number of vessels is put at 197, but the majority were very small. 
It is impossible to state with confidence what were the relative 
numbers of guns carded by the two fleets. The Spaniards bad 
more pieces, but their gunnery was inferior. The English fleet 
carried 16,000 or t7,001) men, of whom the large majority were 
sailors. About too of their ships were at Plymouth with the 
lord high admiral. The others were in the Downs with Lord 
Henry Seymour and Sir William Winter, to co-operate with a 
Dutch squadron under Justinus of Nassau in blockading the 
Flemish ports, then occupied by the Spanish army of the duke of 
Parma. The object was to prevent the ()imposed junction of the 
forces of Medina Sidonia and Parma. On the loth of July the 
Armada was seen of the Lizard. It sailed past Plymouth, and 
was followed by the English fleet. The Spaniards, who were 
heavy sailers, and were hampered by the transports, were much 
harassed by the more active English, and were defeated in all their 
attempts to board, which it was their wish to do in order to make 
use of their superior numbers of men. The flagship of the 
squadron of Andalucia, " Nuestm Senora del Rosario," com-
manded by Don Pedro de Valdes, was crippled, fell behind and 
had to surrender. On the 25th of July, when the fleets were n ear 
the Isle of Wight, a shift of the wind offered the Spaniards a 
chance of bringing on a close action, but it soon changed again. 
The English fleet, of which part had been in some danger, escaped 
uninjured, and the Spaniards stood on. They anchored on the 
26th of July at Calais. The duke of Medina Sidonia now sent an 
officer to Parma, calling on him to come to sea and join In a 
landing on the shore of England. But Parma could not leave 
port in face of Justinus of Nassau's squadron. While these 
messages were going and coming, Lord Howard had been joined 
by Lord Henry Seymour and Sir William Winter from the 
Downs. A council of war was held, to decide on the measures to 
be taken to assail the Spaniards at Calais. The course taken was 
to send fireships among them. On the night of the 28th of July 
the fireships were sent in, and produced an utter panic in the 
Armada. Most of the Spanish vessels slipped their cables and 
an to sea. Others weighed anchor, and escaped in a more 
orderly style. One great vessel ran ashore and was taken 
possession of by the English, who were however compelled to 
give her up by the French governor of Calais. On the 59th of 
July the scattered Spaniards, who were quite unable to restore 
order, were attacked by the English off Gravelines. The engage-
ment was hot, and, though the English did not succeed in taking 
any of the Spaniards, they destroyed some of them, and their 
superiority in sailing force and gunnery was now so obvious that 
the duke of Medina Sidonia lost heart His large vessels were  

indeed so helpless that only a timely &sift of the windowed many 
of them from drifting on to the banks of Flanders. Officers and 
men alike were completely discouraged. It was now recognized 
that an invasion of England could not be carried out in face of the 
more active English fleet and the proved impossibility of bringing 
about the proposed union with Parma's army. Suggestions were 
made that the Armada should sail to Hamburg, refit there, and 
renew the attack. But by this time the Spanish force was 
incapable of energetic action. Medina Sidonia and his council 
could think of nothing but of a return to Spain. As the wind 
was westerly, and the English fleet barred the way, it was im-
possible to sail down the Channel. The only alternative was to 
take the route between the north of Scotland and Norway. So 
the Armada sailed to the north. Lord Howard followed, alter 
detaching Lord Henry Seymour to remain in the Downs. He 
watched the Spaniards to the Firth of Forth. The English had 
at that time little knowledge of the seas beyond the Firth, and 
they were beginning to run short of food and ammunition. On 
the and of August, therefore, they gave up the pursuit. Medina 
Sidonia continued to the north, till his pilots told him that it was 
safe to turn to the west. Up to this time the lona the Spaniards 
in ships had not been considerable. If the weather had been that 
of a normal summer, they would probably have reached home 
with no greater leas of men than was usually inflicted on all fleets 
of the age by scurvy and fever. But the summer of 1588 was 
marked by a succession of gales of unprecedented violence. The 
damaged and weakened Spanish ships, which were from the first 
greatly undermanned in sailors, were unable to contend with the 
storms. It is not possible to give the details of the disasters 
which overtook them. Nineteen of them are known to have 
been wrecked on the coasts of Scotland and Ireland. The 
crews who fell into the hands of the English officers in Ireland 
were put to the sword. Many more of them disappeared at sea. 
Of the total number of the vessels originally tamed for the 
Invasion of England one-half, if not more, perished, and the 
crews of those which escaped were terribly diminished by scurvy 
and starvation. 

The failure of the Armada was mainly due to its own interior 
weakness, and as a military operation the English victory was 
less glorious than some other less renowned achievements of the 
British fleet. But the repulse of the great Spanish armament was 
an event of the first historical importance. It marked the final 
failure of King Philip II. of Spain to establish the supremacy 
of the Habsburg dynasty and of the Church of Rome, which he 
considered as being in a peculiar sense his charge, in Europe. 
From that time forward no serious attempt to invade England 
was, or could be, made. It became therefore the unconquerable 
supporter of that part of Europe which had thrown off the 
authority of the pope. The Armada had much of the character 
of a crusade. Though Philip II. had political reasons for 
hostility to Queen Elizabeth, they were so intimately bound 
up with the struggle between the Reformation and the Counter 
Reformation that the secular and the religious elements of the 
conflict cannot be separated from one another. The struggle 
was therefore not one.between armed forces in national rivalry 
alone. It was a trial of strength between two widely different 
conceptions of life and of the state—between the medieval and 
the modern worlds. The volunteers of all ranks who came 
forward in large numbers on both sides were fighting for a 
religious cause as well as for the interests of their respective 
PeoPics- 

Aurnoarrnts.—The E ...Bah side of the story of the Armada can 
best be studied in the Sisk Pain.: relating de the Defeat of the Spanish 
Armada, edited by Sir J. K. Laighton, and printed for the Navy 
Records Society (London, 18p4). The Spanish side will be found in 
La Armada Insencibk, by Captain Cesare° Fernandez Duro (Madrid. 
184). Fronde summarised the work of Captain Fernandez Duro in 
his brilliant Spanish Sloop of the Armada (London, 1892). (D. H.) 

ARMADILLO, the Spanish designation for the small mail-clad 
Central and South American mammals of the order Edentate, 
constituting the family Dasypolidae. The armature consists of a 
bony ease. partly composed of solid buckler-like plates, and partly 
of movable transverse bands, the latter differing in number with 
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the species, and giving to the body a considerable degree of 
flexibility. The bony plates are overlain by horny sales. 
Armadillos are omnivorous, feeding on roots, insects, worms, 
reptiles and carrion, and are mostly, though not universally, 

.Pebe Armadillo (Tatum novennineta). 

nocturnal. They are harmless and inoffensive creatures, offering 
no resistance when caught; their principal means of escape being 
the extraordinary rapidity with which they burrow in the 
ground, and the tenacity with which they retain their hold in 
their subterranean retreats. Notwithstanding the shortness of 
their limbs they run with rapidity. Most of the species are 
esteemed good eating by the natives of the countries in which 
they live. They are all inhabitants of the open plains or the 
forests of the tropical and temperate parts of South America, 
with the exception of a few species which range as far north as 
Texas. The largest species is the giant armadillo (Frieder!r 
zips), measuring nearly a yard long, from the forests of Surinam 
and Brazil; while one of the smallest is Darypur minutes, a near 
ally of the larger D. sexcinaus. The peba (Tabula nemenmincia) 
represents a group with a large number of movable bands in the 
armour; while the spar (Tolypeutes tricinches) and the other 
members of the same genus are remarkable for their power of 
rolling themselves up into balls. • For the distinctive characters 
of these and the other genera see EOENTATA. 

ARMAGEDDON, a name occurring in the Authorized Version 
of the English Bible in Rev. xvi. 26. The Revised Version has 
Harmagedon. The form is commonly regarded as the Greek 
equivalent of the Hebrew ham megtddan, the mountain district of 
Megiddo. The writer is describing the place where the last 
decisive battle was to be fought at the Day of Judgment, and 
Harmagedon may have been chosen as the name because the 
district about Megiddo had been on several occasions the scene 
of great battles (cf. Judg. iv. 6 ff., v. 19). It has, however, 
been suggested in the Zeit:thrift fur die Ainestomentliche Wissen-
selloff, vii. 17o (1887), that the name is for her mien," his fruit-
ful mountain "—the mountain land of Israel. Prof. Cheyne 

Bibi. s.v.) again, following suggestions of H. Gunkel, 
H. Zimmern and P. Jensen, compares the dragon of the Apoca-
lypse with the Babylonian Tilimat, thinks that some myth is 
referred to, and finds the inr7e8orr of 'Apiaryrdow in the divine 
name 'Yeargiorradow, a Babylonian god of the underworld, The 
name of the place where TiAmat was defeated by Marduk perhaps 
included that of a god of the underworld. (See Armenian.) 
From the application of the word Armageddon to the great 
battle of the End of Time comes the use of the phrase " an 
Armageddon " to express any great slaughter or final conflict. 

ARMAGH, an inland county of Ireland, in the province of 
Ulster, bounded N. by Lough Neagh, E. by Co. Down, S. by 
Louth and W. by Monaghan and Tyrone. The area is 327,704 
acres, or about s12 sq. m. The general surface of the county is 
gently undulating and pleasantly diversified; but in the northern 
extremity, on the borders of Lough Neagh, there is a considerable 
tract of low, marshy land, and the southern border of the county 
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is occupied by a barren range of hills, the highest of which, Slieve 
Gullion, attains an elevation of 1893 ft. In the western portion of 
the county are the Few Mountains, a chain of abrupt bills mostly 
incapable of cultivation. The county is well watered by numerous 
streams. The principal are the Callan, the Tynan and the 
Tallwater, flowing into the Blackwater, which, after forming the 
boundary between this county and Tyrone, empties itself into 
the south-western angle of Lough Neagh. The Tara and New-
town-Hamilton, the Creggan and the Fleury, flow into the bay 
of Dundalk. The Cam or Camlin joins the Bann, which, crossing 
the north-western corner of the county, falls into Lough Neagh 
to the east of the Blackwater. • The Newry Canal, communicating 
with Carlingford Lough at Warrenpoint, 6 m. below Newry, 
proceeds northward through Co. Armagh for about at ar., 
joining the Bann at Whitecoat. The Ulster Canal begins at 
Charlemont on the river Blackwater, near its junction with 
Lough Neagh, proceeding through the western border of the 
county, and passing thence to the south-west by Monaghan and 
Clones into Upper Lough Erne, after a course of 48 m. Part of 
Lough Neagh is in the county, and there are many small loughs, 
such as Gullion, Cam and Ross. 

Geology. —The flat shore of Lough Neagh in the north is due 
to the thick deposit of pale-coloured clays with lignites, which arc 
probably of Pliocene age, and indicate a reduction of the area of 
the lake is still later times. Between this lowland and Armagh 
city, the early Cainozoic basalts form slightly higher ground, 
while on the west a strip of Trias appears, overlying Carboniferous 
Limestone. A rough conglomerate containing blocks of this 
latter rock forms the hills on which Armagh itself is built; this 
outlier is probably Permian. The Carboniferous Limestone 
beneath it and around it is red-brown instead of grey, and is 
famous for its richness in fish remains. A hummocky irregular 
country spreadssouthward, where the Silurian axis is enemmtered; 
in continuation of the southern uplands of Scotland. • Slates and 
fine-grained sandstones appear here freely through the glacial 
drift. . In the south the granite core of this upland is revealed, 
and is quarried extensively about Bessbrook. It is penetrated 
by far younger intrusive masses at Slieve Gullion and Forkill. 
These rocks, which include some highly siliceous lavas, form part 
of the Eocene series that is so conspicuously displayed above 
Carlingford in Co. Louth. Lead-veins have been worked in 
various parts of the county from time to time. 

Indontries. —The soil of the northern portion of the county is 
a rich brown loam, on a substratum of clay or gravel. Towards 
Charlemont there is much reclaimable bog resting on a limestone 
substratum. The eastern portion of the county is generally of a 
light friable soil; the southern portion rocky and barren with 
but little bog except in the neighbourhood of Newtown-Han;liton. 
The climate of Armagh is considered to be one of the most genial 
in Ireland, and less rain is supposed to fall in this than in any 
other county. Only about one-twentieth of the land is naturally 
barren, and Armagh offers a relatively large area of cultivable 
soil. Agriculture, however, is not far advanced, yet owing to the 
linen industry the inhabitants are generally in circumstances of 
comparative comfort. The principal crops are oats and potatoes, 
but all grain crops are decreasing, and flax, formerly grown to a 
considerable extent, is now practically neglected. - The acreage 
under pasture slightly exceeds that of tillage. Cattle, sheep, pigs 
and poultry show a general increase in numbers. The principal 
manufacture, and that which has given a peculiar tone to the 
character of the population, is that of linen, though it has some-
what declined in modern times. It is not necessary to the 
promotion of this manufacture that the spinners and weavers 
should be congregated in large towns, or united in crowded and 
unwholesome factories. On the contrary, most of its branches 
can be carried on in the cottages of the peasantry. The men 
devote to the loom those hours which are not required for the 
cultivation of their little farms; the women spin and reel the yarn 
during the intervals of their other domesticoccupations. Smooth 
lawns, pure springs and the open sky are necessary for perfecting 
the bleaching process. Hence the numerous bleachers dwell in the 
country with their assistants and machinery. Such is the effect 
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of this combination of agricultural occupations with domestic 
manufactures that the farmers are more than competent to 
supply the resident population of the county with vegetable, 
though not with animal food; and some of the less crowded 
and less productive parts of Ulster receive from Armagh a con-
siderable supply of oats, barley and flour. Apples arc grown 
in such quantities as to entitle the county to the title applied 
to it, the orchard of Ireland. 

Communications are monopolized by the Great Northern rail-
way company, whose main line from Belfast divides at Portadown, 
sending off lines to Omagh, to Clones and to Dublin. A branch 
from Omagh joins the Dublin line to Goraghwood, and from this 
line there is a branch to Newry in Co. Down. An electric tram 
way connects Bessbrook, a town with important linen manu-
factures and granite quarries, with Newry. 

Popolation and Adminisirafion.—The population (72,286 in 
r8o1 ; 65,619 in toot) shows a heavy decrease, though emigration 
affects it less seriously than the majority of Irish counties. Of 
the total about 45% are Roman Catholics, 32%  Protestant 
Episcopalians, and 26% Presbyterians, the Roman Catholic faith 
prevailing in the mountainous districts and the Protestant in the 
towns and lowlands. About 74% of the whole constitutes the 
rural population. The chief towns are Armagh (a city and the 
county town. pop. 7588), Lurgan (12,782), Portadown (zo,o92). 
Tanderagee (1427), Besabrook (2977)  and Keady (1466). Armagh 
is divided into eight baronies, and contains twenty-five parishes 
and parts of parishes, the greater number of which are in the 
Protestant and Roman Catholic dioceses of Armagh, and a few 
in the Roman Catholic diocese of Dromore. • The constabulary 
has its headquarters at Armagh, the county being divided into 
five districts. Assizes are held at Armagh, and quarter sessions 
at Armagh,Ballybot,Lurgan,Markethilland Newtown-Hamilton. 
The parliamentary divisions are three: mid, north and south, 
each returning one member. 

History and Antiquifirs.—Armagh, together with Louth, 
Monaghan and some smaller districts, formed part of a territory 
called Orgial or Urial, which was long subject to the occasional 
incursions of the Danes. The county was made shire ground in 
1586, and called Armagh after the city by Sir John Perrott. 
When James I. proceeded to plant with English and Scottish 
colonists the vast tracts escheated to the crown in Ulster, the 
whole of the arable and pasture land in Armagh, estimated at 
77,800 acres, was to have been allotted is sixty-one portions. 
Nineteen of these, comprising 22,18o acres, were to have been 
allotted to the church, and forty-two, amounting to 55,620 
acres, to English and Scottish colonists, servitors, native Irish 
and four corporate towns—the swordsmen to be dispersed 
throughout Connaught and Munster. This project was not 
strictly adhered to in Co. Armagh, nor were the Irish swordsmen 
or soldiers transplanted into Connaught and Munster from this 
and some other counties. The antiquities consist of cairns and 
tumuli ; the remains of the fortress of Emain near the city of 
Armagh (q.t.), once the residence of the kings of Ulster ; and 
Danes Cast, an extensive fortification in the south-east of the 
county, near Poyntzpass, extending into Co. Down. • Spears, 
battle-axes, collars, rings, amulets, medals of gold, ornaments of 
silver, jet and amber, &e., have also been found in various places. 
The religious houses were at Armagh, Killevy, Kilmore, Stmd-
hailloyse and Tahenny. Of military antiquities the most remark-
able are Tyrone's ditches, near Poyntzpass; and the pass of 
Moyry, the entry into the county from the south, which was 
fiercely eontested by the Irish in 1595 and rfloo, is defended by a 
castle. the summit of Steve Gullion is crowned by a large cairn, 
which forms the roof of a singular cavern of artificial construction, 
probably an early burial-place. 

ARMAGH. a city and market town, and the county town of 
Co. Armagh, Ireland, in the mid parliamentary division, 89i m. 
N.N.W. of Dublin by the Great Northern railway, at the junction 
of the Belfast-Clones line. Pop. (1901) 7588. It is said to derive 
its name of Ard-neacka, the Hill of Macha, from Queen Macha of 
the Golden Hair, who flourished in the middle of the 4th century 

but earlier it was named from its situation on the sides of a 

steep hill called DrumssRech, or the MT of Sallow; which rises 
in the midst of a fertile plain near the Callan stream. Of high 
antiquity, and, like many other Irish towns, claiming (with 
considerable probability) to have been founded by St Patrick 
in the 5th century, it long possessed the more important distinc-
tion of being the metropolis of Ireland; and, as the seat of • 
flourishing college, was greatly frequented by students from other 
lands, among whom the English and Scots were said to have 
been so numerous as to give the name of Trian-Sassanagh, or 
Saxon Street, to one of the quarters of the city.' St Patrick's bell, 
long preserved at Armagh, the oldest Irish relic of its kind, is 
now, with its shrine of the year row, preserved in the museum 
of the Royal Irish Academy at Dublin,' Of a synod that was held 
at Armagh as early as 448, there is an interesting memorial in the 
Book of Armagh. an Irish MS. dating about A.D. 800. Exposed 
to the successive calamities of the Danish incursions, the English 
conquest and the English wars, and at last deserted by its 
bishops, who retired to Drogheda, the venerable city sank into an 
insignificant collection of cabins, with a dilapidated catbt Iml. 
From this state of decay, however, it was raised, in the second 
half of the 18th century, by the unwearied exertions of Arch-
bishop Richard Robinson, 1st Lord Rokeby (17o9-1794), 
which, seconded by similar devotion on the part of succeeding 
archbishops of the Beresford family, notably Archbishop Lord 
John George Beresford (1773-2862), made of Armagh one of the 
best built and most respectable towns in the country. As the 
ecclesiastical metropolis and seat of an archbishop (Primate of all 
Ireland) in both the Protestant and Roman organizations, it 
possesses two cathedrals and two archiepiscopal palaces. As the 
county town Armagh has a. court-house, a prison, a lunatic asylum 
and a county infirmary. Besides these there is a fever hospital, 
erected by Lord John George Beresford; a college, which Primate 
Robinson was anxious to raise to the rank of a university; a 
public library founded by him, an observatory, which has become 
famous from the efficiency of its astronomers; a number of 
churches and schools, and barracks. Almost all the buildings are 
built of the limestone of the district, but the Anglican cathedral 
is of red sandstone. It stands boldly on the top of the bill, a 
cruciform structure dating from the 13th, but practically rebuilt 
in the 18th century, in accordance with its original plan. The 
Roman Catholic cathedral is in the Decorated style, and was 
consecrated in 1873. Armagh was a parliamentary borough until 
1885; and, having been incorporated in 1653, so remained until 
1835. The administration is in the hands of an urban district 
council. Two miles W. of Armagh is Emain, Emania, or Navan 
Fort, with large entrenchments and mounds, the site of a royal 
palace of Ulster, founded by that Queen Macho who gave her 
name to the city. In A.D. 335 it was destroyed during the inroad 
on the defeat of the king of Ulster by the three brothers Collor, 
cousins of Muredach, king of Ireland. Armagh itself fell before 
the king Brian Boroime, who was buried here; and before 
Edward Bruce in 1355, while previous to the English war after the 
Reformation, it had witnessed the struggles of Shane O'Neill 
k1564). 

ARMAGNAC. formerly a province of France and the most 
important fief of Gascony, now wholly comprised in the depart-
ment of Gers (q.s.). In the 15th century, when it attained its 
greatest extent, it included, besides Armagnac, the neighbouring 
territories of &sumac, Fezensaguet, Pardiac, Pays de Genre, 
Riviari Besse, Eauzan and Lomagne, and stretched from the 
Garoiffe to the Adour. Armagnac is a region of hills ranging to a 
height of :coo ft., watered by the river Gcrs and other rivers which 
descend fanwise from the plateau of Lannemezan. On the slope 
of its hills grow the grapes from which the famous Armagnac 
brandy is made. In Roman Gaul this territory formed part of 
the diocese of Auch (chalets Ausciorum), which corresponded 
roughly with the later duchy of Gascony (q.s.). About the end 
of the 9th century Fezensac (continuos Fcdeuliacsu), in circum-
stances of which no trustworthy record remains, was erected 
into an hereditary courtship. This latter was in its turn 
divided, the south-western portion becoming, about 960, the 
counuhip of Armagnac (paps Arnsaxiacos). The domain of 
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this countship, at first very limited in extent, continued steadily 
to increase in size, and about 5140 Count Gerald III. added the 
whole of Fezensac to his possessions. Under the English rule 
the counts of Armagnac were turbulent and untrustworthy 
vassals; and the administration of the Black Prince, tending to 
favour the towns of Aquitaine at the expense of the nobles, drove 
them to the side of France.. The complaint against the English 
prince which Count John I., in defiance of the treaty of Britigny, 
himself carried to Paris, was the principal cause of the resumption 
of hostilities of 1369, and of the incessant defeats sustained by 
the English until the accession of their king Henry V 

At that moment Count Bernard VII. was all-powerful at the 
French court; and Charles of Orleans, in order to be able to 
avenge his father, Louis of Orleans, who had been assassinated in 
1407 by John the Fearless, duke of Burgundy, married Bonne, 
Bernard's daughter. This was the origin of the political party 
known as " the Armagnacs." With the object of combating the 
duke of Burgundy's preponderant influence, a league was 
formed at Gien, including the duke of Orleans and his father-in-
law, the dukes of Berry, Bourbon and Brittany, the count of 
Alencon and all the other discontented nobles. Bernard VII. 
ravaged the environs of Paris; and the treaty of Diane 
(November 2, 1410) only suspended hostilities for a few months, 
war breaking out afresh in the spring of 1411. Paris sided 
with the duke of Burgundy, and at his instigation Charles VII. 
collected an army to besiege the allies in Bourges. The peace of 
Bourgea, confirmed at Auxerre on the sand of August, put an end 
to the war. Paris was dominated at that time by the party of the 
" butchers," or Caboddens, which had been organized and armed 
by the count of Saint-Pol, brother-in-law of John the Fearless. 
But their excesses, and in particular the Cabochien ordinance 
of the 25th of May 1453, aroused public indignation; a reaction 
took place, and in the month of August the Armagnacs in their 
turn became masters of the government and of the king. The 
duke of Burgundy, besieged in Arras, only obtained peace 
(treaty of Arras, September 4. 1414), on condition of not 
returning to Paris. 

Several months later Henry V. declared war against France; 
and when, in August 1415, the English landed in Normandy, the 
Annagnacs and Bergundians united against them, but were 
defeated in the battle of Agincourt (October 25, 1415). John 
the Fearless then began negotiations with the English, while 
Bernard VII., appointed constable in place of the count of Saint-
Pol, who had been killed at Agincourt, returned to defend Paris. 
However, the excesses committed by the Armagnac incensed the 
populace, and John the Fearless, who was ravaging the surround-
ing districts, re-entered the capital on the 29th of May 1418, in 
consequence of the treason of Perrinet Lederc. • On the tsth of 
June Bernard VII. and the members of his party were massacred. 
From this time onward the Armagnac party, with the dauphin, 
afterwards King Charles VII., at its head, was the national party, 
while the Burgundian united with the English. This division in 
France continued until the treaty of Arras, on the snit of 
September 1435. The rivalry of the Burgundians and Armagnacs 
brought terrible disasters upon France, and for many years after-
wards the name of " Armagnac' " was bestowed upon the bands 
of adventurers who were as much to be feared as the Grandes 
Compagstes of the preceding age. 

In 1444-45 the emperor Frederick III. of Germany obtained 
from Charles VII. a large army of Armagnac to enforce his 
claims in Switzerland, and the war which ensued took the name 
of the Armagnac war (Armagsakerekrieg). In Germany the 
name of the foreigners, who were completely defeated in the 
battle of St Jakob on the Bin, not far from Basel, was mockingly 
corrupted into Anse Jades. Poor Jackets, or Arm Cakes, 
Poor Fools. 

On the death of Charles of Armagnac, in 1497, the countship 
was united to the crown by King Charles VII., but was again 
bestowed on Charles, the nephew of that count, by Francis I., 
who at the same time gave him his sister Margaret in marriage. 
After the death of her husband, by whom she had no children, she 
married Henry of Albret, king of Navarre; and thus the count- 
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ship of Armagnac came back to the French crown along with the 
other dominions of Henry IV. In 1645 Louis XIV. erected a 
countship of Armagnac in favour of Henry of Lorraine, count of 
Harcourt, in whose family it continued till the Revolution. 
James of Armagnac, grandson of Bernard VII., was made duke 
of Nemours in 1462, and was succeeded in the dukedom by his 
second son, John, who died without issue, and his third son, Louis, 
in whom the house of Armagnac became extinct in 1503. 

In 1789 Armagnac was a province forming part of the 
Gosterwestest-gestral of Guienne and Gascony; it was divided 
into two parts, High or White Armagnac, with Audi for capital, 
and Low or Black Armagnac. At the Revolution the whole of 
the original Armagnac was included in the department of Gers. 
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ARMATOLES (Gr. apparcAls, a man-at-arms), the name given 
to some Greeks who discharged certain military and police 
functions under the Turkish government. When the Turks under 
Sultan Mahommed II. conquered Greecein the 15th century, many 
of the Greeks fled into the mountainous districts of Macedonia 
and northern Greece, and maintained a harassing warfare with the 
conquerors of their country. These men were called Kkplas 
(modern Gr. trAt#ret, ancient ()arm, a thief, a brigand), and 
during the 16th century the Turkish pashas came to terms with 
some of them, and these men were allowed to retain their local 
customs, and were confirmed in the possession of certain districts, 
while in return they undertook some duties, such as the custody 
of the highroads. Those who accepted these terms were called 
armaides, and the districts In which they lived armadas. 
Strengthened by a considerable number of Christian Albanians, 
they rendered good service in defending Greece, and to some 
extent repressed the ravages of the lasehrs; but their power and 
independence were disliked by the Turks. After the peace of 
Belgrade lit 1739 (between Austria and Turkey), the Turkish 
government sought to weaken the position of the arrnaloles. 
Their privileges were restricted, Mahommedan Albanians were 
introduced into the armadas, and towards the end of the 18th 
century their numbers were seriously reduced. Irritated by this 
policy the arseateies rendered considerable service to All Pasha of 
'ermine in his struggle with the Turks in 182o-22, and afforded 
valuable assistance to their countrymen during the Greek war of 
independence in 183o. 

ARMATURE (from Lat. smatters, armour), a covering for 
defence. In zoology the word is used of the bony shell of the 
armadillo. In architecture it is applied to the iron stays by 
which the lead lights are secured in windows. (See STANCHION 
and SADDLE: Saddle-Bars.) In magnetism Dr William Gilbert 
applied the term to the piece of soft iron with which hb " armed " 
or capped the lodestone in order to increase its power. It is also 
used for the " keeper " or piece of iron which is placed across the 
poles of a horse-shoe magnet, and held in place by magnetic 
attraction, in order to complete the magnetic circuit and preserve 
the magnetism of the steel; and hence, in dynamo-electric 
machinery, for the portion which is attracted by the electro-
magnet, as the moving part of an electric motor, or, by extension, 
the moving part of a dynamo (q.v.). 

AREAVIR. (r) The ruins of the old capital of Armenia, on the 
S.E. slope of the extinct volcano Ala-geuz, 'recording to legend, 
built by Armais, a grandson of Haik, in r98o s.c., and the capital 
of the Armenian kings till the 2nd century A.D. Now a small 
village, Tapadibi, occupies its seat. (a) A district town of Russia, 
northern Caucasia, province of Kuban, on Kuban river, and 
on the main line of the Caucasian railway, eo m. by rail west 
of Stavropol, built in 1848 for the settlement of Armenian 
mountaineers, and now a well-built, growing town with Soon 
Inhabitants, the merchants of which carry on a lively trade. 
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ARMENIA (old Persian &mina, Armenian Hayes**, or 

Hoyq), the popular modern name of a district south of the 
Caucasus and Black Sea, which formed part of the ancient 
Armenian kingdom. The name, which first occurs in the cunei-
form inscriptions of Darius Hystaspis, supplanted the earlier 
Urardhu, or Ararat, but its origin is unknown. In its widest 
extent Armenia stretched from 37 °  to 49°  E. long., and from 
37i°  to o r N. lat.; but this area was never, or only for a brief 
period, united under one king. Armenia is now divided between 
Persia, Russia and Turkey, and the three boundaries have a 
common point on Little Ararat. 

Geographically, Armenia is a continuation westward of the 
great Iranian plateau. On the north it descends abruptly to the 
Black Sea; on the south it breaks down in rugged terraces to the 
lowlands of Mesopotamia; and on the east and west it sinks 
more gradually to the lower plateaus of Persia and Asia Minor. 
Above the general level of the plateau, 6000 ft., rise bare ranges 
of mountains, which run from north-east to south-west at an 
altitude of Bow- za,000 ft., and culminate in Ararat, 17,000 ft. 
Between the ranges are broad elevated valleys, through which the 
rivers of the plateau flow before entering the rugged gorges that 
convey their waters to lower levels. Geologically, Armenia 
consists of archaic rocks upon which, towards the north, are 
superimposed Palaeozoic, and towards the south later sedi-
mentary rocks. The last have been pierced by volcanic out-
bursts that extend southward to Lake Van. Amongst the higher 
mountains are the two Ararats; Ala-geuz Dagh, north of the 
Am; Bingeul Dagh, south of Erzerum; and the peaks near 
Lake Van. The rivers are the Euphrates, Tigris, Aras, Churuk 
Su (Chorokh) and Kelkit Irmak, all rising on the plateau. The 
more important lakes are Van, 5leo It., about twice the size of the 
Lake of Geneva, and Urmia, 4orto ft., both salt; Gokcha or 
Sevan, 5870 ft., discharging into the Aras; and Chaldir, into the 
Kars Chai. The aspect of the plateau is dreary and monotonous. 
The valleys are wide expanses of arable land, and the hills are for 
the most part grass-covered and treeless. But the gorges of the 
Euphrates and Tigris, and their tributaries, cannot besurpassed 
in wildness and grandeur. The climate is varied. In the higher 
districts the winter is long and the cold severe; whilst the summer 
is short, dry and hot. In Erzerum the temperature ranges from 
■22.  to 84° F., and snow sometimes falls in June. • In the valley 
of the Am, and in the western and southern districts, the 
climate is more moderate. Most of the towns lie high, from 4000 
to 6000 ft. The villages are usually built on gentle slopes, in 
which the houses are partially excavated as a protection against 
the severity of the weather. Many of the early towns were on or 
near the Araxes, and amongst their ruins are the remains of 
churches which throw light on the history of Christian archi-
tecture in the East. ' Armenia is rich in mineral wealth, and there 
are many hot and cold mineral springs. The vegetation varies 
according to the locality. Cereals and hardy fruits grow on the 
higher ground, whilst rice is cultivated in -the hot, well-watered 
valley of the Araxes. The summer is so hot that the vine grows 
at much higher altitudes than it does in western Europe, and the 
cotton tree and all southern fruit trees are cultivated in the 
deeper valleys. On the fine pasture lands which now support the 
flocks of the Kurds, the horses and mules, so celebrated in ancient 
times, were reared. Trout are found in the rivers, and a small 
herring-in Lake Van. The country abounds in romantic scenery; 
that of the district of Ararat especially has been celebrated by 
patriotic historians like Moses of Chorene and Lazarus of Pharb. 

Population.—Accurate statistics cannot' be obtained; but it 
is estimated that in the nine vilayets, which include Turkish 
Armenia, there are 935,coo Gregorian, Roman Catholic and 
Protestant Armenians, 645,000 other Christians, roo,000 Jews, 
Gypsies, &c., and 4,460,000 Moslems, The Armehians, taking 
the most favourable estimate, are in a majority in nine kazas or 
sub-districts only (seven near Van, and two near Mush) out of 159. 
In Russian Armenia there are 96o,000 Armenians, and in Persian 
Armenia no,000. According to an estimate made by General 
Zelenyi for the Caucasus Geographical Society (Zapf:hi, vol. 
xviii., Tiflis, 1896, with map), the population of the nine Turkish  

vilayets, Erzentm, Van, Sidle, Kharput (Mamuret-d-Aalz). 
Diarbekr, Sivas, Aleppo, Adana and Trebizond, was 6,000,00o 
(Armenians, 913,875, or 15 %; other Christians, 632,875, or I I 56• 
and Moslems, 4.453, 350, or 74 %). In the first five vilayets which 
contain most of the Armenians, the population was 2,642,000 
(Armenians, 633,250, or 24 %; other Christians, 1 7075, or 7 To; 
and Moslems, 1,828,875, or 69 %); and in the seven Armenian 
limas the population was 282,375 (Armenians, 184,875, or 65%; 
other Christians, z coo, or 0.3 %; and Moslems, 9 8.500, or 34' 7 %). 
In 1897 there were 970,656 Armenians in Russia, of whom 
827,634 were in the provinces of Moan, Elisavetpol and Tiflis. 

The total number of Armenians is estimated at 2,9oo,000 (in 
Turkey, ',moon; Russia, 1,000,000; Persia, rso,000; Europe, 
America and East Indies, 25o,o00). 

History.—The history of Armenia has been largely influenced 
by its physical features. The isolation of the valleys, especially 
in winter, encouraged a tendency to separation, which invariably 
showed itself when the central power was weak. • The rugged 
mountains have always been the home of hardy mountaineers 
impatient of control, and the sanctuary to which the lowlanders 
fled for safety in times of invasion. The country stands as an 
open doorway between the East and the West. Through its long 
valleys run the roads that connect the Iranian plateau with the 
fertile lands and protected harbours of Asia Minor, and for its 
possession nations have contended from the remotest past. 

The original inhabitants of Armenia are unknown, but, about 
the middle of the 9th century s.c., the mass of the people belonged 
to that great family of tribes which seems to have been sh.m  
spread over western Asia and to have had a common 
non-Aryan language. Mixed with these proto-Annenians, there 
was an important Semitic element of Assyrian and Hebrew 
origin. In the 7th century s.c., between 640 Ind 600, the country 
was conquered by an Aryan people, who imposed their language, 
and possibly their name, upon the vanquished, and formed a 
military aristocracy that was constantly recruited from Persia 
and Parthia. Politically the two races soon amalgamated, but, 
except in the towns, there was apparently little intermarriage, 
for the peasants in certain districts closely resemble the proto-
Armenians, as depicted on their monuments. After the Arab 
and Seljuk invasions, there was a large emigration of Aryan and 
Semitic Armenians to Constantinople and Glick; and all that 
remained of the aristocracy was swept away by the Mongols and 
Tatars. • This perhaps explains the diversity of type and char-
acteristics amongst the modern Armenians. In the recesses of 
Mount Taurus the peasants are tall, handsome, though somewhat 
sharp-featured, agile and brave. In Armenia and Asia Minor 
they arerobust, thick-set and coarse-featured, with straight black 
hair and large hooked noses. They are good cultivators of the 
soil, but are poor, superstitious, ignorant and unambitious, and 
they live in semi-subterranean houses as their ancestors did Boo 
years s.c. The townsmen, especially in the large towns, have 
more regular features—often of the Persian type. They are 
skilled artisans, bankers and merchants, and are remarkable for 
their industry, their quick intdligence, their aptitude for 
business, and for that enterprising spirit which led their ancestors, 
in Roman times, to trade with Scythia, China and India. The 
upper classes are polished and well educated, and many have 
occupied high positions in the public service in Turkey, Russia, 
Persia and Egypt. The Armenians are essentially an Oriental 
people, possessing, like the Jews, whom they resemble in their 
exclusiveness and widespread dispersion, a remarkable tenacity 
of race and faculty of adaptation to circumstances. • They are 
frugal, sober, industrious and intelligent, and their sturdiness of 
character has enabled them to preserve their nationality and 
religion under the sorest trials. • They are strongly attached to 
old manners and customs, but have also a real desire for progress 
which is full of promise. On the other hand they are greedy of 
gain, quarrelsome in small matters, self-seeking and wanting in 
stability; and they are gifted with a tendency to exaggeration 
and a love of intrigue which has had an unfortunate influence 
on their history. They are deeply separated by religious 
differences, and their mutual jealousies, their inordinate vanity 
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their versatility and their cosmopolitan character must always 
be an obstacle to the realization of the dreams of the nationalists. 
The want of courage and self-reliance, the deficiency In truth and 
honesty sometimes noticed in connexion with them, are doubtless 
due to long servitude under an unsympathetic government. 

The early history of Armenia, more or less mythical, is partly 
based on traditions of the Biainian kings (see Avatar), and is 

Amylase 
interwoven with the Bible narrative, of which a know- 

med.. ledge was possibly obtained from captive Jews settled 
in the country by Assyrian and Babylonian monarchs. 

The legendary kings are but faint echoes of the kings of Biainas; 
the story of Semiramis and Ara is but another form of the myth 
of Venus and Adonis; and tradition has clothed Tigranes, the 
reputed friend of Cyrus, with the transient glory of the opponent 
of Lucullus. The fall of the Biainian kingdom, perhaps over-
thrown by Cyaxares, was apparently soon followed by an immi-
gration of Aryan (Medo-Persian) races, including the progenitors 
of the Armenians. But they spread slowly, for the "Ten 
Thousand,' when crossing the plateau to Trebizond, 4or-400n.c., 
met no Armenians after leaving the villages four days' march 
beyond the Teleboas, now Kara Su. Under the Medes and 
Persians Armenia was a satrapy governed by a member of the 
reigning family; and after the battle of Arbela, 331 B.C., it was 
ruled by Persian governors appointed by Alexander and his 
successors. Ardvates, 317-284 B.C., freed himself from Seleucid 
control; and after the defeat of Antiochus the Great by the 
Romans, roo B.c., Artaxias (Ardashes), and Zadriades, the 
governors of Armenia Major and Armenia Minor, became inde-
pendent kings, with the concurrence of Rome. (See Ticnitras.) 
Artaxias established his capital at Artaxata on the Araxes, and 
his most celebrated successor was Tigranes (Dikran), 94 -56  

the son-in-law of Mithradates VI., the Great. Tigranes founded 
a new capital, Tigranocerta, in northern Mesopotamia, which he 
modelled on Nineveh and Babylon, and peopled with Greek and 
other captives. Here, and at Antioch, he played the part of 
"great king" in Asia until his refusal to surrender his father-in-
law involved him in war with .Rome. Defeated, 69 B.c., by 
Lucullus beneath the walls of his capital, he surrendered his 
conquests to Pompey, 66 B.C., who had driven Mithradates across 
the Phasis, and was permitted to hold Armenia as a vassal state 
of Rome. 

The campaigns of Lucullus and Pompey brought Rome into 
delicate relations with Parthia. Armenia, although politically 
dependent upon Rome, was connected with Parthia by r

are 
 

geographical position, a common language and faith, 
intermarriage and similarity of arms and dress. It had &vim 
never been Hellenized, as the provinces of Asia Minor 
had been; the Roman provincial system was never applied to it; 
and the policy of Rome towards it was never consistent. The 
country became the field upon which the East and West contended 
for mastery, and the struggle ended for a time in the partition 
of Armenia, A.D. 387, between Rome and Persia. The Roman 
portion was soon added to the Diocesis Pontica. The Persian 
portion, Pers-Armenia, remained a vassal state under an Arsacid 
prince until 428. It was afterwards governed by Persian and 
Armenian noblemen selected by the "great king," and entitled 
mar.bans. Before the partition, Tiridates, converted by St 
Gregory, "the Bluminator," had established Christianity as the 
religion of the state, and set an example followed later by Con-
stantine. After the partition, the invention of the Armenian 
alphabet, and the translation of the Bible into the vernacular, 
4 10, drew the Armenians together, and the discontinuance of 
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Greek in the Holy Offices relaxed the ecclesiastical dependence on 
Constantinople, which ceased entirely when the Patriarch, 494 
refused to accept the decrees of the council of Chalcedon. The 
rule of the mars/ems was marked by relentless persecution of the 
Christians, forced conversions to Magism, frequent insurrections 
and the rise to importance of the great families founded by men 
of Assyrian, Paithian, Persian, Syrian and Jewish origin, and in 
some cases of royal blood, who had been governors of districts, or 
holders of fiefs under the Antacids. Amongst the asatsbass were 
Jewish Bagratids and Persian Mamegonians; and one of the 
latter family, Vartan, made himself independent (571-578), with 
Byzantine aid. In 632 the victories of Heradius restored Armenia 
to the Byzantines; but the war that followed the Arab invasion, 
636, left the country in the hands of the caliphs, who set over it 
Arab and Armenian governors (*.Wham). One of the governors, 
the Bagratid Ashod L, was crowned king of Armenia by the 
caliph Motamid, 885, and founded a dynasty which ended with 
Kagig II. in ro79. A little later the Anizrunian Kagig, gover-
nor of Vaspuragan or Van, was crowned king of that province 
by the caliph Moktadir, 908, and his descendants ruled at Van 
and Sivas until Rollo. The Bagratids founded dynasties at Kars, 
962-x o8o, and in Georgia, which they held until its absorption, 
r8ox, by Russia. From 984 to 1085 the country from Diarbekr 
to Melasgerd was ruled under the suzerainty first of Arabs then 
of Byzantines and Seljuk', by the Mervanid dypasty of Kurds, 
called princes of Abahuni ('Avaxotwir). The Arab invasion drove 
many Armenian noblemen to Constantinople, where they inter-
married with the old Roman families or became soldiers of for-
tune. Artavasdes, an Arsacid, usurped the Byzantine throne for 
two years; Leo V., an Ardzrunian, and John Zimisces, became 
emperors; whilst Manuel, the Mamegonian, and others were 
amongst the best generals of the empire In 991, and again in 
1021, Basil II. invaded Armenia, and in the latter year Senek-
herim, king of Vaspuragan, exchanged his kingdom for Sivas 
and its territory, where he settled down with many Armenian 
emigrants. Basil's policy was to make the great Armenian 
fortresses, garrisoned by imperial troops, the first line of defence 
on his eastern frontier; but it failed in the hands of his feeble 
successors, who thought more of converting heretical Armenia 
than of defending its frontier. The king of Ani, Kagig II., was 
compelled to exchange his kingdom for estates in Cappadocia. 
The country was raided by Seljuks and harried by Byzantine 
soldiers, and the miseries of the people were regarded as 
gain to the Orthodox church. After the defeat and capture of 
Romanus IV. by Alp Arslan, 1071, Armenia formed part of the 
Seljuk empire until it split up, 1157, into petty states, ruled by 
Arabs, Kurds and Seljuks, who were in turn swept away by the 
Mongol invasion, 1235. For more than three centuries after the 
appearance of the Seljuk", Armenia was traversed by a long 
My succession of nomad tribes whose one aim was to secure 

etfirr 
max* ... good pasturage for their flocks on their way to the 

richer lands of Asia Minor. The cultivators were driven 
from the plains, agriculture was destroyed, and the country was 
seriously impoverished when its ruin was completed by the 
ravages and wholesale butcheries of Timur. Many Armenians 
fled to the mountains, where they embraced Islam, and inter- 
married with the Kurds, or purchased security by paying black- 
mail to Kurdish chiefs. Others migrated to Cappadocia or to 
Cilicia, where the Bagratid Rhupen had founded, ici8o, a small 
principality which, gradually extending its limits, became the 
kingdom of Lesser Armenia. This Christian kingdom in the 
midst of Moslem states, hostile to the Byzantines, giving valuable 
support to the leaders of the crusades, and trading with the great 
commercial cities of Italy, had a stormy existence of about 300 
years. Internal disorders, due to attempts by the later Lusignan 
kings to make their subjects conform to the Roman Church, 
facilitated its conquest by Egypt. 1375. The memory of Kiligia 
(Cilicia) is enshrined in a popular song, and at Zeitun, in the 
recesses of Mount Taurus, a small Armenian community has 
hitherto maintained almost complete independence. After the 
death of Timur, Armenia formed part of the territories of the 
Turkoman dynasties of Ak- and Kara-Kuyunli, and under their 

milder rule the seat of the Catholicus, which, during the Seljuk 
invasion, had been moved first to Sivas, and then to Lesser 
Armenia, was re-established, 144x, at Echmiadzin. 

In 1514, the Persian campaign of Selim L gave Armenia to the 
Osmanli Turks, and its reorganization was entrusted to Idris, the 
higtorian, who was t Kurd of Bitlis. Idris found the 
rics arable lands almost deserted, and the mountains Vaal..  
bristling with the castles of independent chieftains, of 
Kurd, Arab and Armenian descent, between whom there were 
long-standing feuds. He compelled the Kurds to settle on the 
vacant lands, and divided the country into small santaks which 
in the plains were governed by Turkish officials, and us the 
mountains by local chiefs. This policy gave rest to the country, 
but favoured the growth of Kurd influence and power, which by 
x534 had spread westwards to Angora. Armenia was invaded 
by the Persians in r575, and again in 1604, when Shah Abbas 
transplanted many thousand Armenians from Julia to his new 
capital Isfahan. In 1639, the province of Erivan, which Included 
Echmiadrin, was assigned by treaty to Persia, and it remained 
in her bands until it passed to Russia, 1828, under the treaty 
of Ttuirmian-chai. The Turko-Russian War of 1828-29, which 
advanced the Russian frontier to the Arpa Cbai, was followed by 
a large emigration of Armenians from Turkish to Russian terri-
tory, and a smaller exodus took place after the war of 1877-78, 
which gave Batum, Ardahan and Kars to Russia. In 1834 
the independent power of the Kurds in Armenia was greatly 
curtailed; and risings under Bedr Khan Bey in r843, and Sheik 
Obeidullah in 1880, were firmly suppressed. 

After the capture of Constantinople, 433, Mahommed II 
organized his non-Moslem subjects in communities, or nulled. 
under ecclesiastical chiefs to whom he gave absolute 
authority in civil and religious matters, and in criminal tirese." 
offences that did not come under the Moslem religious car. 
law. Under this system the Armenian bishop of Brusa, 
who was appointed patriarch of Constantinople by the sultan, 
became the civil, and practically the ecclesiastical head of his 
community (Ermeni milk°, and a recognized officer of the 
imperial government with the rank of vizier He was assisted 
by a council of bishops and clergy, and was represented in each 
province by a bishop. This imperials: is zmperio secured to the 
Armenians a recognized position before the law, the free enjoy-
ment of their religion, the possession of their churches and 
monasteries, and the right to educate their children and manage 
their municipal affairs. It also encouraged the growth of a 
community life, which eventually gave birth to an intense 
longing for national hfe. On the other hand It degraded the 
priesthood. The priests became political leaders rather than 
spiritual guides, and sought promouon by bribery and intrigue. 
Education was neglected and discouraged, servility and treachery 
were developed, and in less than a century the people bad become 
depraved and degraded to an almost Incredible extent. After the 
issue, 1839, of the kale-t-therif of Gid-khaneh, the tradesmen 
and artisans of the capital freed themselves from clerical control. 
Under regulations, approved by the sultan in 1862, the patriarch 
remained the official representative of the community, but all 
real power passed into the hands of clerical and lay councils 
elected by a representative assembly of 14o members. The 
"community," which excluded Roman Cathol ics and Protestants, 
was soon called the " nation," " domestic " became " national " 
affairs, and the " representative " the " national " assembly 

The connexion of "Lesser Armenia "with the Western trowels 
led to the formation, 1335, of an Armenian fraternity, " the 
Unionists," which adopted the dogmas of the Roman 
church, and at the council of Florence, 1439• was memases. 
entitled the " United Armenian Church." Under the 
millet system the unionists were frequently persecuted by the 
patriarchs, but this ended in 1830, when, at the intervention of 
France, they were made a community (Katoiak mukt), with their 
own ecclesiastical head. The Roman Catholics, through the works 
issued by the blechitharists at Venice, have greatly promoted the 
progress of education and the development of Armenian literature. 
They are most numerous at Constantinople, Angora and Smyrna. 
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The Protestant movement, initiated at Constantinople by 

American missionaries in 1831, was opposed by the patriarchs 
and Russia. In 5846 the patriarch anathematised all Nun- amea, 	Armenians with Protestant sympathies, and this led 
to the formation of the " Evangelical Church of the 

Armenians," which was made, after much opposition from France 
and Russia, a community (Protestant atillet),at the instance of the 
British ambassador. The missionuies afterwards founded colleges 
on the Bosporus, at Kharput, Marsivan and Aintab, to supply 
the needs of higher university education, and they opened good 
schools for both sexes at all their stations. Everywhere they 
supplied the people with pure, wholesome literature, and rem-
'tented progress and religious liberty. 

When Abd-ul-Hamid came to the throne of Turkey in 1876, the 
condition of the Armenians was better than it had ever been under 
ilaktre 

the Ounanlis; but with the close of the war of 1877-78 
arswrr came the" Armenian Question." By the treaty of San 
/wow Stefano. Turkey engaged to Russia to carry out reforms 

" in the provinces inhabited by the Armenians, and 
to guarantee their security against the Kurds and Circasitans." 
By the treaty of Berlin, i3th of July 1878, alike engagement to the 
six signatory powers was substituted for that to Russia. By the 
Cyprus convention, 4th of June 1878, the sultan promised Great 
Britain to introduce necessary reforms ' for the protection of the 
Christians and other subjects of the Porte " in the Turkish 
territories in Asia. The Berlin treaty encouraged the Armenians 
to look to the powers, and not to Russia for protection, and the 
convention, which did not mention the Armenians, was regarded 
as placing them under the special protection of Great Britain. 
This impression was strengthened by the action of England at 
Berlin in insisting that Russia should evacuate the occupied 
territory before reforms were introduced, and so removing the 
only security for their introduction. The presentation of identic 
and collective notes to the Porte by the powers, in 188o, produced 
no result, and in 1882 it was apparent that Turkey would only 
yield to compulsion. In 51181 a circular note from the British 
ministry to the five powers was evasively answered, and in 1883 
Prince Bismarck intimated to the British government that 
Germany cared nothing about Armenian reforms and that the 
matter had better be allowed to drop. Russia had changed her 
policy towards the Armenians, and the other powers were 
indifferent. The so-called " Concert of Europe " was at an end, 
but British ministries continued to call the attention of the 
sultan to his obligations under the treaty of Berlin. 

Russia began to interest herself in the Armenians when she 
acquired Georgia in dioz ; but it was not until 1828-1829 that 

any appreciable number of them became her subjects. 
Maslas
arr. 	

She found them necessary to the development of her  

and the submission of the patriarch of Constantinople waa 
obtained by Russia when she helped the sultan against 
Mehemet Ali. Subsequently Russia secured the submission of 
the independent catholicus of Sis, and thus acquired a power of 
interference in Armenian affairs Usti parts of the world. During 
icioo Russia showed renewed interest in Turkish Armenia by 
securing the right to construct all railways in it, and in the 
Armenians by pressing the Pone to restore ceder and introduce 
reforms. 

The Berlin treaty was a disappointment to the Gregorian 
Armenians, who had hoped that Armenia and Glide would have 
been formed into an autonomous province administered by 
Christians. But the formation of such a province was imposeille. 
The Gregorian were scattered over the empire, and, except in a 
few small districts, were nowhere in a majority. Nor were they 
bound together by any community of thought or sentiment, 
The Turkish-speaking Armenians' of the south could scarcely 
convene with the Armenian-speaking people of the north; and 
the ignorant mountaineers of the east had nothing in common, 
except religion, with the highly educated townsmen 
of Constantinople and Smyrna. After the change in 
Russian policy and the failure of the powers to secure amtweaninin 
reforms, the advanced party amongst the Armenians, 
some of whom had been educated in Europe and been deeply 
affected by the free thought and Nihilistic tendendes of the day, 
determined to secure their object by the production of disturb-
ances such as those that had given birth to Bulgaria. Societies 
were formed at Tiflis and in several European capitals for the 
circulation of pamphlets and newspapers, and secret societies, 
such as the Huntchagist, were instituted for more revolutionary 
methods. An active propaganda was carried on in Turkish 
Armenia by emissaries, who tried to introduce-arms and explo-
sives, and represented the ordinary incidents of Turkish misrule 
to Europe as serious atrocities. The revolutionary movement 
was joined by some of the younger men, who formed local 
committees on the Nihilist plan, but it was strongly opposed 
by the Armenian clergy and the American missionaries, who saw 
the impossibility of success; and its irreligious tendency and the 
self-seeking ambition of its leaders made it unacceptable to the 
mass of the people. Exasperated at their failure, the emissaries 
organised attacks on individuals, wrote threatening letters, and 
at last posted revolutionary placards, sth of January 1893, at 
Yuzgat, and on the walls of the American College at Marsivan. In 
the last case the object of the Huntchagists was to compromise 
the missionaries, and in this they succeeded. The Americans were 
accused of issuing the placards, two Armenian professors were 
imprisoned; and the girls' school was burned down. Outbreaks, 
easily suppressed, followed at Kaisazieh and other places. 

One of the revolutionary dreams was to make the ancient 
Heron the centre of a new Armenia. But the movement met with 
no encouragement, either amongst the prosperous peasants on the 
rich plain of Mush or in the mountain villages of Sasun. In the 
summer of 1893, an emissary was captured near Mush, and the 
governor, hoping to secure others, ordered the Kurdish Irregular 
Horse to raid the mountain district. The Armenians drove off 
the Kurds; and, when attacked in the spring of 1894,again held 
their own. The rail now called up regular troops from Erzincan; 
and the sultan issued • firman calling upon all loyal subjects 
to aid in suppressing the revolt. A massacre of a most brutal 
character, in which Turkish soldiers took part, followed; and 
aroused deep indignation in Europe. In November 1894 a 
Turkish commission of inquiry was sent to Armenia, and was 
accompanied by the consular delegates of Great Britain, France 
and Russia, who anted the fact that there had been no attempt 

The Armenians and Kurds have lived together from the earliest 
times. Theadoption of Islam by the latter and by many Armenians, 
divided the people sharply into Christian and Moslem. and placed the 
Christian in • position of inferiority But the relations between the 
two sects were not unfriendly previously to the Russian camp gas 
in Perna and Turkey After Aso the relations became less friendly; 
and later, when the Armenians attracted the sympathies of the 
European powers after the war of 1877-7 8. they became bitterly 

new territories, and allowed them much freedom. 
They were permitted, within certain limits, to develop their 
national life; many became wealthy, and many rose to high 
positions in the military and civil service of the state After the 
war of 1877-78 the Russian consuls in Turkey encouraged lhe 
formation of patriotic committees in Armenia, and a project was 
formed to create a separate state, under the supremacy of Russia, 
which was to include Russian, Persian and Turkish Armenia. 
The project was favoured by Loris-Melikov, then all-powerfid in 
Russia, but in 1882 Alexander IL was assassinated, and shortly 
afterwards a strongly anti-Armenian policy was adopted. The 
schools were dosed, the use of the Armenian language was dis-
couraged, and attempts were made to Rusaify the Armenians and 
bring them within the pale of the Russian Church. All hope of 
practical self-government under Russian protection now ceased, 
and the Armenians of 'ribs turned their attention to Turkish 
Armenia. They had seen the success of the Slav committees 
in treating disturbances in the Balkans, and became the moving 
spirit in the attempts to produce similar troubles in Armenia 
Russia made no real effort to check the action of her Armenian 
subjects, and after 1884 she steadily opposed any active inter-
ference by Great Britain in favour of the Turkish Armenians. 
When Echmiadzin passed to Russia, in ,828, the Catholicus began 
to claim spiritual jurisdiction over the whole Armenian Church, 
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at revolt to justify the action of the authorities. Throughout 
doe the state of the country bordered upon anarchy, and 
during the winter of 1894-1895 the British government, with 
lukewarm support from France and Russia, pressed for adminis-
trative reforms in the vilayets of Ereerum, Van, Mills, Sivas, 
Mensuret-el-Asia (Kharput) and Diarbekr. The Porte made 
counter-proposals, and officials concerned in the Sasun massacres 
were decorated and rewarded. On the nth of May z8so5 the 
three powers presented to the sultan a complicated scheme of 
reforms which was more calculated to increase than to lessen 
the difficulties connected with the government of Armenia; but 
it was the only one to which Russia would agree. The sultan 
delayed his answer. Great Britain was in favour of coercion, but 
Russia, when sounded, replied that she " would certainly not 
join in any coeicive measures " and she was supported by France. 
At this moment, 21st of June 18425, Lord Rosebery's cabinet 
resigned, and when Lord Salisbury's government resumed the 
negotiations in August, the sultan appealed to France and Russia 
against England. During the negotiations the secret societies had 
not been inactive. Disturbances occurred at Tarsus; Armenians 
who did not espouse the " national " cause were murdered; the 
life of the patriarch was threatened; and a report was circu-
lated that the British ambassador wished some Armenians killed 
to give him an excuse for bringing the fleet to Constantinople. 
On the sat of October 1805 a number of Armenians, some armed, 
went in procession with a petition to the Porte and were ordered 
by the police to disperse. Shots were fired, and a riot occurred 
in which many Armenian and some Moslem lives were lost. The 
British ambassador now pressed the scheme of reforms upon the 
sultan, who accepted it on the r 2th of October. Meanwhile there 
had been a massacre at Trebizond (October 8), in which armed 
men from Constantinople took part, and it had become evident 
that no united action on the part of the powers was to be feared. 
The sultan refused to publish the scheme of reforms, and massacre 
followed massacre in Armenia in quick succession until the 1st 
of January 1896. Nothing was done. Russia refused to agree 
to any measure of coercion, and declared (December 19). 
that she would take no action except such as was needed for 
the protection of foreigners. Great Britain was not prepared 
to act alone. In the summer of 1806 (June 14-22) there 
were massacres at Van, Egin, and Niksar; and op the 26th of 
August the Imperial Ottoman Bank at Constantinople was 
seized by revolutionists as a demonstration against the Christian 
powers who had left the Armenians to their fate. The project 
was known to the Porte, and the rabble, previously armed 
and instructed, were at once turned loose in the streets. Two 
days' massacre followed, during which from 6000 to 7000 
Gregorian Armenians perished. 

The massacres were apparently organized and carried out in 
accordance with a well-considered plan. They occurred, except 

in six places, in the vilayets to which the scheme of 
reforms was to apply. At Trebisond they took place 
just before the sultan accepted that scheme, and after 

his acceptance of it they spread rapidly. They were confuted 
to Gregorian and Protestant Armenians. The Roman Catholics 
were protected by France, the Greek Christians by Russia. The 
massacre of Syrians, Jacobites and Chaldees at Urfa and else- 
where formed no part of the original plan.. Orders were given 
to protect foreigners, and in some cases guards were placed over 
their houses. The damage to the American buildings at Kharput 
was due to direct disobedience of orders. The attacks on the 
bazars were made without warning, during business hours, when 
the men were in their shops and the women in their houses. 
Explicit promises were given, in some instances, that there would 
be no danger to those who opened their shops, but they were 
deliberately broken. Nearly all those who, from their wealth, 
education and influence, would have had a share in the govern- 
ment under the scheme of reforms, were killed and their families 
ruined by the destruction of their property. Where any attempt 
at defence was made the slaughter was greatest. The only 
successful resistance was at Zeitun, where the people received 
honourable terms after three months' fighting. In some towns 

the troops and police took an active part in the massacres. At 
Kharput artillery was used. In some the slaughter commenced 
and ended by bugle-call, and in a few instances the Armenians 
were disarmed beforehand. Wherever a superior official or army 
officer intervened the massacre at once ceased, and wherever 
a governor stood firm there was no disturbance. The actual 
perpetrators of the massacres were the local Moslems, aided by 
Lazis, Kurds and Circassians. A large majority of the Moslems 
disapproved of the massacres, and many Armenians were saved 
by Moslem friends. But the lower orders were excited by reports 
that the Armenians, supported by the European powers, were 
plotting the overthrow of the sultan; and their cupidity was 
aroused by the .prospect of wiping out their heavy debts to 
Armenian pedlars and merchants. No one was punished for the 
massacres, and many of those implicated in them were rewarded. 
In some districts, especially in the Kharput vilayet, the cry of 
" Islam or death " was raised. Gregorian priests and Protestant 
pastors were tortured, but preferred death to apostasy. Men and 
women were killed in prison and in churches in cold blood. 
Churches, monasteries, schools and houses were plundered and 
destroyed. In some places there was evidence of the previous 
activity of secret societies, in others none. The number of those 
who perished, excluding Constantinople, was 20,000 to 25,000.' 
Many were forced to embrace Islam, and numbers were reduced 
to poverty. The destruction of property was enormous, the 
hardest-working and best tax-paying element in the country was 
destroyed, or impoverished, and where the breadwinners were 
killed the women and children were left destitute. Efforts by 
Great Britain and the United States to alleviate the distress were 
opposed by the authorities, but met with some success. After 
the massacres the number of students in the American schools 
and colleges increased, and many Gregorian Armenians became 
Roman Catholics in order to obtain the protection of France. 

The Armenian revolutionary societies continued their prod 
paganda down to the granting of the Turkish constitution in 
wog; and meanwhile further massacres occurred here and there, 
notably at Mush (loos) and Van (1908). 

See Abich, Geologic d. armenisehen Hochlandes (Wien, 1882); 
Bishop, Joarneys in Persia and Kurdistan (Lond., 1891). Bliss, 
Turkey and the Armenian Atrocities (Lond., 1896); Bryce, Trans- 
caucasia and Ararat Oath ed., Lond., 1896); Dc Coursous. La 
Rebellion arminienne (Pans, 1895); Lepsius, Armenia and Europe 
(Land.. 1897); Murray, Handbook for Asia Minor (Lond., 1895); 
Fatly. Papers, Turkey. I. 0895): Turkey, I., 11. (x896): Supan, 
" Die Ve.breitung d. Armenier in dcr asiatischen Turkel, u. in 
Translcaukasien," in Pet. Mist. vol. slii. (1896); Tozer, Turkish 
Armenia and Eastern Asia Minor (Lond., 1881); Chalet, Armenie, 
Kurdistan, a itisopotantie (1892); Lynch, Armenia (2 vols., 1901). 

(C. W. W.) 
ARMINIAN CHURCH. No trustworthy account exists of 

the evangelization of Armenia, for the legend of King Abgar's 
correspondence with Christ, even if it contained any historical 
truth, only relates to Edessa and Syriac Christianity. That the 
Armenians appropriated from the Syrians this, as well as the 
stories of Bartholomew and Thaddeus (the Syriac Adder), was 
merely an avowal on their part that Edessa was the centre from 
which the faith radiated over their land. In the 4th century and 
later the liturgy was still read in Syriac in parts of Armenia, 
and the New Testament, the history of Eusebius, the homilies of 
Aphraates, the works of St Ephraem and many other early 
books were translated from Syriac, from which tongue most 
of their ecciesiologial terms were derived. The earliest notice 
of an organized church in Armenia is in Eusebius, 11. E. vi. 46, 
to the effect that Dionysius of Alexandria e. :so sent a letter to 
Meruzanes, bishop of the brethren in Armenia. There were many 
Christians in Melitene at the time of the Decian persecution in 
A.D. 250, and two bishops from Great Armenia were present at the 
council of Nice in 325. King Tiridates (c. AM. 238-314) had 
already been baptized some time after 261 by Gregory the 
Illuminator. The latter was ordained priest and appointed 
caikolkiss or exarch of the church of Great Armenia by Leontius, 
bishop of Caesarea in Cappadocia. This one fact is certain amidst 
the fables which soon obscured the history of t his great missionary. 

According to some estimates the number killed was 50,000 ormore, 

The roar. 
,sang,. 
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Thus the church of Great Armenia began as a province of the 
Cappadocian see. But there was a tradition of a line of bishops 
earlier than Gregory in Siuniq, a region east of Ararat along the 
Araxes (Aras), which in early times claimed to be independ-
ent of the catholicus. The Adoptianist bishop Archelaus, who 
opposed the entry of Mani into Armenia under Probus c. ay?, was 
also perhaps a Syriac-speaking bishop of Pers-Annenia. Almost 
the earliest document revealing anything of the inner organiza-
tion and condition of the Armenian church in the Nicene age is 
the epistle of Macarius, bishop of Jerusalem, to the Armenian 
bishop Verthanes, written between 325 and 335 and preserved 
in Armenian. Its genuineness has been unreasonably suspected. 
It insists on the erection of fonts; on distinction of grades 
among the ordained clergy; on not postponing baptism too 
long; on bishops and priests alone, and not deacons, being 
allowed to baptize and lay hands on or confirm the baptized; 
on avoiding communion with Arians; on the use of unleavened 
bread in the Sacrament, &c. We learn from it that the bishop 
of Basen and Bagrevand was an Arian at that time. By the year 
450 these two districts already had separate bishops of their own. 
The letter of Macarius, therefore, if a forgery, must be a very 
early one.,  The Armenians must, like the Georgians a little 
later, have set store by the opinion of the bishop of Jerusalem, 
or they would not have sent to consult him. It was equally from 
Jerusalem that they subsequently adopted their lectionary and . 

 arrangement of the Christian year; and a nth-century copy 
of this lectionary in the Paris library preserves to us precious 
details of the liturgical usages of Jerusalem in the 4th century. 
We can trace the presence of Armenian convents on the Mount 
of Olives as early as the 5th century. 

Tradition represents the conversion of Great Armenia under 
Gregory and Tiridates as a sort of triumphant march, in which 
the temples of the demons and their records were destroyed 
wholesale, and their undefended sites instantly converted into 
Christian churches. The questions arise: how was the tran-
sition from old to new effected? and what was the type of 
teaching dominant in the new church? . Armenian tradition, 
confirmed by nearly contemporary Greek sources, answers the 
first question. The old order went on, but under new names. 
The priestly families, we learn, bearing that the God preached by 
Gregory needed not sacrifice, sent to the king a deputation and 
asked how they were to live, if they became Christians; for until 
then the priests and their families had lived off the portions 
of the animal victims and other offerings reserved to them by 
pagan custom. Gregory replied that, if they would join the new 
religion, not only should the sacrifices continue, but they should 
have larger perquisites then ever. The priestly families then 
went over ex masse. How far the older sacrificial rules resembled 
the levitical law we do not know, but in the canons of Sahak, 
c. 430, the priests already receive the levitical portions of the 
victims; and we find that animals are being sacrificed every 
Sunday, on the feast days which at first were few, in fulfilment 
of private vows, in expiation of the sins of the living, and still 
more of those of the dead. No one might kill his own meat and 
deprive the priest of his due; but this rule did not apply to the 
chase. The earliest Armenian rituals contain ample services for 
the conduct of an agape (q.v.) or love feast held in the church off 
sacrificial meat. The victim was slaughtered by the priest in 
the church porch before the crucifix, after it had been ritually 
wreathed and given the holy salt, by licking which it appropri-
ated a sacramental purity or efficacy previously conveyed into the 
salt by exorcisms and consecration.. In the canons of Sahak the 
priest is represented as eating the sins of the people in these repasts. 

, if a forgery, why should this letter have been assigned to Macarius. 
a comparatively obscure person whose name is not even found inthe 
menaea of the Pastern church ? But convincing proof of its authen-
ticity lies in Macadam' reference to himself as merely archbishop of 
Jerusalem, and his avowal that he was unwilling to advise the 
Armenians, " being oppressed by the weakness of the authority con-
ceded him by the weighty usagesof the church." Jerusalem was only 
allowed to rank as • patriarchate in 451, and the seventh canon of 
Nice subordinated the see to that of Caerarea in Palestine. To this 
decree Macula& somewhat bitterly alludes. 

It is easy to underrate the importance in religion of a change 
of names. The old sacrificial hymns were probably obscene 
and certainly nonsensical, and the substitution for them of the 
psalms, and of lections of the prophets and New Testament, was 
an enormous gain. We do not know precisely how the euchar-
istic rite was adjusted to these sacrificial meals; but, in the 
canons of Sahak, 1 Cor. xi. 17-34 is interpreted of these meals, 
which were known as the Dominica' (suppers). The Eucharist 
was, therefore, long associated with the maid or animal victim, 
and only in the 8th century do we hear of an interval of time being 
left between the fleshly and the spiritual sacrifices, as the two 
rites were then called.. The Basilian service of the Eucharist 
was used in the 5th century, but superseded later on by a 
Byzantine rite which will be found translated in F. E. Bright-
man's Eastern Liturgies. The Eucharist was no doubt the one 
important sacrifice in the minds of the dergy who had attended 
the schools of Constantinople and Alexandria; yet the heart of 
the people remained in their ancient blood-offerings, and as late 
as the Lath century they were prone to deny that the mass could 
expiate the sins of the dead unless accompanied by the sacrifice 
of an anima • Perhaps even to-day the worst fate that can befall 
a villager after death is to be deprived, not of commemoration 
in the mass, but of the victim slain for his sins.. The keenest 
spiritual weapon of the Armenian priest was ever a threat not to 
offer the maid for a man when he died. 

Another survival in the Armenian church was the hereditary 
priesthood. None but a scion of a priestly family could become 
a deacon, elder or bishop. Accordingly the primacy remained 
in the family of Gregory until about 374, when the king Pap 
or Bab murdered Nerses, who bad been ordained by Eusebius 
of Caesarea (362-370) and was over-zealous in implanting in 
Armenia the canons about celibacy, marriage, fasting, hospices 
and monastic life which Basil had established in Cappadocia. 
It may be remarked that Gregory's own faintly was a cadet 
branch of the Arsadd kin which bad occupied the thrones of 
Persia, Bactria, Armenia and Georgia. His primacy therefore 
was in itself "a survival of an earlier age when king and priest 
were one. lie was in fact a ntz seaticeles, and later on, when 
the Arsacid dynasty fell in Armenia c. A.D. 428, the Armenian 
eatholicus became the symbol of national unity and the rallying. 
point of patriotism.. The line of Gregory was restored in 390 in 
the person of Isaac or Sahak, son of Nerses, and his patriarchate 
was the golden age of Armenian literature.. But by this time the 
autonomy of the Armenian church was thoroughly established. 
On the death of Nerses the right of saying grace at the royal 

-meals, which was the essence of the catholicate, was transferred by 
the king, in despite of the Greeks, to the priestly family of Albianus, 
and thenceforth no Armenian catholicus went to Caesarea for 
ordination. The ties with Greek official Christendom were 
snapped for ever, and in subsequent ages the doctrinal preferences 
of the Armenians were usually determined more by antagonism 
to the Greeks than by reflection. If they accepted the council 
of Ephesus in 43o and joined in the condemnation of Nestorius, 
it was rather because the Sassanid kings of Persia, who thirsted 
for the reconquest of Armenia, favoured Nestorianism, a form of 
doctrine current in Persia and rejected in Byzantium. But later 
on, about 480, and throughout the following centuries, the 
Armenians rejected the decrees of Chalcedon and held that the 
assertion of two natures In Christ was a relapse into the heresy of 
Nestor. From the dose of the 5th century the Armenians have 
remained monophysite, like the Copts and Abyssinians, and have 
only broken the record with occasional short interludes of calla 
doxy, as when in 633 the emperor Heradius forced reunion on 
them, under a catholicus named Esdras, at a council held in 
Erzerum. Even then all parties were careful not to mention 
Chalcedon. The march of Arab conquest kept the Armenians 
friendly to Byzantium for a few years; but in 718 the catholicize 
John of Odsun ascended the throne and at the council of Manes-
kert in 2,11 repeated and confirmed the anathemas against 
Chalcedon and the tome of Leo, that had been first pronounced by 
the catholicus Babken in 4or at a synod held in Valarshapat by 
the united Armeubuz, Georgian or Therianouid Albanian churches. 
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The Armenians marked their complete disruption with the Greeks 
by starting an era of their own at the synod of Grin. The era 
began on the I r rib of July 552, and their year is vague, that is to 
say, it does not intercalate a day in February every fourth year, 
like the Julian calendar. 

The two churches of Iberia and Albania at first depended on 
the Armenian for ordination of their primates or catkolici, and in 
large part owed their first constitution to Armenian missionaries 
sent by Gregory the Illuminator. The Iberians still reverence 
as saints the Armenian doctors of the 5th century, but as early 
as 552 they began to resent the dictatorial methods of the 
Armenians, as well might a proud race of mountaineers who 
never wholly lost their political independence; and they broke 
off their allegiance to the Armenian see very soon afterwards, 
accepted Chalcedon and joined the Byzantine church. The 
Albanians of the Caucasus were also converted in the age of 
Gregory, early in the 4th century, and were loyal to the 
Armenians in the great struggle against Mazdaism in the sth; 
but broke away for a time towards too, and chose a patriarch 
without sending him to Armenia for ordination. Eventually 
this interesting church was engulfed by the rising tide of 
Mabommedan conquest, but not before one of their bishops, 
named Israel, had converted (677-703) the Huns who lay to the 
north of the Caspian and had translated the Bible and liturgies 
into their language. If the Albanian and Hunnish versions could 
be found, they would be of the greatest linguistic importance. 

The mother church of Armenia was established by Gregory at 
Ashtishat in the province of Taron, on the site of the great temple 
of Wahagn, whose festival on the seventh of the month Sabmi 
was reconsecrated to John the Baptist and Athenogenes, an 
Armenian martyr and Greek hymn writer. The first of Navasarcl, 
the Armenian new year's day, was the feast of a god Vanatur 
or Wanadut (who answered to Zak thus) in the holy pilgrim 
city of Begawan. - His day was reconsecrated to the Baptist, 
whose relics were brought to Begawan. ' The feast of Anahite, 
the Armenian Venus and spouse of the chief god Aramazd, was 
In the same way rededicated to the Virgin Mary, who for long was 
not very dearly distinguished by the Armenians from the virgin 
mother church. The old cult of sacred stones and trees by an 
easy transition became cross-worship, but a crow was not sacred 
until the Christ had been, by priestly prayer and invocation, 
transferred into it. 

What was the earliest doctrine of the chiuthes of Armenia? 
If we could believe the fathers of the 5th and succeeding cen-
turies Nicene orthodoxy prevailed in their country from the first; 
and in the 5th century they certainly chose for translation the 
works of orthodox fathers alone, such as Chrysostom, Basil, 
Gregory of Nyssa and Gregory Nazianzen, Cyril of Jerusalem and 
Cyril of Alexandria, Athanarius, Julius of Rome, Hippolytus, 
Irenaeus, avoiding Origen and other fathers who were becoming 
suspect. However, we do hear of versions of Nestorian writers 
like Diodore of Tarsus being in circulation, and the Disputation of 
Archelaus proves that the current orthodoxy of eastern Armenia 
was Adoptianist, if not Ebionite in tone. The Persian Armenians 
as late as the 6th century had not heard of the faith of Nicaea, 
and only then received it from the catholicus Babken. • They sent 
• copy of their old creed to Babken, and it closely resembles the 
Adoptianist creed of Archelaus, the gist of which was that Jesus, 
until his thirtieth year, was a man mortal like other men; then, 
because he was righteous above all others, he was promoted to the 
honour and name of Son of God. He received the title by grace, 
but was not equal to God the Father. Because the Spirit worked 
with him, be was able to vanquish Satan and all desires, and 
because of his righteousness and good works be was made worthy 
of grim and became a Temple of God the Word, which came 
down from heaves in Jordan, dwelt in him and through him 
wrought miracles. From such a standpoint the baptism of Jesus 
was the moment of the divine incarnation. The man righteous 
above all others was then reborn of the Spirit, was illuminated, 
was spiritually anointed, became the Christ and Son of God. In 
effect the fathers of the Armenian church often fell back into such 
language, far removed as it is from orthodoxy; and they as- 

phasized the importanceof thebaptismal feast of the Epipbanyon 
the 6th of January by refusing to accept the feast of the physical 
birth of the 25th of December. As late as 1165 their patriarch 
Naves defends the Armenian custom of keeping Christmas on 
the 6th of January on the express ground that as he was born 
after the flesh from the Virgin, so he was bore by way of baptism 
from the Jordon. The custom from the first, he says, had been 
to feast on one and the same day the two births, much as they 
differed in sacramental import and in point of time. We see 
how deep the early Adoptianism bad struck its roots, when a 
primate of the 12th century could still appeal to the baptismal 
regeneration of Jesus. The same Ner,es held that the second 
Adam, Jesus Christ, received a new body and nature and the 
sevenfold grace of the Spirit in the Jordan. ' The Armenian 
doctors also taught that John by laying hands on Jesus and 
ordaining him at his baptism sacramentally transferred to him 
the three graces or charismata of kingship, prophecy and priest-
hood which had belonged to ancient Israel. After baptism, if 
not before, the flesh of Christ was incorruptible. It consisted of 
ethereal fire, and he was not subject to the ordinary phenomena 
of digestion, secretions and evacuations. 

Monastic institutions were hardly introduced in Armenia 
before the 5th century, though Christian rest-houses had been 
erected along the high-roads long before and are mentioned in 

'the Dispolatiott of Archelaus. • The Armenians called them moth 
and out of them grew the monasteries. • The monks were, strictly 
speaking, penitents wearing the cowl, and not allowed to take 
a part in church government This belonged to the elders. At 
first there was no separate episcopal ordination, and the one rite 
of elder or priest (Armen. Qakaaay, Heb. cokes) sufficed. There 
were also deacons, half-deacons and readers. Besides these there 
was a class of wardatets or teachers, answering to the didascalos of 
the earliest church, whose province it was to guard the doctrine 
and for whom no rite of ordination is found in the older rituals. 

A few other peculiarities of Armenian church usage or belief 
deserve notice. In baptism the rubric ordains that the baptized 
be plunged three times in the font in commemoration of the 
entombment during three days of the Lord. In the West trine 
immersion was generally held to be symbolic of the triune name 
of " Father, Son and Holy Ghost." . This name the Armenians 
have used, at least since the year 700; before which date their 
fathers often speak of baptism into the death of Christ as the 
one essential. As late as about zoo a traveller hostile to the 
Armenians reported to the pope that he had witnessed baptisms 
without any trinitarian invocation in as many as three hundred 
parish churches. 

The paschal Iamb is now eaten on Sunday, but until the r rib 
century, and even later, It was eaten with the Eucharist at a 
Lord's Supper celebrated on the evening of Maundy Thursday 
after the rite of jedilosiars or washing of feet. On the morning 
of the same day the penitents were released from their fast. 

The rite of extreme unction was introduced in the crusading 
epoch, although it was already usual to anoint the bodies of dead 
priests. The worship of images never seems to have taken root 
among Armenians; indeed they supplied the Greek world with 
iconoclast soldiers and emperors. The worship of crosses into 
which the Spirit or Christ had been inserted by the priest must 
have satisfied the religious needs of a people who, save in archi-
tecture, showed little artistic faculty. • In their older rituals we 
find a rite for blessing a painted church, but no word of statues 
Frescoes in their churches are rare, and msgy too high up for 
veneration to be paid to them. 

On certain days the cross was washed, and the water in which 
it had been washed was a sovereign charm for curing sickness 
in men and animals and for bringing fertility to the land. 

In the older rituals we find a rite of exkomologesis, for restoring 
those who had sinned after baptism. It was a medicine of sin 
that could only be used once and not a second time. In form 
it is a rehearsal of the first baptismal rite, but with omission 
of the water. It involved like the first rite open confession and 
repentance, and absolution by the church. In a later and less 
rigorous age this rite was abridged and adjusted to constant 
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repetition, in such wise that a sinner could be restored to grace 
not once only, but as often as the clergy chose to accept his 
repentance and confession. Thus the whole development of the 
penitentiary system is traceable in the MSS. 

The confession of a dying man might be taken by any layman 
present, and written down in order to be shown to the priest when 
he arrived. It then was the duty of the latter to supplicate for 
his forgiveness, and administer to him the Eucharist. 

The clergy of all grades were originally married. The parish 
priests, or white clergy, are so still, except some of the Latinizing 
ones. But since the 22th century, or even earlier, the higher 
clergy, i.e. patriarchs and bishops, have taken monkish vows and 
worn the cowL 

There were abortive attempts to unite the Armenian church 
with the Byzantine in the 9th century under the patriarch 
Photius, and again late in the nth under the emperor Manuel 
Com nenus, when a joint council met at Romkla, near Tarsus, but 
ended in nothing (a.n. 1179). Neither could the Armenians keep 
on good terms even with the Syriac monophysites. From the 
age of the crusades on, the Armenians of Cilicia, whose patriarch 
sat at Sis, improved their acquaintance with Rome; and more 
than one of their patriarchs adopted the Roman faith, at least in 
words. • Dominican missions went to Armenia, and in 1328 under 
their auspices was formed a regular order called the United 
Brethren, the forerunners of the Uniats of the present day, who 
have convents at Venice and Vienna, a college in Rome and a 
numerous following in Turkey. They retain their Armenian 
liturgies and rites, pruned to suit the Vatican standards of ortho-
doxy, and they recognize the pope as head of the church. 

The patriarchs of Great Armenia first resided at Ashtishat, 
on the Araxes. From 478 to op they occupied Dvin in the same 
neighbourhood, then Aghthamar, m island in the Lake of Van 
931-967, the.city of Ani, 992-1054, where are still visible the 
magnificent ruins of their churches and palaces. Since i441 the 
chief catholicus has sat at Echmiadzin, the convent of Valar-
abapat, now part of Russian Armenia. A rival catholicus, with a 
small following, still has his cathedral and see at Sis. The catho-
licus of Valarshapat is nominally chosen by all Armenians. A 
synod of bishops, monks and doctors meets regularly to transact 
under his eye the business of the convent and the oecumenical 
affairs of the church; but its decisions are subject to the veto of 
a Russian procurator. There are Armenian patriarchs, subject 
to the spiritual jurisdiction of Echmiadzin, in Constantinople and 
Jerusalem. In the latter place the Armenians occupy a convent 
on Mount Sion, and keep up in the churches of the Sepulchre and 
of Bethlehem their own distinct rites and feasts, the only one 
there which at all resemble those of the 4th century. 

The following list of councils was compiled by John,catholicus 
about the year 728, and read at the council of Manazkert, when 
the dogmatic and disciplinary attitude of the Armenian church 
was defined once and for all:— 

r. In twentieth year of catholicate of Gregory and thirty-
seventh of Trdat, the king, on return of Aristaces from council of 
Nice, bringing the Nicene creed and canons. 

2. Council held by St Naves on his return from the council of 
the i co fathers at Constantinople against Macedonius. 

3. Held by St Mak and Mesrop on receipt of letters from 
Proclus and Cyril after the council of Ephesus, when the " Glory 
in the Highest " was adopted. Held against Nestorianism. 

4. Held by Joseph, disciple of Mashdotz (Matron) and St Sahak, 
in Shahapiwan in the sixth year of King Yazkert (i.e. Yazdegerd) 
of Persia, for the regulation of the church. Forty bishops pre-
sent. (The Massages were anathematised.) 

S. Held by Babken, catholicus, in the City-plain (i.e. Dvin), 
in the 18th year of King Kavat Riyadh), against the 
heresy of Acacius and Seisms. (Bar-sauma), the friends of 
Nestorius. The true (Nicene) faith was sent to the Armenians of 
the farther East (shortly afterwards a slightly different creed was 
adopted, identical with a pseudo-Athanasian symbol used by 
Evagrius of Panne and given in Greek in Patr. Gr. xxvi. Col. 
:232). 

6. At the beginning of the Armenian era, held by Names in 

Dvin, in the fourth year of his catholicate, in the fourteenth of 
Chosroes' reign and in the fourteenth of Justinian Caesar. 
Held against Chakedon, uniting the Baptism and Christmas 
feasts on the 6th of January (Epiphany), declaring for mono-
physitism, and adopting in the Trim:ion the words " who wart 
crucified for us." This settlement lasted for about seventy-four 
years. 

7. After the retaking of Jerusalem and recovery of the Cross 
from the Persians in the eighteenth year of his reign,.Heradius 
called a mixed council at Karin (Theodosiopolis) of Greeks and 
Armenians under Ear (Esdras), catholicus, at which the preceding 
council of Dvin was cursed, its reforms repudiated and the 
confession of Chakedon adopted. This remained the official 
attitude of the Armenian church until the catholicate of Elias 
(7o3-717). John, catholicus, denies to Ear's meeting the name of 
council, and so makes his own the seventh. 

8. Under John, catholicus, in Manazkert, in the one hundred 
and seventieth year of the Armenian era (-A.D. 728) under 
the presidency of Gregory Asharuni Chorepiscopos (Gregory 
Asheruni). All the Armenian bishops attended, as also the 
metropolitan of Urhha (Edeasa), Jacobite bishops of Gartman, 
of Nfrkert, Amasia, by command of the archbishop of Antioch. 
Chakedon was repudiated afresh, union with the Jacobites 
instituted, use of water and leaven in the Eucharist condemned, 
the five days' preliminary fast before Lent restored, Saturday as 
well as Sunday made a day of feasting and synaxis, any but the 
orthodox excluded from the Maundy Thursday Communion, 
the first communion of the new catechumens; union of the 
Baptismal and Christmas feasts was restored, i.nd the faithful 
forbidden to fast on Fridays from Easter until Pentecost. In 
general these rules have been observed in the Armenian church 
ever since. 

For list of authorities on the Armenian chinch see the works 
enumerated at the end of MOMIAN LANGUAGIL MID LITSAATURIL 
For the relations of the Armenian church to the Persian kings see 
PEasui: Ancient history, section viii. U 2 and 3. (F. C. C) 

ARMINIAN LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE. The Arme-
nian language belongs to the group called Indo-European, 
of which the 'ramie and Indic tongues formed one 
!much, and Greek, Albanian, Italian, Celtic, Germanic 'agsate ` 
and Baltic-Slavonic dialects the other great branch. Unlike 
most of these, Armenian lost its genders long before the year 
A.D. 400, when the existing literature begins. Modern Persian 
similarly has lost gender; and in both cases the liberation must 
have been due to attrition of other tongues which had a different 
system of gender or none at all. So the Armenians were ever in 
contact on the north with the Iberians of the Caucasus who had 
none, and with the Semitic races on the south and east which had 
other ways of forming genders than the Indo-European tongues. 

From the original Armenian stock can be readily distinguished 
a mass of Old and Middle Persian loan-words. These are so 
numerous that for a time Armenian was classed as an Iranian 
tongue. For more than a thousand years, say until A.D. 64o, 
Armenia was an appanage of the realm of the Persians and 
Parthians. Until A.D. 458 the Armenian throne was occupied by 
a younger branch of the Arsacid dynasty that ruled in Persia 
until the advent of the Sassanids (c. A.D. 226), and the internal 
polity and court administration of Armenia were modelled on the 
Persian or Parthian. Accordingly over 200 proper and personal 
DAMS in Armenia were Old Persian, IA well as 700 Dames of 
things. If we count in the derivative forms of these words we 
get at least 2000 Old Persian words. Often the same Persian 
word was borrowed twice over in an earlier and later form at an 
interval of centuries, just as in English we inherit a word direct 
or have taken it from Latin, and have also assimilated from 
French a later form of the same. The Persian influence in 
Armenian was already strong as early as 40o B.C., when Xenophon 
used a Persian Interpreter to converse. In some of the Armenian 
villages they answered him in Persian. The Persian loan-words 
already present in Armenian as early as A.D. sco mirror the 
earlier political and social life of Armenia. Thus many of their 
kings and nobles had Persian names; Persian also were most 
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words used in connexion with horses and the chase, with war 
and army, with dress, trade and coinage, calendar, weights and 
measures, with court and political institutions, with music, 
medicine, school, education, literature and the arts. Many 
everyday words were of the same origin, e.g. the words for village, 
desert, building and build, need, rich or liberal, arm (of body), 
rod or goad, face, opposite, wicked, unfriendly, discontented, 
difficult, daughter, eulogy, a youth, wary, enjoy, unhappy, 
volition, voluntary, unwilling, blind, cautious, blood-kin, coquet 
with, slumber, humble, mad, grace or favour, memory or atten-
tion, grandfather, old woman, prepared, duty, necessary, end, 
endless, superior, confident, mistake, warmth, heat,glory. • The 
language of their old religion was mainly Persian, but in the 
4th century they derived numerous ecclesiological words from the 
Syrians, from whom by way of Edema and Nisibis Christianity 
penetrated eastern Armenia. The language of the garden and 
the names of plants were also Persian. They had their own 
numerals, but the words for one thousand and for ten thousand 
are Persian. 

Yet more indicative of the extent of the Persian influence is the 
adoption of the adjectival ending -ekes and -son, added to purely 
Armenian words; also of the preposition ham, answering to con 
in " conjoin," " conspire," added to purely Armenian words, as 
in hambarnate, I take away, and ltambeir, a kiss, a word which, 
strange to say, the Iberians in turn borrowed from the Armenians. 
From Persia also the Armenians took their names for surround-
ing races, e.g. Taishik or Tajik, first for Arab and then for Turk, 
Ariq for Persians, Katkoh for Caucasus, Hrazdam, Vaspuragam, 
he. The Armenians call themselves Hoy, plural Hayq; their 
country Hayasdes. The Iberians they called Virq or Wirq 
(where q marks the plural), the Medes Ham, the Capp adocians 
Geoleirq (Cimmerian), the Greeks runes or Ionians; Ararat they 
all Mash, the Euphrates the Aradsaa, the Tigris Teglalh, 
Erzerum is Karim, Edema Urhha, Nisibis Mdsbin, Ctesiphon 
Fishes, he. 

When the Persian and other loan-words are removed, a stock 
remains of native words and forms governed by other phonetic 
laws than those which govern the Aryan, i.e. Indian and Iranic, 
branch of the Indo-European tongues. Armenian appears to be 
a half-way dialect between the Aryan branch and Slavo-lettic. 
Much, however, in Armenian philology remains unexplained. 
For example the plural of nouns, pmnouns and the first and 
second persons plural of verbs are all formed by adding a g or 8, 
which has no parallel in any Indo-Germanic tongue.. The 
genitive plural again is formed by adding a Is or e, and the same 
consonant characterizes the composite aorist and the conjunctive. 
In all three cases it is unexplained. In the verbs the termination 
in for the first singular at once explains itself, and the a of the 
third plural is the Indo-Germanic nth. But not so the second 
person singular ending in s, e.g. brew, I bear, beres, thou bearest. 
This has a superficial likeness to the I.-G. esi in bkeresi, " thou 
bearest." Yet we should expect the s between vowels to vanish, 
and give us in Armenian bat. • Perhaps, therefore, an old variant 
of tai, similar to the Greek hurl, lies behind the Armenian es, 
thou art, and the es in bens, thou bearest. In any case it is dear 
that many of the oldest forms which Armenian shared with other 
Indo-Germanic dialects were lost and replaced by forms of which 
the origin is obscure. Perhaps a closer study of Mingrelian and 
Georgian will explain some of these pecidiarities, for these and 
their cognate tongues must have bad a wider range in the 7th and 
8th centuries B.C. than they had later when clear history begins. 
The attempts made by S. Bugge to assimilate Old Armenian to 
Etruscan, and by P. Jensen to explain from it the Hittite inscrip-
tions, appear to be fanciful. There is a large Semitic influence 
traceable in Armenian due to their early contact with the Syriac-
speaking peoples to the south and east of them, and later to the 
Arab conquest. Much remains to be done in the way of collecting 
Armenian dialects, for which task there are written materials 
as far back as the z rth century over and above the work to be 
done by an intelligent traveller armed with a phonograph. Two 
main dialects of Armenian are distinguishable today, that of 
Ararat and Tiflis, and that of Swilled and the coast cities of 

Asia Minor. The latter is much overlaid with Tarr or Turkish 
words, and the Tatar order of words distinguishes the modern 
Armenian sentence from the ancient. 

It remains to say that classical Armenian resemble; rather the 
modern idiom of Van than of western Armenia. It was a plastic 
and noble language, capable of rendering faithfully, yet not 
servilely, the Greek Bible and Greek fathers. Often theArmenian 
translators, and especially after the nth century, rendered word 
for word, preserving the order of the Greek. This literalness, 
though unpleasing from a literary standpoint, gives to many of 
their ancient versions the value almost of a Greek codex of the 
age in which the version was made.. The same literalness also 
characterizes their translations from Syriac. 

The Armenians bad a temple literature of their own, which 
was destroyed in the 4th and nth centuries by the Christian 
clergy, so thoroughly that barely twenty lines of it ilaramene 
survive in the history of Moses of Blown (Chorale). 
Their Christian literature begins about 400 with the invention of 
the Armenian alphabet by Mesrop. This was probably an older 
alphabet to which Mesrop merely added vowels; but, in order 
to pacify the Greek ecclesiastics and the emperor Theodosius the 
Less, the Armenians concocted a story that it had been divinely 
revealed. Once their alphabet perfected, the catholicus Sabah 
formed a school of translators who were sent to Edema, Athens, 
Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, Caesarea in Cappadocia, 
and elsewhere, to procure codices both in Syriac and Greek and 
translate them. From Syriac were made the first version of the 
New Testament, the version of Eusebius' History and his Life of 
Constantine (unless this be from the original Greek), the homilies 
of Aphraates, the Acts of Curies and Samuna, the works of 
Ephrem Syrus(partly published in four volumes by the Mechithar-
ists of Venice). They include the commentaries on the Dialus-
wen and the Paulines, Laboubna and History of Addai, the 
Syriac canons of the Apostles. 

From the original Greek were rendered in the sth century the 
following authors and works. An asterisk is prefixed to those 
which have been printedr--•Eusebins' Chroxicess; 'Philo's lost 
commentaries on Genesis and Exodus, and his lost treatises on 
Providence and Animals, as well as a great Lumber of his works 
still preserved in Greek; •the entire Bible (the New Testament 
is a recension after Antiochene Greek texts of an older version 
made from the oldest Syriac text); 'the Alexander romance 
of the pseudo-Callisthenes; 'Epistles and Acts of Ignatius of 
Antioch; 'many homilies of Gregory Thaurnaturgus; •Athan-
asius (a large number of works, many of them wrongly 
attributed); Imams, Adios= Haereses and Ad Marciatouse 
(recently found); "Hippolytus' commentaries on the Song of 
Songs and Daniel, and many fragments; •llmotheue life of 
Athanasius; Theophilus of Alexandria, various homilies; 
•Eusebins of Cabala or Severianus, fifteen Homilies; 'Cyril of 
Jerusalem, Calecheses and Leases lo Comslimaise; 'Wisdom of 
Naar; 'the Apology of Aristides; Gregory of Nazianzus„ 
thirty-four Homilies; "Nonnus' work on Gregory (perhaps a 
version of 6th century); Basil of Caesarea, •Hezatuserom, 
fifteen Homilies on faith, epistle to Terentius, ascetic writings 
and canons, on the Holy Spirit, to Cledonius, 8re. Helladius of 
Caesarea's life of Basil; Gregory of Nyma'a treatise on the 
Beatitudes, and many other homilies, Commentaries on Soog of 
Songs, 'On Human Nature (Nemesius), panegyrics on sundry 
Martyrs, and other works (but some of these versions belong to 
the beginning of the 8th century); Epiphanins of Salamis, Corn-
masmy on the Gospels, 'On weights and imeasures,•Playsielogus„ 
canons and many homilies; Evagrius of Postal, Homilies and 
Ascetic works, Letters to Melanie, Am; John Chrysoatom, 
'Homilies and Prayers, in very beautiful language; •Proclus, 
patriarch of Constantinople, many homilies; •Nuns the Ascete, Os 
the Eight Spirits of Evil; •Josephas, Oa &chubs,. War; Dionyaius 
of Alexandria, 'Ageless Peel of Sinnessto and other fragments-
Acacias, bishop of Melitene, •Letters to Sabak; Julius of Rome 
(fragments); Zambian, Homilies (? from Syriac); the Risky, 
of Julius Africanus was perhaps also translated in this century, 
but it is lost. To the sth century belong the vasions of the 
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Nicene canons, of which the Armenian text as preserved is barely 
intelligible, of the eucharistic rites called of •Basil, •Chrysostom, 
•Ignatius and others; also the *Hours or Breviary, the 'Rites 
of Ordination, Baptism, of the making and release of Penitents, 
of Epiphany, and perhaps the many rites of animal sacrifice, for 
these are partly originals, partly versions. of lost. Greek texts. 
A mass of martyrs' acts were also rendered in this century, 
including parts of the lost collection made by Eusebfus. Among 
these the 'Ails and Apology of Apollonius restore a lost and-
century text. The 'Canons of Sahak also purport to be trans-
lated from a Greek original about the year 330. 

The Armenians were so busy in this century translating Greek 
and Syriac fathers that they have left little that is original. Still 
a number of historical works survive: •Faustus of Byzantium 
relates the events of the period A.D. 344-392 in a work instinct 
with life and racy of the soil. It was perhaps first composed in 
Greek, but it gives a faithful picture of the court of the petty 
sovereigns of Armenia, of the political organization, of the blood 
feuds of the clans, of the planting of Christianity. Procopius 
preserves some fragments of the Greek. 

The 'History of Tom, by Zenobius of Glak, is a somewhat 
legendary account of Gregory the Illuminator, and may have been 
written in Syriac in the 5th, though it was only Armenized in a 
later century. 

'Elisaeus Wardapet wrote a history of Wardan (Vardan), and 
of the war waged for their faith by the Armenians against the 
Sassanids. He was an eye-witness of this struggle, and gives a 
good account of the contemporary Mazdaism which the Persians 
tried to force on the Armenians. 'Lazar of Pharp wrote a history 
embracing the events of the 5th century up to the year 485, as a 
continuation of the work of Faustus. 

'A history of St Gregory and of the conversion of Armenia 
by Agathangelus is preserved in Greek, Armenian and Arabic. 
The Arabic edited by Professor Man of St Petersburg seems to 
be the oldest form of text. The Greek is a rendering of the 
Armenian. It is a compilation, and the second part which 
contains the Ads of Gregory and of St Rhipsima seems wholly 
legendary. The Greek and Armenian texts were edited together 
by Ihgarde. 

'The History of Armada by Moses of Khoren (Chorene) 
relates events up to about the year 450. It is a compilation, 
devoid of historical method, value or veracity, from all sorts of 
previous authors, mostly from those which already existed in an 
Armenian dress. Some critics put down the date of composition 
as low as about 700, and it was certainly retouched in the late 
6th century. 

'A long volume of rhetorical exercises, based on Aphthonius, 
is also ascribed to Moses of Ehoren, and appears to be of the 5th 
century. The 'geography which passes under his name may 
belong to the 7th century. Various homilies of Moses survive, 
as also of Elisaeus. 

Corium wrote in this century a 'Life of Mesrop, and Eznik a 
• Refutation of the Sects, based largely on antecedent Greek works. 
The sects in question are Paganism, Meacham, Greek Philosophy 
and Manicheism. A volume of 'homilies under the name of 
Gregory the Illuminator, but not his, also belongs to this century, 
and a series of ascetic discourses attributed to John Mandakuni, 
who was patriarch 47 8-500. 

Of the 6th and 7th centuries few works survive except anony-
mous versions of the *Ads of Thomas (perhaps from the Syriac), 
of the 'Acts of Peter and Paul, •of John (pseudo-Prochorus), 
'of Bartholomew, and of other apostles; also of 'the Acts of 
Paul and Thelda, *of Titus, 'of the Protevangel, *of the Testa-
ments of the patriarchs, of the 'Gospel of Nicodesens, or Acts of 
Pilate, of the 'Book of Adam, of the 'Deaths of the Prophets, of 
the 'History of Baruch, of the *Apocalypses of Paul and of the 
Virgin Mary, of the 'Acts of Sylvester, and of an enormous 
number of other similar apocryphs. Some of these may be of the 
5th century. Two volumes of these apocryphs of the Old and 
New Testaments have recently been published at Venice. To 
these centuries belong also the versions of the Acts of the council 
of Ephesus, of Gangs, Laodicea and of other councils. To the  

late 7th century belong the •calendula] works of Amnia, el 
Shirak, who also has left a 'chromic= compiled from Eusebius, 
Andreas of Crete, Hippolytus and other sources. In the *Lena, 

 book of the Patriarchs, lately printed at Tiflis, are to be found 
a number of controversial monophysite tracts of these and the 
succeeding three centuries, important for church history. It 
includes a mass of documents relative to the churches of Iberia 
and Albania. The chief literary monument of the 7th century is 
the history of the wars of Heraclius and of the early Mahommedan 
conquests in Asia Minor, by the bishop Sebeos, who was an eye-
witness. The 'history of the Albanians of the Caucasus, by 
Moses Kaknkatuatzi, also be)ongs to the end of this century. 
To the middle of the 7th century also belong the translations of 
Aristotle's treatises *On the Categories, and 'Os Interprdation, 
and of 'Porphyry's Isagogg, as well as of voluminous Greek 
commentaries on these books; the version of the *Grammar of 
Dionysius Thrax and an incomplete Euclid. The translator 
was one David called the Invincible, who also wrote mono-
physite tracts. At the end of this 7th century one Philo of 
Tuak is supposed to have made the version of the 'History 
of Socrates, unless indeed it was made earlier. To this century 
also seems to belong the Armenian version of a •history of the 
Iberians, by Djuansber, a work full of valuable information. 

The early 8th century was a time of great literary activity. 
Gregory Asheruni wrote an important 'commentary on the 
Jerusalem Lectionary, and his friend 'John the catholicus (7 r7- 
728) commentaries on the other liturgical works of his church; 
he also collected all existing canon law, Greek or Armenian, 
respected in his church, wrote 'against the Paulicians and 
Docetae, and composed many beautiful hymns. •Leonclus the 
priest has left a history of the first caliphs, and Stephanus, bishop 
of Siunik, translated the *controversial works of Cyril of 
Alexandria (whose Glaphyra and commentaries, however, seem 
to have been translated at an earlier period). He also translated 
the works of Dionysius the Areopagite,commented on the 
Armenian breviary and wrote hymns. 

ID the 9th century Zechariah, catholicus, the correspondent of 
Photius, wrote many eloquent homilies for the various church 
feasts. Shapuh Bagratuni wrote a history of his age, now lost. 
Mashtotz, catholicus, collected in one volume the Armenian 
rituals. 

In the roth century (c. 925) the catholicus John VI. issued his 
'history of Armenia, and Thomas Artsruni a •history of his clan 
carried up to the year 936. Ananias of Id ok (943-965) wrote a 
great work against the Paulicians, unfortunately lost. Chosroes 
wrote a 'commentary on the eucharistic rites and breviary, 
'Mesrop a history of Nerses the Great; 'Stephen of Asolik wrote 
a history of the world, and a commentary on Jeremiah; 'Gregory 
of Narek his famous meditations and hymns; Samuel Kamrdjt-
soretzi a commentary on the Lectionary based on Gregory 
Asheruni. 

In the nth century the catholicus Gregory translated many 
Acts of Martyrs, and John Kozerhn wrote a history, now lost, as 
well as a work on the Armenian calendar, Stephen Asolik a 
'history of Armenia up to the year too4; •Aristaces of Lastiverd 
a valuable history of the conquest of Armenia by the Seljuk 
caliphs. We may also mention a 'monophysite work against 
the Greek doctor Theopistus by Paul of Taron, 'letters and 
poems of Gregory Magistros, who also was the translator of the 
'Laws, Timaess and other dialogues of Plato. 

The Lath century saw many remarkable writers, mostly in 
Cdician Armenia, viz. Nerses the Graceful (d. r ids), author of an 
' Elegy on the taking of Edema, of 'voluminous hymns, of long 
'Pastoral Letters and Synodal orations of value for the historian 
of eastern churches. 'Samuel of Ani composed a chronicle up to 
I tn. Nerses of Lambron, archbishop of Tarsus, left a 'Synodal 
oration, a 'Commentary on the liturgy, he., and his contempt,• 
rary Gregory of Thy an 'Elegy on the capture of Jerusalem, 
and various •dogmatic works. In this century the 'history of 
Michael the Syrian was translated; Ignatius and Sargis com-
posed 'commentaries on Luke and 'the catholic epistles, and 
'Matthew of Edema a valuable history of the years 952-::36, 
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continued up to 1176 by Gregory the priest. Mechithar 
(Mekhitar) Kosh (d. 1207) wrote an elegant 'Book of Fables, 
and compiled a 'corpus of civil and canon law (partly from 
Byzantine codes). 

In the 13th century the following works or authors are to be 
noticed:—Thistory of Kiriakos of Ganzak, which contains much 
about the Mongols, Georgians and Albanians, 'Itlalakia the 
monk's history of the Tatars up to 1272; 'Chronicle of Mechithar 
of AM (fragmentary); 'Vabram's rhymed chronicle of the 
kings of Lesser Armenia; 'history of the world, by Varian, up to 
1269. In this century mostly falls the redaction of a large fable 
literature, recently edited in three volumes by Professor Marc of 
St Petersburg. 

14th century: 'history of Siunik, by Stephen Orbelian, 
archbishop of that province 1287-1304; *Sempat's chronicle 
Of Lesser Armenia (952-1274), carried on by a continuator to 
1331; 'Mechithar of Airivanq, a chronography; •Hethoum's 
account of the Tatars, and chronography of the years ro76- 
1307. John of Orotn (d. 1388) compiled commentaries on John's 
gospel and the Paulines, and wrote homilies and monophysite 
works; his disciple Gregory of Dathev (b. 1340) compiled a 
'Samna tkcologiae called the Book of Questions, in the style of the 
Samoa of Aquinas, which had been translated into Armenian 
c. 1330, as were a little later the *Samara of Albertus and works 
of other schoolmen. 

15th century: 'History of Tamerlane, by Thomas of Medsoph, 
carried up to 1447. 

17th century, Angel of Tabriz wrote a 'history of the Persian 
invasions of Armenia in the years 1602-1662. 

In the above list are not included a number of medical, 
astrological, calendarial and philological or lexicographic works, 
mostly written during or since the Cilician or crusading epoch. 
The hymns used in Armenian worship rarely go back to the 5th 
century; and they were still few in number and brief in length 
when Nerses the Graceful and his contemporaries more than 
doubled their number and bulk in the 12th century. Most 
Armenian poems embody acrostics, and their poets began to 
rhyme in the 8th century or thereabouts. Since the 15th century 
a certain number of profane poets have arisen, whose work is 
less jejune on the whole than that of the hymn and canticle 
writers of an earlier age. Gregory Itlagistros (d. 1o58) abridged 
the whole of the Old and New Testaments in a 'rhyming poem, 
and set a fashion to later writers. Such works as Barlaam and 
Josaphat, the 'History of the Seven Sages, the 'IV isdom of A kikar, 
the •Tate of the City of Bronze, were freely turned into verse in the 
13th and following centuries. 

It will be realized from the above enumeration of works 
written in each century that Armenian literature was purely 
monkish. There was no epic or romance literature; although 
this was not lacking in the contiguous country of Georgia, 
where there seem to have always been knights and ladies willing 
to.read and keep alive a literature of poetry and narrative, not 
altogether suitable for monks, and more akin to Persian literature. 

Other forms of faith than the orthodox had a hold in Armenia, 
particularly the Nestorian and the Manichean. Sundry works of 
Mani were translated in the year 588, but are lost. Perhaps 
certain works of Diodore of Tarsus survive, but the orthodox 
monks were so vigilant that there is little chance of finding any 
other monuments than those of the stereotyped orthodoxy. 

The 16th century saw the first books printed in Armenian. 
A press was set up at Venice in z 565, and the psalms and breviary 
were printed. In 1584 the Roman propaganda began its issue of 
Armenian books with a Gregorian calendar. In the 17th century 
presses were working at Lembourg, Milan, Paris, Isfahan (where 
in 1640 a large folio of the Lives of Ike Fathers of the Desert 
appeared), in Leghorn, Amsterdam (where in 1664 the first 
edition of the Hymn-book, in 1666 the first Bible, and in 1667 the 
first Ritual were printed), Marseilles, Constantinople, Leipzig 
and Padua. 

The press which has done most in printing Armenian authors 
is that of the Mecluthansts of Ventre. Here in 1836 was issued a 
magnificent thesaurus of the Armenian languageorith the Latin I Venice, and are readily procurable at their convent. (F. C. 

and Greek equivalents of each word. At that time there was no 
dictionary of any language and literature to be compared with 
this for exhaustiveness and accuracy. There are now Armenian 
presses all over the world, reprinting old books or issuing new 
works, often translations of modern writers, English, French, 
Russian and German. 

The chief collections of old Armenian MSS. are : at the 
convent of 'Echmiadzin at Valatshapat; at Stambul in the 
library of the fathers of St Anthony; at Venice in the Mecbitharist 
convent of San Lazaro; at the •Ilechitharist convent in Vienna; 
in the •Royal library at Vienna; in the •Paris Bibliothique 
Nationale, in the Vatican library; in the British Museum; in 
the 'Bodleian; in the Rylands library; in the 'Berlin and 
'Munich libraries; •in Tubingen, in St Petersburg, and in the 
*Lazarev institute at Moscow; at New Joulfa, the Armenian 
suburb of Isfahan. Private collections have been made by Mr 
Rendel Harris in Birmingham (presented to the university of 
Leiden); at Parham and elsewhere. A printed catalogue exists 
of those marked with an asterisk. 

Ayr HORITIES.—F.Combefis.Historia Monothellteruns(Pari41648): 
Arshak Ter Mikelian, Die armen. Kirche, iv. bis sum xiii. Jahr-
hurAert (Leipzig, 1892); H. Geiser, " Die Anfange der armenischen 
Kirche" in the Benchte der Ketsiglich. Sdchsischea Gete8.40 der 
Wissenschaften: Historisch-philologische Classe (1895), p. 17t; Gut-
scbmid, Kleine Schriften (Leipzig, 1892), t. iii.; Langloas, Collection 
d'ilstoriens armlniens (Paris. 1867) (the translations often careless); 
E. W. Brooks. The Syriac Chronicle known as Zechariah of Mitylene 
(London. 1829). R 24; Dulaurier, Recherches tar la amain:is 
armlnienne (Paris, 1859), Agop hlanandian, Beitrage sue albanischme 
Geschichte (Leipzig. 1897): G. Owsepian, Die Entstekungsgeschicke 
des Monotheletismus (Leipzig. 1897) : Cardinal Angelo Mot, -Nora SS. 
paining bibliotheca, 6 vols. (Rome, 1844-1871), vol. ii. contains Latin 
version of Armenian canons; HergenrOther, Photisu (Regensburg. 
1867); Tchamchian. History of Armenia (in Armenian at Venice 
and English abridged translation entitled N. Chamick by John 
Audall, Calcutta, 1827); Domini Joannis Onziensis, Opera Latina 
(Venice. 1834): Nersetis Clajensis, Opera manta Latins (Venice, 
1833): A. Papadopoulos-Kerameus in the Remit de 1a smih/ 
orthodoxy de Palestine (St Petersburg, 1892) (Armenian correspond-
ence with Photius translated); Enthymius Zigabenus, Pa ter, 
Patrol. Gr. vol. 13o, col. 11733 E. Dulaurier, Histeire de Nese 
arm/n. (Paris, 1857): le Quien, Oriens christianns; Mansi. 
vol. 25; Steph. Azarian, Ecclesiae Armenae Traditio (Rome, 1870); 
A. Balgy, Histories doctrine, catholiase inter Armenos (Vienna. 1878); 
Clemens Galanus. Conciliatio Eccksiee Armenac cum Romanis 
(Rome, 1690); L. Alishan. Sissouan, contr.& de l'Arminie (Venice, 
1893), in Armenian, but also in French translation; Recueil (arks 
relatifs aux .A 'minims (3 vols., Moscow, 1833); St Martin, Mentoires 
historiques sue Arminie (Paris, 1818); V. Langlois. Voyage dans la 
Ciliese (Paris. 1861): H. G. 0. Dwight,Christianity it, Turkey (London, 
1854): De Damns, Coup d'eeil scar l'Armlnie (Lyon, 1887); H. F. B. 
Lynch, Armenia (2 vols., London, t9o2); J. Issaverdens, Armenia, 
Ecclesiastical History (Venice, 1875); E. Dulaurier, Historiens 
ormeniens des Croisades (Paris): Giovanni de Serpos, Corn pendio 
Stork° (Venice. 1786): Garabed Chahnazarian, Esquisse de l'hisioire 
de l'Armenie (Paris. 1856); Gazer. " Armenien " in lierr. og-Hauck, 
Realencyklopadir far protestantische Theologie (ed. 3, Leipzig, 1897); 
Hereto, H in. of Councils, vols. 3 and 9; F. Neve, L' A rnsersie chretienne 
(Paris); P. Hunanian, Histenre des conciles &Orient (Vienna, 
1847); Cr. Chalathianz, Apocryphes (Moscow, 1897), and other 
works; Brosset, Collection d'historiens anneniens (St Petersburg, 
1874), and numerous other works by the same author; J. Catergian, 
De fidei symbol., qua Annenii utuntur (Vienna, 1893); Ricaut, 
The present state of the Greek and Armenian Churches (London, 1679); 
H. Denzinger, Ritus orientalium (Wiirzburg, 1863); Fred. C. Cony- 
beare, Rituale A rmenorum (Oxford, 1905); F. E. Brightman. Eastern 
Liturgies (Oxford. 1896); P. Vetter, Chosroae magni explicotio ',asset 
(Freiburg - im - Breiscau, i88o); L. Petit, articles on Armenian re-
ligious history, councils, literature, creed and disciplire in Diction. 
de theologie calholique, cols. 1888-1968; F. C. Conybeare, " The 
Armenian canons of St Sahak " in the American Journal of Theology 
(Chicago, t898), p. 828: C. F. Neumann, Geschichte der armenischen 
Literatur (Leipzig, 1836); Simon Weber, Die katholische Kirche in 
Armenien (Freiburg-im-Breisgau, 1903); Sukias Soma!, Quadri; 
della Storia Letterana di Armenia (Venice, 1829); M. V. Ermoni, 

L'Armenie " in Revue de (orient chrltien (for year 1896): F. Tour-
nebize. " Histoire de l'Armenie " (ib. 1902-3-4-5); R. P. D. Girard, 
"Les Madag " (ib. for year lira): H. HUbschmann, Armenische 
Studien and Grammatik (Leipzig. 1883 and 1895). Grammars by 
Petermann (in Porta Orientaltunt Linguarunt series), by Prof. Meillet 
of Paris, by Prof. N. Mare of St Petersburg (in Russian). by Joseph 
Karst (of the Cilician dialect). Texts of most of the Armenian fathers 
and historians have been printed by the Mechitharists of San Lazaro, 
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ARMINTIIMES, a town of northern France, in the depart-

ment of Nord, on the Lys, 13 m. W.N.W. of Lille on the Northern 
railway from that city to Dunkirk. Pop. ( 1 906) 25,408. The 
chief building is the hotel de vile with a 176-century belfry. 
There are communal colleges for girls and boys, a board of trade-
arbitrators, a chamber of commerce and a national technical 
school. The town is an important centre for the spinning and 
weaving of flax and cotton; bleaching, dyeing and the manu-
facture of machinery are among the other industries. Its 
industrial prosperity dates from the middle ages, when, however, 
woollen, not cotton, goods were the staple product. 

ARMET (diminutive of Fr. arme), a form of helmet, which was 
developed out of existing forms in the latter part of the 15th 
century. It was round in shape, and often had a narrow ridge or 
comb along the top. It had a pivoted or hinged vizor and nose-
piece, and complete chin, neck and cheek protection, closely con-
nected with the gorget. It is distinguished from the basinet by its 
roundness, and by the fact that it protects the neck and chin by 
strong plates, instead of a " camail " or loose collar of mail; 
from the salade and heaume by its dose fit and skull-cap shape; 
and from the various forms of vizored burgonets by the absence 
of the projecting brim. It remained in use until the final abandon-
ment of the complete closed head-piece. 

ARMY/MT, GUSTAP MAURITZ Cotner (x757-1814), son of 
Charles II.'s general, Carl Gustaf Armfelt, was born in Finland 
on the 31st of March r757. In 1774 he became an ensign in the 
guards, but his frivolity provoked the displeasure of Gustavus III. 
and he thought it prudent to go abroad. Subsequently, however, 
(1780) he met the king again at Spa and completely won the 
monarch's favour by his natural stale' bility, intelligence and 
brilliant social gifts. Henceforth his fortune was made. At first 
he was the mare du pkisirs of the Swedish court, but it was not 
long before more serious affairs were entrusted to him. He took 
part in the negotiations with Catherine IL (2783) and with the 
Danish government (1787), and during the Russian war of 1788-90 
he was one of the king's most trusted and active counsellors. 
He also displayed great valour in the field. In r788 when the 
Danes unexpectedly invaded Sweden and threatened Gothenburg, 
it was Armfelt who under the king's directions organized the 
Dalecarlian levies and led them to victory. He remained 
absolutely faithful to Gustavus when nearly the whole of the 
nobility fell away from him; brilliantly distinguished himself in 
the later phases of the Russian war; and was the Swedish pleni-
potentiary at the conclusion of the peace of Verdi. During the 
last years of Gustavus M. his influence was paramount, though 
he protested against his master's headstrong championship of the 
Bourbons. On his deathbed Gustavus III. (1792) committed 
the care of his infant son to Armfelt and appointed him a member 
of the council of regency; but the anti-Gustavian duke-regent 
Charles sent Armfelt as Swedish ambassador to Naples to get rid 
of him. From Naples Armfelt communicated with Catherine IL, 
urging her to bring about by means of a military demonstration 
a change in the Swedish government in favour of the Gustavians. 
The plot was discovered by the regent's spies, and Armfelt only 
escaped from the man-of-war sent to Naples to seize him, with the 
assistance of Queen Caroline. He now fled to Russia, where he 
was interned at ICaluga, while at home he was condemned to 
confiscation and death as a traitor, and his unjustly accused 
mistress Magdalena Rudenschtild was publicly whipped to gratify 
an old grudge of the regent's. When Gustavus IV. attained his 
majority, Armfelt was completely rehabilitated and sent as 
Swedish ambassador to Vienna (1802), but was obliged to quit 
that post two years later for sharply attacking the Austrian 
government's attitude towards Bonaparte. From 18o5 to 1807 
be was commander-in-chief of the Swedish forces in Pomerania, 
where he displayed great ability and retarded the conquest of the 
duchy as long as it was humanly possible. On his return home, 
he was appointed commander-in-chief on the Norwegian frontier, 
but could do nothing owing to the ordres, contre-ordres u desordres 
of his lunatic master. He would have nothing to say to the 
revolutionaries who in 1809 deposed Gustavus IV. and his whole 
family. Armfelt was the most courageous of the supporters of  

the crown prince Gustavus, and when Bernadotte was elected 
resolved to retire to Finland. His departure was accelerated 
by a decree of expulsion as a conspirator (art). Over the im-
pressionable Alexander I. of Russia, Armtek exercised almost as 
great an influence as Czartoryski, especially as regards Finnish 
affairs. He contributed more than any one else to the erection 
of the grand-duchy into an autonomous state, and was its first 
and best governor-general. The plan of the Russian defensive 
campaigns is, with great probability, also attributed to him, and 
he gained Alexander over to the plan of uniting Norway with 
Sweden. He died at Tsarskoe Selo on the 19th of August 1814. 

See Robert Nisbet Bain, Gustavus III. vol. ii. (London, 5895); Elof 
Tegner, Gustaf AlenriteArelfele (Stockholm, 1883-1887). (R. N. B.) 

ARRIDALE, a town in Sandon county, New South Wales, 
Australia, 313 m. by rail N. of Sydney. Pop. (1901) 4249. It 
lies at an elevation of 33r3 ft., in a picturesque mountainous 
district, for the most part pastoral and agricultural, though it 
contains some alluvial gold diggings. Antimony is found in large 
quantities near the town. Armidale is a cathedral town, being 
the seat of a Roman Catholic bishop and belonging to the joint 
Anglican diocese of Grafton; Armidale St Peter's, the Anglican 
cathedral, and St Mary's, the Roman Catholic, are both fine 
buildings. The town is the centre of great educational activity, 
its schools including the New England girls' school, St Patrick's 
college, the high school, the Ursuline convent and state schools. 
Armidale became a municipality in 0363. 

ARMILLA, ARSE. or ARIULLULY SPHERE (from the Lat. 
armilla, a bracelet), an instrument used in astronomy. In its 
simplest form, consisting of a ring fixed in the plane of the 
equator, the meat is one of the most ancient of astronomical 
instruments. Slightly developed, it was crossed by another ring 
fixed in the plane of the meridian. The first was an equinoctial, 
the second a solstitial armilla. Shadows were used as indices of 
the sun's position, in combination with angular divisions. When 
several rings or circles were combined representing the great 
circles of the heavens, the instrument became an armillary 
sphere. Armillae are said to have been in early use in China. 
Emtosthenea (276-196 B.c.) used most probably a solstitial 
ermine for measuring the obliquity of the ecliptic. Hipparchus 
(160-x as a.c.) probably used an armillary sphere of four rings. 
Ptolemy (c. A.D. 107-161) describes his instrument in the 
Syntaxis (book v. chap. 1.), and it is of great interest as an 
example of the armillary sphere passing into the spherical 
astrolabe. It consisted of a graduated circle inside which 
another could slide, carrying two small tubes diametrically 
opposite, the instrument being kept vertical by a plumb-line. 
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Armillary Sphere. A.D. 1636. 

No material advance was made on Ptolemy's instrument until 
Tycho Brahe, whose elaborate armillary spheres passing into 
astrolabes are figured in his AstroluneMe Instaeratae Mechutica. 
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The armillary sphere survives as useful for teaching, and. may 

be described as a skeleton celestial globe, the series of rings 
representing the great circles of the heavens, and revolving on an 
axis within a horizon. With the earth as centre such a sphere 
is known as Ptolemaic; with the sun as centre, as Copernican. 

The designer of the instrument shown no doubt thought that 
the north pole might suitably have the same ornament as was 
used to mark N. on the compass card, and so surmounted it 
with the fieur -de-lys, traditionally chosen for that purpose on 
the compass by Flavio Gioja in honour of Charles of Anjou, king 
of Sicily and Naples. 

Armillary spheres occur in many old sculptures, paintings 
and engravings; and from these sources we know that they.were 
made for suspension, for resting on the ground or on a table, for 
holding by a short handle, or either for holding or for resting on a 
stand. 

Aurnortaras.—Tycho Brahe. A dram:mice Instateralas Mechanics; 
M. Blundeoilk, his Exercises; N. Bion, Tread des instrumens de 
mathemaiique; also L' Usage des globes celesks; Sedillot, Memoire sue 
les instrumens; J. B. Delambre. Histoire de rasfronomie ancienne; 
R. Grant, History of Physical Astronomy. 

ARNINIUS, the Latinized form of the name of Hgnuortr, or 
more probably Ands (x7 B.C.—A.D. 21), the German national 
hero. He was a son of a certain Segimer, a prince of the tribe of 
the Cherusci, and in early life served with distinction as an officer 
in the Roman armies. Returning to his own people he found 
them chafing under the yoke of the Roman governor, Quintilius 
Varus; he entertained for them hopes of freedom, and cautiously 
inducing neighbouring tribes to join his standard he led the 
rebellion which broke out in the autumn of A.D. 9. Heavily 
laden with baggage the troops of Vann were decoyed into the 
fastnesses of the Teutoburger Wald, and there attacked, the 
completeness of the barbarian victory being attested by the 
virtual annihilation of three legions, by the voluntary death of 
Varus, and by the terror which reigned in Rome when the news 
of the defeat became known, a terror which found utterance 
in the emperor's despairing ay: " Van's, give me back my 
legions!" Then in A.D. 15 Germanicus Caesar led the Romans 
against Arminius, and captured his wife, Thusnelda. An 
indecisive battle was fought in the Teutoburger Wald, where 
Germanicus narrowly escaped the fate of Varna, and in the 
following year Arminius was defeated. The hero's later years 
were spent in fighting against Marbod, prince of the Marcomanni, 
and in disputes with his own people occasioned probably by his 
desire to found a powerful kingdom. He was murdered in A.D. 21. 

In 1875 a great monument to Arminius was completed. This 
stands on the Grotenburg mountain near Detmold. Klopstock 
and other poets have used his exploits as material for dramas. 

Much discussion has taken place with regard to the exact spot in 
the Teutoburger Wald where the great battle between Arminius and 
Varus was fought. There is an immense literature on this subject. 
and the following may be consulted :—T. Ntommsen, Die Ortischkeit 
der Varusschlackl (1885)• E. Meyer, Untersuchungen abet die 
Schlacht ins Teutoburger Waldo (1803)• A. Dte Schlacht en 
Teutoburger Waldo (1899): F. Knolce, Des Schlachtfeld int Teutoburger 
Waldo (1850); E. DtInzelmann, Der Sehouplatz der Varusschlual 
(1889); and P. Hbfer, Die Varusschlackt (i884). For more general 
accounts of Arminius see: Tacitus. Annals, edited by H. Furneaux 
(1884-189 1 ); 0. Kemmer, Arminius (1891): F. IV Fischer, Armin 
114 nd die Romer (t3q3); W. Uhl, Das Portrait des Arminius (1895); 
and F. Knoke, Die Xriegsaige des Germanicus in Dtsas.a4sad (1887). 

ARNIINIUS, JACOBU8 (156o-16o9), Dutch theologian, author 
of the modified reformed theology that receives its name of 
Arminian from him, was born at Oudewater, South Holland, on 
the roth of October r560. Arminius is a Latinized form of his 
patronymic Hermanns or Hermansen. His father, Hermann 
Jakobs, a cutler, died while he was an infant, leaving a widow and 
three children. Theodorus Aemilius, a priest, who had turned 
Protestant, adopting Jakob, sent him to school at Utrecht, but 
died when his charge was in his fifteenth year. Rudolf Snellius 
(Seel van Roijen, 1546-1613), the mathematician, a native of 
Oudewater, then a professor at Marburg, happening at the time 
to visit his early home, met the boy, saw promise in him and 
undertook his maintenance and education. But hardly was he 
settled at Marburg when the news came that the Spaniards had  

besieged and taken Oudewater, and murdered its inhabitants 
almost without exception. Arminius hurried home, but only to 
find all his relatives slain. In February the same year (1575), 
the.university of Leiden had been founded, and thither, by the 
kindness of friends, Arminius was sent to study theology. The 
six years he remained at Leiden (1576-1582) were years of active 
and innovating thought in Holland. The War of Independence 
had started conflicting tendencies in men's minds. To some it 
seemed to illustrate the necessity of the state tolerating only one 
religion, but to others the necessity of the state tolerating all. 
Dirck Coornhert argued, in private conferences and public 
disputations, that it was wrong to punish heretics, and his great 
opponents were, as a rule, the ministers, who maintained that 
there was no room for more than one religion in a state. Caspar 
Koolhaes, the heroic minister of Leiden—its first lecturer, too, 
in divinity—pleaded against a too rigid uniformity, for such 
an agreement on " fundamentals " as had allowed Reformed, 
Lutherans and Anabaptists to unite. Leiden had been happy, 
too, in its first professors. There taught in theology Guillaume 
Feuguiires or Feuguaeius (d. z6r5), a mild divine, who had 
written a treatise on persuasion in religion, urging that as to 
it " men could be led, not driven "; Lambert Danaeus, who 
deserves remembrance as the first to discuss Christian ethics 
scientifically, apart from dogmatics; Johannes Drusius, the 
Orientalist, one of the most enlightened and advanced scholars of 
his day, settled later at Franeker; Johann Kobnann the younger, 
best known by his saying that high Calvinism madi God " both 
a tyrant and an executioner." Snellius, Arminius's old patron, 
now removed to Leiden, expounded the Ramist philosophy, and 
did his best to start his students on the search after truth, 
unimpeded by the authority of Aristotle. Under these men 
and influences, Arminius studied with signal success; and the 
promise he gave induced the merchants' gild of Amsterdam to 
bear the further expenses of his education. In 1582 be went to 
Geneva, studied there awhile under Theodore Beta, but had 
soon, owing to his active advocacy of the Ramist philosophy, to 
remove to Basel. After a short but brilliant career there he 
turned to Geneva, studied for three years, travelled, in i586, in 
Italy, heard Giacomo Zarabella ( 1 533-158o) lecture on philosophy 
in Padua, visited Rome, and, open-minded enough to see its good 
as well as its evil, was suspected by the stern Dutch Calvinists of 
" popish " leanings. Next year he was called to Amsterdam, 
and there, in 1588, was ordained. He soon acquired the reputa-
tion of being a good preacher and faithful pastor. He was com-
missioned to organize the educational system of the city, and is 
said to have done it well. He greatly distinguished himself by 
fidelity to duty during a plague that devastated Amsterdam in 
1602. In z603 he was called, in succession to Franz Junius, to a 
theological professorship at Leiden, which he held till his death 
on the loth of October 160o. 

Arminius is best known as the founder of the anti-Calvinistic 
school in Reformed theology, which created the Remonstrant 
Church in Holland (see REMONSTRANTS), and contributed to form 
the Arminian tendency or party in England. lie was a man of 
mild and liberal spirit, broadened by varied culture, constitu-
tionally averse from narrow views and enforced uniformity. 
He lived in a period of severe systematizing. The Reformed 
strengthened itself against the Roman Catholic theology by 
working itself, on the one hand, into vigorous logical consistency, 
and supporting itself, on the other, on the supreme authority of 
the Scriptures. Calvin's first principle, the absolute sovereignty of 
God, had been so applied as to make the divine decree determine 
alike the acts and the destinies of men; and his formal principle 
had been so construed as to invest his system with the authority 
of the source whence it professed to have been drawn. Calvinism 
had become, towards the close of the 16th century, supreme in 
Holland, but the very rigour of the uniformity it exacted pro-
voked a reaction. Coornhert could not plead for the toleration of 
heretics without assailing the dominant Calvinism, and so he 
opposed a conditional to its unconditional predestination. The 
two ministers of Delft, who had debated the point with him. 
had, the better to turn his arguments, descended from the 
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snpralapsarian to the infralapsarfan position, i.e. made the divine 
decree, instead of precede and determine, succeed the Fall. 
This seemed to the high Calvinists of Holland a grave heresy. 
Arminius, fresh from Geneva, familiar with the dialectics of Bess, 
appeared to many the man able to speak the needed word, and so, 
in is8g, he was simultaneously invited by the ecclesiastical court 
of Amsterdam to refute Coornhert, and by Martin Lydius, pro-
fessor at Franeker, to combat the two infralapsarian ministers 
of Delft. Thus led to confront the questions of necessity and 
free will, his own views became unsettled, and the further he 
pursued his inquiries the more he was inclined to assert the 
freedom of man and limit the range of the unconditional decrees 
of God. This change became gradually more apparent in his 
preaching and in his conferences with his clerkal associates, and 
occasioned much controversy in the ecclesiastical courts where, 
however, he successfully defended his position. The controversy 
was embittered and the differences sharpened by his appointment 
to the professorship at Leiden. He had as colleague Franz 
Gomarus, a strong supmlapsarian, perfervid, irrepressible; and 
their collisions, personal, official, political, tended to develop and 
define their respective positions. 

Arminius died, worn out by uncongenial controversy and 
ecclesiastical persecution, before his system had been elaborated 
into the logical consistency it attained in the hands of his 
celebrated successor, Simon Episcopius; but though inchoate in 
detail, it was in its principles dear and coherent enough. These 
may be thus stated: 

r. The decree of God is, when it concerns His own actions, 
absolute, but when it concerns man's, conditional, i.e. the decree 
relative to the Saviour to be appointed and the salvation to be 
provided is absolute, but the decree relative to the persons saved 
or condemned is made to depend on the acts—belief and repent-
ance in the one case, unbelief and impenitence in the other—of 
the persons themselves. 

2. The providence or government of God, while sovereign, is 
exercised in harmony with the nature of the creatures governed, 
i.e. the sovereignty of God is so exercised as to be compatible 
with the freedom of man. 

3. Man is by original nature, through the assistance of divine 
grace, free, able to will and perform the :fight; but is in his fallen 
state, of and by himself, unable to do so; he needs to be regener-
ated in all his powers before he can do what is good and pleasing 
to God. 

4. Divine grace originates, maintains and perfects all the good 
in man, so much so that he cannot, though regenerate, conceive, 
will or do any good thing without it 

3. The saints possess, by the grace of the Holy Spirit, sufficient 
strength to persevere to the end in spite of sin and the flesh, but 
may so decline from sound doctrine as to cause divine grace to be 
ineffectual. 

6. Every believer may be assured of his own salvation. 
7. It is possible for a regenerate man to live without sin. 
Arminius's works are mostly occasional treatises drawn from 

him by controversial emergencies, but they everywhere exhibit 
a calm; well-furnished, undogmatic and progressive mind. He 
was essentially an amiable man, who hated the zeal for an 
impossible orthodoxy that constrained " the church to institute 
a search after crimes which have not betrayed an existence, yea, 
and to drag into open contentions those who are meditating no 
evil." His friend Peter Sestina, who pronounced his funeral 
oration, dosed it with these words: "There lived a man whom 
it was not possible for those who knew him sufficiently to esteem; 
those who entertained no esteem for him are such as never knew 
him well enough to appreciate his merits." 

The works of Arminius an Latin) were published in a single quarto 
volume at Leiden in than, at Frankfort in 1631 and 163.5. Two 
volumes of an English translation, with copious notes, by James 
Nichols, were published at London, 1821-1828: three volumes 
(complete) 2.t Buffalo, 1853. A life was written by Caspar Brandt, 
son of Gerard Brandt, the historian of the Dutch reformation, and 
published in 1724; republished and annotated by J. L. Mosheim in 
5725; and translated into English by the Rev. John Guthrie, 1834. 
fames Nichols also wrote a life (London, s843). 

Alunsncs (from Lat arse, arms, and siskre, to stop), a 
suspension of hostilities by mutual agreement between two 
nations at war, or their respective forces. An armistice may be 
either general or particular; in the first case there is a complete 
cessation of hostile operations in every part of the dominions of 
the belligerent powers; in the second there is merely a temporary 
truce between two contending armies, or between a besieged 
fortress and the force besieging it. Such a temporary truce, when 
for a very limited period and for a special purpose, e.g. the 
collection of the wounded and the burial of the dead, is termed 
a suspension of arms. A general armistice cannot be concluded 
by the commanders-in-chief unless special authority has been 
previously delegated to them by their respective governments; 
otherwise any arrangement entered into by them requires subse-
quent ratification by the supreme powers of the states. A partial 
truce may be concluded by the officers of the respective powers, 
without any special authority from their governments, wherever, 
from the nature and extent of the commands they exercise, 
their duties could not be efficiently discharged without their 
possession of such a power. The conduct of belligerent parties 
during an armistice is usually regulated in modern warfare by 
express agreement between the parties, but where this is not the 
case the following general conditions may be laid down. (i) Each 
party may do, within the limits prescribed by the truce, whatever 
be could have done in time of peace For example, he can raise 
troops, collect stores, receive reinforcements and fortify places 
that are not actually in a state of siege. (a) Neither party can 
take advantage of the armistice to do what he could not have 
done had military operations continued. Thus he cannot throw 
provisions or reinforcements into a besieged town, and neither 
besiegers nor besieged are at liberty to repair their fortifications 
or erect new works. (3) All things contained in places the 
possession of which was contested, must remain in the state 
in which they were before the armistice began. Any infringe-
ment by either party of the conditions of the truce entitles 
the other to recommence hostile operations without previous 
intimation. 

ARMOIRE, the French name (cf. Aurzar) given to a tall 
movable cupboard, or " wardrobe," with one or more doors. It 
has varied considerably in shape and size, and the decoration of 
its doors and sides has faithfully represented mutations of fashion 
and modifications of use. It was originally exceedingly massive 
and found its chief decoration in elaborate hinges and locks of 
beaten iron. The finer ecclesiastical armoires or aumbries which 
have come down to us—used in churches for the safe custody of 
vestments, eucharistic vessels, reliquaries and other precious 
objects—are usually painted, sometimes even upon the interior, 
with sacred subjects or with incidents from the lives of the saints. 
The cathedrals of Bayeux and Noyon contain famous examples; 
the most typical English one is in York minter. By the end of 
the 14th century, when the carpenter and the wood-carver had 
acquired a better mastery of their material, the taste for painted 
surfaces appears to have given place to the vogue of carving, and 
the simple rectangular panels gradually became sculptured with 
a simple motive, such as the linen-fold or parchment patterns. 
In the treasury of St Germain l'Auxerrois' the ends of the 3th-
century armoires are treated in this way. In that and the two 
following centuries the keys and the escutcheons of the locks 
became highly ornamental; usually in forged iron, they were 
occasionally made of more precious metals. By slow degrees the 
shape of this receptacle changed—from breadth was evolved 
height, and the tall form of armoire became characteristic. The 
Renaissance exercised a notable effect upon this, as upon so 
many other varieties of furniture. It became less obviously and 
aggressively a thing of utility; its proportions shrank from the 
massive to the elegant; its artistic effectiveness was vastly 
enhanced by its division into an upper and a lower part. En , 

 riched with columns and pilasters, its panels carved with 
mythology, its canopied niches filled with sculptured statuettes, 
and terminating with a rich cornice and perhaps a broken 
pediment, it was widely removed in appearance, if not in purpose, 
from the uncompromising iron-mounted receptacle of earlier 
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generations. During the 16th century, when the surging im-
pulses of the Renaissance had died away, the armoire relapsed 
into plainness, its proportions increased, and it was again con-
structed in one piece. Ere long, however, it grew more sump-
tuous than ever. Bonne encrusted it with marqueterie from 
designs by Derain; it glowed with amorini, with the torches and 
arrows of Cupid, with the garlands which he weaves for his 
captives, and when allusiveness left a corner vacant, it was filled 
with arabesques in ebony or ivory, in brass or white metal. 
While the royal palaces and the Weis of the great nobility were 
filled with those costly splendours, the ordinary cabinetmaker 
continued to construct his modest pieces, and by the middle of 
the 18th century the armoire was found in every French house, 
ample in width and high in proportion to the lofty rooms of the 
period. It is not to be supposed that so useful a piece of furniture 
was confined to France. It was used, more or less, throughout 
a considerable part of Europe, but it was distinctively Gallic 
nevertheless, and never became thoroughly acclimatized else-
where until about the beginning of the 19th century, when it 
developed into the glass-fronted wardrobe which is now an 
essential detail in the plenishing of the bed-chamber, not merely 
in France and England, but in many other countries. The 
armoire 4 glace was known and occasionally made in France as 
far back as the middle of the 18th century, and almost the earliest 
mention of it connects it with the scandalous relations of the 
Marechal de Richelieu and the beautiful fermiers girarak, Mine 
de la Popeliniere, who had one made to mask a secret door. In 
the conventional and not very attractive wardrobe of commerce 
it is difficult to descry the gracious characteristics of the armoire 
of the Renaissance or the 17th century, and it is not altogether 
surprising that Theodore de Banvflle should have condemned one 
of the most solidly useful of household necessaries as a " hideous 
monster." ' 

ARMORICA (Ammonies), the Roman name, derived from 
two Celtic words meaning the " seaside " (or, on, and mor, sea), 
for the land of the Armorici, roughly the peninsula of Brittany. 
At the time of the Roman advance on Gaul there were five 
principal tribes in Armoric*, the Namneti, the Veneti, the Osismii, 
the Curiosolitae and the Redones. It was subdued by Caesar, 
who entirely destroyed the seafaring tribe of its south coast, the 
Veneti. Under the Empire it formed part of the province of 
Gallia Lugudunensis (Lugdunensk). It contained hardly any 
towns, though many large country houses, and was perhaps less 
Romanized than the rest of Gaul. In and after the later part of 
the 5th century it received many Celtic immigrants from the 
British Isles, fleeing (it is said) from the Saxons; and the Celtic 
dialect which the Bretons still speak is thought to owe its origin 
to these immigrants. (See further Barrusrv.) 

ARMOUR, PHILIP DANFORTH (1832-1oo1), American 
merchant and philanthropist, was born in Stockbridge, New 
York, on the 16th of May 1832. Ile was educated at Cazenovia 
Academy, Cazenovia, N.Y., worked for several years on his 
father's farm, and in 185z with a small party went overland to 
California, a large part of the journey being made on foot. Here 
during the next four years he laid the foundations of his fortune. 
In r856 he became associated with his friend, Frederick S. Miles, 
in a wholesale grocery and commission business at Milwaukee, 
In 1863 he became the head of the firm of Armour, Plankington 
& Co., pork packers, whose headquarters were at Milwaukee. He 
also obtained a large interest in the firm H. 0. Armour & Co., 
which was founded by his brother, Herman Oulu Armour 
(1837-1901), and which, starting as a grain commission business, 
in 1868 established also a large pork-packing plant. Of this firm, 
the name of which was changed to Armour & CO. in 187o, he 
became the head in 1875, and thereafter the business made 
such rapid progress that in root as many as 1 r,000 hands were 
employed. Besides contributing to many charitable enterprises, 
Armour founded the Armour Institute of Technology at Chicago 
in 18ga and the Armour Flats in Chicago, built for the purpose of 
supplying at a low rental good homes for working men and their 
families. He also contributed liberally to the Armour Mission in 
Chicago, which was founded in 1881 by his brother, Joseph 

Armour. At the time of his death, on the 6th of January tool, 
Philip D. Armour's private fortune was supposed to exceed 
850.000,000. 

ARMOUR PLATES. The earliest recorded proposal to employ 
armour for ships of war (for body armour, &c., see ARMS arm 
Aemoue) appears to have been made in England by Sir es 

 William Congreve in 1805. In The Times of the zoth ireruus. 
of February of that year reference is made to Congreve's 
designs for an armoured floating mortar battery which the in-
ventor considered would be proof against artillery fire. Among 
Congreve's unpublished papers there is also a suggestion for 
armour-plating the embrasures of casemates. Nothing, however, 
seems to have come of these proposals, and a similar lack of 
appreciation befell the next advocate of armour, John Stevens of 
New Jersey, U.SA., who submitted the plans of an armoured 
vessel to Congress in az z. The Stevens family, however, 
continued to work at the subject, and by 1841 had determined 
by actual experiment the thickness of wrought-iron armour 
which was-proof against the projectiles then in use. The necessity 
for armouring ships as a protection agaihst shell fire was again 
pointed out by General Paizhans in 1841, and in 1845 ispetr. 
Dupuy de Lome had prepared the designs of an 
armoured frigate for the French government. During the period 
between 1827 and x854, experiments in connexion with the 
proposed application of armour to both ships and forts were 
carried out in England, the United States and France, but the 
question did not get beyond the experimental stage until the 
latter year, when armoured floating batteries were laid down in 
all three countries, probably as the immediate outcome of the 
destruction of the Turkish fleet by shell fire at Sinope on the ;oda 
of November 1853. 

Three of the French floating batteries were in action at the 
bombardment of /Unborn in 1855, where they achieved a con-
spicuous success, silencing the Russian forts after a four hours' 
engagement, during which they themselves, although frequently 
struck, were practically uninjured, their loss in personnel being 
but trifling. To quote Very: " This comparatively insignificant 
action, which had little if any effect upon the course of the 
Crimean War, changed the whole condition of armour for 
naval use from one of speculation to one of actual and constant 
necessity." The military application of armour for the protec-
tion of guns mounted in permanent fortifications followed. Its 
development, however, took rather a different course, and the 
question of armour generally is of less importance for the military 
engineer than for the naval constructor. For the employment 
of armour in ship construction and in permanent works on land, 
see the articles Siusauu.onic; FORTIFICATION AND Suceenarr; 
the present article is concerned solely with the actual armour 
itself. 

The earliest armour, both for ships and forts, was made of 
wrought iron, and was disposed either in a single thickness or in 
successive layers sandwiched with wood or concrete. 
Such armour is now wholly obsolete, though examples 
of it may still be found in a few forts of early date. seseles 
The chief application of armour in modern land 
defences is in the form of shields for the protection of guns 
mounted en ?airbags. Examples of such shields are shown in 
lig& s and z. Fig. z shows a 4.5- in. steel shield for the U.S.A. 
government, face-hardened by the Harvey process, to which 
reference is made below. It was attacked by 5-in. and 6-in. 
armour-piercing shot, and proved capable of keeping out the 
5-in. up to a striking velocity of nearly iBoo ft. per second, but 
was defeated by a 6-in. capped A.P. shot with a striking velocity 
of 1842 ft. per second. The mounting was not seriously damaged 
by the firing, but could be operated of ter the impact of one 3• 
five 5-in. and three 6-in. projectiles. Fig. 2 shows a gun-shield, 
manufactured by Messrs Hadfield of Sheffield, after attack by 

4.7-in. and 6-in. armour-piercing and other projectiles. 
The limit of the shield's resistance was just reached by an 
untapped 4 - 7-in. A.P. shell with a striking velocity of 2128 ft. per 
second. The shield (the average maximum thickness of which 
was 5.8 in.) showed great toughness, and although subjected toe 
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severe battering, and occasionally outmatched by the attacking 
projectiles, developed no visible crack. It is chiefly remarkable 
for the fact that it was cast and not forged. As is evident from 
the fringing around the hole made by the 6-in. A.P. shell, the 
shield was not face-hardened. A more highly developed form 
of the gun-shield is to be found in the armoured cupola, which has 
been employed to a wry considerable extent in permanent 
fortifications, and whose use is still strongly advocated by 
continental European military engineeis. The majority of the 
cupolas to be found in continental forts are not, however, of very 
recent date, those erected in ritos at If ohheim near Strasburg 
being comparatively modern instances. Any cupolas constructed 
nowadays would be of steel, either forged or cast, and would 
probably be face-hardened, but a large number of those extant 
are of compound or even of iron armour. Many of those on sea-
fronts are made of chilled cast iron. Such armour, which was 
introduced by Gruson of Magdeburg in 1868; is extremely hard, 
and cannot be perforated, but must be destroyed by fracture. 
It is thus the antithesis of wrought iron, which, when of good 
quality, does not break up under the impact of the shot but 
yields by perforation. Armour of the Gruson type is well 
adapted for curved surfaces such as cupolas, which on account 
of their shape are scarcely liable to receive a direct hit, except 
at distant ranges, and its extreme hardness would greatly assist 
it to throw oil shot striking obliquely, which have naturally a 
tendency to glance. Chilled iron, on account of its liability to 
break up when subjected to a continuoul bombardment by the 
armour-piercing steel projectiles of guns of even medium calibre, 
was usually considered unsuitable for employment in inland 
forts, where wrought iron, mild steel or compound armour was 
preferred. On the other hand, as pointed out by the late Captain 
C. Orde Browne, A.A., it was admirably adapted to resist the 
few rounds that the heavy guns of battleships might be expected 
to deliver during an attack of comparatively limited duration. 

Chilled Iron was never employed for naval purposes, and 
warship armour continued to be made exclusively of wrought 
iron until 1876 when steel was introduced by Schneider. In an 
important trial at Spends in that year thesuperiority in resisting 
power of steel to wrought iron was conclusively proved, but, on 
the other hand, steel showed a great tendency to through-
cracking, a defect which led Messrs Cammell of Sheffield in 1877 
to introduce compound armour consisting of a steel surface in 
intimate union with a wrought-iron foundation plate. In Cammell 
plates, which were made by the Wilson process, the steel face was 
formed by running molten steel on to a white-hot foundation 
plate of iron, while in the compound plates, made by Messrs 
John Brown & Co. according to the patent of J. D. Ellis, a thin 
steel surface plate was cemented on to the wrought-iron founda-
tion by running in molten steel between. Compound armour 
possessed the advantages of a harder face than was then possible 
in a homogeneous steel plate, while, on the other hand, the back 
was softer and less liable to crack. Its weak point was the 
liability of the surface plate to crack through under fire and 
become detached from its iron backing. The manufacture of 
steel, however, continued to improve, so that in 1890 we find 
steel plates being made which were comparatively free from 
liability to through-cracking, while their power to resist perfora-
tion was somewhat greater than that of the best compound. 
The difference, however, was at no time very marked, and 
between i88o and i8go the resistance to perforation of either 
steel or compound as compared with wrought iron may be taken 
as about 1.3 to r. 

Compound armour required to be well backed to bring out its 
best qualities, and there is a case on record in 1883 when a 12-in. 
Caramell plate weighing rot tons, backed by granite, stopped a 
r6-in. Palliser shot with a striking energy of nearly 30,000 foot 
tons and a calculated perforation of 2s inches of wrought iron. 
As steel improved, efforts were made to impart an even greater 
hardness to the actual surface or skin of compound armour, and, 
with this object in view, Captain T. J. .Tresidder, C.M.G., 
patented in 1887 a method of chilling the heated surface of a 
plate by means of jets of water under pressure. By this method  

it was found possible to obtain a degree of hardness which was 
prevented in ordinary plunging by the formation of a layer of 
steam between the water and the heated surface of the plate. 
Compound plates face-hardened on this system gave excellent 
results, and forged-steel armour-piercing projectiles were in some 
eases broken. up on their surfaces as if they had been merely 
chilled iron. Attempts were also made to increase the toughness 
of the back by the substitution of mild nickel steel for wrought 
iron. The inherent defect of compound armour, however—its 
want of homogeneity,--remained, and in the year aid H. A. 
Harvey of Newark, NJ., introduced a process whereby an all 
steel plate could be face-hardened in such a way that the advan-
tages of the compound principle were obtained in a homogeneous 
plate. The process in question consisted in carburizing or 
cementing the surface of a steel plate by keeping it for a fortnight 
or so at a high temperature in contact with finely divided 
charcoal, so that the heated surface absorbed a certain amount 
of carbon, which penetrated to a considerable depth, thus causing 
a difference in chemical composition between the front and back 
of the plate. After it had been left a sufficient time in the 
cementation furnace, the plate was withdrawn and allowed to 
cool slowly until it reached a dull red heat, when it was suddenly 
chilled by the application of water, but by a less perfect method 
than that employed by Tresidder. Steel plates treated by the 
Harvey and Tresidder processes, which shortly became combined, 
possessed about twice the resisting power of wrought iron. The 
figure of merit, or resistance to penetration as compared with 
wrought iron, varied with the thickness of the plate, being rather 
more than 2 with plates from 6 to 8 in. thick and rather less for 
the thicker plates. In 1889 Schneider introduced the use of 
nickel in steel for armour plates, and in ritor or aces the St 
Chamond works employed a nickel steel to which was added a 
small percentage of chromium. 

Ali modern armour contains nickel in pertentages varying from 
3 to 5, and from 1-0 to 2.0% of chromium is also employed as a 
general rule. Nickel in the above quantities adds greatly to the 
toughness as well as to the hardness of steel, while chromium 
enables it to absorb carbon to a greater depth during cementa-
tion, and increases its susceptibility to tempering, besides con-
ducing to a tough fibrous condition in the body of a plate. Alloy 
steels of this nature appear to be very susceptible to thermal 
treatment, by suitable variation of which, with or without oil 
quenching, the physical condition of the same steel may be made 
to vary to an extraordinary extent, a peculiarity which is turned 
to good account in the manufacture of the modern armour plate. 

The principal modern process is that introduced by Krupp 
in 1893. Although it is stated that a few firms both in Great 
Britain and in other countries use special processes of their own, 
it is probable that they differ only in detail from the Krupp 
process, which has been adopted by the great majority of makers. 
Krupp plates are made of nickel-chrome steel and undergo a 
special heat treatment during manufacture which is briefly 
described below. They can either be cemented or, as was usual 
in England until about 1902 in the case of the thinner plates 
(4 in. and under) and those used for curved structures such as 
casemates, non-cemented. They are in either case face-hardened 
by chilling. Messrs Krupp have, however, cemented plates of 
3 in. and upward since rlios. Although the full process is now 
applied to plates of as little as s in. in thickness, there is some 
difference of opinion between manufacturers as to the valve of 
cementing these very thin plates.. The simple Harvey process is 
still employed to some extent in the case of plates between 
s and 3 in. in thickness, and excellent results are also stated 
to have been obtained with plates from s to 4 in. in thickness, 
manufactured from a special steel by the process patented by 
M. Cbarpy of the St Jacques steel works at Montlucon. A 
Krupp cemented (K.C.) plate is not perhaps harder as regards 
surface than a good Harveyed plate, but the depth of bard face is 
greater, and the plate is very much tougher in the back, a quality 
which is of particular importance in the. thicker plates. The 
figure of merit varies, as in Harveyed plates, with the thickness 
of the armour, being about 2.7 in the case of good 6-in. plates, 
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while for the thicket plates the value gradually falls off to about 
2.3 in the ease of I2-iII. armour. This figure of merit is as against 
uncapped armour-piercing shot of approximately the same 
calibre as the thickness of the plate. The resisting power of the 
non-cemented Krupp plates is usually regarded as being consider-
ably less than that of the cemented plates, and may be taken on 
an average to be 2.25 times that of wrought iron. 

Figs. 3, 4 and 5 are illustrations of good cemented plates of 
the Krupp type. Fig. 3 shows an 1.8-in. plate, tried by Messrs 
Krupp in 1895, after attack by three T2411. steel armour-piercing 
projectiles of from 712.7 to 716.1 lb ixi weight. In the third 
round the striking velocity of the projectile was 1993 ft. per 
second, the calculated perforation of wrought iron by Tresidder's 
formula being 25,9 in. The attack was successfully resisted, all 
the projectiles being broken up without effecting perforation, 
while there were no serious cracks. The figure of merit of the 
plate was thus well in excess of 2.2. The great toughness of the 
plate is perhaps even more remarkable than its hardness; its 
width was only 6.28 ft., so that each shot head formed a wedge 
of approximately one-sixth of its width. The excellence of the 
metal which is capable of withstanding such a strain is apparent. 

Fig. 4 is of a 9-in. KC. plate, made by Messrs Armstrong, 
Whitworth & Co. for the Japanese government, after undergoing 
an unusually severe official test. The fourth round was capable 
of perforating 2a in. of wrought iron, so that the figure of merit of 
the plate must have been considerably in excess of 2-45, as there 
were no through-cracks, and the limit of resistance was far from 
being reached. 

Fig. .5 shows the front of an excellent 6-in. cemented plate of 
Messrs Beardmore's manufacture, tried at Eskmeals on the rrth 
of October 19o1. It withstood the attack of four armour-piercing 
6-in. shot of roo lb weight, with stilling velocities varying from 
3996 to 2:77 ft. per second. Its limit of resistance was just 
passed by the fifth round in which the striking velocity was no 
less than 2263 ft. per second. The projectile, which broke up in 
passing through the plate, did not get through the skin plate 
behind the wood backing, and evidently had no surplus energy 
left. The figure of merit of this plate was between 2.6 and 2 ,8, 
but was evidently much closer to the latter than to the former 
figure. A sixth round fired with a Johnson capped shot weighing 
3059 lb easily perforated both plate and backing with a striking 
velocity of 1945 ft. per second, thus reducing the figure of merit 
of the plate to below 2.2 and illustrating very clearly the advan-
tage given by capping the point of an armour-piercing projectile. 
There were no through-cracks in the plate after this severe trial, 
the back being evidently as tough as the face was hard. 

Fig. 6 shows a 3-in. K.N.C. plate of Messrs Vickers, Sons & 
Maxim's manufacture, tested privately by the firm in November 
7905. It proved to beof unusual excellence, its limit of resistance 
being just reached by a 44 armour-piercing shell of 3 in. 
calibre with a striking velocity of 2558 ft. per second, a result 
which, even if the projectiles used were not relatively of the same 
perforating power as those used in the proof of 6-in. and thicker 
plates, shows that its resisting power was very great. At a low 
estimate its figure of merit against 3-in. A.P. shot may be taken 
as about 2.6, which is exceptionally high for a non-cemented, or 
indeed for any but the best R.C. plates. 

The plate also withstood the attack of a 4.74n. service pattern 
steel armour-piercing shell of 45 lb weight striking the unbacked 
portion with a velocity of 1599 ft. per second, and was only just 
beaten by a similar shell with a velocity of 1630 ft. per second. 
The effect of all the above-mentioned rounds is shown in the 
photograph. The tame plate subsequently kept out two 6-in. 
common shell filled up to weight with salt and plugged, with 
striking velocities of 1415 and 5739 ft. per second respectively, 
the former being against the unbacked and the latter against the 
backed half of the plate,--the only effect on the plate being that 
round 6 caused a fragment of the right-hand top corner of the 
plate to break off, and round 7 started a few surface cracks 
between the points of impact of rounds 1, s and 3. 

Within the limitations referred to below, the resisting power of 
all hard-faced plates is very much reduced when the armour- 

piercing projectiles used in the attack are capped, the average 
figure of merit of Krupp cemented plates not being more than a 
againstcapped shot ascompared with about 2 . 5 against uncapped. 
So long ago as 1878 it was suggested by Lt. -Col (then Captain) • 
T. English, R.E., that armour-piercing projectiles would be 
assisted in attacking compound plates if caps of wrought iron 
could be fitted to their points. Experiments at Shoeburyness, 
however, did not show that any advantage was gained by 
this device, and nothing further was heard of the cap until 
5894, when experiments carried out in Russia with so-caned 
" magnetic " shot against plates of Harveyed steel showed that 
the perforating power of an armour-piercing projectile was 
considerably augmented where hard-faced plates were concerned, 
if its point were protected by a cap of wrought iron or mild steel. 
The conditions of the Russian results (and of subsequent trials in 
various parts of the world which have confirmed them) differed 
considerably from the earlier English ones. The material of 
both projectiles and plates differed, as did also the velocities 
employed—the low velocities. in the earlier trials probably 
contributing in large measure to the non-success of the cap. 
The cap, as now used, consists of a thimble of comparatively soft 
steel of from 3 to 5 % of the weight of the projectile, attached 
to the point of the latter either by solder or by being pressed 
hydraulically or otherwise into grooves or indentations in the 
head. Its function appears to be to support the point on impact, 
and so to enable it to get unbroken through the hard face layers 
of the plate. Once through the cemented portion with its point 
intact, a projectile which is strong enough to remain undefixmed, 
will usually perforate the plate by a true boring action if its 
striking velocity be high enough. In the case of the uncapped 
projectile, on the other hand, the point is almost invariably 
crushed against the hard face and driven back as a wedge Into 
the body of the projectile, which is thus set up so that, instead 
of boring, it acts as a punch and dislodges or tends to dislodge a 
coned plug or disk of metal, the greatest diameter of which may 
be as much as four times the calibre of the projectile. The dis-
proportion between the maximum diameter of the disk and that 
of the projectile is particularly marked when the calibre of the 
latter is much in excess of the thickness of the plate. When plate 
and projectile are equally matched, e.g. 6' versus 6', the plug of 
metal dislodged may be roughly cylindrical in shape, and its 
diameter not greatly in excess of that of the projectile. In all 
cases the greatest width of the plug or disk is at the back of the 

te. 
A stout and rigid backing evidently assists a plate very much 

more against this class of attack than against the perforating 
attack of a capped shot. Fig. 7 shows the back of a 6-in. plate 
attacked in 1898, and affords an excellent illustration of the 
difference in action of capped and uncapped projectiles. In 
round 7 the star-shaped opening made by the point of a capped 
shot boring its way through is seen, while rounds 2, 3, 4 and 5 
show disks of plate partially dislodged by uncapped projectiles. 
The perforating action of capped armour-piercing projectiles is 
even better shown in fig. 8, which shows a 250-mm. (0 ,8 in.) 
Krupp plate after attack by 150-mm. (5.9 in.) capped A.P. shot. 
In rounds 5 and 6 the projectiles, with striking velocities of 2302 
and 2281 ft. per second, perforated. Round 7, with a striking 
velocity of 1244 ft. per second, just got its point through and 
rebounded, while round 8, with a striking velocity of 2232, lodged 
in the plate. In many cases a capped projectile punches out a 
plug, usually more or less cylindrical in shape and of about the 
same diameter as the projectile, from a plate, and does not defeat 
it by a true boring action. In such cases it will probably be 
found that the projectile has been broken up, and that only the 
head, set up and in a more or less crushed condition, has got 
through the plate. This peculiarity of action can best be 
accounted for by attributing either abnormal excellence to the 
plate or to that portion of it concerned—for plates sometimes 
vary considerably and are not of uniform hardness throughout, 
—or comparative inferiority to the projectile. Whichever way 
it may be, what has happened appears to be that after the cap has 
given the point sufficient support to get it through the very hard 
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sedate layers, the polo t has beee !fattened in the region of extreme 
hardness and toughness- combined, which exists immediately 
behind the deeply carburized =face. The action from this 
point becomes a punching one, and the extra strain tends to 
break up the projectile, so that the latter gets through wholly 
or partially, in a broken condition, driving a plug of plate in front 
of it. At low striking velocities, probably in the neighbourhood 
of r7oo ft. per second, the cap fails to act, and no advantage is 
given by it to the shot. This is probably because the velocity is 
sufficiently low to give the cap time to expand and so fail to grip 
the point as the latter is forced into it. The cap also fails as a 
rule to benefit the projectile when the angle of incidence is more 
than ye to the normal. 

The laws governing the .resistance of armour to perforation 
have been the subject of investigation for many years, and a 
Laws ef 

considerable number of formulae have been put 
...umv, forward by means of which the thickness of armour 

perforable by any given projectile at any given striking 
velocity may be calculated: Although in some cases based on 
very different theoretical considerations, there is a general 
agreement among them as far as perforation proper is concerned, 
and Tresiddees formula for the perforation of wrought iron, 

wri/da, may be taken as typical. Here 8 represents the 
thickness perforable in inches, is the weight of the projectile in 
pounds, v its velocity in foot seconds, if its diameter in inches 
and A the constant given by log a.-8.8410. 

For the perforation of Harveyed or Krupp cemented armour 
by capped armour-piercing shot, this formula may be employed 
in conjunction with a suitable constant according to the nature 
of armour attacked. In the case of K. C. armour the 
formula becomes 0..wiNda. A useful rough rule is tid.../r000. 

Hard armour, such as chilled cast iron, cannot be perforated 
but must be destroyed by fracture, and its destruction is appar-
ently dependent solely upon the striking energy of the projectile 
and independent of its diameter. The punching of hard•faced 
armour by uncapped projectiles is intermediate in character 
between perforation and cracking, but approaches the former. 
more nearly than the latter. The formula most used in 
England in this case is Krupp's formula for K.C., viz. it.m../dai, 
where f,w,e and if art the same as before, and log a , ..6-3532. 
This, if we assume the sectional density (mid') of projectiles to be 
constant and equal to o•46, reduces to the very handy rule of 
thumb ild..912200, which, within the limits of striking velocity 
obtainable under service conditions, is sufficiently accurate for 
practical purposes. For oblique attack up to an angle of 3o° to 
the normal, the same formula may be employed, f aec9 being 
substituted for 1, where 0 is the angle of incidence and 1 the 
normal thickness of the plate attacked. More exact results 
would be obtained, however, by the use of Tresiddees W.I. 
formula, given above, in conjunction with 'a suitable figure of 
merit, according to the nature and thickness of the plate. It 
should be remembered in this connexion that the figure of merit 
of a plate against a punching attack falls off very much when the 
thickness of the plate is considerably less than the calibre of the 
attacking projectile. For =ample, the F.M. of a 6-in. plate may 
be 2.6 against 6-in. uncapped A.P. projectiles, but only 5•2 
against 9-2-in. projectiles of the same character. In the case of the 
perforating action of capped projectiles, on the other hand, the 

 ratio of if and 8 does not appear to affect the F.M. to any great 
extent, though according to Tresidder, the latter is inclined to fall 
when d is considerably less than I, which is the exact opposite of 
what happens with punching. 

Another method of measuring the quality of armour, which is 
largely employed upon the continent of Europe, is by the ratio, r, 
between the velocity requisite to perforate any given plate and 
that needed to pierce a plate of mild steel of the same thiriness, 
according to the formula of Commandant Jacob de Marro, viz. 
...stolen/es where e ■• the thickness of the plate in centi-
metres, a•• the calibre of the projectile in centimetres, the 
weight of the projectile in kilogrammes, s ■• the striking velocity 
of the projectile in metres per second, and log •• 1•7347. Con-
vested into the visual English units and notation, this formula  

becomes tr■a,riternisiel, in which log A'-3-coot; in this 
form it constitutes the basis of the ballistic tests for the accept-
ance of armour plates for the U.S. navy. 

Common shell, which are not strong enough to remain unde-
formed on impact, derive little benefit from the cap and usually 
defeat a plate by punching rather than by perforation. Their 
punching power may be taken roughly as about that of an 
uncapped armour-piercing shot. Shells filled with high explosives, 
unless special arrangements are made to deaden the bursting 
charge and so obviate detonation upon impact, are only effective 
against the thinnest armour. 

With regard to manufacture, a brief account of the Krupp 
process as applied in one of the great English armour plate 
works (omitting confidential details of temperature, 
ice) will Illustrate the great complexity of treatment bd... araa- 
which the modern armour plate has to undergo before 
its remarkable qualities of combined hardness and toughness can 
be developed. The composition of the steel probably differs 
slightly with the manufacturer, and also with the thickness of the 
armour, but it will usually contain from 3 to 4% of nickel, hell 

•o to 2•0 % of chromium and about ass to 0.35 % of carbon, 
together with from o-3 to o.2 % of manganese. After being cast, 
the ingot is Arse heated to a uniform degree of temperature 
throughout its mass and then generally forged under the hydraulic 
forging press. It is then reheated and passed through the rolls. 
After rolling, the plate is allowed to cool, and is then subjected to 
a thermal treatment preparatory to surfacing and cutting. Its 
surface is then freed from scale and planed. After planing, the 
plate is paned into the cementation furnace, where its balk 
remains for some weeks in contact with specially prepared 
carbon, the temperature being gradually raised to that required 
for cementation and as gradually lowered after that is effected. 
After cementation the plate is heated to a certain temperature 
and is then plunged into an oil bath in order to toughen it. 
After withdrawal from the oil bath, the plate is cooled, reheated 
to a lower temperature, quenched again in water, reheated and 
missed to the bending press, where it is bent to shape while hot, 
proper allowance being made for the slight change of curve which 
takes place on the final chilling. After bending it is again heated 
and then allowed to get cold, when the final machining, drilling 
and cutting are carried out The pistols now placed in a furnace 
and differentially heated so that the face is raised to a higher 
temperature than the badc. After being thus heated for a 
certain period the plate is withdrawn, and both back and face 
are douched simultaneously with jets of cold water under 
pressure, the result being that the face is left glass-hard while the 
back is in the toughest condition possible for such bard steel. 

The cast-steel armour made by Hadfield has already been 
alluded to. That made by Krupp (the only other maker at 
present of this class of armour) is of face-hardened nickel steel. 
A 5.0-in. plate of this material tried in 1002 had a figure of merit 
of more than 2.2 against uncapped 51140. armour-piercing 
projectiles of 111 ib in weight The main advantage of cast 
armour is that it is well adapted to armoured structures of 
complicated design and of varying thickness, which it would 
be difficult or impossible to forge in one piece. It should also be 
cheaper than forged armour, and, should time be a consideration, 
could probably be turned out more quickly; on the other hand, 
it Is improbable that heavy castings such as would be required 
could be as regular in quality and as free from flaws as is possible 
when forged material la used, and it is unlikely that the average 
resistance to attack of cast-steel armour will ever be equal to that 
of the best forged steel. 

Of recent years there has been a considerable demand for thin 
steel plating proof against small-arm bullets at close ranges. 
This class of steel is used for field-gun shields and for Dow. 
sap shields, to afford cover for men in field-works, oeosoe 
for armoured trains, motor-ears and ambulances, and aMali 

also very largely for armouring shallow-draught river- am°• 
gunboats. Hauer made chrome steel breastplates in Itko, 
arch in. of which was proof against the o43-in. hard lead bullet 
of the Gras dB! at so metres range, while 0.236 in. was proof 
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against the o-32-in. 23 rgrain Lebel bullet at the same distance, 
the striking velocities being approximately 5490 and solo ft. 
per second respectively. The bullet-proof steel made by Messrs 
Cammell, Laird & Co. in Great Britain may be taken as typical of 
that produced by the best modern manufacturers. It is proof 
against the acs-grain Lee-Enfield bullet of 0.303 in. calibre 
striking directly, as under: 

Range. 	 Thickness orPlate. 	Striking Velocity. 
to yards 	 co 187 inch 	 aoso La. 

too 	 ca-167 „ 	 1165 
560 	 o-otto 	 logo „ 

The weight of the nog-in. plating is only 3's lb per sq. ft. 
The material is stated to be readily adaptable to the ordinary 
operation of bending, machining, drilling, &c., and is thus very 
suitable for the purposes indicated above. (W. E. E.) 

ARMS AND ARMOUR (Lat. arms, from the Aryan root or, 
to join or fit; d. Gr. depot, joint; the form armour, from Lat. 
armature, should strictly be armure). Under this heading are 
included weapons of offence (arms) and defensive equipment 
(armour). The history of the development of arms and armour 
begins with that of the human race; indeed, combined with 
domestic implements, the most primitive weapons which have 
been found constitute the most important, if not the only, 
tangible evidence on which the history of primitive man is based. 
It is largely from the materials and characteristics of the 
weapons and utensils found in caves, tombs and various strata of 
the earth's crust, coupled with geological considerations, that the 
ethnological and chronological classifications of prehistoric man 
have been deduced. For a detailed account of this classifica-
tion and the evidence see ARCHAEOLOGY; BRONZE AGE; Firm 
lacrazicerrrs, &c., and articles on special weapons. 

Offensive weapons may be classified roughly, according to their 
shape (i.e. the kind of blow or wound which they are intended 

to inflict), and the way in which they are used, as 
awl& follows:--(z) Arms which are wielded by hand at 

close quarters. These are subdivided into (a) cleaving 
weapons, e.g. axes; (b)crusking,e.g. dubs, maces and all hammer- 
like arms;. (c) thrusting, e.g. pointed swords and daggers; 
(d) cutting, e.g. sabres (such weapons frequently combine both 
the cut and the thrust, e.g. swords with both edge and point); 
(e) those weapons represented by the spear, lance, pike, Arc., 
which deal a thrusting blow but are distinguished from (c) by 
their greater length. (a) Purely missile weapons, e.g. darts, 
javelins and spears. Frequently these weapons are used also 
at close quarters as thrusting weapons; the typical example of 
these is the medium-length spear of not more than about 6 ft. in 
length. (3) Arms which discharge missiles, e.g. bows, catapults 
and fire-arms generally. (See ARCHERY and section Fire-arms 
below.) The weapons in (a) and (3) are designed to avoid hand-
to-hand fighting. 

Weapons are also classified in a variety of other ways. Thus 
we have small-arms, i.e. all weapons in classes (1) and (a) with 
those in (3) which do not require carriages. Side-arms are those 
Which, when not in use, are worn at the side, e.g. daggers, swords, 
bayonets. Armes blanches is a term used for offensive weapons 
of iron and steel which *reused at close quarters. 

Defensive armour consists of body armour, protections for the 
head and the limbs, and various types of shield. 

t. Stone Age—One of the chief problems which have per- 
plexed archaeologists is that of finding a criterion which will 

enable them to distinguish the most primitive products 
' of human skill from similar objects whose form is due 

to the forces of nature. It is often impossible to say precisely 
whether a rough piece of flint is to be regarded as a weapon 
'(except so far as it could be used as a missile) or merely as a 
fragment of rock. Passing over these doubtful cases, we come 
first to indubitable examples of weapons deliberately fashioned 
in atone for offensive purposes. The use of stone weapons 
appears to have been universally characteristic of the earliest 
races of mankind, as it is still distinctive of those savage races 
which are most nearly allied to primitive man. These weapons 
were naturally simple in form and structure. The earliest 

examples (Palaeolithic) found In river-drift gravel in variousparta 
of Europe are merely chipped flints, mks, &e. Later on we find 
polished implements (Neolithic) progressively more elaborate in 
design and workmanship, such as socketed stones with wooden 
handles and knives or daggers of flaked flint with handles. 
Besides flint the commonest materials are diorite, greenstone, 
serpentine and indurated clay-slate; there are also weapons of 
horn and bone (daggers and spear-heads). Spear-heath and 
arrow-points (leaf-shaped, lozenge-shaped, tinged and tri-
angular) were chipped in flint with such skiff as to be little 
inferior to their metal successors. They have accurately flaked 
barbs and tangs, and in some cases their edges are minutely 
chipped. The heads appear to have been fastened to the shafts 
by vegetable fibre and bitumen. Knife-daggers of flint, though 
practically of one single type, exhibit much variety of form. 
They vary in size also, but seldom exceed is in. in length. They' 
are sometimes obtuse-edged like a scraping-tool, sometimes 
delicately chipped to a straight edge, while the flakes are so 
regularly removed from the convex part of the blade as to give 
a wavy surface, and the corners of the handle are delicately 
crimped. The daggers attain their highest perfection in the short, 
leaf-shaped form,—the precursor of the leaf-shaped sword which 
is peculiarly characteristic of the 
Bronze Age,—and the curved 
knives found especially in Great 
Britain and Russia, and also in FIG; 1._Leal_shaped  Flint  

sharpening of both convex and con-
cave edges in the curved variety is not dear. There have also 
been found sling-stones, and, in Scotland and Ireland, balls of 
stone with their " surfaces divided into a number of more or lesi 
projecting circles with channels between them." These latter, 
Sir John Evans suggests, were attached to a thong which passed 
through the surface channels, and used like the bolas of South 
America. The weapon could thus deal a blow at close quarters, 
or could be thrown so as to entangle the limbs of an enemy. 
Of defensive armour of stone there is none. The only app.:Nazi. 
matron is to be found in the small rectangular plates of slate, &e., 
perforated with holes at the corners, which are supposed to have 
been bound on to the arm to protect it from the recoil of the 
bowstring. Similar wristlets or bracers are in use among the 
Eskimos (of bone) and in India (of ivory). These plates measure 
generally about 4 in. by si fn. 

a. Bronze Age.—It is impossible to assign any date as the 
beginning of the Bronze Age; indeed, archaeology has shown 
that the adoption of metal for weapons was very gradual. The 
stone weapon perseveres alongside the bronze, and there exist 
stone axes which, by their shape, suggest that they have been 
copied from metal axes. In the earliest interments in which the 
weapons deposited with the dead are of other materials than 
stone, a peculiar form of bronze dagger occurs. It consists of a 

Pro. s.—Leaf -shaped Bronze Sword. 

well-finished, thin, knife-like blade, usually about 6 in. in length, 
broad at the hilt and tapering to the point, and attached to the 
handle by massive rivets of bronze. It has been found associated 
with stone celts, both of the roughly chipped and the highly 
polished kind, showing that these had not been entirely disused 
when bronze became available. A later type of bronze dagger is 
a broad, heavy, curved weapon, usually from 9 tois in. in length, 
with massive rivets for attachment to an equally massive handle. 
The leaf-shaped sword, however, is the characteristic weapon of 
the Bronze Age. It is found all over Europe, from Lapland to the 
Mediterranean. No warlike weapon of any period is more graceful 
in form or more beautifully finished. The finish seems to have 
been given in the mould without the aid of hammer or file, the 
edge being formed by suddenly reducing the thickness of the 
metal, so as to produce a narrow border of extreme thinness along 

Egypt. The precise object of the 	 Dom, 
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both sides of the blade from hilt to point. The handle-plate and 
blade were cast in one piece, and the handle itself was formed by 
side plates of bone, horn or wood, riveted through the handle-
plates. There was no guard, and the weapon, though abort, was 
well balanced, but more fitted for stabbing and thrusting than 
for cutting with the edge. The Scandinavian variety is not so 
decidedly leaf-shaped, and is longer and heavier than the common 
British form; and instead of a handle-plate, it was furnished 
with a tang on which a round, flat-topped handle was fastened, 
like that of the modern Highland dirk, sometimes surmounted 
by a crescent-like ornament of bronze. A narrow, rapier-shaped 
variety, tapering from hilt to point, was made without a handle-
plate, and attached to the hilt by rivets like the bronze daggers 
already mentioned. This form is more common in the British 
Isles than in Scandinavia, and is most abundant in Ireland. The 
spear-beads of the Bronze Age present a considerable variety of 
form, though the leaf-shaped predominates, and barbed examples 
are extremely rare. Some British weapons of this form occasion-
ally reach a length of ao in. The larger varieties are often 
beautifully designed, having segmental openings on both sides of 
the central ridge of the blade. and elaborately ornamented with 

FIG. 3.—Bronze Spear-Head, length to inches. 

chevron patterns of chatted or inlaid work both on the socket and 
blade. Arrow-points are much rarer in bronze than in flint. In 
all probability the flint arrow-point (which was equally effective 
and much more easily replaced when lost) continued to be used 
throughout the Bronze Age. Shields of bronze, circular, with 
hammered-up bosses, concentric ridges and rows of studs, were 
held in the hand by a central handle underneath the boas. The 
transition period between the Bronze and Iron Ages in central 
Europe is well defined by the occurrence of iron swords, which are 
simple copies of the leaf-shaped weapon, sometimes with flat 
handle-plate of bronze. These have been found associated with 
articles assigned to the 3rd or 4th century B.c. 

An important distinction between the characteristic bronze 
swords peculiar to southern peoples and the swords both of iron 

llanseste 
and of bronzefound together in the Hallstatt cemeteries 

...pea, (in the Salzkaminergut, Austria, ancient Noricum) is 
that whereas the former invariably have short handles 

(21 to 24 in.), the latter are provided with handles from 3 to 34 in. 
long, terminating in a round or oval pommel; the grip of one 
of the bronze swords even reaches a length of 4 in. The hilts 
are decorated with ivory, amber, wood, bronze, born, and the 
decoration of blade and scabbard is often elaborate. The length 
of these swords it sometimes as much as 30 to 33 in. Again at 
La Tene on Lake Neuchatel iron swords have been found to the 
number of one hundred, with handles of 4 to 74 in. long and a 
total length varying from 30 to 38 in Similar remains have been 
found in France at Bibracte and Altair, and even in Ireland 
(cf. Munro, The Lake.theelliegs of Bereft, pp. 282, 383). 

The occurrence at Hallstatt of bronze swords together with 
iron, having the characteristic long handle, has led to the hypo-
thesis that the graves are those of an immigrant (probably Celtic) 
people of northern extraction which had conquered and overlaid 
a smaller-framed Bronze Age people, and had introduced the use 
of iron while continuing to use the bronze of their predecessors 
with the necessary modifications. This theory derived from 
tangible remains is corroborated by literary evidence. Thus 
Polybius (ii. 33, W. DO describes the Celtic peoples as fighting 
with a long pointless iron sword, which easily bent and was in 
any case too large to be used easily in a melte. 

The graves at Hallstatt yielded in addition to these important 
swords a much larger number of spears. Of these two only were 
of bronze, the had of the larger being 74 in. long. The much 
more numerous iron heads range up to as much as z ft. in length, 
and are all fastened to the.sbaft by rivets. All the arrow-heads  

found are of bronze, whale of the axes the great majorkyare of 
iron; a few have iron edges fitted in a bed of bronze. 

These examples are sufficient to show that the transition frees 
bronze to iron was very slow. The fact that they were found in a 
district which is known to have been directly in the line of march 
pursued by invaders from the north tends to confirm the theory 
that the introduction of iron was the work of such invade!". 

See Sir John Evans, Aaciesee Stew Implemeeb (sod. ed., flay), 
Broom leopleassais; W. Ridgeway. Early AlasJ Gram; and works 
quoted under Alcnazotoov. 

3. Early Greek Weapeas.-The character of the weapons used 
by the early peoples of the Aegean in the periods known as 
Minoan, Mycenaean and Homeric is a problem which 
has given risq of recent years to much discussion. The itrantsses ___. 
controversy is an important part of the Homeric 
question as a whole, and the various theories of the 
weapons used in the Trojan War hinge on wider theories as to the 
date and authorship of the Homeric poems. One widely accepted 
hypothesis, baked on the important monograph by Dr Wolfgang 
Reichel, Cher komerisekeWales. Arthaologisekellidersacksieges 
(Vienna, 1894), is that the Homeric heroes, like those who created 
the civilization known as Mycenaean, had no defenshie armour 
except the Mycenaean shield, and used weapons of bronze. This 
view is derived to a great extent from the Homeric poems them-
selves, in which the metal most frequently mentioned is xaltaie 
(bronze), and involves the assumption that all passages which 
describe the use of conies, breastplates, small shields and 
waves are later interpolations. It is maintained on the other 
hand (e.g. by Prof. W. Ridgeway, Early Age of Greece, I. chap. 3), 
that the Homeric Achaesns (whom he regards as the descendants 
of the central European peoples, the maken of the Hallstatt iron 
swords) were far advanced into the Iron Age, and that the use 
of bronze weapons is merely another instance of the fact that 
the introduction of a new element does not necessarily banish 
the older. This theory would separate the Homeric from the 
"Mycenaean altogether, and b part of a much more comprehensive 
ethnological hypothesis. According to another hypothesis, the 
Homeric poems are true descriptions of a single age, or, in other 
words, the weapons of the Homeric age were far more diverse 
and elaborate than is supposed by ReicheL 

Very few traces of iron have been found in the Mycenaean 
settlements, nor have any examples of body armour been found 
except the ceremonial gold breastplates at Mycenae. The 
Mycenaean soldiers carried apparently a bronze spear, a bronze 
sword and a bow and arrows. The arrow-heads are first of 
obsidian and later of bronze. It would appear that only the chief 
warriors used spear and shield, while the majority fought with 
bows. The swords found at Mycenae are two-edged, of rigid 
bronze, and as long as 3 ft. or even more; from representations 
of battles it would seem that they were perhaps used for thrusting 
mainly. They are highly ornamented and some have hilts 
of wood, bone or ivory, or even gold mounting. Later swords 
became shorter and of a type li ke that of early iron swords found 
in Greece. Moreover in • few cases there have been found in pre-
Mycenaean (late Minoan III.) tombs a few examples of short 
iron swords together with bronze remains. All Mycenaean spears 
are of bronze and, apparently, their shafts, unlike the Homeric, 
had no butt-piece. In the absence of any metal helmets in the 
tombs we may perhaps assume that the Mycenaean helmet was 
a leather cap, possibly strengthened with tusks, such as appears 
in Homer (Iliad, x.) also. The Mycenaean shield (generally, 
perhaps, made of leather) has given rise to much controversy, 
which hinges largely on the interpretation of the evidence 
provided by the representation on the Warrior Vase and the 
Painted Stele from Mycenae and pottery found at Tiryns. 
Professor Ridgeway regards these as describing post-Mycenaean 
conditions, and maintains that the true Mycenaean shield was 
always long (from neck to feet), and that it was either in the form 
of a figure-of-eight Large, or rectangular and sometimes incurred 
like the section of a cylinder; whereas the Homeric shield was 
round (e.g. ivabrepot, efiturkor, dec.). Dr Reichel'' followers 
believe that the Homeric -shield was long ("like a tower') and 
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incurved in the centre like t h e Mycenaean , that Homer knew 
nothing of the small round shield , and that the epithets implying 
roundness used in the poems are to be explained as meaning 
" well-balanced " or as late interpolations . On the whole we 
must conclude that the Mycenaean age is by no mans a single 
homogeneous whole (see AEGEAN Ctvnrzxnose), and that the 
weapons are not exclusively of bronze , nor of any single type. 

The Homeric warrior in full armoar , according to the Homeric 
poems, wore: (1) shield (harts, adzos), (s) graves (xsgpihev), 
(j) band (f ilpa), (4) belt (jmor4p)and mild, (5) tunic (xtriw), 
(6) helmet (xophs), (7) breastplate (Bwpgia, (8) sword (lidos). 
The Mwi)ihr was a protection worn by the archers in place of a 
shield . According to the usual view , the Homeric shield was, as 
we have seen , bent in about half way up each side ((n the form of 
a figure-of-eight) to give freedom to the arms , and large enough 
to protect the whole body . The two naves were held rigid by 
two wooden (probably) staves inside. It was composed of layers 
of ox-hide overlaid with bronze , forming a boss in the centre, and 
sometimes had studs upon it . Reichel 's view is that it was the 
weight of these huge shields which led to the use of the chariot as 
a means of going rapidly from one part of the field to another 
(though Professor Ridgeway and others contest this , and Helbig 
mentions more than one case of long journeys on foot under 
shield), and further that the round shield is entirely unknown 
to Homer. This large shield was dearly the natural protection 
against showers of missiles, rather tbsh against enemies fighting 
with the sword. 

The graves were , no doubt , generally of hide , protected the 
leg all round , and were fastened at the knee with cords On 
the other hand Mycenaean bronze graves have been found at 
Enkomi (Cyprus) and at Glassinats (Glasinac), and therefore 
it is not necessary , following Reichel , to cut out Homer's 
references to the " bronze-graved " Achaans (Iliad, vii. 4t), a 
phrase which has been taken as evidence for regarding the 
passage as spurious . The tin graves of Achilles are obviously 
exceptional 

The thorax again is the subject of controversy . Reichel, 
arguing that the great shield rendered any breastplate unneces-
sary, regarded the word as a general term for body clothing, 
but Ridgeway strongly maintains the older theory that it was 
a bronze breastplate , and Andrew Lang points out that, on 
Reichel's theory , a word which originally meant the " breast " 
was transferred to mean " loin -cloth " (which , to judge from the 
artistic representations , was all that the Mycensan warrior 
wore), and subsequently in historic times returned to its natural 
use for the breastplate—a most unlikely evolution . The passages 
in Homer which describe it as a breastplate are regarded by 
Rcichel 's school as later interpolations .. Gilbert Murray thinks 
that the Homeric poems must be regarded as belonging to differ-
ent periods of development , and therefore attributes the more 
elaborate armour to the " surface " (late Ionian) stratum. The 
soma was probably a loincloth , and the mitria metal band about 
a foot wide in front and narrow behind to protect the lower part 
of the body . As a matter of fact , however, the big shield does• 
not exclude the use of body armour, and it is quite likely that the 
Homeric warrior won a bronze coeslet , i.e. a somewhat improved 
form of the AtroOipgQ, or stiffened shirt. On the other hand, 
it is probable , as we gather from the poems , that this coalet was 
not strong enough to do more than stop a spent spar. The 
cJsitas was worn over the mitt. and reached the knees ; it was held 
to the body by thezestdr , a metal -plated belt. Helmets were both 
of metal on leather , and of leather throughout ; the crests were 
of horsehair (not of metal like the later Greek helmets) and then 
were no cheek -pieta. 

The sword has already been mentioned. Ridgeway , in spite of 
the almost invariable mention of bronze as the material of the 
Homeric weapons , believes that it was generally of iron, but, 
while the presence of iron in the Homeric age is admitted in the 
case of implements , it is generally held that . wapons were all of 
bronze . Except for one arrow -bead (Iliad, iv. 133),and the mace 
of Areithous , mentioned as a unique example by Nestor (Iliad, 
vii t4t), no reference to an iron weapon proper occurs in the 

Homerfcpoems. But theawordwasusedonlywbenthefavonafte 
spear or javelin had failed to decide the contest. 

It must be admitted that the problem of pre -Homeric armour 
and Homeric armour must always be largely a matter of inference, 
based on a comparative study o ( the evidence literaryand archaeo-
logical. Unless we are prepared to adopt the theory that the 
Homeric poems consist of a mosaic of interpolation informed by 
an archaizing editor, we must assume that they describe a single 
period of transition intermediate between the Mycensan prime 
sad the dawn of history proper. In this case we shall believe that 
the Homeric warrior has so far adapted to changing conditions 
the simple appliances of the Mycenaean that he has evolved a 
feeble coalet with minor pieces of body armour , while retaining 
the big double -bellied shield as a protection against the arrows 
which are still the chief weapon of the rank and file and are even 
used on occasion by the chiefs . H we further believe that the 
Iron at his disposal was similar to that used by the Celts of 
Polybius , it is us uxal to believe also that he preferred the 
harder bronze for his weapons, though iron was common for 
domestic and other implements. 

On early Greek arms in general see , besides Reichel and Ridgeway 
op. cis.: A. Lang, Homer and his Age ( London, 1906; and erit,ciema 
in Classical Review , February '907 ) • G. G. A. Murray , Tie- Rise of 
the Greek Epwu (Oxford , 1907), chap. vi; R. M. Burrows, Du-
coteries is Crete (and ed., London. 19077); Leaf and Bay&I I, Tad, 
I. xii. Appendix A (follows Reichel); W. Ilelbig, Ilomeris, be Epos 
(1884 and 1899), and La Question mycinienne (x896); C. Robert, 
Studies cur Ilias (Berlin, 1901); Chr. Tsountas and J. I. M anatt, 
The Mycenaean Are (1897); V. Berard, Les Phinidens et 1"Odyssis 
(Paris, 1903); Cauer, Grundfroger d. Homerkritik (Leipzig, 1 895); 
much valuable discussion will be found in articles in learn. -Hell, 
Stud., Classical Rev, and learn, of Anskropol. Instil.; ere also editions 
of Iliad and Odyssey (espec. U. B. Monro ) , and works quoted under 
AEGEAN CivitizsI1ose ; HOMER; MYCENAE. 

4. Greek, Hislorical.—The equipment does not differ generie-
ally from that described in the Homeric poems , except when 
we come to the reforms of the Macedonians . The hoplites, who 
formed the main army, wore helmet , body armour , graaves and 
shield, and fought with pike and sword . The helmets were (r) 
the Corinthian , which covered the face to the chin , with slits for 
the eyes, and often had no plume or crest ; (x) the Athenian, 
which did not cover the face (though sometimes it had cheek.  
plates which could be turned up if necessary ), had crests, some-
times triple , with plumes of feathers , horsehair or leather; 
(3) a steel cap (ri).os) without crest , plumes or cheek-plates. The 
last seems to have been most common in the Spartan army. 
The body armour consisted of breast and back plates fastened 
together by thongs or straps and buckles ; sometimes poverty 
compelled a man to be content with a lather jerkin (eroads) 
partly strengthened by metal plates, or even a quilted linen or 
stuffed shirt . Graves were of pliant bronze fastened at the back 
above the ankle and below the knee . Shields were of the small 
round or oval type , adapted to the new conditions in which the 
bow and arrow had given place to hand -to-hand fighting. They 
were held by mans of two handles (6xara), the left hand being 
thrust through the first and grasping the second . In the 5th and 
4th centuries the shield bore a device or initial representing the 
state and also the individual 's own crest . The hoplite's pike, 
about 8 ft. long , unlike the Homeric weapon , was hardly ever 
thrown. In the Macedonian phalanx spike (ehpwon), certainly 
18 ft., and perhaps later in the rd and and centuries even 24 ft. 
long, was introduced . The sword was straight , sharp-pointed; 
short, sometimes less than so in., and rarely more than s it. 
long. It was double-edged and used for both cut and thrust 
A less common type was the Itdlxatpa or curved sabre used by 
the Spartans , with one sharp edge . The hoplite bad no other 
offensive weapons. 

The cavalry west heavy -armed like the hoplites except that 
they carried a smaller shield , or, more usually , none stall, They 
were armed with a lance which they wielded freely (i.e . not "in 
rat ") and occasionally threw . The Macedonian cavalry had a 
068o0a. The light-armed (ys n'^mc, thaoi) were (1 ) Aaornaral, 
armed with a javelin (3 to 5  ft . long) and a small shield; (3) 
tojdrat, archers ; and (3)  a¢Erborgrat, slingers, whose missiles 
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weirs balls of lead, stones and hardened clay pellets. Between 
the heavy and the light armed were the peltasts. The OM, 
from which they took the name, was a light shield or target, 
made of skin or leather on a wooden or wickerwork frame. The 
Athenian Iphicrates armed them with linen corslet and a larger 
spear and sword than those of the hoplites; he also invented a 
new footgear (called after him ipkieratides) to replace the older 
greaves. 

5. Kolas. —The equipment of the Roman soldier, like the 
organization of the army (see ROMAN ARMY), passed through a 
great number of changes, and it is quite impossible to summarize 
it as a single subject. In the period of the kings the legion was 
the old Greek phalanx with Greek armour; the front ranks wore 
the Greek panoply and fought with long spears and the circular 
Argolic shield. The early Roman sword, like that of the Greeks, 
Egyptians and Etruscans, was of bronze. We have no direct 
statement as to its form, but in all probability it was of the 
ordinary leaf-shape. We gather from the monuments that, in the 
rst century 'cc., the Roman sword was short, worn on the right 
side (except by officers, who carried no shield), suspended from 
a shoulder-belt (battens) or a waist-belt (einguluns), and reach-
ing from the hollow of the back to the middle of the thigh, 
thus representing a length of from 22 in. to 2 ft. The blade 
was straight, double-edged, obtusely-pointed. On the Trajan 
column (am. ma) it is considerably longer, and under the 
Flavian emperors the long, single-edged spathe appears fre-
quently along with the short sword. 

The second period ending with the Punic wars witnessed a 
change. The hastati and the principes are both heavily armed, 
but the round shield has given way to the oblong (status), 
except for one-third of the hasten who bore only the spear and 
the light javelin (geese). The third period—that described by 
Polybius—is characterized by greater complexity of armour, due 
no doubt in part to the experience gained in conflicts with a 
wider range of peoples, and in part to the assimilation of the 
methods peculiar to the new Italian allies. Thus we find the 
skirmishers (odiles) armed with a light javelin 3 ft. long and in. 
thick, with an iron point o in. long; this point was so fragile that 
it was rendered useless by the first cast. For defence they wore 
a hide-covered headpiece and a round buckler 3 ft. in diameter. 
The heavy-armed carried a sculum formed of two boards glued 
together, covered with canvas and skin, and incurved into the 
shape of a half-cylinder; its upper and lower edges were 
strengthened with iron rims and its centre with a boss (wnbo). 
A greave was worn on the right leg, and the helmet was of bronze 
with a crest of three feathers. The wealthier soldiers wore the 
full cuirass of chain armour (twice), the poorer a brass plate 
o in. square. For offence they carried a sword and two javelins. 
The former was the Spanish weapon, straight, double-edged 
and pointed, for both thrust and cut, in place of the old Greek 
sword. 

The characteristic weapon, however, was the gum (Gr. loads). 
The form of this weapon and the mode of using it have been 
minutely described by Polybius (vi. 23), but his description has 
been much misunderistood in consequence of the rarity of repre-
sentations or remains of the piles. It Is shown on a monument 
of St R6my, in Provence, assigned to the age of the first emperors, 
and in a bas-relief at Mainz, on the grave-stone of Quintus 
Petilius Secundus, a soldier of the rsth legion. A specimen of the 
actual weapon is in the museum at Wiesbaden. It is a javelin 
with a stout iron head (7 in.), carried on an iron rod, about 20 in. 
in length, which terminates in a tang for insertion in the wooden 
shaft. As represented on the monuments, the iron part of the 
weapon is about one-third of its entire length (61 ft.). It was 
used primarily as a missile. When the point pierced the shield 
the weight of the stave pulled the shield downwards and rendered 
it useless. At close quarters it answered all the purposes, 
offensive and defensive, of the modern bayonet when " fixed." 
Vegetius, in his Rei mitten s institute, describes it in a modified 
form as used in the armies of the lower empire, and in a still more 
modified form it reappears as the " argon " of the Franks. This 
eouioment was characteristic of haslati, principes and Waal  

(save that the latter used the haste instead of the piling). We 
thus see how great is the change from the time when the harlatt 
were the light-armed (from haste) of the Greek phalanx. 

The cavalry, which had originally been protected only by a 
light ox-hide shield and the most fragile spears, adopted, about 
Polybius's time, the full Greek equipment of buckler,strong spear 
and breastplate. 

In the last period of the republic the piles became the universal 
weapon of the heavy-armed, while the auxiliaries (all foreigners, 
the ,elites having disappeared) used the haste and the long single-
edged sword (spatha). Under the empire the heavy-armed, 
according to Josephus, had helmet, cuirass, a long sword worn 
on the left side, and a dagger on the right, gam and spiting. 
The special detachment detailed to attend the commander had a 
round shield (dipeus) and a long spear. The cavalry wore armour 
like that of the infantry, with a broadsword, a buckler slung from 
the horse's side, a long pole for thrusting, and several javelins, 
almost as large as spears, in a sheath or quiver. Arrian, writing 
of a period some fifty years later, gives further particulars from 
which we gather that of the cavalry some were bowmen, some 
polemen, while others wielded lances and axes. 

For the anus and armour of other peoples of antiquity see e.g. 
PERSIA: History, Ancient, section v. ' 

peoples 
 Persian Empire of the 

Achaemenids "; BRITAIN, Anglo-Saxon, section v. " Warfare "; 
ETRURIA; EGYPT, &C. 	 M. M.) 

6. English from the Norman Conquest.—It is unnecessary here 
to trace in detail the history of European armour in the middle 
ages and after, but its use and fashion in England may illustrate 
the broad lines of the gradual perfection and the hurried abandon-
ment of the ancient war-harness. Each country gave its armour, 
something of the national character, the Spanish harness being 
touched with the Moorish taste, the Italian with the classical 
note borrowed from the monuments of old time, and the German 
with the Teutonic feeling for the grotesque. 

To understand the development of English arms and armour 
it is well for us to consider carefully the fashion of these things 
at the time of that landmark of history, the Norman no., 

Conquest. Poets, chroniclers and law-makers give esstaer 
us material for their description, and in the great &W+= 
embroidery of Bayeux, with its more than six hundred taPestrY. 

lively figures, we have pictured all the circumstances of war. 
We find that weapons and war gear have advanced little or 
nothing beyond the age which saw the Dacian warrior armed 
from crown to foot. A knight is reckoned fully armed if be have 
helmet, hawberk and shield; his weapons are sword and lance, 
although he sometimes carries axe or mace and, more rarely, 
a bow. The coat of fence, which the Norman called hawberk and 
the English byrnie, hangs from neck to knee, the sleeves loose and 
covering the elbow only, the skirt slit before and behind for ease 
in the saddle. The Bayeux artists (see fig. 4) commonly show 
these skirts as though they were, short breeches, the hawberk 
taking the fashion at first sight of 
a man's swimming dress, but other 
authorities set us right, and to-
wards the end of the tapestry we 
see men stripping hawberks from 
the slain by pulling them over 
the head. Back and front are so 
much alike that he who armed 
Duke William for the fight slipped 
on the armour hind side before, an 
omen that he should change his 
state of a duke for that of a king. 
The hawberk might be mail of 
woven rings, of rings sewn upon 
leather or cotton, of overlapping 
scales of leather, horn or iron, 
of that jazerant work which was 
formed of little plates sewn to 
canvas or linen, or of thick cotton Fin. 4.—From the Bayeux 
and old linen padded and quilted 	Tapestry. 
in lozenges, squares or lines. There are indications that the 
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hawberk was sometimes reinforced at the breast probably by 
a small oblong plate fastened underneath. Its weight is shown 
in the scene where William's men carry arms to the ships, 
each hawberk being borne between two men upon a pole thrust 
through the sleeves. 

The helmet is a brimless and pointed cap, either all of metal or 
of leather or even wood framed and strengthened with metal. 
Its characteristic piece is the guard which protects the nose and 
brow from swinging cuts, so disguising the knight that William 
must needs take off his helmet to show his men that he had not 
fallen. Such a nasal appears in a roth-century illumination; at 
the time of the Conquest it was all but universal. It grows rare 
and all but disappears in the 23 th century, although examples are 
found to the end of the middle ages. The helmet is laced under the 
chin, and under it the knight often wore a hood of mall or quilting 
which covered the top of the bead, the ears and neck, but left 
the chin free—in two or three cases he has this hood without 
the helmet. A dose coif was probably worn beneath it when 
it was of ringed mail, to spare the fretting of the metal on the 
head. 

The knights' legs are shown in most cases as unprotected save 
by stout hose or leg-bands: only in two or three instances does 
the tapestry picture a warrior with armed legs, and it is perhaps 
significant of the rarity of this defence that the duke is so armed. 
The feet are covered only by the leather boot, the heels having 
prick spurs. 

Broad-bladed swords with cross-hilts of straight Or drooping 
quills are fastened with a strap and buckle girdle to the left side. 
They have a short grip, and the blade would seem to be from 
al to 3 ft. in length. The chieftain unarmed in his house is of ten 
seen with unbuckled and sheathed sword sceptre-wise in his 
bands, carrying it as an Indian raja will nurse his sheathed 
tulwar. The ash spears brandished or couched by the knights as 
they charge seem from 7 to 8 or co ft. in length. In a few cases 
a three-forked pennon flutters at the end. The axe, a weapon 
which the Normans, in spite of their Norse ancestry, do not 
carry in the battle, is of the type called the Danish axe, long-
shafted, the large blade boldly curved out. Maces, such as that 
with which the bishop of Bayeux rallies his young men, seem 
knotted dubs of simple form. Short and strong bows are drawn 
to the breast by the Norman archers. 

Of the shields in the fight, four or five borne by the English are 
of the old English form—large, round bucklers of linden-wood, 
bossed and ribbed with iron. For the rest the horsemen bear 
the Norman shield, kite-shaped, with tapering foot, and long 
enough to carry a dead warrior from the field. On the inner side 
are straps for the hand to grip and a long strap allowed the knight 
to bang the shield from his neck. Let us note that although 
wyvern-like monsters, crosses, roundels and other devices appear 
on these shields, none of them has any indication of true armory, 
whose origins must be placed in the next century. 

The nth century, although an age of riding and warring, 
affects but little the fashion of armour. The picture of a king on 
12kb 

his seal may well stand for the full-armed knight of his 
waft,. age, but Henry Beauderc, Stephen and Henry H. are 

shown in harness not much unlike that of the Bayeux 
needlework. But the sleeve of the hawberk goes to the wrist, 
and the kite shield grows less, Stephen's shield being 3o In long 
at the most. On Stephen's second seal the mall hood is drawn 
over the point of the chin, and Henry IL's seals show the chin 
covered to the lips. At least one seal of this king has the legs 
and feet armed with hose of ringed mail, probably secured by 
lacing at the back of the leg as a modern boot is laced. The first 
seal of Richard Lionheart marks an important movement. His 
hawberk, hood and hose clothe him, like his father, from crown 
to toe, and to this equipment he adds gloves of mail. Under 
the hawberk flows out to the heels the skirt of a long gown slit 
in front. But helm and shield are the most remarkable points. 
The shield has become flatter at the top, and at last the shield 
of an English king bears those armorial devices whose beginnings 
are seen elsewhere a generation before. The earlier seal has the 
shield with a rampant lion ramping to the sinister side and closely  

resembling that on the shield of Philip of NSW*, long believed 
to be the earliest example of true armory. But the shield in the 
second seal bears the three leopards which have been ever since 
the arms of the kings of England, and from this time to the end 
of the middle ages armorial devices become the common decora-
tions of the knight's shield, coat, saddle and horse-trapper. 
The helmet of the first seal is a high thimble-topped cap, without 
a nasal guard, but the second has the king's head covered with 
the great helm, barrel-shaped and reinforced in front with a flat 
ventaile pierced in slits for the sight. This helm is crested with 
a semicircular ridge from which spring two wings, or rows of 
feathers fan-wise. On its side the ridge bean a single leopard, 
the forerunner of the coining crests. 

For r3th-century arms, although but poor scraps remain of 
original material, we have authority in plenty—pictures, seals 
and carving, and, above all, the effigies in stone or gth  
brass which give us each visible link, strap and orna-  eaasws ment. AU these have for a commentary chronicles, 
poems and account books, so that the history of armour may be 
followed in detail. 

The long, sleeveless surcoat seen over Xing John's mail on his 
broad seal goes through the century and is often embroidered 
with arms. The shield becomes flat-topped the better to receive 
armorial charges. The great helm is common, although many 
knights on the day of battle like better the freedom of the mail 
hood with a steel cap worn over or under its sown, keeping for 
the tourney-yard the great helm which towards the century-end 
begins to carry its towering crest. Great variety is seen in the 
forms of the flat or round-topped helm, some being in one piece, 
pierced for sight and air, others having binged or movable 
ventailes. At the end of the century a sugar-loaf type is the 
established form. The knight's hawberk is worn over a gambeson 
of linen, quilted linen or cotton, which lesser men wear with a 
steel cap for all defence. Breast and back plates also ere some-
times borne under the hawberk, and the first plates in sight at 
last appear in those knee-cops which protect the joining of the 
upper and lower hose, and in a few examples of bainbergs or 
greaves of metal or leather. At the end of Henry ni..5 reign we 
have the admirable illustrations of a manuscript of Matthew 
Paris's Lives of the Odor, with many pictures of knights. (See 
fig S.) Here we see knights with knee-cop and greave and a 

from The Awe .% by permission a A. Constabie It Ca Led. 
FIG. 5.—Knights' Armour, c. 123o. 

plenty of curious headpieces, the plain mail hood and mail hoods 
with a plate ventaile to cover the face, barrel-helms and round-
topped helms and even round-topped helmets with the Norman 
nose-guard_ 

In the last half of the syth century appears the curious defence 
known as oldies. This name is given to a pair of leather plates 
generally oblong in form and tagged to the back of the shoulder. 
As a rule they are borne to display the wearer's arms, but being 
sometimes plain they may have had some slight defensive value, 
covering a weak spot at the armpit and turning a sweeping 
sword-cut at the neck. They disappear in the earlier years of 
Edward III. 

Surcoat, shield and trapper have the arms of their owner. The 
rowel-our makes a rue appearance. Weapons change little, 



FIG. 7.—Brass of Sir 
John de Foxley. 
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although the sword is often longer and heavier. Richard L had 
favoured the cross-bow, in spite of papal denunciations of that 
weapon hateful to God, and its use is common through all the 
13th century, after which it makes way for the national weapon 
of the long-bow. 

In the 14th century, the high-day of chivalry, the age of Crecy 
and Poitiers, of the Black Prince and Chandos, the age which saw 

lab 
enrolled the noble company of the Garter, the art of the 

maws-A armourer and weapon-smith strides forward. At its 
beginning we see many knights still clad in chain mail 

with no visible plate. At its end the knight is often locked 
in plates from head to foot, no chainwork showing save the 
carnal edge under the helm and the fringe of the mail skirt or 
bawberk. 

Before the first quarter of the 14th century is past many of 
these plates are in common use. Sir John de Creke's brass, about 
1323-1330, is a fair example (fig. 6). His helmet is a basinet, 

pointed at the top, probably worn over a com- 
plete hood of mail flowing to the mid-breast. 
This hood was soon to lose its crown, the later 
basinets having the camail, a defence of mail 
covering neck, cheeks and chin and secured to 
the basinet with eyelet holes and loops through 
which a lace was passed. A rerebmce of plate 
defends the outer side of the upper arm, plain 
elbow-cops the elbow, and round bosses in the 
form of leopard heads guard the shoulder and 
the crook of the elbow. The fore-arm is 
covered with the plates of a vambrace which 
appears from under the hawberk sleeve. Large 
and decorated knee-cops cover the knees, ridged 
grcaves the shins, and the upper part of the foot 
from pointed toe to ankle is fenced with those 
articulated and overlapping plates the per- 
fection of which in the next century enabled 
the full-harnessed knight to move his body 
as freely as might an unarmed man. Under 
the plates the mail hose show themselves and 
the heels have rowelled spurs. He has a haw- 
berk of mail whose front skirt ends in a point 

FIG. O —Brannen 
, between the knees, the loose sleeves between 

sir  john de crek.  wrist and elbow. Under this is a haketon of 
Fr.„ wows 	some soft material whose folds fall to a line 

..ha hr... 	above the height of the knee. Over the 
hawberk is a garment, perhaps of leather with a dagged skirt-
edge, and over this again is a sleeveless gambeson or pour-
point of leather or quilted work, studded and enriched. Over 
all is the sleeveless surcoat, the skirt before cut squarely off 
at the height of the fork of the leg, the skirt behind falling 
to below the knee. The loose folds of this surcoat are 
gathered at the waist by a narrow belt, the sword hanging 
from a broader belt carried across the hip. Before r33o the 
long surcoat of the 13th century was still further shortened, the 
tails being cut off squarely with the front. The fate of Sir John 
Chandos, who in 136g stumbled on a slippery road, his long 
coat " armed with his arms " becoming tangled with his legs, 
points to the fact that an old soldier might cling to an old 
fashion. 

The desire for a better defence than a steel cap and canal 
and a less cumbrous one than the great helm, in which the knight 
rode half stifled and half blind, brought in as a fighting headpiece 
the basinet with a movable riser. This is found throughout this 
century, disappearing in the next when the sales and its varieties 
displaced it. But there were many knights who still fought with 
the great helm covering basinet and camail, a fact which speaks 
eloquently of the mighty blows given in this warlike age. The 
many monumental brasses of the last half of the 14th century 
show us for the most part knights in basinet and camail with the 
face exposed, but their heads arc commonly pilloried on the great 
helm and in any case the viser would hinder the artist's desire 
to show the knight's features. 

The fully-armed man of the latter half of the 14th century 

seems to have worn a rounded breastplate and a back-plate over 
his chain hawberk. Chaucer's Sir Thopas must always be cited 
for the defences of this age, the hero 
wearing the quilted haketon next his 
shirt, and over that the habergeon, a 
lesser bawberk of chain mail. His last 
defence is a fine hawberk "full strong of 
plate" showing that " hawberk " some-
times served as a word for the body plates. 
Over all this is the " cote-armure or 
surcoat. Many passages from the chroni-
clers show that the three coats of fence 
one over the other were in common use 
in the field, and Froissart tells a tale of 
a knight struck by a dart in such wise that 
the head pierced through his plates, his 
coat of mail and his haketon stuffed with 
twisted silk. The surcoat in the age of 
Edward III. became a scanty garment 
sitting tightly to the body, laced up the 
back or sides, the close skirts ending 
at the fork of the leg with a dagged or 
slittered edge. The waistbelt is rarely in 
sight, but the broad belt across the hips, 
on which the dagger comes to hang as 
a balance to the sword, grows richer and 
heavier, the best work of the goldsmith or 
silversmith being spent upon it. Arms 
and legs and feet become cased in plate of 
steel or studded leather, and before the mid-century the 
shoulder-plates, like the steel shoes, are of overlapping pieces 
and the elbow also moves easily under the same defence. 
(See fig.  7.) 

Such harness, ever growing more beautiful in its rich details, 
serves our champions until the beginning of the 15th century, 
when the fashion begins to turn. The scanty surcoat, area 
tends to disappear. It may be that during the bitter c.o.,, 
feuds and fierce slaughters of the Wars of the Roses men 
were unwilling to display on their breasts the bearings by which 
their mortal foe might know them afar. The horseman's shield 
went with the surcoat, its disuse hastened by the perfection of 
armour, and the banners of leaders remained as the only armorial 
signs commonly seen in war. But at jousts and tourneys, where 
personal distinction was eagerly sought, the loose tabard, which, 
after the middle of the century, bore the arms of the wearer on 
back, front and both sleeves, was still to be 
seen, with the crest of parchment or leather 
towering above a helm whose mantle, from 
the ribbon-like strip of the early z3th century, 
had grown into a fluttering cloak with wildly 
slittered edge streaming out behind the charging 
knight. 

When a score of years of this 15th century 
had run we find the knight closed in with plates, 
no edge of chain mail remaining in sight. The 
surcoat being gone we see him armed in breast 
and back plate, his loins covered by a skirt of 
" tonlets," as the defence of overlapping hori-
zontal bands comes to be named (fig. 8). The 
chain camail has gone out of fashion, the 
basinet continuing itself with a chin and cheek 
plate which joins a gorget of plate covering the 
collar-bone, a movable viser shutting in the 
whole head with steel. The gussets of chain 
mail sewn into the leathern or fustian doublet 
worn below the body armour are unseen even 
at the gap at the hollow of the arm where the cl iGr. .8.—n 

 plates must be allowed to move freely, for a at  Thrtmn. 
to 

little plate, round, oval or oblong, is tagged to 
each side to fence the weak point. These plates often differ in 
size and shape one from the other, the sword-ann side tarrying 
the smaller one. 
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Soon after this the six or eight " tonlets " grow fewer, being 

continued on the lower edge by the so-called tulles, small plates 
strapped to the tonlets and swinging with the movement of the 
legs. A fine suit of armour is shown in the monument of Count 
Otto IV. of Haineberg (fig. 9). Knightly armour takes perhaps 

• 	_ 	_ 
Fro. 9.—Gothic Style of Armour. Monument of Count 

Otto IV. of Hennebcrg. 

its last expression of perfection in such a noble harness as that 
worn by Richard Beauchamp, earl of Warwick, whose armed 
effigy was wrought between rest and roe (fig. ro). In this we 
see the characteristic feature of the great elbow-cops, whose 
channelled and fluted edges overlapping vambrace and rerebrace 
become monstrous fan-like shapes in the brass of Richard 
Quartremayns, graven about 146o. At this time the harness of 
the left shoulder is often notably reinforced, as compared with 
that of the sword-arm shoulder. Towards the latter part of the 
century chain mall reappears as a skirt or breech of mail, showing 
itself under the diminished tonlets, and, when helm and gorget 
are removed, as a high-standing collar. The articulation by 
overlapping plates extends even to the breastplate, whose front 
is thus in two or more pieces. Very long-necked rowel-spurs are 
often found, and the toes of the sabbatons or steel shoes are 
sharply pointed. The characteristic helmet of the latter half of 
the century is the salet or salade, a large steel rap, whose edge is 
curled out from the brows and still more boldly at the back 
of the neck. 

Knights abandon the great helm in war, but it is perfected 
for use in the tilt-yard, taking for that purpose an enormous 
size, to enable two good inches of stuffing to come between head 
or face and the steel plate. Such a helm sits well down on the 
shoulders, to which it is locked before and behind by strong 
buckles or rivets. The note of the r th 
century in armour is that of fantastically 
elaborate forms boldly outlined and ail 
splendour of colour which gained much_ 
from the custom of wearing over the full 
harness short cloaks or rich coats turned 
up with furs, or from another fashion of 
covering the body plates or brigandines 
with rich velvets studded with gold. The 
details of the harness take a thousand 
curious shapes, and even amongst the 
simpler jacks and steel caps of the archers 
the same glorious variety is seen. 

If the note of the rsth century be 
variety of form, that of the x6th century, 
the last important chapter in the history 
of armour, is surface decomtion, 
the harness of great folk atoning 1416  
in some measure for loss of the 
beautiful medieval sense of line by elabor-
ate enrichment Plain engraving, niello, 
russet work, golden inlay and beaten 
ornament are common methods of en- 
richment. The great plume of ostrich FIG. To. of 
feathers flows from the helmet crown Richard Beauchamp. 
of leaders in war. As in the reign of earl of Warwick. 
Edward HI., costume's fashion affects regal s 00.0021 

 the forms of armour, the broad toe of the 
Henry VIII. shoe being imitated in steel, as the wide fluted skirts 
of the so-called Maximilian armour imitate the German fashion 
in civil dress which the Imperial host popularized through 
northern Europe (fig. r). These skirts have been called 
" lamboys " by modern writers on military antiquities, but the 

From Iladit's As mod Amos. 

Fro. 11.—Meeting of Henry VIII. and Maximilian. 
word seems an antiquarianism of no value, apparently a mis-
reading of the word " jambeis " in some early document So 
many notable examples of the armour of this aStli century are 
accessible in European collections, other illustrations occurring 
in great plenty, that its details call for little discussion; a fine 
and characteristic suit is that by the famous English armourer, 
Jacob Topf (fig. 2), which belonged to Sir Christopher Hatton. 
Into this century the arquebusier marches, demanding a chief 
place in the line of battle, although it is a common error that 
the improvement in fire-arms drove out the fully armed warrior, 
whose plates gave him no protection. Until the rifle came to the 
soldiers hands, plate armour could easily be made shot-proof. 
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It was driven from the field by the new strategy which asked 
for long marches and rapid movements of armies. This century's 
armour for the tilt-yard gives such protection to the champion, 
with its many reinforcing pieces, that unless the caged helm were 
used—the same which cost Henry H. of France his life—the 
risks of the tilt-yard must have fallen much below those of the 
polo-field. The horse with crinet, chafron and bards of steel was 

as well covered from 
harm. 

Before the end of the 
:6th century the full 
snit of war harness is 
an antique survival. 
Long boots take the 
place of greases and 
steel shoes, and early 
in the 16th century the 
military pedants are 
heard to bewail the 
common laying aside 
of other pieces. The 
mounted cavalier — 
cuirassierorpistolier-
might take the field, 
even as late as the 
Great Rebellion,armed 
at all points save the 
backs of the thighs 
and the legs below the 
knee; but a combed 
and brimmed cap, 
breast and back plate 
and tassets equipped 
the pikeman, and the 
musketeer would 
march without any 
metal on him save his 
headpiece, for it was 
soon found that 
heavily armed mus-
keteers, after a long 
trudge through 
summer dust or winter 
mud, were readier to 
rest than to shoot. 
Everywhere there was 
revolt against the 
burden of plates, and 
as early as 5593 Sir 
Richard Hawkins 
found that his adven-
turers would not use 

Fto. 12.—Suit 	acob Topf. nearly even the light corslets 
complete ; the  "'l

by
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n 
not beiwg t° provided by him" es- it. Below is the plumate. teeming a pot of wine 

a better defence." 
Gervase Markham, in his Sea:diet': Accidence of 5645, asks that 
at least the captain of cuirassiers should be armed " at all peeces, 
cap a pee, " but he would have found few such captains, and 
Markham is a great praiser of noble old custom. The famous 
figure of a pikeman of x668 (fig. 13) in Elton's Art Military has 
steel cap, corslet and tassets, but he stands for a fashion dead 
or dying. The last noteworthy helmet was what is now termed 
the lobster-tail helmet, a headpiece with round top, flat brim 
before, a broad articulated brim behind, cheek-pieces banging 
by straps and a grate of upright bars to cover the face, some 
having in place of the grate a movable nose-guard to be raised 
or lowered at will. The close resemblance of this helmet to 
that worn by the Japanese, with whom the Dutch were then 
trading, is worth remark, although each of the two pieces seems 
to have had its separate origin. Thus, save for a steel cap here 
and a corslet there, especially to be found amongst the guards  

of sovereigns who must eling to something of antique tradition, 
armour departs out of the civilized world. 

When in the reign of Queen Victoria her mounted guardsmen 
were given back their breast and back plates, the last piece of 
body armour had been the tiny gilt crescent worn at 

Zirmyfre the throat by officers of foot, which crescent was the 	of 
 

shrunken symbol of that great gorget of plate that 
came in with the zsth century. The shining plates of the Guards 
are parade pieces only, but a curious 
revival of an old defence was carried 
by English cavalry in the field at the 
end of the Kith century, when small 
gussets of chain mail were attached 
to the shoulders of certain cavalrymen 
as a defence against sword cuts. 
Through all the age of modern warfare 
inventors have pressed the daims•of 
various bullet-proof breastplates, but 
where they have been effective against 
rifle fire their weight has made them 
too heavy an addition to the soldier's 
burden. (See, however, Ammon 
PLATES, ad fin.) Last of all we may 
reckon those secret coats of mail which 
are said to be worn on occasion by 
modern rulers in dread of the assassin. 
The London detective department has 
such coats of fence in its armoury ; 
and on the other side It may be 
remembered that the Kelly gang of 
bushrangers, driven to bay, were found 
to have forged suits of plate for them- 	Flo. 13.—Fikemas 
selves out of sheets of boiler-iron. 	nom rid caw., M, 

Ancient arms and armour are now at All traarrElm 466s). 
eagerly sought by European and 
American collectors; and high prices are paid down for every 
noteworthy piece. The supply is assisted by the efforts of many 
forgers of false pieces, the most cunning of whom bring Ceiba all archaeological skill to their aid, and few great 	tb... 
national or private collections are free from some 
example of this industry. For the genuine pieces competition 
runs high. Suits of plate of the earliest period may be sought 
in vain, and the greatest collectors may hardly hope for such a 
panoply of the late Gothic period as that which is the ornament 
of the Wallace collection. Even this famous barium is not 
wholly free from suspicion of restoration. Armour of the latter 
half of the 16th century, however, often appears in the sale-
rooms and is found in many private collections, although the 
" ancestral armour " which decorates so many ancient halls in 
England is generally the plates and pots which served the pike-
men of the t rth-century militia. 

It is not bard to understand this scarcity of ancient pieces. In 
the first place it must be remembered that the fully armed man 
was always a rare figure in war, and only the rich could engage 
in the costly follies of the later tournaments. The novelists have 
done much to encourage the belief that most men of gentle rank 
rode to the wars lance in band, locked up in full harness of plate; 
but the country gentleman, serving as light horseman or mounted 
archer, would hold himself well armed had he a quilted jack or 
brigandine and a basinet or salet. Men armed cap a pee crowd 
the illuminations of chronicle books, the artists having the 
same tastes as the boy who decorates his Latin grammar with 
battles which are hand-to-band conflicts of epauletted general.. 
Monuments and brasses also show these fully armed men, but 
here again we must recognize the tendency which made the last 
of the cheap miniaturists endow their clients lavishly with heavy 
watch-chains and rings. As late as the century the portrait 
painters drew their military or naval sitters in the breastplates 
and pauldrons, vambraces and rerebraces of an earlier age. 
Ancient wills and inventories, save those of great folk or military 
adventurers, have scanty reference to complete harnesses. 
Ringed luiwberks, in a damp northern climate, will not survive • 
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tong neglect, and many of them must have been cut in pieces for 
burnishers or for the mail skirts and gussets attached to the 
later arming doublets. As the fashion of plate armour changed, 
the sroith might adapt an old harness to the new taste, but more 
of ten it would be cast aside. Men to whom the sight of a steel 
coat called up the business of their daily life wasted no senti-
mentality over an obsolete piece. The early antiquaries might 
have saved us many peiceless things, but it was not until a few 
virtuosi of the ilith century were taken with the Gothic fancy that 
popular archaeology dealt with aught but Greek statuary and 
Roman inscriptions. The xpth century was well advanced before 
an interest In medieval antiquities became common amongst 
educated men, and for most contemporaries of Dr Johnson a 
medieval helm was a barbarous curiosity exciting the same 
measure of mild interest as does the Zulu knobkerry seen by 
us as we pass a pawnbroker's window; (0. Be.) 

7. Fire-arms. (For the. development of cannon, see 
AaTILIXRY and thunratna.)—Hand-cannons appear almost 
simultaneously with the larger bombards. They were made by 
the Flemings in the 14th century. An early instance of the use of 
hand fire-arms in England is the siege of Huntercombe Manor in 
2375. These were simply small cannon, provided with a stock of 
wood, and fired by the application of a match to the touch-hole. 
During the rsth century the hand-gun was steadily improved, 
and its use became more general. Edward IV., landing In 
England in 1471 to reconquer his throne, brought with him a 
force of Burgundian hand-gun men (mercenaries), and in 1476 
the Swiss at Morat had no less than 6000 of their men thus armed. 
The prototype of the modern military weapon is the arquebus 
(q.v.), a form of which was afterwards called in England the 
(raiser. Various dates are given for the introduction of the 
arquebus, which owed many of its details to the perfected cross-
bow which it superseded. The Spanish army in the Italian wars 
at the beginning of the 16th century was the first to make full 
and effective use of the new weapon, and thus to make the fire 
action of infantry a serious factor in the decision of battles. 
The Spaniards also took the next step in advance. The musket 
(q.v.) was heavier and more powerful than the arquebus, and, 
in the hands of the duke of Alva's army in the Netherlands, so 
conclusively proved its superiority that it at once replaced its 
rival in the armies of Europe. Both the arquebus and the 
musket bad a touch-hole on the right side of the barrel, with 
a pan for the priming, with which • lighted quick match was 
brought in contact by pressing a trigger. The musket, on account 
of its weight, was provided with a long rest, forked in the upper 
part and furnished with a spike to stick in the ground. The 
matchlock (long-barrelled matchlocks are still used by various 
uncivilised peoples, notably in India) was the typical weapon 
of the soldier for two centuries. The class of hand fire-arms 
provided with an arrangement for milting • spark to ignite 
the powder charge begins with the wheel-lock. This lock was in-
vented at Nuremberg in tsl5,but was seldom applied to the arque-
bus and musket on account of the costliness of its mechanism 
and the uncertainty of its action. The early forms of flint-lock 
(magmata) were open to the same objections, and the lire-loch 
(as the flint-lock was usually called) remained for many years 
after its introduction the armament of special troops only, till 
about the beginning of the 18th century it finally superseded the 
old matchlock. Thenceforward the fire-lock (called familiarly 
is England "Brown Bess ") formed with the bayonet (q.v.) the 
armament of all infantry, and the fire-arms carried by other 
troops were constructed on the same principle. Flint-lock 
muskets were supplanted about 11130-1840 by the percussion 
musket, in which a fulminate cap was used. A Scottish .clergy-
man, Alexander Forsyth, invented this method of ignition in 
1807, but it was not till aro that it began to come into general 
use. (Sax Golf.) The system of firing the charge by a fulmin-
ate was followed by the invention of the needle-gun (q.v.). The 
muzzle-loading rifle, employed by special troops since about 'Soo, 
came into general use in the armies of Europe about i8e4-i86o. 
It was superseded, as a result of the success of the needle-gun in 
the war of 1866, by the breech-loading rifle, this in its turn giving 

way to the magazine rifle about 1886-s8go. (See Itnnz.) Neither 
breech-loaders nor revolvers, however, are inventions of modern 
date. Both were known in Germany as early as the close of the 
isth century. There are in the Music d'Artillerie at Pans wheel-
lock arquebuses of the x6th century which are breech-loaders; 
and there Is, in the Tower armoury, a revolver with the old 
matchlock, the date of which is about rsso. A German arquebus 
of the 16th century, in the museum of Sigmaringen, is a revolver 
of seven barrels. Nor is rifling a new thing in fire-arms, for there 
was a rifled arquebus of the x 0th century, in which the balls were 
driven home by a mallet, and a patent was taken out in England 
for rifling in 163s. All these systems were thus known at an early 
period in the history of fire-arms, but for want of the minutely 
accurate workmanship required and; above all, of • satisfactory 
firing arrangement, they were left in an undeveloped state until 
modern times. The earliest pistols were merely shorter hand-
guns, modified for mounted men, and provided with a straight 
stock which was held against the breastplate (poitrinal or 
petronel). The long-barrelled pistol was the typical weapon of the 
cavalry of the 16th century. (See Causer.) With the revival 
of shock tactics initiated by Gustavus Adolphus the length of the 
pistol barrel became less and less, and its stock was then shaped 
for the hand alone. (See Pearox.) (C. F. A.) 

ARMSTRAD, HENRY HUGH (21128-1e05), English sculptor, 
was first trained as a silversmith, and achieved the highest 
excellence with the " St George's Vase " and the " Outram 
Shield." He rose to the front rank among contemporary 
sculptors, his chief works being the external sculptural 
decorations of the colonial office in Whitehall, the sculptures 
on the southern and eastern sides of the podium of the Albert 
Memorial, the large fountain at King's College, Cambridge, and 
numerous effigies, such as "Bishop Wilberforce" at Winchester, 
and "Lord John Thynne " at Westminster, with smaller por-
traiture and much ideal work. His sense of style and nobility 
was remarkable; and he was besides gifted with a finq 
power of design and draughtsmanship, which be put to good 
use in his early years for book illustration. He was elected 
associate of the Royal Academy in 1875 and a full member 
in x880. 

ARMSTRONG, ARCHIBALD (d. 1672), court jester, called 
"Archy," was a native of Scotland or of Cumberland, and 
according to tradition first distinguished himself as a sheep-
stealer; afterwards he entered the service of James VI., with 
whom. he became a favourite. When the king succeeded to the 
English throne, Archy was appointed court jester. In 162z he 
was granted a pension of two shillings a day, and in 1617 he 
accompanied James on his visit to Scotland. His influence was 
considerable and he was greatly courted and flattered, but his 
success appears to have turned his head. He became presumptu-
ous, insolent and mischievous, excited foolish jealousies between 
the king and Henry, prince of Wales, and was much disliked by the 
members of the court. In 1623 he accompanied Prince Charles 
and Buckingham in their adventure into Spain, where he was 
much caressed and favoured by the Spanish court and, according 
to his own account, was granted a pension. His conduct here 
became more intolerable than ever. He rallied the infanta on 
the defeat of the Armada and censured the conduct of the 
expedition to Buckingham's face. Buckingham declared he 
would have him hanged, to which the jester replied that " dukes 
bad often been hanged for insolence but never fools for talking." 
On his return he gained some complimentary allusions from Ben 
'onion by his attacks upon the Spanish marriage. He retained 
his post on the accession of Charles I., and accumulated a con-
siderable fortune, including the grant by the king of z000 acres 
in Ireland. After the death of Buckingham in 2628, whom he 
declared " the greatest enemy of three kings," the principal 
object of his dislike and rude jests was Laud, whom be openly 
vilified and ridiculed. He pronounced the following grace at 
Whitehall in Laud's presence: " Great praise be given to God 
and little laud to the devil," and after the news of the rebellion 
in Scotland in x637 he greeted Laud on his way to the council 
chamber at Whitehall with: " Who's fool now? Does not your 
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Grace hear the news from Stirling about the liturgy?" On 
Laud's complaint to the council, Archy was sentenced the same 
day" to have his coat pulled over his had and be discharged the 
king's service and banished the king's court" He settled in 
London as a money-lender, and many complaints were made to 
the privy council and House of Lards of his sharp practices. In 
1641 on the occasion of Laud's arrest, he enjoyed a mean revenge 
by publishing Arcky's Dream; sometimes Jester I his Majestic, 
but exiled the Cart by Canterburies malice. Subsequently he 
resided at Anhwei In Cumberland, according to some accounts 
his birthplace, where be possessed an estate, and where he died in 
2672, his burial taking place on the sat of April. He was twice 
married, his second wife being Sybilla Ben. There is no record 
of any legal offspring, but the baptism of a " base son " of 
Archibald Armstrong is entered in the parish register of the 17th 
of December 1643. A Banquet of Jests: A change of Cheers, 
published about 1630, a collection chiefly of dull, stale jokes, 
is attributed to him, and with still less reason probably A 
choice Banquet of Witty Jests . . . Being as addition to Arches's 
Jests, Sake* out of his Closet int new published in kis Lifetime 
(266o). 

AIIIINTRONG, JOHN (1709-1779), British physician and 
writer, was born about 1709 at Castletown, Roxburghshire, 
where his father was parish minister. He graduated M.D. (1732) 
at Edinburgh University, and soon afterwards settled in London, 
where he paid more attention to literature than to medicine. He 
was, in 1746, appointed one of the physicians to the military 
hospital behind Buckingham House; and, in 1760, physician 
to the army in Germany, an appointment which he held till the 
peace of :763, when he retired on half-pay. FCC many years be 
was closely associated with John Wilkes, but quarrelled with him 
in 1763. He died on the 7th of September 2779. Armstrong's 
first publication, an anonymous one, entitled As Essay for 
Abridging the Study of Physic (2 73 5), was a satire on the ignorance 
of the apothecaries and medical men of his day. This was 
followed two years after by the Economy of Loa, a poem the 
indecency of which damaged his professional practice. In 2744 
appeared his An of Preserving Hunk, a very successful didactic 
poem, and the one production on which his literary reputation 
rests. His Miscellanies (277o) contains some shorter poems 
displaying considerable humour. 

ARMSTRONG, JOHN (2758-1843), American soldier, diplo-
matist and political leader, bora at Carlisle, Pennsylvania, on the 
25th of November: 738. His father, also named John Armstrong 
(1725-1793), a native of the north of Ireland, who had emigrated 
to the Pennsylvania frontier between ties and 1748, served 
successively a a brigadier-general in the Continental army 
(1776-77), as brigadier-general and then major-general of the 
Pennsylvania militia (1777-83), during the War of Indepencl- 
MCC, and was a member of the Continental Congress in 1779 -
278o and again in 5787-1788. The son studied fora time at the 
College of New Jersey (now Princeton University), and served 
as a major in the War of Independence. In March 2783; while 
the Continental army was stationed at Newburgh (q.v.), New 
York, he wrote and issued, anonymously, the famous" Newburgh 
Addresses." In 2784 he led a force of Pennsylvania militia 
against the Connecticut settlers in Wyoming Valley, and treated 
them in such a high-banded manner as to incur the disapproval 
even of the Pennsylvania legislature. In r789 be married the 
sister of Chancellor Robert R. Ilvinpton of New York, and 
removed to New York city, where his own ability and his family 
connexion gave him great political influence. In acti-2 and 
again in 1803-4 he was a member of the United States Senate. 
From 2804 to Oho he was the United States minister to France, 
and in March 2806 be was joined with James Bowdoin as a 
special minister to treat through France with Spain concerning 
the acquisition of Florida, Spanish spoliation of American 
commerce, and the " Louisiana " boundary. During the War 
of 1822, he was a brigadier-general in the United States army 
from July 1812 until January 1813, and from then until August 
584 secretary of war in the cabinet of President Madison, when 
his Unpopularity forced him to resign. " In spite of Armstrong's  

services, abilities and experience," says Henry Adams, "some. 
thing in his character always created distrust. He had every 
advantage of education, social and political connexion, ability 
and self-confidence; . . . but he suffered from the reputation of 
indolence and intrigue." Nevertheless, be" introduced into the 
army an energy wholly new," an energy the results of which were 
apparent " for half a century." After his resignation he lived 
in retirement at Red Hook, New York, where be died on the 
rue of April II143. He published Notices of the War of atm 
(2 voh., 2836; new ed., 184o), the value of which is greatly 
Impaired by its obvious partiality. 

The beet account of Armstrong's career as minister to France and 
as monetary of war may be found in Henry Adams's History of the 
United States, 18o1-1817 (9 vols., New York, 1889-189o). 

ARMSTRONG, SAMUEL SHAPIRA' (1839-1893), American 
soldier, philanthropist and educator, was born on Maui, one of 
the Hawaiian Islands, on the 3oth of January 1839, his parents, 
Richard and Clarissa Armstrong, being American misdealt:les. 
He was educated at the Punahou school in Honolulu, at Oahu 
College, into which the Punahou school developed in 1852, and 
at Williams College, Williamstown, Massachusetts, where be 
graduated in 1862. He served in the Civil War, on the Union 
aide, from x862 to 1865, tieing in the volunteer service to the 
regular rank of colonel and the brevet rank of brigadier-general, 
and, after December 1863, acted as one of the officers of the 
coloured troops commanded by General William Birney. In 
November x865 he was honourably mustered out of thevolunteer 
service. His experience as commander of negro troops had added 
to his interest, always strong, in the negmes of the south, and in 
March z866 be became superintendent of the Ninth District of 
Virginia, under the Freedman's Bureau, with headquarters near 
Fort Monroe. While in this position he became convinced that 
the only permanent solution of the manifold difficulties which the 
freedmen encountered lay in their moral and industrial education. 
He remained in the educational department of the Bureau until 
this work Mae to an end in :872; though five yeah earlier, at 
Hampton, Virginia, near Fort Monroe, he bad founded, with 
the aid principally of the American Missionary Association, 
an industrial school for negroes, Hampton Institute, which was 
formally opened in z868, and at the had of which be remained 
until his death, there, on the 11th of May 2893. After 2878 
Indians were also admitted to the Institute, and during the last 
fifteen years of his life Armstrong took a deep interest in the 
"Indian question." Much of his time after 1868 was spent in the 
Northern and Rattan states, whither he went to raise funds for 
the Institute. See Samuel Chapman Armstrong, a Biographical 
Study (New York, woe), by his daughter, Edith Armstrong 
Talbot. 

His brother, WILLIAM N. ARMSTRONG, was attorney-general 
in the cabinet of the Hawaiian king Bakke= I. He ac-
tompanied that monarch on a prolonged foreign tour in 188:, 
visiting japan, China, Siam, India, Europe and the United States, 
and in igoe published an amusing account of the journey, called 
Round tic Weld with a King. 

ARMSTRONG, WILLIAM GEORGE ARMSTRONG, Barton 
(zilio-rgoo), British inventor, founder of the Elswick manufac-
turing works, was born on the 26th of November am, at New-
casde-on-Tyne, and was educated at a school in Bishop Auckland, 
The profession which he adopted was that of a solicitor, and from 
i833 to 1847 be was engaged in active practice in Newcastle as 
a member of the firm of Donkin, Stable & Armstrong. His 
sympathies, however, were always with mechanical and scientific 
pursuits, and several of his inventions date from a time anterior 
to his final abandonment of the law. In z842-2843 he published 
several papers on the electricity of effluent steam. This subject 
be was led to study by the experience of a colliery engineman, 
who noticed that he received a sharp shock on exposing one 
hand to a jet of steam issuing from a boiler with which his 
other hand was in contact, and the Inquiry was followed by the 
invention of the " hydro-electric " machine, a powerful generator 
of electricity, which was thought worthy of careful investigation 
by Faraday. The question of the utilisation of water-power 
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had engaged his attention even earlier, and in 1839 be invented 
an improved rotary water motor. Soon afterwards he designed 
a hydraulic crane, which contained the germ of all the hydraulic 
machinery for which he and Elswick were subsequently to become 
famous. This machine depended simply on the pressure of 
water acting directly in a cylinder on a piston, which was con-
nected with suitable multiplying gear. In the first example, 
which was erected on the quay at Newcastle in 1846, the necessary 
pressure was obtained from the ordinary water mains of the 
town; but the merits and advantages of the device soon became 
widely appreciated, and • demand arose for the erection of 
cranes in positions where the pressure afforded by the mains was 
insufficient. Of course pressure could always be obtained by the 
aid of special reservoirs, but to build these was not always de-
sirable, or even practicable. Hence, when in x85o a hydraulic 
installation was required for a new ferry station at New Holland, 
on the Humber estuary, the absence of water mains of any kind, 
coupled with the prohibitive cost of a special reservoir owing to 
the character of the soil, impelled him to invent a fresh piece of 
apparatus, the " accumulator," which consists of a large cylinder 
containing a piston that can be loaded to give any desired pressure, 
the water being pumped in below it by a steam-engine or other 
prime mover. This simple device may be looked upon as the 
crown of the hydraulic system, since by its various modifications 
the Installation of hydraulic power became possible in almost 
any situation. In particular, it was rendered practicable on 
beard ship, and its application to the manipulation of heavy 
naval guns and other purposes on warships was not the least 
important of Armstrong's achievements. 

The Elswic•works were originally founded for the manufacture 
of this hydraulic machinery, but it was not long before they 
became the birthplace of a revolution in gunmaking; indeed, 
could nothing more be placed to Armstrong's credit than their 
establishment, his name would still be worthy of remembrance. 
Modern artillery dates from about z815, when Armstrong's 
first gun made its appearance. This weapon embodied all the 
essential features which distinguish the ordnance of to-day from 
the cannon of the middle ages--it was built up of rings of metal 
shrunk upon an inner steel barrel; it was loaded at the breech; 
it was rifled; and it threw, not • round ball, but an elongated 
projectile with ogival head. The guns constructed on this 
principle yielded such excellent results, both in range and 
accuracy, that they were adopted by the British government 
in 1897, Armstrong himself being appointed engineer of rifled 
ordnance and receiving the honour of knighthood. At the same 
time the Elswick Ordnance Company was formed to manufacture 
the guns under the supervision of Armstrong, who, however, 
had no financial interest in the concern; it was merged in the 
Elswick Engineering Works four years later. Great Britain thus 
originated a principle of gun construction which has since been 
universally followed, and obtained an armament superior to that 
possessed by any other country at that time. But while there 
was no doubt as to the shooting capacities of these guns, defects 
in the breech mechanism soon became equally patent, and in a 
few years caused a reversion to muzzle-loading. Armstrong 
resigned his position in 1863, and for seventeen years the govern-
ment adhered to the older method of loading, in spite of the 
improvements which experiment and research at Elswick and 
elsewhere had during that period produced in the mechanism 
and performance of heavy guns. But at last Armstrong's 
results could no longer be ignored; and wire-wound breech-
loading guns were received back into the service in 0180. The 
use of steel wire for the construction of guns was one of Arm-
strong's early ideas. He perceived that to coil many turns of thin 
wire round an inner barrel was a logical extension of the large 
hooped method already mentioned, and in conjunction with 
L K. Brunel, was preparing to put the plan to practical test 
when the discovery that it had already been patented caused 
him to abandon his intention, until about 1877. This incident 
well illustrates the ground of his objection to the British system 
of patent law, which he looked upon as calculated to stride 
invention and impede progress; the patentees in this ease did  

not manage to make a medial weans of their inventioa 
themselves, but the existence of prior patents was sufficient to 
turn him aside from a path which conducted him to valuable 
results when afterwards, owing to the expiry of those patents. 
be  was free to pursue it as he pleased. 

Lord Armstrong, who was raised to the peerage in x887, was 
the author of A Visit to Egypt (1873), and Electric Mewseetei 
is Air and Wales (1897), besides many professional papers. He 
died on the 17th of December raw, at Rothbury, Northumber-
land. His title became extinct, but his grand-nephew and heir, 
W. H. A. F. Watson-Armstrong (b. 1863), was in 1903 created 
Baron Armstrong of Bamburgh and Cragside. 

ARMY (from Fr. artiste, Lat. ariflai0), a coosiderahle body 
of men armed and organized for the purpose of warfare on land 
(Ger. Armee), or the whole armed force at the disposal of • state 
or person for the same purpose (Gar. Herr.- host). The appli-
cation of the term is sometimes restricted to the permanent. 
active or regular forces of a state. The history of the develop-
ment of the army systems of the world is dealt with in this 
article in section z to 38, being followed by sections ao to 39 
on the characteristics of present-day armies. The remainder of 
the article is devoted to sections on the history of the principal 
armies of Europe, and that of the United States. For the 
Japanese Army are JAPAN, and for the existing condition of 
the army in each country see under the country heading. 

GENERAL Hirroat 
I. Early Arseies.—It is only with the evolution of the wed. 

ally military function in a tribe or nation, expressed by the 
separation of a warrior-class, that the history of armies (as now 
understood) commences. Numerous savage tribes of the present 
day posse's military organizations based on this system, but 
it first appears in the history of civilization amongst the 
Egyptians. By the earliest laws of Egypt, provision was made 
for the support of the warriors. The exploits of her armies 
under the legendary Sesostris cannot be regarded as historical, 
but it appears certain that the country possessed an array, 
capable of waging war in a regular fashion, and divided thus 
early into separate arms, these being chariots, infantry and 
archers. The systems of the Assyriaas and Babylonia' na present 
no particular features of interest, save that horsemen, as distinct 
from charioteers, appear on the scene. The first histaical 
instance of a military organization resembling these of modern 
times is that of the Persian empire. 

2. Persia.—Draws from a hardy and nomadic race, the armies 
of Persia at first consisted mainly of cavalry, and owed much 
of their success to the consequent. ease and rapidity of their 
movements. The warlike Persians constantly extended their 
power by fresh conquests, and for some time remained a dis-
tinctly conquering and military race, attaining their highest 
power under Cyrus and Cambyses. Cyrus seems to have been the 
founder of a comprehensive military organization, of which we 
gather details from Xenophon and other writers. To each 
province was allotted a certain number of soldiers as standing 
army. These troops, formed originally of native Persians only, 
were called the king's troops. They comprised two classes, the 
one devoted exclusively to garrisoning towns and cast/ea, the 
other distributed throughout the country. To each province 
was appointed a military commander, responsible for the number 
and efficiency of the troops in his district, while the civil governor 
was answerable for their subsistence and pay. Annual musters 
were held, either by the king in person or by generals deputed 
for the purpose and invested with full powers. This organisation 
seems to have fully answered its original purpose, that of bolding 
a vast empire acquired by conquest and promptly repelling 
inroads or putting down insurrections, But when a great 
foreign war was contemplated, the standing army was aug-
mented by a levy throughout the empire. The extent of the 
empire made such a levy a matter of time, and the he tetogeneous 
and unorganized mass of men of all nations so brought together 
was • source of weakness rather than strength. Indeed, the 
vast hosts ova which the Coaches:abed their victodes comptised 
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but a small proportion of the true Persians. The cavalry 
alone seems to have retained its national character, and with 
it something of its high reputation, even to the days of 
Alexander. 

3. Greece.—The Homeric armies were tribal levies of foot, 
armed with spear, sword, bow, &c., and commanded by the 
chiefs in their war-chariots. In historic times all this is changed. 
Greece' becomes a congeries of city-states, each with its own 
citizen-militia. Federal armies and permanent troops are rare, 
the former owing to the centrifugal tendency of Greek politics, 
the latter because the " tyrannica," which must have relied 
very largely on standing armies to maintain themselves, had 
ultimately given way to democratic institutions. But the 
citizen-militia of Athens or Sparta resembled rather a modem 
" nation in arms " than an auxiliary force. Service was com-
pulsory in almost all states, and as the young men began their 
career as soldiers with a continuous training of two or three 
years, Hellenic armies, like those of modern Europe, consisted 
of men who had undergone a thorough initial training and were 
subsequently called up as required. Cavalry, as always in the 
broken country of the Peloponnesus, was not of great importance, 
and it is only when the theatre of Greek history is extended to 
the plains of Thcssaly that the mounted men become numerous. 
In the 4th century the mainstay of Greek armies was the koatife 
(dirkirm), the heavy-armed infantryman who fought in the corps 
de batailk; the light troops were men who could not provide 
the full equipment of the hoplite, rather than soldiers trained 
for certain special duties such as skirmishing. The fighting 
formation was that of the phalanx, a solid corps of hoplites armed 
with long spears. The armies were recruited for each war by 
calling up one or more classes of men in reserve according to 
age. It was the duty and privilege of the free citizen to bear 
arms; the slaves were rarely trusted with weapons. 

4. Sparta.—So much is common to the various states. In 
Sparta the idea of the nation in arms was more thoroughly 
carried out than in any other state in the history of civilization. 
In other states the individual citizen often lived the life of a 
soldier, here the nation lived the life of a regiment. Private 
homes resembled the " married quarters " of a modem army; 
the unmarried men lived entirely in barracks. Military exer-
cises were only interrupted by actual service in the field, and 
the whole life of a man of military age was devoted to them. 
Under these circumstances, the Spartans maintained a practi-
cally unchallenged supremacy over the armies of other Greek 
states; sometimes their superiority was so great that, like the 
Spanish regulars in the early part of the Dutch War of Inde-
pendence, they destroyed their enemies with insignificant loss 
to themselves. The•surrender of a Spartan detachment, hope-
lessly cut off from all assistance, and the victory of a body of 
well-trained and handy light infantry over a dosed battalion of 
Spartiates were events so unusual as seriously to affect the course 
of Greek history. 

5- Greek Mercekarics.—The military system of the 4th century 
was not called upon to provide armies for continuous service 
on distant expeditions. When, after the earlier campaigns of 
the Peloponnesian War, the necessity for such expeditions 
arose, the system was often strained almost to breaking point, 
(e.g. in the case of the Athenian expedition to Syracuse), and 
ultimately the states of Greece were driven to choose between 
unprofitable expenditure of the lives of citizens and recruiting 
from other sources. Mercenaries serving as light troops, and 
particularly as pellasts (a new form of disciplined " light in-
fantry ") soon appeared. The corps de Wei& remained for 
long the old phalanx of citizen hoplites. But the heavy losses 
of many years told severely on the resources of every state, and 
ultimately non-national recruits—adventurers and soldiers of 
fortune, broken men who had lost their possessions in the wars, 
political refugees, runaway slaws, are.—found their way even 
into the ranks of the hoplites, and Athens at one great crisis 
(407) enlisted slaves, with the promise of citizenship as their 
reward, The Arcadians, like the Scots and the Swiss in modern 
history, furnished the most numerous contingent to the new  

professional armies. A truly national army was indeed to appear 
once more in the history of the Peloponnesus, but in the mean-
time the professional soldier held the field. The old bond of 
strict citizenship once broken, the career of the soldier of fortune 
was open to the adventurous Greek. Taenarum and Corinth 
became regular euirepots for mercenaries. The younger Cyrus 
raised his army for the invasion of Persia precisely as the em-
perors Maximilian and Charles V. raised regiments of Leeds-
kweckie—by the issue of recruiting commissions to captains of 
reputation. This army became the famous Ten Thousand. It 
was a marching city-state, its members not desperate adventurers, 
but men with the calm self-respect of Greek civilization. On 
the fall of its generals, it chose the best officers of the army 
to command, and obeyed implicitly. Cheirisophus the Spartan 
and Xenophon the Athenian, whom they chose, were not plausible 
demagogues; they were line officers, who, suddenly promoted 
to the chief command under circumstances of almost over-
whelming difficulty, proved capable of achieving the impossible. 
The merit of choosing such leaders is not the least title to fame 
of the Ten Thousand mercenary Greek hoplitcs. About the 
same time Iphicrates with a body of mercenary pellasir destroyed 
a more or corps of Spartan hoplitcs (391 s.c.). 

6. Epaminondas. — Not many years after this, Spartan 
oppression roused the Theban revolt, and the Theban revolt 
became the Theban hegemony. The army which achieved this 
under the leadership of Epaminondas, one of the great captains 
of history, had already given proofs of its. valour against 
Xenophon and the Cyreian veterans, Still earlier it had won the 
great victory of Dal= (424 B.C.). 

It was organized, as were the professional armies, on the 
accepted model of the old armies, viz. the phalangite order, but 
the addition of whams now made a Theban army, unlike the 
Spartans, capable of operating in broken country as well as in 
the plain. The new tactics of the phalanx, introduced by 
Epaminondas, embodied, for the first time in the history of war, 
the modern principle of local superiority of force, and suggested 
to Frederick the Great the famous "oblique order of battle." 
Further, the cavalry was more numerous and better led than 
that of Peloponnesian states. The professional armies had well 
understood the management of cavalry; Xenophon's handbook of 
the subject is not without value in the teeth century. In Greek 
armies the dearth of horses and the consequent numerical weak-
ness of the cavalry prevented the bold use of the arm on the 
battlefield (ACC CAVALRY). But Thebes had always to deal 
with nations which possessed numerous horsemen. Jason of 
Phcrac, for instance, put into the field against Thebes many 
thousands of Thessalian horse; and thus at the battle of Tegyra 
in 37s the Theban cavalry under Pclopidas, aided by the corps 
educe' infantry called the Sacral Band, carried all before them. 
At Leuctra Epaminondas won a glorious victory by the use of 
his " oblique order " tactics; the same methods achieved the 
secondgreat victoryof Mantineia (362 u.c.)at which Epaminondas 
fell. Pelopidas had already been slain in a battle against the 
Thessalians, and there was no leader to carry on their work. 
But the new Greek system was yet to gain its greatest triumphs 
under Alexander the Great. 

7. cliczender.—The reforms of Alexander's father, Philip of 
Macedon, may most justly be compared to those of Frederick 
William I. in Prussia. Philip had lived at Thebes as a hostage, 
and had known 1phicrates, Epaminondas and Pclopidas. He 
grafted the Theban system of tactics on to the Macedonian 
system of organization. That the latter--a complete territorial 
system—was efficient was shown by the fact that Philip's blow 
was always struck before his enemies were ready to meet it. 
That the new Greek tactics, properly used, were superior to the 
old was once more demonstrated at Chaeronea (338 s.c.), where 
the Macedonian infantry militia fought in phalanx, and the 
cavalry, led by the young Alexander, delivered the last crushing 
blow. On his accession, like Frederick the Great, Alexander 
inherited a well-trained and numerous army, and was-not slow 
to use it. The invasion of Asia was carried out by an army 
of the Greek pattern, formed both of Hellenes and of 
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non-Hellenes on an exceedingly strong Macedonian nucleus. 
Alexander's own guard was composed of picked horse and foot. 
The infantry of the line comprised Macedonian and Greek hop-
lites, the Macedonians being subdivided into heavy and medium 
troops. These fought in a grand phalanx, which was subdivided 
into units corresponding to the modern divisions, brigades and 
regiments, the fighting formation being normally a line of 
battalion masses. The arm of the infantry was the i8-foot pike 
(ravine). The peltasts, Macedonian and Greek, were numerous 
and well trained, and there was the usual mass of irregular light 
troops, bowmen, slingers, 8/e. The cavalry included the Guard 
(arum), a body of heavy cavalry composed of chosen Mace-
donians, the line cavalry of Macedonia (trams) and Thessaly, 
the numerous small contingents of the Greek states, mercenary 
corps and light lancers for outpost work. The final blow and 
the gathering of the fruits of victory were now for the first time 
the work of the mounted arm. The solid phalanx was almost 
unbreakable in the earlier stages of the battle, but after a long 
infantry fight the horsemen had their chance. In former wars. 
they were too few and too poorly mounted to avail themselves 
of it, and decisive victories were in consequence rarely achieved 
in battles of Greek versus Greek. Under Epaminondas, and still 
more under Philip and Alexander, the cavalry was strong enough 
for its new work. Battles are now ended by the shock action 
of mounted men, and in Alexander's time it is noted as a novelty 
that the cavalry carried out the pursuit of a beaten army. There 
were further, in Alexander's army, artillerymen with a battering 
train, engineers and departmental troops, and also • medical 
service, an improvement attributed to Jason of Pherae. The 
victories of this army, in close order and in open, over every kind 
of enemy and on every sort of terrain, produced the Hellenistic 
world, and in that achievement the history of Greek armies 
closes, for after the return of the greater part of the Europeans 
to their homes the armies of Alexander and his successors, while 
preserving much of the old form, become more and more 
orientalized. 

The decisive step was taken in 323, when It picked contingent 
of Persians, armed mainly with missile weapons, was drafted 
into the phalanx, in which henceforward they formed the middle 
ranks of each file of sixteen men. But, like the third rank of 
Prussian infantry up to r888, they normally fought as skirmishers 
in advance, falling into their place behind the pikes of the Mace-
donian file-leaders only if required for the decisive assault. The 
new method, of course, depended for success on the steadiness 
of the thin three-deep line of Macedonians thus left as the line 
of battle. Alexander's veterans were indeed to be trusted, but 
as time went on, and little by little the war-trained Greeks left 
the service, it became less and less safe to array the Hellenistic 
army in this shallow and articulated order of battle. The purely 
formal organization of the phalanx sixteen deep became thus 
the actual tactical formation, and around this solid mass of 
16,38.4 men gathered the heterogeneous levies of a typical 
oriental army. Pyrrhus, king of Epirus, retained far more of 
the tradition of Alexander's system than his contemporaries 
farther east, yet his phalanx, comparatively light and mobile 
as it was, achieved victories over the Roman legion only at 
the cost of self-destruction. Even elephants quickly became a 
necessary adjunct to Hellenistic armies. 

8. Carthage.—The military systems of the Jews present' few 
features of unusual interest. The expedient of calling out 
successive contingents from the different tribes, in order to ensure 
continuity in military operations, should, however, be noticed. 
David and Solomon possessed numerous permanent troops 
which served as guards and garrisons; In principle this organ-
ization was identical with that of the Persians, and that of 
Europe in the 16th and ,7th centuries. Particular interest 
attaches to the Carthaginian military forces of the 3rd century 
a.c. Rarely has any army achieved such renown in the short 
space of sixty years (264-2o2 a.c.). Carthage produced a 
series of great generals, culminating in Hannibal, who is marked 
out, even by the little that is known of him, as the equal of 
Napoleon. But Napoleon was supported by a national army, 

Hanm'bal and his predecessors were condemned to work with 
armies of mercenaries. For the first time in the world's history 
war is a matter with which the civil population has no concern. 
The merchants of Carthage fought only in the last extremity; 
the wars in which their markets were extended were conducted 
by non-national forces and directed by the few Carthaginian 
citizens who possessed military aptitudes. The civil authorities 
displayed towards their instruments a spirit of hatred for which 
it is difficult to find a parallel. Unsuccessful leaders were 
crucified, the mercenary soldieis were cheated of their pay, and 
broke out into a mutiny which shook the empire of Carthage 
to its foundations. But the magnetism of a leader's personality 
infused a corporate military spirit into these heterogeneous 
Punic armies, and history has never witnessed so complete an 
illustration of the power of pure and unaided esprit de corps 
as in the case of Hannibal's army in Italy, which, composed 
as it was of Spaniards, Africans, Gauls, Numidians, Italians 
and soldiers of fortune of every country, was yet welded by him 
into thorough efficiency. The army of Italy was as great in its 
last fight at Zama as the army of Spain at Rocroi; its victories 
of the Trebia, Trasimene and Cannae Were so appalling that, 
two hundred years later, the leader to whom these soldiers 
devoted their lives was still, to a Roman, the " dire " Hannibal. 

In their formal organization the Carthaginian armies re-
sembled the new Greek model, and indeed they were created 
in the first instance by Xanthippus, a Spartan soldier in the 
service of Carthage, who was called upon to raise and train an 
army when the Romans were actually at the gates of Carthage, 
and justified his methods in the brilliant victory of Tunis 
(253 s.c.). For the solid Macedonian phalanx of 36,000 spears 
Xanthippus substituted a line of heavy battalions equal in its 
aggregate power of resistance to the older form, and far more 
flexible. The triumphs of the cavalry arm in Hannibal's battles 
far excelled those of Alexander's horesemen. Hannibal chose 
his fighting ground whenever possible with a view to using their 
full power, first to defeat the hostile cavalry, then to ride down 
the shaken infantry masses, and finally to pursue an fond. At. 
Cannae, the greatest disaster ever suffered by the Remus, the 
decisive blow and the slaughter were the work of Hannibal's 
line cavalry, the relentless pursuit that of his light horse. But 
a professional long-service army has always the greatest diffi-
culty in making good its losses, and in the present case it was 
wholly unable to do so. Even Hannibal failed at last before the 
sustained efforts of the citizen army of Rome. 

9. Roman Array under Ike Republic.—The earliest organize• 
tion of the Roman army is attributed to Romulus; who formed it 
on the tribal principle, each of the three tribes contributing its 
contingent of horse and foot. But it 1,111 to Servius Tullius 
that Rome owed, traditionally, the complete classification of 
her citizen-soldiers. For the details of the Roman military 
system, see ROMAN ARMY. During the earlier period of Roman 
history the army was drawn entirely from the first classes of the 
population, who served without pay and provided their own 
arms and armour. The wealthiest men (equate) furnished the 
cavalry, the remainder the infantry, while the poorer classes 
either fought as light troops or escaped altogether the privilege 
and burden of military service. Each " legion " of 3000 heavy 
foot was at. first formed in a solid phalanx. The introduction of 
the elastic and handy three-line formation with intervals (similar 
in many respects to Alexander's) was brought about by the 
Gallic wars, and is attributed to M. Furius Camillus, who alto, 
during the siege of Veii, introduced the practice of paying the 
soldiers, and thus removed the chief obstacle to the employment 
of the poorer classes. The new order of battle was fully developed 
in the Pyrrhic Wars, and the typical army of the Republic may 
be taken as dating from the latter part of the 3rd century n.c. 
The legionary was still possessed of a property qualification, but 
it had become relatively small. An annual levy was made at 
Rome to provide for the campaign of the year. Discipline was 
severe, and the rewards appealed as much to the soldier's honour 
as to his desire of gain. A legion now consisted of three lines 
(Huta. Prhecipes, Triaria, 'each line composed of mat el 
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simper age and experience, and was further subdivided into 
thirty " maniples," each of two " centuries." The normal 
establishment of 300 cavalry, 3000 heavy and 1200 light infantry 
was still maintained, though in practice these figures were often 
exceeded. In place of the old light-armed and somewhat 
inferior rorarii, the new guiles performed light infantry duties 
(n r s.c.), at the same time retaining their place in the maniples, 
of which they formed the last ranks (compare the Macedonian 
phalanx as reorganized in 323, § 7 above). The 300 cavalry 
of the legion were trained for shock action. But the strength 
of the Roman army lay in the heavy legionary infantry of citizens. 
The thirty maniples of each legion stood in the lines of battle, 
but the most notable point of their formation was that each 
maniple stood by itself on its own small manceuvre-area, free to 
take ground to front or flank. To the Roman legion was added 
a legion of allies, somewhat differently organized and possessing 
more cavalry, and the whole force was called a " double legion " 
or briefly a " legion." A consul's army consisted nominally of 
two double legions, but in the Punic wars military exigencies 
rather than custom dictated the numbers of the army, and the 
two consuls at Cannae (2 i6 s.c.) commanded two double consular 
armies, or eight double legions. 

to. Characteristics of the Roman Arsty.—Such in outline was 
the Roman military organization at the time when it was put 
to the severe test of the Second Punic War. Its elements were 
good, its military skill superior to that of any other army of 
ancient history, while its organization was on the whole far better 
than any that had gone before. The handy formation of 
maniples at open order was unique in the ancient world, and it 
did not reappear In history up to the advent of Gustavus Adol-
phus. In this formation, in which everything was entrusted to 
the skill of subordinates and Ow individual courage of the rank 
and file, the Romans met and withstobd with success every type 
of impact, from the ponderoUs shock of the Macedonian phalanx 
and the dangerous rush of Celtic savages to the charge of ele-
phants. Yet it was no particular virtue in the actual form 
employed that carried the Roman arms to so many victories. 
There would have been positive danger in thus articulating the 
legion bad it been composed of any but the most trustworthy 
soldiers. To swiftness and precision of manoeuvre they added 
a dogged obstinacy over which nothing but overwhelming 
disaster prevailed. It is, therefore, not unnatural to ask wherein 
the system which produced these soldiers failed, as it did within 
a century after the battle of Zama. The greatest defect was the 
want of a single military command. The civil magistrates of 
Rome were ex officio leaders of her armies, and though no Roman 
officer lacked military training, the views of a consul or praetor 
were almost invariably influenced by the programme of his 
political party. When, as sometimes happened, the men under 
their command sided in the political differences of their leaders, 
all real control came to an end. The soldiers of the Republic 
hardly ever forgot that they were citizens with voting powers; 
they served as a rule only during a campaign; and, while there 
could be little question as to their patriotism and stubbornness, 
they lacked almost entirely that esprit de corps which is found 
only amongst the members of a body having a permanent cor-
porate existence. Thus they had the vices as well as the virtues 
of a nation in arms, and they fell still further short of the ideal 
because of the dubious and precarious tenure of their generals' 
commands. The great officers were usually sent home at the 
end of a campaign, to be replaced by their elected successors, 
and they showed all the hesitation and fear of responsibility 
usually found in a temporary commander. Above all, when. 
two armies, each under its own consul or praetor, acted together, 
the command was either divided or exercised on alternate days. 

Roman Empire.—The essential weaknesses of militia 
forces and the accidental circumstances of that under con-
sideration led, even in earlier times, to the adoption of various 
expedients which fora time obviated the evils to which allusion has 
been made. But a change of far greater importance followed 
the final exploits of the armies of the old system. The increasing 
dominions of the Republic, the spread of wealth and luxury, 

the gradual decadence of the old Roman ideas, all traded to 
produce an army more suited to the needs of the newer time 
than the citizen, militia of the 3rd century. Permanent troops 
were a necessity; the rich, in their newly acquired dislike of 
personal effort, ceased to bear their share in the routine life of 
the army, and thus the proletariat began to join the legions 
with the express intention of taking to a military career. The 
actual change from the old regime to the new was in the main 
the work of Gains Marius. The urgent demand for men at the 
time of the Teutonic invasions caused the service to be thrown 
open to all Roman citizens irrespective of censor. The new 
territories furnished cavalry, better and more numerous than 
the old quite:, and light troops of various- kinds to replace the 
tellies. Only the heavy foot remained a purely Italian force, and 
the spread of the Roman citizenship gradually abolished the 
distinction between a Roman and an allied legion. The higher 
classes had repeatedly shown themselves unwilling to serve under 
plebeians (e.g. Varro and Flaminius); Marius preferred to have 
as soldiers men who did not despise him as an inferior. Under 
all these influences for good or for evil, the standing army was 
developed in the first half of the tat century s.c. The tactical 
changes in the legion indicate its -altered character. The small 
maniples gave way to heavy " cohorts," ten cohorts forming 
the legion; as in the Napoleonic wars, light and handy formations 
became denser and more rigid with the progressive decadence 
in moral of the rank and file. It is more significant still that in 
the days of Marius the annual oath of allegiance taken by 
the soldier came to be replaced by a personal vow, taken once 
and for all, of loyalty to the general. Ubi bens, ibi 'atria was 
an expression of the new spirit of the army, and Caesar had but 
to address his men as *rites (civilians) to quell • mutiny. 
Hastati, "Waders: and triarii were now merely expressions in 
drill and tactics. But perhaps the most important of at their 
changes was the growth of regimental spirit and tradition. The 
legions were now numbered throughout the army, and the 
Tenth Legion has remained a classic instant* of a " crack " 
corps. The moral of the Roman army was founded no longer. 
on patriotism, but on professional pride and esprit de turps. 

With this military system Rome passed through the era of 
the Civil Wars, at the end of which. Augustus found himself 
with forty-five legions on his bands. As soon as possible be 
carded through a great reorganization, by which, after ruthlessly 

-rejecting inferior elements, he obtained a smaller picked force 
of twenty-five legions, with numerous auxiliary forces. These 
were permanently stationed in the frontier provinces of the 
Empire, while Italy was garrisoned by the Praetorian cohorts, 
and thus was formed a regular long-service army, the strength 
of which has been estimated at 300,000 men. But these measures, 
temporarily Successful, produced in the end an army which not 
only was perpetually at variance with the civil populations it 
was supposed to protect, but frequently murdered the emperors 
to Whom it had sworn allegiance when it raised them to the 
throne. The evil fame of the Italian cohorts has survived in the 
phrase" praetorianism " used to imply a venal military despotism. 
The citizens gradually ceased to bear arms, and the practice of 
self-mutilation became -common. The inevitable denouement 
was delayed from time to time by the work of an energetic 
prince. But the ever-increasing inefficiency and factiousness 
of the legions, and the evanescence of all military spirit ire the 
civil population, made it easy for the barbarians, when once 
the frontier was broken through, to overrun the decadent 
Empire. The bad came when the Gothic heavy horse annihilated 
the legions of Valens at Adrianople (A.m. 378). 

There was now no resource but to take the barbarians into 
Roman pay. Under the name of fredered, the Gothic mercenary 
cavalry played the most conspicuous part In the succeeding 
wars of the Empire, and began the reign of the heavy cavalry 
arm. which lasted for almost a thousand years. Even so soon as 
within six years of the death of Valens twenty thousand Gothic 
horse decided a great battle in the emperor's favour. These men, 
however, became turbulent and factious, and it was not until 
the emperor Leo 1. had =generated the native Roman soldier 
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that the balance was maintained between the national and the 
hired warrior. The work of this emperor and of his successors 
found eventual expression in the victories of Belisarius and 
alarms, in which the Romans, in the new rale of horse-archers, 
so well combined their efforts with those of the foedcrati that 
neither the heavy cavalry of the Goths nor the phalanx of 
Frankish infantry proved to be capable of resisting the imperial 
forces. At the battle of Casilinum (so) Roman foot-archers 
and infantry bore no small part of the work. It was thus in the 
Eastern Empire that the Roman military spirit revived, and the 
Byzantine army, as evolved from the system of Justinian, 
became eventually the sole example of a fully organized service 
to be found in medieval history. 

12. The " Dark Ages."—In western Europe all traces of 
Roman military institutions quickly died out, and the conquerors 
of the new kingdoms developed fresh systems from the simple 
tribal levy. The men of the plains were horsemen, those of 
marsh and moor were foot, and the four greater peoples retained 
these original characteristics long after the conquest had been 
completed. In organization the Lombards and Franks, Visigoths 
and English scarcely differed. The whole military population 
formed the mass of the army, the chiefs and their personal 
retainers the elite. The Lombards and the Visigoths were natur-
ally cavalry; the Franks and the English were, equally naturally, 
infantry, and the armies of the Merovingian kings differed but 
little from the English fyrd with which Offa and Penda fought 
their battles. But in these nations the use of horses and armour, 
at first confined to kings and great chiefs, gradually spread 
downwards to the ever-growing classes of thegns, costites, &c. 
Finally, under Charlemagne were developed the general lines 
of the military organisation which eventually became feudalism. 
For his distant wars he required an efficient and mobile army. 
Hence successive " capitularies " were issued dealing with 
matters of recruiting, organization, discipline and field service 
work. Very noticeable are his system of forts ((sage) with 
garrisons, his military train of artillery and supplies, and the 
reappearance of the ancient principle that three or four men 
should equip and maintain one of themselves as a warrior. These 
ind other measures taken by him tended to produce a strong 
veteran army, very different in efficiency from the tumultuary 
levy, to which recourse was had only in the last resort. While 
war (as a whole) was not yet an art, fighting (from the indi-
vidual's point of view) had certainly become a special function; 
after Charlemagne's time the typical feudal army, composed 
of well-equipped cavalry and ill-armed peasantry serving on 
foot, rapidly developed. Enemies such as Danes and Magyars 
could only be dealt with by mounted men who could ride round 
them, compel them to fight, and annihilate them by the shock 
of the charge; consequently the practice of leaving the infantry 
in rear, and even at home, grew up almost as a part of the feudal 
system of warfare. England, however, sought a different remedy, 
and thus diverged from the continental methods. This remedy 
was the creation of a fleet, and, the later Danish wars being 
there carried out, not by bands of mounted raiders, but by large 
armies of military settlers, infantry retained its premier position 
in England up to the day of Hastings. Even the Amt.:, who 
there, as abroad, were the mainstay of the army, were heavy-
armed infantry. The only contribution made by Canute to the 
military organization of England was the retention of a picked 
force of has caries (household troops) when the rest of the army 
with which be had conquered his realm was sent back to Scandi-
navia. At Hastings, the forces of Harold consisted wholly of 
infantry. The English array was composed of the king and his 
personal friends, the has cartes, and the contingents of the jyrd 
under the local them; though better armed, they were organized 
after the manner of their forefathers. On that field there perished 
the best infantry in Europe, and henceforward for three centuries 
there was no serious rival to challenge the predominance of the 
heavy cavalry. 

is. The Byzasaines (d. article ROMAN EMPIRE, LATER).- 
While the west of Europe was evolving feudalism, the Byzantine 
empire was acquiring an army and military system *may 

surpassed by any of those of antiquity and not often equalled 
up to the most modern times. The jeederoti disappeared after 
the time of Justinian, and by A.D. 600 the army had become 
at once professional and nationaL For generations, regiments 
had had a corporate existence. Now brigades and divisions also 
appeared in war, and, somewhat later, in peace likewise. With 
the disappearance of the barbarians, the army became one 
homogeneous service, minutely systematized, and generally 
resembling an army in the modern sense of the word. The 
militia of the frontier districts performed efficiently the service 
of surveillance, and the field forces of disciplined regulars were 
moved and employed in accordance with well-reasoned principles 
of war, their maintenance was provided for by s scutage, levied, 
in lieu of service, on the central provinces of the empire. Later, 
a complete territorial system of recruiting and command was 
introduced. Each " theme " (military district) had its own 
regular garrison, and furnished a field division of some s000 
picked troopers for a campaign in any theatre of war. Provision 
having been made in peace for a depot system, all weakly men 
and horses could be left behind, and local duties handed over 
to second line troops; thus the field forces were practically 
always on a war footing. Beside the " themes " under their 
generals, there were certain districts on the frontiers, called 
" dissuras," placed under chosen officers, and specially organized 
for emergency service. The corps of officers in the Byzantine 
army was recruited from the highest classes, and there were 
many families (e.g. that from which came the celebrated Nice-
phorus Phocas) in which soldiering was the traditional career. 
The rank and file were either military settlers or men of the 
yeoman class, and in either case had a personal interest in the 
safety of the theme which prevented friction between soldiers 
and 11211111102. The principal arm was, of course, cavalry, and 
infantry was employed only in special duties. Engineer, train 
and medical services were maintained in each theme. Of the 
ensemble of the Byzantine army it has been said that " the art 
of war as it was understood at Constantinople ... was the only 
system of real merit existing. No western nation could have 
afforded such a training to its officers till the itSch or . rrth 
century." The vitality of such an army remained intact long 
after the rest of the empire had begun to decay, and though the 
old army practically ceased to exist after the great disaster of 
Manzikert (tort), the .barbarians and other mercenaries who 
formed the new service were organized, drilled and trained to 
the same pitch of military efficiency. Indeed the greatest 
tactical triumph of the Byzantine system (Calavryta, torn) 
was won by an army already largely composed of foreigners. 
But mercenaries in the end developed praetorianism, as usual, 
and at last they actually mutinied, in the presence of the enemy, 
for higher pay (Constantinople, r soy). 

14. Fcmdalisnt.—From the military point of view the change 
under feudalism was very remarkable. For the first time in the 
history of western Europe there appears, in however rough a 
form, a systematized obligation to serve in arms, regulated on • 
territorial basis. That army organization in the modern sense 
—organitation for tactics and command—did not develop in 
any degree commensurate with the development of military 
administration, was due to the peculiar characteristics of the 
feudal system, and the virtues and weaknesses of medieval 
armies were its natural outcome. Personal bravery, the primary 
virtue of the soldier, could not be wanting in the members of a 
military class, the antler of which was war and manly exercises. 
Pride of caste, ambition and knightly emulation, all helped to 
raise to a high standard the individual efficiency of the feudal 
cavalier. But the gravest faults of the system, considered as an 
army organization, were directly due to this personal element. 
Indiscipline, impatience of superior control, and dangerous 
knight-errantry, together with the absence of any chain of 
command, prevented the feudal cavalry from achieving results 
at all proportionate to the effort expended and the potentialities 
of a force with so many soldierly qualities. If such defects were 
habitually found in the best elements of the army—the feudal 
tenants and aubtermats who formed the heavy cavalry arm-- 
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tittle could be evaded of the despised sad &armed -foot-
soldiery of the levy. The swift raids of the Danes and others 
(see above) had created • precedent which in French and German 
wars was almost invariably followed. The feudal levy rarely 
appeared at all on the battlefield, and when ft was thus employed 
It was ridden down by the hostile knights, and even by these 
of its own party, without offering more than the feeblest re-
sistance. Above all, one disadvantage, common to all chases of 
feudal soldiers, made an army so composed quite untrustworthy. 
The service which a king was able to exact from his feudatories 
was so slight (varying from one month to three in the year) that 
no military operation which was at all likely to be prolonged 
could be undertaken with any hope of success. 

is. Medieval Mercenaries.—It was natural, therefore, that a 
sovereign who contemplated a great war should employ mer-
cenaries. These were usually foreigners, as practically all national 
forces served on feudal terms. While the greater lords lode with 
him on all his expeditions, the bulk of his army consisted of pro-
fessional soldiers, paid by the levy of scalar imposed upon the 
feudal tenantry. There bad always been soldiers of fortune. 
William's host at Hastings contained many such men; later, 
the Flemings who invaded England in the days of Henry L sang 
to each other- 

" Hop, hop, Willeken. hop! England is mine and thine."—
and from all the evidence it is clear that in earlier days the hired 
soldiers were adventurers seeking lands and homes. But these 
inenusuailyproved tobc most undesirable subjects.and sovereigns 
soon began to pay a money wage for the services of mercenaries 
properly so called. Such were the troops which figured in 
English history under Stephen. Such troops, moreover, formed 
the main part of the armies of the early Plantagenets. They 
were, as a matter of course, armed and armoured like the knights, 
with whom they formed the men-at-arms (gendarmes) of the 
army. Indeed, in the rrth and 12th centuries, the typical army 
of France or the Empire contains a relatively small percentage of 
" knights," evidence of which fact may be found even in so 
fanciful a romance as Arco:sin and Nicolele. it must be noted, 
however, that not all the mercenaries were heavy cavalry; the 
Brabancon pikeman and the Italian cressbowman (the value of 
whose weapon was universally recognized) often formed part of a 
feudal army. 

16. Infantry in Feudal Timer.—These mercenary foot soldiers 
came as a rule from districts in which the infantry arm had 
maintained its ancient predominance in unbroken continuity. 
The cities of Flanders and Brabant, and those of the Lombard 
plain, had escaped feudal interference with their methods of 
fighting, and their burgher militia had developed into solid 
bodies of heavy-armed pikeman. These were very different from 
those of the feudal levy, and individual k 'nightly bravery usually 
failed to make the slightest impression on a band of infantry 
held together by the stringent corporate feeling of a trade-
gild. The more adventurous of the young men, like these of the 
Greek cities, took service abroad and fought with credit in their 
customary manner. The reign of the " Brabancon " as a mer-
cenary was indeed short, but he continued, in his own country, 
to fight in the old way, and his successor in the profession of 
arms, the Genoese crossbowman, was always highly valued. In 
England, moreover, the infantry of the old fyrd was not suffered 
to decay into a rabble of half-armed countrymen, and in France 
a burgher infantry was established by Louis YL under the name 
of the mike des communes, with the idea of creating • counter-
poise to the power of the feudatories. Feudalism, therefore, as 
a military system, was short-lived. Its limitations bad always 
necessitated the employment of mercenaries, and in several 
places a solid infantry was coming into existence, which was 
drawn from the sturdy and self-respecting middle classes, and 
in a few generations was to prove itself a worthy opponent not 
only to the knight, but to the professional nem-at-arms. 

17. The Crusades.—It is an undoubted fact that the long wars 
of the Crusades produced, directly, but slight improvement in the 
feudal armies of Europe. In the East large bodies of men were 
successfully kept under arms for a considerable period, but the.  

application of crusading methods to European war was altogether 
Impracticable. In the first place, much of the permanent force of 
these armies was contributed by the military orders, which had 
no place in European political activities. Secondly, enthusiasm 
mitigated much of the evil of individualism. In the third place, 
there was no custom to Emit the period of service, since the 
Crusaders had undertaken a definite task and would merely have 
stultified their own purpose in leaving the work only belt done. 
There were, therefore, slurp contrasts between crusading and 
European armies. In the latter, systematkation was confined to 
details of recruiting; in the armies of the Crois, men were from 
time to time obtained by the accident of religions fervour, while 
at the same time conthruons service produced a relatively high 
system of tactical organization. Different conditions, therefore, 
produced different methods, and crusading unity and discipline 
could not have been imposed on an ordinary army, which Indeed 
with its paid auxiliaries was fairly adequate for the somewhat 
desultory European wars of that time. The statement that the 
Crusaders had a direct influence on the revival of infantry is 
hardly susceptible of convincing demonstration, but It is at any 
rate beyond question that the social and economic results of the 
Crusades materially contributed to the downfall of the feudal 
knight, and in consequence to a rise in the relative importance 
of the middle chases. Further, not only were the Crusading 
knights compelled by their own want of numbers to rely our the 
good qualities of the foot, but the foot themselves was the 
" survivors of the fittest," for the weakly men died before they 
reached the Holy Land, and with them there were always 
knights who had lost their hones and could not obtain remounts. 
Moreover, when " simple " and " gentle " both took the Cross 
there could be no question of treating Crusaders as if they were 
the mere feudal levy. But the little direct influence of the whole 
of these wars upcn military progress in Europe is shown dearly 
enough by the fact that at the very close of the Crusades a great 
battle was lost through knight-errantry of the true feudal type 
(Mansurah). 

r8. The Period of Tramiel.= (imm-1490).—Besides the 
infantry already mentioned, that of Scotland and that of the 
German cities fought with credit on may fields. Their arm was 
the pike, and they were always formed in solid masses (called in 
Scotland, sadirons). The basis of the medieval commune being 
the suppression of the individual in the social unit, it was natural 
that the burgher infantry should fight "in serried ranks and 
in better order " than a line of individual knights, who, more-
over, were almost powerless before walled cities. But these 
forces lacked offensive power, and it was left for the English 
archers, whose importance dates from the latter years of the 
13th century, to show afresh, at Crecy, Poitiers and Agincourt, 
the value of missile action. When properly supported by other 
arms, they proved themselves capable of meeting both the 
man-at-arms and the pikeman. The greatest importance 
attaches to the evolution of this idea of mutual support and 
combination. Once it was realized, war became an art, and 
armies became specially organized bodies of troops of different 
arms. It cannot be admitted, indeed, as has been claimed, 
that the 14th century had a scientific system of tactics, or that 
the campaign of Poitiers was arranged by the French " general 
staff." Nevertheless, during this century armies were steadily 
coming to consist of expert soldiers, to the exclusion of national 
levies and casual mercenaries. It is true that, by his system of 
" Went'," Edward IIL of England raised national armies 
of a professional type, but the English soldier thus enrolled, 
when discharged by his own sovereign, naturally sought similar 
employment elsewhere. This system produced, moreover, a 
class of unemployed soldiers, and these, with others who became 
adventurers from choice or necessity, and even with foreign 
troops, formed the armies which fought in the Wars of the Roses 
—armies which differed but slightly from others of the time. 
The natural result of these wars was to implant a hatred of 
soldiery in the heart of a nation which had formerly produced 
the best fighting men in Europe, a hatted which left a deep 
imprint on the constitutional and social life of the people. In 
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France, where Joan of Arc passed like a meteor across the 
military firmament, the idea of a national regular army took a 
practical form in the middle of the zsth century. Still, the 
forces thus brought into existence were not numerous, and the 
soldier of fortune, in spite of such experiences of his methods 
as those of the Wars of the Roses, was yet to attain the zenith 
of his career. 

19. The Condafieri.— The immediate result of this confused 
period of destruction and reconstruction was the comidoaiere, 
who becomes important about rsoo. In Italy, where the 
coodokieri chiefly flourished, they were in demand owing to the 
want of feudal cavalry, and the inability of burgher infantry 
to undertake wars of aggression. The " free companies " (who 
served in great numbers in France and Spain as well as in Italy) 
were " military societies very much like trade-gilds," which 
(so to speak) were hawked from place to place by their managing 
directors, and hired temporarily by princes who needed their 
services. Unlike the older hirelings, they were permanently 
organized, and thus, with their experience and discipline, 
became the best troops in existence. But the carrying on of 
war " in the spirit of a handicraft " led to bloodless battles, 
indecisive campaigns, and other unsatisfactory results, and the 
reign of the condoltieri proper was over by 1400, subsequent 
free companies being raised on a more strictly national basis. 
With all their defects, however, they were the pioneers of 
modern organization. In the inextricable tangle of old and 
new methods which constitutes the military system of the 
xsth century, it is possible to discern three marked tendencies. 
One is the result of a purely military conception of the now 
special art of war, and its exposition as an art by men who 
devote their whole career to it. The second is the idea of • 
national army, resulting from many social, economical and 
political causes. The third is the tendency towards minter 
organization and subdivision within the army. Whereas the 
individual feudatories had disliked the close supervision of a 
minor commander, and their army had in consequence remained 
always a loosely-knit unit, the men who made war into an art 
belonged to small bands or corps, and naturally began their 
organization from the lower units. Herein, therefore, was the 
germ of the regimental system of the present day. 

zo. The Swiss.—The best description of a typical European 
army at the opening of the new period of development is that 
of the French army in Italy in 1494, written by Paolo Giovio. 
He notes with surprise that the various corps of infantry and 
cavalry are distinct, the usual practice of the time being to 
combine one lancer, one archer, one groom, &c., into • small 
unit furnished and commanded by the lancer. There were 
Swiss and German infantry, armed with pike and halbert, with 
a few " shot," who marched in good order to music. There 
were the heavy men-at-arms (semiarmes), accompanied as of old 
by mounted archers, who, however, now fought independently. 
There were, further, Gascon clingers and crossbowmen, who 
had probably acquired, from contact with Spain, some of the 
lightness and dash of their neighbours. The artillery train was 
composed of 4o heavy pieces and a great number of lighter 
guns; these were then and for many generations thereafter 
a special arm outside the military establishments (see ARM-
LERY). In all this the only relic of the days of Crecy is the 
administrative combination of the men-at-arms and the horse 
archers, and even this is no longer practised in action. The 
most important element in the army is the heavy infantry of 
Swiss and Germans. The Swiss had for a century past gradually 
developed into the most formidable troops of the day. The 
wars of Mika (q.v.) in Bohemia (zero) materially assisted in the 
downfall of the heavy cavalry; and the victories of the Swiss, 
beginning with Sempach (1382), had by 148o proved that their 
solid battalions, armed with the long pike and the halberd, 
were practically invulnerable to all but missile and shock action 
combined. By fortune of war, they never met the English, who 
bad shown the way to deal with the :claire* as early as Falkirk. 
So great was their confidence against ordinary troops, that on 
one occasion (recta) they detached shoo men to engage so,000. 

It was natural that • series of victories such as Gmnson, Moral 
and Nancy should place them in the forefront of the military 
nations of Europe. The whole people devoted itself thereupon 
to professional soldiering, particularly in the French service, 
and though their monopoly of mercenary employment Mated 
• short time only, they continued to furnish regiments to the 
armies of France, Spain and the Pope up to the moat modern 
times. But their efficiency was thoroughly sapped by the growth 
of a mutinous and insubordinate spirit, the memory of which 
has survived in the proverb Poise d'aremd, point de Suisse, 
and inspired Machiavelli with the hatred of mercenaries which 
marks every page of his work on the art of war. One of their 
devices for extorting money was to appear at the muster with 
many more soldiers than had been contracted for by their em-
ployers, who were forced to submit to this form of blickmaiL 
At last the French, tired of these caprices, inflicted on the Swim 
the crushing defeat of Marignan (q.v.), and their tactical system 
received its death-blow from the Spaniards at Pavia (1525)- 

21. Thelandsknechts.—The modern army owes far more of its 
organization and administrative methods to the Landsknechta 
("men of the country," as distinct from foreigners) than to the 
Swiss. As the latter were traditionally the friends of France, 
so these Swabians were the mainstay of the Imperial armies, 
though both were mercenaries. The emperor Maximilian exerted 
himself to improve the new force, which soon became the model 
for military Europe. A corps of Lsndsknechts was usually 
raised by • system resembling that of " indents," commhsions 
being issued by the sovereign to leaders of repute to enlist men. 
A "colour " (Models) numbered usually about 40o men, a 
corps consisted of a varying number of colours, some corps 
having s 2,000 men. From these troops, with their intense 
pride, esprit is corps and comradeship, there has come down 
to modern times much of present-day etiquette, interior economy 
and " regimental customs "— in other words, nearly all that 
is comprised in the " regimental " system. Amongst the most 
notable features of their system were the functions of the provost, 
who combined the modern offices of provost-marshal, transport 
and supply officer, and canteen manager; the disciplinary code, 
which admitted the right of-the rank and file to judge offences 
touching the honour of the regiment; and the women who, 
lawfully or unlawfully attached to the soldiers, marched with 
the regiment and had a definite place in its corporate life. The 
conception of-the regiment as the home of the soldier was thus 
realized in fact. 

22. The Spanish Army.— The tendencies towards professional 
soldiering and towards subdivision bad now pronounced them-
selves. At the sometime, while national armies, as dreamed of 
by Machiavelli, were not yet in existence, two at least of the 
powers were beginning to work towards an ideal. This ideal 
was an army which was entirely at the disposal of its own 
sovereign, trained to the due professional standard, and organized 
in the best way found by experience to be applicable to military 
needs. On these bases was formed the old Spanish army which, 
from Pavia (1525) to Rocroi (1643), was held by common consent 
to be the finest service in existence. Almost immediately after 
emerging from the period of internal development; Spain found 
herself obliged to maintain an army for the Italian wars. In 
the first instance this was raised from amongst veterans of the 
war of Granada, who enlisted for an indefinite time. Probably 
the oldest line regiments in Europe are those descended from the 
famous fercios, whose formation marks the beginning of military 
establishments, just as the Landsknechts were the founders of 
military manners and customs. The great captains who led the 
new army soon assimilated the best points of the Swiss system, 
and it was the Spanish army which evolved the typical com-
bination of pike and musket which flourished up to 1700. Out-
side the domain the tactics, it must be credited with an important 
contribution to the science of army organization, in the depot 
system, whereby the lereim in the field were continually " fed " 
and kept up to strength. The social position of the soldier was 
that of a gentleman, and the youug nobles (who soon came to 
prefer the terries to the cavalry service) thought it no shame, 
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when their commands were reduced, to take a pike" in 
another regiment The provost and his gallows were as much 
in evidence in a Spanish camp as in one of Landaknechts, but 
the comradeship and esprit de corps of a krcio were the admira-
tion of all contemporary soldiers. With all its good qualities, 
however, this army was not truly national; men soon came from 
all the various nations ruled by the Habsburgs, and the soldier 
of fortune found employment in a tercio as readily as elsewhere. 
But it was a great gain that corps, as such, were fully recognized 
as belonging to the government, however shifting the personnel 
might be. Permanence of regimental existence had now been 
attained, though the universal acceptance and thorough appli-
cation of the principle were still far distant. During the rfith 
century, the French regular army (originating in the compagnies 
d'ordonnance of 1445),  which was always in existence, even when 
the Swiss and gendarmes were the best part of the field forces, 
underwent a considerable development, producing amongst 
other things the military terminology of the present day. But 
the wars of religion effectually checked all progress in the latter 
part of the century, and the European reputation of the French 
army dates only from the latter part of the Thirty Years' War. 

23. The Sixteenth Century—The battle of St Quentin (r557) 
is usually taken as the date from which the last type of a purely 
mercenary arm (as distinct from corps) comes into prominence. 
" Brabancon " or " Swiss " implied pikemen without further 
qualification., the new term "Reiter" similarly implied mercenary 
cavalry fighting with the pistol. Heavy cavalry could disperse 
arquebusiers and musketeers, but 41 was helpless against solid 
masses of pikemen; the Reiters solved the difficulty by the use 
of the pistol. They were well armoured and had little to fear 
from musket-balls. Arrayed in deep squadrons, therefore, 
they rode up to the pikes with impunity, and fired methodically 
dans le tar, each rank when it had discharged its pistols filing 
to the rear to reload. These Reiters were organised in squadrons 
of variable strength, and recruited in the same manner as were 
the Landsknechts. They were much inferior, however, to the 
latter in their discipline and general conduct, for cavalry had 
many more individual opportunities of plunder than the foot, 
and the rapacity and selfishness of the Reiters were consequently 
in marked contrast to the good order and mutual helpfulness 
in the field and in quarters which characterized the regimental 
system of the Landsknechts. 

24. Dutch System.—The most interesting feature of the Dutch 
system, which was gradually evolved by the patriots in the long 
War of Independence, was its minute attention to detail. In 
the first years of the war, William the Silent had to depend, 
for field operations, on mutinous and inefficient mercenaries 
and on raw countrymen who had nothing but devotion to oppose 
to the discipline and skill of the best regular army in the world. 
Such troops were, from the point of view of soldiers like Alva, 
mere canaille, and the ludicrous ease with which their armies 
were destroyed (as at Jemmingen and Mookerheyde), at the cost 
of the lives of perhaps a dozen Spanish veterans, went far to 
justify this view. But, fortunately for the Dutch, their fortified 
towns were exceedingly numerous, and the individual bravery 
of citizen-militia, who were fighting for the lives of every soul 
within their walls, baffled time after time all the efforts of Alva's 
men. In the open, Spanish officers took incredible liberties with 
the enemy; once, at any rate, they marched for hours together 
along submerged embankments with hostile vessels firing into 
them from either side. Behind walls the Dutch were practically 
a match for the most furious valour of the assailants. 

The insurgents' first important victory in the open field, that 
of Rymenant near Malines (ISM, was won by the skill of 
" Bras de Fer," de la Nave, a veteran French general, and the 
stubbornness of the English contingent of the Dutch army—
for England, from rejs onwards, sent out an ever-increasing 
number of volunteers. This battle was soon followed by the 
great defeat of Gembloux (15711), and William the Silent was 
not destined to see the rise of the Dutch army. Maurice of 
Nassau was the real organiser of victory. In the wreck of all 
feudal and burgher military institutions, be turned to the old  

models of Xenophon, Polybius, Adieu and the rest. Drill, as 
rigid and as complicated as that of the Macedonian phalanx, 
came into vogue, the infantry was organized more strictly into 
companies and regiments, the cavalry into troops or cornets. 
The Reiter tactics of the pistol were followed by the latter, the 
former consisted of pilres, halberts and " shot." This form was 
generally followed in central Europe, as usual, without the spirit, 
but in Holland it was the greater trustworthiness of the rank and 
file that allowed of more flexible formations, and here we no longer 
see the foot of an army drawn up, as at Jemmingen, in one solid 
and immovable " square." In their own country and with the 
system best suited thereto, the Dutch, who moreover acquired 
greater skill and steadiness day by day, maintained their ground 
against all the efforts of a Parma and a Spinola. Indeed, it 
is the best tribute to the vitality of the Spanish system that 
the inevitable debacle was so long delayed. The campaigns of 
Spinola in Germany demonstrated that the " Dutch " system, as 
a system for general use, was at any rate no better than the 
system over which it had locally asserted its superiority, and 
the spirit, and not the form, of Maurice's practice achieved the 
ultimate victory of the Netherlanders. In the Thirty Years' War, 
the unsuccessful armies of Mansfeld and many others were 
modelled on the Dutch system,—the forces of Spinals, of Tilly 
and of Wallenstein, on the Spanish. In other words, these 
systems as such meant little; the discipline and spirit behind 
them, everything. Yet the contribution made by the Dutch 
system to the armies of to-day was not small; to Maurice and 
his comrades we owe, first the introduction of careful and 
accurate drill, and secondly the beginnings of an acknowledged 
science of war, the groundwork of both being the theory and 
practice of antiquity. The present method of "forming fours" 
in the British infantry is ultimately derived from Aelian, just as 
the first beatsof thedrums in a march represent the regimental 
calls of the Landsknechts, and the depots and the drafts for the 
service battalions date from the Italian wars of Spain. 

ss. The Thirty Years' War.—Hitherto all armies had been 
raised or reduced according to the military and political situation 
of the moment Spain had indeed maintained a relatively high 
effective in peace, but elsewhere a few personal guards, small 
garrisons, and sometimes a small regular army to serve as a 
nucleus, constituted the only permanent forces kept under arms 
by sovereigns, though, in this era of perpetual wars, armies were 
almost always on • war footing. The expense of maintenance 
at that time practically forbade any other system than this, 
called in German Werbe-system, a term forwhich in English there 
is no nearer equivalent than " enlistment " or " levy " system. 
It is worth noticing that this very system is identical in principle 
with that of the United States at the present day, viz., • small 
permanent force, inflated to any required size at the moment of 
need. The exceptional conditions of the Dutch army, indeed, 
secured for its regiments a long life; yet when danger was 
finally over, a large portion of the army was at once reduced. 
The history of the British army from about r74o to 1820 is a 
most striking, if belated, example of the Werke-system in practice. 
But the Thirty Years' War naturally produced an unusual con-
tinuity of service in corps raised about olio-03o, and fifty 
years later the principle of the standing army was universally 
accepted. It is thus that the senior regiments of the Prussian 
and Austrian armies date from about zflso. At this time an 
event took place which was destined to have a profound influence 
on the military art. Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden landed in 
Germany with an army better organized, trained and equipped 
than any which had preceded it. This army, by its great victory 
of Breitcnfeld (x631), inaugurated the era of " modem " warfare, 
and it is to the system of Gustavus that the student must turn 
for the initial point of the progressive development which has 
produced the armies of today. Spanish and Dutch methods 
at once became as obsolete as those of the Landsknechts. 

26. The Swedish Army.—The Swedish army was raised by a 
carefully regulated system of conscription, a hich was " preached 
in every pulpit in Sweden." There were indeed enlisted 
regiments of the usual type, and it would seentthat Gestamm 
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obtained the Best even of the soldiers of fortune. But the 
national regiments were raised on the Thalia system. Each 
officer and man, under this scheme, received a land grant within 
the territorial district of his corps, and each of these districts 
supplied recruits in numbers proportionate to its population. 
This curious mixture of feudal and modern methods produced 
the best elements of an army, which, aided by the tactical and 
technical improvements introduced by Gustavus, proved itself 
incomparably superior to its rivals. Of come the long and 
bloody campaigns of 5630-34 led to the admission of great 
numbers of mercenaries even into the Swedish corps; and 
German, Scottish and other regiments figured largely, not only 
in the armies of Duke Bernhard and his successors, but in the 
army of Gustavus' own lifetime. As early as 1632 one brigade 
of the army was distinguished by the title " Swedish," as alone 
containing no foreigners. Yet the framework was much the 
same as it had been in Aso. The battle-organization of two 
lines and two wings, which was typical of the later " linear " 
tactics, began to supplant the system of the terries. Bow cum-
brous the latter bad become by 1630 may be judged from any 
battle-plan of the period, and notably from that of Laken. 
Gustavus' cavalry fought four or three deep only, and depended 
as little as possible on the pistol. The work of riding down the 
pikes was indeed rendered easier by the improved tactical 
handiness of the musketeers, but it was fiery leading which 
alone compelled victory, for there were relatively few Swedish 
horse and many squadrons of Germans and others, who in 
themselves were far less likely to charge boldly than the 
" Pappenheimers" and other crack corps of the enemy. The 
infantry was of the highest class, and only on that condition 
could loose and supple lines be trusted to oppose the solid 
genies of Tilly and Wallenstein. Cumbrous indeed these were, 
but by long practice they had acquired no small manoeuvring 
power, of which Breltenfeld affords a striking example. The 
Swedes, however, completely surpassed them. The progress 
thus made may be gauged from the fact that under Gustavus 
the largest closed body of infantry was less than Soo strong. 
Briefly, the genius of a great commander, the ardour of a born 
cavalry leader, better arms and better organization, carried the 
Swedes to the end of their career of victory, but bow personal 
was the viz viva which inspired the army was quickly noticeable 
after the death of Gustavus. Even a Bernhard could, in the 
end, evoke no more heroism from a Swedish army than from 
any other, and the real Swedish troops fought their last battle 
at Nordlingen 0634. After this, little distinguished the 
" Swedish " forces from the general mass of the armies of the 
time, Nave their system, to which, and to its influence on the 
training of such leaders as Bank, Torstensson and Wrangel, 
all their.later victories were due. So much of Gustavus' work 
survived even the carnage of NorcUingen, and his system always 
obtained better results, even with the heterogeneous troops of 
this later period, than any other of the time. 

27. The English Civil War (see GREAT Ranzrzion).—The 
armies on either side which, about the same time, were fighting 
out the constitutional quarrel in England were essentially 
different from all those of the continent, though their formal 
organization was similar to that of the Swedes. The military 
expression of a national conscience had appeared rarely indeed 
in the Thirty Years' War, which was a means of livelihood for, 
rather than an assertion of principle by, those who engaged in it. 
In England, on the other hand, there were no mercenaries, and 
the whole character of the operations was settled by the burning 
desire of a true " nation in arms " to decide at once, by the 
arbitrament of battle, the Vital points at issue. A German 
critic (Fritz Hoenig) has indicated Wofoester as the prototype 
of Sedan; at any rate, battles of this kind invariably resulted in 
failure when entrusted to a "standing" army of the 18th cen-
tury. But the national armies disappeared at the end of the 
struggle; after the Restoration, English political aims became, 
so far as military activity was concerned, similar in scope and 
execution to those of the continent; and the example of Cromwell 
and the " New Model," 'which might have revolutionized  

military Europe, passed away without having any marked 
influence on the armies of other nations. 

a& Standing Areties.—Nine years after Nardlingen, the old 
Spanish army fought its last and most honourable battle at 
Rocroi. Its conquerors were the new French troops, whose 
victory created as great a sensation as Pavia and Crecy had done. 
Infusing a new military spirit into the formal organization of 
Gustavus' system, the French army was now to "set the fashion" 
for a century. France had been the first power to revive regular 
forces, and the famous " Picardie " regiment disputed for pre-
cedence even with the old tercios. The country had emerged 
from the confusion of the past century with the foreign and 
domestic strength of a practically absolute central power. The 
Fronde continued the military history of the army from the 
end of the Thirty Years' War, and when the period of consolida-
tion was finally dosed, all was prepared for the introduction 
of a " standing army," practically always at war strength, and 
entirely at the disposal of the sovereign. The reorganization 
of the military establishments by Lollard, may be taken as the 
formal date at which standing armies came into prominence 
(see historical sketch of the French army below). Other powers 
rapidly followed the lead of France, for the defects of enlisted 
troops had become very clear, and the possession of an army 
always ready for war was an obvious advantage in dynastic 
politics. The French proprietary system of regiments, and the 
general scheme of army administration which replaced it, may 
be taken as typical of the armies of other great powers in the 
time of Louis XIV. 

ag. Character of the Sias /Nag A rmies.—A peculiar character 
was from the first imparted to the new organizations by the 
results of the Thirty Years' War. A well-founded horror of 
military barbarity had the effect of separating the soldier from 
the civilian by an impassable gulf. The drain of thirty years on 
the population, resources and finances of almost every country 
in middle Europe, everywhere limited the size of the new armies; 
and the decision in 1648 of all questions save those of dynastic 
interest dictated the nature of their employment. The best 
soldiers of the time pronounced in favour of small field armies, for 
in the then state of communications and agriculture large forces 
proved in practice too cumbrous for good work. In every 
country, therefore, the army took the form of a professional body, 
nearly though not quite independent of extra recruits for war, 
set apart entirely from all contact with civil life, rigidly restricted 
as to conduct in peace and war, and employed mostly in the 
" maintenance " of their superiors' private quarrels. Iron 
discipline produced splendid tenacity in action, and wholesale 
desertion at all times. In the Seven Years' War, for instance, 
the Austrians stated one.fif th of their total loss as due to desertion, 
and Thackeray's Barry Lyndon gives no untrue picture of the 
life of a soldier under the old regime. Further, since men were 
costly, rigid economy of their lives in action, and minute care 
for their feeding and shelter on the march, occupied s dispro-
portionate amount of the attention of their generals. Armies 
necessarily moved slowly and remained concentrated to facilitate 
supply and to check desertion, and thus, when a commander 
had every unit of his troops within a short ride of his head-
quarters, there was little need for intermediate general officers, 
and still less for a highly trained staff. 

30. Organisation in the 181h Century.—All armies were now 
almost equal in fighting value, and war was consequently reduced 
to a set of rules (not principles), since superiority was only to be 
gained by methods, not by men. Soldiers such as Marlborough, 
who were superior to these jejune prescriptions, met indeed 
with uniform- success. But the methods of the 18th century 
failed to receive full illustration, save by the accident of a great 
captain's direction, even amidst the circumstances for which 
they were designed. It is hardly to be wondered at, therefore, 
that they failed, when forced by a new phase of development 
to cope with events completely beyond their element. The inner 
organization was not markedly altered. Artillery was still out-
side the normal organization of the line of battle, though in 
the period 166o-1 Nto much was done in all countries to improve 
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the material, and above all to turn the perantud into disciplined 
soldiers. Cavalry was organised in regiments and squadrons, 
and armed with sabre and pistol. Infantry had by i7o3 begun 
to assume its three-deep line formation and the typical weapons 
of the arm, musket and bayonet. Regiments and battalions 
were the units of combat as well as organization. In the fight 
the company was entirely merged in the higher unit, but as an 
administrative body it still remained. As for the higher organ-
ization, an army consisted simply of a greater or less number 
of battalions and squadrons, without, as a rule, intermediate 
commands and groupings. The army was arrayed as a whole 
in two lines of battle, with the infantry in the centre and the 
cavalry on the flanks, and an advanced guard; the so-called 
reserve consisting merely of troops not assigned to the regular 
commands. It was divided, for command In action, into right 
and left wings, both of cavalry and infantry, of each line. This 
was the famous" linear "organization, which in theory produced 
the maximum effort in the minimum time, but In practice, 
handled by officers whose chief care was to avoid the expenditure 
of effort, achieved only negative results. To see its defects one 
need only suppose a battalion of the first line hard pressed by 
the enemy. A ba ttalion of the second line was directly behind it, 
but there was no authority, less than that of the wing commander, 
which could order it up to support the first. All the conditions 
of the time were opposed to tactical subdivision, as the term is 
now understood. That the 18th century did not revive schiffrons 
was due to the new fire tactics, to which everything but control 
was sacrificed. This "control," as Has been said, implied not 
so much command as police supervision. But far beyond any 
faults of organization and recruiting, the inherent vice of these 
armies was, as Machiavelli had pointed out two centuries pre-
viously, and as Prussia was to learn to her cost in r8o6, that 
once they were thoroughly defeated, the only thing left to be 
done was to make peace at once, since these was no other armed 
force capable of retrieving a failure. 

sr. Frederick the Greal. —The military career of Frederick 
the Great is very different from those of his predecessors. With 
an army organized on the customary system, and trained and 
equipped, better indeed, but still on the same lines as those of 
his rivals, the king of Prussia achieved results out of all propor-
tion to those imagined by contemporary soldiers. It is to his 
campaigns, therefore, that the student must refer for the real, 
if usually latent, possibilities of the army of the r8th century. 
The prime secret of his success lay in the fact that he was his 
own master, and responsible to no superior for the uses to which 
he put his men; This position had never, since the introduction 
of standing armies, been attained by any one, even Eugene and 
Leopold of Dessau being subject to the common restriction; 
and with this extraordinary advantage over his opponents, 
Frederick had further the firmness and ruthless energy of a 
great commander. Prussia, moreover, was more strictly organized 
than other countries, and there was relatively little of that 
opposition of local authorities to the movement of troops which 
was conspicuous in Austria. The military successes of Prussia, 
therefore, up to 1757, were not primarily due to the system and 
the formal tactics, but were the logical outcome of greater energy 
in the leading, and less friction in the administration, of her 
armies. But the conditions were totally different in 1758-1761, 
when the full force of the alliance against Prussia developed 
itself in four theatres of war. Fredetick was driven back to the 
old methods of mating war, and his men were no longer the 
soldiers of Leuthen and Hohenfriedberg. If discipline was 
severe before, it was merciless then; the king obtained men by 
force and fraud from every part of Germany, and had both to 
repress and to train them in the face of the enemy. That under 
such conditions, and with such men, the weaker party finally 
emerged triumphant, was indeed a startling phenomenon. Yet 
its result for soldiers was not the production of the national 
army, though the dynastic forces had once more shown them-
selves incapable of compassing decisive victories, nor yet the 
removal of the barrier between army and people, for the opera-
tions of Frederick's recruiting agents made a lasting impressibn,  

and, further, large numbers of men who bad thought to make 
a profession of arms were turned adrift ut the end of the war. 
On the contrary, all that the great and prolonged four de force 
of these years produced was a tendency, quite in the spirit of 
the age, to make a formal science out of the art of war. Better 
working and better methods were less sought after than system-
atization of the special practices of the most successful com-
manders. Thus Frederick's methods, since 1758 essentially the 
same as those of others, were taken as the basis of the science 
now for the first time called " strategy," the fact that his 
opponents had also practised it without success being strangely 
ignored. Along with this came a mania for imitation. Prussian 
drill, uniforms and hair-powder were slavishly copied by every 
state, and for the next twenty years, and especially when the 
war-trained officers and men had left active service, the purest 
pedantry reigned in all the armies of Europe, induding that of 
Prussia. One of the ablest of Frederick's subordinates wrote 
a book in which he urged that the cadence of the infantry step 
should be increased by one pace per minute. The only excep-
tions to the universal prevalence of this spirit were in the Austrian 
army, which was saved front atrophy by its Turkish wars, and 
in a few British and French troops who served In the Ameri-
can War of Independence. The British regiments were sent to 
die of fever in the West Indies; when the storm of the French 
Revolution broke over Europe, the Austrian army was the only 
stable element of resistance. 

32. The French Reeehnion. —Very different were the armies of 
the Revolution. Europe, after being given over to professional 
soldiers for five hundred years, at last produced the modern 
system of the "nation in arms." The French volunteers of 
1791 were a force by which the routine generals of the enemy, 
working with instruments and by rules designed for other 
conditions, were completely puzzled, and France pined a short 
respite. The year 1793 witnessed the most remarkable event 
that is recorded in the history of armies. Raw enthusiasm was 
replaced, after the disasters and defections which marked the 
beginning of the campaign, by a systematic and unsparing 
conscription, and the masses of men thus enrolled, inspired by 
ardent patriotism and directed by the ferocious energy of the 
Committee of Public Safety, met the disciplined formalists with 
an opposition before which the attack completely collapsed. It 
was less marvellous in fact than in appearance that this should 
be so. Not to mention the influence of pedantry and senility 
on the course of the operations, it may be admitted that Frederick 
and his army at their best would have been unable to accomplish 
the downfall of the now thoroughly roused French. Tactically, 
the fire of the regulars' line caused the Revolutionary levies to 
melt away by thousands, but men were ready to fill the gaps. 
No complicated supply system bound the French to magazines 
and fortresses, for Europe could once more feed an army with-
out convoys, and roads were now good and numerous. No fear 
of desertion kept them concentrated under canvas, for each 
man was personally concerned with the issue. If the allies tried 
to oppose them on an equal front, they were weak at all points, 
and the old organization had no provision for the working of a 
scattered army. While ten victorious campaigns had not carried 
Marlborough nearer to Paris than some marches beyond the 
Sambre, two campaigns now carried a French army to within 
a few miles of Vienna. It was obvious that, before such forces 
and such mobility, the old system was doomed, and with each 
successive failure the old armies became more discouraged. 
Napoleon's victories finally dosed this chapter of military 
development, and by 1808 the only army left to represent it 
was the British. Even to this the Peninsular War opened a 
line of progress, which, If different in many essentials from 
continental practice, was in any case much more than a copy of 
an obsolete model. 

33. The Conscrikiien. —In 1793, at • moment when thedanger 
to France was so great as to produce the rigorous emergency 
methods of the Reign of Terror, the combined enemies of the 
Republic had less than 3oo,00o men in the field between Basel 
and Dunkirk. On the other hand, the all of the " country In 
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danger " produced more than four times this number of men 
for the French armies within a few months. Louis XIV., even 
when all France had been awakened to warlike enthusiasm by 
a similar threat (z7oe), bad not been able to put in the field 
more than one-fifth of this force. The methods of the great 
war minister Carnot were enforced by the ruthless committee, 
and when men's lives were safer before the bayonets of the 
allies than before the civil tribunals at home, there was no 
difficulty in enlisting the whole military spirit of France. There 
is therefore not much to be said as to the earliest application 
of the conscription, at least as regards its formal working, since 
any system possessing elasticity would equally have served the 
purpose. In the meanwhile, the older plans of organization had 
proved inadequate for dealing with such imposing masses of 
men. Even with disciplined soldiers they had long been known 
as applicable only to small armies, and the deficiencies of the 
French, with their consequences in tactics and strategy, soon 
produced the first illustrations of modern methods. Unable 
to meet the allies in the plain, they fought in broken ground 
and on the widest possible front. This of course produced 
decentralization and subdivision; and it became absolutely 
necessary that each detachment on a front of battle 3o m. long 
(e.g. Stokach) should be properly commanded and self-sufficing. 
The army was therefore constituted in a number of divisions, 
each of two or more brigades with cavalry and artillery sufficient 
for its own needs. It was even more important that each 
divisional general, with his own staff, should be a real commander, 
and not merely the supervisor of a section of the line of battle, 
for he was almost in the position that a commander-in-chief 
had formerly held. The need of generals was easily supplied 
when there was so wide a field of selection. For the allies the 
mere adoption of new forms was without result, since it was 
contrary both to tradition and to existing organisation. The 
attempts which were made in this direction did not tend to 
mitigate the evils of inferior numbers and "weal. The French 
soon followed up the divisional system with the further organ-
isation of groups of divisions under specially selected general 
officers; this again quickly developed into the modern army 
corps. 

34. NaPoicon.—Revolutionary government, however, gave 
way in a few years to more ordinary institutions, and the spirit 
of French politics had become that of aggrandizement in the 
name of liberty. The ruthless application of the new principle 
of masses had been terribly costly, and the disasters of typo 
reawakened in the mass of the people the old dislike of war 
and service. Even before this it had been found necessary to 
frame a new act, the famous law proposed by General Jourdan 
(1798). With this the conscription for general service began. 
The legal term of five years was so far exceeded that the service 
came to be looked upon as a career, or servitude, for life; it 
was therefore both unavoidable and profitable to admit substi-
tutes. Even in 1806 one quarter of Napoleon's conscripts failed 
to come up for duty. The Grande A rmge thus from its inception 
contained elements of doubtful value, and only the tradition of 
victory and the so% of veterans still serving aided the genius 
of Napoleon to win the brilliant victories of igos and x806. 
But these veterans were gradually eliminated by bloodshed and 
service exposure, and when, after the peace of Tilsit, " French " 
armies began to be recruited from all sorts of nations, decay 
had set in. As early as 1806 the emperor had had to " antici-
pate " the conscription, that is, call up the conscripts before 
their time, and by tilio the percentage of absentees in France 
had grown to about 8o, the remainder being largely those who 
lacked courage to oppose the authorities. Finally, the armies 
of Napoleon became masses of men of all nations fighting even 
more unwillingly than the armies of the old regime. Little 
success attended the emperor's attempt to convert a " nation 
in arts" into a great dynastic army. Considered as such, 
it had even fewer elements of solidity than the standing armies 
of the zilth century, for it lacked the discipline which had made 
the regiments of Frederick invincible. After flits it was at-
tacked by huge armies of patriots which possessed advantages  

of organisation and skilful direction that the We en owe at 
1 703 had lacked. Only the now fully developed genius and 
magnificent tenacity of Napoleon staved off for a time the 
Mick which was as inevitable as had been that of the old 
rhgime. 

The Grande Annie.—In 18os-1806, when the older spirit 
of the Revolution was already represented by one-half only_ 
of French soldiers, the actual steadiness and manceuvring 
power of the Grande Annie had attained its highest level. The 
army at this time was organized into brigades, divisions and 
corps, the last-named unit being as a rule a marshal's command, 
and always completed as • small army with all the necessary 
arms and services. Several such corps (usually of unequal 
strength) formed the army. The greatest weakness of the 
organization, which was in other respects most pliant and 
adaptable, was the want of good staff-officers. The emperor 
had so far cowed his marshals that few of them could take 
the slightest individual responsibility, and the combatant staff-
officers remained, as they had been in the 18th century, either 
confidential clerks or merely gallopers. No one but • Napoleon 
could have managed huge armies upon these terms ; in fact 
the marshals, from Berthier downwards, generally failed when 
in independent commands. Of the three arms, infantry and 
cavalry regiments were organised in much the same way as in 
Frederick's day, though tactical methods were very different, 
and discipline far inferior. The greatest advance had taken 
place in the artillery service. Field and horse batteries, as 
organized and disciplined units, had come into general use 
during the Revolutionary wars, and the division, corps and 
army commanders had always batteries assigned to their several 
commands as a permanent and integral part of the fighting troops: 
Napoleon himself, and his brilliant artillery officers Sentiment 
and Drouot, brought the arm to such a pitch of efficiency that 
it enabled him to win splendid victories almost by its own 
action. As a typical organization we may take the III. corps of 
Marshal Devout in 1806. This was formed of the following 
teoops:— 

Cavalry brigade—General Vialannes—three regiments, 1338  men. 
Corps artillery, 12 guns. 

at Division—General Morand—five infantry regiments in three 
brigades, 12 guns. 10,820 men. 

and Division—General Friant—five regiments in three brigades, 
8 guns, 848 men. 

3rd Division—General Gudin—four regiments in three kripdes, 
to guns, orgy men. 

A comparison of this ordre de balaille with that of a modern 
army corps will show that the general idea of corps organization 
has undergone but slight modification since the days of Napoleon. 
More troops allotted to departmental duties, and additional 
engineers for the working of modern scientific aids, are the only 
new features in the formal organization of a corps in the zoth 
century. Yet the spirit of iSo6 and that of 1906 were essentially 
different, and the story of the development of this difference 
through the loth century closes for the present the history of 
progress in tactical organization. 

36. The Wars of Liberal:mt.—The Prussian defeat at Jena was 
followed by a national surrender so abject as to prove conclusively 
the eternal truth, that a divorce of armies from national interests 
is completely fatal to national well-being. But the oppression of 
the victors soon began to produce a spirit of ardent patriotism 
which, carefully directed by a small band of able soldiers, led in 
the end to a national uprising of a steadier and more lasting kind 
than that of the French Revolution. Prussia was compelled, by 
the rigorous treaty of peace, to keep a small force only under arms, 
and circumstances thus drove her into the path of military 
development which she subsequently followed. The stipulation 
of the treaty was evaded by the Kramper system, by which men 
were passed through the ranks as hastily as possible and dis-
missed to the reserve, their places being taken by recruits. 
The regimental establishments were therefore mere cadres, and 
the personnel, recruited by universal service with few exemp-
tions, ever-changing. This system depended on the willingness 
of the reserves to come up when called upon, and the arrogance of 
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the French was quite sufficient to ensure this. The Algoseseent of 
the Napoleonic wars came too swiftly for the full development of 
the armed strength of Prussia on these lines; and at the outbreak 
of the Wars of Liberation a newly formed Latakia, and numerous 
volunteer corps took the field with no more training than the 
French had had in ties. Still, the principles of universal 
service (allgemeim Wel...Mid:0 and of the army reserve were, 
for the first time in modern history, systematically pat into 
action, and modern military development has concerned itself 
more with the consolidation of the lireinfrer system than with 
the creation of another. The dEbut of the new Prussian array was 
most unsuccessful, for Napoleon had now attained the highest 
point of soldierly skill, and managed to inflict heavy defeats on 
the allies. But the Prussians were not discouraged; like the 
French in 1793 they took to broken ground, and managed to win 
combats against all leaders opposed to them except Napoleon 
himself. The Russian army formed a solid background for the 
Prussians, and in the end Austria joined the coalition. Recon-
stituted on modern lines, the Austrian army in r8r3, except in the 
higher leading, was probably the best-organized on the continent. 
After three desperate campaigns the Napoleonic rEgime came to 
an end, and men felt that there would be no such struggle again 
in their lifetime. Military Europe settled down into grooves 
along which it ran until 1866. France, exhausted of its manhood, 
sought a field for military activities in colonial wars waged by 
long-service troops. The conscription was still in force, but the 
citizens served most unwillingly, and substitution produced a 
professional army, which as usual became a dynastic tool. 
Austria, always menaced with foreign war and internal disorder, 
maintained the best army in Europe. The British army, though 
employed far differently, retained substantially the Peninsular 
system. 

37. EUFOPMIS Arlan 1817-18747.-11n events of the period 
t81 3-1859 showed afresh that such long-service armies were 
incomparably the best form of military machine for the purpose 
of giving expression to a hostile " view " (not " feeling "). 
Austrian armies triumphed in Italy, French armies in Spain, 
Belgium, Algeria, Italy and Russia, British in innumerable and 
exacting colonial wars. Only the Prussian forces retained the 
characteristics of the levies of 1813, and the enthusiasm which 
bad carried these through Leipzig and the other great battles 
was hardly to be expected of their sons, ranged on the side of 
despotism in the troubled times of 1848-1850. But the principle 
was not permitted to die out The Bronnzell-Olnints incident 
of ills° (see SEVEN WEEKS' Wu) showed that the organization 
of 1813 was defective, and this was altered in spite of the fiercest 
opposition of all classes. Soon afterwards, and before the new 
Prussian army proved itself on a great battlefield, the American 
Civil War, a fiercer struggle than any of those which followed 
it in Europe, illustrated the capabilities and the weaknesses 
of voluntary-service troops. Here the hostile " view " was 
replaced by a hostile " feeling," and the battles of the disciplined 
enthusiasts on either side were of a very different kind from 
those of contemporary Europe. But, if the experiences of 
1861-x865 proved that armies voluntarily enlisted " for the 
war " were capable of unexcelled feats of endurance, they 
proved further that such armies, whose discipline and training 
in peace were relatively little, or indeed wholly absent, were 
incapable of forcing a swift decision. The European "nation 
in arms," whatever its other failings, certainly achieved Its 
task, or failed decisively to do so, in the shortest possible time. 
Only the special characteristics of the American theatre of war 
gave the Union and Confederate volunteers the space and time 
necessary for the creation of armies, and so the great struggle 
in North America passed without affecting seriously the war 
ideas and preparations of Europe. The weakness of the staff 
work with which both sides were credited helped further 
to confirm the belief of the Prussians in their system, and in 
this instance they were justified by the immense superiority 
of (heir own general staff to that of any army in existence. It 
was in this particular that a corps of 1870 differed so essentially 
from a corps of Napoleon's time. The formal organization had  

not been shared save as the varying relative Importance of 
the separate arms had dictated. The almost intangible spirit 
which animates the members of a general staff, causes them not 
merely to " think " —that was always in the quartermaster. 
general's department—but to " think alike," so that a few 
simple orders called " directiva " sufficed to set armies in 
motion with a definite purpose before them, whereas formerly 
elaborate and detailed plans of battle had to be devised and 
distributed in order to achieve the object in view. A comparison 
of the number of orders and letters written by a marshal and 
by his chief of staff in Napoleon's time with similar documents 
in 1870 indicates clearly the changed position of the staff. In 
the Gros& Annie and in the French army of 1870 the officers 
of the general staff were often absent entirely from the scene 
of action. In Prussia the new' staff system produced a far 
different result—indeed, the staff, rather than the Prussian 
military system, was the actual victor of am. Still, the system 
would probably have conquered hi the end in any case, and 
other nations, convinced by events that their departure from 
the ideal of 1813, however convenient formerly, was no longer 
justified, promptly copied Prussia as exactly, and, as a matter 
of fact, as slavishly, as they had done after the Seven Yearn' 
War. 

38. Modern Develotiffenis.—Since 1870, then, with the single 
exception of Great Britain, all the major European powers have 
adopted the principle of compulsory short service with reserves. 
Along with this has come the fullest development of the terri-
torial system (see below). The natural consequence therefore 
of the heavy work falling upon the shoulders of the Prussian 
officer, who had to instruct his men, was, in the first place, a 
general staff of the highest dais, and in the second, a system of 
distributing the troops over the whole country in such a way 
that the regiments were permanently stationed in the district in 
which they recruited and from which they drew their reserves. 
Prussia realized that if the•reservists were to be obtained when 
required the unit must be strictly localized; France, on the 
contrary, lost much time and spent much trouble, in the mobil-
ization of 037o, in forwarding the reservists to a regiment 
distant, perhaps, 300 m. The Prussian system did not work 
satisfactorily at first, for until all the district staff-officers were 
trained in the same way there was great inequality in the 
efficiency of the various army corps, and central control, before 
the modem development of railways, was relatively slight 
Further, the mobilization must be completed, or nearly so, 
before concentration begins, and thus an active professional 
army, always at war strength, might annihilate the frontier 
corps before those in the interior were ready to move. But the 
advantages far outweighed the defects of the system, and, 
such professional armies having after 287o disappeared, there 
was little to fear. Everywhere, therefore, save in Great Britain 
(for at that time the United States was hardly counted as a 
great military power, in spite of its two million war-trained 
veterans in civil life), the German model was followed, and is 
now followed, with but slight divergence. The period of reforms 
after the Prussian model (about 1873-1890) practically estab-
lished the military systems which are treated below as those of 
the present day. The last quarter of the century witnessed a 
very great development of military forces, without important 
organic changes. The chief interest to the student of this 
period lies in the severe competition between the great military 
powers for predominance in numbers, expressed usually in the 
reduction of the period of service with the colours to a minimum. 
The final results of this cannot well be predicted: it is enough 
to say that it is the Leitmotiv in the present stage in the develop-
ment of armies. Below will be found short historical sketches 
of various armies of the present day which are of interest in 
respect of their historical development Details of existing 
forces are given in articles dealing with the several states to 
which they belong. Historical accounts of the armies of Japan 
and of Egypt will be found in the articles on those states. 
The Japanese wars of 1894-05  and 1904-5 contributed little 
to the history of military organization as a pure science. The 
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true lessons of this war were the demonstration of the wide 
applicability of the German methods, upon which exclusively the 
Japanese army had formed itself, and still more the first illustra-
tion of the new moral force of nationalities as the decisive 
factor. The form of armies remained unaltered. Neither the 
events of the Boer War of 1899-19o2 nor the Manchurian 
operations were held by European soldiers to warrant any 
serious modifications in organization. It is to the moral force 
alluded to above, rather than to mere technical improvements, 
that the best soldiers of Europe, and notably those of the French 
general staff (see the works of General Ii. Bonnet), have of late 
years devoted their most earnest attention. 

PRESENT-DAY ARMES 
so. The main principles of all military organization as de-

veloped in history would seem to be national recruiting and 
allegiance, distinctive methods of training and administration, 
continuity of service and general homogeneity of form. The 
method of raising men is of course different in different states. In 
this regard armies may conveniently be classed as voluntarily en-
listed, levied or conscript, and militia, represented respectively 
by the forces of Great Britain, Germany and Switzerland. It 
must not be forgotten, however, that voluntary troops may 
be and are maintained even in states in which the bulk of the 
army is levied by compulsion, and the simple militia obligation 
of defending the country is universally recognized. 

40. Compulsory Service.—Universal liability to service (all-
sewing Warpflickl) draws into the active army all, or nearly 
all, the men of military age for a continuous period of short 
service, after which they pass successively to the reserve, the 
second and the third line troops (Lmsdeekr, Leudslurm, Re.). 
In this way the greatest number of soldiers is obtained at the 
cheapest rate and the number of trained men in reserve available 
to keep the army up to strength is in theory that of the able-
bodied manhood of the country. In practice the annual levy 
is, however, not exhaustive, and increased numerical strength 
Is obtained by reducing the term of colour-service to a minimum. 
This may be less in a hard-worked conscript army than in one 
which depends upon the attractions of the service to induce 
recruits to join. In conscript armies, training for war is carried 
out with undeviating rigour. In these circumstances the recruits 
are too numerous and the time available is too limited for the 
work of training to be committed to a few selected instructors, 
and every officer has therefore to instruct his own men. The 
result is usually a corps of officers whose capacity is beyond 
question, while the general staff is composed of men whose ability 
is above a high general average. As to the rank and file, the 
men taken for service are in many respects the best of the nation, 
and this superiority is progressively enhanced, since increase of 
population is not often accompanied by a corresponding increase 
in the military establishments. In Germany in reos, it is stated, 
nearly half the contingent was excused from serving in peace 
time, over and above the usual numbers exempted or medically 
rejected. The financial aspect of compulsory service may be 
summed up in a few words. The state does not offer a wage, 
the pay of the soldier is a mere trifle, and, for a given expendi-
ture, at least three times as many men may be kept under arms 
as under any known " voluntary " system. Above all, the state 
has at its disposal for war an almost inexhaustible supply of 
trained soldiers. This aspect of compulsory service has indeed 
led its admirers sometimes to sacrifice quality to quantity; 
but, provided always that the regular training is adequate, it 
may be admitted that there is no limit to the numbers which 
are susceptible of useful employment. There are, however, 
many grave defects inherent in all armies raised by compulsory 
levy (see CoNscamnou, for a discussion of the chief economical 
and social questions involved). Most of the advantages of 
universal service result, not from the compulsory enlistment, 
but from the principle of short service and reserves. But the 
cost of maintaining huge armies of the modern European type 
on the voluntary system would be entirely prohibitive, and those 
nations which have adopted the arose:ism WelwAlliehl have  

done so with full cognizance of the evil as well as of the good 
points of the system. 

The chief of these evils is the doubtful element which exists in 
all such armies. Under the merciless discipline of the old dgime 
the most unwilling men feared their officers more than the 
enemy. Modem short service, however, demands the good-will 
of all ranks and may fail altogether to make recalcitrants into 
good soldiers, and it may be taken for granted that every 
conscript army contains many men who cannot be induced to 
fight. Herein lies the justification of the principle of " masses," 
and of reduced colour-service; by drawing into the ranks the 
maximum number of men, the government has an eventual 
residuum of the bravest men in the nation left in the ranks-
What has been said of the officers of these armies cannot be 
applied to the non-commissioned officers. Their promotion is 
necessarily rapid, and the field of selection is restricted to those 
men who are willing to re-engage, i.e. to serve beyond their 
compulsory term of two or three years. Many men do so to 
avoid the struggles of civil life, and such " fugitive and cloistered 
virtue " scarcely fosters the moral strength required for com-
mand. As the best men return to civil life, there is no choice 
but to promote inferior men, and the latter, when invested 
with authority, not infrequently abuse it. Indeed in some armies 
the soldier regards his officer chiefly as his protector from the 
rapacity or cruelty of his sergeant or corporal A true abort-
service army is almost incapable of being employed on peace 
service abroad; quite apart from other considerations, the cost 
of conveying to and from home annually one-third or one-half 
of the troops would be prohibitive. If, as must be the case, a 
professional force is maintained for oversee. service many men 
would join it who would otherwise be serving as non-com-
missioned officers at home and the prevailing difficulty would 
thus be enhanced. When colonial defence calls for relatively 
large numbers of men, i.e. an army, home resources are severely 
strained. 

41. Conscription in the proper sense, i.e. selection by lot of a 
proportion of the able-bodied manhood of a country, is now 
rarely practised. The obvious unfairness of selection by lot 
has always had the result of admitting substitutes procured by 
those on whom the lot has fallen; hence the poorer classes are 
unduly burdened with the defence of the country, while the rich 
escape with a money payment. In practice, conscription in-
variably produces a professional long-service army in which each 
soldier is paid to discharge the obligations of several successive 
conscripts. Such an army is therefore a voluntary long-service 
army in the main, plus a proportion of the unwilling men found 
in every forced levy. The gravest disadvantage is, however, the 
fact that the bulk of the nation has not been through the regular 
army at all; it is almost impossible to maintain a large and costly 
standing army and at the same time to give a foil training to 
auxiliary forces. The difference between a " national guard " 
such as that of the siege of Paris in 11370-71 and a Lantheekr 
produced under the German system, was very wide. Regarded 
as a compromise between universal and voluntary service, 
conscription still maintains a precarious existence in Europe. 
As the cardinal principle of recruiting armies, it is completely 
obsolete. 

as. Voluntary Service.—Existing voluntary armies -have 
usually developed from armies of the old rbrime, and seem to 
owe their continued existence either to the fact that only com-
paratively small armaments are maintained in peace, other and 
larger armies being specially recruited during a war (a modi-
fication of the " enlistment system "), or to the necessities 
of garrisoning colonial empires. The military advantages and 
disadvantages of voluntary service are naturally the faults and 
merits of the opposite system. The voluntary army is available 
for general service. It. includes few unwilling soldiers, and its 
resultant advantage over an army of the ordinary type has been 
stated to be as high as 30%. At all events, we need only examine 
military history to find that with conscript armies wholesale 
shirking is far from unknown. That loss from this cause does 
not paralyse operations as it paralysed those of the ilith century. 
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is due to the fact tharsuch fugitives do not desert to the enemy, 
but reappear in the ranks of their own side; it must not there-
fore be assumed that men have become braver because the 
" missing " are not so numerous. In °okras' and savage warfare 
the superior personal qualities of the voluntary soldier often 
count for more than skill on the part of the officers. These 
would be diminished by shortening the time of service, and this 
fact, with the expense of transport, entails that a reasonably 
long period must be spent with the colours. On the other hand, 
the provision of the large armies of modern warfare requires 
the maintenance of a reserve, and no reserve is possible if the 
whole period for which men will enlist is spent with the colours. 
The demand for long service in the individual, and for trained 
men in the aggregate, thus produces a compromise. The prin-
ciple of long service, i.e. ten years or more with the colours, is 
not applicable to the needs of the modern grande gmerre; it gives 
neither great initial strength nor great reserves. The force thus 
produced is costly and not lightly to be risked; it affords rela-
tively little opportunity for the training of officers, and tends to 
become a class apart from the rest of the population. On the 
other hand, such a force is the best possible army for foreign 
and colonial service. A state therefore which relies on voluntary 
enlistment for its forces at home and abroad, must either keep an 
army which is adaptable to both functions or maintain a separate 
service for each 

In a state where relatively small armaments are maintained 
In peace, voluntary armies are infinitely superior to any that 
could be obtained under any system of compulsion. The state 
can afford to give a good wage, and an therefore choose its 
recruits carefully. It can thus have either a few incomparable 
veteran soldiers (long-service), or a fairly large number of men 
of superior physique and intelligence, who have received an 
adequate short-service training. Even the youngest of such 
men are capable of good service, while the veterans are probably 
better soldiers than any to be found in conscript armies. This 
is, however, a special case. The raw material of any but a 
small voluntary army usually tends to be drawn from inferior 
sources, the cost of a larger force, paid the full wages of skilled 
labourers, would be very great, and numbers commensurate 
with those of an army of the other model could only be obtained 
at an exorbitant price. The short-eervice principle is therefore 
accepted. Here, however, as recruiting depends upon the 
good-will of the people, it is impossible to work the soldiers with 
any degree of rigour. Hence the voluntary soldier must serve 
longer than a conscript in order to attain the same proficiency, 
The reserve is thus weakened and the total trained regular 
force diminished. Moreover, as fewer recruits are required 
annually, there is less work for the officers to do. In the par-
ticular case of Great Britain it is practically certain that in future, 
reliance will be placed upon the auxiliary forces and the civil 
population for the provision of the enormous reserves required 
in a great war; this course is, however, only feasible in the case 
of an insular nation which has time to collect its strength for 
the final and decisive blow overseas. The application of the 
same principle to a continental military power depends on the 
capacity for stem and unflagging resistance displayed by the 
corps is couterture charged with the duty of gaining the time 
necessary for the development and concentration of the national 
manes. In Great Britain (except in the case of a surprise 
invasion) the place of this corps would be taken by " command 
of the sea." Abroad, the spirit of the exposed regiments them-
'helves furnishes the only guarantee, and this eau hardy be 
calculated with sufficient certainty, under modern conditions, 
to justify the adoption of this new " enlistment system." Volun-
tary service, therefore, with all its intrinsic merits, is only 
applicable to the conditions of a great war when the war reserve 
can be trained ad le x. 

43. The militia idea (see Maim) has been applied most com-
pletely inSwitzeriand,which hasno regulararmy,buttrabisalmost 
the whole nation as a mffitia. The system, with many serious 
disadvantages, has the great merit that the maximum number 
of men receives a certain amount of twining at a minimum oast 

both to the state and to the individual Mention should also be 
made of the system ofaugmem ring the national forces by recruiting 
" foreign legions." This is, of course, a relic of the Werbe-system, 
it was practised habitually by the British governments of the 
riith and early :rah centuries " Hessians " figured conspicu-
ously in the British armies in the American War of Independence, 
and the " King's German Legion " was only the best and most 
famous of many foreign corps in the service of George III 
during the Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. A new German 
Legion was raised during the Crimean War, but the almost 
universal adoption of the Kreuter system has naturally put an 
end to the old method, for all the best recruits are now accounted 
for in the service of their own countries. 

ARMY Oenzarznom 
44. Arms of Ike Swiss.—Organisa tion into " arras " is pro-

duced by the multiplicity of the weapons used, their functions 
and their limitations. The " three arms "—a term universally 
applied to infantry (q.v.), cavalry (q.v.) and artillery (q.e.)-- 
coexist owing to the fact that each can undertake functions 
which the others cannot properly fulfil. Thus cavalry can dose 
with an enemy at the quickest pace, infantry can work in difficult 
ground, and artillery is effective at great ranges. Infantry 
indeed, having the power of engaging both at dose quarters and 
at a distance, constitutes the chief part of a fighting force. 
Other" arms," such as mounted infantry, cyclists, =sincere, he., 
are again differentiated from the three chief arms by their 
proper functions. In deciding upon the establishment in peace, 
or the composition of a for for war, it is therefore necessary 
to settle beforehand the relative importance of these functions 
in carrying out the work in hand. Thus an army operating in 
Essex would be unusually strong in infantry, one 02 Salisbury . 
Plain weak pens a great number of guns, and an army 
=ending on the South African veldt would consist very largely 
of mounted men. The normal European war bee, however, 
naturally been taken as the basis upon which the relative 
proportions of the three arms are calculated. At the battle of 
Kola (1757) the cavalry was more than half as strong as the 
infantry engaged. At Borodino (this) there were 39 cavalry 
to too of other arms, and s guns per moo men. In !gm the 
Germans had at the outset 7 cavalrymen to every too men of 
other arms, the French no. As for guns, the German artillery 
bad 3, the French 34 per WOO men. In more modern times the 
proportions have undergone sonic alteration, the artillery having 
been increased, and the cavalry brought nearer to the Napoleonic 
standard. Thus the relative proportions, in peace time, now 
stand at s or 6 guns per moo men, and x6 cavalry 'oldie's 
to zoo men of other arms. It must be borne in mind that cavalry 
and artillery are maintained in peace at a higher elective than 
infantry, the strength of the latter being much inflated in war, 
while cavalry and artillery are not easily extemporised. Thus 
in the Manchurian campaign these proportions were very different 
The Russian army on the eve of the battle of Mukden (nth of 
February mos) cemented of 370 battalion, 542 squadrons and 
r s3 field batteries (moo guns), with, in addition, over sou heavy 
guns. The strength of this force, which was organised in three 
armies, was about pop= infantry and thpoo cavalry and 
Cossacks, with 34 guns per too° men of other arms. The 
Japanese armies consisted of soo,000 infantry, n coo cavalry, 
goo field and ago heavy guns, the proportion of field artillery 
being si guns per moo men. 

It is perhaps not superfluous to mention that all the smaller 
units in a modern army consist of one arm only. Formerly 
several die minx weapons were combined in the same unit. 
The knight with his four or five variously armed retainers 
constituted an example of this method of organization, which 
slowly died out as weapons became more uniform and their 
functions better defined 

45. COmMentl.—Tbe first essential Of 2 good organization is 
to ensure that each member of the organized body, in his own 
sphere of action, should contribute his share to the achievement 
of the common object. Further, it is entirely beyond the power 
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of one man, or of a few, to control every action and provide 
for every want of a great number of individuals. The modern 
system of command, therefore, provides for a system of grades, 
in which, theoretically, officers of each grade control a group 
of the next lower units. A lieutenant-colonel, for instance, 
may be in charge of a group of eight companies, each of which 
is under a captain. In practice, all armies are permanently 
organized on these lines, up to the colonel's or lieutenant-colonel's 
command, and most of them are permanently divided into various 
higher units under general officers, the brigade, division and 
army corps. The almost invariable practice is to organise 
infantry into companies, battalions and regiments. Cavalry n 
divided into troops, squadrons and regiments. Artillery is 
organized in batteries, these being usually grouped in various 
ways. The other arms and departments are subdivided in the 
same general way. The commands of general Officers are the 
brigade of infantry, cavalry, and in some cases artillery, the 
division of two or more infantry brigades and a force of artillery 
and mounted troops, or of cavalry and horse artillery, and the 
array corps of two or more divisions and " corps troops." Armies 
of several corps, and groups of armies are also formed. 

46. A brigade is the command of a brigadier or major-general, 
or of a colonel. It consists almost invariably of one arm only. 
In armies of the old rbgime it was not usual to assign troops of 
all arms to the subordinate generals. Hence the brigade is a 
much older form of organization than the division of all arras, 
and in fact dates from the %fah century. The infantry brigade 
consists, in the British service, of the brigadier and his staff, 
four battalions of infantry, and adminstrative and medical 
units, the combatant strength being about moo men. In 
Germany and France the brigade is composed of the staff, and 
two regiments (6 battalions) with a total of over 6000 combatants 
at war strength. The cavalry brigade is sometimes formed of 
three, sometimes of two regiments; the number of squadrons 
to a regiment on service is usually four, exceptionally three, 
and rarely five and six. The " brigade " of artillery in Great 
Britain is a lieutenant-colonel's command, and the term here 
corresponds to the Ablheilung of the German, and the gratin of 
the French armies (see Arminer) In Germany and France, 
however, an artillery brigade consists of two or more regiments, 
or twelve batteries at least, under the command of an artillery 
general officer. 

47• A division is an organisation containing troops of all 
arms. Since the virtual abolition of the " corps artillery " 
(see Anitaxar), the force of field artillery forming part of an 
infantry division is sometimes as high as 72 guns (Germany); 
in Great Britain the augmented division of mob has s4 field 
guns, Is field howitsers, and 4 heavy guns, a total of 7o. The 
term " infantry " division is, in strictness, no longer applicable, 
since such a unit is a miniature army corps of infantry, artillery 
and cavalry, with the necessary services for the supply of 
ammunition, food and forage, and for the are of the sick and 
wounded. A more exact title would be " army " division. In 
general it is composed, so far as combatants are concerned, 
of the divisional commander and his staff, two or more infantry 
brigades, a number of batteries of field artillery forming a regi-
ment, brigade or group, a small force, varying from a squadron 
to a regiment, of cavalry (divisional cavalry), with some engineers. 
The force of the old British division (mos) may be taken, on an 
average, as i0000 men, increased in the mob reorganization 
to about rs,000 combatants. In other armies the fighting farce 
of the division amounts to rather more than 14,000 The 
cavalry division (see CAVALRY) is composed of the staff, two or 
three cavalry brigades, horse artillery, with perhaps mounted 
infantry, cyclists, or even light infantry in addition. In many, 
if not most, armies cavalry divisions are formed only in war . 

In the field the cavalry division is usually an independent unit 
with its own commander and staff. " Cavalry corps "of several 
divisions have very rarely been formed in the past, a division 
having been regarded as the largest unit capable of being led 
by one man. There is, however, a growing tendency in favour 
of the corps organisation, at any rate in war. 

411. Army Cerps.—The"caepa "al the rah century was simply 
a large detachment, more or less complete in itself, organized 
for some particular purpose (e.g. to cover a siege), and placed 
for the time being under some general officer other than the chief 
commander. The modern army corps is a development from 
the division of all arms, which originated in the French Revolu-
tionary wars. It is a unit of considerable strength, furnished 
with the due proportion of troops of all arms and of the auxiliary 
and metrical services, and permanently placed under the com-
mand of one general. The corps organization (though a carps 
d'aringe was often spoken of as an armee) was used in Napoleon's 
army in all the campaigns of the Empire. It may be mentioned, 
as a curious feature of Napoleon's methods, that he invariably 
constituted ma corps d'aresie of a different strength, so that the 
enemy would not be able to estimate his force by the simple 
process of counting the corps flags which marked the marshals' 
headquarters. Thus in du he constituted one corps of 72,coo 
men, while another had but z8noo. After the fall of Napoleon 
a further advance was made. The adoption of mammal service 
amongst the great military nations brought in its train the 
territorial organization, and the corps, representing a large 
district, soon became a unit of peace formation. For the smooth 
working of the new military system it was essential that the 
framework of the war army should exist in peace. The Prussians 
were the first to bring the system to perfection; long before r866 
Prussia was permanently divided into army corps districts, 
all the troops of the M. army corps being Brandenburgers, 
all those of the VL Salesians, and so on, though political reasons 
required, and to some extent still require, modifications of this 
principle in dealing with annexed territory (e.g. Hanover and 
Alsace-Lorraine). The events of 1866 and of 1870-7z caused 
the almost universal adoption of the army corps regional system. 
In the case of the British army, operating as it usually did in 
minor wars, and rarely having more than sixty or seventy 
thousand men on one theatre even in continental wars, there 
was less need of so large a unit as the corps. Not only was a 
British army small in numbers, but it preserved high traditions 
of discipline, and was sufficiently well trained to be susceptible 
as a unit to the impulse given by one man. Even when the 
term " corps " does appear in Peninsular annals, the implication 
is of a corps in the old sense of a grand detachment Neither 
cavalry nor artillery was assigned to any of the British " corps " 
at Waterloo. 

49. Constitution of the Army Corps.—In 287o-71 the M. 
German army corps (with which compare Marshal Davout's 
ardors de basaille above) consisted of the following combatant 
units. (a) staff; (b) two infantry divisions (4 brigades, 8 
regiments or 24 battalions), with, in each division, a cavalry 
regiment, 4 batteries of artillery or 24 guns, and engineers; 
(c) corps troops, artillery (6 field batteries), pioneer battalion 
(engineers), train battalion (supply and transport), A rifle 
battalion was attached to one of the divisions. 

This cadre de bataille was followed more or less generally by all 
countries up to the most modern times, but between r890 and 
1902 came a very considerable change in the point of view from 
which the corps was regarded as a fighting unit. This change was 
expressed in the abolition of the corps artillery. Formerly the 
corps commander controlled the greater part of the field artillery, 
as well as troops of other arms, at the present time he has a 
mere handful of troops Wen battalions are taken from the 
divisions to form a corps reserve, the direct influence of the corps 
organization on the battle is due almost solely to the fact that 
the commander has at his disposal the special natures of artillery 
and also some horse artillery Thus the (augmented) division 
is regarded by many as the fighting unit of the loth, as the corps 
was that of the 19th century. In Europe there is even a tendency 
to substitute the ancient phrase " reserve raillery " for " corps 
artillery," showing that the role to be played by the corps 
batteries is subordinated to the operations of the masses of divi-
sional artillery, the whole being subject, cast course, to the technical 
supervision of the artillery general (After who accompanies 
the coeps headquarters. Thus limited, the army corps has now 
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come to consist of the staff, two or mono divisions, the cage or 
reserve artillery (of special batteries), a small force of "corps" 
cavalry, and various technical and departmental troops. The 
cavalry is never very numerous, owing to the demands of the 
independent cavalry divisions on the one hand and those of the 
divisional cavalry on the other. The engiqeers of an army corps 
include telegraph, balloon and pontoon units. Attached to the 
corps are reserves of munitions and supplies in ammunition 
columns, field parks, supply parks, &c- The term and the organ-
ization were discontinued in England in zgo6, on the augmenta-
tion of the divisions and the assignment of certain former 
"corps troops" to the direct control of the army commanders. 
It should be noticed that the Japanese, who had no corps 
organization during the war of zgos-s, afterwards increased 
the strength of their divisions from rs,000 to ao,000; the 
augmented " division," with the above peace strength, becomes 
to all intents and purposes a corps, and the generals commanding 
divisions were in zgo6 given the title of generals-in-chief. 

so. A enty.—The term " army " is applied, in war time, to any 
command of several army corps, or even of several divisions; 
operating under the orders of one commander-in-chief. The 
army in this sense (distinguished by a number or by a special 
title) varies. therefore, with circumstances. In the American 
Civil War, the Army of the Ohio consisted in 1864 only of the 
army staff and the man. corps. At the other extreme we find 
that the German IL Army in aro consisted of seven army corps 
and two cavalry divisions, and the III. Army of six army corps 
and two cavalry divisions. The term " army " in this sense is 
therefore very elastic in its application, but it is generally held 
that large groups of corps operating in one theatre of war should 
be subdivided into armies, and that the strength of an army 
should not exceed about 5so,000 men, if indeed this figure is 
reached at all. This again depends upon circumstances. It 
might be advisable to divide a force of five corps into two armies, 
or on the other hand it might be impossible to find suitable 
leaders for more than two armies when half a million men were 
present for duty. In France, organization has been carried a 
step further. The bulk of the national forces is, in case of war, 
organized into a" group of armies " under a commander, usually, 
though incorrectly, called the generalissimo. This office, of 
course, does not exist in peace, but the insignia, the distinctive 
marks of the headquarters flag, &c., are stated in official publica-
tions, and the names of the generalissimo and of his chief of staff 
are known. Under the generalissimo would be four or five army 
commanders, each with three or four army corps under him. 
Independent of this " group of armies " there would be other and 
minor " armies " where required. 

SI. Chief Command—The leading of the " group of armies " 
referred to above does not, in France, imply the supreme com-
mand, which would be exercised by the minister of war in Paris. 
The German system, on the other hand, is based upon the leader. 
ship of the national forces by the sovereign in person, and even 
though the headquarters of the "supreme war lord" (Oberste 
Kriegskerr) are actually in the field in one theatre of operations, 
he directs the movements of the German armies in all quarters. 
Similarly, in 1864, General Grant accompanied and controlled 
as a " group " the Armies of the Potomac and the James, 
supervising at the same time the operations of other groups and 
armies. In the same campaign a subordinate general, Sherman, 
commanded a" group "consisting of the Armies of the Tennessee, 
the Cumberland and the Ohio. The question as to whether the 
supreme command and the command of the principal group of 
armies should be in the same hands is very difficult of solution. 
In practice, the method adopted in each case usually grows out 
of the military and political conditions. The advantage of the 
German method is that the supreme commander is in actual 
contact with the troops, and can therefore form an accurate 
judgment of their powers. Under these conditions the risk of 
having cabinet strategy forced upon the generals is at its 
minimum, and more especially so if the supreme commander is 
the head of the state. On the other band, his judgment is very 
liable to be influenced unduly by facts, coming under his own  

notice, which may in aunty have no more than a loot Mimi• 
canoe. Further, the supreme commander is at the mercy of 
distant subordinates to a far greater degree than he would be if 
free to go from one army to another. Thus, in aro the king 
of Prussia's headquarters before Paris were subjected to such 
pressure from subordinate army commanders that on several 
occasions selected staff-offscers bad to be sent to earning, for 
the king's private information, the real state of things at the 
front. The conduct of operations by one group commander in 
the campaign of 1864 seemed, at a distance, so exalt& and 
dangerous that General Grant actually left his own group of 
armies and went in person to take over command at the 
threatened point. Balanced judgment is thus often impossible 
unless the supreme command is independent of, and ins position 
to maim general supervision over, each and every group or 
army. At the other end of the scale is the system of command 
employed by the Turks in arr, in which four armies, three of 
them being actually on the same theatre of war, were directed 
from Constantinople. This system may be condemned un-
reservedly. It is recognised that, once the armies on either side 
have become seriously engaged, a commander-in-chief on the 
spot must direct them. Thus in zoos, while the Japanese and 
Russian armies were under the supreme command of their 
respective sovereigns, denaal Kuropatkin and Marshal Oyama 
personally commanded the chief groups of armies in the field. 
This is substantially the same as the system of the French may. 
It is therefore permissible to regard the system pursued by the 
Germans in aro, and by the Union government in 5864, more 
as suited to special circumstances than as a general rule. As has 
been said above, the special feature of the German system of 
command is the personal leadership of the German emperor, and 
this brings the student at once to the consideration of another 
important part of the " superior leading." 

Sr. The Chief of She General Ski is, as his title implies, the 
chief staff officer of the service, and as such, he has duties of the 
highest possible importance, both in peace and war. For the 
general subject of staff duties ace SUIT. Here we are concerned 
only with the peculiar position of the chief of staff under a system 
in which the sovereign is the actual commander-in-chief. It is 
obvious in the first place that the sovereign may not be a great 
soldier, fitted by mental gifts, training and character to be placed 
at the head of an army of, perhaps, a million men. Allowing 
that it is imperative that, whatever he may be in himself, the 
sovereign should a elude command the armies, it is easy to see 
that the ablest general in these armies must be selected to act as 
his adviser, irrespective of rank and seniority. This officer must 
therefore be assigned to a station beyond that of his army rank, 
and his orders are in fact those of the sovereign himself. Nor is it 
sufficient that he should occupy an unofficial position as adviser, 
or ad lass. If he were no more than this, the sovereign could act 
without his adviser being even aware of the action taken. As the 
staff is the machinery for the transmission of orders and des-
patches, all orders of the commander-in-chief are signed by the 
chief of staff as a matter of course, and this position is therefore 
that in which the adviser has the necessary influence. The 
relations between the sovereign and his chief military adviser 
are thus of the first importance to the smooth working of the 
great military machine, and never have the possibilities of this 
apparently strange system been more fully exploited than by 
King William and his chief of staff von Moltke in z866 and in 
a7o--7 r. It is not true to say that the king was the mere 
figurehead of the German armies, or that Moltke was the real 
commander-in-chief. Those who have said this forget that the 
sole responsibility for the consequences of every order lay with the 
king, and that it is precisely the fear of this responsibilty that 
has made so many brilliant subordinates fail when in chief 
command. The characters of the two men supplemented each 
other, as also in the case of BMcher and Gneisenau and that of 
Radetzky and Hess. Under these circumstances, the German 
system of command works, on the whole, smoothly. Matters 
would, however, be different if either of the two officers failed to 
realize their mutual interdependence, and the system is is any 
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case only required when the self-soffidng great Midler is not 
available for the chief executive command. 

s3. First and Second Lilies—The organization into arms and 
units is of course maintained in peace as well as for war. Military 
forces are further organized, in peace, into active and reserve 
troops, first and second lines, be, according to the power pos-
sessed by the executive over the men. Broadly speaking, the 
latter fall into three classes, regulars, auxiliary forces and 
irregular troops. The regulars or active troops are usually 
liable to serve at all times and in any country to which they 
may be sent. Auxiliary forces may be defined as all troops 
which undergo actual military training without being constantly 
under arms, and in Great Britain these were until zeciS repre-
sented by the Militia, the Yeomanry and the Volunteers, and 
now by the Territorial Force and the Special Reserve. In a 
country in which recruiting is by voluntary enlistment the 
classification is, of course, very different from that prevailing in 
a conscript army. The various "lines" are usually composed 
of separate organizations; the men are recruited upon different 
engagements, and receive a varying amount of training. Of 
the men not permanently embodied, only the reserve of the 
active army has actually served a continuous term with the 
colours. Other troops, called by various appellations, of which 
" militia " may be taken as generic, go through their military 
training at intervals. The general lines of army organization 
in the case of a country recruiting by universal service are as 
follows —The male population is divided into classes, by ages, 
and the total period of liability to service is usually about 
se years. Thus at any given time, assuming two years' colour-
service, the men of so and f t years of age would constitute the 
active army serving with the colours, those of, say, 52 and s3, 
the reserve The Landerdw or second line army would consist 
of all men who had been through the active army and were now 
aged 24 to 36. The third line would similarly consist of men 
whose ages were between 36 and 44. Assuming the same annual 
levy, the active army would consist of woman men, its reserve 
soo,000, the second line of i,3ooxioo, and the third of Soo,000. 
Thus of s, scope° men liable to, and trained for, military service, 
200,000 only would be under arms at any given time. The 
simple system here outlined is of course modified and compli-
cated in practice owing to re-engagements by non-commissioned 
officers, the speedy dismissal to the reserve of intelligent and 
educated men, to 

sz. War Reserves.—In war, the reserves increase the field 
armies to soo,000 men, the whole or part of the second line is 
called up and formed into auxiliary regiments, brigades and 
divisions, and in case of necessity the third line is also called 
upon, though usually this is only in the last resort and for home 
defence only. The proportion of reservists to men with the 
colours varies of course with the length of service. Thus in 
France or Germany, with two years' service in force, half of the 
rank and file of a unit in war would be men recalled from civil 
life. The true military value of reservists is often questioned, 
and under certain circumstances it is probable that units would 
take the field at peace strength without waiting for their reserv-
ists. The frontier guards of the continental military powers, 
which are expected to move at the earliest possible moment 
after hostilities have begun, are maintained at a higher effective 
than other units, and do not depend to any great extent on 
receiving reservists. The peace footing of cavalry and artillery 
units is similarly maintained at an artificial level. An operation 
of the nature of a coup de slain would in any case be carried 
out by the troops available at the moment, however large might 
be the force required—twenty weak battalions would, in fact, 
be employed instead of ten strong ones. There is another dace 
of troops, which may be called depot troops. These consist of 
officers and men left behind when the active corps completed 
with reserves takes the field, and they have (a) to furnish drafts 
for the front—and (b) to form a nucleus upon which all later 
formations are built up. The troops of the second line undertake 
minor work, such as guarding railways, and also furnish drafts 
for the field army. Later, when they have been for some time  

under arms, the second line troops am often employed by them-
selves in first line. A year's training under war conditions 
should bring such troops to the highest efficiency As foe 
irregulars, they have real military value only when the various 
permanent establishments do not take up the whole fighting 
strength of the nation, and thus states having universal service 
armies do not, as a rule, contemplate the employment of com-
batants other than those shown on the peace rolls. The status 
of irregulars is ill defined, but it is practically agreed that com-
batants, over whose conduct the military authorities have no 
disciplinary power, should be denied the privileges of recognized 
soldiers, and put to death if captured So drastic a procedure 
is naturally open to abuse and is not always expedient. Still, 
it is perfectly right that the same man shall not be allowed, 
for example, to shoot a sentry at one moment, and to claim 
the privileges of a harmless civilian at the next. The division 
into first, second and thud lines follows generallyft0111 the above. 
The first line troops, in a conscript army, are the " active army " 
or regulars, permanently under arms in peace time, and its 
reserves, which are used on the outbreak of war to complete 
the existing units to full strength. The German terms Landreth, 
and Landsturne areoften applied to armies of the second and the 
third lines. 

53. The military characteristics of the various types of regular 
troops have been dealt with in considering the advantages and 
disadvantages of the several forms of recruiting It only re-
mains to give some indication of the advantages which such 
forces (irrespective of their time of service) possess over troops 
which only come up for training at intervals Physically, the 
men with the colours are always superior to the rest, owing to 
their constant exercise and the regularity and order under 
which they live, as soldiers, they are more under the control of 
their officers, who are their leaders in daily life, in closer touch 
with army methods and discipline, and, as regards their formal 
training, they possess infinitely greater power of strategic and 
tactical manoeuvre. Their steadiness under fire is of course 
more to be relied upon than that of other troops. Wellington, 
speaking of the contrast between old and young soldiers 
(regulars), was of opinion that the chief difference lay in the 
greater hardiness, power of endurance, and general campaigning 
qualities given by experience This is of course more than ever 
true in respect of regular and auxiliary troops, as was strikingly 
demonstrated in the Spanish-American War. On the whole, it is 
true to say that only a regular army can endure defeat without 
dissolution, and that volunteers, reservists or militiamen fresh 
from civil life may win a victory but cannot make the fullest 
use of it when won. At the same time, when they have been 
through one or two arduous campaigns, raw troops become to 
all intents and purposes equal to any regulars. On the other 
band, the greatest military virtue of auxiliary forces is their 
enthusiasm. With this quality were won the great victories of 
rrn2-94 in France, those of ifir3 in Germany, and the beginnings 
of Italian unity at Calatafimi and Palermo. The earlier days of 
the American Civil War witnessed desperate fighting, of which 
Shiloh is the best example, between armies which had had but 
the slightest military training. In the same war the first battle 
of Bull Run illustrated what has been said above as to the 
weaknesses of unprofessional armies. Both sides, raw and no 
trained, fought for a long time with the greatest determination, 
after which the defeated army was completely dissolved in rout 
and the victors quite unable to pursue So far it is the relative 
military value of the professional soldier and the auzen-soldier 
that has been reviewed. A continental army of the French or 
German stamp is differently constituted It is, first of all, dear 
that the drilled citizen-soldier combines the qualities of training 
and enthusiasm. From this it follows that a hostile " feeling " 
as well as a hostile " view " must animate such an army if it is 
to do good service If a modern "nation in arms" is engaged 
in a purely dynastic quarrel against a professional army of 
inferior strength, the result will probably be victory for the latter. 
But the active army of France or Germany constitutes but a 
small part of the " nation in arms," and the army for war is 
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composed in addition of men who have at some period in the 
past gone through a regular training. Herein lies the difference 
between continental and British auxiliary forces. In the French 
army, an ex-soldier during his ten years of reserve service was 
by the law of loos only liable for two months' training, and for 
the rest of his military career for tsvo weeks' service only. The 
further reduction of this liability was proposed in tern and led 
to much controversy. The question of the value of auxiliary 
forces, then, as between the continous work of, say, English 
territorials, and the permanent though dwindling influence of 
an original period of active soldiering, is one of considerable 
importance. It is largely decided in any given case by the 
average age of the men in the ranks. 

Sfl- The transfer of troops from the state of peace to that of 
war is called mobilizalion. This is, of course, a matter which 
primarily depends on good administration, and its minutest 
details are in all states laid down beforehand. Reservists have 
to be summoned, and, on arrival, to be clothed and equipped 
out of stores maintained in peace. Officers and men of the regular 
army on leave have to be recalled, the *hole medically examined 
for physical fitness to serve, and a thousand details have to be 
worked out before the unit is ready to move to its concentration 
station. The concentration and the strategic deployment are, 
of course, dependent upon the circumstances of each war, and the 
peace organization ceases to be applicable. But throughout a 
war the depots at home, the recruiting districts of second-line 
troops, and above all the various arsenals, manufactories and 
offices controlled by the war department are continually at work 
in maintaining the troops in the field at proper strength and 
effectiveness. 

57. Territorial System.—Tlie feudal system was of course a 
territorial system in principle. Indeed, as has been shown above, 
a feudal army was chiefly at fault owing to the dislocation of 
the various levies. Concentration was equally the characteristic 
of the professional armies which succeeded those of feudalism, 
and only such militia forces as remained in existence preserved 
a local character. The origin of territorial recruiting for first-
line troops is to be found in the " cantonal " system, said to have 
been introduced by Louis XIV., but brought to the greatest 
perfection in Prussia under Frederick William I. But long 
service and the absence of a reserve vitiated the system in 
practice, since losses had to be made good by general recruiting, 
and even the French Revolution may hardly be said to have 
produced the territorial system as we understand it to-day. 
It was only in the deliberate preparation of the Prussian army 
on short-service lines that we find the beginning of the " terri-
torial system of dislocation and command." This is so intimately 
connected with the general system of organization that it cannot 
be considered merely as a method of recruiting by districts. 
It may be defined as a system whereby, for purposes of command 
in peace, recruiting, and of organization generally, the country is 
divided into district!, which are again divided and subdivided 
as may be required. In a country in which universal service 
prevails, an army corps district is divided into divisional districts, 
these being made up of brigade and of regimental districts. Each 
of these units recruits, and is in peace usually stationed, in its 
own area; the artillery, cavalry and special arms are recruited 
for the corps throughout the whole allotted area, and stationed 
at various points within the same. Thus in the German army 
the III. army corps is composed entirely of Brandenburgers. 
The infantry of the corps is stationed in ten towns, the cavalry 
in four and the artillery in five. In countries which adhere to 
voluntary recruiting, the system, depending as it does on the 
calculable certainty of recruiting, is not so fully developed, but 
in Great Britain the auxiliary forces have been reorganized in 
divisions of all arms on a strictly territorial basis. The advantage 
of the system as carried into effect in Germany is obvious. 
Training is carried out with a minimum of friction and expense, 
as each unit has an ample area for training. Whilst the brigadiers 
can exercise general control over the colonels, and the divisional 
generals over the brigadiers, there is little undue interference 
of superior authority in the work of each grade, and the men,  

if soldiers by compulsion, at any rate are serving close to their 
own homes. Most of the reservists required on mobilization 
reside within a few miles of their barracks. Living in the midst 
of the civil population, the troops do not tend to become a class 
apart. Small garrisons are not, as formerly, allowed to stagnate; 
since modem communications make supervision easy. Further, 
it must be borne in mind that the essence of the system is the 
organizationand training for war of the whole military population. 
Now so great a mass of men could not be administered except 
through this decentralization of authority, and the corollary 
of short service universally applied is the full territorial system, 
in which the whole enrolled strength of the district is subjected 
to the authority of the district commander. Practice, however, 
falls short of theory, and the dangers of drawing whole units 
from disaffected or unmilitary districts are often foreseen and 
discounted by distributing the recruits, non-regionally, amongst 
more or less distant regiments. 

511. Army Administration.—The existing systems of command 
and organization, being usually based upon purely military 
considerations, have thus much, indeed almost all, in common. 
Administration differs from them in one important respect. 
While the methods of command and organization are the result 
of the accumulated experience of many armies through many 
hundred years, the central administration in each case is the 
product of the historical evolution of the particular country, 
and is dependent upon forms of government, constitutions 
and political parties. Thus France, after 1870, remodelled the 
organization of her forces in accordance with the methods which 
were presumed to have given Germany the victory, but the head-
quarters staff at Paris is very different in all branches from that 
of Berlin. Great Britain adopted German tactics, and to some 
extent even uniform, but the Army Council has no counterpart 
in the administration of the Germai emperor's fortes. 

The first point for consideration, therefore, is, what is the 
ultimate, and what is the proximate, authority supervising the 
administration? The former is, in most countries, the people 
or its representatives in parliament, for it is in their power to 
atop supplies, and without money the whole military fabric must 
crumble. The constitutional chief of the army is the sovereign, 
or, in republics, the president, but in most countries the direct 
control of army matters by the representatives of the people 
extends over all affairs into which the well-being of the civil 
population, the expenditure of money, alleged miscarriages of 
military justice, &c., enter, and it is not unusual to find grand 
strategy, and even the technical deficiencies of a field-gun or 
Mk, the subject of interpellation and debate. The peculiar 
influence of the sovereign is in what may be termed patronage 
(that is, the selection of officers to fill important positions and 
the general supervision of the officer-corps), and in the fact that 
loyalty is the foundation of the discipline and soldierly honour 
which it is the task of the officers to inculate into their men. In 
all cases the head of the state is ipso facto the head of the army. 
The difference between various systems may then be held to 
depend on the degree of power allowed to or held by him. This 
reacts upon the central administration of the army, and is the 
cause of the differences of system alluded to. For the civil chief 
of the executive is not necessarily a soldier, much less an expert 
and capable soldier; he must, therefore, be provided with technical 
advisers. The chief of the general staff is often the principal 
of these, though in some cases a special commander-in-chief, 
or the minister for war, or, as in France and England, a com-
mittee or council, has the duty of advising the executive on 
technical matters. 

so. Branches of Administration.—In these circumstances the 
only general principle of army administration common to all 
systems is the division of the labour between two great branches. 
Military administration, in respect of the troops and material 
which it has to control, is divided between the departments 
of the War Office and the General Staff. In the staff work of 
subordinate units, e.g. army corps and divisions, the same classi-
fication of duties is adopted, " general staff " duties being per-
formed by one set of officers, " routine staff " duties by another. 
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The work of a General Sing may be taken as consisting in 

preparation for war, and this again, both in Great Britain 
and abroad, consists of military policy in all its branches, staff 
duties in war, the collection of intelligence, mobilization, plans 
of operations and concentration, training, military history 
and geography, and the preparation of war regulations. These 
subjects are usually subdivided into four or five groups, each 
of which is dealt with by a separate section of the general staff, 
the actual division of the work, of course, varying in different 
countries. Thus, the second section of the French staff deals 
with " the organization and tactics of foreign armies, study of 
foreign theatres of war, and military missions abroad." A 
War Office is concerned with peace administration and with the 
provision of men and material in war. Under the former cate-
gory fall such matters as " routine " administration, finance, 
justice, recruiting, promotion of officers (though not always), 
barracks and buildings generally, armament, equipment and 
clothing, &c., in fact all matters not directly relevant to the 
training of the troops for and the employment of the troops in 
war. In war, some of the functions of a war office are suspended, 
but on the other hand the work necessary for the provision of 
men and material to augment the army and to make good its 
losses is vastly Increased. In 1870 the minister of war, von  

and the quartermaster-general's branch, which supervises the 
provision and issue of supplies, stores and malirid of all kinds. 
Over and above these, provision has to be made for control 
of all the technical parts of administration, such as artillery 
and engineer services (in Great Britain, this with a portion of 
the quartermaster-general's department, is under be master-
general of the ordnance), and for military legislation preparation 
of estimates, &c. These are, of course, special subjects, not 
directly belonging to the general administrative system. It 
is only requisite that the latter should be sufficiently elastic 
to admit of these departments being formed as required. How-
ever these subordinate offices may be multiplied, the main work 
of the war office is in the two departments of the adjutant-
general (personnel) and the quartermaster-general (mat rid). 
Beyond and wholly distinct from these is the general staff, 
the creation of which is perhaps the most important con-
tribution of the past century to the pure silence of military 
organization. 

BRIMS ARUM 

6o. Prior to the Norman Conquest the armed force of England 
was essentially a national militia. Every freeman was bound to 
bear arms for the defence of the country, or for the maintenance 

COMPARATIVE STRENGTH OF VARIOUS ARMIES 
(a) Compulsory Service (1906). 

France. Germany. Russia. 
Austria 
Hungary.  Italy. 

Annual Contingent for the Colours 	  230,000 222,000 254.000 128,000 83.000 
Medically unfit and exempt 90,000 127,000 120,000 57,000 110.000 
Excused from Service in Peace, able-bodied 	  291,000 6o6,000 285,000 122,000 

Total of Men becoming liable for Service in 1907.  	. 	. 320.000 540.000 980.000 470,000 315.000 

Total Permanent Armed Force in Peace 	 6,o,000 610,000 1,226,000 336,00o 369,000 
(not includ- 
ing colonial 

troops) 

First-Line Troops, war-strength  (estimated) 	. 	. 	. 	. 1.350,000 1,675,c1,675,000 2,187,000 950.000 Woo= 
Second-Line Troops, war-strenv 	(estimated) 	. 	. 	. 	. 3,000,000 2,275,000 1,429.000 5,450,000 1,130.000 

in Numbers available n excess of these (estimated) . 	. 	. 	. 450.000 3,950,000  9,384,000 5.000,000 1,200.000 

Total War Resources of all kinds 	  4,800.000 7,904000 13,000.000 7400,000 3,1600200 

Annual Military Expenditure—total 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. L27,720,000 1.32.228,000 f36,080,000 L13,840,000 Lit,280,000 
Annual 	Military 	Expenditure—per 	head 	of 	population 

	

(approximate) 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 13s. 9d. tos. 9d. 5s- 3d. 6s. 8d. 6s. gd. 

(b)Aullsorized Establiskeseals and Approximate drilla:sty Resources of the British Empire (1906-5907). 

British 
Regular 
Army.  

Reserve. 
for 

Regular 
Army. 

Auxiliary 
Forces. 

Native 
Tromso 

(Regular. 
Rainrue. 

Acc.). 

Colonial 
Forces 

(various). 
. 

Total. 

Great Britain 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 117,000 120,000 500,000 .. .. 

W
IT

T  
121 0

 &
 g  

Channel Islands, Malta, Bermuda. Colonies and Dependencies . 63,000 .. 6.000 • • 30000  
I ndia 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. - 	. 	. 	  75.000  .. 30.000 202.000 .. 
Canadian Forces 	  46,000 .. 59,000 

" (reserves) 
Australian Forces (including New Zealand) 	  .. .. 70,000 .. .. 

(appr.) 
South African Forces .. .. 20.000 .. .. 

(appr.) 

Totals 	  257,000 120,000 672,000 202,000 89,000 5.340,000 

Nat.—Ex-soldiers of regular and auxiliary forces, mill fit for service, and estimated lama to masse, are no counted. Enlistment 
chiefly voluntary. 

(c) The Regular Army of the United States has a maximum authorized establishment (t906) of 60,000 enlisted men; the Organized 
Militia was at the same date 110,0o0 strong. Voluntary enlistment throughout. (See UNITED STATES.) In 1906-1907 the total numbers 
available for a lode en maim were estimated at 13,000,000. 

Boon, accompanied the headquarters in the field, but this 
arrangement did not work well, and will not be employed again. 
The chief duties other than those of the general staff fall into 
two classes, the "routine staff," administration or adjutant-
general's branch, which deals with all matters affecting personnel, 

of order. To give some organization and training to the levy, 
the several sheriffs had authority to call out the contingents of 
their shires for exercise. The " fyrd," as the levy was named, 
was available for home service only, and could not be moved 
even from its county except in the case of emergency; and it 
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was principally to repel oversee invasions that its services were 
required. Yet even in those days the necessity of some more 
permanent force was felt, and bodies of paid troops were main-
tained by the kings at their own cost. Thus Canute and his 
successors, and even some of the great earls kept up a household 
force (kosearks). The English army at Hastings consisted of 
the fyrd and the corps of lasseeries. 

The English had fought on foot; but the mailed horseman 
bad now become the. chief factor in war, and the Conqueror 
introduced into England the system of tenure by knight-service 
familiar in Normandy. This was based on the unit of the feudal 
host, the consialmloria of ten knights, the Conqueror granting 
lands in return for finding one or more of these units (in the case 
of great barons) or some fraction of them (in the case of lesser 
tenants). The obligation was to provide knights to serve, with 
horse and arms, for forty days in each year at their own charges. 
This obligation could be handed on by sub-enfeoffment through 
a whole series of under-tenants. The system being based, 
not on the duty of personal service, but on the obligation to 
supply one or more knights (or it might be only the fraction of 
A knight), it was early found convenient to commute this for a 
money payment known as " scutage " (see KNIGHT SERVICE and 
Sctrrace). This money enabled the king to hire mercenaries, 
or pay such of the feudal troops as were willing to serve beyond 
the usual time. From time to time proclamations and statutes 
were issued reminding the holders of knights' fees of their duties; 
but the immediate object was generally to raise money rather 
than to enforce personal service, which became more and more 
rare. The feudal system had not, however, abrogated the old 
Saxon levies, and from these arose two national institutions—
the posse comitains, liable to be called out by the sheriff to 
maintain the king's peace, and later the militia (q.v.). The pane 
comilants, or power of the county, included all males able to bear 
arms, peers and spiritual men excepted; and though primarily 
a police force it was also bound to assist in the defence of the 
country. This levy was organized by the Assize of Arms under 
Henry II. (x al), and subsequently under Edward L (x285) by 
the so-called " Statute of Winchester," which determined the 
numbers and description of weapons to be kept by each man 
according to his property, and also provided for their periodical 
inspection The early Plantagenets made free use of mercenaries. 
But the weakness of the feudal system in England was preparing, 
through the 12th and x 3th centuries, a nation in arms absolutely 
unique in the middle ages. The Scottish and Welsh wars were, of 
course, fought by the feudal levy, but this levy was far from 
being the mob of unwilling peasants usual abroad, and from the 
fyrd came the English archers, whose fame was established by 
Edward L's wars, and carried to the continent by Edward III. 
Edward III. realized that there was better material to be bad 
in his own country than abroad, and the army with which he 
invaded France was an army of national mercenaries, or, more 
simply, of English soldiers. The army at Crecy was composed 
exclusively of English, Welsh and Irish. From the pay list of 
the army at the siege of Calais (r346) it appears that all ranks, 
from the prince of Wales downward, were paid, no attempt being 
made to force even the feudal nobles to serve abroad at their own 
expense. These armies were raised mainly by contracts entered 
into " with some knight or gentleman expert in war, and of great 
revenue and livelihood in the country, to serve the king in war 
with a number of men." Copies of the indentures executed when 
Henry V. raised his army for the invasion of France in 1415 arc in 
existence. Under these the contracting party agreed to serve the 
king abroad for one year, with a given number of men equipped 
according to agreement, and at a stipulated rate of pay. A 
certain sum was usually paid in advance, and in many cases 
the crown jewels and plate were given in pledge for the rest. 
The profession of arms seems to have been profitable. The 
pay of the soldier was high as compared with that of the 
ordinary labourer, and he had the prospect of a share of 
plunder in addition, so that it was not difficult to raise men 
where the commander had a good military reputation. Edward 
III. is said to have declined the services of numbers of foreign  

mercenaries who wished to enrol under him in his wars against 
France. 

The funds for the payment of these armies were provided 
partly from the royal revenues, partly from the fines paid in lien 
of military service, and other fines arbitrarily imposed, and 
partly by grants from parliament. As the soldier's contract 
usually ended with the war, and the king had seldom funds to 
renew it even if he so wished, the armies disbanded of themselves 
at the close of each war. To secure the services of the soldier 
during his contract, acts were passed (18 Henry VI. C. 10; and 
7 Henry VII. c. a) inflicting penalties for desertion; and in 
Edward VI.'s reign an act " touching the true service of captains 
and soldiers " was passed, somewhat of the nature of a Mutiny 
Act- 

61. It is difficult to summarize the history of the army between 
the Hundred Years' War and 1642. The final failure of the 
English arias in France was soon followed by the Wars of the 
Roses, and in the long period of civil strife the only national 
force remaining to England was the Calais garrison. Henry VIII. 
WAS a soldier-king, but he shared the public feeling for the old 
bow and bill, and English armies which served abroad did not, 
it seems, win the respect of the advanced professional soldiers 
of the continent. In zszo the Venetian ambassador described 
the English forces as consisting of rsopoo men whose peculiar, 
though not exclusive, weapon was the long bow (Fortescue 
i. 517). The national levy made in 1588 to resist the Armada 
and the threat of invasion produced about 75o lancers (heavy-
armed cavalry), 2000 light horse and 56,000 foot, beside ao,000 
men employed in watching the coasts. The small proportion 
of mounted men is very remarkable in a country in which 
Cromwell was before long to illustrate the full power of cavalry 
on the battlefield. It is indeed not unfair to regard this army 
as a miscellaneous levy of inferior quality. 

It was in cavalry that England was weakest, and by three 
different acts it was sought to improve the breed of horses, though 
the light horse of the northern counties bad a good reputation, 
and even won the admiration of the emperor Charles V. Perhaps 
the best organized force in England at this time was the London 
volunteer association which ultimately became the Honourable 
Artillery Company. At Flodden the spirit of the old English 
yeomanry triumphed over the outward form of continental 
battalions which the Scots bad adopted, and doubtless the great 
victory did much to retard military progress in England. The 
chief service of Henry VIII. to the British army was the for-
mation of an artillery train, in which he took a special interest. 
Before he died the forces came to consist of a few permanent 
troops (the bodyguard and the fortress artillery service), the 
militia or general levy, which was for home, and indeed for 
county, service only, and the paid armies which were collected 
for a foreign war and disbanded at the conclusion of peace, and 
were recruited on the same principle of indents which had 
served in the Hundred Years' Wax. In the reign of Mary, the 
old Statute of Winchester was revised (1553), and the new act 
provided for a readjustment of the county contingents and in 
some degree for the rearmament of the militia. But, from the 
fall of Calais and the expedition to Havre up to the battle of the 
Dunes a century later, the intervention of British .  forces in 
foreign wars was always futile and generally disastrous. During 
this time, however, the numerous British regiments in the service 
of Holland learned, in the long war of Dutch independence, the 
art of war as it had developed on the continent since 1450, and 
assimilated the regimental system and the drill and armament 
of the best models. Thus it was that in 164a there were many 
hundreds of trained and war-experienced officers and sergeants 
available for the armies of the king and the parliament. By this 
time bows and bills had long disappeared even from the militia, 
and the Thirty Years' War, which, even more than the Low 
Countries, offered a career for the adventurous man, contributed 
yet more trained officers and soldiers to the English and Scottish 
farces. So closely indeed was war now studied by Englishmen 
that the respective adherents of the Dutch and the Swedish 
systems quarrelled on the eve of the battle of Edgehill. Francis 
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and Horace Vere, Sir John Norris, and other Englishmen had 
become generals of European reputation. Skippon, Astley, 
Goring, Rupert, and many others soon to be famous were dis-
tinguished as company and regimental officen in the battles 
and sieges of Germany and the Low Countries. 

The home forces of England had, as has been said, little or 
nothing to revive their ancient renown. Instead, they had come 
to be regarded as a menace to the constitution. In Queen 
Elizabeth's time the demands of the Irish wars had led to 
frequent forced levies, and the occasional billeting of the troops 
in England also gave rise to murmurs, but the brilliancy and 
energy of her reign covered a great deal, and the peaceful policy 
of her successor removed all immediate cause of complaint. 
But after the accession of Charles I. we find the army a constant 
and principal source of dispute between the king and parliament, 
until under William III. it is finally established on a constitutional 
footing. Charles, wishing to support the Elector Palatine in 
the Thirty Years' War, raised an army of io,000 men. He was 
already encumbered with debts, and the parliament refused 
all grants, on which he had recourse to forced loans. The army 
was sent to Spain, but returned without effecting anything, 
and was not disbanded, as usual, but billeted on the inhabitants. 
The billeting was the more deeply resented as it appeared that 
the troops were purposely billeted on those who had resisted 
the loan. Forced loans, billeting and martial law—all directly 
connected with the maintenance of the army— formed the main 
substance of the grievances set forth in the Petition of Right. 
In accepting this petition, Charles gave up the right to maintain 
an army without consent of parliament; and when in 1639 he 
wished to raise one to act against the rebellious Scots, parliament 
was called together, and its sanction obtained, on the plea that 
the army was necessary for the defence of England. This army 
again became the source of dispute between the king and parlia-
ment, and finally both sides appealed to arms. 

62. The first years of the Great Rebellion (q.v.) showed 
primarily the abundance of good officers produced by the wars 
on the continent, and in the second place the absolute inadequacy 
of the military system of the country; the commissions of array. 
militia ordinances, &c., had at last to give way to regular methods 
of enlistment and a Central army administration. It was clear, 
at the same time, that when the struggle was one of principles 
and not of dynastic politics, excellent recruits, far different from 
the wretched levies who. had been gathered together for the 
Spanish war, were to be had in any reasonable number. These 
causes combined to produce the " New Model " which, origin-
ating in Cromwell's own cavalry and the London trained bands 
of foot, formed of picked men and officers, severely disciplined, 
and organized and administered in the right way, quickly 
proved its superiority over all other armies in the field, and in 
a few years raised its general to supreme civil power. The 15th 
of February 1645 was the birthday of the British standing army, 
and from its first concentration at Windsor Park dates the 
scarlet uniform. The men were for the most part voluntarily 
enlisted from existing corps, though deficiencies had immediately 
to be made good by impressment. 

Four months later the New Model decided the quarrel of king 
and parliament at Naseby. When Cromwell, the first lieutenant-
general and the second captain-general of the army, sent his 
veterans to take part in the wars of the continent they proved 
themselves a match for the best soldiers in Europe. On the 
restoration of the monarchy in zee° the army, now some 8o,000 
strong, was disbanded. It bad enforced the execution of 
Charles I., it had dissolved parliament, and England bad been 
for years governed under s military regime. Thus the moat 
popular measure of the Restoration was the dissolution of the 
army. Only Monk's regiment of foot(now the Coldstream Guards) 
survived to represent the New Model in the army of to-day. 
At the same time the troops (now regiments) of household 
cavalry, and the regiment of foot which afterwards became the 
Grenadier Guards, were formed, chiefly from Royalists, though 
the disbanded New Model contributed many experienced re-
cruits. The permanent forces of the crown came to consist once  

more of the " garrisons and guards," maintained by the king 
from the revenue allotted to him for carrying on the govern-
ment of the country. The " garrisons " were commissioned to 
special fortresses—the Tower of London, Portsmouth, &c. The 
" guards " comprised the sovereign's bodyguards (" the yeomen 
of the guard " and " gentlemen-at-arms." who bad existed since 
the times of Henry VII. and VIII.), and the regiments mentioned 
above. Even this small force, at first not exceeding 3000 men, 
was looked on with jealousy by parliament, and every attempt 
to increase it was opposed. The acquisition of Tangier and 
Bombay, as part of the dower of the infanta of Portugal, led to 
the formation of a troop of horse (now the 1st Royal Dragoons) 
and a regiment of infantry (the and, now Queen's R.W. Surrey, 
regiment) for the protection of the former; and a regiment of 
infantry (afterwards transferred to the East India Company) 
to hold the latter 0660. These troops, not being stationed in 
the kingdom, created no distrust; but whenever, as on several 
occasions during Charles's reign, considerable armies were 
raised, they were mostly disbanded when the occasion ceased. 
Several regiments, however, were added to the permanent 
force, including Dumbarton's regiment (the nit or Royal Scots, 
nicknamed Pontius Pilate's Bodyguard)--which had a long 
record of service in the armies of the continent, and represented 
the Scots brigade of Gustavus Adolphus's army—and the 3rd 
Buffs, representing the English regiments of the Dutch army and 
through them the volunteers of 1572, and on Charles's death 
in 1685 the total force of " guards and garrisons " bad risen to 
16,5oo, of whom about one-half formed what we should now 
all the standing army. 

63.PM= II., an experienced soldier and sailor, was more 
obstinate than his predecessor in his efforts to increase the 
army, and Monmouth's rebellion afforded him the opportunity. 
A force of about 20,000 men was maintained in England, 
and a large camp formed at Hounslow. Eight cavalry and 
twelve infantry regiments (the senior of which was the 7th 
" Royal " Fusiliers, formed on a new French model) were raised, 
and given the numbers which, with few exceptions, they still 
bear. James even proposed to disband the militia, which bad 
not distinguished itself in the late rebellion, and further augment 
the standing army; and although the proposal was instantly 
rejected, he continued to add to the army till the Revolution 
deprived him of his throne. The army which he had raised was 
to a great extent disbanded, the Irish soldiers especially, whom 
he had introduced in large numbers on account of their religion, 
being all sent home. 

The condition of the army immediately engaged the attention 
of parliament. The Bill of Rights had definitely established that 
" the raising or keeping of a standing army within the kingdom, 
unless it be by the consent of parliament, is against the law," and 
past experience made them very jealous of such a force. But civil 
war was imminent. foreign war certain; and William had only 
a few Dutch troops, and the remains of James's army, with 
which to meet the storm. Parliament therefore sanctioned a 
standing army, trusting to the checks established by the Bill 
of Rights and Act of Settlement, and by placing the pay of the 
army under the control of the Commons. An event soon showed 
the altered position of the army. A regiment mutinied and 
declared for James. It was surrounded and compelled to lay 
down its arms; but William found himself without legal power 
to deal with the mutineers. He therefore applied to parliament, 
and in 1689 was passed the first Mutiny Act, which, after repeat-
ing the provisions regarding the army inserted in the Bill of 
Rights, and declaring the illegality of martial law, gave power to 
the crown to deal with the offences of mutiny and desertion by 
courts-martial. From this event is often dated the history of 
the standing army as a constitutional force (but see Fortascue. 
British Army, i. 335). 

64. Under William the army was considerably augmented. 
The old regiments of James's army were reorganized, retaining, 
however, their original numbers, and three of cavalry and eleven 
of infantry (numbered to the 28th) were added. In 1690 parlia-
ment sanctioned a forte of 62,uoo men, further increased to 
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65,000 in 7691; but on peace being made In 1697 the- Commons 
immediately passed resolutions to the effect that the land forces 
be reduced to loon men in England and 12,000 in Ireland. The 
War of the Spanish Succession quickly obliged Great Britain 
again to raise a large army, at one time exceeding 200,000 men; 
but of these the greater number were foreign troops engaged for 
the continental war. Fortescue (op. cit. L 555) estimates the 
British forces at home and abroad as 70,000 men at the highest 
figure. After the peace of Utrecht the force was again reduced 
to 8000 men in Great Britain and IT ,000 in the plantations 
(i.e. colonies) and abroad. From that time to the present the 
strength of the army has been determined by the annual votes 
of parliament, and though frequently the subject of warm debates 
in both houses, it has ceased to be a matter of dispute between 
the crown and parliament. The following table shows the 
fluctuations from that time onward—the peace years showing 
the average peace strength, the war years the maximum to 
which the forces were raised-- 

Year. 
PEACE. 

Number. Year. 
WNR. 

Number 
1750 • • • • 18.857 1 745 • 	• 74. 187 
1 -93. . . 17,013 1765 . y  67,776 
1122 71 .790 . 1777 . . 	. 90.73/ 
1843 . . . 	. 5oo,01 1812 . 	. • • 145.996  
1857 . . . 	. 156.995 1856. 	• • . 275,079 
1866. . . 	. 203,404 1858. 	. . 	. 222,874 
Note.—Prior to 1856 the British forces serving in India are not 

included. 

During William's reign the small English army" bore an 
honourable part in the wars against Louis XIV., and especially 
distinguished itself under the king at Steinkirk, Neerwinden 
and Namur. Twenty English regiments took part in the 
campaign of 1694. In the great wars of Queen Anne's reign the 
British army under Marlborough acquired a European reputation. 
The cavalry, which had called forth the admiration of Prince 
Eugene when passed in review before him after its long march 
across Germany (1704), especially distinguished itself in the 
battle of Blenheim, and Ramillies, Oudenarde and Malplaquet 
were added to the list of English victories. But the army as 
usual was reduced at once, and even the cadres of old regiments 
were disbanded, though the alarm of Jacobite insurrections 
soon brought about the re-creation of many of these. During 
the reign of the first and second Georges an artillery corps was 
organized, and the army further increased by five regiments of 
cavalry and thirty-five of infantry. Fresh laurels were won at 
Dettingen (1743), in which battle twenty English regiments 
took part; and though Fontenoy (qv.) was a day of disaster 
for the English arms, it did not lower their reputation, bet 
rather added to it. Six regiments of infantry won the chief 
glory of Prince Ferdinand's victory of Minden (q.v.) in 1759, 
and throughout the latter part of the Seven Years' War the 
British contingent of Ferdinand's army served with almost 
unvarying distinction in numerous actions. About this time 
the first English regiments were sent to India, and the 39th 
shared in Clive's victory at Plessey. During the first half of 
George III.'s reign the army was principally occupied in America; 
and though the conquest of Canada may be counted with pride 
among its exploits, this page in its history is certainly the 
darkest. English armies capitulated at Saratoga and at York-
town, and the war ended by the evacuation of the revolted 
states of America and the acknowledgment of their independence. 

65. Before passing to the great French Revolutionary wars, 
from which a fresh period in the history of the army may be 
dated, it will be well to review the general condition of the 
army in the preceding century, injured as it was by the distrust 
of parliament and departmental weakness and corruption which 
went far to•neutralize the good work of the duke of Cumberland 
as commander-in-chief and of Pitt as war administrator. 
Regiments were raised almost as in the days of the Edwards. 
The crown contracted with a distinguished soldier, or gentleman 
of high position, who undertook to raise the men, receiving a 
certain sum as bounty-money for each recruit. In some cases, 
in. lieu of money, the contractor received the nomination of all  

or some of the officers, and recouped himself by selling the com-
missions. This system—termed "raising men for rank "—was 
retained for many years, and originally helped to create the 
" purchase system " of promotion. For the maintenance of 
the regiment the colonel received an annual sum sufficient to 
cover the pay of the men, and the expenses of clothing and of 
recruiting- The colonel was given a "beating order," without 
which no enlistment was legal, and was responsible for maintain-
ing his regiment at full strength. " Muster masters " were 
appointed to muster the regiments, and to see that the men for 
whom pay was drawn were really effective. Sometimes, when 
casualties were numerous, the allowance was insufficient to 
meet the cost of recruiting, and special grants were made. In 
war time the ranks were also filled by released debtors, pardoned 
criminals, and impressed paupers and vagrants. Where the 
men were raised by voluntary enlistment, the period of service 
was a matter of contract between the colonel and the soldier, 
and the engagement was usually for life; but exceptional levies 
were enlisted for the duration of war, or for periods of three or 
five years. As for the officers, the low rate of pay and the 
purchase system combined to exclude all but men of independent 
incomes. Appointments (except when in the gift of the colonel) 
were made by the king at home, and by the commander-in-chief 
abroad; even in Ireland the power of appointment rested with 
the local commandel of the forces until the Union. The soldier 
was clothed by his colonel, the charge being defrayed from the 
"stock fund." The army lived in barracks, camps or billets. 
The barrack accommodation in Great Britain at the beginning 
of the 58th century only sufficed for five thousand men; and 
though it had gradually risen to twenty thousand in 1792, a large 
part of the army was constantly in camps and billets—the latter 
causing endless complaints and difficulties. 

66. The first efforts of the army in the long war with France 
did not tend to raise its reputation amongst the armies of Europe. 
The campaigns of allied armies under the duke of York in the 
Netherlands, in which British contingents figured largely, 
were uniformly unsuccessful (1793-94 and 1799), though in 
this respect they resembled those of almost all soldiers who 
commanded against the " New French " army. The policy of 
the younger Pitt sent thousands of the best soldiers to un-
profitable employment, and indeed to death, in the West Indies. 
At home the administration was corrupt and ineffective, and the 
people generally shared the contemptuous feeling towards the 
regular army which was then prevalent in Europe. But a 
better era began with the appointment of Frederick Augustus, 
duke of York, as commander-in-chief of the army. He did 
much to improve its organization, discipline and training, and 
was ably seconded by commanders of distinguished ability. 
Under Abercromby in Egypt, under Stuart at Maids, and under 
Lake, Wellesley and others in India, the British armies again 
attached victory to their standards, and made themselves feared 
and respected. Later, Napoleon's threat of invading England 
excited her martial spirit to the highest pitch to which it bad 
ever attained. Finally, her military glory was raised by the series 
of successful campaigns in the Peninsula, until it culminated 
in the great victory of Waterloo, and the army emerged from 
the war with the most solidly founded reputation of any in 
Europe. 

The events of this period belong to the history of Europe, 
and fall outside the province of an article dealing only with the 
army. The great augmentations- required during the war were 
effected partly by raising additional regiments, but principally 
by increasing the number of battalions, some regiments being 
given as many as four. On the conclusion of peace these 
battalions were reduced, but the regiments were retained, and 
the army was permanently increased from about twenty thousand, 
the usual peace establishment before the war, to as average 
of eighty thousand. The duke of York, on first appointment 
to the command, had introduced a uniform drill throughout 
the army, which was further modified according to Sir David 
Dundas's system in !Soo; and, under the direction of Sir John 
Moore and others, a high perfection of drill was attained. At 
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the beginning of the war, the infantry like that of the continental 
powers, was formed in three rank but a two-rank formation 
had been introduced in America and in India and gradually 
became general, and in 1fog was finally approved. In the Penin-
sula the army was permanently organized in divisions, usually 
consisting of two brigades of three or four battalions each, 
and one or two batteries of artillery. The duke of Wellington 
had also brought the commissariat and the army transport to 
a high pitch of perfection, but in the long peace which followed 
these establishments were reduced or broken up. 

67. The period which elapsed between Waterloo and the 
Crimean War is marked by a number of Indian and colonial 
wars, but by no organic changes in the army, with perhaps the 
single exception of the Limited Service Act of 1847, by which 
enlistment for ten or twelve years, with power to re-engage to 
complete twenty-one, was substituted for the life enlistments 
hitherto in force. The army went to sleep on the liurels and 
recollections of the Peninsula. The duke of Wellington, for many 
years commander-in-chief, was too anxious to hide it away in 
the colonies in order to save it from further reductions or utter 
extinction, to attempt any great administrative reforms. The 
force which was sent to the Crimea in 1854 was an agglomeration 
of battalions, individually of the finest quality, but unused to 
work together, without trainedstaff, administrative departments 
or army organization of any kind. The lesson of the winter 
before Sevastopol was dearly bought, but was not thrown away. 
From that time successive war ministers and commanders-in-
chief have laboured perseveringly at the difficult task of army 
organization and administration. Foremost in the work was 
Sidney Herbert (Lord Herbert of Lea), the soldier's friend, 
who fell a sacrifice to his labours (x861), but not before he bad 
done much for the army. The whole system of administration 
was revised. In 1854 it was inconceivably complicated and 
cumbersome. The " secretary of state for war and colonies," 
sitting at the Colonial Office, had a general but vague control, 
.practically limited to times of war. The "secretary at war" 
was the parliamentary representative of the army, and exercised 
a certain financial control, not extending, however, to the • 

ordnance corps. The commander-in-chief was responsible to 
the sovereign alone in all matters connected with.the discipline, 
command or patronage of the army, but to the secretary at 
war in financial matters. The master-general and board of 
ordnance were responsible for the supply of material on requisi-
tion, but were otherwise independent, and had the artillery and 
engineers under them. The commissariat department had its 
headquarters at the treasury, and until Asa the militia were 
under the home secretary. A number of minor subdepartments, 
more or less independent, also existed, causing endless confusion, 
correspondence and frequent collision. In 1854 the business of 
the colonies was separated from that of war, and the then secretary 
of state, the duke of Newcastle, assumed control over all the 
other administrative officers. In the following year the secretary 
of state was appointed secretary at war also, and the duties of 
the two offices amalgamated. The same year the commissariat 
office was transferred to the war department, and the Board of 
Ordnance abolished, its functions being divided between the 
commander-in-chief and the secretary of state. The minor 
departments were gradually absorbed, and the whole administra-
tion divided under two great chiefs, sitting at the war office 
and Horse Guards respectively. In 1870 these two were welded 
into one, and the war office now existing was constituted. 

Corresponding improvements were effected in every branch. 
The system of clothing the soldiers was altered, the contracts 
being taken from the colonels of regiments, who received a money 
allowance instead, and the clothing supplied from government 
manufactories. The pay, food and general condition of the 
soldier were improved; reading and recreation rooms, libraries, 
gymnasia and facilities for games of all kinds being provided. 
Barracks (q.a.) were built on improved principles, and a large 
permanent camp was formed at Aldershot, where considerable 
forces were collected and mamzuvred together. Various educa-
tional establishments were opened, a staff college was established  

for the instruction of officers wishing to qualify for the staff, 
and regimental schools were improved. 

68. The Indian Mutiny of 1857, followed by the transference 
of the government of India, led to important changes. The 
East India Company's white troops were amalgamated with the 
Queen's army, and the whole reorganized (see Indio,, Army 
below). 

The fact that such difficulties as those of 1854 and 1857. 
not to speak of the disorders of 1848, had been surmounted by 
the weak army which remained over from the reductions of 
forty years, coupled with the instantaneous and effective re-
joinder to the threats of the French colonels in 1859—the creation 
of the Volunteer Force—certainly lulled the nation and its repre-
sentatives into a false sense of security. Thus the two obvious 
lessons of the German successes of x866 and T137o—the power 
of a national army for offensive invasion, and the rapidity with 
which such an army when thoroughly organized could be moved 
—created the greatest sensation in England. The year 187o is, 
therefore, of prime importance in the history of the regular 
forces of the crown. The strength of the home forces at different 
times between 1815 and 1870 is given as follows (Bidda11114 
Lord Cardwell al Ma War Ofice):— 

Regulars. Auxiliaries. Field Guns. 
g
o
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g.  
eo
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S

co 415
 .0

 
.4 
5.r. 
53,379 
88.531 

to270: 
89,05 1 

 (later 109.000) 

...74. 
34,614 
20,791 
29,868 

219,501 
281,69a 

69. The period of reform commences therefore with 1870, and 
is connected indissolubly with the name of Edward, Lord 
Cardwell,secretary of state for war 1869-1874. In the matter of 
organization the result of his labours was seen in the perfectly 
arranged expedition to Ashanti (1874); as for recruiting, the 
introduction of short service and reserve enlistment together 
with many rearrangements of pay, &c., proved so far popular 
that the number of men annually enlisted was more than trebled 
(11,741 in 1869i 39,971 in 1885; 40,729 in 1898), and so far 
efficient that " Lord Cardwell's . . . system, with but small 
modification, gave us during the Boer War 8o,000 reservists, 
of whom 96 or 97 % were found efficient, and has enabled us to 
keep an army of 150,000 regulars in the field for is months" 
(Rt. Hon. St John Brodrick, House of Commons, 8th of March 
root). The localization of the army, subsequently completed 
by the territorial system of 1882, was commenced under Card, 
well's regime, and a measure which encountered much powerful 
opposition at the time, the abolition of the purchase of com-
missions, was also effected by him (1871). The machinery of 
administration was improved, and autumn manceuvres were 
practised on a scale hitherto unknown in England. In 1871 
certain powers over the militia, formerly held by lords-lieutenant, 
were transferred to the crown, and the auxiliary forces were 
placed directly under the generals commanding districts. In 
:11181 came an important change in the infantry of the line, which 
was entirely remodelled in two-battalion regiments bearing 
territorial titles. This measure (the "linked battalion" system) 
aroused great opposition; it was dictated chiefly by the neces-
sity of maintaining the Indian and colonial garrisons at full 
strength, and was begun during Lord Cardwell's tenure of office, 
the principle being that each regiment should have one battalion 
at home and one abroad, the latter being fed by the former, 
which in its turn drew upon the reserve to complete it for war. 
The-working of the system is to be considered as belonging to 
present practice rather than to history, and the reader is there-
fore referred to the article UNITED ICINGDOn. On these general 
lines the army progressed up to 1899, when the Boer War called 
into the field on a distant theatre of war all the resources of 
the regular army, and in addition drew largely upon the existing 
auxiliary forces, and even .upon wholly untrained civilians, 
for the numbers required to make war in an area which 
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comprised nearly all Africa south of the 2arnbezi. As the result 
of this war (see TRANSVAAL) successive schemes of reform were 
Undertaken by the various war ministers, leading up to Mr 
Maldane's "territorial" scheme (1908), which put the organiza-
tion of the forces in the United Kingdom (q.v.) on a new basis. 

Innovations had not been unknown in the period immediately 
preceding the war; as a single example we may take the develop-
ment of the mounted infantry (go.) It was natural that the war 
itself, and especially a war of so peculiar a character, should 
intensify the spirit of innovation. The corresponding period in 
the German army lasted from x871 to x888, and such a period 
of unsettlement is indeed the common, practically the universal, 
result of a war on a large scale. Much that was of value in 
the Prussian methods, faithfully and even slavishly copied by 

:Great Britain as by others after T87o, was temporarily forgotten, 
but the pendulum swung back again, and the Russo -Japanese 
War led to the disappearance, so far as Europe was concerned, 
of many products of the period of doubt and controversy whicb 
followed the struggle in South Africa. Side by side with con-
tinuous discussions of the greater questions of military policy, 
amongst these being many well-reasoned proposals for universal 
service, the technical and administrative efficiency of the service 
has undergone great improvement, and this appears to be of more 
teal and permanent value than the greater part of the solutions 
given for the larger problems. The changes in the organization 
of the artillery afford the best evidence of this spirit of practical 
and technical reform. In the first place the old " royal regi-
ment " was divided into two branches. The officers for the field 
and horse artillery stand now on one seniority list for promotion, 
the garrison, heavy and mountain batteries on another. In each 
branch important changes of organization have been also made. 
-In the field branch, both for Royal Field and Royal Horse 
Artillery, the battery is no longer the one unit for all purposes. 
A lieutenant-colonel's command, the " brigade," has been 
created. It consists of a group, in the horse artillery of two, in 
the field artillery of three batteries. For the practical training 
of the horse and field artillery a large area of ground on the 
wild open country of Dartmoor, near Okehampton, has for some 
years been utilized. A similar school has been started at Glen 
Imaal in Ireland, and a new training ground has been opened 
on Salisbury Plain. Similarly, with the Royal Garrison Artillery 
a more perfect system has been devised for the regulation and 
practice of the fire of each fortress, in accordance with the vary-
ing circumstances of its position, &c. A practice school for the 
garrison artillery has been established at Lydd, but the various 
coast fortresses themselves carry out regular practice with 
Service ammunition. 

brow; As= 
7o. Historically, the Indian army.  grew up in three distinct 

divisions, the Bengal, Madras and Bombay armies. This separa-
tion was the natural result of the original foundation of separate 
settlements and factories in India; and each retains to the 
present day much of its old identity. 

&nat.—The English traders in Bengal were long restricted by 
the native princes to a military establishment of an ensign and 30 
men; and this force may be taken as the germ of the Indian army. 
In z68t Bengal received the first reinforcement from Madras, and 
two years later a company was sent from Madras, raising the little 
Bengalarnay toa strength of 25o Europeans. In t(5 native soldiers 
were first enlisted; In 170t-1702 the garrison of Calcutta consisted 
of 120 soldiers and seamen gunners. In 1756 occurred the defence 
of Calcutta against Suraj-ud-Dowlah, and the terrible tragedy of 
the Black Hole. The work of reconquest and punishment wascarried 
out by an expedition from Madras, and in the little force with which 
Clive gained the great victory of Plessey the Bengal army was 
represented by a few hundred men only (the British 39th. now 
Dometshire regiment, which was also present, was the first King's 
regiment sent to India, and bears the motto Primes is ladle); but 
from this date the military power of the Company rapidlyincreased. 

company mpany of artillery had been organized in 17 ; and in 2757, 
shortly before Plessey, the zst regiment of Ben native infantry 
was raised. Next. in 1759 the native infantry was augmented, in 
1760 dragoons were rimed, and in t763 the total forces amounted 
to t500  Europeans and i s battalions of native infantry (11.5oo men). 
In 1765 the European infantry was divided into 3 regiments, and  

the whole force was organized in 3 brigades, each consisting of 
I company of artillery, z regiment European infantry, z troop of 
native cavalry, and 7 battalions of repoys. In 1766, on the red uctioa 
of some money allowances, a number of officers of the Bengal army 
agreed to resign their commissions simultaneously. This dangerous 
combination was promptly put down by Clive, to whom the Bengal 
army may be said to owe its existence. 

The constant wars and extensions of dominion of the next thirty 
years led to further augmentations; the number of brigades and of 
European regiments was increased to 6; and in 1794 the Bengal 
army numbered about 3500 Europeans and 24,0oo natives. 

7t. Madras.—The first armed force in the Madon•presidency was 
the little garrison of Armegon on the Coromandel coast, consisting 
of 28 soldiers. In 1644 Fort St George was built and garrisoned, 
and in 1653 Madras became a presidency. In 745 the garrison of 
Fort St George consisted of 200 Europeans, while a similar number, 
with the addition of 100 " Topams " (descendants of the Portu-
guese), garrisoned Fort St David. In 1748 the varimusindependent 
companies on the Coromandel coast and other places were coos 
soli&ted into the Madras European regiment. From this time the 
military history of the Madras army was full of incident, and it 
bore the principal part in Clive's victories of Arcot. Kavaripak and 
Plessey. In 1754 the 39th regiment of the Royal army was sent to 
Madras. 10.1758 three others followed. In 1772 the Madras army 
numbered 3000 European infantry and 16,00e natives, and in 1784 
the number of native troops had risen to 34,000. 

72. Bombay.—The island of Bombay formed part of the marriage 
portion received by Charles I6 with the infanta of Portugal, and in 
1662 the Bombay regiment of Europeans was raised to defend it. 
In 1668 the island was granted to the Company, and the regiment 
at the salute time transferred to them. In 1708 Bombay became a 
presidency, but it .did not play so important a part as the others 
in the early extension of British power, and its forces were not so 
rapidly developed. It is said, however, to have been the first to 
discipline native troops, and Bombay sepoya were sent to Madras in 
1747, and took part in the battle of Plessey in 1757. In 1772 the 
Bombay army consisted of 2500 Europeans and 3500 sepoys, but in 
2794. in consequence of the struggles with the Mahratta power, the 
native troops had been increased to 24.000. 

73 Coesofidatios of the Army.—In 1796 a general reorganization 
took place. Hitherto the officers in each presidency had been borne 
on general " lists," according to branches of the service. These 
lists were now broken up and cadres of regiments formed. The 
colonels and lieutenant-colonels remained on separate lists, and an 
establishment of general officers was created, while the divisional 
commands were distributed between the royal and Company's 
officers. Further augmentations took place. consequent on the 
Rant extension of Bntisb supremacy. In 1798 the native infantry 
in India numbered 122 battalions. In 1808 the total force in 111d11 
amounted to 24,5co Europeans and 154.5oo natives. 

The first half of the 19th century was filled with wars and annexes 
Lions and the army was steadily increased. Horse artillery was 
formed, and the artillery in general greatly augmented. " Irregular 
cavalry " was raised in Bengal and Bombay. and recruited from a 
better class of troopers, who received high pay and found their own 
horses and equipment. " Local for=' were raised in various parts 
from time to time, the most important being the Punjab irregular 
force (raised after the annexation of the Punjab in 1849), consisting 
of 3 field batteries, 5 regiments of cavalry, and 5 of infantry, and 
the Nagpur and Oudh irregular forces. Another kind of force, 
which had been gradually formed, was that called " contingent. "-
troops raised by the protected native states. The strongest of these 
was that of Hyderabad, originally known as the nisam's army. 
Changes were elan made in the organisation of the army. Sanitary 
improvements were effected, manufacturing establishments instituted 
or increased, and the administration generally improved. 

74. The Army before the.blefiay.—The officering and recruiting of 
the three armies were in all essentials sl. sitar. The officers were 
mainly supplied by the Company's military college at Addiscombe 
in Surrey (established in 1809), and by direct appointments. The 
Bengal army was recruited from Hindustan, the infantry being 
mostly drawn from Oudh and the great Gangetic plains. The 
soldiers were chiefly high-caste Hindus, a sixth being Mamrnedarus. 
The cavalry was composed mainly of Mahommedans, recruited 
from Rohilkhand and the Gangetic Doab. The only other elements 
in the army were four Gurkha regiments. enlisted from Nepal. and 
the local Punjab irregular force. The Madras army was chiefly 
recruited from that presidency, or the native states connected with 
it. and consisted of hlahommedans. Brahmans, and of the Mahratta, 
Tamil and Telugu peoples. The Bombay army was recruited from 
its own presidency, with some Hindustani', but chiefly formed of 
hlahrattas and Mahommedans; the Bombay light cavalry mainly 
from Hindustan proper. 

I ncluding the local and irregular troops (about 200,000 strong), the 
total str,,,,;th amounted to 38,000 Europeans of all arms, with 276 
field guns, and 348,000 native troops, with 248 field guns,—truly a 
magnificent establishment, and, outwardly, worthy of the great 
empire which England had created for herself in the East. but ino 
wardly unsound, and on the very verge, of the great mutiny of 
057. 
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In 1856 the estal 	in the several presidencies was as 
follows:— 

Benga.Madraa. Bombay. Total. 

British Cavalry Regiments 	. 

P
. .1.  es

 Int
 eq 

4 
British Infantry Battalions 	. 22 
Company's European Battalions 9 
European and Native Artillery 

Battalions 	. 	. 	. 	. 24 
Native Infantry Battalions 	. 155 
Native Cavalry Regiments 	. 39 

An account of the events of 1857-58 will be found under NDLaN 
Mousy. After the catastrophe be reorganization of the military 
forces on different lines was of course unavoidable. Fortunately. 
the armies of Madrasand Bombay had beenalmost wholly untouched 
by the ,spirit of disaffection, and in the darkest days the Sikhs, 
though formerly enemies of the British, had not only remained 
faithful to them, but had rendered them powerful assistance. 

75. The Reorganitation.—By the autumn of 1858 the mutiny was 
virtually crushed, and the task of reorganization commenced. On 
the 1st of September 1858 the East India Company ceased to rule, 
and Her Majesty's government took up the reins of power. On the 
important question of the army, the opinions and advice of the most 
distinguished soldiers and civilians were invited. Masses of reports 
and evidence were collected in India. and by a royal commission in 
England. On the report of this commission the new system was 
based. The local European army was abolished, and its personnel 
amalgamated with the royal army. The artillery became wholly 
British, with the exception of a few native mountain batteries. 
The total strength of the British troops, all of the royal army. 
was largely increased, while that of the native troops was largely 
diminished. Three distinct native armies—those of Bengal, Madras 
and Bombs 	ere still maintained. The reduced Indian armies 
consisted of cavalry and infantry only, with a very few artillery, 
distributed as follows:—. 

Bengal 	. 
Macros 
Bombay . 
Punjab Face 

Total 
There were also three upper battalions, one to each army. 

The Punjab force, which had 5 batteries of native artillery attached 
to it. continued under the Punjab government. In addition, the 
Hyderabad contingent of A cavalry, 6 infantry regiments and 4 
batteries, and a local force in central India of z regiments cavalry 
and 6 infantry, were retained under the government of India. 
After all the arrangements had been completed the army of India 
consisted of 62,0oo British and 125,000 native troops. 

76. The Modern Ariny.—The college at Addiscombe was closed in 
1860, and the direct appointment of British officers to the Indian 
local forces ceased in 1861. In that year a staff corps was formed by 
royal warrant in each presidency " to supply a body of officers for 
service in India, by whom various offices and appointments hitherto 
held by officers borne on the strength of the several corps in the 
Indian forces shall in future be held." Special rules were laid down. 
The corps was at first recruited partly from officers of the Company's 
service and partly from the royal army, holding staff appointments 
(the new regimental employment being considered as staff duty) 
and all kinds of political and civil posts; for the system established 
later see INDIA : Army. The native artillery and sappers and miners 
were to be officered from the Royal Artillery and Royal Engineers. 
The only English warrant and non-commissioned officers now 
to be employed in the native army were to be those of the Royal 
Engineers with the trappers and miners. 

.1 radical change in the regimental organization of all the native 
armies was effected in 1863. The Punjab Frontier Force was from 
the first organized on the irregular system, which was there seen 
at its best, as also were the new regiments raised during the Mutiny. 
This system was now applied to the whole army, each regiment and 
battalion having seven British officers attached to it for command 
and administrative duties, the immediate command of troops and 
companies being left to the native officers. Thus was the system 
reverted to, which was initiated by Clive, of a few British officers 
only being attached to each corps for the higher regimental duties 
of command and control. Time had shown that this was more 
effective than the regular system instituted in 1.796 of British officers 
commanding troops and companies. 

A new spirit was breathed into the army: The supremacy of the 
commandant was the main principle. He was less hampered by 
the unbending regulations enjoined upon the old regular regiments, 
had greeter powers of reward and punishment, was in a position to 
assume larger responsibility and greater freedom of action, and 
was supported in the full exercise of his authority. The system 
macle the officers. 

Up to 1881 the native army underwent little change, but in that 
year t8 regiments of infantry and 4 of cavalry were broken up. 
almost the same total number of men being maintained in fewer and 
stronger regiments. The only reduction made in the British troops 
was in the Royal Artillery, which was diminished by It batteries. 
The events of 1885. however, on the Russo-Afghan frontier, led 
to augmentations. The I I batteries Royal Artillery were brought 
back from England; each of the 9 British cavalry regiments in India 
received a fourth squadron; each of the British infantry battalions 
was increased by too men, and 3 battalions were added. The native 
cavalry had a fourth squadron added to each regiment ; three of the 
four regiments broken up in 1881 were re-raised, while the native 
infantry was increased in regimental strength, and 9 new battalions 
raised composed of Gurkhas, Sikhs and Punjabis. The addition in 
all amounted to 10,600 British and aim:* native troops. In 1890 
the strength of the army of India was 73,000 British and, including 
irregulars, 147,500 native troops. For the Indian volunteers. see 
VOLuN rEERs. 

Many important changes took place between 1885 and 1904. 
Seven Madras infantry regiments were converted into regiments for 
service in Burma., composed of Gurkhas and hardy races from 
northern India; sax Bengal and Bombay regiments were similarly 
converted into regiments of Punjabis. Pathan, and Gurkhas; the 
native mountain batteries have been increased to ten; a system of 
linked battalions has been introduced with the formation of regi-
mental centres for mobilization; and reserves for infantry and 
mountain artillery have been formed. The nu in be r of British officers 
with each regiment has been increased to nine, and the two wing 
commands in battalions have been converted into 4 double-company 
commands of 250 men each, under a British commander, who is 
responsible to the commandant for their training and efficiency; 
the command of the companies being left to thenative officers: 
This system, which is analogous to the squadron command in the 
cavalry, admits of closer individual attention to training, and 
distributes among the senior British regimental officers effective 
responsibility of a personal kind. 

An addition (at the imperial expense) of five battalions of Sikhs, 
Punjabi Mahommedans, tats and batmen in northern India was 
made in isioo, as the result of India being called upon to furnish 
garrisons for Mauritius and other stations overseas. 

The unification of the triplicate army departments in the different 
presidential armies was completed in i841, all being brought directly 
under the supreme government; and the three separate staff corm 
of Bengal, Madras and Bombay were fused into one in 1891 as the 
Indian Staff Corps. The term " Indian Staff Corps " was in turn 
replaced by that of " Indian Army " in 1903. These measures 
prepared the way for the new system of army organization which. 
by authority of parliament, abolished divided control and placed 
the whole army of India under the governor-general and the 
commander-in-chief in India. 

CANADIAN FORCES 
77. In the earliest European settlements in Canada, the necessity 

of protection against Indians caused the formation of a militia. 
and in t665 companies were raised in every parish. The military 
history of the Canadian forces under French rule is full of incident, 
and they served not only against Indian raiders but also against 
the troops of Great Britain and of her North American colonies. 
Six militia battalions tookpart in the defence of Quebec in 1759, 
and even the transfer of Canada from the French to the British 
crown did not cause the disbandment of the existing forces. The 
French Canadians distinguished themselves not less than the British 
settlers in the War of American Independence, and in particular in 
the. defence of Quebec against Montgomery and Arnold. In 1787 
an ordinance was made whereby three battalions of the militia were 
permanently embodied, each contingent serving for two years. 
at the end of which time a fresh contingent relieved it, and after 
this a succession of laws and grgulations were made with a view to 
complete organization of the force. The brunt of the fighting on 
the American frontier in the war of 1812 was borne very largely by 
the permanent forte of three battalions and the fresh units called 
out, all these being militia corps. Up to 1828 a distinction had 
been, made between the British and the French regiments: this was 
then abolished. The militia was again. employed on active service 
during the disturbances of 1837, and the " Active Militia " in 1863 
had grown to a strength of 25,000 men. The Fenian troubles of 
1864 and 1866 caused theembodiment of the Canadian forces once 
more. In 1867 took place the unification of Canada, after which the 
whole force was completely organized on the basis of a militia act 
(1868). A department of Militia and Defence with a responsible 
minister was established, and the strength of the active militia of all 
arms was fixed at acs000 rank and file. Two years later the militia 
furnished 6000 men to deal with the Fenian Raid of 1870. and took 
part in Colonel (Lord) Wolseley's Red River expedition. In 1871 
a permanent force, serving the double purpose of a regular nucleus* 
and an instructional cadre, was organized in two troops of cavalry. 
two.bstteries of artillery and one regiment of infantry, and in 1876 
the Royal Military College of Canada was founded at Kingston. 
In 1885 the Rid rebellion was dealt with, and the important action 
of Rambo ;won, by the militia, without assistance from regular 

Battalions 
Infantry. 

Regiments 
Cavalry. 

1, 	• • 49 19 
40  4 

. 	. . 30 7 

. 	. . is 6  

. 	. . 131 .  36  
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In the me year Canada contributed a force of 
LTC. 

	same  
Nile expedition of Lord Wolseley: the experience = 

men was admittedly of great assistance in navigating the Rapids. 
The militia sent contingents of all arms to serve in the South African 
War, 1899-1902, including " Stratimona's Horse," a special corps, 
recruited almost entirely from the Active Militia and the North-west 
Mounted Police. The latter, a permanent constabulary of mounted 
riflemen, was formed in am. 

After the South African War an extensive scheme of reorganisation 
was taken in hand, the command bringexercised for two years 
(non-: 9o4)by Major-General Lord Du and su y by 
a militia council (Militia Act I ),similar in constitution to the home 
Army Council. For details of the present military strength of 
Canada, are the article CANADA. 

Ausratur Amer 
28. The Landshnecki infantry constituted the mainstay of the 

imperial armies in the 26th century. Maximilian L and Charles 
V. are recorded to have marched and carried the " long pike." in 
their ranks. Maximilian also formed a corps of Kyrissor, who 
were the origin of the modern cuirassiers. It was Dot, however, 
until much later that the Austrian army came into existence as 
a permanent force. Rudolph IL formed a email standing force 
about t600, but relied upon the " enlistment " system, like 
other sovereigns of the time, for the bulk of his armies. The 
Thirty Years' War produced the permanence of service which 
led in all the states of Europe to the rise of standing armies. 
In the Empire it was Walla stein who first raised a distinctly 
imperial army of soldiers owing no duty but to the sovereign; 
and it was the suspicion that he intended to use this army, 
which was raised largely at his own expense, to further his own 
ends, that led to his assassination. From that time the regiments 
belonged no longer to their colonels, but to the emperor; and 
the oldest regiments in the present Austrian army date from the 
Thirty Years' War, at the close of which Austria had 19 Infantry, 
6 cuirasskr and i dragoon regiments. The almost continuous 
wars of Austria against France and the Turks (from 2495 to 
1895 Austrian troops took part in 7000 actions of all sorts) led 
to a continuous incnne in her establishments. The wan of the 
time of Montecucculi and of Eugene were followed by that of 
the Polish Succession, the two Turkish wars, and the three 
great struggles against Frederick the Great. Thus in 1763 the 
army had been almost continuously on active service for more 
than too years, in the comae of which its organisation had been 
modified in accordance with the lessons of each war. This, in 
conjunction with the fact that Austria took part in other Turkish 
campaigns subsequently, rendered this army the most formidable 
opponent of the forces of the French Reveled= (1792). But 
the superior leading, organization and numbers of the emperor's 
forces were totally inadequate to the magnitude of the task of 
suppressing the Revolutionary forces, and though such victories 
as Neerwinden were sufficient proof of the efficiency and valour 
of the Austrians, they made no headway. In later campaigns, 
in which the enemy had acquired war experience, and the best 
of their officers bad come to the front, the tide turned against 
the Imperialists even on the field of battle. The archduke 
Charles's victories of 1796 were more than counterbalanced by 
Bonaparte s Italian campaign, and the temporary success of 
1799 ended at Marengo and Hohenlinden. 

79. The Austrian, during the short peace which preceded 
the war of iflos, suffered, in consequence of all this, from a 
feeling of distrust, not merely in their leaders, but also in the 
whole system upon which the army was raised, organized and 
trained. This was substantially the same as that of the Seven 
Years' War time. Enlistment being voluntary and for long 
service, the numbers necessary to cope with the output of the 
French conscription could not be raised, and the inner history 
of the Austrian headquarters in the Ulm campaign shows that 
the dissensions and mutual distrust of the general officers had 
gone far towards the disintegration of an army which at that 
time had the most cork de corps and the highest military 
qualities of any army in Europe. But the disasters of Tilos 
swept away good and bad alike in the abolition of the old system. 
Already the archduke Charles had designed a " nation in arms " 
after the French model, and on this basis the reconstruction  
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was begun. The conecription was put in fora and the necessery 
numbers thus obtained; the administration was at the same 
time reformed and the organization and supply services brought 
into line with modern requirements. The war of 1809 surprised 
Austria in the midst of her reorganization, yet the new army 
fought with the greatest spirit. The invasion of Bavaria was by 
no means so leisurely as it bad been in illos, and the archduke 
Charles obtained one signal victory over Napoleon in person. 
Aspern and Wagram were most desperately contested, and 
though the archduke ceased to take part in the administration 
after 1809 the work went on steadily until, in 1813, the Austrian 
armies worthily represented the combination of discipline with 
the " nation in arms principle. Their intervention in the 
War of Liberation was decisive, and Austria, in spite of her 
territorial losses of the past years, put into the field well-drilled 
armies far exceeding in numbers those which had appeared in 
the wars of the Revolution. After the fall of Napoleon, Austria's 
hold on Italy necessitated the maintenance of a large army of 
occupation. This army, and in particular its cavalry, was 
admittedly the best in Europe, and, having to be ready to 
march at a few days' notice, it was saved from the deadening 
influence of undisturbed peace which affected every other 
service in Europe from efts to 185o. 

80. The Austrian system has conserved much of the peculiar 
tone of the army of 1848, of which English readers may obtain 'a 
good idea from George Meredith's Vittoria. It was, however, 
a natural result of this that the army lost to some considerable 
extent the spirit of the " nation in arms " of 18o9 and 2813. 
It was employed in dynastic wars, and the conscription was of 
course modified by substitution; thus, when the war of 1859 
resulted unfavourably to the Austrians, the army began to lose 
confidence, precisely as had been the use in 03o5. Once MOT; 
in x866, an army animated by the purely professional spirit, 
which was itself weakened by distrust, met a " nation in arms," 
and in this case a nation well trained in peace and armed with a 
breechloader. Bad staff work, and tactics which can only be 
descn'bed as those of pique, precipitated the disaster, and in 
seven weeks the victorious Prussians were almost at the gates 
of Vienna. 

The result of the war, and of the constitutional changes about 
this time, was the re-adoption of the principles of 28=-1813, 
the abolition of conscription and long service in favour of 
universal service for a short term, and a thorough reform in the 
methods of command and staff work. It has been said of the 
Prussian army that "discipline is—the officers." This Is more 
true of the " K.K.." army ,  than of any other in &trope; the 
great bond of union between the heterogeneous levies of recruits 
of many races is the spirit of the corps of officers, which retains 
the personal and professional characteristics of the old army of 
Italy. 

FRENCH ARMY 
Sr. The French army (see for further details FLosca: Law 

and Insiihdions) data from the middle of the 15th century, at 
which time Charles VII. formed, from mercenaries who had 
served him in the Hundred Years' War, the compagnics d'ordens-
nano, and thus laid the foundation of a national standing army. 
But the armies that followed the kings in their wars still consisted 
mainly of mercenaries, hired for the occasion; and the work of 
Charles and hissuccessors was completely undone in the confusion 
of the religious wars. Louvers, was minister of Louis XIV., was 
the true creator of the French royal army. The organization of 
the fiat standing army is here given in some detail, as it served 
as a model for all armies for more than a century, and is also 
followed to some extent in our own times. Before the advent of 
Louvois, the forces were royal only in name. The army was a 
fortuitous concourse of regiments of horse and foot, each of which 
was the property of its colonel. The companies similarly 

The phrase " K. end K." (fraiswiich mod Kisielich) is applied 
to all services common to the Austrian and Hunganan armies. 
" K.-K." (Kaisalick-Koxiglick) refers strictly only to the troops 
of Austria. the Hungarian army being known as the " K.Ung. 
(Royal Hungarian) service. 
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belonged to their captains, and, the state being then in no condi-
tion to buy out these vested interests, superior control was almost 
illusory. Indeed, all the well-known devices for eluding such 
control, for instance, showing imaginary men on the pay lists, 
can be traced to the French army of the 16th century. A further 
difficulty lay in the existence of the offices called Colonel-General, 
Marshal-General and Grand Master of Artillery, between whom 
no common administration was possible. The grand master 
survived until t743, but Louvois managed to suppress the other 
offices, and even to put one of his own subordinates into the office 
of grand master. Thus was assured direct royal control, exer-
cised through the war minister. Louvois was unable indeed 
to overthrow the proprietary system, but he made stringent 
regulations against abuses, and confined it to the colonels 
(make decamp in the cavalry) and the captains. Henceforward 
the colonel was a wealthy noble, with few duties beyond that of 
spending money freely and of exercising his court influence on 
behalf of his regiment. The real work of the service was done by 
the lieutenant-colonels and lieutenants, and the king and the 
minister recognized this on all occasions. Thus Vauban was 
given, as a reward for good service, a company in the " Picardie " 
regiment without purchase. Promotions from the ranks were 
very rare but not unknown, and all promotions were awarded 
according to merit except those to captain or colonel. One of the 
captains in a regiment was styled major, and acted as adjutant. 
This post was of course filled by selection and not by purchase. 
The grades of general officers were newly fixed by Louvois—the 
brigadier, wracked is camp, lieutenant-general and marshal of 
France. The general principle was to give command, but not 
promotion, according to merit. The rank and file were recruited 
by voluntary enlistment for four years' service. The infantry 
company was maintained in peace at an effective of 6o, except 
in the guards and the numerous foreign corps, in which the 
company was always at the war strength of zoo to 200 men. 
This arm was composed, in r678, of the Garda francaires, the 
Swiss guards, the old Wens and petits virus) regiments of the line, 
of which the senior, " Picardie," claimed to be the oldest regiment 
in Europe, and the regiments raised under the new system. The 
regiment in roi, which was deliberately made the model of all 
others and was commanded by the celebrated Martinet, was the 
senior of these latter. The whole infantry arm In :678 numbered 
320,coo field and garrison troops. The cavalry consisted of the 
liaison in Roi (which Louvois converted from a " show " corps 
to one of the highest discipline and valour), divided into the 
Carder in Corps and the II ousquetaires, the Gendarmerie 
(descended from the old feudal cavalry and the ordonnance 
companies) and the line cavalry, the whole being about ss,000 
strong. There were also to,000 dragoons. In addition to the 
regular army, the king could all out, in case of need, the ancient 
arribre-ban or levy, as was in fact done in 16 74. On that occasion, 
however, it behaved badly, and it was not again employed. In 
688 Louvois organized a nulitia raised by ballot. This numbered 

25,coo men and proved to be better, at any rate, than the &rare-
bit*. Many infantry regiments of the line were, as has been said, 
foreign, and hi 1678 the foreigners numbered 30,000, the greater 
part of these being Swiss. 

82. The artillery had been an industrial concern rather than 
an arm of the service. In sieges a sum of money was paid for each 
piece put in battery, and the grand master was not subordinated 
to the war office. A nominee of Louvois, as has been said, filled 
the post at this time, and eventually Louvois formed companies 
of artillerymen, and finally the regiment of " Fusiliers " which 
Vauban described as the " finest regiment in the world." The 
engineer service, as organized by Vauban, was composed of 
engineers " in ordinary," and of line officers especially employed 
in war. Louvois further Introduced the system of magazines. 
To ensure the regular working of supply and transport, he 
instituted direct control by the central executive, and stored 
great quantities of food in the fortresses, thereby securing for 
the French armies a precision and certainty in military operations 
which had hitherto been wanting. The higher administration 
of the army, under the minister of war, fell into two branches,  

that of the commissaries and that of the Inspecting officers. The 
duties of the former resembled those of a modern " routine " 
staff—issue of equipment, checking of returns, &c. The latter 
exercised functions analogous to those of a general staff, super-
vising the training and general efficiency of the troops. Louvois 
also created an excellent hospital service, mobile and stationary, 
founded the Hotel des Invalides in Paris for the maintenance of 
old soldiers, established cadet schools for the training of young 
officers, and stimulated bravery and good conduct by reviving 
and creating military orders of merit 

83. The last half of the r7th century is a brilliant period in the 
annals of the French armies. Thoroughly organized, animated 
by the presence of the king, and led by such generals as Conde, 
Turenne, Luxembourg, Catinat and Vendome, they made head 
against coalitions which embraced nearly all the powers of 
Europe, and made France the first military nation of Europe. 
The reverses of the later part of Louis XIV.'s teign were not of 
course without result upon the tone of the French army, and the 
campaigns of Marlborough and Eugene fora time diminished the 
repute in which the troops of Louis were held by other powers. 
Nevertheless the War of the Spanish Succession closed with 
French victories, and generals of the calibre a Villars and Berwick 
were not to be found in the service of every prince. The war of 
the Polish Succession in Germany and Italy reflected no discredit 
upon the French arms; and the German general staff, in its 
history of the wars of Frederick the Great, states that " in riso 
the French army was still regarded as the first in Europe." Since 
the death of Louvois very little bad changed. The army was 
still governed as it had been by the great war minister, and some-
thing bad been done to reduce evils against which even he had 
been powerless. A royal regiment of artillery had come into 
existence, and the engineers were justly regarded as the most 
skilful in Europe. Certain alterations had been made in the 
organiitation of both the guard and the line, and the total strength 
of the French in peace was somewhat law than 200,000. 
Relatively to the numbers maintained in other states, it was thus 
as powerful as before. Indeed, only one feature of importance 
differentiated the French army from its contemporaries—the 
proportion of officers to men, which was one to eleven. In view 
of this, the spirit of the army was necessarily that of its officers, 
and these were by no means the equals of their predecessors of 
the time of Turenne or Luxembourg. Louvois' principle of 
employing professional soldiers for command and wealthy men 
for colonelcies and captaincies was not deliberately adopted, but 
inevitably grew out of the circumstances of the time. The system 
answered fairly whilst continual wars gave the professional 
soldiers opportunities for distinction and advancement But in 
a long peace the captains of eighteen and colonels of twenty-three 
blocked all promotion, and there was no work save that of 
routine to be done. Under these conditions the best soldiers 
sought service in other countries, the remainder lived only for 
pleasure, whilst the titular chiefs of regiments and companies 
rarely appeared on parade. Madame de Genlis relates how, 
when young courtiers departed to join their regiments for a few 
weeks' duty, the ladies of the court decked them with favours, 
as if proceeding on a distant and perilous expedition. 

On the other band, the fact that the French armies required 
large drafts of militia to bring up their regular forces to war 
strength gave them a vitality which was unusual in armies of 
the time. Even in the time of Louis XIV. the =Italy spirit of 
the country bad arisen at the threat of invasion, and the French 
armies of 17osi fought far more desperately, as the casualty lists 
of the allies at Malplaquet showed, than those of 1703 or 1704. 
In the time of the Revolution the national spirit of the French 
army formed a rallying-point for the forces of order, whereas 
P11133114 whose army was completely independent of the people, 
lost all power of defending herself after a defeat in the field. It 
is difficult to summarize the conduct of the royal armies in the 
wars of 274o-63. With a few exceptions the superior leaders 
proved themselves incompetent, and in three great battles, 
at least, the troops suffered ignominious defeat (Dettingen 
1743, Rossbach 1757, Minden me). On the other hand, 
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Marshal Saxe and others of the younger generals were exeellent 
commanders, and Fontenoy was a victory of the first magnitude. 
The administration, however, was corrupt and inefficient, and 
the general reputation of the French armies fell so low that 
Frederick the Great once refused en important command to 
one of his generals on the ground that his experience had been 
gained only against French troops. 

Under Louis XVL things improved somewhat: the American 
War and the successes of Lafayette and Rochambeau revived 
a more warlike spirit. Instruction was more carefully attended 
to, and a good system of drill and tactics was elaborated at the 
camp of St Omer. Attempts were made to reform the adminis-
tration. Artillery and engineer schools bad come into existence, 
and the intellectual activity of the best officers was remarkable 
(see Max Jahns, Gack.dee Kriegssissessehaftes, vol. E. passim). 
But the Revolution soon broke over France, and the history 
of the royal army was henceforward carried on by that revolu-
tionary army, which, under a new flag, was destined to raise the 
military fame of France to its greatest height 

84. If Louis was the creator of the royal army, Carnot was 
so of the revolutionary army. At the outbreak of the Revolution 
the royal army consisted of 554 infantry battalions, 7 regiments 
of artillery, and 6a regiments of cavalry, numbering about 
273,000 in all, but capable of augmentation on war strength to 
RI0,000. To this might be added about 6o,000 militia (see 
Chuquet, Prerniave invasion prussienne). 

The first step of the Constituent Assembly was the abrogation 
of an edict of Wit whereby men of non-noble birth had been 
denied commissioned rank (179o). Thus, when many of the 
officers emigrated along with their fellows of the noblesse, trained 
non-commissioned officers, who would already have been 
officers save for this edict, were available to fill their places. 
The general scheme of reform (see CONSCRIPTION) was less satis-
factory, but the formation of a National Guard, comprising in 
theory the whole military population, was a step of the highest 
importance. At this time the titles of regiments were abandoned 
in favour of numbers, and the costly and dangerous Maims du 
Rol abolished. But voluntary enlistment soon failed; the old 
corps, which kept up their discipline, were depleted, and the 
men went to the volunteers, where work was less exacting and 
promotion more rapid. "Masi ful-on," says a French writer, 
" rddail Nerd& a forcer reugagemene voloulaire d d imposer le 
choir du corps." The " first invasion " (Job,  2792) put an end 
to half-measures, and the country was declared " in danger." 
Even these measures, however, were purely designed to meet 
the emergency, and, after Valmy, enthusiasm waned to such a 
degree that, of a paper strength of 800,000 men (December 1792), 
only II2,000 of the line and 290,00o volunteers were actually 
present. The disasters of the following spring once more called 
for extreme energy, and 300,000 national guards were sent to 
the line, a step which was followed by a compulsory kale en 
masse; one million men were thus assembled to deal with the 
manifold dangers of civil and foreign war. France was saved 
by mere numbers and the driving energy of the Terrorists, not 
by discipline and organization. The latter was chaotic, and 
almost every element of success was wanting to the tumultuary 
levies of the year r793 save a ferocious energy born of liberty 
and the guillotine. But under the Terrorist regime the army 
became the rallying-point of the nation, and when Lazare Carnet 
(q.v.) became minister of war a better organization and discipline 
began to appear. The amalgamation of the old army and the 
volunteers, which had been commenced but imperfectly carried 
out, was effected on a different and more thorough principle. 
The infantry was organized in demi-brigades of three battalions 
(usually one of the old army to two of volunteers). A permanent 
organization in divisions of all arms was introduced, and the 
ablest officers selected for the commands. Arsenals and manu-
factories of warlike stores were created, schools of instruction 
were re-established; the republican forces were transformed 
from hordes to armies, well disciplined, organized and 
equipped. Later measures followed the same lines, and the 
artillery and engineers, which his 1790 were admittedly the best  

in Europe and which owing to the returier element in their 
officer cadres had not been disorganized by the emigration, 
steadily improved. The infantry, and in ales degree the 
cavalry, became good and trustworthy soldiers, and the glorious 
campaigns of 179.1, r795 and 2796, which were the direct result 
of Carnot's administration, bore witness to the potentialities 
of the essentially modern system. But, great as was the triumph 
Of I796-97, the exhaustion of years of continuous warfare 
had made itself felt: the armies were reduced to mere skeletons, 
and no sufficient means existed of replenishing them, till in 1798 
the eenseriegien was introduced. From that time the whole 
male population of France was practically at her ruler's disposal; 
and Napoleon had full scope for his genius in organizing these 
masses. His prindpal improvements were effected in the interval 
between the peace of Amiens and the war with the third coalition, 
while threatening the invasion of England. His armies were 
collected in large camps on the coasts of the Channel, and there 
received that organization which, with minor variations, they 
retained during all his campaigns, and which has since been 
copied by all European nations. The divisions bad already given 
place to the army corps, and Napoleon completed the work of his 
predecessors. He withdrew the whole of the cavalry and a 
portion of the artillery from the divisions, and thus formed 
" corps troops " and cavalry and artillery reserves for the whole 
army. The grade of marshal of France was revived at Napoleon's 
coronation. At the same time, the operation of 'modem's law, 
acquiesced in during times of national danger and even during 
peace, soon found opposition when the conscripts realised that 
long foreign wars were to be their lot, It was not the actual losses 
of the field armies, great as these undoubtedly were, which led 
Napoleon in the full tided his career to adopt the fatal practice of 
" anticipating " the conscription, but the steady increase In the 
number of refradaires, men who refused to come up for service. 
To hunt these men down, no less than forty thousand picked 
soldiers were engaged within the borders of France, and the 
actual French element in the armies of Napoleon grew less and 
less with every extension of the empire. Thus, in the Grand 
Army of 1809, about one-third of the corps of all arms were 
purely German, and in au the army which invaded Russia, 
467,00o strong, included s8o,000 foreigners. In other words, 
the million of men produced by the original conscription of 1703 
had dwindled to about half that number (counting the various 
subsidiary armies in Spain, &c.), and one hundred thousand of 
the best and sturdiest Frenchmen were engaged in a sort of civil 
war in France itself. The conscription was " anticipated " 
even in 1806, the conscripts for 1807 being called up before their 
time. As the later wars of the Empire closed one by one the 
foreign sources of reclining, the conscription became more 
terrible every year, with the result that more afradaires and 
more trusted soldiers to hunt them down were kept in non-
effective employment. Finally the capacity for resistance was 
exhausted, and the army, from the marshals downward, 
showed that it had had enough. 

ge. One of the first acts of the Restoration was to abolish 
the conscription, but it had again to be resorted to within three 
years. In r8z8 the annual contingent was fixed at 40,000, and 
the period of service at six years; in 1824 the contingent was 
increased to 60,0oo, and in 2832 to 80,coo. Of this, however, a 
part only, according to the requirements of the service, were 
enrolled; the remainder were sent home on leave or furlough. 
Up to 0355 certain exemptions were authorized, and substitution 
or exchange of lots amongst young men who had drawn was 
permitted, but the individual drawn was obliged either to serve 
personally or find a substitute. The long series of Algerian wars 
produced further changes, and in riiss the law of " dotation " 
or exemption by payment was passed, and put an end to per-
sonal substitution. The state now undertook to provide sub-
stitutes for all who paid a fixed suns, and did so by high 
bounties to volunteers or to soldiers for re-engaging. Although 
the price of exemption was fixed as high as ha, on an aver-
age 23,000 were claimed annually, and in 1859 as many 
42,000 were granted. Thus gradually the conscription became 
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rather subsidiary to voluntary enlistment, and in :866, out 
of a total establishment of 400,00o, only 120,000 were con-
scripts. Changes had also taken place in the constitution of 
the army. On the Restoration its numbers were reduced to 
smote, the old regiments broken up and recast, and a royal 
guard created in place of the old imperial one. When the revolu-
tion of July 1830 had driven Charles X. from his throne, the 
royal guard, which had made itself peculiarly obnoxious, was 
dissoved; and during Louis Philippe's reign the army was 
augmented to about 240,000 with the colours. Under the 
Provisional Government of 1848 it was further increased, and in 

when France allied herself with England against Russia, 
the army was raised to soo,000 men. The imperial guard was 
re-created, and every effort made to revive the old Napoleonic 
traditions in the army. In 0339 Napoleon III, took the field 
as the champion and ally of Italy, and the victories of Montebello, 
Magenta and Solferino raised the reputation of the army to the 
highest pitch, and for a time made France the arbiter of Europe. 
But the campaign of x866 suddenly made the world aware that 
a rival military power had arisen, which was prepared to dispute 
that supremacy. 

Marshal Niel (q.v.), the then war minister, saw dearly that 
the organization which had with difficulty maintained 150,000 
men in Italy, was no match for that which had within a month 
thrown 250,o00 into the very heart of Austria, while waging 
a successful war on the Main against Bavaria and her allies. 
In 1867, therefore, he brought forward a measure for the re-
organization of the army. This was to have been a true 
" nation in arms " based on universal service, and Niel calculated 
upon producing a first-line army 800,000 strong—half with the 
colours, half in reserve—with a separate army of the second 
line. But many years must elapse before the full effect of this 
principle of recruiting can be produced, as the army is incom-
plete in some degree until the oldest reservist is a man who has 
been through the line training. Niel himself died within a year, 
and aro witnessed the complete ruin of the French army. The 
law of 1868 remained therefore no more than an expression of 
principle. 

86. At the outbreak of the Franco-German War (q.v.) the 
French field troops consisted of 368 battalions, 252 squadrons, 
and 984 guns. The strength of the entire army on peace footing 
was 393,000 men; on war footing, 362,0oo. Disasters followed 
one another in rapid succession, and the bulk of this war-trained 
long-service army was captive in Germany within three months 
of the opening battle. But the spirit of the nation rose to the 
occasion as it had done in 1293. The next year's contingent 
of recruits was called out and hastily trained. Fourth battalions 
were formed from the depot cadres, and organized into regimexis 
de marcke. The gander mobiles (Niel's creation) were mobilised, 
and by successive decrees and under various names nearly all 
the manhood of the country called to arms. 

The regular troops raised as 'kismet: de agareke,&c., amounted 
to 213,000 infantry, 12,000 cavalry and ro,000 artillery. The 
garde mobile exceeded 300,002, and the mobilized national guard 
exceeded rat:0,020-0f whom about r8o,000 were actually 
in the field and 23o,000 in Paris; the remainder preparing 
themselves in camps or depots for active work. Altogether the 
new formations amounted to nearly 1,700,000. Though, in the 
face of the now war-experienced well-led and disciplined Germans, 
their efforts failed, this cannot detract from the admiration 
which must be felt by every soldier for the patriotism of the 
people and the creative energy of their leaders, of whom 
Gambetta and Freycinet were the chief. After the war every 
Frenchman set himself to solve the army problem not less 
seriously than had every Prussian after Jena, and the reformed 
French army (see Fearicx) was the product of the period 
of national reconstruction. The adoption of the " universal 
service " principle of active army, reserves and second-line 
troops, the essential feature of which is the Use training of every 
man, was almost as a matter of course the basis of the re-
organization, for the want of a trained reserve was the most 
obvious cause of the disasters of " the terrible year." 

(GERMAN 

Gustaf Arum 
87. The German army, strictly speaking, dates only from 1871, 

or at earliest :866. Before the unification of the German empire 
or confederation, the several states possessed distinct armies, 
federal armies when required being formed from the contingents 
which the members of the union, like those of an ordinary 
alliance, engaged to furnish. The armies of the Holy Roman 
Empire were similarly formed from " single," " double," or 
" treble " contingents under the supreme command of specially 
appointed field marshals of the Empire. In the troubles of 1848 
there was witnessed the curious spectacle of half of a victorious 
army being unable to pursue the enemy; this, being composed 
of " Prussian " as distinct from " federal contingent " troops, 
had to stop at the frontier of another state. The events of r866 
and 1870 put an end to all this, and to a very great extent to the 
separate armies of the old confederation, all being now re-
modelled on Prussian lines. The Prussian army therefore .is 
at once the most important and historically the most interesting 
of the forces of the German empire. Its &gut (about 1630) 
was not satisfactory, and in the Thirty Years' War troops of 
Sweden, of the Emperor, of the League, &c., plundered Branden-
burg unharmed. The elector, when appealed to for protection, 
could but answer, "Que faire ? Its out des canons." The 
humiliations of this time, were, however, avenged by the troops 
of the next ruler of Brandenburg, called the Great Elector. The 
supposed invincibility of the Swedes did not prevent him from 
inflicting upon them a severe defeat at Fehrbellin, and there-
after the Prussian contingents which took part in the many 
European wars of the time acquitted themselves creditably. 
One of their generals was the famous Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau, 
and the reckless gallantry of this leader was conspicuous on 
many fields, from Blenheim to Malplaquet But Ieopold's 
greatest work was done in the years of peace (1715-4o), during 
which Prussia was preparing the army with which Frederick 
the Great won his battles. He had introduced (about :No) 
iron ramrods into the infantry service, and for over twenty 
years the Prussian infantry was drilled to a perfection which 
gave it a superiority of five to three over the best-drilled troops 
of the Austrian service, and still greater predominance over the 
French, which was then accounted the best in Europe. Frederick 
William I., king of Prussia, directed and supervised the creation 
of the new Prussian army, and Leopold was his principal assist, 
ant. In organization and methods of recruiting, as well as in 
tactical efficiency, the army of 1740 was equally pre-eminent. 
Then came the wars of Frederick the Great. It is not too much 
to say that the infantry won his earlier battles; the cavalry 
had been neglected both by Frederick William and by Leopold, 
and Frederick wrote that " it was not worth the devil's while to 
fetch it away." But the predominance of the infantry was so 
far indisputable that Frederick was able to devote himself to the 
reorganization of the mounted arm, with results which appeared 
in the splendid victories of Hohenfriedberg, Rombach, Leuthen 
and Zorndorf. But long before the dose of the Seven Years' 
War the incomparable infantry of the old army had disappeared, 
to be replaced by foreigners, deserters and vagabonds of all 
kinds, not to mention the unwilling Saxon and other recruits 
forced into the king's service. The army of 2420,000 men which 
Frederick bequeathed to his successor was indeed superb, and 
deserved to be the model of Europe. But with Frederick's 
death the genius which had animated it, and which alone gave 
value to such heterogeneous materials, was gone. The long 
peace bad the customary effect of sapping the efficiency of 
the long-service troops. They still retained their imposing 
appearance and precision of movement, and overweening self-
confidence. But in 1806, after two crushing defeats and a series 
of humiliating surrenders, Prussia found herself at the feet of the 
conqueror, shorn of half her territory, obliged to receive French 
troops in all her towns and fortresses, and only existing on 
sufferance. But in these very disasters were laid the seeds 
of her future greatness. By the treaty of Tilsit the Prussian 
army was limited to 43 Aoo-axa This limitation suggested 
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to Scharnhorst "universal . service" on the ICrumper ,  'system 
already described (sec 136 above). 

88. The bitter humiliation and suffering endured under the 
French yoke aroused a. national spirit which was capable of any 
sacrifices. The civilian became eager to be trained to fight 
against the oppressor of his country; and when Prussia rose in 
1813, the armies she poured into the field were no longer pro-
fessional, but national armies, imperfectly trained and organized, 
but animated by a spirit which more than compensated for 
these defects. At the close of the war her rulers, with far-seeing 
sagacity, at once devoted themselves to organize on a permanent 
footing the system which had sprung up under the necessities 
and enthusiasm of the moment. Universal compulsory service, 
and a three years' term in the ranks, with further periods in 
the reserve and Landwekr, were then introduced; and though 
variations have subsequently been made in the distribution of 
time, the principles were substantially the same as those now in 
force. By the law of 1814 the periods of service were fixed at 
three years in the army, two in the reserve and fourteen in the 
Landwehr, and the annual contingent at 40,000 men. As the 
population increased,it was felt that the service was unequally 
distributed, pressing unnecessarily heavily on some, while others 
escaped altogether. Further, the experiences of Brownell and 
Olmlttz in r85o, and of 1859, when Prussia armed in anticipation 
of a war with France, aroused great doubts as to the efficiency 
of the Lamiumkr, which then formed the bulk of Prussia's forces, 
and of whom many had been as long as ten years away from the 
colours. At this time the French remark that the Prussian 
army was " a sort of militia " Was by no means untrue. Accord-
ingly, by the law of 186o the annual contingent was fixed at 
63,000, the period in the reserve was increased from two to four 
years, and that in the Lease/or reduced from fourteen to five, 
The total armed force thus remained nearly the same (rn con-
tingents of 63,000, in place of to of so,000), but the army and its 
reserves were more than doubled (increased from s X 40,000 to 
7 X 63,o00) while the Landwekr was proportionately reduced. 

This change was not effected without great opposition, and led 
to a prolonged struggle between the king, guided by Bismarck, 
and the parliament. It required the victories of *866 and 
1870, and the position thereby won for Prussia, to reconcile the 
nation to the new law. The military alliance (1866) of Prussia 
with the other German states gave place in 1871 to the union of 
all the armies into the German army as it is to-day. Some 
retained their old peculiarities of uniform, and even more than 
this was allowed to Bavaria and to Saxony, but the whole army, 
which has been increased year by year to its present strength,. 
is modelled on the Prussian part of it, The Prussian army corps 
are the Guard, and the line numbered L to XI., and XV. to 
XVIII. 

89.The Saxon' Army formerly played a prominent part in all 
the wars of northern Europe, chiefly in connexion with Poland. 
In the War of the Austrian Succession the Saxon army played 
a prominent part, but in the end it suffered a heavy defeat 
in the battle of Ressehdorf (1745). In the Seven Years' War 
Saxony was overrun by the Prussians almost without resistance, 
and the military forces of the country under Field Marshal 
Rutowski were forced to surrender es mane at Pirna (1756); 
the men were compelled by Frederick the Great to join the 
Prussian army, and fought, though most unwillingly, through 
the remainder of the war as Prussian soldiers. A few outlying 
regiments which had not been involved in the catastrophe 
served with the Austrians, and on one occasion at least, at Kohn, 
inflicted a severe blow on the Prussians. At the outbreak of the 
wars of the French Revolution the Saxon army was over 30,000 
strong. It took part in the campaign of Jena on the side of the 
Prussians, and during the Napoleonic domination in Germany 
Saxony furnished strong contingents to the armies of Napoleon, 
who in return recognized her elector as king, and largely in-
creased his territories. The newly made king remained faithful 
to Napoleon even in his reverses; but the army was too German 

I Prom Xrimperpjenie (cast horses attached to batteries, &c., for 
end lobe). applied to the recruits in jest. 

Iii feeling to fight wiffinglyunder the French flag. Their defection 
at Leipzig contributed not a little to the results of that bloody 
day. After the peace the king was shorn of a great part of by 
dominions, and the army wag reconstituted on a smaller scale. 
In 1866 Saxony sided with Austria, and her army shared in the 
disasters of . the brief campaign and the crowning defeat at 
Koniggriitz. Under the crown prince's leadership, however.  
the Saxons distinguished themselves by their courage and 
steadiness wherever they were engaged. After the war Saxony 
became part of the North German Confederation, and in 1870-  
1871 her troops, under the command of the crown prince„ 
formed the XIL corps of the great German army. They were 
assigned to the II. army of Prince Frederick Charles, and 
delivered the decisive attack on the French right at Gravelotte. 
Subsequently a IV. army was formed under the command of 
the crown prince, in which the XII. corps, now under Prince 
George of Saxony, served with unvarying credit in the campaign 
of Sedan and the siege of Paris. The Saxon army is now organised 
in every respect on Prussian lines, and forms two army corps 
(XII. at Dresden and XIX. at Leipzig) of the German army. 
The German emperor, in concert with the king of Saxony, names 
the officers for the higher commands. Saxony retains, however, 
her separate war ministry, budget, &c.; and appointments and 
promotion to all but the highest commands are made by the king. 
The colours of the older Saxon forces, and especially the green 
of the tunics, are retained in many of the uniforms of the present 
day. 

go. The Bavarian Army has perhaps the most continuous record 
of good service in the field of any of the minor German armies. 
The oldest regiments date from the Thirty Years' War, in which 
the veteran army of the Catholic league, commanded by Count Tilly 
and formed on the nucleus of the Bavarianarmy, played a con-
spicuous part. Later in the war the Bavarian general, Count Mercy, 
proved himself a worthy opponent of Turenne and Conde. Hence-
forward the Bavarian, were engaged in almost every war between 
France and Austria, taking part successively in the wars of the 
Grand Alliance, the Spanish Succession (in which they came into 
conflict with the English), and the Polish and Austrian Succession 
wars. In pursuance of the traditional anti-Austrian policy, the 
troops of Bavaria, led by a distinguished Bavarian, Marshal (Prince) 
Wrede, served in the campaigns of t8os to 1813 side by side with-
the French, and Napoleon made the electorate into a kingdom. 
But in 1813 Bavaria joined the Alliance, and Wrede tried to inter-
cept the French on their retreat from Leipzig. Napoleon, however, 
inflicted a severe defeat on his old general at Hanau, and opened 
his road to France. In 1866 the Bavarians took part against Prussia, 
but owing to their dilatoriness in taking the field, the Prussians 
were able to beat them in detail. In 1870, reorganized to some extent 
on Prussian lines, they joined their former enemy in the war against 
France, and bore their full share in the glories and losses of the 
campaign, the II. Bavarian corps having suffered more heavily 
than any but the III. Prussian corps. The 1. Bavarian corps dis-
tinguished itself very greatly at Sedan and on the Loire. Bavaria 
still retains her separate war office and special organization, and the 
troops have been less affected by the Prussian Influence than those 
of the other states. The Bavarian corps are numbered separately 
(I. Bay., Munich; II. Bay., Wurzburg; Ill. Bay., Nuremberg), and 
the old light blue uniforms and other distinctive peculiarities of 
detail are still maintained. 

91. Waretemberg furnishes one army corps (XIII.; headquarters, 
Stuttgart). organized, clothed and equipped in all respects like the 
Prussian army. Like the Bavarians, the Wurttembergcrs fought 
against the Prussians in 1866, but in 187o made common cause with 
them against the French, and by the convention entered into the 
following year placed their army permanently under the command 
of the Prussian king as emperor. The emperor nominates to 
the highest commands, but the king of Wurttemberg retains the 
nomination and appointment of officers in the lower grades. 

92. The old Hanoverian Army disappeared, of course, with the 
annexation of Hanover to Prussia in 1866, but it is still represented 
officially by certain regiments of the X. army corps, and, in one case 
at least, battle honours won by the King's German Legion in the 
British service are borne on German coloured to-day. The Hessian 
Army is now represented by the XXV. (Grand-ducal Hessian) 
division, which forms part of. the XVIII. army corps. 

ITALIAN A21/1( 

The old conscription law of the kingdom of Sardinia is 
the basis of the military organization of Italy, as its constitu-
tion is of that of the modern Italian kingdom. The Piedmontese 
have long borne a high reputation for their military qualities, a 
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reputation shared by the rulers of the house of Savoy (q.v.), 
many of whom showed special ability in preserving the inde-
pendence of their small kingdom between two such powerful 
neighbours as France and Austria. During the wars of the 
French Revolution Piedmont was temporarily absorbed into 
the French republic and empire. The Italian troops who 
fought under Napoleon proved themselves, in many if not most 
cases, the best of the French allies, and Italy contributed large 
numbers of excellent general officers to the Grande Ara*. 

After 1815 various causes combined to place Piedmont (Sardinia) 
at the head of the national movement which agitated Italy during 
the • thirty years, and bring her in direct antagonism to 
Austria.Charles Albert, her then ruler, had paid great attention 
to the army, and when Italy rose against Austria in 1 8 he took the 
field with an excellent force of nearly 7o,000 men. At the outset 
fortune favoured the arms of Italy; but the genius and energy of 
Radetzky, the veteran Austrian commander, turned the tide, and 
in the summer of 1849 after many battles the Piedmontese army 
was decisively defeated at Novara, and her king compelled to sue 
for peace. Charles, Albert abdicated in favour of his son Victor 
Emanuel, a prince who had already distinguished himself by his 
personal gallantry in the field. Under his care the army soon re-
covered its efficiency, and the force which joined the allied armies in 
the Crimea attracted general admiration from the excellence of its 
organization, equipment and discipline. In 1859 Piedmont again 
took up arms against Austria for the liberation of Italy; but this 
time site had the powerful assistance of France, and played but a 
subordinate part herself. In this campaign the Sardinian army was 
composed of one cavalry and five infantry divisions, and numbered 
about 60,000 combatants. By the peace of Villafmnca, Italy, 
with the exception of Venetia, was freed from the Austrians, and 
Lombardy was added to Piedmont. The revolutionary campaign of 
Garibaldi in the following year united the whole peninsula under 
the rule of Victor Emanuel, and in 1866, when Italy for the third 
time took up arms against Austria—this time as the ally of Prussia—
her forces had risen to nearly 450,000, of whom about 27o,co0 
actually took the field. But in quality these were far from being 
equal to the old Piedmontese army; and the northern army, under 
the personal command of the long, was decisively defeated at 
Custom by the archduke Albert of ?tonna. 

The existing organization of the Italian army is determined by 
the laws of 1873, which made universal liability to service the bans 
of recruiting. The territorial system has not, however, been adopted 
at the same time. the materials Of which the Italian army is com-
posed varying so much that it was decided to blend the different 
toi- of soldiers so far as poeuble by causing them to serve together. 
The colonial wars in which Italian troops have taken part have been 
marked with great disasters, but relieved by the gallantry of the 
officers and the rank and film 

RUSSIAN AaNY 

94. The history of the Russian army begins with the abolition 
of the Strati (q.v.) by Peter the Great in :698, the nucleus of 
the new forces being four regiments of foot,' two of which are 
well known to-day under their old titles of Preobruhenski and 
Semenovaki. Throughout the 18th century Russian military 
progress obeyed successive dynasties of western European 
models—first those of Prussia, then those of France. In the 
earlier part of the 19th century the army, used chiefly in wars 
against the revolutionary spirit, became, like others of that 
time, a dynastic force; subsequently the " nation in arms " 
principle reasserted itself, and on this basis has been carried out 
the reorganization of Russia's military power. The enormous 
development of this since 1874 is one of the most striking 
phenomena in recent military history. In 0192, in expectation 
of a general European war, whole armies were massed in the 
districts of Warsaw and Vilna, three-fifths of the entire forces 
being in position on the German and Austrian frontiers. 

The Russo-Japanese War of 19:4-5 is generally held to have 
proved that the fighting power of the Russian has in no way 
diminished in intrinsic value from that of the days of Zomdorf, 
Borodino and Sevastopol. The proverbial stubbornness of the rank 
and file is the distinctive quality of the armies of the tsar, and in 
view of the general adoption of two-years' service in other countries 
it is a matter for grave consideration whether. against European 
forces and in defence of their own homes, the Amiens would not 
Frye more than formidable antagonists to the men of more highly 
individualized races who are their probable opponents. Equally 
remarkable is the new power of redistribution possessed by Russia. 
Formerly it was usual to count upon one campaign at least elapsing 
before Russia could intervene effectively in European wars; much, 
as fact the Feuer part, of her loans in the Crimean War was due  

fo the enormous distances which had to be travelled on foot. Now 
days the original equal distribution of the army over the country 
has been modified skaccordance with the political needs of each 
moment. In 1892 the centre of gravity was shifted to Poland and 
Kiev, in 1904 the performances of the trans-Siberian railway in 
transporting troops to the seat of war in Manchuria excited the 
admiration of military Europe. The attitude of the army in the 
troubles which followed upon the Japanese War belongs to the 
history of Russia, not to that of military organization, and it will be 
sufficient to say that the conduct of the " nation in arms' at times 
of political unrest may vary between the extremes of unquestioning 
obedience to authority and the most dangerous form of licences 
examples of both being frequent in the history of nearly all national 
armies. A remarkable innovation in the modern history of this 
army is the conversion of the whole of the cavalry, except a few 
Elite regiments, into dragoons of the old type. After the war of 
1904-5. -however, this policy was reversed and the cavalry reformed 
on the usual model. The Cossacks still retain to a large Went the 
peculiarities of the light troops of the 18th century. 

SPANISH Aunt 

95. The feudal sovereignties of medieval Spain differed but 
little, In their military organization, .from other feudal states. 
As usual, mercenaries were the only forces on which reliance 
was placed for foreign wars. These troops called abersideares 
(Arabic-scouts) won a great reputation on Italian and Greek 
battlefields of the 13th century, and with many transformations 
in name and character appeared from time to time up to the 
Peninsular War. Castile, however, had a military system very 
different from the rest. The forces of the kingdom were cam-
posed of local contingents similar to the English bed, pro-
fessional soldiers who were paid followers of the great lords, 
and the heavy cavalry of the military orders. The groups of 
cities called Hersaaadades,winie they existed, also had permanent 
forces in their pay. At the union of Castile and Aragon the 
Castilian methods received a more general application. The 
new Hertnawdad was partly a light cavalry, partly a police, and 
was organized in the ratio of one soldier to every hundred. 
families. In the conquest of Grenada 0482-94 .inerssolas 
or contingents were furnished by the crown, the nobks and the 
cities, and permanently kept in the field. The Efermandad 
served throughout the war as a matter of coune. From the 
veterans of this war was drawn the army which in the Italian 
wars won its reputation as the first army in Europe. 

In 1596 the home defence of Spain was reorganized and the 
ardent:ma, or militia, which was then formed of all me not 
belonging to the still extant feudal contingents, was generally 
analogous to the system of "assizes at arms" In Ragland. 
This ordenansa served in the Peninsular War. 

96. With the Italian wars of the early 16th century came the 
development of the regular army; a brief account of its place in the 
evoluuon of armies has been given above. Discipline, the feeling of 
comradeship and soldierly honour were the qusihties which marked 
out the Spanish army as the model for others to follow, and for more 
than ■ century the Spanish army maintained its prestige as the 
first in Europe. The oldest regiments of the present Spanish army 
claiming descent from the fascias date from tm. An officer whose 
regiment was reduced commonly took a pike in some other corps 
(e.g. Tilly), the seaor soldado was counted as ■ gentleman, and 
wife and family received state allowances. 

Bu 
 was this army open

his 

 only to Spaniards. Walloons, Italians, 	 undian, and other 
nationalities ruled over by the Habsburg, all contributed their 
quotas. But the career of the old army came to an end at Rocroi 
(1643), and after this the forces of the monarchy began more and 
more to conform to the French model. 

97. The military history of Spain from 1650 to 1700 is full of 
incident, and in the long war of the Spanish Succession both the 
army and the ordoicussa found almost continuous employment. 
They were now organized, as were most other armies of Europe, 
on the lines of the French army, and in 1714 the old Seeder, which 
had served in the Spanish Netherlands undo Marlborough, wag 
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had been raised in 1580. The army underwent few cblivangett 
importance during the 18th century, and it is interesting to note 
that there were never less than three Irish regiments in the service. 
In t8o8 the Iolanda, Monk ( ...Ulster) and Hibernia regiments had 
come to consist (as had similar corps in the French service before 
the Revolution) largely of native soldiers. At that time the Spanish 
army consisted of 119 Spanish and foreign (Swiss, Walloon and 
Irish) battalions, with 34 cavalry regiments and about ;Moo artillery 
and engineers. There were further s battalions of militias. and the 
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total knots numbemd actuay t31,emo. The part played by the 
Spanish standing army in the Peninsular War was certainly whdly 
insignificant relatively to these figures. It must be borne in mind. 
however, that only continued wars can give real value to long-service 
troops of the old style, and this advantage the Spanish  regulars 
did not possess. Further, the general decadence of administration 
reacted in the usual way, the appointment of court favourites to 
high command was • flagrant evil, and all that can be urged is that 
the best elements of the army behaved as well as did the Prussians 
of a* that the higher leading and the administration of the army 
in the field were both sufficiently weak to have ruined MOM armies, 
and that the men were drawn from the same country and the same 
classes which furnished the asorrilleros whom it became fashionable 
to exalt at the expense of the soldiers. in the later campaigns of 
Wellington, Spanish divisions did good service, and the corps of 
La Roman (apicked contingent of troops which had been sent 
before the war to Denmark at Napoleon's instance), though often 
defeated, always retained some cohesion and discipline. But the result 
of this war, the second French invasion, and the continued civil 
wars of the Nth century was the destruction of the old army, and 
the present army of Spain still bears traces of the confusion out of 
which it arose. 

The most important changes-wen in an, when conscription was 
Introduced, and in 1872, when universal service was 	in in its 
piece. The military virtues of the rank and file 	the devotion 
of 

 
the officers were conspicuouslydaplayed in theSourish-Acan 

War of 18911, and it cannot,  be even for the Germans of 11170 
that they fired so coolly and accurately as did the defender. of 
S. Juan and El Caney. 

Tmmn An= 
98. The miters who have left the most complete and trust-

worthy contemporary accounts of the Turkish army in the 
"14th and 15th centuries, when it reached the height of its most 
characteristic development, are Bertrandon de k Brocquiere, 
equerry to Philip the Good, duke of Burgundy, and Francesco 
Filelfo of Tolentino. Bertrandon, a professional soldier, visited 
Palestine in :432 and returned overland in 1433, traversing 
the Balkan Peninsula by the main trade-route from Con-
stantinople to Belgrade. He wrote an account of his journey 
for Philip: see Early Travels us Palasline, translated and edited 
by T. Wright (London, 1848). Hello served as secretary to the 
Venetian kyle at Constantinople, and recorded his observations 
in a series of letters (see Priem). Both ascribe the military 
superiority of the Turks over the nations of western Europe to 
two facts—firstly to their possession of a well-organized stand-
ing army, an institution unknown elsewhere, and secondly to 
their far stricter discipline, itself a result of their military organ-
isation•and of the moral training afforded by Islam. 

The regular troops comprised the Janissaries (q.t.), a corps of 
infantry recruited from captured sons of Christians, and trained to 
form a privileged caste of scientific soldiers and religious fanatics; 
and the Spahis, a body of cavalry similarly recruited, and armed with 
scimitar, mace and bow. Celibacy was one of the rules of this 
standing army, which, in its semi-monastic ideals and constitution, 
resembled the knightly orders of the West in their prime. The 
Janissaries numbered about 12,000, the Spahis about 8000. A 
second army of some 40,000 men, mostly mounted and armed like 
thekra, was feudal in character, and consisted chiefly of the 
personal folbwe's of the Moslem nobility; more than half its numbers 
were recruited In Europe. This force of 60,000 trained soldiers was 
accompanied by • horde of irregulars, levied chiefly among the 
barbarous mountaineers of the Balkans and Asia Minor, and very 
ill-armed and ill-disciplined. Their numbers may be estimated at 
24o,000. for Bertrandon gives 200,000 as the total of the Turkish 
forces. Many 15th and 16th century writers give a smaller total, 
but refer only to the standing and feudal armies. Others place 
the total higher. Laonicus Chalcocondylas in his Turcica Hisioria 
states that at the siege of Constantinople in 453 the sultan com-
manded 400,000 troops, but most other eye-witnesses of the siege 
give a total varying from 150,000 to soo,000. Many Christian 
soldiers of fortune enlisted with the Turks as artillerists or engineers, 
and supplied them at Constantinople with the most powerful cannon 
of the age. Other Christians were compelled to serve as engineers or 
in the ranks. As late as 1683 a corps of Walhchians was forced to 
loin the Turkish army before Vienna, and entrusted with the task of 
bridging the Danube. But in the 18th and early rpth centuries the 
Introduction of Christians tended to weaken the Metal of the army 
already sapped ledefeat ; it was found impossible to maintain the 
discipline of the anhsaries, whose privileges had become a source 
of danger; and feudal nobility became more and more inde-
pendent of the sultan's authority. These three causes contributed 
to make reorganization inevitable. 

The destruction of the Janissaries in 1826 marked the close of the 

history al tbe old Turkish army: already the reereadon ca the 
s&vice on the accepted models of western Europe had been cam.
mewed. This was still incomplete when the new force was called 
upon to meet the Russians in 5828, and though the army displayed 
its accustomed bravery, its defective organization and other causes 
led to its defeat. Since then the army has been almost as constantly 
on active service as the British; the Crimean War, the Russo-,  
Turkish War of 1877 and the Greco-Turkish War of any witnessed 
the employment of a large proportion of the sultan's available 
fosses, while innumerable local revolts in different parts of the 
empire called for great exertions, and often for fierce fighting on 
the part of the troops locally in garrison and than seat up from the 
nearest provinces. 

Unrrao STASIS :Mex.& 
no. The regular army of the United States has always been 

small. From the first it has been a voluntary force, and until 
18428 its chief work in peace was to furnish numerous small posts 
on the frontier and amongst the Indians, and to act as a reserve 
to the civil power in the great cities. In war-time the regular 
army, if, as was usually the case, it was insufficient in numbers 
for the task of subduing the enemy, formed the nucleus of large 
armies raised " for the war." In 1790 the rank and file of the 
army, as fixed by act of Congress, amounted to rata men; and 
in 1854 an English expedition of only 3500 men was able to seize 
and burn Washington, the capital of a country which even then 
numbered eight millions of inhabitants. In x861, at the begin-
ning of the Civil War, the whole regular force amounted to about 
15,30o men. In April of that year the president called out 
75,000 volunteers for three months ; and in May a further 
call for 42,000 was made. In July a call for 500,000 men 
was authorized by Congress, and as even this vast force proved 
insufficient It was found necessary to use a system of drafts. 
In October 1863 a levy of 300,000 men was ordered, and In 
February 1864 a further call of soo,000 was made. Finally, in 
the beginning of 1865 two further levies, amounting in all to 
500,000 men, were ordered, but were only partially carried out 
in consequence of the cessation of hostilities. The total number 
of men called under arms by the government of the United 
States, between April t861 and April 184, amounted to 
2,759,040, of whom 2,656,053 were actually embodied in the 
armies. If to these be added the t,too,000 men embodied by 
the South during the same time, the total armed forces reach the 
enormous amount of nearly four millions,drawn from a population 
of only 32 millions—figures before which the celebrated uprising 
of the French nation in 1793, or the efforts of France and 
Germany in the Franco-German War, sink into insignificance. 
These 2,7oo,000 Federals were organized into volunteer regi-
ments bearing state designations. The officers, except general 
and staff officers, were appointed by the governors of the re-
spective states. The maximum authorized strength of the 
regular army never, during the war, exceeded 40,000 men; 
and the number in the field, especially towards the close of the 
war, was very much less. The states, in order to obtain men 
to fill their quotas, offered liberal bounties to induce men to 
enlist, and it therefore became very difficult to obtain recruits 
for the regular army, for which no bounties were given. The 
regular regiments accordingly dwindled away to skeletons. 
The number of officers present was also much reduced, since 
many of them, while retaining their regular commissions, held 
higher rank in the volunteer army. After the close of the Civil 
War the volunteers were mustered out; and by the act of 
Congress of the 28th of July r866 the line of the army was made 
to consist of to regiments of cavalry of 12 troops each, 5 refit-
meats of artillery of is tummies each and 45 regiments of 
infantry of to companies. The actual strength in August x867 
was 53.962.  The act of the 3rd of March 1869 reduced the 
number of infantry regiments to rs and the enlisted strength 
of the army to 35,036. The numbers were further reduced, 
without change in organization, to 32,788 in 187o and to 25,000 
in 1874. The latter number remained the maximum for 
twenty-four years. 

In March 2898, in view of hostilities with Spain, the 
artillery was increased by 2 regiments, and, in April, s com-
panies were added to each infantry regiment, giving it 
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3 battalions of 4 companies each. The Strength of batteries, 
Moto and companies was increased, the maximum enlisted 
strength reached during 11198 being over 63,000. A volunteer 
army was also organized. Of this army, 3 regiments of engineer 
troops, 3 of °wain/ and_ of infantry were United States 
volunteers, all the officers eing commissioned by the president. 
The other organizations came from the stiles, the officers being 
appointed by the respective governors. As fast as they were 
organized and filled up, they were mustered into the service 
of the United States. The total number furnished for the war 
with Spain was 10,017 officers and 213,218 enlisted men. All 
general and staff officers were appointed by the president. Three. 
hundred and eighty-seven officers of the regular army received 
volunteer commissions. After the conclusion of hostilities with 
Spain, the mustering out of Ale volunteers was begun, and by 
June atm all the volunteers, eicept those in the Philippines, 
were out of the service. The latter, as well as those serving 
elsewhere, having enlisted only for the war, were brought home 
and mustered out as soon as practicable. 

The act of the and of March 1899 added a batteries to each 
regiment of artillery. On the and of February reel Congress 
passed an important boll providing for the reorganization and 
augmentation (max. 'copse) of the regular army, and other 
measures followed in the next years. (See Ulan]) STA1ZB.) 

M11101 Annuls 
Too. Data and Belgims Armies.—The fakery power of the 

"United Provinces" dates its rise from the middle of the 16th 
century, when. after a long and sanguinary struggle, they succeeded 
in emancipating themselves from the yoke of cin; and in the 
following century it received considerable development in conse-
quence of the wars they had to maintain against Louis XIV. In 
17m• they had in their pay upwards of too,000 men, including many 
English and Scottish regiments, besides 30,000 in the service of the 
Dutch East India Company. But the slaughter of Malplaquet 
deprived the republic of the flower of the armteimic  its part in the 
War of the Austrian Succession was far from as creditable 
as its earlier deeds, a Prussian army overran Holland m 1787 almost 
without opposition, and at the beginning of the wars of the French 
Revolution the army had fallen to 36,000 men. In 1795 Holland 
was conquered by the French under Pichegru, and in the course of 
the changes which ensued the army was entirely reorganized, and 
undet French direction bore its share in the great wars of the empire. 

With the fall of Napoleon and the reconstitution of the Nether- 
lands, the Dutch -Belgian army, farmed of the troops of the now 
united countries, came into =licence. The army fought at Waterloo, 
but was not destined to a long Queer, for the revolution of i830 
brought about the separation of Belgium. A Dutch garrison under 
Baron Chasse. a distinguished veteran of the Napoleonic wars, 
defended Antwerp against the French under Marshal Gerard, and 
the Netherlands have been engaged in many arduous colonial wars 
in the East Indies. The Belgian army similarly has contributed 
officers and non officers to the service of the Congo 
Free State. 

tot. SMin Anns.—The inhabitants of Switzerland were always 
a hardy and independent race, but their high military reputation 
dates from the middle of the 15th century. when the comparatively 
ill-armed and untrained mountaineers signally defeated Charles 
the Bold of Burgundy and the flower of the chivalry of Europe in 
the battles of Gmnson, Most and Nancy. The Swabian war, 
towards the end of that century, and the Milanese war, at the begin-
ning of the following one, added to the fame of the Swim infantry, 
and made it the model on which that arm was formed all over 
Europe. The wealthier countries vied with each other in hiring 
them as mercenaries, and the poor but warlike Swiss found the 
profession of arms a lucrative one. 

A brief account of the Swiss mercenaries will be found earlier in 
this article. Their fall was due in the end to their own indiscipline 
in the first place, and the rise of the Spanish standing army and its 
musketeers in the second. Yet it does not seem that the military 
reputation of the Swiss was discredited, even by reverses such as 
Marignan. On the contrary, they continued all through the 17th 
and 18th centuries to furnish whole regiments for the service of other 
canneries, notably of France, and individuals, like Jomini in a later 
age, followed the career of the soldier of fortune everywhere. The 
most notable incident in the later military history of the Swiss, the 
heroic faithfulness of Louis XVI.'s Swiss guard, is proverbial, and 
has been commemorated with just pride by their countrymen. 
The French Revolutionary armies overran Switzerland, as they did 
all the small neighbouring states, and during Napoleon's career she 
had to submit to his rule, and furnish her contingent to his armies. 
On the fall of Napoleon she regained her indepen, and returned 
to her old trade of furnishing soldiers to the sovereigns and powers of 
Europe. Charles X, of F01002 had at one time as many as 17,000 

Swiss In Ids pay; Naples and Rome bad each four regiments. The 
recruiting for these foreign services was openly_ 	 and 
encouraged by the government. The young Swiss 	ustially 
for a period of four or six years: they were f 	in separate 
regiments, officered by countrymen of their own, and received a 
higher rate of pay than the national regiments; and at the close 
of their engagement returned with their earnings. to settle down on 
their pat holding'. A series of revolutions, however, erWied 
them (nwn France and Italy, and recently the advance of liberal 
ideas, and the creation of great national armies based on the principle 
of personal service, has destroyed their occupation. Switzerland is 
now remarkable in a military sense as beink the only country that 
maintains no standing army (see Militia). 

102. The Swedish Army can look back with pride to the days of 
Gustavus Adolphus and of Charles XI I. The contributions made by 
it to the military science of the tickcentury have been noticed above. 
The triumphs of the small and highly disciplined army of Charles 
were often such as to recall the similar victories of the Greeks under 
Alexander. The then nebulous armies of Russia and Poland re-
sembled indeed the forces of Darius in the 4th century s.c., but Peter 
the Great succeeded at last in producing • true arm and the 
resistance of the Swedes collapsed .under the weweight oi 

y, 
 the vastly 

superior numbers then brought ammo them. • 
The Danish Army has a long and meritorious record of good service 

dating from the Thirty Years War. 
to3. The=sung Army of Patna: dates from the Peninsular 

War, when a considerable force of Portuguese, at one time exceeding 
6o,Md men, was mowed under Marshal Beresford. Trained and 
partly officered by English officers, it proved itself not unworthy of 
its allies, and bore its full share in the series of campaigns and 
battles by which the French were ultimately expelled from Spain. 
At the peace the army numbered about 50,ono infantry and soon 
cavalry, formed on the English model, and all in the highest state 
of efficiency. This force was reduced in Ont. under the new 
constitutional government, to about one-half 

try. TheXsunanian, Bulgarian and Sendai, armies are the 
youngest in Europe. The conduct of the Rumanians before Plevna 
in 1877 earned tor them the respect of soldiers of all countries. 
Servia and Bulgaria came to war in 1885, and the Bulgarian soldiers, 
under the most adverse conditions, achieved splendid victories 
under the leadershiti of their own officers. In the crisis following 
the Austrian annexation of Bosnia-Herzegovina (1908-9), it seemed 
likely that the Servian forces might play an unexpectedly active 
part m war even with a strong power. 

BiaLiocaarny.—Below are the titles of some of the more im-
portant works on the subject of armies. See also under biographical 
headings and articles dealing with the several arms, &e. A large 
proportion of the works. mentioned below are concerned mainly 
with the development of strategy and tactics. 
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s  

(German General tall Monograph, No. 3); PaLicky, "Kriegskunst 
der nehmen," Zeitschnit &Amite/A. Museums (Prague, 1828); 
George, Battles of English History (London, 1895); Biottot, Les 
Grand: &spirts daunt la science: Amine d'Arc (Paris, tw7); 
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g/.3124; de la Chauvelays, Les Armies de Charles le Mahone 

1879): Guillaume, Hiss. des barmier d'ordoseasse dens ies 
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Blume. Die GnarLege =serer Wekrkraft (Berlin, 1899); Spenser 
Wilkinson, The ,Brass of an Anew (London, to and 18p; v. 
Olberg, Die franzasische Armee ins Exerzirplaiz and ins Fettle 
8861); Die Heere and Flak der Gegnentart, ed. Zepelin Berlin, 
1896); Molard, Psissanas militates de I' Europe (Paris. 5895); 
works of Montecucculi. Puysagur. Vauban. Feuquiires, Culbert, 
Folard, Guichard, Jot)? de Maizeroy, Frederick the Great. Marshal 
Saxe. the prince de Wine, Napoleon, Cannot, Scharnhorst, Clause- 
wits, Napoleon Ill., Mcdtke. 	an 
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The principal general milltar# periodicals ares—Englizhaisuneal 
of the R. Misted Service hutitsitims; United States, fourstal tisf the 
Military Striae lestaution; French, Revue Duskier and Raw 
des armies Inanities (general staff): Rau and Lauth, L'Etat arilasinr 
des psi:sauces (about every 4 years); Revue m8itaire exhale; 
founded in 5907 by Cn.neral Langkis• Alsnaseack du &epees (a 

Cr aide-ssessoire published annually); German, the Vierteljahrs- 
or the general staff; Militde•Woelsesbian (referred to above 

as M.W.B.—the supplements are of great value); von Lobell's 
Jakesberichk (annual detailed reports on the state, 8ce., of all armies 
—an English pikes appears annually in the Journal of the R.U.S. 
Institution); Austrian, SWeJleurs 1st. Main r -Zeitukrift, with 
which was amalgamated (1907) the Organ d. milikinvisseaschaft. 
Vereiss. The Bntish War Office issues from time to time handbooks 
dealing with foreign armies, and,. quarterly since April 1907, a 
critical review and bibliography of recent military literature in 
the principal languages, under the name of Recent Publication of 
Military Inkiest. (C. F. A.) 

ARNAL, ETIENNE (1794-2872), French actor, was born at 
Meulan, Seine-et-Oise, on the 1st of February 1794. After 
serving in the army, and working in a button factory, be took 
to the stage. His first appearance (1825) was in tragedy, and for 
some time he was unsuccessful; it was not until 0127 that he 
showed his real ability in comedy parts, especially in plays by 
Felix August Duval (1795-1876) and Augustin -Theodore 
Lausanne (18.25-1877), whose Cabinds paniculiers (2832), 
Le Mari de k dame the chews (2837), Passi minuil, L'HOstaw 
blast (1843), La Ckf dans k dos (1848),&c.,contained parts written 
for him. He was twenty years at the Vaudeville, and completed 
at the various Parisian theatres a stage career of nearly half a 
century. Arnal was the author of Emirs a kale (284o), which 
is reprinted in his volume of poetry, Boulades en vets (461). 

ARNALDIIS 1313 VILLA NOVA, also called ARNALDUS DR 
VILLANUEVA, ARNAIDUS VILLANOVANUS OI ARNAUD DE VILLE- 
NEUVE (c. 1235-1313), alchemist, astrologer and physician, 
appears to have been of Spanish origin, and to have studied 
chemistry, medicine, physics, and also Arabian philosophy. After 
having lived at the court of Aragon, be went to Paris, where he 
gained a considerable reputation; but he incurred the enmity of 
the ecclesiastics and was forced to flee, finally finding an asylum 
in Sicily. About 1313 he was summoned to Avignon by Pope 
Clement V., who was ill, but he died on the voyage. Many 
alchemical writings, including Thesaurus Thesauroram or Rosaritu 
Philosophers*, Now= Lamm, Flos Horan. and Speculum 
Akkimiae, are ascribed to him, but they are of very doubtful 
authenticity. Collected editions of them were published at 
Lyons in to and 5532 (with a biography by Symphorianus 
Campegius), at Basel in 2585, at Frankfort in 1603, and at Lyons 
in 1686. He is also the reputed author of various medical works, 
including Breviaristm Pradicae. 

See J. B. Haute= in the Hiskin Marone de la Francs (1881), 
vol. 28; E. Lalande, Ansasid de Villeneuve. sa Me is us awns 
(Paris, 1896). A list of writings is given by J. Ferguson in his 
Bash:diem Chemins (1906). See also U. Chevalier, Repertoire des 
soirees hist., Etc., Bio-bilikiographie (Paris, 1903). 

ARNAUD, HENRI (1645-1721), pastor and general of the 
Vaudois or Waldensians of Piedmont, was born at Embrun. 
About 165o his family returned to their native valley of Luserna, 
where Arnaud was educated at La Tour (the chief village), later 
visiting the college at Basel (2662 and 1668) and the Academy 
at Geneva (1666). He then returned home, and seems to have 
been pastor in several of the Vaudois valleys before attaining 
that position at La Tour (,685). He was thus the natural leader 
of his co-religionists after Victor Amadeus expelled them ( z 686) 
from their valleys, and most probably visited Holland, the ruler 
of which, William of Orange, certainly gave him help and money. 
Arnaud occupied himself with organizing his 3000 countrymen 
who had taken refuge in  and who twice (1687-1688) 
attempted to regain their homes. The English revolution of 
r688, and the election of William to the throne, encouraged the 
Vaudois to make yet another attempt. Furnished with detailed 
instructions from the veteran Josue janavel (prevented by age 
from taking part in the expedition) Arnaud, with about boos 
followers, started (August 17, 1689) from near Nyon on 
the Lake of Geneva for the glorieuse restne. On the 27th of 
August, the valiant band, after many hardships and dangers, 
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reached the Valley of St Martin, having passed by Sallanches and 
crossed the Col de Very (6506 ft.), the Enclave de Is Fenette 
(7425 ft.), the Col du Bonhomme (8147 ft.), the Col du Mont 
Iseran (9o85 ft.), the Grand Mont Cenis (6893 ft.), the Petit 
Mont Cenis (7166 ft.), the Col de Clapier (8173 ft.), the Col de 
C6teplane (7589 ft.), and the Col du Piz (835o ft.). They soon 
took refuge in the lofty and secure rocky citadel of the Balsille, 
where they were besieged (October sa, 1689 to May i4, taw) 
by the troops (about 4000 in number) of the king of France 
and the duke of Savoy. They maintained this natural fortress 
against many fierce attacks and during the whole of a winter. 
In particular, on the 2nd of May, one assault was defeated without 
the loss of a single man of Arnaud's small band. But another 
attack (May 14) was not so successful, so that Arnaud with-
drew his force, under cover of a thick mist, and led them 
over the hills to the valley of Angrogna, above La Tour. A 
month later the Vaudois were received into favour by the duke 
of Savoy, who had then abandoned his alliance with France 
for one with Great Britain and Holland. Hence for the next 
six. years the Vaudois helped Savoy against France, though 
suffering much from the repeated attach of the French troops. 
But by a clause in the treaty of peace of 1696, made public in 
:698, Victor Amadeus again became hostile to the Vaudois, 
about 3000 of whom, with Arnaud, found a shelter in Protestant 
countries, mainly in Wurttemberg, where Arnaud became the 
pastor of Darrmenz-Schonenberg, N.W. of Stuttgart (1699). 
Once again (1704-1706) the Vaudois aided the duke against 
France. Arnaud, however, took no part in the military opera-
tions, though he visited England (17o7) to obtain pecuniary aid 
from Queen Anne. He died at Schonenberg (which was the 
church hamlet of the parish of Ditirmenz) in 1721. It was during 
his retirement that he compiled from various documents by other 
hands his Histoire is la glorieuse 'entree des Vaadois dans tears 
vallees, which was published (probably at Cassel) in 2710, with 
a dedication to Queen Anne. It was translated into English 
(1827) by H. Dyke Adand, and has also appeared in German 
and Dutch versions. A part of the original MS. is preserved 
in the Royal Library in Berlin. 
• See X H. Klaiber, Than Arnaud. else Lebenslos7d (Stuttgart, 
1880); A. de Rochas d'Aiglun. Les VaUles vaudoise: (Paris, stal)• 
various chapters in the Bennie is bionseasaire is la &rime 
'entree (Turin, 1889). (W. A. B. 

ARNA1ILD, the surname of a family of prominent French 
lawyers, chiefly remembered in connexion with the Jansenist 
troubles of the 17th century. At their bead was ANTOINE 
ARNAU1D (1560-1619), R. leader of the Paris bar; in this capacity 
be delivered a famous philippic against the Jesuits in 159e. 
accusing them of gross disloyalty to the newly converted 
Henry IV. This speech was afterwards known as the original 
sin of the Arnaulds. 

Of his twenty children several grew up to fight theJesuits 
on more important matters. Five gave themselves up wholly 
to the church. HENRI ARNAULD (1597-E092), the second son, 
became bishop of Angers in 1649, and represented Jansenism 
on the episcopal Bench for as long as forty-three years. The 
youngest son, Aeroues (16:2-1694), was the most famous of 
Jansenist ,theologians (see below). The second daughter, 
ANCILIQUZ (1591-1661), was abbess and reformer of Port Royal; 
here she was presently joined by her sister Anima (1593-1671) 
and two younger sisters, both of whom died early. 

Only two of Antoine's children married—Roasar ARNAULD 
D'ANDILLY ( 1 588-1674), the eldest son, and CATHERINE Ls-
MIST= (1592-1651), the eldest daughter. But both of these 
ended their lives under the shadow of the abbey. Andilly's 
five daughters all took the veil there; the second, Aticamous 
DE Sr JEAN ARNAUID D'ANDILLY (1624-1684) rose to be abbess, 
HAS a writer of no mean repute, and one of the most remarkable 
figures of the second generation of Jansenism. One of Andilly's 
sons became a hermit at Port Royal; the eldest, A/crows 
(1615-1699), was first a soldier, afterwards a priest. As the 
Abbe Arnauld, he survives as author of some interesting Memoirs 
of his time. The second son. SHION ARNAULD DE Poem/nes  

(26z6-E699), early entered public life. After holding various 
embassies, he rose to be foreign secretary to Louis =V., and 
was created marquis de Pomponne. Lastly Madame Lemaistre 
and two of her sons became identified with Port Royal. On 
her husband's death she took the veil there. Her eldest son, 
Arrrotes Lamer= (i6o8-1658), became the first of the soli-
taires, or hermits of Port Royal. There he was joined by his 
younger brother, ISAAC Lzmusras t1s Sam (1623-2684), who 
presently took holy orders, and became confessor to the hermits. 

The Arnaulds' connexion with Port Royal (q.e.)—a convent 
of Cistercian nuns in the neighbourhood of Versailles—dated 
back to 2599, when the original Antoine secured the abbess's 
chair for his daughter Angelique, then a child of eight. About 
1608 she started to reform her convent in the direction of its 
original Rule; but about 1623 she made the acquaintance of 
du Vergier (q.v.) and thenceforward began to move in a Jan-
senist direction. Her later history is entirely bound up with 
the fortunes of that revival. Angelique's strength lay chiefly, 
in her character. Her sister and collaborator, Agnes, was also 
a graceful writer; and her Letter:, edited by Prosper Feugare 
(a vols., Paris, 2838), throw most valuable light on the inner 
aims and aspirations of the Jansenist movement. The first 
relative to join their projects of reform was their nephew, 
Antoine Lemaistre, who threw up brilliant prospects at the bar 
to settle down at the Abbey gates (1638). Here be was presently 
joined by his brother, de Sad, and other hermits, who led an 
austere semi-monastic existence, though without taking any 
formal vow. In 1646 they were joined by their uncle, Arnauld 
d'Andffiy, hitherto a personage of some importance at court and 
in the world; he was a special favourite of the queen regent, 
Anne of Austria, and bad held various offices of dignity in the 
government. Uncle and nephews passed their time partly in 
ascetic exercises—though Andilly never pretended to vie in 
austerity with the younger men—partly in managing the convent 
estates, and partly in translating religious classics. Andilly 
put Josephus, St Augustine's Confession:, and many other 
works, into singularly delicate French. Lemaistre attacked 
the lives of the saints; in '654 Sad set to work on a tmnslation 
of the Bible. His labours were interrupted by the outbreak 
of persecution. In :66r be was forced to go into hiding; in 
066 he was arrested, thrown into the Bastille, and kept there 
more than two years. Meanwhile his friends printed his trans-
lation of the New Testament—really in Holland, nominally at 
Mons in the Spanish Netherlands (2667). Hence it is usually 
known as the No:meats Testament de Mess. It found enthusi-
astic friends and violent detractors. Bossuet approved its 
orthodoxy, but not its over-elaborate style; and it was de-
structively criticized by Richard Simon, the founder of Biblical 
criticism in France. On the other hand it undoubtedly did 
much to popularize the Bible, and was bitterly attacked by the 
Jesuits on that ground. 

By far the moat distinguished of the family, however, was 
Antoine—!e grand Arnauld, as contemporaries called him—
the twentieth and youngest child of the original L.  
Antoine. Born in 2612, he was originally intended At= 
for the bar; but decided instead to study theology 
at the Sorbonne. Here he was brilliantly successful, and was 
on the high-road to preferment, when he came under the influence 
of du Vereer, and was drawn in the direction of Jansenism. 
His book, De la friquente Cosommies (1643), did more than 
anything else to make the aims and ideals of this movement 
intelligible to the general public. Its appearance raised a violent 
storm, and Arnauld eventually withdrew into biding; for more 
than twenty years he dared not make a public appearance in 
Paris. During all this time his pen was busy with innumerable 
Jansenist pamphlets. In r65e two very outspoken Lams & 
we don el pair on Jesuit methods in the confessional brought 
on a motion to expel him from the Sorbonne. This motion 
was the immediate cause of Pascal's Provincial Letters. Pascal, 
however, failed to save his friend; in February 160 Arnauld 
was solemnly degraded Twelve years later the tide of fortune 
turned. The so-called peace of Clement IX. put an end to 
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persecution. Arnauld emerged from his retirement, was most 
graciously received by Louis XIV., and treated almost as a 
popular hero. He now set to work with Nicole (q.v.) on a great 
work against the Calvinists: La Perpentiti de la foi catholic= 
touchant ?eucharistic. Ten years later, however, another storm 
of persecution burst. Arnauld was compelled to fly from France, 
and take refuge in the Netherlands, finally settling down at 
Brussels. Here the last sixteen years of his life were spent in 
incessant controversy with Jesuits, Calvinists and misbelievers 
of all kinds; here he died on the 8th of August z694. His in-
exhaustible energy is best expressed by his famous reply to 
Nicole, who complained of feeling tired. "Tired!" echoed 
Arnauld, " when you have all eternity to rest in?" Nor was 
this energy by any means absorbed by purely theological 
questions. He was one of the first to adopt the philosophy of 
Descartes, though with certain orthodox reservations; and 
between 1683 and x683 he had a long battle with Malebranche 
on the relation of theology to metaphysics. On the whole, 
public opinion leant to Arnauld's side. When Malebranche 
complained that his adversary had misunderstood him, Boileau 
silenced him with the question: " My dear sir, whom do you 
expect to understand you, if M. Arnauld does not?" And 
popular regard for Arnauld's penetration was much increased 
by his Art de passer, commonly known as the Port-Royal Logic, 
which has kept its place as an elementary text-book until quite 
modern times. Lastly a considerable place has quite lately 
been claimed for Arnauld among the mathematicians of his 
age; a recent critic even describes him as the Euclid of the 
17th century. In general, however, since his death his reputa-
tion has been steadily on the wane. Contemporaries admired 
him chiefly as a master of close and serried reasoning; herein 
&met, the greatest theologian of the age, was quite at one 
with d'Aguesseau, the greatest lawyer. But a purely contro-
versial writer is seldom attractive to posterity. Anxiety to 
drive home every possible point, and cut his adversary off from 
every possible line of retreat, makes him seem intolerably 
prolix. " In spite of myself," Arnauld once said regretfully, 
" my books are seldom very abort." And even lucidity may 
prove a snare to those who trust to it alone, and scornfully 
refuse to appeal to the imagination or the feelings. It is to be 
feared that, but for his connexion with Pascal, Arnatild's name 
would be almost forgotten—or, at most, live only in the famous 
epitaph Boileau consecrated to his memory- 

" Au pied de cet autel de structure ma'am 
Glt sans pompe. enfenne dans tine vile bike 
Le plus savant mortel qui Mattis sit emit." 

Full details as to the lives and writings of the Arnaulds will be 
found in the various books mentioned at the close of the article on 
Port Royal. The most interesting account of Angelique will be 
found ilk ginsoires pour semi. d l'histotre de Port-Royal (3 vols., 
Utrecht, 1742). Three volumes of her correspondence were also pub-
lished at the same time and place. There are excellent moder n' lives 
of her in English by Miss Frances Martin (A neilique A mould, 1873) 
and by A. K. H. (A agelique of Port Royal, 1903). Antoine Arnauld's 
complete works—thirty-seven volumes in forty-two parts—were 
published in Paris, 1775-1781. No modern biography of him exists: 
but there is a study of his philosophy in Bouillier, JRsloi,e Se Is 
philosophic carterienne (Paris. 1868): and his mathematical achieve-
menu are discussed by Dr Bopp in the 14th volume of the A bhand-
luogen ear Geschichk deer mathematiselien Wissenschaften (Leipzig. 
1902). The memoirs of Arnauld d'Andilly and of his son, the abbe 
Arnauld, are reprinted both in Petitot's and Poujoulat's collections 
of memoirs illustrative of the 17th century. (Sr. C.) 

ARNALFLT, ANTOINE VINCENT (1766-1834), French drama-
tist, was born in Paris in January 1766. His first play, Marisa 
d Mimuiiws 0790, immediately established hi~ reputation. 
A year later he followed up his first success with a second 
republican tragedy, Lucrece. He left France during the Terror 
and on his return was arrested by the revolutionary authorities, 
but was liberated through the intervention of Fabre d'Eglantine 
and others. He was commissioned by Bonaparte in 1797 with the 
reorganization of the Ionian Islands, and was nominated to the 
Institute and made secretary general of the university. He was 
faithful to his patron through his misfortunes, and after the 
Hundred Days remained in exile until i8r9. In 1829 he was 

re-elected to the Academy and became perpetual secretary in 
1833. Others of his plays are Blanche et Morikassin, 011 la 

,Vtsitieus (1798); and Germanism: (1M), the performance of 
which was the occasion of a disturbance in the parterre which 
threatened serious political complications. His tragedies are 
perhaps less known now than his Fables (1853,1815 and 5826), 
which are written in very graceful verse. Arnault collaborated 
in a Vie politigue of atilitaire Ss Napolion (1822), and wrote some 
very interesting Sosootirs d'art sesagesaire (1833), which contain 
much out-of-the-way information about the history of the years 
previous to 1804. Arnault died at Goderville on the 16th of 
September 1834. 

His eldest son, Emilien Luden (1787-1863), wrote several 
tragedies, the leading roles in which were interpreted by Telma. 

See Sainte-Beuve, Causerie: is Sandi, voL 7. Anomie, (Ewes 
compitlfes (4 vols.) were published at the Hague and Paris in 1818-
[819, and again (8 vols.) at Paris in 1824. 

ARNDT, ERNST MORITZ (1769-z86o), German poet and 
patriot, was born on the 26th of December 1769 at Schoritz in the 
island of Rtigen, which at that time belonged to Sweden. He 
was the son of a prosperous farmer, and emancipated serf of 
the lord of the district, Count Putbus; his mother came of 
well-to-do German yeoman stock. In 1787 the family removed 
into the neighbourhood of Stralsund, where Arndt was enabled 
to attend the academy. After an interval of private study he 
went in 5791 to the university of Greifswald as a student of 
theology and history, and in 1793 removed to Jena, where he fell 
under the influence of Fichte. On the completion of his university 
course he returned home, was for two years a private tutor in the 
family of Ludwig Kosegarten (1758-1818), pastor of Wittow and 
poet, and having qualified for the ministry as a " candidate of 
theology," assisted in the church services. At the age of twenty-
eight herenounced the ministry, and for eighteen months he led 
a wandering life, visiting Austria, Hungary, Italy, France and 
Belgium. Returning homewards up the Rhine, be was moved 
by the sight of the ruined castles along its banks to intense 
bitterness against France. The impressions of this journey he 
later described in Reiser, dutch amen Theil Teutschlands, Ungarns, 
hatless and Frankreichs index Jakren 170 and /799 (18o2-18o4). 
In 'Boo he settled in Greifswald as 'rival-docent in history, and the 
same year published Obey die Freiheit der alien Republikes. In 1803 
appeared Germanic,, mad Europa, " a fragmentary ebullition," 
as be himself called it, of his views on the French aggression. 
This was followed by one of the most remarkable of his books, 
Versuch else. Geschichte der Leibeigmuchaft in Pommern and 
Risen (Berlin, 1243), a history of serfdom in Pomerania and 
RUgen, which was so convincing an indictment that King 
Gustavus Adolphus IV. in 1806 abolished the evil. Arndt had 
meanwhile risen from privai-docent to extraordinary professor, 
and in z8o6 was appointed to the chair of history at the univer-
sity. In this year he published the first part of his Geist der Zeit, 
in which he flung down the gauntlet to Napoleon and called on 
his countrymen to rise and shake off the French yoke. So great 
was the excitement it produced that Arndt was compelled to 
take refuge in Sweden to escape the vengeance of Napoleon. 
Settling in Stockholm, he obtained government employment, 
but devoted himself to the great cause which was nearest his 
heart, and in pamphlets, poems and songs communicated his 
enthusiasm to his countrymen. Schill's heroic death at Stralsund 
impelled him to return to Germany and, under the disguise of 
" Almann, teacher of languages," he reached Berlin in December 
1809. In tiro he returned to Greifswald, but only for a few 
months. He again set out on his adventurous travels, lived in 
close contact with the first men of his time, such as Blucher, 
Gneisenau and Stein, and in 1812 was summoned by the last 
named to St Petersburg to assist in the organization of the final 
struggle against France. Meanwhile, pamphlet after pamphlet; 
full of bitter hatred of the French oppressor, came from his pen, 
and his stirring patriotic songs, such as Was ist des deutsche 
Valerland? Der Goa, der Eisen machete Ness, and Was Nasty 

die Trompeten? were on all lips. When, after the peace, the 
university of Bonn was , founded in 0418, Arndt was appointed to 
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the chair of modern history. In this year appeared the fourth 
part of his Grist der Zeit, in which he criticized the reactionary 
policy of the German powers. The boldness of his demands for 
reform offended the Prussian government, and in the summer 
of 1819 he was arrested and his papers confiscated. Although 
speedily liberated, he was in the following year, at the instance 
of the Central Commission of Investigation at Mains, established 
In accordance with the Carlsbad Decrees, arraigned before a 
specially constituted tribunal. Although not found guilty, be 
was forbidden to exercise the functions of his professorship, but 
was allowed to retain the stipend. The next twenty years he 
passed in retirement and literary activity. In ago he was 
reinstated in his professorship, and in 1841 was chosen rector of 
the university. The revolutionary outbreak of s848 rekindled 
in the venerable patriot his old hopes and energies, and he took 
his seat as one of the deputies to the National Assembly at 
Frankfort. He formed one of the deputation that offered the 
imperial crown to Frederick William IV., and indignant at the 
king's refusal to accept it, he retired with the majority of von 
Gagern's adherents from public life. He continued to lecture 
and to write with freshness and vigour, and on his 9oth birthday 
received from all parts of Germany good wishes and tokens of 
affection. He died at Bonn on the 29th of January :86o. Arndt 
was twice married, first in z800, his wife dying in the following 
year; a second time in 1817. 

Arndt's untiring labour for his country rightly won for him the 
title of " the most German of all Germans.' His lyric poems are 
not, however, all confined to politics. Many among the Gedichte 
(1803-1818; complete edition, 186o) are religious pieces of great 
beauty. Among his other works are Rein dards Schwan, Om); 
Nebenstenden, ruse Besehreibung sad Gesehickte der schen:dietitians 
Insets, and der Orkades (1820); Die Frogs rider die Nigeria's& 
(1831); Erientrungen ass des desserts Lebes (an autobiographpp. 
and the most valuable source of information for Arndt's life. t84o); 
Rhein- and Ahrwandenusgets (1846). Wonderland' and Wandlunges 
snit dem Rekinfreikerrs ans Skin (1858), and Fro pope& Germanic. 
Om), which was originally intended to form the fifth part of the 

'Geist der Zeit. Arndt s Werke have been edited by H. RUch and 
H. Meisner in 8 vols. (not complete) (t892-r898). Biographies 
have been written by E. Langenberg (1869) and Wilhelm Baur 
(.5th ed.. 1882); see.alao H. Meaner and R. Geerds, E. M. Anode. 
ens Lebensbiel in Brie/en (1898), and R. Thick, E. M. Arndt (1894). 
There are monuments to his memory at Schmitz, his birthplace, and 
at Bonn, where be is buried. 

ARNDT, JOHANN (1555-1621), German Lutheran theologian, 
was born at Ballenstedt, in Anhalt, and studied in several 
universities. He was at Helmstedt in 1576; at Wittenberg in 
1577. At Wittenberg the crypto-Calvinist controversy was then 
at its height, and he took the aide of Melanchthon and the 
crypto-Calvinists. He continued his studies in Strassburg, 
under the professor of Hebrew, Johannes Pappus 549-161o), 
a zealous Lutheran, the crown of whose life's work was the 
forcible suppression of Calvinistic preaching and worship in the 
city, and who had great influence over him. In Basel, again, 
he studied theology under Simon Sulzer (15o8-1585), a broad-
minded divine of Lutheran sympathies, whose aim was to 
reconcile the churches of the Helvetic and Wittenberg confessions. 
In *581 he went back to Ballenstedt, but was soon recalled to 
active life by his appointment to the pastorate at Badebom in 
2583. After some time his Lutheran tendencies exposed hint to 
the anger of the authorities, who were of the Reformed Church. 
Consequently, in ism he was deposed for refusing to remove the 
pictures from his church and discontinue the use of exorcism 
in bapusm. He found an asylum in Quedlinburg (159o), and 
afterwards was transferred to St Martin's church at Brunswick 
(1599). Arndt's fame rests on his writings. These were mainly 
of a mystical and devotional kind, and were inspired by St 
Bernard, J. Tauter and Thomas i Kemple His principal 
work, Wahres C briskets's (r606-16o9), which has been translated 
into most European languages, has served as the foundation 
of many books of devotion, both Roman Catholic and Protestant 
Arndt here dwells upon the mystical union between the believer 
and Christ, and endeavours, by drawing attention to Christ's 
life is His people, to correct the purely forensic aide of the 
Relormatioa theology, which paid almost exclusive attention  

to Christ's death fee His people. Like Luther, Arndt was very 
fond of the little anonymous book, Deutsche Tkeologie. He 
published an edition of it and called attention to its merits 
in a special preface. After W aloes Chris:mains, his best-known 
work is Poradiesgkdkin oiler eltridlichne Tswana, which was 
published in 1612. Both these books have been translated into 
English; ParadiesOrtlein with the title the Garden of Paradise. 
Several of his sermons are published in R. Nesselmann's Buck 
der Predigtes (1858). Arndt has always been held in very 
high repute by the German Pietists. The founder of Pietism, 
Philipp Jacob Spener, repeatedly called attention to him and 
his writings, and even went so far as to compare him with Plato 
(d. Karl Scheele, Plato and Mama Ansa, Eiss Y °drag, dm, 
1857)- 

A collected edition of his works was published in Leipzig and 
G6rlitz in 17,44. A valuable account of Arndt is to be found in 
C. Aschmann s Essai scar la sic, ac., de J. Arndt. See further. 
Herzog-Hauck. Realeseyklopadie. 

ARNE, THOMAS ATICITIST11111 (1710—z778), English musical 
composer, was born in London on the 12th of March 171o, his 
father being an upholsterer. Intended for the legal profession, 
he was educated at Eton, and afterwards apprenticed to an 
attorney for three years, His natural inclination for music, 
however, proved irresistible, and his father, finding from his 
performance at an amateur musical party that he was already 
a skilful violinist, furnished him with the means of educating 
himself in his favourite art. On the 7th of March 1733 be 
produced his first work at Lincoln's Inn Fields theatre, a setting 
of Addison's .Rosamosed, the heroine's part being performed by 
his sister, Susanna Maria, who afterwards became celebrated as 
Mrs Cibber. This proving a success was immediately followed 
by a burletta, entitled The Opera of Operas, based on Fielding's 
Tragedy of Tragedies. The part of Tom Thumb was played by 
Arne's young brother, and the opera was produced at the Hay-
market theatre. On the 29th of December 1 733 Arne produced at 
the same theatre the masque Did, and Aeneas, a subject of which 
the musical conception had been immortalized for Englishmen 
more than half a century earlier by Henry Purcell. Arne'a 
individuality of style first distinctly asserted itself in the music 
to Dr Dalton's adaptation of Milton's Comm, which was per-
formed at Drury Lane in x138, and speedily established his 
reputation. In ma° he wrote the music for Thomson and 
Mallet's Masque of Alfred, which is noteworthy as containing 
the most popular of all his airs—" Rule, Britannia!" In 1740 he 
also wrote his beautiful settings of the songs, " Under the green-
wood tree," " Blow, blow, thou winter wind " and " When 
daisies pied," for a performance of Shakespeare's As Yea Like Ii. 
Four years before this, in 1736, he had married Cecile, the 
eldest daughter of Charles Young, organist of All Mallows 
Barking. She was considered the finest English singer of the 
day and was frequently engaged by Handel in the performance 
of his music. In '742 Arne went with his wife to Dublin, where 
he remained two years and produced his oratorio Abd, containing 
the beautiful melody known as the Hymn of Eve, the operas 
Britauiia, Eliza and Comas, and where he also gave a number 
of successful concerts. On his return to London he was engaged 
as leader of the band at Drury Lane theatre (1m), and as 
composer at Vauxhall ( 1 745). In this latter year be composed 
his successful pastoral dialogue, Colin! and Phoebe, and in 1746 
the song, " Where the bee sucks." In 1759 he received the degree 
of doctor of music from Oxford. In 176o be transferred 
his services to Covent Garden theatre, where on the Ath of 
November he produced his Thomas and Sally. Here, too, on 
the and of February 1762 he produced his Artaxerxes, an opera 
in the Italian style with recitative instead of spoken dialogue, 
the popularity of which is attested by the fact that it con-
tinued to be performed at intervals for upwards of eighty years. 
The libretto, by Arne himself, was a very poor translation of 
Metastasio's Arlaserse. In :762 also was produced the ballad-
opera Lam in a Collage. His oratorio Judith, of which the first 
performance was on the 27th of February 1761 at Drury Lane, 
was revived at the chapel of the Lock hospital, Pimlico, on the 
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mitk of Niamey zylk, in which year was eke performed his 
setting of Metastasio's Gump** in the original language at the 
King's theatre in the Haymarket At a later performance of 
Judith at Covent Garden theatre on the 36th if February 1773 
Ame far the first time introduced female voices into oratorio 
choruses. In 1769 he wrote the musical parts for Gatrick's ode 
for the Shakespeare jubilee at Stratford-on-Avon, and in 1770 
he gave a mutilated version of Purcell's King Arthur. One of 
his last dramatic works was the music to Mason's Ceradatos, 
published in 5775. Though inferior to Purcell in intensity of 
feeling, Arne has not been surpassed as a composer of graceful 
and attractive melody There is true genius in such airs as 
`Rote, Britanoial" and " Where the bee sucks." which still 
retain their original freshness and popularity As a writer of 
glees he does not take such high rank, though he deserves 
notice as the leader in the revival of that peculiarly English 
form of composition. He was author as well as composer of 
The Guardian outainkii, The Rose, The Contest of Bondy and 
Vino, and Pkeme at Court Dr Arne died on the 5th of March 
1778, and was buried at St Paul's, Covent Garden. 

See also the ankle in Grove's Dictionary (new ed ). and two 
interesting papers in the Maned Tinos, November and December 
5905. 

ARNIMH. ALFRED. Rune YON (1819-497), Austrian 
historian, born at Vienna on the loth of July 5819, was the 
son of Joseph Calasanta von Arneth (1791-1863), a well-known 
historian and archaeologist, who wrote a history of the Austrian 
empire (Vienna, 18271 and several works on numismatics. Alfred 
Arneth studied law, and became an official of the Austrian state 
archives, of which in 2868 he was appointed keeper He was a 
moderate liberal in politics and a supporter of the ideal of German 
unity As such he was elected to the Frankfort parliament in 
1848. In 1861 he became a member of the Lower Austrian diet 
and in r869 was nominated to the Upper House of the Austrian 
Reichsmth. In 1879 he wasappointed president of the Kaiser:kite 
Akadeoie Wisseuschafiest (Academy of Sciences) at Vienna, 
and in 1896 succeeded von Sybel as chairman of the historical 
commission at Munich. He died on the 3oth of July 1897. 

Arneth was an indefatigable worker, and, as director of the 
archives, his bread-minded williagness to listen to the advice 
of experts, as well as his own sound sense, did much to promote 
the more scientific treatment and use of public records in most 
of the archives of Xurope. • His scientific temper and the special 
facilities which he enjoyed for drawing from original sources 
give to his numerous historical works a very special value. 

aver GfIllig Guido Slarkeni_berg (Vienna, 188_,6); hi= 
his publications may be mentioned Leen des &M- 

 
volt sea SaAllytX vole.. ib. Ma) *xis. der Maria c *tress (to vets 

i6. 1863-1879) Maria Theresa a. Marie Automat. fir Brieforcksel 
(ib. r866); Mans Antoinette, Joseph II. sad Leopold II., ihr Borl-
and.* 0866): Maria Theresa send Joseph II., awe Korrespondem 
seat Briefen Josephs as seines Bender Leopold (3 vols., '567); 

Butilaud. the  BriOteekiel (1 ); Johann Christian Barthensani 
and 

Beasniarchais sad Smog* 868) it 	, Joseph I I and Katherina von 

seine Zeit (IW O. Joseph I and Leopold um Tathana, ihr 
Brieforeduct (2 vols., 1872). Briefs do Kaiser* Maria Theresa an 
lire Kinder sad Frain* (4 vols., 1881), Marie Antoinette. Corre- 

tr ance secrete nitre Marie-T*0m at le coon de Mercy-Argenta* 
vols., Paris, 1873). in collaboration with Auguste GeiTroy, Graf 

de cook de Mercy-Argenleas awe tonferear Jose II Kaunas 
Philipp Cobend send seine Memo** 0883); C nee seethe 

(2 vols., 1889-1891), in collaboration with Jules Flammennont 
Anton Rater um Schooling. Episodes ass seine., Laos am. 
1848-1849 (1893); Johann Freiherr WO Westerberg, ein ester-
reichiseher Sinatoninni des rp. Jahrls. vols. 1898). Pupil also 
published is 1893 two volumes of early filliiiMIXOCIS under the title 
of Ass menus Men. 

ARNHEM, or ARNHEM, the capital of the province of Gelder-
land, Holland, on the right bank of the Rhine (here crossed by 

.a pontoon bridge), and a junction station 35 m. by tail E.S.E. 
of Utrecht. Pop. (moo) 57,340. It is connected by tramway 
with Zutphen and Utrecht, and there is a regular service of 
steamers to Cologne, Amsterdam, Nijmwegen, Tick 'a Herto-
genbosch and Rotterdam. Arnhem is a gay and fashionable 
town prettily situated at the foot of the Veluwe hills, and enjoys 
a special reputation for beauty on account of its wooded and  

hilly =soundings, which have attracted my wealthy people 
to its neighbourhood. The Groote Reek of St Eusebius, built 
in the third quarter of the r5th century, contains the marble 
monument to Charles (d. 1538), the last duke of Gelderland 
of the Egmont dynasty. High up against the wall is an effigy 
of the same duke in his armour. The She lofty tower contains 
a chime of forty-five bells. The Roman Catholic church of St 
Walburgis is of earlier date, and a new Roman Catholic church 
dates from au. The town hall was built ass palace by Maarten 
van Roseurn, Duke Charles's general, at the end of the 15th 
century, and was only converted to its present use in 1830 
Its grotesque external ornamentation earned far it the name 
of Duivelshnis, or devil's house. The provincial government 
house occupies the site of the former palace of the dukes of 
Gelderland. Other buildings are the court-house, a public 
library containing many old works, a theatre, a large concert-hall, 
a museum of antiquities (as well as a separate collection of Spanish 
antiquities), a gymnasium, a teachers' and art school, a building 
(48o) to contain the provincial archives, a hospital (1889) 
and barracks. On account of its proximity to the fertile Betuwe 
district and its situation near the confluence of the Rhine and 
bet, the markets and shipping of Arnhem are in • flourishing 
condition. A wharf for building and repairing iron steamers 
was constructed in 1889. The manufactures indude woollen 
and cotton goods, paper, earthenware, soap, carriages, furniture 
and tobacco, which is cultivated in the neighbourhood. Wool-
combing and dyeing are also carried on, and these are oil and 
timber mills. 

The environs of Anthem are much admired. Following either 
the Zutphen or the Utrecht road, numerous pleasing views of 
the Rhine valley present themselves, and country houses and 
villas appear among the woods on every aide. At Bronbeek, 
a short distance east of the town, is a hospital endowed by King 
William III. for soldiers of the colonial army. Beyond is the 
popular summer resort of Vdp, with the castle of Moen built 
by Charles, duke of Gelderland, in 153o, and the beautiful park 
of the ancient castle of Roundest in the vicinity. The origin 
of the castle of Rounded is unknown. The first account of it 
is in connexion with a tournament given there by Reinald L, 
count of Gelderland, in the beginning of the Lath century, and 
it ever after remained the favourite residence of the counts and 
dukes of Gelderland About the beginning of the 18th century 
fountains and lanes in the style of those at Versailles were laid 
out in the park, and soon after the castle itself, of which only 
the round tower remained (and is still standing), was rebuilt. 
The park is open to the public, and is famous for the beauty of 
the beech avenues and fir woods. Beyond this is be Steeg, 
another popular resort, whence stretches the famous Middachten 
Alla of beech trees to Dicren. On the Apeldoorn road is 
Sonsbeek, with a wooded park and small lakes, formerly a private 
seat and now belonging to the municipality. On the west of 
Arnhem is another pleasure ground, called the Reeberg, with a 
casino, and the woods of Ifeienoord. Close by is the ancient 
and well-preserved castle of Doornwerth with its own chapel. 
It was the seat of an independent lordship until zaoa, after which 
time it was held in fief from the dukes of Gelderland. Beyond 
Doomwerth, at Renkum, is the royal country seat called Oranje-
Nassau's Oord, which was bought by the crown in 1881. 

History —Arnhem, called Asuoldi Villa in the middle ages, 
is, according to some, the Amato= of the Romans, and is first 
mentioned in a document in 893. In 1233 Otto IL, count of 
Gelderland, chose this spot as his residence, conferred municipal 
rights on the tows, and fortified it At • later period it entered 
the Hanseatic League. In 1473 it was captured by Clarks 
the Bold of Burgundy In 1505 it received the right of coining 
from Philip, son of the emperor Maximilian L In eue Charles 
of Egmont, duke of Gelderland, took it from the Spaniards; 
but in 1543 it fell to the emperor Charles V., who made it the 
=at of the council  of Gelderland. It joined the union of Utrecht 
in 1579, and came finally under the effective government of the 
states-general in 5585, all the later attacks of the Spaniards 
being repulsed. In 1586 Sir Philip Sidney died in the town from 
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the effects of his wound received before Zutphen. The French 
took the town in 1672, but left it dismantled in 1674. It was 
refortified by the celebrated Dutch general of engineers,Cochoom, 
in the beginhing of the Rath century. In 2795 it was again 
stormed by the French, and in au it was taken from them 
by the Prussians under Billow. Gardens and promenades have 
now taken the place of the old ramparts, the last of which was 
levelled in dig. 

ARNICA, a genus of plants belonging to the natural order 
Compositae, and containing a species, mostly north-west 
American. The most important species is Arnica inonlana 
(mountain tobacco), a perennial herb found in upland meadows 
in northern and central Europe (but not extending to Britain), 
and on the mountains of western and central Europe. A closely 
allied species (A. angustifelia), with very narrow leaves, is met 
with in Arctic Asia and America. The heads of flowers are 
large, s to 2i in. across, orange-yellow in colour, and borne on 
the summit of the stem or branches; the outer ray-flowers are 
an inch in length. The achenes (fruits) are brown and hairy, 
and are crowned by a tuft of stiffish hairs (pappus). The root-
stock of A. madam is tough, slender, of a dark brown colour 
and an inch or two in length. It gives of numerous simple 
roots from its under side, and shows on its upper side the remains 
of rosettes of leaves. It yields an essential oil in small quantity, 
and a resinous matter called arnicin, Cullii0s, a yellow crystal -
line substance with an acrid taste. The tincture prepared from 
it is an old remedy which has a popular reputation in the treat-
ment of bruises and sprains. The plant was introduced into 
English gardens about the middle of the 18th century, but is 
not often grown; it is a handsome plant for a rockery. 

ARBIL !LAMBETH (BRITINA) VON (1785-1859), German 
authoress, sister of Rlemens Brentano, was born at Frankfort-
on-Main on the 4th of April 1785. After being educated at a 
convent school in Fritzlar, she lived for a while with her grand-
mother, the novelist, Sophie Laroche (1731-1807), at Offenbach, 
and from 1803 to 18126 with her brother-in-law, Friedrich von 
Savigny, the famous jurist, at Marburg. In 1807 she made at 
Weimar the acquaintance of Goethe, for whom she entertained 
a violent passion, which the poet, although entering into corre-
spondence with bee, did not requite, but only regarded as a harm-
less fancy. Their friendship came to an abrupt end in ai 
owing to " Bettina's " insolent behaviour to Goethe's wife. In 
this year she married Ludwig Achim von Arnim (q.v.), by whom 
she had seven children. After her husband's death in 1831, 
her passion for Goethe revived, and in 1835 she published her 
remarkable book, &eases Briefwecksd wit diem Kisde, which 
purported to be a correspondence between herself and the poet. 
Regarded at first as genuine, it was afterwards for many years 
looked upon as wholly fictitious, until the publication in 1879 
of G. von Loeper's Briefs Goethe* an Sophie Laroche and 
Bening Brentano, mini didnerischen Dawn, which proved it 
to be based on authentic material, though treated with the 
greatest poetical licence. Equally fantastic is her correspond-
ence Die Giinderode (am), with her unhappy friend, the poet, 
Karoline von Gfinderode (z7110-8o6), who committed suicide, 
and that with her brother Elemens Brentano, under the title 
Kkosens Brentanos Friiidingskraus (1844). She also published 
Dies Bach OM dem KIwig (1843), in which she advocated the 
emancipation of the Jews, and the abolition of capital punish-
ment. Among her other works may be mentioned Ilius Pass-
thins: "caddie Ambrosia (x848), also a supposititious correspond-
ence. In ill her writings she showed real poetical genius, com-
bined with evidence of an unbalanced mind and a mannerism 
which becomes tiresome. She died at Berlin on the moth of 
January 1859. Part of • design by her for • colossal statue of 
Goethe, executed in marble by the malptor Karl Steinhauser 
(1813-1878), is in the museum at Weimar. 

Her collected works (Sand:idle Schrifies) were published in Berlin in z vela, au. Goethe'. Brigwaksd ma einem Kin& has been 
edited by H. Grimm (ath ed., Berlin. 1890). See also C. Alberti. 
B. mg Armin (Leipzig, ins); Morita Carriers, Bettina von Arnim 
(Breolml, 1 887), Am' the literature cited under Ludwig vonAraira. 

ARMIL HARRY KARL KURT INWARD VON. Coma (4.4— 
 11381), German diplomatist, was a member of one of the most 

numerous and most widely spread families of the Prussian 
nobility. He was born is Pomerania on the 3rd of October 
am, and brought up by his uncle Heinrich von Arnim, who 
was Prussian ambassador at Paris and foreign minister from 
March to June 1848, while Count Arnim-Boytaenburg, whose 
daughter Harry von Arnim afterwards married, was minister-
president. It is noticeable that the uncle was brought Waft 
a court of justice and fined for publishing a pamphlet directed 
against the ministry of Manteuffel. After holding other posts 
in the diplomatic service Arnun was in 1864 appointed Prussian 
envoy (and in 1867 envoy of the North German Confeclemtion)at 
the papal court In Mg he proposed that the governments should 
appoint representatives to be present at the Vatican council, a 
suggestion which was rejected by Bismarck, and foretold that the 
promulgation of papal infallibility would bring serious political 
difficulties. After the recall of the French troops from Rome be 
attempted unsuccessfully to mediate between the pope and the 
Italian government He was appointed in :87r German com-
missioner to arrange the final treaty with France, a task which 
he carried out with such success that in 1871 he was appointed 
German envoy at Paris, and in :872 received his definite appoint-
ment as ambassador, a post of the greatest difficulty and 
responsibility. Differences soon arose between him and Bismarck; 
he wished to support the monarchical party which was trying 
to overthrow Thies, while Bismarck ordered him to stand aloof 
from all French parties, he did not give that implicit obedience 
to his instructions which Bismarck required. Bismarck, how-
ever, was unable to recall him because of the great influence 
which he enjoyed at court and the confidence which the emperor 
placed in him. He was looked upon by the Conservative pasty, 
who were trying to overthrow Bismarck, as his successor, and 
it is said that he was closely connected with the court intrigues 
against the chancellor. In the beginning of 1874 he was recalled 
and appointed to the embassy at Constantinople, but this 
appointment was immediately revoked. A Vienna newspaper 
published some correspondence on the Vatican council, including 
confidential despatches of Arnim's, with the object of showing 
that he had shown greater foresight than Bismarck. It was 
then found that a considerable number of papers were missing 
from the Paris embassy, and on the 4th of October Arnim was 
arrested on the charge of embezzling state papas. This recourse 
to the criminal law against a man of his rank, who had held one 
of the most important diplomatic posts, caused great astonish-
ment His defence was that the papers were not official, and he 
was acquitted on the charge of embezzlement, but convicted of 
undue delay in restoring official papers and condemned to three 
months' imprisonment. On appeal the sentence was Increased 
to nine months. Arnim avoided imprisonment by leaving the 
country, and in 1875 published anonymously at Minch a 
pamphlet entitled " Pro nihile," in which he attempted to show 
that the attack on him was caused by Bismarck's personal 
jealousy. For this he was accused of treason, insult to the 
emperor, and libelling Bismarck, and in his absence condemned 
to five years' penal servitude. From his exile In Austria he 
published two more pamphlets on the ecclesiastical policy of 
Prussia, " Der Nunzius kommtl " (Vienna, 1878), and " Quid 
faciamus nos?" (ib. 1879). He made repeated attempts, which 
were supported by his family, to be allowed to return to Germany 
in order to take his trial afresh on the charge of treason; his 
request had just been granted when be died on the mith of May 
uSS u 

In 1876 Bismarck carried an amendment to the criminal code 
making it an offence punishable with imprisonment or a fine 
up to irso for an official of the foreign office to communicate 
to others official documents, or for an envoy to act contrary to 
his instructions. These clauses are commonly spoken of in 
Germany as the "Arnim paragraphs." U. W. Mt.) 

ARBIL LUDWIG MINK (JOACIMI) VON (1781-1831), 
German poet and novelist, was born at Berlin on the 26th 
of January 1781. He studied natural science at Halle and 
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Gottingen, and pubrnhed one or two essays on scientific subjects; 
but his bent was from the first towards literature. From the 
earlier writings of Goethe and Herder he learned to appreciate 
the beauties of German traditional legends and folk-sonp; 
and, forming a collection of these, published the result (1806- 

8o8), in collaboration with Siemens Brentano (q.v.) under the 
title Des Koalas Wualerheas. From iSro onward he lived 
with his wife Bettina, Brentano's sister, alternately at Berlin 
and on his estate at Wiepersdod, near Dahme in Brandenburg, 
where he died on the ant of January ttlyz. Arnim was a prolific 
and versatile writer, gifted with a sense of humour and a refined 
imagination—qualities shown in the best-known of his works, 
Des Kasha, Wasderhore, deficient as this is in the philological 
accuracy and faithfulness to original sources which would now 
be expected of such a compilation. In general, however, his 
writings, full as they are of the exaggerated sentiment and 
affectations of the romantic school, make but little appeal to 
modern taste. There are possible exceptions, such as the short 
stories Para Gasszat sod Sanger Habra and Da folk Issas* 
sr! den Fort Rammer and the unfinished romance Die Kraus-
packter (1857), which promised to develop into one of the finest 
historical romances of the Toth century. Among Arnim's other 
works may be mentioned Hans Liebeskbes (t8o2), Da Wixter-
galas (s8oe), a collection of tales; Amin, Reidstess Solna, 
rad Busseder Grafi* Delores ( z8w), a novel; Hells and /madam 
(1811), a dramatic romance, and one or two smaller novels, 
such as Isabella was Aeneas (181 1) 

Arnim's Saaulieke Wake were edited by his widow and published 
in Berlin in 0130-12o; second edition in as vole., 1853-t516. 
Selections have beenedited by,[ Dohmke Op). M Koch, Anwar, 
Kkeress sad Bettina Brestasso.GOrres (1893) Des Insaben Wunder- 
kens his been frmuently republished, the best edition beim that 
of A. Birlinger and W Comelius (a volL, 1872-1876) See R. rJWg, 
Aches we Antal sad Mamas Dream (11104) 

ARNIN-3OTTZ1011=0, RAU GEORO VON (1581-160), 
German general and diplomatist, was born in s e8s at Boytzen-
burg in Brandenburg. From 1613 to :617 he served in the 
Swedish army under Gustavus Adolphus, took part in the 
Russian War, and afterwards fought against the Turks in the 
service of the king of Poland. In 1626, though a Protestant, 
be was induced by Wallenstein to join the new imperial army, 
in which he quickly rose to the rank of field marshal, and won 
the esteem of his soldiers as well as that of his commander, 
whose close friend and faithful ally he became. This attach-
ment to Wallenstein, and a spirit of religious toleration, were 
the leading motives of a strange career of military and political 
inconstancy. Thus the dismissal of Wallenstein and the perilous 
condition of German Protestantism after the edict of Restitution 
combined to induce Arnim to quit the imperial service for that of 
the elector of Saxony. He had served under Gustavus many 
years before, and later be had defeated him in the field, 'when 
in command of a Polish army; the fortune of war now placed 
Arnim at the head of the Saxon army which fought by the side 
of the Swedes at Breitenfeld (1631), and indeed the alliance of 
these two Protestant powers in the cause of their common religion 
was largely his work. The reappearances of Wallenstein, how-
ever, caused him to hesitate and open negotiations, though he 
did not attempt to conceal his proceedings from the elector and 
Gustavus. During the Leuen campaign, Arnim was operat-
ing with success at the head of an allied army In Silesia. In 
the following year be was under the hard necessity of opposing 
his old friend in the field, but little was done by either; the 
complicated political situation which followed the death of 
Gustavus at Letzen led him into a renewal of the private nego-
tiation of the previous year, though he did nothing actually 
treasonable in his relations with Wallenstein. In 1634 Witten-
stein was assassinated, and Arnim began at once more active 
operations. He won an important victory at Liegnitz in May 
1634, but from this time he became more and more estranged 
from the Swedes. The peace of Prague followed, in which 
Amines part, though considerable, was not all-important MA. 
Soon after this event be refused an offer of high command in 
the French army and retired from active life. From 1637 to  

1638 he was imprisoned in Stockholm, having been seked at 
Boytzenbarg by the Swedes on suspicion of being concerned 
in various intrigues. He made his escape ultimately, and 
returned to Saxony. Arnim died suddenly at Dresden• in din, 
whilst engaged in raising an army to free German soil from 
foreign armies of all kinds. (See TIMMY ilAng Wan.) 

See K. G. Helbig, " WaUcomeio and Arnim " (ago) and " Dar 
Per Frieda" in Raumer's Hislerisches Taxklikach (1858); also 
E. a M. Kirchner, Des Schloss Dutiable's. &c. (1560) and Ards* 
fdr die skisische Gesekielde, vol. vbs. 0870. 

AlU10. Aix or AQUILA (c. 750-8n), bishop and afterwards 
archbishop of Sahburg, entered the church at an early age, and 
after passing some time at Frehing became abbot of Ekon, 
or St Amend as it was afterwards called, where he made the 
acquaintance of Aleph. In 785 he was made bishop of Salzburg 
and in 787 was employed by Tassilo III., duke of the Bavarians, 
as an envoy to Charlemagne at Rome. He appears to have 
attracted the notice of the Frankish king, through whose influence 
in 798 Salzburg was made the seat of an archbishopric; and 
Arno, as the first holder of this office, became metropolitan of 
Bavaria and received the pallium from Pope Leo M. The area 
of his authority was extended to the east by the conquests of 
Charlemagne over the Avers, and he began to take • prominent 
part in the government of Bavaria. He acted as one of the 
mini deminki, and spent some time at the court of Charlemagne, 
where he was known by the assembled scholars as Aquila, and his 
name appears as one of the signatories to the emperor's will. 
He established a library at Salzburg, furthered in other ways 
the interests of learning, and presided over several synods called 
to improve the condition of the church in Bavaria. Soon after 
the death of Charlemagne in 814, Arno appears to have withdrawn 
from active life, although he retained his archbishopric until 
his death on the 14th of January Sir. Aided by a deacon named 
Benedict, Arno drew up about 788 • catalogue of lands and 
proprietary rights belonging to the church in Bavaria, under 
the title of falicislut or Congestuse Amends. An edition of this 
work, which is of considerable value to historical students, was 
published at Munich in 186o with notes by F. Reins. Many other 
works were produced under the protection of Arno, among them 
a Salzburg consuetudinary, an edition of which appears in &elks 
red Erartensegex as, bayrischen and dextschex Gesehichle, Band 
vii., edited by L. Rockinger (Munich, 1856). It has been sug-
gested by W. von Giesebrecht that Arno was the author of an 
early section of Annals Laurissexas stafores, which deals with 
the history of the Frankish kings from 741 to 829, and of which 
an edition appears in Monument Germaxiae histories. Saitto ►er, 
Band L pp. 528-531, edited by G. H. Peru (Hanover, 1826). If 
this supposition be correct, Arno was the first extant writer to 
apply the name Deutreh ()heodisea) to the German language. 

ARNO (enc. Areas), a river of Italy which rises from the 
Monte Falterona, about as m. E.N.E. of Florence, 4165 ft. 
above the sea. It first runs S.S.E. through a beautiful valley, 
the Casentino; near Arum It trips W., and at Montevarchi 
N.N.W ; to m. below it forces its way through the limestone 
rock at Incise and to m. farther on, at Pontassieve, it is joined 
by the Sieve. Thence it runs westward to Florence and through 
the gorge of Golfolins onwards to Enipoff and Pisa, receiving 
various tributaries in its course, and falls into the sea 7} m. west 
of Pisa, after a total course of 155 m. In prehistoric times the 
river ran straight on along the valley of the Chiana and joined 
the Tiber near Orvieto; and there was a great lake, the north 
end of which was at Incise and the south at the lake of Chiusi. 
The distance from Pisa to the mouth In the time of Strabo was 
only 2} m. The Serchio (anc. Aura), which joined the Arno at 
Pisa In 'indent times, now flows Into the sea independently. 
The Arno is navigable for barges as far as Florence; but it is 
liable to sudden floods, and brings down with it large quantities 
of earth and stones, so that it requires careful regulation. The 
most remarkable inundations were those of 1537 and 174o; in 
the former year the water rose to 8 ft, in the streets of Florence. 
The valley between Incise and Arezzo contains accumulations 
of fossil bones of the deer, elephant„ rhinoceros, mastodon, 
hippopotamus, bear, tiger, lire; 
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ANNOBIIIS (called Ater, and sometimes " the Elder "), early 

Christian miter, was a teacher of rhetoric at Sicca Venerea in 
proconsular Africa during the reign of Diocletian. His conversion 
to Christianity is said by Jerome to have been occasioned by • 
dream; and the same writer adds that the bishop to whom 
Arnobius applied distrusted his professions, and asked some 
proof of them, and that the treatise Advernu Genies was com-
posed for this purpose. But this story seems rather improbable; 
for Arnobius speaks contemptuously of dreams, and besides, his 
work bears no traces of having been written in a short time, or 
of having been revised by a Christian bishop. From internal 
evidence (bk. iv. 36) the time of composition may be fixed at 
about A.D. 303. Nothing further is known of the life of Arnobius. 
He is said to have been the author of a work on rhetoric, which, 
however, has not been preserved. His great treatise, in seven 
books, Adams: Casks (or N dimes), on account of which he takes 
rank as a Christian apologist, appears to have been occasioned 
by a desire to answer the complaint then brought against the 
Christians, that the prevalent calamities and disasters were due 
to their impiety and had come upon men since the establishment 
of their religion. In the first book Arnobius carefully discusses 
this complaint; he shows that the allegation of greater calam-
ities having come upon men since the Christian era is false; 
and that, even if it were true, it could by no means be attributed 
to the Christians. He skilfully contends that Christians who 
worship the self-existent God cannot justly be called less religious 
than those who worship subordinate deities, and concludes 
by vindicating the Godhead of Christ In the second book 
Arnobius digresses into a long discussion on the soul, which he 
does not think is of divine origin, and which he scarcely believes 
to be immortal. He even says that a belief in the soul's immor-
tality would tend to remove moral restraint, and have a pre-
judicial effect on human life. In the concluding chapters he 
answers the objections drawn from the recent origin of Christi-
anity. Books iii., iv. and v. contain a violent attack on the 
heathen mythology, in which he narrates with powerful sarcasm 
the scandalous chronicles of the gods, and contrasts with their 
grossness and immorality the pure and holy worship of the 
Christian. These books are valuable as a repertory of mytho-
logical stories. Books vi. and vii. ably handle the questions of 
sacrifices and worship of images. The confusion of the final 
chapter points to some interruption. The work of Arnobius 
appears to have been written when he was a recent convert, for 
be does not possess a very extensive knowledge of Scripture. 
He knows nothing of the Old Testament, and only the life of 
Christ in the New, while he does not quote directly from the 
Gospels. He is also at fault in regard to the Jewish sects. He 
was much influenced by Lucretius and had -read Plato. Ills 
statements concerning Greek and Roman mythology are based 
respectively on the Proirepticus of Clement of Alexandria, and 
on Antistius Labeo, who belonged to the preceding generation 
and attempted to restore Neoplatonism. There are some 
pleasing passages in Arnobius, but on the whole he is a tumid 
and a tedious author. 

EDITIONS.—Migna, Pair. Lal. iv. 34i: A. Reifferscheich in the 
Vienna Corpus Scrips. Eccles. Las. (04 . 

TR ANSLATIONS.—A. H. Bryce and . Campbell is Ante-Nicene 
Faders, vi. 

Ural:Arum—H. C. G. Movie in Did. Cir. Biog. L: Herzog-
Hauck, Rsokatykkipildie; and G. Kruger, Early, Chr. Lit. p. 304 
(where full bibliographies are given). 

ARNOBIII8 (" the younger "), Christian priest or bishop in 
Gaul, flourished about 460. He is the author of a mystical 
and allegorical commentary on the Psalms, first published by 
Erasmus in I 522, and by him attributed to the elder Arnobius. 
It has been frequently reprinted, and in the edition of De la 
Barre, 158o, is accompanied by some notes on the Gospels by 
the same author. To him has sometimes been ascribed the 
anonymous treatise, Ansobii caiholici d SC1000114 C011fikiNS de 
Dee trine d ono . . . it grafi= liGcri arbilrii cosscordia, which 
was probably written by a follower of Augustine. The opinions 
of Arnobius, as appears from the commentary, are semi-
Pelagian. 

ARNOLD, known as " ARNOLD 07 BRESCIA (d. ress), one 
of the moat ardent adversaries of the temporal power of the 
popes. He belonged to a family of importance, if not noble, 
and was born probably at Bresda, in Italy, towards the end 
of the 11th century. He distinguished himself in his monastic 
studies, and went to France about z r ie. He studied theology 
in Paris, but there Is no proof that be was a pupil of Abelard. 
Returning to Italy he became • canon regular. His life was 
rigidly austere, St Bernard calling him " homo neque manducans 
neque bibens." He at once directed his efforts against the 
corruption of the clergy, and especially against the temporal 
ambitions of the high dignitaries of the church. During the 
schism of Anadetus (3131-r137) the town of Brescia was torn 
by the struggles between the partisans of Pope Innocent IL 
and the adherents of the anti-pope, and Arnold gave effect 
to his abhorrence of the political episcopate by inciting the 
people to rise against their bishop, and, exiled by Innocent II., 
went to France. St Bernard accused him of sharing the doctrines 
of Abelard (see Bp. 189, 190, and procured his condemnation 
by the council of Sens (1140) at the same time as that of the 
great scholastic. This was perhaps no more than the outcome 
of the fierce polemical spirit of the abbot of Clairvaux, which 
led him to include all his adversaries under a single anathema. 
It seems certain that Arnold professed moral theology in Paris, 
and several times reprimanded St Bernard, whom be accused 
of pride and jealousy. St Bernard, as a last resort, begged 
King Louis VII. to take severe measures against Arnold, who 
had to leave France and take refuge at Zurich. There he soon 
became popular, especially with the lay nobility; but, denounced 
anew by St Bernard to the ecclesiastical authorities, be returned 
to Italy, and turned his steps towards Rome (r 45). It was 
two yeant since, in 1143, the Romans had rejected the temporal 
power of the pope. The urban nobles bad set up a republic, 
which, under forms ostensibly modelled on antiquity (e.g. 
patriciate, sestalus otionfonme rendusus, Ike.), concealed but 
clumsily a purely oligarchical government. Pope Eugenius IIL 
and his adherents had been forced after a feeble resistance to 
resign themselves to exile at Viterbo. Arnold, after returning 
to Rome, immediately began a campaign of virulent denunciation 
against the Roman clergy, and, in particular, against the Curia, 
which he stigmatized as a " house of merchandise and den of 
thieves." His enemies have attributed to him certain doctrinal 
heresies, but their accusations do not bear examination. Accord-
ing to Otto of Freising (Lib. it gads Friderici, bk. ii. chap. ex.)* 
the whole of his teaching, outside the preaching of penitent* 
was summed up in these mairims:—" Clerks who have estates. 
bishops who hold fiefs, monks who possess property, cannot be 
saved." His eloquence gained him a hearing and a numerous 
following, including many laymen, but. consisting principally 
of poor ecclesiastics, who formed around him a party character-
ized by a rigid morality and not unlike the Lombard Patarenes 
of the 11th century. But his purely political action was very 
restricted, and not to be compared with that of a Rienzi or a 
Savonarola. The Roman revolution availed itself of Arnold's 
popularity, and of his theories, but was carried out without his 
aid. His name was associated with this political reform solely 
because his was the only vigorous personality which stood 
out from the mass of rebels, and became he was the principal 
victim of the repression that ensued. On the 15th of July 114 
Eugenie, III. anathematized Arnold and his adherents; but 
when, a short time afterwards, the pope, through the support 
of the king of Naples and the king of France, succeeded is 
entering Rome, Arnold remained in the town unmolested, under 
the protection of the senate. But in Ins, the German king 
Conrad III., whom the papal party and the Roman republic 
had in vain begged to intervene, was succeeded by Frederick L 
Barbarous. Frederick, whose authoritative temper was at once 
offended by the independent tone of the Arnoldist party, con-
cluded with the pope a treaty of alliance (October 26, stsa) ci 
such a nature that the Arnoldists were at once put in a minority 
in the Roman government, and when the second successor 
of Eugenie. 111., the energetic and austere Adrian 111.(t . 
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^rtglishman, Nicholas Breakspear), placed Rome under an inter-
dict, the senate, already rudely shaken, submitted, and Arnold 
was forced to fly into Campabia (n55). At the request of the 
pope be was seized by order of the emperor Frederick, then in 
Italy, and delivered to the prefect of Rome, by whom he was 
condemned to death. In June ii55 Arnold was hanged, his 
body burnt, and the ashes were thrown into the Tiber. His 
death produced but a feeble sensation in Rome, which was 
already pacified, and passed almost unnoticed in Italy. The 
adherents of Arnold do not appear actually to have formed, 
either before or after his death, a heretical sect. It is probable 
that his adherents became merged in the communities of the 
Lombard Waldenses, who shared their ideas on the corruption 
of the clergy. Legend, poetry, drama and politics have from 
time to time been much occupied with the personality of Arnold 
of Brescia, and not seldom have distorted it, through the desire 
to see in him a hero of Italian independesce and a modern 
democrat. He was before everything an ascetic, who denied 
to the church the right of holding property, and who occupied 
himself only as an accessory with the political and social con-
sequences of his religious principle. 

The bibliography of Magid of Brescia is very vast and of very 
unequal value. The following works will be found useful: W. von 
Giesebrecht. Arnold von Bruns Munich, 1813); G. Gawk, Arnaldo 
do Brescia (Brescia, !Ns); and notices by Vacandard In the Reran 
des potshots: his 	Raris, 1884),pp. 53-114, by R. Breyer in 
the Hider. Taschenervek (Leipzig, 1889). 	pp. 133-178, and 
by A. Hausrath in Ness HMaibai. Jab*. 08911 Band L pp. 
73- 144•  (P. A.) 

ARNOLD, BENEDICT (174r-d8os), American soldier, been' 
in Norwich, Coanecticut, on the 14th of January 1741. He 
was the great-grandson of Benedict Arnold (1615-1678), thrice 
colonial governor of Rhode Island between 1663 and 1678; and 
was the fourth in direct descent to bear the name. He received 
a fair education but was not studious, and his youth was marked 
by the same waywardness which characterized his whole career. 
At fifteen be ran away from home and took part in an expedition 
against the French, but, restless under restraint,he soon deserted 
and returned home. In 1762 he settled in New Millen, where 
he became the proprietor of a drug and book shop; and be 
subsequently engaged successfully In trade with the West Indies. 
Immediately after the battle of Lexington Arnold led the local 
militia company, of which he was captain, and additional 
volunteers to Cambridge, and on the 29th of April £775 he 
proposed to the Massachusetts Committee of Safety an ex-
pedition against Crown Point and Ticonderoga. After a delay 
of four days the offer was accepted, and as a colonel of Massa-
chusetts militia he was directed to enlist in the west part of 
Massachusetts and in the neighbouring colonies the men nazi-
sary for the undertaking. He was forestalled, however, by 
Ethan Allen (gm.), acting on behalf of some members of the 
Connecticut Assembly. Under him, reluctantly waiving his 
own claim to command, Arnold served as a volunteer; and 
soon afterwards, Massachusetts having yielded to Connecticut, 
and baying angered Arnold by sending a committee to make an 
inquiry into his conduct, be resigned and returned to Cambridge. 
He was then ordered to co-operate with General Richard Mont-
gomery Di the invasion of Canada, which he had been one of the 
first to suggest to the Continental Congress. Stetting with 

zoo men from Cambridge on the 17th of September 1775, he 
reached Gardiner, Maine, on the Both, advanced through the 
Maine woods, and after suffering terrible privations and hard-
ships, his little force, depleted by death and desertion, reached 
Quebec on the 13th of November. The garrison had been 
forewarned, and Arnold was compelled to await the coming of 
Montgomery from Montreal The combined attack OA the pat 
of December r7,5 failed; Montgomery was killed, and Arnold 
was severely wounded. Arnold, who had been commissioned a 
brigadier-general in January 1776, remained In Canada until 
the following June, being after April in command at MontreaL 

Some time after the retreat from Canada, charges of mis-
conduct and dAhonesty, growing chiefly out of his seizure from 
merchants in Montreal of goods for the use of his tronPsi were  

brought against him; these charges were tardily kryestigated 
by the Board of War, which in a report made on the 23rd of 
May 1777, and confirmed by Congress, declared that his " char-
acter and conduct " had been " cruelly and groundlessly 
Aspersed." Having constructed a flotilla on Lake Champlain, 
Arnold engaged a greatly superior British fleet near Valcour 
Island (October II, 1776), and after inflicting severe loss on 
the enemy, made his escape under cover of night. Two days 
later he was overtaken by the British fleet, which however he, 
with only one war-vessel, and that crippled, delayed long enough 
to enable his other vessels to make good their escape, fighting 
with desperate valour and finally running his own ship aground 
and escaping to Crown Point. The engagement of the ryth 
was the first between British and American fleets. Arnold's 
brilliant exploits had drawn attention to him as one of the most 
promising of the Continental officers, and had won for him the 
friendship of Washington. Nevertheless, when in February 
1777 Congress created five new major-generals, Arnold, although 
the ranking brigadier, was passed over, partly at least for 
sectional reasons—Connecticut bad already two major-generals 
—in favour of his juniors. At this time it was only Washington's 
urgent persuasion that prevented Arnold from leaving the 
service. Two months later while he was at New Haven, Governor 
Tryon's descent on Danbury took place; and Arnold, who took 
command of the militia after the death of General Wooster, 
attacked the British with such vigour at Ridgefield (April 27, 
1777) that they escaped to their ships with difficulty. 

In recognition of this service Arnold was now commissioned 
major-general (his commission dating from 17th February) but 
without his former relative rank. After serving in New Jersey 
with Washington, he joined General Philip Scbuyler in the 
Northern Department, and in August 1777 proceeded up the 
Mohawk Valley against Colonel St Leger, and raked the slegd 
of Fort Stanwix (or Schuyler). Subsequently, after Gates 
had superseded Schuyler (August re); Arnold commanded the 
American left wing in the first battle of Saratoga (September 19, 
1777). His ill-treatment at the hands of General Gates, whose 
jealousy had been aroused, led to a quarrel which terminated 
in Arnold being relieved of command. He remained with the 
army, however, at the urgent request of his brother officers, and 
although nominally without command served brilliantly in the 
second battle of Saratoga (October 7, 1777),  duping which he 
was seriously wounded. For his services he was thanked by 
Congress, and received a new commission giving him at last his 
proper relative rank. 

In June 1778 Washing= placed him is COMMIX) of Phil-
adelphia. Hem be soon came into conflict with the state 
authorities, jealous of any outside control. In the social lift 
of Philadelphia, largely dominated by families of Loyalist sym-
pathies, Arno.d was the most conspicuous figure; he lived 
extravagantly, entertained lavishly, and in April 1779 took for 
his second wife, Margaret Shippen (176o-18o4), the daughter of 
Edward Shippen (1729-1806), a moderate Loyalist, who event-
ually became reconciled to the new order and was in 1 799-1805 
chief-justice of the state. Early in February 2779 the executive 
council of Pennsylvania, presided over by Joseph- Reed, one of 
his most persistent enemies, presented to Congress eight charges 
of misconduct against Arnold, none of which was of any great 
importance. Arnold at once demanded an investigation, and 
in March a committee of Congress made a report exonerating 
him; but Reed obtained a reconsideration, and in April 1779 
Congress, though throwing out four charges, referred the other 
four to a court-martial Despite Arnold's demand for a speedy 
trial, it was December before the court was convened. It was 
probably during this period of vexatious delay that Arnold, 
always sensitive and now incited by a keen sense of injustice, 
entered into a secret correspondence with Sir Henry Clinton 
with a view to joining the British service. On the 26th of 
January 178o the court, before which Arnold-had ably argued 
his own case, rendered its verdict, practically acquitting him of 
all intentional wrong, but, apparently in deference to the Penn-
sylvania authorities, directing Washington to reprimand bins 
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for two trivial and yen,  venial ofences. Arnold, who had 
confidently expected absolute acquittal, was inflamed with a 
burning anger that even Washington's kindly reprimand, couched 
almost in words of praise, could not subdue. 

It was now apparently. that be first conceived the plan of be-
traying someimportant post to the British. With this in view he 
sought and obtained from Washington (August 178o) command 
of West Point, the key to the Hudson River Valley. Arnold's 
offers now became more explicit, and, in order to perfect the 
details of the plot, Clinton's adjutant-general, Major John 
Andre, met him near Stony Point on the night of the ant of 
September. On the 23rd, while returning by land, Andre with 
incriminating papers was captured, and the officer to whom be 
was entrusted unsuspectingly sent information of his capture to 
Arnold, who was thus enabled to escape to the British lines. 
Arnold, commissioned a brigadier-general in the British army, 
received L6313 in compensation for his property losses, and was 
employed in leading an expedition into Virginia which burned 
Richmond, and in an attack upon New London (Fri in Sep-
tember 128i. In December 1781 he removed to London and 
was consulted on American affairs by 'the king and ministry, 
but could obtain no further employment in the active service. 
Disappointed at the failure of his plans and embittered by the 
neglect and acorn which be met in England, be spent the years 
1787-1791  at St John, New Brunmdck, once more engaging in 
the West India trade, but in 1791 he returned to London, and 
miter war had breken out between Great Britain and France, 
was active in fitting out privateers. Gradually sinking into 
melancholia, worn down by depression, and suffering from a 
Nervous disease, he died at London on the lath of June ilex. 

Arnold had three sons—Benedict, Richard and Henry—by 
his first wife, and four sera—Edward Shippen, James Robertson, 
George and William Fitch—by his second wife; five of them, 
and one grandson, served in the British army. Benedict (1768-
'795) was an officer of the artillery and was mortally wounded 
in the West ladies. Edward Shippen (i780-1823) became 
lieutenant of . the Sixth Bengal Cavalry and later paymaster at 
liana, India. James Robertson (1781-x854) entered the corps 
of Royal Engineers in 1798, 111:211011 In the Napoleonic wars, in 
Egypt and in the West Indies, and rose to the rank of lieutenant-
general, was an aide-de-camp to William IV., and was created 
a knight of the Hanoverian Guelphic order and a knight of the 
Crescent George (1787-1828) was a lieutemantKolonel in the 
Second Bengal Cavalry at the time of his death. William Fitch 
(z794--1828) became a captain in the Nineteenth Royal Lancers; 
his son, William Trail (1826-1855) served in the Crimean War 
as captain of  the Faulk Regimen of Foot and was Med during 
the siege of Sevastopol. 

Itzsuosuum—jand• Sparke La end Treason of Benedict 
Arnold (Boston, 183Skin " 141)181Y Aeledclie le biassed anti unfair. The best general account k Isle Newton 
Arnold's Life of Benedict Angels: (Chicago, 880), which, while 
offering no apologies or defence of his treason, lays perhaps too great 
emphasis on his Nona. Charles Burr Todd's The Real 
Bawdier Arnold (New York, 1903) is a curious attempt to make 
Arnold's wife wholly responsible for his defection. Francois de 

arbe-Marbois's Coniplot d Arnold d is Sir H. Metes centre les 
EAA.Unis (Paris, 1816) contains much interesting material, but is 
inaccurate. Two good accounts at the Canadian Expedition are 
Justin H. Smith's Arnold': March frees Censeridpr to iiesr (New 
Y 
Inewl

•l York, not). Arnold's Letters on A. Expedition to t e: 

r1903),3), which contains a reprint of Arsold's journal of the 
don; and John Codmaa's Arnold's Expedition to At 

 were printed In the Maine Historical Society's Collections 
for 1831 (rape. tied). See aim William Abbate, The Crisis of the 
Rweinhon ew York, 	The Northern linemen of syllo 
(Bradford 	b Series, Na New York, r866); " The 1.115111011 of 

Arnold " (letters of Sir Henry Clinton to Lord George 
Genuine) in PNapalm of Ristory sad SiograjAig. 
vol. - 	 1898); and Promsitingspt a Conceal Court 
Mrepa;itinalor the Trod M 	 1780; 

with introduction and notes, New York, 1866). 
ARNOLD. in -1Dwni (1832-1004), British poet  and jour- 

nalist, was born on the zoth of June 1832, and was educated at 
the King's school, Rochester; King's College, London; and 
University College, Oxford, where in 1852 be gaited the Newdi- 

gate prize for a poem on Brishazzar's feast. On leaving Oxford 
be became a schoobauter, and went to India as principal of the 
government Sanskril College at Poona, a post which be held 
during the mutiny of t8S1, when be was able to render service* 
for which he was publicly thanked by Lord Elphinstoas in the 
Bombay council. Returning to England in 3861 he worked as 
a journalist on the staff of the Daily Triers" a newspaper 
with which be continued to be associated for more than forty 
years. It was he who, on behalf of the proprietors of the Daily 
TS:graph in conjunction with the New York Herald, arranged 
for the journey of H. H. Stanley to Africa to discover the cowrie 
of the Congo, and Stanley named after hint a mountain to the 
north•cast of Albert Edward Nyanza. Arnold must also be 
credited with the first idea of a great.trank line traversing the 
entire African continent, for in au he first employed the phrase 
" a Cape to Cairo railway" subsequently popularized by Cecil 
Rhodes. It was, however, as a poet that he was best known 
to his contemporaries. The Lighi of Asia appeared in 1879 and 
won an immediate success, going through numerous editions 
both In England and Amalca. It is an Indian epic, dealing 
with the life and teaching of Buddha, which are expounded 
with much wealth of local colour and not a little felicity of 
versificadon. The poem contains many lines of unquestionable 
beauty; and its immediate popularity was rather increased 
than diminished by the twofold aiticism to which it was rube 
jetted. On the one band it was held by Oriental scholars to give 
a false impression of Buddhist doctrine; while, on the other, 
the suggested analogy between Sakyamuni and Christ offended 
the taste of some devout Christians. The latter olden= prob-
ably suggested to Arnold the idea of attempting a second aura-
tive poem of which the central figure should be the founder of 
Christianity, as the founder of Buddhism had been that of the 
first. But though The Light ef the World (Mg), in which this 
idea took shape, bad considerable poetic merit, it lacked the 
novelty of theme and setting which had given the earlier poem 
much of its attractiveness; and It failed to repeat the success 
attained by The Lipid of Asia. Arnold's other principal volumes 
of poetry were Indian Song of Songs (1875), Pearls of the Faith 
(s883), The Song Celeslial (Ms), Wilk Safi sw the Garden (1889), 
Poliphar's Wife (1892) and Adana's ( z 893). In his later yeas 
Arnold resided for some time in Japan, and his third wife was 
a Japanese lady. In Seas and Lands (1891) and Japonica (1892) 
he gives an interesting study of Japanese life. He waived the 
order of C.S.L on the occasion of the proclamation of Queen 
Victoria as empress of India in 1877, and in x888 was created 
K.C.I.E. He also possessed decorations conferred by the rulers 
of Japan, Persia, Turkey and Siam. Sir Edwin Arnold died 
on the 24th of March 2904. 

ARMOID, GOITFRIED (1666-1714), German Protestant 
divine, was born at Annaba g, in Saxony, where his father was 
a schoolmaster. In 1682 be went to the Gymnasium at Gem, 
and three years later to the university of Wittenberg. Here 
he made a special study of theology and history, and afterwards, 
through the influence of P. J. Spener, " the father of piediza." 
he became tutor in Quedllnburg. His first work, Die Ernie Liebe 
sr Christ., to which in modern times attendon was again directed 
by Leo Tolstoy, appeared in 1696. It went through five editions 
before 3728, and gained the author much reputation. In the 
year after its publication he was invited to Giessen as professor 
of church history. The life and work here, however, proved so 
distasteful to him that he resigned in 1698, and returned to 
Quedlinburg. In 1699 he began to publish his largest work, 
described by Tolstoy (The Kingdom of God is within Yew, 
chap. iii.) a" remarkable, although little known," Ungarleiiselse 
Kirsh's- sad Keberhimoria in which he has been thought by 
some to show more impartiality towards hag, than towards 
the Church (cp. Otto Pleiderer, Deselopment of Tleselogy,p. 227). 
His next work. Gelsciewein der gailliekett Sophie, published in 
z loo, seemed to indicate that he had developed a form of mysti-
cism. Soon afterwards, however, his acceptance of a pastorate 
marked a change, and be produced a number of noteworthy 
works on practical theology. Hs was ajso known as the author 
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of tarred poems. Gottfried Arnold has rightly been dimmed 
with the pietistic section of Protestant historians (Biblialteca 
Sacra, dip). 

See Callver•Zeller. 77seetoriiies Hastelsorterksh, and the account 
of him in Albert Knapp's new edition of Die or Liebe m Owls. 
(180)• 

ARNOLD, MATTHEW (tats-r888), English poet, literary 
critic and inspector of schools was born at Lakham, near 
Staines, on the a4tb of December 1822. When it is said that be 
was the son of the famous Dr Arnold of Rugby, and that Win-
chester, Rugby and Said College, Oxford, contributed their 
best towards his education, it seems superfluous to add that in 
estimating Matthew Arnold and his work, training no lets than 
original endowment has to be considered. A full amdanic 
training has its disadvantages as well as its pins. In the in-
dividual no less than in the species the history of man's develop-
ment is the history of the struggle between the impulse to 
express original personal force and the Impulse to make that 
force bow to the. authority of custom. Where in any individual 
the fuse of these impulses is stronger than usual, a complete 
academic training is a gain; but where the second of these 
Impulses is the dominant one, the effect of the academic habit 
upon the mind at its most sensitive and most phis& period is 
apt to be crippling. In regard to Matthew Arnold, it would be 
• bold critic Of his life and his writings who should attempt to 
say what his work would have been if his training had been 
different. In his judgments on Goethe, Wordsworth, Byron, 
Shelley and Hugo, it may be seen how strong was his impulse 
to bow to authority. On the other band, in Araold's ingenious 
reasoning away the conception of Providence to " a stream of 
tendency not ourselves which makes for righteousness," we see 
bow strong was his natural impulse for taking original views. 
The fact that the very air Arnold breathed during the whole of 
the impressionable period of his life was academic is therefore a 
very important fact to bear in mind. 

In one of his own most charming critical essays he contrasts the 
poetry of Homer, which consists of " natural thoughts in natural 
words," with the poetry of Tennyson, which consists of " distilled 
thoughts in distilled words." " Dist fled " is one of the happiest 
words to be found in poetical criticism, and may be used with 
equal aptitude in the criticism of life. To most people the waters 
of life come with all their natural qualities—sweet or bitter— 
undis' tilled. Only the ordinary conditions of civilization, 
common to all, Bei/toured the waters of life to Shakespeare, to 
Cervantes, to Burns, to Scott, to Dumas, and those other great 
creators whose minds were minors—broad and clear—for 
reflecting the rich drama of life around them. To Arnold the 
waters of life came distilled so carefully that the wonder is that 
he had any originality left. A member of the upper stratum 
of that " middle class " which be despised, or pretended to 
despise—the eldest son of one of the most accomplished as well 
as one of the most noble-tempered men of his time—Arnold 
from the moment of his birth drank the finest distilled waters 
that can be drunk even in these days. Perhaps, on the whole, the 
surprising thing is bow little he suffered thereby. Indeed those 
who had formed an idea of Arnold's personality from their 
knowledge of his " culture," and especially those who had been 
delighted by the fastidious and feminine delicacy of his prose 
style, used to be quite bewildered when for the first time they met 
him at a dinner-table or in a friend's smoking-room. His prose 
was so self-conscious that what people expected to find in the 
writer was the Arnold as he was conceived by certain " young 
lions " of journalism whom he satirized—a somewhat over-
cultured peril-matire—almost, indeed, a coxcomb of letters. On 
the other hand, those who had been captured by his poetry 
expected to find a man whose sensitive organism responded 
nervously to every uttered word as an seolian harp answers to 
the faintest breeze. What they found was a broad-shouldered, 
manly—almost burly—Englishman with a fine countenance, 
bronzed by the open air of England, wrinkled apparently by the 
sun, wind-worn as an English skipper's, open and frank as a 
fox-bunting • squire's—and yet a. countenance whose Jody  

chiselled features were as high-bred and as commending as 
Wellington's or Sir Cheeks Napier's. The voice they heard was 
deep-toned, feeder, deb and frank, and yet modulated to expiate 
every memo of thonght, every movement of emotion and 
humour. In his press essays the humour he showed was of a 
somewhat thin-lipped kind; is his more important poems be 
showed none at all It was here, in this matter of humour, that 
Arnold's writings were specially misleading as to the personality 
of the man. Judged from his poems, it was not with a poet like 
the writer of " The Northern Farmer," or a poet hike. the writer 
of" Ned Bmtts," that anystudent of poetry would have dreamed 
of damming him. Such.a student wouldactually have been more 
Maly to dam himidth two of his contemporaries between whom 
and himself there were but few points in common, the" humour- 
lees " William Maeda and the " humourless." Rossetti. For, 
simpdarly enough, between him and them there was this one 
point of resemblance: while all three Were richly endowed with 
humour, while all three were the very lights of the sets in which 
they moved, the moment they took pen in band to write poetry 
they became sad. It would almost seem as if, late Rowlett'. 
Arnold actually held that poetry was not the proper medium 
forlumour. No wonder, then, if the absence of humour in his 
poetry did much to mislead the. student of his work as to the 
real character of the man. 

After a year at Winchester, Matthew Arnold entered Rugby 
school in i837. He early began to write and print VW** His 
.first publication was a Rugby peke poem, Marie st Room, in 

84o. This was followed in 1843, after he bad gone up to Oxford 
in 180 as a scholar of Baia, by his poem Cromwell, which won 
the Newdigate prise. In z1144 he graduated with second-class 
honours, and in ttles was elected a fellow of Oriel College, where 
among his °Meson was A. H. Clough. his friendship with 
whom is commemorated in that enquisite elegy Tityrsis. From 
1847 to dip he acted as private secretary to Lord Lansdowne; 
and in the latter yew. after acting for a shoat time as assistant-
master at Rugby, he was appointed to an iimpectarship of schook, 
a post which he :caked natal two years before his death. He 
married, in June dip, the daughter of Mr Justice Wightman. 
Meanwhile, in Aso, appeared The Strays! Itersiler, end ether 
Poems, By A, a volume which gained a considerable esoteric 
reputation. In slier be published another volume under the 
same initial, Easpedoties ow Etna, and Mks Poems. Easpedodee 
is as undramatic a poem perhaps as was ever oddest in thematic 
form, but studded with lyrical beauties of a very high order. 
In 1853 Arnold published a volume of Poems under his own 
name. This consisted partially of poems selected from the two 
previoul volumes. A second series of poems, which contained, 
however, only two new ones, was published in zilse. So great 
was the impression made by these in academic circles, that in 
1857 Arnold was elected professor of poetry at Oxford, and he 
held the chair for ten years. In Igo he published his classical 
tragedy, Menlo. Nine years afterwards his New Poems (:867) 
were. published. While be held the Oxford professorship he 
published several series of lectures, which gave him a high place 
as a scholar and aide. The essays' On Translating Homer: 
Three Lectures risen at Oxford, published in :864 supplemented 
in 0162 by On Translating Homer: Last Words, a fourth lecture 
even in reply to F. W. Newman's Homeric Trassiados ire Theory 
and Pradice (MO, and Ore the Study of Celtic Li:0@A0', pub-
lished in 1867, were full of subtle and brilliant if not of profound 
aitidsm. So were the two series of Essays is Criticism, the 
first of which, condsting of articles reprinted from various 
reviews, appeared in r865. The essay on " A Persian Passion 
Play " was added In the editions of 1875; and a second series, 
edited by Lord Coleridge, appeared in :888. 

Arnold's poetic activity almost aimed after he left the chair 
of poetry at Oxford. He was several times sent by government 
to make inquiries into the state of relocation in France, Germany, 
Holland and other countries; and his reports, with their 
thorough-going and searching alai:ism of continental methods, 

I These any. were edited in :gas sakes Introduction by W. H. D 
Rome 
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as contrasted with English methods, showed how consdentiously 
he had devoted some of his best energies to the work. His fame 
as a poet and a literary critic has somewhat overshadowed the 
fact that he was during thirty-five years of his life—from asi 
to r886,-employed in the Education Department as one of 
S.M. inspectors of schools, while his literary work was achieved 
in such intervals of leisure as could be spared from the public 
service. At the time of his appointment the government, by 
arrangement with the religious bodies, entrusted the inspection 
of schools connected with the Church of England to clergymen, 
and agreed also to send Roman Catholic inspectors to schools 
managed by members of that communion. Other schools—
those of the British and Foreign Society, the Wesleyan., and 
undenomhiational schools generally—were inspected by laymen, 
of whom Arnold was one. There were only three or four of these 
officers at first, and their districts were necessarily large. It is 
to the experience gained in intercourse with Nonconformist 
School managers that 'we day attribute the curiously intimate 
knowledge of religious sects which furnished the material for 
some of his keen though good-humoured sarcasms. The Edu-
cation Act of r87o, which simplified the administrative system, 
abolished denominational inspection, and thus greatly reduced 
the area assigned to a single inspector. Arnold took charge of 
the district of Westminster, and remained in that office until 
his resignation, taking also an occasional share in the inspection 
of training colleges for teachers, and in conferences at the central 
office. His letters, Naas, show that some of the routine which 
devolved upon him was distasteful, and that he was glad to 
entrust to a skilled assistant much of the duty of individual 
examination and the making up of schedules and returns. But 
the influence he exerted on schools, on the department, and on 
the primary education of the whole country, was indirectly far 
greater than is generally supposed. His annual reports, of 
which more than twenty were collected into a volume by his 
friend and official chief, Sir Francis (afterwards Lord) Sandford, 
attracted, by reason of their freshness of style and thought, 
much more of public attention than is usually accorded to blue-
book literature; and his high aims, and his sympathetic 
appreciation of the efforts and difficulties of the teachas, had 
a remarkable effect in raising the tone of elementary education, 
and in indicating the way to improvement. In particular, he 
insisted on the formative elements of school education, on 
literature and the " humanities," as distinguished front the 
collection of scraps of information and " useful knowledge "; 
and he sought to impress Atha young teachers with the necessity 
of broader mental cultivation than was absolutely required to 
obtain the government certificate. In his reports also he dwelt 
often and forcibly on the place which the-study of the Bible, 
not the distinctive formularies of the churches, ought to hold 
'n English schools. He. urged that besides the religious and 
moral purposes of Scriptural teaching, it had a literary value of 
Its own, and was the best.instrument in the bands even of the 
elementary teacher for uplifting the soul and refining and 
enlarging the thoughts of young children. 

On three occasions Arnold was asked to assist the government 
by making special inquiries Into the state of education in foreign 
countries. These duties were especially welcome to him, serving 
as they did as a relief from the monotony of school inspection 
at home, and as opportunities for taking a wider survey of the 
whole subject of education, and for expressing his views on 
principles and national aims as well as administrative details. 
In 18s% as foreign assistant commissioner, he prepared for the 
duke of Newcastle's commission to inquire into the subject of 
elementary education a report (printed r86o) which was after-
wards reprinted (r86i) in a volume entitled The Popular Educa-
tion of France, with Medea of that of Holland and Switzerland. 
In 186s he was again employed as assistant-commissioner by 
the Schools Inquiry Commission under Lord Taunton; and his 
report on this subject, On Secondary Education is Foreign 
Countries (s866), was subsequently reprinted under the fide 
Schools and Universities en the Confined (xM). Twenty years 
later he was sent by the Education Department to make special  

inquiries on certain specified pointy, e.g. free allocation, the 
status and training of teachers, and ca mped:ley attendance 
at schools. The result of this investigation appeared as • 
psdiamentary paper, Special Report OR Wahl pints conssadol 
with Riensentary lidscatiois is Germany. Swieniand raid Nance, 
in z886. He also contributed the chapter on " Schools " (1837-
1837) to the second volume of Mr Humphry Ward's Reign of 
&was Vida*. Part of his official writings inky be studied in 
Reports for Elementary Schoele (i3se-x882), edited by Sr F. 
Sandford in al* 

All these reports form substantial contra:ludo= to the history 
and literature of education in the %dodos age. They have 
been quoted often, and haver ercised marked influenced' subse-
quent changes and controversies. One great purpose updates 
them all. It is to bring house to the English people a conviction 
that education ought to be a national concern, that it should not 
be left entirely to local, or private, or irresponsible initiative, 
that the watchful jealousy so lobg shown by Lffiends, and 
especially by Nonconformists, in regard to state action was a 
grave practical mistake, and that in an enlightened democracy, 
animated by a progressive spiiit and noble and generous ideals, 
it was the part of wisdom to invoke the collective power of the 
state to give effect to those ideals. To this theme he constantly 
recurred in his essays, articles and official reports, "Perry 
rinds est Necessarium. One thing is needful:. orpnize your 
secondary education." 

In :Us a pension of boo was conferred-on Arnold in recog-
nition of his literary merits. In the same year he went to the 
United States on a lecturing tour, and again in i886, his subjects 
being " Emerson " and the " Principles and Value of Numbers." 
The success of these lectures, though they were admirable in 
matter and form, was marred by the lecturer's lack of experience 
in delivery. It is sufficient, further, to say that Culture and 
Anarchy: an Essay in Political and Social Criticism, appeared 
in 186e; St Paul and Protestantism, with an introdsdion on 
Puritanism and the Church of England (sItio); Friend:Airs 
Garland: being the Conversations, Letters and Opinions of the 
late Amdahl: Baron sun Thmeier-ten-Trosackh (1871)-; Literalism 
and Dogma: an Essay towards a Bolter Appralsension of the 
Bible (5873); God and the Bible: a Review of Objections to 
LikTahtre and Dogma (r87s); Last Essays on Church and 
Religion (:877); Mixed Essays OM; Irish Essays and Others 
(1882); Discourses is America (r&Ss). Such essays as the first 
of these, embodying as they did Arnold's views of theological 
and polemical subjects, attracted much attention at the time 
of their publication, owing to the state.of the Intellectual atmo-
sphere at the moment; but It is doubtful, perhaps, whether 
they will be greatly considered in the near future. Many 
severe things have been said, and will be said, concerning the 
inadequacy of poets hie Coleridge and Wordsworth when 
confronting subjects of a theological or philosophical kind. 
Wordsworth's High Church Pantheism and Coleridge's dis-
quisitions on the Logos seem farther removed from the specula-
tions of to-day than do the dreams of Lucretius. But these two 
great writers lived before the days of modern science. Arnold, 
living only a few years later, came at a transition period when 
the winds of tyrannous knowledge had blown off the protecting 
roof that had covered the centuries before, but when time and 
much labour were needed to build another roof of new materials 
—a period when it-was Impossible for the poet to enjoy either 
the quietism of High Church Pantheism in which Wordsworth 
bad basked, or the sheltering protection of German metaphysics 
under which Coleridge had preached—a period, nevertheless, 
when the wonderful revelations of science were still too raw, 
too cold and hard, to satisfy the yearnings of the poetic soul. 
Objectionable as Arnold's rationalizing criticism was to con-
temporary orthodoxy, and questionable as was his equipment in 
point of theological learning, his spirituality of outlook and ethical 
purpose were not to be denied. Yet it is not Arnold's views 
that have become current coin so much as his literary phrases 
—his craving for " culture " and " sweetness and light," his con-
tempt for' " the .ffissidence of Dissent and the Notestantion 
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of the Protestant religion." his "stream of tendency not our-
selves making for righteousness," his dassifieation of " Philistines 
and barbarians "—and so forth. His death at Liverpool, of heart 
laity reon the r 5th of April i 888,wassudden and quite unexpected. 

Arnold was a prominent figure in that great pluy of Victorian 
poets who were working simultaneously—Tennyson, Browning, 
Rossetti, William Moods and Swinburne—poets between whom 
there was at least this connecting link, that the quest of all of them 
was the old-fashioned poetical quest of the beautiful. Beauty 
was their watchword, as it had been the watchword of their 
immediate predecessors—Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, Shelley 
and Byron. That this group of early meth-century poets might 
be divided into two—those whose primary quest was physical 
beauty, and those whose primary quest was moral beauty—is 
no doubt true. Still, in so far as beauty was their quest they 
were all akin. And so with the Victorian group to which Arnold 
belonged. As to the position which be takes among them 
opinions must necessarily vary. On the whole, his place in the 
group will be below all the others. The question as to whether 
he was primarily • poet or a protaitur has been often asked. 
If we were to try to answer that question here, we should have 
to examine his poetry in detail—we should have to inquire 
"whether his primary impulse of expression was to seise upon 
the innate suggestive power of words, or whether his primary 
impulse was to rely upon the logical power of the sentence. In 
nobility of temper, in clearness of statement, and especially in 
descriptive power, he is beyond praise. But intellect, judgment, 
culture and study of great poets may do much towards enabling 
a prose-writer to write what must needs be called good poetry. 
What they cannot enable him to do is to produce those magical 
effects which poets of the rarer kind can achieve by seizing that 
mysterious, suggestive power of words which is far beyond all 
mere statement. Notwithstanding the exquisite work that 
Arnold has left behind him, some critics have come to the con-
clusion that his primary impulse in expression was that of the 
poetically-minded proteins rather than that of the born poet. 
And this has been said by some who nevertheless deeply admire 
poems like The Scholar Gypsy," "Thyrsis." " The Forsaken 
Merman, "" Dover Beach,"" Heine's Grave," " Rugby Chapel." 
" The Grande Chartreuse," " Soltrab and Rustum," " The Sick 
Xing in Bokhara," " Tristram and Iseult," dc. It would seem 
that a man may show all the endowments of a poet save one, 
and that one the moat essential—the instinctive mastery over 
metrical effects. 

In all literary expression there are two kinds of emphasis, 
the emphasis of sound and the emphasis of sense. Indeed the 
difference between those who have and those who have not the 
true rhythmic instinct is that. while the former have the innate 
faculty of making the emphasis of sound and the emphasis of 
sense meet and strengthen each other, the latter are without that 
faculty. But so imperfect is the human mind that it can rarely 
apprehend or grasp simultaneously these two kinds of emphasis. 
While to the born prosatair the emphasis of sense comes first. 
and refuses to be more than partially conditioned by the emphasis 
of sound, to the born poet the emphasis of sound comes first, 
and sometimes will, even as in the case of Shelley, revolt against 
the tyranny of the emphasis of sense. Perhaps the very-origin 
of the old quantitative metres was the desire to make these two 
kinds of emphasis meet in the same syllable. In manipulating 
their quantitative metrical system the Greeks had facilities for 
bringing one kind of emphasis into harmony with the other 
such as are unknown to writers in accentuated metres. This 
accounts for the measureless superiority of Greek poetry in verbal 
melody as well as in general harmonic scheme to all the poetry of 
the modem world. In writers so diverse in many ways as Homer, 
.Eschylus, Sophocles. Pindar, Sappho, the harmony between the 
emphasis of sound and the emphasis of sense is so complete that 
each of these kinds of emphasis seems always begetting, yet 
always born of the other. When in Europe the quantitative 
measures were superseded by the accentuated measures a 
reminiscence was naturally and inevitably left behind of the 
old system; sod the result has been, in the English language at  

least, that no really great line can be written in which the em- 
phasis of accent, the emphasis of quantity and the emphasis of 
sense do not meet on the same syllable. Whenever this junction 
does not take place the weaker line, or lines, are always introduced, 
not for makeshift purposes, but for variety, as in the finest lines 
of Milton and Wordsworth. Wordsworth no doubt seems to 
have had a theory that the accent of certain words, such as 
" without," " Rte.:could be disturbed in an iambic 
line; but in his best work he does not act upon his theory, and 
endeavours most successfully to make the emphasis of accent, 
of quantity and of sense meet. It might not be well for a poem 
to contain an entire sequence of such perfect lines as 

" I thought of Chatterton, the marvellous boy," 
or 

 

" Thy soul was like a star and dwelt apart," 

for then the metridst's art would declare itself too loudly and 
weaken the imaginative strength of the picture. But such lines 
should no doubt form the basis of the poem, and weaker lines—
lines in which there is no such combination of the three kinds of 
emphasb—should be sparingly used, and never used for make-
shift purposes. Now, neither by instinct nor by critical study 
was Arnold ever able to apprehend this law of prosody. If he 
does write a line of the first order, metrically speaking, he seems 
to do so by acddent. Such weak lines as these are constantly 
occurring- 

" The poet, to whose mighty heart 
Heaven doth a quicker pulse impart. 
Subdues that energy to wan 
Not his own course, but that of man." 

Much has been said about what is called the " Greek temper " 
of Matthew Arnold's muse. A good deal depends upon what 
it meant by the Hellenic spirit. But if the Greek temper ex-
presses itself, as is generally supposed, in the sweet acceptance 
and melodious utterance of the beauty of the world as it is, 
accepting that beauty without inquiring as to what it means 
and as to whither it goes, it is difficult to see where in Arnold's 
poetry this temper declares itself. Surely it is not in Esspedodes 
ow Elsa, and surely it is not in Haupt. If there is a poem of his 
in which one would expect to find the joyous acceptance of life 
apart from questionings about the civilization in which the poet 
finds himself environed (its hopes, its fears, its aspirations and 
its failures)—such questionings, in short, as were for ever 
vexing Arnold's soul—it would be in " The Scholar Gypsy," 
a poem in which the poet tries to throw himself into the mood 
of a " Romany Rye." The great attraction of the gypsies to 
Englishmen of a certain temperament is that they alone seem to 
feel the joyous acceptance of life which is supposed to be specially 
Greek. Hence it would have been but reasonable to look, 
if anywhere, for the expression of Arnold's Greek temper in a 
poem which sets out to describe the feelings of the student who, 
according to Glanville's story, left Oxford to wander over 
England with the Romanies. But instead of this we got the old 
fretting about the unsatimactoriness of modern civilization. 
Glanville's Oxford student, whose story is glanced at now and 
again in the poem, flits about in the scenery like a cloud-
shadow on the grass; but the way in which Arnold contrives 
to avoid giving us the faintest idea either dramatic or pic-
torial of the student about whom he talks so much, and the 
gypsies with whom the student lived, is one of the most singular 
feats in poetry. The reflections which come to a young Oxonian 
lying on the grass and longing to escape life's fitful fever without 
shuffling off this mortal coil, are, no doubt, beautiful reflections 
beautifully expressed, but the temper they show is the very 
opposite of the Greek. To say this is not in the least to disparage 
Arnold. " A man is more like the age in which be lives," says 
the Chinese aphorism." than he is like his own father and mother," 
and Arnold's polemical writings alone are sufficient to show that 
the waters of life he drank were from fountains distilled, seven 
times distilled, at the topmost slope of Kith-century civilisation. 
Mr George Meredith's " Old Chartist" exhibits far more of the 
temper of acceptance than does any poem by Matthew Arnold. 

His most famous critical dictum is that poetry is a " anti ism 
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of life." What he seems to have meant is that poetry is the 
crowning fruit of a criticism of life; that just as the poet's 
metrical effects are and must be the result of a thousand semi-
conscious generalizations upon the laws of cause and effect in 
metric art, so the beautiful things he says about lifeand the beauti-
ful pictures he paints of life are the result of his generalizations 
upon life as he passes through it, and consequently that the value 
of his poetry consists in the beauty and the truth of his generaliza-
tions. But this is saying no more than is Aid in the line- 

" Rien nest beau que is vrai; is vrai and est aimabk "-

or in the still more famous lines- 
"' Beauty is truth, truth beauty.'--that is all 

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know." 

To suppose that Arnold confounded the poet with the writer 
of 'castes would be absurd. Yet having decided that poetry 
consists of generalizations on human life, in reading poetry he 
kept on the watch for those generalizations, and at last seemed 
to think that the less and not the more they are hidden behind 
the dramatic action, and the more unmistakably they are in-
truded as generalizations, the better. For instance, in one of 
his essays he quotes those lines from the " Chanson de Roland " 
of Turoldus, where Roland, mortally wounded, lays himself 
down under a pine tree with his face turned towards Spain and 
the enemy. and begins to " call many things to remembrance; 
all the lands which his valour conquered, and pleasant France, 
and the men of his lineage, and Charlemagne, his liege lord, who 
nourished him "- 

" De plusurs chosen I remembrer Ii print, 
De tastes teres cume li hers cunquist, 
De duke France, des Mimes de sun Usu. 
De Carlemagne sun seignor ki !burnt." 

" That," says Arnold, " is primitive work, I repeat, with an 
undeniable poetic quality of its own. It deserves such praise, 
and such praise is sufficient for it." Then he contrasts it with a 
famous passage in Homer—that same passage which is quoted 
in the article Pourer, for the very opposite purpose to that of 
Arnold's, quoted indeed to show how the epic poet, leaving the 
dramatic action to act as chorus, weakens the Arlan of the 
picture—the passage in the Iliad (iii. 243 - 244) where the poet, 
after Helen's pathetic mention of her brother's comments on 
the causes of their absence, " criticizes life " and generalizes 
upon the impotence of human intelligence, the impotence even 
of human love, to pierce the darkness in which the web of human 
fate is woven. He appends Dr Hawtrey's translation:— 

•are.  rein 1' fir rime Onnlinnr eels 
tr Assodaboort AM, fray l• rargisa 74E. 

" So said she; they long since in Earth's soft arms were reposing 
There, in their own dear land, their fatherland, Lacedaemon." 
" We are here," says Arnold, " in another world, another 

order of poetry altogether; here is rightly due such supreme 
praise as that which M. Vitel gives to the Chamois 4 Roland 
If our words are to have any meaning, if our judgments are to 
have any solidity, we must not heap that supreme praise upon 
poetry of an order immeasurably inferior." He does not see 
that the two passages cannot properly be compared at all. In 
the one case the poet gives us a dramatic picture; in the other, 
a comment on a dramatic picture. 

Perhaps, indeed, the place Arnold held and still holds as a 
critic is due more to his exquisite felicity in expressing his views 
than to the penetration of his criticism. Nothing can exceed 
the easy grace of his prose at the best. It is conversational and 
yet absolutely exact in the structure of the sentences; and in 
spite of every vagary, his distinguishing note is urbanity. Keen-
edged as his satire could be, his writing for the most part is 
as urbane as Addison's own. His influence on contemporary 
criticism and contemporary ideals was considerable, and gener-
ally wholesome. His insistence on the necessity of looking at 
" the thing in itself," and the need for acquainting oneself with 
" the best that has been thought and said in the world," gave a 
new stimulus alike to originality and industry in criticism; 
and in his own selection of subjects—such as indica, or the de 
Cabins—be opened a new world to a larger class of the better  

sort of readers, exercising in this respect an awakening Influence 
in his own time akin to that of Walter Pater a few years after-
wards. The comparison with Pater might indeed be pressed 
further, and yet too far. Both were essentially products of 
Oxford. But Arnold, whose description of that " home of lost 
causes, and forsaken beliefs, and unpopular names, and im-
possible loyalties," is in itself almost a poem, had a classical 
austerity in his style that savoured more intimately of Oxford 
tradition, and an ethical earnestness even in his most flippant 
moments which kept him notably aloof from the more sensuoui 
school of aesthetics. 

The first collected edition of Arnold's poems was published in 
1869 in two volumes, the first consisting of Narrative and Elegiac 
Poems, and the second of Dramatic and Lyric Parses. Other editions 

in 1177. t118t ; a library edition (3 vols.. 1885); a one- 
%Pulanered  reprint of the poems_pnated in the library edition with one 
or two additions (189o). Publications by Matthew Arnold not 
mentioned in the foregotarticle include: England and. rte 
Question 0839), a   A Freida Eton; or, Middle Class 
Education and the State 1864); Higher Schools and Unnersities in 
Germany (1874). a partial reprint from Schools and Universities on 
the Continua (1868); A Bshle Reading for Schools; The Great 
Prophecy of Israel's Restoration, an arrangement of Isaiah, chs. 
xl.-fxvi. (1872), republished with additions and varying titles in 
1875 and 1883; an edition of the Six Chief Limes from Johnson's 
Lim of the  Pods (1871); editions of the Poems id Wadsworth (5879). 
and the Pastry of Byron (1881), for the Golden Treasury Series, with 
prefatory essa,ys reprinted in the second series of Essays is Critkins: 
an edition of Letters. Speeches and Tracts on Irish Affairs by Edmund 
Bathe (1881): sad many contributions to periodical literature. 
The Letters of Masan. Arnold ( 88411-t881i)were collected and 
by George W. E. Russell in 1893. reprinted 1901. Masthess a=dis 
Note Books. with a Preface by the Hon. Mrs Wodehouse. appeared in 
19o2. A complete and uniform edition of The Works of Matthew 
Arnold (15 vols.. 1904- I905) include. the letters as edited by Mr 
Russell. Vol. iii. contains a complete bibliography of his works. 
many of the early editions of which are very valuable, by Mr T. B. 
Smart, who published a separate bibliography in 1892. A valuable 
note on the rather complicated subject or Arnold's bibliography.  is 
given by Mr H. Buxton Forman in Arnold's Poems, Narrative. 
E _nine and Lyrae (Temple Clanks. two). 

It was Arnold's expressed desire that his biography should not be 
written. and before his letters were published they underwent 
considerable editing at the hands of his family. There are, however. 
monographs on Matthew Arnold (1899) in Modern English Writers 
by Prof. Sainsbury. and by Mr H. W. Paul (1902), in the English 
Men of Letters Series. These two works are supplememed by Mr 
G. W. E. Russell. who, as the editor of Arnold's letters, is ins sense 
the official biographer, in Matthew Arnold (197 Literary Lives 

of Series). There are also studies Arnold in Mr . 	Robertson s 
Modern Humanists 0 691). and in W. H. Hodson's Win an haerpre-
tenon (1896), in Sir J. G. Fitch's Thomas and Matthew Arnold (.897), 
and a review of some of the works above mentioned in the Quirkily 
for January 1903 by T. H. Warren. (T. W.-D.; J. G. F.) 

ARNOLD. SAMUEL (174o-1802), English composer, was born 
at London on the loth of August 1740. He received a thorough 
musical education at the Chapel Royal, and when little more 
than twenty years of age was appointed composer at Covent 
Garden theatre. Here, in 1765. he produced his popular opera, 
The Maid of the Mill. many of the songs in which were selected 
from the works of Italian composers. In 1776 he transferred 
his services to the Haymarket theatre. In *783 he was made 
composer to George III. Between 1765 and 18o2 he wrote as 
many as forty-three operas, after-pieces and pantomimes, of 
which the best were Tie Maid of the Mi 1, Rosansond. Inkle and 
York.. The Battle of Hexham, The Mountaineers. His oratorios 
included The Cure of Saul (5767), Abinselech (1768), The Resur-
rection (1773), The Prodigal Son (1777) and Elisha (Ins). In 
1783 he became organist to the Chapel Royal. In :786 be began 
an edition of Handel's works, which extended to so volumes, 
but was never completed In 1793 he became organist of West-
minster Abbey, where he was buried after his death on the 22nd 
of October 18o2. Arnold is chiefly remembered now for the 
publication of his Cathedral Music, being a collection in more of 
the most valuable and useful compositions for that service by the 
several English masters of the last too years (179o). 

ARNOLD. THOMAS (1795-1842), English clergyman and 
headmaster of Rugby school, was born at West Cowes, in the 
Isle of Wight, on the 13th of June 1795. He was the son of 
William and Martha Arnold, the former of whom occupied the 
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situation of collector of customs at Cowes. His father died 
suddenly of spasm in the heart in apt, and his early education 
was confided by his mother to her sister, Miss De'afield. From 
her tuition he passed to that of Dr Griffiths, at Warminster, 
in Wiltshire, in i8o3; and in 18o7 he was removed to Winchester, 
where he remained until ail, having entered as a commoner, 
and afterwards become a scholar of the college. In after life 
be retained a lively feeling of interest in Winchester school, 
and remembered with admiration and profit the regulative tact 
of Dr Goddard, and the preceptorial ability of Dr Gabe!, who 
were successively head-masters during his stay there. 

From Winchester he removed to Oxford in 1811, where he 
became a scholar at Corpus Christi College; in 1815 be was 
elected fellow of Oriel College; and there he continued to reside 
until ale. This interval was diligently devoted to the pursuit 
of classical and historical studies, to preparing himself for 
ordination, and to searching investigations, under the stimulus 
of continual discussion with a band of talented and congenial 
associates, of the profoundest questions in theology, ecclesiastical 
polity and social philosophy. The authors he most carefully 
studied at this period were Thucydides and Aristotle, and for 
their writings he formed an attachment which remained to the 
close of his life, and exerted a powerful influence upon his mode 
of thought and opinions, as well as upon his literary occupations 
in subsequent years. Herodotus also came in for a considerable 
share of his regard, but more, apparently, for recreation than 
for work. Accustomed freely and fearlessly to investigate 
whatever came before him, and swayed by a scrupulous dread 
of insincerity, he was doomed to long and anxious hesitation 
concerning some of the fundamental points of theology before 
arriving at a firm conviction of the truth of Christianity. Once 
satisfied, however, his faith remained clear and firm; and 
thenceforward his life became that of a supremely editions man 

To the name of Christ he was prepared to "surrender his 
whole soul," and to render before it "obedience, reverence 
without measure, intense humility, moat unreserved adoration" 
(Sermons, vol. iv, p. 2 to). He did not often talk about religion; 
he had not much of the accredited phraseology of piety even when 
he discoursed on spiritual topics; but more than most men he 
was directed by religious principle and feeling in all his conduct. 
He left Oxford in 1819 and settled at Laleham, near Staines, 
where he took pupils for the university. His spare time was 
devoted to the prosecution of studies in philology and history, 
more particularly to the study of Thucydides, and of the new 
light which bad been cast upon Roman history and upon histori-
cal method in general by the researches of Niebuhr. He was 
also occasionally engaged in preaching, and it was whilst here 
that be published the first volume of his sermons. Shortly after 
he settled at Laleham, he married Mary, youngest daughter of 
the Rev. John Penrose, rector of Fledborough, Nottinghamshire. 
After nine years spent at Laleham he was induced to offer himself 
as a candidate for the vacant head-mastership of Rugby; and 
though he entered somewhat late upon the contest, and though 
none of the electors was personally known to him, he was elected 
in December 1827. In June 1828 he received priest's orders; in 
April and November of the same year he took his degrees of 
B.D. and D.D., and in August entered on his new office. 

In one of the testimonials which accompanied his application 
to the trustees of Rugby, the writer stated it as his convic-
tion that " if Mr Arnold were elected. he would change the 
face of education all through the public schools of England." 
This somewhat hazardous pledge was nobly redeemed. Under 
Arnold's superintendence the school became not merely a place 
where a certain amount of classical or general learning was to 
be obtained, but a sphere of intellectual, moral and religious 
discipline, where healthy characters were formed, and men were 
trained for the duties, and struggles and responsibilities of life 
His energies were chiefly devoted to the business of the school; 
but he found time also for much literary work, as well as for an 
extensive correspondence. Five volumes of sermons, an edition 
of Thucydides, with English notes and dissertations. a History 
of Rome in three vols. Svo, beside numerous articles in reviews,  

journals, newspapers and encyclopaedias, are extant to attest 
the untiring activity of his mind, and his patient diligence during 
this period. His interest also in public matters was incessant, 
especially ecclesiastical questions, and such as bore upon the 
social welfare and moral improvement of the masses. 

In ,114z, after fourteen years at Rugby, Dr Arnold was 
appointed by Lord Melbourne, then prime minister, to the chair 
of modem history at Oxford. On the and of December 3841 
he deliyered his inaugural lecture. Seven other lectures were 
delivered during the first three weeks of the Lent term of 1842. 
When the midsummer vacation arrived, be was preparing to 
set out with his family to Fox How in Westmoreland, where he 
had purchased some property and built a house. But he was 
suddenly attacked by angina pectoris, and died on Sunday, 
the lath of June 1842. His remains were interred on the follow-
ing Friday in the chancel of Rugby chapel, immediately under 
the communion table. 

The great peculiarity and charm of Dr Arnold's nature seemed 
to lie in the supremacy of the moral and the spiritual element 
over his whole being. He was not a potable scholar, and be had 
not much of what is usually called tact in his dealings either 
with the juvenile or the adult mind. What gave him his power, 
and secured for him so deeply the respect and veneration of his 
pupils and acquaintances, was the intensely religious character 
of his whole life. He seemed ever to act from a severe and lofty 
estimate of duty. To be just, honest and truthful, be ever held 
to be the first aim of his being. 

His Life was wntten by Dean Stanley (1845). 
.ARNOTT, NEIL (1788-1874), Scottish physician, was born at 

Arbroath on the 11th of May 2788. He studied medicine first 
at Aberdeen, and subsequently in London under Sir Everard 
Home (1756-1832), through whom he obtained, while yet in his 
nineteenth year, the appointment of full surgeon to an East 
Indianian. After making two voyages to China he settled in 
18 t t to practise in London, and speedily acquired high reputation 
in his profession. Within a few years he was made physician 
to the French and Spanish embassies, and in 1837 he became 
a physician extraordinary to the queen. From his earliest youth 
Arnott had an intense love of natural philosophy, and to this 
was added an inventiveness which served him in good stead in 
his profession and yielded the "Arnott water-bed," the "Arnott 
ventilator," the "Arnott stove," &c. He was the author of 
several works bearing on physical science or its applications, 
the most important being his Elements of Physics (1827), which 
went through six editions in his lifetime. In :838 he published a 
treatise on (Varmint and Ventilating, and, in ass, one on the 
Smokeless Fireplace. He was a strong advocate of scientific, 
as opposed to purely classical, education; and he manifested 
his interest in natural philosophy by the gift of (moo to each 
of the four universities of Scotland and to the university of 
London, to promote its study in the experimental and practical 
form. He died in London on the 2nd of March 1874. 

ARNOULD - FLIMSY, JEANNE SYLVAN!! (i8117- aci7), 
French actress, was born in Metz on the 7th of September 
ale, the daughter of a local actor named Plessy. She was 
a pupil of Samson at the Conservatoire in 1829, and made her 
dant as Emma at the Comedie Francaise in 1834 in Alexandre 
Duval's La Fine d'konnenr. She had an immense success, and 
Mlle Mars, to whom the public already compared her, took 
her up. Until 1845 she had prominent parts in all the plays, 
new and old, at the Theatre Francais, when suddenly at the 
height of her success, she left Paris and went to London, marry-
ing the dramatic author, J. F. Arnould (d. 1854), a man much 
older than herself. The Comedie Francaise, after having tried in 
vain to bring her back, brought a suit against her, and obtained 
heavy damages. In the meantime Madame Amould-Plessy 
accepted an engagement at the French theatre at St Petersburg. 
where she played for nine years. In ass she returned to Paris 
and was re-admitted to the Comedic Francaise, as pensionsaire 
with an engagement for eight years. This second part of her 
career was even more brilliant than the first. She revived some 
of her old rides, but began to abandon the felines premiere, for 
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the " lead," in which she had a success unequalled since the 
retirement of Mlle Mars. Her later triumphs were especially 
associated with new plays by Emile Angier, 1.4 Fits de &Myer 
and Maim Gm:ix. Her last appearance was in Edouard Cadol's 
La Grand-mamas; she retired in r876, and died in 1897. 

ARMES°, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province 
of Westphalia, romantically situated on an eminence almost 
surrounded by the river Ruhr, 44 m. S.E. of Munster and 58 m. 
E.N.E. of DUsseldorf by rail. Pop. (19oo) 849o. It is the seat 
of the provincial authorities, and has three churches, a court of 
appeal, a Roman Catholic gymnasium, which was formerly 
the Benedictine abbey of Weddinghausen, a library, a normal 
school and a chamber of commerce. Weaving, brewing and 
distilling are carried on, and there are manufactories of white 
lead, shot and paper, works for the production of railway plant, 
and saw-mills. Near the town are the ruins of the castle of the 
counts of Amsberg, the last of whom, Gottfried, sold his count-
ship, in 1368, to the archbishop of Cologne. The coentship was 
incorporated by the archbishops in their duchy of Westphalia, 
which in illor was assigned to Hesse-Darmstadt and in rite to 
Prussia. The town, which had received its first charter in 1237 
and later joined the Hanseatic League, became the capital of the 
duchy. 

ARNSTADT, a town in the principality of Schwarzburg-
Sondershausen, Germany, on the river Gera, xt m. S. of Erfurt, 
with which it is connected by rail. Pop. (two) 144'3. There 
are five churches, four Protestant and one Catholic. The 
Evangelical Liebfrauenkirche, a Romanesque building (mainly 
z:th-century), has two octagonal towers and a roth-century 
porch. The palace contains collections of pictures and porcelain, 
and attached to it is a magnificent tower, all that remains of 
the castle built in 156o. The town hall dates from r56z. The 
industries of Arnstadt Include iron and other metal founding, 
the manufacture of leather, cloth, tobacco, weighing-machines, 
paper, playing-cards, chairs, gloves, shoes, iron safes, and beer, 
and market-gardening and trade in grain and wood are carried 
on. There are copper-mines In the neighbourhood, as well as 
tepid saline springs, the waters of which are used for bathing, 
and are mirth frequented in summer. Arnstadt dates back to 
the 8th century. It was bought in 1306 by the counts of 
Schwarzburg, who lived here till z7t6. 

ARNSWALDR, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Prussia, 
In a marshy district between four lakes, 2o m. S.W. of Stargard 
and on the main line between that place and Posen. Besides 
the Gothic church there are no noteworthy public buildings. Its 
industries include iron founding, machinery, and manufactures 
of cloth, matches and starch. Pop. (1900) 8665. 

ARNULF (c. 85*-899), Roman emperor, illegitimate son of 
Carloman, king of Bavaria and Italy, was made margrave of 
Carinthia about 876, and on his father's death in 88o his dignity 
and possessions were confirmed by the new king of the east 
Franks, Louis ILL The failure of legitimate male issue of the 
later Carolingians gave Amid' a more important position than 
otherwise he would have occupied; but he did homage to the 
emperor Charles the Fat in 882, and spent the next few years in 
constant warfare with the Slays and the Northmcn. In 887, 
however, Arnulf identified himself with the disgust felt by the 
Bavarians and others at the incapacity of Charles the Fat. 
Gathering a large army, he marched to Tribur; Charles abdicated 
and the Germans recognized Arnulf as their king, a proceeding 
which L. von Ranke describes as " the first independent action 
of the German secular world." Arnulf's real authority did not 
extend far beyond the confines of Bavaria, and he contented 
himsell with a nominal recognition of his supremacy by the kings 
who sprang up in various parts of the Empire. Having made 
peace with the Moravians, he gained a great and splendid 
victory over the Northmea near Louvain in October 89z, and in 
spite of some opposition succeeded in establishing his illegitimate 
son, Zwentibold, as king of the district afterwards called Lorraine. 
Invited by Pope Formosus to deliver him from the power of 
Guido III.. duke of Spoleto, who had been crowned emperor, 
Anna( went to Italy in 894, but after storming Bergamo and  

receiving the homage of some of the nobles at Pavia, be was 
compelled by desertions from his army to return. The restoration 
of peace with the Moravians and the death of Guido prepared 
the way for a more successful expedition in 893 when Rome was 
stormed by his troops; sad Arnulf was crowned emperor by 
Formosus in February 896. He then set out to establish his 
authority in Spoleto, but on the way was seised with paralysis. 
He returned to Bavaria, where he died on the 8th of December 
899, and was buried at Regensburg. He left, by his wife Ota, a 
son Louis surnamed the Child. Arnulf possessed the qualities of 
a soldier, and was a loyal supporter of the church. 

See " Annales Fuldenses " in the ifonseisseids Gerwasiee kisIorias. 
Scripture:, Band L (Hanover and Berlin, 1826); E. DO:wider. 
Gesckulse des ostirdektschen Reicks (Leipzig, 1887-1888); NI j. L. de 
Gager, Arsidd ingssidoris vita (Bonn, 1837); E. Drummler, De 
Arnallo Francoram rife (Berlin, 18sa); W. B. Wenck. Die Erlielning 
Armed js red der Zeds!' des leareliarseans Reiekes (Leipzig, 18p); 
0. Dietrich, &Wage sae Gesckichte Awaits von Xdriathen and Lud- 
wig: des !Cloak: (Berlin, 1890); E. Mohlbacher, Die Regatta des 
Kaiserreicks tatter des Karoisagens (Innsbruck. s881). 

ABOIDEAR (Arum family), a large and wide-spread botanical 
order of Monocotyledons containing about roan species in cos 
genera. It is generally distributed in temperate and tropical 
regions, but especially developed in warm countries. The 
common British representative of the order, Arlin macsdaticas 

Arum maculatum, Cuckoo-pint. 
t. Leaves and inflorescence. 	succession (from below) female 
2. Underground root-stock. 	flowers, male flowers, and sterile 
3. Lower part of spathe cut open. flowers forming • ring of hairs 
4. Spike of fruits. Showing in borne on the spadix. 
(cuckoo-pint, lords and ladies, or wake robin), gives a meagre 
idea of its development. The plants are generally herbaceous, 
often, however, reaching a gigantic size, but are sometimes 
shrubby, as in Polkas, a genus of shrubby climbing plants, 
chiefly Malayan. Monaere is a tropical American genus of 
climbing shrubs, with large often much-perforated leaves; the 
fruiting spikes of a Mexican species, I f . deliciosa, are eaten. 
The roots of the climbing species are of interest in their adaptation 
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to the mode of life of the plant. For instance, some species of 
Philodendron have a growth like that of ivy, with feeding roots 
penetrating the soli and duping roots which fix the plant to Its 
support. In other species of the genus the seed germinates on a 
branch, and the seedling produces clasping roots, and roots which 
grow downwards hanging like stout cords, and ultimately reaching 
the ground. The leaves, which show great variety In size and 
form, are generally broad and net-veined, but In sweet-flag 
(Aorta Calmer) are long and narrow with parallel veins. In 
Arum the blade is simple, as also in the so-called arum-lily 
(Rkkardia), a South African species eommon in Britain as a 
greenhouse plant, and in Caladium, a tropical South American 
genus, and Akearia (tropical Asia), species of which are favourite 
warm-greenhouse plants on account of their variegated leaves. 
In other genera the leaves are much divided and sometimes very 
large; those of Dramatises (tropical America) may be Is ft. high, 
with a long stem-hle stalk and a much-branched spreading 
blade. The East Indian genus Antartkepliallus has a similar 
habit A good series of tropical arcs is to be seen in the amid 
house at Kew. The so-called water cabbage (Pis& &redder) 
Is a floating plant widely distributed in the tropics, and consisting 
of rosettes of broadish leaves several inches across and a tuft of 
toots banging in the water. 

The small flowers are densely crowded on thick fleshy spies, 
which are associated with, and often more or less enveloped by, 
a large leaf (bract), the so-called spathe, which, as in cuckoo-pint, 
where it is green in colour, Rickardia, where it is white, creamy 
or yellow, Aerkarium, where it is a brilliant scarlet, is often the 
moat striking feature of the plant The details of the structure 
of the flower show a wide variation; the flowers are often 
extremely simple, sometimes as in Arum, reduced to a single 
stamen or pistil. The fruit is a berry—the scarlet berries of the 
cuckoo-pint are familiar objects in the hedges in late summer. 
The plants generally contain an acrid poisonous juice. The 
underground stems (rhizomes or tubers) are rich in starch; 
from that of Anon sracnialons Portland arrowroot was formerly 
extensively prepared by pounding with water and then straining; 
the starch was deposited from the strained liquid. 

The order is represented in Britain by Antss mandetuss, a low 
herbaceous plant common in woods and hedgerows in England, 
but probably not wild in Scotland. It grows from a whitish 
root-stock which sends up in the spring a few long-stalked, 
arrow-shaped leaves of a polished green, often marked with dark 
blotches. These are followed by the inflorescence, a fleshy spadix 
bearing in the lower part numerous dearly crowded simple uni-
sexual flowers and continued above into a purplish or yellowish 
appendage; the spadix is enveloped by a leafy spathe, con-
stricted in the lower part to form a chamber, in which are the 
flowers. The month of this chamber is protected by a ring of 
hairs pointing downwards, which allow the entrance but prevent 
the escape of small flies; after fertilization of the pistils the hairs 
wither. The insects visit the plant in large numbers, attracted 
by the foetid smell, and act as carriers of the pollen from one 
spathe to another. As the fruit ripens the spathe withers, and 
the brilliant red berries are exposed. 

The sweet-flag Acores Cabinet (q.v.), which occurs apparently 
wild in England in ditches, ponds, he., is supposed to have been 
introduced. 

ARGUER, a town of Germany, capital of the principality of 
Waldeck, re m. N.W. of Cassel, with which it is connected by 
rail via Warburg. Pop. 3000. It lies in a pleasant undulating 
country at an elevation of goo ft above the sea. The Evangelical 
parish church contains some fine statues by Christian Rauch, 
and the palace (built 1710-2720), in addition to a valuable 
library of 30,000 vols., a collection of coins and pictures, among 
the latter several by Angelica Kauffmann. Medan is the 
birthplace of the sculptor C. Rauch and of the painters Wilhelm 
and Friedrich Kaulbach. 

ARONA, a town of Piedmont, Italy, In the province of Novara, 
on the W. bank of Lake Maggiore, 3 m. from its S. extremity, 
23 m. N. of Novara, and 42 m. N.W. of Milan by rail. Pop. 
(1901) 4700. It is a railway centre of some 111190111MCC on the 

Simplon line, and is also the southern terminus of the steamers 
which ply on Lake Maggiore. The church of S. Maria contains 
a fine altar-piece by Gaudendo Ferrari. On a hill to the north 
of the town stands a colossal bronze statue of S. Carlo Borromeo 
(born here in r 338), eructed in On. The pedestal, of red granite, 
is 42 ft high, and the statue yo ft. high; the latter is hollow, and 
can be ascended from within. 

ARPEGGIO (born Ital. argugiare, to play upon the harp), in 
music, the notes of a chord, played in rapid succession u on a 
harp, and not together. 

ARM (Gr. 'Apvdpurse), an ancient city of Apulia, 20 IL W. 
of the sea coast, ands m. N. of the modern Foggia. The 
legend attributes its foundation to Diomedes, and the figure of 
a horse, which appears en Its coins, shows the importance of 
horse-breeding in early times in the district. Its territory 
extended to the sea, and Strabo says that from the extent of 
the city walls one could gather that it had once been one of the 
greatest cities of Italy. As a protection against the Samnites 
Ami became an ally of Rome, and remained faithful until after 
the battle of Canute, but Fabius captured it in 213 LC., and it 
never recovered its former importance. It lay on a by-road 
from Loathe to Sipontum. No Roman inscriptions bare, 
indeed, been found here, and remains of antiquity are scanty. 
Foggia is Its medieval representative. (T. As.) 

mimeo (ant deploring), a town of Campania, Italy, in the 
province of Caserta, rays ft. above sea-level; 12 M. by rail 
N.W. of Roccasecca, a station on the railway from Naples to 
Rome. Pop. (rut) 10,607. Arpin occupies the lower part 
of the site d the ancient Volsci= town of Arpinum, which was 
finally taken from the Senoritas by the Romans in 3os s.c. 
It became a deltas shoe sefragis, but received full privileges 
Weiler ens sefragie) in 188 s.c. with Formiae and Fundi; it 
was govensed as a traeledura until the Social War, and then 
became a visanieigium. The ancient polygonal walls, which are 
still finely preserved, are among the best in Italy. They are 
built of blocks of pudding.etone, originally well jointed, but now 
much weathered. They stand free in places to a height of r z ft., 
and are about 7 ft wide at the top. A single line of wall, with 
medieval roued towers at intervals, runs on the north side from 
the present town to Civitavecchia (toss ft.), on the site of the 
ancient citadel. Here is the Ports dell' Arco, a gate of the old 
wall, with an aperture is ft high, formed by the gradual inclina-
tion of the two sides towards one another. Below Arpino, 
in the valley of the Liris, between the two arms of its tributary 
the Fibrenus, and m. north of Isola del Liri, lies the church of 
S. Domenico, which marks the site of the villa in which Cicero 
was born and frequently resided. Near it is an ancient bridge, 
of a road which crossed the Lisle to Cereatae (modern Casamari). 
The painter Giuseppe Cesari (556o-164o), more often known as 
the Cavaliere d' Arpino, was also born here. 

See 0. E. Schmidt, Arithena. erns Wegrapiisci-kiserisdn Skim 
(Meissen, qmo). 	 (T. As.) 

AIWA PETRARCA, a village of Venetia, Italy, In the pro-
rime of Padua, 3 m. to the S.W. of Battaglia. Pop. (rue) 
1573• It is chiefly famous as the place where Petrarch lived 
his last few year and died in 1374. His house still exists, and 
his tomb, a sarcophagus supported by four short columns of red 
marble, stands in front of the church. Near Arqui, on the 
banks of the small Lsgo della Costa, is the site of a prehistoric lake 
village, excavations in which have produced interesting results. 

See A. Mosebetti and F. Cordenaoe in Belkuiso del Yam Civic. it 
Parra. iv. (1901), no seq. 

ARQUEBUS (also called harquebus, hackbut, elec.), a firearm 
of the 16th century, the immediate predecessor of the musket. 
The word itself is certainly to be derived from the German 
Hakelddikse (mod. Hakeelkadna, cL Eng. backbit and kackbask), 
" hook gun." The " hook " is often supposed to refer to 
the bent shape of the butt, which differentiated it from the 
straight-stocked hand gun, but it has also been suggested 
that the original arquebus had a metal book near the muzzle, 
which was used to grip the wall (or other fixed object) so as to 
steady the aim and take up the force of recoil, that from this 
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the name Hakasbelsse spread to it became the generic name 
for small arms, and that the original form of the weapon then took 
the name of arquebus rl croc. The French form amoeba:6 and 
Italian arcobugio, archiingio, often and wrongly supposed to 
indicate the hackbut's affinity with the crossbow (" hollow bow " 
or " mouthed bow "), ate popular corruptions, the Italian being 
apparently the earlier of the two and supplanting the first and 
purest French form kaquelmL Previous to the French wars in 
Italy, hand-gun men and even arbalisters seem to have been 
called arquebusiers, but in the course of these wars the arquebus 
or hadcbut came into prominence as a distinct type of weapon. 
The Spanish arquebuden, who used it with the greatest of 
in the Italian wars, notably at HiCOCCII (zest) and Pavia (IPS), 
are the originators of modern infantry fire action. Filippo 
Strozzi made many improvements in the arquebus about z 5.3o, 
and his weapons were effective up to four and five hundred paces. 
He also standardized the calibres of the arquebuses of the French 
army, and from this characteristic tic feature of the improved 
weapon arose the English term " caliver." In the latter part 
of the 16th century (c. r57o) the arquebus began to be displaced 
by the musket. 

ARIMIES-LA-BATAILLE, a village of France, in the depart-
ment of Seine-Inferieure, 4 m. SE. of Dieppe by the Western 
railway. Pop. (non) me. Argues is situated near the con-
fluence of the rivers Varenne and Bethune; the forest of Argues 
stretches to the north-east. The interest of the place centres in 
the castle dominating the town, which was built in the nth 
century by William of Argues; his nephew, William the Con-
queror, regarding it as a menace to his own power, besieged and 
occupied it After frequently changing hands, it came into the 
possession of the English, who were expelled in 1449 after an 
occupation of thirty years. In 158g its cannon decided the battle 
of Arques in favour of Henry IV. Since 1869 the castle has 
been state property. The first line of fortification was the work 
of Francis L; the second line and the donjon date back to the 

rth century. The church of Argues, a building of the z6th 
century, preserves a fine stone rood screen, statuary, stained 
glass and other relics of the Renaissance period. 

React or Rae, a generic name applied to a variety 
of spirituous liquors distilled in the Far East. According to 
some authorities the word is derived from the Arabic sunk 
(perspiration), but according to others (see Morewood's History 
of Inebriating Liquors, e834, p. zee) it is derived from the mea-
ns*, a material from which a variety of arrack was long manu-
factured, and is of Indian origin. The liquor to which this or 
a similar name is applied is (or was, since the introduction of 
European spirits and methods of manufacture is gradually 
causing the native spirit industries an the old lines to decay) 
manufactured in India, Ceylon, Siam, Java, Batavia, China. 
Corea, Arc., and its manufacture still constitutes a considerable 
industry. The term =rack as designating a distilled liquor 
does not, however, appear to have been confined to the Far East, 
as, in Timkowski's Treads, it is stated that a spirit distilled from 
koumiss (o. v.) by the Tatars, Mongols and presumably the 
Caucasian races generally, is called wrack, eraka ea ariki. In 
Ceylon arrack is distilled chiefly from palm toddy, which is the 
fermented juice drawn from the unexpended Bower-spathes of 
various palms, such as the Palmyra palm (BorasstesfiebellVernsis) 
and the cocoa palm (Cocos 'mailers). At the beginning of the 
loth century the attack industry of Ceylon was of considerable 
dimensions, whole woods being set apart for no other purpose 
than that of procuring toddy, and the distilled= of the spirit 
took place at every village round the coast. The land rats 
in 1831 included a sum of 1.15.573  on the cocoa-nut trees, and 
the duties on the manufacture and retail of the spirit amounted 
to over bo,000. On the Indian continent arrack is made from 
palm toddy, rice and the refuse of the sugar refineries, but mainly 
from the flowers of the molt= or manna tree (Bassia lalifolia). 
The mahua flowers are very rich in sugar, and may, according to 
H. H. Mann, contain as much as 58 % of fermentable sugar, 
calculated on the total solids. Even at the present day the 
process of manufacture is very primitive, the fermentation as a  

rule being carried on in so concentrated a liquid that complete 
fermentation rarely takes place. According to Mann, the total 
sugar in the liquor ready for fermentation may reach ro %. 
The ferment employed (it is so impure that it can scarcely be 
called yeast) is obtained from a previous fermentation, and, 
as the latter is never vigorous, it is not surprising that the re-
sulting spirit contains, compared with the more scientifically 

European spirits, a very high proportion of by-products 
, fusel oil, Ac.). The injurious nature of these native spirits 

has long been known and has been frequently set down to the 
admixture of drugs, such as hemp (gunge), but a recent investiga-
tion of this question appears to show that this is not generally 
the case. The chemical constitution of these liquors alone 
affords sufficient proof of their inferior and probably injurious 
character. 

See H. H. Mann, The Analyst (19on). 
ARRAN, a town of British India, headquarters of Shahabad 

district, in the Patna division of Bengal, situated on a navigable 
canal connecting the -river Sone with the Ganges. It is a station 
on the East Indian railway, 368 m. from Calcutta. In =or the 
population was soma Arrah is famous for an incident in the 
Mutiny, when a dozen Englishmen, with so Sikhs, defended an 
ordinary house against soon Sepoys and a multitude of armed 
insurgents, perhaps four times that number. A British regiment, 
despatched to their assistance from Dinapur, was disastrously 
repulsed; but they were ultimately relieved, after eight days' 
continuous fighting, by a small force under Major (afterwards 
Sir Vincent) Eyre. 

ARRAIGNMENT (from Lat. ad, to, and rationa ►:, to reason, 
call to account), a law term, properly denoting the calling of a 
person to answer in form of law upon an indictment. After a 
true bill has been found against a prisoner by the grand jury, 
he is called by name to the bar, the indictment is read over to 
him, and he is asked whether he be guilty or not of the offence 
charged. This is the arraignment. Formerly, it was usual to 
require the prisoner to hold up his hand, in order to identify 
him the more completely, but this practice is now obsolete, as 
well as that of asking him how he will be tried. His plea in 
answer to the charge is then entered, or a plea of not guilty is 
entered for him if he stands mute of malice and refuses to plead. 
If a person is mule by the visitation of God (i.e. deaf and dumb), 
it will be no bar to an arraignment if intelligence can be conveyed 
to him by signs or symbols. If he pleads guilty, sentence may he 
passed forthwith; if he pleads not guilty, he is then given in 
charge to a jury of twelve men to inquire into the truth of the 
indictment. He may also plead in abatement, or to the jurisdic-
tion, or demur on a point of law. Several defendants, except 
those entitled to the privilege of peerage, charged on the same 
indictment, are arraigned together. 

In Scots law the term for arraignment is calling the did. 
The Clerk of Arraigns is a subordinate officer attached to 

assize courts and to the Old Bailey. He is appointed by the clerk 
of assize (see Assize) and acts as his deputy. He assists at the 
arraignment of prisoners, and puts the formal questions to the 
jury when delivering their verdict. 

ARRAN, EARLS OF. The extinct Scottish title of the earls 
of Arran (not to be confused with the modern Irish earls of 
Arran—from the Arran or Aran Islands, Galway—a title created 
in z=s) was borne by some famous characters in Scottish history. 
Except the first earl, Thomas Boyd (see ARRAN), and James 
Stewart, all the holders of this title were members of the Hamilton 

J/JIZS HAMILTON, rat earl of Arran of the new creation 
(c. 1473-1529), son of James, 1st Lord Hamilton, and of Mary 
Stewart, daughter of James IL of Scotland, was born about 
1475, and succeeded in 1479 to his father's titles and estates. 
In zsaco be was made sheriff of Lanark, was appointed a privy 
councillor to James IV., and in iso3 negotiated in England the 
marriage between the king and Margaret Tudor. Hamilton ex-
celled in the knightly exercises of the day, and the same year on 
the z th of August, after distinguishing himself in a famous 
tournament, he was created earl and justiciary of Arran. In 
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r5o4 as lieutenant-general of the realm he was employed in 
reducing the Hebrides, and about the same time in an expedition 
with moon men in aid of John, king of Denmark. In 15o7 he 
was sent ambassador to France, and on his return through Eng-
land was seized and imprisoned by Henry VII. After the acces-
sion of Henry VIII., Arran, in 1509, signed the treaty of peace 
between the two countries, and later, when hostilities began, 
was given command of a great fleet equipped for the aid of 
France in 1513. The expedition proved a failure, Arran wasting 
time by a useless attack on Carrickfergus, lingering for months 
on the Scottish coast, and returning with a mere remnant of his 
fleet, the larger ships having probably been purchased by the 
French government. During his absence the battle of Flodden 
had been lost, and Arran found his rival Angus, who enjoyed 
Henry's support, married to the queen dowager and in control of 
the government. Arran naturally turned to the French party 
and supported the regency of the duke of Albany. Later, how-
ever, becoming impatient of the latter's monopoly of power, he 
entered into various plots against him, and on Albany's departure 
in 1517 he was chosen president of the council of regency and 
provost of Edinburgh. The same year he led an expedition to 
the border to punish the murderers of the French knight La 
Bastie. In September, however, after a temporary absence with 
the young king, the gates of Edinburgh were shut against him 
by the Donahue", and on the 30th of April r sio the fierce fight 
of " Cleanse the Causeway " took place in the streets between the 
two factions, in which the Hamiltons were worsted. The quarrel, 
however, between Angus and his wife, the queen-mother, with 
whom Armn now allied himself, gave the latter another oppor-
tunity of regaining power, which he held from 2522, after 
Albany's return to France, till 1524, when he was forced to 
include Angus in the government. In 1526, on the refusal of the 
latter to give up his control of the king on the expiry of his term 
of office, Arran took up arms, but retreated before Angus's 
forces, and having made terms with him, supported him in his 
close custody of the king, in September defeating the earl of 
Lennox, who was marching to Edinburgh to liberate James. 
On the proscription of Angus and the Douglases, Arran joined 
the king at Stirling. He died in 1529. His eldest son James 
succeeded him. 

Jamas Huntron, and earl of Arran and duke of Chiltel-
herault (c. 515--1575),  accompanied James V. in 1536 to France, 
and on the latter's death in 1542 was, in consequence of his 
position as next successor to the throne after the Infant Mary, 
proclaimed protector of the realm and heir-presumptive of the 
crown, In 1543. He was a zealous supporter of the reformation, 
authorized the translation and reading of the Scriptures in the 
vulgar tongue, and at first supported the English policy in 
opposition to Cardinal Beaton, whom he arrested on the 27th 
of January 1543, arranging the treaty with England and 
marriage of Mary with Prince Edward in July, and being offered 
by Henry the hand of the princess Elizabeth for his son. But on 
the 3rd of September he suddenly joined the French party, met 
Beaton at Stirling, and abjured his religion for Roman Catholi-
cism. On the 13th of January :544, with Angus, Lennox and 
others, he signed a bond repudiating the English affiance. In 
1544 an attempt was made to transfer the regency from him to 
Mary of Lorraine, but Arran fortified Edinburgh and her forces 
retired; in March r545 a truce was arranged by which each had 
a share in the government. Meanwhile, immediately on the 
repudiation of the treaty, war had broken out with England, 
and Arran was unable either to maintain order within the realm 
or defend it from outside aggression, the Scots being defeated 
at Pinkie on the reth of September 1547. He reluctantly agreed 
in July 548 to the marriage of the dauphin with Mary, whom he 
bad designed for his son, to the appeal for French aid, and to the 
removal of Mary for security to France, and on the 5th of 
Febriary 1 549 was created duke of Chfitelherault in Poitou, his 
eldest son James being henceforth commonly styled earl of 
Arran. In June 1548 he had also been made a knight of the order 
of St Michael in France. On the reth of April 1554 he abdicated 
in favour of the queen-mother, whose government he supported  

till after the capture of Edinburgh in October 1559 by the lords 
of the congregation, when he declared himself an their side and 
took the Cerement The same month he was one of the council 
of the Protestant lords, joined them in suspending Mary of 
Lorraine from the regency, and was made provisionally one of the 
governors of the kingdom. In order to discredit him with the 
English government a letter was forged by his enemies, in which 
Arran declared his allegiance to Francis II., but the plot was 
exposed. On the 27th of February 1560 be agreed to the treaty 
of Berwick with Elizabeth, which placed Scotland under her pro-
tection. The death the same year of Francis II. renewed his 
hopes of a union between his son and Mary, but disappointment 
drove him into an attitude of hostility to the court. In 1562 he 
was accused by his son, probably already insane, of plots against 
Mary's person, and he was obliged to give up Dumbarton Castle. 
Lennox claimed precedence over Arran in the succession to the 
throne, on the plea of the latter's supposed illegitimacy, and his 
restoration to favour in t564, together with the project of Mary's 
marriage with Donley, still further embittered Arran; he refused 
to appear at court, was declared a traitor, and fled to England, 
where on his consent to go into exile for five years he received a 
pardon from Mary. In r566 be went to Frante, where he made 
vain attempts to regain his confiscated duchy. After the murder 
of Darnley in r567 he was nominated by Mary on her abdication 
one of the regents, and he returned to Scotland in 1569 as a 
strong supporter of her cause. In March In an assembly of 
nobles called by Murray, he acknowledged James as king, but 
on the 5th of April he was arrested for not fulfilling the compact, 
and continued in confinement till April 1570. After Murray's 
assassination in January isro, the regency in July was given to 
Lennox, and in June 157! Arran assembled a parliament, when 
It was declared that Mary's abdication was obtained by fear, and 
the king's coronation was annulled. On the 28th of August he 
was declared a traitor and " forfeited," but he continued to 
support Mary's hopeless cause and to appeal for help to France 
and Spain, in spite of the pillage of his houses and estates, till 
February :523, when he acknowledged James's authority and 
laid down his arms. He died on the 22nd of January 1575.  He 
was by general consent a weak, fickle man, whose birth alone 
called him to high office. He married Margaret, daughter of 
James Douglas, 3rd earl of Morton, and had, besides several 
daughters, four sons: James, who succeeded him as 3rd earl of 
Arran, John, tst marquess of Hamilton, David, and Claud, Lord 
Paisley, ancestor of the dukes of Abercorn. 

JAMES HAYILTON, 3rd earl (c. 1 537-1609), was styled earl of 
Arran after the creation of his father as duke of Chltelherault in 
rsce; the latter title did not descend to him, having been 
resumed by the French crown. His father's ambition destined 
him for the hand of Mary queen of Scots, and his union with the 
princess Elizabeth was proposed by Henry VIII. as the price of 
his father's adherence to the English interest. He was early 
involved in the political troubles in which Scotland was then 
immersed. In 1546 he was seized as a hostage at St Andrews by 
the murderers of Cardinal Beaton and released in 1547.  In i$50 
be went to France, was given the command of the Scots guards, 
and in 552 distinguished himself in the defence of St Quentin. 
He became a strong adherent of the reformed doctrine. His 
arrest was ordered by Henry IL in 1559, Mary (probably in conse-
quence of his projected union with Elizabeth which would have 
raised the Hamiltons higher than the Stuarts) declaring her wish 
that he should be " used as an arrant traitor." He, however, 
escaped to Geneva and then to England, and had an interview 
with Elizabeth in August. He returned to Scotland in September, 
where he supported his father's adherence to the lords of the 
Congregation against Mary of Lorraine, upheld the alliance with 
Elizabeth, and became one of the leaders of the Protestant party 
in the subsequent fighting, in particular organizing, together 
with Lord James Stuart (afterwards earl of Murray), in 156e, a 
stubborn resistance to the French at Dysart, and saving Fife. 
In November 1559 he had declined Bothwell's challenge to single 
combat. Subsequently he signed the treaty of Berwick, became 
one of the lords of the Congregation, and was appointed a visitor 
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for the destruction of the religious houses. The same gear 
proposals were again made for his marriage with Elizabeth, 
which were rejected by the latter in ; and subsequently 
after the death of Francis IL (in December 156o), he became, 
with the strong support of the Protestants and Hamiltons, a 
suitor for Mary, also without success. He was chosen a member 
of her council on her arrival in Scotland in 1564 but took up 
a hostile attitude to the court in consequence of the practice of 
the Roman Catholic religion. He now showed marked signs of 
insanity, and was confined in Edinburgh Gude, where he re-
mained till May t566. He had then lost the power of speech, 
and from 1568 he lived in retirement with his mother at Craig-
nethan Castle, while his estates were administered by his brother 
John, afterwards 1st marquess of Hamilton. In r 579, at the time 
of the fresh prosecution of the Hamiltons, when the helpless 
Arran was also included in the attainder of his brothers and his 
titles forfeited, the castle was besieged on the pretence of deliver-
ing him from unlawful confinement, and Anus and his mother 
were brought to Linlithgow, while the charge of his estates was 
taken over by the government. In t58e James Stewart (see 
below) was appointed his guardian, and in r58t acquired the 
earldom; but his title and estates were restored after Stewart's 
disgrace in 1586, when the forfeiture was repealed. Arran died 
unmarried in March lieu, the tide devolving on his nephew 
James, and marquess of Hamilton. 

JAMES STEWART (d. I595), the rival earl of Arran above 
referred to, was the son of Andrew Stewart, snd Lord gchiltree. 
He served in his youth with the Dutch forces in Holland against 
the Spanish, and returned to Scotland in 1529 He immediately 
became a favourite of the young king, and in 158e was made 
gentleman of the bedchamber and tutor of his cousin, the 3rd 
earl of Arran. The same year be was the principal accuser of the 
earl of Morton, and in 158r was rewarded for having accom-
plished the latter's destruction by being appointed a member of 
the privy council, and by the grant the same year, to the prejudice 
of his ward, of the earldom of Arran and the Hamilton estates, on 
the pretence that the children of his grandmother's father, the 
1st earl of Arran, by his third wife, from whom sprang the succeed-
ing earls of Arran, were illegitimate. He claimed the position of 
second person in the kingdom as nearest to the king by descent. 
The same year he married Elizabeth, daughter of John Stewart, 
earl of Atholl, and wife of the earl of March, after both had been 
compelled to undergo the discipline of the kirk on account of 
previous illicit intercourse. He became the rival of Lennox for 
the chief power in the kingdom, but both were deprived of office 
by the raid of Ruthven on the sand of August 1582, and Amen 
was imprisoned till September under the charge of the earl of 
Cowrie. In 1583, however, he assembled a force of 12,000 men 
against the new government; the Protestant lords escaped over 
the border, and Arran, returning to power, was made governor 
of Stirling Castle and in 2584 lord chancellor. The same year 
Gowrie was captured through Arran's treachery and executed 
after the failure of the plot of the Protestant lords against 
the letter's government. He now obtained the governorship 
of Edinburgh Castle and was made provost of the city and 
lieutenant-general of the king's forces. Arran induced the 
English government to refrain from aiding the banished lords, 
and further secured his power by the forfeitures of his opponents. 
His tyranny and insolence, however, stirred up a multitude of 
enemies and caused his rapid fall from power. His agent in 
England, Patrick, Master of Gray, was secretly conspiring 
against him at Elizabeth's court. On account of the murder of 
Lord Russell on the border in July 1585, of which he was accused 
by Elizabeth, he was imprisoned at the castle of St Andrews, and 
subsequently the banished lords with Elizabeth's support entered 
Scotland, seized the government and proclaimed Arran a traitor. 
He fled in November, and from this time his movements are 
furtive and uncertain. In i586 he was ordered to leave the 
country, but it is doubtful whether he ever quitted Scotland. 
He contrived secretly to maintain friendly communications with 
James, and in 1592 returned to Edinburgh, and endeavoured 
unsuccessfully to get reinstated In the court and kirk. Sub- 

sequattly he is reported as making a voyage to Spain, probably 
in connexion with James's intrigues with that country. His 
unscrupulous and adventurous career was finally terminated 
towards the close of ins by his assassination near Symontown in 
Lanarkshire at the hands of Sir James Douglas (nephew of his 
victim the earl of Morton), who carried his head in triumph on 
the point of a spear through the country, while his body was left 
a prey to the dogs and swine. He had three sons, the eldest of 
whom became Lord Ochiltree. 

ARRAN, the largest island of the county of Bute, Scotland, at 
the mouth of the Firth of Clyde. Its greatest length, from the 
Cock of Arran to Beaman Head, is about 20 m., and the greatest 
breadth—from Drumadoon Point to King's Cross Point—is r r m. 
Its area is 105,814 acres or 05 sq. m. In act its population was 
4824, in leer, sate (or 29 persons to the IQ. M.). In 1901 there 
were woo persons who spoke English and Gaelic and nine Gaelic 
only. There is daily winter communication with Brodick and 
Lamlash by steamer from Ardrossan, and in summer by many 
steamers which all not only at these piers, but at Corrie,SVhiting 
Bay and Loch Rama. 

The chief mountains are in the north. The highest is Ceuta 
(2866 ft., the name said to be a corruption of the Gaelic Goadh 
Mein, " mountain of the winds "). Others are Caistel Abhail 
( 2 735 ft., " peaks of the castles "), Beinn Tarsuinn (2706 ft.), 
Cir Mhor (2618 ft.) and Bebe Nub (2597 ft.). In the south 
Tighvein (1492 ft.) and Cnoc Dubh (1385 ft.) are the most 
important. Owing to the mountainous character of the island, 
glens are numerous. Glen Rosa and Glen Sannox are remarkable 
for their wild beauty, and among others are Iona, Cataccd, 
Chalmadale, Cloy, Shant, Shurig, Tule, Clachan, Monamore, 
Ashdale (with two cascades) and Scorrodale. Excepting Loch 
Tanna, the inland lakes are small. Loch Rama, an arm of the 
sea, is one of the most beautiful in Scotland. The streams, or 
• waters " as they are called, are nearly all bill burns, affording 

good fishing. 
The oldest rocks, consisting of slate, mica-schists and grits, 

which have been correlated with the metamorphic series of the 
eastern Highlands, form an incomplete ring round the granite in 
the north of the island and occupy the whole of the west coast 
from Loch Rana south to Dougrie. On the east side in North 
Glen Sannox Burn, they are associated with cherts,Pits and dark 
schists with pillowy lavas, tuffs and agglomerates which, on 
lithological grounds, have been regarded as probably of the same 
age as the Arenig cherts and volcanic rocks in the south of 
Scotland. The Lower Old Red Sandstone strata are separated 
from the foregoing series by a fault and forma curving belt 
extending from Codoch on the east coast south by Brodick 
Castle to Dougrie on the west shore. Consisting of red sandstones, 
mudstones and conglomerates, they are inclined at high angles 
usually away from the granite massif and the encircling meta-
morphic rocks. They are associated with a thin band of lava 
visible on the west side of the island near Auchencar and traceable 
inland to Garbh Thorr. The Upper Old Red Sandstone, com-
posed of red sandstone and conglomerates, is only sparingly 
developed. The strata occur on the eut shore between the 
Fallen Rocks and Curie, and they appear along a narrow strip 
to the east and south of the lower division of the system, between 
S11110031 Bay and Dougrie. On the north side of North Glen 
Sarno: they rest unconformably on the Lower Old Red rocks. 
Contemporaneous lavas, highly decomposed, are intercalated 
with this division on the north side of North Glen Sannox where 
the band is highly faulted. The Carboniferous rocks of Arran 
include representatives of the Calciferous Sandstone, the three 
subdivisions of the Carboniferous Limestone series, and to a 
small extent the Coal Measures, and are confined to the north 
part of the island. They appear on the east coast between the 
Fallen Rocks and the Cock of Arran, where they form a strip 
about a quarter of a mile broad, bounded on the west by a fault. 
Here there is an ascending sequence from the Calciferous Sand-
stone, through the Carboniferous Limestone with thin coals 
formerly worked, to the Coal Measures, the strata being inclined 
at high angles to the north. On the south side of a well-marked 
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anticline In the Upper Old Red Sandstone at North Sumac, the 
Carboniferous strata reappear on the coast with a south dip 
showing a similar ascending sequence for about half a mile. The 
lower limestones are well seen at Corrie, but the thin coals are not 
there represented. From Corrie they can be traced southwards 
and inland to near the bead of Ben Lister Glen. The small 
development of Upper Carboniferous strata, visible on the shore 
south of Corrie and in Ben Lister Glen, consists of sandstones, 
red and mottled clays and purple shales, which yield plant-
remains of Upper Carboniferous fades. These may represent 
partly the Millstone Grit and partly the Coal Measures. Con-
temporaneous volcanic rocks, belonging to three stages of the 
Carboniferous formation, occur in Arran. The lowest group is 
on the horizon of the Calciferous Sandstone series, being visible 
at Corrie where it underlies the Corrielimestone,andis traceable 
southwards beyond Brodick. The second is represented by a 
thin lava, associated with the Upper Limestone group of the 
Carboniferous Limestone series, and the highest is found in Ben 
Lister Glen intercalated with the Upper Carboniferous strata, 
and may be the equivalent of the volcanic series which. in 
Ayrshire, occupies the position of the Millstone Grit. The 
Triassic rocks are arranged in two groups, a lower, composed of 
conglomerates and sandstones, and an upper one consisting of 
red and mottled shales and marls with thin sandstones and 
nodular limestones. In the extreme north at the Cock of Arran, 
there is a small development of these beds; they also occupy the 
whole of the east coast south of Corrie, and they spread over the 
south part of the island south of a line between Brodick Bay and 
Mackie Bay on the west. At Corrie and the Cock of Arran they 
rest on Upper Carboniferous strata; in Ben Lister Glen, on the 
lower limestone group of the Carboniferous Limestone series; 
and on the west coast they repose on the Old Red Sandstone. 
There is, therefore, a clear discordance between the Trias and all 
older strata in Arran. The former extension of Rhaetk, Liassic 
and Cretaceous formations in the island is indicated by the 
presence of fragments of these strata in a large volcanic vent on 
the plateau, on the south side of the road leading from Brodick 
to Shiskine. The fossils from the Rhaetic beds belong to the 
Aalcula conlorta zone, those from the Liss to the Almanac: 
angulaMs zone, while the blocks of limestone with chest contain 
Inocesamsct, Cretaceous foraminifera and other organisms. The 
materials yielding these fossils are embedded in a course volcanic 
agglomerate which gives rise to crags and is pierced by acid and 
basic igneous rocks. One of the striking features in the geology 
of Arran is the remarkable series of intrusive igneous rocks of 
Tertiary age which occupy nearly one-half of the area and form 
the wildest and grandest scenery in the island. Of these the 
most important is the great oval mass of granite in the North, 
composed of two varieties; one, coarse-grained and older, forms 
the outside rim, while the fine-grained and newer type occurs in 
the interior. Another granite area appears on the south side of 
the road between Brodick and Shiskine, where it is associated with 
granophyre and quartz-diorite and traverses the volcanic vent of 
post-Cretaceous or Tertiary age already described. In the south 
of the island there are sills and dykes of felsite, quartz-porphyry, 
rhyolite, trachyte and pitchstone. The felsite sheets are well 
represented in Holy Island. It is worthy of note that the dykes 
and sheets of felsite are seldom pierced by the basalt dykes and 
are probably about the most recent of the intrusive rocks. The 
best example of the basic sills forms the Clauchland Hills and 
runs out to sea at Clauchland Point. Finally the basic dykes of 
dolerite, basalt and augite-andesite are abundant and traverse 
the various sedimentary formations and the granite. 

The chief crops are oats and potatoes. Cattle and sheep are 
raised in considerable numbers. The game, which is abundant, 
consisting of blackcock and grouse, is strictly preserved. A few 
red deer still occur in the Alder hilly district. The fisheries are 
of some value, Loch Ranza being an important station. 

Standing stones, cairns and other memorials of a remote 
antiquity occur near Tormore, on blzchrie Bay. Lamlash. and 
other places. The Norse raiders found a home in Arran for a 
long period until the defeat of Haakon V. at Largs (1263) cum.  

pelled them to retire. The chid name in the island's history is 
that of Robert Bruce, who found shelter in the King's Caves on 
the western coast. One was reputed to be his kitchen, another 
his cellar, a third his stable, while the hill above was styled the 
King's HilL From a point still known as King's Cross he crossed 
over to Carrick, in answer to the signal which warned him that 
the moment for the supreme effort for his country was come. 
In Glen Cloy the ruins of a fort bear the name of Bruce's Castle, 
in which his men lay concealed, and on the southern arm of Loch 
Ranza stands a picturesque ruined castle which is said to have 
been his hunting-seat. Kildonan Castle, near the south-eastern-
most point, is a fine ruin of the tath century, once a royal strong-
hold. The island gave the title of earl to 'Thomas Boyd, who 
married the elder sister of James III., a step so unpopular with 
his peers that he had to fly the country, and the title soon after-
wards passed to the Hamiltons. Brodick Castle, the ancestral 
seat of the dukes of Hamilton, is a splendid mansion on the 
northern shore of Brodick Bay. 

Brodick is the chief village in Arran, but most of the dwelling-
houses have been built at Invercloy, close to the pier. Three 
m. south (by road) is Lamlash, on a fine bay so completely 
sheltered by Holy Island as to form an excellent harbour for 
ships of all sizes. Four m. to the north lies the village of 
Corrie which takes its name from a rugged hollow in the hill of 
Am Binnein (2172 ft.)which overshadows it. Daniel Macmillan 
(1813-1857), the founder of the publishing firm of Macmillan de 
Co., was a native of Conic 

About a mile and a half east of Lamlash village lies Holy 
Island, which forms a natural breakwater to the bay. It is si rn. 
long, nearly in. wide, and its finely-marked basaltic cone rises 
to a height of 1030 ft. The island takes its name from the fact 
that St 11 olios, a disciple of St Columba, founded a church near 
the north-western point. In the saint's cave on the shore may 
be seen the rocky shelf on which he made his bed, but his re-
mains were interred in the hamlet of Clachan, some a m. from 
Blackwaterfoot. Off the south-eastern coast, m. from Port 
Dearg, lies the pear-shaped isle of Pladda, which serves as the 
telegraph station from which the arrival of vessels in the Clyde 
is notified to Glasgow and Greenock. 

ARRANT (a variant of " errant," from lat. errare, to wander), 
a word at first used in its original meaning of wandering, as in 
" knight-errant," thus an arrant or itinerant preacher, an arrant 
thief, one outlawed and wandering at large; the meaning easily 
passed to that of self-declared, notorious, and by the middle of 
the 16th century was confined, as an intensive adjective, to 
words of opprobrium and abuse, an arrant coward meaning thus 
a self-declared, downright coward. 

ARRAS, a city of northern France, chief town of the 
department of Pas-de-Calais, 38 m. N.N.E. of Amiens on the 
Northern railway between that city and Lille. Pop (woe) 
20,738. Arras is situated in a fertile plain on the right and 
southern bank of the Scarpe, at its junction with the Crinchon 
which skirts the town on the south and east. Of the fortifica-
tions erected by Vauban in the z 7th century. only a gateway 
and the partially dismantled citadel, nicknamed la Belle Imaik, 
are left. The most interesting quarter lies in the cast of the town, 
where the lofty houses which border the spacious squares known 
as the Grande and the Petite Place are in the Flemish style. 
They are built with their upper storeys projecting over the foot-
way and supported on columns so as to form arcades; beneath 
these are deep cellars extending under the squares themaelves. 
The celebrated hotel de vile of the 16th century overlooks the 
Petite Place; its belfry, which contains a fine peal of bells, 
rises to a height of 240 ft. The decoration is in the richest 
Gothic style, and is especially admirable in the case of the 
windows. Of the numerous ecclesiastical buildings the cathedral, 
a church of the 18th century possessing some good pictures, is 
the most important. It occupies the site of the church of the 
abbey of St Vaast, the buildings of which adjoin it and contain 
the bishop's palace, the ecclesiastical seminary, a museum of 
antiquities. paintings and sculptures, and a rich library. 

Arras is the seat of a prefect and of a bishop. It has tribunals 
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of first instance and of commerce, a chamber of commerce, a 
branch of the Bank of France, a communal college, training 
colleges, and a school of military engineering. Its industrial 
establishments include oil-works, dye-works and breweries, and 
manufactories of hosiery, railings and other iron-work, and of 
oil-cake. For the tapestry manufacture formerly flourishing 
at Arras see TAPESTRY. It has a very important market for 
cereals and oleaginous grains. The trade of the town is facilitated 
by the canalization of the Scarpe, the basin of which forms 
the port. 

Before the opening of the Christian era Arras was known as 
Nemetanos, or Nesselocenna, and was the chief town of the 
Atrebates, from which the word Arras is derived. Passing under 
the rule of the Romans, it became a place of some importance, 
and traces of the Roman occupation have been found. In 407 
it was destroyed by the Vandals, and baying been partially 
rebuilt, came into the bands of the Franks. Christianity was 
introduced by St Vedast (Vaast), who founded a bishopric at 
Arras about Soo. This was soon transferred to Cambrai, but 
brought back to its original seat about Imo. As the chief town 
of the province of Artois, Arras passed to Baldwin I., count of 
Flanders, in 863, and about 88o was ravaged by the Normans. 
During this troubled period it retained some vestiges of its 
former trade, and the woollen manufacture was established here 
at an early date. Early in the 12th century a commune was 
established here, but the earliest known charter only dates from 
about r8o; owing to the importance of Arras, this soon became 
a model for many neighbouring communes. At this time the 
city appears to have been divided into two parts, one dependent 
upon the bishop, and the other upon the count. When Philip 
Augustus, king of France, married Isabella, niece of Philip, 
count of Flanders, Arras came under the rule of the French king, 
who confirmed its privileges in 7194. As part of Artois it came 
in 1237 to Robert, son of Louis VIII., king of France, and in 
1384 to Philip the Bold, duke of Burgundy, who promised to 
respect its privileges. Anxious to recover the city for France, 
Louis XI. placed a garrison therein after the death of Charles 
the Bold, duke of Burgundy, in 1477. This was driven out by 
the inhabitants, and Louis then stormed Arras, razed the walls, 
deported the citizens, whose places were taken by Frenchmen, 
and changed the name to Franchise. The successor of Louis, 
Charles VIII., restored the city to its former name and position, 
and as part of the inheritance of Mary, daughter and heiress of 
Charles the Bold, it was contended for by the French king, and 
his rival, the German king Maximilian I. The peace of Scalia 
in 1493 gave Arras to Maximilian, and in spite of attacks by the 
French, it remained under the rule of the Habsburgs until 1640. 
Taken in this year by the French, this capture was ratified by 
the peace of the Pyrenees in 1659, and henceforward it remained 
part of France. It suffered severely during the French Revo-
lution, especially from Joseph Lebon, who, like the brothers 
Maximilien and Augustin Robespierre, was a native of the town. 
Owing to its position and importance, Arras has been the scene 
of various treaties. In 1414 the peace between the Armagnac, 
and the Burgundians was made here, and in r435 a congress 
met here to make peace between the English and their Bur-
gundian allies on the one side, and the French on the other, and 
after the English representatives had withdrawn, a treaty was 
signed on the nth of September between France and Burgundy. 
In 1482 Louis XI. made a treaty here with the estates and 
towns of Flanders about the inheritance of Mary of Burgundy, 
wife of the German king Maximilian I. 

See E. Lecesne, Ristare d'Arnrs bugling 1789 (Arras. 1880 ; 
Arras sots is Itiwilunen (Arras. 1882-1883). 

ARRAY (from the 0. Fr. areyer, Med. Lat. anedare, to get 
ready), an orderly arrangement, particularly the drawing up of 
an army in position of battle. From the 13th century onwards 
in England " Commissions of Array " issued from the king for 
the levy of military forces (see Marna). In English law the 
term is used for the setting in order, name by name, of the panel 
of a jury, which may be challenged as a whole, " to the array," 
or individually, " to the polls." 

ARRENOTOICOUS, ARRENOTORT (from Gr. liapne, male, 
and rises, from Tiers., to beget), biological tams proposed by 
Leuckart and Eduard von Slebold to denote those parthenogenetic 
females which produce male young, while " thelytokous " and 
" thelytoky " would denote their producing female young. 

ARREST (Fr. arrester, antler, to stop or stay), the restraint 
of a man's person, for the purpose of compelling him to be 
obedient to the law. It is defined to be the execution of the 
command of some court of record or officer of justice. 

Arrests in England are either in civil or in criminal cases. 
L Its Civil Cases.—The arrest must be by virtue of a precept 

or order out of some court, and must be effected by corporal 
seizing or touching the defendant's body, or as directed by the 
writ, copies d Wackias, take and catch hold of. And if the 
defendant make his escape it is a races; or rescue, and attach-
ment may be had against him, and the bailiff may then justify 
the breaking open of the house in which he is, to carry hint away. 

Arrests an tease process (see Peocass), before judgment 
obtained, were abolished by the Debtors Act 1869, s. 6; an 
exception, however, is made in cases in which the plaintiff proves, 
at any time before final judgment, by evidence on oath to the 
satisfaction of a judge of one of the superior courts, that he has 
a good cause of action to the amount of (so, that the defendant 
is about to quit the country, and that his absence will materially 
prejudice the plaintiff in prosecuting his action. In such cases 
an order for arrest may be obtained till security to the amount 
of the claim be found. 

Formerly a judgment creditor might arrest his debtor under a 
writ of copies ad satisfaciesdans, but since 1869 imprisonment 
for debt has been abolished in England, except in certain cases, 
and in these the period of detention must not exceed one year. 

The following persons are privileged from arrest, viz., rat, 
members of the royal family and the ordinary servants of the 
king or queen regnant, chaplains, lords of the bedchamber, &c. 
This privilege does not extend to servants of a consort queen or 
dowager. and, peers of the realm, peeresses by birth, creation or 
marriage, Scottish and Irish peers and peeresses. 3rd, members 
of the House of Commons during the session of parliament, 
and for a convenient time (forty days) before and after it. 
Members of Convocation appear to have the same privilege. 
4th, foreign ambassadors and their " domestics and domestic 
servants." Temporary privilege from arrest in civil process is 
enjoyed by barristers travelling on circuit, by parties, witnesses 
or attorneys connected with a cause, and by clergymen whilst 
performing divine service. 

The arrest of any privileged person is irregular ab isitio, and 
the party may be discharged on motion. The only exception 
is as to indictable crimes, such as treason, felony and breach of 
the peace. 

There are no longer any places where persons are privileged 
from arrest, such as the Mint, Savoy, Whitefriars, &c., on the 
ground of their being ancient palaces. 

Except in cases of treason, felony or breach of the peace, 
an arrest cannot be made on a Sunday, and if made it is void 
(Sunday Observance Act 1677); but it may be made in the night 
as well as in the day. 

II. in Criminal Cases.—All persons whatsoever are, without 
distinction, equally liable to this arrest, and any man may arrest 
without warrant or precept, and outer doors may be broken 
open for that purpose. The arrest may be made,-1st, by 
warrant; and, by an officer without warrant; 3rd, by a private 
person without warrant; or, 4th, by a hue and cry. 

1. Warrants are ordinarily granted by justices of the peace 
on information or complaint in writing and upon oath, and they 
must be indorsed when it is intended they should be executed 
in another county by a magistrate of that county (see Indictable 
Offences Act 1848). A warrant issued by a metropolitan police 
magistrate can be executed anywhere by a metropolitan police 
officer. Warrants are also granted in cases of treason or other 
offence affecting the government by the privy council, or one of 
the secretaries of state, and also by the chief or other justice 
of the court of king's bench (beech-warrant) in cases of felony, 
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misdemeanour or indictment found, or criminal_ information 
granted in that court. Every warrant ought to specify the offence 
charged, the authority under which the arrest is to be made, the 
person who is to execute it and the person who is to be arrested. 
A warrant remains in force till executed er discharged by order 
of a court. An officer may break open doors in order to execute 
a warrant in cases of treason, felony or indictable offences, 
provided that, on demand, admittance cannot otherwise be 
obtained. (See WARRANT.) 

2.The officers who may arrest without warrant are,—justices 
of the peace, for felony or breach of the peace committed in their 
presence; the sheriff and the coroner in their county, for felony; 
constables, for treason, felony or breach of the peace committed 
in their view,—and within the metropolitan police district they 
have even larger powers (Metropolitan Police Acts 1829-1895). 

3. A private person is bound to arrest for a felony committed 
in his presence, under penalty of fine and imprisonment. By 
the Prevention of Offences Act 185i, a private person is allowed 
to arrest any one whom be finds committing an indictable offence 
by night, and under the Malicious Damage Act 1861, any person 
committing an offence against that act may be arrested without 
warrant by the owner of the property damaged, or his servants, 
or persons authorized by him. So, too, by the Coinage Offences 
Act 1861, s. 35, any person may arrest any one whom he shall 
find committing any offence relating to the coin, or other offence 
against that act. 

A person arrested without warrant must not be detained in 
private custody but must be taken with all convenient speed 
to a police station or justice and there charged (Summary 
Jurisdiction Act 1879). 

4. The arrest by hue and cry is where officers and private 
persons are concerned in pursuing felons, or such as have danger-
ously wounded others. By the Fugitive Offenders Act 1881, 
provision was made for the arrest in the United Kingdom of 
persons committing treason, and felony in any of the British 
colonies and vice versa; as to the arrest of fugitives in foreign 
countries see EXTRAD/TION. 

The remedy for a wrongful arrest is by an action for false 
imprisonment. 

In Scotland the law of arrest in criminal procedure has a 
general constitutional analogy with that of England, though the 
practice differs with the varying character of the judicatories. 
Colloquially the word arrest is used in compulsory procedure 
for the recovery of debt; but the technical term applicable in 
that department is caption, and the law on the subject is generic-
ally different from that of England. There never was a practice 
in Scottish law corresponding with the English arrest in mean 
process; but by old custom a warrant for caption could be 
obtained where a creditor made oath that he had reason to 
believe his debtor meditated flight from the country, and the 
writ so issued is called a warrant against a person is medirarione 
Juges. Imprisonment of old followed on ecclesiastical cursing, 
and by fiction of law in later times it was not the creditor's 
remedy, but the punishment of a refractory person denounced 
rebel for disobedience to the injunctions of the law requiring 
fulfilment of his obligation. The system was reformed and 
stripped of its cumbrous fictions by an act of the year 1837. 
Although the proceedings against the person could only follow 
on completed process, yet, by a peculiarity of the Scottish law, 
documents executed with certain formalities, and by special 
statute bills and promissory notes, can be registered in the 
records of a court for execution against the person as if they 
were judgments of the court. 

The general principles as to the law of arrest in moat European 
countries correspond more or less exactly-  to those prevailing in 
England. 

An arrest of a slap, which is the method of enforcing the 
admiralty process in rent, founded either on a maritime lien 
or on a claim against the ship, is dealt with under ADMIRALTY 
JURISDICTION. 

See also article Arraanizirr. 
Arrest of Judgment is the assigning just reason why judgment 

should not pass, notwithstanding verdict given, either In civil 
or in criminal cues, and from intrinsic causes arising on the 
face of the record. 

United States.—The law of arrest assimilates to that existing 
in England. Actual manual touching is not necessary (Pike v. 
Hanson, 9 N.H. 491; Hill v. Taylor, so Mich. 349); words of 
arrest by the officer, not protested against and no resistance 
offered, are sufficient (Eatery v. Ckesley, a N.H. 198; Goodell v. 
Tower, 1904, 58 Am. Rep. 790). Words of arrest, staying over 
night at prisoner's house, going with him before the magistrate 
next day constitute arrest (Coswicry v. Dozier, 20 Ga. 369). 
Restraining a person in his own house is arrest. 

In civil cases in most of the states arrest for debt is abolished, 
except in cases of fraud or wilful injury to persons or property 
by constitutional provision or by statute. One arrested under 
process of a federal court cannot be arrested under that of a 
state court for the same cause. There is no provision in the 
United States constitution as to imprisonment for debt, but 
congress has enacted (in Rev. Stat., s. 990) that all the provisions 
of the law of any state applicable to such imprisonment shall 
apply to the process of federal courts in that state. A woman 
can be arrested in New York for wilful injury to person, character 
or property, and in certain other cases (Code, a. 553). The 
president, federal officials, governors of states, members of con-
gress and of state legislatures (during the session), marines, 
soldiers and sailors on duty, voters while going to and from 
the polls, judges, court officials (1904, too N.W. 595), coroners 
and jurors while attending upon their public duties, lawyers, 
parties and witnesses while going to, attending or returning 
from court, and generally married women without separate 
property, are exempt from arrest. 

In criminal cases a bench-warrant in New York may be served 
in any county without being backed by a magistrate (Code 
Crim. Proc., s. 304). In Nebraska one found violating the law 
may be arrested and detained until a legal warrant can be issued 
(Crim. Code, s. 283). A bail may lawfully recapture his principal 
(1905) III Georgia Rep. 394. Foreign ambassadors and ministers 
and their servants are exempt from arrest. Exemption from 
arrest is a privilege, not of the court, as in England, but of the 
person, and can be waived (Petrie v. Fitzgerald, s Daly 401). 

MUUMUU% in Scots law, the process by which a creditor 
detains the goods or effects of his debtor in the hands of third 
parties till the debt due to him shall be paid. It is divided into 
two kinds: (1) Arrestment in security, used when proceedings 
are commencing, or in other circumstances where a claim may 
become, but is not yet, enforceable; and (s) Arrestment in 
execution, following on the decree of a court, or on a registered 
document, under a clause or statutory power of registration, 
according to the custom of Scotland. By the process of arrest-
ment the property covered is merely retained in place; to realize 
it for the satisfaction of the creditor's claim a further proceeding 
called " furthcoming " is necessary. By old practide, alimentary 
funds, i.e. those necessary for subsistence, were not liable to 
arrestment. By the Wages Arrestment Limitation (Scotland) 
Act 1870, the wages of all labourers, farm-servants, manu-
facturers, artificers and work-people are not arrestable except 
(1) in so far as they exceed ROIL per week; but the expense of the 
arrestment is not to be charged against the debtor unless the sum 
recovered exceed the amount of the said expense; or (a) under 
decrees for alimentary allowances and payments, or for rates 
and taxes imposed by law. 

ARRETIUM (mod. Arco), an ancient city of Etruria, in the 
upper valley of the Arco, situated on the Via Cassia, to m. S.E. 
of Florentia. The site of the original city is not quite certain; 
some writers place it on the isolated hill called Poggio di S. 
Cornell°. 23 m. to the S.E., where remains of a fortified enceinte 
still exist (cf. F. Noack in Ramiseke Mitteilangest, 1897, p. 186); 
while others maintain, and probably rightly, that it occupied the 
hill at the summit of the modern town, where the medieval 
citadel (fortezza) was erected, and which was enclosed by an 
ancient wall. Numerous Etruscan tombs have been discovered 
within the lower portion of the area of the modern town, which 
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appears to correspond in site with the Roman (C.1.L. xi. p. 
1082; G. Gamurrini in Notizie degli scarf, 1883, 262; 1887, 
437). Vitruvius 8.9) and Pliny (Nat. Hist. xxxv. 173) speak 
of the strength of its walls of bricks, but these have naturally 
disappeared. Many remains of Roman buildings have been 
discovered within the modern town, and the amphitheatre is 
still visible in the southern angle. Arretium appears as one of 
the cities which aided the Tarquins after their expulsion. It 
was an opponent of Rome at the end of the 4th and beginning of 
the 3rd century s.c., but soon sought for help against the attacks 
of the Gauls, against whom it was almost a frontier fortress. It 
was an important Roman base during the Hannibalic wars 
(though at one time it threatened defection—Livy xxvii. 21-24). 
and in 205 n.c. was able to furnish Scipio with a considerable 
quantity of arms and provisions (Livy xxviii. 45). In 017 B.C. 
the high road was extended as far as Bononia. Arretium took 
the part of Marius against Sulla, and the latter settled some of 
his veterans there as colonists. Caesar, or Octavian, added 
others, so that there are three classes, Arrdini snores, Fidentiores. 
and !unease:. A considerable contingent from Arretium joined 
Cetiline and in 49 B.C. Caesar occupied it. C. Maecenas ,  was 
perhaps a native of Arretium. Its fertility was famous in ancient 
times, and still more the red pottery made of the local clay, with 
its imitation of chased silver. The reliefs upon it are sometimes 
of considerable beauty, and large quantities of it, and the sites of 
several of the kilns, have been discovered in and near Arretium. 
It was also considerably exported. See Corp. Inscrip. Let. xi. 
(Berlin, writ) p. 108z, and NOikie degli scarf, passim (especially, 
1884, 369, for the discovery of a fine group of the moulds 
from which these vases were made). The museum contains a 
very fine collection of these and a good collection of medieval 
majolica. (T. As.) 

ARRHENIUS. STAMM AUGUST (Tasty- ), Swedish 
physicist and chemist, was born on the 19th of February 1859, 
at Schloss Wijk, near Upsala. He studied at Upsala from 1876 
to alit and at Stockholm from 1881 to 1884, then returning to 
Upsala as privat-docent in physical chemistry. He spent two 
years from r886 to 1888 in travelling, and visited Riga Poly-
technic and the universities of WUrzburg, Graz, Amsterdam and 
Leipzig. In 1891 he was appointed lecturer in physics at 
Stockholm and four years later became full professor. Arrhenius 
is specially associated with the development of the theory of 
electrolytic dissociation, and his great paper on the subject, 
Neckerckes tar la coaductibiliti galvanique des dectrolytes--(1) 
conductibilite galtanipte des solutions aqweusen casement:eat 
dilutes, (2) Wade Monique des electrolytes, was presented to the 
Stockholm Academy of Sciences in 1883. He was subsequently 
continuously engaged in extending the applications of the 
doctrine of electrolytic conduction in relation not only to the 
problems of chemical action but also, on the supposition that 
in certain conditions the air conducts electrolytically, to the 
phenomena of atmospheric electricity. In moo he published a 
Litrobok i teorefik ckletrokani, which was translated into German 
and English, and his Lekrbssek der komischen Pkysik appeared 
in 1903. In icass he delivered at the university of California a 
course of lectures, the object of which was to illustrate the 
application of the methods of physical chemistry to the study of 
the theory of toxins and antitoxins, and which were published 
in 1907 under the title Intatuntxkensistry. In his Worlds in the 
Making (1908), an English translation of Drs {Verdun der Wendt 
(t907). he combated the generally accepted doctrine that the 
universe Is tending to what Clausius termed IVirstetod through 
exhaustion of all sources of heat and motion, and suggested that 
by virtue of a mechanism which maintains its available energy it 
is self-renovating, energy being " degraded " in bodies which are 
in the solar state, but " elevated " or raised to a higher level in 
bodies which are in the nebular state. He further put forward 
the conception that life is universally diffused, constantly 

The name Cilnius was apparently never borne by Maecenas 
himself, though he is so described. e.g. by Tacitus, Ass. vi. 1 t, cf. 
Macrob. ii. 4, is. The Cilnii with whom Maecenas was connected 
were a noble Etruscan family.  

emitted from all habitable worlds in the form of spores which 
traverse space for years or ages, the majority being ultimately 
destroyed by the heat of some blazing star, but some few finding 
a resting-place on bodies which have reached the habitable stage. 

ARRIA. in Roman history, the heroic wife of Caecina Paetus. 
When her husband was implicated in the conspiracy of 
Scribonianus against the emperor Claudius (ari. 42), and 
condemned to death, she resolved not to survive him. She 
accordingly stabbed herself with a dagger, which she then 
handed to him with the words, "Paetus, it does not hurt 
(Pace, non doles; see Pliny, Epp. iii. 16; Martial i. 14; Dio 
Cassius la 16). Her daughter, also called Atria, was the wife of 
Thrasea Paetus. When he was condemned to death by Nero, 
she would have Imitated her mother's example, but was dis-
suaded by her husband, who entreated her to live for the sake 
of their children. She was sent into banishment (Tacitus, Annals, 
SA. 34). 

ARRIAR (FLAWIUS ARMwcuO, of Nicomedia in Bithynia, 
Greek historian and philosopher, was born about A.D. 96, and 
lived during the reigns of Hadrian, Antoninus Pius and Marcus 
Aurelius. In recognition of his abilities, he received the citizen-
ship of both Athens and Rome. He was greatly esteemed by 
Hadrian, who appointed him governor (legates) of Cappadocia 
(13r-137). in which capacity he distinguished himself in a cam-
paign against the Alani. This is the only instance before the 3rd 
century in which a first-rate Roman military command was given 
to a Greek. Arrian spent a considerable portion of his time at 
Athens, where he was archon 147-148. With his retirement 
or recall from Cappadocia his official career came to an end. 
In his declining years, he retired to his native place, where 
he devoted himself to literary work. He died about 180. His 
biography, by Dio Cassius, is lost. 

When young, Arrian was the pupil and friend of Epictetns, 
who had probably withdrawn to Nicopolis, when Domitian 
expelled all philosophers from Rome. lie took verbatim notes 
of his teacher's lectures, which he subsequently published under 
the title of Tke Dissertations (buaratt3a1), in eight books, of 
which the first four are extant and constitute the chief authority 
for Stoic ethics, and Tke Enckeiddion (i.e. Manual) of Epidehts, 
a handbook of moral philosophy, for many years a favourite 
instruction book with both Christians and pagans. It was 
adapted for Christian use by St Nilus of Constantinople (5th 
century), and Simplicius (about 550) wrote a commentary on it 
which we still possess. 

The most important of Arrian's original works is his A tic:basis ef 
Alexander, in seven books, containing the history of Alexander 
the Great from his accession to his death. Arrian's chief 
authorities were, as he tells us, Aristobulus of Cassandreia and 
Ptolemy, son of Lagus (afterwards king of Egypt). who both 
accompanied Alexander on his campaigns. in spite of a too 
indulgent view of his hero's defects, and some over-credulity, 
Arrian's is the most complete and trustworthy account of 
Alexander that we possess. 

Other extant works of Arrian are: Indica, a description of 
India in the Ionic dialect, including the voyage of Nearchns, 
intended as a supplement to the A nabasis; Ades Contra Alamos, 
a fragment of importance for the knowledge of Roman military 
affairs; Peripius of Ike Elaine, an official account written 
(r3t) for the emperor Hadrian; Tadica, attributed by some 
to Aelianus, who wrote in the reign of Trajan; Cyst:dims, 
a treatise on the chase, supplementing Xenophon's work on the 
same subject; the Periplas of tke Eryfir ►acan Sea, attributed to 
him, is by a later compiler. Amongst his lost works may be 
mentioned: Tit pee 'AMfauipor, a history of the period 
succeeding Alexander, of which an epitome is preserved in 
Photius; histories of Bithynia, the Alani and the Parthian 
wars under Tmjan; the lives of Timoleon of Syracuse, Dion 
of Syracuse and a famous brigand named Timoleon. Arrian's 
style is simple, lucid and manly; but his language, though pure, 
presents some peculiarities. He was called " Xenophon the 
younger " from his imitation of that writer, and he even speaks 
of himself as Xenophon. 
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ARIUS (Fr. merle, or arffe), in architecture, the sharp edge 
or angle in which two sides or surfaces meet. 

ARRONDISSEMENT (from armadiy, to make round), an 
administrative subdivision of a department in France. Dating 
nominally from *800, the arrondissement was really a re-creation 
of the " district "of 229o. It comprises within itself the canton 
and the commune. It differs from the department and from 
the commune In being merely an administrative division and 
not a complete legal personality with power to acquire and 
possess. The purposes for which it exists are, again, unlike 
those of the department and the commune, comparatively 
limited. It is the electoral district for the chamber of deputies, 
each arrondissement returning one member; if the population 
is in excess of roo,000 It is divided into two or more anistituendes. 
It is also a judicial district having a court of first instance. It 
is under the control of a sub-prefect. There are 362 arrondisse-
ments in the 87 departments. Each arrondissement has a council, 
with as many members as there are cantons, whose function is 
to subdivide among the communes their quota of the direct 
taxes charged to the arrondissement by the general council of 
the department. (See Furies.) Somewhat different from the 
arrondissements of the department are the arrondissements 
(to in number) Into which Paris is divided. They bear a certain 
resemblance to the sub-municipalities mated in London by the 
London Government Act 1899, and each forms a local administra-
tive unit (see Roust 

France is also subdivided, for purposes of defence, into five 
Maritime divisions, termed arrondissements. Institutedoriginally 
under the Consulate, they were suppressed in ars, but re-
established again in 2826. They are under the direction of 
maritime prefects, who, by a decree of 2825, must be vice-admirals 
in the navy. 

ARROWROOT. A large proportion of the edible starches 
obtained from the rhizomes or root-stocks of various plants are 
known in commerce under the name of arrowroot. Properly the 
name should be restricted to the starch yielded by two or three 
species of 'fo'c'sle (nat. ord. Marantamae), the thief of which is 

Fm. 1, 	 Flo. 3. 

Arrowroot Plant (Maresta erandiamea).—Fig. 1, stem, leaves 
and flowers; fig. 2, tubers. 

M. onmdiffacce; and when genuine or West Indian arrowroot 
is spoken of, it is understood that this Is the variety meant. 
if omens enttediaccee is probably a native of Guiana and western 
Brasil, but it has long been cultivated in the West Indian Islands, 

and has now spread to most tropical count:in. The plant is a 
herbaceous perennial with a creeping root-stock which gives off 
fleshy cylindrical branches or tubers, covered with pale brown 
or white scales and afterwards ringed with their scars. It is at 
the period when these tubers are gorged with starch, immediately 
before the season of rest, that it is ripe for use. In addition to 
about 25% of starch, the tubers contain a proportion of woody 
tissue, vegetable albumen and various salts. The arrowroot 
may be separated on a small scale in the same manner as potato-
starch is frequently prepared, that is, by peeling the root and 
grating it in water, when the starch falls to the bottom. The 
liquor is then drained off, and the starch purified by repeated 
washings till it is ready for drying. On a large scale the mann-
facture of arrowroot is conducted with specially arranged 
machinery. The rhizomes when dug up are washed free of 
earthy impurities and afterwards skinned. Subsequently, 
according to Pereira's Mageris Medico , " the carefully skinned 
tubers are washed, then ground in a mill, and the pulp washed 
in tinned-copper cylindrical washing-machines. The fecula 
(dim. of Lat. fees, dregs, or sediment) is subsequently dried in 
drying-houses. In order to obtain the fecula free from impurity, 
pure water must be used, and great are and attention paid in 
every step of the process. The skinning or peeling of the tubers 
must be performed with great nicety, as the cuticle contains a 
resinous-matter which imparts colour and a disagreeable flavour 
to the starch. German•silver palettes are used for skinning the 
deposited fecula, and shovels of the same metal for packing the 
dried fecula. The drying is effected in pans, covered with white 
gauze to exclude dust and insects," 

Arrowroot is distinguished by the granules agglomerating 
into small balls, by slightly crepitating when rubbed between 
the fingers, and by yielding with boiling water a fine, transparent; 
inodorous and pleasant-tasting jelly. In microscopic structure 
the granules present an ovoid form, marked with concentric lines 
very similar to potato-starch, but readily distinguished by 
having a " lulum " marking at the thick extremity of the granule, 
while In potato-starch the same appearance occurs at the thin 
end (compare figs. 3 and 4 below). In addition to the West 
Indian supplies, arrowroot is found in the commerce of Brazil, 
the East Indies, Australia, Cape Colony and Natal. 

The name " arrowroot " is derived from the use by the Mexican 
Indians of the juice of the fresh root as an application to wounds 
produced by poisoned arrows. Sir Hans Sloane refers to it is 
his Catalogue of Jamaica 
Pleats (1696), and it is said 
to have been introduced 
into England by William 
Houston about 2232. It is 
grown as a stove-plant in 
botanic gardens. The 
slender, much - branched 
stem is s or 6 ft. high, and 
bears numerous leaves with 
long, narrow sheaths and 
large spreading ovate blades, 
and a few short-stalked 
white flowers. 

Tour-la-wok or Tulema 
arrowroot, also from the 	Fm. 5. 	Fto. 6. 
West Indies!  is obtained 	Starch Granules magnified. 
from several species of Fig. 3. Potato.  Fig. 4 Arrowroot. 
Cameo, a genus allied to Fig. 5. Tousles- Fig. 6. Manihot. 
Marsala, and cultivated in 	mois. 
the same manner. The granules of toss-fu-moir are readily 
distinguishable by their very large size (fig. 5). East Indian 
arrowroot is obtained from the root-stocks of several species 
of the genus Cm-came (nat. ord. Zingiberaceae), chiefly 
C. aagustifolia, a native of central India. Brazilian arrow. 
root is the starch of the cassava plant, a species of Maniliot 
(fig. 6), which when agglutinated on hot plates forms the tapioca 
of commerce. The cassava is cultivated In the East Indian 
Archipelago as well as in South America. Taco. or Chaisile 
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arrowroot, is the produce of Tama Pima:Oda, the pia plant of 
the South Sea Islands. Portland arrowroot was formerly pre-
pared on the Isle of Portland from the tubas of the common 
cuckoo-pint, Arum macularras. Various other species of arum 
yield valuable food-starches in hot countries. Under the name 
of British arrowroot the farina of potatoes is sometimes sold, 
and the French excel in the preparation of imitations of the more 
costly starches from this source. The chief use, however, of potato-
farina as an edible starch Is for adulterating other and more 
costly preparations This falsification can readily be detected 
by microscopic acumination, and the accompanying drawings 
exhibit the appearance under the microscope of the principal 
starches we have described. Although these starches agree in 
chemical composition, their value as articles of diet varies 
considerably, owing to different degrees of digestibility and 
pleasantness of taste. Arrowroot contains about 82% of starch, 
and about 1% of proteid and mineral matter. Farina, or 
British arrowroot, at about one-twelfth the price, is just as useful 
and pleasant a food. 

ARROWSIIMI, the name of an English family of geographers. 
The first of them, Aaron Arrowsmith (1750-1823), migrated to 
London from Winston in Durham when about twenty years of 
age, and was employed by John Cary, the engraver. In 1790 he 
made himself famous by his large chart of the world on Mercator's 
projection. Four years later he published another large map 
of the world on the globular projection, with a companion 
volume of explanation. The maps of North America (17O) 
and Scotland (r8o7) are the most celebrated of his many later 
productions. He left two sons, Aaron and Samuel, the elder 
whom was the compiler of the Elms Comparative Atlas, of a 
Biblical atlas, and of various manuals of geography. They 
carried on the business in company with John Arrowsmith 
(r 7oo-x/17s), nephew of the elder Aaron. In 1834101111 published 
his London Atlas, the best set of maps then in existence. He 
followed up the atlas with a long series of elaborate and carefully 
executed maps, those of Australia, America, Africa and India 
being especially valuable. In 1863 he received the gold medal 
of the Royal Geographical Society, of which body he was one of 
the founders. 

ARROYO (0. Sp. amnia, Lat. turogistm, a rivulet or stream), 
the channel of a stream cut in 'dose earth, found often at the 
head of a gully, where the water flows only at certain seasons of 
the year. 

ARSACES, a Persian name, which occurs on a Persian seal, 
where it is written in cuneiform characters. The most famous 
Arsaces was the chief of the Parni, one of the nomadic Scythian 
or Dahan tribes in the desert east of the Caspian Sea. A later 
tradition, preserved by Arrian, derives Arsaces I. and Tiridates 
from the Achaernenian king Artaxerxes IL, but this has evidently 
no historical value. Arsaces, seeking refuge before the Bactrian 
king Diodotes, invaded Parthia, then a province of the Seleudd 
empire, about aso s c. (Strabo xi. p. 515, cf. Arrian p. r, Miller, 
in Photius, Cod. 58,  and Syncellus p. as). After two years 
(according to Arrian) he was killed, and his brother Tiridates, who 
succeeded him and maintained himself for a short time in Parthia, 
during the dissolution of the Seleucid empire by the attacks of 
Ptolemy III. (247  L), was defeated and expelled by Seleucus II. 
(about 238). But when this king was forced, by the rebellion of 
his brother, Antiochus Farm, to return to the west, Tiridates 
came back and defeated the Macedonians (Strabo xi. pp. 523, 
S15; Justin xli. 4; Appian, Syr. 65; Isidorus of Charm 12). He 
was the real founder of the Parthian empire, which was of very 
limited extent until the final decay of the Seleudd empire, 
occasioned by the Roman intrigues after the death of Antiochus 
IV. Epiphanes (16s R.c.),enabled Mithradates I. and his successors 
to conquer Media and Babylonia. Tiridates adopted the name of 
his brother Arsaces, and after him all the other Parthian kings 
(who by the historians are generally called by their proper 
names), amounting to the number of about thirty, officially wear 
only the name Arsaces. With very few exceptions only the 
name APIARIES (with various epithets) occurs on the coins of 
the Parthian king, and the obrerse generally shows the seated 
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figure of the founder of the dynasty, holding in his hand a strong 
bow. The Arsacidian empire was overthrown in A.D. 226 by 
Ardashir (Artaxerxes), the founder of the Sassanid empire, whose 
conquests began about A.D. 212. The name Arsaces of Persia is 
also borne by some kings of Armenia, who were of Parthian 
origin. (See Palma and PARTH1A.) (Ea. M.) 

ARS-Alf-DER-11011111., a town of Germany, in the imperial 
province Alsace-Lorraine, s m. S. of Metz on the railway to 
Noveant. It has a handsome Roman Catholic church and 
extensive foundries. In the vicinity are the remains of a Roman 
aqueduct, which formerly spanned the valley. Pap. soon. 

ARSCHOT, PHILIPPE DI CROY, Dorm or (1526-1595), 
governor-general of Flanders, was born at Valenciennes, and 
inherited the estates of the ancient and wealthy family of Croy. 
Becoming a soldier, he was made a knight of the order of the 
Golden Fleece by Philip II., king of Spain, and was afterwards 
employed in diplomatic work. He took part in the troubles in 
the Netherlands, and in 1563 refused to join William the Silent 
and others in their efforts to remove Cardinal Granvella from his 
post. This attitude, together with Arsc.hot's devotion to the 
Roman Catholic Church, which he expressed by showing his 
delight at the massacre of St Bartholomew, led Philip of Spain to 
regard him with still greater favour, which, however, was with-
drawn in consequence of Arschot's ambiguous conduct when 
welcoming the new governor, Don John of Austria, to the 
Netherlands in 1576. In spite, however, of his being generally 
distrusted by the inhabitants of the Netherlands, he was ap-
pointed governor of the citadel of Antwerp when the Spanish 
troops withdrew in 1577. After a period of vacillation he 
deserted Don John towards the end of that year. Jealous of the 
prince of Orange, he was then the head of the party which 
induced the archduke Matthias (afterwards emperor) to under-
take the sovereignty of the Netherlands, and soon afterwards was 
appointed governor of Flanders by the state council. A strong 
party, including the burghers of Ghent, distrusted the new 
governor; and Arsdiot, who was taken prisoner during a riot at 
Ghent, was only released on promising to resign his office. He 
then sought to regain the favour of Philip of Spain, and having 
been pardoned by the king in 158o again shared in the govern-
ment of the Netherlands; but he refused to serve under the 
count of Fuentes when he became governor-general in rats, and 
retired to Venice, where.he died on the 11th of December 2595. 

See J. L. Motley, Tie Rise of Our Dutch Republic 
ARSENAL, an establishment for the construction, repair, 

receipt, storage and issue of warlike stores; details as to mardriel 
will be found under AMMUNITION, ORDNANCE, &C. The word 
" arsenal " appears in various forms in Romanic languages (from 
which it has been adopted into Teutonic), i.e. Italian arsanak, 
Spanish arsenal, &c.; Italian also has masa and darsena, and 
Spanish a longer form atarasanal. The word is of Arabic origin, 
being a corruption of daras-sintek, house of trade or manu-
facture, dor, house, al, the, and f Wok, trade, manufacture, 
sansia, to make. Such guesses as era navalis, naval citadel, ars 
:meatus (i.e. of Venice, &c), are now entirely rejected. 

A first-class arsenal, which can renew the materid and equip-
ment of a large army, embraces a gun factory, carriage factory, 
laboratory and small-arms ammunition factory, small-arms 
factory, heroes', saddlery and tent factories, and a powder 
factory; In addition it must possess great store-houses. In a 
second-class arsenal the factories would be replaced by workshops. 
The situation of an arsenal should be governed by strategical 
considerations. If of the first class, it should be situated at 
the base of operations and supply, secure from attack, not too 
near a frontier, and placed so as to draw in readily the resources 
of the country. The importance of a large arsenal is such 
that its defences would be on the scale of those of a large 
fortress. The usual subdivision of branches in a great arsenal 
is into A, Storekeeping; B, Construction; C, Administration. 
Under A we should have the following departments and 
stores...—Departments of issue and receipt, pattern room, 
armoury department, ordnance or park, harness, saddlery 
and accoutrements, camp equipment, tools and instruments, 
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engineer store, magazines, raw material store, timber yard, 
breaking-up store, unserviceable store. Under B—Gun 
factory, carriage factory, laboratory, smell-arms factory, 
harness and tent factory, powder factory, Arc. In a second-
dass arsenal there would be workshops instead of these 
factories. C—Under the head of administration would be 
classed the chief director of the arsenal, officials military and 
civil, non-commissioned officers and military artificers, civilian 
foremen, workmen and labourers, with the clerks and writers 
necessary for the office work of the establishments. In the 
manufacturing branches are required skill, and efficient and 
economical work, both executive and administrative; in the 
storekeeping part, good arrangement, great care, thorough 
knowledge of all warble stores, both in their active and passive 
state, and scrupulous exactness in the custody, issue and receipt 
of stores. For fuller details the reader is referred to papers by 
Sir E. Callen, R.A., in vol. viii., and Lieut C. E. Grover, R.E., 
in vol. vi. Proceedings of R. Artillery Institution. In England 
the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, manufactures and storm the 
requirements of the army and navy (see WoorAnce). 

ARSENIC (symbol As, atomic weight 75-o), a chemical element, 
known to the ancients in the form of its sulphides. Aristotle 
gave them the name oardaolum, and Theophrastus mentions 
them under the name apireougo. The oxide known as white 
arsenic Is mentioned by the Greek alchemist Olympiodons, 
who obtained it by roasting arsenic sulphide. These substances 
were all known to the later alchemists, who used minerals con-
taining arsenic in order to give a white colour to copper. Albertus 
Magnus was the first to state that arsenic contained a metal-like 
substance, although later writers considered it to be a bastard 
or semi-metal, and frequently called it alSealatal me. In r733 
G. Brandt showed that white arsenic was the calm of this element, 
and after the downfall of the phlogiston theory the views con-
cerning the composition of white arsenic were identical with 
those which are now held, namely that it is an oxide of the 
element. 

Arsenic is found in the =combined condition in various 
localities, but more generally in combination with other metals 
and sulphur, in the form of more or less complex sulphides. 
Native arsenic is usually found as granular or curvflaminer 
masses, with a reniform or botryoidal surface. These masses 
are of a dull grey colour, owing, to surface tarnish; only on fresh 
fractures is the colour tin-white with metallic lustre. The hard-
TICSS if 3. and the specific gravity 5-63-5-73. Crystals of arsenic 
belong to the rhombohedral system, and have a perfect cleavage 
parallel to the basal plane; natural crystals are, however, of 
rare occurrence, and are usually acicular in habit. Native 
arsenic occurs usually in metalliferous veins in association with 
ores of antimony, silver, &c.; the silver mines of Freiberg In 
Saxony, St Andressberg in the liars, and Chafiarallo in Chile 
being well-known localities. Attractive globular aggregates of 
well-developed radiating crystals have been found at Akatani, 
a village in the province Echizen, in Japan. 

Arsenic is a constituent of the minerals arsenical iron, arsenical 
pyrites or mispickel, tin-white cobalt or =Mite, arsenical nickel, 
realgar, orpiment, pharmacolite and cobalt bloom, whilst it is 
also met with in small quantities in nearly all specimens of iron 
pyrites. The ordinary commercial arsenic is either the naturally 
occurring form, which is, however, more or less contaminated 
with other metals, or is the product obtained by heating arsenical 
pyrites, out of contact with air, in earthenware retorts which 
are fitted with a roll of sheet iron at the mouth, and an earthen-
ware receiver. By this method of distillation the arsenic sub-
limes into the receiver, leaving a residue of iron sulphide in the 
retort. For further purification, it may be sublimed, after having 
been previously mixed with a little powdered charcoal, or it may 
be mixed with a small quantity of iodine and heated. It can 
also be obtained by the reduction of white arsenic (arsenious 
oxide) with carbon. An demo-metallurgical process for the 
extraction of arsenic from its sulphides has also been proposed 
(German Patent, 67,973). These compounds are brought into 
Solution by  means of polysulphides of the alkali metals and the 
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resultant liquor ran Into the cathode compartment of a bath, 
which is divided by diaphragms into a series of anode and cathode 
chambers; the anode divisions being closed and gas-tight, and 
containing carbon or platinum electrodes. The arsenic solution 
is decomposed at the cathode, and the element precipitated 
there. 

Arsenic possesses a steel-grey colour, and a decided metallic 
lustre; it crystallizes on sublimation and slow condensation in 
rhombohedra, isomorphous with those of antimony and tellurium. 
It is very brittle. Its specific gravity is given variously from 
5.395 to 5'959; its specific heat is 0-083, and its coefficient of 
linear expansion o-00000s59 (at 40° C.). It is volatile at tempera-
tures above roe C. and rapidly vaporizes at a dull red heat. It 
liquefies when heated under pressure, and its melting point lies 
between 446° C. and 457°  C. The vapour of arsenic is of a golden 
yellow colour, and has a garlic odour. The vapour density is rce6 
(air- r) at 564° C., corresponding to a tetratomic molecule As.; 
at a white heat the vapour density shows a considerable lowering 
in value, due to the dissociation of the complex molecule. 

By condensing arsenic vapour in a glass tube, in a current of an 
indifferent gas, such as hydrogen, amorphous arsenic is obtained, 
the deposit on the portion of the tube nearest to the source of 
heat being crystalline, that farther along at a temperature of 
about 210°  C.) being a black amorphous solid, while still farther 
along the tube a grey deposit is formed. These two latter forms 
possess a specific gravity of silo (r4° C.) Bettendorff, 
Agendas, 1867, 144, p. r To), and by heating at about 358°-36o° C. 
pass over into the crystalline variety. Arsenic burns on heating 
in a current of oxygen, with a pale lavender-coloured flame, 
forming the trioxide. It is easily oxidized by beating with 
concentrated nitric acid to arsenic acid, and with concentrated 
sulphuric acid to arsenic trioxide; dilute nitric acid only oxidizes 
it to arsenious add. It burns in an atmosphere of chlorine 
forming the trichloride; it also combines directly with bromine 
and sulphur on heating, while on fusion with alkalis it forms 
amenites. 

Arsenic and moat of its soluble compounds are very poisonous, 
and consequently the methods used for the detection of arsenic 
are very important. For full accounts of methods used in de-
tecting minute traces of arsenic in foods, dm, see " Report to 
Commission to Manchester Brewers' Central Association," the 
Analyst, 1900, 26, p. 8; " Report of Conjoint Committee of 
Society of Chemical Industry and Society of Public Analysts," 
the Analyst, 1902, 27, 13- 48; T. E. Thorpe, Journal of the Chemical 
Sodety, 1903, 83, 13• 774; 0. liehner and others, Journal of Society 
of Chemical Industry, 1902, 21, p. ea; also ADULTERATION. 

Arsenic and arsenical compounds generally can be detected by (a) 
Reiaxles Sea: A piece of clean copper a dipped in a solution of an 
anemias compound which has been previously acidified with pure 
hydrochloric acid. A grey film ie produced on the surface of the 
copper, probably due to the formation of a copper arsenide. The 
reaction proceeds better on heating the solution. On removing, 
washing and gently drying the metal and heating it in a glass tube, 
a white crystalline sublimate is formed on the cool part of the tube; 
under the same conditions antimony does not prod-me a crystalline 
sublimate. 

Pliatinantes test and Yank's lest depend on the fact that arsenic 
and its compounds, when present in a solution in which hydrogen 
is being generated, are converted into arseniuretted hydrogen, 
which can be readily detected either by its action on silver nitrate 
solution or by its decomposition on beating. In Fleitmann's tea, 
the solution containing the arsenious compound is mixed with pure 

mhydroxide soludon and a piece of pure zinc or aluminium 
ffitlarr:ppW in and the whole then heated. A piece of bibulous 
paw, moistened with silver nitrate, is held over the mouth of the 
tube, and if arsenic be present, a grey cc black deposit is seen on 
the paper, due to the silver nitrate being reduced by the arseniuretted 
hydrow. Antimony igives no reaction under these conditions, so 
tMt the method can be used to detect arsenic in the presence of 

anti 
imony,  but

hod 
 the test is not in delicate as either R -einsch's or 

's met. 
In the Marsh test the solution containing the amnions compounds 

is mixed with pure hydrochloric acid and placed in an apparatus in 
which hydrogen is generated from pure zinc and pure sulphuric acid. 
The arseniuretted hydrogen produced is passed through a tube 
containing lead acetate paper and soda-lime, and finally through 
■ !arrow glass tube, conotriMed at various manta and bested by 
a way masa lima As abs. armehwetted "wires= pares over 
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the heated portion it is decomposed and a Meek deposit fanned. 
Instead of heating the tube, the gas may be ignited at the mouth of 
the tube and a cold surface of porcelain or platinum placed in the 
flame, when a black deposit is formed on the surface. This may be 
distinguished from the similar antimony deposit by its seedy .  solu-
bility in a solution of sodium hypcdimite. A blank experiment 
should always be carried out in testing for small quantities of 
arsenic, to ensure that the materials used are quite free from traces 
of arsenic. It is to be noted that the presence of nitric acid interferes 
with the Marsh test; and also that if the arsenic is present as an 
arsenic compound it must be reduced to the weenie= condition by 
the action of sulphurous acid. Arsenic compounds can be detected 
in the dry way by beating in a tube with a mixture of sodium car-
bonate and charcoal when a deposit of black amorphous arsenic is 
produced on the cool part of the tube, or by conversion of the 
compound into the trioxide and beating with dry sodium acetate 
when the offensive odour of the extremely poisonous cacodyl oxide 
is .produced. In the wet way, arsenious oxide and arsenites, acidified 

on the addition of sulphuretted hydrogen; this precipitate is soluble 
with hydrochloric acid, ve a yellow precipitate of arsenic trisulphide 

in 	of the al 'oe hydroxides, ammonium carbonate and 
yellow ammonium sulphide. Under like conditions arsenates only 
give a precipitate on long-continued boiling. 

Arsenic is usually estimated either in the form of magnesium 
pyroarsenate or as arsenic sulphide. For the pyroarmeete method 
It is necessary that the arsenic should be in the arsenic condition, if 
necessary this can be effected by heating with nitric acid; the acid 
solution is then mixed with " magnesia mixture " and made strongly 
alkaline by the addition of ammonia. It is then allowed to stand 
twenty-four hours, filtered, washed with dilute ammonia. dried. 
ignited to constant weight and weighed, the filter paper being 
incinerated separately after moistening with nitric acid. From the 
weight of magnesium pyroarsenate obtained the weight of arsenic 
can be calculated. 

In the sulphide method, the arsenic should be in the arsenious 
form. Sulphuretted hydrogen is passed through the liquid until 
it is thoroughly saturated, the excess of sulphuretted hydrogen is 
expelled from the solution by a brisk stream of carbon dioxide, and 
the precipitate is filtered on a Gooch crucible and washed with water 
containing a little sulphuretted hydrogen and dried at Too• C.-
it is then well washed with small quantities of pure carbon disulphide 
to remove any free sulphur, again dried and weighed. Arsenic can 
also be estimated by volumetric methods; for this purpose it must 
be in the arsenious condition, and the method of estimation consists 
in converting it into the arsenic condition by  means of a standard 
solution of iodine, in the presence of a cold saturated volution of 
sodium bicarbonate. 

The atomic weight of arsenic has been determined by many 
different chemists. J. Berzelius. in 1818, by heating arsenious 
oxide with excess of sulphur obtained the value 74'3; 3. Pelouze 
(ComPies roans, 184s, go, p. rimy) dusted arsenic chloride with 
silver volution and obtained 75m; and F. Kessler (Pau. Ann. 
1861, 113, p. t34) by converting arsenic trisulphide in hydrochloric 
acid solution into arsenic pentasulphide also obtained 75.0. 

CemPoundr.—Arsenie forms two bydrides:—The 
is 	

&hydrider
s a brown velvety powder formed when sodium or 

potassium arsenide is decomposed by water. It is a somewhat 
unstable substance, decomposing on being heated, with liberation 
~rages. Arsenic i•ihydrrle (arsine or areeniuretted hydrogen), 
Aril, is formed by decomposing zinc arsenide with dilute sulphuric 
acid; by the action of nascent hydrogen on arsenious compounds. 
and by the electrolysis of solutions of arsenious and arsenic acids; 
it is also a product of the action of organic matter on many arsenic 
compounds. It is a colourless gas of unpleasant smell. excessively 
poisonous, very slightly soluble in water. It easily burns, forming 
arsenious oxide if the combustion proceeds in an excess of air, or 
arsenic if the supply of air is limited; it is also decomposed into its 
constituent elements when heated. It liquefies at - go• C. and becomes 
solid at - nal' C. (K. Olszewski). Metals such as tin, potassium 
and sodium, when heated in the gas, form arsenide,, with -liberation 
of hydrogen i and solutions of gold and silver salts are reduced 
by the gas with precipitation of metallic gold and silver. Chlorine. 
bromine and iodine decompose arsine nattily, the action being most 
violent in the case of chlorine. 

Arsenic tribremide. &Bre. is formed by the direct union of arsenic 
and bromine, and subsequent distillation from the excess of arsenic; 
it forms colourless deliquescent prisms which melt at me-2e C. 
and boil at 22e C. Water decomposes it. s small quantity of water 
leading to the formation of the earybromide. As0Br, whilst a large 
excess of water gives arsenious aside, Am0.. 

MI: or Aril. which is pawed beating one part of arsenic with 
Arsenic certainly forms two, or tise ibly three iodides. 'Medi-iodide. 

two parts of iodine, in a sealed tube to 230• C., forms dark cherry-
red prisms, which are easily oxidised, and are readily decomposed by 
water. The tri-isdide. Asli. prepared by subliming arsenic and iodine 
together in a retort, by leads arsine into an alcoholic iodine 
solution, or by boiling powdered arsenic and iodine with water, 
filtering and evaporating, forms brick-red hexagonal tables, of 
specific gravity 4.39. soluble in alcohol, ether and bemuse. and in a 
large excess of water; in tlp mama of a small quantity of water. 

it is decomposed with formation of hydriedk acid and an insoluble 
bogie salt of the composition 4As0I-3As:04-24H10. It con:Lines 
with alkaline iodides to form very unstable compounds. The paw-
iodide. Ails, appears to be formed when a mixture of one pert of 
arsenic and seven parts of iodine is basted to t90• C., but on di. 
solving the resulting product in carbon • and awaking 
from this solvent, only. the tri-iodide is obtained. 

Arsenic irichleride. disClg, is prepared by distilling white argede 
with concentrated sulphuric acid and common ask, or by the dint 
union of arsenic with chlorine. Of from the action of  PhrlaPhorws 
pentachloride on white arsenic. It is a colourless oily heavy liquid 
of specific gravity 2.205 (o• C.). which, when pure and free from 
chlorine, solidifies at - Ift•C., and boils at 132•C. It is very poisonous 
and decomposes in moist air with evolution of white fumes. With a 
little water it forms arsenic oicyriskride. AsOCI, and with excess of 
water it is completely decomposed into hydrochloric acid and white 
arsenic. It combines directly with ammonia to form a solid com-
pound vatiouslygivenasAsClr3NH„or2AsCl,•7NHs,orAzCl s•4NH s. 

Arsenic iriflueride, AaF a. is prepared by distilling white arsenic with 
fluorspar and sulphuric acid, or by heating arsenic tribromide with 
11111111011111.1111 fluoride; it int colouring liquid Of specific gravity 2-73. 
boiling at 63• C.; it fumes in air, and in contact with the slum 
produces painful wounds- It is decomposed by water into arsenious 
add hydrofluoric acids, and absorbs ammonia forming the compound 
2AsFc5Nlia. By the action of gaseous ammonia on arsenious halides 
at -30• C. to C., arsenanride, As(N Hi), is formed. Water de-
composes it into arsenious oxide and ammonia, and when heated 
to 6o• it loses ammonia and forms arsesissids, AeriNH), (C. Huger, 
Comte. rend. woe, tn. p. 54). For AsF1, see Der., 1906, 39, p. 67. 

Two oxides of arsenic are definitely known to exist. namely the 
trioxide (white arsenic), AmOg. and the pentoxide, MO*, while the 
existence of a suboxide. Ass0(?), has also been mooted. Arsenic 
trioxide has been known from the earliest timeg, and was called 
Haesenrarci (furnace-smoke) by Basil Valentine. It occurs naturally 
in the mineral claiscletite, and can be artificially prepared by burning 
arsenic in air or oxygen- It is obtained commercially by roasting 
arsenical pyrites in either a Brunton's or Oxland's rotatory nicker, 
the crude product being collected in suitable condensing chambers, 
and afterwards refined by resublimation, usually in reverberatory 
furnaces, the foreign matter being deposited in a long flue leading
the condensing chambers. White arsenic exists in two crystalline  
forms (octahedral and prismatic) and one amorphous form: the 
octahedral form Is produced by the rapid cooling of arsenic 
vapour, or by coolie( a warm saturated solution in water, or by 
crystallization from hydrochloric acid, and also by the gradual 
transition of the amorphous variety, this last phenomenon being 
attended by the evolution of heat. Its specific gravity is 3.7; it s
only slight y soluble in cold water, but is more soluble in hot water, 
the solution reacting faintly acid. The prismatic variety of the oxide 
can be obtained by crystallization from a saturated boiling solution 
in potassium hydroxide. or by the crystallization of a minim of silver 
arsenite in nitric acid. Its specific gravity is 4.15. In the amorphous 
condition it can be obtained by condensing the vapour of the oxide 
at as high a temperature as possible, when a vitreous mass is pro-
duced. which melts at 200' C, has a specific gravity of 3-6111-3-7” 
and is more soluble in water than the crystalline variety. 

Arsenious oxide is very poisonous. It acts as a reducing agent; It 
is not convertible into the pentoxide by the direct action of oxygen-, 
and its solution is reduced by many metals (e.g. zinc, tin and 
cadmium) with precipitation of arsenic and formate:mot arsenimetted 
hydrogen. The solution of arsenious oxide in water reacts acid 
towards litmus and contains tribasic arsenious acid, although on 
evaporation of the solution the trioxide is obtained and not the free. 
acid. The salts of the acid are, however, very stable, and am knower 
as arsenites. Of these salts several series are known, namely the 
orillo-arsenites, which are derivatives of the acid 11,As08, the meta-
mantes, derivatives of HAs0:, and the pyro-arsenites, derivatives 
of H4Ase0s. The arsenites of the alkali metals are soluble in water, 
those of the other metals are insoluble in water, but ere readily soluble 
in acids. A neutral solution of an arsenite gives a yellow precipitate 
of silver arsenite. ApAs01, with silver nitrate solution, and a 
yellowish-green precipitate (Scheeles green), of co_mic hydrogen 
arsenite, CuHAsO, with copper sulphate solution. By the action of 
oxidizing agents such as nitric add, iodine solution, ft., ammious 
acid is readily converted into arsenic acid. in the latter case the re, 
action proceeding according to the equation Halls0,-14,1-H.0 
HiAs0:+2HI. Arsenic pentoxide, Are0i. is most easil obtained 
by oxidation of as solution of arsenious acid with nitric

y 
 acid; the 

solution on concentration deposits the compound 211,0604-Ms0 
(below 1 5• C.), which on being heated to a dark red beat loses its 
water of crystallization and leaves a white vitreous mass of the 
pentoxide. This substance dissolves slowly in water, forming 
arsenic acid;  dV heating to redness it decomposes into arsenic and 
oxygen, deliquesces in moist air. and is easily reduced to arsenic 
b7Ciing with carbon. 

Arsenic acid. HeAs04. is prepared as shown above, the compound 
21.18AsOcH,0 on being heated to too* C. parting with its water of 
crystallization and leaving a residue of the acid, which crystalbaco 
is needles. On heating to tlio° C. it loses water and yields peso. 
arsenic acidjigAse0/. which a& soe C. loses more Tau:rood karst 
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a crystalline Masa of Meta-arsenk add, 14As01. There latter two 
acids are only stable in the solid state; they dissolve reldily fn 
water with evolution of heat and immediate transformation Into 
the ortho-anenic acid. The salts of arsenic acid, termed arsenates, 
are Isomorphous with the phosphates, and in general character and 
reactions resemble the phosphates very .  closely; thus both series 
of salts give similar preapitates with "magnesia mixture" and 
with ammonium molybdate solution, but they can be distinguished 
by their behaviour with silver nitrate solution, arsenates giving a 
reddish-brown precipi ta te,whilst phosphates give a yellow precipitate. 

There are three known compounds of arsenic and sulphur. narea 
realgar AB'S., orpiment As,S3, and arsenic pentasulphide 
Realgar occurs native in orange prisms of specific gravity 3•5; it 
is prepared artificially by fusing together arsenic and sulphur, but 
the resulting products vary somewhat in composition; it is readily 
fusible and sublimes unchanged, and burns on heating in a current 
of oxygen, forming arsenic tnoxide and sulphur dioxide. 

Orpiment (anti pigmenium) occurs native in pale yellow rhombic 
prisms, and can be obtained in the amorphous form by passing a 
current of sulphuretted hydrogen gas through a solution of arsenious 
oxide or an arscnite, previously acidified with dilute hydrochloric 
acid. It melts easily and volatilizes. It burns on heatint in air, 
and is soluble in solutions of alkaline hydroxides and carbonates, 
forming thioarsenites, AssSa-E.4 IN: HO K,1-1AsOi+ 
On acidifying the solution so obtained with hydrochloric acid, the 
whole of the arsenic is reprecipitated as trisulphide, 

AsS, t 4 Id CI •s4KCI +3H,04-As,S,. Arsenic pentasulph le,AseSs. 
can be prepared by fusing the trisulphide with the requisite amount 
of sulphur; it is a yellow easily-fusible solid, which in absence 
of air can be sublimed unchanged; it is soluble in solution, of the 
caustic alkalis, forming thioarsenates, which can also be ribtained 
by the action of alkali polysulphides on orpiment. The thio.usenites 
and thioarsenates of the alkali metals are easily soluble in water, 
and are readily decomposed by the action of mineral acids. Arsenic 
compounds containing selenium and sulphur are known, such as 
arsenic seleno-sulphide, AsSeS,. and arsenic thio-selenide. AsSfles 
Arsenic phosphide, AsP, results when phosphine is passed in t oarsenic 
trichloride, being precipitated as a red-tnown powder. 

Many organic arsenic compounds are known, analogous to those 
of nitrogen and phosphorus, but apparently the primary and 
secondary arsines, AsH i •CH, and AsH(CH,),. do not exist. although 
the corresponding chlorine derivatives, AsCI•CHs, methyl arsine 
chloride, and AsCI(CHa),, dimethyl amine chloride, are known. 
The tertiary arsines, such as As(CH,),, trimethyl amine. and the 
quaternary arsonium iodides and hydroxides, (CHO., 1st and 
(CH.).As•H, tetramethyl arsonium iodide and hydroxr.k, have 
been obtained. The arsines and amine chlorides are liquid of over-
powering smell, and in some cases exert an extremely irritati rag action 
on the mucous membrane. They do not possess basic properties: 
the halogen in the chlorine compounds is readily replaced In oxygen, 
and the oxides produced behave like basic oxides. The Alondes 
AsCI,•CH, and AsCl(CH,), as well as As(CH,), are capatile of com-
bining with two atoms of chlorine, the arsenic atom al patently 
changing from the tai- to the penta-valent condition, and ilia cone- 
spun oxygen compounds can also be oxidized to compounds 
containing one oxygen atom or two hydroxyl groups more, forming 
acids or oxides. The compounds of the type AOC,. e.g. AsCI•CH,. 
AsCII(01141, on heating break down, with separation of methyl 
chloride and formation of compounds of the type AaXi ; the break- 
ing down taking place more readily the fewer the number of methyl 
groups in the compound. The dimethyl arsine (or cacodyl) com-
pounds have been most studied. On distillation of equal parts of 
dry potassium acetate and arsenious oxide, a colourless liquid of 
unbearable smell passes over which Is spontaneously inflammable 
and excessively poisonous. It is sometimes called Cadet's fuming 
liquid, and its composition was determined by R. Bunsen. who 
gave it the name cacodyl oxide (sweiglar, stinking); its formation 
may be shown thus: 

As -FOCH.0O2K ?( (CHarA1120+41C8CO34-4C0). 
The liquid is spontaneously inflammable owintyto the presence of 
free cacodyl, Ass(CH,)., which is also obtained 	heating the oxide 
with zinc clippings in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide; it is a liquid 
of overpowering odour, and bolls at zio'C. Cacodyl oxide boils at 
150'C., and on exposure to air takes up oxygen and water and 
passes over into the crystalline cacodylic acid, thus: 

(CH,),AsbO-FH,0-1-0, 

Pharmacalogy.—Of arsenic and its compounds, arsenious acid 
(dose gr.) and its preparation liquor arsenicalis, Fowler's 
solution (dose 2-8 111), are in very common use. The iodide of 
arsenic (dose gr.) is one of the ingredients of Donovan's 
solution (see Mraccav); and iron arsenate (dose lig-1 gr. in a 
pill), a mixture of ferrous and ferric arsenates with some iron 
oxide, is of great use in certain cases. Sodium arsenate (- 416-6 
p.) Is somewhat less commonly prescribed, though all the com-
pounds of this metal have great value in experienced bands. 

Externally, arsenious add Is s powerful caustic when applied 
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to raw surfaces, though it has no action on the unbroken skin: 
Internally, unless the dose be extremely small, all preparations 
are severe gastro-Intestinal irritants. This effect is the same 
however the drug be administered, as, even after subcutaneous 
injection, the arsenic is excreted into the stomach after absorp-
tion, and thus sets up gastritis in Its passage through the mucous 
membrane. In minute doses it is a gastric stimulant, promoting 
the flow of gastric juice. It is quickly absorbed into the blood, 
where its presence can be demonstrated especially in the white 
blood corpuscles. In certain forms of anaemia it increases the 
number of the red corpuscles and also their haemoglobin content. 
None of these known effectsof arsenic is sufficient to account for 
the profound change that a course of the drug will often produce 
in the condition of a patient. It has some power of affecting the 
general metabolism, but no wholly satisfactory explanation is 
forthcoming. According to Bins and Schultz its power is due 
to the fact that it is an oxygen-carrier, arsenious acid withdrawing 
oxygen from the protoplasm to form arsenic add, which subse-
quently yields up its oxygen again. It is thus vaguely called an 
alterative, since the patient recovers under its use. It is elimin-
ated chiefly by the urine, and to a less extent by the alimentary 
canal, sweat, saliva, bile, milk, tears, hair, drc., but it is also 
stored up in the body mainly in the liver and kidneys. 

Therapadics.—Externally arsenious acid has been much used 
by quack doctors to destroy morbid growths, Sic., a paste or 
solution being applied, strong enough to kill the mass of tissue 
and make it slough out quickly. But many accidents have 
resulted from the arsenic being absorbed, and the patient thereby 
poisoned. Internally it is useful in certain forms of dyspepsia, 
but as some patients are quite unable to tolerate the drug, it must 
always be administered in very small doses at first, the quantity 
being slowly increased as tolerance is shown. Children as a rule 
bear it better than adults. It should never be given on an 
empty stomach, but always after a full meal. Certain cases of 
anaemia which do not yield to iron are often much improved by 
arsenic, though in other apparently similar ones it appears to be 
valueless. It is the routine treatment for pernicious anaemia 
and Hodgkin's disease, though here again the drug may be of 
no avail. For the neuralgia and anaemia following malaria, for 
rheumatoid arthritis, for chorea and also asthma and hay fever, 
it is constantly prescribed with excellent results. Certain skin 
diseases, as psoriasis, pemphigus and occasionally chronic 
eczema, are much benefited by its use, though occasionally a 
too prolonged course will produce the very lesion for which under 
other circumstances it is a cure. A recent method of using 
the drug is in the form of sodium cacodylate by subcutaneous 
injection, and this preparation is said to be free from the cumu-
lative effects sometimes arising after the prolonged use of the 
other forms. Other organic derivatives employed are sodium 
metharsenite and sodium anilarsenate or atoxyl; hypodermic 
injections of the latter have been used in the treatment of 
sleeping sickness. Occasionally, as among the Styrians, indi-
viduals acquire the habit of arsenic-eating, which is said to 
Increase their weight, strength and appetite, and dears their 
complexion. The probable explanation is that an antitoxin is 
developed within them. 

Toxicology and Forensic ifedicine.—The commonest source of 
arsenical poisoning is the arsenious acid or white arsenic, which 
in one form is white and opaque, like flour, for which it has been 
mistaken with fatal results. Also, as it has little taste and no 
colour it is easily mixed with food for homicidal purposes. 
When combined with potash or soda it is used to saturate fly-
papers, and strong solutions can be obtained by soaking these in 
water; this fact has also been used with criminal intent. Copper 
arsenite (or Scheele's green) used to be much employed as a 
pigment for wall-papers and fabrics, and toxic effects have 
resulted from their use. Metallic arsenic is probably not 
poisonous, but as it usually becomes oxidized in the alimentary 
canal, the usual symptoms of arsenical poisoning follow its use. 

In acute poisoning the interval between the reception of the 
poison and the onset of symptoms ranges from ten minutes, or 
even lees, if a strong solution be taken on an empty stomach, to 
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twelve or more hones If the drug be taken in solid form and the 
stomach be full of food. The usual period, however, is from 
half an hour to an hour. In a typical case a sensation of heat 
developing into a burning pain is felt in the throat and stomach. 
This is soon followed by uncontrollable vomiting, and a little 
later by severe purging, the stools being first of all faecal but 
later assuming a rice water appearance and often containing 
blood. The patient suffers from intense thirst, which cannot be 
relieved, as drinking is immediately followed by rejection of the 
swallowed fluid. There is profound collapse, the features are 
sunken, the skin moist and cyanosed. The pulse is feeble and 
irregular, and respiration is slifficult. The pain in the stomach 
is persistent, and cramps in the calves of the legs add to the 
torture. Death may be preceded by coma, but consciousness is 
often maintained to the end. The similarity of the symptoms 
to those of cholera is very marked, but if the suspicion arises it 
can soon be cleared up by examining any of the secretions for 
arsenic. More rarely the poison seems to centre itself on the nerve 
centres, and gastro-intestinal symptoms may be almost or quite 
absent. In such cases the acute collapse occurs in company with 
both superficial and deep anaesthesia of the limbs, and is soon 
followed by coma terminating in death. In criminal poisoning 
repeated doses are usually given; so that such cases may not be 
typical, but will present some of the aspects of acute and some of 
chronic arsenical poisoning. As regards treatment, the stomach 
must be washed out with warm water by means of a soft rubber 
tube, an emetic being also administered. Then, if available, 
freshly precipitated ferric hydrate must be given, which can be 
prepared by adding a solution of ammonia to one of iron per-
chloride. The precipitate is strained off, and the patient can 
swallow it suspended in water. While this is being obtained, 
magnesia, castor oil or olive oil can be given; or failing all these, 
copious draughts of water. The collapse must be treated with hot 
blankets and bottles, and subcutaneous injections of brandy, ether 
or strychnine. The pain can be lessened by injections of morphia. 

Arsenic may be gradually obsorbed into the system in very 
small quantities over a prolonged period, the symptoms of 
chronic poisoning resulting. The commonest sources used to be 
wall-papers, fabrics, artificial flowers and toys: also certain 
trades, as in the manufacture of arsenical sheep-dipping. But 
at the present time cases arising from these causes occur very 
rarely. In goo an outbreak of "peripheral neuritis" with 
various skin affections occurred in Lancashire, which was traced 
to beer made from glucose and invert sugar, in the preparation of 
which sulphuric acid contaminated with arsenic was said to 
have been used But the nature of the disease in this case was 
decidedly obscure. The symptoms so closely resembled those of 
beri-beri that it has also been suggested that the illness was the 
same, and was caused by the manufacture of the glucose from 
mouldy rice (see Baser-Ban), though no proof of this was possible. 
The earliest symptoms are slight gastric disorders, loss of appetite 
and general malaise, followed later by colicky pains, irritation 
of eyelids and skin eruptions. But sooner or later peripheral 
neuritis develops, usually beginning with sensory disturbances, 
tingling, numbness, formication and occasionally cutaneous 
anaesthesia. Later the affected muscles become exquisitely 
tender, and then atrophy, while the knee-jerk or other reflex is 
lost. Pigmentation of the skin may occur in the later stages. 
Recovery is very slow, and in fatal cases death usually results 
from heart failure. 

After acute poisoning, the stomach at a pan-modem presents 
signs of intense inflammation, parts or the whole of its mucous 
membrane being of a colour varying from dark red to bright 
vermilion and of ten corrugated. Submucous haemorrhages are 
usually present, but perforation is rare. The rest of the ali-
mentary canal exhibits inflammatory changes in a somewhat 
lesser degree. After chronic poisoning a widely spread fatty 
degeneration is present. Arsenic is found in almost every part of 
the body, but is retained in largest amount by the liver, secondly 
by the kidneys. After death from chronic poisoning it is found 
present even in the brain and spongy bone. The detection of 
arsenic in criminal cases is effected either by Reinsch's test oe  

by Marsh's test, the urine being the secretion analysed wheat 
available. But Reinsch's test cannot be used satisfactorily for a 
quantitative determination, nor can it be used in the presence of 
chlorates or nitrates. And Marsh's test is very unmanageable 
with organic liquids on account of the uncontrollable frothing 
that takes place. But in such cases the organic matter can be 
first destroyed by one of the various methods, usually the moist 
method devised by Fresenius being chosen. 

ARSENIIIS (c. 354-450, an anchorite, said to have been born 
of a noble Roman family, who achieved a high reputation for his 
knowledge of Greek and Roman literature. He wan appointed 
by Theodosius the Great, tutor of the young princes Arcadius 
and Honorius, but at the age of forty he retired to Egypt, where 
for forty years he lived in monastic seclusion at Scetis in the 
Thebais, under the spiritual guidance of St John the Dwarf. 
He is said to have gained the admiration of his fellows by the 
extreme rigour of his asceticism. The remainder of his life he 
spent at Canopus, and Troll near Memphis, where he died at the 
age of ninety-five. Of his writings two collections of admonitory 
maxims are extant: the first, AulcureaXta sent ra,oalrecnt, con-
taining instructions for monks, is published with a Latin version 
by Ft. Combefis in A sectarian ballad. potr. mai/sirs. (Paris, 
1672), pp. 3or f.; the second is a collection of forty-four wise 
sayings put together by his friends under the title of 'Avo.01-rpara 
(see Cotelerius, EcrJ. grace. monem., 1677, L PP. 353-372). In 
the Roman Catholic Church his festival is on the zeth of July, 
in the Orthodox Eastern Church on the 8th of May. His 
biography by Simeon Metaphrastes is largely fiction. 

ARS12111:18 AUTORIANIIS (13th century), patriarch of Con-
stantinople, lived about the middle of the 13th century. He 
received his education in Nicaea at a monastery of which be 
later became the abbot, though not in orders. Subsequently be 
gave himself up to a life of solitary asceticism in a Bithynian 
monastery, and is said, probably wrongly, to have remained 
some time in a monastery on Mount Athos. From this seclusion 
he was in A.D. x ass called by Theodore II. Lascaris to the 
position of patriarch at Nicaea, and four years later, on that 
emperor's death, became joint guardian of his son John. His 
fellow-guardian Georgics Mouzalon was immediately murdered 
by Michael Palaeologus, who assumed the position of tutor. 
Arsenius then took refuge in the monastery of Paschasius, 
retaining his office of patriarch but refusing to discharge its 
duties. Niceplsorus of Ephesus was appointed in his stead. In 
1261 Michael, having recovered Constantinople, induced Arsenius 
again to undertake the office of patriarch, but soon incurred his 
severe censure by ordering the young prince John to be blinded. 
Arsenius went so far as to excommunicate the emperor, who, 
having vainly sought for pardon, took refuge in false accusations 
against Arsenius and caused him to be banished to Proconnesus, 
where some years afterwards (according to Fabricius in 1264; 
others say in 1273) he died. Throughout these years he declined 
to remove the sentence of excommunication which he had passed 
upon Michael, and after his death, when the new patriarch 
Josephus gave absolution to the emperor, the quarrel was carried 
on between the " Arsenitea " and the " josephists." The 
" Arsenian schism " lasted till 1315, when reconciliation was 
effected by the patriarch Niphon (see Gibbon, Decline and Fall 
of the Roman Empire, ed. J. B. Bury, aka, ;01- vi. 467 
Arsenius is said to have prepared from the decisions of the 
councils and the works of the Fathers a summary of divine laws 
under the title Synopsis Cars/num. This was published (Greek 
original and Latin version) by G. Vora and H. Justel in Bane-
theca 1w. Cason. let. (Paris, :664, y.so foil. Some hold that 
the Synopsis was the work of another Arsenius, a monk of Athos 
(see L. Petit in Vacant's Diet. AUL catkaf. i. col. sou); the 
ascription depends on whether the patriarch Arsenius did or did 
not sojourn at Mount Athos. 

See Georgia. Pachyrneres ii. is, iii. persist, iv. 1.46: Nicepharas 
Gregoras w. 1. iv. 1; for the will of Arsenius see Cotelaius. 
Mosusuada. ii. 168. 

ARSES, Persian king, youngest son of Artaxerxes 	was 
✓aised to the throes in 338 5.c. by Bagoas (g.s.), who had 
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serirdered his father and all his brothers. But when the young 
king tried to make himself independent, Bagoas killed him too, 
with as his children. in the third year of his reign (336) (Diod. 
271; &tab° 1S.  736; Trogus, ProL x., Alexander's despatch 
to Darius III.; Arden ii. 14. s, and the Ch10110378phelll). IA 
Plutarch, De fort. Alex. u. 3. s, he is called Dames; in Johannes 
Antioch. p. 38, Arrears; in the canon of Ptolemy, Armes 
(by Elias of Nisibis, Ards); in a chronological tablet from 
Babylon (Brit. Mus. Sp. ii. 7r, Zeitschrift far Amyrielogie, viii. 
176, 1. 64) be is abbreviated into 4r. See PeltsIA: Ancient 

(Eo. PA.) 
MURIA the name of four Egyptian princesses of the 

Ptolemaic dynasty. The name was introduced into the Ptolemaic 
dynasty by the mother of Ptolemy I. This &ulna was originally 
a mistress of Philip IL of Macedon, who presented her to a 
Macedonian soldier Lams shortly before Ptolemy was born. It 
was, therefore, assumed by the Macedonians that the Ptolemaic 
house was really descended from Philip (see Protaacts) 

a. Daughter of Lysimachus, king of Thrace, first wife of 
Ptolemy II. Pluladeiplits (385-247 n.e.). Accused of conspiring 
against her husband, who perhaps already contemplated marriage 
with his sister, also named Arsinol, she was banished to Coptos, 
in Upper Egypt. Her son Ptolemy was afterwards king under 
the title of Euergetes. It is supposed by some (e.g. Niebuhr, 
Kleine d. Ehrlich', De Callionaelti fryttnris) that she is 
to be identified with the Arsino6 who became wife of Maps, 
king of Cyrene, and that she married him after her exile to 
Copies. But this hypothesis is apparently without foundation. 
Maps before his death had betrothed his daughter Berenice to 
the son of his brother Ptolemy II. Philedelphus, but Arena, 
disliking the projected alliance, induced Demetrius the Fair, 
son of Demetrius Potiorcetes, to accept the throne of Cyrene as 
husband of Berenice. She herself, however, fell in love with 
the young minim and Berenice in revenge formed a con-
spiracy, and, having slain Demetrius, married Ptolemy's son 

BZ/LENI•Z, 3). 
s. Daughter of Ptolemy I. Soter and Berenice. Bora about 

316 D.C., she married Lysimachus, king of Thrace, who made 
over to her the territories of his divorced wife, Amman's. To 
secure the succession for her own children she brought about 
the murder of her stepson Amthodes. Lysandra, the wife of 
Agethodes, took refuge with Seleucus, king of Syria, who made 
war upon Lysimachus and defeated him (281). After her 
husband's death Aninol fled to Ephesus and afterwards to 
Camandreia in Macedonia. Seleucus, who had seized Lysisna-
clues kingdom, was murdered in 281 by Ptolemy Commas 
(half-brother of Arsino6), who thus became master of Thrace 
and Macedonia. To obtain possession of Cessendreis, he offered 
his hand in marriage to Anna, and being admitted into the 
town, killed her two younger sons and banished her to Santo-
thrice. Escaping to Egypt, she became the wife of her full 
brother Ptolemy IL, the first instance of the practice (afterwards 
common) of the Greek kings of Egypt marrying their sisters. 
She was a woman oil masterful character and won great influence. 
Her husband, though she bore him no children, was devoted to 
her and paid her all possible honour after bar death in 271. 
lie gave her name to a number of cities, and also to a district 
(nome) of Egypt.' It is related that he ordered the architect 
Dinocbares to build a temple in her honour in Alexandria; in 
order that her statue, made of iron, might appear to be suspended 
In the sir, the roof was to consist of an arch of loadstones (Pliny, 
1:/ire. Nal. =dr. 41). Coins were also struck, showing her 
crowned and veiled on the obverse, with a double cornucopia on 
the reverse. She was worshipped as a goddess under the title of 
Oed idakidlehdor, and she and her husband as Eteol dlehoSo: 

xxiv. 2, 3; Pausanias i. 7). 
See von Pratt, Mein. Mos. MI. (1398), pp. 460 f. 
3. Daughter of Ptolemy III. Euergetes, sister and wife of 

Ptolemy IV. Philopator. She seems to be erroneously celled 

' The appendix to pt. ii. of the Tebtunis series of papyri (Greaten, 
Hunt and speed, Pm) contains a lengthy account of the topo-
graphy vi the Arsinoite some. 

Eurydice by Justin (mt. a), and Cleopatra by Livy (moil. 4). 
Her presence greed?,  encouraged the troops at the battle of 
Raphia (2:0, in which Antiocbus the Great was defeated. Her 
husband put her to death to please his mistress Agathodeia, 
a Samian dancer (between HO and nos). She was worshipped 
as Oat Mallorlinsp; she and her husband as Owl PiXerfrroes 
(Polybius v. 831 84, ay. 1S-33). 

4. Youngest daughter of Ptolemy XIIL Auletes, and sister 
of the famous Cleopatra. During the siege of Alexandria by . 

Julius Caesar (48) she was recognized as queen by the inhabitants, 
her brother, the young Ptolemy, being then held captive by 
Caesar. Caesar took her with him to Rome as a precaution. 
After Caesar's triumph she was slowed to return to Alexandria. 
After the battle of Philippi she was put to death at Miletus 
(or in the temple of Artemis ,at Ephesus) by order of Mark 
Antony, at the request of her sister Cleopatra (Dio Cassius 
xlii• 39; Caesar, Bell. cis. iii. sit; Appian, Dell. dm v. 51). 

MITHORIT183.—For .general authorities see article PTOLKIII1LS. 
The article " Anima " a Pauly-WisecnnesRsalearycloddie contains 
a full list of those who bore the name, and also of the numerous towns 
which were called after the various princesses. 

ARSDIOITHERIIT1 (so called from the Egyptian queen 
Arsino6), a gigantic horned mammal from the Middle Eocene 
beds of the Fayum, Egypt, representing a sub-order of Ungulate, 
called Barypoda. The skull is remarkable for carrying a huge 
pair of horn-cores above the muzzle, which seem to be the en-
larged nasal bones, and a rudimentary pair farther back; the 
front born-cores, Wm the rest of the skull, consist of a mere shell 
of bone, and were probably clothed in life with horny sheaths. 
The teeth form a continuous even series, the small canines being 
crowded between the incisors and premolars; the crowns of the 
cheek-series are tall (hypsodont), with a distinctive pattern of 
their own. Although the brain is relatively larger, the bones of 
the limbs, especially the short, five-toed feet, approximate to 
those of the Amblypode and Proboscidea; but in the articula-
tion of the astragalus with both the navicular and cuboid 
Arsinoithevium is nearer the former than the latter group. 

It is probable, however, that these resemblances are mainly 
due to parallelism in development, and are in all three cases 
adaptations necessary to support the enormous weight of the 
body. On the other hand, the marked resemblance of the 
structure of the tarsus is probably indicative of descent from 
nearly allied condylarthrous ancestors (see PHENACODUS). No 
importance can be attached to the presence of horns as an 
indication of affinity between Anima:he:rims and the Ambly-
pods; and there are important differences in the structure of 
the skulls of the two, notably in the external auditory meatus, 
the occiput, the premaxillse, the palatal foramina and the lower 
jaw. 

From the Proboaddee Arrineitheriam differs broadly in skull 
structure, in the form of the cheek-teeth, and in the persistence 
of the complete dental series of forty-four without gaps or 
enlargement of particular teeth. Whether there is any relation-
ship with the Hyrecoides cannot be determined until we are 
acquainted with the forerunners of Artineitheriam, which is 
evidently a highly specialized type. 

It may be added that as the name Barypoda has been used 
at an earlier date for another group of animals, the alternative 
title Embrithopode has been suggested in case the former should 
be considered barred. 

See C. W. Andrews, Descriptive Catalogue of the Tertiary Vertebrate 
of the Bayonet, British Museum (urn). (R. L.) 

ARSON (from Lat. ardere, to burn), a crime which has been 
described as the malicious and voluntary burning of the house of 
another (3 Co. but. 66). At common law in England it is an 
offence of the degree of felony. In the Roman civil law arson 
was punishable by death. It appears early in the history of 
English law, being known in ancient laws by the term of beernd. 
It is mentioned by Cunt as one of the bootless crimes, and under 
the Saxon laws was punishable by death. The sentence of death 
for arson was, says Stephen (Commentaries, iv. 89), in the reiga 
of Edward I. executed by a kind of Sex talionis, for the incendiaries 
were burnt to death; a punishment which was inflicted also under 
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the Gothic institutions Death continued to be the penalty at 
least down to the reign of King John, according to a reported 
cue (Gloucester Pleas, a. 216), but in course of time the penalty 
became that of other common-law felonies, death by the gallows. 
It is one of the earliest crimes in which the mans rea, or criminal 
intent, was taken special notice of. Bracton deals at length with 
the male censeinizia, which he says is necessary for this crime, 
and contrasts it with negligentia (f. 546 b), while in many early 
indictments malice aforethought (nsalitia gwaecogitata) appears. 
Arson was deprived of " benefit of clergy " under the Tudors, 
while an act of 8 Henry VL c. 6 (1429) made the wilful burning 
of houses, under particular circumstances, high treason, but acts 
of i Ed. VI. c. 12 (1547) and z Mary (iss3) reduced it to an 
ordinary felony. The English law concerning arson was con-
solidated by 7 & 8 Geo. IV. ado, which was repealed and re-
enacted by the Malicious Damage Act 186z. 

The common-law offence of arson (which has been greatly en-
larged by the act of i86i) required some part of the house to be 
actually burnt; neither a bare intention nor even an actual 
attempt by putting fire in or towards it will constitute the 
offence, if no part was actually burnt, but the burning of any 
part, however trifling, is sufficient, and the offence Is complete 
even if the fire is put out or goes out of itself. The burning 
must be malicious and wilful, otherwise it is only a trespass. 
If a man by wilfully setting fire to his own house burn the house 
of his neighbour also, it will be a felony, even though the primary 
intention of the party was to burn his own house only. The 
word house, in the definition of the offence at common law, 
extends not only to dwelling-houses, " but to all out-houses 
which are parcel thereof, though not adjoining thereto." Barns 
with corn and hay in them, though distant from a house, are 
within the definition. 

The different varieties of the offence are specified in the 
Malicious Damage Act 186z. The following crimes are thereby 
made felonies: (i) setting fire to any church, chapel, meeting-
house or other place of divine worship; (a) setting fire to a 
dwelling-house, any person being therein; (3) setting fire to a 
house, out-house, manufactory, farm-building, he, with intent 
to impose and defraud any person; (4) setting fire to buildings 
appertaining to any railway, port, dock or harbour; or (5) 
setting fire to any public building. In these cases the act pro-
vides that the person convicted shall be liable, at the discretion 
of the court, to be kept in penal servitude for life, or for any 
term not less than three years (altered to five years by the Penal 
Servitude Acts Amendment Act 1864), or to be imprisoned for 
any time not exceeding two years, with or without hard labour, 
and, if a male under sixteen years of age, with or without whip-
ping. Setting fire to other buildings, and setting fire to goods 
in buildings under such circumstances that, if the building were 
thereby set fire to, the offence would amount to felony, are 
subject to the punishments last enumerated, with this exception 
that the period of penal servitude Is limited to fourteen years. 
The attempt to set fire to any building, or any matter or thing 
not enumerated above, is punishable as a felony. Russell says 
(Crimes, p. 1780 that the term building is no doubt very in-
definite, but it was used in ci & so Viet. c. 25, s. 2; and it was 
thought much better to adopt this term and leave it to be inter-
preted as each case might arise, than to attempt to define; as 
any such attempt would probably have failed in producing any 
expression more certain than the term " building " itself. In 
R. v. Manning, 5872 (L.R. z C.C.R. 338), it was held that an 
unfinished house was a building within the meaning of the act. 
The setting fire to crops of bay, grass, corn, ikc., is punishable 
by penal servitude for any period not exceeding fourteen years, 
but setting fire to stacks of the same, or any cultivated vegetable 
produce, or to peat, coals, he, is regarded as a more serious 
offence, and the penal servitude may be for life. For the 
attempt to commit the last two offences penal servitude is limited 
to seven years. Setting fire to mines of coal, anthracite or other 
mineral fuel is visited with the full measure of penalty, and in 
the cue of an attempt the penal servitude is limited to fourteen 
years. By the Dockyards, U., Protection Act 5772 it is a felony  

punishable by death wilfully and maliciously to set fire to any 
of His Majesty's ships or vessels of war, or any of His Majesty's 
arsenals, magazines, dockyards, rope-yards, victualling offices 
or buildings therein, or any timber, material, stores or ammuni-
tion of war therein or in any part of His Majesty's dominions. 
If the person guilty of the offence is a person subject to naval 
discipline, he is triable by court-martial, and if found guilty, a 
sentence of capital punishment may be passed. The Malicious 
Damage Act 5861, s. 43, also includes as a felony the setting 
fire to any ship or vessel, with intent to prejudice any owner 
or part owner of the vessel, or of any goods on the same, orally 
person who has underwritten any policy of insurance on the vessel, 
or upon any goods on board the same. 

In Scotland the offence equivalent to arson in England is 
known by the more expressive name of fire-raising. The crime 
was punishable capitally by old consuetudinary law, but it is 
now no longer capital, and may be tried in the sheriff court 
(50 sz Vict. c. 35, a. 50. Formerly the public prosecutor bad 
the privilege of declining to demand capital punishment, and he 
invariably did so. Wilful fire-raising, which is the most heinous 
form of the crime, requires the raising of fire, without any lawful 
object, but with the deliberate intention of destroying certain 
premises or things, whether directly by the application of fire 
thereto, or indirectly by its application to something contained 
in or forming part of or communicating with them; also the 
intention to destroy premises or things of a certain description 
(much as mentioned above); and such premises or things must 
be the property of another than the accused. Wicked, culpable 
and reckless fire-raising differs from wilful fire-raising in that the 
fire is raised without the deliberate intention of destroying premises 
or things, but while the accused was engaged in some unlawful 
act, or while he was in such a state of passion, excitement or 
recklessness as not to care what results might follow from bisects. 

United States.—The same general principles apply to this crime 
in American law. In some states by statute the intent to injure 
or defraud must be shown, e.g. when the property is insured. 
In New York one who wilfully burns property (Including a 
vessel or its cargo) with intent to defraud or prejudice the 
insurer thereof, though the offence of arson is not committed, 
is punishable by imprisonment for not more than five years 
(N.Y. Pen. Code, 22. 575. 578). There must be an intent to 
destroy the building (ibid. s. 49o; California Code, a. 447). An 
agreement to commit arson is conspiracy (ibid. s. tit). Killing a 
person in committing the crime of arson is murder in the first 
degree (ibid. s. 183); this is so in California, even where the crime 
is merely an attempt to commit arson (Cal. Pen. Code, a. 380. 
Explosion of a house by gunpowder or dynamite is arson (Texas 
Pen. Code, art. 761), but a charge of arson by " burning " will 
not be sustained by proof of exploding by dynamite, even 
though part of the building is burnt by the explosion (Landers v. 
Slate (Tea.), 47 S.W. zoo8). 

Atrrnournts.—W. S. Holdsworth, HisigLEsegaux:nash Law, vol. 
in.; Pollock and Maitland, History of real Law; Stephen, 

i History of Criminal Law, vol. in.; Stephen, 	• ; Russell 
on Crimes. 

ARSONVAL, a village of France in the department of Aube, 
lies on the right bank of the Aube, about go to. east of Troyes 
It has a church dating from the 12th century. Pop. 434. 

ARGOT, the name of a forest in France, in the immediate 
neighbourhood of Seifert. It has an area of about z soo aces, 
is almost encircled by a small stream, the liege, and is about 
1400 ft. above the sea. On the east it is continued by the forest 
of Denney, which contains the fortress 01 Roppe, dominating the 
road from Colmar into France. 

AUDI,. a town on the coast of Palestine, is ra. N.M.& of 
Jaffa, famous as the scene of a victory of the crusaders under 
Richard I. of England over the army of Saladin. After the 
capture of Acre on the 12th of July tie:, the army of the 
crusaders, under Richard Cceur-de- Lion and the duke of 
Burgundy, opened their campaign for the recovery of Jerusalem 
by marching southward towards Jaffa, from which place it was 
intended to move direct upon the holy city. The march was 
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along the sea-shore, and, the forces of Saladin being in the 
vicinity, the army moved in such a formation u to be able to 
give battle at any moment. Richard thus moved slowly but in 
such compact order as to arouse the admiration even of the 
enemy. The right column of baggage and supplies, guarded by 
infantry, was nearest the SCR, the various corps of heavy cavalry, 
one behind the other, formed the central column, and on the 
exposed left flank was the infantry, well closed up, and " level 
and &rues a wall," according to the testimony of Saracen authors. 
The columns were united into a narrow rectangle by the advanced 
and rear guards. The whole march was a running fight between 
untiring horse-archers and steady infantry. Only once did the 
column open out, and the-opportunity was swiftly seized by the 
Saracens, yet so rapid was the rally of the crusaders that little 
damage was done (August 25). The latter maintained for many 
days an absolutely passive defence, and could not be tempted to 
fight; Richard and his knights made occasional charges, but 
quickly withdrew, and on the 7th of September this irregular 
skirmishing, in which the crusaders bad scarcely suffered at all, 
culminated in the battle of Arsuf. Saladin had by now decided 
that the only hope of success lay in compelling the rear of the 
Christians' column to halt—and thus opening a gap, should the 
van be still on the move. Richard, on the other hand, had 
prepared for action by dosing up still more, and as the crusaders 
were now formed a simple left turn brought them into two lines 
of battle, infantry in first line, cavalry in second line. Near 
Arsuf the road entered a defile between the sea and a wooded 
range of hills; and from the latter the whole Moslem army 
suddenly burst forth. The weight of the attack fell upon the 
rear of Richard's column, as Saladin desired. The column 
slowly continued its march, suffering heavily in horses, but 
otherwise unharmed. The first assault thus made no impression, 
but a fierce hand-to-hand combat followed, in which the Hospit-
allers, who formed the rear of the Christian army, were hard 
pressed. Their grand master, like many other subordinates in 
history, repeatedly begged to be allowed to charge, but Richard, 
who on this occasion showed the highest gift of generalship, that 
of feeling the pulse of the fight, waited for the favourable 
moment. Almost as he gave the signal for the whole line to 
chatge, the sorely pressed Hospitallers rode out upon the enemy 
on their own initiative. At once the whole of the cavalry 
followed suit. The head (or right wing) and centre were not 
closely engaged, and their fleeter opponents had time to ride off, 
but the rear of the column carried all before it in its impetuous 
onset, and cut down the Saracens in great numbers. A second 
charge, followed by a third, dispersed the enemy in all directions. 
The total loss of the Saracens was more than tenfold that of 
the Christians, who lost but seven hundred men. The army 
arrived at Jaffa on the loth of September. 

See Oman, Hirt. of the Are of War, ii. 303-317. 
ARIURR, a village of France in the department of Jura, has 

some stone quarries and extensive layers of peat in its neighbour-
hood. Its church has a choir dating from the nth century. 
Pop. 37o. 

ARSURES, a village of France in the department of Jura, 
situated on a small stream, the Lurine. It is surrounded by 
vineyards, from which excellent wine is produced. Pop. 233. 

ART, a word in its most extended and most popular sense 
meaning everything which we distinguish from Nature. Art and 
Nature are the two most comprehensive genera of which the 
human mind has formed the conception. Under the genus 
Nature, or the genus Art, we include all the phenomena of the 
universe. But as our conception of Nature is indeterminate and 
variable, so in some degree is our conception of Art. Nor does 
such ambiguity arise only because some modes of thought refer a 
greater number of the phenomena of the universe to the genus 
Nature, and others a greater number to the genus Art. It arises 
also because we do not strictly limit the one genus by the other. 
The range of the phenomena to which we point, when we say Art, 
is never very exactly determined by the range of the other 
phenomena which at the sime time we tacitly refer to the order of 
Nature. Everybody understands the general meaning of a phrase 

LI. us.  

like Cbaucer's " Nature as Art ne kende bin not amends;" or 
Pope's " Blest with each grace of nature and of art." In such 
phrases we intend to designate familiarly as Nature all which 
exists independently of our study, forethought and exertion—in 
other words, those phenomena in ourselves or the world which we 
do not originate but find; and we intend to designate familiarly 
as Art all which we do not find but originate—or, in other 
words, the phenomena, which we add by study, forethought 
and exertion to those existing independently of us. But we do 
not use these designations consistently. Sometimes we draw an 
arbitrary line in the action of individuals and societies, and say, 
Here Nature ends and Art begins—such a law, such a practice, 
such an industry even, is natural, and such another is artificial; 
calling those natural which happen spontaneously and without 
much reflection, and the others artificial. But this line different 
observers draw at different places. Sometimes we adopt views 
which waive the distinction altogether. One such view is that 
wherein all phenomena are regarded as equally natural, and the 
idea of Nature is extended so as to include " all the powers 
existing in either the outer or the inner world, and everything 
which exists by means of those poweis." In this view Art 
becomes a part of Nature. It is illustrated in the familiar 
passage of Shakespeare, where Polixenes reminds Perdita that 

" Nature is made better by no mean, 
But nature makes that mean. so, over that art 
Which, you my, adds to nature, is an art . 
That nature makes." .. . 	• 

" This is an art 
Which does mend nature. change it rather, but 
The art itself is nature." 

A posthumous essay of John Stuart Mill contains a full philo-
sophical exposition and defence of this mode of regarding the 
relations of Nature and Art. Defining Nature as above,and again 
as a " collective name for all facts, actual and possible," that 
writer proceeds to say that such a definition 
" is evidently inapplicable to some of the modes in which the word 
is familiarly employed. For example, it entirely conflicts with the 
common form of speech by which Nature is opposed to Art, and 
natural to artificial. For in the sense of the-wad Nature which has 
thus been defined, and which is the true scientific sense, Art is as 
much Nature as anything else; and everything which is artificial is 
natural—Art has no independent powers of its own: Art is but 
the employment of the powers ofNature for an end. Phenomena 
produced by human agency, no less than those which, as far as we 
are concerned. are spontaneous, depend on the properties of the 
elementary forces, or of the elensintary substances and their com-
pounds. The united powers of the whole human race could not 
create a new property of matter in general, or of any one of its species. 
We can only take advantage for our purposes of the properties we 
find. A ship floats by the same laws of specific gravity and equi-
librium as a tree uprooted by the wind and blown into the water: 
The corn which men raise for food grows and produces its grain by 
the same laws of vegetation by which the wild rose and the mountain 
strawberry bring forth their ftwers and fruit. A house stands and 
holds together by the natural properties, the weight and cohesion 
of the materials which compose It. A steam engine works by the 
natural expansive force of steam, exerting a pressure upon one 
part of a system of arrangements, which, by the mechanical 
properties of the lever, is transferred from that to another part, 
where it raises the weight or removes the obstacle brought into con-
nexion with it. In these and all other artificial operations the 
office of man is, as has often been remarked, a very limited one; it 
consists of moving things into certain places. We move objects, 
and by doing this, bring some things into contact which were separate, 
or separate others which were in contact; and by this simple change 
ofplace, natural forces previously dormant are called into action. 
and produce the desired effect. Even the volition which designs. 
the intelligence which contrives, and the muscular force which 
executes theme movements, are themselves powers of Nature." 

Another mode of thought, in some sort complementary to 
the last, is based on the analogy which the operations of forces 
external to a man bear to the operations of man himself. Study, 
forethought and exertion are assigned to Nitture, and her 
operations are called operations of Art. This view was familiar 
to ancient systems of philosophy, and especially to that of 
the Stoics. According to the report of Cicero, Nature as con-
ceived by Zeno was a fire, and at the same time a voluntary agent 
having the power or art of cresting things with regularity and 
design (" naturam ease ignem artificiosum ad gignendum pro-
greelientan via"). To this fire not merely creative force end 
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systematic action were ascribed, but actual personality. Nature 
was " non artificial& solum, sed plane utiles." " That which 
in the works of human art is done by hands, is done with much 
greater art by Nature, that is, by a fire which exercises an art 
and is the teacher of other arts." This conception of Nature 
as an all•generating fire, and at the same time as a personal 
artist both teaching and including in her own activity all the 
human arts, on the one hand may be said, with Poll:ems and 
J. S. Mill, to merge Art in Nature; but on the other hand it 
finds the essence of Nature in the resemblance of her operations 
to those of Art. " It is the proprium of art," according to the 
same system, " to create and beget," and the reasoning proceeds 
—Nature creates and begets, therefore Nature is an artist or 
Demiurgus. A kindred view is set forth by Sir Thomas Browne 
in the Religio Medici, when be declares that " all things are 
artificial; for Nature is the Art of God." 

But these modes of thought, according to which, on the one 
hand, the processes of Art are included among processes of 
Nature, or on the other the processes of Nature among the pro-
cesses of Art, are exceptional In ordinary use the two concep-
tions, each of them somewhat vague and inexact, are antithetical. 
Their antithesis was what Dr Johnson had chiefly in his mind 
when he defined Art as " the power of doing something which 
is not taught by Nature or by instinct." But this definition 
is insufficient, because the abstract word Art, whether used 
of all arts at once or of one at a time, is a name not only for the 
power of doing something, but for the exercise of the power; 
and not only for the exercise of the power, but for the rules 
according to which it is exercised; and not only for the rules, 
but for the result. Painting, for instance, is an art, and the word 
connotes not only the power to paint, but the act of painting; 
and not only the act, but the laws for performing the act rightly; 
and not only all these, but the material consequences of the 
act or the thing painted. So of agriculture, navigation and 
the rest. Exception might also be taken to Dr Johnson's defini-
tion on the ground that it excludes all actions of instinct from 
the genus Art, whereas usage has in more languages than one 
given the name of Art to several of those ingenuities in the lower 
animals which popular theory at the same time declares to be 
instinctive. Dante, for instance, speaks of boughs shaken by the 
wind, but not so violently as to make the birds forgo their Art- 

" Non pert) dal for esser dritto sparte 
Tante, the gl' augelktti per In came 
Lasciasser d' operar ogni for arse." 

And Fontenelle, speaking in the language not of poetry but 
of science:—" Most animals—as, for instance, bees, spiders 
and beavers—have a kind of art peculiar to themselves; but 
each race of animals has no more than one art, and this one 
has had no first inventor among the race. Man, on the other 
hand, has an infinity of different arts which were not born with 
his race, and of which the glory is his own." Dr Johnson might 
reply that those properties of variety and of originality or in-
dividual invention, which Fontenelle himself alleges in the 
ingenuities of man but not in those of the lower animals, are 
sufficient to make a generic difference, and to establish the 
Impropriety of calling a honeycomb or a spider's web a work 
of Art. It is not our purpose to trespass on ground so debateable 
as that of the nature of consciousness in the lower animals. 
Enough that when we use the term Art of any action, it is because 
we are thinking of properties in the action from which we infer, 
whether justly or not, that the agent voluntarily and designedly 
puts forth skill for known ends and by regular and uniform 
methods. If, then, we were called upon to frame a general 
definition of Art, giving the word its widest and most compre-
hensive meaning, it would run thus:--Every regulated operation 
or dexterity by which organised beings pursue ends which they know 
beforehand, together with the rules and the rend; of may such 
operation or dexterity. 

Here it will be well to consider very briefly the natural history 
of the name which has been given to this very comprehensive 
conception by the principal branches of civilized mankind. 
Our own word Art the English language has taken, as all the 

Romance languages of modern Europe have taken theirs, directly 
from the Latin. The Latin ars, according to the prevailing 
opinion of philologists, proceeds from a root AR, of which the 
primitive signification was to put or fit things together, and 
which is to be found in a large family of Greek words. The 
Greek thy% the name both for arts in the particular and art 
in the abstract, is by its root related both to ria-ries and 
vie-nor, and thus contains the allied ideas of making and beget.. 
tin& The oresrium of art in the logic of the Stoics, " to create 
and beget," was strictly in accordance with this etymology. 
The Teutonic KIWI is formed from Nissen, and kisses is 
developed from a primitive Ich hens. In hams philology is 
inclined to recognise a preterite form of a lost verb, of which 
we find the traces in Kin-d, a child; and the form Ich kris 
thus meaning originally " I begot," contains the germ of the two 
several developments,—kisses, " to be master," " to be able," 
and hennas, " to know." We thus see that the chief Irides. 
European languages have with one consent extended a name for 
the most elementary exercise of a constructive or productive 
power, till that name has covered the whole range of the skilled 
and deliberate operations of sentient beings. 

In proportion as men left out of sight the idea of creation, ot 
constructing or producing, " artificiosum one ad gignendum," 
which is the primitive half of this extended notion, and attended 
only to the idea of skill, of proceeding by regular and disciplined 
methods, " progredi via," which is the superadded half, the 
whole notion Art, and the name for it, might become subject to 
a process of thought which, If analysed, would be like this:—. 
What is done by regular and disciplined methods is Art; facts 
are observed and classified, and a systematic view of tlfe order 
of the universe obtained, by regular and disciplined methods; 
the observing and classifying of facts, and obtaining a systematic 
view of the order of the universe, is therefore Art. To a partial 
extent this did unconsciously take place. Science, of which the 
essence is only in knowledge and theory, came to be spoken of as 
Art, of which the essence is all in practice and production. 
Cicero, notwithstanding his citation of the Stoicsl dictum that 
practice and production were of the essence of Art, elsewhere 
divides Art into two kinds—one by which things are only 
contemplated in the mind, another by which something is pro-
duced and done. Quainque artium aliud eiusmodi sit, ut 
tantummodo rem cernat; allud, ut moliatur idiquid et facia." 
—Acad. ii. 7.) Of the former kind his instance is geometry; of 
the latter the art of playing on the lyre. Now geometry, under-
standing by geometry an acquisition of the mind, that is, a 
collected body of observations and deductions concerning the 
properties of space and magnitude, is a science and not an art; 
although there is an art of the geometer, which is the skill by 
which he solves any given problem in his science, and the rules 
of that skill, and his exertion in putting it forth. And so every 
science has its instrumental art or practical discipline; and in 
as far as the word Art is used only of the practical discipline or 
dexterity of the geometer, the astronomer, the logician, the 
grammarian, or other person whose business it is to collect and 
classify facts for contemplation, in so far the usage is Just. The 
same justification may be extended to another usage, whereby 
in Latin, and some of its derivative languages, the name Art came 
to be transferred in a concrete sense to the body of rules, the 
written code or manual, which lays down the discipline and 
regulates the dexterity; as ars granneatica, an logiea, ars rhetoric. 
and the rest. But when the word is stretched so as to mean the 
sciences, as theoretiad acquisitions of the mind, that meaning is 
illegitimate. Whether or not Cicero, in the plumage above quoted, 
had in his mind the science of geometry as a collected body of 
observations and deductions, it is certain that the Ciceronian 
phrase of the liberal arts, the ingenstons arts, bath in Latin and 
its derivatives or translations in modern speech, has been used 
currently to denote the sciences themselves, and not merely 
the disciplines instrumental to them. The Warne and the 
quadriaiwn (grammar, logic and rhetoric--geometry, astronomy, 
music and arithmetic) have been habitually called arts, when 
some of them have been named in that sense in which they mean 
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not arts but sciences, " only contemplating things in the mind." 
Hence the nomenclature, history and practical organization, 
especially in Britain, of one great division of university studies: 
the division of " arts," with its " faculty," its examinations, and 
its degrees. 

In the German language the words for Art and Science have in 
general been loosely interchanged. The etymology of the word 
for Art secured a long continuance for this ambiguity. Knurl 
was employed indiscriminately in both the senses of the primitive 
lck kenrit to signify what I know, or Science, and what I can do, 
or Art. It was not till the end of the i7th century that a separate 
word for Science, the modern Wissasschafi, came into use. 
On the other hand, the Greek word rlxrq, with its distinct 
suggestion of the root signification to make or get, acted probably 
as a safeguard against this tendency. The distinction between 
rixru, Art or practice, and hurting, knowledge or Science, is 
observed, though not systematically, in Greek philosophy. But 
for our present purpose, that of making dear the true relation 
between the one conception and the other, further quotation is 
rendered superfluous by the discussion the subject has received 
at the hands of the modern writer already quoted. Between Art, 
of which we practise the rules, and Science, of which we entertain 
the doctrines, J. S. Mill establishes the difference in the simplest 
shape, by pointing out that one grammatical mood is proper for 
the conclusions of Science, and another for those of Art. Science 
enunciates her conclusions in the indicative mood, whereas 
" the imperative is the characteristic of Art, as distinguished 
from Science." And as Art utters her conclusions in her own 
form, so she supplies the substance of her own major premise. 

" Every art has one first principle, or general major premise, not 
borrowed from science, that which enunciates the object aimed at, 
and affirms it to be a desirable object. The builder s art assumes 
that it is desirable to have buildings; architecture (as one of the 
fine arts) that it is desirable to have them beautiful and imposing. 
The hygienic and medical arts assume, the one that the preservation 
of health, the other that the cure of disease, are fitting and desirable 
ends. These are not propositions of science. Propositions of science 
assert a matter of fact—an existence, a co-existence, a succession. 
or a resemblance. The propositions now spoken of do not assert 
that anything is, but enjoin or recommend that something should 
be. They are a class by themselves. A proposition of which the 
predicate is expressed by the words meld or should be is generically 
different from one which is expressed by is or will be." • 

And the logical relation of Art and Science, in other words, 
the manner of framing the intermediate member between the 
general major premise of Art and its imperative conclusion, is 
thus defined:— 

" The Art (in any given easel proems to itself an end to be 
attained, defines the end, and hands it over to the Science. The 
Science receives it, considers it as a phenomenon or Affect to be 
studied, and having investigated its causes and conditions, sends 
it back to Art with a theorem of the causes and combinations by 
which it could be produced. Art then =amines these combinations 
of circumstances, and according as any of them are or are not in 
human power, pronounces the end attainable or not. The only one 
of the premises, therefore, which Art supplies, is the original major 
premise, which asserts that the attainment of the given end is 
desirable. Science, then, lends to Art the proposition (obtained by 
a series of inductions or deductions) that the performance of certain 
actions will attain the end. From these premises Art concludes that 
the performance of these actions is desirable, and finding it also 
practicable, converts the theorem into a rule or precept. . — The 
grounds, then, of every rule of Art are to be found in the theorems 
of Science. An Art. or • body of Art. consists of the rules, together 
with as much of the speculative propositions as comprises the justifi-
cation of these rules. The complete Art of any matter includes a 
selection of such a portion from the Science as is necessary to show 
on what conditions the effects, which the Art aims at producing, 
depend. And Art in general consists of the truths of Science arranged 
in the most convenient order for practice, instead of the order which 
is most convenient for thought. Science groups and arranges its 
truths so as to enable as to take in at one view as much as possible 
of the general order of the universe. Art, though it must assume the 
same general laws, follows them only into such of their detailed 
consequences as have led to the formation of rules of conduct, and 
brings together from parts of the field of Science most remote from 
one another, the truths relating to the production of the different and 
heterogeneous causes necessary to each effect which.the exigencies 
of practical life require to be produced."—(Mill's Logic. vol. u. pp. 
543-545). 

The whole discussion may be summed up thus. Science 
consists in knowing, Art consists in doing. What I must do in 
order to know, is Art subservient to Science: what I must know 
in order to do, is Science subservient to Art. 

Art, then, is defined by two broad distinctions: first, its 
popular distinction from Nature; and next, its practical and 
theoretic distinction from Science. Both of these distinctions 
are observed in the terms of our definition given above. Within 
the proper limits of this definition, the conception of Art, and 
the use of the word for it, have undergone sundry variations. 
These variations correspond to certain vicissitudes or develop-
ments in the order of historical facts and in society. The 
requirements of society, stimulating the ingenuity of its individual 
members, have led to the invention of arts and groups of arts, 
constantly progressing, with the progress of civilization, in 
number, in complexity, and in resource. The religious imagina-
tiori of early societies, who find themselves in possession of such 
an art or group of arts, forgets the history of the invention, and 
assigns it to the inspiration or special grace of some god or hero. 
So the Greeks assigned the arts of agriculture to Triptolemus, 
those of spinning and navigation to Athena, and of music to 
Apollo. At one stage of civilization one art or group of arts is 
held in higher esteem, another at another. In societies, like most 
of those of the ancient world, where slaves were employed in 
domestic service, and upon the handicrafts supplying the 
immediate utilities of life—food, shelter and clothing—these 
constituted a group of servile arts. The arts of husbandry or 
agriculture, on the other hand, have alternately been regarded 
as servile and as honourable according as their exercise has been 
in the hands of a subject class, as under feudal institutions, or, 
as under the Roman republic, of free cultivators. Under feudal 
institutions, or in a society in a state of permanent war, the allied 
arts of war and of government have been held the only honourable 
class. In commercial states, like the republics of Italy, the arts 
of gain, or of production (other than agricultural) and distribution, 
have made good their title to equal estimation and greater power 
beside the art of captains. But among peaceful arts, industries 
or trades, some have always been held to be of higher and others 
of lower rank; the higher rank being assigned to ,those that 
required larger operations, higher training, or more thoughtful 
conduct, and yielded ampler returns—the lower rank to those 
which called for simple manual exercise, especially if such 
exercise was of a disagreeable or degrading kind. In the cities 
of Italy, where both commerce and manufactures were for the 
first time organized on a considerable scale, the name arty, Art, 
was retained to designate the gilds or corporations by which the 
several industries were exercised; and, according to the nature 
of the industry, the art was classed as higher or lower (magel:vs 
and minore). 

The arts of which we have hitherto spoken have arisen from 
positive requirements, and supply what are strictly utilities, in 
societies; not excluding the art of war, at least so far as concerns 
one-half of war, the defensive half. But war continued to be 
an honourable pursuit, because it was a pursuit associated 
with birth, power and wealth, as well as with the virtue of 
courage, in cases where it had no longer the plea of utility, but 
was purely aggressive or predatory; and the arts of the chase 
have stood in this respect in as analogous position to those 
of war. 

There are other arts which have not had their origin in positive 
practical needs, but have been practised from the first for 
pleasure or amusement The most primitive human beings of 
whom we have any knowledge, the cave-dwellers of the palaeo-
Ethic period, had not only the useful art of chipping stones into 
spear-heads, knife-heads and arrow-heads, and making shafts 
or handles of these implements out of bone; they had also the 
ornamental art of scratching upon the bone handle the outlines 
of the animals they saw—mammoth, rhinoceros or reindeer—or 
of carving such a handle into a rude resemblance of one of these 
animals. Here wehave a skM exercised, in the first case, for pure 
fancy or pleasure, and in the second, for adding an element of 
fancy or pleasure to an element of utility. Here, therefore, is the 
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germ of all those arts which produce imitations of natural objects 
for purposes of entertainment or delight, as painting, sculpture, 
and their subordinates; and of all those which fashion useful 
objects in one way rather than another because the one way gives 
pleasure and the other does not, as architecture and the subordi-
nate decorative arts of furniture, pottery and the rest. Arts that 
work in a kindred way with different materials are those of 
dancing and music. Dancing works with the physical movements 
of human beings. Music works with sound. Between that 
imitative and plastic group, and the group of these which only 
produce motion or sound and pass away, there is the inter-
mediate group of eloquence and the drama, which deal with the 
expression of human feeling in spoken words and acted gestures. 
There is also the comprehensive art of poetry, which works with 
the material of written words, and can ideally represent the 
whole material of human life and experience. Of all these arts 
the end is not use but pleasure, or pleasure before use, or at least 
pleasure and use conjointly. In modern language, there has 
grown up a usage which has put them into a class by themselves 
under the name of the Fine Arts, as distinguished from the 
Useful or Mechanical Arts. (See Assrarrics and Fins Airs.) 
Nay more, to them alone is often appropriated the use of the 
generic word Art, as if they and they only were the arts carlfaxhr. 
And further yet, custom has reduced the number which the 
class-word is meant to include. When Art and the works of Art 
are now currently spoken of in this sense, not even music or 
poetry is frequently denoted, but only architecture, sculpture 
and painting by themselves, or with their subordinate and 
decorative branches. In correspondence with this usage, 
another usage has removed from the class of arts, and put into a 
contrasted class of manufactures, a large number of industries 
and their products, to which the generic term Art, according 
to our definition, properly applies. The definition covers the 
mechanical arta, which can be efficiently exercised by mere 
trained habit, rote or calculation, just as well as the fine arts, 
which have to be exercised by a higher order of powers. But 
the word Art, becoming appropriated to the fine arts, has been 
treated as if it necessarily carried along with it, and as if works 
to be called works of art must necessarily possess, the attributes 
of free individual skill and invention, expressing themselves in 
ever new combinations of pleasurable contrivance, and seeking 
perfection not as a means towards some ulterior practical end 
but as an ideal end In itself. (S. C.) 

ARTA (Narda, i.e. lr 'Aptla, or Porta, i.e. ens Apra), a town of 
Greece, in the province of Arta, 59 m. N.N.W. of Mesolonghi. 
Pop. about goon. It is built on the site of the ancient Ambracia 
(q.r.), its present designation being derived from a corruption 
of the name of the river Arachthus (Arta) on which it stands. 
This enters the Gulf of Arta some distance south of the town. 
The river forms the frontier between Greece and Turkey, and is 
crossed by a picturesque bridge, which is neutral ground. There 
are a few remains of old cyclopean walls. The town contains 
also a Byzantine castle, built on the lofty site of the ancient 
citadel; a palace belonging to the Greek metropolitan; a number 
of mosques, synagogues and churches, the most remarkable 
being the church of the Virgin of Consolation, founded in 8:9. 
The streets of the town were widened and improved in 1869. 
Manufacture of woollens, cottons, Russia leather and em-
broidery is carried on, and there is trade in cattle, wine, tobacco, 
hemp, hides and grain. Much of the neighbouring plain is very 
fertile, and the town is surrounded with gardens and orchards, 
in which orange, lemon and citron come to great perfection. 
In zo83 Arta was taken by Bohemund of Tarentum; in 1449 
by the Turks; in :688 by the Venetians. In 1797 it was held 
by the French, but in the following year, 1798, Ali Pasha of 
Lumina captured it. During the Greek War of Independence 
it suffered severely, and was the scene of several conflicts, in 
which the ultimate success was with the Turks. An insurrec-
tion in 1854 was at once repressed. It was ceded to Greece 
in 1881. In the Greco-Turkish War of 1897 the Greeks 
gained some temporary successes at Arta during April and 
May. 

ARTA, ()VLF OF (anc. Sinus Anthracites), an inlet of the 
Ionian Sea, as m. long and to broad, most of the northern shores 
of which belong to Turkey, the southern and eastern to Greece. 
Its only important affluent, besides the Arta, is the Lunt (anc. 
Charadra), also from the north. The gulf abounds with mullets, 
soles and eels. Around its shores are numerous ruins of ancient 
cities: Actium at the entrance, where the famous battle was 
fought in 31 D.C.; Nicopolis, Argos, Limnaea and Olpae; 
and several flourishing towns, such as Preveza, Arta (Inc. 
A mbracia), Karavasara or Karbasaras, and Vonitra. 

The river Agra (anc. Arachthus or Aratikus, in Livy 
3, Ara()) is the chief river of Epirus, and is said to have been 
navigable in ancient times as far as Ambrada. Below this town 
it flows through a marshy plain, consisting mainly of its own 
alluvium; its upper course is through the territory of the 
Molossians; Its total length is about 8o M. 

ARTABANUS, the name of a number of Persian princes, 
soldiers and administrators: The most important are the 
following — 

1. Brother of Darius L, and, according to Herodotus, the 
trusted adviser of his nephew Xetxes. Hcrodotus makes him a 
principal figure in epic dialogues: he warns Darius not to attack 
the Scythian (iv. 83; cf. also iv. 143), and predicts to Xerxes 
his defeat by the Greeks (vii. toff., 46 ff.); Xerxes sent him home 
to govern the empire during the campaign (vii. 52, 53). 

2. Vizier of Xerxes (Ctesias, Pers. so), whom he murdered 
in 465 B.C. According to Aristotle, Pd. V. 1311 b, he had previ-
ously killed Xerxes' son Darius, and was afraid that the father 
would avenge him; according to Ctesias, Pcrs. 29, Justin M. t, 
Nod. xi. 69, he killed Xerxes first and then pretended that 
Darius bad murdered him, and instigated his brother Artaxerxes 
to avenge the parricide. At all events, during the first months 
of the reign of Artaxerxes L, he was the ruling power in the state 
(therefore the chronographers wrongly reckon him as king, 
with a reign of seven months), until Artaxerxes, having learned 
the truth about the murder of his father and his brother, 
overwhelmed and killed Artabanus and his sons in open fight. 

3. A satrap of Bactria, who revolted against Artaxerxes L, 
but was defeated in two battles (Ctes. Pers. 31). 

The name was borne also by four Parthian kings. The Parthiart 
king Arsaces, who was attacked by An tiochus III. in 209, has been 
called Artabanus by some modem authors without any reason. 

4. ARTABANUS I., successor of his nephew Phraates II. about 
227 D.C., perished in a battle against the Tochari, a Mongolian 
tribe, which had invaded the east of Iran (Justin xli. a). He is 
perhaps identical with the Artabanus mentioned in Trogus, 
Prol. 

S. ARTABANVS IL c. A.D. 10-40, KM of an Arsadd princess 
(Tee. Amt. vi. 48), lived in the East among the Dalian nomads. 
He was raised to the throne by those Parthian grandees who 
would not acknowledge Vonones L, whom Augustus had sent 
from Rome (where he lived as hostage) as successor of his father 
Phraates IV. The war between the two pretenders was long 
and doubtful; on a coin Vonones mentions a victory over 
Artabanus. At last Artabanus defeated his rival completely 
and occupied Ctesiphon; Vononm fled to Armenia, where he 
was acknowledged as king, under the protection of the Romans. 
But when Artabanus invaded Armenia, Vonones fled to Syria, 
and the emperor Tiberius thought it prudent to support him no 
longer. Germanicus, whom he sent to the East, concluded a 
treaty with Artabanus, in which he was recognised as king and 
friend of the Romans. Armenia was given (a.o. 18) to Zeno, 
the son of the king of Pontus (Tee. Ann. ii. 3 L, 58; Joseph. 
Ant. 18. 24). 

Artabanus IL, like all Parthian princes, was much troubled 
by the opposition of the grandees. He is said to have been very 
cruel in consequence of his education among the Dahan bar-
barians (Tac. Ann. vi. 41). To strengthen his power he killed an 
the Arsacid princes whom he could reach (Tac. A nn. vi. 31). 
Rebellions of the subject nations may have occurred also. We 
learn that he intervened in the Greek city Seleucia in favour of 
the oligarchs (Tar.. Ana. vi, 48), and that two jcwiph brigands 
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maintained themselves for years in Neerda in the swamps of 
Babylonia, and were acknowledged as dynasts by Artabanus 
(fels. Ant. rg. 9). In A.D. 35 he tried anew to conquer Armenia, 
and to establish his son Arsaces as king there. A war with Rome 
seemed inevitable. But that party among the Parthian magnates 
which was hostile to Artabanus applied to Tiberius for a king of 
the race of Pluaates. Tiberius sent Phraates's grandson, Tiri-
dates III., and ordered L. Vitellius (the father of the emperor) 
to restore the Roman authority in the East. By very dexterous 
military and diplomatic operations Vitellius succeeded com-
pletely. Artabanus was deserted by his followers and fled to 
the East. Tiridates, who was proclaimed king, could no longer 
maintain himself, because he appeared Co be a vassal of the 
Romans; Artabanus returned from Hyrcania with a strong 
army of Scythian (Dahan) auxiliaries, and was again acknow-
ledged by the Parthians. Tiridates left Seleucia and fled to 
Syria. But Artabanus was not strong enough for a war with 
Rome; he therefore concluded a treaty with Vitellius, in which 
he gave up all further pretensions (am. 37). A short time after-
wards Artabanus was deposed again, and a certain Cinnamus 
was proclaimed king. Artabanus took refuge with his vassal, the 
king Izates of Adiabene; and bates by negotiations and the 
promise of a complete pardon induced the Parthians to restore 
Artabanus once more to the throne (Jos. Ant. 20. 3). Shortly 
afterwards Artabanus died, and was succeeded by his son, 
Vardanes, whose reign was still more turbulent than that of his 
father. 

6. Aarsaisnus III. reigned a short time in A.D. go (on a coin 
of this year he calls himself Arsaces Artabanus) and the following 
years, and supported a pretender who rose in Asia Minor under 
the name of Nero (Zonaras xi. in), but could not maintain himself 
against Pacorus IL 

7. ARTABANUS IV., the last Parthian king, younger son of 
Vologaeses IV., who died A.D. sou. He rebelled against his 
brother Vologaeses V. (Dio Cass. vii. 12), and soon obtained the 
upper hand, although Vologaeses V. maintained himself in a 
part of Babylonia till about A.D. 222. The emperoi Caracalla, 
wishing to make use of this civil war for a conquest of the 
East in imitation of his idol, Alexander the Great, attacked the 
Parthians in 216. He crossed the Tigris, destroyed the towns 
and spoiled the tombs of Arbela; but when Artabanus advanced 
at the head of an army, he retired to Carrhac. There he was 
murdered by Macrinus in April 217. Macrinus was defeated at 
Nisibis and concluded a peace with Artabanus, in which he gave 
up all the Roman conquests, restored the booty, and paid a 
heavy contribution to the Parthians (Dio CRSS. LXXViii. 26 f.). But 
at the same time, the Persian dynast Ardashir (q.v.) bad already 
begun his conquests in Persia and Carmania. When Artabanus 
tried to subdue him his troops were defeated. The war lasted 
several years; at last Artabanus himself was vanquished and 
killed (A.D. 226), and the rule of the Arsacids came to an end. 

See further PERSIA: History, f ancient, and works there quoted. 
(ED. M.) 

ART AND PART, a term used in Scots law to denote the 
aiding or abetting in the perpetration of a crime,—the being an 
accessory before or at the perpetration of the crime. There is no 
such offence recognized in Scotland as that of being an accessory 
after the fact. 

ARTAPBERNES, more correctly ARTAPHRENES, brother of 
Darius Hystaspis, and satrap of Sardis. It was he who received 
the embassy from Athens sent probably by Cleisthenes (q.v.) in 
307 s.c., and subsequently warned the Athenians to receive back 
the " tyrant " Hippias. Subsequently he took an important 
part in suppressing the Ionian revolt (see Iona, AR1STAGORAS, 
Hisrzszys),and after the war compelled the cities to make alp ce-
ments by which all differences were to be settled by reference. He 
also measured out their territories in parasangs and assessed their 
tributes accordingly (Herod. vl. 42). In 492 he was superseded 
in his satrapy by hi ardonius (Herodotus v. 25, 30-32, 35, &e.; 
Diod. Sic. x. as). His son, of the same name, was appointed 
(49o), together with Datis, to take command of the expedition 
sent by Darius  to punish Athenand Eretria for *imbue in the 

Ionian revolt. After the defeat of Marathon he returned to Asia. 
In the expedition of Xerxes, ten years later, he was in command 
of the Lydians and Mysians (Herod. vi. 94, 119;  vii. 74; 
Aesch. Posse, 21). 

Aeschylus in his list of Persian kings (Fersae, 775 ff.),which is 
quite unhistorical, mentions two kings with the name Arta-
phrencs, who may have been developed out of these two Persian 
commanders. , (En. M.) 

ARTAXERXES, a name representing Pers. Ariakkgatra, 
" he whose empire is well-fitted " or "perfected ", Heb. Artakk-
skasta, Bab. Artakskatsu, Susian Irtakskasksha (and variants), 
Cr. 'Aprafigns, 'AprofipEns, and in an inscription of Tralles 
(Dittenberger, Sytloge,  573) 'Apraticron; Herodotus (vi. 98)  
gives the translation Ayer &plias, and considers the name as 
a compound of Xerxes, showing thereby that he knew nothing 
of the Persian language; the later Persian form is Ardaskir, 
which occurs in the form Artaxias (Artaxes) as the name of some 
kings of Armenia. It was borne by three kings of the Achae-
mcnian dynasty of ancient Persia; though, so long as its 
meaning was understood, it can have been adopted by the kings 
only after their accession to the throne. 

1. ARTAXERXES I., surnamed Ifacrecheir, Longimanus, "Long. 
hand," because his right hand was longer than his left (Plut. 
A nazi). He was the younger son of Xerxes, and was raised to 
the throne in 465 by the vizier Artabanus, the murderer of his 
father. After a few months he became aware of the crimes 
of the vizier, and slew him and his sons in a hand-to-hand fight in 
the palace. His reign was, on the whole, peaceful; the empire 
had reached a period of stagnation. Plutarch (Arias. 1.) says 
that he was famous for his mild and magnanimous character, 
Nepos (de Reg. I.) that he was exceedingly beautiful and valiant. 
From the authentic report of his cup-bearer Nehemiah we see 
that he was a kind, good-natured, but rather weak monarch, 
and he was undoubtedly much under the baneful influence of 
his mother Amestris (for whose mischievous character cf. Herod. 
ix. roc, ff.) and his sister and wife Amytis. The peacefulness of 
his rule was interrupted by several insurrections. At the very 
beginning the satrap Artabanus raised a rebellion in Bactria, but 
was defeated in two battles. More dangerous was the rebellion of 
Egypt under Inarus (Inarus), which was put down by Megabyzus 
only after a long struggle against the Egyptians and the 
Athenians (460-454).  Out of it sprang the rebellion of Mcgabyzus, 
who was greatly exasperated because, though he had persuaded 
Inarus to surrender by promising that his life would be spared, 
Artaxerxes, yielding to the entreaties of his wife Amytis, who 
wanted to take revenge on Inarus for the death of her brother 
Achaemenes, the satrap of Egypt, had surrendered him to her for 
execution. 

In spite of his weakness, Artaxerxes I. was not unsuccessful in 
his polity. In 448 the war with Athens was terminated by the 
treaty concluded by Callias (but see CALL1AS and anon), by 
which the Athenians left Cyprus and Egypt to the Persians, 
while Persia gave up nothing of her rights, but promised not to 
make use of them against the Creek cities on the Asiatic coast, 
which had gained their liberty (Ed. Meyer, Forsekungen sur alt. 
Desch. u. 7z ff.). In the Samian and the Peloponnesian wars, 
Artaxerxes remained neutral, in spite of the attempts made by 
both Sparta and Athens to gain his alliance. 

During the reign of Artaxerxes I. the Jewish religion was 
definitely established and sanctioned by law in Jerusalem, on the 
basis of a firman granted by the king to the Babylonian priest 
Ezra in his seventh year, 458 B.C., and the appointment of his 
cup-bearer Nehemiah as governor of Judaea in his twentieth 
year, 445 B.C. The attempts which have been made to deny the 
authenticity of those parts of the books of Ezra and Nehemiah 
which contain an account of these two men, taken from their own 
memoirs, or to place them in the reign of Artaxerxes II., are not 
convincing (cf. Ed. Meyer, Die Entstekung des Judentunu, 1896; 
See further JEWS, ft  19, 21, 22; EZRA AND NEHEMIAH). 

Artaxerxes I. died in December 425, or January 424 (Thuc. iv. 
so). To his reign must belong the famous quadrilingual alabaster 
vses trout Egypt (on which. his name is written in Persian. 
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Susian and Babylonian cuneiform -characters and in hiero-
glyphics), for Artaxerxes II. and IIL did not possess Egypt. A 
great many tablets, dated from his reign, have been found in 
Nippur (published by H. von Hilprecht and Clay, The BabyImams 
Expediiion of the Unioersily of Pessaryleasia, series A, vol. ix.), 
and a few others at other places in Babylonia. Inscriptions of the 
king himself are not extant; his grandson mentions his buildings 
in Sum. For the suggested identification of Artaxerxes L with 
the Biblical Ahasuerus, see AHASUERUS. 

S. ARTAXERXES II., surnamed Mfte118011, the eldest son of 
Darius II., whom he succeeded in the spring of 404. According 
to Ctesias (Pere. 57; Plut. Arias. L) be was formerly called 
Arsaces or Arsikas, whereas Dinon (Plut. Arias. L) calls him 
Oarses. This is corroborated by a Babylonian tablet with 
observations of the moon (Brit. Mus. Sp. ii. 70;  Zeilsch. f. 
Assyriologie, vii. 223), which is dated frcm the 26th year of 
" Arshu, who is Artakshatsu," i.e. 379 ri.c. (cp. Ed. Meyer, 
Forschun gen sue alien ii. 466 ff.). When Artaxerxes IL 
mounted the throne, the power of Athens had been broken by 
Lysander, and the Greek towns in Asia were again subjects 
of the Persian empire. But his whole reign is a time of con-
tinuous decay; the original force of the Persians had been 
exhausted In luxury and intrigues, and the king, though personally 
brave and good-natured, was quite dependent upon his favourites 
and his harem, and especially upon his mother Parysatis. In the 
beginning of his reign falls the rebellion of his brother Cyrus, who 
was secretly favoured by Parysatis and by Sparta. Although 
Cyrus was defeated at Cunaxa, this rebellion was disastrous 
inasmuch as it opened to the Greeks the way into the interior 
of the empire, and demonstrated that no oriental force was 
able to withstand a band of well-trained Greek soldiers. Sub-
sequently Greek mercenaries became indispensable not only 
to the king but also to the satraps, who thereby gained the 
means for attempting successful rebellions, into which they were 
provoked by the weakness of the king, and by the continuous 
intrigues between the Persian magnates. The reign is. therefore, 
a continuous succession of rebellions. Egypt soon revolted 
anew and could not be subdued again. When in 399 war broke 
out between Sparta and Persia, the Persian troops in Asia Minor 
were quite unable to resist the Spartan armies. The active and 
energetic Persian general Pharnabazus succeeded in creating 
a fleet by the help of Evagoras, king of Salamis in Cyprus, and 
the Athenian commander Conon, and destroyed the Spartan 
fleet at Cnidus (August 394). This victory enabled the Greek 
allies of Persia (Thebes, Athens, Argos, Corinth) to carry on the 
Corinthian war against Sparta, and the Spartans had to give 
up the war in Asia Minor. But it soon became evident that the 
only gainers by the war were the Athenians, who in 389, under 
Thrasybulus, tried to found their old empire anew (see DEUAN 
LEAGUE). At the same time Evagoras attempted to conquer 
the whole of Cyprus, and was soon in open rebellion. The 
consequence was that, when in 388 the Spartan admiral Antal-
cidas (q.v.) came to Susa, the king was induced to conclude a 
peace with Sparta by which Asia fell to him and European 
Greece to Sparta. After the peace, Evagoras was attacked. 
He lost his conquests, but had to be recognized as independent 
king of Salamis (38o 'Lc.). Two expeditions against Egypt 
(385-383 and 374-37 2) ended in complete failure. At the same 
period there were continuous rebellions in Asia Minor; Pisidia, 
Paphlagonia, Bithynia and Lycia, threw off the Persian 
yoke and Hecatomnus, the satrap of Caria, obtained an almost 
independent position. Similar wars were going on against the 
mountain tribes of Armenia and Iran, especially against the 
Cadusians on the Caspian Sea. In this war Artaxerxes is said 
to have distinguished himself personally (380 p.c.), but got into 
such difficulties in the wild country that he was glad when 
Tiribazus succeeded in concluding a peace with the Cadusian 
chieftains. 

By the peace of Antalddas the Persian supremacy was pro-
claimed over Greece; and in the following wars all parties, 
Spartans, Athenians, Tbebans, Argives continually applied 
to Persia for a decision in their favour. After the battle Of 

Leuctra, ithen the power °flitches was founded by Epaminondas, 
Pelopidas went to Susa (367) and restored the old alliance 
between Persia and Thebes. The Persian supremacy, however, 
was not based upon the power of the empire, but only on the 
discord of the Greeks. Shortly after the edict by which the 
king had proclaimed his alliance with Thebes, and the conditions 
of the general peace which he was going to impose upon Greece, 
his weakness became evident, for since 366 all the satraps of Asia 
Minor (Datames, Ariobarzanes, blausolus, Orontes, Artabazus) 
were in rebellion again, in close alliance with Athens, Sparta. 
and Egypt. The king could do little against them; even 
Autophmdates, satrap of Lydia, who had remained faithful, 
was forced for some time to unite himself with the rebels. But 
every one of the allies mistrusted all the others; and the sole 
object of every satrap was to improve his condition and his 
personal power, and to make a favourable peace with the king, 
for which his neighbours and former allies bad to pay the casts. 
The rebellion was at last put down by a series of treacheries 
and perfidious negotiations. Some of the rebels retained their 
provinces; others were punished, as opportunity offered. 
Mithradatea betrayed his own father Ariobarzanes, who was 
crucified, and murdered Datames, to whom he had introduced 
himself as a faithful ally. When the long reign of Artaxerxes II. 
came to its dose in the autumn of 339 the authority of the 
empire had been restored almost everywhere. 

Artaxerxes himself had done very little to obtain this result. 
In fact, in the last years of his reign he had sunk into a perfect' 
dotage. All his time was spent in the pleasures of his harem, 
the intrigues of which were further complicated by his falling in 
love with and marrying his own daughter A tossa (according to the 
Persian religion a marriage between the nearest relations is no 
incest). At the same time, his sons were.quarrelling about thq 
succession; one of them, Ochus, induced the father by a series 
of intrigues to condemn to death three of his older brothers, 
who stood in his way. Shortly afterwards, Artaxerxes II. died. 

In this reign an important innovation took place in the Persian 
religion. Berossus (in Clemens Alex. Proirepi. 1. 5. 65) tells 
us that the Persians knew of no images of the gods until 
Artaxerxes IL erected images of Anaitis in Babylon, Suss, 
Ecbatana, Persepolis, Bactra, Damascus, Sardis. This statement 
is proved correct by the inscriptions; all the former kings name 
only Auramazda (Ahummazda), but Artaxerxes II. in his build-
ing inscriptions from Susa and Echatana invokes Ahuramazda, 
Anahita and Mithra. These two gods belonged to the old popular 
religion of the Iranians, but bad until then been neglected by 
the true Zoroastrians; now they were introduced into the 
official worship much in the way in which the cult of the saints 
came into the Christian religion. About the history of Artaxerxes 
II. we are comparatively well informed from Greek sources; 
for the earlier part of his reign from Ctesias and Xenophon 
(Anabasis), for the later times from Dinon of Ephesus, the 
historian of the Persians (from whom the account of Justin is 
derived), from Ephorus (whose account is quoted by Diodorus) 
and others. Upon these sources is based the biography of the 
king by Plutarch. 

3. ARTAXERXES III. is the title adopted by Ochus, the son 
of Artaxerxes II., when he succeeded his father in 359. The 
chronographers generally retain the name Ochus, and in the 
Babylonian inscriptions he is called " Uvasu, who is called 
Artakshatsu." The same form of the name (probably pro-
nounced Uvasu) occurs in the Syrian version of the canon of 
Ptolemy by Elias of Nisibis (Amos). - 

Artaxerxes In was a cruel but an energetic ruler. To secure 
his throne he put to death almost all his relatives, but be sup-
pressed the rebellions also. In 356 he ordered all the satraps to 
dismiss their mercenaries. Most of them obeyed; Artabazus of 
Phrygia, who tried to resist and was supported by his brothers-
in-law, Mentor and Memnon of Rhodes, was defeated and 
fled to Philip of Macedon. Athens, whose general Charts had 
supported Artabazus, was by the threatening messages of the 
king forced to conclude peace, and to acknowledge the independ-
ence of its rebellious allies (Jig n.c.). Then the king attempted 
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to subjugate Egypt, but two expeditinns were unsuccessful, 
and, in consequence, Sidon and the other Phoenician towns, and 
the princes of Cyprus, rebelled against Persia and defeated the 
Persian generals. After great preparations the king came in 
person, but again the attack on Egypt was repelled by the Greek 
generals of Nectanebus (346). One or two years later Artaxerxes, 
at the head of a great army, began the siege of Sidon. The 
Sidonian king Tennes considered resistance hopeless, and 
betrayed the town to the Persian king, assisted by Mentor, who 
had been sent with Greek troops from Egypt to defend the town. 
Artaxerxes repressed the rebellion with great cruelty and 
destroyed the town. The traitor Tennes was put to death, but 
Mentor rose high in the favour of the king, and entered into a 
dose alliance with the eunuch Bagoas, the king's favourite and 
vizier. They succeeded in subjecting the other rebels, and, after 
a hard fight at Pelusium, and many intrigues, conquered Egypt 
(343); Nectanebus fled to Ethiopia. Artaxerxes used his 
victory with great cruelty; he plundered the Egyptian temples 
and is said to have killed the Apis. After his return to Suss, 
Bagoas ruled the court and the upper satrapies, while Mentor 
restored the authority of the empire everywhere in the west. 
He deposed or killed many Greek dynasts, among them the 
famous Hermias of Atarneus, the protector of Aristotle, who had 
friendly relations with Philip (342 Lc.). When Philip attacked 
Perinthus and Byzantium (34o), Artaxerxes sent them support, 
by which they were enabled to withstand the Macedonians; 
Philip's antagonists in Greece, Demosthenes and his party, 
hoped to get subsidies from the king, but were disappointed. 

In 338 Artaxerxes III., with his older sons, was killed by 
Bagoas, who raised his youngest son Arses to the throne. 
Artaxerxes III. is said never to have entered the country of 
Persia proper, because, being a great miser, he would not pay the 
present of a gold piece for every Persian woman, which it was 
usual to give on such occasions (Hut. Alex. 69). But we have a 
building inscription from Persepolis, which contains his name 
and genealogy, and invocations of Ahurantazda and Mithra. 

For the relations of Artaxerxes with the Jews see laws, 
H19-21. For bibliographical references we PERSIA :Angina History. 

The name Artaxerxes was adopted by Beaus when he proclaimed 
himself king after the assassination of Darius III. It was borne by 
several dynasts of Persia, when it formed an independent kingdom in 
the time of the Parthian empire (on their coins they call themselves 
Artakhshathr• one of them is mentioned by Lucian. Macrebii, is), 
and by three kings of the Sassanid dynasty, who are better known 
under the modern form Ardashir (En. M.) 

ARTEDI, PETER (i705-1735).  Swedish naturalist, was born 
in the province of Angermania, in Sweden, on the 22nd of 
February 1705. Intending to become a clergyman, he went, in 
.1724, to study theology at Upsala, but he turned his attention to 
'medicine and natural history, especially ichthyology, upon the 
study of which he exercised great influence (see ICHTHYOLOGY). 
In 1728 his countryman Linnaeus arrived in Upsala, and a last-
ing friendship was formed between the two. In 1732 both 
left Upsala, Artedi for England, and Linnaeus for Lapland; 
but before parting they reciprocally bequeathed to each other 
their manuscripts and books in the event of death. He 
was accidentally dr 'Tined on the 27th of September 5735  at 
Amsterdam, where he was engaged in cataloguing the collections 
of Albert Seba, a wealthy Dutchman, who had formed what was 
perhaps the richest museum of his time. According to agree-
ment, his manuscripts came into the hands of Linnaeus, and his 
BiblioIheca Itlakyologita and Philosophic Ichthyologica, together 
with a life of the author, were published at Leiden in the year 
1738. 

ARTEGA, a tnle of African " Arabs," said to be descendants 
of a sheik of that name who came from Hadramut in pre-
Islamic days, settling near Tokar. The name is said to be 
" patrician," and the Artega may be regarded as the most 
ancient stock in the Suakin district. They are now an inferior 
mixed race. They were all followers of the mated i and khalifa in 
the Sudan wars (i883- 1898). 

SeeA ngio-EgypitosSndas.editedbyCountGlekhen(London.1905). 
ARM (Russ. for " gang "). the name for the co-operative 

associations in Russia. Originally, the arteh were true examples  

of productive co-operation, bodies of working-men associating 
together for the purpose of jointly undertaking some piece of 
work, and dividing the profits. This original form of artel still 
survives among the fishermen of Archangel. Arteh have come, 
however, to be little more than trade gilds, with mutual respon-
sibility. (For details see Russia.)  

ARTEXIDORUS. (1) A geographer " of Ephesus " who flour-
ished about zoo B.C. After studying at Alexandria, he travelled 
extensively and published the results of his investigations 
in a large work on general geography (Ti yearypackhacra) in 
eleven books, much used by Strabo and others. The original 
work is lost, but we possess many small fragments and larger 
fragments of an abridgment made by Marcianus of Heradefa 
(5th century), which contains the peripins of the Euxine and 
accounts of Bithynia and Paphlagonia. (See Mailer, Geography 
&mei Minoru- Bunbury, History of Aseicsa Geography; 
Stieble, " Der deograph Artemidoros von Ephesus," in Philo-
logus, af., s856). (2) A soothsayer and interpreter of dreams, 
who flourished in the and ceetury A.D., during the reigns of 
Hadrian and the Antonines. He called himself Daldianus from 
his mother's birthplace, Dahlia in Lydia, in order to make its 
name known to the world. His 'Oresporptnee, or interpretation 
of dreams, was said to have been written by command of Apollo 
Daldianus, whose initiated votary he was. It is in four books, 
with an appendix containing a collection of prophetic dreams 
which had been realized. The first three books, addressed to 
Cassius !darkens, a Phoenician rhetorician (perhaps identical 
with Maximus of Tyre), treat of dreams and divination generally; 
the fourth—with a reply to his critics—and the appendix are 
dedicated to his son, also named Artemidorns and an interpreter 
of dreams. Artemidorus boasts of the trouble expended on his 
work; he had read all the authorities on dreams, travelled 
extensively, and conversed with all who had studied the subject. 
The work is valuable as affording an insight into ancient super-
stitions. According to Suidas, Artemidorus also wrote on augurs 
and cheiromancy, but all trace of these works is lost. (Editions: 
Reiff, 1805, Hercher, 1864; translation and notes, Krauss, zletz ; 
English translation by Wood, 1644, and later editions.) 

ARTEMIS, one of the principal goddesses in Greek mythology, 
the counterpart of the Roman Diana. The suggested ety-
mologies of the name (see 0. Gruppe, Criechische Mythologic, 
ii. p. 1267, note 2), as in the case of most of the Olympian deities, 
are unsatisfactory, and throw no light upon her significance and 
characteristics. The Homeric and later conception of Artemis, 
though by no means the original one, may be noticed first. She 
is the daughter of Zeus and Leto, twin-sister and counterpart of 
Apollo. She is said to have been born a day before him (on the 
6th of the month) and tradition assigns them different birth-
places—Delos to Apollo, Ortygia to Artemis. But Ortygia 
(" home of quails ") applies still to Delos, and may well have 
been a synonym for that island. In its original sense it does not 
apply either to the island of Ortygia at Syracuse, or to Ortygia 
near Ephesus, which also claimed the honour of having been the 
birthplace of the goddess. Artemis is the goddess of chastity, an 
aspect of her character which gradually assumed more and more 
importance—the protectress of young men and maidens, who 
defies and contemns the power of Aphrodite. Her resemblance 
to her brother is shown in many ways. Like him, armed with 
bow and arrows, she deals death to mortals, sometimes gently 
and suddenly, especially to women, but also as a punishment 
for offences against herself or morality. With him she takes 
part in the combat with Python and with iltyus, in the slaughter 
of the children of Niobe, while alone she executes vengeance on 
Orion. Although Apollo has nothing to do with the earlier cult 
of Artemis, nor Artemis with that of Delphi, their association 
was a comparatively early one, and probably originated in Delos. 
Here the connexion of Artemis with the Hyperborean legend 
(see APOLLO) is shown in the names of the maidens (Opis, 
Hecaerge) who were supposed to have brought offerings from the 
north to Delos, where they were buried. Both Opis (or Oupis) 
and Hecaerge are names of Artemis, the latter being the feminine 
of Hecaergos, an epithet of Apollo. Like her brother, she is not 
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only a goddess who deals death, but she is also a healing and a 
purifying divinity, obkia (" the healer," d. Apollo Oulios), MN, 
Weak (" purifier,") and clamps, " she who saves from all evils" 
(cf. Apollo tbrorpbrutot). Her connexion with the prophetic art 
is doubtful, although mention is made of an Artemis Sibylla. 

. To her association with Apollo are certainly to be referred the 
names Delphinia and Pythia, and the titles referring to state and 
family life—wpoorarepla, rarpwrts, ffsiXele. It probably 
accounts for her appearance as a goddess of seafarers, the 
bestower of fair weather and prosperous voyages. At Phigalia 
in Arcadia, Eurynome, represented as half woman and half fish, 
was probably another form of Artemis. To the same association 
may be traced her slight connexion with music, song and dance. 

It is in the Arcadian and Athenian rites and legends, hdwever, 
which are certainly earlier than Homer, that the original con-
ception of the goddess is to be found. These tend to show that 
Artemis was first and foremost a nature goddess, whose cult 
shows numerous traces of totemism. As a goddess of fertilizing 
moisture, lakes, rivers, springs, and marshy lowlands are brought 
into close connexion with her. Thus she is ALOPULO., Mamma 
Mom (" lady of the lake "),Ikela (" of marshes "), "wapiti (" of 
rivers," especially of the Cladaus and Alpheus, whence her name 
'AA4emle). Her influence is very active in promoting the 
increase of the fruits of the field, hence she is specially a goddess 
of agriculture. She drives away the mice (cf. Apollo Smintheus) 
and slays the Aloids.e, the corn spirits; she is the friend of the 
reapers, and requires her share of the first fruits. Her character 
as a harvest goddess is clearly shown in the legend of the Caly-
donian boar, sent by her to ravage the fields out of resentment 
at not having received a harvest offering from Oeneus (see 
liztzscr.a). As knob/um and lauchefillutos (" presiding over 
the mill and the oven ") she extends her protection over the 
further development of the grain for the use of man. 

Artemis was naturally also a goddess of trees and vegetation. 
Near Orchomenus her wooden image stood in a large cedar-tree 
—an indication that her worship was originally that of the tree 
itself (eapearts, " the cedar goddess "); at Carrie there was 
an image of Artemis =pans (" the nut•tree goddess "). Two 
curious epithets in this connexion deserve notice: kuvogitroa 
( "bound with withies "), derived from the legend that the 
image of Artemis Orthia was found in a thicket of withies, 
which twined round it and kept it upright (Mryos is the apes 
easier, and points to Artemis in her relation to women); and 
dear coitire (" the suspended "), probably a reference to the 
custom of hanging the mask or image of a vegetationKlivinity 
on a tree to obtain fertility (Farnell, Culls of She Greek Slates, it. 
p. an; cf. the " swing " festival (carpa) of the Greeks, and the 
mills of the Romans). 

The functions of the goddess extended from the vegetable to 
the animal world, to the inhabitants of the woods and mountains. 
This is clearly expressed in the cult of Artemis Laphria (possibly 
connected with )40A, " spoils"), at whose festivals all kinds of 
animals, both wild and tame, as well as fruits, were thrown 
together on a huge wood fire. Her general name in this con-
nexion was lerporipts (" roaming the wilds," not necessarily 
"goddess of the chase," an aspect less familiar in the older 
religion), to whom five hundred goats were offered every year 
by the Athenians as a thanksgiving in commemoration of the 
victory at Marathon. Numerous animals were sacred to her, 
and at Syracuse all kinds of wild beasts, including a lioness, 
were carried In procession in her honour. It has been observed 
that she is rather the patroness of the wild beasts of the field 
than of the more agricultural or domestic animals (Yarnell, 
Celle, ii p. 43z), although the epithet *Weak (" the tamer," 
according to others, the " gentle " goddess of healing) seems to 
refer to her connexion with the latter. The bear was especially 
associated with her in Arcadia, and in her worship es Artemis 
Brauronia at Barron in Attica. According to the legend, 
CeUisto, an Arcadian nymph, became by Zeus the mother of 
'seas, she eponymous hero of the Arcadians. Zeus, to conceal 

the amour, changed Cellist° into a she-bear; Hera, however, 
discovered it, and persuaded Artemis to slay Cellist°, who was  

placed amongst the stars as ipiros (" the bear "). There Is no 
doubt that Cellist° is identical with Artemis; her name is an 
obvious variation of eahMore, a frequent epithet of the goddess, 
to whom a temple was erected on the lull where Cellist° was 
supposed to be buried. It is suggested by M. Kraus in Classical 
Review, February Ica, that Aphaea, the cult-name of Artemis 
et Aegina, is of Semitic origin and means " beautifuL " Closely 
connected with this legend is the worship of Artemis Brauronia. 
The accounts of its institution, which differ in detail, agree that 
it was intended to appease the wrath of the goddess at the killing 
of a bear. A number of young girls, between five and ten years 
of age, wearing a bear-skin (afterwards a saffron-coloured robe) 
danced a bear-dance, called ?verde, the girls themselves being 
called deem. In one account, a maiden was ordered to be 
sacrificed to the bear Artemis, but a certain man who had a goat 
called it his daughter and offered it up in secret, just as at 
Munychium a fawn dressed up as a girl was sacrificed to the 
goddess. In place of the goat or fawn a bear might have been 
expected, but the choice may have been influenced by the =inlet 
totem of the tribe into whose hands the ritual fell. The whole is 
a reminiscence of earlier times, when the goddess herself was a 
bear, to whom human sacrifice was offered. Cellist° was origin-
ally a bear-goddess worshipped in Arcadia, identified with 
Artemis, when nothing remained of the original animal-worship 
but name and ritual. The worship of Cellist° being merged in 
that of the greater divinity, she became the handmaid and 
companion of Artemis. A stone figure of a bear found on the 
Acropolis seems to point to the worship of Artemis Brauronia. 
Her death at the hands of the latter was explained by the wrath 
of the goddess—in her later aspect as goddess of chastity—at 
Callisto's amour with Zeus (see A. Lang, MA, Rileal and 
Religion, IL; Farnell, Celts, ii. p. 437). The custom of flogging 
youths at the altar of Artemis Orthia' at Limnaeum in Laconia, 
and the legend of Iphigeneia (ex.), herself another form of 
Artemis, connected with Artemis Taurica of the Tauric Cher. 
sonese, are usually supposed to point to early human sacrifice 
(but see Farnell). Various explanations have been given of the 
epithet Vas: (t) that it refers to the primitive type of the 
" erect" wooden idol; (a) that it means " she who safely ream 
children after birth,".or "heals the sick " (d. Bathos applied to 
Asclepius); (3) that it has a phallic significance (Schreiber in 
Roscher's Lezikon). Scholars differ as to whether Artemis 
nude& b Identical with Artemis Tauropolos, worshipped chiefly 
at Samos with a milder ritual, but it is more probable that 
raupoirdkoe simply means " protectress of bulls." 

The protecting influence of Artemis was extended, like that 
of Apollo, to the highest animal, man. She was especially con. 
cerned in the bringing up of the young. Boys were brought by 
their nurses to the temple of Artemis eopogahla (..trouporp6Wor) 
and there consecrated to her; at the Apaturia, on the day 
called ampere nr, boys cut off and dedicated their hair to her 
Girls as well as boys were under her protection. Her function as 
a goddess of marriage Is less certain, and the cult-titles adduced 
In support of it are hardly convincing; such are *mom, 
interpreted as " she who leads home the bride," craw/0in 
" bearer of light," that is, of torches at the marriage procession. 
On the other hand, her connexion with childbirth is clearly 
shown: in many places she is even called Eilithyia, who in the 
earlier poets was regarded as distinct from her. In one version 
of the story of her birth she is said to have been born a day before 
Apollo, in order to assist Leto at his birth; women in childbirth 
invoked her aid, and after delivery offered up their clothes or 
a lock of hair. As already noticed, In Homer Artemis appears 
as a goddess of death; closely akin to this is the conception 
of her as a goddess of war. As such she is ruopAiwos (" bringer 
of victory "); the title &oats is possibly connected with 

t The site of the temple or Artemis Orthia was excavated by the 
British School of Archaeology at Athens (see A mewl, woe). The 
flogging (Saviaertlawit) Is explained by R. C. Bosanquet as a late 
institution of decedent Sparta, an exaggeration or an old ritual 
practice of whipping away boys who tried to steal cheeses from the 
altar (see The Year's weekto Classical Media, ed. W. H. D. Reuse, 
nos). 
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whale ("sword-sheath "); and bad,* (see above) may refer to 
the spoils of war as well as the chase. 

The idea of Artemis as a virgin goddess, the "queen and 
huntress, chute and fair," which obtained great prominence in 
early times, and seems inconsistent with her association with 
childbirth, is generally explained as due to her connexion with 
Apollo, but it is suggested by Farnell that pepOkaos originally 
meant "unmarried," and that "'Apnea pepekres may have been 
originally the goddess of a people who had not yet the advanced 
Hellenic institutions of settled marriage . . . and when society 
developed the later family system the goddess remained celibate, 
though not opposed to childbirth." 

Another view of the original character of Artemis, which has 
found much support in modern times, is that she was a moon-
goddess. But there is no trace of Artemis as such in the epic 
period, and the Homeric hymn knows nothing of her ideattifica-
don with Selene. The attribute of the torch will apply equally 
well to the goddess of the chase, and epithets such as disardtbpos, 
irdutate6pes, aorta, although applicable, are by no means 
convincing. The idea dates from the 5th century, and was due 
to her connexion with Hecate and Apollo. When the latter 
came to be identified by philosophical speculation with the sun-
god Helios, it was natural that his sister and counterpart should 
be identified with the moon-goddess Selene. But she is nowhere 
recognized in cult as such (see Gruppe, Griethiscke Alytkologie, 
ii p. :gm note a). 

It has been mentioned that Cellist°, Iphigeneia, Eilithyia, are 
only Artemis under different names; to these may be added 
Adrasteia, Atalanta, Helen, Leto and others (see Wernicke in 
Pauly-Wissowa's Reakeeydopddie). 

Again, various non-Hellenic divinities were identified with 
Artemis, and their cult gradually amalgamated with hers. The 
most important of these was Artemis of Ephesus, whose seat 
was in the marshy valley of the Caystrus. Like the Greek 
Artemis, she was essentially a nature goddess, the great foster-
mother of the vegetable and animal kingdom. A number of 
officials were engaged in the performance of her temple service. 
Her eunuch priests, peyilhiret (a name which points to a Persian 
origin), were under the control of a high priest called Essen 
(according to others, there was a body of priests called Essenes). 
There were also three classes of priestesses, Mellierae, Hierae, 
Parieme; there is no evidence that they were called Melissae 
(" bees "), although the bee is a frequent symbol on the coins of 
the city. Her chief festival, Ephesia or Artemisia, was held in 
the spring, at which games and various contests took place after 
the Greek fashion, although the ritual continued to be of a 
modified oriental, orgiastic type. This goddess is closely con-
nected with the Amazons (q.v.), who are said to have built her 
temple and set up her image in the trunk of a tree. The Greeks 
of Ephesus identified her with their own Artemis, and claimed 
that her birthplace Ortygia was near Ephesus, not in Delos. 
She has much in common with the oriental prototype of Aphro-
dite, and the Cappadocian goddess Ma, another form of Cybele. 
The usual figure of the Ephesian Artemis, which was said in the 
first instance to have fallen from heaven, is in the form of a female 
with many breasts, the symbol of productivity or a token of her 
function as the all-nourishing mother. From the waist to the 
feet her image resembles a pillar, narrowing downwards and 
sculptured all round with rows of animals (lions, rams and bulls). 

Mention may also be made of the following non-Hellenic 
representatives of Artemis. Leucophryne (or Leucophrys), 
whose worship was brought by emigrants from Magnesia in 

, Thessaly to Magnesia on the Maeander, was a nature god-
dess, and her representation on coins exactly resembles that of 
the Ephesian Artemis. Her cult, however, from the little that 
is known of it appears to have been more Hellenic. There was an 
altar and temple of Anemia Pergaea at Perga in Pamphylia, 
where a yearly festival was held in her honour. As in the case of 
Cybele, mendicant priests were attached to her service. Similar 
figures were Artemis Coloene, worshipped at Lake Coloe near 
Sardis; Artemis Cords:, celebrated in wanton dances on Mount 
Sipylus; the Persian Artemis. identical with Anaitis Bendis, 
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was a Thracian goddess of war and the chase, whose cult was 
introduced into Attica in the middle of the stb century sac. by 
Thracian metics. At her festival called Bendidea, held at the 
Pdraeus, there was a procession of Thradans who were settled in 
the district, and a torch-race on horseback. (For Britoil:lards 
see separate article.) 

Among the chief attributes of Artemis are: the bind, specially 
regarded as her sacred animal; the bear, the boar and the goat; 
the zebu (Artemis Leucophrys); the lion, one of her oldest 
animal symbols; bow and arrows, as goddess of the chase and 
death; a mural crown, as the protectress of cities; the torch, 
originally an attribute of the goddess of the chase or marriage, 
but, like the crescent (originally an attribute of the Asiatic 
nature goddesses), transferred to Artemis, when she came to be 
regarded as a moon-goddess. The Greek Artemis was usually 
represented as a huntress with bow and quiver, or torch in her 
hand, in face very like Apollo, her drapery Bowing to her feet, or, 
more frequently, girt high for speed. She is accompanied often 
by a deer or a dog. Perhaps the finest existing statue of her is 
the Diana of Versailles from Hadrian's Villa (now in the Louvre), 
in which she wears a short tunic drawn in at the waist and sandals 
on her feet; her hail is bound up into a knot at the back of her 
head, with a band over the forehead. With her left hand she 
holds a stag, while drawing an arrow from the quiver on her 
shoulder with the right. Another famous statue is one from 
Gabii, in which she is finishing her toilet and fastening the 
chlamys over her tunic. In older times her figure is fuller and 
stronger, and the clothing more complete; certain statues 
discovered at Delos, imitated from wooden models (Edarn), are 
supposed to represent Artemis; they are described as stiff and 
rigid, the limbs as it were glued to the body without life or 
movement, garments closely fitting, the folds of which fall in 
symmetrical parallel lines. As a goddess of the moon she wears a 
long robe, carries a torch, and her head is surmounted by a 
crescent. On the coins of Arcadia, Aetolia, Crete and Sicily, are 
to be seen varied and beautiful representations of her head as 
conceived by the Greek artists in the beat times. 

At/TITORITIES.—ArtkIes in Pauly-Wissowa's Realetszeloithdie; 
Roscherli Lexie= der Mythologic and Daremberg and 
Dietioccaire des astir:Ws (s.c. Diana, with well-arranged biblio-
graphy); Preller, Grieckiseke Mytkologie (kth ed. by C. Robert); 
L. R. Farrell, The Calls of Me Greek Stares. IL Sillo6); 0. Gruppe, 
Griethisehe Mythologie and Religions-Centric/tic n.(16); A. Claus, 
De Dieeae antiquarian aped Cruces 'were (Breslin, ago). In 
the article Gases ART, fig. it (a gold ornament from Camirua) 
represents the Oriental goddess identified by the Greeks with 
Artemis. 

For the Roman goddess identified with Artemis see DIANA. 
U. H. F.)  

ARTEMISIA, daughter of Lygdamis, was queen of Han. 
camassus and Cos about 48o B.C. Being s dependent of Persia, 
she took part in person in the expedition of Xerxes against the 
Greeks, and fitted out five ships, with which she distinguished 
herself in the sea-fight near Salamis (480). When closely 
pursued by the Athenians she escaped by the stratagem of 
attacking one of the Persian vessels, whereupon the Athenians 
concluded that she was an ally, and gave up the pursuit (Herod. 
vii. qq , viii. 68). After the battle Xerxes declared that the 
men had fought like women, and the women like men. By her 
advice he did not risk another battle, but at once retired from 
Greece. She is said to have loved a young man named Darda nus, 
of Abydos, and, enraged at his neglect of her, to have put out his 
eyes while he was asleep. The gods, as a punishment for this, 
ordered her, by an oracle, to take the famous but rather mythical 
loser's leap from the Leucadian promontory (Photius, Cod. is3a). 

ARTEMISIA, the sister and wife of Mausolus (or Maussollus), 
king of Carla, was sole ruler from about 353 to 35o B.C. She has 
immortalized herself by the honours paid to the memory of her 
husband. She built for him, in Halicarnassus, a very magnificent 
tomb, called the Mausoleum, which was one of the seven wonders 
of the world, and from which the name mausoleum was afterwards 
given to all tombs remarkable for their grandeur. She appointed 
panegyrics to be composed in his honour, and offered valuable 
prizes for the best oratorical and tragic compositions. She also 
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erected a monument, or trophy, In Rhodes, to commemorate her 
conquest of that island. When the Rhodians regained their 
freedom they built round this trophy so as to render it inacces-
table, whence it was known as the Abates. There are statues 
of Mausolus and Artemisia in the British Museum. 

Vitruvius iL 8, Dioclorus Sieulus xvi. 36; Cicero, Tare. cat. 31; 
Vat Max. iv 6. 

AMMON 	c. A.D. 230), a prominent Christian teacher 
at Rome, who held Adoptianist (see Aoorrietersu), or humani-
tarian views, of the same type as his elder contemporaries the 
Theodotians, though perhaps asserting more definitely than they 
the superiority of Christ to the prophets in respect of His super-
natural birth and sinlessness. He was excommunicated by 
Zephyrinus, despite his remarkable claim that all that bishop's 
predecessors in the see of Rome had held the humanitarian 
position. (See also MONARCH:LAMM) 

ARUBA, a village of Italy, in the province of Rome, situated 
at the N.N.W. extremity of the Volnian Mountains; it Is 36 m. 
S.E. by rail, and xs m. direct from Rome. Pop. (toot) soz 6. 
On the mountain above It (eon ft.) are the fine remains of the 
fortifications of a city built in a very primitive style, in cyclopean 
blocks of local limestone; within the walls are traces of build-
ings, and a massive terrace which supported some edifice of 
importance. The name of this city is quite uncertain; Ecetra 
is a possible suggestion. The modern village, which was called 
Monte Fortino until ape, owes its present name to an un-
warrantable Identification of the site with the ancient Volscian 
Artena, destroyed in 404 B.C. Another Artena, which be-
longed to the district of Caere, and lay between it and Veil, was 
destroyed in the period of the kingsiand its site is quite unknown. 

See T. Ashby and G. J. Pfeiffer in Seppiesenserry Papers of the 
Americas School is Rome, 1.87 seq. 

ARMEE= (Gr. tkio)ela, Probably from altirt., to raise, 
but popularly connected by the ancients with iks, air), In 
anatomy, the elastic tubes which carry the blood away from 
the heart to the tissues. As, after death, they are always found 
empty, the older anatomists believed that they contained air, 
and to this belief they owe the name, which was originally given 
to the windpipe (lradsea). Two great trunks, the aorta and 
pulmonary artery, leave the heart and divide again and again 
until they become minute vessels to which the name of arterioles 
is given. The larger trunks are fairly constant in position and 
receive definite names, but as the smaller branches are reached 
there is an increasing inconstancy in their position, and anato-
mists. are still undecided as to the normal, i,e most frequent, 
arrangement of many of the smaller arteries. From a common-
sense point of view it is probably of greater importance to 
realize how variable the distribution of smell arteries is than 
AO remember the names of twigs which are of neither angles] 
nor morphological importance. Arteries adapt themselves 
more quickly than most other structures to any mechanical 
obstruction. and many of the differences between the arterial 
systems of Man and other animals are due to the assumption 
of the erect position. Many arteries are tortuous, especially 
when they supply movable parts such as the face or scalp, but 
when one or two sharp bends are found they are generally due 
to the artery going out of its way to give off a constant and 
important branch. Small arteries unite or anastomose with 
others near them very freely, so that when even a large artery 
is obliterated a collateral circulation Is carried on by the rapid 
increase in size of the communications between the branches 
coming off above and below the point of obstruction. Some 
branches, however, such as those going to the basal ganglia of 
the brain and to the spleen, are known as "end' arteries," and 
these do not anastomose with their neighbours at all; thus, 
if one is blocked, arterial blood is cut off from its area of supply. 
As a rule, there is little arterial anastomosis across the middle 
line of the body near the surface, though the scalp, lips and 
thyroid body are exceptions. 

The distribution of the pulmonary artery is considered in con-
nexion with the anatomy ai the lungs (see Pasnazroar SYMILII) 
That of the aorta will now be briefly described. • 

The Aorta lies is the cavities of the thorax and abdossea, and 

arises from the base of the left ventricle of the heart. It ascends 
forward, upward. and to the right as far as the level of 

urea the second right costal cartilage. then runs backward. and 
to the left to reach the left side of the body of the 4th thoracic 
vertebra, and then descends almost vertically. It thus forms the 
arch of the aorta, which arches over the toot of the left lung. and 
which has attached to its concave surface a fibrous cord, known as 
the obliterated dacha arterionts, which connects it with the left 
branch of the pulmonary artery The aorta continues its course 
downward in close relation to the bodies of the thoracic vertebrae, 
then passes through an opening in the diaphragm (q.v.), enters the 
abdomen, and descends in from of the bodies of the lumbar vertebrae 
as low as the 4th. where it usually divides into two terminal branches, 
the common iliac arteries. Above and behind the angle of bilurca. 
don, however, a long slender artery, called the middle sacral, is 
prolonged downward in front of the sacrum to the end of the coccyx. 

It will be convenient to describe the distribution of the arteries 
under the following beadi r--(t) Branches for the bead' neck 
and upper limbs, (a) branches for the viscera of the thorax and 
abdomen; (3) branches for the walls of the thorax and abdomen; 
(4) branches for the pelvis and lower limbs. 

The branches for the head, neck and upper limbs arise as three 
large arteries from the transverse part of the aorta, they are named 
innessinak, id/ common carotid andleft subdevien. The innerninate 
artery is the rye and passes upward and to the right, to the root 
of the neck, where it divides into the right common carotid and the 
right subdavian. The carotid arteries supply the two sides of the 
head and neck, the subdavian arteries the two umm• extremities. 

The common carotid artery runs up the neck by the side of 
the windpipe, and on a level with the upper border of the 
thyroid cartilage divides into the internal and external "red"  

ON& carotid arteries. 
The lutenist! carotid artery ascends through the carotid canal in 

the temporal bone into the cranial cavity. It gives off an ophthalmic 
branch to the eyeball and other contents et the orbit. and that 
divides into the anterior and middle cerebral arteries. The middle 
cerebral artery extends outward into the Sy Ivian fissure of the brain, 
and supplies the island of Reil, the orbital part, and the outer face of 
the frontal lobe, the parietal lobe, and the temporo-spheooidal lobe; 
it also gives a choroad branch to the choroid plexus of the velum 
interpositum. The anterior cerebral artery supplies the inner face 
of the hemisphere from the anterior end of the frontal lobe as far 
back as the internal parieto-occipital fissure. At the base of the 
brain not only do the two internal carotids anastomose with each 
other through the anterior communicating artery, which passes 
between their anterior cerebral branches, but the internal carotid on 
each side anastomoses with the posterior cerebral branch of. the 
basilar, by a posterior communicating artery. In this manner a 
vascular circle, the circle of Willis, is formed. which permits of 
freedom of the arterial circulation by the anastomoses between 
arteries not only on t he same side, but on opposite sides of the 
menial planer. The vertebral and internal carotid arteries, which 
are the arteries of supply for the brain, are distinguished by lying 
at some depth from the surface in their course to the organ, by having 
curves or twists in their course, and by the absence of large collateral 
branches. 

The sdernal carotid artery ascends through the upper part of the 
side of the neck, and behind the lower jaw into the parotid  gland, 
where it divides into the internal maxillary and superbcial temporal 
branches. This artery gives off the following branches .—(a)Ssiperior 
thyroid to the larynx and thyroid body • (b) Lingual to the tongue 
andaulaal dfdand I (c)  Facial to the lace, palate. tonsil and sub- 
maxillary 	; (d) Ocapial to the sterno-mastoid muscle and back 
of die 	(e). Posterior °winder to the back of the ear and the 
adjacent part of the scalp; (f) Superficial temporal to the scalp in 
front of the ear. and by its transverse facial branch to the back part 
of the face, (g) Internal maxillary, 	muscsdar breeches to the 
muscles of mastication, mons 	branches to the dam ouster. 

.dental branches to the teeth, another branches to the nose, palate 
andtbe panum; (k) Asceidingdpharyrtgeal. which gives branches 00 

Prelate, tonsil, an dun mater. 
subclasian artery is the commencement of the great (arterial 

trunk for the upper limb. It passes across the root of the neck and 
behind the clavicle, where it enters the armpit, and 
becomes the arillary artery: Isy that name it extends da"... 

.as far as the posterior fold of the axilia, where it enters 
the upper arm, takes the name of brachial. and courses as "7  
far as the bend of the elbow; here it bifurcates into the radial and 
shear arteries. From the subcLavian part of the trunk the following 
branches arise :--(e) Vertebral, which enters the foramen at the root 
of the transverse process of the 6th cervical vertebra, ascends through 
the corresponding foramina in the vertebrae above, lies in a groove 
on the arch of the atlas, and enters the skull through the foramen 
magnum, where it joins its fellow to form the bender artery; it 
gives off nessmilar branches to the deep muscles of the neck. spinal 
branches to the spinal cord, mesingeal branches to the dun mater. 
and an inferior cerebellar branch to the under surface of the cere-
bellum. The banter artery, formed by the junction if the two 
vertebrate. extends from the lower to the upper border of the pons 
Verdi': it gives off amuses* bombes to the pens, auditory branches 
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to the internal ear, interior cerebellar branches to the under surface 
of the cerebellum, whilst it breaks up into four terminal branches, 
Via two superior cerebellar to the upper surface of the cerebellum, 
and two posterior cerebral which supply the tentorial and menial 
aspects of the temporo•phenoidal lobes, the occipital lobes, and the 
posterior convolutions of the parietal lobes. (b) Thyroid axis, which 
immediately divides into the inferior thyroid, the supra scapular, 
and the traallitlie cervical branches; the inferior thyroid supplies the 
thyroid body, and gives off an ascending ccreical branch to the 
muscles of the neck; the supra-scapular supplies the muscles on the 
daesum scapulae; the transverse cervical supplies the trapezius and 
the muscles attached to the vertebral border of the scapula (c) 
/eternal mammary supplies the anterior surface of the walls of the 
chest and abdomen, and the upper surface of the diaphragm. (d) 
Superior intercostal supplies the first intercostal space, and b) its 
deep cervical branch the deep muscles of the back of the neck. 

The arillary artery supplies thoracic branches to the wall of the 
chest,.the pectoral muscles, and the fat and glands of the atoll': 
an acronsio-thoracic to the parts about the acromion; anterior and 
posterior circumflex branches to the shoulder joint and deltoid 
muscle: a subscapular branch to the muscles of the posterior fold 
of the atolls. 

The brachial artery supplies muscular branches to the muscles of 
the upper arm ; a nutrient branch to the humerus; superior and 
inferior profunda branches and an anastomotic to the muscles of the 
upper arm and the region of the elbow joint. 

The akar artery extends down the ulnae side of the front of the 
Yore-arm to thepelm of the hand, where it curves outward toward 
the thumb, and anastomoses with the superficial volar or other 
branch of the radial artery to form the superficial fulmar arch. In 
the fore-arm the ulnar gives off the interosseous arteries, which supply 
the muscles of the forearm and give nutrient branches to the bones; 
two recurrent branches to the region of the elbow; carpal branches 
to the wrist joint: in the hand it gives a deep branch to the deep 
muscles of the hand, and from the superficial arch arise digital 
branches to the sides of the little, ring, and middle fingers, and the 
ulnar border of the index finger. 

The radial artery extends down the radial side of the front of the 
fore-arm, turns round the outer side of the wrist to the back of the 
hand, paean between the 1st and and metacarpal bones to the palm. 
where it joins the deep branch of the ulnar, and forms the deep 
',alma, arch. In the fore-arm it gives off a recurrent branch to the 
elbow joint; carpal branches to the wrist joint; and muscular 
branches, one of which, named superficial volar, supplies the muscle 
of the thumb and joins the ulnar artery: in the hand it gives off a 
branch to the thumb, and one to the radial side of the index, in-
tonneaus branches to the interataeous muscles, perforating branches 
to the back of the hand, and recurrent branches to the wrist. 

The branches of the aorta which supply the viscera of the thorax 
are the coronary, the oesophageal, the bronchial and the pericardiac. 

The coronary arteries, two in number, are the first branches 
"'war  of the aorta, and arise opposite the anterior and kft 
Mimi"' posterior segments of the semilunar valve, from the wall of 
the aorta, where it dilates into the sinuses of Valsalvs. They supply 
the tissue of the heart. 

The One pha ftali, bronchial and pertcardiac branches are sufficiently 
described by their names. 

The branches of the aorta which supply the viscera of the abdomen 
arise either singly or in mini. The angle arteries are the coeliac 
axis, the superior mesenteric, and the inferior mesenteric, which 
arise from the front of the aorta; the pairs are the capsular, the two 
renal, and the two spermatic or ovarian, which arise from its sides. 
The single arteries supply viscera which are either completely or 
almost completely invested by the peritoneum, and the veins corre- 
sponding to them are the roots of the versa ;mettle. The pairs of 
arteries supply viscera developed behind the peritoneum, and the 
veins corresponding to them are rootlets of the inferior vena cave. 

The coeliac axis is a thick, short artery, which almost immediately 
divides into the gastric, hepatic and splenic branches. The gastric 
gives off oesophageal branches and then runs along the leaser 
curvature of the stomach. The hepatic artery ends in the substance 
of the liver; but gives off • cystic branch to the gall bladder, a 
pyloric branch to the stomach, a gastro-duodeml branch. which divides 
into a superior pancreatico-Modenal for the pancreas and duodenum, 
and a right gestre-epiploic for the stomach anti omentum. The splenic 
artery ends in the substance of the spleen; but gives off pancreatic 
branches to the pancreas, rasa bresia to the left end of the stomach, 
and a left gastro-epiploic to the stomach and omentum. 

The superior mesenteric artery gives off an inferior pancrealko-
duodenal branch to the pancreas and duodenum; about twelve 
intestinal branches to the small intestines, which form in the sub-
stance of the mesentery • series of arches before they end in the 
wall of the intestines; an Ocoee& branch to the end of the ileum, 
the mecum, and beginning of the colon; a right colic branch to the 
ascending colon; and a middle colic branch to the transverse colon. 

The inferior mesenteric artery gives off • left colic branch to the 
descending colon, a sigmoid branch to the iliac and pelvic colon, 
and ends In the Interior hemorrhoidal artery, which supplies the 
rectum. The arteries which supply the coats of the alimentary 
tube from the oesophagus to the rectum anastomose freely with  

each other in the wall of the tube, or in its mesenteric attachment; 
and the anastomoses are usually by the formation of arches or loops 
between adjacent branches. 

The capsular arteries, small in size, run outward from the aorta to 
end in the suprarenal capsules. 

The reed arteries pass one to each kidney, in which they for the 
most part end, but in the substance of the organ they give off small 
perforating branches. which pierce the cawule of the kidney, and are 
distributed in the surrounding fat. Additional renal arteries are 
fairly common. 

The spermatic arteries are two long slender arteries, which descend. 
one in each spermatic cord, into the scrotum to supply the testicle. 
The corresponding ovarian arteries in the female do not leave the 
abdomen. 

The branches of the aorta which supply the walls of Arena 
the thorax, abdomen and pelvis, are the intercostal, the bemoan. 
lumbar, the phrenic, and the middle sacral. 

The intercostal arteries arise from the back of the thoracic 
aorta, and are usually nine pairs. They run round the sides 
of the vertebral bodies as far as the commencement of the inter-
costal spaces, where each divides 
into a dorsal and a proper intercostal 	pg 
beanch; the dorsal branch passes to 
the back of the thorax to supply the 
deep muscles of the spine; the proper 
intercostal branch (A B.) runs outward 
in the intercostal space to supply 
its muscles, and the lower pairs of 
intercostal' also give branches to 
the diaphragm and wall of the ab- 
domen. Below the last rib a subcostal 
artery runs. 

The lumbar arteries arise from the 
beck of the abdominal aorta, and FIG. 1.—Diagram of a pair 
are usually four pairs. They run 	of intercostal arteries. 
round the sides of the lumbar versa Ao. The aorta transversely, 
brae. and divide into a dorsal branch 	divided, giving off at 
which supplies the deep muscles of 	each side an inter; 
the back of he loins, and an abdominal 	costal artery. 
branch which runs outward to supply PS, The posterior or dorsal 
the wall of the abdomen. The die. 	branch. 
tribution of the lumbar and inter- AB, The anterior or proper, 
costal arteries exhibits a trans- 	intercostal branch. 
wisely segmented arrangement of IM, A transverse section 
the vascular system, like the trans- 	through the internal 
versely segmented arrangement of 	mammary artery. 
the bones, muscles and nerves Met 
with in these localities, but more especially in the thoracic region. 

The phrenic arteries, two in number pass to supply the under 
surface of the diaphragm. 

The middle sacral artery, as it runs down the front of the sacrum; 
gives branches to the back of the pelvic wall. 

Injections made by Sir W. Turner have shown that, both in the 
thoracic and abdominal cavities, slender anastomosing communica-
tions eidst between the visceral and parietal branches. 

The arteries to the pelvis and hind limbs begin at the bifurcation , 
 of the aorta into the two common Macs. 

The common iliac artery, after • short course, divides into the 
internal and external iliac arteries. The Menial iliac enters the pelvio 
and divides into branches for the supply of the pelvic walls 
and viscera. including the organs of generation, and for the ' Nu' 
great muscles of the buttock. The external iliac descends usiml 
behind Poupert's ligament into the th4h, where it takes the name of 
femoral artery. The femoral daceMs along the front and inner 
surface of the thigh, gives off a profuse& or deep branch, which, by its 
circumflex and perforating branches, supplies the numerous muscles 
of the thigh; most of these extend to the back of the limb to carry 
blood to the muscles situated there The femoral artery then runs 
to the back of the limb in the ham, where it u called Popliteal artery: 
The popliteal divides into two branches, of which one, called anterior 
tibial, passes between the bones to the front of the leg, and then' 
downward to the upper surface of the foot; the other, posterior 
tibial, continues down the back of the leg to the sole of the foot, 
and divides into the internal and external plantar arteries: branches 
proceed from the external plantar artery to the sides of the toes, 
and constitute the digital arteries. From the large arterial trunks 
in the leg many branches proceed, to carry blood to the different 
structures in the limb. 

The wall of an artery consists of several coats (see fig ;  a). The 
outermost is the tunics athematic composed of connective tissue; 
immediately internal to this is the yellow elastic coat; 
within this again,the muscular coat, formed of involuntary 
muscular dame, the contractile fibre-cells of which are am." 
for the most part arranged transversely to the long. axis 
of the artery; in the larger arteries the elastic coat is much thicker 
than the muscular, but in the smaller the mine-War cwt is relatively 
strong; the vasomotor nerves terminate in the muscular coat. In 
the first part of the aorta, pulmonary artery and arteries of the retina 
there is no muscular coat. Internal to the muscular coet is 
the elastic fenestrated coat, formed of a smooth elastic membrane 
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patent" perforated by small apertures. Most Internal of all Is' layer of 

outoslirlsal cells, which form the free surface over which the blood 
flows. The arteries are not nourished by the blood which flows 
through them, but by minute vessels, tiara moms. distributed in 
their external, elastic and muscular coats. 

Flo 1 —Diagram of the structure of an artery. A. tunics adven-
tam . E. elastic coat. M, muscular coat. F. fenestrated coat. En. 
endothelium continuous with the endothelial wall of C, the capillanes. 

Enaatotoov 
The earliest appearance of the blood vessels is dealt with 'miler 

VASCULAR SYSTEM Here will be briefly described the fate of the 
main vessel which carnal the blood away from the ultimo asuman 
of the developing heart (q.v.). This ventral aorta. if traced forward. 
soon divides into two lateral parts the explanation being that there 
were originally two vessels side by sidea thich fused to form the 

, but continued sepa- 
rate anteriorly The two 

tal 
4:11 	itbD, 

LC 	

parts run for a little 

L V 

"OR of the embryo, ventral 

and then turn toward the 

distance toward the bead 

dorsum, passing one on 

to the alimentary canal. arc 

either side of that tube to 
form the first aortic arch. 
Having reached the dor- dip  
sum they turn backward 
toward the tail end and 
form the dorsal aortae. 
here, according to A H 
Young (Studies is A na-
tovsy, Owens College, that 

itiotar 
again "

s2 
and become. alter a tran-
sitional stage, the hypo. 
gartnc, placnual. alkaloid 
or umbslical artene This 

FIG 3.—Diagram of the Embryonic authority does not  believe 
Arsenal Arches. 1, 2. 3, S. S. 6, point that the middle sacral 
to the six arches. (The bi s*,, puts an !linen' of the adult is the 
obliterated in the adult human subject.) r!-al continuation of the single median dorsal aorta V.A0. Ventral Aorta. 	 into which the two parallel A.Ao. Arch of Aorta. 	 dorsal vessels just mm- D.Ar. Ductus Arterioaus. 	 tioned soon colesce, In 	Innominate Artery. 	 h until recently it R.I.0 -L.I.0 Right and Left Internal has thou g always  been so re. 

Carotid Arteries. 
D B. Duct of Botalli. 	 c

tw
urled. The anterior loop 

een the ventral and R.S.-L.S. Right and Left t ubclavian dorsal  aortae  already  de. 
Artenes. 

sari ode and aceiplial arteriesprobably spring from 
it. and at an early period tt passed through the stapes as the 
transitory superset artery. The t hud arch farms the " of 
the internal carotid. The fourth arch becomes the arch the silt 
aorta. between the origins of the left carotid and left subciavian. 
on the left side, and the first part of the right subclavian artery ca 
the right. The apparent fifth arch on the left side (fig. 3. remains 
all thrmigh foetal life as the Midas maims% &BA as the lungs 
develop, the pabasoisary arteries are derived from it. J. E. V. Boas 
and W. Zimmermann have shown that this arch is in reality the sixth, 
and that there is • very transitory true fifth arch in front of it (fig. 
3.6). The part of the ventral aorta from which this last arch rues 
is a single median vessel due to the same fusion of the two primitive 
ventral aortae which precedes the formation of the heart, but a 
spiral septum has appeared in it which divides it in such a way that 
while the anterior or cephalic arches communicate with the left vela- . 

 tncle of the heart, the last one com- 
municate* with the right (see HEAR* 
The fate of the ventral and dorsal longi-
tudinal vessels must now be followed. 
The fused part of the two ventral aortae, 
just in front of the heart, forms the 
ascending part of the adult aortic arch, 
and where this trunk divides between the 
filth and fourth arches (strictly speaking. 
the sixth and fifth), the right one forms 
the arairessnass (fig. 3, In.) and the left 
one a very short part of the transverse 
arch of the aorta until the fourth arch 
comes off (seefit. 4). From this point to 
the origin of t e third arch is common 'Ls-
carotid. and after that, to the head, 
external carotid on each side. The dorsal 
longstndsseal arteries on the head side of 
the junction with the third arch form the 
mooed carotids Between the third and 
fourth arches they are obliterated, while iti"- 
on the caudal side of this, until thepoint 
of fusion is reached on the dorsal side of 
the heart the left artery forms the upper 
part of the dorsal aorta while the right 
entirely disapppaarrss.. Below this point the 
thoratu and arisa/ aortae are formed r 10. 4--Diagrant of the 
by the two Irma/roe dorsal aortae which Hinman  Aorta and ire 
have fused to form a single median vessel. branebea S•T • SoPor- 

 As the limbs are developed, vessels bud Semi Temporal  Artery- 
ou 

 
out in them The stank:via* for the arm comes from the fourth aortic 
arch on each sale, while in the leg the main artery is a branch of 
the caudal arch which is curving ventralward to form the umbilical 
artery From the convexity of this arch the internal iliac and 
sciatic at first carry the blood to the limb, as they do permanently 
in reptiles. but later the enema' iliac and femoral become develope d,  
and. as they are on the concave side of the bend of the hip, while the. 
scout is on the convex, they have a mechanical advantage and 
become the permanent main channel. 

Fin further details see 0 Her wig, Ffaadlorch der pert:L.14.1,de* 
and expertmemellea Erthoickelangsidire der Wirbdhere (Jena, tao3). 

Con 	we ANATOMY 
In the Acrania the lancelet (Ariiplucous) shows certain arrange. 

ments of its arteries which are suggestive of the embryonic stages 
of the higher vertebrates and Man. There as a median ventral aorta 
below the pharynx, from which branclual arteries run up on each side 
between the branchial clefts, where the blood is aerated, to join two 
dorsal aortae which run back side by side until the hind end of the 
pharynx is reached, here they fuse to form a median vessel from 
which branches are distributed to the straight intestine There is 
no heart, but the ventral aorta is contractile, and the blood is driven 
forward in it and backward in the dorsal aortae. The bronchial 
arteries are very numerous, and cannot be homologued closely 
with the five (originally six) pairs of aortic arches in Man. 

In the fish the ventral aorta gives rise to five afferent branchial 
arteries carrying the blood to the gills, though these may not all 
come off as independent trunks from the aorta. From the gala 
the afferent brancluals carry the blood to the median dorsal aorta. 
As pectoral and pelvic fins are now developed. subclavian and iliac 
arteries are found rising from the dorsal aorta, though the aorta 
itself M continued directly backward as the caudal artery into the 
tail. In the Dipnol r mud fish. in which the swim bladder is con-
verted into a functional lung, the hindmost afferent branchial artery. 
corresponding to the fifth (strictly speaking the sixth) aortic arch of 
the human embryo, gives off on each side a pulmonary artery to that 
structure. 

The arrangement of the branchial aortic arches in the tailed 
Amphibra (Urodela). and in the tadpole stage of the tailless forms 
(Anura), makes it probable that the generalized vertebrate has six 
(if not more) pairs of these instead of the five which are evident 
in the human embryo. Four pairs of arches are 'present, the first of 
which is the carotid and corresponds to the third Man: the 
second is the true aortic arch on each side; the third undergoes 

RV4...V. Right and Left IV ,__, scribed as the first aortic 
Arteries. 	- ate'''. maiszyarch is included in the 

fins viscer al P.A. Posterior Auricular Artery. 
rtery. 	 arch of the soft parts Oph. Ophthalmic A  ( D.Ao. Dorsal Aorta. 	 see fig 3, 1) Later. four 

P T Pulmonary trunk. 	 other well-marked sonic 
arches grow behind this 

R.P.A.-L.P.A. Right and Left Pal' in the more caudal vii 
LTC'. Right 1. lit 

A
rteries. Left Common R.C.C.- 	. 	and 	

coral arches, so that there 
Carotid Arteries. 	

are altogether five arterial 
arches on each side of E.C. External Carotid iertery. the pharynx, through Oc. 	ccipital Artery. 

LM. 
O 

 Internal Maxillary Artery. 	which the blood can pass 
from the ventral to the 

dorsal aorta. Of these arches the first soon disappears, but 
is probably partly represented in the adult by the Wood 
maxillary artery, one branch of which, the ialraorbital, is enclosed 
in the upper jaw, while another, the inferior dental, is sur- 
rounded bY the lower jaw. Possibly the ophthalmic artery also 
belongs to this arch. sac second arch also disappears, but the 
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'peat reduction or disappears when the gills 'trophy. and is very 
transitory in the Mammalia (fig 3. 6), while the fourth is the dni 
from which the pulmonary artery is developed when the lungs 
appear, and corresponds to the nominal fifth. though really the 
meth arch, of the higher forms (6g. 3, 6). The dorsal part of this 
sixth arch remains as • pervious vessel In the Urodels. joining the 
pulmonary arch to the dorsal aorta. In the ventral part of the carotid 
arch the vessel breaks up into a plexus, for a abort distance forming 
the so-mdled carotid 'land, which has an important effect upon the 
adult circulation of the Amphibia. In the ReptilLt the great arteries 
are arranged on the same plan as in the adult Amphtbia. but the 
carotid arch retains its dorsal communication with the systematic 
aortic arch on each side, and this communication is known as the 
duct of Botalli (6g. 3, D.B.). In this class, as in the Amphibia, 
one great the cothaco-inesenterit usually supplies the liver. 

and anterior part of the intestates; this is a point 
resci:n  eosin interest when it is noticed howvery doge together the coeliac 
ass and superior mesenteric arteries rise i2061 the abdominal aorta 
in Man. 

la the Birds the right fourth arch alone remains as the aorta, 
the dorsal part of the left corresponding arch being obliterated. 
From the arch of the aorta rise two ymmetrical innominates, each 
of which divides later into a carotid and subclavien. The blood 
path from the aorta to the hind limb in the Ampbibia. Reptilia and 
ibres, is a dorsal one, and passes through the internal iliac and sciatic 
to the back of the thigh, and so to the popRteal space; the external 
iliac is, if it is developed at all, only • small branch to the pelvis. 

In the Mammal's' the fourth left arch becomes the aorta. the 
correspondhing right one being obliterated, but several cases have 
been recorded in Man in which both arches have panaged. as they 
do in the reptiles (H. Leboucq, Ass. Set. Med. Gond, 1894. p. 7). 
Examples have also been foun of a right aortic arch, as in birds. 
while a very common human a 

d
bnormality is that in which the dorsal 

part of the fourth right sigh persists, and from it the right subdavian 
artery arises (see fig. 3). 

The commonest arrangement of the great branches of the aortic 
arch in Mammals is that in which the renominate and left carotid 
arise by a single short trunk, while the left subclavian comes off 
later; this is also Man's commonest abnormality. Sometimes. 
especially among the Unguktta, all the branches may rise from one 
common trunk; at other times two innominate arteries may be 
ppeeee^seoot this is commonest in the Cheiroptera, Insectivore and 
Genera . it is extremely rare to find all four large arteries rising 
independently from the area, though it has been seen in the Koala 
(F. G. Parsons, " Mammalian Aortic Arch," Jaren. 4 Amu. vol. 
xxxvi. p. 38e). The human arrangement of the common lilacs is not 
constant among mammals, for in some the external and internal 
lilacs rise independently from the aorta, and this is probably the 
more primitive arrangement The middle sacral artery has already 
been referred to. A. H. Young and A. Robinson believe, on embryo- 
logical rounds, that this artery in mammals  is not homologous 
with the caudal 

that 
 of the fish, and is not the direct continuation 

of the aorta; it is an artery which usually gives off two or more 
collateral branches, and sometimes, as in the Ornitboryschus and 
some edentates, breaks up into a network of branches which reunite 
and so form what is known as • rag mirabik. These retia mirabilia 
are often found in other parts of the mammalian body. though their 
function is still not satisrily explained. The way in which the 
blood is carried to the foot in the pronograde mammals differs from 
that of Man; a large branch called the internal saphenous comes 
off the common femoral in the lower third of the thigh. and this runs 
down the inner side of the leg to the foot. This arrangement is 
quite convenient as long as the knee is flexed. but when it comes to 
be extended, as in the erect posture, the artery is greatly stretched, 
and it is much easier for the blood to pass to the foot through the 
anterior and posterior tibials. A vestige of this sapbenous artery, 
however, remains in Man as the anastomotica magna. 

The literature of the Comparative Anatomyof the Arteries up to 
epw will be found in R. Wtedersheim's Vergfeicbesde Amami. der 
Wirbeitiere (Jena, 1902). The morphology of the Iliac Arteries is 
described by G. Levi, Areleado lalieueo d Asa. at Embria., voL I. 
(1902). (F. G. P.) 

ASTERN, a town of Germany, in Prussian Saxony, on the 
Unatrut, at the influx of the Reline, at the junction of railways 
to Erfurt, Naumburg and Sangerbausen, 8 in. S. of the last 
named. Pop. soon. It has an Evangelical church, an agricul-
tural college and some manufactures of machinery, sugar and 
boots. Its brine springs, known as early as the 'sill century, 
are still frequented. 

ARTESIAN WWI, the name properly applied to water-
springs rising above the surface of the ground by natural hydro-
static pressure, on boring a small hole down through a series 
of strata to a water-carrying bed enclosed between two im-
pervious layers ; the name is, however, sometimes loosely 
applied to any deep well, even when the water is obtained by 
pumping. In Europe this mode of well-boring was first practised  

in the French province of Artois, whence the name of Artesian 
is derived. At Aire, in that province, there is a well from which 
the water has continued steadily to Bow to a height of it feet 
above the ground for more than a century; and there is, within 
the old Carthusian convent at Lillers, another which data from 
the 12th century, and which still BOWL But unmistakable 
traces of much more ancient bored springs appear in Lombardy, 
in Asia Minor, in Persia, in China, in Egypt, in Algeria, and even 
in the great desert of Sahara. (See Watt.) 

ARTEVELDE, JACOB VAN (c. z 290-1345),  Flemish statesman, 
was born at Ghent about 1290. He sprang from one of the 
wealthy commercial families of this great industrial city, his 
father's name being probably William van Artevelde. His 
brother John, a rich cloth merchant, took a leading part in public 
affairs during the first decades of the 14th century. Jacob, 
who according to tradition was a brewer by trace, spent three 
years in amassing quietly a large fortune. He was twice married, 
the second time to Catherine de Coster, whose family was of 
considerable influence in Ghent. Not till i337, when the out-
break of hostilities between France and England threatened 
to injure seriously the industrial welfare of his native town, 
did Jacob van Artevelde make his first appearance as a political 
leader. As the Flemish cities depended upon England for the 
supply of the wool for their staple industry of weaving, he boldly 
came forward, as a tribune of the people, and at a great meeting 
at the monastery of Biloke unfolded his scheme of an alliance 
of the Flemish towns with those of Brabant, Holland and 
Hainaut, to maintain an armed neutrality in the dynastic struggle 
between Edward III. and Philip VI. of France. His efforts were 
successful. Bruges, Ypres and other towns formed a league 
with Ghent, in which town Artevelde, with the title of captain-
general, henceforth until his death exercised almost dictatorial 
authority. His first step was to conclude a commercial treaty 
with England. The efforts of the count of Flanders to overthrow 
the power of Artevelde by force of arms completely failed, and 
he was compelled at Bruges to sign a treaty (June 21, 1338) 
sanctioning the federation of the three towns, Ghent, Bruges and 
Ypres, henceforth known as the " Three members of Flanders." 
This was the first of a series of treaties, made during the year 
5339-1340, which gradually brought into the federation all the 
towns and provinces of the Netherlands. The policy of neutrality, 
however, proved impracticable, and the Flemish towns, under the 
leadership of Artevelde, openly took the side of the English king, 
with whom a close alliance was concluded. Artevelde now 
reached the height of his power, concluding alliances with kings, 
and publicly associating with them on equal terms. Under his 
able administration trade flourished, and Ghent rose rapidly in 
wealth and importance. His well-nigh despotic rule awoke at last 
among his compatriots jealousy and resentment The proposal 
of Artevelde to disown the sovereignty of Louis, count of Flanders, 
and to recognize in its place that of Edward, prince of Wales 
(the Black Prince), gave rise to violent dissatisfaction. A popular 
insurrection broke out in Ghent, and Artevelde fell into the 
hands of the crowd and was murdered on the 24th of July 134 S. 

The great services that he rendered to Ghent and to his 
country have in later times been recognized. A statue was 
erected in his native town on the Marche du Vendredi, and was 
unveiled by Leopold I., king of the Belgians, on the 13th of 
September 1863. 

See J. Hutten. James and Philip son Artemide (London, 1882); 
W. J. Ashley, lames and Philip son Artemide (London. 1883); P. 
Namacht Les as Artemide a km ipoque (Louvain, 1887); L. 
Vanderkindere, Le Sib& des Art:sada (Brussels, 1879). 

AETEVELDE, PHILIP VAN (c. 1340-1382), youngest son of 
the above, and godson of Queen Philippa of England, who held 
him in her arms at his baptism, lived in retirement until 1381. 
The Ghenters had in that year risen in revolt against the oppres-
sion of the count of Flanders. and Philip, now forty years of age, 
and without any military or political experience, was offered the 
supreme command. His name awakened general enthusiasm. 
At first his efforts were attended by considerable success. He 
defeated Louis de Mile, count of Flanders, before Bruges, 
entered that city in triumph, and was soon master of all Flanders. 
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But France took up the cause of the Flemish count, and a 
splendid French army was led across the frontier by the young 
king Charles VL in person. Artevelde advanced to meet the 
enemy at the head of a burgher army of some so,000 Flemings. 
The armies met at Roosebeke near Courtrai, with the result that 
the Flemings were routed with terrible loss, Philip himself being 
among the slain. This happened on the 27th of November 1382. 

The brief but stirring career of this popular leader is admirably 
treated in Sir Henry Taylor's drama, Philip son Arimehli. 

ART GALLERIES. An art gallery (by which, as distinguished 
from more general Museum or ART, q.v., is here meant one 
specially for pictures) epitomizes so many phases of human 
thought and imagination that it connotes much more than a mere 
collection of paintings. In its technical and aesthetic aspect the 
gallery shows the treatment of colour, form and composition. 
In its historical aspect we find the true portraits of great men of 
the past; we can observe their habits of life, their manners, their 
dress, the architecture of their times, and the 
religious worship of the period in which they lived. 
Regarded collectively, the art of a country epito-
mizes the whole development of the people that 
produced it. Most important of all is the emotional 
aspect of painting, which must enter less or more 
into every picture worthy of notice. To take 
examples from the British National Gallery: 
pathos in its most intense degree will be found 
in Francis's " Pieta "; dignity in Velasques' 
portrait of Admiral Pareja; homeliness in Van 
Eyck's portrait of Jan Arnolfini and his wife; the 
interpretation of the varying moods of nature in 

According to this theory, though Imperfectly rearmed owing to 
the paucity of examples, the philosophic influence of art galleries 
is becoming more widely extended; and in its further develop-
ment will be found an ever-growing source of interest, instruction 
and scholarship to the community. The most suitable method 
of describing art galleries is to classify them by their types and 
contents rather than by the various countries to which they 
belong. Thus the great representative galleries of the world 
which possess works of every school; are grouped together, 
followed by state galleries which are not remarkable for more 
than one school of national art. Municipal galleries are divided 
into those which have general collections, and those which are 
notable for special collections. Churches which have good paint-
ings, together with those which are now secularized, are treated 
separately; while the collections in the Vatican and private 
houses are described together. The remaining galleries, such as 
the Salon or the Royal Academy, are periodical or commercial 
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North Vestibule, Early Italian Schools: 
I. Tuscan School (25th and 16th cen-

turies). 
II. Sienese School, Sc. 

III. Tuscan School. 
IV. Lombard School. 
V. Ferrarese and Bolognese Schools. 

VI. Umbrian School, 6:e. 
VII. Venetian and Bream Schools.  

1.—Phn of the National Gallery, London. 
VIII. Paduan and Early Venetian Schools. 

IX. Later Venetian School. 
X. Flemish  

XI. Early Dutch and Flemish Schools. 
XII. Dutch and Flemish Schools. 

XIII. Flemish School. 
XIV. Spanish School. 
XV. .e.man Schools. 

XVI. French School. 

XVII.French School. 
XVIII. British School. 

XIX. Old British School. 
XX. British School. 

XXI. British SchooL 
XXII. Turner Collection. 

Octagonal Hall: Miscellaneous. 
East Vestibule: British School. 
West Vestibule: Italian School. 

the work of Turner or Hobbema; nothing can be more devotional 
than the canvases of Bellini or his Umbrian contemporaries. So 
also the ruling sentiments of mankind—mysticism, drama and 
imagination—are the keynotes of other great conceptions of the 
artist. All this may be at the command of those who visit the 
art gallery; but without patience, care and study the higher 
meaning will be lost to the spectator. The picture which " tells 
its own story " is often the least didactic, for it has no inner or 
deeper lesson to reveal; it gives no stimulus or training to the 
eye, quick as that organ may be—sepias irritrum animas—to 
translate sight into thought. In brief, the painter asks that his 
i8or may be shared as much as possible by the man who looks 
at the painting—the art above all others in which it is most 

. needful to share the master's spirit if his work is to be fully 
appreciated. So, too, the art gallery, recalling the gentler 
associations of the past amidst surroundings of harmonious 
beauty and its attendant sense of comfort, is essentially a place 
of rest for the mind and eye. In the more famous galleries where 
the wealth of paintings allows a grouping of pictures according 
to their respective schools, one may choose the country, the 
epoch, the style or even the emotion best suited to one's taste. 

in character, and are important in the development of modern 
art. 

The collections most worthy of attention are the state galleries 
representative of international schools. Among these the British 
National Gallery holds a high place. The collection sms  
was founded in 1824 by the acquisition of the Anger- sash les at 
stein pictures. Its accessions are mainly governed I.". 
by the parliamentary grant of is000 to (ro,000 a a" 6"1 

 year, a sum which has occasionally been enlarged to 
permit special purchases. Thus, in 0171, the Peel collection of 
seventy-seven pictures was bought for (75,000,  and in 0185 the 
Ansidei Madonna (Raphael) and Van Dyck's portrait of Charles I. 
were bought, the one for (io,000 and the other for (17,500. In 
dm the government gave f25,000 to meet a gift of f3o,000 made 
by threegentlemen toacquire three portraits by Moroni,Velaxques 
and Holbein. The most important private gifts were the Vernon 
gift in 1847, the Turner bequest in 1836 and the Wynne-Ellis 
legacy in 1876. Since rsoos the Art Collections Fund, a society 
of private subscribers, has also been responsible for important 
additions to the gallery, notably the Venus of Velastmes (1gor). 
The gallery contains very few poor works and all schools are well 

IL 
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represented, with the sole exception of the French school. This, 
however, can be amply studied at Hertford House (Wallace 
Collection), which, besides Dutch, Spanish and British pictures of 
the highest value, contains twenty examples of Grease, fifteen by 
Pater, nineteen by Boucher, eleven by Watteau and fifteen by 
Meissonier. The national gallery of pictures at Berlin (Kaiser 
Friedrich Museum), like the British National Gallery, is remark-
able for its variety of schools and painters, and for the select type 
of pictures shown. During the last twenty-five years of the i9th 
century, the development of this collection was even more strik-
ing than that of the English gallery. Italian and Dutch examples 
are specially numerous, though every school but the British (here 

It avoids the undue multiplication of canvases, and the over-
crowding so noticeable in many Italian galleries where first-rate 
pictures bang too high to be examined. Thus the Viennese 
gallery, besides the intrinsic value of its pictures (Albert Dtirer's 
chief work is there), is admirably adapted for study. The beat 
gallery in Russia (St Petersburg, Hermitage) was made entirely 
by royal efforts, having been founded by Peter the Great, and 
much enlarged by the empress Catherine. It contains the 
collections of Crozet, Brtlhl and Walpole. There are about 
1800 works, the schools of Flanders and Italy being of signal 
merit; and there are at least thirty-five genuine examples by 
Rembrandt. The French collection (Louvre Palace, Paris) is one 
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as elsewhere) is really well seen. The purchase grant is consider-
able, and is well applied. Two other German capitals have collec-
tions of international importance—Dresden and Munich. The 
former is famous for the Sistine Madonna by Raphael, a work of 
such supreme excellence that there is a tendency to overlook 
other Italian pictures of celebrity by Titian, Giorgione and 
Corregglo. Munich (Old Pinakothek) has examples of all the best 
masters, the South German school being particularly noticeable. 
The arrangement is good, and the methods of exhibition make 
this one of the most pleasant galleries on the continent. Vienna 
has the Imperial Gallery, a collection which in point of number 
cannot be considered large, as there are not more than iloo 
pictures. This, however, is in itself a safeguard, like the wise 
provision in a statute of 1856 for enabling the English authorities 
to dispose of pictures " unfit for the collection, or not required." 

of the most important of all. In 'no it was undoubtedly the 
first gallery in Europe, but its supremacy has since been menaced 
by other establishments where acquisitions are made more 
frequently and with greater care, and where the system of 
classification is such that the value of the pictures is enhanced 
rather than diminished by their display. In t9oo it was partly 
rearranged with great effect. The feature of the Louvre is the 
Salon Caret, a room in which the supposed finest canvases in the 
collection are kept together, pictures of world-wide fame, repre-
senting all schools. It is now generally accepted that this system 
of selection not only lowers the standard of individual schools 
elsewhere by withdrawing their best pictures, but does not add 
to the aesthetic or educational value of the masterpieces them-
selves. In Florence the Tribune room of the Uffizi gallery is • 
similar case in point. Probably the two most widely known 
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pictures in the Louvre are Watteau's sectind " Embarquement 
pour Cythere," and the " /donna Lisa," a portrait by Leonardo da 
Vinci, but each school has many unique examples. The original 
drawings should be noted, being of equal importance to the col-
lection preserved at the British Museum. The last collection to 
be mentioned under this heading is that known as the Royal 
Galleries In Florence, housed in the Pitti and Uffizi palaces. In 
some ways this collection does not represent general painting 
sufficiently to justify its inclusion with the galleries of Berlin, 
Paris and London. On the other hand, the great number of 
Italian pictures of vital importance to the history of international 
art makes this one of the finest existing collections. The two 
great palaces, dating from the rsth and ifith centuries, are 
joined together and contain the Medici pictures. They form the 
largest gallery in the world, and though many of the rooms are 
small and badly lighted, and although many paintings have 
suffered from thoughtless restoration, they have a charm and 
attraction which certainly make them the most popular galleries 
in Europe. The Pitti has ten Raphaels and excellent examples of 
Andrea del Sarto, Giorgione and Perugino. The Uffizi is more 
representative of non-Italian schools, but is best known for its 
works by Botticelli, Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo and 
Sodoma, the schools of Tuscany and Umbria forming the bulk of 
both collections. Admission to the galleries is by payment, and 
the small income derived from this source is devoted to main-
taining and enlarging the collections. 

As to the ground plans of the National Gallery, London (fig. 1), 
and of the Imperial Gallery at Vienna (fig. a), it will be observed 
that while the former has the advantage of uniform top-light, 
the galleries at Vienna possess the most ample facilities for 
minute classification, small rooms or " cabinets " opening from 
each large room. Special rooms are also provided for drawings 
and water-colours, while special ranges of rooms are used by 
copyists and those responsible for the repair and preservation of 
the pictures. 

Though not so comprehensive as the great collections just 
described, the state galleries showing national schools of painting 
shim. and little else are of striking interest. In England 
'AWN, of the National Gallery of British Art (known as the 
oafiuld Tate Gallery) contains British pictures. The coffe-
r:basis. spending collection of modern French art is at Paris 
(Luxembourg Palace), Berlin, Rome, Dresden, Vienna and 
Madrid having analogous galleries. The Victoria and Albert 
Museum has also numerous British pictures, especially in water-
colour, and the National Portrait Gallery, founded in zfigt, and 
since 1896 housed in its permanent home, is instructive in 
this connexion, though many of its pictures are the work of 
foreign artists. The national collections at Dublin and Edin-
burgh may be mentioned here, though most schools are repre-
sented. Brussels and Antwerp are remarkable for fine examples 
of Flemish art—liatsys, Memlinc and Van Eyck of the primitive 
schools, Ruben' and Van Dyck of the later period. The collec-
tions at Amsterdam (Ryks Museum) and the Hague(Mauritshuis) 
are a revelation to those who have only studied Rembmndt, 
Frans Hale, Van der Heist, and other Dutch portrait painters 
outside Holland; and in the former gallery especially, the 
pictures are arranged in a manner showing them to the best 
advantage. The Museo del Prado is even more noteworthy, for 
the fifty examples of Velasques (outrivalling the Italian pictures, 
important as they are) make a visit to Madrid imperative to 
those who wish to realize the achievements of Spanish art 
Christiania, Stockholm and Copenhagen have large collections of 
Scandinavian art, and the cities of Budapest and Basel have 
galleries of some importance. In Italy the state maintains 
twelve collections, mainly devoted to pictorial art. Of these the 
best are situated at Bologna, Lucca, Parma, Venice, Modena. 
Turin and Milan. In each case the local school of painting is 
fully represented. In Rome the Corsini and Borghese Galleries, 
the latter being the most catholic in the city, contain superb 
examples, sonic of them accepted masterpieces of Italian art; 
there are also good foreign pictures, but their number is limited. 
The Academia at Florence should also be noted as the moat 

important state gallery of early Italian art. The central Italia* 
Renaissance can be more adequately studied here than In the 
Pitti. The " Primavera " of Botticeill, and the " Last Judg-
ment " by Fra Angelico are perhaps the best-known works. 
The large statue of David by Michelangelo is also in this gallery, -
which, on the whole, is one of the most remarkable in Italy. 
Speaking broadly, these national galleries scattered throughout 
the country are not well arranged or classified; and though some 
are kept in fine old buildings, beautiful in themselves, the lighting 
is often indifferent, and it is with difficulty that the pictures can be 
seen. In nearly every case admission fees are charged every day, 
festivals and Sundays excepted; few pictures are bought, acquis' i-
deas being chiefly made by removing pictures from churches. 

Many towns own collections of well-merited repute. In Italy 
such galleries arc common, and among them may be noted 
Siena, with Sodomy and his school; Venice with abadmi 
Tintoretto (Dage's Palace); Genoa, with the great eametes 
palaces Balbi and Ramo; Vkensa (Montagne and 111'.."1•1 

 school), Ferrara (Douro and school), Bergamo and 
Milan (north Italian schools). Other civic collections of Italian 
art are maintained at Verona, Ilse, Rome, Perugia and Padua. 
In Holland, Haarlem, Leiden, Rotterdam and the Hague have 
galleries supplemental to those of the state, and are remarkable 
in showing the brilliance of artists like Grebber, de Bray and 
Ravesteyn, who are usually ignored. Birmingham and Man-
chester have good examples of modern British art. Moscow 
(Tretiakoff collection) has modern Russian pictures, and con-
temporary German and French work will be found in all 
the galleries of these tico countries included in the municipal 
group. Collections of French work are found at Amiens, Rouen, 
Nancy, Tours, Le Mans and Angers, but large as these civic 
collections are, sometimes containing six and eight hundred 
canvases, few of their pictures are really good, many being the 
enormous patriotic canvases marked " Don de rEtat," which do 
not confer distinction on the galleries. Cologne has the central 
collection of the early Rhenish school; Nuremberg is remarkable 
for early German work (Wohlgemut, Ike.). Stuttgart, Cassel 
(Dutch) and Hamburg (with a considerable number of British 
pictures) are also noteworthy, together with Brunswick, Hanover, 
Augsburg, Darmstadt and Dusseldorf, where German and Dutch 
art preponderate. Seville is famous for twenty-five examples of 
Murillo, and there are old Spanish paintings at Valencia, Cordova 
and Cadiz. 

In Great Britain the best of the municipal galleries of general 
schools are at Liverpool (early Flemish and British), and at 
Glasgow (Scottish painters, Rembrandt, Van der smogs,/ 
Goes and Venetian schools). In France there are eassras 
very large galleries at Tours, Montpellier, Lyons 111 

 "--
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(Perugino, Rubens), Dijon and Grenoble (Italian), "— 
Vakriciennes (Watteau and school), while Rennes, Lille and 
Marseilles have first-rate collections. Nantes, Orleans, Besancon, 
Cherbourg and Caen have also many paintings, French for 
the most part, but with occasional foreign pictures of real 
importance, presented by the state during the Napoleonic con-
quests, and not returned on the declaration of peace as were 
the works of art amassed in Paris. Some of the American 
collections have in recent years made a great advance in their 
acquisition of good pictures. At Boston (Museum of Fine 
Arts) all schools are represented, so too at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New York, which is strong in Italian and Dutch 
works. Modem French and Flemish art Is a feature of the 
Academy at Philadelphia, at the Lenox Library (New York), 
and at Chicago, where there are good examples of Millet, Con-
stable and Rembrandt. The Corcoran bequest at Washington 
is of minor importance. The best civic collection in Germany 
of this class is the Stidel Institute at Frankfort (Van Eyck, 
Christus, early Flemish and Italian). 

As the great bulk of religions painting was executed for 
church decoration, there are still numberless churches which 
may be considered picture galleries. Thus at Antwerp camas, 
cathedral the Rubens paintings are remarkable; at 
Ghent, Van Eyck; at Bruges (hospital of St John), Menage; 
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at Pisa, the Campo Santo (early Tuscan schoob); at Sant' 
Apollinare, Ravenna, primitive Italo-Bysantine mosaics; at 
Siena, Pinturichio. Examples could be multiplied indefinitely 
—in Italy alone there are 8o,000 churches and chapels, in all of 
which pictorial art has been employed. In Italy, besides the 
church " galleries " still used for religious services, there are 
some which have been secularized and are now used as museums, 
e.g. Certcaa at Pavia, and San Vitale at Ravenna (mosaics); at 
Florence, the Scaizo (Andrea del Sart*); San Marco (Fn 
Angelico) ; the Riccardi and Peri chapels (Gozzoli and Perngino); 
at Mau, in the Santa Maria dells Grazie, the " Last Supper," 
by Leonardo, and at Padua, the famous Arena chapel (Giotto). 

The Vatican galleries, though best known for their statuary, 
have fins examples of painting, chiefly of the Italian school; 
"hey the most famous easel picture is Raphael's " Trans-
anesend- figuration," but the Manse, apartments entirely 

decorated by painting, are even more famous. In 
England three royal palaces are open to the public—

Hampton Court (Mantegna), Windsor (Van Dyck, Zucauelli), 
and Kensington (portraits). At Buckingham Palace the Dutch 
pictures are admirable, and Queen Victoria lent the cele-
brated Raphael cartoons to the Victoria and Albert Museum. 
Semi-private collections belong to Dulwich College (Velasquez 
and Watteau), Oxford University (Italian drawings), the Scene 
Museum (Hogarth and English school), and the Royal Academy 
(Leonardo). Among private collections the most important are 
the Mauch, and Prince Liechtenstein (Vienna), J. Pierpont 
Morgan (including miniatures), Mrs J. Gardner of Boston 
(Italian), Prince Corsini (Florence). In Great Britain there are 
immense riches in private houses, though many collections have 
been dispersed. The most noteworthy (Igoe) belong to the 
dukes of Devonshire and Westminster, Lord Ellesmere, Captain 
Hotbed (iaduding the masterpiece of Cuyp), Ludwig Mond, 
Lord Lansdowne, Miss Rothschild. The finest private col-
lection is at Panshanger formerly the seat of Lord Cowper, 
the gallery of Van Dyck's work being quite the best in the 
world. 

Many galleries are devoted to periodical exhibitions in London; 
the Royal Academy is the leading agency of this character, 

having held exhibitions since trio. Its loan exhibi- Perkeral no' as of Old Masters are most important. Similar and mar 
wear enterprises are the New Gallery, opened in 1888, the 

Grafton Gallery, and others. There are also old-
established societies of etchers, water-colourists, Ike. A feature 
common to these exhibitions is that the public always pays for 
admission, though they differ from the commercial exhibitions, 
becoming more common every year, in which the work of a single 
school or painter is shown for profit. But the annual exhibitions 
at the Guildhall, under the auspices of the corporation, are free. 
The great periodical exhibition of French art is known as the 
Salon, and for some years it has had a rival in the Champ de 
Mars exhibition. These two societies are now respectively 
housed in the Grand Palais and Petit Palais, in the Champs 
Elysfes, which were erected in connexion with the Paris Exhibi-
tion of woo, but with the ultimate object of being devoted to the 
service of the two Salons. Berlin, Rome, Vienna and other 
Continental towns have regular exhibitions of original work. 

The best history of art galleries is found in their official and other 
catalogues. see ankle Mumma. See also L. Viardot, Lea Musks 
difebs. Re. 4 vols.. Paris, 1842, 1843 144); Annual Reports, 
official, of National Portrait Gallery, National C..aUerin of England. 
Ireland and Scotland; Civil Service Estimates, clam iv. official. 
See aim the series edited by Lafenestre and E. Richtenberger: 
Le Loam La Belgique, Le Holland'. Flame. Mika: A. Lavin, 
Raw des manes de France. . . . d'Allanagne, - .. 

. REsjiagne, , . 	 do Delman, de Hollenk it de 
Massie (Fran, 1162-5872); E. Michel, Liz Musks d'Allenragne 
Paris. 1886); Kate Thompson, Public Picture Galleries of Europe 
1880 • C. L. Eastlake, Notes on Foreign Picture Galleries: Lord 

Gower,Pecket Gable to Art Galleries (public and private) of 
Ulm; and Hama (1875); and many works, albums, and so 
forth, issued mainly for the sake of the illustrations, (B.) 

ARTHRITIS (from Gr. oripOpao, a joint), inflammation of the 
joints, in various forms of what are generally called gout and 
rheumatism (Tbs.). 

ARTHROPOD& a name, denoting the possession by certain 
animals of jointed limbs, now applied to one of the three sub-phyla 
into which one of the great phyla (or primary branches) of 
coelomocoelous animals—the Appendiculata—Is divided; the 
other two being respectively the Chaetopode and the Rotifers. 
The word " Arthropods " was first used in classification by 
Siebold and Stannhe (Lelabuds der sergleicts. Anaknnie, Berlin, 
1845) as that of a primary division of animals, the others recog-
nised in that treatise being Protozoa, Zoophyte, Verses, 
Molluscs and Vertebrate. The names Condylopoda and Gnatho-
pod' have been subsequently proposed for the same group. 
The word refers to the jointing of the &kinked exo-skeletoa 
of the limbs or lateral appendages of the animals included, 
which are, roughly speaking, the Crustaces, Arachnids, Hexapods 
(so-called " true insects "), Centipedes and Millipedes. This 
primary group was set up to indicate the residuum of Cuvier's 
Articulate when his clam Annflides (the modem Chaetopoda) was 
removed from that einbrasidiemail. At the same time C. T. E. 
von Siebold and H. Stamina renovated the group Vermeil 
of Linnaeus, and placed in it the Chaetopods and the parasitic 
worms of Cuvier, besides the Rotifers and Turbellarian worms" 

The result of the knowledge gained in the last quarter of the 
soh century has been to discredit altogether the group Venus 
(see Wont), thus set up and so largely accepted by German 
writers even at the present day. We have, in fact, returned 
very nearly to Cuvier's conception of a great division or branch, 
which he called Articulate, including the Arthropoda and the 
Chaetopode (Atmelides of Lamarck, a name adopted by easier), 
and differing from it only by the inclusion of the Rotifers. The 
name Articulate, introduced by Cuvier, has not been retained 
by subsequent writers. The same, or nearly the same, assemblage 
of animals has been called Entomozoaria by de Blainville 
(1822), Atthr0206. by Burmeister (1843), Entomozoa or 
Annellata by II. Milne-Edwards (ass), and Annulosa by 
Alexander M'Leay (ate), who was followed by Huxley (1856). 
The character pointed to by all these terms is that of a ring-like 
segmentation of the body. This, however, is not the character 
to which we now ascribe the chief weight as evidence of the 
genetic affinity and monophyletic (mil-ancestral) origin of the 
Chaetopods, Rotifers and Arthropods. It is the existence in 
each ring of the body of a pair of hollow lateral appendages ox 
parapadia, moved by intrinsic muscles and penetrated by blood-
spaces, which is the leading fact indicating the affinities of 
these great sub-phyla, and uniting them as blood-relations. The 

Thegroup Arthropodaitself.thusconstituted.wasprecisely identical 
in its area with the Insecta of Linnaeus, the Entoma of Aristotle. But 
the word " Insect " had become limited since the days of Linnaeus 
to the Hexapod Pterygote forms, to the exclusion of his Aptera. 
Lamarck'spmetmting genius is chiefly responsible for the shrinkage 
of the word Insecta, since it was he who, forty years after Linnaeus e 
death, net up and named the two great classes Crustacea and Arach. 
nide (included by Linnaeus under Insects as the order " Aptera "), 
assigning to them equal rank with the remaining Insecta of Linnaeus, 
for which he proposed the very appropriate class-name " Hexapods.' 
Lamarck, however, appears not to have insisted on this name Hexa-
pods, and so the class of Pterygote Hexapods came to retain the 
group-naiad Insecta, which is, historically or etymologically, no more 

atende
• to them than it is to the classes Crustacea and Arachnid.. 

ncy to retain the original name of an old and comprehensive 
group for one of the'fragments into which such group becomes divided 
by the advance of knowledge—instead of keeping the name for its 
logInl units a comprehensive term, including the new divisions, each 
duly provided with a new name—is mast curiouafy illustrated in the 
history of the word phy4obpr. Cicero says, " Physiologia nature. 
ratio, and such was meaning of the name Plsysiolova, given to 
a cycia of what was known and imagined about earth, sea, sky, 
birds, and fishes, which for a thousand years was the 'union-
tative source of information on these matters, and was translated 
into every European tongue. With the revival of learning, however, 
first one and then another special study became recognized—
anatomy, botany, zoology, mineralogy, until at last the great 
comprehensive term physiology was bereft of all its once-included 
subject-matter, excepting the study of vital processes pursued by 
the more learned members of the medical profession. Professional 
tradition and an astute perception on their part of the omniscience 
suggested by the terms. have left the medical men in English- 
speaking lands in undisturbed but illogical possession of the words 
Physiology, physic and Physician- 
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parapodia (fig. 8) of the marine branchiate worms are the same 
things genetically as the " legs " of Crustacea and Insects (figs. 
so and 1). Hence the term Appendiculata was introduced by 
Lankester (preface to the English edition of Gegenbaur's Com-
parative Anatomy, r878 ) to indicate the group. The relation-
ships of the Arthropoda thus stated are shown in the subjoined 
table:— 

Sub-phylum t. Rotifers. 

	

Phylum—Arrnstrucutara 	 a. Chaetopoda. 
" 	3. Arthropods. 

The Roripass are characterized by the retention of what 
appears in Molluscs and Chaetopoda as an embryonic organ, 
the velum or ciliated prae-oral girdle, as a locomotor and food-
seizing apparatus, and by the reduction of the muscular parapodia 
to a rudimentary or non-existent condition in all present surviving 
forms except Pedalion. In many important respects they are 
degenerate—reduced both in size and elaboration of structure. 

The CHAETOPODA are characterized by the possession of horny 
epidermic chaetae embedded in the integument and moved 
by muscles. Probably the chaetae preceded the development 
of parapodia, and by their concentration and that of the muscular 
bundles connected with them at the sides of each segment, led 
directly to the evolution of the parapodia. The parapodia of 
Chaetopoda are never coated with dense chitin, and are, therefore, 
never converted into jaws; the primitive " head-lobe " or 
prostomium persists, and frequently carries eyes and sensory 
tentacles. Further, in all members of the sub-phylum ameto-
pods the relative position of the prostomium, mouth and peri-
stomium or first ring of the body, retains Its primitive character. 
We do not find in Chaetopoda that parapodia, belonging to 
primitively post-oral rings or body-aegments (called " somites," 
as proposed by H. Milne-Edwards), pass in front of the mouth 
by adaptations' shifting of the oral aperture. (See, however, 8.) 

The Airnmoroos might be better called the " Gnathopoda," 
since their distinctive character is, that one or more pairs of 
appendages behind the mouth are densely chitinized and turned 
(fellow to fellow on opposite sides) towards one another so as 
to act as jaws. This is facilitated by an important general 
change in the position of the parapodia; their basal attachments 
are all more ventral in position than in the Chaetopoda, and tend 
to approach from the two sides towards the mid-ventral line. 
Very usually (but not in the Onychophora= Peripaasts) all the 
parapodia are plated with chitin secreted by the epidermis, 
and divided into a series of joints—giving the " arthropodous " 
or hinged character. 

There are other remarkable and distinctive features of structure 
which hold the Arthropods together, and render it impossible to 
conceive of them as having a polyphyletic origin, that is to say, 
as having originated separately by two or three distinct lines of 
descent from lower animals ;  on the contrary, establish the 
view that they have been developed from a single line of primitive 
Gnathopods which arose by modification of parspodiate annulate 
worms not very unlike some of the existing Chaetopods. These 
additional features are the following—(r) All existing Arthropoda 
have an ostiate heart and have undergone " phleboetlesis," that 
is to say, the peripheral portions of the blood-vascular system 
are not fine tubes as they are in the Chaetopoda and as they were 
in the hypothetical ancestors of Arthropoda, but are swollen so 
as to obliterate to a large extent the coelom, whilst the separate 
veins entering the dorsal vessel or heart have coalesced, leaving 
valvate ostia (see fig. r) by which the blood passes from a 
pericardial blood-sinus formed by the fused veins into the dorsal 
vessel or heart (see Lankester's Zoology, part ii., introductory 
chapter, ,goo). The only exception to this is in the case of 
minute degenerate forms where the heart has disappeared 
altogether. The rigidity of the integument caused by the depo-
sition of dense chitin upon it is intimately connected with the 
physiological activity and form of all the internal organs, and 
is undoubtedly correlated with the total disappearance of the 
circular muscular layer of the body-wall present in Chaetopods. 
(a) In all existing Arthropods the region in front of the mouth is 
no longer formed by the primitive prostomium or bead-lobe, but  

one or more segments, originally post-oral, with their appendage& 
have passed in front of the mouth (prosthomeres). At the same 
time the prostomium and its appendages cease to be recognizable 
as distinct elements of the head. The brain no longer consists 
solely of the nerve-ganglion-mass proper to the prostomial lobe, 
as in Chaetopoda, but is a composite (syncerebrum) produced by 
the fusion of this and the nerve-ganglion-masses proper to the 
prosthomeres or segments which pass forwards, whilst their 
parapodia ( =appendages) become converted into eye-stalks, 
and antennae, or more rarely grasping organs. (3) As in Chaeto. 
pods, coelomic funnels (coelomoducts) may occur right and left 

After Lsokesier, Q. J. 	 &Lyn . nub, ado. 
Fto. 1.—Diagram to show the gradual formation of the Arthropod 

rdial blood-sinus and " innate " heart by the swelling up 
hleboedesis) of the veins entering the dorsal vessel or heart of a 
sec:mod-like ancestor. The figure on the left represents the con-

dition in s  Chaetopod. that on the right thecondition in an ArtJurmod, 
the other two are hypothetical intermediate forms. 
as pairs in each ring-l&e segment or somite of the body, and 
some of these are in all cases retained as gonoducta and often as 
renal excretory organs (green glands, coral glands of Arachnids, 
net aural glands, which are epidermal in origin); but true 
nephridia, genetically identical with the nephridia of earthworms, 
do not occur (on the subject of coelom, coelomoducts and 
nephridia, see the introductory chapter of part ii. of Lankester's 
Treatise on Zoology). 

Takla, Statement of the Grades, Classes and Sub-dams of the 
Arthropoda. —It will be convenient now to give in the dearest 
form a statement of the larger subdivisions of the Arthropods 
which it seems necessary to recognize at the present day. The 
justification of the arrangement adopted will form the substance 
of the rest of the present article. The orders included in the 
various classes are not discussed here, but are treated of under the 
following titles:—Pzemkrus (Onychophora), Commas and 
MILLIPEDE (Myriapoda), MEXAPODA (Insecta), MUMMA and 
Cansracza. 
SUB-PHYLUM ARTHROPODA (of the Phylum Appendiculata). 
Grade A. Hyparthropoda (hypothetical forms connecting amen= 

of Chaetopoda with those of Arthropods). 
Grade B. Protarthropoda. 

Class ONVCHOPHORA. 
Ex.—Peripms. 

Grade C. Euarthropoda-
Clam 1. DIPLOPODA. 

Clan 2. ARACHIODA. 
Grade a. Anomomeristica. 

Es.—Pkacops. 
Grade b. Nomomeristica. 
(a) Pantopoda. 

Es.—Pycsoginesm. 
(b) Euarachnida. 

Ex.—Lir/Wm, Scorpio, Mygak, Acorns. 
Class 3. CRUSTACHA. 

Grade a. Entomostraca. 
Ex.—A pus, Braechipus. Cyclops, Balsams. 

Grade b. Malacostraca. 
Ex.—Nebalia, Astacus, Misers, Gammaras. 

Class 4. CHILOPODA. 
Ex.—Scolopendra. 

Class S. HEXAPODA (syn. Insects Pterygota). 
Ex.—Locusta Pkrysmnea, Papaw, A pis, Itasca, Cisnex, 

Lueders, itockilis. 
Incertae sedis—Tardigrada. Pentastomidae (degenerate forms). 
Tkerelation of eke Body of Amkropoda.—The body at the 

Arthropo aw  is more or less elmuiy divided into a series of rings, 



g.
fisetreleatopsd.  the mouth remains as an inpushing of the 

 wall of the first somite. 
sr, The mouth. The Arthmpoda are all distinguished from 
A. The proemial the Chaetopoda by the fact that the head 

p000e.toess or  consists of one or more somites which lie is 
.. ...t  ,. erebrem.  poet of the mead (now called prosthomeres), 

1, It -ill. coelom 	 u well as of one or more somites behind it 
the first  second  (ophthomeres). The first of the postural 
and third soothes.  writes invariably has its parapodia modi- 

fied so as to form a pair of hemignaths 
(mandibles). About 1870 the question arose for discussion 
whether the somites in from of the mouth are to be considered 
as derived from the prostomium of a Chaetopod-like ancestor. 
Mine-Edwards and Huxley had satisfied themselves with discussing 
and establishing, according to the data at their command, the 
number of sonata in the Arthropod bead, but had not considered 
the question of the raw of the prae-oral somlts Lankester (2) 
was the first to suggest that (as is actually the fact in the Nauplius 
larva of the Crustaces) the praeural mantes or prosthomeres and 

ther appendages were ancestrally post- 
oral, but have become prae-oral by 
adaptational shifting of the oral aperture. 
This has proved to be a sound hypothesis 
and is now accepted as the basis upon 
which the Arthropod head must be inter- 
Dented (see Korschelt and Heider (3)). 

er, the morphologists of the 'fifties 
appear, with few exceptions, to have ac- 

c- 	 I< 	cepted a preliminary scheme with regard 
to the Arthropod had and Arthropod 

r— 	car 	segmentation generally, which was MS- 

ARTHROPODA 
segments, or sondes which can be shown to be repetitions one of 
another, possessing identical parts and organs which may be larger 
or smaller, modified in shape or altogether suppressed in one somite 
as compared with another. A similar constitution of the body is 
more clearly seen in the Chaetopod worms. In the Vertebrata also 
aeddon of units of structure (myotomes, vertebrae, &c.)-
whichis essentially of the se= nature as the repetition in Arthropods 
and Chaetopods, but in many resp.ects subject to peculiar develop- 
ments—is observed. The name metamerisin " has been given to 
this structural phenomenon because the "meres," or repeated units, 
follow one another

.  
ther in line. Each such ' mere " is often called a 

Arthropods demands a know of what may be called the laws of 
" metamtve.' A satisfactorredcinsideration of the structure of the 

metamerism, and reference shot be made to the article under that' 
bead. 

The 77teay of the Arthreeed grad The Arthropod bead is a 
tagma or group of makes which differ in number and in their relative 

position in regard to the mouth, in different 
A classes. In a simple Chaetopod (fig. 2) the 

head consists of the first semite only; that 
somite is perforated by the mouth, and is 

prostomium essentially a part 
with a prostomium or prae-oral 

The pro  
or outgrowth of the first smite, and cannot 
be regarded as itself a semite. it gives rise 
to a nerve-ganglion mass, the prostomial 
ganglion. In the marine Chactopods (the 
Polycbaeta) (fig. 3), we find the same 
essential structure, but the prostomium may 
give rise to two or more tactile tentacles, 

Pro " 	
,..r.sne„ and to the vesicular eyes. The somites have 

gai. :7,72.;,..,„ . 	well-marked parapiado, and the second and 
2.— 	third, third, as well as the first. may give rise to 

of the  heed is att. tentacles which are directed forward, and 
jacent • of ao  oti. thus contribute to form " the head. But 

The prostomium. 

C__ 	 leading.  and caused them to adopt forced 
conclunons and interpretations. It was 

pnt. 3.— Diagram er conceived by Huxley, among others, that 
the. head and adjacent the imme number of cephalic soothes 

of a  pmychaet would be found to be characteristic of all 
Letters as  the diverse dames of Arthropoda, and that 

in fig. lc, with the addi- the Domino, not only of the head but of 
tion of T, prostomial the various regions of the body, could 
tentacle;  pa  para 	be dosely .  compared in their numerical 
ann. (prom 	.) sequence 3n classes so distinct as the 

Hexapods, Crustaceans and Arachnid& 
The view which it now appears necessary to take is, on the COO. 

trary, this—vis. drat all the Arthropods are to be traced to a 
common ancestor resembling a Chaetopod worm, but differing from 
k in having lost its chaetae and in having a prosthomere in front of 
the mouth (instead cif pronominal only) and a pair of hemignaths 
(mandibles) on the parapodm of the buccal soothe. Frora this 
ancestor Arthods with heads of varying degrees of complexity 
have been devdoped characteristic of the different classes, whilst 
the parapodia and smokes of the body have become variously 
modrfied and grouped in these different chimes. The resemblances 
which the members of one close often present to the members of 
another duo in regard to the Iona of the limb-branches (rami) of 
the paraprdia, and the formatiou of tagarata (nears). ere not 
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hastily to be ascribed to common inheritance. but we dust consider 
whether they are not due to hornoplary—that is, to the moulding of 
natural selection acting in the different classes upon fairly similar 
elements under like eargene tes• 

three 
 grades of structure 	at upon the number of pros- 

The structure of the 	in dAiteh 	presents ts hree profoundly 

 w-hich have been maim' ted by the prae-orni region. The 
classes presenting these distinct plans of bead-structure-cannot be 
closely associated in any scheme 
of classification professing to be 
natural. Peripatus, the type-genus 
of the class Onychophora, stands at 
the base of the series with only a am, 
single prosthomere (fig. 4). In Peri-
patus the prostomium of the Chae-
topod-like ancestor is atrophied, but 
it is possible that two processes on 
the front of the head (FP) represent 
in the embryo the dwindled prosto. 
mial tentacles. The single prostho-
mere caw,. the retractile tectick.s 
as its " parapodia." The second 
somite is the buccal somite (II, 
fig. 4); its parapodia have horny 
jaws on their ends, like the claws Fro 4.—'Diagram of the head 
on the following legs (fig eh and and adjacent region of Peri 
act as hentignaths (mandibles). The pater. Monoprosthomerous. 
study of sections of the embryo ss, Mouth. 
establishes these facts beyond doubt. I, Coelom of the first somite 
It also shows us that the neuro- 	which carries the eaten- 
merea no less than the embryonic 	nae and is in front of the 
coelornic cavities, point to the exist- 	mouth. 
ence of one, and only one, prostho- H. Codom of the second 
mere in Peripatus,_ of which the 	semite which carries the 
" protocerebrum," P, is the nano- 	mandibles (hence den- 
mere, whilst the deuterocaehrum, 	terognathous). 
13, is the neuronsere of the second III and IV, Coelons of the third 
or buccal soinite. A brief indication 	and fourth somite& 
of these facts is given by saying FP, Rudimentary frontal pro- 
that the Onychophora are " deuter- 	asses perhaps repro 
ognathous "—that is to say, that 	seating the _prostomial.  
the buccal somite carrying the man, 	tenbelas of Polychets. 
dibular hemignaths is the second of did, Antenna or tactile ten-
the whole series. 	 tack. 

What has become of the nerve- ofd, Mandible. 
ganglion of the prostomial lobe of O. Oral papilla. 
the Chaetopod in Peripatus is not P. Protocaebrum or fore- 
clearly ascertained, nor is its fate 	most cerebral mass be- 

longing to the first 
.bryonic head other 	so 
indicated by the stud of the ens- 

far. Probably it is fused with the D, Deuterocerebrum, consist- 
ing of ganglion cells be- protocerebrum, and may also be 
longing to the second or concerned in the history of the very 

peculiar paired eyes of Peripatus, 	mandibular semite. 
which are like those of Chaetopods in 	(After Goodrich.) 
structure—viz.vesicies with an intra-
vesicular lens, whereas the eyes of all 
other Arthropodshaveessentiallyan-
other structure, being "cups " of the „„, 
epidermis, in which a knob-like or " 
rod-like thickening of the cuticle is 
fitted as refractive medium. 

In Diplopoda (briar, &c.) the 
results of embryological study point 
to a composition of the from part 
of the head exactly similar to that 
which we find in Onychophora. 
They are deuterognathous. 

The Arachnids present the first doge  of progress . Here embryology  Flo. 5.—piagram of the 
shows that there are two prostho- bead  and  adjacent region of an • 
metes (fig. 5). and that the gram. Arachnid. DiprostWmerous 
bases of the chelae which act as the in the adult condition, though 
first pair of hemignaths are carried embryologicallythe append- 
by the third somite. The Arachnida ages. of . somne II and the 
are therefore tritognathous. The Kamm Itself are , . as here 
two prosthomeres are indicated by drawn ,  not actually la front 01 

 their coelomk unities in the embryo the mouth. 
(I and II. fig. 5), and by two neuro- 	lateral eYe• 
meres, the protocerebrum and the C Chelicera. 
deuterocerebrum. The appendages al.Mouth. 
of the first prosthomere are not PP 'Protcsetebnan• 
present as tentacles, as in Peripatus D,  Deuterocerehrunl- 
and Diplwods, but are possibly I. II. 	 IV, Coelom of the 
represented by the eyes or possibly 	first, second. third and 
altogether aborted. 'the appendages 	fourth scimits 
of the second prosthomere are the 	(After Goodrich.) 
well-known chelicerae of the Arach- 
nids, rarely. if ever, antenniform, but modified as " mtmeerts" or 
clasp-knife hop in spiders. 
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The Crnstaces (fig. 6) and the Hexapoda (fig. 7) agree in having 

three somites in front of the mouth, and it is probable. though not 
ascertained, that the Chilopoda (Scolopendra, Ac.) are in the same 
case. The three prosthomeres or prae-oral somites of Crustacea 
due to the sinking back of the mouth one somite farther than in 
Arachnids are not clearly indicated by coelomic cavities in the 
embryo, but their existence is clearly established by the development 
and position of the appendages and by the neuromeres. 

The eyes in some Crustacea are mounted on articulated stalks, 
and from the fact that they can after injury be replaced by antenna-
like appendages it is inferred that they represent the parapodia of 
the most anterior prosthomere. The second prosthomere carries 
the first pair of antennae and the third the second pair of antennae. 
Sometimes the pair of appendages has not a merelytactile jointed 
ramus, but ix converted into a claw or clasper. Three neuromeres-- 
a proto-. deutero-, and trito-cerebrum--corresponding to those three 
prosthomeres are sharply marked in the embryo. The fourth somite 
is that in which the mouth now opens, and which accordingly has its 
appendages converted into hemignatbous mandibles. The Crustacea 
are tetartognathous. 

The history of the development of the head has been carefully 
Worked out in the Hexapod insects. As in Crustacea and Arachnids, 

Fin. 7.—Diagram of the bead of 
a Hexapod insect. 
e, Eye. 
sal, Antenna. 
sad, Mandible. 
etas, First matins. 
ems, Second maxilla. 
es, Mouth. 
I, Region of the first or eye- 

bearing prosthomere. 
Coelom of the second antenna. 

bearing prosthomere. 
III, Coelom of the third prostho-

mere devoid of appendages. 
IV, V, and VI, Coelom of the fourth, 

fifth and sixth smites. 
P, Protocerebrum belonging to the 

first prosthomere. 
D, Deuterocerebrum belonging to 

the second prosthomere. 
T, Tritocerebrum belonging to the 

third prosthomem. 
(After Goodrich.) 

a first prosthomere is indicated by the paired eyes and the proto-
cerebrum ; the second prosthomere has a well-marked coelomic 
cavity, carries the antennae, and has the deuterocerebrum for its 
neuromere. The third prosthomere is represented by a well-marked 
pair of coelomic cavities and the tritocerebrum (III, fig. 7), but has 
no appendages. They appear to have aborted. The existence of 
this third prosthomere corresponding to the third prosthomere of 
the Crustacea is a strong argument for the derivation of the Heim-
pooda. and with them the Chilopoda, from some offshoot of the 
Crustacean stem or class. The buccal somite, with its mandibles, is 
in Hexapoda, as in Crustacea, the fourth : they are tetartognathous. 

The adhesion of a greater or less number of somites to the buccal 
smite posteriorly (opisthomeres) is a matter of importance, but of 
minor importance, in the theory and history of the Arthropod head. 
In Peripatus no such adhesion or fusion occurs. In Diplopoda two 
opisthomeres—that is to say, one in addition to the buccal somite-
are united by a fusion of their terga with the terga of the pros-
thomeres. Their appendages are respectively the mandibles and 
the gna t hoch ilsrium. 

In Arachnida the highest forms exhibit a fusion of the tergites 
of five post-oral somites to form one continuous carapace united 
with the terga of the two prosthomeres. The five pairs of appendages 
of the post-oral somites of the head or prosoma thus constituted all 
primitively carry gnathobasic projections on their coital joints, 
which act as hemignaths: in the more specialized forms the man-
dibular gnathobases cease to develop. 

In Crusts= the fourth or mandibular maxim never has less than 

the two following somites associated with It by the adaptation of 
their appendages as jaws, and the ankylosis of their' terga with that 
of the prosthomeses. But in higher Crustacea the cephalic " tagnsa " 
is extended, and more soothes are added to the fusioa, and their 
appendages adapted as jaws of a kind. 

Hexapods are not known to us in their earlier or more primi-
tive manifestations; we only know them as possessed of a definite 
number of somites arranged in definite numbers in three great 
tagmata. The head shows two jaw-bearing somites besides the 
mandibular smite (V. VI, in fig. 7)—thus sax in all (as in some 
Crustaces), including lumen?. all ankylmoedrZ their terra! to 
form a cephalic 	 is, however, 	embryological . There 	 ryological 
evidence in some Hexapods of the existence a seventh 'mute, 
the supra-lingual, occurring between the somite of the mandibles 
and the somite of the first maxillae (4). This segment is indicated 
embryologically by its paired coelomic cavities. It is practically an 
escalated somite, having no existence in the adult.It is probably 
not a mere coincidence that the Hexapod, with its two rudimentary 
washes devoid of appendages, is thus found to possess twenty-one 
somites, Including that which carries the anus, and that this is also 
the number present in the Malacostracous Crustacea. 

The Segmesegoi Lateral Ap1iesdages or Limas of Artkrofrodo.--ft 
has taken some time to obtain any general acceptance of the view 
that the parapodia of the Chaetopoda and the limbs of Arthropods 
are genetically identi- 
cal structures; yet if 
we compare the para. 	 gxe. , 	gad: 
podium of Toraoptens 
or of Phyllodoce with 
one of the foliaceous 
limbs of Branchipus or 
Apus, the correspond-
ences of the two are 
striking. An erroneous 
view of the funda-
mental morphology of 
the Crustacean limb, 
and consequently of 
that of other Arthro-
pods, came into favour 
owing to the accept-
ance of the highly 
modified limbs of 
Astacus as typical. 
Protopodite, endo-  nil 
podite, exopodite, and 
eprilte were con- FIG. 8.—Diagram of the somite-appendage 
si ered to be the or parapodium of a Polychaet Chaetopod. 
morphological units of The chaetae are omitted. 
the crustacean limb. Ax,  The  axis. 
Lankester (5) h as xr.c, Neuropodial cirrhus. 
shown (and  his views ar.a, ar.P. Neuropodial lobes or endites. 
have been accepted b?' as.c. Notopodial cirrhus.
Professors Konche t nue, 	Notopodial lobes or mites. 
and Heider in their The parapothum is represented with its 
treatise on Embryology) neural or ventral surface uppermost. 
that the limb of the (original), 
lowest Crustacea, such 
as Apus,consists of a corm or axis which maybe jointed,and gives rise 
to outgrowths, either leaf-like or filiform, on its inner and outer 
margins (endites and mites). Such a coon (see figs. to and t t ).1 ■11h its 
outgrowths, may be compared to the simple parapodia of Chaetopoda 
with cirrhi and bmnchial lobe (fig. 8). It is by the specialization of 
two " endites " that the endopodite and exopodite of higher Crustacea 
are formed, whilst a flabelliform m 	i ite s the homogen or genetic 
equivalent of the epipodite (see Lankester, " Observations and 
Reflections on Apus Cancriformis," . Q. J. Min. Sci.). The reduction 
of the outgrowth-bearing " corm " of the parapodium of either a 
Chaetopod or an Arthropod to a simple cylindrical stump. devoid 
of outgrowths, is brought about when mechanical conditions favour 
such a shape. We see it in certain Chaetopods (e.g. Hesione) and in 
the Arthropod Peripatus (fig. 9). The conversion of the Arthropod's 
limb into a jaw, as a rule, is effected by the development of an endite 
near its base into a hard. chitinieed, and often toothed grathobase 
(see figs. to and it, ea'). It is not true that all the biting processes 
of the Arthropod limb are thus produced—for instance, the taws of 
Peripatus are formed by the axis or corm itself, whilst the 'son-
jaws of Chaopods, as also their maxiliae, appear to be formed rather 
by the apex or terminal region of the ramus of the limb; but the 
opposing jaws (whemignaths) of Crustacea, Arachnid* and Hex& 
poda are gnathobases, and not the axis or corm. The endopodite 
(corresponding to the fifth endite of the limb of Apo& see fig. to) 
becomes in Crustacea the walking leg " of the and-region of the 
body; it becomes the palp or jointed process of anterior segments 
A second ramus. the " exopodite. ' often is also retained in the form 
of a palp or feeler. In Apus, as the figure shows, there are four of 
these antenna4ike " palps or filaments on the first thoracic limb. 
A common modification of the chief ramus of the Arthropod pars 
podium is the chela or nipper formed by the elongation of the 
penultimate joint of the moue, to that the last joist works no ft- 

Ftc. 6.—Diagram of the 
bead of a Crustacean. Tri-
prosthomerous. 
FP, Frontal processes (ob-

served in Cierhiped 
nauplius-larvae) prob- . 

ably representing the 
prostonual tentacles 
of Chaetopods. 

e.  Er-  First pair of antennae. 
Axe, Second pair of an- 
nul, Mandible. 	Itemise. 
taxi, NIX., First and second 

pairs of maxillae. 
in, Mouth. 
I, II, and III, The three 

prorthomeres. 
IV, V, VI, The three somites 

following the mouth. 
P, Protocerebrom. 
D, Deuterocerebrum. 
T, Tritocerebrum. 

(After Goodrich.) 
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ma, for instance, in the lobster's claw. Such &elate rami or limb- 
branchesare independently developed in Creaser& and in Arachnida. 
and are carried by 20111i0IS of the body which do not correspond in 

position in the two groups. The 
range of modification of which the 
rams or limb-branches of the limbs 

r 	 tit Arthoda are capable is very 
"t.r. ;11 	large. aandin allied orders or even 44 

families or genera we often find 
.1,, 1 	as what is certainly the palp of the 
' ' 	 same appendage (as determined by 

numerical position of the segments) 
—in onecaseantenniform, inanotber 
chelate. is another pediform, and in 
another reduced to a mere stump or 
absent altogether. Very probably 
the power which the appendage of 
a given segment has of assuming.  the 
perfected form and 
previously attained by risrprtiopencir 
aceterd  m 

an 
 of another segment mustmust be c   

osis," not only where such a change 
is obviousl y due to abnonnaldevelop-
ment or injury, but also where it 
constitutes a difference permanently 
established between allied orders or 
smaller groups, or between the two 
OVUM 

The mast extreme disguise as-
sumed by the Arthropod parapodium 
or appendage is that of becoming 
a mere stalk supporting an eye—a 
fact which did not obtain general 
credence until the experiments of 
Herbst in 1895, who found, on cut-
ting off the eye-stalk of Marmon, 
that a jointed antenna-like append- 
age was regenerated 	its plea. 

A. A walking leg; p‘ to P 4, Sure 	t he eye-stalks of Podophthal- 
the characteristic " pads"; 	mate Crustacea represent append- 
the foot; cP, sP„ the two ages, we are forced to the conclusion 
claw& that the mane eyes of other 

B, An oral papilla, ode of Crustacea, and of other Arthropods 
the 

 

cep r 
secon 

 odaffes-
d 
 pair of post-oral appendages which have a 

pair of appendages or man- apparent that wecannot,in attempt- 
dibles; cP, the greatly ing to discover the affinities and 
enlarged claws. (Compare A.) divergences of the various forms of 

The appendages neural or Arthropoda, attach a very high 
tented with the phylogenetic value to thecoincidence 
ventral surface uppermost or divergence in form of the ap-
Original. penclages belonging to the somites 

compared with one another. 
The principal forms assumed by the Arthropod parapodium and 

its ram may be thus enumerated:— 
(t) Axial corm well developed, umeginented or with two to four 

eminent.; lateral 
On st 	6 4 	mikes and exiles 

and of various 
(certain 

Limbshi  of lower 
Crustacea). 

(a) Conn, with 
short unseg-
mented rams, 
forming a flat- 
tened foliaceous Mee Lamer, 0.1. Mir. ffit. wet ad., cffic. o  appendage, adap- 

FIG. ia—The second thoracic (fifth pat-oral) t e d to ow t 
appendage of the left side of Apes aueenfonnic, using a nd 
pia 	with its ventral or neural surface upper- tion (truck- limbs 
most to compete with figs. 8 and 9. 	of Phyllopods). 

I, 2, The twot=ts of the axis. 	(3) Corm alone 
en", The gna 	 developed; with 
en,  to ens, The five following " entlites." 	no endites or 
ft, The nabellum or anterior exits. 	cokes, but pro- 
be, The bract or posterior eats. 	vided with ter- 

minal chitinous 
claws (ordinary leg of Peripatus). with terminal jaw teeth (jaw of 
Peripatus), or with blunt extremity (oral papilla 01 same) (see fig. 9). 

H. Milne-Edwards, who was followed by Huxley, long ago formu-
lated the conclusion that the eye-stalks of Crustacea are modified 
a basing his argument on a specimen of Palinurus (figured 
in tPCideasogn book (I), in which the eyestalk of one side is replaced 
by an antennifonn pdp. Hofer (6) in 1894 dew:riled a similar case 
in Astacus. 

(4) Three of the mid of tbe ptaMve nab (mates 3 and 
and and colic t) specially developed as endepodite. mite, and 

epipodia—the fine two often as firm and strongly chitiniaed, 

am4=t
. sanctums: the original axis or corm reduced to 

edpiece, with or without a distinct gnatbobase (eadite 1)—• 
typical tri-ramose limb of higher Cameos. 

13) One ramus (the endopodite) alone develwed--the t= 
axis or corm serving as its basal joint with or v'ee gna 
This is the usual uni-ramose limb found in the various classes of 
Arthropoda. It varies as to the preemies or absence of the jaw. 
process and as to the stoutness of the segments of the tames, their 
number (frequent)six, plus the basal corm), and the modification 
of the free end. This may be filifono or brush-like or lamellate 
when it is an antenna or p&p; a s* spike (vallir leg of 
Crustacea, of other aquatic forms, and of Qilopods and 	opo&); 
the terminal joint flattened (swimming leg of Crustacea and Gipato- 
steep); the terminal joint provided wkh two or with three rscurved 
claws (walking leg of many terrestrial forms—s.g. Hexapods and 
Arachnids); the penultimate joint with a process equal in length 
to the last joint, so as to form a nipping organ (chelae of Crustaceans 
and Arachnids); the last joint reflected and movable on the pen-
ultimate, as the blade of a clasp-knife on its beadle (the retrovert, 

s 	OtterLeader. Q. Mk. Rel. veal.
mi. ass, 

Fta ri.—The first thoracic 
(fourth post-oral) appendage  of 
Apse easgrffennis (fight side). 
AO to Ax', the four segments of 

the axis with muscular 
bands. 

Est, Gnathobase. 
Eat to Es', The elongated jointed 

endites (rami). 
Es', The rudimentary sixth en- 

dite (exopodite of higher 
Crustacea). 

FT, The nabellum which becomes 
the epipodite of higher 
forms. 

Br, The bract devoid of muscles 
and respiratory in function. 

toothed so as to act as a biting jaw in the Hexapod Ifora(s, the 
Crustacean &pale and others); with the last joint produced into a 
needle-like stabbing process in spiders. 

(6) Two rani developed (usually, but perhaps not always, the 
equivalents of the endopodite and exopodite) supported on the 
somewhat elongated corm (basal segment). This is the typical 
" bi-ramose limb " often found in Crustacea The rani may be 
flattened for swimming, when it is " a bi-ramose swimmeret," or 
both or only one may be filifonn and finely annulate; this is the 
form often presented by the antennae of Crustacea, and rarely by 
prae-oral appendages in other Arthropods. 

(7) The endopoditic ramus is greatly enlarged and flattened, 
without or with only one jointing, the corm 	segment) is 
evanescent; often the plate-like endopodites of a pair of such 
appendages unite in the middle line with one another or by the 

Tintermediary of a sternal up-growth and form a single broad plate. la 
These are the plate-like swimmerets and opercula of Gigantostraca 
and Limulus among Arachnids and of Isopod Crustaceans. They 
may have rudimentary exopodites.. and may or may not have 
branchial filaments or 	Lie developed on their posterior faces. 
The simplest form to which they may be reduced is seen in the 
genital operculum of the scorpion. 

(8) The rathobase becomes greatly enlarged and not sepa-
rated by a Joint from the corm; it acts as a hemignath or half 
jaw working against its fellow of the opposite aide. The endo-
podite may be retained as a small segmented palp at the side of 
the gnethobase or disappear (mandible of Crustacea, Chilopoda 
and Hexapoda). 

(9) The corm becomes the seat of a development of 
visual organ. the Arthropod eye (as opposed to the Chaet 	eye). 

ois 	al orecl 

Its jointing (segmentation) may be retained, but its tame isappear 
(Podophthalmous Crustacea). Usually it becomes atrophied, leaving' 
the eye as a sineffis organ upon the prae-oral region of the body 

FIG. 9.:—Three somite-sp- 
pendages or parapodia of 
Peripaios. 
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Ohs eya-stallc and sends lateral eyes of Arthropods generally, 
exclusive oi Peripatns). 

(to) The (cum assumed by special modification of the elements 
of ther

"d

um in the maxillae, labium, &c., of Hexapods, 
Chiopods and of various Crustacea, deserve special 
enumeration, but cannot be dealt with without ample space and 
illustration. 

It may be painted out tisk tile matt radical difference presented 
In this list is that between appendages consisting of the corm alone 
without rand (Onychophora) and those with more or less developed 
rand,  (the rest of the Arthropoda). In the latter class we should 
distinguish three Oaks: (a) those with numerous and compare. 
tively undeveloped rand: (b) those with three, or two highly 
developed ram, or with only one—the corm being reduced to the 
dimensions of • mere basal segment; (c) those reduced to a secondary 
simplicity (degeneration) by overwhelming development of one 
segment (e.g. the isolated gnathobase often seen as ' mandible" 
and the genital operculum) 

There is no reason to suppose that any of the forms of limb 
observed in Arthropoda may not have been independently developed 
in two or more separate diverging lines of descent 

Brarschiee.—In common with the discussion of the limbs of 
Arthropods, a few words should be devoted to the gill-processes. 
It seems pp bable that there are branchial plumes or filaments in 
some Arthmpoda (some Crustacea) which can be identified with 
the distinct branclual organs of Chaetopoda, which lie dorsal of the 
parapodia and are not part of the pare rum. On the other hand, 
we cannot refuse to admit that any of the processes of an Arthro-
pod parapodium may become modified as branchial organs. and 
that, as a rule,. branchial out-growths are easily developed, de 
maw, in all the higher groups of animals. Therefore, it teems to be, 
with our Imow a hopeless task to analyse the bronchial 
organs Arthropoda a to identify them genetically in groups. 

A brief notice must suffice of the structure and history of the Eyes. 
the Tracheae and the so-called Malpiptias tubes of Arthropod., 
though special importance attaches to each in regard to the deter-
mination of the affinities  of the various animals included in this great 
sub-phylum. 

The Eyes.—The Arthropod eye appear to be an organ of special 
character developed sn the common ancestor of the &arthropod*, 
and distinct from the Chaetopod eye, which is found only in the 
Onychophora where the true Arthropod eye is absent. Tbe essential 
difference between these two kinds of eye appears to be that the 
Chaetopod eye (in its higher developments) is a vesicle enclosing the 
lens, w -Was the Arthropod eye is a pit or series of pits into which 
the heavy chitinous cuticle dips, and enlarges knobwise as a lens. 
Two distinct forms of the Arthropod eye are observed—the mono-
meniscus (simple) and the polymeniscous (compound). The nerve-
end-cells, which lie below the lens, are part of the general epidermis. 
They show in the monorneniscous .eye (see article AlACHNIDA, 5r. 26) 
a tendency to group themselves into " retinulae," consisting five 
to twelve cells united by .vertical de 'ts of chitin (rhabdems). 
In the case of the polymeniscous eye ( .article A Ramona) a 
single retinula or group of grouped beneath each 
associated lens. A further complication occurs in each of these two 
classes of eye. The monomemscous eye is rarely provided with a 
single layer of mils beneath its lensi when it is so, it is called mono-
stithous (simple lateral eye ofScorLeon, fig. 22, article Aaacirmaa). 
More usually, by an W of unfolding layer of cells In development, 
we get three layers under the lens; the front layer is the corneagen 
layer, and is separated by a membrane from the other two which, 
more or less, fuse and contain the nerve-end-cells (retinal layer). 
These eyes are called diplostichous, and occur in Arachnids and 
Hexapods (fig.  article ARACHNIDA). 

On the other hand, the polymeniscous eye undergoes special 
elaboration on its lines. The retinulae become elongated as deep 
and very narrow pits (fig. IT and explanation), and develop addi-
tional cells near the mouth of the narrow pit. Those nearest to the 
lens are the corneagen cells of this more elaborated eye, and those 
between the original retinula cells and the corneagen cells become 
Vm and transparent. They are the crystalline cells or vitrella (see 
Watase,7). Each such complex of cells underlying the lenticle of a 
compound eye is called an " ommatidium "; the entire mass of cells 
underlying a monomeniscous eye is an " ommataeum." The 
ommataeum, as already stated, tends to segregate into retinulae 
which correspond potentially each to an ommatidium of the com-
pound eye. The ommatidium is from the first segregate and consists 
of few cells. The compound eye of the king-crab (Limulus) is the 
only recognized Instance of ommatidia in their simplest state. 
Each can be readily compared with the sin layered lateral eye of 
the scorpion. In Crustacea and Hezapo& of all grades we find 
compound eyes with the more complicated ommatidia described 
above. We do not find them in any Arachnida. 

It is difficult in the absence of more detailed knowledge as to the 
eyes of Chilopoda and Diplopoda to give full value to these facts 
in tracing the affinities of the various classes of Arthropods. But 
they seem to point to a community of origin of Hexapods and 
Crestacea in regard to the complicated ommatidis of the compound 
aye, and to • certain isolation of the Arachnids, which are. however, 
seaceable, so far as the eyes are concerned, to a distant common  

origin with Ceuta:ea and Hexapoda through the very simpia 
compounleyes (monostichous. paymeniecous) of Limulus. 

The T  —le regard to tracheae the very natural tendency 
of zoologists has been until lately to consider them as having once 
developed and once only, and therefore to hold that a group 
" Tracta " should be recognised, including all tracheate Arthro-
pods. We are driven by the conclusions arrived at as to the deriva-
tion of the Arachnids from branchiate ancestors, independently 
of the ether tracheate Arthropods. to formulate the conclusion 
that tracheae have been independently developed in the Arachnidan 
class. We are also, by the isolation of Peripatus sad the impossi-
bility of tracing to it all other tracheate ArtJuropoda. or of regarding 
it as a degenerate offset from some one of the tracheate das es. 
forced to the conclusion that the tracheae of the Onychophora have 
been independently acquired. Having accepted these two con-
clusions. we formulate the generalization that tracheae can be inde-
pendently acquired by various branches of Arthropod descent in 
adaptation to • terrestrial as opposed to an aquatic mode of life_ 
A great point of interest therefore exists in the knowledge of the 
structure and embryology of tracheae in the different groups. It 
must be confessed that we have not such full knowledge on this head 
as could be wished for. Tracheae are essentially tubes like blood-
vessels—apparently formed from the same tissue elements as blood-
vessels—which contain air in place of blood, and usually communi-
cate by definite orifices, the tracheal stigmata, with the atmosphere. 
They are lined internally by a cuticular deposit of chitin. to Peri- 

FIG. 12.—Diagram to show the deri-
vation of the unit or " ommatidium " 
of the compound eye of Crustacea and 
Hexapods, C. from a simple mono- 
meniscous monostichous eye resem-
bling the lateral eye of a scorpion. A, 
or the unit of the compound lateral 
eye of Limulus (see article AlACHNIDA. 
figs. 22 and 33). B represents an inter-
mediate hypothetical form in which 
the cells beneath the lens are begin-
ning to be superimposed as corneagen, 
vitrella and retinula, instead of stand-
ing side by side in horizontal series. 
The black represents the cuticular 
product of the epidermal cells of the 
ocular area, taking the form either of 
lens, d, of crystalline body, crv, or of 
rhabdom, Mob: by. hypodernAs or epidermal cells; cons,. laterally- 
placed cells in the simpler stage, A, which like the nerve-end cells, 
• and fa,, arc corneagcns or !cm-producing; cora. apedalized 
corneagen or lens-producing cells; sit', potential vitrella cells with 
cry,  , potential crystalline body now indistinguishable from retinula 
cells and rhabdomeres, oil, vitrella cell with ny, its contained 
cuticular product, the crystalline cone or body: se', rhab% minute 
cells and rhabdom of scorpion undifferentiated from adjacent cells, 
sir'; mt. retinula cell; riot. rhabdom ; sf, optic nerve-fibres. 
(Modified from Watase.) 
patus and the Dipiopods they consist of bunches of fine tubes which 
do not branch but diverge from one another; the chitinous lining 
is smooth. In the Hexapods and Chilopods, and the Arachnids 
(usually), they form tree-like branching structures, and their finest 
branches are finer than any blood-capillary, actually in some eases 
penetrating a single cell and supplying it with gaseous oxygen. In 
these forms the chitinous lining of the tubes is thickened by a close-
set spiral ridge similar to the spiral thickening of the cellulose wall 
of the spiral vessels of plants. It is a noteworthy fact that other 
tubes in these same terrestrial Arthropoda—namely, the ducts of 
glands—are similarly strengthened by • chitinous cuticle, and that 
a spiral or annular thickening of the cuticle is developed in them 
also. Chitin is am exclusively an ectodermal product, but occurs 
also in cartilaginous skeletal plates of mesoblastic origin (connective 
tissue). The immediate cavities or pits into which the tracheal 
stigmata open appear to be in many cases ectodermic in sinkings, 
but there seems to be no reason (based on embryological observation) 
for regarding the tracheae as an ingrowth of the ectoderm. They 
appear, in fact, to be an air-holding modification of the vasifactive 
connective tissue. Tracheae are abundant just in proportion as 
blood-vessels become supprawed. They are reciprocally exclusive. 
It seems not improbable that they are two modifications of the 
same tissue-elements. In Peripatus the stigmatic pits at which the 
tracheae communicate with the atmosphere are scattered and not 
definite in their position. In other cases the stigmata are definitely 
paired and placed in a few segments or in several. It seems that we 
have to suppose that the vasifactive tissue of Arthropoda can readily 
take the form of air-holding instead of blood-holding tuba,and that 
this somewhat startling change in its character has taken place 
independently in several instances—viz. in the Onychophora, int 
more than one group of Arachnids, in Diplopoda, and again in the 
Hexapods and Chilopoda. 

The Malpifkias Tithes.—This name is applied to the numerous 
fine caecal tuba of noticeable length developed from the proctodaeal 
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Invert of ectodermal akin la Hexapods. These tubes' are shown 
to excrete nitrogenous waste products similar to ark acid. Tubes 
of meal excretory function in a Weeposition occur in most terrestrial 
Artbropoda—vir. in Clulopoda, Diplopoda and Arachnids. They 
are also found in some of the sae-terrestrial and purely aquatic 
Amphipod Crustaceans. But the conclusion that all such tubes are 
identical in mesatial character seems to be without foundation. The 
Malpighi= tubes of Hexapods are outgrowths of the proctodaeum, 
but those ci Sw 	and the Amphipod Cramer= are part of the 
metenteron or 	gut, though originating near its junction 
with the proctodaeum. Hence the presence or absence of such tubes 
cannot be used as an argument as to affinity without some dis-
crimination. The Scorpion's so-called Malpighi= tubes are ad the 
same organs as those so named in the other Tracheate. Such renal 
meal tubes seem to be readily evolved from either metenteron or 
proctodaeum when the conditions of the out-wash of nitrogenous. 
waste-products are changed by the transference from aquatic to 
terrestrial life. Mbabane, of such renal caeca ea Limulus and their 
presence in the terrestrial Arachnids is precisely on a parallel with 

their hild. 
absence la aquatic Crustaaa and their presence the feebly 

brainc Aniphipoda. 
Group Ciaracrays.—We shall now pas the groups of the Arthro-

pods in review, attempting to characterise them in such a way as 
will indicate their probable affinities and genetic history. 

Son-Pirtunt ARTHROPODA.—The characters of the sub-
phylum and thaw of the associated sub-phyla Chaetopoda and Roti- 
fers have been given above, as well as the characters of 
the phylum Appeadicuhits which comprises theme great sub-phyla. 

Grade A.—Hyparthropoda. 
Hypothetical forms. 

Grade B.—Protarthropods. 
(a) The integument is covered by a delicate soft cuticle (not firm 

or platW) which allows the body and its appendages great range of 
extension and contraction. 

(b) The paired claws on the ends of the parapodia and the fang- 
like modifications of these on the first post.oral appendages (man- 
• are the only hard chitinous portions of the Integument. 

(c) The bead is deuterognatbous—that is to say, there is only one 
, 	 accordingly the 

r de
str and accord 

efeloped by adaptation of the appeadages
firstandonly pair of hemignaths 

of the second =mite. 
(d) The appendages of the third smite (second poet-oral) are 

claw
e

less oral papillae. 
othes ( The tea of the so 	carry equi-formal simple 

consisting of a corm or axis tipped with two chitinous"&enwdsalM 
devoid of rand. 

(D The segmentation of the body is anomomeristic, there being 
co fixed number of somites characterizing all the forms included. 

(g) The pair of eyes situated on the prosthomere are not of the 
Euarthropod type, but resemble those of Chaetopods (hence Medd-
oplithaltnous). 

(A) The muscles of the body-wall and gut do not consist of trans. 
eereely-striped muscular fibre, but of the unstriped tissue observed 
also in Chaetopoda. 

(1) A pair of coelomoducts ii.developed in every =mite including 
the prosthomere, in 

al 
 alone it atrophies in later development 

(j) The ventral nerve-cords are widely separated—in fact, lateral 
In position. 

(h) There are no masses of nerve-cells forming a ganglion (neuro 
mere) in each somite. (In this respect the Protartoda are at 
a lower stage than most of the existing Chaetopoda.) 

(I) The genital ducts are formed by the enlargement of the coda-
moducts of the penultimate =mite. 

Clam (Unica).—Otrycnornotta. 
With the character's of the grade: add the presence within the 

body of fine unbranched tracheal tubes, devoid of spiral thickening, 
opening to the exterior by numerous irregularly scattered tracheal 

Genera—Eoceripatus, Pericatopsis, Opisthopatus. itc. (See PERI -!ATVS.) 
Grade C (of the Arthropoda).—Euarlatopoda. 

(a) Integument heavily plated with firm chitinous cuticle, allow-
ing no expansion and retraction of regions of the body nor change 
of dimensions, except, in some cases, a dorso-ventral bellows move-
ment. The separation of the heavier plates of chitin by grooves of 
delicate cuticle results in the hinging or Jointing of the body and 
its appendages, and the consequent flexing andextending of the 

Mi• 
(6) Craws and fangs are developed on the branches or rand of the 

parapodia, not an the end of the axis or corm. 
(c) The bead is either deuterognathous, tritognathous, or tetartag-

natbous. 
(d) Rarely only one, and usually at least two, of the vomit= 

following the mandibular amine carry appendages modified as jaws 
(with exceptions of a secondary origin). 

(e) The rest of the somites may all carry appendages, or only a 
limited number may carry appendages. In all cases the append-
ages primarily develop rand or branches which form the limbs, the  

primitive axis or corm being reduced and of lasimaificant die. In 
the most primitive stock all the post-oral a had gnatho-
basic outgrowths. 

(f) The segmentation of the body is asomomeristic in the mote 
archaic members of each class, nomomeristic in the higher members. 

(g) The two eyes of Chaetopod structure have &appeased, and 
are replaced by the Euarthropod eyes. 

(A) The muscles in all parts of the body consist of striped muscular 
fibre, never of unstriped muscular tissue. 

(1) The coelomoducts are suppressed in most snakes, and retained 
only as the single pair of genital ducts (very rarely more numerous) 
and in some also as the excretory glands (one Of two pairs). 

(j) The ventral nerve-cords approach one another in the mid-
ventral line behind the mouth. 

(k) The nerve-cells of the ventral nerve cords are 	ted as 
paired ganglia in each somite, often united by IIWASDC 	DOD 
into composite ganglia. 

(I) The genital ducts may be the coelomoducts of the penultimate 
or antepenultimate or adjacent smite, or of a somite placed near 
the middle of the series, or of a somite far forward in the series. 

aims t (of the Euarthropoda).—Ennorona. 
The bead has but one prosthomere (monoprombornerous). and is 

accordingly deuterognadions. This carries short-jointed antennae 
(in one case bi-ramose) and eyes, the structure and development of 
which require further elucidation. Only one minim following the 
first post-oral or mandibular segment has its appendages modified 
&smut 

The somites of the body, except in Pauropus, either fuse after 
early development and form double wakes with two pairs of 
appendages Oulu.. ac.), or premix legless and leg-bearing moraines 
alternating. 

Somites, anomomeristic, from la to rso in the post-cephalic series. 
The genital ducts open in the fourth, or between the fourth and 

fifth post-oral =mite. 
Terrestrial forms with small-jointed legs formed by adaptation of 

a singleram= of the a . -nwee. Tracheae are present. 
Nat —The Diplopo& include the Julif 	the Sympbyla 

(Sca'r cdra22.edaVvithPtheererhilo  saurFC)tipedeo, wink
!   which recen

they have no close affinity, but only a supa:ai resemblance. 
(Compare the definition of the class Chi) 

The movement of the legs in Di 	be. is like that of those of 
Peripatus, of the Phy llopod Crustacea, and of the perapodia of 
Chaetoixda, symmeniml. and identical on the two sides of the 
body. The legs of Chnopode move in alternati groups on the 
two sides of the body. This implies a very much higher develop-
ment of nerves and muscles in the latter. (See Mn.uraot.) 

Class 2 (of the Euactbropoda).—Artocattum. 
Head tritognathous and diprosthomerous—that is to se, with 

two promhomeres, the first bearing typical eyes, the second a pair 
of appendages reduced to a single emus. which is in more primitive 
forms antenniform, in higher forms chelate or introvert. The 
ancestral stock was pentognathobasic—is. had a gastbobase or 
jaw process on every parapodium. As many as six pairs of ap 

following the mouth may have an enlarged gnatbobase 
iecgalgsfunctional as a jaw or hemignath, but a ramus is well 
developed on each of these appendages either as a simple walking 
leg, a palp or a chela. In the more primitive forms the appendage 
of every post-oral somite has a gnathobase and two mini; in higher 
specialized forms the gnathobases may be atrophied in every append-
age, even in the first post-oral. 

The more primitive forms are anomomeristic; the higher forms 
nomomeristic, showing typically three groups or tagmata of six 
=mites each. 

The genital apertures are placed on the first somite of the second 
tagnui or mesosorna. Their position is unknown is the more primi-
tive forms. The more primitive forms have bronchial respiratory 

developed on a ramus of each of the post-oral  
fr firer specialized forms these brachial processes beco 
of all limited to five segments of the =gamma, then sunk beneath 
the surface as pulmonary organs, and finally atrophied, their place 
being taken by a well-developed tracheal system. 

A character of great diagnostic value in the more primitive 
Arachnids is the tendency of the chitinous investment of the tergal 
surface of the telson to unite during growth with that of the free 
somites in front of it, so as to form a pygidial shield or ' 
c 
Limulud.
arapace.  often comprising as many as -fifteen gong.(Trilobites, 

A pair of antral monomeniscous ffipWaidtoui eyes is often present 
on the bead. Lateral eyes also are often present which are mopped-
thouswithaggregated lenies(Limaludor with isolated lemies(Scorpio). 
or are diplosxchous with simple leas (Pedipaipi, Anumme, ere.). 

Class 3 (of the Ruarthropoda).—Caosracao. 
Head tetartognathous and triprosthomerous—that is to say, with 

three prosthomeres; the first bearing typical eyes, the second a 
pair of antenniform appendages (often hi-ramose). the third a pair 
of appendages usually antenniform, sometimes claw-like. The 
ancestral stock was (as in the Arachnids) pantognathobasic. that 
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is to se , had a wadable* or jaw-procas on the base of miry 
Palt BosidesalaegtgAst-oral or mandibular pair. at least two succeed-
ing pain of appendages  are modified as jaws. Theme have small 
and of MUs, or none at all, a feature in which the Arach-
nids differ from them. The appendages of four or more additional 
following somites may be turned upwards towards the mouth and 
assist in the taking of food. 

The more primitive forms (Entomostrace) are anomomeastic, 
presenting great variety as to number of wadies, form of appendages, 
and Mimetic grouping; the higher forms (Malacostraca) are nomo-
turista. showing in front of the telson twenty smite& of which the 
six hinder carry swimmerets and the five next in flout ambulatory 
limbs. The genital apertures are neither far forward nor far back-
ward in the aeris of smite.. e.g. on the fourteenth post-oral in 
Apes, on the ninth post-oral in female Asthcus and in C)nl 

With rare exceptions. branchial plates are thwOoped ni t by 
modification of a ramus of the limbs or as processes on a rams, or 
upon the sides of the body. No tracheate Crustacea are known. 
but some terrestrial Isom& develop pulmonary in-ankings of the 
integument. 	 sment. A characteristic, act:tistic, comparable In value to that presented 
by 	 Arachnids, is the frequent development 

peirPggidloinjait appendages by the penultimate somite. which with 
the tehon farm a trifid, or, when that is small, a bifid termination 
to the body. 

The lateral eyes of Cr atere arieutmlonaBscomearith highly 
specialized retinuM like those of . and u • the simpler 
compound lateral eyes of lower ArchMonomenimus eyes are 
rarely presentand when present,de&minuteond central in position. 

Nog.—The Crustacea exhibit alongrr and more complete series 
of forms than any other class of Arthropods. and may be regarded 
as preserving the most completely represented line of descent. 

Class 4.--CEILOPODA. 
Head trimosthonierous r and tetartognathons. The two sodas 

following the mandibular or first post-oral or buccal soothe carry 
appendages modified as maxillae. The fourth post-oral smite has 
its appendages converted into very large and powerful hemignaths, 
which are provided with poison-glands. The remaining sodas 
carry .single-clawed walking lege, a single pair to each mute. The 
body is anomomeristic, showing in different genera from t 7 (inclusive 
of the anal and genital) to me sambas behind that which bolus the 
poison jaws. bro tagmata are developed. The genital ducts open 
on the penultimate soothe. 

Tracheae are developed which are dendriform and with spiral 
thickening of their lining. Their trunks open at paired stigmata 
placed laterally in each ludo of the trunk or in alternate son dies. 
Usually the tracheae open by paired stigmata placed upon the sides 
of a greater or less number of the somata, but never quite regularly 
on alternating somber. At most they are present on all the petit-
serous 'bombes excepting the first and the last. In &Wigs's there 
are seven unpaired dorsal stigmata, each leading into a sac whence 
a number of air-bolding tubes project Into the pericardial blood-sinus. 

Renal caeca' tubes (Malpighisn tubes) open into the proctodseum. 
(See Caxeirnos.) 

Class 5.—HEXAPODA. 
Head shown by its early development to be trimanhommth 

and consequently tetartognethous. The first oom.-. has its 
appendages represented by the compound 	and a protocerebrum. 
the second has the antennae for its a 	and a deutocerebm1 
neuromere. the third has suffered suppremn of its appagm 
(which corresponded to the second par of antennae of Crustacea), 
but has a tritocerebrum and colorer chamber. The mandibular 
somite bears a ir of gnathobasic hemignaths without rand or 
palps, and is followed by two jab-bearing smite. (maxillary and 
labial). This enumeration would give six soothes in all to the head 
—three prosthomeres and three opisthomeres. Recent investigations 
(Folsom, 4) show the existence in the em bryo of a prae-maxillary 
or supra-lingual somite which is suppressed during development. 
This gives seven somites to the Hexapod's head, the tergites of which 
are fused to form a cephalic carspeceor box. The number is signifi- 
cant, since it agrees with that found in Edriophthalmous Crustaces, 
sad assigns the labium of the Hexapod to the same smite numeri- 
cally as that which carries the labium-like mazillipedes of those 
Crustacea. 

The somites following the head are strictly nomomeristic and 
nomotagmic. The first three form the thorax. the appendages of 
which are the walking legs, tipped with paired claws or vogues 
(compere the homoplastic claws of Scorpio and Peripatus).. Eleven 
somites follow these, forming the abdominal " tagoia," giving thus 

Embryological evidence of this is KM wanting. In the other 
clams of Arthropods we have more or less complete em 
evidence on the subject. It appears from observation of the 1% 
that whilst the first prosthomere of Centipedes has its appen dage 
reduced and represented only by eye-patches (as in Arachnid.. 
Crustacea and Harapoda), the second has a rudimentary antenna, 
which disappears. whilst the third carries the permanent antennae, 
which accordingly correspond to the second antennae of Crustacee, 
and are absent to Hexapoda. 

twentpees smite, in an (Se in the higher Creams). The sonata 
of the abdomen all may carry ruaimeatery appendages in the 
embryo. and some of, the hinder somites may retain their app.:mime 
in a modified form in adult life. Terminal telescoping of the -ab- 
dominal smite. and violation may occur in the adult, reducing 
the obvious abdominal omits. to as few as eight. The genital 
apertures are median and placed far back in the sake of smite% 
or- the female an the seventh abdominal (seventeenth of the whole 
series) and the male on the ninth or ante-penultimate abdominal 
(nineteenth of the whole series). The app endages of the eighth and 
tenth abdominal somites ere modihd as gonapoph The 
eleventh abdominal segment is the telson„ usually sail and soft; 
it carries the anus. 

The Hexapods are not osly all confined to a very definite Sir 
position of the 'embarks • • and apertures. as thus indicated, 
but in other characters also they present the specialisation of a 
narrowly-limited highly-developed our of such a dam as the 
Crostacez rather than a range from lower more generalised to higher 
more special' ised forms such as that group sad also the Arachnids 
present. It seems to be • legitimate conclusion that the most 
pprinmitive Hexapoda were provided with win's, and that the term 
Ptaygota might be used es* synonym of Hexapoda. Many Hexa- 
pod. hhaave lost either one pair or both pairs of wings: eases are 
common of wingless genera allied to ordinary Pterygnes 
Some Hexapods which are very primitive in other respects a6 ppen 
to be also Apemaus, but this cannot be held to prove that the posses-
sion of wings is not a primitive character of Hexapods (compare 
the case of the Struthious Birds). Tice wings of Hexapods are lateral 
expansions of the terga of the second and third thoracic somites. 
They appear to be stool equivalents (homogenous meromes) of the 
reaml gills, which develop in a like position on the abdominal 
laments of some aquatic Hexapods. 

The Hexapod' are all providedwith • highly developed tracheal 
system, which presents considerable variation in regard to its 
stigmata ar orifices of communication with the exterior. In some 
a serial arrangement of stigmata comparable to that observed in 
Cbilopoda is found. In other cues (some larvae) stigmata are 
abed; in other cases again • single stigma isdeveloped, as in 
the smaller Arachnid. and Cbilopoda. in the median dared line 
or other unex ted position. When the facile tendency of Arthro- 
pod. to p tracheal air-tubes is admitted, it becomes probable 
that the tracheae of Hexapods do not all belong to one original 
system, but may be accounted for by new developments within the 
group. Whether the primitive tracheal system of Hexapods was 
• closed one or open by serial stigmata in every smite remains at 
present doubtful, but the intimate relation of the system to the 
wings and tracheal gills cannot be overlooked. 

The lateral eyes of Hexapods, like those of Creston, belong to 
the most specialized type of " compound eye," found only in these 
two classes. Simple monomenisoous eyes are also present in many 
Hammed*. 

Renal excretory caeca (Malpighian tubes) are developed from the 
proctodaeum (not from mesentemn as in scorpion and Arophia). 

Coesi•distr Remarks se to Or Rekaienskips g yes seethes side Gasses 
of the Arekrepods.—Our general conclusion from • survey of the 
Arthropods amounts to this. that whilst Peripittus, the Diplopoda, 
and the Arachnid* represent kiseesial offshoots from successive 
lower grades of primitive equelic Arthropods which are extinct, the 
Crustaces alone present a fairly full series of representatives leading 
upwards from unspecialised forms. The latter were not very far 
removed from the aquatic ancestors (Trilobites) of the Arachnida, 
but differed essentially from them by the higher specialization of 
the head. We can gather no indication of the forefathers of the 
Hexapods or of the Chilopoda is specialized than they are, whilst 
possessing the essential characteristics of these classes. Neither 
embryology nor palaeontology assists us in this direction. On the 
other had, the facts that the Hexapoda and the Chilopoda have 
triprosthomerous beads, that the Hexapoda have the same total 
number of somites as the nomomeristic Crustacea, and the same 
number of opisthoreerei In the head as the more terrestrial Crustacea, 
together with the acme adaptation of the form of important :pgo;1-, 

 dages in corresponding sormtes, and that the compound 
Crustacea and Hexapoda are extremely specialized and eyes 

of 
orate in 

stricture and identical in that structure. all Iced to the suggestion 
that the Hexapods. and with them. at no distant point. the Chao-
poda, have branched off from the Crustacean main stem as specialized 
terrestrial lines of descent. And it seems probable that in the case 
of the Hexapod.. at any rate, the point of departure was subsequent 
to the attainment of the nomomeristic character presented by the 
higher grade of Crustacea. It is on the whole desirable to recognise 
such affinities in our schemes of ramification. 

We may tabulate the facts as to bead-structure in Ch•etopoda 
and Arthropods as 

Grade x (below the Artbropoda).—AGNATUA, APIOSTROMERA. 
lly 

post
Without perapodial jaws: without the addition

-oral 'mites to te pree-oral region, which 	simple prostomial 
lobe of the first somite: the first somite is perforated by the mouth 
and its perspodis are not modified as jaws. 

..CMAILIOPODA. 
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Gradet(oftheAtthropoda).-Monoratarn&MONOMroarscentars. 
With a single pair of parapodial jaws carried by the somitewhich 

is perforated by the mouth; this is not the first somite, but the 
second. The first somite has become a prosthomere, and carries a 
pair of extensile antennae. 

=Oxrcuornciaa (Peripains, be.). 

Grade 2 (of the Arthropoda).—DIGNATIIA, MONOTIOSTROWERA. 
The third somite as well as the second develops a pair of para. 

podial jaws; the first somite is a prosthomere carrying jointed 
antennae. 

DIFLOPODA. 

Grade 3 (of the Arthropoda).—PANTOGPIA711A, Dt PROSTROMERA. 
A gnathobase is developed (in the primitive stock) on every pair 

of post-oral appendages; two prosthomeres present, the second 
smoke u well as the first having passed in front of the mouth, but 
only the second has appendages. 

Grade 4 (of the Arthropoda).—PatriOGNATHA,TaleROSTHOYERA. 
The original stock, like that of the last grade, has a gnathobase 

on every post-oral appendage, but three prosthomeres are now 
present, on consequence of the movement of the oral aperture from 
the third to the fourth somite. The later eyes are polymeniscons. 
with specialized vitrease and retiaulae of a definite type peculiar to 
this grade. 

CNILOPODA, HBIAPODA. 

According to older views the increase of the number of somites 
in front of the mouth would have been regarded as a case of inter-
calation by new somite-budding of new prae-oral somites in the 
series. We are prohibited by a general consideration of metamerism 
in the Arthropoda from adopting the hypothesis of intercalation of 
somites. However strange it may seem, we have to suppose that 
one by one in the course of long historical evolution somites have 
passed forwards and the mouth has passed backwards. In fact. 
we have to suppose that the actual somite which in grades I and 2 
bore the mandibles lost those mandibles, developed their rami as 
tactile organs, and came to occupy a position in front of the mouth, 
whilst its previous jaw-bearing function was taken up by the next 
somite in order, into which the oral aperture had passed. A similar 
history must have been slowly brought about when this second ma ndi-
bulate somite in its turn became agnathous and passed in front of 
the mouth. The mandibular parapodia may be supposed during 
the successive stages of this history to have had, from the first, 
well-developed rami (one or two) of a palp-like form, so that the 
change required when the mouth passed away from them would 
merely consist in the suppression of the gnathobase. The solid pa !p-
less mandible such as we now see in some Arthropoda is. necessarily, 
a late specialization. Moreover, it appears probable that the first 
somite never had its parapodia modified as jaws, but became a 
prosthomere with tactile appendages before parapodial jaws were 
developed at all, or rather pan P125114 with their development on the 
second *smite. It is worth while bearing in mind a second possibility 
as to the history of the prosthomeres, viz. that the buccal gnathobasic 
parapodia (the mandibles) were in each of the three grades of prost ho-
merism only developed after the recession of the mouth and the 
addition of one, of tan. or of three post-oral somites to the prae-oral 
region- had taken place. In fact, we may imagine that the char-
acteristic adaptation of one or more pairs of post-oral parapodia to 
the purposes of the n,..ut h as jaws ,lid not occur until alter ancestral 
forms with one, with two. and nab [law. y.,...tlaw,...3cs had came 
into existence. On the whole the facts seem to be against this 
supposition, though we need not suppose that the gnathobase was 
very Inge or the rami undeveloped in the buccal parapodia which 
were destined to lose their mandibular features and pass in front of 
the mouth. 

REFICRENCES.-1. Bateson. Ifaterials for the Study of Venation 
(Macmillan, arm), p. 85:2. Lankester." Primitive Cell-layers of the 
Embryo." An.r and Mag. Nat. Hist. (1873), p. 336; 3. Korschelt 
and Heider, Entivichdungsgeschkkle (Jena, 1892). cap. xv. p. 389; 
4. Folsom, " Development of the Mouth Parts of Anurida." Bulletin 
Miff. Camp. Zoo!. Harvard College, voL xxxvi. No. 5 (19oo), pp. 142-
146; B. Lankester, " Observations and Reflections on the Append-
ages and Nervous System of Apus Cancriformis." gnarl. fours. 
Misr. Sri. vol.  xxi. 0880:6. Hofer, " Ein Krebs mit eater Extremi-
tat statt eines Stielauges." Veskinal. d. astaschni waf.  Geseilsch• 
(1894); 7. Watase, " On the M hology of the Compound Eyes of 
Arthropods," Studies front The Biol. Lab. of the Jabots Hopkins 
University, vol. iv. pp. 287-44•. & Benham describes backward 
shifting of the oral aperture in certain Chaetopods, Proc. Zoolog. 
Sec. London (19oo).'No. lxiv. p. 976. N B.—References to the early 
literature concerning the group Arthropoda will be found in Carus, 
Cc:sneak der Zoo love. The more important literature up to 1892 
is given in the admirable treatise on Embryology

be 
 by Professors 

Korschelt and Heider. Detailed references will 	found under 
the articles on the separate groups of Arthropods. 	(E. R. L.) 

ARTHUR (Fr. Arks), the central hero of the cycle of romance 
known as the Malibu de Bretagne (tee AlT2tURIAN LILGEND). 
Whether there was an historic Arthur has been much debated; 
undoubtedly for many centuries after the appearance of Geoffrey 
of Monmouth's Histeria &Beam (cite. 1136), the statements 
therein recorded of a mighty monarch, who ruled over Britain 
in the sth-6th centuries, and carried his conquests far afield, 
even to the gates of Rome, obtained general, though not 
eniversal,credence. Even in the trth century there were some 
who detected, and derided, the fictitious character of Geoffrey's 
" History." As was naturally to be expected, the pendulum 
swung to the other extreme, and in a more critical age the 
existence of Arthur was roundly denied. The truth probably 
lies midway between the two. The words of Wace, the Norman 
poet who translated the Historic into verse, are here admirably 
to the point. Speaking of the tales told of Arthur, he says:— 

" Ne tot mencunge, ne tot veir, 
Ne tot fable, ne tot &astir. 
Tent oat Ii conteor cone, 
Et li fablfor tant fable 
Par lot cones embeleter 
Que tout oat fait fable sembler." ,  

The opinion now generally accepted by scholars is that the 
evidence of Nennius, whose Historic, Britonum preceded that of 
Geoffrey by some soo years, is in the main to be relied on. He 
tells us that Arthur was Dux bellerum, and led the armies of the 
British kings against the Saxon invaders, whom he defeated in 
twelve great battles. Tune Arthur pugnabat amt regibus 
Britostatm, sed apse dux eras hellarum. 

The traditional site of these battles covers a very wide area, and 
it is supposed that Arthur held a post analogous to that of the 
genets' who, under the Roman occupation, was known as Comes 
Britatenite, and held a roving commission to defend the island 
wherever attacked, in contradistinction to the Dux Britanniarum, 
who had charge of the forces in the north, and the Comes Lefferts 
Saranici, whose task it was to defend the south -east line. The 
Welsh texts never call Arthur gmledig (prince), but amkeradawr 
(Latin imperater) or emperor, • title which would be bestowed on 
the highest official in the island. The truth thus appears to be 
that, while there was never a King Arthur, there was a noted 
chieftain and general of that name. If we say that he carried on 
a successful war against the Saxons, was probably betrayed by 
his wife and a near kinsman, and fell in battle, we have stated all 
which can be claimed as an historical nucleus for his legend. It 
is DOW generally admitted that the representation of Arthur as 
world conqueror, Well-Kaiser, is due to the influence of the 
Charlemagne cycle. In the 12th century the Matkre de France 
was waning, the Matitre de Bretagne waxing in popularity, and 
public opinion demanded that the central figure of the younger 
cycle (for whatever the date of the subject matter, as a literary 
cycle the Arthurian is the younger) should not be inferior in 
dignity and importance to that of the earlier. When we add to 
this the fact that the writers of the r2th century represented 
the personages and events of the 6th in the garb, and under the 
conditions, of their own time, we can understand the reason of 
the manifold difficulties which beset the study of the cycle. 

But into the figure of Arthur as we know him, other elements 
have entered; he is not merely an historic personality, but at the 
same time a survival of pre-historic myth, a hero of romance, and 
a fairy king; and all these threads are woven together in one 
fascinating but bewildering web. It is only possible here to 
summarize the leading features which may be claimed as charac-
teristic of each phase. 

Mythic.—Certain elements of the story point to Arthur as a 
culture hero; as such his name has been identified with the 
Mercurius Artaius of the Gauls. In this role he slays monsters, 
the boar Twrch Trwyth, the giant of Mont St Michel and the 
Demon Cat of Losanne (Andre de Coutances tells us that Arthur 
was really vanquished and carried off by the Cat, but that one 
durst not tell that tale before Britons!). He never, it should be 

Nor all a lie, nor all true, nor all fable, nor all known, so much 
have the story-tellers told, and the fabler' fabled, in order to em-
bellish their tale., that they have made all seem fable. 
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noted, tides on purely chivalric ventures, such as aiding distressed 
damsels, seeking the Grail, &c. His expeditions are all more or 
less warlike. The story of his youth belongs, as Alfred Nutt 
(Path-lore, vol. Iv.) has shown, to the group of tales classified as 
the Aryan Expulsion and Return formula, found in all Aryan 
lands. Numerous parallels exist between the Arthurian and 
early Irish heroic cycles, notably the Fenian or Osslanic. This 
Fenian cycle is very closely connected with the Tuatha de 
Danaan, the Celtic deities of vegetation and increase; recent 
research has shown that two notable features of the Arthurian 
story, the Round Table and the Grail, can be most reasonably 
accounted for as survivals of this Nature worship, and were 
probably parts of the legend from the first. 

Romassaie.—The character of Arthur as a romantic hero Is, In 
reality, very different from that which, mainly through the 
popularity of Tennyson's Idylls, English people are wont to 
suppose. In the earlier poems he is practically a lay figure, his 
court the point of departure and return for the knights whose 
adventures are related in detail,but he himself a passive spectator. 
In the prose romances he is a monarch, the splendour of whose 
court, whose riches and generosity, are the admiration of all; 
but morally he is no whit different from the knights who surround 
him; he takes advantage of his losses fortunes as do others. 
He has two sons, neither of them born in wedlock, one, Modred, 
is alike his son and his nephew. In certain romances, the 
Perk:raw and Dia Crane, he is a veritable nti faistant, over-
come by sloth and luxury. Certain traits of his story appear to 
show the influence of Northern romance. Such is the story of his 
begetting, where Uther takes upon him the form of Gorlois to 
deceive Yguerne, even as Siegfried changed shapes with Gunther 
to the undoing of Brannhilde: The sword in the perron (stone 
pillar or block), the withdrawal of which proves his right to the 
kingdom, is the sword of the Branstock. /domain carries him off , 
mortally wounded, to Avalon, even as the Valkyr bears the 
Northern hero to Valhal. Morgain herself has many traits in 
common with the Valkyrie; she is one of nine sisters, she can fly 
through the air as a bird (Swan maiden); she possesses a marvel-
lous ointment (as does Hilde, the typical Valkyr). The idea of a 
slumbering hero who shall awake at the hour of his country's 
greatest need is world-wide, but the most famous instances 
are Northern, e.g. Olger Danske and Barbarossa, and depend 
ultimately on an Identification with the gods of the Northern 
Pantheon, notably Thor. W. Larminie cited an instance of • 
rhyme current In the Orkneys as a charm against nightmare, 
which confuses Arthur with Siegfried and his winning of the 
Valkyr. 

Fairy.—We find that at Arthur's birth (according to Layamon, 
who here differs from Wace), three ladies appeared and prophe-
sied his future greatness. This incident is also found in the first 
continuation to the Perceval, where the prediction is due to a 
lady met with beside a forest spring, clearly here • water fairy. 
In the late romance of La Batailk de LoquiferAvalon has become 
a purely fairy kingdom, where Arthur rules in conjunction with 
Morgain. In Monde Bordeaux he is Oberon's heir and successor, 
while in the romance of Brun de la Montague, preserved in a 
unique MS. of the BibliotMque Nationale, we have the curious 
statement that all fairy-haunted places, wherever found, belong 
to Arthur:— 

" Et tour ces Rees fake 
Sent Arius de Bretagne." 

This brief summary of the leading features of the Arthurian 
tradition W111  indicate with what confused and complex material 
we are here dealing. (See also ART/MILIAN LEGEND, GRAIL, 
MERLIN, ROD/4D TABLE; and CELT: Celtic literature.) 

Texts. Historicr—Nennius, Histria Britossm; H. Zimmer, 
Rennin: Vindiestus (Berlin. 1893), an examination Into the credi-
bility of Manlius; Geoffrey of Monmouth, Hisser= Britons= 
(translations of both histories are in Bohn'sLibrary); Ware, the 
Brut (ed. by Leroux de Lincey); Layamon (ed. by Sir Fred. Madden). 

Romanttc:—Medin—alike in the Ordinary, or Vulgate (ed. 
Sommer), the Suite or " Ruth " Merlin, the 13th century Merlin 
(ed. by G. Paris and J. Ulrich), and the unpublished and unique 
version of BibL nat. fonds framoir, 337 (d. Freymond's analysis 
in Zeitschrift far frau& Speech., xxli.)—devotes considerable space  

to the elaboration of the material supplied by the chronicles, the 
beginning of Arthur's reign. his marriage and wars with the Samoa. 
The imitation of the Charlemagne romances is here evident; the 
Saxons bear names of Saracen origin. and camels and elephants 
appear on the scene. The Monte Arthur, or Mort as em Atha, a 
metrical romance, of which a unique English  version exists in the 
Thornton collection (ed. for Early English Text Society), gives an 
expanded account of the passing of Arthur; in the French prom form 
it is now always found incorporated with the Lancelot. of which it 
forms the concluding section. The remains of the Welsh tradition 
are to be found in the Mabinogion (d. Nutt'a edition, where the 
stories are correctly classified), and in the Triads. Professor Rhys 
Sirsdies in the Arthurian Legend are largely based on Welsh material, 
and may be consulted for details, though the conclusions drawn 
are not m harmony with recent research. These are the only texts 
in which Arthur is the central figure; in the great bulk of the 
romances his is but a subordinate role. (J. L W.) 

ARTHUR I. (z z 203), duke of Brittany, was the poffithumons 
son of Geoffrey, the fourth son of Henry IL of England, and 
Constance, heiress of Conan IV., duke of Brittany. The Bretons 
hoped that their young prince would uphold their independence, 
which was threatened by the English. Henry II. tried to seize 
Brittany, and in 1187 forced Constance to marry one of his 
favourites, Randulph de Blundevill, earl of Chester (d. 1ns)- 
Henry, however, died soon afterwards (i the). The new king of 
England, Richard Cceur de Lion, claimed the guardianship of 
the young Arthur, but in trip Richard left for the Crusade. 
Constance profited by his absence by governing the duchy, and 
in ripe she had Arthur proclaimed duke of Brittany by an 
assembly of barons and bishops. Richard invaded Brittany in 
ticd, but was defeated in 1 to7 and became reconciled to Con-
stance. On his death in 118g, the nobles of Anjou, Maine and 
Touraine refused to recognise John of England, and did homage 
to Arthur, who declared himself the vassal of Philip Augustus. 
In 1202 war was resumed between the king of England and the 
king of France. The king of France recognized Arthur's right 
to Brittany, Anjou, Maine and Poitou. While Philip Augustus 
was invading Normandy, Arthur tried to seize Poitou. But, 
surprised at Mirebeau, he fell into the hands of John, who sent 
him prisoner to Falaise In the following year he was transferred 
to Rouen, and disappeared suddenly. It is thought that John 
killed him with his own hand. After this murder John was 
condemned by the court of peers of France, and stripped of the 
fiefs which he possessed in France. 

See Ralph of Coggeshall. " Chronic°. Anglicanum," in the 
Moss sew Bran:mute histories; Dom Lobineau, Mistoirs de 
Breloguh (5702); Dom Morice, Macrae de Bretagne (1743-2736); 
A. de la Borderie, Hakim de &davit, vol. hi. 08(m); Meant, 
" De Is condemnation de Jean-sans-Terre par la Cour dm Pairs de 
France." in the Rase historic= (5886), vol. ma. 

ARTHUR HI. (r3u-1458), earl of Richmond, constable of 
France, and afterwards duke of Brittany, was the third son of 
John IV., duke of Brittany, and Joan of Navarre, afterwards the 
wife of Henry IV. of England. His brother, John V., gave him 
his earldom of Richmond in England. While still very young, 
he took part in the civil wars which desolated France during the 
reign of Charles VI. From 14 to to 5424 he served on the side 
of the Armagnacs, and afterwards entered the service of Louis the 
dauphin, whose intimate friend he became. He profited by his 
position at court to obtain the lieutenancy of the Bastille, the 
governorship of the duchy of Nemours, and the confiscated 
territories of Jean Larcheveque, seigneur of Parthenay. His 
efforts to reduce the latter were, however, interrupted by the 
necessity of marching against the English. At Agincourt he 
was wounded and captured, and remained a prisoner in England 
from rats to 1420. Released on parole, he gained the favour of 
King Henry V. by persuading his brother, the duke of Brittany, 
to conclude the treaty of Troyes, by which France was handed 
over to the English king. He was rewarded with the countship 
of Ivry 

In 103 Arthur married Margaret of Burgundy, widow of the 
dauphin Louis, and became thus the brother-in-law of Philip 
the Good of Burgundy, and of the regent, the duke of Bedford. 
Offended, however, by Bedford's refusal to give him a high 
command, he severed his connexion with the English, and in 
March z 2 5 accepted theconstabk'ssword from Xing Charles VIL 
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He now threw himself with ardour into the French cause, and 
persuaded his brother, John I/. of Brittany; to conclude with 
Charles VIL the treaty of Saumur (October 7, 1425). But 
though he saw clearly enough the measures necessary for success, 
he lacked the means to carry them out. In the field he met with 
a whole series of reverses; and at court, where his rough and 
overbearing manners made him disliked, his influence was over-
shadowed by that of a series of incompetent favourites. The 
peace concluded between the duke of Brittany and the English 
in September 1427 led to his expulsion from the court, where 
Georges de Is Tarooille, whom he himself had recommended to 
the king, remained supreme for six years, during which Richmond 
tried in vain to overthrow him. In the meantime, in June 1429, he 
joined Joan of Arc at Orleans, and fought in several battles under 
her banner, till the influence of La Tremoille forced his with-
drawal from the unny. On the 5th of March 1432 Charles VIL 
concluded with him and with Brittany the treaty of Rennes; 
but it was not until June of the following year that La Tamoille 
was overthrown. Arthur now resumed the war against the 
English, and at the same time took vigorous measures against 
the plundering bands of soldiers and peasants known as rouliers 
or lcorcheurs. On the loth of September 1435, mainly as a result 
of his diplomacy, was signed the treaty of Arras between Charles 
VII. and the duke of Burgundy, to which France owed her 
salvation. 

On the 13th of April 1436, Arthur took Paris from the English; 
but he was ill seconded by the king, and hampered by the 
necessity for leading frequent expeditions against the &grams; 
it was not till May 1444 that the armistice of Tours gave him 
leisure to carry out the reorganization of the army which he had 
long projected. He now created the compagnies d'ori7onnance, 
and endeavoured to organize the militia of the francs archers. 
This reform had its effect in the struggles that followed. In 
alliance with his nephew, the duke of Brittany, he reconquered, 
during September and October :449, nearly all the Cotentin; 
on the 15th of April 14So he gained over the English the battle of 
Formigny; and during the year he recovered for France the 
whole of Normandy, which for the next six or seven years it was 
his task to defend from English attacks. On the death of his 
nephew Peter II., on the 22nd of September 1457, he became 
duke of Brittany, and though retaining his office of constable of 
France, he refused, like his predecessors, to do homage to the 
French king for his duchy. He reigned little more than a year, 
dying on the 26th of December 1458, and was succeeded by his 
nephew Francis IL, son of his brother Richard, count of 
Etampes. 

Arthur was three times married: (1) to Margaret of Burgundy, 
duchess of Guienne (d. 1442); (2) to Jeanne d'Albret, daughter 
of Charles IL of Albret (d. 1 444); (3) to Catherine of Luxemburg, 
daughter of Peter of Luxemburg, count of St Pol, who survived 
him. He left no legitimate children. 

AUTHORITIES.—The main source for the life of Duke Arthur III. 
is the chronicle of Guillaume Gruel (c. 1410-1474-1482). Gruel 
entered the service of the earl of Richmond about 1425, shared in 
all his campaigns, and lived with him on intimate terms. The 
chronicle covers the whole period of the duke's life, but the earlier 
part, up to 2423, is much less full and important than the later, 
which is W.. wd on Gruel's personal knowledge and observation. In 
s ite of a perhaps exaggerated admiration for his hero, Gruel dis- 
plays in hen work so much good faith, insight and originality that 
he is accepted as a thoroughly trustworthy authority. It was first 
published at Paris in 1622. Of the numerous later editions, the best 
is that of Achille le Vavasseur. C7ironique d'Arther de Richemoat 
Paris. taw). See also E. Comeau, Le Conailabk de Richemont 
Paris, t13116); G. du Fresne de Beaucourt, Ilisioire de Cheeks VII. 
Paris, 18111, seq.). 
ARTHUR, CHUM ALAN (283o- 1886), twenty - first 

president of the United States, was born in Fairfield, Vermont, 
on the 5th of October 183o. His father, William Arthur (1796-
1875), when eighteen years of age, emigrated from Co. Antrim, 
Ireland, and, after teaching in various places in Vermont and 
Lower Canada, became a Baptist minister. William Arthur 
had married Malvina Stone, an American girl who lived at the 
time of the marriage in Canada, and the numerous changes of the 
family residence afforded a basis for allegations in talks that the  

son Chester was born not In Vermont, but in Canada, and was 
therefore ineligible for the presidency. Chester entered Union 
College as a sophomore, and graduated with honour in 1848. 
He then became a schoolmaster, at the same time studying law. 
In ass he entered a law office in New York city, and in the 
following year was admitted to the bar. His reputation as a 
lawyer began with his connexion with the famous " Lemmon 
slave case," in which, as one of the special counsel for the state, 
he secured a decision from the highest state courts that slaves 
brought into New York while in transit between two slave states 
were ipso facto free. In another noted case, in 1855, he obtained 
a decision that negroes were entitled to the same accommodations 
is whites on the street railways of New York city. In politics 
he was actively associated from the outset with the Republican 
party. When the Civil War began he held the position of 
engineer-in-chief on Governor Edwin D. Morgan's staff, and 
afterwards became successively acting quartermaster-general, 
inspector-general, and quartermaster-general of the slate troops, 
in which capacities he showed much administrative efficiency. 
At the close of Governor Morgan's term, on the pat of December 
2862, General Arthur resumed the practice of his profession, 
remaining active, however, in party politics in New York city. 
In November 1871 he was appointed by President U. S. Grant 
collector of customs for the port of New York. The custom-
house had long been conspicuous for the most flagrant abuses of 
the " spoils system "; and though General Arthur admitted that 
the evils existed and that they rendered efficient administration 
impossible, he made no extensive reforms. In 1877 President 
Rutherford B. Hayes began the reform of the civil service with 
the New York custom-house. A non-partisan commission, 
appointed by Secretary John Sherman, recommended sweeping 
changes. The president demanded the resignation of Arthur 
and his two principal subordinates, George K Sharpe, the 
surveyor, and Alonzo B. Cornell, the naval officer, of the Port. 
General Arthur refused to resign on the ground that to retire 
" under fire " would be to acknowledge wrong-doing, and 
claimed that as the abuses were inherent in a widespread system 
he should not be made to bear the responsibility alone. His 
cause was espoused by Senator Roscoe Conkling, for a time 
successfully; but on the nth of July 2878, during a recess of 
the Senate, the collector was removed, and in January 2879, 
after another severe struggle, this action received the approval 
of the Senate. In 08o General Arthur was • delegate at large 
from New York to the Republican national convention. In 
common with the rest of the "Stalwarts," he worked hard for 
the nomination of Gen. U. S. Grant for a third term. Upon the 
triumph of James A. Garfield, the necessity of conciliating the 
defeated faction led to the hasty acceptance of Arthur for the 
second place on the ticket. His nomination was coldly received 
by the public; and when, after his election and accession, he 
actively engaged on behalf of Conkling in the great conflict with 
Garfield over the New York patronage, the impression was 
widespread that he was unworthy of his position. Upon the 
death of President Garfield, on the 29th of September 2881, 
Arthur took the oath as his successor. Contrary to the general 
expectation, his appointments were as a rule unexceptionable, 
and he earnestly promoted the Pendleton law for the reform of 
the civil service. His use of the veto in 1882 in the cases of a 
Chinese Immigration Bill (prohibiting immigration of Chinese 
for twenty years) and a River and Harbour Bill (appropriating 
over $18,000,000, to be expended on many insignificant as well 
as important streams) confirmed the favourable impression 
which bad been made. The most important events of his 
administration were the passage of the Tariff Act of 2883 and 
of the " Edmunds Law " prohibiting polygamy in the territories, 
and the completion of three great trans-continental railways—
the Southern Pacific, the Northern Pacific, and the Atchison, 
Topeka & Santa Fe. His administration was lacking in political 
situations of a dramatic character, but on all questions that arose 
his policy was sane and dignified. In 1884 he allowed his name 
to be presented for renomination in the Republican convention, 
but he was easily defeated by the friends of James G. Blaine. 
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At the expiration of his term he resumed his residence in New 
York city, where he died on the :8th of November :886. 

For an account of his administration see UNITED STAIRS: History. 
ARTHURIAN MEND. By the " Arthurian legend," or 

Hallett de Bretagne, we mean the subject-matter of that import-
ant body of medieval literature known as the Arthurian cycle 
(see Manna). The period covered by the texts in their present 
form represents, roughly speaking, the century ziso-irso. The 
History of Nennius is, of course, considerably earlier, and that of 
Geoffrey of Monmouth somewhat antedates 1sso (1136), but 
with these exceptions the dates above given will be found to 
cover the composition of all our extant texts. 

As to the origin of this Matiere de Bretagne, and the circum-
stances under which it became a favourite theme for literary 
treatment, two diametrically opposite theories are held. One 
body of scholars, headed by Professor Wendelin Forster of Bonn, 
while admitting that, so far as any historic basis can be traced, 
the events recorded must have happened on insular ground, 
maintain that the knowledge of these events, and their romantic 
development, are due entirely to the Bretons of the continent. 
The British who fled before the Teutonic and Scandinavian 
invasions of the 6th and 8th centuries, had carried with them to 
Armorica, and fondly cherished, the remembrance of Arthur and 
his deeds, which in time had become interwoven with traditions 
of purely Breton origin. On the other side of the Channel, Le. 
in Arthur's own land, these memories had died out, or at most 
survived only as the faint echo of historic tradition. Through 
the medium of French-speaking Bretons these tales came to the 
cognizance of Northern French poets, notably Chritien de Troyes, 
who wove them into romances. According to Professor Forster 
there were no Arthurian romances previous to Chrf den, and 
equally, of course, no insular romantic tradition. This theory 
reposes mainly on the supposed absence of pre-Chritien poems, 
and on the writings of Professor H. Zimmer, who derives the 
Arthurian names largely from Breton roots. This represents 
the prevailing standpoint of German scholars, and may be called 
the " continental " theory. In opposition to this the school of 
which the late Gaston Paris was the leading, and most brilliant, 
representative, maintains that the Arthurian tradition, romantic 
equally with historic, was preserved in Wales through the 
medium of the bards, was by them communicated to their 
Norman conquerors, worked up into poems by the Anglo-
Normans, and by them transmitted to the continental poets. 
This, the " insular " theory, in spite of its inherent probability, 
has hitherto been at a disadvantage through lack of positive 
evidence, but in a recently acquired MS. of the British Museum, 
Add. 36614, we bid the first continuator of the Perusal, 
Wauchier de Denain, quoting as authority for stories of Gawani 
a certain Bleheris, whom he states to have been " born and .bred 
in Wales." The identity of this Bleheris with the Bledhericns 
mentioned by Giraldus Cambrensis as Pawns ilk fobs:afar, 
living at a bygone and unspecified date, and with the Briri 
quoted by Thomas as authority for the Tristan story, has been 
fully accepted by leading French scholars. Further, on the 
evidence of certain MSS. of the Permed, notably the Paris MS. 
(Bibl. Nat. 1450), it is clear that Chritien was using, and using 
freely, the work of a predecessor, large fragments of which have 
been preserved by the copyists who completed his unfinished 
work The evidence of recent discoveries is ali in favour of the 
insular, or French, view. 

So far as the character, as distinguished from the }r otenone, 
of this subject-matter is concerned, it is largely of folk-lore 
origin, representing the working over of traditions, in some cases 
(as e.g. in the account of Arthur's birth and upbringing) common 
to all the Aryan peoples, in others specifically Celtic. Thus 
there are a number of parallels between the Arthuriad and the 
Irish heroic cycles, the precise nature of which has yet to be 
determined. So far as Arthur himself is concerned these parallels 
are with the Fenian, or Ossianic, cycle, in the case of Gawain 
with the Ultonian. 

In its literary form the cycle falls into three groupsz—psendo-
historic: the Histories of Nennius and Geoffrey, the Bent of 

Wace and Layamon (see Manua), poetic: the works of 
Chrftien de Troyes, Thomas, Raoul de Houdenc and others (see 
GAWAIN, PERCEVAL, TRISTAN, and the writers named above); 
prose: the largest and most important group (see Gam., 
LANCELOT, Mmture, Textron). Of these three branches the 
prose romances offer the most insuperable problems; none can 
be dated with any certainty; all are of enormous length; and 
all have undergone several redactions. Of not one do we as yet 
possess a critical and comparative text, and in the absence of 
such texts the publication of any definite and detailed theory as 
to the evolution and relative position of the separate branches of 
the Arthurian cycle is to be deprecated. The material is so vast 
in extent, and in so chaotic a condition, that the construction 
of any such theory is only calculated to invite refutation and 
discredit 

The best general study of the cycle is to be found in Gaston 
Paris's manual La Littirature francasseannsoyen Age(new sod revised 
edition, tpos) See also the introduction to vol. amt. of Eidoire 
htterarre de to France. For the theories as to origin, see the Intro. 
ductions to Professor Farmer's editions of the poems of Chretie' n 
de Troyes, notably that to voL iv., Der KarrestriPer s  which is a loop 
and elaborate restating of his position. Also Professor H. Zimmer s 
articles in Gitainguchc gdehrte elsseigen, 12 and 20. For the Insular 
view, Ferd. Lots " Etudes sue la provenance du cycle arthurien." 
Ressiussa. vols. 221V..-XXViii., are wry valuable. Fur • popular 
treatment of the subket, d. Nan i. and iv. of Ponies Studses is 
Romance and Folk-e (Nutt). Robert Huntington Fletcher*, 
"The Arthurian Matter in the Chronicles" (vol. x. of Harvard 
Stases and Notes is Phiklogy and Literature), is a most useful 
summary U. L. W.) 

ARTICHOKE. The common artichoke, Crams, szeiyassis, 
is a plant belonging to the natural order Compositse, having 
some resemblance to a large thistle. It has long been esteemed 
as a ordinary vegetable ; the parts chiefly employed being the 
immature receptacle or floret disk, with the lower part of the 
surrounding leaf-scales, which are known as "artichoke bottoms." 
In Italy the receptacles, dried, are largely used in soups; those of 
the cultivated plant as Cares* &mestizo, and of the wild variety 
as Carciafr spinosa. 

The Jerusalem artichoke, Helianihns tuberoses, is a distinct 
plant belonging to the same order, cultivated for its tubers. 
It closely resembles the sunflower, and its popular name is • 
corruption of the Italian Gkasole Artie-lasso, the sunflower 
artichoke. It is a native of Canada and the north-eastern 
United States, and was cultivated by the aborigines. The 
tubers are rich in the carbohydrate inulin and in sugar. 

The name is derived from the northern Italian areiciecc•, 
or arcsesocca, modem carciefo; these words come, through the 
Spanish, from the Arabic al-kkarslnlf. False etymology has 
corrupted the word in many languages: it has been derived in 
English from " choke," and " heart," or the Latin horns; a 
garden, and in French, the form artieltaut has been connected 
with cleated, hot, and chose, a cabbage. 

ARTICLE (from Lat. arisen:us, a joint), • term primarily for 
that which connects two parts together, and so transferred to 
the parts thus joined, thus the word is used of the separate 
clauses or heads in contracts, treaties or statutes and the like; 
of a literary composition on some specific subject in a periodical; 
or of particular commodities, as in " articles of trade and com-
merce." It appears also in the phrase " in the article of death " 
to translate in artiado mortis, at the moment of death. In 
grammar the term is used of the adjectives which state the ex-
tension of a substantive, i.e. the number of individuals to which 
a name applies, the indefinite article denoting one or any of 
a particular dais, the definite denoting • particular member of 
a class. 

ARTICLE OP ASSOCIATION, in English company law, the 
regulations for the internal management of a joint stock company 
registered under the Companies Acts. They are, in fact, the 
terms of the partnership agreed upon by the shareholders among 
themselves. They regulate such matters as the transfer and 
forfeiture of shares, calls upon shares, the appointment and 
qualification of directors, their powers and proceedings, general 
meetings of the shareholders, votes, dividends, the keeping and 
audit of accounts, and other such matters. In regard to these 
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Internal regulations the legislature has left the company free 
to adopt whatever terms of association it chooses. It has 
furnished in the schedule to the Companies Act z862 (Table A), 
a model or specimen set of regulations, but their adoption, 
wholly or in part, Is optional; only if a. company does not 
register articles of its own these statutory regulations are to 
apply. When, as is commonly the case, a company decides to 
have articles of its own framing, such articles must be expressed 
in separate paragraphs, numbered arithmetically; and signed 
by the subscribers of the memorandum of association. They 
must also be printed, stamped like • deed, and attested. When 
so perfected, they are to be delivered, with the memorandum 
of association, to the registrar of joint stock companies, who is 
to retain and register them. The articles of association thereupon 
become a public document, which any person may inspect on 
payment of a fee of one shilling. This has important con-
sequences, because every person dealing with the company is 
presumed to be acquainted with its constitution, and to have 
read its articles. The articles, also, upon registration, bind the 
company and its members to the same extent as if each member 
bad subscribed his name and affixed his seal to them. (See also 
Mrstonsmiom or Assoderroir; COACPANY; INCORPoR ►TIoN.) 

In the United States, articles of association are any instrument 
in writing which sets forth the purposes, the terms and conditions 
upon which a body of persons have united for the prosecu-
tion of a joint enterprise. When this instrument is duly executed 
and filed, the law gives it the force and effects of • charter of 
incorporation. 

ARTICULATA, a zoological name now obsolete, applied by 
Cuvier to animals, such as insects and worms, in which the body 
displays a jointed structure. (See ARTHROPODA.) 

ARTICULATION (from Lat. articsdare, to divide into joints), 
the act of joining together; in anatomy the junction of the 
bones (see Jowls); in botany the point of attachment and 
separation of the deciduous parts of a plant, such as a leaf. 
The word is also used for division into distinct parts, as of human 
speech by words or syllables. 

ARTILLERY (the 0. Fr. Willer, to equip with engines of 
war, probably comes from Late Lat. adieu/um, dim. of ars, art, 
d. " engine " from inreniess, or of arks, joint), a term originally 
applied to all engines for discharging missiles, and in this sense 
used in English in the early tu b century. In a more restricted 
sense, artillery has come to mean all firearms not carried and 
used by band, and also the personnel and organization by which 
the powcr of such weapons is wielded. It is, however, not usual 
to class machine guns (q.v.) as artillery. The present article 
deals with the development and contemporary state of the 
artillery arm in land warfare, in respect of its organization, 
personnel and special or " formal " employment. For the 
maktriel—the guns, their carriages and their 11.3=1=1210R—see 
ORDNANCE and ANAIIINTIION. For ballistics, see that heading, 
and for the work of artillery in combination with the other arms, 
Ste TACTICS. 

Artillery, as distinct from ordnance, is usually classified in 
accordance with the functions it has to perform. The simplest 
division is that into mobile and immobile artillery, the former 
being concerned with the handling of all weapons so mounted 
as to be capable of more or less easy movement from place to 
place, the latter with that of weapons which are installed in 
fixed positions. Mobile artillery is subdivided, again chiefly in 
respect of its employment, into horse and field batteries, heavy 
field or position artillery, field kowitsers, sosountaiss ertilkry and 
siege trains, adapted to every kind of terrain in which field troops 
may be employed, and work they may have to do. Immobile 
artillery is used in fixed positions of all kinds, and above all in 
permanent fortifications; it cannot, therefore, be classified as 
above, inasmuch as the raison ifttre,und consequently the arma-
ment of one fort or battery may be totally distinct from that 
of another. " Fortress," " Garrison " and " Foot " artillery are 
the usual names for this branch. The dividing line, indeed, in 
the case of the heavier weapons, varies with circumstances; 
glum of position may remain on their ground while elaborate  

fortification grow up around them, or the deficiencies of a field 
army in artillery may be made good from the malririel, more 
frequently still from the tersomml, of the fortress artillery. 
Thus it may happen that mobile artillery becomes immobile 
and vice versa. But under normal circumstances the principle of 
classification indicated is maintained in all organised military 
forces. 

Hirrozacat Serrow 
r. Early A rfillery.—Mechanical appliances for throwing pro-

jectiles were produced early in the history of organised warfare, 
and " engines invented by cunning men to shoot arrows and great 
stones " are mentioned in the Old Testament These were con-
tinually improved, and, under the various names of catapults, 
batiste, onager, trarcket, &c., were employed throughout the 
ancient and medieval periods of warfare. The marlines finally 
produced were very powerful, and, even when a propelling agent 
so strong as gunpowder was discovered and applied, the super-
session of the older weapons was not effected suddenly nor 
without considerable opposition. The date of the first employ-
ment of cannon cannot be established with any certainty, but 
there is good evidence to show that the Germans used guns at 
the siege of Cividale in Italy 4334. The terms of a commission 
given (14:4) by Henry V. to hissiagisler aneraliesion,ingenianne, 
of gunssamsso or aliarnm ordinationsms, one Nicholas Merbury, 
show that the organization of artillery establishments was grafted 
upon that which was already in existence for the service of the 
old-fashioned machines. Previously to this it is recorded that 
of some 34o men forming the ordnance establishment of Edward 
IlL in 1344 only 1 s were artillerymen and gunners. Two years 
later, at Crecy, it is said, the English brought guns into the open 
field for the first time. At the siege of Harfieur (1415) the 
ordnance establishment included as " master gunners " and so 
" servitour gunners." The " gunuer " appears to have been 
the captain of the gun, with general charge of the guns and 
stores, and the special duty of laying and firing the piece in 
action. 

2. The Beginnings of Field Artillery.—It is clear, from such 
evidence as we possess, that the chief and almost the only use of 
guns at this time was to batter the walls of fortifications, and it 
is not until later in the lath century that their employment in 
the field became general (see also CAVALRY). The introduction 
of field artillery may be attributed to John &Ha, and it was in 
his Hussite wars (1419-1424) that the Wegenberg, • term of 
more general application, but taken here as denoting a cart or 
vehicle armed with several small guns, came into prominence. 
This device allowed a relatively high maoceuvring power to be 
attained, and it is found occasionally in European wan two 
centuries later, as for instance at Wimpfen in 1622 and Cropredy 
Bridge in 1644. In an act of attainder passed by the Lancastrian 
Party against the Yorkists (z4s9). it is stated that the latter 
were " traiterously ranged in batiull 	. their cartes with 
gonnes set before their batallles " (Rot. Part. 38 Henry VI., 
v. 348). In the London fighting of 1460, small guns were used 
to clear the streets, heavy ordnance to batter the walls of the 
Tower. The battle of Lose Coat Field (1469) was decided almost 
entirely by Edward IV.'s field guns, while at Blackheath (1497) 
"some comets of horse, and halides of foot, and good store of 
artillery wheeling about" were sent to "put themselves beyond" 
the rebel camp (Bacon, Henry VII.). The greatest example of 
artillery work in the 15th century was the siege of Constantinople 
in 1453, at which the Turks used a large force of artillery, and 
in particular some monster pieces, some of which survived to 
engage a British squadron in 18o7, when a stone shot weighing 
some roe lb cut the mainmast of Admiral (Sir) J. T. Duckworth's 
flagship in two, and another killed and wounded sixty men. 
For siege purposes the new weapon was indeed highly effective, 
and the castles of rebellious barons were easily knocked to 
pieces by the prince who owned, or succeeded in borrowing, a 
few pieces of ordnance (cf. Carlyle, Frederick the Great, book M. 
chap. i.). 

3. The 16th Cealvsy.—In the Italian wars waged by Charles 
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VIII., Louis XII. and Francis I. of France, artillery played a 
most conspicuous part, both in siege and field warfare. Indeed, 
cannon did excellent service in the field before hand firearms 
attained any considerable importance. At Ravenna (1312) and 
Marignan (isis) field artillery did great execution, and at the 
latter battle" the French artillery played a new and distinguished 
part, not only by protecting the centre of the army from the 
charges of the Swiss phalanxes, and causing them excessive loss, 
but also by rapidly taking up such positions from time to time 
. . . as enabled the guns to play upon the flanks of the attacking 
columns" (Chesney, Obserealiens as Firearms, 1852). In this 
connexion It must, however, be observed that, when the arquebus 
and other small arms became really efficient (about 1525), less 
Is heard of this small and handy field artillery, which had 
hitherto been the only means of breaking up the heavy masses 
of the hostile pikemen. We have seen that artillery was not 
ignored in England; but, in view of the splendid and unique 
efficiency of the archers, there was no great opportunity of 
developing the new arm. In the time of Henry VIII., the 
ordnance in use in the field consisted in the main of heavy 
estserias and other guns of position, and of lighter field pieces, 
termed sailers, fakes's, &c. It is to be noticed that already the 
lightest pieces had disappeared, the smallest of the above being 
a a-pounder: In the earlier days of field artillery, the artillery 
train was a miscellaneous congeries of pontoon, supply, baggage 
and tool wagons, heavy ordnance and light guns in carts. 
With the development of infantry fire the use of the last-
named weapons died out, and it is largely due to this fact that 
" artillery " came to imply cumbrous and immobile guns of 
position. Little is, therefore, heard of smart manoeuvring, such 
as that at Maritnan, during the latter part of the 16th century. 
The guns now usually come into action in advance of the troops,• 
but, from their want of mobility, could neither accompany 
farther advance nor protect a retreat, and they were generally 
captured and recaptured with every changing phase of the fight. 
Great progress was in the meanwhile made in the adaptation of 
ordnance to the attack and defence of fortresses and, in particular, 
vertical fire came into vogue. A great Turkish gun, carrying a 
600-lb stone shot, was used in the siege of Constantinople, 
apparently in this way, since Gilboa records that at the range 
of a mile the shot buried itself a fathom deep in earth, a 
fact which implies that a high angle of elevation was given. 
In the celebrated siege of Malta in t565 artillery played a 
conspicuous part. 

4. The Thirty Years' War.—Such, in Its broadest outlines, is 
the history of artillery work during the first three centuries of its 
existence. Whilst the material bad undergone a very consider-
able improvement, the organization remained almost unchanged, 
and the tactical employment of gum had become restricted, 
owing to their slowness and difficulty of movement on the 
march and immobility in action. In wars of the type of the 
War of Dutch Independence and the earlier part of the Thirty 
Years' War, this heavy artillery naturally remained useful 
enough, and the Wageabarg bad given place to the musketry 
initiated by the Spaniards at Bicocca and Pavia, which since 
:525 bad steadily improved and developed. It is not, therefore, 
until the appearance of a captain whose secret of success was 
vigour and mobility that the first serious attempt was made to 
produce field artillery in the proper sense of the word, that is, a 
gun of good power, and at the same time so mounted as to be 
capable of rapid movement. The " carte with gonnes " had been, 
as is the modern machine gun, a mechanical concentration of 
musketry rather than • piece of artillery. Maurice of Nassau, 
Indeed, helped to develop the field gun, and the French had in-
vented the limber, but Gustavus Adolphus was the first to give 
artillery its true position on the battlefield. At the first battle 
of Breitenfeld (1630 Gustavus had twelve heavy and forty-two 
light guns engaged, as against Illy's heavy 24-pounders, which 
were naturally far too cumbrous for field work. At the Lech 
(1632) Gustavus seems to have obtained a local superiority 
over his opponent owing to the handiness of his field artillery 
even moss than by its fire-power. At Latins (1632) he had sixty  

guns to WaUenstein's twenty-one. His field pieces were not the 
celebrated " leather " guns (which were indeed a mere make-
shift used in Gustavus' Polish wars) but iron 4-pounders. These 
were distributed amongst the infantry units, and thus began the 
system of " battalion guns " which survived in the armies of 
Europe long after the conditions requiring it had vanished 
The object of thus dispersing the guns was doubtless to ewe 
in the first place more certain co-operation between the two arms. 
and in the second to exercise a military supervision over the 
lighter and more useful field pieces which it was as yet .hupossilde 
to exercise over the personnel of the heavy artillery. 

5. Persoand and Classificatiors.—More than 30o years'af ter 
the first employment of ordnance, the men working the guns and 
the transport drivers were still civilians. The actual commander 
of the artillery was indeed, both in Germany and in England, 
usually a soldier, and Lennart Torstensson, the commander of 
Gustavus' artillery, became a brilliant and successful general. 
But the transport and the drivers were still hired, and even the 
gunners were chiefly concerned for the safety of their pieces, 
the latter being often the property. not of the king waging war, 
but of some " master gunner " whose services he had secured, 
and the latter's apprentices were usually in entire charge of the 
material. These civilian " artists," as they were termed, owed 
no more duty to the prince than any other employls, and eves' 
Gustavus, it would appear, made no great improvement in the 
matter of the reorganization of artillery trains. Soldiers as 
drivers do not appear until rso years later, and in the meanwhile 
companies of " &docks " and " fusiliers " (q.r.) came into 
existence, as much to prevent the gunners. and drivers from 
running away as to protect them from the enemy. A further 
cause of difficulties, in England at any rate, was the age of the 
" gunners." In the reign of Elizebeth, some of the Tower 
gunners were over ninety years of age. Complaints as to the 
inefficiency of these men are frequent in the yews preceding the 
English Civil War. Gustavus, however, has the merit of being 
the first to make the broad daasilcation of artillery, as mobile 
or, non-mobile, which has since been almost universally in force. 
In his time the 2-pounder was the heaviest gun classed as mobile, 
and the " feildpeece " par taXellence was the ti-pounder or demi-
ealseria. After the death of Gustavus at Ltitzen (1632), his 
principles came universally into practice, and amongst them 
were those of the employment of field artillery. 

6. The Dogfish Civil War.—Even in the English Civil War 
(Great Rebellion),in which artillerywas hampered by the previous 
neglect of a century, its field work was not often contemptible, 
and on occasion the arm did excellent service. But in the cam-
paigns of this war, fought out by men whose most ardent desire 
was to decide the quarrel swiftly, the marching and manoeuvring 
were unusually rapid., The consequence of this was that the 
guns were sometimes either late in arriving, as at Edgehill, or 
absent altogether, as at Preston. The rah of guns was further 
reduced by the fact that there were few fortresses to be reduced, 
and country houses, however strong, rarely required to be 
battered by a siege train. The New Model army usually sent for 
siege guns only when they were needed for particular service. 
On such occasions, indeed, the heavy ordnance did its week so 
quickly and effectually that the assault often took place one or 
two days after the guns had opened fire. Cromwell in his sieges 
made great use of shells, :2-inch and even larger mortars being 
employed. The castle of Devizes, which had successfully re-
sisted the Parliamentary battering guns, succumbed at once 
to vertical fire. It does not, however, appear certain that there 
was any separation of field from siege ordnance, although the 
Swedish system was followed in almost all military matters. 

7. Artillery Progress, z66o-r7eo.—Cromwell's practice of 
relegating heavy guns to the rear, except when a serious siege 
operation was in view, and in very rapid movements leaving even 
the field pieces far behind, was followed to some extent in the 
campaigns of the age of Louis XIV. The number of ammunition 
wagons, and above all of horses, required for each gun was four 
or five times as great as that required even for a modern quick-
firer. In the days of Turenne heavy guns were much employed. 
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as the campaigns of the French were directed as is rule to the 
methodical conquest of territory and fortified towns. Similarly, 
Marlborough, working amidst the fortresses of the Netherlands 
in 1706, had over zoo pieces of artillery (of which flowers mortars) 
to a force of some r r,000 men, or about 9 pieces per moo mm. 
On the other band, in his celebrated march to the Danube in 
1704, be had but few guns, and the allied armies at Blenheim 
brought into the field only z piece per moo men. At Oudenarde 
" from the rabidity of the starch. . . the battle was fought with 
little aid from artillery on either side" (Core, Martherowsk). 
There was less need now than ever before for rapid manoeuvres 
of rnobile.artillery, since the pike finally disappeared from the 
scene about r7oo, and infantry fire-power had become the 
decisive factor in battles. In the meantime, artillery was gradu-
ally ceasing to be the province of the skilled workmen, and 
assuming its position as an arm of the military service. In the 
17th century, when armies were as a rule raised only " for the 
war," and disbanded at the conclusion of hostilities, there had 
been no very pressing need for the maintenance in peace of an 
expensive personnel and materiaL Gunners therefore remained, 
as civilians, outside the regular administration of the forces, 
until the general adoption of the "standing army " principle in 
the last years of the century (see Army). From this time steps 
here taken, in all countries, to organize the artillery as • military 
force. After various attempts had been made, the " Royal 
Regiment of Artillery " came into existence in England in 1716. 
It is, however, stilted that the English artillery did not " begin 
to assume a military appearance until the Flanders campaigns ' 
of the War of the Austrian Succession. Even in the War of 
American Independence a dispute arose as to whether a general 
officer, whose regimental service had been in the Royal Artillery, 
was entitled to command troops of all arms, and the artillery 
driven were not actually soldiers until 1793 at the earliest. 
French artillery officers received military rank only in 1732. 

8. Artillery is the Wars of Frederick the Gear.—By the time 
of Frederick the Great's first wars, artillery had thus been 
divided into (a) those guns moving with an army in the field, 
and (b) those which were either wholly stationary or were called 
upon only when a siege was expected. The ta1011A61 was gradu-
ally becoming more efficient and more amenable to discipline; 
the transport arrangements, however, remained in a backward 
state. Siege aqd fortress artillery was now organized and 
employed in accordance with the system of the " formal attack " 
as finally developed by Vauban. For details of this, as involving 
the tactical procedure of artillery In the attack and defence of 
fortresses, the reader is referred to FORTMCATION AND SIEGE-

CRAPS. We are concerned here more especially with the progress 
of field artillery. The part played by this arm began now to 
vary according to the circumstances of each action, and the 

moral " support of guns was calculated as a factor in the dis-
positions. In the early Silesian wars, heavy or reserve guns 
protected the deployment of the army and endeavoured to 
prepare for the subsequent advance by firing upon the hostile 
troops; the battalion guns remained dose to the infantry, 
accompanied its movements and assisted in the fire fight. Their 
support was not without value, and the heavy guns often pro-
voked the enemy into a premature advance, as at Mollwitz. 
But the infantry or the cavalry forced the decision. It has been 
mentioned that with the final disappearance of the pike, about 
'me, infantry fire-power ruled the battlefield. Throughout the 
38th century, it will be found, when the infantry is equal to its 
work the guns have only a subordinate part in the fighting of 
pitched battles. At Kunersdorf ( 1 759) the first dashing charge 
of the Prussian grenadiers captured 72 guns from the Russian 
army. Later the total of captured ordnance reached i8o, yet 
the Russians, then almost wholly in flight, were not cut to pieces, 
for only a few light guns of the Prussian army could get to the 
front; their heavy pieces, though twelve hones were harnessed 
to each, never came into action. This example will serve to 
illustrate the difference between the artillery of x76o and that 
of fifty years later. According to Tempelhof, who was present, 
Kunersdorf was the finest opportunity for field artillery that 
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he had ever seen. Yet the field artillery of the ,8th century was, 
if anything, more powerful than that of Napoleon's time; it 
was the want of mobility alone which prevented the Prussians 
from turning to good account an opportunity fully as favourable 
as that of the German artillery at Sedan. That Frederick made 
more use of his guns in the later campaigns of the Seven Years' 
Wu is accounted for by the fact that his infantry and cavalry 
were no longer capable of forcing a decision, and also by changes 
in the general character of the operations. These were fought 
in and about broken country and entrenched positions, and the 
mobility of the other arms sank to that of the artillery.. Thus 
power came to the front again, and the heavier weapons regained 
their listener supremacy. In a batailk ranges in the open field 
the proportion of guns to men had been, in 174I, s per moo. 
At Leuthen (r757) heavy fortress guns were brought td the front 
for a special purpose. At Kunersdorf the proportion .was 4 and S 
per moo men, with what degree of effectiveness we have seen. 
In the later campaigns the Austrian artillery, which was, through-
out the Seven Years' War, the best in Europe, placed its numerous 
and powerful ordnance (an " amphitheatre of 400 guns," as 
Frederick said) in long lines of field works. The combination 
of guns and obstacles was almost invariably too formidable to 
offer the slightest chance of a successful assault It was at this 
stage that Frederick, in x750, introduced horse artillery to keep 
pace with the movements of cavalry, a proof, if proof were needed, 
of the inability of the field artillery to manoeuvre. The field 
howitzer, the weapon par excellence for the attack of field works, 
has never perhaps been more extensively employed than it was 
by the Prussians at that time. At Burkersdorf (1762) Frederick 
placed 45  howitzers in one battery. In those days the mobile 
artillery was always formed in groups or " batteries " of from 
to to so pieces. England too was certainly abreast of ether 
countries in the organization of the field artillery arm. About 
the middle of the 18th century the guns in use consisted of 24. 
pounders, 12-pounders, 6-pounders and 3-pounders. The guns 
were divided into " brigades " of four, five and six guns re-
spectively, and began to be separated into "heavy" and "light" 
brigades. Each field gun was drawn by four horses, the two 
leaden being ridden by artillerymen, and had zoo rounds of 
shot and so rounds of grape. The British artillery distinguished 
itself in the latter part of the Seven Years' War. Foreign critics 
praised its lightness, its elegance and the good quality of its 
materials. At Marburg (1760) " the English artillery could 
not have been better served; it followed the enemy with such 
vivacity, and maintained its fire so well, that it was impossible 
for the latter to re-form," says Tempelhof, the Prussian artillery 
officer who records the lost opportunity of %mended. The 
merits and the faults of the artillery had been made clear, and 
nowhere was the lesson taken to heart more than in France, 
where General Gribeauval, a French officer who had served in 
the war with the Austrian artillery, initiated reforms which is 
the end led to the artillery triumphs of the Napoleonic era. 
While Frederick had endeavoured to employ, as profitably as 
possible, the existing heavy equipments, Gribeauval sought 
improvement in other directions. 

9. &itemises Reform= — At the commencement of the Mk 
century, French artillery had made but little progress. The 
carriages and wagons were driven by wagoners on foot, and on 
the field of battle the guns were dragged about by ropes or 
remained stationary. Towards the middle of the century 
some improvements were made, Field guns and carriages were 
lightened, and the guns separated into brigades. Siege carriages 
were introduced. From 1765 onwards, however, Gribeauval 
strove to build up a complete system both of persomel and 
niathrid, creating a distinct materiel for field, siege, garrison 
and coast artillery. Alive to the vital importance of mobility 
for field artillery, he dismissed to other branches all pieces of 
greater calibre than 2-pounders, and reduced the weight of 
those retained. His reforms were resisted, and for a time 
successfully; but in 3776 he became first inspector-general 
of artillery, and was able to put his ideas into force. The field 
artillery of the new system included 4-pounder regimental guns, 
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and for the reserve 8- and ea.pounders, with 6-Inch howitzers. 
For siege and garrison service Gribeauval adopted the :6-pounder 
and 12-pounder guns, 8-inch howitzer and so-inch mortar, 12-, 
to- and 8-inch mortars being introduced in 1785. 

The carriages were constructed on a uniform model and 
technically improved. The horses were harnessed in pairs, 
instead of in file as formerly, but the manner in which the teams 
were driven remained much the same. The prolong (a sort of 
tow-rope) was introduced, to unite the trail of the gun and the 
limber in slow retiring movements. Siege carriages differed from 
those of field artillery only in details. Gribeauval also introduced 
new carriages for garrison and coast service. The great step 
made was in a uniform construction being adopted for all 
mettriel, and in making the parts interchangeable so far as 
possible. In 1765 the personnel of the French artillery was 
reorganized. The corps or reserve artillery was organized in 
divisions of eight guns. The battery or division was thus 
made a unit, with guns, munitions and gunners complete, the 
horses and drivers being added at a later date. Horse artillery 
was introduced into the French army in 1791. The last step was 
made in z800, when the establishment of a driver corps of 
soldiers put an end to the old system of horsing by contract. 

so. British Artillery, 170- 181 5.—Meanwhile the numbers of 
the English artillery had increased to nearly 4000 men. For 
some five centuries the word " artillery " In England meant 
entirely garrison artillery; the field artillery only existed in 
time of war. When war broke out, a train of artillery was 
organized, consisting of a certain number of field (or siege) guns, 
manned by garrison gunners; and when peace was proclaimed 
the train was disbanded, the materiel being returned into store, 
and the gunners reverting to some fort or stronghold. In 1793 
the British artillery was anything but efficient. Guns were still 
dispersed among the infantry, mobility had declined again since 
the Seven Years' War, and the American war bad been fought 
out by the other arms. The drivers were mere carters on foot 
with long whips, and the whole field equipment was scarcely 
able to break from a foot-pace. Prior to the Peninsular War, 
however, the exertions of an able officer, Major Spearman, had 
done much to bring about improvement. Horse artillery had 
been introduced in 1793, and the driver corps established in 
'794. Battalion guns were abolished in dos, and field " brigades 
of six guns" were formed, horse artillery batteries being styled 
" troops." Military drivers were introduced, and the horses 
teamed in pairs. The drivers were mounted on the near horses, 
the gunners either rode the off horses or were carried on the 
limbers and wagons. The equipment was lightened, and a new 
system of manceuvres introduced. A troop of horse artillery and a 
field brigade each had five guns and one howitzer. The " driver 
corps," raised in :794, was divided into troops, the addition 
of one of which to a company of foot artillery converted it into a 
field brigade. The horse artillery possessed both drivers and 
horses, and required very limited assistance from the driver corps. 

t. Amick Rwodstimeary Wars.—During the long wars of the 
French 'Revolution and Empire the artillery of the field army by 
degrees became field artillery as we know it to-day. The develop-
ment of musketry in the 16th century had taken the work of 
preparing an assault out of the hands of the gunners. Per contra, 
the decadence of infantry fire-power in the latter part of the 
Seven Years' War had reinstated the artillery arm. A similar 
decadence of the infantry arm was destined to produce, in 1807, 
artillery predominance, but this time with an important differ-
ence, viz. mobility, and when mobility is thus achieved we have 
the first modern field artillery. The new tactics of the French in 
the Revolutionary wars, forced upon them by circumstances, 
involved an almost complete abandonment of the fire-tactics of 
Frederick's day, and the need for artillery was, from the first 
fight at Valmy onwards, so obvious that its moral support was 
demanded even in the outpost line of the new French armies. 
St Cyr (Armies of the Rkixe,p. 112) quotes a case in which " right 
in the very farthest outpost line " the original 4-pounder guns 
were replaced by 8-, 16-, and in the end by 24-pounders. The 
cardinal principle of massing batteries was not, indeed, forgotten,  

notwithstanding the weakness of raw levies. But though,we we 
have seen, the materiel had already been greatly improved, and 
the artillery was less affected by the Revolution than other arms 
of the service, circumstances were against it, and we rarely find 
examples of artillery work in the Revolutionary wars which show 
any great improvement upon older methods. The field guns were 
however, at last organized in batteries each complete in itself, 
u mentioned above. The battalion gun disappeared; it was a 
relic of days in which it was thought advisable, both for other 
reasons and also because the short range of gins forbade any 
attempt at concentration of fire from several positions at one 
target, to have some force of artillery at any point that might be 
threatened. Though it was officially retained in the regulations 
of the French army, " officers and men combined to reject it " 
(Rouquerol, Q. P. Field Artillery, p. is z), and its last appearances, 
in doe and in 1813, were due merely to an endeavour on the 
part of Napoleon to give cohesion thereby to the battalions of 
raw soldiers which then constituted his army. But, with the 
development of mobility, it was probably found that sufficient 
guns could be taken to any threatened point, and no one had ever 
denied the principle of massed batteries, although, in practice, 
dispersion bad been thought to be unavoidable. 

z I. Nspdam's Artillery Maim—During the war the French 
artillery steadily improved in manceuvring power. But many 
years elapsed before perfection was attained. Meanwhile, the 
infantry, handled without regard to losses in every fight, had 
in consequence deteriorated. The final production of the field 
artillery battle, usually dated as from the battle of Friedland 
(June 14, 1807), therefore saved the situation for the French. 
Henceforward Napoleon's battles depend for their success on an 
" artillery preparation," the hie of which bad never been seen. 
Napoleon's own maxim Illustrates the typical tactics of 1807-
181 5. 5. " When once the 111016 has begun," be says, " the man who 
is clever enough to bring up an unexpected force of artillery. 
without the enemy knowing it, is sure to carry the day." The 
guns no longer " prepared " the infantry advance by slowly 
disintegrating the hostile forces. Still less was It their business 
merely to cover a deployment. On the contrary, they now went 
in to the closest ranges and, by actually asmikilatiteg a portion of 
the enemy's line with case-shot fire, " covered " the assault so 
effectively that columns of cavalry and infantry reached the gap 
thus created without striking a blow. It is 	to give 
examples. Every one of Napoleon's later bat 	illustrates the 
principle. The most famous case is that of the great battery of 
zoo guns at Wagram (q.v.) which preceded the final attack of the 
centre. When Napoleon at Leipzig saw the allied guns forming 
up in long lines to prepare the assault, he exclaimed, " At last 
they have learned something." This "caw:-shot preparation," 
of course, Involved a high degree of efficiency in mamzuvre, as 
the guns had to gallop forward far in front of the infantry. The 
want of this quality had retarded the development of field 
artillery for 30o years, during which It had only been important 
relatively to the occasional inferiority of other troops. After 
Napoleon's time the art of tactics became the art of combissin 
the three arms. 

13. Artillery, 005-1165. —Henceforward, therefore, the Ids-
tory of artillery becomes the history of its technical effectiveness, 
particularly in relation to infantry fire, and of improvements 
or modifications in the method of putting well-recognized 
principles Into action. Infantry fire, however, being more 
variable in its effectiveness than that of artillery, the period 
1815-1870 saw many changes in the relations of the two arms. 
In the time of Napoleon, infantry fire never equalled that of the 
Seven Years' War, and after the period of the great wars the 
musket was less and less effectively used. Economy was 
however, practised to excess in every army of Europe during the 
period tez s-reso, and even if there had been great battles at 
this time, the artillery, which was maintained on a minimum 
strength of guns, men and horses, would not have repeated the 
exploits of Sflnarmont and Dronot in the Napoleonic wars. The 
principle was well understood, but under such conditions the 
practice was impossible. It was at this stage that the general 
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Breech Loading Field Battery (r5-Pr. B. L.). 
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Quick-Firing Horse Artillery (Royal Horse Artillery, 53-Pr. Q. F.). 
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Q. F. Field Artillery (18-Pr. Q. F., R. F. A.). 
Photo, Topical Press. 

French (75-Mm. Q. F.) Field Artillery Manoeuvring. 
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Introduction oT.the rifled minket put an end, once for all, to the 
artillery tactics of the smooth-bore days. Infantry, armed with a 
far-ranging rifle, as in the American Civil War, kept the guns 
beyond case-shot range, compelling them to use only round shot 
or common shell. In that war, therefore, attacking infantry met, 
on reaching close quarters, not regiments already broken by a 
fen d'enfer, but the full force of the defenders' artillery and 
infantry, both arms fresh and unshaken, and the full volume of 
their case shot and musketry At Fredericksburg the Federal 
infantry attacked, unsupported by a single field piece; at 
Gettysburg the Federal artillery general Hunt was able to 
reserve his ammunition to meet Lee's assault, although the 
infantry of his own side was meanwhile subjected to the fire of 137 
Confederate guns. Thus, in both these cases the assault became 
one of infantry against unshaken infantry and artillery. On 
many occasions, indeed, the batteries on either side went into 
close ranges, as the traditions of the old United States army 
dictated, but their losses were then totally out of proportion to 
their effectiveness. Indeed, the increased range at which battles 
were now fought, and the ineffectiveness of the projectiles 
necessarily used by the artillery at these ranges, so far neutral-
ized even rifled guns that artillery generals could speak of " idle 
cannonades " as the " besetting sin " of some commanders. 

14. The Franco-G07,14211 War, 187o-7r.—In the next great 
war, that of 2866 (Bohemia), guns were present on both sides in 
great numbers, the average for both sides being three guns per 
moo men. Artillery, however, played but a small part in the 
Prussian attacks, this being due to the inadequate training then 
afforded, and also to the mixture of rifled guns and smooth-bores 
in their armament. In Prussia, however, the exertions of 
General v. Hindersin, the improvement of the materid, and above 
all the better tactical training of the batteries, were rewarded 
four years later by success on the battlefield almost as decisive 
as Napoleon's. In 1870 the French artillery was invariably 
defeated by that of the Germans, who were then free to turn 
their attention to the hostile infantry.. At first, indeed, the 
German infantry was too impatient to wait until the victorious 
artillery had prepared the way for them by disintegrating the 
opposing line of riflemen. Thus the attack of the Prussian 
Guards at St Privet (August 18, 1870) melted away before the 
unbroken fire-power of the French, as had that of the Federals 
at Fredericksburg and that of the Confederates at Gettysburg. 
But such experiences taught the German infantry commanders 
the necessity of patience, and - at Sedan the French army was 
enveloped by the fire of nearly floe guns, which did their work 
so thoroughly that the Germans annihilated the Imperial army 
at the cost of only s % of casualties. 

s. Results of the War.—The tactical lessons of the war, so far 
as field artillery is concerned, may be briefly summarized as (a) 
employment of great masses of guns; (8) forward position of guns 
in the order of march, in order to bring them into action as 
quickly as possible; (c) the so-called "artillery duel," in which 
the assailant subdues the enemy's artillery fire; and (d) when this 
is achieved, and not before, the thorough preparation of all 
infantry attacks by artillery bombardment. This theory of 
field artillery action has not, even with the almost revolutionary 
improvements of the present period, entirely lost its value, and 
it may be studied in detail in the well-known work of von Schell, 
Taktik der Fddartillerie (1877), later translated into English by 
Major-General Sir A. E. Turner (Tactics of Field Artillery, 1900). 
In one important matter, however, the precepts of Schell and his 
contemporaries no longer hold good. " It is absolutely necessary 
that the object of the infantry's attack should be cannonaded 
before it advances. To accomplish this, sufficient time should 
be given to the artillery, and on no account should the infantry 
be ordered to advance until the fire of the guns has produced the 
desired effect." This, the direct outcome of the slaughter at St 
Privat, represents the best possibilities of breechloading guns 
with common shell—no more than a slow disintegration of the 
enemy's power of resistance by a thorough and lengthy " artillery 
preparation." Against troops sheltered behind works (as in the 
Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78) the common shell usually failed 
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to give satisfactory results, if for no other reason, because the 
" preparation " consumed an inordinate time, and in any case 
the hostile artillery had first of all to be subdued in the artillery 
duel. 

r6. Quick-firing Field Gams.—In 1891, a work by General 
Wile of the German army (The Field Gra of tke Future) and in 
1893 another by Colonel Langlois of the French service (Field 
Artillery with the other Arms) foreshadowed many revolutionary 
changes in materiel and tactics which have now taken place. 
The new ideas spread rapidly, and the quick-firing gun came by 
degrees to be used in every army. The original designs have 
been greatly improved upon (see ORDNANCE: Field artillery 
equipments), but the principles of these designs have not under-
gone serious modification. These are, briefly, the mechanical 
absorption of the recoil, by means of Wakes or buffers, and the 
development of " time shrapnel " as the projectile of field 
artillery. The absorption of recoil of itself permits of a higher 
rate of fire, since the gun does not require to be run up and relaid 
after every shot. Formerly such an advantage was illusory 
(since aim could not be taken through the thick bank of smoke 
produced by rapid fire), but the introduction of smokeless 
powder removed this objection. Artillerists, no longer handi-
capped, at once turned their attention to the increase of the rate 
of fire. At the same time a shield was applied to the gun, for the 
protection of the detachment. This advantage is solely the 
result of the non-recoiling carriage. The gunners had formerly 
to stand clear of the recoiling gun, and a shield was therefore of 
but slight value. 

57. Time Slsrajond.—The power of modern artillery owes even 
more to the improvement of the projectile than to that of the 
gun (see Aicirusirrrost). The French, always in the forefront of 
artillery progress, were the first nation to realize the new signifi-
cance of the time-fuze and the shrapnel shell. These had been 
in existence for many years; to the British army are due both the 
invention and the development of the shrapnel, which made its 
first appearance in European warfare at Vimeira in 1808. But, 
up to the introduction of rifled pieces, the Napoleonic case-shot 
attack was universally and justly considered the best method of 
fighting, and in the transition stage of the mallrid many soldiers 
continued to pot faith in the old method,—hence the Prussian 
artillery in z866 had many smooth-bore batteries in the field,—
and between z860 and 1870 gunners, now convinced of the 
superiority of the new equipments, undoubtedly sought to turn 
to account the minute accuracy of the rifled weapons in un-
necessarily fine shooting. Thus, in t87o the French time-fuze 
was only graduated for two ranges, and the Germans used 
percussion fuzes only. But this phase has passed, and General 
Langlois has summarized the tactics of the newest field artillery 
in one phrase: " It results in transferring to 3000 yds. the point-
blank and case-shot fire of the smooth-bore." The meaning of 
thielvIll be discussed later; here it will be sufficient to say that it 
is claimed for the modern gun and the modern shell that the 
Napoleonic method ,  of annihilating by a rain of bullets has been 
revived, with the distinction that the shell, and not the gun, 
fires the bullets close up to the enemy. In the Boer War, Pieter's 
Hill furnished a notable example of this " covering," as distinct 
from " preparation," of an assault by artillery fire. 

is. Heavy Field, Siege and Garrison Artillery.—Amongst 
other results of this war was a recrudescence of the idea of 
" dispersion." This will be noticed later; the more materiel 
result of the Boer War, and of the generally increasing specializa-
tion in the various functions of the artillery arm, has been the 
reintroduction of heavy ordnance into field armies. The field 
howitzer reappeared some time before the outbreak of that war, 
and the British howitzers bad illustrated their shell-power in the 
Sudan campaign of 1898. During the latter part of the tedt 
century, siege and fortress artillery underwent a development 
hardly less remarkable than that of field artillery in the same 
time. Rifled guns, " long " and " short " for direct and curved 
fire, formed the siege artillery of the Germans in 0370-71, and 

Napoleon's maxim, quoted above, reappears in spirit in the 
British F. A. Training of 1906 (p. zee h. 
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with the reduction of the old-fashioned forfremes of France 
began a new era in siegecraft (see FORTIFICATION AND SIEGE-
CRAFT). At the present time howitzers ,  (B.L. rifled) are the 
"principal siege weapons, while heavy direct-fire guns (see 
ORDNANCE passim) still retain a part of the work formerly 
assigned to the artillery of the attack. For an account of a siege 
with modern artillery see Ilacalik and Langer, Kampf um eine 
Fagan& which describes an imaginary siege of KOniggritz. On 
the whole, it may be said that modern artillery has caused a 
revolution in methods of fortification and siegecraft, which is 
little less far-reaching than the original change from the 
trebuchet to the bombard. 

ORGANIZATION 

ze. Field Artillery Organization.—A battery of field artillery 
comprises three elements, via. materid,—guns, carriages, 
ammunition and stores; personnel,—otracers, non-commissioned 
officers, gunners, drivers and artificers; and transport,—almost 
invariably horses, though other animals, and also motor and 
mechanical transport, are used under special circumstances. As 
for the materiel, the guns used by field artillery in almost all 
countries are quick-firers, throwing shells of 13 to a pounds; 
details of these will be found in the article ORDNANCE. The 
number of guns in a battery varies in different countries between 
four add eight; by far the most usual number is six. With the 
introduction of the quick-firing gun, the tendency towards small 
batteries (of four guns) has become very pronounced, the ruling 
motives being (a) better control of fire in action, and (b) more 
horses available to draw the increased number of ammunition 
wagons required. " Mixed " batteries of guns and howitzers 
were formerly employed on occasion, and were supposed to be 
adapted to every kind of work. However, the difference between 
the gun and the howitzer was so great that at all times one part of 
the armament was idle, while the general increase in the artillery 
arm has permitted batteries and brigades of howitzers to be 
formed, separately, as required. Machine guns (q.v.) are not 
treated in Great Britain as being artillery weapons, though abroad 
they are often organized in batteries. During, and subsequent 
to the Boer War, heavier machine guns, called pompoms, came 
into use. The rocket (q.v.), formerly a common weapon of the 
artillery, is now used, if at all, only for mountain and forest 
warfare against savages. 

so. Ammunition.—The vehicles of a battery include (besides 
guns and limbers) ammunition wagons, store and provision carts 
or wagons and forage wagons. On the amount of ammunition 
that should be carried with a field battery there was formerly a 
considerable diversity of opinion. The greater the amount a 
battery carries with it, the more independent it is; on the other 
hand, every additional wagon makes the battery more cumbrous 
and, by lengthening out the column, keeps back the combatant 
troops marching in rear. But since the introduction of the Q.F. 
gun it has been universally recognized that the gun must have 
a very liberal supply of ammunition present with it in action, and 
the old standard allowance of one wagon per gun has been 
increased to that of two and even three. Formerly batteries 
were further hampered by having to carry the reserve of small-
arm ammunition for infantry and cavalry. But the greater 
distances of modern warfare accentuate the difficulties of such a 
system, and the reserve ammunition for all arms is now carried in 
special " ammunition columns " (see AMILINITION), the personnel 
and transport of which is furnished by the artillery. 

21. Interior Economy.—The organization and interior economy 
of a battery is much the same in all field artillery. In England the 
command is held by a major, the second in command is a captain. 
The battery is divided into three " sections " of two guns each, 
each under a subaltern officer, who is responsible for everything 
connected with his section—men, horses, guns, carriages, ammuni-
tion and stores. Each section again consists of two sub-sections, 
each comprising one gun and its wagons, men and horses, and at 

The old smooth -bore mortar for hip-angle fire has of course 
•uppeared, but the name " mortar is still applied in some 

countries to short rifled howitzers.  

the head of each is the "No. I" of the gun detachment—usnally 
a sergeant—who is immediately responsible to the section 
commander for his sub-section. 

The No. a rides with the gun, there is also another mounted 
non-commissioned officer who rides with the first wagon, and the 
gunners are seated on the gun-carriage, wagon and limbers. The 
increased number of wagons now accompanying the gun has, 
however, given more seating accommodation to the detachment, 
and this distribution has in some cases been altered. The three 
drivers ride the near horses of their respective pairs, each gun 
and each wagon being drawn by six horses. On the march, the 
gun is attached to the limber, a two-wheeled carriage drawn by 
the gun team; the wagon consists likewise of a " body " and a 
limber. A battery has also a number of non-combatant carriages, 
such as forge and baggage wagons. In addition to the gunners 
and drivers, there are men specially trained in range-taking, 
signalling, &c., in all batteries. 

22. Special Natures of Field Artillery.—Horse Arte7kry differs 
from field in that the whole gun detachment is mounted, and the 
gun and wagon therefore are freed from the load of men and their 
equipment. The organization of a battery of horse artillery 
differs but slightly from that of a field battery; it is somewhat 
stronger in rank and file, as horse-holders have to be provided for 
the gunners in action. Horse artillery is often lightened, more-
over, by sacrificing power (see ORDNANCE). The essential feature 
of Mountain Artillery in general is the carrying of the whole 
equipment on the backs of mules or other animals. The total 
weight is usually distributed in four or five mule-loads. For 
action the loads are lifted off the saddles and " assembled," and 
the time required to do this is, in well-trained batteries, only one 
minute. For the te<bniral questions connected with the gun and 
its carriage, see ORDNANCE. The weight of a shell in a mountain 
gun rarely exceeds 12 lb., and is usually less. In most armies 
the field hominer has, after an eclipse of many years, reasserted 
its place. The weapons used are B.L. or Q.F. howitzers on field 
carriages; the calibre varies from about 4 to 5 in. In Great 
Britain the field howitzer batteries are organized as, and form 
part of, the Royal Field Artillery, two batteries of six howitzers 
each forming a brigade. 

23. Heavy Ordnance.—Heavy Field Artillery, officially defined 
as "all artillery equipped with mobile guns of 4-in.  calibre and 
upwards," is usually composed, in Great Britain, of 5-in. or 
4.7-in. Q.F. guns on field carriages. 6-in. Q.F. guns have also 
been used. A battery (4 guns) is attached to the divisional 
artillery of each division, a company of the Royal Garrison 
Artillery furnishing the personnel. The four guns are divided 
into two sections, each section under an officer and each sub-
section under • non-commissioned officer, as in the horse and 
field batteries. Siege and garrison artillery have not usually 
the complete and permanent organization that distinguishes field 
artillery. For siege trains the materiel is usually kept in store, 
and the personnel and transport are supplied from other sources 
according to requirement. In garrison artillery, the guns 
mounted in fortresses and batteries, or stored in arsenals for 
the purpose, furnish the materiel, and the companies of garrison 
artillery the personnel. In Great Britain, the Royal Garrison 
Artillery finds the mountain batteries and the heavy field 
artillery in addition to its own units. The siege trains are, as 
has been said, organized ad hoc on each particular occasion 
(see FORTIFICATION AND &reaction). In Great Britain, the 
guns and howitzers manned by the R.G.A. would be 6-in. and 
8-in. howitzers, 4.7-in. and 6-in. guns, and still heavier howitzers, 
as well as the field and heavy batteries belonging to the divisions 
making the siege. 

24. Higher Organisation of Artillery.—The higher units, in 
almost every country except Great Britain, are the regiment, 
and, sometimes, the brigade of two or more regiments. These 
units are distributed to army corps, divisions and districts, 
in the same way as units of other arms (see Alum) In Great 
Britain the Royal Regiment of Artillery still comprises the whole 
personad of the arm, being divided into the Royal Horse, Royal 
Field and Royal Garrison Artillery; to each branch Special 
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Reserve and Territorial artillery are affiliated. Over and 
above the military command of these higher units, provision is 
usually made for technical control of the materiel, and a variety 
of training and experimental establishments, such as schools 
of gunnery, are maintained in all countries. The more special 
unit of organization in mobile artillery is the brigade, formerly 
called brigade-division (German, Ableibutg; French grespe). 
The brigade is in Great Britain the administrative and tactical 
unit. Mountain artillery is not organized in brigades in the 
British empire. The unit consists, in the case of guns, of three 
batteries (113 guns, heavy artillery is), in the use of field 
howitzers of two batteries (as howitzers), and in the horse 
artillery of two batteries (r2 guns), and is commanded by a 
lieutenant-coloneL To each brigade is allotted an ammunition 
column. The necessity for such a grouping of batteries will be 
apparent if the reader notes that se field guns, Is howitzers 
and 4 heavy field guns form the artillery of a single British 
division of about 15,oao combatants. 

15. Grouping of the Artillery.—The " corps artillery" (formerly 
tlie '" reserve artillery ") now consists only of the howitzer and 
heavy brigades, with a brigade of horse artillery. The latter is 
held at the disposal of the corps commander for the swift reinforce-
ment of a threatened point; the howitzers and the heavy guns 
have, of course, functions widely different from those of the 
mass of guns. As the field artillery is required to come into 
action at the earliest possible moment, it has now been dis-
tributed amongst the infantry divisions, and marches almost 
at the head of the various combatant columns, instead of being 
relegated perhaps to the tail of the centre column. The redis-
tribution of the British army (19o7) on a divisional basis is a 
remarkable example of this; even the special natures of srtillery 
(except horse artillery) are distributed amongst the divisions. 
In Germany two " regiments " (each of 2 Abieilitngen= 6 
batteries) form a brigade, under an artillery general in each 
division who thus disposes of 72 field guns, and the howitzers, 
with such horse artillery batteries as remain over after the 
cavalry has been supplied, still form a corps or reserve artillery. 
In 19°3 the French, after long hesitation, assigned the whole 
pf the field artillery to the various divisions, but later (for reasons 
stated in the article Tactics) arranged to reconstitute the old-
fashioned corps artillery in war. (See also Atm; 149)• 

• Tacricst Woax 
26. General Characteristks of Field Artillery Adion.—The duty 

of field artillery in action is to fire with the greatest effect on the 
target which is for the moment of the greatest tactical importance. 
This definition of field artillery tactics brings the student at once 
to questions of combined tactics, for which consult the article 
TACTICS. The purpose of the present article is to indicate the 
methods employed by the gunners to give effect to their 'fire at 
the targets mentioned. For this purpose the artillery has at 
its disposal two types of projectile, common (or rather, high 
explosive) shell and shrapnel, and two fuzes, " time " and 
" percussion " (see AxwowrrioN). The actual process of coming 
into action may be described in slew words. The gun is, at or 
near its position in action, " unlimbered " and the gun limber 
and team sent back under cover. Ammunition for the gun 
is first taken from the wagon that accompanies it, as it is very 
desirable to keep the limbers full as long as possible, in case of 
emergencies such as that of a temporary separation from the 
wagon. Limber supply is, however, allowed in certain circum-
stances. The wagon is now placed as a rule by the side of the 
gun, an arrangement which immensely simplifies the supply 
of ammunition, this being done under cover of the armour on 
the wagon and of the gun-shield and also without fatigue to the 
men. The older method of placing the wagon at some distance 
behind the gun is still occasionally used, especially in the case of 
unshielded equipments. No horses are allowed, in any case, 
to be actually with the line of guns. According to the British 
Field Artillery Training of 1E906, a battery in action would be 
thus distributed: first, the " fighting battery " consisting of the 
six guns, each with-its wagon alongside, and the limbers of the  

two flank guns; then, under cater in rear, the " first line of 
wagons " comprising the teams of the fighting battery, the 
four remaining gun limbers, and six more wagons. The 
non-combatant vehicles form the " second line of wagons." 

37. Occupation of a Position.—This depends primarily upon 
considerations of tactics, for the accurate co-operation of the 
guns is the first essential to success in the general task. In 
details, however, the choice of position varies to some extent 
with the nature of the equipment: for instance, an elevated 
position is better adapted than a low one for high velocity guns 
firing over the heads of their own infantry, and again, the 
" spade " with which nearly all equipments are furnished (see 
Ottawa* should have soil in which it can find a hold. Cover 
for the gun and its detachment cannot well be obtained from the 
configuration of the ground, because, if the gun can shoot over 
the covering mass of earth, the hostile shells can of course do 
likewise. Sufficient protection is given by the shield, and thus 
" cover " for field-guns simply means concealment Cover for 
the " first line of wagons " is, however, a very serious considera-
tion. As to concealment, it is stated that " the broad white 
flash from a gun firing smokeless powder is visible" to an enemy 
" unless the muzzle is at least io ft. below the covering crest" 
(Bethell, Modern Goes sad Gunnery, 1907, P. 147). Concealment 
therefore, means only the skilful use of ground in such a way as 
to make the enemy's ranging difficult.' This frequently involves 
the use of retired positions, on reverse slopes, in low ground, &c., 
and in all modern artillery the greatest stress is laid on practice 
in firing by indirect means. Controversy has, however, arisen as 
to whether inability to see the foreground is not a drawback so 
serious that direct fire from a crest position, in spite of its 
exposure, must be taken as the normal method. The latter is 
of course immensely facilitated by the introduction of the shield. 
A great advantage of retired positions is that, provided unity of 
direction is kept, an overwhelming artillery surprise (see F. A. 
Training, too6, p. 12s) is carried out more easily than from a 
visible pdsition. The extent of front of a battery in action is 
governed by the rule that no two gun detachments should be 
exposed to being hit by the bullets of one shell, and also by the 
necessity of having as many guns as possible at work. These 
two conditions are met by the adoption of a so-yards interval 
between the muzzles of the guns. . At the present time the gun 
and its wagon are placed as close together as possible, to obtain 
the full advantage of the armoured equipment The shield, 
behind which the detachments remain at all times covered from 
rifle (except at very short range) and shrapnel bullets,' enables 
the artillery commander to handle his batteries far more boldly 
than formerly was the case. General Langlois says " the shield-
protected carriage is the corollary to the quick-firing gun." 
Armour on the wagon, enabling ammunition supply as well as 
the service of the gun, to be carried on under cover, soon followed 
the introduction of the shield. The disadvantage of extra weight 
and consequently increased difficulty of " man-handling " the 
equipment is held to be of far less importance than the advantages 
obtained by the use of armour. 

28. Laying.—" Elevation " may be defined as the vertical 
inclination of the gun, " direction P as the horizontal inclination 
to the right or left, necessary to direct the path of the projectile 
to the object aimed at !' Laying " the gun, in the case of most 
modern equipments, is divided, by means of the device caged 
the independent line of sight (see ORDNANCE), into two processes, 
performed simultaneously by different men, the adjustment of 
the sights and that of the gun. The first is the act of finding 
the " line of sight," or line joining the sights and the point aimed 
at; for this the equipment has to be " traversed " right or left 
so as to point in the proper direction, and also adjusted in the 
vertical plane. The simplest form of laying for direction, or 
" line," is called the " direct " method. If the point aimed at is 
the target, and it can be seen by the layer, he has merely to look 
over the " open " sights. But the point aimed at is rarely the 
target itself. In war, the target, even if visible, is often indistinct, 

N
Though not of course against the direct impact of shrapnel or 

shells. 
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and in this case, as aho when the guns are under cover or engaging 
a target under cover, en " aiming point" or "auxiliary mark,' 
a conspicuous point quite apart and distinct from the target, has 
to be employed (" indirect " method). In the Russo-Japanese 
War the sun was sometimes used as an aiming point. When the 
guns are behind cover and the foreground cannot be seen, an 
artificial aiming point is often made by placing a line of " aiming 
posts" in the ground. If an aiming point can be found which is 
in line with the target, as would be the case when aiming pasts 
are laid out, the laying is simple, but it is as often as not out of 
the line. Finding the " line " in this case involves the calculation, 
from • distant observing point, of the angle at which the guns 
must be laid in order that, when the sights are directed upon 
the aiming point, the shell will snare the target It is further 
.necessary to find the " angle of sight " or inclination of the line 
of sight to the horizontal plane. If aim be taken over the open 
sights at the target, the line of sight naturally passes through 
the target, but in any other case it may be above or below it. 
Then the point where the projectile will meet the line of sight, 
which should coincide with the target, is beyond it if the line of 
sight is below or angle of sight is too small, and short of it if the 
line of sight is too high—that is, range and fuze will be wrong. 
The process of indirect laying for elevation therefore is, first, the 
measurement of the angle of sight, and secondly, the setting of 
the sights to that angle by means of a clinometer; this is called 
diameter laying. In all cases the actual elevation of the gun 
to enable the shell to strike the target is a purely mechanical 
adjustment, performed independently; the gun is moved 
relatively to the sights, which have been previously set as 
described. Frequently the battery commander directs the guns 
from a point at some distance, communication being maintained 
by signallers or by field telephone. This is the normal procedure 
when the guns are firing from cover. Instruments of precision 
and careful calculations are, of course, required to fight a battery 
in this manner, many allowances having to be made for the 
differences in height, distance and angle between the position of 
the battery commander and that of the guns. 

sp. Ranging' (except on the French system alluded to below) 
is, first, finding the range (i.e. elevation required), and secondly, 
correcting the standard length of fuze for that range in accordance 
with the circumstances of each case. To find the elevation 
required, it is necessary to observe the bursts of shells "on graze " 
with reference to the target. The battery commander orders two 
elevations differing by 300 yds., e.g. " zsoo, goo," and tells 011 a 
" ranging section " of two guns. These proceed to fire percus-
sion shrapnel at the two different elevations, in order to obtain 
bursts " over " (1-) and " short " (—). When it is certain that 
this " long bracket " is obtained, the " zoo yds. bracket " is 
found, the elevations in the given case being, perhaps, a600 and 
ayso yds. " Verifying " rounds are then fired, to.make certain 
of the too yds. bracket. The old " short bracket " (so yds.) is 
not now required except at standing targets. Circumstances 
may, of course, shorten the process ; for instance, a hit upon the 
target itself could be " verified " at once. The determination of 
the fuze (by time shrapnel) follows. The fuze has a standard 
length for the ascertained range, but the proper correction of this 
standard length to suit the atmospheric conditions has to be 
made.. The commander has therefore already given out a series 
of corrector' lengths, his object being to secure bursts both in air 

Finding the line is also an integral part of ranging. When an 
aiming point is used, the angle at which the guns must be laid 
with reference to it is calculated and given out by the battery 
commander. The modern goniometric sight permits of a wideangle 
(in England ifIce right or lefi) being given. . Deflection"isasmall 
angular 

" corrector 
 rrectionapplied to individual guns.. 

The 	
applied 

 an adjustment on the sights of the gun used 
to determine the correct fuze. In the British Q.F. equipment, a 
graduated dial or drum shows the elevation of t he gun above the 
Fine of sight. The fuze lengths are marked on a movable scale 
opposite the range graduations to which they apply, and the " coo 
rector " moves this fuze scale so as to bring different fuze lengths 
opposite the range graduation. For example, a certain corrector 
setting gives erl on the fuze scale opposite 4000 yds, on the range 
scale, and if the shells set to r r I burst too high, a new corrector 
netting is taken, the fuze length 12 is now opposite to the 400o range 

and on graze. When he is finally satisfied he opens fire " for 
effect." 

30. An example of the ordinary method of ranging, adapted 
from Field Artillery Training, 1906, is given below. 

Battery commander gives target, &c., and. orders: " Right 
section ranging section; remainder corrector 150 increase to, 
4400-470o,' for the long bracket. 

No. z gun fires, elevation 44ao yds., P.S., round observed — 
No. 2 111 	 47CM le 	te 

B:C. orders" 45oo-4600." 
No. gun fires. elevation 4soo yds., P.S., round observed — 

Na 2 	 r. 	4000  
The too yds. bracket appears to be 4500-4600. B.C. orders: 

" Remainder 4soo time shrapnel," and gives the ranging maim 
4500-4600 to ' verify." Guns 3, 4, S. 6 set fuzes for 450o with 
correctors 150, 16o, 170, 

No. I gun fires, elevation 	yos., P.S., round observed — 
No. 2 	„ • „ 	4600 „ „ „ 	„ 

B.C. orders: " Remainder 4soo, one round gun fire. 3 seconds." 
No. 3 elevation am yds. T. S. corrector Iso are 
NO-4 J• 	 I/ IN 	 1 60  sir 
No. 	„ 	„ „ „ 	 graze 
No. 6, „ „ ISO 

B.C. selects corrector 160 and goes to " 'section fire." 
The battery now begins to fur " for effect."  

No.elevation 4soo yds. T.S. corrector r6o air 

followed by at 3, 2, and 6. 
No.d 	 U 

There is another method of ranging, viz with time_shripnel 
only. In this the principle is that several shell*, fired with the 
same corrector setting, but at different elevations, will burst in 
air at different points along one line. Bursts high in the air 
cannot be judged, and it is-therefore necessary to bring down the 
line of bursts to the target, so that the bunts in air appear 
directly in front or directly in rear of it.. Rounds are therefore 
fired (in pairs owing to possible imperfections in the fuzes) to 
ascertain the corrector which gives the best line of observation. 
This found, the target is bracketed by bursts low in the kir 
observed + and —, as in the ordinary method with percussion 
shrapneL 

The operatic:ins of finding the "line of fire" and the proper 
elevation may be combined, as the shells in ranging can be made 
to " bracket" for direction as well as for elevation. The line can 
be changed towards a new target in any kind of direct and 
indirect laying, in the latter case by observing the angle made 
with it by the original line of fire and giving deflection to the guns 
accordingly. Further, the fire of several dispersed batteries may 
be concentrated, distributed, or " switched " from one target to 
another on a wide front, at the will of the commander. 

3x. Observation of Fire, on the accuracy of which depends 
the success of ranging, may be done either by the battery com-
mander himself or by a special "observing " party. In either case 
the shooting is carefully observed throughout, and corrections 
ordered at any time, whether during the process of ranging or 
during fire for effect. The difficulties of observation vary 
considerably with the ground, &c., for instance, the light may be 
so bad that the target can hardly be seen, or again, if there be a 
hollow in front of the target, a shell may bunt in it so far below 
that the smoke appears thin, the round being then judged 
" over " instead of " short." On the other hand, a hollow 
behind the target may cause a round to be lost altogether. 
Ranging with time shrapnel has the merit of avoiding most of 
these " traps." The " French system of fire discipline," referred 
to below, has this method as the usual procedure. 

32. Fire.—Field Artillery ranges are classed in the British 
service as: " distant," 6000 to 4500 yds.• "long" 4500 to 
ssoo; " effective," 3500 to soot; and "decisive," 2000 and 

graduation, and this length givesbyta closer up and lower. In 

	

the German service a corrector (A 	
closer 

alters the real 
elevation given to the gun, so that while throughout the battery all 
guns have the same (nominal or ordered) elevation shown on the 
sights, the real elevations of individual guns vary according to the 
different corrector settings. Thus bursts at different heights and 
distances from the target are obtained by shifting the trajectory of 
the shell. The fuze, being set for the nominal elevation common to 
all the guns, burns for the same time in each case, and thus the burst 
will be lower and closer to the target with • less (teal) elevation, 
and higher and teethe.: from it with a poster. 
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under. The actual methods of fire employed are matters of 
detail; it will be sufficient to say that " section fire," in which 
the two guns of a section are fired alternately at a named interval, 
usually 3o seconds, and " rapid fue," in which two, three or more 
rounds as ordered are fired by each gun u quickly as possible, 
are the normal methods. Each battery usually engages a portion 
of the objective equal in length to its own front, owing to the 
spread of the cone of shrapnel bullets (see below). The fire is, of 
course, almost always frontal, though enfilade and oblique fire, 
when opportunities occur for their employment, are more deadly 
thurever, because of the depth of the cone. As for the general 
conduct of an artillery action, accurate fire for effect, at a medium 
rate, is used in most armies, but in the French and, since reo6, in 
the British services a new method has arisen, in consequence of 
the Introduction of the modern quick-firer and the perfection of 
the time shrapnel. The French battery (two Q.F. equipment) 
consists of four guilt and twelve wagons. The gun is shielded, as 
also are the wagons; the high velocity and flat trajectory give a 
maximum depth to the cone of shrapnel bullets. In the hope of 
obtaining a rapid and overwhelming fire, the French artillery 
ranges only for a long bracket, and once this bracket is found, the 
ground within its limits is swept from end to end in a burst of 
rapid fire. This is termed a rafak (squall or gust), and techni-
cally signifies " a series of eight rounds per gun, each two rounds 
being laid with zoo metres more elevation than the last pair, the 
whole fired off as rapidly as possible." The cone of time shrapnel 
being assumed as 300 yds. (or metres), it is clear that four pairs of 
rounds, bursting, say, at zone, noo, ram and z3oo yds. (adding, 
for the last, 300 yds. for its forward effect), sweep the whole 
ground between moo and r600 yds. from the guns. The 
maximum depth would, of course, be obtained with four eleva-
tions differing by the depth of the cone; in such a case the space 
from T000 to 2200 yds. would be covered, though much less 
effectively, since the same number of bullets are distributed over 
a larger area. On the other hand, the rafak, at a minimum, 
coven 300 yds., all the guns in this case being laid at the same 
elevation throughout. Here the maximum number of bullets is 
obtained for every square yard attacked. Between these extremes, 
a skilful artillery officer can vary the rafak to the needs of each 
several use almost indefinitely. " Sweeping " fire is a series of 
three rounds per gun, one in the original line, one to the right and 
one to the left of it; this is significantly called " mowing " (lir 
faircharie). A further refinement in both services is the combined 
"search and sweep." Forty-eight rounds, constituting in the 
French army a series of this last kind, can, it is said, be fired in 

minute and 15 seconds, without setting fuzes beforehand, to 
cover an area of boo X Too metres. The result of such a series, 
worked out mathematically, is that z % of all men and 75 % of 
all horses, in the area and not under cover, should be hit by 
separate bullets (Bethel, Modern Guns and Gunnery, 1937). 
Even allowing a liberal deduction for imperfect distribution of 
bullets, we may feel certain that nothing but shielded guns could 
live long in the fire-swept zone. This is, of course, a rate of fire 
which could not be kept up for any length of time by the same 
battery. A French battery, firing at the maximum rate, would 
expend every available round in 13 minutes. 

.33. Projectiles Employed.—J' Time shrapnel," say the German 
Field Artillery regulations, " is the projectile par excellence .. . 
against all animate targets which are not under cover." It 
achieves its purpose, as has been said, by sending a shower of 
bullets over an area of ground in such quantity that this is swept 
from end to encl. These bullets are propelled, in a cone, forward 
linen the point of burst of the shell, and the effective depth of this 
cone at medium ranges with a fairly high velocity gun may be 
taken at 300 yds. Further, the corrector enables the artillery 
commander to burst his shells at any desired point; for example, 
a long fuze may be given, to burst them close up when firing upon 
a deep target (such as troops in several lines, one behind the other), 
and thereby to obtain the maximum searching effect, or to obtain 
direct hits oh shielded guns, while a short corrector, bursting the 
shell well in front of the enemy, allows the maximum lateral 
spread of the bullets, and therefore sweeps the greatest front. The  

number of bullets in the shell is such that troops in the open 
under effective shrapnel fire must suffer very heavily, and may be 
almost annihilated- If the enemy is close behind good cover, 
the bullets, indeed, pass harmlessly overhead. This, however, 
leads to a very important fact, viz. that artillery can keep down 
the fire of hostile infantry, " blind " the enemy, in Langlois' 
phrase, by pinning if down to cover. Under cover the men are 
safe, but if they raise their heads to take careful aim, they will 
almost certainly be hit. Their fire under such conditions is 
therefore unaimed and wild at the best, and may be wholly 
ineffective. Common shell and high-explosive shell (see Ammu-
NrrioN) belong to another class of projectile. The former is now 
not often used, but a certain proportion of H.E. shell is carried 
by the field artillery in many armies (see table in ORDNANCE: 
Field Equipments). This has a very violent local effect within a 
radius of 20 to 25 yds. of the point of burst (see AXNUNTEION, 
fig. zo). It therefore covers far less ground than shrapnel, and id 
naturally used either (a) against troops under substantial cover 
or (b) to wreck cover and buildings. In the former case the shell 
is supposed to send a rain of splinters vertically downwards. 
This it will do, provided the fuze is minutely accurate, and a burst 
is thus obtained exactly over the heads of the enemy, but this is 
now generally held to be unlikely, and in so far as effect against 
personnel is concerned the H.E. shell is not thought to be of much 
value. Indeed, in the British and several other services, no H.E. 
shells at all are carried by field batteries, reliance being placed 
upon percussion shrapnel in attacking localities, buildings, &c., 
and for ranging. Experiments have been made towards pro-
ducing a " H.E. shrapnel," which combines the characteristics 
of both types (see, for a description, AMMUNITION). For the pro-
jectiles used in attacking shielded guns, see section on "field 
howitzers " below. Case shot is now rarely employed. In the 
war of 1870-p Prince Kraft von Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen, who 
commanded the Prussian Guard artillery, reported the ex-
penditure of only one round of case, and even that was merely 
" broken in transport." The close-quarters projectile of to-day 
is more usually shrapnel with the fuze set at zero. Langlois, 
however, calls case shot" the true projectile for critical moments, 
which nothing can replace." 

34. Tactics of Field Artillery.—On the march, the position 
and movement of the guns are regulated by the necessity of 
coming quickly into action; the usual place for the arm is at 
or near the beads of the combatant columns, i.e. as far forward 
as is consistent with safety. Safety is further provided for by 
an " escort," or, if such be not detailed, by the nearest infantry 
or cavalry. In attack, the Me of the field artillery is usually 
(s) to assist if necessary the advanced guard in the preliminary 
fighting—for this purpose a battery is usually assigned to that 
corps of troops, other batteries also being sent up to the front 
as required, (2) to prepare, and (3) to support or cover the 
infantry attack. "Preparation " consists chiefly in engaging 
and subduing the hostile artillery. This is of ten spoken of as 
the " artillery duel," and is not a meaningless bombardment, 
but an essential preliminary to the advance. Massed guns with 
modern shrapnel would, if allowed to play freely upon the attack, 
infallibly stop, and probably annihilate, the troops making it. 
The task of the guns, then, is to destroy the opposing guns and 
artillerymefi, a task which will engage almost all the resources of 
the assailant's artillery in the struggle for artillery superiority. 
Shielded guns, enhanced rate of fire, perfection in indirect laying 
apparatus, and many other factors, have modified the lessons 
of 1870, and complicated the work of achieving victory in the 
artillery duel so far that the simple " hard pounding " of former 
days has given way to a variety of expedients for inflicting the 
desired loss and damage, as to which opinions differ in and 
within every army. One point is, however, clear and meets with 
universal acceptance. " The whole object of the duel is to enable 
the artillery subsequently to devote all available resources to its 
principal task, which is the material and moral support of the 
infantry during each succeeding stage of the fight" (French 
regulations). One side must be victorious in the end, and when, 
and not until, the hostile artillery is beaten out of action, the 
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victor has acquired the power of pressing home the attack. The 
British regulations (406), indeed, deal with the steps to be taken 
when, though the artillery of the attack is beaten, the infantry 
advance is continued, but only so as to order the guns to " reopen 
at all costs," in other words, as a forlorn hope. The second part 
of the preparation, the gradual disintegration of the opposing 
line of infantry, has practically disappeared from the drill books. 
The next task of the guns, and that in which modern artillery 
asserts its power to the utmost, is the support of the infantry 
attack. The artillery and infantry co-operate, " the former by 
firing rapidly when they see their own infantry . . . press 
forward, and the latter by making full use of the periods of intense 
artillery fire to gain ground " (British F.A. Training, 1906). 
Thus aided, the infantry closes in to decisive ranges, and as it 
gains ground to the front, every gun " must be at once turned 
upon the points selected . . . the most effective support afforded 
to the attacking infantry by the concentrated fire of guns and 
field howitzers. The former tie the defenders to their entrench-
ments (for retreat is practically impossible over ground swept 
by shrapnel bullets), distract their attention and tend to make 
them keep their heads down, while the shell from the field 
howitzers searches out the interior of the trenches, the reverse 
slopes of the position, and checks the movement of reinforcements 
towards the threatened point." In these words the British 
Field Artillery drill-book of isioz summarizes the act of " cover-
ing " the infantry advance. Unofficial publications are still 
more emphatic. The advance of the infantry to decisive range 
would often be covered by a mass of one hundred or more field 
guns, firing shrapnel at the rate of ten rounds per gun per minute 
at the critical moment. Against such a storm of fire the defend-
ing infantry, even supposing that its own guns had refitted snit 
were again in action, would be powerless. It is in recognition 
of the appalling power of field artillery (which has increased in 
a ratio out of all proportion to the improvements of modern 
rifles) that the French system has been elaborated to the perfec-
tion which it has now attained. 

With modem guns and modern tactics artillery almost in-
variably fires over the heads of its own infantry. The German 
regulations indeed say that it should be avoided as far as possible, 
but, as a matter of fact, if the numerous guns of a modem army 
(at Ktiniggratz there were isso guns on the field, at Gravelotte 
125 2,  at Mukden 3000) were to be given a clear front, there would 
be no room for deploying the infantry. Consequently the French 
regulations, in which the power of the artillery is given the 
greatest possible scope, say that " It almost always fires over the 
heads of its own infantry." With field guns and on level ground 
it is considered dangerous that infantry in front of the guns 
should be less than boo yds. distant—not for fear of the shells 
striking the infantry, but because the fragments resulting from 
a " premature " burst are dangerous up to that distance. The 
question of distance is more important in connexion with the 
" covering " of the assault. Up to a point, the artillery enables 
the attacking infantry to advance with a minimum of loss and 
exhaustion, and thus to dose with the enemy at least on equal 
terms, if not with a serious advantage, for the fire of the guns may 
shake, perhaps almost destroy the enemy's power of resistance. 
But when the infantry approaches the enemy the guns can no 
longer fire upon the latter's front line without risk of injuring 
their friends. All that they can do, when the opposing infantries 
can see the whites of each other's eyes, is to lengthen the fuze, 
raise the trajectory and sweep the ground where the enemy's 
supports are posted. Under these circumstances it is practically 
agreed that the risk should be taken withcsit hesitation at so 
critical a moment as that of a decisive infantry assault which 
must be pushed home at whatever cost. " It will be better for 
the infantry to chance a few friendly shells than to be received 
at short range with a fresh outburst of hostile rifle fire " 
(Rouquerol, Tactical Employment of Quick-firing Field Artillery). 
Thus, the distance at which direct support ceases, formerly 
boo yds., has been diminished to too, and even to so yds 
Howitzers can, of course, maintain their fire almost up to the 
very last stage, and, in general, high-explosive shell, owing to Its  

purely local effect, may be employed for some time after it boa 
become unsafe to use shrapnel. 

35. Field artillery in defence, which would presumably be 
inferior to that of the attack, must, of course, act according to 
circumstances. We are here concerned not with the absolute 
strength or weakness of the passive defensive, which is a matter 
of tactics (q.v.), but with the tactical procedure of artillery. 
which, relatively to other methods, is held to offer the best chance 
of success, so far as success is attainable. On the defensive 
in a prepared position, which in European warfare at any rate 
will be an unusually favourable case for the defender—the guns 
have two functions, that of engaging and holding the hostile 
artillery, and that of meeting the infantry assault. The dilemma 
is this, that on the one hand a position in rear of the line of 
battle, with modern improvements in communicating and indirect 
laying apparatus, is well suited for engaging the hostile guns. but 
not for meeting the assault; and on the other, guns on the for-
ward slope of the defender's ridge or hill can fire direct, but are 
quickly located and overwhelmed, for they can hardly remain 
silent while their own infantry bears the fire of the assailant's 
shrapnel. Thus the defender's guns would, as a rule, have to 
be divided. One portion would seek to fight from rearward 
concealed positions, and use every device to delay the victory 
of the enemy's guns and the development of the battle until 
it is too late in the day for a serious infantry attack. Further, 
the enemy's mistakes and the " fortune of war " may give oppor-
tunities of inflicting severe losses; such opportunities have always 
occurred and will do so again. In the possible (though very far 
from probable) case of the defender not merely baffling, but 
crushing his opponent in the artillery duel, he may, if be so 
desires, himself &Mum the role of assailant, and at any rate he 
places a veto on the enemy's attack. 

The portion told off to meet the infantry assault would be 
entrenched on the forward slope and would take no part in 
the artillery dueL Very exceptionally, this advanced artillery 
might fire upon favourable targets, but its paramount duty is to 
remain intact for the decisive moment. Here again the defender 
is confronted with grave difficulties. It is true that his advanced 
batteries may be of the greatest possible assistance at the crisis 
of the infantry assault, yet even so the covering fire of the hostile 
guns, as soon as the hostile infantry had found them their target, 
may be absolutely overwhelming; moreover, once the fight has 
begun, the guns cannot be withdrawn, nor can their positions 
easily be modified to meet unexpected developments. The 
proportion of the whole artillery force which should be com-
mitted to the forward position is disputed. Colonel Bethell 
(Journal Royal Artillery, voL xxxiIi. p. 67) holds that all the 
mountain guns, and two-thirds of the field guns, should 
be in the forward, all the howitzers and heavy guns and 
one-third of the field guns in the retired position. But 
in view of the facts that if once the advanced guns are 
submerged in the tide of the enemy's assault, they will be 
irrecoverable, and that a modem Q.F. gun, with plenty of 
ammunition at hand, may use " rapid fire " freely, artillery 
opinion, as a whole, is in favour of having fewer guns and an 
abnormal ammunition supply in the forward entrendments, 
and the bulk of the artillery (with the ammunition columns at 
hand) in rear. But the purely passive defensive is usually but a 
preliminary to an active counter-stroke. 'Phis counter-attack 
would naturally be supported to the utmost by the offensive 
tactics of the artillery, which might thus at the end of a battle 
achieve far greater results than it could have done at the begin-
ning of the day. In pursuit, it is universally agreed that the 
action of the artillery may be bold to the verge of rashness. 
The employment of field artillery in advanced and row guard 
actions varies almost indefinitely according to circumstances; 
with outposts, guns would only be employed exceptionally. 

36. Marches.—The importance of having the artillery well up 
at the front of a marching column is perhaps best expressed is 
the phrase of Prince Kraft von Hohenlohe-Ingelfingen, " save 
hours and not minutes." The Germans in itt7o so far acted up to 
the principle that Prince Hohenlohe. when asked, at the beginaiog 
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of the battle of Seam, for a couple of guns, was able to reply, 
" You shall have ninety " (see, for details of the march of the 
Guard artillery, his Letters on Artillery, 6th letter). The German 
regulations for field service say, very plainly, " the horses have 
not done their work until they have got the guns -into action, 
even at the cost of utter exhaustion." A notable march was 
made by the 62nd battery, R.F.A., in the South African War. On 
the day of the battle of Modder River, the battery marched 
32 m. (mostly through deep sand) arriving in time to take part in 
the action. Such forced marches, if rare, are nowadays expected 
to be within the power of field artillery to accomplish. Horse 
artillery is'capable of more than this, and as to pace, manoeuvr-
ing at the cavalry rate. Heavy guns are the least mobile, and 
would rarely be able to keep pace with infantry in a forced 
march. Field artillery walks 4, trots 9, and gallops at the rate 
of x s rn. an  hour. A fair marching pace (trot and walk) is 4 m. 
an hour for field, s for horse batteries. A march of 14 M. would, 
according to the German regulations, be performed by 

a field battery in 5 hours, 
a horse battery in 4 hours, 

under favourable circumstances (Bronsart von Schellendorf). 
37. Power and Mobility.—It will have been made dear that 

every gun represents a compromise between these two require-
ments, and that each type of artillery has been evolved in accord-
ance with the relative requirements of these conditions in respect 
of the work to be performed. The classification which has been 
followed in this article represents the practically unanimous 
decision of every important military state. Still, there has 
always been controversy between the individual adherents of 
each side, and the Boer War experiences raised the question as 
to whether field artillery, as the term is usually understood, should 
not be abolished, with a view to having only heavy guns and 
horse artillery with a field army. 

38. Concentration and Dispersion.—The use of their artillery 
made by the Boers in the South African War led to the revival of 
the idea of " dispersing " guns instead of " concentrating " them. 
It would be more accurate to say that military thinkers had, 
after the introduction of the quick-firing gun, challenged every 
received principle, and amongst others the employment of 
artillery in masses, which, as a result of the weed 187o, " had 
become almost an article of faith." The idea was to make use 
of the increased power of the guns to gain equally great results 
with the employment of less material than formerly. Thus the 
dispersion of guns is bound up with the passive defensive. The 
first editions of the British Field Artillery Training and Combined 
Training, strongly influenced as they were by South African 
experience, did not legislate, even in dealing with defence, for 
" dispersion " in the Boer manner, but only for adaptability (see 
Field Artillery Training, nos, p. is). In the Boer War, whilst 
the Boni nearly always scattered their guns, almost the only 
occasion upon which their artillery played a decisive part was at 
Spion Kop, where its fire was concentrated upon the point of 
assault. At Pieter's Hill, the fire of seventy guns covered the 
British infantry assault in the Napoleonic manner. On the whole 
it may be accepted as a general truth that guns are safe, and may 
be locally effective, when dispersed, but that they cannot produce 
decisive effect except when used in masses. It must, however, 
be clearly understood that a " mass " in this sense means a large 
number of guns, under one command, and susceptible of being 
handled as a unit, so far as the direction and effectiveness of their 
fire is concerned. This being secured, and on that condition only, 
it does not matter whether the actual gun positions are scattered 
over a few square miles, or are closed in one long line and using 
direct fire—they are still a mass, and capable of acting effectively 
as such. While there are undoubtedly grave dangers in using 
the indirect method too freely, technical improvements in laying, 
telephones, &c., have had much to do with the possibility, at any 
rate under favourable circumstances, of a concentration which 
may be described as one of shells rather than of guns, and the 
reader is reminded in this connexion that the work formerly done 
by the gun is now performed by the shell. 

39. Horse Artillery is to be regarded aS field artillery of great  

mobility and manoeuvring power. Its value may be said, in 
general terms, to lie in augmenting the weak fire-power of the 
mounted troops, and in facilitating their work as much as possible. 
Thus, when cavalry meets serious opposition in reconnoitring, the 
guns may be able to break down the enemy's resistance without 
calling for assistance from the main body of the cavalry, and, in 
the action of cavalry seism cavalry, the "paramount duty of the 
horse artillery is to shatter the enemy's cavalry " (Field Artillery 
Training, won), ix. to "prepare" the success of the cavalry 
charge by breaking up as far as possible the enemy's power of 
meeting it. In the cavalry battle, covering fire is practically 
impossible, owing both to the short distances separating the 
combatants and to the rapidity of their movements, but steps 
are taken " to enable all the guns to bear on the enemy's cavalry 
at the points of collision." The ideal position for the horse 
artillery is out to a flank, the cavalry manoeuvring so as to draw 
the enemy's cavalry under enfilade fire, and at the same time to 
force them to mask the fire of their own horse artillery. Another 
and a most important function of the horse batteries is to rein. 
force, with the greatest possible speed, any point in the general 
line of battle which is in need of artillery support. For this 
reason the corps artillery generally includes horse batteries. 

40. Field Howitzers are somewhat leas mobile than field guns; 
they have, however, far greater shell power. The special features 
of the weapon are, of course, the product of the special require-
ments which have called it into existence. These are, briefly 
(a) the necessity of being able to " search " the interior of 
earthworks, a task which, as has been said, b beyond the power 
of high-velocity field guns, and (b) demolition work, which is 
equally beyond the power of. even • H.E. shell of field-gun 
calibre. The first of these conditions implies a steep "angle of 
descent," which again implies a high angle of elevation. The 
second requires great shell power but does not call for high 
velocity. The howitzer, therefore, is a short gun, firing a heavy 
shell at high angles of elevation. Howitzers almost always are 
laid by the indirect method of fire from under cover, since it 
Is clear that, with high angles of elevation, the gun may be 
brought close up to the covering mass, and still fire over it. 
Ranging must be done very accurately and yet economically, 
as but few of their heavy shells can be carried in the wagons 
and limbers, and the shells descending upon an enemy almost 
vertically lose the long sweeping effect of the field shrapnel 
which neutralizes minor errors of ranging. The projectiles 
employed are high explosive and shrapnel, the latter for use 
against personnel under cover, the former for demolition of field 
works, casematea or buildings. It is very generally held that 
howitzer time shrapnel is the best form of projectile for the 
attack of shielded guns. Here it may be said that no completely 
satisfactory method of dealing with these has yet been discovered. 
The best procedure with field guns is said to be lengthening the 
fuze to obtain a high percentage of bunts on graze. A shelf 
striking the face of the shield will penetrate it, and should kill 
some at least of the gun detachment behind. The high-explosive 
shrapnel alluded to above is designed primarily for the attack 
of shielded guns. 

41. Heavy Field Artillery, alternatively called Artillery of 
Position, as has been said, includes all guns of 4-in. calibre and 
upwards, mounted on travelling carriages. In South Africa, 
where firm soil was usually to be found, 6-in. guns were employed 
as heavy field guns, but in Europe even the s-in. (British Service) 
is liable to sink into the ground. In Great Britain, guns only 
are used by this branch; abroad, the "heavy artillery of the 
field army," the "light siege train," drc., as it is variously called, 
is as a rule composed of howitzers of a heavier calibre than the 
field howitzer, the rs-cm. (6-in.) howitzer being most commonly 
met with. This artillery has, however, a different tactical role 
from the heavy field artillery of the British service; and it is 
always with a view to the attack of permanent or semi-
permanent fortifications that the inatirkl is organized. In 
Great Britain, heavy batteries armed with the s-in. gun are 
considered as " an auxiliary to the horse and field artillery " 
(Heavy Artillery Training). Ranging is conducted with greater 
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deliberation than ranging with the lighter guns, though 
upon the same general lines. Parts of the process may, 
however, be omitted in certain circumstances. Heavy guns 
use high-explosive (lyddite) shells and time shrapnel, the 
former for ranging and for demolishing cover, the latter against 
personnel. Laying is usually indirect. The tactical principles 
upon which heavy artillery does its work are based, in the main, 
on the long range (up to ro,oco yds.) and great shell-power of the 
guns. This power enables the artillery to reach with effect 
targets which are beyond the range of lighter ordnance, and it 
is, therefore, considered possible to disperse the guns in batteries, 
and even in sections of two guns, along the front of the army, 
without forfeiting the power of concentrating their fire on any 
point—a power which otherwise they would not possess owing 
to their want of mobility. At the same time it is not forbidden 
to bring them into line with the rest of the artillery, in order to 
achieve a decisive result. In the attack, beside the general task 
of supplementing the effect of other natures of ordnance, heavy 
artillery may demolish cover, buildings, &c., held by the enemy, 
and during the infantry assault they may do excellent service in 
sweeping a great depth of ground, their smaller angle of descent, 
and the greater remaining velocity and heavier driving charge 
of their shrapnel, as compared with field guns, enabling them 
to do this effectively. In the defence, long-range fire has great 
value, especially in sweeping approaches which the enemy must 
use. In pursuit, the heavy artillery may be able to shell the main 
body of the enemy during its retreat, even if it has left a rear-
guard. In rdreet, the want of mobility of these guns militates 
against their employment in exposed positions, such as rearguards 
usually have to take up. 
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Materials, and New Studies saber die Etelmicklung der Foliar& 
(Berlin, 1902 and 1903); Smelcid, Falsrung and Versomulang der 
Divisiotu-Artillerie (Vienna, Not); Konen and Kuhn, Wafers-
khre (Vienna. 1906); G. Rauquerol. Fasploi de rartfflerie de temperer 
a tie rapids (Paris, 19o1), and Orgaxisatien de rartifferie de campftsm 
(Paris, 1903); Girardon-Lagabbe. Organisation de materiel de res. 
tillorie de camPare (Paris, 1903); and in English, Capt. P. de B. 
Radcliffe's translation of Rouquerors work (The Teased: Fri 
mat of Ouick-ferteg Field Artillery, London, 1903), and 
Lt.-Col.H. A. Bethel', Modern Guns and Cannery (Woolwich. 1907 . 
See also the current drill manuals of the Britik French and German 
artillery. (C. F. A.) 

ARTIODACTYLA (from Gr. Amos, even, and detrru/or, a 
finger or toe, "even-toed"), the suborder of ungulate mammals 
in which the central (and in some cases the only) pair of toes in 
each foot are arranged symmetrically on each side of a vertical 
line running through the axes of the limbs. As contrasted with 
the Perissodactyla living, and in a great degree extinct, Artio-
dactyls are characterized by the following structural features. 
The upper premolar and molar teeth are not alike, the former 
being single and the latter two-lobed; and the last lower molar 
of both first and second dentition is almost invariably three-
lobed. Nasal bones not expanded posteriorly. No alisphenoid 
canal. Dorsal and lumbar vertebrae together always nineteen, 
though the former may vary from twelve to fifteen. Femur 
without third trochanter. Third and fourth digits of both feet 
almost equally developed, and their terminal phalanges flattened 
on their inner or contiguous surfaces, so that each is not sym-
metrical in itself, but when the two are placed together they 
form a figure symmetrically disposed to a line drawn between 
them. Or, in other words, the axis or median line of the whole 
foot is a line drawn between the third and fourth digits (fig. 1). 
Lower articular surface of the astragalus divided into two nearly 
equal facets, one for the navicular and a second for the cuboid 
bone. The calcaneum with an articular facet for the lower end 
of the fibula. Stomach almost always more or less complex. 
Colon convoluted. Caecum small. Placenta diffused or cotyle-
donary. Teats either few and inguinal, or numerous and 
abdominal. 

Artiodactyla date from the Eocene period, when they appear 
to have been less numerous than the Perissodactyla, although at 
the present day they are immeasurably ahead of that group, and 
form indeed the dominant ungulates. As regards the gradual 
specialization and development of the modern types, the follow-
ing features are noteworthy. 

1. As regards the teeth, we have the passage of a simply 
tubercular, or bunodont Wow*, a hillock) type of molar into one 
in which the four main tubercles, or columns, have assumed a 
crescentic form, whence this type is termed selenodont (a ektpv. 
the new moon). Further, there is the modification of the latter 
from a short-crowned, or brachyodont type, to one in which the 
columns are tall, constituting the hypsodont, or hypsiselenodont, 
type. It is noteworthy, however, that in some instances there 
appears to have been a retrograde modification from the seleno-
dont towards the bunodont type, the hippopotamus being a case 
in point. Other modifications are the loss of the upper incisors; 
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the development of the canines into projecting tusks; and the 
loss of the anterior premolars. 

a. As regards the limbs. Reduction of the ulna from a com-
plete and distinct bone to a comparatively rudimentary state in 
which it coalesces more or less firmly with the radius. Reduction 
of the fibula till nothing but its lower extremity remains. Reduc-
tion and final loss of outer pair of digits (second and fifth), with 
coalescence of the metacarpal and metatarsal bones of the two 
middle digits to form a cannon-bone. Union of the navicular and 
cuboid, and sometimes the ectocuneiform bone, of the tarsus. 

3. Change of form of the odontoid process of the second or 
axis vertebrae from a cone to a hollow half-cylinder. 

4. Development of horns or antlers on the frontal bones, and 
gradual complication of form of antlers. 

S. By inference only, increasing complication of stomach with 
ruminating function superadded. Modification of placenta from 
simple diffused to cotyledonary form. 

A 

X' X 	 scar 	a 	err 

Fro. r.—Bones of Right Fore Feet of existing Artiodacryta. 
A,- Pig (Sus scrota). 	 U, Ulna. 	a. Uniform. 
B. Red deer (Curses elating). R, Radius. 	m, Magnum. 

c, Cuneiform. ki, Trapezoid. 
C, Camel (Camelia bachiasus). 1, Lunar. 

Scaphoid. 
In the Sheep and the Camel the long compound bone, supporting 

the two main (or only) toes is the cannon-bone. 

The primitive Artiodactyla thus probably had the typical 
number (44) of incisor, canine and molar teeth, brachyodont 
molars, conical odontoid process, four distinct toes on each foot, 
with metacarpal, metatarsal and all the tarsal bones distinct, 
and no frontal appendages. 

As regards classification, the first group is that of the Pecora, 
or Cotylophora, in which the cheek-teeth are selenodont, but 

there are no upper incisors or canine-like premolars, 
Pampa. while upper canines are generally absent, though some- 
times largely developed. Inferior incisors, three on each side 
with an incisiform canine in contact with them. Cheek-teeth 
consisting of p.4, ra.1,in continuous series. Auditory bulls simple 
and hollow within. Odontoid process of second vertebra in the 
form of a crescent, hollow above. Lower extremity of the fibula 
represented by a distinct malleolar bone articulating with the 
outer surface of the lower end of the tibia. Third and fourth 
metacarpals and metatarsals confluent into cannon-bones (hg- 
B), and the.  oes enclesed in hoofs. Outer toes small and rudi- 
mentary, or in some cases entirely suppressed; their metacarpal 
or *metatarsal bones never complete. Navicular and cuboid 
bones of tarsus united. The skull generally Luke a sagittal 
crest; and the condyle of the lower jaw is transversely elongated. 
Horns or antlers usually present, at least in the male sex. Left 
brachial artery arising from a common innominate trunk, 

instead of coming off separately from the aortic arch. Stomach 
with four complete cavities. Placenta cotyledoaous. Teats a or .s. 

The group at the present day is divided into Girersdae (giraffe 
and okapi), C.ereidas (deer), Autilteapridae (prongbuck), and 
Besides (oxen, sheep, goats, antelopes, arc.). (See Picoas.) 

The second group is reptesented at the present day by the 
camels (Casselass) of the Old, and the llamas (Leers) of the New 
World, collectively constituting the family Caneelidoe. 
They derive their name of Tylopoda (" boss-footed ") e ta  
from the circumstance that the feet form large cushion-like pads, 
supporting the weight of the body, while the toes have broad 
nails on their upper surface only, instead of being encased in 
hoofs. The cheek-teeth are selenodont, and one pair of upper 
incisors is retained, while some of the anterior premolars Resume 
a canine-like shape, and are separated from the rest of the cheek-
series. Auditory bulls filled with honeycombed bony tissue. 
Odoatoid process of second vertebra semi-cylindrical; skull with a 
sagittal crest; and the condyle of the lower jaw rounded. Third 
and fourth metacarpals and metatarsals (which are alone present) 
fused into cannon-bones for the greater part of their length, but 
diverging interiorly (fig. r, C) and with their articular surfaces 
for the toes smooth, instead of ridged as in the Pecora. Nevi-
cuter and cuboid bones of tarsus distinct. No horns or antlers. 
Stomach, although complex, differing essentially from that of 
the Pecora. Placenta diffuse, without cotyledons. Teats few. 
(See TYLOPODA.) 

In the same sectional group is included the North American 
family of oreodonts (OreedenSidae), which are much more primi-
tive ruminants, with shorter necks and limbs, the full series of 
44 teeth, all in apposition, and the metacarpal and metatarsal 
bones separate, and the toes generally of more normal type, 
although sometimes claw-like. • (See Orrz000rr.) The Eocene 
American genus Hemacodon is regarded as representing a third 
family group, the Houseadetzlidae Peldeleshidae), in which the 
molars were of a bunodont type, and approximate to those of the 
Condylarthra from which this family appears to have sprung, 
and to have given origin on the one hand to the Oreadesslidae, 
and on the other to the Casoselidae. The family is represented in 
the Lower, or Wasatch, Eocene by Trigeneleste,s, in the Middle 
(Bridger) Eocene by H ~codex (Pantolestes), and in the Upper 
(Uinta) Eocene by Bunonserys. 

The third group is that represented by the chevrotains or 
mouse-deer, forming the family Trap:due, with Patsies in 
south-eastern Asia and Dinallseristas (or Hyena:rear) nw.u... 
in equatorial Africa. The cheek-teeth are selenodont, 
as in the two preceding groups; there are no upper incisors, but 
there are long, narrow and pointed upper canines, which attain a 
large size in the males; the lower canines are incisor-like, as in 
the Pecora, and there are no caniniform premolars in either jaw. 
Cheek-teeth in a continuous series consisting of p.$. m.$. Odon-
toid process of axis conical. Fibula complete. Four complete 
toes on each foot. The middle metacarpals and metatarsals 
generally confluent, the outer ones (second and fifth) slender but 
complete, i.e. extending from the carpus or tarsus to the digit. 
Navicular, cuboid and ectocuneiform bones of tarsus united. 
Auditory bulls of skull filled with =cellar tissue. No frontal 
appendages. Ruminating, but the stomach with only three 
distinct compartments, the maniplies or third cavity of the 
stomach of the Pecora being rudimentary. Placenta diffused. 
(See Cmtvrtorattr.) 

In this place must be mentioned the extinct Oligocene Euro-
pean group typified by the well•known genus Asseigelkeriuns 
of the Paris gypsum-quarries, and hence termed 
Anoplotherina, although the alternative title Dicho- 
bunoidea has been suggested. It includes the two 
families Aneplotkeriidae and Dielsebunidee, of which the first 
died out with the Oligocene, while the second may have given 
origin to the Tragulina and perhaps the Pecora. There is the 
full series of 44 teeth, generally without any gaps, and most 
of the bones of the skeleton are separate and complete; while, 
in many instances at any rate, the tail *as much longer 
than in any existing ungulates, and the whole bodily form 
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approximated to that of a carnivore. The upper molars, which 
may be either seknodont or bunoulenodont, carry five cusps 
each, instead of the four characteristic of all the preceding 
groups; and they are all very low-crowned, so as to expose the 
whole of the valleys between the cusps. In Anefriedurium, some 
of the spedet of which were larger than tapirs, there were either 
two or three toes, the latter number being almost unique among 
the Artiodactyla. Allied genera are Diplobuse and Daeryikerium. 

The Dicisobmeidae include the genus Dias/Arne, of which the 
species were small animals with buno-aelenodont molars. 
Xipkodos and Diekedes represent another type with cutting 
premolars and selenodont molars; while Canteikerium and 
Pleriewerys form yet another branch, with resemblances to the 
ruminants. The most interesting genera are, however, the Upper 
Oligocene and Lower Miocene Geleese and Pralressotherism, 
which have perfectly selenodont teeth, and the third and fourth 
metacarpal and metatarsal bones respectively fused into an 
imperfect cannon-bone, with the reduction of the lateral meta-
carpals and metatarsals to mere remnants of their upper and 
lower extremities. While Geleews exhibits a marked approxima-
tion to the Tragdidae, Prodreweikerium comes nearer to the 

FIG a.—ReatorIltian Of A /10,101hCrilON COWNWISI. 

Cervidae, of which it not Improbably indicates the ancestral type. 
The Diekobusidae may be regarded as occupying a position 
analogous to that of the Hemaeodoniidae in the Tylopoda, and like 
the latter, are probably the direct descendants of Condylarthra. 

The last section of the Artiodactyla is that of the Suina, 
represented at the present day by the pigs (Saiklae), and the 
saran hippopotamuses (Hippopofossidae), and in past times 

by the Auskracedseriidae, in which may probably be 
included the Eleikeriidae. In the existing members of the group 
the cheek-teeth approximate to the bunodont type, although 
showing signs of being degenerate modifications of the seknodont 
modification. There is at least one pair of upper incisors, while 
the full series of 44 teeth may be present. The metacarpals 
and metatarsals are generally distinct (fig. r A), and never fuse 
into a complete cannon-bone; and the navicular and cuboid 
bones of the tarsus are separate. The odontoid process of .the 
second vertebra is pig-like: and the tibia and fibula and radius 
and ulna are severally distinct. The stomach is simple or some-
what complex, and the placenta diffused. The Stelae include 
the Old World pigs (Sauter) and the American peccaries (Direly-
! lime), and are characterized by the snout terminating in a fleshy 
disk-like expansion, in the midst of which are perforated the 
nostrils; while the toes are enclosed in sharp hoofs, of which the 
lateral ones do not touch the ground. There is a caecum. The 
Direiylinee differ from the Suidae in that the upper canines are 
directed downwards (instead of curving upwards) and have 
sharp cutting-edges, while the toes are four in front and three 
behind (instead of four on each foot), and the stomach is complex 
instead of simple. In the Old World a large number of fossil 
forms are known, of which the earliest is the Egyptian Eocene 
Ceniokyus. Originally the family was an Old World type, but 
in the Miocene it gained access into North America, where the 
earliest form Is Bearielabis, an ancestral peccary showing signs 
of affinity with the European Miocene genus Pakweekeerus. 
(See SWINI and PICCAIIT.) 

The HippoNeausidas are an exclusively Old World group, in 
which the muzzle is broad and rounded and quite unlike that of 
the Suidae, while the crowns of the cheek-teeth form a distinctly 
trefdl pattern, when partially worn, which is only foreshadowed 

In those of the latter. The short and broad teeth terminate is 
four subequal toes, protected by short rounded hoofs, and all 
reaching the ground. The hinder end of the lower jaw is provided 
with a deep descending flange. Both incisors and canines are 
devoid of roots and grow throughout life, the canines, and in 
the typical species one pair of lower incisors, growing to an 
immense size. The stomach is complex; but there is no mecum. 
Although now exclusively African, the family (of which all the 
representatives may be included in the single genus Hippo-
poiamus, with several subgeneric groups) is represented in the 
Pliocene of Europe and the Lower Pliocene of northern India. 
Its place of origin cannot yet be determined. 

The extinct Astknweikeriidae were evidently nearly allied to 
the Hippepotamidae, of which they are in all probability the 
ancestral stock. They agree, for instance, with that family in the 
presence of a descending flange at the hinder end of each side 
of the lower jaw; but their dentition is of a more generalized 
type, comprising the full series of 44 teeth, among which the 
incisors and canines are of normal form, but specially enlarged, 
and developing roots in the usual manner. The molars are 
partially aelenodont in the typical genus Awilwacelkerisaus, with 
five cusps, or columns, on the crowns of those of the upper jaw, 
which are nearly square. The genus has a very wide distribution, 
extending from Europe through Asia to North America, and 
occurring in strata which are of Oligocene and Miocene age.. 
In Amodio* (II yepekumme) the cusps on the molars are taller, so 
that the dentition is more decidedly selenodont; the distribution 
of this genus includes not only Europe, Asia and North Africa, 
but also Egypt when it occurs in Upper Eocene beds in company 
with the European genus Rkagaikerium, which is nearer Andra-
colkerimos. On the other hand, in Iferyeopelasms, of the Lower 
Pliocene of rfidia and Burma, the upper molars have lost the 
fifth intermediate cusp of Aucodee; and thus, although highly 
aelenodont, might be easily modified, by a kind of retrograde 
development, into the trefoil-columned molars of Hippopotamus. 
In the above genera, so far as is known, the feet were four-toed, 
although with the lateral digits relatively small; but in Eleekerimw 
(or Euielodoe), from the Lower Miocene of Europe and the 
Oligocene of North America, the two lateral digits in each foot 
had disappeared. This is the more remarkable seeing that 
Eleilserisis may be regarded as a kind of bunodont Aulkraca-
Maims. It shows the characteristic hippopotamus-flange to the 
lower jaw, but has also a large descending process from the jugal 
bone of the zygomatic arch of the skull. Finally, we have in the 
Pliocene of India the genus Teiracosedes, remarkable for the 
enormous size attained by the bluntly conical premolars; as 
the molars are purely bunodoot, this genus seems to be a late 
and specialized survivor of a primitive type. (R. L. •) 

ARTISAN, or Anuax, a mechanic; a handicraftsman in 
distinction to an artist. The English word (from Late Lat. 
art Alm a, instructed in arts) at one time meant " artist," but has 
been restricted to signify the operative workman only. 

ARTOIS, an ancient province of the north of France, corre-
sponding to the present department of Pas de Calais, with the 
exclusion of .the arrondissements of Boulogne and Montrenil, 
which belonged to Picardy. It is a rich and well-watered 
country, producing abundance of grain and hops, and yielding 
excellent pasture for cattle. The capital of the province was 
AIMS, and the other important places were Saint-Omer, Bdthune, 
Aire, Hesdin, Bapaume, Lens, Liners, Saint-Pol and Saint-
Venant. The name Artois (still more corrupted in " Arras ") is 
derived from the Atrebates, who possessed the district in the time 
Of Caesar. From the nth to the irth century Artois belonged to 
the counts of Flanders. It was bestowed in :So on Philip 
Augustus of France by Philip of Alsace, as the dowry of his niece 
Isabella of Hainaut. At her death in zoo, Baldwin IX., count of 
Flanders (d. t zo6), and then his son-In-law, Ferrand (Ferdinind) 
of Portugal, count of Flanders, disputed the possession of the 
country with the king of France, Ferrand being in the coalition 
which was overthrown by Philip Augustus at Bouvines (: seal.  
In 5237 Artois, which was raised to a countship the following 
year, was conferred as an appanage by Saint Louis on his brothee 
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Robert, who died on crusade in me. His son, Robert IL, took 
part in the wars in Navarre, Sicily, Guienne and Flanders, and 
was killed at the battle of Courtrai in 1302. After his death, bis 
son Philip having predeceased him (x298), Artois was adjudged 
to his daughter Mahaut, or Matilda, as against her nephew 
Robert, son of Philip, who attempted to support his claim to the 
countship by forged titles. Banished from France for this crime 
(x322), Robert of Artois took refuge in England, where he became 
earl of Richmond, and incited Edward III. to make war upon 
Philip of Valois. His descendants, the counts of Eu (q.v.), con-
tinued to style themselves counts of Artois. By the marriage 
of Mahaut (d. 1329) with Otto IV., Artois passed to the house of 
Burgundy, in whose possession it remained till the marriage of 
Mary, the daughter of Charles the Bold, to the archduke Maxi-
milian brought it to the house of Austria. Louis XL, however, 
occupied portions of Artois, and the claims of Austria were 
contested by France until the treaty of Senlis (1493).  The 
emperor Charles V. established the council of Artois, with 
sovereign authority. At the end of the Thirty Years' War 
Artois was again conquered by the French, and the conquest 
was ratified in the treaty of the Pyrenees (1659) by Spain, to 
whom the province had fallen in 1634. During the war between 
France and Holland (1672-77) and that of the Spanish Soccer 
sion, Artois was invaded again, but the treaties of Nijmwegen 
(1678) and of Utrecht (, 7 t3) confirmed the sovereignty of France. 
The title of count of Artois was borne by Charles X. of France 
before his accession to the throne. This new creation became 
extinct on the death of the comte de Chambord in 1883. 
• ART SALES. The practice of selling objects of art by auction 
in England dates from the latter part of the :7th century, when 
in most cases the names of the auctioneers were suppressed. 
Evelyn (under date June 22, z693) mentions a "great auction of 
pictures (Lord Regard's) in the Banquetting House, Whitehall," 
and the practice is frequently referred to by other contemporary 
and later writers. Before the introduction of regular auctions 
the practice was, as in the case of the famous collection formed 
by Charles I., to price each object and invite purchasers, just as 
in other departments of commerce. But this was a slow process, 
especially in the case of pictures, and lacked the incentive of 
excitement. The first really important art collection to come 
under the hammer was that of Edward, earl of Oxford, dispersed 
by Cock, under the Piazza, Covent Garden, on 8th March 1741/2 
and the five following days, six more days being required by 
the coins. Nearly all the leading men of the day, including 
Horace Walpole, attended or were represented at this sale, and 
the prices varied from five shillings for an anonymous bishop's 
" head " to 165 guineas for Vandyck's group of " Sir Kenclm 
Digby, lady, and son." The next great dispersal was Dr Richard 
Mead's extensive collection, of which the pictures, coins and 
gems, &c., were sold by Langford in February and March 1754, 
the sale realizing the total, unprecedented up to that time, of 
£26,069. The thirty-eight days' sale (1786) of the Duchess of 
Portland's collection is very noteworthy, from the fact that it 
included the celebrated Portland vase, now in the British 
Museum. Many other interesting and important 18th-century 
sales might be mentioned. .High prices did not become general 
until the Calonne, Trumbull (both 1795) and Bryan (1798) sales. 
M to the quality of the pictures which had been sold by auction 
up to the latter part of the 18th century, it may be assumed that 
this was not high. The importation of pictures and other objects 
of art had assumed extensive proportions by the end of the 18th 
century, but the genuine examples of the Old Masters probably 
fell far short of 1 %. England was felt to be the only safe 
asylum for valuable articles, but the home which was intended to 
be temporary often became permanent. Had it not been for the 
political convulsions on the continent, England, instead of being 
one of the richest countries in the world in art treasures, would 
have been one of the poorest. This fortuitous circumstance had, 
moreover, another effect, in that it greatly raised the critical 
knowledge of pictures. Genuine works realized high prices, as, 
te- example. at Sir William Hamilton's sale (1801), when Beckford 
paid 13oo guineas for the little picture of "A Laughing Boy " by 

Leonardo des Vinci; and when at the Lafontaine sales (r807 and 
1811 ) two Rembrandts each realized 5000 guineas, " The Woman 
taken in Adultery," now in the National Gallery, and " The 
Master Shipbuilder," now at Buckingham Palace. The Beckford 
sale of 1823 (41 days, L43.869) was the forerunner of the great 
art dispersal of the 19th century; Horace Walpole's accumula-
tion at Strawberry Hill, 180 ( 24 &MI-S.3,45o), and the Stowe 
collection, 148 (az days, i75, 562), were also celebrated. 
They comprised every phase of art work, and in all the quality 
was of a very high order. They acted as a most healthy stimulus 
to art collecting, a stimulus which was further nourished by the 
sales of the superb collection of Ralph Bernal in s855 (32  days, 
£62,690), and of the almost equally fine but not so comprehensive 
collection of Samuel Rogers, asa (18 days, £42,367). Three 
years later came the dispersal of the tsoo pictures which formed 
Lord Northwick's gallery at Cheltenham (pictured and works of 
art, 18 days, £94,722). 

Towards the latter part of the first half of the 19th century an 
entirely new race of collectors gradually came into existence; 
they were for the most part men who had made, or were making, 
large fortunes in the various industries of the midlands and north 
of England and other centres. They were untrammelled by 
" collecting " traditions, and their patronage was almost ex-
clusively extended to the artists of the day. The dispersals of 
these collections began in 1863 with the Bicknell Gallery, and 
continued at irregular intervals for many years, e.g. Gillott 
(1872), Mendel (1875), Wynn Ellis and Albert Levy (1876), 
Albert Grant (1877) and Munro of Hover (1878). These patrons 
purchased at munificent prices either direct from the easel or 
from the exhibitions not only pictures in oils but also water-
colour drawings. As a matter of investment their purchases 
frequently realized far more than the original outlay; sometimes, 
however, the reverse happened, as, for instance, in the case of 
Landseer's "Otter Hunt," for which Baron Grant is said to have 
paid Lio,000 and which realized shortly afterwards only 565o 
guineas. One of the features of the sales of the 'seventies was 
the high appreciation of water-colour drawings. At the Gillott 
sale (1872) rho examples realized £27,423, Turner's " Barn-
borough Castle " fetching 3150 gns.; at the Quilter sale (1875) 
David Cox's " Hayfield," for which a dealer paid him so gns. 
in 1850, brought 2810 gns. The following are the most remark-
able prices of later years. In 1895 Cox's " Welsh Funeral " 
(which cost about £20) sold for 2400 gns., and Burne-Jones's 
" Hesperides " for 2460 gns. In 1958, 13 Turner drawings 
fetched £12,415 (Acland-Hood sale) and 7 brought £,1,077 
(Holland sale), the " Heidelberg " reaching 4200 gns. For Fred 
Walker's " Harbour of Refuge " 2580 gns. were paid (Tatham 
sale) and 2700 gns. for his " Marlow Ferry " (Holland). The 
demand for pictures by modern artists, whose works sold at 
almost fabulous prices in the 'seventies, has somewhat declined; 
but during all its furore there was still a small band of col-
lectors to whom the works of the Old Masters more especially 
appealed. The dispersal of such collections as the Bredel 
(1875). Watts Russell (1875), Foster of Clewer Manor (1876), 
the Hamilton Palace (17 days, £397,562)—the greatest art sale 
in the annals of Great Britain—Bale (1882), Leigh Court (1884), 
and Dudley (1892) resulted, as did the sale of many minor 
collections each season, in many very fine works of the Old 
Masters finding eager purchasers at high prices. A striking 
example of the high prices given was the £24,250 realized by the 
pair of Vandyck portraits of a Genoese senator and his wife in 
the Peel sale, 19oo. 

Since the last quarter of the 19th century the chief feature 
in art sales has been the demand for works, particularly female 
portraits, by Reynolds, his contemporaries and successors. 
This may be traced to the South Kensington Exhibitions of 
1867 and 1868 and the annual winter exhibitions at Burlington 
House, which revealed an unsuspected wealth and charm in the 
works of many English artists who had almost fallen into  oblivion. 
A few of the most remarkable prices for such pictures may be 
quoted: Reynolds's " Lady Betty Debit " (raga), zz,000 
gin.; Romney's " The Ladies Spencer " (1806), zo,soo gns•; 
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Gansborough's "Duchess olDevonshire" (1876), to,too gns. (for 
the history of its disappearance see GAINSSOR017011, THOMAS), 

" Maria Walpole," 12, too gns. (Duke of Cambridge's sale, 1904); 
Constable's " Stratford Mill " 0890, 8500  gns•; Hoppner's 
"Lady Waldegrave " (woe), 6000 gns. ; Lawrence's " Childhood's 
Innocence " (19o7), 8000 gns.; Raeburn's " Lady Raeburn " 
(woe), 85oo gns. Here may also be mentioned the 12,600 gins 
paid for Turner's " Mortlake Terrace " in 19o8 (Holland sale). 

The " appreciation " of the modern continental schools, 
particularly the French, has been marked since d88o; of high 
prices paid may be mentioned Corot's " Dame des Amours " 
(x898), L7roo; Rosa Bonheur's " Denizens of the Highlands " 
(*888), SS50  8ns.; Jules Breton's " rust Communion," £9100 
in New York (*886); Meissonicr's " Napoleon I. in the Campaign 
of Paris," i2f in. by 9} in. (1882), 5800 gns., and " The Sign 
Painter" (At), 645o gns. High prices are also fetched by 
pictures of Daubigny, Fortuny, Gallait, Gerdme, Troyon and 
Walls. The most marked feature of late has been the demand for 
the 18th-century painters Watteau, Boucher, Fragonard, Pater 
and Lancret; thus " La Ronde Champetre " of the last named 
brought et t,roo at the Say Sale in 1908, and Fragonard's " Le 
Reveil de Venus " egero at the Sedclmeyer sale, 19 07. 

" Specialism " is the one important development in art col-
lecting which has manifested itself since the middle of the 19th 
century. This accounts for and explains the high average quality 
of the Wellesley (1866), the Buccleuch (x888) and the Holford 
(1893) collections of drawings by the Old Masters; for the 
Sibson Wedgwood (1877), the Duc de Porn Dresden (5877), 
the Shuldham blue and white porcelain (188o), the Benson 
collection of antique coins (woe), and for the objects of art at 
the Massey-Mainwaring and Lewis-Hill sales of 1907. Very many 
other illustrations in nearly every department of art collecting 
might be quoted—the superb series of Marlborough gems (187 
and 1899) might be included in this category but for the fact 
that it was formed chiefly in the *8th century. The appog, tion 
—commercially at all events—of mezzotint portraits d of 
portraits printed in colours, after masters of the early English 
school, was one of the most remarkable features in art sales 
during the last years of the 19th century. The shillings of fifty 
years before were then represented by pounds. The Fraser 
collection (December 4 to 6, woo) realized about ten times 
the original outlay, the mezzotint of the " Sisters Frank-
land," after Hoppner, by W. Ward, selling for ago guineas as 
against so guineas paid for it about thirty years previously. 
The H. A. Blyth sale (March it to r3, toot, 346 lots, 
L21,717: pas.) of mezzotint portraits was even more remarkable, 
and as a collection it was the choicest sold within recent times, 
the engravings being mostly in the first state. The record prices 
were numerous, and, in many cases, far surpassed the prices which 
Sir Joshua Reynolds received for the original pictures; e.g. the 
exceptionally fine example of the first state of the " Duchess of 
Rutland," after Reynolds, by V. Green, realized loco guineas, 
whereas the artist received only Deo for the painting itself. 
Even this unprecedented price for a mezzotint portrait was 
exceeded on the 3oth of April wot, when an example of the first 
published state of " Mrs Carnac," of ter Reynolds, by J. R. Smith, 
sold for rz6o guineas. At the Louis Huth sale (woe) 83 lots 
brought nearly flo,000, Reynolds's " Lady Bampfylde " by T. 
Watson, first state before letters, unpublished, fetching too 
guineas. Such prim; as these and many others which might 
be quoted are exceptional, but they were paid for objects of 
exceptional rarity or quality. 

It is not necessary to pursue the chronide of recent sales, 
which have become a feature of every season. It is worth men-
tioning, however, that the Holland sale, in June 19o8, realized 
£138,118 (432 lots), a " record " SUM for a collection of pictures 
mainly by modern artists; and that for the Rodolphe Kann 
collection (Paris) of pictures and objects of art, including 51 mag-
nificent Rembrandts, Musts Duveen paid et,000,000 in 5907. 
In every direction there has been a tendency to increase prices 
for really great artistic pieces, even to a sensational extent. The 
competition has become acute, largely owing to American and 

German acquisitiveness. The demand for the finest works of art 
of all descriptions is much greater than the supply. As an 
illustration of the magnitude of the art sale business it may be 
mentioned that the " turnover " of one firm in London alone 
has occasionally exceeded £1,000,000 annually. 

Bum 	.—The chief compilations dealing with art sales 
in Great Britain ate: G. Redford, Art Sales (188$); and W. Roberts. 
Melleli4IS ei Christie's (1119y); whilst other books containing muck 
important matter are W. Buchanan, Memoirs 4 Palming; The 
Year's Ant (*Sao and each succeeding year); F. S. Robinson. The 
Colowisserr; and L Soullie. La Yens lie tabkastx, dISSiitt et objets 
ewe or X/X. sack (chiefly French). 

ARTS AND CRAFT& a comprehensive title for the arts of 
decorative design and handicraft—all those which, in association 
with the mother-craft of building (or architecture), go to the 
making of the house beautiful. Accounts of these will be found 
under separate headings. " Arts and crafts " are also associated 
with the movement generally understood as the English revival 
of decorative art, which began about 1875. The title itself only 
came into general use when the Arts and Crafts Exhibition 
Society was founded, and held its first exhibition at the New 
Gallery, London, in the autumn of 1888, since which time arts 
and crafts exhibitions have been common all over Great Britain. 
The idea of forming a society for the purpose of showing con-
temporary work in design and handicraft really arose out of a 
movement of revolt or protest against the exclusive view of art 
encouraged by the Royal Academy exhibitions, in which oil 
paintings in gilt frames claimed almost exclusive attention—
sculpture, architecture and the arts of decorative design being 
relegated to quite subordinate positions. In 1886, out of a feeling 
of discontent among artists as to the inadequacy of the Royal 
Academy exhibitions, considered as representing the art of 
Great Britain, a demand arose for a national exhibition to include 
all the arts of design. One of the points of this demand was for 
the annual election of the hanging committee by the whole body 
of artists. After many meetings the group representing the arts 
and crafts (who belonged to a larger body of artists and craftsmen 
called the Art-workers' Guild, founded in x884),' perceiving that 
the painters, especially the leading group of a school not hitherto 
well represented in the Academy exhibitions, only cherished 
the hope of forcing certain reforms on the Academy, and were 
by no means prepared to lose their chances of admission to its 
privileges, still less to run any risk in the establishment of a really 
comprehensive national exhibition of art, decided to organize 
an exhibition themselves In which artists and craftsmen might 
show their productions, so that contemporary work in decorative 
art should be displayed to the public on the same footing, and 
with the same advantages as had hitherto been monopolized by 
pictorial art. For many years previously there had been great 
activity in the study and revival in the practice of many of the 
neglected decorative handicrafts. Amateur societies and classes 
were in existence, like the Home Arts and Industries Association, 
which had established village classes in wood-carving, metal 
work, spinning and weaving, needlework, pottery and basket-
work, and the public interest in handicraft was steadily growing. 
The machine production of an industrial century had laid its 
iron hands upon what had formerly-been the exclusive province 
of the handicraftsman, who only lingered on in a few obscure 
trades and in forgotten corners of England for the most part. 
The ideal of mechanical perfection dominated British workmen, 
and the factory system, first by extreme division of labour, 
and then by the further specialization of the workman under 
machine production, left no room for individual artistic feeling 
among craftsmen trained and working under such conditions. 
The demand of the world-market ruled the character and quality 
of production, and to the few who would seek some humanity, 
simplicity of construction or artistic feeling in their domestic 
decorations and furniture, the only choice was that of the trades-
man or salesman, or a plunge into costly and doubtful experi• 
ments in original design. From the 'forties onward there had 

1  Whose members, comprehending as they do the principal living 
designers, architects. painters and craftsmen dell kinds, balsa somad 
no inconsiderable part in the Englielywirival. 
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been much research and study of medieval art in England; 
there had been many able designers, architects and antiquaries, 
such as the Pugins and Henry Shaw (1800-1873) and later 
William Borges (1827-1881), William Butterfield (1814-t9oo)and 
G. E. Street and others. The school of pre-Raphaelite painters, by 
their careful and thorough methods, and their sympathy with 
medieval design, were among the first to turn attention to beauty 
of design, colour and significance in the accessories of daily life, 
and artists like D. G. Rossetti, Ford Made: Brown, and W. 
Holman Hunt themselves designed and painted furniture. 
The most successful and most practical effort indeed towards 
the revival of sounder ideas of construction and workmanship 
may be said to have arisen out of the work of this group of artists, 
and may be traced to the workshop of William Morris and his 
associates , in Queen Square, London. William Morris, whose 
name covets so large a field of artistic as well as literary and 
social work, came well equipped to his task of raising the arts 
of design and handicraft, of changing the taste of his countrymen 
from the corrupt and vulgar ostentation of the Second Empire, 
and its cheap imitations, which prevailed in the 'fifties and 
'sixties, and of winning them back, for a time at least, to the 
massive simplicity of plain oak furniture, or the delicate beauty 
of inlays of choice woods, or the charm of painted work, the 
richness and frank colour of formal floral and heraldic pattern 
in silk textiles and wall-hangings and carpets, the gaiety and 
freshness of printed cotton, or the romantic splendour of arras 
tapestry. Both William Morris and his artistic comrade and life-
long friend, Edward Burne-Jones, were no doubt much influenced 
at the outset by the imaginative insight, the passionate artistic 
feeling, and the love of medieval romance and colour of Dante 
Gabriel Rossetti, who remains so remarkable a figure in the great 
artistic and poetic revival of the latter half of the reth century. 
To William Morris himself, in his artistic career, it was no small 
advantage to gain the ear of the English public first by his 
poetry. His verse-craft helped his handicraft, but both lived 
side by side. The secret of Morris's great influence in the re-
vival was no doubt to be attributed to his way of personally 
mastering the working details and handling of each craft he took 
up in turn, as well as to his power of inspiring his helpers and 
followers. He was painter, designer, scribe, illuminator, wood-
engraver, dyer, weaver and finally printer and papermaker, 
and having mastered these crafts he could effectively direct and 
criticize the work of others. His own work and that of Borne-
Jones were well known to the public, and in high favour long 
before the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society was formed, and 
though largely helped and inspired by the work of these two 
artists, the aims and objects of the society rather represented 
those of a younger generation, and were in some measure a fresh 
development both of the social and the artistic Wen which 
were represented by Ruskin, Rossetti and Morris, though the 
society includes men of different schools. Other sources of in-
fluence might be named, such as the work of Norman Shaw and 
Philip Webb in architecture and decoration, of Lewis Day in 
surface pattern, and William de Morgan in pottery. The demand 
for the acknowledgment of the personality of each responsible 
craftsman in a co-operative work was new, and it had direct 
bearing upon the social and economic conditions of artistic pro-
duction. The principle, too, of regarding the material, object, 
method and purpose of a work as essential conditions of its 
artistic expression, the form and character of which must always 
be controlled by such conditions, had never before been so 
emphatically stated, though it practically endorsed the somewhat 
vague aspirations current for the unity of beauty with utility. 
Again, a very notable return to extreme simplicity of design 
in furniture and surface decoration may be remarked ; and 
a certain reserve in the use of colour and ornament, and a love 
of abstract forms in decoration generally, which are characteristic 
of later taste. Not less remarkable has been the new develop-
ment in the design and workmanship of jewelry, gold- and 
silversmiths' work, and enamels, with which the names of 
Alexander Fisher, Henry Wilson, Nelson Dawson and C. R. 
Ashbee are associated. Among the arts and crafts of design 

which have blossomed into new life in recent years—and there 
is hardly one which has not been touched by the new spirit-
book-binding must be named as having attained a fresh and 
tasteful development through the work of Mr Cobden-Sanderson 
and his pupils. The art and craft of the needle also must not 
be forgotten, and its progress is a good criterion of taste in 
design, choice of colour and treatment The work of Mrs Morris, 
of Miss Burden (sometime instructress at the Royal School of Art 
Needlework, which has carried on its work from 1875), of Miss 
May Morris, of Miss Una Taylor, of Miss Buckle, of Mrs Walter 
Crane, of Mrs Newbury, besides many other skilled needlewomen, 
has been frequently exhibited. Good work is often seen in the 
national competition works of the students of the English art 
schools, shown at South Kensington in July. The increase of 
late years in these exhibitions of designs worked out in the 
actual material for which they were intended is very remarkable, 
and is an evidence of the spread of the arts and crafts movement 
(fostered no doubt by the increase of technical schools, especially 
of the type of the Central School of Arts and Crafts under the 
Technical Education Board of the London County Council), 
of which it may be said that if it has not turned all British 
craftsmen into artists or all British artists into craftsmen, it 
had done not a little to expand and socialize the idea of art, 
and (perhaps it is not too much to say) has made the tasteful 
English house with its furniture and decorations a model for the 
civilized world. (W. Ca.) 

ART SOCIETIES. In banding themselves into societies and 
associations artists have always been especially remarkable. 
The fundamental motive of such leaguing together is apparent, 
for, by the establishment of societies, it becomes possible for the 
working members of these to hold exhibitions and thereby to 
obtain some compensation or reward for their labours. With the 
growth of artistic practice and public interest, however, art 
societies have been instituted where this primary object is either 
absent or is allied to others of more general scope. The further-
ance of a cult and the specializing of work have also given rise 
to many new associations in Great Britain, besides the Royal 
Academy (see ACADEMY, ROYAL). At the outset, therefore, it 
will be well to mention the leading art societies thus described. 
The (now Royal) Society of Painters in Water Colours, founded 
in 11304, and the (now Royal) Society of British Artists (1823), 
are typical of those societies which exist merely for purposes 
of holding exhibitions and conferring diplomas of membership. 
The British Institution (for the encouragement of British artists) 
was started in 1806 on a plan formed by Sir Thomas Bernard; 
and in the gallery, erected by Alderman Boyden to exhibit the 
paintings executed for his edition of Shakespeare, were from 
time to time exhibited pictures by the old masters, deceased 
British artists and others, till 1867, when the lease of the premises 
expired. A fund of Li6,2oo, then in the hands of trustees, had 
accumulated to £24,610 in 1884. The Artists' Society, formed 
in 1830, has for its object the providing of facilities to enable 
its members to perfect themselves in their art. To this end there 
is a good library of works on art, and abundant opportunities 
are afforded for general study from the life. In the furtherance 
of a cult the Japan Society, devoted to the encouragement of 
the study of the arts and industries of Japan, is a typical example; 
and the Society of Mezzotint Engravers is representative of 
those bodies formed in the interests of particular groups of 
workers. One of the remarkable features in the history of art 
in Great Britain has been the rapid increase of the artistic rank 
and file. Taking the number of exhibitors at the principal 
London and provincial exhibitions, it is found that in the period 
1885-19oo the ranks were doubled. At the end of the /9th century 
it was estimated that there were quite 7000 practising artists. 
Coincident with this astonishing development there has been a 
corresponding addition of new art societies and the enlargement 
of older bodies. For instance, the membership of the Royal 
Society of British Artists advanced in the period mentioned from 
So to rso. Similar extensions can be noted in other societies, 
or in such a case as that of the Royal Institute of Painters 
in Water Colours, where the membership is limited to too. 
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it is to be noticed that more apace is given to the works of 
outsiders. But the expansion of older exhibiting societies has 
not proved sufficient. Portrait painters, pastellists, designers, 
miniaturists and women artists have felt the necessity of forming 
separate coteries. Interesting though these movements from 
within may be, the growth of societies originating in the spirit 
of altruism associated with such names as Ruskin and Kyrie 
is equally instructive. Nearly all these are the products of the 
last quarter of the 19th century, and include the Sunday Society, 
which in 1896 secured the Sunday opening of the national 
museums and galleries in the metropolis. 

The specializing of study and work has also given rise to much 
artistic endeavour. For a long time archaeology—British and 
Egyptian—claimed almost exclusive attention. Latterly the 
arts of India and Japan have engaged much notice, and societies 
have been organized to further their study. Finally, bands of 
workers in particular branches of art have felt the need of 
clubbing together in order to protect their special interests. A 
slight suspicion of trade-unionism is attached to some of these; 
but on the whole the establishment of such bodies as the Society 
of Illustrators, the Society of Designers, and the Society of 
Mezzotint Engravers has been with a view to advancing the 
public knowledge of the merits of these branches of artistic 
enterprise. 

EXHIBITING SOCISTIES.—(0) Old Established.—These fn 
London are: The Royal Academy, the Royal Water Colour 
Society, the Royal Institute of Painters in Water Colours, the 
Society of Oil Painters, and the Royal Society of British Artists. 
In the provinces, the Birmingham Royal Society of Artists has 
been in existence since 1825, and has a life academy with professors 
attached. (6) Modern.—In this category are many which reflect 
the new spirit which came into artistic life in the last quarter of 
the 19th century. The New English Art Club, founded in 1885 
as a protest against academic art, achieves its purpose by 
exhibition only. The International Society of Painters and 
Engravers, again, represents the wider ideas of the toth century. 
The Royal Society of Painter-Etchers and Engravers, consisting of 
fellows and associates, not exceeding tso in all, conserves the 
interests of a numerous body of workers, and, in addition to 
holding exhibitions, confers diplomas (R.E. and A.R.E.) on the 
exhibitors of meritorious etchings or engravings. The Society 
of Women Artists (formerly the Society of Lady Artists) is wholly 
devoted to the display of works, by female artists, and in dot 
the Society of Portrait Painters was formed to carry out the 
object conveyed in its title. Two associations advance the art 
of the miniature-painter, and the Pastel Society, formed in x898, 
holds displays of members' work at the Royal Institute Galleries. 
In Scotland there is the Royal Scottish Academy. The Royal 
Scottish Society of Painter in Water Colours (Glasgow) grants 
the title R.S.W. to its members, and the Society of Scottish 
Artists (Edinburgh), founded in 1891, has a membership of nearly 
sco young artists. Other exhibiting societies which call for 
mention are: The Yorkshire Union of Artists (Leeds), which 
consolidates many local societies; the Nottingham Society of 
Artists, which also encourages drawing from the living model; 
and the Liverpool Sketching Club, founded in 1870, which holds 
an annual exhibition. 

SOCIETIES OF INSTRUCTION AND POPULAR ENCOURAGEMENT. 
—II is under this head that the chief evidence of the modern 
art revival will be found. First it should be noted that there 
are very few societies designed for the artistic improvement 
of artists. The Artists' Society has already been mentioned; 
and the Art Workers' Guild, which meets at Clifford's Inn Hall, 
provides meetings, from which the public is excluded, where 
profitable discussions take place on questions of craft and design. 
But, as a rule, the art society, of which only artists are mem-
bers, is organized for exhibition purposes or for the protection of 
interests. With regard to those societies of popular and educa-
tional intention the old Society of Arts in the Adelphi, founded 
In 1 754, enjoys a good record. Numerous lectures on art subjects 
have from time to time been given, and in 0187 a scheme was 
devised by which awards are made to student-workers in design. 

The Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts (Conduit 
Street) has also laboured since its foundation in 1858 to increase 
a technical knowledge, its members holding conversazioni at 
various picture galleries. The Artists' and Amateurs' Conver-
sazione, instituted in 1831, which used to meet at the Piccadilly 
Galleries and is now defunct, carried out a similar plan. Two 
other societies, now obsolete, should be mentioned whose methods 
were directly educationaL The Arundel Society, which for 
many years promoted the knowledge of art by copying and 
publishing important works of ancient masters, issued to its 
members on payment of annual subscriptions, was eventually 
wound up on the last day of 1897. The Arundel Club, founded 
in toot, continues the aim, but with a wider scope, reproducing 
works of art rendered somewhat inaccessible by being in private 
collections. The International Chalcographical Society, formed 
for the study of the early history of engraving, clad did useful 
work. Another association of painters, sculptors, architects 
and engravers, the Graphic Society, ceased on the 29th of 
October 1890. This was one of the most interesting of 
societies, rare works of art being exhibited and discussed at 
its meetings. A very active educational body, originated in 
1888, namely the Royal Drawing Society, has for its definite 
object the teaching of drawing as a means of education. The 
methods of instruction are based on the facts that very young 
children try to draw before they can write, and that they have 
very keen perception and retentive memory. The society aims, 
therefore, at using drawing as a means of developing these innate 
characteristics of the young, and already nearly Soo important 
schoob follow out its system. Lord Leighton, Sir John Millais, 
and Sir Edward Burne-Jones took an active part in the society's 
labours. The Art for Schools Association, founded in 1883, has 
also done steady work in endeavouring to provide schools with 
works of art. These are chiefly reproductions of standard works 
of art or of historical and natural subjects. The wave of enthusi-
asm aroused by Mr Ruskin's teachings caused Societies of the 
Rose to be founded in London, Manchester, Sheffield, Birming-
ham, Aberdeen and Glasgow; but some of these eventually 
ceased active work, to be revived again, however, by the Ruskin 
Union, formed in the year of the great writer's death (moo). 
Most of these societies were formed in 1879; but it should not 
be forgotten that two years earlier the Kyrie Society was started 
with the object of bringing the refining and cheering influences 
of natural and artistic beauty to the homes of the people. Under 
the presidency of Earl Brownlow, the Home Arts and Industries 
Association continues a work which was started in 1884, and 
anticipated much of the present system of technical education. 
Voluntary teachers organize classes foe working people, at which 
a practical knowledge, of art handiwork is taught. Training 
classes for voluntary teachers are held at the studios at the 
Albert Hall, as well as an annual exhibition. An interesting 
type of society has been established in Bolton, Lancashire. 
Under the title of an Arts Guild the members, numbering 
over 2CO, devote themselves to the advancement of taste in 
municipal improvements. 

SOCIETIES or SPECIAL STUDY, PRACTICE AND PROTECTION.— 
Under this head should be placed those associations which affect 
a cult, or are composed of particular workers, or which protect 
public or private interests. Perhaps the chief of the first kind 
is the Japan Society, which, since its inception in 1892, has been 
joined by over 135o members interested in matters relating to 
Japanese art and industries. The Burst Society, formed in 1897, 
has for its main object the reproduction of works by Albrecht 
DUrer, and his German and Italian contemporaries. The Vasari 
Society, founded in muss, works in harmony with the Arundel 
Club and the Dther Society, reproducing drawings by the Old 
Masters. In this category of special study may also be placed the 
Society for the Encouragement and Preservation of Indian Art, 
the Egypt Exploration Fund, and the Society for the Promo- 
tion of Hellenic Studies. Of the societies of special practice it 
has already been noticed that some are purely exhibiting associa-
tions, such as the Portrait Painters, the Pastel Society, and the 
two miniature bodies. The formation of the Society of blesnotint 
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Engravers in 1898 is an example of the leaguing together of 
particular workers to all attention to their interests. Original 
and translator engravers, together with collectors and con-
noisseurs, comprise the membership. The decaying art of wood 
engraving is also fostered by the International Society of Wood 
Engravers, and the Society of Designers, founded in 1896, safe-
guards the Interests of professional designers for applied art, 
without holding exhibitions. Special practice and protection are 
also considered by the Society of Illustrators, composed of artists 
who work in black and white for the illustrated press. This 
society was inaugurated in 1894, and fifteen of the members of 
the committee must be active workers in illustration. As an 
instance of the tendency of art workers to combine, the Society 
of Art Masters is a good illustration. This is an association of 
teachers of art schools, controlled by the art branch of the Board 
of Education, and has a membership of over Sao. Good work of 
another kind occupies the National Trust for Places of Historic 
Interest or Natural Beauty. The council of the Trust includes 
representatives of such bodies as the National Gallery, the 
Royal Academy, the Royal Society of Painters in Water Colours, 
the Society of Antiquaries, the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects, the Universities, Kyrie Society, Society for the Protection 
of Ancient Buildings and the Sclborne Society. 

FORZION Art Some-rms.—The following are brief particulars 
of the chief art societies elsewhere than in Great Britain:— 

AUSTRtA.—Vienna, Vereiaigaag Wender Kessler Osterreichs 
(Society of Austrian Painters) and the Wieser Nitadlagesosseaschaft 
(Association of Viennese Artists). 

BELGIUM. —Brussels. Saida des beaux-ark, the Libre EstMtigue, 
&Rath des aquareilistes et pastellistes, SociEte royak beige des 
eguareltines, and numerous private societies (cercks) in Brussels, 
Antwerp. Liege. Ghent and other cities. 

FRANCIL—Paris, the Seale des artistes fres*: (The Salon), 
Sakti Rationale des beaux-arts (The New Salon), Socilth des 
aquarellistes. Exhibiting societies are the Societi des artistes 
if:dependants, Sociite des orieutalisks, and Saks des pasteffisfes. 

GERNANY.—The small local societies are affiliated to one large 
parent body, the Deutsche Kiiustlergesossesschaf I, in Berlin under  
the presidency of Anton von Werner. The Deutsche Illustrators's.- 
oerband watches over the interests of illustrators and designers. In 
Munich there are twobodies—the Kass 	ssesschaft (old society 
of artists), holding its exhibitions in the 	st. and the Verde 
bildender Ks -tattler, the Secessionists. 

ITALY.—Four exhibiting societies: Rome. Societa is Arts Liberia:, 
Scuola degli Aquarellisti; Milan, Famiglia Artistica, Societe degii 
Artiste; Florence. Circolo Artistica; Nap, Instil:di di Belli Ara 

PORTVGAL.-.-SOlieiade Pl011111710111 gas Batas-Arks and Grimier 
Artistie.o, 

RUSSIA.—There is no exclusively art society of importance, but 
there is at St Petersburg the Seale lilleraire et arlistique. 

SPAIN.—Madrid, L'ARsociation des artistes espagriols. 
SWEDEN.—Stockholm, Svenska Koustronwsas Foresisg. 
SIVITZERLAND.—Berne. La Sociild des panties et sculpteurs 

saisses. 
UNITED STATES.—New York, National Academy of Design, 

American Water Color Society, and National Sculpture Society. 
(A. C. R. C.) 

ART TEACHING. It is the tendency of all departments of the 
human mind to outgrow their original limits. Traditions of 
teaching are long-lived, especially in art, and new ideas only 
slowly displace the old, so that art teaching as a whole is seldom 
abreast of the ideas and practice of the more advanced artists. 
The old academic system adapted to the methods and aims in art 
in the 18th century, which has been carried on in the principal 
art schools of Great Britain with but slight changes of method, 
consisted chiefly of a course of drawing from casts of antique 
statues in outline, and in light and shade without backgrounds, of 
anatomical drawings, perspective, and drawing and painting 
from the living model. Such a training seems to be more or less 
a response to Lessing's definition of painting as " the imitation of 
solid bodies upon a plane surface." It seems to have been 
influenced more by the sculptor's art than any other. Indeed, 
the academic teaching from the time of the Italian Renaissance 
was no doubt principally derived from the study of antique 
sculpture; the proportions of the figure, the style, pose, and 
sentiment being all taken from Graeco-Roman and Roman 
sculptures, discovered so abundantly in Italy from the 16th 
century onwards. As British ideas of art were principally 

derived from Italy, British academies endeavoured to follow the 
methods of teaching in vogue there in later times, and so the art 
student in Great Britain has had his intention and efforts 
directed almost exclusively to the representations of the abstract 
human form in abstract relief. Traditions in art, however, may 
sometimes pmve helpful and beneficial,and preservativeof beauty 
and character, as in the cased certain decorative and constructive 
arts and handicrafts in common use, such as those of the rural 
waggon-maker and wheelwright, and horse-harness maker. 

Some schools of pain 'ling, sculpture and architecture have 
preserved fine and noble traditions which yet allowed for in-
dividuality. Such traditions may be said to have been character-
istic of the art of the middle ages. It often happens, too, when 
many streams of artistic influence meet, there may be a certain 
domination or ascendancy of the traditions of one art over the 
others, which is injurious in its effects on those arts and diverts 
them from their true path. The domination of individualistic 
painting and sculpture over the arts of design during the last 
century or two is a case in point. 

With the awakening of interest in industrial art—sharply 
separated by pedantic classification from fine art—which began 
in England about the middle of the Toth century, schools of 
design were established which included more varied studies. 
Even as early as t836 a government grant was made towards the 
opening of public galleries and the establishment of a normal 
school of design with a museum and lectures, and in 1837 the 
first school of design was opened at Somerset House. In 1840 
grants were made to establish schools of the same kind in 
provincial towns, such as Manchester, Birmingham, Glasgow, 
Leeds and Paisley. The names of G. Wallis in 1847, and 
Ambrose Poynter in 185o, are associated with schemes of art 
instruction adopted in the government art schools, and the year 
185t. the year of the Great Exhibition, was also marked by the 
first public exhibition of students' works, and the first institu-
tion of prizes and scholarships. In 1851 " the Department 
of Practical Art " was constituted, and a museum of objects 
collected at Marlborough House which afterwards formed the 
nucleus of the future museum at South Kensington. In 1853 
" the Department of Science and Art " was established, and in 
1857, under the auspices of Henry Cole, the offices of the depart-
ment and the National Art Training School were removed from 
Marlborough House to South Kensington. Classes for instruction 
in various crafts had been carried on both at Somerset House and 
Marlborough House, and the whole object of the government 
schools of design was to give an artistic training to the designer 
and craftsman, so that he could carry back to his trade or craft 
improved taste and skill. The schools, however, became largely 
filled by students of another type—leisured amateurs who sought 
to acquire some artistic accomplishment, and even in the case of 
genuine designers and craftsmen who developed pictorial skill in 
their studies, the attraction and superior social distinction and 
possibility of superior commercial value accruing to the career 
of a painter of easel pictures diverted the schools from their 
Original purpose. 

For some time after the removal to South Kensington, during 
the progress of the new buildings, and under the direction of 
Godfrey Sykes and F. W. Moody, practical decorative work both 
in modelling and painting was carried out in the National Art 
Training School; but on the completion of these works, the 
school relapsed into a more or less academic school on the 
ordinary lines, and was regarded chiefly as a school for the train-
ing of art teachers and masters who were required to pass through 
certain stereotyped courses and execute a certain series of 
drawings in order to obtain their certificates. Thus model- 
drawing, freehand outline, plant-drawing in outline, outline 
from the cast, light and shade from the cast, drawing of the 
antique figure, still life, anatomical drawings, drawing and 
painting from the life, ornamental design, historic studies of 
ornament, perspective and geometry, were all taken up in a 
cut-and-dried way, as isolated studies, and with a view solely 
to obtaining the certificate or passing an examination. This 
theoretic kind of training, though still in force, and though it 
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enabled the department to turn out certificated teachers for the 
schools of the country of a certain standard, and to give to 
students a general theoretic idea of art, has been found wanting, 
since, in practice, when the student in design leaves his school 
and desires to take up practical work as a designer or craftsman, 
he requires special knowledge, and specialized skill in design for 
his work to be of use; and though he may be able to impart to 
others what he himself has laboriously acquired, the theoretic 
and general character of his training proves of little or no use, 
face to face with the ever shifting and changing demands of the 
modern manufacturer and the modern market. 

A growing conviction of the inadequacy of the schools of the 
Science and Art Department (now the Board of Education), 
considered as training grounds for practical designers and 
craftsmen, led to the establishment of new technical schools in 
the principal towns of Great Britain. The circumstance of 
certain large sums, diverted from their original purpose of com-
pensation to brewers, being available for educational purposes 
and at the disposal of the county councils and municipal bodies, 
provided the means for the building and equipment of these 
new technical schools, which in many cases are under the same 
roof as the art school in the provincial towns, and, since the 
Education Act of 1902, are generally rate-supported. The art 
schools formerly managed by private committees and supported 
by private donors, assisted by the government grants, are now, 
in the principal industrial towns of Great Britain, taken ever 
by the municipality. Birmingham is singularly well organized 
in this respect, and its art school has long held a leading position. 
The school is well housed in a new building with dass-rooms 
with every appliance, not only for the drawing, designing and 
modelling side, but also for the practice of artistic handicrafts 
such as metal repousse, enamelling, wood-carving, embroidery, 
&c. The municipality have also established a jewelry school, 
so as to associate the practical study of art with local industry. 
Manchester and other cities are also equipped with well-organized 
art schools. 

The important change involved in the incorporation of the 
Science and Art Department with the Board of Education also 
led to a reorganization of the Royal College of Art. A special 
council of advice on art matters was appointed, consisting of re-
presentatives of painting, sculpture, architecture and design, who 
deal with the Royal College of Art, and appoint the professors 
who control the teaching in the classes for architecture, design 
and handicraft, decorative painting and sculpture, modelling 
and carving. The council decide upon the curriculum, and 
examine and criticize the work of the college from time to time. 
They also advise the board in regard to the syllabus issued to 
the art schools of the country, and act as referees in regard to 
purchases for the museum. 

Of other institutions for the teaching of art, the following may 
be named: The Royal Drawing Society of Great Britain and 
Ireland, which was formed principally to promote the teaching 
of drawing in schools as a means of education. The system 
therein adopted differs from the ordinary drawing courses, and 
favours the use of the brush. Brushwork has generally been 
adopted for elementary work, too, by London County Council 
teachers, drawing being now a compulsory subject- Remarkable 
results have been obtained by the Alma Road Council schools in 
the teaching of boys from eight to twelve by giving them spaces 
to fill with given forms—leaf shapes—from which patterns are 
constructed to fill the spaces, brush and water-colour being the 
means employed. At the Royal Female School of Art in Queen 
Square, London, classes in drawing and painting from life are 
held, and decorative design is also studied. There are also the 
Royal School of Art Needlework and the School of Art Wood-
carving, all aided by the London County Council. The City 
and Guilds of London Institute has two departments for what 
is termed " applied " art, one at the South London School of 
Technical Art, and the other at the Art Department in the 
Technical College, Finsbury. The Slade School of Drawing, 
Painting anti Sculpture, University College, Gower Street, con-
fines itself to drawing and painting from the antique and life,  

and exercise in pictorial composition. There are also lectures ore 
anatomy and perspective. The Slade professorships at Oxford 
and Cambridge universities are concerned with the teaching and 
literature of art, but they do not concern themselves with the 
practice. There are also, in addition to the schools of art named 
and those in connexion with the Baud of Education and the 
London County Council in the various districts of London, many 
and various private dubs and schools, such as the Lanham and 
" Heatherky's," chiefly concerned in encouraging drawing and 
painting from the life, and for the study of art from the pictorial 
point of view, or for the preparation of candidates for the Royal 
Academy or other schools. The polytechnics and technical insti-
tutes also provide instruction in a great variety of artistic crafts. 

A general survey, therefore, of the various institutions which 
are established for the teaching of art in Great Britain gives the 
impression that the study of art is not neglected, although, 
perhaps, further inquiry might show that, compared with the 
great educational establishments, the proportion is not excessive. 
Now that the Education Act epos has given the county councils 
control of elementary and secondary education and charged 
them with the task of promoting the co-ordination of all forms 
of education in consultation with the Board of Education, it is 
probable that an elementary scholar who shows artistic ability 
will be enabled to pass on from the elementary classes in one 
school to the higher art and technical schools, secondary and 
advanced, without retracing his steps, thus escaping the depres-
sion of going over old ground. 

The general movement of revival of interest in the arts of 
decorative design and the allied handicrafts, with the desire 
to re-establish their influence in art-teaching, has been due to 
many causes, among which the work of the Arts and Crafts 
Exhibition Society may count as important From the leading 
members of this body the London County Council Technical 
Educational Board, when it was face to face with the problem 
of organizing its new schools and its technical classes, sought 
advice and aid. Success has attended their schools, especially 
the Central School of Arts and Crafts at Morley Hall, Regent 
Street The object of the school is to provide the craftsman in 
the various branches of decorative design with such means of 
improving his taste and skill as the workshop does not afford. 
It does not concern itself with the amateur or with theotetic 
drawing. The main difference in principle adopted in this school 
in the teaching of design is the absence of teaching design apart 
from handicraft. It is considered that a craftsman thoroughly 
acquainted with the natural capacities of his material and strictly 
understanding the conditions of his work, would be able, if be 
had any feeling or invention, to design appropriately in that 
material, and no designing can be good apart from a knowledge 
of the material in which it is intended to be carried out It 
should be remembered, too, that graphic skill in representing the 
appearances of natural objects is one sort of skill, and the execu-
tive skill of the craftsman in working out his design, say in wood 
or metal, is quite another. It follows that the works of drawing 
or design made by the craftsman would be of quite a different 
character from a pictorial drawing, and might be quite simple 
and abstract, while clear and accurate. The training for the 
pictorial artist and for the craftsman would, therefore, naturally 
be different. 

The character of the art-teaching adopted in any country 
Must of course depend upon the dominant conception of art and 
its function and purpose. If we regard it as an idle accomplish-
ment for the leisured few, its methods will be amateurish and 
superficial. If we regard art as an important factor in education, 
as a language of the intelligence, as an indispensable companion 
to literature, we shall favour systematic study and a training is 
the power of direct expression by means of line. We shall value 
the symbolic drawing of early civilizations like the Egyptian, 
and symbolic art generally, and in the history of decorative art 
we shall find the true accompaniment and illustration of -harass 
history itself. From this point of view we shall value the acquisi-
tion of the power of drawing for the purpose of presenting and 
explaining the facts and forms of nature. Drawing will be the 
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most direct means at the command of the teacher to explain, to 
expound, to demonstrate where mere words are not sufficiently 
definite or explicit. Drawing in this sense is taking a more 
important place in education, especially in primary education, 
though there is no need for it to stop there, and one feels it may 
be destined to take a more important position both as a training 
for the eye and hand and an aid to the teacher. Then, again, 
we may regard art more from its social aspect as an essential 
accompaniment of human life, not only for its illustrative and 
depicting powers, but also and no less for its pleasure-giving 
properties, its power of awakening and stimulating the observa-
tion and sympathy with the moods of nature, its power of 
touching the emotions, and above all of appealing to our sense 
of beauty. We shall regard the study of art from this point of 
view as the greatest civilizer, the most permeating of social and 
human forces. Such ideas as these, shared no doubt by all who 
take pleasure and interest in art, or feel it to be an important 
element in their lives, are crossed and often obscured by a 
multitude of mundane considerations, and it is probably out of 
the struggle for ascendancy between these that our systems of art 
teaching are evolved. There is the demand of the right to live 
on the part of the artist and the teacher of art. There is the 
demand on the part of the manufacturer and salesman for such 
art as will help him to dispose of his goods. In the present 
commercial rivalry between nations this latter demand is brought 
into prominent relief, and art is apt to be made a minister, or 
perhaps a slave to the market. These are but accidental relation-
ships with art. All who can for art value it as a means of expres-
sion, and for the pleasure and beauty it infuses into all it touches, 
or as essential and inseparable from life itself. Seeing then the 
importance of art from any point of view, individual, social, 
commercial, intellectual, emotional, economic, it should be 
important to us in our systems of art-teaching not to lose sight of 
the end in arranging tie means—not to allow our teaching to be 
dominated by either dilettantism or commercialism, neither to 
be feeble for want of technical skill, nor to sacrifice everything 
to technique. The true object of art-teaching is very much like 
that of all education—to inform the mind, while you give skill 
to the hand—not to impose certain rigid rules, or fixed recipes 
and methods of work, but while giving instruction in definite 
methods and the use of materials, to allow for the individual 
development of the student and enable him to acquire the power 
to express himself through different media without forgetting 
the grammar and alphabet of design. Practice may vary, but 
principles remain, and there is a certain logic in art, as well as in 
reasoning. All art is conditioned in the mode of its expression 
by its material, and even the most individual kind of art has a 
convention of its own by the very necessities and means of its 
existence. Methods of expression, conventions alter as each 
artist, each age seeks some new interpretation of nature and the 
imagination—the well-springs of artistic life, and from these 
reviving streams continually flow new harmonies, new inventions 
and recombinations, taking form and colour according to the 
temperaments which give them birth. (W. Ca.) 

ARTUSI, GIOVANNI MARIA, Italian composer and musical 
theorist, was born in Bologna, and died on the 18th of August 
1613. He was canonic° regular at the church of San Salvatore 
in his native city. He is chiefly famous in the history of music 
for his attacks upon Monteverde (q.v.) embodied in his L'Artusi 
mere d. imp. (t600). For an exhaustive explanation and a 
translation of excerpts from these the studies of Dr G. Vogel and 
0. Rieman should be consulted. These will be found in the 
rierteljahrssekrift fitr Musikoissenschaft, Leipzig, voL 3, pp. 326, 
38o and 426. 

ARU ISLANDS (Dutch Arm), a group in the residency of 
Amboyna, Dutch East Indies; between 3" a' and 7. 5,  S., 
and 234° and 135°  E.; the member nearest to the south-west 
coast of New Guinea lying about 7o m. from it. The larger 
islands (Woken, Kobrur, Maikor and Trangan), and certain of 
the lesser ones, are regarded by the Malays as one land mass which 
they call Lana besar (" great land "). This is justified inasmuch 
as its parts are only isolated by narrow creeks of curious form,  
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having the character*, deem The smaller islands number some 
eighty; the total land area is 344 sq. m.; and the population 
about 22.000. The islands are low, but it is only on the coast 
that the ground is swampy. The principal formation is coralline 
limestone; the eastern coast is defended by coral reefs, and the 
neighbouring sea (extending as far as New Guinea, and thus 
demonstrating a physical connexion with that land) is shallow, 
and abounds in coral in full growth. A large part of the surface 
is covered with virgin forest, consisting of screw-pines, palm trees, 
tree ferns, canariums, Sic. The fauna is altogether Papuan. 
The natives are also Papuans, but of mixed blood. They are 
divided into two confederations, the Illi-tuna and the Uli-saws, 
which are hostile to each other. The houses are remarkable as 
being built on piles sunk in the solid rock and having two rooms, 
the one surrounding the other. The people are in manners 
complete savages. The natives are governed by miss (mans 
kajar), the Dutch government being represented by a postkouder. 
In the interior is said to exist a tribe—the Korongoeis—with 
white skins and fair hair, but it has never been seen by travellers. 
A few villages are nominally Christian, and the Malays have 
introduced Mahommedanism, but most of the natives have no 
religion. Dobbo, on a small western Island, is the chief place; 
its resident population is reinforced annually, at the time of the 
west monsoon, by traders from that quarter, who deal in the 
tripang, pearl shell, tortoise-shell, and other produce of the 
islands. 

ARUNDEL. EARLDOM OP. This historic dignity, the premier 
earldom of England, is popularly but erroneously supposed to 
be annexed to the possession of Arundel Castle. Norman earls 
were earls of counties, though sometimes styled from their chief 
residence or from the county town, and Mr J.H.Round has shown 
that the earldom of " Arundel " was really that of Sussex. Its 
origin was the grant by Henry I. to his second wife, in dower, of 
the forfeited " honour " of Arundel, of which the castle was the 
head, and which comprised a large portion of Sussex. After his 
death she married William " de Albini " (i.e. d'Aubigny), who 
from about the year 1142 is variously styled earl of Sussex, of 
Chichester, or of Arundel, or even Earl William " de Albini." 
His first known appearance as earl is at Christmas 141, and it 
has been ascertained that, after acquiring the castle by marriage, 
he had not thereby become an earl. Henry IL, on his accession, 
" gave " him the castle and honour of Arundel, in fee, together 
with " the third penny of the pleas of Sussex, of which be is 
earl." His male line of heirs became extinct on the death of 
Hugh " de Albini," earl of Arundel, in 1243, who had four sisters 
and co-heirs. In the partition of his estates, the castle and 
honour of Arundel were assigned to his second sister's son, John 
Fimalan of a Breton house, from which sprang also the royal 
house of Stuart. It is proved, however, by record evidence, that 
neither John nor his son and successor were ever earls; but 
from about the end of 1289, when his grandson Richard came of 
age, he is styled earl of Arundel. Richard's son Edmund was 
forfeited and beheaded in 1326, and Arundel was out of posses-
sion of the family till 1331, when his son was restored, and 
regained the castle and also the earldom by separate grants. 
Both were again lost in 2397 on his son being beheaded and 
attainted. But the latter's son was restored to both the earldom 
and the estates by Henry IV. in taco. He died without issue in 
1425. 

The castle and estates now passed to the late earl's cousin and 
heir-male under a family entail, but the representation in blood 
of the late earl passed to his sisters and co-heirs, of whom the 
eldest had married Thomas Mowbray, duke of Norfolk. The 
descent of the earldom remained in doubt, till the heir-male's 
son and heir successfully claimed it in 433, in virtue of his 
tenure of the castle, alleging that it was " a dignity or name 
united and annexed to the castle and lordship of Arundel far 
time whereof memory of man was not to the contrary." His 
claim was opposed on behalf of the Mowbmys, and the allegation 
on which it was based is discussed and refuted at great length 
in the Lords' Reports on tke Dignity of a Peer 404-4 29). 
In the descendants of his brother the earldom remained vested 
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till 158o, when the last Fitzalan earl died, leaving as his sole heir 
his daughter's son Philip Howard, whose father Thomas, duke of 
Norfolk, had been beheaded and attainted in :572. 

Philip, who was through his father senior representative of the 
earls of Arundel down to 1415, and through his mother sole 
representative of the subsequent earls, was summoned to parlia-
ment as earl in January 1581, but was attainted in 1589. His 
son Thomas was restored to the earldom and certain other 
honours in 1604, and, in 1627, obtained an act of parliament 
" concerning the title, name and dignity of Earl of Arundel, and 
for the annexing of the Castle, Honour, Manor and Lordship of 
Arundel . . . with the titles and dignities of the Baronies of 

Clun and Oswaldestre, and Maltravers, . . . to the 
same title, name and dignity of Earl of Arundel." This act, 
which was based on the earl's allegation that the title had been 
" invariably used and enjoyed " by the owners of the castle, 
"and by reason of the said inheritance and seisin," has been 
much discussed, especially in the Lards' Repeat (i. 430-434). 
There is no doubt that the earl's object was to entail the earldom 
and the castle strictly on • certain line of heirs, and this was 
effected by elaborate remainders (passing over the Howards, 
earls of Suffolk). It is under this act of parliament that the 
earldom has been held ever since, and that it passed with the 
castle in 1777 to the heir-male of the Howards, although the 
representation in blood then passed to heirs general: Thus the 
castle and the earldom cannot be alienated from the line of heirs 
on whom it is entailed by the act of 1627; while the heirship in 
blood of the earlier earls (to 1415) is vested in Lords Mowbray 
and Petre and the Baroness Berkeley, and that of the later earls 
(to '777) in Lords Mowbray and Petry. 

The precedence of the earldom was challenged in 1446 by 
Thomas Courtenay, earl of Devon, owing to the question as to 
its descent spoken of above, but the king in council confirmed to 
the earl the precedence of his ancestors " by reason of the Castle, 
Honour and Lordship of Arundel." In the act of 1627 the 
" places " and " pre-eminences " belonging to the earldom were 
secured to it. It would appear, however, that the decision of 
the dispute with the earl of Devon in 1446 restricts that prece. 
dency to such as the earl's ancestors had enjoyed, if indeed it 
goes farther than to guarantee his precedence over the earl of 
Devon. But as there is no other existing earldom older than 
that of Shrewsbury (1442), the present position of Arundel as 
the premier earldom is beyond dispute. 

See Lords' Reports on the Dimly of a Peer; Dugdak's Baronage; 
Tierney's History of Arundel; G. E. gokaynel's Compkte Peerage: 
Round's Georey lie Maninglet Pike's Gnnitstional History of 
the House ofd  Lords. U. H. R.) 

ARUNDEL. BARN OF. According to Cokayne (Cowhide 
Peerage, i. p. 138, note a) there is an old SUSSEX tradition to the 
effect that 

" Since William rose and Harold fell 
There have been earls of Arundel." 

This, he adds, " is the case if for ' of ' we read ' at.' " The 
questions involved in this distinction are discussed in the pre-
ceding article on the earldom of Arundel, now held by the duke 
of Norfolk. The present article is confined to a biographical 
sketch of the more conspicuous earls of Arundel, first in the 
Fitealan line, and then in the Howard line. 

RICHARD F1TZALAN (1267-1302), earl of Arundel, was a son of 
John, lord of Arundel (1246-1272), and a grandson of another 
John, lord of Arundel, Clun and Oswaldestre (Oswestry), who 
took a prominent, if somewhat wavering, part in the troubles 
during the reign of Henry III., and who died in November 2267. 
Richard, who was called earl of Arundel about 1289, fought for 
Edward L in France and in Scotland, and died on the 9th of 
March 1302. 

He was succeeded by Ids son, EDNI/ND (1285-1326), who 
married Alice, sister of John, earl de Warenne. A bitter enemy 
of Piers Gaveston, Arundel was one of the ordainers appointed 
In 1310; he declined to march with Edward IL to Bannockburn, 
and after the king's humiliation he was closely associated with 
Thomas, earl of Lancaster, until about 1321, when he became 
connected with the Despensers and sided with the king. He 

Was faithful to Edward to the last, and was executed at Hereford 
by the partisans of Queen Isabella on the 17th of November 1326. 

His son, RICHARD (C. :307-1376), who obtained his father's 
earldom and lands in 133 t, was a soldier of renown and a faithful 
servant of Edward III. He was present at the battle of Sluys 
and at the siege of Tournai in 134o; he led one of the divisions 
of the English army at Crecy and took part in the siege of 
Calais; and he fought in the naval battle with the Spaniards off 
‘Vinchelsea in August 1350. Moreover, be was often employed 
by Edward on diplomatic business. Soon after 1347 Arundel 
inherited the estates of his uncle-John, earl de Warenne, and is 
1361 he assumed the title of earl de Warenne or earl of Surrey. 
He was regent of England in 1355, and died on the 24th of 
January 1376, leaving three sons, the youngest of whom, Thomas, 
became archbishop of Canterbury. 

Richard's eldest son, RICHARD, earl of Arundel and Surrey 
(c. 1346-1397), was a member of the royal council during the 
minority of Richard IL, and about 1381 was made one of the 
young king's governors. As admiral of the west and south be 
saw a good deal of service on the sea, but without earning any 
marked distinction except in 1387 when he pined a victory over 
the French and their allies off Margate. About 1385 the earl 
joined the baronial party led by the king's uncle, Thomas of 
Woodstock, duke of Gloucester, and in 1386 was a member of 
the commission appointed to regulate the kingdom and the royal 
household. Then came Richard's rash but futile attempt to 
arrest Arundel, which was the signal for the outbreak of 
hostilities. The Gloucester faction quickly gained the upper 
hand, and the earl was one, and perhaps the most bitter, of the 
lords appellant He was again a member of the royal council, 
and was involved in • quarrel with John of Gaunt, duke of 
Lancaster, whom he accused in the parliament of 1394. After a 
personal altercation with the king at Westminster in the same 
year Arundel underwent a short imprisonment, and in 1 397 
came the final episode of his life. Suspicious of Richard he 
refused the royal invitation to a banquet, but his party had 
broken up, and he was persuaded by his brother, Thomas 
Arundel, archbishop of Canterbury, to surrender himself and to 
trust to the king's clemency. At once he was tried, was attainted 
and sentenced to death, and, bearing himself with great intre-
pidity, was beheaded on the 2nt of September 1397. He was 
twice married and had three sons and four daughters. The earl 
founded a hospital at Arundel, and his tomb in the church of the 
Augustinian Friars, Broad Street, London, was long a place of 
Pilgrimage. 

His only surviving son, THOMAS (1382-2415), was a ward of 
John Roland, duke of Exeter, from whose keeping he escaped 
about 1398 and joined his uncle, Archbishop Thomas Arundel. 
at Utrecht, returning to England with Henry of Lancaster, after-
wards King Henry IV., in 1399. After Henry's coronation he 
was restored to his father's titles and estates, and was employed 
in fighting against various rebels in Wales and in the north of 
England. Having left the side of his uncle, the archbishop, 
Arundel joined the party of the Beauforts, and was one of the 
leaders of the English army which went to France in 1411; then 
after a period of retirement he became lord treasurer on the 
accession of Henry V. From the siege of Harfleur he returned 
ill to England and died on the 13th of October 1415. His wife 
was Beatrix (d. 439), a natural daughter of John L, king of 
Portugal, but he left no children, and the lordship of Arundel 
passed to a kinsman, Join Frrzaaam, Lord Ifahravera (1385-
2421), who was summoned as earl of Arundel in 1416. 

John's son, Jour/ N08-1 430, did not secure the earldom 
until 1433, when as the " English Achilles " he had already 
won great distinction in the French wars. He was created duke 
of Touraine, and continued to serve Henry VL in the field until 
his death at Beauvais from the effects of a wound on the nth 
of June 1435. The earl's only son, Humphrey, died in April 
1438, when the earldom passed to John's brother, WILLIAM 
( 1 4 1 7-1488). 

HENRY ,FITZALAN, 12th earl of Arundel (c. 1517-1580), San of 
William, tab carl, by Mine, daughter of Henry Percy, 4th earl 
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of Northumberland, was born about 1517. He entered King 
Henry's household, attending the latter to Calais in 1532. In 
5 533 he was summoned to parliament in his father's barony of 
Malime», and in 154o he was made deputy of Calais, where his 
vigorous administration was much praised. He returned to 
England in April 1544 after the death of his father, and was 
made a knight of the Garter. In July of the same year he 
commanded with Suffolk the English expedition to France as 
lord marshal, and besieged and took Boulogne. On his return 
to England he was made lord chamberlain, an office which he 
retained after the accession in 1547 of Edward VI., at whose 
coronation he acted as high constable. He was one of the twelve 
counsellors nominated in Henry VIII.'s will to assist the executors, 
but he had little power during the protectorship of Somerset or 
the ascendancy of Warwick (afterwards dukeof Northumberland), 
and in 55o by the latter's device he was accused of embezzle-
ment, removed from the council, confined to his house, and fined 
im000—til000 of this sum being afterwards remitted and the 
charges never being proved. Subsequently be allied himself 
with Somerset, and was implicated in 155i in the latter's plot 
against Northumberland, being imprisoned in the Tower in 
November. On the 3rd of December 1552. though he had never 
been brought to trial, he signed a submission and confession 
before the privy council, and was liberated after having been 
again heavily fined. As Edward's reign drew to its close, 
Arundel's support was desired by Northumberland to further 
his designs on the throne for his family, and he was accordingly 
reinstated in the council and discharged of his fine. In June 1553 
he opposed Edward's " device " for the succession, which passed 
over his sisters Mary and Elizabeth as illegitimate, and left the 
crown to the children of the duchess of Suffolk, and alone of the 
council refused the " engagement " to support it, though he 
signed the letters patent. On the death of Edward (July 6, 
1553) he ostensibly joined in furthering the duke's plans, but 
secretly took measures to destroy them, and according to some 
accounts sent a letter to Mary the same evening informing her 
of Edward's death and advising her to retreat to a place of 
security. Meanwhile he continued to attend the meetings of 
the council, signed the letter to Mary declaring her Illegitimacy 
and Lady Jane Grey's right to the throne, accompanied North-
umberland to announce to Jane her accession, and urged 
Northumberland to leave London and place himself at the head 
of the forces to attack Mary, wishing him God-speed on his 
departure. In Northumberland's absence, he gained over his 
fellow-councillors, and having succeeded with them in getting 
out of the Tower, called an assembly of the corporation and 
chief men of the city, denounced Northumberland, and had 
Mary proclaimed queen, subsequently riding off to join her with 
the Great Seal at Framlingham. On the loth of July he secured 
Northumberland at Cambridge, and returned in triumph with 
Mary to London on the 3rd of August, riding before her with the 
sword of state. He was now made a privy councillor and lord 
steward, and was granted several favours and privileges, acting 
as high constable at the coronation, and obtaining the right to 
create sixty knights. He took a prominent part in various public 
acts of the reign, was a commissioner to treat for the queen's 
marriage, presided at the trial of the duke of Suffolk, assisted 
in suppressing Wyatt's rebellion in '554, was despatched on 
foreign missions, and in September 1555 accompanied Philip 
to.  Brussels. The same year he received, together with other 
persons, a charter under the name of the Merchant Adventurers 
of England, for the discovery of unknown lands, and was made 
high steward of Oxford University, being chosen chancellor in 
1559, but resigning his office in the same year. In 557, on the 
prospect of the war with France. he was appointed lieutenant-
general of the forces for the defence of the country, and in 155 8 

 attended the conference at the abbey of Cercamp for the negotia-
tion of a peace. He returned to England on the death of Mary 
in November 1558, and is described to Philip II. at that time as 
" going about in high glee, very smart " and with hopes of 
marrying the queen. but as " flighty " and of " small ability." 
He was reinstated in all his offices by Elizabeth, served as high 

constable at her coronation, and was visited several times by 
the queen at Nonsuch in Surrey. As a Roman Catholic he 
violently opposed the arrest of his co-religionists and the war 
with Scotland, and in 156o came to blows with Lord Clinton in 
the queen's presence on a dispute arising on those questions. 
He incurred the queen's displeasure In 1562 by holding a meeting 
at his house during her illness to consider the question of the 
succession and promote the claims of Lady Catherine Grey. 
In 1564, being suspected of intrigues against the government, 
he was dismissed from the lord-stewardship and confined to his 
house, but was restored to favour in December. In March 1566 
he went to Padua, but being summoned back by the queen he 
returned to London accompanied by a large cavalcade on the 
17th of April 1567. Next year he served on the commission of 
inquiry into the charges against Mary, queen of Scots. Sub-
sequently he furthered the marriage of Mary with the duke of 
Norfolk, his son-in-law, together with the restoration of the 
Roman Catholic religion and government, and deposition of 
Elizabeth, in collusion with Spain. He made use of the incident 
in :568, of the seizure of treasure at Southampton intended for 
Philip, as a means of effecting Cecil's overthrow, and urged upon 
the Spanish government the stoppage of trade. He is described 
in 1569 to Philip as having "good intentions," " whilst benefiting 
himself as he was very needy." In January he alarmed Elizabeth 
by communicating to her a supposed Spanish project for aiding 
Mary and replacing her on her throne, and put before the queen 
in writing his own objections to the adoption of extreme measures 
against her. In June he received with Norfolk and Lumley 6000 
crowns from Philip. In September, on the discovery of Norfolk's 
plot, be was arrested, but not having committed himself sub 
ciently to incur the charge of treason in the northern rebellion 
he escaped punishment, was released in March 157o, and was 
recalled by Leicester to the council with the aim of embarrassing 
Cecil. He again renewed his treasonable intrigues, which were 
at length to some extent exposed by the discovery of the Ridolfi 
plot in September 1571. He was once more arrested, and not 
liberated till December 1572 after Norfolk's execution. He died 
on the 24th of February r58o, and was buried in the chapel at 
Arundel, where a monument was erected to bis memory. 

He married (1) Catherine, daughter of Thomas Grey, and 
marquess of Dorset, by whom he had Henry, who predeceased 
him, and two daughters, of whom Mary married Thomas Howard, 
4th duke of Norfolk; and (2) Mary, daughter of Sir John Arundel 
and dowager countess of Sussex, by whom he had no children. 
Arundel was the last earl of his family, the title at his death 
passing through his daughter Mary to the Howarth. 

Aurnoerruts.—MS. Life by a contemporary in Royal MSS.. 
British Museum. t7 Aix., printed with notes in Genc Meg. (t833)(1), 
pp. 11, 118, 210. 490; M. A. Tierney, Hisl. of Arundel, p.. 319: 
Musick of Quota Jana (Camden Soc. r85o); Literary Remains 
o Edward VI -. (Roxburghe Club, 1857); J. Nichols. Progresses of 

was Elisabelk (1523). i. 74: Wood. Fasti Ozom.(Blisa), i. 153. 156: 
al. Seale Papers, &Mamas, i. 18, ii. 152. &c., Maks sad Owner, 

2 Ser. iv. 84. 
PRIT/P HOWARD, 1st earl ,  of Arundel (1557-1590,  eldest son 

of Thomas Howard, 4th duke of Norfolk, executed for high 
treason in 1572, and of Lady Mary, daughter and heiress of Henry 
Fitzalan, 12th earl of Arundel, was born on the 28th of June 
1557. He was married in 5571 to Anne, daughter and co-heiress 
of Thomas Deere, Lord Dacre (1566), and was educated at 
Cambridge, being accorded the degree of M.A. in 1576. Sub- 
sequently Lord Surrey. as he was styled, came to court, partook 
in its extravagant gaieties and dissipations, and kept his wife 
in the background; but he nevertheless failed to secure the 
favour of Elizabeth, who suspected the Howarth generally. 
On the death of his maternal grandfather in February 158o he 
became earl of Arundel and retired from the court. In s 582 his 
wife joined the church of Rome, and was committed to the 
charge of Sir Thomas Shirley by the queen. He was himself 
suspected of disloyalty, and was regarded by the discontented 
Roman Catholics as the centre of the plots against the queen's 
government, and even as a possible successor. la 1583 he was 

i.e. in the Howard line. 
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with some reason suspected of complicity in Throgmorton's plot 
and prepared to escape to Flanders, but his plans were interrupted 
by a visit from Elizabeth at his house in London, and by her 
order subsequently to confine himself there. In September 1584 
he became a Roman Catholic, dissembling his conversion and 
attempting next year once more to escape abroad; but having 
been brought back he was placed in the Tower on the 25th of 
April 1585, and charged before the Star Chamber with being a 
Romanist, with quitting England without leave, sharing in 
Jesuit plots, and claiming the dukedom of Norfolk. He was 
sentenced to pay iro,000 and to be imprisoned during the 
queen's pleasure. In July x586 his liberty was offered to him 
if he would carry the sword of state before the queen to church. 
In x 588 he was accused of praying, together with other Romanists, 
for the success of the Spanish Armada. He was tried for high 
treason on the r4th of April 1589, found guilty and condemned 
to death; but lingered in confinement under his sentence, which 
was never executed, till his death on the 19th of October 1 595-
He was buried in the Tower, whence his remains were removed 
in 1624 to ArundeL His career, his later religious constancy 
and his tragic end have evoked general sympathy, but his 
conduct gave rise to grave suspicions, and the punishment 
inflicted upon 'him was not unwarranted; while the account of 
the severity of his imprisonment given by his anonymous and 
contemporary biographer should be compared with his own 
letters expressing gratitude for favours allowed. ,  There appears 
no foundation for the belief that be was poisoned, and according 
to Camden his death was caused by his religious austerities. , 

 He was the author of a translation of An Episde of Jesus Christ 
to the Faithful Souk by Johann Justus (1595, reprinted 1871) 
and of three MS. treatises On the Excellence and Utility of Virtue. 
Inscriptions carved by his band are still to be seen in the Tower. 
He had two children, Elizabeth, who died young, and Thomas, 
who (restored in blood) succeeded him as 2nd earl of Arundel, 
and was created earl of Norfolk in 1644. 

Aux suumas.—Articie in the Did. of Nat. Biography and au-
thorities there collected; the contemporary Lives of Philip Howard, 
Earl of  Arundel and of Anne Dame his Wife, ed. by the duke of 
Norfolk (1857); M. 'Tierney. History of Arundel (1834). p. 357; 
C. H. Cooper. Atheistic Cantabrigenses (1861), with biblkeraphy, Li. 
:87 and 547: H. Howard, Memoirs of the Howard Family ( 1824). 

THOMAS HOWARD, 2nd !Ad of Arundel, and earl of Surrey and 
of Norfolk (c. 1585-1646), son of Philip, rst earl of Arundel and 
of Lady Anne Deere, was born in x585 or x586 and educated at 
Westminster school and at Trinity College, Cambridge. Owing 
to the attainder of his father be was styled Lord Maltravers, but 
at the accession of James I. he was restored to his father's earl-
doms of Arundel and Surrey, and to the baronies of his grand-
father, Thomas, 4th duke of Norfolk.. He came to court, travelled 
subsequently abroad, acquiring a taste for art, and was created 
R.G. on his return in May 161 r. In x613 he escorted Elizabeth, 
the electress palatine, to Heidelberg, and again visited Italy. 
On Christmas day x615 Arundel joined the Church of England, 
and took office, being appointed a privy councillor in x616. He 
supported Raleigh's expedition in 1617, became a member of 
the New England Plantations Committee in 162o and planned 
the colonization of Madagascar. He presided over the House 
of Lords Committee in April 1621 for investigating the charges 
against Bacon, whom he defended from degradation from the 
peerage, and at whose fall he was appointed a commissioner of 
the great seal. On the 16th of May he was sent to the Tower 
by the Lords on account of violent and insulting language used 
by him to Lord Spencer. He incurred Prince Charles's and 
Buckingham's anger by his opposition to the war with Spain 
in 1624, and by his share in the duke's impeachment, and on the 
occasion of his son's marriage to Lady Elisabeth Stewart without 
the king's approval be was imprisoned in the Tower by Charles L, 
shortly after his accession, but was released at the instance of 
the Lords in June x626, being again confined to his house till 
March 1628, when he was once more liberated by the Lords. 

See Cal. of St. Pap. Dom. rglli -zgoo. 61: ; and Rig. MSS. 
COMM Mom of Salisbury's MSS.253. 414. 

Camderes Elisabeth in Hilt. of England (17o6), 587.  

In the debates on the Petition of Right, while approving Its 
essential demands, he supported the retention of some dime. 
tionary power by the king in committing to prison. The same 
year he was reconciled to the king and again made a privy 
councillor. On the 29th of August 1621 he had been appointed 
earl marshal, and in 1623 constable of England, in 1630 reviving 
the earl marshal's court. In :625 he was made lord-lieutenant 
of Sussex and in /635 of Surrey. He was sent to the Hague in 
1632 on a mission of condolence to the queen of Bohemia on her 
husband's death. In 1634 he was made chief justice in eyre of 
the forests north of the Trent; he accompanied Charles the same 
year to Scotland on the occasion of his coronation, and in x636 
undertook an unsuccessful mission to the emperor to procure the 
restitution of the Palatinate to the young elector. In 2638 he 
supported the king's exactions from the vintners, was entrusted 
with the charge of the Border forts, and, supporting alone 
amongst the peers the war against the Scots, was made general 
of the king's forces in the first Bishops' War, though according 
to Clarendon " he had nothing martial about him but his presence 
and looks." He was not employed in the second Bishops' War, 
but in August 164o was nominated captain-general south of the 
Trent. In April he was appointed lord steward of the royal 
household, and in x641 as lord high steward presided at the trial 
of Strafford. This closed his public career. lie became again 
estranged from the court, and in 1641 be escorted home Marie 
de' Medici, remaining abroad, with the exception of a short visit 
to England in 1642, for the rest of his life, and taking uP per-
manent residence at Padua. He contributed. a sum of L34,000 
to the king's cause, and suffered severe losses in the war. On 
the 6th of June 1644 he was created earl of Norfolk. He died at 
Padua, when on the point of returning home, on the 14th of 
September 1646, and was buried at ArundeL 

Lord Arundel was a man of high character, an exemplary 
husband and parent, but reserved and unpopular, and Clarendon 
ridicules his family pride. His claim to fame rests upon his 
patronage of arts and learning and his magnificent collections. 
He employed Hollar, Oughtred, Francis Junius and big° Jones; 
included among his friends Sir Robert Cotton, Spelman, Camden, 
Selden and John Evelyn, and his portrait was painted by Ruben' 
and Vandyck. He is called the " Father of vertu in England," 
and was admired by a contemporary as the person to whom 
" this angle of the world oweth the first sight of Greek and 
Roman statues." , He was the first to form any considerable 
collection of art in Great Britain. His acquisitions, obtained 
while on his travels or through agents, and including inscribed 
marbles, statues, fragments, pictures, gems, coins, books and 
manuscripts, were deposited at Arundel House, and suffered 
considerable damage during the Civil War; and, owing to the 
carelessness and want of appreciation of his successors, nearly 
half of the marbles were destroyed. After his death the treasures 
were dispersed. The marbles and many of the statues were 
given by his grandson, Henry, 6th duke of Norfolk, to the 
university of Oxford in 1667. became known as the Amadei 
(or Oxford) Marbles, and included the famous Pariah annside,, 
or Marino, Ckronicon, a marble slab on which are recorded in 
Greek events in Grecian history from 1582 a.c. to 354 s.c., said 
to have been executed in the island of Paros about 263 sc. Its 
narration of events differs in some respects from the most trust-
worthy historical accounts, but its genuineness, challenged by 
some writers, has been strongly supported by Porson and others, 
and is considered fairly established. Other statues were pre-
sented to the university by .Henrietta Louisa, countess of 
Pomfret, in 1755. The cabinets and gems were removed by the 
wife of Henry. 7th duke of NorfOlk, in 1685, and after her death 
found their way into the Marlborough collection. The pictures 
and drawings were sold in 1685 and 1691, and Lord Stafford's 
moiety of the collection in 1720. The coins and medals were 
bought by Heneage Finch, and earl of Winclielsea, and dispersed 
in 1696; the library, at the instance of John Evelyn, who feared 
its total loss, was given to the Royal Society, and a part, 

Peacham in the CAMPOS Gentleman (au). p. 107, and Sand 
Hid. of James I. OS s t). L sop. 
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consisting of genealogical and heraldic collections, to the College 
of Heralds, the manuscript portion of the Royal Society's moiety 
being transferred to the British Museum in 1831 and forming the 
present Arundel Collection, The famous bust of Homer reached 
the British Museum after passing through various hands. 

Lord Arundel married in z6o6 Lady Alethea, daughter and 
heir of Gilbert Talbot, 7th earl of Shrewsbury, by whom, besides 
three sons who died young and one daughter, he had John, who 
predeceased him, Henry Frederick, who succeeded him as 3rd 
earl of Arundel and earl of Surrey and of Norfolk, and William, 
Viscount Stafford, executed in 1680. sin 1849 the Arundel Society 
for promoting artistic knowledge was founded in his memory. 
Henry Frederick's grandson Thomas, by the reversal (z66o) of 
the attainder of 1572, succeeded to the dukedom of Norfolk, in 
which the earldom has since then been merged. 

Aurnoalrlxs.—See the article in the Did. of Nat. Biography, and 
authorities there collected; D. Lloyd, Mernoires (1668), p. 28.1.; 
Sir E. Walker, Historical Discourses (1705), p. 209 (MS. in Harleia 
6272 f. 152); M. Tierney, History of Arundel (1834), p. 414; Sir 
Thomas Roe's Negotiations (174o: letters relating to his collection,), 
334. 444. 495; W. Crowne, A True Relation of all the Remarkable 
Plans . . .sin the Travels of . . . Thomas, Earl of Arundel': 
41.0. 1636 (1637). ; Die snatch* Mission des Grafea v. Arundel in 
Nurnberg (archwalische Zeitschrift: neue Folge, Bd. xi., _19!?..t) ; 
H. Howard, Memorials of the Howard Family 0834), p. 31; H. K. 4. 
Causton, The Howard Papers (1862); Preface to Catalogue of A rundd 
MSS., Brit. Museum (z 84o), &c. For publications relating to the 
Parian Chronicle see Marmora A rundelliana, pub'. J..Selden (1628); 
Prideaux's Marmara Oxoniensia (1676); Maittaire's variorum 
edition (z732) ;  Chandler's Marmora Oxoniensia (1763 and 1795), 
G. Roberts; J. Robertson, The Parlays Chronicle (1788); J. Hewlett, 
A Viedicatten (1789); R. Parson, " The Panan Chronicle," in 
Tracts, ed. by T. Kid (1815) ; Chronicon Purism, ed. by C. F. C. 
Wagner (1832-183,3); C. Mailer's Pragmatic Historicorum Graecoruw 
(1840, L 533; F. Jacoby, Des Monitor Panics (1 904). 

ARUNDEL, THOMAS (1353-1414), archbishop of Canterbury, 
was the third son of Richard Fitzalan, earl of Arundel and 
Warenne, by his second wife, Eleanor, daughter of Henry 
Plantagenet, earl of Lancaster. His family was an old and 
Influential one, and when Thomas entered the church his prefer-
ment was rapid. In 1373 he became archdeacon of Taunton, 
and in April 1374 was consecrated bishop of Ely. During the 
early years of the reign of King Richard II. he was associated 
with the party led by Thomas, duke of Gloucester, Henry, earl 
of Derby, afterwards King Henry IV., and his own brother 
Richard, earl of Arundel, and in 1386 he was sent with Gloucester 
to Eltham to persuade Richard to return to parliament. This 
mission was successful, and Arundel was made lord chancellor 
in place of Michael de la Pole, duke of Suffolk, and assisted to 
make peace between the king and the supporters of the commis-
sion of regency. In April 1388 he was made archbishop of York, 
and, when Richard declared himself of age in 1389, he gave up 
the office of chancellor, to which, however, he returned in 1391. 
During his second tenure of this office he removed the courts of 
justice from London to York, but they were soon brought back 
to the metropolis. In September 1396 he was translated from 
York to Canterbury, and again resigned the office of chancellor. 
He began his new rule by a vigorous attempt to assert his rights, 
warned the citizens of London not to withhold tithes, and decided 
appeals from the judgments of his suffragans during a thorough 
visitation of his province. In November 1396 he had officiated 
at the marriage of Richard and Isabella, daughter of Charles VI., 
king of France, and his fall was the sequel of the king's sudden 
attack upon the lords appellant in 1397. After the arrest of 
Gloucester, Warwick and Arundel, the archbishop was impeached 
by the Commons with the king's consent, although Richard, 
who had not yet revealed his hostility, held out hopes of safety 
to him. He was charged with assisting to procure the commission 
of regency in derogation of the royal authority, and sentence 
of banishment was passed, forty days being given him during 
which to leave the realm. Towards the end of 1397 he started 
for Rome, and Pope Boniface IX., at the urgent request of the 
king, translated him to the see of St Andrews, a step which the 
pope afterwards confessed he repented bitterly. This translation 
virtually deprived Arundel of all authority, as St Andrews did  
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not acknowledge Boniface. He then became associated with 
Henry of Lancaster, but did not return to England before 1399, 
and the account which Froissart gives telling how he was sent by 
the Londoners to urge Henry to come and assume the crown is 
thought to refer to his nephew and namesake, Thomas, earl of 
Arundel. Landing with Henry at Ravenapur, he accompanied 
him to the west. He took his place at once as archbishop of 
Canterbury, witnessed the abdication of Richard in the Tower 
of London, led the new king, Henry IV., to his throne in presence 
of the peers, and crowned him on the 13th of October 1399. 

The main work of his later years was the defence of the church, 
and the suppression of heresy. To put down the Loilards, he 
called a meeting of the clergy, pressed on the statute de kaeretico 
contintrendo, and passed sentence of degradation upon William 
Sawtrey. He resisted the attempt of the parliament of 1404 to 
disendow the church, but failed to induce Henry to pardon 
Archbishop &rope in 1405. In 1407 be became chancellor for 
the fourth time, and in 1408 summoned a council at Oxford, 
which drew up constitutions against the Wards. These he 
published in January 1409, and among them was one forbidding 
the translation of the Bible into English without the consent of 
the bishop of the diocese, or of a provincial synod. In 1411 he 
went on an embassy abroad, and in 1412 became chancellor 
again, his return to power being accompanied by a change in the 
foreign policy of Henry IV. In 1397 he had sought to vindicate 
his right of visitation over the university of Oxford, but the 
dispute remained unsettled until 145r when a bull was issued by 
Pope John XXIII. recalling one issued by Pope Boniface IX., 
which had exempted the university from the archbishop's 
authority. In 1413 be took a leading part in the proceedings 
against Sir John Oldcastle, Lord Cobham, and in the following 
year he died on the 19th of February, and was buried at Canter-
bury. A legend of a later age tells how, just before his death, 
he was struck dumb for preventing the preaching of the word of 
God. 

The chief authorities are T. Walsingham. Historic Anglicaza, ed. 
by H. T. Riley (London, 1863-1864); Eulogium historiarion sive 
temporis, ed. by F. S. Haydon (London, 1858-1863); the Monk 
of Evesham, Hisser& vitae at regal Ricardi II., ed. by T. Hearne 
(Oxford, t729); W. F. Hook, Lies of the Archbishops of Canterbury, 
vol. iv. (London, 186o-1876). 

ARUNDEL, a market town and municipal borough in the 
Chichester parliamentary division of Sussex, England, 58 m. 
S.S.W. from London by the London, Brighton & South Coast 
railway. Pop. (not) 2739, It is pleasantly situated on the 
slope of a hill above the river Arun, which is navigable for small 
vessels to Littlehampton at the mouth, 6 m. south. From the 
summit of the hill rises Arundel Castle, which guarded the passage 
along the river through the hills. For its connexion with the 
title of earl of Arundel see ARUNDEL, EARLDOM OP. A castle 
existed in the time of King Alfred, and at the time of the Conquest 
it was rebuilt by Roger de Montgomerie, but it was taken from 
his son, who rebelled against the reigning monarch, Henry I. 
In 1397 it was the scene of a conspiracy organized by the earl 
of Arundel, archbishop of Canterbury and duke of Gloucester, 
to dethrone Richard IL and murder the lords of his council, a 
plot which was discovered before it could be carried into execu-
tion. During the civil wars of the 17th century, the stronghold 
was frequently assaulted by the contending parties, and conse-
quently greatly damaged; but it was restored by Charles, nth 
duke of Norfolk (d. 0175), who made it what it now is, one of 
the most splendid baronial mansions in England. Extensive 
reconstruction, in the style of the 13th century, was undertaken 
towards the close of the 19th century. The town, according 
to the whimsical etymology shown on the corporation seal, takes 
its name from kirondelle (a swallow). The town ball is a castel-
lated building, presented to the corporation by the duke of 
Norfolk. The church of St Nicholas, founded about 1375, is 
Perpendicular with a low tower rising from the centre. In the 
north aisle of the chancel there are several ancient monuments of 
the earls of Arundel. The church is otherwise remarkable for 
its reredos and iron work. The chancel is the property of the 
duke. of Norfolk and is screened from the rest of the building, 
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although in 7813o this exercise of right by the owner was made 
the subject of an action at law and subsequent appeal. The 
Roman Catholic church of St Philip Neri was built by the duke 
of Norfolk (1873). Some remains of a Maisos Dies, or hospital, 
erected in the time of Richard II., still exist. The borough Is 
under a mayor, 4 aldermen and s  is councillors. Area, 30$3 acres. 

The first mention of Arundel (Harundell) comes as early as 877, 
when it was left by  King Alfred in his will to his nephew /Ethe. 
In the time of Edward the Confessor the town seems to have con-
sisted of the mill and a fortification or earthwork which was probably 
thrown up by Alfred as a defence against the Danes; but it had 
increased in importance before the Conquest, and appears in-Domes-
day as a thriving borough and port. It was granted by the Conqueror 
to Roger de Montgomery, who built the castle on the site of the 
ancient earthwork. From very early times markets were held 
within the borough on Thursday and Saturday, and in 1283 Richard 
Fitzalan, earl of Arundel, obtained a grant of two annual fairs on 
the 14th of May and the 17th of December. The borough returned 
two members to parliameot from 1302 to 1832 when the Reform 
Act reduced the membership to one; in :868 it was disfranchised 
altogether. There are no cad),  charters extant, but in 1586 Elizabeth 
acknowledged the right of the mayor and burgesses to be a body 
corporate and to hold a court for pleas under forty shillings, two 
weekly markets and four annual faire—which rights they claimed 
to have exercised from time immemorial. James II. confirmed In 
1688 a charter given two years before, and incorporated the borough 
under the title of a mayor, 4 aldermen and 1m bargains. The 
town was half destroyed by fire in 1338, but was soon rebuilt. 
Arundel was formerly a thriving seaport, and in 1813 was connected 
by canal with London. 

See M. A. Tierney, The History and Antiquities of the Castle and 
Tows of Armada (London, 1834); Victoria County History—Sussex. 

ARUNDILLL OP *ARDOUR, THOMAS ARUNDELL, tax 
BARON (c. 1562-1639), son of Sir Mathew Arundel' of Wardour 
Castle in Wiltshire, a member of the ancient family of Arundel's 
of Lanherne in Cornwall, and of Margaret, daughter of Sir Henry 
Willoughby, was born about 1562. In 2379 he was personally 
recommended by Queen Elizabeth to the emperor Rudolph II. 
He greatly distinguished himself while serving with the imperial 
troops against the Turks in Hungary, and at the siege of Gran or 
Esztergom on the 13th of August 2595, he captured the enemy's 
banner with his own band. He was created by Rudolph II. a 
count of the Holy Roman Empire in December t soS, and returned 
to England after suffering shipwreck and barely preserving his 
life in January 1596. His assumption of the foreign title created 
great jealousy among the English peers, who were wont to give a 
precedence by courtesy to foreign nobles, and he incurred the 
resentment of his father, who objected to his superior rank and 
promptly disinherited him. The queen, moreover, was seriously 
displeased, declared that " as chaste wives should have no glances 
but for their own spouses, so should faithful subjects keep their 
eyes at home and not gaze upon foreign crowns," and committed 
him to the Fleet immediately on his arrival, while she addressed 
a long letter of remonstrance on the subject to the emperor. 
Arundel' remained under arrest till April, when he was liberated 
after an examination. In April 1597, however, he was again 
confined, but declared Innocent of any charge save that of 
" practising to contrive the justification of his vain title with 
Ministers beyond the seas." In December be was liberated and 
placed under the care of his father, but next year he was again 
arrested and accused of a conspiracy against the government. 
His petitions for a licence to undertake an expedition by sea, 
wherein he declared " his end was honour which some base 
minds all ambition," were refused, but in 3599 he was apparently 
again restored to favour. On the 4th of May 16o5 he was 
crested by James L Baron Arundel' of Wardour, but fell again 
under temporary suspicion at the time of the Gunpowder Plot. 
In :623 he once more got into trouble by championing the cause 
of the recusants, of whom he was himself one, on the occasion of 
the visit of the Spanish envoys, and he was committed to custody, 
and in 1625 all the arms were removed by the government from 
Wardour Castle. After the accession of Charles I. he was 
pardoned, and attended the sittings of the House of Lords. He 
was indicted In the king's bench about the year 1627 for not 
paying some contribution, and in 1632 he was accused of har-
bouring a priest. In 2637 he was declared exempt from the 
recusancy, laws by the king's order, but in 2639 he again  

petitioned for relief. The same year he paid fete in lieu of 
attending the king at York. He died on the 7th of November 
1639. Arundel' was an earnest Roman Catholic, but the sus-
picions of the government as to his loyalty were probably un-
founded and stifled a career destined by nature for successful 
adventure. He married (r) Mary, daughter of HenryWriothesley, 
and earl of Southampton, by whom besides other children 
he had Thomas, who succeeded him as and baron; and (2) Anne, 
daughter of Miles Philipson, by whom he had several daughters. 

HENRY Aiturrozu., 3rd Baron Arundel' of Wardour (c. t6o7- 
094), son of Thomas, nehmen, and of Blanche, daughter of 
Edward, earl of Worcester, was born on the mist of July 1607, 
and succeeded on his father's death in 1643 to the family title 
and estates. A strong royalist and Roman Catholic, he supported 
the king's cause, and distinguished himself in 2644 by the re-
capture of his castle at Wardour from the parliamentarians, who 
had taken it in the previous year in spite of his mother's brave 
defence of the place. In 1648 he was one of the delinquents 
exempted from pardon in the proposals sent to Charles in the 
Isle of Wight. His estates had been confiscated, but be was 
permitted about 2653 to compound for them in the sum of 
i35,0oo. In 1652, in consequence of his being second at a duel 
in which one of the combatants was killed, he was arrested, and 
tried in 1653; he pleaded his peerage, but the privilege was 
disallowed as the House of Lords had been abolished. At the 
Restoration be regained possession of the family estates, and in 
1663 was made muter of the horse to Henrietta Maria. He was 
one of the few admitted to the king's confidence concerning the 
projects for the restoration of the Roman Catholic religion and 
the alliance with France. In :669 he took part in the secret 
council assembled by Charles II., and in October was sent to 
France, ostensibly for the funeral of Henrietta Maria, but in 
reality to negotiate with Louis XIV. the agreement which took 
shape in t67o In the treaties of Dover (see CHARLES IL). In 
1676 he was privy to James's negotiations with Rome through 
Coleman. He was accused in :678 by Titus Oates of participa-
tion in the popish plot, and was one of the five Roman Catholic 
peers arrested and Imprisoned in the Tower in October, found 
guilty by the Middlesex grand jury of high treason, and 
impeached subsequently by the parliament. Lord Stafford was 
found guilty and executed in December 1680, but after the 
perpetration of this injustice the proceedings were Interrupted, 
and the three surviving peers were released on bail on the t ath 
of February 1684. On the 22nd of May 1685, after James 11.'s 
accession, the charge was annulled, and on the rat of June 1685 
they obtained their full liberty. In February t686, with other 
Roman Catholics, Arundel! urged upon the king the removal 
of his mistress, Lady Dorchester, on account of her strong Pro-
testantism. In spite of his religion he was made a privy councillor 
in August 1686, and keeper of the privy seal In 1687, being 
excused from taking the oaths by the king's dispensation. He 
presented the thanks of the Roman Catholics to James in June 
:687 for the declaration of indulgence. His public career ended 
with the abdication of the king, and he retired to Breamore, the 
family residence since the destruction of Wardour Castle. He 
died on the 28th of December 1694. He was the author of five 
religious poems said to be composed during his confinement in 
the Tower in 167g, published the same year and reprinted in 
A Collection of Sigkiy-six Loyal Poems in 1685. His piety and 
benevolence to his unfortunate co-religionists were conspicuous. 
Evelyn calls him " very good company " and he was a noted 
sportsman, the Quorn pack being descended from his , pack of 
hounds at Breamore. He married Cecily, daughter of Sir Henry 
Compton, by whom besides other children he had Thomas, who 
succeeded him as 4th baron. . 

The barony Is stiU held in the Arundel' family, which has 
never ceased to be Roman Catholic. The 14th baron (b. 1859) 
was a direct descendent of the 6th. 

ARUSIANUS *13811J8, or Menus, Latin grammarian, 
flourished in the 4th century s.o. He was the author of a small 
extant work Exempla Elocutionent, dedicated to Olybrius and 
Probinus, consuls for the year 395. It contains an alphabetical 

Pk. 
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list, chiefly of verbs admitting more than one contraction, with 
examples from each of the four writers, Virgil, Sallust, Terence 
and Cicero. Cassiodorus, the only writer who mentions Arusianus, 
refers to it by the term Quadriga. 

See Keil, GIONIPINgiel 	vii.;Suriagar, Historic Crifica Scholi- 
aroma Laciaaraw (1834-0135); Van der ifoeven, Specimen 
Luerariwa (x845). 

ARVAL BROTHERS (Fret= Arvales), in Roman antiquities, 
a college or priesthood, consisting of twelve members, elected 
for life from the highest ranks in Rome, and always apparently, 
during the empire, including the emperor. Their chief duty was 
to offer annually public sacrifice for the fertility of the fields 
(Varro, L. L. v. 83). It is generally held that the college was 
founded by Romulus (see Acca LARENT1A). This legend probably 
arose from the connexion of Acca Larentia, as mater Larson, 
with the Lares who had a part in the religious ceremonies of the 
Arvales. But apart from this, there is proof of the high antiquity 
of the college, which was said to have been older than Rome itself, 
in the verbal forms of the song with which, down to late times, 
a part of the ceremonies was accompanied, and which is still 
preserved. It is clear also that, while the members were them-
selves always persons of distinction, the duties of their office were 
held in high respect. And yet it is singular that no mention of 
them occurs in Cicero or Livy, and that altogether literary 
allusions to them are very scarce. On the other hand, we possess 
a long series of the act° or minutes of their proceedings, drawn 
up by themselves, and inscribed on stone. Excavations, com-
menced in the 06th century and continued to the 19th, in the 
grove of the Des Dia about 5  m. from Rome, have yielded 96 of 
these records from A.D. 14 to 41. The brotherhood appears 
to have languished in obscurity during the republic, and 
to have been revived by Augustus. In his time the college 
consisted of a master (=rider), a vice-master (yramagisier), 
a James, and a proctor, with eight ordinary members, attended 
by various servants, and in particular by four chorus boys, sons 
of senators, having both parents alive. Each wore a wreath of 
corn, a white fillet and the praetexta. The election of members 
was by co-optation on the motion of the president, who, with a 
Semen, was himself elected for one year. The great annual 
festival which they had to conduct was held in honour of the 
anonymous Des Dia, who was probably identical with Ceres. 
It occupied three days in May. The ceremony of the first day 
took place in Rome itself, in the house of the magister or his 
deputy, or on the Palatine in the temple of the emperors, where 
at sunrise fruits and incense were offered to the goddess. A 
sumptuous banquet took place, followed by a distribution of 
doles and garlands. On the second and principal day of the 
festival the ceremonies were conducted in the grove of the Dea 
Dia. They included a dance in the temple of the goddess, at 
which the song of the brotherhood was sung, in language so 
antiquated that it was hardly intelligible (see the text and 
translation in Mommsen, Hist. of Rome, blL i. ch. xv.) even to 
Romans of the time of Augustus, who regarded it as the oldest 
existing doCument in their mother-tongue. Especial mention 
should be made of the ceremony of purifying the grove, which 
was held to be defiled by the felling of trees, the breaking of a 
bough or the presence of any iron tools, such as those used by 
the lapidary who engraved the records of the proceedings on 
stone. The song and dance were followed by the election of 
officers for the next year, a banquet and races. On the third day 
the sacrifice took place in Rome, and was of the same nature as 
that offered on the first day. The Arvales also offered sacrifice 
and solemn vows on behalf of the imperial family on the 3rd of 
January and on other extraordinary occasions. The brotherhood 
is said to have lasted till the time of Theodosius. The British 
Museum contains a bust of Marcus Aurelius in the dress of a 
Prater Arvalis. 

Marini, Afri a Mournenti de' hair+ Arvali (xm); Hoffmann, 
Die A. (1858); Oldenberg, &seri, Fralowas A. (1875); Herzig, 
Des Lied der Arvaibrikkr op); Baal, " Le Chant des Aqals " in 
Mho. de la Soc. de Lingaishrse (MO; Edon, Mime& Elude nor 
is Chaos Unseal (1884)' Carpus inscripriernins Laiinarenn. vi. 
snag-as t9; Henan, Aria "arum Aregaiem (1870. 

AIVALL Amon or Arnow (0. Noise Arfr, inheritance, 
and M, A.S. Ale, a banquet), primarily the funeral dinner, and 
later, especially in the north of England, a thin, light, sweet cake, 
spiced with cinnamon and nutmeg, served to the poor at such 
feasts. The funeral meal was called the Arvel-dinner. The 
custom seems to have been to hold on such occasions an informal 
inquest, when the corpse was publicly exposed, to exculpate the 
heir and those entitled to the property of the dead from all 
accusations of foul play. 

ARVERNI, the name of an ancient Gaulish tribe in the 
Auvergne, which still bears its name. It resisted Caesar longer 
than most of Gaul; when once vanquished it adopted Roman 
civilisation readily. Its tribal deity, the god of the mountain, 
the Puy de Dante, rechristened in Roman phrase Mercurius 
Dumias, was famous far beyond its territory. Part of his temple 
has been excavated recently. 

ARYAN, a term which has been used in a confusing variety 
of significations by different philologists. By Max Milner 
especially it was employed as a convenient short term for the 
whole body of languages more commonly known as Indo-
European (q.v.) or Indo-Germanic. In the same way Max Miller 
used Aryas as a general term for the speakers of such languages, 
as in his book published in 1888, Biographies of Words and the 
Home of the Aryas. " Aryas are those who speak Aryan lan-
guages, whatever their colour, whatever their blood. In calling 
them Aryas we predicate nothing of them except that the 
grammar of their language is Aryan " (p. 245). It is to be 
observed, therefore, that Max Miller Is careful to avoid any 
ethnological signification. The Aryas are those who speak 
Aryan without regard to the question whether Aryan is their 
hereditary language or not. As he says still more definitely 
elsewhere in the same work (p. 120), " I have declared again and 
again that if I say Atria, I mean neither blood nor bones, nor 
hair nor skull; I mean simply those who speak an Aryan 
language. The same applies to Hindus, Greeks, Romans 
Germans, Celts and Slaves. When I speak of them I commit 
myself to no anatomical characteristics. The blue-eyed and 
fair-haired Scandinavians may have been conquerors or con-
quered, they may have adopted the language of their darker 
lords or their subjects, or vice versa. I assert nothing beyond 
their language when I all them Hindus, Greeks, Romans, 
Germans, Celts and Slaves; and in that sense, and in that sense 
only, do I say that even the blackest Hindus represent an earlier 
stage of Aryan speech and thought than the fairest Scandinavians 
. . . To me an ethnologist who speaks of Aryan race, Aryan 
blood, Aryan eyes and hair, is as great a sinner as a linguist 
who speaks of a dolichocephalic dictionary or a brachycephalic 
grammar." 

From the popularity of Max Miller's works on comparative 
philology this is the use of the word which is most familiar to 
the general public. The arguments in support of this use are 
set forth by him in the latter part of lecture vi. of the Lectures 
on the Science of Language (first series) and as an appendix to 
chap. vii. of the final edition (i. pp. 391 if.). The Sanskrit usage 
of the word is fully illustrated by him from the early Sanskrit 
writings in the article " Aryan " in the ninth edition of this 
encyclopaedia. From the earliest occurrences of the word it is 
clear that it was used as a national name not only in India but 
also in Bactria and Persia (in Sanskrit drya- and drya -, in Zend 
airya - , in Old Persian oriya•). That it is in any way connected 
with a Sanskrit word for earth, ins, as Max Muller asserts, is far 
from certain. As Spiegel remarks (Die arische Periode, p. 1o5), 
though it is easy enough to connect the word with a root or-, 
there are several roots of that form which have different meanings, 
and there is no certain criterion whereby to decide to which of 
them it is related. Nor are the other connexions for the word 
outside this group free from doubt. It is, however, certain that 
the connexion with Erin (Ireland), which Pictet in his article 
" Iran and Arier " (Kuhn and Schleicher's Beitrage, f. 0358, 
pp. 8r ff.) sought to establish, is impossible (Whitley Stokes in 
Max Mailer's Lectures, :89z, i. pp. a99 f.), though the word may 
have the same origin as the Ario- of names like Arimistus, 
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which is found in both Celtic and Germanic words (Ublenbeck, 
Hunglassies dynode:Ise:as Waterbuck der altiredischen S p►acke,  
s.v.). The name of Armenia (Old Persian A riwina-), which has 
often been connected, is of uncertain origin. Within Sanskrit 
Itself probably two words have to be distinguished: (r) drya, 
the origin of Aryan, from which the usual term drya is a deriva-
tive; (2) mad, which frequently appears in the Rig Veda as an 
epithet of deities. In many passages, however, aryls may 
equally well be the genitive of ari, which is explained as " active, 
devoted, pious." Even in this word probably two originally 
separate words have to be distinguished, for the further mean-
ings which Grassmann in his dictionary to the Rig Vole attaches 
to it, viz. " greedy " (for treasure and for battle), " godless," 
" enemy," seem more appropriately to be derived from the same 
source as the Greek fix-s, " strife." The word drya- is not 
found as a national name in the Rig Veda, but appears in the 
Vdjasarseyi-sainhik, where it is explained by Malik:Mara as 
Vaiiya-, a cultivator or a man of the third among the original 
four classes of the population. So in the Ailsortn Veda (iv. 20. 4; 
six. 62. 1) it is contrasted with the Sudra or fourth class (Spiegel, 
Ariake Periode, p. tor). In the Avesta, dryer is found both as 
adjective and substantive in the sense of Aryan, but no light is 
thrown upon the history of the word. Darius describes himself 
in an inscription as of Aryan stock, DdrayahtnAuf ariyelid.ok 
In the Arena the derivative dinette- is also found in the sense 
of Aryan. In both India and Persia a word is found (Skt. 
aryassan-; Zend alryastax-)which is apparently of the same origin. 
In both Sanskrit and Zend it means something like " comrade " 
or ".bosom friend," but in Zend is used of the priestly or highest 
class. In Sanskrit, besides this me in which it is contrasted 
with the Ddsa or Akre, the enemies, the earlier inhabitants, the 
word is often used for the bridegroom's spokesman, and in both 
languages is also employed as the name of a divine being. In the 
Rig Veda, Aryans- as a deity is most frequently coupled with 
Mitra and Varuna (Grossmann, Waterbuck, s.v.); in Zend, 
according to Bartholomae (Alairanisches Wirterbuch, s.v.), from 
the earliest literature, the Gathas, there is nothing definite to be 
learnt regarding Airyamars. 

Whatever the origin of arya-, however, it is dear that it is a 
word with dignified associations, by which the peoples belonging 
to the Eastern section of the Indo-Europeans were proud to call 
themselves. It is now used uniformly by scholars to indicate 
the Eastern branch as a whole, a compound, Indo-Aryan, being 
employed for that part of the Eastern branch which settled in 
India to distinguish them from the Iranians (Iran is of the same 
origin), who remained in Bactria and Persia, while Aryo-Indian 
is sometimes employed to distinguish the Indian people of this 
stock from the Dravidian and other stocks which also inhabit 
parts of the Indian peninsula. Of the stages in the occupation 
of the Iranian table-land by the Aryan people nothing is known, 
the people themselves having apparently no tradition of a time 
when they did not hold these territories (Spiegel, Ariscke Periode, 
p. 329). Though the Hindus have no tradition of their invasion 
of India, it is certain that they are not an indigenous people, 
and, if they are not, it is dear that they could have come in no 
other direction save from the other side of the Hindu Kush. At 
the period of their earliest literature, which may be assigned 
roughly to about taco n.c., they were still settled in the valley 
of the Indus, and at this time the separation probably had not 
long taken place, the Eastern portion of the stock having pushed 
their way along the Kabul valley into the open country of the 
Indus. According to Professor E. W. Hopkins (India Old and 
New, root, p. 31) the Rig Veda was composed in the district 
about Umballa. He argues that the people must have been then 
to the west of the great rivers, otherwise the dawn could not be 
addressed as one who " in shining light, before the wind arises, 
comes gleaming over the waters, making good paths." The 
vocabulary is still largely the same; whole sentences can be 
transliterated from one language to the other merely by making 
regular phonetic changes and without the variation of a single 
word (for examples see Bartholomae, Handbuch der altiranischen 
Dialekte, 1883, p. v.; Williams Jackson, Avesta Grammar, 2892, 

PP. ml. f.; Grundriss der iranischen Philo:nig, dos, L p. a). 
It is noteworthy that it is those who remain behind whose 
language has undergone most change. 

By four well-marked characteristics the Aryan group is easily 
distinguishable from the other Indo-European languages. (x) 
By the confusion of original e and o, both long and short, with 
the original long and short a sound; (s) the short schwa-sound 
is represented here, and in this group only, by i (pile, " father," 
as compared with- Tarkp, &c.); (3) original s after i, s and some 
consonants becomes g; (a) the genitive plural of stems ending 
in a vowel has a suffix-Mos borrowed by analogy from the stems 
ending in as (Skt. divarodav, " of horses "; Zend astdomer; 
Old Persian aspasast). The distinctions between Sanskrit and 
Iranian are also dear. (a) The Aryan voiced aspirates gli,dk, 
which survive in Sanskrit, are confused in Iranian with original 
g, d, b, and further changes take place in the language of the 
later parts of the Avesta; (2) the Aryan breathed aspirates 
kh, Gi, ph, except in combination with certain consonants, 
become spirants in Iranian; (3) Aryan s becomes k initially 
before vowels in Iranian and also in certain cases medially, 
Iranian in these respects resembling Greek (d. Skt. sapid; 
Zend ha pta; Gr. Mit, " seven "); (a) in Zend there are many 
vowel changes which it does not share with Old Persian. Some 
of these arise from the umlaut or epenthesis which is so prevalent, 
and which we have already seen in airya- as compared with the 
Skt. drya. In other respects the languages are remarkably alike, 
the only striking difference being in the numeral "one "—Sid: 
eka-; Zend aesa-; Old Persian aim-, where the Iranian group 
has the same stem as that seen in the Greek of(f)o-s, " alone." 

For the subdivisions of the two groups see the articles on 
PERSIA: Language, and INDO-ARYAN LANGUAGES. Dr Grimm 
has shown in his monograph on " The Pilaca Languages of 
North-Western India " (Royal Asiatic Society, rook) that there 
is good reason for regarding various dialects of the north-western 
frontier (Kafiristan, Chitral, Gilgit, Dardistan) as a separate 
group descended from Aryan but independent of either Sanskrit 
or Iranian. 

The history of the separation of the Aryan from the other 
Indo-European languages is not yet dear (see Inno-Entonmat 
LANGUAGES). Various attempts have been made, with little 
success, to identify fragments of unknown languages in cuneiform 
inscriptions with members of this group. The investigation has 
entered a new and more favourable stage' as the result of the 
discoveries made by German excavators at Boghax Keui (said 
to be identical with Herodotus' Pteria in Cappadocia), where 
treaties between the king of the Hittites and the king of Mitanni, 
in the beginning of the Lath century B.C., seem almost certainly 
to contain the names of the gods Mitra, Varuna and India, 
which belong to the early Aryan mythology (IL Winkler, 
Maki:urgers der deutscken Orientgesdlschaft, No. 35; E. Meyer, 
Sitaungsbericke der Berliner Akadenrie, 7908, pp. 14 ff.; Zeit:thrift 
Jill vergleicheruk Sprachforschung, 42, 1908, pp. 24 ff.). Still 
further light is to be expected when the vast collections of the 
German expedition to Turfan (Turkestan) have been sifted. Up 
to 1909 only a preliminary account had been given of Tocharish, 
a hitherto unknown Indo-European language, which is reported 
to be in some respects more akin to the Western groups than to 
Aryan. But further investigation is still required (see K Sieg 
and W. Siegling, " Tocharisch, die Sproche der Indoskythen," in 
Sitzungsbericke der Berl. Aka. (July 2908 PP- S fn. (P. Cr.) 

ARYA SANAA, a Hindu religious association with reforming 
tendencies, which was founded by a Guzerati Brahman named 
Dayanand Saraswati. This man was born of a Saivite family 
about 1825, but in early manhood grew dissatisfied with idol-
worship. He undertook many pilgrimages and studied the Vedic 
philosophy in the hope of solving the old problem of the Buddha, 
—how to alleviate human misery and attain final liberation. 
About 1866, when he had begun to teach and to gather disciples. 
he first saw the Christian scriptures, which he vehemently 
assailed, and the Rig Veda, which be correspondingly exalted, 
though in the conception which he ultimately formed of God the 
former was much more influential than the latter. Dayanand's 
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treatment of the Vedas was peculiar, and consisted of 
reading into them his own beliefs and modern scientific dis-
coveries. Thus he explains the Fajita (sacrificial cult) as " the 
entertainment of the learned in proportion to their worth, the 
business of manufacture, the experiment and application of 
chemistry, physics and the arts of peace; the instruction of the 
people, the purification of the air, the nourishment of vegetables 
by the employment of the principles of meteorology, called 
A gni-Notri in Sanskrit." He denied that the Vedas warranted 
the caste system, but wished to retain the four grades as orders 
of learning to which admission should be won by examination. 

These views naturally met with scanty acceptance among the 
Brahmans to whom he introduced them, and Dayanand turned 
to the masses and established Samajes in various parts of India, 
the first being at Bombay in 187s. lie chose the epithet Arya 
as being more dignified than the slightly contemptuous term 
Hindu. After a successful series of tours, during which he 
debated publicly with orthodox pundits and with Christian 
missionaries, he died at Ajmere in 0183. 

The Arya Samaj is not an eclectic system like the Brahma 
Samaj, which strives to find the common basis underlying all 
the great religions, and its narrower scope and corresponding 
intensity of conviction have won it a greater strength. It 
seemed to meet the feeling of many educated natives whose faith 
in current Hinduism was undermined, but who were predisposed 
against any foreign religious influence. Their patriotic ardour 
gladly seized on "a view of the original faith of India that 
seemed to harmonize with all the discoveries of modern science 
and the ethics of European civilization," and they cheerfully 
supported their leader's strange polemic with the agnostic. and 
rationalist literature of Europe. By ago their numbers had 
increased to 40,00o. by two to over 92,000. Divisions had, 
however, set in, especially a cleavage into the Gkasi or vegetarian, 
and the Mansi or flesh-eating sections. To the latter belong 
those Rajputs who though generally in sympathy with the 
movement declined to adhere to the tenet of the Samaj which 
forbade the destruction of animal life and the consumption of 
animal food. The age of admission to the Samaj is eighteen, 
and members are expected to contribute to its funds at least 
x % of their income. 

The ten articles of their creed may be summarized thus:— 
s. The source of all true knowledge is God. 
2. God is" all truth, all knowledge, all bliss, boundless, almighty. 

just, merciful, unbegotten, without a beginning. incompar-
able, the support and Lord of all. all-pervading, omniscient. 
imperishable, immortal, eternal, holy, and the cause of the 
universe; worship is due to him alone. 

3. The medium of true knowledge is the Veda:. 
4. and 5. The truth is to be accepted and to become the guiding 

princaple. 
6. The object of the Samaj is to benefit the world by improving 

its physical, social, intellectual and moral conditions. 
7. Love and justice are the right guides of conduct. 
S. Knowledge must be spread. 
9. The good of others must be sought. 

so. In general interests members must subordinate themselves to 
the good of others; in personal interests they should retain 
independence. 

The sixth clause comprehends a wide programme of reform, 
including abstinence from spirituous liquors and animal food, 
physical cleanliness and exercise, marriage reform, the promotion 
of female education, the abolition of caste and of idolatry. 

ARYTBNOID (or arykursoid; from Gr. &Omura, a funnel or 
pitcher), a term, meaning funnel-shaped, applied to cartilages 
such as those of the larynx. 

ARZAMAS, a town of Russia, in the government of. and 76 m. 
by rail S. of the town of, Nizhniy-Novgorod, on the Tesha river, 
at its junction with the Arsha. It is an important centre of 
trade, and has tanneries, oil, flour, tallow, dye, soap and iron 
works; knitting is an important domestic industry. Sheep-
skins and sail-cloth are articles of trade. The town has several 
churches. Pop. (1897) 10,5es. 

AS, the Roman unit of weight and measure, divided into 
I 2 starlet (whence both " ounce " and " inch "); its fractions 
being dews: ft, deatans 1, claim= 1, bra 1, wpm= is,  

semis f, quincunx rot, triens 1, quacirans 1, sextons , sescuncia 1, 
uncia h. As really denoted any integer or whole; whence the 
English word " ace." The unit or as of weight was the libra 
(pound: ...about r1} oz. avoirdupois); of length, pea (foot: 
e, about ts4 in.); of surface, jugerum (about 1 acre); of 
measure, liquid amphora (about sf gal.), dry steadiers (about 
I's peck). In the same way as signified a whole inheritance; 
whence here: ex ease, the heir to the whole estate, keret ex semisse, 
heir to half the estate. It was also used in the calculation of 
rates of interest. 

els was also the name of a Roman coin, which was of different 
weight and value at different periods (see NUMISMATICS, 

Roman). The first introduction of coined money is ascribed to 
Servius Tullius. The old as was composed of the mixed metal 
aes, an alloy of copper, tin and lead, and was called as !Thralls, 
because it nominally weighed t lb or 12 ounces (actually so). 
Its original shape seems to have been an irregular oblong bar, 
which was stamped with the figure of a sheep, ox or sow. This, 
as well as the word pccunia for money (pecus, cattle), indicates 
the fact of cattle having been the earliest Italian medium of 
exchange. The value was indicated by little points or globules, 
or other marks. After the round shape was introduced, the one 
side was always inscribed with the figure of a ship's prow, and 
the other with the double head of Janus. The subdivisions of 
the as had also the ship's prow on one side, and on the other the 
head of some deity. The First Punic War having exhausted 
the treasury, the as was reduced to a oz. In the Second Punic 
War it was again reduced to half this weight, viz. to x oz. 
And lastly, by the Papirian law (89 s.c.) it was further reduced 
to the diminutive weight of half an ounce. It appears to have 
been still more reduced under Octavian, Lepidus and Antony, 
when its value was of an ounce. Before silver coinage was 
introduced (269 s.c.) the value of the as was about 6d., in the 
time of Cicero less than a halfpenny. In the time of the emperor 
Severus it was again lowered to about la; of an ounce. During 
the commonwealth and empire sea grave was used to denote the 
old as in contradistinction to the existing depreciated coin; 
while ass rude was applied to the original oblong coinage of 
primitive times. 

ASA, in the Bible, son (or, perhaps, rather brother) of Abijah, 
the son of Rehoboam and king of Judah (x Kings xv. 9-24)• Of 
his long reign, during which he was a contemporary of Baasha, 
Zimri and Omri of Israel, little is recorded with the exception 
of some religious reforms and conflicts with the first-named. 
Baasha succeeded in fortifying Ramah (er- Phut), 5 m. north of 
Jerusalem, and Asa was compelled to use the residue of the 
temple -funds (cf. t Kings xiv. 26) to bribe the king of Damascus 
to renounce his league with Baasha and attack Israel. Galilee 
was invaded and Baasha was forced to return; the building 
material which he had collected at Ramah being used by Asa to 
fortify Geha, and Mizpah to the immediate north of Jerusalem. 
The Book of Chronicles relates a story of a sensational defeat of 
Zerals the" Cushite," and a great religious revival in which Judah 
and Israel took part (a Chron. xiv.-xv. 15) (see CHRONICLES). 
Asa was succeeded by his son Jehoshaphat. 

" Cushite " may designate an Ethiopian or, more probably, 
an Arabian (Cush, the " father " of the Sabaeans, Gen. x. 7). 
" If by Zerah the Ethiopian or Sabaean prince be meant, the 
only real difficulty of the narrative is removed. No king Zerah 
of Ethiopia is known at this period, nor does there seem to be 
room for such a person " (W. E. Barnes, Cambridge Bible, 
Chronicles, p. xxxi.). The identification with Osorkon I. or II. 
is scarcely tenable considering Asa's weakness; but inroads by 
desert hordes frequently troubled Judah, and if the tradition 
be correct in locating the battle at Mareshah It is probable that 
the invaders were in league with the Philistine towns. Similar 
situations recur in the reigns of Ahaz and Jehoram. 

See also Wellhausen. Prolegomena, 208; S. A. Cook, Expositor 
(June 1906). p. 540 sq. (S. A. C.) 

ASAFETIDA (ass, Lat. form of Persian ard ,e mastic, and 
Maus, stinking, so called in distinction to ass dukis, which was 
a drug highly esteemed among the ancients as laza cyresusicinu, 
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and is supposed to have been a gummy exudation from The psis 
sarganica), a gum-resin obtained principally from the root of 
Panda Jerald. and probably also from one or two other closely 
allied species of umbelliferous plants. It is produced in eastern 
Persia and Afghanistan, Herat and Kandahar being centres of 
the trade. Fonda /did° grows to a height of from s to 6 ft , and 
when the plant has attained the age of four years it is ready for 
yielding asafetida. The stems are cut down close to the root, 
and the juice flows out, at first of a milky appearance, but quickly 
setting into a solid resinous mass. Fresh incisions are made as 
long as the sap continues to Sow. a period which varies according 
to the size and strength of the plant. A freshly-exposed surface 
of asafetida has a translucent, pearly-white appearance, but it 
soon darkens in the air, becoming first pink and finally reddish-
brown. In taste it is acrid and bitter; but what peculiarly 
characterizes it is the strong alliaceous odour it emits, from 
which it has obtained the name asafetida, as well as its German 
name Teufdsdreck (devil's dung). Its odour is due to the presence 
of organic sulphur compounds. Asafetida is found in commerce 
in " lump " or in " tear," the latter being the parer form. 
Medicinally, asafetida is given in doses of s to s s grains and acts 
as a stimulant to the intestinal and respiratory tracts and to 
the nervous system. An enema containing it is useful in relieving 
flatus. It is sometimes useful in hysteria, which is essentially 
a lack of inhibitory power, as its nasty properties induce sufficient 
inhibitory power to render its readministration superfluous. 
It may also be used in an effervescing draught in cases of 
malingering, the drug " repeating " in the mouth and making 
the malingering not worth while. The gum-resin is relished as a 
condiment in India and Persia, and ii in demand in France for 
use in cookery. In the regions of its growth the whole plant is 
used as a fresh vegetable, the inner portion of the full-grown stem 
being regarded as a luxury. 

ASAF-UD-DOWLAR. nawab wazir of Oudh from 5775 to 1707, 
was the son of Shuja-ud-Dowlah, his mother and grandmother 
being the begums of Oudh, whose spoliation formed one of the 
chief counts in the charges against Warren Hastings. When 
Shuja-ucl-Dowlah died he left two million pounds sterling buried 
in the vaults of the mann. The widow and mother of the 
deceased prince claimed the whole of this treasure under the 
terms of a will which was never produced. When Warren 
Hastings pressed the nawab for the payment of debt due to the 
Company, he obtained from his mother a loan of z6 Iakhs of 
rupees. for which he gave her a jour of four times the value; 
he subsequently obtained 3o Iakhs more in return for a full 
acquittal, and the recognition of her jagirs without interference 
for life by the Company. These jagirs were afterwards con-
fiscated on the ground of the begum's complicity in the rising 
of Chai Singh, which was attested by documentary evidence. 
The evidence now available seems to show that Warren Hastings 
did his best throughout to rescue the nawab from his own 
incapacity, and was inclined to be lenient to the begums. 

Scv The Adminislralion of Warreu Hastings, u75-1785, by C. W. 
Forrest (taw). 

ASAPH, the eponym of the Asaphite gild of singers, one of the 
hereditary choirs that superintended the musical services of the 
temple at Jerusalem in post-exilic times. The names recur 
in the titles of certain Psafms, and the writer of the Book of 
Chronicles makes Asaph a seer (a Chron. xxix. 30), contemporary 
with David and Solomon, and chief of the singers of his time. 

ASBESTOS, a fibrous mineral from Gr. aoffearos, unquench-
able, by transference, incombustible, in allusion to its power of 
resisting the action of fire. The word was applied by Dioscorides 
and other Greek authors to quicklime, but Pliny evidently used 
it in its modern sense. It was occasionally woven by the ancients 
into handkerchiefs, and, it has been said, into shrouds which were 
used in cremation to prevent the ashes of the corpse from 
mingling with the wood-ashes of the pyre. 

In different varieties of asbestos the fibres vary greatly in 
character. When silky and flexible they are sometimes known 
as mountain flax. The finer kinds are often termed amianthus 
(q.v.). When the fibres are naturally interwoven, so as to form  

a felted mass, the mineral passes under such trivial names as 
mountain leather, mountain cork, mountain paper. dm The 
asbestos formerly used in the arts was generally a fibrous form 
of some kind of amphibole, like tremolite, or anthophyUite, 
though occasionally perhaps a pyroxene. In recent years, 
however, most of the asbestos in the market is • fibrous variety 
of serpentine, known mineralogically as chrysotile, and probably 
some of the ancient asbestos was of this character (see Masan-
mes). Both minerals possess similar properties, so far as 
resistance to heat is concerned. The amphibole-asbestos, or 
hornblende-asbestos, is usually white or grey in colour, and may 
present great length of fibre, some of the Italian asbestos reaching 
exceptionally a length of s or 6 ft., but it is often harsh and 
brittle. The serpentine-asbestos occurs in narrow veins. yielding 
fibres of only a or 3 in. in length, but of great tensile strength: 
they are usually of a delicate silky lustre, very flexible and elastic, 
and of yellowish or greenish colour. 

The Canadian asbestos, which of all kinds is at present the 
most important industrially, occurs in a small belt of serpentine 
in the province of Quebec, principally near Black Lake and 
Thetford, where it was first recognized as commercially valuable 
about 1877. The rock is generally quarried, cobbed by hand, 
dried if necessary, crushed in rock-breakers, and then passed 
between rollers; it is reduced to a finer state of division by 
so-called fiherizers, and graded on a shaking screen, where the 
loosened fibres are sorted. The process varies in different nulls. 

In the United States asbestos is worked only to a very limited 
extent. An amphibole-asbestos is obtained from Sall Mountain, 
Georgia: and asbestos has also been worked in the serpentine 
of Vermont. It occurs also in South Carolina, Virginia. Massa-
chusetts, Arizona and elsewhere, Dr G. P. Merrill has shown 
that some asbestos results from a process of shearing in the rocks. 

Formerly asbestos was obtained almost exclusively from Italy 
and Corsica, and a largo quantity is still yielded by Italian 
workings. This is mostly an amphibole. It is in some cases 
associated with nodules of green garnet known as " seeds "— 
Scalene ddP umlaut°. Asbestos is widely distributed, but only 
in a few localities does it occur in sufficient abundance and purity 
to be worked commercially; it is found, for example, to a limited 
extent, at many localities in Tirol, Hungary and Russia; 
Queensland, New South Wales and New Zealand. In the British 
Isles it is not unknown, being found among the old rocks of North 
Wales and in parts of Ireland. Byssolite or asbestoid is a blue 
or green fibrous amphibole from Dauphiny. 

The Asbestos Mountains in Griqualand West, Cape Colony, 
yield a blue fibrous mineral which is worked under the name of 
Cape asbestos. This is referable to the variety of amphibole 
called crocidolite (sal. It occurs in veins in slaty rocks, 
associated with jaspers and quartzites rich in magnetite and 
brown iron-ore. Their geological position is in the Griqua Town 
series, la longing to what are known in South Africa as the 
pre-Cape rocks. 

Asbestos was formerly spun and woven into fabrics 	rare 
curiosity. Charlemagne is said to have possessed a tablecloth 
of this material, which when soiled was purified by being thrown 
into the fire. At a meeting of the Royal Society in i676 a 
meta hint from China exhibited a handkerchief of " salamander's 
wool," or (Mum asbesti. By the Eskimos of Labrador asbestos 
has been used as a lamp-wick, and it received a similar application 
in some of the sacred lamps of antiquity. In recent times 
asbestos has been applied to a great variety of uses in the 
industrial arts, and its applications are constantly increasing. 
Its economic value depends not only on its power of withstanding• 
a high temperature, but also on its low thermal conductivity 
and its partial resistance to the attack of acids: hence it is used 
for jacketing boilers and steam-pipes, and as a filtering medium 
for corrosive liquids. It has also come into use as an electric 
insulator. It is made into yarn, felt, miliboard, &c., and is 
largely employed as packing for joints, glands and stopcocks 
in machinery. Fire-proof sheathing and felt are used for floor-
ing and roofing; fire-proof curtains have been made for the 
stage, and even clothing for firemen. Asbestos asters into the 
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composition of fire-proof cements, plasters and paints: it is used 
for packing safes; and is made into balls with fire-day for gas-
stoves. Various preparations of asbestos with other materials 
pass in trade under such names as uralite, salamandrite, ashes. 
loilth, gypsine,&c. "Asbestic " is the name given to a Canadian 
product formed by crushing the serpentine rock containing thin 
seams of asbestos, and mixing the result with lime so as to form 
a plaster. 

RErsitaxcas.—Fritzfirket Asbestos, Occurrence. ExPloitatios 
and Uses (Ottawa. 1905) . H. Pratt and J. S.

4s 
 Diller in Annual Reports 

on Mineral Resources. .S. Geol. Survey; G. P. Merrill, The Non-
weak Minerals (New York, t504); R. hi. Jones. Asbestos and 
Asbemic Aondon, '897). (F. W. R.*) 

ASBJORNSEN, PETER CHRISTEN (1812-t885), and *08, 
JORGEII ENGEBRETSEN (1813-188a), collectors of Norwegian 
folklore, so closely united in their life's work that it is unusual 
to name them apart. Asbjornsen was born in Christiania on 
the 15th of January i815; he belonged to an ancient family of 
the Gudbrandsdal, which is believed to have died with him. 
He became a student at the university in 1833. but as early as 
1832, in his twentieth year, he bad begun to collect and write 
down all the fairy stories and legends which he could meet with. 
Later he began to wander on foot through the length and breadth 
of Norway, adding to his stores.' Moe, who was born at Mo i 
Hole parsonage, in Sigdal Ringerike, on the rind of April 18s3, 
met Asbjornsen first when he was fourteen years of age. A close 
friendship began between them, and lasted to the end of their 
lives. In 1834 Asbjornsen discovered that Moe had started in-
dependently on a search for the relics of national folklore; the 
friends eagerly compared results, and determined for the future to 
work in concert. By this time, Asbjornsen had become by pro- 
fession a zoologist, and with the aid of the university made a 
series of investigating voyages along the coasts of Norway, 
particularly in the Hardanger fjord. Moe, meanwhile, having 
left Christiania University in 1839. had devoted himself to the 
study of theology, and was making a living as a tutor in Chris-
tiania. In his holidays he wandered through the mountains, in 
the most remote districts, collecting stories. In 184 2- 1 843 
appeared the first instalment of the great work of the two friends, 
under the title of Norwegian Popular Stories (Norske Folkenentyr), 
which was received at once all over Europe as a most valuable 
contribution to comparative mythology as well as literature. 
A second volume was published in 1844. and a new collection in 
1871. Many of the Folkeemitlyr were translated into English 
by Sir George Dasent in r859. In 1845 Asbjamsen pub-
lished, without help from Moe, a collection of Norwegian 
fairy talcs (kuldreetenlyr og folkesagn). In 1856 the attention 
of Asbjornsen was called to the deforestation of Norway, 
and he induced the government to take up this important 
question. He was appointed forest-master, and was sent 
by Norway to examine in various countries of the north of 
Europe the methods observed for the preservation of timber. 
From these duties, in 1876, he withdrew with a pension; he 
died in Christiania on the 6th of January 1885. From 1841 to 
1852 Moe travelled almost every summer through the southern 
parts of Norway, collecting traditions in the mountains. In 
1845 he was appointed professor of theology in the Military 
School of Norway. He had, however, long intended to take holy 
orders, and in 1833 he did so, becoming for ten years a resident 
chaplain in Sigdal, and then (1863) parish priest of Bragernes. 
He was moved in I870 to the parish of Vcstre Aker, near Chris-
tiania, and in 1875 he was appointed bishop of Christiansand. 
In January 1882 he resigned his diocese on account of failing 
health. and died on t he following 27 t h of March. Moe has a special 
claim on critical attention in regard to his lyrical poems, of which 
a small collection appeared in I85o. He wrote little original 
verse, but in his slender volume are to be found many pieces of 
exquisite delicacy and f reshness. Moe also published a delightful 
cqllection of prose stories for children, In the Well and the Chant 
(1 Broods og i Kjarnet), i1351; and A Little Christmas Present 
(En liden ulegare). 186o. Asbjornsen and Moe had the advan-
tage of an admirable style in narrative prose. It was usually 
said that the vigour came irons Asbjarmen and the charm from 

Moe, but the fact seems to be that from the long habit of writing 
in unison they had come to adoptalmoat precisely identical modes 
of literary expression. (E. G.) 

ASBURY, FRANCIS (1745-5816), American clergyman, was 
born at Hamstead Bridge in the parish of Handsworth, near 
Birmingham, in Staffordshire, England, on the roth of August 
1745. His parents were poor, and after a brief period of study in 
the village school of Barre, he was apprenticed at the age of 
fourteen to a maker of " buckle chapes," or tongues. It seems 
probable that his parents were among the early converts of 
Wesley; at any rote, Francis became converted to Methodism 
in his thirteenth year, and at sixteen became a local preacher. 
He was a aimple, fluent speaker, and was so successful that in 
1767 he was enrolled, by John Wesley himself, as a regular 
itinerant minister. In 1771 he volunteered for missionary work 
in the American colonies. When he landed in Philadelphia in 
October 1771, the converts to Methodism, which had been intro-
duced into the colonies only three years before, numbered 
scarcely 300. Asbury infused new life into the movement, and 
within a year the membership of the several congregations was 
more than doubled. In 5773 he was appointed by Wesley 
" general assistant " in charge of the work in America, and 
although superseded by an older preacher, Thomas Rankin 
(1738-18io), in 1773 •  he remained practically in control. After 
the outbreak of the War of Independence, the Methodists, who 
then numbered several thousands, fell, unjustly, under suspicion 
of Loyalism, principally because of their refusal to take the pre-
scribed oath; and many of their ministers, including Rankin, 
returned to England. Asbury, however, feeling his sympathies 
and duties to be with the colonies, remained at his post, and 
although often threatened, and once arrested, continued his 
itinerant preaching. The hostility of the Maryland authorities, 
however, eventually drove him into exile in Delaware, where he 
remained quietly, but not in idleness, for two years. In 1783 
be was reappointed to supervise the affairs of the Methodist 
congregations in America. In 5784 John Wesley. in disregard 
of the authority of the Established Church, took the radical step 
of appointing the Rev. Thomas Coke (1747-1814) and Francis 
Asbury superintendents or " bishops " of the church in the United 
States. Dr Coke was ordained at Bristol, England, in September, 
and in the following December, in a conference of the churches 
in America at Baltimore, he ordained and consecrated Asbury, 
who refused to accept the position until Wesley's choice bad been 
ratified by the conference. From this conference dates the actual 
beginning of the " Methodist Episcopal Church of the United 
States of America." To the upbuilding of this church Asbury 
gave the rest of his life, working with tireless devotion and 
wonderful energy. In 1785, at Abingdon, Maryland, he laid the 
corner-stone of Cokesbury College, the project of Dr Coke and 
the first Methodist Episcopal college in America; the college 
building was burned in 1 795, and the college was then removed 
to Baltimore, where in 1796, after another fire, it dosed, and in 
1816 was succeeded by Asbury College, which lived for about 
fifteen years. Every year Asbury traversed a large area, 
mostly on horseback. The greatest testimony to the work that 
earned for him the title of the" Father of American Methodism " 
was the growth of the denomination from a few scattered bands 
of about 300 converts and 4 preachers in 1771. to a thoroughly 
organized church of 214,000 members and more than 2000 
ministers at his death, which occurred at Spottsylvania, 
Virginia. on the 31st of March 1816. 

His formals (3 vols., New York, t1552), apart from their import-
ance as a history of his life work, constitute a valuable commentary 
on the social and industrial history of the United States during the 
first forty years of their existence. Consult also F. W. Briggs, 
Bishop Asbury (London, 1874); W. P Strickland. The Pioneer 
Bishop; or, The Life and Times of Francis Asbury (NewYork. 
1858) J. B. Wakeky. Heroes of Methinfune (New -York, 1856). : 
W. C. Lambe', A Mary and His Co-Laborers (a vols.. Cincinnati, 
1853): H. M. Du Bose. Francis Asbtay (Nashville, Tenn., 1909): 
see also under Mar HODISII. 

ASBURY PARK, a city of Monmouth county, New Jersey, 
U.S.A., on the Atlantic Ocean, about 35 m S. of New York City 
(30 M. by rail). Pop. (moo) 4148; (1905) 4326; 0914 10.150. 
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It is served by the Central of New Jersey and the Pennsylvania 
railways, and by electric railway lines connecting it with other 
New Jersey coast resorts both north and south. Fresh-water 
lakes, one of which, Deal Lake, extends for some distance into 
the wooded country, form the northern and southern boundaries. 
It is one of the most popular seaside resorts on the Atlantic coast, 
its numerous hotels and cottages accommodating a summer 
population that approximates so,000, and a large transient 
population in the autumn and winter months. There is an 
excellent beach, along which extends a board-walk about t m. 
long; the beach is owned and controlled by the municipality. 
The municipality owns and operates its water-works, water being 
obtained from artesian wells. Asbury Park was founded in t86g, 
was named in honour of the Rev. Francis Asbury, was incorpor-
ated as a borough in 1874, and was chartered as a city in 18e7. 
In Igoe territory to the west with a population estimated at 
6000 was annexed. 

ASCALON, now "Astcatate, one of the five chief cities of 
the Philistines, on the coast of the Mediterranean, 12 m. N. of 
Gaza. The place is mentioned several times in the Tell el-
Amarna correspondence. It revolted from Egypt on two 
occasions, but was reconquered, and a sculpture at Thebes 
depicts the storming of the city. Ascalon was a well-fortified 
town, and the scat of the worship of the fish-goddess Derkcto. 
Though situated in the nominal territory of the tribe of Judah, 
it was never for any length of time in the possession of the 
Israelites. The only incident in its history recorded in the Bible 
(the spoliation by Samson, Judg. xiv. IQ) may possibly have 
actually occurred at another place of the same name, in the hill 
country of Judaea. Sennacherib took it in 701 ex. The 
conquest of Alexander hellenized its civilization, and after his 
time it became tributary alternately to Syria and Egypt. Herod 
the Great was a native of the city, and added greatly to its 
beauty; but it suffered severely in the later wars of the Romans 
and Jews. In the 4th century it again rose to importance; 
and till the 7th century, when it was conquered by the Moslems, 
it was the seat of a bishopric and a centre of learning. During 
the first crusade a signal victory was gained by the Christians in 
the neighbouring plain on the 75th of August roue, but the city 
remained in the hands of the caliphs till 1157, when it was taken 
by Baldwin Ill., king of Jerusalem, after a siege of five months . 

By Baldwin IV. it was given to his sister Sthylla, on her marriage 
with William of Mootferrat in 1178. When Salado (111%7) had 
almost annihilated the Christian army in the plain of Tibenas, 
Ascalon offered but a feeble resistance to the victor. At first he 
repaired and strengthened its fortifications, but afterwards, 
alarmed at the capture of St Jean d'Acre (Acre) by Richard 
Coeur de Lion in I Tot, he caused it to be dismantled. It was 
restored in the following year by the English king, but only to 
be again abandoned. From this time Ascalon lost much of its 
importance, and at length, in 1270, its fortifications were almost 
totally destroyed by Sultan Bibars, and its port was filled up 
with stones. The place is now a desolate heap of ruins, with 
remains of its walls and fragments of granite pillars. The 
surrounding country is well watered and very fertile. 

See apaper by Guthe, " Die Ruinen Ascalons," in the Zrilsclvift 
of the Deutsche Palastana-Verein, ii. 164 (translated in Palestine 
Exploration Fund Quarterly Statesmen', taSo. p. ma ). See also 
C. R. Conder in the latter journal, £875, p. 152. (R. A. S. M.) 

ASCANIUS, in Roman legend, the son of Aeneas by Creusa or 
Lavinia. From Livy it would appear that tradition recognized 
two sons of Aeneas called by this name, the one the son of his 
Trojan, the other of his Latin wife. According to the usual 
account, he accompanied his father to Italy on his flight from 
Troy. On the death of Aeneas, the government of Latium was 
left in the hands of Lavinia, Ascanius being too young to under-
take it. After thirty years he left Lavinium, and founded Alba 
Longa. Ascanius was also called Ilus and lulus, and the 
Julian gens claimed to be descended from him. Several more 
or less contradictory traditions May be found in Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus, Strabo and other writers. 

Virg. Aen. ii. 666; Livy i. 3; see also lUausen. Aeneas and die 
Pastime 0840.. 

ASCENSION, an island in the Atlantic Ocean, between e 33' 
and 8° S., and 14° and 14°26' W., Boo m. N.W. of St Helena, 
about 71 m. in length and 6 in breadth, with an area of 38 sq. m. 
and a circumference of about 22 m. The island lies within the 
immediate influence of the south-east trade-wind. The lee side of 
the island is subject to the visitation of " rollers," which break 
on the shore with very great violence. Ascension is a volcanic 
mass erected on a submarine platform. Numerous cones exist. 
Green Mountain, the principal elevation, is a huge elliptical 
crater, rising 282o ft. above the sea, while the plains or table-
lands surrounding it vary in height from 1200 to awe ft. On the 
north side they sweep gradually down towards the shore, but 
on the south they terminate in bold and lofty precipices. Steep 
and rugged ravines intersect the plains, opening into small bays 
or coves on the shore, fenced with masses of compact and cellular 
lava; and all over the island are found products of volcanic 
action. Ascension was originally destitute of vegetation save 
on the summit of Green Mountain, which owes its verdure to 
the mists which frequently enshroud it, but the lower hills have 
been planted with grasses and shrubs. The air is clear and light, 
and the climate remarkably healthy, notwithstanding the high 
temperature—the average day, temperature on the shore being 
135° F., on Green Mountain 7s°  F. The average rainfall is about 
2o in., March and April being the rainy months. Ascension is 
noted for the number of turtles and turtle eggs found on its 
shores, the season lasting from December to May or June. The 
turtles are caught and kept in large ponds. The coasts abound 
with a variety of fish of excellent quality, of which the most 
important are the rock-cod, the cavalli, the conger-eel and the 
" soldier." Numbers of sheep are bred on the island, and there 
are a few cattle and deer, besides goats and wild cats. Feathered 
game is abundant. Like St Helena, the island does hot possess 
any indigenous vertebrate land fauna. The " wideawake" 
birds frequent the island in large numbers, and their eggs are 
collected and eaten. Beetles and land-shells are well represented. 
Flies, ants, mosquitoes, scorpions, centipedes and crickets abound. 
The flora includes purslane, rock roses and several species of 
ferns and mosses. 

The island was discovered by the Portuguese navigator, Joao 
da Nova, on Ascension Day 1 sot, and was occasionally visited 
thereafter by ships. In 17ot William Dampier was wrecked on 
its coast, and during his detention discovered the only spring of 
fresh water the island contains. Ascension remained uninhabited 
till after the arrival of Napoleon at St Helena (at s), when it 
was taken possession of by the British government, who sent 
a small garrison thither. A settlement, named George Town 
(locally known as Garrison), was made on the north-west coast, 
water being obtained from " Dampier's " springs in the Green 
Mountain, 6 rn. distant. The island is under the rule of the 
admiralty, and was likened by Darwin to " a huge ship kept in 
first-rate order." It is governed by a naval captain borne on the 
hooks of the flagship of the admiral superintendent at Gibraltar. 
A depot of stores for the navy is maintained, but the island is used 
chiefly as a sanatorium. Ascension is connected by cable with 
Europe and Africa, and is visited once a month by mail steamers 
from the Cape. Formerly letters were left by passing ships in a 
crevice in one of the roc ks. The population, about Soo, consists 
of seamen, marines, and Krumen from Liberia. 

See Africa Pilot, part ii., 5th ed. (London, toot); C. Darwin, 
Ceokual Observations on the Vokanie Islands visual daring the 
Voyage of H M.S. "Bea)*" (London. 184a); Report of the &Inas* 
ResiiUs of the Voyage of the " Challenger.' vol. i. part a (London. 
lass); and Six Months in Ascension, by Mrs Gill (London, 1478). an 
excellent sketch of the island and its inhabitants. It was at Ascen-
sion that Mr. afterwards Sir, David Gill determined, in 047. the 
solar parallax. 

ASCENSION, FEAST OF THE, one of the oecumenical festivals 
of the Christian Church, ranking in solemnity with those of 
Christmas, of Easter and of Pentecost. It is held forty days after 
Easter, or ten days before Whitsunday, in celebration of Christ's 
ascension into heaven forty days after the resurrection. It 
always falls on a Thursday, and the day is known as Ascension 
Day, or Holy Thursday. The festival is of great antiquity; and 
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though there is no discoverable trace of It before the middle of 
the 4th century, subsequent references to it assume its long 
establishment Thus St Augustine (Et. Seas Januar) mentions 
It as having been kept from time immemorial and as probably 
instituted by the apostles Chrymistom, in his homily on the 
ascension, mentions a celebration of the festival in the church 
of Romanesia outside Antioch, and Socrates (Hist. cedes. vii. 26) 
records that in the year 390 the people of Constantinople " of 
old custom " (if War) celebrated the feast in a suburb of the 
city. As these two references suggest, the festival was associated 
with a professional pilgrimage, in commemoration of the passing 
of Christ and his apostles to the Mount of Olives; such a pro-
cession is described by Adamnan, abbot of lona, as taking place 
at Jerusalem in the 7th century, when the feast was celebrated 
in the church on Mount Olivet (de foe. sand. i. at). The Pere-
grinatio of Etheria (Silvia), which dates from c. A.D. 385, says 
that the festival was held in the Church of the Nativity at 
Bethlehem (Duchesne, Ow. Worship, p. In the West, 
however, in the middle ages, the procession with candles and 
banners outside the church was taken as symbolical of Christ's 
triumphant entry into heaven. 

In the East the festival is known as the linando, "taking 
up," or isnawropbos, a term first used in the Cappadodan 

' church, and of which the meaning has been disputed, but which 
probably signifies the feast " of completed salvation." The 
word aunts* adopted in the West, implies the ascension of 
Christ by his own power, in contradistinction to the assmsplie, 
or taking up into heaven of the Virgin Mary by the power of God. 

In the Roman Catholic Church the most charactenstic ritual 
feature of the festival is now the solemn extinction of the paschal 
candle after the Gospel at high mass. This candle, lighted at 
every mass for the forty days after Easter, symbolizes the 
presence of Christ with his disciples, and its extinction his parting 
from them. The custom dates from 2263, and was formerly 
confined to the Franciscans; it was prescribed for the universal 
church by the Congregation of Rites on the 29th of May x697. 
Other customs, now obsolete, were formerly associated wits the 
liturgy of this feast; e.g. the blessing of the new beans after the 
Commemoration of the Dead in the canon of the mass (Duchane, 
p. 183). In some churches, during the middle ages, an image 
of Christ was raised from the altar through a bole in the roof, 
through which a burning straw figure representing Satan was 
immediately thrown down. 

In the Anglican Church Ascension Day and its octave con-
tinue to be observed as a great festival, for which a special 
preface to the consecration prayer in the communion service is 
provided, as in the case of Christmas, Easter, Whitsunday, and 
Trinity Sunday. The celebration of the Feast of the Ascension 
was also retained in the Lutheran churches as warranted by 
Holy Scripture. 

See Herzog-Hauck. Itealencyllopgdie (moo), a."Hisnatelf arts fest" 
L Duchesne, Christian Worship (sad Eng. ed., London, 2904); 
The Catholic Encyclopaedia (London and New York, i9o7). 

ASCETICISM, the theory and practice of bodily abstinence 
and self-mortification, generally religious. The word is derived 
from the Gr. verb dodo'," I practise," whence the noun danger 
and the adjective cum node; and it embodies a metaphor taken 
from the ancient wrestling-place or palaestra, where victory 
rewarded those who bad best trained their bodies. Not a few 
other technical terms of Greek philosophic asceticism, used in 
the first instance by Cynics and Neo-pythagoreans, and then 
continued among the Greek Jews and Christians, were metaphors 
taken from athletic contests—but only metaphors, for all 
asceticism, worthy of the name, has a moral purport, and is 
based on the eternal contrast of the proposition, " This is right," 
with the proposition, " That is pleasant" The ascetic instinct 
is probably as old as humanity, yet we must not forget that early 
religious practices are apt to be defident in lofty spiritual mean-
ing, many things being esteemed holy that are from a modem 
point of view trifling and even obscene. We may therefore 
expect in primitive asceticism to find many abstentions and 
much self-torture apparently valueless for the training of  
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character and discipline of the feelings, which are the essence of 
any healthy macadam. Nevertheless these non-moral taboos or 
restraints may have played a part in building up in us that 
faculty of preferring the larger good to the impulse of the moment 
which is the note of real civilization. Aristotle in his Mks 
defines, as the barbarian's ideal of life, " the living as one likes." 
Yet nothing is less true; for the savage, more than the civilized 
man, is tied down at every step with superstitious scruples and 
restrictions barely traceable in higher civilizations except as 
primitive survivals. It is not that savages are devoid of the 
ascetic instinct. It is on the contrary over-developed in them, 
but Ili-informed and working in ways unessential or even morally 
harmful. It Is the note of every great religious reformer, Moses, 
Buddha, Paul, Mani, Mahomet, St Francis, Luther, to enlighten 
and direct it to higher aims, substituting a true personal holiness 
for a ritual purity or taboo, which at the best was viewed as a 
kind of physical condition and contagion, inherent as well in 
things and animals as in man. 

It is useful, therefore, in a summary sketch of ascelidsm,to 
begin with the facts as they can be observed among less advanced 
races, or as mere survivals among people who have readied the 
level of genuine moral reflection; and from this basis to proceed 
to a consideration of self-denial consciously pursued as a method 
of ethical perfection. The latter is as a rule less cruel and 
rigorous than primitive forms of asceticism. Under this head 
fall the following:--Fasting, or abstention from certain meats 
and drinks; denial of sexual instinct; subjection of the body 
to physical discomforts, such as nakedness, vigils, sleeping on 
the bare ground, tattooing, deformation of skull, teeth, feet, &c., 
vows of silence  to be observed throughout life or during pilgrim-
ages, avoidance of baths, of hair-cutting and of dean raiment, 
living in a cave; actual self-infliction of pain, by scourging, 
branding, cutting with knives, wearing of hair shirts, fire-walking, 
burial alive, banging up of oneself by hooks plunged into the 
skin, suspension of weights by such books to the tenderer parts 
of the body, self-mutilation and numerous other, often ingenious, 
modes of torture. Such customs repose on various superstitions; 
for example, the self-mutilation of the Galli or priests of Cybele 
was probably a magical ceremony intended to fertilize the soli 
and stimulate the crops. Others of the practices enumerated, 
probably the greater part of them, spring from demonological 
beliefs. 

Fasting (q.v.) Is used in primitive asceticism for a variety of 
reasons, among which the following deserve notice. Certain 
animals and vegetables are taboo, i.e. too holy, or—what among 
Semites and others was the same thing—too defiling and unclean, 
to be atm. Thus in Leviticus xi. the Jews are forbidden to 
eat animals other than cloven-footed ruminants; thus the 
camel, coney, hare and swine were forbidden; so also any water 
organisms that had not fins and scales, and a large choice of 
birds, including swan, pelican, stork, heron and hoopoe. AS 
winged creeping things that have four feet were equally abomin-
able. Lastly, the weasel, mouse and most lizards were taboo. 
All or nearly all of these were at one time totem animals among 
one or another of the Semitic tribes, and were not eaten because 
primitive men will not cat animals between which and themselves 
and their gods they believe a peculiar tie of kinship to exist. 
Men do not eat an animal for which they have a reverential 
dread, or if they eat it at all, it is only in a sacramental feast and 
in order to death into themselves its life and holy properties. 
Such abstinences as the above, though based on taboo, that is, on 
a reluctance to eat the totem or sacred animal, are yet ascetic 
in so far as they involve much self-denial. No flesh is more 
wholesome or succulent than beef, yet the Egyptians and 
Phoenicians, says Porphyry (4 Abst. ii. ix), would rather eat 
human flesh than that of the cow, and so would two hundred and 
fifty millions of modern Hindus. The privation involved in 
abstention from the flesh of the swine, a taboo barely less wide-
spread, is obvious. 

Similar prohibitions are common in Africa, where fetish priests 
are often reduced to a diet of herbs and roots. That such dietary 
restrictions were merely ceremonial and superstitious, and not, 
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intended to prevent the consumption of meats which would revolt 
modern tastes is certain from the fact that the Levitical law 
freely allowed the eating of locusts, grasshoppers, crickets and 
cockroaches, while forbidding the consumption of rabbits, hares, 
storks, swine, &c. The Pythagoreans were forbidden to at beans. 

Another widespread reason for avoiding flesh diet altogether 
was the fear of absorbing the irrational soul of the animal, 
which especially resided in the blood. Hence the rule not to at 
meats strangled, except in sacramental meals when the god 
inherent in the animal was partaken of. It is equally a soul or 
spirit in wine which inspires the intoxicated; the old Egyptian 
kings avoided wine at table and in libations, because it was the 
blood of rebels who had fought with the gods, and out of whose 
rotting bodies grew the vines; to drink the blood was to imbibe 
the soul of these rebels, and the frenzy of intoxication which 
followed was held to be possession by their spirits. The medieval 
Jews also held that there is a cardiac demon in wine which 
takes possession of drunken men; and the Mahommedan 
prohibition of wine-drinking is based on a similar superstition. 
The avoidance of wine, therefore, by Rechabites, Nazirites, Arab 
dervishes and Pythagoreans, and also of leaven in bread, is 
parallel to and explicable in the same way as abstention from 
flesh. Porphyry (sic Abst.i. 10 acquaints us with another wide-
spread scruple against flesh diet. It was this, that the souls of 
men transmigrated into animals, so that if you ate these, you 
might consume your own kind, cannibal-wise. Contemporary 
meat-eaters set themselves to combat this prejudice, and argued 
that it was a pious duty to kill animals and so release the human 
souls imprisoned. In the same tract Porphyry relates (ii. 48) 
how wizards acquired the mantic powers of certain birds, such 
as ravens and hawks, by swallowing their hearts. The soul of 
the bird, he explains, enters them with its flesh, and endows 
them with power of divination. The lover of wisdom, who is 
priest of the universal God, rather than risk the taking into him-
self of inferior souls and polluting demons, will abstain from 
eating animals. Such is Porphyry's argument. 

The same fear of imbibing the irrational soul of animals, and 
thereby reinforcing the lower appetites and instincts of the 
human being, inspired the vegetarianism of Apollonius of Tyana 
and of the Jewish Therapeume, who in their sacred meals were 
careful to have a table free from blood-containing meats; and 
the fear of absorbing the animal's psychic qualities equally 
motived the Jewish and early Christian rule against eating 
things strangled. It was an early belief, which long survived 
among the Manichaean sects, that fish, being born in and of the 
waters, and without any sexual connexion on the part of other 
fishes are free from the taint which pollutes all animals quac 
copulation gateraotor. Fish, therefore, unlike flesh, could be 
safely eaten- Here we have the origin of the Catholic rule of 
fasting, seldom understood by those who observe it. The same 
scruple against flesh-eating is conveyed in the beautiful confes- 
sion, in the Cretans of Euripides, of one who had been initiated 
in the mysteries of Orpheus and became a " Bacchos." The last 
lines of this, as rendered by Dr Gilbert Murray, arc as follows:— 

" Robed in pure white, I have borne me elms 
From man's vile birth and coined clay, 
And exiled from my lips alway 
Touch of all meat where life bath been." 

This Orphic fast from meat was only broken by an annual 
sacramental banquet, originally, perhaps, of human, but later of 
raw bovine flesh. 

The Manichaeans held that in every act of begetting, human or 
otherwise, a soul is condemned afresh to a cydo of misery by 
imprisonment in flesh—a thoroughly Indian notion, under the 
influence of which their perfect or elect ones scrupulously 
abstained from flesh. The prohibition of taking life, which 
they took over from the Farther East, in itself entailed fasting 
from flesh. A fully initiated ldanichaean would not even cut his 
own salad, but employed a catechumen to commit on his behalf 
this act of murder, for which he subsequently shrived him. 

We come to I third widespread reason for fasting, common 
among savage}. Faspished persons are liable to morbid .excite-__  

meat, and fall Into imaginative ecstasies, in the count of whids 
they see visions and spectres, converse with gods and angels, 
and are the recipients of supernatural revelations. Accordingly 
King Saul "ate no bread all the day nor all the night" in which 
the witch of Endor revealed to him the ghost of Samuel. Weak 
and famished, he hardly wanted to at the fatted calf when the 
vision was over Among the North American Indians ecstatic 
fasting is regularly practised. A faster writes down his`visions 
and revelations for a whole season. They are then examined by 
the elders of the tribe, and if events have verified them, he is 
recognized as a supernaturally gifted being, and rewarded with 
chieftaincy. All over the world fasting is a recognized mode of 
evoking, consulting and also of overcoming the spirit world. 
This is why the Zulus and other primitive races distrust a 
medicine man who is not an ascetic and lean with fasting. In 
the Semitic East It is an old belief that a successful fast in the 
wilderness of forty days and nights gives power over the Dlinits. 
The Indian yogi fasts till he sees face to face all the gods of his 
Pantheon; the Indian magician fasts twelve days before pro-
ducing rain or working any cure. The Bogomils fasted till they 
saw the Trinity face to face. From the first, fasting was practised 
in the church for similar reason. In the Shepherd of Hermes a 
vision of the church rewards frequent fasts and prayer; and it is 
related in extra-canonical sources that James the Less vowed 
that he would fast until he too was vouchsafed -a vision of the 
risen Lord. After a long and rigorous fast the Lord appeared 
to him. Not /1. few saints were rewarded for their fasting by 
glimpses of the beatific vision. Dr Tylor writes on this point as 
follows (Prim. Calk ii. ars): " Bread and meat would have 
robbed the ascetic of many an angel's visit: the opening of the 
refectory door must many a time have closed the gates of heaven 
to his gaze." 

Among the Semites and Tatars worshippen lacerate themselves 
before the god. So in t Kings xviii. a8 the priests of Baal 
engaged in a rain-making ceremony, gashed themselves with 
knives and lances till the blood gushed out upon them. The 
Syriac word ethlarkskaph, which means literally to " cut one- 
self," is the regular equivalent of to " make supplication." 
Among Greeks and Arabs, mourners also cut themselves with 
knives and scratched their faces; the Hebrew law forbade such 
mourning, and we find the prohibition repeated in many canons 
of the Eastern churches. At first sight these rites seem intended 
to call down the pity of heaven on man, but as Robertson Smith 
points out, their real import was by shedding blood on a holy 
stone or in a holy place to tie or renew a blood-bond between 
tho God and his faithful ones. We have no clear information 
about the mind of the Flagellants, who in 1259, and again in 
1349. swarmed through the streets of European cities, naked 
and thrashing themselves, till the blood ran, with leather thongs 
and iron whips. They were penitents, and no doubt Imbued 
with the ancient belief that without the shedding of blood there 
is no remission of sins. 

Asceticism then in Its origin was usually not ascetic in a 
modern sense, that is, not ethical. It was rather of the nature 
of the savage taboo (q.v.), the outcome of totemistic beliefs or a 
mode of averting the contaminating presence of djinns and 
demons. Above all, fasting was a mode of preparing oneself 
for the sacramental eating of a sacred animal, and as such often 
assisted by use of purgatives and aperients. It was essential 
in the old Greek rites of averting the Kara or djinns, the ill 
regulated ghosts who return to earth and molest the living, to 
abstain from flesh. The Pythagoreans and Orphic moue so 
abstained all their life long, and Porphyry eloquently insists on 
such a discipline for all who " are not content merely to talk 
about Reason, but are really intent on casting aside the body 
and living through Reason with Truth. Naked and without 
the tunic of the flesh these will enter the arena and strive in the 
Olympic contest of the soul." 

It is time to pass on to Buddhist asceticism, In its essence 
a more ethical and philosophical product than some of the 
forms so far considered. The keynote of Buddhist asceticism is 
deliverance from ...lite and its inevitable suffering. Once at a 
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village where he rested the Blessed One (Buddha) addressed 
his brethren and said: " It is through not understanding and 
grasping four Noble Troths, 0 brethren, that we have bad to 
run so long, to wander so long in this weary path of transmigra-
tion, both you and I." These noble truths were about sorrow, 
Its cause, its cessation and the path which leads to that cessation. 
Once they are grasped the craving for existence is rooted out, 
that which leads to renewed existence is destroyed, and there 
boo more birth. The Buddha believed he had a way of Truth, 
which if an elect disciple possessed he might say of himself, 
" Heil is destroyed for me, and rebirth as an animal, or a ghost, 
or in any place of woe. I am converted, I am no longer liable 
to be reborn in a state of suffering, and am assured of final 
salvation." 

Suffering, said the sage in his great sermon at Senates, is 
Inseparable from birth and old age. Sickness is suffering, so is 
death, so is union with the unloved, and separation from the 
loved; not to obtain what one desires is suffering; the entire 
fivefold clinging to the earthly is suffering. Its origin is the 
thirst for being which leads from birth to birth, together with 
lust and desire, which find gratification here and there; the 
thirst for pleasures, for being, for power. This thirst must be 
extinguished by complete annihilation of desire, by letting it 
go, expelling it, separating oneself from it, giving it no room. 
This extinction is achieved in eight ways, namely rectitude of 
faith, resolve, speech, action, living, effort, thought, self-con-
centration. 

In this gospel we must be done with the outer world, partici-
pation in which is not the self, yet means for the self birth 
and death, appetites, longings, emotions, change and suffering, 
pleasure and pain. He that has put off all lust and desire, all 
hope and fear, all will to exist as a sinful, became a sentient, 
being, has won to the heaven of extinction or Nirvana. He may 
still tread the earth, but he is a saint or Brahman, is in heaven, 
has quitted the transient and enjoys eternity. 

Such was the Buddha's gospel, as his most ancient scriptures 
enunciate it. Nirvana is constantly defined in them as supreme 
happiness. It is not even clear how far, if we interpret it strictly, 
this philosophy leaves any self to be happy. However this be, 
its practical expression is the life of the monk who has separated 
himself from the world. Five commandments must be observed 
by him who would even approach the higher life of saint and 
ascetic. They are these: to kill no living thing; not to lay 
hands on another's property; not to touch another's wife, 
not to speak what is untrue; not to drink intoxicating drinks. 

Though couched in the negative, these rules must be inter-
preted in the amplest and widest sense by all believers. The 
Order, however, which the would-be ascetic can enter by regular 
initiation, when he is twenty years of age, entails a discipline 
much more severe. He bas gone forth from home into homeless-
ness, and has not where •to lay his head. He must eat only the 
morsels he gets by begging; must dress in such rags as be can 
pick up; must sleep under trees. Mendicancy Is his recognised 
way of life. Furthermore, he must abstain all his life from 
sexual Intercourse; be may not take even a blade of grass 
without permission of the owner; he must not kill even a worm 
or ant; he must not boast of his perfection. In practice the 
lives of Buddhist monks are not so squalid as these rules would 
lead us to suppose. Thanks to the reverent charity of the 
laymen, they do not live much worse than Benedictine monks; 
and the prohibition to live in houses does not extend to caves. 
Everywhere in India and Ceylon they hollowed out cells and 
churches in the cliffs and rocks, which are the wonder of the 
European tourist. 

But long before the advent of Buddhism, the hermit, or 
wandering beggar, was a familiar figure in India. No formal 
initiation was imposed on the would-be ascetic, save (in the case 
of young men) the duty to live at first in his teacher's house. 
One who had thus fulfilled the duties of the student order must 
" go forth remaining chaste," says the Apestamba, ii. 9.8. He 
shall then" live without a fire, without a house, without pleasures, 
without protection; remaining silent and uttering speech only 
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on the occasion of the daily recitation of the Veda; begging so 
much food only in the village as will sustain his life, he shall 
wander about, neither caring for this world nor for heaven. 
He shall only wear clothes thrown away by others. Some 
declare that he shall even go naked. Abandoning truth and 
falsehood, pleasure and pain, the Vedas, this world and the next, 
he shall seek the Univenal Soul, in knowledge of which standeth 
eternal salvation." 

Such a life was specially recommended for one who has lived 
the life of a householder, and, having begotten sons according 
to the sacred law and offered sacrifices, desires in his old age to 
abandon worldly objects and direct his mind to final liberation. 
He leaves his wife, if she will not accompany him, and goes 
forth Into the forest, 'committing her and his house to his sons. 
He must Indeed take with him the sacred fire and implements 
for domestic saclifice, but until death overtakes him he must 
wander silent, alone, possessing no hearth nor dwelling, begging 
his food in the villages, firm of purpose, with a potsherd for an 
alms bowl, the roots of trees for a dwelling, and dad in coarse 
worn-out garments. " Let him not desire to die, let him not 
desire to live; let him wait for his appointed time, as a servant 
waits for the payment of his wages. Let him drink water 
purified by straining with a cloth, let him utter speech purified 
by truth, let him keep his heart pure. Let him patiently bear 
bard words, let him not insult anybody, let him not become any 
one's enemy for the sake of this perishable body. . . . Let him 
reflect on the transmigrations of men, caused by their sinful 
deeds, on their falling into hell, and on their torments in the 
world of Yama. . . . A twice-born man who becomes an 
ascetic thus shakes off sin here below and reaches the highest 
Brahman " (Laws of Mans, by G. Behler, vi. 85). 

This old-world wisdom of the Hindus, a thousand years before 
our era, is worthily to be paralleled from the Manichaeism of 
about the year moo. Augustine has preserved (contra Faustem, 
v. r) the portraiture of a Manichaean elect as drawn by himself :-

" I have given up father and mother, wife, children and all else 
that the gospel bids us, and do you ask if I accept the gospel ? 
Are you then still ignorant of what the wordl means? It is gospe 
nothing else than the preaching and precept of Christ. I have cast 
away gold and silver and have ceased to carry even copper in my 
belt, being content with my daily bread, nor caring for the morrow, 
nor anxious how my belly shall be filled or my body clothed: and 
do you ask me if I accept the gospel ? You behold in me those 
beatitUdes of Christ which make up the gospel, and you ask me if 
I accept it. You behold me gentle, a peacemaker, pure of heart, 
a mourner, hungering, thirsting, bearing persecutions and hatreds 
for righteousness' sloe, and do you doubt whether I accept the 
gospel. .

il 
 . . AU 

tacit si
was mine 

 ating 
I have given up, father, mother, 

wife. chdren, lver, e, g, del ights, p le asuses. 
Deem this a sufficient answer to your question and deem yourslifl 
on the way to be blessed, if you have not been scandalized In me.' 

The Greek Cynics (see Cynics) played a great part in the 
history of Asceticism, and they were so much the precursors of 
the Christian hermits that descriptions of them in profane 
literature have been mistaken for pictures of early monasticism. 
In striving to imitate the rugged strength and independence of 
their master Socrates, they went to such extremes as rather 
to ariature him. They affected to live like beggars, bearing 
staff and wallet, owning nothing, renouncing pleasures, riches, 
honours. For older thinkers like Plato and Aristotle the perfect 
life was that of the citizen and householder; but the Cynics 
were Individualists, citizens of the world without loyalty or 
respect for the ancient city state, the decay of which was 
coincident with their rise. Their zeal for renunciation often 
extended not to pleasures, marriage and property alone, but to 
cleanliness, knowledge and good manners as well, and in this 
respect also they were the forerunners of later monks. 

Philo (so B.C.—A.D. 40) has left us many pictures of the life 
which to his mind impersonated the highest wisdom, and they 
are all inspired by the more respectable sort of cynicism, which 
had taken deep root among Greek Jews of the day. One such 
picture merits citation from his tract On Change of Names (vol. 
i. 583, ed. Mangey): " All this company of the good and wise 
have of their own free will divested themselves of too copious 
wealth; nay, have spurned the things dear to the fish. For of 
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good habit and lusty are athletes, since they have fortified 
against the soul the body which should be its servant; but the 
disciples of wisdom are pale and wasted, and in a manner reduced 
to skeletons, because they have sacrificed the whole of their 
bodily strength to the faculties of the soul." 

His own favourite ascetics, the Therapeutae, whose chief 
centre was in Egypt, had renounced property and all its tempta-
tions, and fled, irrevocably abandoning brothers, children, wives, 
parents, throngs of kinsmen, intimacy of friends, the fatherlands 
where they were born and bred (see THERAPEITINE). Here we 
have the ideal of early Christian renunciation at work, but apart 
from the influence of Jesus. In the pages pf Epictetus the same 
ideal is constantly held up to us. 

In the Christian Church there was from the earliest age a 
leaning to excessive asceticism, and it needed a severe struggle 
on the part of Paul, and of the Catholic teachers who followed 
him, to secure for the baptized the right to be married, to own 
property, to engage in war and commerce, or to assume public 
office. One and all of the permanent institutions of society were 
condemned by the early enthusiasts, especially by those who 
looked forward to a speedy advent of the millennium, as alien to 
the kingdom of God and as impediments to the life of grace. 

Marriage and property had already been eschewed in the 
Jewish Essene and Therapeutic sects, and in Christianity the 
name of Encratite was given to those who repudiated marriage 
and the use of wine. They did not form a sect, but represented 
an impulse felt everywhere. In early and popular apocryphal 
histories the apostles are represented as insisting that their 
converts should either not contract wedlock or should dissolve 
the tie if already formed. This is the plot of the Acts of Tkeda, 
a story which probably goes back to the first century. Repudia-
tion of the tie by fervent women, betrothed or already wives, 
occasioned much domestic friction and popular persecution. 
In the Syriac churches, even as late as the 4 th century, the married 
state seems to have been .regarded as incompatible with the 
perfection of the initiated. Renunciation of the state of wedlock 
was anyhow imposed on the faithful during the lengthy, often 
lifelong, terms of penance imposed upon them for sins committed; 
and later, when monkery took the place, in a church become 
worldly, partly of the primitive baptism and partly of that 
rigorous penance which was the rebaptism and medicine of the 
lapsed, celibacy and virginity were held essential thereto, no 
less than renunciation of property and money-making. 

Together with the rage for virginity went the institution of 
virgines subintrodudee, or of spiritual wives.

' 
 for it was often 

assumed that the grace of baptism restored the original purity 
of life led by Adam and Eve in common before the Fall. Such 
rigours are encouraged in the Shepherd of Hermes, a book which 
emanated from Rome and up to the 4th century was read in 
church. They were common in the African churches, where they 
led to abuses which taxed the energy even of a Cyprian. They 
were still rife in Antioch in 260. We detect them in the Celtic 
church of St Patrick, and, as late as the 7th century, among the 
Celtic elders of the north of France. In the Syriac church as late 
as 34o, such relations prevailed between the " Sons and daughters 
of the Resurrection." It continued among the Albigenses and 
other dissident sects of the middle ages, among whom it served 
a double purpose; for their elders were thus not only able to 
prove their own chastity, but to elude the inquisitors, who were 
less inclined to suspect a man of the catharism which regarded 
marriage as the "greater adultery " (waists adetherium) if they 
found him cohabiting (in appearance at least) with a woman. 
There was hardly an early council, great or small, that did not 
condemn this custom, as well as the other one, still more painful 
to think of, of self-emasculation. In'the Catholic church, however, 
common sense prevailed, and those who desired to follow the 
Encratite ideal repaired to the monasteries. 

Auriroarriss.—E. B. Tyler, Priorities Ctsbure (London, 
Robertson Smith, Religion 	the Semites (London, 15001). 
Harrison. Prolegomena athe Study of Greek Rdigien ; F. Max thier. 

antique; J. G. Frazer, The Golden 	(London, woo). and 
The Sacred Books of the East; Victor 	 Magie dens rinds 

Adonis, .i bis, Osiris (London, 1906); 	Lafay, Cake des 

dietititis dAlasaLis (Paris, :11114); Mirages; Sackagertimate dew 
Milfelvisas (Munich, 1890); Fr. Cumont , Mysteries of Mara 
(Chicago. 1903); Thaler, Gush der Axes* 0863). See also under 
PU11F1CA110N. Goldziber, " De Pascetisnie atminerflielf temps 
de rislaul." in Reese de Thistoire des religious 5898_ p. 314: 

et Muratori, De Synisedis _Agapelis (Pavia. lics et as. Mastionaur 
Types of Bwd a Theory (Oxford, 1885); T. H. teen, Prokenema 
to Eases (Oxford. 5883); Frans Cumont, Les Religiose orientates 
dans to paganism rentals, (Paris, 1907); Porphynus, De Absti- 

Plutarchus, De Cannons Ern. 	 (F. C. C.) 
ASCIIAFFERBORIL a town of Germany, in the kingdom of 

Bavaria, on the right bank of the Main, at its continence with the 
Aschaff, near the foot of the Spasart, 26 m. by rail S.E. of 
Frankfort-on-Maio. Pop. (IMO 58.056; (nos) 55,275. Its 
chief buildings are the Jobannisburg, built (1605-1614 by 
Archbishop Schweikard of Cronberg, which contains a bleary 
with a number of imitsodeda, a collection of engravings  and 
paintings; the Slifishirelse, or cathedral, founded in p8o by Otto 
of Bavaria, but dating in the main from the early 12th and the 
13th centuries, in which are preserved various monuments by 
the Vischem, and a sarcophagus, with the relics of St Margaret 
(Ism); the Capuchin hospital; a theatre, which was formerly 
the house of the Teutonic order; and several mansions of the 
German nobility. The town, which has been remarkable for its 
educational establishments since the tooth century. has a gym-
nasium, lyceum, seminarium and other schools. There is an 
archaeological museum in the old abbey buildings. The graves 
of Siemens Brentano and his brother Christian (d. alp) are in 
the churchyard; and Wilhelm Heine is buried in the town. 
Coloured and white paper, ready-made clothing, cellulose, 
tobacco, lime and liqueurs are the chief manufactures, while 
a considerable export trade is done down the Main in wood, 
cattle and wine. 

Aschaffenbutg, called in the middle ages Aschafabtug and also 
Askenburg, was originally a Roman settlement. The soth and 
23rd Roman legions had their station here, and on the ruins of 
their antrum the Frankish may= of the palace built a castle. 
Bonifacius erected a chapel to St Martin, and founded a Bene-
dictine monastery. A stone bridge over the Main was built by 
Archbishop Willigis in cde. Adalbert increased the Importance 
of the town in various ways about 1122. In 1292 a synod was 
held here, and in 1474 an imperial diet, preliminary to that of 
Vienna, in which the concordat was decided which has therefore 
been sometimes called the Asehalenburg Concordat. 

The town suffered greatly during the Thirty Years' War, 
being held in turn by the various belligerents. In 1842-1849, 
King Louis built himself to the west of the town a country hease, 
called the Peespeielesse, from its being an imitation of the house 
of Castor and Pollux at Pompeii. In r866 the Prussians inflicted 
a severe defeat on the Austrians in the neighbourhood. 

The principality of Ascbaffenburg, deriving its name from the 
city, comprehended an area of 654 English sq. In. It banned part 
of the electorate of Mains, and in 1803 was nude over to the 
archchancellor, Archbishop Charles of Heiberg. In 1806 it was 
annexed to the grand-duchy of Frankfort; and in dim was 
transferred to Bavaria, in virtue of a treaty concluded on the 
xoth of June between that power and Austria. With lower 
Franconia, it now forms a district of the kingdom of Bavaria. 

ASCHAM, ROGER (c. 1515-1568), English scholar and writer, 
was born at Kirby Wiske, a village in the North Riding of 
Yorkshire, near Nortbsllerton, about the year sm. His name 
would be more properly spelt Askham, being derived, doubtless, 
from Askham in the West Riding. He was the third son of John 
Ascham, steward to Lord Scrape of Bolton. The family name 
of his mother Margaret is unknown, but she is said to have been 
well connected. The authority for this statement, as for most 
others concerning Ascham's early life, is Edward Grant, head-
master of Westminster, who collected and edited his letters and 
delivered a panegyrical oration on his life in 1376. 

Asthma was educated not at school, but in the house of Sir 
Huraphry- Wingfield, a barrister, and in 1333 speaker of the 
House of Commons, as Ascbain himself tells us, in the Tozeleilese, 
p. 120 (not, as by a mistake which originated with Grant and bra 
been repeated ever since, Sir Anthony Wingfield, misfires mph,. 
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42( the stinker). Sir Humpbry "ever loved and used to have 
many children brought up in his house," where they were under 
a tutor named R. Bond. Their sport was archery, and Sir 
Huesphry " himself would at term times bring down from 
London both bows and shafts and go with them himself to the 
field and see them shoot." Hence Ascham's earliest English 
work, the Toxopkiiss, the importance which be attributed to 
archery in educational establishments, and probably the pro-
vision for archery in the statutes of St Albans, Harrow and 
other Elizabethan schools. From this private tuition Ascham 
was sent "about 1530," at the age, it is said, of fifteen, to St 
John's College, Cambridge, then the largest and most learned 
college in either university. Here he fell under the influence of 
John Cheke, who was admitted a fellow in Ascham's first year, 
and Sir Thomas Smith. His guide and friend was Robert 
Pember, " a man of the greatest learning and with an admirable 
facility in the Greek tongue." On his advice he practised 
seriously the precept embodied in the saying, " I know nothing 
about the subject, I have not even lectured on it," and " to 
learn Greek more quickly, while still a boy, taught Greek to 
boys." In Latin he specially studied Cicero and Caesar. He 
became BA. on the 18th of February t53,i5. Dr Nicholas 
Metcalfe was then master of the college, " a papist, indeed, and 
yet if any young man given to the new learning as they termed 
it, wear beyond his fellows," he " lacked neither open praise, 
nor private exhibition." He procured Ascham's election to a 
fellowship, " though being a new bachelor of arts, I chanced 
among my companions to speak against the Pope . . . after 
grievous rebuke and some punishment, open warning was given 
to all the fellows, none to be so hardy, as to give me his voice at 
that election." The day of election Ascham regarded as his 
" birthday," and " the whole foundation of the poor learning I 
have and of all the furtherance that hitherto elsewhere I have 
obtained." He took his MA. degree on the 3rd of July 1537. 
He stayed for some time at Cambridge taking pupils, among 
whom was William Grindal, who in 1544 became tutor to Princess 
Elizabeth. Ascham himself cultivated music, acquired fame 
for a beautiful handwriting, and lectured on mathematics. 
Before tszo, when the Regius professorship of Greek was estab-
lished, Ascham " was paid a handsome salary to profess the 
Greek tongue in public," and held also lectures in St John's 
College. He obtained from Edward Lee, then archbishop of 
York, a pension of £2 a year, in return for which Ascham trans-
lated Oecumenius' Commentaries on the Pauline Epistles But 
the archbishop, scenting heresy in some passage relating to the 
marriage of the clergy, sent it back to him, with a present indeed, 
but with something like a reprimand, to which Ascham answered 
With an assurance that he was " no seeker after novelties," as 
ills lectures showed. He was on safer ground in writing in 1542-
1543 a book, which he told Sir William Paget in the summer 
of 1544 was in the press, " on the art of Shooting." This was 
no doubt suggested partly by the act of parliament 33 Henry 
VIII c. q, " an acte for mayntenaunce of Artyllarie and debar-
ringe of unlawful games," requiring every one under sixty, of good 
health, the clergy, judges, &c., excepted, " to use shooting in the 
long bow," and fixing the pries at which bows were to be sold. 
Under the title of Tozopleilus he presented it to Henry VIII. at 
Greenwich soon after his triumphant return from the capture of 
Boulogne, and promptly received a grant of a pension of Lie a 
year, equal to some L200 a year of our money. A novelty of the 
book was that the author had " written this Englishe matter 
in the Englishe tongue for Englishe men," though he thought it 
necessary to defend himself by the argument that what " the 
best of the realm think it honest to use " he " ought not to suppose 
it vile for him to write." It is a Platonic dialogue between Tow-
Philus and Philologus, and nowadays its chief interest lies in its 
incidental remarks. It may probably claim to have been the 
spode( for leash Walton's Compkar Angier. 

From rser, Or earlier, &chaos acted as letter-writer to the 
university and also to his college. Perhaps the best specimen 
qI his skill was the letter written to the protector Somerset in 
*548 pa behalf of Sedbergh school, which Was attached to St 
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John's College by the founder, Dr Lupton, in 1525, and the 
endowment of which had been confiscated under the Chantries 
Act. In 15,0 Ascham was elected public orator by the university 
on Sir John Cheke's retirement. 

Shortly after the beginning of the reign of Edward VI., Aachen% 
made public profession of Protestant opinions in a disputation 
on the doctrine of the Mass, begun in his own college and then 
removed for greater publicity to the public schools of the uni-
versity, where it was stopped by the vice-chancellor. Thereon 
Ascham wrote a letter of complaint to Sir William Cecil. This 
stood him in good stead. In January t 548, Grindal, the princess 
Elizabeth's tutor, died. Ascham had already corresponded with 
the princess, and in one of his letters says that he returns her 
pen which he has mended. Through Cecil and at the princess's 
own wish he was selected as her tutor against another candidate 
pressed by Admiral Seymour and Queen Katherine. Ascham 
taught Elizabeth—then sixteen years old—for two years, chiefly 
at Cheshunt In a letter to Sturm, the Strassburg schoolmaster, 
he praises her " beauty, stature, wisdom and industry. She 
talks French and Italian as well as English: she has often talked 
to me readily and well in Latin and moderately so in Greek. 
When she writes Greek and Latin nothing is more beautiful than 
her handwriting . . . she read with me almost all Cicero and 
great part of Titus Livius: for she drew all her knowledge of 
Latin from those two authors. She used to give the morning 
to the Greek Testament and afterwards read select orations of 
Isocrates and the tragedies of Sophocles. To these I added 
St Cyprian and bfelanchthon's Commonplaces." In 155o Ascham 
quarrelled with Elizabeth's steward and returned to Cambridge. 
Cheke than procured him the secretaryship to Sir Richard 
Morrison (Moryson), appointed ambassador to Charles V. It 
was on his way to join Morrison that he paid his celebrated 
morning call on Lady Jane Grey at Bradgate, where be found' 
her reading Plato's Phuedo, while every one else was out hunting. 

The embassy went to Louvain, where he found the university 
very inferior to Cambridge, then to Innsbruck and Venice. 
Ascham read Greek with the ambassador four or five days a week. 
His letters during the embassy, which was recalled on Mary's 
accession, were published in English in 1553, as a " Report " 
on Germany. Through Bishop Gardiner he was appointed Latin 
secretary to Queen Mary with a pension of Lao a year. His 
Protestantism he must have quietly sunk, though he told Sturm 
that " some endeavoured to hinder the flow of Gardiner's 
benevolence on account of his religion." Probably his never 
having been in orders tended to his safety. On the 1st of June 
5554 he married Margaret Howe, whom he described as niece of 
Sir IL (/ J., certainly not, as has been said, Henry) Wallop. By 
her he had two sons. From his frequent complaints of his 
poverty then and later, he seems to have lived beyond his income, 
though, like most courtiers, he obtained divers lucrative leases 
of ecclesiastical and crown property. In 2555 he resumed his 
studies with Princess Elizabeth. reading in Greek the orations of 
Aescbines and Demosthenes' Dc Comm. Soon after Elizabeth's 
accession, on the 5th of October 1550, he was given, though a 
layman, the canonry and prebend of Wetwang in York minster. 
In 1563 be began the work which has made him famous, 
The Sehokweaster. The occasion of it was, be tells us (though 
he is perhaps merely imitating Boccaccio), that during the 
" great plague " at London in 1563 the court was at Windsor, 
and there on the roth of December he was dining with Sir 
William Cecil, secretary of state, and other ministers. Cecil 
said he had " strange news; that divers scholars of Eaton be 
run away from the schole for fear of beating "; and expressed 
his wish that " more discretion was used by schoolmasters in 
correction than commonly is." A debate took place, the party 
being pretty evenly divided between floggers and anti-floggers, 
with Ascham as the champion of the latter. Afterwards Sir 
Richard Sackvifle, the treasurer, came up to Ascham and told 
him that "a fond schoolmaster" had, by his brutality, made him 
hate learning, much to his loss, and as he had now a young son, 
whom be wished to be learned, he offered, if Aschans would name 
a tutor, to pay for the education of their respective sons.under 
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Ascham's orders, and invited Ascham to write a treatise on " the 
right order of teaching." The Scholemaster was the result. It 
is not, as might be supposed, a general treatise on educational 
method, but " a plaine and perfite way of teachyng children to 
understand, write and speake in Latin tong'; and it was not 
intended for schools, but " specially prepared for the private 
brynging up of youth in gentlemen and noblemens houses." 
The perfect way simply consisted in " the double translation of 
a model book "; the book recommended by this professional 
letter-writer being " Sturmius' Sdect Letters of Cicero." As a 
method of learning a language by a single pupil, this method 
might be useful; as a method of education in school nothing 
more deadening could be conceived. The method itself seems 
to have been taken from Cicero. Nor was the famous plea for 
the substitution of gentleness and persuasion for coercion and 
flogging in schools, which has been one of the main attractions 
of the book, novel. It was being practised and preached at that 
very time by Christopher Jonson (c. 1536-1597) at Winchester; 
it had been enforced at length by Wolsey in his statutes for his 
Ipswich College in z528, following Robert Sherborne, bishop 
of Chichester, in founding Rolleston school; and had been re-
peatedly urged by Erasmus and others, to say nothing of William 
of Wykeham himself in the statutes of Winchester College in 
1400. But Ascham's was the first definite demonstration in 
favour of humanity in the vulgar tongue and in an easy style 
by a well-known " educationist," though not one who had any 
actual experience as a schoolmaster. What largely contributed 
to its fame was its picture of Lady Jane Grey, whose love of 
learning was due to her finding her tutor a refuge from pinch-
ing, ear-boxing and bullying parents; some exceedingly good 
criticisms of various authors, and a spirited defence of English 
as a vehicle of thought and literature, of which it was itself an 
excellent example. The book was not published till after 
Ascham's death, which took place on the 23rd of December 
x568, owing to a chill caught by sitting up all night to finish a 
New Year's poem to the queen. 

His letters were collected and published in 1576, and went through 
several editions, the latest at Nuremberg in 1611; they were re-
edited by William Elstob in 1703. His English works were edited 
by James Bennett with a life by Dr Johnson in 1771, reprinted in 
8vo in 1815. Dr Giles in 1864-1865 published in 4 vols. select letters 
with the Torephiltu and Sekolentaster and the life by Edward Grant. 
The Sehokmaster was reprinted in 1571 and 1589. It was edited 
by the Rev. J. Upton in 1711 and in 1743. by Prof. J. E. B. Mayor 
in 1865. and by Prof. Edward Arbor in 187o. The Toxophilue was 
republished in 1571, 1589 and 1763, and by Prof. Edward \ rber in 
1868 and 1902. I. L.) 

ASCHERSLEBEN, a town of Germany, in the Prussian province 
of Saxony, 36 in. by rail N.W. from Halle, and at the junction 
of lines to COthen and Nienhagen. Pop. (1900) 27,245; (1905) 
27,876. It contains one Roman Catholic and four Protestant 
churches, a synagogue, a fine town-hall dating from the 16th 
century, and several schools. The discovery of coal in the 
neighbourhood stimulated and altered its industries. In addition 
to the manufacture of woollen wares, for which it has long been 
known, there is now extensive production of vinegar, paraffin, 
potash and especially beetroot-sugar; while the surrounding 
district, which was formerly devoted in great part to market-
gardening, is now tamed almost entirely into beetroot fields. 
There are also iron, zinc and chemical manufactures, and the 
cultivation of agricultural seeds is carried on. In the neighbour-
hood are brine springs and a spa (Wilhelmsbad). Aschersleben 
was probably founded in the nth century by Count Esico of 
Ballenstedt, the ancestor of the house of Anhalt, whose grandson, 
Otto, called himself count of Ascania and Aschersleben, deriving 
the former part of the title from his castle in the neighbourhood 
of the town. On the death of Otto III. (13r5) Aschersleben 
passed into the hands of the bishop of Halberstadt, and at the 
peace of 1648 was, with the bishopric, united to Brandenburg. 

ASCIANO, a town of Tuscany, in the province of Siena, to m. 
S.E. of the town of Siena by rail. Pop. (tool) 7618. It is 
surrounded by walls built by the Sienese in 1351, and has some 
rath-centurrchurches with paintings of the same period. Six 
milts to the south is the large Benedictine monastery of Monte 

Oliveto Maggiore, founded In 2320, famous for the frescoes by 
Luca Signorelli (1492-1498) and Antonio Bead, called Sodom.* 
(1505), in the cloister, illustrating scenes from the legend of St 
Benedict, the latter master's work is perhaps nowhere better 
represented than here. The church contains fine inlaid choir 
stalls by Fm Giovanni da Verona. The buildings, which are 
mostly of red brick, are conspicuous against the gray clayey and 
sandy soil. The monastery is described by Aeneas Sylviva 
Piccolomini (Pope Pius II.) in his Cornimenioria. Remains of 
Roman baths, with a fine mosaic pavement, were found within 
the town in 1898 (G. Pellegrini in Notizie degli scald, r899, 6). 

ASCITANS (or Ascrrar ; from Imo* the Greek for a wine-skin), 
a peculiar sect of 2nd-century Christians (Montanists), who 
introduced the practice of dancing round a wine-skin at their 
meetings. 

/LICIT= (Gr. lorodrhr, dropsical, from donts, bag; sc. 
whom, disease), the term in medicine applied to an effusion 
of non-inflammatory fluid within the peritoneum. It is not a 
disease in itself, but is one of the manifestations of disease 
elsewhere—usually in the kidneys, heart, or in connexion with 
the liver (portal obstruction). Portal obstruction is the 
commonest cause of well-marked ascites. It is produced by 
(t) diseases within the liver, as cirrhosis (usually alcoholic) and 
cancer; (2) diseases outside the liver, as cancer of stomach, 
duodenum or pancreas, causing pressure on the portal vein, 
or enlarged glands in the fissure of the liver producing the same 
effect. Ascites is one of the late symptoms in the disease, and 
precedes dropsy of the leg, which may come on later, due to 
pressure on the large veins in the abdominal cavity by the 
ascitic fluid. In ascites due to heart disease, the dropsy of the 
feet and legs precedes the ascites, and there will be a history or 
palpitation, shortness of breath, and perhaps cough. In the 
ascites of kidney troubles there will be a history of general 
oedema—puffiness of face and eyes on rising in the morningprob-
ably having attracted the attention of the patient or his friends 
previously. Other less common causes of ascites are chronic 
peritonitis, either tuberculous in the young, or due to cancer in 
the aged, and more rarely still pernicious anaemia. 

ASCLEPIADES. Greek physician, was born at Prusa in Bithynia 
in 124 B.C., and flourished at Rome in the end of the 2nd century 
B.C. He travelled much when young, and seems at first to have 
settled at Rome as a rhetorician. In that profession be did not 
succeed, but he acquired great reputation as a physician. He 
founded his medical practice on a modification of the atomic or 
corpuscular theory, according to which disease results from an 
irregular or inharmonious motion of the corpuscles of the body. 
His remedies were, therefore, directed to the restoration of 
harmony, and he trusted much to changes of diet, accompanied 
by friction, bathing and exercise, though he also employed 
emetics and bleeding. He recommended the use of wine, and 
in every way strove to render himself as agreeable as passible 
to his patients. His pupils were very numerous, and the school 
formed by them was called the Methodical. Asclepiades died 
at an advanced age. 

ASCLEPIADES, of Samos, epigrammatist and lyric poet, friend 
of Theocritus, flourished about 270 B.C. He was the earliest. 
and most important of the convivial and erotic epigramma-
tists. Only a few of his compositions are actual "inscrip-
tions "; others sing the praises of the poets whom be specially 
admired, but the majority of them are love-songs. It is doubtful 
whether he is the author of all the epigrams (some 40 in number) 
which bear his name in the Greek Anthology. lie possibly gave 
his name to the Asclepiadean metre. 

ASCLEPIODOTIM, Greek military writer, flourished in the 
tst century s.c. Nothing is known of him except that be was 
a pupil of Poscidonius the Stoic (d. 51 s.c.). He is the supposed 
author of a treatise on Graeco-Macedonian tactics (Taa-rui 
KeOilkaia), which, however, is probably not his own work, but 
the skeleton outline of the lectures delivered by his master, who 
is known to have written a work on the subject. 

ASCOLI, GRAZIADIO ISAIA (1829-1007), Italian philologist; 
of Jewish family, was born at Gorr, and at an early age showed a 
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marked linguistic talent. In lag he published his Sludii 
erienlali e linguidki, and in 186o was cppointed professor of 
philology at Milan. He made various learned contributions to 
the study of Indo-European. and Semitic languages, and also of 
the gipsy language, but his special field was the Italian dialects. 
He founded the Archipio &lank° ilsdian0 in 1873, publishing 
in It his Saggi Lahti, and making it in succeeding years the 
great organ of original scholarship on this subject. lie was 
universally recognized as the greatest authority on Italian 
linguistics, and his article in the Encyclopaedia Brilannica 
(9th ed., revised for this edition) became the classic exposition 
in English. (See ITALY: Language.) 

ASCOLI PICENO' (arm A :dawn), a town and episcopal see 
of the Marches, Italy, the capital of the province of Ascoli Piceno, 
17 m. W. of Porto d' Ascoli (a station on the coast railway, 56 m. 
S.S.E. of Ancona), and 53 m. S. of Ancona direct, situated on 
the S. bank of the Tronto (sac. Truodus) at its confluence with 
the Castellano, Soo ft. above sea-level, and surrounded by lofty 
mountains. Pop. (19or) town, :2,256; commune, 28,608. The 
Porta Romans is a double-arched Roman gate; adjacent are 
remains of the massive ancient city walls, in rectangular blocks 
of stones ft. in height, and remains of still earlier fortifications 
have been found at this point (F. Barnabei in Notizie degli scarf, 
5887, ass). The church of S. Gregorio is built into a Roman 
tetrastyle Corinthian temple, two columns of which and the 
cella are still preserved; the site of the Roman theatre can be 
distinguished; and the church and convent of the Annunziata 
(with two fine cloisters and a good fresco by Cola d' Amatrice 
in the refectory) are erected upon large Roman substructures 
of concrete, which must have supported some considerable 
building. Higher up is the castle, which now shows no traces of 
fortifications older than medieval; it commands a fine view of 
the town and of the mountains which encircle it. The town 
has many good pre-Renaissance buildings; the picturesque 
colonnaded market-place contains the fine Gothic church of 
S. Francesco and the original Palazzo del Comune, now the 
prefecture (Gothic with Renaissance additions). The cathedral 
is in origin Romanesque,,  but has been much altered, and was 
restored in r888 by Count Giuseppe Sacconi ( ass-roes). The 
frescoes in the dome, of the same date, are by Cesare Mariatti. 
The cope presented to the cathedral treasury by Pope Nicholas 
IV. was stolen in recta, and sold to Mr J. Pierpont Morgan, who 
generously returned it to the Italian government, and it was 
then placed for greater safety in the Galleria Corsini at Rome. 
The baptistery still preserves its ancient character; and the 
churches of S. Vittore and SS. Vincenzo ed Anastasio are also 
good Romanesque buildings. The fortress of the Malatesta, 
constructed in 1349, has been in the main destroyed; the part 
of it which remains is now a prison. The present Palazzo 
Comunale, a Renaissance edifice, contains a fine museum, 
chiefly remarkable for the contents of prehistoric tombs found 
in the district (including good bronze fibulae, necklaces, amulets, 
&c., often decorated with amber), and a large collection of 
acorn-shaped lead missiles (glandes) used by slingers, belonging 
to the time of the siege of Asodum during the Social War (89 a.c.). 
There is also a picture gallery containing works by local masters, 
Pietro Alamanni, Cola d' Amatrice, Carlo Crivelli, &c. The 
bridges across the ravines which defend the town are of consider-
able importance; the Ponte di Ports Cappucina is a very fine 
Roman bridge, with a single arch of 71 ft. span. The Ponte di 
Cecco (so named from Cecco d' Ascoli), with two arches, is also 
Roman and belongs to the Via Maria; the Ponte 'Maggiore 
and the Ponte Cartaro are, on the other hand, medieval, though 
the latter perhaps preserves some traces of Roman work. Near 
Ascoli is Castel Trosino, where an extensive Lombard necropolis 
of the 7th century was discovered in 1895; the contents of the 
tombs are now exhibited in the Museo Nazionale dells Terme 
at Rome (Notisie degli rears, 1895. 3s). 

The ancient Asculum was the capital of Picenum, and It 
1  The epithet distinguishes it from Anon Satriano (ane. Assertion), 

which lies r9 m. S. of Foggia by rail. 
It contains a floe polyptych by Carlo Crivelli (s473)-  

occupied a strong position In the centre of difficult country. 
It was taken in 268 B.C. by the Romans, and the Via Salaria was 
no doubt prolonged thus far at this period; the distance from 
Rome is 12o ra. It took a prominent part in the Social War 
against Rome, the proconsul Q. Servilius and all the Roman 
citizens within its walls being massacred by the inhabitants 
in 90 B.C. It was captured after a long siege by Pompeius 
Strabo in 89 B.C. The leader, Judacilius, committed suicide, the 
principal citizens were put to death, and the rest exiled. The 
Roman general celebrated his triumph on the 25th of December 
of that year. Caesar occupied it, however, as a strong position 
after crossing the Rubicon; and it received a Roman colony, 
perhaps under the triumvirs, and became a place of some jrn-
portance. In A.D. 301 it became the capital of Picenum Suburbi-
cerium. In us it was taken by Totila, but is spoken of by 
Paulus Diaconus as the chief city of Picenum shortly afterwards. 
From the time of Charlemagne it was under the rule of its 
bishops, who had the tide of prince and the right to coin money, 
until / as, when it became a free republic. It had many struggles 
with Fermo, and in the 15th century came more directly under 
the papal sway. 

See N. Persichetti in Rentiscke ifindlungen (1903), 293 *eq. 
(T. AS.) 

ASOCINIIIS PEDIANIIS. QUINTUS (9 B.C.—A.D. 76; or A.D. 
3-88), Roman grammarian and historian, was probably a native 
of Patavium (Padua). In his later years he resided at Rome, 
where he died, after having been blind for twelve years, at the 
age of eighty-five. During the reigns of Claudius and Nero he 
compiled for his sons, from various sources—e.g. the Gazette (Ada 
Publka), shorthand reports or " skeletons " (cosnerdarii) of 
Cicero's unpublished speeches, Tiro's life of Cicero, speeches and 
letters of Cicero's contemporaries, various historical writers, e.g. 
Varro, Atticus, Antias, Tuditanus and Fenestella (a contemporary 
of Livy whom he often criticizes)—historical commentaries on 
Cicero's speeches, of which only five, viz. in Pisonens, pro &aura. 
pro Milone, pro Cornelia and is logo candida, in a very mutilated 
condition, are preserved. In a note upon the speech pro Scours, 
he speaks of Longus Caecina (d. A.D. 57) as still living, while his 
words imply that Claudius (d. 54) was not alive. This statement, 
therefore, must have been .written between A.D. g and sy. 
These valuable notes, written in good Latin, relate chiefly to 
legal, historical and antiquarian matters. A commentary, of 
inferior Latinity and mainly of a grammatical character, on 
Cicero's Verrine orations, is universally regarded as spurious. 
Both works were found by Poggio in a MS. at St Gallen in 1416. 
This MS. is lost, but three transcripts were made by Poggio, 
Zomini (Sozomenus) of Pistoia and Bartolommeo da Monte-
pulciano. That of Poggio is now at Madrid (Matritensis x. 81), 
and that of Zomini is in the Forteguerri library at Pistols (No. 37). 
A copy of Bartolommeo's transcript exists in Florence (Laur. 
liv. s). The later MSS. are derived from Poggio's copy. Other 
works attributed to Asconius were: a life of Sallust, a defence 
of Virgil against his detractors, and a treatise (perhaps a 
symposium in imitation of Plato) on health and long life. 

Editions by Kiessling-SchNI (1875). and A. C. Clark (Oxford, 
tko6). which contains a previously unpublished collation of Poggio's 
transcript. See also Hedvig, De Asconio Pediano (1828). 

ASCOT, a village in the Wokingham parliamentary division 
of Berkshire, England, famous for its race-meetings. Pop. of 
parish of Ascot Heath (toot), 5927. The station on the South-
Western railway, 29 m. W.S.W. of London, is called Ascot and 
Sunninghill; the second name belonging to an adjacent town-
ship with a population (civil parish) of 4719. The race-CaLuSe is 
on Ascot Heath, and was laid out by order of Queen Anne in 
.171!, and on the 11th of August in that year the first meeting 
VMS held and attended by the queen. The course is almost 
exactly I m. in circumference, and the meetings are held in June. 
The principal race is that for the Ascot Gold Cup, instituted in 
r8a7. The meeting is one of the most fashionable in England, 
and is commonly attended by members of the royal family. 
The royal procession, for which the meeting is peculiarly famous, 
was initiated by George IV in r112o. 

See R. Herod, Roof Ascot (London, 1900). 
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ABCUS (Gr. kawk, a bag), a botanical term for the mem-

branous sacs containing the reproductive spores in certain 
lichens and fungi. Various compounds of the word are used, 
e.g. ascopkorous, producing lad; ascospore, the spore (or sporule) 
developed in the ascus; ascogoniunz, the organ producing it, &c. 

ASELLI [Amuses, or Aseztto], GASPAR° (1581-1626), 
Italian physician, was born at Cremona about 1581, became 
professor of anatomy and surgery at Pavia, and practised at 
Milan, where he died in 1626. To him is due the discovery of 
the lacteal vessels, published in De Lactibus (Milan, 1627). 

ASOILL, JOHN (1659-1738), English writer, was born at 
Hanley Castle, in Worcestershire, in 1659. He was bred to the 
law, and gained considerable reputation in his profession, in-
creased by two pamphlets—the first (1696) advocating the 
establishment of some currency other than the usual gold and 
silver, the second (1698) on a registry for titles of lands. In 
1699, when a commission was appointed to settle disputed claims 
in Ireland, he set out for that country, attracted by the hopes 
of practice. Before leaving London he put in the hands of the 
printer a tract, entitled An Argument proving that, according to 
the Covenant of Eternal Life revealed in the Scripture, Max may 
be translated from hence into that Eternal Life without passing 
through Death (i7oo). Coleridge has highly praised the " genuine 
Saxon English," the " irony " and " humour " of this extra-
ordinary pamphlet, which interpreted the relation between God 
and man by the technical roles of law, and insisted that, Christ 
having wiped out Adam's sin, the penalty of death must conse-
quently be illegal for those who claim exemption. How far it 
was meant seriously was doubted at the time, and may be 
doubted now. But its fame preceded the author to Ireland, 
and was of material service in securing his professional success, 
so that he amassed money, purchased an estate, and married 
a daughter of the second Lord Kenmare. He was returned both 
to the Irish and English parliaments, but was expelled from 
both on account of his " blasphemous " pamphlet. He was also 
involved in money difficulties,and litigation about his Irish estate, 
and these circumstances may have had soritething to do with his 
trouble in parliament. In 1707 he was arrested for debt, and 
the remainder of his life was spent }'n the Fleet prison, or within 
the rules of the king's bench. He died in 1738. Asgill also 
wrote in 1714-1715 some pamphlets defending the Hanoverian 
succession against the claims of the Pretender. 

ASH' (Ger. Esche),a common name (Fr. frtne) given to certain 
trees. The common ash (Fraxinus excelsior) belongs to the 
natural order Oleaceae, the olive family, an order of trees and 
shrubs wkic,h includes lilac, privet and jasmine. The Hebrew 
word Oren, translated " ash " in Isaiah xliv. 14, cannot refer to 
an ash tree, as that is not a native of Palestine, but probably 
refers to the Aleppo pine (Pinus hakpensis). The ash is a native 
of Great Britain and the greater part of Europe, and also extends 
to Asia. The tree is distinguished for its height and contour, 
as well as for its graceful foliage. It attains a height of from 
so to 8o ft., and flowers in March and April, before the leaves 
are developed. The reddish flowers grow in clusters, but are 
not showy. They are naked, that is without sepals or petals, 
and generally imperfect, wanting either stamens or pistil. The 
large leaves, which artiste in appearing, are pinnately compound, 
bearing four to seven pairs of gracefully tapering toothed leaflets 
on a slender stalk. The dry winged fruits, the so-called keys, 
are a characteristic feature and often remain hanging in bunches 
long after the leaves have fallen in autumn. The leaves fall 
early, but the greyish twigs and black buds render the tree 
conspicuous in winter and especially in early spring. 

The ash is in Britain next in value to the oak rasa timber-tree. 
It requires a good deep loam with gravelly subsoil, and a situation 
naturally sheltered, such as the steep banks of glens, rivers or 
lakes; in cold and wet clay it does not succeed. As the value of 
the timber depends chiefly on its toughness and elasticity, it is 
best grown in masses where the soil is good; the trunk is thus 

The homonym, ash or (rd.) ashes, the residue (of a body. &c.) 
after burning, 1s a common Teutonic word, Ger. kick*, connected 
with the root found in Lat. ardire, to burn.  

drawn up free from large side-bra:Idea The tree is easily 
propagated from seeds; it throws up strong root shoots. The 
ash requires much light, but grows rapidly, and its terminal 
shoots pierce easily through thickets of beech, with which it is 
often associated. Unmixed ash plantations are seldom satisfac-
tory, because the foliage does not suffidently cover the ground; 
but when mined with beech it grows well, and attains great 
height and girth. Owing to the dense mass of roots which it 
sends out horizontally a little beneath the surface of the ground, 
the ash does much harm to vegetation beneath its shade, and 
is therefore obnoxious as a hedgerow tree. Coppice shoots yield 
excellent hop-poles, crates, hoops, whip-handles, &c. The 
timber is much used for agricultural implentents, and by coach-
builders and wheelwrights. 

A variety of the common species, known as var. kderoplrylla, 
has simple leaves It occurs wild in woods in Europe and 
England. Another variety of ash (pelank) is met with in which 
the branches are pendulous and weeping. Sometimes this 
variety is grafted on the tall stem of the common ash, so as to 
produce a pleasing effect. It is said that the weeping variety 
was fast observed at Gamlingay, in Cambridgeshire. A variety 
(Moe) occurs with curled leaves, and another with warty stems 
and branches, called terrsocasa. F. Genus is the manna ash (see 
MANNA), a handsome tree with greenish-white flowers and native 
in south Europe. In southern Europe there is a small-leaved 
ash, called Praxinus parvifolia. A. floribunda, a large tree with 
terminal panicles of white flowers, is a native of the Himalayas. 
In America there are several species—such as Nadeau ameriesua, 
the white ash; F. pubeseens, the red ash; and F. samIzecifeles, 
the black ash. 

The " mountain ash " belongs to a totally different family 
from the commop ash. It is called Pries Arcuparia, and belongs 
to the natural order Rosaceae, and the tribe Poway, *hick 
includes also apples, pears, 8m. Its common name is probably 
due to its resemblance to the true ash, in its smooth grey bark, 
graceful ascending branches, and especially the form of the leaf, 
which is also pinnately compound but smaller than in the true 
ash. Its common name in Scotland is the rowan tree; it is 
well known by its clusters of white blossoms and succulent 
scarlet fruit. The name of poison ash is given to Rhustemenata, 
the North American poison elder or sumach, belonging to the 
Anacardiaceae (Cashew family). The bitter ash of the West 
Indies is Simarele excdsa, which belongs to the natural order 
Simarubacese. The Cape ash Is Ekebergia capassis, belonging 
to the natural order Meliaceae, a large tree, a native of the Cape 
of Good Hope. The prickly ash, Xasstkorylos Clam-Heresslis 
(nat. ord. Xanthoxyleae), a native of the south-eastern United 
States, is a small tree, the trunk of which is studded with corky 
tubercles, while the branches are armed with stout, sharp, 
brown prickles. 

/OW INIzorfle me Qaml, Arabian poet, was born before 
Mahomet, and lived long enough to accept the mission of the 
prophet. He was born in Manfaha, a village of al-Yemama in 
the centre of Arabia, and became a wandering singer, passing 
through all Arabia from Hadramut in the south to al-Hire in 
the north, and naturally frequenting the annual fair at Oka: 
(Min). His love poems are devoted to the praise of Huraira, 
a black female slave. Even before the time of Mahomet he is 
said to have believed in the resurrection and last judgment, 
and to have been a monotheist. These beliefs may have been 
due to his intercourse with the bishop of Neiran (HOU) and the 

(Christians) of al-Hire. His poems were praised for 
their descriptions of the wild ass, for the praise of wine, for their 
skill in praise and satire, and for the varieties of metre employed. 
His best-known poem is that in praise of Mahomet. 

His poems have been collected from various sources in L. Cheikho's 
Les Pales arabes ekeleinu (Jesuit press, Beirut, 1890), fap. 357-399. 
His eulogy of Mehemet has been edited by H. Thorberio, Al Abs's 
Loh:dick{ mg Muhammad (Leipzig, 1875). (G. W. T.) 

ABEAM a British pomession in West Africa, bounded W. 
by the (French) Ivory Coast colony, N. by the British Pro-
tectorate known as Northern Territories of the Gold Coast (see 
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Cow Cater), and E. by the river Volta (srhiiii separates It from . 

the German colony of Togoland); the southern frontier is 
conterminous with the northern frontier of the (British) Gold 
Coast colony. It forms an irregular oblong, with a triangular 
projection (the country of the Adansi) southward. It has an 
area of 23,000 114:1..10., and a population estimated (1907) at 
soo,000. 

Physical Features; Flora and Fauna.—A great part of Ashanti 
is covered with primeval and almost impenetrable forest. , 

 Many of the trees, chiefly silk-cotton and hardwciod, attain 
splendid proportions, the bombes reaching a height of over 200 
ft., but the monotony is oppressive, and is seldom relieved by 
the sight of flowers, birds or beasts. Ferns are abundant, and 
the mimosa rises to heights of from 30 to 6o ft. All over the 
forest spread lianas, or monkey-ropes, their usual position being 
that of immense festoons banging from tree to tree. To these 
lianas (species of which yield one kind of the rubber of commerce) 
Is due largely the weird aspect of the forest. The country round 
the towns, however, is cultivated with care, the fields yielding 
in abundance grain, yams, vegetables and fruits. In the north-
eastern districts the primeval forest gives place to park-like 
country, consisting of plains covered with high coarse grass, 
and dotted with occasional baobabs, as well as with wild plum, 
shea-butter, dwarf date, fan palms, and other small trees. Among 
the wild animals are the elephant (comparatively rare), the 
leopard, varieties of antelope, many kinds of monkeys' and 
numerous venomous snakes. Crocodiles and two kinds of 
hippopotami, the ordinary and a pygmy variety, are found in 
the rivers. Of birds, parrots are the most characteristic. Insect 
life is abundant. 

About 25 m. south-east of Kumasi Is Lake Busumchwi, the 
sacred lake of the Ashanti. It is surrounded by forest-clad hills 
some Boo ft. high, is nearly circular and has a maximum diameter 
of 6 m. The Black Volta, and lower down the Volta (q.e.), form 
the northern frontier, and various tributaries of the Volta, 
running generally in a northerly direction, traverse the eastern 
portion of the country. In the central puts are the upper 
courses of the Ofin and of some tributaries of the Prab. Farther 
west are the Tano and Bia rivers, which empty their waters into 
the Assini lagoon. In their course through Ashanti, the rivers, 
apart from the Volta, are navigable by canoes only. The 
elevation of the country is generally below 2000 ft., but it rises 
towards the north. 

Climate.—The climate, although unsuited to the prolonged 
residence of Europeans, is less unhealthy than that of the coast 
towns of West Africa. The water-supply is good and abundant. 
The rainy season lasts from the end of May until October; 
storms are frequent and violent. The mean temperature at 
Kumasi is 7 6° F., the mean annual rainfall 4o ins. 

Inhabitants.—The most probable tradition represents the 
Ashanti as deriving their origin from bands of fugitives, who in 
the 16th or 17th century were driven before the Moslem tribes 
migrating southward from the countries on the Niger and 
Senegal. Having obtained possession of a region of impenetrable 
forest, they defended themselves with a valour which, becoming 
part of their national character, raised them to the rank of a 
powerful and conquering nation. They are of the pure negro 
type, and are supposed to be originally of the same race as the 
Fanti, nearer the coast, and speak the same language. The 
separation of Fanti and Ashanti has been ascribed to a famine 
which drove the former south, and led them to live on lass, or 
herbs, while the latter subsisted on sax, or Indian corn, he., 
whence the names Fanti and Sand. The Ashanti are divided 
into a large number of tribes, of whom a dozen may be dis-
tinguished, namely, the Bekwai, Adansi, Juabin, Kokofu, 
Kumasi, Memnon, Nsuta, Nkwanta, Dadiassi, Daniassi, Ofinsu 
and Adjisu. Each tribe has its own king, but from the beginning 
of the a th century the king of Kumasi was recognised as king 
paramount, and was spoken of as the king of Ashanti. As 
paramount king he succeeded to the " golden stool," the symbol 

, The exact area of dense forest land is unknown, but is estimated 
at fully /2.000 eq. M. 

of authority among the Ashanti. After the deposition of 
Prempeh (1896) no king of Kumasi was chosen; Prempeh 
himself was never " enstooled." The government of Ashanti 
was formerly a mixture of monarchy and military aristocracy. 
The confederate tribes were originally organized for purposes of 
war into six great divisions or clans, this organization developing 
into the main social fabric of the state. 'The chiefs of the clans, 
with a few sub-chiefs having hereditary rights, formed the King's 
Council, and the king, unless of exceptionally strong character, 
often exercised less power than the council of chiefs, each of 
whom kept his little court, making a profuse display of barbaric 
pomp. Land is held in common by the tribes, lands unallotted 
being attached to the office of head chief or king and called 
"stool lands." Polygamy is practised by all who can afford it. 
It is stated by the early chroniclers that the king of Ashanti was 
bound to maintain the " fetish " number of 3333 wives; many 
of these, however, were employed in menial services. The 
crown descended to the king's brother, or his sister's son, not to 
his own offspring. The queen mother exercised considerable 
authority in the state, but the king's wives had no power. The 
system of human sacrifices, practised among the Ashanti until 
the closing years of the 19th century, was founded on a senti-
ment of piety towards parents and other connexions—the chiefs 
believing that the rank of their dead relatives in the future 
world would be measured by the number of attendants sent after 
them. There were two periods, called the great Adai and little 
Adai, at which human victims, chiefly prisoners of war or 
condemned criminals, were immolated. There is reason to 
believe that the extent of this practice was not so great u was 
currently reported. 

There are a few Mahommedans in Ashanti, most of them 
traders from other countries, and the Basel and Wesleyan 
missionaries have obtained some converts to Christianity; but 
the great bulk of the people are spirit-worshippers. Unlike many 
West African races, the Ashanti in general show a repugnance to 
the doctrines of Islam. 

Towns and Trade.—Besides the capital, Kumasi (q.e.), with a 
population of some 600o, there are few important towns in 
Ashanti. Obuasai, in the south-west, is the centre of the gold-
mining industry. Warn is on the western border, Nkoranza, 
Atabubu and Kintampo in the north. Kintampo is a town of 
some size and is about 130 m. north-east of Kumasi. It is the 
meeting-place of traders from the Niger countries and from 
the coast. Formerly one of the great slave and ivory marts 
of West Africa, it is now a centre of the kola-nut commerce 
and a depot for government stores. The Ashanti are skilful in 
several species of manufacture, particularly in weaving cotton. 
Their pottery and works in gold also show considerable skill. 
A large quantity of silver-plate and goldsmiths' work of great 
value and considerable artistic elaboration was found in 1874 
in the king's palace at Kumasi, not the least remarkable 
objects being masks of beaten gold. The influence of Moorish 
art is perceptible. 

The vegetable prodircts do not differ greatly from those found 
on the Gold Coast; the most important commercially is the 
rubber tree (Funtrassia (Justice). The nut of the kola tree is in 
great demand, and since 19o5 many cocoa plantations have been 
established, especially in the eastern districts. Tobacco is 
cultivated in the northern regions. Gum copal is exported. 
Part of the trade of Ashanti bad been diverted to the French port 
of Assini in consequence of the wars waged between England and 
the Ashanti, but on the suppression of the revolt of 19oo measures 
were taken to improve trade between Kumasi and Cape Coast. 
Kumasi is the distributing centre for the whole of Ashanti and 
the hinterland. Gold exists in the western districts of the 
country, and several companies were formed to work the mines 
in the period 1895-rgo1. Most of the gold exported from the 
Gold Coast in 1002 and following years came from the Muss( 
mines. The gold output from Ashanti amounted in 1905 to 
68,259 oz., valued at L254,290. The railway to Kumasi from 
Sekondi, which was completed in 1903,  passes through the 
auriferous region. As far as the trade goes through British 
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territory southward, the figures are included in those of the Gold 
Coast; but Ashanti does also a considerable trade with its 
French and German neighbours, and northwards with the Niger 
countries. Its revenue and expenditure are included in those of 
the Gold Coast. Revenue is obtained principally from caravan 
taxes, liquor licences, rents from government land and con-
tributions from the gold-mining companies. 

Commussicalions.—The railway to Kumasi, cut through one 
of the densest forest regions, is described under Gott) COAST. 
The usual means of communication is by tortuous paths through 
the forest, too narrow to admit any wheeled vehicle. A wide 
road, 14t m. long, has beep cut through the bush from Cape 
Coast to Kumasi, and from Kumasi ancient caravan routes go 
to the chief trading centres farther inland. Where rivers and 
swamps have to be crossed, ferries are maintained. A favourite 
mode of travelling in the bush is in a palanquin borne on the 
heads of four carriers. Telegraph lines connect Kumasi with the 
coast towns and with the towns in the Northern Territories. 
There is a well-organized postal service. 

Hiriery.—The Ashanti first came under the notice of Europeans 
early in the 18th century, through their successful wars with the 

kingdoms bordering the maritime territory. Osai Tutu Barry 
mad..a may be considered as the real founder of the Ashanti 
was sto power. He either built or greatly extended Kumasi; 
BM"' he subdued the neighbouring state of Denkera (z719) 
and the Mahommedan countries of Gaman (Daman) and Banns, 
and extended the empire by conquests both on the east and west 
At last he was defeated and slain (i731); but his successor, Osai 
Apoko, made further acquisitions towards the coast. In riloo, 
Osai Tutu Quamina, an enterprising and ambitious man, who 
appears early to have formed the desire of opening a communica-
tion with white nations, became king. About 1807, two chiefs 
of the Assin, whom he had defeated in battle, sought refuge 
among the Fanti, the ruling people on the coast. On the refusal 
of the Fanti to deliver up the fugitives, Osai Tutu invaded their 
country, defeated them and drove them towards the sea. The 
Ashanti reached the coast near Anamabo, where there was then 
a British fort. The governor exhorted the townsmen to come 
to terms and offered to mediate; but they resolved to abide 
the contest. The result was the destruction of the town, and the 
slaughter of S000 of the inhabitants. The Ashanti, who lost over 
2000 men, failed, however, to storm the English fort, though the 
garrison was reduced from twenty-four to eight men. A truce 
was agreed to, and the king refusing to treat except with the 
governor of Cape Coast, Colonel G. Torrane (governor 1805-1807) 
repaired to Anamabo, where he was received with great pomp. 
Torrane determined to surrender the fugitive Amin chiefs, but 
one succeeded in escaping; the other, on being given up, was 
put to death by the Ashanti. Torrane concluded an agreement 
with the Ashanti, acknowledging their conquest of Fantiland, and 
delivering up to them half the fugitives in Anamabo fort (most 
of the remainder were sold by Torrane and the members of his 
council as slaves). The governor also agreed to pay rent to the 
Ashanti for Anamabo fort and Cape Coast castle. The character 
of this man, who died on the coast in 18o8, is indicated by Osai 
Tutu's eulogy of him. " From the hour Governor Torrane 
delivered up Tchibbu (one of the Amin fugitives! I took the 
English for my friends," said the king of Ashanti, " because I 
saw their object was trade only and they did not care for the 
people. Torrane was a man of sense and he pleased me 
much." 

In consequence of repeated invasions of Fantiland by the 
Ashanti, the British in 5817 sent Frederick James, commandant 
of Accra fort, T. E. Bowdich and W. Hutchinson on a mission to 
Kumasi. After one or two harmonious interviews, the king 
advanced a claim for the payment of the quit rents for Anamabo 
fort and Cape Coast castle, rents the major part of which the 
Fanti had induced the British to pay to them, leaving only a 
nominal sum for transmission to Kumasi. Mr James, the head 
of the mission, volunteered no satisfactory explanation, where-
upon the king broke into uncontrollable rage, calling the emis-
aeries cheats and liars. Bowdich and Hutchinson. thinking  

that British interests and the safety of the mission were as. 
dangered, took the negotiation into their own hands. Mr James 
was recalled, and a treaty was Concluded, by which the king's 
demands were satisfied, and the right of the British to control 
the natives in the coast towns recognized. 

The government at home, though they demurred somewhat' 
to the course that had been pursued, saw the wisdom of cultivat-
ing intercourse with this powerful African kingdom. They sent 
out, therefore, to Kumasi, as consul, Mr Joseph Dupuis, formerly 
consul at Mogador, who arrived at Cape Coast in January 1819. 
By that time fresh difficulties had arisen between the coast 
natives, who were supported by the British, and the Ashanti 
Dupuis set out on the gth of February ifizo, and on the 28th 
arrived at Kumasi. After several meetings with the king, a 
treaty was drawn up, which acknowledged the sovereignty of 
Ashanti over the territory of the Fanti, and left the natives of 
Cape Coast to the mercy of their enemies. Mr J. Hope Smith, 
the governor of Cape Coast, disowned the treaty, as betraying 
the interests of the natives under British protection. Mr Hope 
Smith was supported by the government in London, which its 
182, assumed direct control of the British settlements. sh, 
Sir Charles M'Carthy, the first governor appointed by ammo 
the crown, espoused the cause of the Fanti, but was ArCarghes 
defeated in battle by the Ashanti, the 21st of January ts" 
5824, at a place beyond the Prah called Essamako. The Ashanti 
had ro,000 men to Sir Charles's Soo. Sir Charles and eight other 
Europeans were killed. The skull of the governor was afterwards 
used at Kumasi as a royal drinking-cup. It was asserted that 
Sir Charles lost the battle through his ordnance-keeper bringing 
up kegs filled with vermicelli instead of ammunition. The fact is 
that the mistake, if made, only hastened the inevitable cata-
strophe. On the very day of this defeat Osai Tutu Quamina 
died and was succeeded by Osai Okoto. A state of chronic 
warfare ensued, until the Ashanti sustained a signal defeat at 
Dodowah on the 7th of August 1826. From this time the power 
of the Ashanti over the coast tribes waned, and in 1831 the Ling 
was obliged to purchase peace from Mr George Maclean, then 
administrator of the Gold Coast, at the price of 600 oz. of 
gold, and to send his son as a hostage to Cape Coast The 
payment of ground rent for the forts held by the British had 
ceased after the battle of Dodowah, and by the treaty concluded 
by Maclean the river Prah was fixed as the boundary of the 
Ashanti kingdom, all the tribes south of it being under British 
protection. 

The king (Kwaka Dua I.), who had succeeded Osai Okoto in 
1838, was a peace-loving monarch who encouraged trade, but 
in 1852 the Ashanti tried to reassert authority over the Fanti 
in the Gold Coast protectorate, and in 1863 a war was caused by 
the refusal of the king's demand for the surrender by the British 
of a fugitive chief and a runaway slave-boy. The Ashanti were 
victorious in two battles and retired unmolested. The governor, 
Mr Richard Pine, urged the advisability of an advance on 
Kumasi, but this the British government would not allow. No 
further fighting followed, but the prestige of the Ashanti greatly 
increased. " The white men " (said Kwaka Dua) " bring many 
cannon to the bush, but the bush is stronger than the cannon. " 
In April 1867 Kwaka Dua died, and after an interval of civil 
war was succeeded by Kofi Karikari, who on being enstooled 
swore, " My business shall be war." Thereafter preparations 
were made throughout Ashanti to attack the Fanti tribes, and 
the result was the war of 5873 -74. 

Two distinct events were the immediate cause of the war. 
The principal was the transference of Elmina fort from the 
Dutch to the British, which took place on the rnd of - 
April 1872. The Elmina were regarded by the Ashanti 
as their subjects, and the king of Ashanti held the ress. 
Elmina " custom-note,"—that is, he received from 
the Dutch an annual payment, in its origin a ground rent for 
the fort, but looked upon by the Dutch as a present for trade 
purposes. The Ashanti greatly resented the occupation by 
Britain of what they considered Ashanti territory. Another 
but minor cause of the war was the holding in captivity by the 
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Ashanti of four Europeans. An Ashanti force invaded Krepi, a 
territory beyond the Volta, and in June :869 captured Mr Fritz 
A. Ramseyer, his wife and infant son (the child died of privation 
shortly afterwards), and Mr J. Kgline, members of the Basel 
mission. Monsieur M. J. Bonnet, a French trader, was also 
captured at another place. The captives were taken to Kumasi. 
Negotiations for their release were begun, but the Europeans 
were still prisoners when the sale of Ehnina occurred. The 
Ashanti delayed war until their preparations were complete, 
whilst the Gold Coast official's appear to have thought the risk of 
hostilities remote. However, on the 22nd of January :873 an 
Ashanti force crossed the Prah and Invaded the British pro-
tectorate. They defeated the Fend, stirred up disputes at 
Elrnina, and encamped at Mampon near Cape Coast, to the great 
alarm of the inhabitants. Measures were taken for the defence 
of the territory and the punishment of the assailants, which 
'culminated in the despatch of Sir Garnet (afterwards Viscount) 
,Wolseley as British administrator, filoo,000 being voted by 
parliament for the expenses of the expedition. On landing 
'(October a) at Cape Coast, Wolseley found the Ashanti, who 
had been decimated by smallpox and fever, preparing to 
return home. He determined, however, to march to Kumasi, 
whilst Captain (afterwards Sir) John Glover, R.N., administrator 
of Lagos, was with a force of native levies to co-operate from 
the east and take the Ashanti in rear. Meanwhile the enemy 
broke up camp, and, although harassed by native levies raised 
by the British, effected an orderly retreat. The Ashanti army 
re-entered Kumasi on the 22nd of December. Wolseley asked 
for the help of white troops, and the 2nd battalion Rifle 
Brigade, the 23rd Fusiliers and 42nd Highlanders were de-
spatched. Seeing the preparations made by his enemy, Kofi 
Karikari endeavoured to make peace, and in response to General 
Wolseley's demands the European captives were released 
(January 1874). Sir Garnet determined that peace must be 
signed in Kumasi and continued his advance. On the roth of 
January the river Prah was crossed by the European troops; 
on the 24th the Adansi hills were reached; on the 31st there was 
severe fighting at Amoaful; on the rat of February Bekwai was 
captured; and on the evening of the 4th the victorious army 
was in Kumasi, after seven hours' fighting. The king, who bad 
led his army, fled into the bush when he saw the day was lost. 
As the 42nd Highlanders pushed forward to Kumasi, the town 
was found full of Ashanti soldiers, but not a shot was fired at the 
invaders. Sir Garnet Wolseley sent messengers to the king, 
but Kofi Karikari refused to surrender. As his force was small, 
provisions scarce, and the rainy season setting in, and as he was 
encumbered with many sick and wounded, the British general 
decided to retire. On the 6th, therefore, the homeward march 
was commenced, the city being left behind in flames. In the 
meantime Captain Glover's force bad crossed the Prah on the 
1 5th of January, and the Ashanti opposition weakening after 
the capture of Kumasi, Glover was able to push forward. On 
the 11th of February, Captain (later General) R. W. Sartorius, 
who had been sent ahead with twenty Hausa only, found Kumasi 
still deserted. Captain Sartorius and his twenty men marched 
So m. through the heart of the enemy's country. On the uth 
Glover and his force of natives entered the Ashanti capital. 
The news of Glover's approach induced the king, who feared also 
the return of the white troops, to sue for peace. On the 9th of 
February a messenger from Kofi Karikari overtook Sir Garnet, 
who on the 13th at Fomana received the Ashanti envoys. A 
treaty was concluded whereby the king agreed, among other 
conditions, to pay 50,000 oz. of gold, to renounce all claim to 
homage from certain neighbouring kings, and all pretensions of 
supremacy over any part of the former Dutch protectorate, to 
promote freedom of trade, to keep open a road from Kumasi to 
the Prah, and to do his best to check the practice of human 
sacrifice. Besides coloured troops, there were employed in this 
campaign about 2400 Europeans, who suffered severely from 
fever and otherwise, though the mortality among the men was 
alight. Seventy-one per cent of the troops were on the sick 
list, and more than forty officers died—only six from wounds. 

The success of the expedition was facilitated by the exertions of 
Captain (afterwards General Sir William) Butler and Captain 
(afterwards General W. L) Dalrymple, who effected diversions 
with very Inadequate resources. 

One result of the war of 1873-74 was that several states 
dependent on Ashanti declared themselves independent, and 
sought British protection. This was refused, and the A Mash 
inaction of the colonial office contributed to the Protecter• 
reconsoNdati6n of the Ashanti power. ,  Shortly after 
the war the Ashanti deposed Kofi Karikari, and pow  
placed on the golden stool—the symbol of sovereignty—his 
brother Mensa. This monarch broke almost every article of 
the Fomana treaty, and even the payment of the indemnity 
was not demanded. (In all, only 4000 oz. of gold, out of the 
50,00o stipulated for, were paid.) Mensa's rule was tyrannous 
and stained with repeated human sacrifices. In 1883 a revolution 
displaced that monarch, who was succeeded by Kwaka Dua IL—
a young man who died (June 5884) within a few months of his 
election. In the same month died the a-king Kofi Xarikarl, 
and disruption threatened Ashanti. At length, after a desolating 
civil war, Prince Prempeh—who took the name of Kwaka Dua 
III.—was chosen king (March 26, 1888), the colonial government 
having been forced to intervene in the dispute owing to the 
troubles it occasioned in the Gold Coast. The election of 
Prempeh took place in the presence and with the sanction of an 
officer of the Gold Coast government. Prempeh defeated his 
enemies, and for a time peace and prosperity returned to Ashanti. 
However in 5893 there was fresh trouble between Ashanti and 
the tribes of the protectorate, and the roads were closed to 
traders by Prempeh's orders. The British government was 
forced to interfere, more especially as the country, by inter-
national agreement, had been included in the British sphere of 
influence. A mission was despatched to. Prempeh, calling upon 
him to fulfil the terms of the 2874 treaty, and further, to accept 
a British protectorate and receive a resident at Kumasi. The 
king declined to treat with the governor of the Gold Coast, and 
despatched informal agents to England, whom the secretary of 
state refused to receive, To the demands of the British mission 
relative to the acceptance of a protectorate and other matters, 
Prempeh made no reply in the three weeks' grace allowed, which 
expired on the 31st of October 1895. To enforce the British 
deiliands, to put an end to the misgovernment and barbarities 
carried on at Kumasi, and to establish law, order and security 
for trade, an expedition was at length decided upon. The force, 
placed under Colonel Sir Francis Scott, consisted of the 2nd West 
Yorkshire regiment, a " special service corps," made up of 
detachments from various regiments in the United Kingdom, 
under specially selected officers, the 2nd West India regiment, 
and the Gold Coast and Lagos Hausa. The composition of the 
special service corps was much criticized at the time; but as it 
was not called upon for fighting purposes, no inferences as to its 
efficiency are possible. The details of the expedition were care-
fully organized. Before the arrival of the staff and contingent 
from England (December 1895) the native forces were employed 
in improving the road from Cape Coast to Prahsu (7o m.), and 
in establishing road stations to serve as standing camps for the 
troops. About s 2,000 carriers were collected, the load allotted 
to each being so lb. In addition, a force of native scouts, which 
ultimately reached a total of 86o men, was organized in eighteen 
companies, and partly armed with Snider rifles, to cover the 
advance of the main column, which started on the 27th of 
December, and to improve the road. The king of Bekwai having 
asked for British protection, a small force was pressed forward 
and occupied this native town, about as m. from Kumasi, on the 
4th of January 1896. The advance continued, and at Ordahsu 
a mission arrived from King Prempeh offering unconditional 
submission. On the 27th of January Kumasi was occupied, and 
Colonel Sir F. Scott received. the king. Effective measures 

An attempt was made late in 1875. by the despatch of Dr V. S. 
Gouldsbury on a mission to Eastern Akim. Juabin and Kumasi. to 
repair the effects of the previous inaction of the colonial government, 
but without success. 
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were taken to prevent his escape, and on the aoth Prempeh 
made submission to Mr (afterwards Sir W. E.) Maxwell, the 

governor of Cape Coast, in native fashion. Af ter this act 
 ,w  of public humiliation, the king and the queen mother 

with the principal chiefs were arrested and taken as 
prisoners to Cape Coast, where they were embarked on board 
H.M.S. " Racoon" for Elflike. The fetish buildings at Bantams 
were burned, and on the 22nd of January Bokro, a village 5 171 . 
from Kumasi, and Maheer, the king's summer palace, were 
visited by the native scouts and found deserted. On the same 
day, leaving the Hausa at Kumasi, the expedition began the 
return march of 150 m. to Cape Coast. The complete success 
of the expedition was due to the excellent organization of the 
supply and transport services, while the promptitude with which 
the operations were carried out probably accounts in great 
measure for the absence of resistance. Although no fighting 
occurred, a heavy strain was thrown upon all ranks, and fever 
claimed many victims, among whom was Prince Henry of 
Battenberg, who had volunteered for the post of military 
secretary to Colonel Sir F. Scott. 

After the deportation of Prempeh no successor was appointed 
to the throne of Ashanti. A British resident, Captain Donald W. 

Stewart, was installed at Kumasi, and whilst the era other states of the confederacy retained their king and 
Koziast tribal system the affairs of the Rumasi were adminis- 

tered by chiefs under British guidance. Mr and Mrs 
Ramseyrr (two of the missionaries Imprisoned by King Kofi 
Karikari for four and a half years) returned to Kumasi, and 
other missionaries followed. A fort was built in Kumasi and 
garrisoned with Gold Coast constabulary. Though outwardly 
submissive, the Kumasi chiefs were far from reconciled to 
British rule, and in r000 a serious rebellion broke out. The 
tribes involved were the Kumasi, Adansi and Kokofu; the 
other tribes of the Ashanti confederation remained loyal. The 
rebels were, however, able to command a force reported to 
number 40,000. On the 28th of March, before the rebellion had 
declared itself, the governor of the Gold Coast, Sir F. Hodgson, 
in a public palaver at Kumasi, announced that the Ashanti 
chiefs would have to pay the British government 4000 oz. of 
gold yearly, and he reproached the chiefs with not having 
brought to him the golden stool, which the Kumasi had kept 
hidden since 1896. Three days afterwards the Kumasi warriors 
attacked a party of Hausa sent with the chief object of discovering 
the golden stool. (In the previous January a secret attempt to 
seize the stool had felled.) The Kumasi, who were longing to 
wipe out the dishonour of having let Prempeh be deported 
without fighting, next threatened the fort of Kumasi. Mr 
Ramaeyer and the other Basel missionaries, and Sir F. and 
Lady Hodgson, took refuge in the fort, and reinforcements 
were urgently asked for. On the 18th of April too Gold Coast 
constabulary arrived. On the 29th the Kumasi attacked in 
force, but were repulsed. The same day a party of 250 Lagos 
constabulary reached Kumasi. They had fought their way up, 
and came in with little ammunition. On the 15th of May Major 
A. Morris arrived from the British territory north of Ashanti, 
also with 250 men. The garrison now numbered 700. The 29 
Europeans in the fort included four women. Outside the fort 
were gathered 3000 native refugees. Famine and disease soon 
began to tell their tale. Sir F. Hodgson sent out a message on 
the 4th of June (it reached the relieving force on the 12th of 
June), saying that they could only hold out to the sith of June. 
However, it was not till the 23rd of June that the governor and 
all the Europeans save three, together with 600 gauss of all 
ranks, sallied out of the fort. Avoiding the main road, held by 
the enemy in force, they attacked a weakly held stockade, and 
succeeded in cutting their way through, with a loss of two 
British officers mortally wounded, 39 Hausa killed, and double 
that number wounded or missing. The governor's party reached 
Cape Coast safely on the moth of July. 

A force of soo Hausa, with three white men (Captain Bishop, 
Mr Ralph and Dr Hay), was left behind in Kumasi fort with 
rations to last three weeks. Meantime a relief expedition had  

been organized at Cape Coast by Colonel James Willcocks. This 
officer reached Cape Coast from Nigeria on the 26th of May 
The difficulties before him were appalling. Carriers could 
scarcely be obtained, there were no local food supplies, the rainy 
season was at its height, all the roads were deep mire, the bush 
was almost impenetrable, and the enemy were both brave and 
cunning, fighting behind concealed stockades. It was not until 
the 2nd of July that Colonel Willcocks was able to advance to 
Fumsu. On the next day he heard of the escape of the governor 
and of the straits of the garrison left at Kumasi. He determined 
to relieve the fort in time, and on the 9th of July reached Bekwai, 
the king of which place had remained loyal. Making his final 
dispositions, the colonel spread a report that on the 13th he 
would attack Kokofu, east of Bekwai, and this drew off several 
thousands of the enemy from Kumasi. After feinting to attack 
Kokofu, Colonel Willcocks suddenly marched west. There was 
smart fighting on the 14th, and at 4.3o pal. on the 15th, after a 
march since daybreak through roads "in indescribably bad 
condition," the main rebel stockade was encountered. It was 
carried at the point of the bayonet by the Yoruba troops, who 
proved themselves fully equal to the Hauls. "The charge 
could not have been beaten in Now by any soldiers." Kumasi 
was entered the same evening, a bugler of the wax-worn garrison 
of the fort sounding the " general salute " as the relieving 
column came in view. Most of the defenders were too weak to 
stand. Outside the fort nothing was to be seen but burnt-down 
houses and putrid bodies. The relieving force that marched 
into Kumasi consisted of rood fighting men (all West Africans), 
with itto white officers and non-commissioned officers, two 
75-millimetre guns, four seven-pounder guns and six Maxims. 

Kumasi relieved, there remained the task of crushing the 
rebellion. Colonel Willcocks's force was increased by Y&06 and 
a few Sikhs from Central Africa to a total of 3368 natives, with 
134 British officers and 35 British non-commissioned officers 
In addition there were Ashanti levies. On the 3oth of September 
the Kumasi were completely beaten at Obassa. Thereafter 
many of the rebel chiefs surrendered, and the only two remain-
ing in the field were captured on the 28th of December. Thus 
itoor opened with peace restored. The total number of casualties 
during the campaign (including those who died of disease) was 
roo7. Nine British officers were killed in action, forty-three 
were wounded, and six died of disease. The commander, 
Colonel Willcocks, was promoted and created a K.C.M.G. 

By an order in council, dated the 26th of September scot, 
Ashanti was formally annexed to the British dominions, and 
given a separate administration under the control of ss  
the governor of the Gold Coast. A chief commissioner wader 
represents the governor in his absence, and is assisted 'Mika 
by a staff of four commissioners and four assistant " 1111.8" 
commissioners. A battalion of the Gold Coast regiment 
is stationed In the country with headquarters at Kumasi. The 
order in council mentioned, which may be described as the first 
constitution granted Ashanti by its British owners, provides 
that the governor, in issuing ordinances respecting the adminis-
tration of justice, the raising of revenue, or any other matter, 
shall respect any native laws by which the civil relations of any 
chiefs, tribes or populations are regulated, " except so fir as 
they may be incompatible with British sovereignty or clearly 
injurious to the welfare of the natives themselves." After the 
annexation of the country in root the relations between the 
governing power and the governed steadily improved. Mr F. C. 
Fuller, who succeeded Sir Donald Stewart as chief commissioner 
early in x 9o5, was able to report in the following year that 
among the Ashanti suspicion of the " white man's " ulterior 
motives was speedily losing ground. The marked preference 
shown by the natives to resort to the civil and criminal courts 
established by the British demonstrated their faith in the im-
partial treatment awarded therein. Moreover, the maintenance 
of the tribal system and the support given to the lawful chiefs 
did much to win the confidence and respect of a people naturally 
suspicious, and mindful of their exiled king. 

Biettoeuenv.—For • general survey of the country, see Travels 
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is Ashanti and Josnan, by R. A. Freeman (London, 1898) 'Historical 
Geography of the British Colonies, voL 	' West Africa," by C. P. 
Lucas (Oxford 1900); and the Annual Reports, Ashanti, issued from 
1906 onward by 	Colonial Office, London. The Tsibi-speaking 
Peoples of the 	Coast, by Col. A. B. Ellis (London, 1887), deals 
with ethnology. Of early works on the country the moot valuable 
are A Missullrom Cape Coast Castle to Ashantne, by T. E. Bowdich 
(London, 181 ; and Journal of a Residence tn. Ashantee (London. 
2824), by J. upuis. For history generally, see A History of the 
Gold Coast of West Africa, by Col. A. B. Ellis (London, 1893); and 
Historyof ilte Gold Coastand Asante . . from about r500to 186o, 
by C. C. Randorf, a native pastor of the Basel mission (B 

... 
I, 1893). 

For the British militarycampaigns, in addition to the official blue-
books, consult: Narrative of the Ashanke Was, 2 vols., by (Sir) 
Henry Brackenbury (London, 11174b. The Story of a Soldier's Life 
by Viscount Wokeley, vol. ii. chs. slia.-1.(London. 1903); Coomasste, 
by (Sir) H. M. Stanley, being the story of the 1873774 expedition 
(new ed., London, I896),• Life of Sir John Hawley Glover, by Lady 
Glover, chs. (London, 1897); The Downfall of Premise's, by 
(General) R. S. S. Baden-Powell, an account of the 1893-96 expedi-
tion (London, 1896); From Kabul to Kumassi (chs. Ky. to end), by 
Sir James Willeocks,(London, reos)•, The Ashanti Campaign of 
s , by Capt. C. IL Armitage and Lieut.-Col. A. F. Montanaro 

ndon, tern); The Relief of Kumasi, by Capt. H. C. J. Biss 
on, 19ot ). The two books following are by besieged residents 

in Kumasi: The Siege of Kumasi. by Lady Hodgson (London, 

frnepv,artriatzmiiSitonn);eDr ag,aindoKausula9t,29oAanfroymor :hediavryrk: 

quoted under GOLD COAST aeTil also ,mith Ashanti. 	(F. R. C.) 
ASH (Abu-1 Hasan 'Ali ibn ul-Asleart], (873-935), 

Arabian theologian, was born of pure Arab stock at Basra, but 
spent the greater part of his life at Bagdad. Although belonging 
to an orthodox family, be became a pupil of the great Mu'tazalite 
teacher al-Jubha'I, and himself remained a Mu'tazalite until 
his fortieth year. In 912 he returned to the faith of his fathers 
and became its most distinguished champion, using the philo-
sophical methods he had learned in the school of heresy. His 
theology, which occupied a mediate position between the 
extreme views on most points, became dominant among the 
Shafiltes. He is said to have written over a hundred works, 
of which only four or five are known to be extant. 

See W. Spitta, Znr Geschichte Abu 1-11asan of Ai' ari's (Leippzsi1gg, 
1876); A. F. Mehren, Exposé de k reforme de I 'Islamism coin e 
par Abou 'l-Hoses Ali el-Asleari (Leiden 2878); and D. B. Mac-
donalcrs Muslim Theology (London, 2903). especially the creed of 
Asleari in Appendix iii. (G. W. T.) 

ASHBOURNE, a market-town in the western parliamentary 
division of Derbyshire, England, 23 m. W.N.W. of Derby, on 
the London & North-Western and the North Staffordshire 
railways. Pop. of urban district (mot) 4039. It is pleasantly 
situated on rising ground between two small valleys opening 
into that of the Dove, and the most beautiful scenery of Dovedale 
is not far distant. The church of St Oswald is cruciform, Early 
English and later; a fine building with a central tower and 
lofty octagonal spire. Its monuments and brasses are of much 
interest. The town has a large agricultural trade and a manu-
facture of corsets. The streams in the neighbourhood are in 
favour with trout fishermen. Ashbourne Hall, an ancient 
mansion, has associations with " Prince Charlie," who occupied 
it both before and after his advance on Derby in rms. There 
are also many connexions with Dr Johnson, a frequent visitor 
here to his friend Dr Taylor, who occupied a house opposite 
the grammar school. 

ASHBURNHAN, JOHN (c. 1603-1671), English Royalist, was 
the son of Sir John Ashburnham of Ashburnham in Sussex. 
He early entered the king's service. In 2627 he was sent to 
Paris by his relative the duke of Buckingham to make overtures. 
for peace, and in 3628 he prepared to join the expedition to 
Rochelle interrupted by the duke's assassination. The sank 
year he was made groom of the bedchamber and elected member 
of parliament for Hastings, which borough he also represented 
in the Long Parliament of 264o. In this capacity he rendered 
services by reporting proceedings to the king. He made a 
considerable fortune and recovered the Ashbumham estates 
alienated by his father. He became one of the king's chief 
advisers and had his full confidence. He attended Charles at 
York on the outbreak of the war with Scotland. In the Civil 
War be was made treasurer of the royal army, in whkhcapacity  

he aroused Hyde's jealousy and remonstrances by infringing 
on his province as chancellor of the exchequer. In 2644 he was 
a commissioner at Uxbridge. He accompanied Charles in his 
flight from Oxford in April 1646 to the Scots, and subsequently 
escaped abroad, joining the queen at Paris, residing afterwards 
at Rouen and being sent to the Hague to obtain aid from the 
prince of Orange. After the seizure of Charles by the army, 
Ashburnhans joined him at Hampton Court in 2647, where he 
had several conferences with Cromwell and other army officers. 
When Charles escaped from Hampton Court on the i i tb of 
November, he followed Ashburnham's advice in opposition to 
that of Sir John Berkeley, who urged the king to go abroad, and 
took refuge in the Isle of Wight, being placed by Ashbumham 
in the hands of Robert Hammond, the governor. " Oh, Jack," 
the king exclaimed when he understood the situation, " thou 
bast undone mel " when Ashburnham, " falling into a great 
passion of weeping, offered to go and kill Hammond." By this 
fatal step Ashbumham incurred the unmerited charge of 
treachery and disloyalty. Clarendon, however, who censures 
his conduct, absolves him from any crime except that of folly 
and excessive self-confidence, and he was acquitted both by 
Charles L and Charles IL He was separated with Berkeley from 
Charles on the rst of January 1648, waited on the mainland in 
expectation of Charles's escape, and was afterwards taken and 
Imprisoned at Windsor, and exchanged during the second Civil 
War for Sir W. Masham and other prisoners. He was one of the 
delinquents specially exempted from pardon in the treaty of 
Newport. In November he was allowed to compound for his 
estates, and declared himself willing to take the covenant. After 
the king's death he remained In England, an object of suspicion 
to all parties, corresponded with Charles IL, and underwent 
several terms of imprisonment in the Tower and in Guernsey. 
At the Restoration he was reinstated in his former place of 
groom of the bedchamber and was compensated for his losses. 
He represented Sussex in parliament from 166r till the 22nd of 
November 1667, when he was expelled the House for taking a 
bribe of Lsoo from French merchants for landing their wines. 
He died on the 15th of June 267r. 

He had eight children, the eldest of whom, William, left a 
son John (x656-x7ro), who in 1689 was created Baron Ashburn-
ham. John's second son, John (1687-1737), who became 3rd 
Baron Ashburnham on his brother's death in 271o, was created 
Viscount St Asaph and earl of Ashburnham in 173o. The 5th 
earl (b. 284o) was his direct descendant. Bertram (1797-1878), 
the 4th earl, was the collector of the famous Ashburnham 
library, which was dispersed in 2883 and 1884. 

A Letter from Mr Ashbarnham to a Friend, defending John Ash-
burnham's conduct with regard to the king, was published in 1648. 
His longer Narrative was published in 5830 by George, 3rd earl of 
Ashbumham (the latter's championship of has ancestor, however. 
being entirely uncritical and unconvincing); A Letter to W. Len:hall 
(1647) repudiates the charge brought against the king of violating 
his parole (Thomason Tracts, Brit. Museum, E 418 14)/. 

ASHBURTON, ALEXANDER BARING, ist BARON I  (1774-
1848), English politician and financier, and son of Sir Francis 
Baring (the founder of the house of Baring Brothers (k Co.) 
and of Harriet, daughter of William Herring, was born on the 
27th of October 2774, and was brought up in his father's business. 
He was sent by the latter to the United States; married Anne, 
daughter of William Bingham, of Philadelphia, and formed wide 
connexions with American houses. In, aro, by his father's 
death, he became had of the firm. He sat in parliament for 
Taunton.(18o6-1826), Callington 4826-1830, Thetford (1831-
1832), North Essex (1832-1835). He regarded politics from the 
point of view of the business man, opposed the orders in council, 
and the restrictions on trade with the United States in am, 
and in 2826 the act for the suppression of small bank-notes. 
He was a strong antagonist of Reform. He accepted the post 
of chancellor of the exchequer in the duke of Wellington's 
projected ministry of 1832; but afterwards, alarmed at the 
scene in parliament, •declared " he would face a thousand devils 
rather than such a House of Commons," and advised the recall 

I I. r. in the existing line; see below for the earlier creation. 
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of Lord Grey. In 1834 he was president of the board of trade 
and master of tne mint in Sir Robert Peel's government, and on 
the latter's retirement was created Baron Ashburton on the tech 
of April 1835, taking the title previously held by John Dunning, 
his aunt's husband. In 1842 he was despatched to America, 
and the same year concluded the Ashburton or Webster-Ash-
burton treaty. A compromise was settled concerning the 
north-east boundary of Maine, the extradition of certain criminals 
was arranged, each state agreed to maintain a squadron of at 
least eighty guns on the coast of Africa for the suppression of the 
slave trade, and the two governments agreed to unite in an effort 
to persuade other powers to dose all slave markets within their 
territories. Despite his earlier attitude, Lord Ashburton dis-
approved of Peel's free-trade projects, and opposed the Bank 
Charter Act of 1844. He was a trustee of the British Museum 
and of the National Gallery, a privy councillor and D.C.L. of 
Oxford. He published, besides several speeches, An Enquiry 
into the Causes and Consequences of the Orders in Council (18og), 
and Tke Financial and Commercial Crisis Considered (z1147). 
Ile died on the 13th of May 1848, leaving a large family, his 
eldest son becoming and baron. The stb baron (b. 1866) suc-
ceeded to the title in 1880. 

ASHBURTON, JOHN DUNNING, tar BARON' (1731-1783), 
English lawyer, the second son of John Dunning of Ashburton, 
Devonshire, an attorney, was born at Ashburton on the ads of 
October 1731, and was educated at the free grammar school of 
his native place. At first articled to his father, he was admitted, 
at the age of nineteen, to the Middle Temple, and called to the bar 
in 1795, where he came very slowly into practice. He went the 
western circuit for several years without receiving a single brief. 
In 1762 he was employed to draw up a defence of the British East 
India Company against the Dutch East India Company, which 
had memorialized the crown on certain grievances, and the 
masterly style which characterized the document procured him 
at once reputation and emolument. In 1763 he distinguished 
himself as counsel on the side of Wilkes, whose cause he conducted 
throughout. His powerful argument against the validity of 
general warrants in the case of Leack v. Money (June 18, 1763) 
established his reputation, and his practice from that period 
gradually increased to such an extent that in 1776 be is said to 
have been in the receipt of nearly £to,000 per annum. In x766 
he was chosen recorder of Bristol, and in December 1767 he was 
appointed solicitor-general. The latter appointment he held till 
May 177o, when he retired with his friend Lord Shelburne. In 
1771 he was presented with the freedom of the city of London. 
From this period be was considered as a regular member of the 
opposition, and distinguished himself by many able speeches in 
parliament. He was first chosen member for Caine in 1768, and 
continued to represent that borough until he was promoted to 
the peerage. In c78o he brought forward a motion that the 
" influence of the crown bad increased, was increasing, and ought 
to be diminished," which he carried by a majority of eighteen. 
He strongly opposed the system of sinecure officers and pensions; 
but his probity was not strong enough to prevent his taking 
advantage of it himself. In 1782, when the marquis of Rocking-
ham became prime minister, Dunning was appointed chancellor of 
the duchy of Lancaster, a rich sinecure; and about the same time 
he was advanced to the peerage, with the title of Lord Ashburton. 
Under Lord Shelburne's administration he accepted a pension of 
&me a year. He died at Exmouth on the 18th of August 1783. 
Though possessed of an insignificant person, an awkward 
manner and a provincial accent, Lord Ashburton was one of 
the most fluent and persuasive orators of his time. He had 
married Elizabeth Baring, and was succeeded as and baron by 
his son Richard, at whose death in 1823 the title became extinct, 
being revived in 1836 by Alexander Baring. 

Besides the answer to the Dutch motional, Lord Ashburton is 
supposedto have assisted in writing a pamphlet on the law of libel, 
and to have been the author of A Letter to the Proprietors of East 
India Stack, on the subject of Lord Give's falkire, occasioned by his 
Lordship's Letter on that Subject (1764. 8vo). He was at one time 
suspected of being the author of the Letters of Autism  

1  Ls. of the first creation; for the present title see above. 

ASHBURTON, a river of Western Australia, rising In the 
mountains west of the Great Sandy Desert, and following a 
course north-westward for 40o m., into Exmouth Gulf. In its 
upper reaches it flows through a rich gold-bearing district to 
which it gives name, and nearer its mouth it traverses a vast 
tract of fine pastoral country. The outlet for both these districts 
is the port of Onslow, at the mouth of the river, near which there 
are several pearl-fishing stations. The river is not navigable. 

ASHBURTON, a market-town in the Ashburton parliamentary 
division of Devonshire, England, 24 m. N.W. by W. of Plymouth, 
on a branch of the Great Western railway. Pop. of urban 
district (root) 36a8. It lies in a valley surrounded by hills, 
at a short distance from the river Dart ; the scenery, towards 
Dartmoor and in the neighbourhood of Buckland and Holne 
Chase, being unsurpassed in the county. The church of St 
Andrew is cruciform with a lofty tower. It was built early is 
the x 5th century, and contains a fine old oak roof over the north 
aisle, and a tablet in memory of John Dunning, solicitor-general 
and tst Barpn Ashburton (1731-1783). The inscription is by 
Dr Johnson. Lord Ashburton was educated at the grammar 
school, which was founded as a chantry in 1314. Serge  is 
manufactured in Ashburton, and there are breweries, paint 
factories and saw-mills. A large deposit of umber is worked io 
the neighbourhood. Slate quarries and copper and tin mines 
were formerly valuable. A neighbouring centre of the serge 
industry is the urban district Of BUCXPASTLEIGH (pop. 23xo), 
3 m. S S.W. Between the two towns is Buckfast Abbey, 
said to have been, before the Conquest, a Benedictine house, and 
refounded for Cistercians in 1137. It was restored to use in x 88a 
by a French Benedictine community, the fine Perpendicular 
abbot's tower remaining, while other parts have been rebuilt on 
the original lines. 

Ashburton (Essebretona, Asperton, Ashperton) is a borough bi 
prescription and an ancient atannary town. It was governed by a 
portreeve and bailiff, elected annually at the court leet held by the 
lord of the manor. According to Domesday, Ashburton was held 
in chief by Osbern, bishop of Exeter, and rendered geld for sin 
hides. In t332. as the two manors of Ashburton Borough and 
Ashburton Foreign, it was sold by the bishop, and subsequently 
became crown property. Finally, It was acquired in moieties by the 
Clinton family, and the present Lord Clinton is joint lord d the 
manor with Sir Robert Jardine. In 1298 and 1407.  Ashburton 
returned two members, from tbro7 until 1640 one member only. 
and then again two members, until deprived of one by the Reform 
Act of 1832 and of the other by the Reform Act of 1883. In the 
reign of Edward II. Bishop Stapledon obtained a Saturday market, 
and two annual fairs lasting three days at the feasts of St. Laurence 
(August to) and St Martin in winter (November 11). In 567s John 
Ford was granted a Tuesday market for the sale of wool and 
woollen goods made from English yarn, and in 1703 Andrew Quicke 
obtained two annual fairs, on the first Thursdays in March and 
June. for the sale of cattle, corn and merchandise. 

ASHBY. TURNER (1824-x862), American cavalry leader in 
the Confederate army, was born in Fauquier county, Virginia, 
in 1824. Before the Civil War he was a planter in Markham, 
Fauquier county, and a local politician. When hostilities 
began he raised a regiment of cavalry, which he led with con-
spicuous success in the Valley campaigns of z86z-62, under 
Joseph Johnston and Stonewall Jackson. He was promoted a 
brigadier-general shortly before his death, which took place in 
a cavalry skirmish at Harrisonburg, Va., on the 6th of June 
:862. By his early death the Confederates lost one of the best 
cavalry officers in their service. 

ASHBY-DE-LA-ZOUCH, a market-town in the Bosworth 
parliamentary division of Leicestershire, England; u8 m. 
N.W. by N. from London by the Midland railway, ea the 
Leicester-Burton branch. Pop. of urban district (spot) 4726. 
The church of St Helen is a fine Perpendicular building, restored 
and enlarged (188o); it contains monuments of the Huntingdon 
family, and an old finger-pillory for the punishment of *MS.  - 
behaviour in church. The Ivanhoe baths, erected in 1826, are 
frequented for their saline waters, which, as containing bromine, 
are found useful in scrofulous and rheumatic complaints. The 
springs are at Moira, 3 m. west. There is a Queen Eleanor cross 
commemorating the countess of Loudoun, by Sir Gilbert Scott. 
To the south of the town are the extensive remains of Ashby 
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Castle. Theft are extensive coal-mines in the neighbouring 
district, as at Moira, whence the Ashby-de-la-Zouch canal runs 
south to the Coventry canal 

At the time of the Domesday survey Ashby-de-la-Zouch formed 
part of the estates of Hugh de Grentmarsael. Soon after it was held 
by Robert Beaumeis, from whom it yawed by female descent to the 
family of la Zouch, whence it denved the adjunct to its name, 
having been hitherto known as Ashby or Essebi. The earliest record 
of a grant of market rights is in 1219, when Bolter la Zouch obtained 
a grant of a weekly market and a two days fair at the feast of 
St Helen, in consideration of a fine of one paUrey. In the 15th 
century the manor was held by James Butler, earl of Ormond. after 
whose attainder it was granted in 1461 to Lord Hastings, who in 
1474 obtained royal licence to em park 3000 acres and to build and 
fortify a castle. At this castle Mary queen of Scots was detained 
in 1569 under the custody of the earls of Huntingdon and Shrews-
bury. During the Civil War Colonel Henry Hastings fortified 
and held it for the king. and it was visited by Charles in 1645. In 
1648, at the, close of the war, it was dismantled by order of parlia-
ment. It plays a greet part in Sir Walter Scott's boohoo. In the 
18th century Ashby was celebrated as one of the best markets for 
horses in England. and had besides prosperous factories for woollen 
and cotton stockings and for hats. 

See Victoria County Histor Liiceskrshire; History of Ashby-
de-la-Zouch (Ashby-de-la- , '832). 

A-SHE-HO (Manch. Akkuku), a town of Manchuria, China, 
225 m. N.E. of Rhin, and so in. S. of the Sungari. It is governed 
by a mandarin of the second class. Pop. about 6o,000. 

ASHER, a tribe of Israel, called after the son of Jacob and 
Zilpah, Leah's maid. The name is taken by the narrator of 
Gen. xxx. 12 seq. (J) to mean happy or propitious, possibly an 
allusion to the fertility of the tribe's territory (with which cf. 
Gen. xlix. 20, Deut. xxxiii. 24); on the other hand, like Gad, it 
may have been originally a divine title. The district held by this 
tribe bordered upon Naphtali, and lay to the north of Issachar 
and Zebulun, and to the south of Dan. But the boundaries are 
not definite and the references to its territory are obscure. 
Asher is blamed for taking no part in the fight against Sisera 
(Judg. v. 1 r), and although it shares with Zebulun and Naphtali 
in Gideon's defeat of the Midianite' (Judg. vi. 35, vii. 23), the 
narrative in question is not the older of the two accounts of the 
event, and the incorporation of the name is probably due to a 
late redactor. Lying as it did in the closest proximity  to 
Phoenicians and Aramaean, its population must have been 
exceptionally mixed, and the description of the occupation of 
Palestine in Judg. 1. 31 seq. shows that it contained a strong 
Canaanite element. In the Blessing of Moses it is bidden to 
defend itself—evidently against invasion (De t. zntrii. 25). 

Even in the time of Seti L and Rameses IL (latter half of 14th 
cent. n.c.) the district to the west of Galilee appears to have been 
known to the Egyptians as Aser(u), so that it is possible to infer 
either (a) that Asher was an Israelite tribe which, if it ever went 
down into Egypt, separated itself from its brethren in Egypt 
and migrated north, " an example which was probably followed 
by some of the other tribes as well " (Hommel, Ancient Ifebreto 
Tradition, p. 228); or (b) it was a district which, if never closely 
bound to Israel, was at least regarded as part of the national 
kingdom, and treated as Israelite by the genealogical device of 
making it a " son " of Jacob. It is possible that some of its 
Israelite population had followed the example of Dan and moved 
from an earlier home in the south. Two of the clans of Asher, 
Heber and Malchiel, have been associated with Milk-ill and 
Habiri, the names of a hostile chief and people in the Amnia 
Tablets (Jastrow, Journal Bibl. LiL xi. pp. 118 seq., xii. 
pp. 61 seq., Hommel), but it is scarcely probable That events of 
obout 1400 B.C. should have survived only in this form. This 
applies also to the suggestion that the name Asher has been 
derived from a famous Abd-ashirta of the same period (Barton, 
ib. xv. p. 174). Some connexion with the goddess Ashir(t)a, 
however, is not unlikely. 

See further H. W. Hogg. Esc,. BIN. col. p7 seq.• E. Meyer, 
Israelites, pp. 540 KN. (S. A. C.) 

'ASHER BEN YERIEL (known as Rosh), Jewish rabbi and 
codifier, was born in the Rhine district c. 1250, and died in 
Toledo 1327. Endangered by the persecutions inflicted on the 
German. Jews in the 13th century, 'Asher fled to Spain, where  

he was made rabbi of Toledo. His enforced exile impoverished 
him, and from this date begins an important change in the 
status of medieval rabbis. Before the 14th century, rabbis had 
obtained a livelihood by the exercise of some secular profession, 
particularly medicine, and received no salary for performing 
the rabbinic function. This was now changed. A disciple of 
Meir of Rothenburg, 'Asher's sole interest was in the Talmud. 
He was a man of austere piety, profound and narrow. He was 
a determined opponent of the study of philosophy, and thus was 
antipathetic to the Spanish spirit. The Jews of Spain continued, 
nevertheless, devotees of secular sciences as welt as of rabbinical 
lore. 'Asher was the first of the German rabbis to display strong 
talent for systematization, and, his chief work partook of the 
nature of a compendium of the Talmud. Compiled between 
1307 and 1314, 'Asher's Compendium resembled, and to a large 
extent superseded, the work of 'Al-phasi (q.v.). 'Asher's COIN.. 
podium is printed in most editions of the Talmud, and it differed 
from previous Compendia in greater simplicity and in the 
deference shown to German authorities. 'Asher's son Jacob, 
who died at Toledo before 5340, was the author of the four Ts/M1, 
a very profound and popular codification of rabbinical law. 
This work was the standard code until Joseph Qaro directly 
based on it his widely accepted Code of Jewish law, the Sintlban 
'Arukh. (I. A.) 

ASHEVILLE, a city and the county-seat of Buncombe county, 
North Carolina, U.S.A., in the mountainous Blue Ridge region in 
the west part of the state, about 210 M. W. of Raleigh. Pop. 
(189o) 10.235; (1000) 14,694, of whom 4724 were negroes; 
(1910, census) 18,762. Asheville is situated at the junction 
of three branches of the Southern railway, on a high terrace on 
the east bank of the French Broad river, at the mouth of the 
Swannanoa, about 230o ft. above the sea. The city is best known 
as one of the most popular health and pleasure resorts in the 
south, being a summer resort for southerners and a winter 
resort for northerners. It has a dry and equable climate and 
beautiful scenery. Among its social clubs are the Albemarle, 
the Asheville, the Elks, the Tahkeeostee and the Swannanoa 
Country clubs. An extensive system of city and suburban 
parks, connected by a series of beautiful drives, adds to the 
city's attractiveness. There are great forests in the vicinity. 
Among the public buildings are the city hall, the court house, 
the Federal building, the public library and an auditorium. 
In or near Asheville are a normal and collegiate institute for 
young women (1892), and, occupying the same campus, a 
home industrial school (1887) for girls, both under the control 
of the Woman's Board of Home Missions of the Presbyterian 
Church; the Asheville farm school for boys; an industrial 
school for negroes; the Asheville school for boys (5 in. west of 
Asheville); and the Bingham school (1793), founded at Pittsboro, 
N.C., by William Bingham (d. 1826), and removed to its present 
site (3 m. north -west of Asheville) in 1891. About 2 in. south-
east of the city is Biltmore, the estate of George W. Vanderbilt, 
its 125,000 acres constituting what is probably the finest country 
place in the United States. The central feature of the estate is 
a chlteau (375 X rso ft.) of French Renaissance design, after the 
famous chateau at Blois, France. In the neighbourhood is a 
model village, with an elementary school, an industrial school 
for whites, a hospital and a church, maintained by Mr Vanderbilt. 
Both the chiteau and the village were designed by Richard M. 
Hunt; the. landscape gardening was done by Frederick Law 
Olmsted. A collection of woody plants, one of the tartest and 
finest hi the world, and a broad forest and hunting preserve, 
known as Pisgah Forest (100,000 acres), are also maintained by 
the owner. Asheville is a market for live-stock, dairy products, 
lumber and fruits, and has various manufactories (in which a 
good water-power is utilized), including tanneries, cotton mills, 
brick and tile factories, and a wood-working and veneer plant. 
The value of the city's factory products increased from Si Joo,698 
in 1900 to 81,918,362 in 1905. or 47 .5%. The city was named 
in honour of Samuel Ashe (1725-1813), chief-justice of North 
Carolina from 1777 to 1796, and John Ashe (1720-1781), a 
North Carolina soldier who distinguished himself in the War of 
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Independence, was settled about 179o, and was incorporated in 
1835. The city's boundaries were enlarged in 1905. 

ASHFORD, a market-town in the Southern or Ashford par-
liamentary division of Kent, England, 56 m. S.E. of London by 
the South-Eastern & Chatham railway. Pop. of urban district 
(Igor) 12,808. It is pleasantly situated on a gentle eminence 
near the confluence of the upper branches of the river Stour. It 
has a fine Perpendicular church dedicated to St Mary, with a 
lofty, well-proportioned tower and many interesting monuments. 
The grammar school was founded by Sir Norman Knatchbull in 
the reign of Charles I. Ashford has agricultural implement 
works and breweries; and the large locomotive and carriage 
works of the South-Eastern & Chatham railway are here. At 
Bethersden, between Ashford and Tenterden, marble quarries 
were formerly worked extensively, supplying material to the 
cathedrals of Canterbury and Rochester, and to many local 
churches. At Charing, north-west of Ashford, the archbishops 
of Canterbury had a residence from pre-Conquest times, and 
ruins of a palace, mainly of the Decorated period, remain. On 
the south-eastern outskirts of Ashford is the populous village of 
Willesborough (3602). 

Ashford (Esselesford, Asahatisforde, Essheford) was held at the 
time of the Domesday survey by Hugh de Montfort, who came to 
England with William the Conqueror. A Saturday market and an 
annual fair were granted to the lord of the manor by Henry 111. in 
143. Further annual fairs were granted by Edward III. in 1349 
and by Edward IV. in 466. In 1672 Charles II. granted a market 
on every second Tuesday, with a court of pie-powder. James 1. 
in 7607, at the petition of the inhabitants of Ashford, gave Sir John 
Smith, Kt., the right of holding a court of record in the town on every 
third Tuesday. The fertility of the pasture-land in Romney Marsh 
to the south and east of Ashford caused the cattle trade to increase 
in the latter half of the t8th century, and led to the establishment 
of a stock market in 17114. The town has never been incorporated. 

See Edward Hasted, If istory and Survey of Real (Canterbury, 
1778-1799, Ind ed. 1797-001); Victoria County History—Kent. 

'ASHI (352-427), Jewish 'agora, the first editor of the Talmud, 
was born at Babylon. He was bead of the Sum Academy, and 
there began the Babylonian Talmud, spending thirty years of his 
life at it. He left the work incomplete, and it was finished by his 
disciple Rabina just before the year Soo A.D. (See TaLutm.) 

ASHINOTON, an urban district in the Wansbeck parliamentary 
division of Northumberland, England, 4 m. E. of Morpeth, on the 
Newbiggin branch of the North Eastern railway. Pop. (19oz) 
13,956. The district, especially along the river Wansbeck, is not 
without , beauty, but there are numerous collieries, from the 
existence of which springs the modern growth of Ashington. At 
Botha! on the river (from which parish that of Ashington was 
formed) is the castle originally belonging to the Bertram family, 
of which Roger Bertram probably built the gatehouse, the only 
habitable portion remaining, in the reign of Edward III. The 
ruins of the castle are fragmentary, but of considerable extent. 
The church of St Andrew here has interesting details from Early 
English to Perpendicular date, and in the neighbouring woods 
is a ruined chapel of St Mary. The mining centre of Ashington 
lies 2 m. north-east, on the high ground north of the Wansbeck. 

'ASHKENAZI, SERI (x656-1718), known as Hakham Sebi, 
for some time rabbi of Amsterdam, was a resolute opponent of 
the followers of the pseudo-Messiah, Sabbatai Sebi (q.v.). He had 
a chequered career, owing to his independence of character. He 
visited many lands, including England, where he wielded much 
influence. His Responsa are held in high esteem. 

ASHLAND. a city of Boyd county, Kentucky, U.S.A., on the 
Ohio river, about 130 m. E. by N. of Frankfort. Pop. (7 89o) 
4195; (t900) 611o0 (489 negroes); (1910) 8688. It is served by 
the Chesapeake & Ohio (being a terminal of the Lexington and 
Big Sandy Divisions) and the Norfolk & Western railways, and 
is connected with Huntington, West Virginia, by an electric line. 
The city has a fine natural park (Central Park) of about 30 
acres; and Clyfleside Park (maintained by a private corporation), 
of about 75 acres, just east of the city, is a pleasure resort and a 
meeting-ground (with a casino seating 3e00 people) for the 
Tri-State " Chautauqua' (for certain parts of Kentucky, Ohio 
and West Virginia). The surrounding country abounds in coal,  

iron ore, oil, clay, stone and timber, for which the city is a 
distributing centre. Ashland has considerable river traffic, 
and various manufactures, including pig iron, nails, wire rods, 
steel billets, sheet steel, dressed lumber (especially poplar), 
furniture, fire brick and leather. Ashland was settled in 2854, 
and was•chartered as a city in 1870. 

ASHLAND, a borough of Schuylkill county, Pennsylvania, 
U.S.A., about so m. N.E. of Harrisburg and about zoo m. N.W. 
of Philadelphia. Pop. (1890) 7346; (1900) 6438 (969 foreign-
born); (x910) 6855. It is served by the Lehigh Valley and the 
Philadelphia & Reading railways, and by the electric lines of 
the Schuylkill Railway Company and the Shamokin & Mount 
Cannel Transit Company. The borough is built on the slope 
of Locust Mountain, about 885 ft. above sea-level. Its chief 
industry is the mining of anthracite coal at several collieries 
in the vicinity; and at Fountain Springs, z m. south-east, is 
a state hospital for injured persons of the Anthracite Coal 
Region of Pennsylvania, opened in 2883. The municipality 
owns and operates the waterworks. Ashland was laid out as a 
town in 1847, and was named in honour of Henry Clay's home 
at Lexington, Ky.; in z857 it was incorporated. 

ASHLAND. a village of Hanover county, Virginia, U.S.A., 
17 m. N.W. of Richmond. Pop. (2900) 1147; (1910 1324. 
It is served by the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac 
railway, and is a favourite resort from Richmond. Here is 
situated the Randolph-Macon College (Methodist Episcopal, 
South), one of the oldest Methodist Episcopal colleges in the 
United States. In 1833, two years after receiving its charter, 
it opened near Boydton, Mecklenburg county, Virginia, and in 
z868 was removed to Ashland. The college in 1907-z9o8 had • 
is° students and a faculty of z6; it publishes an endowed 
historical series called Tke Jobe P. Branch Historical Papers 
of Randolph-Macon College; and it is a part of the " Randolph-
Macon System of Colleges and Academies," which includes, 
besides, Randolph-Macon Academy (189o) at Bedford City, 
Virginia, and Randolph-Macon Academy (t892) at Front 
Royal, Virginia, both for boys; Randolph-Macon Woman's 
College (2893) at Lynchburg, Virginia, which in 1907-1908 bad 
an enrolment of 39o; and Randolph-Macon Institute, for girls, 
Danville, Virginia, which was admitted into the " System " 
in 1897. These five institutions are under the control of a single 
board of trustees; the work of the preparatory schools is thus 
correlated with that of the colleges. About 7 M. out of Ashland 
is the birthplace of Henry Clay, and about z5 m. distant is the 
birthplace of Patrick Henry. Ashland was settled in 1845 and 
was incorporated in 1856. 

ASHLAND, a city and the county-seat of Ashland county, 
Wisconsin, U.S.A., situated about 315 m. N.W. of Milwaukee, 
and about 7o m. E. of Superior and Duluth, in the N. part of 
the state, at the head of Chequamegon Bay, an arm of Lake 
Superior. Pop. (1890) 9956; (1900) 13,074, of whom 4417 
were foreign-born; ( Leto, census) 11,594. It is served by 
the Chicago & North-Western, the Northern Pacific, the Chicago, 
St Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, and the Wisconsin Central 
railways, and by several steamboat lines on the Great Lakes. 
The city is attractively situated, has a dry, healthful climate, 
and is a summer resort. It has a fine Federal building, one of 
the best high-school buildings in Wisconsin, the Vaughn public 
library (1895), a Roman Catholic hospital, and the Rinehart 
hospital, and is the seat of the Northland College and Academy 
(Congregational). Ashland has an excellent harbour, has large 
iron-ore and coal docks, and is the principal port for the shipment 
of iron ore from the rich Gogebic Range, the annual ork ship-
ment approximating 3,500,000 tons, valued at 812,000o000, and 
it has also an extensive export trade in lumber. Brownstone 
quarried in the vicinity is also an important export. The lake 
trade amounts to more than $35,000,003 annually. Ashland 
has large saw-mills, iron and steel rolling mills, foundries and 
machine shops, railway repair shops (of the Chicago & North-
Western railway), knitting works, and manufactories of 
dynamite, sulphite fibre, charcoal and wood-alcohol. In 19o5 
its total factory product was valued at 84.2:0,265. Scathed 
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about ass, Ashland was incorporated as a village in 1863 and 
received a city charter in 1887. 

ASHLAR, also written ASHLER, Asset en, &e (probably 
from Lat. arilla, diminutive of axis, an axle), hewn or squared 
stone, generally applied to that used for facing walls. In a 
contract of date 1398 we read—" Mums exit exterius de puro 
kpide vocato Weiler, plane incisso, interius vero de lapide tract° 
vocato roghwall." " Gene hewen ashler " often occurs in medi-
eval documents; this no doubt means tooled or finely worked, 
In contradistinction to rough-axed faces. 

An • " ashlar piece " in building is an upright piece of timber 
framed between the common rafters and the wall plate. 

ASHLEY. WILLIAM JAMES (286o- ), English economist, 
was born in London on the 25th of February :86o • He was 
educated at St Olave's grammar school and Balliol College, 
Oxford, and became a fellow of Lincoln College. In i8118 he was 
appointed professor of political economy and constitutional 
history in Toronto University, a post which he resigned in 1892, 
in order to become professor of economic history at Harvard 
University. In itioz he was appointed professor of commerce 
and finance in Birmingham University and in r9o2 dean of the 
faculty of commerce. Professor Ashley became well known for 
his work on the early history of English industry, and for his 
prominence among those English economists who supported 
Mr Chamberlain's tariff reform movement. His most important 
works are Early History of the English Woollen Industry (:887); 
Introduction to English &mantic History and Theory (2 parts, 
1888-1893); Surveys, Historic and Economic (woo); Adjustment 
of Wages (1903); the Tariff Problem (and ed. 2904); Progress 
of the German Working Classes (1904). 

ASHMOLE, ELIAS (x617-x692), English antiquarian, and 
founder of the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford, was born at 
Lichfield on the 23rd of May 1627, the son of a saddler. In 2638 
he became a solicitor, and in 1644 was appointed commissioner 
of excise. At Oxford, whither this brought him when the 
Royalist Parliament was sitting there, he made friends with 
Captain (afterwards Sir) George Wharton, through whose 
influence he obtained the king's commission as captain of horse 
and comptroller of the ordnance. In 2646 he was initiated as a 
Freemason—the first gentleman, or amateur, to be " accepted." 
In 1649 he married Lady Mainwaring, some twenty years his 
senior and a relative of his first wife who had died eight years 
before. This marriage placed him in a position of affluence that 
enabled him to devote his whole' time to his favourite studies. 
His interest in astrology, aroused by Wharton, and by William 
Lilly,—whom with other astrologers be met in London in 2646,—
seems, in the following years, to have subsided in favour -of 
heraldry and antiquarian research. in 2657 his wife petitioned 
for a separation, but failing to gain her case returned to live with 
him. Between this crisis in his domestic life and the time of her 
death in x668, Ashmole was in high favour at court. He was 
made successively Windsor herald, commissioner, comptroller 
and accountant-general of excise, commissioner for Surinam and 
comptroller of the White Office. He afterwards refused the 
office of Garter king-at-arms in favour of Sir William Dugdale, 
whose daughter he had married in :668. In 2672 he published 
his Institutions, Laws and Ceremonies of the Order of-the Garter, 
a work which was practically exhaustive, and is an example of 
his diligence and years of patient antiquarian research. Five 
years later he presented the Ashmolean Museum, the first public 
museum of curiosities in the kingdom, the larger part of which 
he had inherited from a friend, John Tradescant, to theuniversity 
of Oxford. He made it a condition that a suitable building 
should be erected for its reception, and the collection was not 
finally installed until x683. Subsequently he made the further 
gift to the university of his library. He died on the 18th of 
May 1692. 

MEM,  (SHOREPA, SEEMS), • small scattered tribe of 
African " Arabs " settled near Tokar, in the valleys of the Gash 
and Baraka, and in the Amarar country north of Suakin. They 

• 

	

	Call themselves Beni Hashin, and claim descent from Mahomet; 
hence their name, tinny (plural astral) being the tide applied to 

descendants of the prophet. In the time of the kbalifa Abdulla 
(188s-1898), Ashraf was the name by which the family and 
adherents of his late truster the mabdi were known, the mandi's 
family claiming to be Ashraf. The Ashraf of Toltec retrained 
loyal to Egypt during the Sudan troubles. 

See Angto-Eny Minn Sudan. edited by Count Glekben (London, 
1505); Fwe and Sword in the Sudan, by Slade Pasha (London, 
1896); for the Ashraf or Sberifs in Arabia, see MAMA • Geography. 

ASHREF, a town of Persia in the province of Magandaran, 
about so m. W. of Astarabad and s in. inland from the Caspian 
Sea, in 36°  42' N. and se 32' E. The population is about d000, 
comprising descendants of some Georgians introduced by Shah 
Abbas I. ( is87-1629) and a number of Gudars, a peculiar pariah 
race, probably of Indian origin. The place was without import-
ance until t6t2, when Shah Abbas began building and laying 
out the palates and gardens in the neighbourhood now col-
lectively known as Bagh i Shah (the garden of the shah). The 
palaces, completed in 1627, are now in ruins, but the gardens with 
their luxuriant vegetation and gigantic cypress and orange trees 
are well worth a visit. There were originally six separate gardens, 
all contained within one large wall but separated one from 
another by high walls. The principal palace was the Chehel 
Situn (forty pillars), destroyed by the Afghans in 1723, and, 
although rebuilt by Nadir Shah in 1732, already in ruins in 1743. 
About m. north of the town is the Safi-abad garden, with a 
palace built by Shah Safi (2629-1642) for his daughter. It is 
situated on a lovely wooded hill, and was repaired and in part 
renovated about 2870 by Nieiru'd-Din Shah. 

ASHTABULA. a city of Ashtabula county, Ohio, U.S.A., is 
Ashtabula township, on the Ashtabula river and Lake Erie, 
and 54 m. N.E. of Cleveland. Pop. (189 0) 8338; (time) 12,949, 
of whom 3688 were foreign-born; (192o, census) 28,266. 
There is a large Finnish-born population in the city and in Ash-
tabula county, and the Amerika* Sanomat, established here in 
'897, is one of the moat widely read Finnish weeklies in the 
country. Ashtabula is served by the Pennsylvania, the Lake. 
Shorn & Michigan Southern, -and the New York, Chicago & St 
Louis railways, and by inter-urban electric lines. The city is 
built on the high bank of the river about 75 ft. above the lake, 
and commands good views of diversified scenery. There is a 
public library. Ashtabula has an excellent harbour, to and from 
which large quantities of iron ore and coal are shipped. More 
iron ore is received at this port annually than at any other port 
in the country, or, probably, in the world; the ore is shipped 
thence by rail to Pittsburg, Youngstown and other iron manu-
facturing centres. In 2907 the port received 7,542, 149 gross tons 
of iron ore, and shipped 2,632,027 net tons of soft coal. Among 
the city's manufactures are leather, worsted goods, agricultural 
implements, and foundry and machine shop products; in 1 90S 
the total value of the factory product was 82,895,454,  an increase 
of ze4•3 % in five years. There are large green-houses in and 
near Ashtabula, and quantities of lettuce, cucumbers and 
tomatoes are raised under glass and shipped to Pittsburg and 
other large cities. The first settlement here was made about 
aor. Ashtabula township was created in 1808, and from it 
the townships of Kingsville, Plymouth and Sheffield have sub-
sequently been formed. The village of Ashtabula was incor-
porated in 1831, and received a city charter in 2892. The name 
Ashtabula is an Indian word first applied to the river and said 
to mean " fish river." 

ASHTON-IN-MAKEEPIELD, an urban district in the Newton 
parliamentary division of Lancashire, England, 4 M. S. of Wigan, 
on the Great Central railway. Pop. (1900 18,687. The district 
is rich in minerals, and has large collieries, and a colliery com-
pany's institute; iron goods are manufactured. 

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE, a market-town and municipal and 
parliamentary borough of Lancashire, England, on the river 
Tame, a tributary of the Mersey, 185 m. N.W. by N. from London 
and 6,} E. from Manchester. Area, 2346 acres. Pop. (1894 
40,486; (1901) 43.890. It is served by the London & North-
Western and the Lancashire & Yorkshire railways (Charles-
town station), and by the Great Central (Park Parade station). 
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The church of St Michael is Perpendicular, but almost wholly 
rebuilt. In the vicinity arc barracks. The Old Hall, or manor 
house of the Asshetons, remains in an altered form, with an 
ancient prison adjoining, and the name of Gallows Meadow, still 
preserved, recalls the summary execution of justice by the lords 
of the manor. In the vicinity of Ashton a few picturesque old 
houses remain among the numerous modern residences. Stam-
ford Park, presented by Lord Stamford, is shared by the towns 
of Ashton and Stalybridge, which extends across the Tame into 
Cheshire. A technical school, school of art and free library, and 
several hospitals are maintained. Chief among industries are 
cotton-spinning, hat-making and iron-founding and machinery 
works; and there are large collieries in the neighbourhood. 
The parliamentary borough, which returns one member, extends 
into Cheshire. The corporation consists of a mayor, 8 aldermen 
and 24 councillors. 

The derivation from the Saxon MC (ash) and ten (an enclosed 
place) accounts for the earliest orthography Estun. The addition 
stadu limn; is found in ancient deeds and is due to the position 
of the place below the line or boundary of Cheshire, i which once 
formed the frontier between the kingdoms of Northumbria and 
Mercia. The manor was granted to Roger de Poictou by 
William I.. but before the end of his reign came to the Greslets 
as part of the barony of Manchester. It was held by the 
Asshetons from 2335 to 1515, when it passed by marriage to the 
Booths of Dunham Massey, and is now held by the earl of 
Stamford, the representative of that family. The lord of the 
manor still holds the ancient court-lest and court-baron half-
yearly in May and November, in which cognizance is taken of 
breaches of agreement among the tenants, especially concerning 
the repair of roads and cultivation of lands. The place had long 
enjoyed the name of borough, but it was not till 1847 that a 
charter of incorporation was granted. Under the Reform Act 
(1832) it returns one member. One of the markets dates back 
to 1436. The ancient industry was woollen, but soon after the 
invention of the spinning frame the cotton trade was introduced, 
and as early as 1769 the weaving of ginghams, nankeens and 
calicoes was carried on, and the weaving of cotton yarn by 
machinery soon became the staple industry. A chapel or church 
existed here as early as 1261-1262. 

ASH WEDNESDAY. in the Western Church, the first day of 
Lent (q.v.), so called from the ceremonial use of ashes, as a symbol 
of penitence, in the service prescribed for the day. The custom, 
which is ultimately based on the penance of "sackcloth and 
ashes " spoken of by the prophets of the Old Testament, has been 
dropped in those of the reformed Churches which still observe 
the fast; but it is retained in the Roman Catholic Church, the 
day being known as dies cheeriest (day of ashes) or dies cineris d 
citicii (day of ash and sackcloth). The ashes, obtained by burning 
the palms or their substitutes used in the ceremonial of the 
previous Palm Sunday, are placed in a vessel on the altar before 
High Mass. The priest, vested in a violet cope, prays that God 
may send His angel to hallow the ash, that it become a remains 
Wake for all penitents. After another prayer the ashes are 
thrice sprinkled with holy water and thrice censed. Then the 
priest invites those present to approach and, dipping his thumb 
in the ashes, marks them as they kneel with the sign of the cross 
on the forehead (or In the case of clerics on the place of tonsure). 
with the words: Ifewindo, keno, gnia pelvis as u in 'sherds 
reverted: (Remember, man, that thou art dust and unto dust thou 
shalt return). The celebrant himself either sprinkles the ash on 
his own head in ranee, ce receives it from the priest of highest 
dignity present. 

This ceremony Is derived from the custom of pubuc penance 
in the early Church, when the sinner to be reconciled had to 
appear in the congregation clad in sackcloth and covered with 
ashes (d. Tertullian, De 'Wield°, 13). At what date this use 
was extended to the whole congregation is not known. The 
phrase dies calends appears in the earliest extant copies of the 
Gregorian Sacramentary, and it is probable that the custom 
was already established by the 8th century. The Anglo-Saxon 
botanist &Uric, in his Liter of Sin Saints (996 or 997), refers to 

It as in common use; but the earliest evidence of its author!. 
tative prescription is a decree of the synod of Beneventum in 
tow. 

Of the reformed Churches the Anglican Church alone marks 
the day by any special service. This is known as the Commina-
tion service, its distinctive element being the solemn reading of 
" the general sentences of God's cursing against sinners, gathered 
out of the seven and twentieth chapter of Deuteronomy, and 
other places of Scripture." The lections for the day are the 
same as in the Roman Church (Joel ii. t2, &c., and Matt. vi. 
&c.). In the American. Prayer Book the office of Commination 
is omitted, with the exception of the three concluding prayers, 
which are derived from the prayers and anthems said or sung 
during the blessing and distribution of the ashes according to 
the Sarum Missal The ceremonial of the ashes was not pro-
scribed in England at the Reformation; it was indeed enjoined 
by a proclamation of Henry VIII. (February 26, 1538) and 
again in 155o under Edward VL , but it had fallen into complete 
disuse by the beginning of the 17th century. 

See Wetzer and Write, 1Circhenterikon. and II-Hauck, 
Realetteyklehddie (3rd ed.), " Au/tenni/meek "; 
Christian Worship. trans. by M. L. McClure (London, mo4). 

ASHWELL. LENA (1872- ), English actress, was the 
daughter of Commander Pocock, R.N. In 2896 she married 
the actor Arthur Mayfair, whom she divorced in t9o8; later in 
the latter year she married Dr Simson. In 2895 she played 
Elaine in Sir Henry Irving's production of King Arthur at 
the Lyceum, and again acted with him in 1903 in Dank. 
She made her first striking success, however, on the London 
stage in Mrs Dane's Defence with Sir Charles Wyndham in moo, 
and a few years later her acting in Leak Kleschna confirmed her 
position as one of the leading actresses in London. In i9o7 she 
started under her own management at the Kingsway theatre. 

ASIA, the name of one of the great continents into which the 
earth's surface is divided, embracing the north-eastern portion 
of the great mass of land which constitutes what is generally 
known as the Old World, of which Europe forms the north-
western and Africa the south-western region. 

Much doubt attaches to the origin of the name. Some of the 
earliest Greek geographers divided their known world hit° two 
portions only, Europe and Asia, in which last Libya (the Greek 
name for Africa) was included. Herodotus, who ranks Libya 
as one of the chief divisions of the world, separating it from Asia, 
repudiates as fables the ordinary explanations assigned to the 
names Europe and Asia, but confesses his inability to say whence 
they came. It would appear probable, however, that the former 
of these words was derived from an Assyrian or Hebrew root, 
which signifies tL2 west of setting sun, and the latter from a 
corresponding root meaning the east or rising sun, and that they 
were used at one time to imply the west and the east. There 
is ground also for supposing that they may at first have been 
used with a specific or restricted local application, a more 
extended signification having eventually been given to them. 
After the word Asia bad acquired its larger geese, it was still 
specially used by the Greeks to designate the country around 
Ephesus. The idea of Asia as originally formed was necessarily 
indefinite, and long continued to be so; and the area to which 
the name was finally applied, as geographical knowledge increased, 
was to a great extent determined by arbitrary and not very 
precise conceptions, rather than on the basis of natural relations 
and differences subsisting between it and the surrounding 
regions. 

GEOGRAPHY 

The northern boundary of Asia is formed by the Arctic 
Ocean; the coast-line falls between 7o° and 75• N., and in lies 
within the Arctic circle, having its extreme northern Hasse• point in Cape Sivero-Voatochnyi (i.e. north-east) 4.6.. 

or Chelyuskin, in 78° N. On the south the coast-line 
is far more irregular, the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal, and 
the China Sea reaching about to the northern tropic at the 
mouths of the Indus, of the Ganges and of the Canton riven 



Sq. tn. 
4.367.000 

 1.759.000 
268 ,500  

6494.500  

Sq. In- 
Pacific drainage 	 3,64t ,000 
Indian Ocean 	  2,873,000 

Area of Arctic river basins . 
„ Aralo-Caspian basin 
„ Mediterranean . 

	

Total 	. 	. 
The southern-division isnearly equal in extent— 
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while the great peninsulas of Arabia, Ilindostan and Cambodia 
descend to about to° N., and the Malay peninsula extends 
within a degree and a half of the equator. On the west the 
extreme point of Asia is found on the shore of the Mediterranean, 
at Cape Baba, in s6° E., nor far from the Dardanelles. Thence 
the boundary passes in the one direction through the Mediter-
ranean, and down the Red Sea to the southern point of Arabia, 
at the strait of Bab-el-Mandeb, in 45 °  E.; and in the other 
through the Black Sea, and along the range of Caucasus, following 
approximately 40° N. to the Caspian, whence it turns to the 
north on a line not far from the both meridian, along the Ural 
Mountains, and meets the Arctic Ocean nearly opposite the 
island of Novaya Zemlya. The most easterly point of Asia is 
East Cape (Vostochnyi, i.e. east, or Dezhnev), in we, E., at the 
entrance of Bering Strait. The boundary between this point 
and the extremity of the Malay Peninsula follows the coast of 
the Northern Pacific and the China Sea, on a line deeply broken 
by the projection of the peninsulas of Kamchatka and Korea, 
and the recession of the Sea of Okhotsk, the Yellow Sea, and the 
Gulfs of Tongking and Siam. 

On the east and south-east of Asia are several important 
groups of islands, the more southern of which link this continent 

Moser 
to Australia, and to the islands of the Pacific. The 
Kurile Islands, the Japanese group, Luchu, Formosa 

and the Philippines, may be regarded as unquestionable outliers 
of Asia. Between the islands of the Malay archipelago from 
Sumatra to New Guinea, and the neighbouring Asiatic continent, 
fro definite relations appear ever to have existed, and no dis-
tinctly marked boundary for Asia has been established by the 
old geographers in this quarter. Modern science, however, has 
indicated a line of physical separation along the channel between 
Borneo and Celebes, called the Straits of Macassar, which 
follows approximately r 2o° E., to the west of which the flora 
and fauna are essentially Asiatic in their type, while to the south 
and east the Australian element begins to be distinctly marked. 
soon to become predominant. To this boundary has been given 
the name of Wallace's line, after the eminent naturalist, A. R. 
Wallace, who first indicated its existence. 

Owing to the great extent of Asia, it is not easy to obtain a 
correct conception of the actual form of its outline from ordinary 

maps, the distortions which accompany projections of 
Forel of large spherical areas on a flat surface being necessarily coathe. 

great and misleading. Turning, therefore, to a globe, 
Asia, viewed as a whole, will be seen to have the form of a great 
isosceles spherical triangle, having its north-eastern apex at 
East Cape (Vostochnyi), in Bering Strait; its two equal sides, 
in length about a quadrant of the sphere, or 6500 m., extending 
on the west to the southern point of Arabia, and on the east to 
the extremity of the Malay peninsula; and the base between 
these points occupying about 6o° of a great circle, or 4500 m., 
and being deeply indented by the Arabian Sea and the Bay of 
Bengal on either side of the Indian peninsula. A great circle, 
drawn through East Cape and the southern point of Arabia, 
passes nearly along the coast-line of the Arctic Ocean, over the 
Ural Mountains, through the western part of the Caspian, and 
nearly along the boundary between Persia and Asiatic Turkey. 
Asia Minor and the north-western half of Arabia lie outside such 
a great circle, which otherwise indicates, with fair accuracy, the 
north-western boundary of Asia. In like manner a great circle 
drawn through East Cape and the extremity of the Malay 
peninsula, passes nearly over the coasts of Manchuria, China 
and Cochin-China, and departs comparatively little from the 
eastern boundary. 

Asia is divided laterally along the parallel of so' north by a 
depression which, beginning on the east of the desert of Gobi, extends 

westwards through Mongolia to Chinese Turkestan. To 
Gm"' the west of Kashgar the central depression is limited by 
01711°' 	the meridional range of Sarikol and the great elevation 
vwar• 	of the Pamir. of which the Sarikol is the eastern face. 
The level of this depression (once a vast inland sea) between the 
mountains which enclose the sources of the Hwang-ho and the 
Sarikol range probably never exceeds 2000 ft. above sea, and modern 
researches tend to prove that in the central portions of the Gobi 
(about Lop Nor) it may be actually below sea-level. A vast pro- 

portion of the continent north of this central line Is but a few hundred 
feet in altitude. Shelving gradually upward from the low fiats of 
Siberia the general continental level rules to a great central water-
parting, or divide, which stretches from the Black Sea through the 
Elburz and the Hindu Kush to the Tian-shan mountains in the 
Pamir region. and hence to Bering Strait on the extreme north-east. 
This great divide is not always marked by well-defined ranges facing 
steeply either to the north or south. There are considerable spaces 
where the strike, or axis, of the main ranges is transverse to the 
water-parting, which is then represented by intermediate highlands 
forming lacustrine regions with an indefinite watershed. Only a 
part of this great continental divide (including such ranges as the 
Hindu Kush, Tian-span, Altai or Ithangai) rises to any great height, 
a considerable portion of it being below Sono ft. in altitude. South 
of the divide the level at once drops to the central depression of 
Gobi, which forms a vast interior, almost waterless space, where 
the local drainage is lost in deserts or swamps. South of this 
enclosed depression is another great hydrographic barrier which 
parts it from the low plains of the Amur. of China, Siam and India, 
bordered by the shallows of the Yellow Sea and the shoals which 
enclose the islands of lapan and Formosa, all of them once an in-
tegral part of the continent. This second barrier is one of the most 
mighty upheavals in the world, by reason both of its extent and 
its altitude. Starting from the Amur river and reaching along the 
eastern margin of the Gobi desert towards the sources of the Hwang-
ho, it merges into the Altyn-tagh and the Kuen-lun, forming the 
northern face of the vast Tibetan highlands which are bounded on 
the south by the Himalaya. The Pamir highlands between the base 
of the Tian-shan mountains and the eastern buttresses of the Hindu 
Kush unite these two great divides, enclosing the Gobi depression 
on the west ; and they would again be united on the east but for 
the transverse valley of the Amur, which parts the Kbingan moun-
tains from the Yablonoi system to the east of Lake Baikal. 

If we consider the whole continent to be divided into three sections, 
viz. 'a northern section with an average altitude of less than s000 ft. 
above sea, where all the main rivers How northward to the Mediter-
ranean, the Arctic Sea, or the Caspian; a central section of depres-
sion, where the drainage is lost in swamps or liamies, and of which 
the average level probably does not exceed 2000 ft. above sea; and 
a southern section divided between highly elevated table-lands from 
is,000 to r6,000 ft. in altitude, and lowlands of the Arabian, Indian, 
Siamese and i Chinese peninsulas, with an ocean outlet forks drainage; 
we find that there s only one direct connexion between northern 
and southern sections which involves no mountain passes, and no 
formidable barrier of altitudes. That one is afforded by the narrow 
valley of the Hari Rud to the west of Herat. From the Caspian to 
Karachi it is possible to pass without encountering any orographic 
obstacle greater than the divide which separates the valley of the 
Hari Rud from the Helmund keen basin, which may be repre-
sented by an altitude of about soon ft. above sea-leveL This fact 
possesses great significance in connexion with the development of 
Asiatic railways. 

If we examine the hydrographic basins of the three divisions of 
Asia thus indicated we find that the northern division, 
including t he drainage falling into the Arctic Statile Aralo- 
Caspian depression, or the Mediterranean, embraces an  
area of about 6,394,soo aq. m., as follows:— 

Total 	. 	. 	. 6,514,000 

The interior or inland' basins, including the lacustrine regions south 
of the Arctic watershed, the Gobi d Tibetan plateau, the 
Iranian for Pero-Afghan) uplands, e Syro-

. 
 Arabian inland basin, 

and that of Asia Minor, amount to 3,141,500 sq. m or about halt 
the extent of the other two. 

By far the largest Asiatic river basin is that of the Ob, which 
exceeds i,000,000 sq. in. in extent. On the east and south the Amur 
embraces no less than 776,oca sq. m., the Yang-tsze-kiang including 
685.otio. the Ganges 409.soo, a the Indus 0,00o sq. sn. ,  

The lakes of 	Asia are innume
n
ra
d 

 ble, and vary in size from an Inland 
sea (such as Lakes Baikal and Balkash) to a highland loch, or the 
indefinitely extended swamps of Persia. Many of them are at high 
elevations (Lake Victoria, 13400 ft., being probably the most ele-
vated), and are undoubted vestiges of an ancient period of glaciation. 
Such lakes, as a rule, show indications of a gradual decrease in size. 
Others are relics of an earlier geological period, when land areas 

1  Authorities differ in their methods and results of computation 
of these and other similar measurements. 
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recently upheaved from the sea were spread at tow levels with alter-
nate inundations of salt and fresh water. Of these Lop Nor and the 
Helmund kande: are typical. Such lakes (in common with all the 
plateau hantans of south-west Baluchistan and Persia) change their 
form and extent from season to season, and many of them are 
impregnated with saline deposits from the underlying strata. The 
banes, or aslt depressions, of the Persian desert are more frequently 
widespread deposits of mud and salt than water-coveted areas. 

Although for the purposes of geographical nomenclature, bound-
aries formed by a coast-line--tharn, by depressions of the earth's 

solid crust below the ocean level—are most easily !ewe-
Agtfcsl nixed and are of special convenience; and kithough such 
'''s' boundaries, from following lines on which the continuity of 
the land is interrupted, often necessarily indicate important differences 
in the conditions of adjoining countries, and of their political and 
physical relations, yet variations of the elevation of the surface above 
the sea-level frequentlyproduce effects not less marked. The changes 
of temperature and climate caused by difference of elevation are 
quite comparable in their magnitude and effect on all 'organized 
creatures with those due to differences of latitude; and the relative 
position of the high and low lands on the earth's surface, by modify-
ing the direction of the winds, the fall of rain, and other atmospheric 
phenomena, produce effects an no sense less important than those 
due to the relative distribution of the land and sea. Hence the study 
of the mountain ran gm of a continent is, for a proper apprehension 
of its physical conditions and characteristics, as essential as the 
examination of its extent and position in relation to the equator 
and poles, and the configuration of its coasts. 

From such causes the physical conditions of a large part of Asia, 
and the history of its population, have been very greatly influenced 

by the occurrence of the mass of mountain above de- 
l:boa. 	scribed, which includes the Himalaya and the whole 
wan 	elevated area having true physical connexion with that 
6"4"1"7* range, and occupies an area about 2000 m. in length and 
varying from too to 500 m. in width, between beard too°east and 
between 28° and 35° north. These mountains, which include the 
highest peaks in the world, rise, along their entire length, far above 
the line of perpetual snow, and few of the passes across the main 
ridges are at a less altitude than 15,000 or 16,0oo ft. above the sea. 
Peaks of 20,000 ft. abound along the whole chain, and the points 
that exceed that elevation are numerous. A mountain range such 
as this, attaining altitudes at which vegetable life ceases, and the 
support of animal life is extremely difficult, constitutes an almost 
impassable barrier against the spread of all forms of living natures. 
The mountain mass, moreover, is not less important in causing a com-
plete separation between the atmospheric conditions on its opposite 
flanks, by reason of the extent to which it penetrates that stratum 
of the atmosphere which is in contact with the earth's surface and 
is effective in determining climate. The highest apmmits create 
serious obstructions to the movements of nearly three-fourths of the 
mass of the air resting on this part of the earth, and of nearly the 
whole of the moisture it contains; the average height of the entire 
chain is such as to make it an almost absolute barrier to one-half of 
the air and three-fourths of the moisture; while the lower ranges 
also produce important atmospheric effects, one-fourth of the air 
and one-half of the watery vapour it carries with it lying below 
woo ft. 

This great mass of mountain, constituting as it does a complete 
natural line of division across a large part of the continent, will for 
a convenient basis from which to work, in proceeding, as will now 
be done, to give a general view of the principal countries contained 
in Asia. 

The summit of the great mountain mass is occupied by Tibet, a 
country known by its inhabitants under the name of Bed or Baird. 

Tibet is a rugged table-land, narrow as compared with its 
in" length, broken up by a succession of mountain ranges, 
which follow as a rule the direction of the length of the table-land. 
and commonly rise into the regions of perpetual snow; between the 
flanks of these lie valleys, c losely hemmed in, usually narrow, having 
a very moderate inclination, but at intervals opening out into wide 
plains, and occupied either by rivers, or frequently by lakes from 
which there is no outflow and the waters of which are salt. The 
eastern termination of Tibet is in the line of snowy mountains which 
flanks China on the west, between the 27th and 35th parallels of 
latitude, and about t 03 ° east. On the west the table-land is prolonged 
beyond the political limits of Tibet, though with much the same 
physical features, to about 70•east, beyond which it terminates; and 
the ranges which are covered with perpetual snow as far west as 
Samarkand, thence rapidly diminish in height, and terminate in low 
hills north of Bokhara. 

The mean elevation of Tibet may be taken as 15.noo ft. above the 
sea. The broad mountainous slope by which it is connected with 
the lower levels of Hindostan contains the ranges known as the 
Himalaya ; the name Kuen-lun is generally applied to the northern 
slope that descends to the central plains of the Gobi. though these 
mountains are not locally known under those names, Kuen-lun 
being apparently a Chinese designation. 

The extreme rigour of the climate of Tibet, which combines great 
cold with great drought, makes the country essentially very poor, 
and the chief portion of it little better than desert. The vegetation 

is everywhere racetecanty, andsearcely anything deserving the name 
i of a tree is to be found unless in the more sheltered spots, and then 

artificially planted. The population in the lowerand wanner valleys 
live in ho 	and follow agriculture; in the higher regions they  are 
nomadic she 	thinly scattered over a lam ans. 

China lies between the eastern flank of the Tibetan plateau and 
the North Pacific having its northern and southern limits about 
on 4e and 30.  If . respectively. The country, though aim. 

 generally broken up with mountains of moderate elevatifl 
possesses none of very great importance apart fro:ambe of its 
western bonier. It is well watered, populous, and, as a rule, highly 
cultivated, fertile, and well wooded; the climate is analogous to 
that of southern Europe, with hot summers, and winters everywhere 
cold and in the north decidedly severe. 

From the eastern extremity of the Tibetan mountains, between 
the 95th and tooth meridians, high ages extend from about 35°N. 
in a southerly direction, which, spre• outwards as 
they go south, reach the sea at various ponds in Cochin- 
China, the Malay peninsula, and the east flank of Bengal. 
Between these ranges, which are probably permanently nab' 
snowy to about 27 N. flow the great rivers of the Indo-Chinese 
peninsula, the Mekong, the Menem, the Sslween, and the Irrawaddy. 
the valleys of which form the main portions of the states of Cochin-
China (including Tosigking and Cambodia), of Siam (including Laos) 
and of Burma. The people of Cochin-China are called Anent; it 
is probably from a corruption of their name for the capital of Tong-
king, Kechao, that the -Portuguese Cochin has been derived. 
these countries are well watered, populous and fertile, with a 
climate very similar to that of eastern }knelt!. The geography of 
the region in which the mountains of Cochin-China and .am Join 
Tibet is still imperfectly known, but there is no pound left for doubt-
ingthat the great river of eastern Tibet, the Tempo, supplies the 
main stream of the Brahmaputra. The two great rivers of China. 
the Hwang-ho and the Yang-tsze-kiang take their rise from the 
eastern face of Tibet. the former from the northeast angle, the 
latter from the south-east. The main stream of this last is called 
Dichu in Tibet, and its chief feeder is the Ye-lung-It/mg, which rises 
not far from the Hwang-ho, and is considered the territxrnal boundary 
between China and Tibet. 

British India comprises approximately the area between the 95th 
and loth meridians, and between the Tibetan table-land and the 
Indian Ocean. The Indian peninsula from 25. N. south- 
wards is a table-land, having its greatest elevation on the 	lfiria 
west, where the highest points rise to over 8000 ft., though 	ash 
the ordinary altitude of the higher hills hardly exceeds 4000 ft.; 
the general level of the table-land lies between 3000 ft. as a maximum 
and moo ft. 

From the delta of the Ganges and Brahmaputra on the east to 
that of the Indus on the west, and intervening between the table-
land of the peninsula and the foot of the Himalayan slope of the 
Tibetan plateau, lies the great plain of northern India, which rise. 
at its highest point to about moo ft., and includes altogether, with 
its prolongation up the valley of Assam, an area of about 5oo.ocro 
sq. m., comprising the richest, the most populous and most civilized 
districts of India. The great plain extends, with an almost unbroken 
surface, from the most western to the most eastern extremity of 
British India, and is composed of deposits so finely comminuted. 
that it is no exaggeration to say that it is possible to go from the 
Bay of Bengal up the Ganges, through the Punjab, and down the 
Indus again to the sea, over a distance of 20001a. and more, without 
finding a pebble, however small. 

The great riven of northern India—the Ganges, the Brahma-
putra and the Indus—all derive their waters from the Tibetan 
mountain mass; and it is a remarkable circumstance that the 
northern water-parting of India should lie to the north of the Hima-
laya in the regions of central Tibet. 

The population of India is very large, some of its districts being 
among the most densely peopled in the world. The country sa 
generally well cleared, and forests are, as a rule, found only lag 
the flanks of the mountains, where the fall of rain is most abundant. 
The more open parts are highly cultivated, and large cities abound. 
The climate is generally such as to secure the population the neces-
saries of life without severe labour; the extremes of beat and 
drought are such as to render the land unsuitable for pasture, and 
the people everywhere subsist by cultivation of the soil or commeme. 
and live in settled villages or towns. 

The island of Ceylon is distinguished from the neighbouring parts 
of British India by little more than its separate administration 
and the Buddhistic religion of its population. The highest point in 
Ceylon rises to about roo ft. above the sea, and the mountain slopes 
are densely covered with forest. The lower levels are in climate 
and cultivation quite similar to the regions in the same latitude aa 
the Malay peninsula. 

Of the islands in the Bay of Bengal the Nicobar and Andaman 
groups 
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extremity of Burma. They possibly owe their existence to the 
volcanic agencies which are known to extend from Sumatra across 
this pan of the Indian Ocean 

The Laccadive; and Maldives are groups of small coral islands, 
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situated along the 73rd meridian, at no great distance from the 
Indian peninsula, on which they have a political dependeacy. 

The portion of Asia west of British India, excluding Arabia and 
Syria, forms another extensive plateau covering an area as lame 

as that of Tibet. though at a much lower altitude. Its 
• southern border runs along the Arabian Sea, the Persian 
▪ Gulf, the Tigris. and thence westward to the north-east 

angle of the Levant; on the north the high land follows 
nearly 36' N. to the southern shore of the Caspian, and thence to 
the Black Sea and Sea of Marmara. Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Iran 
or Persia, Armenia and the provinces of Asia Minor occupy this 
high region, with which they are nearly conterminous. The eastern 
flank of this tableland follows a line of hills drawn a short distance 
from the Indus. between the mouth of that river and the Himalaya, 
about on the 72nd meridian: these hills do not generally exceed 
4000 or 5000 ft. in elevation, but a few of the summits reach toxic* ft. 
or more. The southern and south-western face follows the coast 
closely up the Persian Gulf from the mouth of the Indus, and is 
formed farther west by the mountain scarp, which, rising in many 
points to 10.000 ft., flanks the Tigris and the Mesopotamian plains. 
and extends along Kurdistan and Armenia nearly to the 40th 
meridian; beyond which it turns along the Taurus range, and the 
north -eastern angle of the Mediterranean. The north -eastern 
portion of the Afghan tableland abuts on the Himalaya and Tibet, 
with which it forms a continuous mass of mountain between the 
71st and 72nd meridians, and 34°  and 36°  N. From the point of 
intersection of the 71st meridian with the 36th parallel of latitude, 
an unbroken range of mountain stretches on one side towards the 
north-east, up to the crest of the northern slope of the Tibetan 
plateau, and on the other nearly due west as far as the Caspian. 
The north-eastern portion of this range is of great altitude, and 
separates the headwaters of the Oxus, which run off to the Aral Sea, 
from those of the Indus and its Kabul tributary, which, uniting 
below Peshawar. are thence discharged southward into the Arabian 
Sea. The western part of the range, which received the name of 
Paropamisus Mons from the ancients, diminishes in height west of 
the 65th meridian and constitutes the northern face of the Afghan 
and Persian plateau, rising abruptly from the plains of the Turkoman 
desert, which lies between the Oxus and the Caspian. These moun-
tains at some points attain a height of moo° or 12,000 ft. Along 
the south coast of the Caspian this line of elevation is prolonged as 
the Elburz range(not to be conf used with the Elburz of the Caucasus), 
and has its culminating point in Demavend, which rises to 19,400 ft. 
above the sea; thence it extends to the north-west to Ararat, which 
rises to upwards of 17.000 ft.. from the vicinity of which the Euph-
rates flows off to the south-west, across the lugc4idisyof Armenia. 
Below the north-cast declivity of this range lies 	' , on the other 
side of which province rises the Caucasus. the boas 	of Asia and 
Europe between the Caspian and Black Seas, the highest points of 
which reach an elevation of nearly 19,00o ft. West of Ararat high 
hills extend along the Black Sea, between which and the Taurus 
range lies the plateau of Asia Minor, reaching to the Aegean Sea; 
the mountains along the Black Sea, on which are the Olympus and 
Ida of the ancients, rise to 600o or 7000 ft.; the Taurus is more 
lofty, reaching Bono and 10,000 ft.; both ranges decline its altitude 
as they approach the Mediterranean. 

This great plateau, extending from the Mediterranean to the 
Indus, has a length of about 2500 m. from east to west, and a breadth 
of upwards of 600 in. on the west and nowhere of less than 250 m. 
It lies generally at altitudes between 2000 ft. and g000 ft. above 
the sea-level. Viewed as a whole, the eastern half of this region, 
comprising Persia, Afghanistan and Baluchistan, is poor and un-
productive. The climate is very severe in the winter and extremely 
hot in summer. The rainfall is very scanty, and running waters 
are hardly known, excepting among the mountains which form the 
scarps of the elevated counz. The population is sparse, frequently 
nomadic and addicted to under; progress in the arts and habits 
of civilization is small. western part of the area falls within 
the Turkish empire. Its climate is less hot and arid, its natural 
productiveness much greater, and its population more settled and 
on the whole more advanced. 

The peninsula of Arabia, with Syria, its continuation to the north-
west, has some of the characteristics of the hottest and driest parts 
Arabi, of Persia and Baluchistan. Excepting the northern part 

of this tract, which is conterminous with the plain of 
Mesopotamia (which at its highest point reaches an elevation of about 
700 ft. above the sea), the country is covered with low mountains, 
rising to 3000 or 4000 ft. in altitude, having among them narrow 
valleys in which the vegetation is scanty, with exceptional regions 
of greater fertility in the neighbourhood of the coasts, where the 
rainfall is greatest. In northern Syria the inouatains of Lebanon 
rise to about 10.000 ft., and with a more copious water supply 
the country becomes more productive. The whole tract, excepting 
south-eastern Arabia. is nominally subject to Turkey. but the 
arc to no small extent practically independent. livid, a nogea7tte. 
pastoral and freebooting life un&re petty chiefs, in the more arid 
districts, but settled in towns in the more fertile tracts. where agricul-
ture becomes more profitable and external commerce is established. 

The area between the northern border of the Persian high lands 
and the Caspian and Aral Seas is a needy desert low-lying plain.  

extending to the foot of the north-western extremity of the 
great Tffieto-Himalayan mountains. and prolonged east- 
ward up the valleys of the Oxus (Amu-Darya) and  
Jaxartes (Syr-Darya), and northward across the country raise as• of the Kirghiz to the south-western border of Siberia..., tha  
It includes Bokhara, Khiva and Turkestan proper, in AsAL  
which the Uzbeg Turks are dominant, and for the most 
part is inhabited by nomadic tribes, who are marauders, enjoying 
the reputation of being the worst among a race of professed robbers. 
The tribes to the north, subject to Rama, are naturally more 
able, and have been brought into some degree of discipline. in chTs 
tract the rainfall is nowhere sufficient for the purposes of agriculture. 
which is only possible by help of irrigation; and the fixed popula-
tion (which contains a non-Turkish element) is comparatively 
and restricted to the towns and the districts near the rivers. 

The north-western extremity of the elevated Tibeto-Himalayan 
mountain plateau is situated about on 73- E. and 39' N. This 
region is known as Pamir; it has all the characteristics of the highest 
regions of Tibet, and so far fitly receives the Russian designation 
of steppe; but it seems to have no special peculiarities, and the 
reason of its having been so long regarded as a geographical enigma 
is not obvious. From it the Oxus. or Amu, flows off to the west, 
and the jazartes. or Syr, to the north, through the Turki state of 
Khokand, while to the east the waters run down past Kashgar to 
the central desert of the Gobi, uniting with the streams from the 
northern slope of the Tibetan plateau that traverse the principalities 
of Yarkand and Khotan, which are also Turki. Here the Tibetan 
mountains unite with the line of elevation which stretches across 
the continent from the Pacific, and which separates Siberia from 
the region commonly spoken of under the name of central Asia. 

A•range of mountains, called Stanovoi, rising to heights of 4000 
or 5000 it.. follows the southern coast .01 the eastern extremity of 
Asia from Kamchatka to the borders of Manchuria, as far Aga. 
as the 135th meridian, in lat. 55° N. Thence the Yablonoi gm, 
range, continuing in the same direction, divides the 
waters of the river Lena. which flows through Siberia into the 
Arctic Sea, from those of the river Amur, which falls into the North 
Pacific; the basin of this river, with its affluents, constitutes Man-
churia. From the north of Manchuria the Khingan range stretches 
southward to the Chinese frontier near Peking. east of which the 
drainage falls into the Amur and the Yellow Sea, while to the west 
is an almost rainless region, the inclination of which is towards the 
central area of the continent, Mongolia. 

From the western end of the Yablonoi range, on the ti5th 
meridian, a mountainous belt extends along a somewhat irregular 
line to the extremity of Pamir, known under various names Name'. 

.in its different parts, and broken up into several branches. 
enclosing among them many isolated drainage areas, from which 
there is no outflow, and within which numerous lakes are formed. 
The most important of these ranges is the Tian-shan or Celestial 
Mountains, which form the northern boundary of the Gobi desert; 
they lie between 49 °  and 43° N., and between 75°.  and 95° E., and 
UMW of the summits are said to exceed 20,000 ft. in altitude; along 
the foot of this range are the principal cultivated districts of central 
Asia, and here too are situated the few towns which have sprung 
up in this barren and thinly peopled region. Next may be named 
the Ala-tau, on the prolongation of the Tan-span, flanking the Syr on 
the north, and rising to 14.000 or t5,07 ft. It forms the barrier 
between the Issyk-kul and Balkash Lab... the elevation of which is 
about 50oo ft. Last is the Altai, near the 5oth parallel, rising to 
lo,000 or 12,000 ft., which separates the waters of the great rivers 
of western Siberia from those that collect into the lakes of north-
west Mongolia. Dzungaria and Kalka. A line of elevation is con-
tinued west of the Altai to the Ural Mountains, not rising to con-
siderable altitudes; this divides the drainage of south-west Siberia 
from the great plains lying north-east of the Aral Sea. 

The central area bounded on the north and north-west by the 
Yablonoi Mountains and their western extension in the Tian-shan, 
on the south by the northern face of the Tibetan plateau, and on the 
east by the Khingan range before alluded to. forms the great desert 
of central Asia, known as the Gobi. Its eastern part is nearly con-
terminous with south Mongolia, its western forms Chinese or eastern 
Turkestan. It appears likely that no part of this great central 
Asiatic desert is less than 2000 ft. above the sea-level. The elevation 
of the plain about Kashgar and Yarkand is from 4000 to 6000 ft. 
The more northern parts of Mongolia are between 400o and g000 ft., 
and no portion of the route across the desert between the Chinese 
frontier and Kiakhta is below Joao ft. The precise positions of the 
mountain ridges that traverse this central area are not properly 
known; their elevation is everywhere considerable, and many points 
are known to exceed 10.000 or 12,000 ft. 

In Mongolia the population is essentially nomadic, its wealth con-
sisting in herds of homed cattle, sheep, horses and camels. The 
Turk' tribes, occupying western Mongolia, are among the least 
civilized of human beings, and it is chiefly to their extreme barbarity 
and cruelty4hat our ignorance of central Asia is due. The climate is 
very severe, with great extremes of heat and cold. The drought is 
very great; rain falls rarely and in small quantities. The surface 
is for the most part a hard stony desert. areas of blown sand occurring 
but exceptionally. There are few towns or ended villages, except 
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along the slopes of the higher mountains, on which the rain falls 
more abundantly, or the melting snow supplies streams for irrigation. 
It is only in such situations that cultivated lands are found, and 
beyond them trees are hardly to be seen. 

The portion of Asia which lies between the Arctic Ocean and the 
mountainous belt bounding Manchuria. Mongolia and Turkestan 
sm.*,  on the north is Siberia. It includes an immense high 

and broken plateau which spreads from south-west to 
north-east, losing in width and altitude as it advances north-east. 
It is fringed on either side by high border ridges, which subside on 
the north-west into a stretch of high plains. Isoo to toots ft. high, 
finally dropping to lowlands a few hundred feet above sea-level. 
The extremes of heat and cold are very great. The rainfall, though 
not heavy, is sufficient to maintain such vegetation as is compatible 
with the conditions of temperature, and the surface is often swampy 
or peaty. The mountain-sides are commonly clothed with pine 
forests, and the plains with grasses or shrubs. The population is 
very scanty; the cultivated tracts are comparatively small in extent 
and restricted to the more settled districts. The towns are entirely 
Russian. The indigenous races are nomadic Mongols. of a peaceful 
character, but in a very backward state of civilization. The Ural 
Mountains do not exceed 20o0 or 3000 ft. in average altitude, the 
highest summits not exceeding 6000 ft.. and one of the passes being 
as low as Ivo ft. In the southern half of the range are the chief 
mining dist nets of Russia. The Ob.Yenisei and Lena,which traverse 
Siberia, are among the largest rivers in the world. 

The southern group of the Malay Archipelago, from Sumatra to 
Java and Timor. extends in the arc of a circle between 95* and 

127° E., and from 5* to to' S. The central part of the 
.4";;;; 	group is a volcanic region, many of the volcanoes being 

isftla 	
still active, the summits frequently rising to lo,000 ft. 
or more. 

Sumatra, the largest of the islands. is but thinly peopled; the 
greater part of the surface is covered with dense forest, the cultivated 
area being comparatively small, confined to the low lands, a nd chiefly 
in the volcanic region near the centre of the island. Java is the most 
thickly peopled, b.at cultivated and most advanced island of the 
whole Eastern archipelago. It has attained a high degree of wealth 
and prosperity under the Dutch government. The people are peace-
ful and industrious, and chiefly occupied with agnculture. The 
highest of the volcanic peaks rises to 12,000 ft. above the sea. The 
eastern islands of this group are less productive and less advanced. 

Borneo, the most western and the largest of the northern group 
of islands which extends between I to° and fp° E., as far as New 
Guinea or Papua, is but little known. The population is small, rude 
and uncivilized; and the surface is rough and mountainous and 
generally covered with forest except near the coast, to the alluvial 
lands on which settlers have been attracted from various surround-
ing countries. The highest mountain rises to nearly 14,000 ft., but 
the ordinary elevations do not exceed 4000 or 5000 ft. 

Of Celebes less is known than of Borneo, which it resembles in 
condition and natural characteristics. The highest known peaks 
rise to 8000 ft.. some of them being volcanic. 

New Guinea extends almost to the same meridian as the eastern 
coast of Australia, from the north point of which it is separated by 

Pacific 	Torres Straits. Very little is known of the interior. The 
Ad.,a 	mountains are said to rise to 20.cmo ft.. having the appear- 

ance of being permanently covered with snow; the surface 
seems generally to be clothed with thick wood. The inhabitants are 
of the Negrito type, with curly or crisp and bushy hair; those of 
the west coast have come more into communication with the traders 
of other islands and are fairly civilized. Eastward, many of the 
tribes are barbarous savages. 

The Philippine Islands lie between 5° and 20.  N.. between Borneo 
and southern China. The highest land does not rise to a greater 
height than 10,250 ft.; the climate is well suited for agriculture. 
and the islands generally are fertile and fairly cultivated, though not 
coming up to the standard of Java either in wealth or population. 

Formosa. which is situated under the northern tropic, near the coast 
of China, is traversed by a high range of mountains, reaching nearly 
13,0oo ft. in elevation. On its western side, which is occupied by 
an immigrant Chinese population, are open and well-cultivated 
plains; on the east it is mountainous, and occupied by independent 
indigenous tribes in a less advanced state. 

The islands of Japan, not including Sakhalin, of which half is 
Japanese. lie between the 30th and 45th pa.rallels. The whole group 
is traversed by a line of volcanic mountains, some of which are in 
activity, the highest point being about 13.000 ft. above the sea. 
The country is generally well watered, fertile and well cultivated. 
The Japanese people have added to their ancient civilization and 
their remarkable artistic faculty, an adaptation of Western methods, 
and a capacity for progress in war and commerce. which single them 
out among Eastern races as a great modern world-force. 

Ex PLORATION 

The progress of geodetic surveys in Russia had long ago extended 
across the European half of the great empire, St Petersburg being 
connected with Talis on the southern slopes of the Caucasus by a 
direct system of triangulation carried out with the highest scientific 
precision. St Petersburg, again, is connected with Greenwich by 

European systems of triangulation; and the Greenwich meridian 
is adopted by Russia as the zero for all her longitude values. But 
beyond the eastern shores of the Caspian no system of direct geodetic 
measurements by first-class triangulation has been possible, and the 
surveys of Asiatic Russia are separated from those of Europe by the 
width of that inland sea. The arid nature of the trans.Caspian 
di serfs has proved an insuperable obstacle to those rigorous methods 
of geodetic survey which distinguish Russian methods in Europe, 
SO that Russian geography in central Asia is dependent on other 
means than that of direct measurement for the co-ordinate values 
in latitude and longitude for any given point. The astronomical 
observatory at Tashkent is adopted for the initial starting-point of 
the trans-Caspian triangulation of Russia; the triangulation ranks 
as second-class only, and now extends to the Pamir frontier beyond 
01.h. The longitude of the Tashkent observatory has been deter-
mined by telegraph differentially ssith Pulkova as follows:— 

In 1875 via Ekaterinburg and Omsk 	. 2 R 35 52.15t 
189t 	Saratov 	„, Orenburg 2 35 52.228 

„ 1895 „ Kiev 	„ Baku . 	. a 35 stan7 
With these three independent values, all falling within a range of c°•25, 
it is improbable that the mean value has an error as large as o" to. 

Exact surveys in Russia, based upon triangulation, extend as 
far east as Chinese Turkestan in longitude about 75 °  E. ezfr., 
of Greenwich. In India geodetic triangulation furnishes 
the basis for exact surveys as far east as the eastern 	la  
boundaries of Burma in longitude about too° E. 	 Aria. 

The close of the 19th century witnessed the forging 
of the final links in the great geodetic triangulation of India. so far 

rn as the peninsula is concerned. Further 	tic connexion with the 
European systems remains to be accomp ished. Since 0390 further 
and more ngorous application of the telegraphic method of deter-
mining longitudes differentially with Greenwich has resulted in a 
slight correction (amounting to about 2' of arc) to the previous 
determination by the same method through Suez. This last deter-
mination was effected through four arcs as follows:— 

I. Greenwich—Potsdam 
II. Potsdam—Teheran, 

III. Teheran—Bushire. 
IV. Bushire—Karachi. 

Each arc was measured with every precaution and a multitude of 
observations. The only element of uncertainty was caused by the 
retardation of the current, which between Potsdam and Teheran 
(3000 m.) took 0•-20 to travel; but it is probable that the final value 
can be accepted as correct to within o.-05. 

The final result of this latest determination is to place the Madras 
observatory 2' 27' to the west of the position adopted for it on the 
strength of absolute astronomical determinations. 

But while we have yet to wait for that expansion of principal trian-
gulation which will bring Asia into connexion with Europe Coorafaas by the direct process of earth measurement, a topo-
graphical connexion has been effected between Reiman ait.h. 
and Indian surveys which sufficiently proves that the a., 
deductive methods employed by both countries for the &dm. 
determination of the co-ordinate values of fixed points so 	. 
far agree that, for all practical purposes of future Asiatic 
cartography, no difficulty in adjustment between Indian and Russian 
mapping need be apprehended. 

In connexion with the Indian triangulation minor extensions 
carried out on systems involving more or leas irregularity have 
been pushed outwards on all sides. They reach through E.t.a.,. 
Afghanistan and Baluchistan to the eastern districts of a  
Persia. and along the coast of Makran to that of Arabia. .hk,,s-
They , have long ago included the farther mountain 
peaks of Nepal, and they now branch outwards towards 
western China and into Siam. These far extensions furnish the 
basis for a vast amount of exploratory survey of a strictly geos 
graphical character, and they have contributed largely towards 
raising the standard of accuracy in Asiatic geographical surveys to 
a level which was deemed unattainable fifty 

geographical 
 ago. There is 

yet a vast field open in Asia for this class of surveys. While at 
the close of the lath century western Asia (exclusive of Arabia) 
may be said to have been freed from all geographical perplexity, 
China, Mongolia and eastern Siberia still include enormous areas of 
which geographical knowledge is in a primitive stage of nebulous 
uncertainty. 

Of scientific geographical exploration in Asia (beyond the limits of 
actual surveys) the modern period has been so prolific that it is only 
possible to refer in barest outline to some of the principal ladies 
expeditions, most of which have been directed either to mieva 
the great elevated tableland of Tibet or to the central 
depression which exists to the north of it. In southern Tibet the 
trans•Himalayan explorations of the native surveyors attached to 
the Indian survey, notably Pundits Nain Singh and Krishna, added 
largely to our knowledge of the great plateau. Nain Singh explored 
the sources of the Indus and of the Upper Brahmaputra in the years 
1865-1867; and in 1874-t875• he followed a line from the eastern 
frontiers of Kashmir to the Tengri Nor lake and thence to Lhasa. in 
which city he remained for some months. Krishna's remarkable 
journey in t$79-i882 extended from Lhasa northwards through 
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Tsaidam to Sachs, or Saks. in Mongolia- He subeetnently Passed 
through eastern Tibet to the town of Darchendo. or Tachoenlu, on 
the high road between Lhasa and Peking, and on the borders of 
China. Failing to reach India through Upper Assam he returned 
to the neighbourhood of Lhasa, and crossed the Himalayas by a more 
westerly route. Both these explorers visited Lhasa. 

In 1871-1873 the great Russian explorer, Nicola; Prjevalsky, 
crossed the Gobi desert from the north to Kansu in western China. 
Resales He first defined the geography of Tsaidam, and mapped 

the hydrography of that remarkable region, from which 
emanate the great riven of China, Siam and Burma. 

He penetrated southwards to within a month's march of Lhasa. 
In 1876 he visited the Lop Nor and discovered the Altyn Tagh range. 
In 1879 he followed up the Urangi river to the Altai Mountains, and 
demonstrated to the world the extraordinary physical changes which 
have passed over the heart of the Asiatic continent since Jenghiz 
Khan massed his vast armies in those provinces. He crossed, and 
named, the Dzungarian extension of the Gobi desert, and then 
traversed the Gobi itself from Hami to Sachu, which became a point 
of junction between his journeys and those of Krishna. He visited 
the sources of the Hwang-ho (Yellow river) and the Salween, and 
then returned to Russia. His fourth journey in 1883-1885 was to 
Sining (the great trade centre of the Chinese borderland), and thence 
through northern Tibet (crossing the Altyn Tagh to Lop Nor), and 
by the Cherchen-Keriya trade route to Khotan. From Khotan he 
followed the Tarim to Aksu. 

Following Prjevalsky the Russian explorers, Porno,/ and Robor- 
ovski, in 1889-1890 (and again in 1894). addedgreatly to our know- 
ledge of the topography of western Chinese Turkestan and the 
northern borders of Tibet; all these Russian expeditions being con-
ducted on scientific principles and yielding results of the highest 
value. Among other distinguished Russian explorers in Asia, the 
names of Lessar, Annentkov (who bridged the Trans-Caspian deserts 
by a railway),P. K. Kozlov and Potanin are conspicuous during the 
19th century. 

Although the establishment of a lucrative trade between India 
and central Asia had been the dream of many successive Indian 

viceroys, and much had been done towards improving 
Other  
explore, the approaches to Simla from the north, very little was 

really known of the highlands of the Pamirs, or of the tleas la 
.f.., 	regions of the great central depression, before the mission of 

Aso, 	Sir Douglas Forsyth to Yarkand in 1870. Robert Barkley 
Shaw and George Hayward were the European pioneers 

of geography into the central dominion of Kashgar, arnving at 
Yarkand within a few weeks of each other in 1868. Shaw subx-
quently accompanied Forsyth's mission in 18_70, when Henry Trotter 
made the first maps of Chinese Turkestan. 'the next great accession 
to our knowledge of central Asiatic geography was gained with the 
Russo-Afghan Boundary Commission of 1884-1886, when Afghan 
Turkestan and the Oxus regions were mapped by Colonel Sir T. H. 
Holdich, Colonel St George Gore and Sir Adelbcrt Talbot: and when 
Ney Elias crossed from China through the Pamirs and Badakshan 
to the camp of the commission, identifying the great " Dragon 
Lake." Rangkul, on his way. About the same time a mission, 
under Captain (afterwards Sir Willaim) Lockhart. crossed the Hjndu 
Kush into Wakhan, and returned to India by the Bashgol valley 
of Kafiristan. This was Colonel Woodthorpe's opportunity, and he 
was then enabled to verify the results of W. W. M'Nair's previous 
explorations, and to determine the conformation of the Hindu Kush, 
In 1885 Arthur Douglas Carey and Andrew Dalgleish, following 
more or less the tracks of Prjevalsky, contributed much that was 
new to the map of Asia: and in 1886 Captain (afterwards Sir Francis) 
Younghusband completed a most adventurous journey across the 
heart of the continent by crossing the klurtagh, the great mountain 
barrier between China and Kashmir. 

It was in 1886-1887 that Pierre G. Bonvalot, accompanied by 
Prince Henri d'Orleans, crossed the Tibetan plateau from north 
mt+a to south, but failed to enter Lhasa. In 1889-1891 the 
„row. American traveller, W. W. Rockhill, commenced his 
0, Tibetan journeys, and also attempted to reach Lhasa, 

without success. By his writings, as much as by his 
explorations, Rockhill has made his name great in the annals of 
Asiatic research. In 1891 Hamilton Bower made his famous journey 
from Leh to Peking. He, too, failed to penetrate the jealously-
guarded portals of Lhasa; but he secured (with the assistance of 
a native surveyor) a splendid addition to our previous Tibetan 
mapping. In t891-1892-1893 the gallant French explorer. Dutreuil 
de Rhins, was in the field of Tibet, where he finally sacrificed his life 
to his work; and the same years saw George N. (afterwards Lord) 
Curzon in the Pamirs, and St George Littledale on his first great 
Tibetan journey, accompanied by his wife. Littledale's first journey 
ended at Peking: his second, in 1894-1895, took him almost within 
sight of the sacred walls of Lhasa. but he failed to pass inside. Great-
est among modern Asiatic explorers (if we except Prjevalsky) is the 
brave Swede, Professor Sven Hedin. whose travels through the deserts 
of Takla Makan and Tibet, and whose investigations in the glacial 
regions of the Sarikol mountains, occupied him from 1894 to 1896. 
His is a truly monumental record. From 1896 to 5898 we find two 
British cavalry officers taking the front position in the list of Tibetan 
travellers—Captain M. S. Wellby of the 18th Human and Captain 

H. Deasy of the tlith Lancers. each striking out a new line :  and 
tendering most valuable service to geography. The latter continued 
the Pamir triangulation. which had been carried across the Hindu 
Kush by Colonels Sir T. H. Holdich and R. A. Wahab dull= 

nda Pamir Boury Commission of 1895, into the plains of 
and to the sources of the Zarafshan. 

Since the beginning of the century the work of Deasy in western 
Tibet has been well extended by Dr M. A. Stein and Captain C. 
G. Bawling, who have increased our knowledge of ancient fields 
of industry and commerce in Turkestan and Tibet. Ellsworth 
Huntington threw new light on the Tian-shan plateau and the Alai 
range by his explorations of 1903: and Sven Hedin, between 1899 
and 1902, was collecting material in Turkestan and Tibetan fields, 
and resumed his journeys in 1905-4908, the result being to revolu-
tionize our knowledge of the region north of the upper Tsanpo 
(see nest). The mission of Sir Francis Younghusband to Lhasa in 
1904 resulted in an extension of the Indian system of triangulation 
which finally determined the geographical position of that city, and in 
a most valuable reconnaissance of the valleys of the Upper Brahma-
putra and Indus by Captains C. H. D. Ryder and C. G. Bawling. 

Meanwhile, in the Farther East so rapid has been the progress of 
geographical research since the first beginnings of investigation into 
the route connexion between Burma and China in 1 874 
(when the brave Augustus Margery lost his life), that.a 
gradually increasing tide of exploration, setting from 0, 
cast to west and back again. has culminated in a flood 
of inquiring experts intent on economic and commercial develop-
ment in China, essaying to unlock those doors to trade which are 
hereafter to be propped open for the benefit of humanity. Captain 
William Gill, of the Indian survey, first made his way across China 
to eastern Tibet and Burma, and subsequently delighted the world 
with his story of the River of Golden Sand. Then followed another 
charming writer, E. C. Saber, who, in 1877-1878, unravelled the 
geographic mysteries of the western provinces of the Celestial 
empire. Mark Bell crossed the continent in 1887 and illustrated 
its ancient trade route's, following the steps of Archibald Co lquhoun. 
who wandered from Peking to Talifu in Mt. Meanwhile, the 
acquisition of Burma and the demarcation of boundaries had opened 
the way to the extension of geographical surveys in directions 
hitherto untraversed. Woodthorpe was followed into Burmese 
fields by many others; and amongst the earliest travellers to those 
mysterious mountains which hide the sources of the Irrawaddy. the 
Salween and the Mekong, was Prince Henri &Orleans Burma 
was rapidly brought under survey; Siam was already in the snap-
making hands of James M'Carthy, whilst Curzon and Warrington 
Smyth added much to our knowledge of its picturesque coast dist nets. 
No more valuable contribution to the illustration of western Chinese 
configuration has been given to the public than that of C. C. Manifold 
who explored and mapped the upper basin of the Yang.tsae river 
between the years 1900 and 19o4, whilst our knowledge of the 
geography of the Russo-Chinese borderland on the north-east has 
bee n largely advanced by the operations attending the Russo-
Ja pa nese war which terminated in 8905. 

Turning our attention westwards, no advance in the progress of 
scientific geography is more remarkable than that recorded on the 
northern and north-western frontiers of India. Here 
thi.re is little matter of exploration. It has rather been a 7:"'" 
wide extension of scientific geographical mapping. The ;;;„,..... 
Afghan war of 1$78-80; the Russo-Afghan Boundary 
Commission of 1884-1885; the occupation of Gilgit and "id,. 
Chitral: the extension of boundaries east and north of 
Afghanistan, and again, between Baluchistan and Persia pusia. 
—these, , added to the opportunities afforded by the 

survey of Baluchistan which has been steadily progress-
ing 

• 

since 188o—combined to produce a series of geographical maps 
which extend from the Oxus to the Indus, and from the Indus 
to the Euphrates. 

In these professional labours the Indian surveyors have been 
assisted by such scientific geographers as General Sir A. lioutum 
Schindler, Captain H. B. Vaughan and Major Percy M. Sykes in 
Persia. and by Sir George Robertson and Cockerill in Kafiristan and 
the Hindu Kush. 

In still more western fields of research much additional light has 
been thrown since 1875 on the physiography of the great deserts and 
oases of Arabia. The labours of Charles Doughty and Amid.. 
Wilfrid S. Blunt in northern Arabia in 1877-1878 were 
followed by those of G. Schweinfurt h and E. Glaser in the south-west 
about ten years later. In 1884-1885 Colonel S. B. Miles made his 
adventurous journey through Oman, while Theodore Bent threw 
searchlights backwards into ancient Semitic history by his investi- 
gations in the Bahrein Islands in 1888 and in Hadramut in 58%- 
189 

In
5. 

northern Asia it is impossible to follow in detail the results 
of the organized Russian surveys. The vast steppes and forest-clad 
mountain regions of Siberia have assumed a new goo- Northern 
graphical aspect in the light of these revelations, and 
already promise a new world of economic resources mike,. 
to Russian enterprise in the near future. A remarkable e. 
expedition by Baron Toll in 1892 through the regions 
watered by the Lena, resulted in the collection of material which 
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will 'Featly help to elucidate some of the problems which beset 
the geological history of the world, proving oiler olio the primeval 
existence of a boreal zone of the Jurassic sea round the North Pole. 

In no other period of the world's history, of equal length of time, 
has so much scientific enterprise been directed towards the field of 

Asiatic inquiry. The first great result of recent geogra- 

G ."11  phied research has been to modify pre-existing ideas of 
m"1" st  the orography of the vast central region represented by 

1."1"•—  Tibet and Mongolia. The great highland tau which tbs. 	stretches from the Himalaya northwards to Chinese 
Turkestan, and from the frontier of Kashmir eastwards to China, 
has now been defined with comparative geographical exactness. 
The position of Sachu (or Saitu) in Mongolia may be taken as an 
obligatory point in modern map construction. The longitude value 
now adopted is ea° 34' E. of Greenwich. which is the revised value 
given by Prjevalsky in the map .accompanying the account of his 
fourth exploration into central Am. Other values are as follows:— 

Prjevalsky, by his second and third explorations ea' 26' 

	

Krishna . 	. 	. 	.   ea° 23' 
Carey and •Dalgleish 	  94' 48' 
Lieledale 	 • 	• 	• 	• 	• 

 
94' 49' 

Kreitner (with Sucheny's expedition) . 	. 94 38' 

The longitude of Darchendo, or Tachienlu, on the extreme east, 
may be accepted as another obliptory point. The adopted value 
by the Royal Geographical Society is 102 .  la'. Krishna gives 
ma' Kreitner 102 5', Baber nos' IS'. 

South and west the bounding territories are well fixed in geo-
graphical position by the Indian survey determinations of the value 
of Himalayan peaks. On the north the Chinese Turkestan explora-
tions are now brought into survey connexion with Kashmir and 
India. 

No lager do we regard the Kuen-lun mountains, which extend 
from the frontiers of Kashmir. north of Leh, almost due east to the 
Chinese province of Kane,. as the southern limit of the Gobi or 
Turkestan depression. This very remarkable longitudinal chain is 
undoubtedly the northern limit of the Chang Tang, the elevated 
highland steppes of Tibet; but from it there branches a minor 
system to the north-east from a point in about 83' E. longitude, 
which culminates in the Altyn Tagh, and extends eastwards in a 
continuous water-divide to the Nan Shan mountains, north of the 
Koko Nor basin. Thus between Tibet and the low-lying sands 
of Gobi we have, thrust in, a system of elevated valleys (Tsaidam), 
Sono to moo ft. above sea-level, forming an intermediate steppe 
between the highest regions and the lowest, east of Lop Nor. All 
this is comparatively new geography, and it goes far to explain why 
the great trade routes from Peking to the west were pushed so far 
to the north. 

On the western edge of the Kashgar plains, the political boundary 
between Russia and China is deigned by the meridional range of 

Sarikol. This range (known to the ancients as Taurus 
and in medieval times as Beier) like many others of the 

Cala". most important great natural mountain divisions of the 
world, consists of two parallel chains, of which the western 

is the water-divide of the Pamirs, and the eastern (which has been 
known as the Kashgar or Kander range) is split at intervals by 
lateral gorges to allow of the passage of the main drainage from the 
eastern Pamir slopes. 

In western Asia we have learned the exact value of the mountain 
barrier which lies between Mery and Herat, and have mapped 

its connexion with the Elburz of Persia. We can now 
fully appreciate the factor in practical politics which 

h"giefs— that definite but somewhat um' pier mountain system Mime- rep' esents which connects the water-divide north of 
isgs.“14' Herat with the southern abutment of the Hindu Kush, 
near Bamian. Every pass of importance is known and recoided; 
every route of significance has been explored and mapped; Afghan-
istan has assumed a new political entity by the demarcation of 
• boundary ; the value of Herat and of the Pamirs as bases of 
aggression has been assessed, and the whole intervening space of 
mountain and plain thoroughly examined. 

Although within the limits of western Asiatic states, still under 
Asiatic government and beyond the active influence of European 
p".. interests, the material progress of the Eastern world has 

appeared to remain stationary, yet large accessions to 
geographical knowledge have at least been made, and in some in-
stances a deeper knowledge of the surface of the country and modern 
conditions of life has led to the straightening of many crooked paths 
in history., and a better appreciation of the slow processes of ad-
vancing civilization. The steadlzamdvance of scientific inquiry into 
every corner of Persia, backed 	the unceasing efforts of a new 
school of geographical explorers, 	left nothing unexamined that 
can be subjected to superficial observation. The geographical map 
of the country is fairly complete, and with it much detailed in-
formation is now amiable regarding the coast and harbours of the 
Persian Gulf, the routes and passes of the interior, and the possi-
bilities of commercial development by the construction of trade 
roads uniting the Caspian, the Karun, the Persian Gulf, and India, 
via Seistan. Persia has assumed a comprehensible position as ■ 
factor in future Eastern politics. 

In Arabia progetw has been slower, although the surveys carried 
out by Colonel Wahab in connexion with the boundary determined 
in the Men hinterland added more exact geographical araa.  
knowledge within a limited area. Little more is known 
of the wide spaces of interior desert than has already been given to 
the world in the works of Sir Richard F. Burton, Wm. GiBard 
Palgrave and Sir Lewis Pelly amongst Englishmen, and 'Carsten 
Niebuhr, John Lewis Burckhardt, Vicente, Joseph Hairy and 
others. amongst foreign travellers. Charles Doughty and WRInd 
S. Blunt have visited and illustrated the district of Nejd, and de-
scribed the waning glories of the Wahabi empire. But extended 
geographical knowledge does not point to any great practical issue. 
Commercial relations with Arabia remain much as they were in 1875- 

In Asia Minor, Syria and Mesopotamia there is little to record 
of progress in material development beyond the prongs' ea held 
out by the Euphrates Valley railway concession to a AsY German company. The exact information obtained by 

r~'the rem:aches of English surveyors in Palestine and 
beyond Jordan, or by the efforts of explorers in the regions that Se 
between the Mediterranean and the Caspian, have no far led rather 
to the elucidation of history than to fresh commercial enterprise or 
the possible increase of material wealth. 

Asiatic Russia, especially eastern Siberia and Mongeffla, have 
been brought within the sphere of Russian exploration, with results 
so surprising as to form an epoch in the history of Asia. Rwesisis Here there has been a development of the resources 
of the Old World which parallels the best records of the 
New. 

The great central depression of the continent which reaches from 
the foot of the Pamir plateau on the west through the Tarim desert 
to Lop Nor and the Gobi has yielded up many interesting iasssss secrets. The remarkable phenomenon of the pasothe nomme 

 shifting of the Lop Nor system has been revealedby the aa, azas  
researches of Sven Hedin, and the former existence of mita  
highly civilized centres of Buddhist art and industry in 
the now sand-strewn wastes of the Turkestan desert has been clearly 
demonstrated by the same great explorer and by Dr M. A. Stein. 
The depressionwestward of the Caspian and Aral basins, and the 
original connexion of these seas, have also come under the close 
investigation of Russian scientists, with the result that the theory 
of an ancient connexion between the Oxus and the Caspian has been 
displaced by the more recent hypothesis of an extension of the 
Caspian Sea eastwards into Trans-Caspian territory within the post-
Pleocene age. The discovery.  of shells (now living in the Caspian) 
at a distance of about too m. inland, at an altitude of too to AM ft. 
above the present level of the Caspian. gives support to this hypo-
thesis, which is further advanced by the ascertained nature of the 
Kara-kum sands, which appear to be a purely marine formation 
exhibiting no traces of fluviaffle deposits which might be considered 
as delta deposits of the Oxus. 

In the discussion of this problan we find the names of Baron A. 
Kaulbars, Annentkov, P. M. Lesser, and A. M. Konshin prominent 
Further matter of interest in connexion with the Oxus basin was 
elucidated by the researches of L. Griesbach in connexion with the 
Russo-Afghan Boundary Commission. He reported the gradual 
formation of an anticlinal or ridge extending longitudinally through 
the great Balkh plain of Afghan Turkestan, which effectually shuts 
off the northern of uents of that basin from actual junction with the 
river. This evidence of a gradual process of upheaval still in action 
may throw some light on the physical (especially the climatic) changes 
which must have passed over that part of Asia since Balkh was the 
" mother of cities, the great trade centre of Asia. and the plains of 
Balkh were green with cultivation. In the restoration of the out- 
lines of ancient and medieval geography in Asia Sven Hedin's dist 
coveries of the actual remains of cities which have long been buried 
under the advancing waves of and in the Takla Makan desert. 
cities which flourished in the comparatively recent period of Buddh-
ist ascendancy in High Asia, is of the very highest interest. filling 
up a blank in the identification of sites mentioned by (ally geo-
graphers and illustrating more fully the course of old pilgrim mutes. 

With the completion of the surveys of Baluchistan and Makran 
much light has also been thrown on the ancient connexion between 
east and west; and the final settlement of the southern imam. 
boundaries of Afghanistan has led to the reopening of •g.. •

" 

one at least of the old trade routes between Sesta& 
and India. 

Farther east no part of Asia has been brought undei more cam. 
ful investigation than the hydrography of the strange mountain 
wilderness that divides Tibet and Burma from China. 
In this field the researches of travellers already men- eada•a  
tioned, combined with the more exact reconnaissance 
of native surveyors and of those exploring parties which have 
recently been working in the interests of commercial projects, have 
left little to future inquiry. We know now for certain that the great 
Tunpo of Tibet and the Brahmaputra are one and the same river: 
that north of the point where the great countermarch of that river 
from east to west is effected are to be found the sources of the 
Salween, the Mekong. the Yang-tue-kiang and the Hwang-bo. or 
Yellow river, in order, from west to east; and that south of it, thrust 
in between the extreme eastern edge of the Biabsnaputra heals 
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and the Between, rise the duel sources of the Irrawaddy. From the 
water-divide which separates the most eastern affluent of the 
Brahmaputra, eastwards to the deep gorges which enclose the most 
westerly branch of the upper Yang-taus-kiang (here running from 
north to south), is a short space of too m.; and within that space 
two mighty rivers, the Salween and the Mekong. send down their 
torrents to Burma and Siam. These three rivers flow parallel to each 
other for some 30o m., deep hidden in narrow and precipitous troughs, 
amidst some of the grandest scenery of Asia; spreading apart 
where the Yank-tare takes its course eastwards, not far north of 
the parallel of 25°. 

The comparatively restricted area which still remains for close 
investigation includes the most easterly sources of the Brahmaputra, 
the most northerly sources of the Irrawaddy, and some 300 m. of 
the course of the upper Salween. 

Modern Dowdier',  Demarcafion.—The period from about iffflo 
has been an era of boundary-making in Asia, 

re 	
of defining the politico- 

geographical limits of empire, and of determining the responsibilities 
of government. Russia. Persia. Afghanistan, Baluchistan. India 
and China have all revised their borders, and with the revision the 
political relations between these countries have acquired a new 
and more assured basis. See also the articles on the different 
countries. We are not here concerned with understandings as to 
"spheres of influence," or with arrangements such as the Anglo-
Russian Convention of 1907 concerning Persia. 

The advance of Russia to the Turkoman deserts and the Oxus 
demanded • definite boundary between her trans-Caspian conquests 

and the kingdom of Afghanistan. This was determined &Wham on the north-west by the Russo-Afghan Boundary Com-
"wad"' mission of 1884-1 A boundary was then fixed al Russia  
in Asia. 	between the Hari Rod (the river of Herat) and the Oxus, 

which is almost entirely artificial in its construction. 
Zulfikar, where the boundary leaves the Hari Red, is about 70 m. 
south of Sarakhs. and the most southerly point of the boundary 
(where it crosses the Kushk) is about 60 m. north of Herat. From 
the junction of the boundary with the Oxus at Khamiab about 
15o m. above the crossing-point of the Russian Trans-Caspian 
ailway at Charjui, the main channel of the Oxus river becomes the 

northern boundary of Afghanistan, separating that country from 
Russia, and so continues to its source in Victoria Lake of the Great 
Pamir. Beyond this point the Anglo-Russian Commission of 1895 
demarcated a line to the snowfields and glaciers which overlook the 
Chinese border. Between the Russian Pamirs and Chinese Turkes-
tan the rugged line of the Sarikol range intervenes, the actual 
dividing line being still indefinite. Beyond Kashgar the southern 
boundary of Siberia follows an irregular course to the north-east. 
partly defined by the Tian-shan and Alatau mountains, till it attains 
a northerly point in about 53° N. lat. marked by the Sayan range 
to the west of Irkutsk. It then deflects south-cast till it touches 
the Kerulen affluent of the Amur river at a point which is shown 
in unofficial maps as about 117° 3o' E. forg. and 49 °  20' N. lat. 
From here it follows this affluent to its junction with the Amur river, 
and the Amur river to its junction with the Usuri. It follows the 
Usuri to its head (its direction now being a little west of south). 
and finally strikes the Pacific coast on about 42 *  30' N. lat. at the 
mouth of the Tumen river too m. south of the Amur bay, at the head 
of which lies the Russian port of Vladivostok. At two points the 
Russian boundary nearly approaches that of provinces which are 
directly under British suzerainty. Where the Oxus river takes its 
great bend to the north from IshIcashim, the breadth of the Afghan 
territory intervening.  between that river and the main water-divide 
of the Hindu Kush is not more than to or 12 m.; and east of the 
Pamir extension of Afghanistan, where the Beyik Pass crosses 
the Sarikol range and drops into the Taghdumbash Pamir, there 
is but the narrow width of the Karachukar valley between the 
Sarikol and the Murtagh. Here, however, the boundary is again 
undefined. Eastwards of this the great Kashgar depression, which 
includes the Tarim desert. separates Russia from the vast sterile 
highlands of Tibet; and a continuous series of desert spaces of low 
elevation, marking the limits of a primeval inland sea from the 
Sarikol meridional watershed to the Khingan mountains on the 
western borders of Manchuria, divide her from the northern pro-
vinces of China. From the Khingan ranges to the Pacific, south 
of the Amur. stretch the rich districts of Manchuria, a province 
which connects Russia with the Korea by a series of valleys formed 
by the Sungari and its affluents—a land of hill and plain, forest 
and swamp, possessing a delightful climate, and vast undeveloped 
agricultural resources. Throughout this land of promise Russian 
influence was destroyed by Japan in the war of i904. The posses-
sion of Port Arthur, and direct political control over Korea, place 
Japan in the dominant position as regards Manchuria. 

Coincident with the demarcation of Russian boundaries in Turkes-
tan was that of northern Afghanistan. From the Hari Rud on the 

west to the Sarikol mountains on the cast her northern 
limits were set by the Boundary Commissions of 1884-  

bean& """-- 	1886 and of 1895 respectively Her southern and eastern 
ark& 	boundaries were further defined by a series of minor 

commissions• working on the basis of the Kabul agreement 
of 1893. which lasted for nearly four years. terminating with the 
Mohamed settlement at the close of an expedition in 1897. 

The !emir extension of Afghan territory to the north-east reaches 
to a point a little short of 75 E., from whence it follows the water-
divide to the head of the Taghdumbash Pamir, and is thenceforward 
defined by the water-parting of the Hindu Kush. It leaves the 
Hindu Kush near the Dorah Pass at the head of one of the minor 
Chitral affluents, and passing south-west divides Kafiristan from 
Chitral and Bajour, separates the sections of the Mohmands who 
are within the respective spheres of Afghan and British sovereignty, 
and crows the Peshawar-Kabul route at Lundi-Khana. It thus 
places a broad width of independent territory between the bound- 

aeries of British India (which have remained practically,. though not 
absolutely, untouched) and Afghanistan; and this independent 
belt includes Swat, Bajour and a part of the Mohmand territory 
north of the Kabul river. The same principle of maintaining an 
intervening width of neutral territory between the two countries 
is definitely established throughout the eastern borders of Afghanis-
tan, along the full length of which a definite boundary has been 
demarcated to the point where it touches the northern limits of 
Baluchistan on the Gomel river. From the Gomal Baluchistan 
itself becomes an intervening state between British India and 
Afghanistan, and the dividing line between Baluchistan and 
Afghanistan is laid down with all the precision employed on the more 
northerly sections of the demarcation. 

Baluchistan can no longer be regarded as a distinct entity amongst 
Asiatic nations, such as Afghanistan undoubtedly is. Baluchistan 
independence demands qualification. There is British 
Baluchistan par excelkace, and there is the rest of Baluch- "---fitad istan which exists in various degrees of independence, but 
is everywhere subject to British control. British Baluchistan officisily 
includes the districts of Peshin, Sibi and of Thal-Chotiall As these 
districts had originally been Afghan, they were transferred to British 
authority by the treaty of Gandamak m 1879. although nominally 
they had been handed over to Kalat forty years previously. Now 
they form an official province of British Baluchistan within the 
Baluchistan Agency; and the agency extends from the Gomal to 
the Arabian Sea and the Persian frontier. Within this agency there 
are districts as independent as any in Afghanistan, but the political 
status of the province as a whole is almost precisely that of the native 
states of the Indian peninsula. The agent to the governor-general 
of India. with a staff of political assistants, practically exercises 
supreme control. 

The increase of Russian influence on the northern Persian border 
and its extension southwards towards Seistan led to the appoint-
ment of a British consul at Kirman, the dominating 
town of southern Khorasan, directly connected with 
Meshed on the north; and the acquisition of rights of adminis-
tration of the Nushki district secured to Great Britain the trade 
between Seistan and Quetta by the new Helmand desert route. 

While British India has so far avoided actual geographical contact 
with one great European power in Asia on the north and west, 
she has touched another on the east. The Mekong river 
which limits British interests in Burma limits also those 
of France in Tongking. The eastern boundaries of '"'" w 

 Burma are not yet fully demarcated on the Chinese 
frontier. 4► t a point level in latitude with Mogaung, 
near the northern termination of the Burmese railway 
system, this boundary is defined by the eastern watershed of the 
Nmaikha, the eastern of the two great northern affluents of the 
Irrawaddy. Then it follows an irregular course southwards to a 
position south-east of Bhamo in lat. ae. It next defines the northern 
edge of the Shan States, and finally strikes the Mekong river in 
lat. 21' 45' (approximately). From that point southwards the river 
becomes the boundary between the Shan States and Tongking for 
some 200 m., the channel of the river defining the limits of occupation 
(though not entirely of interest) between French and British subjects. 
Approximately on the parallel of zee N. lat. the Burmese boundary 
leaves the Mekong to run westwards towards the Salween. and there-
after following the eastern watershed of the Salween basin it divides 
the Lower Burma provinces from Siam. 

The following table shows the areas of territories in Asia Arm and 
(continental and insular) dependent on the various extra- reewhal 
Asiatic powers, and of those which are independent or divkia& 
nominally so:— 

Territory. Sq. m. 
Russian  	8,49.970 
British  	1,9w2120 
Dutch 	  586.980  
French 247.580  
U.S.A.. 11 4,370  
German 
Turkish  	68 taO 
Chinese  	4.299.600  

bitter independent territories . 	. 	 2,213261 .217 : 

The total area of Asia, continental and insular, is therefore some 
what over 16,819.000 sq. m. (but various atithorities differ consider- 
ably in their detailed estimates). The population may be set down 
roughly as 823,000,000, of which 33o.000.000 inhabit Chinese ten* 
tory, 3oamoo.000 British, and asomoRoo Russian. (T. H. H.') 
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GEOLOGY 

The geology of Asia is so complex and over wide areas so little 
known that it is difficult to give a connected account of either the 
structure or the development of the continent, and only the broader 
features can be dealt with here. 

In the south, in Syria, Arabia and the peninsula of India, none 
but the oldest rocks are folded, and the Upper Palaeozoic, the Meso-
zoic and the Tertiary beds lie almost honzontally upon them. It is 
a region of quiescence or of faulting, but not of folding. North of 
this lies a broad belt in which the Mesozoic deposits and even the 
lower divisions of the Tertiary system are thrown into folds which 
extend in a series of arcs frdtn west to east and now form the principal 
mountain ranges of central Asia. This belt includes Asia Minor, 
Persia, Afghanistan, Baluchistan, the Himalayas, the Tian-shan, 
and, although they are very different in direction, the Burmese 
ranges. The Kuen-lun, Nan-than and the mountain ranges of 
southern China are, perhaps, of earlier date, but nevertheless they 
lie in the same belt. It is not true that throughout the whole with 
of this zone the beds are folded. There are considerable tracts 
which are but little disturbed, but these tracts are enclosed within 
the arcs formed by the folds, and the zone taken as a whole is dis-
tinctly one of crumpling. North of the folded belt, and including  

the greater part of Siberia, Mongolia and northern China, lies another 
area which us. in general, free from any important folding of Mesozoic 
or Tertiary age. There are, it is true, mountain ranges which are 
formed of folded beds; but in many cases the direction of the chains 
is different from that of the folds, eo that the ranges must owe their 
elevation to other causes; and the folds, moreover, are of ancient 
date, for the most part Archaean or Palaeozoic. The configuration 
of the region is largely due to faulting, trough-like or tray-like 
depressions being formed, and the intervening strips, which have 
not been depressed, standing up as mountain ridges. Over a lame 
part of Siberia and in the north of China, even the Cambrian beds 
still lie as horizontally as they were first laid down. In the extreme 
north, in the Verkhoyansk range and in the mountains of the Taimyr 
peninsula, there are indications of another zone of folding of Meso-
zoic or later date, but our information concerning these ranges is 
very scanty. Besides the three chin regions into which the mainland 
is thus seen to be divided, attention should be drawn to the festoons 
of islands which border the eastern side of the continent, and which 
are undoubtedly due to causes similar to those which produced the 
folds of the folded belt. 

Of all the Asiatic ranges the Himalayan is, geologically. the best 
known; and the evidence which it affords shows clearly that the 
folds to which It owes its elevation were produced by as overthrust 
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from the north. It is, indeed, as if the high land of central Asia had 
been pushed southward against and over the unyielding mass formed 
by the old rocks of the Indian peninsula, and in the process the edges 
of the over-riding strata had been crumpled and folded. Overlooking 
all smaller details. we may consider Asia to consist of a northern 
mass and a southern mass, too rigid to crumple, but not too strong 
to fracture, and an intermediate belt of softer rock which was capable 
of folding. If then by the contraction of the earth's interior the outer 
crust were forced to accommodate itself to a smaller nucleus, the 
central softer belt would yield by crumpling; the more rigid masses 
to the north and south, if they gave way at all, would yield by 
faulting. It is interesting to observe, as will be shown later, that 
during the Mesozoic era there was a land-mass in the north of Asia 
end another in the south, and between them lay the sea in which 
ordinary marine sediments were deposited. The belt of folding 
does not precisely coincide with this central see, but the correspon& 
earn is' fairly close. 

The present outline of the eastern coast and the nearly enclosed 
seas which lie between the islands and the mainland, are attributed 
by Richthofen chiefly to simple faulting. 

Little is known of the early geological history of Asia beyond the 
fact that a large part of the continent was covered by the tea during 
the Cambrian and Ordovician periods. But there is positive evidence 
that much of the north and east of Asia has been land since the 
Palaeozoic era, and it has been conclusively proved that the peninsula 
of India has never been beneath the sea since the Carboniferous 
period at least. Between these ancient land masses lies an area in 
which marine deposits of Mesozoic age are well developed and which 
was evidently beneath the sea during the greater part of the Mesozoic 
era. The northern land-mass has been named Angaratand by 
E. Sues.; the southern, of which the Indian peninsula is but a 
fragment, is called Gondwanaland by Neumayr. Suess and others; 
while the intervening sea is the central Mediterranean sea of 
Neumayr and the Tethys of Suess. The greater part of western 
Asia, including the basin of the Obi, the drainage area of the Aral 
Sea, tether with Afghanistan, Baluchistan, Persia and Arabia, was 
covered by the sea during the later stages of the Cretaceous period ; 
but a considerable part of this region was probably dry land in 
Jurassic times 

The northern land-mass begins in the north with the area which 
lies between the Yenisei and the Lena. Here the folded Archean 
rocks are overlaid by Cambrian and Ordovician beds, which still 
lie for the most part flat and undisturbed. Upon these rest patches 
of freshwater deposits containing numerous remains of plants. 
They consist chiefly of sandstone and conglomerate, but include 
workable seams of coal. Some of the deposits appear to be of 
Permian age, but others are probably Jurassic; and they are all 
included under the general name of the Angara series. Excepting 
in the extreme north, where marine Jurassic and Cretaceous fossils 
have been found, there is no evidence that this part of Siberia has 
been beneath the sea since the early part of the Palaeozoic era. 
Besides the _plant beds extensive outflows of basic lava rest directly 
upon the Cambrian and Ordovician strata. The date of these 
eruptions is still uncertain, but they probably continued to a very 
recent period. 

South and east of the Palaeozoic plateau is an extensive area 
consisting chiefly of Archean rocks, and includinpthe greater part 
of Mongolia north of the Tian.shan. Here again there are no marine 
beds of Mesozoic or Tertiary age, while plant-bearing deposits 
belonging to the Angara series are known. Structurally, the folds 
of this region are of ancient date; but the area is crossed by a series 
of depressions formed by faults, and the intervening stripe, which 
have not been depressed to the same extent, now stand up as moun-
tain ranges. Fart her south, in the Chinese provinces of Shansi and 
Shensi, the geological succession is similar in some respects to that 
of the Siberian Palaeozoic plateau, but the sequence is more complete. 
There is again a floor of folded Archean rocks overlaid by nearly 
horizontal strata of Lower Palaeozoic age; but these are followed 
by marine beds belonging to the Carboniferous period. From the 
Upper Carboniferous onward, however, no marine deposits are 
known; and, as in Siberia, plant-baring beds are met with. 
Southern China is very different in structure, consisting largely of 
folded mountain chains, but the geological succession is very similar, 
and excepting near the Tibetan and Burmese borders, there are no 
marine deposits of Mesozoic or Tertiary age. 

Thus it appears that from the Arctic Ocean there stretches a broad 
area as far as the south of China, in which no marine deposits of 
later date than Carboniferous have yet been found, except in the 
extreme north. Freshwater and terrestrial deposits of Mesozoic age 
occur in many places, and the conclusion is irresistible that the 
greater part of this area has been land since the close of the Palaeo-
zoic era. The Triassic deposits of the Verkhoyansk Range show that 
this land did not extend to the Bering Sea ; while the marine Mesozoic 
deposits of japan on the east, the western Tian.shan on the west and 
Tibet on the south give us some idea of its limits in other directions. 

In the same way the entire absence of any marine fossils in the 
peninsula of India, excepting near its borders, and the presence of 
the terrestrial and freshwater deposits of the Gondwana series, 
representing the whole of the geological scale from the top of the 
Carboniferous to the top of the Jurassic. show that this region also  

has been land since the Carboniferous period. It was a portion 
of a great land-mass which probably extended across the Indian 
Ocean and was at one time united with the south of Africa. 

But these two land-masses were not connected. Between India 
and China there is a broad belt in which marine deposits of Mesozoic 
and Tertiary age are well developed. Marine Tertiary beds occur. 
in Burma; in the Himalayas and in south Tibet there is a nearly 
complete series of marine deposits from the Carboniferous to the 
Eocene; in Afghanistan the Mesozoic beds are in part marine and 
in part (leviable. The sea in which these strata were deposited 
seems to have attained its greatest extension in Upper Cretaceous 
times, when its waters spread over the whole of western Asia and 
even encroached slightly upon the Indian land. The Eocene sea. 
however, cannot have been much inferior in extent. 

It was after the Eocene period that the main part of the elevation 
of the Himalayas took place, as is shown by the occurrence of 
nummulitie limestone at a height of 20.000 ft. The formation of this 
and of the other great mountain chains of central Asia resulted in 
the isolation of portions of the former central sea; and the same 
forces finally led to the elevation of the whole region and the union 
of the old continents of Angara and Gondwana. Gondwanaland, 
however, did not long survive, and the portion which lay between 
India and South Africa sank beneath the waves in Tertiary times. 

Leaving out of consideration all evidence of more ancient volcanic 
activity, each of the three regions. into which, as we have seen, the 
continent may be divided, has been, during or since the Cretaceous 
period, the seat of great volcanic eruptions. In the southern region 
of unfolded beds are found the lavas of the " harms " of Araloia, 
and in India the extensive flows of the Deccan Trap. In the central 
folded belt lie the great volcanoes, now mostly extinct, of Asia Minor, 
Armenia, Persia and Baluchistan. In Burma also there is at least 
one extinct volcano. In the northern unfolded region great flows 
of basic lava lie directly upon the Cambrian and Ordovician beds 
of Siberia, but are certainly in part of Tertiary age. Similar flows 
on a smaller scale occur in Manchuria, Korea and northern China. 

In all these cases, however, the eruptions have now almost ceased; 
and the great volcanoes of the present day lie in the islands off the 
eastern and south-eastern coasts. 

Reezeences.—E. Suess, Des Arras der Ede (see, especially, 
vol. iii. part i.); F. V. Richthofen. " Ueber Gestalt and Gliederung 
einer Grundlinie in der Morphologic Ost-Asiens," Sits. k. prams. 
A kad. Wiss. (Berlin, tpoo). pp. 888-925. and " Geomorphologische 
Studien aus Ostasien.' ONd., 1901, PP. 7 82-808. 1 902. PP. 944175. 
1 903. 18). 867-918. (P. LA.) 

CLIMATE 
Among the places on the globe where the tempetsture falls lowest 

are some in northern Asia, and among those where it rises highest 
are some in southern Asia. The mean temperature of T. 
the north coast of eastern Siberia is but a few degrees 
above the zero of Fahrenheit; the lowest mean tem- 
perature anywhere observed is about 4° Fehr., at Melville hand 
north of the American continent. The isothermals of mean annual 
temperature lie over northern Asia on curves tolerably regular in 
their outline, having their western branches in a somewhat higher 
latitude than their eastern; a reduction of z• of latitude corresponds 
approximately— and irrespective of modifications due to, elevation 
—to a rise of i• Fehr., as far say as 30° N., where the mean tempera-
ture is about 75° Fahr. Farther south the increase is slower, and 
the highest mean temperature anywhere attained in southern Asia 
is not much above 82 Fahr. 

The variations of temperature are very great in Siberia, amounting 
near the coast to more than too° Fehr., between the mean of the 
hottest and coldest months, and to still more between the extreme 
temperatures of those months. In southern Asia, and particularly 
near the sea, the variation between the hottest and coldest monthly 
means is very much less, and under the equator it is reduced to about 
5•. In Siberia the difference between the means of the hottest and 
coldest months is hardly anywhere less than 6o° Fahr. On the See 
of Aral it is 8o• Fahr.; and at Astrakhan, on the Caspian, more 
than 5o• At Tiflis it is 45°. In northern China, at Peking. it is 
55°. reduced to 30° at Canton, and to 2o° at Manila. In northern 
India the greatest difference does not exceed se; and it falls off to 
about teat Calcutta, and to about lo° or r 2 *at Bombay and Madras. 
The temperatures at the head of the Persian Gulf approximate 
to those of northern India. and those of Aden to Madras. At Singa-
pore the range is less than 5°; and at Batavia in Java, and Galle 
in Ceylon, it is about the same. The extreme temperatures in 
Siberia may be considered to lie between 80° and 90° Fahr. for 
maxima, and between —so' a nd — 7o° Fa hr. for minima. The extreme 
of heat near the Caspian and Aral Seas rises to nearly loo• Fahr, 
while that of cold falls to-20° Fehr. or lower. Compared with these 
figures, we find in southern Asia 1 to•or 112° Fahr. as a maximum 
hardly ever exceeded. The absolute minimum in northern India, 
in lat. 30°, hardly goes below 32•; at Calcutta it is about eo°, though 
the thermometer seldom falls to 50°. At Madras it rarely falls as 
low as 65•, or at Bombay below 6o°. At Singapore and Batavia the 
thermometer very rarely falls below 70°, or rises above too°. At Aden 
the minimudf is a few degrees below 70°, the maximum not much 
exceeding 90". 
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These figures sufficiently indicate the main characteristics of the 
air temperatures of Asia. Throughout its northern portion the 
winter is long and cf extreme seventy; and even down to the circle 
of 35. N. lat., the minimum temperature is almost as low as zero of 
Fahrenheit. The summers are hot, though short in the northern 
latitudes, the maximum of summer heat being comparatively little 
less than that observed in the tropical countries farther south. The 
moderating effect of the proximity of the ocean is felt in an im-
portant degree along the southern and eastern parts of Asia, where 
the land is broken up into islands or peninsulas. The great elevations 
above the sea-level of the central part of Asia, and of thetable-lands 
of Afghanistan and Persia, tend to exaggerate the winter cold; 
while the sterility of the surface, due to the email rainfall over the 
same region, operates powerfully in the opposite direction in increas-
ing the summer heat. In the summer a great accumulation of solar 
heat takes place on the dry surface soil, from which it cannot be 
released upwards by evaporation, as might be the case were the soil 
moist or covered with vegetation, nor can it be readily conveyed 
away downwards as happens on the ocean. In the winter similar 
consequences ensue, in a negative direction, from the prolonged loss 
of heat by radiation in the long and clear nights—an effect which is 
intensified wherever the surface is covered with snow, or the air little 
charged with vapour. In illustration of the very slow diffusion of 
heat in the solid crust of the earth, and as affording a further in-
dication of the climate of northern Asia, reference may here be made 
to the frozen soil of Siberia, in the vicinity of Yakutsk. In this 
region the earth is frozen permanently to a depth of more than 380 ft. 
at which the temperature is still 5° or 6° Fahr. below the freezing 
point of water, the summer heat merely thawing the surface to a 
depth of about 3 ft. At a depth of 50 ft. the temperature is about, 

Fahr. below the freezing point. Under such conditions of the 
roil;  the land, nevertheless, produces crops of wheat and other 
gram from fifteen to forty fold. 

The very high summer temperatures of the area north of the 
tropic of Cancer are sufficiently accounted for, when compared with 
those observed south of the tropic, by the increased length of the 
day in the higher latitude, which more than compensates for the 
loss of heat due to the smaller mid-day altitude of the sun. The 
difference between the heating power of the sun's rays at noon on the 
21st of June, in latitude ao°  and in latitude 45 °, is only about 2%; 
while the accumulated heat received during the day, which is 
lengthened to 15( hours in the higher latit ude, is greater by about t t % 
than in the lower latitude, where the day consists only of 131 hours. 

Although the foregoing account of the temperatures of Asia 
supplies the main outline of the observed phenomena, a very im-
portant modifying cause, of which more will be said hereafter, comes 
into operation over the whole of the tropical region, namely, the 
periodical summer rains. These tend very greatly to arrest the 
increase of the summer heat over the area where they prevail, and 
otherwise give it altoptherpeculiar characteristics. 

The great summer heat, by expanding the air upwards, disturbs 
the level of the planes of equal pressure, and causes an outflow 
Program of the upper strata from the heated area. The winter 
sal cold produces an effect of just an opposite nature, and 
may, causes an accumulation of air over the cold area, The 

diminution of barometric pressure which takes place all 
over Asia during the summer months, and the increase in the winter, 
are hence, no doubt, the results of the alternate heating and cooling 
of the air over the continent. 

The necessary and immediate results of such periodical changes 
of pressure are winds, which, speaking generally, blow from the area 
of greatest to that of least pressure—subject, however, to certain 
modifications of direction, arising from the absolute motion of the 
whole body of the air due to the revolution of the earth on its axis 
from west to east. The south-westerly winds which prevail north 
of the equator during the hot half of the year, to which navigators 
have given the name of the south-west monsoon (the latter word 
being a corruption of the Indian name for season), arise from the 
great diminution of atmospheric pressure over Asia, which begins 
to be strongly marked with the great rise of temperature in April 
and May, and the simultaneous relatively higher pressure over the 
equator and the regions south of it. This diminution of pressure, 
which continues as the heat increases till it reaches its maximum in 
July soon after the solstice, is followed by the corresponding develop-
ment of the south-west monsoon; and as the barometric pressure 
is gradually restored, and becomes equalized within the tropics soon 
after the equinox in October, with the general fall of temperature 
north of the equator, the south-west wins fall off, and are succeeded 
by a north-east monsoon, which is developed during the winter 
months by the relatively greater atmospheric pressure which then 
occurs over Asia, as compared with the equatorial region. 

Although the succession of the periodical winds follows the progress 
of the seasons as just described, the changes in the wind's direction 

he take place under the operation of special local influences everywhere 
 often disguise the more general law, and make it difficult to 

trace. Thus the south-west monsoon begins in the Arabian Sea with 
west and north-westerly winds.which draw round as the year advances 
to south-west and fall back again in the autumn by north-
west to north. In the Bay of Bengal the strength of the south-
west monsoon is rather from the south and south-east, being  
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succeeded by north-east winds after October, which give place to 
northerly and north-westerly winds as the year advanceAns 
the islands of the Malay Archipelago the force of the monsoons ss 
much interrupted, and the position of this region on the equator 
otherwise modifies the directions of the prevailing winds. The 
southerly summer winds of the Asiatic seas between the equator 
and the tropic do not extend to the coasts of Java, and the south-
easterly trade winds are there developed in the usual manner. The 
China Sea is fully exposed to both monsoons, the normal directions 
of which nearly coincide with the centre of the channel between the 
continent of Asia and the eastern islands. 

The south-west monsoon does not generally extend, in its character 
of a south-west wind, over the land. The current of air flowing in 
from over the sea is gradually diverted towards the area of least 
pressure, and at the same time is dissipated and loses much of its 
original force. The winds which pass northward over India blow as 
south-easterly and easterly winds over the north-eastern part of 
the Gangetic plain, and as south winds up the Indus. They seem 
almost entirely to have exhausted their northward velocity by the 
time they have reached the northern extremity of the great Indian 
plain; they are not felt on the table-lands of Afghanistan. and 
hardly penetrate into the Indus basin or the ranges of the Himalaya. 
by which mountains, and those which branch off from them into the 
Malay peninsula, they are .prevented from continuing their progress 
in the direction originally imparted to them. 

Among the more remarkable phenomena of the hotter seas of Asia 
must be noticed the revolving storms or cyclones, which are of 
frequent occurrence in the hot months in the Indian Ocean and 
China Sea, in which last they are known under the name of typhoon. 
The cyclones of the Bay of Bengal appear to originate over the 
Andaman and Nicobar islands, and are commonly propagated in 
a north-westward direction, striking the east coast of the Indian 
peninsula at various points, and then often advancing with an 
easterly tendency over the land, and passing with extreme violence 
across the delta of the Ganges. They occur in all the hot months. 
from June to October, and more rarely in November. and appear to 
be originated by adverse currents from the north meeting those of 
the south-west monsoon. The cyclones  of the China Sea also occur 
in the hot months of the year, but they advance from north-east to 
south-west, though occasionally from east to west; they originate 
near the island of Formosa. and extend to about the loth degree of 
N. lat. They are thus developed in nearly the same latitudes and in 
the same months as those of the Indian Sea, though their progress is in 
a different direction. In both cases, however, the storms appear to 
advance towards the area of greatest heat. In these storms the 
wind invariably circulates from north by west through south to east. 

The heated body of air carried from the Indian Ocean over 
southern Asia by the south-west monsoon comes up highly charged 
with watery vapour, and hence in a condition to release a large 
body of water as rain upon the land, whenever it is Rajah& 
brought into circumstances which reduce its temperature 
in a notable degree. Such a reduction of temperature is brought 
about along the greater part of the coasts of India and of the Burmo-
Siamese peninsula by the interruption of the wind current by con-
tinuous ranges of mountains, which farce the mass of air to rise 
over them, whereby the air being rarefied, its specific capacity for 
heat is increased and its temperature falls, with a corresponding 
condensation of the vapour originally held in suspension. 

This explanation of the principal efficient cause of the summer 
rains of south Asia is immediately based on an analysis of the com-
plicated phenomena actually observed, and it serves to account 
for many apparent anomalies. The heaviest falls of rain occur along 
lines of mountain of some extent directly facing the vapour-bearing 
winds, as on the Western Ghats of India and the west coast of the 
Malay peninsula. The same results are found along the mountains 
at a distance from the sea, the heaviest rainfall known to occur any-
where in the world (not less than 60o in. in the year) being recorded 
on the Khasi range about too m. north-east of Calcutta. which 
presents an abrupt front to the progress of the moist winds flowing 
up from the Bay of Bengal. The cessation of the rains on the 
southern border of Baluchistan. west of Karachi. obviously arises 
from the projection of the south-east coast of Arabia, which limits 
the breadth of the south-west monsoon air current and the length 
of the coast-line directly exposed to it. The very small and irregular 
rainfall in Sind and along the Indus is to be accounted for by the 
want of any obstacle in the path of the vapour-bearing winds. 
which, therefore, carry the uncondensed rain up to the Punjab. 
where it falls on the outer ranges of the western Himalaya and 
of Afghanistan. 

The diurnal mountain winds are very strongly marked on the 
Himalaya, where they probably are the most active agents in deter- 
mining the precipitation of rain along the chain—the monsoon
currents, as before stated, not penetrating among the mounrains. 
The formation of dense banks of cloud in the afternoon, when the 
up wind is strongest, along the southern face of the snowy ranges 
of the Himalaya, is a regular daily phenomenon during the hotter 
months of the year. and heavy rain. accompanied by electrical 
discharges, is the frequent result of such condensation. 

Too little is known of the greater part of Asia to admit of say 
more being said with reference to this part of the subject, than tie 
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mention a few facts bearing on the taints& In northern Asia there 
is a generally equal rainfall of 19 to 29 in. between the Volga and 
the Lena in Manchuria and northern China, rather more considerable 
increase in Korea. Siam and Japan. At Tiflis the yeariy fall is 
22 in.; on the Caspian about 7 or 8 in.; on the Sea of Aral 5 or 6 in. 
In south-western Siberia it is 12 or 14 in., diminishing as we proceed 
eastward to 6 or 7 in. at Barnaul, and to $ or 6 in. at Urea in northern 
Mongolia. In eastern Siberia it is about 13 to 20 in. In China we 
find about 23 in. to be the fall at Peking; while at Canton, which lies 
nearly on the northern tropic and the region of t he southwest 
monsoon is entered, the quantity is increased to 78 in. At Batavia 
in Java the fall I. about 78 in.; at Singapore it is nearly too in. 
The quantity increases considerably on that part of the coast 
of the Malay peninsula which is not sheltered from the south-west 
by Sumatra. On the Tenasserim and Burmese coast falls of more 
than 200 in. are registered, and the quantity is here nowhere lest. 
than 73 or flo in.. which is about the average of the eastern part 
of the delta of the Gaerles, Calcutta standing at about 64 in. On the 
hills that flank Ben on the east the fall is very great. On the 
Khasi hills, at an don of about 45oo ft., the average of ten 
years is more than 550 in. As much as Igo in. has been measured 
in one month, and 610 in. in one year. On the west coast of the 
Indian peninsula the fall at the sea-level varies from about 75 to 
loo in., and at certain elevations on the mountains more than 
23o in. is commonly registered, with intermediate quantities at inter-
vening localities. On the east coast the fall is far less, nowhere rising 
to so in., and towards the southern apex of the peninsula being 
reduced to 25 or 30 in. Ceylon shows from 6o to Ito in. As we 
recede from the mast the fall diminishes, till it is reduced to about 
25 or 3o in. at the head of the Gangetic plain. The tract along the 
Indus to within 60 or 80 m. of the Himalaya is almost rainless. 6 or 
8 in. being the fall in the southern portion of the Punjab. On the 
outer ranges of the Himalaya the yearly fall amounts to about 200 in. 
on the east in Sikkim, and gradually diminishes on the west, where 
north of the Punjab it is about 7o or 80 in. In the interior of the 
chain the rain is far less and the quantity of precipitation is so small in 
Tibet that it can be hardly measured. It is to the greatly reduced 
fall of snow on the northern faces of the highest ranges of the Hima-
laya that is to be attributed the higher level of the snow-line, a 
phenomenon which was long a cause of discussion. 

In Afghanistan, Persia, Asia Minor and Syria. winter and spring 
appear to be the chief seasons of condensation. In other parts of 
Asia the principal part of the rain falls between May and September, 
that is, in the hottest half of the year. In the islands under the 
equator the heaviest fall is between October and February. (R. S.) 

FLORA AND FAUNA 
The general assemblage of animals and plants found over northern 

Asia resembles greatly that found in the parts of Europe which are 
adjacent and have a similar climate. Siberia, north of the 50th 
parallel, has a climate not much differing from a similarly situated 
portion of Europe, though the winters are more severe and the 
summers hotter. The rainfall, though moderate, is still sufficient 
to maintain the supply of water in the meat rivers that traverse 
the country to the Arctic Sea, and to support an abundant vege-
tation. A similar affinity exists between the life of the southern 
parts of Europe and that in the zone of Asia extending from the 
Mediterranean across to the Himalaya and northern Cluna. This 
belt, which embraces Asia Minor, northern Persia, Afghanistan, and 
the southern slopes of the Himalaya, from its elevation has a tem-
perate climate, and throughout it the rainfall is sufficient to main-
tain a vigorous vegetation, while the summers, though hot, and the 
winters, though severe, are not extreme. The .plants and animals 
along it are found to have a marked similarity of character to 
those of south Europe, with which region the zone is virtually 
continuous. 

The extremely dry and hot tracts which constitute an almost 
unbroken desert from Arabia, through south Persia and Baluchistan, 
to Sind. are characterized by considerable uniformity in the types 
of life, which closely approach to those of the neighbouring hot and 
dry regions of Africa. The region of the heavy periodical summer 
rams and high temperature, which comprises India, the Indo-
Chineseninsula. and southern China. as well as the western part 
of the Ma

pe
lay Archipelago, is also marked by much similarity in the 

plants and animals throughout its extent. The area between the 
southern border of Siberia and the niargin of the temperate alpine 
zone of the Himalaya and, north China, comprising what are 
commonly called central Asia, Turkestan, Mongolia and 'mated' 
Manchuria, Is an almost rainless region, having winters of extreme 
severity and summers of intense heat. Its animals and plants have 
a special character suited to the peculiar climatal conditions. more 
closely allied to those of the adjacent northern Siberian tract than 
of the other bordering regions. The south-eastern parts of the Malay 
Archipelago have much in common with the Australian contirtent, 
to which they adjoin, though their affinities are chiefly Indian. 
North China and Japan also have many forms of life in common. 
Much still remains to be done in the exploration of China and eastern 
Ada; but it is known that many of the special forms of this region 
extend to the Himalaya, while others clearly indicate a connexion 
with North America. 

The keeping heist review of the prinoiml tereftwial divisions 
according to which the forms of life are distributed in Asia, indicates 
hOw close is the dependence of this distribution en climatic con-
ditions, and this will be made more apparent by • somewhat fuller 
account of the main features of the flora and fauna. 

Flom—The flaw of the whole of northern Asia is in essentials 
the same as that of northern Europe, the differences being due rather 
to variations of specks than of genera. The absence of Nieyo.. 
the oak and of all heaths east of the Ural may be noticed. Ay, 
Pines, larch, birch are the principal trees on the moun- 
tains; willow, alders and poplars on the lower ground. The 
northern limit of the pine in Siberia is about 7 • N. 

Along the warm temperate sone, from the Mediterranean to the 
Himalaya, extends a flora essentially European in character. Many 
European species reach the central Himalaya, though few are known 
in its eastern parts. The genera common to the Himalaya end 
Europe are much more abundant, and extend throughout the chain, 
and to all elevations. There is also a corresponding diffusion of 
Japanese and Chinese forms along  this zone, these being most numer-
ous in the eastern Himalaya, and less frequent in the west. 

The truly tropical flora of the hotter and wetter regions of eastern 
India is continuous with that of the Malayan peninsula and islands. 
and extends along the lower ranges of the Himalaya, gradually -‘• 
becoming less marked and rising to lower elevations as we go 
westward, where the rainfall diminishes and the winter cold 
increases. 

The vegetation of the higher and therefore cooler and less rainy 
ranges of the Himalaya has greater uniformity of character along the 
whole chain, and a closer general approach to European forms is 
maintained; an increased number of species is actually identical, 
among theme being found, at the greatest elevations, many alpine 
plants believed to be identical with spenes of the north Arctic regions. 
On reaching the Tibetan plateau, with the increased dryness the 
float assumes many features of the Siberian type. Many true 
Siberian species are found, and more Siberian genera. Some of the 
Siberian forms, thus brought into proximity with the Indian flora, 
extend to the rainy parts of the mountains, and even to the plains of 
upper India. Assemblages of marine plants form soother remark-
able feature of Tibet,. these being frequently met with growing at 
elevations of 14.000 to is 000 ft. above the sea, more especially in 
the vicinity of the many salt lakes of those reg ions.• 

The vegetation of the hot and dry region of the south-west of the 
continent consists largely of plants which are diffused over Africa, 
Baluchistan and Sind; many of these extend into the hotter parts 
of India, and not a few common Egyptian plants are to be met with 
in the Indian peninsula. 

The whole number of species of plants indigenous in the region of 
south-eastern Asia, which includes India and the Malayan peninsula 
and islands, from about the 65th to the 105th meridian, 	h.", 

was estimatedol Sir J. D. Hooker at 12,000 to 15,000. mom 
 The principal 	re, arranged according to their numerical 

importance, are as follows :—Legummosee,Rubiacese, Orchidaceae, 
Compositae, Gmmineae, Euphorbiacesie, Acanthacese, Cypetacmie 
and Labiatae. But within this region there is a very great variation 
between the vegetation of the more humid and the more arid regions, 
while the characteristics of the flora on the higher mountain ranges 
differ wholly from those of the plains. In short, we have a somewhat 
heterogeneous assemblage of tropical, temperate and alpine plants, 
as has been already bridy .indicated, of which, however, the tropical 
are so far dominant as to give their character to the flora viewed as a 
whole. The Indian flora contains a more general and complete 
illustration of almost all the chief natural families of. all parts of the 
world than any other country. Compositae are comparatively rare; 
so also Gramineae and Cyperaceae are in some places deficient, and 
Labiatae. Leguminosae and ferns in others. Euphorbiaceae and 
Scrophulariaceae and Orchidaceae are universally present, the last 
in specially large proportions. 

The perennially humid regions of the Malayan peninsula and 
western portion of the archipelago are everywhere covered with 
dense forest, rendered difficult to traverse by the thorny cane, a 
palm of the genus Calamine, which has its greatest development in 
this part of Asia. The chief trees belong to the orders of Terebinth-
aceae, Sapindaceae, Meliaceae, Cluskceae, Dipterocarpaceae t  Tern. 
stroemiaceae. Leguminosae, laurels, oaks and figs, with Dillentaceae, 
Sapotaceae and nutmegs. Bamboos and palms, with Pandaints and 
Dracaena, are also abundant. A similar forest flora extends along 
the mountains of eastern India to the Himalaya, where it ascends to 
elevations varying from 6000 to 7000 ft. on the east to 3000 or 4000 
ft. on the west. 

The arboreous forms which least require the humid and equable 
heat of the more truly tropical and equatorial climates, and are best 
able to resist the high temperatures and excessive drought of the 
northern Indian hot months from April to June, are certain Legu-
minosae, Baskinia, Acacia, Bates and Dal/ler:la, Bombax, Shores. 
Naucka, Lagerstraemns, and Bignania„ a few bamboos and palms. 
with others which extend far beyond the tropic, and give a tropical 
aspect to the forest to the extreme northern border of the Indian 
plain. 

Of the herbaceous vegetation of the more rainy regions may be 
noted the Orchidaceae. Orontianme,Scitaminele, with ferns and other 
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Cryptogame, besides Gambian and Cyperaceae. Among these 
some forms, aa among the trees, extend much beyond the tropic and 
ascend into the temperate zones on the mountains, of which may be 
mentioned Begonia, Osbeekia, various Cyrtandracese. Scitamineae, 
and a few epiphytical orchids. 

Of the orders most tersely developed in south India, and more 

lsparingly elsewhere, may be named Aurantiacese, Dipterocaspaccee, 
i
pa
alsaminaceee, Ebenaceae, Jasmineae. and Cynandraceae; but 

of these few contain as many as too peculiar Indian species. 
NOCIlillet may be mentioned as a genus specially developed in the 
Malayan area, and extending from New Ca ledonia to Madagascar; 
it is found as far north as the Khasi bills, and in Ceylon, but does 
not appear on the Himalaya or in the peninsula of India. The 
Bahammacese may be named as being rare in the eastern region
and very abundant in the peninsula. A distinct connexion between 
the flora of the peninsula and Ceylon and that of eastern tropical 
Africa is observable not only in the great similarity of many of the 
more truly tropical forms and the identity of (aunties and genera 
found in both regions, but in a more remarkable manner in the 
likeness of the mountain flora of this part of Africa to that of the 
peninsula, in which several species occur believed to be identical 
with Abyssinian forms. This connexion is further established by 
the absence from both areas of oaks, conifers and cycads, which, 
as regards the first two families, is a remarkable feature of the flora 
of the peninsula and Ceylon, as the mountains rise to elevations in 
which both of them are abundant to the north and east. With these 
facts it has to be noticed that many of the principal forms of the 
eastern flora are absent or comparatively rase in the peninsula and 
Ceylon. 

The general physiognomy of the Indian flora is mainly determined 
by the conditions of humidity of climate. The impenetrable shady 
forests of the Malay peninsula and eastern Be 1, of the west 
coast of the Indian peninsula, and of Ceylon, offer a strong con-
trast to the more loosely-timbered districts of the drier regions of 
central India and the north-western Himalaya. The forest areas of 
India include the dense vegetation and luxuriant growth of the 
Tani jungles at the foot of the eastern Himalaya, and wide stretches 
of loosely-timbered country which are a prevailing feature in the 
Central Provinces and parts of Madras. Where the lowlands are 
highly cultivated they are adorned with planted wood, and where 
they are cut off from rain they are nearly completely desert. 

The higher mountains rise abruptly from the planni on their 
slopes, clothed below almost exclusively with the more tropical forms, 
a vegetation of a warm temperate character, chiefly evergreen, soon 
begins to prevail, comprising Magnoliacine, Ternstronmaceae, sub- 
tropical Rosaceae, rhododendron, oak, Ike, Spuelocos, Lauracetue. 
Picas longifolia, with mountain font's of truly tropical orders, palms, 
Pandang% .Musa, Vitas, Vernonia, and many others. On the east 
the vegetation of the Himalaya is most abundant and varied. The 
forest extends, with great luxuriance, to an elevation of 12,000 ft., 
above which the sub-alpine region may be said to begin, in which 
rhododendron scrub often covers the ground up to 14,croo or 14.000 ft. 
Only one pine is found below 800D ft., above which several other 
Comferae occur. Plantains, tree-ferns, bamboos, several Cabins:, 
and other palms, and Panda:ins. are abundant at the lower levels. 
Between 4000 and 8000 ft. epiphytal orchids are very frequent, and 
reach even to ro,000 ft. Vegetation ascends on the drier and less 
snowy mountain slopes of Tibet to above ifinoo ft. On the west, 
with the drier climate, the forest is less luxuriant and dense, and the 
hillsides and the valleys better cultivated. The warm mountain 
slopes are covered with Pima longifolia, or with oaks and rhododen-
dron, and the forest is not commonly dense below 8000 ft., excepting 
in some of the more secluded valleys at a low elevation. From 
8000 to 1 acco ft., a thick forest of deciduous trees is almost universal, 
above which a sub-alpine region is reached, and vegetation as on the 
east continues up to iii,000 ft. or more. The more tropical forms 
of the east, such as the tree-ferns, do not reach west of Nepal. The 
cedar or deodar is hardly indigenous cast of the sources of the 
Ganges, and at about the same point the forms of the west begin 
to be more abundant, increasing in number as we advance towards 
Afghanistan. 

The cultivated plants of the Indian region include what, barley. 
rice and maize; various millets, Sorghum, Penicillaria, Panieuns 
and Matzke; many pulses, peas and beans; mustard and rape: 
ginger and turmeric: pepper and capsicum; several Cucurbitaceae; 
tobacco, Suarnsin. poppy, Crotolarta and Cannabis; cotton. indigo 
and sugar; coffee and tea; oranges, lemons of many sorts: pome-
granate, mango, figs, peaches, vines and plantains. The more 
common palms are Cocos, Phoenix and Borasssts, supplying cocoa-nut 
and toddy. Indian agriculture combines the harvests of the tropical 
and temperate zones. North of the tropic the winter cold is sufficient 
to admit of the cultivation of almost all the cereals and vegetables 
of Europe, wheat being sown in November and reaped early in April. 
In this same region the summer heat and rain provide a thoroughly 
tropical climate, in which rice and other tropical cereals are freely 
raised, being as a rule sown early in July and reaped in September 
or October. In southern India, and the other parts of Asia and of 
the islands having a similar climate, the difference of the winter and 
summer half-years is not sufficient to admit of the proper cultivation 
of wheat or barley. The other cereals may be seen occasionally,  

where artifichl Irrigation is pratthed, in all stages  of  Memo at 
all seasons of the year, though the operations of avicukuse are. 
as a general rule, limited to the rainy months, when alma is the 
requisite supply of water commonly forthcoming. 

The trees of India producing economically useful timber are 
comparatively few, owing to the want of durability of the wood, in 
the extremely hot and moist climate. TI•e teak, Teases grasselis„ 
supplies the finest umber. It is found in greatest perfection in the 
forests of the west coasts of Burma and the Indian peninsula. where 
the rainfall is heaviest, growing to a height of too or tso ft.. mixed 
with other trees and bamboos. The sal, Shored ramie, a very 
durable wood, is most abundant along the skirts of the Himalaya 
from Assam to the Punjab, and is found in central India, to which 
the teak also extends. The sal grows to a large size, and is snore 
gregarious than the teak. Of other useful woods found in the plains 
may be named the babool, Acacia; coon, Carrie ; and sisson. 
Dalbergra. The only timber in ordinaryuse obtained from the 
Himalaya proper is the deodar, Celina deedara. Besides these are the 
sandalwood. Santa/um, of southern India, and many eons of bamboo 
found in all parts of the country. The cinchona has recently been 
introduced with complete success: and the mahogany of America 
reaches a large size, and gives promise of being grown for use as 
timber. 

The flora of the rainless region of south-western Asia is continuous 
with the desert flora of northern and eastern Africa, and extends 
from the coast of Senegal to the meridian of 75 •  E., or from 
the great African desert to the border of the rainless tract "wars along the Indus and the southern pans of the Punjab. 
It includes the peninsula of Arabia, the shores of the Perdan Gulf. 
south Persia, and Afghanistan and Baluchistan. On the west its 
limit is in the Cape Verde Islands, and it is partially represented in 
Abyminia. 

The more common plants in the most characteristic pout of this 
region in southern Arabia are Capparidaceae, Euphorbsanne„ and 
a few Leguminosae, a Reseda and Dipierygium; palms. Pol 
ferns. and other cryptogams. are rare. The number 	families 
relative to the area is very small, and the number of genera and 
species equally restricted, in very many cases a single species being 
the only representative of an order. The aspect of the vegetation 
is very peculiar, and is commonly determined by the predominance 
of some four or five species, the rest being either loml or spariagly 
scattered over the area. The absence of the ordinary bright green 
colours of vegetation is another peculiarity of this flora, almost all 
the plants having glaucous or whitened stems. Foliage is reduced to 
a minimum, the moisture of the plant being stored up in massive 
or fleshy stems against the long-continued drought. Aridity has 
favoured the production of spines as a defence from external attack. 
sharp thorns are frequent, and asperities of various sorts predomina te. 
Many species produce gums and resins, their stems being encrusted 
with the exudations, and pungency and aromatic odour is an almost 
universal quality of the plants of desert regions. 

The cultivated plants of Arabia are much the same as those of 
northern India—wheat, barley, and the common Swibas., with 
dates and lemons, cotton and indigo. To that must be ded coffee. 
which is restricted to the slopes of the western hills. Among the 
more mountainous regions of the south-western part of Arabia. 
known as Arabia Felix, the summits of which rise to Coon or 7coo ft.. 
the rainfall is sufficient to develop a more luxuriant vegetation. and 
the valleys have a flora like that of similarly situated parts of 
southern Persia, and the less elevated parts of Afghanistan and 
Baluchistan, partaking of the characters of that of the hotter Medi-
terranean region. In these countries aromatic shrubs are abundant-
Trees are rare, and almost restricted to Pislocia. Cedar and Doionaes, 
with poplars, and the date palm. Prickly forms of Stalin and 
A aragalus cover the dry hills. In the spring there is an abundant 
herbaceous vegetation, Including many bulbous plants, with 
if not species, identical with those of the Syrian region, some ci which 
extend to the Himalaya. 

The flora of the northern part of Afghanistan approximates to that 
of the contiguous western Himalaya. Quacks Ilex, the evergreen 
oak of southern Europe, is found in forests as far east as the Suriej, 
accompanied with other European forms. In the higher parts of 
Afghanistan and Persia Boraginaceae and thistles abound ; gigantic 
Umbelliferae, such as Fonda, Calbansun, Doming, Bribes, Pewrdaaass. 
Prangos, and others, also characterize the same districts, and some 
of them extend into Tibet. 

The flora of Asia Minor and northern Persia differs but little from 
that of the southern parts of Europe. The mountains are clothed, 
where the fall of rain is abundant, with forests of @erns, Fags; 

Area, Carpiass and Corylus, and various Coniferae. Of 
these the only genus that is not found on the Himalaya is Fates 
Fruit trees of the plum tribe abound. The cultivated plants are 
those of southern Europe. 

The vegetation of the Malayan Islands is for the most part that 
of the wetter and hotter region of India; but the greater uniformity 
of the temperature and humidity leads to the preclomin- Bmws  
ance of certain tropical forms not so conspicuous in India, 
while the proximity of the Australian continent has 
permitted the partial diffusion of Australian types which are nob 
seen in India. The liquidambar and nutmeg may be noticed among 
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the former; the first is one of the most conspicuous trees in Java. 
on the mountains of the eastern part of which the casuarina, one 
of the characteristic forms of Australia, is also abundant. Rhodo- 
dendrons occur in Borneo and Sumatra, descending to the level of 
the sea. On the mountains of Java there appears to be no truly 
alpine flora; Saxifrage is not found. In Borneo some of the tem-
perate forms of Australia appear on the higher mountains. On the 
other islands similar characteristics are to be observed, Australian 
genera extending to the Philippines, and even to southern China. 

The analysis of the Hong Kong flora indicates that about three-
fifths of the species are common to the Indian region, and nearly 
all the remainder are either Chinese or local forms. The number 
of species common to southern China. Japan and northern Asia is 
small. The cultivated plants of China are, with a few exceptions. 
the same as those of India. South China, therefore, seems, botanic-
ally, hardly distinct from the great Indian region, into which many 
Chinese forms penetrate. as before noticed. The flora of north 
China, which is akin to that of Japan, shows manifest relation to that 
of the neighbouring American continent, from which many temperate 
forms extend, reaching to the Himalaya, almost as far as Kashmir. 
Very little is known of the plants of the interior of northern China, 
but it seems probable that a complete botanical connexion is estab-
lished between it and the temperate region of the Himalaya. 

The vegetation of the dry region of central Asia is remarkable for 
the great relative number of Chenopodiaceae. Salicense; and other 
GafrW salt plants being common; Polygonaceae also are abun-
Aa., dant; leafless forms being of frequent occurrence, which 

gives the vegetation a very remarkable aspect. Peculiar 
forms of Leguminosae alsoprevail, and these, with many of the other 
plants of the southern and drier regions of Siberia, or of the colder 
regions of the desert tracts of Persia and Afghanistan, extend into 
Tibet, where the extreme drought and the hot (nearly vertical) sun 
combine to produce a summer climate not greatly differing from that 
of the plains of central Asia. 

Fasura.—The soological provinces of Asia correspond very closely 
with the botanical. The northern portion of Asia, as far south as 
go.kora the Himalaya, is not zoologically distinct from Europe, 
ral008, and these two areas. with the strip of Africa north of the 

Atlas, constitute the Palaearctic region of Dr Sclater, 
whose zoological primary divisions of the earth have met with the 
general approval of naturalists. The south-eastern portion of Asia, 
with the adjacent islands of Sumatra, Java, Borneo and the Philip-
pines, form his Indian region. The extreme south-west part of the 
continent constitutes a separate zoological district, comprising 
Aiabia, Palestine and southern Persia, and reaching, like the hot 
desert botanical tract, to Baluchistan and Sind; it belongs to what 
Dr Selater calls the Ethiopian region, which extends over Africa, 
south of the Atlas. Celebes, Papua, and the other islands east of 
Java beyond Wallace's line, fall within the Australian region. 

Nearly all the mammals of Europe also occur in northern Asia, 
where. however, the Palaearctic fauna is enriched by numerous 
Mammals additional species. The characteristic groups belong 

bfrd, mostly to forms which are restricted to cold and temperate 
regions. Consequently the Quadrumana, or monkeys, 

are nearly unrepresented, a single species occurring in Japan, and 
one or two others in northern China and Tibet. Insectivorous bats 
are numerous, but the frugivorous division of this order is only repre-
sented by a Single species in Japan. Carnivore are also numerous, 
particularly the frequenters of cold climates, such as bears, weasels, 
wolves and foxes. Of the Insectivore numerous forms of moles, 
shrews and hedgehogs prevail. The Rodents are also well repre-
sented by various squirrels, mice and hares. Characteristic forms 
of this order in northern Asia are the marmots (A rclonsys) and the 
pikes. or tailless hares (Lagoosys). The great order of Ungulate is 
represented by various forms of sheep, as many as ten or twelve wild 
species of Ons being met with in the mountain chains of Asia; and 
more sparingly by several peculiar forms of antelope. such as the 
uiga (Saiga laterite), and the Gaulle paturosa, or yellow sheep. 
Coming to the deer, we also meet with characteristic forms in 
northern Asia, especially those belonging to the typical genus Canna. 
The musk deer (Masseur) is also quite restricted to northern Asia, 
and is one of its most peculiar types. 

The ornithology of northern Asia is even more closely allied to 
that of Europe than the mammal fauna. Nearly three-fourths of 
the well-known species of Europe extend through Siberia into the 
islands of the Japanese empire. Here again we have an absence of 
all tropical forms, and a great development of groups characteristic 
of cold and temperate regions. One of the most peculiar of these 
is the genus Phantsm!, of which splendid birds all the species are 
restricted in their wild state to northern Asia. The still more 
magnificently ciadgold pheasants (Thaumaka), and the eared 
pheasants (Creneilon), are also confined to certain districts in the 
mountains of north-eastern  Asia. Amongst the Passeres, such forms 
as the larks, stone-chats, finches, linnets and grosbeaks are well 
developed, and exhibit many species. 

The mammal fauna of the Indian region of Asia is much more 
highly developed than that of the Palaearctic. The Quadrumana 
are represented by several peculiar genera, amongst which are 
SetonotiOseces, Hylobates and Simla. Two peculiar forms of the 
Letnunne group are also met with. Both the insectivorous and  

frugivorous divisions of the bats are well represented. Amongst 
the Insectivore very peculiar forms are found, such as GyMilltini 
and Tupelo. The Carnivore are likewise numerous; and this region 
may be considered as the true home of the tiger, though this animal 
has wandered far north into the Palaearctic division of Asia. Other 
characteristic Carnivore are civets, various ichneumons, and the 
benturong (Annear). Two species of bears are likewise restricted 
to the Indian region. In the order of Rodents squirrels are very 
numerous, and porcupines of two genera are met with. The Indian 
region is the home of the Indian elephant—one of the two sole remain-
ing representatives of the order Proboscides. Of the Ungulates, four 
species of rhinoceros and one of tapir are met with, besides several 
peculiar forms of the swine family. The Bovidae, or hollow-horned 
ruminants. are represented by several genera of antelopes, and by 
species of true Bos—such as B. sondekes, B.pontalis and B. bubalus. 
Deer are likewise numerous, and the peculiar group of chevrotains 
(Tragstus) is characteristic of the Indian region. Finally, this 
region affords us representatives of the order Edentate, in the shape 
of several species  of Hoar, or scaly ant-eater. 

The assemblage of birds of the Indian region is one of the richest 
and most varied in the world, being surpassed only by that of 
tropical America. Nearly every order, except that of the St ruthiones 
or ostriches, is well represented, and there are many peculiar genera 
not found elsewhere, such as Baum, Harpactes Loplorpleersts, 
Euplocamosss, Pao and Cerionsis. The Phassasside (exclusive of 
true Phantoms) are highly characteristic of thisrion, as are like- 
wise certain genera of barbets (Me dens:a), parrots

[T 
 Pelatornis), and 

crows (Dendrocitle, Ova= and Cisse). The family Euryleesnidate 
is entirely confined to•his part of Asia. 

The Ethiopian fauna plays but a subordinate part in Asia. intrud-
ing only into the south-western corner, and occupying the desert 
districts of Arabia and Syria although some of the characteristic 
species reach still farther into Persia and Sind. and even into western 
India. The lion and the hunting:leopard, which may be considered 
as. in this epoch at least, Ethiopian types, extend thus far, besides 
various species of jerboa and other desert-loving forms. 

In the birds, the Ethiopian type is shown by the prevalence of larks 
and jtone-chats, and by the complete absence of the many peculiar 
genera of the Indian region. 

The occurrence of mammals of the Marsupial order in the Molucca 
Islands and Celebes, while none have been found in the adjacent 
islands of Java and Borneo, lying on the west of Wallace's line, or 
in the Indian region, shows that the margin of the Australian region 
has here been reached. The same conclusion is indicated by the 
absence from the Moluccas and Celebes of various other Mammals, 
Quadrumana, Carnivore, Insectivore and Ruminants, which abound 
in the western part of the Archipelago. Deer do not extend into 
New Guinea, in which island the genus Sas appears to have its 
eastern limit. A peculiar form of baboon, Cynokilkeests, and the 
singular ruminant, Anoa, found in Celebes, seem to have no relation 
to Asiatic animals, and rather to be allied to those in Africa. 

The birds of these islands present similar peculiarities. Those of 
the Indian region abruptly disappear at, and many Australian forms 
reach but do not pass. the line above spoken of. Species of birds akin 
to those of Africa also occur in Celebes. 

Of the marine orders of Sirenia and Cetacea the Dugong, Helicons, 
is exclusively found in the Indian Ocean; and a dolphin, Pinioning', 
peculiar to the Ganges, ascends that river to a great distance from 
the sea. 

Of the sea fishes of Asia, among the Acanthopterygii, or spiny-
rayed fishes, the Benicia, or perches, are largely represented; the 
genus Serranes, which has only one species in Europe, is 	Rom  
very numerous in Asia, and the forms are very large. 
Other allied genera are abundant, and extend from the Indian seas 
to eastern Africa. The Squamipesenes, or scaly-finned fishes, are 
principally found in the seas of southern Asia. and especially near 
coral reefs. The Mullitiae, or red mullets, are largely represented 
by genera differing from those of Europe. The Polyneele, which 
range from the Atlantic through the Indian Ocean to the Pacific, 
supply animals from which isinglass is prepared; one of them, the 
mango-fish, esteemed a great delicacy, Inhabits the seas from the 
Bay of Bengal to Siam. The Sel(14111daf extend from the Bay 

Bengal ngal to China, but are not known to the westward. The 
Strontateidee, or pomfrets, resemble the dory, a Mediterranean form, 
and extend to China and the Pacific. The sword fishes, X ipkiidee. 
the lancet fishes, Acesakuridae, and the scabbard fishes, Trichandae. 
are distributed through the seas of south Asia. Mackerels of various 
genera abound, as well as gobies, blennies and mullets. 

Among the Anacanthina, the cod family so well known in Europe 
shows but one or two species in the seas of south Asia. though the 
soles and allied fishes are numerous along the coasts. Of the Playsos-
tomi. the siluroids are abundant in the estuaries and muddy waters; 
the habits of some of these fishes are remarkable, such as that of the 
males carrying the ova in their mouths till the young are hatched. 
The small family of Seopelidae affords the gelatinous Herpodas, or 
bumalo. The gar-fish and Ilyingefishes are numerous, extending 
into the seas of Europe. The Clepeidee, or herrings, are most 
abundant ; and anchovies, or sardines, are found in shoals, but at 
irregular and uncertain intervals. The marine eels. II wraessidae, are 
more numerous towards the Malay Archipelago than in the Indian 
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seas. Forms of sea-horses (Hippreentgras), pipe-fishes (Sympathies ,) 
fife-fishes (Sderoderwass), and sun-fish. gbbe-fish, and other allied 
forme of Gyesealentes, are not uncommon. 

Of the cartilaginous fishes, Chondropternii, the true sharks and 
hammer-headed sharks, are numerous. The dog-fish also is found. 
one species extending from the Indian seas to the Cape of Good 
He. The saw-fishes, Pristidae, the electrical rays, TorPedivae, 
and ordinary rays and skates. are also found in considerable numbers. 

The fresh waters of southern Asia are deficient in the typical 
forms of the Acanthopterygii, and are chiefly inhabited by carp, 
siluroids, simple or spilled eels, and the walking and climbing fishes. 
The Silstridae attain their chief development in tropical regions. 
Only one Siturus is found in Europe, and the same species extends 
to southern Asia and Africa. The Sainsougae are entirely absent 
from the waters of southern Asia, though they exist in the rivers 
that flow into the Arctic Ocean and the neighbouring parts of the 
northern Pacific, extending perhaps to Formosa; and trout, though 
unknown in Indian rivers, are found beyond the watershed of the 
Indus. in the streams flowing into the Caspian. The CypriniSse, or 
carp, are largely represented in southern Asia, and there grow to a 
size unknown in Europe; a Bathes in the Tigris has been taken of 
the weight of 300 lb. The chief development of this family, both 
as to size and number of forms, is in the mountain regions with a 
temperate climate; the smaller species are found in the hotter regions 
and in the low-lying rivers. Of the aupeidae, or herrings, numerous 
forms occur in Asiatic waters, ascending the rivers many hundred 
miles; one of the best-known of Indian fishes, the hilsa, is of this 
family. The sturgeons, which abound in the Black Sea and Caspian. 
and ascend the rivers that fall into them, are also found in Asiatic 
Russia, and an allied form extends to southern China. The walking 
or climbing fishes, which are peculiar to south-eastern Asia and 
Africa, are organized so as to be able to breathe when out of the 
water, and they are thus fitted to exist under conditions which 
would be fatal to other fishes, being suited to live in the regions of 
periodical drought and rain in which they are found. 

The insects of all southern Asia, including India south of the 
Himalaya, China, Siam and the Malayan Islands, belong to one 
/ands. group; not only the genera, but even the species are often 

the same on the opposite sides of the Bay of Bengal. 
The connexion with Africa is marked by the occurrence of many 
genera common to Africa and India, and confined to those two 
regions, and similarities of form are not uncommon there In cases 
in which the genera are, not peculiar. Of Coleopterous insects known 
to inhabit east Siberia, nearly one-third are found in western 
Europe. The European forms seem to extend to about 3e N.. 
south of which the Endo-Malayan types are met with, Japan being 
of the Europeo-Asiatic group. The northern forms extend generally 
along the south coast of the Mediterranean up to the border of the 
great desert, and from the Levant to the Caspian. 

Of the domesticated animals of Asia may first be mentioned the 
elephant. It does not breed in captivity, and is not found wild west 
DoaisstF of the limns river in northern India. The horse is pro-
w., duced, in the highest perfection in Arabia and the hot 
a.k.a.. and dry countries of western Asia. Ponies are most 

esteemed from the wetter regions of the east, and the 
hilly tracts. Asses are abundant in most places, and two wild species 
occur. The. horned cattle include the humped oxen and buffaloes of 
India, and the yak of Tibet. A hybrid between the yak and Indian 
cattle, called zo, is commonly reared in Tibet and the Himalaya. 
Sheep abound in the more temperate regions, and goats are univers-
ally met with; both of these animals are used as beasts of burden 
in the mountains of Tibet. The reindeer of northern Siberia call 
also for special notice; they are used for the saddle as well as for 
draught. (R. S.) 

ETHSOLOGY 
Asia, including its outlying islands, has become the dwelling-place 

of all the great families into which the races of men have been 
Radio divided.. By far the largest area is occupied by the 
OMs. Mongolian group. These have yellow-brown skins, black 

eyes and hair, fiat noses and oblique eyes. They are short 
in stature, with little hair on the body and face. In general terms 
they extend, with modifications of character probably due to ad-
mixture with other types and to varying conditions of life, over the 
whole of northern Asia as far south as the plains bordering the 
Caspian Sea, including Tibet and China, and also over the lndo-
Malayan peninsula and Archipelago, excepting Papua and some of 
the more eastern islands. 

Next in numerical importance to the Mongolians are the races 
which have been called by Professor Huxley Mdaxochroie and 
Xautkockroie. The former includes the dark-haired people of 
southern Europe, and extends over North Africa. Asa Minor, 
Syria to south-western Asia, and throne' Arabia and Persia to India. 
The latter race includes the fair-haired people of northern Europe, 
and extends over nearly the same area as the Melanochroi, with 
which race it is greatly intermixed. The Xanthochroi have fair 
skins, blue eyes and light hair: and others have dark skins, eyes and 
hair, and are of a slighter frame. Together they constitute what 
were once called the Caucasian races. The Melanochroi are not 
considered by Hurley to be one of the primitive modifications of  

mankind, but rather to be the result of the admixture of the XaotEo. 
chroi with the Australoid type, next to be mentioned. 

The third group is that of the Australoid type. Their hair is dark,. 
generally soft, never woolly. The eyes and skin are dark, the beard 
often well developed, the nose broad and fiat, the lip. coarse, and 
jaws heavy. This race is believed to form the basis of the people 
of the Indian peninsula, and of some of the hill tribes of central 
India, to whom the name Dravidian has been given, and by its 
admixture with the Melanochroic group to have given rim to the 
ordinary population of the Indian provinces. l t is alto probable that 
the Australoid family extends into south Arabia and Egypt. 

The last group, the Negroid, is represented by the races to which 
has been given the name of Negrito, from the small size of some of 
them. They are closely akin to the negroes of South Africa, and = the characteristic dark skins, woolly but scanty beard and 

hair, broad flat noses, and projecting lips of the African; and 
are diffused over the Andaman Islands. a part of the Malay peninsula, 
the Philippines, Papua, and some of the neighbouring islands. The 
Negritos appear to be derived from a mixture of the true Negro with 
the Australoid type. 

The distribution of the Mongolian group in Asia offers no parti-
cular difficulty. There is complete present, and probably previous 
long-existing, geographical continuity in the area over Mawr winch they are found. There is also considerable simi- 
larity of climate and other conditions throughout the 
northern half of Asia which they occupy. The extension of modified 
forms of the Mongolian type over the whole American continent 
may be mentioned as a remarkable circumstance connected with 
this branch of the human race. 

The Mongolians of the northern half of Asia are almost entirely 
nomadic, hunters and shepherds or herdsmen. The least advanced 
of these, but far the most peaceful, are those that occupy Siberia. 
Farther south the best-known tribes are the Manchus, the Mongols 
proper, the Moguls and the Turks, all known under the name 
of Tatars, and to the ancients as Scythian, occupying from east 
to west the zone of Asia comprised between the Both and loth 
circles of N. lat. The Turks are Mahommedans; their tam extend 
up the Oxus to the borders of Afghanistan and Persia, and to the 
Caspian, and under the name of Kirghiz into Russia, and their 
language is spoken over a large part of western Asia. Their letters 
are those of Persia. The Manchus and Mongols are chiefly Buddhist, 
with letters derived from the ancient Syriac. The Manchus are now 
said to be gradually falling under the influenced Chinese civilization, 
and to be losing their old nomadic habits, and even their peculiar 
language. The predatory habits of the Turkish, Mongdsan and 
Manchu population of northern Asia, and their irruptions into other 
parts of the continent and into Europe, have produced very remark-
able results in the history of the world. 

The Chinese branch of the Mongolian family are a thoroughly 
settled people of agriculturists and traders. They are partially 
Buddhist, and have a peculiar monosyllabic, uninflected language, 
with writing consisting of symbols, which represent words, not 
letters. 

The countries lying between India' and the M 
pied by populations chiefly of the Mongolian and

ongolian ate occu- 
Chinese type, 

having languages fundamentally monosyllabic. but using letters' 
derived from India, and adopting their religion, which is almost 
everywhere Buddhist, from the Indians. Of these may be named 
the Tibetans, the Burmese and the Siamese. Cochin-China is more 
nearly Chinese in all respects. It is known that to the Tleto-
Chinese modifications of the pure Mongolian type all the eastern 
Burmese tribes—Chins. Karlin& Sham, &c.—belong (as indeed 
do the Burmese themselves), and that a cognate race occupies the 
Himalaya to the eastern limits of Kashmir. 

Some light has been thrown on the connexion between the Tibetan 
race and certain tribes of central India, the !Ails and Kols; and it 
seems more probable that these tribes are the remnants of a Mon-
golian race which first displaced a yet earlier Negroid population, 
and was then itself shouldered out by a Caucasian irruption, than 
that they entered India by any of the northern pasagn within 
historic times. Mongolian settlements have lately been found very 
much farther extended into the border countries of north-west India 
than has been hitherto recognized. The Mingals, who. conjointly 
with the Brahuis, occupy the hills south of Kalat to the limits of the 
Rajput province of Las Bela. claim Mongolian descent, and traces 
of a Mongolian colony have been found in Makran. 

The Malays, who occupy the peninsula and most of the islands of 
the Archipelago called after them, are Mongols apparently modified 
by their very different climate. and by the maritime fife ralpa forced upon them by the physical conditions of the 
region they inhabit. As they are now known to us, they have under- 
gone a process of partial civilization, first at the hands of the Brah- 
mmical Indians. from whom they borrowed a religion. and to some 
extent literature and an alphabet, and subsequent!y from intercourse 
with the Arabs, which has led to the adoption of  bfahommiedaaism 
by most of them. 

The name of Aryan has been given to the races speaking languages 
derived from, or akin to. the ancient form of Sanskrit, who now 
occupy the temperate zone extending from the Mediterranean, 
across the highlands of Asia Minor, Persia and Afghanistan, 
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India. The mote speaking the languages akin to the ancient 
/grian. which are now mainly represented by Arabic, have been 

called Semitic. and occupy the countries south-west of 
Agrasa Persia  Including  Syria and Arabia, besides extending into 
North Africa. Though the languages of these races are very different 
they cannot be regarded as physically distinct, and theyere both 
'without doubt branches of the Melanochroi, modified by admixture 
with the neighbouring races, the Mongols, the Australoids and the 
Xanthochros. 

The Aryans of India are probably the most settled and civilised 
of all Asiatic races. This type is found in its purest form in the north 
and north-west, while the mixed rams and the population referred 
to the Australoid type predominate in the peninsula and southern 

differing one from another in the sort of degree that E 	differs 
India. The spoken languages of northern India are 	various. 

from German, though all are thoroughly Sanskritic in t 	vocables, 
but with an absence of Sanskrit grammar that has given rise to 
considerable dimension. The languages of the south are Dravidian, 
not Sanskritic. The letters of both elases of languages, which also 
vary considerably, are all modifications of the ancient Pali, and 
probably derived from the Dravidians, not from the Aryans. They 
are written from left to right, exception being made of Urdu or 
Hindmost'', the mixed language of the Mahommedan conquerors of 
northern India. the character used for writing which is the Pone°. 
From the river Sutlej and the borders of the Sind desert, as far as 
Burma and to Ceylon, the rel'ig'ion of the great bulk of the people 
of India is Hindu or Brahminical, though the Mahommedans are 
often numerous, and in some places even in a majority. West of the 
Sutlej the population of Asia may be said to be wholly Mahommedan 
with the exception of certain relatively small areas In Asia Minor 
and Syria, where Christians predominate. The language of the 
Punjab does not differ very materially from that of Upper India. 
West of the lodes the dialects approach more to Persian, which 

meets Arabic and Twirl west of the Tigris, and along the 
Tuilmman desert and the Caspian. Through the whole of this tract 
the lettere are used which are common to Persian. Arabic and 
Turkish, written from right to left. 

Considerable progtw has been made in the classification of the 
various races which occupy the continent to the west of the great 
RsaYf 

Mongolian region. _The ancient Sacae, or Scythe. 02 
recognised in the Aryan population, who may be found 

moro 	In great numbers and in their purest form in the more 
Isola 	inaccessible mountains and glens of the central highlands. 
Theme Tajiks (u they are usually called) form the underlying popu-
lation of Persia, Baluchistan, Afghanistan and Badaksbao, and their 
language (in the central districts of Asia) is found to contain words 
of Aryan or Sanskrit derivation which are not known in Persian. 
They have been for the most part dispossessed of their country by 
Turkish immigration and conquests, but they still retain their original 
intellectual superiority over the Turkish and other mixed tribes by 
which they are surrounded. Umbers and Kirghiz have but small. 
affinity with the Mongol element of Asia. They are the representa-
tives of those countless Turkish irruptions which have ta ken place 
through all h Of the two divisions (Kara Kirghiz and Kessak 

) into whic
istory. 

 h the Kimble tribes are divided by Rumble 
authorities, the ICanak Kirghiz is the more closely allied to the 
Mongol type; the Kam Kirghiz, who are found principally in the 
valleys of the Tian-elan and Altai mountains. being unmistakably 
Turkish. The Kipchaks are only • Kirghiz clan. The language of 
the Kirghiz is Turki and their religion that of Mehemet. As a Doom* people they have great contempt for the Sara, who 
sent the the town dwellers of the tribe. The Kahnuclo are a Buddhist 
and Mongolian people who originated in a confederacy of tribes 
dwelling in Deungaria, migrated to Siberia; and settled on the 
Lower Volga. From thence they returned late in the zeth century 
to the reoccupation of their old ground In Keiji% under the Chinese. 
The Turkoman is the purest form of the Turk element, and his lan-
guage is the purest form of the Turkish tongue, which Is represented 
at Constantinople by a comparatively mongrel, or mixed, dialect. 
Ethnographers have traced a connexion between the Torkoman of 
central Asia and the Teutonic races of Europe, hued on a similarity 

 national customs and immemorial usage. Evidence of an original 
affinity between Turkoman and Rajput has also been found In the 
mutual possession by these races of a ruddy skin, so that as ethno-
graphical inquiry advances the Turk appears to recede from his 
Mongolian affinities and to approach the Caucasian. Turks and 
Mongols alike were doubtless Included under the term Scyth by the 
ancients, and as Tatars by more modem writers, Insomuch that the 
Turkish dynasty at Delhi, founded by Baber, is usually termed the 
Mogul dynasty, although there an be no distinction traced between 
the terms Mogul and Mongol. The general results of recent inquiry 
into the ethnography of Afghanistan ie to support the general 
correctness of Bellew 's theories of the origin of the Afghan races. 
The claim of the Duranl Afghan to be a true Ben-I-Israel is certainly 
in no way weakened by any recent investigation. The influence of 
Greek culture in northern India is fully recognised, and the distii- 
bution of Greek colonies previous to Alexander's time is attested 
by practical knowledge of the districts they were said to occupy. 
The habitai of the Nyeseans, and the Wend of certain tribes of 
Kafiri/tan with the &mom. dans of them per • n colonists 

from the west, are also well established. To this dayy hyymmnoss are un-
wittingly sung to Bacchus in the dales and glens of Kaflristan. The 
ethnographical tts of the mixed tribes of t mountains that lie 
between C-hitral

icasta 
 and the Peshawar plains has

he 
 been fairly well fixed 

by John Biddulpii, and much patient inquiry in the vast fields of 
Baluchistan by Major Mockler, G. P. Tate and other, resulted 
in quite • new appreciation of the tribal origin of the great con-
glomeration of Baluch peoples. 

The result of tmos-border surveys to the north and west of India 
has been to establish the important geographical fact that it is by 
two gateway,s only, one on the north-west and one on the west of 
India, that the central Adak tides of Immigration have flowed 
into the peninsula. The Kabul valley Indicates the north-western 
entrance, and Makran indicates that on the west. By the Kabul 
valley route, which includes at its had the group of across 
the Hindu Kush which extend from the Khawak to thei=hari, all 
those central Asian hordes, be they Same. Yue-chi, Jets, Goths or 
Huns, who were driven towards the rich plains of the south, entered 
the Punjab. Some of them migrated from districts which belong to 
eastern Asia, but none of them penetrated into India by eastern 

Such tide. as set towards the Himalaya broke against their 
paw buttresses, leaving an interesting ethnographical flotsam 
in the northern valleys; but they never -overflowed the Himalayan 
barrier. Later most of the historic invasions of India from central 
Asia followed the route which leads directly from Kabul to Peshawar 
and Delhi. 

By the western gates of Melton prehistoric irruptions from 
Mesopotamia broke into the plains of Lower Sind, and either passed 
on towards the central provinces of India or were absorbed in the 
highlands south of Kalat. In later centuries the Arabs from the 
west reached the valley of the Indus by their western route, and 
there established a dynasty which lasted for 3oo years. The identi-
fication of existing peoples with the various Scythic, Persian and 
Arab races who have passed from High Asia into the Indian border- 
land, has opened up a vast field of ethnographical inquiry which has 
hardly yet found adequate workers for its investigation. To such 
fields may be added the yet  more complicated problems 

 the bord
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reflex 	which 	backwards from India into 
highlands. 
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2. The hordes assigned to Asia on the west are somewhat 
arbitrary. The Urals indicate no real division of races, and in 
both Greek and Turkish times Asia Minor has been connected 
with the opposite shores of Europe rather than with the lands 
lying to the east. A ;toter view of early history is probably 
obtained by thinking of the countries round the Mediterranean 
as interacting on one another than by separating Palestine and 
Asia Minor as Asiatic. 

2. The words " Asiatic " and " Oriental " are often used as 
if they denoted a definite and homogeneous type, but Russians 
resemble Asiatic) in many ways, and Turks, Hindus, 
Chinese, Ike., differ in so many important points that Alkik 
the common substratum is smalL It amounts to this, than
that Asiatics stand on a higher level than the natives 
of Africa or America, but do not possess the special material 
civilization of western Europe. As far as any common mental 
characteristic can be assigned it is also somewhat negative, 
namely, that Asiatics have not the same sentiment of independ-
ence and freedom as Europeans. Individuals are thought of as 
members of • family, state or religion, rather than as entities 
with a destiny and rights of their own. This leads to autocracy 
in politics, fatalism in religion and conservatism in both. Hence, 
too, Asiatic history has large and simple outlines. Though 
longer chronologically than the annals of Europe, it is less 
eventful, less diversified and offers fewer personalities of interest. 
But the same conditions which render individual eminence 
difficult procure for It when once attained a more ready recogni-
tion, and the conquerors and prophets of Asia have bad more 
power and authority than their parallels in Europe. Jenghis 
Khan and Tuner covered more ground than Napoleon, and no 
European has bad such an effect on the world as Mahomet. 

3. Attention has often been called to the religious character 
of Asia. Not only the great religions of the world—Buddhism, 
Christianity, Islam—but those of secondary Import- &aw n 

 am, such as Judaism, Parseeism, Taoism, are all as le 
Asiatic. No European race left to itself has developed 

„vmo 
 

anything more than an unsystematic paganism. It is u"' 
true that Greek philosophy advanced far beyond this stage, but 
It produced nothing sufficiently popular to be called • religion. 
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On the other hand Christianity, though Asiatic in Its origin and 
essential ideas, has to a large extent taken its present form on 
European soil, and some of its moat important manifestations—
notably the Roman Church—ate European reconstructions in 
which little of the Asiatic element remains. Christianity has 
made little way farther east then Asia Minor. Modem missions 
have made no great conquests there, and in earlier times the 
Nestorian and Jacobites who penetrated to central Asia, China 
and India, received respectful hearing, but never had anything 
like the success which attended Buddhism and Islam. Yet 
Buddhism has never made much impression west of India, and 
Islam is dearly repugnant to Europeans, for even when under 
Moslem rule ( as in Turkey) they refuse to accept it in a far larger 
proportion than did the Hindus in similar circumstances. Hence 
there is dearly a deep-seated difference between the religious 
feelings of the two continents. 

Since Asiatic records go back much farther than those of 
Europe, It is natural that Asia should be thought the birthplace 
of civilization. But this originality cannot be absolute, for, 
whatever may have been the relations of Babylonid and the 
Aryans, the latter brought civilization to India from the west, 
and it Is not always clear whether similarity of government and 
institutions is the result of borrowing or of parallel development. 
Both In Europe and in Asia small feudal or aristocratic states 
tended to consolidate themselves into monarchies, but whereas 
in Europe from the early days of Rome onwards royalty has of ten 
been driven out and replaced temporarily or permanently by 
popular government, this change seems not to occur in Asia, 
where revolution means only a change of dynasty. The few 
cases where the government is not monarchical, as Arabia, seem 
to represent the persistence of very ancient conditions. 

The contemplation of Asia suggests that progress is most 
rapid when accompanied by the migration of races or the trans-
plantation of Ideas and institutions. Thus Greece excelled the 
Eastern countries from whom she may have derived her civiliza-
tion, and Buddhism had a far more brilliant career outside India 
than in it. 

4. In many parts of southern Asia are found semi-barbarous 
races representing the earliest known stratum of population, such 
Oasend as the ileddahs of Ceylon, and various tribes in China 
juasyka and the Malay Archipelago. Some of them offer 
moms analogies to the Australians. This connexion, If true, 

must be very ancient, since it apparently goes back to 
a time when the distribution of land and water was other than 
at present. In northern Asia are found other aborigines, such 
as the Ainus of Japan and the so-called hyperborean races 
(Cbukchis, &c.), but no materials are at present forthcoming 
for their history. There is some record of the migrations of the 
later races superimposed on these aborigines. The Chinese came 
from the west, though how far west is unknown: the Hindus 
and Persians from the north-west: the Burmese and Siamese 
from the north. We do not know if the Mongols, Turks, &c., 
had any earlier home than central Asia, but their extensive 
movements from that region are historical. 

The antiquity of Asiatic history is often exaggerated. With 
the exception of Babylonia and Assyria, we can hardly even 
conjecture what was the condition of this continent much before 
:see s.c. At that period the Chinese were advancing along the 
Hwang-ho, and the Aryans were entering India from the north-
west. Both were in conflict with earlier races. The influence 
of Babylonian civilization was probably widespread. Some 
connexion between Babylonia and China is generally admitted, 
and all Indian alphabets seem traceable to a Semitic original 
borrowed in the course of commerce from the Persian Gulf. 

Apart from European conquests, the intirnal history of Asia 
in the last 2000 years is the result of the interaction of four main 
influences: (a) Chinese, (b) Indian, (c) Mahommedan, (d) Central 
Asian. Of these the first three represent different types of 
civilization: the fourth has little originality, but has been of 
great importance in affecting the distribution of races and 
political power. 

(e) China has moulded the civilisation of the eastern mainland 

and Japan, without much affecting the Malay Archipelago. In 
the sphere of direct influence fall Korea, Japan and Annam; 
in the outer sphere are Mongolia, Tibet, Siam, Cambodia and 
Burma, where Indian and Chinese influence are combined, the 
Indian being often the stronger. These countries, except Japah, 
have all been at some time at least nominal tributaries of China. 
Where Chinese influence had full play it introduced Confucianism. 
a special style In art and the Chinese system of writing. After 
the Christian era it was accompanied by Chinese Buddhism. 
The cumbrous Chinese script maintains itself in the Far East, 
but has not advanced west of China proper and Annam. 

(b) Indian influence may be defined as Buddhism, if it Is 
understood that Buddhism is not at all periods clearly distinguish-
able from Hinduism. Its sphere includes Indo-China, much of 
the Malay Archipelago, Tibet and Mongolia. Moreover, China 
and Japan themselves may be said to fall within this sphere, In 
view of the part which Buddhism has played in their develop-
ment. The Buddhist influence is not merely religious, for it is 
always accompanied by Indian art and literature, and often by 
an Indian alphabet. Much of this art is Greek in origin, being 
derived from the Perso-Greek states on the north-west frontiers 
of India. Indian alphabets have spread to Tibet, Cambodia, Java 
and Korea. The history of Indian civilization in Indo-China 
and the Archipelago is still obscure, in spite of the existence of 
gigantic ruins, but it would appear that in some parts at least two 
periods must be distinguished, first the introduction of Hinduism 
(or mixed Hinduism and Buddhism), perhaps under Indian 
princes, and secondly a later and more purely ecclesiastical 
introduction of Sinhalese Buddhism, with its literature and art. 

(c) Mahommedanism or Islam is perhaps the greatest trans-
forming force which the world has seen. It has profoundly 
affected and to a large extent subjugated all western Asia 
including India, all eastern and northern Africa as well as Spain, 
and all eastern Europe. Its open advocacy of force attracts 
warlike races, and the intensity of its influence is increased by 
the fusion of secular and religious power, so that the Moslem 
Church is a Moslem state characterised by slavery, polygamy, 
and, subject to the autocracy of the ruler, by the theoretical 
equality of Moslems, who in political status are superior to non-
Moslems. Thus, whenever the population of a Moslem country 
is of mixed belief, a ruling caste of Moslems is formed, as in 
Turkey at the present day and India.under the Moguls. Islam 
is paramount in Turkey, Persia, Arabia and Afghanistan. India 
is the dividing line: Islam is strong in northern and central India, 
weaker in the south. But only one-fifth of the whole population 
is Moslem. Beyond India it has spread to Malacca and the 
Malay Archipelago, where it overwhelmed Hindu civilization, 
and reached the southern Philippines. But it made no progress 
in Indo-China or Japan; and though there is a large Moslem 
population in China the Chinese influence has been stronger, for 
&lone of all Asiatics the Chinese have succeeded in forcing Islam 
to accept the ordinary limitations of a religion and to take its 
place as a creed parallel to Buddhism or any other. 

Even more than Buddhism Islam has carried with it a special 
style of art and civilization. It is usually accompanied by the use 
of the Arabic alphabet, and in the languages of Moslem nations 
(notably Turkish, Persian, Hindustani and Malay) a large 
proportion of the vocabulary is borrowed from Arabic. Hindi 
and Hindustani, two forms of the same language as spoken by 
Hindus and Mahommedans respectively, are a curious example 
of how deeply religion may affect culture. 

(d) The great part which central Asian tribes have played In 
history is obscured by the absence of any common name for 
them. Linguistically they can be divided into several groups 
such as Turks, Mongols and Huns, but they were from time to 
time united into states representing more than one group, and 
their armies were recruited, like the Janissaries, from all the 
military races in the neighbourhood. Soon after the Christian 
era central Asia began to boil over, and at least seven great 
invasions and more or less complete conquests can be ascribed 
to these tribes without counting minor movements. (i.) The 
early invasions of Europe by the Avers, Huns and Bulgarians. 
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(IL) The Invasion and temporary subjection of Roads by the 
Mongols, who penetrated as far west as Silesia. (iii.) The 
conquests of Timur. (iv.) The conquest of Asia Minor and 
eastern Europe by the Turks. (v.) The conquest of India by the 
Moguls. (vi.) The conquest of China by the Mongols under 
Kublai. (vii.) The later conquest of China by the Manchus. To 
these may be added numerous lesser invasions of India, China 
and Persia. 

These tn'bes have a genius for warfare rather than for govern-
ment, art or literature, and with few exceptions (e.g. the Moguls 
in India) have proved poor administrators. Apart from conquest 
their most important function has been to keep up communica-
tions in central Asia, and to transport religions and civilisations 
from one region to another. Thus they are mainly responsible 
for the Introduction of Islam with its Arabic or Persian civiliza-
tion into India and Europe, and in earlier times their movements 
facilitated the infiltration of Graeco-Bactrian civilization into 
India, besides maintaining communication between China and 
the West. 

S. Babylonia and Any/ie.—The movements mentioned above 
have been the chief factors of relatively modern Asiatic history, 
but In early times the centre of activity and culture lay farther 
west, in Babylonia and Assyria. These ancient states began to 
decline in the 7th century s.c., and on their ruins rose the 
Persian empire, which with various political metamorphoses 
continued to be an important power till the 7th century A.D., 
after which all western Asia was overwhelmed by the Moslem 
wave, and old landmarks and kingdoms were obliterated. 

The materials for the study of their institutions and population 
are abundant, but lend themselves to discussion rather than to 
• summary of admitted facts. In the early history of south-
western Asia the Semites form the most Important ethnic group, 
which is primarily linguistic but also shares other remarkable 
characteristics. Two of the greatest religions of the world, 
Christianity and Islam, are Semitic in origin, as well as Judaism. 
In politics these races have been less successful in modern times, 
but the Semitic states of Babylonia and Assyria were once the 
principal centres for the development and distribution of civiliza-
tion. It is generally agreed that this civilization can be traced 
back to an earlier race, the Surnero-Akkadian, whose language 
seems allied to the agglutinative idioms of central Asia. If this 
ancient civilized race was really allied to the ancestors of the 
Turks and Huns, it is a remarkable instance of how civilization 
thrives best by being transplanted at a certain period of growth. 
Still less is known of the early non-Aryan races of Asia Minor 
such as the Hittites' and Alorodians. One hypothesis supposes 
that the shores of the Mediterranean were originally inhabited 
by a homogeneous race neither Aryan nor Semitic. 

The earliest Sumerian records 110212110 be anterior to 4000 D.C. 

Shortly after that period Babylonia war invaded by Semites, 
who became the ruling race. The city of Babylon came to the 
fore as metropolis about 228s s.c. under KhammusabL Assyria 
was an offshoot of Babylonia lying to the north-west, and appar-
ently colonized before the second millennium. While using 
the same language as the Babylonians, the Assyrians had an 
individuality which showed itself in art and religion. In the 
gth and Sth centuries D.C. they became the chief power within 
their sphere and the suzerain of their parent Babylon. But they 
succumbed before the advance of the Medo-Persian power in 
606 s.c., whereas It was not till sss that Cyrus took Babylon. 
Assyria, being essentially a military power, disappeared with 
the destruction of Nineveh, but Babylon continued to exercise 
an influence on culture and religion for many centuries after the 
Persian conquest. 

6. Chine.—This is the oldest of existing states, though its 
authentic history does not go back much beyond woo s.c. It is 
generally admitted that there was some connexion between 
the ancient civilizations of China and Babylonia, but its precise 
nature Is still uncertain. It is clear, however, that the Chinese 
came from the west, and entered their present territory along 
the course of the Hwang-ho at an unknown period, possibly about 
g000 s.c. In early historical times China consisted of a shifting  

confederacy of feudal states, but about 220 D.C. the state of 
Tsin or Chin (whence Use name China) came into prominence, 
and succeededin forming a homogeneous empire, which advanced 
considerably towards the south. The subsequent history of 
China is mainly a record of struggles with various tribes, com-
monly, but not very correctly, called Tatars. The empire was 
frequently broken up by successful incursions, or divided 
between rival dynasties, but at least twice became a great 
Asiatic power:under the Han dynasty (about 200 D.C.-A.D. 22o), 
and the rang (ace. 618-go6). The dominions of the latter 
extended across central Asia to northern India, but were dis-
membered by the attacks of the Biceps, whence the name Cathay. 
China proper, minus these external provinces, was again united 
under the Sung dynasty (963.-1227), but split into the northern 
(Tatar) and southern (Chinese) kingdoms. In the r3th century 
arose the Mongol power, and Kublai K.ban conquered C 'hum. 
The Mongol dynasty lasted less than a century, but the Ming, 
the native Chinese dynasty which succeeded it, reigned for 
nearly soo years and despatched expeditions which reached 
India, Ceylon and East Africa. In 2644 the Ming succumbed 
to the attacks of the Manchus, a northern tribe who captured 
Peking and founded the present imperial house. 

Until the advent of Europeans, the Chinese were always in 
contact with inferior races. Whether they expanded at the 
expense of weak aboriginal tribes or were conquered by more 
robust invaders, Chinese civilization prevailed and assimilated 
alike the conquered and the conquerors. It is largely to this 
that we must ascribe the national conservatism and contempt 
for foreigners. The spirit of the Chinese polity is self-contained, 
anti-military and anti-sacerdotal. Rank is nominally deter-
mined by merit, as tested by competitive examinations. Society 
is conceived as regulated by mutual obligations, of which the 
duties of parents and children are the most important. The 
emperor is had of the state and the high priest, who sacrifices 
to Heaven on behalf of his people, but be can be deposed, and 
no divine right is inherent in certain families as in Japan and 
Turkey. On the contrary there have been 20 dynasties since 
the Christian era. 

The most conspicuous figure in Chinese literature is Confucius 
(SSI-47s s.c.). Though be laid no claim to originality and 
merely sought to collect and systematize the traditions of 
antiquity, his influence in the Far East has been unbounded, 
and he must be pronounced one of the most powerful advocates 
of peace and humanity that have ever existed. Confucianism 
is an ethical rather than a religious system, and hence was able 
to co-exist, though not on very friendly terms, with Buddhism, 
which reached China about the rat century A.D. and was the 
chief source of Chinese religious ideas, except the older ancestor 
worship. But they are not a religious people, and like many 
Europeans regard the church as a department of the state: 

7. Japan appears to have been formerly inhabited by the 
Ainus, who have traditions of an older but unknown population, 
but was invaded in prehistoric times by a race akin to the 
Koreans, which was possibly mingled with Malay elements 
after occupying the southern part of the islands. Authentic 
history does not begin till about the 6th century A.D., when 
Chinese civilization and Buddhism were introduced. The 
government was originally autocratic, but as early as the 7th 
century the most characteristic feature of Japanese politics—
the power of great families who overshadowed the throne—
makes ita appearance. We hear first of the Fujiwara family, 
and then of the rivalry between the houses of Taira and Mina-
moth. The latter prevailed, and in 1192 established the dual 
system of government under which the emperor or Mikado 
ruled only in name, and the real power was in the hands of a 
hereditary military chief called Shogun. Japan has never been 
invaded in historical times, but an attempt made by Kublai 
Khan to conquer it was successfully repulsed. The chief power 
then passed to the Ashikaga dynasty of Shoguns, who retained 
it for about 200 years and were distinguished for their patronage 
of the arts. The second half of the Web century was a period 
of ferment and anarchy, marked by the arrival of the Portuguese 
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and the rise of some remarkable adventurers, one of whom, 
Hideyoshi, conquered Korea and apparently meditated the 
invasion of China. His plans were interrupted by his death, and 
his successor, leyasu, who shaped the social and political life 
of Japan for nearly soo years (z6o3-1868), definitely decided on a 
policy of seclusion and isolation. All ideas of external conquest 
were abandoned, Christianity was forbidden, and Japan closed 
to foreigners, only the Dutch being allowed a strictly limited 
commerce. In. 1854-1859 the Christian powers, beginning 
with the United States, successfully asserted their right to trade 
with Japan. The influx of new ideas provoked civil war, in 
which the already decadent Shogunate was abolished and the 
authority of the Mikado restored. Recognizing that their only 
chance of competing with Europeans was to fight them with 
their own weapons, the Japanese set themselves deliberately 
to assimilate the material civilization and to some extent 
the institutions of Europe, such as constitutional government 
Their progress and success are without parallel. In 1895 they 
defeated the Chinese and ten years later the Russians. Their 
exceptional status among Asiatic nations has been recognized 
by treaties which, contrary to the general practice in non-
Christian countries, place all foreigners in Japan under Japanese 
law. 

This sudden development of the Japanese is perhaps the 
most important event of the second half of the 19th century, 
since it marks the rise of an Asiatic power capable of competing 
with Europe on equal terms. Their history is so different from 
that of the rest of Asia that it is not surprising if the result is 
different The nation hardly came into existence till China and 
India had passed their prime, and remained secluded and free 
from the continual struggle against barbarian invaders, which 
drained the energies of its neighbours.  It was left untouched 
by Mahommedanism, and for an unprecedentedly long period 
kept Europeans at bay without wasting its strength in hostilities. 
The military spirit was evolved, not in raids and massacres of 
the usual Asiatic type which create little but intense racial 
hatred, but in feuds between families and factions of the same 
race, which restrained ferocity and tended to create a temper 
like that of the feudal chivalry of Europe. On the other hand 
it is noticeable that the Japanese have little which is original 
in the way of religion, literature or philosophy. Unlike the 
Chinese and Indians, they have hitherto not had the smallest 
influence on the intellectual development of Asia, and though 
they have in the past sometimes shown themselves intensely 
nationalist and conservative, they have, compared with India 
and China, so little which is really their own that their assimila-
tion of foreign ideas is explicable. 

8. Korea received its civilization and religion from China, but 
differs in language, and to some extent in customs. An alphabet 
derived from Indian sources is in use as well as Chinese writing. 
The country was at most periods independent though nominally 
tributary to China. In the r6th century the Japanese occupied 
it for a short period, and in 1894 they went to war with China 
on account of her claims to suzerainty. In 1895 Korea was 
declared independent. 

9. India.—The population of India comprises at least three 
strata: firstly, uncivilized aborigines, such as the Kols and 
Santhals, and secondly, the Dravidian (Tamils, Kanarese, &c.), 
who perhaps represent the earliest northern invaders, and appear 
to have attained some degree of culture on their own account. 
The most recent authorities are of opinion that the Kolarians 
and Dravidian' represent a single physical type; but, whatever 
the historical explanation may be, they certainly have different 
languages and show different stages of civilization. In pre-
historic times they were spread over the whole of India, but were 
driven to the centre and south of the peninsula by the third 
stratum of Aryans, and perhaps also by invasions of so-called 
Mongolian races from the north-west. No historical record has 
been preserved of these latter, but they appear to have profoundly 
affected the population of Bengal, which isbelievedto be Mongolo-
Dravidian in composition. The Aryans appear to have been 
settled to the north of the Hindu Kush, and to have migrated  

south-eastwards about 'see n.C. Their original home has been 
a subject of much discussion, but the view now prevalent is that 
they arose in southern Russia or Asia Minor, whence a section 
spread eastwards and divided into two closely related branches—
the Hindus and Iranians. There were probably two successive 
Aryan immigrations, and the tradition of a struggle between 
them :My be preserved in the Malsebhgrata. The life of the 
ancient Aryans, as portrayed in their sacred songs, the Rig Veda, 
was quasi-nomadic and in many ways democratic, but by the 
6th century s.c. settled states bad been formed in the Ganges 
valley. They were absolute monarchies, but the power of the 
king was tempered by the extraordinary influence possessed by 
the hereditary sacerdotal class or Brahmans. The position of 
this class, which has remained till the present day, is connected 
with the institution of caste, a division of the population into 
groups founded partly on racial distinctions. The peaceful 
progress of Brahmanism was hindered by the doctrine of the 
Indian prince Cocaina, called the Buddha, which grew into one 
of the greatest religions of the world. For many centuries the 
culture and development of the Hindus depended mainly On 
the interaction of the old Brahmanieal religion and Buddhism. 
The latter was finally absorbed, and disappeared in India itself, 
but has spread Indian influence over the whole of eastern Asia, 
where it still flourishes. 

In 326 s.c. Alexander invaded the Punjab. The Immediate 
result was small, but the establishment of Perso-Greek kingdoms 
in central Asia had a powerful influence on Indian art and culture. 
It may also have helped to familiarize the Hindu mind with the 
idea of an empire, which appeared among them later than in 
other Asiatic countries. The first empire, called Maurya,reached 
its greatest extent in the time of Aeolis (264-227 s.c.), who ruled 
from Afghanistan to Madras. He was a sedan Buddhist and 
gave the first example of a missionary religion, for by his exertions 
the faith was spread over all India and Ceylon. No Hindu 
empires have lasted long, and the Maurya dominions broke up 
fifty years after his death. 

In the next period (c. r so B.c.-4.D. 300) India Was invaded 
from the north by tribes partly of Parthian and partly of Turki 
(Yue-chi, &c.) origin. Owing to the absence of dated records, 
the chronology of these invasions has not yet been Net beyond 
dispute, but the most important was that of the Kushans, whose 
king Kanishka 'founded a state which comprised northern India 
and Kashmir. They were Buddhists, and it is probable that 
the Mahayana or northern form of Buddhism was due to an 
amalgamation of Gotama's doctrines with the ideas (largely 
Greek and Persian) which they brought with them. Much of 
Sind= has probably the same origin. Another native empire, 
known as Gupta, rose on the ruins of the Kushan kingdom, 
and embraced nearly the whole peninsula, but it broke up 
in the 5th century, partly owing to the attacks of new northern 
invaders, the Huns. The Malaya dynasty maintained Hindu 
civilisation in the 6th century, and from 606 to 646 Harshen 
established a brief but brilliant empire in the north with its 
capital at Kanauj. This epoch is marked by the renaissance of 
Sanskrit literature and the gradual revival of Hinduism at the 
expense of Buddhism. But after Harsha Hindu history is lost 
in a maze of small and transitory states, incapable of resisting 
the ever advancing Mahommedan peril. As early as 71s the 
Arabs conquered Sind, and by the end of the nth century the 
whole of northern India was in Moslem bands. Two periods may 
be distinguished, namely the Turki (zoo-r526) and the Mogul 
empire. The former comprised several dynasties of mixed Turki 
and Iranian race, but was wanting in coherency. In the neigh-
bourhood of the Moslem capitals, Islam spread rapidly, but in 
such districts as Rajputana and specially Vijayanagar (Mysore) 
Hindu civilization and religion maintained themselves. 

In 1516 the Moguls descended on India from Teansoziana and 
seized the throne of Delhi. They never subjugated the south, 
but the empire which they founded in the north was for about 
two centuries, under such rulers as Akber and Shah khan, one 
of the most brilliant which Asia has seen. After 1707 it began 
to dedine: the governors became independent: a powerful 
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Mahratta confederacy arose in central India; Nadir Shah of 
fersia sacked Delhi; and Ahmed Shah made repeated invasions. 
A still more formidable danger, the power of the French and 
English, continued to increase. Amidst such confusion the 
authority of the Mogul empire rapidly disappeared, but it lasted 
as a name till the Mutiny (thy). 

Indian history until Mabommedan times Is marked by the 
unusual prominence of religious Ideas, and is a record of in-
tellectualdevelopment rather than of political events. Whatever 
national unity the Hindu peoples possessed came from the 
pefsistent and penetrating influence of the Brahman caste. 
King held a secondary position, and were generally regarded 
as adventitious tyrants, rather, than as the heads and repre-
sentatives of the nation. Even the great dynasties have left 
few traces, and it is with difficulty that the patient historian 
disinters the minor kingdoms from obscurity, but Indian religion, 
literature and art have influenced all Asia from Penis to Japan. 

to Patio.—The Persians, with whom are often coupled the 
Medes, appear to be pure Aryans in origin, and the earliest form 
of their language and religion offers remarkable analogies to the 
Vedas. It is reasonable to suppose that their ancestors and than 
of the Hindus at one time formed a single tribe somewhere in 
central Asia. The religion was remodelled by Zoroaster, who 
seems to be a historical character and to have lived about the 
7th century a.c. About the same time they shook of the 
domination of Assyria. From the 6th century onwards their 
empire, then known as Median, began to expand at the expense 
of the surrounding states. They destroyed Nineveh in alliance 
with the Babylonians, and half a century later Cyrus took 
Babylon and founded the great dynasty of the Achaemenidae. 
The substitution of the Persian for the Median pOwer, which 
took place with the advent of Cyrus, seems to indicate merely 
the pre-eminence of a particular tribe and not conquest by 
another race. The power of the Achaemenidae, when at its 
maximum, extended from the Oxus and Indus in the east to 
Thrace in the west and Egypt in the south, but fell before Greece, 
after lasting for rather more than no years. Darius and Xerxes 
were repulsed_ in their efforts to subjugate the Greek Peninsula, 
and Alexander the Great conquered their successor Darius III. 
in 329. But the greater part of the empire continued to exist 
under new masters, the Seleucids, as a Hellenistic power which 
was of great importance for the dissemination of Greek culture 
in the East. Bactria soon became independent under an Indo-
Greek dynasty, and the blending of Greek, Persian, central 
Asiatic and Hindu influences had an important effect on- the art 
and religion of India. and through India on all eastern Asia. 
About the same period (25o B.C.-A.D. 127) the Parthian empire 
arose under the Arsacids in Khorasan and the adjacent districts. 
The Parthians appear to have been a Turanian tribe who had 
adopted many Persian customs. They successfully withstood 
the Romans, and at one time their power extended from India 
to Syria. They succumbed to the Persian dynasty of the 
Sassanids, who ruled successfully for about four centuries, 
established the Zoroastrian faith as their state religion, and 
maintained a creditable conflict with the East Roman empire. 
But in the 7th century they were defeated by Haman, and 
shortly afterwards were annihilated before the first impetus of 
the Mahommalan conquest, which established Islam in Persia 
and the neighbouring lands, sweeping away old civilisations 
and boundaries. During the greater part of the hiabommedan 
period Persia has been ruled by troubled and short-lived 
dynasties. It attained a certain. dignity and unity under 
Abbas Shah (1585-16210, but in later times was distracted and 
disorganized by Afghan invasions. The present dynasty, which 
is of Turkoman origin, dates from r789. 

The achievements of the Persians in art, literature and 
religion are by no means contemptible; but somewhat mixed and 
cosmopolitan. Owing to its pokier, the Persian state, when it 
from time to time became a conquering empire, overlapped Asia 
Minor, Babylon and India, and hence acted as an intermediary 
for transmitting art and ideas, sending for instance Greek 
sculpture to India and the cult of Mithra tp molten Europe. It  

Is perhaps on account of this intermediate savour that thh 
literature of Persia—for instance the adaptations of Omar 
Khayyam—is more appreciated in Europe than that of other 
Oriental nations. On the other band, the wars between Persia 
and Greece were recognised both at the time and afterwards 
as a struggle between Europe and Asia; the fact that both 
combatants were Aryans was not felt, and has no importance 
compared to the difference of continent. 

r. less.—The Israelites appear to have been originally a 
nomadic tribe akin to the Arabs, whom they resemble in their 
want of political instinct and in their extraordinary religious 
genius. Among many remarkable qualities they have been 
distinguished from the earliest times by a species of commen-
salism, or power of living among other nations without becoming 
either socially merged or politically distinct. Their traditional 
history represents them as migrating to the borders of Egypt 
and living there for some centuries. After the exodus, which 
perhaps tool place about r3oo s.c., they moved northwards 
again and founded a state of modest dimensions, which attained 
a short-lived unity under Solomon, but succumbed to internal 
dissension and to the attacks of Assyria and Babylon. Shal-
Manna destroyed the northern kingdom or Israel in 720, and 
following the practice of the times deported the majority of the 
population, whose tract became lost to history. There is no 
reason why their descendants should not be found to-day in 
various tribes, but the physical type commonly called Jewish is 
characteristic not so much of Israel as of western Asia generally. 
In slia Nebuchadresrar carried of the Jews in captivity, but 
after the Persian conquest of Babylonia they were Allowed to 
return to Palestine In $38. Their institutions and ideas were 
probably considerably modified during this period. Babylon 
long continued to be a Jewish centre whence the Jews radiated 
to other countries. The restored state of Jerusalem lived for 
about six centuries in partial independence under Persian, 
Egyptian, Syrian and Roman rule, often showing an aggressively 
heroic attachment to Its national customs, which brought it into 
collision with its nzerains, until the temple was destroyed by 
Titus is A.D. 70, and the country laid waste in the succeeding 
years. But long befbre this period the Jews of the Dispersioll 
had become as important as the inhabitants of Palestine. Front 
choice or compulsion large numbers settled in Egypt in the time 
of the Ptolemies, and added an appreciable element to Alex-
andrine culture, while gradual voluntary emigration established 
Jewish communities in Syria, Asia Minor, Greece and Italy, who 
facilitated the first spread of Christianity. In spite of chronic 
unpopularity and recurring persecutions they have spread over 
nearly all Europe. At the end of the IA century they were 
expelled from Spain and many of the exiles moved eastwards. 
At present the largest numbers are to be found in the eastern 
parts of Europe. It is remarkable that though the Jews live in 
relative peace with Asiatics, the great majority of them prefer 
Europe as a residence. 

12. Arab. The Arabs have hardly any history before the 
rise of Islam, although their name is mentioned by surrounding 
nation from the 9th century s.c. onwards. They appear to 
have had few states or kings, but rather tribes and chiefs. Their 
relationship to the Babylonians and Jews is indicated by linguistic 
and ethnological data. The language and writing of the Semites 
who, at an unknown period, settled in what is now Abyssinia, 
show affinities with those of South Arabia, and these Semites 
may have been immigrants into Africa from that region. It is 
plain iron early Moslem literature that Persian, Christian and 
especially Jewish ideas had penetrated into Arabia. 

With the rise of kfahommedanism occurred a sudden effer-
vescence of the Arabs, who during some centuries threatened to 
impose not only their political authority but their civilization 
and new religion on the whole known world. They successfully 
invaded India and central Asia in the east, Spain and Morocco 
in the west. The Caliphate under the Omayyads of Damascus, 
and then the Abbasid' of Bagdad, became the principal power in 
the nearer East. It had not, however, a sufficiently coherent 
organisation for permanence; parts of it became independent, 
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others were first protected and then absorbed by the Turks. 
The Arab rule in Spain, which once threatened to overwhelm 
Europe and was turned back near Tours by Charles Martel, was 
distinguished by its tolerance and civilization, and lingered on 
till the isth century. 

The collapse of the political power of the Arabs was singularly 
complete. The Caliphate, though Arabian, was always geo-
graphically outside Arabia, and on its fall Arabia remained u 
it was before Islam, isolated and inaccessible. It is still one of 
the least known parts of the globe, and has hardly any political 
link with the outside, for the Arabs of northern Africa form 
separate states. But in spite of this total political collapse, 
Arabic religion and literature are still one of the greatest forces 
working in the western half of Asia, in northern Africa and to 
some extent in eastern Europe. 

13. Ceylon, though geographically an annex of India, has not 
followed its fortunes historically. According to tradition it was 
invaded by an Aryan-speaking colony from the valley of the 
Ganges in the 6th century 3.c. It received Buddhism from 
north India in the time of Asoka, and has had considerable 
Importance as a centre of religious culture which has influenced 
Burma and Siam. Its medieval history consists of struggles 
between the native sovereigns and Tamil invaders. A powerful 
native dynasty reigned in the rah century, but in 1408 the 
Wand was attacked by Chinese, and from isos onwards it was 
distracted by the attacks and squabbles of Europeans. It was 
partially subjugated, first by the Portuguese and then by the 
Dutch. In r796  the Dutch were expelled by the English. 

14. frak-Cairse.—This is as appropriate DAM for Burma, 
Siam, Cambodia, Annam, &e., for both in position and in civilisa-
tion they lie between India and China. Indian influence is 
predominant as far as Cambodia (though with a Chinese tinge), 
Indian alphabets being employed and the Buddhism being of 
the Sinhalese type, but in Annam and Tongking the Chinese 
script and many Chinese institutions are in use. The population 
belongs to various races, and also comprises little-known wild 
tribes. (1.) Languages of the group known as Man•Annam are 
spoken In Annam and in Pegu, an ancient kingdom originally 
distinct from Burma though now confounded with it. This 
distribution seems to indicate that they once, spread over the 
whole region, and were divided by the !stir advance of the 
Siamese and others. Until Annam was taken by the French, 
its history consisted of a struggle with the Chinese, who alter-
nately asserted and lost their sovereignty. The Mums= are, 
however, a distinct race. 'Cochin China was once the seat of a 
kingdom called Champs, which appears to have had a binduised 
Malay civilization and to Have been subsequently absorbed by 
Annam. (ii.) The Burmese are linguistically allied to the 
Tibetans, and probably entered Burma from the north-west. 
The early history consists largely of conflicts between the 
Burmese and Talaings. The kingdom which was annexed by 
Britain in r88s was founded about 17so by Alompra, who 
united his countrymen and broke the power of the Talaings. 
He also invaded Siam. (iii.) The Khmers or Cambodians, 
whose languages appear to belong to the Men-Annam group, 
form a relatively ancient kingdom, much reduced in the last few 
centuries by the advance of the Siamese and now a French 
protectorate. Remarkable ruins dating from perhaps A.D. Boo 
to moo attest tine former prevalence of strong Hindu influence.' 

1(iv.) The Siamese or Thal, who speak a moaosyllabic language 
of the Chinese type, but written in an Indian alphabet, represent 
a late invasion from southern China, whence they descended 
about the rsth century. 

is. Malays.—This widely-scattered race has no political 
union and its distribution Is a puzzle for ethnography. At 
present it occupies the extremity of the Malay Peninsula, Java, 
Sumatra, Borneo, the Philippines and other islands of the 
Malay Archipelago as well as Madagascar, while the inhabitants 
of most islands in the South Seas, including New Zealand and 
Hawaii, speak languages which if not Malay have at least under-
gone a strong Malay influence. It would seem from this dis-
tribution that the Malays are not continental, but a seafaring  

race with exceptional pewees of dispersal rwho have spread over 
the ocean from some island centre—perhaps Java. The latest 
theory, however, is that there is a meat linguistic group (which 
may or may not prove to correspond to an ethnic unity) com-
prising the Mundt, hiOnkhmer, Malay, Polynesian and Micro-
nesian languages, and that the stream of immigration which 
distributed them started from the extreme west. Three periods 
can be traced in the history of the Asiatic Malays. In the first 
(in which such tribes as the Dyaka have remained) they were 
semi-barbarous. In the second, Hindu civilisation reached the 
Malay Peninsula, Java, Sumatra and other islands. The 
presence of Hindu ruins, as well as of numerous Indian words 
and customs, testifies to the strength of this influence. It was, 
however, superseded by Islam, which spread to the Malay 
Archipelago and Peninsula before the 16th century. At the 
present time the Arabic alphabet is used on the mainland, but 
Indian alphabets in Java, Sumatra, &c. . 

r6. Tibek—This remote and mountainous country has a 
peculiar civilisation. It has entirely escaped Islam, and though 
it is a nominal vassal of China, direct Chinese influence has not 
been strong. The recast striking feature is the religion, a corrupt 
form of late Indian Buddhism, known as Lamaism, which, 
largely in consequence of the favour shown by Jenghis Khan 
and his successors, has attained temporal power and developed 
into an ecclesiastical state curiously like the pipacy. 

as. Mongols.—Such civilization as the Mongols possess is a 
mixture of Chinese and Indian, the latter derived chiefly through 
Tibet, but their alphabet is a curious instance of transplantation. 
It is an adaptation of the Syriac writing introduced by the 
early Nestorian missionaries. 

e8. Almost' all Asiatic countries have a literature, but it is 
often not indigenous and consists of foreign works, chiefly 
religious, reed either in translations or the original. 
Thus with the exception of a tittle folklore the literature 
of Indo-China, Tibet, Mongolia, Korea and Manchuria 
is mainly Indian or Chinese. The chief original 
literatures are Chinese, Sanskrit, Pali, Arabic and Persian. The 
Japanese have produced few books of importance, and their 
compositions are chiefly, remarkable as being lighter and more 
secular than is usual in Asia, but the older Chinese works take 
high rank both for their merits and the effect they have bad. 
The extensive Sanskrit literature, which has reached in transla-
tions China, Japan and Java, is chiefly theological and poetical, 
history being coaspicuously absent. India has also a considerable 
medieval and modem literature in various languages. Pali, 
though only a form of Hindu literature, has a separate history, 
for it died in India and was preserved in Ceylon, whence it was 
imported to Burma and Siam as the language of religion. The 
Pall versions of Buddha's discourses are among the most remark-
able products of Asia. The literatures of all Moslem peoples are 
largely inspired by Arabic, which has produced a voluminous 
collection of works In prose and poetry. Persian, after being 
itself transfomted•by Arabic, has in its turn largely influenced 
all west Asiatic Moslem literature from Hindustani to Turkish. 

If one excepts the Old Testament, which is a product of the 
extreme west of Asia, it is remarkable bow small has been the 
influence of Asiatic literature on Europe. Though Greek and 
Slavonic almost ceased to be written languages under Turkish 
rule, Europeans showed no disposition to replace, them by 
Ottoman or Arabic literature. 

Without counting subdivisions, there would seem to be Are, 
main schools of art in Asia at present—Chitese, Indian and 
Moslem. The first contains many original elements. 'It is 
feeblest in architecture and strongest in the branches demanding 
skill and care in a limited compass, such as painting, porcelain 
and enamel. It is the main inspiration of Japanese art, which, 
however, shwa great originality in its treatment of borrowed 
themes. Both China and Japan have felt through Buddhism 
the influence of Indian art, which contains at least two elements--
one Indigenous and the other Greco-Persian. Unlike Chinese art 
it hu a genius for architecture and sculpture rather than painting. 
Mithommedan art is also largely architectural and hat effected 
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needy all Moslem countries. Except that the use of Arable 
inscriptions h one of its principal methods of decoration, it owes 
little to Arabia and much to Byzantium. The Persian variety 
of this art is more ornate, and less averse to representations of 
living beings. Both Moslem and Chinese art are closely connected 
with calligraphy, but Hindus rarely use writing for ornament. 

In both art and literature modern Asia is inferior to the past 
more conspicuously than Europe. 

As for science, astronomy was cultivated by the Babylonians 
at an early period, and it is probably from them that a knowledge 
of the heavenly bodies and their movements spread over Asia. 
Grammar and prosody were studied in India with a marvellous 
accuracy and minuteness several centuries before Christ. Mathe-
maths were cultivated by the Chinese, Indians and Arabs, but 
nearly all the sciences based on the observation of nature, 
including medicine, have remained in a very backward condition. 
Muck the same, however, might have been said of Europe until 
two centuries ago, and the scientific knowledge of the Arabs under 
the earlier Caliphates was equal or superior to that of say of 
their contemporaries. Histories and accounts of travels have 
been composed both In Arabic and Chinese. 

re. It is only natural that Europeshould have chiefly felt the 
influence of western Asia. Though Europeans may be indebted 
mamas. to China for some mechanical inventions, she was 
atasal too distant to produce much direct effect, and the 
as saw Influence of India has been mainly directed towards 
em- eas. the East. The resemblances between primitive 

Christianity and Buddhism appear to be coincidences, 
and though both early Greek philosophy and later Alexandrine 
ideas suggest Indian affinities, there is no clear connexion each 
as there is between certain aspects of Chinese thought and India. 

Any general statement as to the debt owed by early European 
civilizations to western Asia would at present be premature, for 
though important discoveries have been made in Crete and 
Babylonia the best authorities are chary of positive conclusions 
as to the relations of Cretan civilizatioa to Egypt and Babylonia. 
Egyptian influence within the Aegean area seems certain, and 
the theory that Greek writing and systems for reckoning time are 
Babylonian in origin has not been disproved, though the history 
of the alphabet is more complex than was supposed. 

In historic times Asia has attempted to assert her influence over 
Europe by *series of invasions, most of which have been repulsed. 
Such were the Persian wars of Greece, and perhaps one may 
add Hannlihrs .  invasion of Italy, If the Carthaginians were 
Phoenicians transplanted to Africa. The Roman empire kept 
back the Persians and Parthians, but could not prevent a series 
ofincursions by Avers, Huns, Bulgarians, and later by Mongols 
and Turks. Islam has twice obtained a footing in Europe, under 
the Arabs in Spain and under the Turks at Constantinople. 
The earlier Asiatic invasions were conducted by armies operating 
at a distance from their bases, and had little,  result, for the 
soldiery retired after a time (like Alexander from India), or more 
rarely (e4. the Bulgarians) settled down witboutkeeping up any 
connexion with Asia. The Turks, and to some extent the Arabs 
In Spain, were successful because they first conquered the parts 
of Asia and Africa adjoining Europe, so that the final Invaders 
were in touch with Asiatic settlements. Though the Turks have 
profoundly affected the whole of eastern Europe, the result of 
their conquests has been not so much to plant Asiatic culture in 
Europe as to arrest development entirely, the countries under 
their rule remaining in much the same condition as under the 
moribund Byzantine empire. 

In general, Europe has in historic times shown itself decidedly 
hostile to Asiatic institutions and modes of thought. It is only 
of recent years that the writings of Schopenhaum and the 
researches of many distinguished orientalists have awakened 
some interest in Asiatic philosophy. 

The influence of Asia on Africa has been considerable, and 
until the middle of the toll century greater than that of Europe. 
Some authorities hold that Egyptian civilization came from 
Babylonia, and that the so-called Hamitic languages are older 
and less specialized members of the Semitic family. The con- 

maxims betweat Carthage and Phoenicia Is more certain, and the 
ancient Abyssinian kingdom was founded by Semites from 
south Arabia. The traditions of the Somalis derive them from 
the same region. The theory that the ruins lu htaehonalsnd 
were built by immigrants from south Arabia is now discredited, 
but there was certainly a continuous stream of Arab migration 
to East Africa which probably began in pre-Moslem times and 
founded a metes of cities on the coast. The whole of the north 
of Africa from Egypt to Morocco has been mahommedanised, 
and Mahommedan influence is general and fairly strong hem 
Timbuktu to Lake Chad and Wadal. South of the equator, 
Arab siave-desiers penetrated front Zanzibar to the great lakes 
and the Congo daring the second and third quarters of the trith 
century, but their power, though formidable, has disappeated 
without leaving any permanent traces. 

The relation to Asia of the pre-European civilisations of 
America is another of theme questions which admit of no definite 
answer at present, though many facts support the theory that 
the semi-civilized inhabitants of Mexico and Central America 
crossed from Asia, by Bering Straits and descended the west 
toast Some authorities hold that Peruvian civilisation had no 
come/ion with the north and mean entirely indigenous product, 
but Socha' b in structure not unlike the agglutinative languages 
of centraland northern Asia. 

so. European influence on Asir has been specially strong 
at two epochs, firstly after the conquests of Alexander the 
Greet, and secondly from the z6th century onwards. 
Alexander's conquests resulted in the foundation of Zia"' 
Peiso-Greek kingdoms in Asia,. which not only ham- 
hied their own area but influenced the art and religion 
of India and to some extent of China. Then follows a long 
period in which eastern Europe was mainly occupied in combating 
Asiatic invasions, and had little opportunity of Europeanising 
the East. Somewhat later the Crusades kept up communication 
with the Levant, and established there the power of the Roman 
Church, somewhat to the detriment of oriental Christianity, 
but intercourse with farther Asia was limited to the voyages 
of a few travellers. Looking at eastern Europe and western 
Asia only; one must say that Asiatic influences have on the 
whole prevailed hitherto (though perhaps the tide is turning), 
for Islam Is paramount in this region and European culture at 
a low ebb. But the case is quite different if one looks at the 
two continents as a whole, for improvement in means of com-
munication has brought about strange vicissitudes, and western 
Europe has asserted her power in middle and eastern Asia. 

In the 16th century a new are began with the discovery by 
the Portuguese of the route to India round the Cape, and the 
naval powers of Europe started one after another on careers of 
oriental conquest The movement was maritime and affected 
the nations in the extreme west of Europe rather than those 
nearer Asia, who *ere under the Turkish yoke. Also the parts 
of Asia affected were chiefly India and the extreme East. The 
countries west of India, being less exposed to naval invasion, 
remained comparatively untouched. It will thus be seen that 
European (excluding Russian) power In Asia is based almost 
entirely OD improved navigation. There was no attempt to 
overwhelm whole empires by pouring into them masses of 
troops, but noontime was combined with territorial acquisition, 
and a continuity of European interest secured by the presence 
of merchants and settlers. The course of oriental conquest 
followed the events of European politics, and the possessions of 
European powers in the East generally changed hands accord-
ing to the fortunes of their masters at home. Portugal was 
first on the scene, and in the 16th century established a consider-
able littoral empire on the coasts of East Africa, India and China, 
fragments of which still remain, especially Goa, when Portuguese 
influence on the natives was considerable. Before the century 
was out the Dutch appeared as the successful rivals of the 
Portuguese, but the real struggle for supremacy in southern 
Asia took place between Prance and England about t74o-1783. 
Both entered India as commercial companies, but the dis-
organised condition of the Mogul empire necessitated the use 
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of military forte to protect theft; interests, and allured them to 
'conquest. The companies gradually undertook the financial 
control of the districts where they traded and were recognized 
by the natives as political powers. The ultimate victory of 
England seems due less to any particular aptitude for dealing 
with oriental problems than to a better command of the seas 
and to considerations of European politics. At the end of the 
Napoleonic wars Portugal had Macao and Goa, Holland Java, 
Sumatra and other islands, France some odds and ends in India, 
while England emerged with Hong Kong, Singapore, Ceylon 
and a free hand in India. Guided by such administrators as 
Warren Hastings, the East India Company had assumed more 
and more definitely the functions of government for a great 
part of India. In aloe its exclusive trading rights were taken 
away by Parliament, but its administrative status was thus 
made clearer, and when after the mutiny of din it was desir-
able to define British authority in India there seemed nothing 
unnatural in declaring it to be a possession of the crown. 

Another category of European possessions in Asia comprises 
those acquired towards the end of the 59th century, such as 
Indo-China (France), Burma and Wei-Hai-Wei (Britain), and 
Eiao-Chow (Germany). Whereas the earlier conquests were 
mostly the results of large half-conscious national movements 
working out their destinies in the East, these later ones were 
annexations deliberately planned by European cabinets. It 
seemed to be assumed that Asia was to be divided among the 
powers of Europe, and each was anxious to get its share or 
chore. 

The advance of Russia in Asia Is endray different from that 
of the other powers, since it has taken place by land and not 
by sea. Though the geographical extent of Russian territory 
and influence is enormous, she has aways moved along the line 
of least resistance. She is a moderately strong empire lying to 
the north of the great Moslem states, and having for neiglsboom 
a series of very weak principalities or semi-civilised tribes. 
The conquest of Siberia and central Asia presented no real 
difficulties: Persia and Constantinople were left on one side, 
and Russia was defeated as soon as she was opposed by a vigorous 
power in the Far East. As the Russian possessions in Asia are 
continuous with European Russia, it is only natural that they 
should have been rusaified far more thoroughly than the British 
possessions have been anglicised. 

There has been great difference of opinion as to the extent 
to which Alexander's conquests influenced Asia, and it is equally 
hard to say what is the effect now being produced by Europe. 
Clearly such alterations as the construction of railways in 
nearly all parts of the continent, and the establishment of 
peace over formerly disturbed areas like India, are of enormous 
importance, and must change the life of the people. But the 
mental constitution of -Asiatics is less easily modified than their 
institutions, and even japan has assimilated Eiropeas methods 
rather than European ideas. 	 (C. EL.) 

Autimattlita.—.The modern bibliography of Asia, Including the 
works of travellers and explorers since 1880, is voluminous. It is 
impossible to refer to all that has been written In the Survey Reports 
and Gazetteers of the government of India, or in the records of the 
Royal Asiatic Society, or the Asiatic Society, Bengal; but amongst 
the more important popular works are the following:— Richthaen, 

China. Japan, and Korea," vol. iv. lour. R.G.S„ China (Berlin, 
1877); Regel, " Upper Oxus," vol. I. Proc. R.G.S., x879; Dr 
Deihl., Afghanistan and the Afghan (London, 2879); Nicolas 
Prjevalski, " Ex locations in Asia.' see vols. i., ix. sadxL of the 
Proc. 	t 	1889; W. Blunt, A Visit to Jebel Shammar." 
vol ii. Proc. . R.G.S..S, 188o• Captain W Gill, The River of Golden 
Said (London [880): Sir 'R. Temple, "Cadral Plateau of Asia

,  
' 

vol. iv. Proc. R.G.S 1882; Baker, " A Journey of Exploration in 
Western Ssu-Cheari: 6  vol. I. Suppiementary Papers R.G.S„ 1882- 
1SigkSir C. Wilson, " Notes al Physical and  Historical GsOdraPhy 
of Asia Minor" vol. vi. Proc. R.G.S., 188t; General J. T. Wair. 
" Asiatic Explorers of the Indian Survey, vol. viii, Proc. R.G.S., 
1885; Samuel Beal. Buddhist Records of the Western World (Boston, 
2885); Charles Doughty, Travels is Northam Arabia (Cambridge, 
1886): T/00818 ill Anoka Deserts (Cambridge, 1888)' Venukaf, 

Exploration vol. viii. Proc. G.R.S., 1886; Ney Elias, " Ex. 
plorations in Central Asia," see vols. viii. and ix. p.m. R.c.s., 1886- 
2887; Arthur Carey. " Explorations in Turkestan," see vol. ix. 

Pena 	 Hoary Lawidell, TirearS Cahn) Asia (Leodaa. 
18117): Archibald Coiquhoun, Ropers on Railway Commis* Mines 
Burma aid Cities (London, 1887); Major C. Fate, Northern 
eghaxistan (Edinburgh, 1888); Captain F. Younghusband, The 
Heafg of a anlainent (London, 1893); A Journey through Massekaria. 
dec. (Lalsore, 1888); also see vol. x. Free. R.G.S., and vol. V. Jour. 

Dutreull de Rhine, L'Asie Cottrak (Paris, 1889): Pierre 
Bonvalot, Through the Heart of Asia, trans. Pitman (London, 18): 
From Paris to Tinkle, trans. Pitman (London, 1891) ;,Robocovsk

.
i, 

translation from Russian Invalids, October 1889. vol. ill. Proc. 
R.G.S.;" Central Asia," vol. viii, lour. R.G.S., 1896; Colonel Mark 
Bell, Trade Routes of Asia," vol. xii. Proc. R.G.S.. 189o; W. W. 
RockhilL " An American in Tibet," Coati., Magasine November 
169o; The'  and of the Lamas (London, 1892); Theodore Bent, 
" Hadnunut," vol. iv. Jeer. R.G.S., 11194,• " Southern Arabia." 
vol. vi. R.G.S., 1896; " Bahrein islands," vol. xli. Proc. 
R.G.S., th9o; Gromenki, " Explorations in Keen Lun," vol. Ird. 
Proc. R.G.S., t89o; Lydekker, " The Geology of the Kashmir Valley 
and Chamba Territories, vols. xdi. and xiv. Geological Starry of 
India; Max Mailer, The Sacred Books of the East (Wont tft0- 
1894); Elisio Reclus, The Earth sad its lehabitaxts (series, 5890): 
G. W. Lamer, Dardistes; H. F. Blanford, Einnerstary Gewarey 
of India, Burma, and Ctryien (London, 1894; Guide to the Climate 
and Weather of halo (London, 1889); Lord Dunmore. The Pamirs 
(London, *892); A. Tissandier, Voyage as tour du monde (Paris, 
1892); Lord Curzon, Persia and the Persian Question (London. 
1892) ; R114110 aid the Anglo-Russian Question (Laden, 1889); 
Problems of the Far East (London. 1890; Captain Hamilton Bower, 
Diary of a Journey across Tibet (Calcutta, 18,2); tirechenyi. Die 
wissenschaftlichen Ergrbnisse der Reise des Gra en Sainhenyi 
181 01/40."1 (Wien., '893); R. D. Oldham. " volutions of India. 
Geology," vol. M. Jour. R.G.S., 1894; Baron TA, " Siberia," 
vol. iii. Jour. R.G.S., 1894; Delmar Morgan, " The Mountain 
Systems of Central Asia," Scottish Geological Maga:Ass, No. to. of. 
2892 ; Sir Frederick Goldsmid, " Persian Geography." vol. vi. Jour. 
R. .S., 1895; Warrington Smyth, " Siam," vol. vi. Aar. R.G.S., 
2 " Siamese East Coast," vol xi. Jour. 1898; Pri,rce Kropotkin, 
" Siberian Railway," vol. v. R.G.S. Jour., 1895; U. R. Laerreaah 
The Vale of Kashmir (Oxford, I139f); Captain Vaughan, " Penis, 

viii. Jour. R.C.S., 1806; Prince II. d'Orlean,, " Yunan to 
India," vol. vii. Jour. 1896; " Tonkin to faiifu," vol. viii. 
tofu. R.G.S., 1826; Sir T. Holdicb, " Ancient and Medieval 
Makrin," vol. vu. lour. R.G.S. 1896,• The ladies Bordertaxi 
(London, 2901); India (Oxford, Igoe); Colonel Woodthorpe. 

Shin States," vol. vii. Jour. R.G.S., 1896; Report of Si. Pamir 
&seder, Commission (Calcutta, sat*); St. George Littledale. 
" Journey Across the Pamirs from North to South,' vol. 6L Jesv. 
R.G.S. 2894, and vol. vii. Asir. 1896; Sir G. Robert:we. 
The Kafir+ of the Hixdu Ruch (London, 1896); Captain Stile, 

Persian Gulf Trading Centres," vols. viii., ix. and x. Jour. R-C.., 
t1197; Ney.Elias and Ross, A History of the Hoghtsts of Central Asia, 
frost the Terskh-i-Raslisdi of Mimi/oda. (London, 1898); Grenard, 
.Mission scitelifigue ran la Haute Asia (Paris. 1898); Dr Sven Medi', 
Through Astir (London, 098): Central Asia and Tile! (2903); Geo-
graphic des Floehlandes ton PQM& (Berlin, '894); Captain M. S. 
'Wellby, " Through Tibet," R.G.S. Jour., September [898; Captain 
P. M. Sykes, " Persian Explorations," vol. x. Jar. R.G.S., 1898; 
Ten Thousand Miles in Persia (2902); Kronshin, ' Old Beds of the 
Oxus," Jour. R.e.s., September 2898; Sir W. Hunter. History of 
British India, vol. i. (London, 1898); Captain H. Deasy." W ■wern 
Tibet," vol. be. lour. R.G.S.; Is Tibet act Chinese Turketax 
(London, 1991); A. Little, The Far Ron (Oxford. 5905); Captain 
,Bawling, The Great Plateau (London, 1905); Journal of the Royal 
Gime. Society. vole. :v. to env. (29o0-29o5 j; Colonel A. Durand. 
The Making of a Frontier (London, 2899); R. Cobbold, Innermost 
Asia (London, 1900). (T. H. H.•) 

ASIA, In a restricted sense,' the name of the first Roman 
province east Of the Aegean, formed Ogg B.C.) out of the kingdom 
left to the Romans by the will of Attains III. Philometor, king 
of Pergamum. It included Mysia, Lydia, Carla and Phrygia, 
and therefore, of course, Aeolis, Ionia and the Troad. In 84 
on the close of the Mithradatic War, Stills reorganised the 
province, fonnink co regittees for fiscal purposes, and it was 
later divided into oormenkss. From So to so a.e the upper 
Maeander valley and all Phrygia, except the extreme north, 
were detached and added to Cilia'. In ar s.c. Asia was made 
a senatorial province under a pro-consul. As the wealthiest 
of Roman provinces it bad most to gain by the per Retaese, and 
therefore welcomed the empire, and established and maintained 
the most devout cult of Augustus by means of the organization 
known as the Heinen or Commune, a representative council, 
meeting in the various asefrepeleit In this cult the emperor 
came to be associated with the common worship of the Ephesian 
Artemis. By the reorganisation, of Diocletian, sm. 297, Asia 
was broken up into several small provinces, and one of these. 
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of Which the Capital' was RAMO, retained the tame Of the 
original province (see AstA Minot). 

ASIA MINOR, the general geographical name for the peninsula, 
forming part of the empire of Turkey, on the mange west 
of the continent of Asia, bounded on the N. by the Black Sea, 
on the W. by the Aegean, and on the S. by the Mediterranean, 
and at its N.W. extremity only parted from Europe by the 
narrow straits of the Bosporus and Danlanelles. On the east, 
no natural boundary separates it from the Armenian plateau; 
but, for descriptive purposes, it will suffice to take a line drawn 
from the southern extremity of the Giaour Dagh, mg of the 
Gulf of Alexandretta along the set of that chain, then along 
that of the eastern Taurus to the Euphrates near Malaria, then 
up the river, keeping to the western arm till Erzincan is reached, 
and finally bending north to the Black Sea along the course of 
the Churuk Su, which flows out west of Saturn. This makes the 
Euphrates the main eastern limit, with radii to the north-east 
angle of the Levant and the south-east angle of the Black Sea, 
and roughly agrees with the popular conception of Asia Mince 
as a geographical region. But it must be remembered that this 
term was not used by chalice) geographers (it is first found In 
°rosins ta the 5th century 'A.D.), and is not in local or official 
use now. It probably arose In the first instance from a vague 
popular distinction between the continent itself and the Roman 
province of " Asia " (en.), which at one time included most of 
the peniraula west of the central salt desert (Axylon). The name 
Amielia, in the form Anadol, is used by natives for the western 
part of the peninsula (cis Halyrn) and not as including ancient 
Cappadocia and Pontus. Before the reconstitution of the pro-
vinces at sitar& it was the official title of the principal eyalel 
of Asia Minor, and was also used more generally to include all 
tht peninsular provinces over which the beylerbey of Anadoli, 
whose seat was at Kutalah, bad the same paramount military 
jurisdiction which the beylerbey of " RUmill enjoyed In the 
peninsular provinces of Europe. The term "'Anatolia" appears 
first in the work of Constantine Porphyrogenitus (rah century). 

The greatest length or Asia Minor, as malady understood, is 
along its north edge, Tao mAlong the south it is about 650 tn. 
The greatest breadth to 420 m. from C. ICeremb6 to C. Anamur; 
but at the waist of the peninsula, between the head of the Gulf of 
Alexandretta and the southernmost bight of the Black Sea (at 
Ordu), it is not quite 300 m The greater portion of Asia kfmer 
consists of a plateau tieing gtadtudliw from east to west, xpo ft. to 
45001 ft.; east of the Kizil Irmak ((Halys), re ,. the ground nses more 
eharply to the highlands of Armenia g.e. On the south the plateau 
Is buttressed by the Taurus ranie,_w 	stretches in a broken 
irregular line from the 	n to the Persian frontier. On the north 
the plateau is sit 	by a range of varying altitude, which 
follows the southern coast of the Black Sea and has no distinctive 
name. On the west the edge of the plateau is broken by broad 
Wiley", and the deeply indented coast-line throws out long rocky 
promontories towards Europe. On the north, excepting the deltas , 

formed by the Kizil and Yestul frmaks, there are no considerable, 
coast plains, no good harbours except Sinope and Vona, and no 
islands On the west there are narrow coast plains of limited extent, 
deep gulfs, which offer facilities for trade and commerce, and a 
frifte of protecting islands. On the south are the isolated plains 
of Pamphylla and Vida. the almost land-locked harbours of !War- 
marice, Makri and Kekova, the broad bay of Adalia, the deepxated 
gulf of Alexandretta (Iskenderun), and the islands of Rhodes with 
dependencies, Castelorizo and Cyprus. 

meentaies.—The Taurus range, perhaps the most important 
feature in Asia Minor, runs the whole 	of the peremsula on the 
south, springing east of Euphrates in the 	eno-Kurdish highlands, 
and being prolonged into the .  Aegean Sea by rocky promontories 
and islands. It attains in Lycia an altitude of 10,50o ft., and in the 

el Bulger Dagh (Cilicia) of over ro,000 ft. The average elevation is 
about 7000 ft. East of the Bulger Dagh the range is pierced by the 
Sihun and Jihun rivers, and their tributaries, but its continuity Is 
not broken. The principal passes across the range are those over 
which Roman or Byzantine roads ran:—(1) from Landless to Adalia 
(Attalla), by way of the Khorms pan and the valley-of the !steno: 
Chai • (a) from Apamea or from Pimdian Antioch to Adalia, by Isbarta 
and Sagalassus: (3) from Larancia„ by Coropissus and the upper 
valley of the southern Calycadnus, to Gamarucot and thence to 
Anemourium or Menden': (4) from Laranda, the lower Caly- 
cadnus, to Claudiopolisand thence to Kelenderis or cia ; () from 
Iconium or Caesarea Maraca, through the Cilician Gates (Gulek 
Boeltaz, moo f t.) to Tarsus ; (6)Inam Caesarea to the valley of theSerus 
and thence toFlaviopolis on the Cifician Plain; (7) from Caesarea over 
Anti-Taurus by the Mum Chai to Cory's'. (Geuksua) and thence to 

Geneardcle (Maradd. 	diadem be the southern slOoea of the Taurus chafe are covered* h forests of oak and fir, and there are numerous yailat or grassy ' alps," with abundant water, to which 
mon
villagers

hs. 
and 4omads move with their flocks during the summer 

t 
Anti•Taunes is a term of rather vagweand doubtful application. 

(a) Some have regarded it as meaning the more or lees continua* 
ranger which buttresses up the central plateau on the north. parallel 
to the Taurus. (b) Other. take it to mean the line of heights and 
mountain peaks which separates the waters running to the Black 
Sea and the Anatolian plateau from those falling to the Persian 
Gulf and the Mediterranean. This has its origin in the high land, 
near the source of the Kizil Irma, and thence rum south-west 
towards the volcanic district of Mt. Argaeus, which, however, Can hardly be regarded as orographically one with it. After a low 
Interval it up again at its southern extremity in the lofty 
a(icluZuth of Sivas a line of bare bills connects this chain with another 

of Ma Degh Loco ft.). and finally joins Taurus. 
ranee of high forest -dad mountains, which loses itself southwards 
in the main mass of Taurus, and is held td be the true Anti-Taurus 
by geographers. It throws off, in the latitude of 1(aissuieh, a sub-
satiety range, the !Hobos Dagh, which separates the waters of the 
Sihun from those of the Jihun. The principal passes are those 
followed by the old toads:—(r) from Sebasteia to Tephrike and the 
upper valley of the western Euphrates; (a) fro Sebasteta to Melitene, 
by way of tbe pass of Delikli Tash and the basin of the Tokhma Su; p) how Caesarea to Arabisms, by the Kuru Chai and the valley of 
a  Zi (Geukstm)• The rare of Amanita (Giaour Dagh) is separ- 

osm the mass of Taurus by the deep gorge of the Jihun, whence 
it runs south - south • west to Ras el Khartzir, forming the limit 
between all& and Syria, various parts bearing different names, as 
Elmo Dagh above Alexandretta. It attains its greatest altitude in 
Kay* Midul (65oo ft.), which rises abruptly from the bed of this 
Rom, and ft Is crossed by two celebrated pastes:a-(r) the Amanides 

use (Baghche Pass), through which ran the road from the Ciliciatt 
to Apames-Zeugma, on the Euphrates; (a) the Pylae Syriae es 

" Syrian Gate" (Beilan Pass), through which passed the great Roman highway from Tarsus to Syria. On the western edge of the 
plateau several short ramps, running approximately east and west, 
rite above the general level:—Sultan Dagh 0500 ft.): Salbacul- Cadmus Woo ft.); Messogis (goo ft.); Latmus (Sooty ft.) a Tmolus 
(5000 ft.); Dindymus Oboo ft.); Ida (5800 ft.); and the Mysian 
Olympus et600 ft.). The valleys of the Maeander, Hermes and 
Cairns facilitate communication betwrrs the plateau and the 
At gear'. and the descent to the Sea of Marmara along the valley* 
of the Tembris and Sangarius presents no difficulties. The northern 
border range, though not continuous, rises steadily ,  from the west 
to its culmination in the Galatian Olympus (likes Dagh), south of 
Kastamuni. East of the Kizil Irmak there is no single. mountain 
chain, but there are several short ranges with elevation* sometimes • 
exceeding woo ft. The best routes from the platted to the Black 
Sea were followed by the Roman roads from Tavium and Sebasteia 
to Sinope and Amisus, and those from Sebasteia to Cotyora and 
Cerasus-Pharnacia, which at first ascend the tipper Halys. Several 
minor ranges rise above the level of the eastern plateau, and in the 
south groups of volcanicra ks and cones extend for about 150 m. 
from Kaisaneh (Caesarea) to Karaman. The most important are 
Mt. Argaeus (Edish Dagh 13,100 ft.) above Koisarieh itself, the 
highest peak in Asia Minor; All Dagh (6200 ft.); Hassan 'Death 
(Woo ft.)•, Karaja Dagh ; and Kara Dagh (7500 ft.), On the met 
of the plateau evidences of volcanic activity are to be seen in the 
district of Kula (Katakekaumene), coated with incept erupted 
matter, and in the numerous hot springs of the Lycus, Maeander, 
and other valleys. Earthquakes are frequent all over the peninsula, 
but especially in the south-east and west, where the Maeander valley 
and the Gulf of Smyrna are notorious seismic foci. The centre of the( 
plateau isoccupied by a Vast treeless plain, the Axyloe of the Greeks, 
in which lies a large salt lake, Tux Geul. The plain is fertile when 
cultivated, fairly supplied with deep terns, and in many places 
covered with good pasture. Enclosed between the Taurus and 
Antanus ranges and the ma are the fertile plains of Gilds Pedies; 

i consisting in great part of a rich, 'toneless loam, out of which rise 
rocky crags that are crowned with the ruins of Greco-Roman and 
Armenian strongholds, and of Pamphylla, partly alluvial soil, pertly 
travertine, deposited by the Taurus rivers. 

Risers.—The ravers of Asia Minor are of no great importance. 
Some do not flow directly to the sea; others find their way to the 
coast through deep rocky gorges, or are mere torrents; and a few 
only are navigable for boats for short distances from their mouths. 
They cut so deep into the limestone formation of the plateau as 
to over-drain it, and often they disappear into swallow holes (dudes) 
to reappear lower down. The most important rivers which flow to 
the Black Sea are the following Boas (Churuk Su) which rises 
near Baiburt, and flows out near Banns; the Iris (Nesbit Irmak), 

• with its tributaries the Lycus (Kelkit Irmak), which rises on the 
Armenian plateau, the Chekerek Irmak, which has its source near 
Yuzgat, and the Tersakan Su; the Halys (IGeil Irmak) is the longest 
river in Asia Minor, with its tributaries the Defile !rook (Cappadox), 
which flows through the eastern part of Galatia, and the Geuk Irmak, 
which has its sources in the mountains above Kastanurai. With 
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the meat pawl of Sivas, no town of importance lies in the valley of 
the Irisil Innak throughout its course of over boo m. The Sangaruss 
(Sakaria) rises in the Phrygian mountains and, after many changes 
of direction falls into the Black Sea, about 8o m. east of the 
Bosporus.. Its tributaries are the Pursak Su (Tembris), which has 
Ite source in the Murad Dagh (Dindymus), and, after running north 
to Eaki-sheist flows almost due east to the Sakaria, and the -Enguri 
Su, which joins the Sakaria a little below the junction of the Pursak. 
To the Black Sea. about .so  m. east of Eregli, also flows the Billaths 
(FiliyasChai). Into the Sea of Marmora run the Rhyndacus(Edrenth 
Chai) and the Macestus (Susurlu Chai), which unite about 12 In. 
from the sm. • The most celebrated streams of the Troad are the 
Granicus (Bigha gni) and the Scamander (Menderes Su), both 
rising in Mt. Ida (haz Dagh). The former flows to the Sea of Mar-
mom; the latter to the Dardanelles. The most northerly of the 
rivers that flow to the Aegean is the Caicus (Baker Chai), which runs 
past Soma, and near Pergamum, to the Gulf of Chanderli. The 
/ferrous Pediz Chai) has its principal sources in the Murad Dagh, 
and, receiving several streams on its way, runs through the volcanic 
district of ICatakekisumene to the broad fertile valley through which 
it flows past Manisa to the sea, near Lefke. So recently as about 
ago it discharged into the Gulf of Smyrna, but the shoals formed 
by its silt-laden waters were so obstructive to navigation that it 
was turned back into its old bed. Its principal tributaries are—the 
Pitman _(Kum Chai), which receives the waters of the Lycus 
(c0iduk Chai), and the Cogamus (Kuzu Chai), which in its upper 
course is rated from the valley of the Macander by hills that 
were tawsed by the Roman road from Pergamum to Laodicea. The 
Caystrus (Kuchuk Menderes) flows through a fertile valley between 
Mt. Muftis and Messogis to the sea near Ephesus, where Its silt has 
filled up the port. The Ataeander (Menderes Chai) takes its rise in a 
celebrated group of springs near Dineir , and after a winding course 
enters the broad valley, through which it " measurers " to the sea. 
Its deposits have long since filled up the harbours of Miletus, and 
converted the islands which protected them into mounds ina swampy 
plain. Its principal tributaries are the Glaucus, the Senarus (Banes 
Chai), and the Hippurius, on the right bank. On the left bank are 
the Lycus (Churuk Su), which flows westwards by Colossae through 
a broad chLen valley that affords the only 'tactual approach to the 
elevated tau, the Harpasus (Ak Cluu), and the 11Ma 	(China 
Chai). 	e rivers that flow to the Mediterranean, with two excep- 
tions, rise in Mt. Taurus, and have short courses, but in winter and 
spring they bring down large bodies of water. In Lycia are the Indus 
(Gerena Chai), and the Xanthus (Eshen Cluj)._ The Pamphylian 
plain is traversed by the Cestrua (Ak Su), the Eurymedon (Keupti 
Su), and the Melee (11lenayseat Chu), Which, where it enters the sea. 
Is a bread, deep stream,.navigable for about 6 in. The Calycadnus 
(Geuk Su) has two main branches which join near Mut and flow 
south-cast and enter the ma, a deep rapid river s  aboutnm. below 
Selefke. The Cydnus (Tersous or Tarsus Chas) is formed by the 
"unction of three streams that rise in Mt. Taurus, and one of these 
flows through the narrow gorge known as the Cilician Gates. After 
passing Tarsus, the river enters a marsh which occupies the site of 
the ancient harbour. The Cydnus is liable to floods, and its deposits 
have covered Roman Tarsus to a depth of no ft. The Sarus (Sihun) 
Is formed by the junction of the tamales (Zamanti Su), which 
rises in Uzun Yaila, and the Sans (Saris), which has its sources in 
the hills to the south of the same plateau. The first, after entering 
Mt. Taurus, flows through a deep chasm walled in by lofty  precipices, 
and Is jobbed in the heart of the range by the Saris. Before reaching 
the Cician Plain the river receives the waers of the Kerkhun Su 

roads. which
il 

 cuts through the Bulger Nat and op
t 
 ens a way for the  

from the aline& Gates to /Conk and IWVarieh. After passing 
Adana, to Which point small craft ascend, the Shun runs south-west 
to the sea. There are, however, indications that at one period it flowed 
South-east to join the Pyramus. The Pyramus (Jihun) has its prin-
cipal source In a group of large springs near Albums; but before it 
enters Mt. Taurus it wyoined by the Sogutli frmak, the Khurman 
Su and the Geuk Su. The river from Taurus, about 7 m. 
west of Marash, and here it is joined by Ak Sit which rises in some 
small lakes south of Taurus. The Jihun now eaters a remarkable 
defile which separates Taurus from the Giaour Deer, and reaches 
the Midas Plain near Budrun. From this point it flows west, and 
then south-west past Minis, until it makes a bend to discharge its 
waters south of Ayes Bay. The river is navigable as far u 
The only considerable tributary of the Euphrates which Mcomes 
within our region is the Tokbma Su, which rises in Uzun Yaila and 
flows south-east to the main river not far from Malaria. In the 
central and southern portions of the plateau the streams either flow 
into salt lakes, where their waters pass of by evaporition. or into 
freshwater lakes, which have no visible outlet,. In the latter cases 
the waters find their way beneath Taurus In subterranean channels, 
and reappear as the sources of rivers flowing to the coast. Thus the 
Ak Geul supplies the Cydnus, and the Beishehr, Egirdir and Kneel 
lakes feed the rivers of the Pamphylian plain. 

Lakes.—The salt lakes are Tuz Geul (awe. Task), which lies in the 
great central plain, and is about do m. long and trs to 3o at broad 
in winter, but in the dry lumen it is hardly more than a saline 
marsh; Buldur Geul, 2900 ft. above sea-level r and Aji-tux Geol. 
afro° ft. The freshwater lakes are Beishehr Geul (au- tarsus).  

3770 ft. a fine tZ al watar fa, long which diedsuges soweb-eme 
to the ; Egirdir.GailHIproliahly nee. Liaises. a name 
whichincluded the two bays of oiran and Egindit, forming the 
lake), Se 3o ft, which is 30 id long, but left broad than Beielhehr 
and nand fee the abundance and variety of its fish. In the north- 
wears of Asia Miner are In Geul (L. Ascanhol, Abadliont 
Geul pollonia), and Maniyaa Geul (L. IDdiletopolis 

S 	s.—Asia Minor Is remarkable for the number its thermal 
and mineral springs. The most important are :--Yalova, in the 
!amid sanjak; Brum, Chidi, Tuje and Eskishehr, is the Brew 
vilayet; rule, is the Karasi ; Chi:ahem Ilija, Hierapolis (with 
enormous alum deposits), and Alashehr In the Aidin; Terzlli 
Hammam and Ideals in the Angora ; Bofi in the Kastamuni: 
and Khaysa. in the Sivas. Many of these were famous in antiquity 
and occnim a list given by Swab°. The Masaader valley is especally 
noted for its hot springs. 

Geology.—The central plateau of Asia Minor consists of nearly 
horizontal' strata, while the surrounding mountain chains form a 

i complex system, in which the beds are intensely folded. Around 
the coast flat-lying deposits of Tertiary age are found. and these often 
extend high up into the mountain region. The deposits of the 
central, or Lycaonian, plateau consist of freshwater marls and lime-
stones of late Tertiary or Neogene age. Along the south-eastern 
margin, in front of the Taurus, stands a line of great volcanoes. 
stretching from Kara-Dagh to Argaeus. They are now extinct. 
but were probably active till the close of the Tertiary penod. On 
its southern side the plateau is bounded by the high ehaias of the 
Taurus and the Anti-Taurus, which form a crescent with its con-
vexity facing southwards. Devonian and Carboniferous fossils 
have been found in several places in the Anti-Taunts. Limestones 
of Eocene or Cretaceous age form a large part of the Taurus, but the 
interior zone probably includes rocks of earlier periods. The folding 
of the Anti-Taurus affects the Eocene but not the Miocene, whiM 
in the Taurus the Miocene beds have been elevated, but without 
much folding, to great heights. North of the Lyoonian plateau 
lies another cone of folding which may be divided into the East 
Pontian and West Pontian arcs. Jn the east a well-defined moun-
tain system runs nearly parallel to the Black Sea coast from Saturn 
to Sinope, forming a gentle curve with its convexity facing ssaftb-
wards. Cretaceous limestones and serpentine take a large part in 
the formation of these mountains, while even the Oligocene as in-
volved in the folds. West of Sinope Cretaceous beds form ski.1 
strip parallel to the shore line. Carboniferous rocks occur at 
(Heraclea Pontica), where they have been worked for coal. Devon-
an fossils have been found near the Bosporus and Carboalesous 
fossils at Baba Maden in Mysia. Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous 
beds form a band south of the Sea of Marmora, probably the con-
tinuation of the Mesozoic band of the Black Sea coast. Farther 
south there are zones of serpentine, and of .crystalline and scIsiscsee 
rocks, some of which are probably Palaeozoic. The direction of the 
folds of this region is from west to east, but on the borders of Phrygia 
and Mysia they meet the north-westerly extension of the Taurus 
folds and bend around the ancient mass of Lydia. Marine 
beds occur near the Dardanelles, but the Tertiary deposits this 
part of Asia Minor are mostly freshwater and belong to the u pper  
part of the system.. In western Mysia they are much distur bed . 
but in eastern Myna they are wryly horizontaL They are often 
accompanied 

Se uncon 
by volcanic roo 

y
ks, which are mainly andesitie, and they 

commonly formabl upon the older beds. In the western 
part of Asia Minor there are several areas of ancient rocks about 
which very little is known. The Taurus folds here meet another 
system which enters the region boas the Aegean Sea. 

aiseate.—The climate is varied, but systematic observations are 
wanting. On the plateau the winter is long and cold, and in the 
northern districts there is much snow. The summer is very hot. but 
the nights are usually cool. On the north coast the winter is cold, 
and the winds, sweepingg across the Black Sea from the steppes of 
Ruda. are accompanied by torrents of rain and heavy falls of snow. 
East of Samsun, where the coast is partially protected by the 
Caucasus, the climate is more moderate. In summer the heat is 
damp and enervating, and, as Trebizond is approached, the vege-
tation becomes almost subtropical. On the south coast the winter 
is mild, with occasional frosts and heavy rain; the summer beat 
is very great. On the west coast the climate is moderate. but the 
influence of the cold north winds is felt as fir south as Smyrna. and 
the winter at that place is colder than in corresponding latitudes is 
Eue. A great feature of summer is the inset or north wind, • 
which blows almost daily, often with the force of a gale, off the am 
from noon till near sunset. 

Prodscis., fre.—The mineral wealth of Asia Minor is very great. 
but few mines have yet been opened. The minerals known to runt 
are—alum, antimony, arsenic, asbestos, boracide, chrome, cm). 
copper, emery, fuller's ea 11, gold, iron. kaolin. lead, lignite, 
iron, manganese, 	um, mercury, nickel, rock-607=C. 
sulphur and rine. The vegetation varies with the climate,. soil and 
elevation. The mountains on the north coast are clothed with dense 
forests of pine, fir, cedar. oak, beech, dc. On the Taurus range the 
forests are smaller, and there is a larger proportion of pine. On the 
west coast the ilex, plane, oak, valonia oak, and pine predominate. 
On the plateait willows, poplars end chestnut trees grow new the 
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streams. but ainedentha of the country is ke4ses, except for scrub. 
On'the south and west coasts the fig and olive are largdy cultivated. 
The vine yields rich produce everywhere, except in the higher 
districts. The apple :  pear, cherry and plum thrive well in the north
the 	lemon, citron and sugar-cane in the south; et yma and 
mastic in t southwast;_and the wheat leads of the Sivas vilayet 
can hardly be surpassed. The most important vegetable productions 
are—cereals, cotton, gum tragacantb, liqimrim, olive oil, opium, 
rice, saffron:  ndep, tobacco and yellow berries. Silk is produced in 
large qua/dens us the vicinity of Brom and Amasia, and mohair. 
from the Angora goat all over the plateau. The wild animals include 
bear, boar. chamois, fallow red and roe deer, gazelle, hyena, ibex, 
jackal, leopard, lynx, mouMon, panther, wild sheep and wolf. The 
native reports of a menden lion in Lycia (sales) are probably based 
on the existence of largos panthers. Amongst the domestic animals 
are the buffalo, the Syrian camel, and a mule cad,  bred from 
a Bactrian she and Syrian mother. Large numbers of sheep and 
Angora goats are reared on the plateau, and fair bones are bred on 
the Usun Yell& ; but no effort is made to improve tin quality of 
the wool and mohair or the bleed of homes. Good mules can be 
obtained in several districts, and small hardy oxen are largely bred 
for ploughing and transport. The larger birds are the bittern, great 

f at 	eagle. rancolin, goose; giant, grey and red. 
lend
nd.small bus 

partridge
ard, 

 , sand grouse, pelicao. pheammti stork aad swan. 
The rivers and lakes are well supplied with fob, and the mountain 
streams abound with small trout. 

The principal manufactures am:--Carpets, ruts, cotton. tobacco. 
mohair and silk stuffs, soap, wine and leather. The exports are:—
Cereals, cotton, cotton seed, dried fruits, drugs, fruit, gall nuts, gum 
tragacesth, liquorice root, maim, mita olive oil, opium, rice, sesame, 
sponges, stoma, timber, tobacco, valonia, walnut wood, wine, yellow 
heroes, carpets, cotton 	cocoons, hides, leather, mohair. silk. 
silk stuffs, rugs, wax. wool, 	Eve stock, minerals, An The 
imports are:--toffee, cotton cloths, cotton goods, crockery, dry- 

eateries, fans. glassware, haberdashery, hardware. henna, iron- 
ware. jute, linen goods, manufactured goods, matches, petroleum, 
salt, sugar, woollen goods, yarns, An 

Consisskonos.s.—There-  are few metalled roads, and those that 
exist are in bad repair, but on the plateau light carts can pass Dearly 

The lines of railway now open are ) Fran Haider 
elLerthoeirm id, Eski-shehr and Angora; (2) from 111. to Bursa, 
(3)from Eaki-shehr to Afitun-Kara-lissar, Konia and Bulgurli, east of 
woEreriltilift? 4eecrtinrn  ofeethsdtdallaValwl raiwel:226;x11Eesrialleizu 

(4)From"gmyrna to Mani" Ala-shehr and Anton Kara-hiesar, with 
a branch line from Mania to Soma. This line is worked by a French 
Company. (s) From Smyrna to Aidin and Dineir with branches to 
()demob, Ttreh, Sokia, 	Isbekli, Seidi Ken; and Sonja, 
construrtedand worked by an English  company. (6) From Mersin' 
to Tarsusand Adana, an English Fine under a control Mainly French. 
There are two competing routes for the eastern trade—one running 
inland from Constantinople (Haider Pasha), the other from Smyrna. 
The first is connected by ferry with the European railway system; 
the second with the great sea routes from Smyrna to Trieste, Mary 
seines and Liverpool. The right to construct all ranways in Armenia 
and north-easters Asia Minor has been conceded to Russia, and the 
Germans have a virtual monopoly of the central plateau. 

Elloselegy.—Now of the conquering races that invaded Asia 
Minor, whether frost the east ox from the west, wholly expelled 
or exterminated the race in possanion. The vanquished retired 
to the hills or absorbed the victors. In the coune of ages race 
distinction has beat almost obliterated by fusion of blood; by 
the complete Hellenization of the country, which followed the 
introduction of Christianity; by the later acceptance of Liam, 
and by migrations due to the occupation of cultivated lands 
by the nomads. It will be convenient here to adopt the modern 
division into Modems, Christians and Jews:—(a) Moslems. 
The Turks never established themselves in such numbers as to 
form'the predominant element in the population. Where the 
land was unsuitable for nomad occupation the agricultural 
population remained, and it still retains some of, its original 
characteristits.• Thus in Cappadocia the facial type of the non-
Aryan race is common, and in Gelatia there are traces of Gallic 
blood. The Zeibeks of the west and south-west are apparently 
representatives of the Can ens and Lycians; and the peasants 
of the Black Sea coast range of the people of Bithynia, Paphk-
gonia and Pontes. Wherever the people accepted Islam they 
called themselves Turks, and a majority of the so-called " Turks " 
belong by blood to the races that occupied Asia Minor- before 
the Seljuk invasion. Turkish and Zua-spealdng Kurds (see 
Ktmonsam) are found in the Myna and Sian alayeta There 
are many large colonies of Circassian and/mailer eon of Noldrai 
(Noph), Tatars, • Georgian% Leese  Cossacks. Albanian sad 

Potash*. But of Begins Keul there Ira compact population 
of Kisilbash, who are partly descendants of Shia Turks trans-
planted from Persia and partly of the Indigenous race. In the 
Mean plain there are large settlements of Nosairis who have 
migrated from the Syrian mountains (see Sven). The nomads 
and semi-nomads are, for the most part, representatives of the 
Turks, Mongols and Tatars who poured into the country during 
the 350 years that followed the defeat of Romanus. Turkomans 
are found in the Angora and Adana vilayets. Avshus, • tribe 
of Turkish origin, in the valleys of Anti-Taurus; and Tatars 
in the Angora and Brun vilayets; Yuruks are most numerous 
in the Loris vilayet. They speak Turkish and profess to be 
Moslems, but have no mosques or imams. The Turkomans have 
villages in which they spend the winter, wandering over the great 
plains of the interior with their flocks and herds during the 
summer. The Yuruks on the contrary are a truly nomad race. 
Their tents are made of black goats' hair and their principal 
covering is a. cloak of the same material. They are not limited 
to the milder districts of the interior, but when the harvest is 
over, descend into the rich plains and valleys near the coast. The 
Cheproi and Takhtaji, who live chiefly in the Aidin vikyet, appear 
to be derived from one of the early races. (6) Christians. The 
Greeks are in places the descendants of colonists from Greece, 
many of whom, e.g. in Pamphylia and the Smyrna district, are 
of very recent importation; but most of them belong by blood 
to the indigenous races. These people became " Greeks " as 
being subjects of the Byzantine empire and members of the 
Eastern Church. On the west coast, in Pontes and to some 
extent of late in Cappadocia, and in the mining villages, peopled 
from the Trebizond Greeks, the language is Romaic, on the 
south coast and in many inland villages (e.g. 'in Cappadocia) 
it is either Turkish, which is written in Greek characters, or a 
Greco-Turkish jargon. In and near Smyrna there are large 
colonies of Helknes.. Armenians are most numerous in the 
eastern districts, where they have been settled since the great 
migration that preceded and followed the Seljuk invasion. 
There are, however, Armenians in every large town. In central 
and western Asia Minor they are the descendants of colonists 
from Persia and Armenia (see Amara). (c) The Jews live 
chiefly on the Bosporusp and in Smyrna, Rhodes, Bain and 
other western towns. Gypsies--some Moslem, some Christian—
are also numerous, especially in the south. 

History.—Asia Minor owes the peculiar interest of its history to 
its geographical position. " Planted like a bridge between Asia 
and Europe," it has been from the earliest periodd, a battle-
ground between the East and the West. The central plateau 
(r soo to goo ft.), with no navigable river and few natural 
approaches, with its monotonous scenery and severe climate, is a 
continuation of central Asia. The west coast, with its alterna-
tion of sea and promontory, of rugged mountains and fertile 
valleys, its bright and varied scenery, and its fuse climate, is 
almost a part of Europe. These conditions are unfavourable to 
permanence, and the history of Asia Minor is that of the march of 
hostile armies, and rise and fall of small states, rather than that of 
a united state under an independent sovereign. At a very early 
period Asia Minor appears to have been occupied by non-Aryan 
tribes or races which differed little from each other in religion, 
language and social system. During the past generation much 
light has been thrown upon one of these races—the " Hittites " 
or " Syro-Cappadocians," who, after their rule.had passed away, 
were known to Herodotus as " White Syrians," and whose de-
scendants can still be recognised in the villages of Cappadocia.' 
The centre of their power is supposed to have been Deems 
Keui (see Paran), east of the Halm whence roads radiated to 
harbours on the Aegean, to Sinope, to northern Syria and to the 
Mien plain. Their strange sculptures and inscriptions have 
been found at Pteria, Euyuk, Fraktin, Kis Hisser (T3rana), 
Bulger, Muden and other places between Smyrna and the 

The people, Moslem and Christian, arephysically one and appear 
to be closely related to the modern Aresemen• This relationship is 
noticeable in other dktricts, and the whole original population of 
Nis Minor has ban elmareterisedaa Prote-Annenian or Atmenoid. 
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Euphrates (see Hinnies). When the great Aryan immigration 
from Europe commenced is unknown, but it was dying out in the 
nth and zoth centuries s.c. In Phrygia the Aryans founded 
a kingdom, of which traces remain in various rock tombs, 
forts and towns, and in legends preserved by the Greeks. The 
Phrygian power was broken in the 9th or 8th century s.c. by the 
Cimmerii, who entered Asia Minor through Armenia; and wits 
decline rose the kingdom of Lydia, with its centre at Sardis. A 
second Cimmerian invasion almost destroyed the rising kingdom, 
but the invaders were expelled at last by Alyattes, 627 B.C. (see 
Scrrar4). The last king, Croesus (1 56o-546 s.c.) carded the 
boundaries of Lydia to the Halys, and subdued the Greek 
colonies on the coast. The date of the foundation of these 
colonies cannot be fixed; but at an early period they formed a 
chain of settlements from Trebixond to Rhodes,'and by the 8th 
century s.c. some of them rivalled the splendour of Tyre and 
Sidon. Too jealous of each other to combine, and too de-
moralized by luxury to resist, they fell an easy prey to Lydia; 
and when the Lydian kingdom ended with the capture of Sardis 
by Cyrus. 546 B.C. they passed, almost without resistance, to 
Persia. Under Persian rule Asia Minor was divided into four 
satrapies, but the Greek cities were governed by Greeks, and 
several of the tribes in the interior retained their native 
princes and priest-dynasts. An attempt of the Greeks to 
Main their freedom was crushed, 3oo-494 a.c., but later the 
tide turned and the cities were combined with European Greeks 
into a league for defence against the Persians. The weakness 
of Persian rule was disclosed by the expedition of Cyrus and the 
Ten Thousand Greeks, 402 a.c.; and in the following century 
Asia Minor was invaded by Alexander the Great (07A), 334 H.C. 
(See GREECE; PERSIA; 1010A.) 

The wars which followed the death of Alexander eventually 
gave Asia Minor to Seleucus, but none of the Seleucid kings was 
able to establish his rule over the whole peninsula. Rhodes be-
came a great maritime republic, and much of the south and west 
coast belonged at one time or another to the Ptolemies of Egypt. 
An independent kingdom was founded at Pergamum, 283 D.C., 
which lasted until Attains III., 133 p.c., made the Romans his 
heirs. Bithynia became an independent monarchy, and Cappa-
docia and Paphlagonia tributary providers under native princes. 
In southern Asia Minor the Seleucids founded Antioch, Apamea, 
Attalla, the Leodiceas and Seleuceiss, and other cities as centres 
of commerce, some of which afterwards played an import-
ant part in the Hellenization (see Iltuarnsm) of the country, 
and in the spread of Christianity. During the 3rd century, 
278-277 !Lc., certain Gallic tribes crossed the Bosporus and 
Rellespont, and established a Celtic power in central Asia 
Minor. They were confined by the victories of Attains L of 
Pergamum, C. 232 B.C., to a district on the Sangarius and 
Halys to which the name Galatia was applied; and after their 
defeat by Manlius, 189 s.c., they were subjected to the suzer-
ainty of Pergamum (see GazAtu). 

The defeat of Antiochus the Great at Magnesia, rcro a.c., 
placed Asia Minor at the mercy of Rome; but it was not until 
133 that the first Roman province, Asia, was formed to include 
Only western Anatolia, without Bithynia. Errors in policy and 
in government facilitated the rise of Pontes into a formidable 
power under Mithradates, who was finally driven out of the 
country by Pompey, and died 63 a.c. Under the settlement of 
Asia Minor by Pompey, Bitbynia-Pontus and Cilida became 
provinces, whilst Galatia and Cappadocia were allowed to retain 
nominal independence for over half a century more under native 
kings, and Lyda continued an autonomous League. A long 
period of tranquillity followed, during which the Roman dominion 
grew, and all Asia Minor was divided into two provinces. The 
boundaries were often changed; and about A.D. 197, in Dio-
cletian's reorganisation of the empire, the power of the great 
military commands was•broken, and the provinces were made 
smaller and united in groups called dioceses. great change 
followed the introduction of Christianity, which spread first along 
the main roads that ran north and west from the Cilician Gates, 
and especially along the great trade route to Ephesus. In some  

districts it spread rapidly, in others slowly. With its advance 
the native languages and old religions gradually disappeared, 
and at last the whole country was thoroughly Hellenize' d„ and 
the people united by identity of language and religion. 

At the close of the 6th century Asia Minor had become wealthy 
and prosperous• but centuries of peace and over-cenualisation 
had affected the wad of the people and weakened the central 
government. During the 7th unitary the provindal system 
broke down, and the country was divided into themes or military 
districts. From 616 to 626 Persian armies swept unimpeded 
over the land, and Chosroes (Khosrau) IL pitched his camp on 
the shore of the Bosporus. The victories of Henan. forced 
Chosroes to retire; but the Persians were followed by the Arabs, 
who, advancing with equal ease, laid siege to Constantinople, 
A.D. 668. It almost appeared as if Asia Minor would be annexed 
to the dominion of the Caliph. But the tide of conquest was 
stemmed by the iconoclast emperors, and the Arab expeditions, 
excepting those of Harun al-Rashid, 78t and 8o6, and of el-
Motasim, 838, became simply predatory raids. In the loth 
century the Ataba were expelled. They never held more than 
the districts along the main roads, and in the intervals of peace 
the country rapidly recovered Itself. But a more dangerous 
enemy was soon to appear on the eastern border. 

In 1067 the Seljuk Turks ravaged Cappadocia and Cilia; in 
2o71 they defeated and captured the emperor Romanis Diogenes, 
and in roll* they took Mau. One branch of the Seljuk: 
founded the empire of Rum, with its capital first at Nimes and 
then at Iconium. The empire, which at one time included 
nearly the whole of Asia Minor, with portions of Armenia and 
Syria, passed to the Mongols when they defeated the sultan of 
Rum in 5243, and the sultans became vassals of the Great Khan. 
The Seljuk sultans were liberal patrols of art, literature and 
science, and the remains of their public buildings and tombs are 
amongst the most beautiful and most interesting in the country. 
The marches of the Crusaders moos Asia Minor learn permanent 
impression. But the support given by the Latin princes to the 
Armenians in Cilida facilitated the growth of the small warlike 
state of Lesser Armenia, which fell in 2375 with the defeat and 
capture of Leo VI. by the Muneinke sultan of Egypt. The 
Mongols were too weak to govern the country they had conquered, 
and the vassalage of the last sultan of Rum, who died in 1307, 
was only nominal.. On his death the Turkmen governors of his 
western provinces drove out the Mongols and asserted their 
independence. A contest for supremacy followed, which event-
ually ended in favour of the Osmanli Turks of Bnma. In tun 
Sultan Bayexid L held all Asia Minor west of the Euphrates; 
but in 5402 he was defeated and made prisoner by Timer, who 
swept through the country to the shores of the Aegean: On the 
death of Timur Osmanli supremacy was re-established after 
a prolonged struggle, which ended with the annexation by 
Mabommed IL (r451-2481) of Karaniania and Trebizend, and 
the abandonment of the last of the Italian trading settlements 
which had studded the coast during the 13th and 14th centuries. 
The later history of Asia Minor Is that of the Turkish empire. 
The moat Important event was the advance (1835-21133) of an 
Egyptian army, under Ibrahhn Pasha, through die Midas Gates 
to Koala and Kutaialt 

The defeat of the emperor Romanis (x071) Initiated a change 
in the condition of Ash Minor which was to be complete and 
lasting. A long succession of nomad Turkish tribes, pressing 
forward from central Asia, wandered over the rich country in 
search of fresh pastures for their flocks and herds. They did not 
plunder or ill-treat the people, but they cared nothing for town 
life or for agricultuml.pursuits, and u they paned onward they 
left the country bare. Large districts passed out of cultivation 
and were abandoned to the nomads, who replaced wheeled 
traffic by the peek horse and the carneL The peasants either 
became nomads themselves or took refuge in the towns or the 
mountains. The Mongols, as they advanced, sacked towns and 
laid waste she agricultural lands. Timm conducted' his cam-
paigns with a' ruthless disregard of life and property. Entire 
Christian communitles were massacred, flourishing towns wee 
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Completely destroyed, and all Asia Minor was ravaged. From 
these disasters the country never recovered, and the last traces 
of Western civilization disappeared-  ith the enforced use of the 
Turkish language and the wholesale conversions to Islam under 
the earliest Osmanli sultans. The recent large increase of the 
Greek population in the western districts, the construction of 
railways, and the growing interests of Germany and Russia on 
the plateau seem, however, to indicate that the tide is again 
turning in favour of the West. 
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ASIEN'IO, or Asmara() (from the verb asextor, to place, or 
establish), a Spanish word meaning a farm of the taxes, or 
contract. The farmer or contractor is called an asemeisto. The 
word acquired a considerable notoriety in English and American 
history, on account of the" Asiento Treaty "of 171 3. Until 1702 
the Spanish government had given the contract for the supply 
of ncgroes to its colonies in America to the Genoese. But after 
the establishment of the Bourbon dynasty in 17oo, a French 
company was forined which received the exclusive privilege of 
the Spanish-American slave trade for ten years—from September 
1702 to 1712. When the peace of Utrecht was signed the British 
government insisted that the monopoly should be given to its 
own subjects. By the.terms of the Asiento treaty signed on the 
16th of March 1713, it was provided that British subjects should 
be authorized to introduce 144,000 slaves in the course of thirty 
years, at the rate of 4800 per annum. The privilege was to 
expire on the ist of May 1743. British subjects were also 
authorized to send one ship of 500 tons per annum, laden with  

manufactured pods, to the fairs of Porto Bello and La Vera 
Cruz. Import duties were to be paid for the slaves and goods. 
This privilege was conveyed by the British government to the 
South Sea Company:, formed to work it. The privilege, to which 
an exaggerated value was attached, formed the solid basis of 
the notorious fit of speculative fever called the South Sea Bubble. 
Until 1 739 the trade in blacks went on without interruption, but 
amid increasingly angry disputes between the Spanish and the 
British governments. The right to send a single trading ship 
to the fairs of Porto Bello or La Vera Cruz was abused. Under 
pretence of renewing her provisions she was followed by tenders 
which in fact carried goods. Thus there arose what was in fact 
a vast contraband trade. The Spanish government established 
a service of revenue boats (prink costes) which insisted on 
searching all English vessels approaching the shores of the 
Spanish colonies. There can be no doubt that the smugglers 
were guilty of many piratical excesses, and that the guarda 
colas often acted with violence on mere suspicion. After many 
disputes, in which the claims of the British government were 
met by Spanish counter claims, war awed in 1739. When peace 
was made at Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748 Spain undertook to allow the 
asiento to be renewed for the four years which were to run when 
war broke out in 1739. But the renewal for so short a period 
was not considered advantageous, and by the treaty of El Retiro 
of z75o, the British government agreed to the recession of the 
Asiento treaty altogether on the payment by Spain of ix oo,000. 

A very convenient account of the Asiento Treaty, and of the trade 
which arose under it, will be found in Malachy Postlethwayes 
Universal Dictionary of Trade and Commerce (London, '751), s.e. 

ASIR, a district in western Arabia, lying between 170  3o' and 
me  N., and 4e 301 and 45°  E.; bounded N. by Hejaz, E. by 
Nejd, S. by Yemen and W. by the Red Sea. Like Yemen, it 
consists of a lowland zone some 20 or 3o m. in width along the 
coast, and of a mountainous tract, falling steeply on the west 
and merging into a highland plateau which slopes gradually to 
the N.E. towards the Nejd steppes. Its length along the coast 
is about 230 m., and its breadth from the coast to El Besha about 
180. The lowland, or Tehama, is hot and barren; the principal 
places in it are Kanfuda, the chief port of the district, Mama 
Bali and El Itwad, smaller ports farther south. The mountain. 
ous tract has probably an average altitude of between 60oo and 
7000 ft., with a temperate climate and regular rainfall, and is 
fertile and populous. The valleys are well watered and produce 
excellent crops of cereals and dates. The best-known are the 
Wadi Taraba and the W. Besha, both running north-east 
towards the W. Dawasir in Ncjd. Taraba, according to John 
Lewis Burckhardt, is a considerable town, surrounded by palm 
groves and gardens, and watered by numerous rivulets, and 
famous for its long resistance to Mehemet Ali's forces in 1813. 
Five or six days' journey to the south-east is the district of 
Besha, the most important position between Sane and Tail. 
Here Mehemet Ali's army, amounting to 12,000 men, found 
sufficient provisions to supply it during a fortnight's halt. 
The Wadi Besha is a broad valley abounding with streams 
containing numerous hamlets scattered over a tract some 
six or eight hours' journey in length. Its principal affluent, 
the W. Shahran, rises r2o tn. to the south and runs 
through the fertile district of Khamis Mishet, the highest in 
Asir. The Zahran district lies four days west of Besha on the 
crest of the main range: the principal place is Makhwa, a large 
town and market, from which grain is exported in considerable 
quantities to Mecca. Farther south is the district of Shamran. 
Throughout the mountainous country the valleys are well 
watered and cultivated, with' fortified villages perched on the 
surrounding heights. Juniper forests are said to exist on the 
higher mountains. Three or four days' journey east and south-
east of Besha are the encampments of the Beni Kahtan, one of 
the most ancient tribes of Arabia; their pastures extend into 
the adjoining district of Nejd, where they breed camels in large 
numbers, as well as a few horses. 

The inhabitants are a brave and warlike race of mountaineers, 
and aided by the natural strength of their country they haVe 
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hitherto preserved their Independence. Since the beginning of 
the 19th century they have been bigoted Wahhkbis, though 
previously regarded by their neighbours as very lax lishom-
medans; during Mehemet Ali's occupation of Nejd their constant 
raids on the Egyptian communications compelled him to send 
several punitive expeditions into the district, which, however, 
met with little success. Since the reconquest of Yemen by the 
Turks, they have made repeated attempts to subjugate Asir, 
but beyond occupying Kanfuda, and holding one or two isolated 
points in the interior, of which ibha and Ma nadir are the principal, 
they have effected nothing. 

The chief sources of information regarding Asir are the notes 
made by J. L. Burckhardt at Tail in :8:4 and those of the French 
officers with the Egyptian expeditions into the country from 
1814 to dip. No t of Arabia would better repay exploration. 

ALITHORITIES..--J. 
par 

L. Burckharrit. Travels in Arabia (London. 
1829); F. Mengin. Histoire de IEgyple. &c. (Paris, 18:3); M. 0. 
Tamisier, Voyage en Arabic (Paris, 1840). (R. A. W.) 

ASISIUM (mod. Assisi), an ancient town of Umbria, in a 
lofty situation about 15 m. E.S.E. of Perusia. As an independent 
community it had already begun to use Latin as well as Umbrian 
in its inscriptions (for one of these recording the chief magistrates 
—marones —see C.I.L. xi. 530o). It became a munkspiost in 
co 11.C„ but, though numerous inscriptions (C.I.L. xl. 5371-
36o6) testify to its importance in the Imperial period, it is hardly 
mentioned by our classical authorities. 'Scanty traces of the 
ancient city walls may be seen; within the town the best-pre-
served building is the so-called temple of Minerva, with six 
Corinthian columns of travertine, now converted into a church, 
erected by Gaius and Titus Caesius in the Augustan era. It 
fronted on to the ancient forum, part of the pavement of which, 
with a base for the equestrian statues of Castor and Pollux (as 
the inscription upon it records) has been laid bare beneath the 
present Piazza Vittorio Emanuele. The remains of the amphi-
theatre, in opus rcikulaium, may be seen in the north-cut corner 
of the town; and other ancient buildings have been discovered. 
Asisium was probably the birthplace of Propertius. (T. As) 

ASKABAD, or ASYEABAD, a town of Russian central Asia, 
capital of the Transcaspian province, 345 m. by rail S.E. of 
Krasnovodsk and 394 from Samarkand, situated in a small 
oasis at the N. foot of the Kopet-dagh range. it has a public 
library and a technical railway school; also cotton-cleaning 
works, tanneries, brick-works, and a mineral-water factory. 
The trade Is valued at isso,000 a year. The population, 25oo 
in 1881, when the Russians seized it, was 19,438 in 147, one-
third Persians, many of them belonging to the Babi sect. 

ASKAULES (Gr. dastakket PI from &yak, bag, a6X6r, pipe), 
probably the Greek word for bag-piper, although there is no 
documentary authority for its use. Neither it nor &MAO! 
(which would naturally mean the bag-pipe) has been found in 
Greek classical authors, though J. J. Reiske—in a note on Dio 
Chrystatom, Oral. lxxi. ad  fin., where an unmistakable descrip-
tion of the bag-pipe occurs (" and they say that he is skilled to 
write, to work u an artist, and to play the pipe with his mouth, 
on the bag placed under his arm-pits ")—says that deocalthes was 
the Greek word for bag-piper. The only actual corroboration 
of this is the use of ascetics for the pure Latin utricularius in 
Martial a 3. 8. Dio Chrysostom flourished about AD. 100; 
it is therefore only an assumption that the bag-pipe was known 
to the classical Greeks by the name of docaohos. It need not, 
however, be a matter of surprise that among the highly cultured 
Greeks such an instrument as the bag-pipe should exist without 
finding a place In literature. It is significant that it is not 
mentioned by Pollux (Onomasl. iv. 74) and Athenaeus (Deipnos. 
iv. 76) in their lists of the various kinds of pipes. 

See at-ticks AVLOS and Ban-rtes; art. "Nissan" in Pauly. 
Wissowa, Itealeasysiopadis. 

LIKE, ROBERT (d. 1537), English rebel, was a country 
gentleman who belonged to an ancient family long settled in 
Yorkshire, his mother being a daughter of John, Lord Clifford. 
When in 1536 the insurrection called the " Pilgrimage of Grace " 
broke out in Yorkshire, Aske was made leader; and marching 
with the banner of St Cuthbert and with the badge of the " five  

wounds," he occupied York on the 16th of October and on the 
soth captured Pontefract Castle, with Lord Darcy and the 
archbishop of York, who took the oath of the rebels. He caused 
the monks and nuns to be reinstated, and refused to allow the 
king's herald to read the royal proclamation, announcing his 
intention of marching to London to declare the grievances of 
the commons to the sovereign himself, secure the expulsion of 
counsellors of low birth, and obtain restitution for the church. 
The whole country was soon in the hands of the rebels, a military 
organisation with posts from Newcastle to Hull was established, 
and Hull was provided with cannon. Subsequently Aske, followed 
by 3o,000 or 40,000 men, proceeded towards Doncaster, where 
lay the duke of Norfolk with the royal forces, which, inferior 
in numbers, would probably have been overwhelmed had not 
Aske persuaded his followers to accept the king's pardon, and 
the promise of a parliament at York and to disband. Soon 
afterwards he received a letter from the king desiring him to 
come secretly to London to inform him of the causes of the 
rebellion. Aske went under the guarantee of a safe-conduct 
and was well received by Henry. He put in writing a full 
account of the rising and of his own share in it; and, fully 
persuaded of the king's good intentions, returned home on the 
8th of January 1537,  bringing with him promises of a visit from 
the king to Yorkshire, of the holding of a parliament at York, 
and of free elections. Shortly afterwards he wrote to the king 
warning him of the still unquiet state not only of the north but 
of the midlands, and stating his tear that more bloodshed was 
impending. The same month be received the king's thanks foe 
his action in pacifying Sir Francis Bigod's rising. But his 
position was now a difficult and a perilous one, and a few weeks 
later the attitude of the government towards him was suddenly 
changed. The new rising had given the court an excuse for 
breaking off the treaty and sending another army under Norfolk 
into Yorkshire. Possibly in these fresh circumstances Aske 
may have given cause for further suspicions of his loyalty, and. 
in his last confession he acknowledged that communications to 
obtain aid had been opened with the imperial ambassador and 
were contemplated with Flanders. But it is more probable 
that the government had from the first treacherously affected 
to treat hint with confidence to secure the secrets of the rebels 
and to effect his destruction. In March Norfolk congratulated 
Cromwell on the successful accomplishment of his task, having 
persuaded Aske to go to London on false assurances of security. 
He was arrested in April, tried before a commissioo at West-
minster, and sentenced to death for high treason on the :7th of 
May; and on the 28th of June he was taken back to Yorkshire, 
being paraded in the towns and country through which he 
passed. Ho was Ganged at York in July, expressing repentance 
for breaking the king's laws, but declaring that he hid promise 
of pardon both from Cromwell and from Henry. It is related 
that his servant, Robert Wall, died of grief at the thought of 
his master's approaching execution. Aske was a real leader, 
who pined the affection and confidence of his followers; and 
his.sudden rise to greatness and his choice by the people point 
to abilities that have not been recorded. 

See Henry VIII. and the English Alonasteries, by F. A. Gasquet 
(1906); Loners and Papers of the Reign of Henry VIII., vols. xi. 
and English Hider. Review, v. 350, 550  (account of the re-
bellion, examination and answers to Intertoptions); Chronicle of 
Henry VIII., tr. by M. A. S. Hume (:889); Whitaker's Riehmonti- 
shire, 116 (pedigree of the Askes). 

ASKEW, or Ascux, ANNE (13:1?-1346), English Protestant 
martyr, born at Stallingborough about WI, was the second 
daughter of Sir William Askew (d. 154o) of South Kelsey, 
Lincoln, by his first wife Elizabeth, daughter of Thomas 
Wrottesley. Her elder sister, Martha, was betrothed by her 
parents to Thomas Kyme, a Lincolnshire justice of the peace, 
but she died before marriage, and Anne was Induced or com-
pelled to take her place. She is said to have had two children 
by Kyme, but religious differences and incompatibility of tem-
perament soon estranged the couple. Kyme was apparently an 
unimaginative man of the world, while Anne took to Bible-
reading with zeal, became convinced of the falsity of the doctrine 
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of transubstantiation, and created some stir in Lincein by her dis-
putations. According to Bale and Foxe her husband turned her 
out of doors, but in the privy council register she is said to have 
"refused Erne to he ben husband without any beast allega-
tion.," She had as good a reason for repudiating her husband 
as Henry via for repudiating Anne of Cleves. In any case, 
she came to London and made friends with Joan Becher, who 
was already known for heterodoxy, and other Protestants. She 
was examined for heresy in March s545 by the lord mayor, and 
was committed to the Counter prison. Then she was examined 
by Bonner, the bishop of London, who drew up a form of re-
cantation which he entered in his register. This fact led Parsons 
and other Catholic historians to state that she actually recanted, 
but she refused to sign Bonner's form without qualification. 
Two months later, on the 24th of May, the privy council ordered 
her arrest. On the 13th of June 1545, she was arraigned as a. 
sacramentarian under the Six Articles at the Guildhall; but no 
witness appeared against her; she was declared not guilty by 
the jury and discharged after paying her fees. 

The reactionary party, which, owing tor the absence of Hertford 
and Lisle and to the presence of Gardiner, gained the upper band 
in the council in the summer of 2546, were not satisfied with this 
repulse; they probably aimed at the leaders of the reforming 
party, such as Hertford and possibly Queen Catherine Parr, who 
were suspected of favouring Anne, and on the 28th of June 1346 
Anne was again arraigned before a commission including the 
lord mayor, the duke of Norfolk, St Johp, Bonner and Heath. 
No jury was empanelled and no witnesses were called; she was 
condemned, simply on her confession, to be burnt. On the same 
day she was called before the privy council with her husband. 
Kyme was sent home into Lincolnshire, but Anne was committed 
to Newgate, " for that she was very obstinate and beady in 
reasoning of matters of religion." On the following day she was 
taken to the Tower and racked; according to Anne's own 
statement, as recorded by Bale, the lord chancellor, 'Wriothesley, 
and the solicitor-general, Rich, worked the rack themselves; but 
she " would not convert for all the pain " (Wriothesley, Chronicle 
i. 168). Her torture, disputed by Jardine, Lingard and others, is 
substantiated not only by her own narrative, but by two con-
temporary chronicles, and by a contemporary letter (ibid.; 
Narratives of the Reformation, p. 3o5; Ellis, Origisal Letters, and 
Ser. ii- 177). For four weeks she was left in prieon, and at leogth 
en the 16th of July, she was burnt at Smithfield in the presence 
of the same persecuting dignitaries who had condemned her to 
death. 

Ayr nontrirs.—Balestwo tracts.priatedat Marburg in November 
1346 and January 1347. are the basis of Foxes account. Sa.e,also 
Acts of the Privy Council (1542-1,547).plx 424. 463; Wriothesley's 
Otree. I. 755. 167-769; Narrators of tile Reformation, passim ; 
Gough's Index to Parker Sot. Publications; Burnett Hist. of the 

Bsog
Reformation; Dixon's Hint. of the Church of England: D' F. 

F . P .)
. Nat, 

r. (  
(Aba Sald 'Abd ul-Malik ibn Quail)) (c. 730-831). 

Arabian scholar, was born of pure Arab stock in Basra and was 
a pupil there of ALSO 'Ann ben u1-7t111. He seems to have been a 
poor man until by the influence of the governor of Basra he was 
brought to the notice of Hann al-Rashid, who enjoyed his con-
versation at court and made him tutor of his son. He became 
wealthy and acquired property in Basra, where he again settled 
for a time; but returned later to Bagdad, where he died in 831. 
AsmaI was one of the greatest scholars of his age. From his 
youth he stored up in his memory the sacred words of the Koran, 
the traditions of the Prophet, the verses of the old poets and the 
stories of the ancient wars of the Arabs. He was also a student 
of language and a critic. It was as a critic that he was the great 
rival of Abti 'Ubaida (q.e.). While the latter followed (or led) the 
Sbu'slbite movement and declared for the excellence of all things 
not Arabian, Arnie( was the pious Moslem and avowed Supporter 
of the superiority of the Arabs over all peoples, and of the free-
dom of their language and literature from all foreign influence. 
Some of his scholars attained high rank as literary men. Of 
Aamal's many works mentioned in the catalogue known as the 
Fthrist, only about half a dozen are extant. Of these the Book 
of Distinction has been edited by D. H. Muller (Vienna, !Sift);  

the Book of She Wild Animals by R. Geyer (Vienna, 2887); the 
Book of the Heise, by A. Haffner (Vienna, 1895); the Book of the 
Sheep, by A. Haffner (Vienna, i6o6). 

Poe We of Maul see !bra Khallikin, Biographical Dictionary. 
translated from the Arabic by McG. de Slane (Paris and 
London. 	voL I pp. 123.127. For his work &la gra:Marian, 
G. Merl. se grammatischen Maks di, Arden (Lei 	1862). 
OP. 7240. 	 (G. W. T.) 

AMARA, the capital of the Italian colony of Eritrea, N.E. 
Africa. It is built on the Hammen plateau, near its eastern edge, 
at an elevatian of 7800 ft., and is some 4* tn. W.S.W. in a direct 
line of the seaport of Mamawa. Pop. (i pc) about goo°, including 
the garrison of po Italian soldiers, and some moo native troops. 
The European civil. population numbers over goo; the rest 
of the inhabitants are chiefly Abyssinians. There is a small 
Mahommedan colony. The town Is strongly fortified. The 
Earopean quarter contains several fine public buildings, including 
the residence of the governor, club house, barracks and hospital. 
Fort Beldame is bunt on a bill to the south-west of the town 
and is considered irnpregnabk. 

Asmara, an Amharic word signifying " good pasture plate," is 
a town of considerable antiquity. It was included in the mad-
time province of .northern Abyssinia, which was governed by 
viceroy who bore the title of Bahar-napsb (ruler of the sea). 
By the Abyssinhas the Hamann plateau was known as the plain 
of the thousand villages. Asmara ippon to have been one of 
the meat prosperous of these villages, and to have attained 
commercial importance through being an the high road front 
Arum to Massive. When Werner iduminger (q.v.) became' 
French canted at kfassawa, he entered into a scheme for annexing 
the Hammen (of which Amhara was then the capital) to France, 
but the outbreak of the war with Germany in 1117o brought the 
project to nought (cf. A. B. Wylde, Modern Abyssinir, toot). 
In 1872 hfunzinger, now in Egyptian service, annexed Asmara 
to the khedivial dominions, but in 1884, owing to the rise of the 
mandhEgypt evacuated her Abyssinian provincesandAsmsra wos 
chosen by IL' Akita, the representative of the negus Johannes 
(King John), as his headquarters. Shortly afterwards the I tabula 
occupied Massswa, and in tilito Asmara (see Asestarns: History). 
In Joao the seat of government was transferred from Mamma 
to Asmara, which in its modern form is the creation of the 
Italians. It is surrounded by rich agricultural lands, cultivated 
in part by Italian immigrants, and is a busy trading centre. A 
railway from Massawa to Asmara was completed as far as Gbinda, 
at the foot of the plateau, in roes. At Medrizien. 6 m. north of 
Asmara, are gold-mines which have been partially worked. 

Se G. Delman, In Africa. Lettere dal/ Entree (Bergamo.19011); 
R. Parini. Di pa dal March (Florence. tgog). 

ASMODEOL or Mumma, an evil demon who appears in later 
Jewish Intention as "king &demons." He is sometimes identified 
with Beelzebub or Apollyan (Rev. ix. zr ). In the Talmud he 
plays a great part in the legends concerning Solomon. In the 
apocryphal book of Tobit (1i. Blooms the well-known story of 
his love for Sara, the beautiful daughter of Raguel, whose seven 
husbands were Slain in succession by him on their respective 
bridal nights. At last Tobias, by burning the heart and liver of 
a fish, drove ad the demon, who fled to Egypt. From the part 
played by Amadeus iii this story, be has been often familiarly 
ailed the genius of matrimonial unhappiness or jealousy, and 
as sock may be compared with Leith. Le Sage makes hint the 
principal character hi his novel 14 Diable fallen:. Both the 
word and the conception seem to have been derived originally 
from the Persian. The name has been taken to mean "covetous." 
It is in any case no doubt identical with the demon Aesbma of 
the Zend-Avesta and the Pahlavi texts. But the meaning is not 
certain. It is generally agreed that the second part of the name 
Aunt/dais is the same as the Zend mina, day, " demon." The 
first part may be equivalent to Mama, the impersonation of 
anger. But W. Baudissin (Haag-Hauck, Realawyklopthlie) 
prefers to derive it from Wu, to drive, set in motion; whence 
iskmder, driving, impetuous. 

The legend of Amadeus is given fully in the lowish Finc,clo- 
Pawlia.a.m. See alsodie articles in theEncysloi=dastalze.Hastute 
Dictionary of ths liMe, and Herzog-Hauck. 
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118110NBUS, or Asammeezus (so Josephus), great-grandfather 
of Mattathias, the father of Judas Maccabaeus. Nothing more is 
known of him, and the name is only given by Josephus (not in 
x Mace. iL x). But the dynasty was known to Josephus and the 
Mishna (once) as" the sons (race) of the Asamonaeans (of A.) "; 
and the Targum of r Sam. ii. 4 has " the house of the Hash-
moneans who were weak, signs were wrought for them and 
strength:: U net the founder., Asmoneus wss probably thehotne 
of the family (d. Hultman, jos. xv. 29). 

See Schurer, Gest/sickle des Mathes Volker, L 24g  N; art. 
" Maccabees," it 2, in &my. Ballo& (J. H. A. H.) 

AStiltItInk a town of northern France, in the department of 
Seine, on the left bank of the Seine, about x; nt. N.N.W. of the 
fortifications of Paris. Pop. (1906) 35,883. The town, which 
has grown rapidly in recent years, is a favourite boating centre 
for the Parisians. The industries include boat-building and the 
manufacture of colours and perfumery. 

MONA, a famous Buddhist emperor of India who reigned 
from 264 to 228 or 227 B.C. Thirty-five of his inscriptions on 
rocks or pillars or in caves still mist (see Inscurnorts: ind:01), 
and they are among the most remarkable and interesting of 
Buddhist monuments (see Bucommt). Asoka was the grandson 
of Chandragupta, the founder of the Malaya (Peacock) dynasty, 
who had wrested the Indian provinces of Alexander the Great 
from the bands of Seleucus, and be was the son of Bindusara, 
who succeeded his father Chandragupta, by a lady from Champs. 
The Greeks do not mention him and the Brahmin books ignore 
him, but the Buddhist chronicles and legends tell us muck about 
him. The Inscriptions, which contain altogether about five 
thousand words, are entirely of religious import, and their 
references to worldly affairs are incidental. They begin in the 
thirteenth year of his reign, and tell us that in the ninth year he 
had invaded Rulings, and had been se deeply impressed by the 
horrors involved in warfare that he had then given up the desire 
for conquest, and devoted himself to conquest by " relkdon." 
What the religion was is explained is the edicts. It is purely 
ethical, independent alike of theology and ritual, and is the code 
of morals as laid down in the Buddhist sacred books for laymen. 
He further tells us that in the ninth year of his reign he formally 
joined the Buddhist community as a layman, in the eleventh 
year he became a member of the order, and in the thirteenth he 
"set out for the Great Wisdom" (the Santtrodhi), which is the 
Buddhist technical term for entering upon the well-known,eight-
fold path to Nirvana. One of the edicts is addreased to the 
order, and urges upon its members and the laity alike the learn-
ing and rehearsal of passages from the Buddhist scriptures. 
Two others are proclamations commemorating visits paid by the 
king, one to the dome erected over the ashes of Konagattuum, the 
Buddha, another to the birthplace of Gotama, the Buddha (9.v.). 
Three very short ones are dedications of eaves to the use of 
an order of recluses. The rest either enundate the religion as 
explained above, or describe the means adopted by the king for 
propagating it, or acting in accordance with it. These means are 
such as the digging of wells, planting medicinal herbs, and trees 
for shade, sending out of missionaries, appointment of special 
officers to supervise Merida, and so on. The missionaries were 
sent to Kashmir, to the Himalayas, to the border lands on the 
Indus, to the coast of Burma, to south India and to Ceylon. 
And the king daims that missions sent by him to certain Greek 
kingdoms that he names had resulted in the folk there conform-
ing themselves td his religion. The extent of Asoka's dominion 
included all India from the thirteenth degree of latitude up to the 
Himalayas, Nepal, Kashmir, the Swat valley. Afghanistan as 
far as the Hindu Rush, Sind and Baluddstan. It was thus as 
large as, or perhaps somewhat larger than, British India before 
the conquest of Burma. He was undoubtedly the most powerful 
sovereign of his time and the most remarkable and Imposing of 
the native rulers of India. " If a man's fame," says Klippen, 

can be measured by the number of hearts who revere his 
memory, by the number of lips who have mentioned, and still 
mention him with honour, Asoka is more famous than Char-
lemagne or Caesar." At the same time it is probable that  

like Constantine's palmetto of Christianity, his patronage ti 
Buddhism, then the most rising and influential faith in India, 
was not unalloyed with political motives, and it is certain that 
his vast benefactions to the Buddhist cause were at least one of 
the causes that led to its decline. 

See also Asoko, by Vincent Smith (Oxford. tom); huniesiant de 
Piyadasi. by E. Senart (Paris. 1891) ; chapters on Asoka in T. W. 
Rhys Davids's Baddhion(2oth ed..London. 19°3), and Buddhist /sidle 
(London. 1903); V. A.Sralth, Edicts of Asoke (t909). (T. W. R. D.) 

A801.0 (enc. Acehon), a town of Venetia, Italy, in the province 
of Treviso, about 29 m. N.W. direct from the town of Treviso. 
and some TO m. E. of Bassano by road. Pop. (not) 047. It is 
well situated on a hill, 690 ft. above sea-level. Remains of 
Roman baths and of a theatre have been discovered in the 
course of excavation (Notizie degli scarf, 1877, 235; 1881, 205; 
2882, 289), and the town was probably a muicipiner. It 
became an episcopal sec in the 6th century. It was to Asolo 
that Catherine Cornaro, queen of Cyprus, retired op her abdica-
tion. Here she was visited by Pietro Bembo, who conceived here 
his Dialogla degli A soloni, and by Andrea Navagero (Naugerius). 
Paulus Manutius was born here. The village of Masks is 41m. to 
the E., and near it is the Villa Giacomelli, erected by Palladio, con-
taining frescoes by Paolo VEronese, executed in r 366- x 368 for Marc. 
Antonio Barbaro of Venice, and ranking among his best works. 

A801 (Rehr. for "ten "), an Instrument "of ten strings" 
mentioned in the Bible, about which authors are not agreed. 
The word occurs only three times in the Bible, and has not been 
traced elsewhere. In Psalm xxxiii. 2 the reference is to " kinnor, 
nebel and asor "; in Psalm xcii.' 3, to " nebel and asor "; in 
Psalm cxliv. to " nebel-asor." In the English version awe is 
translated " an instrument of ten strings," with a marginal note 
" omit" applied to " instrument." In the Septuagint, the word 
being derived from a root signifying " ten,' the Greek is is 
fesexogiiii or Ocarina bestixoplor, in the Vulgate is dem-
chordo psatterio. Each time the word asor is used it follows the 
word mkt (see PSALTERY), and probably merely indicates a 
variant of the nebel, having ten strings instead of the customary 
twelve assigned to It by Josephus (Antiquities, vii. 12. 3). 

See also Mendel and Reissmann, Musikatischs Coleversatiews-
Lexikoft, vol. i. (Berlin, tiRit); Sir John Stainer. The Music ei eke 
Bible. pp. 35.37; Forkel. Allgeswine &satiate der' Masi* Bd. I. 
12- 133 1788). 

ASP (Vipera aegis), a spedes of venomous snake, closely allied 
to the common adder of Great Britain, which it represents 
throughout the southern parts of Europe,' being -specially 
abundant in the region of the Alps. It differs from the adder 
in having the head entirely covered with scales, shields being 
absent, and in having the snout somewhat turned up. The term 
" Asp " (dank) seems to have been employed by Greek and 
Roman writers, and by writers generally down to comparatively 
recent times, to designate more than one species of serpent; 
thus the asp, by means of which Cleopatra is said to have ended 
her life, and so avoided the disgrace of entering Rome a captive, 
is now generally supposed to have been the cerastes, or homed 
viper (Caasks corradus), of northern Africa and Arabia, a snake 
about 13 in. long, exceedingly venomous, and provided with 
curious horn-like protuberances over each eye, which give it a 
decidedly sinister appearance. The snake, however, to which 
the word" asp "has been most commonly applied - is'undoubtedly 
the hale et  Egypt. -tbe spy-sleaze or spitting snake of the Boers 
(Naja haje), one of the very poisonous Retinae, from 3 to 4 ft. 
long, with the skin of its neck loose, so as to render it dilatable 
at the will of the animal, as in the cobra of India, a species from 
which it differs only In the absence of the spectacle-like mark 
on the back of the neck. Like the cobra, also, the haje has its 
fangs extracted by the jugglers of the country, who afterwards 
train it to perform various tricks. The asp (Pethen, Hy) is 
mentioned in various parts of the Old Testament. This name 
is twice translated " adder," but as nothing is told of it beyond 
its poisonous character and the intractability of its disposition, 
it is impossible accurately to determine the species. 

ASPARAOINE, C.H.N10,, a naturally occurring base, found 
in plants belonging to the natural orders Legutoinosae and 
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Craciferee. Ii occurs in two optically active forms, namely, as 
laevo-separegine and dextre•sparagine. Letreo-asparapne was 
isolated in 18os by I.. N. Vanquelin. A. Pied (Gam dam Dal., 
1887, r7, p. 126; 0188, p. 457) synthesised the asps:wines 
from the monomethyl ester of inactive aspertic acid by heating 
it with alcoholic ammonia. In this way a inixture of the two 
saparagines was obtained, which were separated by picking out 
the hemibedral crystals. 
HOO•CH•filis•Clis-COOCeHe+NHI 

	

••• 	+HOOC•CH•NHtCHeCONH. 
Laevo•aspacagine is slightly soluble in cold water and weedily 
aslnble in hot water. It crystallizes in prisms, containing one 
molecule of water of crystallization, the anhydrous form melt-
ing at swam* C. Nitrous acid converts it into malic acid, 
HOOC•CHOII•CHeCOOH. It is laevo-rotatory in aqueous or 
in alkaline solution, and de:tiro-rotatory in acid solution (I.. 
Pasteur, Aux.aski. Phys., tilsz 14 3s,  p. 67). Dextm-aspanghte 
was first found in t886 in the shoots of the vetch (Piutti). It 
forms rhombic crystals possessing a sweet taste. It is desire-
rotatory in aqueous or alkaline solution, and lame•rotatory 
in acid solution. 

Hydrolysis by means of acids or alkalis converts the aspire-
gines into &spittle acid; whilst on heating with water in a sealed 
tube they are converted into ammonium aspartate. The con-
stitution of the asparagines has been determined by A. Plutti 
(Gals. shim. /Mi., 1888, s.8, p. 457). 

ASPARAGUS,* genus of plants (nat. ord. Lillaceae) containing 
more than too species, and widely distributed in the temperate 
and warmer parts of the Old World; it was introduced from 
Europe into America with the early settlers. The name is 
derived from the Greek clordpaym or tiosidecr7ot, the origin 
of which is obscure. Sperage or sparage was the form in use from 
the 16th to 18th centuries, d. the modern Italian sparse& The 
yelps corruption sparroso•grass or sparagrass was in accepted 
popular use during the lath century, " asparagus " being con-
sidered pedantic. The plants have a short, creeping, under-
ground stem from which spring slender, branched, aerial shoots. 
The leaves are reduced to minute scales bearing in their Bails 
tufts of green, needle-like branches- (the so-called cialtdes), 
which simulate,. and perform the functions of, leaves. In one 
section of the genus, sometimes regarded as a distinct genus 
Mythic/01km, the dadodes are flettened. The plants often 
dimb or scramble, in which they are helped by the develop-
ment of the scale-leaves into persistent spines. The flowers are 
small, whitish and pendulous; the fruit is a berry. 

Several of the climbing species are grown in greenhouses for 
their delicate, often feathery branches, which are also valu-
able for•cutting; the South African Asparagus pleonasm Is an 
especially elegant species. The so-called smilax, much used for 
decoration, is a species of the ifyrsipkylkuts section, A. mdse. 
toles, also known as llyrsipkyllues attire's/ides. The young 
shoots of Asparagus °Ischia, have from very remote times been 
in high mate as a culinary vegetable, owing to their delicate 
flavour and diuretic virtues. The plant, which is a native of the 
north temperate eons of the Old World, grows wild on the south 
most al England; and on the waste steppes of Russia it is so 
abundant that it is eaten by cattle like grass. In common with 
the mash-mallow and some other plants, it contains asparagine 
or aspartic acidamide. The roots of asparagus were formerly 
used as an aperient medicine, and the 'nits were likewise 
employed as a diuretic. Under the name of Prussian asparagus, 
the spikes of an allied plant, Onus/stolen ',remake's, are used 
in some places. The diuretic action is extremely feeble, and 
neither the plant nor aspsraglne is now used medicinally. 

Asparagus is grown extensively in private gardens as well as 
for market. The asparagus prefers a loose, light, deep, sandy soil; 
the• depth should be 3 ft., the soil being well trenched, and all 
surplus 'water got away. A considerable quantity of well-rotted 
dung or of recent seaweed should be laid In the bottom of the 
trench, and another top-dressing of manure should be dug in 
preparatory to planting or sowing. The beds should be 3 ft. 
oe 5 it- wide, with intervening alleys of a ft., the narrower beds  

taking two rows of plants, the wider owe three rows. The beds 
should ran east and west, so that the sun's rays may strike 
against the side of the bed. In some eases the plants are grown 
in equidistant rows 3 to 4 ft. apart. Where the beds are roads 
with plants already prepared, either one-year-old or two-year-old 
plants may be used, for which a trench should be cut sufficient 
to afford room for spreading out the roots, the crowns being all 
kept at about s in. below the surface. Planting is best done in 
April, after the plants have started Into growth. To prevent 
Injury to the toots, it is, however, perhaps the better plan to 
sow the seeds in the beds where the plants are to remain. To 
experience the finest flavour of asparagus, it should be eaten 
immediately afterhaving been gathered; if kept longer than one 
day, or set Into water, Its liner flavour is altogether lost. If 
properly treated, asparagus beds will continue to bear well for 
many years. The asparagus grown at Argenteuil, near Paris, 
has acquired much notoriety for its large size and excellent 
quality. The French powers plant in trenches instead of 
raised beds. The most common method of forcing asparagus 
is to prepare, early in the year, a moderate hot-bed of stable 
litter with a bottom heat of Ice, and to cover it with a common 
frame. After the heat of fermentation has somewhat subsided, 
the surface of the bed is covered with a layer of light earth or 
exhausted tan-bark, and in this the roots of strong mature plants 
are closely placed. The crowns of the roots are then covered 
with 3 to 6 in. of soil. A common three-light frame may hold 
secs or boo plants, and will afford a supply for several weeks. 
After planting, linings are applied when to keep up 
the beat, bat care must be taken not to scorch the roots; air 
must be occasionally admitted. Where there are pits heated 
by hot water or by the tank system, they may be advantageously 
applied to this purpose. A succession of crops must be main-
tained by annually sowing or planting new beds. 

The " asparagus-beetle " is the popular name for two beetles, 
the "common asparagus beetle" (Crioceris asparagi) and the 
" twelve-spotted" (C. desdecimpundero), which feed on the 
asparagus plant. C. arporogi has been known in Europe since 
early times, and was Introduced into America about 1856; the 
niter C. duedecittipenectala (sometimes called the " red'" to 
distinguish it from the " blue " species) was detected In America 
in 018s. For an admirable account of these pests see F. H. 
Chittenden, Cies-War sot of the U. S. Dep. of Agriculture, Bureau 
of Entomology, May 1908. 

The " asparagus-atone " is s term of apatite, simulating aspar-
agus In colour. 

ARABIA, an Athenian courtesan of the 5th century D.C., was 
born either at /likens or at //Users, and settled in Athens, where 
her beauty and bet accomplishments gained for her a great 
reputation. Pericles, who had divorced his wife (445), made her 
his mistress, and, after the death of his two legitimate sons, 
procured the passing of a law under which his son by her was 
recognized as legitimate. It was the fashion, especially among 
the comic poets, to regard her as the adviser of Pericles in alt 
his political actions, and she is even charged with having caused 
the Samlan and Peloponnesian wars (Ariatoph. Actors. 497). 
Shortly before the latter war, she was accused of impiety, and 
nothing but the tears and entreaties of Pericles procuted her 
acquittal. On the death of Perides she is said to have become 
the mistress of one Lysicles, whom, though of ignoble birth, she 
rased to a high position in the state; but, as Lysides died a year 
after Pericles (428), the story is unconvincing. She was the 
chief figure in the dialogue Aspasio by Aeachines the Socratic, 
in which she was represented as criticising the manners and 
training of the women of her time (for an attempted reconstruc-
tion of the dialogue see P. Natorp in Philologus, li. p. 489,1891)- 
in the ifesseseniss (generally ascribed to Plato) she ft a teacher 
of rhetoric, the Instructress of Socrates and Pericles, and a funeral 
oration in honour of those Athenians who had given their lives 
for their country (the authorship of which is attributed to 
Aspasia) is repeated by Socrates; Xenophon (Owen. Hi. r4) also 
speaks of her in favourable terms, but she is not mentioned by 
Thucyclides In opposition to this view, Wilemowits-M811endorlf 
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($emo, xiSe. sew) regards kr simply as a coartesso, 'whose 
personality would readily become the subject of rumour, favour-
able or unfavourable. There is a bust bearing her name in the 
Pio Clementine Museum in the Vatican. 

See Le Coate de Havre. Los Dews A spas*: WA; J. B. CaPefigue. 
A spasie ci Is slick do Pella, (1862): L. Berg de Fo okra. At 
44 Miles (1572); H. Houssaye, A spasie, Cllopdire, T a ( t ; 
R Hameding, Amens (ix romance; Eng. trans. by M. J. Sa ord, 
New York, ins) ; J. Denaldion. Werma 0907). Also Plasmas. 

ASPASIVII, a Greek peripatetic philosopher, and a prolific 
commentator on Aristotle. He flourished probably towards the 
close of the rat century A.D., or perhaps during the reign of 
Antonini Pius. His commentaries on the Caleseries, De 
haerprelalione, De Seam, and other works of Aristotle are 
frequently referred to by later writers, but have not come down 
to us. Commentaries on Plato, mentioned by Porphyry in his 
life of Plotkin, have also been lost. Commentaries on books 
1-4, 7 (in part), and g of the Nicoosacheals Ethics ate preserved; 
that on book 8 was printed with those of Eustatius and others 
by Aldus ?denudes at Venice in 1336. They were partly (9-4 
translated into Latin by Felicianus in 1544 and have frequently 
been republished, but their authenticity has been disputed. 
The most recent edition is by G. Heylbut in Ceansealaria in 
Ariskielort Grego, six. r (Berlin, age). 

Mother Alamitos, in the 3rd century Am, Ms a Roman sophist 
end rhetorician, son or pupil of the rhetorician Demetrianus. He 
taught rhetoric in Rome, and filled the chair of rhetoric founded 
by Vespasian. He was secretary to the emperor Mazissin. His 
orations, which are praised for their style, are lost. 

ASPEN, an important section of the poplar genus (Peptise) 
of which the common aspen of Europe, P. treessie, may be taken 
as the type,—a tall feat-growing tree with rather slender- trunk, 
and grey bark becoming rugged when old. The rouedish leaves, 
toothed on the margin, are slightly downy when young, but after-
wards smooth, dark green on the upper and greyish green on the 
lower surface; the long slender petioles, much flattened towards 
the outer end, allow of free lateral motion by the lightest brace, 
giving the foliage its well-known tremulous character, By their 
friction on each other the leaves give rise to a rustling sound. 
It is supposed that the mulberry trees (Banks) mentioned in 
z Chronicles xiv. 14, 15 were really aspen trees. The flowers, 
which appear in March and April, are borne on pendulous hairy 
catkins, 2-3 in. long; male and female catkins are, as in the other 
species of the genus, on distinct trees. 

The aspens found in most places, sometimes at • considerable 
elevation, x60o ft. or more, in Scotland. It is an abundant tree 
in the northern parts of Britain, even as fares Sutherland, and is 
occasionally found in the coppices of the southern counties, but 
in these latter habitats seldom reaches any large size; through-
out northern Europe it abounds In the forests,—in Lapland 
flourishing even in 7o° N. lat., while in Siberia its /Loge extends 
to the Arctic Circle; in Norway its upper limit is said to coincide 
with that of the pine; trees exist near the western coast having 
stems 15 ft. in circumference. The wood of the aspen is very 
light and soft, *ugh tough; it is employed by coopers, chiefly 
for pails and herring-casks; it is also made into butchers' trays, 
pack-saddles, and various articles for which its lightness recom-
mends it; sabots are also made of it in France, and in medieval 
days it was valued for arrows, especially for those used in target 
practice; the bark is used for tanning in northern countries; 
cattle and deer browse greedily on the young shoots and abundant 
suckers. Aspen wood makes but indifferent fuel, but charcoal 
prepared from it is light and friable, and has been employed in 
gunpowder manufacture. The powdered bark is sometimes given 
to horses as a vermifuge; it possesses likewise tonic and febrifugal 
properties, containing a considerable amount of sack. The 
aspen is readily propagated either by cuttings or suckers, but 
has been but little planted of late years in Britain. P. papilla, 
or lreaudaides, is closely allied to the European aspen, being 
chiefly distinguished by ik more pointed leaves; it is a native 
of most parts of Canada and the United States, extending 
northwards as far as Great Slave Lake. The wood is soft and 
neither strong nor durable; it burns better in the green state  

than that el most trees, and is elks used by the bunters isf the 
North-West as fool; split into thin layers, it vies lonnedy 
employed in the United States for helmet and hat make. It 
is largely manefactored into wood-pulp for paper-making. The 
bark is of some value as a tonic and febrifuge. P. groodiekertots, 
the large-leaved American aspen, has ovate or roundish leaves 
deeply and irregularly serrated on the margin. The wood is 
light, soft and close-grained, but not strong. In northern New 
England and Canada it is largely manufactured into wood-pulp; 
it is occasionally timed in turnery and for wooden-ware. 

AMEND= (mod. Basis Ralf , or, more anciently in the 
native language, Unwires (whence the adjective Retesiiiye on 
coins), an ancient city of Pamphylia, very strongly situated on 
an isolated hill on the right bank of the Eurymedon at the 
point where the river issues from the Taurus. The sea is now 
about 7 m. distant, and the river is nav)pble only for about 
2 m. from the mouth; but in the time of l'hucydides ships could 
anchor off Aspendts. Really of pre-Hellenic date, the place 
claimed to be an Argive colony. It derived wealth from peat 
salines and from a trade In oil and wool, to which the wide 
range of its admirable coinage bears witness from the 5th century 
D.C. onwards. There Alcibiades met the satrap rusaphernes in 
411 D.C., and theme succeeded in getting the Phoenician Beet, 
intended to co-operate with Sparta, sent back home. The 
Athenian, Thrmybulus, after obtaining contributions from 

•Aspendue in 389, was murdered by the inhabitants. The city 
bought off Alexander in 333, but, not keeping faith, was fordbly 
occupied by the conqueror. In due course it passed from 
Pergamene to Roman dominion, and according to GOND, was 
plundered of many artistic treasures by Verna It was ranked 
by Philostratus the third city of Pamphylia, and In Byzantine 
times seems to have been- known as Primopolis, under which 
name its bishop signed at Ephesus in A.D. 431. In medieval 
times it was evidently still a strong place, but it has now sunk, 
in the general decay of Pamphylia, to a wretched hamlet. 

The ruins still extant are very remarkable, and, with the 
noble Roman theatne, the finest in the world, have earned for 
the place (as is the case with certain other great monuments) a 
legendary connexion with Solomon's Sheban queen. On the 
summit of the hillock, surrounded by a wall with three gates, 
lie the remains of the city. The public building round the forum 
can all be traced, and parts of them are standing to a considerable 
height. They consist's( a Ins nympheum on the north with a 
covered theatre behind it, covered market ha& on the west, and 
a peristyle ball and a basilica on the east. In the plain below new 
large thennae, and ruins of a splendid aqueduct. But all eke 
seems insignificant beside the huge theatre, half hollowed out of 
the nortbeast flank of the bill. This was first published by 
C. F. M. Tesler in an), and has now been completely planned, 
Ste.., by Count Lanckoronski's expedition in age. It is built of 
local conglomerate and is in marvellous preservation. Erected 
to the honour of the emperors Marcus Aurelius and I. Vern by 
the erchitsct Zeno, Ice the heirs of a local Roman drizen (as an 
inscription repeated over both portals attests), its auditorium 
bits a circuit of 313•a7 feet. There are forty tiers of seating, 
divided by one dissents, and crowned by en arched gallery of 
rather later date, repaired in places with brick. This auditorium 
held 'goo spectators. The seats are not perfect, but so nearly 
so as to appear practically intact. The wooden stage .has, of 
course. perished, but all its supporting structure* are in place, 
and the great scene wall stands to its full height, and produces 
Magnificent impression whether from within or from without-
Inwardly it was derogated with twoorders of columns one above 
the other, with rich entablatures, much of which 'arrives. In 
the 13 seam= is a relief of Bacchus (wrongly supposed to bed a 
female, and called the Bal-Hies, i.e. " Honey Girl ").. The position 
of the sounding board above the stage is apparent. Under the 
forepart of the auditorium, built out from the hill, are immense 
vaults. The whole structure was =dosed within one great wall, 
pierced with numerous windows. This structure was probably 
put to some ecclesiastical Byzantine use, as cede= mutilated 
heads of saints appear upon it; and later it became a fortress 
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tad received certain additioes. It Is now under the care of the 
local aghd and not allowed to be plundered for building stone. 
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ASPIEL AZIELIUS, Latin grammarian, possibly lived in the 
and century A.D. He wrote commentaries on Terence, Saffust 
and Virgil. Numerous fragments of the last show that as both 
critic and commentator he possessed good judgment and taste. 
They are printed in Keil, Probi is Vernlii Bandies Connentarins 
(1848); see also Suringar; Historia Critica Selsoliastanun Lad-
marlin (1834);  Grefenhan, Ca:clash:edge klassirthen Mann 
Alienkuno, iv. (ritarrilso). Two short grammatical treatises, 
extant under the name of Asper, and of very little value, have 
nothing to do with the commentator, but belong to a much 
later date—the time of Priscka (6th century). Both are 
printedln Keil, Grammaiiei Lainti. See also Schanz, Gambian 
der ronisotes Liiierantr, § 

ASPEN, BANS (isee-i 570, Swiss painter, was born and died 
at Mich. He wrought in a great variety of styles, but excelled 
chiefly in flower and fruit pieces, and in portrait-painting. 
Many of his pictures have perished, but his style may be judged 
from the Illustrations to Gessner's ifirleria A xi:satins, for which 
he is said to have furnished the designs, and from portraits of 
Zwingli and his daughter Regula Gwalter, which are preserved 
io the public library of Zurich. It has been usual to class Asper 
among the pupils and imitators of Holbein, but an inspection of 
his works is sufficient to show that this is a mistake. Though 
Asper was held in high reputation by his fellow-citizens, who 
elected him a member of the Great Council, and had a medal 
struck in his honour, he seems to have died in poverty. 

ASPER0101 (" thou wilt sprinkle," from the Latin verb 
aspergere), the ceremony of sprinkling the people with holy water 
before High Mass in the Roman Catholic Church, so called from 
the first word of the verse (Ps. iv. 9) Asperns me, Domini, 
hyssop d noundabor, with which the priest begins the ceremony. 
The brush used for sprinkling is an aspergill (aspergillinn), or 
aspersoir, and the vessel for this water an aspersorinn. The act 
of sprinkling the water is called aspersion. 

AIWBRE-ESSLING, Barns or (18oe), a battle fought on the 
lust and 22nd of May 1809 between the French and their allies 
under Napoleon and the Austrians commanded by the arch-
duke Charles (see NAPOIXONIC Carmen). At the time of the 
battle Napoleon was in possession of Vienna, the bridges over 
the Danube had been broken, and the archduke's army was on 
and about the Bisamberg, a mountain near Korneuburg, on 
the left bank of the river. The Ant task of the French was the 
crossing of the Danube. Lobs; one of the numerous islands 
which divide the river Into minor &muds, was selected as the 
point of crossing, careful preparations were made, and es the 
night of the19th-zothof May the French bridged all the channels 
from the right bank to Labia and occupied the island. By the 
evening of the mil great masses of men had been collected there 
and the last arm of the Danube, between Lobar and the left bank, 
bridged. Massfaa's corps at once crossed to the left bank and 
dislodged the Austrian outposts. Undeterred by the news of 
heavy attacks on his rear from Tirol and fins° Bohemia, Napoleon 
hurried all available troops to the bridges, and by daybreak on 
the 2154 40,000 men were collected on the Marchfeld, the broad 
open plain of the left bank, which was also to be the scene of 
the battle of Wawa. The archduke did not resist the passage; 
it was his intention, as soon as a large enough force had crossed, 
to attack it before the rest of the French army could come to its 
assistance. Napoleon had, of course, accepted the risk of such 
an attack, but he sought at the same time to minimize it by 
summoning every available battalion to the scene. His forces 
on the Marchfeld were drawn up in front of the bridges facing 
north, with their left in the village of Aspern (Gross-Aspern) 
and their right in Ealing (or Esslingen). Both places my close 
to the Danube and could not therefore be turned; Aspern, 
Weed, is actually on the bank of one of the river channels. 
But the French had to fill the gap between the villages, and also 
to move forward to give room for the supports to form up. 

Whilst they were thus lapsed the archduke moved to the 
attack with his whole army in An cokunns. Three under 
Hiller, Bellew& and Hohenzoliern were to converge upon 
Aspens, the other two, under Rosenberg, to attack Failing. 
The Austrian cavalry was in the centre, ready to move out 
against any French cavalry which should attack the heads of 
the columns. During the sat the bridges became more and 
more unsafe, owing to the violence of the current, but the 
French mooed without intermission all day and during the night. 

The battle began at Aspern; Hiller carried the village at the 
first rush, but Magna recaptured it, and held his ground with 
the same tenacity as be bad shown at Genoa in !goo. The 
French infantry, indeed, fought on this day with the old stubborri 
bravery which it bad failed to show in the earlier battles of the 
year. The three Austrian columns fighting their hardest through 
the day were unable to capture more than half the village; the 
rest was still beldby Magna when night fell In the meanwhile 
nearly all the French infantry posted between the two villages 
and in front of the bridges had been drawn into the fight on 
either flank. Napoleon therefore, to create a diversion, sent 
forward his centre, now consisting only of cavalry, to charge the 
enemy's artillery, which was deployed in a long line and firing 
into Aspern. The first charge of the French was repulsed, but 
the second attempt, made by heavy masses of cuirassiers, was 
more serious. The French horsemen, gallantly led, stove of 
the guns, rode round Hohenzolieres infantry squares, and 
routed the cavalry of Lichtenstein, but they were unable to do 
more, and in the end they retired to their old position. In the 
meanwhile Foaling had been the scene of fighting almost as 
desperate as that of Aspern. The French cuirassiers made 
repeated charges on the flank of Rosenberg's force, and for long 
delayed the assault, and in the villages Lannes with a single 
division made a heroic and successful resistance, till night ended 
the battle. The two armies bivouacked on their ground, and in 
Aspern the French and Austrians lay within pistol shot of each 
other. The latter bad fought fully as bard as their opponents, 
and Napoleon realized that they were no longer the professional 
soldiers of former campaigns. The spirit of the nation was in 
them and they fought to kill, not for the honour of their arms. 
The emperor was not discouraged, but on the contrary renewed 
his efforts to being up every available man. MI through the 
night more and more French troops were put across. 

At the earliest dawn of the sand the battle was resumed. 
Messina swiftly cleared Aspern of the enemy, but at the same 
time Rosenberg stormed Ealing at last. Lannes, however, 
resisted desperately, and reinforced by St Hilaire's division, 
drove Rosenberg out. In Aspern Messina had been less for-
tunate, the connter-attack of Hiller and Bellegarde being as 
completely successful as that of Lannes and St Hilaire. Mean: 
time Napoleon bad launched a great attack on the Austrian 
centre. The whole of the Frencr centre, with Limnos on the 
right and the cavalry In reserve, moved forward. The Austrian 
line was broken through, between Rosenberg's right and Hohen-
zollan's left, and the French squadrons poured into the gap. 
Victory was almost won when the archduke brought up his last 
reserve, himself leading on his soldiers with a colour in his hand. 
Lames was checked, and with his repulse the impetus of the 
attack died out all along the line. Aspern had been lost, and 
graver news reached Napoleon at the critical moment. The 
Danube bridges, which bad broken down once already, had at 
last been cut by heavy barges, which had been set adrift down 
stream for the purpose by the Austrians. Napoleon at once 
suspended the attack. Ealing now fell to another assault of 
Rosenberg, and though again the French, this time part of the 
Guard, drove him out, the Austrian general then directed his 
efforts on the flank of the French centre, slowly retiring on the 
bridges. The retirement was terribly costly, and but for the 
steadiness of Lamas the French must have been driven into the 
Danube, for the archduke's last effort to break down their 
resistance was made with the utmost fury. Only the complete 
exhaustion of both sides put an end to the fighting. The French 
last 44,0oo out of 90,000 successively engaged, and amongst the 
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killed were Lannea and St Hilaire. The Austrians, Ifinno  ateng, 
Jost 23,36o. Even this, the first great defeat of Napokon, did 
not shake his resolution. The beaten forces were at last with 
drawn safely into the island. On the night of the 22nd the 
great bridge was repaired, and the arm awaited the arrival of 
reinforcements, not in Vienna, but in Lobau: 

See sketch map in article WAGSAM 
ASPHALT, or ASPHALTUM. The solid or semi-solid kinds of 

bitumen (q.v.) were termed ilialekros by the Greeks; and by 
some ancient classical writers the tuna of joissasekahsts (ekes, 
pitch) was also sometimes employed. The asphalt of the Dead 
Sea (known as Laces Aspkaltiks) received considerable notice 
from early travellers, ind Diodorus the historian states that the 
inhabitants of the surrounding parts were accustomed to collect 
it for use in Egypt for embalming. In common with other forms 
of bitumen, asphalt is ,very widely distributed geographically 
and occurs in greater or lea quantity in rocks of all ages. There 
is some divergence in the views expressed as to the precise 
manner of its production, but it may certainly be said that the 
principal asphalt deposits are merely the result of the evaporation 
and oxidation of liquid petroleum which has escaped from 
outcropping strata. The celebrated Pitch Lake of Trinidad 
was long regarded as the largest deposit of asphalt in existence, 
but it is said to be exceeded in area, if not in depth also, by one 
in Venepela. The Trinidad " Lake " has an area of 99.3  acres, 
and is dffidently firm in places to support a team of horses. The 
deposit is worked with picks to a depth of a foot or two, and the 
excavations soon become filled up by the plastic material flowing 
in from below and hardening. The depth of the deposit is not 
accurately known. The surface is not level but is composed of 
irregularly tumescent masses of various sizes, each said to be 
subject to independent motion, whereby the interior of each 
rises and flows centrifugally towards the edges. As the spaces 
between them are always filled with water, these masses are 
prevented from coalescing. The sof ter parts of the lake contently 
evolve gas, which is stated to consist largely of carbon dioxide 
and sulphuretted hydrogen, and the pitch, which is honey-
combed with gas-cavities, continues to exhibit this action for 
some time after its removal from the lake. The working of the 
deposit is in the hands of the New Trinidad Asphalt Company, 
who hold the concession up to the year 1930 on payment to the 
government of a minimum royalty of Lzo,odo a year. A circular 
line of tramway, supported on palm-leaves, has been laid on 
the lake to facilitate the removal of the asphalt. Very large 
quantities are exported for paving and other purposes, the annual 
shipments amounting to about 130,000 tons from the lake and 
about 30,000 tons from other properties. The amount of asphalt 
in the lake has been estimated at :58,40o tons for each foot of 
depth, and if the average depth be taken at so ft. this would give 
II total of 3,168,000 tons; but in rook though 1,84,0o* tons 
had been removed in the previous thirty-five years, there was 
but little evidence of reduction in the quantity. The Venezuelan 
deposit already referred to is in the state of Bermudez, and the 
area of it is reported to be more than moo acres. The asphalt 
of Cuba if a well-known article of commerce, of which 7252 tons 
was exported to the United States in zgos. The principal 
deposits are near the harbour of Cardenas (70 ft. thick), in the 
Pinar del Rio, near Havana (03 ft. thick), at Carus Tomasits 
105 ft. thick); and a specially pure variety near Welts. 
The comparative composition of Trinidad and Cuba asphalt 

is given in the following table:— 
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Ash (earthy matter) 	 
Fixed carbon 	. 	. 	 
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5t•8l 
Icroo 
28.3o 
913 
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IN 
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718  
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o
t
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100-00 100.00 loo-oo 

The chemical composition of Medal apish has bees ghee 
as:-- 

C. 	H. 	N. 	0. 	S. 

6032 
	

6.3o 
	

0.50 
	

1.40 
	ISO 

The following is a compariston of Trinidad and Venezuela 
(Bermuda) asphalt:— 

Trin
Refined  

idad. 
1173. 1.071 

61-3137% 92'22  
34,3 1  g'50  

3-983 1•8 

8 34 11.66 

fit-63 
117 

12. 11. 

	

410.  F. 	at 437•  F. 
SoCnini 

at 
	

now 
g 	 t le F. 

Flowintisnnt • 	• 	. 	. tg •  F. 	zscelF. 

Asphalt in its purest forms is generally black or blackish 
brown in colour, and is frequently brittle at ordinary tempera-
tures. Apart from its principal use in the manufactuze at 
paving materials, it is largely employed in building as a " damns-
course " and as a water-ezduding coating for concrete flours, 
as well as in the manufacture of roofing-felt. It also enters 
largely into the composition of black varnish. The material 
chiefly used in the construction of asphalt roadways is an 
asphaltic or bituminous limestone found in the Val de Travers, 
canton of Neuchatel; in the neighbourhood of Swami, depart-
ment of Ain; at Limmer, -near the city of Hanover; and else-
where. The proportion of bitumen present in asphalt rock 
usually ranges from 7 to ao%, but It is found that rock containing 
more than 11% cannot be satisfactorily used for strfet pave-
ments, and it is accordingly customary to mix the richer and 
poorer varieties in fine powder in such respective quentities 
that the proportion of bitumen present is from 9 to zo%. The 
richer rock is utilized az a source of asphalt " mastic," which is 
employed for footpaths, floors, roofs, lac. Excellent foundations 
for steam-hammers, dynamos and high-speed engines are made 
of asphaltic concrete. (B. Ft) 

ASPHODEL (ArgAidelso), a seats of the lily order (Ldiacese), 
containing seven species in the Mediterranean region. The 
plants are hardy herbaceous perennials with narrow tufted 
radical leaves and an elongated stem bearing a handsome spike 
of white or yellow flowers. Asfrhedelys alias and A. *Mesas 
have white flowers and grow from zji to a it. high; A. /0/1111111S is 
a larger plant, the large white flowers of which have a reddish-
brown line in the middle of each segment. Hog-aspbodel 
(Nardsecisis essifragnes), a member of the same family, is a small 
herb common in boggy places in Britain, with rigid narrow radical 
leaves and a stem beating a raceme of small golden yellow 
flowers. 

In Greek legend the asphodel is the most famous of the plants 
connected with the dead and the underworld. Homer describes 
it az covering the great meadow (deeMehos Maple.), the haunt of 
the dead (0d. rid. 339, 573;  Ede. r3). It was planted on graves, 
and is often connected with Persephone, who appears downed 
with a garland of asphodeh. Its general connexion with death 
is due no doubt to the greyish colour of its leaves and its yellowish 
flowers, which suggest the gloom of the underworld and the pallor 
of death. The roots were eaten by the poorer Greeks; hence 
such food was thought good enough for the shades (d. Redo& 
Weeks aid Days, 4r; Pliny, Nat Md. ad. 17 (681; Lucian, De 
hods, to). The asphodel was also apposed to be a remedy far 
poisonous snake-bites and a specific against sorcery; it was fatal 
to mice, but preserved pigs from disease. The Libyan womb 
made their huts of asphodel stalks (d. Herod. iv. ego). 
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No satisfactory dainties of the word is suggested. The. 

English word " daffodil "s a perversion of " asphodel," formerly 
written " affodil." The er may come from the French jfaw 
fojedilk It is no part of the word philologically. 

See Pauly-Wissowa, Itoaleacydoethslio, s.v.; H. 0. Lena. &taxi* 
der elk,, &itch= told Reimer 0859); J. Muer, Die Pdailseasolt vs 
der griethischee Mythologie (189o). 

ASIIHTEIA (Gr. A- mfr., estifir, • pulse), a term in medicine 
literally signifying loss of pulsation, which is applied to describe 
the arrestment of the function of respiration from some hindrance 
to the entrance of air into the lungs. (See Rzsprearoar Sunni 
Pathology.) 

ASPIC (French, from Lan astir), an up or viper found in 
Egypt whose bite is supposed to cause a swift and easy death, 
hence poetically a term for any venomous snake. From associa-
tion, perhaps, with the coldness of the aspic (as in the French 
proverb, load cause en weir), the word is used for a savoury 
jelly containing meat, fish or eggs, &c. It is also the botanical 
name of the Lasondsta' Wee, or spikenard, from which a white, 
aromatic and highly inflammable oil is distilled, called hails 
"aspic. 

ASPIDISTRA. a small genus of the lily order (Liliame), 
native of the Himalayas, China and Japan. Aspidistra :arida is 
a favourite pot-plant, bearing large green or white-striped leaves 
on an underground stem, and small dark purplish, cup-shaped 
flowers close to the ground. 

ASPIROTRICHACHAB (0. Biltschli), an order of Ciliate 
Infusoria, characterized by an investment, general or partial, 
of nearly uniform cilia, without any distinct adoral wreath, and 
One or two admal endoral undulating membranes: With the 
Gymnostomaceae it formed the Holotricha of Stein. 

ASPIROZ, MANUEL DE (s836-19,3), Mexican statesman and 
diplomatist, was born at Puebla, and educated at the university 
of Mexico, where be took his degree in 1835. He took part in the 
war against the emperor Maximilian, and in 5867, on the 
establishment of the republic, was appointed assistant secretary 
of state for foreign affairs. In 1873 he became Mexican consul at 
San Francisco, where he remained till his election to the Senate 
in 1875. He was professor of jurisprudence at the college of 
Puebla from 1883 to 189o, when be was again appointed assistant 
secretary of foreign affairs. From 1899 till be died in 1905 he 
was Mexican ambassador to the United States. Among his 
writings may be mentioned; Gage de easonvjeria de ler Estado,- 
Unidos Maximise (1876), and La Needed civil tow base del 
duecho isiereaciseal prim& (1896). 

ASPROMONTE, a mountain of C.akbrk, Italy, rising behind 
Reggio di Calabria, the west extremity of the Sila range. The 
highest point is 64so ft. and the slopes are dad with forest. 
Here Garibaldi was wounded and taken prisoner by the Italian 
troops under Pallavidni in 1863. 

asQUITM, HERBERT EMMY (Ass-. ), English states-
man, son of Joseph Dixon Asquith, was born at Morley, York-
shire, on the rah of September ass. He came of a middle-class 
Yorkshire family of pronounced Liberal and Nonconformist 
views, and was educated under Dr Edwin Abbott at the City of 
London school, from 'which he went as a scholar to Ballot, 
Oxford; there he had a distinguished career, taking a first-class 
in classics, winning the Craven scholarship and being elected a 
fellow of his college. He was president of the Union, and im-
pressed all his contemporaries with his intellectual ability, Dr 
Jewett himself confidently predicting his signal success in any 
career he adopted. On leaving Oxford he went to the bar, and 
as early as 11190 became a LC. In r887 he unsuccessfully 
defended Mr R. B. Conninghame Graham and Mr John Burns 
for their share in the riot in Trafalgar Square; and in 1889 he 
was junior to Sir Charles (afterwards Lord) Russell as counsel 
for the Irish Nationalists before the Parnell Commission—art 
association afterwards bitterly commented upon by Mr T. Healy 
in the House of Commons (March yo, wog). But though be 
attained a fair practice at the bar, and was recognized as a lawyer 
of unusual mental distinction and duity, his keno& snakes  

was not nearly so conspicuous as that of some of his con-
temporaries. His ambitions lay rather in the direction of the 
House of Commons. He had taken a prominent part in politics 
as a Liberal since his university days, especially in work for the 
Eighty Club, and in :886 was elected member of parliament 
for East Fife, a seat which he retained in subsequent elections. 
Mr Gladstone was attracted by his vigorous ability as a speaker, 
and his evidence of sound political judgment; and in August 
289r; though comparatively unknown to the general public, he 
was selected to move the vote of want of confidence which 
overthrew Lord Salisbury's government, and was made home 
secretary in the new Liberal ministry. At the Home Office be 
proved his capacity as an administrator; he was the first to 
appoint women as factory inspectors, and be was responsible for 
opening Trafalgar Square to Labour demonstrations; but he 
firmly refused to sanction the proposed amnesty for the dyna-
miters, and he was violently abused by extremists on account of 
the shooting of two men by the military at the strike riot at 
Featherstone in August 1893. It was he who coined the phrase 
(Birmingham, r894) as to the government's "ploughing the 
sands" in their endeavour to pass Liberal legislation with a 
hostile House of Lords. His Employers' Liability Bill 1893 
was lost because the government refused to accept the 
Lords' amendment as to " contracting-out." His suspensory 
bill, with a view to the disestablishment of the church in 
Wales, was abortive 480, but it served to recommend 
him to the Welsh Nationalists as well as to the disestablish-
ment party in England and Scotland. During his three years 
of office he more than confirmed the high opinion formed of 
his abilities. 

The Liberal defeat in 1895 left him out of office for eleven 
years. He bad married Miss Helen Maud in 1877, and was 
left with a family when she died in 1891; in 094, however, he 
had married again, his second wife being the accomplished Miss 
Margaret (" Margot ") Tennant, daughter of the wealthy iron-
master, Sir Charles Tennant, Bart., a lady well known in London 
society as a member of the coterie known as " Souls," and 
commonly identified as the original of Mr E. F. Benson's Dodo 
(1893). On leaving the Home Office in 189e, Mr Asquith decided 
to return to his work at the bar, a course which excited much 
comnient, since it was unprecedented that a minister who had 
exercised judicial functions in that capacity should take up again 
the position of an advocate; but it was obvious that to maintain 
the tradition was difficult in the case of a man who had no 
sufficient independent means. During the years of Unionist 
ascendancy Mr Asquith divided his energies between his legal 
work and politics; but his adhesion to Lord Rosebery (17.e.) 
as a Liberal Imperialist at the time of the Boer War, while it 
strengthened his position in the eyes of the public, put him in 
some difficulty with his own party, led as it was by Sir Henry 
Campbell-Bannerman (9.e.), who was identified with the " pro: 
Boer " policy. He was one of the founders of the Liberal League, 
and his courageous definiteness of view and intellectual vigour 
marked hint out as Lord Rosebery's chief lieutenant if that 
statesman should ever return to power. He thus became iden-
tified with the Roseberyite attitude towards Irish Home Rule; 
and, while he continued to uphold the Gladstonian policy in 
theory, in practice the Irish Nationalists felt that very little 
could be expected from his advocacy. In spite of his Imperialist 
views, however, be did much to smooth over the party difficulties, 
and when the tariff-reform movement began in 1903, he seized 
the opportunity for rallying the Liberals to the banner of free-
trade and championing the " orthodox" English political 
economy, on which indeed be bad been a lecturer in his younger 
days. During the critical years of Mr Chamberlain's crusade 
(19o3-!906) be made himself the chief spokesman of the Liberal 
party, delivering a series of speeches in answer to those of the 
tariff-reform leader; and his persistent following and answering 
of Mr Chamberlain had undoubted effect. He also made useful 
party capital out of the necessity for financial retrenchment: 
owing to the large increase in public expenditure, maintained by 
the Unionist government even after the Boer War was over; 
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and his mastery of statistical detail and argument made his 
appointment as chancellor of the exchequer part of the natural 
order of things when in December mos Mr Balfour resigned and 
Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman (q.v.) became prime minister. 

During Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman's premiership, Mr 
Asquith gradually rose in political importance, and in 19o7 the 
prime minister's ill-health resulted in much of the leadership in 
the Commons devolving on the chancellor of the exchequer. 
At first the party as a whole had regarded him somewhat coldly. 
And his unbending common-sense, and sobriety of criticism in 
matters which deeply interested the less academic Radicals who 
were enthusiasts for extreme courses, would have made the 
parliamentary situation difficult but for the exceptional popu-
larity of the prime minister. In the autumn of igo7, however, 
as the latter's retention of office became more and more improb-
able, it became evident that no other possible successor had equal 

• qualifications. The session of 19o8 opened with Mr Asquith 
acting avowedly as the prime minister's deputy, and the course 
of business was itself of a nature to emphasize his claims. After 
two rather humdrum budgets he was pledged to inaugurate • 
system of old-age pensions (forming the chief feature of the 
budget of 19o8, personally introduced by him at the beginning of 
May), and his speech in April on the Licensing Bill was a triumph 
of clear exposition, though later in the year, after passing the 
Commons, it was thrown out by the Lords. On the 5th of April 
it was announced that Sir Henry Campbell-Bannerman had re-
signed and Mr Asquith been sent for by the king. As the latter 
was staying at Biarritz, the unprecedented course was followed 
of Mr Asquith journeying there for the purpose, and on the 8th 
he resigned the chancellorship of the exchequer and kissed hands 
as prime minister. The names of the new cabinet were announced 
on the 13th. The new appointments were: Lord Tweedmouth 
as lord president of the council (instead of the admiralty); 
Lord Crewe as colonial secretary (instead of lord president of 
the council); Mr D. Lloyd George, chancellor of the exchequer 
(transferred from the Board of Trade); Mr R. McKenna, first 
lord of the admiralty (instead of minister of education); Mr 
Winston Churchill, president of the Board of Trade; and Mr 
Walter Runciman, minister of education. Lord Elgin ceased 
to be colonial secretary, but Lord Loreburn (lord chancellor), 
Lord Ripon (lord privy seal), Mr H. Gladstone (Home Office), 
Sir E. Grey (foreign affairs), Mr Haldane (War Office), Mr 
Sinclair (secretary for Scotland; created in rpm Lord Pentland), 
Mr Burns (Local Government Board), Lord Carrington (Board 
of Agriculture), Mr Birrell (Irish secretary), Mr S. Buxton 
(postmaster-general), Mr L. Harcourt (commissioner of works), 
Mr John Morley (India) and Sir Henry Fowler (duchy of Lan-
caster) retained their offices, the two latter being created peers. 
The Budget (see Isom GEORGE) was the sole feature of political 
interest in 1909, and its rejection in December by the Lords led 
to the general election of January mio, which left the Liberals 
and Unionists practically equal, with the Libour and Irish 
parties dominating the situation (I.. ays, U. ays, Lab. 40,1. 82). 
Mr Asquith was in a difficult position, but the ministry re-
mained in office; and be had developed a concentration 
of forces with a view to attacking the veto of the House of 
Lords (see Putt/aria), when the death of the king in May 
caused a suspension of hostilities. A conference between the 
leaders on both sides was arranged, to discuss whether any 
compromise was possible, and controversy was postponed to 
an autumn session. 	• 	 (IL Cs.) 

AU (OE. arse; Lat. ensue), a common name (the syno-
nym " donkey " is supposed to be derived either by analogy 
from " monkey," or from the Christian name Duncan; • cf. 
Neddy, Jack, Dicky, ht.) for different varieties of the sub-genus 
Asians, belonging to the horse tube, and especially for the 
domestic ass; it differs from the horse in its smaller size, bag 
ears, the character of its tall, fur and markings, audits proverbial 
dulness and obstinacy. The ancient Egyptians symbolized an 
ignorant person by the head and ears of an am, and the Romans 
thought it a bad omen to meet one. Its the middle ages the 
Germans of Westphalia made the am the symbol of Si Thomas, 

the incredulous apostle; the boy who was last to enter school 
on St Thomas' day was called the " As Thomas " (Gubernatis's 
Zoological Mythology, i. 362). The foolishness and obstinacy 
of the as has caused the name to be transferred metaphorically 
to human beings; and the fifth proposition of Book L of Euclid 
is known as the Pons Ashton's., bridge of asses. 

ASS, MST OP THE, formerly a festival in northern France, 
primarily In commemoration of the biblical flight into Egypt, 
and usually held on the 14th of January. A gill with a baby at 
her breast and seated on an ass splendidly caparisoned was led 
through the town to the church, and there placed at the gospel 
side of the altar while mass was said. The ceremony degenerated 
into a burlesque in which the ass of the flight became confused 
with Balsam's am. So scandalous became the popular revels 
associated with it, that the celebration was prohibited by the 
church in the 15th century. (See Foots, FEAST or.) 

ASSAIL a bay and port on the African shore of the Red Sea, 
6o m. N. of the strait of Bab-el Mandeb. Mash Bay was the 
first territory acquired by Italy in Africa. Bought from the 
sultan of Reheat in 1 870, it was not occupied until LUG. 
(See Emus, and ITALY: History.) 

ASSAIL a former province of British India, which was amal-
gamated in 2905 with " Eastern Bengal and Assam " (q.s.). 
Ares 56,243 sq. m.; pop. (mor ) 6,126,343. The province of 
Assam lies on the N.E. border of Bengal, on the extreme 
frontier of the Indian empire, with Bhutan and Tibet beyond 
it on the N., and Burma and Manipur on the E. It com-
prises the valleys of the Brahmaputra and Surma rivers, together 
with the mountainous watershed which intervenes between them. 
It situated between .• o' and re 17' N. lat., and between 
• 46' and '97°  s' E. long. It is bounded on the N. by the 
eastern section of the great Himalayan range, the frontier 
tribes from west to east being successively Bhutias, Akas, 
Daphlas, Miria, Mors and Mishmis; on the N.E. by the 
Mishmi hills, which sweep round the head of the Brahmaputra 
valley; on the E. by the unexplored mountains that mark 
the frontier of Burma, by the hills occupied by the independent 
Naga tribes and by the state of Manipur; on the S. by the 
Lushai hills, the state of Hill Tippers, and the Bengal district 
of Tippers; and on the W. by the Bengal districts of Mymen-
singh and Rangpur, the state of Kucb Behar and Jalpaiguri 
district. 

Natural Disisions.—Araam is naturally divided into three 
distinct tracts, the Brahmaputra valley, the Surma valley and 
the hill ranges between the two. The Brahmaputra valley is 
an alluvial plain, about afio !IL in length, with an average 
breadth of so ro., lying almost east and west. To ths north is 
the main chain of the Himalayas, the lower ranges of which rise 
abruptly from the plain; to the mouth is the great elevated 
plateau or succession of plateaus known as the Assam range. 
The various portions of this range are called by the names of the 
tribes who inhabit them—the Gain, the Khasi, the Jahn*, the 
North Cachar and the Naga hills. The range as a whole is 
joined at its eastern extremity by the Patkai to the Himalayan 
system, and by the mountains of Manipur to the Arakan Yoma. 
The highest points in the range are Nokrek peak (4600 ft.) in 
the Gam hills, Shillopg peak (649, ft.) in the Khasi-Jaintia 
and Japva peak (nearly to ft.) in the Naga hills. South of 
the range comes the third division of the province, the Surma 
valley, comprising the two districts of Cachar and SOUL The 
Surma valley is much smaller than the Brahmaputra valley, 
COVELL% only 7506 against e4,283 sq. m.; its IBC= &vatic& 
is much lower and its Hirer& are more sluggish. 

Physical Amear.--Aseans is a fertile series of valleys, with the 
great channel of the Brahmaputra the Sow of Brahma) 
flowing down its middle, and an infinite number of tributaries and 
watercourses pouring into it from the mountains on either side. 
The Bralunahutra spreads out in a sheet of water several ages bread 
during the :Way ammo and in its course through Roma lama a 
number of islands in its bed. Rising in the Tibetan plateau, far to 
the north of the Himalayas, and skirting round their eastern passes 
not far from the Yang-tme-kiang and the great river of Cambodia. it 
emirs Amara by a soils of waterfalls and tapids. amid vast boulders 
and aonsinulations of rucks. The gorge, situated in Lakbanpar 
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deice teeth which the southerner beam* of the Brahma. 
puts enters, has from time immemorial been bold in reveners by 
the Hindus. It is called the lehmakunda or Parantranikunda; 
and although the journey to it is both difficult and dangerous, it is 
annually visited by theimends of devotees. After a rapid course 
westwards down the whole length of the Assam valley, the Brahma-
putra turns sharply to the south, spreading itself river the alluvial 
districts of the Begat delta, and, after several changes of name. 
ends its course of 1800 m. in the Bay of Bengal. Its first tributaries 
in Assam, after nein the frontier, an the Kundil sad the Digsule, 
flowing from the Mislaid hills on the north, and the Temple and 
Ming, which take their rise on the Singpho hills to the spouthest. 
Shortly steer& it receives the MilamfloirWchrota the north. 
east; but its principal confluent le the on , deriving its 
origin, under the name of the Tsaogpo, born a spot in the vicinity of 
the source of the Sire. flows in a dimctaa precisely opposite to that 
river, and traversing the tableland of Tibet. at the beck of the great 
Himalaya range, falls into the Brahniapetra in ley ale N. let.. 
95. 56' long., after a course of needy woo m. Doubts weeks' 
entertained whether the Dibong could be justly 	rda as the 
continuation of the Tsangpo, but these were pre 	set at seat 
by the voyage of F. J. Needham in aft& Below the confluence, the 
united stream flows in a meth...mainly denim, forming the 
boundary between the districts a Weimer and Dane& situated 
on its northern bank, and those of Silmagar and Nowgong on the 
south; and finally bisectieg Kamrup, it crosses over the frontier 
of the province and passe into BengaL In its course it receive 
on the left side the Dibing, a fiver having 'tense at the 'audiometers 
angle of the province; and lower down, on the opposite aide, it parts 
with a considerable offset termed the Bun Les, which, however, 
reunites with the Brahmaputra 60 m. below the point of divergence. 
bearing with it the additional water* of the Sabered, flowing from 
Tibet. A second °hen, under the nerve of the Kann rive =tine 
the parent stream a sheet distance above the town d Gauleti. 
The remaining rivers are too 'numerous to be partiaratised. Tka 
streams of the south are not rapid, and have no considerable current 
until May or June. Among the islands formed by the intersection 
and confluence of the rivers is Mee, or the Great Island. as it is 
called by way of preeminence. This Island extends se m. in length 
by about to in breadth, and is formed by the Brahmapubta on the 
south-east and the Be Lek river on the north-west. la  the upper 
part of the Valley, towards the gorge where the Brahmaputra enters. 
the country in varied and picturesque, walled in on the north and 
east by the Himalayas. and thickly wooded from the base to the 
snow-lane. On either bank of the Brahmaputta along narrow strip 
of plain rises almost imperceptibly to the loot of the kills. Gigantic 
reeds and gramme occupy the be lands near the banks of the gnat 
river; expanses of fertile Melee come peat; a little higher up. 
dotted with villages encircled by groves of bamboo. and fruit trees 
of great doe and beauty, the dark forests succeed, covering the 
interior table-lend and mountain.. The country in the vicinity of 
the large rivers is flat, and impenetrable hose dense tangled jungle, 
with the exception of some very low-lying tract. which ate either 
permanent rearees or are covered with water during the refs.
Jungle will not grow on these depressions. and they are coverall 
either with water. reeds, high grange or rice cultivetko. On of 
ear such open epacesare collected all the village& As distraveller 

s farther down the valley, the country gradually,  opmeout 
Into wideplains.• In the western district of ;Cane" the country 
forms one great =panne, with a few devited tracts here and there, 
varying from 200 to goo ft. in height. 

Sosts.—The soil is eaceedingly rich and welEadapted• ell kinds 
of agricultural purposes, and for the most part is composed of a rich 
black loam reposing on a grey sandy clay, though occasionally it 
exhibits a light elle clayey texture. :Mt kind may be divided usto 
three great classes. The first division iscar

ou  
of hill, the lat• 

of group within the valley being that the 'kir Mountains. which 
stand out upon the plain. Another set of h project into the valley 
at Gauhati. But these letter are ratherlegations of *pure from 
the Khasi chain than isolated peps b ro ' to the plain.. The 
other hills are all isolated and of small extent. The second division 
of the lands is the well-raised part of the valley whose level lies above 
the ordinary inundations of the Brahmaputra. The channels of 
some of the hill streams. however, ate of no little depth that the 
highest Lands in their neighbourhood are liable to sudden floods. On 
the north bank of the great river, lands of this sort run down the 
whole length of the valley, except where they are interrupted by the 
beds of the hill streams. The breadth of these plains Is in some 
places very triffing, "Anse in others they comprise a tract of man 
miles, according to the camber and the height of the rocks or hills 
that protect than from the absentees of the river. The alluvial 
deposits of the Brahmaputra and of its tributary streams moy be 
considered as the third general division of lands en Assam. These 
lands are very extensive, and pr lent every degree of fertility and 
elevation, from the vast days of pore sand. subject to ensue ism-
dation& to theism Weds, so raised by drift-mod and the areas-
lated remains of rank vegetable matter, as no longer to be hen 
to flood. Tile rapidity with which wastes, composed entirely of sand 
newly washed fontardby the current during floods. becode converted 
into rick pasture nemeses'. As the freshets begin to hams and 

retire into thedeeper amen* the emote form letural embank- 
meats en their edge& preventing the return of • small peke of 
water ohie is thus left stagnant on the goods, and exposed to the 
action of the son's rays. It slowly evaporates, leaving a thin eve 
ot animal and vegetable matter. This Is seen impregnated with the 
seeds of the ,.Saanne sporeeme and other grasses that have bees 
partly brought by the winds and partly deposited by the water. 
Such places are frequented by numerous flocks of aquatic birds, 
which resort thither is search of fish and molluscs. As vegetation 
begins to appear, herds of wild elephants and buffelossere armed 
by the imply of food and the solitude of the newly-formed lend, and 
in their' turn contribute to manure the son. 

Geolegy.--Geographecally the Morn hels lie in the angle between 
the Himalayas and the Burmese range, butgecko...By they 
belong to neither. The older Mbar* We those of Bengal. and the 
newer beds show ao sign of either the Himalayan or the Burmese 
folding—on the top of the plateau they are nearly botizontal, but 

the soothers mares they are bent sharply downwards in a 
aim m000tenel fold. The greater pasta the mass la composed of 
enema and adios. The Sylbet traps near the southern margin are 
correlated with the Rajmel traps of Bengal. The older rocks era 
overlaid unconformably by Cretaceous beds, candadagckefy of 
sandstones with deems of coal, the whole seeks thinner 
tomes the not* and thus indicating the neighbourhood the 
old shonrlina The fossils are very similar to those of the South 
Indian Cretamus, but very diffetent from those of tbe corres=gs 

 beds in the Herbed valley. Tbe overlying Tertiary series 
nummulitie beds and vanish). seems of aoa 

The bane ranges of the east and south of Assam belong to 
the Burmese nem of mountain chains (see Boma), and consist 
largely of Tertiary beds. iscluding the great Coal seams of Upper 
Assam. The Assam valley is covered by the alluvial deposits a the 
Brahmaputra. 

Ofdm missal productions by far tba most valuable is cosh 
Competed with the Gondwana coal of the penman of India the 
Tertiary coal seams of Assam are remarkable for their perky and 
their extraordinary thickness. The " Thick Seam " of Marghere, 
in Upper Amen, averages so ft., and in some places reaches as read, 
as Io ft. The average percentage of ash in 27.  aseys of Assess Goal 
ens 3.8 as against 16'3 in 17 assays of 121111&111 COOL The cod 
name are commonly associated with petroleum springs. Gold id 
found in the alluvia deposit., but the neidts a exploration have 
not been very promising. 

Eargliquan.—Aseam is liable to earthquakes. There was a severe 
earthquake  in Cacer on the loth of January Me, a severe shock 
in Shillong and Gauhati in September aye, and one is Sikhar in 
October ear reit by far the were shock known is that which 
occurred on the evmung of nth June agy. The area of this Benda 
disturbance extended over northeastern India, from Manipur to 
Sikkim; but the focus was in the Khasi and Coro bill In the 
elation of Shillong every masonry braiding was levelled to the 
ground. Throughout the 	bridges were shattered, roads 
were blokes up like ploughed fi 	and the bads of rivers were 
dislocated. In the hills there were terrible eddies.  which wrecked 
the little Clierrapunji sailway and caused too dere The 
mortality recorded we tea, including two Europeans at 
The levels of the country were we affected that the towns of 
and limpets became almost uninhabitable during theme& 

Fans —The ecology of Men presents some interesting feature& 
Wild elephants "bowed and 'commit many depredates, entering 
villages III Imo herds, and consuming everything suitable to their 
tastes. , Many are caught by memoof female elephants periely 
tamed, and trained to ,  decoy roles into the snares premed foe 
subjecting these to captivity. A considerable number are tamed 
and expend from Amin every year. Many are killed every nor 
in the fees for the sake of the ley which they furnish. The 
government befell establishment from Dace capsule huge numbers 
of elephants in the province, and the right of hunting is also sold 
by auction to private bidder.. The anise catch of the latter 
averages about two hundred. The rhinoceros is found in the denser 
parts of the forests and generally in 	places. This anima 
Is bunted and killed for its skin and its 	The skin effacer 
the material for the best shieldThe horn is sacred in the eyes of 
the natives. Contrary to the usual belief, it le stated that, if aught 
young, the rhinoceros is easily tamed and becomes strongly • 
to his keeper. Then abound, and though many are annually de- 
Maned for tbe sake of the government reward, their amens seem 
scarcely.-0 at all, to diminish. Leopards and bears ate numerous; 
end the 	 , the Arctowyx collar& of Cove, a seal animal 
somewhat resembling a bear, but havingthe moue, eyes and tail 
of a bog, is found. Among the most formidable animals known 
is the wild buffalo or tour which is of great sine, strength and 
fierceness. The fox and the Cache exist, and the wild hog is very 
abundant. Goats, deer of venom kinds, hare and two or three 
gees of antelope are found, as are monkeys in great variety. 
Tee lawcweinn the squire, the civet cat. the ichneumon wad the 
otter ate common. The bird. are too various to admit of enema-, 
don. Wild game is plentiful; pbeamosts, partridges. snipe sad 
water-fowl of many descriptions make the country a tempting field 
for the epereman. Vultures end other birds of peey are met ate 
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Crocodiles (ouunonly called alligators) swans in ell parts of the 
Brehmeputra, and are very destructive to the fish, of which hun-
dreds of varieties are found, and which supply a valuable article of 
hard. The mot destructive of the fares sesame, as regards human 
life, are, however the sodas. Of then, several poisonous species 
alit, including die cobra and karat (Raja gripschass and Haw 
gams coorslatr). The bite of e fairly-grown healthy serpent of 
either of these species is deadly: and it is ascertained that more 
deaths occur from snake bite than from all the other wild beasts put 
together. Among the nonpoisonous serpents the python ranks 
first. This is an enormous bosponstrictor of great length and 
weight, which drops upon his prey from the branch of a tree, or steals 
upon it in the thick gram. He kills his victim by rolling himself 
sound the body till he breaks it ribs, or suffocates it by one irre-
sistible convolution mend its throat. He seldom or never etudes 
human beings unless in self-defence, and loss of life from this cause 
h scarcely ever 

Agricodhes.—Mrtperdiecipal and almost the only food-grain of 

thscp
Laems portion of the province is rice. The production of this 

is carried on generally under the same conditions as in 
Bengal; but the times of sowing and reaping and the names given 
to the several trope vary much in different parts of the province. 
In 1901-1904 out of 4 total cultivated area of 1436mo scree, there 
were 1,t94,000 aces under rice. In addition fete is liown to a 
considerable extent in Goal rte and Sylhet; cotton es grown in 
large quantities along the of the Assam range. Rubber is 
grown in government plantations and is also brought in by the hill 
tribes; while lac, mustard and potatoes are also produced. 

Teo Pleetetioss.—The most important article of commerce pro-
duced in Assam is tee. The rice crop covers a very great proportion 
of the cultivated land, but it is used ter local connotation, and the 
Brehmeputra valley don not produce enough for its own consump-
tion. large quantities being imported for the coolies. The to 
plantations are the one great source of wealth to the province. and 
the necessities of is cultivation are the chief stimulants to the 
development of Assam. The plant was discovered in t823 by 
Mr Robert Bruce, who had proceeded thither on a mercan tile  
exploration. The country, however. then formed part of the 
Burmese dominions. But war with this monarchy ebortly after- 
wards broke out, and a brother of the first discoverer, happening to 
be appointed to the commend of a division of gunboats employed 
in some past of the operations, followed up the pursuit of the subject, 
and obtained several hundred plants and a considerable gumbo 
of seed. Some s were ultimately (awarded to the super-
intendent of the botanic garden at Calcutta. In 11132 Captain 
Jenkins was deputed by the governor-general of India, Lord 
Bentinck, to report upon the resounoes of the country, and the to 
plant was brought to his especial notice by Mr Bruce; in :834 
minute was recorded by the governor-general on the subject, in 
which it is stated that his attention had been called to it in 1827 
before his departure from England. In accordance with the views 
of that minute, a committee was appointed to prosecute inquiries, 
and to promote the cultivation of the plant. Communications were 
opened with China with a view to obtain fresh plants and seeds, and 
a deputation, composed of patlemen versed in botanical studies, 
was despatched to Amara. Some seeds was obtained from Chine; 
but they proved to be of small importance. as it was dearly ascer-
tined by the members of the Assam deputation that both the black 
and the green tea plants were indigenous here, and might be multi-
plied to any extent; another of the Chinese mission, that of 
picturing persons skilled in the cultivation and manufacture of black 
tea, was of more material benefit. Subsejuently, under Lord 

supply of Chinese fleeter. and menu. 
lecturers was obtained---men well acquainted with the mamas 
necessary for the production of green tee, as the former set were 
with those requisite for black. In 1838 the first twelve chests of to 
from Assam were received in England. They had been injuredin 
some degree on the passage, but on samples being submittedto 
brokers, and others of long experience and tried judgment. the 
reports were highly favourable. It was never. however, the in-
tention of government to carry on the trade, but toresign it to 
private adventure as soon as the experimental course could be fairly 
completed. Mercantileassocistions for the colour and manufacture 
of tea in Assent began to he formed as early o, 1839; and in 
the government disposed of their establishment, and relinquished • 
the manufacture to the ordinary operation of commercial enterprise. 
In 1831 the crop of the principal company was estimated to produce 
280,000 lb. Since then the enterprise boa rapidly developed. Tea 
is now cultivated in all the plans district of the proviocea %rhea 
the industry was firstes , the land which was supposed 
to be best for the plant was hill or undulating ground: but now 
ft his been found in the Surma valley that with good drainage the 
heaviest crops of tea can be raised from low-lying land, even such 
as formerly supported rice cultivation. At the dose of the year 
1905 them were yea gardens in all, with 422.333 acne, and employ. 
ing 464,912 coolie. The majority of Olden/ 4/0 owned br 

M
405446 Bats belonging to them as against 16.849 to Indiana. 

otel out-turn for the province in 1903 was 193.336.047 to 
Between ‘1193 and 11198 there was a great extension of tea cultivation. 
with the result that the industry !remote effier from the coopedoe  

*im•tators overpretheedost. Also to meet the repayments of the 
industry, as enormous number of coolies had to be brorgbt into the 
pomace from other pasts of Inds. and in recent Veers the supply 
of labour has begun to fall off, caning • rise in the out of pro-
duction. For these reasons there was a crisis in the tea industry of 

which was relieved to some wan by the redaction of the 
duty on tea in tea. 

sa-Gardes Coeliss—The labour required on the tee gardenia 
is almost entirely imported, as the natives of the province are 
too prosperous to do such work. During the decade 1891-epst. 
596, coolies were imported, or about a tenth of the to= 
lake of the province. The impartation of cocas Is 
by an elaborate system of legislation, which provides for the mein- 
tration of contszete,„ the method '-..,.anon of coolies d the 
Looney, and supetvoion over rater of pe dr, on the 
The first labour aet wee passed in 1863, and since don the law on the 
subject his been changed by suidve enactments. The measure 
now is force Is called Act Vi. of 19o1. Under ibis act the maximum 
term of the labour contract is fixed at four yam and a minimum 
monthly wage is laid dove, the mama of which, however. is cow 
tangelo on the completionof a duly task by thelabourer. Labourers 
under contract .wing are liable to fine and imprisonment, end, 
subject to certain  . may be arrested without easiest 
by their employers. In addition to the labourers engaged under 
this aet,a large number am employed under contract edorceable 
by Act XIII. of 1839, which provides penalties for breach of the 
contract, but does not allow of the arrest of deserters without 
warrant. Neither does this act regulate in may way the rams of 
the contract. nor contain soy mead provisions for the isnetectiow 
of the labourer. Many laboutere on the conclusion of their first 
emp 	 t under Act VI. of 1901 enter into renewed contracts 
under Act X111..11839. In z9o3 there were in all 664.296 labourers. 
and ,ao9 bah importations, of whom 62 % chose she old act. 

ffmkreyr..-,-The Assemaeopt seaway runs from the seaport of 
Chittagoog to the Soma valley, and thence norm the hills to 
Dibregarls, at the head of the Brehreeputravalley, with a branch 
to Daubed lower down the BrAmaputra. The lull section of this 
line was found exceedingly difficult of construction, and extensive 
damage was done by the earthquake of z897; but it is now complete. 
This railway is finned  by the government, though worked by a 
company, and therefore ranks as a state line. At the end of 19o4 
its open mil age was 3.76m. There are several short lines of.  hake 
railway or tramway In the province. The most important es the 
Dibru-Sediya.railway, at the head of the Bzehanaputra valley, with 
a branch to the coal-fields. 

Train.—The external trade of Assam is conducted partly by 
, partly by native best. and to it small extort by rail. In 

the hma utra valley sooners tam as much as 86 % of the 
exports, 94% of the imports. , In the Sums valley native 
boats carry about 43% of both. In t9o4-z9o3 the total exports 
were valued at 726 lakhs of rupees. The chief t eems were tea, rice 
in the husk, al•seeds, tee-seed, tlerbee, coal and jute. The inspects 
were valued at 437 LAM of The cdei items rote cotton 
piecogoods, the not in the hour, sugar, grain and pie, aut. hos 
and steel, tobacco, cotton twist and yarq and brass and copper. 
No he than two-thirds of the total trade is conducted with Calcutta. 
The trans frontier trade is issignificantr and moot of it is conducted 
with the Bengal state of Hill Tippera., The trade through Chitty- 

Ws: moteatend airing to the opening of the hill-section of the 
aimed railway, which giro, direct communication between 

the districts of Upper  Aman and the port of Chittagong, and the 
innos of that port is the new province of Eastern Bengal 
and ft.m. 

Iskabitassts.—The total population of Assam, according to 
the census of mot, was 6,126,343, of whom 3,4290399 were 
Hindus, 1481,317 Mabotomedans and 1.0611,334 Animists. 
The number of foreigners in the population due to immigration 
by the tea-garden CO01101 was 77044. But in spite of this 
Immigration the rate of increase in the population was only 
S'9% in the decade, and with the immigrants deducted 1-36%. 
Amongst native-born Amman during the decade there was a 
serious decrease in Nowgong and some other districts, due to 
Wearer and other diseases. The &Siamese are an interesting 
rate, of distinct origin from the neighbouring Bengalis. A large 
proportion of than derive their origin from tribes who came 
from the ilimahrin ranges, from Burma or from the Chinese 
frontier. The mast important of these are the Ahoms or Aharns, 
an offshoot of the Shan race of northern Burma. They were the 
last conquerors of Assam before the Burmese, and they long 
preserved their ancient traditions, habits and institutions. 
Hinduism first made Its encroachments among their kings and 
nobility. Several generations ago they gave up eating beef, 
sod they am now completely Hinduized, except in a few remote 
recesses of Awn. Hinduism has also impressed. its leaguege 

I 
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upon the province, and the vernacular Assaniess pomerses a close 
affinity to Bengali, with the substitution of s for the Bengali dr, 
of a guttural Is for the Bengali M or sh, and • few other dialectk 
changes. Indeed, so dose was the resemblance that for a time 
Bengali was used as the court and of language of the province 
under British role. But with the development of the country 
the Aasam.se tongue asserted its claims to be treated as a distinct 
vernacular, and a resolution of government (x873) reestablished 
it as the language of official life and public busbies. 

The Assam peasant, living in a half-populated province, and 
surrounded by surplus land, is indolent, pod•natured and, on 
the whole, prosperous. He raises sufficient food for his wants 
with very little labour, and, with the exception of a few religious 
ceremonies, he has no demand made upon him for money, saving 
the light rental of his fields. Under the peaceful infuse:es of 
British rule, he has completely lost his ancient 'catlike instincts, 
and forgotten his predatory habits. In complexion be is a shade 
or two fairer than the Bengali. His  person  is in rung short 
and robust, but devoid of the pace and flexibility of the Hindu. 
A Bat face, with high cheek-bones, presents a physiognomy 
resembling the Chinese, and suggests no idea of beauty. • His 
hair is abundant, black, lank and coarse, but the beard is scanty, 
and usually plucked out, which gives him an effendsate appear-
ance. no women form a striking contrast to the men; there is 
more of feminine beauty in them than is commonly seen in the 
women of Bengal, with a form and feature somewhat approach-
ing the European. The habits of life of the Asearnese peasantry 
are me-eminently domestic. Great respect is paid to old age; 
when parents are no kaiser capable of labour they are supported 
by their children, and scarcely any one Is snowed to become a 
burden to the public. They have also in general a very tender 
regard for their offspring, and are generous and kind to their 
relations. They are hospitable to peopled their own caste, but 
to no others. The use of opium is ney'general. 

MU Tribes.—The hill and frontier tribes of MUM include the 
Naps, Singphos, Daphlas, Mirk, Khamtis, Mishmis, Abets, 
nearly all of whom, excepting the Naps, are found near the fros-
tier. of Lakhimpor district. The principal of these, in point of 
numbers, are the Naps, who inhabit the hills and forests along 
the eastern and south-eastern frontier of Assam. They reside 
partly in the British district of the Naga lulls and partly in 
independent territory under the political control of the deputy-
commissioner of the adjoining districts. They cultivate nail 
cotton, yams and Indian cam, and prepare salt horn the brine 
springs in their hills. The different tribes. of Naps are lade. 
pendent of and unconnected with one another, and are of tea 
at war with each other. The Singphos are another of the main 
population of the same race, who occupy is force the hilly 
country between the Patkai and Chindwin rivers, slid are nombe 
ally subject to Burma. The Akas, Daphhis, Mirk, Ahem, 
Mishmis and Khamtis are described under separate headings. 
Under regulation V. of 1873, an inner line has been laid down 
in certain districts, up to which the protection of British authority 
Is guaranteed, and beyond which, except by special permission, 
It is not lawful for British subjects to go. This inner lino has 
been laid down in Darrang towards the Bhutias, Aka. and 
Daphlas; fn Lakhimper towards the Daphlas, Mink Abets, 
Mishmis, Khamtis, Singphos and Naps; and in Sibsagar towards 
the Naps. The Inner line formerly maintained along the Lushai 
border has since riks been slowed to fall into desuetude, but 
Lushais visiting Cedar are required to take out passes from the 
superintendent of the Lushai hills. The Use is marked at 
intervals by frontier posts held by military police and com-
manding the roads of access to the tract beyond; and any 
person from the plains who has received permission to nom the 
line has to present his pass at tMse poste. 

History.—Asum was the penance of Bengal which remained 
most stubbornly outside the limits of the Mogul empire and of 
the Mahommedan polity in India. Indeed, although frequently 
avenue by Mussulesan armies, and its western districts annexed 
to the Mahommeden viceroyalty of Bengal, the province main-
tained an uncertein independence till its invasion by the Burmese  

towards the end of the illth century, and Its final cession to the 
British in 1826. It seems to have been originally included, along 
with the greater part of north-eastern Bengal, in the old Hindu 
territory of Kamrup. Its early legends point to great religious 
revolutions between the rival rites of Krishna and Siva as a 
source of dynastic ehanges. Its roll of kings extends deep into 
pre-historic times, but the first rajah capable of indentification 
flourished about the year 76 A.O. Kamrup, the Pragjotishpor 
of the ancient Hindus, was the capital of a legendary king Narak, 
whose son Bhegedatta distinguished himself in the great war of 
the .1 f shalth4roks. 

When Haan Tsang visited the country in e.o. deo, a prince 
named Kumar Bkaskent Barman was on the throne. The people 
are described as being of small stature with dark yellow com-
pletions; they were fiats  in appearance, but upright and 
studious. Hinduism was the state religion, and the number of 
Buddhists was very small. The soil was deep and fertile, and 
the towns were surrounded by moats with water brought from 
riven or banked-up lakes. Subsequently we read of Pal rulers 
in Assam. It is supposed that these kings were Buddhist and 
belonged to the Pal dynasty of Bengal. Although the whole of 
Kamrup appears from time to time to have been united into one 
kingdom under same unusually powerful monarch, it was arms 
often split up Into numerous petty states; and for several 
centuries the Koch, the Ahem and the Chad* powers contested 
for ths Assam valley. In the early part of the 13th century 
the About. or Aliens, ham northern Burma and the Chinese 
frontiers, poured into the eastern districts of Assam, founded a 
kingdom, sad held it firmly for several centuries. The Ahrens 
were Shuts from the ancient Shan kingdom of Pong. Their 
manners, customs, religion and language were, and for a long 
time continued to be, different from those of the Hindus; but 
they found themselves compelled to respect the superior civiliza-
tion of this race, and slowly adopted its castors. and language. 
The conversion of their king Chucheaspha to Hinduism took 
place in the year A.D. ram, and all the Ahem of Assam 
gradually followed his example.. In medieval history, the 
Assainese were known *the Namibian population as a warlike, 
predatory race, who ailed down the Brahmaputra in fleets of 
innumerable canoes, plundered the rich districts of the delta, 
and retired in safety to their forests and swamps. As the 
Mahommedan power consolidated itself in Bengal, repeated ex-
peditions were sent out against these river pirates of the north-
east. The physical difficulties which an invading force had to 
contend with in Anon, however, prevented anything like a 
regular subjugation of the country; and after repeated efforts, 
She Mussubnans contented themselves with occupying the 
western districts at the mouth of the Assam valley. The follow-
ing details will suffice for the history of a struggle in which no 
great political object was attained, and which left the Assamese 
still the same wild and piratical people as when their fleets of 
canoes first Wiled forth against the Bengal delta. In 1638, 
during the reign of the emperor Shah Johan, the Assamme 
descended the Brahmaputra, and pillaged the country round the 
city of Dacca; they were expelled by the governor of Bengal, 
who retaliated upon the plunderers by ravaging Assam. During 
the civil wars between the sons of Shah Johan, the king of Assam 
renewed his predatory incursion into Bengal; upon the termina-
tion of the contest, Aumagmb determined to avenge these 
repeated insults, and despatched a considerable force for the 
regular invasion of the Assamese territory (i660-1662). His 
general, Mir Jumla, defeated the rajah, who fled to the mountains, 
and most of the chiefs made their submission to the conqueror. 
But the mins set in with unusual violence, and Mir Jumla's army 
was almost annihilated by famine and sickness. This terminated 
the last expedition against Amain by the Ifahommedans, whose 
fortunes in this country were never prosperaus. A writer of the 
Mahommedan faith says:.—" Whenever an invading army has 
entered their territories, the Asramese have sheltered themselves 
in strong posts, and have distressed the enemy by stratagems, 
surprises and alarms, and by cutting of their provisins. If 
these means failed, they have declined a battle in the field, but 
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have carried the peasants into the mountains, burned the grain 
and left the country desert. But when the rainy season has set 
in upon the advancing enemy, they have watched their oppor-
tunity to make excursions and vent their rage; the famished 
invaders have either become their pre' oners or been put to death. 
In this manner powerful and numerous armies have been sunk 
in that whirlpool of destruction, and not a soul has escaped." 
The same writer states that the country was spacious, populous 
and hard to be penetrated; that it abounded in dangers; that 
the paths and roads were beset with difficulties; and that the 
obstacles to conquest were more than could be expressed. The 
inhabitants, he says, were enterprising, well-armed and always 
prepared for battle. Moreover, they had lofty forts, numerously 
garrisoned and plentifully provided with warlike stores; and 
the approach to them was opposed by thick and dangerous 
jungles, and broad and boisterous rivers. The difficulties in the 
way of successful invasion are of course not understated, as it 
was the object of the writer to exalt the prowess and perseverance 
of the faithful. He amorists for their temporary success by 
recording that " the Ifussulman hordes experienced the comfort 
of fighting for their religion, and the blessings of it revertecito 
the sovereignty of his just and pious majesty." The short-lived 
triumph of the Mussulmans might, however, have warranted a 
less ambitious tone. About the middle of the 17th century the 
chief became a convert to Hinduism. By what mode the con. 
Version was effected does not dearly appear, but whatever were 
the means employed, it seems that the decline of the country 
commenced about the same period. Internal dissensions, in-
vasion and disturbances of every kind convulsed the province, 
and neither prince nor people enjoyed security. Late in the 
18th century some interference took place on the part of the 
British government, then conducted by Lord Cornwallis; but 
the successor of that nobleman, Sir John Shore, adopting the 
non-intervention policy, withdrew the British force, and aban-
doned the country to its fate. Its condition encouraged the 
Burmese to depose the rajah, and to make Assam a dependency 
of Ava. The extension of their encroachments on a portion of 
the territory of the East India Company compelled the British 
government to take decisive steps for its own protection. Hence 
arose the series of hostilities with Ava known in Indian history as 
the first Burmese War, on the termination of which by treaty in 
February 1826, keen; remained a British possession. In 1832 
that portion of the province denominated Upper Assam wan 
formed into an independent native state, and conferred upon 
Purandhar Singh, the ex-rajah of the country; but the ad-
ministration of this chief proved unsatisfactory, and in 1838 his 
principality was reunited with the British dominions. After a 
period of successful administration and internal development, 
under the lieutenant-governot of Bengal, it was erected into a 
separate chief-commissionership in 1874. 

In 1886 the eastern Dwell were annexed from Bhutan; and 
1874 the district of Goalpara, the eastern D/raIS and the 

Caro hills were incorporated in Assam. In MA the southern 
Lushai hills were transferred from Bengal to Assam, and the 
north and south Lushai hills were amalgamated as a district .of 
Assam, and placed under the superintendent of the kasha' hills. 
Frontier troubles occasionally occur with the Akas, Daphlas, 
Abors and Mishmis along the northern border, arising out of 
raids from the independent territory into British districts.. In 
October loos the whole province of Assam was incorporated in 
the new province of Eastern Bengal and Assam. 

See E. A. Gait, The History of AU= (1906). 
AMNESIC. the Indo-Aryan language spoken in the Assam 

valley. In reor the number of its speakers was 1,358,346. 
It is closely related to Bengali and Oriya, forming with them 
and with Bilotti the Eastern Group of the Indo-Aryan vernacu-
lars. For further particulars see Bement. 

MASOTTI. OITAVIO GIOVANNI BAITISTA (1753.-11120), 
the founder of schools for the education of deaf-mutes in Italy, 
TM born at Genoa in 5753. After quaifying binned for the 
church, he entered the society of the Pietist*, "Suede Pie," 
who devoted themselves to the trainable of the young. His  

superior learning caused hint to be appointed to lecture ma 
theology to the students of the order. In t8en be heard of the 
Abbe Sicard's training of deaf-mutes in Paris, and resolved to 
try something similar in Italy. He began with one pupal, and 
had by degrees collected a small number round him, when, in tilos, 
Napoleon, hearing of his endeavours, ordered a convent to be 
given him for a school-house, and funds for supporting twelve 
scholars to be taken from the convent revenues. This order was 
scarcely attended to till x8 ti, when it was renewed. and in the 
following year Asstonti, with a considerable number of pupils, 
took possession of the new school. Here he continued, with the 
exception of a short interval in 1814, till his death in 'Sao. A 
pension, which had been awarded him by the king of Sardinia, 
he bequeathed to his scholars. 

MARY, or Ammon, a Roman copper coin, the " farthing " 
of Matthew x. zo. 

ASSASSIN (properly Hashishia, from Hashish, the opiate 
made from the juice of hemp leaves), a general term for a secret 
murderer, originally the name of a branch of the Shiite sect 
(see Sumas), known as Ismallites, founded by Haman (fin) 
Sabbah at the end of the nth century, and from that time active 
in Syria and Persia until crushed in the 13th century by the 
Mongols under Hulaku (Hulagu) in Persia, and by the /damduke 
Bibars in Syria. The father of Hassan Sabha, a native of 
Khorasan, and a Shiite, had been frequently compelled to profess 
Sunnite orthodoxy, and from prudential motives bad sent his  
son to study under an orthodox doctor at Nishapur. Here 
klassan made the acquaintance of Nizilm-ul-Mulk, afterwards 
vizier of the sultan hialffc-Shah (see Sewers). - During the 
reign of Alp-Aden he remained in obscurity, and then appeared 
at the court of Man-Shah, where he was at first kindly received 
by his old friend the vizier. Vassan, who was a man of great 
ability, tried to supplant himin the favour of the sultan, but was 
outwitted and compelled to take his departure from Persia. He 
went to Egypt (ro78-7e), and, on account of his high reputation, 
was received with great honour by the lodge at Cairo. lie WOO 
stood so high in the caliph Moatansir's favour as to excite against 
him the jealousy of the chief general, and a cause of Open enmity 
soon arose. The caliph had nominated first one and then 
another of his sons as his successor, and in consequence a party 
division took place among the herding men. Hassan, who 
adopted the cause of Meer, the eldest son, found his enemies too 
strong for him, and was forced to leave Egypt. After many 
adventures be reached Aleppo and Damascus, and after a sojourn 
there, settled near Kaddstan (Kohistan). He gradually spread 
his peculiar modification of IsmaIlite doctrine, and, having 
collected a considerable number of followers, formed them into a 
secret society. In rap he obtained, by stratagem, the strong 
mountain fortress of AlamSt in Persia, and, removing there 
with his followers, settled as chief of the imams society after-
wards-called the ASE33512.5. 

The speculative principles of this body were identical with 
those of the Ismallites, bat their external policy was marked by 
one peculiar and distinctive feature—the employment of secret 
" assassination " against all enemies. This practice was introduced 
by Hassan, and formed the essential chatacterianic of the sect 
In organization they closely resembled the western lodge at 
Cairo. At the had was the supreme ruler, the Sheik-al-Jahal 
(lead), i.e. Chief, or, as it is commonly translated. Old Man of 
the Mountains. Under him were three Dei-al-Kiredi, or, as 
they may be called, grand priors, who ruled the three provinces 
over which the sheik's power extended. Next caste the body 
of Dirk, or priors, who were fully initiated into all the secret 
doctrines, and were the emissaries of the faith. Fourth were 
the Rejigs, associates or fellows, who were in process of initiation, 
and who ultimately advanced to the dignity of Mb. Filth 
came the -  most distinctive class, the Fedais (ix. the devoted 
ones), who were the guards or assandas proper. Them were all 
young men, and trona .their ranks were selected the agents for 
any deed of blood. They were kept uninitiated, and the blindest 
obedience was exacted from and yielded by them. When the 
shills required the services of any of them, the selected filar 
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were intoxicated with the hashish. When in this state they were 
introduced into the splendid gardens of the sheik, and sur-
rounded with every sensual pleasure. Such a foretaste of 
paradise, only to be granted by their supreme ruler, made them 
eager to obey his slightest command; their lives they counted as 
nothing, and would resign them at • word from him. Finally, 
the sixth and seventh orders were the Larks, or novices, and 
the common people. Hassan well knew the efficacy of estab-
lished law and custom in securing the obedience of a mass 
of people; accordingly, upon all but the initiated, the observ-
ances of Islam were rigidly enforced. As for the initiated, they 
knew the worthlessness of positive religion and morality; they 
believed in nothing, and scoffed at the practices of the faithful. 

The Assassins soon began to make their power felt. One of 
their first victims was Hassan's former friend, Nizam-ul-Mulk, 
whose son also died under the dagger of a secret murderer. The 
death by poison of the sultan Malik-Shah was likewise ascribed 
to this dreaded society, and contributed to increase their evil 
fame. Sultan Sinjar, his successor, made war upon them, but 
he was soon glad to come to terms with enemies against whose 
operations no precaution seemed available. After a long and 
prosperous rule Hassan died at an advanced age in 1134. He 
had previously slain both his sons, one on suspicion of having 
been concerned in the murder of a dal at Kuhistan, the other 
for drinking wine, and he was therefore compelled to name as his 
successor his chief thri, Kia-Busurg-Omid. 

During the fourteen years' reign of this second leader, the 
Assassins were frequently unfortunate in the open field, and 
their castles were taken and plundered; but they acquired a 
stronghold in Syria, while their numerous murders made them 
an object of dread to the neighbouring princes, and spread abroad 
their evil renown. A long series of distinguished men perished 
under the daggers of the fedais;,even the most sacred dignity 
was not spared. The caliph Mostarahid was assassinated in his 
tent, and not long after, the caliph Rashid suffered a similar fate. 
Busurg-Omid was succeeded by his son Mahommed I., who, 
during the long period of twenty-five years, ruthlessly carried out 
his predecessor's principles. In his time Massiat became the 
chief seat of the Syrian branch of the society. Mahommed's 
abilities were not great, and the affections of the people were 
drawn towards his son Hassan, a youth of great learning, skilled 
in all the wisdom of the initiated, and popularly believed to be 
the promised Imam become visible on earth. The old sheik 
prevented any attempt at insurrection by slaying :so of Haman's 
adherents, and the son was glad to make submission. When, 
however, he attained the throne, he began to put his views into 
effect. On the filth of the month Ramadan, x164, he assembled 
the people and disclosed to them the secret doctrine* of the 
initiated; he announced that the doctrines of Islam were now 
abolished, that the people might give themselves up to feasting 
and joy. Soon after, he announced that he was the promised 
Imam, the caliph of God upon earth. To substantiate these 
claims he gave out that he was not the son of Mahommed, but 
was descended from Nizar, son of the Egyptian caliph Mostansir, 
and a lineal descendant of Innen After a short reign of four 
years Hassan was assassinated by his brother-in-law, and his 
son Mahommed IL succeeded. One of his first acts was to slay 
his father's murderer, with all his family and relatives; and his 
long rule, extending over a period of forty-six years, was marked 
by many similar deeds of cruelty. He bad to contend with many 
powerful enemies, especially with the great Atsbeg sultan 
Nureddln, and his more celebrated successor, Saladin, who bad 
gained possession of Egypt after the death of the last Patimite 
caliph, and against whom even secret assassination seemed 
powerless. During his reign, also, the Syrian branch of the 
society, under their dal, Sinan, made themselves independent, 
and remained so ever afterwards. It was with this Syrian branch 
that the Crusaders made actmaintanee; and it appears to have 
been their emissaries who slew Count Raymund of Tripoli and 
Conrad of Montferrat. 

Mahommed IL died from the effects of poison, administered, 
it is believed, by his son, Jelaleddhs Hassan III, who succeeded. 

He restored the old form of doctrine—secret principles for the 
initiated, and Islam for the people—and his general piety and 
orthodoxy procured for him the DOM of the new biweeklies. 
During his reign of twelve years no assassinations occurred, and 
he obtained a high reputation among the neighbouring princes. 
Like his father, he was removed by poison, and his sou, 'Ala-ed-din 
Mahommed III., a child of nine years of age, weak in mind and 
body, was placed on the throne. Under his rule the mild 
principles of his father were deserted, and a fresh course of 
ISSUsination entered on. IA itz55, after a reign of thirty years, 
'Ala-ed-din was slain, with the connivance of his son, Rukneddln, 
the last ruler of the Assassins In the following year Hulagu 
(Hulagu), brother of the Tatar, Mange Khan, invaded the hill 
country of Persia, took Alamnt and many other castles, and 
captured Rukneddin (see MONGOLS). He treated him kindly, 
and, at his own request, sent him under escort to Mange. On 
the way, Rukneddln treacherously incited the inhabitants of 
Kirdkuh to resist the Tatars. This breach of good faith was 
severely punished by the khan, who ordered Rukneddln to be 
put to death, and sent a messenger to Hulagu (Hulagu) com-
manding him to slay all his captives. About moon of the 
Assassins were massacred, and their power in Persia was com-
pletely broken. The Syrian branch flourished for some years 
longer, till Bibars, the Mamelake sultan of Egypt, ravaged their 
country and nearly extirpated them. Small bodies of them 
lingered about the mountains of Syria, and are believed still to 
exist there. Doctrines somewhat similar to theirs are still to be 
met with in north Syria. 

See J. von Hammer, &staid* der Assassin= (1818); S. de Sacy, 
Mere= de r !maim, iv. (1818), who discusses the etymology sully; 
Camila &rim vols. lv.,  WI; Ajourdain in Michanda Wileire des 
&amides. ii. pp. 465-484, and trays. of the Persian historian 
Mirkbond in Notices a ostroits des seeenserits, siii. pp. 144 eq.; cf. 
P. Dozy, Eseei ass lei:Seise d. r ldasisw. (Leaden sad Pans. on), 
ch. ix. (G. W. T.) 

ASSAULT (from Lat. ad, to or on, and saliva, to lisp), in 
English law, " an attempt or offer with force or violence to do 
corporal hurt to another, as by striking at another with a stick 
or other weapon, or without a weapon, though the party misses 
his aim." Notwithstanding ancient opinions to the contrary, 
it is now settled that mere words, be they ever so provoking, 
will not constitute an assault. Coupled with the attempt or 
threat to indict corporal injury, there must in all cases be the 
means of carrying the threat into effect. A battery is more than a 
threat or attempt to injure the person of another; the injury 
must have been inflicted, but it makes no difference however 
small it may be, as the law does not "draw the line between 
degrees of violence," but " totally prohibits the first and lowest 
stage of it." Every battery includes an assault. A common 
assault is a misdemeanour, and is punishable by imprisonment 
with or without hard labour to the extent of one year, and if it 
occasions bodily harm, with penal servitude for three years, or 
imprisonment to the extent of two yens, with or without hard 
labour. There are various different kinds of assaults which are 
provided against by particular enactments of parliament, such 
as the Offences against the Person Act i861, the Prevention of 
Crimes Act r87z, lic.; and there are also certain aggravated 
assaults for which the punishment is severer than for common 
assault, as an assault with intent to murder, with intent to 
commit a tape, lie. In certain cases an assault and battery is 
sometimes justifiable, as in the case where a person in authority, 
as a parent or schoolmaster, inflicts moderate punishment upon 
a child, or in certain cues of self-defence, or in defence of one's 
goods and chattels. An assault may be both a tort and a crime, 
giving a civil action for damages to the person injured, as well as 
being the subject of a criminal prosecution. 

Ussaai Shales.—The general principles applicable throughout 
the United States are the same as in England. Riding a horse 
threateningly near a petson; or tiding a bicycle against another 
Wow V. COINS, 117 Indians Rep. 450); waking one Iron 
sleep to present a milk bill (Naomi v. Fiske, rho Mass. 34), 
are assaults. A minor is liable for climates for an assault 
(Hilda& v. Ilasssosk, ssti Illinois Rep. 6111). In Tetras it has 
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been held that an assault with a knife is not necessarily an 
aggravated assault (Warren v. Slab, 3 S.W. 240), and an axe 
is not necessarily a "deadly weapon" with which to assault 
(Gladney v. Slate, 12 S.W. 868), and the State must prove that it 
would be likely to produce death or serious bodily injury (Melton 
V. Slat., 17 S.W. 257). Neither a pistol nor brass knuckles are 
necessarily deadly weapons; the State must show their size or 
manner of use in making the assault (Ballard v. Slate, 33 S.W. 
674; Miles v. Slate, 5 S.W. 25o). But in vim a pistol wax held 
by the Texas Supreme Court to be a deadly weapon if not used 
simply as a club (Lapland V. Stale, 73 S.W. sou), and the SIM 
court held in nos that a pistol is a deadly weapon (Pam v. State, 

S.W. 531), and so the assault was an aggravated assault. Is 
North Carolina it has been held that an axe is ex Si termini a 
"deadly weapon" (State v. Shields, Ito N.C. 49)• 

ASSAYB, a village of Hyderabad or the Nizam's Dominions, 
in southern India, just beyond the Bear frontier. The place is 
celebrated as the site of a battle fought on the 23rd of September 
3803 between the combined Mahratta forces under Sindhia and 
the rajah of Serer and the British under Major-General Wellesley, 
afterwards the duke of Wellington. The Mahratta force con-
sisted of 50,000 men, supported by zoo pieces of cannon served 
by French artillerymen, and entrenched in a strong position. 
Against this the English had but a force of 4500 men, which, 
however, after a severe struggle, pined the most complete 
victory that ever crowned British valour in India. Of the 
enemy 12,000 were killed and wounded; and General Wellesley 
lost 3657—one-third of his little force—killed and wounded. 
Assaye is 261 m. north-west of Hyderabad. 

ASSAYING. To " assay " (or " essay "; Fr. assayer) is in 
general to try, or attempt, so to make trial or test. Ina restricted 
sense the term assaying is applied in metallurgy to the deter-
mination of the amount of gold or elver In ores or alloys; in this 
article, however, it will be used in a wider technical signification, 
and will include a description of the methods for the quantitative 
determination of those elements in ores which affect their value 
in metallurgical operations. It would be impossible to give in 
detail here all the precautions necessary for the successful use 
of the methods, and the descriptions will therefore be confined 
to the principles involved and the general manner in which they 
are applied to secure the desired results. 

Gold and Shur.—Ores containing gold or silver are almost 
invariably assayed in the dry way; that is, by fusion with 
appropriate fluxes and ultimate separation of the elements in 
the metallic form. One of the customs which has grown out of 
our peculiar system of weights is the form of statement of the 
results of such an assay. Instead of expressing the amounts of 
gold and silver in percentages of the weight of ore, they are 
expressed in ounces to the ton, the ounce being the troy ounce 
and the ton that of soon avoirdupois pounds. To simplify 
calculation and to enable the assayer to use the metric system 
of weights employed in all chemical calculations, the "assay 
ton " (" A.T. " 29. r66 grammes) has been devised, which bears 
the same relation to the ton of s000 lb avoirdupois that one 
milligram does to the troy ounce; when one assay ton of ore is 
used, each milligram of gold or silver found represents one ounce 
to the ton. 

The assay of an ore for gold or silver consists of two operations. 
In the-first the gold or silver is made to combine or alloy with 
metallic lead, the other constituents of the ore being separated 
from the lead as slag. In the second, the leadtutton containing 
the gold or diver b cupelled and the resulting gold or silver button 
is weighed. The first is conducted in one of two ways, known 
respectively as the crucible method and the seorifieation method. 
The crucible method is generally used for ores containing gold 
in small amounts and for certain dosses of silver ores. The 
amount of ore taken for assay is generally one-half " A.T.," but In 
very low-grade ores one, two, and sometimes even four " A.T.s " 
are used. In the scarification method one-tenth of an " A.T." is 
the amount commonly taken. While in both methods the same 
result is sought, the means employed are quite different In the 
ecodfiestioa method the ore is =iced in the scarifier (a shallow  

dish of burned day) with from ten to twenty time its weight of 
granulated metallic lead (test lead) and a little borax glass, and 
heated in a muffle, the front of which is at first dosed. When 
the lead melts and begins to oxidize, the lead oxide, or so-called 
litharge, combines with or dissolves the non-metallic and readily 
oxidizable constituents of the ore, while the gold and silver alloy 
with the laid. As the slag thus formed flows off to the sides of 
the scorner, the assay dears and the melted metallic lead fours 
an " eye " in the middle. The door of the muffle is then opened 
and the current of air which is drawn over the amine rapidly 
oxidizes the lead, while the melted litharge gradually closes over 
the metal. When the " eye " has quite disappeared the door is 
closed and the temperature raised to make the slag very liquid. 
The scorifier is taken from the muffle in a pair of tongs and the 
contents poured into a mould, the lead forming a button in the 
bottom while the slag floats on top. When cold, the contents 
of the mould are taken out and the lead button hammered into 
the form of a cube, the slag, which is glassy and brittle, separating 
readily from the metal, which is then ready for cupellation. In 
the crucible method the ore is mixed with from once to twice its 
weight of flux, which varies in composition, but of which the 
following may be taken as a type:— 

Sodium bicarbonate 	  8 parts. 
Potassium carbonate. 	 3 w Powdered borax   4 w Flour  	w -Lithely 	  9 w 

The mixture is charged into a round day crucible from too sum. 
to r es mm. high, and heated either in a muffle or in a crualge 
furnace at a gradually increasing heat for forty or fifty minutes. 
At the expiration of this time, when the charge should be perfectly 
liquid and in a tranquil state of fusion, the cradble is removed 
from the furnace and the contents are poured into a mould. 
The resulting lead button hammered into shape and carefully 
cleansed from slag is ready for the cupel. If the button is too 
large for cupellation, or if it is bard, it may be scarified either 
alone or mixed with test lead before cupellation. The character 
and amount of the flux necessarily depend upon the character of 
the oft, the object being to concentrate in the lead button all the 
gold and slyer while dissolving and carrying off in the slag the 
other constituents of the ore. Under the most favourable con-
ditions there is a slight-loss of gold and silver in the fusion, the 
scarification and the cupellation, both by absorption in the slag 
and by actual volatilization and absorption in the cupeL In area 
containing much copper, this metal is largely concentrated in the 
lead button, making it bard, and necessitating repeated scarifica-
tion' and, in some cases, a preliminary removal of the copper 
by solution of the ore in nitric add. This leaves the gold in 
the insoluble residue, which is filtered off, and the silver in the 
solution is thrown down by hydrochloric acid. The resulting 
precipitate of saver chloride is filtered, and the residue and the 
precipitate are scarified together. Ores containing much arsenic 
or sulphur are generally roasted at a low heat and the assay 
is made on the roasted material. 

The process of cupellation is briefly as follows: The gold 
alloy is fused with a quantity of lead, and a little silver if silver 
is already present. The resulting alloy, which is called the teed 
batten, is then submitted to fusion on a very porous support, 
made of bone-esh, and called a eafrd. The fusion being effected 
in a eunent of air, the lead oxidizes. The heat is sufficient to 
keep the resulting lead odds fused, and the porous cupel has the 
property of absorbing melted lead oxide without taking up any 
of the metallic globule, exactly 111 the same way that blotting-
paper will absorb water whilst It will not tooth a globule of 
mercury. The heat being continued, and the current of air 
always passing over the surface of the melted lead button, and 
the lead oxide being sucked up by the cupel as fast as it is formed, 
the metallic globule rapidly diminishes In size until at last all 
the lead has been got rid of. Now, if this were the only action, 
little good would have been pined, for we should simply have 
put lead into the gold alloy, and then taken it out again; but 
another action goes err whilst the lead is =Wising id the curtest 
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of air. Other metals, except the sliver and gold, also oxidise, 
and are carried by the melted litharge into the cupeL If the lead 
is therefore rightly proportioned to the standard of alloy, the 
resulting button will consist of only gold and silver, and these are 
separated by the operation of Maki, which consists in boiling 
the alloy (after rolling it fo a thin plate) in strong nitric acid, 
which dissolves the silver and leaves the gold as a coherent 
sponge. To effect this parting properly, the proportion of silver 
to gold should be as 3 to t. The operation by which the alloy is 
brought to this standard Is termed guarealisa or isquareation, 
and consists in fusing the cloy in a cupel with lead and the 
quantity of fine silver or fine gold necessary to bring it to the 
desired composition. 

Lead.— The " dry " or fire assay for lead Is largely used for the 
valuation of lead ores, although it is being gradually replaced by 
volumetric methods. One part of the ore is mixed with from 
three to five parts of a flux of the following composition:— 

Potassium carbonate . 	. 	. 	. 40.6 % 
Sodium bicarbonate . 	. 	.   31• „ 
Borax   ts..6 
Flour   121 

The mixture is charged into a day crucible and heated for twenty 
minutes at a good red heat. When the mixture has been In a 
tranquil state of fusion for a few minutes it is poured into a mould. 
When cold, the button is hammered, cleaned carefully from slag, 

of ore
weighed. The proportion is calculated from the amount 

ore used, and the result is expressed in parts in a hundred 
pr percentage of the ore. Various impurities, such as copper, 
antimony and sulphur, go into the lead button, so that the result 
is generally too high. The most accurate method for the deter-
mination of lead in ores is the gravimetric method, in which it is 
weighed as lead sulphate after.the various impurities have been 
separated. Nearly all lead ores contain mote or less sulphur; 
and as in the process of solution in nitric acid this is oxidized 
to sulphuric acid which unites with the lead to form the very 
insoluble lead sulphate, it is simpler to add sulphuric acid to 
convert all the lead into sulphate and then evaporate until the 
nitric add is expelled. The salts of Iron, copper, em, are then 
dissolved in water and filtered from the insoluble silica, lead 
sulphate, and calcium sulphate, which are washed with dilute 
sulphuric acid. The insoluble matter is treated with a hot solu-
tion of alkaline ammonium acetate, which dissolves the lead 
sulphate, the other materials being separated by filtration. The 
lead sulphate, re-precipitated in the filtrate by an excess of 
sulphuric acid and alcohol, it then filtered on an asbestos felt in 
a Gooch crucible, washed with dilute sulphuric acid and alcohol, 
ignited, and weighed. Lead sulphate contains 68.30 % of 
metallic lead. 

There are several volumetric methods for assaying lead ores, 
but the best known is that based on the precipitation of lead by 
ammonium molybdate in an acetic acid solution. The lead 
sulphate, obtained as describedaboveand dissolved in ammonium 
acetate, is acidulated with acetic acid diluted with hot water and 
heated to boiling-point. A standardized solution of ammonium 
molybdate is then added from a burette. As long as the solution 
contains lead, the addition of the molybdate solution causes 
a precipitation of white lead molybdate. An excess of the 
precipitant is shown by a drop of the solution imparting a 
yellow colour to a solution of tannin, prepared by dissolving 
one part of tannin in 300 of water, drops of this solution are 
placed on a white porcelain plate, and as the precipitant is added 
to the lead solution a drop of the latter Is removed from time to 
time on a glass stirring-rod and added to one of the drops on the 
porcelain plate. The appearance of a yellow colour shows that 
all the lead has been precipitated and that the solution contains 
an excess of molybdate. From the reading of the burette the 
lead is calculated. The molybdate solution should be of such a 
strength that r cc. will precipitate o-or gramme of lead. It is 
standardised by dissolving a weighed amount of lead sulphate in 
ammonium acetate and proceeding as described above. 

Zinc—Chemically the ores of zinc consist of the silicates, 
carbonates. oxides. sad sulphides of sine assodated with other  

metals, some of which complicate the methods of assay. The 
mast modem and the most generally accepted method is volu-
metric, and is based on the reaction between zinc chloride and 
potassium ferrocyanide, by which insoluble zinc ferrocyanide 
and soluble potassium chloride are formed; the presence of the 
slightest excess of potassium ferrocyanide is shown by a brownish 
tint being imparted by the solution to a drop of uranium nitrate. 
The ore (o•s gramme) is digested with a mixture of potassium 
nitrate and nitric acid. A saturated solution of potassium • 
chlorate in strong nitric acid is added, and the mast evaporated 
to dryness. It is then heated with a mixture of ammonium 
chloride and ammonia, filtered and washed with a hot dilute 
solution of the same mixture. The filtrate diluted to 200 Ca is 
carefully neutralised with hydrochloric acid, and excels of 6 oc. 
of the strong acid is added, and the solution maturated with 
hydrogen sulphide, which precipitates the copper and cadmium, 
metals which would otherwise Interfere. Without filtering, the 
standard solution is added from a burette, and from time to time 
a drop of the solution is removed on the glees stirring-rod and 
added to a drop or two of a strong solution of uranium nitrate, 
previously placed on a white porcelain plate. The appearance 
of a brown tint in one of these tests shows the end of the reaction. 
When cadmium is not present the copper may be precipitated 
by boiling the acidulated ammoniaad solution with test lead and 
titrating, as before described, without removing the lead and 
copper from the solution. The ferrocyanide solution is standard-
ised by dissolving I gramme of pure zinc in 6 cc. of hydrochloric 
acid, adding ammonium chloride, and titrating as before. This 
method is modified in practice by the character of the ores, 
carbonates and silicates free from sulphides being decomposed 
by hydrochloric acid, with the addition of a little nitric acid. 

Copier.— The fire assay for copper ores was abandoned VMS 
ago and the electrolytic method took its place; this in turn is 
now largely replaced by volumetric methods. In the electrolytic 
method from cos to s grammes of ore are treated in a flask or 
beaker, with a minore of so cc. of nitric and to cc. of sulphuric 
acid, until thoroughly decomposed. When this liquid is cold it 
is diluted with cold water, heated until all the soluble salts are 
dissolved, transferred to a tall, narrow beaker, and diluted to 
about r so cc. The electrodes are attached to a frame connected 
with the battery and the beaker is placed on a stool, which can 
be raised so that the electrodes are immersed in the liquid and 
reach the bottom of the beaker. The electrodes consist of two 
cylindersof platinum (placed one inside the other) about 7s mm. 
high, the smaller of the two 37 mm. and the larger so mm. In 
diameter, both pierced with to to is holes s mm. in diameter, 
evenly distributed over the surfaces to facilitate diffusion of the 
liquids. The surfaces of the cylinders are roughened with a sand 
blast to increase the areas and make the deposited metals adhere 
more firmly. Each cylinder has a platinum wire fused to the 
upper circumference to connect with a clamp from which a wire 
leads to the proper pole of the battery. The smaller cylinder is 
generally the negative electrode on which the copper is deposited. 
The framework carrying the clamps is arranged so that a number 
of determinations may be made at one time, the wires from the 
damps running from a rheostat, so arranged that currents of ad 
strength may be used simultaneously. The cylinder, having 
been carefully weighed, is placed in position, the beaker con-
taining the solution is adjusted, and the current passed until all 
the copper is precipitated. This generally requires from two to 
twelve hours. The cylinders are then removed from the solution 
and washed with distilled water, the one holding the deposited 
copper being washed with alcohol, dried and weighed; the 
increase in weight represents the copper contents of the ore. 
The deposited copper should be firmly adherent and bright rosy 
red in colour Silver, arsenic and cadmium, if present, are 
precipitated with the copper and affect the accuracy of the 
results; they should be removed by special methods. 

Volumetric methods are more expeditious and require less 
apparatus. The potassium cyanide method is based on the 
fact that, when potassium cyanide is added to an ammoniacal 
solution of a seat of copper,. the insoluble copper cyanide is 
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formed, the end of the reaction being Indicated by the disappear-
ance of the blue colour of the solution. One gramme of the ore 
is treated in a flask with a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acids 
and evaporated until all the nitric acid is expelled. After cooling 
a little, water is added, and then a few grammes of aluminium 
foil free from copper. On this foil the copper In the solution is 
all precipitated by electrolytic action In a few minutes, and the 
aluminium is dissolved by the addition of an excess of sulphuric 
acid. Water is added, and as soon as the gangue and copper 
particles have settled the clear solution is decanted, and the 
residue washed several times in the same way. The copper is 
then dissolved in s cc. of nitric add, if silver is present a drop or 
two of hydrochloric acid is added, the solution diluted to about 
so cc., and filtered. To-the filtrate (or, If no silver is present, to 
the diluted nitric add solution) so ce. of ammonia are added, 
and a standard solution of potassium cyanide is run in from 
a burette until the blue colour has nearly disappeared. The 
solution is filtered to get rid of the precipitate, and the titration 
Is finished in the nearly clear filtrate, which should be always 
about 200 cc. in volume. The titration is complete when the 
blue colour is so faint that it is almost Imperceptible after the 
flask has been vigorously shaken. The potassium cyanide solu-
tion is standardised by dissolving o•s gramme of pure copper 
in s cc. of nitric acid, diluting, adding so cc. of ammonia, and 
titrating exactly as described above. 

When potassium iodide is added to a solution of cupric acetate, 
the reaction (Cu(C21180,),+ CuI 2K(CilisOi) + I takes 
place; that is, for each atom of copper one atom of iodine is 
liberated. If a solution of sodium thiosulphate (hyposulphite) 
I. added to this solution, hydriodic acid, sodium iodide and 
tetrathionate are formed; and if a little starch solution has been 
added, the end of the reaction Is indicated by the disappearance 
of the blue colour, due to the iodide of starch. The amount of 
Iodine liberated is therefore a measure of the copper in the 
solution, and when the sodium thiosulphate has been carefully 
standardized the method Is extremely accurate. The ore is 
treated as described In the cyanide method until the copper 
precipitated by the aluminium foil has been washed and dissolved 
in 5 cc. of nitric acid, then o•t5 gram= of potassium chlorate 
is added, and the solution boiled nearly dry to oxidize any 
arsenic present to arsenic acid. The solution is cooled, so cc. 
water added, then 5 cc. ammonia, and the solution is boiled for 
five minutes. Next s cc. of glacial acetic acid are added, the 
solution cooled, and s cc of a solution of potassium iodide (3oo 
grammes to the litre) and the standard solution of sodium 
thiosulphate run in from a burette until the brown colour has 
nearly disappeared. A few drops of starch solution are then 
added, and when the blue colour has nearly vanished a drop or 
two of methyl orange makes the end reaction very sharp. The 
thiosulphate dilution is standardized by dissolving o•3 to ol 
gramme of pure copper in 3 cc. of nitric acid, adding so cc. of 
water and s cc. of ammonia, and titrating as above after the 
addition of s cc. of glacial acetic acid and 5 cc. of the potassium 
iodide solution. 

hots.—The methods used in the assay for iron are volumetric, 
and are all based on the property possessed by certain reagents 
of oxidizing iron from the ferrous to the ferric state. Two salts 
are in common me for this purpose, potassium permanganate and 
potassium bichromate. It is necessary in the first place, after 
the ore is in solution, to reduce all the iron to the ferrous con-
dition, then the carefully standardized solution of the oxidising 
reagent is added until all the iron is in the ferric state, the 
volume of the standard solution used being the measure of the 
iron contained in the ore. The end of the reaction when potassium 
permanganate is employed is known by the change in colour 
of the solution. As the solution of potassium permanganate, 
which is deep red in colour, is dropped into the colourless iron 
solution, It is quickly deodorized while the iron solution 
gradually assumes a yellowish tinge, the first drop of the perman-
ganate solution in excess giving it a pink tint. With potassium 
bichromate solution, which is yellow, the iron solution becomes 
green from the chromium chloride or sulphate formed, and the  

end of the reaction is determined by removing a drop of the 
solution on the stirring-rod and adding it to a drop of a dilute 
solution of potassium ferricyanide on a white tile. So long as the 
solution contains a ferrous salt, the drop on the tile changes to 
blue; hence the absence of a blue coloration indicates the 
complete oxidation of all the ferrous salt and the end of the 
reaction. One gramme of ore is usually taken for assay and 
treated in a small flask or beaker with so cc. of , hydrochloric acid. 
All the iron in the ore generally dissolves upon heating, and a 
white residue is left. Occasionally this residue contains a small 
amount of iron in a difficultly soluble form; in that case the 
solution Is slightly diluted with water and filtered into a larger 
Bask. The residue in the filter is ignited and fused with a little 
sodium carbonate and nitrate, or with sodium peroxide. 'lase 
product is treated with water, filtered, and the residue dissolved -
in hydrochloric acid and added to the main solution. This 
solution, which should not exceed so cc. or 7s cc. in volume. 
contains the iron in the ferric state and is ready forroduction. 

In the reduction by metallic tine, about 3 grammes of granu-
lated or foliated zinc are placed in the flask, which is dosed with 
a small funnel; when the iron is reduced, add to cc. of sulphuric 
acid, and as soon as all the sine is dissolved the solution is ready 
for titration. In the reduction by stannous chloride the solution 
of the ore in the flask is heated to boiling, and a strong solution 
of stannous chloride is added until the solution is completely 
decolorized, then 6o cc. of a solution of mercuric chloride (so 
grammes to the litre) are run in and the contents of the flask 
poured into a dish containing boo cc. of water and 6o cc. of a solu-
tion containing too grammes of menganous sulphate, s litre of 
phosphoric acid (s 3 sp. gr.), 400 cc. of sulphuric acid, and shoo 
cc, of water The solution is then ready for titration with the 
standard permanganate solution. 

The permanganate or bichromate solution is standardised by 
dissolving o•s of a gramme of pure iron wire in a flask, in hydro-
chloric acid, oxidizing it with a little potassium chlorate, boiling 
of all traces of chlorine. deoxidising by one of the methods 
described above, and titrating with the solution. As the wire 
always contains impurities, the absolute amount of iron in the 
wire must be determined and the correction made accordingly. 
Pure oxalic acid may also be used, which, in the presence of 
sulphuric acid, is oxidised by the standard solution according to 
the reaction-- 

5(HiCtO4H10) + 3HiSO. 4-2K NnOs 
+Aci.w.+111H10 

The reaction in case of ferrous sulphate is :— 

10FeSO, 4-2K M nO. a H 	..5Fel(S003+1C1SO4 
•1-2)AnS0t+SHIO: 

that is, the same amount of potassium permanganate is required 
to oxidize s molecules of oxalic acid that is necessary to oxidise 
so molecules of iron in the form of ferrous sulphate to ferric 
sulphate, or 63 parts by weight of oxalic acid equal 56 parts by 
weight of metallic iron. Ammonium ferrous sulphate may also be 
used; it contains one-seventh of its weight of iron. (A. A. B.) 

ASSEGAI. or Assort (from Berber-Arab wasisayals, through 
Portuguese steroid), a weapon for throwing or hurling, a light 
spear or javelin made of wood and pointed with iron, particularly 
the spear used by the Zulu and other Kaffir tribes of South 
Africa. In addition to the long-handled assegai there is a shorter 
weapon for use at close quarters. 

MOWN. RAMS (t6so-r66o), Dutch painter, was born at 
Diepen, near Amsterdam. He received instruction from Kaska 
Vandevelde (1587-1630), and distinguished himself particularly 
in landscape and animal painting, though his historical works 
and battle pieces are also admired. He travelled much in France 
and Italy, and modelled his style greatly after Bamboccio (Peter 
Leer). He was one of the first Dutch painters who introduced a 
fresh and clear manner of painting landscapes in the style of 
Claude Lorraine, and his example was speedily followed by other 
artists. Amide's pictures were in high estimation at Amster-
dam, and several of them are in the museums of that city. 
Twenty-four, painted in Italy, were engraved. 
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AfillIMANI.Abe name of a Syrian Maronite family of Meets 

Orientalists. 
s. Josue Shunt, a Marmite of Mount Lebenee, was born in 

t6115. When very young be was sent to the Marmite college is 
Rome, and was tramferred thence to the Vatican library. In 
1717 he was sent to Egypt and Syria to search for valuable MSS., 
and returned with about t so very choke ones. The success of 
this expedition induced the pope to send him again to the East 
in 1735, and be returned with a still sure valuable collection. 
On his return he was made' titular archbishop of Tyre and 
librarian of the Vatican library. He instantly began to eery 
into execution most extensive plans for editing and publishing 
the most valuable MS. treasures of the Vatican. Ris two vest 
works are the Winne* Orientalis Cleasentino-Vatican rec. 
nanny codd. Sm., Arab., Pers., Tore., Ilebr.,Samarit., Amen , 
Ansiop., Gram., Aegyg., I kr., d Haiob., fosse et snit Clem. 
XL (Rome, 1719-1728), 9 vols. folio, and Bethansi Syri Has 
ninth grad 422224 Cr., Syr., al LaS., 6 vols. folio (Rome, 1737-
1746). Of the Bibliosheea the first three vols. may were completed. 
The work was to have been in four puts.-(s) Spies and allied 
MSS., orthodox, Nestorian and Jacobite; (2) Arabian MSS , 
Christian and Mabommeden; (3) Coptic, AethloPic, Persian 
and Turkish MSS.; and (4) Syrian and Arabian MSS. not 
astinctively theological; only the first part was completed, 
but extensive preparations were made for the others. There is a 
German abridgment by A. F. Pfeiffer. 

a. Joann Atomme, brother of Joseph Simon, and professor 
of Oriental languageset Rome. He Media x782. Besides aiding 
his brother in his literary labours, he published, in 1749-1760. 
Codex Litorgiass Bassin floisasse in se. Moir (this is InC0111- 
piete), and Comment& Catholisis ea* Patriardsis Chddaeorson 
• Nestoriassorstm (Rome, 1775). 

3. STEPHEN Manus, nephew of Joseph Simon and Joseph 
Aloysius, was the chief assistant of his uncle Joseph Simon in his 
work in the Vatican library. He was titular ankbinop of 
Apames in Syria, and held several rich prebends in Italy. His 
literary labours were very extensive. His two most important 
works were a description of certain valuable MSS. in his Mao-
dnae blediceo-Lamentiane d Palatines end. manoser. Orien-
tation Cataloged (Flor. 1742), foL, and his Ada SS. Madmen 
Orientation. He made several translations from the Sythm, 
and in conjunction with his uncle be began the BiNiotibene 
A *odd. Vatic. codd. mansc. Carol., in fru earns dinikdos. 
Only three vela. were published, and the fire in the Vatican 
library in r7158 consumed the manuscript collections which had 
been prepared for the continuation of the •work. 

4. SLUM, grandnephew of Joseph Simon, was hornet Tripoli 
in 1752, and was professor of Oriental languages In Padua. He 
died in aro. He is best known by his masterly detection of the 
literary imposture of Vella, which claimed to be a history of the 
Saracens in Syria. 

ASSEMBLY. UNLAWFUL, the term used in English law for an 
assembly of three or more persons with intent to commit a crime 
by force, or to carry out a common purpose (whether lawful or 
unlawful), in such a manner or in such circumsteeces as would 
in the opinion of firm and rational men endanger the public 
peace or create fear of immediate danger to the tranquillity of 
the neighbourhood. In the Year Book of the third year of 
Henry VIL's reign assemblies were referred to as not punishable 
unless in lawns 'Orli donna .  regis. It has been suggested 
(Criminal Code Commission, 1879) that legislation first became 
necessary at a time when it was usual for those landed proprietors 
who were on bad terms with one another to go to market at the 
head of bands of armed retainers (Statute of Northampton, 
:328, h Edw. III. e. 3). An assembly, otherwise lawful, is not 
made unlawful if those who take pert In it know beforehand 
that there will probably be organized opposition to it, and that 
it may cause a breach of the peace (Beatty v. Gianni, 1882, 
9 Q. B. D. 3o8). All person may, and must if called upon to do 
so, assist in dispersing an unlawful assembly (Redford v. Birley, 
1622, 1 St. Tr. 2.5.12/5; R. v. Pinney. 1831, 3 St. Tr. ILL It). 
As assembly which is lawful cannot be rendered unlawful by 

proclamation vales the proderoadon Is me authorised by 
statute (R. v. Fussy, 1833, 3 St. Tr. DAL 543, 567; Kr. - 
O'Carneft, 1831, 2 Si. Tr. n.*. 639, 656; sex also the Prevention 
of Crimes Ilrehodj Act r887). Meetings foe training or drilling, 
, or military movements, are unlawful assembBes unless beld under 
lawful authority from the crown, the lord-lieutenant, or two 
justices of the pesos (Unlawful Drilling Act r820, s. ii). 

An unlawful assembly which has made a motion towards its 
common purpose is termed a read, and if the uulawful assembly 
should proceed to carry out Its purpose, e.g. begin to demolish a 
particular enclosure, it becomes a riot (q...). All three offences 
are misdemeanours in English law, punishable by fine and 
imprisonment. The common law as to unlawful assembly 
extends to Ireland, subject to the special legislation referred to 
under the title Rim. The law of Scotland includes unlawful 
assembly under the same head as rioting. 

Brain Dominions Abroad.—The law of the British colonies 
as a general rule as to unlawful assembling follows the common 
Imo( England. Thedefinitions in the Criminal Codesof Canada 
(au, 5. 79)  and Queeneleed (1899, s. 61) UV substantially the 
same as the common-kw definition above given. Under the 
Indian Penal Code (a. 141) an assembly of five or more persons 
is designated an unlawful assembly if the common object of the 
persons composing that assembly is—(1) to overawe by criminal 
force, or show of criminal force, the legislative or executive 
government of India, or the government of any presidency or 
any lieutenant-governor, or any public servant in the exercise 
of the lawful power of such public servant; (r) to resist the 
execution of any law or of any legal process; (3) to commit any 
mischief or" criminal trespass" or other offence; (4) by means 
of criminal force or show of criminal force to any person, to take 
or obtain possession of any property, or to deprive any person of 
the enjoyment of a right of way, or of tin use of water, or other 
corporeal right of which be is in 'possession or enjoyment, or 
to enforce any right or supposed right; or (3) by means of 
criminal 'force or show of criminal force, to compel any person 
to do what be is not legally bound to do, or to omit to do 
what be is legally entitled to do (see Mayne, lad. Cr. Lan, ed. 
1896, p. 480. In South Africa and Mauritius the law on this 
subject is derived from theHounn Dutch and French law (see 
Rum) 

United' Skim—The common-law definition of unlawful 
assembly is accepted in the United States subject to the special 
legislation of the constituent states. The New York Penal Code 
(s. 451)  declares that whenever three or more persons being 
assembled attempt or threaten any act tending towards a breach 
of the peaoe.or injury to person or property, or any unlawful 
act, such assembly is unlawful (see Bishop Amer. Criss. Lam 
8th at 

' 
, rhos vol. I. S. 534, vol. ii. s. reg.). 

AMEN, the capital of the province of Drente, Holland, i6 m. 
by rail S. of Groningen, at the junction of the two canals which 
run north and south to Groningen and Meppel respectively. 
Pop. (noo) 11,326. It is partly surrounded by a small forest 
belonging to the state. Amen possesses schools (a gymnasium 
and burgher school), a chamber of commerce, a museum of 
antiquities and court-house. Peat-cutting forms* considerable 
industry. Many prehistoric remains found in the neighbourhood 
are in the museum at Leiden. Until the nth century Amen was 
&small place built round the convent in which Otto IL (of Lippe), 
bishop of Utrecht, was murdered after being taken prisoner at 
Koevorden in ram. 

AUER. or Assume DIENZVENSIII (d. e. 910), English bishop, 
and author of a life of Alfred the Great, was a native of the 
western part of Wales, and was related to Nobis, bishop of St 
David's. He became a monk at St David's, and having acquired 
some reputation for learning, he was invited by Ring Alfred to 
his court. The king met the monk at Denu (probably East or 
West Dean, near Seaford in Sussex), but Amer did not at once 
accept the invitation of Alfred, and returned to Wales to consult 
his colleagues. He then agreed to spend six months of each year 
with the king and six months in his own land; but his first stay 
at the royal court extended to eight months, and it is probable 
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that the annual visit to Wales was curtailed if not altogether 
discontinued. It is difficult to fix the date of Amer's arrival in 
England, but it was probably about 88g. He assisted the king 
in his studies, received from him the monasteries of Congresbury 
and Banwell, and sometime later " Exeter and its diocese in 
Saxonland and Cornwall." He became bishop of Sherborne 
before 9oo, and his death is recorded in the Anglo•Saran Chronicle 
under the date quo, although it is possible that it occurred • 
year or two earlier. The scanty details of Amer's life are taken 
from his biography of Alfred, front which it is inferred that he 
was acquainted with one or two Freakish biographies, and 
possibly had visited the continent of Europe. 

Asser's work, Amok: roust whom Alfredi magni, was 
written about 893, and consists of a chronicle of English history 
from 849 to 887, and an account of Alfred's life, largely drawn 
from personal knowledge, down to 887. The only manuscript 
of which there Is any record daces from about tom, and was 
destroyed by fire is 1731. From this manuscript an edition was 
printed in 1574 under the direction of Matthew Parker, arch-
bishop of Canterbury, but this contained many interpolations 
and alterations which were copied by subsequent editors. The 
text has since been the subject of careful study, and the edition 
edited by W H. Stevenson (Oxford. 1904) distinguishes between 
the original work of Amer and the later additions.. Some doubt 
has been cast upon the authenticity of the work, especially by 
T. Wright in the Biographic Briloweico lile ►erio (London, 1842), 
who ascribes the life to a monk of St bkots, but the latest 
scholarship regards it as the work of Asset, although all the 
difficulties which surround the authorship have not been removed. 
The life was largely used by subsequent chroniclers, among 
others by Florence of 'Worcester, Simeon of Durham, Roger of 
Hoveden, and William of Mahnesbury. 

See W. H. Stevenson, Introduction to Amer's Life of Mai AVrei 
(Oxford, 1904); R. Pauli, Introduction tolChrigAdfrat (Berlin,t85 t). 

ASSESSMENT, (from Lat. atsetrare, to sit beside, to judge), a 
term expressing either an official valuation of income or property 
for purposes of taxation, or the amount so determined (see 
TAXATION and VALUATION). It is also applied to the amount 
of damages fixed by a jury in a court of law (see DAMAGES). 

An orsessooti committee is a statutory committee appointed 
under the Union Assessment Acts 1862, 188o, for the purpose of 
making out the valuation lists upon which the pooMaw rate is 
based. 

An asseortood policy, in life insolence, is a policy issued at a 
fixed premium, the excess of which over the portion neteseary 
to meet current claims and expenses goes to form a reserve fund 
which is devoted to various forms of benefit for the policy-
holders. See lusuaseura and FRIENDLY Socnrents. 

AMESSOR (Lat. assersare, assidero, to sit by), a Roman term 
originally applied to a trained lawyer who at beside a governor 
of a province or other magistrate, to instruct him in the ad-
ministration of the laws (see Roll, Do arrestoribus 0100.02021NUM 

ROSSMUSIN, Leipzig, 1872). The system is still exemplified in 
Scotland, where it is usual in the larger towns for municipal 
magistrates, in the administration of their civil jurisdiction, to 
have the aid of professional assessors. In England, by the Judi-
cature Act 1873, the court of appeal and the High Court may 
in any cause or matter call in the aid of assessors. The Patents 
Act 1907 makes 'pedal provision for assessors in patent and 
trade-mark cum. By the Supreme Court of Judicature Act 
that the House of Lords may, in appeals in admiralty actions, 
call in the aid Cl assessors, while in the tadmiralty division of the 
High Court it is usual for the Elder Brethren of Trinity House to 
assist as nautical assessors. In admiralty cases in the county 
courts, too, the judge is frequently assisted by assessors of 
" nautical skill and experience " (County Court Admiralty 
jurisdiction Act i868). In the ecclesiastical courts assessors 
assist the bishop in proceedings under the Church Discipline Act 
1840, s. cat, whale under the Clergy Discipline Act 4892, 5. 2, 
they assist the chancellor in determining questions of fact. By 
the Appellate jurisdiction Act 1876, a. 14, the king in council 
may make rake for the attendance ei. sechlisboya and bishops  

as emcees in the beating of ecclesiastical cases by the Isdleal 
committee of the privy counciL 

The term " assessor " halm very penally applied to persons 
appointed to ascertain and fa the value of rates, taxes, Sec., 
and in this sense the word is used in the Gaited States. 

In hada and in all European countries where the civil law 
system prevails, the term assasew is applied to those assistant 
judges who, with a president, compose a Iodide& court. 

In Germany an Assessor, re Beiriker, is a member of the legal 
profession who has passed four years in actual practice and 
become qualified for the position of a judge. 

mum (from the O. Nor. Fr. insole, rood. Fr. asses," enough"), 
in English law, strictly the property of a debtor in the 
hands of his representative sufficient for the setisiaction of his 
creditors or legatees. Thus the property of a bankrupt is termed 
his assets ands the fund out of which his liabilities must be paid. 
All property of the debtor is assets, and it is not necessary that 
it should have been reduced into possession by him. 

The creditors of a debtor are either secured or unsecured. A 
secured creditor, e.g. a mortgagee, base prior claim to be paid his 
debt out of his security. If on realization of the security there is 
a balance after paying the debt, such balance becomes assets for 
the unsecured creditors, if.•there is a deficit, then the creditor 
becomes an unsecured creditor for such deficit. The unsecured 
creditors were formody divided into creditors by specialty and 
by simple contract, the first being creditors seatred by instrament 
under seal who ranked in priority to simple contract =Miters. 
But by Binds Palmer'! Act (the Executors Act) 2869 all un-
secured creditors rank alike. 

Assets are divisible into legal assets and equitable assets, and 
the former clam• again divisible into assets reel and personaL 
These distinctions, though formerly of peat Importance, have 
now lest most of .their meaning, but it is necessary btiefiy to de-
scribe the nature of these divisions and their consequences. The 
distinction between assets legal and equitable depends entirely 
upon the remedy open- to the creditor to recover his debt and in 
no way upon the nature of the property from which the debt is 
sought to be recovered. If the creditor had to sue the executor 
of a. debtor at law to obtain payment out of the property, that 
property was legal asset!; but if the only remedy open to the 
creditor toget at the property waste bring an action in chancety 
far the administration of the estate, then the assets were 
equitable. 

Legal assets, as has lean said, were divided into real and 
raosodal assets. The personal assets were those which devolved 
eirtede officH on the executor or administrator; such assets are 
since Tirade Prima's Act available equally for specialty and 
simple contract =editors. The real assets consisted of those 
descending to the heir or devised to a devisee, and were at law 
only liable for specialty debts. However, by the Laud Transfer 
Act 1897 it is provided that the real estate of a deceased shall 
devolve upon the executor and "shall be administered in the 
same manner . . . and with the same incidents as if it were 
personal estate." The distinction, therefore, between assets real 
and personal has practically ceased to exist, and only continues 
in regard to suds property as is not included in the act, the most 
important of whith is.Iand held in cepyhold. 

The equitable assets were mated otherwise. In the eyes of 
equity all unsecured creditors stand upon the same footle& 
and a creditor suing for administration of the estate sued on 
behalf of himself and all other creditors of the estate, and the 
distinction between specialty and simple contract creditors was 
ignored. Land was not at law liable to satisfy simple con-
tract creditors; but if a testator expressly charged it with pay-
ment of his debts or devised it to his executors upon trust 
to pay his debts, equity treated it as equitable assets and as 
made it available to satisfy simple contract creditors; and 
finally by all act Of 1833 it was provided that real estate 
should in all cases be assets to be administered by equity 
for the benefit of simple contact creditors as well as creditors 
by specialty. It will be seen therefore that, generally speaking, 
all rialto:where now the same remedies spinet the ezeustoes 
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either at law or in equity. The only Property as to which these 
distinctions at all survive is that not touched by the Land 
Transfer Act stayr. 

The act of 1333 just mentioned does not, however, deal with 
legacies, which continue to be payable only out of personalty 
unless they are expressly charged upon the realty by the testator; 
It has been contended that the effect of the Land Transfer Act 
1,897 has been to alter this and make the realty assets for the 
purpose of paying legacies, but this view is believed to be un-
sound. 

It is necessary for the representative so to distribute the assets 
that any fund primarily liable shall bear its proper burden, and 
that as far as possible all debts and legacies may be paid; this 
is said to be "marshalling the assets," and a few examples of 
the principal cases of marshalling will make this clear. If the 
personalty is exhausted in satisfying the creditors the legatees 
are left without a fund from which to be paid. But inasmuch as 
the creditor could have got paid out of the realty, u well as the 
personalty, it is not fair that the legatee should suffer by the 
creditor's choice, and he will therefore get payment from the 
real estate. So again if one legacy is charged upon the real 
estate and another is not, then if the former be paid out of the 
personalty the latter will stand in its place and be paid from 
the real estate. 

Finally it shall be noticed that an insolvent estate may be 
administered in bankruptcy. In such a case the law of bank-
ruptcy regulates the order in which the assets are divided among 
the creditors (see Bsracauercv), but by the Judicature Act ars, 
it is provided that an insolvent estate may be administered in 
the chancery division, and in such a case " the same rules shall 
prevail and be observed as to the respective rights of secured 
and unsecured creditors and as to the debts and liabilities 
provable and as to the valuation of annuities and future and 
contingent liabilities respectively as may be in force for the time 
being under the law of bankruptcy." This• clause must be 
construed strictly, and it is only in the three Cases specifically 
mentioned that the rules of bankruptcy will be imported into 
the administration of an insolvent estate by the chancery 
division. 

In a less strict sense, the term " assets," or " an asset," is 
used derivatively as a synonym for any property, or as opposed 
to " liabilities." Cecil Rhodes once spoke of the British flag 
as a " great commercial asset " in South Africa, meaning 
merely that the imperial connexion was a source of strength and 
credit. 

ASSIDBANS (the Anglicized form, derived through the Greek, 
of the Hebrew &sidles, " the pious "), the name of a party or 
sect which stood out against the Hellenization of the Jews in 
the and century n.r. After the massacre of those who fled from 
the forces of Antiochus Epiphany and would not resist on the 
sabbath, Mattathias (or Judas) decided to set aside the law and 
was joined by a company of Assideans, brave men of Israel 
every one, who offered themselves willingly for the law (r Mace. 
ii. 42, cf. 2 Mace. viii. x). On the appointment of Alcimus (163 
ex.), " a descendant of Aaron "as high-priest, " the Assideans 
were the first who sought peace" (s Mace. vii. 13 f.); but the 
treacherous murder of sixty of them (lb. r6) threw them back 
into _the arms of Judas. According to 2 Mace. xiv., Aidmus 
identified them with the whale party of the rebels, of which 
they were only one, though the most important, section. 

See Scharer, Garlick* dasfitdisehea Velem I ao31 art. in Jewish 
Bostyclepaedits, s v. " Hasidim " (S. M. Dubow). (J. H. A. H.) 

ASSIGNOR (from Let. assignalsr, assigned), a form of paper-
money issued in France from x789 to 1796. Asidgasts were so 
termed, as representing land assivei to the holders. 

The financial strait of the french government in s789 was 
extreme. Coin was scarce, loans were not taken up, tires bad 
ceased to be productive, and the country was threatened with 
Imminent bankruptcy. In this emergency assignees were issued 
to provide a substitute for a metallic currency. They -  were 
originally of the nature at toortgage hoods on the national lends. 
These lands consisted of the dourhlimparty coollsaped, ad die.  

motion of 'Grebes% by the Constituent Assembly on the and 
of November 1789, and the crown lands, which bad been 
taken over by the nation an the 7th of October (see Faserca 
RIVOLITTION). 

The assignats were first to be paid to the creditors of the state. 
With these the creditors could purchase national land, the 
assignats having, for this purpose, the preference over other 
forms of money. If the creditor did not are to purchase land, 
it was supposed that he could obtain the face-value for them 
from those who desired land. Those assignats which were re-
turned to the state as purchase-money were to be cancelled, and 
the whole issue, it was argued, would consequently disappear as 
the national lands were distributed. 

A first issue was made of 400,000,0oo francs' worth of 
*admits, each note being of roe francs' value and bearing 
interest daily at a rate of 5%. They were to be redeemed by 
the product of the sales, and from certain other sources, at the 
rate of rocc000,oeo francs in 1791, 100,000,000 francs In 1792, 
fies,000,000 francs in 1793 and 1794, and the surplus In 1 795. 
The success of the issue was undoubted, and, possibly, if the 
assigns& had been restricted, as Mirabeau at first desired, to 
the extent of one-half the value of the lands sold, they would 
not have shared the usual fate of inconvertible paper money. 
Mirabeau was a strenuous advocate of the assignats. "They 
represent," he said, " real property, the most secure of all 
possessions, the soil on which we tread." " There cannot be a 
greater error than'the fear so generally prevalent as to the over-
issue of assignats ... reabsorbed progressively in the purchase 
of the national domains, this paper-money can never become 
redundant." 

In riere the interest was reduced to 3%, and as the treasury 
had again become exhausted, a further issue was decided upon; 
it was also decreed that the assignees were to be accepted as 
legal tender, all public departments being instructed to receive 
them as the equivalent of metallic money. This second issue 
amounted to goo,000,oce francs and carried no interest. It was 
solemnly declared in the decree authorizing the issue that the 
maximum issue was never to exceed twelve hundred millions. 
This pledge, however, was soon broken, and further issues 
brought the total up to 3,73o,000,000 francs. The consequence of 
these further issues was instant depreciation, and the note of roe 
francs nominal value sank to less than so francs coin. Recourse 
was then had to protective legislation. The first step was to 
decree the penalty of six years' imprisonment against any 
person who should sell specie for a more considerable quantity 
of assignees,. or who should stipulate a different price for com-
modities according as the payment was to be made in specie or in 
assignats. For the second offence the penalty was to be twenty 
years' imprisonment (August r, no), for which the death' 
penalty 1112.3 ultimately substituted (May re, 1794). This 
severe provision was, however, repealed after the fall of Robes-
pletre. Notwithstanding these precau tions, the value of assignats 
still declined, till the proportion to specie had become that of sir 
to one Then came the passing by the Convention on the aid of 
May 1793 of the absurd maximum." The decree required all-
farmers and corn-dealers to declare the quantity of corn in their 
possession and to sell it only in recognized markets. No person 
was Ur be allowed to lay in more than one month's supply. A 
maximum price was fixed, above which no one was to buy or sell. 
ender severe penalties. These measures were soon stultified by-

' further issues, and by June 1794 the total number of assignats 
aggregated nearly 8,000,e00,e00, of which only z,464,000,cory 
had returned to the treasury and been destroyed. The extension 
of the " maximum " all commodities only increased the 
confusion. Trade was paralysed and all manufacturing establish= 
meats were closed down. Attempts by the Convention to 
increase the value of the magnate were of no avail. Too many 
causes operated in favour of their depredation: the enormous 
issue, the uncertainty as to theit value if the Revolution should 
fail, the relation they bore to both specie and commodities, 
which retained their value and refused to be exchanged for 
a money of constantly diminishing purchasing power.• Even- 
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between the animists themselves there were differences. The 
royal stigmas, which had been issued under Louis XVL, had 
depreciated less than the republican ones. They were worth 
from 8 to x s % more, a fact due to the hope that in case of a 
counter-revolution they would be leas likely to be discredited. 

The Directory was guilty of even greater abuses in dealing 
with the assignats. By 1796 the issues had reached the enormous 
figure of ss,s000soo,000 franca, and even this gigantic total was 
swollen still more by the numerous counterfeits introduced into 
France from the neighbouring countries. The assignats had now 
become totally valueless—the abolition of the " maximum " the 
previous year (179$)  had produced no effect, and, though, by 
various payments into the treasury, the total number bad been 
reduced to about 24,000,000,0oo francs, their face-value was 
about 3o to t of coin. At this value they were converted into 
800,000,000 francs of land-warrants, or scandals territorials:, 
which were to constitute a mortgage on all the lands of the 
republic. These mandats were no more successful than the 
assiguats, and even on the day of their issue were at a discount 
of 82%. They bad an existence of six months, and were finally 
received back by the state at about the seventieth part of their 
face-value in coin. 

AUTUORITIES.—L. A. Thiel", Histoire de la On:intim fratiosise, 
drpes a full and graphic account of the assignats, the causes of their 

epreciation, &c. ; J. Garner. Traits! del PIMMC.41 (1862); J. Bresson, 
Hugel,e jinotociare de is France (Itto); R. Stenos', Les Finances 

/i
conies rhinos et de is resofatons (18ig); F. A. Walker, mosey 

ser); Henry Higgs, in the Cambridge Modern History, vol. vb. 
1904). (T. A. I.) 
ASSIONNENT, Asmara:runs, ASSIGNEE (from Let. assignors, 

to mark out), terms which, as derivatives of the verb " to 
assign," are of frequent technical me in law. To assign is to 
make over, and the term is generally used to express a trans-
ference by writing, in contradistinction to a transference by actual 
delivery. In England the usual expression is assignment, in 
Scotland it is assignation. The person making over is called the 
assignor or cedeni; the recipient, the assign or assignee. An 
assignee may be such either by deed, as when a lessee assigns his 
lease to another, or in lam, as when property devolves upon an 
executor. The law as to assignment in connexion with each 
particular subject, as the assignment of a chose in action, 
assignment in contract, of dower, of errors, of a lease, &c., will be 
found under the respective headings. In a. colloquial sense, " as-
signation " means a secretly contrived meeting between lovers. 

ASSIBIBOIA, a name formerly applied to two districts of 
Canada, but not now held by any. (e) A district formed is 1835 
by the Hudson's Bay Company, having in it Fort Qany at the 
junction of the Red and Aasiniboine rivers in Rupert's Land, 
North America. It extended over a circular area, with a radius 
of so m. from Fort Garry. It was governed by a local council 
nominated by the Hudson's Bay Company. It ceased to exist 
when Rupert's Land was transferred to Canada In iffso. (a) A 
district of the North-west Territories, which was even definite 
existence by an act of theDozninion parliament in ass. Assad- 
bola extended from the western boundary of Manitoba (off W. 
in :825, and roe as' W. in alb) to Ise W., and from 
gg° N. to se N. The name was a !WISDOMS, as it barely 
touched the Asainiboine river. To the north of the district lay 
the district of Saskatchewan, so that when the two were united 
by the Dominion act of 1905, they were somewhat changed in 
boundaries and the name Saskatchewan was given to the new 
province. The derivation of Assiniboia is from two Ojibway 
words, assisi meaning a stone, and the termination " to cook 
by roasting "; from these came a name first applied to a Dakota 
or Sioux tribe living on the Upper Red river; afterwards when 
this tribe separated from the Dakotas, its name was given to the 
branch of the Red river which the tribe visited, the river being 
known as the Asainiboine and the tribe as Assiniboin. 

ASSINIBOIN (" Stone-Cookers "), a tribe of North American 
Indians of Siouan stock. Their name (see above) is said to refer 
to their method of boiling water by dropping red-hot atones into 
it. Their former range was between the Miami and the middle 
Saskatchewan on both sides of the Canal = frontier. In soon  

there were 1234 in the Vaned States, all on esseintatioas ire 
Montana; and in ages there were 1371 in Canada. 

See Handbook of A Inakaa Indians. ed. F. W. Hodge (Waskingtoss. 
1907). 

AMIE (from the Fr., derived from Lat. assidere, to sit beside), 
a geological term for two or mote beds of rock united by the 
occurrence of the same characteristic species or genera. 

MIMI (rasa Athlone), a town and episcopal see of Umbria, 
Italy, in the province of Perugia, 15 m. E.S.E. by rail from the 
town of Perugia. Pop. (tool) town, 5338;  commune, 17,140. 
The town occupies a fine position on a mountain (1345 ft. above 
sea-level) with a view over the valleys of the Tibet and Topino. 
It Is mainly famous in connexion with St Francis, who was 
born here in z rib, and returned to die in :226. The Franciscan 
monastery and the lower and upper church of St Francis were 
begun iminecllately af ter his canonization in x 22S, and completed 
in lass, being fine specimens of Gothic architecture. The crypt 
was added in 18:11, when the sarcophagus containing his remains 
was discovered. The lower church contains frescoes by Clmabue, 
Giotto and others, the most famous of which are those over the 
high altar by Giotto, illustrating the vows of the Franciscan 
order; while the upper church has frescoes representing scenes 
from the life of St Francis (probably by Giotto and his con-
temporaries) on the lower portion of the walls of the nave, and 
scenes from Old and New Testament history by pupils of Cimabue 
on the upper. The church of Santa Chiara (St Clare), the 
foundress of the Poor Clara, with its massive lateral buttresses, 
fine rose-window, and simple Gothic interior, was begun in 1257, 
four years after her death. It contains the tomb of the saint 
and 13th-century frescoes and pictures. Santa Maria Maggiore 
is abo a good Gothic church. The cathedral (San Rufino) has a 
fine facade with three rose-windows of 1,40; the interior was 
modernized in 1572. The town is dominated by the medieval 
castle (1655 ft.), built by Cardinal Albornoz (1367) and added 
to by Popes Pius IL and Paul III. Two miles to the east in 
a ravine below Monte Suhasio is the hermitage dent Carceri 
Woo ft.), partly built, partly cut out of the solid rock, given to 
St Francis by Benedictine monks as a place of retirement. 
Below the town to the south-west, close to the station, is the large 
pilgrimage church of Santa Maria degli Angel, begun in i569 
by Pope Pius V., with Vignola as architect; but not completed 
until 164o. It contains the original oratory of St Francis and 
the cell in which he died. Adjacent is the garden in which the 
saint's thornless roses bloom in May. Half a mile outside the 
town to the south-east is the convent of San Damian, erected 
by St Francis, of which St Clare was first abbess. 

In the early middle ages Assisi was subject to the dukes of 
Spoleto; but in the lath century it seems to have been inde-
pendent. It became Involved, however, in the disputes of Guelphs 
and Ghibellines, and was frequently at war with Perugia. It 
was sacked by Perugia and the papal troops in 44 a, and even 
after that continued to be the prey of factions. The place is 
now famous as a resort of mlgrs, and is also important for the 
history of Italian art. 1Le poet Metastisio was born here in 
:64a 

L. Duff-Gordon, Assisi(' Mediaeval Towns " series. London. 
moo). For ancient history see Amos. (T. As.) 

ASSIUT, or Situ, capital of a province of Upper Egypt of the 
same name, and the largest and best-bait town in the Nile 
Valley south of Cairo, from which it is distant 248 in. by nal 
The population WIC from 33,a00 in tags to 42000 in tom 
Assiut stands near the west bank of the Nile across which, just 
below the town, is* barrage, completed in nos, consisting of an 
open weir, 5733 ft. long, and over too bays or sluices, each stij 
ft. wide, which can be opened or closed at will. At the western 
end of the barrage begins the Ibrahimia canal, the feeder of the 
Bahr Yusuf, the largest irrigation canal of Egypt. The Ibra-
!Arnie canal is skirted by a magnificent embankment planted 
with shady trees leading bons the river to the town. There are 
several bazaars, baths and handsome mosques, one noted for its 
lofty minaret, and here the American Presbyterian mission has 
established a college for both sexes. Assiut is famous far its red 
and black pottety and for ornamental wood and ivory waste 
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which find a ready market an over Egypt. It is one of the eMef 
centres of the Copts. Here also is the northern terminus of the 
caravan route across the desert, which, passing through the 
Khans oasis, goes south-west to Darfur. It is known as the 
Arbain, or forty days road, from the time occupied on the journey. 
Assiut (properly Asynt) is the successor of the ancient Lycopolb 
(Eg. Sinout), capital of the rsth tome of Upper Egypt. Here 
were worshipped two canine gods (see Assume), Ophob (Wepwci) 
being the principal god of the city, while Anubis apparently 
presided over the necropolis. No ruins are visible, the mounds of 
the old city being for the most part hidden under modem 
buildings; but the slopes of the limestone hills behind it am 
pierced with an infinity of rock-cut tombs, some of which were 
large and decorated with sculptures, paintings and long inscrip-
tions. The archaeological commission of the Description is 
P Egypte visited them in nog, when the walls of many of the large 
IODIDE were still almost intact; In the first half of the rah an-' 
tug (and td some extent later) an immense amount of destruction 
was caused by blasting for stone. Three of the tombs illustrate 
one of the darkest periods in Egypt's history, when the princes of 
Slut played a leading part in the struggle between Heracleopolb 
and Thebes (Dyne IX.-XL); another, of the XIIth Dynasty, 
contains a remarkable inscription detailing the contracts made 
by the nomarch with the priests of the temples of (*hob 
and Anubis for perpetual services at his tomb (see Breasted, 
Ancient Records of Egypt, Historkal Documents, voL L pp. 

358). Remains of the mummies of dogs and similar 
animals sacred to these deities are scattered among the debris 
on the hillside in abundance. Lycopolis was the birthplace 
of Plotinus, the founder of Nee-Platonism (an. sos—no). 
From the 4th century onwards its grottoes were the dwellings 
of Christian hermits, amongst whom John of Lycopolis was 
the most celebrated. (F. Li. G.) 

ASSIZE or Ass= (Lat. guiders, to sit beside; 0. Fr. asske, 
to sit, cask, seated), a legal term, meaning literally a " session," 
but in fact, as Littleton has styled it, a women samissener, mean-
ing sometimes a jury, sometimes the sittings of a court, and 
sometimes the ordinances of a court or assembly. 

It originally signified the form of trial by a jury of sixteen 
persons, which eventually superseded the barbarous judicial 
combat; this jury was named the grand assize and was sworn 
to determine the right of seisin of land (see Evmarca). The 
grand assize was abolished in au; but the term adze is still 
applicable to the jury in criminal causes in Scotland. 

In the only sense in which the word is not now almost 
obsolete, assize means the periodical session of the judges of the 
High Court of Justice, held in the various counties of England, 
chiefly for the purposes of gaol delivery and trying causes at 
nisi prism. Previous to Magna Carta (ins) writs of assize had 
all to be tried at Westminster, or to await trial In the locality in 
which they bad originated at the septennial circuit of the justices 
in eyre; but, by way of remedy for the great consequent delay 
and inconvenience, it was provided by this celebrated act that 
the assizes of 'sort d'oncestor and cooed disseisin should be tried 
annually by the judges in every county. By successimenact-
meats, the civil jurisdiction of the justices of assize was extended, 
and the number of their sittings increased, till at last the necessity 
of repairing to Westminster for judgment in civil actions was 
almost obviated to country litigants by an act, passed in the reign 
of Edward I., which provided that the writ summoning the jury 
to Westminster should also appoint a time and place for hearing 
such causes within the county of their origin. The date of the 
alternative summons to Westminster was always subsequent to 
the former date, and so timed as to fall in the vacation preceding 
the Westminster term; and thus " Unless before," In nisi prism, 
issues came to be dealt with by the judges of assize before the 
summons to Westminster could take effect. The nisi pries 
clause, however, was not then introduced for the first time. It 
occurs occasionally in writs of the reign of Henry III. The royal 
commissions to hold the assize' s are—(t) general, (a) special. 
The general commission is issued twice a year to the judges of the 
High Court of Justice, and two judges are generally sent on each  

chtmit. It come earnalielsos—(s) of oyes and /seamen, by 
which they are empowered to deal with treasons, murders, 
felonies, lac. This is their largest commission ; (2) of obi prism 
(q.s.); (3) of gaol delivery, which requires them to try every 
prisoner in gaol, for whatsoever offence committed; (4) of the 
peace, by which all justices must be present at their county 
assizes, or else suffer a fine. Special commissions are granted for 
inquest in certain causes and crimes. See also the articles 
Cnievrr; 

Assizes, in the sense of ordinances or enactments of a court or 
council of state, as the " assize of bread and ale," the " assize of 
Clarendon," the "assize of arms," are Important in early eco. 
neck history. As early as the reign of John the observance of 
the anises magma was &forced, and for a period of See 
years thereafter it was considered no unimportant part of the 
duties of the legislature to regulate by fixed prices, for the pro. 
tection of the lieges, the sale of bread, ale, fuel, &a (see 
ADULTERATION). Sometimes in city charters the right to amiss 
such articles is specially conceded. Regulations of this &scrip-
don were beneficial in the repression of fraud and adulteration. 
Assizes are sometimes used in a wider legislative connexion by 
early c.hroaiders and historians—the " asaisae of the realrne," 
e.g. occasionally meaning the organic laws of the country. For 
the " assizes of Jerusalem " see CRUSADES. 

The term assize, originally applying to an assembly or court, 
became transferred to actions before the court or the writs 
by which they were instituted. The following are the more 
important. 

ASSil4 of dairies presentment, or last presentation, was a 
writ directed to the sheriff to summon an assize or jury to 
enquire who was the last patron that presented to a church 
then vacant, of which the plaintiff complained that he was 
deforced or unlawfully deprived by the defendant. It was 
abolished in 1833 and the action of gene impale (q.v.) sub-
stituted. But by the Common Law Procedure Act 186o, no 
gear. isisleill can be brought, so that an action in the king's 
bench of the High Court was substituted for it. 

Assize of wort d'ancestor was a writ which lay where a plaintiff 
complained of an " abatement " or entry upon his freehold, 
effected by a stranger on the death of the plaintiff's father, 
mother, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, &c. It was abolished in 1833. 

Assize of novel disseisis was an action to recover lands of which 
the plaintiff had been " disseised" or dispossessed. It was 
abolished in dm. See Pollock and Maitland, Hist. Eng. law. 

Assize, derk of an officer " who writes all things judicially 
done by the justices of assizes in their circuits." He has charge 
of the commission, and takes recoplizances, records, judgments 
and sentences, grants certificates of conviction, draws up orders, 
Sic. By the Clerks of Assize Act 1869 he must either have 
been for three years • barrister or solicitor in actual practice, or 
have acted for three years in the capacity of subordinate officer 
of a derk of assize on drcuit. 

United Stater.—There are no assize courts in the United States; 
it is not the custom for supreme court judges of the states to go 
on circuit, but the judges of the United States Supreme Court do 
sit as members of the United States circuit courts in the several 
states periodically throughout the year. These courts are not 
assize courts, but are federal as distinguished from state courts, 
and have a special and limited jurisdiction. In the several states 
the highest court is divided into departments, in each of which 
there are courts presided over by supreme court judges residing 
in that department, thus avoiding the assize court or circuit-
going system. 

ASSMAILIIIMHAUBMI, a village of Germany, in the Prussian 
province of Hesse-Nassau, 012 the right bank of the Rhine and 
the railway from Frankfort-on-Main to Niederlahnstein. Pop. 

Too. It has a lithium spring, baths and a Knrhans, and is 
famed for its red wine (Aussanitsbanser), which resembles light 
Burgundy. From here a railway ascends the Niederadd. 

ASSOCIATE (Lat. associates, from ad, to, and :Mare to join), 
one who is united with another, and so generally a companion; 
in particular a subordinate member of an institution or society, 
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as an associate of the Royal Academy, or one holding a degree in 
a learned society lower than that of fellow. In English law the 
associates are officers of the supreme court, whose duties are to 
draw up the list of causes, enter verdicts, hand the records to the 
parties, Stc., and generally to conduct the business of trials. By 
the Judicature (Officers) Act 1879 they were styled masters of 
the supreme court, but the office is now amalgamated with the 
crown office department, of which they are clerks. 

ASSOCIATION OF IDEAS, or M Emus ASSOCIATION, a term 
used in psychology to express the conditions under which 
representations arise in consciousness, and also for a principle 
put forward by an important historical school of thinkers to 
account generally for the facts of mental life. Modern physio-
logical psychology has so altered the approach to this subject 
that much of the older discussion has become antiquated, but it 
may be recapitulated here for historical purposes. 

Earlier Theory. —In the long and erudite Note 	appended by 
Sir W. Hamilton to his edition of Reid's Works, many anticipations 
of modern statements on emaciation are cited from the works of 
ancient or medieval thinkers; and for Aristotle, in particular, the 
glory is claimed of having at once originated the doctrine and 
practically brought it to perfection. ,  As translated by Hamilton, 
but without his interpolations, the classical passage from the Do 
Memo= et Reinietionstie rune as foUsows:-- 

When, therefore, we accomplish an act of reminiscence, we pass 
through a certain series of precursive movements, until we arrive 
at a movement on which the one we are in quest of is habitually 
consequent. Hence, too, it- is that we hunt through the mental 
train, excogitating from the present  or some other, and from similar 
or contrary or coadjacent. 'Throush this process reminiscence takes 
place. For the movements are, in these cases, sometimes at the 
same time, sometimes parts of the same whole, eo that the subsequent 
movement is already more than half accomplished." 

The passage is obscure, but it does at all events indicate the various 
principles commonly termed contiguity, similarity and contrast. 
Similar principles are stated by Zeno the Stoic, by Epicurus (see 

Laert. vu. ; fix, x. I ax), and by St Augustine (Conte:skits, 
c. iv). Aristotle's doctnne received a more or less intelligent 

and illustration from the ancient commentators and the 
and in the still later period of transition from the age 

of scholasticism to the time of modern philosophy, prolonged in the 
works of some writers far into the tyth century, Hamilton adduced 
not a few philosophical authorities who gave prominence to the 

t17 fact of mental association—the Spaniard Ludovicus Vives 
2!1154o) especially being most exhaustive in his account at 

me 
ITI°2Obbes's psychology much Importance is assigned to what he 

called, variously, the succesion, sequence, series, consequence, 
coherence, train of imaginations or thoughts in mental discourse. 
But not before Hume is there express question as to what are the 
distinct principles of association. John Locke had, meanwhile, 
introduced 	phrase " Association of Ideas " as the title of a supple- 
mentary chapter incorporated with the fourth edition of his Essay, 
meaning it, however, only as the name of a principle accounting for 
the mental peculiarities of individuals, with little or no suggestion 
of its general psychological import. Of this last Hume kid the 
strongest impression; he reduced the principles of association to 
three—Resemblance, Contiguity in time and place. Cause and (or) 
Effect. Dugald Stewart put forward Resemblance, Contrariety, 
and Vicinity in time and place, though be added, as another obvious 
principle, accidental coincidence in the sounds of words, and further 
noted three other cases of relation, namely, Cause and Effect, Means 
and End, Premises and Conclusion, as holding among the trains of 
thought under circumstances of special attention. Reid, preceding 
Stewart, was rather disposed to make light of the subject of associa- 
tion, vaguely remarking that it seems to require no other original 
quality of mind but the power of habit to explain the spontaneous 
recurrence of trains of thinking, when become familiar by frequent 
repetition (Intellednal Powers, p. 387). ,. ai 

ilton's own theory of mental reproduction. suggest ion or 
association is a development, greatly.  modified, of the doctrine ex- 
pounded in his Langres OX ifeerpkynes p. 223, seq.), which 
reduced the priori*. of association lint to two—Simultaneity 
and Affinity and these further to one supreme principle of Rodin- 
tegration or Totality. In the ultimate scheme be pasts no less than 
four general laws of mental succession concerted in reproduction: 
(i) A stocialtility or possible co-suggestion ((all thoughts of the same 
mental subject are associable or capable of suggesting each other?; 
(2) Repetition or direct remembrance (thoughts coidentical 

t There are, however, distinct anticipations of the theory in 
Plato (Phado), as part of the doctrine of itiraioners; thus we find 
the idea of Simmias recalled by the picture of Simmias (similarity). 
and that of a friend by the sight of the lyre on which he played 
(Ixstilrultf)•  

modification, but differing in time, tend to suggest each other); 
(3) Redinkgration, direct remembrance or reminiscence (thoughts 
once coidentical in time, are, however, different as mental modes, 
again suggestive of each other, and that in the mutual order which 
t ■ originally held); (a) Allergies* (thoughts are suggested not 
merely by force of the general subjective relation subsisting between 
themselves, they are also suggested in proportion to the relation of 
interest, from whatever source, in which they stand to the individual 
mind). Upon these follow, as special laws:—A, Primary—modes 
of the laws of Repetition and Redintegration--(t) law of Similar. rnalogy, Affinity)• (a) law of Contrast (3) law of Coadjacency 
Came and Effect. 'acc.); B, Secondary—modes of the law of Pre- 
erence, under the brie of Possibility--(1) laws of Immediacy and 

Homogeneity: (s) law  of Faciifiity 
The Asseciationia School.-- this name is given to the English 

psychologists who aimed at explaining all mental acquisitions, and 
the more complex mental processes generally under laws not other 

j than those which have just been set out as determining simple 
reproduction. Hamilton, though professing to deal with reproduc-
tion only, formulates a number of still more general laws of mental 
succession—law of Succession, law of Variation, law of Dependence, 
law of Relativity or Integration (involving law of Conditioned), and, 
finally, law of Intrinsic or Objective Relativity--as the highest to 
which human consciousness Is subject; but it is in asense quite 
different that the psychologists of the so-called Amociationist 
School intend their appropriation of the principle or principles 
commonly signalized. As far as can be judged from imperfect 
records, they were anticipated to some extent by the experieetiaTiste 
of ancient times, both Stoic and.  Epicurean (cf. Diogeoes Laertiue, 
as above). In die modern persod Hobbes is the first thinher of 
permanent note to whom this doCtrine may be traced. Though, 
in point of fact, he took anything but an exhaustive view of the 
phenomena of mental succession, yet, after dealing with trains of 
imagination, or what be called mental discourse, he sought in the 
higher departments of intellect to explain reasoning as a discourse 
m words, dependent upon an arbitrary system of marks, each 
associated with, or standing for, a variety of imaginations: and, 
save for a general assertion that reasoning is a reckoning—otherwise, 
• compounding and resolving--he had no other accoent of know-
ledge to give. The whole emotional side of mind, or, in his language, 

 the passions, he, in like manner, resolved into an expecititon 
consequences based on past experience of pleasures and pains of 
sense. Thus, though he made no serious attempt to justify his 
analysis in detail, he is undoubtedly to be classed with the associa-
tions& of the next century. They, however. were wont to tram 
theirps erkIdoeicital theory no further back than to Lathe's Essay. 
Bishop was driven to posit expressly a principle of sugges- 
t= or aseocia 	in these terms:—' That one idea may 
another to the mind, it will suffice that they have been to 
go together, without any demonstration of the necemiry of their 
coexistence. or so much as knowing what it is that makes them so to 
coexist " (Nero Theory of Vision 25); and to support the obvious . 
application of the principle to 'the case of the sensations of sight 
and touch before him, he constantly urged that association of sound 
and sense of =goatee which the later school has always put in the 
foreground, whether as illustrating the principle in general or in 
explanation of the supreme importance of la for knowledge
I  It was natural, then, that flume, coming after Berkeley, and assum-
ing Berkeley's results, though he reverted to the larger .inquiry of 
Locke, should be more nmficit in his reference to association; but 
he was original also, when he spoke of it as • " kind of attraction 
which in the mental world will be found to have as extraordinary 
effects as in the natural, and to show itself in as many and as various 
forms " (Human Nano*, i. t, 4). Other inquirers about the same 
time conceived of association with this breadth of view, and set 
themselves to track, as psychologists, its effects in detail. 

David Hartley in his Oftsavattorts on Man, published in 1 749 
(eleven years after the Fluxes Nature, and one year after the better-
known-inquiry, of Hume), opened the path for all the investigations 
of like nature that have been n so characteristic of English psycho-
logy. A physician by profession, he sought to combine with as 
elaborate theory of mental association a minutely detailed hypo-
thesis as to the nding action of the nervous system, based 
upon the suggestion a vibratory motion within the nerves thrown 
out by Newton in the last paragraph of the Prienipia So far, how-
ever, front promoting the acceptance of the psychological theory, 
this physical hypothesis proved to have rather the opposite effect. 
and it began to be dropped by Hartley's followers (as F. Priestley, in 
his abridged edition of the awrmfiens, 775) before it was seriously 
impugned from without. When it is studied in the original. and 
not taken upon the report of hostile critics, who would not, or could 
not understand it, no little importance must still be accorded to the 
first attempt, not seldom a curiously felicitous one, to carry through 
that parallelism of the physical and psychical, which since then has 
come to count for more and more is the science of mind. Nor should 
it be forgotten that Hartley himself, for all his paternal interest in the 
doctrine of vibrations, was careful to keep separate from its fortunes 
the cause of his other doctrine of mental association. Of this the point 
lapp in no mere restatement, with new precision, of a principle of 
coherence among " ideas," but in its being taken as a doe by which 
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to ollow the progressive development of the mind's powers Hold- 
ing

f 
 that mental states could be scientifically understood only as they 

were analysed, Hartley sought for a principle of synthesis to explain 
the complexity exhibited not only in trains of representative images, 
but alike in the most involved combinations of masoninp and (as 
Berkeley had seen) in the apparently simple phenomena of objective 
perception, as well as in the varied play of the emotions, or, again, 
in the manifold conscious adjustments of the motor system. One 
principle appeared to him sufficient for all, running, as enunciated 
for the simplest case, thus: " Any sensations A. B, C, &c., by hoeing 
associated with one another a sufficient number of times, pt sun a 
power over the corresponding 'ideas (called by Hartley also vestiges. 
types, images) a, b, c, &c., that any one of the sensations A. when 
impressed alone, shall be able to excite in the mind i b, &c., the 
ideas of the rest." To render the principle applicable n the cases 
where the associated elements are neither unladens nor simple 
ideas of sensations, Hartley's first care was to determine the con-
ditions under which states other than these simplest one have their 
rise in the mind, becoming the matter of ever higher and higher 
combinations. The principle itself supplied the key to the difficithy. 

 when coupled with the notion. already implied in Berkeley's investi-
gations, of a coalescence of simple ideas of sensation into one complex 
idea, which may cease to bear anyy obvious relation to its constituents. 
So far from being content, like to make a rough generalise. 
don to all mind from the phenomena of developed memory, as if 
them might be straightway assumed, Hartley made a point of 
referring them, in a subordinate place of their own, to his universal 
principle of mental synthesis. He expressly pet forward the law of 
association, endued with such scope..as seep's" what was wanting 
to Locke's doctrine in its more strictly psycho aspect, and 
thus marks by his work a distinct advance on the line of development 
of the experiential philosophy. 

The new doctrine received warm support from some, as Law and 
Priestley, who both, like Hume and Hartley himself, took the prin-
ciple of association as having the like import for the science of mind 
that gravitation had acquired for the science of matter. The prin-
ciple began also, if not always with direct reference to Hartley, 
doubtless, owing to his impressive advocacy of it, to be a 
systematically id special directions, es by Abraham Tucker 1768) 
to morals, and by Archibald Alison Weed to aesthetics. Thomas 
Brown (d. 182o) subjected anew to discussion the question of theory. 
Hardly less unjust to Hartley than Reid or Stewart had been, and 
forward to proclaim all that was different in his own position. Brown 
must yet be ranked with.  the associationists before and after him 
for the prominence be assigned to the associative principle in seam 
perception (what he called esternal affectioas of mind), aad for his 
reference of all other mental states (internal affections) to the two 
generic capacities or susceptibilities of Simple and Relative Sugges-
tion. He preferred the word Suggestion to A ssociation, which seemed 
to him to imply some Astor connecting process, whereof there was 
no evidence in many of the most important cases of suggestion, nor 
even, strictly speaking, in the use of contiguity in time where the 
term seemed least inapplicable. According to him, all that could 
be assumed was a general constitutional tendency of the mind to 
exist successively in states that have certain relations to each other, 
of itself only, and without any external cause or any influence 
previous to that operating at the moment of the suggestion. Brown's 
chief contribution to the general doctrine of mental emaciation 
besides what he did for the theory of peseptioa, was, perhaps, his 
analysis of voluntary reminiscence and constructive imagination—
faculties that appear at first sight to lie altogether beyond the ex. 
planatory range of the principle. In James -Mill's Analysis of She 
Pheoomeoa of cke Human Mind (tem), the principle, much as 
Hartley had conceived it, was carried out, with characteristic 
consequence, over thepsychological field. With a much enlarged 
and more varied conception of association, Alexander Bain re-
executed the general psychological task, while Herbert Spencer  
revised the doctrine from the new point of view of theev ution- 
hypothesis. John Stuart him made only occasional excursions into 
the region of psychology proper, but sought, in his System of Lock 
(I go), to determine the conditions of objective truth from the non. 
of view of the associationist theory, and, thus or otherwise being 
drawn into general philosophical discussion, spread wider than any 
one before him its repute. 

The Associationist School has been composed chiefly of British 
thinkers, but in France also it has had distinguished representatives 
Of these it will suffice to mention Condillac, who professed to explain 
all knowledge from the single principle of association (liaison) of 
ideas. operetta through a ptevious association with signs, verbal 
or other. In , before the time of Kant, mental emaciation 
was generally treated in the traditional manner, as by Wolff. Kant's 
inquiry into the foundations of knowledge, agreeing in its general 
purport with Locke's, however it differed in its critical procedure. 
brought him face to face with the newer doctrine that had been 
grafted on Locke • philosophy; and to account for the fact of syn-
thesis incognition. in express opposition to aseaciationiani, as 
represented by Hume, was, in truth, his prime object, starting, as 
be did, from the assumption that there was that in Isms/ledge which 
no mere associat'on of experiences could explain. To the extent. 
therefore, that his influence prevailed, all inquiries made by the 

II. las  

Reath asenistioei•te sawn discounted in Germany. Notwith-
standing, under the very shadow of his authority a ouremond, if 
not related, movement was initiated by J. F. Herbert. liar. 
and widely diffuses from anything conceived by the assoriationisn 
as Herbert', were , he was at one with them, 
and at variancemrtarfignit.ors=aing fundamental importance to 
the psychological inveseiption of the development of consciousness 
nor was his conception of the laws determining the interaction and 
flow of mental presentations and remanding:ins when taken in its 
bare 	 import, emeatially different from theirs. In F. B. 
Ban • 	 also, and in more recent inquiries conducted 
mainly by p yriologist• mental association has been understood in 
its wider scope.  as a general principle of explanation. 

The asseciationists differ not a little among them•elree in the 
statement of their principle, os, when .they rinciples, 
in their conceptios of the relative im adduce several 

p
of these. Hartley 

took account only of Contiguity, or t repetition of impressions 

tfillebm. though, incidentally, he made an ewes. attempt to resolve 
sous or immediately successive: sloe like is true of James 

the received principle of Similarity, and through this the other 
principle of Contrast, Into his (endure:heal law—law of Frequency.
as he sometimes called it, because upon  frequency, in conjunctioa 
with vividness of impieseionn the strength of association, in his 
view. depended. In a sensed his own. Brown also, while  accepting 
the comma Aristotelian enumeration of principles, inclined to the 
°pinkie that "all suggestion may be found to depend on prior co-
existence, or at least on such proximityas is i

nt 
 tself very probably a 

modification coexistence." provided 	be takes of " the 
influence of emotions and 	feelings that are very different 
from ideas, as when an analogous object suggests an analogous 
object by the influence of an emotion which each separatelymae 
have produced before, and which is, therefore, common to ben 
To the contrary effect, Spencer maintained that the fundamental 
law of all mental association is that presentations to or 
cohere with their like in past 	, and that, 	this law, 
there is in strictness ao other, further phenomena of emaciation 

=alia
incldental. Thus in particular. he would have eepleined 

by Contiguity as due to the circumstance of imperfect 
assimilation of the present to the past in consciousness. A. Baia 
regarded Contiguity.and Similarity 	. as perfectly distinct 
principles. though in actual 	ogi al occurrence blending 
intimately with each other. COntlielOWInains being started by.a first 
(it may be, implicit) representation through Similarity. Mule the 
express assimilation ofpennt to pest in consciousness is always, 
or tends to be. followed by the revival of what was presented is 
contiguity with that pest. 

The highest philosophical interest, as distinguished from that 
which is mote strictly psychological, attaches to the mode of mental 
association called Inseparable. The coalescing of mental states 
noted by Hartley, as it had been assumed by Berkeley. was farther 
formulated by James Mill in these terms- 

" Some idea* am by frequency and strength of association so 
closely combined that they cannot be separated; if one exists, the 
other exists along with it in spite of whatever effort we make to 
darn thent."—(d =Oils of W limos Mind, ami ed. voL p. 93.) 

S. Mill's statement is more guarded sad particular a— 
' When two phi:amen have been very often experienced in con-

junction. and have not. in any single instance, occurred separately 
either in experience or in thought. there is produced between them 
what has been called inseparable. or, less correctly, indkeoluble, 
association; by which is not meant that the association must 
inevitably lea to the end of life— that no subsequent experience or 
process of thought can possibly avail to dissolve it; but only that 
as long as no such experience or moon of thought has taken pleas 
the anxieties is inninible; it is impoisable for us to think the 
one thus disjoined from the other.' —(Esemination of Haulages 
PbacsoYby, and ed. p. tot.) 

It is ebony by J. S. Mill that the philosophical application of the 
principle has been made. The first and most obvious application 
is to so-called necessary truths—such, namely. as are not merely 
estairicjudgments but involve • synthesis ci distinct notions. 
AV" the same thinker  sought to prove Inseparable Association 
the nd of belief in an external objective world. The former 

lam especiutly, is facilitated, when the experience through 
w die association IS supposed to be constituted is understood 
as cumulative is the race, and transmissible as original endowment 
to individuals-endowment that may be elprused either, subjec-
tively. as latent intelligence. or, objectively, as fined nervous 
connexion. Spencer, as before suggested. is the author of this 
extended view of mental association. 

Ifedere Criticism—Of recent yens the associationist theory has 
been subjected to searching criticism, and it has been maintained 
by many writers that the laws are both umatisfactorily encased 
and insulficient to explain the facts. Among the most vigorous and 
comprehensive of these investigations is that of F. H. Bradley in his 
Prociyiss of Logic (e883). Having admitted the psychological fact 
of mental association, he attacks the theories of Mill and Bain 

oc menta 
pri 	

tnae
marily on the greyed 

meta 
 that they prepare to give an meount of 

l life ass whole,a 	ysica d 	of existence. Accord- 
ing to this doctrine, mental activity is ultimately reducible to 
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particular feelings, impressions, ideas, which an disparate and un-
connected, until chance Assoc at brings them together. On this 
assumption the laws of Association naturally emerge in the following 
form:--(1) The law of Conlignity.—"Actions, sensations and states 
of feeling, occurring . togetber or in close connexion, tend to grow 
together, or cohere, such a way that, when any one of them I. 
afterwards .presented to the mind, the others are apt to be brought 
up in idea '

es 
 Bain, Sesser and Irstelket, p. 3n). (2) The few of 

Sinsilasity.—" Present actions, sensation, thoughts or emotions test 
to revive their likeaoang previous impassions or states " (A. Bain, 
add. 437- Compare.  J. S Mill, Leen, ii. p. g o, 9th ed.). The 
fundamental objection to (1) is that ideas and impressions once 
experienced do not recur; they are pirticular existences, and, as 
sock do not persevere to recur or be presented. So Mill is wrong 

speaking of two impressions being ' frequendy experkned." 
Bradley claims thas to reduce the law to " When we have experienced 
(or even thought of) several pairs of impressions (simultaneous or 
succeesive), which paws are like one another; then whenever an 
idea occurs which is like all the inspreswons on one side of these pairs, 
it tends to excite an idea which is like all the impassion on the other 
side." This statement is destructive of the title of the law, because 
it appeal, that what were contiguous (the impiesions) are not 
associated, and what are associated (the ideas) were not contiguous; 
in other words, the association is not due to contiguity at all. 

Proceeding to the law of Similann (which in Mill's view is at the 
back of association by contiguity), and having made a similar 
criticism of its phrasing, Bradley maintains that it involves an even 
greater absurdity; if two ideas are to be recognized as similar, 
they must both be present in the mind; if one is to all up the other, 
one must be absent. To the obvious reply that the similarity is 
recognised ex pouf fads. and not while the former idea is being called 
up, Bradley replies simply that such a view reduces the law to the 
mere statement of a phenomena and deprives it of any explanatory 
value, though he hardly makes it clear in what sense this necessarily 
invalidates the law from a psythaiogical point of view. He further 
points out with greater force that in point of fact mere similarity 
is not the basis of ordinary cases of mental reproduction, inasmuch 
as in any given instance there is more difference than similarity 
between the ideas associated. 

Bradley himself bases association on identity us contiguity t-
" Any part of a single state of mind tends, if , to re-instate 
the remainder." or " any element tends to reproduce those elements 
with which it has formed one state of mind.' This law be calls by 
the name" reintegration." understood, of course, in a sense different 
from that in which Hamilton used it. The radical difference between 
this law and those of Mill and Rain is that it deals not with particular 
units of thoughts but with universals or identity between individuals. 
In any example of such reproduction the universal appears in a 
particular form which is more or less different from that in which it 
originally existed. 

Psychophysical ffssearciss.—Bradley's discussion deals with the 
object purely from the metaphysical side, and the total result 
practically is that association occurs only between universals. From 
the point of view of empirical psyc hologists Bradley:, results are 
open to the charge which he made against those who impugnedhis 
view of the law of simffasity, munely that they are marl a state-
ment—not in any real sense an explanation. The relation between 
the mental and the physical phenomena of association has occupied 
the attention of all the leading psychologists (see Pirrcuousov). 
William James holds that association sof ' objects " not of " ideas," 
is between "things thought of "—so far as the word stands for an 
effect. " So far as it stands for a cause it Is between processes in 
the brain." Dealing with the law of Contiguity he says that the 
" moot natural way of accounting for it is to conceive it as a result 
of the laws of habit in the Nervous system; in other words to ascribe 
it to a physiological cause" Association is thus due to the fact that 
when a nerve current has once passed by a given way, it will pass 
more easily by that way in future; and this fact is a physical fact. 
He further seeks to maintain the important deduction that the only 
primary or ultimate law of association is that of neural habit. 

The objections to the associationist theory are summed up by 
G. F. Stout (Andric Psyched., vol. a pp. 47  seq.) under three heads. 
Of these the first is that the theory as stated, e.g. by Bain, lays far 
too much stress on the mere connexion of elements hitherto entirely 
sepatate; whereas, in fact, every new mental state or synthesis 
consists in the development or modification of a pre-existing state or 
psychic whole. 	. it is quite false to regard an association as 
merely an aggregate of • 	to units; in fact, the fern of the new 
idea is quite as ins 	t as the elements which it comprises. 
Thirdly, the phrasca y used by the associationists seems to assume 
that the parts that go to form the whole retain their identity un-
impaired; in fact, each pert or element is ipso fade modified by the 
very fact of its entering into such combination. 

The experimental methods now in vogue haw to • large extent 
removed the discussion of the whole subject of association of ideas. 
:W ing in the case of the older writers on introspection, into a new 

In such a work as E. B. Titchener's Experimental Povhelegy 
0903). association is treated as a branch of the study of mental 
reactors, of which association reactions are one division. 

Beauctonanev.—See Psvcaotootr; and the works of Bradley, 

Stout, and James, above quoted, and general works on psychology; 
articles in Mind (passim); A. Bain, Senses and !Welled (4th ed.„ 
1894). and in Mind, xii. (1887) pp. 237-49; John Watson. An 
Outline of Philosophy (1898); Fl. laffding, Hirt. of Mod. Philos. 
(Eng. trans., Lond., 1900), Psychologie in Usnrisstm oaf Gnowilage 
de Erfahrung (and ed., Leipzig. 1893); Jas. Sully, The Haman 
Mind 0892), and Outliner of Psych. (Lond., 1892); E. B. Titchenei. 
Ortline of Psych. (New York. 1896), and in his trans. ci 0. Kolpe's 
Outlines of Psych. (New York, 1895.); Jas. Ward in Mind, 
(t883). sit. (1887), new series ii. (1893), iii. (1894); G. T. Ladd, 
Psychology, Descriptive and Explanatory (Lond., teas)• C. L C. 
Morgan, Introd. to Comparative Psych. (Lend., 1894); W. Wundt. 
Princip. cif Physiol. Psych. (Eng. trans., 1904). Human and Animal 
Psych. (Eng. trans., 0194). pp. 282-307; Outlines of Psych. (Eng. 
trans., 1897); E. Claparhde. /.'Association des id/es (teo3). For 
associationism in Greek philosophy see J. 1. Beare, Greek Theories 
of Elementary Cognition (Oxford. loon), part iii. H 54. 43 len- 

ASSONAXCE (from Lat. aware or assonare, to sound to or 
answer to), a term defined, in its prosodical sense, as " the 
corresponding or riming of one word with another In the accented 
vowel and those which follow it, but not in the consonants " 
(New Eng/ids Dictionary, Oxford). In other words, assonance 
is an improper or imperfect form of rhyme, in which the ear is 
satisfied with the incomplete identity of sound which the vowel 
gives without the aid of consonants. Much rustic or popular 
verse in England is satisfied with assonance, as in such cases as 

" And pray who gave thee that jolly red nose? 
Cinnamon, Ginger, Nutmeg and Clews." 

where the agreement between the two o's permits the ear to 
neglect the discord between s and v. But in English these 
instances are the result of carelessness or blunted ear. It is not 
so in several literatures, such as in Spanish, where assonance is 
systematically cultivated as a literary ornament. It is an error 
to confound alliteration,—which results from the close juxta-
position of words beginning with the same sound or letter,—and 
assonance, which Is the repetition of the same vowel-sound in a 
syllable at points where the ear expects a rhyme. The latter is 
a more complicated and less primitive employment of artifice 
than the former, although they have often been used to intensify 
the effect of each other in a single couplet. Assonance appears, 
nevertheless, to have preceded rhyme in several of the European 
languages, and to have led the way towards it. It is particularly 
observable in the French poetry which was composed before the 
ssth century, and it reached its highest point in the " Chanson 
de Roland," where the sections are distinguished by the fact that 
all the lines In a :aim or stanza close with the same vowel-sound. 
When the ear of the French became more delicate, and pure 
rhyme was introduced, about the year n 120, assonance almost 
immediately retired before it and was employed no more, until 
recent years, when several French poets have re-introduced 
assonance in order to widen the scope of their effects of sound. 
It held its place longer in Provencal and some other Romance 
literatures, while in Spanish it has retained its absolute authority 
over rhyme to the present day, It Ins been observed that in the 
Romance languages the ear prefers the correspondence of vowels, 
while in the Teutonic languages the preference is given to 
consonants. This distinction is felt most strongly in Spanish, 
where the satisfaction in news asonantes is expressed no less in 
the most elaborate works of the poets and dramatists than in 
the rough ballads of the people. The nature of the language here 
permits the full value of the corresponding vowel-sounds to be 
appreciated, whereas in English—and even in German, where, 
however, a great deal of assonant poetry exists—the divergence 
of the consonants easily veils or blunts the similarity of sound. 
Various German poets of high merit, and in particular neck 
and Heine, have endeavoured to obviate this difficulty, but with-
out complete success. Occasionally they endeavour, as English 
rhymen have done, to mix pure rhyme with assonance, but the 
result of this in almost all cases is that the assonances, rec., 
which make a less strenuous appeal to the ear, are drowned and 
Lost in the stress of the pure rhymes. Like alliteration, assonance 
is a very frequent and very effective ornament of prose style, but 
such correspondence in vowel-sound is usually accidental and 
involuntary, an instinctive employment of the skill of the writer. 
To introduce it with a purpose, as of course must be done in 
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poetry, has away* been held to be a most &ageism practice 
in prose. Assonance as a conscious art, in fact, is scarcely 
recognised as legitimate in English literature. . (E. G.) 

ASSUAN, or Aswan, a town of Upper Egypt on the east bank 
of the Nile, facing Elephantine Wand below the First Cataract, 
and soo m. S. of Cairo by rail. It is the capital of a province of 
the same name—the southernmost province of Egypt. Pollute. 
lion (root) 0,128. The principal buildings are along the river 
front, where a broad embankment has been built. Popular 
among Europeans as a winter health resort and tourist centre, 
Assuan is provided with large modem hotels (one situated on 
Elephantine Island), and there is an English church. Southeast 
of the railway station are the ruins of a temple built by Ptolemy 
Euergetes, and still farther south are the famous granite quarries 
of Syene. On Elephantine Wand are an ancient nilonteter and 
other remains, including a granite gateway built under Alexander 
the Great at the temple of the local ram-headed god Chnubis or 
Chnumis (Eg. Kimura), perhaps on account of his connexion 
with Ammon (p.,.); two small but very beautiful temples of the 
XVIII th Dynasty were destroyed there about illro. In the hill 
on the opposite side of the river are tombs of the Vlth to XlIth 
dynasties, opened by Lord Grenfell in 1886-1886. The inscrip. 
floes show that they belonged to frontier-prefects whose ex-
peditions into Nubia, Ike.. are recorded in them. Three and a 
half miles above the town, at the beginning of the Cataract, the 
Assuan Dam stretches across the Nile. This great engineering 
work was finished in December zees (see lantosuort: Egypt; 
and Nut). Above the dam the Nile presents the appearance of 
a vast lake. Consequent on the rise of the water-level several 
islands have been wholly and others partly submerged, among 
the latter Philac (q.v.). On the east bank opposite Philaa is the 
village of Shellal, southern terminus of the Egyptian railway 
system and the starting point of steamers for the Sudan. 

In ancient times the chief city, called Yeb, capital of the 
frontier nome, the first of the Upper Country, was on the island 
of Elephantine, guarding the entrance to Egypt. But, owing to 
the cataract, the main route for traffic with the south was by 
land along the eastern shore. Here, near the granite quarries—
whence was obtained the material for many magnificent monu-
ments—there grew up another city, at first dependent on and 
afterwards successor to the island town This city was called 
Swan, the Mart, whence came the Greek Spore and Arabic 
Anus. Syene is twice mentioned ,(at Seventh) in the prophecies 
of Ezekiel, and papyri, discovered on the island, and dated in 
the reigns of Artaxerxes and Darius U. (464-04 a.c.), reveal 
the existence of a colony of Jews, with a temple to Yahu (Yahweh, 
Jehovah), which had been founded at some time before the con-
quest of Egypt by,Cambyses in 523 B.C. They also mention the 
great frontier garrison against the Ethiopians, referred to by 
Hcrodotus. Syene was one of the bases used by Emtosthenes 
in his calculations for the measurement of the earth. In Roman 
times Syene was strongly garrisoned to resist the attacks of the 
desert tribes. Thither, in virtual banishment, Juvenal was sent 
as prefect by Domitian. In the early days of Christianity the 
town became the seat of a bishopric, and numerous ruins of 
Coptic convents are in the neighbourhood Syene appears also 
to have flourished under its first Arab rulers. but in the zath 
century was raided and ruined by Bedouin and Nubian tribes. 
On the conquest of Egypt by the Turks in the z6th century, 
Selim I. placed a garrison here, from whom, in part, the present 
townsmen descend. As the southern frontier town of Egypt 
proper, Asitian in times of peace was the entrepet of a consider-
able trade with the Sudan and Abyssinia, and in 188o its trade 
was valued at 12,000,eco annually. During the hlandia (1884-
:898) Assuan was strongly garrisoned by Egyptian and British 
troops. Since the defeat of the khalifa at Omdurman and the 
fixing (1899) of the Egyptian frontier farther south, the military 
value of Assuan has declined. 

For the Jewish colony sec A. H. Sayre and A. E. Cowley. A ramie 
Papyri discovered at A shoo (Oxford. tw6); E. Sachet'. Pm 
Aram:tucks papyros-Urkroden ass Elensise (Berlin, ups). 
For the dam see W. Wilkocks. The Nth Ravens Door re Amass 
(London, toot). (F. Lt.. G.) 

ASSUMPIIT (" he has undertaken," tram Lau asonsrat), a 
word applied to an action for the recovery of damages by reason 
of the breach or non-performance of a simple contract, tithe: 
express or implied, and whether made orally or in writing. 
Asnewpsh was the word always used in pleadings by the Plaintiff 
to set forth the defendant's undertaking or promise, hence the 
name of the action. Claims in actions of osnetsprit were ordi-
narily divided into (a) common or iniebirales °sharpie, brought 
usually on an implied promise, and (b) special assinetsit, founded 
on an express promise. Assissopsa as a form of action became 
obsolete after the passing-of the Judicature Acts am and tilss. 
(See further CONTRACT; PLEADING and boat.) 

ASSUMPTION. FEAST OK The feast of the " Assumption of 
the blessed Virgin Mary " (Let. /ethos essrestplionis, sionuiriosis, 
deposirionis, parestionis B. V 111.; Gr. mangos or AMMO.. vie 
therbsov) is a festival of the Christian Church celebrated on the 
:sib of August, in commemoration of the miraculous ascent into 
heavens( the mother of-Christ. The belief on which this festival 
rests has its origin in apocryphal sources, such as the alt 
mime. rib kepis-Oar tlersokm embed to the Apostle John, 
and the de framing Mesita, assigned to Mato, bishop of Sardis, 
but actually written about A.D. oar. Pope Gelasins L (aer-496) 
included them in the list of apocryphal books condemned by the 
Deathsee de fibril recipieedis si sea recipiendis, but they were 
accepted as authentic by the pseudo-Dionysius (de nessisbes 
Janus c. 3), whose writings date probably from the nth century, 
and by Gregory of Tours (d. gin or Ale). The latter in his Do 
Ostia ssarlynen 4).gives the following account of the miracle-
As all the Apostles were watching round the dying Mary, Jesus 
appeared with His angels and committed the soul of His Mother 
to the Archangel Michael Next day, as they wan carrying the 
body to the grave, Christ again appeared and carried it with Him 
in a cloud to heaven, where it was reunited with the soul. This 
story is much amplified in the account given by St John of 
Damascus in the homilies ha dorssitioxess Maim, which ars still 
read in the Roman Church as the lesson during the octave of the 
feast. According to this the patriarchs and Adens and Eve 
also appear at the death-bed. to praise their daughter, through 
whom they had been rescued from the curse of-God, a Jew who 
touches the body loses both his hands, which are restored to 
him by the Apostles. and the body lies three days in the grave 
without corruption before it is taken up into heaven. 

The festival is first mentioned by St Andrew of Crete (c 6so). 
and, according to the Byzantine historian Nicephorus Callistus 
(Hist. Becks. xvii. A), was first instituted by the Emperor 
Maurice in A.D. Oa. From the East it was borrowed by Rome. 
where there is evidence of its existence so early as the 7th century 
In the Gallican Church it was only adopted at the same time as 
the Roman liturgy But though the festival thus became in-
corporated In the regular usage of the Western Church, the belief 
in the resurrection and bodily assumption of the Virgin has 
never been defined as a dogma and remains a " pious opinion," 
which the faithful may reject without imperilling their immortal 
souls, though not apparently—to quote Melchior Cano (De Locis 
Theolog. xii. to)—without " insolent temtrity,"since such rejec-
tion would be contrary to the common agreement of the Church 
By the reformed Churches, including the Church of England. 
the festival is not observed, having been rejected at the Reliant& 
don as being neither primitive nor founded upon any "certain 
warrant of Holy Scripture." 

See HersorHanch. Rarkseyklophrit (ed. a). a," Maria "; Marl- 
Durham,. Christian Worship (Eng.. traes..1.or4on, woe); Winne 
and Woke. Kircheakzikoa, s. "Manenfeste "ills Catholic &oda- 
paella (London and New York. mos, Om), s. " Apocrypha," 
" Assumption " 

ASSUR (Autb. Veen. Amino), a Hebrew name, occurring in 
many passages of the Old Testament, for the land and dominion 
of Assyria.' The cenntry of Assyria, which in the Assyro-Baby-
Ionian literature is knovm.as woos Misr (ki),:"- land of Amur," 
took its name from the ancient city of d liar, situated at the 

The name Amur is not connected with the Asshur of t Chron.ik 24; 
ii ag. Note that it iscustomary to spell the god-name Mar and the 
country-yore ALlsr. 
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southern extremity of Assyria proper, whose terrifory. boon after 
the first Assyrian settlement, was bounded on the N by the 
Zagros mountain range in what is now Kurdistan and on the S. 
by the lower Zab river. The kingdoms of Assyria, which was the 
outgrowth of the primitive settlement on the site of the city of 
Assur, was developed by a probably gradual process of coloniza-
tion in the rich vales of the middle Tigris region, a district 
watered by the Tigris itself and also by several tributary streams, 
the chief of which was the lower Zab. ,  

It seems quite evident that the city of Assur was originally 
founded by Semites from Babylonia at quite an early, but as 
yet undetermined date In the prologue to the law-code of the 
great Babylonian monarch Khammurabi szso Lc.), theories 
of Nineveh and Assur are both mentioned as coming under that 
king's beneficent influence. Assur is there called A-striv(kOS 
in which combination the ending -hi ("land territory ") proves 
that even at that early period there was a province of Assur more 
extensive than the city proper. It is probable that this non-
Semitic form A-user means "well watered region," ,  a most 
appropriate designation for the river settlements of Assyria. 
The problem as to the meaning of the name Assur is rendered 
all the more confusingby the fact that the city and and are also 
called A tho(as well as A -mser),both by the Khammurabi records, 

 and generally in the later Assyrian literature. Furthermore, 
the god- and country-name Assn,' also occurs at a late date in 
Assyrian literature in theforms An-Jar An -tar (hi), which form 
was presumably read Assns. In the Creation tablet, the heavens 
personified collectively were indicated by this term An-tar, 
"host of heaven," in contradistinction to the earth. ,  Ki-ler, 
" host of earth." In view of this fact, it seems highly probable 
that the late writing An-sarfor AMC' wasa more or less conscious 
attempt on the part of the Assyrian scribes to identify the 
peculiarly Assyrian deity Ant. (see Maui, the god, below) with 
the Creation deity Amur. On the other band, thereis an epithet 
A hr or Ashir ("overseer") applied to several gods and partscu-
larly to the deity Ater, a fart which introduced a third element 
of confusion into the discussion of the name Astor It is probable 
then that there is a triple popular etymology in the various forms 
of writing the name Atha viz A -user! An-tar and the stem 
akin', all of which is quite in harmony with the methods 
followed by the ancient Assyro-Babylonian philologists' 

See also A. H. Lavard. Diseeevies in the Runts of Nineveh and 
Babylon (1853): G. Smith Amman Disanwries (1875). R W 
Rogers, History of Babylonia and Assyysa, i. a97; it. 13; u.76, 
tor ; J. F hPCurcly. lilitory. Prophecy and She Monuments, 174. 
171 f., 247, 258, 28,3, 37. f. (on the god). (J. D. a.) 

ASSUR, the primitive capital of Assyria, now represented by 
the mounds of Kaleh Sberghat (Qal'at Shergat) on the west bank 
of the Tigris, nearly midway between the Upper and Lower Zab. 
It is still doubtful (see discussion on the name in the preceding 
article) whether the national god of Assyria took his name from 
that of the city or whether the converse was the case. It is 
most probable, however, that it was the city which was deified 
(see Sayre, Edigion of Ancient- Egypt and Babylonia, nos. pp. 
366, 367) Sir A. H. Layard, through his assistant Hormuzd 
Rassam, devoted two or three days to excavating on the site, 
but owing to the want of pasturage and the fear of Bedouin 
attacks be left the spot after finding a broken clay cylinder 

1  Cf. Rassam, Airier and the Land of Winfred, zso-zst, and many 
other Works. 

Robert Harper. Code of Haavinsirabi, pp. 6-7, lines 55-58. 
Thus already Delitnr,h. We lag dos ?media? 2g2. The 

element a means " water,. and in r-sar it is probable that n also 
means " water." while sow s " park, district." See Prince, Materials 
for a Sumerian Lexicon, ay. mar. 

The name appears as ell-lar(ki) and At-Iwur(k13. See King, 
Letters and Inscriptions of Hassirsusrabi, iv. p. 23, obv. 27 ;  and N4gel, 
Beitrdge sup Assyriologu. iv. P. 404; also Ow fens from Bab. 
Tablets. vi . pl. ie. tine 7. 

I  Meissner-Rom. Baniseschrift Sanhersh e, K. 3413a; K 1304 
rev. 16. 

See on this entire subject, Morris lastrow. Jr.. Journal Amer. 
Orient. Soc., =Iv. pp. 282-311; also Dia ReligW1 Bab. u. Assyr. 
PP. 2°7 41. 

An the philoiegical methods of the ancient Babylonian priest-
hood, see Pnnoe. Materials for a-Sumerian Lexiem, Inuodeectioe►  

containing the annals of Tiglath-Plieser I., find for many years 
nosobsequent efforts were made to explore it. In qua, however, 
a German expedition under Dr W. Andrae began systematic 
excavations, which have led to important results. The city 
originally grew up round the great temple of the god Amur, 
the foundation of which was ascribed to the High-priest Uspia. 
For many centuries Amur and the surrounding district, which 
came accordingly to be called the and of Assur (Assyria), were 
governed by high-priests under the suzerainty of Babylonia 
With the decay of the Babylonian power the high-priests suc-
ceeded in tasking themselves independent kings, and Assur 
became the capital of an important kingdom. It was already 
surrounded by a wall of crude brick, which rested on stone 
foundations and was strengthened at certain points by courses of 
burnt brick. A deep moat was dug outside Why Tukulti-In-
aristi or Tukuiti-Matsu (about r 17o a.c.), and it was further 
defended on the and side by a sal kka or outwork. In the t Soh 
century a.c. it. was considerably extended to the south in order 
to include a " new town " which had grown up there. The wall 
was pierced by " the gate of Assur," " the gate of the Sun-god," 
" the gate of the Tigris," he., and on the river side was a quay 
of burnt brick and limestone cemented with bitumen. The 
temples were in the northern part of the city, together with 
their lofty towers, one of which has been excavated. Besides 
the temple of Assur there was another great temple dedicated to 
Anu and Hatted, as well as the smaller sanctuaries of Bel, Ishtar. 
Merodach and other deities. After the rise of the kingdom, 
palaces were erected separate from the temples; the sites of 
those of Hadad-nirari I., Shalmaneser I., and Assur-rutzir-pal 
have been discovered by the German excavators, and about a 
dozen more are referred to in the inscriptions. Even after the 
rise of Nineveh as the capital of the kingdom and the seat of the 
civil power, Maur continued to be the religious centre of the 
country, where the king was called on to reside when performing 
his priestly functions. The city survived the fall of Assyria, 
and extensive buildings as well as tombs of the Parthian age 
have been found upon the site 

See Mitteilangen der &linden Orient -Gesellschaft (rec4-re06). 
(A. H. S.) 

ASSUR. Astra, or Amos, the chief god of Assyria, was origin-
ally the patron deity of the city of Assur on the Tigris, the ancient 
capital of Assyria from which as a centre the authority of the 
Ptah (as the rulers were at first called) spread in various direc-
tions. The history of Assyria (q.v.) can now be traced back 
approximately to es* i.e., though it does not rise to political 
prominence until e. 2000 B.C. The name of the god is identical 
with that of the city, though an older form A-shir, signifying 
" leader," suggests that a differentiation between the god and 
the city was at one time attempted. Though the origin of the 
form Ashur (or Assur) is not certain, it is probable that the name 
of the god is older than that of the city (see discussion on the 
name above). 

The title Asks, was given to various gods in the south, as 
Marduk and Nebo, and there is every reason to believe that it 
represents a direct transfer with the intent to emphasize that 
Assur is the " leader " or had of the pantheon of the north 
He is in fact to all intents and purposes of the north. Originally 
like Marduk a solar deity with the winged disk—the disk always 
typifying the eung—as his symbol, he becomes as Assyria develops 
into a military power a god of war, indicated by the attachment 
of the figure of a mad with • bow to the winged disk. While the 
cult of the other great gods and goddesses. of Babylonia was 
transferred to Assyria, the worship of Assur so overshadowed 
that of the rest as to give the impression of a decided tendency 
towards the absorption of all divine powers by the one god 
Indeed, the other gods, Sin, Shsunash (Samos), Adad, Ninib and 
Nergal, and even Ea, take on the warlike traits of Assur in the 
epithets and descriptions given Of them in the annals and 
votive inscriptions of Assyrian rulers to such an extent as to 
make them appear like little Assure by the side of the great one 
Marduk alone retains a large measure of his independence as a 

I See Prinoe,./eura. Bibi. Lit., exit 35. 
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emceed= On the part of the Assyrians to the traditions of the 
south, for which they always manifested a profound respect. 
Even during the period that the Assyria* monarchs enercised 
complete sway over the south; they rested their claims to the 
control of Babylonia on the approval of Marduk, and they or 
their representatives sever faded to Perform the ceremony of 
" taking the hand " of Mardak, which was the formal method 
of assuming the throne in Babylonia. Apart from Mk cornea 
dim, it is Amur who preeminently presides over the fortunes of 
Assyria.,  In his name, and with his approval as indicated by 
favourable omens, the Assyrian armies march to battle. His 
symbol is carried into the thick of the fray, as that the god is 
actually present to pant assistance in the aids, and the victory 
is with becoming humility invariably ascribed by the kings 
" to the help of Assur." With the fall of Assyria the rule of 
Assur also comes to as end, whereas it is significant that the 
cult of the gods of Babylonia—more particularly of Marduk-
survives for several centuries the less of political independence 
through Cyrus' capture of Babylonia in 539 33.c. The name of 
Assur's temple at Assur, represented by the mounds of Keith 
Sherghat, was known as E-Idiarmg-gal-knakurm, i.e. " House 
of the great mountain of thet lands." Its exact site has been 
determined by excavations conducted at Balch Sherghat since 
zooj by the German Oriental Society. The name indicates the 
existence, of the same conception regarding sacred edifices in 
Assyria as in Babylonia, where we find such names as Baur 
(" mountain house ") for the temple of Bet (4:v.) at Nippur, and 
E-Saggila (" lofty house ") for Mazda's (e.s.) temple at Babylon 
and that of Ea (y s.) at Elide, and in view of the general depend-
ence of Assyrian religious beliefs as of Assyrian culture in general, 
there is little reason to doubt that the name of Assur's temple 
represents a direct adaptation of such a name as E-Kur, further 
embellished by epithets intended to emphasise the supreme 
control of the god to whom the edifice was dedicated. The 
foundation of the edifice can be traced back to Uspia (Ushpia), 
c. aka s.c., and may turn out to be even older. Besides the chief 
temple, the capital contained temples and chapels to Ann, Adad, 
Ishtar, Marduk, Gila, Sin, Sluunash, so that we are mamma the 
existence of a sacred precinct in Assur precisely as in the religious 
centres of the south. On the removal of the seat of residence of 
the Assyrian kings to Calah (c. kw.* 5.e..), and then in the 8th 
century to Nineveh, the centre of the Assur Mk was likewise 
transferred, though the sanctity of the old seat at Amur con-
tinued to be recognized. At Nineveh, which remained the 
capital till the fall of the Marian empire In 606 s.c.. Assur had 
as his rival Ishtar, who was the real patron deity of the places 
but a reconciliation was brought about by making Ishtar the 
consort of the chief god. The combination was, however, of an 
artificial character, and the consciousness that Ishtar was in 
reality an independent goddess never entirely died out. She 
too, like Assur, was viewed as s war deity, and to such an 
extent was this the as that at times it would appear that 
she, rather than Amer, padded over the fortunes of the Assyrian 
armies. (M. Ja.) 

Ailtilift-BAIU-PAL Assur creates a son "), the grand 
mononnte of Assyria, was the prototype of the Greek Santana-
paha, and appears probably in the corrupted form of Asnapper 
in Ezra iv. in. He bad been publicly nominated king of Assyria 
(on the z tth of War) by his tubes Ear-bidden, some time 
before the letter's death, Babylonia being assigned to his twin-
brother Samas-stnn-yukhs, in the hope of gratifying the national 
feeling of the Babylonian. After Emaltaddon's death in 668 
s.c. the first task of Manabard-pal was to finials the Egyptian 
campaign. Tirbakab, who had reoccupied Egypt, fled to 
Ethiopia, and the Assyrian army spent forty days in ascending 
the Nile from Memphis to Thebes. Shortly afterwards Necho, 
the satrap of Sais, and two others were detected intriguing with 
Tirbakah; Necks and one of his companions were sent in chains 
to Nineveh, but were there pardoned and restored to their 

, As essentially a national god. he h almost Manical in character 
with the early Yahweh of brad. Se Sayer. Hibbat Leftism*, 
Religion el Ancient DeigieeM. Is tap.. ..  
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prindjaalitlea ThbsItah died 66y no., and his swan*, 
Tandaman (Tammt-Anson)entesed Upper Eppt,where a general 
revolt spinet Assyria took place, headed by Thebes. Memphis 
was taken by assault and the Assyrian troops driven out 4 the 
country. Tyre seems to have revolted at theism. time. Amur-
bantpal, however; lost no time in pouring fresh forces into the 
revolted poshest Once more the Assyrian army made its way 
up Abe Nile, Thebes was plundered, and its temples destroyed, 
two obelisks being carried to Nineveh as trophies (see Nahum iii. 
8). Meanwhile the siege of insular Tyre was closely pressed; 
Its water-amply was rut off, and it was compelled to surrender. 
Assur-Dad-pal was now at the height of his power. The land of 
the Manna (Mired), southeast of Ararat, had been wasted, its 
capital captured by the Assyrians, and its king reduced to vessel-
age. A war with Teumman of Elam had reacted in the over-
throw of the Elamite army; the bead of Thunman was seat to 
Nineveh, and another king, Umman-ips, appointed by the 
Assyrians. The kinp of Cilich and the Tahiti offered their 
daughters to the harem of Assuabanktal; embassies tame from 
Ararat, and even Gyp. of Lydia despatched envoys to " the 
great king " in the hope of obtaining help against the Ciro-
makes. Suddenly the mighty ,  empire bepn to totter. The 
Lydian king, finding that Nineveh was helpless to assist him, 
turned instead to Egypt and furnished the mercenaries with 
whose help Psammetichus drove the Assyrians out of the country 
and suppressed his brother satraps. Egypt was thus lost to 
Assyria for ever (66o ac.). In Babylonia, moreover, discontent 
was arising, and finally Samasaum-yukin put himself at the 
head of the naked party and declared war upon his brother. 
Elamite aid was readily forthcoming, especially when stimulated 
by babes, and the Arab tribes joined in the revolt. The resources 
of the Assyrian mphre were strained to their utmost. But 
thanks in same measure to the intestine troubles in 'Elam, the 
Babylonian army and its arms were defeated aid driven into 
Babylon, Sippers, Bordppa and Cutha. One by one the cities 
fell, Babylon being finally starved into surrender (64 am.) after 
Samaasum-yukin had burnt himself in his palace to avoid (Arms 
into the conqueror's hands. It was now the tarn of the Arabs, 
some of whom bad been in Babylon during the siege, whale 
others had occupied themselves in plundering Edoen, Moab and 
the Haman. Northern Arabia was traversed by the Assyrian 
forces, the Nabataean were almost exterminated, and the' 
desert tribes terrorised into order. Elam was alone left to be 
dealt with, and the lest resources of the empire were therefore 
expended Ii preventing it from ever being spin a thorn in the 
Assyrian side. 

Bat the effort had exhausted Assyria. Drained of men and 
resources it was no longer able to make head against the Gm-
make and Scythian hordes who now poured over. western Asia. 
The Chemed.* Madame* (Lygdamis in Strabo I. 3, A), whom 
Assurbani-pal calls ' a limb of Satan " after sacking Sardis, 
bad been slain in Cilitia, but other Scythian invaders came to 
take his place. When Amer-bani-pal died in 6s6 (?) i.e. his 
attire was already in decay, and within a few years the end came. 
He was luxurious and hide/eat, entrusting the command of his 
armies to others whose successes he appropriated, cruel and 
superstitious, but a magnificent patron of art and literature.. 
The great library of Nineveh was to a considerable extent his 
creation, and scribes were kept constantly employed in it 
copying the older tablets of Babylonia, though unfortunately 
their patron's tastes inclined rather to omens and astrology 
than to subjects of more modern interest. The library was 
contained in the palace that he built on the northern side of the 
mound of Yuynnjik and lined with sculptured slabs which 
display Amyrian art at its best. Whether Kandabunt (Engle-
dance), who became viceroy of Babylonia after the suppression 
of the revolt, was Amur-bard-psi under another name, or a 
different in still doubtful (see SAIDANATALOS). 

Airrnonrrms. 	Smith. Hider, ql A uurbaniimi (3871): 
S. A. Smith, Die Keilschrifliexte A surbaximIs (dartSet Pe.hlwaensen 
In E. Sander's Keilieschrifiliche DiWitelsek, 	) 

t 
; J. A. 

Kande:on. Acerbate Geode se Sat Sonasagett (1893); C. 	nn; 
Sdaunaskxhinnakin (3139a). 	 (A. H. S.) . 
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Mini (med. Beim:), an ancient Greek city of the Tread, 

on the Adramyttien GuIL The situation is one of the most 
magnificent in all the Greek lands. The natural cleavage of the 
trachyte into joint planes bad already scarped out shelves 
which it was comparatively may for human labour to shape; 
and so, high up this cone of trachyte, the Greek town of Maus 
was built, tier above tier, the summit of the crag being crowned 
with a Doric temple of Athena. The view from the summit is 
very beautiful and of great historical interest. In front Lesbos, 
one of whose towns, Methymna, is said to have sent forth the 
founders of Asses, as early, perhaps, as moo or goo s.c. The 
whole south coast-line of the Tread is men, and in the south-east 
the ancient territory of Pergamum, from whose masters the 
pomession of Anus passed to Rome by the bequest of Attalla 'IL 
(133 s.c.). The great heights of Ida rise in the east. Northward 
the Tula is seen winding through a rich valley. This valley was 
traversed by the road which St Paul must have followed when be 
came overland from Alexandria Troas to Asses, leaving his fellow-
tmvellers to proceed by sea. The north-west gateway, to which 
this road led, is still flanked by two massive towers, of Hellenic 
work. On the shore below, the ancient mole an still be traced 
by large blocks under the clear water. Assus•ffords the only 
harbour on the so m. of coast between Cape Iectum and the 
east end of the Achamyttian Gulf; hence it must always have 
been the thief shipping-place for the exports of the southern 
Tread. The great natural strength of the site protected it against 
petty assailants; but, like other towns in that region, it has 
known many masters—Lydians, Persians, the kings of Per-
gamma, Romans and Ottoman Turks. From the Persian wars 
to about 350 3.C. ADM enjoyed at least partial independence. 
It was about 348-345 DX. that Aristotle spent three years at 
Asses with Hermes.% an ex-slave who had succeeded his former 
master Eubulus as despot of Asia and Atuneus. Aristotle has 
left some veers from an invocation to Mete (Virtue), com-
memorating the worth of Hermeas, who had been seized by 
Persian treachery and put to death. 

Under its Turkish name of Behram, Areas is still the com-
mercial port of the southern Tread, being the place to which 
loads of adonis. are conveyed by camels from all parts of the 
country. Explorations were conducted at Ames in 1885-1883 
by Mr J. T. Clarke fee the Archaeological Institute of America. 
The main object was to clear the Deck temple of Athena, built 
about 47Co s.c. This temple is remarkable for a sculptured 
architrave which took the place of the ordinary frieze. The scenes 
are partly mythological (labours of Henan), partly purely 
heraldic. Eighteen panels were transported to the Louvre in 
18313; other fragments rewarded the Americana, and a scientific 
ground-plan was drawn. The well-preserved Hellenistk walls 
wore also studied. 

See J. T. Clarke, Asses, s vols., TM and 111911 (Papers of Ardi 
last. of America, L if.); and authorities under MOLD. (D. G. H.) 

ASSYRIA. The two great empires, Assyria and Babylon; 
which grew up on the banks of the Tigris and Euphrates, can be 
separated as little historically as geographically. From the 
beginning their history is closely intertwined; and the power of 
the one is a measure of the weakness of the other. This inter-
dependence of Assyrian and Babylonian history was recognised 
by ancient writers, and has been confirmed by modern discovery. 
But whereas Assyria takes the first place in the classical accounts 
to the exclusioa of Babylonia, the decipherment ci the iascrip-
dons has proved that the converse was really the case,Ond that, 
with the exception of some seven or eight centuries, Assyria 
might be described as a province or dependency of Babylon; 
Not only was Babylonia the mother country, as the tenth chapter 
of Genesis explicitly states, but the religion and vulture, the 
literature and the characters in which it was contained, the 
arts and the sciences of the Awoke" were delved from their 
southern neighbours. They were similar la race and language. 
(See Bannoieu arm Annul 

.AST, ORORG ANTON FRIEDRICH (1778-1841), Geneva 
phil000pher and philologist, was born at Gotha. Educated there 
and at the university of Jena, he became privat•ewent at Jena  

is iflos. In ribs he became professor of dessicallitesature in 
the university of Landahut, where he remained till t8a6, when 
it was transferred to Munich. These be lived till his death on 
the 31st of October that. In recognition of his work he was 
made an auk councillor and a membet of the Bavarian Academy 
of Sciences. He is known principally for his week during the 
last twenty-five years et his life on the dialogues of Plato. His 
Plaines Leh= send Sdriften (r8th) was the fest of those critical 
inquiries into the life and works of Plato which originated in the 
Introdadieas of Schleierrnacher and the historical scepticism 
of Niebuhr and Wolf. Distrusting tradition, be took a few of 
the finest dialogues as his standard, and from hemsl evidence 
denounced as spurious not only those which am generally 
admitted to be so (Eyinowir, Mixes, Maga, Aranae,Cilitephon, 
Hipparckes, Eyries, Letters and Definitions), but also the Mena, 
Eatirrdestas, Chanuoides, Lysk, Locker, First and Sewed Alci-
biades, Hippies Maier and Miner, Ion, Euftrypiro, Apology, 
Crib, and even (against Aristotle's explicit assertion) The Laws. 
The genuine dialogues he divides into three series:—(r) the 
earliest, marked chiefly by the poetical and dramatic element, 

Protagwas, Phaedra:, Conies, Phan* (s) the sexind, 
marked by dialectic subtlety, i.e. Thendenss, Sophist, Statesman, 
Pannenida, Creepier; (3) the third group, combining both 
qualities harmoniously, i.e. the Mistress, Syesperium, Republic, 
Timers, Cedes. The work was followed by a complete 
edition of Plato's works (ix vols., a8ar-x832) with a Latin 
translation and commentary. His last work was the Lexicon 
Plefeeferss (3 vols., r834-0139), which is both valuable and 
comprehensive. In his works en aesthetics be combined the 
views of Schelling with those of Windrelmann, Leming, Sant, 
Herder, Schiller and others. His histories of pinlosaphy are 
marked more by critical scholarship than by originality of 
thought, though they are interesting as aseerting the now 
familiar principle that the history of philosophy is not ther 
history of opinions, but of reason as a whole; be among 
the first to attempt to [emulate a principle of the development 
of thought. Beside his works on Plato, he wrote, on aesthetics, 
Systeme der .KursedkAre (Oros) and Grandriss der Assenta (awe); 
on the history of philosophy, Grundliniess der PleResephie (they, 
republished dim but soon forgotten), Gandriss new Geschicher 
der Philosophies (Oen and xSes)xuad Herptaesseeteder Gesthichee 
der Phikeepkie (am); in philology, Grandieles den Minnie 
(i&8), and Graafian. der Grainnalik, Herwersertik and 
IOWA fifloll). 

MARA. a port of Borden 'Transcaucasia, government of 
Baki, on the Caspian, m 38" s7' N. lat. and 48°  33' E. long., on 
the river of the same name, which forms the frostier between 
Persia and Russia. Raman merchandise is landed there arid 
forwarded to Axerbiina and Mikis via Ardebil. 

MURMUR a province of Persia bounded N. by the Caspian 
Sea and Russian 'flanscaspien, S. by the Mimi Mountains, 
W. by liszandaran, and E. by nommen. The country, 
mountainous in its southern portion; osseeses extensive forests, 
fertile Valleys, producing rice, wheat and other grains in 
abundance, and rich pasturage'. The sod, even with little 
culture, is exceedingly productive, owing to the abundance of 
water which irrigates and fertilizes it. But while the province 
in many parts presents a hada:ape of luxuriant beauty, it is a 
prey to the ravages of disease, principally malarial fevers due 
to the extensive swamps loaned by waters stagnating is the 
forests, and to the frequent Incursions ci the Cohan and Warta 
Turkomans, who have their camping-grounds it the northern 
part of the province, and until about thee plundered•aravans 
sometimes at the very gates of Asearabad city, and carried 
people off into slavery and bondage. The province has a popula-
tion of about mace and pays* yearly raceme of about 1.3opoo. 
The inhabitants, notwithsemding the unhealthiness of their 
climate, are a strong and athletic race, belying their yellow and 
sickly appearance. The province has the following bulfik 
(administrative divisions):—(1) Astarabad town; (a) Astarabed 
rustak (Aimee); (3) Sadan mstak ; (4 Masan; (s) Kate; 
(6) Fmdarisk, with Haar and Nada ; .(s) Shohkuk War. 
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ASTAIAIAD, the capital of the province, is situated on the 

Aster, a small tributary of the Kara Su (Black river), which 
flows into the Caspian Sea so M. W. of the city, and about 18 m. 
S. of the Gwyn river, in 36' z' N. lat. and 54'  s6' E. long. 
It is surrounded by a mud wall about so ft. in height and about 
31 m. in circuit, but much of the enclosed space is occupied by 
gardens, mounds of refuse, and ruins. At one time of greater 
size, it was reduced by Nadir Shah within its present limits. 
Astarabad owes its origin to Yazid ibn Mohallab, who occupied 
the province early in the 8th century for Suleiman, the seventh 
of the Ontayyad caliphs (713-7:7), and was destroyed by 
Timur (Tamerlane) In 1384. Jonas Hanway, the philanthropist 
(d. 1786), visited the place in 1744, and attempted to open a 
direct trade through it between Europe and central Asia. 
Owing to the noxious exhalations of the surrounding forests 
the town is so extremely unhealthy during the hot weather 
as to have acquired the title of the " Abode of the Plague." 
It has post and telegraph offices, and a population of about 
10,000. Since 1890 the Turkomans who impeded trade by their 
perpetual raids have been kept more In check, and with the 
decrease of insecurity the commercial activity of Astarabad 
has Increased considerably. 

ASTARTE, a Semitic goddess whose name appears in the 
Bible as Ashtoreth.,  She is everywhere the great female principle, 
answering to the Baal of the Canaanite' and Phoenicians* and 
to the Dagen of the Philistines. She had temples at Sidon and 
at Tyre (whence her worship was transplanted to Carthage), 
and the Philistines probably venerated her at Ascalon (e Sam. 
xxxi. to). Solomon built a high-place for her at Jerusalem 
which lasted until the days of King Josiah (1 Kings xi. 5; 2 
Kings xxiii. r3), and the extent of her cult inning the Israelites 
is proved as much by the numerous biblical references as by the 
frequent representations of the deity turned up on Palestinian 
soil' The Moabites formed a .compound.deity, Ashtar-Chemosh 
(see Moss), and the absence of the feminine termination occurs 
similarly in the Babylonian and Assyrian prototype Ishtar. 
The old South Arabian phonetic equivalent 'Athtar is, however, 
a male deity. Another compound, properly of mixed sex, 
appears in the Aramaean Atargatis ('At(t)ar-'athe), worn down 
to Derketo, who Is specifically associated with sacred pools 
and fish (Ascalon, Hierapolis-Mabog). (See ATAIOATIS.) 

The derivation of the name Ishtar is uncertain, and the original 
attributes of the goddess are consequently unknown. She 
assumes various local forms In the old Semitic world, and this 
has led to consequent fusion and identification with the deities 
of other nations.. As the great nature-goddess, the attributes 
of fertility and reproduction are characteristically hers, as 
also the accompanying Immorality which originally, perhaps, 
was often nothing more than primitive magic. As patroness of 
the hunt, later identification with Artemis was inevitable. 
Hence the consequent fusion with Aphrodite, Artemis, Diana, 
Juno and Venus, and the action and reaction of one upon the 
other in myth and legend. Her star was the planet Venus, and 
classical writers give her the epithet Caelestis and Urania. 
Whether Astarte was also a lunar goddess has been questioned. 
As the female counterpart of the Phoenician Baal (viewed as a 
sun-god), and on the testimony of late writers (Lucian, Herodian) 
that she was represented with horns, the place-name Ashteroth-
Karnaim in Gilead (" Ashteroth of the horns ") has been con-
sidered ample proof in favour of the theory. But it is probable 
that the horns were primarily ram's horns,* and that Astarte 
the moon-goddess is due to the influence of the Egyptian Isis 

3  The vocalization suggests the Heb. Whelk," shame"; see  BAAL. 
9  Add also the Hittites; for Sutekh, the Egyptian equivalent of 

the male partner. see W. M. Miller, Min. d. oorderasiat. 
(tw), v. pp. 11, 38. Astarte was introduced also into Emit and 
had her temple at Memphis. See also S. A. Cook, Religion of 
Ancient Palestine, Index, s.v. 

Such figurines are in a sense the prototypes of the Venus of 
Medici. On the influence of her cult upon that of the Virgin Mary, 
tee Mock Studios s. Brit. OWL 'RD. 265 KO. ' A model o(an Astarte with ram s norm was unearthed by R. A. S. 
Mara lister at Geser (Pal. Ropier. Pisnd, Qum. Searmelis. 1903. P. 227 
with figure facing).  

and Rather. Robertson Smith, too, argues that Astarte was 
originally a sheep-goddess, and points to the interesting use of 
" Astattes of the flocks " (Dent. vii. 53, see the comm.) to 
denote the offspring. To nomads, Astarte may well have been 
a sheep-gbddess, but this, if her earliest, was not her only type, 
as is clear from the sacred fish of Atargatis, the doves of Ascalon 
(and of the Phoenician sanctuary of Eryx), and the gazelle or 
antelope of the goddess of love (associated also with the Arabian 
Athtar). 

The literature Is vast ,• see G. A. Barton, Amer. hum. of Sem. • 
Lang. vole. ix. x., and his Semitic Grimm; Driver, Hastings' 
Did. Dible, i. pp. 167-171; Minmern, Keilinschr. and dam alt* 
Test. ,  pp. 4to sqq.; Lagrange. Erodes d. Relig. Sent. pri. 123-10; 
and the articles ADONIS, ATIMODITI, AITSMS, BAAL. 

(S. A. C.) 
MIRA* MAZY (1668-1730, English author, was born at 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne.. She was instructed by her uncle, a 
clergyman, in Latin and French, logic, mathematics and 
natural philosophy. In her twentieth year she went to London, 
where she continued her studies. •  She published, in 1697, a work 
entitled A Serious Proposal to The Ladies, wherein a Method is 
offered for the /1111/200010111 of their Minds. With the same end 
in view she elaborated a schen* for a ladies' college, which 
was favourably entertained by Queen Anne, and would have 
been carried out had not Bishop Burnet interfered. The most 
important of her other works was The Christian Religion, os pro-
fessed by a Daughi# of She Church of England, published in 1705. 

ASTER (Gr. &echo, a. star), the name of a genus of plants, 
given from the fact of the flowers having a radiated or star-like 
appearance (see below). The Greek word also provides many 
derivatives: e.g. asterism (Gr. lurrepso mos), a constellation (q.v.); 
asteroid (Gr. derepo-es381, star-like), an alternative name . for 
planetoids or minor planets (see PLMMT). 

The genus of composite plants named aster (natural order 
Composites) is found largely It North America, and scattered 
sparingly over Asia, Europe and South America. They are 
usually herbaceous perennials; their flowers arranged in 
numerous heads (capitols) recall those of the daisy, whence 
they are popularly known in England as Michaelmas daisies, 
since many are in bloom about that time. They are valuable 
plants in a garden, the various species flowering from late 
summer right on to November or December. The only British 
species is Aster Tripolitson, found abundantly in saline marshes 
near the sea. One of the species, A skr alpines, grows at a consider-
able height on the mountains of Europe. Some of them, such ate 
Aster speesabilis of North America, are very showy. They are 
mostly easy to cultivate In ordinary garden soil, and are readily 
propagated by dividing the roots in early spring. The following 
are some of the better known forms:—A. alpinus, barely t ft. 
high, and A. Audits, sit ft., with its var. bessarabiass, have 
broadish blunt leaves and large starry bluish flowers; A. 
ingather var. formodu, a ft., bright rosy lilac; A. acris, 
2 to 3 ft., with blue flowers in August; A. ericoides, 3 ft., with 
heath-like leaves and masses of small white flowers; A. poniard, 
4 to 6 ft., blue or rosy-lilac; A. turbissellut, s to 3 ft., mauve-
coloured, are showy border plants; and A. Novae-Assgliae, s to 6 
ft., rosy-violet; A. Novi-Belgii, 3 to 6 ft., pale blue; A. Jarvis, 
2 to 6 ft., blue-lilac; and A. grandiflorus, 3 ft., violet, are 
especially useful from their late-flowering habit. 

The China aster (Callistephus chinesesis) is also a member of 
the order Compositae. It is a hardy annual, a native of China, 
which by cultivation has yielded a great variety of forms. Some 
of the best for ornamental gardening are the chrysanthemum-
flowered, the paeony-flowered, the crown or cockade, the comet, 
and the globe-quilled. Crown asters have a white centre, and 
dark crimson or purple circumference, and are very beautiful. 
The colours range from white and blush through pink and rose to 
crimson, and from lilac through blue to purple, in various shades. 
They should be sown early in March in pans, in a gentle heat, the 
young plants being quickly transferred to a cool pit, and there 
pricked out in rich soil as soon as large enough, and eventually 
planted out In the garden in May or June, in soil which has 
been well worked and copiously matured, where they grow front 
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8 to s8 In. high, and flower towards the end of summer. They 
also make handsome pot plants for the conservatory. 

MULL or Szta-Srma (from Gr. fir*, snit), a  name 
applied to such ornamental stones as exhibit when cut es 
cabockom a luminous star. The typical asteria Is the star-
sapphire, generally a bluish-grey corundum, milky or opalescent, 
with a star of six rays. (See SAPPHIRE.) In red corundum the 
stellate reflexion is less common, and hence the star-ruby occa-
sionally found with the star-sapphire in Ceylon is among the 

• most valued of " fancy stones." When the radiation is shown 
by yellow corundum, the stone is called star-topaz. Cyinophane, 
or chatoyant chrysoberyl, may also be asteriated. In all these 
cases the asterism is due to the reflexion of light from twin-
lamellae or from fine tubular cavities or thin enclosures definitely 
arranged in the stone. The astriors of Pliny is believed to have 
been our moonstone, since It is described as a colourless stone 
from India having within it the appearance of a star shining 
with the light of the moon. All star-stones were formerly 
regarded with much superstition. 

MIEN% a group of starfish. They are the starfish proper, 
and have the typical genus Arteries (Pee STARVISE). 

*annum (from Gr. horiplogrot, a little star), the sign• 
used in typography. The word is also used in its literal meaning 
in old writers, and as a description of an ornamental form 
(star-shaped) in one of the utensils in the Greek Church. 

Animus, of Cappadocia, sophist and teacher of rhetoric 
in Galatia, was converted to Christianity about the year Soo, 
and became the disciple of Lucian, the founder of the school of 
Antioch. During the persecution under Msximian (3o4) he 
relapsed into paganism, and thus, though received again into 
the church by Lumen and supported by the Eusebian party, 
never attained to ecclesiastical office. He is best known as an 
able defender of the semi-Arian position, and was styled by 
Athanasius the " advocate " of the Arians. His chief work was 
the Systagisation, but he wrote many others, including comment-
aries on the Gospels, the Psalms, and Romans. He attended 
pinny synods, and we last hear of him at the synod of Antioch 
in 341. 

ASTBRIIIII, bishop of Amnia, In Pontus, C. 400. He was 
partly contemporary with the emperor Julian (d. 363) and lived 
to a great age. His fame rests chiefly on his Hogs liar, which 
were much esteemed in the Eastern Church. Most of these have 
been lost, but twenty-one are given in full by Migne (Patrol. 
Ser. GI. XI. 164-477), and there are fragments of others in Photius 
(Cod. 271). AMMER HIM a man of much culture, and his works 
are a valuable contribution to our knowledge of the history of 
preaching. 

ASTHMA (Gr. trefim, gasping, whence &repairer, I gasp for 
breath), a disorder of respiration characterized by severe 
paroxysms of difficult breathing (dyjosoea) usually followed by 
a period of complete relief, with recurrence of the attacks at 
more or less frequent intervals. The term Is often loosely 
employed in reference to states of embarrassed respiration, 
which are plainly due to permanent organic disease of the 
respiratory organs (see Rzarrasroar Simms: Pathology). 

The attacks occur quite suddenly, and in some patients at 
regular, In others at irregular intervals. They are characterized 
by extreme difficulty both in inspiration and expiration, but 
especially In the latter, the chest becoming distended and the 
diaphragm immobile. In the case of " pure " " idiopathic " or 
" nervous " asthma, there is no fever or other sign of inflamma- . 
tion. But where the asthma Is secondary to disease of some organ 
of the body, the symptoms will depend largely on that organ and 
the disease present. Such secondary forms may be bronchitis, 
cardiac, renal, peptic or thymic. 

The mode of onset differs very markedly in different cases. 
In some the attack begins quite suddenly and without warning, 
but in others various sensations well known to the patient 
announce that an attack is Imminent. According to the late 
Dr Hyde Salter the commonest warning is that of an intense 
desire for sleep, so overpowering that though the patient knows 
his only chance of warding off the attack is to keep awake, be is  

yet utterly unable to fight against his drowsiness. Among other 
patients, however, a condition of unwonted mental excitement 
presages the attack. Again the secondary forms of the disease 
may be ushered in by flatulence, constipation and loss of appetite, 
and a symptom which often attends the onset, though it is not 
strictly premonitory, is a profuse diuresis, the urine being 
watery and nearly colourless, as in the condition of hysterical 
diuresis. In the majority of instances the attack begins during 
the night, sometimes abruptly but often by degrees. The patient 
may or may not be aware that his asthma is threatening. A few 
hours after midnight he is aroused from sleep by a sense of 
difficult breathing. In some cases this is a slowly increasing 
condition, not becoming acute for some hour or more. But in 
others the attack is so sudden, so severe, that the patient springs 
from his bed and makes his way at once to .an open window, 
apparently struggling for breath. Most asthmatics have some 
favourite attitude which best enables them to use all the 
auxiliary muscles of respiration in their struggle for breath, 
and this attitude they immediately assume, and guard fixedly 
until the attack begins to subside. The picture is characteristic 
and a very painful one to watch. The face is pale, anxious, and 
it may be livid. The veins of the forehead stand out, the eyes 
bulge, and perspiration bedews the face. The head is fixed in 
position, and likewise the powerful muscles of the back to aid the 
attempt at respiration. The breath is whistling and wheezing, 
and if it becomes necessary for the patient to speak, the words are 
uttered with great difficulty. If the chest be watched it is seen 
to be almost motionless, and the respirations may become 
extraordinarily slowed. Inspiration is difficult as the chest is 
already over-distended, but expiration is an even far greater 
struggle. The attack may last any time from an hour to several 
days, and between the attacks the patient is usually quite at 
ease. But notwithstanding the intensely distressing character 
of the attacks, asthma is not one of the diseases that shorten life. 

In the child, asthma is usually periodic in its recurrence, but 
as he ages it tends to become more erratic in both its manifesta-
tions and time of appearance. Also, though at first it may be 
strictly " pure " asthma, later in life it becomes attended by 
chronic bronchitis, which in its turn gives rise to emphysema. 

As to the underlying cause of the disease, one has only to read 
the many utterly different theories put forward to account for it, 
to see how little is really known. But it has now been dearly 
shown that in the asthmatic state the respiratory centre is in an 
unstable and excitable condition, and that there is a morbid 
connexion between this and some part of the nasal apparatus. 
Dr Alexander Francis has shown, however, that the disease is not 
directly due to any mechanical obstruction of the nasal passages, 
and that the nose comparatively rarely supplies the immediate 
exciting cause of the asthmatic attack. Paroxysmal sneezing is 
another form in which asthma may show itself, and, curiously 
enough, this form occurs more frequently in women, asthma of 
the more recognized type in men. In infants and young children 
paroxysmal bronchitis is another form of the same disease. 
Dr James Goodhart notes the connexion between asthma and 
certain skin troubles, giving cases of the alternation of asthma 
and psoriasis, and also of asthma and eczema. The disease 
occurs in families with a well-marked neurotic inheritance, and 
twice as frequently in men as in women. The immediate cause 
of an attack may be anything or nothing. Dr Hyde Salter notes 
that 8o% of cases in the young date from an attack of whooping 
cough, bronchitis or measles. 

In the general treatment of asthma there are two methods of 
dealing with the patient, either that of hardening the individual, 
widening his range of accommodation, and thus making him less 
susceptible, or that of modifying and adapting the environment 
to the patient. These two methods correspond to the two 
methods of drug treatment, tonic or sedative. During the last 
few years the method of treatment first used by Dr Alexander 
Francis has come into prominence. His plan is to restore the 
stability of the respiratory centre, by cauterizing the septal 
mucous membrane, and combining with this general hygienic 
measures. In his own words the operation, which is entirely 
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PLATE I. 

Fig. i.—Persian Astrolabe (c. 1712) 
inscribed in Arabic. 

FRONT, showing the Rele or Spider, a 
network of star pointers. Beneath the 
Rele, in a hollow, are four thin brass 
discs, called Tables or Climates, engraved 
with projections of the sphere for differ-
ent latitudes. 



PLATE II. ASTROLABE 

BACK, showing graduations, par-
allelogram for measuring heights; and 
other tables, together with the Rule 

with sights (A) held by a moveable 
pin (B), known as the Horse or 

Wedge. 
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painless and Insignificant, is performed as follows:--" After 
painting one Meet the septum nasi with a few drops of cocaine 
and resorcin, I draw a line with a galvaoo-cautery point from a 
spot opposite the middle turbinated body, forwards and slightly 
downwards for a distance of rather less than half an inch. In 
about one week's time I repeat the operation on the other side." 
In his monograph on the subject, he classifies a large number of 
cases treated in this manner, most of which resulted in complete 
relief, some in very great improvement, and a very few In slight 
or no relief. 

ASTI (ane. Hasid), a town and episcopal see of Piedmont, 
Italy, In the province of Alessandria, situated on the Timm; 
it is 22 M. W. by rail from Alessandria. Pop. (toot) town, 
1 9,787; commune, 4 r,o47. Asti has still numerous medieval 
towers, a fine Gothic cathedral of the 14th century, the remains 
of a Christian basilica of the 6th century, and the octagonal 
baptistery of S. Pietro (1 rth century). It was the birthplace of 
the poet Vittorio Alfieri. In ancient times it manufactured 
pottery. It is now famous for its sparkling wine (A sti spiarsene), 
and is a considerable centre of trade. 

ASTLEY, JACOB ASTLEY. &am (*579-3652),  royalist 
commander in the English Civil War, came of a Norfolk family. 
In :598 he joined Counts Maurice and Henry of Orange in the 
Netherlands, where he served with distinction, and afterwards 
fought under the elector palatine Frederick V. and Gustavus 
Adolphus in the Thirty Years' War. He was evidently thought 
highly of by the states-general, for when he was absent, serving 
under the king of Denmark, his company in the Dutch army 
was kept open for him. Returning to England with a well-
deserved reputation, he was in the employment of Charles I. 
in various military capacities. As " sergeantmajor," or general 
of the infantry, he went north in 3639 to organise the defence 
against the expected Scottish invasion. Here his duties were as 
much diplomatic as military, as the discontent which ended in 
the Civil War was now coming to a had In the ill-starred 
"Bishops' War," Astley did good service to the came of the 
king, and he was involved in the so-called " Army Plot." At 
the outbreak of the Great Rebellion (2642) he at once joined 
Charles, and was made major-general of the foot. His character-
istic battle-prayer at Edgehill has become famous: " 0 Lord, 
Thou knowest how busy I must be thls day. If I forget Thee, 
do not forget me. March on, boysl" At Gloucester he com-
manded a division, and at the first battle of Newbury he led the 
infantry of the royal army. With Hoptoa, in 1644, he served 
at Arundel and Cheriton. At the second battle of Newbury 
he made a gallant and memorable defence of Shaw House. •fle 
was made a baron by the king, and at Naseby he once more 
commanded the main body of the foot ;  He afterwards served 
in the west, and with rsoo men fought stubbornly but vainly 
the last battle for the king at Stow-on-the-Wold (March 1646). 
His remark to his captors has become as famous as his words 
at Edgehill, " You have now done your work and may go play, 
unless you will fail out amongst yourselves." His scrupulous 
honour forbade him to take any part in the Second Civil War, 
as he had given his parole at Stow-on-the-Wold; but be had 
to undergo his share of the discomforts that were the lot of 
the vanquished royalists. He died in February 1655/s. The 
barony became extinct in *668. 

ASTLEY, SIR JOHN DOCIDALE, Bart. (r828-1894), English 
soldier and sportsman, was a descendant of Lord Astley, and 
son of the and baronet (a. art). From *848 to 1859 he was in 
the army, serving in the Crimean War and retiring as lieutenant-
colonel. He married an heiress in :858, and thenceforth devoted 
himself to horse-racing, pugilism and sport in general. He 
succeeded to the baronetcy in 1873, and from 5874 to :880 was 
Conservative M.P. for North Lincolnshire. He was a popular 
figure on the turf, being familiarly known as " the Mate," and 
won and lost large sums of money. Just before his death, on 
the loth of October :894, he published some entertain:12g tentinis-
canes, under the title of Fifty Years of my Lila 

ASTON, ANTHONY (1. z2r2-r73:), English actor and 
dramatist, began to be known on the London stage in the early  

years of the *8th century. He had tried-'the law and other 
professions, which he finally abandoned for the theatre. He 
had some success as a dramatic author, writing Lave is o 
Mom, performed in Dublin about nog, and Pastors, or the Coy 
Shepherdess, an opera (era). For many years he toured the 
English provinces with his wife and son, producing pieces which 
be himself wrote, or medleys from various ploys fitted together 
with songs and dialogues of his own. 

ASTON MANOR, a municipal and parliamentary borough of 
Wanrickshire, England, adjoining Birmingham on the north-east. 
Pop. (root) 77326. There are extensive manufactures, including 
those of motors and cycles with their accessories, also piper. 
mills, breweries, dec., and the population Is largely industrial. 
Aston Hall, erected by Sir Thomas Hoke in 1658-5635, is an 
admirable architectural example of its period, built of red brick. 
It stands in a large park, the whole property being acquired by 
the corporation of Birmingham in :864, when the mansion 
became a museum and an gallery. It contains the panelling 
of a room from the house of Edmund Hector, which formerly 
stood in Old Square, Birmingham, where Dr Samuel Johnson 
was a freqient visitor. Aston Lower Grounds; adjoining the 
park, contain an assembly hall, and the playing field of the 
Aston Villa Football Club, where the more important pines 
are witnessed by many thousands of spectators. Aston Manor 
was incorporated in r903. The parliamentary borough returns 
one member. The corporation consists of a mayor, 6 aldermen 
and coundllors. Area, 96o WM. 

ASTOR, JOHN JACOB (1765--18410, American merchant, 
was born at the village of Walldorf, near Heidelberg, Germany, 
on the 17th of July 1763. Until he was sixteen he worked in the 
shop of his father, a butcher; he then joined an elder brother 
in London, and there for four years was employed in the piano 
and flute factory of an uncle, of the firm of Astor & Broedwood. 
In • r783 he emigrated to America, and settled in New York, 
whither one of his brothers had previously gene. On the voyage 
he became acquainted with a. fur-trader, by whose advice he 
devoted himself to the same business, buying furs directly from 
the Indians, preparing them at first with his own hands for the 
market, and selling them in London and elsewhere at a great 
profit. He was also the agent in New York of th•firm of Astor 
& Broadwood. By his energy, industry and sound judgment 
he gradually enlarged his operations, did business in all the hut 
markets of the world, and amassed an enormous fortune,--the 
largest ma to that time made by any American. He devoted 
many years to carrying out a project for organizing the fur 
trade from the Great Lakes to the Pacific Ocean, and thence 
by way of the Hawaiian Islands to China and India. In ifer 
he founded at the mouth of the Columbia river a settlement 
named after him Astoria, which was intended to serve as the 
central depot; but two years later the settlement was seized 
and occupied by the English. The incidents of this undertaking 
are the theme of Washington Irving's Astoria. A series of 
disasters frustrated the gigantic scheme. Astor made vast 
additions to his wealth by investments in real estate in New 
York City, and erected many buildings Mete, including the 
hotel known as the Astor Homes. The last twenty-five years of 
his life were spent is retirement in New York City, where he 
died on the 29th of March 0148, his fortune then being estimated 
at about 13o,000,000. He made various charitable bequests 
by his will, and among them a gift of iso,000 to found an 
institution, opened as the " Astor House " in AR, for the 
education of poor children and the relief of the aged and the 
deadtute in his native village in Germany. His chief benefaction, 
however, was a bequest of Smo,000 for the foundation and 
endowment of a public library in New York City, since known 
as the Astor library, and since 495 part of the New York public 
library: 

See Parton's Life of Joke Jacob Astor (New York, :865). 
His eldest MR, WILLIAM BK7.1'01168 Asroa (r792-0175), 

inherited the greater part of his father's fortune, and chiefly by 
judicious investments in real estate greatly increased ft. lie 
was sometimes known as the " Landlord of New York." Under 
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his direction the building for the Astor library was erected, and 
to the library he gave about Ssso,000, including a bequest 
of $200,000. His son, Joint Ikon Anna (1822-5890), was 
also well known as a capitalist and philanthropist, giving 
liberally to the Astor library. 

The son of the last named, WILLIAM WALDORF ASTOR (1848- 
), served in the New York assembly in 1877, and in the state 

senate in z1380-81. He was United States minister to Italy from 
x882 to alls. He published two romances, Valadies (1885) and 
Siena (5889). His wealth, arising from property in New York, 
where also he built the New Netherland hotel and the Waldorf 
hotel, was enormous. In ago he removed to England, and in 
1899 was naturalized. In 1893 he became proprietor of the Pall 
Mall GastUr, and afterwards started the Pall Mall Magazine. 

ASTOROA, EMANUELE D' (1681-1736), Italian musical 
composer, was born at Naples on the sr th of December 1681. 
No authentic account of Astorga's life can be successfully con-
structed from the obscure and confusing evidence that has been 
until now handed down, although historians have not failed to 
indulge many pleasant conjectures. According to some of these, 
his father, a baron of Sicily, took an active part in the attempt 
to throw off the Spanish yoke, but was betrayed by his own 
soldiers and publicly executed. His wife and son were compelled 
to be spectators of his fate; and loch was the effect upon them 
that his mother died on the spot, and Emanuele fell into a state 
of gloomy despondency, which threatened to deprive him of 
reason. By the kindness of the princess Ursini, the unfortunate 
young man was placed in a convent at &gorge, in Leak where 
he completed a musical education which is said to have been 
begun in Palermo under Francesco Scarlatti. Here he recovered 
his health, and his admirable musical talents were cultivated 
under the best masters. On the details of this account no 
reliance can safely be placed, nor is there any certainty that in 
1703 he entered the service of the duke of Parma. Equally un-
trustworthy is the story that the duke, suspecting an attachment 
between his niece Elizabeth Famese and Astorga, dismissed 
the musician. The established facts concerning Astorga are 
indeed few enough. They are: that the opera Dales . was 
written and conducted by the composer in Barcelona in 1709; 
that he visited London, where he wrote his Mahn Mater, possibly 
for the society of " Antient Musick "; that it was performed in 
Oxford in 1713; that in 1712 he was in Vienna, and that he 
retired at an uncertain date to Bohemia, where he died on the 
slat of August 1736, in a castle which had been given to him in 
the domains of Prince Lobkowitz, in Raudnits. Astorga deserves 
remembrance for his dignified and pathetic Stator Make, and 
for his numerous chamber-cantatas for one or two voices. He 
was probably the last composer to carry on the traditions 
of this form of chamber-musk as perfected by Alessandro 
Scarlatti. 

ASTORGA, a city of N.W. Spain, in the province el 
situated near the right bank of the river Tuerto, and at the 
junction of the Salamanca-Coruna and Leon-Astorga railways. 
Pop. 4900 SS73 Morita was the Roman Asturica Augusta, a 
provincial capital, and the meeting-place of four military roads. 
Though sacked by the Goths in the 5th century, and later by the 
Moors, it is Mill surrounded by massive walls of Roman origin. 
A ruined castle, near the city, recalls its strategic importance In 
the 8th century, when Asturias, Galicia and Leon were the 
headquarters of resistance to the Moors. Astorga has been the 
see of a bishop since the 3rd century, and was formerly known as 
the City of Priests, from the number of ecclesiastics resident 
within its walls. Its Gothic cathedral dates from the isth 
century. The city coolers the title of marquis on the Osorio 
family, the ruins of whose palace, sacked in 1810 by the French, 
are still' an object of interest. 

For the history, especially the ecclesiastical history, of Astorga, 
see the anonymous Ilulena do la eluded do Astoria (Valladolid, 
1840); with Fundscion de is . . igksie . . . do Astorga, by P. A. 
Expeleta (Madrid. 5634); and iindarats, miners y area di... 
Asiorga, by P. Jun= (Pamplona, 1635). 

ASTORIA. a city, port of entry, and the county-seat of 
aatsop county, Oregon, U.S.A., on the Columbia river, 8 ra.  

from its mouth. Pop. (a89o) 6184; (tgon) $381, of whom 3779 
were foreign-born (many being Finns.—a Finnish weekly was 
established here in Egos). and 6cs, were Chinese; (too, census) 
9599. It is served by the Astoria & Columbia River railroad 
(Northern Pacific System), and by several coastwise and foreign, 
steamship lines (including that of the Oregon Railway & Naviga-
tion Co.). The river here is about 6 m. wide, and the city has a 
water-front of about s m. and a deep, spacious and placid 
harbour. By dredging and the construction of jetties the Federal 
government has since 0185 greatly improved the channel at the 
mouth of the river. The business portion of the city occupies the 
low ground of the river bottom; the residence portion is on the 
hillsides overlooking the harbour. Astoria. is the port of entry 
for the Oregon Customs District, Oregon; in Igor its imports 
were valued at $21,262, and its exports at 5329,103. The city 
is especially important as a salmon fishing and packing centre 
(cod, halibut and smaller fish also being abundant); it has also 
an extensive lumber trade, important lumber manufactories, 
pressed brick and terra-cotta factories, and dairy interests. In 
1905 the value of the factory product was $3,092,628 (of which 
$1,759$71 was the value of preserved and canned fish), being 
an increase of 41-11% in five years. Astoria is the oldest American 
settlement in the Columbia Valley. It was founded in 'Ur, as a 
depot for the fur trade, by John Jacob Astor, in whose honour 
it was named. It was seined by the British in tau, but was 
restored in 18E8. In 181 0, while occupied by the North-West 
Fur Company, it was burned and practically abandoned, only 
a few settlers remaining. It was chartered as a city in dirtS. 

See Washington Irving'. Astoria; sr Asaaotss qf as Enterprise 
beyeed the Rocky Mowneins (Philadelphia. 1836). 

ASTRAEA. in Greek legend, the " star maiden," daughter of 
Zeus and Themis, or of Astraeus the Titan and Eos, in which case 
she is identified with Dike. During the golden age she remained 
among men distributing blessings, but when the iron or bronze) 
age came on, she was forced to withdraw, being the last of the 
goddesses to quit the earth. In the heavens she is amongst the 
signs of the zodiac as the constellation Virgo. She is usually 
represented with a pair of scales and a crown of stars. 

Ov. Net  i. 150; Juv. vi. 19; Aratus, Pitamunnena, g6. 
ASTRAGAL (from the Gr. lterpirrakor, the ankle-joint), an 

architectural term for a convex moulding. This term is gener-
ally applied to small mouldings. " tens " (q.v.) to large ones of 
the same form. The Lesbian astragal referred to by Vitrusins, 
bk. iv. ch. vi., was in all probability an astragal carved with a 
bead and reel enrichment. 

ASTRAKHAN, a government of S.E. Russia, on the lower 
Volga, bounded N. by the governments of Samara and Saratov, 
W. by Saratov and the government of the Don Cossacks, S. by 
Stavropol and Tcrek, and E. by the Caspian Sea and the govern-
ment Of the Urals. Area, 91,317 sq. m., of which 613o sq. m. 
belong to the delta of the Volga and its brackish lagoons, and 
62,290 sq. m. are covered by the Kalmuck and Kirghiz Steppes. 
The surface is a low-lying plain, except that in the west the 
Ergeni Hills (soo-575 ft.) form the water-parting between the 
Volga basin and that of the Don. The climate is very hot and 
dry, the average temperature for the year being so' Fehr., for 
January 21°, and for July re, rainfall 7.3 in., but often there 
is no rain at all in the summer. Pop. (1897) 1,0125,460, of whom 
132,383 were urban. The Kalmudrs (138,580 in digs) and 
Kirghiz (abaioco) are semi-nomads. In addition to them the 
Population includes nearly 44,000 Tatars, earo Armenians, with 
Poles and Jews. Fishing off the mouth of the Volga gives 
occupation to so,000 persons; the fish, chiefly herrings and 
sturgeon, together with the caviare prepared from the latter, are 
sold for the most part at Nizhniy-Novgorod. Over 300,000 tons 
of salt are extracted annually from the lakes, principally those 
of Baskuachak and Elton. Cattle-breeding is an important 
industry. Market-gardening (mustard, water-melons, fruit) is 
on the increase; but pure agriculture is relatively not much 
developed. The government is divided into five districts, the 
chief towns of which are Astrakhan, Enotayevsk (Polk Oho 
in 189;), Krasayi-yar (468o), Chernyi-yar (51.40), and TS1LTC11 
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(Seco). The Kalmuck& and Kirghiz have their own kcal 
administrations, and so have the Astrakhan Cossacks (25,600). 

ASTRAKHAN, a town of K Russia, capital of the govensment 
of Astrakhan, on the left bank of the main channel of the Volga, 
So m. from the Caspian Sea, in 4e 47,  N. lat. and 4r so E. long. 
Since the growth of the petroleum industry of Baku and the 
construction of the Transcasplan railway, Astrakhan has become 
an important commercial centre, exporting fish, caviare, sugar, 
metals, naphtha, cottons and woollens, and Importing grain, 
cotton, fruit and timber, to the aggregate value of pl,sso,000 
with foreign countries and of ire,soomo with the interior of 
Russia. The town gives its name to the " fur " called " astra-
khan," the skin of the new-born Persian lamb, and so to an 
imitation in rough woollen cloth. There is some tanning, ship-
building and brewing, and making of soap, tar and madtinery. 
Astrakhan is the chief port on the Caspian Sea and the head-
quarters of the Russian Caspian fleet. The city conshts 
of (t) the bred or citadel (r55o), crowning a bill, on which 
stand also the spacious brick cathedral containing the tombs 
of two Georgian princes, the archbishop's palace and the 
monastery of the Trinity; (2) the Byekgorod or White Tenn, 
containing the administrative offices and the bantam; and (3) 
the suburbs, where most of the population resides. The buildings 
in the first two quarters are of stone, in the third of wood, Irregu-
larly arranged along unpaved, dirty streets. The city is the see 
of a Greek Catholic archbishop and of an Armenian archbishops, 
and contains a Lamaist monastery, as well as technical schools, 
an ichthyological museum, the Peter museum, with ethno-
graphical, archaeological and natural history collections, a 
botanical garden, an ecclesiastical seminary, and good squares 
and public gardens, one of which is adorned with a statue (MN) 
of Alexander II. Vineyards surround the city. Astrakhan was 
anciently the capital of a Tatar state, and stood tome 7 m. 
farther north. After this was destroyed by the Mongol prinee 
Timur the Great in 1395, the existing city was bufit. The Tatars 
were expelled about 5554 by Ivan IV. of Russia. In 7569 the 
city was besieged by the Turks, but they were defeated with 
great slaughter by the Russians. In 167e it was seined by the 
rebel Steaks Ruin; early in the following century Peter the 
Great constructed here a shipbuilding yard and made Astrakhan 
the base for his hostilities against Persia, and later in the same 
century Catherine IL accorded the city hnportant industrial 
privileges. In spar,. x718 and 1767, it differed severely from 
fires; in z7ze was plundered by the Persians- and all3o the 
cholera swept away a large number of its people. In the middle 
ages the city was known also as Jitarkban and Ginterkhan. 
Pop. (1867) 47,839; (1900) z 21,580. Eight miles above Astra-
khan, on the right bank of the Volga, are the ruins of two ancient 
cities superimposed one upon the other. In the upper, which 
may represent the city of Balanjar (Balmier, Belenjer), have 
been found gold and silver coins struck by Mongol rulers, as well 
as ornaments in the same metals. The older and scantier 
underlying ruins are supposed to be these of the once large and 
prosperous city of Itil or Atel (Etel, !di) of the Arab geographers, 
a residence of the khan of the Khmers, destroyed by the Russians 
in 969. (P. A. K.) 

ASTROLABE (from Gr. demo., star, and 7al3dr, to take), an 
instrument used not only for stellar, bat for solar and lunar 
altitude-taking. The principle of the astrolabe is explained in 
fig. 2. There were two kinds,—spherical and planispherie. 

Fm. 2.—Principle of the Astrolabe. If a 
solid circle be fixed in any one position and 
a tube be pivoted on its centre m as to move; 
and if the Lae C be draws upon the circle 
pointing toward, any object Q on the heavens 

-4  lass in the plane of the circle, by turn- 
' 

 
In the tube A B towards any other object 

P in the plane of the aide, the total° 13 D D will be the angle sub-
tended by the two objects P and Q at the eye. 
The earliest forms were " armlike " and spherical. Gradually, 
from Emtostherses to Tycho, Hipparchus playing the most 
important part among ancient astronomers, the complex sum-
Ube was evolved, large specimen being among the chief obscene- 

tow instalments of the •5th, 16th and even.mth centurion 
while- small ones were in ue among travellers and leaned men, 
not only for astroneasical, but for aerological sad topographical 
pummel'. Nearly suety one o• the modem instruments used for 
the observations of physiad astemoray is a pert of the pedected 
astrolabe. A collection of &des such as is the armillary sphere, 
if each circle were fitted with a view-tube, might be considered 
a complete astrolabe. Tycbo's armiffite were astrolabes. In 
fact the modem equatorial, and the altitude and adinuth circle 
are astrolabes in the strictest and oldest meaning of the teem; 
and Tycho in one of his astrolabes came an near the modern 
equatorial that it may be takes as the last of the kind. 

The two forms of the planisphorie astrolabe most widely 
known and used in the 15th, 46th and even z7th centuries wens 
(e) the pee& astretele ahem in 
fig. r (Plate). This °digitated in 
the East, and was In early Ise 
in India, Persia and Arabia, and 
was introduced Into Europe by 
the Arabs, who had pesfocted it 
—perhaps as early as A.D. yea. 
It combines the planhphere and 
make of Hippiedom and 
others, and the theodolite of 
Theon, and was usually of brass, 
varying in diameter from a 
couple of inches to a foot or 
mote. It was used for taking the 
attitudes of sun, moon and tea. Bombs% Iv T. Phadwille. 
stars; for calculating latitude; Pio. 3.—Marinees Altrobbed 
for deteriekini the points of the A.D. 5534. !faded beam, eyed 
compass, and time; for ascertain- iftin nrth. it. varied sinew males to t. roil heights of mbuntains, he; &arm% 
and for construction of hozo- 
scopes. The instrument was a newel of convesdeoce and 
Ingenuity, and was caned " the mathematical jewel." Never-
theless it passed out of use, be Incapable of any great 
precision. 

(2) The marinerk adrelair, fig. 3, was adapted frees that of 
astronomers by Martin Debase, c. 5480. TMs was the instru-
ment used by Columbus. With the tables of the sun's declina-
tion then available, he could calculate his latitude by meddles 
altitudes of the sun taken with hh astrolabe. The masker's 
astrolabe was superseded by John Hadley'a quadrant of 1731. 

Auvnontents.—Chaucer, Tceotise on ads Assrelebe (Skeet's edition 
of Chaucer); J. J. Stainer, larcidatio Fabrics tinugue 
ft.; Thomas Bluodeville. His Exercisesitsg); F. Rim 
As trelabiung: W. H. Morr. Descripaoa 
Mimic M. L 	The..AsVolastbe 
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ASTROLOGY, the -ancient art or science of divining the fate 

and future of hawses beings from indications given by the posi-
tions of the stars (elm; moon and planets). The belief in a 
connesion between the heavenly balks and thelik of man.has 
played an important pest in human history. For long ages 
astronomy and astrology (which might be called astronomy, 
on the same principle as " ch(rosnaney ") 'were identified; and 
a distinction is made between "natural astrology," which pre. 
dicta the motions of the heavenly bodies, eclipses, he, and 
" judicial astrology," which studies the Influence of the Mare on 
human destiny. Isidore of Seville (d. 636) Is one of the first to 
distinguish between sstrononly and astrology; sordid asks:moony 
begin to rid Nadi of astrology till the sub century, when, with 
the system of Copernicus, the convicthm that the earth itself is 
one of the heavenly bodies 'was finally established. The study of 
astromancy and the belief in it, as pert of astronomy, is found 
in a developed form among the ancient Babylonians, • and 
directly or indirectly through the Babylonians spread to other 
nations. It came to Greece about the middle of the 4th century 
nc., and reached Rome before the opening of the Christian 
era. In India and China astronomy and astrology are largely en 
flections of Greek theories and 'pm-ukases; and Melody with 
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the introduction of Greek culture into Egypt, both astronomy 
and astrology were actively cultivated in the region of the Nile 
during the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Astrology was 
further developed by the Arabs from the 7th to the rsth century, 
and in the Europe of the nth and isth centuries astrologers 
were dominating influences at court. 

Even up to the present day men of intellectual eminence like 
Dr Richard Garnett have convinced themselves that astromancy 
has a foundation of truth, just as there are still believers in 
chiromancy or other forms of divination. Dr Garnett (" A. G. 
Trent ") insisted indeed that it was a mistake to confuse astrology 
with fortune-telling, and maintained that it was a " physical 
science just as much as geology," depending like them on 
ascertained facts, and grossly misrepresented by being connected 
with magic. Dr Garnett himself looked upon the study of bio-
graphy in relation to the casting of horoscopes as an empirical 
investigation, but it is difficult in practice to keep the distinction 
clear, to judge by present-day text-books such as those of Dr 
Wilde (Primer of Astrology, due.). Dr Wilde inaists on theme being 
" nothing incongruous with the laws of nature In the theory 
that the sun, moon and stars influence men's physical bodies 
and conditions, seeing that man is made up of a physical part 
of the earth." There is an obvious tendency, however, for 
astromancy to be employed, like palmistry, as a means of 
imposing on the ignorant and credulous. How far the more 
serious claim is likely to be revived in connexion with the 
renewal of research Info the " occult " sciences generally, it is 

. still too early to speculate; and it has to be recognised that 
such a point of view is opposed to the generally established 
belief that astrology is either mere superstition or absolute 
imposture, and that its former vogue was due either ‘o deception 
of to the tyranny of an unscientific environment. But if the 
progress of physical science has not prevented the rehabilitation 
of much of ancient alchemy by the later researches into chemical 
change, and if psychology now finds a place for explanations of 

• spiritualism and witchcraft which involve the admission of the 
empirical facts under a new theory (as in the case of the divining-
rod, dm), it is at least conceivable that some new synthesis 
might once more justify pan at all evens of ancient and medieval 
astromancy, to the extent of admitting the empirical facts where 
provable, and substituting for the supposed influence of the stars 
as such, some deeper theory which would be nasistent with an 
application to other forms of prophecy, and thus might recon-
cile the possibility of dipping into futurity with certain inter-
relations of the universe, different indeed from these assumed 
by astrological theory, but underlying and explaining it. If 
this is ever accomplished it will need the patient investigation 
of a number of empirical observations by competent students 
unbiassed by any parii pris—s difficult set of conditions to 
obtain; and even then no definite results may be achieved. 

The history of astrology can now be traced back to ancient 
Babylonia, and indeed to the earliest phases of Babylonian 
history, i.e. to about soon i.e. In Babylonia as well as in Assyria 
as a direct offshoot of Babylonian culture (or as we might also 
term it " Euphratean " culture), astrology takes its place in the 
official cult as one of the two chief means at the disposal of the 
Mesta (who were called bast or " Inspectors ") for ascertaining 
the will and intention of the gods, the other being through the 
inspection of the liver of the sacrificial animal (see Oxen). just 
as this latter method of divination rested on a well-defined theory, 
to wit, that the liver was the seat of the soul of the animal and 
that the deity in accepting the sacrifice Identified himself with 
the animal, whose " soul " was thus placed in complete accord 
with that of the god and therefore reflected the mind and will 
of the god, so astrology is based on a theory of divine government 
of the world, which in contrast to " liver " divination assumes 
at the start a more scientific or pseudo-scientific aspect. This 
theory must be taken into consideration as a factor in accounting 
for the persistent hold which even at the present day astrology 
still maintains on many minds. Starting with the inclisputable 
fact that man's life and happiness are largely dependent upon 
phenomena In the heavens, that the fertility of the sail it de- 

pendent upon the sun shining in the heavens as well as upon the 
rains that come from heaven, that on the other hand the mischief 
and damage done by storms and inundations, to both of which 
the Euphmtean Valley was almost regularly subject, were to be 
traced likewise to the heavens, the conclusion was drawn that 
all the great gods had their seats in the heavens. In that early 
age of culture known as the " nomadic " stage, which under 
normal conditions precedes the " agricultural " stage, the moon 
cult is even more prominent than sun worship, and with the 
moon and sun cults thus furnished by the " popular" faith it 
was a natural step for the priests, who correspond to the " scien-
tists " of a later day, to perfect a theory of a complete accord 
between phenomena observed in the heavens and occurrences on 
earth. 

If moon and sun, whose regular movements conveyed to the 
more intelligent minds the conception of the reign of law and 
order in the universe as against the more popular notion of 
chance and caprice, were divine powers, the same held good 
of the planets, whose movements, though more difficult to 
follow, yet in the course of time came to be at least partially 
understood. Of the planets five were recognized—Jupiter, 
Venus, Saturn, Mercury and Mars- to name them in the order 
in which they appear in the older cuneiform literature; in later 
texts Mercury and Saturn change places. These five planets 
were identified with the great gods of the pantheon as follows:---
Jupiter with Marduk (q.v.), Venus with time goddess Ishtar (q.v.), 
Saturn with Ninib (qs.), Mercury with Nebo (q.v.), and Mars 
with Nagai (q.t.). The movements of the sun, moon and five 
planets were regarded as representing the activity of the five 
gods in question, together with the moon-god Sin (qs.) and the 
sun-god Shamash (q.e.), in preparing the occurrences on earth. 
If, therefore, one could correctly read and interpret the activity 
of these powers, one knew what the gods were aiming to bring 
about. The Babylonian priests accordingly applied themselves 
to the task of perfecting a system of interpretation of the pheno-
mena to be observed in the heavens, and it was natural that the 
system was extended from the moon, sun and five planets to the 
more prominent and recognizable fixed stars. That system in-
volved not merely the movements of the moon, sun and planets, 
but the observation of their relative position to one another and 
to all kinds of peculiarities noted at any point in the course of 
their movements: in the case of the moon, for instance, the 
exact aPPesrancsof the new crescent, its position in the heavens, 
the conditions at conjunction and imposition. the appearance 
of the horns, the halo frequently seen with the new moon, 
which was compared to a " cap," the ring round the full moon, 
which was called a " stall " (i.e. " enclosure "), and more of the 
like. To all these phenomena some significance was attached, 
and this significance was naturally intensified in the case of 
such a striking phenomenon as an eclipse of the moon. Applying 
the same method of careful observation to the sun and planets, 
and later to some of the constellations and to many of the fixed 
stars, it will be apparent that the body of observations noted 
must have grown in the course of time to large and indeed to 
enormous proportions, and correspondingly the interpretations 
assigned to the nearly endless variations in the phenomena thus 
observed. The interpretations themselves were based (as in the 
case of divination through the liver) chiefly on two factors.--- 
(1) on the recollection or on written records of what in the past 
had taken place when the phenomenon or phenomena in ques-
tion had been observed, and (a) association of ideas—involving 
sometimes merely a play upon words—in connexion with the 
phenomenon or phenomena observed. Thus if on a certain 
occasion the rise of the new moon ins cloudy sky was followed 
by victory over an enemy or by abundant rain, the sign in 
question was thus proved to be a favourable one and its recur-
rence would be regarded as a good omen, though the prognostica-
tion would not necessarily be limited to the one or the other of 
those occurrences, but might be extended to apply to other 
circumstances. On the other hand, the appearance of the new 
moon earlier than was expected was regarded as as unfavour-
able onsen—prosnosticating in one case defeat, in another death 
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among cattle, In a third bad cape—not necesesrilY because 
these events actually took place after such a phenomenon, but 
by an application of the general principle resting upon association 
of ideas whereby anything premature would suggest an un-
favourable occurrence. A thin halo seen above the new moon 
was pictured as a cap, and the association between this and the 
symbol of royalty, which was a conicalihaped cap, led to 
interpreting the phenomenon as an indication that the ruler 
would have a successful reign. In this way a mass of traditional 
interpretation of all kinds of observed phenomena was gathered, 
and once gathered became a guide to the priests for all times. 

Astrology in this its earliest stage is, however, marked by two 
characteristic limitations. In the first place, the movements 
and position of the heavenly bodies point to such occurrences 
as are of public import and affect the general welfare. The 
individual's interests are not in soy way involved, and we must 
descend many centuries and pass beyond the oonfioes of Baby. 
Ionia and Assyria before we reach that phase which in medi-
eval sod modern astrology is almost exclusively dwelt upon-
genethliology or the individual horoscope. In Babylonia and 
Assyria the cult centred largely and indeed almost eaclusively 
in the public welfare and the person of the king, because 
upon his wen•being and favour with the gods the fortunes of 
the country were dependent in accordance with the ancient 
conception of kingship (see J. G. Fraser, The Early ffwtsry q/ 
Kinship). To some extent, the individual came in for his 
share in the incantations and in the. purification ritual through 
which one might hope to rid oneself of the power of the demons 
and of other.  evil spirits, but outside of this the important aim 
of the priests was to secure for the general benefit the favour of 
the gods, or, as a means of preparing oneself for what the future 
had in store, to ascertain in time whether that favour would be 
granted in any particular instance or would be continued in the 
future. Hence in " liver " divination, as in astrology, the in-
terpretations of the signs noted all have reference to public 
affairs and events and not to the individual's needs or desires. 
In the second place, the astronomical knowledge presupposed 
and accompanying early Babylonian astrology is celestially of 
an empirical character. While in a general way the reign, of law 
and order in the movements of the heavenly bodies was recog-
nized, and indeed must have exercised an influence at an early 
period in leading to the rise of a methodical divination that was 
certainly of a much higher order than the -  examination of an 
animal's liver, yet the importance that was laid upon the endless 
variations in the form of the phenomena and the equally numerous 
apparent deviations from what were regarded as normal COildi, 
boos, prevented for a long time the rise of any serious study of 
astronomy beyond what was needed for the purely practical 
purposes that the priests as " inspectors " of the heavens (as 
they were also the " inspectors " of the sacrificial livers) had in 
mind. True, we have, probably as early as the days of Kbam-
=tali, i.e. c. a000 the combinations of prominent groups 
of stars with outlines of pictures fantastically -put together, but 
there is no evidence that prior to yon s.c. more than a number 
of the constellations of our zodiac had become purt of the 
current astronomy. The theory of the ecliptic as representing 
the course of the sun through the year, divided among twelve 
constellations with a measurement of 30° to each division, is 
also of Babylonian origin, as has now been definitely proved; 
but it does not appear to have been perfected until after the fall 
of the Babylonian empire in 539 s.c. Similarly, the other 
accomplishments of Babylonian astronomers, such as their 
system or rather systems of moon calculations and the drawing 
up of planetary tablets, belong to this late period, so that the 
golden age of Babylonian astronomy belongs not to the remote 
past, as was until recently supposed, but to the Seleucid period, 
i.e. after the advent of the Greeks in the Euphrates Valley, 
From certain expressions used in astrological teats that are 
earlier than the•th century B.C. it would appear, iodeedythot 
the beginnings at least of the calculation of sun sad moon 
eclipses belong to the earlier period, but here, too, the chief 
work accomplished was of ter 400 B.C., and the defegivatess of 

• Babylosith asbneenty may he 'slimed front the feet that 
as We as the kb century *c. as ward almost an 'adman& 
was nude by the Babylothin setromined in the attempt to 
detains* through calculation the beginning of a eertaimyear. 

The rematches of BouelthLodereq, Cumont and -Boll have 
enabled us to fix with a considerable degree of definiteness the 
middle of the 4th army Aee as the period whoa Babylonia 
astrology hew its triumphal nadir* the rant, invading the 
domain of Greek and Roman -cult** and destined to mediae 
a strong hold on all nations and grespe—mote particularly in 
Egypt--that came within- the sphere 'of Greek and Roman 
influence. It is rather significant that this spewed of astrology 
should have bees coecotaitant with the latelleethal impulse that 
led to the rise of a gamine scientific phase of astremend in 
Babylonia itself, which must have weakened to man rated 
the bold Chet astrology had en the priests and the people. The 
*Weld the Paths*, dinging with theme conceptional *Reim 
el a .far higher °Wier. the* Babylonian•Assyria* polytheism (see 
Zoaoancaa), must also have acted as a didategrating bake 
a leading to the decline of the old faith in the Euphrates 
Valley, aid we thus have the interesting though sot entirely 
earelgiond.ithenentenon of • great eivi1iwtioa beepteathing-sa 
• legacy to posterity a superstition loaded of a zeal schithemenb 
"Chaldean wisdom" became among Greeks and Ramses the 
synoaym of divination through the planets and atm, and it is 
not surprising that,in the -course of time to be. knows as a 
f. Chalkiest& " carried with it frequently the suspicion of chat, 
*fairy • and -of more or , less wilful deception. The. spread Cl 
astrology beyond Babylonia is-thus coacomitath with the the 
of a idly scientific astronomy in Babylonia itself, which *sun; 
is due tp the ietellettual impulse afforded by -the contact with 
new forms of culture from both the East and the West. 	' 

In the hands of the Greeks and of the later Egyptians loth 
astrology and **roomy were carried far beyond the limits 
attained by the Babylonians, and it is iadeeda asturof surmise 
to observe the harmonious ansbinatioa of the two War* 
harmony that seems to grow more complete with each age, and 
that is not broken until we reach.the threshold of oted** science 
in the alb century. To the Greek *remount .11ththadas 
Waage the coedit of the discovery (e. sin Lc-) of thr theorist 
the precession of thee:quinines, fora knowledge of whiehansong 
the Babyledans we find no definite prod; but -such a signed 
advance in pure science did not prevent the Greeks front develop-
ing In a most elaborate manner the theory of thsinfiuence of the 
planets upon the fate of the individual. The endeavour to trace 
the horoscope of the individual from the position of the planets 
and stars at the time of birth (or, as was attempted by other 
astrologers, at the time of conception) represents the most 
significantwattibutian of the Greeks to astrology. The system 
was carried to such a degree of perfection that latet ages made 
but few additions of an essential character to the genethliology 
or drawing up of the individual horoscope by the Greek astro-
logers. The system was taken up almost bodily by .the Arab 
astronomers, it was embodied in the Kabbalistic hared Jews and 
Christians, and through these and other ehaenels.casse to be the 
substance of the astrology of the middle ages, forming, as already 
painted out, under the designation of " judicial astrology," a 
pseudo•science which was placed oa a perfect footing of equality 
with " natural- astrology " or the more genuine science of the 
study of the motions and Wetmore& of the heavenly bodies. 

Partly is firther development of views unfolded imBabylosia, 
but chiefly under Greek influences, the scope of astrology was 
enlarged until it was brought into connexion with practically all 
of the known sciences, botany, chemistry, zoology, mineralogy. 
meadow and mediciise. Colours, metals, stones, plank, drugs 
sad animal life of all kinds were associated with the planets and 
placed under. theittutelage.. In the system that passes under the 
Dame of  Ptolemy, Saturn is associated with grey, Jupiter with 
white. Man with red, Vests with yellow. while bleseurS. eecuP7- 
hag a peculiar place- in Greek as ft did. in Babylonian astrology 
(where it was at one time designated as She daunt pee tie& 
inge)i was supposed. to vary Rs:colour. according to changing 
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circumstances. Thema% was emulated with gold, the moon with 
saver, Jupiter with electrum, Saturn with lead, Venus with copper, 
and soon, while the coteinuedinfluence of &strategical motives 
Is to be seen in the association of quicksilver, upon its dheramy 
at a comparatively late period, with Mercury, because of its 
changeable character as a solid and a liquid. in the same way 
stones were connected with both the planets and the months; 
plants, by diverse association of ideas, were connected with the 
planets, and animals likewise were plated under the guidance 
and protection of one mother of the heavenly bodies. By this 
curious process of combination the entire realm of the natural 
sciences was translated into the language of astrology with the 
single avowed purpose of seeing in all phenomena signs indicative 
of what the future had in store. The fate of the individual,-as 
that feature of the future which had a supreme interest, led to 
the association of the planets with parts of the body. Here, too, 
we find various systems devised, in part representing the views 
of different schools, in part reflecting advancing conceptions 
regarding the functions of the organs in man and animals. In 
one system the seat of Mercury, representing divine Intelligence as 
the source of all knowledge—a view that reverts to Babylonia 
where Nebo (corresponding to Mercury) was regarded as the 
divine power to whom all wisdom is due—was plated in the liver 
as the primeval seat of the soul (see Omni), whereas in other 
systems this distinction was sniped to Jupiter or to Venus. 
Saturn, taking in Greek astrology the place at the head of the 
planets which among the Babylonians was accorded to Jupiter-
Marduk, was given a place in the brain, which in later times was 
looked upon as the centre of soul-life; Venus, as the planet of 
the passion of love, was supposed to reign supreme over the 
genital organs, the belly and the lower limbs; Mars, as the 
violent planet, is associated with the bile, as well as with the 
blood and kidneys. Again, the right ear is arsociated with 
Saturn, the left ear with Man, the tight eye in the caseof the male 
with the sun and the left eye with the moon, while in the ease 
of the female it was just the reverse. From the planets the same 
association of ideas was applied to the constellations of the 
zodiac, which in later phases of astrology are placed on a par 
with the planets themselves, so far as their importance for the 
individual horoscope is concerned. The fate of the individual 
in this combination of planets with the zodiac was nude 
dependent not merely upon the planet which happened to be 
rising at the time of birth or of conception, but also upon Its 
local relationship to a special sign or to certain signs of the zodiac. 
The zodiac was regarded as the prototype of the human body, 
the different parts of which all had their corresponding section 
in the zodiac itself. The had was placed in -the first sign of the 
zodiac—the Ram; and the feet in the last sign -the Fishes. 
Between these two extremes the other parts and organs of the 
body were distributed among the remaining signs of the zodiac, 
the neck being assigned to the Bull, the shoulders and arms to 
the Gemini (or twins), the breast to Cancer, the links to Leo, 
the bladder to Virgo, the buttocks to the Balance, the pubis to 
the Scorpion, the thighs to Sagittarius, the knees to Capricorn, 
and the limbs to Ammonia Not content with this, we find the 
late Egyptian astrologers setting up a ocuespondence between 
the thirty-six doosassi recognised by them and the human body, 
which is this divided into thirty-six parts; to each part a god 
was assigned as a controlling force. With human anatomy thus 
connected with theplanets, with constellations, and with single 
stars, medicine became an integral part of astrology, or, 
as we might also put it, astrology became the handmaid of 
medicine. Diseases and distrubantes of the ordinary functions 
of the organs weft attributed to the influence of planets or 
explained as due to conditions observed in a constellation or in 
the position of a star; and an interesting servival of this bond 
between integer/ and medicine is to be seen in the use up to 
the meant time of the sign of Jupiter HI, which still heads 
medicinal prescriptions, while,,on the other hand, the influence 
of planetary lore appears in the assignment of the days of the 
week to the planets, beginning with Sunday, assigned to the sun, 
and ending with Saturday, the day of Saturn. Peaky on into 

still later periods, Saturn's day was associated with the Jewish 
sabbath, Sunday with the Lord's Day, Tuesday with Tiw, the 
god of war, corresponding to Mars of the Romans and to the 
Nergal of the Babylonians. Wednesday was assigned to the 
planet Mercury, the equivalent of the Germanic god Woden; 
Thursday to Jupiter, the equivalent of Thor; and Friday to 
Friga, the goddess of love, who is represented by Venus among 
the Romans and among the Babylonians by Ishtar. Astrological 
considerations likewise already regulated in ancient Babylonia 
the distinction of lucky and unlucky days, which passing down 
to the Greeks and Romans (diesfasti and nefasti) found a striking 
expression in Hesiod's Works and Days. Among the Arabs 
similar associationsof lucky and unlucky days directly connected 
with the Influence of the planets prevailed through all times, 
Tbesday and Wednesday, for instance, being regarded as the 
days for blood-letting, became Tuesday was connected with 
Mars, the lord of war and blood, and Wednesday with Mercury, 
the planet of humours. Even in modern times travellers relate 
bow, when an auspicious day has been proclaimed by the awe-
loges; the streets of Bagdad may be seen running with blood 
from the barbers' shops. 

It is unnecessary here to give a detailed analysis of the methods 
of judicial astrology as an art, or directions for the casting of a 
horoscope, or " nativity," i.e. a map of the heavens at the hour 
of birth, showing, according to the Ephemeris, the position of 
the heavenly bodies, from which their influence may be deduced. 
Each of the twelve signs of the media' c (q.v.) is credited with its 
own characteristics and influence, and is the controlling sign of 
its " house of life." The sign exactly rising at the moment of 
birth is called the ascendant. The benevolent or malignant 
influence of each planet, together with the sun and moon, is 
modified by the sign it inhabits at the nativity • thus Jupiter 
In one house may indicate riches, fame in another, beauty in 
another, and Saturn similarly poverty, obscurity or deformity. 
The cakulation is affected by the " aspects," i.e. according as 
the planets are near or far as regards one another (in conjunction, 
in semi-seictile, semi-square, senile, quintile, square, triae, 
sesqui-quadrate, bi-quintile, opposition or parallel acclination). 
Disastrous signs predominate over auspicious, and the various 
elects are combined in a very elaborate and complicated manner. 

Judicial astrology, as a form of divination, is a concomitant 
of natural astrology, in its purer astronomical aspect, but mingled 
with what is now considered an unscientific and superstitious 
view of world-forces. In the Jaws. aura reunite ream. 
tinessarrao (i643) of J. A. Comenius we find the following 
definition:—" Astronomer siderues ',oceans sew motes colesiderst: 
Astrologer eerenutern efficacies, rarhitinir, et dictum." Kepler 
was mote cautious-in his opinion; he spoke of astronomy as 
the wise mother, and astrology as the foolish daughter, but he 
added that the existence of the daughter was necessary to the 
life of the mother. Tycho Brahe and Gassendi both began with 
astrology, and It was only after pursuing the false science, and 
finding it wanting, that Gassendi devoted himself to astronomy. 
In their numerous allusions to the subtle mercury, which the one 
makes when treating of a means of measuring time by the &ha 
of the metal, and the other in a treatise on the transit of the 
planet, we are traces of the school In which they served their first 
apprenticeship.- Huygens, moreover, in his great posthumous 
work, Cannotheoros, seat de knit coelestibes, shows himself a 
more exact observer of astrological symbols than Kircher him-
self in his It& erstatkum. Huygens contends that between the 
inhabitants of different planets there need not be any greater 
difference than exists between men of different types on the earth. 
" There are on the earth," continues this rational interpreter 
of the astrologers and chirornancers, " men of cold temperament 
who would thrive in Saturn, which is the farthest planet from 
the sun, and there are other spirits warm and ardent enough 
to live in Venus." 

Those were indeed strange times, according to modern ideas, 
when astrologers were dominant by the terror they inspired, 
and sometimes by the martydom they endured when their pre-
dictions were either too true or too false. Faith, to borrow their' 
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own language, was banished to Virgo, and rarely shed her 
influence on men. Carden (t sot -3 376), for instance, hated 
Luther, and so changed his birthday in order to give him an 
unfavourable horoscope. In Cardan's times, as in those of 
Augustus, it was a common practice for men to conceal the day 
and hour of their birth, till, like Augustus, they found a com-
plaisant astrologer. But, as a general rule, medieval and Renais-
sance astrologers did not give themselves the trouble of reading 
the stars, but contented themselves with telling fortunes by 
faces. They practised chiromancy (see PALMISTRY), and relied 
on afterwards drawing a horoscope to suit As physiognomist* 
(see Pnvszocarouv) their talent was undoubted, and according to 
Venial' there was no need to mount to the house-top to cast a 
nativity. " Yes," he says, " I can read his face; by his hair 
and his forehead it Is easy to guess that the sun at his birth 
was in the sign of Libra and near Venus. Nay, his complexion 
shows that Venus touches Libra. By the rules of astrology he 
could not lie." 

A few salient facts may be added concerning the astrologers 
and their predictions, remarkable either for their fulfilment or 
for the ruin and confusion they brought upon their authors. We 
may begin with one taken from Bacon's Essay of Prophesies
" When I was in France, I heard from one Dr Pena, that the 
queen mother, who was given to curious arts, caused the king 
her husband's nativitie to be calculated, under a false name; 
and the astrologer gave a judgment, that he should be killed in 
a dnell; at which the queene laughed, thinking her husband to 
be above challenges and duels; but he was Blaine, upon a course 
at tilt, the splinters of the staffe of Mongomery going in at his 
bcver." A favourite topic of the astrologers of all countries has 
been the immediate end of the world. As early as 1586 the 
earth had escaped one threatened cataclysm of the astrologers. 
This did not prevent Stoffier from predicting a universal deluge 
for the year 1524—a year, as it turned out, distinguished for 
drought His aspect of the heavens told him that in that year 
three planets would meet in the aqueous sign of Pisces. The 
prediction was believed far and wide, and President Aurial, at 
Toulouse, built himself a Noah's ark—a curious realisation, in 
fact, of Chaucer's merry invention in the Miller's Tale. 

Tycho Brahe was from his fifteenth year devoted to astrology, 
and adjoining his observatory at Uranienburg the astronomer-
royal of Denmark had a laboratory built in order to study 
alchemy, and it was only a few years before his death that he 
finally abandoned astrology. We may here notice one very 
remarkable prediction of the master of Kepler. That he had 
carefully studied the comet of 1377 as an astronomer, we may 
gather from his adducing the very small parallax of die comet 
as disproving the assertion of the Aristotelians that a solid 
sphere enveloped the heavens. But besides this, we find him 
in his character of astrologer drawing a singulaa prediction from 
the appearance of this comet. It announced, he tells us, that in 
the north, in Finland, there should be born a prince who should 
lay waste Germany and vanish in 1632. Gustavus Adolphus, 
it is well known, was born in Finland, overran Germany, and died 
in 1632. The fulfilment of the details of this prophecy suggests 
that Tycho Brahe had some basis of reason for his prediction. 
Born in Denmark of a noble Swedish family, a politician, as were 
all his contemporaries of distinction, Tycho, though no conjuror, 
could foresee the advent of some great northern hero. Moreover, 
he was doubtless well acquainted with a very ancient tradition, 
that heroes generally came from the northern frontiers of their 
native land, where they are hardened and tempered by the 
threefold struggle they wage with soil, climate and barbarian 
neighbours. 

Kepler explained the double movement of the earth by the 
rotation of the sun. At one time the sun presented its friendly 
side, which attracted one planet, sometimes its adverse side. 
which repelled it He also peopled the planets with souls and 
genii. He was led to his three great laws by musical analogies, 
just as William Herschel afterwards passed from music to 
astronomy. Kepler, who in his youth made almanacs, and once 
prophesied a bard winter, which came to pass, could not help  

putting an astrological interpretation on the disappearance of 
the brilliant star of vela, which Tycho bad observed. Theodore 
Bess thought that this star, which in December 5573 equalled 
Jupiter In brilliancy, predicted the second coming of Cline_ 
Astronomers were only then beginning to study variable and 
periodic stars, and disturbances in that part of the heavens, 
which had till then, on the authority of Aristotle, been regarded 
as incorruptible, combined with the troubles of the times, must 
have given a new stimulus to belief in the signs in heaven. 
Montaigne (Etsais, lib. i. chap. x.) relates a singular episode 
in the history of astrology. Charles V. and Francis I., who both 
bid for the Headship of the infamous teethes, surnamed the 
divine, both likewise engaged astrologers to fight their battles. 
In Italy those who prophesied the rein of France were sure to be 
listened to. These prophecies affected the public funds much 
as telegrams do nowadays. " At Rome," Montaigne tells us, " a 
large sum of money was lost on the Change by this prognostica-
tion of our ruin." The marquis of Selma, notwithstanding his 
gratitude to Francis I. for the many favours he had received, 
including his searquisate, of which the brother was despoiled 
for his benefit, was led fa 1536 to betray his country, being scared 
by the glorious prophecies of the ultimate success of Charles V. 
which were then rife. The influence of the Medici made auto. 
losers popular in Frame. Richelieu, oa whose council was 
Jacques Gaffarel (zeoz-5685;, the bet et the Kabbalists, did not 
despise astrology as an engine of government At the birth of 
Louis XIV. a certain Morin de Villefranche was placed. behind 
a curtain to cast the nativity of the future autocrat. A genera-
tion back the astrologer would not have been bidden behind a 
curtain, but have taken precedence of the doctor. La Beware 
dares not pronounce against such beliefs, " for there ate peey 
plexing facts affirmed by grave men who were eye-witaessea" 
In England William Lilly and Robert Fludd were both deemed 
in a little brief authority. The latter gives us elaborate rulles 
for the detection of a thief, and tells us that be has had personal 
experience of their efficacy. " If the lord of the sixth house is 
found in the second house, or in company with the lord of the 
second house, the thief is one of the family. If Mercury is in 
the sign of the Scorpion he will be bald, &c." Francis Bacon 
abuses the astrologers of his day no less than the alchemists, but 
be does so because he has visions of a reformed astrology and a 
reformed alchemy. Sir Thomas Browne, too, while he denies 
the capacity of the astrologers of his day, does not venture to 
dispute the reality of the science. The idea of the souls of men 
passing at death to the stars, the blessedness of their particular 
sphere being assigned them according to their deserts (the 
metempsychosis of j. Reynaud), may be regarded as a survival 
of religious astrology, which, even as late as Descartes's day, 
assigned to the angels the task of moving the planets and the stars. 
Joseph de Maistre believed in comets as messengers of divine 
justice, and in animated planets, and declared that divination 
by astrology is not an absolutely chimerical science. Lastly, 
we may mention a few distinguished men who ran counter to 
their age in denying stellar influences. Aristarchus of Samoa, 
Martians Capella (the precursor of Copernicus), Cicero, Favo-
duos, Sextus Empiricus, Juvenal, and in a later age Savonarola 
and Pico della Mlrandola, and La Fontaine, a contemporary of 
the neutral La Bruyere, were all pronounced opponents of 
astrology. 

In England Swift may fairly claim the credit of having given 
the death-blow to astrology by his famous squib, entitled 
Prediction forthe Year r7o8, by Isaac Bkkerstaj, Fag. He begins, 
by professing profound belief in the art, and next points out the 
vagueness and the absurdities of the philomaths. He then, in 
the happiest vein of parody, proceeds to show them a more 
excellent way:—" My first prediction is but a trifle, yet I 
mention it to show bow ignorant these sottish pretenders to 
astrology are in their own cancanss it refers to Partridge the 
almanac maker. I have consulted the star of lis nativity by 
my own rules, pad find he will infallibly die upon the soh of 
March next about eleven at night of a raging fever. Therefore 
I advise him to consider of it and settle his ailaim in time." 
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Then followed a letter to • person of quality giving a full and 
particular account of the death of Partridge on the very day 
and nearly at the hour mentioned. In vain the wretched 
astrologer protested that he was alive, got a literary friend to 
write a pamphlet to prove it, and published his almanac for r roe. 
Swift, in his reply, abused him for his want of manners in giving 
a gentleman the lie, answered his arguments seriatim, and 
declared that the evidence of the publication of another almanac 
was wholly irrelevant, " for Gadbury, Poor Robin, Dove and 
Way do yearly publish their almanacs, though several of them 
have been dead since before the Revolution." Nevertheless a 
field is found even to this day for almanacs of a similar type, 
and for popular belief in them. 

To astrological politics we owe the theory of heaven-sent rulers, 
instruments in the hands of Providence, and saviours of society. 
Napoleon, as well as Wallenstein, believed In his star. Many 
passages in the older English poets are unintelligible without 
some knowledge of astrology. Chaucer wrote a treatise on the 
astrolabe; Milton constantly refers to planetary influences; 
In Shakespeare's King Lear, Gloucester and Edmund represent 
tespectively the old and the new faith. We still contemplate and 
consider; we still speak of men as jovial, sakernine or mercurial; 
we still talk of the ascendancy of geniui, or a disastrous defeat. 
In French hear, malkeur, haircut, mollsestreus, are all derived 
from the Latin anus-hum; the expression ere sow use usausaise 
!toile, born under an evil star, corresponds (with the change of 
Node into asks) to the word makfirst, in Provencal asalastrue; 
and son Noik pal, his star grows pale, belongs to the same class 
of illusions. The Latin an assgaria appears in the Italian Wagons, 
tele:state, softened into :claw., :ciao:rale, irretchedness, 
wretched. The influence of a particular planet has also left 
traces in various languages; but the French and English jovial 
and the English saturnise correspond rather to the gods who 
served as types in chiromancy than to the planets which bear 
the same names. In the case of the expressions Bien or seal 
lune, well or ill mooned, auk an pastier is lane dons la lee, to 
have the quarter of the moon in one's head, the German mond-
sikhlig and the English moonstruck or lunatic, the fundamental 
Idea lies in the strange opinions formerly held about the moon. 

Tiintroc R A P it y.--For the history of astrology with its affinities to 
astronomy on the one hand, and to other forms of popular belief on 
the other, the following.  works out of a large number that might 
be mentioned arcspecially recommended :—A. Bouche-Leclercq, 
I: Astrologic grecgue (Paris, 1899), with a full bibliography; Franz 
Boll, Spkaera (Leipzig, 1903); Frans Cumont, Catalogus Cadiz:nit 
Astrologorum Graecoruns (Brussels, 1898; 7 parts published up to 
1909); Franz Boll, " Die Erforschung der antiken Astrologie " (is 
Neste Jahrbiicher ur dos klassische Altertuns, Band xxi. Heft a, pp. 
to3-126); Franz Cumont, Les Religions orientates dans le paganissee 
remain (Paris. 1907) (ch. vii. " L'Astrologie et la magic ); Alfred 
Maury, La Magus of rastrologie d l'antiquia of au moyen dge (4th ed.. 
Paris. 1877); R. C. Thompson. Reports of the Magicians and As-
trologers of Nineveh and Babylon (2 vols., London, two); F. X. 
Kugler, Sternkunde and Sterndienst in Babel (Freiburg, 1907:—to 
be completed in 4 vols.); Ch. Virolleaud, L'Astrologee eluddienue 
(Paris, 1905—to be completed in 8 parts—transliteration and 
translations of cuneiform texts); Jastrow, Religion Babylonians wad 
Assyriens (Parts 1,3 and 14); also certain sections in Bouclie-
Leclercq, Histoire de to divination dans ran:ignite (Paris, 1874 
vol. i. pp. 205-257; in Marcell in Berthelot, Les Origines de rakhunte 
(Paris, 1885), pp. t-56; Ferd. Hofer, Histoire de rastronomie (Paris, 
1846), pp. 1-90; i n Rudolf Wolf, Geschichte der Astronomic (Munich, 
1877), ch. 1. Sec also the article by Ernst Riess on Astrology in 
Pauly-Wissowa, Realencydopiidie der klassischen Alteriumsunssen- 
schaft. vol. ii. (Stuttgart, 1896). For modern and practical astro-
logy the following works may be found useful in different ways: 
E. M. Bennett, Astrology (New York, 1894); J. M. Pfaff, Astrologic 
(Bamberg, 1816); G. Wilde, Chaldaean Astrology up to date (19o1); 
R. Garnett (" A. G. Trent "), "The Soul and the Stars." in the 
Universily Magazine, 188o (reprinted in Dobson and Wilde, Natal 
Astrology, 1893); Abel Haatan, Traild d'astrologie judiciaire (Pals, 
7825); Fomalhaut, Manuel d'astrologie spherique el Judicial,* (Paris, 
1-.71 (M. Jet.) 

ASTRONOMY (from Gr. derroor, a star, and sinew, to classify 
or arrange). The subject matter of astronomical science, 0:10.• 
sideted in its widest range, comprehends all the matter of the 
universe which lies outside the limit oithe'earthls atmosphere. 
The seeming agemay of dastifying as a singlebnnels otenience  

all that we know fn a field so wide, while subdividing our know-
ledge of things on our own planet Into an indefinite number of 
separate sciences, finds its explanation in the impossibility of 
subjecting the matter of the heavens to that experimental 
scrutiny which yields such rich results when applied to matter 
which we can handle at will. Astronomy is of necessity a science 
of observation in the pursuit of which experiment can directly 
play no part. It is the most ancient of the sciences because, 
before the era of experiment, it was the branch of knowledge 
which could be most easily systematized, while the relations of 
its phenomena to day and night, times and seasons, made some 
knowledge of the subject a necessity of social life. In recent 
times it Is among the more progressive of the sciences, because 
the new and improved methods of research now at command 
have found in its cultivation a field of practically unlimited 
extent, in which the lines of research may ultimately lead to a 
comprehension of the universe impossible of attainment before 
our time. • 

The field we have defined is divisible into at least two parts, 
that of Astronomy proper, or " Astrometry," which treats of 
the motions, mutual relations and dimensions of the heavenly 
bodies; and that of Astrophysics (fe), which treats of their 
physical constitution. While it is true that the instruments and 
methods of research in these two branches are quite different in 
their details, there is so much In common in the fundamental 
principles which underlie their application, that it is unprofitable 
to consider them as completely distinct sciences. 

Speaking in the most comprehensive way, and making an 
exception of the ethereal medium (see Armee), which, being 
capable of experimental study, is not included in the subject 
of astronomy, we may say that the great masses of matter which 
make up the universe are of two kinds:—(1) incandescent bodies, 
made visible to us by their own light; (a) dark bodies, revolving 
round them or round each other. These dark bodies are known 
to us in two ways: (a) by becoming visible through reflecting 
the light from incandescent bodies in their neighbourhood, (8) 
by their attraction upon such bodies. 

The incandescent bodies are of two classes: stars and nebulae. 
Among the stars our sun is to be included, as it has no properties 
which distinguish it from the great mass of stars except our 
proximity to it. The stars are supposed to be generally spherical, 
like the sun, in Wm, and to have fairly well-defined boundaries; 
while the nebulae are generally irregular in outline and have no 
well-defined limits. It is, however, probable that the one class 
runs into the other by imperceptible gradations. In the relation 
of the universe to us there is yet another separation of its bodies 
into two classes, one comprising the solar system, the other 
the remainder of the universe. The former consists of the sun 
and the bodies which move round it. Considered as a part of 
the universe, our solar system is insignificant in extent, though, 
for obvious reasons, great in practical importance to us, and in 
the facility with which we may gain knowledge relating to it 

Referring to special articles, SOLAR SYSTEM, STAR, Sus, Moore, 
Re. for a description of the various parts of the universe, we 
confine ourselves, at present, to setting forth a few of the most 
general modern conceptions of the universe. As to extent, it 
may be said, in a general way, that while no definite limits can 
be set to the possible extent of the universe, or the distance of 
its farthest bodies, it seems probable, for reasons which will be 
given under STAR, that the system to which the stars that we see 
belong, is of finite extent. 
• As the incandescent bodies of the universe are visible by their 
own light, the problem of ascertaining their existence and 
position is mainly one of seeing, and our facilities for attacking 
it have constantly increased with the improvement of our optical 
appliances. But such is not the case with the dark bodies. 
Such a body can be made known to us only when in the neigh-
bourhood of an incandescent body; and even then, unless its 
mass or its dimetishins are considerable, it will evade all the 
scrutiny of out science. The question of the possible number 
and magnitude of such bodies is therefore one that does not 
admit of accurate investigation. We can do no more than 
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balance vague estimates of probability. What Ire do know 
that these bodies vary widely in size Those known to be 
revolving round certain of the stars are far larger in proportion 
to their central bodies than our planets are in respect to the sun; 
for were it otherwise we should never be able to detect their 
existence. At the other extreme we know that innumerable 
swarms of minute bodies, probably little more than particle', 
move round the sun in orbits of every degree of eccentricity, 
making themselves known to no only in the exceptional cases 
when they unite the earth's atmosphere. They then appear 
to us as " shooting stars " (see Matsoa). 

A general idea of the relation of the solar system to the universe 
may be gained by reflecting that the average distance between 
any two neighbouring stars is several thousand times the extent 
of the solar system. Between the orbit of Neptune and the 
nearest star known to us is an immense void in which no bodies 
are yet known to exist, except comets. But although these 
sometimes wander to distances considerably beyond the orbit 
of Neptune, it is probable that the extent of the void which 
separates our system from the nearest star is hundreds of times 
the distance of the farthest point to which a comet ever recedes. 

We may condude this brief characterization of astronomy 
with a statement and classification of the principal lines on 
which astronomical researches are now pursued. The most 
comprehensive problem before the investigator is that of the 
constitution of the universe. It is known that, while infinite 
diversity is found among the bodies of the universe, there are 
also common characteristics throughout ha whole extent. In 
a certain sense we may say that the universe now presents itself 
to the thinking astronomer, not as a heterogeneous collection 
of bodies, but as a unified whole. The number of stars is so vast 
that statistical methods can be applied to many of the characters 
which they exhibit—their spectra, their apparent and absolute 
luminosity, and their arrangement in space. Thus has arisen 
in recent times what we may regard as • third branch of astro-
nomical science, known as Stellar Statistics. The development of 
this branch has infused life and interest into what might a few 
years ago have been regarded as the most lifeless mass of figures 
possible, expressing merely the positions and motions of innumer-
able individual stars, as determined by generations of astro-
nomical observers. The development of this new branch requires 
great additions to this mass, the product of perhaps centuries 
of work on the older lines of the science. To the statistician of 
the stars, catalogues of spectra, magnitude, position and proper 
motions are of the same importance that census tables are to the 
student of humanity. The measurement of the speed with which 
the individual stars are moving towards or from our system is a 
work of such magnitude that what has yet been done is scarcely 
more than a beginning. The discovery by Improved optical 
means, and especially by photography, of new bodies of our 
system so small that they evaded all scrutiny in former times, 
is still going on, but does not at present promise any important 
generalisation, unless we regard as such the conclusion that our 
solar system is a more complex organism than was formerly 
suolmsed. 

One characteristic of astronomy which tends to make Its 
progress slow and continuous arises out of the general fact that, 
except in the case of motions to or from us, which can be deter-
mined by a single observation with the spectroscope, the motion 
of a heavenly body can be determined only by comparing its 
position at two different epochs. The interval required between 
these two epochs depends upon the speed of the motion. In the 
case of the greater number of the fixed stars this is so slow that 
centuries may have to elapse before motion can be deduced. 
Even in the case of the planets, the variations in the form and 
position of the orbits are so slow that long periods of observation 
are required for their correct determination. 

The process of development h also made slow and difficult by 
the great amount of labour Involved in deriving the results of 
astronomical observations. When an astronomer has made an 
observation, it still has to be " reduced," and this commonly 
requires more labour than that involved in making it. But  

even this labour may be small compared with that of the thee- 
relial astronomer, who, in the future, is to use the result as the 
raw material of his work. The computations required in suck 
work are of extreme complexity, and the labour required is sull 
further increased by the fact that cases are rather exceptional in 
which the results reached by one generation will not have to be 
revised and reconstructed by another; processes which may 
ihvolve the repetition of the entire work. We nuiy,in fact, regard 
the fabric of astronomical science as a building in the construction 
of which no stone can be added without a readjustment of some 
of the stones on which it has to rest. Thus it comes about that 
the observer, the computer, and the mathematician have in astro- 
nomical science a practically unlimited field for the exercise of 
their powers. 	- 

In treating so comprehensive a subject we may naturally 
distinguish _between what we know of the universe and the 
methods and processes by which that knowledge Is acquired. 
The former may be termed general, and the latter 'radical, 
astronomy. When we descend more minutely into details we 
find these two branches of the subject to be connected by certain 
principles, the application of which relates to both subjects. ' 
Considering as general or descriptive astronomy a description Of 
the universe as we now understand it, the other branches of the 
subject generally recognized are as follows:— 

Geometrical or Spherical Agronomy, by the principles of which 
the positions and the motions of the heavenly bodies are defined. 

Theordical Astronosey,which may be considered as an extend 
sion of geometrical astronomy and includes the determination of 
the positions and motions of the heavenly bodies by combining 
mathematical theory with observation. Modern theoretical 
astronomy, taken in the most limited sense, Is based upon 
Celestial Makanks, the science by which, using purely deductive 
mechanical methods, the laws of motion of the heavenly bodies 
are derived by deductive methods from their mutual gravitation 
towards each other. 

Freaks: Agronomy, which comprises a description of the 
instruments used in astronomical observation, and of the 
principles and methods underlying their application.-"" 

IS, Aerial, er Geemdrical Agronomy. 

In astronomy, as In analytical geometry, the position of a 
point is defined by stating its distance and its direction from 
point of reference taken as known. The numerical quantities by 
which the distance and direction, and therefore the position, are 
defined, are termed co-orditrakt of the point. The latter are 
measured or defined with regard to a fixed system of lines and 
planes, which form the basis of the system. 

The following are the fundamental concepts of such a system. 
(a) An origin or point of reference. The points most generally 

taken for this purpose in astronomical practice are the following 
(1) The parities; of a point of observation on the earth's surface. 

We conceive its position to be that °eclipsed by an observer. The 
position of a heavenly body is then defined by its direction and 
distance from the supposed observer. 

(2) The centre of the earth. This point, though it can never be 
occupied by an observer, is used because the positions of theleavenly 
bodies in relation to it are more readily computed than-they can be 
from a point on the earth's surface. 

(3) The centre of the sun. 
(4) In addition to these three most usual points, we may, of 

course, take the centre of a planet or that of a star in order to dubs 
the position of bodies in their respective neighbourhoods. 

Coordinates referred to a point of observation as the origin are 
termed " apparent: " those referred to the centre of the earth are 

those referred to the centre of the sun. " heliocentric." 
e) The concept of the system, is a fundamental plane, 

regarded as fixed. twang through the origin. Is connexion with it 
is an axis wielder to it, also unsung through the origin. We 
may consider the axis and the plane as a single concept, the axis 
determining the plane, or the plane the am. The fundamental 
concepts of this class most in use are:-- 

0 When a point on the earth's surface Is taken as the origin, 
the fundamental axis may be the direction of gravity at that pant. 
This direction defines the vertical line. The fundamental plane 
which it determines is horizontal and is termed the plane of the 
horizon. Such a plane is realised in the surface of a Squid, • bads 
of quicksilver. for example. 
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(a) When the centre of the earth is taken as origin, the MOM 
natural fundamental axis is that of the earth's rotation. This axis 
cuts the earth's surface at the North and South Poles. The funda-
mental plane perpendicular to it is the plane of the equator. This 
plane intersects the earth's surface in the terrestrial equator. Co- 
ordinates referred to this system are termed equatorial. A system 
of equatorial co-ordinates may also be used when the origin is on the 
earth's surface. The fundamental axis, instead of being the earth's 
axis itself, is then a line parallel to it, and the fundamental plane is 
the plane passing through the point, and parallel to the plane of the 
equator. 

(3) In the system of heliocentric co-ordinates, the plane in which 
the earth moves round the sun, which is the plane of the ecliptic, 
is taken as the fundamental one. The axis of the ecliptic is a line 
perpendicular to this plane. 

(c) The third concept necessary to complete the system ika fixed 
linepassing through 

initial 
 octmn, and lying in the fundamental plane. 

This line definesdefinesan nitial &mum from which other directions are 

T The geometrical concepts jmedefined are shown in fig. a. Here 0 
is the origin, whatever point it may be; OZ is the fundamental 
axis pawing through it. _In order to remota in the figure the 

position oh the 
f u ndamental 
plane, we conceive 
a circle to betbawn 
rodun 0 lying ia 
that pla

, 
 ne. This 

circle, projected in 
perspective as an 
ellipse, is shown in 
the figure. OX is 
the fixed initial 
line by which 
directions are to be 
defined. 

Now let P be 
FIG. t. 	 any point in space, 

say the centre of 
a heavenly body. Conceive a perpendicular PQ to be dropped from 
this point on the fundamental plane, meeting the latter in the 
point Q; PQ will then be parallel to OZ. The co-ordinates of P will 
then be the following three quantities:— 

(t) The length of the line OP, or the distance of the body from the 
origin, which distance is called the radius vector of the body. 

(a) The angle XOQ which the projection of the radius vector upon 
the fundamental plane makes with the initial line OX. This angle 
is called the Longitude, Right Ascension or Azimuth of the body, in 
the various systems of co-ordinates. We may term it in ,a general 
way the longitudinal co-ordinate. 

(3) The angle QOP, which the radius vector makes with the 
fundamental Pane. This we may call the latitudinal co-ordinate. 
Instead of it is frequently used the complementary angle ZOP, 
known as the polar distance of the body. Since ZOO  is a right angle, 
it follows that the sum of the polar distance and the latitudinal co-
ordinates is always oo5. Either may be used for astronomical 
purposes. 

It is readily seen that the position of a heavenly body is completely 
defined when these co-ordinates are given. 

One of the systems of co-ordinates is familiar to every one, and 
may be used as a general Illustration of the method. It is our system 
of defining the position of a point on the earth's surface by its latitude 
and longitude. Regarding 0 (fig. z) as the centre of the earth, and 
P as a point on the earth's surface, a city for example, it will be seen 
that OZ being the earth's axis, the circle MN will be the moats.. 
The initial line OX then passes throtiZe foot of the perpendicular 
dropped from Greenwich upon the of the equator, and meets 
the surface at N. The angle QOP is the latitude of the place and 
the angle NPQ its longitude. The longitudes and latitudes thus 
defined arc geocentric, and the latitude is slightly different from that 
in ordinary use for geographic purposes. The difference arises from 
the oblatenees of the earth, and need not be considered here. 

The conception of the co-ordinates we have defined is facilitated 
by introducing that of the celestial sphere. This conception is 
embodied in our idea of the vault of heaven, or of the sky. Taking 
as origin the position of an observer, the direction of a heavenly 
body is defined by the point in which he sees it in the sky• that 2 
to say, on the celestial sphere. Imagining, as we may well do. that 
the radius of this sphere is infinite—then every direction, whatever 
the orgien, may be tvpss—nted by a point on its su of rface. Take for 
exam the vertical line which is embodied in the direction the 
plum line. This lint, extended upwards, meets the celestial sphere 
in the zenith. The earth's axis, continued indefinitely upwards, 
meets the sphere in a point called the Celestial Pole. This pa i nt n 
our middle latitudes is between the zenith and the north horizon, 
near a certain star of the second magnitude familiarly known as the 
Pole Star. As the earth revolves from west to east the celestial 
sphere appears to us to revolve in the opposite direction, turning on 
the line joining the Celestial Poles as on a pivot, 

As we conceive of the sky, it does not consist of an entire sphere 

but only as a hemisphere bounded by the horizon. But we have no 
difficulty in extending the conception below the horizon, so that the 
earth with everything upon it is in the centre of a completespbere. 
The two parts of this sphere are the visible hemisphere, which is 
above the horizon, and the invisible, which is, below it. Then the 
plumb line not only defines the zenith as already shown, but in a 
downward direction it defines the nadir, which is the point of the 
sphere directly below our feet. On the side of this sphere opposite i 
to the North Celestial is the South Pole, invisible in the Northern 
Terrestrial Hemisphere but visible in the Southern am 

The relation of geocentric to apparent co-ordinates depends upon 
the latitude of the observer. The changes which the aspect of the 
heaven undergoes, as we travel North and South, are so well known 
that they need not be described in detail here; but a gmaal state-
ment of them will give a luminous idea of the geoinwial co-ordinates 
we have described. Imagine an observer starting from the North 
Pole to travel towards the equator, carrying his zenith with hies. 
When at the pole his zenith coincides with the celestial pole, and as 
the earth revolves on its axis, the heavenly bodies perform their 
apparent diurnal revolutions in horizontal circles round the zenith. 
As he travels South, his zenith movesthe celestial sphere, 
add the circles of diurnal rotation become Mique to the horizon. 
The obliquity continually increases until the observer reaches the 
equator. His zenith is then in the equator and the celestial poles are 
in the North and South horizon respectively. The circles in which 
the heavenly bodies appear to revolve are thea vertical. Continuing 
his journey towards the south, the north cehotial pole sinks below 
the horizon; the south celestial pole rises above it ; or to speak 
more exactly, the zenith of the observer approaches that pole. The 
circles of diurnal revolution again become oblique. Fina lly , at the 
south pole the circles of diurnal revolution are again apparentl

y horizontal, but are described in a directionapparently 1 
really) the reverse of that near the north pole. The reader who wgl 
trace out these successive concepts and study the results of his 
changing positions will readily acquire the notions which it is our 
subject to define. 

We have next to point out the relation of the co-ordiaates we 
have described to the annual motion of the earth around the surer 
In consequence of this motion the sun appears to us to describe 
annually a great circle, called the eclimic, round the celestial sphere, 
among the stars, with a nearly uniform motion, of somewhat less 
than V' in a day . Were the as visible in the daytime in the 
immediate neighbourhood of the sun, this motion could be traced 
from day to day. The ecliptic intersects the celestial equator at 

tzn
oia7posite points. the equinoxes, at an angle of 23* 27'. The 

equinox is taken as the initial point on the sphere ham 
which co-ordinates are measured in the equatorial and ecliptic' 
systems. Referring to fig. r, the initial line OX is defined as directed 
toward the vernal equinox, at which point it intersects the celestial 
sphere. 

The following is an enumeration of the co-ordinates which we 
have described in the three systems:--- 

APPAIMIT SYSTIOL 
Latitudinal Co-ordinate; Altitude or Zenith Distance. 
Longitudinal,, 	 Azimuth. 

EQUATORLIL System. 
Latitudinal Co-ordinate; Declination or Polar Distance. 
Longitudinal 	 Right Ascension. 

Emir= Symms, 
Latitudinal Co-ordinate; Latitude or Ecliptic Polar Distance. 
Longitudinal 	„ 	 Longitude. 
Relation of Ike Diurnal Motion to Spherical Co-edema:ie.—The 

vertical line at any place being the fundamental axis of the apparent 
system of co-ordinates, this system rotates with the earth, and so 
seems to us as fixed. The other two systems. including the vernal 
equinox, are fixed on the celestial sphere, and so seem to no to 
perform a diurnal revolution from east towards west. Regarding the 
period of the revolution as 24 hours, the apparent motion goes on 
at the rate of e s• per hour. Here we have to make a distinction of 
fundamental importance between the diurnal motions of the am 
and of the stars. Owing to the unceasing apparent smoke of the 
sun toward the east, the intenal between two passages of the same 
star over the meridian is nearly for minutes less than the interval 
between consecutive passages of the sun. The latter is the measure 
of the day as used in avillife. In astr000l 	is introduced 
a day, termed ••sidereal." determised, not by 	diurnal revolution! 
of the sun, but of the stars. The year, which comprises Om solar
days, days, contains 366-23 sidereal days. The latter are divtded into 
sidereal hours, minutes and seconds as the solar day is. The con-
ception of a revolution through 36• in 24 hours Is applicable to 
each ease. The sun apparently moves at the rate of 15 in a solar 
hoer; the stars at the rate of is• in • sidereal hour. The latter 
motion leads to the use, in astronomical practice, of time instead of 
angle as the unit in which the right ascensions are to be 
Considering the position of the vernal eq "tumor, and also=lettr 
on the celestial sphere, it will be seen that the interval between 
the camas of these two points scram the meridian may be used 
to measure the right ascension of a scar, since the latter amounts 

........ 
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te* for every sidereal hour of this interval. For example. if the right 
ascension of a Marin aim* 13°. it will pia the meridian one sidereal 
hour after the vernal equinox. For the relations thus arising, and 
their practical applications, see Tom, Measonsimestr Or. 

Theoretical Asironotery. 

Theoretical Astronomy is that branch of the science which, 
making use of the results of astronomical observations as they are 
supplied by the practical astronomer, investigates the motions of 
the heavenly bodies. In its most important features it is an 
offshoot of celestial mechanics, between which and theoretical 
astronomy no sharp dividing line can be drawn. While it is true 
that the one is concerned altogether with general theories, it is 
also true that these theories require developments and modifica-
tions to apply them to the numberless problems of astronomy, 
which we may place in either  class 

Among the problems of theoretical astronomy we may assign the 
first place to the deeerminatioa of orbits tay.), which is auxiliary to 
the prediction of the apparent motions of a planet. satellite or star. 
The computations Involved in the process, while ahoele is  
are extremely complex in others. The orbit of a newly.d' 

ilanet or comet may be computed from three complete observations 
well-known methods in a single day. From the resulting elements 
the orbit the positions  d the body from day to day may be 

computed and tabulated in an ephemeris for the nee of observers. 
But when definitive Nadi. as to the orbits are required. it is necessary 
to compute the perturbations produced by such of the major nets 
as have affected the motions of the body. With this 
process is associated that of combining numerous observations•itk 
a view of obtaining the best definitive result. Speaking in a general 
way, we may say that computations pertaining to the aided 
revolutions of doable stars. as well as the bodies of oar solar system, 
are to a greater or less extent of the classes we have described. The 
prt^apaI modification is tat,up tothe present thne,stellarastronoiny 
has not advanced an far that a computation of the perturbations in 
each ease of a system of stars is either necessary or possible, escape 
in exceptional cases. 

Celetliol Mechanics. 
Celestial Mechanics is, strictly speaking, that branch of applied 

mathematics which, by deductive processes, derives the laws of 
motion of the heavenly bodies from their gravitation towards 
each other, or from the mutual action of the parts which form 
them. The science had its origin in the demonstration by Sir 
Isaac Newton that Kepler's three laws of planetary motion, and 
the law of gravitation, in the case of two bodies, could be mutually 
derived from each other. A body can more round the sun in an 
elliptic orbit having the sun in its focus, and describing equal 
areas in equal times, only under the influence of a force directed 
towards the sun, and varying inversely as the square of the 
distance froreit. Conversely, assuming this law of attraction, it 
can be shown that the planets will move according to Kepler's 
laws. 

Thus celestial mechanics may be said to have begun with 
Newton's Principio. The development of the science by the 
mIctussors of Newton, especially Laplace and Lagrange, may be 
classed among the most striking achievements of the human 
intellect. The precision with which the path of an eclipse is laid 
down years in advance cannot but imbue the minds of men with 
• high sense of the perfection reached by astronomical theories; 
and the discovery, by purely mathematical processes, of the 
changes which the orbits and motions of the planets are to 
undergo through future ages is more impressive the more fully 
one apprehends the nature of the problem. The purpose of the 
present article Is to convey a general idea of the methods by which 
the results of celestial mechanics are reached, without entering 
into those technical details which can be followed only by • 
trained matheniaticiest It must be admitted that any intelligent 
comprehension of the subject requires at least a grasp of the 
fundamental conceptions of analytical geometry and the in-
finitesimal calculus, such as only one with some training in these 
subjects can be expected to have. This being assumed, the hope 
Of the writer is that the exposition will afford the student an 
insight into the theory which may facilitate his orientation, and 
convey to the general reader with a certain amount of math• 
matical training a dear idea of the methods by which conclusions 
Mating to it are drawn. Tbewon-mathematical made( may  

possibly be able to gain some general idea, though vague, of the 
significance of the subject. 

The fundamental hypothesis of the science assumes a system of 
bodies in motion, of which the sun and 	may be taken as = and of which each 	 is attracted toward all 

according to the law of Newton. The motion of each body 
is then expressed in the first place by Newton's three laws of motion 
(see MOTION, Laws or, and MEC MIMICS). The first seep in the 
process shows in a striking way the perfection of the analytic method. 
The ' of force is, so to voile, eliminated from the conditions 
of the pro 0o which is reduced to owe of pars kinematics. At the 
outset, the position of each body. considered as a material particle. 
is defined by reference to a system of co-ordinate axes, and not by 
any verbal description. Differential equations which express the 
changes of the co-ordinates are then constructed. The process of 
discovering the laws of motion of the particle then consists in the 
integration of these equations. Such equations can be formed foe a 
system of any number of bodies, but the process of integration in a 

n 
form is pomade oily to a limited extent or in special cases. 

Wealproblenis to be Waited are of two dames in one, the bodies 
are regarded as materiel particles, no account being taken of their 
dimensions. The earth, for example, may be regerded as a particle 
attracted by another more massive particle, the sun. In the other 
class of problesna, the relative motion of the different parts of the 
separate bodies is considered; for example, the rotation of the 
earth on its axis, and the consequences of the fact that those parts 
of a body which are nearer to another body are more strongly 
attracted by it. Beginning with the first branch of thesUbject, 
the fundamental ideas Which it is our vari.cdo convey  are ens 
bodied in the simple awe of only two ' which we may cal 
the sun and a planet. In this case the twobodies really revolve 
round their common centre of enmity; but a very slight modification 
of the equations of motion reduces them to the relative motion of 
the planet round the sun. regarding the moving centre of the latter 
u the °Alia d co-ordinate.. The motion of this centre, which arises 
from the attraction of the planet on the sun, peed not be considered. 

In the actual problems of celestial mechanics three coordinates
necessarily enter, kaolin. to theta differential equations and six 
equations of solution. But the general princeple. of the problem 
are completely exemplified with only two bodies. in which case the 
motion takes place in a fixed plane. By taking this plane, which is 
that of the orbit in which the planet performs its revolution, as the 
plane of x7, we have only two coordinates to consider. Let us use 
the following notation: 

x. y, the co-ordinates of the planet relative to the sun as the origin. 
if, m

' 
 the masses of the attracting bodies, sun and planet. 

r, the distance apart of the two bodies, or the radius vector of se 
relative to AL This kit quantity is analytically defined by the 
equation— 

I, the time, reckoned from any epoch we choose. 
The differential equations which completely determine the 

changes in the co-ordinates x and y. or the motion of es relative to 
m, 

crx 	(11+11): 
tr, 	 Cr) 

(M{-alp 
dr 	rr 

These formulae are worthy of special attention. They are the 
expressidn in the language of mathematics of Newton's first two 
laws of motion. Their statement in this language may be regarded 
as perfect, because it completely and unambiguously expresses the 
naked phenomena of the motion. The equations do this without 
expressing any conception, such as that of force, not associated 
with the actual phenomena. Moreover, as a third advantage, these 
ex 	s are entirely free from those difficulties and ambiguities 
w 	are met with in every attempt to express the laws of motion 
in ordinary language. They afford yet another great advantage 
in that the derivation of the masks requires only the analytic 
operations of the infinitesimal calculus. 

The power and spirit of the analytic method will be appreciated 
by showing how it expresses the relations of motion as they were 
conceived geonretrically by Newton and Kepler. It is quite evident 
that Kepler's laws do not an themselves enable us to determine the 
actual motion of 

of each 
	the planets We must have, in addition, in the 

case 	ch special planet, certain specific facts, via. the axes and 
eccentricity of the el ipse, and the position of the plane in which it 
lies. Besides these, we must have given the position of the planet 
in the orbit at some specified moment. Having these data, the 
position of the planet at any other time may be geometrically 
constructed by Kepler'. laws. The third law enables us to compute 
the time taken by the radius vector to sweep over the entire area of 
the orbit, which is identical with the time of revolution. The 
problem of constructing successive radii vectores. the angles of 
which are measured off from the radius vector of the body at the 
original given position, is then a geometric one, known as Kepler's 
problem. 

is the nerdy& process these specific data, called dements of the 
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orbit, apples as arbitrary mastants, Introduced by the proms of 
Integration. In • case like the present one, where there are two 
differential equations of the second order, diem will be four such 
constants. The result of the integration is that the co-ordinates x 
and y and their derivatives as to the thee, which express the position. 
direction of motion and speed of the planet at any moment, are found 
as functions of the four coestants and of the time. Putting 

a I, e, d, 
for the constants, the general form of the solution will Ills 

eql(eAc,40 
(02 y=igir,b,c,d,t) 

From these may be derived by differentiation ea to 8 the velocities 
de 

'',ri(a.b.44 1).• 

The symbols sr' and me used for brevity to mean the velocities 
expressed by the differential coefficients. The arbitrary constants, 
a, b, c and d, are the elements of the orbit, or any quantities from 
which these elements can be obtained. We note that, in the actual 
process of integration, no geometric construction need enter. 

Let'us next consider the problem in another form. Conceive that 
Instead of the orbit of the planet, there is given a position P (fie. 2) 

through which the planet pared at an 

direction, represented by the arrowhead. 	- 
moment, with a given velocity, and in • given 

. these data completely determine the 	t 
in which the planet shall move, bemuse there 

I is only one such orbit passing through P, • 
; planet moving in which would have the given  

, speed. It follows that the elements of the 
orbit admit of determination when the co-ordi- 

**.—...,' 	nates of the planet at an assigned moment 
FIG. 2 	and their derivatives as to timepveare 

Analytically the elements are determined from 
these data by solving the four equations just given, regarding 
a, 8, and d as unknown quantities, and a, y, a', y' and I as given 
quantities. The solution of these equation* would lead to expressions 
of the form 

- .1(x.y.e.y%0 
e.(x,y,x',Lt) 

dr. 	
GI) 

one for each of the elements. 
The general equations expressing the motion of a planet considered 

as a material particle round a centre of attraction lead to theorems 
the more interesting of which will now be enunciated. 

(a) The motion of such a planet may take place not only in an 
ellipse but in any curve of the second order: an elli pse, hyperbola, 
or parabola, the latter being the bounding curve between the other 
two. A body moving in a parabola or hyperbola would recede 
indefinitely from its centre of motion and never return to it. The 
ellipse is therefore the only closed orbit. 

ciated 
(a) The motion takes place in accord with Keplet's laws, enun- 

elsew. 
(3) Memoir s theorem: if a point R be taken at a distance from 

the sun equal to the major axis of the orbit of a planet and, there-
fore, at double the mean distance of the planet, the speed of the 
latter at an?,  point is equal; the:ic actual  whichg

,p 

 a body:it/mid acquire 

W fieriP of fe lie latter ,nay, y, trerefiredbe, expirtmeur. the. 
its 	ius vector at the moment and ea the major axis Of its orbit 
without introducing any other el 	ts into the expression. ;mother 
corollary is that in the case of a 

elements 
 moving in a parabolic orbit 

the velocity at any moment is that which would be acquired by the 
body in falling from an infinite distance to the place it occupies at 
the moment. 

(4) If a number of bodies are projected from any point in space 
with the same velocity, but in various directions, and subjected 
only to the attraction of the sun, they will all return to the point 
of projection at the same moment, although the orbits in which they 
move may be ever so different. 

(A) At each distance from the sun there is a certain velocity 
which a body would have if it moved in a circular orbit at that 
distance. If projected with this velocity in any direction the point 
of projection will be at the end of the minor axis of the orbit, because 
this is the only point of an ellipse of which the distance from the focus 
is equal to the semi-major axes of the curve, and therefore the only 
point at which the distance of the body from the sun is equal to its 
mean distance. 

(6) The relation between the periodic time of a planet and its 
mean distance, approximately expressed by Kepler's third law, 
follows very.  simply from the laws of centrifugal farce. It is an ek-
mentary principle of mechanics that this force varies directly as 
the product of the distance of the moving body from the centre of 
motion into the square of its angular velocity. When bodies revolve 
at different distances around a centre, their velocities must be such 
that the centrifugal force of each shall be balanced by the attraction 
of the central mass, and therefore very inversely as the genre of the  

distance. If M le the central mast, a the anlinbr vds&Y. and • the 
distance, the balance of the two forces is apreseed by me equntim 

ass-if/sit. 
whence obis-.if a constant. 

The periodic time varying inversely u a, this equation explesses 
Kepler a third law. This reasoning tacitly gateposts the orbit be 
a circle of radius a, and the mass of the planet to be nerkplole. 
The rigorous relatio is repressed by a slight marsh:Won rid 
law. Putting if and is for the respective names of the sun  
planet, a for the semi-major axis of the orbit, and for the mean 

stns'
&nuke motion in unit of time, the relation then is 

...1/1-ffi. 
What is noteworthy In this theorem is that this relation depends 

only on the sum of the masses. It follows, thetekee, that were any 
portion of the mass of the sun taken from it, and added to the planet. 
the relation would be unchanged. Kapker's third law themfass 
expresses the fact that the mass of the sun In the same for all the 
planets, and deviates from the truth only to. the extent that the 
masses of the latter differ from each other by quantities which are 
only a small fraction of the mass of the sus. 

lambkin of Throe Bodies.—As soon as the general law of gravitation
was fully apprehended, it became evident tint, owing to the attrac-
tion of each planet upon all the others, the actual motion of the 
planets must deviate from their motion in an ellipse according to 
Kepler's laws. la  the Principe* Newton made several investigations 
to determine the effects of these actions; but the geometrical 
method which be employed could lead only to rude approsimations. 
When the suWem was taken up by the continental mathematicians. 
using the analytical method, the question naturally arms whether 
the motions of three bodies under their mutual attraction could mot be 
determined with a degree of rigour apprechnating to that with which 
Newton had solved the problem of two bodies. Thetarose the cele-
brated " problem of three bodies." Investigation soon showed that 
certain integrals expressing relations between the motions not only 
of three but of any number of bodies could be found. These wee:— 

First, the law of the conservation of the centre of gravity- This 
expresses the general fact that whatever be the number of the bodies 
which act upon each other, their motions are ao related that the 
centre of gravity.  of the enure system moves in a straight line with 
a constant velocity. This is expressed in three equateass. one for 
each of the three rectangular co-ordinates. 

Secondly, the law of conservation of areas. This is an extension 
of Kepler's second law. Taking as the radius vector of each body 
the line from the body to the common centre of gravity of all, the 
sum of the products formed by multiplying each area described. 

the mass of the body, remains a constant. In the language of 
mechanics, the moment of momentum of theentiresystese 

is a constant quantity. This law is also expressed in three equations, 
one for each of the three planes on which the areas are projected. 

Thirdly, the entire sir viva of the system or, as it is now called, 
the energy, which is obtained by multiplying the mess of each body 
into half the square of its velocity, is equal to the sem of the quotients 
formed by dividing the product of every pair of the masses, taken 
two and two, by their distance apart, with the addition of a constant 
depending on the original conditions of the system. In the language 
of algebra putting ma, Ni, ens, as for the messes of the bodies. 
11., rt . s ran Ac. for their mutual distances apart: es. es es. Ike., far 
the velocities with which they are moving at any moment; these 
quantities will continually satisfy the equation 

10Mei +nal 4-  • 	 +a constant. eau. ►w Pea 
The theorems of motion just cited are expressed by semn ineepals. 
oc equations expressing a law that certain functions of the mumbles 
and of the time remain constant. It is remarkable that 
the seven integrals were found almost from the begianineaTfout 
investigation, no others have since been added; and md it has 
recently been shown that no others exist that am be summed in 
an algebraic Iona. In the case of three bodies these do not suffice 
completely to define the motion. In this case, the pr eM can be 
attacked only by methods of approximation, devisedso as to meet 
the special conditions of each case. The special conditions which 
obtain in the solar system are such as to make the necessary ap-
proximation theoretically possible however complex the process 
may be. These conditions are. t) The smallness of the mama 
of the planets in comparison with that of the sun. in consequence of 
which the orbit of each planet deviates but slightly from an ellipse 
during any one revelation; (a) the fact that the orbits of the planets 
are nearly circular. and the planes of their orbits but slightly inclined 
to each other. The result of these conditions is that all the quantities 
required admit of development in series proceeding according to 
the powers of the eccentricities and inclinations of the orbits, and 
the ratio of the masses of the several planets to the mass of the sun. 

Portairbetiows of As Planes.—Keplee•s laws do not completely 
express the motion of a planet around • central body, except when 
no force but the mutual attraction of the two bodies comes into play. 
When one or more other bodies forma part of the system, their action 
produces deviations from the elliptic motion, which are called 
"friar/egg's, The problem of *Walk:4 the Portlatattee! el the 
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heavenly bodies is perhaps the most complicated with which the 
mathematical astronomer has to grapple; and the forms under which 
it has to be studied are so numerous that they cannot be easily 
asranged under any one head. But there is one conception of 
perturbations of such generality and elegance that it forms the 
common base of all those methods of determining these deviations 
which have high scientific interest This conception is embodied 
in the method of "variation of elements," originally due to j. L. 
Lagrange. The simplest method of presenting it starts with the 
second view of the elliptic motion already set forth. 

We have shown that, when the position of a planet and the 
direction and speed of its motion at a certain instant are given. 
the elements of the orbit can be determined. We have supposed 
this to be done at a certain point P of the orbit, the direction and 
speed being expressed by the variables a, y. a' and y. Now con-
sider the values of these same variables =pimping the positron of 
the planet at a second point Q. and the speed with which it passes 
that point. With this position and speed the elements of the orbit 
can again be determined. Since the orbit is unchangedso .long ars 
no disturbing force acts, it follows that the elements d~- by 
means of the two sets of values of the variables are in this case the 
same. Ina word, although the position and speed of the planet and 
the direction of its motion are constantly chagging, the values of 
the elements determined from these variables remain constant. 
This fact is fully en by the equations (t) where we have 
constants on one aide of the equation equal to functions of the 

i varss bles on the other. Functions of the variables possessing this 
property of remaining constant are termed inkgrals. 

Now let the planet be subjected to any force additionit I t. t nat of 
the sun's attraction,—say to the attraction of another planet. 
To fix the ideas let us suppose that the additional attraction is only 
an impulse received at the moment of passing the point P. The 
first effect will evidently be to chaixte either the velocity or the direc-
tion in which the planet is moving at the moment, or both. If, 
with the changed velocity we again compute the elements they 
will be different from the former elements. But, if the impulse is 
not repeated, these new elements will again remain invariable. If 
repeated, the second impulse will again change the elements, as..1 so 
on indefinitely. It follows that, if we go on computing the elements 
a, b. c, d from the actual values of x, y, at and y', at each moment 
when the planet is subject to the attraction of another body, they 
will no longer be invanabk, but will slowly vary from day to day 
and year to year. These ever varying elements represent an ever 
varying elliptic orbit—not an orbit which the planet actually 
describes through its  whole course, but an ideal one in which it is 
moving at each instant. and which continually adjusts itself to the 
actual motion of the planet at the instant. This is called the 
osculating orbit, 

The essential principle of Lagrange's elegant method consists in 
determining the variations of this osculating ellipse. the co-ordinates 
and velocities of the planet being ignored in the determination. 
Thil may be done because, since the elements and co-ordinates 
completely determine each other, we may concentrate our attention 
on either, ignoring the other. The mason for taking the elements 
as the variables s that they vary very slowly, a property which 
facilitates their determination, since the variations may be treated 
as small quantities, of which the squares and products may ho 
neglected in a first solution. In a second solution the squares and 
products may be taken account of, and so on as far as necessary. 

It the problem is viewed from a synthetic point of view, the stages 
of its solution are as follows. We first conceive of the planets as 
moving, in invariable elliptic orbits, and thus obtain approximate 
expressions for their potations at any.moment. With these expres-
sions we express their mutual actioa,or their pull upon each other 
at any and every moment. This pull determines the variations of 
the ideal elements. Knowing these variations it becomes possible 
to represent by integration the value of the elements as algebraic 
expressions containing the time, and the elements with which we 
started. But the variations thus determined will not be rigorously 
exact, because the pull from which they arise has been determined 
on the supposition that the planets are moving in unvarying orbits, 
whereas the actual pull depends on the actual position of the planets. 
Mother approximation is, therefore, to be made, when necessary, by 
correcting the expression of the pull through taking account of the 
variations of the elements already determined, which will give a yet 
nearer approximation to the truth. In theory these successive ap-
proximations may be carried as far as we please, but in practice the 
labour of executing each approximation is so great that we are 
obliged to stop when the solution is so near the truth that the out-
standing error is less than that of the best observations. Even this 
deg precision may be impracticable in the more complex cases. 

 results which are required to compare with observations are 
not merely the elements, but the co-ordinates. When the varying 
elements are known these are computed by the equations (a) because, 
from the nature of the algebraic relations, the slowly varying elements 
are continuously determined by the equations (a), which express 
the same relations between the elements and the variables as do 
the equations (a) and (3). This methods, therefore, in form at least. 

 letely rigorous.  There are some cases in which it may be applied 
unchanged But commonly it proves to be extremely long and  

calabrbus, and modifications have to be remelted to Of these 
modifications the most valuable is one conceived by P. A. Hansen. 
A certain mean elliptic orbit, as near as possibk to the actual varying 
orbit of the planet, 111 taken. In this orbit a certain fictitious planet 
is supposed to move according to the law of elliptic motion. Com-
paring the longitudes of the actual and the fictitious planet the 
former will sometimes be ahead of the latter and sometimes behind 
it. But in every case, if at a certain time I, the actual planet has a 
certain longitude, it is certain that at a very short interval dt before 
or after L the fictitious planet will have this same longitude. What 
Hansen's method does is to determine a correction dt such that, being 
applied to the actual time t, the longitude of the fictitious planet 
computed for the time si-et, will give the longitude of the true 
planet at the time 1. By a number of ingenious devices Hansen 
developed methods by which dt could be determined. The computa-
tions are, as a general rule, simpler, and the algebraic expressions
ess complex, than when the computations of the longitude itself 

are calculated. Although the longitude of the fictitious planet at 
the fictitious time ie then equal to that of the true planet at the true 
time, their radii vectores will not be strictly equal. =, therefore; 
shows how the radius vector is corrected so as to give that of the 
true lanet. 

In
p 

 all that precedes we have considered only two variables as 
determininghe position of the planet, the latter being supposed to 
move in a plane. Although this is true when there are any number 
of bodies moving in the same plane, the fact is that the aoets 
move in slightly different planes. Hence the position of the of 
the orbit of each planet is continually changing..in consequence of 
their mutual action. The problem of determining the changes is, 
however, simpler than others in perturbations. The method is 
again that of the variation of elements. The position and velocity 
being given in all three co-ordinates, a certain osculating plane is 
determined for each instant in which the planet is moving at that 
instant. This plane remains invariable so long= no third body acts; 
when it does act the position of the plane changes very slowly, 
continually rotating round the radius vector of the planet as an 
instantaneous axis of rotation. 

Secular and Periodic Variations.—When, following the preceding 
method, the variations of the elements are expressed in terms of the 
time, they are found to be of two classes, periodic and secular. Thu 
first depend on the mean longitudes of the planets, and always.  tend 
back to their original values when the planets return to their original 
positions in their orbits. The others are, at least through long 
periods of time, continually proem's:live. 

A luminous Idea of the nature of these two classes of variation 
may be pined by conceiving of the motion of a ship, floating on an 
ocean affected by a long ground swell. In consequence of the 
well, the ship is continually pitching in a somewhat irregular way, 
the oscillations up and down being sometimes great and sometimes 
small. An observer on board of her would notice no motion except 
this. But, suppose the tide to be rising. Then, by continued 
observation, extended over an hour or more, it will be found that. 
in the general average, the ship is gradually rising, so that two 
different kinds of motion are supaimposed on each other. The 
effect of the risiog .tide is in the nature of a secular variation, while 
the pitching is periodic. 

But the analogy does not end ham If the progressive rise of the 
ship be watched for six boars or more, it will be found gradually to 
cease and reverse its direction. That is to say, making abstraction 
of the pitching, the ship is slowly rising and falling in a total period 
of owls,  twelve hours, while superimpoeed upon this slow motion is 
a more rapid motion due to the Waves. It is thus with the motions 
of the planets going through their revolutions. Each orbit continu-
ally changes its form and position, sometimes in one direction and 
sometimes in another. But when diese changes are averaged 
through yearnand centuries it is found that the average orbit has a 
secular variation which, for a number of centuries, may appear as a 
very slow progressive change in one direction only. But when this 
change is more fully investigated, it is found to be really periodic, 
so that after thousands,. tens of thousands, or hundreds of thousands 
of years, its direction will be reversed and so on continually, like the 
rising and falling tide. The orbits thus present themselves to us 
in the words of a distinguished writer as " Great clocks of eternity 
which beat ages as ours bat seconds.* .  

The periodic variations can be represented algebraically as the 
resultant of a series of harmonic motions in the following way: 
Let L be an angle which is increasing uniformly with the time, and 
lets be its rate of increase. We put Ls for its value at the moment 
from which the time is reckoned. The general expression for the 
angle will then be 

os ei+Ls. 
Such an angle continually goes through the round of 36o• in a 

definite period For example, if the daily motion is 3•, and we 
take the day as the unit of time, the round will be completed in 
72 days, and the angle will continually .au Waugh the value which it 
had 72 days before. Let us 1101,1 consider an equation of the form 

Tbsa sin (rd-F/4)• 
The value of V will continually oscillate between the extreme 

values +a and —a, going through a series of changes in the same, 
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period in which the aVe nt+14 go through  a 'evolution- In  this 
case the variation will be simply periodic. 

The value of any element of the planet's motion will generally be 
represented by the sum of an infinite Renege( such periodic quantities, 
having different periods. For example 

U-a sin (M-I-114)-Fb. sin (sd-FLI)-1-c sin (k1-1-4) &c. 
In this case the motion of U while still periodic, is seemingly 

irregular, being much like that of a pitching ship, which has no one 
unvarying period. 

In the problems of celestial mechanics the angles within the 
parentheses are represented by sums or differences of multiples of 
the mean longitudes of the planets as they move round their orbits. 
If I be the mean longitude of the planet whose motion we are con-
sidering, and P that of the attractingplanet affecting it, the periodic 
inequalities of the elements as well as of the co-ordinates of the 
attracted planet, may be represented by an infinite series of terms 
like the following:— 

eh Cr —0 +b sin W'— )+e sin (1 —20 -1-itc. 
Here the coefficients of I and P may separately take all integral 
values, though as a general rule the coefficients a, b, c, &c. diminish 
rapidly when these coefficients become large, so that only small 
values have to be considered. 

The most interesting kind of periodic inualities are those known 
as' terms of long period." A general ideabmh of their nature and 
of their cause will be gained by taking as a special case one celebrated 
in the history of the subject—the great inequality between Jupiter 
and Saturn. We begin by showing what the actual fact is in te case 

of these two planets. Let 
fig. 3 represent the two 
orbits, the sun being at 
C. We know that the 
period of Jupiter is nearly 
twelve years, and that of 
Saturn a little less than 
thirty years. It will be 
seen that these numbers 
are nearly in the ratio of 
2 to 5. It follows that 
the motions of the mean 
longitudes are nearly in 
the same proportion re- 
versed. The annual 
motion of Jupiter is 
nearly 3o°, that of Saturn 
a little more than 12 .• 
Let are now consider the 
effect of this relation upon 

Fm. 3. 	 the configurations and 
relations of the two 

planets, Let the fine CJ represent the common direction of the 
two planets from the sun when they are in conjunction, and let us 
follow the motions until they again come into conjunction. This 
will occur along a line CR1, making an  aallieof nearly 240• with 
At this point Saturn will have moved 24o• and Jupiter an entire 
revolution +24o°, making boo°. These two motions, it will be wen, 
are in the proportion 5 : 2. The next conjunction will take place 
'tort CS,, and the third after the initial one will again take place 
near' the original position JQ, Jupiter having made five revolutions 
and Saturn two. 

The result of these repetitions ikthat, durihnsyntes at these three number of revolu- 
dons, the special mutual actions M the two 
points of their orbits repeat themselves, w e the actions cones-
ponding to the three intennediate arcs are wanting. Thus it happens 
that if the mutual actions are balanced through a period of a few 
revolutions only there is a small residuum of forces corresponding 
to the three regions in question, which repeats itself in the same way, 
and which, if It continued indefinitely, would entirely change the 
forms of the two orbits. But the actual mean motions deviate 
slightly from the ratio 5, and we have next to show how this 
deviation results in an ultimate balancing of the fonws. The annual 
mean motions, with the corresponding combinations, areas follows :— 

Jupiter:--n ..30•.349043 
bitlilV1-0. ..12 .221135 

20=60 698o9 
5a''-61 -10367 

5a --=a . o -40738 

If we make a more accurate computation of the contenctions from 
these data, we shall find that, in the general mean, the consecutive 
conjunctions take place when each planet has moved through an 
entire number of revolution-1-242-7•. It follows that the third 
conjunction instead of occurring exactly along the line CQi occurs 
along CQi, making an angle of needy lit• with CQI. The successive 
conjunctions following weal be along CRI, CSs. CQi, Itcam the  law of 

on being obvious. 
of PMesibalancing the series of forces will not be complete until the 

respective tripW.ts of conjunctions have filled up the entire space 
between them. This will occur when the angle whose annual motion 
Is 5a' —as has gone through 360s. From the preceding value of 

3a —as we see that this will require a little more than 883 yens. 
The result of the continued action of the two planets upon each other 
is that during half of this period the motion of one planet is constantly 
retarded and of the other constantly accelerateffi while during the 
other half the effects am reversed. There is thus in the ease of each 
planet an oscillation of the mean longitude which increases it and 
then diminishes it to its original value at the end of the period of 

88+getaaeudes, latitudes and radii vectores of a planet, being 
algebraically expressed as the sum of an infinite periodic series of 
the kind we have been describing, it follows that the problem of 
finding their co-ordinates at any moment is solved by computing 
these expressions. This is facilitated by the construction of tables 
by means of which the co-ordinates can be computed at any time. 
Such tables are used in the offices of the national Ephemerides to 
construct ephemerides of the several planets, showing their exact 
positions in the sky from day to day. 

Wepass now to the second branch of celestial mechanics viz. that 
in which the planets are no longer considered as particles, but as 
rotating bodies of which the dimensions are to be taken into account. 
Such a body, in free space, not acted on by any forte except the 
attraction of its several parts, will go on rotating for ever in an 
invariable direction, But, In consequence of the centrifugal force 
generated by the rotation, it assumes a spheroidal form, the equatorial 
regions bulging out. Such a form we all know to be that of the 
earth and of the planets rotating on their axes. Let us study the 
effect of this deviation from the spherical form upon the attraction 
exercised by a distant body. 

We begin with the special case of the earth as acted upon by the 
sun and moon. Let fig. 4 represent a section of the earth through its 
axis AB, ECQ being a diameter of the equator. Let the dotted 
lines show the direction of the distant 
attracting body. The point E, being 
more distant than C, will be attracted 
with less force, while Q will be attracted 
with a greater force than will the centre 
C. Were the fence equal on every point 
of the earth it would have no influence 
on its rotation, but would simply draw 
its whole mass toward the attracting 
body. It is therefore only the difference of the forces on different 
parts of the earth that affects the rotation. 

Lit us, therefore, divide the attracting forces at each point into 
two parts, one the average force, which we may call F, and which 
for our purpose may be regarded as equal to the force acting at C; 
the others the residual forces which we must superimpose upon the 
average force F in order that the combination may be equal to the 
actual force. It is clear that at Q this residual force as represented 
by the arrow will be in the same direction as the actual force. But 
at E, since the actual Nice is less than F, the residual force must 
tend to diminish F, and must, therefore, act toward the right, as 
shown by the arrow. These residual forces tend to make the whole 
earth turn round the centre C in a clockwise direction. If nothing 
modified this tendency the result would be to bring the points 
E and Q into the dotted lines of the attraction. In other words the 
equator would be drawn into coincidence with the ecliptic. Here. 
however, the same action cornea into play, which keeps a rotating top 
from falling over. (See GYROSCOPE and MECHANICS.) For the same 
reason as in the case of the gyroscope the actual motion of the earth's 
axis is at right angles to the dine joining the earth and the attracting 
centre, and without going into the details of the matherna - 
processes involved, we may say that the ultimate mean effect will 
be to cause the pole P of the earth to move at rig ht angles to the 
circle joining it to the pole of the ecliptic. Were of the 
latter Invariable, the celestial pole would move round it in a circle. 
Actually the curve in which it moves is nearly a circle; but the 
distance varies slightly owing to the minute secular variation in the 
position of the ecliptic, caused by the action of the planets. This 
motion of the celestial pole results in a corresponding revolution of 
the equinox around the celestial sphere. The rate of motion is 
slightly variable from century to century owing to the secular 
motion of the plane of the ecliptic. Its period, with the peeseat 
rate of motion, would be about thomo years, but the actual period 
is slightly indeterminate from the cause just mentioned. 

The residual force just described is not limited to the case of as 
ellipsoidal body. It will be seen that the reasoning applies to the 
case of any one body or system of bodies, the dimensions of which 
are not regarded as infinitely small compared with the distance of 
the attracting body. In all such cases the residual forces virtually 
tend to draw those portions of the body nearest the attracting 
centre toward the latter, and those opposite the attracting centre 
away from it. Thus we have a tideprodudng force tending to de-
form the body, the action of which is of the same nature as the force 
producing precession. It is of interest to note that, very approxi-
mately, this deforming force varies inversely as the cube of the 
distance of the attracting body. 

The action of the sun upon the satellites of the several planets 
and the effects of this action are of the same general nature. For 
the same reason that the residual forces virtually act in opposite 
directions upon the nearer and more distant portions of a planet 
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they will virtually act in the case of a satellite. When the latter is 
between its primary and the sun, the attraction of the latter tends to 
draw the satellite away from the primary. When the satellite is in 
the opposite direction from the sun, the same action tends to draw 
the prunary away from the satellite. In both cases!  relative to the 
primary, the action is the same. When the satellite is in quadrature 
the convergence of the lines of attraction toward the centre of the 
sun tends to bring the two bodies together. When the orbit of the 
satellite is inclined to that of the primary pelmet round the sun, the 
action brings about a change in the plane of the orbit represented by 
a rotation round an axis perpendicular to the plane of the orbit of 
the primary. If we conserve a pole to each of these orbits, deter-
mined by the points in which fines perpendicular to their planes 
intersect the celestial sphere, the pole of the satellite orbit will 
revolve around the pole of the planetary orbit precisely as the pole 
of the earth does around the pole of the ecliptic, the inclination of the 
two orbits remaining unchanged. 

If a planet 11)t.lte ,,  on its axis so rapidly as to have a considerable 
ellipticity, and it it has satellites revolving very near the plane of the 
equator, the combined actions of the sun and of the equatorial 
protuberances may be such that the whole system will rotate almost 
as if the planes of revolution of the satellites were solidly fixed to 
the plane of the equator. This is the case with the seven inner 
satellites of Saturn. The orbits of these bodies have a large inclina-
tion, nearly 27•, to the plane of the planet's orbit. The action of the 
sun alone would completely throw them out of these planes as each 
satellite orbit would rotate independently; but the effect of the 
mutual action is to keep all of the planes in close coincidence w ith 
the plane of the planet's equator. 

Lrterafere.—The modern methods of celestial mechanics may 
be considered to begin with Joseph Louis Lagrange, whose theory 
of the variation of elements is developed in hisMicassique away-
neva The practical methods of computing perturbations of the 
planets and satellites were first exhaustively developed by Pierre 
Simon Laplace in his Micassique elks*. The only attempt since 
the publication of this great work to develop the various theories 
involved on a uniform plan and mould them into a consistent whole 
is that of de Pontecoulant in Marie asalytique der swains is 
wade (1829-46, Paris). An approximation to such an attempt is that 
of F. F. Tisserand in his Trade de memoirs, cliesle vols., Paris). 
This work contains a clear and excellent resume of the methods 
which have been devised by the leading investigators from the time 
of Lagrange until the present, and thus forms the most encyclopaedic 
treatise to which the student can refer. 

Works less comprehensive than this are necessarily confined to 
the elements of the subject, to the development of fundamental 
principles and general methods, or to details of special branches. 
An elementa treatise on the subject is F. R. Moulton's /ewe- 
decties to Ifechaxicr (London, 5902). Other works with 
the same general object are H. A. Regal, iffozniore clink; and 
0. F. Dziobek, Theorist der Plaxansbewegnagen. The most com-
plete and systematic development of the general principles of the 
subject, from the point of view of the modern mathematician, is 
found in J. H. Poincare, Ler Af Modes nonsdks is la asecanique 
chests vole, Paris, 1899, ,rera,  1893). Of another work of 
Poi , Leptis aticansgste , the first volume appeared in 
1903. 

Pradical Adrottotsy. 
Practical Astronomy, taken in its widest sense, treats of the 

instruments by which our knowledge of the heavenly bodies 
is acquired, the principles underlying their use, and the methods 
by which these principles are practically applied. Our know-
ledge of these bodies is of necessity derived through the medium 
of the light which they emit; and it is the development and 
applications of the laws of light which have made possible the 
additions to our stock of such knowledge since the middle of the 
19th century. 

At the base of every system of astronomical observation is the law 
that, in the voids of space, a ray of light moves in a right line. The 
fundamental problem of practical astronomy is that of determining 
by measurement the co-ordinates of the heavenly bodies as already 
defined. Of the three co-ordinates,the radius vector does not admit 
of direct measurement, and must be inferred by a combination of 
indirect measurements and physical theories. The other two =-
ordinates, which define the direction of a body, admit of direct 
measurement on principles applied in the construction and use of 
astronomical instruments. 

In the first system of co-ordinates already described the funda-
mental axis is the vertical line or direction of gravity at the point 
of observation. This is not the direction of gravity proper, or of the 
earth's attraction, but the resultant of this attraction combined with 
the centrifugal force due to the earth's rotation on its axis. The 
most obvious method of realizing this direction is by the plumb-line. 
In our time, however, this appliance is replaced by either of two 
milers, which admit of much more precise application. These are 
the basin of mercury and the spirit-level. The surface of a liquid 
at rest is necessarily perpendicular to the direction of gravity, and  

therefore horizontal. Considered as a curved *edam concentric 
with the earth, a tangent plane to.  such a surface. is the pile of the 
horizon. The problem of measuring from an axis perpendicular to 
this plane is solved on the wimple that the incident and reflected 
rays of light make equal angles with the perpendicular to a reflecting 
surface. It follows that if PO (fig. 5) Is the direction of a ray, either 
from a heavenly body or from a terrestrial point, impinging at 0 upon 
the surface of quicksilver, and reflected in the direction OR, the 
vertical line is the bisector OZ, of the angle POR. If the point P 
is so adjusted over the quicksilver that the my is reflected back 
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oa its own path, P and R lying on the same line above 0, then we 
know that the line PO is truly vertical. The zenith-distance of as 
object is the angle which the ray of .light from it makes with the 
vertical direction thus defined. 

To show the principle involved in the spirit-level let MN (fig. 6) 
be the tube of such a level, fixed to an axis OZ on which it may 
revolve. If this axis is so adjusted that in the course of a revolution 
around it the bubble of the level undergoes no change of position, 
we know that the axis is truly vertical. Any slight deviation from 
verticality is shown by the motion of the bubble during the revolt,• 
tion, which can be measured and allowed for. The level may not 
be actualltiiiia ottancryl to an axis, a revolution of illo• bang effected 
round an vertical axis by turning the level end for end. 
The motion the bubble then measures double the inclination of 
this imaginary axis, or the deviation of a cylinder on which the level 
may rest from horizontality. 

The problem of determining the zenith distance of a celestial 
object now reduces itself to that of measuring the angle between 
the direction of the object and the direction of the vertical line 
realized in one of these ways. This measurement is effected by a 
combination of two instruments, the mleemm and the graduated 
circle. Let OF (fig. 7) be a section of the Wampe, MN being its 
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object ;lass. Let the parallel dotted lines represent rays of light 
emanating from the obgct to be observed, which, for our purpose, 
we regard as infinitely distant, a star for example. These rays come 
to a focus at a point F lying in the focal plane of the telescope. In 
this plane are a pair of cross threads or spider lines which, as the 
observer looks Into the telescope, are seen as AB and CD (fig. 8). 
If the telescope is so pointed that the image of the star is•veen in 
coincidence with the cross threads, as represented in fig. 8, then we 
know that the star is exactly in the 	

IC line of sight of the telescope, defined 
as the line joining the centre of the 
object glass, and the point of inter- 
section of the cross threads. If the A 
telescope is moved around so that the 
images of two distant points are 
successively brought into coincidence 
with the cross threads, we know that 
the angle between the directions of 
these points is equal to that through 
which the telescope has been turned. 
This angle is measured by means of a graduated circle, rigidly 
attached to the tube of the telescope in a plane parallel to the line 
of sight. When the telescope is turned in this plane, the angular 
motion of the line of sight is equal to that through which the circle 
has turned. 

Stripped of all unnecessary adjuncts, and reduced to a geometric 
form, the ideal method by which the zenith distance of a heavenly 
body is determined by the combination which we have described is 
as follows :—Let OP (fig. 9) be the direction of a celestial body at 
which a telescope, supplied with a graduating circle, is pointed. Let 
OZ be an axis, as nearly vertical as it can easily be set, round which 

me 
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the entire instrument may revolve through stle. After the irnAge 
of the body is brought into coincidence with the cross threads, the 
instrument is turned through leo° on the axis, which results in the 

Z 	
line of sight of the telescope pointing 
in a certain direction OQ, determined 
by the condition QOZ - ZOP. The 
telescope is then a second time pointed P at the object by being moved through 
the angle QOP. Either of the an 
QOZ and ZOP is then one half t t 
through which the telescope has been 
turned, which may be measured by 
a graduated circle, and which is the 
zenith distance of the object mr.isuied 
from the direction of the axis OZ. 
This axis may not be exactly vertical. 
Its deviation from the vertical line 
is determined by the motion of the 
bubble of a spirit-level rigidly 
attached either to the axis, or to the 

0 	telescope. Applying this deviation 
FIG. 9. 	to the measured am, the true zenith 

distance of the body is found. 
When the bads of quicksilver is used, the telescope, either before 

or after being directed toward P. is pointed directly downwards, so 
that the observer mounting above it looks through it into the reflect-
ing surface. He then adjusts the instrument so that the cross 
threads coincide with their images reflected from the surface of the 
quicksilver. The angular motion of the telescope in passing from this 
position to that when the celestial object is in the line of sight is the 
distance (ND) of the body from the nadir. Subtracting 99* from 
(ND) gives the altitude: and subtracting (ND) from 580 gives the 
mhh distance. 

In the measurement of equatorial co-ordinates, the polar distance 
is determined in an analogous way. We determine the apparent 
position of an object near the pole on the celestial sphere at any 
moment, and again at another moment, twelve hours later, when, 
by the diurnal motion, it has made half a revolution. The angle 
through the celestial odebetween these two positions, is double 
the polar distance. The 'pole is the point midway between them. 
This being ascertained by one or more stars near it, may be used to 
determine by direct measurements the polar distances of other 
bodies. 

The preceding methods ia ppl y mainly to the latitudinal co-ordinate. 
To measure the difference between the longitudinal co-ordinates 
of two objects by means of a graduated circle the instruments must 
turn on an axis parallel to the principal axis of the system of co-
ordinates, and the plane of the graduated circle must be at right 
angles to that axis, and, therefore, parallel to the principal co-ordinate 
plane. The telescope, in order that it may be pointed in any direct 
tion, must admit of two motions, one round the principal axis, and 
the other round an axis at right angles to it. By these two motions 
the instrument may be pi rated first at one of the objects and then 
at the other. The motion of the graduated circle In passing from 
one pointing  to the other is the measure of the difference between 
the longitudinal co-ordinates of the two objects. 

In the equatorial system this co-ordinate (the right ascension) 
Is measured in a different way, by making the rotating earth perform 
the function of a graduated circle. The unceasing diurnal motion 
of the image of any heavenly body relative to the cross threads of a 
telescope makes a direct accurate measure of any co-ordinate except 
the declination almost impossible. Before the position of a star can 
be noted, it has passed away from the cross threads. This trouble-
some result is utilized and made a means of measurement. Right 
ascensions are now determined, not by measuring the angle between 
one star and another, but, by noting the time between the transits 
of successive stars over the meridian. The difference between these 
times, when reduced to an angle, is the difference of the right ascen-
sions of the stars. The principle is the same as that by which the 
distance between two stations may be determined by the time 
required for a train moving at a uniform known speed to pass from 
one station to the other. The uniform speed of the diurnal motion 
is is' per hour. We have already mentioned that in astronomical 
practice right ascensions are expressed in time, so that no multi-
plication by is is necessary. 

Measures made on the various systems which we have described 
give the apparent direction of a celestial object as seen by the 
observer. But think, not the true direction, because the ray of light 
from the object undergoes refraction in passing through the atmo-
sphere. It is therefore necessary to correct the observation for this 
effect. This is one of the most troublesome problems in astronomy 
because, owing to the ever varying density of the atmosphere, 
arising from differences of temperature, and owing to the impossi-
bility of determining the temperature with entire precision at any 
other point than that occupied by the observer. the amount of 
refraction must always be more or less uncertain. The complexity 
of the problem will be seen by reflecting that the temperature of the 
air inside the telescope is not without its effect. This temperature 
may be and commonly is somewhat different from that of the observ-
ing room, which, again, is commonly higher than the temperature of  

the air outside. The uncertainty thus arising In the amount of the 
refraction is least near the zenith, but increases more and more as the 
horizon is approached. 

The result of astronomical observations which ie ordinarily wanted 
is not the direction of an object from the observer, but from the centre 
of the earth. Thus a reduction for parallax is required. Having 
effected this reduction, and computed the correction to be applied 
to the observation in order to eliminate all known errors to which 
the instrument is liable, the work of the practical astronomer is 
completed. 

The instruments used in astronomical research are de scribed. 
under their several names. The following are those most used in 
astrometry 

The equatorial telescope WO is an instrument which can be 
directed to any point in the sky, and which derives its appellation 
from its being mounted on an axis parallel to that of the earth. 
By revolving on this axis it follows a star in its diurnal motion, so 
that the star is kept in the field of view notwithstanding that motion. 

Next in extent of use are the transit instrument and the meridian 
circle, which are commonly united In a single instrument, the transit 
circle (q.v.), known also as the meridian circle. This instrument 
moves only in the plane of the meridian on a horizontal east and 
west axis, and is used to determine the right ascensions and dr 
dinations of stars. These two Instruments or combinations are a 
necessary part of the outfit of every important observatory. An 
adjunct of prime importance, which is necessary to their use, is an 
accurate clock, beating seconds. 

Use of Phoiognsphy. —Before the development of photography. 
there was no possible way of making observations upon the heavenly 
bodies except by the eye. Since the middle of the 19th century the 
system of photographing the heavenly bodies has been introduced, 
step by step, so that it bids fair to supersede eye observations in 
many of the determinations of astronomy. (See Pncrronmsenu: 
Celestial.) 

The field of practical astronomy includes so extension which 
may be regarded as making astronomical science in a certain sense 
universal. The science is concerned with the heavenly bodies. 
The earth on which we live is, to all intents and purposes, one of 
these bodies, and, so far as its relations to the heavens are concerned, 

 be included in astronomy. The processes of measuring great 
portions of the earth, and of determining geographical positions, 
require both astronomical observations proper, sod determinations 
made with instruments similar to those of astronomy. Hence geodesy 
may be regarded as a branch of practical astronomy, (6. N.) 

Maori ,  of Astronomy. 
A practical acquaintance with the elements of astronomy is 

indispensable to the conduct of human life. Hence it is most 
widely diffused among uncivilized peoples, whose 
existence depends upon immediate and unvarying 
submission to the dictates of external nature. Having ads.ta 
no clocks, they regard instead the face of the sky; 
the stars serve them for almanacs; they hunt and fish, they 
sow and reap in correspondence with the recurrent order of 
celestial appearances. But these, to the untutored imagination, 
present a mystical, as well as a mechanical aspect ; and barbaric 
familiarity with the heavens developed at an early age, through 
the promptings of superstition, into a fixed system of observation. 
In China, Egypt and Babylonia, strength and continuity were 
lent to this native tendency by the influence of a centralized 
authority; considerable proficiency was attained in the arts of 
observation; and from millennial stores of accumulated data, 
empirical rules were deduced by which the scope of prediction 
was widened and its accuracy enhanced. But no genuine science 
of astronomy was founded until the Greeks sublimed experience 
into theory. 

Already, in the third millennium e.c., equinoxes and solstices 
were determined in China by means of culminating stars. This 
is known from the orders promulgated by the emperor 
Yao about 2300 s.e.., as recorded in the Situ Chung, asr 
a collection of documents antique in the time of ma Ey. 

Confucius (sso-47f3 B.C.). And Yao was merely the 
renovator of a system long previously established. The Shot 
Chung further relates the tragic fate of the official astronomers, 
Hsi and Ho, put to death for neglecting to perform the rites 
customary during an eclipse of the sun, identified by Professor 
S. E. Russell' with a partial obscuration visible in northern 
China 2136 a.c. The date cannot be far wrong, and It is by far 
the earliest assignable to an event of the kind. There is, however, 
no certainty that the Chinese were then capable of predicting 
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eclipses. They were, en the other hand, probably acquainted, 
a couple of millennium before ?Amon gave it his name, with 
the nineteen-year cycle, by which solar and lunar yens were 
harmonized; they immemorially made observations in the 
meridian; regulated time by waterclocks, and used measuring 
instruments ei the nature of armillary spheres and quadrants. 
In or near rim B.C., Chou Lung, an able 'mathematician, 
determined with surprising accuracy the obliquity of the ecliptic; 
but his attempts to estimate the sun's distance failed hopelessly 
as being grounded on belief in the flatness of the earth. From 
of old, in China, circles were divided into 365/ parts, so that the 
sun described daily one Chinese degree; and the equator began 
to be employed as a line of reference, concurrently with the 
ecliptic, probably in the second century s.c. Both circles, too, 
were marked by stir-groups more or less dearly designated and 
defined. Cemetery records of a vague. kind go back in China 
to 2296 s.c.; they are intelligible and trustworthy from ski BM. 
onward. Two instruments constructed at the time of Rubin 
Khan's accession in z ago were still extant at Peking in Mr. 
They were provided with large gradusted circles adapted for 
measurements of declination and right ascension, and prove 
the Chinese to have anticipated by at least three centuries some 
of Tycho Brahe's most important inventions! The nadve 
astronomy was finally superseded in the 17th century by the 
scientific teachings of Jesuit missionaries from Europe. 

Astrolatry wag, in Egypt, the prelude to astronomy. The 
stars were observed that they might be duly worshipped. The 

importance of their helloed things, or first visible
ion, sibs. ikfiala  appearances at dawn, for the purposes both of practical 

ide.  and of ritual observance, Caused them to be syste- 
matically noted; the length of the year was accurately 

fixed in connexion with the annually Marring Nile-flood; while 
the curiously precise orientation of the Pyramids affords a lasting 
demonstration of the high degree of technical skill in watching 
the heavens attained in the third millennium B.C. The con-
stellational system in vogue among the Egyptians appears to 
have been essentially of native origin[; but they contributed 
little or nothing to the genuine progress of astronomy. 

With the Babylonians the case wag different, although their 
science lacked the vital principle of growth imparted to it by 

their successors. From them the Greeks derived their 
same 	first notions of astronomy. They copied the Baby- 
AMU" 	Ionian asterisms, appropriated Babylonian knowledge 
1"7' 	of the planets and their courses, and learned to predict 
eclipses by means of the "Sand." This is a cycle of ig years 

days, or eras lunations, discovered an unknown epoch in 
Chakisea, at the end of which the moon very nearly returns to 
her original position with regard as well to the sun as to her own 
nodes and perigee. There is no getting back to the beginning 
of astronomy by the shores of the Euphrates. Records dating 
from the reign of Sargon of Akkad (3800 3.c.) imply that even 
then the varying aspects of the sky had been long under expert 
observation. Thus early, there is reason to suppose, the star-
groups with which we are now familiar began to be formed. 
They took shape moat likely, not through one stroke of invention, 
but Incidentally, as legends developed and astrological persua-
sion became defined.' The zodiacal series in particular seem 
to have been reformed and reconstructed at wide intervals of 
time (see &Due). Virgo, for example, is referred by P. Jensen, 
on the ground of its harvesting associations, to the fourth 
millennium s.c., while Aries (according to F. K. Chimp was 
interpolated at a comparatively recent time. In the main, 
however, the constellations transmitted to the West from 
Babylonia by Aratus and Eudoxus must have been arranged 
leery much In their present order about zgoon.e. E. W. Maunder's 
argument to this of is unanswerable. ,  For the space of the 

2  Observation of Canals, translated from the Chinese Assets by 
John Williams, F.S.A. 0870. 

• L. E. Dreyer, Proc. Rey. Irish iced. vol. iii. No. 7. (December 

• . K. Ginsel. " Die astronomischen Kenntnisae der Babylonia.," 
C. F. Lehmann, Satrap stir shcs Geschichte, Heft L p. 6 (ren). 

ICoolokdge and Scones,* News, vol. i. pp. 2, nit 

southern dry left blank of stellar emblazonments was necessonly 
centred on the pole; and since the pole shifts among the stars 
through the effects Id precession by a known annual amount, 
the ascertainment of any former place for it virtually fixes the 
epoch. It may then be taken as certain that the heavens 
described by Mates in aye B.C. represented approximately 
observations made some ester years earlier in or near meth 
latitude 4o* 

In the course of ages, Babylonian astronomy, purified from 
the astrological taint, adapted itself to meet the most refined 
needs of civil life. The decipherment and interpretation by the 
learned Jesuits, Fathers Epping and Strasszneier, of a number 
of clay tablets preserved in the British Museum, have supplied 
detailed knowledge of the methods practised in Mesopotamia 
in the mid century Sc.'. 	They show no trace of Greek influence, 
and were doubtless the improved outcome of an unbroken 
tradition. Now protracted It had been, can be in a measute 
estimated from the length of the revolutionary cycles found for 
the planets. The Babylonian computers were not only aware 
that Venus returns in almost exactly eight years to a given 
starting-point in the sky, but they had established similar 
periodic relations in 46, so, ye and 83 years severally for Mercury, 
Saturn, Mars and Jupiter. They were accordingly able to fix 
in advance the approximate positions of these objects with 
reference to eclipticsf stars which served as fiducial points for 
their determination. In the Ephemerides published year by 
year, the times of new moon were given, together with the 
calculated intervals to the first visibility of the crescent, from 
which the beginning of each month was reckoned; the dates 
and circumstances of solar and lunar eclipses were predicted; 
and due information was supplied as to the forthcoming beliacal 
risings and settings, conjunctions and oppositions of.the planets. 
The Babylonians knew of the inequality in the daily motion of 
the sun, but misplaced by so' the perigee of his orbit. Their 
sidereal year was 4r too lone and they kept the ecliptic 
stationary among the stars, making no allowance for the shifting 
of the equinoxes. The striking discovery, on the other hand, 
ha& been made by the Rev. F. X Kugler/ that the various 
periods underlying their lunar predictions were Identical with 
those heretofore believed to have been independently arrived 
at by Hipparchus, who accordingly must be held to have 
borrowed from Cbaklaes the lengths of the synodic, sidereal, 
anomalistic and draoonitic months. 

A steady flow of knowledge from East to West began in the 7th 
century B.C. A Babylonian sage named Bermes founded a 
Ichoo! about 640 D.C. In the island of Cos, and perhaps amok 
counted Thaler of Manua (e. 639-348) among his mew 
pupils. The famous " eclipse of 'Males " In sgs s.c. 
has not, it is true, been authenticated by modern nab.' 
research 8. yet the story told by Herodotus appears to intimate 
that a knowledge of the Sams, 'and of the forecasting 
facilities connected with it, was possessed by the Ionian 
sage,  • PYthagoras °Barnes (II. Sito-s ro s.c.) learned on his travels 
in Egypt and the East to identify the morning and 
evening stars, to recognize the obliquity of the ecliptic, 
and to regard the earth as a sphere freely poised in 
space. The tenet of its axial movement was held by many of his 
followers—in an obscure form by Philolaus of Crotona after the 
middle of the 5th century s.c., and more explicitly by Ecphantus 
and }Metes of Syracuse (4th century Lc:), and by Heraclides 
of Foetus. Heraclides, who became a disciple of 	

is v Plato in 36o a.c. taught in addition that the sun , 	inn 
while circulating 

s.c., 
	the earth, was the centre of 

revolution to Venus and- Mercury.* A genuine heliocentric 
system, developed by Aristarchus of Samos (L 43'164 s.c.), 
was described by Archimedes in his Arsenio:, only to be set aside 
▪ Astrooroorisdics ass Babylon (Framer ins Breisgau, r889). 
▪Ginza, loc. cit. Heft p. m4.r 	ballsoisdie Mosefrecknool, p. 	(1.200 k 

et S. Newcomb, *. Nock. No. Seen; P. 	Cowell, Mesa 
Notices Roy. Asia. Soc. bre. 867. 

• G. Y. ScIdapeselll, I Precursors dot Coperitico, pp. 23-28,  Pubbl 
del R. Osservatorio di Brim, Na ul. (an). 
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with disapproval. The long-lived conception of a seeks of 
crystal spheres, acting as the vehicles of the heavenly bodies, and 
attuned to divine harmonies, seems to have originated with 
Pythagoras himself. 

The first mathematical theory of celestial appearances was 
devised by Eudoxus of Cnidus (44-355 sc.). ,  The problem he 
swum  attempted to solve was so to combine uniform circular 

movements as to produce the restiltant effects actually 
observed. The sun and moon and the five planets were, with 
this end in view, accommodated each with a set of variously 
revolving spheres, to the total number of s7. The Eudozian or 
" hontocentric " system, after it had been further elaborated by 
callippus and Aristotle, was modified by Apollonius of Perge, 
(fl. sso•-a so e.c.) into the hypothesis of deferents and epicycles, 
which held the field for doe years as the characteristic embodi-
ment of Greek ideas in astronomy. Eudoxus further wrote two 
works descriptive of the heavens, the Fmoprens and Phenomena, 
which, substantially preserved in the Phenomena of Aratus 
(L 170 n.c.), provided all the leading features of modern stellar 
nomenclature. 

Greek astronomy culminated in the school of Alexandria. 
It was, soon after its foundation, illustrated by the labours of 

Aristyllus and Timocharis (c. 320-360 n.c.), who 
lf  constructed the fast catalogue giving star-positions as 

mein. measured from a reference-point in the sky. This 
fundamental advance rendered inevitable the detection 

of precessional effects. Aristarchus of Samos observed at 
Alexandria 28o-364 n.c. His treatise on the magnitudes and 

distances of the sun and moon, edited by John amp 
 tarstaws 	Wallis in x688, describes a theoretically valid method 
for determining the relative distances of the sun and 

moon by measuring the angle between their centres when half the 
lunar disk is illuminated; but the time of dichotomy being widely 
indeterminate, no useful result was thus obtainable. Aristarchus 
in fact concluded the sun to be not more than twenty times, 
while it is really four hundred times farther off than our satellite. 
His general conception of the universe was comprehensive 
beyond that of any of his predecessors. • 

Emtosthenes (276-e 96 e.c.), a native of Cyrene, was summoned 
from Athens to Alexandria by Ptolemy Euergetes to take charge 

of the royal library. He invented, or improved &star armillary spheres, the chief implements of ancient 
astrometry, determined the obliquity of the ecliptic at 

23* se (a value 5' too great), and introduced an effective mode 
of arc-measurement. Knowing Alexandria and Syene to be 
situated 5000 stadia apart on the same meridian, he found the 
sun to be 7* is' south of the zenith at the northern extremity of 
this arc when it was vertically overhead at the southern extremity, 
and he hence inferred a value of 252,000 stadia for the entire 
circumference of the globe. This is a very close approximation 
to the truth, if the length of the unit employed has been correctly 
assigned! 

Among the astronomers of antiquity, two great men stand out 
with unchallenged pre-eminence. Hipparchus and Ptolemy 

entertained the same large organic designs; they 
rr rer 	worked on similar methods; and, as the outcome, 

their performances fitted so accurately together that 
between them they re-made celestial science. Hipparchus 
fixed the chief data of astronomy—the lengths of the tropical and 
sidereal years, of the various months, and of the synodic periods 
of the five planets; determined the obliquity of the ecliptic and 
of the moon's path, the place of the sun's apogee, the eccentricity 
of his orbit, and the moon's horizontal parallax; all with ap-
proximate accuracy. His loans from Chaldaeaa experts appear, 
indeed, to have been numerous; but were doubtless independ-
ently verified. His supreme merit, however, consisted in the 
establishment of astronomy on a sound geometrical basis. His 
acquaintance with trigonometry, a branch of science initiated by 

I G. V. Sehiapnelli, I Precarseri del Copernico, pp. 53-28, PubbL 
del R. Osservatorio di Brera, No. ix. 

Marie, Hist. des sciences, 1.1. p. 79; P. Tannery, Hist. der rostra 
nonoie minute, ch. v. p. 11,5.  

him, together with his Invention of the planhphere, enabled his 
to *ales a number of elementary problems; and he was thus led 
to bestow especial attention upon the position of the equinox, as 
being the common point of origin for measures both in right 
ascension and longitude. Its steady retrogression among the 
stars became manifest to him in z3o B.C., on comparing his own 
observations with those made by Timocharis a century and a 
half earlier; and he estimated at not less than 36" (the true value 
being go") the annual amount of " precemion." 

The choice made by Hipparchas of the geocentric theory of the 
universe decided the future of Greek astronomy. He further 
elaborated it by the introduction of "eccentric," which 
accounted for the changes in orbital velocity of the sun and moon 
by a displacement of the earth, to a corresponding extent, bons 
the centre of the circles they were assumed to describe. This 
gave the elliptic inequality known as the " equation of the 
centre " and no other was at that time obvious. He attempted 
no detailed discussion of planetary theory; but his catalogue of 
'olio stars, divided into six classes of brightness, or ' magni-
tudes," is one of the finest monuments of antique astronomy. 
It Is substantially embodied in Ptolemy's Alums% (see 
PXOLENT). 

An interval of ago years elapsed before the constructive 
labours of Hipparchus obtained completion at Alexandria. 
His observations were largely, and somewhat arbi-  Iarsao 
trarily, employed by Ptolemy. Professor Newcomb, 
who has compiled an instructive table of the equinoxes severally 
observed by Hipparchus arid Ptolemy, with their errors deduced 
from Leverrier's solar tables, finds palpable evidence that the 
discrepancies between the two series were artificially recpnciled 
on the basis of a year 6', too long, adopted by Ptolemy on trust 
from his predecessor. He nevertheless holds the process to have 
been one that implied no fraudulent intention. 

The Ptolemaic system was, in a geometrical sense, defensible; 
it harmonized fairly well with appearances, and physical reason-
ings had not then been extended to the heavens. To the ignorant 
it was recommended by its conformity to crude common sense- 
to the learned, by the wealth of ingenuity expended in bringini 
it to perfection. The Ahearn was the consummation of Greek 
astronomy. Ptolemy had,no successor; he found only commen-
tators, among the more noteworthy of whom were Theon of 
Alexandria (ft. A.D. 400) and his daughter Hypatia (37o-4t5)-
With the capture of Alexandria by Omar in 64t, the last glimmer 
of its scientific light became extinct, to be rekindled,* centuryand 
a half later, on the banks of the Tigris. The first Arabic transla-
tion of the Almasest was made by order of Harun al-Rashid 
about the year Boo; others followed, and the Caliph err al-Mamun built in fire a grand observatory at 
Bagdad. Here Albumazar (2025-885) watched the skies ~eta 
and cast horoscopes; here Tobit ben Korea (836- 
901) developed his long unquestioned, yet misleading theory of 
the " trepidation " of the equinoxes; Abd-ar-rahman al-Saf 
903-986) revised at first band the catalogue of Ptolemy;' and 
Abulwefa (939-998), like al-Safi, a native of Persia, made con-
tinuous planetary observatiens but did not (as alleged by 
L. Sedillot) anticipate Tycho B;alte's discovery of the moon's 
variation. Ibn Junis (c. 950- tea), although the scene of his 
activity was in Egypt, falls into line with the astronomers of 
Bagdad. He compiled the Hakimite Tables of the planets, and 
observed at Cairo, in 977 and 978, two solar eclipses which, as 
being the first recorded with scientific accuracy,' were made 
available in fixing the amount of lunar acceleration. Nasir 
ud-din (1 eon-1274) drew up the Ilkhanic Tables, and determined 
the constant of precession at at". He directed an observatory 
established by Hulagu Khan (d. 1265) at Maraga in Persia, and 
equipped with a mural quadrant of 12 ft. radius, besides altitude 
and azimuth instruments. Ulugh Beg 4394-440, a grandson 
of Tamerlane, was the illustrious personification of Tatar 

Published by H. C. Schjellerup in a French translation (St Fetes,. 
burg, 1874). 

4  Newcomb, Researches on the Motion of the Moon, Washington 
Observations for 1873. Appendix ii. O. 20. 
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astronomy. He founded about ress a splendid observatory at 
Samarkand, In which he re-determined nearly all Ptolemy's 
state, while the Tables published by him held the primacy for 
two =tunes. ,  

Arab astronomy, transported by the Moon .to Spain, flourished 
temporarily at Cordova and Toledo. From the latter city the 

Teleran Tables, drawn up by Ares:het in :ego, took 
their name; and there also the Months Tables, 
published in 1252 were prepared under the authority 
of Alphonse X. of C.astile. Their appearance signalised 

the dawn of European science, and was nearly coincident with 
that of the Sphaera Mundi, a text-book of spherical astronomy, 

written by a Yorkshiremair, John Holywood, known 
him"' as SAM Basin (d. r2515). It had an immense vogue, aftra• 
may. 	perpetuated by the printing-press in fifty-nine 

editions. In Germany, during the rstle century, a 
brilliant attempt war made to patch up the flaws in Ptolemaic 

- doctrine. George Purbach (1423-2461) introduced Into Europe ',  

Potts& the method of determining time by altitudes employed 
by Ibn Junis. He lectured with applause at Vienna 

from 1450; was joined there in 1452 by Regiomontanus (q.y.); 
and was on the point of starting for Rome to inspect a manuscript 
of the Alesegarg when he died suddenly at the age of thirty-eight. 
His teachings bore fruit in the work of Regiomontanus, and of 
Watiben Bernhard Walther of Nuremberg (1430-1504), who 

fitted up an observatory with clocks driven by 
weights, and developed many improvements in practical 
astronomy. 

Meantime, a radical reform was being prepared in Italy. 
Under the searchlights of the new learning, the dictatorship of 
Ptolemy appeared no more inevitable than that of Aristotle; 
advanced thinkers like Domenico Maria Novara (1454-1504) pro-
mulgated sub rose what were called Pythagorean opinions; and 
Caper. 

they were eagerly and fully appropriated by Nicolaus 
aka& Copernicus during his student-years (1496-1505) at 

Bologna and Padua. He laid the groundwork of 
his heliocentric theory between :926 and 1512, and brought it 
to completion in D. Regoluriowihu3 Osbirm Codesium (ems). 
The colossal task of remaking astronomy on an inverted design 
was, in this treatise, virtually accomplished. Its reasonings 
were solidly founded on the principle of the relativity of motion. 
A continuous shifting of the standpoint was in large measure 
substituted for the displacements of the objects viewed, which 
thus acquired a regularity and consistency heretofore lacking to 
them. In the new system, the sphere of the fixed stars no longer 
revolved diurnally, the earth rotating instead on an axis directed 
towards the celestial pole. The sun too remained stationary, 
while the planets, including our own globe, circulated round him. 
By this means, the planetary " retrogradations " were explained 
as simple perspective effects due to the combination of the earth's 
revolutions with those of her sister orbs. -The retention, however, 
by Copernicus of the antique postulate of uniform circular motion 
impaired the perfection of his plan, since it involved a partial 
survival of the epicyclical machinery, Nor was It feasible, on 
this showing, to place the sun at the true centre of any of the 
planetary orbits; so that his ruling position in the midst of 
them was Illusory. The reformed scheme was then by no means 
perfect. Its simplicity was only comparative; many out-
standing anomalies compromised its harmonious working. 
Moreover, the absence of sensible parallaxes in the stellar 
heavens Uemed inconsistent with its, validity; and a mobile 
earth outraged deep-rooted prepossessions. Under these dis-
advantageous circumstances, it is scarcely surprising that the 
heliocentric theory, while admired as a daring speculation, won 
its way slowly to acceptance as a truth. 

The rebuke Pndasicae, calculated on Copernican principles 
by Erasmus Reinhold ( 1 511-r SD), appeared in Mr. Although 
they represented celestial movements far better than the 
Alionsine Tables, large discrepancies were still apparent, and the 
desirability of testing the novel hypothesis upon which they 
were based by more refined observations prompted a reform of 

F. Gaily, Memoirs Roy. Ash% Society, vol. rdii. p. ip. 

Methods, undertaken almost sientheassusly by the laidgrave 
William IV. of HesenCemel (zej3*-1591); and by Tytho Bribe 
The !moderates befit at Camelia 2362 !holiest observe- 

OlMerva• tory with* revolving dome, and worked kw some yeas 
at a ster-tatakmue frailly left inciecoplete. Cluistoph Creel 
Rothman and boost Bike (2552-263a) became his 
azdstants in 2377 and 449 respectively; and through the skill 
of Burg, time:determimitiona were made available ter measuring 
right aseendoon At Cassel, bao, the altitude and azimuth 
instrument is believed to have made its first appearance in 
Europe? 

Tycho's labouni were both more attatuens end MOM effective. 
He perfected the art of pre-telescopic observation. His /seta-
meats were on a scale and of a type unknown since 
the days of Neale nd-din. At Augsburg, in 1569, he 
ordered the construction of a r9-ft. quedrant, and of a 	

atiaw 

celestial globe 5 ft. in diameter; he substituted equatorial for 
zodiacal armlike, thus definitively establishing the system of 
measurements in right ascension and declination; and improved 
the graduation of circular arcs by adapting the method of 
" traiseversaLs.". By these means, employed with consummate 
skill, he enacted•an unprecedented degree of accureey, nod as 
an inektental though valuable resale, deMonattated the unreality 
of the supposed trepidation of the manna 

No more congruous arrangement could have been devised than 
the inheritance by Johann Kepler of the wealth of materiels 
amassed by Tycho Bribe. The younger man's genius mph, 
supplied what was wasting to his predecoaca. Tyebne 
endowments were of the practise order; yet be bad never 
designed his observations to be an end la thmerelees. Ile 
thought of them as means towards the end of eacertibeing the 
true form of the universe. His range of ideas was, however, 
restricted; and the attempt embodied in his mound-plan of the 
solar system to revive the ephemeral theory of Heraclicke failed 
to influence the development of thought. Kepler,, on the 
contrary, was endowed with unlimited powers of speculation, 
but had no mechanical faculty He found in Tycho's ample 
legacy of first-class data precisely what enabled him to try, 
by the touchstone of fact, the successive hypotheses that be 
imagined; and his untiring patience in comparing and calcu-
lating the observations at his disposal was rewarded by a 
series of unique discoveries. He long adhesed to the tradi-
tional belief that all celestial revolutions most be performed 
equably in circles; but a laborious computation of seven re-
corded oppositions of Mars at last persuaded him that theplanet 
travelled in an ellipse, one focus of which was occupiedby the sun. 
Pursuing the inquiry, he found that its velocity was uniform 
with respect to no single point within the orbit, but that the 
areas described, in equal times, by a line drawn from the sun to 
the planet were strictly equal. These two principles he extended, 
by direct proof, to the motion of the earth; and, by •analogy, 
to that of the other planets. They were vublished in 1609 in 
De Motibsss Stella* Mortis. The announcement of the third of 
" Kepler's Laws " was made ten years later, in De Harmonics 
)fend{. It states that the squares of the periods of circulation 
round the sun of the several planets are in the same ratio as the 
cubes of their mean disuses. This numerical proportion, as 
being a necessary consequence of the law of gravitation, must 
prevail in every system under its sway. It does In fact prevail 
among the satellite-families of our acquaintance, and presumably 
in stellar combinations as well. Kepler's ineradicable belied in 
the existence of some .such congruity was derived from the 
Pythagorean idea of an underlying harmony in nature; but his 
arduous efforts for its realization took a devious and fantastic 
course which seemed to give little promise of their surprising 
ultimate success. The outcome of his discoveries was, not only 
to perfect the geometrical plan of the solar system, but to en-
hance very materially the predicting power of astronomy. The 
Rudoiphine Tables (Ulm, 1627), computed by him from elliptic 
elements, retained authority for a century, and have in principle 
never been superseded. He was deterred from research into the 

J. L. E. Dreyer, Life of Tycho Drabs, p. 3.2s. 
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orbital relations of comets by his comiction of their perishable 
nature. He supposed their tails to result from the action of 
solar rays, which, in traversing their mass, bore off with than 
some of their subtler particles to form trains dhected away from 
the sun. And through the process of waste thus set an foot, 
they finally dissolved into the nether, and expired " like spinning 
Insects." (De Despair; Opera, ed. Frisch, t. vu. p. no.) This 
remarkable anticipation of the modern theory of light-pressure 
was suggested to him by his observations of the great comets 
of int& 

The formal astronomy of the ancients left Kepler unsatisfied. 
He aimed at finding out the came as well as the mode of the 
planetary revolutions; and his demonstration that the planes 
in which they are described all pass through the sun was an 
important preliminary to a physical explanation of them. But 
his efforts to supply such an explanation were rendered futile 
by his imperfect apprehension of what motion is in itself. He 
had, it is true, a distinct conception of a force analogous to that 

by gravity, y which cognate bodies tended -tome* union. 
Misled, however, into identifying it with magnetism, he imagined 
circulation in the solar system to be maintained through the 
material compel/ion of fibrous emanations from the ram, tarried 
round by hie axial rotation. Ignorance regarding the inertia of 
matter drove him to this expedient The persistence of move-
ment seemed to him to imply the persistence of a moving power. 
He did not recognize that motion 'and met are equally nature, 
in the sense of requiring force for their alteration. Yet his 
rationale of the tides in De Meilen Wla is not only memorable 
as an astonishing forecast of the principle of reciprocal attraction 
in the proportion of mass, but for its bold extension to the earth 
of the lunar sphere of influence. 

Galileo Gallia, Kepler's most eminent contemporary, took 
a foremost part in dissipating the obscurity that still hung over 
the very foundations of mechanical science. He had, indeed, 
precursors and co-operators. Michel Varo of Geneva wrote 
correctly in We on the composition of forces; Simon Stavin 
of Bruges ( 548-162o) independently demonstmted the principle; 
and 0. B. Benedetti expounded in his Speculations's Lifer 
(Turin, isfls) perfectly dear Ideas as to the nature of accelerated 
motion, some yam In advanced Galileo's dramatic experiments 
at Pisa. Yet they were never assimilated by Kepler; while, 
on the other hand, the laws of planetary circulation be had 
enounced were strangely ignored by Galileo. The two lines ,  of 
inquiry remained for some time apart. Had they at once been 
made to coalesce, the true nature of the force controlling celestial 
movements should have been quickly recognised. As it was, 
the importance of Kepler's generalisations was not fully appre-
ciated untll Sir Isaac Newton made them the corner-stone of his 
new cosmic edifice. 

Galileo's contributions to astronomy were of a different 
quality from Keplees. They weremedly intelligible to the general 
Gag.. public; in a sense, they were obvious, since they 

could be verified by every possessor of one of the 
Dutch perspective-instrumento, just then in course of wide and 
rapid distribution. And similar results to his were in fact 
independently obtained in various partial Europe by Christopher 
Scheiner at Ingolstadt, by Johann Fabricius at Osted in Fries-
lapd, and by Thomas Harriet at Syon House, laleworth. Galileo 
was nevertheless by far the ablest and moat versatile of these 
early telescopic observers. His gifts of exposition were on a par 
with his gifts of diecernment. What he saw, he rendered con-
spicuous to the world. Ills sagacity was Indeed sometimes at 
fault. He maintained with full conviction to the end of his life 
a grossly erroneous hypothesis of the tides, early adopted from 
Andrea Caesalpino; the " triplicate " appearance of Saturn 
always remained an enigma to hint; and in regarding comets 
as atmospheric emanations he lagged far behind Tycho Brahe. 
Yet he unquestionably ranks as the true founder of descriptive 
astronomy; while his splendid presentment of the laws of 
projectiles in his dialogue of the New Sciences " (Leiden, 
1638) lent potent aid to thi solid establahment of celestial 
mechanics. 

The accumulation of facts does not in itseti cemstitute science. 
Empirical knowledge scarcely deserves the name. Fero scire 
eel per ewer rake. Fiamcis•tacon's prescient dream, 
however, of a living astronomy by which the physical mart 
lavergoverning termini( relations should.be emended mow 
bathe highest heavens, bad long to wait forrealisation. max- 
Kepler divined its peedbility; but his thoughts, derailed (so 
to speak) by the fake analogy of magnetism, brought 
him no farther than to the rough draft of the 
scheme of vortices expounded in detail by Rand Descartes in 
his Priecipie Pillesephies (r644). And this was a Dm., 
ceinfasec. The only peseticable read struck aside 
from it The true foundatiems of a mechanical theory of the 
havens were laid by Keplees discoveries, and by Galilee's 
dynamical demonstrations; its construction was facilitated by 
the development of mathematical methods. The invention 
of logarithms, the rise of-analytical geometry, and the evolution 
of B. Cavalieri's " " into the infinitesimal calculus, - 
allaccomplished thningthe rythoestury,iranamisunibly widened 
the scope of exact astsommy. Gradually, too, the nature of 
the problem awaiting solution came to be apprehended. Jere-
miah Hosiocks bed lame:intuition, previously to 163o, that the 
motion of the moon was controlled by the earth's gravity, and 
disturbed by the action of the ma. Ismael Bouilland (Mos-
lem) stated in 1645 the fact of planetary do:Maio' under the 
sway of a sun-force decreasing as the inverse square of the 
distance; and the inevitobkness of this some "duplicate ratio" 
was separately perceived by Robert Hooke, Edmund Halley 
and Sir Christopher Wren before Newton's discovery 16.4m 

 had yet been made public. He was the only man of 
his generation who both recognised the law, and had power to 
demonstrate its validity.. And this was only a beginning. His 
complete achievement had a twofold aspect. It coosisted, 
first, in the identification, by strict numerical comparisons, 
of terrestrial gravity with the mutual attraction of the heavenly 
bodies; secondly, in thi following out of its mechanical con-
sequences throughout the solar system. Gravitation was thus 
shown to be the soleinff mere governing the movements of planets 
and satellites; the figure of the rotating earth was successfully 
explained by its action on the minutia particles of matter; 
tides and the precession of the equinoxes proved amenable to 
reasonings based on the same principle; and it satisfactorily 
accounted as well for sense of the chief 'lunar and planetary 
inequalities. Newton', investigations, however, were very far 
from being exhaustive. Colossal though his powers were, they 
had limits; and his work could not but remain =terminated, 
since it was by its name interminable. Nor was it powaile to 
provide it with what could properly be called a sequel. The 
synthetic methociemployed by him was too unwieldy for comma° 
use. Yet no other was just then at band. Mathematical 
analysis needed half a century of cultivation before it was fully 
available for the arduous tasks reserved for it They ware 
accordingly taken up anew by a band of continental inquirers, 
primarily by three men of untiring energy and vivid ar. 
genius, Leonhard Euler, Alexis Clairault, and Jean Clawar. 
le Rood d'Alembert. The film of the outstanding craws 
gravitational problems with which they grappled area 

was the unaccountably rapid advance of the lunar perigee. 
But the apparent anomaly disappeared under Eukes power-
ful treatment in 1749, sod his result was shortly afterwards 
still further assured by. Clairault The subject of planetary 
perturbations was next attacked. Euler devised in 1753 a 
new method, that of the " variation of parameters," for their 
Investigation, and applied it to unravel some of the earth's 
irregularities in a memoir crowned by the French Academy 
in 1756; while in ray, Clairadt estimated the mason of the 
=OM and Venus by their respective disturbing effects upon 
terrestrial movements. But the most milting incident in the 
history of the verification of Newton's law was the return of 
Halley's comet to perihelion, on the rah of March 175o, in 
approximate &accedence with Charades calculation of the 
delays due to the action of Jupiter and Saturn. Vaud proof 
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was thus, It might be sold, afforded of the harmonicas werldag 
of a single principle to the uttermost boundaries of the asst's 
dominion. 

These successes paved the way fer the higher triumphs of 
Joseph Louis Lagrange and of Pierre Simon Laplace. The 

subject of the lunar librations was treated by Lagrange 
issmasu with great originality in an essay crowned by the Paris 
Academy of Sciences in :764; and be filled up the lacunae in 
his theory of them in a memoir communicated to the Berlin 
Academy in 1780. He again won the prise of the Paris Academe), 

 in 1766 with an analytical discussion of the movements of 
Jupiter's satellites (Miscellanea, Turin Acad. t. fv.); and in 
the same year expanded Euler's adumbrated method of the 
variation of parameten into a highly effective engine of per-
turbational research. It was especially adapted to the tracing 
out of " secular inequalities," or those depending upon changes 
in the orbital elements of the bodies affected by them, and hence 
progressing indefinitely with time; and by its means, accordingly, 
the mechanical stability of the solar system was splendidly 
demonstrated through the successive efforts of Lagrange and 
Laplace. The proper share of each in bringing about tMs memor- 
able result is not easy to apportion, since they freely imparted 
and profited by one anthers advances and improvements; 
ft need only be said that the fundamental proposition of the 
invariability of the planetary major axes laid down with reside-
tions by Laplace in 1773, was finally established by Lagrange 
in 1776; while Laplace in 1784 proved the subsistence of such 
a relation between the eccentricities of the planetary orbits on 
the one hand, and their inclinations on the other, that an increase 
of either element could, in any single case, proceed only to a 
very small extent. The system was thus shown, apart from 
unknown agencies of subversion, to be constructed for indefinite 
permanence. The prize of the Berlin Academy was, in 178o, 
adjudged to Lagrange for a treatise on the perturbations of 
comets; and he contributed to the Berlin Memoirs, 1781-1784, 
a set of five elaborate papers, embodying and unifying his 
perfected methods and their results. 

The crowning trophies of gravitations) astronomy in the tilth 
century were Laplace's explanations of the "great inequality" 

of Jupiter and Saturn in x784, and of the " secular 
Gwen6  acceleration "of the moon in 1787. Both irregularities 
had been noted, a century earlier, by Edmund Halley; both bad, 
since that time, vainly exercised the ingenuity of the ablest 
mathematicians; both now almost simultaneously yielded their 
secret to the same fortunate inquirer. Johann Heinrich Lambert 
pointed out in 1773 that the motion of Saturn, from being 
retarded, had become accelerated. A periodic character was 
thus indicated for the disturbance; and Laplace assigned its 
true cause in the near approach to commensurability in the 
periods of the two planets, the cycle of disturbance completing 
itself in about goo (more accurately cord) years. The lunar 
acceleration, too, obtains ultimate compensation, though only 
after a vastly protracted term of years. The discovery, just 
one hundred years after the publication of Newton's Priecipia, 
of its dependence upon the slowly varying eccentricity of the 
earth's orbit signalized the removal of the last conspicuous 
obstacle to admitting the unqualified validity of the law of 
gravitation. Laplace's calculations, it is true, were inexact. 
An error, corrected by J. C. Adams in 1853, nearly doubled 
the value of the acceleration deducible from them; and served 
to conceal a discrepancy with observation which has since given 
occasion to much profound research (see Mom). 

The Mecanique celeste, in which Laplace welded into a whole 
the items of knowledge accumulated by the labours of a century, 
has been termed the " Ahnagest of the 18th century " (Fourier). 
But imposing and complete though the monument appeared, it 
did not long hold possession of the field. Further developments 
ensued. The " method of least squares," by which the most 
probable result can be educed from a body of observational data, 
was published by Adrien Marie Legendre in 1806, by Carl 
Friedrich Gauss in his Marie Maus (i8o9), which described also 
a mode of calculating the orbit of a planet from three complete  

obseivations, afterwards earned to important account for the 
recapture of Ceres, the first discovered asteroid (see _PLANETS, 
Mum). Researches into rotational movement were facilitated 
by S. D. Poisson's application to them in iflon of Lagrange's 
theory of the variation of constants;• Philippe de Pont/coolant 
successfully used in rilm, for the prediction of the impending 
return of Halley's combt, a system of " mechanical quachstures " 
published by Lagrange in the Berlin Memoirs for 1778; and in 
his Mori* 	• du systems is monde (i846) he modified 
and refined gen 	theories of the lunar and planetary revolu- 
tions. P. A. Hansen in 1829 (Asir. Neck. Nos. 166-i68, 179) 
left the beaten track by choosing time as the sole variable, the 
orbital elements remaining constant. A. L. Cauchy published 
in 1845-1845 a method similarly conceived, though otherwise 
developed; and the scope of analysis in determining the move-
ments of the heavenly bodies has since been perseveringly 
widened by the labours of tirbain J. J. Leverrier, J. C. Adams, 
S. Newcomb, G. W. Hill, E. W. Brown, K Gyklen, Cherie, 
Delaunay, F. Tiseerand, H. Poincar6 and others too numerous to 
mention. Nor were these abstract investigations unaccompanied 
by concrete results. Sir George Airy detected in 1831 an in-
equality, periodic in 54o years, between Venus and the earth. 
Levereier undertook in 1839, and concluded in 0176, the formid-
able task of revising all the planetary Manias and constructing 
from them improved tables. Not less comprehensive has been 
the work carried out by Professor Newcomb of raising to a higher 
grade of perfection, and reducing to a uniform standard, all the 
theories and constants of the solar system. His Inquiries acid 
the assurance of a nearly exact conformity among its members to 
strict gravitations' law, only the moon and Mercury showing 
some slight, but so far unexplained, anomalies of movement. 
The discovery of Neptune in r846 by Adams and Leverrier 
marked the first solution of the " inverse problem " of perturba-
tions. That is to say, ascertained or ascertainable effects were 
made the starting-point instead of the goal of research. 

Observational astronomy, meanwhile, was advancing to 
some extent independently. The descriptive branch found its 
principle of development in the growing powers of Dsega the telescope, and had little to do with mathe-  stir aM 
matical theory; which, on the contrary, was closely , mamma 
allied, by relations of mutual helpfulness, with practical 'w'S' 
astronomy, or " astrometry." Meanwhile, the de ,  sally' 
mastery requirement of making visual acquaintance with the 
stellar heavens was met, as regards the unknown southern skies, 
when Johann Bayer published at Nuremberg in r6o3 a 

&spr celestial atlas depicting twelve new constellations 
formed from the rude observations of navigators across the rine. 
In the same work, the current mode of star-nomenclature by the 
letters of the Greek alphabet made its appearance. 
On the 7th of November 1631 Pierre Gassendi watched 
at Paris the passage of Mercury across the sun. This was the 
first planetary transit observed. The next was that of Venus on 
the nth of November (as.) 1639, of which Jeremiah esrrvrta Hotrods and William Crabtree were the solespectaton. 
The improvement of telescopes was prosecuted by' Christiaan 
Huygens from 1655, and promptly led to his discoveries of the 
sixth Saturnian moon, of the true shape of the Satur- 
nian appendages, and of the multiple character of 
the " trapezium " of stars in the Orion nebula. William Gas-
coigne's invention of the filar micrometer and of the adapta-
tion of telescopes to graduated instruments remained 
submerged for a quarter of a century in consequence of wt.,. 
his untimely death at Marston Moor (1644). The latter 
combination had also been ineffectually proposed in 1634 by Jean 
Baptiste Morin (r583-1656); and both devices were recontrived 
at Paris about 1667, the micrometer by Adrien Auzout (d. 169 
telescopic sights (so-called) by Jean Picard (1620-1682), who 
simultaneously introduced the astronomical use of pendulum-
clocks, constructed by Huygens eleven years previously. These 
improvements were ignored or rejected by Johann lima.. 
Reveling of Danzig, the author of the last important • 
star-catalogue based solely upon naked-eye determinations. 
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He, nevertheless, used telescopes to good purpose in his studies 
of lunar topography, and his designations for the chief mountain-
chains and " teas " of the moon have never been superseded. 
He, moreover, threw out the suggestion (in his Cemdegrephia 
1668) that comets move round the sun in orbits of a parabolic 
form. 

The establishment, in 1671 and 1676 respectively, of the 
French and English national observatories at once typified and 

stimulated progress. The Paris institution, it is true, 
Th. Thwil  lacked unity of direction. No authoritative chief was 
observe. 	• 	i assigned to it Unix 1771. G. D. Cassini, his eon 
gw.  and his grandson were only priati inter pares. Claude 
Perrault's stately edifice was equally accessible to all the more 
eminent members of the Academy of Sciences; and researches 
were, more or less independently, carried on there by (among 
others) Philippedela Hire ( z 640-17 z 8), G. F. Maraldi (1665-1729), 
and his nephew, J. D. Maraldi, Jean Picard, Huygens, Olaus 
Rimer and Nicolas de Lacaille. Some of the best instruments 
then extant were mounted at the Paris observatory. G. D. 

Cassini brought from Rome a 17-ft. telescope by 
D 

 

Casaba G. Campani, with which he discovered in 1671 Iapetus, 
the ninth in distance of Saturn's family of satellites; 

Rhea was detected in 1672 with a glass by the same maker of 
34-ft. focus; the duplicity of the ring showed in 1675; and, in 
1684, two additional satellites were disclosed by a Cannutni 
telescope of rod ft. Cassini, moreover, set up an altazimuth in 
1678, and employed from about 1682 a "parallactic machine," 
provided with clockwork to enable it to follow the diurnal motion. 
Both inventions have been ascribed to Olaus Rimer, who used 
but did not claim them, and must have become familiar with 
Sooner 

their principles during the nine years (1672-1681) 
spent by him at the Paris observatory. Ramer, on the 

other hand, deserves full credit for originating the transit-circle 
and the prime vertical instrument; and he earned undying 
fame by his discovery of the finite velocity of light, made at Paris 
in 1675 by comparing his observations of the eclipses of Jupiter's 
satellites at the conjunctions and oppositions of the planet. 

The organization of the Greenwich observatory differed 
widely from that adopted at Paris. There a fundamental scheme 

of practical amelioration was initiated by John 
Flarasteed, the first astronomer royal, and has never 

since been lost sight of. Its purpose is the attainment of so 
complete a power of prediction that the places of the sun, moon 
and planets may be assigned without noticeable error for an 
indefinite future time. Sidereal inquiries, as such, made no part 
of the original programme in which the stars figured merely as 
points of reference. But these points are not stationary. They 
have an apparent precessional movement, the exact amount 
of which can be arrived at only by prolonged and toilsome 
enquliles. They have besides " proper -motions," detected in 
2718 by E. Halley in a few cases, and since found to prevail 
universally. Further, James Bradley discovered in 1728 the 
annual shifting of the stars due to the aberration of light (see 
ANERRATION), and in 1748, the complicating effects upon pre-
cession of -the " nutation " of the earth's axis. Hence, the 
preparation of a catalogue recording the " mean " positions of 
a number of stars for a given epoch involves considerable pre-
liminary labour; nor do those positions long continue to satisfy 
observation. They need, after a time, to be corrected, not only 
systematically for precession, but also empirically for proper 
motion. Before the stars an safely be employed as route-marks 
in the sky, their movements must accordingly be tabulated, and 
research into the method of such movements inevitably follows. 
We perceive then that the fundamental problems of sidereal 
science are closely linked up with the elementary and indispens-
able procedures of celestial measurement. 

The history of the Greenwich observatory is one of strenuous 
efforts for refinement, stimulated by the growing stringency of 
theoretical necessities. Improved practice, again, reacted upon 
theory by bringing to notice residual errors, demanding the 
correction of formulae, or intimating neglected disturbances: 
Each increase of mechanical skill claims a corresponding gain in  

the subtlety of analysis; and vice -versa. And this kind of 
interaction hap gone on ever since Flainsteed reluctantly 
furnished the "places of the moon," which enabled Newton to 
lay the foundations of lunar theory. 

Edmund Halley, the second astronomer royal, devoted most 
of his official attention to the moon. But his plan of attack was 
not happily chosen; he carried it out with deficient 
instrumental means; and his administration (172o- 
1742) remained comparatively barren. That of his successor, 
though shorter, was vastly more productive. James Bradley 
chose the most appropriate tasks, and executed them 
supremely well, with the indispensable aid of John 5"a°' 
Bird (17oe-1776), who constructed for him an 8-ft. quadrant 
of unsurpassed quality. Bradley's store of observations has 
accordingly proved invaluable. Those of 3222 stars, reduced 
by F. W. Bessel in 1818, and again with masterly insight by 
Dr A. Auwera in 1882, form the true basis of exact astronomy, 
and of our knowledge of proper motions. Those relating to the 
moon and planets, corrected by Sir George Airy, 1840-1846, 
form part of the standard materials for discussing theories of 
movement in the solar system. The fourth astronomer royal, 
Nathaniel Bliss, provided in two years a sequel of 
some value to Bradley's performance.. Nevil Mu- 
/Layne, who succeeded him in 1764, set on foot, in 1767, the 
publication of the Nadia: A11401144, and about the same time 
had an achromatic telescope fitted to the Greenwich  rats t^-mural quadrant. The invention, perfected by John 
Dollond in 1757, was long debarred from becoming 
effective by difficulties in the manufacture of glass, aggravated 
in England by a heavy excise duty levied until 1845. More 
immediately efficacious was the innovation made by 
John Pond (astronomer royal, at t-z836) of sub- 
stituting entire circles for quadrants. He further introduced, 
in du, the method of duplicate observations by direct vision 
and by reflection, and by these means obtained results of very 
high precision. During Sir George Airy's long term of office 
(1836-1881) exact astronomy and the traditional 

Abs. purposes of the royal observatory were promoted 
with increased vigour, while the scope of research was at the 
same time memorably widened. Magnetic, meteorological, and 
spectroscopic departments were added to the establishment; 
electricity was employed, through the medium of the chr000-
graph, for the registration of transits; and photography was 
resorted to for the daily automatic record of the sun's condition. 

Meanwhile, advances were being made in various parts of the 
continent of Europe. Peter Wargentin (2717-1783), secretary 
to the Swedish Academy of Sciences, made a special 
study of the Jovian system. James Bradley had 
described to the Royal Society on the sod of July 
z719 the curious cyclical relations of the three inner satellites; 
and their period of 437 days was independently discovered by 
Wargentin, who based upon it in 1746 a set of tables, superseded 
only by those of J. B. J. Delambre in 1792. Among the fruits 
of the strenuous career of Nicolas Louis de Lennie 
were tables of the sun, in which terms depending upon 
planetary perturbations were, for the first time, introduced 
(1758); an extended acquaintance with the southern heavens; 
and a determination of the moon's parallax from observations 
made at opposite extremities of an arc of the meridian 
in length. Tobias Mayer of Gottingen (1723-1762) 
originated the mode of adjusting transit-instruments Aim. 
still in vogue; drew up a catalogue of nearly a thousand 
zodiacal stars (published posthumously in 1775); and deduced 
the proper motions of eighty stars from a comparison of their 
places as given by Olaus Ramer in 1706 with those obtained by 
himself in 2756. He executed besides • chart and forty drawings 
of the moon (published at Gottingen in 1881), and calculated 
lunar tables from a skilful development of Ruler's theory, for 
which a reward of Loco was in z765 paid to his widow by the 
British government They were published by the Board of 
Longitude, together with his solar tables, in $770. The material 
interests of navigation were in these works primarily regarded; 
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but the imaginative side of knowledge had also potent tyre- 
tw iga  sentatives during the latter half of the aria century. 

In France, especially, the versatile activity of J. J. 
Lalonde popularized the acquisitions of astronomy, and enforced 
its demands ; and he bad a German counterpart in J. E. Bode. 

Between the time of Matadi' and the opposition of Mars 
in t672, no serious attempt was made to solve the problem of 

the sun's distance. In that year, however, Jean 
wit 
Mama, Richer at Cayenne and G. D. Cassini at Paris made 
sea, 	combined observations of the planet, which yielded 

a parallax for the sun of•9.5', corresponding to • mean 
radius for the terrestrial orbit of 87,000,000 m. This result, 
though widely inaccurate, came much nearer to the truth than 
any previously obtained ; and it instructively illustrated the 
feasibility of concerted astronomical operations at distant parts 
of the earth. The way was thus prepared for availing to the full 
of the opportunities for a celestial survey offered by the transits 
of Venus in x761 and 1769. They had been signalled by E. 
Halley in 1716 ; they were later insisted upon by Lalonde ; an 
enthusiasm for co-operation was evoked, and the globe, from 
Siberia to Otaheite, was studded with observing parties. The 
outcome, nevertheless, disappointed expectation. The instants 
of contact between the limbs of the sun and planet defied precise 
determination. Optical complications fatally impeded sharpness 
of vision, and the phenomena took place in a debateable border-
land of uncertainty. J. F. Encke, it is true, derived from them 
in 1832-1824 what seemed an authentic parallax of it• implying 
a distance of 95,370,000 in.; but the confidence it inspired was 
finally overthrown in x854 by P. A. Hansen's announcement 
of its incompatibility with lunar theory. An appeal then lay 
to the 19th century pair of transits is 1874 and 1883; but 110 
peremptory decision ensued ; observations were marred by the 
same optical evils as before. Their upshot, however, had lost 
its essential importance • for a fresh series of investigations 
based on a variety of Principles had already been started. 
Leverrier, in 1838, calculated a value of 8.95' for the solar 
parallax (equivalent to a distance of ga,000,000 m.) from the 
" parallactic inequality " of the moon • Professor Newcomb, 
using other forms of the gravitational Method, derived in 1895 
a parallax of 8.76'. Again, since the constant of aberration 
defines the ratio between the velocity of light and the earth's 
orbital speed, the span of the terrestrial circuit, in other words, 
the distance of the sun, is immediately deducible from known 
values of the first two quantities. The rate of light-transmission 
was accordingly made the subject of an elaborate set of experi-
ments by Professor Newcomb in x88o-r882 ; and the result, 
taken in connexion with the aberration-constant as determined 
at Pulkowa, yielded a solar parallax of 8-79' or a distance (in 
round numbers) of 93,000,000 in. But the direct or geometrical 
mode of attack has still the preference over any of the indirect 
plans. Sir David Gill derived a highly satisfactory value of 
8.78' for the long-sought constant from the opposition of Mars 
in 1877, and from combined heliometer observations at five 
observatories in 1888-1889 of the minor planets Iris, Victoria 
and Sappho, the apparently definitive value of 8.80` (equivalent 
distance, 92,874,0o0 in.). But an unlooked-for fresh opportunity 
was afforded by the discovery in r898 of the singularly circum-
stanced minor planet Eros, which occasionally approaches the 
earth more nearly than any other heavenly body except the moon. 
The opposition of November xpoo, though only moderately 
favourable, could not be neglected; an international photographic 
campaign was organized at Paris with the aid of 38 observatories; 
and the voluminous collected data imply, so far as they have been 
discussed, a parallax for the sun a little greater than 8-8'. 
(See also Pantiax.) 

The first specimen of a reflecting telescope was constructed 
by Isaac Newton in r668. It was of what is still called 

" Newtonian " design, and had a speculum 2 in. in 
affamike  M 	diameter. Through the skill of John Hadley 4682- k. 

WWI& 1743) and James Short of Edinburgh (1710-1768) 
the instrument unfolded, in the ensuing century, some 

of its capabilities, which the labours of William Herschel 

enormously enhanced. Between a774 and 1789 he bate:mead 
specula of continually augmented size, up to a diameter 
of 4 ft., the optical excellence of which approved itself 
by a crowd of discoveries. Uranus (g.e.) was recognized 
by its disk on the r3th of March 1781 ; two of its satellite" 
Oberon and Titania, disclosed themselves on the nth of January 
1787 ; while with the giant 48-in. minor, used on the " front-
view " plan, Mims and Enmities, the innermost Saturnia 
moons, were brought to view on the 28th of August and the 
17th of Septemher 178g. These were incidental trophies; 
Herschel's main object was the exploration of the sidereal 
heavens. The task, though novel and formidable, was executed 
with almost incrediblesuccan aisles Messier (1730-1817) had 
catalogued in 1781 103 nebulae ; Herschel discovered 23oo, 
laid down the lines of their chusification, divined the laws of 
their distribution, and assigned their place in a scheme of develop-
ment. The proof supplied by him in dot that coupled stars 
mutually circulate threw open a boundless field of research ; 
and he originated experimental inquiries into the construction . 
of the heavens by systematically collecting and sifting stellar 
statistics. He, moreover, definitively established, in 1783, the 
fact and general direction of the sun's movement in space, and 
thus introduced an element of order into the maze of stellar 
proper motions. Sir John Herschel continued in the sh.  Joh  
northern, and extended to the southern hemisphere, iksw,:j. 
his father's work. The third earl of Rowse mounted, 
at Parsonstown in 1845, a speculum 6 ft. hi diameter, which 
afforded the first indications of the spiral structure shown in 
recent photographs to be the most prevalent char- 
acteristic of nebulae. Down to near the close of the 
19th century, both the use and the improvement of 

ttessa 

reflectors were left mainly in British hands; but the gift of the 
" Crossley " instrument in 1895, to the Lick observatory, and 
its splendid subsequent performances in nebular photography, 
brought similar tools of research into extensive use among 
American astronomers ; and they are now, foromeny of the 
venous purposes of astrophysics, strongly preferred to 
refractors. 

Acquaintance with the asteroidal family began as the zgth 
century opened. On the xst of January r8ox Giuseppe Piazzi 
(1746-x826) discovered Ceres, at Palermo, while 
engaged in collecting materials for his star-catalogues. 14.1. 
A prolonged succession of similar events followed. 
But in the mode of detecting these swarming bodies, a typical 
change was made on the 22nd of December agx, Nat Walt. 
when Dr Max Well of Heidelberg photographically 
captured No. 323. Repetitions of the feat are now counted by 
the score. 

Practical astronomy was only secondarily concerned with 
the addition of Neptune, on the 23rd of September 2846, to the 
company of known planets ; but William Lancers g am 
discovery of its satellite, on the tech of October 
following, was a consequence of the perfect figure and high polish 
of his 2-ft. speculum_ With the same instrument, he further 
detected, on the 19th of September r848, Hyperion, the seventh 
of Saturn's attendants, and, on the 24th of October 1831, Arid 
and Umbriel, the interior moons of Uranus. Simultaneously 
with Luse% on the opposite shore of the Atlantic, 
W. C. Bond identified Hyperion ; and he perceived, 
on the 15th of November :850, Saturn's dusky ring, independ-
ently observed, a fortnight later, by W. R. Dawes, at Watering-
bury in Kent. With the Washington 26-in. refractor, n.L 
on the xith of August 1877, Professor Asaph Hall 
descried the moons of Mars, Deimos and Phobos ; and a minute 
light-speck, noticed by Professor E. E. Barnard in the close 
neighbourhood of Jupiter on the 9th of September saw, 
ago:, proved representative of a small inner satellite, 
iovisible with less perfect and powerful instruwents than the 
Lick 36-in. achromatic. The Jovian system has been reinforced 
by three remote and extremely faint members, two fwd.& 

 photographed by Professor C. D. Perrin with the 
Crossley reflector is z9o4-1903, and the third at Greenwich In 
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rgo8; and a pair of Saturnian moons, designated Phoebe and 
Themis, were tracked out by Professor W. H. Picker- 

pwdt ing, in 113911 and zoos respectively, amid the thicket 
of stars imprinted on negatives taken at Arequipa with 

the Bruce 24-in. doublet lens. This raises to a6 the number of 
discovered satellites in the solar system. 

Cometary science has ramified in unexpected ways during the 
last hundred years. The establishment of a class of " short- 

period•" comets by the computations of J. F. Backe 
comets. in 1819, and of Wilhelm von Bids ip r8a6, led to the 
theory of their " capture " by the great planets, for which a 
solid mathematical basis was provided by H. Newton, F. Time-
rand and 0. Callandreau. An argument for the aboriginal 
connexion of comets with the solar system, founded by R. C. 
Carrington in i86o upon their participation in its translatory 
movement, was more fully developed by L. Fairy in :893; and 
the close orbital relationships of cometary groups, accentuated 
by the pursuit of each other along nearly the same track by the 
comets of 1843, ,88o and 1882, singularly illustrated the probable 
vicissitudes of their careers. The most remarkable event, 
however, in the recent history of cometary astronomy was its 

assimilation to that of meteors,which took =question- 
mata."' able comical rank as a consequence of the Leonid 
tempest of November 1833. The affinity of the two classes of 
objects became known In 1866 through G. V. Schiaparelli's 
announcement that the orbit of the bright comet of 186: agreed 
strictly with the elliptic ring formed by the circulating Perseid 
meteors; and three other cases of close coincidence were soon 
afterwards brought to light. Tebbutt's comet in alit was the 
first to be satisfactorily photographed. The study of such 
objects is now carried on mainly through the agency of the 
sensitive plate. The photographic registration of meteor-trails, 
too, has been lately attempted with partial success. The full 
realization of the method will doubtless provide adequate data 
for the detailed Investigation of meteoric paths. 

The progred of science during the nth century had no more 
distinctive feature than the rapid growth of sidereal astronomy 

Masai 
OM STAR). Its scope, wide as the universe, can be 

esrvawr  compassed no otherwise than by statistical means, 
and the collection of materials for this purpose involves 

most arduous preliminary labour. The multitudinous enrol- 
ment of stars was the first requisite. Only one " catalogue 
of precision "—Nevi Maskelyne's of 36 fundamental stars— 

was available in r800. J. J. Lalande, however, 
Marna- published in aor, in his Hiskire akste, the approxi- 

mate place* of 47,390  from a reobservatita of which 
the great Paris catalogue (1887-$893) has been complied. A 
valuable catalogue of about 7600 stars was issued by Giuseppe 
Piaui in 1814; Stephen Groombridge determined 4239 at 
Blackheath in i806-18r6; while through the joint and successive 
work of F. W. Bessel and W. A. Argelander, exact acquaintance 
was made with 9o,000, a more general acquaintance with tike 
3:40300 stars recorded in the Boas Durckanutertase (1859-1862). 
The southern hemisphere was subsequently reviewed on a similar 
duplicate plan by E. Schonfeld (r828-:89r) at Bonn, by B. A. 
Gould and J. M. Thome at Clirdolia. Moreover, the imposing 
catalogue set on foot in :865 at thirteen observatories by the 
German astronomical society has recently been completed; and 
adjuncts to it have, from time to time, been provided in the 
publications of the royal observatories at Greenwich and the 
Cape of Good Hope, and of national, imperial and private 
establishments in the United States and on the continent of 
Europe. But in the execution of these protracted undertakings, 
the human eye has been, to a large and increasing extent, super-
seded by the camera. Photographic star-charting was begun 
by Sir David Gill in r885, and the third and concluding volume 
of the Cape Pholevatair Dwrchstrukerneg appeared in 1900. It 
gives the co-ordinates of above 450,000 stars, measured by 
Professor J. C. Kapteyn at Groningen on plates taken by C. Ray 
Woods at the Cape observatory. And this comprehensive work 
was merely preparatory to the International Catalogue and 
Chart, the production of which was initiated by the meiotic=  

of the Paris Photographic Congress of 1887. Eighteen observa-
tories scattered north and south of the equator divided the sky 
among them; and the outcome of their combined operations 
aimed at the production of a catalogue of at least 2,000poo 
strictly determined stars, together with a colossal map in 12,o0o 
sheets, showing stars to the fourteenth magnitude, in numbers 
difficult to estimate. (See PHOTOCIAPHY, CELESTIAL.) 

The arrangement of the stars in space can be usefully dis-
cussed only in connexion with their apparent light-power, or 
" magnitude." Photometric catalogues, accordingly, 	paw, 
form an indispensable part of stellar statistics; and 	Meals 
their construction has been zealously prosecuted. 	aft. 

The Marred Phoionstry of 4:6o lucid stars was 	111”"' 
issued by Professor E. C. Pickering in 1884, the Usenewedres 
Nora Ozoniensis, giving the relative lustre of 2784 stars, by 
C. Pritchard in ins. The instrument used at Harvard was a 

maihotometer," constructed on the principle of polariza-
tion; wthe " method of extinctions," by MUMS of a wedge 
of neutral-tinted glass, served for the Oxford determinations. 
At Potsdam, sonic 17,000 stars have been measured by C. H. G. 
Mailer and P. F. F. Kempf with a polarizing photometer; but 
by far the most comprehensive work of the kind is the Harvard 
Phalotaseric Ihwektamstenneg (1=1-1903), embracing all stars 
to p 5 magnitude, and extended to the southern pole by measure-
ments executed at Arequipa. The embarrassing subject of photo-
graphic photometry has also been attacked by ProfessorPickering. 
The need Is urgent of fixing a scale, and defining standards 
of actinic brightness; but it has not yet been successfully met. 

The investigation of double stars was carried on from 1819 
to aso with singular persistence and ability at Dorpat and 
Pulkowa by F. G. W. Struve, and by his son and 
successor, 0. W. Struve. The high excellence of the Di"  
data collected by them was a combined result of their 
skill, and of the vast improvement in refracting telescopes 
due to the genius of Joseph Fraunhofer (1 787-1826). Among 
the inheritors of his renown were Alvan Clark and Alvan G. 
Clark of Cambridgeport, Massachusetts; and the superb defini-
tion of their great achromatics rendered practicable the division 
of what might have been deemed impossibly dean star-pairs. 
These facilities were remarkably illustrated by Professor S. W. 
Buntham's record of discovery, which roused fresh enthusiasm 
for this line of inquiry by compelling recognition of the extra-
ordinary profusion throughout the heavens of compound objects. 
Discoveries with the spectroscope have ratified and extended 
this conclusion. 

Only spurious star-parallaxes had claimed the attention of 
astronomers until F. W. Bessel announced, in December 1838, 
the perspective yearly shifting of 6i Cygni hi an drip= 
with a mean radius of about one-third of a second. 
Thomas Henderson (1798-1844)  had indeed measured 
the larger displacements of a Centauri at the Cape in 033r:833. 
bur delayed until r839 to publish his result. Out of several 
hundred stars since then examined, seventy or eighty have 
yielded fairly accurate, though very small parallaxes. But this 
amount of knowledge, however valuable in itself, is utterly 
inadequate to the needs of sidereal research; and various 
attempts have accordingly been made, chiefly by Professors 
J. C: Kapteyn and Simon Newcomb, to estimate, through the 
analysis of their proper motions, the " mean parallax " of stars 
assorted by magnitude. And the data thus arrived at are 
reassuringly self-consistent. A wide photographic survey, by 
which parallaxes might be secured wholesale, has further been 
recommended by Rapteyn; but is unlikely to be undertaken 
in the immediate future. 

The exhaustive ascertainment of stellar parallaxes, combined 
with the visible facts of stellar distribution, would enable us 
to build a perfect plan of the universe in three dimen- 
sions. Its perfection would, nevertheless, be under- maw, 
mined by the mobility of all its constituent parts. 
Their configuration at a given instant supplies no Worland= 
as to their configuration hereafter unless the mode and laws of 
their movements have been determined. Bala, one of the leading 
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Inducements to the construction of exact and comprehensive 
catalogues has been to elicit, by comparisons of those for widely 
separated epochs, the proper motions of the stars enumerated 
in them. Little was known on the subject at the beginning of the 
r 9th century. William Herschel founded his determination in 
1783 of the sun's route in space upon the movements of thirteen 
stars; and he took into account those of only six in his second 
solution of the problem in 18o5. But in 11137 Argelander 
employed 390 proper motions as materials for the treatment of 
the same subject; and L. Struve had at his disposal, in 1887, 
no less than 2800. From the re-observation of Lalande's stars, 
after the lapse of not far from a century, J. Bossert was enabled 
to deduce 2675 proper motions, published at Paris in four 
successive memoirs, 1887-19o2; and the sum-total of those 
ascertained probably now exceeds 6000. Yet this number, 
although it represents a portentous expenditure of labour, is 
insignificant compared with the multitude of the stellar throng; 
nor had any general tendency been discerned to regulate what 
seemed casual fittings until Professor Kapteyn, in 2904, adverted 
to the prevalence among all the brighter stars of opposite stream-
flows towards two " vertices " situated in the Milky Way (see 
STAR). The assured general fact as regards the direction of stellar 
movements was that they included a common parallactic element 
due to the sun's translation. And it is by the consideration 
of this pirtial accordance in motion that the advance through 
space of the solar system has been ascertained. 

The apex of the sun's way was fixed by Professor Newcomb 
in 1898 at a point about 4" S. of the brilliant star Vega; but 
was shifted nearly 7* to the S.W. by J. C. Kapteyn's inquiry 
in relor; so that the range of uncertainty as to its position 
continues unsatisfactorily wide. The speed with which our 
system progresses is, on the other hand, fairly well known. 
It cannot differ much from 121 in. a second, the rate assigned 
to it by Professor W. W. Campbell in 1902. He employed in 
his discussion the radial velocities of 28o stars, spectroscopically 
determined; and the upshot signally exemplified the community 
of interests between the rising science of astrophysics and the 
A 	ancient science of astrometry. Their characteristic stro- Arm.. purposes are, nevertheless, entirely different. The 

positions of the heavenly bodies in space, and the 
changes of those positions with time, constitute the primary 
subject of investigation by the elder school; while the new 

astronomy concerns itself chiefly with the individual 
Swam. mowy, peculiarities of suns and planets, with their chemistry, 

physical habitudes and modes of luminosity. Its 
distinctive method is spectrum analysis, the invention and 
development of which in the 19th century have fundamentally 
altered the purpose and prospects of celestial inquiries. 

A beam of sunlight admitted into a darkened room through 
a narrow aperture, and there dispersed into a vario-tinted band 
Woilamtaw by the interposition of a prism, is not absolutely 

continuous. Dr W. H. Wollaston made the experiment 
in 1802, and perceived the spaces of colour to be interrupted 
by seven obscure gaps, which took the shape of lines owing to 
his use of rectangular slit. He thus caught a preliminary 
ter 	

glimpse of the " Fraunhofer fines," so called because 
saw. 	Joseph Fraunhofer brought them into prominent 

notice by the diligence and insight of his labours upon 
them in 1814-1815. He mapped ,324, chose out nine, which he 
designated by the letters of the alphabet, to be standards of 
measurement for the rest, and ascertained the coincidence in 
position between the double yellow ray derived from the flame 
of burning sodium and the pair of dark lines named by him "D" 
In the solar spectrum. There ensued forty-five years of groping 
for a law which should dear up the enigma of the solar reversals. 
Partial anticipations abounded. The vital heart of the matter 
was barely missed by W. A. Miller in 1845, by I.. Foucault in 
2849, by A. J.Angstigm in 1853, by Balfour Stewart in 2858; 
while Sir George Stokes held the solution of the problem in the 

leAt hollow of his hand from 1852 onward. But it was the Arch 
synthetic genius of Gustav Kirchhoff which first gave 

unity to the scattered phenomena, and finally reconciled what was 
II 14  

elicited in the laboratory with what was observed in the sun. 
On the 15th of December 1859 he communicated to the Berlin 
Academy of Sciences the principle which bears his name. Its 
purport is that glowing vapours similarly circumstanced absorb 
the identical radiations which they emit. That is to say, they 
stop out just those sections of white light transmitted through 
them which form their own special luminous badges. Moreover, 
if the white light come from a source at a higher temperature 
than theirs, the sections, or lines, absorbed by them show dark 
against a continuous background. And this is precisely the 
case with the sun. K.irchhoff's principle, accordingly, not only 
afforded a simple explanation of the Fraunhofer lines, but 
availed to found a far-reaching science of celestial chemistry. 
Thousands of the dark lines in the solar spectrum 
agree absolutely in wave-length with the bright rays Ltr ialgre  
artificially obtained from known substances, and sees. 
appertaining to them individually. These substances 
must then exist near the sun. They are in fact suspended in a 
state of vapour between our eyes and the photosphere, the 
dazzling prismatic radiance of which they, to a minute extent, 
intercept, thus writing their signatures on the coloured scroll 
of dispersed sunshine. By persistent research, powerfully aided 
by the photographic camera and by the concave gratings invented 
by H. A. Rowland (1848-i9o0 in 1882, about forty terrestrial 
elements have been identified in the sun. Among them, iron, 
sodium, magnesium, calcium and hydrogen are conspicuous; 
but it would be rash to assert that any of the seventy forms 
of matter provisionally enumerated in text-books are wholly 
absent from his composition. 

Solar physics has profited enormously by the abolition of 
glare during total eclipses. That of the 8th of July 1842 was 
the first to be efficiently observed; and the luminous ecru appendages to the sun disclosed by it were such as mip. a 

 to excite startled attention. Their investigation has 
since been diligently prosecuted. The corona was photographed 
at Konigsberg during the totality of the 28th of July dip; 
similar records of the red prominences, successively obtained 
by Father Angelo Seccbi and Warren de la Rue, as the shadow-
track crossed Spain on the 18th of July 186o, finally demonstrated 
their solar status. The Indian eclipse of the 18th of August 
r868 supplied knowledge of their spectrum, found to include 
the yellow ray of an exotic gas named by Sir Norman Lockyer 
"helium." It further suggested, to Lockyer and P. Janssen 
separately, the spectroscopic method of observing these objects 
in daylight. Under cover of an eclipse visible in North America 
on the, 7th of August 1869, the bright green line of the corona 
was discerned; and Professor C. A. Young caught the " flash 
spectrum " of the reversing layer, at the moment of second 
contact, at Xeres de la Frontera in Spain, on the 22nd of December 
1870. This significant but evanescent phenomenon, which 
represents the direct emissions of a low-lying solar envelope, 
was photographed by William Shackleton on the occasion of an 
eclipse in Novaya Zemlya on the 9th of August 1896; and it 
has since been abundantly registered by exposures made during 
the obscurations of x898, 190o, 19o1 and 1905. A singular and 
unlooked-for result of eclipse-work has been to include the 
corona within the scope of solar periodicity. Heinrich Schwabe 
established, in 1851, the cyclical variation, in eleven years, of 
spot-frequency; terrestrial magnetic disturbances manifestly 
obeyed the same law; and the peculiar winged aspect of the 
corona disclosed by the eclipse of the 29th of July 1878, at an 
epoch of minimum sun-spots, intimated to A. C. Ranyard a 
theory of coronal types, changing concurrently with the fluctua-
tions of spot-activity. This was amply verified at subsequent 
eclipses. 

The photography of prominences was, after some preliminary 
trials by C. A. Young and others, fully realized in 1891 by 
Professor George E. Hale at Chicago, and independ- 
ently by Henri Deslandres at Paris. The pictures were Newt 
taken, in both cases, with onlyone quality of light, _Pm": 
the violet ray of calcium, the remaining superfluous ' 
beams being eliminated by the agency of a double slit. The 
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last-named expedient had been described by Janssen in 1867. 
Hale devised on the same principle the " spectroheliograph," 
an instrument by which the sun's disk can be photographed in 
calcium-light by imparting a rapid movement to its image 
relatively to the sensitive plate; and the method has proved 
in many ways fruitful. 

The likeness of the sun to the stars has been shown by the 
spectroscope to be profound and inherent. Yet the general 
Maar 

agreement of solar and stellar chemistry does not 
exclude important diversities of detail. Fraunhofer 

Now. was the pioneer in this branch. lie observed, in 1823, 
dark lines in stellar spectra which Eirchhors discovery 

supplied the means of interpreting. The task, attempted by 
G. B. Donati in 186o, was effectively taken in hand, two years 
later, by Angelo Secchi, William Huggins and Lewis M. Ruther-
ford. There ensued a general classification of the stars by Secchi 
into four leading types, distinguished by diversities of spectral 
pattern; and the recognition by Huggins of a considerable 
number of terrestrial elements as present in stellar atmospheres. 
Nebular chemistry was initiated by the same investigator when, 
on the 29th of August 1864, he observed the bright-line spectrum 
of a planetary nebula in Draco. About seventy analogous 
objects, including that in the Sword of Orion, were found by him 
to give light of the same quality; and thus after seventy-three 
years, verification was brought to William Herschel's hypothesis 
of a "shi ning fluid" diffused through space, the possible raw 
material of stars. In 2874, Dr H. C. Vogel published a modifica-
tion of Secchrs scheme of stellar diversities, and gave it organic 
meaning by connecting spectral differences with advance in 
" age." And in 189$, he set apart, as in the earliest stage of 
growth, a new class of " helium stars," supposed to develop 
successively into Sirian, solar, Antarian, or alternatively into 
carbon stars. 

On the 5th of August 1864, G. B. Donati analysed the light of 
a small comet into three bright bands. Sir William Huggins 

repeated the experiment on Winnecke's comet in 1868, 
*tam "' obtained the same bands, and traced them to their 

origin from glowing carbon-vapour. A photograph of 
the spectrum of Tebbutt's comet, taken by him on the 24th 
of June x881, showed radiations of shorter wave-lengths but 
identical source, and in addition, a percentage of reflected solar 
light marked as such by the presence of some well-known 
Fraunhofer lines. Further experience has generalized these 
earlier results. The rule that comets yield carbon-spectra has 
scarcely any exceptions. The usual bands were, however, 
temporarily effaced in the two brilliant apparitions of 2882 by 
vivid rays of sodium and iron, emitted during the excitement of 
perihelion-passage. 

The adoption, by Sir William Huggins in 1876, of gelatine or 
dry plates in celestial photography was a change of decisive 

import. For it made long exposures possible; and 
only with long exposures could autographic impres- 

grapey. skins be secured of such faint objects as nebulae, tele- 
scopic comets, and the imni•ase majority of stars, or 

of the dim ranges of stellar and nebular spectra. The first 
conspicuous triumph of the new " spectrographic " art thus 
established was the record by Huggins in 1879 of the dispersed 
light of several " white " or Sirian stars, in which the chief traits 
of absorption were the rhythmical series of hydrogen-lines, then 
memorably discovered. Again by Sir William Huggins, the 
spectrum of the Orion nebula was photographed on the 7th of 
March x882; and the method has gradually become nearly ex- 
clusive in the study of nebular emanations. The "Draper 
Catalogue " of 10,352 stellar spectra was published by Professor 
E. C. Pickering in z89o. The materials for it were rapidly 
accumulated by the use of an objective prism, that is, of a prism 
placed in front of, instead of behind the object-lens, by which 
means the spectra of all the stars in the field, to the number often 
of many score, imprinted themselves simultaneously on the 
sensitive plate. The progress of this survey was marked by a 
number of important discoveries of " new " and variable stars 
and of spectroscopic binaries, mainly through the acumen of 

Mrs Walken& Paton Planing of Harvard College In scrutinizing 
the negatives forming the data for the great catalogue. 

The principle that the refrangibility of light Is altered by end-
on motion was enunciated by Christian Doppler of Prague in x842. 
The pitch of a steam-whistle quite obviously rises and 
falls as the engine to which it is attached approaches citrus's 
and recedes from a stationary auditor; and light- 
pulses are modified like sound-waves by velocity in the line of 
sight. They are crowded together and therefore rendered shorter 
and more frequent by the advance of their source, but drawn 
apart and lengthened by its recession. These effects vary with 
the rate of motion, which they consequently save to measure; 
and they are produced indifferently by movements of the 
spectator or of the light-source. But Doppler's idea that they 
might be detected by colour-change was entirely illusory. It 
would apply only if the spectrum had no infra-red and ultra-
violet extensions. These, however, since they share the general 
lengthening or shortening of wave-Length through motion, are 
thereby shifted, to a certain definite extent, into viability, and 
so produce accurate chromatic compensation. Integrated light, 
accordingly, tells nothing about velocity; but analysed light 
does, when It includes bright or dark rays the normal positions of 
which are known. The distinction was pointed out by Hippolyte 
Finals in 1848. By comparison with their analogues in the 
laboratory it can be determined whether, in which direction, and 
how much, lines of recognized origin are displaced in the spectra 
of the heavenly bodies. This subtle mode of research was made 
available by Sir William Huggins in 1868. He employed it, with 
an outcome of striking promise, to measure the radial speed of 
some of the brighter stars. In the following year, Sir Norman 
Lockyer was enabled to prove, by its means, the extraordinary 
vehemence of chromospheric disturbances, the bright prominence-
rays in his spectroscope betraying, through their opposite shit t-
ings, movements and counter-movements up to x 20 m. a second; 
while its validity and refinement were, In 1874 vouched for by 
H. C. Vogel's observations on the 9th of June 1871, of differences 
due to the sun's rotation in the refrangibility of Fraunhofer lines 
derived respectively from the east and west limbs. Stellar line-
of-sight work, however, made no satisfactory progress until, in 
1888, Vogel changed the mete from the eye to the camera. A 
high degree of precision in measurement thus became attainable, 
and has since been fully attained. Not only the grosser facts 
concerning radial velocity, but variations in it so small as a mile, 
or less, per second, have been recorded and Interpreted in terms 
of deep meaning. For the investigation of the general scheme 
of sidereal structure, the multiplication of results of the kind is 
indispensable. But as yet, the recessional or approaching move-
ments of only a few hundred stars have been registered; and this 
store of information is scanty indeed compared with the needs of 
research. How the stars really move in space, and how the sun 
travels among them, can be ascertained only with the aid of 
materials collected by the spectrograph, which has now fortu-
nately been brought to comply with the arduous conditions of 
exactitude requisite for collaboration with the transit instrument 
and its allies, the clock and chronograph. And here, to their 
great mutual advantage, the old and lhe new astronomies meet 
and join forces. 

Airrnoarnes.—IL Grant. History of Physical Astronomy (1852)• 
Sir G. Cornewall Lewis. As Historical Saroey of the Astronomy 4 
the Ancients (1862); J. B. J. Delambre. Hist. de rear. ancienne• 
Hist. de Penn as Noyes dc; Hist. de rater. nulderne; Hist. de 
rasa% as XVIII. 	J

. 
S. Baal y, Histeire de rairennsie 

sa vols., 1776-1787); 	eidler, Hiskris Astressomise (ire'): 
. H. Midler, Geschschte der Hinuttelskande (1873); R. Wolf, 

said* der Astronontie (1876); Handbuch der Astronomic (s89o-
1892); W. Whewell, Hist. of the Indactise Sciences; A. M. Clear. 
Hut. of Astronomy dewing the vatCanary (4th ed.„ zgo3); A. 

, Hia of Astronomy 2r8); J. K. SeJtaubach. Gs mlorMr do
' Astronomic bit Eratostiewes (taw); 'Th. H. Martin. criau

M8moire sus l'histoire des hypotheses astronomiques," Mfautiots 
de Plastital, t. xxx. (Paris, 1880; P. Tannery. Recherches so 
Pkistoire de l'astronomie swims. (093); 0. Gruppe, Die honseiscien 
STnerne der Griffins (t83 z); G. V. &am' Praturseri old 
C•Pernica 0873): Le Sfere Onsocentriche S. Faders. (187,11: 
P. Jensen, Rennolatis der Bablallier (1890); F. X. Kugler, 
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babykosische Mendrecknmst (1900):, E.14 	d J.  N. Straw the stars, may possibly be characterized as gaseous rather than mews, Astronomisches ass 	t1589/ ; 	K . 	Die wire- solid. Probabilities also seem to favour the view that this ma Nomischos Kenshrisse der B 	ier (men); C. L Meter, Historische 	 y,  
Usstersue.hungen ither is astromemischen Bnebechningoss der Allen to a certain extent, be true of the four great planets of our 
► oe); Handbuch der math. Ckronologie (a vols., real-1829); system. The case of bodies like our earth and Mars, which are 

tfidenuchaVoi Aber  de" V"P"mg des  SienInames ( 18°9); G. solid either superficially or throughout, is probably confined to Custard, History of Astronomy (1767); J. Narrien, An Historical 
Account at the Origis mid PrdreSS Of AsimmomY (1833); F L. E. the smaller bodies of the universe. 
Dreyer, IBA of PJameary System (mob); G. W. 	" 	3. A third characteristic which SWAM to belong to the great 
of Celestial Mechanics," TheObsenetory. vol. xix.(z896). (A.M. .) 	bodies of the universe is the very high temperature of their 

Agrappgun (classical Awypaksea), an ;eked, with good Interior. With a modification to be mentioned presently, we 
harbours, In the south part of the Aegean, situated in 36. 3. N. may regard them as intensely hot bodies, probably at a tempera-
and immediately west of 26-5° E. It was colonized by Megan, tare higher than any we can produce by artificial means, of which 
and its constitution and buildings are known from numerous the superficial portions have cooled off by radiation into space. 
inscriptions. The Roman emperors recognized it as a free state, A modification in this proposition which may hereafter be 
and in the middle ages it was called Stanstialia, and belonged to accepted involves an extension of our ideas of temperature, and 
the noble Venetian family of Quirini. It EMS taken by the Turks leads us to regard the interior heat of the heavenly bodies as due 
In the ifith century, and is now noted for its sponges. The to a form of molecular activity similar to that of which radium 
customs and dress of the people, who speak a patois of wreak affords so remarkable an instance. This modification certainly 
origin, are interesting. avoids many difficulties connected with the question of the 

AgettopHygieg, the branch of astronomical science which interior heat of the earth, sun, Jupiter and probably all the 
treats of the physical constitution of the heavenly bodies. So larger heavenly bodies. 
long as these bodies could be known to men only as points or 	A limit is placed on our knowledge of astrophysics which, up 
disks of light in the sky, no such science was possible. Even to the present time, we have found no means of overstepping. 
later, when the telescope was the only instrument of research, This is imposed upon us by the fact that it is only when matter 
knowledge on this subject was confined to the appearances is in a gaseous form that the spectroscope can give us certain 
presented by the planets, supplemented by more or less probable knowledge as to its physical condition. So long as bodies are 
inferences as to the nature of their surfaces. When, in the third in the solid state the light which they emit, though different in 
quarter of the 59th century, spectrum analysis was applied to different substances, has no characteristic so precisely marked 
the light coming to us from the heavenly bodies, a new em in that detailed conclusions can be drawn as to the nature of the 
astronomical science was opened up of such importance that the substance emitting it. Even in a liquid form, the spectrum of 
body of knowledge revealed by this method has sometimes been any kind of matter is less characteristic than that of gas. More-
termed the " new astronomy." The development of the method over, a gaseous body of uniform temperature, and so dense as 
has been greatly assisted by photography, while the application to be non-transparent, does not radiate the characteristic 
of photometric measurements has been a powerful auxiliary in spectrum of the gas of which it is composed. Precise conclusions 
the work. It has thus come about that astrophysics owes its are possible only when a gaseous body is transparent through 
recent development, and its recognition as a distinct branch of and through, so that the gas emits its characteristic rays—or 
astronomical science, to the combination of the processes involved when the rays from an incandescent body of any kind pass 
in the three arts of spectroscopy, photography and photometry. through a gaseous envelope at a temperature lower than that of 
The most general condusions reached by this combination may the body itself. In this case the revelations of the spectroscope 
be summed up as follows:— relate only to the constitution of the gaseous envelope, and not 

1. The heavenly bodies are composed of like matter with that to the body below the envelope, from which the light emanates 
which we find to make up our globe. The sun and stars are The outcome of this drawback is that our knowledge of the 
found to contain the more important elements with which chemical constitution of the stars and planets is still confined 
chemistry has made us acquainted. Iron, calcium and hydrogen to their atmospheres, and that conclusions as to the constitution 
may be especially mentioned as three familiar chemical elements of the interior masses which form them must be drawn by other 
which enter largely into the constitution of all the matter of the methods than the spectroscopic one. 
heavens. It would be going too far to may that all the elements 	When the spectroscope was first applied In astronomy, it was 
known to us mist in the sun or the stars; nor is the question hoped that the light reflected from living matter might be found 
whether the rarer ones can or cannot be found there of prime to possess some property different from that found in light re-
importance. The general fact of identity in the main constituents fleeted from non-living matter, and that we might thus detect 
is the one of most fundamental importance. It would be going the presence of life on the surface of a planet by a study of its 
too far in the other direction to claim that all the elements spectrum; but no hope of this kind has so far been realized. 
which compose the heavenly bodies are found on the earth. We have, in this brief view of the subject, referred mainly to 
There are many lines in the spectra of the stars, as well as of the results of spectrum analysis. Growing out of, but beyond 
the nebulae, which are not certainly identified with those belong- this method is the beginning of a great branch of research which 
ing to any elements known to our chemistry. The recent dis- may ultimately explain many heretofore enigmatical phenomena 
coveries gtowing out of the investigation of newly discovered of nature. The discovery of radio-activity may, by explaining 
forms of radiation lead to the conclusion that the question of the interior heat of the great bodies of the universe, solve a 
the forms of matter In the stars has far wider range than the difficulty which since the middle of the refit century has been 
simple question whether any given element is or is not found discussed by physicists and geologists—that of reconciling the 
outside our earth. The question is rather that of the infinity long duration which geologists claim for the crust of the earth 
of forms that matter may assume, including that most attenuated with the period during which physicists have deemed it possible 
form found in the nebulae, which seem to be composed of matter that the sun should have radiated heat. Evidence is also 
more refined than even the atoms supposed to make up the matter accumulating to show that the sun and stars are radioactive 
around us. bodies, and that emanations proceeding from the sun, and 

2. The second conclusion is that, as a general rule, the reaching the earth, have Important relations to the phenomena 
incandescent heavenly bodies are not masses of solid or liquid of Terrestrial Magnetism and the Aurora. 
matter as formerly assumed, but mainly masses either of gas, 	The subject of Astrophysics does not admit of so definite a sub- 
or of substances gaseous in their nature, so compressed by the division as that of Astrometry. The conclusions which researches 
gravitation of their superincumbent parts toward a common relating to it have so far reached are treated in the articles 
centre that their properties combine those of the three forms of STAR; SUN; Cower; NEBULA; AURORA POLARIS, &C. (S. N.) 
matter known to us. We have strong reason to believe that ANTRIM JEAN (1684-1766), French physician and Biblical 
even the sun, though much denser than the general average of critic, was born on the oth of March z684 at Sauve,inLanguedoe. 
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He graduated in medicine at Montpellier in 1703, and in 1710 
he was appointed to the chair of anatomy at Toulouse, which 
be retained till 1717, when he became professor of medicine 
at Montpellier. Subsequently be was appointed successively 
superintendent of the mineral waters of Languedoc Wiz ), first 
physician to the king of Poland (x729), and regius professor 
of medicine at Paris 0730. He died on the 5th of May 1766 
at Paris. Of his numerous works, that on which his fame 
principally rests is the treatise entitled Dc Marble Venereis lihri 
ea, 1736. In addition to other medical works he published 
anonymously Conjearres riff les ntbnoires original's dare 0 
PaFOU one MOySlt 	Said POW COMPOSO is liwe de to Ceske, 
(x753), in which he pointed out that two main sources Can be 
traced in the book of Genesis; and two dissertations on the 
immateriality and immortality of the soul, 5 755. 

See Hauck. Realeneyk. J. pro. 77wel.. 1897, vol. II. pp. x6o-x7o. 
, ASTURA, formerly an island, now a peninsula, on the coast 
of Latium, Italy, 7 In. &E. of Antium, at the S.E. extremity 
of the Bay of Antium. The name also belongs to the river which 
flowed into the sea immediately to the S.E., at the mouth of 
which there was, according to Strabo, an anchorage. The 
medieval castle of the Frangipani, in which Conradin of Swabia 
vainly sought refuge after the battle of Tulin:one in 1,68, 
is built upon the foundations of a very large villa, of opus re-
fieulatum with later additions in brickwork, and with a small 
harbour attached to it on the south-east. Remains of buildings 
also exist behind the and dunes, which possibly mark the line 
of the channel which separated the island from the mainland, 
and these may have belonged to the post-station on the Via 
Severiana. As far as can be seen at present, there are remains 
of only one villa on the island itself;' but along the coast a mile 
to the north-west a line of villas begins, which continuos as far 
as Antium. To the south-east, on the other hand, remahis are 
almost entirely absent, and this portion of the coast seems to 
have been sr sparsely populated in Roman times as it is now. 
The island seems to have existed as such in the time of Pope 
flonorius M. Astura was the site of a favourite villa of Cicero, 

,whither he retired on the death of his daughter Tullis in 45 
It appears to have been unhealthy even In Roman times; accord-
ing to Suetonius, both Augustus and Tiberius contracted here 
the illnesses which proved fatal to them. 

See T. Ashby, in Whinges de Clsedu Francais, de Rorie (i9o5), 

AgrumAs, an ancient province and principality of northern 
Spain, bounded on the N. by the Bay of Biscay, E. by Old 
Castile, S. by Leon and W. by Galicia. Pop. (Igoe) 637,06o; 
area, son sq. m. By the division of Spain in 1833, the province 
took the name of Oviedo, though not to the exclusion, in 
ordinary usage, of the older designation. A full description of 
its modem condition is therefore given under the- heading 
Ovum; the present article being confined to an account of 
ila physical feature', its history, and the militant character 
of its inhabitants. Asturias consists of a portion of the northern 
slope of the Cantabrian Mountains,and iscovered in all directions 
with offshoots from the main chain, by which it isalmost com-
pletely shut in on the south. The higher summits, which when 
teach a height of moo-g000 ft., are usually covered with mow 
until July or August, and the whole region is one of the wildest 
and most picturesque parts of Spain. Until the first railway was 
opened, in the middle of the loth century, few of the passes 
gam the mountains were practicable for carriages, and most 
Of them are difficult even for horses. A narrow strip of level 
moorland, covered with furore and rich in deposits of peat, coal 
and amber, stretches inland, from the edge of the sheer cliffs 
which line the coast, to the foot of the mountains. The province 
is watered by numerous streams and riven, which have hollowed 
out deep valleys; but owing to the narrowness of the level 
tract, their courses are short, rapid and subject to floods. The 
most important is the Melon or Previa, which receives the waters 
of the Caudal, the Trubia and the Narcea, and has a course 

*Snafus. in speaking of it as oppidem, must be referring to the 
post-station.  

of 62 in.; after it rank the Navia and the Sella. The estuaries 
of these riven are rarely navigable, and along the entire littoral, 
a distance of z3o in., the only important harbours are at Gijon 
and Aviles. 

A country so rugged, and so isolated by land and sea, naturally 
served as the last refuge of the older races of Spain when hard 
pressed by successive invaders. Before the Roman conquest, 
the Iberian tribe of Astures had been able to maintain itself 
independent of the Carthaginians, and to extend its territory 
as far south as the Douro. It was gammas for its wealth in bones 
and gold. About as n.c., the Romans subjugated the district 
south of the Cantabrians, to which they gave the name of 
Augustine. Their capital was Admire Augusta, the modern 
Astorga, in Leon. The warlike mountaineers of the northern 
districts, known as Transmontane, never altogether abandoned 
their hostility to the Romans, whose rule was ended by the 
Visigothic conquest, late in the 5th century. In 7z3, two years 
after the defeat and death of Roderick, the last Visigothic king, 
all Spain, except Galicia and Asturias, fell into the bands of the 
Moors. One of the surviving Christian leaders, Pekoe the Goth, 
took refuge with three hundred followers in the celebrated cave 
of Covadonga, or Cobadonga, near Cangas de OM, and from this 
biding-place undertook the Christian reconquest of Spain. The 
Asturian chose him as their king in 718, and although Galicia 
was lost in 734, the Moors proved unable to penetrate into the 
remoter fastnesses held by the levies of Mayo. After his death 
in737,the Asturian, continued to offer the MUM heroic resistance, 
and ultimately enabled the people of Galicia, Leon and Castile to 
recover their Merry. The title of prince of Astudas, conferred 
on the beirapparent to the crown of Spain, dates from 1388, 
when it was first bestowed on a Castilian prince. The title of 
count of Covadonga is assumed by the kings of Spain. In modern 
times Asturias formed a captaincy-general, divided into Asturias 
d'Oviedo, which corresponds with the limits of the ancient prin-
cipality, and Asturias de Santillana, which now constitutes the 
western half of Santander. 

Owing to their almost entire immunity from any alien domina-
tion except that of the Romans and Goths, the Asturian, may 
perhaps be regarded as the purest representatives of the Iberian 
race; while their dialect (lingo* bails) is sometimes held to be 
closely akin to the parent speech from -which modem Castilian is 
derived. It is free from Moorish idioms, and, like Galician and 
Portuguese it often retains the original Latin f which Castilian 
changes into A. In physique, the Asturian are like the Galician, 
a people of hardy mountaineers and fishermen, finely built, but 
rarely handsome, and with none of the grace of the Castilian or 
Andabnian. Unlike the Galician, however, they are remarkable 
for their keen spirit of independence, which has been fostered 
by centuries of isolation. Despite the harsh land-laws and 
grinding taxation which prevent them, with all their industry 
and thrift, from securing the freehold of the patch of ground 
cultivated by each peasant family, the Asturhun regard them-
selves as the aristocracy of Spain. Tids pride in their laud, race 
and history they preserve even when, as often happens, they 
emigrate to other parts of the country or to South America, and 
earn their living as servants, water-caniern or, in the case of 
the women, as Dunes. They make admirable soldiers and sailors, 
but lack the enterprise and commercial aptitude of the Basques 
and Catalans; while they are differentiated from the inhabitants 
of central and southern Spain by their superior industry, and 
perhaps their lower standard of culture. It is, on the whole, 
true that by the exclusion of the Moors they lost their opportunity 
of playing any conspicuous part in the literary and artistic 
development of Spain. One class of the Asturian deserving 
special mention is that of the nomad cattle-drovers known as 
Baqueros or Vaqueros, who tend their herds on the mountains of 
Leitariegos in summer, and along the meat in winter; forming a 
separate caste, with distinctive customs, and rarely or never 
intermarrying with their neighbours. 

For the modern condition of the principalityalincluding climate, 
me fauna and flora), 	S. Canal.. Asturias: so orasseion sine as 

plumb anode (Madrid. moo); and G. Casa. manias de Maoris 
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natural yogi:Mai is Asturias (Oviedo, tgoo). For the history and 
antiquities, there is mod) that is valuable in A stories sieerseesial, 
epiudficy y diatom/tire fte, by C. M. Vigil (Madrid, 1887 -folio, 
with maps and illustrations. See also F. de Aramburu y 
Mosog►afio de Astyrias (Oviedo. 1899). 

ASTYAONS, the last king of the Median empire. In the 
inscriptions of Nabonidus the name is written Ishtuvegu (cylinder 
from Abu Habba V R 64, 001.1, 32; Annals, published by Pinches, 
Tr. Soc. BIN. Arch. vii. col. 2, a). According to Herodotus, be 
was the son of Cyazares and reigned thirty-five years (5 8g-55o 
a.c.); his wife was Aryenis, the daughter of Alyattes of Lydia 
(Herod. i. 74). About his reign we know little, as the narrative of 
Herodotus, which makes Cyrus the grandson of Astyages by his 
daughter Mandane, is merely a legend; the figure of Hammes, 
who as general of the Median army betrays the king to Cyrus, 
alone seems to contain an historical element, as Harpagus and his 
family afterwards obtained a high position in the Persian empire. 
From the inscriptions of Nabonidus we learn that Cyrus, king of 
Anshan (Susiana), began war against him in 553 B.C.: in 550, 
when Astyages marched against Cyrus, his troops rebelled, and 
be was taken prisoner. Then Cyrus occupied and plundered 
Ecbatana. The captive king was treated fairly by Cyrus (Herod. 
i. 13o), and according to Ctesias (Pas. 5, d. Justin i. 6) made 
satrap of Hyrcania, where he was afterwards slain by Oebares 
against the will of Cyrus, who gave him a splendid funeral. 
Alexander Polyhistor and Abydenus in their excerpts from 
Berossus, which Eusebius (arms. L pp. 29 and 37) and Syncellus 
(p. 396) have preserved, give the name Astyages to the Median 
king who reigned in the time of the fall of Nineveh (6e6 s.c.), 
and became father-in-law of Nebuchadrezzar. This is evidently 
a mistake; the name ought to be Cyarares (in the fragments of 
the Jewish history of Alexander Polyhistor, in Euseb. Pros,. 
Es. ix. 39, the name is converted into Astibaras, who, according 
to the unhistorical list of Ctesiaa, was the father of Astyages), and 
there is no reason to invent an earlier king Astyages L, as some 
modern authors have done. The Armenian historians render the 
name Astyages by Ashdahak, i.e. Azhi Dabaka (Zobak), the 
mythical king of the Iranian epics, who has nothing whatever to 
do with the historical king of the Medea (Eo. M.) 

ASTYLAR (from Gr. h.-, privative, and trritlior, a column), 
an architectural term given to a class of design in which neither 
columns nor pilasters are used for decorative purposes; thus the 
Ricardi and Snead palaces in Florence ale astylar in their 
design, in contradistinction to Palladio's palaces at Vicenza, 
which are columnar. 

ASUNCION (Nursraa &MORA ma IA Asuncion), a city and 
port of Paraguay, and capital of the republic, on the left bank of 
the Paraguay river in 2 s.,  ice 04' S., 57°  42' 40' W., and 970 in. 
above Buenos Aires. Pop. (est. in tgoo) 52,000. The port is 
connected with Buenos Aires and Montevideo by regular lines of 
river steamers, which are its only means of trade communication 
with the outer world, and with the inland town of Villa Rica 
(95 m.) by a railway worked by an English company. The city 
faces upon a curve in the river bank forming what is called the 
Bay of Asunci6n, and is built on a low sandy plain, rising to pretty 
hillsides overlooking the bay and the low, wooded country of 
the Chaco on the opposite shore. The general elevation is only 
253 ft. above sea-level. Asunci6n is laid out on a regular plan, the 
credit for which is largely due to Dictator Francia; the principal 
streets are paved and lighted by gas and electricity; and telephone 
and street-car services are maintained. The climate is hot but 
healthful, the mean annual temperature being about 72° F. 
The city is the seat of a bishopric dating from 1547, and con-
tains a large number of religious edifices. It has a national 
college and public library, but no great progress in education has 
been made. The most prominent edifice in the city is the palace 
begun by the younger Lopes, which is now occupied by a bank. 
There are some business edifices and residences of considerable 
architectural merit, but the greater part are small and incon-
spicuous, a majority of the residences being thatched, mud-
walled cabins. Considerable progress was made during the last 
two decades of the ieth century, however, notwithstanding 
misgovernment and the extreme poverty of the people. Asuncion  

was founded by Ayolas in r535, and is the oldest permanent 
Spanish settlement on the La Plata. It was for a long time the 
seat of Spanish rule in this region, and later the scene of a bitter 
struggle between the church authorities and Jesuits. Soon after 
the declaration of independence in au, the city fell under the 
despotic rule of Dr Fiancia, and then under that of the elder and 
younger Lopez, through which its development was greatly 
impeded. It was captured and plundered by the Brazilians is 
x869, and has been the theatre of several revolutionary outbreaks 
since then, one of which (z9o5) resulted in a blockade of several 
months' duration. (A. J. L.) 

MVOS, in Hindu mythology, twin deities of light. After 
Indra, Agni and Soma, they are the most prominent divinities 
in the Rig-Veda, and have more than fifty entire hymns addressed 
to them. Their exact attributes are obscure. They appear 
to be the spirits of dawn, the earliest bringers of light in the 
morning sky; they hasten on in the clouds before Dawn and 
prepare the way for her. In some hymns they are called sons 
of the sun; M others, children of the sky; in others, offspring of 
the ocean. They are youngest of the gods, bright lords of lustre, 
honey-hued. They are inseparable. The sole purpose of one 
hymn is to compare them with different twin objects, such as 
eyes, hands, feet and wings. They have a common wife, Surya. 
They are physicians, protectors of the weak and old, especially 
of elderly unmarried women. They are the friends of lovers, 
and bless marriages and make them fruitful. 

See A. A. Maedenell. Vedic Mythology (Stramberg, 1897). 
ASYLUM (from Gr. 6.-. privative, and Wm, right of seizure), 

a place of refuge. In ancient Greece, an asylum was an " inviol-
able " refuge for persons fleeing from pursuit and in search of 
protection. In a general sense, all Greek temples and altars 
were inviolable, that is, it was a religious crime to remove by 
force any person or thing once under the protection of a deity. 
But it was only in the case of a small number of temples that 
this protecting right of a deity was recognized with common 
consent. Such were the sanctuaries of Zeus Lycaeus in Arcadia, 
of Poseidon in the island of Calauria, and of Apollo at Delos; 
they were, however, numerous in Asia Minor. They guaranteed. 
absolute security to the suppliant within their limits. The 
right of sanctuary, originally possessed by all temples, appears 
to have become limited to a few in consequence of abuses of it. 
Asylums in this sense were peculiar to the Greeks. The asylum 
of Romulus (Livy L 8), which was probably the altar of Veiovis, 
cannot be considered as such. Under Roman dominion, the 
rights of existing Greek sanctuaries were at first confirmed, but 
their number was considerably reduced by Tiberius. Under 
the Empire, the statues of the emperors and the eagles of the 
legions were made refuges against acts of violence. Generally 
speaking, the classes of persons who claimed the rights of asylum 
were slaves who had been maltreated by their masters, soldiers 
defeated and pursued by the enemy, and criminals who feared 
a trial or who had escaped before sentence was passed. (See 
treatises Ds Asylis Grassi:, by Forster, x847; Jaenisch, x868; 
Barth, r888.) 

With the establishment of Christianity, the custom of asylum 
or sanctuary (q.v.) became attached to the church or churchyard. 
In modern times the word asylum has come to mean an institu-
tion providing shelter or refuge for any class of afflicted or 
destitute persons, such as the blind, deaf and dumb, &c., but 
more particularly the insane. (See Insmanr.) 

ASYLUM, RIGHT OF (Fr. droll d'asile; Ger. Asylrecht), in 
international law, the tight which a state possesses, by virtue 
of the principle that every independent state is sole master 
within its boundaries, of allowing fugitives from another country 
to enter or sojourn upon its territory. Extradition (q.v.) treaties 
are undertakings between states curtailing the exercise of the 
right of asylum in respect of refugees from justice, but the con-
ditions therein laid down invariably show that rations regard 
the maintenance of this right of asylum as intimately connected 
with their right of independent action, however weak as states 
they may be, on their own soil. The neutral right to grant 
asylum to belligerent forces is now governed by articles 57, 58 
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and sei of the regulations annexed to the Hague Convention of 
the 29th of July Ago, relating to the Laws and •Customs of 
War on Land. (See Wait) (T. BA.) 

ATACAMA, a province of northern Chile, bounded N. and S. 
respectively by the provinces of Antofagasta and Coquimbo, and 
extending from the Pacific coast E. to the Argentine boundary 
line. It has an area of 30,729 sq. in., lying in great part within 
the Atacama desert region (see below), and a population (scar) 
of 7x,446. The silver and copper mines of the province are 
numerous, some of them ranking among the most productive 
known, but the majority are worked with limited capital and on 
a small scale. The silver ore was first discovered in :832 by a 
shepherd at a place which bean his name, Juan Godoi. The 
nitrate and borax deposits are extensive and productive, and 
common salt is a natural product of large areas in the elevated 
desert regions of the Andes. The exports include copper and 
silver and their ores, nitrate of soda, borax, guano and other 
minerals in small quantities. The capital, Copiap6 (est. pop. 
ages in rgo2), is situated on a small river of the same name 37 m. 
from the coast and st tn. south-east by rail from Caldera, the 
principal port of this great mining district. Before 1842, when 
guano began to attract notice as an exportable product, Atacama 
was considered as Bolivian territory, and Coquimbo the extreme 
northern province of Chile. In that year Chile decided to explore 
the desert coast, and in 1843 that part of the desert extending 
north to the 26th parallel was organized into the province of 
Atacama. 

ATACAMA, DESERT OF, an arid, barren and saline region of 
western South America, covering the greater part of the Chilean 
provinces of Atacama and Antofagasta, the Argentine territory 
of Los Andes, and the south-western corner of the Bolivian 
department of Potosi. The higher elevations are known as the 
Puna de Atacama, which is practically a continuation southward 
of the great tuna region of Peru and Bolivia. It Is a broken, 
mountainous region, volcanic in places, saline in others, and 
ranges from 7oco to 53,500 ft. in general elevation. Its cul-
minating ridges are marked by an irregular line of peaks and 
extinct volcanoes extending north by east from about 28° S. 
into southern Bolivia. On the eastern side, occasional rainfalls 
occur and streams from the snow-dads peaks produce some slight 
displays of fertility, but the general aspect of the plateaus, which 
are dry and cold in winter and in summer are swept by rain-
storms and covered by occasional tufts of coarse grass, is barren 
and forbidding. They are also broken by great saline lagoons 
and dry salt basins. This region forms the Argentine territory 
of Los Andes and is habitable in places. On the western slope 
the land descends gradually to the Pacific, being broken into great 
basins, or terraces, by mountainous ridges in its higher elevations, 
widening out into gently-sloping sandy plains below, famous 
for their nitrate deposits, and terminating on the coast with 
sharply-sloping bluffs, having an elevation of Soo to isoo ft., 
and looking from the sea like a range of fiat-topped hills. This 
desolate region, which is rainless and absolutely barren, and 
was considered worthless for three and a half centuries, is now 
a treasure-house of mineral wealth, abounding in copper, silver, 
lead, nickel, cobalt, iron, nitrates and borax. It is occupied 
by many mining settlements, and includes some of the most 
productive copper and silver mines of the world. 

See L Darapsky, " Zur Gcographie der Puna de Atacama," Zeits. 
Gas. &Ilk. sr Berlin, 189,4.  E. Church, " South America: an 
Outline of its Physical phy," Geographical Journal. tgot ; 
John BaU, Notes of a Natio. ist is South America (London, 1887)i 
F. O'Driscoll, " A Journey to the North of the Argentine Republic,' 
Geographical Journal, tgos. (A. J. L.) 

ATACANITIL a mineral found originally in the desert of 
Atacama, and named by D. de Gallizen in titer. It is a cupric 
oxychloride, having the formula CuCl2.3Cu(OH),, and crystalliz-
ing in the orthorhombic system. Its hardness is about 3 and 
its specific gravity 3.7, while its colour presents various shades of 
green, usually dark. Atacamite is a comparatively rare mineral, 
formed In some cases by the action of sea-water on various 
copper-ores, and occurring also as a volcanic product on Vesuvian 
lavas. Some of the finest crystals have been yielded by the  

copper-mines of South Australia, especially at Wawa*. It 
occurs also, with malachite, at &rube, near Ambriz, in West 
Africa. From one of its localities in Chile, Los Remolinoa, it 
was termed Remolinite by Brooke and Miller. Atacamite, in 
a pulverulent state, was formerly used as a pounce under the 
name of " Peruvian green sand, ' and was known in Chile as 
arsenillo. 

ATARUALLPA (atakr, Lat. virtu:, and alipa, (L Weet).  
last of the Inters" (or Yncas) of Peru, was the son of the ruler 
Huayna Capac, by Pacha, the daughter of the conquered sove-
reign of Quito. His brother Huascar succeeded Huayna Capac 
in 5527; for, as Atahuallpa was not descended on both sides 
from the line of Incas, Peruvian law considered him illegitimate. 
He obtained, however, the kingdom of Quito. A jealous feeling 
soon sprang up between him and Huascar, who insisted that 
Quito should be held as a dependent province of his empire. 
A civil war broke out between the brothers, and, about the time 
when the Spanish conqueror Pizarro was beginning to move 
inland from the town of San Miguel, Huascar had been defeated 
and thrown into prison, and Atahuallpa had become Inca. 
Pizarro set out in September 5532, and made for Caxamarca, 
where the Inca was Messengers passed frequently between 
them, and the Spaniards on their march were hospitably received 
by the inhabitants. On the 15th of November, Pizarro entered 
Caxamarca, and sent his brother and Ferdinando de Soto to 
request an interview with the Inca. On the evening of the next 
day, Atahuallpa entered the great square of Caxamarca, accom-
panied by some five or six thousand men, who were either un-
armed or armed only with short dubs and slings concealed 
under their dresses. Pizarro's artillery and soldiers were planted 
in readiness in the streets opening off the square. The interview 
was carried on by the priest Vicente de Valverde, who addressed 
the Inca through an interpreter. He stated briefly and dog-
matically the principal points of the Christian faith and the 
Roman Catholic policy, and concluded by calling upon Atahuallpa 
to become a Christian, obey the commands of the pope, give 
up the administration of his kingdom, and pay tribute to Charles 
V., to whom had been granted the conquest of these lands. 
To this extraordinary harangue, which from its own nature 
and the faults of the interpreter must have been completely 
unintelligible, the Inca at first returned a very temperate answer. 
He pointed out what seemed to him certain difficulties in the 
Christian religion, and declined to accept as monarch of his 
dominions this Charles, of whom be knew nothing. He then took 
a bible from the priest's hands, and, after looking at it, threw 
it violently from him, and began a more impassioned speech, 
in which he exposed the designs of the Spaniards, and upbraided 
them with the cruelties they had perpetrated. The priest 
retired, and Pizarro at once gave the signal for attack. The 
Spaniards rushed out suddenly, and the Peruvians, astonished 
and defenceless, were cut down in hundreds. Pizarro himself 
seized the Inca, and in endeavouring to preserve him alive, 
received, accidentally, on his hand the only wound inflicted 
that day on a Spaniard. Atahuallpa, thus treacherously cap-
tured, offered an enormous sum of money as a ransom, and 
fulfilled his engagement; but Pizarro still detained him, until 
the Spaniards should have arrived in sufficient numbers to 
secure the country. While in captivity, Atahuallpa gave secret 
orders for the assassination of his brother Huascar, and also 
endeavoured to raise an army to expel the invaders. His plans 
were betrayed, and Pizarro at once brought him to trial. He 
was condemned to death, and, as being an idolater, to death 
by fire. Atahcialipa, however, professed himself a Christian, 
received baptism, and his sentence was then altered into death 
by strangulation (August 19, 1 533). His body was afterwards 
burned, and the ashes conveyed to Quito. (See also Paso: 
History.) 

ATALANTA, in Greek legend, the name of two Greek heroines. 
(r) The Arcadian Atalanta was the daughter of lash's or lesion 
and Clymene. At her birth, she had been exposed on a hill, 
her father having expected a son. At first she was suckled by a 
she-bear, and then saved by huntsmen, among whom she grew 
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up to be skilled with the bow, swift, and fond of the chase, 
like the virgin goddess Artemis. At the Calydonian boar-bunt 
her arrows were the first to hit the monster, for which its head 
and hide were given her by Meleager. At the funeral games 
of Pelies, she wrestled with Peleus, and won. For a long thne 
she remained true to Artemis and rejected all suitors, but 
Meilanion at last gained her love by his persistent devotion. 
She was the mother of Parthenopaeus, one of the Seven against 
Thebes (Apollodorus i6. go ; Hyginus, Palo. 99). (2) The 
Boeotian Atalanta was the daughter of Schoeneus. She was 
famed for her running, and would only consent to marry a suitor 
who could outstrip her in a race, the consequence of failure being 
death. Hippomenes, before starting, had obtained from Aphro-
dite three golden apples, which he dropped at intervals, and 
Atalanta, stopping to pick them up, fell behind. Both were 
happy at the result; but forgetting to thank the goddess for 
the apples, they were led by her to a religious crime, and were 
transformed into lions by the goddess Cybele (Ovid, Megan,. 
x. 56o; Hyginus, Fab. 185). The characteristics of these 
two heroines (frequently confounded) point to their being 
secondary forms of the Arcadian Artemis. 

ATARGATIS, a Syrian deity, known to the Greeks by a 
shortened form of the name, Derketo (Strabo xvi. c. 785; Pliny, 
Nat. Hist. v. 23. 81), and as Dea Syria, or in one word Deasura 
(Lucian, de Dee Syria). She is generally described as the 
" fish-goddess." The name is a compound of two divine names; 
the first part is a form of the Himyaritic • Adler, the equivalent 
of the Old Testament Asittordh, the Phoenician Astarte (q.s.), 
with the feminine ending omitted (Assyr. Ishtar); the second 
is a Palmyrene name 'Aide (i.e. temps: opportunnin), which 
occurs as part of many compounds. As a consequence of the 
first half of the name, Atargatis has frequently, though wrongly, 
been identified with Astarte. The two deities were, no doubt, 
of common origin, but their cults are historically distinct. In 
s Macc. ail. 26 we find reference to an Atargateion or Atergateion 
(temple.of Atargatis) at Carnion in Gilead (d. r Macc. v. 43), 
but the home of the goddess was unquestionably not Palestine, 
but Syria proper, ezpedally at Hierspolis (q.v.), where she had 
a great temple. From Syria her worship extended to Greece, 
Italy and the furthest west. Lucian and Apuleins give descrip-
tions of the beggar-priests who went round the great cities 
with an image of the goddess on an ass and collected money. 
The wide extension of the cult is attributable largely to Syrian 
merchants; thus we find traces of it in the great seaport 
towns; at Delos especially numerous Inscriptions have been 
found bearing witness to its importance. Again we find the 
cult in Sicily, introduced, no doubt, by slaves and it...L..20y 
troops, who carried it even to the farthest northern limits of 
the Roman empire. In many cases, however, Atargatis and 
Astarte are fused to such an extent as to be indistinguishable. 
This fusion is exemplified by the Carnion temple, which is 
probably identical with the famous temple of Astarte at Ash-
taroth-Karnaim. 

Atargatis appears generally as the wife of Haiti (Baal). 
They are the protecting deities of the community. Atargatis, 
in the capacity of ireideixer, wean a mural crown, is the ancestor 
of the royal house, the founder of social and religious life, the 
goddess of generation and fertility (hence the prevalence of 
phallic emblems), and the inventor of useful appliances. Not 
unnaturally she is identified with the Greek Aphrodite. By the 
conjunction of these many functions, she becomes ultimately 
a great Nature-Goddess, analogous to Cybele and Rhea (see 
GRLAT MOTDEZ ow THE GODS); in one aspect she typifies the 
function of water In producing life; in another, the universal 
mother-earth (hiacrobius, &duns, i. 23); in a third (influenced, 
no doubt, by Chaldaean astrology), the power of destiny. The 
legends are numerous and of an astrological character, intended 
to account for the Syrian dove-worship and abstinence from fish 
(see the story in Ailienaeus viii. 37, where Atargatis is derived 
from firsts Forties," without Gatis,"—a queen who is said to 
have forbidden the eating of fish). Thus Dicier= MMus, 
using Ctesias, tells bow she MI in love with • youth who was  

worshipping at the shrine of Aphrodite, and by him became the 
mother of Semiramis, the Assyrian queen, and bow in shame 
she flung herself into a pool at Ascalon or Hiempolis and was 
changed into a fish (W. Robertson Smith in Eng. Hist. Rea. 
1887). In another story she was hatched from an egg found 
by some fish in the Euphrates and by them thrust on the bank 
where it was hatched by a dove; out of gratitude she persuaded 
Jupiter to transfer the fish to the Zodiac (cf. Ovid, Fort. ii. 
459-474. Maori. v. 331)• 

See articles sa. iklierzog-Hauck, Reekneyik. (x897), by W. Ban-
dissin; and Pauly -Winsowa. Realencyc.; Fr. Baethgen, &strip riff 
Setnit. Religiongescls 0888); R. Pietschmann. Gerd. der Flanisier 
( 1 889). 

ATAULPHUS (the Latinist!' d form of the Gothic Atanif, 
" Father-wolf," from ate, father, and =Us, wolf; mod. Germ. 
Adolf, Latinized as Adolphus, the form used by Gibbon for the 
subject of thisarticle), king of the Goths (d. 415). On the death 
of Ala& (q.s.) his followers acclaimed his brother-in-law Ataul-
pluts as king. In 413 he quitted Italy and led his army across 
the Alps into Gaul. Here Ire fought against some of the usurpers 
who threatened the thione of Honorius; he made some sort of 
compact with that emperor and, in 414, he married his sister 
Placidia, who had been since the siege of Rome a captive in the 
camp of the Goths. The ex-emperor Attains danced at the 
marriage festival, which was celebrated with great pomp at 
Narbonne. In 415 Ataulphua crossed the Pyrenees into Spain 
and died at Barcelona, being assassinated by a groom. The 
most important fact in his history is his confession, recorded by 
Orosius, that he saw the inability of his countrymen to rear a 
civilized or abiding kingdom, and that consequently his aim 
should be to build on Roman foundations and blend the two 
nations into one. 

ATAVISM (from Lat dans, a great-great-great-grandfather 
or ancestor), the term given in biology to the reproduction in a 
living person or animal of the characteristics of an ancestor more 
remote than its parints (see Hzazorrv). Loosely used, it con. 
notes a reversion to an earlier type. Individuals reproduce 
unexpectedly the traits of earlier ancestors, and ethnologists 
and criminologists frequently explain by " atavism " the occur-
rence of degenerate species of man; but the whole subject is 
complicated by other possible explanations of such phenomena, 
included in the scientific study of normal " variation." 

ATBARA (Bahr-el-A:wad, or Black River), the most northern 
affluent of the river Nile, N.E. Africa. It rises in Abyssinia to 
the N.W. of Lake Tuna, unites its waters with a number of 
other rivers which also rise in the Abyssinian highlands, and 
Rows north-west Boo m. tail its junction at Ed Darner with the 
Nile (q.v.). The battle of the Atbara, [ought near Nakheila, 
a place on the north bank of the river about 30 m. above Ed 
Damer, on the 8th of April 1898, between the khalifa's forces 
under Mahmud and Sir Herbert (afterwards Lord) Kitchener's 
Angio-Egyptian army, resulted in the complete defeat of the 
Mandist' and the capture of their leader, and paved the way for 
the decisive battle of Omdurman on the and of September 
following (see EGYPT: Military Operations). 

ATCHISON, a city and the county-seat of Atchison county, 
Kansas, U.S.A., on the west bank of the Missouri river, which 
is navigable at this point but is utilized comparatively little for 
commerce. Pop. (1890 1303; ( 1 900) 15,722, of whom 25o8 
were of negro descent and 1308 were foreign-born; (1910) 
16,429. Atchison is served by the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago, Rock Island 
& Pacific, mind the Missouri Pacific railways. The city is the scat 
sf Midland College (Lutheran, 1887), St Benedict's College 
(Roman Catholic, 180) for boys, Mt. Scholastics Academy 
(Roman Catholic) for girls, and Western Theological Seminary 
(Evangelical-Lutheran, 1893); a state soldiers' orphans' home 
Is also located here. Atchison's situation and transportation 
facilities make it an important supply-centre, its trade in grains 
and live-stock being particularly large; it has large railway 
machine shops, and its principal manufactures are flour, furniture, 
lumber, hardware and drugs. The value of the city's factory 
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products increased from S2,093,46g in 1 900  to $4,052,274 in 1905, 
or 93.6%. Atchison was founded in 1854 by pro-slavery 
partisans, and was named in honour of their leader, David Rice 
Atchison, a United States senator. The city was quickly sur-
passed by Leavenworth in commercial importance, and during 
the Kansas struggle was never of great political importance. 
Its first city charter was granted in x858. The Atchison Globe 
(established 1878) is one of the best-known of western papers. 

ATE, in Greek mythology, the personification of criminal 
folly, the daughter of Zeus and Eris (Strife). She misled even 
Zeus to take a hasty oath, whereby Hemcles became subject to 
Eurystheus. Zeus thereupon cast her by the hair out of Olympus, 
whither she did not return, but remained on earth, working evil 
and mischief (Iliad, Az. or). She is followed by the Litae 
(Prayers), the old and crippled daughters of Zeus, who are able 
to repair the evil done by her (Iliad, ix. sea) In later times 
Ate is regarded as the avenger of sin (Sophodes, Aatigone, 

625). 
See  J. Girard, Le Snaineent rdigierx en &lee (1M9):1. F. Scherer. 

De Graeconm Ales Nosiorre ague &date (1850: E. Burn, Bedeutang 
der Ate bei Auckylas (1876); C. Lehrs, Pooaldre Artniare ass dew 
Alterthum (1875); L Schmidt, Die Dinh der alien Grecian 0884. 

ATELLA, an ancient Oscan town of Campania, 9 an. N. of 
Naples and 9 tn. S. of -Capon, on the road between the two. It 
was a member of the Campanian confederation, and shared the 
fortunes of Capua, but remained faithful to Hannibal for a 
longer time; the great part of the inhabitants, when they 
could no longer resist the Romans, were transferred by him to 
Thurii, and the town was reoccupied in 211 by the Romans, 
who settled the exiled inhabitants of Noted& there. The fate 
of Atella at the end of the war, when the latter were able to 
return to their own city, is unknown. Cicero was in friendly 
relations with it, and exerted influence that it might retain its 
property in Gaul, so that it is obvious that it had then recovered 
municipal rights. The town is mainly famous as the cradle of 
early Roman comedy, the Fabulae Aldlarrae (see below). Some 
remains of the town still exist, including a tower of the city wall 
in brick. 

See J. Beloch, Campania' (rod ed., Breslau, 189o), p. 379. 
ATELLANAS 'ASHLAR (" Atellan fables "), the name of a 

sort of popular comedy amongst the ancient Romans. The 
name is derived from Atella, an Oscan town in Campania; for 
this reason, and from their being also called Osci Judi, it has been 
supposed that they were of Oscan origin and introduced at Rome 
after Campania had been deprived of Its independence. It 
seems highly improbable that they were performed in the Oscan 
language. Mommsen, however, rejects their Oscan origin 
altogether; he regards them as purely Latin, the scene merely 
being laid at Atella to avoid causing offence by placing it at 
Rome or one of the Latin cities. These plays, or rather sketches, 
contained humorous descriptions of country as contrasted with 
town life, and found their subjects amongst the lower classes 
of the people. . The subjects alone were decided upon before 
the performance began; the dialogue was improvised as it 
proceeded. The Atellanae contained certain stock characters, 
like the Italian harlequinades: Maccus (the fool), Bucco (fat-
chaps), Pappus (daddy), Dossennus (sharper); monsters and 
bogeys like Manducus, Pytho, Lamia also made their appearance. 
The performers were the sons of Roman citizens, who did not 
lose their rights as citizens, and were allowed to serve in the 
army: professional actors were excluded. The simple prose 
dialogues were probably varied by songs in the rude Saturnian 
metre: the language was that of the common people, accom-
panied by lively gesticulation and movements. They were 
characterized by coarseness and obscenity. In the time of Sulk 
a literary form was given to the Atellanae by Pomponius of 
Bononia and Novius, who made them regular written comedies. 
Living persons seem to have been attacked, and even the doings 
of the gods and heroes of mythology burlesqued. From this 
time the Atellanae were used as after-pieces and performed 
by professional actors. In 46 s.c. they were ousted by the 
mimes, but regained popularity during the reign of Tiberius 
(chiefly owing to a certain Mummius), until they were definitely  

superseded by and merged in the mimes. They held their 
ground in the small towns and villages of Italy during the last 
days of the empire; they probably lingered on into the middle 
ages, and were the origin of the Italian Conunedie deli' ask. 

The scanty fragments of Pomponius and Bevies are collected in 
Ribbeck's Casscorsm RornarrerranReligaiae; see also Munk, Dc 
Fabolis Arelleusis (1840); and art. Lam LITZILATUIS. 

.A1TSTE (mod. Este,qx.), an ancient town of Venetia, at the 
southern foot of the Euganean hills, 43 ft. above sea-level; 
22 IQ. S. W. of Patavium (Padua). The site was occupied in very 
early times, as the discoveries since 1882 show. Large cemeteries 
have been excavated, which show three different periods from 
the 8th century s.c. down to the Roman domination. In the 
first period (Italic) cremation burials closely approximating to 
the Villanova type are found; in the second' (Venetian) the 
tombs are constructed of blocks of stone, and sitsdae (bronze 
buckets), sometimes decorated with elaborate designs, are 
frequently used to contain the cinerary urns; in the third 
(Gallic), which begins during the 4th century s.c., though 
cremation continues, the tombs are much poorer, the ossuaries 
being of badly baked rough clay, and show traces of Gallic 
influence, and characteristics of the La-Tine civilisation. The 
many important objects found in these excavations are preserved 
in the local museum. See G. Gbirardini in Notizie degli Saul; 
Monamenli del Lintel, h .. (1893) 161 seq., vii. (1897) 5 seq., W-
(19oz) s seq.; Atli del Congreuo Internationale di Suttee 
Storiche (Rome, Igen), V. 279 seq. Inscriptions show that the 
national language asserted its existence even after Ateste came 
into the bands of the Romans. When this occurred is not known; 
boundary stones of 135 B.C. exist, which divide the territory of 
Ateste from that of Patavium and of Vicetia, showing that the 
former extended from the middle of the Euganean bills to the 
Atesis (mod. Adige, from which Ateste no doubt took its name, 
and on which it once stood). After the battle of Actium, 
Augustus settled veterans from various of his legions in this 
territory, Ateste being thenceforth spoken of as a colony. It 
appears to have furnished many recruits, especially for the 
colonies vrbanae. It appears but little in history, though its 
importance is vouched for by numerous inscriptions, the majority 
of which belong to the early Empire. (T. As.) 

ATE, or Agra, an ancient town of the province of Hainaut, 
Belgium, situated on the left bank of the Dender. Pop. (x800) 
9868; (1904) 51,2oz. Formerly it was fortified, but after the 
change in the defensive system of Belgium in x858 the fortress 
was dismantled and its ramparts superseded by boulevards. 
Owing to a fire caused by lightning its fine church of St Julien, 
dating from the 14th century, which had escaped serious injury 
during many wars, was destroyed in 5817 (since rebuilt). This 
left the Tour Burbant as its sole relic of the middle ages. This 
tower formed part of the donjon of the fortress erected by 
Baldwin IV., count of Hainaut, about the year xi so. Near Ath 
is the fine castle of Beloeil, the ancient seat of the princely 
family of Ligne. Ath is famous for its gild of archers, whose 
butts are erected on the plain of the Esplanade in the centre of 
the town. The town militia has the privilege of being armed-
with bows and crossbows. Ath is also well known in Hainaut 
for its annual fête called Is jour de drscasse —drrasse being the 
Walloon word for kermesse (fête). On this occasion a procession 
escorting figures of two giants, Goliath, called locally Goyasse, 
and Samson, forms the chief feature of the celebration. The 
emperor Joseph IL stopped it for its " idolatrous " character, 
but this act was one of the causes of the Brabant revolution of 
1789. The procession, revived in 179o, was again stopped by 
the French republicans five years later, but was revived under 
the Empire, and has flourished ever since. 

ATHABASCA (Allupessene), or Era, a river and lake of the 
province of Alberta, Canada. The river rises in the Rocky 
Mountains near the Yellowhead Pass in se so' N. and 1 te 
W., and flows north-east as far as Athabasca Landing, and thence 
north into Lake Athabasca. It is 740 m. long and has a number 
of important tributaries, including the McLeod, Pembina, Lesser 

This is by some authorities divided into two. 
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Slave, which drains the lake of that name, and Clearwater. 
Athabasca lake Is res no. long, west to east, from ao to 32 tn. wide, 
has an area of 3085 sq. m., and is 690 ft. above the sea. It dis-
charges its waters northward by Slave river and the Mackenzie 
system to the Arctic Ocean. On its north shore the country is 
high and rocky; on the south, sandy and barren. Shallow-
draught steamers navigate the lake and river, and Lesser 
Slave lake and river, with one interruption—at Grand Rapids 
near the mouth of the Clearwater river. 

ATHALARIC (516-534), king of the Ostrogoths, grandson of 
Theodorie, became king of the Ostrogoths in Italy on his grand-
father's death (526). As be was only ten years old, the regency 
was assumed by his mother Amalasuntha (q.v.). The murmurs of 
the Gothic nobles procured for their young sovereign too early 
emancipation from the schoolroom. He drank heavily, and 
indulged in vicious excesses which ruined his constitution. lie 
died on the and of October 534. 

ATHALIAH, In the Bible, the daughter of Ahab, and wife of 
Phomm, king of Judah. After the death of Abaziah, her son, 
she usurped the throne and reigned for six years. She Is said 
to have massacred all the members of the royal house of 
Judah (a Kings xi. z-3), but a similar atrocity is also ascribed 
to jelm (2 Kings x. 12-14); with both notices contrast a Chinn. 
XXi. 17. The sole survivor Joash was concealed in the temple by 
his aunt, Jehosheba, wife of the priest Jehoida (a Chron. xxii. ri). 
These organized a revolution in favour of Joash, and caused 
Athaliah and her adherents to be put to death (a Kings xi.; 
a Chron. xxii. 10-12, xxiii., Judy. 7). 

The story of Atbaliah forms the subject of one of Racine'a 
best tragedies. It has been musically treated by Handel and 
Xiendelosohn. 

ATHAMAS, in Creek mythology, king of the Minyae in 
Boeotian Orchomenus, son of Aeolus, king of Tbessaly, or of 
Minyas. His first wife was Nephele, the cloud-goddess, by whom 
he had two children, Phrixus and Helle (see AncoNstrrs). 
Athamas and his second wife Ino were said to have incurred the 
wrath of Hera, because Ino had brought up Dionysus, the son of 
her sister Semele, as a girl, to save his life. Athamas went mad, 
and slew one of Ms sons, Learchus; Inv, to escape the pursuit of 
her frenzied husband, threw herself into the sea with her other 
son Melicertes. Both were afterwards worshipped as marine 
divinities, !no as Leucothea, Melicertes as Palaemon (Odyssey 
v. 333). Athamas, with the guilt of his son's murder upon him, 
was obliged to flee from Boeotia. He was ordered by the oracle to 
settle in a place where he should receive hospitality from wild 
beasts. This he found at Phthiotis In 'Mosaic, where he 
surprised some wolves eating sheep; on his approach they fled, 
leaving him the bones. Athamas, regarding this as the fulfilment 
of the oracle, settled there and married a third wife, Theadsto. 
The spot was afterwards called the Athamanian plain (Apollo-
dorus i. q; Hyginus, Fab. r-s; Ovid, Melon. iv. 416, Foal, 
vi. 48s; Valerius Flaccus i. 2 77). 

According to a local legend, Athamas was king of Halos in 
Phtbiotis from the first (Schol. on Apoll. Rhodius ii. 5z3). After 
his attempt on the life of Phrixus, which was supposed to have 
succeeded, the Phthietz were ordered to sacrifice him to Zeus 
Laphystius, in order to appease the anger of the gods. As he was 
on the point of being put to death, Cytissorus, a son of Phrixus, 
suddenly arrived from Aea with the news that Phrixus was still 
alive. Athamas's life was thus saved, but the wrath of the gods 
was unappeased, and pursued the family. It was ordained that 
the eldest born of the race should not enter the council-chamber; 
if be did so, be was liable to be seized and sacrificed if detected 
(Herodotus vii. 197). The legend of Athamas is probably 
founded on a very old custom amongst the Minyae—the sacrifice 
of the first-born of the race of Athamas to Zeus Laphystius. 
The story formed the subject of lost tragedies by Aeschylus, 
Sophodes, Euripides and other Greek and Latin dramatists. 

ATHANAGILD 547) became king of the Visigoths (in 
Spain) in 334, having invoked the aid of the emperor Justinian for 
his revolt against his predecessor Agile. Atbanagild, when him-
self king, vainly tried to oust his late allies from the footing which  

they had gained in Spain, nor were thi Greeks finally expelled 
from Spain till seventy years later. Athanagfid himself is chiefly 
remembered for the tragic fortunes of his daughters Brunechildis 
and Gavleswintba, who married two Frankish brother kings, 
Sigebert and Chilperic. Athanagad died (" peacefully," as the 
annalist remarks) in 547. 

ATHANARIC (d. 38z), a ruler of the Visigoths from about 366 
to 380. He bore the title not of king but of judge, a title which 
may be compared with that of ealdorman among the Anglo-
Saxon invaders of Britain. Athanaric waged, from 367 to 369, 
an unsuccessful war with the emperor Valens, and the peace by 
whith the war was ended was ratified by the Roman and Gothic 
rulers meeting on a barge in mid-stream of the Danube. Athan-
aric was a harsh and obstinate heathen, and his short reign was 
chiefly famous for his brutal persecution of his Christian fellow-
countrymen. In 376 be was utterly defeated by the Huns, 
who a few years before had burst into Europe. The bulk of the 
Visigothic people sought refuge within the Empire in the region 
now known as Bulgaria, but Athanaric seems to have fled into 
Transylvania. Being attacked there by two Ostrogothic chiefs 
he also, irk 381, sought the protection of the Roman emperor. 
Theodosius I. received him courteously, and be was profoundly 
impressed by the glories of Constantinople, but on the fifteenth 
day after his arrival he died, and was honoured by the emperor 
with a magnificent funeral. 

MAHAN= (293-373), bishop of Alexandria and saint, one 
of the most illustrious defenders of the Christian faith, was born 
probably at Alexandria. Of his family and of his early education 
nothing can be said to be known. According to the legend, the 
boy is said to have once baptized some of his playmates and 
thereupon to have been taken into his house by Bishop Alexander, 
who recognized the validity of this proceeding. It is certain 
that Athanasius was young when he took orders, and that he 
must soon have entered into close relations with his bishop, 
whom, after the outbreak of the Arian controversy, he accom-
panied as archdeacon to the council of Nimes. In the sessions 
and discussions of the council he could take no part; but in 
unofficial conferences be took sides vigorously, according to his 
own evidence, against the Mans, and was certainly not without 
influence. He had already, before the opening of the Council, 
defined his personal attitude towards the dogmatic problem in 
two essays, Against Me Gentile: and On the Incarnation, without, 
however, any special relation to the Arian controversy. 

The essay Ors the Incarnation is the locus dassicus for the 
presentation of the teaching of the ancient church on the subject 
of salvation. In this the great idea that God himself had entered 
into humanity becomes dominant. The doom of death under 
which mankind had sighed since Adam's fall could only then be 
averted, when the immortal Word of God (Abyes) assumed a 
mortal body, and, by yielding this to death for the sake of all, 
abrogated once for all the law of death, of which the power had 
been spent on the body of the Lord. Thus was rendered possible 
the leading back of mankind to God, of which the sure pledge 
lies in the grace of the resurrection of Christ. Athanasius would 
hear of no questioning of this religious mystery. In the catch-
word HOIROUSW, which had been added to the creed at Nicaea, 
he too recognized the best formula for the expression of the 
mystery, although in his own writings he made but sparing use 
of it. He was in fact less concerned with the formula than with 
.the content. Arians and Semi-Mans seemed to him to be 
pagans, who worship the creature, instead of the God wbo 
created all things, since they teach two gods, one having no 
beginning, the other having a beginning in Time and therefore 
of the same nature as the heathen gods, since, like them, he is a 
creature. Athanasius has no terms for the definition of the 
Persons in the one "Divine" (ra hie.), which are in their 
substance one; and yet he is certain that this "Divine" is not 
a mere abstraction, but something truly personal: "They are 
One," so he wrote later in his Discourses against the Arians, 
" not as though the unity were torn into two parts, which outside 
the unity would be nothing, nor as though the unity bore two 
names, so that one and the same is at one time Father and then 
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his own Son, as the heretic Sabelfins imagined. But they are 
two, for the Father is Father, and the Sou is not the same, but, 
again, the Son is Son, and not the Father himself. But their 
Nature (4,fins) is one, for the Begotten is not dissimilar (deopotor) 
to the Begetter, but his image, and everything that is the 
Father's is also the Son's." 

Five months after the return from the council of Niatea 
Bishop Alexander died; and on. the 8th of February 326 
Athanasius, at the age of thirty-three, became his successor. 
The first years of his episcopate were tranquil; then the storms 
in which the remainder of his life was passed began to gather 
round him. The council had by no means composed the divi-
sions in the Church which the Arian controversy had provoked. 
Arius himself still lived, and his friend Eusebius of Nicomedia 
rapidly regained influence over the emperor Constantine. The 
result was a demand made by the emperor that Arius should be 
readmitted to communion. Athanasius stood firm, but many 
accusers soon rose up against one who was known to be under 
the frown of the imperial displeasure. He was charged with 
cruelty, even with sorcery and murder. It was reported that a 
bishop of the Meletian party (see Mumma) in the Thebaid, 
of the name of Arsenius, had been unlawfully put to death by 
him. He was easily able to dear himself of these charges ; but 
the hatred of his enemies was not relaxed, and in the summer of 
335 he was peremptorily ordered to appear at Tyre, where a 
council had been summoned to sit in judgment upon his conduct. 
There appeared plainly a predetermination to condemn him, 
and he fled from Tyre to Constantinople to appeal to the emperor 
himself. Refused at first a hearing, his perseverance was at 
length rewarded by the emperor's assent to his reasonable request 
that his accusers should be brought face to face with him in the 
imperial presence. Accordingly the leaders of the council, the 
most conspicuous of whom were Eusebius of Nicomedia and his 
namesake of Caesarea, were summoned to Constantinople. 
Here they did not attempt to repeat their old charges, but found 
a more effective weapon to their hands in a new charge of a 
political kind—that Athanasius had threatened to stop the 
Alexandrian corn-ships bound for Constantinople. It is very 
difficult to understand how far there was truth in the persistent 
accusations made against the prince-bishop of Alexandria. 
Probably there was in the very greatness of his character and 
the extent of his popular influence a certain species of dominance 
which lent a colour of truth to some of the things said against 
him. On the present occasion his accusers succeeded at once in 
arousing the imperial jealousy. Without obtaining a hearing, 
he was banished at the end of 335 to Treves in Gaul. This was 
the first banishment of Athanasius, which lasted about one year 
and a half. It was brought to a close by the death of Constantine, 
and the accession as emperor of the West of Constantine IL, 
who, in June 337, allowed Athanasius to return to Alexandria. 

He reached his see on the 23rd of November 337, and, as he 
himself has told us, " the people ran in crowds to sec his face; 
the churches were full of rejoicing; thanksgivings were every-
where offered up ; the ministers and clergy thought the day 
the happiest in their lives." But this period of happiness was 
destined to be short-lived. His position as bishop of Alexandria 
placed him, not under his patron Constantine, but under Con-
stantius, another son of the elder Constantine, who had succeeded 
to the throne of the East. He in his turn fell, as his father had 
done in later years, under the influence of Eusebius of Nicomedia, 
who in the latter half of 339 was transferred to the see of Con-
stantinople, the new seat of the imperial court. A second 
expulsion of Athanklus was accordingly resolved upon. The old 
accusations against him were revived, and he was further charged 
with having set at naught the decision of a council. On the 
18th of March 339 the march of Egypt suddenly confronted 
Athanasius with an imperial edict, by which he was deposed 
and a Cappadocian named Gregory was nominated bishop in 
his place. On the following day, after tumultuous scenes, 
Athanasius fled, and four days later Gregory was installed by the 
aid of the soldiery. On the first opportunity, Athanasius went 
to Rome. to " lay his case before the church." A synod assembled  

at Rome in the autumn of 30, and the great coanal--probably 
that which met at Sardis in 342 or 343, where the Otientak 
refused to meet the representatives of the Western church—
declared him guiltless. This decision, however, had no immediate 
effect in favour of Athanasius. Constantius continued for some 
time implacable, and the bold action of the Western bishops 
only incited the Arian party in Alexandria to fresh severities. 
But the death of the intruder Gregory, on the 26th of June 345. 
opened up a way of reconciliation. Constantius decided to yield 
to the Importunity of his brother Constans, who bad succeeded 
Constantine IL In the West; and the result was the restoration 
of Athanasius for the second time, on the rut of October 346. 
Again he returned to Alexandria amid the enthusiastic demon-
strations of the populace, which is described by Gregory of 
Naziamms, in his panegyric on Athanasius, as streaming forth 
like " another Nile " to meet him afar off as he approached the 
city. 

The six years of his residence in the West had given Athanasius 
the opportunity of displaying a momentous activity. He made 
long journeys in Italy, in Gaul, and as far as Belgium. Every-
where he laboured for the Nicene faith, and the impression 
made by his personality was so great that to hold fast the 
orthodox faith and to defend Athanasius were for many people 
one and the same thing. This was shown when, after the death 
of the emperor Constans, Constantius became sole ruler of East 
and West. With the help of counsellors more subtle than 
discerning, the emperor, with the object of uniting the various 
parties in the Church at any cost, sought for the most colourless 
possible formula of belief, which he hoped to persuade all the 
bishops to accept. As his efforts remained for years fruitless, 
he used force. " My will is your guiding-line," he exclaimed in 
the summer of 355 to the bishops who bed assembled at Milan 
in response to his orders. A series of his most defiant opponents 
had to go into banishment, Liberius of Rome, Hilarius of Poitiers 
and Rosins of Corduba, the last-named once the confidant of 
Constantine and the actual originator of the Hosionsios, and 
now nearly a hundred years old. At length came the turn of 
Athanasius, now almost the sole upholder of the banner of the 
Nicene creed in the East. Several attempts to expel him failed 
owing to the attitude of the populace. On the night of the 8th-
9th of February 356, however, when the bishop was holding the 
Vigils, soldiers and police broke into the church of Meows. 
Athanasius himself has described the scene for us : " I was 
seated upon my chair, the deacon was about to read the psalm, 
the people to answer, ' For his merry endureth for ever.' The 
solemn act was interrupted; a panic arose." The bishop, who 
was at first unwilling to save himself, until he knew that his 
faithful followers were in safety, succeeded in escaping, leaving 
the town and finding a hiding-place in the country. The solitudes 
of Upper Egypt, where numerous monasteries and hermitages had 
been planted, seem at this time to have been his chief shelter. 
In this case benefit was repayed by benefit, for Athanasius during 
his episcopate had been a zealous promoter of asceticism and 
monachism. With Anthony the hermit and Pachomius the 
founder of monasteries, he had maintained personal relations, 
and the former he had commemorated in his Life of Anthony. 
During his exile his time was occupied in writing on behalf of 
his cause, and to this period belong some of his most important 
works, above all the great Orations or Discourses against the 
Arians, which furnish the best exposition of his theological 
principles. 

During his absence the see of Alexandria was left without a 
pastor. It is true that George of Cappadocia bad taken his 
place; but he could only maintain himself for a short while 
(February .357-October 358). The great majority of the popula-
tion remained faithful to the exile. At length, in November 361, 
the way was opened to him for his return to his see by the death 
of Constantius. Julian, who succeeded to the imperial throne, 
professed himself indifferent to the contentions of the Church, 
and gave permission to the bishops exiled in the late reign to 
return home. Among others, Athanasius availed himself of this 
permission, and in February 362 once more seated himself upon 
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his throne, amid the rejoicings of the people. He had begun his 
episcopal labours with renewed ardour, and assembled his bishops 
in Alexandria to decide various important questions, when an 
imperial mandate again—for the fourth time—drove him from 
his place of power. The faithful gathered around him weeping. 
" Be of good heart," he said, " it is but a cloud: it will pass." 
His forecast proved true; for within a few months Julian had 
dosed his brief career of pagan revival. As early as September 
363, Athanasius was able to travel to Jovian, the new emperor, 
who had sent him a letter praising his Christian fidelity and 
encouraging him to MUMe his work. He returned to Alexandria 
on the soth of February 364. With the emperor he continued 
to maintain friendly relations; but the period of repose was 
short. In the spring of 365, after the accession of Valens to the 
throne, troubles again arose. Athanasius was once more com-
pelled to seek safety from his persecutors in concealment (October 
365), which lasted, however, only for four months. In February 
366 he resumed his episcopal labours, in which he henceforth 
remained undisturbed. On the and of May 373, having con-
secrated one of his presbyters as his suctessor, he died quietly 
in his own house. 

Athanasius was a man of action, but he also knew how to use 
his pen for the furtherance of his cause. He lefts large number 
of writings, which cannot of course be compared with those of 
an Origen, a Basil, or a Gregory of Nyasa. Athanasius was no 
systematic theologian. All his treatises are occasional pieces, 
born of controversy and intended for controversial ends. The 
interest in abstract exposition of dearly formulated theological 
ideas Is everywhere subordinate to the polemical purpose. But 
all these writings are instinct with a living personal faith, and 
serve for the defence of the cause; for it was not about words 
that he was contending. Even those who do not sympathize 
with the cause which Athanasius steadfastly defended cannot 
but admire his magnanimous and heroic character. If he was 
imperious in temper and inflexible in his conception of the 
Christian faith, he possessed a great heart and a great intellect, 
inspired with an enthusiastic devotion to Christ. Asa theologian, 
his main distinction was his zealous advocacy of the essential 
divinity of Christ. Christianity in its Arian conception would 
have evaporated in a new polytheism. To have set a dam 
against this process with the whole force of a mighty personality 
constitutes the importance of Athanasius in the world's history. 
It is with good reason that the Church honours him as the 
" Great," and as the " Father of Orthodoxy." 

 

southwards into California. The Southern division includes 

The best edition of the works of Athanasius is the so-called Maurine 
edition of Bernard de Montfaucon in 3 vols. (Paris. 1698); this was 
enlarged in the 3rd edition by Giustiniani (4 vols., Padua, 1777). and 
is printed in this form in Migne's Patrologia, vols. xxv.-xxviii. An 
English translation of selections. with excellent introductions to the 
several writings, was published by Archibald Robertson in the Library 
of the Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, second series, vol. 4 (Oxford 
and New York. t892). There is no biography satisfactory from the 
modern point of view. Studies preliminary to such a -biography 
began to be published by E. Schwartz in his essays, " Zur Geachichte 
des Athanasius' (in the Nachrichten der Isbnillschon Gesellschaft der 
Wissenschafkn en Gottingen, 1904. &c.). The life of Athanasius. 
however, is so completely intertwined with the history of his time 
that it is permissible to refer, for a knowledge of him, to the general 
descriptions which will be found at the close of the article ARIUS. Of 
the older literature. Tillemont's Mbuoires pour seroir d Fhisioire 
ecclesiasliftte des six premiers slides, vols. vi. and viii., are still a mine 
of material for the historian. Of the newer literature the following 
deserve to be read:—Johann Adam Mohler, Athanasius der Grosse 
and die Kirche seiner Zeit. 2 vol.. (2nd ed.. Mainz, 1844); and 
Fr. Boehringer, " Arius und Athanasius," Die Kircho Glertsti and 
ihre Zellge78. VOL i. part 2 (and ed.. Stuttgart, 1874). (G. K.) 

ATHAPASCAN, a widely distributed linguistic stock of North 
American Indians, the chief tribes included being the Chippe-
wyan, Navajo, Apache, Jicarilla, Lipan, Hope and Waitaki. 
The Athapascan family is geographically divided into Northern, 
Pacific and Southern. The Northern division (Tinneh or D8n6) 
is about Alaska, and the Yukon and Mackenzie rivers,—the 
eponymous " Athabasca " tribe living round Lake Athabasca, 
in the province of Alberta in Canada. The Pacific division 
covers a strip of territory, some 400 m. in length, from Oregon 
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Arizona and New Mexico, parts of Utah, Colorado, Kansas and 
Texas, and the northern part of Mexico. The typical tribes are 
those of the Northern division. 

See Handbook of American !adieus (Washington, 1907). 
ATHARVA VEDA, the fourth book of the Vedas, the ancient 

scriptures of the Brahman religion. Like the other Vedas it is 
divided into Samhita, Brahmans and Upanishads, representing 
the spiritual element and its magical and nationalistic develop-
ment. 'The mantras or sayings composing the Samhita of the 
Atharva Veda differ from those of the other Vedas by being in 
the form of spells rather than prayers or hymns, and seem to 
indicate a stage of religion lower than that of the Rig Veda. 

ATHEISM (from Gr. 8-, privative, and Ode, God), literally 
a system of belief which denies the existence of God. The 
term as generally used, however, is highly ambiguous. Its 
meaning varies (a) according to the various definitions of deity, 
and especially (6) according as it is (i.) deliberately adopted 
by a thinker as a description of his own theological standpoint, 
or (IL) applied by one set of thinkers to their opponents. As 
to (a), It is obvious that atheism from the standpoint of the 
Christian is a very different conception as compared with 
atheism as understood by a Debt, a Positivist, a follower of 
Euhemerus or Herbert Spencer, or a Buddhist. But the ambi-
guities arising from the points of view described in (b) are much 
more difficult both intellectually and in their practical social 
issues. Thus history shows how readily the term has been used 
in the most haphazard manner to describe even the most trivial 
divergence of opinion concerning points of dogma. In other 
words, ' atheism " has been used generally by the orthodox 
adherents of one religion, or even of a single sect, for all beliefs 
which are different or even differently expressed. It is in fact 
in these cases, like " heterodoxy," a term of purely negative 
significance, and its intellectual value is of the slightest. The 
distinction between the terms " religion " and magic " is, 
in a similar way, of ten due merely to rivalry between the 
adherents of two or more mutually exclusive religions brought 
together in the same community. When the psalmist declares 
that " the fool bath said in his heart, there is no God," he 
probably does not refer to theoretical denial, but to a practical 
disbelief in God's government of human affairs, shown in dis-
obedience to moral laws. Socrates was charged with " not 
believing in the gods the city believes in." The cry of the heathen 
populace in the Roman empire against the Christians was 
" Away with the atheists! To the lions with the Christians!" 
The ground for the charge was probably the lack of idolatry 
in all Christian worship. Spinoza, for whom God alone existed, 
was persecuted as an atheist. A common designation of Knox 
was ' the atheist," although it was to him " matter of satisfac-
tion that our most holy religion is founded on faith, not on 
reason." 

In its most scientific and serious usage the term is applied 
to that state of mind which does not find deity (i.e. either one 
or many gods) in or above the physical universe. Thus it has 
been applied to certain primitive savages, who have been 
thought (e.g. by Lord Avebury in his Prehistoric Times) to have 
no religious belief; it is, however, the better opinion that there 
are no peoples who are entirely destitute of some rudimentary 
religious belief. In the second place, and most usually, it is 
applied to a purely intellectual, metaphysical disbelief in the 
existence of any god, or of anything supernatural. In this con-
nexion it is usual to distinguish three types of atheism —the 
dogmatic, which denies the existence of God positively; the 
sceptical, which distrusts the capacity of the human mind to 
discover the existence of God; and the critical, which doubts the 
validity of the theistic argument, the proofs for the existence 
of God. That the first type of atheism exists, in spite of the 
denials of those who favour the second or the third, may be 
proved by the utterances of men Re Feuerbach, Flourens or 
Bradlaugh. " There is no God," says Feuerbach, " it is clear 
as the sun and as evident as the day that there is no God, and 
still more that there can be none." With greater passion 
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Flourens declares " Our enemy is Cod. Hatred of God is the 
beginning of wisdom. If mankind would make true progress, 
it must be on the basis of atheism." tradlaugh maintained 
against Holyoake that he would fight until men respected the 
name " atheist." The answer to dogmatic atheism, that it 
implies infinite knowledge, has been well stated in John Foster's 
Essays, and restated by Chalmers in his Natural Theology, and 
its force is recognized in Holyoake'a careful qualification of the 
sense in which secularism accepts atheism, " always explaining 
the term atheist to mean 'not seeing God' visually or inferen-
tially, never suffering it to be taken for anti-theism, that is, hating 
God, denying God—as hating implies personal knowledge as 
the ground of dishle, and dellying implies infinite knowledge 
as the ground of disproof." But dogmatic atheism is rare com-
pared with the sceptical type, which is identical with agnosticism 
(q.v.) in so far as it denies the capacity of the mind of man to 
form any conception of God, but is different from it in so far as 
the agnostic merely bolds his judgment in suspense, though, in 
practice, agnosticism is apt to result in an attitude towards religion 
which is hardly distinguishable from a passive and unaggressive 

' atheism. The third or critical type may be Mustrated by 
A Candid Examination of Thelma by " Physicus " (G. J. Romaine), 
in which the writer endeavours to establish the weakness of the 
proofs for the existence of God, and to substitute for theism 
Spencer's physical explanation of the universe, and yet admits 
how unsatisfying to himself the new position is. " When at 
times I think, as think at times I must, of the appalling contrast 
between the hallowed glory of that creed which once was mine, 
and the lonely mystery of existence as now I find it—at such 
times I shall ever feel it impossible to avoid the sharpest pang 
of which my nature is susceptible." 

Atheism has to meet the protest of the heart as well as the 
argument of the mind of mankind. It must be judged not only 
by theoretical but by practical arguments, in its relations either 
to the individual or to a society. Voltaire himself, speaking 
as a practical man rather than as a metaphysician, declared 
that if there were no God it would be necessary to invent one; 
and if the analysis is only carried far enough It will be found 
that those who deny the existence of God (in a conventional 
sense) are all the time setting up something In the nature of 
deity by way of an ideal of their own, while fighting over the 
meaning of a word or its conventional misapplication. 

ATHBLII (d. 923), English churchman, is said to have been 
a monk of Glastonbury before his elevation in sae to the see of 
Wells, of which he was the first occupant. In 914  he became 
archbishop of Canterbury. 

ATHELNEY, a slight eminence of small extent in the low 
level tract about the junction of the rivers Tone and Parrett in 
Somersetshire, England. It was formerly isolated by marshes 
and accessible only by boat or artificial causeway, and under 
these conditions it gained its historical fame as the retreat of 
King Alfred in 878-879 when he was unable to withstand the 
incursions of the Danes. After regaining his throne he founded 
a monastery here in gratitude for the retreat afforded him by 
the island; no traces of it exist above ground, but remains have 
been excavated. There was also found here, in 1693, the cele-
brated Alfred jewel, bearing his name, and preserved in the 
Ashmolean Museum at Oxford. An Inscribed pillar commemorat-
ing the king was set up in acts. The name of Athelney signifies 
the Isle of Princes (A.S. oP-Ikelistgaeo). Atheiney is a railway 
station on a branch of the Great Western line. 

ATHENA (the Attic form of the Homeric Attune, also called 
Athenaia, Pallas Atbene, Pallas), one of the most important 
goddesses in Greek mythology. With Zeus and Apollo, she 
forms a triad which represents the embodiment of all divine 
power. No satisfactory derivation of the name Athena has 
been given'; Pallas, at first an epithet, but after Pinder used 

'O. Gruppe (Griechische Mythologic, u. p. lige) thinks that it 
probably means " without mother's either in an active or in 
• passive sense—" not giving suck," or " unsuckled," in her char-
acter as the virgin gudd, or as spnnging from the head of Zeus. 
In support of this view he refers to Hesythtus (nIns yika) and 
a pauage III Athememas actor:. pro Chrogicasis, 37), where it is 

by itself, may passigibit Coithected with =Mewl (" =idea "). 
Athena has been variously described as the pure tether, the 
storm-cloud, the dawn, the twilight; but them is little evidence 
that she was regarded as representing any of the physical posers 
of nature, and it is better to endeavour to form al idea of bet 
character and attributes from a consideration of her cult-
epithets and ritual. According to the legend, bet father Zoe 
swallowed his wife Metis (" counsel "), when premmut with 
Athena, since be bad been warned that his children by her 
might prove stronger than himeell and dethrone Mm. Hephaes- 
tus (or Prometheus) subsequently split open his had with a -
hatchet, and Athena sprang forth fully armed, uttering • loud 
shout of victory (Hesiod, Tkoogroty, 886& Pinder, Olympic, 
vii. as). In Crete she was said to have issued from a dos d 
burst asunder by Zeus. According to Reacher, the manner of 
her birth represents the storm-cloud split by lightning; Parnell 
(Cults of A. Creek Mates, i. p. alis) sees us it en indication that, 
as the daughter of Metis, Athena was already invested with a 
mental and moral character, and explains the swallowing of 
Metis (for which compare the dory of Croons and his children) 
by the desire to attribute an extraordinary birth to OW In whoa% 
masculine traits predominated. Inanother aroma (as TerrirAnsa) 
she is the daughter of the river Triton, to which various localities 
were assigned, and wherever there was a river (or lake) of that 
name, the inhabitants claimed that she was born. there. It is 
probable that the name originated in Boeotia (C. 0. Miller, 
Geselsicklea leellatisdler Sidman, L pp. 351 -357; but am Mama 
on Herodotus, iv. silo), whence it was conveyed by colonists 
to Cyrene and thence to Libya, where there was a ever Triton. 
Here some local divinity, a daughter of Poseidon, connected 
with the water and also of a warlike character, was identified 
by the colonists with their own Athena. In any case, it is 
fairly certain that Tiitogeneia means " water-born," although 
an old interpretation derived it from :Aria, a supposed Boeotian 
word meaning " head," which further points to the name having 
originated in Boeotia. Reacher suggests that the localization 
of her birthplace in the extreme west points to the western sea, 
the home of cloud and storm. 

In Homer Athena already appears as the goddess of counsel, 
of war, of female arts and industries, and the protectress of 
Greek cities, this last aspect of her character being the most 
important and pronounced. Hence she is called marls, 
ro/uoDrot, in many Greek states, and is frequently associated 
with Ws raids. The most celebrated festival of the city-
goddess was the Panathenaea at Athens and other places. 
Other titles of kindred meaning are lipreyins (" founder ") 
and rantraft, the protectress of the Achaean league. At Athena 
she presided over the phratries or dans, and was known as 
itsurovela and Spar*, and sacrifice was offered to her at the 
festival Apaturia. The title pimp, given her by the inhabitants 
of Ella, whose women, according to the legend, she had blessed 
with abundance of children, seems at variance with the generally-
recognized conception of her as rapeivos; but ;rim may bear 
the same meaning as o:ovporobOot, the fosterer of the young, 
in harmony with her aspect as protectress of civic and family 
life. At Akkoznenae, near the Tritonian lake in Boeotia, 
she was Aramoestt (" defender "). Her temple, which was 
pillaged by Sella, contained an ivory image, which was said to 
have fallen from heaven. The inhabitants claimed that the 
goddess was born there and brought up by a local hero Alal-
comeneus. Her images, called Palladia, which guarded the 
heights (ef her epithets &phi, spank), represented her with 
shield uplifted, brandishing her spear to keep off the foe. The 
cult of Athena Itonia, whose earliest seat appears to have been 
amongst the Thessalians, who used her name as a battle-ay, 
made. its way to Corona in Boeotia, when her sanctuary was 
the seat of the Pamboeotian confederacy. The meaning of 
Rollie is obscure: Dtimmler connate it with Ire& es, the 
" willow-beds " on the banks of the river Coralios (the liver 
stated that Athena was sometimes called '00J or •AeRto For 
Pallas. he prefers the old etymd from ruts.  (to " shake "), rather 
in the sense of " earth-4a ".thaa " lance-bsaadisher." 
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of the maiden, i.e. Athena); jebb (on Bacchylides, fr. xi. 2) 
suggests a derivation from lbw, the goddess of the "onset." 
At Thebes she was worshipped as Athena Onka or Onga, of 
equally uncertain derivation (possibly from liveor," a height "). 
Peculiar to Arcadia is the title Athena Ales, probably ■" warder 
off of evil," although others explain it as-" warmth," and see 
in it an allusion to her physical nature as one of the powers of 
light. Farneil (Cells, p. 273) points out that at the same time 
she is certainly looked upon as in some way connected with 
the health-divinities, since in her temple she is grouped with 
Asclepius and Hygieia (see Mums). 

She already appears as the goddess of counsel (sobi(?seker) 
in the Iliad and in Hesiod. The Attie bouleutae took the oath 
by Athena Beulah"; at Sparta she was kyopala, presiding over 
the popular assemblies in the market-place; in Arcadia Aviv:ink 
the discoverer of devices. The epithet sposola (" forethought ") 
is due, according to Fatima, to a confusion with atimala, referring 
to a statue of the goddess standing " before a shrine," and arose 
later (probably spreading from Delphi), some time after the 
Persian wars, in which she repelled a Persian attack on the 
temples " by divine forethought "; another legend attributes 
the name to her skill in assisting Leto at the birth of Apollo and 
Artemis. With this aspect of her character may be compared 
the Hesiodic legend, according to which she was the daughter 
of Metis. Her connexion with the trial of Orestes, the introduc-
tion of a milder form of punishment for justifiable homicide, 
and the institution of the court rd dr/ Ilabbadirii, show the 
important part played by her in the development of legal ideas. 

The protectress of cities was naturally also a goddess of war. 
As Such she appears in Homer and Hesiod and in post-Homeric 
legend as the slayer of the Gorgon and taking part in the battle 
of the giants. On numerous monuments she is represented as 
dpela, "the warlike," sualth6par, " bringer of victory," holding 
an imtge of Nike (q.v.) in her outstretched band (for other 
similar epithets see Roscher's Lezikott). She was also the goddess 
of the arts of war in general; emixela, she who draws up the 
ranks for battle, roffinpla, she who girds herself for the fray. 
Martial music (cp. 'Aelpa otasvrE, "trumpet") and the Pyrrhic 
dance. in which she herself is said to have taken part to com-
memorate the victory over the giants, and the building of 
war-ships were attributed to her. She instructed certain of 
her favourites in gymnastics and athletics, as a useful training 
for war. The epithets Irvin, xabdins, bandinsints, usually 
referred to her as goddess of war-horses, may perhaps be reminis-
cences of an older religion in which the horse was sacred to her. 
As a war-goddess, she is the embodiment of prudent and 
intelligent tactics, entirely different from Ares, the personi-
fication of brute force and rashness, who is fitly represented as 
suffering defeat at her hands. She is the patroness and pro-
tectress of those heroes who are distinguished for their prudence 
and caution, and in the Trojan War she sides with the more 
civilized Greeks. 

The goddess of war develops into the goddess of peace and the 
pursuits connected with it. She is prominent as the promoter of 
agriculture in Attic legend. The Athenian hero Erecbtheus 
(Erichthonius), originally an earth-god, is her foster-son, with 
whom she was honoured in the Erechtheum on the Acropolis. 
Her oldest priestesses, the dew-sisters--Aglauros, Here, Pan-
drosos—signify the fertilization of the earth by the dew, and 
were probably at one time identified with Athena, as surnames 
of whom both Aglauros and Pandrosos are found. The story 
of the voluntary sacrifice of the Attic maiden Aglauros on behalf 
of her country in time of war (commemorated by the ephebi 
taking the oath of loyalty to their country in her temple), and 
of the leap of the three sisters over the Acropolis rock (see 
ERECHTHEUS), probably points to an old human sacrifice. 
Athena also gave the Athenians the olive-tree, which was 
supposed to have sprung from the bare sell of the Acropolis, 
when smitten by her spear, close to the horse (or spring of water) 
produced by the trident of Poseidon, to which be appealed in 
support of his claim to the lordship of Athens. She is also con-
nected with Poseidon in the legend of Erechtheuk.not as being 
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in any way akin to the former in nature or ammeter, bat as 
indicating the contest between an old and a new religion. This 
god, whose worship was introduced into Athens at a later date 
by the Ionian immigrants, was identified with Erechtheus-
Erichthonius (for whose birth Athena was in a certain sense 
responsible), and thus was brought into connexion with the 
goddess, in order to effect a reconciliation of the two cults. 
Athena was said to have invented the plough, and to have 
taught men to tame horses and yoke oxen. Various arts were 
attributed to her--shipbuilding, the goldsmith's craft, fulling, 
shoemaking and other branches of industry. As early as Homer 
she takes especial interest in the occupations of women; she 
makes Hera's robe and her own peplus, and spinning and weaving 
are often called " the works of Athena." The custom of offering 
a beautifully woven peplos at the Panathenaic festival is con-
nected with her character as Ergane the goddess of industry. , 

 As patroness of the arts, she is associated with Hephaestus (one 
of her titles is • iliicumis) and Prometheus, and in Boec.tia she was 
regarded as the inventress of the flute. According to Pinder, 
she imitated on the flute the dismal wall of the two surviving 
Gorgons after the death of Medusa. The legend that Athena, 
observing in the water the distortion of her features caused by 
playing that instrument, flung it away, probably indicates that 
the Boeotian whom the Athenians regarded with contempt, 
used the flute in their worship of the Boeotian Athena. The 
story of the slaying of Medusa by Athena, in which there is no 
certain evidence that she played a direct part, explaiked by 
Reacher as the scattering of the storm-cloud, probably arose 
from the fact that she is represented as wearing the Gorgon's 
head as a badge. 

As in the case of Aphrodite and Apollo, Rather in his Ladies 
deduces all the characteristics of Athena from a single conception 
—that of the goddess of the storm or the thunder-cloud (for a 
discussion of such attempts see Parnell, Car, 1. pp. 3, 263). 
There seems little reason for regarding her as • nature-goddess 
at all, but rather as the presiding divinity of states and cities, 
of the arts and industries—in short, as the goddess of the whole 
intellectual side of human life. 

Except at Athens, little is known of the ceremonies or festivals 
which attended her worship. There we have the following. 
(i) The ceremony of the Three Sacred Plonglss, by which the 
signal for seed-time was given, apparently dating from a period 
when agriculture was one of the chief occupations of her 
worshippers. (a) The Procharisteria at the end of winter, at 
which thanks were offered for the germination of the seed. 
(3) The Scirophoria, with a procession from the Acropolis to 
the village of Skiron, in the height of summer, the priests who 
were to entreat her to keep off the summer heat walking under 
the shade of parasols (velem) held over them, others, however, 
connect the name with clams (" gypsum "), perhaps used for 
smearing the image of the goddess. (4) The Oschophoria, st the 
vintage season, with races among boys, and a procession, with 
songs in praise of Dionysus and Ariadne. (5) The Chalkeia (feast 
of smiths), at which the birth of Erechtheus and the invention 
of the plough were celebrated. (6) The Plytiteria and Callyrsteria, 
at which her ancient image and peplus in the Erechtheum and 
the temple itself were cleaned, with a procession in which bunches 
of figs (frequently used in lustrations) were carried. (7) The 
Arrhephoria or Errephoria (perhaps.. Errepheria, " dew-bear-
ing"), at which four girls, between seven and eleven years of 
age, selected from noble families, carried certain unknown 
sacred objects to and from the temple of Aphrodite " in the 
gardens " (see J E. Harrison, Classical Renew, April 1880. 
(8) The Pattathesaea, at which the new robes for the image of 
the goddess were carried through the city, spread like a sail on 
a mast. The reliefs of the frieze of the cella of the Parthenon 
enable us to form an idea of the procession. Athletic gamek 
open to all who traced their nationality to Athens, were part of 
this festival. Mention should also be made of. the Argive 

According to J. E. Harrison in Classical Renew (Jane 18%0. 
Athena &lane is the goddess of the fruits of the field and the pro- 
creation of childree. 
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ceremony, at which the seams (ancient wooden statue) of Athena 
was washed in the river lnachus, a symbol of her purification 
after the Gigantomachia. 

The usual attributes of Athena were the helmet, the aegis, 
the round shield with the head of Medusa in the centre, the lance, 
an olive branch, the owl, the cock and the snake. Of these the 
aegis, usually explained as a storm-cloud, is probably intended 
as a battle-charm, like the Gorgon's bead on the shield and the 
faces on the shields of Chinese soldiers; the owl probably 
represents the form under which she was worshipped in primitive 
times, and subsequently became her favourite bird (the epithet 
-Anis& ins, meaning " keen-eyed " in Homer, may have originally 
signified " owl-faced "); the snake, a common companion of the 
earth deities, probably refers to her connexion with Erechtheus-
Erichthonius. 

As to artistic representations of the goddess, we have first the 
rude figure which seems to be a copy of the Palladium; secondly, 
the still rude, but otherwise more interesting, figures of her, 
as e.g. when accompanying heroes, on the early painted vases; 
and thirdly, the type of her as produced by Pheidias, from which 
little variation appears to have been made. Of his numerous 
statues of her, the three most celebrated were set up on the Acro-
polis. (s) Athena Parthenon, in the Parthenon. It was in ivory 
and gold, and 3o ft. high. She was represented standing, in a long 
tunic; on her head was a helmet, ornamented with sphinxes 
and griffins; on her breast was the aegis, fringed with serpents 
and the'torgon's bead in centre. In her right hand was a Nike 
or winged victory, while her left held a spear, which rested on a 
shield on which were represented the battles of the Amazons 
with the giants. (a) A colossal statue said to have been formed 
from the spoils taken at Marathon, the so-called Athena 
Promathos. (3) Athena Lennie, so called because it had been 
dedicated by the Athenian cleruchies in Lemnos. In this she 
was represented without arms, as a brilliant type of virgin beauty. 
The two last statues were of bronze. From the time of Pheidias 
calm earnestness, self-conscious might, and clearness of intellect 
were the main characteristics of the goddess. The eyes, slightly 
cast down, betoken an attitude of thoughtfulness; the forehead 
is clear and open; the mouth indicates firmness and resolution. 
The whole suggests a masculine rather than a feminine form. 

From Greece the worship of Athena extended to Magna 
Graecia, where a number of temples were erected to her in various 
places. In Italy proper she was identified with Minerva 

' T' ' ,,wa's Realenuclopadie;W W. H. Roscher's 
Leek.” thr Mytn,100-; Daremberg and Saglio's Dictionnaire des 
ontiquttes (s.o. " Minerva "); L. Preller, Grieckiscke Mythologic; 
W. II. Roscher, " Die Grundbcdcutung der Athene," in Plater and 
Ambrosio 0884); F. A. Voigt, " Beitrage rue Myti,ologie des Ares 
and Athena," in Leipsiger Studien, iv. (188z); L. R. Farnell, The 
Cults of Ike Greek Slates. i. (1896); J. E. Harrison, Prokgomera to 
the Study of Greek Religion (s99), for the festivals especially; 
0. Grippe, Griechische Mythologse,n. (ioo7). In the article GREEK 
ART, fig 2 1 represents Athena in the act of striking a prostrate 
giant; fig 38 a statuette of Athena Parthenos, a replica of the work 
of Pheidias. U. H. F.) 

ATHENAEUM, a name originally applied in ancient Greece 
(lefinuov) to buildings dedicated to Athena, and specially used 
as the designation of a temple in Athens, where poets and men of 
learning were accustomed to meet and read their productions. 
The academy for the promotion of learning which the emperor 
Hadrian built (about AA. 135) at Rome, near the Forum, was also 
called the Athenaeum. Poets and orators still met and discussed 
there, but regular courses of instruction were given by a staff of 
professors in rhetoric, jurisprudence, grammar and philosophy. 
The institution, later called Schola Romans, continued in high 
repute till the 5th century. Similar academies were also founded 
in the provinces and at Constantinople by the emperor Theodosius 
II. In modern times the name has been applied to various 
academies, as those of Lyons and Marseilles, and the Dutch high 
schools; and it has become a very general designation for literary 
dubs. It is also familiar as the title of several literary periodicals, 
notably of the London literary weekly founded in 1828. 

ATHENAEUS, of Nancratis in Egypt, Greek rhetorician and 
grammasian, Nourished about the end of the and and the beginning  

of the 3rd century A.D. Snidas only tells us that he lived " in the 
times of Marcus "; but the contempt with which be speaks of 
Commodus (died roz) shows that he survived that emperor. 
Athenaeus himself states that he was the author of a treatise on 
the ekratto—a kind of fish mentioned by Archippus and other 
comic poets—and of a history of the Syrian kings, both of which 
works are lost. We still possess the Deipxosophistoe, which may 
mean dinner-table philosophers or authorities on banquets, in 
fifteen books. The first two books, and parts of the third, 
eleventh and fifteenth, are only extant in epitome, but otherwise 
we seem to possess the work entire. It is an immense store-house 
of miscellaneous information, chiefly on matters connected with 
the table, but also containing remarks on music, songs, dances, 
games, courtesans. It is full of quotations from writers whose 
works have not come down to us; nearly Boo writers and ssao 
separate writings are referred to by Athenaeus; and be boasts of 
having read Boo plays of the Middle Comedy alone. The plan of 
the Deipriosopkistae is exceedingly cumbrous, and is badly carried 
out. It professes to be an account given by the author to his 
friend Timocrates of a banquet held at the house of Laurentius 
(or Larentius), a scholar and wealthy patron of art. It is thus a 
dialogue within a dialogue, after the manner of Plato, but a 
conversation of sufficient length to occupy several days (though 
represented as taking place in one) could not be conveyed in a 
style similar to the short conversations of Socrates. Among the 
twenty-nine guests are Galen and Ulpian, but they are all 
probably fictitious personages, and the majority take no part in 
the conversation. If Ulpian is identical with the famous jurist, 
the Deipxosoploisloe must have been written after his death (228) ; 
but the jurist was murdered by the praetorian guards, whereas 
Ulpian in Athenaeus dies a natural death. The conversation 
ranges from the dishes before the guests to literary matters of 
every description, including points of grammar and criticism; 
and they are expected to bring with them extracts from the poets, 
which are read aloud and discussed at table. The whole is but a 
clumsy apparatus for displaying the varied and extensive reading 
of the author. Asa work of art it can take but a low rank., but 
as a repertory of fragments and morsels of information it is 
invaluable. 

Editio princeps, Aldine, 1324; Casaubon, t597-1600; Schweiz  
Moser, 1801-1807; Dindorf, Ian; Meineke, 1859-067; Kaibeg. 
:887-189o; English translation by longs is Boha's Cassias/ 
Library. 

ATHENAGORAS, a Christian apologist of the and century A.D., 
was, according to an emendator of the Paris Codex 451 of the 

z th century, a native of Athens. The only sources of informs, 
tion regarding him are a short notice by Philip  of Side, in 
Pamphylia (c. A.D. 42o), and the inscription on his principal work. 
Philip—or rather the compiler who made excerpts from him—
says that he was at the head of an Alexandrian school (the 
catechetical), that he lived in the time of Hadrian and 
Antoninus, to whom he addressed his Apology, and that Clement 
of Alexandria was his pupil; but these statements are more than 
doubtful. The inscription on the work describes it as the " Em-
bassy of Athenagoras, the Athenian, a philosopher and a Christian 
concerning the Christians, to the Emperors Marcus Aurelius 
Antoninus and Lucius Aurelius Commodus, &c." This state-
ment has given rise to considerable discussion, but from it and 
internal evidence the date of the Apology (11peo)3ela wept Xpl-
CTULPCIF) may be fixed at about A.D. 177. Athenagoras is also the 
author of a discourse on the resurrection of the body, which is not 
authenticated otherwise than by the titles on the various manu-
scripts. In the Apology, after contrasting the judicial treatment 
of Christians with that of other accused persons, he refutes the 
accusations brought against the Christians of atheism, eating 
human flesh and licentiousness, and in doing so takes occasion 
to make a vigorous and skilful attack on pagan polytheism and 
mythology. The discourse on the resurrection answers objections 
to the doctrine, and attempts to prove its truth from considera-
tions of God's purpose in the creation of man, His justice and the 
nature of man himself. Athenagoras is • powerful and clear 
writer, who waives to comprehend his opponents' views and is 
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acquainted with the classical writers. He stied the Apology 
of Justin, but hardly the works of Aristides or Tatian. His 
theology is strongly tinged with Platonism, and this may account 
for his falling Into desuetude. His discussion of the Trinity has 
some points of speculative interest, but It is not sufficiently 
worked out; he regards the Son as the Reason or Wisdom of the 
Father, and the Spirit as a divine effluence. On some other 
points, as the nature of matter, the immortality of the soul and 
the principle of sin, his views are interesting. 

EDITIONS.-.-J. C. Th. Et. de Otto. Corpus Apoi. Christ. Saar. 11. 
vol. vii. (Jena, 1857); E. Schwartz in Teas and unlersschuagea, 
iv. a (Leipzig. 1891). 

TRANSLATIONS.—Humphreys (London, 1714); B. P. Pratten 
(Aide- Nic. Fathers, Edinburgh, 1867). 

LI TTTTT unn.—A. Harnack. Cesch. der altchr. Litt. pp. 526-358, and 
similar works by 0. Bardenhewer and A. Ehrhardt Herzog-Hauck 
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ATHENODORIIII, the name of two Stoic philosophers of the 

zst century s.c., who have frequently been confounded. 
Z. ATRENODORUS CANANITES (c. 74 B.C.-A.D. 7), so called 

from his birthplace Canana near Tarsus (not Cana in Cilicia nor 
Canna in Lycaonia), was the son of one Sandon, whose name 
indicates Tarsi an descent, not Jewish as many have held. He 
was a personal friend of Strabo, from whom we derive our know-
ledge of his life. He taught the young Octavian (afterwards 
Augustus) at Apollonia, and was a pupil of Posidonius at Rhodes. 
Subsequently he appears to have travelled in the East (Petra and 
Egypt) and to have made himself famous by lecturing in the 
great cities of the Mediterranean. Writing in so s.c., Cicero 
speaks of him with the highest respect (d. Ep. ad. AM, xvi. 
r1. 4, 14. 4), i fact which enables us to fix the date of his birth 
as not later than about 74. His influence over Augustus was 
strong and lasting. He followed him to Rome in 44, and is said to 
have criticized him with the utmost candour, bidding him repeat 
the letters of the alphabet before acting on an angry impulse. 
In later years he was allowed by Augustus to return to Tarsus 
in order to remodel the constitution of the city after the 
degenerate democracy which had misgoverned it under Boethus. 
He succeeded (c. is-zo a.c.) in setting up a timocratic oligarchy 
in the imperial interest (see Taasus). Sir W. M. Ramsay is 
inclined to attribute to the influence of Athenodorus the striking 
resemblances which can be established between Seneca and Paul, 
the latter of whom must certainly have been acquainted with his 
teachings. According to Eusebius and Strabo he was a learned 
scientist for his day, and some attribute to him a history of 
Tarsus. He helped Cicero in the composition of the De Officiis. 
His works are not certainly known, and none are extant. (See 
Sir W. M. Ramsay in the Expositor, September 1906, pp. 268 ff.) 

2. krnst40n0aus Coanvuom, also of Tarsus, was keeper of 
the library at Pergamum, and was an old man in 47 n.c.. In his 
enthusiasm for Stoicism he used to cut out from Stoic writings 
passages which seemed to him unsatisfactory. He also settled 
in Rome, where he died in the house of the younger Cato. 

Among others of the name may be mentioned (3) ATHENODORUS 
or Taos, who played the cithara at the wedding of Alexander the 
Great and Statira at Sum (324 13.c.); (4) a Greek physician of the 
1st century A.D., who wrote on epidemic diseases; and two sculptors, 
of whom Cs) one executed the statues of Apollo and Zeus which the 
Spartans dedicated at Delphi after Aegospotami; and (6) the other 
was a son of Alexander of Rhodes, whom he helped in the Laocoon 
group. 

ATHENRY, a market town of county Galway, Ireland, 14  m. 
inland (E.) from Galway on the Midland Great Western main 
line. Pop. (1901) 853. Its name is derived from Atk-ea-riogk, 
the ford of kings; and it grew to importance after the Anglo-
Norman invasion as the first town of the Burgs and Ber-
mingham!. The walls were erected in rats and the castle in 
1238, and the remains of both are noteworthy. A Dominican 
monastery was founded with great magnificence by Myler de 
Bermingham in 1241, and was repaired by the Board of Works 
in 1893. Of the Franciscan monastery of 1464 little is left. 
The town returned two members to the Irish parliament from  
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the time of Richard II. to the Union; but it never recovered 
from the wars of the Tudor period, culminating in a successful 
siege by Red Hugh O'Donnell in 1596. 

ATHENS ['Anna, Atkenae, modern colloquial Greek Itekral, 
the capital of the kingdom of Greece, situated in :3 °  44' E. 
and 37°  38' N., towards the southern end of the central and 
principal plain of Attica. The various theories with regard to 
the origin of the name are all somewhat unconvincing; it is 
conceivable that, with the other homonymous Greek towns, 
such as Athenae Diodes in Euboea, 188pos may be connected 
etymologically with liss9os, a flower (cf. Firenze, Florence); 
the patron goddess. Athena, was probably called after the place 
of her cult. . 

I. TOPOGRAPHY RID ANTIQUITIES 
The Attic plain, .rd rata", slopes gently towards the coast of 

the Saronic Gulf on the south-west, on the east it is overlooked 
by Mount Hymettus (3369 ft.); on the north-east by Pentelicus 
or Brilessus (3635 ft.) from which, in ancient and modern times, 
an immense quantity of the finest marble has been quarried; 
on the north-west by Parnes (4636 ft.), a continuation of the 
Boeotian Cithaeron, and on the west by Aegaleus (1332 ft.), 
which descends abruptly to the bay of Salamis. In the centre 
of the plain extends from north-east to south-west a series of 
low heights, now known as Turcovuni, culminating towards the 
south in the sharply pointed Lycabettus (f lax ft.), now called 
Hagios Georgios from the monastery which crowns its summit. 
Lycabettus, the most prominent feature in the Athenian land-
scape, directly overhung the ancient city, but was not included 
in its walls; its peculiar shape rendered it unsuitable for fortifica-
tion. The Turcovuni ridge, probably the ancient Anchesmus, 
separates the valley of the Cephisus on the north-west from 
that of its confluent, the Ilissus, which skirted the ancient city 
on the south-west. The Cephisus, rising in Pentelicus, enters 
the sea at New Phalerum; in summer it dwindles to an in-
significant stream, while the Ilissus, descending from Hymettus, 
is totally dry, probably owing to the destruction of the ancient 
forests on both mountains, and the consequent denudation of 
the soil. Separated from Lycabettus by a depression to the 
south-west, through which flows a brook, now a covered drain 
(probably to be identified with the Eridanus), stands the re-
markable oblong rocky mass of the Acropolis (st: ft.), rising 
precipitously on all sides except the western; its summit was 
partially levelled in prehistoric times, and the flat area was 
subsequently enlarged by further cutting and by means of re-
taining walls. Close to the Acropolis on the west is the lower 
rocky eminence of the Areopagus, 'Apace elms (377 ft.), the seat 
of the famous council; the name (see also AREOPAGUS) has been 
connected with Ares, whose temple stood 071 the northern side 
of the hill, but is more probably derived from the 'Apel or 
Eumenides, whose sanctuary was formed by a cleft in its north-
eastern declivity. Farther west of the Acropolis are three eleva-
tions; to the north-west the so-called " Hill of the Nymphs " 
(34 1  ft.), on which the modern Observatory stands; to the west 
the Pnyx, the meeting-place of the Athenian democracy (351 ft.), 
and to the south-west the loftier Museum Hill (482 ft.), still 
crowned with the remains of the monument of Phil6pappus. 
A cavity, a little to the west of the Observatory Hill, is generally 
supposed to be the ancient Barathron or place of execution. 
To the south-east of the Acropolis, beyond the narrow valley 
of the Ilissus, is the hill Ardettus (436 ft.). The distance from 
the Acropolis to the nearest point of the sea coast at Phalerum 
is a little over 3 m. 

The natural situation of Athens was such as to favour the 
growth of a powerful community. For the first requisites of a 
primitive settlement—food supply and defence—it ads,mu  
afforded every advantage. The Attic plain, notwith- easier 
standing the lightness of the soil, furnished an adequate 11.1"......„Lea. 
supply of cereals; olive and fig groves and vineyards 
were cultivated from the earliest times in the valley of 
the Cephisus. and pasturage for sheep and goats was abundant. 
The surrounding rampart of mountains was broken towards the 
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north-east by an open tract stretching between Hymettus and 
Pentelicus towards Marathon, and was traversed by the passes of 
Decelea, Phyla and Daphne on the north and north-west, but 
the distance between these natural passages and the city was 
sufficient to obviate the danger of surprise by an invading land 
force. On the other hand Athens, like Corinth, Megara and 
Argos, was sufficiently far from the sea to enjoy security against 
the sudden descent of a hostile fleet. At the same time the 
relative proximity of three natural harbours, Peiraeus, Zea and 
Munychia, favoured the development of maritime commerce 
and of the sea power which formed the basis of Athenian hege-
mony. The climate is temperate, but liable to sudden changes, 
the mean temperature is 63°-i F., the maximum (in July) off sm, 
the minimum (in January) 31°•5. The summer heat is moder-
ated by the sea-breeze or by cool northerly winds" from the 
mountains (especially in July and August). The clear, bracing 
air, according to ancient writers, fostered the intellectual and 
aesthetic character of the people and endowed them with mental 
and physical energy. For the architectural embellishment of 
the city the finest building material was procurable without 
difficulty and in abundance; Pentelicus forms a mass of white, 
transparent, blue-veined marble; another variety, somewhat 
similar in appearance, but generally of a bluer hue, was obtained 
from Hymettus. For ordinary purposes grey limestone was 
furnished by Lycabettus and the adjoining hills; limestone 
from the promontory of Acte (the co-called " poros " stone), 
and conglomerate, were also largely employed. For the ceramic 
art admirable material was at hand in the district north-west of 
the Acropolis. For sculpture and various architectural purposes 
white, fine-grained marble was brought from Pains and Naxos. 
The main drawback to the situation of the city lay in the in-
sufficiency of its water-supply, which was supplemented by an 
aqueduct constructed in the time of the Peisistratids and by 
later water-courses dating from the Roman period. A great 
number of wells were also sunk and rain-water was stored in 
cisterns. 

For the purposes of scientific topography observation of the 
natural features and outlines is followed by exact investigation of 
the architectural structures or remnants, a process demanding 
high technical competence, acute judgment and practical ex-
perience, as well as wide and accurate scholarship. The building 
material and the manner of its employment furnish evidence no 
less important than the character of the masonry, the design and 

the modes of ornamentation. The testimony afforded 
for by inscriptions is often of decisive importance , especially 
Agh..ba  that of commemorative or votive tablets or of boundary-
kW, stones found in ran; the value of this evidence is, on 

the other hand, sometimes neutralized owing to the former 
removal of building material already used and its in-

corporation in later structures. Thus sepulchral inscriptions have 
been found on the Acropolis, though no burials took place there 
in ancient times. In the next place comes the evidence derived 
from the whole range of ancient literature and _specially from de- 
scriptions of the city or its different localities. The earliest known 
description of Athens was that of Diodorus, 6 sysierria, who lived 
in the second half of the 4th century s.c. Among his successors were 
Polemon of Ilium (beginning of 2nd century a.c.),whose great ~pm* 
Irepo)yrrns gave a minute accou nt of the yotiveofferi ngs on t he Acropolis 
and the tombs on the Sacred Way; and Heliodorus (second half of 
the and century) who wrote fifteen volumes on the monuments of 
Athena. Of these and other works of the earliest topographers only 
some fragments remain. In the period between A D. 43 and 159 
Pausanias visited Athens at a time when the monuments of the great 
age were stilt in their perfection and the principal embellishments 
of the Roman period had already been completed. The first thirty 
chapters of his invaluable Description of Greece(reericrunr rtic 'Emma) 
are devoted to Athens. its ports and environs. Pausanias makes 
no claim to exhaustiveness; he selected what was best worth 
noticing (rd itteXo-rdwara). His account, drawn up from notes 
taken in the main from personal observation, possesses an especial 
importance for topographical research, owing to his method of 
describing each object in the order in which he saw it during the 
course of his walks. His accuracy, which has been called in question 
by some scholars, has been remarkably vindicated by recent exca-
vations at Athens and elsewhere. The list of ancient topographers 
closes with Pausanias. The literature of succeeding centuries fur-
nishes only isolated references; the more important are found in 
the scholia on Aristophanes, the lexicons of Hesychius, Photius 
and others, and the Etymoleveum Magnum. The notices of Athens 
during the earlier middle ages are scanty in the extreme. In ryas 
Niocolo da Martoni, a pilgrim Irons the Holy Land, visited Athens  

and wrote a description of a portion of the city. Of the work of 
Cyriac of Ancona, written about 145o, only some fragments remain, 
which are well supplemented by the contemporaneous description 
of the capable observer known as the " Anonymus of Milan." Two 
treatises in Greek by unknown writers belong to the same period 
The Dutchman Joannes Meursiva (1579-1639) wrote three dis-
quisitions on Athenian topography. The conquest by Venice .  in 
1687 led to the publication of several works in that city, including 
the descriptions of De la Rue and Fanelli and the maps of Coronelfi 
and others. The systematic study of Athenian topography was 
begun in ther7th century by French residents at Athens, the consuls 
Giraud and CMtaivuer and the Capuchin monks. The visit of the 
French physician Jacques Span and the Englishman, Sir George 
Wheler or Wheeler i.1650-1724, fortunately took place before the 
catastrophe of the arthenon m 1687; Spon's Voyage ditalie, de 
Dairnatie, de &lee es du Levant, which contained the fat scientific 
description of the ruins of Athens, appeared in 1678; Wheler's 
Journey into Greece, in rear. A period of British activity in research 
followed in the 18th century. The monumental work of James 
Stuart and Nicholas Revert, who spent threeyears at Athens (1751- 
! 754), marked an epoch in the progress of Athenian topography andand 
a still indispensable to its study, owing to the demolition ancient 
buildings which began about the middle of the ilith century. To 
this period also belong the labours of Richard Pococke and Richard 
Dalton. Richard Chandler, E. D. Clarke and Edward Dodwell. 
The great work of W. M. Leake (Topography of Athens and the Demi, 

augurated the 	of modern scientific research, in which German 
2nd ed., 1841) brought the descriptive literature to an end and in- 

archaeologists have played a distinguished part. 
Recent investigation has thrown a new and unexpected light on 

the art, the monuments and the topography of the ancient city. 
Numerous and costly excavations have been carried out er 

 by the Greek government and bynative and foreign 
scientific societies, while accidental discoveries have been 
frequently made during the building of the modern town. The 
museums, enriched by a constant inflow of works of art and in-
scriptions, have been carefully and scientifically arranged, and 
afford opportunities for systematic study denied to scholars of the 
past generation. Improved means of communication have enabled 
many.  acute observers to apply the test of scrutiny on the spot to 
theories and conclusions mainly based on literary evidence; five 
foreign schools ofarchaeology, directed by eminent scholars, lend 
valuable aid to students of all nationalities, and lectures are fre-
quently delivered in the museums and on the more interesting and 
important sites. The native archaeologists of the present day hold 
a recognized position in the scientific world ; the patriotic sentiment 
of former times, which prompted their seal but occasionally warped 
their judgment, has been merged in devotion to science for its own 
sake, and the supervision of excavations, as well as the control at 
the art-collections, is now in highly competent hands. Athens has 
thus become a centre of learning, a meeting-place for scholars and 
a basis for research in every part of the Greek world The attention 
of many students has naturally been concentrated on the ancient 
city, the birthplace of European art and literature, and a great 
development of investigation and discussion in the special domain 
of Athenian archaeology has ,given birth to a voluminous literature. 
Many theories hitherto universally accepted have been called in 
question or proved to be unsound: the views Leake, for instance, 
have been challenged on various points, though many of his con-
clusions have been justified and confirmed. The supreme importance 
of a study of Greek antiquities on the spot, long understood by 
scholars in Euand in America, has gradually come to be troog-

ronixed in E 	. where a dose attention to ancient texts, not always 
adequately supplemented by a course of local study and observation, 
formerly fostered a peculiarly conservative attitude in regard  to the 
problems of Greek archaeology. Since the foundation of the German 
Institute in 1874, Athenian tupug.aphy has to a large extent become 
a speciality of German whalers, among whom Wilhelm Dardeid 
occupies a pre-eminent position owing to his great architectural 
attainments and unrivalled kcal knowledge. Many of his bold and 
novel theories have provoked strenuous opposition, while others 
have met with general acceptance, except among scholia= of the 
more conservative type. 

Prehistoric Alkenr.—Numerous traces of the " Mycenaean 
epoch have recently been brought to light in Athens and its 
neighbourhood. Among the monuments of this age 
discovered in the surrounding districts are the rock- ''' .1.11• 
hewn tombs of Spate, accidentally revealed by a 
landslip in 1877, and the domed sepukhre at Menidi, near 
the ancient Acharnae, excavated by Lolling in 5879. Other 
" Mycenaean " landmarks have been laid bare at EJettsis, 
Thoricus, Halae and Aphidna. These structures, however, are 
of comparatively minor importance in point of dimensions and 
decoration; they were apparently designed as places of sepulture 
for local chieftains, whose domains were afterwards incorporated 
in the Athenian realm by the trusernapla (synoecism) attributed 
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to Theseus. The situation of the Acropolis, dominating the 
surrounding plain and possessing easy communication with 
the sea, favoured the formation of a relatively powerful state—
inferior, however, to Thyns and Mycenae; the myths of Cecrops, 
Erechtbeus and Theseus bear witness to the might of the princes 
who ruled in the Athenian citadel, and here we may naturally 
expect to find traces of massive fortifications resembling in some 
degree those of the great Argolid cities. Such in fact have been 
brought to light by the modern excavations on the Acropolis 
(1885-1889). Remains of primitive polygonal walls which un-
doubtedly surrounded the entire area have been found at various 
points a little within the circuit of the existing parapet The 
best-preserved portions are at the eastern extremity, at the 
northern side near the ancient " royal " exit, and at the south-
western angle. The course of the walls can be traced with a few 
interruptions along the southern side. On the northern side are 
the foundations of a primitive tower and other remains appar- 
ently of dwelling-houses, one of which may have been the even* 
86pos'Epezeijos mentioned by Homer (0d.`vii. 8z). Among the 
foundations were discovered fragments of " Mycenaean "pottery. 
The various approaches to the citadel on the northern side—• 
the rock-cut flight of steps north-cast of the Erechtheum (q.v.), 
the stairs leading to the well Clepsydra, and the intermediate 
passage supposed to have furnished access to the Persians—are 
all to be attributed to the primitive epoch. Two pieces of poly-
gonal wall, one beneath the bastion of Nikc Apteros, the other in 
a direct line between the Roman gateway and the door of the 
Propylaea, are all that remain of the primitive defences of the 
main entrance. 

These early fortifications of the Acropolis, ascribed to the 
primitive,  non-hellenic Pelasgi, must be distinguished from 

the Pelasgicum or Pclargicum, which was in all prob- 
nh"""`...  ability an encircling wall, built round the bise of the ikon. 

citadel and furnished with nine gates from which it 
derived the name of Enncapylon. Such a wall would be required 
to protect the clusters of dwellings around the Acropolis as well 
as the springs issuing from the rock, while the gates opening 
in various directions would give access to the surrounding 
pastures and gardens. This view, which is that of E. Curtius, 
alone harmonizes with the statement of Herodotus (vi. r37) that 
the wall was " around " (real) the Acropolis, and that of Thucy-
dides r7) that it was " beneath" (aro) the fortress. Thus 
it would appear that the citadel had an outer and an inner line 
of defence in prehistoric times. The space enclosed by the outer 
wall was left unoccupied after the Persian wars In deference 
to an oracular response apparently dictated by military con-
siderations, the maintenance of an open zone being desirable 
for the defence of the citadel. A portion of the outer wall has 
been recognized in a piece of primitive masonry discovered 
near the Odeum of Herodes Atticus; other traces will probably 
come to light when the northern and eastern slopes of the 
Acropolis have been completely explored. Leake, whom Frazer 
follows, assumed the Pelasgicum to be a fortified space at the 
western end of the Acropolis; this view necessitates the assump-
tion that the nine gates were built one within the other, but 
early antiquity furnishes no instance of such a construction; 
Dorpfeld believes it to have extended from the grotto of Pan 
to the sacred precinct of Asclepius. The well-known pagage 
of Lucian (Fixates', 47) cannot be regarded as decisive for any 
of the theories advanced, as any portion of the old enceinte 
dismantled by the Persians may have retained the name in later 
times. The Pelasgic wall enclosed the spring Clepsydra, beneath 
the north-western corner of the Acropolis, which furnished a water-
supply to the defenders of the fortress. The spring, to which a 
staircase leads down, was once more included in a bastion during 
the War of Independence by the Greek chief Odysseus. 

To the " Pelasgie " era may perhaps be referred (with Curtius 
and Milchhofer) the immense double terrace on the north-eastern 
7„„ slope of the Pnyx Ogg ft. by 210, the upper portion 

of which is cut out of the rock, while the lower is 
enclosed by a semicircular wall of massive masonry; the theory 
of these scholars, however, that the whole precinct was a sanctuary  

of the Pelagian Zeus cannot be regarded as proved, nor is it 
easy to abandon the generally received view that this was the 
scene of the popular assemblies of later times, notwithstanding 
the apparent unsuitability of the ground and the insufficiency 
of room for a large multitude. These difficulties  are met by 
the assumption that the semicircular masonry formed the base 
of a retaining-wall which rose to a considerable height, supporting 
a theatre-like structure capable of seating many thousand 
persone. The masonry may be attributed to the 5th century; 
the chiselling of the immense blocks is not " Cyclopean." Pro-
jecting from the upper platform at the centre of the chord of 
the semicircular area is a cube of rock, sr ft. square and 5 ft 
high, approached on either side by a flight of steps leading to the 
top; this block, which Curtiss supposes to have been the 
primitive altar of Zeus *Wrenn, may be safely identified with 
the orators' bema, 6 Woos ir 4 lived (Aristoph Fax, 68o). 
Plutarch's statement that the Thirty Tyrants removed the 
bema so as to face the land instead of the sea is probably due to 
a misunderstanding. Other cubes of rock, apparently altars, 
exist in the neighbourhood. There can be little doubt that the 
Pnyx was the seat of an ancient cult; the meetings of the 
Ecciesia were of a religious character and were preceded by a 
sacrifice to Zeus 'Alooalos.; nor is it conceivable that, but for 
Its sacred associations, a site would have been chosen so unsuit-
able for the purposes of a popular assembly as to need the 
addition of a costly artificial auditorium. 

The Pnyx, the Hill of the Nymphs and the Museum Hill are 
covered with vestiges of early settlements which extend to a 
considerable distance towards the south-east in the Rob  
direction of Phalerum. They consist of chambers of easiness 
various sizes, some of which were-evidently human cad habitations, together with cisterns, channels, seats, "° 111' 
steps, terraces and quadrangular tombs, all cut in the rock. 
This neighbourhood was held by Curtius to have been the site 
of the primeval rock city, epee& ir6Xcr (Aristoph. Ads. 75), 
anterior to the occupation of the Acropolis and afterwards 
abandoned for the later settlement. It seems inconceivable, 
however, that any other site should have been preferred by the 
primitive settlers to the Acropolis, which offered the greatest 
advantages for defence; the Pnyx, owing to its proximity 
to the centres of civic life, can never have been deserted, and 
that portion which lay within the city wails must have been 
fully occupied when Athens was crowded during the Pelopon-
nesian War. Some of the rock chambers originally Intended 
for tombs were afterwards converted, perhaps under pressure 
of necessity, into habitations, as in the case of the so-called 
" Prison of Socrates," which consists of three chambers horizon-
tally excavated and a small round apartment of the " beehive " 
type. The remains on the Pnyx and its neighbourhood cannot 
all be assigned to one epoch, the prehistoric age. The dwellings 
do not correspond in size or details with the undoubtedly pre-
historic abodes on the Acropolis. In view of the ancient law 
which forbade burial within the city, the tombs within the . 
circuit of the city walls must either be earlier than the time of 
Themistoeles or several centuries later; in the similar rock-
tombs on the neighbouring slopes of the Acropolis and Areopagus 
both Mycenaean and Dipylon pottery have been found. But 
the numerous vertically excavated tombs outside the walls 
are of late date and belong for the most part to the Roman 
period. 

The Areopagus is now's bare rock possessing few architectural" 
traces. The legend of its occupation by the Amazons (Aeschylus, 
Etter. 68r seq.) may be taken as indicating its military 
importance for an attack on the Acropolis; the Z.7.,,am. 
Persians used it as a point sroppni for their assault. 
The seat of the old oligarchical council and court for homicide 
was probably on its eastern height. Here were the altar of Athena 
Areia and two stones, the hillot"Tftpeon, on which the accuser, 
and the War 'Anzac-km on which the accused, took their 
stand. Beneath, at the north-eastern corner, is the cleft which 
formed the sanctuary of the Zenocti, or Erinyes. There is 
no reason for disturbing the associations connected with this 
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spot as the scene of St Paul's address to the Athenians (E. 
Gardner, Anc. Athens, p• AO. 

Ilelknic Period.—While modern research has added consider-
ably to our knowledge of prehistoric Athens, a still greater light 
has been thrown on the architecture and topography of the city 
in the earlier historic or " archaic " era, the subsequent age of 
Athenian greatness, and the period of decadence which set in with 
the Macedonian conquest; the first extends from the dawn of 
history to 48o-479 B.C., when the city was destroyed by the 
Persians; the second, or classical, age closes in 322 s.c. when 
Athens lost its political independence after the Lamial; War; 
the third, or Hellenistic, in 146 B.c., when the state fell under 
Roman protection. We must here group these important epochs 
together, as distinguished from the later period of Roman rule, 
and confine ourselves to a brief notice of their principal monu-
ments and a record of the discoveries by which they have been 
illustrated in recent years. - 

The earliest settlement on the Acropolis was doubtless soon 
increased by groups of dwellings at its base, inhabited by the 

dependents of the princes who ruled in the stronghold. 
In Um These habitations would naturally in the first instance 
..mtbak. lie in close proximity to the western approach; after 
era. the building of the Pelasgicum they seem to have 
extended beyond its walls towards the south and south-west—
towards the sea and the waters of the Ilissus. The district thus 
occupied sloped towards the sun and was sheltered by the 
Acropolis from the prevailing northerly winds. The Thesean 
synoecism led to the introduction of new cults an1l the foundation 
of new shrines partly on the Acropolis, partly in the inhabited 
district at its base both within and without the wall of the 
Pelasgicum. Some of the shrines in this region are mentioned 
by Thucydides in a passage which is of capital importance for 
the topography of the city at this period (ii. rs). By degrees 
the inhabited area began to comprise the open ground to the 
north-west, the nearer portion of the later Ceramicus, or " potters' 
field " (afterwards divided by the walls of Themistocles into the 
Inner and Outer Ceramicus), and eventually extended to the 
north and cast of the citadel, which, by the beginning of the 
5th century s.c., had become the centre of a circular or 
wheel-shaped city, woken rpoxocutios &ape Awe (Oracle aped 
Herod. vii. 140). To this enlarged city was applied, probably 
about the second half of the 6th century, the special designation 
1.6 Urn, which afterwards distinguished Athens from its port, 
the Pciraeus; the Acropolis was already f siks (ThucYd.ii. 
The city is supposed to have been surrounded by a wall before 
the time of Solon, the existence of which may be deduced from 
Thucydides' account of the assassination of Hipparchus (vi. 57), 
but no certain traces of such a wall have been discovered; 
the materials may have been removed , to build the walls of 
Themistocles. 

The centre of commercial and civic life of the older group of 
communities, as of the greater city of the classical age, was the 
Tae 

Agora or market. Here were the various public 
' 

Mom 	buildings, which, when the power of the princes on 
the citadel was transferred to the archon, formed the 

offices of the administrative magistracy. The site of the primitive 
Agora (dwarn ii•yoplt) was probably in the hollow between the 
Acropolis and the Pnyx, which formed a convenient meeting-
place for the dwellers on the north and south sides of the fortress 
as well as for its inhabitants. In the time of the Pelsistratids 
the Agora was enlarged so as to extend over the Inner Ceramicus 
on the north-west, apparently reaching the northern declivities 
of the Areopagus and the Acropolis on the south. After the 
Persian Wars the northern portion was used for commercial, 
the southern for political and ceremonial purposes. In the 
southern were the Orchestra, where the Dionysiac dances took 
place, and the famous statues of Harmodius and Aristogeiton 
by An tenor which were carried away by Xerxes; also the 
Mctroum, or temple of the Mother of the Gods,the Bouleuterium 
or council-chamber of the Five Hundred, the Prytaneum, the 
hearth of the combined communities, where the guests of the 
state dined, the temple of the Dioscuri, and the Tholus, or Skies,  

a circular stone-domed building in which the Prytaneis were 
maintained at the public expense; in the northern were the 
Leocorium, where Hipparchus was slain, the mod Await* 
the famous area iroudke, where Zeno taught, and other struc-
tures. The Agora was commonly described as the " Ceramicus," 
and Pausanias gives it this name; of the numerous buildings 
which he saw here scarcely a trace remains; their position, for 
the most part, is largely conjectural, and the exact boundaries 
of the Agora itself are uncertain. What are perhaps the remains 
of the area ficiaXie6, in which the Archon Basileus held his 
court and the Areopagus Council sat in later times, were brought 
to light in the winter of x897-1898, when excavations were 
carried out on the eastern slope of the " Theseum " Ell. Here 
was found a rectangular structure resembling a temple, but with 
a side door to the north; it possessed a portico of six columns. 
The north slope of the Areopagus, where a number of early 
tombs were found, was also explored, and the limits of the 
Agora on the south and north-west were approximately ascer-
tained. A portion of the main road leading from the Dipylon 
to the Agora was discovered. 
. In 1892 Dorpfeld began a series of excavations in the district 
between the Acropolis and the Pnyx with the object of deter-
mining the situation of the buildings described by „„„._ 
Pan•intas as existing in the neighbourhood of the 
Agora, and more especially the position of the,Ennea- 
crunus fountain. The Enneacrunus  has hitherto 
been generally identified with the spring Callirrhoe in the bed of 
the Emus, a little to the south-east of the Olympieum• it is 
apparently, though not explicitly, placed by Thucydides (ii. x 5) 
in proximity to that building, as well as the temple of Dionysus 
it Marius and other shrines, the temples of Zeus Olympius 
and of Ge and the Pythium, which he mentions as situated 
mainly to the south of the Acropolis. On the other band, 
Pausanias (i. ra. x), who never deviates without reason from the 
topographical order bf his narrative, mentions the Enneacrunus 
in the midst of his description of certain buildings which were 
undoubtedly in the region of the Agora, and unless he is guilty 
of an unaccountable digression the Enneacrunus which he saw 
must have lain west of the Acropolis. It is now generally 
agreed that the Agora of classical times covered the low ground 
between the hill of the " Theseum," the Areopagus and the 
Pnyx; and Pausanias, in the course of his description, appears 
to have reached its southern end. The excavations revealed 
a main road of surprisingly narrow dimensions winding up from 
the Agora to the Acropolis. A little to the south-west of the 
point where the road turns towards the Propylaea was found a 
large rock-cut cistern or reservoir which Dorpfeld identifies with 
the Enncacrunus. The reservoir is supplied by a conduit of 
6th-century tiles connected with an early stone aqueduct, the 
course of which is traceable beneath the Dionysiac theatre and 
the royal garden in the direction of the Upper Ilissus. These 
elaborate waterworks were, according to Dorpfeld, constructed 
by the Prisistratids in order to increase the supply from the 
ancient spring Callirrhoe; the fountain was furnished with nine 
jets and henceforth known as Enneacrunus. This identification 
has been hotly contested by many scholars, and the question 
must still be regarded as undecided. An interesting confirmation 
of Ddrpfcld's view is furnished by the map of Guillet and Corona, 
published in x672, in which the Enneacrunus is depicted as a 
well with a stream of running water in the neighbourhood of the 
Pnyx.! The fact that spring water is not now found in this 
locality is by no means fatal to the theory; recent engineering 
investigations have shown that much of the surface water of 
the Attic plain has sunk to a lower level. In front of the reservoir 
is a small open space towards which several roads converge; 
dose by is a triangular enclosure of polygonal masonry, in which 
were found various relics relating to the worship of Dionysus, 
a very ancient wine-press (Aerial and the remains of a small 
temple. Built over this early precinct, which Dorpfeld identifies 
with the Dionysium it Marna, or Lenaeum, . is a basilica-
shaped building of the Roman period, apparently sacred to 
Bacchus; in this was found an inscription containing the tides 
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of the society of the lase d& There* an 4ibvioas difficulty in 
assuming that /drum, in the sense of " marshes," existed in 
this confined area, but stagnant pooh may still be seen here 
in winter. Darpfeld's identification of the Dionysium, Movers 
cannot be regarded as proved; his view that another Pythium 
and another Olympieum existed in this neighbourhood is still 
less probable; but the inconclusiveness of these theories does 
not necessarily invalidate his identification of the Ferns runes, 
with regard to the position of which the language of Thucydides 
is far from dear. Another enclosure, a little to the south, is 
proved by an inscription to have been a sanctuary of the hitherto 
unknown hero Amynos, with whose cult those of Asdepius and 
the hero Dexion were here associated; under the name Deidon, 
the poet Sophocles is said to have been worshipped after his 
death. The whole district adjoining the Areopagus was found 
to have been thickly built over; the small, mean dwelling-houses 
intersected by narrow, aooked lanes convey a vivid idea of the 
contrast between the modest private residences and the great 
public structures of the ancient city. 

The age of the Peisistratids (gee-Sri sc.) marked an era in 
the history of Athenian topography. The greatest of their 
yes, foundations, the temple of Olympian Zeus, will be 
Amboy referred to later. Among the monuments of their 
`""""' -rule, in addition to the enlarged Agora and the 

 Enneacrunus, were the Academy and perhaps the 
Lyceum. The original name of the Academy may have been 
Hecademia from Heademus, an early proprietor (but see 
ACADEMY, 6REEE). The famous seat of the Platonic philosophy 
was a gymnasium enlarged as a public park by Cimon; it lay 
about a mile to the north-west of the Dipylon Gate, with which 
it was connected by a street bordered with tombs. The Lyceum, 
where Aristotle taught, was originally a sanctuary of Apollo 
Lyceius. Like the Academy, it was an enclosure with a gym-
nasium and garden; it lay to the east of the city beyond the 
Diocharean Gate. 

Little was known of the buildings on the Acropolis in the 
pre-Persian period before the great excavations of 188s--z888, 
which rank among the most surprising achievements of 
modern research. The results of these operations, which were 
conducted by the Archaeological Society under the direction of 
Eavvadias and Kawerau, must be summarized with the utmost 
7b• brevity. The great deposits of sculpture and pottery 
Agropang now unearthed, representing all that escaped from the 
WOE+ ele ravages of the Persians and the burning of the ancient 
Pyrstau  shrines, afford a startling revelation of the development 
Mal& of Greek art in the 7th and 6th centuries. Numbers 
of statues—among them a series of draped and richly-
coloured female figures—masterpieces of painted pottery, only 
equalled by the Attic vases found in Magna Grain and Etruria, 
and numerous bronzes, were among the treasures of art now 
brought to light. All belong to the " archaic " epoch; only a 
few remains of the greater age were found, including some frag-
ments of sculptures from the Parthenon and Erechtheum. We 
are principally concerned, however, with the results which add to 
our knowledge of the topography and architecture of the Acro-
polis. The entire area of the summit was now thoroughly ex. 
plored, the excavations being carried down to the surface of the 
rock, which on the southern aide was found to slope outwards to a 
depth of about as ft. In the lower strata were discovered the 
remnants of Cyclopean or prehistoric architecture already men-
tioned. Of later date, perhaps, are the limestone polygonal 
retaining walls on the west front, which extended on either side 
of the early entrance. Of these a portion may probably be 
attributed to the Peisistratids, in whose time the Acropolis once 
more became the stronghold of a despotism. Its fortifications, 
though not increased, were apparently strengthened by the 
Tyrants. To its embellishment they probably contributed the 
older ornamental entrance, facing south-west, the enamor of 
the greater structure of hinesides (see PROPYLAEA) and the 
colonnade of the " Heestompeden," or earlier temple of Athena, 
at this time the only large sacred edifice on the citadel. The 
name was subsequently applied to the cella, or eastern chamber,  

of the Parthenon, which is exactly roc ft. long, and also became 
a popular designation of the temple itself. 

The ancient Hecatompedon may in ail probability be identified 
with an early temple, siso zoo ft. long, the foundations of which 
were pointed out in relis by Darpfeld on the ground 
immediately adjoining the south side of the Erech- g.174/40  
them. On this spot was apparently the primitive Amos& 
sanctuary of Athena, the rich temple Wes esis) of 
Homer (II. ii. see), in which the cult of the goddess was associated 
with that of Erechtbeus; the Homeric temple is identified by 
Fuca/angler with the " compact house of Erechtbeus " (Gd. vu. 
8r), which, he holds, was not a royal palace, but a place of wor-
ship, and traces of it may perhaps be recognized in the fragments 
of prehistoric masonry enclosed by the existing foundations. 
The foundations seem to belong to the 7th century, except those 
of the colonnade, which was possibly added by Peinstrattel. 
According to Dapfeld, this was the "old temple" of Athena 
Polio, frequently mentioned in literature and inscriptions, the 
which was housed the most holy image (fbarm) of the goddess 
which fell from heaven; it was burnt, but not completely 
destroyed, during the Persian War, and some of its external 
decorations were afterwards built into the north wall of the 
Acropolis; it was subsequently restored, he thinks, with or 
without its colonnade—in the former case a portion of the 
peristyle must have been removed when the Erechtheum was 
built so as to make room for the porch of the maidens; the 
building was set on fire in 406 B.C. (Xen. Hell. L 6. z), and the 
conflagration is identical with that mentioned by Demosthenes 
(Ira Timer. xxiv. ass); its " opisthodomos " served as the 
Athenian treasury in the sth and 4th centuries; the temple is the 
&males reds rije Mamas mentioned by Strabo (ix. i6), 
and it was still standing in the time of Pausanias, who applies to 
it the same name (i. 27. 3). The conclusion that the foundations 
arc those of an old temple burnt by the Persians has been generally 
accepted, but other portions of Darpfeld's theory—more aped. 
ally his assumption that the temple wasrestored after the Persian 
War—have provoked much controversy. Thus J. G. Frazer 
maintains the hitherto current theory that the earlier temple of 
Athena and Erechtbeus was on the site of the Erechtheum; 
that the Erechtheum inherited the name aerator vide from its 
predecessor, and that the " opisthodomos " in which the treasures 
were kept was the west chamber of the Parthenon; Furtwangier 
and liiiichhtsfer hold the strange view that the " opisthodomos " 
was a separate building at the east end of the Acropolis, while 
Penrose thinks the bolding discovered by Ddrpfeld was possibly 
the Cecropeinn. E. Curtius and J. W. White, on the other hand, 
accept Dikpfeld's Identification, but believe that only the 
western portion of the temple or opisthodomos was rebuilt after 
the Persian War. Admitting the identification, we may perhaps 
conclude that the temple was repaired in order to provide a 
temporary home for the venerated image and other sacred 
objects; no traces of a restoration exist, but the walls probably 
remained standing after the Persian conflagration. The removal 
of the ancient temple was undoubtedly intended when the 
Erechtheum was built, but superstition and popular feeling may 
have prevented its demolition and the removal of the teases to 
the new edifice. The temple consisted of an eastern cella with 
promos; behind this was the opisthodomos, divided into three 
chambers—possibly treasuries—with a portico at the western end. 
The peristyle, if we compare the measurements of the stylobate 
with those of the damn built into the wall of the Acropolis, may 
be concluded to have consisted of six Doric columns at the ends 
and twelve at the sides. In one of the pediments was a giganto-
machy, of which some fragments have been recovered. 

In 1896 excavation with the object of exploring the whole 
northern and eastern slopes of the Acropolis were begun by 
Xavvadias. The pathway between the citadd and n. 
the /amperes was found to be so narrow that it is armors et 
certain the Panathenak procession cannot have taken PP 
this route to the Aaopolis. On the north-west rock 
the caves known as the grottoes of Pan and Apollo were 
cleated ant; these consist of a slight high-arched indentation 
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bamedhste* to the Mist of the Clepsydra and a double and 
somewhat deepe cavern a little farther to the east. In the first 
Mentioned are a number of niches in which eraser (votive 
tablets) were plated: some of these, inscribed with dedications to 
Apollo, have been discarded. The whole locality was the seat of 
the andent cult of this deity, afterwards styled " Hypaaaem," 
with which was assodated the legend of Cream and the birth 
Of Ion. The Worship of Pan was introduced after the Persian 
Wars, in consequence of an appended seen by Pheidlppides, 
the Athenian courier, in the mountains of Arcadia. Mother 
cave more to the west was revealed by the demolition of 
the bastion of Odysseus. To the east a much deeper and hitherto 
unknown cavern has been revealed, which Savvadias identifies 
with the grotto of Pan. Close to it are a series of steps hewn in 
the rock which connect with those discovered in x886 within the 
Acropolis wall. Farther east is an underground passage leading 
eastward to a cave supposed to be the sanctuary of Aglaurus 
where the ephebi took the oath; with this passage is connected 
a secret staircase leading up through a cleft in the rock to the 
precinct of the Errephori on the Acropolis. It is conceivable 
that the priestesses employed this exit when descending on their 
mysterious errand. 

In the fifty years between the Persian and the Peloponnesian 
wars architecture and plastic art attained their highest perfection 

flea 
in Athens. The almost complete destruction of the 

d„.kat buildings on the Acropolis and in the lower city, among 
period: them many temples and shrines which religious sena- 
1he"4160,  ment might otherwise have preserved, facilitated the 
Thar*. 
miss 	realization of the magnificent architectural designs 

of Themistocles, Cimon and Pericles, while the rapid 
growth of the Athenian empire provided the state with the 
necessary means for the execution of these sumptuous projects. 
Of the great monuments of this epoch few traces remain except 
on the Acropolis. After the departure of the Persians the first 
necessity was the reconstruction of the defences of the city and 
the citadel. The walls of the city, now built under the direction 
of Themistodes, embraced a larger area than the previous 
circuit, with which they seem to have coincided at the Dipylon 
Gate on the north-west where the Sacred Way to Eleusia was 
joined by the principal carriage route to the Peiraeus and the 
roads to the Academy and Colonus. The other more important 
gates were the Peiraic and Melitan on the west; the Itonian on 
the south leading to Phalcrum, the Diomcan and Diocharcan on 
the east, and the Aeharnian on the north. The wall, which was 
strengthened with numerous towers, enclosed the quarters of 
Collytus on the north, Mclitc on the west, Limnae on the south-
west and south, and Diomea on the east. The scanty traces 
which remain have not been systematically excavated except 
in the neighbourhood of the Dipylon; the discovery of sepulchral 
tablets built into the • masonry illustrates the statement of 
Thucydides with regard to the employment of such material 
in the hasty construction of the walls. The circuit has been 
practically ascertained in its general lines, though not in details; 
it is given by Thucydides (ii. r3. 7) as 43 stades (about 

m.) exclusive of the portion between the points of junc-
tion with the long walls extending to the Peiraeus, but the 
whole circumference cannot have exceeded 37 stades. Possibly 
Thucydides, who in the passage referred to Is dealing with 
the question of defence, included a portion of the contiguous 
long walls in his measurement; this explanation derives 
probability from his underestimate of the length of the long 
walls. 

The design of connecting Athens with the Peiraeus by long 
parallel walls is ascribed by Plutarch to Themistocles. The 

"Long Walls" (rd Amend ?dm Tit (Man) consisted 
71e 	of (r) the " North Wall " (rd &peter reixos ), (a) the wosz 

.. "Middle" or "South Wall " (n) &d nbrou mixes, Plato, 
Gorg• $55 E; ad limo, rfitos); and (3) the " Phaleric 

Wall " (r6 tuhepucor Taros). The north and Phaleric walls 
were perhaps founded by Cimon, and were completed about 
457 B.C. in the early administration of Pericles; the middle wall 
was built about 445 s.c. The lines of the north aad middle walls 

have been sweetened from the remnants al existing in the 
28th century and the scantier traces now visible. The north 
wall, leaving.the dty Bruit at a point near the modem Observe. 
tory, in from nortb-east to south-west near the present road 
to the Pelmets, until it readied the Petrofina walls a little to the 
east of their northernmost bend. The middle wall, beginning 
south of the Pnyx near the Malkin Gate, gradually approached 
the northern wall and, following a parallel course at an interval 
of 55o ft., diverged to the east near the modem New Phalerune 
and joined the Peiraeus walls on the height of Munychia where 
they turn inland from the sea. The course of the Phaleric wall 
has been much disputed. The widely received view of Curti= 
that it ran to Cape Leas (now Old Phalerum) on the east at 
the Phaleric by is not accepted by recent topographers. Tim 
eidgendes of the defensive system planned by Themistodes could 
only have been satisfied by a juncture of the Phaleric wall with 
that of the Peiraeus. The existence of any third wall was denied 
by Lesko, according to whose theory the southern parallel wall 
would be Identical with the Phaleric. The language of 'Ebner-
dides, however, seems decisive with regard to the existence of 
three walls. The Phaleric wall, branching from the city circuit 
at some point farther east than the middle or south wall, may 
have followed the ridge of the Sikelia heights, where some traces 
of fortifications remain, and then traversed the Phalerum plain 
till it reached the Peiraeus defences at a point a little to the 
north-west of their junction with the middle wall. The Phasic 
wall, proving indefensible, was abandoned towards the close of 
the Peloponnesian war; with the other two walls it was com-
pletely destroyed after the surrender of the city, and was not 
rebuilt when they were restored by Coma in 393 s.c. The 
parallel walls fell into decay, during the Hellenistic period, and 
according to Strobe (ix. 396) were once more demolished by 
Sulla. 

The great advantages which the Peiraic promontory with its 
three natural harbours offered for purposes of defence and 
commerce were first recognized by Themistodes, in Tae 
whose archonahip (493 s.c.) the fortifications of the pg,,, 
Peiraeus were begun. Before his time the Athenians 
used as a port the roadstead of Phalerum at the meth-eastern 
corner of Phalerum bay partly sheltered by Cape Eau. As 
soon as the building of the city walls bad been completed, 
Themistocles resumed the construction of the Peiraeus defences, 
which protected the larger harbour of Canthams on the west 
and the smaller ports of Zee and Munychia (respectivdy south-
west and south-east of the Munychia heights), terminating in 
moles at their entrances and enclosing the entire promontory on 
the land and sea sides except a portion of the south-west shore 
of the peninsula of Acte. The walls, built of finely compacted 
blocks, were about so ft. in thickness and upwards of 6o ft. in 
height, and were strengthened by towers. The town was laid 
out at great expense in straight, broad streets, intersecting each 
other at right angles, by the architect Hippodamus of Milan 
in the time of Pericles. In the centre was the Agora of Hippo- 
demos; on the western margin of the Canthazus harbour 
extended the emporium, or Digma, the centre of commercial 
activity, flanked by a series of porticoes; at its northern end, 
near the entrance to the inner harbour, was another Agora, on 
the site of the modern market-place, and near it the mem& ere, 
the corn depot of the state. This inner and shallower harbour, 
perhaps the xce#61 hiisfv, was afterwards excluded from the 
town precinct by the walls of Conon, which traversing its opening 
on an embankment (r6 out Alma tam) ran round theouter shore 
of the western promontory of Eetionea, previously encloted, 
with some space to the north-west, by the wider circuit of 
Themistocles. In the harbours of Zee and Itionydda traces may 
be seen of the remarkable series of galley-slips in which the 
Athenian fleet was built and repaired. The galley-slips snood 
Zea were roofed by a row of gables supported by stone columns, 
each gable sheltering two triremes. Among theother noteworthy 
buildings of the Pciraeus were the arsenal (steed** of Philo 
and the temples of Zeus Soter, the patron god of the sailors, of 
the Caidian Artemis, built by anion, and of Artemis Manydds. 
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Iltuated near the fort al the itunyr.hio height; trues of sitenspit 
of Asclepius,. of two theatres and of a, hippodrome tefliaii. The 
Ape marble lion of the classical period which stood at the mouth 
of the Cantharus harboar gave the Primus its medieval and 
Modern names of Porto Leone and Porto Draw; it was carried 
away to Venice by Morosini. 

In IRTO the Greek Archaeological  Society undertook  a  series 
of excavations in the Outer Ceramics, which had already been 
no  partially explored by various scholars. The opera-
ble's/so tions, which were carried on at Intervals till afipo, 
sad Cara* resulted in the discovery of the Dipyktn Gate, the 
ndim.  principal, entrance of ancient Athena. The Dipylon 
consists of an outer and an inner gate separated by an oblong 
courtyard and flanked on either side by towels; the gates were 
themselves double, being each composed of two apertures 
intended for the incoming and outgoing traffic. An opening in 
the city wall a little to the south-west, supposed to have been 
the Sacred Gate Ova rthe), was in all probability an outlet 
for the waters of the Eridanus. This stream, which has hitherto 
been regarded as the eastern branch of the Ilium rising at 
Kaesariane

' 
 has been identified by Dorpfeld with a brook 

descending from the south slope of Lycabettus and conducted in 
an artificial channel to the north-western end of the city, where 
it made its exit through the walls, eventually joining the Ilissts. 
The channel was open in Greek times, but was afterwards covered 
by Roman arches; it appears to have served as the main drain 
of the city. Between this outlet and the Dipylon were found a 
boundary-stone, inscribed Epos Repass/soli, which remains in its 
place, and the foundations of a large rectangular building, 
possibly the Pompeium, which may have been a robing-room 
for the processions which passed this way. On either side of the 
Dipylon the walls of Themistocks, faced on the outside by a 
later wall, have been traced for a considerable distance. The 
excavation of the outlying cemetery revealed the unique" Street 
of the Tombs " and brought to light a great number of sepulchral 
monuments, • many of which remain is sirs. Especially note-
worthy are the skim (reliefs) representing scenes of leave-taking, 
which, though often of simple workmanship, are characterized 
by a touching dignity and restraint of feeling. In this neighbour-
hood were found a great number of tombs containing vases of all 
periods, which furnish a marvellous record of the development 
of Attic ceramic art. A conaidera8le portion of the district 
remains unexplored. 

The Acropolis had been dismantled as a fortress after the 
expulsion of Hippies; its defenders against the Persians found 

it necessary to erect a wooden barricade at its entrance. 
17.• Acre. The fortifications were again demolished by the pale el th• 
assaws Persians, after whose departure the existing north 

was as wall was erected In the time of Themistocles; many 
kiln"'  aims aid columns, metopes and other fragments from the 
area buildings destroyed by the Persians were built into it, 

possibly owing to haste, as in the use of the city walls, 
but more probably with the design of commemorating the 
great historic catastrophe, as the wall was visible from the 
Agora. The fine walls of the south and east sides were built by 
Cimon after the victory of the Eurymedon, 468 n.e.; they 
extend considerably beyond the old Pelasgic circuit, the inter-
vening space being filled up with earth and the dtbris of the 
ruined buildings so as to increase the level space of the summit. 
On the northern side Cimon completed the wall of Themistocles 
at both ends and added to its height; the ground behind was 
levelled up on this side also, the platform of the Acropolis thus 
receiving its present shape and dimensions. The staircase leading 
down to the sanctuary of Aglaurus was enclosed in masonry 
At the south-western corner, on the right of the approach to the 
old entrance, a bastion of early masonry was encased in a 
rectangular projection which formed a base for the temple of 
Nike. The great engineering works of Cimon provided a 
suitable area for the magnificent structures of the age of 
Pericles. 

The greater monuments of the classical epoch on the Acropolis 
are described In separate articles (see PARTHENON, Earcarruzum, 

Ploonsta)., Nut in interest to these noble strut-hues is the 
beautifut little temple of Athena Nike, wrongly dedmiated Nike 
Apteros (Wingless, Victory), standing on the bastion already 
nientioned; it was begun after 43O B.C. and was prob. ni,111011-li 
ably finished after the °gamest's of the Peloponnesian muses es 
War. The teniple, which is entirely of Pantelle marble, ma Aae• 
is araphiprostyle tetrastyle, with fitted Ionic columns, ear' 
resting on a stylobate Of three steps; its length is sy ft., its 
breadth r8t ft., and its total height, from the apex of the podia 

sent to the bottom of the Steps, 13 ft. The frieze, naming round 
the entire building, represents On its eastern side a meths of 
deities, on its northern Arid southern irides Greeks fighting with 
Persians, and on its western side Greeks fighting with Greeks. 
Before the east (tont was the altar of Athena Nike. The irregularly 
shaped predist around the temple was enclosed by a balustrade 
about 3 ft. a in. in height, decorated oh the outside with beautiful 
reliefs representing a number of winged Victories engaged In the 
worship of Athena. 'The elaborate treatment of the drapery 
enveloping these female figures suggests an approach to the 
mannerism of later times; this and other Indications point to 
the probability that the balustrade was added in the latter years 
of the Peloponnesian War. The temple was still standing in 
1676; some eight years later it was demolished by the Turks, 
and its stones built into a bastion; on the removal of the bastion 
in 5835 the temple was successfully reconstructed by ROM with 
the employment of little new material. At either corner of the 
Propylaea entrance were equestrian statues dedicated by the 
Athenian knights; the bases with inscriptions have lately been 
recovered. From the inner exit of the Propylaea a passage led 
towards the tut along the north side of the Parthenon; almost 
directly facing the entrance was the colossal bronze statue of 
Athena (afterwards called Athena Promachos) by Pheidiu, 
probably set up by Cimon in commemoration of the Persian 
defeat. The statue, which was 3o ft. high, represented the god-
dess as fully armed; the gleam of her helmet and spear could be 
seen by the mariners approaching from Cape Sunium (Pausanias 
I. a8). On both aides of the passage were numerous statues, 
among them that of Athena Hygeht, set up by Pericles to 
commemorate the recovery of a favourite slave who was injured 
during the building of the Parthenon, a colossal bronze image 
of the wooden horse of Troy, and Myron's group of Marsyas with 
Athena throwing away her flute. Another statue by Myron, the 
famous Perseus, stood near the precinct of Artemis Brauronia. 
In this sacred enclosure, which lay between the south-eastern 
corner of the Propylaea and the wall of Cimon, no traces of a 
temple have been found. Adjoining it to the east are the 
remains of a large rectangular building, which was apparently 
fronted by a colonnade; this has been identified with the 
Xahsoffibm, a storehouse of bronze implements and arms, which 
was formerly supposed to lie against the north wall near the 
Propylaea. Beyond the Parthenon, a little to the north-east, 
was the great altar of Athena, and near it the statue and altar 
of Zeus Polieus. With regard to the buildings on the cast end of 
the Acropolis, where the present museums stand, no certainty 
exists; among the many statues here were those of Xanthippus, 
the father of Pericles, and of Anacreon. Immediately west of the 
Erechtheum is the Pandroseum or temenos of Panchosos, the 
daughter of Cecrops, the excavation of which has revealed no 
traces of the temple (rain) seen here by Pausanias (L 27). The 
site of this precinct, in which the sacred olive tree of Athena 
grew, has been almost certainly fixed by an inscription found in 
the bastion of Odysseus. At its north-western extremity is a 
platform of levelled rock which may have supported the altar of 
Zeus Hypsistus. Farther west, along the north wall of the Acro-
polis, is the space probably occupied by the abode and playground 
of the Errephori. Between this precinct and the Propylaea were 
a number of statues, among them the celebrated heifer of Myron, 
and perhaps his Erechtheus; the Lemnisu' s Athena of Pheidiu. 
and his effigy of his friend Pericles. 

The reconstruction of the city after its demolition by the 
Persians was not carried out on the lines of a definite plan like 
that of the Peiraeus. The houses were hastily repaired, and the 
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narrow, crooked streets remained; the influence of Themistorles, 
who aimed at transferring the capital to the Peirs,eus, was 
• di, probably directed against any costly scheme of rester- 
& tru 	ation, except on the Acropolis. The period of Cimon's 
diu"1  administration,  however, especially the interval be-wail. tween his victory on the Eurymedon and his ostracism 
(468-46r p.c.), was marked by great architectural activity in 
the lower city as well as on the citadel. To his time may be 
retested many of the buildings around the Agora (probably 
rebuilt on the former sites) and elsewhere, and the passage, or 
opfrost, from the Agora to the Dipylon flanked by long porticos. 
The Theseum or temple of Theseus, which lay to the east of the 
Agora near the Acropolis, was built by Cimon: here be deposited 
the bones of the national hero which he brought from Scyros 
about 470 a¢ The only building in the city which can with 
certainty be assigned to the administration of Pericles is the 
Odeum, beneath the southern declivity of the Acropolis, a 
structure mainly of wood, said to have been built in imitation 
of the teat of Xerxes: it was used for musical contests and the 

though not established, may be regarded as practically certain, 
notwithstanding the difficulty presented by the subjects of the 
sculptures, which bear no relation to Hephaestus. The temple 
is a Doric periptersl hexastyie is astir, with i3 columns at the 
sides; its length is toe ft., its breadth est ft., its height, to the 
top of the pediment, 33 ft. The sculptures of the pediments 
have been completely lost, but their design has been ingeniously 
reconstructed by Sauer. The frieze of the entablature contains 
sculptures only in the metopes of the east front and in those 
of the sides immediately adjoining It; the frontal metopes 
represent the labours of Heracies, the lateral the exploits of 
Theseus. As in the Parthenon, there is a sculptured zophoros 
above the exterior of the cella walls; this, however, extends 
over the east and west fronts only and the east ends of the 
sides; the eastern zophoros represents a battle-scene with 
seated deities on either hand, the western a centaurornachia_ 
The temple is entirely of Pentelic marble, except the foundations 
and lowest step of the stylobate, which are of Peiraic stone, and 
the zophoros of the cella, which is in Paden marble. The 

rehearsal of plays. Of the various temples in which statues by 
Pheidias, Alcamenes and other great sculptors are known to 
have been placed, no traces have yet been discovered; excavation 
has not been possible in a large portion of the lower city, which 
has always been inhabited. The only extant structures of the 
classical period are the Hephaesteum, the Dionysiac theatre, 
and the choragic monument of Lysicrates The remains of a 
small Ionic temple which were standing by the Maus in the 
time of Stuart have disappeared. 

The Hephaesteum, the so-called Theseum, is situated on a 
alight eminence, probably the Colonus Agomeus, to the west 
no  of the Agora. The best preserved Greek temple in 
fhPhas. the world, it possesses no record of its origin; the 
▪ le gas  style of its sculptures and architecture leads to the Ma conclusion that it was built about the same time 
as the Parthenon; it seems to have been finished by 421 
e.c. It has been known as the Theseum since the middle 
ages, apparently because some of its sculptures represent the 
exploits of Theseus, but the Theseum was an earlier sanctuary 
on the east of the Agora (see above). The building has been 
supposed by Curtius, Wachsmuth and others to be the Heradeum 
in Melite, but Its identification with the temple of Hephaestus 
and Athena seen in this neighbourhood by Families 14. 6).  

preservation of the temple is due to its conversion into a church 
in the middle ages. 

The Dionysiac theatre, situated beneath the south side of the 
Acropolis, was partly hollowed out from its declivity. The 
representation of plays was perhaps transferred to The  
this spot from the early Orchestra in the Agora at the Dkopmeas 
beginning of the 5th century B. C ; it afterwards anent 
superseded the Pnyx as the meeting-place of the mad Ag' 
Eccles's. The site, which had been accurately deter- 
mined by Leake, was explored by Strack in 1862, and the 
researches subsequently undertaken by the Greek Archaeo-
logical Society were concluded in 187e. It was not, however, 
till 0186 that traces of the original circular Greek orchestra were 
pointed out by Darpfeld. The arrangements of the stage and 
orchestra as we now see them belong to Roman times; the 
eased or auditorium dates from the administration of the orator 
Lycurgus (337-323 a.c.), and nothing is left of the theatre in 
which the plays of Sophocies were acted save a few small remnants 
of polygonal masonry. These, however, are sufficient to mark 
out the circuit of the indent orchestra, on which the subsequently 
built proscenia encroached. The oldest stage-building was 
erected in the time of Lycurgua; it consisted of a rectangular 
hall with square projections (irapaocina) on either side; in 
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front of this was built in late Greek or early Roman times a 
stage with a row of columns which intruded upon the orchestra 
space, a later and larger stage, dating from the time of Nero, 
advanced still farther into the orchestra, and this was finally 
faced (probably in the 3rd century s.o.) by the " ham ' of 
Phaedra, a platform-wall decorated with earlier reliefs, the 
slabs of which were cut down to suit their new position. The 
remains of two temples of Dionysus have been found adjoining 
the atom of the theatre, and an altar of the same god adorned 
with masks and festoons; the smaller and earlier temple probably 
dates from the 6th century s.c., the larger from the end of the 
Stb or the beginning of the 4th century. 

Immediately west of the theatre of Dionysus is the sacred 
precinct of Asclepius, which was excavated by the Archaeological 
Society in 1876-1878. Here were discovered the foundations 
of the celebrated Asclepieurn, together with several inscriptions 
and a great number of votive reliefs offered by grateful invalids 
and valetudinarians to the god of healing. Many of the reliefs 
belong to the best period of Greek art. A Doric colonnade with 
a double row of columns was found to have extended along the 
base of the Acropolis for a distance of 54 yds.; behind it in a 
chamber hewn in the rock is the sacred well mentioned by 
Pausanias. The colonnade was a place of resort for the patients; 
a large building close beneath the rock was probably the abode 
of the priests. 

The beautiful choragic monument of Lysicrates, dedicated 
in the archonship of Euaenetus (335-334  s.c.), is the only survivor 
The of a number of such structures which stood in the 
anomie " Street of the Tripods " to the east of the Dionysiac 
awmaserst theatre, bearing the tripods given to the successful 
or choragi at the Dionysiac festival. It owes its pre- aridwates. servation to its former inclusion in a Capuchin convent. 
The monument consists of a small circular temple of Pentelic 
marble, 211 ft. in height and 9 ft. in diameter, with six engaged 
Corinthian columns and a sculptured frieze, standing on a rect-
angular base of Peiraic stone. The delicately carved convex 
roof, composed of a single block, was surmounted by the tripod. 
The spirited reliefs of the frieze represent the punishment 
of the Tyrrhenian pirates by Dionysus and their transforma-
tion into dolphins. Another choragic monument was that of 
Thrasyllus, which faced a cave in the Acropolis rock above the 
Dionysiac theatre. A portion of another, that of Nicias, was 
used to make the late Roman gate of the Acropolis. In one 
of these monuments was the famous Satyr of Praxiteles. 

The Cynosarges, from earliest times a sanctuary of Heretics, 
later a celebrated gymnasium and the school of Anesthetics 

the Cynic.; has hitherto been generally supposed to 
The 

 s
lia Ce have occupied the site of the Monastery of the Asomati ssas on the eastern slope of Lycabettus; its situation, 

however, has been fixed by Dorpfeld at a point a little to the 
south of the Olympieum, on the left bank of the Hiatus. Here 
a series of excavations, carried out by the British School in 
1896-1897 under the direction of Cecil Smith, revealed the 
foundations of an extensive Greek building, the outlines of which 
correspond with those of a gymnasium; it possessed a large 
bath or cistern, and was flanked on two sides by water-courses. 
An Ionic capital found here possibly belonged to the palaestra. 
The identification, however, cannot be regarded as certain in 
the absence of inscriptions. 

With the loss of political liberty the age of creative genius 
in Athenian architecture came to a close. The era of decadence, 
Tee of honorary statues and fulsome inscriptions, began. 
Mau** The embellishments which the city received during 
wame the Hellenistic and Roman periods were no longer the 

 MOM 
 dermas.artistic expression of the religious and political life of 
a great commonwealth; they were the tribute paid 

to the intellectual renown of Athens by foreign potentates or 
dilettanti, who desired to add their names to the list of its 
illustrious citizens and patrons. Among the first of these benefac- 
tions was the great gymnasium of Ptolemy, built in the neigh- 
bourhood of the Agora about 25o B.C. Successive princes of 
the dynasty of Pergamum interested themselves in the adorn- 

meat of the city: Attains I. set up a number of bronze statues on 
the Acropolis; Eumenes II. built the long portico west of the 
Dionysian theatre, which was excavated and identified in 1877, 
Attains IL erected the magnificent Steer near the Agora, the re-
mains of which were completely laid bare in 1898-19w and have 
been identified by an inscription. The Sloe consisted of a series 
of 21 chambers, probably shops, faced by a double colonnade, 
the outer columns being of the Doric order, the inner =fluted, 
with lotus-leaf capitals; it possessed an upper storey fronted 
with Ionic columns. 

The greatest monument, however, of the Hellenistic period 
is the colonel Olympieum or temple of Olympian Zeus, " untua 
in teals inchoatum pro magnitudine del" (Livy n. 
▪ so), the remains of which stand by the Dimas 
to the south-east of the Acropolis. The foundations 
of a temple were laid on the site—probably that of an andent 
sanctuary—by Peisistratus, but the building in its ultimate 
form was for the greater part constructed under the auspices 
of Antiochus IV. Epiphanes, king of Syria, by the Roman 
architect Comets in the interval between 274 s.c. and 1641.C., 
the detect( the 'leather Antiochus. The mark was then suspended 
and its proposed resumption in the time of Augustus seems not 
to have been realized; finally, in A. D. rag, the temple was 
completed and dedicated by Hadrian, who set up a chrys-
elephantine statue of Zeus in the cella. The substructure was 
excavated in :883 by F. C. Penrose, who proved the correctness 
of Dtirpfeld's theory that the building was octostyle; its length 
was 318 ft., its breadth 132 ft. With the exception of the 
foundations and two lower steps of the stylobate, it was entirely 
of Pentelic marble, and possessed too Corinthian columns, 
56 ft. 7 in. in height, of which 48 stood in triple rows under the 
pediments and 56 in double rows at the sides; of these, 16 re-
mained standing in 1852, when one was blown down by a storm. 
Fragments of Doric columns and foundations were discovered, 
probably intended for the temple begun by Peisistratus, the 
orientation of which differed slightly from that of the later 
structure. The peribolos, a large artificial platform supported 
by a retaining wall of squared Peiraic blocks with buttresses, 
was excavated in r898 without important results; It is to be 
hoped that the stability of the columns has not been affected 
by the operations. 

The Rowan Period.—After 246 s.c. Athens and its territory 
were included in the Roman province of Achim Among the 
earlier buildings of this period is the Horologium tw pews. 
of Andronicus of Cyrrhus (the "Tower of the Winds"), hose 
still standing near the eastern end of the Roman Agora. 'trots. 
The building may belong to the 2nd or rat century ac.; " g' 
it is mentioned by Varro (Dc re rust. iii. s. 27), and therefore 
cannot be of later date than 35 s.c. It is an octagonal marble 
structure, 42 ft. in height and 26 ft. in diameter; the eight sides, 
which face the points of the compass, are furnished with a 
frieze containing inartistic figures in relief representing the 
winds; below it, on the sides facing the sun, are the lines of a 
sun-dial. The building was surmounted by a weathacock in the 
form of a bronze Triton; it contained a water-clock to record the 
time when the sun was not shining. 

The capture and sack of Athens by Sulfa (March r, 86 s.c.) 
seems to have involved no great injury to its architectural 
monuments beyond the burning of the Odeum of ic„.„. 
Pericles; a portion of the city wall was razed, the comer el 
groves of the Academy and Lyceum were cut down, gh2.. ...."••• 
and the Peiraeus, with its magnificent arsenal and other ."`""` 
great buildings, burnt to the ground. After this catastrophe 
the benefactors of Athens were for the most part Romans; the 
influence of Greek literature and art had begun to affect the 
conquering race. The New, or Roman, Agora to the north of 
the Acropolis, perhaps mainly an oil market, was constructed 
after the year 27 B.c. Its dimensions were practically determined 
by excavation in 189o-1891. It consisted of a large open rect-
angular space surrounded by an Ionic colonnade intowhich opened 
a number of shops or storehouses. The eastern gate was adorned 
with four Ionic columns on the outside and two on the inside, the 
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western entrance being the well-known Doric portico of Athena 
Archegetis with an inscription recording its erection from 
donations of Julius Caesar and Augustus. The whole conclave 
may be compared with the enclosed bazaars or khans of Oriental 
cities which are usually locked at night. The Agrippeum, a 
covered theatre, derived its name from Vipsanius Agrippa, 
whose statue was set up, about 27 s.c., beneath the north wing 
of the Acropolis propylaea, on the high rectangular base still 
remaining. At the eastern end of the Acropolis a little circular 
temple of white marble with a peristyle of 9 Ionic columns 
was dedicated to Rome and Augustus, its foundations were dis-
covered during the excavations of 1885-1888. The conspicuous 
monument which crowns the Museum Hill was erected as the 
mausoleum of Antiochus Philopappus of Commagene, grandson 
of Antiochus Epiphanes, in A.D. 114-216. Excavations carded 
out in 1898-1899 showed that the structure was nearly square; 
the only portion remaining is the slightly curved front, with three 
niches between Corinthian pilasters; in the central niche is 
the statue of Philopappus. 

The emperor Hadrian was the most lavish of an the benefactors 
of Athens. Besides completing the gigantic Olympieum he 

enlarged the circuit of the city walls to the east, 
mucus enclosing the area now covered by the royal and 
Dk• heal' public gardens and the Constitution Square. This was 
IDS' the City of Hadrian (Hadrianapolid or New Athens 

(Novae Athena), a handsome suburb with numerous 
villas, baths and gardens; some traces remain of its walls, 
which, like those of Thernistodes, were fortified with rect-
angular towers. An ornamental entrance near the Olym-
pieum. the existing Arch of Hadrian, marked the boundary 
between the new and the old cities. The arch h surmounted by a 
triple attic with Corinthian columns; the frieze above the key-
stone bears, on the north-western side, the inscription di' do' 
'Atlijscrs, Oneiwt spiv wears, and on the south-eastern, W .  do' 
Vadixaro0 gal o8gil:4111ga woks. One of the principal monuments 
of Hadrian's munificence was the sumptuous library, in all 
probability a vast rectangular enclosure, immediately north of 
the New Agora, the eastern side of which was explored in ails-
OM. A portion of its western front, adorned with monolith 
unfluted Corinthian columns, is still standing—the familiar 
" Stoa of Hadrian "; another well-preserved portion, with six 
pilasters, runs parallel to the west side of Aeolus Street. The 
interior consisted of a spacious court surrounded by a colonnade 
of roo columns, into which five chambers opened at the eastern 
end. A portico of four fluted Corinthian columns on the western 
side formed the entrance to the quadrangle. This cloistered 
edifice may be identified with the library of Hadrian mentioned 
by Pausanias; the books were, perhaps, stored in a square 
building which occupied a portion of the central area. Strikingly 
similar in design and construction is a large quadrangular build-
ing, the foundations of which were discovered by the British 
School near the presumed Cynosarges; this may perhaps be the 
Gymnasium of Hadrian, which Pausanias tells us also possessed 
zoo columns. A Pantheon and temples of Hera and Zeus 
Panhellenius were likewise built by Hadrian; the aqueduct, 
which he began, was completed by Antoninus Pius (a.o. 138- 
x6 r); it was repaired in 1362-1369 and is still in use. 

The Stadium, in which tLe Panathenaic Games were held, 
was first laid out by the orator Lycurgus about 33o s.c. It was 

an oblong structure filling a natural depression near 
Tim 
&saw  the left bank of the Emus beneath the eastern de-

clivity of the Ardettns hill, the parallel aides and 
asp semicircular end, or inkrothm, around the arena being B 
Atd.s  partially excavated from the adjoining slopes. The 

immense building, however, which was restored in 
1396 and the following years, was that constructed in Pentelic 
marble about A.D. 143 by Tiberius Claudius Herodes Atticus, a 
wealthy Roman resident, whose benefactions to the city rivalled 
those of Hadrian. The seats, rising in tiers, as in a theatre, 
accommodated about 44,000 spectators; the arena was 670 ft. 
in length and rag ft. in breadth. The Odeum, built beneath the 
south-west slope of the Acropolis after A.D. 261 by Herod= 

Atticus in memory of his wife Reels, is comparatively wep 
preserved; it was excavated in 2848 and in 1857-1858. The 
plan is that of the conventional Roman theatre; the semi- 
circular auditorium, which seated acme soon persons, is, hire 
that of the Dionyziac theatre, psrdy hollowed from the rock. 
The orchestra is paved with marble squares. The facade, in 
Peiraic stone, displays three storeys of arched windows. The 
whole building was covered with a cedar roof. The Stadiums 
had been already completed and the Odeum had not yet been 
built when Pausal= visited Athens; these buildings were the 
last important additions to the architectural monuments of the 
ancient city 	 (J. D. B.) 

IL THE MODERN Car 
At the conclusion of the Greek War of Independence, Athens 

was little more than a village of the Turkish type, the poorly 
built houses clustering on the northern and eastern slopes of 
the Acropolis. The narrow crooked lanes of this quarter still 
contrast with the straight, regularly laid-out streets of the modern 
city, which extends to the north-west, north and east of the 
ancient citadel. The greater commercial advantages offered 
by Nauplia, Corinth and Patras were outweighed by the historic 
claims of Athens in the choice of a capital for the newly founded 
kingdom, and the seat of government was transferred hither 
from Nauplia in 2833. The new town was, for the most part, 
laid out by the German architect Schaubert. It contains several 
squares and boulevards, a large public garden, and many hand-
some public and private edifices. A great number of the public 
institutions owe their origin to the munificence of patriotic 
Greeks, among whom Andreas Syngros and George Averoff may 
be especially mentioned. The royal palace, designed by Friedrich 
von Gartner (2792-1847), is a tasteless structure; attached to 
it is a beautiful garden laid out by Queen Amelia, which contains 
a well-preserved mosaic floor of the Roman period. On the 
south-east is the newly built palace of the crown prince. The 
Academy, from designs by Theophil Hansen (1813-1391), is con-
structed of Pentelic marble in the Ionic style: the colonnades 
and pediments are richly coloured and gilded, and may perhaps 
convey some idea of the ancient style of decoration. Close by is 
the university, with a colonnade adorned with paintings, and 
the Vallianean library with a handsome Doric portico of Pentelic 
marble. The observatory, which is connected with the uni-
versity, stands on the summit of the Hill of the Nymphs; like 
the Academy, it was erected at the expense of a wealthy Greek, 
Baron Sins of Vienna. In the public garden is the Zappeion, a 
large building with a Corinthian portico, intended for the display 
of Greek industries; here also is a monument to Byron, erected 
in 2396. The Balla, or parliament-house, possesses a consider-
able library. Other public buildings are the Polytechnic Institute, 
built by contributions from Greeks of Epirus, the theatre, the 
Arsakeion (a school for girls), the Varvakeion (a gymnasium), 
the military school (erxo).1) •Leasiaso), and several hospitals and 
orphanages. The cathedral, a large, modern structure, is devoid 
of architectural merit, but some of the smaller, ancient, Byzan-
tine churches are singularly interesting and beautiful. Among 
private residences, the mansion built by Dr Schliemann, the 
discoverer of Troy, is the most noteworthy; its decorations are 
in the Pompeian style. 

The museums of Athens have steadily grown in importance 
with the progress of excavation. They are admirably arranged, 
and the remnants of ancient art which they contain 
have fortunately escaped injudicious restoration. 
The National Museum, founded in i866, is especially rich in 
archaic sculptures and in sepulchral and votive reliefs. A copy 
of the Diadumenoe of Polyclitus from Delos, and temple sculp-
tures from Epidaurus and the Argive Hcraeum, are among the 
more notable of its recent acquisitions. It also possesses the 
famous collection of prehistoric antiquities found by Schlkmana 
at Thy= and Mycenae, other " Mycenaean " objects discovered 
at Nauplia and in Attica, as well as the ion earlier remains ex-
cavated by Tsountas in the Cyclades and by the British School 
at Phylakopi in Melos; to rra-cottas from Tanagra and Asia 
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,Minor; bronzes from Olympia, Delphi and elsewhere, and 
numerous painted vases, among them the unequalled white 
leiNki from Athens and Eretria. The Epigraphical Museum 
contains an immense number of inscriptions arranged by H. G. 
Lolling and A. Wilhelm of the Austrian Institute. The Acropolis 
Museum (open& 1878) possesses a singularly interesting collec-
tion of sculptures belonging to the " archaic " period of Greek 
art, all found on the Acropolis; here, too, are some fragments 
of the pedimental statues of the Parthenon and several reliefs 
from its frieze, as well as the slabs from the balustrade of the 
temple of Nike. The Polytechnic Institute contains a museum 
of interesting objects connected with modern Greek life and 
history. In the Academy is a valuable collection of coins 
superintended by Svoronos. Of the private collections those of 
Schliemann and Earapanos are the most interesting: the latter 
contains works of art and other objects from Dodona. There is 
a small museum of antiquities at the Peiraeus. 

Owing to the numbers and activity of its institutions, both 
native and foreign, for the prosecution of research and the 

encouragement of classical studies, Athens has become 
sch'sva° once more an international seat of learning. The 
fingter 	, 	, 	, 

Society, founded  VW, 	
numbers 

 Archaeological 	in 1837, 
numbers some distinguished scholars among its 

members, and displays great activity in the conduct of excava-
tions, Important researches at Epidaurus, Eleusis, Mycenae, 
Amyclae and Rhamnus may be numbered among its principal 
undertakings, in addition to the complete exploration of the 
Acropolis and a series of investigations in Athens and Attica. 
The French Ecole d'Athenes, founded in 5846, is under the 
scientific direction of the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-
lettres. Among its numerous enterprises have been the extensive 
and costly excavations at Delos and Delphi, which have yielded 
such remarkable results. The monuments of the Byzantine 
epoch have latterly occupied a prominent place in its investiga-
tions. The German Archaeological Institute, founded in 1874, 
has carried out excavations at Thebes, Lesbos, Paros, Athens and 
elsewhere; it has also been associated in the great researches at 
Olympia, Pergamum and Troy, and in many other important 
undertakings. The British School, founded in 1886, has been 
unable, owing to insufficient endowment, to work on similar lines 
with the French and German institutions; it has, however, 
carried out extensive excavations at Megalopolis and in Melos, 
as well as researches at Abae, in Athens (presumed site of the 
Cynosarges), in Cyprus, at Naucratis and at Sparta. It has 
also participated in the exploration of Cnossus and other im-
portant sites in Creth. The American School, founded in z 88 a, is 
supported by the principal universities of the United States. 
In addition to researches at Sicyon, Plataea, Eretria and else-
where, it has undertaken two works of capital importance—the 
excavation of the Argive Heraeum and of ancient Corinth. 
An Austrian Archaeological Institute was founded in 1898. 

Notwithstanding certain disadvantages inherent in its situa-
tion, the trade and manufactures of Athens have considerably 

increased in recent years. Industrial and commercial 
activity is mainly centred at the Pciracus, where 
8 cloth and cotton mills, 45 cognac distilleries, 14 steam 
flour mills, 8 soap manufactories, 13 shipbuilding and 

engineering works, chair manufactories, dye works, chemical 
works, tanneries and a dynamite factory have been established. 
The shipbuilding and engineering trades are active and advan-
cing. The export trade is, however, inconsiderable, as the 
produce of the local industries is mainly absorbed by home 
consumption. The principal exports are wine, cognac and 
marble from Pentelicus. As a place of import, the Peiraeus 
surpasses Patras, Syra and all the other Greek maritime towns, 
receiving about 53% of all the merchandise brought into Greece. 
The principal imports are coal, grain, manufactured articles and 
articles of luxury. The total value of exports in '904 was 
£459,565; of imports, £2,459,278. • The number of ships entered 
and cleared in reos was soao with a tonnage of 5.796,59 0 

 tons, of which 426, with a tonnage of 609,822 tons, were 
British. 

The Pelmets, which bad never revived since its destruction by 
the Romans in 86 B.C., was at the beginning of the 19th century' 
a small fishing village known as Porto Leone. When 
Athens became the capital in 1833 the ancient name of =gm. 
its port was revived, and since that time piers and 
quays have been constructed, and spacious squares and broad 
regular streets have been laid out. The town now possesses an 
exchange, a large theatre, a gymnasium, a naval school, municipal 
buildings and several hospitals and charitable institutions erected 
by private munificence. The harbour, in which ships of all nations 
may be seen, as well as great numbers of the picturesque sailing 
craft engaged in the coasting trade, is somewhat difficult of 
access to larger vessels, but has been improved by the con-
struction of new breakwaters and dry docks. The port and 
the capital are now connected by railway with Corinth and the 
principal towns of the Morea; the line opening up communi-
cation with northern Greece and Thessaly, when its proposed 
connexion with the Continental railway system has been effected, 
will greatly enhance the importance of the Peiraeus, already one 
of the moat flourishing commercial towns in the Levant. 

The population of Athens has rapidly increased. In 0334 it 
was below s000; in I870 it was 44 ,5'o; in 5879, 63,374; in 
1889, 1o7,251; in 1896, 114486. The Peiraeus, which 
in 1834 possessed only a few hundred inhabitants, P.M*.pes  
is 1879 possessed 21,618; in 1889, 34,327; in 1896, 
43,848. The total population of Athens in 5907 war 167,479 
and of Peiraeus 67,982. 	 (J. D. B.) 

M. HISTORY 

1. The Prehistoric Period.—The history of primitive Athens 
is involved in the same obscurity which enshrouds the early 
development of most of the Greek city-states. The Homeric 
poems scarcely mention Attica, and the legends, though numerous, 
are rarely of direct historical value. In the Minoan epoch Athens 
is proved by the archaeological remains to have been a petty 
kingdom scarcely more important than many other Attic com-
munities, yet enjoying a more unbroken course of development 
than the leading states of that period. This accords with the 
cherished tradition which made the Athenians children of the 
soil, and free from admixture with conquering tribes. Many 
legends, however, and the later state organization, point to an 
immigration of an " Ionian " aristocracy in late Mycenaean days. 
These Ionian newcomers are almost certainly responsible for the 
absorption of the numerous independent communities of Attica 
into a central state of Athens under a powerful monarchy (see 
TrusEtis), for the introduction of new cults, and for the division 
of the people into four tribes whose names —Geleontes, Hopletes, 
Argadeis and Aegicoreis—recur in several true Ionian towns. 
This centralization of power (Synoecism), to which many Greek 
peoples never attained, laid the first foundations of Athenian 
greatness. But in other respects the new constitution tended to 
arrest development. When the monarchy was supplanted in the 
usual Greek fashion by a hereditary nobility—a process accom-
plished, according to tradition, between about moo and 683 
n.c.—all power was appropriated by a privileged class of 
Eupatridae (q.v.); the Geomori and Demiurgi, who formed 
the bulk of the community, enjoyed no political rights. It was 
to their control over the machinery of law that the Eupatridae 
owed their predominance. The aristocratic council of the 
Areopagus (q.v.) constituted the chief criminal court, and 
nominated the magistrates, among whom the chief archon (q.v.) 
passed judgment in family suits, controlled admission to the 
genos or clan, and consequently the acquisition of the franchise. 
This system was further supported by religious prescriptions 
which the nobles retained as a corporate secret. Assisted no 
doubt by their judicial control, the Eupatridae also tended to 
become sole owners of the land, reducing the original freeholders 
or tenants to the position of serfs. During this period Athens 
seems to have made little use of her militia, commanded by the 
polemarch, or of her navy, which was raised in special local 
divisions known as Naucraries (see HAUCRARY); hence , no 
military esprit de corps could arise to check the Eupatrid 
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ascendancy. Nor did the commons obtain relief through any 
commercial or colonial enterprises such as those which alleviated 
social distress in many other Greek states. The first attack upon 
the aristocracy proceeded from a young noble named Cylon, who 
endeavoured to become tyrant about 63o B.C. The people helped 
to crush this movement; yet discontent must have been rife 
among them, for in 621 the Eupatrids commissioned Draco (qv.), 
a junior magistrate, to draft and publish a code of criminal law. 
This was a notable concession, by which the nobles lost that 
exclusive legal knowledge which had formed one of their main 
instruments of oppression. 

2. The Rise of Atkens.—A still greater danger grew out of the 
Widespread financial distress, which was steadily driving many 
of the agricultural population into slavery and threatened the 
entire state with ruin. After a protracted war with the neigh-
bouring Megarians had accentuated the crisis the Eupatridae 
gave to one of their number, the celebrated Solon (q.v.), free 
power to remodel the whole state (594). By his economic 
legislation Solon placed Athenian agriculture once more upon 
a sound footing, and supplemented this source of wealth by 
encouraging commercial enterprise, thus laying the foundation 
of his country's material prosperity. His constitutional reforms 
proved less successful, for, although he put into the hands of 
the people various safeguards against oppression, he could not 
ensure their use in practice. After a period of disorder and 
party-feud among the nobles the new constitution was superseded 
in fact, if not in form, by the autocratic rule of Peisistratus (q.v.), 
and his sons Hippies and Hipparchus. The age of despotism, 
which lasted, with interruptions, from 56o to 510, was a period 
of great prosperity for Athens. The rulers fostered agriculture, 
stimulated commerce and industry (notably the famous Attic 
ceramics), adorned the city with public works and temples, 
and rendered it a centre of culture. Their vigorous foreign policy 
first made Athens an Aegean power and secured connexions with 
numerous mainland powers. Another result of the tyranny was the 
weakening of the undue influence of the nobles and the creation 
of a national Athenian spirit in place of the ancient clan-feeling. 

The equalization of classes was already far advanced when 
towards the end of the century a nobleman of the Alcmaeonid 
family, named Clcisthenes (q.v.), who had taken the chief part 
in the final expulsion of the tyrants, acquired ascendancy as 
leader of the commons. The constitution which he promulgated 
(50817) gave expression to the change of political feeling by 
providing a national basis of franchise and providing a new 
state organization. By making effective the powers of the 
Ecclesia (Popular Assembly) the Boule (Council) and Heliaea, 
Clcisthenes became the true founder of Athenian democracy. 

,This revolution was accompanied by a conflict with Sparta 
and other powers. But a spirit of harmony and energy now 
breathed within the nation, and in the ensuing wars Athens 
worsted powerful enemies like Thebes and Chalcis (506). A 
bolder stroke followed in zoo, when a force was sent to support 
the Ionians In revolt against Persia and took part in the sack 
of Sardis. After the failure of this expedition the Athenians 
apparently became absorbed in a prolonged struggle with Aegina 
(q.v.). In 493 the imminent prospect of a Persian Invasion 
brought into power men like Themistodes and DI iltiades (qq.s.), 
to whose firmness and insight the Athenians largely owed their 
triumph in the great campaign of 490 against Persia. After a 
second political reaction, the prospect of a second Persian war, 
and the naval superiority of Acgina led to the assumption of a 
bolder policy. In 483 Themistocics overcame the opposition of 
Aristides (q.v.), and passed his famous measure providing for a 
large increase of the Athenian fleet. In the great invasion of 
480-479 the Athenians displayed an unflinching resolution which 
could not be shaken even by the evacuation and destruction of 
their native city. Though the traditional account of this war 
exaggerates the services of Athens as compared with the other 
champions of Greek independence, there can be no doubt that 
the ultimate victory was chiefly due to the numbers and efficiency 
of the Athenian fleet, and to the wise policy of her great statesman 
Theadstocles (see SALAMIS, PLATAEA). 

3. Inlaid Athens.— After the Persian retreat and the 
reoccupation of their city the Athenians continued the war with 
unabated vigour. Led by Aristides and Cimon they rendered 
such prominent service as to receive in return the formal leader-
ship of the Greek allies and the presidency of the newly formed 
Delian League (q.v.). The ascendancy acquired in these years 
eventually raised Athens to the rank of an imperial state. For 
the moment it tended to impair the good relations which had 
subsisted between Athens and Sparta since the first days of the 
Persian peril. But so long as Cimon's influence prevailed the 
ideal of "peace at home and the complete humiliation of Persia 
was steadily unheld. Similarly the internal policy of Athens 
continued to be shaped by the conservatives. The only notable 
innovations since the days of Cleisthenes had been the reduction 
of the archonship to a routine magistracy appointed partly by 
lot (487), and the rise of the ten elective strategi (generals) as 
chief executive officers (see Snutramrs). But the triumph of 
the navy in 480 and the great expansion of commerce and 
industry had definitely shifted the political centre of gravity 
from the yeoman class of moderate democrats to the more radical 
party usually stigmatized as the " sailor rabble." Though 
Themistodes soon lost his influence, his party eventually found 
a new leader in Ephialtes and after the failure of Cimon's foreign 
policy (see Caton) triumphed over the conservatives. The year 
461 marks the reversal of Athenian policy at home and abroa& 
By cancelling the political power of the Areopagus and multi-
plying the functions of the popular law-courts, Ephialtes 
abolished the last checks upon the sovereignty of the commons. 
His 'successor, Pericles, who commonly ranked as the " completer 
of the democracy," merely developed the full democracy so as 
to secure its effectual as well as its theoretical supremacy. The 
foreign policy of Athens was now directed towards an almost 
reckless expansion (see PERICLES). The unparalleled success of 
the Athenian arms at this period extended the bounds of empire 
to their farthest limits. Besides securing her Aegean possessions 
and her commerce by the defeat of Corinth and Aegina, her 
last rivals on sea, Athens acquired an extensive dominion in 
central Greece and for a time quite overshadowed the Spartan 
land-power. The rapid loss of the new conquests after 447 
proved that Athens lacked a sufficient land-army to defend 
permanently so extensive a frontier. Under the guidance of 
Pericles the Athenians renounced the unprofitable rivalry with 
Sparta and Persia, and devoted themselves to the consolidation 
and judicious extension of their maritime influence. 

The years of the supremacy of Pericles (443-429) are on the 
whole the most glorious in Athenian history. In actual extent 
of territory the empire had receded somewhat, but in point of 
security and organization it now stood at its height. The Delian 
confederacy lay completely under Athenian control, and the 
points of strategic importance were largely held by cleruchies 
(q.v.; see also PERICLES) and garrisons. Out of a citizen body 
of over 50,002 freemen, reinforced by mercenaries and slaves, a 
superb fleet exceeding 3o0 sail and an army of 30,000 drilled 
soldiers could be mustered. The city itself, with its fortifications 
extending to the port of Peiraeus, was impregnable to a land 
attack. The commerce of Athens extended from Egypt and 
Colchis to Etruria and Carthage, and her manufactures, which 
attracted skilled operatives from many lands, found a ready sale 
all over the Mediterranean. With tolls, and the tribute of the 
Delian League, a fund of 9700  talents (L2,300,000) WO amassed 
in the treasury. 

Yet the material prosperity of Athens under Pericles was 
less notable than her brilliant attainments in every field of 
culture. Her development since the Persian wan had been 
extremely rapid, but did not reach its climax till the latter part 
of the century. No city ever adorned herself with such an array 
of temples, public buildings and works of art as the Athens of 
Pericles and Pheidias. Her achievements in literature are hardly 
less great. The Attic drama of the period produced many great 
masterpieces, and the scientific thought of Europe in the depart-
ments of logic, ethics, rhetoric and history mainly owes its origin 
to • new movement of Greek thought which was largely fostered 
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by the patronage of Pericles himself. Besides producing 
numerous men of genius herself Athens attracted all the great 
intellects of Greece. The brilliant summary of the historian 
Thucydidea in the famous Funeral Speech of Pericles (delivered 
in 430), in which the social life, the institutions and the culture 
of his country are set forth as a model, gives a substantially true 
picture of Athens in its greatest days. 

This brilliant epoch, however, was not without its darker side. 
The payment for public service which Pericles had introduced 
may have contributed to raise the general level of culture of the 
citizens, but it created a dangerous precedent and incurred the 
censure of notable Greek thinkers. Moreover,all this prosperity 
was obtained at the expense of the confederates, whom Athens 
exploited in a somewhat selfish and illiberal manner. In fact 
it was the cry of "tyrant city" which went furthest to rouse 
public opinion in Greece against Athens and to bring on the 
Peloponnesian War (q.v.) which ruined the Athenian empire 
431-404. The issue of this conflict was determined less by any 
intrinsic superiority on the part of her enemies than by the 
blunders committed by a people unable to carry out a consistent 
foreign policy on its own initiative, and served since Pericles 
by none but selfish or short-sighted advisers. It speaks well for 
the patriotic devotion and discipline of her commons that 
Athens, weakened by plague and military disasters, should have 
withstood for so long the blows of her numerous enemies from 
without, and the damage inflicted by traitors within her walls 
(see AMNION, THERAIIENES). 

4. The Fourth Century.—After the complete defeat of Athens 
by land and sea, it was felt that her former services on behalf 
of Greece and her high culture should exempt her from total 
ruin. Though stripped of her empire, Athens obtained very 
tolerable terms from her enemies. The democratic constitution, 
which had been supplanted for a while by a government of 
oligarchs, but was restored in 403 after the latter's misrule had 
brought about their own downfall (see CR1TIAS, THERAMENES, 
THRASYHTILI1S), henceforth stood unchallenged by the Greeks. 
Indeed the spread of democracy elsewhere increased the prestige 
of the Athenian administration, which had now reached a high 
pitch of efficiency. Athenian art and literature in the 4th century 
declined but slightly from their former standard; philosophy 
and oratory reached a standard which was never again equalled 
in antiquity and may still serve as a model. In the wars of the 
period Athens took a prominent part with a view to upholding 
the balance of power, joining the Corinthian League in 395, 
and assisting Thebes against Sparta after 378, Sparta against 
Thebes after 369. Her generals and admirals, Conon, I phi crates, 
Chabrias, Timotheus, distinguished themselves by their military 
skill, and partially recovered their country's predominance in 
the Aegean, which found expression in the temporary renewal 
of the Delian League (q.v.). By the middle of the century Athens 
was again the leading power in Greece. Wlen Philip of Macedon 
began to grow formidable she seemed called upon once more 
to champion the liberties of Greece. This ideal, when put 
forward by the consummate eloquence of Demosthenes and 
other orators, created great enthusiasm among the Athenians, 
rtho at times displayed all their old vigour in opposing Philip, 
notably in the decisive campaign of 338. But these outbursts 
of energy were too spasmodic, and popular opinion repeatedly 
veered back in favour of the peace-party. With her diminished 
resources Athens could not indeed hope to cope with the great 
Macedonian king; however much we may sympathize with the 
generous ambition of the patriots, we must admit that in the 
light of hard facts their conduct appears quixotic. 

5. The Hellenistic Prriod.—Philip and Alexander, who 
sincerely admired Athenian culture and courted a zealous 
co-operation against Persia, treated the conquered city with 
marked favour. But the people would not resign themselves 
to playing a secondary part, and watched for every opportunity 
to revolt. The outbreak headed by Athens after Alexander's 
death (323) led to a stubborn conflict with Macedonia. After 
his victory the regent Antipater punished Athens by the loss of 
her remaining dependencies, the proscription of her chief patriots,  

and the disfranchisement of 12,000 citizens. The Macedonian 
garrison which was henceforth stationed in Attic territory 
prevented the city from taking a prominent part in the wars 
of the Diadochi. Cassander placed Athens under the virtual 
autocracy of Demetrius of Phalerum (327-3o7), and after the 
temporary liberation by Demetrius Poliorcetes (3456-3oo), 
secured his interests through a dictator named Latham, who 
lost the place again to Poliorcetes after a siege (293). After a 
vain attempt to expel the garrison in 287, the Athenians regained 
their liberty while Macedonia was thrown into confusion by the 
Celts, and in 27g rendered good service against the invaders 
of the latter nation with a fleet off Thermopylae. When Anti-
gonus Gonatas threatened to restore Macedonian power in 
Greece, the Athenians, supported perhaps by the king of Egypt, 
formed a large defensive coalition; but in the ensuing " Chrem-
onidean War " (266-263) a naval defeat off Andros led to their 
surrender and the imposition of a Macedonian garrison. The 
latter was finally withdrawn in 229 by the good offices of Aratus 
(q.v.). At this period Athens was altogether overshadowed 
in material strength by the great Hellenistic monarchies and 
even by the new republican leagues of Greece; but she could 
still on occasion display great energy and patriotism. The 
prestige of her past history had now perhaps attained its zenith. 
Her democracy was respected by the l'ilacedonian kings; the 
rulers of Egypt, Syria, and especially of Pergamum, courted her, 
favour by handsome donations of edifices and works of art; 
to which the citizens replied by unbecoming flattery, even to 
the extent of creating new tribes named after their benefictors. 
If Athens lost her supremacy in the fields of science and scholar-
ship to Alexandria, she became more than ever the home of 
philosophy, while Menander and the other poets of the New 
Comedy made Athenian life and manners known throughout the 
civilized world. 

6. Relations with the Roman Republic.—In 228 Athens 
entered into friendly intercourse with Rome, in whose interest 
she endured the desperate attacks of Philip V. of Macedonia 
(roo-599). In return for help against King Perseus she ac-
quired some new possessions, notably the great mart of Delos, 
which became an Athenian cleruchy (166). By her treacherous 
attack upon the frontier-town of Oropus (r56) Athens indirectly 
brought about the conflict between Rome and the Achaean 
League which resulted in the eventual loss of Greek independence, 
but remained herself a free town with rights secured by treaty. 
In spite of the favours displayed by Rome, the more radical 
section of the people began to chafe at the loss of their inter-
national importance. This discontent was skilfully fanned by 
lilithradates the Great at the outset of his Roman campaigns. 
His emissary, the philosopher Aristion, induced the people to 
declare war against Rome and to place him in chief command. 
The town with its port stood a long siege against‘Sulla, but was 
stormed in 86. The conqueror allowed his soldiers to loot, but 
inflicted no permanent punishment upon the people. This 
war left Athens poverty-stricken and stripped of her commerce: 
her only importance now lay in the philosophical schools, which 
were frequented by many young Romans of note (Cicero, 
Atticus, Horace, &c.). Greek became fashionable at Rome, and 
a visit to Athens a sort of pilgrimage for educated Romans 
(cf. Propertius iv. 21: " Magnum iter ad doctas proficisci 
cogor Athens "). In the great civil wars Athens sided with 
Pompey and held out against Caesar's lieutenants, but received 
a free pardon " in consideration of her great dead." Similarly 
the triumvirs after Philippi condoned her enthusiasm for the 
cause of Brutus. Antony repeatedly made Athens his head-
quarters and granted her several new possessions, including 
Eretria and Aegina—grants which Octavian subsequently 
revoked. 

7. The Roman Empire.—Under the new settlement Athens 
remained a free and sovereign city—a boon which she repaid 
by zealous Caesar-worship, for the favours bestowed upon her 
tended to pauperize her citizens and to foster their besetting 
sin of calculating flattery. Hadrian displayed his special 
fondness for the city by raising new buildings and relieving 
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financial distress. He amended the constitution in some respects, 
and instituted a new national festival, the Panhellenica. In the 
period of the Antonines the endowment of professors out of the 
imperial treasury gave Athens a special status as a university 
town. Her whole energies seem henceforth devoted to academic 
pursuits; the military training of her youth was superseded 
by courses in philosophy and rhetoric; the chief organs of 
administration, the revived Areopagus and the senior Strategus, 
became as it were an education office. Save for an incursion 
by Goths in A.D. 267 and a temporary occupation by Alaric in 
395, Athens spent the remaining centuries of the ancient world 
in quiet prosperity. The rhetorical schools experienced a 
brilliant revival under Constantine and his successors, when 
Athens became the alma mater of many notable men, including 
Julian, Libanius, Basil and Gregory of Nazianzus, and in her 
professors owned the last representatives of a humane and 
moralized paganism. The freedom of re...thing was first curtailed 
by Theodosius I.; the edict of Justinian (529), forbidding the 
study of philosophy, dealt the death-blow to ancient Athens. 

The authorities for the history of ancient Athens will mostly be 
found under GREECE.: History, and the various biographies. The 
following books deal with special periods or subjects only:—(i) 
Early Athens: W. Warde Fowler, The City-Slate, ch. vi. (Lon.' on, 
1893). (2) T he fifth fourth centuries: the "Constit ut ion of Athe i,' 
ascribed to Xenophon; \V. Oncken, A then and Hellas (Leipzig, It' (1) : 
U. v. Wilamowitz-Nfoellendorff, A us Kydathen (Berlin, thso); 
L. Whibley, Political Parties at Athens (Cambridge, 1889);G.Gilhort, 
Bellew rare inserts Geschichte Athens (Leipzig, 1877); J. 131.1 , .ch, 
Die attische Politik seit Perikles (Leipzig, 1884). (3) The Hellen talc 
and Roman periods: ). P. Nlahaffy, Greek Life and Thought, limn 

3 to 146 (London, 1887). chs. v., vi., xvii.; A. Hulm, Greek 
Eng. trans., London, 1898), iv. chi. vi . and xxiii.; Wilamo,tz-

oellendorff, Antigonos VOX itinry.tios (Berlin, 18411), Pp. ;78-.qt; 
W. Capes, University Life in Ancient Athens (London, 1877); A. 
Dumont, Essay sue TEphibie attique (Paris, 1875). (4) The Latin 
rule: G. Finlay, History of Greece (Oxford ed., 1877), vol. iv. ch . vi. 
(5) Constitutional History: The Aristotelian " Constitution of 
Athens "; U. v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, Aristoteles and Aiken 
(Berlin and Leipzig. 1893). vol. 	G. Gilbert, Greek Constitutional 
Antiquities (Eng. trans., London, 1895), pp. 95.453; 	

896) 
A. H. J. 

Greenidge. Handbook of Greek Constitutional History (Oxford, 1, 
ch. vi.; J. W. Headlam, Election by Lot at Athens (Cambridge. 1891). 
(6) Finance and statistics: A. Boeckh, The Public Economy of the 
Athenians (Eng. trans., London, 1828); Ed. Meyer, Forsthungen 
rue alien Geschichte (Halle, 1899), vol. ii. pp. 1 49-195. (7) inscrip-
tions: Corpus Inscriptionum Atticarum, with supplements (Berlin, 
1873-1895). (8) Coins: B. V. Head, Historic Minimum (Oxford, 
1887), PP. 309128. 	 (M. 0. B. C.) 

8. Byzantine Period.—The city now sank into the position 
of a provincial Byzantine town. Already it had been robbed 
of many of its works of art, among them the Athena Promachos 
and the Parthenos of Phcidias, for the adornment of Constanti-
nople, and further spoliation took place when the church of St 
Sophia was built in A.D. 532. The Parthenon, the Erechtheum, 
the " Theseum "and other temples were converted into Christian 
churches and were thus preserved throughout the middle ages. 
The history of Athens for the next four centuries is almost a 
blank; the city is rarely mentioned by the Byzantine chronicles 
of this period. tie emperor Constantine II. spent some months 
here in A.D. 662-663. In 869 the see of Athens became an arch-
bishopric. In 995 Attica was ravaged by the Bulgarians under 
their tsar Samuel, but Athens escaped; after the defeat of 
Samuel at B8lasitza (1014) the emperor Basil IL, who blinded 
15,000 Bulgarian prisoners, came to Athens and celebrated 
his triumph by a thanksgiving service in the Parthenon (1018). 
From the Runic description on the marble lion of the Peiraeus it 
has been inferred that Harold Hardraada and the Norsemen 
in the service of the Byzantine emperors captured the Peiraeus 
in 1040, but this conclusion is not accepted by Gregorovius 
(bk. i. pp. 170-172). Like the rest of Greece, Athens suffered 
greatly from the rapacity of its Byzantine administrators. The 
letters of Acominatus, archbishop of Athens, towards the close 
of the 12th century, bewail the desolate condition of the city in 
language resembling that of Jeremiah in regard to Jerusalem. 

9. Period of Latin Rule: 1204-5458.—After the Latin con-
quest of Constantinople in 1204. Otho de la Roche was granted 
the lordship of Athens by Boniface of Montferrat, king of Thessa- 

lonica, with the title of Megaskyr (ohm triptos ■ great lord). His 
nephew and successor, Guy I., obtained the title duke of Athens 
from Louis IX. of France in 1258. On the death of Guy IL, 
last duke of the house of Is Roche, in x3o8, the duchy passed 
to his cousin, Walter of Brienne. He was expelled in 1311 by 
his Catalonian mercenaries; the mutineers bestowed the duchy 
" of Athens and Neopatras " on their leader, Roger Deslaur, and, 
in the following year, on Frederick of Aragon, king of Sic*. 
The Sicilian kings ruled Athens by viceroys till 13135, when the 
Florentine Nerio Acciajuoli, lord of Corinth, defeated the 
Catalonians and seized the city. Nerio, who received the title 
of duke from the king of Naples, founded a new dynasty. Its 
palace was in the Propylaea; the lofty " Tower of the Franks," 
which adjoined the south wing of that building, was pcissffily 
built in his time. This interesting historical monument was 
demolished by the Greek authorities in 1874, notwithstanding 
the protests of Penrose, Freeman and other scholars. The 
Acciajuoli dynasty lasted till June 1458, when the Acropolis 
after a stubborn resistance was taken by the Turks under Omar, 
the general of the sultan Mahommed IL, who had occupied the 
lower city in 1456. The sultan entered Athens in the following 
month; he was greatly struck by its ancient monuments and 
treated its inhabitants with comparative leniency. 

to. Period of Turkish Rule: 1458-1833.—After the Turkish 
conquest Athens disappeared from the eyes of Western civiliza-
tion. The principal interest of the following centuries lies in 
the researches of successive travellers, who may be said to 
have rediscovered the city, and in the fate of its Indent monu-
ments, several of which were still in fair preservation at the 
beginning of this period. The Parthenon was transformed 
into a mosque; the existing minaret at its south-western corner 
was built after 1466. The Propylaea served as the residence 
of the Turkish commandant and the Erechtheum as his harem. 
In 1466 the Venetians succeeded in occupying the city, but 
failed to take the Acropolis. About 1645 a powder magazine 
in the Propylaea was ignited by lightning and the upper portion 
of the structure was destroyed. Under Francesco Ilorosini 
the Venetians again attacked Athens in September 1687; a 
shot fired during the bombardment of the Acropolis caused a 
powder magazine in the Parthenon to explode, and the building 
was rent asunder. After capturing the Acropolis the Venetians 
employed material from its ancient edifices in repairing its walls. 
They withdrew in the following year, when the Turks set fire 
to the city. The central sculptures of the western pediment of 
the Parthenon, which Morosini intended to take to Venice, were 
unskilfully detached by his workmen, and falling to the ground 
were broken to pieces. Several ancient monuments were sacri-
ficed to provide material for a new wall with which the Turks 
surrounded the city in 3778. 

During the 113th century many works of art, which still re-
mained in situ, fell a prey to foreign collectors. The removal 
to London in 1812 of most of the remaining sculptures of the 
Parthenon by Lord Elgin possibly rescued many of them from 
injury in the period of warfare which followed. In xlitu the 
Greek insurgents surprised the city, and in 1822 captured the 
Acropolis. Athens again fell into the bands of the Turks in 2826, 
who bombarded and took the Acropolis in the following year; 
the Erechtheum suffered greatly, and the monument of Thra-
syllus was destroyed, The Turks remained in possession of the 
Acropolis till 1833, when Athens was chosen as the capital of 
the newly established kingdom of Greece; since that date the 
history of the city forms part of that of modern Greece. (See 
GREECE: History, modern.) 

GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY.—W. M. Leaky, To=apky Athens 
and the Demi (sad ed., London, 1841); C. Wac uth. D ie Slat 
Aiken int Alterthum (vol. i., Leipzig, 1874; vol. ii. part L. LeiPritt, 
3890); E. Burnout, La Ville at racropole d'Athenes aim diremes 
10eancs (Parisi 1877); F. C. Penrose. Principles of-Alkalies Arai-
While (London. 1888): J. E. Harrison. Mythology and Mousmemets 
of Ancient Athens (London, 1890); E. Curtius and A. Milchhoier, 
Stadtgeschichte von Aiken (Berlin. t891): H. Hitzig and H. Blumner, 
Pausanias (text and commentary; vol. i., Berlin, 1896); J. G. 
Frazer, Pausanias (translation and commentary: 6 vols., Londoa, 
1898. The commentary on Pausanias' description of Athens, 
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contained in vol. il. wkh supplementary notes in vol. v.. is an invalu-
able digest of recent 'marches): H. Omen, Atheists au X VII. stick 
(Paris. 1898, with plans and views of the town and acropolis and 
drawings of the sculptures of the Parthenon), J. H. Middleton and 
E. A. Gardner, Plans and Drawings of Athenian Buildings (London, 
moo); E. A. Gardner. Ancient Athens (London. t9o21, W 
TOpograpine son Minn (Munich. 1905; forming vol. tai. part it second 
half. in 3rd edition of 1. von Muller's lierulbuch der Mass. Altertims. 
wissenschaft). The history of excavations on the Acropolis is sum-
marized In M. L. d'Ooge. Acropolis of Athens (1909). see also 
A. BOttkher, Die Akropoln eon Aiken (Berlin. 01881. 0. Jahn, 
Pansaniaedescriptio Bens A afia YIN (B01211. 1900); A Furtwangler, 
Masterpieces of Greek Sculpture (appendix; London. 11,9$). A. 
Milchhofer, eber die ahem Burgherligtumer in Aiken (Kiel, 1899). 
For the Parthenon. A. Michaelis, Der Parthenon (texts and plates, 
Leipzig, 1871);  L. Magne. Le Parthenon (Paris. 18os). J Dunn. 
Der zustuad der anirken askeinsthen Basmerken (Berlin. 1895): 
F. C. Penrose in Journal or Royal Institute of British .Arclutects for 
1897; N. M Batanos sn 'Be4mosts rats suave/Kn. (Athens. 
August 25, 1898). For the Dionyaiac theatre., A. E. Haigh. The 
Alin Theatre (Oxford, 1889). W. Durpfeld and E. Reach. Das 

r ieckische Theater (Athens, 1896); Puchstein, Die gritchicihr Dubin 
Berlin. 1901). For the " Theseum, -  B. Sauer. Das sogrnairete 
heseion (Leipzig, 1899) For the Peiraeus, E. 1. Angelopoulos, 

Iltpt nneatat cal ras ao..imis aka, (Athens. t898). For the 
Attic Dense* A. Milehheder, Vraersiukungen titer die Deinewordeorig 
des Menageries (in transactions of Berlin Academy. Berlin. 1892); 
Pauly-Wissowa. Realencycloparlie der class. Altertuniswissenschaft 
(supplethent. part i.. article " Athenai Stuttgart. 1903). For 
the controversies respecting the Agora, the Ennearrunus and the 
topography of the town in general, see NV Derpfeld. pussies in 
Alhestische Matheilungen; C Wachsmuth, "New ',tentage Bur 
Topographic von Athcn," in Abhandlungen der sochsischen Gesell-
schaft der Wissenschaflen (Leipzig. 1897). A. Slilchhofer, " Zur 
Topographic Athen,-  in Berlin photo/. Wochenschrift (iro). 
Nos. 9, t 1, 12. For the Byzantine and medieval periods. Witham 
Miller, Latins in the Levan. (London. opa); F. Gnrgorovius, 
Geschirlitt der Stift Attic, ins M,ttelalter (2 vols., Stuttgart, 1889). 
Periodical Liters y ore. Mittheilungen des liars. deutsch. arch. Instiluls 
(Athens, from 11, 76); Bulletin de correspondence kellenique (Athens, 
from 1877); Pap,s of the American School (New York, 1882-1891); 
A muse) ej the iicitish School (London, from 1894); Journal of 
Hellenic Studies London, from 1880); Amsrican Journal of Archae- 
ology (1'■ av York. from 1885); fahrbuch des hats. deutreh. arch. 
Institute (Berlin, from 1886). The best maps are those in Die Kaden 
eon Mirka. published with explanatory text by she German Ar-
chaeological Institute (Berlin. Mt). See also Baedeker's Greece 
(London, 1895); Murray's Greece and the Ionian Islands (London, 
1900); Guide Joanne, vol. i. Athines et sea etroirons (Paris, 1896); 
Meyer's Turkei arid Gruclitnldrider (5th ed., 1901). (J. D. B.) 

ATHENS, a city and the county-seat of Clarke county, Georgia. 
U.S.A., in the N.E. part of the state, about 73 m. E. by N. of 
Atlanta. Pop. (1890) 8639; (19oo) 10,245, of whom 5190 
were negroes and only 114 were foreign-born; (rote, census) 
14,913. it is served by the Georgia. the Central of Georgia, the 
Southern, the Seaboard Mr Line and the Gainesville Midland 
railways. Athens is an important educational centre. It was 
founded in t8ot as the seat of the university of Georgia, which 
had been chartered in 1785. Franklin College, the academic 
department of the university, was opened in t Sot , and afterwards 
the State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts (the School 
of Science, 1872), the State Normal School (co-educational, 1891), 
the School of Pharmacy (1903), the University Summer School 
(1903), the School of Forestry (1906), and the Georgia State 
College of Agriculture (1906), also branches of the university, 
were established at Athens, and what had been the Lumpkin 
Law School (incorporated in 1839) became the law department 
of the university In 1867. Branches of the university not in 
Athens are: the North Georgia Agricultural College (established 
in 1871; became • part of the university in 1872), at Dahlonega; 
the medical department, at Augusta (1873; founded as the 
Georgia Medical College in t829); the Georgia School of Tech-
nology (1885), at Atlanta; the Georgia Normal and Industrial 
College for Girls (1889), at Milledgeville; and the Georgia 
Industrial College for Colored Youth (t800), near Savannah. 
At Athens also are several secondary schools, and the Lucy Cobb 
Institute (for girls), opened in 1858 and named in honour of a 
daughter of its founder, Gen. 'r. It. R. Cobb (1103-t862). The 
city has various manufactures, the most important being 
fertilizers, cotton goods, and cotton-seed oil and cake; the value 
of the total factory product le :903 was So 58.205, an increase 
of yell% in five years. Athens was Chartered as a city in 187r. 

ATHENS. a village and the county-seat of Athens county, 
Ohio, U.S.A.. in the township of Athens, on the Hocking river, 
about 76 mi. E.S.E. of Columbus. Pop. (189o) 262o; (1900) 
3066; (19to) 5463; of the township (loco) to,t56. It 
is served by the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, the Toledo 
& Ohio Central (Ohio Central Lines), and the Hocking Valley 
railways. The village is built on rolling ground rising about 
7o ft. above the river (which nearly encircles it), and commands 
yip's of some of the most beautiful scenery in the state. There 
are several ancient mounds in the vicinity. Athens Is the seat 
of Ohio University (co-educational), a state institution estab-
lished in 1804, and having in 11908 a cclkge of liberal arts, 
a state normal college (190:), a commercial college, a college 
of music and a state preparatory school. In rno8 the Univer-
sity had 53 instructors and 1386 students. South of the village, 
and occupying a fine situation, is a state hospital for the Insane. 
In the vicinity there are many coal mines, and among the manu-
factures are bricks, furniture, veneered doors, and shirts. The 
municipality operates the water-works. When the Ohio Com-
pany, through Manasseh Cutler, obtained from congress their 
land in what is now Ohio, It was arranged that the income from 
two townships was to be set aside " for the support of a literary 
institution." In 1795 the townships (Athens and Alexander) 
were located and surveyed, and in t800 Rufus Putnam and two 
other commissioners, appointed by the Territorial legislature, 
laid out a town, which was also called Athens. Settlers slowly 
came; the town became the county-seat in 1805, was Incor-
porated as a village in 1811, and was re-incorporated in 18:8. 

ATHERSTONE, WILLIAM OUYBON (18 z 3-1898), British 
geologist, one of the pioneers in South African geology, was 
born in 1813, in the district of Uitenhage, Cape Colony. Having 
qualified as M.D. he settled in early life as a medical practitioner 
at Grahamstown, subsequently becoming F.R.C.S. In 1839 
his interest was aroused in geology, and from that date he 
" devoted the leisure of a long and successful medical practice " 
to the pursuit of geological science. In 1857 he published an 
account of the rocks and fossils of Uitenhage (the latter described 
more fully by R. Tate, Quart. Journal Geol. Soc., 1867). He also 
obtained many fossil reptilia from the Karroo beds, and pre-
sented specimens to the British Museum. These were described 
by Sir Richard Owen. Atherstone's identification in 1867 as a 
diamond of a crystal found at De Kalk near the Junction of the 
Riet and Vaal rivers, led indirectly to the establishment of the 
great diamond industry of South Africa. He encouraged the 
workings at Jagerdontein, and he also called attention to the 
diamantiferous neck at Kimberley. He was one of the founders 
of the Geological Society of South Africa at Johannesburg in 
1895; and for some years previously he was a member of the 
Cape parliament. He died at Grahamstown, on the 16th of 
June t898. 

See the obituary by T. Rupert Jones, Natural Science, vol. xlv. 
(January 1899). 

ATHERSTONE, a market-town in the Nuneaton parliamentary 
division of Warwickshire, England, 1021 m. N.W. from London 
by the London & North-Western railway. Pop. (1901) 5248. 
It lies in the upper valley of the Anker, under well-wooded 
hills to the west, and is on the Roman Wading Street, and the 
Coventry canal. The once monastic church of St Mary is rebuilt, 
excepting the central tower and part of the chanceL The chief 
industry is hat-making. Oa the high ground to the west lie 
ruins of the Cistercian abbey of hlerevale, founded in 1149: 
they include the gatehouse chapel, part of the refectory and 
other remains exhibiting beautiful details of the 14th century. 
Coal is worked at Baxterley, rm. west of Atherstone. 

Athetwooe (Ackrtstone, Edridestone, Edrichestone), though not 
mentioned in any pre-Conquest record. is of unquestionably ancient 
origin. A Saxon barrow was opened near the town in 1824. It is 
traversed by Watling Street. and portions of the ancient Roman 
road have been discovered in modern times. Athermone Is men-
tioned in Domesday among the possessions of Countess Godiva, the 
widow of Leofric. In the reign of Henry III. it passed to the monks 
of Bee in Normandy, who In 1246 obtained the grant of an annual 
fair at the feast of the Nativity of the Virgin, and the next year of 
a market every Tuesday. This market became so much frequented 
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that in 1319 a toll was levied upon all goods coming into the town, 
in order to defray the cost of the repair to the roads necessitated 
by the constant traffic, and in t332 a similar toll was levied on all 
goods passing over the bridge called Feldenbrigge near Atherstone. 
The September fair and Tuesday markets are still continued. In 
the reign of Edward III. a house of Austin Friars was founded at 
Atherstone by Ralph Lord Basset of Drayton, which, however, 
never rose to much importance, and at its dissolution in 1536 was 
valued at 30 shillings and 3 pence only. 

ATHERTON, or CHOWSENT, an urban district in the Leigh 
parliamentary division of Lancashire, England, 13 m. W.N.W. 
of Manchester on the London & North-Western and Lancashire 
& Yorkshire railways. Pop. ( zoo!) 16,211. The cotton factories 
are the principal source of industry; there are also ironworks 
and collieries. The manor was held by the local family of 
Atherton from John's reign to 1738, when it passed by marriage 
to Robert Gwillym, who assumed that name. In 1797 his 
eldest daughter and co-heiress married Thomas Powys, after-
wards the second Lord Lilford. Up to 1891 the lord of the manor 
held a court-leet and court-baron annually in November, but 
in that year Lord Lilford sold to the local board the market 
tolls, stallages and pickages, and since this sale the courts have 
lapsed. The earliest manufactures were iron and cotton. Silk-
weaving, formerly an extensive industry, has now almost 
entirely decayed. The first chapel or church was built in 1645. 
James Wood, who became Nonconformist minister in the chapel 
at Atherton in 1691, earned fame and the familiar title of 
" General " by raising a force from his congregation, uncouthly 
armed, to fight against- the troops of the Pretender (1715). 

ATHETOSIS (Gr. Mem; " without place "), the medical term 
applied to certain slow, purposeless, deliberate movements of 
the hands and feet. The fingers are separately flexed and 
extended, abducted and adducted in an entirely irregular way. 
The bands as a whole are also moved, and the arms, toes and feet 
may be affected. The condition is usually due to some lesion of 
the brain which has caused hemiplegia, and is especially common 
in childhood. It is occasionally congenital (so called), and is 
then due to some injury of the brain during birth. It is more 
usually associated with hemiplegia, in which condition there is 
first of all complete voluntary immobility of the parts affected: 
but later, as there is a return of a certain amount of power over 
the limbs affected, the slow rhythmic movements of athetosis 
are first noticed. This never develops, however, where there is 
no recovery of voluntary power. Its distribution is thus nearly 
always hemiplegic, and it is often associated with more or less 
mental impairment. The movements may or may not continue 
during sleep. They cannot be arrested for more than a moment 
by will power, and are aggravated by voluntary movements. 
The prognosis is unsatisfactory, as the condition usually con-
tinues unchanged for years, though improvement occasionally 
occurs in slight cases, or even complete recovery. 

ATHIAS. JOSEPH (d. 1700), Jewish rabbi and printer, was 
born in Spain and settled in Amsterdam. His editions of the 
Hebrew Bible (2661, 1667) are noted for beauty of execution 
and the general correctness of the text. He also printed a 
Judaeo-German edition of the Bible in 1679, a year after the 
appearance of the edition by Uri Phoebus. 

ATHLETE (Gr. lif)ynis; Lat. athlete), in Greek and Roman 
antiquities, one who contended for a prise (MX* in the games; 
now a general term for any one excelling in physical strength. 
Originally denoting one who took part in musical, equestrian, 
gymnastic, or any other competitions, the name became re-
stricted to the competitors in gymnastic contests, and, later, 
to the class of professional athletes. Whereas in earlier times 
competitors, who were often persons of good birth and position, 
entered the lists for glory, without any idea of material gain, 
the professional class, which arose as early as the 5th century 
s.c., was chiefly recruited from the lower orders, with whom the 
better classes were unwilling to associate, and took up athletics 
entirely as a means of livelihood. Ancient philosophers, moralists 
and physicians were almost unanimous in condemning the pro-
fession of athletics as injurious not only to the mind but also to 
the body. The attack made upon& by Euripides in the fragment  

of the Autelyeas is well known. The training for the contests 
was very rigorous. The matter of diet was of great importance; 
this was prescribed by the aleiptes, whose duty it also was to 
anoint the athlete's body. At one time the principal food 
consisted of fresh cheese, dried figs and wheaten bread. After-
wards meat was introduced, generally beef or pork; but the 
bread and meat were taken separately, the former at breakfast. 
the latter at dinner. Except in wine, the quantity was unlimited, 
and the capacity of some of the heavy-weights must have been, 
if such stories as those about Milo are true, enormous. le 
addition to the ordinary gymnastic exercises of the palacstra, 
the athletes were instructed in carrying heavy loads, lifting 
weights, bending iron rods, striking at a suspended leather sack 
filled with sand or flour, taming bulls. &c. Boxers had to practise 
delving the ground, to strengthen their upper limbs. The com-
petitions open to athletes were running, leaping, throwing the 
discus, wrestling, boxing and the pancratium, or combinatico 
of boxing and wrestling. Victory in this last was the highest 
achievement of an athlete, and was reserved only for men of 
extraordinary strength.. The competitors were naked, having 
their bodies salved with oil. Boxers wore the eaestes, a strap of 
leather round the wrists and forearms, with a piece of metal 
in the fist, which was sometimes employed with great barbarity. 
An athlete could begin his career as a boy in the contests set 
apart for boys. He could appear again as a youth against his 
equals, and though always unsuccessful, could go on competing 
till the age of thirty-five, when he was debarred, it being assumed 
that after this period of life he could not improve. The most 
celebrated of the Greek athletes whose names have been handed 
down are Milo of Crotona, Hipposthenes, Polydatnas, Promachus 
and Glaucus. Cyrene, famous in the time of Pindar for its 
athletes, appears to have still maintained its reputation to at 
least the time of Alexander the Great; for in the British Museum 
are to be seen six prize vases carried off from the games at 
Athens by natives' of that district. 'These vases, found in the 
tombs, probably, of the winners, are made of clay, and painted 
on one side with a representation of the contest in which they 
were won, and on the other side with a figure of Pallas Athena, 
with an inscription telling where they were gained, and in some 
cases adding the name of the eponymous magistrate of Athens, 
from which the exact year can be determined. 

Amongst the Romans athletic contests had no doubt taken 
place from the earliest times, but according to I.ivy (mix. as) 
professional Greek athletes were first introduced at Rome by 
M. Fulvius Nobilior in 186 a.e. After the institution of the 
Actian games by Augustus, their popularity increased, until 
they finally supplanted the gladiators. In the time of the 
empire, gilds or unions of athletes were formed, each with a 
temple, treasury and exercise-ground of its own. The profession, 
although it ranked above that of a gladiator or an actor, was 
looked upon as derogatory to the dignity of a Roman, and it is 
a rare thing to find a Roman name amongst the athletes on in-
scriptions. The system was entirely. and the athletes themselves 
nearly always, Greek. (See also GAMES, CLASSICAL.) 

Krause, Gymnasia sad Almeida der Ilellesen (t841): Friedliader. 
Sineaxeschtelie Rams. ii.; Rcisch, in Pauly-Wissowa. Reekneye. 

ATHLETIC SPORTS. Various sports were cultivated many 
hundred years before the Christian era by the Egyptians and 
several Asiatic races, from whom the early Greeks undoubtedly 
adopted the elements of their athletic exercises (see Anttree), 
which reached their highest development in the Olympic games, 
and other periodical meetings of the kind (see Guess, CLASSICAL). 
The original Celtic inhabitants of Great Britain were an athletic 
race, and the earliest monuments of Teutonic literature abound 
in records of athletic prowess. After the Norman conquest of 
England the nobles devoted themselves to the chase and to the 
joust, while the people had their games of ball, running at the 
quintain, fencing with club and buckler, wrestling and other 
pastimes on green and river. The chroniclers of the succeeding 
centuries are for the most part silent concerning the sports of 
the folk, except such as were regarded as a training for war, as 
archery, while they love to record the prowess of the kings and 
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their courts. Thus it is told of Henry V. that he " was so swift 
a runner that he and two of his lords, without bow or other engine, 
would take a wild buck in a large park." Several romances of 
the middle ages, quoted by Strutt (Sports and Pastimes of the 
People of England), chronicle the fact that young men of good 
family were taught to run, leap, wrestle and joust. In spite of 
the general silence of the historians concerning the sports of the 
people, it is evident that they were indulged in very largely, 
since several English sovereigns found it necessary to curtail, 
and even prohibit, certain popular pastimes, on the ground that 
they seduced the people from the practice of archery. Thus 
Edward III. prohibited weight-putting by statute. Nevertheless 
a variety of this exercise, "casting of the berm," continued to 
be a popular pastime, and was afterwards one of the favourite 
sports of Henry VIII., who attained great proficiency at it. 
The prowess of the same monarch at throwing the hammer is a 
matter of history, and his reign seems to have been at • time of 
general athletic revival. We even find his secretary, Richard 
Pace, advising the sons of noblemen to practise their sports and 
" leave study and learning to the children of meaner people," 
and Sir William Forest, in his Poesye of Princeelyt Practice, thus 
admonishes Isis high-born readers:- 

" In featis of maistries bestow. some diligence. 
Too ryde. rune. lepe. or caste by violence 
Stone. barre or plummett. or such other thinge, 
It not refuseth any prince or kynge." 

Mr Montague Shearman, to whose volume on Athletics in the 
Badminton series the reader is referred, notes that Sir Thomas 
Elyot, who wrote at about the same period. deprecated too much 
study and flogging for schoolboys, saying: " A discrete master 
may with as much or more ease both to himself and his schofler 
lead him to play at tennis or shoote." Elyot recommends the 
perusal of Galen's De sanitate kende. and suggests as suitable 
athletic exercises within doors " deambulations, labouryng with 
poyses made of ledde, lifting and throwing the heavy stone or 
barre, playing at tennis," and dwells upon " rennyng " as a 
" good exercise and laudable solace." It is probable that the 
disciples of the " new learning," who had become prominent 
in Sir Thomas's time, endeavoured to combat the influence of 
athletic exercises, their point of view being exemplified by the 
dictum of Roger Aachen), who, in his Torophilus, declares that 
" running, leaping and quoiting be too vile for scholars." 

In the 16th century the great football match played annually 
at Chester was abolished in favour of a series of foot-races, which 
took place in the presence of the mayor. A list of the common 
sports of that time is contained in some verses by Randel Holme, 
a minstrel of the North country, and makes mention of throwing 
the sledge, jumping. " wrestling," stool-ball (cricket), running. 
pitching the bar, shooting, playing loggets, " nine boles or ten 
pins," " football by the shinnes," leap-frog, morris, shove-groat, 
leaping the bonfire, stow-ball (golf), and many other outdoor 
and indoor sports, some of them now obsolete. Shakespeare and 
the other Elizabethan poets abound in allusions to sport, which 
formed an important feature in school life and at every fair. 
The Stuart kings were warm encouragers of sport, the Basilikon 
Doron of James I., written for his son, containing a recom-
mendation to the young prince to practise " running, leaping, 
wrestling, fencing, dancing, and playing at the caitch, or tennise, 
archerie, palle-malle, and such like other fair and pleasant field 
games." 

An extraordinary variety of sports has been popular in Great 
Britain with high and low for the past five centuries, no other 
country comparing with it in this respect. Nor have Ireland 
and Scotland lagged behind England in athletic prowess. Indeed, 
so far as history and legend record. Ireland boasts of by far the 
most ancient organized sports known, the Tailtin Games, or 
Lugnasad, traditionally established by Lugaid of the Long Arm, 
one of the gods of Dia and Ana, in honour of his foster-mother 
Tailti, some three thousand years ago. For many centuries these 
games, and others like them, were kept up in Ireland, and though 
the almost constant wars which harried the country finally 
destroyed their organization, yet the Irish have always been,  

and still are, a very important factor in British athletics, as well 
as In America and the colonies. 

The Scottish people have, like the Irish, ever delighted in feats 
of strength and skill, especially the Celtic highlanders, the 
character of whose country and mode of life have, however, 
prevented organized athletics from attaining the same prominence 
as in England. Nevertheless, the celebrated Highland games 
held at Braemar, Bridge of Allan, Luss, Aboyne and other places 
have served to bring into prominence many athletes of the first 
class, although the records, on account of the roughness of the 
grounds, have not generally vied with those made farther south. 

The Briton does not lose his love of sport upon leaving his 
native soil, and the development of athletics in the United 
States and the British colonies has kept step with that of the 
mother-land. Upon the continent of Europe sports have 
occupied a more or less prominent place in the life of the nations, 
but their development has been but an echo of that in Great 
Britain. A great advance, however, has been made since the 
institution of the modern Olympic games. 

About the year tilts the Royal Military College at Sandhurst 
inaugurated regular athletic sports, but the example was not 
followed until about 184o, when Rugby, Eton, Harrow, Shrews-
bury and the Royal Military Academy at Woolwich came to 
the front, the " Crick Run " at Rugby having been started in 
1837. At the two great English universities there were no 
organized sports of any kind until 183o, when Exeter College, 
Oxford, held a meeting; this example has been followed, one 
after the other, by the other colleges of both institutions. The 
first contest between Oxford and Cambridge occurred at Oxford 
in 1864, the programme consisting of eight events, of which four 
were won by each side. The same year saw the first contest of 
the Civil Servants, still an annual event. 

In 1866 the Amateur Athletic Club was formed in London for 
" gentlemen amateurs," most.of its members being old university 
men. Its first championship meeting, held in that year, was the 
beginning of a series afterwards continued to the present day by 
the Amateur Athletic Association, founded in i88o, which has 
jurisdiction over British athletic sports. The most important 
individual English athletic organization is the London Athletic 
Club. which antedated the Amateur Athletic Club, and whose 
meetings have always been the most important events except 
the championships. 

In America a revival of interest in athletic sports took place 
about the year 187o. Ten years later was formed the National 
Association of Amateur Athletes of America, which, in i888, 
became the Amateur Athletic Union. This body controls 
athletics throughout the United States, and is allied with the 
Canadian Amateur Athletic Association. It is supreme in 
matters of amateur status, records and licensing of meetings, 
and has control over the following branches of sport: basket-
ball, billiards, boxing, fencing (in connexion with the Amateur 
Fencers' League of America), gymnastics, hand-ball (fives), 
running, jumping, walking, weight-putting (hammer, shot, 
discus, weights), hurdle-racing, lacrosse, pole-vaulting, swimming, 
tugs-of-war and wrestling. The Amateur Athletic Union has 
eight sectional groups, and is allied with the Intercollegiate 
Association of Amateur Athletes of America (founded 1876) and 
the Western Intercollegiate Association. The first American 
intercollegiate athletic meeting took place at Saratoga in 1873, 
only three universities competing, though the next year there 
were eight and in 1873 thirteen. Professional athletes in America 
are confined almost entirely to base-ball, boxing, bicycling, 
wrestling and physical training. 

The Canadian athletic championships are held independently 
of the American. Annual championship meetings are also held 
in South Africa, New Zealand and the different states of Australia. 
For the Australasian championships New Zealand joins with 
Australia. 

The organization of university sports in America differs from 
that at Oxford and Cambridge, where there is no official control 
on the part of the university authorities, and where a man is 
eligible to represent his college or university while in residence. 
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In nearly all American universities and colleges athletic and other 
sports are under the general control of faculty committees, to 
which the undergraduate athletic committees are subordinate, 
and which have the power to forbid the participation of any 
student who has not attained a certain standard of scholarship. 
For some years prior to 1906 no student of an American university 
was allowed to represent his university in any sport for longer 
than four years. Early in that year, however, many of the 
most important institutions, including Harvard, Yale, Princeton 
and Pennsylvania, entered upon a new agreement, that only 
students who have been in residence one year should play in 
'varsity teams in any branch of athletics and that no student 
should play longer than three years. This, together with many 
other reformatory changes, was directly due to a widespread 
outcry against the growing roughness of play exhibited in 
American football, basket-ball, hockey and other sports, the too 
evident desire to win at all hazards, the extraordinary luxury of 
the training equipment, and the enormous gate-receipts of many 
of the large institutions—the Yale Athletic Association held a 
surplus of about groo,000 ((2o.o0o) in December mos, after 
deducting Immense amounts for expenses. The new rule against 
the participation of freshmen in 'varsity sports was to discourage 
the practice of offering material advantages of different kinds to 
promising athletes, generally those at preparatory schools, to 
Induce them to become students at certain universities. 

At the present day athletic sports are usually understood to 
consist of those events recognized in the championship pro-
grammes of the different countries. Those in the competitions 
between Oxford and Cambridge are the roc, yards, 440 yards, 
88o yards, 1-mile and 3-mile runs; 120 yards hurdle-race; 
high and long jumps; throwing the hammer; and putting the 
weight (shot). To the above list the English A.A.A. adds the 
4-mile and ro-mile runs; the 2-mile and 7-mile walking races; 
the 2-mile steeplechase; and the pole-vault. The American 
intercollegiate programme is identical with that of the Oxford-
Cambridge meeting, except that a 2-mile run takes the place of 
the 3-mile, and the pole-vault is added. The American A.A.U. 
programme includes the too yards, 220 yards, 44o yards, 88o 
yards, 1-mile and 5-mile runs; 120 yards high-hurdle race; 
220 yards low-hurdle race; high and broad (long) jumps; throw-
ing the hammer; throwing 56-lb weight; putting 16-tb shot; 
throwing the discus; and pole-vault. Of these the running 
contests are called " track athletics," and the rest " field 
events. 

International athletic contests of any importance have, with 
the exception of the modern Olympic games, invariably taken 
place between Britons, Americans and Canadians, the conti-
nental European countries having as yet produced few track or 
field athletes of the first class, although the interest in sports 
in general has greatly increased in. Europe during the last ten 
years. In 1844 George Seward, an American professional runner, 
visited England and competed with success against the best 
athletes there; and in 1863 Louis Bennett, called "Deerfoot," a 
full-blooded Seneca Indian, repeated Seward's triu mphs,esta bi ish-
ins running records up to 12 miles. In 1878 the Canadian, 
C. C. Mclvor, champion sprinter of America, went to England, 
but failed to beat his British professional rivals. In 1881 
L. E. Myers of New York and E. E. Merrill of Boston competed 
successfully in England, Myers winning every short-distance 
championship except the too-yards, and Merrill all the walking 
championships save the 7-miles. The same year W. C. Davies 
of England won the s-mile championship of America, but, like 
several other British runners who have had success in America, 
he competed under the colours of an American club. In :882 the 
famous English runner, W. G. George, ran against Myers in 
America in races of x mile, i mile and 4  mile, winning over the 
first two distances. In 1884 Myers again went to England and 
made new British records over soo, boo, 800 and moo yards, 
and world's records over 4  mile and 1200 yards. The next year 
he won both the British 4-mile and 4-mile championships. The 
same year a team of Irish athletes, among them W. J. M. Barry, 
won several Canadian championships. In i888 a team of the 

Manhattan Athletic Club, New York, competed in England with 
fair success, and during the same season an Irish team from 
the Gaelic Athletic Association visited America without much 
success. In 1890 a team from the Salford Harriers was invited to 
America by the Manhattan Athletic Club, but the evidently 
commercial character of the enterprise caused its failure. One 
of the Harriers, E. W. Parry, won the American steeplechase 
championship. The next year saw another visit to Europe 
of the Manhattan athletes, who had fair success in England and 
won every event at Paris. In 1895 the London Athletic Club 
team competed in New York against the New York Athletic 
Club, but lost every one of the eleven events, several new records 
being established. During the previous summer (1894) occurred 
the first of the international matches between British and 
American universities which still retain their place as the most 
interesting athletic event. In that contest, which took place at 
Queen's Club, London, Oxford beat Yale by st to 34 events. 
The next summer Cambridge, as the champion English university, 
visited America and was beaten by Yale (3 to 8). In 1899 both 
British universities competed at Queen's Club against the com-
bined athletes of Harvard and Yale, who were beaten by the odd 
event. The return match took place between the same uni-
versities at New York in the summer of 19or, the Americans 
winning 6 to 3 events. In 1904 Harvard and Yale beat Oxford 
and Cambridge at Queen's Club by the same score. 

Outside Great Britain and America the most important 
athletic events are undoubtedly the revived Olympic games. 
They were instituted by delegates from the different nations who 
met in Paris on the riSth of June 1894, principally at the instiga-
tion of Baron Pierre de Coubertin, the result being the formation 
of an International Olympic Games Committee with Baron de 
Coubertin at its head, which resolved that games should be held 
every fourth year in a different country. The first modern 
Olympiad took place at Athens, 6th to 12th April 1896, in the 
ancient stadium, which was rebuilt through the liberality of a 
Greek merchant and seated about 45,000 people. The programme 
of events included the usual field and track sports, gymnastics, 
wrestling, pole-climbing, lawn tennis, fencing, rifle and revolver 
shooting, weight-lifting, swimming, the Marathon race and 
bicycle racing. Among the contestants were representatives of 
nearly every European nation, besides Americans and Australians. 
Great Britain took little direct interest in the occasion and was 
inadequately represented, but the United States sent five men 
from Boston and four from Princeton University, who, though 
none of them held American championships, succeeded in 
winning every event for which they were entered. The Marathon 
race of 42 kilometres (26 miles), commemorative of the famous 
run of the Greek messenger to Athens with the news of the 
victory of Marathon, was won by a Greek peasant. The second 
Olympiad was held in Paris in June 1903. Again Great Britain 
was poorly represented, but American athletes won eighteen 
of the twenty-four championship events. The third Olympiad 
was held at St Louis in the summer of x904 in connexion with 
the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, its success being due in 
great measure to James E. Sullivan, the physical director of the 
Exposition, and Caspar Whitney, the president of the American 
Olympic Games Committee. The games were much more 
numerous than at the previous Olympiads, including sports of 
all kinds, handicaps, inter-club competitions, and contests for 
aborigines. In the 'sack and field competitions the American 
athletes won every championship except weight-throwing 
(56 lb) and lifting the bar. The sports of the savages, among 
whom were American Indians, Africans of several tribes, Morns, 
Patagonians, Syrians, Ainus and Filipinos, were disappointing; 
their efforts in throwing the javelin, shooting with bow and 
arrow, weight-lifting, running and jumping, proving to be 
feeble compared with those of white races. The Americanized 
Indians made the best showing. 

The Greeks, however, were not altogether satisfied with the 
cosmopolitan character of the revival of these celebrated games 
of their ancestors, and resolved to give the revival a more 
definitely Hellenic stamp by intercalating an additional series. 
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to take place at Athens, in the middle of the quadrennial period. 
Their action was justified by the success which attended the 
first of this additional series at Athens in r906. This success 
may have been partly due to the personal interest taken in the 
games by the king and royal family of Greece, and to the presence 
of King Edward VII., Queen Alexandra, and the prince and 
princess of Wales; but to whatever cause it should be assigned 
it was generally acknowledged that neither in France nor in 
America had the games acquired the same prestige as those 
held on the classical soil of Greece. In Igoe the governments 
of Germany, France and the United States made considerable 
grants of money to defray the expenses of the competitors 
from those countries. These games aroused much more interest 
in England than the earlier ones in the series, but though upwards. 
of fifty British competitors took part in the contests, they were 
by no means representative in all cases of the best British 
athletics. The American representatives were slightly less 
numerous, but they were more successful. It was noteworthy 
that no British or Americans took part in the rowing races in the 
Bay of Phalerum, nor in the tennis, football or shooting com-
petitions. The Marathon race, by far the moat important 
event in the games, was won in non by a British athlete, 
M. D. Sherring, a Canadian by birth. The Americans won a total 
of 75 prizes, the British 39, and the Swedes and Greeks each 28. 

The games of the 4th Olympiad (1908) were held in London 
in connexion with the Franco-British Exhibition of that year. 
An immense sensation was caused by the finish for the Marathon 
race from Windsor Castle to the stadium in the Exhibition 
grounds in London. The first competitor to arrive was the 
Italian, Dorando Pietri, whose condition of physical collapse 
was such that, appearing to be on the point of death, he had to 
be assisted over the last few yards of the course. He was there-
fore disqualified, and J. Hayes, an American, was adjudged the 
winner; a special prize was presented to the Italian by Queen 
Alexandra. In the whole series of contests the United Kingdom 
made 38 wins, the Americans 22, and the Swedes 7. In the 
Olympic games proper, British athletes, including two wins by 
colonials from Canada and Africa, scored 25 successes, and the 
Americans 18. In the track events 8 wins fell to the British, 
including two Colonials, and 6 to American athletes; but the 
latter gained complete supremacy in the field events, of which 
they won 9, while British competitors secured only two of minor 
importance. 

For records, Ac., see the annual Sporting and Athletic Regither: for 
the Olympic games see Theodore Andrea Cook's volume, published 
in connexion with the Olympiad of 1908. 

ATHLONE, a market-town of Co. Westmeath, Ireland, on 
both banks of the Shannon. Pop. of urban district (not) 
6617. The urban district, under the Local Government (Ireland) 
Act loco, is wholly in county Westmeath, but the same area is 
divided by the Shannon between the parliamentary divisions of 
South Westmeath and South Roscommon. Athlone is 78 m. 
W. from Dublin by the Midland Great Western railway, and 
Is also served by a branch from Portarlington of the Great 
Southern & Western line, providing an alternative and some-
what longer route from the capital. The main line of the 
former company continues W. to Galway, and a branch 
N.W. serves counties Roscommon and Mayo. The Shannon 
divides the town into two portions, known as the Leinster side 
(east), and the Connaught side (west), which are connected by a 
handsome bridge opened in 1844. There is a swivel railway 
bridge. The rapids of the Shannon at this point are obviated 
by means of a lock communication with a basin, which renders 
the navigation of the river practicable above the town. The 
steamers of the Shannon Development Company ply on the 
river, and some trade by water is carried on with Limerick, 
and with Dublin by the river and the Grand and Royal canals. 
Athlone is an important agricultural centre, and there are 
woollen factories. The salmon fishing both provides sport and 
is a source of commercial wealth. There are two parish churches, 
St Mary and St Peter, both erected early in the !oh century, 
of which the first has near it an isolated church tower of earlier 
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date. There are thins Roman Catholic chapels, a court-house 
and other public offices. Early remains include portions of the 
castle, of the town walls (r576), of the abbey of St Peter and of a 
Franciscan foundation. On several islands of the picturesque 
Lough Rae, to the north, are ecclesiastical and other remains. 

The military importance of Athlone dates from the erection 
of the castle and of a bridge over the river by John de Grey, 
bishop of Norwich and justiciar of Ireland, in Is. to. It became 
the seat of the presidency of Connaught under Elizabeth, and 
withstood a siege by the insurgents in 164r. In the war of 
1688 the poskession of Athlone was considered of the greatest 
importance, and it consequently sustained two sieges, the first 
by William III. in person, which failed, and the second by 
General Godart van Ginkel (g.e.), who, on the 30th of June 
169z, in the face of the Irish, forded the river and took possession 
of the town, with the loss of only fifty men. Ginkel was sub-
sequently created earl of Athlone, and his descendants held the 
title till It became extinct in 1844. In 1797 the town was 
strongly fortified on the ROSCOMMOR side, the works covering 
rs acres and containing two magazines, an ordnance store, an 
armoury with xs,000 stands of arms and barracks for isoo men. 
The works are now dismantled. Athlone was incorporated by 
James I., and returned two members to the Irish parliament, 
and one member to the imperial parliament till 1885. 

ATHOL, a township of Worcester county, northern Massa-
chusetts, U.S.A., having an area of 35 aq.  m. Pap. (Iwo)  7o6r,  
of whom 986 were foreign-born;. "(too U.S. census) 8s36. 
Its surface is irregular and hilly. The village of Athol is on 
Miller's river, and is served by the Boston & Albany and the 
Boston & Maine railways. The streams of the township furnish 
good water-power, and manufactures of varied character are 
its leading interests. Athol was first settled in 1735. and was 
incorporated as a township in 1762. It was named by its 
largest landowner Col. James Murray, after the ancestral home 
of the Murrays, dukes of Athol!. 

See L. B. Caswell, Athol, Mass., Peel and Presenl (Athol, 1899). 
ATHOL', EARLS AND DIMES OF. The Stewart line of the 

Scottish earls of &boll, which ended with the nth Stewart earl 
itt 'SOS, the earldom reverting to the crown, had originated 
with Sir John Stewart of Balveny (d. r5z2), who was created 
earl of Atholl about 1457 (new charter 1480. The nth earl's 
daughter, Dorothea, married William Murray, earl of Tail 

 bardine ecr. aloe), who in r626 resigned his earldom in favour 
of Sir Patrick Murray, on condition of the revival of the earldom 
of Atholl in his wife and her descendants. The earldom thus 
passed to the Murray line, and John Murray, their only son 
(d. 1642), was accordingly acknowledged as earl of Atholl (the 
rat 0( the Murrays) in z629. 

JOHN STEWART, 4th earl of Atholl, in the Stewart line (d. 1570, 
son of John, 3rd earl, and of Grizel, daughter of Sir John Rattray, 
succeeded his father in 1542. He supported the government 
of the queen dowager, and in 156o was one of the three nobles 
who voted in parliament against the Reformation and the 
Confession of Faith, •  and declared their adherence to Roman 
Catholicism. Subsequently, however, he joined the league 
against Hitntly, whom with Murray and Morton he defeated 
at Corrichie in October 1562, and he supported the projected 
marriage of Elizabeth with Arran. On the arrival of Mary from 
France in !sex he was appointed one of the twelve privy coun-
cillors, and on account of his religion obtained a greater share 
of the queen's favour than either Murray or Maitland. He was 
one of the principal supporters of the marriage with Darnley, 
became the leader of the Roman Catholic nobles, and with 
Lennox obtained the chief power in the government, successfully 
protecting Mary and Darnley from Murray's attempts to regain 
his ascendancy by force of arms. According to Knox he openly 
attended mass in the queen's chapel, and was especially trusted 
by Mary in her project of reinstating Roman Catholicism. The 
fortress of Tantallon was placed in his keeping, and in I565 lee 
was made lieutenant of the north of Scotland. He is described 
the same year by the French ambassador as " tres grand catho-
lique Nardi et vainest et remnant, comma Pon diet. mais de nal 
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Jugement et expErience." He had no share in the murders of 
Rizzio or Darnley, and after the latter crime in 2567, he joined 
the Protestant lords against Mary, appeared as one of the leaders 
against her at Carberry Hill, and afterwards approved of her im-
prisonment at Lochleven Castle. In July he was present at the 
coronation of James, and was included in the council of regency 
on Mary's abdication. He, however, was not present at Langside 
in May 1568, and in July became once more a supporter of Mary, 
voting for her divorce from Bothwell (1569). In March 1570 he 
signed with other lords the joint letter to Elizabeth asking for 
the queen's intercession and supporting Mary's claims, and was 
present at the convention held at Linlithgow in April in opposi-
tion to the assembly of the king's party at Edinburgh. In 2 574 
he was proceeded against as a Roman Catholic and threatened 
with excommunication, subsequently holding a conference with 
the ministers and being allowed till midsummer to overcome 
his scruples. He had failed in 1572 to prevent Morton's appoint-
ment to the regency, but in 1578 he succeeded with the earl of 
Argyll in driving him from office. On the 24th of March James 
took the government into his own hands and dissolved the 
regency, and Atholl and Argyll, to the exclusion of Morton, 
were made members of the council, while on the 29th Atholl 
was appointed lord chancellor. Subsequently, on the 24th of 
May, Morton succeeded in getting into Stirling Castle and in 
regaining his guardianship of James. Atholl and Argyll, who 
were now corresponding with Spain in hopes of assistance from 
that quarter, then advanced to Stirling with a force of loco men, 
when a compromise was arranged, the three earls being all 
included in the government. While on his way from a banquet 
held on the rath of April 1579 on the occasion of the reconcilia-
tion, Atholl was seized with sudden illness, and died on the 25th, 
not without strong suspicions of poison. He was buried ist St 
Giles's cathedral in Edinburgh. He married (1) Elisabeth, 
daughter of George Gordon, 4th earl of Huntly, by whom he bad 
two daughters, and (2) Margaret, daughter of Malcolm Fleming, 
3rd Lord Fleming, by whom, besides three daughters, he had 
John, 5th earl of Atholl, at whose death in 1595 the earldom 
in default of male heirs reverted to the crown. 

Joint Muzutsv, 1st earl of Atholl in the Murray line (see above), 
died in 1642. On the outbreak of the civil war he called out the 
men of Atholl for the king, and was imprisoned by the marquess 
of Argyll in Stirling Castle in 1640. 

Jona MUILIAY, and earl and 1st marquess of Atholl (1631-1703), 
son of the zst earl and of Jean, daughter of Sir Duncan Campbell 
of Glenorchy, was born on the 2nd of May 1631. In 165o he 
joined in the unsuccessful attempt to liberate Charles II. from 
the Covenanters, and in 2653 was the chief supporter of Glen-
cairn's rising, but was obliged to surrender with his two regiments 
to Monk on the and of September 1654. At the restoration 
Atholl was made a privy councillor for Scotland and sheriff of 
Fife, in 1662 lord justice-general of Scotland, in 1667 a commis-
sioner for keeping the peace in the western Highlands, in 167o 
colonel of the king's horseguards, in 1671 a commissioner of the 
exchequer, and in 2672 keeper of the privy seal in Scotland and 
an extraordinary lord of session. In 1670 he became earl of 
Tullibardine by the death of his cousin James, 4th earl, and on 
the 7th of February 2676 he was created marquess of Atholl, 
earl of Tullibardine, viscount of Balquhidder, Lord Murray, 
Balvenie and Gask. He at first zealously supported Lauderdale's 
tyrannical policy, but after the raid of 1678, called the " Highland 
Host," in which Atholl was one of the chief leaders, he joined 
in the remonstrance to the king concerning the severities inflicted 
upon the Covenanters, and was deprived of his office of justice-
general and passed over for the chancellorship in 168r. In 2679, 
however, he was present at the battle of Bothwell Brig; in July 
2680 he was made vice-admiral of Scotland, and in 1681 president 
of parliament. In 2684 he was appointed lord-lieutenant of 
Argyll, and invaded the country, capturing the earl of Argyll 
al ter his return from abroad in June 1685 at Inchinnan. The 
excessive severities with which he was charged in this campaign 
were repudiated with some success by him after the Revolution. ,  

A. Lang, Hirt. of Scotland, iii. 407.  

The same year he was reappointed lord privy seal, and in 2687 
was made a knight of the Thistle on the revival of the order. 
At the Revolution he wavered from one side to the other, showing 
no settled purpose but waiting upon the event, but finally in 
April 1689 wrote to William to declare his allegiance, and in May 
took part in the proclamation of William and Mary as king and 
queen at Edinburgh. But on the occasion of Dundee's insurrec-
tion he retired to Bath to drink the waters, while the bulk of his 
followers joined Dundee and brought about in great measure 
the defeat of the government troops at Ifilliecrankie. He was 
then summoned from Bath to London and imprisoned during 
August. In 1690 he was implicated in the Montgomery plot and 
subsequently in further Jacobite intrigues. In June 2691 he 
ieceived a pardon, and acted later for the government in the 
pacification of the Highlands. He died on the 6th of May 2703 
He married Amelia, daughter of James Stanley, 7th earl of Derby 
(through whom the later dukes of Atholl acquired the sover-
eignty of the Isle of Man), and had, besides one daughter, six 
sons, of whom John became 2nd marquess and ist duke of Atholl, 
Charles was made mt earl of Dunmore, and William married 
Margaret, daughter of Sir Robert Nairne, zst Lord Nairne, 
becoming in her right and Lord Nairne. 

Jomelif messy, and marquess and sat duke of Atholl (166o-1724), 
was born on the 44th of February 266o, and was styled during 
his father's lifetime Lord Murray, till 2696, when be was created 
earl of Tullibardine. He was a supporter of William and the 
Revolution in 1688, taking the oaths in September 1689, but was 
unable to prevent the majority of his clan, during his father's 
absence, from joining Dundee under the command of his brother 
James. In 5693 as one of the commissioners he showed great 
energy in the examination into the massacre of Glencoe and in 
bringing the crime home to its authors. In 1694 he obtained a 
regiment, in x695 was made sheriff of Perth, in 1696 secretary 
of state, and from 1696 to 1698 was high commissioner. In the 
latter year, however, he threw up office and went into opposition. 
At the accession of Anne he was made a privy councillor, and in 
1703 lord privy seal for Scotland. The same year he succeeded 
his father as and marquess of Atholl, and on the 3oth of June he 
was created duke of Atholl, marquess of Tullibardine, earl of 
Strathtay and Strathardle, Viscount Balquhidder, Glenahnond 
and Glenlyon, and Lord Murray, Balvenie and Cask. In z7o4 
he was made a knight of the Thistle. In 2703-5704 an unsuccess-
ful attempt was made by Simon, Lord Lovat, who used the duke 
of Queensberry as a tool, to implicate him in a Jacobite plot 
against Queen Anne; but the intrigue was disclosed by Robert 
Ferguson, and Atholl sent a memorial to the queen on the 
subject, which resulted in Queensberry's downfall. Lot he fell 
nevertheless into suspicion, and was deprived of office in October 
2705, subsequently becoming a strong antagonist of the govern. 
ment, and of the Hanoverian succession. He vehemently opposed 
the Union during the years z 705-z 707, and entered into a project 
for resisting by force and for holding Stirling Castle with the aid 
of the Cameronians, but nevertheless did not refuse a compensa-
tion of boot). According to Lockhart, he could raise 6000 of 
the best men in the kingdom for the Jacobites. On the occasion, 
however, of the invasion of 1708 he took no part, on the score of 
illness, and was placed under arrest at Blair Castle. On the 
downfall of the Whigs and the advent of the Tories to power, 
Athol' returned to office, was chosen a representative peer in 
the Lords in 2720 and 1713, in 2722 was an extraordinary lord 
of session, from 1713 to 2714 was once more keeper of the privy 
seal, and from 2712 to 1724. was high commissioner. On the 
accession of George I. he was again dismissed from office, but at 
the rebellion of 2715, while three of his sons joined the Jacobites, 
he remained faithful to the government, whom he assisted in 
various ways, on the 4th of June 2717 apprehending Robert 
Macgregor (Rob Roy), who, however, succeeded in escaping. 
He died on the 14th of November 2724. He married (e) 
Catherine, daughter of William Douglas, 3rd duke of Hamilton, 
by whom, besides one daughter, he had six sons, of whom John 
was killed at Malplaquet in 2709, William was marquess of 
Tullibudine, and James succeeded his father as and duke on 
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aamunt of the share taken by his elder brother in the rebellion; 
and (s) Mary, daughter of William, Lord Ross, by whom he had 
three soma and several daughters. 

The AMOS Ckrenicks have been privately printed by the 7th duke 
of Atholl (b. 3840). See also& Cowan, Three Celtic Earldoms 4900. 

ATHOLL, or Alums, a district in the north of Perthshire, 
Scotland, covering an area of about 45o sq. m. It is bounded 
on the N. by Badenoch, on the N.E. by Braemar, on the E. by 
Federalise, on the S. by Breadalbane, on the W. and N.W. 
by Lochaber. The Highland railway bisects it diagonally from 
Dunkeld to the borders of Inverness-shire. It is traversed by 
the Grampian mountains and watered by the Tay, Tummel, 
Garry, Tilt, Bruer and other streams. Glen Garry sad Glen 
Tilt are the chief glens, and Loch Rannoch and Loch Tummel 
the principal lakes, The population mainly centres around 
Dunkeld, Pitlochry and Blair Atholl. The only cultivable soil 
occurs in the valleys of the large rivers, but the deer-forest and 
the shootings on moor and mountain are among the most 
extensive in Scotland. It is said to have been named Athlotlit 
(Atholl) after Fotla, son of the Pictish king Cruithne, and was 
under the rule of a Celtic merman (thane or earl) until the 
union of the Picts and Scots under Kenneth Macalpine in 843. 
The duke of Atholl's seats are Blair Castle and Dunkeld House. 
What is called Atholl brow is a compound, in equal parts, of 
whisky and honey (or oatmeal), which was first commonly used 
in the district for hoarseness and sore throat. 

ATHOS (Gr. 'A-sor 'Opos; Turk. Mower, Ital. Monte Santo), 
the most eastern of the three peninsular promontories which 
extend, like the prongs of a trident, southwards from the 
coast of Macedonia (European Turkey) into the Aegean Sea. 
Before the 19th century the name Athos was usually confined 
to the terminal peak of the promontory, which was itself known 
by its ancient name, Ace. The peak rises like a pyramid, with 
a steep summit of white marble, to a height of 635o ft., and can 
be seen at sunset from the plain of Troy on the east, and the 
slopes of Olympus on the west. On the isthmus are distinct 
traces of the canal cut by Xerxes before his invasion of Greece 
in 480 B.C. The penin.'ula is remarkable for the beauty of its 
scenery, and derives a peculiar interest from its unique group of 
monastic communities with their medieval customs and institu-
tions, their treasures of Byzantine art and rich collections of 
documents. It is about 4o m. in length, with a breadth varying 
from 4 to 7 in.; its whole arcs belongs to the various monasteries. 
It was inhabited in the earliest times by a mixed Greek and 
Thracian population; of its five cities mentioned by Herodotus 
few traces remain; some inscriptions discovered on the sites 
were published by W. M. Leake (Trawls i s N Greece, 1835. 
iii. 140) and Kinch. The legends of the monks attribute the 
first religious settlements to the age of Constantine ( 274-337), 
but the hermitages are first mentioned in historical documents 
of the 9th century. It is conjectured that the mountain was at 
an earlier period the abode of anchorites, whose numbers were 
increased by fugitives from the iconoclastic persecutions (726-
843) The " coenobian " rule to which many of the monasteries 
still adhere was established by St Athanasius, the founder of the 
great monastery of Laura, in 969. Under a constitution approved 
by the emperor Constantine Monomachos in zo45, women and 
female animals were excluded from the holy mountain. In 
zo6o the community was withdrawn from the authority of the 
patriarch of Constantinople, and a monastic republic was 
practically constituted. The taking of Constantinople by the 
Latins in 1204 brought persecution and pillage on the monks, 
this reminded them of earlier Saracenic invasions, and led them 
to appeal for protection to Pope Innocent III., who gave them 
a favourable reply Under the Palaeologi (1360-1453)  they 
recovered their prosperity, and were enriched by gifts from 
various sources. In the 14th century the peninsula became the 
chosen retreat of several of the emperors, and the monasteries 
were thrown into commotion by the famous dispute over the 
mystical Hesychasts 

Owing to the timely submission of the monks to the Turks 
after the capture of Salonica (a430). their Privileges were respected  

by successive sultans: a tribute is paid to the Turkish govern-
roan, which is represented by a resident haimakam, and the 
community is allowed to maintain a small police force. Under 
the present constitution, which dates from 1783, the general 
affairs of the commonwealth are entrusted to an assembly 
(oiraEts) of twenty members, one from each monastery; a 
committee of four members, chosen in turn, styled epistatee 
(Briorirm), forms the executive. The president of the comnittee 
(6 springs) is also the president of the assembly, which holds its 
sittings in the village of Karyes, the seat of government since 
the zoth century. The twenty monasteries, which all belong 
to the order of St Basil, are: Laura (s AeOpa), founded in 963; 
Vatopedi (Barcrehltov), said to have been founded by the 
emperor Theodadus; Rose= ('Praterie6r), the Russian 
monastery of St Pantelehnon; ChiliAndari (XiAtnerlipme: 
supposed to be derived from xikor &Papa or xDua Aearrlipia), 
founded by the Servian prince Stephen Nemanya (rise-1195)i 
Iveron poet) ray 'Iffiser), founded by Iberians, or Georgians; 
Esphigmcau (roil 'Eestitypirou: the name is derived from the con-
fined situation of the monastery); Kutlumush (Hotraoupoeen); 
Pandocratores (roil Ilarreeparopis); Philotheu (thAodieu); 
Caraadlu (roil KaptueltAlsou); St Paul (roil 
St Denis (roi) dylou Asoverdou); St Gregory (roll frylou 
Ppreyoplov); Sim6petra (Zisaireerpa); XeropotAmu (Tog 
Znpororapou); St Xenophon (roll Avis, 'ffevoraCiervs); Dochiarfu 
(boxempe(eu); Constamonf tu (Kawaraportrou); Zogr&phu 
(roll Zs/7*W; and Stavronikitu Zravpopuirou, the last 
built, founded in 1545). The " coenobian " monasteries (mod-
asa), each under the rule of an abbot (67o6psol), are subjected 
to severe discipline, the brethren are clothed alike, take their 
meals (usually limited to bread and vegetables) ifi the refectory, 
and possess no private property. In the " idiorrhythmic " 
monasteries (lailipptepa), which are governed by two or three 
annually elected wardens (bdrporoi), a less stringent rule 
prevails, and the monks are allowed to supplement the fare of 
the monastery from their private Incomes. Dependent on the 
several monasteries are twelve sketae (sreffrai) or monastic 
settlements, some of considerable size, in which a still more 
ascetic mode of life prevails: there are, in addition, several 
farms (paraxial, and many hundred sanctuaries with adjoining 
habitations (aeXXIal and hermitages (lieveripia). The monas-
teries, with the exception of Rossikon (St Pantelelmon) and the 
Serbo-Bulgarian ChilLiadari and Zographu, are occupied ex-
clusively by Greek monks. The large skete of St Andrew and 
some others belong to the Russians; there are also Rumanian 
and Georgian sketae. The great monastery of Rossilan, which 
is said to number about 3000 inmates, has been under a Russian 
abbot since 1875; it is regarded as one of the principal centres 
of the Russian politico-religious propaganda in the Levant. 
The tasteless style of its modern buildings is out of harmony with 
the quaint beauty of the other monasteries. Furnished with 
ample means, the Russian monks neglect no opportunity of 
adding to their possessions on the holy mountain; their encroach-
ments are resisted by the Greek monks, whose wealth, however, 
was much diminished by the secularization of their estates in 
Runtania(1864). The population of the holy mountain numbers 
from 6000 to loco; about 3000 are monks (&/reaps), the 
remainder being lay brothers (teepuret). The monasteries, 
which are all fortified, generally consist of large quadrangles 
enclosing churches, standing amid rich foliage, they present a 
wonderfully picturesque appearance, especially when viewed 
from the sea. Their inmates, when not engaged in religious 
services, occupy themselves with husbandry, fishing and 
various handicrafts; the standard of intellectual culture is not 
high. A large academy, founded by the monks of Vatopedi in 
1749, for a time attracted students from all parts of the East, 
but eventually proved a failure, and is now in nuns. The 
munmient rooms of the monasteries contain a marvellous series 
of documents, including chrysobulls of various emperors and 
princes, sigilla of the patriarchs, tytica, had& and other 
documents, the study of which will throw an important light 
on the politiesl and ecclesiastical history end social life of the 
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East from the middle of the loth century. Up to comparatively 
recent times a pnceless collection of classical manuscripts was 
preserved in the libraries; many of them were destroyed during 
the War of Greek Independence (1821-1829) by the Turks, who 
employed the parchments for the manufacture of cartridges; 
others fell a prey to the neglect or vandalism of the monks, who, 
it is said, used the material as bait in fishing; others have been 
sold to visitors, and a considerable number have been removed 
to Moscow and Paris. The library of Simopetra was destroyed 
by fire in 1891, and that of St Paul in 1905. There is now little 
hope of any important discovery of classical manuscripts. The 
codices remaining in the libraries are for the most part theological 
and ecclesiastical works. Of the Greek manuscripts, numbering 
about 11,000, 66z8 have been catalogued by Professor Spyridion 
Lambros of Athena; his work, however, does not include the 
MSS. in some of the arias, or those in the libraries of Laura and 
Vatopedi, of which catalogues (hitherto unpublished) have been 
prepared by resident monks. The canonic MSS. only of Vatopedi 
and Laura have been catalogued by Beneasevich in the supple. 
meat to vol. ix. of the Biaardiyskiy Vreatearsik (St Petersburg, 
z9o4). The Slavonic and Georgian MSS. have not been cata-
logued. Apart from the illuminated MSS., the mural paintings, 
the mosaics, and the goldsmith's work of Mount Athos are of 
infinite interest to the student of Byzantine art. The frescoes 
in general date from the :5th or 16th century: some are attri-
buted by the monks to Panselinos, " the Raphael of Byzantine 
painting," who apparently flourished in the time of the Palaeologi. 
Most of them have been indifferently restored by lotal artists, 
who follow mechanically a kind of hieratic tradition, the principles 
of which are embodied in a work of iconography by the monk 
Dionysius, said to have been a pupil of Panselinos. The same 
spirit of conservatism is manifest in the architecture of the 
churches, which are all of the medieval Byzantine type. Some 
of the monasteries were seriously damaged by an earthquake 
in 1905. 

AU THORITIES.—R. N. C. Curzon, Visits to Monasteries in the 
Levant (London. 1849); J. P. Fallmerayer, Fragmenta sus dew 
Orient (Stuttgart and Tubingen. 1845); V. Langlois, Le Mont Athos 
et ses monastems, with a complete bibliography (Paris. 1867); 
Duchesne and Bayet, Memoirs arse une mission en Macedoine et as 
Moss Athos (Paris, 1876); Tesler and Pullen. Byzantine Archttecture 
(London, 1864); H. Brockhaus, Die Kunst is den Athosklbskrts 
(Leipzig, 1891); A. Riley. Athos, or the Mountain of the Monks 
(London, 1887); S. Lambros, Catalogue of the Greek Manuscripts 
on Mount Athos (2 vols., Cambridge, 1895 and 19oo); M. I. Gedeon, 
a "Actor (Constantinople. 1885); P. Meyer. " Beitrage sur Kennt-
niss der neueren Geschichte and des gegenwartigen1ustandes der 
Athoskloster," in ZeitschrifJt fur Kirthengeschschle, 189o; Die Hauptur-
kunden fur die Geschichte der A thoskloster (Leipzig, 1894q),C, Millet, 

Pargoire and L. Petit, Rectal! des insemptimu cluitiennes de 
l'Athos (Paris. 1904); H. Geiser, Venn Heiligen Berge and aus 
Makedonien (Leipzig, 1904); K. Vlachu (Blachos), •11 Xepoormoot rid 
'A2IoeOpout (Athens, 1903); G. Smurnalces, TO -.47ior -Opus *.koxam-
Xo7la dpous 'A845, (Athens, 1 904). D B.) 

ATHY (pronounced Atht), a market-town of Co. Kildare, 
Ireland, in the south parliamentary division, 45 m. S.W. of 
Dublin on a branch of the Great Southern & Western railway. 
Pop. of urban district (1901) 3599. It is intersected by the 
river Barrow, which is here crossed by a bridge of five arches. 
The creasing of the river here was guarded and disputed from 
the earliest times, and the name of the town is derived from 
a king of Munster killed here in the and century. There are 
picturesque remains of Woodstock Castle of the r2th or 13th 
century, and White Castle built in 1506. and rebuilt in 1575 by 
a member of the family whose name it bears, and still occupied. 
Both were erected to defend the ford of the Barrow. There are 
also an old town gate, and an ancient cemetery with slight 
monastic remains. Previous to the Union Athy returned two 
members to the Irish parliament. The trade, chiefly in grain, 
is aided by excellent water communication, by a branch of the 
Grand Canal to Dublin, and by the river Barrow, navigable 
from here to Waterford harbour. 

ATINA, the name of three ancient towns of Italy. 
z • A town (mod. Atones) of Lucania, upon the Via Popillia, 

7 m. N. of Tegianum, towards which an ancient road leads, in  

the valley of the river now known as Diane. Its ancient import-
ance is vouched for by its walls of rough cyclopean work, which 
may have had a total extent of some a 111. (see G. Patzoni in 
Notisie degfi semi, 1897, 112; x901, 498). The date of these 
walls has not as yet been ascertained, recent excavations, which 
led to the discovery of a few tombs in which the earliest objects 
showing Greek influence may go back to the 7th century n.c., 
not having produced any decisive evidence on the point. To 
the Roman period belong the remains of an amphitheatre and 
numerous inscriptions. 

s. A town (mod. Mina) of the Volsci, Is nL N. of Casinum, 
and about 14 m. E. of Arpinum, on a hill x607 ft. above sea-level. 
The walls, of carefully worked polygonal blocks of stone, are 
still preserved in parts, and the modern town does not fill the 
whole area which they enclose. Cicero speaks of it as a prosperous 
country town, which had not as yet fallen into the bands of large 
proprietors; and inscriptions show that under the empire it was 
still flourishing. One of these last is a boundary stone relating 
to the assignation of lands in the time of the Gracchi, of which 
six other examples have been found in Campania and Lucania. 

3. A town of the Veneti, mentioned by Pliny, H. N. W. 13 t. 
AT1TLIN, or SANTIAGO DI ATITIAN, a town in the department 

of Sololk, Guatemala, on the southern shore of Lake Atitlin. 
Pop. (2905) about 9000, almost all Indians. Cotton-spinning 
is the chief Industry. Lake Atitlkn is 24 m. long and to m. 
broad, with 64 m. circumference. It occupies a crater more than 
t000 ft. deep and about 4700 ft. above sea-level The peaks of 
the Guatemala Cordillera rise round it, culminating near its 
southern end in the volcanoes of San Pedro (7000 ft.) and Atitlftn 
( x1,719 ft.). Although the lake is fed by many small mountain 
torrents, it has no visible outlet, but probably communicates 
by an underground channel with one of the rivers which drain 
the Cordillera. Mineral springs abound in the neighbourhood-
The town of Sololk (q.v.) is near the north shore of the lake. 

ATKINSON, EDWARD ( 1827-1905), American economist, 
was born at Brookline, Massachusetts, on the loth of February 
1827. For many years he was engaged in managing various 
business enterprises, and became, in 2877, president of the 
Boston Manufacturers' Mutual Fire Insurance Company, a post 
which he held till his death. He was a strong controversialist 
and a prolific writer on such economic subjects as banking, 
railways, cotton manufacture, the tariff and free trade, and the 
money question. He was appointed in z887 a special commissioner 
to report upon the status of bimetallism in Europe. He also 
made a special study of mill construction and fire prevention, 
and invented an improved cooking apparatus, called the 
" Aladdin oven." He was an active supporter of anti-imperial-
ism. lie died at Boston on the z z th of December 1905. 

His principal works were Right Methods of Preventing Fires in 
Mitts (1880; Distribution of Products (1885), isdr.Wisi Progress 
of the Nelson ( 1889); Taxation end Work (1894; Science of 

Nutrition (loth ed., 1898). 

ATKINSON, SIR HARRY ALBERT (1831-1892), British 
colonial statesman, prime minister and speaker of the legislative 
council, New Zealand, was born at Chester in 1831, and in 2855 
emigrated to Taranaki, New 7 gland , where he became a farmer. 
In 186o the Wanara war broke out, and from its outset Atkinson, 
who had been selected as a captain of the New Plymouth Volun-
teers, distinguished himself by his contempt for appearances 
and tradition, and by the practical skill, energy and courage 
which he showed in leading his Forest Rangers in the tiresome 
and lingering bush warfare of the next five years. For this work 
he was made a major of militia, and thanked by the government. 
Elected to the house of representatives in 1863, he joined Sir 
Frederick Weld's ministry at the end of November 1864 as 
minister of defence, and, during eleven months of office, was 
identified with the well-known " self-reliance " policy a proposal 
to dispense with imperial regulars, and meet the Maori with 
colonials only. Parliament accepted this principle, but turned 
out the Weld ministry for ot her reasons. For four years Atkinson 
was out of parliament; in October 1873 he re-entered it, and 
a year later became minister of lands under Sir Julius Vogel. 
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Ten months later he was treasurer, ind such spa his aptitude 
for finance that, except during six months in i876, he thence-
forth held that post whenever his party was in power. From 
October 1874 to January del Atkinson was only out of office 
for about five years. Three times be was premier, and he was 
always the most formidable debater and fighter in the tanks 
of the Conservative opponents of the growing Radical party 
which Sir George Grey, Sir Robert Stout and John Salience led 
in succession. It was he who was mainly 'responsible for the 
abolition of the provinces into which the colony was divided 
from 1853 to 1876. He repealed the Ballance land-tax in 1879, 
and substituted a property-tax. He greatly reduced the cast 
of the public service in 188o, and again in 2888. In both these 
years he raised the cisterns duties, amongst other taxes, and 
gave them a quasi•protectionist character. In z880 be struck 
w% off all public salaries and wages; in 1887 he reduced the 
salary of the governor by one-third, and the pay and number 
of ministers and members of parliament. By these resolute steps 
revenue was increased, expenditure checked, and the colony's 
finance reinstated. Atkinson was an advocate of compulsory 
national assurance, and the leasing as opposed to the selling of 
crown lands. Defeated in the general election of December 1890, 
he took the appointment of speaker of the legislative council. 
There, while leaving the council chamber after the sitting of the 
s8th of June arm he was struck down by heart disease and 
died in a few minutes. Though brusque in manner and never 
popular, he was esteemed as a vigorous, upright and practical 
statesman. He was twice married, and bad seven children, of 
whom three sons and a daughter survived him. (W. P. IL) 

ATLANTA, the capital and the largest city of Georgia, U.S.A., 
and the county-seat of Fulton county, situated at an altitude of 
1000- n75 ft., in the N.W. part of the state, near the Chatta-
hoochee river. Pop. (1860) 9554: (1880) 37,409; 4890 
65,533; (Iwo) 89,872, of whom 35,727 were negroes and 
'2531 were foreign-born; (rnso) 154,839.  It is served by the 
Southern, the Central of Georgia, the Georgia, the Seaboard 
Air Line, the Nashville, Chattanooga & St Louis (which enters 
the city over the Western & Atlantic, due of its leased lines), 
the Louisville & Nashville, the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, 
and the Atlanta & West Point railways. These railway com-
munications, and the situation of the city (on the Piedmont 
Plateau) on the water-parting between the streams flowing into 
the Atlantic Ocean and those flowing into the Gulf of Mexico, 
have given Atlanta its popular name, the " Gate City of the 
South." Atlanta was laid out in the form of a circle, the radius 
being if m. and the centre the old railway station, the Union 
Depot (the new station is called the Terminal); large additions 
have been made beyond this circle, including West End, Inman 
Park on the east, and North Atlanta. Among the best residence 
streets are Peachtree and West Peachtree streets to the north, 
and the older streets to the south of the business centre of the 
city—Washington Street, Whitehall, Pryor and Capitol Avenues. 
Among the principal office buildings are the Empire, the Equit-
able, the Prudential, the Fourth National, the Austell, the 
Peters, the Century, the English-American and the Candler 
buildings; and there are many fine residences, particularly in 
Peachtree and Washington streets, Inman Park and Ponce de 
Leon Circle. Among prominent public buildings are the State 
Capitol (completed x889), containing a law library of about 65,000 
volumes and a collection of portraits of famous Georgians, the 
north-west front of the Capitol grounds containing an equestrian 
statue (unveiled in 1907) of John Brown Gordon (1832-roo4); 
a distinguished Confederate general in the American Civil War 
and governor of Georgia in z887.-189e; the court house; the 
Carnegie library, in which the young men's library, organized 
in 1867, was merged in am; the post office building; and 
the Federal prison (about 4 m. south of the city). The print pal 
parks are: the Piedmont (189 acres), the site of the Piedmont 
Exposition of 1887 and of the Cotton States and International 
Exposition of 0395; the Grant, given to the city by I.. P. Grant, 
an Atlanta railroad builder, in 1882, and subsequently enlarged 
by the city (in its south-east comer is Fort Walker); the Lake- 

wood, 6 zn. south of the city; and Ponce de Leon Park, owned 
by an electric railway company and having mineral springs and a 
fine baseball ground. Four miles south of the centre of Atlanta 
is Fort McPherson, an important United States military post, 
occupying a reservation of ao acres and having barracks for the 
accommodation of woo men. In Oakland Cemetery is a large 
monument to Confederate soldiers; another monument in 
Oakland, " To the unknown Confederate Dead," is a reproduction 
of the Lion of Lucerne; in West View Cemetery (4 m. west 
of the city) is a memorial erected by the United Confederate 
Veterans. The city obtains its water-supply from the Chatta-
hoochee river (above the mouth of Peachtree Creek), whence 
the water is pumped by four pumps, which have a daily capacity 
of 55,000,000 gallons. Atlanta is widely known for its public 
spirit and enterprise, to which the expositions of x88z, 1887 and 
1895 bear witness. The air is bracing, largely because of the 
city's altitude; the mean annual temperature is 6o•8° F. (winter 
44' 1  spring 60.5°, summer 77°, autumn 6z •5"). 

Atlanta is an important educational centre. Its public-school 
system was organized in 1871. Here are the Georgia School of 
Technology, founded in 1885 (opened x888) as a branch of the 
university of Georgia; the Atlanta College of Physicians and 
Surgeons (established in MS by the union of the Atlanta 
Medical College, organized in 185g, and the Southern Medical 
College, organized in 1878); the Atlanta School of Medicine 
I905); the Georgia College of Eclectic Medicine; the Atlanta 

Theological Seminary (loot, Congregational), the only theo-
logical school of the denomination in the South in teo8; the 
Atlanta Dental College; the Southern College of Pharmacy 
(rno3); Washington S.minary (1877) for girls; and the following 
institutions for negroes—Atlanta University, founded in r869, 
which is one of the best institutions in the country for the higher 
education of negroes, standing particularly for " culture " 
education (as opposed to industrial training), which has done 
particularly good work in the department of sociology, under 
the direction of Prof. W. E B. du Bois (b. z868), one of the 
most prominent teachers of negro descent in the country, and 
which had in zeo8 339 students; Clark University, founded in 
r87o by the Freedman's Aid and Southern Educational Society 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church; the Atlanta Baptist College, 
founded in 1867; Morris Brown College (African Methodist 
Episcopal, founded in 1882, and opened is z885), which has 
college preparatory, scientific, academic, normal and mission-
ary courses, correspondence courses in English and theology, 
an industrial department, and departments of law, theology 
(Turner Theological Seminary), nurse-training, music and art; 
the Gainmon Theological Seminary (Methodist Episcopal, 
chartered in z888), which has its buildings just outside the city 
limits; and the Spelman Seminary for women and girls (Baptist) 
opened in 1881 as the Atlanta Baptist Female Seminary—the 
present name being adopted in 2883 in honour of the parents 
of Mrs John D. Rockefeller—and incorporated in din. At 
Decatur (pop. zaz8 in gam), a residential suburb, 6 in. east-north-
east of Atlanta, is the Agnes Scott College (ago) for white girls; 
connected with the college is a school of music, art and expres-
sion, and an academy. 

The city's principal charitable institutions are the Grady 
Memorial hospital (opened in 1892), supported by the city and 
named in honour of Henry W. Grady; the Presbyterian hospital; 
the Baptist Tabernacle Infirmary; the Wesley Memorial 
hospital; St Joseph's infirmary; the Municipal hospital for 
contagious diseases; the Florence Crittenden home. Three 
miles south-east of the city is a (state) soldiers' home, for 
aged, infirm and disabled Confederate veterans. The Associated 
Charities of Atlanta was organized in 0905- 

The principal newspapers are the Censtiintion ( 
edited from 018o until illge by Henry W. Grady (z85t-a 
one of the most eloquent of Southern orators, who did much to 
promote the reconciliation of the North and the South after the 

'Grady was succeeded as managing editor by Clark Howell 
(b. 186 

)staff
;  and Joel Chandler Hams was long a member of the 

• 	. 
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Civil War, and whose statue stands opposite the post office; 
the Journal (evening), of which Hoke Smith (b. 1355). a pro-
minent political leader, secretary of the interior in President 
Cleveland's cabinet in 1893-1896, and later governor of Georgia, 
was long the proprietor; and the Georgian (evening), founded 
in x906 as a Prohibition organ. 

As regards commerce and manufactures, Atlanta ranks first 
among the cities of Georgia. In 1907 its whosesale and retell 
trade was estimated at Sioo.oco,000. The city is said to receive 
two-fifths of the total freight delivered in the state of Georgia. 
From r1395 to 1907 the bank clearings increased from about 
$65,000,000 to about $a6o,coo,000. In recognition of the city's 
financial strength, Atlanta has been designated by the secretary 
of the treasury as one of the cities whose bonds will be accepted 
as security for Federal deposits. Atlanta is the Southern head-
quarters for a number of fire and life insurance companies, and 
is the third city of the United States in the amount of insurance 
business written and reported to resident agents, the annual 
premium receipts averaging about ix 0,000,000. It is an import-
ant horse and mule market, and handles much tobacco. 

The development of manufactures has been especially notable. 
In ,88o the capital invested in manufacturing industries was 
approximately 82,468,000; in 1890 it was $9,5011,962; in WOO 
it had increased to 816,045,156; and in 1905, when only estab-
lishments under the " factory system " were counted in the 
census, to $21,631,162. In 1900 the total product was valued 
at $16,707,027, and the factory product at 814418,834; and in 
2905 the factory product was valued at $:5,745,650, an increase 
of 78.6% in five years. Among the products are cotton goods 
(the product value of which in x905 was 14% of the total value 
of the city's manufactures), foundry and machine-shop products, 
lumber, patent medicines, confectionery, men's clothing, mat-
tresses, spring-beds and other furniture. Since 5904 part of the 
power utilized for manufacturing has been obtained from the 
Chattahoochee river, 15 m. from the city. There are many 
manufactories just outside the dty limits. 

History.—Atlanta owes its origin to the development of 
pioneer railroads of Georgia. In 1836 the Western & Atlantic, 
the first road built into North Georgia, was chartered, and the 
present site of Atlanta was chosen as its southern terminal, 
which it reached in 1843, and which was named " Terminus." 
The Georgia and the Central of Georgia then projected branches 
to Terminus in order to connect with the Western & Atlantic, 
and completed them in 1845 and 1846. The town charter of 
1843 changed the name to Marthasville, in honour of the daughter 
of Governor Wilson Lumpkin; and the city charter of r847 
changed this to Atlanta. The population in 1850 was 2 57a; 
in r860, 9554. Manufacturing interests soon became important, 
and during the Civil War Atlanta was the seat of Confederate 
military factories and a depot of supplies. In i864 it was 
the objective point of the first stage of General William T. 
Sherman's invasion of Georgia (see AKERICAN Cum. Was), which 
is therefore generally known as the " Atlanta campaign." 

After the battles around Marietta (q.a.), and the crossing of 
the Chattahoochee river on the 8th and 9th of July, Sherman 
continued his advance against Atlanta. His plan of operations 
was directed primarily to the seizure of the Decatur railway, 
by which the Confederate commander, General J. E. Johnston, 
might receive support from Virginia and the Carolinas. The 
three Union armies under Sherman's command, outnumbering 
the Confederates about 3 to It, began their movement on the 
,6th of July; the Army of the Cumberland (Gen. G. H. Thomas) 
on the right marching from Marietta by the fords of the Upper 
Chattahoochee on Atlanta, the Army of the Ohio (Gen. J. M. 
Schofield) in the centre direct on Decatur, and the Army of the 
Tennessee (Gen. J. B. McPherson) still farther east towards 
Stone Mountain. At the moment of marching out to meet the 
enemy, Johnston was relieved of his command and was replaced 
by Gen. J. B. Hood (July r7). Hood at once prepared to attack 
Thomas as soon as that general should have crossed Peachtree 
Creek (6 m. north of the city) and thus isolated himself from Scho-
field and McPherson. Sherman's confidence in Thomas and his  

troops was, however, justified. Hood's attack (battle of Peach-
tree Creek, July zo) was everywhere repulsed, and Schofield 
and McPherson closed up at the greatest speed. Hood had to 
retire to Atlanta, with a loss of more than 4noo men, and the 
three Union armies gradually converged on the north and east 
sides of the city. But Hood, who had been put in command as a 
fighting general, was soon ready to attack afresh. This time 
he placed Gen. W. J. Hardee's corps, the largest of his army, 
to the south of Atlanta, facing the left flank of McPherson's 
army. As Hardee's attack rolled up the Union army from left 
to right, the remainder of the Confederate army was to issue 
from the Atlanta fortifications and join in the battle. Hardee 
opened his attack at noon on the sand of July (battle of Atlanta). 
The troops of the Army of the Tennessee were swiftly driven 
back, and their commander, McPherson, killed; but presently 
the Federate re-formed and a severe struggle ensued, in which 
most of Hood's army joined. The veterans of the Army of the 
Tennessee, led by Gen. J. A. Logan, offered a stubborn resistance, 
however, and Schofield's army now intervened. After prolonged 
attacks lasting to nightfall, Hood bad once more to draw off, 
with about ro,000 men killed and wounded. The Confederates 
now abandoned all idea of regaining the Decatur line, and based 
themselves on Jonesboro' and the Macon railway. Sherman 
quickly realized this, and the Army of the Tennessee, now 
commanded by Gen. 0. 0. Howard, was counter-marched from 
left to right, until it formed up on the right of the Union line 
about Ezra Church (about 4 in. west of Atlanta). The railway 
from Chattanooga to Atlanta, destroyed by Johnston as he fell 
back in May and June, was now repaired and working up to 
Thomas's camps. Hood had meanwhile extended his entrench-
ments southwards to cover the Macon railway. and Howard's 
Movement led to another engagement (battle of Ezra Church, 
July 28) in which the XV. corps under Logan again bore the 
brunt of Hood's attack. The Confederates were once more 
unsuccessful, and the losses were so heavy that the " fighting " 
policy ordered by the Confederate government was counter-
manded. Sherman's cavalry had hitherto failed to do sedans 
damage to the railway: and the Federal general now proceeded 
to manoeuvre with his main body so as to cut off Hood from his 
Southern railway lines (August). Covered by Howard at Ezra 
Church, Schofield led this advance, but the new Confederate 
lines baffled him. A bombardment of the Atlanta fortifications 
was then begun, but it had no material result. Another cavalry 
raid effected but slight damage to the line, and Sherman now 
decided to take his whole force to the south side. This appar-
ently dangerous movement (August as) is a remarkable Musa:- 
don of Sherman's genius for war, and in fact succeeded com-
pletely. Only a small force was left to guard the Chattanooga 
railway, and the Union forces, Howard on the right, Thomas in 
the centre, and Schofield on the left, reached the railway after 
some sharp fighting (action of Jonesboro', September 1). The 
defence of Atlanta was now hopeless; Hood's forces retreated 
southward the same evening, and on the and of September the 
Union detachment left behind on the north side entered Atlanta 
unopposed. 

All citizens were now ordered to leave, the place was turned 
into a military camp, and when Sherman started on his " March 
to the Sea," on the 55th of November, a large part of the city 
was burned. Consequently the present city is a product of the 
post-bellum development of Georgia. The military government 
of Georgia was established here in 1865. In :868 Atlanta was 
made the capital of the state. 

In 188: an International Cotton Exposition was held in 
Atlanta. This was American, even local, in character; its 
inception was due to a desire to improve the cultivation and 
manufacture of cotton; but it brought to the notice of the 
whole country the industrial transformation wrought in the 
Southern states during the last quarter of the 19th century. 
In r887 the Piedmont Exposition was held in Atlanta. The 
Cotton States and International Exposition, also held at Atlanta, 
in stics, attracted widespread attention, and had exhibits from 
thirty-seven states and thirteen foreign countries. 
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ATLANTIC. a city and the county-seat of Cass county, Iowa, 

U.S.A., on East Nishnabatna river, about fib en. W. by S. of 
Des Moines. Pop. (ago) 435 1 ; 0000 5046 ; ( 1 905, state 
census) 5180 (625 foreign-born); 0 i 910) 4560. It s served by 
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, and by an inter-
urban electric line connecting 'with Elkhorn and Kimballton, 
and is the trade centre of a fine agricultural country; among 
its manufactures are machine-shop products, canned corn, flour, 
umbrellas, drugs and bricks. The municipality owns the water-
works and electric-lighting plant. Atlantic was chartered as 
a city in 1869. 

ATLANTIC CITY, a city of Atlantic county, New Jersey, 
U.S.A., on the Atlantic Ocean, 58 in. S.E. of Philadelphia and 
337 in. S. by W. of New York. Pop. (189o) 13,055; (z9oo) 
57,838, of whom 6513 were of negro descent and 3189 were 
foreign-born; (1920 census) 46,150. It is served by the 
Atlantic City (Philadelphia & Reading) and the West Jersey & 
Seashore (Pennsylvania system) railways. Atlantic City is the 
largest and most popular all-the-year-round resort in the United 
States, and has numerous fine hotels. The city extends for 3 in. 
along a low sandy island (Absecon Beach), to m. long by t m. 
wide, separated from the mainland by a narrow strip of salt 
water and 4 or 5  m. of salt marshes, partly covered with water 
at highest storm tide. There are good bathing, boating, sailing, 
fishing and wild-fowl shooting. A " Board Walk " stretches 
along the beach for about 5 m.—the newest part of it is of 
concrete—and along or near this walk are the largest hotels, 
and numerous shops, and places of amusement; from the walk 
into the ocean extend several long piers. Other features of the 
place are the broad driveway (Atlantic Avenue) and an auto-
mobile boulevard. There are several seaside sanitariums and 
hospitals, including the Atlantic City hospital, the Mercer 
Memorial home, and the Children's Seashore home. On the 
north end of the beach is Absecon Lighthouse, 16o ft high. 
The municipality owns the water-works. Oysters are dredged 
here and are shipped hence in large quantities. There was a 
settlement of fishermen on the island in the latter part of the 
ath century. In 1852 a movement was made to develop it as 
a seaside resort for Philadelphia, and after the completion of 
the Camden & Atlantic City railway in 1854 the growth of the 
place was rapid. A heavy loss occurred by fire on the 3rd of 
April 1902. 

ATLANTIC OCEAN, a belt of water, roughly of an S-shape, 
between the western coasts of Europe and Africa and the eastern- 

in•  coasts of North and South America. It extends 
 northward to the Arctic Basin and southward to the 

Great Southern Ocean. For purposes of measurement the polar 
boundaries are taken to be the Arctic and Antarctic circles, 
although in discussing the configuration and circulation it is 
impossible to adhere strictly to these limits. The Atlantic 
Ocean consists of two characteristic divisions, the geographical 
equator forming a fairly satisfactory line of division into North 
and South Atlantic. The North Atlantic, by far the best-known 
of the main divisions of the hydrosphere, is remarkable for the 
immense length of its coast-line and for the large number of 
enclosed seas connected with it, including on the western side the 
Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, the Gulf of St Lawrence and 
Hudson Bay, and on the eastern side the Mediterranean and 
Black Sea, the North Sea and the Baltic. The North Atlantic 
is connected with the Arctic Basin by four main channels: (i) 
Hudson Strait, about 6o m. wide, communicating with the gulfs 
and straits of the North American Arctic archipelago; (2) 
Davis Strait, about zoo m. wide, leading to Baffin Bay; (3) 
Denmark Strait, between Greenland and Iceland, t3o m. wide; 
and (4) the " Norwegian Sea," about 400 m. wide, extending 
from Iceland to the Faeroe Islands, the Shetland Islands and 
the coast of Norway. The width of the North Atlantic in lat. 6o°, 
approximately where it breaks up into the branches just named, 
is nearly 2000 m.; in about lat. so° N. the coasts of Ireland 
and Newfoundland approach to irso m.; the breadth then 
increases rapidly to lat. 40° N., and attains its maximum of 
450o m. in lat. re N.; farther south the minimum breadth is  

reached between Africa and South America, Cape Palmas being 
only rhoo m. distant from Cape St Roque. In marked contrast 
to this, the South Atlantic is distinguished by great simplicity 
of coast-line; inland seas there are none, and it attains its 
greatest breadth as it merges with the Southern Ocean; in lat. 
35° S. the width is 370o m. 

The total area of the North Atlantic, not counting inland seas 
connected with it, is, according to G. Karsten, 36,438,000 sq. 
kilometres, or zo,588,000 sq. m.; including the inland seas the 
area is 45.641,000 sq. kilometres or 23,262,000 sq. m. The area 
of the South Atlantic is 43,455,000 sq. kilometres, or r2,627,0ao 
sq. m. Although not the most extensive of the great oceans, 
the Atlantic has by far the largest drainage area The " long 
slopes " of the continents on both sides are directed towards the 
Atlantic, which accordingly receives the waters of a large pro-
portion of the great rivers of the world, including the St Lawrence, 
the Mississippi, the Orinoco, the Amazon, the rivers of the La 
Plata, the Congo, the Niger, the Loire, the Rhine, the Elbe and 
the great rivers of the Mediterranean and the Baltic. Sir J. 
Murray estimates the total area of land draining to the Atlantic 
to be 13,43  2,000 sq. m., or with the Arctic area nearly 20,000,000 
sq. m., nearly four times the area draining to the Pacific Ocean, 
and almost precisely four times the area draining to the Indian 
Ocean. Murray's calculations give the amount of precipitation 
received on this area at 15,8ao cub. m. annually, and the river 
discharge from it at 3900 cub. in. 

The dominant feature of the relief of the Atlantic basin is a 
submarine ridge running from north to south from about lat. 
so°  N. to lat. se S., almost exactly in the central 
line, and following the S-shape of the coasts. Over 
this ridge the average depth is about 170o fathoms. 
Towards its northern end the ridge widens and rises to the plateau 
of the Azores, and in about so° N. lat. it merges with the " Tele-
graph Plateau," which extends across nearly the whole ocean 
from Ireland to Newfoundland. North of the fiftieth parallel 
the depths diminish towards the north-east, two long submarine 
ridges of volcanic origin extend north-eastwards to the south-
west of Iceland and to the Faeroe Islands, and these, with their 
intervening valleys, end in a transverse ridge connecting Green-
land, through Iceland and the Faeroe Islands, with North-
western Scotland and the continental mass of Europe. The 
mean depth over this ridge is about 25o fathoms, and the maxi-
mum depth nowhere reaches 500 fathoms. The main basin of the 
Atlantic is thus cut off from the Arctic basin, with which the 
area north of the ridge has complete deep-water communication. 
This intermediate region, which has Atlantic characteristics 
down to 300 fathoms, and at greater depths belongs more 
properly to the Arctic Sea, commonly receives the name of 
Norwegian Sea. On both sides of the central ridge deep troughs 
extend southwards from the Telegraph plateau to the Southern 
Ocean, the deep water coming close to the land all the way down 
on both sides. In these troughs the depth is seldom much less 
than 3000 fathoms, and this is exceeded in a series of patches 
to which Murray has given the name of " Deeps." In the eastern 
trough the Peake Deep lies off the Bay of Biscay in 20.  W. long., 
Monaco Deep and Chun Deep off the north-west of Africa, 
Moseley Deep off the Cape Verde Islands, Krech Deep off the 
Liberian coast, and Buchanan Deep off the mouth of the Congo. 
The western trough extends northwards into Davis Strait, 
forming a depression in the Telegraph plateau, to the south of 
Newfoundland and Nova Scotia are Sigsbee Deep, Libbey Deep 
and Suhm Deep, each of small area; north-east of the Bahamas 
Nares Deep forms the largest and deepest depression in the 
Atlantic, in which a sounding of 4561 fathoms was obtained 
(70 M. north of Porto Rico) by the U.S. ship " Blake " in 
1883. Immediately to the south of Nares Deep lies the smaller 
Makarov Deep; and off the coast of South America are Tunas rd 
Deep and Havergal Deep. 

Before the Antarctic zxpeditions of 19o3-19o4 our knowledge 
of the form of the sea bottom south of 40° S. lat. was almost 
wholly derived from the soundings of the expedition of Sir J. C. 
Ross in the " Erebus " and " Terror " (1839-1843), and the 
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beth,ymetrical maps published were largely the result of deduc-
tions based on one sounding taken by Ross in 68° 34,  S. lat., 
le 49' W. long., in which he recorded a depth exceeding 4000 
fathoms. The Scottish Antarctic expedition has shown this 
sounding to be erroneous; the " Scotia " obtained samples of 
bottom, in almost the same spot, from a depth of 2660 fathoms. 
Combining the results of recent soundings, Dr W. S. Bruce, the 
leader of the Scottish expeditipn, finds that there is a ridge 
" extending in a curve from Madagascar to Bouvet Island, and 
from Bouvet Island to the Sandwich group, whence there is a 
forked connexion through the South Orkneys to Graham's Land, 
and through South Georgia to the Falkland Islands and the 
South American continent." Again, the central ridge of the 
South Atlantic extends a thousand miles farther south than was 
supposed, joining the east and west ridge, just described, between 
the Bouvet Islands and the Sandwich group. 

The foundations of our knowledge of the relief of the Atlantic 
basin may be said to have been laid by the work of H.M.S. 
" Challenger " (1873-1876), and the German ship " Gazelle " 
(1874-1876), the French expedition in the " Tmvailleur " (1880), 
and the U.S. surveying vessel" Blake " (1877 and later). Large 
numbers of additional soundings have been made in recent years 
by cable ships, by the expeditions of H.S.H. the prince of Monaco, 
the German" Valdivia "expedition under Professor Chun (z898), 
and the combined Antarctic expeditions (19 03-1904)• 

The Atlantic Ocean contains a relatively small number of 
islands. The only continental groups, besides some islands in 
Mama. the Mediterranean, are Iceland, the British Isles, 

Newfoundland, the West Indies, and the Falklands, 
and the chief oceanic islands are the Azores, Madeira, the 
Canaries, the Cape Verde Islands, Ascension, St Helena, Tristan 
da Cunha and Bouvet Island. 

The mean depth of the North Atlantic is, according to G. 
Moan Karsten, 2047 fathoms. If we include the enclosed 
depth. mid seas, the North Atlantic has a mean depth of 180o 

rscaea®w 
fathoms. The South Atlantic has a mean depth of 

418. 
2007 zarnoms. 

The greater part of the bottom of the Atlantic is covered by 
a deposit of Globigerina ooze, roughly the area between 4000 and 
3000 fathoms, or about 6o% of the whole. At a depth of about 
3000 fathoms, i.e. in the " Deeps," the Globigerina ooze gradu-
ally' give place to red clay. In the shallower tropical waters, 
especially on the central ridge, considerable areas are covered by 
Pteropod ooze, a deposit consisting largely of the shells of pelagic 
molluscs. Diatom ooze is the characteristic deposit in high 
southern latitudes. The terrigcnous deposits consist of blue 
muds, red muds (abundant along the coast of Brazil, where the 
amount of organic matter present is insufficient to reduce the iron 
in the matter brought down by the great rivers to produce blue 
muds), green muds and sands, and volcanic and coral detritus. 

The question of the origin of the Atlantic basin, ike that of the 
other great divisions of the hydrosphere, is still unsettled. Most 
geologists include the Atlantic with the other oceans in the view 
they adopt as to its age; but E. Suess and M. Neumayr, while 
they regard the basin of the Pacific as of great antiquity, believe 
the Atlantic to date only from the Mesozoic age. Neumayr 
finds evidence of the existence of a continent between Africa 
and South America, which protruded into the central North 
Atlantic, in Jurassic times. F. Kossmat has shown that the 
Atlantic had substantially its present form during the Cretaceous 
period. 

In describing the mean distribution of temperature in the 
waters of the Atlantic it is necessary to treat the northern and 
mfrs.. southern divisions separately. The heat equator, or 
Nee et line of maximum mean surface temperature, starts 
"'P.m ' from the African coast in about 5° N. lat., and closely 
tura  follows that parallel to 40° W. long., where it bends 
northwards to the Caribbean Sea. North of this line, near which 
the temperature is a little over So° F., the gradient trends some-
what to the east of north, and the temperature is slightly higher 
on the western than on the eastern side until, in es° N. lat., the 
isothermal of no° F. runs nearly east and west. Beyond this  

parallel the gradient is directed towards the north-west, and 
temperatures are much higher on the European than on the 
American side. From the surface to zoo fathoms the general 
form of the isotherm& remains the same, except that Instead 
of an equatorial maximum belt there is a focus of maximum 
temperature off the eastern coast of the United States. This 
focus occupies a larger area and becomes of greater relative 
intensity as the depth increases until, at Soo fathoms, it becomes 
an elongated belt extending right across the ocean in about 
so° N. lat. Below Soo fathoms the western centres of maximum 
disappear, and higher temperatures occur in the eastern Atlantic 
off the Iberian peninsula and north-western Africa down to at 
least moo fathoms; at still greater depths temperature gradually 
becomes more and more uniform. The communication between 
the Atlantic and Arctic basins being cut off, as already described, 
at a depth of about 300 fathoms, the temperatures in the Nor-
wegian Sea below that level are essentially Arctic, usually below 
the freezing-point of fresh water, except where the distribution 
is modified by the surface circulation. The isothermal. of mean 
surface temperature in the South Atlantic are in the lower 
latitudes of an en-shape, temperatures being higher on the 
American than on the African side. In latitudes south of so° S. 
the curved form tends to disappear, the lines running more and 
more directly east and west. Below the surface a focus of maai-
mum temperature appears off the coast, of South America in 
about so° S. lat., and of minimum temperature north and north-
east of this maximum. This distribution is most marked at 
about 300 fathoms, and disappears at Soo fathoms, beyond 
which depth the lines tend to become parallel and to run east 
and west, the gradient slowly diminishing. 

The Atlantic is by far the salted of the great oceans. its 
saltest waters are found at the surface in two belts, one Wending 
east and west in the North Atlantic between 20°  and stantor. 
3o° N. lat., and another of almost equal salinity 
extending eastwards from the coast of South America in zo° to 
s 0*  S. lat. In the equatorial region between these belts the 
salinity is markedly less, especially in the eastern part. North 
of the North Atlantic maximum the waters become steadily 
fresher as latitude increases until the channels opening into the 
Arctic basin are reached. In all of these water of relatively 
high salinity usually appears for a long distance towards the 
north on the eastern side of the channel, while on the western 
side the water is comparatively [rah; but great variations occur 
at different seasons and in different years. In the higher latitudes 
of the South Atlantic the salinity diminishes steadily and tends 
to be uniform from east to west, except near the southern 
extremity of South America, where the surface waters are very 
fresh. Our knowledge of the salinity of waters below the surface 
is as yet very defective, large areas being still unrepresented by 
a single observation. The chief facts already established are 
the greater saltness of the North Atlantic compared with the 
South Atlantic at all depths, and the low salinity at all depths 
in the eastern equatorial region, off the Gulf of Guinea. 

The wind circulation over the Atlantic is of a very definite 
character. In the South Atlantic the narrow land surfaces of 
Africa and South America produce comparatively little waders effect in disturbing the normal planetary circulation 	eau. 
The tropical belt of high atmospheric pressure is very 
marked in winter; it is weaker during the summer months, and 
at that season the greater relative fall of pressure over the land 
cuts it off into an oval-shaped anticyclone, the centre of which 
rests on the coolest part of the sea surface in that latitude, near 
the Gulf of Guinea. South of this anticyclone, from about the 
latitude of the Cape, we find the region where, on account of 
the uninterrupted sea surface right round the globe, the planetary 
circulation is developed to the greatest extent known; the 
pressure gradient is steep, and the region is swept continuously 
by strong westerly winds—the "roaring forties." 

In the North Atlantic the distribution of pressure and resulting 
wind circulation arc very largely modified by the enormous 
areas of land and frozen sea which surround the ocean on three 
sides. The tropical belt of high pressure persists all the year 
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round, but the immense demand for air to supply the ascending 
currents over the heated land surfaces in summer causes the 
normal descending movement to be largely reinforced; hence the 
"North Altantic anticyclone" is much larger, and its circulation 
more vigorous, In summer than in winter. Again, during the 
winter months pressure is relatively high over North America, 
Western Eurasia and the Arctic regions; hence vast quantities 
of air are brought down to the surface, and circulation must be 
kept up by ascending currents over the ocean. The Atlantic 
anticyclone is, therefore, at its weakest in winter, and on its polar 
side the polar eddy becomes a trough of low pressure, extending 
roughly from Labrador to Iceland and Jan Mayen, and traversed 
by a constant succession of cyclones. The net effect of the 
surrounding land is, in fact, to reverse the seasonal variations 
of the planetary circulation, but without destroying its type. 
In the intermediate belt between the two high-pressure areas 
the meteorological equator remains permanently north of the 
geographical equator, moving between it and about is N. let. 

The part of this atmospheric circulation which is steadiest 
In its action is the trade winds, and, this is, therefore, the most 
effective in producing . drift movement of the surface waters. 
The trade winds give rise, in the region most exposed to their 
Influence, to two westward-moving drifts—the equatorial 
currents, which are separated in parts of their course by currents 
moving in the opposite direction along the equatorial belt. 
These last may be of the nature of " reaction " currents; they 
are collectively known as the equatorial counter-current. On 
reaching the South American coast, the southern equatorial 
current splits into two parts at Cape St Roque: one branch, 

Carreats 
the Brazil current, is deflected southwards and follows 

. 
the coast as a true stream current at least as far as 

the river Plate. The second branch proceeds north-westwards 
towards the West Indies, where it mingles with the waters of 
the northern equatorial; and the two drifts, blocked by the 
<-shape of the land, raise the level of the surface in the Gulf 
of Mexico, the Caribbean Sea, and in the whole area outside the 
West Indies. This congestion is relieved by what is probably 
the most rapid and most voluminous stream current in the world, 
the Gulf Stream, which runs along the coast of North America, 
separated from it by a narrow strip of cold water, the " cold 
wall," to a point off the south-east of Newfoundland. At this 
point the Gulf Stream water mixes with that from the Labrador 
current (see below), and a drift current eastwards is set up under 
the influence of the prevailing westerly winds: this is generally 
called the Gulf Stream drift. When the Gulf Stream drift 
approaches the eastern side of the Atlantic it splits into two 
parts, one going southwards along the north-west coast of Africa, 
the Canaries current, and another turning northwards and 
passing to the west of the British Isles. Most of the Canariei 
current re-enters the northern equatorial, but a certain proportion 
keeps to the African coast, unites with the equatorial return 
currents, and penetrates into the Gulf of Guinea. This last 
feature of the circulation is still somewhat obscure; it is probably 
to be accounted for by the fact that on this part of the coast the 
prevailing winds, although to a considerable extent monsoonal, 
are off-shore winds, blowing the surface waters out to sea, and 
the place of the water thus removed is filled up by water derived 
either from lower levels or from " reaction " currents. 

The movements of the northern branch of the Gulf Stream 
drift have been the object of more careful and more extended 
study than all the other currents of the ocean put together, 
except, perhaps, the Gulf Stream itself. The cruises of the 
" Porcupine " and " Lightning," which led directly to the 
despatch of the " Challenger " expedition, were altogether 
within its " sphere of influence "; so also was the great Nor-
wegian Atlantic expedition. More recently, the area has been 
further explored by the German expedition in the ss. " National, " 
the Danish " Ingolf " expedition, and the minor expeditions 
of the " Michael Sara," " Jackal," " Research," &c., and since 
scioa it has been periodically examined by the International 
Council for the Study of the Sea. Much has also been done by 
the discussion of observatioos made on board vessels belonging  

to the mercantile marine of various countries. It may now 
be taken as generally admitted that the current referred to 
breaks into three main branches. The first passes northwards, 
most of it between the Faeroe and Shetland Islands, to the coast 
of Norway, and so on to the Arctic basin, which, as Nansen has 
shown, it fills to a great depth. The second, the Irminger 
stream, passes up the west side of Iceland; and the third goes 
up the Greenland side of Davis Strait to Baffin Bay. These 
branches are separated from one another at the surface by 
currents moving southwards: one passes east of Iceland; the 
second, the Greenland current, skirts the east coast of Greenland; 
and the third, the Labrador current already mentioned, follows 
the western side of Davis Strait 

The development of the equatorial and the Brazil currents 
in the South Atlantic has already been described. On the polar 
side of the high-pressure area a west wind drift is under the 
control of the " roaring forties," and on reaching South Africa 
part of this is deflected and sent northwards along the west 
coast as the cold Benguella current which rejoins the equatorial. 
In the central parts of the two high-pressure areas there is 
practically no surface circulation. In the North Atlantic this 
region is covered by enormous banks of gulf-weed (Sargarnors 
bruciferson), hence the name Sargasso Sea. The Sargasso Sea 
is bounded, roughly, by the lines of 20°•15.  N. lat. and 4e.-75. 
W. long. 

The sub-surface circulation in the Atlantic may be regarded 
as consisting of two parts. Where surface water is banked up 
against the land, as by the equatorial and Gulf Stream drift 
currents, it appears to penetrate to very considerable depths; 
the escaping stream currents are at first of great vertical thickness 
and part of the water at their sources has a downward movement. 
In the case of the Gulf Stream, which is not much impeded by 
the land, this descending motion is relatively alight, being 
perhaps largely due to the greater specific gravity of the water; 
it ceases to be perceptible beyond about soo fathoms. On the 
European-African side the descending movement is more 
marked, partly because the coast-line is much more irregular 
and the northward current is deflected against it by the earth's 
rotation, and partly because of the outflow of salt water from 
the Mediterranean; here the movement is traceable to at least 
moo fathoms. The northward movement of water across the 
Norwegian Sea extends down from the surface to the Iceland-
Shetland ridge, where it is sharply cut off; thb lower levels of 
the Norwegian Sea are filled with ice-cold Arctic water, dose 
down to the ridge. The south-moving currents originating from 
melting ice are probably quite shallow. The second part of the 
circulation in the depth is the slow " creep " of water of very 
low temperature along the bottom. The North Atlantic being 
altogether cut off from the Arctic regions, and the vertical 
circulation being active, this movement is here practically 
non-existent; but in the South Atlantic, where communication 
with the Southern Ocean is perfectly open, Antarctic water can 
be traced to the equator and even beyond. 

The tides of the Atlantic Ocean are of great complexity. The 
tidal wave of the Southern Ocean, which sweeps uninterruptedly 
round the globe from east to west, generates a secondary wave 
between Africa and South America, which travels north at a 
rate dependent only on the depth of the ocean. With this " free" 
wave is combined a " forced " wave, generated, by the direct 
action of the sun and moon, within the Atlantic area itself. 
Nothing is known about the relative importance of these two 
waves. (H. N.D.) 

See also OCEAN AND OCEANOGRAPHY. 
ATLANTIS, AraLatms, or Artawrice, a legendary island 

in the Atlantic Ocean, first mentioned by Plato in the riffilleNS. 

Plato describes how certain Egyptian priests, in a conversation 
with Solon, represented the island as a country larger than 
Asia Minor and Libya united, and situated just beyond the 
Pillars of Hercules (Straits of Gibraltar). Beyond it lay an 
archipelago of lesser islands. According to the priests, Atlantis 
had been a powerful kingdom nine thousand years before the 
birth of Solon, and its armies had overrun the lands which 
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bordered the Mediterranean. Athens alone had withstood 
them with success. Finally the sea had overwhelmed Atlantis, 
and had thenceforward become unnavigable owing to the 
shoals which marked the spot. In the Celia, Plato adds a 
history of the ideal commonwealth of Atlantis. It is impossible 
to decide how far this legend is due to Plato's invention, and 
how far it is based on facts of which no record remains. Medieval 
writers, for whom the tale was preserved by the Arabian geo-
graphers, believed it true, and were fortified in their belief by 
numerous traditions of islands in the western sea, which offered 
various points of resemblance to Atlantis. Such in particular 
were the Greek Isles of the Blest, or Fortunate Islands, the 
Welsh Avalon, the Portuguese Antilia or Isle of Seven Cities, 
and St Brendan's island, the subject of many sagas in many 
languages. These, which are described in separate articles, 
helped to maintain the tradition of an earthly paradise which 
had become associated with the myth of Atlantis; and all 
except Avalon were marked in maps of the 54th and 55th 
centuries, and formed the object of voyages of discovery, in one 
case (St Brendan's island) until the 58th century. In early 
legends, of whatever nationality, they are almost invariably 
described in terms which closely resemble Homer's account of 
the island of the Phaeacians (Od. viii.)—a fact which may be 
an indication of their common origin in some folk-talc current 
among several races. Somewhat similar legends are those of 
the island of Brazil (q.v.), of Lyonnesse (q.e.), the sunken land 
off the Cornish coast, of the lost Breton city of Is, and of Mayda 
or Asmaide—the French Isk Verge and Portuguese Ilha Verde 
or " Green Island "—which appears in many folk-tales from 
Gibraltar to the Hebrides, and until 5853 was marked on English 
charts as a rock in 44*  48' N. and se so' W. After the Renais-
sance, with its renewal of interest in Platonic studies, numerous 
attempts were made to rationalize the myth of Atlantis. The 
island was variously identified with America, Scandinavia, the 
Canaries and even Palestine; ethnologists saw in its inhabitants 
the ancestors of the Guanchos, the Basques or the ancient 
Italians; and even in the 17th and 58th centuries the credibility 
of the whole legend was seriously debated, and sometimes 
admitted, even by Montaigne, Buffon and Voltaire. 

For the theory that Atlantis is to be identified with Crete in the 
Minoan period, see " The Lost Continent " in The Times (London) 
for the tuth of February most. See also " Dissertation sur l'Atlan. 
tide " in T. H. Martin's Etudes sur le Timie (1841). 

ATLAS, in Greek mythology, the " endurer," a son of the 
Titan Iapetus and Clymene (or Asia), brother of Prometheus. 
Homer, in the Odyssey (i. 52) speaks of him as " one who knows 
the depths of the whole sea, and keeps the tall pillars which 
hold heaven and earth asunder." In the first instance he seems 
to have been a marine creation. The pillars which he supported 
were thought to rest in the sea, immediately beyond the most 
western horizon. But as the Greeks' knowledge of the west 
increased, the name of Atlas was transferred to a hill in the 
north-west of Africa. Later, he was represented as a king of that 
district, rich in flocks and herds, and owner of the garden of the 
Hesperides, who was turned into a rocky mountain when Perseus, 
to punish him for his inhospitality, showed him the Gorgon's 
head (Ovid, Meta m. iv. 627). Finally, Atlas was explained as 
the name of a primitive astronomer, who was said to have made 
the first celestial globe (Diodorna iii. 6o). He was the father of 
the Pleiades and Hyades; according to Homer, of Calypso. In 
works of art he is represented as carrying the heavens or the 
terrestrial globe. The Farnese statue of Atlas in the Naples 
museum is well known. 

The plural form Atturres is the classical term in architecture 
for the male sculptured figures supporting a superstructure as 
in the baths at Pompeii, and in the temple at Agrigentum in 
Sicily. In 18th-century architecture half-figures of men with 
strong muscular development were used to support balconies 
(see CARYATIDES and Tatanowss). 

A figure of Atlas supporting the heavens is often found as a 
frontispiece in early collections of maps, and is said to have been 
first thus used by Mercator. The name Is hence applied to a  

volume of maps (see MAP), and similarly to a volume which 
contains a tabular conspectus of a subject, such as an atlas of 
ethnographical subjects or'anatomical plates. It is also used 
of a large size of drawing paper. 

The name " atlas," an Arabic word meaning " smooth," 
applied to a smooth cloth, is sometimes found in English, and 
is the usual German word, for " satin." 

ATLAS MOUNTAINS, the general name for the mountain 
chains running more or less parallel to the coast of North-west 
Africa. They extend from Cape Nun on the west to the Gulf 
of Gabes on the east, a distance of some r soo m. traversing 
Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia. To their south lies ;.he Saharan 
desert. The Atlas consist of many distinct ranges, but they can 
be roughly divided into two main chains: (e) the Maritime 
Atlas, i.e. the ranges overlooking the Mediterranean from Ceuta 
to Cape Bon; (s) the inner and more elevated ranges, which, 
starting from the Atlantic at Cape Gbir in Sfis, run south of the 
coast ranges and are separated from them by high plateaus, 
This general disposition is seen most distinctly in eastern Morocco 
and Algeria. The western inner ranges are the most important 
of the whole system, and in the present article are described 
first as the Moroccan Ranges. The maritime Atlas and the inner 
ranges in Algeria and Tunisia are then treated under the heading 
Eastern Ranges. 

The Moroccan Ranges.—This section of the Atlas, known to 
the inhabitants of Morocco by its Berber name, Idniren DrAren 
or the " Mountains of Mountains," consists of five distinct 
ranges, varying in length and height, but disposed more or less 
parallel to one another in a general direction from south-west 
to north-east, with a slight curvature towards the Sahara. 

1. The main range, that known as the Great Atlas, occupies 
a central position in the system, and is by far the longest and 
loftiest chain. It has an average height of over moo* ft., 
whereas the loftiest peaks in Algeria do not exceed Sono ft., 
and the highest in Tunisia are under 6coo ft. Towards the Dahra 
district at the north-east end the fall is gradual and continuous, 
but at the opposite extremity facing the Atlantic between Agadir 
and Mogador it is precipitous. Although only one or two peaks 
reach the line of perpetual snow, several of the loftiest summits 
are snowclad during the greater part of the year. The northern 
sides and tops of the lower heights are often covered with dense 
forests of oak, cork, pine, cedar and other trees, with walnuts 
up to the limit of irrigation. Their slopes enclose well-watered 
valleys of great fertility, in which the Berber tribes cultivate 
tiny irrigated fields, their houses clinging to the hill-sides. The 
southern flanks, being exposed to the hot dry winds of the Sahara, 
are generally destitute of vegetation. 

At several points the crest of the range has been deeply eroded 
by old glaciers and running waters, and thus have been formed 
a number of devious passes. The central section, culminating in 
Tizi n 'Tagharat or Tinzfir, a peak estimated at rs,000 ft. high, 
maintains a mean altitude of xr,600 ft., and from this great mass 
of schists and sandstones a number of secondary ridges radiate 
in all directions, forming divides between the rivers Drea, Sfis, 
Um-er-Rabfg, Sebfi, Mulwfya and Ghfr, which flow respectively 
to the south-west, the west, north-west, north, north-east and 
south-east. All are swift and unnavigable, save perhaps for a 
few miles from their mouths. With the exception of the Des's, 
the streams rising on the side of the range facing the Sahara do 
not reach the sea, but form marshes or lagoons at one season, 
and at another are lost in the dry soil of the desert. 

For a distance of too m. the central section nowhere presents 
any passes accessible to caravans, but south-westward two gaps 
in the range afford communication between the Tansift and 
She basins, those respectively of Gindifi and Bfbiwan. A few 
summits in the extreme south-west in the neighbourhood of Cape 
Ghir still exceed ri,coo ft., and although the steadily rising 
ground from the coast and the prominence of nearer summits 
detract from the apparent height, this is on an average greater 
than that of the European Alps. The most imposing view is 
to be obtained from the plain of Marrakesh, only some moo ft 
above sea-level, immediately north of the highest peaks. Besides 
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huge masses of old schists and sandstones, the range contains 
extensive limestone, marble, diorite, basalt and porphyry forma-
tions, while granite prevails on its southern slopes. The presence 
of enormous glaciers in the Ice Age is attested by the moraines 
at the Atlantic end, and by other indications farther east. The 
best-known passes are: (r) The Bible:an in the upper Wad Sfis 
basin (415o ft.); (z) the Ginclifi, giving access from Marrthesh 
to Tiructfult, rugged and difficult, but low; (3) the Tagharat, 
difficult and little used, eading to the Dra'a valley (11,484 ft.); 
(4) the Gliwi (7600 ft.): (5) TIM n •Tilghemt (7250 ft.), leading 
Jto Tafilet (Tallith) and the Wad Ghlr. 

a. The lower portion of the Moroccan Atlas (sometimes called 
the Middle Atlas), extending north -east and east from an 
undefined point to the north of the Great Atlas to near the 
frontier of Algeria, is crossed by the pass from Fez to Tallith. 
Both slopes are wooded, and its forests are the only parts of 
Morocco where the lion still survives. From the north this 
range, which is only partly explored, presents a somewhat 
regular series of snowy crests. 

3. The Anti-Atlas or Jebel Saghru, also known as the Lesser 
Atlas, running parallel to and south of the central range, is one 
of the least elevated chains in the system, having a mean altitude 
of not more than s000 ft., although some peaks and even passes 
exceed 6000 ft. At one point it is pierced by a gap scarcely five 
paces wide with walls of variegated marbles polished by the 
transport of goods. As to the relation of the Anti-Atlas to the 
Atlas proper at its western end nothing certain is known. 

The two more or less parallel ranges which complete the 
western system are less important:—(4) the Jebel Bani, south of 
the Anti-Atlas, a low, narrow rocky ridge with a height of 3000 ft. 
in its central parts; and (5) the Mountains of Ghaiita, north of 
the Middle Atlas, not a continuous range, but a series of broken 
mountain masses from 3000 to 3500 ft. high, to the south of Fez, 
Tam and Tlemcen. 

TM Eastern Ranges.—The eastern division of the Atlas, which 
forms the backbone of Algeria and Tunisia, is adequately known 
with the exception of the small portion in Morocco forming the 
province of Er-Rif. The lesser range, nearer the sea, known to 
the French as the Maritime Atlas, calls for little detailed notice. 
From Ceuta, above which towers Jebel Ma a--about 280* f t.— 
to Melilla, a distance of some :so m., the Rif Mountains face 
the Mediterranean, and here, as along the whole coast eastward 
to Cape Bon, many rugged rocks rise boldly above the general 
level. In Algeria the Maritime Atlas has five chief ranges, 
several mountains rising over sem ft. The Jurjura range, 
extending through Kabylia from Algiers to Bougie, contains the 
peaks of Lana Kedija (754 2  ft.), the culminating point of the 
maritime chains and Saber (6447 ft.). (See further Ammus.) 
The Mejerda range, which extends into Tunisia, has no heights 
exceeding 3700  ft. It was in these coast mountains of Algeria 
that the Romans quarried the celebrated Numidian marbles. 

The southern or main range of the Eastern division is known 
by the French as the Saharan Atlas. On its western extremity 
it is linked by secondary ranges to the mountain system of 
Morocco. The Saharan Atlas is essentially one chain, though 
known under different names: Jebel K'sur and Jebel Amur on 
the west, and Jebel Ames in the east. The central part, the 
Zkb Mountains, is of lower elevation, the Saharan Atlas reaching 
its culminating point, Jebel Sbellia (7611 ft. above the sea), in 
the Aures. This range sends a branch northward which joins the 
Mejerda range of the Maritime Atlas, and another branch runs 
south by Gafsa to the Gulf of Gabes. Here Mount Sidi All bu 
Musin reaches a height of 5700 ft., the highest point in Tunisia. 
In the Saharan Atlas the passes leading to or from the desert 
are numerous, and in most instances easy. Both in the east (at 
Batna) and the west (at AM Sefra) the mountains are traversed 
by railways, which, starting from Mediterranean seaports, take 
the traveller into the Sahara. 

History and Exploration.—The name Atlas given to these 
mountains by Europeans—but never used by the native races—
is derived from that of the mythical Greek god represented as 
carrying the globe on his shofilden, and applied to the high and  

distant mountains of the west, where At/as was supposed to 
dwell. From time immemorial the Atlas have been the home 
of Berber races, and those living in the least accessible regions 
have retained a measure of independence throughout their 
recorded history. Thus some of the mountain districts of 
Kabylia had never been visited by Europeans until the French 
military expedition of 1857. But in general the Maritime range 
was well known to the Romans. The Jebel Amur was traversed 
by the column which seized El Aghuat in zlisa, and from that 
time data the survey of the mountains. 

The ancient caravan route from Mauretania to the western 
Sudan crossed the lower Moroccan Atlas by the pass of Illghemt 
and passed through the oasis of Tallith, formerly known as 
Sajilmiss I" Sigilmassa "1, on the east side of the Anti-Atlas. 
The Moroccan system was visited, and in some instances crossed, 
by various European travellers carried into slavery by the 
Salli rovers, and was traversed by Rene Caine in 1828 on his 
journey home from Timbuktu, but the first detailedexploration 
was made by Gerhard Rohlfs in 1861-186z. Previous to that 
almost the only special report was the misleading one of Lieut. 
Washington, attached to the British embassy of 1837, who from 
insufficient data estimated the height of Mount Tagharat, to 
which he gave the indefinite name of Miltain (i.e. Mid ei-Tizns, 
" Lord of the Peaks "), as 11,40o ft. instead of about 15,000 ft. 

In 1871 the first scientific expedition, consisting of Dr (after-
wards Sir) J. D. Hooker, Mr John Ball and Mr G. Maw, explored 
the central part of the Great Atlas with the special object of 
investigating its flora and determining its relation to that of the 
mountains of Europe. They ascended by the Ait Mizan valley 
to the Tagharat pass (11,484 ft.), and by-the Amami: valley to 
the summit of Jebel Tezah (12,973 ft.). In the Tagharat pass 
Mr Maw was the only one of the party who reached the water-
shed; but from Jebel Tezah a good view was obtained south-
ward across the great valley of the Sus to the Anti-Atlas, which 
appeared to be from g000.to 10,000 ft. high. Dr Oskar Lena 
in s879-188o surveyed a part of the Great Atlas north of Tim-
dant, determined a pass south of Iligh in the Anti-Atlas, and 
penetrated thence across the Sahara to Timbuktu. He was 
followed in 1883-1884 by Vicomte Ch. de Foucauld, whose ex-
tensive itineraries include many districts that had never before 
been visited by any Europeans. Such were parts of the first and 
middle ranges, crossed once; three routes over the Great Atlas, 
which was, moreover, followed along both flanks for nearly its 
whole length; and six journeys across the .Anti-Atlas, with 
a general survey of the foot of this range and several passages 
over the Jebel Bani. Then came Joseph Thomson, who explored 
some of the central parts, and made the highest ascent yet 
achieved, that of Mount Likimt, 23,150 ft., but broke little new 
ground, and failed to cross the main range (x888); and Walter 
B. Harris, who explored some of the southern slopes and crossed 
the Atlas at two points during his expedition to Tafflhlt in age. 
In rem and again in rgos the marquis de Segonzac, a Frenchman, 
made extensive journeys in the Moroccan ranges. He crossed 
the Great Atlas in its central section, explored its southern 
border, and, in part, the Middle and Anti-Atlas ranges. A 
member of his expeditions, de Flotte Rocquevaire, made a 
triangulation of part of the western portion of the main Atlas, 
his labours affording a basis for the co-ordination of the work 
of previous explorers. (See also MOROCCO, ALGERIA, Tunisia 
and SAHARA.) 

AUT HOW In.—NS:01T! te Ch. de Foucauld,Riewsnitasancean MOIOC 
1883-1884 (Paris, 1888, almost the sole authority for the geography 
of the Atlas; his book gives the result of careful surveys. and is 
illustrated with a good collection of maps and sketches); Hooker. 
Ball and Maw. Morocco asd the Great Atlas (London, ten, a most 
valuable contribution, always scientific and trustworthy, especially 
as to botany and geolo Joseph Thomson, Travels in the Atlas 
and Southern Morocco (London n 1889. valuable geographical and 
geological data): Louis Lentil. Mission de Segonsac,&c. (Paris. 1906; 
the author was geologist to the 1505 expedition): Gerhard Rohlfs, 
Adventures in Morocco (London, 1874); Walter B. Harris, TOM. 
a Journey of Exploration in the Atlas Mountains, &c. (London, 1895), 
full of valuable information; Budgett Meakin, The Land of die 
Moors (London, :gm 1, first and last chapters: Dr Oskar Lear, 
Timbuktu: Raise dards Marotta, vol. i.  (Leipzig, 1884)- 
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ATMOLYSIS (Gr. &root, vapour; Mar, to loosen), a term 

invented by Thomas Graham to denote the separation of a 
mixture of gases by taking advantage of their different rates of 
diffusion through a porous septum or diaphragm (see Dirrostox). 

ATMOSPHERE (Gr. depot, vapour; erdaien, a sphere), the 
acriform envelope encircling the earth; also the envelope of a 
particular gas or gases about any solid or liquid. Meteorological 
phenomena seated more directly in the atmosphere obtained 
early recognition; thus Hesiod, in his Works and Days, speculated 
on the origin of winds, ascribing them to the heating effects of 
the sun on the air. Ctesibius of Alexandria, Hero and others, 
founded the science of pneumatics on observations on the 
physical properties of air. Anaximenea made air the primordial 
substance, and it was one of the Aristotelian elements. A direct 
proof of its material nature was given by Galileo, who weighed 
a copper ball containing compressed air. 

Before the development of pneumatic chemistry, air was 
regarded as a distinct chemical unit or element. The study of 
calcination and combustion during the 17th and rilth centuries 
crimihated in the discovery that air consists chiefly of a mix-
ture of two gases, oxygen and nitrogen. Cavendish, Priestley, 
Lavoisier and others contributed to this result. Cavendish 
made many analyses: from more than sea determinations of 
air in winter and summer, in wet and clear weather, and in town 
and country, he discerned the mean composition of the atmo-
sphere to be, oxygen 2o-833 % and nitrogen 79.167 % The 
same experimenter noticed the presence of an inert gas, in very 
minute amount ; this gas, afterwards investigated by Rayleigh 
and Ramsay, is now named argon (q.v.). 

The constancy of composition shown by repeated analyses of 
atmospheric air led to the view that it was a chemical compound 
of nitrogen and oxygen; but there was no experimental con-
firmation of this idea, and all observations tended to the view 
that it is simply a mechanical mixture. Thus, the gases are not 
present in simple multiples of their combining weights; atmo-
spheric air results when oxygen and nitrogen are mixed in the 
prescribed ratio, the mixing being unattended by any manifesta-
tion of energy, such as is invariably associated with a chemical 
action; the gases may be mechanically separated by atmolysis, 
i.e. by taking advantage of the different rates of diffusion of the 
two gases; the solubility of air in water corresponds with the 
" law of partial pressures," each gas being absorbed in amount 
proportional to its pressure and .coefficient of absorption, and 
oxygen being much more soluble than nitrogen (in the ratio of 
-04114 to -owns at o°); sir expelled from water by boiling is 
always richer in oxygen. 

Various agencies are at work tending to modify the composition 
of the atmosphere, but these so neutralize each other as to leave 
it practically unaltered. Minute variations, however, do occur. 
Bunsen analysed fifteen examples of air collected at the same 
place at different times, and found the extreme range in the 
percentage of oxygen to be from 20-97 to 20.84. Regnault, 
from analyses of the air of Paris, obtained a variation of 20-999 
to 20.913; country air varied from 20 903 to 21.000; while air 
taken from over the Sea showed an extreme variation of 20.940 
to ro-Sso. Angus Smith determined London air to vary in 
oxygen content from 20.857 to 2o•95, the air in parks and open 
spaces showing the higher percentage; Glasgow air showed 
similar results, varying from 2o-887 in the strata to 20-929 in 
open spaces. 

In addition to nitrogen and oxygen, there are a number of 
other gases and vapours generally present in the atmosphere. 
01 these, argon and its allies were the last to be definitely isolated. 
Carbon dioxide is invariably present, as was inferred by Dr 
David Macbride (1726-1778) of Dublin in 1764, but in a pro-
portion which is not absolutely constant; it tends to increase 
at night, and during dry winds and fogs, and it is greater in 
towns than in the country and on land than on the sea. Water 
vapour is always present; the amount is determined by instru-
ments termed hygrometers (q.s.). Ozone (q.s.) occurs, in an 
amount supposed to be associated with the development of 
atmospheric electricity (lightning, Az.); this amount varies  

with the seasons, being a maximum in spring, and decreasing 
through summer and autumn to a minimum in winter. Hydrogen 
dioxide occurs in a manner closely resembling ozone. Nitric 
add and lower nitrogen oxides are present, being formed by 
electrical discharges, and by the oxidation of atmospheric 
ammonia by ozone. The amount of nitric acid varies from 
place to place; rain-water, collected in the country, has been 
found to contain an average of o•s parts in a million, but town 
rain-water contains more, the greater amounts being present 
in the more densely populated districts. Ammonia is also 
present, but in very varying amounts, ranging from 135 to a-it 
parts (calculated as carbonate) in a million parts of air. Ammonia 
is carried back to the soil by means of rain, and there plays an 
important part in providing nitrogenous matter which is after-
wards assimilated by vegetable life. 

The average volume compositional the gasesof the atmosphere 
may be represented (in parts per so,coo) as follows:—

Oxygen 	. . . 2o65.94 Ozone . . . 	o-ors 
Nitrogen . . . 7711•6o Aqueous vapour 140-00 
Argon_ . 	. 	79-oo Nitric acid . . 	0-01 
Carbon   . 	3-36 Ammonia . . 0.005 

In addition to these gases, there are always present in the 
atmosphere many micro-organisms or bacteria (see Bacresa-
moor); another invariable constituent is dust (q.v.), which 
plays an important part in meteorological phenomena. 

Reference should be made to the articles Baecoursa, CLINKER 
and METEOROLOGY for the measurement and variation of the 
pressure of the atmosphere, and the discussion of other properties. 

ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY. 1. It was not until the 
middle of the 18th century that experiments due to Benjamin 
Franklin showed that the electric phenomena of the atmosphere 
are not fundamentally different from those produced in the 
laboratory. For the next century the rate of progress was slaw, 
though the ideas of Volta in Italy and the instrumental devices of 
Sir Francis Ronalds in England merit recognition. The inven-
tion of the portable electrometer and the water-dropping elect:0- 
graph by Lord Kelvin in the middle of the 19th century, and the 
greater definiteness thus introduced into observational results, 
were notable events. Towards the end of the rpth century came 
the discovery made by W. Lines (G) 1  and by J. Rlster and IL 
Geitel (7) that even the most perfectly insulated conductors lose 
their charge, and that this loss depends on atmospheric condi-
tions. Hard on this came the recognition of the fact that freely 
charged positive and negative ions are always present in the 
atmosphere, and that a radioactive emanation can be collected. 
Whilst no small amount of observational work has been done in 
these new branches of atmospheric electricity, the science has 
still not developed to a considerable extent beyond preliminary 
stages. Observations have usually been limited to a portion of 
the year, or to a few hours of the day, whilst the results from 
different stations differ much in details. It is thus difficult to 
form a judgment as to what has most claim to acceptance as the 
general law, and what may be regarded as local or exceptional. 

1. Manila: GradieeL—In dry weather the electric potential in 
the atmosphere is normally positive relative to the earth, and 
increases with the height. The existence of earth evirreass (q.v.) 
shows that the earth, strictlyspeaking, is not all at one potential, 
but the natural differences of potential between points on the 
earth's surface a mile apart are insignificant -compared to the 
normal potential difference between the earth and a point one 
foot above it. What is aimed at in ordinary observations al 
atmospheric potential is the measurement of the difference of 
potential between the earth and a point a given distance above it, 
or of the difference of potential betweeen two points in the same 
vertical line a given distance apart. Let • conductor, say a 
metallic sphere, be supported by • metal rod of negligible 
electric capacity whose other end is earthed. As the whole 
conductor must be at zero (i.e. the earth's) potential, there must 
be an induced charge on the sphere, producing at its centre a 
potential equal but of opposite sign to what world exist at the 
same spot in free air. This neglects any charge in the air 

'Sea shahasities below. 
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displaced by the sphere, and assutnes a statical state of condi-
tions and that the conductor itself exerts no disturbing influence. 
Suppose now that the sphere's earth connexion is broken and 
that it is carried withou loss of charge inside a building at zero 
potential. If its potential as observed there is -V (volts), then 
the potential of the air at the spot occupied by the sphere was 
+V. This method in one shape or another has been often 
employed. Suppose next that a fixed insulated conductor is 
somehow kept at the potential of the air at a given point, then the 
measurement of its potential is equivalent to a measurement of 
that of the air. This is the basis of a variety of methods. In the 
earliest the conductor was represented by long metal wires, 
supported by silk or other insulating material, and left to pick 
up the air's potential. The addition of sharp points was a step in 
advance; but the method hardly became a quantitative one 
until the sharp points were replaced by a flame (fuse, gas, lamp), 
or by a liquid jet breaking into drops. The matter leaving the 
conductor, whether the products of combustion or the drops of 
a liquid, supplies the means of securing equality of potential 
between the conductor and the air at the spot where the matter 
quits electrical connexion with the conductor. Of late years 
the function of the collector is discharged in some !onus of 
apparatus by a salt of radium. Of flame collectors the two best 
'known are Lord Kelvin's portable electrometer with a fuse, or 
F. Eames gold leaf electroscope in conjunction with an oil lamp 
or gas flame. Of liquid collectors the representative is Lord 
Kelvin's water-dropping electrograph; while Benndorf's is the 
form of radium collector that has been most used. It cannot be 
said that any one form of collector is superior all round. Flame 
collectors blow out in high winds, whilst water-droppers are apt 
to get frozen in winter. At first sight the balance of advantages 
seems to lie with radium. But while gaseous products and even 
falling water are capable of modifying electrical conditions in 
their immediate neighbourhood, the " infection " produced by 
radium is more insidious, and other drawbacks present them-
selves in practice. It requires a radium salt of high radioactivity 
to be at all comparable in effectiveness with a good water-dropper. 
Experiments by F. Linke (8) indicated that a water-dropper 

there are external buildings or trees sufficiently near to influence 
the potential. It is thus futile to compare 

 
he absolute voltages 

met with at two stations, unless allowance 
 

an be made for the 
influence of the environment With a view 

 
o this, it has become 

inaeasingly common of late years to publish not the voltages 
actually observed, but values deduccd from them for the 
potential graclient in the open in volts per metre. Observa- 
tions are made at a given height over level open ground near the 
observatory, and a comparison with the simultaneous results 
from the self-recording electrograph enables the records from the 
latter to be expressed as potential gradients in the open. In the 
case, however, of many observatories, especially as regards the 
older records, no data for reduction exist; further, the reduction 
to the open is at best only an approximation, the success attend- 
ing which probably varies considerably at different stations. 
This is one of the reasons why in the figures for the annual and 
diurnal variations in Tables L, IL and III., the potential has been 
expressed as percentages of its mean value for the year or the day. 
In most cases the environment of a collector is not absolutely 
invariable. If the shape of the equipotential surfaces near it is 
influenced by trees, shrubs or grass, their influence will vary 
throughout the year. In winter the varying depth of snow may 
exert an appreciable effect. There are sources of uncertainty 
in the instrument itself. Unless the insulation is perfect, the 
potential recorded falls short of that at the spot where the radium 
is placed or the water jet breaks. The action of the collector is 
opposed by the leakage through imperfect insulation, or natural 
dissipation, and this may introduce a fictitious element into the 
apparent annual or diurnal variation. The potentials that have 
to be dealt with are often hundreds and sometimes thousands of 
volts, and insulation troubles are more serious than is generally 
appreciated. When a water jet serves as collector, the pressure 
under which it issues should be practically constant. If the 
pressure alters as the water tank empties, a discontinuity occurs 
in the trace when the tank is refilled, and a fictitious element may 
be introduced into the diurnal variation. When rain or snow is 
falling, the potential frequently changes rapidly. These changes 
are often too rapid to be satisfactorily dealt with by an ordinary 

TABLE I.—Anneal Variation Potential Gradient. 

Place and Period. Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Kararjok (10), 1 903-1 904 	• 	• 

	

Sodankyla (31), 1882-1643. 	. 
Potsdam (9). 1 904 	• 	• 	• 
Kew (12), 1898-1 904 	• 	• 
Greenw ich (13), 1893-1894. 1396  
Florence (14). 1883-1886 	. 	 . 

	

Perpignan (15), 1886-1868 . 	. 
Lisbon (16), 1884-1886 	. 
Tokyo (17), 1897-1898,1600-190/ 
Batavia (18)(2 m.). 188 7 -1890  • 

„ 	(7. 8 cn) 1890-1895 	. 
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having a number of fine holes, or having a fine jet under a con-
siderable pressure, picks up the potential in about a tenth of the 
time required by the ordinary radium preparation protected by a 
glass tube. These fine jet droppers with a mixture of alcohol and 
water have proved very effective for balloon observations. 

3. Before considering observational data, it is expedient to 
mention various sources of uncertainty. Above the level plain of 
absolutely smooth surface, devoid of houses or vegetation, the 
equipotential surfaces under normal conditions would be strictly 
horizontal, and if we could determine the potential at one metre 
above the ground we should have a definite, measure of the 
potential gradient at the earth's surface. The presence, how-
ever, of apparatus or observers upsets the conditions, while above 
uneven ground or near a tree or a building the equipotential 
surfaces cease to be horizontal. In an ordinary climate a building 
seems to be practically at the earth's potential; near its walls the 
equipotential surfaces are highly inclined, and near the ridges 
they may lie very close together. The height of the walls in the 
various observatories, the height of the collectors, and the 
distance they project from the wall vary largely, and sometimes 

e ectrometer, and they sometimes leave hardly a trace on the 
photographic paper. Again rain dripping from exposed parts 
of the apparatus may materially affect the record. It is thus 
customary in calculating diurnal inequalities either to take no 
account of days on which there is an appreciable rainfall, or else 
to form separate tables for " dry "or " fine " days and for " all " 
days. Speaking generally, the exclusion of days of rain and of 
negative potential comes pretty much to the same thing, and the 
presence or absence of negative potential is not infrequently 
the criterion by reference to which days are rejected or are 
accepted as normal. 

4. The potential gradient near the ground varies with the season 
of the year and the hour of the day, and is largely dependent on the 
weather conditions. it is thus difficult to form even a rough estimate 
of the mean value at any place unless hourly readings exist, extend-
ing over the whole or the greater part of a year. It is even some. 
what precipitate to assume that a mean value deduced from a single 
year is fairly representative of average conditions. At Potsdam, 
G. LUdeling (9) found for the mean value for 1904 in volts per metre 
242. At Ka tasjok in the extreme north of Norway G. C. Simpson (10) 
in 1903-19o4 obtained 139. At KremsmOnster for woe P. B. Zolss(1 1) 
gives 98. At Kew (12) the mean for individual years from .1898 to 
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too; varied from 141 in tom to t s 5899. the ate= from the 
seven ,eats combined being 159. The large difference between 
the means obtained at Potsdam and Kresnsmanster, as compared 
to the comparative similarity between the results for Kew and 
Karasjok, suggests that the mean value of the potential gradient 
may be much more dependent on kxal conditions than on difference 
of latitude. 

At any single station potential gradient has a wide range of 
values. The largest positive and negative values recorded are met 
with during disturbed weather. During thunderstorms the record 
from an electrograph shows large sudden excursions, the trace usually 
going off the sheet with every flash of lightning when the thunder 
is near. Exactly.  what the potential changes amount to under such 
circumstances it is impmible to say; what the trace shows depends 
largely on the type of electrometer. Large rapid changes are also 
met with in the absence of thunder during heavy rain or snow fall. 

In England the largest values of a sufficiently steady character to 
be shown correctly by an ordinary electrograph occur during winter 
kV. At such times gradients of +goo or +5oo volts per metre Me 
by no means unusual- at Kew, and voltages of 7oo or boo are occa-
sionally met with. 

5. Annual Variatios.—Table 1. gives the annual variation of the 
potential gradient at a number al stations arranged according to 
latitude. the mean value for the whole year being taken in each case 
as zoo. Kazasjok as already mentioned is in the extreme north of 
Norway (30a•  17' N.): Sodankyli was the Finnish station of the 
international polar year t332-11333. At Batavia, which is near the 
equator (6° it' S.) the annual variation MIDI somewhat irregular. 
Further, the results obtained with the water-dropper at two heights 
—viz. 2 and 7.8 metres—differ notably. At all the other stating's 
the difference between summer and winter months is conspicuous. 
From die European data one would be disposed to conclude that 

TABLE IL—Dim:sal Varian:1n Poteatial Gradient. 

Station. ICarasjok. SodankylL Kew ( 9, 12). Greenwich. Florence. Perpignan. Lisbon. Tokyo. Batavia. H Calileo).  

Period. tcp3-4. 0332-83. 1362- 
1 864. 

180- 
1 904. 

._ 
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TABLE III.—Dinntal Variation Potential Gradient. 

Station. Karasjok Sodankyll. Kew. Greenwich. ' Bureau Central (21). 
Eiffel 

Tower(21) ivan  CZ"' 
, , 

rerPg 

, 
Batavia- 
(a m.) 

Period. 1933-4. 1882-83. 1898-1 964. 1 894 and '96. 1 894-99. 1896-98. 1 885-95. 1887-go. 
tfinter. Summer. Winter. Sumner. Winter. Equine:. Selmer. Winter. Sammy. Winter. Steamer. Sommer. Whew. Swam:. Wirer. 
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the variation throughout the year diminishes as one approaches the 
equator. It is decidedly less at Perpignan and Lidon than at 
Potsdam, Kew and Greenwich, but nowhere is the seasonal difference 
more conspicuous than at Tokyo, which is south of Lisbon. 

At the temperate stations the maximum occurs near mid-winter; 
In the Arctic it seems deferred towards spring. 

6: Dismal Variation.—Table II. gives the mean diurnal variation 
for the whole year at a number of stations arranged in order of 
latitude, the mean from the re hourly values being taken as too. 
The data are some from " all " days, some from " quiet," " fine " 
or "dry" days. The height. h, and the distance from the wall, I. 
where the potential is measured are given in metres when known. 
In most cases two distinct maxima and minima occur in the 24 
hours. The principal maximum is usually found in the evening 
between 8 and so rm., the principal minimum in the morning from 
3 to 5 am. At some stations the minimum in the afternoon is in- 
distinctly shown, but at Tokyo and Batavia it is much more con-
spicuous than the morning minimum. 

7. In Table III. the diurnal inequality is shown for " winter" 
and " summer " respectively. In all cases the mean value for the 

24 hours 

via; May to 

is taken as 
too. By " summer " 

Pffe 	 is meant AM: Sep- 21 

Summer. no
Tower ' 

agrAlliii Greenwich 
sad  sallYtisi:  

WO 	 MO 	
&Fist at 

Kew, Bureau Central 

VIII and Perpan; and 

jok. " Winter " in- 
Mayo July at Karas- 

Amer Cmtml 
(Paris), Eiff

ignel 
 Tower 

eludes October to 
March at Sodankyla, 
Greenwich and Bata-
via; November to 
February at Kew and 

kw Bureau Central; 
tresasese 1 
.

,so November to January  uary
go 

all3ectry einaraselir P:Iildrn'eannii. 
Mean results from 

_ 

Mardi. April, Septem- ce 
Sri IN . }Inc:.  aanrde  October ;rot 

" Equinox:" 
At Batavia the 

06 difference 	between 

8.. II ilf
illiallil . winter and summer is 

comparatively small. 
Elsewhere there is a 

Irenweaes• 	 " tendencyforthedouble Presaaft 	 period, usually so pro- 
minent in summer, to 
become less pro- 
nounced in winter, the 
afternoon minimum 
tending to disappear. 

Even in summer the double period is not prominent in the arctic 
climate of Karasjok or on the top of the Eiffel Tower. The diurnal 
variation in summer at the latter station is shown graphically in the 
top curve of fig. I. It presents a remarkable resemblance to the 
adjacent curve, which gives the diurnal variation at mid-winter at the 
Bureau Central. The resemblance between these curves is much 
closer than that between the Bureau Central's own winter and 
summer curves. All three Paris curves show three peaks, the first 
and third representing the ordinary forenoon and afternoon maxima. 
In summer at the Bureau Central the intermediate peak nearly dis- 
appears in the profound afternoon depression, but it is still recogniz- 
able. This three•peaked curve is not wholly peculiar to Paris, being 
seen, for instance, at Lisbon in summer. • The December and June 

WIMP 	 MO 

curves for Kew are good examples of the ordinary natured stip met.. 
enee :etween midwinter and midsummer. The afternoon unman s. at 
Kew gradually deepensas m idsummer a pommies. Simultaneous:, the 
forenoon max occurs earlier and the afternoon maximum Woe 
in the day. The two last curves in the diagram contrast the diurnal 
variation at I in potential gradient and in barometric pressure 
for the year as a whole. Tbe somewhat remarkable resemblance 
between the d variation for the two element., first remarked on 
by 13. Everett (19), is of intesest in connexion with teaent theoretical 
conclusions by J. P. Elmer and H. F. K. Geitel and by H. Ebert. 

In the potential curves of the diagram the ordinates represent the 
hourly values expressed—as in Tables 11. and III.—as percentages 
of the mean value for the day. If this be overlooked, a wrong an-
press on may be derived as to the absolute amplitudes of the changes. 
The Kay curves, for instance, might suggest that the range (maximum 
less minimum hourly value) was larger in June than in December. 
In reality the December range was 82, the June only 57 volts; but 

 the man value of the potential was 243 in December as against :it 
in June. So again, in the case of the Paris curves, the absolute value 
of the diurnal range in summer was much greater for the Eiffel 
Tower than for the Bureau Mural, but the mean voltage was me 
at the former station and only :34 at the latter. 

8. Fourier Coefficients.—Diurnal inequalities such as those of 
Tables II. and III. and intended to eliminate irregular changes, but 
they also to some extent eliminate regular changes if the hours of 
maxima and minima or the character of the diurnal variation alter 
throughout the year. The alteration that takes place in the regular 
diurnal inequality throughout the year is best seen by analysing it 
Into a Fourier series of the type 

es sin 0+Q +4 sin (21-1•40 -1-e, an (31+ al) +4 sin (414-ar) -I-. • • 
where I denotes time counted from (local) midnight, ch tr. ca, 
are the amplitudes of the component harmonic waves of periods 
24, 12, 8 and 6 hours; a,, as, as, as, are the corresponding phase 
angles. One hour of time I is counted as 15°, anda delay of one hour 
in the time of maximum answers to a diminution of 15* in a s, of 3• 
in as, and so on. If al, say, varies much throughout the year, or 
if the ratios of es, es, 	to el; vary much, then a diurnal inequality 
derived from a whole year, or from a season composed of several 
months, represents a mean curve arising from the superposition of 
a number of curves, which differ in shape and in the pos i tions of 
their maxima and minima. The result, if considered alone, in-
evitably leads to an underestimate of the average amplitude of the 

rritt
diurnal variation. 
also desirable to have an idea of the use of the irregular 

changes which vary from one day to the next. On stormy days. as 
already mentioned, the irregular changes hardly admit of satis- 
factory treatment. Even on the quietest days ,regular changes 
are always numerous and often large. 

Table IV. aims at giving a summary of the several phenomena 
for a single station, Kew, on electrically quiet days. The first line 
gives the mean value of the potential gradient, the second the mean 
WOMBS of the largest over the smallest hourly value on individual 
days. The hourly values are derived from smoothed curves, the 
object being to get the mean ordinate for a 6o-minute period. If 
the actual crests of the excursions had been measured the figures 
in the second line would have been even larger. The third line gives 
the range of the regular diurnal inequality, the next four lines the 
amplitudes of the first four Fourier waves into which the regular 
diurnal inequality has been analysed. These mean values, ranges 
and amplitudes are all measured in volts per metre (in the open). 
The last four lines of Table IV. give the phase angles of the first 
four Fourier waves. 

It will be noticed that the difference between the greatest and 
least hourly values is, in all but three winter months, actually 
larger than the mean value of the potential gradient for the day; 
it bears to the range of the regular diurnal inequality a ratio vary-
ing from 2.0 in May to 3.6 in November. 

At midwinter the 24-hour term is the largest, but near midsummer 
it is small compared to the 12-hour term. The 24.hour term is very 
variable both as regards its amplitude and its phase angle (and so 

OWINNICIOrtg4 
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TABLE IV.—Absoluse Potential Data at Kew (12). 
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its hour of maximum). The 13-hour term is much less variabk, 
espethay as regards its phase angle; its amplitude shows distinct 
...Ana near the equinoxes. That the 8-hour and 6-hour waves, 
elioigh small near midsummer, represent more than mere accidental 
&regularities, seems a safe inference from the regularity apparent 
in the annual variation of their phase angles. 

9. Table V. gives some data for the 24-hour and 12-hour Fourier 
coefficients, which will serve to illustrate the diversity between 
different stations. In this table, unlike Table IV., amplitudes are 
all expressed as decimals of the mean value of the potential gradient 
for the corresponding season. " Winter " memos generally the four 
midwinter, and " summer " the four midsummer, months; but at 
Karasjok three, and at Knunsnffinster six, months are included in 
each season. The results for the Sonnblick are derived from a 
comparatively small number of days in August and September. 
At Potsdam the data represent the arithmetic means derived 
from the Fourier analysis for the individual months comprising 
the season. The 0162-1864 data from Kew—due to_j. D. 
Everett (19)—are based on "all" days; the others, 	ICaras- 
jok to some extent, represent electrically quiet days. 	cause 
PI the large difference between the - two sets of data for ei at 

TABLE V.—Fourier Series Ampliftaies and Phase A 

Kew is uncertain. The potential gradien is in all cases lower in 
summer than winter, and thus the reduction in e, in summer would 
appear even larger than in Table V. if the results were expressed in 
absolute measure. At Karasjok and Kremsmanster the seasonal 
variation in 5, seems comparatively small, but at Potsdam and the 
Bureau Central it is as large as at Kew. Also, whilst the winter 
values of a, are fairly similar at the several stations the summer 
values are widely different. Except at Karasjok, where the diurnal 
changes seem somewhat irregular. the relative amplitude of the 
12-hour term is considerably greater in summer than in winter. The 
values of as  at the various stations differ comparatively little, and 
show but little seasonal change. Thus the 12-hour term has a much 
greater uniformity than the 24-hour term. This possesses signifi-
cance in connexion with the view, supported by A- B. Chauveau (21). 
F. Exner (24) and others, that the 12-hour term is largely if not 
entirely a local phenomenon, due to the action of the lower atmo-
spheric strata, and tending to disappear even in summer at high 
altitudes. Exeter attributes the double daily maximum, which is 
largely a consequence of the it-hour wave, to a thin layer near the 
ground, which in the early afternoon absorbs the solar radiation of 
shortest wave length. This layer he believes specially characteristic 
of arid dusty regions, while comparatively non-existent in moist 
climates or where foliage is luxuriant. In support of his theory 
Exner states that he has found but little trace of thedouble maximum 
and minimum in Ceylon and elsewhere. C. Nordmann (25) describes 
some similar results which he obtained in Algeria during August and 
September 1905. His station. Philippeville, is close to the shores 
of the Mediterranean, and ma breezes persisted during the day. 
The diurnal variation showed only a single maximum and minimum. 
between 5 and 6 e. u. and 4 and 5 A. M. respectively. So again. a few 
days' observations on the top of Mont Blanc (4810 metres) by 
le Cadet (26) in August and September 1902, showed only a single 
period, with maximum between 3 and 4 r. se., and minimum about 
3 A.M. Chauveau points to the reduction in the 12-hour term as 
compared to the 24-hour term on the Eiffel Tower, and infers the 
practical disappearance of the former at no great height. The close 
approach in the values for 0 in Table V. from the Bureau Central 
and the Eiffel Tower. and the reductional es at the latter station, are 
unquestionably significant facts: but the summer value for Cl at 
ICarasjok—a low level station—is nearly as small as that at the 
Eiffel Tower, and notably smaller than that at the Sonnblick (5too 
metres). Again, Kew is surrounded by a large park, not devoid of 
trees, and hardly the place where Exner's theory would suggest a 
large value for es. and yet the summer value of es at Kew is the 
largest in Table V. • 

to. Observations on mountain tops generally show high potentials 
near the ground. This only means that the equlpotentlal surfaces 
are crowded together, just as they are near the ridge of a house. 
To ascertain how the increase in the voltage varies as the height 
in the free atmosphere increases, it is necessary to employ lots 
or balloons. At small heights Eimer (27) has employed captive 
balloons, provided with a burning fuse, and carrying a wire con-
nected with an electroscope on the ground. He found the gradient  

nearly uniform for heights up to 30 to 40 metres above the ground. 
At peat heights free balloons seem necessary. The balloon carries 
two collectors a given vertical distance apart. The potential differ-
ence between the two is recorded, and the potential gradient is thus 
found. Some of the earliest balloon observations made the gradient 
increase with the height, but such a result is now regarded as 
aboonnal. A balloon may leave the earth with a charge, or become 
charged through discharge of ballast. These possibilities may not 
have been sufficiently mailed at first. Among the most important 
balloon observations are those by be Cadet (I) F. Linke (lin) and 
H. Gerdien (29). The following are samples from a number of days' 
results, given in le Cadet's book. i is theheight in metres, P the 
gradient in volts per metre. 

824 830 toflo 1253 1290 17451940 2080 2310 2520 
Auff.9. 18931 p 37 e 43 41 42 34 2 21 18 16 

Se9.1 1297 "40 1326  1630 1914 2370 2786 3136 3364 3912 40ails 
4 

e-  43 38

l 

 33 23 22 21 1

4

9 19 14 1,3 

The.  ground value on the last occasion was 15o. From observations 
during twelve balloon ascents, Linke concludes that below the 
Ism-metre level there are numerous sources of disturbance, the 

neer. gradient at any give(' Might varying much 
from day to day and hour to hour; but at 
greater heights there is much more uni-
formity. At heights from isoo to Moo 
metres his observations agreed well with 
the formula 

dVfifis ..34-0•0136 
V denoting the potential, k the height in 
metres. The formula makes the gradient 
diminish from 25 volts per metre at i5oo 
metres height to lo volts per metre at 
4000 metres. Linke's mean value for 
dl /di at the ground was 125. Accepting 
Linke'. formula, the potential at moo 
metres is 43.750 volts higher than at Ism 
metres. If the mean of the gradients 

observed at the ground and at !so° metres be taken as an approxi- 
mation to the mean value of the gradient throughout the lowest-25m 
metres of the atmosphere, we find for the potential at Isoo metres 
level 112,5o0 volts. Thus at goo° metres the potential seems of 
the order of tso,000 volts. Bearing this in mind, one can readily 
imagine how close together the equipotential surfaces must he 
near the summit of a high there mountain peak. 

t i. At most stations a negative potential gradient isexceptional. 
unless during rain or thunder. During rain the potential is usually - 
but not always negative, and frequent alternations of sign are not 
uncommon. In some localities, however. negative potential gradient 
is by no means uncommon, at least at some seasons, in the absence 
of rain. At Madras, Marie Smith (30) often observed nem- live 
potential during bright August  betztrt Septirber days The trio. 

 and noon merlon teas 
westerly winds, 

quite common
fandadras are92suallAyjiv•ery dry and dual! 

At Sodankyla. in 1882-1883, K. S. Lemstnim and F. C. Bice (31) 
found that out of 255 observed occurrences of negative potential. 
toil took place in the absence of rain or snow. The proportion of 
occurrences of negative potential under a clear sky was much above 
its average in autumn. At Sodankyla rain or snowfall was often 
unaccompanied by change of sign in the potential. At the polar 
station Godthaab (32) in 1882-1883,, negative potential seemed some-
times associated with aurora (see .Auamta Poutaze). 

Lenard, Elster and Geitel, and others have found the potential 
gradient negative near waterfalls, the influence sometimes extending 
to a considerable distance. Lenard (33) found that when pure water 
falls upon water the neighbouring arc takes a negative charge. 
Kelvin, Maclean and Galt (34) found the effect greatest in the air 
near the level of impact. A sensible effect remained, however, after 
the influence of splashing was eliminated. Kelvin. Maclean and Galt 
regard this property of falliny6water as an objection to the use of a 
water-dropper indoors, thoug not of practical importance when it 
is used out of doors. 

12. Elster and Geitel (35) have measured the charge carried by 
raindrops falling into an insulated vessel. Owing.  to observational 
difficulties, the exact measure of success attained Is a little difficult 
to gauge, but it seems fairly certain that raindrops usually carry a 
charge. Elster and Geitel found the sign of the charge often fluctuate 
repeatedly during a single rain storm, but it seemed more often than 
not opposite to that of the simultaneous potential gradient. Gerdien 
has more recently repeated the experiments. em ppates 
devised by him for the purpose. It has beenPi  found by apparatus  C. T.

ra 
 R 

Wilson (36) that a vessel in which freshly fallen rain or snow has been 
evaporated to dryness shows radioactive properties lasting for • 
few hours. The results obtained from equal weights of rain and snow 
seem of the same order. 

t5. W, Lino (6) found that an insulated conductor chargedeitber 
positively or negatively lost its charge in the free atmosphere; the 
potential V after time 1 being connected with its initial value V. 
by a formula of the type V ar where a is constant. This was 
confirmed by Elster and Geitel (7), whose form of dissipation appa-
ratus has been employed in most recent work. The percentage et the 
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charge erldr-h is dimipeted per minute is usually denoted by a. or 
a- according to its lige. The mean of a. and a- is usually de 
noted by at or Imply by a while g is employed for the ratio 
Some observers when giving mean values take 2(a /11.) as tb 
mean value of q, while others take Z(a-P2(a..). The Elster and 
Geitel apparatus is furnished with a cover, serving to protect the 
dissipater from the direct action of rain, wind or sunlight. It is 
usual to observe with this cover on. but some observer*. P.& 
A. Gockel, have made long aeries of observations without it. The 
loss of charge is due to more than one cause. and it is difficult to 
attribute an absolutely definite meaning even to 
results obtained with tbe cover on. Gackel (37) says 
that the results he obtained without the cover when 
divided by 3 are fairly comparabk with those obtained 
under the usual conditions; but the appropriate 
divisor must vary to some extent sith the climatic 
conditions. Thus results obtained for a+  or a- with-
out the cover are of doubtful value forpurposes 
of comparison with those found elsewhere with rt on. 
In the case of q the uncertainty is much less. 

Table VI. gives the mean values of at and q 
found at various places. The eheeniatioas were 
usually confined to a few hours of the day, very 
commonly between t r A.M. aria t rm. and hi absence of in- 
formation as to the diurnal variation it is impossible to my how 
much this influences the results. The first eight stations lie inland; 
that at Seewalchen (38) was, however, adjacent to a large lake. The 
next five stations are os the coast or on islands. The final four 
are at high levels. In the cases where the observations were con-
fined to a few months the representative nature of the results Is 
more doubtful. 

On mountain summits g tends to be large, s.e. a negative charge is 
lost much faster than a positive charge. Apparently q has also a 
tendency to be large near the sea, but this phenomenon is not seen 
at Trieste. An exactly opposite phenomenon, it may be remarked, 
is seen near waterfalls, q becoming very small. Only Innsbruck 
and Mattsee give a mean value of q less than unity. Also, as later 
observations at Innsbruck give more normal values for q, some doubt 

TABLE VI.-Dissipatiox. Mews Values 

may be felt as to the earlier observations there. The result for 
Matinee seems less open to doubt, for the observer von Schweidler, 
had obtained a normal value for g during the previous year at 
Sees/sleben. Whilst the average q in at least the great majority of 
stations exceeds unity, individual observations making q less than 
unity are not rare. Thus in 19o2 (Si) the percentageof cases in which 
q fell short at I was 30 at Tneste, 33 at Vienna, and 35 at Krems- 
mOnster 

long 
 at Innsbruck q was less than t on 58 days out of 98. 

In a long series of observations, individual values of q show 
usually a wide range. Thus during observations extending over 
more than a year, q varied from 0.18 to 8.25 at ICrernsmainter and 
from o. rt to 3.00 at Trieste. The values of a.. and a t  also 
show large variations. Thus at Trieste a +  varied from it• ta to 4.07, 
and a_ from 0.11 to 3.87; at Vienna 6+  varied from 0.32 to 7.10, 
and a_ from 0.78 to 5•42; at KrernamOnster a+ varied from 0' 74 
to 5.83• 

54. Anneal Farialion.-When observations are made at irregular 
hours, or at only one or two fixed hours, it is doubtful how repre-
sentative they are. Results obtained at noon, for example, probably 
differ more from the mean value for the 24 hours at one season than 
at another. Most dissipation results are exposed to considerable 
uncertainty, on these grounds. Also it requires a long series of 
years to give thoroughly representative results for any element, 
and few stations possess more than a year or two's dissipation data. 

Table VII. gives comparative results for winter (October to March) 
and summer at a few *admix the value for the mama being the 
arithmetic mean from the individual months composing it. At 
ICarasjok (10), Simpson observed thrice a day; the summer value 
there la nearly double the winter both fora. and a_. The Krems-
mOnster (42) figures show a smaller but still distinct excess in the 
summer alues. At Trieste (47), Maaelle's data from all days of the 
year show no decided seasonal change in a. or a_; but when 
days on which the wind was high are excluded the summer value is 
decidedly the higher. At Freiburg (43). g seam decidedly larger in 

TABLZ 

wintea than in summer; at Karasjok and Trieste the seasonal effect 
in g seems small and uncertain. 

13. Diurnal Variatien.-P. B. TAW (41,42) has published diruns 
variation data for Kremsndinster for more than one year, and 
independently for midsummer (May to Angina) and midwinter 
(December to February). His figures show a double daily period in 
both a. and 4-, the principal maximum occurring about 1 or 

P.M. The two minima occur, the one from 5 to 7 aze.,the other 
from 7 to 8 P.M.; they are nearly equal. Taking the figures answer-
ing to the whole year, May 1903 to 1904, a+  varied throughout the 
day from 0.82 to 1.35, and a- from 0.85 to I•47. At midsummer 
the extreme hourly values were 0.91 and 1.45 for a.. 0.94 and 1•60 
for a- The corresponding figures at midwinter were 0.65 and 
1•19 for 0.61 and 5.43 for a... Mks' data for q show also a 
double daily period, but the apparent range is small, and the hourly 

variation is somewhat insgular. At 2Caras- =peon found a, and a_ both larger 
noon and 1 e.ue than between 

either 8 and 9 a.m. Or 6 and 7 P.1L The 6 
to 7 rail. values were in general the smallest, 
especially in the case of a.; the evening 
value for g on the average exceeded the 
values from the two earlier hours by 
some 7%. 

Summer observations on mountains have 
shown diurnal variations very large and 
fairly regular, but widely different from 
those observed at lower levels. On the 
Rothborn, Gockel (43) found a+  particu-
larly variable, the mean 7 A.M. value being 

at times that at 1 rm. q (taken as 
a_ta.) varied from 2.25 at 5 am. and 

2.5: at 9 P.M. to 7.82 at 3 P.M. and 8-35 at 

ber.k. On the Sonnblick, in early Septem- 
r, V. Conrad (22) found somewhat smiler 

results for q. the principal maximum occur-
ring at 1 P.M., with minima at 9 r.ie. and 
6 A.M.; the largest hourly value was, 
however, scarcely double the least. Conrad 
found a_ largest at 4 am. and least at 6 
P.M., the largest value being double the 
least; 44. was largest at 5 A.M. and least at 
2 PM., the largest value being fully zj times 

the least On Mont Blanc, le Cadet (43) found q largest from a to 3 
P.M., the value at either of these hours being more than double that 
at 11 A.M. On the Patscherkofel, H. von Ficker and A. Defant (S2), 
observing in December. found q largest from I to 2 P.M. and least 
between i 1 a.m. and noon, but the largest value was only t 4 times 
the least. On mountains much seems to depend on whether there 
are rising or falling air currents, and results from a single season 
may not be fairly representative. 

16. Dissipation seems largely dependent on meteorological con-
ditions, but the phenomena at different stations vary spinach as to 
suggest that the connexion is largely indirect. At most stations a. 
and a- both increase markedly as wind velocity rises. From the 
observations at Trieste in 1902-1903 E. Mazelle (47) deduced an 
increase of about 3% in a, for a rise of 1 km. per hour in wind 
velocity. The following are some of his figures, the velocity • being 
in kilometres per hour:- 

• o to 4. 20 10 24 40 to 49.6o to 69. 

4 0.33 0.64 1.03 114 
9 1.13 1.19 z•oo 096 

For Ireton' km from o to 24 km. per hour q exceeded unity in 7 CMS 
0111 of 100' but for velocities over 50 km. per hour q 	unity 

Place. 
Winter. Summer. 

a. a- 44 9 a. a- at q 

Karasjok 1903-z9o4 	. 
Kremamt 	i903 . 
Freiburg 	 • 
Trieste tom-1903 

„ 	calm days 	. 

2.28 
1.14 

• 
0.56 
.. 

S
a
 

44  .6 

2.49 
1.22 
.. 

0.58 
0-35 

T
T

W
O*  

• 

4 .38 
1'38 

0.55 

411 
1.30 

Poi 

4'65 
1.47 

0.58 

1 ' 73 
1.12 

1.13 

Place. Period. Season. 
Ob 	or 
Authori

serverty. 
at q 

Karasjok 	. 	. 	. 	. 
WolfenbOttel 	. 	. 	. 
Potsdam 	. 	. 	. 	. 
Kremsmanster 	. 	. 	. 

FFreiburg
. 

 . 	. 	. 	. 
Innsbruck 	. 	. 	. 	. 

Ma„ 
	. 	. 	. 	. 

e 	(Salzburg) 	. 	. 
Seewalchen . 	. 	. 	 
Trieste 	  
Misdroy. 	. 	. 	. 	 
SwinemOnde 	. 	. 	 

 
Heligoland (sands) 	. 	

pla teau 	. 	 
_ 	 . 	. 	 Nisi (Island) 
Atlantic and German Ocean 
Aroma (11300 m.) 	. 	. 	. 
Rothhorn (2300 m.) 	. 	. 
Sonnblick 	too al. 
Mont Blanc (4810 m.) 	. 

Li F  !W
M

. um ] 
. . . 
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In only 40 cases out of too. Simpson got similar results at Karasjok 
the rise in a +  and a_ with increased wind velocity seemed, however, 
larger in winter than in summer. Simpson observed a fall in q for 
wind velocities exceeding 2 9n Beaufort's scale. On the top of the 
Sonnblick, Conrad observed a slight increase of a* as the wind 
velocity increased up to 20 km. per hour, but for greater velocities 
up to 80 km. per hour no further decided rise was o bserved.  

At Karasjok. treating summer and winter independently, 
Simpson (10) found a+  and a_ both increase in a nearly linear 
relation with temperature, from below -ao° to +15 °  C. For ex-
ample, when the temperature was below -20 °  mean values were 
0.76 for and ogi for a.; for temperatures between - to ° 

 and -e the corresponding means were 2.43 and 2.82; while for 
temperatures between +10 and +15• they were 4.68 and 5-23. 
Simpson found no certain temperature effect on the value of q. At 
Trieste, from 470 days when the wind velocity did not exceed 20 km. 
per hour, Mazelle (47) found somewhat analogous results for tem-
peratures from o °  to 30° C.; a-•  however, increased faster than 
a+, i.e. q increased with temperature. When he considered all 
days irrespective of wind velocity. Maselle found the influence of 
temperature obliterated. On the Sonnblick, Conrad (22) found 
a* increase appreciably as temperature rose up to e or 5' C; but 
at higher temperatures a decrease net in. 

Observations on the Sonnblick agree with these at low-level 
stations in showing a diminution of dissipation with increase of 
relative humidity. The decrease is most marked as saturation 
approaches. At Trieste, for example, for relative humidities be- 
tween go and too the mean a* was less than half that for relative 
humidities under 40. With certain dry winds, notably Folin winds 

Innsbruck 
 Austria and Switzerland, dissipation baomes very high. Thus at 

Innsbruck Deficit (45) found the mean dissipation on days of Flihn 
fully thrice that on days without Flihn. The increase was largest 
for a+, there being a fall of about 15% in q. In general, a+  and 
a_ both tend to be less on cloudy than on bright days. At Kiel (53) 
and Trieste the average value of q is considerably less for wholly 
overcast days than for bright days. At several stations enjoying 
a wide prospect the dissipation has been observed to be specially 
high on days of great visibility when distant mountains can be 
recognized. It tends on the contrary to be low on days of fog or 
OWL 

The results obtained as to the relation between dissipation and 
barometric pressure are conflicting. At Kremsmtinster, Z6Iss (42) 
found dissipation vary with the absolute height of the barometer, 
sa having a mean value of 1.36 when pressure was below the normal, 
as against 1.20 on days when pressure was above the normal. He 
also found es* on the average about 10% larger when pressure was 
falling than when it was rang. On the Sonnblick, Conrad (22) 
found dissipation increase decidedly as the absolute barometric 
pressure was larger, and he found no difference between days of 
rising and falling barometer. At Trieste. Mantle (47) found no 
certain connexion with absolute barometric pressure. Dissipation 
was above the average when cyclonic conditions prevailed, but this 
seemed amply a consequence of the increased wind velocity. At 
Mattsee, E. R. von Schweidler (46) found no connexion between 
absolute barometric pressure and dissipation, also days of rising 
and falling pressure gave the same mean. At Kiel, K. Kaehler (53) 
found e+ and a- bah greater with rising than with falling 
barometer. 

V. Conrad and M. Topolamicy (54) have found a marked connexion 
at Vienna between dissipation and ozone. Regular observations 
were made of both elements. Days were grouped according to the 
intensity of colouring of ozone papers. o pp ting no visible 
effect. and 14 the darkest colour reached. RThe mean values of a+  
and a.. answering to 12 and 13 on the ozone scale were both about 
double the corresponding values answering to o and I on that scale. 

17. A charged body in air loses its charge in more than one way. 
The air, as is now known, has always present in it ions, some carrying 
a positive and others a negative charge, and those having the 
opposite sign to the charged body are attracted and tend to dis-
charge it. The rate of loss of charge is thus largely dependent on the 
extent to which ions are present in the surrounding air. It depends, 
however, in addition on the natural mobility of the ions, and also on 
the opportunities for convection. Of late years many observations 
have been made of the ionic charges in air. The best-known appa-
ratuc for the purpose is that devised by Ebert. A cylinder condenser 
has its inner surface insulated and charged to a high positive or 
negative potential. Air is drawn by an aspirator between the sur-
faces, and the ions having the opposite sign to the inner cylinder 
are deposited on it. The charge given up to the inner cylinder is 
known from its loss of potential. The volume of air from which the 
ions have been extracted being known. a measure is obtained of the 
total charge on the ions, whether positive or negative. The con-
dit ion must, of course, be such as to secure that no ions shall escape, 
other t here is an underestimate. is used to denote the charge 
on 	c ions. that on negative ions. The unit to which they 

ordinarily referred is 1 cle‘tro.tatic unit of electricity per cubic 
metre of air. For the ratio of the mean value of I +  to the mean 
value of 1_, the letter Q is employed by Gockel (SS), who has made 
an unusually complete study of ionic charges at Freiburg. Numerous 
observations were also made by Simpson (10)—thrice a day—at 

Karasjok, and von Schweidler has made a good _way obaervatiens 
about 3 P.M. at Mattsee (46) in 1905, and beewalcIsen (3$) in Iwo- 
These will suffice to give a general idea of the mean values met with. 

Station. Authority. I, I_ Q 

teiba . 	. . Gockel 024 

r
:

Is
 CI,  P

.
 

Mattsee • • SunvonMnweidler 
0)V.. 
as 

0-33 
one 

Seewakhen . 
" 

038 

Cockers mean values of I+  andQ would be reduced to 0-35 and 
1.38 respectively if his values for July—which' appair abnormal—
were omitted. I+  and L both show a considerabk range of values, 
even at the same place during the genie season of the year. Thus 
at Se evrakhen in the course of a month's observations at 3 rm., 1. 
varied from 0-31 to o-67, and L from 047 to 067. 

There seems a fairly well marked annual variation in ionic contents. 
as the following figures will show. Summer and winter represent 
each six months and the results are arithmetic means of the snomthly 
values 

Freiburg Kaisajok. 
 

1 L 9 14. L 9 
Winter 	, 	. 
Stammer 	. 	. 

0.29 
0-39 

0.21 
0.28 

1.49 
1.34 

0.33 
0.44 

0.27 
cry) 

1-22 
1-13 

If the exceptional July values at Freiburg were arni red, the 
summer values of it  and Q would become 013 and -25 respectively 

IL Dinned Varsatios.—At Karasjok Simpson ound the mean 
values of l+  and L throughout the whole year much the same 
between noon and t P.M. as between'S and 9 A.M. Observatious 
between 6 and 7 P.Y. gave means slighdy lower than those from 
the earlier hours, but the difference was only about 5 % in I. and 
to % in L. The evening values of Q were on the whole the largest. 
At Freiburg, Gockel found I +  and L decidedly larger in the early 
afternoon than in either the morning or the late evening hours. 
His greatest and least mean hourly values and the hours of their 
occurrence ass as follows:— 

Winter. Summer. 

+ I_ I.,. 1.. 

Max. 
0-333 
2 P.M. 

Min. 
0-193 
7 P.Y. 

Max. 
ow 
a P.M. 

Min. 
0-130 
8 P.M. 

Max. 
re430 
4 P.M. 

Min. 
0-244 
9 to 

10 P.M. 

Max. 
0333 
4 P.M. 

Min_ 
(riga 
9 to 

10 P.M. 

Gockel did not observe between 10 P.M. and 7 A.M. 
19. !Mutation seems to increase notably as temperature rises. 

Thus at Karasjok Simpson found for mean values:— 

Temp. leis than - 20• 	- to -5• 	so•  to 15• 
Lvo-16 1,we-36, L-0.30 l+w0.43, L-o-43 

Simpson found no clear influence of temperature on Q. Gockel 
observed similar effects at Freiburg—though he seems doubtful 
whether the relationship is direct—but the influence of signature 
on I+  seemed reduced when the ground was covered with snow. 
Gockel found a diminution of ionization with rise of relative 
humidity. Thus for relative humidities between 40 and So mean 
values were 0-306 for I+  and cram for L; whilst for relative 
humidities between go and too the corresponding means were re-
spectively 0•222 and 0-134. At Karasjok, Simpson found • slight 
decrease in Las relative humidity increased, but no certain cluinge 
in It. Specially large values of 1. and L have been observed 
at high levels in balloon ascents. Thus on the rat of July 1901. 
at a height of 2400 metres, H. Gerdien (29) obtained o-86 for I. and 
Pug for L. 

20. In tgot Elder and Geitel found that a radioactive emanation 
is.present in the atmosphere- Their method of measuring the radio-
activity is as follows (48): A wire not exceeding 1 mit in diameter. 
charged to a negative potential of at least 2000 volts, is supported 
between insulators in the open, usually at a height of about 2 metres, 
After two hours' exposure, it is wrapped round a frame supported 
in a given position relative to Elster and Geitel's dissipation a 
tutus. and the loss of charge is noted. This loss is pro 	• 	to 
the length of the wire. The radioactivity is denoted by A, and 
A x• t signifies that the potential of the dissipation apparatus fell 

volt in an hour per metre of wire introduced. The loss of the 
dissipation body due to the natural ionization of the air is first 
allowed for. Suppose. for instance, that in the absence of the wire 
the potential falls from 264 to 255 volts in 15 minutes, wham when 
the wire (to metres long) is introduced it falls from 264 to ant voice 
in to minutes, then 

roA •• (264 -201) x6 - (264 - 255) X 4 342 ; or A a34-2. 

The values obtained for A seem largely dependent on the station. 
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At Wolfenbattel, a year's observations by Ebterand Gebel (56) made 
A vary from 4 to 64, the mean being 2o. la the island of Juist, off 
the Friesland coast, from three weeks' observations they obtained 
only 5.2 as the mean. On the other hand, at Altjech, an Alpine 
*mien, from nine days' obaervations in July 1903 they obtained a 
man of 137, the maximum being 224, and the minimum 92. At 
Freiburg, from 15o days' observations nese noon in 1023-1904, 
Gecko' (57) obtained a mean of 84, his extreme values being to and 
po. At Karasjok, observing several times throughout the day for 
a good many months, Simpson (10) obtained a mean of 93 and a 
maximum of 432. The same observer from four weeks' observations 
at Hammerfest got the considerably lower mean value 55, with a 
MAXIMUM of 252. At this station much lower values were found 
for A with set Weems than with land breezes. Observing on the 
pier at Swineanunde in August and September 1904,  lAW4ng (40) 
obtained a mean value of 34, 

Ester and Geitel (58), having found air drawn from the soil highly 
radioactive, regard ground air as the source of the emanation in the 
atmosphere, and in this way account for the low values they obtained 
for A when observing on or near the sea. At Freiburg in winter 
Gockel (SS) found A notably reduced when snow was on the ground, 
4 being also reduced. When the ground was covered by snow 
the mean value of A was only 4s, as compared with St when there 
was no snow. 

J. C. McLennan (59) observing near the foot of Niagara found A 
only about one-sixth as large as at Toronto. Similarly at Abject]. 
Elster and Geitel (36) found A at the foot of a waterfall only about 
one-third of its normal value at a distance from the fall. 

21. Anneal and Diurnal Pariadear.-At Wolfenbattel, Elster 
and Geitel found A vary but little with the season. At Karasjok, 
on the contrary, Simpson found A much larger at midwinter-
notwithstanding the presence of snow-than at midsummer. His 
mean value for November and December was 129, while his mean 
for May and June was only 47. He also found a marked diurnal 
✓ariation, A being considerably greater between 3 and 5 A.Y. or 
8.3o to tap P.M. than between to A.M. and noon, or between 3 and 
5 P.M. 

At all seasons of the year Simpson found A rise notably with 
increase of relative humidity. Also, whilst the mere absolute 
height of the barometer seemed of little, if any, importance, he 
obtained larpr values of A with a falling than with a rasing 
barometer. This last result of course is favourable to Elster and 
Geitel's views as to the source of the emanation. 

22. For a wire exposed under the conditions observed by Elster 
and Geitel the emanation seems to be almost entirely derived from 
radium. Some part, however, seems to be derived from thorium. 
and H. A. Bumstead (60) finds that with longer exposure of the wire 
the relative importance of the thorium emanation Increases. With 
three hours' exposure he found the thorium emanation only from 
3 to 5 ya  of the whole, but with 12 hours' exposure the percentage 
of thorium emanation rose to about is. These figures refer to the 
state of the wire immediately after the exposure; the rate of decay 
is much more rapid for the radium than for the thorium emanation. 

2.3. The different elements-potential gradient, dissipation, 
ionization and radioactivity- are clearly not independent of one 
another. The lose of a charge is naturally largely dependent on the 

i richness of the surrounding air n ions. This is clearly shown by the 
following results obtained by Simpson (10) at Karasjok for the mean 
values of a. corresponding to certain groups of values of 4.. To 
eliminate the disturbing influence of wind, different wind strengths 
are treated separately. 

TABLE VIII.-Meae Values of ass  

Wind 
Strength. 

, 
izo to 0-1. o.t tel Ch2. 0.2 10 ts.3 0.3 to rea o-4 to ci.5. 

o to t 9'45 0'6o 1.26 2.04 3.03 
I „ 2 065 1.08 1.85 2.92 3.83 
2 „ 3 • • .. 2.70 3.88 5.33 

If we regard the potendal gradient near the stond as represent-
ing a negative charge on the earth, then If the source of supply of 
that charge is unaffected the gradient will rise and become high when 
the operations by which discharge is promoted slacken their activity. 
A diminution in the number of positive ions would thus naturally 
be accompanied by a rise in potential gradient Table IX. associates 
with rise sn potential gradient a reduced number of both positive 
and neptive ions and a diminished rate of dissipation whether of 
a negative or a positive charge. The rise in q and Q indicates that 
the diminished rate of dissipation is most marked for positive charges, 
and that negative ions are even more reduced then positive. 

At KremamOnaterZ6Iss (41) finds a considerable similarity between 
the diurnal variations in q and in the potential gradient, the hours of 
the forenoon and afternoon maxima being nearly the same in the 
two cases. 

No distinct relatienship has yet been established between potential 
gradient and radioactivity. At Karasjok Simpson (10) found fairly 
similar mean values of A for two groups of observations, one confined 
to cases when the potential gradient exceeded +400 volts, the other 
confined to cases ofnetive gradient. 

At Freiburg Gockel (55, 57) found that when observations were 
grouped according to the value of A there appeared a distinct rise 
in both a.. and 4 with increasing A. For instance, when A lay 
between too and t5o the mean value of a.. was t•27 times greater 
than when A Lay between o and so ; while when A lay between 120 
and 15o the mean value of 4 was 1•5,9 times larger than when Pt 
lay between o and 30. These apparent relationships refer to mean 
values. In individual cases widely different values of a- or L. are 
associated with the same valve of A. 

25. If V be the potential,p the density of free electricity se a point 
in the atmeghere, at a distance r from the earth's centre, then 
assuming statical conditionsand neglecting variation orV in horizon. 
tal directions, we have 

r-,(elltir)(edVldr)-1-4epere. 
For practical purposes we may treat r ,  as constant, and replace 

dIde by d/d/a where t is height in centimetres above the ground. 
We thus find 	-(1/4.)1PV/d/O. 
If we take a tube of force tcm. in section, and suppose it cut 

by equipotentiat surfaces at heights hi and la above the ground, we 
have for the total charge M included in the.specified portion of the 
tube 

4cM r  (dVlells)h,-(elVIdh)fie. 
Taking Linke% (28) figures as given in 4  to, and supposing 

h, -o, lar m is x to4, we find for the charge in the unit tube between 
the ground and 1500 metres level, remembering that the centimetre 
is now the unit of length, M (gee) (125-25)/100. Taking t volt 
equal 1/3oo of an electrostatic unit, we find M ..o•000265. Between 
1,5oo and 4000 metres the charge inside the unit tube is much less, 
only cr00004o. The charge on the earth itself has its surface density 
given by.  - (1/4v) X I25 volts per metre, ..o.coo331 in electro- 
static units. Thus, on the view now.  generally current, In the circum- 
stances answering to Linke's experiemnts we have on the ground a 
charge of -331 X tN C.G.S. units per sq. cm . Of the corresponding 
positive charge. 265 X to-' lies below the isso metres level, 4ox 
between this and the *go metres level, and only 26X toa above 
4000 metres. 

There is a difficulty in reconciling observed values of the ionization 
with the results obtained from balloon ascents as to the variation of 
the potential with altitude. According to H. Gerdien (61). near the 
ground a mean value for elnIldh,  is -(t/1o) volt/(metres. From 
this we deduce for the charge p per cubic centimetre (1/4e) X to-1. 
(volt/cm2), or 2.7 X to-* electrostatic units. But taking, for example, 
Simpson's mean values at Karasjok, we have o bserved  

pm 	0•os X (cm./metre).. s x toy, 
and thus (calculated P)/(observed eao•o5 approximately. Gerdien 
himself makes L.- L considerably larger than Simpson, and con-
cludes that the observed value of p is from to to so times that cal-
culated. The presumption is either that tPVIdh ,  near the ground is 

Simspon concluded that for a given wind velocity dissipation is much larger numerically than Gerdien supposes, or else that the. 
practically a linear function of ionization. ordinary instruments for measuring ionization fail to catch some 

2 4. Table IX. will give a general idea of the relations of potential species of ion whose charge is preponderatingly negative. 
gradient to dissipation and ionization. 	 26. Gerdien (61) has made some calculations as to the probable 

average value of. the vertical aim- 
TABUS !X.-Potential, Dissipation, Ionisation. trio current in the atmosphere in 

fine weather. This will be com-
posed of a conduction and a nn-
vection current, the latter due to 
rising or falling air currents carry. 
ing ions. Re supposes the field 
near the earth to be too volts per 
mem, or r/300 electrostatic units. 
For simplicity, he assumes 4 and 
L each equal 0.25 x10-1  electro-
static units. The specific velocities 
of the ions-i.e. the velocities in 
unit field-he takes to be t.3X3oo 
for the positive, and 1.6X3oo for 
the negative. The positive and 

Potential 
gradients. 
volts per 

metre. 

q Karasjok (Simpson (10)). 

Kremsmlinster (41). Freiburg (43). Rothhorn (43). a,. a_ 4 L Q &?  
?An. 
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°wrive ions travel in opposite directions, so the total current is 
(i/3oo)(0•25 X tirs)(z -3 ) 3oo+1-6 x sop), or 73 X urs in electrostatic 
measure, otherwise 2-4X to-0  amperes per sq. cm. As to the con-
vection current, Gerdien 2s—p..2.7 X to-• electro-
static units, and on fine ys puts the average velocity of rising 
air currents at so cm. per second. IlUs loves a convecuon current 
of 2-7X to-,  electrostati units. Or about 1/27 of the conduction 
current. For the total current we have approximately 2-5X 
amperes per sq. cm. This is insignificant compared to the size of 
the current. which several authorities have calculated from con-
siderations as to terrestrial magnetism (q.s.). Gerdien's estimate 
of the convection current is for fine weather conditions. During 
rainfall, or near clouds or dust layers, the magnitude of this current 
might well be enormously increased; its direction would naturally 
vary with climatic conditions. 

27. H. Mache (62) thinks that the ionization observed in the atmo- 
may be wholly accounted for by the radioactive emanation. 

let= is true we should haveq.• aid, where g is the number of ions 
of one sign made in I cc. of air per second by the emanation, a the 
constant of recombination, and a the number of ions found simul-
taneously by, nay, Ebert's apparatus. Mache and R. Hoffmann, 
from observations on the amplitude of saturation currents, deduce 
7°4 as a mean value. Taking for a Townsend's value 1-2-1-lo-4, 
Mache finds a 1800. The charge on an ion being 3•4 X or. Macho 
deduces for the ionic charge, or I-, per cubic metre am) X3•4 
X tow X to% or 0.6. This is at least of the order observed, which 
is all that can be expected from a calculation which assumes L+  and 

equal- if, however, Mache's views were correct, we should expect 
a much closer connexion between I and A than has actually been 
observed. 

a8. C. T. R. Wilson (63) seems disposed to regard the action of 
rainfall as the most probable source of the negative charge on the 
earth's surface. That great separation of positive and negative 
electricity sometimes takes place during rainfall is undoubted, and 
the charge brought to the ground seems preponderatingly negative. 
The difficulty is in accounting for the continuance in extensive fine 
weather districts of large positive charges in the atmosphere in face 
of the processes of recombination always in progress. Wilson 
considers that convection currents in the upper atmosphere would 
be quite inadequate, but conduction may, he thinks, be sufficient 
alone. At barometric pressures such as exist between 18 and 
36 kilometres above the ground the mobility of the ions varies in-
versely as the pressure, whilst the coefficient of recombination a 
varies approximately as the pressure. If the atmosphere at different 
heights is exposed to Ionizing radiation of uniform intensity the rate 

i of production of ons per cc., q, will vary as the pressure. In the 
steadtate the number, n, of ions of either sign per cc. is given by 
is n Nigi, and no is independent of the pressure or the height. The 
conductivity, which varies as the product of a into the mobllity, 
will thus vary inversely as the pressure, and so at 36 kilometres will be 
one hundred times as large as close to the ground. Dust particles 
interfere with conduction near the ground, so the relative conduc-
tivity in the upper layers may be much greater than that calculated. 
Wilson supposes that by the fall to the ground of a preponderance of 
negatively charged rain the air above the shower has a higher positive 
potential than elsewhere at the same level, thus leading to large 
conduction currents laterally in the highly conducting upper layers. 

29. Thunder.—Trustworthy frequency statistics for an individual 
station are obtainable only from a long series of observations, while 
if means are taken from a large area places may be included which 
differ largely amongst themselves. There is the further complication 
that in some countries thunder seems to be on the increase. In 
temperate latitudes, speaking generally, the higher the latitude the 
fewer the thunderstorms. For instance, for Edinburgh (64) (1771 to 
1900) and London (65), (1763 to 1896) R. C. Mossman found the 

fairly uniform, we may take Hungery (67). According to 
itti=tisties for Igo& based on secret 	stations, the a 
number of days of thunder throughout six subdivisions of 
country. some wholly plain, others mainly nicamtainous. varied 
only from 21.1 to 245, the smart for the whole of Hungruy being 
23-5. The antithesis of this exists in the U1114X1 States of America. 
According to A. J. Henry (68) there are duce regions of maximum 
froluency: one in the south-ma. with its centre m lorida, has an 
averas of 4, days of thunder in the year; a second including the 
middle Mississippi valley has an average of 35 days; and a third 
in the middle Missouri valley has 30. With the except:ono( ri narrow 
strip along the Canadian frontier, thunderstorm frequency is fairly 
high over the whole of the United States to the east of the tomb 
meridian. But to the west of this, except in the Rocky Mountain 
region where acme' are numerous, the frequency steadily dintinishea, 
and along the Pacific coast there are large areas where thunder occurs 
only once or twice a year 

3o. The number of thunderstorm days is probably a leas exact 
measure of the relative Usinuity of thunderstorms than statistics 
as to the number of persons killed annually by lightning per million 
of the population, Table X. gives a number of statistics of this kind. 
The letter M stands for ' Midland." 

TABLE X.—Deallis by Lightehey, per mum, per nes7lion 
Inhabitants. 

Hungary 	  7•7 Upper Missouri and Plains . ts 
Netherlands . . . 	 2-8 Rocky Mountains and Plateau to 
England, N.M. . . 	 -8 South Atlantic . . . . 

• E. . . . 	 1•3 Central Mississippi . . . 	7 
S.M... . 	 Pt Upper 

„ York and W.M 	Ohio Valley 	  7 
,• 	N- • • . 	-0 Middle A 	tic 	 6 

Wales. 	  0.9 Gulf States 	  5 
England, S.F... . . . 0.8 New Eng land 	  

• N.W. . . . 0-7 Pacific Coast 	  
„ S.W.. . . 	0-6 North and South Dakota 	 no 

London . . . . . . 0-1 California . .. .   o 
The figure for Hungary is based on the seven years 1897-1903; 

that for the Netherlands, from data by A. J. Monne (69) on the nine 
years 188s-189o. The English data, due to R. Lawson (TOL:intro= 
twenty-four years, 1857-188o; those for the United States, due to 
Henry (68), are for five years, 1896-t9oo. In comparing these data 
allowance must be made for the fact that danger from lightning is 
much greater out of doors than in. Thus in Hungary, in tqm and 
1903, ont of 229 persons killed, at least 171 were killed out 01(1100r11. 
Of the 229 only 67 were women, the only assignable explanation 
being their rarer employment in the -fields. Thus, cetera pardwz, 
deaths from lightning are much more numerous in a country than 
in an industrial population. This is well brought out by the low 
figure for London. It is also shown conspicuously in figures given 
by Henry. In New York State, where the population is lamey 
industrial, the annual deaths per million are only three, but of the 
agricultural population eleven. In states such as Wyoming and 
the Dakotas the population is largely rural, and the deaths by It-
ning rise in consequence. The frequency and intensity of thus. - 
storms are unquestionably greater in the Rocky Mountain than is 
the New England states, but the difference is not so great as the 
statistics at first sight sumst. 

3 t. Even at the same place thunderstorms vary greatly in intensiryt 
and duration. Also the times of beginning and ending are difficult 
to define exactly, so that several elements of uncertainty exist is 
data as to the seasonal or diurnal variation. The monthly data in 
Table Xl. are percentages of the total for the year. In most cases 
the figures are based on the number of days of thunder at a particular 
station, or at the average station of a country; but the second net 

TABLE XL—Ammal Variation of Thunderstonas. 

Jan. Feb. March. April. May. June. July. Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 

Edinburgh 	. • • - 

6
6

0b
m
a
6
6
6
6
6

.1
b
 

London 	 
Paris 
Netherlands 	. . . . 
France 	 
Switzerland 	. . . • 
Hungary ii, 	. . . 

7 O
 

, 

4.0
 

9'  
In 

6, 

United States 	.  .  • . . . 
Hong-Kong 	. . . . 
Trevandrum 	. . . . 
Batavia 	 

average annual number of thunderstorm days to be respectively 
6-4 and 10.7• while at Paris (1873-1893) E. Renou (66) found 271 
such days. In some tropical stations, at certain seasons of the year, 
thunder is almost a daily occurrence. At Batavia (18) during the 
epoch 1867-1895, there were on the average 12o days of thunder in 
the year. 

As an example of a large area throughout which thunder frequency 

for Hungary rela on to the number of ugh ning strokes causing fire, 
and the figures for the United States rela e to deaths by ightning. 
Thedata for Edinburgh, due to R. C. Moasman (64). refer to 30 years. 
1771 to 1900. The data for London (1763-1896) are also due to 

Note in case of Pacific Coast, Table X., " <s " 111O1112 " lace 
than 1." 
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Messman (65); for Pads f11373-t893Tto Remzu (46): for the Nether-
lands (1882-1900) to A_ . Monne (69); for Framm(71) 0886-1899) 
to Frou and Hann; for Switzerland to K. Hess (72); for Hungary (67) 
(1896-1903) to to L. von Szalay and others; for the United States 
(1890-1900) Ad. Henry (68); for Hong-Kong (73) 0894-1903) 
to W. Doberck. The Trevandrum (74) data 0853-3864) were due 
originally to A. Broun; the Batavia data 0867-1895) are from the 
Batavia Observations, vol. xviii. 

Most stations in the northern hemisphere have a compi c 
maximum at midsummer with little thunder in winter Trevan e 

-drum (8°  .31 ,  N.) and Batavia (6°  tt' S.), especially the former, show 
a double maximum and minimum. 

32. Daily Variation. -The figures in Table XII. are again per- 

for Germany, due to O. EteEem (SOL represent the average number 
of houses struck by lightning in a year per million houses: in 
the first decade only seven years 0854-1860) are really included. 
Woman thinks tkat the apparent increase at Edinburgh and 
London in the later decades is to some extent at least real The 
two sets of figures show some corroborative features, notably the 
low frequency from 186o to 187o. The figures for Germany-repre-
senting lour out of six divisions of that country-we remarkable. 
In Germany as a whole, out of a million houses the number struck 
per annum was three and a half times as great in the decade tileo 
to 1900 as between 1854 and 1860. Von Bezold (81) in an earlier 
memoir presented data analogous to Steffens, seemingly accepting 
them as representing a true increase in thunderstorm destructiveness 

TABLE XIL-Durenal Variation of Thunderstorm's. 

Hour. 0-2. 2-4. 4-6. 6-8. 8-to. 10-12. 0'-2' Y-4'. (-W. 6'-8'. 8'-10'. 10.-12'. 

Finland (76) 	  
Edinburgh (64) 	  
Belgium (77) 	  
Brocken (78) 	  
Switzerland (72) 	  
Italy (77) 	  
Hunan' I.) (67) 	  

	

ii.) (67) 	  
„ 	iii.) (75) 	  

	

iv  1 (75) 	  

Trt4andrum (74) 	  
Agustin (74) 
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centages. They are mostly based on data as to the hour of com-
mencement of thunderstorms. Data as to the hour when storms are 
most severe would throw the maximum later in the day. This is 
Illustrated by the first two fetid figures for Hungary (67). The first 
set relate as usual to the hour of commencement, the second to the 
hours a occurrence of lightning causing fires. Of the two other sets 
of figures for Hungary (75), relates to the central plain. (iv.) to 
the mountainous regions to north and south of this. The hour of 
maximum is earlier for the mountains, thunder being more frequent 
there than in the plains between 8 a.m. and 4 P.m., but less frequent 
between a and to e.ss. Trevandrum (8 °  31• N., 76' s' E., 595 ft. 

TABLE XIII. 

above sea-level) and Agustin (8° 37' N., 77- 20' E., 6aoo ft. above 
sea-level) afford a contrast between Low ground and high ground in 
India. In this instance there seems little difference in the hour of 
maximum, the distinguishing feature being the great concentration 
of thunderstorm occurrence at Agustin between noon and 6 P.N. 

33. Table XIII. gives some data as to the variability of thunder 
from year to year. Thefiguresfor the Netherlands (69) and France (71) 
are the number of days when thunder occurred somewhere 
in the country. Its larger area and more varied climate give a 
much larger number of days of thunder to France Notwith-
standing the proximity of the two countries, there is not muds 
parallelism between the data. The figures 
for Hungary (67) give the number of fight- 

Doubts have, however, been expressed by others-e.g. A. Goebel, 
Des &router, p. 106--era to the real significance of the figures. 
Changes in the height or construction of buildings, and a greater 
readiness to make claims on insurance offices, may be contributory 
muses. 

35. The fact that a considerable number of people sheltering 
under trees rue killed by Waning is generally accepted as a con- 
vincing proof of the unwirrs of the pi When there is 
an option between a tree and an adjacent house, the latter is doubt. 
less the safer choice. But when the option is between sheltering 
under a tree and remaining in the open it is not so clear. In 

Hungary (67), during 
the three years 1901 
to 1903, 15% of the 
total deaths by light-
ning occurred under 
trees, as against 57 % 
wholly in the open. 
In the United States 
(68) in KA°. only to % 
of the deaths where the 
preciseconditionswere 
ascertained occurred 
under trees, as against 
Sec % in the open. If 
then the risk under 
trees exceeds that in 
the open in Hungary 
and the United States, 

at least five or six tirnesas many people must remain in the open as seek 
shelter under trees. An isolated tree occupying an exposed position 
is, it should be remembered, much more likely to be struck than the 
average tree in the midst of a wood. A good deal also depends on 
the species of tree. A good many years data for Lippe (82) in Ger-
many make the liability to lightning stroke as follows-the number 
of each species being supposed the same: Oak 7, Fir 39, Pine 5, 
Beech t In Styria, according to K. Prohaskre(83). the species most 
liable to be struck are oaks, poplars and pear trees: beech trees 
again are exceptionally safe. It should, however, be borne in mind 
that the apparent differences between different species may be partly 

TABLE XIV. 

Year. ether N  Lindi.-  France. Hungary. U.S.A. Year. Nether- 
lands. France. Hungary. U.S.A. 
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ring strokes causing fire; those for the 
United States (68) give the number of per-
sons killed by lightnin. The conspicuous 
maximum in 1901 and great drop in use 
in Hungary are also shown by the statistics 
as to the number el days of thunder. 
This number at the average station of the 
country fell from 384 in 1901 to 23.1 in 
1902. On the whole, however, the 
number of destructive lightning strokes 
and of days of thunder do not show a 
close parallelism. 

34. Table XIV. deals with the variation of thunder over longer a qoestion of height, exposure or proximity to water. A good deal 

Germany may be put (82), the liabilit 
pens. The 

 and those for Tilsit, due to C. Kanner (79), represent Henry 	 y to lightning stroke la 
The data for Edinburgh (64) and London (65) due to may also depend on the soil According to Hellmann, as quoted by 

the average number of days of thunder per annum. The data at chalk 1, day 7, sand 9, loam u. 

Decade ending 181o. 582o. 1830. 5840. 1850. 1860. 1870. 1880. 5890. 'goo. 
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'South Germany, 	. .. ..  .. .. 

;$! 175 
North 331 

352 
273 

Whole 358 
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36. Numerous attempts have been made to find periodic varia-

tions in thunderstorm frequency. Among the periods suggested are 
the z 1-year sunspot period, or half this (cf. v. Szalay (67)). Ekholm 
and Arrhenius (84) claim to have established the existence of a 
tropical lunar period, and a 35.929-day period; while P. Polis (85) 
considers a synodic lunar period probable. A. B. MacDowell (86) 
and others have advanced evidence in favour of the view that 
thunderstorms are most frequent near new moon and fewest near 
full moon. Much more evidence would be required to produce a 
general acceptance of any of the above periods. 

37. St Elmo's Fire.-Luminous discharges from masts, lightning 
conductors, and other pointed objects are not very infrequent, 
especially during thunderstorms. On the Sonnblick, where the 
phenomenon is common, Elster and Geitel (87) have found St Elmo's 
fire to answer to a discharge sometimes of positive sometimes of 
negative electricity. The colour and appearance differ in the two 
cases, red predominating In a positive, blue in a negative discharge. 
The differences characteristic of the two forms of discharge are de-
scribed and illustrated in Gockel's TAU GewiUe,. Gockel states 
(Lc. p. 74) that during snowfall the sign is positive or negative accord-
ing as the flakes are large or are small and powdery. The discharge 
is not infrequently accompanied by a sizzling sound. 

38. Of late years many expenments have been made on the 
influence of electric fields or currents on plant growth. S. Lem-
strom (MI), who was a pioneer in this department, found an electric 
field highly beneficial in some but not in all cases. Attempts have 
been made to apply electricity to agriculture on a commercial scale, 
but the exact measure of success attained remains somewhat doubt-
ful. Lernstrom believed atmospheric electricity to play an im-
portant part in the natural growth of vegetation, and he assigned 
a special die to the needles of fir and pine trees. 
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M.Z., Meteorologiseke Zeitsckrift; 	Physikalische Zekschrift; 
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ATMOSPHERIC RAILWAY. About 1840-1845 great interest 
was excited by a method of propelling railway trains through 
the agency of atmospheric pressure. Various inventors worked 
at the realization of this idea. On the system worked out in 
England by Jacob Samuda and S, Clegg, a continuous pipe or 
main was 144 between the rails, and in it a partial vacuum was 
maintained by means of air pumps. A piston fitting closely in 
it was connected to the leading vehicle of the train by an iron 
plate which passed through a longitudinal groove or aperture 
running the whole length of the pipe. This aperture was covered 
by a valve consisting of a continuous strip of leather, strengthened 
on each aide with iron plates; one edge was fastened, while the 
other was free to rise, and was dosed against a composition of 
beeswax and tallow placed in the groove, the surface of which 
was slightly melted by a heater, carried on each train, in order 
to secure an air-tight joint. Connected behind the piston was 
a frame carrying four wheels which lifted and sustained the 
continuous valve for a distance of about Is ft. Thus the piston 
having atmospheric pressure on one side of it and a vacuum equal 
to xs or x6 in. of mercury on the other, was forced along the tube, 
taking the train with it. Various advantages were claimed by 
the advocates of the system, including cheapness of operation 
as compared with steam locomotives, and safety from collision, 
because the main was divided into sections by separating valves 
and only one train could be in each section at a given time. It 
was installed on about a m. of line between Kingstown and 
Dalkey (Ireland) in 1843 and worked till ass; it was also tried 
on the London and Croydon and on the South Devon lines, but 
was soon abandoned. The same principle is applied in the 
system of pneumatic despatch (q.v.) to the transmission of small 
parcels in connexion with postal and telegraph work. 

For further particulars see three papers by J. Samuda, P. W. 
Barlow and G. Berkeley, with reports of the discussions upon them, 
in Prot. Inst. C.E., 7844 and 1845. 

ATOLL (native name atallon in the Maldive Islands), a horse-
shoe or ring shaped coral reef enclosing a lagoon. The usual 
shape is that of a partly submerged dish with a broken edge s 

 forming the ring of islands, standing upon a conical pedestal.. 
The dish is formed of coral rock and the shells of various reef-
dwelling molluscs, covered, especially at the seaward edges, with 
a film of living coral polyps that continually extend the fringe, 
and enlarge the diameter of the atoll. The lagoon tends to deepen 
when the land is stationary by the death of the coral animals in 
the still water, and the patchy disintegration of the " hard " 
coral, while waves and storms tear off blocks of rock and pile 
them up at the margin, increasing the height of the islands, 
which become covered by vegetation. The lagoon entrance in 
the open part of the horse-shoe is always to leeward of prevailing 
winds, since the coral growth is there slower than where the waves 
constantly renew the polyps' food supply. The conical pedestal 
rising from the depths is frequently a submarine volcanic cone 
or island, though any submerged peak may be crowned by an 
atoll. For the theory of atoll formation see CORAL-REEFS. 

ATOM (Gr. &repos, indivisible, from privative, and rinocu., 
to cut), the term given in physical science to the ultimate 
indivisible particle of matter, and so by analogy to something 
minutely small in size. If we examine such a substance as sugar 
we find that it can be broken up into fine grains, and these again 
into finer, the finest particles still appearing to be of the same 
nature as sugar. The same is true in the case of a liquid such as 
water; it can be divided into drops and these again into smaller 
drops, or into the finest spray the particles of which are too small 
to be detected by our unaided vision. In fact, so far as the direct 
evidence of our senses tells us, matter appears to be indefinitely 
divisible. Moreover, small particles do not seem to exist in the 
water until it is broken up; so far as we can see, the material 
of the water is continuous not granular. This conception of 
matter, as infinitely divisible and continuous, was taught by 
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Anaxagoras more than four centuries before the Christian eta, 
and in the philosophy of Aristotle the same 

 
as are found. 

But some phenomena are difficult to reconcile with 
tins mew; for example, a cubic foot of air can be com- a/wefts pressed into less than one five-hundredth of a cubic 

foot, or, if allowed to expand, the air originally occupying 
the cubic foot can be made to fill, apparently uniformly, a space 
of a million cubic feet or more. This enormous capacity for 
expansion and contraction is astonishing if we believe matter 
to be continuous, but if we imagine air to be made up of little 
particles separated by relatively large empty spaces the changes 
in volume are more easily conceivable. Moreover, if we attribute 
such a structure to gases, we are led to attribute it to liquids 
and to solids also, since gases can be liquefied without any abrupt 
change, and many substances usually solid can be converted 
into gases by heating them. This conception of the grained 
structure of matter is very ancient; traces of it are to be found 
in Indian philosophy, perhaps twelve centuries before the 
Christian era, and the Greek philosophers Democritus and 
Epicurus, in the 3rd and 9th centuries B.C., taught it very 
definitely. Their view was that " matter is not indefinitely 
divisible, but that all substances are formed of indivisible particles 
or atoms which arc eternal and unchangeable, that the atoms 
are separated from one another by void, and that these atoms, 
by their combinations, form the matter we are conscious of." 
The Roman poet Lucretius (De Reruns Nature) was an eloquent 
exponent of this theory, but throughout the middle ages, indeed 
until the 17th century, it was eclipsed by the prestige of Aristotle. 
In the time, however, of Boyle' and Newton, we again find an 
atomic theory of matter; Newton' regarded a gas as consisting 
of small separate particles which repelled one another, the 
tendency of a gas to expand being attributed to the supposed 
repulsion between the particles. 

Let us consider some common phenomena in the light of these 
rival theories as to the nature of matter. When.a few lumps of 
sugar are added to a glass of water and stirred, the sugar soon 
disappears and we are left with a uniform liquid resembling 
water, except that it is sweet. What has become of the sugar? 
Does it still exist? The atomist would say, "Yes, it is broken 
up into its atoms, and these are distributed throughout the spaces 
between the particles of water." The rival philosopher, who 
believes water to be continuous and without spaces between its 
particles, has a greater difficulty in accounting for the dis-
appearance of the sugar; he would probably say that the sugar, 
and the water also, had ceased to exist, and that a new con-
tinuous substance had been formed from them, but be could 
offer no picture of how this change had taken place. Or consider 
a well-marked case of what we are in the habit of calling chemical 
combination. If ray parts of iodine, which is an almost black 
solid, and too parts of mercury, which is a white liquid metal, 
be intimately mixed by rubbing them together in a mortar, the 
two substances wholly disappear, and we obtain instead a 
brilliant red powder quite unlike the iodine or the mercury; 
almost the only property that is unchanged is the weight. The 
question again arises, what has become of the original sub-
stances? The atomist has an easy answer; he says that the 
new body is made up by the juxtaposition of the atoms of 
iodine and mercury, which still exist in the red powder. His 
opponent would be disposed to say that the iodine and the 
mercury ceased to exist when the red powder was formed, that 
they were components but not constituents of it. The fact that 
the two components can be recovered from the compound by 
destroying it does not decide the question. It is remarkable 
that pure chemistry, even to-day, has no very conclusive 
arguments for the settlement of this controversy; but the sister 
science of physics is steadily accumulating evidence in favour of 
the atomic conception. 

Until the time of John Dalton, the atomic conception remained 
purely qualitative, and until then it does not appear to have 

Robert Boyle, The Sceptical Chymist 0660; The Usefulness of 
Natural Philosophy (1663). 

Sir Isaac Newton, Prineipia, bk. ii. prop. 23.  

advanced chemistry or to have found further confirmation in 
the facts of chemistry. Dalton (1803) gave the atomic theory a 
quantitative form, and showed that, by means of it, oak.. 
a vast number of the facts of chemistry could be 
predicted or explained. In fact, he did so much to make the 
atomic theory of matter probable that he it popularly regarded 
as its originator. Dalton lived in a period marked by great ad-' 
swan in experimental chemistry. Rather before the commence-
ment of the 19th century the work of Lavoisier had rendered 
it very probable that chemical changes are not accompanied 
by any change in weight, and this principle of the conservation of 
matter was becoming universally accepted; chemists were also 
acquiring considerable skill in chemical analysis, that is, in the 
determination of the nature and relative amounts of the elements 
contained in compounds. But Sir H. E. Roscoe and A. Harden, 
New View of Ike Atomic Theory (1896), have shown, from a study 
of Dalton's manuscript notes, that we do not owe his atomic 
theory to such experiments. If their view is correct, the theory 
appears to be a remarkable example of deductive reasoning. 
Dalton, who was a mathematical physicist even more than a 
chemist, had given much thought to the study of gases. Follow. 
big Newton, he believed a gas to be made up of particle; or atoms, 
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Hydrogen Gas. 	Nitrous Gas. 	Carbonic Acid Gas. 

separated from one another by considerable spaces. Certain 
difficulties that he met with in his speculations led him to the 
conclusion that the particles of any one kind of gas, though all 
of them alike, must differ from those of another gas both in size 
and weight. He thus arrived at the conception of a definite 
atomic weight peculiar to the particles of each gas, and he 
thought that he could determine these atomic weights, in terms 
of one of them, by means of the quantitative analysis of com-
pounds. The conclusion that each element had a definite atomic 
weight, peculiar to it, was the new idea that made his specula-
tions fruitful, because it allowed of quantitative deduction and 
verification. He drew simple diagrams, three of which, taken 
from Dalton's NMI System of Chemkal Philosophy, part 
(t8to), are reproduced here, in which gases are represented as 
composed of atoms. Knowing that the gas which be called 
" nitrous gas " was composed of oxygen and nitrogen, and believ-
ing it to be the simplest compound of these two elements, he 
naturally represented its atom as formed of an atom of oxygen 
and an atom of nitrogen in juxtaposition. When two elements 
form more than one compound, as is the case with oxygen and 
carbon, he assigned to the compound which he thought the more 
complex an atom made up of two atoms of the one element and 
one atom of the other; the diagram 

	

for carbonic acid illustrates this, and 	g 

	

an extension of the same plan enabled 	m 

	

him to represent any compound, how- 	• 
ever complex its structure. The table 82 
here given contains some of Dalton's c,"‘ 
diagrams of atoms. They are not all •0 
considered to be correct at the present 000 
time; for example, we now think that WO 
the ultimate particle of water is made 000 
up of two atoms of hydrogen and one GCDO 
of oxygen, and that that of ammonia 
contains three atoms of hydrogen to one of nitrogen. But 
these differences between Dalton's views and our present ones 
do not impair the accuracy of the arguments which follow. 

hydrogen. 
oltYgen• 
mtrogel 
carbon. 
water. 
ammonia. 
ethylene. 
carbon monoxide. 
carbon dioxide. 
nitric oxide 

(nitrous gas). 
nitrous oxide. 
nitrogen peroxide. 
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The diagrams show that Dalton formed a very definite conception 
of the nature of chemical combination; it was the union of a 
small number of atoms of one kind with a small number of 
another kind to form a compound atom, or as we now say a 
" molecule," this identical process being repeated millions of 
times to form a perceptible amount of a compound. The con-
ceptions of " element," " compound " and " mixture " became 
more precise than they had been hitherto; in an element all the 
atoms are alike, in a compound all the molecules are alike, in a 
mixture there are different kinds of molecules. If we accept the 
hypothesis that each kind of atom has a specific and invariable 
weight, we can, with the aid of the above theory, make most 
important inferences concerning the proportions by weight in 
which substances combine to form compounds. These inferences 
are often summarized as the laws of constant, multiple and 
reciprocal proportions. 

The law of constant proportions asserts that what two elements 
unite to form a compound the weights that combine are in an 
L.,,o►  invariable ratio, a ratio that is characteristic of that 
constant compound. Thus if Dalton's diagram for the molecule, 
Posh"' or compound atom, of water be correct, it follows that 
dons. in all samples of water the total number of the hydrogen 
atoms is equal to that of the oxygen atoms; consequently, the 
ratio of the weight of oxygen to that of hydrogen in water is the 
same as the ratio of the weights of an oxygen and a hydrogen 
atom, and this is invariable. Different samples of water cannot 
therefore differ ever so little in percentage composition, and the 
same must be true for every compound as distinguished from a 
mixture. Apart from the atomic theory there is no obvious 
reason why this should be so. We give the name bread to a 
substance containing variable proportions of flour and water. 
Similarly the substance we call wine is undeniably variable in 
composition. Why should not the substance we call water also 
vary more or less? The Aristotelian would find no difficulty 
in such a variability; it is only the disciple of Dalton to whom 
it seems impossible. It is evident that we have in this law a 
definite prediction that can be tested by experiment 

The law of multiple proportions asserts that if two elements 
form more than one compound, then the weights of the one element 
L.. of which are found combined with unit weight of the other 
toolilato is the different compounds, must be in the ratio of two 
Nur"' or more whole numbers. If we compare Dalton's 

diagrams of the two oxides of carbon or of the three 
oxides of nitrogen that are given in the preceding table, we at 
once see the necessity of this law; for the more complex molecule 
has to be formed from the simpler one by the addition of one or 
more whole atoms. In the oxides of carbon the same weight 
of carbon must be combined with weights of oxygen that are as 

: 2, and in the oxides of nitrogen a fixed weight of nitrogen 
must be in union with weights of oxygen that are as x : s : 
which are the same ratios as a : 4 : I. This law has been abun-
dantly verified by experiment; for example, five oxides of 
nitrogen are known, and independent analyses show that, if we 
consider the same weight of nitrogen in every case, the weights 
of oxygen combined with it are to one another as s : s : 3 :4 : 
The discovery of this law is due to Dalton; it is a direct deduction 
from his atomic theory. Here again, apart from this theory, 
there is no obvious reason why the composition of different 
substances should be related in so simple a way. As Dalton 
said, " The doctrine of definite proportions appears mysterious 
unless we adopt the atomic hypothesis." " It appears like the 
mystical ratios of Kepler which Newton so happily elucidated." 
The chemists of Dalton's time were not unanimous in accepting 
these laws.. indeed C. L. Berthollet (Essai de starts thimique, 
1803) expressly controverted them. He maintained that, 
under varying conditions, two substances could combine in an 
indefinitely large number of different ratios, that there could in 
fact be a continuous variation in the combining ratio. This 
view is clearly inconsistent with the atomic theory, which requires 
that when the combining ratio of two substances changes it 
should do so, per sebum, to quite another value. 

The law of reciprocal proportions, or, as it might well be named, 

the law of equivalence, cannot be adequately enunciated in a fen 
words. The following gives a partial statement of it. Lesson 

If we know the weights a and b of two elements that are wesonvust 
found in union with unit weight of a third element, then iwww• 
we can predict the composition of the compounds which 
the first two elements can form with each other; either the weights 
a and b will combine exactly, or if not, these weights must be multi-
plied by integers to obtain the composition of a compound. To see 
bow this law follows from Dalton's theory let us consider his 
diagrams for the molecules of water, ethylene and the oxides of 
carbon. In water and in ethylene experiment shows that 8 
parts by weight of oxygen and 6 parts of carbon, respectively, 
are in union with one part of hydrogen; also, if the diagrams 
are correct, these numbers must be in the ratio of the atomic 
weights of oxygen and carbon. We can therefore predict that 
all oxides of carbon will have compositions represented by the 
ratio of Sm parts of oxygen to 6n parts of carbon, where m and a 
are whole numbers. This prediction is verified by the result of 
analysis. Similarly, if we know by experiment the composition 
of water and of ammonia, we can predict the probable composi-
tion of the oxides of nitrogen. Experiment shows that, in water 
and ammonia, we have, respectively, 8 parts of oxygen and 4-67 
parts of nitrogen in union with one part of hydrogen; we can 
therefore infer that the oxides of nitrogen will all have the 
composition of 8m parts of oxygen to 4-67n parts of nitrogen. 
Experiment alone can tell us the values of m and a; all that 
the theory tells us is that they are whole numbers. In this 
particular case, n turns out to be 3, and m has in succession the 
values 1, a, 3, 4, S. 

It is evident that these laws all follow from the idea that a 
compound molecule can only alter through the addition or 
subtraction of one or more complete atoms, together with the 
idea that all the molecules in a pure substance are alike. For-
tunately, the compounds at first examined by the chemists 
engaged in verifying these laws were comparatively simple, so 
that the whole numbers referred to above were small. The 
astonishing variety of ratios in which carbon and hydrogen 
combine was not at first realized. Otherwise Berthollees 
position would have been a much stronger one, and the atomic 
theory might have had to wait a long' while for acceptance. 
Even at the present time, it would be too much to say that all 
the complex organic substances have been proved by analysis 
to obey these laws; all we can assert is that their composition 
and properties can be satisfactorily explained on the assumption 
that they do so. 

The above statement does not by any mans exhaust the 
possible predictions that can be made from the atomic theory, 
but it shows how to test the theory. If chemical compounds 
can be proved by experiment to obey these laws, then the 
atomic theory acquires a high degree of probability; if they are 
contradicted by experiment then the atomic theory must be 
abandoned, or very much modified. Dalton himself made many 
analyses with the purpose of establishing his views, but his 
skill as an analyst was not very stmt. It is in the work of the 
great Swedish chemist J. J. Berzelius, and somewhat later, in 
the experiments of the Belgian chemist J. S. Stan, that we find 
the most brilliant and vigorous verificatipn of these laws, and 
therefore of the atomic theory. 

We shall now give an outline of the experimental evidence for 
the truth of these laws. 

The law of the conservation of matter, an important element 
in the atomic theory, has been roughly verified by innumerable 
analyses, in which, a given weight of a substance 
having been taken, each ingredient in it is isolated Exam." 
and its weight separately determined; the total weight a. 
of the ingredients is always found to be very nearly 
equal to the weight of the original substance. But on account 
of experimental errors in weighing and measuring, and through 
loss of material in the transfer of substances from one vessel to 
another, such analyses are rarely trustworthy to more than one 
part in about zoo; so that small changes in weight consequent 
on the chemical change could not with certainty be proved or 
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disproved. A few experimenters have carried the verification 
much further. Stas, in his syntheses of silver iodide, weighed 
the silver and the iodine separately, and after converting them 
into the compound he weighed this also. In each of a number 
of experiments he found that the weight of the silver iodide 
did not differ by one twenty-thousandth of the whole from the 
sum of the weights of the silver and the iodine used His analyses 
of another compound, silver iodate, confirm the law to one part 
in 78.000. In E. W. Morley's experiments on the synthesis of 
water the hydrogen, the oxygen and the water that had been 
formed were separately determined; taking the mean of his 
results, the sum of the weights of the ingredients is not found to 
differ from the weight of the product by one part in zo,000. It 
is evident that if our experiments are solely directed to the 
verification of this law, they should, if possible, be carried out 
in a hermetically closed vessel, the vessel and its contents being 
weighed before and after the chemical change. The extremely 
careful experiments of this kind, by H. Landoll, and others, 
made it at first appear that the change in weight, if there is any, 
consequent on a chemical change can rarely exceed one-millionth 
of the weight of the reacting substances, and that it must often 
be much less. The small discrepancies found are so easily 
accounted for by attributing them to experimental errors that, 
until recently, every chemist would have regarded the law 
as sufficiently verified. Landolt's subsequent experiments 
showed, what was already noticed in the earlier ones, that these 
minute changes in weight are nearly always losses, the products 
weigh less than the components, while if they had been purely 
experimental errors, due to weighing, they might have been ex-
pected to be as frequently gains as losses. Landolt was dis-
posed to attribute these losses in weight to the containing 
vessel, which was of glass or quartz, not being absolutely im-
pervious, but in zgo8 he showed that, by making allowance for 
the moisture adsorbed on the vessel, the errors were both positive 
and negative, and were lees than one in ten million. He concluded 
that no change of weight can be detected. Modern researches (see 
Rsonssc-rivrrv) on the complex nature of the atom have a 
little shaken the belief in the absolute permanence of matter. 
But it seems pretty clear that if there is any change in weight 
consequent on chemical change, it is too mantle to be of im-
portance to the chemist, though the methods of modern physics 
may settle the question. (See Etzicercr.) 

The law of constant proportions is easily verified to a moderate 
degree of accuracy by such experiments as the following. We 
can prepare, in the laboratory, a white powder that proves to be 
calcium carbonate, that is, it appears to be wholly composel  of 
carbon dioxide and lime. We find in nature two other unlike 
substances, marble and Iceland spar, each of which is wholly 
composed of carbon dioxide and lime: Thus these three sub-
stances, %mince in appearance and origin, are composed of the 
same ingredients: if small variations in the combining ratio of 
the components were possible, we might expect to find. them 
in such a case as this. But analysis has failed to find such 
differences; the ratio of the weights of lime and carbon 
dioxide is found to be the same in all three substances. 
Such analyses, which do not always admit of great accuracy, 
have been confirmed by a few carefully planned experi-
ments in which two components were brought together under 
very varied conditions, and the resulting compound analysed. 
Stas carried out such experiments on the composition of 
silver chloride and of ammonium chloride, but he never found a 
variation of one part in so,000 in the-composition of the 
substances. 

The two laws discussed above were more or less accepted before 
the promulgation of the atomic theory, but the law of multiple 
proportions is the legitimate offspring of this theory. Berzelius 
saw at once that it afforded an admirable test for the correctness 
of Dalton's views, and he made numerous experiments expressly 
designed to test the law. One of these experiments may be 
described. Two chlorides of copper are known, one a highly 
coloured substance, the other quite white. lierzelius took 8 
grams of copper, converted it into the coloured chloride, and  

sealed up the whole of this in solution, together with a weighed 
strip of copper. After some time the colour entirely dis-
appeared; the strip of copper was then taken out and reweighed, 
and it was found to have lost 8.03 grams. Thus the chlorine, 
which in the coloured compound was in union with 8 grams of 
copper, appears, in the colourless chloride, to be combined with 
16-03 grams, or almost exactly double the amount. It is eitsy, 
to verify this result. In a series of repetitions of the experiment, 
by different observers, the following numbers were obtained for 
the ratio of the copper in the two chlorides: !IS, 117, a'03, 
zeo3, the mean value being 1.096. It will be noticed that the 
retie) found is sometimes above and sometimes below the number 
2, which is required by the atomic theory, and therefore the 
deviations may not unreasonably be attributed to experimental 
errors. Such experiments—and numerous ones of about this 
degree of accuracy have been made on a variety of substances—
give a high degree of probability to the law, but leave it an open 
question whether it has the exactitude of the law of the conserva-
tion of matter, or whether it is only approximately true. The 
question is, however, vital to the atomic theory. It is, therefore, 
worth while to quote a verification of great exactitude from the 
work of Stas and J. B. A. Dumas ,  on the composition of the 
two oxides of carbon. From their work it follows that the ratio 
of the weights of oxygen combined with unit weight of carbon 
in the two oxides is 1 .09995. or with somewhat different 'data, 
1.9996. 

The law of reciprocal proportion, of which some examples have 
been already given, is part of a larger law of equivalence that 
underlies most of our chemical methods and calculations. One 
section of the law expresses the fact that the weights of two 
substances, not necessarily elements, that are equivalent in one 
reaction, are often found to be equivalent in a number of other 
reactions. The neutralization of acids by bases affords many 
illustrations, known even before the atomic theory, of the truth 
of the statement. It is universally found that the weights of two 
bases which neutralize the same weight of one acid are equivalent 
in their power of neutralizing other acids. Thus s parts by 
weight of soda, 7 of potash and 3-5 of quicklime will each 
neutralize 4.56 parts of hydrochloric acid or 7.875 of nitric or 
6.125 parts of sulphuric acid; them weights, in fact, are mutually 
equivalent to one another. The Daltenian would say that each 
of these weights represents a certain group of atoms, and that 
these groups can replace, or combine with, each other, to form 
new molecules. The change from a binary compound, that is, 
one containing two elements, to a ternary compound in which 
these two elements are associated with a third, sometimes affords 
a very good test for the theory. The atomic theory can picture 
the change from the binary to the ternary compound simply as 
the addition of one or more atoms of the third element to the 
previously existing molecule; in such a case the combining 
ratio of the first two elements should be absolutely the same in 
both compounds. Berzelius tested this prediction. He showed 
that lead sulphide, a black substance containing only lead and 
sulphur, could be converted by oxidation into lead sulphate, a 
white compound containing oxygen as well as lead and sulphur. 
The whole of the lead and sulphur of the, sulphide was found to 
be present its the sulphate; in other words, the combining ratio 
of the lead and sulphur was not altered by the addition of the 
oxygen. This is found to be a general rule. It was verified very 
exactly by Stas's experiments, In which he removed the oxygen 
from the ternary compound silver iodate and found that the 
whole of the silver and the Iodine remained in combination with 
each other as silver iodide; his results prove, to one part in ten 
milieus, that the combining ratio of the silver and the iodine 
is unaltered by the removal of the oxygen. 

The above gives some idea of the evidence that has been 
accumulated in favour of the laws of chemical combination, laws 
which can be deduced from the atomic theory. Whenever any 
of these laws, or indeed any prediction from the theory, can be 
tested it has so far proved to be in harmony with experiment. 
The existence of the periodic law (see Emma), and the 

Freund, The Snub of Chemical Composition. 
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researches of physicists on the constitution of matter (q.s.), also 
furnish very strong support to the theory. 

Dalton was of the opinion that it was possible to determine 
the weights of the elementary atoms in terms of any one by the 

Atomic 
analysis of compounds. It is evident that this is 

...yid.  practicable if the number and kind of atoms contained 
in the molecule of a compound can be determined. 

To take the simplest possible case, if Dalton had been correct 
in assuming that the molecule of water was made up of one atom 
of oxygen and one of hydrogen, then the experimental fact that 
water contains eight parts by weight of oxygen to one part of 
hydrogen, would at once show that the atom of oxygen is eight 
times as heavy as the atom of hydrogen, or that, taking the 
atomic weight of hydrogen as the unit, the atomic weight of 
oxygen is 8. Similarly, Dalton's diagram for ammonia, together 
with the fact that ammonia contains 4.6y parts of nitrogen to 
one of hydrogen, at once4eads to the condusion that the atomic 
weight of nitrogen is 4.67. But, unfortunately, the assumption 
as to the number of atoms in the molecules of these two com- 
pounds was an arbitrary one, based on no valid evidence. It is 
now agreed that the molecule of water contains two atoms of 
hydrogen and one of oxygen, so that the atomic weight of oxygen 
becomes 16, and similarly that the molecule of ammonia contains 
three atoms of hydrogen and one of nitrogen, and that conse-
quently the atomic weight of nitrogen is 14. On account of 
this difficulty, the atomic weights published by Dalton, and the 
more accurate ones of Berzelius, were not always identical with 
the values now accepted, but were often simple multiples or 
submultiples of these. 

The " symbols " for the elements used by Dalton, apparently 
suggested by those of the alchemists, have been rejected in favour 

of those which were introduced by Berzdius. The 
Iseemolae. latter employed the first letter, or the first two letters, 
of the name of an element as its symbol. The symbol, like that 
of Dalton, always stands for the atomic weight of the element, 
that is, while H stands for one part by weight of hydrogen, 
O stands for r6 parts of oxygen, and so on. The symbols 
of compounds become very concise, as the number of atoms 
of one kind in a molecule can be expressed by a sub-index. 
Thus the symbol or formula MO for water expresses the view 
that the molecule of water consists of one atom of oxygen 
and two of hydrogen; and if we know the atomic weights 
of oxygen and hydrogen, it also tells us the composition of 
water by weight Similarly, the modern formula for ammonia 
is NH,. 

The superiority of this notation over that of Dalton is not so 
obvious when we consider such simple cases as the above, but 
chemists are now acquainted with very complex molecules 
containing numerous atoms; cane sugar, for example, has the 
formula CoHnOn. It would be a serious business to draw 
a Daltonian diagram for such a molecule. 

Dalton believed that the molecules of the elementary gases 
consisted each of one atom; his diagram for hydrogen gas makes 
the point clear. We now believe that the molecule of an element 
is frequently made up of two or more atoms; thus the formulae 
for the gases hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen are Hs, (h, Mb  while 
gaseous phosphorus and sulphur are probably P4 and Sh and 
gaseous mercury is Hg,,--that is, the molecule of this element 
is monatomic. This view, as to the frequently complex nature 
of the elementary molecule, is logicalliand historically connected 
with the striking hypothesis of Mader, Avogadro and A. M. 
AmpIre. These natural philosophers suggested that equal 
volumes of all gaseous substances must contain, at the same 
temperature and pressure, the same number of molecules. Their 
hypothesis explains so many facts that it is now considered to be 
as well established as the parts of the theory due to Dalton.' 
This principle at once enables the weights of molecules to be 
compared even when their composition is unknown; it is only 

It will be seen that in the three gas diagrams of Dalton that are 
reproduced above, equal numbers of molecules are contained in 
equal volumes. but if Dalton held this view at one time he certainly 
afterwards abandoned it.  

necessary to determine the specific gravities of the various gases 
referred to some one of them, say hydrogen; the numbers so 
obtained giving the weights of the molecules referred to that of 
the hydrogen molecule. 

The atomic theory has been of priceless value to chemists, but 
it has more than once happened in the history of science that a 
hypothesis, after having been useful in the discovery pus  
and the co-ordination of knowledge, has been aban- perino• 
doned and replaced by one more in harmony with later *Me 
discoveries. Some distinguished chemists have thought 
that this fate may be awaiting the atomic theory, and 
that in future chemists may be able to obtain all the guidance 
they need from the science of the transformations of energy. 
But modern discoveries in radioactivity' are in favour of the 
existence of the atom, although they lead to the belief that the 
atom is not so eternal and unchangeable a thing as Dalton and 
his predecessors imagined, and in fact, that the atom itself may 
be subject to that eternal law of growth and decay of which 
Lucretius speaks. (F. H. Ns) 

ATONEMENT and DAY OF ATONEMENT. " Atone " 
(originally—see below—" at one ") and " atonement " are 
terms ordinarily used as practically synonymous with 
satisfaction, reparation, compensation, with a view 
to reconciliation. As the English technical terms 
representing a theological doctrine which plays an 
important part not only in Christianity but in moat religions, 
the underlying ideas require more detailed analysis. A doctrine 
of atonement makes the following presuppositions. (a) There 
is a natural relation between God and man in which God looks 
favourably upon man. (b) This relation has been disturbed so 
that God regards man's character and conduct with disapproval, 
and inflicts suffering upon him by way of punishment In the 
higher religions the disturbance is due, as just implied, to 
unsatisfactory conduct on man's part, i.e. sin. (c) The normal 
relation may be restored, is. sin may be forgiven; and this 
restoration is the atonement 

The problem of the atonement is the means or condition of 
the restoration of man to God's favour; this has been variously 
found (a) in the endurance of punishment; (6) in the payment 
of compensation for the wrong done, the compensation consist-
ing of sacrifices and other offerings; (c) in the performance of 
magical or other ritual, the efficacy of the ritual consisting in its' 
being pleasing to or appointed by God, or even in its having a 
coercive power over the deity; (d) in repentance and amendment 
of life. Meet theories of atonement would combine two or more 
of these, and would include repentance and amendment. Some 
or all of the conditions of atonement may be fulfilled, according 
to various views, either by the sinner or vicariously on his behalf 
by some kinsman; or by his family, den or nation; or by 
some one else. 

In the Old Testament, " atonement," " make an atonement ' 
represent the Hebrew kipper and its derivatives. It is doubtful 
whether this root meant originally to " cover " or 
" wipe out "; but probably it is used as a technical 	rim 
term without any consciousness of its etymology. 	ssen 
The Old Testament presents very varied teaching on 
this subject without attempting to co-ordinate its doctrines in 
a harmonious system. In some cases there is no suggestion of 
any forgiveness; sinners are " cut of " from the chosen people; 
individuals and nations perish in their iniquity.' Some presages 
refer exclusively to the endurance of punishment as a condition 
of pardon; others to the penitence and amendment of the 
sinner.' In Ezekiel mei. 25-34 repentance is called forth by 
the divine forgiveness. 

Sacrifice and other rites are also spoken of as conditions of the 
restoration of man to happy relations with God. The Priestly 
Cade (Leviticus and allied peerages) seems to confine the efficacy 

I Rutberfonl, Radioactivity. 
Cf. Exodus xii. r5, Ac.; Josh. vii. e.4 (Achan); Jer. IE. 6a 

(Babylon). 
2 Sam. XI 13, rs (David); Isaiah id: 2 (Jerusalem): is such 

cases, however, the context implies repentance. 
6  En& :viii., Micah vi. 
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of sacrifice to ritual, venial and involuntary sins,* and requires 
that the sacrifices should be offered at Jerusalem by the Aaronic 
priests; but these limitations did not belong to the older religion; 
and even in later times popular faith ascribed a larger efficacy to 
sacrifice. On the other hand, other passages protest against the 
ascription of great importance to sacrifice; or regard the rite 
as a consequence rather than a cause of forgiveness.* The Old 
Testament has no theory of sacrifice; in connexion with sin the 
sacrifice was popularly regarded as payment of penalty or com-
pensation. Lev. evil. ix suggests a mystic or symbolic explana-
tion by its statement " the life of the flesh is in the blood; and 
I have given it to you upon the altar to make atonement for 
your lives:* for it is the blood that maketh atonement by reason 
of the life." The Old Testament nowhere explains why this 
importance is attached to the blood, but the passage is often held 
to mean that the life of the victim represented the forfeited life 
of the offerer. 

The atoning ritual reached Its climax on the Day of Atone-
ment irmse Xs, *pips itampoO, in the Mans simply " the 
'swim Day" Mad), observed annually on the toth day of 
der er 	the 7th month (Tied), in the autumn, about October, 

' 	shortly before the Feast of Tabernacles or vintage 
festival. At one time the year began in Thri. The 

laws of the Day of Atonement belong to the Priestly Code.* 
There is no trace of this function before the sale; the earliest 
reference to any such special time of atonement being the 
proposal of Ezek. xlv. 18-zo to establish two days of atonement,. 
in the first and seventh months.' No doubt, however, both the 
principles and ritual are partly derived from earlier times. The 
object of the observances was to cleanse the sanctuary, the 
priesthood and the people from all their sins, and to renew 
and maintain favourable relations between Yahweh and Israel. 
The ritual includes features found on other holy days, sacrifices, 
abstinence from work, &c.; and also certain unique acts. The 
Day of Atonement is the only fast provided in the Law; it is 
only on this °erasion that (a) the Jews are required to " afflict 
their souls," (8) the High Priest enters the Holy of Holies, (c) the 
High Priest offers incense before the mercy seat and sprinkles 
it with blood, and (d) the scapegoat or Azaael is sent away, into 
the wilderness, bearing upon him all the iniquities of the people. 
In later Judaism, especially from about too sc., great stress 
was laid on the Day of Atonement, and it is now the most 
important religious function of the Jews. On that day many 
attend the synagogues who are seldom or never seen in them 
at other times. 

The idea of vicarious atonement appears in the Old Testament 
in different forms. The nation suffers for the sin of the indivi-
dual;' and the individual for the sin of his kinsfolk* or of 
the nation.* Above all the Servant of Yahweh* appears as 
atoning for sinners by his sufferings and death. Again, the 
Old Testament speaks of the restoration of heathen nations, 
and of the salvation of the heathen;" but does not formulate 
any theory of atonement in this connexion. The Old Testament, 
however, only prepares the way for the Christian doctrine of the 
atonement; this is dear, inasmuch as its teaching is largely 
concerned with the nation, and hardly touches on the future 
life. Moreover, it could not define the relation of Christ to the 
atonement. Later Judaism emphasized the idea of vicarious 
atonement for Israel through the sufferings of the righteous, 
especially the martyrs; but it is very doubtful Whether the 
idea of the atonement through the death of the Messiah is a 
pre-Christian Jewish doctrine." 

In the New Testament, the English version uses" atonement " 

•Leo. iv. 2, " alit unwittingly " bickerga, c. 	sc., &c. 
Praha i. 10, 11. 1649; Isaiah i. 51; Micah 	6.8. 
Heb. mein*, also translated " soul." 
Lev. ;wt., XXiii. 27-32' Numb. xxix. 7.11. 

*So Davidson. &e. with LXX. The A.V. with Hebrew text has 
" seventh day of the month." 

• e.g. Achan, Josh. vii. 10-15. 
2 Sam. intl. 1-9; Deut. v.9, To. 
Fault. Md. 3, 4. 	Isaiah Mi. 	Isaiah xis. 25, Abr. 6. 

▪ Koberle, Sande and Glade, pp. 59z ff.  

one:, Rom. v. r, for auresna•rfl (R.V. here and elsewhere 
' reconciliation "). This Greek word corresponds to 

the idea suggested by the etymology of atone•ment, 	T Wes. 
the re-uniting in amity of those at variance, s sense 	masa 
which the word bad in the Mb century but has since 
lost, But the idea which is now usually expressed by " atone-
ment " is rather represented In the New Testament by theepte 
and its cognates, e.g. r John iL a R.V., "He (Jesus) is the 
propitiation (iXturple) for our sins." But these words are rare, 
and we read more often of " salvation " (ewespia) and " being 
saved," which includes or involves that restoration to divine 
favour which is called atonement. The leading varieties of 
teaching, the Sayings of Jesus, Paul, the Johannine writings, 
the Epistle to the Hebrews, connect the atonement with Christ 
especially with His death, and amodate it with faith in Him and 
with repentance and amendment of life." 

These ideas are also common to Christian teaching generally. 
The New Testament, however, does not indicate that its writers 
were agreed as to any formal dogma of the atonement, as regards 
the relaticurof the death of Christ to the sinner's restoration tb 
God's favour; but various suggestions are made as to the 
solution of the problem. St Pees teaching connects with the 
Jewish doctrine of vicarious suffering, represented in the Old 
Testament by Is. IN., and probably, though not expressly, with 
the ritual sacrifices. Christ suffering on behalf of sinners satisfies 
the divine righteousness, which was outraged by their sin.° 
His work is an expression of God's love to man;" the redeeniing 
power of Christ's death is also explained by his solidarity with 
humanity as the second Adam,"—the redeemed sinner has 
" died with Christ."" Some atoning virtue seems also attributed 
to the Resurrection;" Christ's sayings connect admission to the 
kingdom of God with susceptibility to the influence of His 
personality, faith in Himself and His mission, and the loyalty 
that springs from faith." In John, Christ is a " propitiation " 
(Diaaph) provided by the love of God that man maybe cleansed 
from sin; He is also their advocate (Hapileheres) with God that 
they may be forgiven, for His name's sake." Hebrew speaks of 
Christ as transcending the rites and officials of the law; He 
accomplishes the .realities which they could only foreshadow; 
in relation to the perfect, heavenly sacrifice which atones for sin; 
He is both priest and victim." 

The subsequent development of the Christi= doctrine has 
chiefly shaped itself according to the Pauline formula of vicarious 
atonement; the sufferings of Christ were accepted as a 
substitute for the punishment which men deserved, rer,;„ 
and so the divine righteousness was satisfied—s pmesflat 
formula, however, which left much room for contro- 
versy. The creeds and confessions are usually vague. Thus the 
Apostles' Creed, " I believe in the forgiveness of sins "; the 
Nicene Creed, " I believe in one Lord Jesus Christ .. . who for 
us men and for our salvation came down from heaven . . . 
acknowledge one baptism for the remission of'sins "; the 
Athanasian Creed, " Who (Christ) suffered for our salvation.". 
In the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England we have 
(ii.) " Christ suffered . . . to reconcile his Father to us, and to 
be a sacrifice, not only for original guilt, but also for all actual 
sins of men " ; and (=xi) " The offering of Christ once made 
is that perfect redemption, prOpitiation, and satisfaction, for 
all the sins of the whole world." The °Sundt of Trent declared 
that " Chrislets . . . Bolds sin satudissista passions Kyle crude 
justification= reersit d pro *obis deo palri 	"Christ 
earned our justification by His most holy passion and satisfied 
God the Father for us." The Confession of Augsburg uses words 
equivalent to the Articles quoted above which were based upon 
it. The Westminster Confession declares: a The Laird Jesus 
Christ, by His perfect obedience and sacrifice of Himself, which 
He through the Eternal. Spirit once offered up to God, bath 

° Mark z. 45;  Pdatt- =vs. 28; t Cor. rev. 3; John xi. 48-32: 
Heb. ii. 9. 

" Rom. iii. 25. 	" Rom. v. 8. 	22  Rom. v. 15-19. 
"Rom. vi. 8. 	° Rom. iv. 25. 
° Matt. xxv. 34 F.; Mark viii. 34 ff., Ix. 36 1., X. 21. 

John ii. 2, 2, 12, fu. 5, 8, iv. 10. 	 Heb. ii. r7, lira* 
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fully satisfied the justice of His Father, and purchased not only 
reconciliation, but an everlasting inheritance in the kingdom 
of heaven, for all those whom the Father bath given unto Him." 

Individual theologians have sought to define more exactly 
the points on which the standards are vague. For instance, 
how was justice satisfied by Christ? Ile early Fathers, from 
Irenaeus (d. c. sop) to Ansehn (d. x zoe),* held, inter alio, that 
Christ paid a ransom to Satan to induce him to release men from 
his power. Aaselm and the scholastics regarded the atonement 
as an offering to God of such infinite value as to outweigh men's 
sins, a view sometimes styled the " Commerical Theory.' The 
leading reformers emphasized the idea that Christ bore the punish- 
ment of sin, sufferings equivalent to the punishments deserved 
by men, a view maintained later on by Jonathan Edward; 
junior. But the intellectual activity of the Reformation also 
developed other views; the Sodnians, with their humanitarian 
theory of the Person of Christ, taught that He died only to 
assure men of God's forgiving love and to afford them an example 
of obedience—" Forgiveness is granted upon the ground of 
repentance and obedience."* Grotius put forward what has been 
called the Gftereinsnial Theory, viz that the atonement took 
place not to satisfy the wrath of God, but in the practical 
interests of the divine government of the world, " The sufferings 
and death of the Son of God are an exemplary exhibition of 
God's hatred of moral evil, in connexion with which it is safe and 
prudent to remit that penalty, which so far as God and the divine 
attributes are concerned, might have been remitted without it.'" 

The formal legal view continued to be widely held, though 
it was modified in many ways by various theologians. For 

instance, it has been held that Christ atoned for man- 
'11  vie"w 	kind not by enduring the penalty of sin, but by identify- " 

ing Himself with the sinner in perfect sympathy, and 
feeling for him an " equivalent repentance " for his sin. Thus 
McLeod Campbell (g.e.) held that Christ atoned by offering up 
to God a perfect confession of the sins of mankind and an 
adequate repentance for them, with which divine justice is 
satisfied, and a full expiation is Made for human guilt. A similar 
view was held by F. D. Maurice.' Others hold that the effect of 
the atoning death of Christ is not to propitiate God, but to 
reconcile man to God; it manifests righteousness, and thus 
reveals the heinousness of sin; it also reveals the love of God, 
and conveys the assurance of His willingness to forgive or receive 
the sinner; thus it moves men to repentance and faith, and 
effects their salvation; so substantially RitschL* In England 
much influence has been exerted by DOI. W. Dale's Atonement 
(0375), the special point of which is that the death of Christ is 
not required by the personal demand of God to be propitiated, 
but by the necessity of honouring an ideal law of righteousness; 
thus, " the death of Christ is the objective ground on which the 
sins of men are remitted, because it was an act of submission to 
the righteous authority of the law by which the human race was 
condemned . . . and because in consequence of the relation 
between Him and us—His life being our own—His submission 
is the expression of ours, and carries ours with it . . . (and) 
because in His submission to the awful penalty of sin . . . there 
was a revelation of the righteousness of God, which must other-
wise have been revealed in the infliction of the penalties of sin 
on the human race.'" This view, however, leads to a dilemma; 
if the law of righteousness is simply an expression of the divine 
will, satisfaction to law is equivalent to propitiation offered to 
God ;' if the law has an independent position, the view is 111C011. 
sistent with pure monotheism. 

The present position may be Mustrated from a work repie-
senting the more Donal Anglican theology. Bishop Lyttelton 
in Lux if midi* stated that the death of Christ is propitiatory 

Stevens, Christian Doctrine of Salvation. p. 138. 
I I6id. p. zsr. 
*Shedd, Hist. cif Christ.Docir. ii. 385 ff.; cf. van Oostenee, Christ. 

Dogma
Dogmatics, 611. 	 Shedd 35, I. t

ics, Stripers Doctrine of the Atossmsnat pp. 327 If. 
Orr, Allah's= Theology, pp. 149 H. 
Dale, A toneasesd, pp. 4,3o I. 

s Pp. 209, 212, 214, 216, 219, 221, 225.  

towards God because it expressed His perfect obedience, it 
manifested God's righteous wrath against sin, and in virtue 
of Christ's human nature involved man's recognition of the 
righteousness of God's condemnation of sin; also because in 
sonic mysterious way death has a propitiatory value; and 
finally because Christ is the representative of the human race. 
Towards man, the death of Christ has atoning efficacy because 
it delivers from sin, bestows the divine gift of life and conveys 
the assurance of pardon. The benefits of the atonement are 
appropriated by " the acceptance of God's forgiveness in Christ. 
our self-identification with Christ's atoning attitude, and then 
working out, by the power of the life bestowed upon us, all the 
(moral and spiritual) consequence of forgiveness." 

At present the belief in an objective atonement is still widely 
held; whether in the form of penal theories—the old forensic 
view that the death of Christ atones by paying the penalty of 
man's sin—or in the form of governmental theories; that the 
Passion fulfilled a necessity of divine government by expressing 
and vindicating God's righteousness. But there is also a wide-
spread inclination to minimize, ignore, or deny the objective 
aspect of the atonement, the effect of the death of Christ on 
God's attitude towards men; and to follow the moral theories 
in emphasizing the subjective aspect of the atonement, the 
influence of the Passion on man. There is a tendency to eclectic 
views embracing the more attractive features of the various 
theories; and attempts are made to adapt, interpret and 
qualify the imagery and language of older formulae, in order 
so to speak, to issue them afresh in new editions, compatible 
with modern natural science, psychology and historical criticism. 
Such attempts are necessary in a time of transition, but they 
involve a measure of obscurity and ambiguity. 
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T. J. Crawford,Doctrine of the Holy Spins respecting Ilse Monument 
0870; R. W. bale. Atonement (1875)'  J. Denney, Death of Christ. 
Atonement and the Modern Mind (not A. Lyttelton, Les Mwadi. 
PP. 201 if. (Atonement), (188?): R. oberly, Aisseneent and PO, 

 =Way; A. Ritschl, clerssiliche Lehre you der Rechtfertigensg 
and Versghnung (1870-1874); G. B. Stevens, Christian Doctrines 
of Salvation (1905). 

Day of Atonement: articles in Hastings' Dale Dictionary. and 
in the Encyclopaedia Diblica. (W. H. BE.) 

MATO. a river of western Colombia, South America, rising 
on the slopes of the Western Cordilleras, in s° 36' N. lat., and 
flowing almost due north to the Gulf of Uraba, or Darien, 'hese 
it forms a large delta- Its length is about yon in., but owing to 
the heavy rainfall of this region it discharges no less than i75,000 
cub. ft. of water per second, together with a very large quantity 
of sediment, which is rapidly filling the gulf. The river is nevi-
gabU to Quibdo (no m.), and for the greater part of its course 
for large vessels, but the bars at its mouth prevent the entrance 
of sea-going steams= Hewing through the narrow valley 
between the Cordillera and coast range, it has only short tribu-
taries, the principal ones being the Truando, Sucio and Muni. 
The gold and platinum mines of Chore were on some of its 
affluents, and the river sands are auriferous. The Atrato at one 
time attracted considerable attention as a feasible route for a 
trans-isthmian canal, which, it was estimated, could be excavated 
at a cost of f z i,000,000. 

AMER, a river which rises in 37 °  so' N. lat. and se°  E., in the 
mountains of the north-east of the Persian province of Khorasan, 
and flows west along the borders of Persia and the Russian 
Tmnscasphin province, till it falls, after a course of 35o m., 
into the south-eastern corner of the Gamlen, a short distance 
north-north-west of Astarabad. 

ATREUS, in Greek legend, son of Pelops and Mppodameia, 
and elder brother of Thyestes. Having murdered his step-
brother Chrysippus, Atreus fled with Thyestes to Mycenae, 
where he succeeded Eurystheus in the sovereignty. Ma wife 
Aerope was seduced by Thyestes, who was driven from Mycenae. 
To avenge himself, Thyestes sent Pleisthenes (Atreus' son whom 
Thyestes had brought up as his own) to kill Atreus, but Piet-
'theses was himself slain by his own father. After this Atreus, 
apparently reconciled to his brother, senile him to Mycenan 
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and invited him to a banquet to eat of his son, whom Atreus bad 
slain. Thyestes fled in horror. Subsequently Atreus married 
the daughter of Thyestes, Pelopia, who had by her own father 
a son, Aegisthus, who was adopted by Atreus. Thyestes was 
found by Agamemnon and Menelaus, the sons of Atreus, and 
imprisoned at Myceaae. Aegisthus being sent to murder 
Thyestes, mutual recognition took place, and Atreus was slain 
by the father and son, who seized the throne, and drove Aga-
memnon and Menelaus out of the country (Thucydides 1. er, 
Hyginus, Fobs lee; Apollodorus). Homer does not speak of the 
horrors of the story, which are first found in the tragedians; 
he merely states ii. cos) that Atreus at his death left the 
kingdom to Thyestes. 

See T. Voigt In Dined. elalat Harems. vi. (1886). 
ATRI, a town of the Abruzzi, Italy, in the province of Teramo, 

6 m. W. of the station of that name on the railway from Ancona 
to Foggia, and rft m. due E.S.E. of Teramo, on the•site of the 
ancient Hadria (q...). Pop. (lgor) 13,448. Its Gothic cathedral 
(1285-1305) is remarkably fine; and the Interior, though spoilt 
by restoration in 1657, contains some important frescoes of the 
end of the r 5th century by Andrea di Lecce and his pupils. The 
crypt was originally a cistern of the Roman period. The palace 
of the Acquaviva family, who were dukes of Atri from•1398 to 
5775, is a massive building situated in the principal square. 

ATRIUM (either from afar, black, referring to the blackening 
of the walls from the smoke of the hearth, or from the Greek 
apse., open to the sky, or from an Etruscan town, Atria, 
where the style of building is supposed to have originated), the 
principal entrance hall or court of a Roman dwelling, giving 
access and light to the rooms round it. The centre of the roof 
over the atrium was open to the sky and called the compluvitals; 
the rain-water from the roof collected in the gutters was dis-
charged into a marble tank underneath, which was known as 
the imp/minis. In the early periods of Roman civilization the 
atrium was the common public apartment, and was used for 
the reception of visitors and clients, and for ordinary domestic 
purposes, as cooking and dining. In it were placed the ancestral 
pictures, the marriage-couch, the hearth and generally a small 
altar. At a somewhat later period, and among the wealthy, 
separate apartments were built for kitchens and dining-rooms, 
and the atrium was kept as a general reception-room for clients 
and visi tors. There were many varieties of the atrium, depending 
on the way in which the roof was carried. These are described 
by Vitruvitis under the title of eavaedinits. 

Other buildings, both consecrated and unconsecrated, were 
called by the term (corresponding to the English " hall "), such 
as the Atrium Vestae, where the vestal virgins lived, and the 
Atrium Libertatis, the residence of the censor, where Asinine 
Pollio established the first public library at Rome. 

The word atriums in Rome had a second signification, being 
given to an open court with porticos round, sometimes placed 
In front of a temple. A similar arrangement was adopted by 
the early Christians with relation to the Basilica, In front of 
which there was an open court surrounded by colonnades or 
arcades. The church of San Clemente at Rome, that of Sant' 
Ambrogio at Milan and the cathedral of Parenzo in Istria still 
retain their atria. 

ATROPHY (Gr. lc- priv., rpocM, nourishment), a term in 
medicine used to describe a state of wasting due to some inter-
ference with the function of healthy nutrition (see PKINOLOGY). 
In the living organism there are always at work changes involving 
the waste of its component tissues, which render necessary, In 
order to maintain and preserve life, the supply and proper assimi-
lation of nutritive material. It is also essential for the mainten-
ance of health that a due relation exist between these processes 
of waste and repair, so that the one may not be in excess of the 
other. When the appropriation of nutriment exceeds the waste, 
hypertrophy (q.v.) or increase in bulk of the tissues takes place. 
When, on the other hand, the supply of nutritive matter is 
suspended or diminished, or when the power of assimilation is 
Impaired, atrophy or wasting is the result. Thus the whole 
body becomes atrophied in many diseases; and in old age every  

part of the frame, with the single exception of the heart, under-
goes atrophic change. Atrophy may, however, affect'single 
organs or parts of the body, irrespective of the general state of 
nutrition, and this may be brought about in a variety of ways. 
One of the most frequently observed of such instances is atrophy 
from disuse, or cessation of function. Thus, when a limb is 
deprived of the natural power of motion, either by paralysis 
or by painful joint disease, the condition of exercise essential 
to its nutrition being no longer fulfilled, atrophy of all its textures 
sooner or later takes place. The brain in imbeciles is frequently 
observed to be shrivelled, and in many cases of blindness there 
is atrophy of the optic nerve and optic tract. This form of 
atrophy is likewise well exemplified in the case of those organs 
and structures of the body which subserve important ends 
during foetal life, but which, ceasing to be necessary after birth, 
undergo a sort of natural atrophy, such as the thymus gland, 
and certain vessels specially concerned in the foetal circulation. 
The uterus after parturition undergoes a certain amount of 
atrophy, and the ovaries, after the child-bearing period, become 
shrunken. Atrophy of a part may also be caused by interrup-
tion to its normal blood-supply, as in the case of the ligature 
or obstruction of an artery. Again, long-standing disease, by 
affecting the nutrition of an organ and by inducing the deposit 
of morbid products, may result in atrophy, as frequently happens 
in affections of the liver and kidneys. Parts that are subjected 
to continuous pressure are liable to become atrophied, as is 
sometimes seen in internal organs which have been pressed upon 
by tumours or other morbid growths, and is well illustrated in 
the Chinese practice of foot-binding. Atrophy may manifest 
itself simply by loss of substance; but, on the other hand, it is 
often found to co-exist with degenerative changes in the textures 
affected and the formation of adventitious growth, so that the 
part may not be reduced in bulk although atrophied as regards 
Its proper structure. Thus, in the case of the heart, when 
affected with fatty degeneration, there is atrophy of the proper 
muscular texture, but as this is largely replaced by fatty matter, 
the organ may undergo no diminution in volume, but may, on 
the contrary, be increased in size. Atrophy is usually a gradual 
and slow process, but sometimes it proceeds rapidly. In the • 

disease known by the name of aade yellow atrophy of the liver, 
that organ undergoes such rapidly destructive change as results 
in its shrinking to half, or one-third, of its normal size in the 
course of a few days. The term progressive muscular atrophy 
(synonyms, wasting or creeping palsy) is applied to an affection 
of the muscular system, which is characterized by the atrophy 
and subsequent paralysis of certain muscles, or groups of muscles, 
and is associated with morbid changes in the anterior roots of 
the nerves of the spinal cord. This disease begins insidiously, 
and Is often first observed to affect the muscles of one hand, 
generally the right. The attention of the sufferer is first attracted 
by the power of the hand becoming weakened, and then there is 
found to be a wasting of certain of its muscles, particularly those 
of the ball of the thumb. Gradually other muscles in the arms 
and legs become affected in a similar manner, their atrophy 
being attended with a corresponding diminution in power. 
Although sometimes arrested, this disease tends to progress, 
until in course of time the greater part of the muscular system 
is implicated and a fatal result ensues. 

ATROPOS, in Greek mythology, the eldest of the three Fates 
(see Fere). Her name, the " Unalterable " (a- privative, and 
vizor, to tom), indicates her function, that of rendering the 
decisions of her sisters irreversible or immutable. Atropos is 
most frequently represented with scales, a sun-dial or a cutting 
instalment, the " abhorred shears," with which she slits the 
thin-spun thread of life that has been placed on the spindle by 
Clotho and drawn off by Lachesis. 

ATTA, TITUS METH* or Qourrecros (d. 77 n.c.), Roman 
comedy writer, was, like Titinius and Afranius, distinguished 
as a writer of fibulae togatao, national comedies. He bad the 
reputation of being a vivid delineator of character, especially 
female. He also seems to have published a collection of epigrams. 
The scanty fragments contain many archaisms, but are lively in 
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style. According to Horace (Epistles, ii t. 79) the plays of 
Atta were still put on the stage in his time. 

Aulus Gellius vii. 9; fragments in Neukirch, De fahala legato 
Romarso► tem (1833): Ribbeck,Ctimicersim Laii010711111 reisquias (1855). 

ATTACAPA (Choctaw for " cannibal "), a tribe of North-
American Indians, whose home was in south-west Louisiana; 
they are now practically extinct. 

ATTACHMENT,1  In law, a process from a court of record, 
awarded by the justices at their discretion, on a bare suggestion, 
or on their own knowledge, and properly grantable in cases of 
contempt It differs from arrest (q.v.), in that he who arrests 
a man carries him to a person of higher power to be forthwith 
disposed of; but he that attaches keeps the party attached, 
and presents him in court at the day assigned, as appears by the 
words of the writ. Another difference is, that arrest is only upon 
the body of a man, whereas an attachment is of ten upon his 
goods. It is distinguished from distress in not extending to 
lands, as the latter does; nor does a distress touch the body, 
as an attachment does. Every court of record has power to fine 
and imprison for contempt of its authority. Attachment being 
merely a process to bring the defendant before the court, is not 
necessary in cases of contempt in the presence of the court itself. 
Attachment will be granted in England against peers and 
members of parliament only for such gross contempts as rescues, 
disobedience to the sovereign's writs and the like. Attachment 
will not lie against a corporation. The county courts in this 
respect are regulated by acts of 1846 and 1849. They  can only 
punish for contempts committed in presence of the court (see 
CONTE/CPI or Couar). Attachments are granted on a rule in 
the first instance to show cause, which must be personally served 
before it can be made absolute, except for non-payment of costs 
on a master's allocatur, and against a sheriff for not obeying a 
rule to return a writ or to bring in the body. The offender is 
then arrested, and when committed will be compelled to answer 
interrogatories, exhibited against him by the party at whose 
instance the proceedings have been had; and the examination 
when taken is referred to the master, who reports thereon, and 
on the contempt being reported, the court gives judgment accord-
ing to its discretion, in the same manner as upon a conviction 
for a misdemeanour at common law. Sir W. Blackstone observes 
that " this method of making the defendant answer upon oath 
to a criminal charge is not agreeable to the genius of the common 
law in any other instance ' ; and the elasticity of the legal defini-
tions of contempt of court, especially with respect to comments 
on judicial proceedings, is the subject of much complaint 

Attachment of Debts.—It was suggested by the common law 
commissioners in du that a remedy analogous to that of 
Foreign Attachment (see below) might be made available to 
creditors, after judgment, against debts due to their debtors. 
Accordingly, the Common Law Procedure Act du enacted 
that any creditor, having obtained judgment in the superior 
courts, should have an order that the judgment debtor might 
be examined as to any debts due and owing to him before a master 
of the court. The rules and regulations under the Judicature 
Act 1873 retained the process for attachment of debts as estab-
lished by the Procedure Act of 1854. On affidavit that the judg-
ment was still unsatisfied, and that any other person within the 
jurisdiction was indebted to the judgment debtor, the judge 
was empowered to attach all debts due from such third person 
(called the garnishee) to the judgment debtor, to answer the 
judgment debt. This order binds the debts in the bands of the 
garnishee, and if he does not dispute his liability execution 
issues against him at once. If he disputes his liability the ques-
tion must be tried. Payment by the garnishee or execution 

" To attach " is first used in English in the legal sense of arrest 
or seizure, and the sense of " fasten to " is comparatively late. The 
Old French Wackier, modern corder, from which the English 
" attach " is derived, is from a word for a peg or nail. In Fattish 
" tack," which is found in many forms in Scandinavian and Celtic 
languages, and Is ultimately connected with the root seen in Latin 
tonere, to touch. The Italian attorare, especially in the phrase 
Macon banalia, to join battle, gave the French Irk/quer, whence 
the English " attack: which is therefore by origin a doublet of 
" attac&"  

against him is a complete discharge as against the judgment 
debtor. These provisions were, by an order in council of the 
r8th of November 047, extended to the county courts. By 
the Wages Attachment Abolition Act 1870 it is enacted that 
no order for the attachment of the wages of any servant, labourer 
or workman shall be made by the judge of any court of record or 
inferior court, and by the Merchant Shipping Act tgua it is 
enacted that the wages of a seaman or apprentice are not subject 
to attachment. 

In the United States attachment of debts is a statutory remedy 
accorded in most of the states in certain circumstances for the 
security of creditors, by the seizure by the sheriff of the debtor's 
goods or the imposition of a lien upon his land, before judgment, 
Ind sometimes at the very commencement of the action. In 
some states it is only allowed in special cases, as when the 
debtor has absconded, or is a non-resident or guilty of fraud; 
in a few it may be had, as of right, at the commencement of 
ordinary actions. The common-law courts of the United States 
(by act of Congress) follow the practice in this regard of the state 
in which they sit. Such attachments (on meant process) can 
generally be dissolved by the substitution of a bond with surety. 
The body can also be attached in most states on civil actions 
of tort (for a wrongful or negligent act to the damage of another), 
but not in actions on contract. 

Foreign Meacham: is an important custom prevailing in the 
city of London, whereby a creditor may attach money owing to 
his debtor, or property belonging to him in the possession of third 
parties. The person holding the property or owing the money 
must be within the city at the time of being served with the 
process, but all persons are entitled to the benefit of the custom. 
The plaintiff having commenced his action, and made a satis-
factory affidavit of his debt, is entitled to issue attachment, 
which thereupon affects all the money or property of the de-
fendant in the bands of the third party, the garnishee. The 
garnishee, of course, has as against the attachment all the 
defences which would be available to him against the defendant, 
his alleged creditor. The garnishee may plead payment under 
the attachment, if there has been no fraud or collusion, in bar 
to an action by the defendant for his debt or property. The 
court to which this process belongs is the mayor's court of 
London, the procedure in which is regulated by the Mayor's 
Court of London Procedure Act 1857. This custom, and all 
proceedings relating thereto, are expressly exempted from the 
operation of the Debtor's Act T869. Similar customs exist in 
Bristol and a few other towns in England and also in Scotland_ 

A Well of Attachment enforces answers and obedience to decrees 
and orders of the High Court of Justice, and is made out without 
order upon an affidavit of the due service of the process, fire., 
with whose requirements compliance is sought A corporation, 
however, is proceeded against by distringss and not by attach-
ment. It was formerly competent to the plaintiff to compel 
the appearance of a defendant in chancery by attachment, but 
the usual course was to enter appearance for him in case of 
default. It is one of the modes of execution allowed for the 
recovery of property other than land or money. 

Attadsmast of the Forest was the proceeding in the courts of 
attachments, Woodmote, or Forty Days' courts. These courts 
have fallen into desuetude. They were held before the verderers 
of the royal forests in different parts of the kingdom once in 
every forty days, for the purpose of inquiring into all offences 
against " vert (greensward) and venison." The attachment was 
by the bodies of the offenders, if taken in the very act of Wing, 
venison, or stealing wood, or preparing so to do, or by fresh 
and immediate pursuit after the act was done; else they must 
be attached by their goods. These attachments were received 
by the verclerers and enrolled, and certified under their seals to 
the Swainmote, or Court of Justice-seat, which was the superior 
of the forest courts. 

ATTAINDER (from the 0. Fr. Mohan, akimbo, to attain, 
i.e. to strike, accuse, condemn; Lat. altingere, tonere, to touch; 
the meaning has been greatly affected by the confusion with 
Fr. taisoise, Ware, to taint, stale, Lat. lingers, to dye), in &g lib 
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law, was the immediate and Inseparable consequence from the 
common law upon the sentence of death. When it was clear 
beyond all dispute that the criminal was no longer fit to live 
he was called attain', and could not, before the Evidence Act 
1843, be a witness in any court. This attainder took place after 
judgment of death, or upon such circumstances as were equivalent 
to judgment of death, such as judgment of outlawry on &capital 
crime, pronounced for absconding from. justice. Conviction 
without judgment was not followed by attainder. The con-
sequences of attainder were (z) forfeiture, (2) corruption of blood. 
On attainder for treason, the criminal forfeited to the crown 
his lands, rights of entry on lands, and any interest he might 
have in lands for his own life or it term of years. For murder, 
the offender forfeited to the crown the profit of his freeholds 
during life, and in the case of lands held in fee.elmple, the lands 
themselves for a year and a day; subject to this, the lands 
escheated to the lord of the fee. These forfeitures related hack 
to the time of the offence committed. Forfeitures of goods 
and chattels ensued not only on attainder, but on conviction 
for a felony of any kind, or on flight from justice, and had 
no relation backwards to the time of the offence committed. 
By corruption of blood, " both upwards and downwards," the 
attainted person could neither inherit nor transmit lands. The 
lands escheated to the lord of the fee, subject to the crown's 
right of forfeiture. The doctrine of attainder has, however, 
ceased to be of much importance. The Forfeiture Act 187o 
enacted that henceforth no confession, verdict, inquest, con-
viction or judgment of or for any treason or felony, or fdo de se, 
should cause any attainder or corruption of blood, or any 
forfeiture or escheat. Sentence of death, penal servitude or 
imprisonment with hard labour for more than twelve months, 
after conviction for treason or felony, disqualifies from holding 
or retaining a seat in parliament, public offices under the crown 
or otherwise, right to vote at elections, &c., and such disability 
is to remain until the punishment has been suffered or a pardon 
obtained. Provision was made for the due administration of 
convicts' estates, in the interests of themselves and their families. 
Forfeiture consequent on outlawry was exempted from the pro-
visions of the act. The United States constitution (Art. HI. 
s. 3) says: " The Congress shall have power to declare the 
punishment of treason, but no attainder of treason shall work 
corruption of blood, or forfeiture except during the life of the 
person attainted." 

Bills of Attainder, in English legal procedure, were formerly 
a parliamentary method of exercising judicial authority. They 
were ordinarily initiated in the House of Lords and the pro-
ceedings were the same as on other bills, but the parties against 
whom they were brought might appear by counsel and produce 
witnesses in both Houses. In the case of an impeachment (q.v.), 
the House of Commons was prosecutor and the House of Lords 
judge; but such bills being keislative in form, the consent of 
crown, lords and commons was necessary to pass them. Bishops, 
who do not exercise but who claim the right to vote in cases of 
impeachment(q.v.), have a right to vote upon bills of attainder, 
but their vote is not conclusive in passing judgment upon 
the accused. First passed in 1459, such bills were employed, 
more particularly during the reigns of the Tudor kings, as a 
species of extrajudicial procedure, for the direct punishment of 
political offences. Dispensing with the ordinary judicial forms 
and precedents, they took away from the accused whatever 
advantages he might have gained in the courts of law; such 
evidence only was admitted as might be necessary to secure 
conviction; indeed, in many cases bills of attainder were passed 
without any evidence being produced at all. In the reign of 
Henry VIII. they were much used, through a subservient 
parliament, to punish those who had incurred the king's dis-
pleasure; many distinguished victims who could not have been 
charged with any offence under the existing laws being by this 
means disposed of. In the 17th century, during the disputes 
with Charles I., tne Long Parliament made effective use of the 
same procedure, forcing the sovereign to give his consent. 
After the Restoration it became less frequent, though the Jacobite  
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movement in Scotland produced several instances of attainder, 
without, however, the infliction of the extreme penalty of death. 
The last bill of attainder passed In England was in the case of 
Lord Edward Fitzgerald, one of the Irish rebel leaden of rye& 

A bill for reversing attainder took a form contrary to the 
usual rule. It was first signed by the sovereign and presented 
by a peer to the House of Lords by command of the crown, then 
passed through the ordinary stages and on to the commons, to 
whom the sovereign's assent was communicated before the lust 
reading was taken, otherwise the whole proceedings were null 
and void. 

A Bill # Paine and Penalties resembles a bill of attainder 
in object and procedure, but Imposes a lesser punishment than 
death. The mat notable instances of the pagans of a bill of 
pains and penalties are those of Bishop Atterbury in 1722, and 
of Queen Caroline, wife of George IV., in 182o. 

The constitution of the United States declares that " no bill 
of attainder or ex post facto law shall be passed." 

ATTAINT, WRIT OF, an obsolete method of procedure in 
English law, for inquiring by a jury of twenty-four whether 
a false verdict had been given in a trial before an ordinary jury 
of twelve. If it were found that an erroneous judgment bad been 
given, the wrong was redressed and the original jury incurred 
infamy, with imprisonment and forfeiture of their goods, 
which punishments were, however, commuted later for a 
pecuniary penalty. In criminal cases a writ of anent was 
issued at suit of the king, and in civil cases at the suit of either 
party. In criminal cases it appears to have become obsolete 
by the end of the 55th century. Procedure by attaint in civil 
cases had also been gradually giving place to the practice of 
granting new trials, and after the decision in Bushell's case in 
r67o (see Juin) it became obsolete, and was finally abolished 
by the Juries Act r82s, except as regards jurors guilty of 
embracery (q.v.). 

ATTALIA, an ancient city of Pamphylia, which derived its 
name from Attalus H., king of Pergamum; the modern Adana 
(q.v.). It was important as the nearest seaport to the rich 
districts of south-west Phrygia. A much-frequented " half-
sea " route led through it to the Lycus and Maeander valleys, 
and so to Ephesus and Smyrna. This was the natural way 
from any part of central Asia Minor to Syria and Egypt, and 
accordingly we hear of Paul and Barnabas taking ship at Attalia 
for Antioch. Originally the port of Perga, Attalla eclipsed the 
old Pamphylian capital in early Christian times and became 
the metropolis. There are extensive remains of the ancient 
walls, including some portions which go back to the foundation 
of the Pergamenian city. The most conspicuous monument 
is the triple Gate of Hadrian, flanked by a tower built by the 
empress Julia. This lies about half-way round the enceinte 
and formerly admitted the road from Perga. 

ATTAR [or Orrol OF ROSES (Pers. 'afar, essence), a perfume 
consisting of essential oil of roses, prepared by distilling, or, 
in some districts, by macerating the flowers. The manufacture 
is chiefly carried out in India, Persia and the Balkans; the last 
named supplying the bulk of the European demand. It is used 
by perfumery manufacturers as an ingredient. The genuine 
attar of roses is costly and it is frequently adulterated. 

ATTEMPT (Lat. adtemptare, attentare, to try), in law, an act 
done with.intent to commit a crime, and forming one of a series 
of acts which would constitute its actual commission if it were 
not interrupted. An attempt must proceed beyond mere pre-
paration, but at the same time it must fall short of the ultimate 
purpose in any part of it. The actual point, however, at which 
an act ceases to be an attempt, and becomes criminal, depends 
upon the circumstances of each particular case. A person may 
be guilty of an attempt to commit a crime, even if its commis-
sion in the manner proposed was impossible. Every attempt to 
commit a treason, felony or indictable misdemeanour is in itself 
an indictable misdemeanour, punishable by fine or imprisonment, 
unless the attempt to commit is specifically punishable by statute 
as a felony, or in a defined manner as a misdemeanour; and a 
person who has been indicted for a felony or misdemeanour may, 
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if the evidence so warrants, be found guilty only of the attempt, 
provided that it too is a misdemeanour. 

AITENTION (from Lat. ed-tendo, await, expect; the condi-
tion of being " stretched " or " tense "), in psychology, the con-
centration of consciousness upon a definite object or objects. 
The result is brought about, not by effecting any change in the 
perceptions themselves, but simply by isolating them from other 
objects. Since all consciousness involves this isolation, attention 
may be defined generally as the necessary condition of conscious-
ness. Such a definition, however, throws no light upon the nature 
of the psychological process, which is partly explained by the 
general law that the greater the number of objects on which 
attention is concentrated the less will each receive (" pluxibus 
intentus, minor cat ad singula senses "), and conversely. There 
are also special circumstances which determine the amount of 
attention, e.g. influences not subject to the will, such as the 
vividness of the impression (e.g. in the case of a shock), strong 
change in pleasurable or painful sensations. Secondly, an exer-
cise of volition is employed in fixing the mind upon a definite 
object. This is a purely voluntary act, which can be strengthened 
by habit and is variable in different individuals; to it the name 
" attention " is sometimes restricted. The distinction is ex-
pressed by the words " reflex " or " passive," and " volitional " 
or " active." It is important to notice that in every case of 
attention to an object, there must be in consciousness an implicit 
apprehension of surrounding objects from which the particular 
object is isolated. These objects are known as the " psychic 
fringe," and are essential to the systematic unity of the attention-
process. Attempts have been made to examine the attention-
process from the physiological standpoint by investigating the 
muscular and neural changes which accompany it, and even to 
assign to it a specific local centre. It has, for example, been 
remarked that uniformity of environment, resulting in practi-
cally automatic activity, produces mental equilibrium and the 
comparative disappearance of attention-processes; whereas the 
necessity of adapting activity to abnormal conditions produces 
a comparatively high degree of attention. In other words, 
attention is absent where there is uniformity of activity in 
accordance with uniform, or uniformly changing, environment. 
In spite of the progress made in this branch of study, it has to 
be remembered that all psycho-physical experiments are to some 
extent vitiated by the fact that the phenomena can scarcely 
remain normal under inspection. 

See G. F. Stout, Analytic Psychology (London, 1896), especially 
part u. chap. 2; also PSYCHOLOGY, BRAIN, &C. 

ATTERBOIL PER DANIEL &RAMS (179o-1855), Swedish 
eoet, son of a country parson, was born in the province of 
Ostergodand on the ipth of January :79o. He studied in the 
university of Upsala from t8o5 to 'fits, and became professor 
of philosophy there in :828. He was the first great poet of the 
romantic movement which, inaugurated by the critical work of 
Lorenzo Hammersktild, was to revolutionize Swedish literature. 
In i8o7, when in his seventeenth year, he founded at Upsala 
an artistic society, called the Aurora League, the members of 
which included V. F. Palmblad, A. A. Grafstrim (d. 187o), Samuel 
Hedborn (d. 1849), and other youths whose names were destined 
to take a foremost rank in the literature of their generation. 
Their first newspaper, Polyfem, was a crude effort, soon aban-
doned, but in Olio there began to appear a journal, Fosforos, 
edited by Atterbom, which lasted for three years and finds a 
place in classic Swedish literature. It consisted entirely of 
poetry and aesthetico-polemical essays; it introduced the study 
of the newly arisen Romantic school of Germany, and formed 
a vehicle for the early works, not of Atterbom only, but of 
liammerskold, Dahlgren, Palmblad and others. Later, the 
members of the Aurora League established the Powisk Kalender 
(1812-z822), in which their poems appeared, and a new critical 
organ, Smash Litteratartidning (1813-184). Among Atterbom's 
independent works the most celebrated is Lycksalighetens 0 
(The Fortunate Island), a romantic drama of extraordinary 
beauty, published in 1823. Before this he had published a 
cycle of lyrics, Blomenortta (The Flowers), of a mystical character,  

somewhat in the manner of Novalis. Of a dramatized fairy tale. 
Fdgel bid (The Blue Bird), only a fragment, which is among the 
most exquisite of his writings, is preserved. As a purely lyrical 
poet he has not been excelled in Sweden, but his more ambitious 
works are injured by his weakness for allegory and symbolism, 
and his consistent adoption of the mannerisms of Tie leek and 
Novalis. In his later years he became less violent in literary 
controversy. He became in x835 professor of aesthetics and 
literature at Upgrade, and four years later he was admitted to the 
Swedish Academy. He died on the 21st of July 1855. His 
Svenska Siare ock •Skakler (6 vole., 1841-t855, supplement, 
1864) consists of a series of biographies of Swedish poets and men 
of letters, which forms a valuable history of Swedish letters down 
to the end of the " classical " period. Atterbom's works were 
collected (i3 vole., Orebro) in i854-i87o. 

ATTERBURY, FRANCIS (1662--i732), English man of letters, 
politician and bishop, was born in the year 1662, at Milton or 
Middleton Keynes in Buckinghamshire, a parish of which his 
father was rector. He was educated at Westminster school and 
at Christ Church, Oxford, where he became a tutor. In 2682 
he published a translation of Absalom and Akithophel into Latin 
verse; but neither the style nor the versification was that of the 
Augustan age. In English composition he succeeded much 
better. In 1687 he published An Answer to some Consideraiimes 
on the Spirit of Martin Lather and the Original of the Reformation, 
a reply to Obadiah Walker, who, elected master of University 
College in 1676, had printed in a press set up by him there an 
attack on the Reformation, written by Abraham Woodhead. 
Atterbury's treatise, though highly praised by Bishop Burnet, 
is perhaps more distinguished for the vigour of his rhetoric than 
for the soundness of his arguments, and the Papists were so much 
galled by his sarcasms and invectives that they accused him of 
treason, and of having, by implication, called King James 
a Judas. 

After the Revolution, Atterbury, though bred in the doctrines 
of non-resistance and passive obedience, readily swore fealty 
to the new government. He had taken holy orders in 1687, 
preached occasionally in London with an eloquence which raised 
his reputation, and was soon appointed one of the royal chaplains. 
But he ordinarily resided at Oxford, where he was the chief 
adviser and assistant of Dean Aldrich, under whom Christ Church 
was a stronghold of Toryism. Thus he became the Inspirer of 
his pupil, Charles Boyle, in the attack (1698) on the Whig scholar, 
Richard Bentley (q.v.), arising out of Bentley's imptignment 
of the genuineness of the Epistles of Phalaris. He was figured 
by Swift in the Battle of the Books as the Apollo who directed 
the fight, and was, no doubt, largely the author of Boyle's essay. 
Bentley spent two years in preparing his famous reply, which 
proved not only that the letters ascribed to Phalaris were 
spurious, but that all Atterbury's wit, eloquence and skill in 
controversial fence was only a cloak for an audacious pretence 
of scholarship. 

Atterbury was soon occupied, however, in a dispute about 
matters still more important and exciting. The rage of religious 
factions was extreme. High Church and Low Church divided 
the nation. The great majority of the clergy were on the High 
Church side; the majority of King William's bishops were 
inclined to latitudinarianism. In rroo Convocation, of which 
the lower house was overwhelmingly Tory, had not been suffered 
to meet for ten years. This produced a lively controversy, into 
which Atterbury threw himself with characteristic energy, 
publishing a series of treatises written with much wit, audacity 
and acrimony. By the mass of the clergy he was regarded as 
the most intrepid champion that had ever defended their rights 
against the oligarchy of Erastian prelates. In 17or he was 
rewarded with the archdeaconry of Totnes and a prebend in 
Exeter cathedral. The lower house of Convocation voted him 
thanks for his services; the university of Oxford created him a 
doctor of divinity; and in 1704, soon after the accession of Arnie, 
while the Tories still had the chief weight in the government, 
he was promoted to the deanery of Carlisle. 

Soon after he bad obtained this preferment the Whig party 
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came into power. From that party he could expect no favour. 
Six years elapsed before a change of fortune took place. At 
length, in the year z zo, the prosecution of Sacheverell produced 
a formidable explosion of High Church fanaticism. At such a 
moment Atterbury could not fall to be conspicuous. His in-
ordinate zeal for the body to which he belonged, his turbulent 
and aspiring temper, his rare talents for agitation and for con-
troversy, were again signally displayed. He bore a chief part 
in framing that artful and eloquent speech which the accused 
divine pronounced at the bar of the Lords, and which presents 
a singular contrast to the absurd and scurrilous sermon which 
had very unwisely been honoured with impeachment. During 
the troubled and anxious months which followed the trial, 
Atterbury was among the most active of those pamphleteers 
who inflamed the nation against the Whig ministry and the Whig 
parliament. When the ministry had been changed and the 
parliament dissolved, rewards were showered upon him. The 
lower house of Convocation elected him prolocutor, in which 
capacity he drew up, in 1711, the often-cited Representation of 
the State of Religion; and, in August 171r, the queen, who had 
selected him as her chief adviser in ecclesiastical matters, 
appointed him dean of Christ Church on the death of his old 
friend and patron Aldrich. 

At Oxford he was as conspicuous a failure as he had been at 
Carlisle, and it was said by his enemies that he was made a bishop 
because he was so bad a dean. Under his administration Christ 
Church was in confusion, scandalous altercations took place, 
and there was reason to fear that the great Tory college would 

ruined by the tyranny of the great Tory doctor. In :723 he 
was removed to the bishopric of Rochester, which was then 
always united with the deanery of Westminster. Still higher 
dignities seemed to be before him. For, though there were many 
able men on the episcopal bench, there was none who equalled 
or approached him in parliamentary talents. Had his party 
continued in power it is not improbable that he would have been 
raised to the archbishopric of Canterbury. The more splendid 
his prospects the more reason he had to dread the accession 
of a family which was well known to be partial to the Whigs, 
and there is every reason to believe that he was one of those 
politicians who hoped that they might be able, during the Me 
of Anne, to prepare matters in such a way that It her decease 
there might be little difficulty in setting aside the Act of Settle-
ment and placing the Pretender on the throne. Her sudden 
death confounded the projects of these conspirators, and, what-
ever Atterbury's previous views may have been, he acquiesced 
in what he could not prevent, took the oaths to the house of 
Hanover, and did his best to ingratiate himself with the royal 
family. But his servility was requited with cold contempt; 
and he became the most factious and pertinacious of all the 
opponents of the government. In the House of Lords his oratory, 
lucid, pointed, lively and set off with every grace of pronunciation 
and of gesture, extorted the attention and admiration even of 
a hostile majority. Some of the most remarkable protests which 
appear in the journals of the peers were drawn up by him; and, 
in some of the bitterest of those pamphlets which called on the 
English to stand up for their country against the aliens who had 
come from beyond the seas to oppress and plunder her, critics 
easily detected his style. When the rebellion of 1715 broke out, 
he refused to sign the paper in which the bishops of the province 
of Canterbury declared their attachment to the Protestant 
succession, and in 1717, after having been long in indirect 
communication with the exiled family, he began to correspond 
directly with the Pretender. 

In 1721, on the discovery of the plot for the capture of the 
royal family and the proclamation of King James, Atterbury 
was arrested with the other chief malcontents, and in 1722 
committed to the Tower, where he remained in close confinement 
during some months. He had carried on his correspondence 
with the exiled family so cautiously that the circumstantial 
proofs of his guilt, though sufficient to produce entire moral 
conviction, were not sufficient to justify legal conviction. He 
could be reached only by a bill of pains and penalties. Such a bill 
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the Whig party, then decidedly predominant in both Houses, 
was quite prepared to support, and in doe course a bill passed 
the Commons depriving him of his spiritual dignities, banishing 
him for life, and forbidding any British subject to bold inter-
course with him except by the royal permission. In the Lords 
the contest was sharp, but the bill finally passed by eighty-three 
votes to forty-three. 

Atterbury took leave of those whom he loved with a dignity 
and tenderness worthy of a better man, to the last protesting 
his innocence with a singular disingenuousness. After a short 
stay at Brussels he went to Paris, and became the leading man 
among the Jacobite refugees there. He was invited to Rome 
by the Pretender, but Atterbury felt that a bishop of the Church 
of England would be out of place at the Vatican, and declined 
the invitation. During some months, however, he seemed to 
stand high In the good graces of James. The correspondence 
between the master and the servant was constant. Atterbury's 
merits were warmly acknowledged, his advice was respectfully 
received, and he was, as Bolingbroke had been before him, the 
prime minister of a king without a kingdom. lie soon, however, 
perceived that his counsels were disregarded, if not distrusted. 
His proud spirit was deeply wounded. In x7213 he quitted Paris, 
fixed his residence at Montpelier, gave up politics, and devoted 
himself entirely to letters. In the sixth year of his exile he had 
so severe an illness that his daughter, Mrs Morice, herself very ill, 
determined to run all risks that she might see him once more. 
She met him at Toulouse, received the communion from his 
hand, and died that night. 

Atterbury survived the severe shock of his daughter's death 
two years. He even returned to Paris and to the service of the 
Pretender, who had found out that he had pot acted wisely in 
parting with one who, though a heretic, was the most able man 
of the Jacobite party. In the ninth year of his banishment he 
published a luminous, temperate and dignified vindication of 
himself against John Oldmixqn, who had accused him of having, 
in concert with other Christ Church men, garbled the new edition 
of Clarendon's History of the Rebellion. The charge, as respected 
Atterbury, had not the slightest foundation; for he was not one 
of the editors of the History, and never saw it till it was printed. 
A copy of this little work he sent to the Pretender, with a letter 
singularly eloquent and graceful. It was impossible, the old 
man said, that he should write anything on such a subject without 
being reminded of the resemblance between his own fate and 
that of Clarendon. They were the only two English subjects 
who had ever been banished from their country and debarred 
from all communication with their friends by act of parliament. 
But here the resemblance ended. One of the exalts had been so 
happy as to bear a chief part in the restoration of the royal house. 
All that the other could now do was to die asserting the rights 
of that house to the last. A few weeks after this letter was 
written Atterbury died, on the 22nd of February 1732. His body 
was brought to England, and laid, with great privacy, under the 
nave of Westminster Abbey. No inscription marks his grave. 

It is agreeable to turn from Atterbury's public to his private 
life. His turbulent spirit, wearied with faction and treason, now 
and then required repose, and found it in domestic endearments, 
and in the society of the most illustrious literary men of his 
time. Of his wife, Katherine Osborn, whom he married while at 
Oxford, little is known; but between him and his daughter 
there was an affection singularly close and tender. The gentle-
ness of his manners when he was in the company of a few friends 
was such as seemed hardly credible to those who knew him only 
by his writings and speeches. Though Atterbury's cLissiad 
attainments were not great, his taste in English literature was 
excellent; and his admiration of genius was so strong that it 
overpowered even his political and religious antipathies. His 
fondness for Milton, the mortal enemy of the Stuarts and of the 
Church, was such as to many Tories seemed a crime; and he 
was the close friend of Addison. His favourite companions, 
however, were, as might have been expected, men whose politics 
had at least a tinge of Toryism. He lived on friendly terms with 
Swift, Arbuthnot and Gay. With Prior he had a close intimacy, 
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which some misunderstanding about public affairs at last dis-
solved. Pope found in Atterbury not only a warm admirer, but 
a most faithful, fearless and judicious adviser. 

See F. Williams, Memoirs sal Correspondence Attesbwy silt 
Notes, &c. (1869); Stuart Papers. vol 	Letters Amesbury to the 
Chevalier St George. &e- OW): J. Nichols. E • 	sy Correspond- 
ence,&c. (1783-1796); and H. C. Be aching, Frauds Amesbury, (1909). 

ATTESTATION (Lat. adkslare, alleslare, to bear witness, testis, 
a witness), the verification of a deed, will or other instrument 
by the signature to it of a witness or witnesses, who endorse or 
subscribe their names under a memorandum, to the effect that 
it was signed or executed in their presence. The essence of 
attestation is to show that at the execution of the document 
there was present some disinterested person capable of giving 
evidence as to what took place. The clause at the end of the 
instrument, immediately preceding the signatures of the wit-
nesses to the execution, and stating that they have witnessed 
it, is known as the attestation clause. In Scots law, the corre-
sponding clause is called the testing-clause (see Dm); Was, 
OR TESTAMENT; WITNESS). 

NITHIS (an adjective meaning " Attic "), the name given to 
a monograph or special treatise on the relig ious and political 
history, antiquities and topography of Attica and Athens. 
During the 4th and 3rd centuries s.c., a class of writers arose, 
who, making these subjects their particular study, were called 
a tthidographi, or compilers of atthides. The first of these 
was Clidemus or Clitodemus (about 378 s.c.) . ; the last, Ister 
of Cyrene (died 212 s.c.); the most important was Ph ilochorus 
(first half of the 3rd century s.c.), of whose work considerable 
fragments have been preserved. The names of the other atthido-
graphi known to us are Phanodemus, Demon, Androtion, 
Andron, Melanthius. They laid no claim to literary skill; their 
style was monotonous and soon became wearisome. They were in 
fact chroniclers or annalists—not historians. Their only object 
was to set down, in plain and simple language, all that seemed 
worthy of note in reference to the legends, history, constitution, 
religion and civilization of Attica. They followed the order 
of the olympiads and archon', and their work was supported 
by the authority of original documents, monuments and in-
scriptions. Their writings were much used by historians, as well 
as by the scholiasts and grammarians. 

Fragments in Mfiller, &avant& Hisloricorms Gramma, L 
ATTIC (i.e. " in the Attic style "), an architectural term given 

to the masonry rising above the main cornice of a building, 
the earliest example known being that of the monument of Thra-
syllus at Athens. It was largely employed by the Romans, who 
in their arches of triumph utilized it for inscriptions or for bas-
relief sculpture. It was used also to increase the height of 
enclosure walls such as those of the Forum of Nerve. By the 
Italian revivalists it was utilized as a complete storey, pierced 
with windows, as found in Palladio's work at Vicenza and in 
Greenwich hospital. The largest attic in existence is that 
which surmounts the entablature of St Peter's at Rome, 
which measures 39 ft. in height. The term is also employed 
in modern terminology to designate an upper storey in a 
roof, and the feature is sometimes introduced to hide a roof 
behind. 

ATTICA, a district of ancient Greece, triangular in shape, 
projecting in a south-easterly direction into the Aegean Sea, 
the base line being formed by the continuous chain of Mounts 
Cithaeron- and Panes, the apex by the promontory of Sunium. 
It was washed on two sides by the sea, and the coast is broken 
up into numerous small bays and harbours, which, however, 
are with few exceptions exposed to the south wind. The surface 
of Attica, as of the rest of Greece, is very mountainous, and 
between the mountain chains lie several plains of no great size, 
open on one side to the sea. On the west its natural boundary 
is the Corinthian Gulf, so that it would include Megaris; indeed, 
before the Dorian invasion, which resulted in the foundation of 
Megara, the whole country was politically one, in the hands of 
the Ionian race. This is proved by the column which, as we 
learn from Strabo, once stood on the Isthmus of Corinth, bearing  

on one side in Greek the inscription, " This land is Peloponneens,, 
not Ionia," and on the other, " This land is not Peloponnestm, 
but Ionia." 

The position of Attica was one main cause of its historical 
importance. Hence in part arose the maritime character of 
its inhabitants; and when they had once taken to the sea, 
the string of neighbouring islands, Ceos„ Cythnos and others, 
some of which lay within sight of their coasts, and from one to 
another of which it was possible to sail without losing sight of 
land, served to tempt them on to further enterprises. Similarly 
on land, the post it occupied between northern Greece and the 
Peloponnese materially influenced its relation to other states, 
both in respect of its alliances, such as that with Thessaly, towards 
which it was drawn by mutual hostility to Boeotia, which lay 
between them; and also in respect of offensive combinations 
of other powers, as that between Thebes and Sparta, which 
throughout an important part of Greek history were closely 
associated in their politics, through mutual dread of their 
powerful neighbour. 

The mountains of Attica, which form its most characteristic 
feature, are a continuation of that chain which, starting from 
Tymphrestus at the southern extremity of Pindus, 
passes through Phocis and Boeotia under the names go.. 
of Parnassus and Helicon; from this proceeds the range 
which, as Calmer= in its western and Parnes in its eastern 
portion, separates Attica from Boeotia, throwing off spurs 
southward towards the Saronic Gulf in Aegaleos and Hymettus. 
which bound the plain of Athens. Again, the eastern extremity 
of Panes is joined by another line of hills, which, separating 
from Mount Oeta, skirts the Euboie Gulf, and, after entering 
Attica, throws up the lofty pyramid of Pentelicus, ovedooking 
the plain of Marathon, and then sinks towards the sea at Sunium 
to rise once more in the outlying islands. Finally, at the ex-
treme west of the whole district, Cithaeron is bent round at right 
angles in the direction of the isthmus, at the northern approach 
to which it abuts against the mighty mass of Mount Geraneia. 
which is interposed between the Corinthian and the Saronic 
Gulf. Both Cithaeron and Panes are about 460o ft. high, 
Pentelicus 3633, and HymettuS 3370. while Argaleos does not 
rise higher than 334 ft. At the present day they are extremely 
bare, and in this respect almost repellent; but the lack of colour 
is compensated by the delicacy of the outlines, the minute 
articulation of the minor ridges and valleys, and the symmetrical 
grouping of the several mountains. 

The soil is light and thin, and requires very careful agricul-
ture not only on the rocky mountain sides but to some extent 
also in the maritime plains. This fact had consider- art 
able influence on the inhabitants, both by enforcing 
industrious habits and by leading them at an early period to 
take to the sea. Still, the level ground was sufficiently fertile to 
form a marked contrast to the rest of the district. Thucydides 
attributes to the nature of the soil (i. s rd kerstrgeow), which 
presented no attraction to invaders, the permanence of the same 
inhabitants in the country, whence arose the claim to indigenous-
ness on which the Athenians so greatly prided themselves; 
while at the same time the richer ground fostered that fondness 
for country life, which is proved by the enthusiastic terms in 
which it is always spoken of by Aristophanes. That we are not 
justified in judging of the ancient condition of the soil by 
the aridity which prevails at the present day, is shown by 
the fact that out of the 182 demo (see Ciatsrnmeits) into 
which Attica was divided, one-tenth were named from trees or 
plants. 

The climate of Attica has always been celebrated. In ap-
proaching Attica from Boeotia a change of temperature is felt 
as soon ass person descends from Cithaeron or Punts, ab ie ► 

 and the sea breeze, which in modern times is called 
6 infffires, or that which sets towards shore, moderates the 
heat in summer. The Attic comedians and Plato speak with 
enthusiasm of their native climate, and the fineness of the 
Athenian intellect was attributed to the clearness of the Attic 
atmosphere. It was in the neighbourhood of Athens itself that 
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the air was thought to be purest. So Euripides describes the 
inhabitants as " ever walking gracefully through the most 
luminous ether " 829); and Milton— 

" Where, on the Aegean stare, a city stands, 
Built nobly, pure the air, and light the soil—
Athens, the eye of Greece." 

Or again Xenophon says "one would not err in thinking that 
this city is placed near the centre of Greece—nay, of the civilized 
world—because, the farther removed persons are from it, the 
severer is the cold or heat they meet with " (Vadigal. r. 6). 
The air is so clear that. one can see from the Acropolis the lines 
of white marble that streak the sides of Pentelicus. The brilliant 
colouring which is so conspicuous in an Athenian sunset is 
due to the same cause. The epithet " violet-crowned," used 
of Athens by Pindar, is due either to the blue base on the 
surrounding lulls, or to the use of violets (or irises) for festal 
wreaths. This otherwise perfect climate is slightly marred by 
the prevalence of the north wind. This is expressed on the 
Horologium of Andronicus Cyrrhestes, called the Temple or 
Tower of the Winds; at Athens, where Boreas is represented 
as a bearded man of stern aspect, thickly clad, and wearing 
strong buskins; lie blows into a conch shell, which he holds 
in his band as a sign of his tempestuous character. 

Of the flora of Attica, the olive is the most important This 
tree, we learn from Herodotus (v. 82), was thought at one 

misers 	time to have been found in that country only; and 
u„. 	the enthusiastic praises of Sophocles (Ord. Cal. re) 

teach us that it was the land in which it flourished 
best. So great was the esteem in which it was held, that in the 
early legend of the struggle between the gods of sea and land, 
Poseidon and Athena, for the patronage of the country, the 
sea-god is represented as having to retire vanquished before the 
giver of the olive; and at a later period the evidences of this 
contention were found in an ancient olive tree in the Acropolis, 
together with three holes in the rock, said to have been made by 
the trident of Poseidon, and to be connected with a salt well 
hard by. The fig also found its favourite home in this country, 
for Demeter was said to have bestowed it as a gift on the Eleu-
sinian Phytalus, i.e. " the gardener." Both Cithaeron and 
Parses must have been wooded in former times; for on the 
former are laid the picturesque silvan scenes in the &aka* of 
Euripides, and it was from the latter that the wood came which 
caused the neighbouring dense of Acharnae to be famous for 
its charcoal—the ilreparar Ilapeksta of the Acharniases of 
Aristophanes (348). From the thymy slopes of Hymettus 
attionia.  came the famous Hymettian honey. Among the 

other products we must notice the marble—both that 
of Pentelicus, which afforded a material of unrivalled purity and 
whiteness for building the Athenian temples, and the blue 
marble of Hymettus—the trabes Symegias of Horace—which 
used to be transported to Rome for the construction of palaces. 
But the richest of all the sources of wealth in Attica was the 
silver mines of Laurium, the yield of which was so considerable 
as to render silver the principal medium of exchange in Greece, 
so that " a silver piece " (6pyksor) was the Greek equivalent 
term for money. Hence Aeschylus speaks of the Athenians as 
possessing a " fountain of silver " (Pers. 235), and Aristophanes 
makes his chorus of birds promise the audience that, if they 
show him favour, owls from Laurium (i.e. silver pieces with the 
emblem of Athens) shall never fad them (Birds, nod). The 
reputation of these coins for. purity of metal and accuracy of 
weight was so great that they had a very wide circulation, and 
in consequence it was thought undesirable to make any alteration 
in the types lest their genuineness should be doubted. This 
accounts for the somewhat inartistic character which the 
Athenian coins maintained to the last (see further NUMISMATICS: 
Creek, 1 Athens). In Strabo's time, though the mines had 
almost ceased to yield, silver was obtained in considerable 
quantities from the scoriae; and at the present day a large 
amount of lead is got in the same way, the work being chiefly 
carried on by two companies, one of which is French and the 
other Greek. In the ancient workings, many of which are in the  

same conditk• as they were left goo years ago, there are in all 
2000 shafts and galleries. 

It has been already mentioned that the base line of Attica. 
is formed by the chain of Cithaeron and Panes, running from 
west to east; and that from this transverse chains run 
southward, dividing Attica into a succession of plains. abo.....sr 

 The westernmost of these, which is separated from the 
innermost bay of the Carinthian Gulf, called the Mare Akyonienz, 
by an offshoot of Cithaeron, and is bounded on the east by a 
ridge which ends towards the Saronic Gulf in a striking taro-
lawnad peak called Kerata, is the plain of Megan. It is only for 
geographical purposes that we include this district under Attica, 
for both the Dorian race of the inhabitants, and its dangerous 
proximity. to Athens, caused it to be at perpetual feud with 
that city; but its position as an outpost for the Pelopounedans, 
together with the fact of its having once been Ionian soil, suffi-
ciently explains the bitter hostility of the Athenians towards 
the Megadens. The great importance of Megan arose from its 
commending all the passes into the Peloponnese. These were 
three in number: one along the shores of the Corinthian Gulf, 
which, owing to the nature of the ground, makes a long detour; 
the other two starting from Megan, and passing, Use one by a 
lofty though gradual route over the ridge of Geranek, the other 
along the Saronic Gulf, under the dangerous precipices of the 
Scironian rocks. 

To the east of the plain of Megan lies that oinked', bounded 
on the one side by the chain of Knits, and on the other by that 
of Aegaleos, through a depression in which was the few line of the sacred way, where the torchlight processions El& 
from Athens used to descend to the coast, the" brightly 
gleaming shores " (Aeration karat) of Sophocles (Oa. Ca. 
sop). The deep bay which here runs into the land is bounded 
on its southern side by the rocky island of Salamis, which was at 
all times an important possession to the Athenians on account 
of its proximity to their city; and the winding channel which 
separates that island from the mainland in the direction of the 
Peiraeus was the scene of the battle of Salamis, while on the last 
declivities of Mt. Aepkos, which here descends to the sea, was 
the spot where, as Byron wrote- 

" A kin satron the rocky brow 
WWe6 looks o'er sea-born Stands." 

The eastern portion of the plain of Eleusis was called theThriaslan 
plain, and the city itself was situated in the recesses of the bay 
just mentioned. 

Next in order to the plain of Deeds came that of Athens, 
which is the most extensive of all, reaching from the foot of 
Parises to the sea, and bounded on the west by PIMA et Aegaleos, and on the east by Hymettus. Its most 
conspicuous feature is the broad line of dark green 
along its western side, formed by the olive-groves of Colones 
and the gardens of the Academy, which owe their fertility 
to the waters of the Cephisus. This river is fed by copious 
sources on the aide of Mt. Parties, and thus, unlike the 
other rivers of Attica, has a constant supply of water, 
which was diverted in classical times, as It still is, into the 
neighbouring plantations (d. Sophocles, Oaf. Cal. 685). The 
position of Colones itself is marked by two bare knolls of light-
coloured earth, which caused the poet in the same chorus to 
apply the epithet " white " (Apyfre) to that place. On .the 
opposite side of the plain runs the other river, the llissus, which 
rises from two sources on the side of Mt. Hymettur, and skir• 
the eastern extremity of the city of Athens; but this, notwith-
standing its celebrity, is a mere brook, which stands in pools a 
great part of the year, and in summer is completely dry The 
situation of Athens relatively to the surrounding objects is 
singularly harmonious; for, while it forms a central point, so 
as to be the eye of the plain, and while the altar-rock of the 
Acropolis and the hills by which it surrounded are conspicuous 
from every point of view, there Is no such exactness in its position, 
as to give formality, since it is nearer to the sea than to Perms, 
and nearer to Hymettus than to Aegaleos. The most striking 
summit in the neighbourhood of the city is that of Lycabettus, 
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on the north-eastefn side; and the variety is still further in-
creased by the continuation of the ridge which it forms for some 
distance northwards through the plain. Three roads lead to 
Athens from the Boeotian frontier over the intervening mountain 
barrier—the easternmost over Parnes, from De!turn and Oropus 
by Decelea, which was the usual route of the invading Lacedae-
monians during the Peloponnesian War; the westernmost over 
Cithaeron, by the pass of Dryoscephalae, or the "Oakheads," 
leading from Thebes by Plataea to Eleusis, and so to Athens, 
which we hear of in connexion with the battle of Plataea, and 
with the escape of the Plateeans at the time of the siege of that 
city in the Peloponnesian War; the third, midway between the 
two, by the pass of Phyle, near the summit of which, on a rugged 
height overlooking the Athenian plain, is the fort occupied by 
Thrasybulus in the days of the Thirty Tyrants. On the sea-
coast to the south-west of Athens rises the hill of Manychia, a 
mass of rocky ground, forming the acropolis of the town of 
Peiraeus. It was probably at one time an island; this was 
Strabo's opinion, and at the present day the ground which joins 
it to the mainland is low and swampy, and seems to have been 
formed by alluvial soil brought down by the Cephisus. On one 
side of this, towards Hymettus, lay the open roadstead of 
Phalerum, on the other the harbour of Peiraeus, a completely 
land-locked inlet, safe, deep and spacious, the approach to which 
was still further narrowed by moles. The eastern side of the 
hill was further indented by two small but commodious havens, 
which were icspsctively called Zea and Munychia. 

The north-eastern boundary of the plain of Athens is formed 
by the graceful pyramid of Pentelicus, which received its name 

from the deme of Pentele at its foot, but was far more 
Naggers Auk. 	commonly known as Brilessus in ancient times. This 

mountain did not form a continous chain with Hy-
annis, for between them intervenes a level space of ground 
2 m. in width, which formed the entrance to the Mesogaea, an 
elevated undulating plain in the midst of the mountains, reaching 
nearly to Sunium. At the extremity of Hymettus, where it 
projects into the Saronic Gulf, was the promontory of Zoater 
(" the Girdle "), which was so called because it girdles and 
protects the neighbouring harbour; but in consequence of the 
name, a legend was attached to it, to the effect that Latona had 
loosed her girdle there. From this promontory to Sunium there 
runs a lower line of mountains, and between these and the sea 
a fertile strip of land intervenes, which was called the Paralia. 
Beyond Sunium, on the eastern coast, were two safe ports, 
that of Thoricus, which is defended by the island of Helene, 
forming a natural breakwater in front of it, and that of Pmsiae, 
now called Porto Raphti (" the Tailor "), from a statue at the 
entrance to which the natives have given that name. In the 
north-east corner is the little plain of Marathon (q.v.), the scene 
of the battle against the Persians (40o s.c.). It lies between 
Parnes, Pentelicus and the sea. The bay in front is sheltered by 
Euboea, and on the north by a projecting tongue of land, called 
Cynosure. The mountains in the neighbourhood were the home 
of the Diacrii or Hyperacrii, who, being poor mountaineers, 
and having nothing to lose, were the principal advocates of 
political reform; while, on the other hand, the Pedieis, or in-
habitants of the plains, being wealthy landholders, formed the 
strong conservative element, and the Parali, or occupants of the 
sea-coast, representing the mercantile interest, held an inter-
mediate position between the two (see Cumernmees). Finally, 
there was ,,ne district of Attics., the territory of Oropus, which 
properly belonged to Bacot* as it was situated to the north of 
Parties; but on this the Athenians always endeavoured to retain 
a firm hold, because it facilitated their communications with 
Euboea. The command of that island was of the utmost im-
portance to them; for, if Aegina could rightly be called " the 
eyesore of the Peiraeus," Euboea was quite as truly a thorn 
in the side of Attica; for we learn from Demosthenes (Ds Car. 
p. son that at one period the pirates that made it their 
headquarters so infested the neighbouring sea as to prevent all 
navigation. 

The place in Attica which has been the chief scene of maw- 

dons (independently of Athens and ha vicinty) is EleusiS 
where the remains of the sanctuary of Demeter, the 
home of the Eleusinian Mysteries, together with other 
buildings in its neighbourhood, were cleared by the 
Greek Archaeological Society in 1882-1887 and 1895-1896. Of 
the other classical ruins in Attica the best-known is the temple 
of Athena at Sunium, which forms a conspicuous object on the 
headland, to which it gave the name of Cape Colonnae, still used 
by the peasants. It is in the Doric style, of white marble, and 
eleven columns of the peristyle and one of the promos are now 
standing. At Thoricus there is a theatre, which was cleared 
of earth by the archaeologists of the American School in BS& 
In the neighbourhood of Rhamnus are the remains of two temples 
that stood side by side, the larger of which was dedicated to 
Nemesis, the smaller probably to Themis, of which goddess a fine 
statue was discovered in its ruins In the course of the excavations 
of the Greek Archaeological Society In Taco. The same Society, 
In 5884,1886 and 1887, excavated the sanctuary of Amphkraus, 
4 m. from Oropus; in ancient times this was the resort of 
numerous invalids, who came thither to consult the healing 
divinity. Within it were found a temple of Asnphiaraus, a large 
altar, and a long colonnade, which may have been the dormitory 
where the patients slept in hope of obtaining counsel in dreams. 
There were also baths and a small theatre, and numerous in-
scriptions relating to the arrangement and observances of the 
sanctuary and oracle. The walls and towers also of the city 
of Eleutherae and the fortress of Phyle are fine specimens of 
Hellenic fortifications. 

Of the condition of Attica in medieval and modern times 
little need be said, for it has followed for the most part the fortunes 
of Athens. The population, however, has undergone a great 
change, independently of the large admixture of Slavonic blood 
that has affected the Greeks of the mainland generally, by the 
immigration of Albanian colonists, who now occupy a great 
part of the country. The district formed part of the rose 
(administrative division) of Boeotia and Attica until ago, 
when it became a separate none. 

Bisuocarany.—J. G. Frazer,_ Pausaxiat's Description of Greece. 
vols. ii. and v. (London, 1898); %V. M. Leak, The Dani aj  Attica, 
(and ed., London, 1841); Llir. Wordsworth, Athens and Attica 
(4th ed., London. 1869); C. Burden, Geographic een Criechodeatt 
voL L (Leipzig, 1862); Baedekees Greece (4th Eng. ed.. Leipzig, 
1908); Konen eon Attica, published by the German Archaeological 
Institute of Athens, with explanatory text, chiefly by Professor 
Milehhafer (1875-1903); see also ATHENS. ELEUSIS and GREECE: 
Topography. (H. F. T.) 

ATTIC BASE, the term given in architecture to the base of 
the Roman Ionic order, consisting of an upper and lower torus, 
separated by a scotia (q.v.) and fillets. It was the favourite 
base of the Romans, and was employed by them for columns 
of the Corinthian and Composite orders, and in Byzantine and 
Romanesque work would seem to have been generally adopted 
as a model. 

AITICUS. ITIVS PONFONITIS (109-32 s.c.), Roman patron 
of letters, was born at Rome three years before Cicero, with 
whom he and the younger Marius were educated. His name was 
Titus Pomponias, that of Atticus, by which he is known, being 
given him afterwards from his long residence in Athens (86-65) 
and his intimate acquaintance with the Greek literature and 
language. His family is said to have been of noble and ancient 
descent; his father belonged to the equestrian order, and was 
very wealthy. When Pomponius was still a young man his 
father died, and he at once took the prudent resolution of 
transferring himself and his fortune to Athena, in order to 
escape the dangers of the civil war, In which he might have been 
involved through his connexion with the murdered tribune, 
Sulpicias Rufus. Here he lived in retirement, devoting himself 
entirely to study. On his return to Rome, he took possession 
of an inheritance left him by his uncle and assumed the name 
of Quintus Caedlins Pomponianus. From this time he kept aloof 
from political strife, attaching himself to no particular party, 
and continuing onintimate terms with men so opposed as Caesar 
and Pompey, Antony and Octavian. His most intimate friend, 
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however, was Cicero, whale correspondeace with him extended 
over many years, and who seems to have found his prudent 
counsel and sympathy a remedy for all his many troubles. 
His private life was tranquil and happy. He did not marry 
till he was fifty-three years of age, and his only child became 
the wife of Marcus Vipsanius Agrippa, the distinguished minister 
of Augustus. In p, being seized with an illness believed to be 
incurable, he starved himself to death. Of his writings none 
is extant, but mention is made of two: a Greek history of 
Cicero's consulship, and some annals, in Latin, an epitome of 
the events of Roman history down to the year 54. Ills most 
important work was his edition of the letters addressed to him 
by Cicero. He also formed a large library at Athens, and 
engaged a staff of slaves to make copies of valuable works. 

See Life by Cornelius Nepos: Berwick. Lines of Messalla Corvingis 
and T.P.A. (1813); Piston. Thesis' is T.P.A. (1861); Boissier, 
Cicero* as sea anus (1888; Eng. trans. A. D. Jones, 1897); Peter, 
Htsioriconsue Romeutonas Fragments. 

ATTICUS HERODES, TIBERIUS CLAUDIUS (c. A.D. for-177), 
Greek rhetorician, was born at Marathon in Attica. He belonged 
to a wealthy and distinguished family, and received a careful 
education under the most distinguished masters of the time, 
especially in .rhetoric and philosophy. His talents gained him 
the favourable notice of Hadrian, who appointed him praefect 
of the free towns in the province of Asia (12s). On his return 
to Athens, be attained great celebrity as an orator and teacher 
of rhetoric, and was elected to the office of archon. In r4o he 
was summoned by Antoninus Pius to undertake the education 
of Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Venus, and received many marks 
of favour, amongst them the consulship (143). He is principally 
celebrated, however, for the vast sums he expended on public 
purposes. He built at Athens a great race-course of Pentelic 
marble, and a splendid musical theatre, called the Odeum in 
memory of his wife Regilla,. which still exists. At Corinth he 
built a theatre, at Delphi a stadium, at Thermopylae trot baths, 
at Canusium in Italy an aqueduct. He even contemplated 
cutting a canal through the Isthmus of Corinth, but was afraid 
to carry out his plan because the same thing had been unsuccess-
fully attempted before by the emperor Nero. Many of the 
partially ruined cities of Greece were restored by Atticun, and 
numerous inscriptions testify their gratitude to their benefactor. 
His latter years were embittered by family misfortune, and 
having incurred the enmity of the Athenians, he withdrew from 
Athens to his villa near Marathon, where he died. He enjoyed 
a very high reputation amongst his contemporaries, and wrote 
numerous works, of which the only one to come down to us is 
a rhetorical exercise On the Constitution (ed. Ham, i88o), advo-
cating an alliance of the Theban! and Peloponnesian against 
Archelaus, king of Macedonia. The genuineness of this speech, 
which is of little merit, has been disputed. 

Philostratus, Vit. soh. ii. I; Fiorillo, Herodis Aitici VW super-
nal (180t); A Biographical Notice of A.M. (Loudon, z833)&11:1: 

 printed; Fuelles, De Heredis Anici Vila (1864); VW& 
Hirede AUiC1114 (1871). 

ATTILA (d. 453), king of the Huns, became king in 433, along 
with his brother Bleda, on the death of his uncle Roue. We hear 
but little as to Bleda, who died about 445, possibly slain by his 
brother's orders. In the first eight years of his reign Attila was 
chiefly occupied in the wars with other barbarian tribes, by which 
be made himself virtually supreme in central Europe. His own 
special kingdom comprised the countries which are now called 
Hungary and Transylvania, his capital being possibly not far from 
the modern city of Buda-Pest; but having made the Ostro-
goths, the Gepidae and many other Teutonic tribes his subject-
allies, and having also sent his invading armies into Media, he 
seems for nearly twenty years to have ruled practically without 
a rival from the Caspian to the Rhine. Very early in his reign, 
Honoria, grand-daughter of the emperor Theodosius IL, being 
subjected to severe restraint on account of an amorous intrigue 
with one of the chamberlains of the palace, sent her ring to the 
king of the Huns and called on him to be her husband and her 
deliverer. Nothing came of the proposed engagement, but the 
wrongs of Honoria, his affianced wife, served as a convenient  

pretext for some of the constantly recurring embassies with which 
Attila, fond of trampling on the fallen majesty of Rome, worried 
and 'bullied the two courts of Constantinople and Ravenna. 
Another frequent subject of complaint was found in certain 
sacred vessels which the bishop of Simkins had sent as a bribe 
to the secretary of Attila, and which had been by him, fraudu-
lently, as his master contended, pawned to a silversmith at Rome. 
There were also frequent and imperious demands for the surrender 
of fugitives who had sought shelter from the wrath of Attila 
within the limits of the empire. One of the return embassies 
from Constantinople, that sent in 448, bed the great advantage 
of being accompanied by a rhetorician named Priscus, whose 
minute journalistic account of the negotiations, including as it 
does a vivid picture of the great Hun in his banquet-hall, is by 
far the most valuable source of information as to the court and 
camp of Attila. What lends additional interest to the story is 
the fact that in the ambassador's suite there was an interpreter 
named Vigilas, who for fifty pounds of gold had promised to 
assassinate Attila. This base design was discovered by the 
Hanish king, but had never been revealed to the head of the 
embassy or to his secretary. The situations crested by this 
strange combination of honest diplomacy and secret villainy arc 
described by Priscus with real dramatic power. 

In 450 Theodosius II., the incapable emperor of the East, 
died, and his throne was occupied by a veteran soldier named 
Martian, who answered the insulting message of Attila in a 
manlier tone than his predecessor. Accordingly the Hun, who 
had something of the bully in his nature, now turned upon 
Valentinian III., the trembling emperor of the West, and 
demanded redress for the wrongs of Honoria, and one-half of 
Valentinian's dominions as her dowry. Allying himself with 
the Franks and Vandals, he led his vast many-nationed army 
to the Rhine in the spring of 451, crossed that river, and sacked, 
apparently, most of the cities in Belgic Gaul. Most fortunately 
for Europe, the Teutonic races already settled in Gaul rallied 
to the defence of the empire against invaders infinitely more 
barbarous than themselves. Prominent in this new coalition 
was Theodoric, king of the Visigoths, whose capital city was 
Toulouse. His firm fighting alliance with the Roman general 
Attius, with whom he had had many a conflict in previou years, 
was one of the best auguries for the new Europe that was to 
arise out of the ruins of the Roman empire. Meanwhile Attila. 
bad reached the Loire and was besieging the strong city of 
°Wan& The citizens, under the leadership of their bishop 
Anianus, made a heroic defence, but the place was on the point 
of being taken when, on the 24th of June, the allied Romano- 
Gothic army was seen on the horizon. Attila, who knew the 
difficulty that be should have In feeding his immense army if 
his march was further delayed, turned again to the north-east, 
was persuaded by the venerable bishop Lupus to spare the city 
of Troyes, but halted near that place in the Catalaunian plains 
and offered battle to his pursuers Attius and Theodoric. The 
battle which followed—certainly one of the decisive battles of 
the world—has been well described by the Gothic historian 
Jordanes as " ruthless, manifold, immense, obstinate." It 
lasted for the whole day, and the number of the slain is variously 
stated at r75,000 and 300,000. All such estimates are, of course, 
untrustworthy, but there is no doubt that the carnage was 
terrible. The Visigothic king was slain, but the victory, though 
hardly earned, remained with his people and his allies. Attila 
did not venture to renew the engagement on the morrow, but 
retreated, apparently in good order, on the Rhine, recrossed 
that river and returned to his Pannonian home. From thence 
in the spring of 452 he again set forth to ravage or to conquer 
Italy. Her great champion Attius showed less energy in her 
cause than be bad shown in his defence of Gaul. After a 
stubborn contest, Attila took and utterly destroyed Aquileia, 
the chief city of Venetia, and then proceeded on his destructive 
course, capturing and burning the cities at the head of the 
Adriatic, Concordia, Altinum and Patavium (Padua). The 
fugitives from these cities, but especially from the last, seeking 
shelter in the lagoons of the Adriatic, laid the foundations of 
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that which was one day to become the glorious city of Venice. 
Upon Milan and the cities of western Lombardy the band of 
Attila seems to have weighed more lightly, plundering rather 
than utterly destroying; and at last when Pope Leo I., at the 
head of a deputation of Roman senators, appeared in his camp 
on the banks of the libido, entreating him not to pursue his 
victorious career to the gates of Rome, he yielded to their 
entreaties and consented to cross the Alps, with a menace, 
however, of future return, should the wrongs of Houma remain 
unredressed. As he himself jokingly said; he knew how to 
conquer men, but the Lion and the Wolf (Leo and Lupus) were 
too strong for him. No further expeditions to Italy were 
undertaken by Attila, who died suddenly in 453, in the night 
following a great banquet which celebrated his marriage with 
a damsel named Ildico. Notwithstanding some rumours of 
violence it is probable that his death was natural and due to 
his own intemperate habits. 

Under his name of Etzel, Attila plays a great part in Teu-
tonic legend (see NIBELUNGENLIED) and under that of Atli in 
Scandinavian Saga, but his historic lineaments are greatly 
obscured in both. He was short of stature, swarthy and broad-
chested, with a large head which early turned grey, snub nose 
and deep-set eyes. He walked with proud step, darting a 
haughty glance this way and that as if he felt himself lord 
of all. 

The "chief authorities for the life of Attila are Prisms, Jor-
danes, the Histories MfWOla, Apollonius Sidonins and G of 
Tours. ((77 t51i 

ATTE, or Arts, a deity worshipped in Phrygia, and later 
throughout the Roman empire, in conjunction with the Great 
Mother of the Gods. Like Aphrodite and Adonis in Syria, 
Baal and Astarte at Sidon, and Isis and Osiris in Egypt, the 
Great Mother and Attis formed a duality which symbolized the 
relations between Mother Earth and her fruitage. Their worship 
included the celebration of mysteries annually on the return of 
the spring season. Attis was also known as Papas, and the 
Bithynians and Phrygians, according to evidence of the time 
of the late Empire, called him Zeus. He was never worshipped 
independently, however, though the worship of the Great 
Mother was not always accompanied by his. He was confused 
with Pan, Sabados, Men and Adonis, and there were resem-
blances between the orgiastic features of his worship and that 
of Dionysus. His resemblance to Adonis has led to the theory 
that the names of the two are identical, and that Attis is only 
the Semitic companion of Syrian Aphrodite grafted on to the 
Phrygian Great Mother worship (Haakh, Stuttgarter-Philolog.- 
Vers., 2837, 176 li.). It is likely, however, that Attis, like the 
Great Mother, was indigenous to Asia Minor, adopted by the 
invading Phrygians, and blended by them with a deity of their 
own. 

Lege/dr.—According to Pausanias (vii. 17), Attis was a 
beautiful youth born of the daughter of the river Sanguius, 
who was descended from the hermaphroditic Agdistis, a monster 
sprung from the earth by the seed of Zeus. Having become 
enamoured of Attis, Agdistis struck him with frenzy as he was 
about to wed the king's daughter, with the result that be deprived 
himself of manhood and died. Agdistis in repentance prevailed 
upon Zeus to grant that the body of the youth should never 
decay or waste. In Arnobius (v. 54) Attis emasculates himself 
under a pine tree, which the Great Mother bears into her cave 
as she and Agdistis together wildly lament the death of the youth. 
Zeus grants the petition as in the version of Pausa.nias, but 
permits the hair of Attis to.grow, and his little finger to move. 
The little finger, digitus, SlucriAor, is interpreted as the phallus 
by Georg Kaibel (Gpttinger Nacho-tellies, scow, p. 513). In 
Diodorus (iii. 58, 59) the Mother is the carnal lover of Attis, 
and, when her father the king discovers her fault and kills her 
lover, roams the earth in wild grief. In Ovid (Fasti, iv. 223 ff.) 
she is inspired with chaste love for him, which he pledges himself 
to reciprocate. On his proving unfaithful, the Great Mother 
slays the nymph with whom he has sinned, whereupon in madness 
be mutilates himself as a penalty. Another form of the legend  

(Paus. vii. 27), showing the influence of the Aphrodite-Adomis 
myth, relates that Attis, the impotent son of the Phrygian 
Callus, went into Lydia to institute the worship of the Great 
Mother, and was there slain by a boar sent by Zeus. 

See GREAT MOTHER OF THE GODS; J. G. Frazer, Adonis. Attie, 
Osiris (roo6). (G. Su.) 

ATTLEBOBOUGH, a township of Bristol county, in south-east 
Massachusetts, U.S.A. Pop. (rligo) 7577; (woo) rr,335, of 
whom 3237 were foreign-born; (xgro census) 16,215 It is 
traversed by the New York, New Haven & Hartford railway, and 
by inter-urban electric lines. It has an area of .28 sq. m. The 
population is largely concentrated in and about the village 
which bears the name of the township. In Attleborough are 
the Attleborough Home Sanitarium, and a public library (x 885). 
The principal manufactures of the township are jewelry, silver-
ware, cotton goods, cotton machinery, coffin trimmings, and 
leather. In zoos the total value of the township's factory 
products was $ro,o5o,384, of which 85,544,285 Was the value of 
jewelry, Attleborough ranking fourth among the cities of the 
country in this industry, and produdng 10-4% of the total 
jewelry product of the United States. Attleborough was in-
corporated in 1694, though settled soon after x66x (records since 
1672) as part of Rehoboth. In x887 the township was divided in 
population, wealth and area by the creation of the township 
of NORTH ATTLEBOROUGN--pop. (_oo)  6727; (woo) 7213, of 
whom 1786 were foreign-born; (1905, state census) 7878. This 
township produced manufactured goods in woo to the value 
of $3,990,731, jewelry valued at 82,785,567; it maintains the 
Richards memorial library. 

See J. Daggett, A Sketch of the •  History of A1128..4,148 I. agy 
(Boston, 1894). 

ATIOCIC, a town and fort of British India, in the Rawalpindi 
district of the Punjab, 47 in. by rail from Peshawar, and situated 
On the eastern bank of the Indus. Pop. (19or) 282 1. The place 
is of both political and commercial importance, as the Indus is 
here crossed by the military and trade route through the Khyber 
Pass into Afghanistan. Alexander the Great, Tamerlane and 
Nadir Shah are believed to have successively crossed the Indus 
at or about this spot in their respective invasions of India. The 
river runs past Attock in a deep rapid channel about 200 yds. 
broad, but is easily crossed in boats or on inflated skins of oxen. 
The rocky gorges through which it flows, with a distant view of 
the Hindu Kush, form some of the finest scenery in the world. 
In 1883 an iron girder bridge of five spans was opened, which 
carries the North-Western railway to Peshawar, and has also a 
subway for wheeled traffic and foot passengers. The fort of 
Attock was built by the emperor Akbar in 2581, on a low hillock 
beside the river. The walls are of polished stone, and the whole 
structure is handsome; but from a military point of view it is of 
little importance, being commanded by a hill, from which it is 
divided only by a ravine. On the opposite side of the river is 
the village of Khairabad, with a fort, also erected by Akbar 
according to some, or by Nadir Shah according to others. The 
military importance of Attock has diminished, but it still has a 
small detachment of British troops. 

&TIMM (from 0. Fr. alma, a person appointed to act 
for another, from atourner, legal Lat. al:ornate, attorn, literally 
to turn over to another or commit business to another), in English 
law, in its widest sense, any substitute or agent appointed to 
act in " the turn, stead or place of another." Attorneys are of 
two kinds, attorneys-in-fact and attorneys-at-law. An attorney-
in-fact is simply an agent, the extent of whose capacity to act 
is bounded only by the powers embodied in his authority, his 
power of attorney. An attorney-at-law was a public officer, 
conducting legal proceedings on behalf of others, known as his 
clients, and attached to the supreme courts of common law at 
Westminster. Attorneys-at-law corresponded to the solicitors 
of the courts of chancery and the proctors of the admiralty, 
ecclesiastical, probate and divorce courts. Since the passing of 
the Judicature Act of 1873, however, the designation " attorney" 
has become obsolete in England, all persona admitted as solicitors, 
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attorneys or proctors of an English court being henceforth called 
" solicitors of the supreme court " (see Souctroa). 

In the United States an attorney-at-law exercises all the 
functions distributed in England between barristers, attorneys 
and solicitors, and his full title is " attorney and counsellor-at-
law." When acting Ma courtof admiralty he is styled "proctor" 
or "advocate." Formerly, in some states, there existed a 
grade among lawyers of attorneys-at-law, which was inferior 
to that of counsellors-at-law, and in colonial times New Jersey 
established a higher rank still—that of serjeant-at-law. Now 
the term attorney-at-law is precisely equivalent to that of lawyer. 
Attorneys are admitted by so= court to which the legislature 
confides the power, and on examination presaged by the court, 
or by a board of state examiners, as the case may be. The term 
of study required is generally two or three years, but in some 
states less. In one no examination is required. College graduates 
are often admitted to examination after a shorter term of study 
than that required from those not so educated. In the courts 
of the United States, admission is regulated by rules of court 
and based upon a previous admission to the state bar. In 
almost all states aliens are not admitted as attorneys, and in 
cony states women are ineligible, but during recent yams several 
states have passed statutes permitting them to practise. Since 
1879 women have been eligible to practise before the U. S. 
Supreme Court, if already admitted to practise in some state 
court, under the same conditions as men. A siate attorney or 
district attorney is the local public prosecutor. He is either 
elected by popular vote at the state elections for the district in 
which he resides and goes out of office with the political party 
for which he was elected, or he is appointed by the governor of 
the state for that district and for the same term. He represents 
the state in criminal prosecutions and also in civil actions within 
his district. There is a United States district attorney in each 
federal district, similarly representing the federal government 
before the courts. 

An attorney is an officer of the court which admits him to 
practise, and he is subject to its discipline. He is liable to his 
client in damages for failure to exercise ordinary care and skill, 
and he can bring action for the value of his services. He has a 
lien on his client's papers, and usually on any judgment in favour 
of his client to secure the payment of his fees. (See also under 
BAR, Tux.) 

ATTORNEY-GENERAL, in England, the chief law officer 
appointed to manage all the legal affairs and suits in which the 
crown is interested. He is appointed by letters-patent authoriz-
ing him to hold office during the sovereign's pleasure. He is 
es officio the leader of the bar, and only counsel of the highest 
eminence are appointed to the office. The origin of the office 
is uncertain, but as far back as 1277 we find an attornana regis 
appointed to look after the interests of the crown, in proceedings 
affecting it before the courts. Ile has precedence in all the 
courts, and in the House of Lords he has precedence of the lord 
advocate, even in Scottish appeals, but unlike the lord advocate 
and the Irish attorney-general he is not necessarily made a privy 
councillor. He is a necessary party to all proceedings affecting 
the crown, and has extensive powers of control in matters relating 
to charities, lunatics' estates, criminal prosecutions, &c. The 
attorney-general and the solicitor-general are always members 
of the House of Commons (except for temporary difficulties in 
obtaining a seat) and of the ministry, being selected from the 
party in power, and their advice is at the disposal of the govern-
ment and of each department of the government, while in the 
House of Commons they defend the legality of ministerial action 
if called in question. Previously to 1895 there was no restric-
tion placed on the law officers as to their acceptance of private 
practice, but since that date this privilege has been withdrawn, 
and the salary of the attorney-general is fixed at bocci a year and 
in addition such fees according to the ordinary professional 
scales as he may receive for any litigious business he may conduct 
on behalf of the crown. The crown has also as a legal adviser 
an attorney-general in Ireland. In Scotland he is called lord 
advocate (q.e.). There is also an attorney-general in almost all  

the British colonies, and his duties are very similar to those of 
the same officer in England. In the self-governing colonies be 
is appointed by the administration of the colony, and in the 
crown colonies by royal warrant under the signet and sign-
manuaL There is an attorney-general for the duchy of Cornwall 
and also one for the duchy of Lancaster, each of whom sues in 
matters relating to that duchy. 

The United States has an officer of this name, who has a seat 
in the cabinet. His duties are in general to represent the federal 
government before the United States Supreme Court, to advise 
the president on questions of law; and to advise similarly the 
beads of the state departments with reference to matters affecting 
their department. His opinions are published by the government 
periodically for the use of its officials and they are frequently 
cited by the courts. Every state but one or two has a similar 
officer. He represents the state in important legal matters, and 
is often required to assist the local prosecutor in trials for capital 
offences. He appears for the public interest in suits affecting 
public charities. He is generally elected by the people for the 
same term as the governor and on the same ticket. 

ATTORNMENT (from Fr. tourner, to turn), in English real 
property law, the acknowledgment of a new lord by the tenant 
on the alienation of land. Under the feudal system, the relations 
of landlord and tenant were to a certain extent reciprocal. 
So it was considered =reasonable to the tenant to subject him 
to a new lord without his own approval, and it thus came about 
that alienation could not take place without the consent of the 
tenant. Attornment was also extended to all cases of lessees 
for life or for years. The necessity for attornment was abolished 
by an act of 15os. The term is now used to indicate an ac-
knowledgment of the existence of the relationship .  of landlord 
and tenant. An attornment-cause, in mortgages, is a clause 
whereby the mortgagor atterns tenant to the mortgagee, thus 
giving the mortgagee the right to distrain, as an additional 
security. 

ATTRITION (Lat. attriiia, formed from agorae, to rub away), 
a rubbing  away; • term used in pathology and geology. Theo- 
logians have also distinguished ' attrition " from ' contrition " 
in the matter of sin, as an imperfect &age in the process of re-
pentance; attrition.being due to servile fear of the consequences 
of sin, contrition to filial fear of God and hatred of sin for His 
sake. It has been held among the Roman Catholics that in the 
sacrament of penance attrition becomes contrition. 

ATTWOOD, THOMAS (1565-5838), English composer, the 
son of a coal merchant who had musical tastes, was born in 
London on the 23rd of November 2765. At the age of nine he 
became a chorister in the Chapel Royal, where he remained for 
five years. In 1783 he was sent to study abroad at the expense 
of the prince of Wales (afterwards George IV.), who had been 
favourably impressed by his skill at the harpsichord. After 
spending two years at Naples, Attwood proceeded to Vienna, 
where he became a favourite pupil of Mozart. On his return 
to London in 1287 he held for a short time an appointment 
as one of the chamber musicians to the pnnce of Wales. In x796 
he was chosen organist of St Paul's, and in the same year he was 
made composer to the Chapel Royal. His court connexion 
was further confirmed by his appointment as musical instructor 
to the duchess of York, and afterwards to the princess of Wales. 
For the coronation of George IV. he composed the anthem, 
" The Ring shall rejoice," a. work of high merit. The king, 
who had neglected him for some years on account of his con-

' nation with the princess of Wales, now restored him to favour, 
and in illar appointed him organist to his private chapel at 
Brighton. Soon after the institution of the Royal Academy 
of Music in 1823, Attwood was chosen one of the professors. 
He was also one of the original members of the Philharmonic 
Society, founded in 1853. He wrote the anthem, " 0 Lord, 
grant the Ring a Long Life," which was performed at the corona-
tion of William IV., and he was composing a similar work for 
the coronation of Queen Victoria when he died at his house in 
Cheyne Walk, Chelsea, on the 24th of March 1838. He was buried 
under the urged in St Paul's catheckal. His services and anthems 
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were published in a collected form after his death by his pupil 
Walmisley. Of his secular compositions several songs and glees 
are well known and popular. The numerous operas which he 
composed in early life are now practically forgotten. Of his 
songs the most popular was " The Soldier's Dream," and the best 
of his glees were " In peace Love tunes the shepherd's reed," 
and " To all that breathe the air of Heaven." Attwood was a 
friend of Mendelssohn, for whom he professed an admiration 
at a time when the young German's talent was little appreciated 
by the majority of English musicians. 

ATTWOOD, THOMAS (1783-1856), English political re-
former, was born at Halesowen, Worcestershire, on the 6th of 
October 1783. In t800 he entered his father's banking business 
in Birmingham, where he was elected high bailiff in au. He 
took a leading part in the public life of the city, and became very 
popular with the artisan class. He is now remembered for his 
share in the movement which led to the carrying of the Reform 
Act of 1832. He was one of the founders, in January 1830, of 
the Political Union, branches of which were soon formed through-
out England. Under his leadership vast crowds of working-
men met periodically in the neighbourhood of Birmingham to 
demonstrate in favour of reform of the franchise, and Attwood 
used his power over the multitude to repress any action on their 
part which might savour of illegality. His successful exertions 
in favour of reform made him a popular hero all over the country, 
and he was presented with the freedom of the city of London. 
After the passing of the Reform Act in 1832 he was elected one 
of the members for the new borough of Birmingham, for which 
he at till 1839. He failed in the House of Commons to maintain 
the reputation which be had made outside it, for in addition 
to an eager partisanship in favour of every ultra.dernocratic 
movement, he was wearisomely persistent in advocating his 
peculiar monetary theory. This theory, which became with 
him a monomania, was that the existing currency should be 
rectified in favour of state-regulated and inconvertible paper-
money, and the adoption of a system for altering the standard 
of value as prices fluctuated. His waning influence with his 
constituents led him to retire from parliament in 2837, and, 
though invited to re-entef political life in 1843, he had by that 
time become a thoroughly spent force. He died at Great Malvern 
on the 6th of March 1856. 

His grandson, C. M. Wakefield, wrote his life "for private cir-
culation " (there is a copy in the British Museum), and h,s economic 
theories are set forth in a little book, Gemini, by T. B. Wright and 
J. Harlow, published in 1844. 

ATWOOD, GEORGE (1746-1807), English mathematician, 
was born in the early part of the year 1746. He entered West-
minster school, and in ,759 was elected to a scholarship at 
Trinity College, Cambridge. lie graduated In 2769, with the 
rank of third wrangler and first Smith's prizeman. Subsequently 
he became a fellow and a tutor of the college, and in 1776 was 
elected a fellow of the Royal Society of London. In the year 
2784 be left Cambridge, and soon afterwards received from 
William Pitt the office of a patent searcher of the customs, 
which required but little attendance, and enabled him to dr 
vote a considerable portion of his time to his special studies. 
He died in July r8o7. Atwood's published works, exclusive of 
papers contributed to the Philosophical Transactions, for one of 
which he obtained the Copley medal, are as follows:--Asalysis 
of a Coon of Lectures on the Principles of Natural Philosophy 
(Cambridge, 1784); Treatise on the Rectilinear Motion and 
Rotation of Bodies (Cambridge, 1784), which gives some interest-
ing experiments, by means of which mechanical truths can be 
ocularly exhibited and demonstrated, and describes the machine, 
since called by Atwood's name, for verifying experimentally the 
laws of simple acceleration of motion; Review of the Statutes and 
Ordinances of Assize which have bens established in England from 
the 4th year of King John, 1202,   to the 37th of his present Majesty 
(London, :801), a work of some historical research; Dissertation 
on the Construction and Properties of Arches (London, ifior), 
with supplement, pt. i., 1801, pt. ii., 1804, an elaborate work, 
now completely superseded. 

AUBADII (a French word from as5e, the dawn), the dawn-song 
of the troubadours of Provence, developed by the Minnesingers 
(q.v.) of Germany into the Tagelkd, the song of the parting at 
dawn of lovers at the warning of the watchman. In France in 
modern times the term is applied to the performance of a military 
band In the early morning in honour of some distinguished 
person. 

AUBAIIINE, a town of south-eastern France, in the department 
of Bouches-du-Rhone on the Huveaune, ri m. E. of Marseilles 
by rail. Pop. (1906) 6039. The town carries on the manufacture 
of earthenware and pottery, leather, hc. and the cultivation of 
fruit and wine. There Is a fountain to the memory of the 
statesman, F. Barthelemy (d. 1830), born at Aubagne. 

AUBE, a department of north-eastern Fiance, bounded N. by 
the department of Marne, N.W. by Seine-et-Marne, W. by 
Yonne, S. by Yonne and Cote-d'Or, and E. by Haute-Marne; 
it was formed in 1790 from Buse-Champagne, and a small 
portion of Burgundy. Area, 2326 sq. m. Pop. (19O) 243,67o. 
The department belongs to the Seine basin, and is watered 
chiefly by the Seine and the Aube. These rivers follow the 
general slope of the department, which Is from south-east, 
where the Bois du Mont (120o ft.), the highest point, is situated, 
to north-west. The southern and eastern districts are fertile 
and well wooded. The remainder of the department, with the 
exception of a more broken and picturesque district in the 
extreme north-west, forms part of the sterile and monotonous 
plain known as Champagne Pouilleuse. The climate is mild 
but damp. The annual rainfall over the greater part varies 
from 24 to 28 In.; but in the extreme south-east it at times 
reaches a height 0(36 in. Aube is an agricultural department; 
more than one-third of its surface consists of amble land of which 
the chief products are wheat and oats, and next to them rye, 
barley and potatoes; vegetables are extensively cultivated in 
the valleys of the Seine and the Aube. The vine flourishes 
chiefly on the hills of the south-east; the wines of Les Riceys, 
Bar-sur-Aube, Bouilly and Laines-aux-Bois are most esteemed. 
The rivet valleys abound in natural pasture, and sainfoin, 
lucerne and other forage crops are largely grown; cattle-raising 
is an important source of wealth, and the cheeses of Troyes are 
well known. There are excellent nurseries and orchards in the 
neighbourhood of Troyes, Bar-sur-Seine, Mety-sur-Seine and 
Brienne. Chalk, from which blanc de Troyes is manufactured, 
and clay are abundant; and there are peat workings and 
quarries of building-stone and limestone. The spinning and 
weaving of cotton and the manufacture of hosiery, of both of 
which Troyes is the centre, are the main industries of the depart-
ment; there are also a large number of distilleries, tanneries, 
oil works, tile and brick works, flour-mills, saw-mills and dye-
works. The Eastern railway has works at Romilly, and there 
are iron works at Clairvaux and wire-drawing works at Plaines; 
but owing to the absence of coal and iron mines, metal working 
is of small importance. The exports of Aube consist of timber, 
cereals, agricultural products, hosiery, wine, dressed pork, Ac.; 
its imports Include wool and raw cotton, coal and machinery, 
especially looms. The department is served by the Eastern 
railway, of which the main line to Belfort crosses It. The river 
Aube is navigable for 28 m. (from Arcis-sur-Aube to its confluence 
with the Seine); the Canal de la Haute-Seine extends beside the 
Seine from Barsur-Seine to Marcilly (just outside the depart-
ment) a distance of 46 m.; below Marcilly the Seine is canalized. 

Aube is divided into 5 arrondissements with 26 cantons and 
446 communes. It falls within the educational circumscription 
(acadtmk) of Dijon and the military circumscription of the XX. 
army corps; its court of appeal is in Paris. It constitutes the 
diocese of Troyes and part of the archiepiscopal province of Sens. 
The capital of the department is Troyes; of the arrondissements 
the capitals are Troyes, Bar-sur-Aube, Arcis-sur-Aube, Bar-sur-
Seine and Nogent-sur-Seine. The architecture of the department 
is chiefly displayed in its churches, many of which possess stained 
glass of the 16th century. Besides the cathedral and other 
churches of Troyes, those of Mussy-sur-Seine (13th century). 
Chaource (r6th century) and Nogent-sur-Seine (15th and 16th 
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centuries), are of note The abbey buildings of Clairvaux are 
the type of the Cistercian abbey. 

AUBENAS, a town of south-eastern France, in the department 
of Ardecha ro m. S W of Privas by road. Pop. (1906) 3976 
(town). 7064 (commune). Aubenas is beautifully situated on the 
slope of a hill, on the right bank of the Ardeche, but its streets 
generally are crooked and narrow. It has a castle of the 13th 
and 16th centuries, now occupied by several of the public institu-
tions of the town. These include a tribunal and chamber of 
commerce, and a conditioning-house for silk. Iron and coal 
mines are worked in the vicinity As the centre of the silk trade 
of southern France Aubenas is a place of considerable traffic. 
It has also a large silk spinning and weaving industry, and 
carries on tanning and various minor industries together with 
trade in silk. The district is rich in plantations of mulberries 
and olives. 

AUBBIL DANIEL FRAIKOIS ESPRIT (1782-1871), French 
musical composer, the sou of a Paris printseller, was born at 
Caen in Normandy on the 29th of January 1782. Destined by 
his father to the pursuits of trade, he was allowed, nevertheless, 
to indulge his fondness for music, and learnt to play at an early 
age on several instruments, his first teacher being the Timken 
composer, I. A. Ladumer. Sent at the age of twenty to London 
to complete his business training, he was obliged to leave England 
in -consequence of the breach of the treaty of Amiens (r8o4). 
He had already attempted musical composition, and at this 
period produced several anwertas pour base, in the manner of 
the violoncellist, Lamarre, in whose name they were published. 
The praise given to his concerto for the violin, which was played 
at the Conservatoire by Mazes, encouraged him to undertake 
the resetting of the old comic opera, Julie (18r r). Conscious by 
this time of the need of regular study of his chosen art, he placed 
himself under the severe training of Cherubini, by which the 
special qualities of theyoung composer were admirablydeveloped. 
In 1813 he made his debut in an opera in one act, the &your 
mililaire, the unfavourable reception of which put an end for 
some years to his attempts as composer. But the failure in 
business and death of his father, in 1829. compelled him once 
more to turn to music, and to make that which had been his 
pastime the serious employment of his life. He produced another 
opera, the Tesinnent d les billMs-dorus (1819), which was DO 
better received than the former. But be persevered, and the 
next year was rewarded by the complete success of his Bergin 
chatelaine, an opera in three acts. This was the first in a long 
series of brilliant successes. In zilas began his long association 
with A. E. Scribe, who shared with him, as librettist, the sums' 
and growing popularity of his compositions. The opera of 
Leicester, in which they first worked together (des), is remark-
able also as showing evidences of the influence of Rossini. But 
his own style was an individual one, marked by lightness and 
facility, sparkling vivacity, grace and elegance, dear and piquant 
melody—characteristically French. In La Janette de Partici, 
familiarly known as Masa:Mello, Auber achieved his greatest 
musical triumph. Produced at Paris in :828, it rapidly became a 
European favourite, and its overture, songs and choruses were 
everywhere heard. The duet, " Amour sacre de la patrie," was 
welcomed like s new Marseilkise; sung by Nourrit at Brussels 
in 1830, it became the signal for the revolution which broke 
out there. Of Auber's remaining operas (about so in all) the 
more important are: La Macon (1825), La NOM& (1829), Fro 
Diesel° (1830), Lestogi (11334), IA Chesal de frame (183$), 
L' Ambassadrice (1836), Le Domino noir (x837), Le Lac des fees 
(1839), Les Dimming,' de la commie (1841), Hawke (1847), 
Marco Spada (1853). Mason Lonna (1856), and La Fiancle du 
roi des Gabes (1864). Official and other dignities testified the 
public appreciation of Auber's works. In 1829 he was elected 
member of the Institute, in 1830 he was named director of the 
court concerts, and in 1842, at the wish of Louis Philippe, he 
succeeded Cherubini as director of the Conservatoire. He was 
also a member of the Legion of Honour from r825, and attained 
the rank of commander in x1147. Napoleon III. made Auber his 
Imperial Maitre de Chapelle in 1857. 

One of Auber's latest compositions was a march. written for 
the opening of the International Exhibition in London in r862. 
His fascinating manners, his witty sayings, and his ever-ready 
kindness and beneficence won for him a secure place in the respect 
and love of his fellow-citizens. He remained in his old home 
during the German siege of Paris, 1870-7r, but the miseries 
of the Communist war which followed sickened his heart, and 
he died in Paris on the 13th of May 1871. 

See Adolph Kohut, "Auber," voL evil. of Martha,' Biographies' 
(Leipzig. 1895). 

AUBERGINE (diminutive of Fr imberge, a variant of alherge, 
a kind of peach), or EGO PLANT (Solarium otelengena, var. 
oviecrum), a tender annual widely cultivated in the warmer parts 
of the earth, and in France and Italy, for the sake of its fruits, 
which arc eaten as a vegetable. The seed should be sown early 
in February in a warm pit, where the plants are grown till shifted 
into 8-in. or to-in. pots, in well-manured soil. Liquid manure 
should be given occasionally while the fruit is swelling; about 
four fruits are sufficient for one plant. The French growers 
sow them in a brisk heat in December, or early in January, 
and in March plant them out four or eight in a hot-bed with a 
bottom heat of from 60° to 68°, the sashes being gradually more 
widely opened as the season advances, until at about the end of 
May they may be taken off. The two main branches which are 
allowed are pinched to induce laterals, but when the fruits are 
set all young shoots are taken off in order to increase their size. 
The best variety is the large purple, which produces oblong 
fruit, sometimes reaching 6 or 7 in. in length and to or 1.2 in. in 
circumference. The fruit of the ordinary form almost exactly 
resembles the egg of the domestic fowL It is also grown as 
an ornamental plant, for covering walls or trellises; especially 
the black-fruited kind. 

AUBERVILLIERS, or Arszavautits-r.sx,-Verras, a town 
of northern France, in the department of Seine, on the canal 
St Denis, 2 m. from the right bank of the Seine and 1 m. N. of 
the fortifications of Paris. Pop. (z406) 33,354 Its manufac-
tures include cardboard, glue, as, colours, fertilizers, chemical 
products, perfumery, &c. During the middle ages and till 
modern times Aubervilliers was the resort of numerous pilgrims, 
who came to pay honour to Notre Dame des Vertus. In 18E4 
the locality was the scene of a stubborn combat between the. 
French and the Allies. 

AUBIGNAC. magus HilDifLIN, AMA 11' (1604-1676), 
French author, was born at Paris on the 4th of August 1604. 
His father practised at the Paris bar, and his mother was a 
daughter of the great surgeon Ambroise Pare. Francois &Melia 
was educated for his father's profession, but, after practising 
for some time at Nemours be abandoned law, took holy orders. 
and was appointed tutor to one of Richelien's nephews, the 
duc de Fronsac. This patronage secured for him the abbey 
of Aubignac and of Maine. The death of the due de Fonsac 
in 1646 put an end to hopes of further preferment, and the 
Abbe d'Aubignac retired to Nemours, occupying himself with 
literature till his death on the asth of July 1676. He took an 
energetic share in the literary controversies of his time. Against 
Gilles Menage he wrote a Tama justifia (1656), he laid claim 
to having originated the idea of the " Carte de lendre " of Mlle de 
Scudery's Cleke; and after being a professed admirer of Corneille 
he turned against him because he had neglected to mention the 
abbe in his Discours stir he pane dramatique. He was the author 
of four tragedies: La Cygnus/1e (1642), La Poscelk d'Orkans ( x642); 
&mirk (1647) and Le Martyre de Sainte Catherine (i65o). Zambia 
was written with the intention of affording a model in which 
the strict rules of the drama, as understood by the theorists, were 
observed. In the choice of subjects for his plays, he seems to 
have been guided by a desire to illustrate the various kinds of 
tragedy—patriotic, antique and religious. The dramatic authors 
whom be was in the habit of criticizing were not slow to take 
advantage of the opportunity for retaliation offered by the 
production of these mediocre plays. It is as a theorist that 
D'Aubignac still arrests attention. It has been proved that to 
Jean Chapelain belongs the credit of having beet tee first to 
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establish as a practical law the convention of the unities that 
plays so large a part in the history of the French stage; but 
the laws of dramatic method and construction generally were 
codified by d'Aubignac in his Pratique du thedtre. The book 
was only published in 1657, but had been begun at the desire 
of Richelieu as early as 164o. His Conjectures acadfmiques sur 

Iliade d' Honest, which was not published until nearly forty 
years after his death, threw doubts on the existence of Homer, 
and anticipated in some sense the conclusions of Friedrich August 
Wolf in his Prolegomena ad Homerum (1795). 

The contents of the Pratique du Weir( are summarized by F. 
Brunetiere in his notice of Aubignac in the Grande Encyclopidie. 
See also G. Saintsbury, Hid. of Criticism, bk. v., and H. Rigault, 

de to querelk der ancient modernes. (1859). 
AUBIGNt, CONSTANT D' [BARON DE SUR1NEAUI (c.  1584-

1647). French adventurer, was the son of Theodore Agrippa 
d'Aubigne, and the father of Madame de Maintenon. Born 
a Protestant, he became by turns CatOolic or Protestant as it 
suited his interests. He betrayed the Protestants in 1626, 
revealing to the court, after a voyage to England, the projects 
of the English upon La Rochelle. He was renounced by his 
father; then imprisoned by Richelieu's orders at Niort, where 
he was detained ten years. After having tried his fortunes in 
the Antilles, he died in Provence, leaving in destitution his wife, 
Jeanne de Cardillac, whom he had married in 1627. He had two 
children, Charles, father of the duchess of Noailles, and Francoise, 
known in history as Madame de Maintenon. 

See T. Lavallee, La Familia d'Aubigne CS l'enfalwe de Madame tie 
Afauteenox (Paris. 1863). 

AOBIONE, JEAN HENRI MERLE D' (1794-1872), Swiss 
Protestant divine and historian, was born on the 16th of August 
r7o4, at Eaux Vives, near Geneva. The ancestors of his father, 
Aime Robert Merle d'Aubigne (1753-1790, were French Pro-
testant refugees. Jean Henri was destined by his parents to a 
commercial life; but at college he decided to be ordained. He 
was profoundly influenced by Robert Haldane, the Scottish 
missionary and preacher who visited Geneva. When in 1817 he 
went abroad to further his education, Germany was about to 
celebrate the tercentenary of the Reformation; and thus early 
he conceived the ambition to write the history of that great 
epoch. At Berlin he received stimulus from teachers so unlike 
as J. A. W. Neander and W. M. L. de Wette. After presiding for 
five years over the French Protestant church at Hamburg, he 
was, in 1823, called to become pastor of a congregation in 
Brussels and preacher to the court. He became also president of 
the consistory of the French and German Protestant churches. 
At the Belgian revolution of 1830 he thought it advisable to 
nndenake pastoral work at home rather than to accept an 
educational post in the family of the Dutch king. The Evan-
gelical Society had been founded with the idea of promoting 
evangelical Christianity in Geneva and elsewhere, but it was found 
that there was also needed a theological school for the training 
of pastors. On his return to Switzerland, d'Aubigne was invited 
to become professor of church history in an institution of the 
kind, and continued to labour in the cause of evangelical Pro-
testantism. In him the Evangelical Alliance found a hearty 
promoter. He frequently visited England, was made a D.C.L. 
by Oxford University, and received civic honours from the city 
of Edinburgh. He died suddenly in 1872. 

His principal works are—Discours sur Petude de Phistoire de 
Christianisme (Geneva, 1832); Le Lutheranism d la Reform 
(Paris, 1844), Germany, England and Scotland, or Recollections 
of a Swiss Pastor (London, 1848), Trois siecles de tune en Ecosse, 
on deux rots et deux royaumes; Le Protecteur ou la republique 
d'Angleterre ass jeers de Cromwell (Paris, 1848); Le Gentile a 
rinfaillibilite (t 87o); Histoire de la Reformation as X VP". siecle 
(Paris, 1835-1853, new ed., 1861-1862, in 5 vols.); and Histoire de 
la Reformation en Europe as temps de Calvin (8 vols., 1862-1877). 

The first portion of his Histoire de to Reformation, which was 
devoted to the earlier period of the movement in Germany, gave 
him at once a foremost place amongst modern French ecclesi-
astical historians, and was translated into most European 
tongues. The second portion, dealing with reform in the time  

of Calvin, was not less thorough, and had a subject hitherto less 
exhaustively treated, but it did not meet with the same success. 
This part of the subject, with which he was most competent to 
deal, was all but completed at the time of his death. Among 
his minor treatises, the most important are the vindication of 
the character and aims of Oliver Cromwell, and the sketch of the 
contendings of the Church of Scotland. 

Indefatigable in sifting original documents, Aubigne had 
amassed a wealth of authentic information; but his desire to 
give in all cases a full and graphic picture, assisted by a vivid 
imagination, betrayed him into excess of detail concerning minor 
events, and in a few cases into filling up a narrative by inference 
from later conditions. Moreover, in his profound sympathy 
with the Reformers, be too frequently becomes their apologist. 
But his work is a monument of painstaking sincerity, and brings 
us into direct contact with the spirit of the period. 

AIIBIONR, THRODORE AGRIPPA D' (1552-1630), French 
poet and historian, was born at St Maury, near Pons, in Saintonge, 
on the 8th of February 1552. His name Agrippa (aegre partus) 
was given him through his mother dying in childbirth. In his 
childhood he showed a great aptitude for languages; according 
to his own account he knew Latin, Greek and Hebrew at six years 
of age; and he had translated the Crib, of Plato before he was 
eleven. His father, a Huguenot who had been one of the con-
spirators of Amboise, strengthened his Protestant sympathies 
by showing him, while they were passing through that town on 
their way to Paris, the heads of the conspirators exposed upon 
the scaffold, and adjuring him not to spare his own bead in order 
to avenge their death. After a brief residence he was obliged 
to flee from Paris to avoid persecution, but was captured and 
threatened with death. Escaping through the intervention of 
a friend, he went to Montargis. In his fourteenth year he was 
present at the siege of Orleans, at whicn his father was killed. 
His guardian sent him to Geneva, where he studied for a con-
siderable time under the direction of Bess. In 1567 he made 
his escape from tutelage, and attached himself to the Huguenot 
army under the prince of Conde. Subsequently he joined Henry 
of Navarre, whom he succeeded in withdrawing from the corrupt-
ing influence of the house of Valois (1576), and to whom he 
rendered valuable service, both as a soldier and as a counsellor, 
in the wars that issued in his elevation to the throne as Henry IV. 
After a furious battle at Casteljaloux, and suffering from fever 
from his wounds, he wrote his Tragiques (1 57x). He was in the 
battle of Coutras (1587), and at the siege of Paris (1 59o). His 
career at camp and court, however, was a somewhat chequered 
one, owing to the roughness of his manner and the keenness of 
his criticisms, which made him many enemies and severely tried 
the king's patience. In his tragedie-ballet Circe (1576) he did not 
hesitate to indulge in the most outspoken sarcasm against the 
king and other members of the royal family. Though he more 
than once found it expedient to retire into private life he never 
entirely lost the favour of Henry, who made him governor of 
Maillesatis. After the conversion of the king to Roman Catho-
licism, d'Aubigne remained true to the Huguenot cause, and 
a fearless advocate of the Huguenot interests. The first two 
volumes of the work by which he is best known, his Histoire 
universelle depuis 7550 jusqu'd ran teen, appeared in 1616 and 
1618 respectively. The third volume was published in 1619, but, 
being still more free and personal in its satire than those which 
had preceded it, it was immediately ordered to be burned by the 
common hangman. The work is a lively chronicle of the incidents 
of camp and court life, and forms a very valuable source for the 
history of France during the period it embraces. In September 
162o its author was compelled to take refuge in Geneva, where 
he found a secure retreat for the last ten years of his life, though 
the hatred of the French court showed itself in procuring a 
sentence of death to be recorded against him more than once. 
He devoted the period of his exile to study, and the superintend. 
once of works for the fortifications of Bern and Basel which were 
designed as a material defence of the cause of Protestantism. 
He died at Geneva on the 29th of April 1630. 

A complete edition of his works according to the original MSS. 
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was begun by E. Resume and F. de Cauasade (r1179). It contains 
all the literary works, the Amiens du baron de Fame,* (1617), 
and the ifinsoires (6 vols., 1873-0192;. The best edition of the 
Histofre universe& is by A. de Ruble. The Malaita were edited 
by I.. Lalanne (1834). 

AUBIN, .a town of southern France, in the department of 
Aveyron on the Fame, 30 m. N.W. of Roder. In r906 the urban 
population was 2229, the communal population 9986. Aubin is 
the centre of important coal-mines worked in the middle age, 
and also has iron-mines, the product of which supplies iron works 
close to the town. Sheep-breeding is important in the vicinity. 
The church dates from the 12th century. 

AUBREY, JOHN (2636-1697), English antiquary, was born at 
Easton Pieria or Percy, near Malmesbury, Wiltshire, on the 12th 
of March :626, his father being a country gentleman of consider- . able fortune. He was educated at the Malmesbury grammar 
school under Robert Latimer, who bad numbered Thomas 
Hobbes among his earlier pupils, and at his schoolmaster's house 
Aubrey first met the philosopher about whom he was to leave 
so many curious and interesting details. He entered Trinity 
College, Oxford, in 1642, but his studies were interrupted by the 
Civil War. In 1646 he became a student of the Middle Temple, 
but was never called to the bar. He spent much of his time in 
the country, and in 1649 be brought into notice the megalithic 
remains at Avebury. His father died in 1652, leaving to Aubrey 
large estates, and with them, unfortunately, complicated law-
suits. Aubrey, however, lived gaily, and used his means to 
gratify his passion for the company of celebrities and for every 
sort of knowledge to be gleaned about them. Anthony it Wood 
prophesied that he would one day break his neck while running 
downstairs after a retreating guest, in the hope of extracting a 
story from him. He took no active share in the political troubles 
of the time, but from his description of a meeting of the Rota 
Club, founded by James Harrington. the author of Ocean, he 
appears to have been a theorizing republican. His reminiscences 
on this subject date from the Restoration, and are probably 
softened by considerations of expediency. In 1663 he became 
a member of the Royal Society, and in the next year he met 
Joan Somner, " in an till hour," he tells us. This connexion did 
not end in marriage, and a lawsuit with the lady complicated 
his already embarrassed affairs. He lost estate after estate, 
until in 1670 he parted with his last piece of property, Easton 
Pierre. From this time he was dependent on the hospitality of 
his numerous friends. In 1667 he had made the acquaintance of 
Anthony I Wood at Oxford, and when Wood began to gather 
materials for his invaluable Alhenae Osonienses, Aubrey offered 
to collect information for him. From time to time be forwarded 
memoranda to him, and in 168o he began to promise the 
" Minutes for Lives," which Wood was to use at his discretion. 
He left the task of verification largely to Wood. As a hanger-on 
in great houses he bad little time for systematic work, and be 
wrote the " Lives " in the early morning while his hosts were 
sleeping off the effects of the dissipation of the night before. 
He constantly leaves blanks for dates and facts, and many 
queries. He made no attempt at a fair copy, and, when fresh in-
formation occurred to him, inserted it at random. He made some 
distinction between hearsay and authentic information, but had 
no pretence to accuracy, his retentive memory being the chief 
authority. The principal charm of his " Minutes " lies in the 
amusing details he has to recount about his personages, and in 
the plainness and truthfulness that he permits himself in face of 
established reputations. In 1.592 he complained bitterly that 
Wood bad destroyed forty pages of his MS., probably because of 
the dangerous freedom of Aubrey's pen. Wood was prosecuted 
eventually for insinuations against the judicial integrity of the 
earl of Clarendon. One of the two statements called in question 
was certainly founded on information provided by Aubrey. 
This perhaps explains the estrangement between the two anti-
quaries and the ungrateful account that Wood gives of the elder 
man's character. " He was a shiftless person, roving and 
magotie-headed, and sometimes little better than erased. And 
being exceedingly credulous, would stuff his many letters sent 
to A. W. with follies and misinformations, which sometimes 

would guide him into the paths of errour."I In 1673 Aubrey 
began his " Perambulation " or " Survey " of the county of 
Surrey, which was the result of many years' labour in collecting 
inscriptions and traditions in the country. He began a " History 
of his Native District of Northern Wiltshire," but, feeling that 
he was too old to finish It as he would wish, he made over his 
material, about 1695, to Thomas Tanner, afterwards bishop of 
St Asaph. In the next year he published his only completed, 
though certainly not his most valuable work, the Ifisedianies, a 
collection of stories on ghosts and dreams. He died at Oxford 
in June 1697, and was buried in the church of St Mary 
Magdalene. 

Beside the works akaady mentioned, his papers included: 
" Architectonics Sacra," notes on ecclesiastical antiquities; and 
" Life of Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury." which served as the basis 
of Dr Blackburn's Latin life, and also of Wood's account. His 
survey of Surrey was incorporated in R. Rawlinson's Name: 
History and Ashgaifies 4' Surrey (1m); his antiquarian notes on 
Wiltshire were printed in Wiltshire; the Topeimphical Collections 
of John Aubrey, corrected and enlarged by J. E. Jackson (Devises. 
1862): part of another MS. on " The Natural History of Wiltshire" 
was printed by John Britton in 1847 for the Wiltshire Topographical 
Society; the blucellansa were edited in 5890 for the Library of Old 
Anthers; the " Minutes for Lives " were partially edited in 1813. 

complete mplete transcript, Brief Lures chiefly o Contemporaries set dome 
by John Aubrey between the Years z66c, 1606, was edited for the 
Clarendon Press in :898 by the Rev. Andrew. Clark from the MSS. 
in the Bodleian. Oxford. 

See also Jobs Britton. Memoir of John Aubrey, (5W); David 
Masson, in the British Quarterly Review, July 5856; F.5.8. Montfort. 
Heures de lecture d'un critique (1891): and a catalogue of Aubrey's 
collections in The Life and Times of Anthony Wood . . ., by Andrew, 
Clark (Oxford. 1891-1900, vol. iv. pp. 191- 193), which contains 
many other references to Aubrey. 

AUBURN, a city and the county-seat of Androscoggin county, 
Maine, U.S.A., on the Androscoggin river, opposite Lewiston 
(with which it practically forms an industrial unit), in the S.W. 
part of the state. Pop. (r89o) 21,250, (t9oo) 12,951, of whom 
2076 were foreign-born; (1920, census) 15,064. It is served 
by the Grand Trunk and the Maine Central railways. The river 
furnishes abundant water-power, and the city ranked fourth in 
the state as a manufacturing centre in 1905. Boots and shoes 
are the principal products; in r9o5 seven-tenths of the city's 
wage-earners were engaged in their manufacture, and Auburn's 
output ($4.263,162..66.5 % of the total factory product of the 
city) was one-third of that of the whole state. Other manu-
factures are butter, bread and other bakery products, cotton! 
goods, furniture and leather. The municipality owns and 
operates its waterworks. Auburn was first settled in 2786, 
and was incorporated in 1842, but the present charter dates 
only from :869. 

AUBURN, a city and the county-seat of Cayuga county; 
New York, U.S.A., as m. S.W. of Syracuse, on an outlet of 
Owasco Lake. Pop. (r890) 2 5.80; 0000 30,34S, of whom 
5436 were foreign-born, 2084 being from Ireland and 1023 from 
England; ( two) 34,668. It is served by the Lehigh Valley 
and the New York Central & Hudson River railways, and by 
inter-urban electric lines. The city is attractively situated 
amidst a group of low hills in the heart of the lake country of 
western New York; the streets are wide, with a profusion of 
shade trees. Auburn has a city ball, the large Burtis Audi-
torium, the Auburn hospital, two orphan asylums, and the 
Seymour library in the Case Memorial building. There is a 
fine bronze statue of William H. Seward, who made his home 
here after 1823, and was buried in Fort Hill Cemetery. In 
Auburn are the Auburn (State) prison (1816), in connexion 
with which there is a women's prison; the Auburn 'Theological 
Seminary (Presbyterian), founded in 1819, chartered in aro, 
and opened for students in 1821; the Robinson school for girls; 
and the Women's Educational and Industrial Union, for the 
education of working girls, with a building erected in soo7. 
The city owns its water-supply system, the water being pumped 
from Owasco Lake, about si m. S.S.E. of the city. There is a 
good water-power, and the city has important manufacturing 

" Life of Anthony a Wood written by Himself " (Athen. Oxon., 
ed. Bliss). 
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interests. The principal manufactures are cordage and twine, 
agricultural implements, engines, pianos, boots and shoes, 
cotton and woollen goods, carpets and rugs, rubber goods, 
flour and machinery. The total factory product in icios was 
valued at $13,420,863; of this $2,890,301 was the value of 
agricultural implements, in the manufacture of which Auburn 
ranked fifth among the cities of the United States. There are 
a number of grey and blue limestone quarries, one of which is 
owned and operated by the municipality. 

Settled soon after the close of the War of Independence, 
Auburn was laid out in 1793 by Captain John L. Hardenburgh, 
a veteran of the war, and for some years was known as Harden-
burgh's Corners. In 18o$, when it was made the county-seat, 
it was renamed Auburn. It was incorporated in 1814, and was 
chartered as a city in 1848. 

See C Hawley, Early Chapters of Cayuga History (Auburn, 1879). 
AUBURN (from the Low Lat. albsuvius, whitish, light-coloured), 

ruddy-brown; the meaning has changed from the original one 
of brownish-white or light yellow (tiepins's, in Prosaptoriss* 
Parviderens), probably through the intensification of the idea 
of brown caused by the early spelling " abron " or " abrown." 

AUBUSSON, PIERRE D' (1423-1503), grand-master of the 
order of St John of Jerusalem, and a zealous opponent of the 
Turks, was born in 1423. He belonged to a noble French family, 
and early devoted himself to the career of a soldier in the service 
of the emperor Sigismund. Under the archduke Albert of 
Austria he took part in a campaign against the Turks, and on his 
return to France sided with the Armagnacs against the Swiss, 
greatly distinguishing himself at the battle of St Jacob in 1444. 
He then joined the order of the knights of Rhodes, and success-
fully conducted an expedition against the pirates of the Levant 
and an embassy to Charles VII. He soon rose to the most 
important offices in the order, and in 1476 was elected grand-
master. It was the period of the conquests of Mahommed H., 
who, supreme in the East, now began to threaten Europe. In 
December 1479 a large Turkish fleet appeared in sight of Rhodes; 
a landing was effected, and a vigorous attack made upon the city. 
But in July of the next year, being reinforced from Spain, the 
knights forced the Mussulmans to retire, leaving behind them 
seicro dead. The siege, in which d'Aubusson was seriously 
wounded, enhanced his renown throughout Europe. Mahommed 
was furious, and would have attacked the island again but for 
his death in 1481. His succession was disputed between his 
sons Bayezid and Jem. The latter, after his defeat by Bayezid, 
sought refuge at Rhodes under a safe-conduct from the grand-
master and the council of the knights. What followed remains 
a stain on d'Aubusson's memory. Rhodes not being considered 
secure, Jem with his own consent was sent to France. Mean-
while, in spite of the safe-conduct, d'Aubusson accepted an 
annuity of 45,000 ducats from the sultan, in return for which he 
undertook to guard Jem in such a way as to prevent his design 
of appealing to the Christian powers to aid him against his 
brother. For six years Jem, in spite of frequent efforts to 
escape, was kept a dose prisoner in various castles of the Rhodian 
order in France, until in 1489 he was handed over to Pope 
Innocent VIII., who had been vying with the kings of Hungary 
and Naples for the possession of so valuable a political. weapon. 
D'Aubusson's reward was a cardinal's hat (1489), and the 
power to confer all benefices connected with the order without 
the sanction of the papacy; the order of St John received the 
wealth of the suppressed orders of the Holy Sepulchre and St 
Lazarus. The remaining years of his life d'Aubusson spent in 
the attempt to restore discipline and zeal in his order, and to 
organize a grand international crusade against the Turks The 
age of the Renaissance, with Alexander Borgia on the throne of 
St Peter, was, however, not favourable to such an enterprise; 
the death of Jem in 1495 had removed the most formidable 
weapon available against the sultan; and when in r sor d'Aubus-
son led an expedition against Mytilene, dissensions among his 
motley host rendered it wholly abortive. The old man's last 
years were embittered by chagrin at his failure, which was 
hardly compensated by his success in extirpating Judaism in 

Rhodes, by expelling all adult Jews and forcibly baptizing their 
children. In the summer of 1503 he died. 

See P. Bouhours, Hist. de Pierre d'Arsbussois (Paris, 1676; Hague, 
1793: abridged ed. Bruges, 1887); G. E. Streck, Pierre or A sthusson. 
Crossmeister, &c. (Chemnitz, 1873); J. B. Bury in Cambridge Mod. 
Hug vol. i. p. 85, &c. (for relations with Jem). 

AUBUSSON, a town of France, capital of an arrondissement 
in the department of Creuse, picturesquely situated on the river 
Creuse 24 M. S.E. of Gubret by rail. Pop. (1906) 6475. It has 
celebrated manufactories of carpets, &c., employing about soon 
workmen, the artistic standard of which is maintained by a 
national school of decorative arts, founded in 1869. Nothing 
certain is known as to the foundation of this industry, but it 
was in full activity at least as far back as 1531. From the loth 
to the 13th century Aubusson was the centre of a viscounty, 
and the viscountess Marguerite, wife of Rainaud VI., was sung 
by many a troubadour. After the death of the viscount Guy IL 
(a little later than 1262) Aubusson was incorporated in the 
countship of La Marche by Hugh XII. of Lusignan, and shared 
in its fortunes. Louis XIV. revived the title of viscount of 
Aubusson in favour of Francois, first marshall de la Feuillade 
(r686). From the family of the old viscounts was descended 
Pierre d'Aubusson (q.v.) Admiral Sallandrouze de Lamornaiz 
(1840-1902) belonged to a family of tapestry manufacturers 
established at Aubusson since the beginning of the 19th century. 
Aubusson was also the native place of the novelists Lkonard 
Sylvain, Julien Sandeau and Alfred Assonant (1827-1886). 

See to Pere Anselme, Hist. genealogsque de la maims de 
France, vol. v. pp. 318 et seq.; P. Mignaton, Hut. de la maims 
d'Aubusson (Paris, 1886); Cyprien Perathon, Hist, d'A rbassaa  
(Limoges, 1886). (A. T ) 

AUCH, a city of south-western France, capital of the depart-
ment of Gers, 55 m. W of Toulouse on the Southern railway. 
Pop. (1906) 9294. Auch is built on the summit and sides of 
a hill at the foot of which flow the yellow waters of the Gen. 
It consists-of a lower and upper quarter united in several places 
by flights of steps. The streets are in general steep and narrow, 
but there is a handsome promenade in the upper town, laid out 
in the r8th century by the isitaidaid Antoine Mfgret d'Etigny. 
Three bridges lead from the left to the right bank of the Gen, 
on which the suburb of Patte d'Oie is situated. The most in-
teresting part of the town lies in the old quarter around the 
Place Salinis, a spacious terrace which commands an extensive 
view over the surrounding country. On its eastern side it 
communicates with the left bank of the river by a handsome 
series of steps; on its north side rises the cathedral of Sainte-
Marie. This church, built from 1489 to 1662, belongs chiefly to 
the Gothic style, of which it is one of the finest examples in 
southern France. The facade, however, with its two square and 
somewhat heavy flanking towers dates from the 17th century, 
and is Greco-Roman in architecture. Sainte-Marie contains 
many artistic treasures, the chief of which are the magnificent 
stained-glass windows of the Renaissance which Light the apsidal 
chapels, and the II3 choir-stalls of carved oak, also of Renaissance 
workmanship. The archbishop's palace adjoins the cathedral, 
it is a building of the 18th century with a Romanesque hall and 
a tower of the 14th century. Opposite the south side of the 
cathedral stands the lye& on the site of a former Jesuit college. 
Only scanty remains are left of the once celebrated abbey of 
St Oran. The ecclesiastical seminary contains an important 
library with a collection of manuscripts, and there is a public 
library in the Carmelite chapel, a building of the 17th century. 
The former palace of the inkhdants of Gascony is now used as 
the prefecture. Auch is the scat of an archbishopric, a prefect 
and a court of assizes, and has tribunals of first instance and 
of commerce, a chamber of commerce, a lycfe, training-colleges, 
a school of design, a branch of the Bank of France and an im-
portant lunatic asylum. The manufactures include agricultural 
implements, leather, vinegar and plaited sandals, and there is 
a trade in brandy, wine, cattle, poultry and wool; there are 
quarries of building-stone in the neighbourhood. 

Auch (Elimberris) was the capital of a Celtiberian tribe, the 
Ausci, and under the Roman domination was one of the meat 
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important cities in Gaul. In the 4th century this importance 
was increased by the foundation of its bishopric, and after the 
destruction of Esuze in the 9th century it became the metropolis 
of Novempopulana. Till 732, Auch stood on the right bank of the 
Geis, but in that year the ravages of the Saracens drove the 
inhabitants to take refuge on the left bank of the river, where 
a new city was formed. In the zoth century Count Bernard of 
Armagnac founded the Benedictine abbey of St Orens, the monks 
of which, till 23o8, shared the jurisdiction over Auch with the 
archbishops—en arrangement which gave rise to constant strife. 
The counts of Armagnac possessed a castle in the city, which was 
the capital of An:avec in the middle ages. During the Religious 
Wars of the 16th century Auch remained Catholic, except for a 
short occupation in 1569 by the Huguenots under Gabriel, count 
of Montgomery. In the 18th century it was capital of Gascony, 
and seat of a generality. Antoine Miguel d'Etigny, intendant 
from 2751 to 1767, did much to improve the city and its 
commerce. 

AUCHMIITY, SIR SAMUEL (2756-1822), British general, 
was born at New York in 1756, and served as a loyalist in the 
American War of Independence, being given an ensigncy in the 
royal army in 1777, and in 1778 a lieutenancy in the 45th Foot, 
without purchase. When his regiment returned to England 
after the war, having neither private means nor influence, he 
exchanged into the send, in order to proceed to India. He took 
part in the last war against Hyde Ali ; he was given a staff 
appointment by Lord Cornwallis in 2790, served in the operations 
against Tippoo Sabib,an4 continued in various staff appointments 
up to 1797, when be returned to England a brevet lieuL-
coloneL In 1800 he was made lieut.-colonel and brevet colonel; 
and in the following year, as adjutant-general to Sir David 
Baird in Egypt, took a distinguished share in the march across 
the desert and the capture of Alexandria. On his return to 
England in e8o3 he was knighted, and three years later he went 
out to the River Plate as a brigadier-general Auchmuty was 
one of the few officers who came out of the disastrous Buenos 
Aires expedition of 1806-7 with enhanced reputation. While 
General Whitelocke, the commander, was cashiered, Auchmuty 
was at once re-employed and promoted major-general, and was 
sent out in 18 so to command at Madras. In the following year 
he commanded the expedition organized for the conquest of 
Java, whiclr the governor-general, Lord Mint% himself accom- 
penilid. The storming of the strongly fortified position of 
hfeester Cornelis (28th August 182 1), stubbornly defended by 
the Dutch garrison under General Janssens, practically achieved 
the conquest of the island, and after the action of Samanum 
(September 8th) Janssens surrendered. Auchmuty received the 
thanks of parliament and the order of K.C.B. (G.C.B. in az5), 
and in 3813, on his return home, was promoted to the rank of 
lieut.-general. In 1St x he became commander-in-chief in Ireland, 
and a member of the Irish privy council. He died suddenly on 
the nth of August 1822. 

AUCHTERARDER (Gaelic, " upper high land "), a police 
burgh of Perthshire, Scotland, 13I m. S.W. of Perth by the 
Caledonian railway. Pop. (3gor) 2276. It is situated on 
Ruthven Water, a right-hand tributary of the Earn. The chief 
manufactures are those of tartans and other woollens, and of 
agricultural implements. At the beginning of the 13th century 
it obtained a charter from the earl of Stmtheern, afterwards 
became a royal burgh for a period, and was represented in the 
Scottish parliament. Its castle, now ruinous, was built as a 
bunting-lodge for Malcolm Canmore, but of the abbey which it 
possessed as early as the reign of Alexander IL (1198-1249) no 
remains exist. The ancient church of St Mungo, now in ruins, 
was a building in the Norman or Early Pointed style. The town 
was almost entirely burned down by the earl of Mar in 2716 
during the abortive Jacobite rising. It was in connexion with 
this parish that the ecclesiastical dispute arose which led to the 
disruption In the Church of Scotland in 1843. The estate of 
Kincardine, z m. south, gives the title of earl of Kincardine to the 
duke of Montrose. The old castle, now in ruins, was dismantled 
in ass by the marquis of Argyll in retaliation for the destrqction  

of Castle Campbell in Dollar Glen on the south side of the ()chile. 
The old ruined castle of Tullibardine, a m. west of the burgh, once 
belonged to the Murrays of Tullibardine, ancestors of the duke 
of Athol!, who derives the title of marquis of Tullibardine from 
the estate. The ancient chapel adjoining, also ruinous, was a 
burial-place of the Murrays. 

AUCHTERMIIGHTY (Coale, "the high ground of the wild 
sow "), a royal and police burgh of Fifeshirc, Scotland, built 
on an elevation about c• M. W. by S. of Cuper, with a station on a 
branch of the North British railway from Ledybank to Mawcarse 
Junction. Pop. 1387. The rapid Loverspool Burn divides 
the town. The principal industries include the weaving of 
linen and damasks, bleaching, distilling and malting. John 
Ohs, founder of the sect known as Quakes or Sandemenians, 
was • native of the town. A mile and a half to the south-west 
is the village of Strathreiglo (pop. 966), on the river Eden, with 
a linen factory and bleaching works. 

AUCKLAND, GEORGE EDEN, EARL or (1784-1849), English 
statesman, was the second son of the rat Baron Auckland. He 
completed his education at Oxford, and was admitted to the bar 
in avec. His elder brother was drowned in the Thames in the 
following year; and in ath, on the death of his father, he took 
his seat in the House of Lords as Baron Auckland. He supported 
the Reform party steadily by his vote, and in 183o was made 
president of the Board of Trade and master of the Mint. In 
2834 he held office for a few months as first lord of the admiralty, 
and in 1835 he was appointed governor-general of India. He 
proved himself to be a painstaking and laborious legislator, and 
devoted himself specially to the improvement of native schools, 
and the expansion of the commercial industry of the nation 
committed to his care. These useful labours were interrupted 
in 1838 by complications in Afghanistan, which excited the fears 
not only of the Anglo-Indian government but of the home 
authorities. Lord Auckland resolved to enter upon a war, and 
on the Est of October 1838 published at Simla his famous 
manifesto dethroning Dost Mahommed. The early operations 
were crowned with success, and the governor-general received 
the title of earl of Auckland. But reverses followed quickly, 
and in the ensuing campaigns the British troops suffered the 
most severe disasters. Lord Auckland had the double mortifica- 
tion of seeing his policy a complete failure and of being super- 
seded before his errors could be rectified. In the autumn of 
1841 he was succeeded in office by Lord Ellenborough, and 
returned to England in the following year. In 1846 he was made 
first lord of the admiralty, which office he held until his death, 
on the zst of January asp He died unmarried, and the earldom 
became extinct, the barony (see below) passing to his brother 
Robert. 
SeS. J. Trotter, The Earl of Auckland (" Paws of India " series), 

1   
AUCKLAND. WILLIAM EDEN, IST BAWD( (1745-1814), 

English statesman, son of Sir Robert Eden, 3rd Bart., of Windle-
stone Hall, Durham, and of Mary, daughter of William Davison, 
was born in 2745, educated at Eton and Christ Church, Oxford, 
and called to the bar at the Middle Temple in 1768. In 1773 
he published Principles of Penal Law, and was early recognized 
as an authority on commercial and economic questions, and 
in 1772 he was appointed an under secretary of state. He repre-
sented New Woodstock in the parliaments of 1774 and 1780i 
and Heytesbury in those of 1784 and 1790. In 1776 he was 
appointed a commissioner on the board of trade and plantations. 
In 1778 he carried an act for the improvement of the •  treatment 
of prisoners, and accompanied the earl of Carlisle as a com-
missioner to North America on an unsuccessful mission to settle 
the disputes with the colonists. On his return in 1779 he 
published his widely read Pow Lades lo Ow Earl of Carlisle, 
and in 178o became chief secretary for Ireland. He was elected 
to the Irish House of Commons as member for Dungannon in 
178: and sworn of the Irish privy council, and while in Ireland 
established the National Bank. He advised the increase of the 
secret service fund, and was reputed, according to Lord Cherie-
mat (a Political opponent), as especially skilful in the arts of 
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corruption and in overcoming political prejudices. He resigned 
in 1782, but in the following year he took office again as vice-
treasurer of Ireland under the coalition ministry, which he had 
been instrumental in arranging, and was included in the privy 
council, resigning with the government in December. He 
opposed strongly Pitt's propositions for free trade between Eng. 
land and Ireland in 1785, but took office with Pitt as a member 
of the committee on trade 'and plantations, and negotiated in 
2786 and 1787 Pitt's important commercial treaty with France, 
and agreements concerning the East India Companies and 
Holland. In 1787 he published his History of New Holland. 
Next year he was sent as ambassador to Spain, and after his 
return was created (September 1789) Baron Auckland in the 
Irish peerage. The same year he was sent on a mission to 
Holland, and represented English interests there with great 
zeal and prudence during the critical years of 1790 to 1793, 
obtaining the assistance of the Dutch fleet in 179e on the menace 
of a war with Spain, signing the convention relating to the 
Netherlands the same year, and in 1793 attending the congress 
at Antwerp. He retired from the public service in the latter 
year, received a pension of incur, and was created Baron Auck-
land of West Auckland, Durham, in the English peerage. During 
his retirement in the country at Beckenham, he continued his 
intimacy with Pitt, his nearest neighbour at Ho!wood, who at 
one time had thoughts of marrying his daughter; and•with Pitt's 
sanction he published his Remarks on Ike Apparent Clemonslanem 
of the War in 1 795, to prepare public opinion for a peace. In 120 
he was included in Pitt's government as joint postmaster-general, 
and supported strongly the income tax end the Irish Union, 
assisting in drawing up the act embodyirig the latter. In 1799 be 
brought in a bill to check adultery by preventing the marriage 
of the guilty parties, and the same year took a mischievous 
part in the cabal against Sir Ralph Abercromby. He severely 
criticized Pitt's resignation in r8or, from which he had en-
deavoured to dissuade him, and retained office under Addington. 
This terminated his friendship with Pitt, who excluded him 
from his administration in 1804 though he increased his pension. 
Auckland was included in Granville's ministry of " All the 
Trllents " as president of the board of trade in ,8o6. He held 
the appointments of auditor and director of Greenwich hospital, 
recorder of Grantham, and chancellor of the Marischal College 
in Aberdeen. He-died on the 28th of May are. 

He had married in 1776 Eleanor, sister of the first Lord Minto, 
and had a large family. Emily Eden (r797-1869), the novelist, 
was one of his daughters. On the death of his son George, 
2nd baron and earl of Auckland (q.v.), the barony passed to the 
rat baron's younger son Robert John (1799-1870), bishop of 
Bath and Wells, from whom the later barons were descended, 
and who was also the father of Sir Ashley Eden (1831-1887), 
lieutenant-governor of Bengal. The 1st baron had two dis-
tinguished brothers—Morton Eden (1752-183o), a diplomatist, 
who married Lady Elizabeth Henley, and in 1799 was created 
rat Baron Henley (his family, from 1835, taking the name of 
Henley instead of Eden); and Sir Robert Eden, governor of 
Maryland, whose son, Sir Frederic Morton Eden (1766-1809), 
was a well-known economist. 

Lord Auckland's Jowled and Correspondence, published's 1861-
'862, throws much light on the political history of the time. 

AUCKLAND. a city and seaport on the east coast of North 
Island, New Zealand, in Eden county; capital of the province 
of its name, and the seat of a bishop. Pop. (1906) 37,736; 
including suburbs, 82, to:. It is situated at . the mouth of an arm 
of Hauraki Gulf, and is only 6 in. distant from the head of 
Manukau harbour on the western coast. The situation is ex-
tremely beautiful. The Hauraki Gulf, a great square inlet 
opening northward, is studded with islands of considerable 
elevation; Rangitoto, which protects the harbour, is a volcanic 
cone reaching nearly moo ft. The isthmus on which the town 
stands (which position has caused it to be likened to Corinth) 
can be crossed without surmounting any great elevation, and 
offers a feasible canal route. A number of small extinct volcanoes, 
however, appear In all directions. To the west the Titirangi hills  

exceed taco ft. Some of the volcanic soil is barren, but much 
of the district is clothed in handset vegetation. 

Auckland harbour, one of tne best in New Zealand, is approach-
able by the largest vessels at the lowest tide. There are two 
graving docks. Queen Street, the principal thoroughfare, 
leads inland from the main dock, and contains the majority 
of the public buildings. These is a small government house, 
standing in beautiful grounds, adjoining Albert Park, with plan-
tations of oaks and pines. The government offices, art gallery 
and exchange, with St Mary's cathedral (Anglican), a building 
in a combination of native timbers, St Paul's and St Patrick's 
cathedral (Roman Catholic), are noteworthy buildings. The 
arr gallery and free library contain excellent pictures, and 
valuable books and MSS. presented by Sir G. Grey. The museum 
contains one of the best existing collections of Maori art. There 
are an opera-house and an academy of music. The Auckland 
University College and the grammar school are the principal 
educational establishments. The parks are the Domain, with 
a botanical garden, the Albert Park near the harbour, with a 
bronze statue of Queen Victoria, the vstensive grounds at One 
Tree Hill on the outskirts, and Victoria Park on Freeman's 
Bay. The principal thoroughfares are served by electric tramway. 
Of the suburbs, Newton, Parnell and Newmarket are in reality 
outlying parts of the town itself. Devonport, Birkenhead and 
Northcote are beautifully situated on the north shore of the 
inlet, and Are served by steam-ferries. Several other residential 
suburbs lie among the hills on the mainland, such as Mount 
Albert, Mount Eden and Epsom. Onehunga is a small port on 
Manukau harbour, served by nil. In Parnell is the former 
residence of Bishop Selwyn, who, arriving in the colony in i842. 
assisted to draw up the constitution of the Anglican church. 
There are many associations with his name in the neighbour-
hood. The prospect over the town and its environs from . 

 Mount Eden is justly famous. The bill is terraced with former 
native fortifications. 

Auckland has industries of sugar-refining, ship-building and 
paper-, rope- and brick-making, and timber is worked. The 
town was founded as capital of the colony in 1840 by Governor 
Hobson. There is communication both south and north by 
rail, and regular steamers serve the ports of the colony, the 
principal Pacific Islands, Australia, dec. From 1853 to :876 
Auckland was the seat of the provincial government, and untll 
i865 that of the central government, which was then transferred 
to Wellington. The first session of the general assembly took 
place here in :834. Auckland is under municipal government 

AUCKLAND ISLANDS, a group in the Pacific Ocean, dis-
covered in 1806 by Captain Briscoe, of the English whaler 
" Ocean," in 5o• 24' S., Ise 7' E. The islands, of volcanic origin, 
are very fertile, and are covered with forest. They were granted 
to the Messrs Enderby by the British government as a whaling 
station, but the establishment was abandoned in 1852. The 
islands belong politically to New Zealand. 

AUCTION PITCH, a card game which is a popular variation 
of All Fours (q.v.). The name is derived from the rule that 
the first card played, or pitched, is the trump suit, and that the 
eldest hand has the privilege of pitching it or of selling out 
to the highest bidder. A full pack is used, and the cards rank 
as in All Fours, namely from ace down to 11, ace being highest 
in cutting also. • From four to seven may play, each player being 
provided with seven white counters, and also with red counters 
in ease stakes are played for. Each player receives six cards 
in every deal, three at a time, no trump being turned. The object 
is to get rid of the white counters, one of which may be put into 
the pool either (1) for holding the highest trump played; (s) 
for having the lowest trump dealt to one; (3) for taking the 
jack (knave) of trumps; or (4) or winning the same, namely 
the greatest number of pips that count. In case of a tie of pips 
no game is scored. If the eldest hand decides to pitch and not to 
sell out, he may do so, but is obliged to make four points or be 
set back that number. If he decides to sell, he says " I pass," 
and the player at his left bids for the privilege of pitching the 
trump or passes, &c. When a bid has been made the rest must 
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pus or bid higher, and the driest hand must either accept a bid 
or undertake to make as many points as the bidder. If no bid 
is made he pitches the trump himself, without the obligation 
of making anything. The first card played is the trump suit, 
the winner of the trick leading again. In trumps a player must 
follow suit if he can, and the same rule applies in plain suits, 
excepting that a trump may be played at any time (" follow 
snit or trump "). In play the highest card wins the trick unless 
trumped. When the band is played out each player puts a white 
counter into the pool for every point won, and the first player 
to get rid of all his seven white counters wins the pool and takes 
from it all the red counters, which represent cash. This ends the 
game. In case two players count out during the same deal, the 
bidder has the first right to the pool, the rule being " bidder 
counts out first." If the two players who count out are neither 
of them bidder, then they go out in regular order, i.e. high first, 
then low, Jack and game. If a bidder fails to make his points 
he is set back that number. A revoke is punished by the offender 
being set back the number of points bid and forfeiting a red 
counter to the pool. 

AUCTIONS and AUCTIONEERS. An auction (Lat. audio, 
increase) is a proceeding at which people are invited to compete 
for the purchase of property by successive offers of advancing 
sums. The advantages of conducting a sale in this way are ob-
vious, and we naturally find that auctions are of great antiquity. 
Herodotus describes a custom which prevailed in Babylonian 
villages of disposing of the maidens in marriage by delivering 
them to the highest bidders in an assembly annually held for 
the purpose (Book i. 1e6). So also among the Romans the 
quaestor sold military booty and captives in war by auction—
sub basia—the spear being the symbol of quiritarian ownership. 
The familiarity of such proceedings is forcibly suggested by the 
conduct of the Praetorian Guard when Sulpicianus was treating 
for the imperial dignity after the murder of Pertinax. Appre-
hending that they would not obtain a sufficient price by private 
contract, the Praetorians proclaimed from their ramparts that 
the Roman world was to be disposed of by public auction to the 
best bidder. Thereupon Julian proceeded to the foot of the 
ramparts and outbid his competitor (Gibbon, voL i. ch. v.). 
Though, however, auctions were undoubtedly common among 
the Romans both in public and private transactions, the rules 
whereby they were governed are by no means clearly enunciated 
in the Corpus Juris 

In England the method of conducting auctions has varied. 
In some places it has been usual to set up an inch of lighted 
candle, the person making the last bid before the fall of the wick 
becoming the purchaser. By an act of William III. (1698), 
this method of sale was prescribed for goods and merchandise 
imported from the East Indies. Lord Eldon speaks of " candle-
stick biddings," where the several bidders did not know what 
the others had offered. A " dumb bidding " was the name 
given to a proceeding at which a price was put by the owner 
under a candlestick with a stipulation that no bidding should 
avail if not equal to it. In a " Dutch auction " property is 
offered at a certain price and then successively at lower prices 
until one is accepted. 

According to the practice now usual in England, a proposed 
auction is duly advertised, and a printed catalogue in the case 
of chattels, or particulars of sale in the case of land, together 
with conditions of sale, are circulated. Sometimes, in sales of 
goods, the conditions are merely suspended in the auction room. 
At the appointed time and place, the auctioneer, standing in a 
desk or rostrum, " puts up " the several lots in turn by inviting 
biddings from the company present. He announces the accept-
ance of the last bid by a tap with his hammer and so "knocks 
down " the lot to the person who has made it. Sometimes 
property is offered on lease to the highest bidder. " Roup " is 
the Scottish term for an auction. A bid in itself is only an 
offer, and may accordingly be retracted at any time before its 
acceptance by the fall of the hammer or otherwise. Puffing is 
unlawful. Unless a right to bid is expressly reserved on behalf 
of the vendor, he must neither bid himself nor employ any one  

else to bid. When a right to bid has been expressly reserved, 
the seller or any one person (but no more) on his behalf may bid 
at the auction. If it is simply announced that the sale is to be 
subject to a reserved or upset price, no bidding by or on behalf 
of the seller is permissible: it is only lawful to declare by some 
appropriate terms that the property is withdrawn. Where a 
sale is expressed to be without reserve, or where an upset price 
has been reached, the auctioneer must, after the lapse of a 
reasonable interval, accept the bid of the highest bona fide 
bidder. By not doing so he would render the vendor liable In 
damages. The auctioneer must not make a pretence of receiving 
bids which are not in fact made, as it would be fraudulent to 
run up the price by such an artifice. A "knock-out" is a 
combination of persons to prevent competition between them-
selves at an auction by an Arrangement that only one of their 
number shall bid, and that anything obtained by him shall be 
afterwards disposed of privately among themselves. Such a 
combination is not illegal. A " mock auction " is a proceeding 
at which persons conspire by artifice to make it appear, contrary 
to the tact, that a bona fide sale is. being conducted, and so 
attempt to induce the public to purchase articles at prices far 
above their value. Those who invite the public to enter the 
room where the supposed auctioh is proceeding, or otherwise 
endeavour to attract bidders, are called " barkers." A conspiracy 
to defraud in this way is an indictable offence. 

American law is in general the same as the English law with 
regard to auctions. As to bidding by the vendor, however, 
it is less stringent. For, though puffing or by-bidding, as it is 
often called, will, under both systems alike, render an auction 
sale voidable at the option of a purchaser when it amounts to 
fraud, the weight of authority in the United States is in favoui 
of the view that an owner may, without notice, employ a person. 
to bid for him, if he does so with no other purpose than to: 
prevent a sacrifice of the property under a given price. 

By a charter of Henry VII., confirmed by Charles L, the 
business of selling by auction was confined to an officer called 
an stamps, and all other persons were prohibited frail selling 
goods or merchandise by public claim or outcry (see Henry 
Bladtstone's &pork, vol. ii. p. SS7)• The only qualification 
now required by an auctioneer is a licence on which a duty of 
ire has to be paid, and which must be renewed before the Sth 
of July in each year. A liability to a penalty of boo is incurred 
by acting as an auctioneer without being duly licensed. Thrt 
duty formerly imposed upon the purchase-money payable by 
virtue of a sale at auction was abolished by an act of x 845. 
An auctioneer is bound under a penalty of L 20 to see that his 
full name and address are displayed before the commencement 
of an auction and during its continuance in the place where he 
conducts it. He is the agent of the vendor only, except in so 
far that, after he has knocked down a lot to the highest bidder, 
he has authority to affix the name of the latter to a memorandum 
of the transaction, so as to render the contract of sale enforceable 
where written evidence is necessary. An auctioneer does not, 
by merely announcing that a sale of certain articles will take 
place, render himself liable to those who, in consequence, attend 
at the time and place advertised, if the sale is not in fact pro-
ceeded with, provided he acts in good faith. One of the chief 
risks run by an auctioneer is that of being held liable for the 
conversion of goods which be has sold upon the instructions of a 
person whom he believed to be the owner, but who in fact had 
no right to dispose of them. 

The number of auctioneers' licences issued during the year 
ended the 3rst of March Jodi was in England 6639, in Scotland 
76o, and in Ireland 839. A central organization having its 
headquarters in London, the Auctioneers' Institute of the 
United Kingdom, was founded in 1886, in order to elevate the 
status and further the interests of auctioneers, estate agents 
and valuers. It has nearly 2000 members. (H. HA.) 

AUCUBA, the Japanese name fora small genus of the Dogwood 
order (Cornaceael. The familiar Japanese laurel of gardens and 
shrubberies is Ascsba japonica. It bears male and female 
Bowers on distinct plants; the red berries often last till the 
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nest season's Bowers appear. There are numerous varieties 
in cultivation, differing in the variegation of their leaves. 

MIDAS'S!, or Avows, a church reformer of the 4th century, 
by birth a Mesopotamian. He suffered much persecution from 
the Syrian clergy for his fearless censure of their irregular lives, 
and was expelled from the church, thereupon establishing an 
episcopal monastic community. He was afterwards banished 
into Scythia, where he worked successfully among the Goths, 
not living to see the destruction of his labours by Athanaric. 
The Audaeans celebrated the feast of Easter on the same day as 
the Jewish Passover, and they were also charged with attributing 
to the Deity a human shape, an opinion which they appear to 
have founded on Genesis L 26. Theodoret groundlessly accuses 
them of Manichean tendencies. 

The main source of information li Epiphanius (Hoer. 7o). 
ADDS, a river of south-western France, rising in the eastern 

Pyrenees and flowing into the Golfe du Lion. Rising in a small 
lake a short distance east of the Puy de Carlitte, it soon takes 
a northerly direction and flows for many miles through deep 
gorges of great beauty as far as the plain of Axat. Beyond Axat 
its course again lies through defiles which become less profound 
as the river nears Carcassonne. Below that town it receives the 
waters of the Fresquel and turns abruptly east. From this 
point to its junction with the Cease its course is parallel with 
that of the Canal du Midi. The river skirts the northern spurs 
of the Corbilres, some distance below which it is joined by the 
Orbieu and the Cease. It then divides Into two branches, the 
northernmost of which, the Aude proper, runs east and empties 
Into the Mediterranean some 12 m. east-north-east of Narbonne, 
while the other branch, the Canal de la Robine, turning south, 
traverses that town, below which its course to the sea lies between 
two extensive lagoons, the Stang de Bages et de Sigean and the 
Stang de Grubman. The Aude has a length of r4o m. and a 
basin 2062 sq. nu in extent. There is practically no traffic 
upon It. 

AIM& a maritime department of southern France, formed 
In 1790 from part of the old province of Languedoc. Area, 
2448 eq. m. Pop. (Igoe) 308,327. It is bounded E. by the 
Mediterranean, N. by the departments of Herald' and Tarn, 
N.W. by Haute-Garonne, W. by Aritge, and S. by Pyrenees-
Orientates. The department is traversed on its western boundary 
from S. to N. by a mountain range of medium height, which 
unites the Pyrenees with the southern Cevennes; and its 
northern frontier is occupied by the Montagne Noire, the most 
westerly portion of the Cevennes. The Corbitres, a branch 
of the Pyrenees, run in a south-west and north-east direction 
along the southern district. The Aude (q.e.), its principal river, 
has almost its entire length in the department, and its lower 
course, together with its tributary the Fresquel, forms the 
dividing line between the Montagne Noire and the Pyrenean 
system. 

The lowness of the coast causes a series of large lagoons, the 
chief of which are those of Bages at Sigcan, Gruissan, Lapalme 
and Leucate. The climate is warm and dry, but often sudden 
in its alterations. The wind from the north-west, known as the 
errs, blows with great violence, and the sea-breeze is often laden 
with pestilential effluvia from the lagoons. The agriculture of 
the department is in a flourishing condition. The meadows are 
extensive and well watered, and are pastured by numerous 
flocks and herds. The grain produce, consisting mainly of wheat, 
oats, rye and Indian corn, exceeds the consumption, and the 
vineyards yield an abundant supply of both white and red wines, 
those of Liman and the Narbonnais being most highly esteemed. 
Truffles are abundant. The olive and chestnut are the chief 
fruits. Mines of iron, manganese, and especially of mispickel, 
are worked, and there are stone-quarries and productive salt-
marshes. Brewing, distilling, cooperage, iron-founding, hat-
making and machine construction are carried on, and there 
are flour-mills, brick-works, saw-mills, sulphur refineries and 
leather and paper works. The formerly flourishing textile 
industries are now of small importance. The department 
imports coal, lime, stone, salt, raw sulphur, skins and timber  

and exports agricultural and mineral products, bricks and tike, 
and other manufactured goods. It is served by the Southern 
railway. The Canal du Midi, following the courses of the 
Fresquel and the Aude, traverses it for 76 m.; and a branch, 
the Canal de la Robbie, which passes through Narbonne to the 
SCR, has a length of 34 m. The capital is Carcassonne, and the 
department is divided into the four arrondissements of Caress-
1101111e, Limouz, Narbonne and Castelnaudary, with 31 cantons 
and 439 communes. It belongs to the 26th military region, 
and to the academie (educational division) of Montpellier. 
where also is its court of appeal. It forms the diocese of Carcas-
sonne. and part of the province of the archbishop of Toulouse. 
Carcassonne, Narbonne and Castelnaudary are. the principal 
towns. At Met, which has hot springs of some note, there 
are ruins of a fine Romanesque cathedral destroyed in the 
religious wars of the 26th century. The extensive buildings 
of the Cistercian abbey of Fontfroidc, near Bizanet, include a 
Romanesque church, a cloister, dormitories and a refectory 
of the 22th century. A curious polygonal church of the nth 
century at Rieux-Minervois, the abbey-church at St Papoul, 
with its graceful cloister of the nth century, and the remains 
of the important abbey of St Hilaire, founded in the 6th 
century and rebuilt from the rath to the rsth century, are also 
of antiquarian interest. Rennes-les•Bains has mineral swims 
of repute. 

AUDEBERT, JEAN BAPTISTS (1719-11300), French artist 
and naturalist, was born at Rochefort in 0759. He studied 
painting and drawing at Paris, and gained considerable reputa-
tion u a miniature-painter. Employed in preparing plates for the 
Hiskire des collopteres of G. A. Olivier (1756-28:41, he acquired 
a taste for natural history. In :Soo appeared his first original 
work,L' Hidoire nature& des singes,des neakisd ties galiopithiques„ 
illustrated by sixty-two folio plates, drawn and engraved by 
himself. The colouring in these plates was unusually beautiful, 
and was applied by a method devised by himself. Audebert 
died in Paris in tfoo, leaving complete materials for another 
great work, Histoire des colibris, des oiseaux-upoucha, des jammers 
et des proneirops, which was published in 2802. Two hundred 
copies were printed in folio, one hundred in large quarto, and 
fifteen were printed with the whole text in letters of gold 
Another work, left unfinished, was also published after the 
author's death, L'Hidoire des grimpereaux et des oiseastx de 
paradis. The last two works also appeared together in two 
volumes, Disease dork ou d re)lets natal:lanes (:802). 

AUDEPROI LB BATARD, French armoire, flourished at the 
end of the n th century and was born at Arras. Of his life nothing 
is known. The seigneur de Nesles, to whom some of his songs 
are addressed, is probably the chatelain of Bruges who joined 
the crusade of :loo. Audefroi was the author of at least five 
lyric romances: Argentine, Belle Idoine, Belle lasheau, Belk 
Emmelos and Biatrix. These romances follow older damsons 
in subject, but the smoothness of the verse and beauty of detail 
hardly compensate for the spontaneity of the shorter form. 

See A. Jeanmy, Les Origins de le poises tyrant. en Prange as nape 
Age (Paris, :889). 

AUDIENCE (from Lat. audire, to hear), the act or state of 
hearing, the term being therefore transferred to those who hear 
or listen, as in a theatre, at a concert or meeting. In a more 
technical sense, the term is applied to the right of access to the 
sovereign enjoyed by the peers of the realm individually and by 
the House of Commons collectively. More particularly it means 
the ceremony of the admission of ambassadors, envoys or others 
to an interview with a sovereign or an important official for the 
purpose of presenting their credentials. In France, audience 
is the term applied to the sitting of a law court for hearing 
actions. In Spain, audintria is the name given to certain 
tribunals which try appeals from minor courts. The Spanish 
judges were originally known as oidores, hearers, from the 
Spanish oir, to hear; but they are now called taint Bros, or stage-
trades tootles, robed judges, as the gown of the Spanish judge 
is called a toga. The audieneia prdorial, i. e. of the praetor, 
was& court in Spanish America from which there was no appeal 
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to the viceroy, but only to the council of the Indies in Spain. . 

It is not the custom in Spain to speak of audiencias reeks, royal 
courts, but of the andiendas del Reim, courts of the kingdom. 

In England the Audience-court was an ecclesiastical court, 
held by the archbishops of Canterbury and York, in which they 
once exercised a considerable part of their jurisdiction, dealing 
with such matters as they thought fit to reserve for their own 
hearing. It has been long disused and is now merged in the 
court of arches. 

AUDIPPRST-PASQIIIBIL WWI ARMAND GASTON, Doc 
(1823-1905), French statesman, was the grand-nephew and 
adopted son of Baron Etienne Denis Pasquier. He was created 
duke in 1844, and became auditor at the council of state in 1846. 
After the revolution of 2848 he retired to private life. Under the 
empire he was twice an unsuccessful candidate for the legislature, 
but was elected in February 1871 to the National Assembly, 
and became president of the right centre in 1873. After the 
fall of Thiers, he directed the negotiations between the different 
royalist parties to establish a king in France, but as he refused 
to give up the tricolour for the flag of the old regime, the project 
failed. Yet he retained the confidence of the chamber, and was 
its president in 1875 when the constitutional laws were being 
drawn up. Nominated senator under the new constitution, he 
likewise was president of the senate from March 1876 to 11379 
when his party lost the majority. Henceforth he was less 
prominent in politics. He was distinguished by his moderation 
and uprightness; and he did his best to dissuade MacMahon 
from taking violent advisers. In 2878 he was elected to the 
French Academy, but never published anything. 

AUDIT and AUDITOR. An audit is the examination of the 
accounts kept by the financial officers of a state, public corpora-
tions and bodies, or private persons, and the certifying of their 
accuracy. In the United Kingdom the public accounts were 
audited from very early times, though, until the reign of Queen 
Elizabeth, in no very systematic way. Prior to rsso this duty 
was carried out, sometimes by auditors specially appointed, 
at other times by the auditors of the land revenue, or by the 
auditor of the exchequer, an office established as early as 1314. 
But in 1559 an endeavour was made to systematize the auditing 
of the public accounts, by the appointment of two auditors of the 
imprests. These officers were paid by fee and did their work 
by deputy, but as the results were thoroughly unsatisfactory 
the offices were abolished in 1785. An audit board, consisting 
of five commissioners, was appointed in their place, but in order 
to concentrate under one authority the auditing of the accounts 
of the various departments, some of which had been audited 
separately, as the naval accounts, the Exchequer and Audit 
Act of 1866 was passed. This statute, which sets forth at length 
the duties of the audit office, empowered the sovereign to appoint 
a "comptroller and auditor-general," with the requisite staff to 
examine and verify the accounts prepared by the different 
departments of the public service. In examining accounts of 
the appropriation of the several supply grants, the comptroller 
and auditor-general "ascertains first whether the payments 
which the account department has charged to the grant are 
supported by vouchers or proofs of payments; and second, 
whether the money expended has been applied to the purpose 
or purposes for which such grant was intended to provide." 
The treasury may also submit certain other accounts to the 
audit of the comptroller-general. All public moneys payable 
to the exchequer (q.v.) are paid to the "account of His Majesty's 
exchequer" at the Bank of England, and daily returns of such 
payments are forwarded to the comptroller. Quarterly accounts 
of the Income and charge of the consolidated fund are prepared 
and transmitted to him, and in case of any deficiency in the 
consolidated fund, he may certify to the bank to make advances. 

In the United States the auditing of the Federal accounts is 
in the charge of the treasury department, under the supervision 
of the comptroller of the treasury, under whom are six auditors, 
(r) for the treasury department, (a) for the war, (3) for the 
interior, (4) for the navy, (5) for the state, Re., (6) for the post 
office, as well as a register and assistant register, who keep all  

general receipt and expenditure ledgers; there are official auditors 
in most of the states and in many cities. In practically all 
European countries there is a department of the administration, 
charged with the auditing of the public accounts, as the coax 
des comps in France, the Redmungskof des deutschen Reicher 
in Germany, 8:c. All local boards, large cities, corporations, 
and other bodies have official auditors for the purpose of examin-
ing and checking their accounts and looking after their expendi-
ture. So far as regards the work which auditors discharge in 
connexion with the accounts of joint-stock companies, building 
societies, friendly societies, industrial and provident societies, 
savings banks, Re., the word auditor is now almost synonymous 
with " skilled accountant," and his duties are discussed in the 
article Accommurrs. 

In Scotland there is an " auditor " who is an official of the 
court of session, appointed to tax costs in litigation, and who 
corresponds to the English taxing-muter. In France there 
are legal' officers, called auditors, attached to the Conseil d'Etat, 
whose duties consist in drawing up briefs and preparing docu. 
ments. On the continent of Europe, lawyers skilled in military 
law are called "auditors" (see Munn' Law). 

Auditor is also the designation of certain officials of the Roman 
curia. The auditores Rota* are the judges of the court of the 
Rota (so called, according to Hinschius, probably from the form 
of the panelling in the room where they originally met). These 
were originally ecclesiastics appointed to hear particular questions 
in dispute and report to the pope, who retained the decision 
in his own hands. In the Speculunrjuris of Durandus (published 
in 1272 and re-edited in 1287 and 1291) the auditores plata 
timpani pa pee are cited as permanent officials appointed to 
instruct the pope on questions as they arose. The court of the 
Rota appears for the first time under this name in the bull 
Romani Pontificir of Martin V. in 1422, and the auditor's by 
this time had developed into a permanent tribunal to which 
the definitive decision of certain disputes, hitherto relegated 
to a commission of cardinals or to the pope himself, was assigned. 
From this time the powers of the auditores increased until the 
reform of the curia by Sixtus V., when the creation of the 
congregations of cardinals for specific purposes tended gradually 
to withdraw from the Rota its most important functions. It 
still, however, ranks as the supreme court of justice in the papal 
curia, and, as members of it, the auditores enjoy special privileges. 
They are prelates, and, besides the rights enjoyed by these, have 
others conceded by successive popes, e.g. that of holding benefices 
in plurality, of non-residence, Ittc. When the pope says mass 
pontifically the subdeacon is always an auditor. The auditores 
must be in priest's or deacon's orders, and have always been 
selected—nominally at least—after severe tests as to their moral 
and intellectual qualifications. They are twelve in number, and, 
by the constitution of Pius IV., four of them were to be foreigners: 
one French, one Spanish, one German and one Venetian; while 
the nomination of others was the privilege of certain cities. 
No bishop, unless in perlibur (see Brsuo"), may be an auditor. 
On the other hand, from the auditores, as the intellectual elite 
of the curia, the episcopate, the nunciature and the cardinalate 
are largely recruited. The auditor camerae (udilore generale 
delia reoerenda camera apostolica) is an official formerly charged 
with important executive functions. In 1485, by a bull of 
Innocent VIII., he was given extensive jurisdiction over all 
civil and criminal causes arising in the curia, or appealed to it 
from the papal territories. In addition he received the function 
of watching over the execution of all sentences passed by the 
curia. This was extended later, by Plus IV., to a similar execu-
tive function in respect of all papal bulls and briefs, wherever 
no special executor was named. This right was confirmed by 
Gregory XVI. in 1834, and the auditor may still in principle 
issue letters monitory. In practice, however, this function was 
at all times but rarely exercised, and, since 1847, has fallen to 
a prelate locum towns, who also took over the auditor's Jurisdiction 
in the papal states (Hinschius, Kettle,. Kirckettrecht, i. zoo, Re.). 

Auditeru (listeners), in the early Church, was another name 
for catechumens (q.v.). 
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AUDLEY-AUDRAN 
AUDLEY. or AUDELEY, SIR JAMES (c. 1316-1386), one of the 

original knights, or founders, of the order of the Garter, was the 
eldest son of Sir James Audley of Stratton Audley in Oxford-
shire. When the order of the Garter was founded, he was 
instituted as one of the first founders, and his stall in St George's 
chapel, Windsor, was the eleventh on the side of Edward, the 
Black Prince. He appears to have served in France in 1346, 
and in August 2350 took part in the naval fight off Sluys. When 
hostilities were renewed between England and France in 1354 
Sir James was in constant attendance upon the Black Prince, 
and earned a great reputation for valour. At the battle of 
Poitiers on the 19th of September 1356 he took his stand in 
front of the English army, and after fighting for a long time was 
severely wounded and carried from the fight. After the victory, 
the prince inquired for Sir James, who was brought to the royal 
tent, where Edward told him he had been the bravest knight 
on his side, and granted him an annuity of five hundred marks. 
Sir James made over this gift to the four esquires who had 
attended him during the battle, and received from the prince 
a further pension of six hundred marks. In 2359 he was one of 
the leaders of an expedition into France, in 136o he took the 
fortress of Chaven in Brittany, and was present at Calais when 
peace was made between England and France in October 1360. 
He was afterwards governor of Aquitaine and great seneschal 
of Poitou, and took part in the capture of the town of La Roche-
sur-Yon by Edmund, earl of Cambridge. He died in 1386 at 
Fontenay-le-Comte, where he had gone to reside, and was buried 
at Poitiers. 

See Jean Froissart, Chroniona, translated by T. Johan (Hafod, 
18to); G. F. Belt/. Memorials of the Most Noble Or of the Garin. 
(London, 1841). 

AUDLEY, THOMAS AUDLEY. BARON (c. 1488-1544), lord 
chancellor of England, whose parentage is unknown, is believed 
to have studied at Buckingham College, Cambridge. He was 
educated for the law, entered the Middle Temple (becoming 
autumn reader in 1526), was town clerk of Colchester, and was 
on the commission of the peace for Essex in 152x. In 2523 he 
was returned to parliament for Essex, and represented this con-
stituency in subsequent parliaments. In 1527 he was groom 
of the chamber, and became a member of Wolsey's household. 
On the fall of the latter in 1529, he was made chancellor of the 
duchy of Lancaster, and the same year speaker of the House of 
Commons, presiding over the famous assembly styled the Black 
or Long Parliament of the Reformation, which abolished the 
papal jurisdiction. The same year he headed a deputation of 
the Commons to the king to complain of Bishop Fisher's speech 
against their proceedings. He interpreted the king's " moral " 
scruples to parliament concerning his marriage with Catherine, 
and made himself the instrument of the king in the attack upon 
the clergy and the preparation of the act of supremacy. In 
1531 he had been made a serjeant-at-law and king's serjeant; 
and on the loth of May 1532 he was knighted, and succeeded 
Sir Thomas More as lord keeper of the great seal, being appointed 
lord chancellor on the 26th of January 1533. He supported the 
king's divorce from Catherine and the marriage with Anne 
Boleyn, and presided at the trial of Fisher and More in 1535, 
at which his conduct and evident intention to secure a conviction 
has been generally censured. Next year he tried Anne Boleyn 
and her lovers, was present on the scaffold at the unfortunate 
queen's execution, and recommended to parliament the new act 
of succession. In 1537 he condemned to death as traitors the 
Lincolnshire and the Yorkshire rebels. On the 29th of November 
1538 he was created Baron Audley of Walden; and soon after-
wards presided as lord steward at the trials of Henry Pole, 
Lord Montacute, and of the unfortunate marquess of Exeter. 
In 1539, though inclining himself to the Reformation, he made 
himself the king's instrument in enforcing religious conformity, 
and in the passing of the Six Articles Act. On the 24th of 
April 5540 he was made a knight of the Garter, and subsequently 
managed the attainder of Thomas Cromwell, earl of Essex, and 
the dissolution of Henry's marriage with Anne of Cleves. In 
2542 he warmly supported the privileges of the Commons in the  

case of George Ferrets, member for Plymouth, arrested and 
imprisoned in London, but his conduct was inspired as usual 
by subservience to the court, which desired to secure a subsidy, 
and his opinion that the arrest was a flagrant contempt has been 
questioned by good authority. He resigned the great seal on 
the 21st of April 5544, and died on.tbe 3oth, being buried at 
Saffron Walden, where be had prepared for himself a splendid 
tomb. He received several grants of monastic estates, including 
the priory of Christ Church in London and the abbey of Walden 
in Essex, where his grandson, Thomas Howard, earl of Suffolk, 
built Audley End, doubtless named after him. In 1542 he 
re-endowed and re-established Buckingham College, Cambridge, 
under the new name of St Mary Magdalene, and ordained in the 
statutes that his heirs, " the possessors of the late monastery of 
Walden," should be visitors of the college in popelsouns. A Book 
of Orders for she Wane both by Sea and Land (Harleian MS. 207, 
f. 44) is attributed to his authorship. He married (1) Christina, 
daughter of Sir Thomas Bamardiston, and (2) Elizabeth, 
daughter of Thomas Grey, marquess of Dorset, by whom he 
had two daughters. His barony became extinct at his death. 

AUDOUIN. JEAN VICTOR (1797-1845), French naturalist, 
was born at Paris on the 27th of April 1797. He began the study 
of law, but was diverted from it by his strong predilection for 
natural history, and entered the medical profession. In 1824 
he was appointed assistant to P. A. Latreille (1762-1833) in 
the entomological chair at the Paris museum of natural history, 
and succeeded him in 1833. In 1838 he became a member of the 
Academy of Sciences. He died in Paris on the 9th of November 
184x. His principal work, Mistaire des insecka susisibles 4 la 
Mine (1842), was completed after his death by Henry Milne-
Edwards and Emile Blanchard. His papers mostly appeared in 
the Annaks des sciences naturelles, which, with A. T. Brongniart 
and J. B. A. Dumas, he founded in 1824, and in the proceedings 
of the Societe Entomologique de France, of which he was one of 
the founders in 2832. 

AUDRAN, the name of a family of French artists and en-
gravers. The first who devoted himself to the art of engraving 
was Claude Audran, bornx597, and the last was Benoit, Claude's 
great-grandson, who died in 1772. The two most distinguished 
members of the family are Gerard and jean. 

GiRARD, or GIRARD, ADDRAN, the most celebrated French 
engraver, was the third son of Claude Audran, and was born at 
Lyons in 1640. He was taught the first principles of design 
and engraving by his father; and, following the example of his 
brother, went to Paris to perfect himself in his art. He there, 
in 1666, engraved for Le Brun " Constantine's Battle with 
Maxentius," his " Triumph," and the " Stoning of Stephen," 
which gave great satisfaction to the painter, and placed Audran 
in the very first rank of engravers at Paris. Next year he set 
out for Rome, where he resided three years, and engraved 
several fine plates. That great patron of the arts, J. B. Colbert, 
was so struck with the beauty of.Audran's works, that he per- 
suaded Louis XIV. to recall him to Paris. On his return he 
applied himself assiduously to engraving, and was appointed 
engraver to the king, from whom he received great encourage-
ment. In the year 1681 he was admitted to the council of the 
Royal Academy. He died at Paris in 17o3. His engravings 
of Le Brun's " Battles of Alexander " are regarded as the best 
of his numerous works. " He was," says the Abbe Fontenay, 
" the most celebrated engraver that ever existed in the historical 
line. We have several subjects, which he engraved from his 
own designs, that manifested as much taste as character and 
facility. But in the ' Battles of Alexander' he surpassed even 
the expectations of Le Brun himself." Gerard published in 
1683 a work entitled Las Proportions du corps !amain onesurees 
mu ks plus belles figures de l'anliquite. 

JEAN AUDRAN, nephew of Gerard, was born at Lyons in 1667. 
After having received instructions from his father, he went to 
Paris to perfect himself in the art of engraving under his uncle, 
next to whom he was the most distinguished member of his family. 
At the age of twenty his genius began to display itself in a 
surprising manner; and his subsequent success was such, that 
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in 1707 he obtained the title of engraver to the king, Louis XIV., 
who allowed him a pension, with apartments in the Gabelins; 
and the following year he was made a member of the Royal 
Academy. He was eighty years of age before he quitted the 
graver, and nearly ninety when he died. The best prints of 
this artist are those which appear not so pleasing to the eye at 
first sight. In these the etching constitutes a great part; and 
he has finished them in a bold, rough style. The " Rape of the 
Sabines," after Poussin, is considered his masterpiece. 

AMMAN, EDMOND 4842-1900, French musical composer, 
was born at Lyons on the z r th of April 1842. He studied music 
at the Ecole Niedermeyer, where he won the prize for composition 
in 1859 Two years later he accepted the post of organist of 
the church of St Joseph at Marseilles. He made his first appear-
ance es a dramatic composer at Marseilles with L'Ours el le Pacha 
(1862), a musical version of one of Scribe's vaudevilles. This 
was followed by La aesthetics d'Esprie (1864), a comic opera, 
also produced at Marseilles. Audran wrote a funeral march 
on the death of Meyerbeer, which was performed with some 
success, and made various attempts to win fame as a writer of 
sacred music. He produced a mass (Marseilles, 1873), an 
oratorio, La Sidamile (Marseilles, 1876), and numerous minor 
works, but he is known almost entirely as a composer of the 
lighter forms of opera. His first Parisian success was made 
with Les Noes: d'Olivette (1879), a work which speedily found 
its way to London and (as Olisetie) ran for more than a year at 
the Strand theatre (188o-1881). Audran's music has, in fact, 
met with as much favour in England as in France, and all save 
a few of his works have been given in a more or less adapted 
form in London theatres. Besides those already mentioned, 
the following have been the most undeniably successful of 
Audran's many comic operas: Le Grand Mogol (Marseilles, 
1876; Paris, 1884; London, as The Grand Mogul, 1884), La 
Itasca* (Paris, r88o; London, as The Mascotte, 11381), Gillette 
de Narbonne (Paris, 2882; London, as Gillette, 1883), La Cigale 
it to Fantail (Paris, 2886; London, as La Cigak, x890), Miss 
HelyeU (Paris, z8no; London, as Miss Decima ant), La Poupes 
(Paris, 1896; London, 1897). Audran was one of the best 
of the successors of Offenbach. He had little of Offenbach's 
humour, but his music is distinguished by an elegance and a 
refinement of manner which lift it above the level of opera bouffe 
to the confines of genuine opera comique. He was a fertile if not 
a very original melodist, and his orchestration is full of variety, 
without being obtrusive or vulgar. Many of his operas, La 
Mascoite in particular, reveal a degree of musicianship which 
is rarely associated with the ephemeral productions of the lighter 
stage. He died in Paris on the 16th of August igen. 

AUDREHEM, ARNOUL D' 1365-2370), French soldier, was 
born at Audrehem, in the present department of Pas de Calais, 
near St Omer. Nothing is known of his career before 1332, when 
he is heard of at the court of the king of France. Between 
1335 and 1342 he went three times to Scotland to aid King 
David Bruce in his wars. In 1342 he became captain for the 
king of France in Brittany; then he seems to have served in the 
household of the duke of Normandy, and in 1346, as one of the 
main defenders of Calais, was taken as a prisoner to England 
by Edward III. From 1349 he holds an important place in the 
military history of France, first as captain in Angoulhme, and 
from June 1351, in succession to the lord of Beaujeu, as marshal 
of France. In March 1352 he was appointed lieutenant for the 
king in the territory between the Loire and the Dordogne, in 
June 1353 in Normandy, and in 1355 in Artois, Picardy and the 
Boulonnais. It was Audrehem who arrested Charles the Bad, 
king of Navarre, and his partisans, at the banquet given by the 
dauphin at Rouen in 1356. At Poitiers he was one of those who 
advised King John to attack the English, and, charging in the 
front line of the French army, was slightly wounded and taken 
prisoner. From England he was several times given safe-conducts 
to France, and he took an active part in the negotiations for 
the treaty of Bretigny, recovering his liberty the same time as 
King John. In 1361, as the king's lieutenant in Languedoc, he 
prevented the free companies from seizing the =ides, and  

negotiated the treaty with their chiefs under which they followed 
Henry, count of Trastamara (later Henry II. of Castile), into 
Spain. In 1365 he himself joined du Guesclin in the expedition 
to Spain, was taken prisoner with him by the Black Prince at 
the battle of Najera (1367), and was unable to pay his ransom 
until 1369. In 1368, on account of his age, he was relieved of 
the office of marshal, being appointed bearer of the oriflamme, 
with a pension of 2000 livres. He was sent to Spain in 1370 by 
Charles V., to urge his friend du Guesclin to return to France, 
and in spite of his age he took part in the battle of Pontvallain 
(December 1370), but fell ill and died, probably at Saumur, 
in the latter part of December 237o. 

See Emile Molinier, " Etude sur la vie d'Arnoul d'Audrehem, 
marechal de France." in Miawires prisentis par divers sawn: 
racadimie des inscriptions u belles-lettres, r eerie, iv. (1883). 

AUDUBON, JOHN JAMES (1780-5852), American naturalist, 
is said to have been born on the 5th of May 178o in Louisiana, 
his father being a French naval officer and his mother a Spanish 
creole. He was educated in Paris, where he had lessons from 
the painter, J. L. David. Returning to America in 1798 he 
settled on a farm near Philadelphia, and gave himself up to the 
study of natural history, and especially to drawing birds. In 
2826 he went to England in the hope of getting his drawings 
published, and by the following year he had obtained sufficient 
subscribers to enable him to begin the publication of his Birds 
of America, which on its completion in 3838 consisted of 435 
coloured plates, containing toss figures of birds the size of life. 
Cuvitr called it " le plus magnifique monument que l'art art encore 
eleve 1 Is nature." The descriptive matter to accompany the 
plates appeared at Edinburgh in 5 vols. from 1831 to 1839 under 
the title of American Ornithological Biography. During the 
publication of these works Audubon divided his time between 
Great Britain and America, devoting his leisure to expeditions 
to various parts of the United States and Canada for the purpose 
of collecting new materiaL In 1842 he bought an estate on the 
Hudson, now Audubon Park in New York City. In r844 he pub-
lished in America a popular octavo edition of his Birds of America. 
He also took up the preparation of a new work, The Quadrupeds 
of America, with the collaboration of John Bachman, the publica-
tion of which was begun in New York in 1846 and finished in 
1853-1854. He died at New York on the 27th of January 185 1• 

See ORNITHOLOGY: also Audubon and his Journals (0897). by his 
grand-daughter Maria R. Audubon, with notes by Elliot Cones. 

AUB, a town of Germany, in the kingdom of Saxony, at the 
confluence of the /Wide and Schwarzwasser, 2s m. S.W. from 
Chemnitz on the railway to Adorf. It has a school of lace. 
making, foundries, and manufactures of machinery, tin-plate 
and cotton goods. Pop. (1905) 17,102. 

AUERBACH, BERTHOLD (1812-1882), German novelist, was 
born on the 28th of February 1812 at Nordstetten in the 
Wurttemberg Black Forest. His parents were Jews, and he 
was intended for the ministry; but after studying philosophy 
at Tubingen, Munich and Heidelberg, and becoming estranged 
from Jewish orthodoxy by the study of Spinoza, he devoted 
himself to literature. He made a fortunate beginning in a 
romance on the life of Spinoza (1837), so interesting in itself, 
and so close in its adherence to fact, that it may be'read with 
equal advantage as a novel or as a biography. Dickler and 
Kaufmann followed in 1839, and a translation of Spinoza's 
works in z84r, when Auerbach turned to the class of fiction 
which has made him famous, the Schtvarzwalder Dorfgeschichten 
(1843), stories of peasant life in the Black Forest. In these, 
as well as in Barfassde (1856), Edelweiss (1861), and other 
novels of greater compass, he depicts the life of the south German 
peasant as " Jeremias Gotthelf " (Albrecht Bitzius) had painted 
the peasantry of Switzerland, but in a less realistic spirit. When 
this vein was exhausted Auerbach returned to his first phase 
as a philosophical novelist, producing Auf der Hoke (1865), 
Des Landhaus am Rhein (1869), and other romances of profound 
speculative tendencies, turning on plots invented by himself. 
With the exception of Auf der Hake, these works did not enjoy 
much popularity, and suffer from lack of form and concentration. 
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Auerbach's fame continues to rest upon his Derfgesehicklen, 
although the celebrity of even these has been impaired by the 
growing demand for a more uncompromising realism. Auerbach 
died at Cannes on the 8th of February dB:. 

The first collected edition of Auerbach's &Wise appeared in 
22 vols. in 1863-1864; the bolt edition is in 18 vols. (1892-1895). 
Auerbach's Bride as seinen Freund J. Auerbach (with a preface by 
F. Spielhagen) were published in 2 vole. (1884). See E. Zabel, 
B. Auerbach (:882); and E. Luker, B. Auerbach, sir Gedenkblast 
(1882). 

AIIERSPERO. ANTON ALEXANDER, G222 20N (1806-1876), 
Austrian poet, who wrote under the pseudonym of ANASTA22IIII 
GaCir, was born on the z r th of April 2806, at Laibach, the capital 
of the Austrian duchy of Carniole, and was head of the Thum-am-
Hart branch of the Carniolan cadet line of the house of Auersperg. 
He received his university education first at Graz and then at 
Vienna, where he studied jurisprudence. In 1830 he succeeded 
to his ancestral property, and in 1832 appeared as a member 
of the estates of Carniola on the Herrenbanh of the diet at 
Laibach. Here he distinguished himself by his outspoken 
criticism of the Austrian government, leading the opposition 
of the duchy to the exactions of the central power. In 1832 
the title of " imperial chamberlain " was conferred upon him, 
and in :839 he married Maria, daughter of Count Atoms. After 
the revolution of :848 at Vienna be represented the district of 
Laibach at the German national assembly at Frankfort-on-the-
Main, to which he tried in vain to persuade his Slovene com-
patriots to send representatives. After a few months, however, 
disgusted with the violent development of the revolution, he 
resigned his seat, and again retired into private life. In 1860 
he was summoned to the remodelled Reichsral by the emperor, 
who next year nominated him a life member of the Austrian 
upper house (Herrenham), where, while remaining a keen up-
holder of the German centralized empire, as against the federalism 
of Slays and Magyars, be greatly distinguished himself as one 
of the most intrepid and influential supporters of the cause of 
liberalism, in both political and religious matters, until his death 
at Gras on the nth of September r876. 

Count Auersperg's first publication, a collection of lyrics, 
Miler der Liebe (1830), showed little originality; but his second 
production, Der letxte Ruler (T830, brought his genius to light. 
It celebrates the deeds and adventures of the emperor Maxi-
milian I. (1493-I519) in a cycle of poems written In the strophic 
form of the Nibelungenlied. But Auersperg's fame rests almost 
exclusively on his political poetry; two collections entitled 
Spasierglinge elaes Wiener Paten (183z) and Schutt (1835) 
created a sensation in Germany by their originality and bold 
liberalism. These two books, which are remarkable not merely 
for their outspoken opinions, but also for their easy versification 
and powerful imagery, were the forerunners of the German 
political poetry of 1840-1848. His Dedichte (1837), if anything, 
increased his reputation; his epics, Die Nibelungen its Arad 
(1843) and Der Pfaff son Kakknberg (t850), are characterised 
by a fine ironic humour. He also produced masterly translations 
of the popular Slovenic songs current in Carniola (Volkslieder 
aus Kral's, :850), and of the English poems relating to " Robin 
Hood " (1864). 

Anastasio, Gran's Gesanunehe Werhe were published by L A. 
Frank' in 5 vols. (Berlin, 1877); his Briefuocksel wit L. A. Fronk) 
(Berlin. 1897)  A selection of his Maude Reefs Ned &Islip,' 
has been published by S. Hock (Vienna, woe). See P. von Radio, 
A unwire Cron (god ed., Leipzig, 1879). 

MINORCA, an ancient city of the Samnites Caraceni, the site 
of which is just north of the modern Alfedena, 1  Italy, a station 
on the railway between Sulmona and Isernia, 37 tn. from the 
latter. Its remains are fully and accurately described by 
L. Marian in Mecumenti dei Lineal (1901), 225 seq.: d. Notizie 
degli sand, i9o1, 442 seq.; moi, 3:6 seq. The ancient city 
occupied two bills, both over 3800 ft. above sea-level (In the valley 
between were found the supposed remains of the later forum), 
and the walls, of rough Cyclopean work, were over a mile in 

Two churches here contain paintings of interest in the history of 
Abruzzese art, and one of them, the Madonna del Campo, contained 
fragments of a temple of considerable size.  

length. A fortified outpost lay on a still higher hill to the math. 
Not very much is as yet known of the city itself (though one 
public building of the 5th century s.c. was excavated in tgoz, 
and a small sanctuary in altos), attention having been chiefly 
devoted to the necropolis which lay below it; moo tombs had 
already been examined in zgo8, though this number is con-
jectured to be only a sixteenth of the whole. They are all 
inhumation buriais, of the advanced iron age, and date from the 
7th to the 4th century s.c., falling Into three duses—those 
without coffin, those with a coffin formed of stone slabs, and 
those with a coffin formed of tiles. The objects discovered are 
preserved in a museum on the spot. In gm Roman period we 
find Aufidena figuring as a post station on the road between 
Subno and Aesernia, which, however, runs past Castel di Sangre, 
crossing the river by an ancient bridge some 5 m. to the north-
east. Castel di Sangre has remains of ancient walls, but these 
are attributed to a road by Mariani, and in any case the fortified 
area there was quite small, only one-sixteenth the size of Aufidena. 
The attempted identification of Castel di Sangre with Aufidena 
must therefore be rejected, though we must allow that it was 
probably the Roman post station; the ancient city, since its 
capture by the Romans in the 3rd century s.c., having lost 
something of its importance. (Z. As.) 

AVOW, or Allows, in Greek legend, a son of Helios, the 
sun-god, and king of the Epeians in Elis. He possessed an im-
mense wealth of herds, including twelve bulls sacred to Helios, 
and white as swans. Eurystheus imposed upon Herades the 
task of dewing out all his stalls unaided in one day. This he 
did by turning the rivers Alpheus and Penns through them. 
Augeas had promised him a tenth of the herd, but refused this, 
alleging that Herades had acted only in the service of Eurys-
theus. Herades thereupon sent an army against him, and, 
though at first defeated, finally slew Apgeas and his sons. 

Apollodorus 11.3, 7; Pinder, Olyolgrio, xi, 14: Diadems iv. 13; 
Theocrites, Idyll 25. 

AUGER (from the 0. Eng. najuidr, nave-borer; the original 
initial a having been lost, as in " adder," through a confusion 
in the case of a preceding indefinite article), a tool for boring 
(q3.) or drilling. 

AEON:REA% PIERRE maws CHARLES, duke of 
Castiglione (1757'-1816),  marshal of France, was born in Paris 
in a humble station of life. At the age of seventeen he enlisted in 
the canbineers and thereafter came into note as a duellist. 
Having drawn his sword upon an officer who insulted him, he fled 
from France and roamed about in the Levant. He served in the 
Russian army against the Turks; but afterwards escaped into 
Prussia and enlisted in the guards. Tiring of this, he deserted 
with several others and readied the Saxon frontier. Service in 
the Neapolitan army and a sojourn in Portugal filled up the yeah 
2788-1791; but the events of the French Revolution brought 
him back to his native land. He served with credit against the 
Vendeans and then joined the troops opposing the Spaniards in 
the south. There he rose rapidly, becoming general of division 
on the 23rd of December 1793. His division distinguished itself 
even more when transferred to the army of Italy; and under 
Bonaparte he was largely instrumental in gaining the battle of 
Millesimo and in taking the castle of Cone& and the camp of 
Cava. At the battle of Lodi (May to, 1796), the turning move-
ment of Augereau and his division helped to decide the day. 
But It was at Castiglione that he rendered the most signal 
services. Marbot describes him as encouraging even Bonaparte 
himself in the confused situation that prevailed before that battle. 
and, though thh h exaggerated, there is no doubt that Augereau 
largely decided the fortunes of those critical days. Bonaparte 
thus summed up his military qualities: " Has plenty of char-
acter, courage, firmness, activity; is inured to war; is well liked 
by the soldiery; is fortunate in his operations." In 1797 Bona-
parte sent him to Paris to encourage the Jacobinical Directors, 
and it was Augensau and the troops led by hint that coerced 
the " moderates " in the councils and carried through the camp 
d'ilal of 18 Fmctidor (4th of September) inn. He was they 
sent to lead the united French forces In Germany; but peace 
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speedily ensued; and he bore a grudge against the Directors and 
Bonaparte for their treatment of him at that time. He took 
no part in the coup d'itai of Brumaire rum, and did not dis-
tinguish himself in the Rhenish campaign which ensued. Never-
theless, owing to his final adhesion to Bonaparte's fortunes, be 
received a marshal's baton at the beginning of the Empire 
(May re, r8o4). In the campaign of 18o5 he did good service 
around Constance and Bregens, and at Jena (October 24, 1806) 
his corps distinguished itself. Early in 1807 be fell it of a fever, 
and at the battle of Eylau he had to be supported on his horse, 
but directed the movements of his corps with his wonted bravery. 
His corps was almost annihilated and the marshal himself 
received a wound from which be never quite recovered. When 
transferred to Catalonia, he gained some successes but tarnished 
his name by cruelty. In the campaign of 1812 in Russia and in 
the Saxon campaign of 2813 his conduct was little more than 
mediocre. Before the battle of Leipzig (October 26, 18, le, 1823), 
Napoleon reproached him with not being the Augereau of 
Castiglione; to which he replied, " Give me back the old soldiers 
of Italy, and I will show you that I am." In 1814 he had com-
mand of the army of Lyons, and his slackness exposed him to 
the charge of having come to an understanding with the Austrian 
invaders. Thereafter be served Louis XVIII., but, after reviling 
Napoleon, went over to him during the Hundred Days. The 
emperor repulsed him and charged him with being a traitor to 
France in 1814. Louis XVIII., when restored to the throne, 
deprived him of his military title and pension. He died at his 
estate of La Houssaye on the 12th of June 1816. In person he 
was tall and commanding, but his loud and vulgar behaviour 
frequently betrayed the soldier of fortune. 

As authorities consult: Kock's 'Unwires de Massimo; Bouvier, 
Bonaparte es italic Count A. F. Andrinsai, La Canspagne sow le 
Mein. doo-aor: Baron A. Duane. Precis de la eampagne de 
Panel& de Lyon en 1814; and the Memoirs of Marbot. U. Ht.. R.) 

AtIOHR111, or Ammar, a small village in Co. Galway, 
Ireland, 4 m. W. by S. of Ballinaske. It is rendered memorable 
by the decisive victory gained here on the 12th of July 1691 by 
the forces of William III. under General Ginkel, over those of 
James IL under the French general St Ruth, who fell in the fight. 
The Irish numbering 25,000, and strongly posted behind marshy 
ground, at fiat maintained a vigorous resistance; but Ginkel 
having penetrated their line of defence, and their general being 
struck down by a cannon ball at this critical moment, they were at 
length overcome and routed with terrible slaughter. The loss of 
the English did not exceed 700 killed and woo wounded; while 
the Irish, in their disastrous flight, lost about 7000 men, besides 
the whole material of the army. This defeat rendered the ad-
herents of James in Ireland incapable of further efforts, and was 
speedily followed by the complete submission of the country. 

AUGUR, GUILLAUXE VICTOR EMILE (1820-1889), French 
dramatist, was born at Valence, DrOme, on the 17th of September 
rilso. He was the grandson of Pigault Lebrun, and belonged 
to the well-to-do bourgeoisie in principles and in thought as well 
as by actual birth. He received a good education and studied 
for the bar. In 1844 he wrote a play in two acts and in verse, 
La Cigna, refused at the TheAtre Francais, but produced with 
considerable success at the Odeon. This settled his career. 
Thenceforward, at fairly regular intervals, either alone or in 
collaboration with other writers—Jules Sandeau, Eugene-
Marie Labiche, Ed: Foussier—he produced plays which were 
in their way eventful. Le File de Giber!? (1862)—which was 
regarded as an attack on the clerical party in France, and was 
only brought out by the direct intervention of the emperor—
caused some political excitement. His last comedy, La Pow-
ekambault, belongs to the year 0179. After that date he wrote 
no more, restrained by an honourable fear of producing inferior 
work. The Academy had long before, on the 31st of March 
r837, elected him to be one of its members. He died in his 
house at Croissy on the 25th of October 1889. Such, in briefest 
outline, is the story of a life which Augier himself describes as 
" without inddent "—a life in all senses honourable. Augier, 
with Dumas file and Sardou, may be said to have held the 

French stage during the Second Empire. The man respected 
himself and his art, and his art on its ethical side—for be did not 
disdain to be a teacher—has high qualities of rectitude and self-
restraint. Uprightness of mind and of heart, generous honesty, 
as Jules Lemaltre well said, constituted the very soul of all 
his dramatic work. L'Avesiuriere (5848), the first of Augier's 
important works, already shows a deviation from romantic 
models; and in the Mariam d'Olympe (1855) the courtesan is 
shown as she is, not glorified as in Dumas's Dame ma Cantinas. 
In Gabrielle (0144) the husband, not the lover, is the sympathetic, 
poetic character. In the Limn& Moores (1838) the wife who 
sells her favours comes under the lash. Greed of gold, social 
demoralisation, ultramontaniern, lust of power, these are satirized 
in 1.41 Affront& (186i), Is Pik de Gilmour (1863), Contagion, 
first announced under the title of Le Baron d'Estrigaud (1866), 
Lions a mar& 08640—which, with Le Gabe de M. Pokier 
(z834), written in collaboration with Jules Sandeau, reach the 
high-water mark of MOW; art; in Pbiliberk (2853) he pro-
duced a graceful and delicate drawing-room comedy; and ip 
Jean de Thommeray, acted in 1873 after the great reverses of 
287o, the regenerating note of patriotism rings high and clear. 
His last two.draines, Madame Coverlet (1876) and Les FOUTcallii-
bank (1879), are problem plays. But it would be unfair to 
suggest that Emile Augier was • preacher only. He was a 
moralist in the great sense, the sense in which the term can be 
applied to Moliere and the great dramatists—a moralist because 
of his large and sane outlook on life. Nor does the interest of 
his dramas depend on elaborate plot. It springs from character 
and its evolution. His men and women move as personality, 
that mysterious factor, dictates. They are real, several of them 
typicaL Augier's first drama, La Cigna, belongs to a time (1844) 
when the romantic drama was on the wane; and his almost 
exclusively domestic range of subject scarcely lends itself to lyric 
outbursts of pure poetry. But his verse, if not that of a great 
poet, has excellent dramatic qualities, while the prose of hie prose 
dramas is admirable for directness, alertness, sinew and a large 
and effective wit. Perhaps It wanted these qualities to enlist 
laughter on his side in such a war as he waged against false 
passion and false sentiment. (F. T. M.) 

AUOITE, an important member of the p'rozene (q.v.) group 
of rock-forming minerals. The name (from dry*, lustre) has 
at various times been used in different senses; it is now applied 
to aluminous pyroxenes of the monoclinic series which are dark-
greenish, brownish or black in colour. Like the other pyroxenes 
it is characterized crystallographicaUy by its distinct cleavages 
parallel to the prism-faces (M), the angle between which is 87'. 
A typical crystal is represented in fig. 1, whilst fig. a shows a 
crystal twinned on 
the orthopinacoid (r'). 
Such crystals, of short 
prismatic habit and 
black in colour, are 
common as pheno-
crysts in many basalts, 
and are hence known 
as " basaltic augite ": 
when the containing 
rock weathers to a 
clayey material the 
augite is left as black no. 1. Fro. a. 
isolated crystals, and 
such spedmens, usually from Bohemia, are represented in all 
mineral collections. Though typical of basaltic rocks, augite is also 
an important constituent of many other kinds of igneous rocks, and 
a rock composed almost wholly of augite is known as augitlte. 
It also occurs in metamorphic rocks; for example, in the 
crystalline limestones of the Fassathal in Tirol, where the 
variety known as fanatic Is found as pistachio-green crystals 
resembling epidote In appearance. 

Chemically, augite resembles diopside In consisting mainly 
of CaMgS1,0,, but it contains In addition alumina and ferric 
iron as (Mg, Fe') (Al, Fe'")3 SiO,; the smite (Nare"Si101) 
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and jadeite (NaAlSh0a) molecules are also sometimes present. 
Variations in the amount of iron in mixtures of these isomorphous 
molecules are accompanied by variations in the optical characters 
of the augite. (L. J. S.) 

AUGMENT (Lat. augere, to increase), in Sanskrit and Greek 
grammar the vowel prefixed to indicate the past tenses of a verb; 
in Greek grammar it is called syllabic, when only the e is pre-
fixed; temporal, when it causes an initial vowel in the verb to 
become a diphthong or long voweL 

AUGMENTATION, or enlargement, a term in heraldry for 
an addition to a coat of arms; in music, for the imitation in 
longer notes of an original theme; in biology, an addition to the 
normal number of parts; in Scots law, an increase of a minister's 
stipend by an action called " Process of Augmentation." The 
" Court of Augmentation " in Henry VDUs time was established 
to try cases affecting the suppression of monasteries, and was 
dissolved in Mary's reign. 

AUGSBURG, a city and episcopal see of Germany, in the 
kingdom of Bavaria, chief town of the district of Swabia. Pop. 
(0385) 65,905; (Iwo) 89, 1 o9; (x905) 93,88 2. It lies on a high 
plateau, 1500 ft. above the sea, between the rivers Wertach and 
Lech, which unite below the city, 39 m. W.N.W. from Munich, 
with which, as with Regensburg, Ingolstadt and Ulm, it is 
connected by main lines of railway. It consists of an upper and a 
lower town, the old Jakob suburb and various modern suburbs. 
Its fortifications were dismantled in 1703 and have since been 
converted into public promenades. Maximilian Street is re-
markable for its breadth and architectural beauty. One of its 
most interesting edifices is the Fugger Haus, of which the entire 
front is painted in fresco. Among the public buildings of Augs-
burg most worthy of notice is the town-hall in Renaissance style, 
one of the finest in Germany, built by Elias Hell in 2616-162o. 
One of its rooms, called the " Golden Hall," from the profusion 
of its gilding, is n3 ft. long, se broad and n high. The palace 
of the bishops, where the memorable Confession of Faith was 
presented to Charles V., is now used for government offices. 
Among the seventeen Roman Catholic churches and chapels, the 
cathedral, a basilica with two Romanesque towers, dates in its 
oldest portions from the roth century. The church of St Ulrich 
and St Afra, built r474-i soo, is a Late Gothic edifice, with a 
nave of magnificent proportions and a tower 300 ft. high. The 
church stands on the spot where the first Christians of the district 
suffered martyrdom, and where a chapel was erected in the 6th 
century over the grave of St Aire. There are also a Protestant 
church, St Anne's, a school of arts, a polytechnic institution, a 
picture gallery in the former monastery of St Catherine, a museum, 
observatory, botanical gardens, an exchange, gymnasium, deaf-
mute institution, orphan asylum, several remarkable fountains 
dating from the 16th century, &c. Augsburg is particularly well 
provided with special and technical schools. The newer buildings, 
all in the modem west quarter of the city, include law courts, a 
theatre, and a municipal library with 200,000 volumes. The 
" Fuggerei," built in 1519 by the brothers Fugger, is a miniature 
town, with six streets or alleys, three gates and a church, and 
consists of a hundred and six small houses let to indigent Roman 
Catholic citizens at a nominal rent. The manufactures of Augs-
burg are of great importance. It is the chief seat of the textile 
industry in south Germany, and its cloth, cotton goods and linen 
manufactories employ about mow hands. It is also noted for 
its bleach and dye works, its engine works, foundries, paper 
factories, and production of silk goods, watches, jewelry, mathe-
matical instruments, leather, chemicals, &c. 'Augsburg is also 
the centre of the acetylene gas industry of Germany. Copper-
engraving, for which it was formerly noted, is no longer carried 
on; but printing, lithography and publishing have acquired a 
considerable development, one of the best-known Continental 
newspapers being the Allgemeine Zeitung or Augsburg Gazette. 
On the opposite side of the river, which is here crossed by a 
bridge, lies the township of Lechhausen. 

Augsburg (the Augusta Vindelicorum of the Romans) derives 
its name from the Roman emperor Augustus, who, on the 
conquest of Rhaetia by Drusus, established here a Roman colony —  

about 24 B.C. In the 5th century it was sacked by the JAMS, and 
afterwards came under the power of the Frankish kings. It was 
almost entirely destroyed in the war of Charlemagne against 
Tassilo III., duke of Bavaria; and after the dissolution and 
division of that empire, it fell into the hands of the dukes of 
Swabia. After this it rose rapidly into importance as a manu-
facturing and commercial town, becoming, after Nuremberg, 
the centre of the trade between Italy and the north of Europe; 
its merchant princes, the Fuggers and Welsers, rivalled the 
Medici of Florence; but the alterations produced in the currents 
of trade by the discoveries of the rsth and 16th centuries occa-
sioned a great decline. In r276 it was raised to the rank of a free 
imperial city, which it retained, with many changes in its internal 
constitution, till 'Sea; when it was annexed to the kingdom of 
Bavaria. Meanwhile, it was the scene of numerous events of 
historical importance. It was besieged and taken by Gustavus 
Adolphus in 1632, and in 1635 it surrendered to the imperial 
forces; in 1703 it was bombarded by the electoral prince of 
Bavaria, and forced to pay a contribution of 400,002 dollars; 
and in the war of 2803 it suffered severely. Of its conventions 
the most memorable are those which gave birth to the Augsburg 
confession (3[53o) and to the Augsburg alliance (x686). 

See Wagensed, Geschichte der Staid Augsburg (Augs., 1820-1822); 
Werner, ..scIsschte der Sara Augsburg (1899); Roth. Augsburg's 
Reformatiousgeschicbte (row). 

AUGSBURG, CONFESSION OP, the most important Protestant 
statement of belief drawn up at the Reformation. In summoning 
a diet for April 2530, Charles V. offered a fair hearing to all 
religious parties in. the Empire. Luther, Justus Jonas, idelanch-
then and Johann Bugenhagen were appointed to draw up a 
statement of the Saxon position. These " Torgau Articles" 
(March r53o) tell merely why Saxony had abolished certain 
ecclesiastical abuses. Melanchthon, however, soon found that, 
owing to attacks by Johann Eck of Ingolstadt (" 404 Articles "), 
Saxony must state its position in doctrinal matters as well. 
Taking the Articles of Marburg (see Mattarran, Cou.crour or) 
and of Schwabach as the point of departure, he repudiated all 
connexion with heretics condemned by the ancient church. 
On the t 2 th of May he sent the draft to Luther, who approved it, 
adding that he himself " could not tread so softly and gently." 
On the 23rd of June the Confession, originally intended as the 
statement of Electoral Saxony alone, was discussed and signed 
by a number of other Protestant princes and cities, and read 
before the diet on the 25th of June. Articles 2-21 attempt 
to show that the Evangelicals had deviated from current doctrine 
only in order to restore the pure and original teaching of the 
church. In spits of significant omissions (the sole authority 
of scripture; rejection of transubstantiation), the Confession 
contains nothing contradictory to Luther's position, and in its 
emphasis on justification by faith alone enunciates a cardinal. 
concept of the Evangelical churches. Articles as-2$ describe 
and defend the reformation of various "abuses." On the 3rd 
of August, shorn of much of its original bitterness, the so-called 
Confutatio pontificia was read; it well expresses the views 
approved in substance by the emperor and all the Catholic 
party. In answer, Melanchthon was ordered to prepare an 
Apology of the Confession, which the emperor refused. to receive; 
so Melanchthon enlarged it and published the editio jornecels 
of both Confession and Apology in 2531. 

As he felt free to make slight changes the first edition does not 
represent the exact text of 1530: the edition of 1533 was further 
improved, while that of 1540, rearranged and in part rewritten, is 
known as the Variate. Dogmatic changes in this seem to have drawn 
forth no protest from Luther or Been:, so Melanchthon made fresh 
alterations in rms. Later, the Variate of 154o became the creed 
of the Melanchthoaians and even of the Crypto-calvuusts; so the 
framers of the Formula of Concord, ppromulgated in t580, returned 
to the text handed in at the Diet. By mistake they printed from a 
poor copy and not from the original, from which their German text 
varies at over 45o places. Their Latin text, thit of MeLanchthon's 
editio prisseeps, is more nearly accurate. The testers receptors is that 
of the Formula of Concord, the divergent Latin and German forms 
being equally binding. 

Acceptance of the Confession and Apology was made a 
condition of membership in the Schmalkalden League. The 
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Wittenberg Concord (1536) and the Articles of Schmalkalden 
(x537) reaffirmed them. The Confession was the ultimate 
source of much of the Thirty-nine Articles. The Religious 
Peace of Augsburg (r555) recognized no Protestants save ad-
herents of the Confession; this was modified in 1648. To-day 
the //toariata is of symbolical authority among Lutherans 
generally, while the Variate is accepted by the Reformed 
churches of certain parts of Germany (see LOber, pp. 79-83.) 

Editions of the received text: J. T. Muller, Die symbolischen 
Backer der nangelisch-ltaieriseke is Kirsh. (loth ed., GUtersloh, 
1907), with a valuable historical introduction by Th. Kolde; 
Theodor KoIde, Die A ugsburgische Konfesnon

i 
 (Gotha, 1896), (con- 

tales also the Marburg, Schwabach and Torgau Articles, the Confu-
folio and the Variasa of 1540). For translations of these, as well as 
of Zwingli's Reckoningof his Faith, and of the Tetrapolitan 

J Confession, see H. E. Jacobs, The Book of Concord (Philadelphia, 
1882-83). The texts submitted to the emperor, lost before 157o, 
are reconstructed and compared with the tertus receptus by P. 
Tschackert, Die uuserdsderte Augsburgische Xoufession (Leipzig, 
1901). For the genesis of the Confession, see Th. Kolde, Die aisle 
.Waktiors der Augsburger Konfession. (Gratersloh, 1906), also Kolde's 
article. " Augsburger Bekenntnis," in Herzog-Hauck, Realencyklo-
padie (3rd ed., vol. ii., Leipzig, 1897). The standard commentary is 
still G. L Plitt, Endeitung in die Augusta= (Erlangen. 1867 ff.); 
compare also J. Ficker, Die Koufstaticos des A ugsburgssclseu Bekesui-
aisses in firer trans Gestalt (Leipzig, 1891); also A. Petzold, 
Die Konfulatiou des Vierstadtebekeivanisses (Leipzig, t9oo). On 
its present use see G. Leber, Die on eoangelischen Des:sett:and 
gelgenclen Ordivattouseerpflidautsgen geschickauk geordnet (Leipzig, 
1905). 79 ff. (W. W. R.•) 

AUGSBURG, WAR OF THE LEAGUE OF, the name applied 
to the European war of 1688-1697. The league of Augsburg 
was concluded on the 9th of July 1686 by the emperor, the 
elector of Brandenburg and other princes, against the French. 
Spain, Sweden, England and other non-German states joined 
the league, and formed the Grand Alliance by -the treaty of 
Vienna (July I2, I689). (See GRAND ALLIANCE, Wax or THE.) 

AUGURS, in ancient Rome, members of a religious college 
whose duty it was to observe and interpret the signs (auspices) 
of approval or disapproval sent by the gods in reference to 
any proposed undertaking. The augures were originally called 
auspices, but, while auspex' fell into disuse and was replaced 
by augur, auspkium was retained as the scientific term for the 
observation of signs. 

The early history of the college is obscure. Its institution 
has been attributed to Romulus or Numa. It probably consisted 
originally of three members, of whom the king himself was one. 
This number was doubled by Tarquinius Priscus, but in 300 B.C. 
it was only four, two places, according to Livy (x. 6), being 
vacant. The Ogulnian law in the same year increased the 
number to nine, five plebeian being added to the four patrician 
members. In the time of Sulla the number was fifteen, which 
was increased tv sixteen by Julius Caesar. This number con-
tinued in imperial times; the college itself was certainly in 
existence as late as the 4th century. The office of augur, which 
was bestowed only upon persons of distinguished merit and was 
much sought after by reason of its political importance, was 
held for life. Vacancies were originally filled by co-optation, 
but by the Domitian law (104) the selection was made, by 
seventeen out of the thirty-five tribes chosen by lot, from 
candidates previously nominated by .the college. The insignia 
of office were the lituur, a staff free from knots and bent at the 
top, and the trabea, a kind of toga with bright scarlet stripes 
and a purple border. The science of augury was contained in 
various written works, which were consulted as occasion arose: 
such were the h&j augurum, a manual of augural ritual, and 
the commeatarii augurum, a collection',  of decrees or answers 
given by the college to the senate in certain definite cases. 

There is no doubt that auspex ■ crei-spex ("observer of birds"), 
but the derivation of augur is still unsettled. ,The following have 
been suggested: (z) augur (or augur) is a substantive originally 
meaning " increase " (related to august= as robes to robust's), 
then transferred to the priest as the giver of increase or blessing; 
(a) -an the second part of the word pointing to (a) garrire, 

chatter." or (b) gerere, the augur being conceived as " carrying 
orreilda iro,thltflir ntowofgethneehrays;a 3) frotnhiaai  lobs: verb aztorfo;;;utryell i".  

of Italian. not Etruscan, origin. 

The natural region to look to for signs of the will of Jupiter was 
the sky, where lightning and the flight of birds seemed directed 
by him as counsel to men. The latter, however, was the - more 
difficult of interpretation, and upon it, therefore, mainly hinged 
the system of divination with which the augurs were occupied. 
It was the duty of the augur, before the auspices properly so 
called (those from the sky and from birds) were taken, to mark 
out with his staff the templum or consecrated space within 
which his observations were intended to be made. The method 
of procedure was as follows. At midnight, when the sky was 
clear and there wasan absence of wind, the augur, in the presence 
of a magistrate, took up his position on a hill which afforded 
a wide view. After prayer and sacrifice, he marked out the 
templum both in the sky and on the ground and dedicated it. 
Within its limits he then pitched a tent, in which he sat down 
with covered head, asked the gods for a sign, and waited for an 
answer. As the augur looked south he had the east, the lucky 
quarter, on his left, and therefore signs on the left side were 
considered favourable, those on the right unfavourable. The 
practice was the reverse in Greece; the observers of signs looked 
towards the north, so that signs on the right were regarded as 
the favourable ones, and this is frequently adopted in the Roman 
poets. The augur afterwards announced the result of his observa-
tions in a set form of words, by which the magistrate was bound. 
Signs of the will of the gods were of two kinds, either in answer to 
a request (auspicia impetratioa), or incidental (auspicia °Native). 
Of such signs there were five classes: (x) Signs in the sky 
(caelestia auspicia), consisting chiefly of thunder and lightning, 
but not excluding falling stars and other phenomena. Lightning 
from left to right was favourable, from right to left unfavourable; 
but on its mere appearance, in either direction, all business in the 
public assemblies was suspended for the day. Since the person 
charged to take the auspices for a certain day was constitutionally 
subject to no other authority who could test the truth or false-
hood of his statement that he had observed lightning, this became 
a favourite device for putting off meetings of the public assembly. 
Restrictions were, however, imposed in later republican times. 
When a new consul, praetor or quaestor entered on his first day of 
office and prayed the gods for good omens, it was a matter of 
custom to report to him that lightning from the left had been 
seen. (2) Signs from birds (signa ex asibus), with reference to the 
direction of their flight, and also to their singing, or uttering other 
sounds. To the first class, called alias:, belonged the eagle and 
the vulture; to the second, called oscines, the owl, the crow and 
the raven. The mere appearance of certain birds indicated good 
or ill luck, while others had a reference only to definite persons or 
events. In matters of ordinary life on which divine counsel was 
prayed for, it was usual to have recourse to this form of divination. 
For public affairs it was, by the time of Cicero, superseded by the 
fictitious observation of lightning. (3) Feeding of birds (ass-
picia ex tripsdiir), which consisted in observing whether a bird—
usually a fowl—on grain being thrown before it, let fall a particle 
from its mouth (fripadiunt sellistimum). If it did so, the will of 
the gods was in favour of the enterprise in question. The 
simplicity of this ceremony recommended it for very general use, 
particularly in the army when on service. The fowls were kept in 
cages by a servant, styled pullarius. In imperial times decuriales 
eullarii axe mentioned. (4) Signs from animals (pedestria 
auspicia, or ex quadrupedibus), i.e. observation of the course of, 
or sounds uttered by, quadrupeds and reptiles within a fixed 
space, corresponding to the observations of the flight of birds, 
but much less frequently employed. It bad gone out of use by 
the time of Cicero. (5) Warnings (signa ex diris), consisting of 
all unusual phenomena, but chiefly such as boded ill. Being 
accidental in their occurrence, they belonged to the auguria 
oblatioa, and their interpretation was not a matter for the augurs, 
unless occurring in the course of some public transaction, in 
which case they formed a divine veto against it. Otherwise, 
reference was made for an interpretation to the pontifices in olden 
timmafterwards frequently to the Sibylline books,or the Etruscan 
haruspices, when the incident was not already provided for by a 
rule, as, for example, that it was unlucky for a person leaving his 
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house to meet • raven, that the sudden death of a person from 
epilepsy at a public meeting was a sign to break up the assembly. 

Among the other means of discovering the will of the gods were 
the casting of lots, oracles of Apollo (in the hands of the college 
saris faciesdis), but chiefly the examination of the entrain of 
animals slain for sacrifice (see Oura). Anything abnormal 
found there was brought under the notice of the augurs, but 
usually the Etruscan haruspias were employed for this. The 
persons entitled to ask for an expression of the divine will on 
• public affair were the magistrates. To the highest offices, 
including all persons of consular and praetorian rank, belonged 
the right of taking eareicia maxima; to the inferior offices of 
aedile and quaestor, the atupicia mimeo; the differences between 
these, however, must have been small. The subjects for which 
°N►tick; publics were always taken were the election of magis-
trates, their entering on office, the holding of a public assembly 
to pass decrees, the setting out of an army for war. They could 
only be taken in Rome itself; and In case of a commander 
having to renew his austies—a, be must either return to Rome or 
select a spot in the foreign country to represent the hearth of that 
city. The time for observing auspices was, as a rule, between 
midnight and dawn of the day fixed for any proposed undertaking. 
In military affairs this course was not always possible, as in the 
case of taking auspice. before crossing a river. The founding of 
colonies, the beginning of a battle, the calling together an army, 
the sittings of the senate, decisions of peace or war, were occasions, 
not always but frequently, for taking auspices. The place where 
the ceremony was performed was not fixed, but selected with a 
view to the matter in hand. A spot being selected; the official 
charged to make the observation pitched his tent there some 
days before. A matter postponed through adverse signs from 
the gods could on the following or some future day be again 
brought forward for the auspices. If an error (vithim) occurred 
in the auspices, the augurs could, of their own accord oe at the 
request of the senate, inform themselves of the circumstances, 
and decree upon It. A consul could refuse to accept their decree 
while he remained in office, but on retiring he could be prosecuted. 
Asspicia obiatioa referred mostly to the weak. A magistrate 
was not bound to take notice of signs reported merely by a 
private person, but he could not overlook such a report from a 
brother magistrate. For example, if a quaestor on his entry to 
office observed lightning and announced it to the consul, the 
latter must delay the public assembly for the day. 

On the subject generally see A. 13ouch&Leclemq. Sirloin is be 
admission doss atasquia (18139), and his articles, with bibliography, 
is Daremberg and Saglio's ictionnoire der atairsith; also articles 

Ai/gum" Auspimum," by Wissowa in Pauly 's Reakncydopadis 
(II. pt . 1896), and by L. C. Purser (and others) in Smith's Diction-
ary of Greet and Roman Ataiquities (3rd ed., :89o). (See also 
DITTMATION, Om, ASTROLOGY, &C.) 

nom (originally Sestilir), the sixth month in the pre-
Julian Roman year, which received its present name from the 
emperor Augustus. The preceding month, Quintilis, had been 
called " July " after Julius Caesar, and the emperor chose August 
to be rechristened in his own honour because his greatest good 
fortune had then happened. In that month he had been admitted 
to the constdate, had thrice celebrated a triumph, had received the 
allegiance of the soldiers stationed on the janiculum, had con-
cluded the civil wars, and had subdued Egypt. As July contained 
thirty-one days, and August only thirty, it was thought necessary to 
add another day to the latter month, In order that the month of 
Augustus might not be in any respect inferior to that of Julius. 

AUGUSTA, a city and the county-seat of Richmond county, 
Georgia, U.S.A., at the head of steamboat navigation on the 
Savannah river, 235 in. N.W. of Savannah by rail and 540 m. 
by river course. Pop. (1890) 33,300; (rime) 39,44r, of whom 
18,487 were negroes and only 995 were foreign-born; (1910 
census) 41,040. Augusta is served by the Southern, the 
Augusta Southern (controlled by the Southern), the Atlantic 
Coast Line, the Charleston & Western Carolina (controlled by 
the Atlantic Coast Line), the Georgia and the Central of Georgia 
railways, by an electric line to Aiken, South Carolina, and by a 
line of steamers to Savannah. The city extends along the river  

bank for a distance of mom than m., and le caseated bya bridge 
with Hamburg, and with North Augusta, South Carolina, two 
residential suburb.. Augusta is well known as a winter resort 
(mean winter temperature, 47°  F.), and there WO many fine winter 
homes here of wealthy Northerners. There are good roads, 
stretching from Augusta for miles in almost every direction. 
In North Augusta there is a large hotel, and there is another 
in Summerville (pop. in zero, 4360, ai In. N.W., an attractive 
residential suburb and winter resort, in which them are a country 
club and a lams United States arsenal, established in 2832. 
Broad Street is the principal thoroughfare of Augusta, and Greene 
Street, with a park in the centre and flanking rows of oaks and 
elms, is the finest residential street. Of historical interest is 
St Paul's church (Protestant Episcopal); the present building 
was erected in 1819 and is the third St Paul's church on the 
same site. The first church was " built by the gentlemen of 
Augusta "in 275o. In the crypt of the church General Leonidas 
Polk is buried; and in the churchyard are the graves of George 
Steptoe Washington, a nephew of George Washington, and of 
William Longstreet, the inventor. Among the city's principal 
buildings am the Federal building, the Richmond county court 
house, the Augusta orphan asylum, the city hospital, the 
Lamar hospital for negroes, and the buildings of Richmond 
Academy (incorporated in 1783), of the Academy of the Sacred 
Heart (for girls), of Paine's Institute (for negroes), of Houghton 
Institute, endowed in z855 to be " free to all the children of 
Augusta," and of the medical school of the university of Georgia, 
founded in 1859, and a part of the adversity since 1873. A 
granite obelisk 30 ft. high was erected in 2861 as a memorial 
to the signers for Georgia of the Declaration of Independence; 
beneath it are busied Lyman Hall (x756-2790) and George Walton 
(1740-1804). There are two Italian marble monuments in honour 
of Confederate soldiers, and monuments to the Southern poets, 
Paul Hamilton Rayne and Richard Henry Wilde (1789-2847). 

In commerce and manufacturing, Augusta ranks second 
among the cities of Georgia. Ass centre of trade for the " Cotton 
Belt," It has a large wholesale and retail business; and it is an 
important cotton market. The principal manufacture is cotton 
goods; among the other products are lumber, flour, cotton 
waste, cotton-seed oil and cake, ice, silk, boilers and engines, 
and general merchandise staples. Water-power for factories is 
secured by a system of " water-power canals " from a large dam 
across the Savannah, built in 1847 and enlarged in 1871; the 
principal canal, owned by the city, is so valuable as nearly to 
pay the interest on the municipal debt. In zoos the value 
of the city's total factory product was $8,839,30S, of which 
$3,832,009, or 43'4 %, was the value of the cotton goods. The 
principal newspaper is the Augusta Chronicle, founded in 1785. 

Augusta was established in 1735-1736 by James Edward 
Oglethorpe, the founder of Georgia, and was named in honour 
of the princess of Wales. The Carolina colonists had a trading 
post in its vicinity before the settlement by Oglethorpe. The 
fort, built In 1736, was first named Fort Augusta, and in 1780, 
at the time of the British occupation, was enlarged and renamed 
Fort Cornwallis; its site is now marked by a Memorial Cross, 
erected by. the Colonial Dames of Georgia in the churchyard 
of St Paul's. Tobacco was the principal agricultural product 
during the 28th century, and for its culture negro slaves were 
introddced from Carolina, before the restrictions of the Georgia 
Trustees on slavery were removed. During the colonial period 
several treaties with Indians were made at Augusta; by the most 
important, that of 1761, the Choctaws, Creeks, Chickasaws, 
Cherokees and Catawbas agreed (in a meeting with the governors 
of North and South Carolina, Virginia and Georgia) to the terms 
of the treaty of Paris. At the opening of the American War of 
Independence, the majority of the people of Augusta were 
Loyalists. The town was taken by the British under Lieut.-Col. 
Archibald Campbell (1739-179!) in January 1779, but was evacu-
ated a month later; it was the seat of government of Georgia 
for almost the entire period from the capture of Savannah in 
December 1778 until May 1780, and was then abandoned by the 
Patriots and was occupied chiefly by Loyalists under Lieut.-Col. 

11. 
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Thonias . Brown. In September 178o a force of less than Soo 
patriots under Col. Elijah Clarke marched against the town 
in three divisions, and while one division, attacking a neigh-
bouring Indian camp, drew off most of the garrison, the other two 
divisions entered the town; but British reinforcements arrived 
before Brown could be dislodged from a building in which he had 
taken refuge, and Clarke was forced to withdraw. A stronger 
American force, under Lieut.-CoL Henry Lee, renewed the siege 
in May 178x and gained possession on the sth of June. From 
1783 until 5795 Augusta was again the seat of the state govern-
ment. It was the meeting-place of the Land Court which con-
fiscated the property of the Loyalists of Georgia, and of the 
convention which ratified for Georgia the Constitution of the 
United States. In 1798 it was incorporated as a town, and in 
x817 it was chartered as a city. Augusta was the home of the 
inventor, William Longstreet (1759-1814), who as early as r788 
received a patent from the state of Georgia for a steamboat, 
but met with no practical success until rila; as early as dor 
he had made experiments in the application of steam to cotton 
gins and saw-mills at Augusta. Near Augusta, on the site now 
occupied by the Eli Whitney Country Club, Eli Whitney is said 
to have first set up and operated his cotton gin; he is com-
memorated by a mural tablet in the court house, The establish-
ment of a steamboat line to Savannah in 1817 aided Augusta's 
rapid commercial development. There was a disastrous fire 
in 1829, an epidemic of yellow fever in 1839, and a flood in 1840, 
but the growth of the city was not seriously checked ; the 
cotton receipts of 1846 were 212,019 bales, and in 1847 S. cotton 
factory was built. During the Civil War Augusta was the seat 
of extensive militaryfactorles, the tall chimney of the Confederate 
powder mills still standing as a memorial. The economic develop-
ment has, since the Civil War, been steady and continuous. An 
exposition was held in Augusta in 1888, and another in 5893. 

AUGUSTA, the capital of Maine, US.A., and the county-seat 
of Kennebec county, on the Kennebec river' (at the head of navi-
gation), 44 in. from its mouth, 62 in. by rail N.E. of Portland, 
and 74 in. S.W. of Bangor. Pop. (r800) 50,527; (woo) 
51,683, of whom 2131 were foreign-born; (191o, census) 
13,211. It is served by the Maine Central railway, by several 
electric lines, and by steamboat lines to Portland, Boston and 
several other ports. It is built on a series of terraces, mostly on 
the west bank of the river, which is spanned here by a bridge 
11o° ft. long. The state house, built of granite quarried in the 
vicinity, occupies a commanding site along the south border of 
the city, and in it is the state library. The Lithgow library 
is a city public library. Near the state house is the former 
residence of James G. Blaine. On the other side of the river, 
nearly opposite, is the Maine insane hospital. Among other 
prominent buildings are the court house, the post office and 
the city ball. In one of the parks is a soldiers' and sailors' 
monument. By means of a dam across the river, 17 ft. high 
and nearly 600 ft. long, good water-power is provided, and the 
city manufactures cotton goods, boots and shoes, paper, pulp 
and lumber. A leading industry is the printing and publishing 
of newspapers and periodicals, several of the periodicals published 
here having an enormous circulation. The total value of the 
factory products in 5905 was $3,886,833. Augusta occupies 
the site of the Indian village, Koussinoc, at which the Plymouth 
Colony established a trading post about 1628. In 166, Plymouth 
sold its interests, and soon afterward the four purchasers aban-
doned the post. In 5754, however their heirs brought about 
the erection here of Fort Western, the main building of which 
is still standing at the east end of the bridge, opposite the city 
hall. Augusta was originally a part of the township of Hallowell 
(incorporated in 1771); in x797 the north part of Hallowell was 
incorporated as a separate town and named Harrington ; and 
later in the same year the name was changed to Augusta. It 
became the county-seat in 1799 ; was chosen by the Maine 
legislature as the capital of the state in 1827, but was not occupied 
as such until the completion of the state house in 183, ; and 
was chartered as a city in 5849. 

1  The Kennebec was !rat explored to this point in 1607. 

AUGUSTA, a seaport of the province of Syracuse, Sicily, 
19 M. N. of it by rail. Pop. (1905) 16,402. It occupies a part 
of the former peninsula of Xiphonia, now small island, connected 
with the mainland by a bridge. It was founded by the emperor 
Frederick II. in 1232, and almost entirely destroyed by an 
earthquake in 1693, after which it was rebuilt. The castle is 
now a large prison. The fortified port, though unfrequented 
except as a naval harbour of refuge, is a very fine one. Them 
are considerable saltworks at Augusta. To the south, on the 
left bank of the Molina°, in. from its mouth, Sicel tombs 
and Christian catacombs, and farther up the river a cave village 
of the early middle ages, have been explored (Notizie degli Scavi, 
5902, 411, 631 ; Ranrische Quartaiscluift, 190S, 205). Whether 
there was ever a town bearing the name Xlphonia is doubted 
by E. A. Freeman (Hist. of Sit. L 583); d., however, E. Pais, 
Ataista (Pisa, 1890, SS, who attributes its foundation, under the 
name of Tauromenion (which it soon lost), to the Zancleans 
of Hybla (afterwards Megan Hyblaea), (T. As.) 

AUGUSTA BAGIENNORUN, the chief town of the Ligurian 
tribe of the Bagienni, probably identical with the modern Bene 
Vagienna, on the upper course of the Tanaro, about 35 in. due 
south of Turin. The town retained its position as a tribal centre 
in the reorganization of Augustus, whose name it bears, and was 
erected on a systematic plan. Considerable remains of public 
buildings, constructed in concrete faced with small stones with 
bands of brick at intervals, an amphitheatre with a major axis 
of 390 ft and a minor axis of 3os ft., a theatre with a stage 
:33 ft. in length, and near it the foundations of what was probably 
a basilica, an open space (no doubt the forum), an aqueduct, 
baths, &c., have been discovered by recent excavations, and 
also one of the city gates, flanked by two towers 22 ft. sq. 

See G. Assandria and G.Vacchetta in Nett:least:1i Scavi (144 13s ; 
(1896),215; (itior), 441; (11398),299; 0900,389; 0900,4 13. •AL) 

AUGUSTAN HISTORY, the name given to a collection of the 
biographies of the Roman emperors from Hadrian to Carinus 
(A.D. 117-284). The work professes to have been written during 
the reigns of Diocletian and Constantine, and is to be regarded 
as the composition of six authors,—Aelius Spartianus, Julius 
Capitolinus, Aelius Lampridius, Vulcacius Gallicanus, Trebellius 
Pollio and Flavius Vopiscus—known as Scriptores Historiae 
Augustae, writers of Augustan history. It is generally agreed, 
however, that there is a large number of interpolations in the work, 
which are referred to the reign of Theodosius ; and that the 
documents inserted in the lives are alinost all forgeries. The more 
advanced school of critics holds that the names of the supposed 
authors are purely fictitious, as those of some of the authorities 
which they profess to quote certainly are. The lives, which 
(with few exceptions) are arranged in chronological order, are 
distributed as follows:—To Spartianus: the biographies of 
Hadrian, Aelius Verus, Didius Julianus, Septimius Severus, 
Pescennius Niger, Caracallus, Gets (?); to Vulcacius Gallicanus 
Avidius Cassius ; to Capitolinus Antoninus Pius, Marcus 
Aurelius Antoninus, Verus, Pertinax, Clodius Albinos, the two 
Maximins, the three Gordians, Maximus and Balbinus, Opilius 
Macrinus (?) ; to Lampridius Commodus, Diadumenus, Elaga-
halos, Alexander Severus; to Pollio: the two Valerians, the 
Gallieni, the so-called Thirty Tyrants or Usurpers, Claudius (hi; 
lives of Philip, Decius, and Gallus being lost); to Vopiscus: 
Aurelian, Tacitus, Florian, Probus, the four tyrants (Firmus, 
Saturninus, Procidus, Bonosus), Carus, Numerian, Carinus. 

The importance of the Augustan history as a repertory of 
information is very considerable, but its literary pretensions 
are of the humblest order. The writers' standard was con-
fessedly low. " My purpose," says Vopiscus, " has been to 
provide materials for persons more eloquent than I." Consider-
ing the perverted taste of the age, it is perhaps fortunate that the 
task fell into the hands of no showy declaimer who measured 
his success by his skill in making surface do duty for substance, 
but of homely, matter-of-fact scribes, whose sole concern was to 
record what they knew. Their narrative is unmethodical and 
Inartificial ; their style is tame and plebeian ; their conception 
of biography is that of a collection of anecdotes •; they have 
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no notion of arrangement, no measure of proportion, and no 
criterion of discrimination between the important and the trivial; 
they are equally destitute of critical and of historical insight, 
unable to sift the authorities on which they rely, and unsuspicious 
of the stupendous social revolution comprised within the period 
which they undertake to describe. Their value, consequently, 
depends very much on that of the sources to which they happen to 
have recourse for any given period of history, and on the fidelity 
of their adherence to these when valuable. Marius Maximus and 
Aelius Junius Cordes, to whose qualifications they themselves 
bear no favourable testimony, were their chief authorities for 
the earlier lives of the series. Marius Maximus, who lived about 
265-23o, wrote biographies of the emperors, in continuation of 
those of Suetonius, from Nerva to Elagabalus; Junius Cordus 
dealt with the less-known emperors, perhaps down to Maximus 
and Balbinus. The earlier lives, however, contain a substratum 
of authentic historical fact, which recent critics have supposed to 
be derived from a lost work by a contemporary writer, described 
by one of these scholars as " the last great Roman historian." 
For the later lives the Scriptores were obliged to resort more 
largely to public records, and thus preserved matter of the highest 
importance, rescuing from oblivion many imperial rescripts and 
senatorial decrees, reports of official proceedings and speeches 
on public occasions, and a number of interesting and character-
istic letters from various emperors. Their incidental allusions 
sometimes cast vivid though undesigned light on the circum-
stances of the age, and they have made large contributions to our 
knowledge of imperial jurisprudence in particular. Even their 
trivialities have their use; their endless anecdotes respecting the 
personal habits of the subjects of their biographies, if valueless to 
the historian, are most acceptable to the archaeologist, and not 
unimportant to the economist and moralist. Their errors and 
deficiencies may in part be ascribed to the contemporary neglect 
of history as a branch of instruction. Education was in the hands 
of rhetoricians and grammarians; historians were read for their 
style, not for their matter, and since the days of Tacitus, none had 
arisen worth a schoolmaster's notice. We thus find Vopiscus 
acknowledging that when he began to write the life of Aurelian, 
he was entirely misinformed respecting the latter's competitor 
Firmus, and implying that he would not have ventured on 
Aurelian himself if he had not bad access to the MS. of the 
emperor's own diary in the Ulpian library. The writers' historical 
estimates are superficial and conventional, but report the verdict 
of public opinion with substantial accuracy. The only imputation 
on the integrity of any of them lies against Trebellius Pollio, who, 
addressing his work to a descendant of Claudius, the successor 
and probably the assassin of Gallienus, has dwelt upon the latter 
versatile sovereign's carelessness and extravagance without ac-
knowledgment of the elastic though fitful energy he so frequently 
displayed in defence of the empire. The caution of Vopisc-us's 
references to Diocletian cannot be made a reproach to him. 

No biographical particulars are recorded respecting any of 
these writers. From their acquaintance with Latin and Greek 
literature they must have been men of letters by profession, and 
very probably secretaries or librarians to persons of distinction. 
There seems no reason to accept Gibbon's contemptuous estimate 
of their social position. They appear particularly versed in law. 
Spartianus's reference to himself as " Diocletian's own " seems to 
indicate that he was a domestic in the imperial household. They 
address their patrons with deference, acknowledging their own 
deficiencies, and seem painfully conscious of the profession of 
literature having fallen upon evil days. 

Editio princeps (Milan, 1475);  Casaubon (1603) showed great 
critical ability in his notes. but for want of a good MS. left the restore-
Hon of the text to Salmasius (1W), whose notes are a most remark-
able monument of erudition, combined with acuteness in verbal 
alum= and general vigour of intellect. Of recent years considerable 
attention has been devoted by German scholars to the History, 
especially by Peter. whose edition of the text in the Teubner series 
(and ed.. 1884) contains (praef. xxxv.-locxvii.) a bibliography of 
works on the subject preceding the publication of his own special 
treatise. The edition by Jordan•Eyssenhardt (1863) should also be 
mentioned. Amongst the most recent treatises on the subject arc: 

Gemoll, Die Seriptores Historic Augusta( .(t886); H. Peter, Die 

Scripkwes Histortne Aagastae (1892); G. Tropea. Medi sisoM 
sores Historiae Augastae (1899-1(3); J. M. Heer, Der hiStOIL Sae 
Wed der Vita Commodi in der awaiting der Scriptores Historian 
Augustae (t9ot); C. Lkcrivain, odes sun Thistoire Auguste (1904); 
E. Kornemann, Kaiser Hadrian and der lade grosse Hatoriker sea 
Rom (1905), according to whom " the last great historian of Rome " 
is Lollius Urbicus; 0. Schulz, Das Kaiserhaus der Antonin* sad den 
Jessie Historiker ROM (1907). On their style, see C. Paucker. De 
Latinitate &Tiptorum Historiae Augustae (187o); special lexicon by 
C. Leasing (1901-1906). An English translation is included in The 
Lives of the Roman Emperors, by John Bernard (1698). See further 
Rows: History (arc. ad fin.), section " Authorities "; M. Schanz. 
Ceschicke der rornischess Litteralstr, w. p. 69 (for Marius Maximus 
and Junius Cordus), iv. p. 47; Teuffel-Schwabe, Hist. of Roman 
Literature (Eng. tr.), 3g92; H. Peter, bibliography from 1893 to 
1905 in Bursian's JahreAm ida, axis. (1907). 

AUGUSTA PRAETORIA SALASSORUM (mod. Aosta, q.v.), 
an andent town of Italy in the district of the Salassi, founded 
by Augustus about 24 p.c. on the site of the camp of Varro 
Murena, who subdued this tribe in 2s 'Lc., and settled with 
3000 praetorians. Pliny calls it the last town of Italy on the 
north-west, and its position at the confluence of two rivers, at 
the end of the Great and Little St Bernard, gave it considerable 
military importance, which is vouched for by considerable 
remains of Roman buildings. The ancient town walls, enclosing 
a rectangle 793 by 624 yds., are still preserved almost in their 
entire extent The walls are 21 ft. high. They are built of 
concrete faced with small blocks of atone, and at the bottom 
are nearly g ft thick, and at the top 6 ft. There are towers at 
the angles of the enceinte, and others at intervals, and two at 
each of the four gates, making a total of twenty towers altogether. 
They are roughly 32 ft square, and project re ft. from the wall. 
The Torre del Pailleron on the south and the Torre del Leproso 
in the west are especially well preserved. The east and south 
gates exist (the latter, a double gate with than arches flanked 
by two towers, is the Porta Pmetoria, and is especially fine), 
while the rectangular arrangement of the streets perpetuates 
the Roman plan, dividing the town into 26 blocks (insulae). 
The main road, 32 ft. wide, divides the city into two equal 
halves, running from east to west, an arrangement which makes 
it clear that the guarding of the road was the main raison dare 
of the city. Some arcades of the amphitheatre (the diameters 
of which are 282 ft. and 239 ft.), and the south wall of the 
theatre are also preserved, the latter to a height of over 70 ft., 
and a market-place some 300 ft. square, surrounded by store-
houses on than sides with a temple in the centre, and two on 
the open (south) side, and the thermae, have been discovered. 
Outside. the town is a handsome triumphal arch in honour of 
Augustus. About 5 m. to the west is a single-arched Roman 
bridge, the Pondel, which has a closed passage lighted by windows 
for foot passengers in winter, and above it an open footpath, 
both being about 3 ft in width. There are considerable 
remains of the ancient road from Eporedia (mod. Twee) to 
Augusta Pmetoria, up the Valle d' Aosta, which the modern 
railway follows, notably the Pont St Martin, with a single arch 
with a span of 116 ft. and a roadway ts ft wide, the cutting of 
Donnaz, and the Roman bridges of Chktillon (Pont. St Vincent) 
and Aosta (Pont de Pierre), &c. 

See C. Promis, La °Wichita di Aosta (Turin, 1863); E. Berard is 
Atli della &clad di Archeologia di Torino, Ai. r ay seq.; Nettie 
degli Scari, passim; A. d'Andrade, Relations dell* Ulla:, Rogionake 
per a conservasione del Monumenti del Piemonte e della Liguria (Turin, 
1899). 46 seq. (T. As.) 

AUGUST'. JOHANN CHRISTIAN WILHELM ( 1 77 2- 1 84 1 % 
German theologian, born at Eschenberga, near Gotha, was of 
Jewish descent, his grandfather having been a converted rabbi-
He was educated at the gymnasium at Gotha and the university 
of Jena. At Jena he studied oriental languages, of which he 
became professor there in 18o3. Subsequently he became 
ordinary professor of theology (z8r2), and for a time rector, at 
Breslau. In 1819 he was transferred to the university of Bonn, 
where he was made professor primaries. In 1828 be was ap-
pointed chief member of the consistorial council at Coblenz. 
Here he was afterwards made director of the consistory. He 
died at Coblenz in ay. Augusti bad little sympathy with the 
modem philosophical interpretations of dogma, and although 
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he took up a position of free criticism with regard to the Biblical 
narratives, he held fast to the traditional faith. His works on 
theology (Dogstengesdeidste, sbost 4th eel., 1835) are simple 
statements of fact; they do not attempt a speculative treatment 
of their subjects. In :fog he published in conjunction with 
W. M. L. de Wette a new translation of the Old Testament. 
Mention should also be made of his Grundriss sines historisch-
kritisdsas Hinleitung ins Ala Testament (ao6), his Ere:di:dies 
Handbuch des Allen Testaments (1797-1800), and his edition of 
Die Apokrypken des A. T. (18oe). In addition to these, his 
meat important writings are the Deriktviedigheiten ass der 
Christlichen Arcidelogie, I 2 vole. 08M-1831L a partially digested 
mass of materials, and the Handbuch der Christ. Archaologie, 
3 vols. (1836-1837), which gives the substance of the larger 
work in amore compact and systematic form. 

AUGUSTIN% SAINT (354-430),  one of the four greet fathers 
of the Latin Church. Augustinus—the pressmen Aurelius is 
used indeed by his diedpies Oradea and Prosper, and is found 
in the oldest Augustine MSS., but is not used by himself, nor in 
the letters addressed to him—was born at Tagaste, a town of 
Numidia' , now Suk Alms in Constantine, on the 13th of November 
354. His father, Patricius, was a burgess of Tagaste and still a 
pagan at the time of his son's birth. His mother, Monica, was 
not only a Christian, but a woman of the most tender and devoted 
piety, whose beautiful faith and enthusiasm and patient prayer for 
both her husband and son (at length crowned with success in both 
cases) have made hers type of womanly saintliness for all ages. 
She early instructed her son in the faith and love of Jesus Christ, 
and for a time he seems to have been impressed by her teaching. 
Falling ill, he wished to be baptized; but when the danger was 
past, the rite was deferred and, in spite of his mother's ad-
monitions and prayers, Augustine grew up without any profession 
of Christian piety or any devotion to Christian principles. 

Inheriting from his father a passionate nature, he formed 
while still a mere youth an irregular union with a girl, by whom 
be became the father of a son, whom in a fit of pious emotion he 
tamed Adeodatus (" by God given "), and to whom be was 
Passionately attached. In his Confessions he afterwards de-
scribed this period of his life in the blackest colours; for in the 
light of his conversion he saw behind him only shadows. Yet, 
whatever his youthful aberrations, Augustine was from the first 
an earnest student. His father, noticing his early promise, 
destined him for the brilliant and lucrative career of a rhetorician, 
for which be spared no expense in training him. Augustine 
studied at his native town and afterwards at Madaura and 
Carthage, especially devoting himself to the works of the Latin 
poets, many traces of his love for which are to be found in his 
writings. His acquaintance with Greek literature was much 
more Limited, and, indeed, it has been doubted, though without 
sufficient mason, whether he could use the Greek scriptures in 
the original. Cicero's Hortenrims, which he read in his nineteenth 
year, first awakened in his mind the spirit of speculation and the 
impulse towards the knowledge of the truth. But be passed 
from one phase of thought to another, unable to find satisfaction 
in any. Manichaeism, that mixed product of Zoroastrian, and 
Christian-gnostic elements, first enthralled him. He became 
s fervent member of the sect, and was admitted into the class of 
auditors or " hearers." Manichaeism seemed to him to solve 
the mysteries of the world, and of his own experiences by which 
he was perplexed. His insatiable imagination drew congenial 
food from the fanciful religions world of the Manichaean, 
decked out as this was with the luxuriant wealth of Oriental 
myth. His strongly developed sense of a need of salvation 
sought satisfaction in the contest of the two principles of Good 
and Evil, and. found peace, at least for the moment, in the 
conviction that the portions of light present in him would be 
freed from the darkness in which they were immersed. The 
ideal of chastity and self-restraint, which promised a foretaste 
of union with God, amazed him, bound as be was in the fetters 
of sensuality and for ever shaking at these fetters. But while 
Its moral forte was not sufficient for the attainment of this 
ideal, imadually everything else which Manichaeism seemed to  

offer him dissolved before his criticism. Increasingly occupied 
with the exact sciences, he learnt the incompatibility of the 
Manichaean astrology with the facts. More and more absorbed 
in the problems of psychology, he realized the insufficiency of 
dualism, which did not solve the ultimate questions but merely 
set them back. The Manichaean propaganda seemed to him 
invertebrate and lacking in force, and a discussion which he had 
with Faustus, a distinguished Manichaean bishop and eotttro-
versialist, left him greatly disappointed. 

Meanwhile nine years had passed. Augustine, after finishing 
his studies, had returned to Tagaste, where be became a teacher 
of grammar. He must have been an excellent master, who 
knew how to influence the whole personality of his pupils. It 
was then that Alypius, who in the later stages of Augustine's life 
proved a true friend and companion, attached himself to him. 
He remained in his native town little more than a year, during 
which time he lived with his mother, who was comforted by the 
bishop for the estrangement of her son from the Catholic faith 
("a son of so many tears cannot be lost": Confess. III. zil.¢ 21), 
comforted also, and above all, by the famous vision, which 
Augustine thus describes: " She saw herself standing on a 
certain wooden rule, and a shining youth coming towards her, 
cheerful and smiling upon her the while she grieved, and was 
consumed with grief: and when he had Inquired of her the 
causes of her grief and daily tears (for the sake, as is their wont, 
of teaching, not of learning) and she had made answer that she 
was bewailing my perdition, he bade heeler at ease, and advised 
her to look and observe,' That where she was, there was I also' 
And when she looked there, she saw me standing by her on the 
same rule" (Confess. III. zi.). Augustine now returned for a 
second time to Carthage, where he devoted himself zealously 
to work. Thence, probably In the spring of 383, he migrated 
to Rome. His Manichaean friends urged him to take this 
step, which was rendered easier by the licentious lives of the 
students at Carthage, Hisstay at Rome may have lasted abed 
a year, no agreeable time for Augustine, since his patrons and 
Weeds belonged to just those Manichaean circles with which 
he had in the meantime entirely lost all intellectual touch. He, 
therefore, accepted an invitation from Milan, where the people 
were In search of a teacher of rhetoric. 

At Milan the conflict within his mind in search of truth still 
continued. It was now that he separated himself openly from 
the Manichaean sect. As a thinker he came entirely under the 
influence of the New Academy; he professed the Sceptic philo-
sophy, without being able to find in it the final conclusion 
of wisdom. He was, however, not far from the decision. Two 
things determined his further development. He became ac-
quainted with the Nee-Platonic philosophy; its monism replaced 
the dualism, its intellectbalized world of ideas the materialism 
of Manichaeism. Here he found the admonition to seek for 
truth outside the material world, and from created things be 
learnt to recognize the invisible God; he attained the certainty 
that this God is, and is eternal, always the same, subject to 
change neither in his parts nor in his motions. And while 
thus Augustine's metaphysical convictions were being slowly re-
modelled, be met, in Ambrose, bishop of Milan, a man in whom 
complete worldly culture and the nobility of a ripe Christian 
personality were wonderfully united. He heard him preach; 
but at first it was the orator and not the contents of the sermons 
that enchained him. He sought an opportunity of conversation 
with him, but this was not easily found. Ambrose had no leisure 
for philosophic discussion. He was accessible to all who sought 
him, but never for a moment free from study or the cares of 
duty. Augustine, as he himself tells us, used to enter without 
being announced, as all persons might; but after staying for 
a while, afraid of interrupting him, he would depart again. 
He continued, however, to hear Ambrose preach, and gradually 
the gospel of divine truth and grace was received into his heart. 
He was busy with his friend Alypius in studying the Pauline 
epistles; certain words were driven home with irresistible force 
to his conscience. His struggle of mind became more and more 
intolerable, the thought of divine purity fighting in his heart 
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with the love of the world and the fiesh. That sensuality was 
his worst enemy be had long known. The mother of his child 
had accompanied him to Milan. When he became betrothed 
he dismissed her; but neither the pain of this parting nor 
consideration for his not yet marriageable bride prevented him 
from forming a fresh connexion of the same kind. Meanwhile, 
the determination to renounce the old life with its pleasures 
of sense, was ever being forced upon him with more and more 
dhtinctness. He then received a visit from a Christian com-
patriot named Pontitian, who told him about St Anthony and 
the monachism in Egypt, and also of a monastery near Milan. 
He was shaken to the depths when he learnt from Formation 
that two young officials, like himself betrothed, had suddenly 
formed a determination to turn their backs upon the life of the 
world. He could no longer bear to in inside the house; in 
terrible excitement he rushed into the garden; and now followed 
that scene which he himself in the Confessions has described 
to us with such graphic realism. He flung himself under a fig 
tree, burst into a passion of weeping, and poured out his heart 
to God. Suddenly he seemed to hear a voice bidding him consult 
the divine oracle: " Take up and read, take up and •read." 
He left off weeping, rose up, sought the volume where Alypius 
was sitting, and opening it read in silence the following passage 
from the Epistle to the Romans (nit. r3, t4): " Not in rioting 
and drunkenness, not in chambering and wantonness, not in strife 
and envying. But put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ, and make not 
provision for the flesh to fulfil the lusts thereof." He adds: " I 
bad neither desire nor need to read further. As I finished the 
sentence, as though the light of peace had been poured into the 
Inert, all the shadows of doubt dispersed. Thus host Thou con-
verted me to Thee, so as no longer to seek either for wife or other 
hope of the world, standing fast in that rule of faith in which 
Thou so many years before hadst revealed ms to my mother" 
(in gee me arse to WINOS ei resetoveras: Confess. VIII. nil I 3o)! 
• Vsts conversion of Augustine, as we have been accustomed 

to call this event, took place in the late summer of 386, a few 
weeks before the beginning of the vacation. The determination 
to give up his post was rendered easier by a chest-trouble which 
was not without danger, and which for months made him In-
capable of work. He withdrew with several companions to 
the country estate of Cassisiacum near Milan, which had been 
lent him by a friend, and announced himself to the bishop as 
a candidate for baptism. His religious opinions were still to 
some extent unformed,and even his habits by no means altogether 
such as his great change demanded. He mentions, for example, 
that during this time he broke himself of a habit of profane 
swearing, and in other ways sought to discipline his character 
and conduct for the reception of the sacred rite. He received 
baptism the Easter following, in his thirty-third year, and along 
with him his son Adeodatus and his friend Alypius were admitted 
to the Church Monica, his mother, had rejoined him, and at 
length rejoiced in the fulfilment of her prayers. She died at Ostia, 
just as they were about to embark for Africa, her last hours being 
gladdened by his Christian sympathy. In the account of the con-
versation which he had with his mother before her end, in the 
narrative of her death and burial (Confess. IX. x.-xi., if 53-28), 
Augustine's literary power is displayed at its highest. 

The plan of returning home remained for the present tm-
accomplished. Augustine stayed for a year in Rome, occupied 
In literary work, particularly in controversy with Manichaeism 
it was not until the autumn of 388 that he returned to Tagaste, 
probably still accompanied by his son, who, however, must have 
died shortly afterwards. With some friends, who joined him in 
devotion, he formed a small religious community, which looked 
to him as its head. Their mode of life was not formally monastic 
according to any special rule, but the experience of this time of 
seclusion was, no doubt, the basis of that monastic system which 
Augustine afterwards sketched and which derived its name from 
him (see AUGOSTINIANS). As may be imagined, the fame of such 
a convert in such a position soon spread, and Invitations to a more 
naive ecclesiastical life came to him from many quarters._ 

The reference ls to the .vision described above, •  

shrank from the responsibility, but his destiny was not to be 
avoided. After two and a half years spent in retirement he went 
to Hippo, to see a Christian friend, who desired to converse with 
him as to his design of quitting the world and devoting himself 
to a religious life. The Christian community there being in want 
of a presbyter and Augustine being present at the meeting, the 
people unanimously chose him and he was ordained to the 
presbyterate. A few years afterwards, 395 or 396, he was made 
coadjutor to the bishop, and finally became bishop of the see. 

Henceforth Augustine's life is filled up with his ecclesiastical 
labours, and is more marked by the series of his numerous 
writings and the great controversies in which •they engaged him 
than by anything else. His life was spent in a perpetual strife. 
During the first half this had been against himself; but eves 
when others stepped into his place, it always seems as though a 
part of Augustine himself were incarnate in them. Augustine bad 
early distinguished himself as an author. He had written several 
philosophical treatises, and, as teecher of rhetoric at Carthage, he 
had composed a work De tukhro el apt°, which is no longer extant. 
Whenat Cassisiacura he had combated the scepticism of the New 
Academy (Contra Acadensicos), had treated of the " blessed life' 
(De Vila beaks), of the significance of evil in the order of the world 
(Dr mike), of the means for the elucidation of spiritual truths 
(Solikesio). Shortly before the time of his baptism, he was °cat-
pied with the question of the immortality of the soul (De ismer-
ealiiate animas), and in Rome and at Tagaste he was still engaged 
with philosophical problems, as is evidenced by the writings De 
quantitate animas and De mogisiro. In all these treatises is 
apparent the influence of the Neo-Platonic method of thought, 
which for him, as for so many others, bad become the bridge to the 
Christian. While still In Rome, he began to come to a reckoning 
with the Manichaeans, and wrote two books on the morals of the 
Catholic Church and of the Manichaeans (De oneribus eateries 
CaSkolieae el de moribms Monichaeorwas Iasi duo). For many years 
he pursued this controversy in a long series of writings, of which 
the most conspicuous is the elaborate reply to his old associate 
and disputant, Faustus of Mileve (Contra Pausenns Marsichaeuns, 
A.D. 400). It was natural that the Manichaesa heresy, which had 
so long enslaved his own mind, should have first exercised 
Augustine's great powers as a theological thinker and contro-
versialist. He was able from his own experience to give force to his 
arguments for the unity of creation and of the spiritual life, and 
to strengthen the mind of the Christian Church in its last struggle 
with that dualistic spirit which had animated and moulded in 
succession so many formsof thought atvariance with Christianity. 

But the time was one of almost universal ecclesiastical and 
intellectual excitement; and so powerful a mental activity as 
his was naturally drawn forth in all directions. Following his 
writings against the Manichaeans came those against the Dona-
tists. The controversy was one which strongly interested him, 
involving as it did the whole question of the constitution of the 
Church and the idea of catholic order, to which the circumstances 
of the age gave special prominence. The Donatist controversy 
sprang out of the Diocletian persecution in the beginning of the 
century. A party in the Church of Carthage, fired with fanatic 
zeal on behalf of those who had courted martyrdom by resistance 
to the imperial mandates, resented deeply the appointment of 

bishop of moderate opinions, whose consecration had been 
performed, they alleged, by a trodilor, viz. a bishop who had 
" delivered "the holy scriptures to the magistrates. They set up, 
in consequence, a bishop of their own, of the name of Majorinos, 
succeeded in 3 t s by Donatus. The party made peat pretensions 
to purity of discipline, and rapidly rose in popular favour, not-
withstanding a decision given against them both by the bishop 
of Rome and by the emperor Constantine. Augustine was 
strongly moved by the lawlessness of the party and launched 
forth a series of writings against them, the most important of 
which survive. Amongst these are " Seven Books on Baptism " 
(De baptism contra Donaiisias, c. A.D. goo) and a lengthy 
answer, in three books, to Petition, bishop of Cirta, who was the 
most eminent theologian amongst the Donatist divines. At a 
later period, about 417, Augustine wrote a treatise concerning 
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the correction of the Donatists (De corredione Dottatistavum) 
" for the sake of those," he says in his Relax:aliens," who were not 
willing that the Donatists should be subjected to the correction 
of the imperial laws." In these writings, while vigorously 
maintaining the validity of the Church as it then stood in the 
Roman world, and the necessity for moderation in the exercise 
of church discipline, Augustine yet gave currency, ion his zeal 
against the Donatists, to certain maxims as to the duty of 
the civil power to control schism, which were of evil omen, 
and have been productive of much disaster in the history of 
Christianity. 

The third controversy in which Augustine engaged was the 
most important, and the most intimately associated with his 
distinctive greatness as a theologian. As may be supposed, 
owing to the conflicts through which he had passed, the bishop 
of Hippo was intensely interested in what may be called the 
anthropological aspect of the great Christian idea of redemption. 
He had himself been brought out of darkness into " marvellous 
light," only by entering into the depths of his own soul, and 
finding, after many struggles, that there was no power but divine 
grace, as revealed in the life and death of the Son of God, which 
could bring rest to human weariness, or pardon and peace for 
human guilt. He had found human nature in his own case too 
weak and sinful to find any good for itself. In God alone he 
had found good. This deep sense of human sinfulness coloured 
all his theology, and gave to it at once its depth—its profound 
and sympathetic adaptation to all who feel the reality of sin—
and that tinge of darkness and exaggeration which has as surely 
repelled others. When the expression " Augustinism " is used, 
it points especially to those opinions of the great teacher which 
were evoked in the Pelagian controversy, to which he devoted 
the most mature and powerful period of his life. His opponents 
in this controversy were Pelagius, from whom it derives its name, 
and Coele.tius and julianus, pupils of the former. Nothing is 
certainly known as to the home of Pelagius. Augustine calls 
him Brito, and so do Marius Mercator and Orosius. Jerome 
points to his Scottish descent, in such terms, however, as to 
leave it uncertain whether he was a native of Scotland or of 
Ireland. He was a man of blameless character, devoted to the 
reformation of society, full of that confidence in the natural 
impulses of humanity which often accompanies philanthropic 
enthusiasm. About the year 400 he came, no longer a young 
man, to Rome, where be lived for more thane decade, and soon 
made himself conspicuous by his activity and by his opinions. 
His pupil Coelestius, a lawyer of unknown origin, developed 
the views of his master with a more outspoken logic, and, while 
travelling with Pelagius in Africa, in the year 411, was at length 
arraigned before the bishop of Carthage for the following, amongst 
other heretical opinions:— (1) that Adam's sin was purely 
personal, and affected none but himself; (2) that each man, 
consequently, is born with powers as incorrupt as those of Adam, 
and only falls into sin under the force of temptation and evil 
example; (3) that children who die in infancy, being untainted 
by sin, are saved without baptism. Views such as these were 
obviously in conflict with the whole course of Augustine's 
experience, as well as with his interpretation of the catholic 
doctrine of the Church. And when his attention was drawn 
to them by the trial and excommunication of Coelestius, he 
undertook their refutation, first of all in three books on the 
punishment and forgiveness of sins and the baptism of infants 
(De peccalorum nseritis el remissions et de baptismo parvulorum), 
addressed to his friend Marcellinus, in which he vindicated the 
necessity of baptism of infants because of original sin and the 
grace of God by which we are justified (Retract. u. 23). This 
VMS in 412. In the same year he addressed a further treatise 
to the same Marcellinus on The Spirit and the Letter (De spirits 
d littera). Three years later he composed the treatises on Nature 
and Grace (De nature et gratio) and the relation of the human 
to the divine righteousness (De perfection iustitiae hominis). 
The controversy was continued during many years in no fewer 
than fifteen treatises. Upon no subject did Augustine bestow 
MOM of his intellectual strength, and in relation to no other have  

his views so deeply and permanently affected the course of 
Christian thought. Even those who most usually agree with 
his theological standpoint will hardly deny that, while he did 
much in these writings to vindicate divine truth and to expound 
the true relations of the divine and human, he also, here as else-
where, was hurried into extreme expressions as to the absolute-
ness of divine grace and the extent of human corruption. Like 
his great disciple in a later age—Luther—Augustine was prone 
to emphasize the side of truth which he had most realized 
in his own experience, and, in contradistinction to the Pelagian 
exaltation of human nature, to depreciate its capabilities beyond 
measure 

In addition to these controversial writings, which mark the 
great epochs of Augustine's life and ecclesiastical activity after 
his settlement as a bishop at Hippo, he was the author of other 
works, some of them better known and even more important. 
His great work, the most elaborate, and in some respects the 
most significant, that came from his pen, is Tke City of God 
(De clouds Des). It is designed as a great apologetic treatise 
in vindication of Christianity and the Christian Church,— the 
latter conceived as rising in the form of a new civic order on 
the crumbling ruins of the Roman empire,—but it is also, 
perhaps, the earliest contribution to the philosophy of history, 
as it is a repertory throughout of his cherished theological 
opinions. This work and his Confessions are, probably, those 
by which he is best known, the one as the highest expression of 
his thought, and the other as the best monument of his living 
piety and Christian experience. The City of God was begun in 
413, and continued to be issued in its several portions for 
period of thirteen years, or till 426. The Confessions were 
written shortly after he became a bishop, about 397, and give 
a vivid sketch of his early career. To the devout utterances 
and aspirations of a great soul they add the charm of personal 
disclosure, and have never ceased to excite admiration in all 
spirits of kindred piety. Something of this charm also belongs 
to the Retreetations, that remarkable work in which Augustine, 
in 427, towards the end of his life, held as it were a review of his 
literary activity, in order to improve what was erroneous and 
to make clear what was doubtful in it. His systematic treatise 
on The Trinity (De Trinitak) which extends to fifteen books 
and occupied him for nearly thirty years, must not be passed 
over. This important work, unlike most of his dogmatic writings, 
was not provoked by any special controversial emergency, kit 
grew up silently during this long period in the author's mind. 
This has given it something more of completeness and organic 
arrangement than is navel with Augustine, if it has also led him 
into the prolonged discussion of various analogies, more curious 
than apt in their bearing on the doctrine which he expounds. 
Brief and concise is the presentation of the Catholic doctrine 
in the compendium, which, about 421, he wrote at the request 
of a Roman layman named Laurentius (Encheiridion, size de fide 
spa et caritak). In spite of its title, the compendious work on 
Christian doctrine (De doctrine ckristiana), begun as early as 
393, but only finished in 426, does not belong to the dogmatic 
writings. It is a sort of Biblical hermeneutic, in which homiletic 
questions are also dealt with. His catechetical principles Augus-
tine developed in the charming writing De cakchizandis mutates 
(c. 400). A large number of tractates are devoted to moral 
and theological problems (Contra mendecium, c. 420; De beano 
conjugali, 4or, &c.). A widespread influence was exercised 
by the treatise De opere monackorum (c.400), in which, on the 
ground of Holy Scripture, manual work was demanded of monks. 
Of less importance than the remaining works are the numerous 
exegetical writings, among which the commentary on the Gospel 
of St John deserves a special mention. These have a value 
owing to Augustine's appreciation of the deeper spiritual mean-
ing of scripture, but hardly for their exegetical qualities. His 
Lctkrs are full of interest owing to the light they throw on many 
questions in the ecclesiastical history of the time, and owing to 
his relations with such contemporary theologians as Jerome. 
They have, however, neither the liveliness nor the varied interest 
of the letters of Jerome himself. As a preacher Augustine was 
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of great importance. We still possess almost four hundred 
sermons which may be ascribed to him with certainty. Many 
others only pass under his cekbrated name. 

The closing years of the great bishop were full of sorrow. The 
Vandals, who had been gradually enclosing the Roman empire, 
appeared before the gates of Hippo, and laid siege to it. Augus-
tine was ill with his last illness, and could only pray for his 
fellow-citizens. He passed away during the siege, on the 28th 
of August 430, at the age of seventy-five, and thus was spared 
the indignity of seeing the city in the hands of the enemy. 

The character of Augustine, both as a man and as a theologian, 
has been briefly indicated in the course of our sketch. None can 
deny the greatness of Augustine's soul—his enthusiasm, his 
unceasing search after truth, his affectionate disposition, his 
ardour, his self-devotion. And even those who may doubt the 
soundness of his dogmatic conclusions, cannot but acknowledge 
the,  depth of his spiritual convictions, and the logical force and 
penetration with which be handled the most difficult questions, 
thus weaving all the elements of his experience and of his profound 
scriptural knowledge into a great system of Christian thought. 
Of the four great Fathers of the Church he was admittedly the 
greatest—more profound than Ambrose, his spiritual father, more 
original and systematic than Jerome, his correspondent, and 
intellectually far more distinguished than Gregory the Great, 
his pupil on the papal throne. The theological position and 
influence of Augustine may be said to be unrivalled. No single 
name has ever exercised such power over the Christian Church, 
and no one mind ever made so deep an impression upon Christian 
thought. In him scholastics and mystics, popes and the 
opponents of the papal supremacy, have seen their champion. 
He was the fulcrum on which Luther rested the thoughts by 
which he sought to lift the past of the Church out of the 
rut; yet the judgment of Catholics still proclaims the ideas of 
Augustine as the only sound basis of philosophy. 

The best complete edition of Augustine's works is that of the 
Maurines, in tt vols. fol. published at Paris, 1679-1700. and re-
printed in Migne's Pairologie (Paris, 1841-1842). Of the new critical 
edition in the Corpus Scriplorum Ecclesiasticorunt Latinorum, issued 
by the Vienna Academy, thirteen volumes had been published in 
1908, including the Confessions, the Retractations, De civitate Dei, 
and a number of exegetical and of dogmatic polemical works, 
together with a portion of the Letters. An English translation of 
nearly the whole of Augustine's writings will be found in the Select 
Library of the Nicene and post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church 
(series r, Buffalo, 1886, &c.). Tille:nont, in his Alimony: pour weir 
a l'histozre ecadsiastique des Vs premiers tildes, has devoted a quarto 
volume (vol. xiii.) to Augustine's life and writings. The most com-
plete monographs are those on the Catholic side by Kloth (Aix-la-
Chapelle, 1839-1840, 3 vols.) and J. J. F. Poujoulat (7th ed., Paris, 
1886, 2 vols.), and on the Protestant side by Birtdemann (Berlin, 
Leipzig, Greifswald, 5844-1869, ; vole.). There are interesting 
sketches, from quite different points of view, by von Hertling, 
A ugustinus (2nd ed., Mainz, 1904), and Joseph McCabe, St Augustine 
and lids Are (London, 1903). See also Nourrisson, La Philosophic 

Sl .Aujo.,:zn (.cad ed., 	1566, 2 s ■-.1.s.)• H. A. 	St 
Augustin, Erode say la diseloppenumt de ,  sa pees& jusqu'a 
de son ordination (Geneva, 1872); Dorner, Au:outlaw (Berlin. 1873); 
Reuter, Augustinische Studien (Gotha, 1886); F. Scheel, Die 
A nut:outing Augustins Ober Christi Person and Werk (Tubingen. 
19or); A. Hatzfeld, Saint Augustin (6th ed., Paris. 1902); G. von 
Hertling, A ugustin rains. 1902); A. Egger, Der heilige Aszputinus 
(Kempten, 1904); . N. Espenberger Die Elemente der krbsfincle 
sack Augustus u

a 

der Frithscholastik (Mainz, 1905); S. Angus, 
The Sources of the First Ten Books of Augustine's De Cioitate Des 
(Princeton, 1906); and the more modern text-books of the history 
of dogma, especially Harnack. (G. K.) 

AUGUSTINE, SAINT (d. c.6t3), first archbishop of Canterbury, 
occupied a position of authority in the monastery of St Andrew 
at Rome, when Gregory L summoned him to lead a mission to 
England in A.D. 596. The apprehensions of Augustine's followers 
caused him to return to Rome, but the pope furnished him with 
letters of commendation and encouraged him to proceed. He 
landed in Thanot in A.D. 597, and was favourably received by 
/Ethelberht, king of Kent, who granted a dwelling-place for 
the monks in Canterbury, and allowed them liberty to preach. 
Augustine first made use of the ancient church of St Martin at 
Canterbury, which before his arrival had been the oratory of the 
Queen Berhta and her, confessor Liudhard. Athelberitt upon  

his conversion employed all his 'influence in support of the 
mission. In 6or Augustine received the pallium from Gregory 
and was given authority over the Celtic churches in Britain, as 
well as all future bishops consecrated in English ten itory. 
including York. Authority over the see of York was not, 
however, to descend to Augustine's successors. In 603 he 
consecrated Christ Church, Canterbury, and built the monastery 
of SS. Peter and Paul, afterwards known as St Augustine's. 
At the conference of Augustine's Oak he endeavoured in 
vain to bring over the Celtic church to the observance of the 
Roman Easter. He afterwards consecrated Mellitus and Justus 
to the sees of London and Rochester respectively. The 
date of his death is not recorded by Bede, but MS. F of the 
Saxon Chronicle puts it in 614, and the Aureoles Ifonastericascs 
in 612. 

See Bede, Ecd. HOL (ed. by Plummer), i. 23-ii. 3. 
AUGUSTINIAN CANONS, a religious order in . the Roman 

Catholic Church, called also Austin Canons, Canons-Regular, 
and in England Black Canons, because their cassock andenande 
were black, though they wore a white surplice : elsewhere the 
colour of the habit varied considerably. 

The canonsregular (see Carron) grew out of ft-earlier institute 
of canonical life, in consequence of the urgent exhortations of 
the Lateran Synod of sose. The clergy of some cathedrals 
(in England, Carlisle), and of a great number of collegiate 
churches all over western Europe, responded to the appeal; and 
the need of a rule of life suited to the new regime produced, 
towards the end of the lith century, the so-called Rule of St 
Augustine (see AUGUSTINIANS). This Rule was widely adopted 
by the canons regular, who also began to bind themselves by 
the vows of poverty, obedience and chastity. In the 12th 
century this discipline became universal among them; and so 
arose the order of Augustinian canons as a religious order in the 
strict sense of the word. They resembled the monks in so far 
as they lived in community and took religious vows; but their 
state of life remained essentially clerical, and as clerics their 
duty was to undertake the pastoral care and serve the parish 
churches in their patronage. They were bound to the choral 
celebration of the divine office, and in its general tenor their 
manner of life differed little from that of monks. 

Their houses, at first without bonds between them, soon 
tended to draw together and coalesce in to congregations with cor-
porate organization and codes of constitutions supplementary to 
the Rule. The popes encouraged these centralizing tendencies; 
and in 1339 Benedict XII. organized the Augustinian canons on 
the same general lines as those laid down for the Benedictines, 
by a system of provincial chapters and visitations. 

Some thirty congregations of canons regular of St Augustine 
are numbered. The most important were: (1) the Lateran 
canons, formed soon after the synod of 1059, by the clergy of 
the Lateran Basilica; (2) Congregation of St Victor in Paris, 
c. rico, remarkable for the theological and mystical school of 
Hugh, Richard and Adam of St Victor; (3) Gilbertines (see 
GILBERT Or SEMPRINCIIAM, ST); (4) Windesbeim Congregation, 
c. isoo, in the Netherlands and over north and central Germany 
(see Geom., GERHARD), to which belonged Thomas i Kerapis; 
(5) Congregation of Ste Genevieve in Paris, a reform c. z63o. 
During the later middle ages the houses of these various con-
gregations of canons regular spread all over Europe and became 
extraordinarily numerous. They underwent the natural and 
inevitable vicissitudes of all orders, having their periods of 
depression and degeneracy, and again of =vival and reform. 
The book of Johann Busch, himself a canon of Windesheim, De 
Reformation. stexasicrierion, shows that in the 15th century 
grave relaxation had crept into many monasteries of Augustinian 
canons in north Germany, and the efforts at reform were only 
partially successful. The Reformation, the religious wars and 
the Revolution have swept away nearly all the canons regular, 
but some of their houses in Austria still exist in their medieval 
splendour. In England there were as many as 200 houses of 
Augustinian canons, and 6o of them were among the " greater 
monasteries " suppressed in 1338-134o (for list see Tables in 
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T. A. Gasquet's English Monastic Life). The first foundation 
was Holy Trinity, Aldgate, by Queen Maud, in 11128; Carlisle 
was an English cathedral of Augustinian canons. In Ireland 
the order was even more numerous, Christ Church, Dublin, 
being one of their houses. Three houses of the Lateran canons 
were established in England towards the close of the 19th 
century. Most of the congregations of Augustinian canons had 
convents of nuns, called canonesses; many such exist to this day. 

See the works of Amon and Du Molinet, mentioned under CANON. 
Vol. IL of Helyot's Hist. des ordres religiose (4792) is devoted to 
canons regular of all kinds. The information is epitomized by 
Max Heimbucher, Orden and Kongregationen. i. (1896), U 54-6o, 
where copious references to the literature of the surt are sup- 
plied. See also Otto Zockler,Askese send Menchium,ii. 4897), p.422 ; 
and Wetzer and Welte, Kirchenksir.on (end ed.), art. " Canonici 
Regulares " and " Canonissae." For England see J. W. Clark, 
Observances is use at the Augustinian Priory at Barntodl (4897); 
and an

mes 
 article in Journal of Theological Studies (v.) by Scott 

Hol.  
AUGUSTINIAN HERMITS, or FRIARS, a religious order in 

the Roman Catholic Church, sometimes called (but improperly) 
Black Friars (see FRIARS). In the first half of the 13th century 
there were in central Italy various small congregations of hermits 
living according to different rules. The need of co-ordinating 
and organizing these hermits induced the popes towards r 25o 
to unite into one body a number of these congregations, so as to 
form a single religious order, living according to the Rule of St 
Augustine, and called the Order of Augustinian Hermits, or 
simply the Augustinian Order. Special constitutions were drawn 
up for its government, on the same lines as the Dominicans and 
other mendicants—a general elected by chapter, provincials to 
rule in the different countries, with assistants, definitors and 
visitors. For this reason, and because almost from the beginning 
the term " hermits " became a misnomer (for they abandoned 
the deserts and lived conventually in towns), they ranked 
among the friars, and became the fourth of the mendicant orders. 
The observance and manner of life was, relatively to those times, 
mild, meat being allowed four days in the week. The habit is 
black. The institute spread rapidly all over western Europe, 
so that it eventually came to have forty provinces and 2000 
friaries with some 30,000 members. In England there were 
not more than about 3o houses (see Tables in F. A. Gasquet's 
English Monastic Life). The reaction against the inevitable 
tendencies towards mitigation and relaxation led to a number 
of reforms that produced upwards of twenty different congrega-
tions within the order, each governed by a vicar-general, who was 
subject to the general of the order. Some of these congregations 
went in the matter of austerity beyond the original idea of the 
institute; and so in the r6th century there arose in Spain, 
Italy and France, Discalced or Barefooted Hermits of St Augus-
tine, who provided in each province one house wherein a strictly 
eremitical life might be led by such as desired it. 

About isoo a great attempt at a reform of this kind was set 
on foot among the Augustinian Hermits of northern Germany, 
and they were formed into a separate congregation independent 
of the general. It was from this congregation that Luther went 
forth, and great numbers of the German Augustinian Hermits, 
among them Wenceslaus Link the provincial, followed hint 
and embraced the Reformation, so that the congregation was 
dissolved in 1526. 

The Reformation and later revolutions have destroyed most 
of the houses of Augustinian Hermits, so that now only about a 
hundred exist in various parts of Europe and America; in Ireland 
they are relatively numerous, having survived the penal times. 
The Augustinian school of theology (Noris, Berti) was formed 
among the Hermits. There have been many convents of Augus-
tinian Hermitesses, chiefly in the Barefooted congregations; 
such convents exist still in Europe and North America, devoted 
to education and hospital work. There have also been numerous 
congregations of Augustinian Tertiaries, both men and women, 
connected with the order and engaged on charitable works of 
every kind (see TERTIARIES). 

See Helyot. Hist. des ordres 'dirtiest: (1792), ill.; Max Heimbucher. 
Arden Nei Kongregationen, f. (r1196), k 61 -65; Weteer sad Went, 

Kiechenlexicate (2nd ed.), art " Augustiner "; Herzog, 
klopddie (3rd ed.), art. " Augustiner." The chief bookRaOineniZ 
subject is Th. Kolde, Die &utscken elugustiner-Reitgregationers 
(1879). (E. C. B.) 

AlJOUSTINIANS, in the Roman Catholic Church, a generic 
name for religious orders that follow the so-called " Rule of 
St Augustine." The chief of these orders are:—Augustinian 
Canons (q.v.), Augustinian Hermits (q.v.) or Friars, Premon-
stnttensians (q.v.), Trinitarians (q.v.), Gilbertines (see GILBERT 
or SEWPRINGBAY, Sr). The following orders, though not called 
Augustinians, also have St Augustine's Rule as the basis of their 
life: Dominicans, Semites, Our Lady of Ransom, Hieronymites, 
Assumptionists and many others; also orders of women: 
Brigittines, Ursulines, Visitation nuns and a vast number of 
congregations of women, spread over the Old and New Worlds, 
devoted to education and charitable works of all kinds. 

See Helyot, Ordras religieus (1pp), vols. 	iv.; Max Heim- 
bucher, Orden said Kongregationen, t. (1896), 66-85; Weiser uad 
Welts, Kirckenkricon, 1., 1665-1667. 

St Augustine never wrote a Rule, properly so called; but 
Bp. 2I I (el. roe) is a long letter of practical advice to a com-
munity of nuns, on their daily life; and Seem. MS, 356  describe 
the common life he led along with his clerics in Hippo. When in 
the second half of the 1 4th century the clergy of a great number 
of collegiate churches were undertaking to live a substantially 
monastic form of life (see CANON), it was natural that they 
should look back to this classical model for clerics living in 
community. And so attention was directed to St Augustine's 
writings on community life; and out of them, end spurious 
writings attributed to him, were compiled towards the close of 
the nth century three Rules, the " First " and " Second " 
being mere fragments, but the " Third " a substantive rule of 
life in 45 sections, often grouped in twelve chapters. This Third 
Rule is the one known as " the Rule of St Augustine." Being 
confined to fundamental principles without entering into details, 
it has proved itself admirably suited to form the foundation of 
the religious life of the most varied orders and congregations, 
and since the 12th century it has proved more prolific than the 
Benedictine Rule. In an uncritical age it was attributed to St 
Augustine himself, and Augustinians, especially the canons, put 
forward fantastic claims to antiquity, asserting unbroken con-
tinuity, not merely from St Augustine, but from Christ and the 
Apostles- 

The three Rules are printed in Dugdale, Mows:ism (ed. 1846), vi. 
az; and in Holsten-Brockie. Codex Regulation, ii. 121. For the 
literature see Otto Zackler, Askese sad MOndshan (1897). pp. 347. 
354 (E. C. B.) 

AUGUSTOWO, a city of Russian Poland, in the government 
of Suwalki, 20 m. S. of the town of that name, on a canal 
(65 m.) connecting the Vistula with the Niemen. It was founded 
in 1557 by Sigismund II. (Augustus), and is laid out in a very 
regular manner, with a spacious market-place. It carries on a 
large trade in cattle and horses, and manufactures linen and 
huckaback. Pop. (1897) 12,746. 

AUGUSTUS (a name ,  derived from Lat. augeo, increase, 
i.e. venerable, majestic, Gr. Zefictards), the title given by the 
Roman senate, on the 17th of January 27 s.c., to Gains Julius 
Caesar Octavianus (63 B.C.—A.D. 54), or as he was originally 
designated, Gaius Octavius, in recognition of his eminent services 
to the state (Mon. Anc. 34), and borne by him as the first of the 
Roman emperors. The title was adopted by all the succeeding 
Caesars or emperors of Rome long after they had ceased to be 
connected by blood with the first Augustus. 

Gains Octavius was born in Rome on the 23rd of September 
63 B.C., the year of Cicero's consulship and of Catiline's conspiracy. 
He came of a family of good standing, long settled at Velitrae 
(Velletri), but his father was the first of the family to obtain a 
curule magistracy at Rome and senatorial dignity. His mother, 
however, was Atia, daughter of Julia, the wife of M. Atius 
Balbus, and sister of Julius Caesar, and it was this connexion with 
the great dictator which determined his career. In his fifth 
year (58 n.c.) his father died; about a year later his mother 

, On the name see Neumann, in Pauly-Wissowa's Realergyelo• 
pathe f. cf. alterth., sv. 2374 
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remarried, and the young Octavius passed under her care to that 
of his stepfather, L. Ma reins Philippus. At the age of twelve (5z 
p.c.) he delivered the customary funeral panegyric on his grand-
mother Julia, his first public appearance. On the 18th of October 
48 (or ? 47) B.C. he assumed the " toga virilis " and was elected 
into the pontifical college, an exceptional honour which be no 
doubt owed to his great-uncle, now dictator and master of Rome. 
In 46 s.c. be shared in the glory of Caesar's African triumph, 
and in 45 he was made a patrician by the senate, and designated 
as one of Caesar's " masters of the horse " for the next year. 
In the autumn of 45,  Caesar, who was planning his Parthian 
campaign, sent his nephew to study quietly at the Greek colony of 
Apollonia, in Illyria. Here the news of Caesar's murder reached 
him and he crossed to Italy. On landing he learnt that Caesar 
bad made him his heir and adopted him into the Julian gens, 
whereby he acquired the designation of Gains Julius Caesar 
Octavianus. The inheritance was a perilous one; his mother 
and others would have dissuaded him from accepting it, but he, 
confident in his abilities, declared at once that he would under-
take its obligations, and discharge the sums bequeathed by the 
dictator to the Roman people. Mark Antony had possessed 
himself of Caesar's papers and effects, and made light of his 
young nephew's pretensions. Brutus and Cassius paid him little 
regard, and dispersed to their respective provinces. Cicero, 
much charmed at the attitude of Antonius, hoped to make use of 
him, and flattered him to the utmost, with the expectation, 
however, of getting rid of him as soon as he had served his purpose. 
Octavianus conducted himself with consummate adroitness, 
making use of all competitors for power, but assisting none. 
Considerable forces attached themselves to him. The senate, 
when it armed the consuls against Antonius, called upon him for 
assistance; and he took part in the campaign in which Antonius 
was defeated at Mutina (43 B.C.). The soldiers of Octavianus 
demanded the consulship for him, and the senate, though now 
much alarmed, could not prevent his election. He now effected 
a coalition with Antonius and Lepidus, and on the 27th of Nov-
ember 43 B.C. the three were formally appointed a triumvirate 
for the reconstitution of the commonwealth for five years. 
They divided the western provinces among them, the east being 
held for the republic by Brutus and Cassius. They drew up a 
list of proscribed citizens, and caused the assassination of three 
hundred senators and two thousand knights. They further 
confiscated the territories of many cities throughout Italy, and 
divided them among their soldiers. Cicero was murdered at 
the demand of Antonius. The remnant of the republican party 
took refuge either with Brutus and Cassius in the East, or with 
Sextus Pompeius, who had made himself master of the seas. 

Octavianus and Antonius crossed the Adriatic in 42 B.C. to 
reduce the last defenders of the republic. Brutus and Cassius 
were defeated, and fell at the battle of Philippi War soon broke 
out between the victors, the chief incident of which was the 
siege and capture by famine of Perusia, and the alleged sacrifice 
of three hundred of its defenders by the young Caesar at the 
altar of his uncle. But peace was again made between them 
(40 s.c.). Antonius married Octavia, his rival's sister, and took 
for himself the eastern half of the empire, leaving the west to 
Caesar. Lepidus was reduced to the single province of Africa. 
Meanwhile Sextus Pompeius made himself formidable by cutting 
off the supplies of grain from Rome. The triumvirs were obliged 
to concede to him the islands in the western Mediterranean. 
But Octavianus could not allow the capital to be kept in alarm 
for its daily sustenance. He picked a quarrel with Sextus, and 
when his colleagues failed to support him, undertook to attack 
him alone. Antonius, indeed, came at last to his aid, in return 
for military assistance in the campaign he meditated in the East. 
But Octavianus was well served by the commander of his fleet, 
M. Vipsanius Agrippa. Sextus was completely routed, and 
driven into Asia, where he perished soon afterwards (36 s.c.). 
Lepidus was an object of contempt to all parties, and Octavianus 
and Antonius remained to fight for supreme power. 

The five years (36-31 a.c.) which preceded the decisive en-
counter between the two rivals were wasted by Antony in fruitless  

campaigns, and in a dalliance with Cleopatra which shocked 
Roman sentiment. By Octavian they were employed in strength. 
ening his hold on the West, and his claim to be regarded as the 
one possible saviour of Rome and Roman civilization. His 
marriage .with Livia (38 a.c.) placed by his side a sagacious 
counsellor and a loyal ally, whose services were probably as 
great as even those of his trusted friend Marcus Agrippa. With 
their help be set himself to win the confidence of a public still 
inclined to distrust the author of the proscriptions of 43 B.C. 
Brigandage was suppressed in Italy, and the safety of the Italian 
frontiers secured against the raids of Alpine tribes on the north-
west and of Illyrian on the east, while Rome was purified and 
beautified, largely with the help of Agrippa (aedile in 33 s.c.). 
Meanwhile, indignation at Antony's un-Roman excesses, and 
alarm at Cleopatra's rumoured schemes of founding a Greco-
Oriental empire, were rapidly increasing. In 32 B.C. Antony's 
repudiation of his wife Octavia, sister of Octavian, and the dis-
covery of his will, with its clear proofs of Cleopatra's dangerous 
ascendancy, brought matters to a climax, and war was declared, 
not indeed against Antony, but against Cleopatra. 

The decisive battle was fought on the and of September 31 n.c. 
at Actium on the Epirot coast, and resulted in the almost total 
destruction of Antony's fleet and the surrender of his land forces. 
Not quite a year later (Aug. 5, 3o Lc.) followed the capture 
of Alexandria and the deaths by their own hands of Antony and 
Cleopatra. On the rith of January 29 B.C. the restoration of 
peace was marked by the closing of the temple of Janus for the 
first time for 200 years. In the summer Octavian returned to 
Italy, and in August celebrated a three days' triumph. He was 
welcomed, not as a successful combatant in a civil war, but as the 
man who had vindicated the sovereignty of Rome against its 
assailants, as the saviour of the republic and of his fellow-citizens, 
above all as the restorer of peace. 

He was now, to quote his own words, " master of all things," 
and the Roman world looked to him for some permanent settle. 
ment of the distracted empire. His first task was the re-establish-
ment of a regular and constitutional government, such as had 
not existed since Julius Caesar crossed the Rubicon twenty 
years before. To this task he devoted the next eighteen months 
(Aug. 29-Jan. 27 s.c.). In the article on Roux: History (q.v.), 
his achievements are described in detail, and only a brief 
summary need be given here. The " prindpate," to give the 
new form of government its most appropriate name, was a 
compromise thoroughly characteristic of the combination of 
tenacity of purpose with cautious respect for forms and conven-
tions which distinguished its author. The republic was restored; 
senate, magistrates and assembly resumed their ancient func-
tions; and the public life of Rome began to run once more in 
the familiar grooves. The triumvirate with its irregularities 
and excesses was at an end. The controlling authority, which 
Octavian bimePlf wielded, could hot indeed be safely dispensed 
with. But henceforward he was to exercise it under constitu-
tional forms and limitations, and with the express sanction of 
the senate and people. Octavian was legally invested for a 
period of ten years with the government of the important 
frontier provinces, with the sole command of the military and 
naval forces of the state, and the exclusive control of its foreign 
relations. At home it was understood that he would year by 
year be elected consul, and enjoy the powers and pre-eminence 
attached to the chief magistracy of the Roman state. Thus 
the republic was restored under the presidency and patronage 
of its " first citizen" (princeps civitatis). 

In acknowledgment of this happy settlement and of his 
other services further honours were conferred upon Octavian. 
On the 13th of January 27 B.c., the birthday of the restored 
republic, he was awarded the civic crown to be placed over the 
door of his house, in token that he had saved his fellow-citizens 
and restored the Republic. Four days later (Jan. 57) the senate 

• conferred upon him the cognomen of Augustus. 
But it was not only the machinery of government in Rome 

that needed repair. Twenty years of civil war and confusion 
had disorganized the empire;  and the strong band of Augustus, 
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as he must now be called, could alone restore confidence and 
order. Towards the end of 27 s.c he left Rome for Gaul, and 
from that date until October re s.c. he was mainly occupied 
with the reorganization of the provinces and of the provincial 
administration, first of all in the West and then in the East. 
It was during his stay in Asia (so s.c.) that the Parthian king 
Phraates voluntarily restored the Roman prisoners and standards 
taken at Carrhae (53 s.c.), a welcome tribute to the respect 
inspired by Augustus, and a happy augury for the future. In 
October to s.c. he returned to Rome, and the senate ordered 
that the day of his return (Oct. is) should thenceforward be 
observed as a public holiday. The period of ten years for which 
his imperium had been granted him was nearly ended, and 
though much remained to be done, very much had been accom-
plished. The pacification of northern Spain by the subjugation 
of the Astures and Cantabri, the settlement of the wide territories 
added to the empire by Julius Caesar in Gaul—the " New Gaul," 
or the " long-haired Gaul" (Gallia Comata) as it was called by 
way of distinction from the old province of Gallia Narbonensis 
(see Gaut)—and the re-establishment of Roman authority 
over the kings and princes of the Near East, were achievements 
which fully justified the acclamation of senate and people. 

In t8 s.c. Augustus's iIIIPCIi1011 was renewed for five years, 
and his tried friend Marcus Agrippa, now his son-in-law, was 
associated with him as a colleague. From October of to n.c. 
till the middle of 16 B.C. Augustus's main attention was given 
to Rome and to domestic reform, and to this period belong 
such measures as the Julian law " as to the marriage of the 
orders." In June of :7 s.c. the opening of the new and better 
age, which he had worked to bring about, was marked by the 
celebration in Rome of the Secular games. The chief actors in 
the ceremony were Augustus himself and his colleague Agrippa, 
—while, as the extant record tells us, the processional hymn, 
chanted by youths and maidens first before the new temple of 
Apollo on the Palatine and then before the temple of Jupiter 
on the Capitol, was composed by Horace. The hymn, the 
well-known Canna Saeesslare, gives fervent expression to the 
prevalent emotions of joy and gratitude. 

In the next year (x6 s.c.), however, Augustus was suddenly 
called away from Rome to deal with a problem which engrossed 
much of his attention for the next twenty-five years. The 
defeat of Marcus Lollius, the legate commanding on the Rhine, 
by a horde of German invaders, seems to have determined 
Augustus to take in hand the whole question of the frontiers 
of the empire towards the north, and the effective protection 
of Gaul and Italy. The work was entrusted to Augustus's 
step-sons Tiberius and Drusus. The first step was the annexation 
of Noricum and Raetia (r6-r5 s.c.), which brought under Roman 
control the mountainous district through which the direct 
routes lay from North Italy to the upper waters of the Rhine 
and the Danube. East of Noricum Tiberius reduced to order 
for the time the restless tribes of Pannonia, and probably 
established a military post at Carnuntum on the Danube. To 
Drusus fell the more ambitious task of advancing the Roman 
frontier line from the Rhine to the Elbe, a work which occupied 
him until his death in Germany in co s.c. In :3 s.c. Augustus 
had returned to Rome; his return, and the conclusion of his 
second period of rule, were commemorated by the erection of 
one of the most beautiful monuments of the Augustan age, the 
Ara Pacis Augustae (see ROMAN ART, Pl. II, III). His imperium 
was renewed, again for five years, and in 22 s.c., on the death of 
his former fellow-triumvir Lepidus, he was elected Pontifex 
Maximus. But this third period of his isaperistm brought with it 
losses which Augustus must have keenly felt. Only a few months 
after his reappointment as Augustus's colleague, Marcus Agrippa, 
his trusted friend since boyhood, died. As was fully his due, 
his funeral oration was pronounced by Augustus, and he was 
buried in the mausoleum near the Tiber built by Augustus for 
himself and his family. Three years later his brilliant step-son 
Drusus•died on his way back from a campaign in Germany, in 
which he had reached the Elbe. Finally In 8 R.C. he lost the 
comrade who next to Agrippa had been the most intimate 
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friend and counsellor of Ms early manhood, Gains alnius Mae. 
cenas, the patron of Virgil and Horace. 

For the moment Augustus turned, almost of necessity, to his 
surviving step-son. Tiberius was associated with him as Agrippa 
had been in the tribunician power, was married against his 
will to Julia, and sent to complete his brother Drusus's work in 
Germany (7-6 s.c.). But Tiberius was only his step-son, and, 
with all his great qualities, was never a very lovable man. 
On the other band, the two sons of Agrippa and Julia, Gaius 
and Lucius, were of his own blood and evidently dear to him. 
Both had been adopted by Augustus (17 s.c.). In 6 s.c. Tiberius, 
who had just received the tribunician power, was transferred 
from Germany to the East, where the situation in Armenia 
demanded attention. His sudden withdrawal to Rhodes has 
been variously explained, but, in part at least, it was probably 
.due to the plain indications which Augustus now gave of his 
wish that the young Caesars should be regarded as his heirs. 
The elder, Gains, now fifteen years old (5 s.c.), was formally 
introduced to the people as consul-designate by Augustus 
himself, who for this purpose resumed the consulship (z ath) 
which he had dropped since 23 s.c., and was authorised to take 
part in the deliberations of the Senate. Three years later 
(s s.c.) Augustus, now consul for the 13th and last time, paid a 
similar compliment to the younger brother Lucius. In x s.c. 
Gain was given proconsular imperium, and sent to re-establish 
oraer in Armenia, and a few years afterwards (a.e. s) Lucius 
was sent to Spain, apparently to take command of the legions 
there. But the fates were unkind; Lucius fell sick and died 
at Marseilles on his way out, and in the next year (A.D. 3) Gains, 
wounded by an obscure hand in Armenia, started reluctantly 
for home, only to die in Lycia. Tiberius alone was left, and 
Augustus, at once accepting facts, formally and finally declared 
him to be his colleague and destined successor (a.o. 4) and 
adopted him as his son. 

The interest of the last ten years of Augustus's life centres 
in the events occurring on the northern frontier. The difficult 
task of bringing the German tribes between the Rhine and the 
Elbe under Roman rule, commenced by Drusus in 13 s.c., had 
on his death been continued by Tiberius (q-6 s.c.). During 
Tiberius's retirement in Rhodes no decisive progress was made, 
but in A.D. 4 operations on a large scale were resumed. From 
Velleius Paterculus, who himself served in the war, we learn 
that in the first campaign Roman authority was restored over 
the tribes between the Rhine and the Weser, and that the Roman 
forces, instead of returning as usual to their headquarters on 
the Rhine, went into winter-quarters near the source of the 
Lippe. In the next year (a.o. 5) the Elbe was reached by the 
troops, while the fleet, after a hazardous voyage, arrived at 
the mouth of the same river and sailed some way up it. Both 
feats are deservedly commemorated by Augustus himself in the 
Ancyran monument. To complete the conquest of Germany 
and to connect the frontier with the line of the Danube, it 
seemed that only one thing remained to be done, to break the 
power of the Marcomanni and their king Maroboduus. In the 
spring of A.D. 6 preparations were made for this final achieve-
ment; the territory of the Marcomanni (now Bohemia) was 
to be invaded simultaneously by two columns. One, starting 
apparently from the headquarters of the army of Upper Germany 
at Mainz, was to advance by way of the Black Forest and attack 
Maroboduus on the west; the other, led by Tiberius himself, 
was to start from the new military base at Carnuntum on the 
Danube and operate from the south-east. 

But the attack was never delivered, for at this moment, in 
the rear of Tiberius, the whole of Pannonia and Dalniatia burst 
into a blaze of insurrection. The crisis is pronounced by Suetonius 
to have been more serious than any which had confronted Rome 
since the Hannibalic war, for it was not merely the loss of a 
province but the invasion of Italy that was threatened, and 
Augustus openly declared in the senate that the insurgents 
might be before Rome in ten days. He himself moved to 
Ariminum to be nearer the seat of war, recruiting was vigorously 
carried on is Rome and Italy, and legions were summoned from 
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Moesia and even from Asia. In the end, and not including the 
Thracian cavalry of King Rhoemetalces, a force of. is legions 
with an equal number of auxiliaries was employed. Even so 
the task of putting down the insurrection was difficult enough, 
and it was not until late in the summer of A.D. 9, after three years 
of fighting, that Germanicus, who had been sent to assist Tiberius, 
ended the war by the capture of Andetrium in Dalmatia. 

Five days later the news reached Rome of the disaster to Varus 
and his legions, in the heart of what was to have been the new 
province of Germany beyond the Rhine. The disaster was 
avowedly due entirely to Varus's incapacity and. vanity, and 
might no doubt have been repaired by leaders of the calibre of 
Tiberius and Germanicus. Augustus, however, was now seventy-
two, the Dalmatian outbreak had severely tried his nerve, and 
now for the second time in three years the fates seemed to pro-
nounce clearly against a further prosecution of his long-cherished 
scheme of a Roman Germany reaching to the Elbe. 

AU that was immediately necessary was done. Recruiting 
was pressed forward in Rome, and first Tiberius and then 
Germanicus were despatched to the Rhine. But the German 
leaders were too prudent to risk defeat, and the Roman generals 
devoted their attention mainly to strengthening the line of the 
Rhine. 

The defeat of Varus, and the tacit abandonment of the plans 
of expansion begun twenty-five years before, are almost the last 
events of importance in the long principate of Augustus. The 
last five years of his life (A.D. ro-14) were untroubled by war 
or disaster. Augustus was ageing fast, and was more and more 
disinclined to appear personally in the senate or in public. Yet 
in A.D. 13 he consented, reluctantly we are told, to yet one more 
renewal of his imperium for ten years, stipulating, however, that 
his step-son Tiberius, himself now over fifty, should be associated 
with himself on equal terms in the administration of the empire. 
Early in the same year (January 16, A.D. t3) the last triumph 
of his principate was celebrated. Tiberius was now in Rome, 
the command on the Rhine having been given to Germanicus, 
who went out to it immediately after his consulship (5.0. 12), 
and the time had come to celebrate the Dalmatian and Pannonian 
triumph, which the defeat of Varus had postponed. Augustus 
witnessed the triumphal procession, and Tiberius, as it turned 
from the Forum to ascend the Capitol, halted, descended from 
his triumphal car, and did reverence to his adopted father. 

One last public appearance Augustus made In Rome. During 
A.D. 13 he and Tiberius conducted a census of Roman citizens, 
the third taken by his orders; the first having been in 28 s.c. 
at the very outset of his rule. The business of the census lasted 
over into the next year, but on the nth of May, A.D. 14, before 
a great crowd in the Campus Martins, Augustus took part in the 
solemn concluding ceremony of burying away out of sight the old 
age and inaugurating the new. The ceremony had been full 
of significance in 28 B.C., and now more than forty years later 
it was given a pathetic interest by Augustus himself. When the 
tablets containing the vows to be offered for the welfare of the 
state during the next lustrum were handed to him, he left the 
duty of reciting them to Tiberius, saying that he would not take 
vows which he was never destined to perform. 

It was apparently at the end of June or early in July that 
Augustus left Rome on his last journey. Travelling by road 
to Astura (Torre Astura) at the southern point of the little bay 
of Antium, he sailed thence to Capri and to Naples. On his way 
at Pateoli, the passengers and crew of a ship just come from 
Alexandria cheered the old man by their spontaneous homage, 
declaring, as they poured libations, that to him they owed life, 
safe passage on the seas, freedom and fortune. ' 

At Naples, in spite of increasing disease, he bravely sat out 
a gymnastic contest held in his honour, and then accompanied 
Tiberius as far as Beneventum on his way to Brundusium and 
Illyricum. On his return he was forced by illness to stop at 
Nola, his father's old home. Tiberius was hastily recalled and 
had a last confidential talk on affairs of state. Thenceforward, 
says Suetonius, he gave no more thnught to such great affairs. 
He bade farewell to his friends, inquired after the health of 

Drusus's.claughter who was ill, and then quietly expired in the 
arms of the wife who for more than fifty years had been his moat 
intimate and trusted guide and counsellor, and to whom his 
last words were an exhortation to " live mindful of our wedded 
life." He died on the loth of August, A.D. 14, in the same room 
in which his father had died before him, and on the anniversary 
of his entrance upon his first consulship fifty-seven years before 
(43 s.c.). The corpse was carried to Rome in slow procession 
along the Appian Way. On the day of the funeral it was borne 
to the Campus Martins on the shoulders of senators and there 
burnt. The ashes were reverently collected by Livia, and placed 
in the mausoleum by the Tiber which her husband had built 
for himself and his family. The last act was the formal decree 
of the senate by which Augustus, like his father Julius before 
him, was added to the number of the gods recognized by the 
Roman state. 

If we except writers like Voltaire who could see in Augusto* 
only the man who had destroyed the old republic and extin+ 
guished political liberty, the verdict of posterity on Augustus 
has varied just in proportion as his critics have fixed their 
attention, mainly, on the means by which be rope to power, 
or the use which he made of the power when acquired. The 
lines of argument followed respectively by friendly and hostile 
contemporaries immediately alter his death (Tac. Ann. i. 9, to) 
have been followed by later writers with little change. But of 
late years, our increasing mistrust of the current gossip about 
him, and our increased knowledge of the magnitude of what 
he actually accomplished, have conspicuously influenced the 
judgments passed upon him. We allow the faults and crimes 
of his early manhood, his cruelties and deceptions, his readiness 
to sacrifice everything that came between him and the end 
he had in view. On the other hand, a careful study of what 
he achieved between the years 38' s.c., when he married Livia, 
and his death in A.D. 14, is now held to give him a claim to rank, 
not merely as an astute and successful intriguer, or an accom-
plished political actor, but as one of the world's great men, a 
statesman who conceived and carried through a scheme of 
political reconstruction which kept the empire together, secured 
peace and tranquillity, and preserved civilization for more than 
two centuries. 

BIBLIOGItArnv.—The most comprehensive work on Augustus and 
his age is that of V. Gardtbausen, Aspires and seine Zest (a vols.. 
Leipzig, 1854-1904), which deals with all aspects of Augustus's life, 
vol. si. consisting of elaborate critical and bibliographical notes. 
See also histories of Rome generally, and among special works-- 
E. S. Shuckburgh, Augustin (London, 1203; reviewed by F. T. 
Richards in Class. Rev. vol. nil), containing the tent of the MOB* 
mentum dliszyranum (ace also Gardthausen, book xiii.); J. B. Firth, 
Augustus Caesar (London, 1903), in " Heroes of the Nations 
series: 0. Seeck, " Kaiser Augustus" (Monograpkiesi swr Web'. 
gentikkle, egos), nine essays on special problems, e.g. the 
campaigns of Muting. Penuna and against Sixtus Pompetus. "dos 
Augususche Zeitalter"; A. Dumeril, " Auguste et Is foodation de 
l'empire romain," in the A smales de /a Fat. des kit. de Lionicaus 
(Ow): a suggestive monograph on the reforms of Augustus in 
relation to the decrease of population is Juks Ferlet's L'Abaissement 
Sc (a natalite if Rome (Pans, rem). (H. F. P.) 

AUGUSTUS I. (1526-r 586), elector of Saxony, was the younger 
son of Henry, duke of Saxony, and consequently belonged to the 
Albertine branch of the Wettin family. Born at Freiberg on the 
31st of July i326, and brought ,  up as a Lutheran, he received a 
good education and studied at the university of Leipzig. When 
Duke Henry died in 1541 he decreed that his lands should be 
divided equally between his two sons, but as his bequest was 
contrary to law, it was not carried out, and the dukedom passed 
almost intact to his elder son, Maurice. Augustus, however, 
remained on friendly terms with his brother, and to further his 
policy spent some time at the court of the German king, Ferdinand 
I., in Vienna. In 1544 Maurice secured the appointment of his 
brother as administrator of the bishopric of Mersebutg; but 
Augustus was very extravagant and was soon compelled to return 
to the Saxon court at Dresden. Augustus supported his brother 
during the war of the league of Schmalkalden, and in the policy 
which culminated In the transfer of the Saxon electorate from 
John Frederick I., the head of the Ernestine branch of the Wettia 
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family, to Maurice. On the 7th of October 1548 Augustus was 
married at Tertian to Anna, daughter of Christian III., king of 
Denmark, and took up his residence at Weissenfels. But he 
soon desired a more imposing establishment, The result was 
that Maurice made more generous provision for his brother, 
who acted as regent of Saxony in s 55a during the absence of the 
elector. Augustus was on a visit to Denmark, when by Maurice's 
death in July 1553 he became elector of Saxony. 

The first care of the new elector was to come to terms with 
John Frederick, and to strengthen his own hold upon the electoral 
position. This object was secured by a treaty made at Naum-
burg in February 1554, when, in return for the grant of Altenburg 
and other lands, John Frederick recognized Augustus as elector 
of Saxony. The elector, however, was continually haunted by 
the fear that the Ernestine would attempt to deprive him of 
the coveted dignity, and his policy both in Saxony and in Ger-
many was coloured by this fear. In imperial politics Augustus 
acted upon two main principles: to cultivate the friendship of 
the Habsburgs, and to maintain peace between the contending 
religious parties. To this policy may be traced his share in 
bringing about the religious peace of Augsburg 10 1 555, his 
tortuous conduct at the diet of Augsburg eleven years later, 
and his reluctance to break entirely with the Calvinists. On 
one occasion only did he waver in his allegiance to the Habsburgs. 
In z568 a marriage was arranged between John Casimir, son of 
the elector palatine, Frederick III., and Elizabeth, a. daughter 
of Augustus, and for a time it seemed possible that the Saxou 
elector would support his son-in-law in his attempts to aid the 
revolting inhabitants of the Netherlands. Augustus also entered 
into communication with the Huguenots; but his aversion to 
foreign complications prevailed, and the incipient friendship 
with the elector palatine soon gave way to serious dislike. 
Although a sturdy Lutheran the elector hoped at one time to 
knits the Protestants, on whom he continually urged the necessity 
of giving no cause of offence to their opponents, and he favoured 
the movement to get rid of the clause in the peace of Augsburg 
concerning ecclesiastical reservation, which was offensive to 
many Protestants. His moderation, however, prevented him 
from joining those who were prepared to take strong measures 
to attain this end, and he refused to jeopardize the concessions 
.already won. 
• The hostility between the Albertines and the Ernestines 
gave serious trouble to Augustus. A preacher named Matthias 
Mehra held an influential position in ducal Saxony, and taught 
a form of Lutheranism different from that taught in electoral 

-Saxony. This breach was widened when Flacius began to.make 
personal attacks on Augustus, to prophesy his speedy downfall, 
and to incite Duke John Frederick to make an effort to recover 
his rightfel position, Associated with Flacius was a knight, 

•William of Grumbach, who, not satisfied with words only, made 
inroads into electoral Saxony and sought the aid of foreign 

•powers in his plan to depose Augustus. After some delay 
Grumbach and his protector, John Frederick, were placed under 
the imperial ban, and Augustus was entrusted with its execution. 
His campaign in 1567 was short and successful. John Frederick 
surrendered, and passed his time in prison until his death in 
;595; Gnunbach was taken and executed; and the position of 
the elector was made quite secure. 

The form of Lutheranism taught in electoral Saxony was 
•that of Melanchthon, and many of its teachers and adherents, 
who were afterwards called Crypto-Calvinists, were favoured by 
the elector. When Augustus, freed from the fear of an attack 
by the Ernestine', became gradually estranged from the elector 
palatine and the Calvinists, he seemed to have looked with 
suspicion upon the Crypto•Calvinists, who did not preach the 
pure doctrines of Luther. Spurred on by his wife the matter 
reached a climax in :574, when letters were discovered, which, 
while revealing a hope to bring over Augustus to ,Calvinism, 
cast some aspersions upon the elector and his wife. Augustus 
ordered the leaders of the Crypto-Calvinists to be seized, and they 
were tortured and imprisoned. A strict form of Lutheranism 

-was declared binding upon all the inhabitants of Saxony, and 

many perms* were banished from the country. In x576 he 
made a serious but unsuccessful attempt to unite the Protestants 
upon the basis of some articles drawn up at Torgau, which in 
culcated a strict form of Lutheranism. The change in Saxony, 
however, made no difference to the attitude of Augustus on 
imperial questions. In 1576 he opposed the proposal of the 
Protestant princes to make a grant for the Turkish War con-
ditional upon the abolition of the clause concerning ecclesiastical 
reservation, and be continued to support the Habsburg% 

Much of the elector's time was devoted to extending his 
territories. In 1573 he became guardian to the two sons of John 
William, duke of Saxe-Weimar, and in this capacity was able 
to add part of the county of Ilenneberg to electoral Saxony. 
His command of money enabled him to take advantage of the 
poverty of his neighbours, and in this way he secured Vogtlaad 
and the county of Mandeld. In 1555 he had appointed one of 
his nominees to the bishopric bf Meissen, in 156: he had secured 
the election of his son Alexander as bishop of Merseburg, and 
three years later as bishop of Naumburg; and when this prince 
died in 1565 these bishoprics came under the direct rule of 
Augustus. 

As a ruler of Saxony Augustus was economical and enlightened. 
He favoured trade by encouraging Flemish emigrants to settle, 
in the country, by improving the roads, regulating the coinage 
and establishing the first posts. He was specially interested in 
benefiting agriculture, and added several fine buildings to the 
city of Dresden. His laws were numerous and comprehensive. 
The constitution of 1572 was his work, and by these laws the 
church, the universities and the police were regulated, the 
administration of justice was improved, and the raising of taxes 
placed upon a better footing (see Saxorev). 

In October 1585 the clectress Anna died, and a few weeks 
later Augustus married Agnes Hedwig, a daughter of Joachim 
Ernest, prince of Anhalt. His own death took place at Dresden 
on the 21st of January 1586, and he was buried at Freiberg. 
By his first wife he had fifteen children, but only four of these 
survived him, among whom was his successor, the elector 
Christian I. 456o-3590. Augustus was a covetous, cruel and 
superstitious man, but these qualities were redeemed by his 
political caution and his wise methods of government. He 
wrote a small work on agriculture entitled Kiinsflich 064- 
wed Gartenbischicin. 

See C. W. BOttiger and T. Flathe, Geschichk Sachsen', Band 
(Gotha, 1870); M. Ritter. Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitaller der Gegen-
reformation, Band i. (Stuttgart, 1890); R. Calinieh, Kampf and 
Untergang des Afelanchthonssmus in Kursaelssen (Leipzig, 1866); 
J. Falke, Geschichte des Kurfursks August in volkswirtsehaftlicher 
Beniehung (Leipzig. 1868); J. Janssen, Geschichte des Deulsehers 
rotks se,: dem Ausgang des Miuelalkrs (Freiburg, 188,5-180 
W. Wenck, Kurfurst Moritz and Herzog August (Leipzig, au). 

AUGUSTUS IL, king of Poland, and, as FREDERICK ACGUSTUR 
I., elector of Saxony (167o-1733), second son of John George III., 
elector of Saxony, was born at Dresden on the 12th of May 167o. 
He was well educated, spent some years in travel and in fighting 
against France, and on account of his immense strength was 
known as " the Strong." On the death of his brother, John 
George IV., in 1694, he became elector of Saxony, and in 16 95 
and 1696 lcd the imperial troops against the Turks, but without 
very much success. When John Sobieski died in 1696, Augustus 
was a candidate for the Polish throne, and in order to further 
his chances Became a Roman Catholic, a step which was strongly 
resented in Saxony. By a lavish expenditure of money, and by 
his promptness in entering the country, he secured his election 
and coronation in September 1697, and his principal rival F. L. 
de Bourbon,prince Of Conti, abandoned the contest and returned 
to France. • Augustus continued the war against the Turks for 
a time, and being anxious to extend his influence and to find a 
pretext for retaining the Saxon troops in Poland, made art 
alliance in 1699 with Russia and Denmark against Charles XII. 
of Sweden. The Poles would not assis ♦ and at the head of the 
Saxons Augustus invaded Livonia, but for various causes the 
campaign was not a success, and in July 1702 he was defeated 
by Charlea at Kliisow. Augustus was then deposed in Poland, 
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and after holding Warsaw for a short time he fled to Saxony. 
The alliance with Russia was renewed and in reply Charles 
invaded Saxony in 1706, and compelled the elector to sign the 
treaty of Altruistlidt in September of that year, to recognize 
Stanislaus Leszczynski as his successor in Poland, and to abandon 
the Russian alliance. During the War of the Spanish Succession, 
Augustus fought with the imperialists in the Netherlands, but 
after the defeat of Charles XII. at Poltawa in July 2709, he 
turned his attention to the recovery of Poland. Declaring the 
treaty of Altranstadt void and renewing his alliance with Russia 
and Denmark, he quickly recovered the Polish crown. He then 
attacked Swedish Pomerania. He was handicapped by the 
mutual jealousy of the Saxons and the Poles, and a struggle 
broke out in Poland which was only ended when the king pro-
mised to limit the number of his army in that country to r8,000 
men. Peace was made with Sweden in December 1719 at 
Stockholm after the death of Chirles XII., and Augustus was 
recognized as king of Poland. His remaining years were spent 
in futile plans to make Poland a hereditary monarchy, to 
weaken the power of the Saxon nobles, and to gain territory 
for his sons in various parts of Europe. He was a man of ex-
travagant and luxurious tastes, and, although he greatly improved 
the city of Dresden, he cannot be called a good ruler. He 
sought to govern Saxony in an absolute fashion, and, in spite 
of his declaration that his conversion to Roman Catholicism 
was personal only, assisted the spread of the teachings of Rome. 
His wife was Christine Eberhardine, a member of the Hohen-
zollern family, who left him when he became a Roman Catholic, 
and died in 2727. Augustus died at Warsaw on the xst of 
February 1733, leaving a son Frederick Augustus, who succeeded 
him in Poland and Saxony, and many illegitimate children, 
among whom was the famous general, Maurice of Saxony, 
known as Marshal Sue (q.v.). 

See Otwikowski, History of Poland ander Augustus II. (Cracow, 
1849); F. Fenster, Die Hole sad Robinette Europas ins aclasehnten 
Jahrhundert (Potsdam. 1839); Jarochowski, History of A UfliShIS II. 
(posen, 1856-1874); C. W. Bottiger and T. Flathe, Geschictile des 
ecurstaates sad econigreiclu Sachsen (Gotha, 1867-1873). 

AUGUSTUS III., king of Poland, and, as FREDERICX AUGUSTUS 
II., elector of Saxony (1696-1763), the only legitimate son of 
Augustus II. (" the Strong I, was born at Dresden on the 27th 
of October x696. Educated as a Protestant, he followed his 
father's example by joining the Roman Catholic Church in x 7r 2, 
although his conversion was not made public until rm. In 
August 1729 he married Maria Josepha, daughter of the emperor 
Joseph I., and seems to have taken very little part in public 
affairs until he became elector of Saxony on his father's death 
in February 5733. He was then a candidate for the Polish 
crown; and having purchased the support of the emperor 
Charles VI. by assenting to the Pragmatic Sanction, and that 
of the czarina Anne by recognizing the claim of Russia to Cour-
land, he was elected king of Poland in October 2733. Aided 
by the Russians, his troops drove Stanislaus Leszczynski from 
Poland; Augustus was crowned at Cracow in January 1734, 
and was generally recognized as king at Warsaw in June 5736. 
On the death of Charles VI. in October x740, Augustus was 
among the enemies of his daughter Maria Theresa, and, as a 
son-in-law of the emperor Joseph L, claimed a portion of the 
Habsburg territories. In 1742, however, he was induced to 
transfer his support to Maria Theresa, and his troops took part 
in the struggle against Frederick the Great during the Silesian 
wars, and again when the Seven Years' War began in 1756. 
Saxony was in that year attacked by the Prussians, and with 
so much success that not only was the Saxon army forced to 
capitulate at Pima in October, but the elector, who fled to 
Warsaw, made no attempt to recover Saxony, which remained 
under the dominion of Frederick. When the treaty of Huberts-
burg was concluded in February 5763, be returned to Saxony, 
where he died on the 5th of October x763. He left five sons, 
the eldest of whom was his successor in Saxony, Frederick 
Christian; and five daughters, one of whom. was the wife of 
Louis, the dauphin of France, and mother of Louis XVI. Another  

daughter was the wife of Charles III., king of Spain, but she 
predeceased her father. Augustus, who showed neither talent 
nor inclination for government, was content to leave Poland 
under the influence of Russia, and Saxony to the rule of his 
ministers. He took great interest in music and painting, and 
added to the collection of art treasures at Dresden. 

See C. W. Bottiger and T. Flathe, &said& des Renames mid 
Rimigreicks Sachsen (Gotha. 1867-1873); IL Roth. Poles am dui 
Ulm des 18. Jahrhuirderts (Gotha, 1876). 

AUGUSTUSBAD, a watering-place of Germany, in the king-
dom of Saxony, na m. E. from Dresden, close to Radeberg, 
in a pleasant valley. Pop. goo. It has five saline chalybeate 
springs, used both for drinking and bathing, and specific in 
feminine disorders, rheumatism, paralysis and neuralgia. The 
spa is largely frequented in summer and has agreeable public 
rooms and gardens. 

AUK. a name commonly given to several species of sea-fowL 
A special interest attaches to the great auk (Alta hepatitis), 
owing to its recent extinction and the value of its eggs to 
collectors. (See GAREFOWL; also GUILLEMOT, PUITIN, RAZOR-
BILL.) 

AULARD, PRANPIS VICTOR ALPHONSE 0849- 
French historian, was born at Montbron in Charente in x849. 
Having obtained the degree of doctor of letters in 1877 with a 
Latin thesis upon C. Asinius Pollion and a French one upon 
Giacomo Leopardi (whose works he subsequently translated into 
French), he made a•study of parliamentary oratory during the 
French Revolution, and published two volumes upon Les 
°retain de la constituent. (x882) and upon Les Grakurs de in 
legislative d do la conveation (x885). With these works, which 
were reprinted in mos, he entered a fresh field, where be soon 
became an acknowledged master. Applying to the study of the 
French Revolution the rules of historical criticism which had 
produced such rich results in the study of ancient and medieval 
history, he devoted himself to profound research in the archives, 
and to the publication of numerous most important motribu-
tions to the political, administrative and moral history of that 
marvellous period. Appointed professor of the history of the 
French Revolution at the Sorbonne, he formed the minds of 
students who in their turn have done valuable work. To him 
we owe the Recited des actes du eremite de salmi public (vol. i., 2889; 
vol. avi., 1904); La Societe des Jacobins; recueil do docwatals 
pour I' histoire du club des Jacobins de Paris (6 vols., 889-1897); 
and Paris pendant la reaction dierinidorienne et sous k direcioire, 
recited de documents pour rhistoire de !'esprit public d Paris 
(5 vols., 1898-1902), which was followed by an analogous collec-
tion for Paris sous to consulat (2 vole., 1903-1904). For the 
Societe de l'Histoire de la Revolution Francaise, which brought 
out under his supervision an important periodical publication 
called La Revolution frangaise, he produced the Restart des 
deliberations du amide, provisoire (1894), and L'Etat de in 
France en ran VIII et en ran IX, with the reports of the 
prefects (1897), besides editing various works or memoirs written 
by men of the Revolution, such as J. C. Seinen!, Chauzoette, 
Fournier (called the American), Henault de Sethelles, and 
Louvet de Couvrai. But these large collections of documents 
are not his entire output. Besides a little pamphlet upon 
Denton, he has written a Histoire politique de la Revolution 
frangaise (19o1), and a number of articles which have been 
collected in volumes under the titlatudes d hems sin la Revolu-
tion francalse (5 vols., 1893-1908). In a volume entitled Taint, 
histories de la Revolutiowfrairgaise (zoo8),Aulardhassubmitted the 
method of the eminent philosopher to a criticism, severe, perhaps 
even unjust, but certainly well-informed. This is, as it were, 
the " manifesto " of the new school of criticism applied to the 
political and social history of the Revolution (see Les A anaks 
Revolutions:aims, June ,go8). 

See A. Mathiez. " M. Aulard. histories et profeaseur." in the 
Revue de la Rivolatimi frasigeise (July 1908). (C. B.') 

AULIC COUNCIL (Reickshofral), an organ of the Holy Roman 
Empire, originally intended for executive work, but acting 
chiefly as a judicature, which worked from 1497 to 18o6. In the 
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early middle ages the emperim had already his 	 ; 
but his council was a fluctuating body of personal advisers. 
In the 14th century there first arose an official council, with 
permanent and paid members, many of whom were legists. 
Its business was largely executive, and it formed something of a 
ministry; but it had also to deal with petitions addressed to the 
king, and accordingly it acted as a supreme court of judicature. 
It was thus parallel to the king's council, or conciliuns continuum, 
of medieval England; while by its side, during the 15th century, 
stood the Kammagericht, composed of the legal members of the 
council, in much the same way as the Star Chamber stood 
beside the English council. But the real history of the Antic 
Council, as that term was understood in the later days of the 
Empire, begins with Maximilian I. in 1497-1498. In these years 
Maximilian created three organs (apparently following the 
precedent set by his Burgundian ancestors in the Netherlands)— 
a Halrat, a Holkammer for finance, and a Halkauslei. Primarily 
intended for the hereditary dominions of Maximilian, these 
bodies were also intended for the whole Empire ; and the 
Hofral was to deal with " all and every business which may 
flow in from the Empire, Christendom at large, or the king's 
hereditary principalities." It was thus to be the supreme 
executive and judicial organ, discharging all business except 
that of finance and the drafting of documents; and it was 
intended to serve Maximilian as a point d'appiii for the monarchy 
against the system of oligarchical committees, instituted by 
Berthold, archbishop of Mainz. But it was difficult to work such 
a body both for the Empire and for the hereditary principalities; 
and under Ferdinand L it became an organ for the Empire alone 
(sire. 1558), the hereditary principalities being removed from its 
cognizance. As such an imperial organ, its composition and 
powers were fixed by the treaty of Westphalia of 1648. (s) It 
consisted of about 20 members—a president, a vice-president, 
the vice-chancellor of the Empire, and some 18 other members. 
These came partly from the Empire at large, partly (and in 
greater numbers) from the hereditary lands of the emperor. 
There were two benches, one of the nobles, one of doctors of 
civil law; six of the members must be Protestants. The council 
followed the person of the emperor, and was therefore stationed 
at Vienna; it was paid by the emperor, and he nominated its 
members, whose office terminated with his life—an arrangement 
which made the council more dependent than it should have been 
on the emperor's will. (2) Its powers were nominally both 
executive and judicial. (a) Its executive powers were small: 
it gradually lost everything except the formal business of in-
vestiture with imperial fiefs and the confirmation of charters, 
its other powers being taken over by the Geheimrdte. These 
Geheiutrale, a narrow body of secret counsellors, had already 
become a determinate CONCiliSOM by 1527; and though at first 
only concerned with foreign affairs, they acquired, from the 
middle of the ,6th century onwards, the power of dealing with 
Imperial affairs in lieu of the Aulic Council. (b) In its judicial 
aspect, the Aulic Council, exercising the emperor's judicial 
powers on his behalf, and thus succeeding, as it were, to the old 
Kammergericht, had exclusive cognizance of matters relating 
to imperial fiefs, criminal charges against immediate vassals 
of the Empire, imperial charters, Italian affairs, and cases 
" reserved " for the emperor. In all other matters, the Aulic 
Council was a competitor for judicial work with the Imperial 
Chamber' (Reickskammergericht, a tribunal dating from the 
great diet of Worms of 1495: see under IslyaittaL Casnaza). 
It was determined in 2648 that the one of these two judicial 
authorities which first dealt with a case should alone have com-
petence to pursue it. An appeal lay from the decision of the 
council to the emperor, and judgment on appeal was given by 
those members of the council who had not joined in the original 
decision, though in important cases they might be afforced by 
members of the diet. Neither the council nor the chamber could 

The Aulic Council is the private court of the emperor, with its 
members nominated by him; the Imperial Chamber is the public 
court of the Empire, with its members nominated by the estates of 
the Empire.  

deal with eases of outlawry, except to prepare such cues for the 
decision of the diet. To-day the archives of the Aulic Council are 
in Vienna, though parts of its records have been given to the 
German states which they concern. 

AUTHORITIPS.—R. Schroder, Lehrintch der deudeken Redd-
geschicke (Leipzig, 1904). gives the main facts; S. Adler, Die 
Organisation der Centralverumlisaig aster Maximilian I. (Leipzig, 
1886), deals with Maximilian's reorganization of the Council; and 
J. St. Putter, Historiscke Ennoickelung der keutigew Staalsverfassung 
des Tetitscken Reid's (Gottingen, 1798-1799), may be consulted for its 
development and later form. 

AIILIB-ATA, a town and fort of Russian Turkestan!EP Brovaince 
of Syr-darya, 152 m. N.E. of Tashkent, on the Tales river, at 
the western end of the Alexander range, its altitude being 57o0 ft. 
The inhabitants are mostly Sarts and Tajiks, trading in cattle, 
horses and hides. Pop. (1897) 12,006. 

AMA, an ancient Boeotian town on the Euripus, situated 
on a rocky peninsula between two bays, near tho modern village 
of Vathy, about 3 m. S. of Chalcis. Its fame was due to the 
tradition that it was the starting-place of the Greek fleet before 
the Trojan War, the scene of the sacrifice of Iphigenia. The 
temple of Artemis was still to be seen in the time of Pausanias. 

AULNOY (or AUNOY), MARIE CATHERINE LE JUNEL DE 
BARNEVILLE DE LA mom, BARONNE (c. x650-1 700, 
French author, was born about 1650 at Barneville near Bourg-
Achard (Eure). She was the niece of Marie Braneau des Loges, 
the friend of Malherbe and of J. G. de Balzac, who was called 
the " tenth Muse." She married on the 8th of March :666 
Francois de la Motte, a gentleman in the service of Cesar, due de 
Vendome, who became Baron d'Aulnoy in 1654. With her 
mother, who by a second marriage had become marquise de 
Gudaigne, she instigated a prosecution for high treason against 
her husband. The conspiracy was exposed, and the two women 
saved themselves by a hasty flight to England. Thence they 
went (February 1679) to Spain, but were eventually allowed 
to return to France in reward for secret services rendered to 
the government. Mme. d'Aulnoy died in Paris on the ,4th of 
January 1705. She wrote fairy tales, Conies nourdles ou let 
Fla d to mode (3 vols., 2698), in the manner of Charles Perrault. 
This collection (24 tales) included L'Oiseau bleu, Finelk Caldron, 
La Chalk blanche and others. The originals of most of her 
admirable tales are to be found in the Penlamerone (1637) of 
Giovanni Battista Basile. Other works are : L'Hisloired'Hippo-
lyee, comic de Duglas (169o), a romance in the style of Madame 
de la Fayette, though much inferior to its model; Minsoires 
de in cow d'Esgsapre (1679-16130; and a Rdaiion in voyage 
d'Espagne ( r690 or 1691) in the form of Ietters,edited in 1874 -1876 
as La Cow d in Mlle de Madrid by Mme. B. Carey; Riskin de 
Jean de Bourbon (1692); Mlmoires nsr la cone de France (1692); 
Al !moires do in our d* ntiderre ( i695). Her historical writings 
are partly borrowed from existing records, to which she adds 
much that must be regarded as fiction, and some vivid descriptions 
of contemporary manners. 

The Diverting Works of the Countess d'A nois, including some 
extremely untrustworthy " Memoirs of her own life." were printed 
in London in 1707. The Fairy Tales of Madame d'Aulnoy, with an 
introduction by Lady Thackeray Ritchie. appeared in 1892. For 
biographical particulars see M. de Lescure's introduction to the 
Conies des Fees (18811. 

AULOS (Gr. dabs; Lat. Sala; Egyptian hieroglyphic, 
Ma-it; medieval equivalents, shake, dui:smear, salami, 
hautbois), in Greek antiquities, a class of wood-wind instruments 
with single or with double reed mouthpiece and either cylindrical 
or conical bore, thus corresponding to both oboe and clarinet. 
In its widest acceptation the autos was a generic term for in- 
struments consisting of a tube in which the air column was set 
in vibration either directly by the lips of the performer, or through 
the medium of a mouthpiece containing a single or a double reed. 
Even the pipes of the pan-pipes (syrinx frolyealansus,' oripsyt 
voXturlaapos) were sometimes called saki (abaci). The 
aulos is also the earliest prototype of the organ, which, by gradual 
assimilation of the principles of syrinx and beg-pipe, reached 

I See Pollux, Nom. iv. 69. 
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• AULOS -918 
the stage at which 'it became known as the Tyrrhenian auks 
(Pollux iv. /o) or the hydra -Mos, according to the method of 
compressing the wind supply (see ORGAN: Early ; and 
Svetsrx). The aulos in its earliest form, the reed pipe, during 
the best classical period had a cylindrical bore (maid) 
like that of the modern clarinet, and therefore had the acoustic 
properties of the stopped pipe, whether the air column was set in 
vibration by means of a single or of a double reed, for the mouth-
piece does not affect the harmonic series.' To the acoustic 
properties of open or stopped pipet are due those essential 
differences which underlie the classification of modern wind 
instruments. A stopped pipe produces its fundamental tone 
one octave lower than the tone of an open pipe of corresponding 
length, and overblows the harmonics of the twelfth, and of the 
third above the second octave of the fundamental tone, i.e. 
the odd numbers of the series; whereas the open pipe gives the 
'whole series of harmonics, the octave, the twelfth, the double 
octave, and the third above it, &c. 

To produce the diatonic scale throughout the octaves of its 
compass, the stopped pipe requires eleven lateral holes in the 
side of the pipe, at appropriate distances from each other, and 
from the end of the pipe, whereas the open pipe requires but 
six. The acoustic properties of the open pipe can only be secured 
in combination with a reed mouthpiece by making the bore 
conical. The late Romans (and therefore we may perhaps 
assume the Greeks also, since the .Romans acknowledge their 
indebtedness to the Greeks in matters relating to musical in-
struments, and more especially to the cithara and autos) under-
Stood the acoustic principle utilized to-day in making wind 
instruments, that a bole of small diameter nearer the mouthpiece 
May be substituted for one of greater diameter in the theoretically 
correct position. This is demonstrated by the 4th-century 
grammarian Macrobius, who says (Comm. in Sown. Sato. u. 4, 3): 

Nec secus probamus in tibiis, de quarum foraminibus vicinis 
inffantis on sons acutus emittitur, de longinquis autem et 
termino proximis gravior; item acutior per patentiora foramina, 
gravior per angusta " (see Bassoon). Aristotle gives directions 
for boring holes in the autos, which would apply only to a pipe 
of cylindrical bore (Probl. xix. 23). At first the solos had but 
three or four holes; to Diodorus of Thebes is due the credit of 
having increased this number (Pollux iv: 8o). Pronomus, the 
musician, and teacher of Alcibiades (5th century s.c.), further 
improved the aulos by making it possible to play on one pair of 
iustruments the three musical scales in use at histime, the Dorian, 
the Phrygian, and the Lydian, whereas previously a separate 
pair of pipes had been used for each scale (Pausanias ix. 12. 5; 
Athenaeus xiv. 30. These three modes would require a compass 
of a tenth in order to produce the fundamental octave in each. 

There are two ways in which this increased compass might 
have been obtained: (1) by increasing the number of holes 
and covering up those not required, (a) by means of contrivances 
for lowering the pitch of individual notes as required. We have 
evidence that both means were known to the Greeks and Romans. 
The simplest device for closing holes not in use was a band of 
metal left free to slide round the pipe, and having a hole bored 
through it corresponding in diameter with the hole in the pipe. 
Each hole was provided with a band, which was in some cases 
prevented from slipping down the pipe by narrow fixed rings 
of metal. the line on fig. r between r end s is thought to 
have been one of these rings. 

Some pipes had two holes pierced through the bands and the 
bone, in such a manner that only one could be exposed at a 
thee. This is ciearly shown in the diagram (fig. t) of fragments 
of an aulos from the museum at Candia, for which the writer is 
greatly indebted to Professor John L Myres, by whom measured 
drawings were made from the instrument in 1803. These 
highly interesting remains, judging from the' closed end (5), 
seem to belong to a side-blown reed-pipe similar to the Maenad 
pipes in the Castellani collection et the British Museum, Mt's-

' See Friedrich Zamminer, Hie. Musik sad die intaikaiischen 
iinennermen is ihner Oakhurst eu des &seism der Akuslik (Giessen, 
1 45). R 305.  

trated below; they are constructed like modern flutes, but 
played by means of a reed inserted into the lateral embouchure. 

In the Candia pipe, it seems likely that Nos. s and a represented 
the bell end, slightly expanded, No. 3 joining the broken end of 
No. s at I; there being a possible fit at the other end at s with a 
in No. 4 (the drawings must in this case be imagined as reversed 
for parts 3 and 4), and No. 5  joining on to No. 4 at k. 

According to Professor Myres there are fragments of a pair 
of pipes in the Cyprus Museum of precisely the same construction 
as the one in Candia. In the drawing, the shape and relative 
position of the holes on !Me circumference is approximate 'only, 
but their position lengthways is measured. 

Bands of silver were found on the ivorypipes from Pompeii' 
(fig. a), as well gs on two pipes belonging to the Castellani 
collection (fig. 4) and on one from Halicamassus, in the British 
Museum. In order to enable the performer to use these bands 

(From a drawing by Prof. Jahn I.. Wier.) 

Flo. 1.—Diagram of the Fragments of an Autos (Candia Mats). 
a, Triple wrapping of bronze as p and q, Slides, with two holes: 

well as slide. 	 the small hole shown is in the 
8, Slide with hole: 	 pipe, there being a coffe- 
e, Slides with two holes not un- 	 sponding hole in the slide at 

covered together. 	 the back. 
d, Slides with two holes not un - r, Bronze covering (and slide?). 

covered together, one bole s, Male jam. 
at back. 	 f, The wavy line shows the 

e, Slide. 	 extreme length of fragment. 
f, Slide missing. 	(holes. 5, 33 mm. inside diameter, 1 4 
g, Slide miming, scars 	 mm. outside diameter. 
It. Slide. 	 w, Engraved lines and conical 
i and j, Slide. 	 form of bronze covering. 
k, Socket. 	 x, Wavy line shows extreme 
1, Male half of joint. 	 length of fragment. 
m, a e, Slides, the top hole being y, Stopped end of pipe with 

in the slide only. 	 engraved lines. 
The line between r and s is either a turned ring or part of bronze 

cover. The double lines to the right of t are engraved lines. 
conveniently, a contrivance such as a little ring, a horn or a 
book termed keras (elpats) was attached to the band.' 

Thirteen of the bands on the Pompeian pipes still have sockets 
Which probably originally contained keraia. Pollux (iv. So) 
mentions that Diodorus of Thebes, 'in order to increase the 
range of the aulos, made lateral channels for the air (rrXlvrorr 
&Sol). These consisted of tubes inserted into the holes in the 
bands for the purpose of lengthening the column of air, and 
lowering individual notes at will, the sound being then produced 
at the extremity of the tube, instead of at the surface of the 
pipe. It is possible that some of the double holes in the slides 
of the Candle pipe were intended for the reception of these 
tubes. These lateral tubes form the archetype of the modern 
crook or piston.' The mouthpiece of the subs was called stages 

" These pipes were discovered during the excavations in 3867. 
and are now an the museum at Naples. Excellent reproductions and 
descriptions of them are given in " The Aulos or Tibia," by Albert 
A. Howard. Harvard Studies, vol. iv. (Boston, 1893), pl. ii. and 

P. 48  P 	-5• 
For illustrations of ardoi provided with these contrivances. we 

illustration (fig. 2) of an solos from Pompeii; a relief in Vatican, 
No. 535; Helbeg's Wa edger:aide, Nos. 56, 69, 730. 765, ac. 

For illustrations of dial showing the holes at the ends of the 
tubes, see Deserimien des tyarbtes antiques du Math Cempeea, by 
H. d'EacomPt.  p1. a3; Wilhelm Froehoer's Caralegut of the Lae. 
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telhos),* the reed tongue giOisat or &lib (1,7sfartra or ?harm), 
and the socket into which the reed was fixed glottis ,  (Theirris). 

Thedouble reed was probably used at first, being the simplest 
form of mouthpiece; the word scups, moreover, signifies a 
pair of like things. There is, however, no difficulty in accepting 
the probability that a single beating reed or clarinet mouthpiece 
was used by the Greeks, since the ancient Egyptians used it 
with the as-it or arghoul (q.v.). 

The beak-shaped mouthpiece of a pipe found at Pompeii 
(fig. 3) has all the appearance of the beak of the clarinet, having, 

on the side not shown, the lay on which to 
fix a single or beating reed! It may, how. 
ever, have been the cap of a covered reed, 
or even a whistle mouthpiece it which the 
lip does not show in the photograph. it is 
difficult to form a conclusion without seeing 
the real instrument. On a mosaic of Monnus 
in Treves ,  is represented an swim which also 
appears to have a beak-shaped mouthpiece. 

The upper part of the autos, as in the 
Pompeian pipes, frequently had the form of 
a flaring cup supported on a pear-shaped 
bulb, respectively identified as the kolmos 
(A(m) and the hypholnsion (Whiner), the 
support of the holmos. An explanation of 
the original nature and construction of the 
bulb and flaring cup, so familiar in the 
various representations of the aulos, and in 
the real instruments found in Pompeii, is 
provided by an ancient Egyptian flute 
belonging to the collection of G. Maspero, 
illustrated and described by Victor Lord. , 

 Loret calls the double bulb the beak mouth- 
-piece of the instrument, and describes its 
construction; it consists of a piece of reed 
of larger diameter than that of the flute, 
and eight centimetres long; this reed has 
been forcibly compressed a little more than 
halt way down by means of a ligature of 
twine, thus reducing the diameter from 6 
lonr. to 4 mm. The end of the pipe, 
covered by rows of waxed thread, fits into 
the end of the smaller bulb, to which it was 
also bound by waxed thread exactly as in 
the Elgin pipe at the British Museum, 
described below. There is no indication of 

the manner in which the pipe was sounded, and Loret assumes 
that there was once a whistle or flageolet mouthpiece. To the 
present writer, however, it seems probable that the constricted 
diameter between the two bulbs formed a socket into which 
the double reed or straw was inserted, and that, in this case 
at least, the reed was not taken into the mouth, but vibrated 
in the upper bulb or air-chamber. This simple contrivance was 
probably also employed in the earliest Greek pipes, and was 
later copied and elaborated in wood, bone or metal, the upper 
bulb being made shorter and developing into the flaring cup, 
in order that the reeds might be taken directly into the mouth. 
During the best period of Greek music the reeds were taken 
directly into the mouth .' and not enclosed in an air-chamber. 

No. 378; Glyptothek Museum at Munich. No i88: Albert A. 
Howard. " The Aulos or Tibia," Hansard Studies, iv. (Boston, 893), 
pl. t. No. t. 

For a description of the reed calamus from which pipe and 
mouthpiece were made see Theophrastus, Hist. Plows. iv. It. 

Aeschines 86. 29; Aristotle, H.A. 6, 10, 9, &c, 
3  Lucian, Harm. r. 

Cf. article MOUTH PIECE. 
See Minks' Denkmaler, Deutsches atchOol. Inst., Berlin, 1891. 

vol. 1 . Pl. 49. 
3 See " Les FlOtes egyptiennes antiques," !faunal asialique, 

8th KT. vol. XIV. (Paris, 182), pp. 212-215. 
1  Se4 Aristotle, De 	. p 802 b, IL and p. 804 a; Festus, 

ed. Mueller, p. ti6.  

The two pipes were kept'in position while the fingers stopped 
the holes and turned the bands by means of the fop la (Lat. 
capistram), a bandage encircling mouth and cheeks, and having 
holes through.which the reed-mouthpiece passed into the mouth 
of the performer ; the phorbeia also relieved the pressure of the 
breath • on the cheeks and lips' which is 
felt more especially by performers on oboe 
and bassoon at the present day. 

In the pair of wooden pipes belonging to 
the Elgin collection at the British Museum, 
one of the bulbs, partly broken, but pre-
served in the same case as the pipes, was 
fastened to the pipes by means of waxed 
thread, the indented lines being still visible 
on the rim of the bulb. The autos was 
kept in a case called sybene' (entl3krn) or 
aulotkcke 10  (eauxilik), and the little bag or 
case in which the delicate reeds were carried 
was known by the name of glollokomeion IS 
(yXcarrostopelov)." Two Egyptian flute 
cases are extant, one in the Louvre," and 
the other in the museum at Leiden. The 
latter case is of sycamore wood, cylindrical 
in share, with a stopper of the same wood ; 
there is no legend or design upon it. The 
case contained seven pipes, five pieces of 
reed without bore or holes, and three pieces 
of straw suitable for making double-reed 
mouthpieces." 

Aristoxenus gives the full compass of a single pipe or pair of 
pipes as over three octaves-" For doubtless we should find an 
interval greater than the above mentioned three octaves between 
the highest note of the soprano clarinet (autos) and the lowest 
note of the bass-clarinet (autos); and again between the highest 
note of a clarinet player performing with the speaker open, and 
the lowest note of a clarinet player perforrhing with the speaker 
closed."" 

This, according to the tables of Alypius, would correspond to 
the full range of the Greek scales, a little over three octaves 

from @=.-- to    it is evident that the ancient 

Greeks obtained this full compass on the aulos by means of 
the harmonics. Proclus (Comm. in Akibiad. chap. 68) states 
that from each hole of the pipe at least three tones could be 
produced. Moreover, classic writers maintain that if the per-
former press the zeugos or the glottal of the pipes, a sharper 
tone is produced." This is exactly how a performer on a 
modern clarinet or oboe produces the higher harmonics of the 
instrument." The small bore of the aulos in comparison to its 
length facilitated the production of the harmonics (cf. Zamrniner 
p. 2,8), as does also the use of a small hole near the mouthpiece, 
called in Greek syrinx (oi)psyt) and in the modern clarinet 
the " speaker," which when open enables the performer to over-
blow with ease the first harmonic of the lowest fundamental 

See Albert A. Howard, op, cil. p. 29, and Dr Hugo Rietnann. 
Gesch. d. Musik, Bd. i. T. 1, p. rte (Leipzig, 1904). 

Pollux, Ononsasticass, vii. 153. 
* Hesychius. 
1 ' Pdlfix ii. 168, vii. 153. x. 153454; A. A. Howard, op cit. pp. 

26-27. An illustration of the little bag is given in Denim:toter des 
!dossi schen A !Imams, by August Baumeister, vol. i. p. 554. fig. 591. 

"Two Egyptian pipes now in the Louvre were found in a case 
ornamented with a painting of a female musician playing a double 
pipe. See E. de Rouge, Notice sommaire des monuments fgyptiews 
exposés dans les galeries du Louvre, p. 87:  

" See Victor Loret, " Les FlOtesegsptiennes antiques." in Journal 
asialique, vol. siv. (Paris, t889), pp. 199, 200 and 201 (note). pp. 207, 
211 and 217, and Conrad Leemans, Desc-ription raisonnee des mon*. 
meats egyptiens du Music d'Antiquitis de Ley*, p. 132: No, 489: 
contents of case Nos. 474.488. 

Aristoxenus, Harm. bk. i. so  and 21, H. S. Macran's edition 
with translation (Oxford, t9o2), p. 179. 

" Aristotle, De audit,. p. 804 a; Porphyry, ed. Wallis, p. 249; ibid. 

P.  iimminer. op. cif. p. 301. 

(Drawn from a photo bY 
5,0111 ) 

FIG. 2.—Roman 
Ivory Aulos fou nd at 
Pom peii (Naples 
Mus.),showingslides 
and rings. 
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tones. To Mr Albert A. Howard of Harvard University is due 
the credit of having identified the syrinx of the aulos with the 
speaker of the clarinet.' This assumption is doubtless correct, 
and is supported by classical grammarians' who state that the 
syrinx was one of the holes of the autos. It renders quite clear 
certain passages in Aristoxenus, Aristotle and Plutarch, and a 
scholion to Pindar's tath Pylkian, which before were difficult 
to understand (see SYRINX). 

The aulos or tibia existed In a great number of varieties 
enumerated by Pollux (Oxman. iv. 74 et seq.) and Athenaeus 

FIG. 4.—The Plagiaulos. Castellani Collection (Maenad Pipes), 
British Museum. 

(iv. 76 et seq.). They fall into two distinct classes, the single and 
the double pipes. There were three principal single pipes, the 
wont:dos, the plagiaulos and the syrinx monocalamos. The 
double pipes were used by the great musicians of ancient Greece, 
and notably at the musical contests at Delphi, and what has been 
said above concerning the construction of the aulos refers 
mainly to the double pipes. The =manias, a single pipe of 
Egyptian origin, which, by inference, we assume to have been 

played from the end by means of a reed, 
may have been the archetype of the oboe 
or clarinet. The plogioulos Patine or tibia 
obliqua, invented by the Libyans (Pollux iv. 
74),or,according to Pliny (vii. 204), by Midas 
of Phrygia, was held like the modern flute, 
but was played by means of a mouthpiece 
containing a reed. Three of the existing 
pipes at the British Museum (the two in 
the Castellani collection, and the pipe from 
Halicarnassus) belong to this type. The 
mouthpiece projects from the side of the 
pipe and communicates with the main bore 
by means of a slanting passage; the end 
nearest the mouthpiece is stopped as in the 
modern flute; in the latter, however, the 
embouchure is not closed by the lips when 
playing, and therefore the flute has the 
acoustic properties of the open pipe, whereas 
the plagiaulos having a reed mouthpiecegave 
the harmonics of a closed pipe. The double 
pipes existed in five sizes according to pitch, 
in the days of Aristoxenus, who in a treatise 
on the construction of the auloi (1101 
rishaeon), unfortunately not extant,' divides 
them thus:— 

(1) Parthenioi auloi (eapOirun abbe°, 
the maiden's auloi, corresponding to the 
soprano compass. 

(2) Paidikoi auloi (ratimoi ablai), the 
boy's pipes or alto auloi, used to accompany boys' songs and 
also in double pairs at feasts. 

(3) Kitharisterioi auloi (4c9amorkmot anal, used to accom-
pany the cithara. 

(4) Tekioi auloi, the perfect aulos, or tenor's pipes; also 
known as the pythie auloi (roeutol ai)tol); used for the paeans 
and for solos at the Pythean games (without chorus). It was the 
pylkie a tdoi and the kilkariskrioi auloi more especially which were 
provided with the speaker (syrinx) in order to improve the 
harmonic notes (see Selma). 

'Op. cit. p. 32.35. 
See fitymelegiesurs magnum (Augsburg. 18a3). s.e. " Syrinx." 

" See Athenaeus xiv. 634. who quotes from Didymin. 

(s) Hyperteleioi auloi (krepricknos alaNai) or intdreii •add 
(6.4psZos abNoi) (see Athenaeus iv. 79), the bass-auloi. 

The Phrygian pipes or auloi Elymoi ,  were made of box-wood 
and were tipped with horn; they were double pipes, but differed 
from all others in that the two pipes were unequal in length and 
in the diameter of their bores ,  ; sometimes one of the pipes was 
curved upwards and terminated in a horn bells; they seem 
to have had a conical bore, if representations on monuments are 
to be trusted. We may conclude that the archetype of the oboe 
with conical bore was not unknown to the Greeks; it was 
frequently used by the Etruscans and Romans, and appears on 
many bas-reliefs, mural paintings and other monuments. For 
illustrations see Wilhelm Froehoer, Les Musics de France, pl. 
" Marsyas playing the double pipes." There the bore is decidedly 
conical in the ratio of at least z : 4 between the mouthpiece and 
the end of the instrument; the vase is Roman, from the south 
of France. See also Balletino della Commission Arckeologka 
Comusak di Roma, Rome, 1879, vol. vii., 2nd series, pl. vii. 
and p. sip et seq., " Le Nozze di Elena e Paride," from • bas-relief 
in the monastery of S.Antonio on the Esquiline; Wilhelm Zahn, 
Die schinsten Ontamede send die merkseardigsten Genial& ass 
Pompeii, Herkulanatm send Seabiae (German and French), voL 
iii. p1. 43 and St (Berlin, 1828-5854))• 

?or further information on the autos, consult Albert A. Howard. 
"The Aulos or Tibia," Harvard Studies, iv.. 1893; Francois A. 
Gevaert, Histoire de to musique dons l'antiquite, VOL 1e. p. 273 et seq.; 
Carl von Jan's article " Flow " in August Baumeister's DenkeWs. 
des klusriscken Aherne's.' (Munich, 1884-1888), vol. i.; Dr Hugo 
Rienaann, Handbuch der Alutikieschichle. Bd. I. T. 1. pp. 93-era 
(Leipzig, 1904); Caspar Bartholinus, De Tibia. Veterans (Amster-
dam. 5779). (K. 5.) 

AUELLE, HENRI EUGENE PHIUPPE LOUIS D'ORLEAltS, 
Duc (1822-0197), French prince and statesman, fifth son 
of Louis Philippe, duke of Orleans, afterwards king of the French, 
and of Marie Amflie, princess of the Two Sicilies, was born at 
)Saris on the 16th of January 1822. While still young he in-
herited a large fortune from the prince de Conde. Brought up 
by his parents with great simplicity, he was educated at the 
college of Henri IV., on leaving which at the age of seventeen 
he entered the army with the rank of a captain of infantry. 
He distinguished himself during the conquest of Algeria, and 
was appointed governor of that colony, in which capacity he 
received the submission of the amir Abd-el-Kader. After the 
revolution of 1848 he retired to England and busied himself with 
historical and military studies, replying in 1861 by a letter upon 
the History of France to Prince Napoleon's violent attacks upon 
the house of Orleans. On the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian 
War he volunteered for service in the French army, but his offer 
was declined. Elected deputy for the Oise department, he 
returned to France, and succeeded to the fauteuil of the come 
de Montalembert in the French Academy. In March 1872 he 
resumed his place in the army as general of division; and in 1873 
he presided over the court-martial which condemned Marshal 
Bazaine to death. About this period, being appointed com-
mandant of the VIT. army corps at Besancon, he retired from 
political life, and in 1879 became inspector-general of the army. 
By the act of exception passed in 1883 all members of families 
that had reigned in France serving in the army were deprived 
of their military positions; consequently the duc d'Aumale 
was placed on the unemployed supernumerary list. Subse-
quently, in :886, another law was promulgated which expelled 
from French territory the heads of former reigning families, 
and provided that henceforward all members of those families 
should be disqualified for any public position or function, and 
for election to any public body. The duc d'Aumale protested 
energetically, and was himself expelled. By his will of the 3rd 
of June 1884, however, he had bequeathed to the Institute of 
France his Chantilly estate, with all the art-collection he had 
gathered there. This generosity led the government to withdraw 
the decree of exile, and the duke returned to France in :889. 

41  Pollux iv. 74. 
Servius ad Am is. 615. 
Tibullus Ii. 85; Virg. An. xi. 735; Ovid, Md. Iii. 333. 

Es Porto i. 1.39. 

Fin. 5.—Ancient 
Creek Double Pipes. 
Elgin Collection, 
Bntish Museum. 
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Re died at Zucca in Sialy on the 7th of May 1897. Of his 
marriage, contracted in au with his first cousin, Caroline de 
Bourbon, daughter of the prince of Salerno, were born two sons: 
the prince de Condi (d. i866), and the duc de Guise (d. 1872). 
The duc d'Aumale's principal literary work was an Hilioire des 
princes de Condi, which he left unfinished. 

See Georges Picot. M. le due S'A umiak (Paris, 1898): Ernest 
Daudet, Le due WA sesale (Paris. 1898). 

AURAL& a town of northern France, in the department of 
Seine- Inferieue, on the left bank of the Bresle, 47 rn. N.E. 
of Rouen on the Northern railway. Pop. (xgo6) gum. The 
church is an Interesting building of the 26th and 17th centuries, 
and has a portal attributed to Jean Coulon. The town has glass 
and steel works. 

The territory of Aumale (Albemarle, Aubemale, Aumerle; 
Lat. Alba Marla) in Normandy, a dependency of the archbishopric 
of Rouen, was granted to Odo of Champagne, brother•in-law 
of William the Conqueror, who founded the first line of counts 
of Aumale. Hawise (Hadwide, Havoise or Avoie), countess of 
Aumale, after the death of her first husband William de Mande-
ville, earl of Essex (d. z 289), married William des Forts (de Fors, 
or de Forts; Lat. de Fortibus), a military adventurer who had been 
one of the commanders of the fleet under Richard L during his 
first crusade. He died in 1105, and his widow married Baldwin 
de Betun, who became count of Amide in her right. He died 
in 1213, and in 1214 William de Fortibus, SOD of Hawise by her 
second husband, was confirmed by King John in all his mother's 
lands. Meanwhile, however, the territory of Aumale shared 
the fate of the rest of Normandy, and was annexed to the French 
crown by King Philip Augustus; but the title of earl of Albe-
marle, derived from it, continued to be borne in England by 
William de Fortibus, and was passed on to his heirs (see Arse-
mutts). Aumale itself was conferred by Philip Augustus as an 
appanage on his son Philip. It was subsequently granted by 
Louis VIII. to Simon, count of Dammartin, whose daughter, 
Jeanne, countess of Danunartin, transferred it, together with 
the countship of Ponthieu, to the house of Castile, by her 
marriage with Ferdinand III., king of Castile, called the Saint 
(1238). It then remained in the possession of a branch of her 
descendants bearing the name of Ponthieu, until it passed to the 
house of Harcourt on the marriage of Blanche of Ponthieu with 
John, count of Harcourt (z34o). Marie d'Hartourt (d. 1476), 
heiress of Aumale, married Anthony of Lorraine, count of 
Yana mont, and Aumale was created a duchy in the peerage 
of France for Claude and Francis of Lorraine in 507. By the 
marriage of Anne of Lorraine with the duke of Nemours in 
1618 the duchy of Aumale passed to the house of Savoy-Nemours. 
In 1686 Marie Jeanne Baptiste, duchess of Nemours and of 
Aumale, and wife of Charles Emmanuel IL, duke of Savoy, 
sold Aumale to Louis XIV., who gave it to his natural son, the 
duke of Maine. After the death of that prince, the dukedom 
devolved upon his brother, the count of Toulouse, subsequently 
passing to the latter's son, the duke of Penthievre, whose daughter 
married the duke of Orleans. Since the reign of Louis Philippe, 
king of the French, the title of duke of Aumale has been borne 
by a son of the duke of Orleans. 

AMON% the name of a family which played an important 
part in French history. The origin of the name is uncertain, 
but it has usually been derived from Aumont, now a small 
commune in the department of the Somme. The family was 
of great antiquity, a Jean, sire d'Aumont, having accompanied 
I..ouis IX. on crusade. It was already powerful in the 14th 
century, and during the English wars of that period its members 
fought in the armies of the kings of France. Towards the end 
of the century, the family took the part of the dukes of Burgundy, 
but returned to the side of France on the death of Charles the 
Bold. Jean d'Aumont, lieutenant-general to the king of France 
in the government of Burgundy, rendered important services 
to Louis XII. and Francis I. Another Jean d'Aumont (d. 1595), 
a marshal of France and knight of the order of the Holy Ghost 
since its institution in 1378, fought against the Huguenots 
under the last of the Valois kings; but be was among the first to  

recognize Henry IV., and was appointed governor of Champagna 
and of Brittany, where he had to fight against the League. His 
grandson Antoine (16oz-z669) was also a marshal of France 
(1635), governor of Paris (1662), duke and peer (1660. Louis 
Marie Augustin, duc d'Aumont (1709-1782), was a celebrated 
collector of works of art. Louis Marie Celeste d'Aumont, duc de 
Piennes, afterwards duc d'Aumont (5762-1831), emigrated 
during the Revolution and served in the army of the royalists, 
as also in the Swedish army. During the Hundred Days he 
effected a descent upon Normandy in the Bourbon interest, 
and succeeded in capturing Bayeux and Caen. - 

AI:WM (from the Anglo-Fr. auseelle, a confused derivation 
from Paurscelk, ItaL lamella, a little balance), a balance formerly 
used in England; now, in dialectical use, a term for the weighing 
of meat by hand instead of by scales. 

AUNDH, a native state of India, in the Deccan division of 
Bombay, ranking as one of the Sataza Jagirs. Its area Is 447 
Sq. m.; its population was 63,921 in 1901, showing a decrease 
of 2% in the decade. Estimated revenue hum The chief, 
whose title is Pant Pratinidhi, is a Brahman by caste. The 
state hag suffered severely from plague. The town of Aundh 
is situated 26 m. S.E. of Satara. Pop. about 350 0. 

ALINGERVYLE, RICHARD (x287-5345), commonly known as 
Marne DE BURY, English bibliophile, writer and bishop, was 
born near Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk, on the 24th of January 
z 287. He was the son of Sir Richard Aungervyle, who was 
descended from one of William the Conqueror's soldiers, settled 
in Leicestershire, where the fannly came into possession of the 
manor of Willoughby. His education was undertaken by his 
uncle, John de Willoughby, and after leaving the grammar 
school of his native place he was sent to Oxford, where be is 
said to have distinguished himself in philosophy and theology. 
John Pits 1  says, but apparently without authority, that he 
became a Benedictine monk. He was made tutor to Prince 
Edward of Windsor (afterwards Edward III.), and, according 
to Dibdin, inspired him with some of his own love of books. 
He was mixed up with the sordid intrigues which preceded 
the deposition of Edward II., and supplied Queen Isabella and 
Mortimer in Paris with money in 1325 from the revenues of 
Guienne, of which province he was treasurer. For some time 
he bad to hide in Paris from the officers sent by Edward IL to 
apprehend him. On the accession of Edward III. his services 
were rewarded by rapid promotion. He was cofferer to the 
king, treasurer of the wardrobe and afterwards clerk of the 
privy seal. The king, moreover, repeatedly recommended him 
to the pope, and twice sent him, in 1330 and 1333, 115 ambassador 
to the papal court, then in exile at Avignon. On the first of 
these visits be made the acquaintance of a fellow bibliophile in 
Petrarch, who records his impression (Epirl. Feed!. lib. ill. 
Ep. r) of the Englishman as "not ignorant of literature and .. . 
from his youth up curious beyond belief of hidden things." 
He asked him for information about Thule, but Aungervyle, 
who promised information when he should once more be at home 
among his books, never sent any answer, in spite of repeated 
enquiries. The pope, John "DUI., made him his principal 
chaplain, and presented him with a rocket in earnest of the 
first vacant bishopric in England. 

During his absence from England he Ina made (1333) dean of 
Wells. In September of the same year the see of Durham fell 
vacant, and the king overruled the choice of the monks, who had 
elected and actually installed their sub-prior, Robert de Gray- 
status, in favour of Aungervyle. In February 1334 be was 
made lord treasurer, an appointment he exchanged later in 
the , year for that of lord chancellor. This charge he resigned 
in the next year, and, after making arrangements for the protec- 
tion of his northern diocese from an expected inroad of the 
Scots, he proceeded in July 1336 to France to attempt a settle. 
meat of the claims In dispute between Edward and Philip. In 
the next year he served on three commissions for the defence 
of the northern counties. In J11110 1338 be was once more sent 
abroad to secure peace, but within a montliof his appointment 

De El. Aug! Script (x619, p. 467). 
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Edward himself landed In Flanders to procure allies for his alto 
preaching campaign. Aungervyle accompanied him to Coblenz 
to his meeting with the emperor Louis IV., and in the 
next year was sent to England to raise money. This seems 
to have been his last visit to the continent In 1340 and 534 2 

 he was again engaged in trying to negotiate peace with the 
Scots, but from this time his life appears to have passed quietly 
in the are of his diocese and in the accumulation of a library. 

He sent far and wide in search of manuscripts, rescuing many 
treasures from the charge of ignorant and neglectful monks. 
" No dearness of price," he says, " ought to hinder a man from 
the buying of books, if he has the money demanded for them, 
unless it be to withstand the malice of the seller or to await a 
more favourable opportunity of buying." It is to be supposed 
that Richard de Bury sometimes brought undue pressure to 
bear on the owners, for it is recorded that an abbot of St Albans 
bribed him to secure his influence for the house by four valuable 
books, and that de Bury, who procured certain coveted privileges 
for the monastery, bought from him thirty-two other books, 
for fifty pieces of silver, far less than their normal price. The 
record of his passion for books, his Plalobiblon, was completed 
on his  fifty-eighth  birthday, the 24th of January 1345, and he 
died on the '14th of April (May, according to Adam Murimuth) 
of that year. He gives an account (chapter viii.) of the 
unwearied efforts made by himself and his agents to collect 
books. In the eighteenth chapter he records his intention of 
founding a ball at Oxford, and in connexion with it a library 
of which his books were to form the nucleus. He even details the 
rules to be observed for the lending and care of the books, and 
he bad already taken the preliminary steps for the foundation. 
The bishop died, however, in great poverty, and it seems likely 
that his collection was dispersed immediately after his death. 
But the traditional account is that the books were sent to the 
Durham Benedictines at Oxford, and that on the dissolution 
of the foundation by Henry VIII. they were divided between 
Duke Humphrey of Gloucester's library, Balliol College and 
Dr George Owen. Only two of the volumes are known to be 
in existence; one is a copy of John of Salisbury's works in the 
British Museum, and the other some theological treatises by 
Anselm and others in the Bodleian. 

The chief authority for the bishop's life is William de Chambre 
(printed in Wharton's Anglia. Sacra, 569r, and in Historiae 
Dunelnsensis seriptores fres, Surtees Soc. 1839), who describes 
him as an amiable and excellent man, charitable in his diocese, 
and the liberal patron of many learned men, among these being 
Thomas Bradwardine, afterwards archbishop of Canterbury, 
Richard Fitzralph, afterwards archbishop of Armagh, the 
enemy of the mendicant orders, Walter Burley, who translated 
Aristotle, John Mauduit the astronomer, Robert Holkot and 
Richard de Kilvington. John Bale I and Pits s mention other 
works of his, Epislolae Familiares and Orasiones ad Priscipu. 
The opening words of the Philobiblon and the Epistoloe as given 
by Bale represent those of the Philobiblon and its prologue, 
so that he apparently made two books out of one treatise. It is 
possible that the Oratienes may represent a letter book of 
Richard de Bury's, entitled Liber Epistolaris quondam domini 
Ricardi de Bury, Episcopi Duselsosensis, now in the possession 
if Lord Harlech. This MS., the contents of which are fully 
catalogued in the Fourth Report (1874) of the Historical MSS. 
Commission (Appendix, pp. 379-397), contains numerous letters 
from various popes, from the king, a correspondence dealing 
with the affairs of the university of Oxford, another with the 
province of Gascony, beside some harangues and letters evidently 
kept as models to be used on various occasions. 

It has often been asserted that .the Philobildon itself was not 
written by Richard de Bury at all, but by Robert Holkot. This 
assertion is supported by the fact that in seven of the extant 
MSS. of Pitilobiblon it is ascribed to Holkot in an introductory 
note, in these or slightly varying terms: Incipie proteges in 
phiJobiblos ricardi damelmensis episcopi qui libel compasuil 

Script. IQ. Mal. Brig. cent. v. No. 69: 
, Ds VI. Ansi. Script. (1619, p. 468).  

Robertus holcole de ordine tredieakwart sub asmiseildi episcopi. 
The Paris MS. has simply PkiJobibion okkoli angled, and does 
not contain the usual concluding note of the date when the book 
was completed by Richard. Asa great part of the charm of 
the book lies in the unconscious record of the collector's own 
character, the establishment of Holkot's authorship would 
materially alter its value. A notice of Richard de Bury by his 
contemporary Adam Murimuth (Conassustio Chronicaruns, Rolls 
Series, 1889, p. 7r) gives a less favourable account of him than 
does William de Charnbre, asserting that he was only moder-
ately learned, but desired to be regarded as a great scholar. 

The original Latin text was printed at Cologne 0473/. Spires 
c14113?, Paris (1500), Oxford (1698 and 1599). &c. It was firsttrans-
lated Into English by J.  B. Inglis in 1832. and into French by Hippo-
lyte Cocheris m r858. The best translation is that by Mr E. C. 
Thomas, accompanying the Latin text, with full biographical and 
bibliographical introductions (1888). •Other editions are in the 
King's Classics (1902) and for the Grolier Club (New York, 1889, 
ed. A. W. West). 

AUNT SALLY, the English name for a game popular at 
fairs, race-courses and summer resorts. It consists in throwing 
hard balls, of wood or leather-covered yarn, at puppets dressed 
to represent different characters, originally a grotesque female. 
figure called "Aunt Sally," with the object of smashing a clay 
pipe which is inserted either in the mouth or forehead of the 
puppet. In France the game is popular under-the name jar de 
massacre. In a variation of the pastime the mark consists of a 
living person's head thrust through a hole in a aheet of canvas. In 
case of a hit a second shy is allowed, or a small prize is given. - 

AURA (from the Gr. for " breath " or " breeze "), a term used 
in old days to denote a supposed ethereal -emanation from a 
volatile substance; applied later to the " electrical aura," or 
air-current caused by electrical discharge; in epilepsy (g...) 
to one of its premonitory symptoms; and in spiritualism to 
a mysterious light associated with the presence of spirit-toms. 
See also Auxx01.4. 

AURAN4IABAD, or AURUNGADAD, a city of India, in the 
dominions of the nix= of Hyderabad, north-west division, 
situated 138 m. from Poona, 2o7 from Bombay via Poona, 
and rio from Hyderabad on the river Kaum. It gives its mine 
to a district. It was founded in logo, under the name of Patch-
eager, by MalikAmbar, an Abyssinian, who bad Alen from  the 
condition of a slave to great influence. Subsequently it became 
the capital of the Mogul conquests in the south of India. Aurang-
zeb, who erected here a mausoleum to his wife which has been 
compared tb the Tai at Agra, made the city the seat of his 
government during •his viceroyalty of the Deccan, sad gave 
it the name of Aurangabad. It thus grew into the principal 
city of an extensive province of the same name, stretching 
westward to the sea,.and comprehending nearly the whole of 
the territory now comprised within the northern division of the 
presidency of Bombay. Aurangabad long continued to be the 
capital of the succession of potentates bearing the modern title 
of nizam, after those chiefs became independent of Delhi. They 
abandoned it subsequently, and transferred their capital to 
Hyderabad, when the town at once began to decline. Aurangabad 
is a railway station on the Hyderabad-Godavari line, 43 s ot. from 
Bombay. In toot the population, with military cantonments, 
was 36,837, showing an increase of 8 % in the decade- It has a 
cotton mill. 

The district of Aurangabad has an axes of 6r7e sq. tn. The 
population in root was 724407. It contains the famous caves 
of Ajanta, and also the battlefield of Assaye. 

AURANOZEB (5658—r7o7), one of the greatest of the Mogul 
emperors of Hindustan, was the third son of Shah Jahan, and 
was born in November Oa. His original name, Mahon:xned, 
was changed by his father, with whom he was a favourite, into 
Aurangzeh, meaning ornament of the throne, and at a later 
time he assumed the additional titles of Mohi-eddin, reviver of 
religion, and Alam-gir, conqueror of the world. At a very early 
age, and throughout his whole life, he manifested profound 
religious feeling, perhaps instilled into him in the course of his 
education under some at the strictest Mahommedan doctoe& 
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He was employed, while very young, in some of his father's 
expeditions Into the country beyond the Indus, gave promise 
of considerable military talents, and was appointed to the 
command of an army directed against the Uzbeg%. In this 
campaign he was not completely successful, and soon after was 
transferred to the army engaged in the Deccan. Here he gained 
several victories, and in =junction with the famous general, 
Mir jumla, who had deserted from the Icing of Golconda, he 
seized and edundered the town of Hyderabad, which belonged to 
that monarch. His father's expels orders prevented Aurangzeb 
from following up this success, and, net long after, the sudden 
and alarming illness of Shah Johan turned his thoughts in 
another direction. Of Shah Jahan's four eons, the shiest, Data, 
a brave and honourable mince, but disliked by the Mu:Neiman' 
on account of his liberality of thought, had a natural tight to the 
throne. Accordingly, on the illness of his father, he at once 
seized the reins of government and established himself at Delhi. 
The second son, Shuja, governor of Bengal, a dissolute and 
sensual prince, was dissatisfied, and raised an army to dispute 
the throne with Dam. The keen eye of Aurangzeb saw in this 
conjuncture of events a favourable opportunity foe realising his 
own ambitious schemes. His religions exercises and temperate 
habits gave• him, In popular estimation, a great superiority 
over his brothers, but he was too politic to put forward his claims 
openly. He made overtures to his younger brother Murad, 
governor of Gujarat, representing that neither of their elder 
brothers was worthy of the kingdom, that he himself had no 
temporal ambition, and desired only to place a fit monarch on 
the throne, and then to devote himself to religious exercises and 
make the pilgrimage to Mecca. He therefore proposed to unite 
his forces to those of Murad, who would thus have no difficulty 
in making himself master of the empire while the two elder 
brothers were divided by their own strife. Muted was completely 
deceived by these crafty representations, and at once accepted the 
offer. Their united armies then moved northward. Meanwhile 
Shah-  ahan tad recovered, and though Dam resigned the crown 
he had seized, the other brothers professed not to believe in their 
father's recovery, and still pressed on. Shuja was defeated by 
Dara's son, bat the imperial forces under Jaswane Singh were 
completely routed by the united armies of Aurangzeb and 
Murad. Dan in person took the field against his brothers, 
but was defeated and compelled to fly. Aurangzeb then, by a 
clever sfroke of policy, seised the person of his father, and threw 
him into confinement, in which he was kept for the remaining 
eight years of his life. Muted was soon removed by assassination, 
and the way being thus cleared, Aurangseb, with effected reluct-
ance, ascended the throne in August 038. He quickly freed 
himself from all other competitors for the imperial power. Dana, 
who again invaded Gujarat, was defeated and closely pursued, 
and was given up by the native chief with whom he had taken 
refuge. He was brought up to Delhi, exhibited .to the people, 
and assassinated. Shuja, who had been a second time defeated 
near Allababad, was attacked by the imperial forces under Mir 
Juridic and Mahoganied, Aurangzeb's eldest son, who, however, 
deserted and joined his uncle. Shuja was defeated and fled to 
Arakan, where he perished; Mahonimed was captured, thrown 
into the fortress of Gwalior, and died after seven years' con-
finement. No similar contest disturbed Aurangzeb's long 
reign of forty-six years, which has been celebrated, though with 
doubtful justice, as the most brilliant period of the history of 
Hindustan. The empire certainly was wealthy and of enormous 
extent; for there were successively added to it the rich kingdoms 
of Bijapur and Golconda, but it was internally decaying and 
ready to crumble away before the first vigorous assault. Two 
causes principally had tended to weaken the Mogul power. 
Theme was the intense bigotry and intolerant policy of Aurang-
zeb, which had alienated the Hindus and roused the fierce ani-
mosity of the haughty Rajputs. The other was the rise and 
rapid growth of the Mahratta power. Under their able leader, 
Sivaji, these daring freebooters plundered in every direction, 
nor could all Aurangzeb's efforts avail to subdue them. For the 
last twenry-sis years of his life Aurangseb was engaged in wars 

in the Deccan, and never set foot in his own capital. At the 
dose of the long contest the Mogul power was weaker, the 
Mahratta stronger than at first. Still The personal ability and 
influence of the emperor were sufficient to keep his teems intact 
during his own life. His last years were embittered by .  remorse, 
by gloomy forebodings, and by constant suspicion, for he had 
always been in the habit of employing a system of espionage, 
and only then experienced its evil effects. He died on the 3rd 
of March zio7 at Ahmadnagar, while engaged on an extensive 
but unfortunate expedition against the MAMMAL 

See Lane-Poele, Awasgslb, " Rulers of India " series (1893). 
AURAY, a town of France near the mouth of the Away river, 

in the department of Morbiban, ra m. W. of Vannes on the 
railway betillien that town and Lorient. Pop. (teo6) pet. 
Its port, which informed by the channel of the river and divides 
the town into two parts, is frequented by coasting and fishing 
vessels. The principal buildings are the church of St Esprit 
(nth century) now secularized; the Renaissance church of 
St Guth's; the town-hall ( t8th century); and, et a short distance 
from the town, the Carthusian monastery, now a deal and dumb 
institute, on the site of the battle of r364, at which Charles of 
Blois was deferred by John of Montfort (see linITIANY: lifsary). 
Adjoining the Chartreuse is a small chapel in which are preserved 
the bones of the Royalists captured by the Republicans in a battle 
fought near the spot in r793. In the neighbourhood is the church 
of Sainte Anne d'Auray, one of the principal places of pilgrimage 
in Brittany. Astray is one of the chief centres in France for 
oyster-breeding, and carries on boat-building and sardine-fishing. 

. AURELIA, VIA, an ancient highroad of Italy, the date of 
the construction of which is unknown. It ran from Rome to 
• where it reached the sea, and thence along the south-west 
coast of Italy, perhaps originally only as far as Cosa, and was 
later extended to Vada Volaterrana, and in tog B.C. to Genus 
and Dertona by means of the Via Aensilia i  though a cost road 
as far as Genus at least must have aided long before. The name 
is applied in the Antonine Itinerary to these extensions, and even 
to the prolongation to Aries. Its line is in the main closely 
followed by the modern coast highroad; cf., however, for the 
section between Cosa and Populonia, 0. _Cunts in Jahraskela 
der Chien. arch. /asiihar, vu. (19o4), 54. (T. AB.) 

AURELIAN [Lucius Doumus AURELIANITSLOne Of the greatest' 
of the Roman soldier emperors, was born at Sirmium in Pannonia 
between A.D. art-2r4. He was of humble origin, but nothing 
definite Is known of his family. He had always shown great 
enthusiasm for a military career, and so distinguished himself 
in the campaigns in which he took part that on one occasion 
he received a public vote of thanks. At the same time he was 
proclaimed consul elect, and adopted by Illpius Crinitus, military 
governor of Illyria and Thrace. On the death of the emperor 
Claudius II. Gothicus ( zjo), Aurelian was proclaimed his successor 
with the universal approval of the soldiers. His first task was 
to continue the war which had been begun by Claudius against 
the Goths. He drove them out of Moesia across the Danube, 
where he left them in possession of Dada, which he did not think 
himself able to retain; the name was transferred to Moesia, 
which was then called Dada Aureliani. The chronology, how-
ever, of Aurellan's telp is very confused, and the abandonment 
of Dada is placed by sonic authorities towards its close. He 
next entered upon campaigns against the Juthungi, Alamanni, 
and other Germanic tribes, over whom, after a severe defeat 
which was said to have imperilled the very existence of the empire, 
he at length obtained a complete victory. Having thus secured 
the Rhine and Danube frontiers, he turned.his energies towards 
the east, and in 271 set out on his expedition against Zenobia, 
queen of Palmyra (q.e.). At the same time he crushed two 
pretenders to the throne—Firmus and Tetricus. Firmus, 
a wealthy merchant of Seleucia, had proclaimed himself emperor 
of Egypt. Aurelian, who was at the time in Mesopotamia, 
hastened thither, and ordered him to be seized and put to death. 
Tetricus, who had been proclaimed emperor in the west after 
the death of Gallium', and left undisturbed by Claudius II., still 
ruled over Gaul, Spain and Britain. A decisive battle was fought 
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near the modern Chalons, in which Tetricus was defeated. The 
restoration of the unity of the empire was thus complete. In 
574 a brilliant triumph, adorned by the persons of Zenobia and 
Tetricus, was celebrated at Rome. 

Aurelian now turned his attention to the internal affairs of 
the empire. He introduced sumptuary laws; relieved the poor 
by distributions of bread and meat, proceeded with great severity 
against informers and embezzlers; began the construction of 
various public works and buildings; and proclaimed a general 
amnesty for political crimes. The restoration and enlargement 
of the walls of Rome, commenced by him, was not completed 
till the reign of Probus. An attempt to restore the standard 
of the coinage is said to have caused a revolt of the workmen 
and officials connected with the mint, which was ely put down 
with the loss of 7000 soldiers. It has been suggested that this 
was really an attempt at revolution incited by the senate and 
praetorian guards, the opportunity being found in disturbances 
resulting from opposition to the attempted reform, which by 
themselves could hardly have assumed such serious proportions. 
Aurelian's restless spirit was not long able to endure a life of 
inaction in the city. Towards the end of 274, he started on an 
expedition against the Persians, halting in Thrace by the way. 
While on the march between HeracleXt and Byzantium, at the 
beginning of the following year, he was assassinated through 
the treachery of his secretary Eros, who, in order to escape the 
discovery of his own irregularities, incited certain officers against 
the emperor by showing them a forged list, on which their names 
appeared as marked out for death. 

Aurelian well deserved the title of restorer of the empire, and 
it must be remembered that he lived in an age when severity was 
absolutely necessary. He was a great soldier and a rigid but 
just disciplinarian. In more favourable circumstances he would 
have been a great administrator. He displayed a fondness 
for pomp and show on public occasions; he was the first Roman 
emperor to wear the diadem, and assumed the title of Lord and 
God on medals. 

The chief authority for the events of Aurelian's reign is his life 
by Vopiscus, one of the writers of the " Augustan History "; it is 
founded on Greek memoirs and certain journals deposited in the 
Ulpian library at Rome. See L. Homo, re Riffle de Iemperenr 
Amain' (1=4), and Gross's art. in Pauly-Wissowa, Iteaterscyde-
pais, v. 1347 folL. 

AIIRELIANDS, CARLIN, a physician of Sicca in Numidia, 
who probably flourished in the 5th century A.D., although some 
place him two or even three centuries earlier. In favour of the 
later date is the nature of his Latin, which shows a strong 
tendency to the Romance, and the similarity of his language 
to that of Cassius Felix, also an African medical writer, who 
about 450 wrote a short treatise, chiefly based on Galen. We 
possess a translation by Aurelianus of two works of Soranus 
of Ephesus (end century), the chief of the " methodist " school 
of medicine, on chronic and acute maladies—Terdae or Chronicae 
Passions, in five, and Celeste or Acutee Passions in three books. 
The translation, which is especially valuable since the original 
has been lost, shows that Soranus possessed considerable practical 
skill in the diagnosis of ordinary and even of exceptional diseases. 
It is also important as containing numerous references to the 
Methods of earlier medical authorities. We also possess con-
siderable fragments of his Medkineles Resyonsionee, also adapted 
from Soranus, a general treatise on medicine in the form of 
question and answer; it deals with rules of health (salutaria 
praccepia) and the pathology of internal diseases (ed. Rose, 
Anecdote Greece ei Latina, ii., 1870). Where it is possible to 
compare Aurelianus's translation with the original—as in a 
fragment of his Gynaecia with Saranus's Hed yu:atrslwi 
Ilatrer—it is found that it is literal, but abridged. There is 
apparently no MS. of the treatises in existence. (Editions: 
Amman, 1709; Haller, 1774.) 

AIIRELLB DB PALADINES, LOUIS JEAN BAPTISTE D' 
(18o4-1877), French general, was born at Malzieu, Lozfre, on 
the 9th of January 18o4. He was educated at St Cyr, and 
entered the army as sub-lieutenant of foot in 1824. He served 
with distinction in Algeria between 1842 and 2848, becoming  

lieut-colonel and an officer of the Legion of Honour; toot part 
in the Roman campaigns of 1848 and Am, and was made colonel. 
He served as general of brigade throughout the Crimean War of 
2854-56, bang promoted general of division and commander of 
the Legion of Honour. During the campaign in Lombardy in 
18 se he commanded at Maneilks, and superintended the despatch 
of men and stoves to the seat of war, and for his services hewn 
made a grand officer of the Legion of Honour. Placed on the 
reserve list in Mix he was recalled to the Marseilles command 
on the outbreak of the Franco-German War of 1870-71. After 
the first capture of Orleans by the Germans, he was appointed 
by the Government of National Defence, in November aro, 
to the command of the Army of the Loire. He was at fast very 
successful against von der Tann-Rathsambausen, winning the 
battle of Couhniers and compelling the Germans to evacuate 
Orleans, but the capitulation of Metz had set free additional 
German troops to oppose him, and, after his defeat at Beaune la 
Rolande and subsequent unsuccessful fighting near Orleans, 
resulting in its recapture by the Germans in December, Aurae 
retreated into the Sologne and was superseded. After the armis-
tice he was elected to the National Assembly by the departments 
both of Allier and Gironde. He sat for Allier and was one of 
the fifteen officers chosen to assist in the peace negotiation. 
He was decorated with the grand cross of the Legion of Honour, 
and was given the command at Bordeaux, but retired in arr. 
Elected a life senator in 2875, he supported the monarchical 
majority of 1876. He died at Versailles on the 17th of December 
1877. He was the author of La ;Aware Areede.de in Loire, 
published in 1872. 

AUREOLA, Alumna (diminutive of Lat. awns,air);the radiance 
of luminous doud which, in paintings of sacred personages, is 
represented as surrounding the whole figure. In the earliest 
periods of Christian art this splendour was confined to the figures 
of the pawns of the Godhead, but it was afterwards extended 
to the Virgin Mary and to several of the saints. The aureola, 
when enveloping the whole body, is generally oval or dliptical 
in form, but is occasionally circular or quatrefoil. When it is 
merely a luminous disk round the head, ft is called specifically 
a nimbus, while the combination of nimbus and aureole is called 
a fiery. The strict distinction between nimbus and aureole is 
not commonly maintained, and the latter term is most frequently 
used to denote the radiance round the heads of saints, angels 
or persons of the Godhead. The slobs: in Christian art appeared 
first in the 5th century, but practically the same device was 
known still earlier, though its history is obscure, in non-Christian 
art. Thus (though earlier Indian and Bactrian coins do not show 
It) it is found with the gods on some of the coins of the Indian 
kings Kanishka, Huvishka and Vasudeva, 58 is.c. to itxt 41 
(Gardner's Car. of Coins of Greek and Scytkie Kings of Badria 
and India, Brit. Mus. 1886, plates 56-29). And its use has been 
traced through the Egyptians to the Greeks and Romans, 
representations of Trajan (arch of Constantine) and Antonin= 
Pius (reverse of a medal) being found with it In the circular 
form it constitutes a natural and even primitive we of the idea 
of a crown, modified by an equally simple Idea of the emanation 
of light from the head of a superior being, or by the meteorological 
phenomenon of a halo. The probability is that all later associations 
with the symbol refer back to an early astrological origin (cf. 
Dirrintos), the person so glorified being identified with the sun 
and represented in the sun's image; so the aureole is the Hoare,* 
of Mazdaism. From this early astrological use the form of 
" glory " or " nimbus " has been adapted or inherited lender 
new beliefs. 

AIIRICE, a town of Germany, In the Prussian province of 
Hanover, chief town of the district of East Friesland, on the 
Ems-Jade canal, i8 m. N.W. from Emden by rail. Pop. (igloo) 
=is. It is built in the Dutch style, and lies in a sandy but 
fertile plain, surrounded by pleasant promenades which have 
taken the place of the old fortifications. It has a palace, formerly 
the residence of the counts of East Friesland and now used as 
government offices, a Roman Catholic and two Protestant 
churches, a gymnasiutn, and four libraries. There are breweries 
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'and small manufactories of paper and tobacco. Close by Is the 
Walelawn*, the hill of oath and liberty, where every year at 
Whitsuntide representatives of the seven Frisian coast lands 
assembled to deliberate. 

See Wiarda, Brockstache aw Geschichte der Steil Africk (Emden, 
1633). 

AURICLE (from Lat. diminutive of awls, ear), the external ear 
Inanknals, or an analogous part in plants, 8/c. From a supposed 
resemblance to the ear of a dog, the term was applied to the 
upper cavities of the heart. The adjective " auricular " is 
more specially used in the phrase " auricular contagion " (see 
Consassrow), i e. private. 

AURICULA (Primula ourinia), an Alpine plant, which has 
been an inmate of British gardens for about three hundred 
years, and is still prized by florists as a favourite spring flower. 
It loves a cool soil and shady situation. The florists' varieties 
are grown in rich composts, for the preparation of which number-
less receipts have been given; but many of the old nostrums are 
now exploded, and a more rational treatment has taken -their 
place. Thus Mr Douglas writes (Hardy Florists' Flower*— 

" There Is no mystery, as some suppose, about the potting, any 
more than there is about the potting material. The compost should 
consist of turfy loam four parts, leaf-mould one part, sharp river or 

part. silver sand one pa, and a few bits of broken charcoal mixed with it. 
The pots to be used should be from 3 to 41 in. in diameter, inside 
measure; about t in. of potsherds should be placed in the bottom 
of each pot, and over this some fibrous turf, from which the fine 
particles of earth have been removed. The old soil should be shaken 
from the roots of the plants to be potted; and before potting cut off, 
if necessary, a portion of the main root. In potting press the soil 
rather firmly around the roots." 

Auricular are best grown in a cold frame mounted on legs 
about 2 ft. from the ground, and provided with hinged sashes. 
A graduated stage formed of wood battens 6 in. broad, with a 
rise of a in., should be fixed so as to take each one row of pots, 
with the plants standing at about 15 in. from the glass; the 
spaces between the shelves should be closed, while the top board 
of the back and the front should be hinged so as to be let down 
when desired for ventilation, the sashes, too, being movable for 
the same purpose, and also to afford facilities for examining 
and attending to the plants. This frame should face the north 
from May to October, and south in winter. No protection 
will be needed except in very severe frosts, when two or three 
thicknesses of garden mats may be thrown over the glass, and 
allowed to remain on until the soil is thawed, should it become 
frozen. 

Auriculas may be propagated from seed, which is to be sown as 
soon as ripe, in July or August, in boxes, kept under cover, and 
exposed only to the rays of the morning sun. When seed has 
been saved from the finer sorts, the operation is one of consider-
able nicety, as it not unfrequently happens that the best seedlings 
arc at first exceedingly weak. They generally flower in the 
second or third year, a few good sorts being all that can be 
expected from a large sowing. The established varieties are 
increased by taking off the offshoots, an operation performed at 
the time of potting in July or the beginning of August. But 
some varieties are very shy in producing offsets. 

The original of the auricula is a hardy perennial herb, of 
dwarf habit, bearing dull yellowish blossoms. This and the 
commoner forms raised from seed, as well as one or two double 
forma; are interesting hardy border flowers. The choice florists' 
varieties are divided into five classes —the green-edged, with the 
margins of the flowers green; the grey-edged, with the green 
margins powdered with meal so as to appear to be coloured grey; 
the while-edged, with the mealy powder so dense as to cover the 
green; the self; which have none of the green variegation of 
margin seen in the foregoing, but are of some distinct colour, 
as purple, maroon, &c., but have, like the preceding, a white 
paste surrounding the eye ; and the alpines, which resemble the 
sells in not having any green marginal variegation, but differ 
la having a yellow centre more or less dense. The individual 
flowers of the first three groups of florists' sturiculas show four 
distinct circles:—first the eye or tube, which should have the  

stamens lying in ft, but sometimes has the pin-beaded stigma 
instead, which is a defect; second, the paste or circle of pure 
white surrounding the eye, third, the body colour, a circle of 
some dark tint, as maroon or violet, which feathers out more or 
less towards the edge, but is the more perfect the less it is so 
feathered, and Is quite faulty if it breaks through to the outer 
circle; fourth, the margin, which is green or grey or white. 
These circles should be about equal in width and dearly defined, 
and the nearer they are to this standard the more perfect is the 
flower. In the group of sells the conditions are the same, except 
that there is no margin, and consequently the body colour, 
which should be uniform in tone, extends to the edge. In the 
alpines there should be no paste or white surrounding the eye, 
but this space should be either golden-yellow or creamy-yellow, 
which makes two subdivisions in this group; and the body 
colour is more or less distinctly shaded, the edges being of a paler 
hue. There is besides a group of laced alpines, in which a distinct 
and regular border of colour surrounds each of the marginal 
lobes. 

The following is a selection of the best varieties cultivated 
in 1909:— 

Creen-releed.—Abb6 Liszt. Abraham Barker, Shirley Hibberd, 
Prince Charming, Mrs Henwood. 

Grey -edged. —Amy ltobsart, George Lightbody, Marmion, Olym-
pus, George Rudd, Richard Headly. 

Whise -eked. —Acme, Conservative, Heather Bell, Mrs Dodson, 
Rachel, Smiling Beauty. 

Sal s.—Andrew Miller, Gerald, Mikado, .Mn Phillips, Mn Potts, 
Harrison Weir. 

Aleines.—Argue, Dean Hole, Duke of York. Firefly, Flora McIver, 
Mrs Douglas, Mrs Markham, Perfection, Phyllis, Rosy Morn, The 
Bride, Teviotdaie. 

AURIFABER (the latinized form of Goldschmidti, a surname 
borne by three prominent men of the Reformation period in 
Germany. 

r. ANDREAS ( 1 5 1 4-1 550 was a physician of some repute, but 
through his influence with Albert of Brandenburg, last grand-
master of the Teutonic order, and first Protestant duke of 
Prussia, became an outstanding figure in the controversy 
associated with Andreas Osiander (9.1%) whose daughter he bad 
married. 

2. 'DANNER (Vratislaviensis ; 1517-1568), the Younger 
brother of Andreas, was born at Breslau on the 3oth of January 
1517, and educated at Wittenberg, where he formed a close and 
lasting friendship with Melanchthon. After graduating in 1538 
he spent twelve years as docent at the university, and having 
then received his doctorate of divinity, was appointed professor 
of divinity and pastor of the church of St Nicholas at Rostock. 
He distinguished himself by his conciliatory disposition, earned 
the special confidence of Duke John Albert of Mecklenburg, and 
took a leading part in x552 in drawing up the constitution of 
the Mecklenburg church. He also settled some religious disputes 
in the town of Lubeck. In i553 Duke Albert of Prussia, anxious 
to heal the differences in the Prussian church caused by the 
discussion of Osiander's doctrines, invited him to Konigsberg, 
and in the following year appointed him professor of divinity 
and president of the Samland diocese. Joanna, however, 
found it impossible to conciliate all parties, and In r565 returned 
to Breslau, where, in 1567, he became pastor in the church of 
St Elizabeth and inspector of the Lutheran churches and schools. 
He died on the 19th of October Ling. 

3. Joerneas (Vinariensis; 1519-1575), was born in the 
county of Mansfeldt in 1519. He studied at Wittenberg where 
he heard the lectures of Luther, and afterwards became tutor 
to Count Mansfeldt. In the war of z544-45 he accompanied the 
army as field-preacher, and then lived with Luther as his foressists 
or private secretary, being present at his death in 1546. In the 
following year he spent six months in prison with John Frederick, 
elector of Saxony, who had been captured by the emperor, 
Charles V. He held for some years the office of court-preacher 
at Weimar, but owing to theological disputes was compelled 
to resign this office in 156x. In 1566 he was appointed to the 
Lutheran church at Erfurt, and there remained till his death 
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In November t575• Besides taking a share in the first collected 
or Jena edition of Luther's works (x50), Aurifaber sought out 
and published at Eisleben in 5564-5565 several writings not 
included in that edition. He also published Luther's Letters 
(x556, is65), and Table Talk (x 566). This popular work, which 
has given him most of his fame, is unfortunately but a second 
or third hand compilation. 

See G. Kawerau's art. in Herzog-Hauck's Realettcyk, frlr peel. 
Tkeoiogie, and the literature there cited. 

AURIGA (the " charioteer " or " waggoner "), in astronomy, a 
constellation of the northern hemisphere, found in the catalogues 
of Eudoxus (4th century, a.c.) and Aratus (3rd century !Lc.). It 
was symbolized by the Greeks as an old man in a more or less 
sitting posture, with a goat and her kids in his left hand, and 
a bridle in his right. The ancient Greeks associated this con-
stellation with many myths. Some assume it to be Erichthonius, 
son of Athena and Hephaestus, who was translated to the skies 
by Zeus on account of his invention of chariots or coaches. 
Others assume it to be Myrtilus, a son of Hermes and Clytie, 
and charioteer to Oenomaus, who was placed in the heavens by 
Hermes. Another myth has it to be Olenus, a son of Hephaestus, 
and father of Aega and Helice, two nymphs who nursed Zeus. 
Ptolemy catalogued fourteen stars, Tycho Brahe twenty-seven, 
and Hevelius forty in this constellation. Interesting stars 
are: a Aurigae or Capella (the goat), one of the brightest 
stars in the heavens, determined by Newall and Campbell to be 
a spectroscopic binary; 13 Aurigae, a star of the second magnitude 
also a spectroscopic binary; e Aurigae, an irregularly variable 
star; and Nova Aurigae, a " new " star discovered by Anderson 
in 1892, and afterwards found on a photographic plate exposed 
at Harvard in December 189 1. Several Lae star clusters also 
appear in this Constellation. 

AURILLAS, a town of central France, capital of the depart-
ment of Cantal, r4o m. N.N.E. of Toulouse, on the Orleans rail-
way between Figeac and Murat. Pop. (1906) 14,c397. Aiuillac 
stands on the right bank of the Jordanne, and is dominated 
from the north-west by the Roc Castanet, crowned by the castle 
of St Etienne, the keep of which dates from the mth century. 
Its streets are narrow and uninteresting, with the exception of 
one which contains, among other old houses, that known as the 
Maison des Consuls, a Gothic building of the 16th Century, 
decorated with sculptured stone-work. Anrillac owes its origin 
to an abbey founded in the gth century by St Geraud, and the 
abbey-church, rebuilt in the 17th century in the Gothic style, 
is the chief building in the town. The former college, which 
dates from the 57th century, is now occupied by a museum and 
a library. There is a statue of Pope Silvester II., born near 
Aurillac in 93o and educated in the abbey, which soon afterwards 
became one of the most famous schools of France. Aurillac 
is the seat of a prefect, and its public institutions include tribunals 
of first instance and of commerce, a chamber of commerce, a 
lycee, training-colleges and a branch of the Bank of France. 
The chief manufactures are wooden shoes and umbrellas, and 
there is trade in cheese and in the cattle and horses reared in 
the neighbourhood. 

AURISPA, GIOVANNI (c. 137o-1450, one of the learned 
Italians of the 15th century, who did so much to promote the 
revival of the study of Greek in Italy, was born at Noto in 
Sicily. In 1418 he visited Constantinople, where he remained 
for some years, perfecting his knowledge of Greek and searching 
for ancient MSS. His efforts were rewarded by the acquisition 
of some aso MSS., with which he returned to Venice. Here he 
is said to have been obliged to pawn his treasures for 5o gold 
florins to provide for his immediate wants. Cosimo de' Medici, 
bearing of his embarrassment, redeemed the MSS. and summoned 
the owner to Florence. In 1438, at the council of Basel, Aurispa 
attracted the attention of Pope Eugenius IV., who made him his 
secretary; he held a similar position under Nicholas V., who 
presented him to two lucrative abbacies. He died at Ferrara. 
Considering his long life and reputation Aurispa produced little: 
Latin translations of the commentary of Hierocles on the golden 
Verses of Pythagoras (1474) and of Pkilisci Consolinorio ad 

Cieeronim from I)lo Cassius (not jahlaffshed till Isto)i 
according to Gesner, a translation of the works of Archimedes. 
Aurispa's reputation rests upon the extensive collection of MSS. 
copied and distributed by him, and his persistent efforts to 
revive and promote the study of andent literature. 

AUROCHS (from Lat. war, the wild ox, and " ox ") or Metre, 
the name of the extinct wild ox of Europe (Boa knows primi-
genius), which after the disappearance of that animal became 
transferred to the bison. According to the German Freiherr 
von Herberstein (1486-1566), in his Moscovia, of which an Italian 
translation was published at Venice in 1550, the wombs survived 
in Poland (and probably also in Hungary) during the latter 
middle ages. In this work appear woodcuts—rude but char-
acteristic and uninistakable—of two distinct types of European 
wild cattle; one the aurochs, or car, and the other the bison. 
As Herberstein had travelled in Poland, it is probable that he 
had seen both species alive, and the drawings were most likely 
executed under his own direction. It has indeed been suggested 
that the figure of the aurochs was taken filen a domesticated 
ox, but this is a mistaken idea. Not the least important feature 
of the work of Herberstein is the application of the name aurochs 
to the wild ox, as distinct from rho bison. The locality where 
aurochs survived in Herberstein's time was the forest of Jakto-
zowka, situated about ss kilometres west-south-west of Warsaw, 
in the provinces of Bolemow and Sochaczew, From other 
evidence it appears that the last aurochs was killed in this forest 
in the year 1627. Herberstein describes the colour of the aurochs 
as black, and this is confirmed by another old picture of the 
animal. Gesner's figure of the aurochs, or as he calls it " thin," 
given in the hones to his History of Animals, was probably 
adapted from Herberstei&s. It may be added that an ancient 
gold goblet depicts the hunting and taming of the wild amid& 

As a wild animal, then, the aurochs appears to have ceased 
to exist in the early part of the 17th century; but as a species 
it survives, for the majority of the domesticated breeds of 
European cattle are its descendants, all diminished in point of 
size, and some departing more widely from the original type 
than others. Aurochs' calves were in all probability captured 
by the early inhabitants of Britain and the continent and tamed; 
and from these, with perhaps an occasional blending of wild 
blood, are descended most European breeds of cattle. 

Much misconception, however, has prevailed as to which 
breeds see the nearest to the ancestral wild stock. At one time 
this position was supposed to be occupied by the white half-wild 
cattle of Chillingham and other British parks. These white 
breeds are, however, partial albinos; and such'semi-albinos are 
always the result of domestication and could not have arisen 
in the wild state. Moreover, park-cattle display evidence of 
their descent from dark-coloured breeds by the retention of red 
or black ears and brown or black muzzles. In the Chillingham 
cattle the ears are generally red, although sometimes black, 
and the muzzle is brown; while In the breed at Cadzow Chase, 
Lanarkshire, both ears and muzzle are black, and there are 
usually flecks of black on the head and forequarters. It is further 
significant that, in the Chillingham herd, dark-coloared calves, 
which are weeded out, make their appearance from time to 
time. 

A very ancient British breed is the black Pembroke; and when 
this breed tends to albinism, the ears and muzzle, and more rarely 
the fetlocks, remain completely black, Or very dark grey, although 
the colour elsewhere is whitish, more or less flecked and blotched 
with pale grey. In the shape and curvature of the horns, which 
at first incline outwards and forwards, and then bend somewhat 
upwards and inwards, this breed of cattle resembles the anrochs 
and the (by comparison) dwarfed park-breeds. Moreover, in 
both the Pembroke and the park-breeds the horns are light-
coloured with black tips. 

Evidence as to the affinity between these breeds is afforded by 
the fact that a breed of cattle very similar to that at Chillingham 
was found in Wales in the loth century; these 'suit being 
white with red ears. Individuals of this race survived till at 
least 1850 In Pembroke, where they were at one time kept 
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perfectly pure as a part of the regular farm-stock. Until a 
period comparatively recent, they were relatively numerous, and 
were driven in droves to the pasturages of the Severn and the 
neighbouring markets. Their whole essential characters are the 
same as those of the cattle at Chillingham. Their horns arc 
white, tipped with black, and extended and turned upwards in 
the manner distinctive of the park-breed. The inside of the ears 
and the muzzle are black, and the feet are black to the fetlock 
Joint. The.skin is unctuous and of a deep-toned yellow colour. 
Individuals of the race were sometimes born entirely black, and 
then were not to be distinguished from the common Pembroke 
cattle of the mountains. . 

It is thus evident that park-cattle are an albino offshoot 
from the ancient Pembroke black breed, which, from their soft 
and well-oiled skins, are evidently natives of a humid climate, 
such as that of the forests in which dwelt the wild aurochs. 
This disposes of a theory that they arc descendants of a white 
saaificial breed introduced into Britain by the ancient Romans. 
. The Pembroke and park-cattle are, however, by no means the 
sole descendants of the aurochs, the black Spanish fighting-bulls 
.claiming it similar descent. This breed shows a light-coloured 
line along the spine, which was characteristic of the amoeba. 
It has also been suggested that the Swiss Siemental cattle are 
nearly related to the aurochs. The latter was a gigantic animal, 
especially during the Pleistocene period; the skulls and limb-
bones discovered in the brick-earths and gravels of the Thames 
valley and many other parts of England having belonged to 
animals that probably stood six feet at the shoulder. (R. L.*) 

AURORA (perhaps through a form mom from Sansk. tale, 
to buns; the common idea of " brightness " suggests a connexion 
with Gamuts, gold), the Roman goddess of the dawn, correspond-
ing to the Greek goddess Eos. According to Hesiod (Theog. 27z) 
she was the daughter of the Titan Hyperion and Thee (or Eury-
phassa), and sister of Helios and Selene. By the Titan Astraeus, 
she was the mother of the winds Zephyrus, Notus and Boreas, 
of Hesperus and the stars. Homer represents her as rising 
every morning from the couch of Tithonus (by whom she was 
the mother of Emathion and Memnon), and drawn out of the 
east in a chariot by the horses Larnpus and Phaethon to carry 
light to godsend men (Odyssey, mil 253); in Homer, she aban-
dons her course when the sun is fully risen (or at the latest at 
mid-day, Iliad, ix. 66), but in later literature she accompanies 
the sun all day and thus becomes the goddess of the daylight. 
From the nmeate shafts of light which herald the dawn, she 
beers in Homer the epithet " rosy-fingered." The conception of 
a dawn-goddess is common in primitive religions, especially in 
the Vedic mythology, where the deity Usis is closely parallel to 
the Greco-Roman; see Paul Regnaud, Le Rig-Veda in Ansi:des 
&sok Guimel, von i. c. 6 (Paris, 2892). She is also represented 
as the lover of the hunter Orion (Odyssey, v. Car), the representa-
tive of the constellation that disappears at the flush of dawn, 
and the youthful hunter Cephalus, by whom she was the mother 
of Phattlion (Apollodorus iii. z4. 3) In works of art, Eos is 
represented as a young woman, fully clothed, walking fast 
with a youth in her arms; or rising from the sea in a chariot 
drawn by winged horses; sometimes, as the goddess who dis-
penses the dews of the morning, she has a pitcher in each hand. 
In the fresco-painting by Guido Reni in the Rospiglioai palace 
at Rome, Aurora is represented strewing flowers 'before the 
chariot of the sun. Metaphorically the word Aurora was used 
(e.g. Virg. Acs. viii. 686, vii. 6o6) for the East generally. 

AURORA, a city of Kane county, Illinois, U.S.A., in the 
N.E. part of the state, on the Fox river, about 37 na. W of 
Chicago. Pop. (ago) 19,688; (woo) 24,247, of whom 5075 were 
foreign-born; (5920) 29,807. Aurora is served by the Chicago, 
Burlington A Quincy, the Chicago & North-Western, the Elgin, 
Joliet & Eastern, and the Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota rail-
ways, and Is connected with Chicago by an electric line. The 
city has a soldiers' memorial ball, erected by popular sub-
scription, and a Carnegie library. Aurora is an important manu-
facturing centre; among its manufactures are railway cars—
the shops of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railway being  

hero--.flour and cotton, carriages, hardware spadelike, corsets, 
suspenders, stoves and silver-plate. In runs the city's factory 
products were valued at 57,329,028, an increase of 30 % in 5 years. 
The municipality owns and operates the water-works and electric-
lighting plants. The first settlement in the vicinity of Aurora 
was made in 1834. In 2845 the village of East Aurora was 
incorporated, and West Aurora was incorporated nine years later. 
In 2853 the two villages were united under a city charter, which 
was superseded by a revised charter in :887. 

AURORA, a city of Lawrence county, Missouri, U.S.A., 
275 m. S.W. of St Louis, on the St Louis & San Francisco, and 
the St Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern railways. Pop.(2890) 
3482 ; (2900) 619r; (1910) 4148. It is situated near a lead and 
zinc mining region, where surface lead was discovered in :873 
and systematic mining began in 2887; among the cities of the 
state it is second to Joplin in mineral importance, and has large 
ironworks and flour-mills; mining machinery also is manu-
factured. Farming and fruit-growing are carried on in the 
surrounding country, and Aurora is the place from which the 
products are shipped. Aurora was platted in 287o and was 
chartered ass city in x886. 

AURORA, a village of Cayuga county, New York, U.S.A., on 
Cayuga Lake, 26 m. S.W. of Auburn. Pop. ( 1 905) 628; (1920) 
493. It is served by the Lehigh Valley railway. Aurora is a beau-
tiful place and a popular summer resort, but it is best koown as 
the seat of Wells College, a non-sectarian college for women, 
founded in 2868 by Henry Wells (1805-5878), of the Wells 
Fargo Express Company, and liberally endowed by Edwin B. 
Morgan (1806-r881), also connected with the same company, 
and by others. At Aurora are also the Soma school (a prepara-
tory school for boys), founded in 2798 and until 1904 known as 
the Cayuga Lake Academy, and the Wells school (a preparatory 
school for girls). The village has a public library. Aurora was 
settled in 1789 chiefly by residents of New England, and wall 
incorporated in 190$. 

AURORA POLARIS (Aurora Borealis and Australis, Polar 
Light, Northern Lights), a natural phenomenon which occurs 
in many forms, some of great beauty. 

1. Forms.—Various schemes of classification have been 
proposed, but none has met with universal acceptance; the 
following are at least the principal types. (x) Arcs. These 
most commonly resemble segments of circles, but are not in-
frequently elliptical or irregular in outline. The cnds of arcs 
frequently extend to the horizon, but often one or both ends 
stop short of this,. Several arcs may be visible at the same 
time. Usually the under or concave edge of the arc is the more 
clearly defined, and adjacent to it the sky often seems darker 
than elsewhere. It is rather a disputed point whether this dark 
segment—through which starlight has been seen to pass—
represents a real atmospheric condition or is merely a contrast 
effect. (a) Bauds. These may be nearly straight and regular 
in outline, as if broken portions of arcs; frequently they are 
ribbon-like serpentine forms showing numerous sinuosities. 
(3) Rays. Frequently an arc or band is visibly composed of 
innumerable short rays separated by distinctly less luminous 
intervals. These rays are more or less perpendicular to the arc 
or band; sometimes they are very approximately parallel to 
one another, on other occasions they converge towards a point. 
Longer rays often show an independent existence. Not in. 
frequently rays extend from the upper edge of an arc towards 
the zenith. Combinations of rays sometimes resemble a luminous 
fan, or a series of fans, or part of a hollow luminous cylinder 
Rays often alter suddenly in length, seeming to stretch down 
towards the horizon or mount towards the zenith. This accounts 
for the description of aurora as " Merry Dancers." (4) Curialms 
or Draperies. This form is rare except in Arctic regions, where 
it is sometimes fairly frequent. It is one of the most imposing 
forms. As a rule the higher portion is visibly made up of rays, 
the light tending to become more continuous towards the lower 
edge; the combination suggests a connected whole, like a 
curtain whose alternate portions are in light and shade. The 
curtain often shows several conspicuous folds, and the lower 
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edge often resembles frilled drapery. At several stations in 
Greenland auroral curtains have been observed when passing 
right overhead to narrow to a thin luminous streak, exactly as 
a vertical sheet of light would seem to do to one passing under-
neath it. (5) Corona. A fully developed corona is perhaps the 
finest form of aurora. As the name implies, there is a sort of 
crown of light surrounding a comparatively or wholly dark 
centre. Farther from the centre the ray structure is usually 
prominent. The rays may lie very close together, or may 
be widely separated from one another. (6) Pakhes. During 
some displays, auroral light appears in irregular areas or patches, 
which sometimes bear a very dose resemblance to illuminated 
detached clouds. (7) Diffused Aurora. Sometimes a large 
part of the sky shows a diffuse illumination, which, though 
brighter in some parts than others, possesses no definite outlines. 
How far the different forms indicate real difference in the nature 
of the phenomenon, and how far they are determined by the 
position of the observer, it is difficult to say. Not infrequently 
several different forms are visible at the same time. 

2. /rockarms.—Aurora is seldom observed in low latitudes. 
In the southern hemisphere there is comparatively little in-
habited land in high latitudes and observational data are few; 
thus little is known as to how the frequency varies with latitude 
and longitude. Even in the northern hemisphere there are large 
areas in the Arctic about which little is known. H. Fritz (2) 
has, however, drawn a series of curves which are believed to give 
a good general idea of the relative frequency of aurora throughout 
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the northern hemisphere. Fritz' curves, shown in the illustration, 
are termed isochasms, from the Greek word employed by Aris-
totle to denote aurora. Points on the same curve are supposed 
to have the same average number of auroras in the year, and 
this average number is shown adjacent to the curve. Starting 
from the equator and travelling northwards we find in the 
extreme south of Spain an average of only one aurora in ten 
years. In the north of France the average rises to five a year; 
In the north of Ireland to thirty a year; a little to the north of 
the Shetlands to one hundred a year. Between the Shethinds 

and Iceland we cross the curve of maximum frequency, and 
farther north the frequency diminishes. The curve of maximum 
frequency forms a slightly irregular oval, whose centre, the 
auroral pole, is according to Fritz at about ilr° N. lat., 7o° W. 
long. 'sedum.% reach a good deal farther south in America 
than in Europe. In other words, auroras are much more 
numerous in the southern parts of Canada and in the United 
States than in the same latitudes of Europe. 

3. Annual Varieties.—Table L shows the annual variation 
observed in the frequency of aurora. It has been compiled from 
several authorities, especially Joseph Lovering (4) and Sophus 
Tromholt (6). The monthly figures denote the percentages of the 
total number seen in the year. The stations are arranged in 
order of latitude. Individual places are first considered, then 
a few large areas. 

The Godthaab data in Table L are essentially those given by 
Prof. A. Paulsen (8) as observed by Kleinschmidt in the winters 
of 1865 to alls, supplemented by I.overing's data for summer. 
Starting at the extreme north, we have a simple period with a 
well-marked maximum at midwinter, and no auroras during 
several months at midsummer. This applies to Hammerfest, 
Jakobsbavn, Godthaab and the most northern division of 
Scandinavia. The next division of Scandinavia shows a transi-
tion stage. To the south of this in Europe the single maximum 
at mid-winter is replaced by two maxima, somewhere about the 
equinoxes. 

4. In considering what is the real significance of the great differ-
ence apparent in Table I. between higher and middle latitudes, a 
primary consideration is that aurora is seldom seen until the sun is 
some degrees below the horizon. There is no reason to suppose that 
the physical causes whose effects we see as aurora are in existence 
only when aurora is visible. Until means are devised for detecting 
aurora during bright sunshine, our knowledge as to the hour at 
which these causes are most frequently or most powerfully in opera-
tion must remain incomplete. But It can hardly be doubted that 
the differences apparent in Table I. are largely due to the influence 
of sunlight. In high latitudes for several months in summer it is 
never dark, and consequently • total absence of visible aurora is 
practically inevitable. Some idea of this influence can be derived 
from figures obtained by the Swedish International Expedition of 
1882-1883 at Cape Thorsden, Spitsbergen. lat. 78' se' N. (7). The 
original gives the relative frequency of aurora for each degree of 
depression of the sun below the horizon, assuming the effect of twi-
light to be nil (i.e. the relative frequency to be loo) when the de-
pression is 181' or more. The following are a selection of the 

m:— 
Angle of depression . . 4.e 7.e 10.e 12'5- 15-5t 
Relative frequency • • o'3 9.3 441 741 939: 

These figures are not wholly free from uncertainties, arising from 
true diurnal and annual variations in the frequency, but they give 
a good general idea of the influence of twilight. 

If sunlight and twilight were the sole cause of the ■pparent annual 
variation, the frequency would have • simple period, with a maxi-
mum at midwinter and • minimum at midsummer. This is what 
is actually shown by the most northern stations and districts in 
Table 1. When we come, however, below 63° lat in Europe the 
fruency near the equinoxes rises above that at midwinter. and 
we have a distinct double period, with a principal minimum at mid-
summer and a secondary minimum at midwinter. Is southern 
Europe—where, however, auroras are too few to give smooth resales 
in a limited number of years—in southern Canada, and in the 
United States, the difference between the winter and summer 
months is much reduced. Whether there is any real difference 
between high and mean latitudes in the annual frequency of the 
causes rendered visible by aurora, it is difficult to say. The Scan-
dinavian data. from the wealth of observations, are probably the 
most representative, and even in the most northern distract of 
Scandinavia the smallness of the excess of the frequencies in Decem-
ber and January over those in March and October sugges s that 
some influence tending to create maxima at the equinoxes _ has largely 
counterbalanced the influence of sunlight and twilight in reducing 
the frequency at these seasons. 

5. Fourier Analysis.—With a view to more minute ncaminatioa. 
the annual frequency can be expressed in Fourier series, whale terms 
represent waves. whose penal. are 12. 6. 4. 3.&c. months. This 
has been done by Lovering (4) for thirty-five stations. The nature of 
the results will best be explained by reference to the formula given 
by Lovering as a mean from all the stations considered, viz.:— 

8.33+3 03 sin (3014-100•54+2•53 sin (6of -4-3oses') -1-o- 16 sin 
Nor +213'30 +016 sin ( 12o1+162'45") +0.27 sin (15014-32.381. 

The total number of auroras in the year is taken as loo. and 1 denotes 
the time, in months, that has elapsed since the middle of January. 
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Fig. 2.—Two Types of Auroral Rays. 
(From the InterrationalePotarArsehurte, 1882-1883, by permimion of the 

Kaiserlichen etkademse der Wiesen...&Oen, Vienna.) 
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Fig. 5.—Auroral Corona. 
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Putting 	&c., in succession, we get the percentages of the otal 
number of auroras which occur in January, February, and so on. 
The first periodic term has a period of twelve, the second o six 
mouths, and similarly for the others. The first periodic term is 
largest when 1X30*4-100.  52, -4500. This makes 11•6 months 
attar the middle of January, otherwise the 3rd of January, approxi-
mately. The 6•month term has the earliest of its two equal 
maxima about the 26th of March. These two are much the most 
Important of the periodic terms. The angles 100.52',.309. 5'. &c..are 
known as the phase angles of the respective periodic terms, while' 
3.03, 2.53, &c., are the corresponding amplitudes. Table 11. gives 
a selection of Lovering's results. The stations are arranged according 
to latitude. 

TAD= 11. 

Speaking generally, the annual term diminishes In Importance 
as we travel south. North of 55' in Europe its phase angle seems 
fairly constant, not differing very much from the value le in 
Lovering's general formula. The 6-month term is small, in the two 
most northern rations. but south of oce N. lee,* is on the whole 
the most important term. Excluding Jakobshavn, the phase anew 
in the 6-month term vary wonderfully little, and approach the value 
309.  in Lovering's general formula. North of lat. 5o* the 4-month 
term is, as a rule, comparatively unimportant, but in the American 
stations its relative importance is increased. The phase angle, 
however, varies so much as to suggest that the term mainly repre-
sents local causes or observational uncertainties. Lovering's general 
formula suggests that the 4-month term is really less important than 
the 3-month term, but he gives no data for the latter at individual 
stations. 

6. Sunlight is not tbe only disturbin cense in estimates of auroral 
frequency. An idea of the disturbing

g 
 iafluence of cloud may be 

derived from some interesting results from the Cape Thoredea (7) 
observations. Theme show how the frequency of visible auroras 
diminished as cloud increased from o (ticy quite clear) to ro (sky 
wholly overcast). 

Grouping the results. we have: 
Amount of cloud ... o t to 3 4 to 6 7 to 9 10 
Relative frequency . zoo 82 	57 	46 	8 

Out of a total of 1714 hours during which the sky was wholly overcast 
the Swedish expedition NM auroras on 17, occurring on 14 separate 
days, whereas 226 hours of aurora would have occurred out of an 
equal number of hours with the sky quite clear. The figures being  

based on only 000 season's observations are somewhat irregular. 
Smoothing them, Carlheim-Gyllenakbld gives ,f ■ 00' —7• as the 
most probable linear relation between c, the amount of doud, and 

the frequency, assuming the latter to be too when there is no 
doud. 

7. Diurnal Variation--The apparent daily period of most 
stations is largely determined, by the influence of daylight on 
the visibility. It is only during winter and in high latitudes that 
we can hope to ascertain anything directly as to the real diurnal 
variation of the causes whose influence is visible at night as 
aurora. Table III. gives particulars of the number of occasions 

when aurora was seen at each hour of 
the twenty-four during three expeditions 
in high latitudes when a special outlook 
was kept. 

The data under A refer to Cape 
Thorsden (785 a' N. lat., if 42' E. 
long.); those under B to Jan Mayen (8) 
(21* 0' N. Lat., 8' 28' W. long.), both for 
the winter of 1882-1883. The data under 
C are given by H. Arctowski (9) for the 
" Belgic& " Expedition in 1898. They may 
be regarded as applying approximately 
to the mean position of the " Belgica," 
or 7o}' s.lat., 861' W. long. The method 
of counting frequencies was fairly alike, 
at least in the we of A and B, but 
in comparing the different battens the 

data should be regarded as relative rather than absolute. 
The Jan Mayen data refer really to GlIttingen mean time, but 
this was only twenty-three minutes late on local time. In 
calculating the percentages of forenoon and afternoon occur. 
rences half the entries under noon and midnight were assigned 
to each half of the day. Even at Cape Thorsden, the sun at mid- 
winter is only 1* below the horizon at noon, and its effect on the 
visibility is thus not wholly negligible. The influence of daylight 
is presumably the principal cause of the difference between the 
phenomena during November, December and January at. Cape 
Thorsden and Jan Mayen, for in the equinoctial months the 
results from these two stations are closely similar. Whilst day- 
light is the principal cause of the diurnal inequality, it Is not the 
only cause, otherwise there would be as many auroras in the 
morning (forenoon) as in the evening (afternoon). The number 
seen in the evening is, however, according to Table III., consider- 
ably in excess at all seasons. Taking the whole winter, the 
percentage seen in the evening was the same for the " Belgic& " 
as for Jan Mayen, i.e. for practically the same latitudes South 
and North. At Cape Thorsden from November to January 
there seems a distinct double period, with minima near noon 
and midnight. The other months at Cape Thorsden show a 
single maximum and minimum, the former before midnight. 

Station. 
Annual Term. 6-Month Term. 4-Month Term. 

Amp. Phase. Amp. Phu.. Amp. Phase. 

Jakobshrvn 	  123 

•

M
a
;1,ER.::  

Godthaab 	  tat  
St Petersbu 96 
Christiania 	  116 
Upsala 	  .. 119 
Stocm 	  : 

2
 O 

i
n
 

Mak
khol
erstown (Scotland) . 	. /0

9
2 

Great Britain 	. 	. 	. s 	. 126 
Toronto 	  12 
Cambridge, Mass. 	. 	. . 	. 262 
New Haven, Conn. 	. . 	. '183 
New York State 	 264 
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Bossckop, Fort Ilse and'Jan Mayen Neither Pt these periods 
is universally onceded. The connexion' betweetu aurora and 
earth magnetic disturbances renders it practically. certain that 
if a 26-day or similar period exists in the one, phenomenon it 
exists also in the other, and of the two terrestrial magnetism 

probably the element least affected by external com-
plications, such as the action of moonlight. 

to. Sun-rpot Connexion.—The frequency of aurora/ displays 
is much greater in some years than others. At most places the 

variation in the frequency has 
shown a general similarity to 
that of sun-spots. Table V. 
gives contemporaneous data for 
the frequency of sun-spots and 
of auroras seen in Scandinavia. 
The sun-spot data prior to 1402 
are from A. Wolfer's table in 
the Met. Zeiesekrilt for Igoe, 

The same phenomenon appears at Jan Mayen especially in 
November, December and January, and it is the normal state 
of matters in temperate latitudes, where the frequency is usually 
greatest between 8 and to P.M. An excess of evening over 
morning occurrences is also the rule, and it is not infrequently 
more pronounced than in Table III. Thus at Tasiusak (65° 37' 
N. lat., 37° 33' W. long.) the Danish Arctic Expedition (10) 
of zoos found seventy-five out of every hundred occurrences 
to take place before midnight 

TABLE 111.—Diarnal Variation. 

8. The preceding remarks rela e to auroras as a whole; the 
different forms differ considerably in their diurnal variation. Arcs, 
bands and, generally spmking, the more regular altidill2ersistent forms, 
show their grea in test frequencies earlier in the • t than rays or 

Fpatches. Table IV. shows the percentages of e. evening) and . 
iorning) occurrences of the principal for= as recorded by the 

Arctic observers at Cape Thorsden, fan Mayen and Tasiusak. 

TABLE IV. 

Arcs. Bands. Rays. Patches, 

e. m. e. m. e. M. O. M. 

Cape Thorsden.. s2 
Jan Mayen . 	. 

.r. 60 

•

9,1 

Tasiusak 	. 	.' 65 

At Cape Thorsden diffused aurora light had percentages e. 65 
m. .35, practically identical with those for bands. At Tasiusak, 
8 P.M. was the hour of most frequent occurrence for arcs and bands, 
whereas patches had their maximum frequency at. t  It F.M. and rays 
at midnight. 

9. Lunar and other Periods.—The action of moonlight neces-
sarily gives rise to a true lunar period in the 
visibility of aurora. The extent to which it 
renders aurora invisible depends, however, so 
much on the natural brightness of the aurora—
which depends on the time and the place—and 
on the sharpness of the outlook kept, that it is 
difficult to gauge it. Ekholm and Arrhenius(i 1) 
claim to have established the existence of a true tropical lunar 
period of 27.32 days, and also of a 26 -day period, or, as they make 
it, a 25.92o-day period. A 26-day period has also been derived 
by J. Liznar (12), after an elaborate allowance for the disturbing 
effects of moonlight from the observations in 1882--1883 at  

p. 195; the more recent data 
are from his quarterly lists. All 
are observed frequencies, derived 
after Wolf's method; maxima 
and minima are in heavy type.. 

The auroral data are from 
Table E of Tromholt's cata-
logue (6), with certain modifica-
tions. In Tromholt's yearly data 
the year commences with July. 
This being Inconvenient for com-
parison with sun-spots, me was 
made of his monthly values to 
obtain corresponding data for 
years commencing with January. 
The Tromholt-Schroeter data 
for Scandinavia as a whole com-
menced with 1761; the figures 
for earlier years were obtained 
by multiplying the data for 
Sweden by x.356, the factor 
being derived by comparing 

the figures for Sweden alone and for She whole of Scandinavia 
from July 176x to June 1783. 

In a general way Table V. warrants the conclusion that years 
of many sun-spots are years of many auroras, and years of few 
sun-spots years of few auroras; but it does not disclose any 
very definite relationship between the two frequencies. The 
maxima and minima in the two phenomena in a good many 
cases are not found in the same years. On the other hand, there 
is absolute coincidence in a number of cases, some of them very 
striking, as for instance the remarkably low minima of aro and 
1823. 

t t. During the period 1764 to 1872 there have been ten years of 
maximum, and ten of minimum, in sun-spot frequency. Taking 
the three years of greatest frequency at each maximum, and the 
three years of least frequency at each minimum, we get thirty years 
of many and thirty of few sun-spots. Also we can split the period 
into an earlier half, 1764 to 1817, and a later half, :818 to 1872. 
containing respectively the earlier five and the later five of the above 
groups of sun-spot maximum and minimum years. The annual 
means derived from the whole group, and the two sub-groups, of 
years of many and few sun-spots are as follows:— 

In each case the excess of auroras in the group of years of many 
sun-spots is decided, but the results from the two sub-periods do 
not harmonize closely. The mean sun-spot frequency for the group 
of years of few sun-spots is almost exactly the same for the two sub. 
periods, but the auroral frequency for the later group is nearly 
40  % in excess of that for the earlier, and even exceeds the auroral 
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Totals . 	. 277 140 354 167 266 244 897 551 221 

Percentages— 
Forenoon 	. 
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1764-1872. 1764-1817. 1818-1872. 

Spots. Auroras. Spots. Auroras. Spots. Auroras. 
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quipoty in the yean snany aun-spots in the earlier sub-period. 

This inconsistency, though startling at first sight, is probably more 
apparent than real. It is almost certainly due in large measure to 
a progressive change in one or both of the units of frequency. IN 
the case of sun-spots, A. Schuster (13) has compared J. R. Wolf aad 
A. Wolfer's frequencies with data obtained by other observers for 
areas of sun-spots, and his figures show unquestionably that the unit 
in one or other set of data must have varied appreciably from time 
to time. Wolf and Wolfer have. however, aimed persistently at 
securing a definite standard, and there are several reasons for 
believing that the change of unit has been in the auroral rather t han 
the sun-spot frequency. R. Rubenson (14), from whom Tromholt 
derives his data for Sweden, seems to accept th view, assigning the 
apparent increase in auroral frequency since trioo to the institution 
by the state of meteorological stations in 1859, and to the increased 
interest taken in the subject since '863 by the university of Ups.,la. 
The figures themselves in Table V. certainly point to this conclusion, 
ankle we are prepared to believe that aurorae have increased C Of. 

mously in nurober. If, for 'mance, we compare the first and the 
last three it-year cycles for whkh Table V. gives Complete data, we 
obtain as yearly many—. 

1749-1 781 . 	Sun-spots 36.4 Auroras 77'5 
1044-1576 . . 	334 	112.8 

The mean sareepre frequencies in the two periods differ by only 
I % but the auroral frequency in the later period is 43 % ia excess 
of that in the earlier. 

The above figures would be almost conclusive if it were not for 
the conspicuous differences that exist between the mean sun-apot 
frequencses for different rt-year periods. Schuster, who has con. 
sidered the matter very fully, has found evidence of the erestence of 
other period's—notably 8.4 and 4.8 years—in addition to the recur 
aired period of r i•123 years. and he repels the difference between 
the maxima in successive 1-year periods as due at least partly 
'to an overlappieg of maxima front the several periodic terms. This 
cannot, however, account for all the fluctuations observed in sun-spot 
frequencies, unless other considerably longer periods exist. There 
has been at least one 33-year period during which the mean value of 
sun-spot frequency has been exceptionally low, and, as we shall see, 
there was a corresponding remarkable scarcity of auroras. The 
period in question may be regarded as extending from 1794 to 1826 
tnclusive. Comparing it with the two adjacent periods of thirty-three 
years, we obtain the following for the mean annual frequencies:— 

1794-326 	 2o.3 	191 
ren-r839 	 36. t 

 
,.t 

V4 

33-Year Period. 	Sun-spots. 
3761-typa 	66.6 

 

to The association of high auroral and sun-spot frequencies 
shown in Table V. is not ceculiar to Scandinavia. It is shown, for 
listance, in Loornis's auroral data, which are based on observations 
at a variety of European and American stations (Ency. Brit. 9th ed. 
art. MsrsonoLoov, Table XXVIII.). It does not seem, however, to 

%pply universally. Thus at Godthaab we have, according to Adam 
Wien (IS), comparing 3.year periods of few and many sun-spots 

3-Year Period. 	Total Sun-spot 	Total Nights 
Frequency. 	of 	 urora. 

1863-1868 	48 
1876-4879 2869-1872 	

21384 

. 	
339 23  73 

The years start in the autumn, and 186s-0368 Includes the three 
winters of 1865 to '66, 66 to '67, and '67 to 68. Paulsen alsogives 
data from two other stations in Greenland, viz. Ivigtut (1869 to 
I 879) and Jakobshavn (1873 to 1879), which show the same pheno-
menon as at Godthaab in a prominent fashion. Greenland lies to 
the north of Fritz's curve of maximum auroral frequency, and the 
suggestion has been made that the zone of maximum frequency 
expands to the south as sun-spots increase, and contracts again as 
they diminish, the number of auroras at a given staion increasing 
or diminishing as the zone of maximum frequency approaches to 
or recedes from it. This theory, however, does not seem to 6t all the 
facts and stands in want of confirmation. 

13. Auroral Meriditat.—It is a common belief that the summit 
of an auroral arc is to be looked for in the observer's magnetic 
meridMn. On any theory it would be rather extraordinary If 
this were invariably true. In temperate latitudes auroral arcs 
are seldom near the zenith, and there is reason to believe them 
at very great heights. In high latitudes the average height is 
probably less, but the direction in which the magnetic needle 
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points changes rapidly with change of latitude and longitude, 
and has a large diurnal variation. Thus there mug in general 
be a difference between the observer's magnetic meridian—
answering to the mean position of the magnetic needle at his 
station—and the direction the needle would have at a given hour, 
u undisturbed by the aurora, at any spot where the phenomena 
which the observer sees as aurora exist. 

Very elaborate observations have been made during several 
Arctic expeditions of the azimuths of the summits of auroral arcs. 
At Cape Thorsden (7) in 1882-1883 the mean azimuth deriVed from 
37t arcs was 24° 12' W., or 11°27 to the W.of the magnetic meridian. 
As to the azimuths in individual cases, 130 differed from the mean by 
less than 10°, 118 by from 10° to 20°. 82 by from 20°  to 30', 2t by 
from 30°  to so°, 14 by from so°  to 50'; in six cases the departure 
exceeded so°, and in one case it exceeded 7e. Also, whilst the 
mean azimuths deduced from the observations between 6 A31. and 
noon, between noon and 6 P.M., and between 6 P.N. and midnight, 
were closely alike •  their united mean being 22.4' W.of N. (or E. of S.). 
the mean derived from the 113 arcs observed between midnight and 
6 A.M. was 47•8 °  W. At Jan Mayen (8) in 1882-1883 the mean 
azimuth of the summit of the arcs was 28.8° W. of N., thus a h- 
ing much more closely to the magnetic meridian 29.9 .  W. As to 
individual azimuths, 113 lay within to' of the mean, 37 differed by 
from to' to 20°, a by from 20 tO 3.2", 6 by from 30' to 40", whilst 
6 differed by over 40". Azimuths were also measured at Jan Mayen 
for 338 auroral bands, the mean being 22.e W., or 79°  to the east 
of the magnetic meridian. Combining the results from arcs and 
bands, Carlheim-Gyllenskold gives the " anomaly " of the auroral 
meridian at _Jan Mara as 	E. At the British Polar station of 
1883, Fort KA! (62 23' N. lat., n 	 makes s- 44,  W. long.), he mak it 
15.7' W. At Godthaab in 1882-1883 the auroral anomaly was, 
according to Paulsen, 15.5' E., the magnetic meridian lying 57.6° W. 
of the astronomical. 

14. Auroral Zenitk—Another auroral direction having appar-
ently a close relation to terrestrial magnetism is the imaginary line 
drawn to the eye of an observer from the centre of the corona—i.e. 
the point to which the auroral rays converge. This seems in general 
to be nearly coincident with the direction of the dipping needle. 

flout Cape Thorsden (7) in 1882-1883 the mean of a considerable 
number of observations made the angle between the two directions 
only 1 °  7', the magnetic inclination being 8o" 35' •  whilst the corona! 
centre had an altitude of 79°  55' and lay somewhat to the west of the 
magnetic meridian. Even smaller mean values have been found 
for the angle between the auroral and magnetic " zeniths "—as the 
two di .rwdons have been called--e.g. o° 501 at Bossekop (16) in 
1838-1839, and e 7' at Treurenberg (17) (79. 33' N. lat., 16. 51' E. 
long.) in 1899--1900. 

15. Relations to Magnetic Stamm—That there is an intimate 
connexion between• aurora when visible in temperate latitudes 
and terrestrial magnetism is hardly open to doubt. A bright 
aurora visible over a large part of Europe seems always accom-
panied by a magnetic storm and earth currents, and the largest 
magnetic•"storms and the most conspicuous auroral displays 
have occurred simultaneously. Noteworthy examples are afforded 
by the auroras and. magnetic storms of August 28-2e and Sep-
tember 14, 1859; February 4, x872; February 13-14 and 
August It, z892; September 9, 1898; and October 31, 
On some of these occasions aurora was brilliant in both the 
northern and southern hemispheres, whilst magnetic disturbances 
were experienced the whole world over. In high latitudes, 
however, where both auroras and magnetic storms are most 
numerous, the connexion between them is much less uniform. 
Arctic observers, both. Danish and British, have repeatedly 
reported displays of aurora unaccompanied by any special 
magnetic disturbance. This has been more especially the case 
when the auroral light has been of a diffused character, showing 
only minor variability. When there has been much apparent 
movement, and brilliant changes of colour in the aurora, magnetic 
disturbance has nearly always accompanied it. In the Arctic, 
auroral displays seem sometimes to be very local, and this 
may be the explanation. On the other hand, Arctic observers 
have reported an apparent connexion of a particularly defi-
nite character. According to Paulsen (18), during the Ryder 
expedition in 1891-1892, the following phenomenon was seen 
at least twenty times by Lieut. Vedel at Scoresby Sound (70 ° 

 N. lat., s6°  to' W. long.). An auroral curtain travelling with 
considerable velocity would approach from the south, pass right 
overhead and retire to the north. As the curtain approached, 
the compass needle always deviated to the west. oscillated as  

the curtain passed the zenith, and then deviated to the east. 
The behaviour of the needle, as Paulsen points out, is exactly 
what it should be if the space occupied by the auroral curtain 
were traversed by electric currents directed upwards from the 
ground. The Danish observers at Tasiusak (10) in r898-acco 
observed this phenomenon occasionally in a slightly altered 
form. At Tasiusak the auroral curtain after reaching the zenith 
usually retired in the direction from which it had come. The 
direction in which the compass needle deviated was west or east, 
according as the curtain approached from the south or the 
north; as the curtain retired the deviation eventually diminished. 

Kr. Birkeland (19), who has made a special study of magnetic dis-
turbances in the Amor, proceeding on the hypothesis that they arise 
from electric currents in the atmosphere, and who has thence at-
tempted to deduce the position and intensity of these currents, 
asserts that whilst in the case of many stones the data were in-
sufficient, when it was possible to fix the position of the mean line of 
flow of the hypothetical current relatively to an auroral arc, he 
invariably found the directions coincident or nearly so. 

r6. In the northern hemisphere to the south of the zone of 
greatest frequency, the part of the sky in which aurora most 
generally appears is the magnetic north. In higher latitudes 
auroras are most often seen in thesouth. The relative frequency 
in the two positions seems to vary with the hour, the type of 
aurora, probably with the season of the year, and possibly with 
the position of the year in the sun-spot cycle. 

At Jan Mayen (8) m 5882-5883, out of 177 arcs whose position was 
accurately determined, ea were seen in the north, their summits 
averaging 38-5' above the northern horizon; 88 were seen in the 
south, their average altitude above the southern horizon haw 33-5. ; 
while 45 were in the zenith. At Tasiusak (10) in 18508-1609 the 
magnetic directions of the principal types were noted separately. 
The results are given in Table VI. 
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Table VI. accounts for only 8x % of the total displays; of the 
remainder 15% appeared in the zenith, while 4% covered the 
whole sky. Auroral displays generally cover a considerable 
area, and are constantly changing, BO the figures are necessarily 
somewhat rough. But clearly, whilst the arcs and bands, and 
to a lesser extent the patches, showed a marked preference for 
the magnetic meridian, the rays showed no such preference. 

At ape Thorsden (7) in 1882-1883 auroras as a whole were 
divided into those seen in the north and those seen in the south. 
The variation throughout the twenty-four hours in the percentage 
seen in the south was as follows:— 

Hour. 0-3 3-6. 6-9. 9-12. 

A.11. 
P.M. 

69 
55 

35 
70 11 

The mean from the whole twenty-four hours is sixty-three. 
Between 3 a.m. and 3 P.M. the percentage of auroras seen in the 
south thus appears decidedly below the mean. 

17. The follows data for the apparent angular width of are 
went obtained at C.p. Thorsden, the arcs being grouped sound-
ing to the height of the lower edge above the honzon. Group L 
contained thirty arcs whose altitudes did not exceed it' 4'; 
Group II. thirty are whose altitudes lay between le and 35'; 
and Group III. thirty arcs whose altitude@ lay between 6' and io . 

Group. I. II, III. 

Greatest width . . . 11.5° 1243' 214.  
Least 	.,. . . I•o• oil° 20° 
Mean 	,. 	. • • 345°  4'6  69° 

Then is hen a distinct tendency for the width to increase wit h 
altitude. At the same time, arcs near the horizon often appeared 
wider than others near the sen'th. Furthermore. Gyllensiffild says 
that when arcs mounted, as they not infrequently did, from tba 
horizon, their apparent width might go on increasing right up to the 
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zenith, or it might increase until an attitude of about 45° was reached 
and then diminish. appearing much reduced when the zenith was 
reached. Of course the phenomenon might be due to actual change 
in the arc, but it is at least consistent with the view that arcs are of 
two kinds• one form constituting a layer of no great vertical depth 
but considerable real horizontal width, the other form having little 
horizontal width but considerable vertical depth, and resembling 
to some extent an auroral curtain. 

11S. According to numerous observations made at Cape Thors-
den, the apparent angular velocity of arcs increases on the 
average with their altitude. Dividing the whole number of arcs, 
156, whose angular velocities were measured into three numerically 
equal groups. according to their altitude, the following were the 
results in minutes of arc per second of time (or degrees per minute 
of time):— 

Group. I. II. III. All. 

Mean altitude . 	. 	. 
Greatest velocity . 	. 
Mean velocity . 	. 	. 

zo•5* 
4.81  
0-48 

3i.56•1 2  

2.42 

1 72:g;  

8 '67 

.. 

i :86  

Each group contained auroras which appeared stationary. The 
ntervals to which the velocities referred were usually from five to 
en minutes. but varied widely. The velocity to9•o9 was much the 

largest observed, the next being 52.38; both were from observations 
lasting under half a minute. 

19. In 1882-1883 the direction of motion of arcs was from north 
to south in 62% of the cases at Jan Mayen, and in 58% of the 
cases at Cape Thorsden. This seems the more common direction 
in the northern hemisphere, at least for stations to the south of the 
zone of maximum frequency, but • considerable preponderance of 
movements towards the north was observed in Franz Joseph Land 
by the Austrian Expedition of 1872-1874. The apparent motion of 
arcs is sometimes of a complicated character. One end only, for 
example, may appear to move, as if rotating round the other: or 
the two ends may move in opposite directions, as if the arc were 
rotating about a vertical axis through its summit. 

ao. Height—If an auroral arc represented a definite self-
luminous portion of space of small transverse dimensions at a 
uniform height above the ground, its height could be accurately 
determined by observations made with theodolites at the two 
ends of a measured base, provided the base were not too short 
compared to the height. If a very long base is taken, it becomes 
increasingly open to doubt whether the portions of space emitting 
auroral light to the observers at the two ends are the same. 
There is also difficulty in ensuring that the observations shall 
be simultaneous, an important matter especially when the 
apparent velocity is considerable. If the base is short, definite 
results can hardly be hoped for unless the height is very moderate. 
'Amongst the best-known theodolite determinations of height are 
those made at Bossekop in Norway by the French Expedition of 
1838-1839 (18) and the Nogwegian Expedition of 1882-1883, and 
those made in the latter year by the Swedes at Cape Thorsden 
and the Danes at Godthaab. At Bossekop and Cape Thorsden 
there were a considerable proportion of negative or impossible 
parallaxes. Much the most consistent results were those obtained 
at Godthaab by Paulsen (15). The base was 5.8 km. (about 
31 miles) long, the ends being in the same magnetic meridian, 
on opposite sides of a fiord, and observations were confined to 
this meridian, strict simultaneity being secured by signals. 
Heights were calculated only when the observed parallax 
exceeded but this happened in three-fourths of the cases. 
The calculated heights—all referring to the lowest border of the 
aurora—varied from 0.6 to 67.8 km. (about 0.4 to 42  m.), 
the average being about so km. (12 m.). Regular arcs were 
selected in most cases, but the lowest height obtained was for 
a collection of rays forming a curtain which was actually situated 
between the two stations. 

In 1883 Messrs Garde and Eherlin made similar observations at 
Nanortalik near Cape Farewell in Greenland, but using a base of only 
1250 metres (about t m.). Their results were very similar to Paul-
sen's. On one occasion twelve observations, extending over half an 
hour, were made on • single arc, the calculated heights varying in a 
fairly regular fashion from 1.6 to 12.0 km. (about t to 8 m.). The 
calculated horizontal distances of this arc varied between 5 and 
34 km. (about 3 and 15 m.), the motion being sometimes towards. 
sometimes away from the observers. but not apparently exceeding 
3 km. (nearly a m.) per minute. Heights of arcs have often been 
calculated from the apparent altitudes at stations widely apart in 
Europe or America. The heights calculated in this way for the under 
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surface of the are, have usually exceeded too m.; some have been 
much in excess of this figure. None of the results so obtained can 
be accepted without reserve, but there are several reasons for believ-
ing that the average height in Greenland is much below that in lower 
latitudes. Heights have been calculated in various less direct ways, 
by observing for instance the angular altitude of the summit of an arc 
and the angular interval between its extremities, and then making 
some assumption such as that the portion visible to an observer 
may be treated as a circle whose centre lies over the so-called auroral 
pole. The mean height calculated at Arctic stations, where careful 
observations have been made, in this or analogous ways, has varied 
from 58 km. (about 36 m.) at Cape Thorsden (GyllenskOld) to 227 km. 
(about 141 m.) at &seekop (Bravais). The height has also been 
calculated on the hypothesis that auroral light has its source where 
the atmospheric pressure is similar to that at which most brilliancy 
is observed when electric discharges pass in vacuum tubes. Esti-
mates on this basis have suggested heights of the order of 50 km. 
(about 31 m.). There are, of course, many uncertainties, as the con-
ditions of discharge in the free atmosphere may differ widely from 
those in glass vessels. If the Godthaab observations can be trusted, 
auroral discharges must often occur within • few miles of the earth's 
surface in Arctic regions. In confirmation of this view reference 
may be made to a number of instances where observers—e.g. General 
Sabine. Sir John Franklin, Prof. Selim Lemstrom, Dr David Walker 
(at Fort Kennedy in 1858-1859), Captain Parry (Fort Bowen, 1825) 
and others—have seen aurora below the cloudsor between themselves 
and mountains. One or two instances of this kind have even been 
described in Scotland. Prof. Cleveland Abbe (so) has given a full 
historical account of the subject to which reference may be made 
for further details. 

21. Brighosess.—In auroral displays the brightness often varies 
greatly over the illuminated area and changes rapidly. Estimates 
of the intensity of the light have been based on various arbitrary 
scales, such for instance as the size of type which the observer can 
read at a given distance. The estimate depends in the case of reading 
type on the general illumination. In other cases scales have 
been employed which make the result mainly depend on the brightest 
part of the display. At Jan Mayen (a) in 1882-1883 a scale was 
employed running from 1, taken as corresponding to the brightness 
of the milky way, to 4. corresponding to full moonlight. The 
following is an analysis of the results obtained, showing the number 
of times the different grades were reached:— 

Scale of 
Intensity. 1. 2. 3• 4- 

Mean 
Intensity. 

Bands 	. 	. 
Rays . 	. 	. 
Corona 	. 	. 
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 ." 
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1 

c  P 
14 

13 

 138 
12 

-
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1.87 
2'24 
2.21 
2.8I 

On one or two occasions at Jan Mayen auroral light is described as 
making the full moon look like an ordinary gas jet in presence o 
electric light, whilst rays could be seen crossing and bnghter than 
the moon a disk. Such extremely bright auroras seem very rare, 
however, even in the Arctic. Them is a general tendency for both 
bands and rays to appear brightest at their lowest parts; arcs 
seldom appear as bright at their summits as nearer the horizon. It 
is not unusual for arcs and bands to look as if pulses or waves of 
light were travelling along them; also the direction in which these 
pulses travel does not seem to be wholly arbitrary. Movements to 
the east were twice as numerous at Jan Mayen and thrice as numerous 
at Traurenberg as movements to the west. In some cases changes 
of intensity take place round the auroral zenith, simulating the effect 
that would be produced by a cyclonic rotation of luminous matter. 
In the case of isolated patches the intensity often waxes and wanes 
as if a search-light were being thrown on and turned off. 

22. Colour.—The ordinary colour of aurora is white, usually 
with a distinct yellow tint in the brighter forms, but silvery white 
when the light is faint. When the light is intense and changing 
rapidly, red is not infrequently present, especially towards the 
lower edge. Under these circumstances, green is also sometimes 
visible, especially towards the zenith. Thus a bright auroral 
ray may seem red towards the foot and green at its summit, 
with yellow intervening. In some cases the green may be only 
a contrast effect. Other colours, e.g. violet, have occasionally 
been noticed but are unusual. 

23. Spain/In.—The spectrum Of aurora consists of a number of 
lines. Numerous measurements have been made of the wave-
lengths of the brightest. One line, in the yellow green, is so 
dominant optically as often to be described as the auroral line. 
Its wave-length is probably very near 5571 tenth-metres, and it 
is very close to, if not absolutely coincident with, a prominent 
line in the spectrum of krypton. This line is so characteristic 
that Its presence or absence is the usual criterion for deciding 
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whether an at 	light is aurora. The Swedish. Expedi- 
tion (17) of 1899-1902, engaged in measuring an arc of the 
meridian in Spitsbergen, were unusually well provided spectro-
graphically, and succeeded in taking photographs of aurora in 
conjunction with artificial lines—chiefly of hydrogen—which led 
to results claiming exceptional accuracy. In the spectrograms 
three auroral rays—including the principal one mentioned 
above—were pre-eminent. For the two shorter wave-lengths, 
for whose measurement he claims the highest precision, the 
observer, J. Westman, gives the values 4276-4 and 39 13 . 5. In 
addition, he assigns wave-lengths for 1E56 other auroral lines 
between wave-lengths 5205 and 3513. The following table gives 
the wave-lengths of the photographically brightest of these, 
retaining four significant figures in place of Westman's five. 
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There are a number of optically bright lines of longer wave-
length. For the principal of these Angot (1) gives the following 
wave-lengths (unit t pp or i Xto1  metre):-630, 578, 566, 
535, 5 33, 500. 

Out of a total of 146 auroral lines, with wave-lengths longer 
than 3684 tenth-metres, Westman identifies 82 with oxygen or 
nitrogen lines at the negative pole in vacuum discharges. Amongst 
the lines thus identified are the two principal auroral lines having 
wave-lengths 4276.4 and 39531. The interval considered by 
Westman contains at least 300 oxygen and nitrogen lines, so 
that approximate coincidence with a number of auroral lines 
was almost inevitable, and an appreciable number of the coin-
cidences may be accidental. E. C. C. B aly (21), making use of the 
observations of the Russian expedition in Spitsbergen in 1899, 
accepts as the wave.lengths of the three principal auroral lines 
557o, 4276 and 3912; and he identifies all three and ten other 
auroral lines ranging between 5570 and 3707 with krypton lines 
measured by himself. In addition to these, he mentions other 
auroral lines as very probably krypton lines, but in their case 
the wave-lengths whichhe quotes from Paulsen (22) are given to 
only three significant figures, so that the identification is more 
uncertain. The majority of the krypton lines which Baly identi-
fies with auroral lines require for their production a Leyden jar 
and spark gap. 

If, as is now generally believed, aurora represents some form of 
electrical discharge, it is only reasonable to suppose that the auroral 
lines arise from atmospheric gases. The conditions, however, as 
regards pressure and temperature under which the hypothetical 
discharges take place must vary greatly in different auroras, or even 
sometimes in different parts of the same aurora. Further, auroras 
arc often possessed of rapid motion, so that conceivably spectral lines 
may receive small displacements in accordance with Doppler's 
principle. Thus the differences in the wave-lengths of presumably 
the same lines as measured by different Arctic observers may be 
only partly due to unfavourable observational conditions. Many 
of the auroral lines seen in any .single aurora are exceedingly faint, 
so that even their relative positions are difficult to settle with high 
precision. 

24. Whether or not auroral displays are ever accompanied by a 
characteristic sound is a disputed question. If sound waves originate 
at the seat of auroral displays they seem hardly likely to be audible 
on the earth, unless the aurora comes very low and great stillness 
prevails. It is thus to the Arctic one looks for evidence. According 
to Captain H. P. Dawson (26), in charge of the British Polar Station 
at Fort Rae in 1882-1883, " The Indians and voyagenrs of the 
Hudson Bay Company, who often pass their nights in the open, say 
that it (sound) is not uncommon . . . there can be no doubt that 
distinct sound does occasionally accompany certain displays of 
aurora." On the one occasion when Captain Dawson says he heard it 
himself, " the sound was like the swishing of a whip or the noise 
produced by a sharp squall of wind in the upper rigging of a ship, 
and as the aurora brightened and faded no did the sound which 
accompanied it." If under these conditions the sound was really 
due to the aurora, the latter, as Captain Dawson himself remarks, 
must have been pretty close. 

mg. Usually the electric potential near the ground is positive 

compared to the earth and increases with the height (see An00- 

settE sic ELECT a tettv ). Several Arctic observers,however,especially 
Paulsen (18) have observed a diminution of positive potential. or 
even a change to negative, for which they could suggest no explana- 
tion except thepresence of a bright aurora. Other Arctic observers 
have failed to find any trace of this phenomenon. if it exists, it is 
presumably confined to cases when the auroral discharge comes 
unusually low. 

26. Artificial Phenomena resembling A urora.—At Sodankyla, the 
station occupied by the Finnish Arctic Expedition of 1882-1883. 
Selim Lemstrom and Biese (23) described and gave drawings of 
optical phenomena which they believed to be artificially produced 
aurora. A number of metallic points, supported on insulators, were 
connected by wires enclosing several hundred square metres on the 
top of a hill. Sometimes a Holtz machine was employed, but even 
without it illumination resembling aurora was seen on several 
occasions, extending apparently to a considerable height. In the 
laboratory, Kr. Birkeland (19) has produced phenomena bearing 
a striking resemblance to several forms of aurora. His apparatus 
consists of a vacuum vessel containing a magnetic sphere—intended 
to represent the earth—and the phenomena are produced by sending 
electric discharges through the vessel. 

27. Theories.—A great variety of theories have been advanced 
to account for aurora. All or nearly all the most recent regard it 
as some form of electrical discharge. Birkeland (19) supposes the 
ultimate cause to be cathode rays emanating from the sun; C. Nord-
mann (24) replaces the cathode rays by Hertzian waves; while 
Svante Arrhenius (25) believes that negatively charged particles are 
driven through the sun's atmosphere by thq Maxwell-Bartols re-
puLsion of light and reach the earth's atmosphere. For the size and 
density of particles which he considers most likely, Arrhenius cal-
culates the time required to travel from the sun as forty-Six hours. 
By modifying the hypothesis as to the size and density, times 
appreciably bIr  longer e or is.hvoer shorter 

velocity
tl  than  the above:Ufa: tve a  would be 

tenth h 	tolOf 
but in exceptional cases it may approach a third of that of light. 
Hertzian waves have the velocity of light itself. On either Birke-
land's or Nordmann's theory, the electric impulse from the sun acts 
indirectly by creating secondary cathode rays in the earth's atmo-
sPhere, or ionizing it so that discharges due to natural differences 
of potential are immensely facilitated. The ionized condition 
must be supposed to last to a greater or less extent for a good many 
hours to account for aurora being seen throughout the whole night. 
The fact that at most places the morning shows a marked decay of 
auroral frequency and intensity as compared to the evening. that 
maximum preceding midnight by several hours, is certainly favour- 
able to theories which postulate ionization of the atmosphere by 
some cause or other emanating from the sun. 
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AURUNCI. the name given by the Romans to a tribe which 
in historical times occupied only a strip of coast on either side 
of the Mons Massicus between the Volturnus and the Lids, 
although it must' at an enrlier period have extended over a 
considerably wider area. Their own name for themselves in 
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the 4th century n.c. was Antidotes, ind fit Greek writers wt ford 
the name Ansonia applied to Latium and Campania (see Strabo 
v. p. 247; Aristotle, Pol. iv. (vii.) to; Dion. Hal. L 72), white in 
the Augustan poets (e.g. Virgil, Aen. vii. 795) it is used as one of 
many synonyms for Italy. In history the tribe appears only 
for a brief space, from 340 to 295 s.c. (Mornmsen, C.I.L. x. 
PP,  451 , 463, 465), and their struggle with the Romans ended 
in complete extermination; their territory was parcelled out 
between the Latin colonies of Calm (Livy. viii. z6) and Suessa 
Aurunca (id. ix. 28) which took the place of an older town called 
Asuona (id. ix. 2s; viii. 15), and the maritime colonicb Sinuessa 
(the older Vescia) and Minturnae (both in 295 B.C., Livy x. 2r). 
The coin formerly attributed to Suessa Aurunca on the strength 
of its supposed legend Aurunkud has now been certainly referred 
to Naples (see R. S. Conway, Italic Dialects, 145, and Verse's 
law in Italy, p. 78, where the change of s to r is explained as 
probably due to the Latin conquest). Seeing that the tribe 
was blotted out at the beginning of the 3rd century s.c., we can 
scarcely wonder that no record of its speech survives; but its 
geographical situation and the frequency of the ca-suffix in that 
strip of coast (besides Amami itself we hava the names Vescia, 
Mims Massicus, Marko, Glanica and Caedicii; see Italic 
Dialects, pp. 283 f.) rank them beyond doubt with their neighbours 
the Volsci (q.,.). (R. S. C.) 

AUSCULTATION (from Lat. ausruhare,lo listen), a term in 
medicine, applied to the method employed by physicians for 
determining, by the sense of hearing, The condition of certain 
internal organs. The ancient physicians appear to have practised 
a kind of auscultation, by which they were able to detect the 
presence of air or fluids in the cavities of the chest and abdomen. 
Still no general application of this method of investigation was 
resorted to, creme indeed possible, till theadvance of the study 
of anatomy led to correct ideas regarding the locality, structure 
and uses of the various organs of the body, and the alterations 
produced in them by disease. In tier Leopold Attenbrugger 
(1724-4800), a Viennese physician, published his intrealsees 
Noma, describing the art of percussion in reference more 
especially to diseases of the chest. This consisted in tapping 
with the fingers the surface of the body, so as to elieit sounds 
by which the comparative resonance of the subjacent parts or 
organs might be estimated. Auenbrugger's method attracted 
but little attention till the French physician j. N. Corvisart 
(1755--1828) in 1808 demonstrated harvest practical importance, 
and then its employment in the diagnosis of affections of the 
chest soon became general. Percussion was originally practised 
in the manner above mentioned (immediate percussion), but 
subsequently the method of mediate permusion was introduced 
by P. A. Piorry (1794-5879). It is accomplished by placing 
upon the spot to be examined some 'solid substance, upon which 
the percussion strokes are made with the fingers. For this 
purpose a thin oval piece of ivory (called a pkvinseter, or stroke-
measurer) may be used, with a small hammer; but one or more 
fingers of the left hand applied flat upon the part answer equally 
well, and this is the method which most physician adopt. 
Percussion must be regarded as a necessary part of auscultation, 
particularly in relation to the examination of the chest; for 
the physician who has made himself acquainted with the normal 
condition of that part of the body in reference to percussion is 
thus able to recognize by the ear alterations of resonance pro-
duced by disease. But percussion alone, however important 
In diagnosis, could manifestly convey only limited and imperfect 
information, for it could never indicate the nature or extent Of 
functional disturbance. 

In 1819 the distinguished French physician It T. H. Laennee 
(r78r-4826) published his Treks is V auscultation Mediate, 
embodying the present methods of auscultatory examination, 
and venturing definite conclusions based on years of his own 
study. He also invented the stethoscope (errfrOce, the breast, 
and omarehr, to examine). Since then many men have widened 
the scope of auscultation, notably Skoda, Wintrich, A. Geigel, 
Th. Weber and Gerhardt. According to Leanne the essential 
of a good stethoscope Malts capability of intensifying the Me  

vibrations. But since his time' the opinion of experts on this 
matter has somewhat changed, and there are now two definite 
schools.' The first and older condemns the resonating stethoscope, 
maintaining that the tones are bound to be altered; the second 
and younger school warmly advocates its use. In America, 
more than elsewhere, there is a type of phonendoscope much used 
by the younger men, which has the advantage that it can be 
used when the older type of instrument fails, viz. when the 
patient is recumbent and too ill to be moved. By slipping it 
beneath the patient's back a fairly accurate idea of the breathing 
over the bases of the lungs behind can often be obtained. 

Stethoscopes have been made of many forms and materials. 
They usually consist of a hollow stem of wood, hard rubber 
or metal, with an enlarged tip slightly funnel-shaped at one end, 
and an ear-plate with a hole in the middle, fastened perpendicu-
larly to the' other end. To enable the instrument to be more 
conveniently carried, the ear-plate can be unscrewed from the 
tube. The length of the stem of the instrument is of minor 
importance, but its bore should be as nearly as possible that of 
the entrance of the external ear. A flexible stethoscope in 
general use both in England and America transmits the sound 
from a funnel through tubes to the ears of the observer. This 
is the common form of a binaural resonating stethoscope. It is 
convenient and gives a laud tone, but is condemned by the 
older school, who say that the resonance is confusing, and that 
the slightest movement in handling gives rise to perplexing 
murmurs. Nevertheress, it is this form of instrument which 
has by far the greatest vogue. It is probable, however, that the 
most skilled physicians of all find a special use in each form, the 
monaural non-resonating type being more sensitive to high-
pitched sounds, and of greater assistance in differentiating 
the sounds and murmurs of the heart, the ordinary binaural 
form being more useful in examining the lungs and other organs. 
In using the stethoscope, it must be applied 'very carefully, so 
that the edge of the funnel makes an air-tight connexion with 
the skin, and in the monaural form the ear must' be but lightly 
applied to the ear-plate, not pressing heavily on the patient. 

The numerous diseases affecting the lungs can now be recog-
nized and discriminated from each other with a precision which,. 
but for auscultaticin and the stethoscope, would have been 
altogether unattainable. The same holds good in the case of 
the heart, whose varied and often complex forms of disease can, 
by auscultation, be identified with striking accuracy. But in 
addition to these its main uses, auscultation is found to render 
great assistance in the investigation of many obscure internal 
affections, such as aneurysms and certain diseases of the oesoph-
agus and stomach. To the accoucheur the stethoscope yields 
valuable aid in the detection of some forms of uterine tumours, 
and especially in the diagnosis of pregnancy—the only evidence 
now accepted as absolutely diagnostic of that condition being 
the hearing of the foetal heart sounds. 

AIISOSIUS. DECIMUS MAGNUS (c. 310-395), Roman poet 
and rhetorician, was born at Burdigala [Bordeaux]. He received 
an excellent education, especially in grammar and rhetoric, but 
confesses that his progress in Greek was unsatisfactory. Having 
completed his studies; he practised for some time as an advocate, 
but his inclination lay in the direction of teaching. He set 
up (in 334) a school of rhetoric in his native place, which was 
largely attended;his most famous pupil being Paulinus,afterwards 
bishop of Nola. Af ter thirty years of this work, he was summoned 
by Valentinian to the imperial court, to undertake the education .. 

 of Gratian, the heir-apparent. The prince always entertained 
the greatest regard for his tutor, and after his accession bestowed 
upon him the highest titles and honours,cuhninating in the consul-
ship (379). After the murder of;Gratian' (383), Ausonius retired 
to his estates near Burdigala. He appears to have been a (not 
very enthusiastic) convert to Christianity. He died about 395. 

Hie most important extant works are: in prose, Gratiarunt 
/kilo, an address of thanks to Gratian for his elevation to the 
consulship; Pet-iodine, summaries of the books of the Iliad and 
Odyssey; and one or two epislolae; in verse, Epigrasemara, 
including several free- !renditions from Greek Anthology; 
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Ephemeris, the occupations of a day ; Parentalia and Comeneseo-
ratio Professorates Burdigalensium, on deceased relatives and 
literary friends ; Epitapleia, chiefly on the Trojan heroes ; 
Caesar e s, memorial verses on the Roman emperors from Julius 
Caesar to Elagabalus ; Ordo Nobilistm Urbino', short poems 
on famous cities ; Ludus Sepkm Sapientum, speeches delivered 
by the Seven Sages of Greece ; ldyllia, of which the best-known 
are the Moselle, a descriptive poem on the Moselle, and the in-
famous Cent* N uptialis. We may also mention Cupkio Cruciatan, 
Cupid on the cross ; Technopaegion, a literary trifle consisting 
of a collection of verses ending in monosyllables ; Eclogarum 
Liber, on astronomical and astrological subjects ; Epistolae, 
induding letters to Paulinus and Symmachus ; lastly, Prae-
fatismadae, three poetical epistles, one to the emperor Theo-
dosius. Ausonius was rather a man of letters than a poet; his 
wide reading supplied him with material for a great variety of 
subjects, but his works exhibit no traces of a true poetic spirit ; 
even his versification, though ingenious, is frequently defective. 

There are no MSS. containing the whole of Ansonia's'. works. 
Editio princeps, '472; editions by Scalivr 1 575. Souchay 1730, 
Schenkl 1883. Peiper 1886; cf. Mosella. Backing 1843, de la Ville 
de Mirmont (critical edition with translation) 1889, and De A usonii 
Mosella, 1892. Hosius 1894. See Deydou, Um Pate bordelais 
(1868); Everat. De Ausonis Operibas (1885); Jullian. Anson. IS 
Bordeaux 089,0: C. Verrier and R. de Gourmont, Les Epigrapunes 
d' A usone (translation with bibliography, 1905); R. Picbon, Les 
Deraiers terivains profanes (1907) 

AIISSIG (Czech Own sad Labels), a town of Bohemia, Austria, 
68 m. N. of Prague by rail. Pop. (1900) 37,255, mostly German. 
It is situated in a mountainous district, at the confluence of the 
Bids and the Elbe, and, besides being an active river port, is an 
important junction of the northern Bohemian railways. Aussig 
has important industries in chemicals, textiles, glass and boat-
building, and carries on an active trade in coal from the neigh-
bouring mines, stone and stoneware, corn, fruit and wood. It 
was the birthplace of the painter, Raphael Mengs (1728-1779). 
Aussig is mentioned as a trading centre as early as 993. It was 
made a city by Ottokar II. in the latter part of the r3th century. 
In 1423 it was pledged by King Sigismund to the elector 
Frederick of Meissen, who occupied it with a Saxon garrison. 
In 1426 it was besieged by the Hussites, who on the 16th of June, 
though only 25,000 strong, defeated a German army of 7o,000, 
which had been sent to its relief, with great slaughter. The 
town was stormed and sacked next day. After lying waste for 
three years, it was rebuilt in tom. It suffered much during the 
Thirty Years' and Seven Years' Wars, and in 183o it had only 
zoo inhabitants. Not far front Aussig is the village of Kulm, 
where, on the 29th and 30th of August 1813, a battle took place 
between the French under Vandamme and an allied army of 
Austrians, Prussians and Russians. The French were defeated, 
and Vandamme surrendered with his army of sopoo men. 

AUSTEN, JANE (1775-1817), English novelist, was born on 
the 16th of December 5775 at the parsonage of Steventon, 
in Hampshire, a village of which her father, the Rev. George 
Austen, was rector. She was the youngest of seven children. 
Her mother was Cassandra Leigh, niece of Theophilus Leigh, 
a dry humorist, and for fifty years master of Mid, Oxford. 
The life of no woman of genius could have been more uneventful 
than Miss Austen's. She did not marry, and she never left home 
except on short visits, chiefly to Bath. Her first sixteen years 
were spent in the rectory at Steventon, where she began early 
to trifle with her pen, always jestingly, for family entertainment. 
In aos the Austens moved to Bath, where Mr Austen died in 
dos, leaving only Mrs Austen, Jane and her sister Cassandra, 
to whom she was always deeply attached, to keep up the home ; 
his sons were out in the world, the two in the navy, Francis 
William and Charles, subsequently rising to admiral's rank. 
In 18o5 the Austen ladies moved to Southampton, and in :Boo 
to Chawton, near Alton, in Hampshire, and there Jane Austen 
remained till 1817, the year of her death, which occurred at 
Winchester, on July 18th, as a memorial window in the cathedral 
testifies. 

During her placid Me Miss Austen never allowed her literary 

work to interfere with her domestic duties : sewing much and 
admirably, keeping house, writing many letters and reading 
aloud. Though, however, her days were quiet and her area 
circumscribed, she saw enough of middle-class provincial society 
to find a basis on which her dramatic and humorous faculties 
might build, and such was her power of searching observation 
and her sympathetic imagination that there are not in English 
fiction more faithful representations of the life she knew than 
we possess in her novels. She had no predecessors in this genre. 
Miss Austen's " little bit (two inches wide) of ivory " on which 
she worked " with so fine a brush "—her own phrases—was her 
own Invention. 

Her best-known, if not her best work, Pride and Prejudice, 
was also her first. It was written between October 1796 and 
August 1797, although, such was the blindness of publishers, 
not issued until ars, two years after Sense and Sensibility, 
which was written, on an old scenario called " Eleanor and 
Marianne," in 1797 and 1798. Miss Austen's inability to find 
a publisher for these stories, and for Northanger Abbey, written 
in :798 (although it is true that she sold that MS. in 1803 foe 
Lie to a Bath bookseller, only, however, to see it locked away 
in a safe for some years, to be gladly resold to her later), seems 
to have damped her ardour ; for there is no evidence that 
between 1798 and dicks she wrote anything but the fragment 
called " The Watson!," after which year she began to revise 
her early work for the press. Her other three books belong 
to a later date—Mansfield Perk, Emma and Persuasion being 
written between au and x8z6. The years of publication were 
Sense and Sensibility, az ; Pride and Prejudice, 1813 ; Mans-
fidd Park, 1814 ; and Emma, :80—all in their author's lifetime. 
Persuasion and Northanger Abbey were published posthumously 
in :8:8. All were anonymous, agreeably to their author's 
retiring disposition. 

Although Pride and Prejudice is the novel which in the mind 
of the public is most intimately associated with Miss Austen's 
name, both Mansfield Park and Emma are finer achievements—
at once riper and richer and more elaborate. But the fact that 
Pride and Prejudice is more single-minded, that the love story 
of Elizabeth Bennet and D'Arcy is not only of the book but is 
the book (whereas the love story of Emma and Mr Knightley 
and Fanny Price and Edmund Bertram have parallel streams), 
has given Pride and Prejudice its popularity above the others 
among readers who are more interested by the course of romance 
than by the exposition of character. Entirely satisfactory as is 
Pride and Prejudice so far as it goes, it is, however, thin beside 
the niceness of analysis of motives in Emma and the wonderful 
management of two housefuls of young lovers that is exhibited 
in Mansfield Park. 

It has been generally agreed by the best critics that Miss 
Austen has never been approached in her own domain. No me 
indeed has attempted any close rivalry. No other novelist has 
so concerned herself or himself with the trivial daily comedy of 
small provincial family life, disdaining equally the assistance 
offered by passion, crime and religion. Whatever Miss Austen 
may have thought privately of these favourite ingredients of 
fiction, she disregarded all alike when she took her pen in hand. 
Her interest was in life's little perplexities of emotion and coo-
duct; her gaze was steadily ironical. The most untoward 
event in any of her books is Louisa's fall from the Cobb at Lyme 
Regis, in Persuasion ; the most abandoned, Maria's elopement 
with Crawford, in Mansfield Park. In pure ironical humour 
Miss Austen's only peer among novelists is George Meredith, 
and indeed Emma may be said to be her Egoist, or the Egoist his 
Emma. But Irony and fidelity to the fact alone would not have 
carried her down the ages. To these gifts she allied a perfect 
sense of dramatic progression and an admirably lucid and 
flowing prose style which makes her stories the easiest reading. 

Recognition came to Miss Austen slowly. It was not until 
quite recent times that to read her became a necessity of culture. 
But she is now firmly established as an English classic, standing 
far above Miss Burney (Madame d'Arblay) and Miss Edgeworth, 
who in her day were the popular women novelists of real 
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while Mrs Radcliffe and " Monk" Lewis, whose supernatural 
fancies Northants. Abbey was written in part to ridicule, are no 
longer anything but names. Although, however, she has become 
only lately a household word, Miss Austen had always her pane- 
gyrists among the best intellects—such as Coleridge, Tennyson, 
Macaulay, Scott, Sydney Smith, Disraeli and Archbishop 
Whitely, the last of whom may be said to have been her dis-
coverer. Macaulay, whose adoration of Miss Austen's genius 
was almost idolatrous, considered Mansfield Park her greatest 
feat; but many critics give the palm to Blame. Disraeli read 
Pride and Prejudice seventeen times. Scott's testimony is often 
quoted: " That young lady had a talent for describing the 
involvements, feelings and characters of ordinary life which 
is to me the most wonderful I have ever met with. The big 
bow-wow I can do myself like any one going; but the exquisite 
touch which renders commonplace things and characters inter-
esting from the truth of the description and the sentiment is 
denied to me." 

Many monographs on Miss Austen have been written, in addition 
to the authorized Life by her nephew J E. Austen Leigh in 187o, 
and the collection of her Letters edited by Lord Brabourne in 1884. 
The chief books on her and around her are Jane Aiming, by S. F. 
Malden (1889); Jane Austen, by Goldwin Smith (1890); Jane 
Austen: Her Covelemporaries and Herself, by W H. Pollock; Jane 
Auslens Her Homes sued Her Friends, by Constance Hill 
(rpoa); Jane A wive wed Her Times, by G. E. Mitton (loos); Jew 

Sailor Brothers, by J. H. and E. C. Hubback (1°6); and 
the essay on her in Lady Richmond abackeray) Ritchie's Book of 
Sibyls (1883). (E. V. L) 

AUSTERLITZ (Czech Stavkov), a town of Austria, in Moravia, 
m. E.S.E. of Briton by rail. Pop. (loco) 3145, mostly Czech. 

It contains a magnificent palace belonging to the prince of 
Kaunitz-Rietberg, and a beautiful church. 

The great battle in which the French under Napoleon I. 
defeated the Austrians and Russians on the and of December 
18o5, was fought in the country to the west of Austerlitz., the 
position of Napoleon's left wing being almost equi-distant from 
Brdnn and from Austerlitz. The wooded hills to the northward 
throw out to the south and south-west long spurs, between 
which are the low valleys of several riven and brooks. The 

scene of the most important fighting was the Pratzen plateau. 
The famous " lakes " in the southern part of the field were 
artificial ponds, which have long since been drained. On the 
west or BrUnn side of the Goldbach is another and lower ridge, 
which formed in the battle the first position of the French right 
and centre. On the other wing is the mass of hills from which 

the spurs and streams descend: here the Olmilts-Brilnri road 
passes. The road from Briton to Vienna, Napoleon's presumed 
line of retreat, runs in a southerly direction, and near the village 
of Raigern (3 m. west of Mintz) is very close to the extreme 
right of the French position, a fact which had a great influence 
on the course of the battle. (The course of events which led 
to the action is described under NAPOLEONIC CAMPAIGNS.) 
Napoleon, falling back before the advance of the allied Austrians 
and Russians from °Inlets, bivouacked west of the GoMbach, 
whilst the allies, holding, near Austerlitz, the junction of the 
roads from Olmlltz and from Hungary, formed up in the valleys 
east of the Pratsen heights. The cavalry of both sides remained 
inactive. Napoleon's by express order, the enemy's seemingly 
from mere negligence, since they had 177 squadrons at their 
disposal. Napoleon, having determined to fight, as usual called 
up every available battalion; the splendid III. corps of Devout 
only arrived upon the field after a heavy march, late on the night 
of December zst. The plan of the allies was to attack Napoleon's 
right, and to cut him off from Vienna, and their advanced guard 
began, before dark on the 1st of December, to skirmish towards 
Telnits. At that moment Napoleon was in the midst of his 
troops, thousands of whom had made their bivouac-straw into 
torches in his honour. The glare of these seemed to the allies to 
betoken the familiar device of lighting fires previous to a retreat, 
and thus confirmed them in the impression which Napoleon's 
calculated timidity had given. Thus encouraged, those who 
desired an immediate battle soon gained the upper hand in the 
councils of the tsar and the emperor Francis. The attack orders 
for the and of December (drawn up by the Austrian general 
Weyrother, and explained by him to a council of superior 
officers, of whom some were hostile, the greater part indifferent, 
and the chief Russian member, General Kutusov, asleep) gave the 
five columns and the reserve, into which the Austro-Russian 
army was organized, the following tasks: the first and second 
(Russians) to move south-westward behind the Pratsen ridge 
towards Telnits and Sokolnitz; the third (Russian) to cross the 
southern end of the plateau, and come into line on the right of 
the fast two; the fourth (Austrians and Russians under Kolo-
wrat) on the right of the third to advance towards Kobelnits. 
An Austrian advanced guard preceded the zst and and columns. 
Farther still on the right the 5th column (cavalry under Prince 
John of Liechtenstein) was to hold the northern part of the 
plateau, south of the Briinn-Ohnlitz road; across the road itself 
was the corps of Prince Bagration, and in rear of Liechtenstein's 
corps was the reserve (Russians under the grand-duke Constan-
tine). Thus, the farther the four main columns penetrated into 
the French right wing, the wider would the gap become between 
Bagration and Kolowrat, and Liechtenstein's squadrons could 
not form a serious obstacle to a heavy attack of Napoleon's 
centre. The whole plan was based upon defective information 
and preconceived ideas; it has gone down to history as a classical 
example of bad generalship, and its author Weyrotber, who was 
perhaps nothing worse than a pedant, as a charlatan. 

Napoleon, on the other hand, with the exact knowledge of the 
powers of his men, which was the secret of his generalship, 
entrusted nearly half of his line of battle to a division (Legend's) 
of Soult's corps, which was to be supported by Devout, some 
of whose brigades had marched, from Vienna, oo m. in forty-eight 
hours. But the ground which this thin line was to hold against 
three columns of the enemy was marshy and densely intersected 
by obstacles, and the III. corps was the best in the Grande 
Annie, while its leader was perhaps the ablest of all Napoleon's 
marshals. The rest of the army formed in the centre and left. 
" Whilst they march to turn my right," said Napoleon in the 
inspiriting proclamation which he issued on the eve of the battle, 
" they present me their flank," and the great counterstroke 
was to be delivered against the Pratzen heights by the French 
centre. This was composed of Soult's corps, with Bernadotte's 
in second line. On the left, around the hill called by the French 
the Santon (which was fortified) was Lannes' corps, supported 
by the cavalry reserve under Murat. The general reserve 
consisted of the Guard and Oudinot's grenadiers. 
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• The attack of the allies was begun by the first three columns, 
which moved down from their bivouacs behind the Pratzen 
plateau before dawn on the and, towards Teinitz and Sokolnitz. 
The Austrian advanced guard engaged at daybreak, and the 
French in Tclnitz made a vigorous defence; both parties were 
reinforced, and Legrand drew upon himself, in fulfilling his 
mission, the whole weight of the allied attack. The contest was 
long and doubtful, but the Russians gradually drove back Legrand 
and a part of Davout's corps; numerous attacks both of infantry 
and cavalry were made, and by the successive arrival of reinforce-
ments each side in turn received fresh impetus. Finally, at 
about to A.M., the allies were in possession of the villages on the 
Goldbach from Sokolnitz southwards, and Davout's line of 
battle had reformed more than a mile to rearward, still, however, 
maintaining touch with the French centre pn the Goldbach at 
Kobelnitz. Between the two lines the fighting continued almost 
to the close of the battle. With 02,500 men of all arms the 
Marshal held in front of him over 40,0oo of the enemy. 

In the centre, the defective arrangements of the allied staff had 
delayed the 4th column (Kolowrat), the line of march of which 
was crossed by Liechtenstein's cavalry moving in the opposite 
direction. The objective of this column was Kobelnitz, and the 
two emperors and Kutusov accompanied it. The delay had, how-
ever, opened a gap between Kolowrat and the 3rd column on his 
left; and towards this gap, and the denuded Pratzen plateau, 
Napoleon sent forward St Hilaire's division of Soult's corps for 
the decisive attack. Ku tusov waspursuing this march to the south-
west when he was surprised by the swift advance of Soult's men 
on the plateau itself. Napoleon had here double the force of the 
allies; Kutusov, however, displayed great energy, changed front 
to his right and called up his reserves, The French did not win 
the plateau without a severe struggle. St Hilaire's (the right 
centre) division ,was fiercely engaged by Kolowrat's column, 
General Miloradovich opposed the left centre , attack under 
Vandamme, but the French leaders were two of the best fighting 
generals in their army. The rearmost troops of the Russian and 
column, not yet committed to the fight on the Goldbach, made a 
bold counter stroke against St Hilaire's right flank, but were 
repulsed, and Soult now turned to relieve the pressure on Devout 
by attacking Sokolnitz. The Russians in Spkolnits surrendered, 
an opportune cavalry charge further discomfited the allied left, 
and the Pratzen plateau was now in full possession of the French. 
Even the Russisa Guard failed to shake Vandamme's hold 
In the meanwhile Lanus and Murat had been engaged in the 
defence of the Saigon. Here the allied leaders displayed the 
greatest vigour, but they were unable to drive back the French. 
The cavalry charges in this quarter are celebrated in the history 
of the mounted arm; and Kellerman, the hero of Marengo, won 
fresh laurels against the cavalry of Liechtenstein's command. 
The French not only held their ground s  but steadily advanced and 
eventually forced back the allies on Austerlitz, thereby barring 
their retreat on Glantz. The last serious attempt of the allies 
in the centre led to some of the hardest fighting of the day; 
the Russian imperial Guard under the grand-duke Constantine 
pressed closely upon St Hilaire and Vandamme on the plateau, 
and only gave way when the French Guardand the Grenadiers 
came into *aims After the " Chevalier Guards " bad been 
routed by Marshal Bessieres and the Guard cavalry, the allies 
had no more hope of victory; orders had already been sent to 
Buidiwdea, who commanded the threecolumns engaged  against 
Devout, to retreat on Austerlitz. No further attempt was made 
on the plateau, which was held by the French from Pratzen to 
the Olmiltz road. The allied army was cut in two, and the last 
confused struggle of the three Russian columns on the Goldbach 
was one for liberty only. The fighting in Telnitz was perhaps 
the hardest of the whole battle, but the inevitable retreat, 
every part of which was now under the fired the French on the 
plateau, was terribly costly. Soult now barred the way to 
Austerlitz, and the allies turned southward towards Satschan. 
As they retreated, the ice of the Satachan pond was broken up 
by the French artillery, and many of the fugitives were drowned. 
In the twelve hours from 7 s.st. to nightfall,• the 63,000 French 

troops had lost 6800 men,,or about 70 %; the allies (Seams 
engaged) had t 2,200 killed and wounded, and left in.the enemy's 
hands x 5,000 prisoners (many wounded) and 133 rms. 

AUSTIN, ALFRED (183$- ), English poet-laureate, was 
born at If eadingley, near Leeds, on the 30th of May 7833. His 
father, Joseph Austin, was a. merchant of the city of Leeds; 
his mother, a sister of Joseph Locke, MP. for Honiton. Mr 
Austin was educated at Stonyhuat, Oscott, and London Univer-
sity, where he graduated in 1853. He was called to the bar four 
years later, and practised as a barrister for a abort time; but in 
1861, after two comparativelylalse starts in poetry and fiction, 
he made his first noteworthy appearance as a writer with a 
satire railed The Season, which contained incisive lines, and 
was marked by some promise both in wit and observation. 
In 787o he published a volume of criticism, Tie Poetry of the 
Period, which was again conceived in a spirit of satirical invec-
tive, and attacked Tennyson, Browning, Matthew Arnold and 
Swinburne in no half-hearted fashion. The book aroused scone 
discussion at the time, but its judgments were extremely un-
critical. In x881 Mr Austin returned to verse with a tragedy, 
Savonarola, to which he added Soliloquies In 1882, Prince 
Lucifer in x887, England's Darling in 1896, The Conversion 4 
1Vinckelmann in 1897, &c. A keen Conservative in politics, for 
several years he edited The National Review, and wrote leading 
articles for The Standard. On Tennyson's death in 1892 it was 
felt that none of the then living poets, except Swinburne or 
William Morris, who were outside consideration on other 
grounds, was of sufficient distinction to succeed to the laurel 
crown, and for several years no new poet-laureate was nominated. 
In the interval the claims of one writer and another were much 
canvassed, but eventually, in x896, Mr Austin was appointed. 
As poet-laureate, his occasional verses did not escape adverse 
criticism; his hasty poem in praise of the Jameson Raid in 
0896 being a notable instance, The most effective characteristic 
of Mr Austin's poetry, as of the best of his prose, is a genuine 
and intimate love of nature. His prose idylls, The Garda, lief 
I love and In Veronica's Garden, are full of a pleasant, open-air 
flavour, which is also the outstanding feature of his ffitelisis 
Lyrics. His lyrical poems are wanting in spontaneity and 
individuality, but many of them possess a simple, orderly 
charm, as of an English country lane. He has, indeed, a true 
love of England, sometimes not without a suspicion of insularity, 
but always , fresh and ingenuous. A drama by him, 'goddess 
Field, was acted at His Majesty's theatre in 39°3. 

AUSTIN, JOHN (x79o-1859), English jurist, was born on the 
3rd of March 179o. His father was the owner of Sour mills at 
Ipswich and in the neighbourhood, and was in good circumstances. 
John was the eldest of five brothers. One of his brothers. 
Charles (1709-1874), obtained great distinction at the bar. 
John Austin entered the army at a very early age; he is said 
to have been only sixteen. He served with his regiment under 
Lord William Bentinck in Malta and Sicily. He seems to have 
liked his profession, and to have joined in the amusements and 
even in the lollies of his brother officers. Yet it appears from a 
journal kept by hlm at the time that he occupied himself with 
studies of a far more serious kind than is common amongst 
young officers in the army. He notes having read in the course 
of one year Dugald Stewart's Philosophical Essays, Drummond's 
Academical Questions, Vnfield's• History of Philosophy, and 
Milford's History of Greece, and upon all of these he makes 
observations which disclose much thought and a capacity foe 
criticism which must have come from extensive reading else-
where. The prevaliing note of this journal is one of bitter 
self-depreciation. lie-says in it that the retrospect of the past 
year (xki) " has hardly given rise to one Angle feeling of 
satisfaction," and farther on he says that " indolence, always 
the prominent vice of my character," has " assumed over me 
an empire I almost despair of shaking off." It is difficult to 
believe- that a man only just of age, whose serious reading 
consisted of such- books, and who (as appears from the same 
journal) was in the habit of turning to the cassia as an alter-
native, could have deserved the reproach of indolence. 
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In dila, be resigned his commission In the army, and 'returned 

home. He then began to read law in the chambers of a banister. 
He was called to the bar in the year 0318, and joined the Norfolk 
circuit, but he never obtained any large practice, and he finally 
retired from the bar in Asa. In dire he married Sarah Taylor 
(see AUSTIN, Sagsn). 

Although Austin had failed to attain success at the bar it was 
not long before he had an opportunity of exercising his abilities 
and in a manner peculiarly suited to his particular turn of mind. 
In x826 a number of eminent men were engaged in the foundation 
of University College, an•t was determined to establish In it a 
chair of jurisprudence. This chair was offered to Austin and he 
agreed to accept it. As he was not called upon to begin his 
lectures immediately, he resolved to proceed to Germany in 
order to prepare himself for his duties by studying the method 
of legal teaching pursued at German universitiea. He resided 
first at Heidelberg, and afterwards at Bonn, where be lived 
on terms of intimacy with such distinguished lawyers as Savigny 
and . K. J. A. Mittermaier, and such eminent men of letters as 
Niebuhr, Brendle, Schlegel and A.  W Helm He began 
lecturing in x828, and at first was not without encouragement. 
His class was a peculiarly brilliant one. It included a number 
of men who afterwards became eminent in law, politics and 
philosophy—Sir George Cornewall Lewis, darks Buller, 
Charles Villiers, Sir Samuel Remaly and his brother Lord 
Romlliy, Edward Strutt afterwards Lord Reiner, Sir William 
Elie and John Stuart Mill were all members of his class. 
All of these have left on record exprendons of the profound 
admiration which the lectures excited• in the minds of thew who 
beard them. But the members of his class, though exceptional 
In quality, were few in number, and as there was no fixed salary 
attached to the professorship, Austin could net afford to remain 
is London, and in 183s be resigned. In that year he published 
his Protdoee of JurisPeadersor determined, being the first ten of 
his delivered lectures compressed into six. 

There Is ample testimony that Austin's lectures were very 
highly appreciated by those who heard them. Their one fault 
was that they were over-elaborated. In his desire to avoid 
ambiguity, he repeats his explanations and qualifications to an 
extent which must have ,tired his hearers. Nevertheless the 
lectures excited en admiration which almost amounted to 
enthusiasm. Nor was Austie'ainllucnce confined to his lectures. 
Sir William Erle says in a letter written to him in 1844, " The 
interchange of mind with you In the days of Lincoln's Inn I 
regard as a deeply important event in my life, and I ever 
remember your friendship with thankfulness and affection.'! 
John Stuart Mill, whose views on political subjects were entirely 
opposed to those of Austin, spoke of him after his death as the 
man " to whom he (Mill) had been intellectually and morally 
most indebted," and be expressed the opinion "that few Men 
had contributed more by their individual influence., and their 
conversation, to the formation and growth of the most active 
minds of the generatipa." 

In 1833 a royal commission was issued to draw up a digest of 
criminal law and procedure. Of this commission Austin was a 
member. The first report was signed by all the commissioners, 
and was presented In June 1834. Nevertheless it appears from 
some notes made at the time that Austin, though be thought it 
his duty to sign the report, strongly objected to some passages 
which it contained. It is pretty obvious from the nature of 
these objections that nothing would have satisfied him short of 
a complete recasting of the criminal law, whereas what the 
commissioners were ordered to produce was not a code but a 
digest. Probably Austin felt, as Mr Justice• Wills felt some 
years later, that the anomalies which a code would remove 
would " choke a digest." 

In 2834 the bencbers of the Inner Temple appointed Austin 
to give lectures on the " General Principles of Jurisprudence 
and International Law." He delivered a few lectures in the 
spring of that year, but in June .the course was by order of the 
bonchera suspended on account of the smallness of the attend-
ance, and it was never resumed. He then went to live with his  

wife and rally child Lode (afterwards Lady Duff-Gordon) at 
Boulogne. Here he remained for about a year and a half. He 
then accepted an appointment offered him by Sir James Stephen 
to go as royal commissioner to Malta in conjunction with Mr 
(afterward Sir George) Cornewall Lewis, to inquire into the 
nature and extent of the grievances of which the natives of that 
island complained. 

The Austins remained in Malta until July 1838. After their 
return they lived a good deal abroad, and in 1844 they settled 
in Paris, where they remained until driven out of France by 
the revolution of 1848. They then took a house at Weybridge, 
and there Austin remained until his death in December 1859. 
He was urged by his friends to publish a second edition of the 
Province of Jurisprudence, which was then out of print, and he 
went so far as to allow a prospectus to be issued by Mr Murray 
of An extended work on " The Principles and Relations of 
Jurisprudence and Ethics." But nothing came of it. 

In 1842 Austin published in the Edinburgh Review an attack 
upon Friedrich List's system of trade protection (Dos nationale 
System der poliiischen Okonomie). And in x855, he published a 
pamphlet entitled "A Plea for the Constitution." This was 
occasioned by the publication of Lord Grey's essay on " Parlia-
mentary Government." Its main object was to show that the 
consequences to be anticipated from 'Parliamentary Refoira 
were all' of them either impossible of realization or Mischievous: 
He thought any attempt on the part of the poorer classes to 
Improve their position was barred by the inexorable laws of 
political economy; and that if they obtained power they would 
only use it to plunder the rich; whilst, on the other hand, he seems 
not to have bad any suspicion that the "proprietary class" 
were lately to disregard the interests of the poor. He thinks 
that political power is safest in the hands of those possessed 
of hereditary or acquired property; and that without property 
even intelligence and knowledge afford no presumption of 
political capacity. Undoubtedly Austin was a utilitarian in the 
Bentharnite sense, and remained so to the end of his life. It 
must be remembered that Bentham's sole and immutable test 
of human action was the greatest happiness of the greatest 
number. This is a principle which an aristocrat may adopt if 
he chooses, no less than a democrat; an Individualist no less 
than a socialist; and there is nothing in the " Plea for the 
Constitution " whieh contravenes this. But Austin thought, 
and in this no dpubt he differed from Bentham, that the mass 
of the neople did not know their own interests so well as " an 
aristocracy of independent gentlemen " who might be trusted 
to provide for the wants of all classes alike. 

Austin's position as a jurist is much more difficult to estimate. 
Twice his influence appeared likely to produce some impression 
upon English law, but upon both occasions it lasted only a short 
time, and never extended very far. The men whom he influenced 
were very eminent, but in numbers they were few. As a rule, 
students for the bar never at any time paid any attention to his 
teaching. The first published lectures were almost forgotten 
when Mr (afterwards Sir Henry) Maine was appointed to lecture 
on jurisprudence at the Inner Temple. Both in his private and 
public lectures Maine constantly urged upon his hearers the 
importance of Austin's analytical inquiries into the meaning of 
legal terms. Ile used to say that it was Austin's inquiries 
which had made a philosophy of law possible. Undoubtedly 
Maine's influence revived for a short time the interest in Austin's 
teaching. Maine was lecturing about the time of Austin's death, 
and in r 861 Mrs Austin published a second edition of the Province 
of Jurisprudence, and this was followed soon after by two 
volumes which contained in addition in a fragmentary form the 
remaining lectures delivered at University College and other 
notes (Lectures ors Jurisprudence; or The Philosophy of Positive 
Law). 

It cannot be said that Austin's views of jurisprudence have 
had, as yet, any visible influence whatever on the study of 
English Jaw. But if we consider what it was that Austin en. 
dcavoured to teach, it can , hardly be said that the subject is one 
which a lawyer can with impunity neglect. He proposes to 
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distinguish law from morals; to explain the notions which 
have been entertained of duty, right, liberty, injury, punish-
ment and redress; and their connexion with, and relations to, 
sovereignty; to examine the distinction between rights ire rem 
and rights in personam, and between rights es centrist-1u and 
rights es delicto; and further to determine the meaning of 
such terms as right, obligation, injury, sanction, person, thing, 
act and forbearance. These are some of the terms, notions 
and distinctions which Austin endeavoured to explain. They 
are daily in the mouth of every practising lawyer. The only 
portion of Austin's work which has attracted much attention 
of recent years is his conception of sovereignty, and his dictum 
that all laws properly so called must be considered as sanctioned 
expressly or tacitly by the sovereign. This has been indignantly 
denied. It has been considered enough to justify this denial 
to point out that there are in existence states where the seat 
of sovereignty, and the ultimate source of law, cannot be accur-
ately indicated. But this criticism is entirely misplaced; 
for as pointed out by Maine (Early History of Institutions, 
Lecture xii.), in an elaborate discussion of Austin's views, 
which in the main he accepts, what Austin was engaged upon 
was not an inquiry into the nature of sovereignty as it is found 
to exist, but an inquiry into what was the connexion between 
the various forms of political superiority. And this inquiry 
was undertaken in order to enable him to distinguish the province 
of jurisprudence properly so called from the province of morality; 
an inquiry which was hopeless unless the connexion just stated 
was clearly conceived. Austin's views of sovereignty, therefore, 
was an abstraction, useless it is true for some purposes, but by 
no means useless for others. "There is," as Maine says, "not 
the smallest necessity for accepting all the conclusions of these 
great writers (i.e. Bentham and Austin) with implicit deference, 
but there is the strongest necessity for knowing what these con-
dusions are. They are indispensable, if for no other object, 
for the purpose 'of clearing the head." These last words exactly 
express the work which Austin set himself to do. It was to clear 
his own bead, and the heads of his hearers, that he laboured so 
hard. As Austin once said of himself his special vocation was 
that of untying intellectual knots. The disentangling of classifica-
tions and distinctions, the separation of real from accidental 
distinctions, the analysis of ideas confusedly apprehended, these 
(as has been truly said) were the characteristics of Austin's 
work which specially distinguished him. Austin thought that this 
somewhat irksome task was a necessary preliminary both to the 
study of law as a science, and to the production of a code. It 
is a curious reflection that whilst the lectures in which these 
inquiries were begun (though not completed) excited the ad-
miration of his contemporaries, hardly any one now thinks 
such inquiries worth pursuing. 

The Lectures on Jurisprudence were reviewed by J. S. Mill in the 
Edinburgh Review of October 1863, and this review is republished 
in Mill's Dissertations and Discussions, vol. 3, p. 206. Professor 
Jethro Brown has published (1906) an edition of Austin's earlier 
lectures, in which they are stated in an abbreviated form. There 
is a sketch of his life by his widow in the preface to the Lectures ins 
Jurisprudence, which she published after his death. (W. Ma.) 

AUSTIN, SARAH (1793-1867), English author, was born in 
1793, the daughter of John Taylor (d. 1826), a wool-stapler and 
a member of the well-known Taylor family of Norwich. Her great 
grandfather, Dr John Taylor (1694-1761), had been pastor of the 
Presbyterian church there, and wrote a once famous polemical 
work on The Scripture Doctrine of Original Sirs (1738), which 
called forth celebrated treatises by Jonathan Edwards on Original 
Sin. Her mother, Susannah Cook, was an exceedingly dever 
woman who transmitted both her beauty and her talent to her 
daughter. Their friends included Dr Alderson and his daughter 
Mrs Opie, Henry Crabbe Robinson, the Gurneys and Sir James 
Mackintosh. Sarah Taylor married in 182o John Austin (q.v.). 
They lived in Queen Square, Westminster, where Mrs. Austin, 
whose tastes, unlike her husband's, were extremely sociable, 
gathered round her a large circle, Jeremy Bentham, James Mill 
and the Grotes being especially intimate. She received many 
Italian exiles, who found a real friend in her. In :82s was born  

her only child, Lucie, afterwards Lady Duff-Cordon. Mrs. 
Austin never attempted any considerable original work, con-
tenting herself chiefly with translations, of which the most 
important are the History of the Reformation in Germany and 
the History of the Popes (184o), from the German of Leopold von 
Ranks, Report on the Stale of Public Instruction in Prussia (18u) 
from the French of V. Cousin, and F. W. Carove's The Story 
without an End (1864). After her husband's death in 1859 she 
edited his Lectures 01 Jurisprudence. She also edited the 
Memoirs of Sydney Smith 0850 and Lady Duff-Gordon's 
Letters from Egypt (tabs). She died at Weybridge on the 8th of 
August 1867. 

See Three Generations of Englishwomen (1888), by her grand-
daughter, Mrs Janet Ross. 

AUSTIN, STEPHEN FULLER (1793-1836), American pioneer, 
was born in Austinville, Wythe county, Virginia, on the 3rd of 
November 1793. He was the son of MOWS Austin (1767-1821), 
a native of Durham, Connecticut, who in ittao obtained from 
Mexico a grant of land for an American colony in Teas, but died 
before be could carry out his project. The son was educated 
in New London, Connecticut, and at Transylvania University, 
Lexington, Kentucky, and settled in Missouri, where he was a 
member of the territorial legislature from 1813 to 1819. In 
1819 be removed to Arkansas Territory, where he was appointed 
a circuit judge. After his father's death he obtained a con-
firmation of the Texas grants from the newly established Mexican 
government, and in 1821-1823 he established a colony of several 
hundred American families on the Brazos river, the prindpal town 
being named, in his honour, San Felipe de Austin. He was a 
firm defender of the rights of the Americans in Texas, and in 
1833 be was sent to the city of Mexico to present a petition from 
a convention in Texas praying for the erection of a separate 
state government. While there, despairing of success for his 
petition, he wrote home recommending the organization of a 
state without waiting for the consent of the Mexican coogress. 
This letter falling into the hands of the Mexican government, 
Austin, while returning home, was arrested at Saltillo, carried 
as a prisoner back to Mexico, and imprisoned for a year without 
trial. Returning to Texas in 1835, he found the Texans in armed 
revolt against Mexican rule, and was chosen commander-in-chief 
of the revolutionary forces, but after failing to take San Antonio 
he resigned the command, for which he had never considered 
himself fitted; and in November 1835 went to the United States as 
a commissioner to secure loans and supplies, and to learn the 
position the United States authorities would be likely to take 
in the event of a declaration of Texan independence. He suc-
ceeded in raising large sums, and received assurances that satisfied 
him that Americana would look with great favour on an inde-
pendent Texas. Returning to Texas in the summer of r836, 
he became a candidate, rather reluctantly, for the presidency 
of the newly established republic of Texas, but was defeated by 
Samuel Houston, under whom he was secretary of state until his 
sudden death on the 7th of December 1836. 

See A Comprehensive History of Texas, edited by D. G. Wooten 
(2 vols., Dallas, 1898). 

AUSTIN, a city and the county-seat of Mower county, 
Minnesota, U.S.A., on the Red Cedar river and Turtle creek, 
(by rail) ros m. S. of Minneapolis and zoo m. from St Paul. 
Pop. (1900) 5474; (19o5, state census) 6489 (913 foreign-born); 
(1910, U.S. census) 696o. It is served by the Chicago 
Great Western and the Chicago, Milwaukee at St Paul railways. 
Austin is the seat of the Southern Minnesota Normal College 
and Austin School of Commerce (1896), and has a Carnegie 
library, court house and city hall. It is a market for live-stock, 
and for dairy and farm products, and has slaughtering and 
packing establishments, flour mills, creameries and cheese 
factories, canning and preserving factories, carriage works, 
a flax fibre mill and grain elevators. Brick, tile, sewer-pipe, 
and hydraulic cement are manufactured, and there are railway 
repair shops. A valuable water-power is utilized for manu-
facturing purposes. Fresh-water pearls of consideable value 
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and beauty are found in the Red Cedar river. The city owns 
and operates its own water-supply system and electric-lighting 
plant. Austin was settled in 1855, was incorporated as a village 

5868, and was chartered as a city in 1873. 
AUSTIN, the capital of Texas, U.S.A., and the county-seat 

of Travis county, on the N. bank of the Colorado river, near 
the centre of the state and about tes m. W.N.W. of Houston. 
Pop. (ago) z4,575; (1900) 22,258, of Whom 5822 were negroes; 
(zoo census) 29,860. Austin is served by the Houston & 
Texas Central, the International & Great Northern, and the 
Missouri, Kansas & Texas railways. The city is built on high 
bluffs do-s 20 ft. above the river, which is spanned here by a bridge, 
built in 1874. The Texas State Capitol, a handsome , building 
of red Texas granite, with a dome 318 ft. high, cost more than 
S3,5oo,000, and stands in a square in the centre of the city. 
It was built (1881-1888) by Chicago capitalists in exchange for 
a land grant of 3,00o,003 acres. It is in the form of a Greek cross, 
with an extreme length of 3561 ft. and an extreme width of 
288.8 ft. Next to the National Capitol at Washington, it is 
the largest capitol building in the United States, and it is said 
to be one of the ten largest buildings in the world. Austin 
is the seat of the University of Texas (opened in 1883; co-
educational); the medical department of the state university 
is at Galveston, and the departments in Austin are the college 
of arts, department of education, department of engineering, 
department of law, school of pharmacy, and school of nursing. 
The government of the university is vested in a board of eight 
regents nominated by the governor and appointed with the 
advice and consent of the state senate. it Austin are also 
state institutions and asylums for the insane, the blind, the 
coloured deaf and blind; the state school for the deaf and dumb; 
the state Confederate home; the Confederate woman's home 
(1707; for wives and widows of Confederate soldiers and sailors), 
maintained by the Daughters of the Confederacy; St Mary's 
Academy (Roman Catholic, under the supervision of the 
Sisters of the Holy Cross, founded 1875, chartered 1886); St 
Edward's College (Roman Catholic, chartered i885); the Austin 
Presbyterian Theological Seminary (Presbyterian Church, 
South), opened in 1902 by the Synod of Texas, and after zeros 
partly controlled by the Synod of Arkansas; Tillotson College 
(a negro school under Congregational control, founded by the 
American Missionary Association, chartered in 1877, and opened 
in 18111); and Samuel Huston College (for negroes; Methodist 
Episcopal; opened in woo and named in honour of an Iowan 
benefactor). The principal newspapers of Austin are the 
Statesman (Democratic, established in :871), a morning paper, 
and the Tribune (Democratic, established in aet), an evening 
paper. The Quarterly of the Texas State Historical Society is 
published here. Austin is the principal trade and jobbing centre 
for central and western Texas, is an important market for live-
stock, cotton, grain and wool, and has extensive manufactories 
of flour, cotton-seed oil, leather goods, lumber and wooden 
ware; the value of the factory product in nos was $1,569,353, 
being 105.2 % more than in tom. The city owns and operates 
its water-supply system. In 1892-2893 one of the largest dams 
in the world, an immense structure of granite masonry, taco ft. 
long, 6o-7o ft. high, and 18 to 66 ft. thick, was constructed 
across the Colorado river a zn. above the city for the pur-
pose of supplying water and power, creating a reservoir (Lake 
M'Donald) about 3o zn. long. Freshets in the spring of woo, 
however, undermined the wall, and on the 7th of April the dam 
broke with a resulting loss of several lives and about St ,000,000 
worth of property. The rebuilding of the dam was projected 
in xpo7. Austin was first settled in 1838 and was named Waterloo, 
but in 1839, when it was chosen as the site of the capital of the 
Republic of Texas, it was renamed in honour of Stephen F. 
Austin, one of its founders. Under the Influence of General Sam 
Houston the capital was for a time in 5842-1845 removed from 
Austin to Houston, but in.1845 an ordinance was passed making 
Austin the capital, and it remained the state capital after Texas 
entered the Union, although Huntsville and Tehuacana Springs 
in 185o and Houston in 5872 attempted in popular elections  

to be chosen in its place. The first Anglo-American settlement 
in Texas, established on the Brazos river in 1833 by members of 
the Austin colony, was San Felipe de Austin now Sari Felipe. 
In woo Austin adopted a commission form of government. 

AUSTRALASIA, a term used by English geographers in a 
sense nearly synonymous with the Oceania of continental writers. 
It thus comprises all the insular groups which extend almost con-
tinuously from the south-eastern extremity of Asia to more than 
half-way across the Pacific. Its chief divisions are Malaysia 
with the Philippines; Australia with Tasmania and New 
Zealand; Melanesia, that is, New Guinea, New Britain, New 
Ireland, Admiralty, the Solomon, New Hebrides, Santa Crux, 
Fiji, Loyalties and New Caledonia; Micronesia, that is, the 
Ladrones, Pelew and Carolines, with the Marshall and Gilbert 
groups; lastly, Polynesia, that is, Samoa, Tonga, Cook, Tahiti, 
the Marquesas, Ellice, Hawaii and all intervening clusters. 
The term is so far justified in that it harmonizes better than 
Oceania did with the names of the other continents, and also 
embodies the two essential facts that it is a south-eastern 
extension of Asia, and that its central and most important 
division is the great island-continent of Australia. In a more 
restricted sense the term Australasia corresponds to the large 
division including Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand. 

See Australasia, a vols. Stanford Compendium Series, new issue 
(London, 1907-1908). 

AUSTRALIA, the only continent entirely in the southern 
hemisphere. It lies between te 39' and 39. ' S., and between 
113°  5' and 153° t6' E. Its greatest length is 2400 m. from 
east to west, and the greatest breadth 1971 in. from north to 
south. The area is, approximately, 2,946,691 sq. tn., with a 
coast line measuring about 885o m. This is equal tot m. to 
each 333 sq. rn. of land, the smallest proportion of coast shown 
by any of the continents. 

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY 
Physiography.—The salient features of the Australian 

continent are its compact outline, the absence of navigable 
rivers communicating with the interior, the absence of 
active volcanoes or snow-capped mountains, its cararamrn  
isolation from other lands, and its antiquity. Some of 
the most profound changes that have taken place on this globe 
occurred in Mesozoic times, and a great portion of Australia 
was already dry land when vast tracts of Europe and Asia 
were submerged; in this sense, therefore, Australia has been 
rightly referred to as one of the oldest existing land surfaces. 
It has been described as at once the largest island and the 
smallest continent on the globe. The general contours exemplify 
the law of geographers in regard to continents, viz. as to their 
having a high border around a depressed interior, and the highest 
mountains on the side of the greatest ocean. On the N. 
Australia is bounded by the Timor Sea, the Arafura Sea and 
Torres Strait; on the E. by the Pacific Ocean; on the S. by 
Bass Strait and the Southern Ocean; and on the W. by the 
Indian Ocean. It stands up from the ocean depths in three 
fairly well-marked terraces. The basal plain of these terraces 
is the bed of the ocean, which on the Pacific side has an average 
depth of mow ft. From this profound foundation rise 
Australia, New Guinea and Melanesia, in varying slopes. The 
first ledge rising from the ocean floor has a depth averaging 
S000 ft. below sea-level. The outer edge of this ledge is roughly 
parallel to the coast of Western Australia, and more than is° zn. 
from the land. Round the Australian Bight it continues parallel 
to the coast, until south of Spencer Gulf (the basal ledge still 
averaging S000 ft. in depth) it sweeps southwards to lat. 55% 
and forms a submarine promontory z000 m long. The edge of 
the abysmal area comes close to the eastern coasts of Tasmania 
and New South Wales, approaching to within 6o ns. of Cape 
Howe. The terrace closest to the land, known as the continental 
shelf, has an average depth of boo ft., and connects Australia, 
New Guinea, and Tasmania in one unbroken sweep. Compared 
with other continents, the Australian continental shelf is ex-
tremely narrow, and there are points on the eastern coast where 
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the land plunges down to oceanic depths with an abruptness 
rarely paralleled. Off the Queensland coast the shelf broadens, 
its outer edge being lined by the seaward face of the Great 
Barrier Reef. From Torres Strait to Dampier Land the shelf 
spreads out, and connects Australia with New Guinea and the 
Malay Archipelago. An elongation of the shelf to the south joins 
Tasmania with the mainland. The vertical relief of the land 
above the ocean is a very important factor in determining the 
climate as well as the distribution of the fauna and flora of a 
continent. 

The land mass of Australia rises to a mean height much less than 
that of any other continent ; and the chief mountain systems are 
parallel to, and not far from, the coast-line. Thus, taking the con-
tinent as a whole, it may be described as a plateau, fringed by a low-
lying.  well-watered coast, with a depressed. and for the most put 
arid, Interior. A great plain, covering quite 3oc000 sq. m., occupies 
a position a little to the east of a meridional line bisecting the con-
tinent, and south of the 22nd degree, but portions of it stretch 
upwards to the low-lying country south of the Gulf of Carpentaria. 
The contour of the continent in latitude 3e 4' is as follows:—a 
short strip of coastal plain; then a sharp incline rising to a mountain 
range goo° ft. above sea-level, at a distance of 40 m. from the coast. 
From this a gently sloping plateau extends to almost due north of 
Spencer Gulf, at which point its height has fallen almost to sea-
level. Then there is a gentle rise to the low steppes, so to s ciao ft. 
above sea-level. A further gentle rise in the high steppes leads to 
the mountains of the West -Australian coast, and another strip of 
low-lying coastal land to the sea. 

With a circumference of 8000 111. Australia presents a contour 
wonderfully devoid of inlets from the sea except on its northern 
shores, where the coast-line is la trgely indented. The Gulf of Car-
pentaria, situated in the north, Is enclosed on the east by the pro-
jection of Cape York, and on the west by Arnheim Land, and forms 
the principal bay on the whole coast, measuring about 6- of long. 
by 6 of lat. Farther to the west, Van Diemen's Gulf, though much 
smaller, forms a better-rotated bay, having Melville Island between 
It and the ocean ; while and this. Queen's Channel and Cambridge 
Gulf form inlets about 14 s' S. On the north-west of the continent 
the coast-line is much broken, the chief indentations being Admiralty , 

 Gulf, Collier Bay and King Sound, on the shores of Tasman Land. 
Western Australia, again, is not favoured with many inlets, Exmouth 
Gulf and Shark's Bay being the only bays of any size. The same 
remark may be made of the test of the sea-board; for, with the 
exception of Spencer Gulf, the Gulf of St Vincent and Port Philip 
on the south, and Moreton Bay, Hervey Bay and Broad Sound on 
the east, the coast-line is singularly uniform. There are, however. 
numerous spacious harbours, especially on the eastern coast, which 
are referred to in the detailed articles dealing with the different 
states. The Great Barrier Red forms theprominent feature off 
the north-east coast of Australia; its extent from north to south is 
1200 m., and it is therefore the greatest of all coral reefs. The 
channel between the reef and the coast is in places 7o m. wide and 
400 ft. deep. There are a few clear openings in the outer rampart 
which the reef presents to the ocean. These are opposite to the 
large estuaries of the Queensland rivers, and might be thought to 
have been caused by fresh water from the land. The breaks are, 
however, some 3o to go m. away.  from land and more probably were 
caused by subsidence; the old river-channels known to exist below 
sea- level. as well as the former land connexion with New Guinea, seem 
to point to the conditions assumed is Darwin's well-known subsidence 
theory, and any facts that appear to be inconsistent with the theory 
of a steady and prolonged subsidence are explainable by the assump-
tion of a slight upheaval. 

With the exception of Tasmania there are no important islands 
belonging geographically to Australia, for New Guinea, Timor and 
other islands of the East Indian archipelago, though not removed 
any great distance from the continent, do not belong to its system. 
On the east coast there are a few small and unimportant islands. 
In Bass Strait are Flinders Island, about, 800 sq. m. m area, Clarke 
Island and a few other small islands. Kangaroo Island, at the 
entrance of St Vincent Gulf, is one of the largest islands on the 
Australian coast, measuring Bo m. from east to west with an average 
width of 20 m. Numerous small islands fie off the western coast, 
but none has any commercial Importance. On the north coast are 
Melville and Bathurst Islands; the former, which is 75 m. long and 
38 m. broad, Is fertile and well watered. These islands are opposite 
Port Darwin, and to the westward of • the large inlet known as 
Wan Diemen's Gulf. In the Gulf of Carpentaria are mammas 
islands, the largest bearing the Dutch name of Groote Eylandt. 

Along the full length of the eastern coast extends a succession 
of mountain chains. The vast cordillera of the Great Dividing 
mow,. 	Range originates in the south-eastern corner of the wh- 
ew.a 	tinent, and runs parallel with and close to the eastern 

shore, through the states of Victoria and New South Wales, 
right up to the far-distant York Peninsula in Queensland. In 
Victoria the greatest elevation is reached In the peaks of Mount 
Bogong (6pf ft.) and Mount Feathertop (6303 ft.), both of which  

lie north of the Dividing Ranges la the main range Mount Hansom 
(61oo ft.) and Mount Cobberas (boas ft.) are the highest summits. 
In New South Wales, but close to the Victorian border. are found the 
loftiest peaks of Australia, Mount Kosciusco and Mount Townsend. 
rising to helyhts of 7328 and 726o ft. respectively. The range is here 
called cal the uniong, but farther north it receives the name of !firmer° 
Range; the latter has • much reduced altitude, its average being 
only about 2000 ft. As the tableland runs northward it decreases 
both in height and width, until it narrows to a few miles only, with an 
elevation of scarcely 1500 ft.; under the name of the Blue Mountains 
the plateau widens again and increases in altitude, the chief peaks 
being Mount Clareoce(4000 ft.), blown Victoria (gsas ft.). and Mount 
Hay (3270 ft:). The Dividing Range decreases north of the Blue 
Mountains, until as a mere ridge it divides the waters of the coastal 
rivers from those flowing to the Darling. The mass widens out once 
more in the Liverpool Range, where the highest peak, Mount Oxley. 
reaches 430o ft., and farther north, in the New England Range, 
Ben Lomond reaches an elevation of s000 ft. Near the Queensland 
border, Mount Lindsay, in the Macpherson Range, rises to a height 
of 330o ft. In the latitude of Brisbane the chain swerves inland; 
no other peak north of this reaches higher than Mount Bartle Freres 
in the Bellenden Ker Range (5438 ft.). The Southern Ocean system 
of the Victorian Dividing Range hardly attains to the dignity of 
high mountains. An eastern system in South Australia touches at 
a few points a height of 3000 ft.; and the Stirling Range, belonging 
to the south-western system of South Australia, reaches to 2340 ft. 
There are no mountains behind the Great Australian Bight. On 
the west the Darling Range faces the !Oran Ocean, and extends 
from Point D'Entrecasteaux to the Murchison river. North of the 
Murchison, Mount Augustus and Mount Bruce, witbtheircoanecting 
highlands, cut off the coastal drainage from the interior; but no 
point on the north-west coast reaches a greater altitude than s000 ft. 
Several minor ranges, the topography of which is little known. 
extend from Cambridge Gulf. behind a very much broken coast-line, 
to Limmen Bight on the Gulf of Carpentaria. Nothing is more 
remarkable than the contrast between the aspect of the coastal 
ranges on the north-east and on the south-east of the continent. The 
higher Australian peaks in the south-east look just what they are, the 
worn and denuded stumps of mountains, standing for untold age* 
above the sea. Their shoulders are lifted high above the tree-line. 
Their summits stand out gaunt and lonely in an unbroken solitude. 
Having left the tree-line far behind him, nothine is visible to the 
traveller for miles around but barren peaks and torncrags in in-
describable confusion. A verdure of herbage clothes the valleys 
that have been scooped kom the summits downwards. But thee are 
no perpetual snow-fields, no glaciers creep down these valleys. and 
no alpine hamlets ever appear to break the monotony. The moun-
tains of the north-east, on the contrary, are clothed to their summits 
with a rich and varied flora. Naked crags, when they do appear, lift 
themselves from • sea of green, and a tropical vegetation. quite 
Malaysian in character. covers everything. 

The absence of active vokanoes in Australia is a state of things. 
in a geological sense, quite new to the continent. Some of the 
volcanoes of the western districts of Victoria have been in eruption 
probably subsequent to the advent of the black-fellow. In some 
instances the cones are quite intact, and the beds of ash and moriae 
are as yet almost unaffected by denuding agencies. Late in the 
Tertiary period vast sheets of lava poured from many points of the 
Great Dividing Range of eastern Australia. But it is notable that 
all recent volcanic action was confined to a wide belt parallel to 
the coast. No evidences of recent lava flows can be found in the 
interior over the great alluvial plain, the Lower, or the Higher  
Steppes. Nor has the continent, as a whole, in recent times 
subjected to any violent earth tremors; though in i873, to the 
north of Lake Amadeus. in central Australia, Ernest Giles records 
the occurrence of earthquake shocks violent enough to dislodge cove 
siderable rock masses. 

Australia possesses one mountain which, though not a volcano. 
Is a" burning mountain." This is Mount Wingen, situated in a spur 
of the Liverpool Range and close to the town of Scone. Its fires 
are not volcanic, but result from the combustion of coal some 
distance underground, giving off much smoke and steam; geologists 
estimate that the burning has been going on for at least 80o years. 

The coastal belt of Australia is everywhere well watered, with 
the exception of the country around the Great Australian Bight 
and Spencer Gulf. Flowing into the Pacific Ocean on the , 
east coast there afe some fine riven, but the majority have 
short and rapid course*. In Queensland a succession of rivers falls 
Into die Pacific from Cape York to the southern boundary of the 
state. The Burdekin is the finest of these, draining an area of 
si.soo eq. tn.. and emptying into Upstart Bay; it receives numerous 

 in its course, and earries a large body of fresh water ivy 
in the driest seasons. The Fitzroy river is the second in point of 
size; it drains an area of 35,600 sq. m., and receives several tributary 
streams during its course to Keppel Bay. The Brisbane river. 
falling into Moreton Bay. is important chiefly from the fact that the 
city of Brisbane is situated on its banks. In New South Wales there 
are several important rivers, the largest of which Is the Hunter. 
draining m000 sq. m., and having a course of TOO 111. Taking them 
from north to loath; the principal riven are the Ricitmotml. Chrome. 
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Snowy river has the greater, part of its course in New South 
ales, but its mouth and the last two zn. are in Victoria. The other 

rivers worth mentioning are the Yarra, entering the sea at Port 
Phillip, Hopkins and Glenelg. The Murray.  (g.s.), the greatest river 
of Australia, debauches into Lake Alexandnre, and thence into the 
sea at Encounter Bay in South Australia. There are no other rivers 
of importance in South Australia, but the Torrens and the Gewler 
*nay be mentioned. Westward of South Australia, on the shores of 
the Australian Bight, there is a stretch of country Soo In. in length 
Impierced by any streams, large or small, but west of the bight, 
towards Cape Leeuwin, some small rivers enter the sea. .The south-
west coast is watered by a few streams, but none of any size; 
amongst these is the Swan, upon which Perth, the capital of Western 
Australia, Is built. Between the Swan and North-West Cape the 
principal rivers are the Greenough. Murchison and Gasp:syn• on 
the north-west coast, the Ashburton. Forrescue and De Grey; and in 
the Kimberley_ district, the Fitzroy, Penton, Prince Regent and the. 
Qrd. In the Northern Territory are several fine rivers. The Victoria 
river is navigable for large vessels for a distance of about 43 in. from 
the sea, and small vessels may ascend for another Ito m. The Fits-
rnaurice. discharging into the estuary of the Victoria, is also a large 

Is The Daly, which in its upper course is called the Katherine, 
Is navigable for a considerable distance, and small vessels are able 
to ascend over too is. The Adelaide, discharging into Adam Bay. 
has been navigated by large vessels for about 38 m., and small vessels 

D end still farther. The South Alligator river, flowing into Van 
iemen's Gulf. is also a fine stream, navigable for over 30 m. by large 

vessels; the East Alligator river, falling into the same gulf, has been 
navigated for so m. Besides those mentioned, there are a number 
of smaller rivers discharging on the north coast, and on the west 
;bore of the Gulf of Carpentaria the Roper river discharges itself 
Into Limmen Bight. The Roper is a magnificent stream, navigable 
for about 75 or go In. by vessels of the la tonnage, and light 
draught vessels can ascend 20 m. farther. Along the portion of the 
south shore of the Gulf of Carpentaria which belongs to Queensland 
end the east coast, many large rivers discharge their waters, amongst 
them the Norman, Flinders. Leichbardt. Al bert and Gregory on the 
Southern shore, and the Batavia. Archer, Coleman. Mitchell, Staaten 
and Gilbert on the eastern shore. The rivers flowing Into the Gulf 
of Carpentaria, as well as those is the Northern Territory. drain 
Country which is subject to regular monsoonal rains, and have the 

general characteristics of subtropical rivers. 
The network of streams forming the tributaries of the Darling 

end Murray system give an idea of a well-watered country. The 
6o-called riven have a strong flow only after heavy rains, and some 
Of them do not ever reach the main drainage line. Flood waters 
disappear often within a distance of a few alike, being absorbed by 
porous soil, stretches of rend, and sometimes by the underlying 

.d-rocks. In many cases the riven as they approach the main 
{MIDI break up into numerous branches, or spread their waters over 
Vast flats. This is especially the case with the tributaries of the 
Darliog oa its left bank, where In seasons of great rains these rivers 
overspread their banks and flood the flat country for miles around 
and thus reach the mainstream. Lieutenant John Oxley went down 
the Lachlan (Aryl during one of these periods of flood, and the great 
plains appeared to him to be the fringe of a vast inland sea. As a 
realmr of fact, they are an alluvial deposit spread out by the same 
flood waters. The great rivers of Australia, draining inland; carve 
out valleys, dissolve limestone, and spread out their deposit over 
the plains when the waters become too sluggish to bear their burden 
farther. From a geological standpoint, the Great Australian Plain 
end the fertile valley of-the Nile have had a similar origin. Taking 
the Lachlan as one type of Australian river, we find it takes Its rise 
amongst the precipitous and almost unexplored valleys of the Great 
Dividing Range. With the help of its tributaries it acts as a denud-
ing agent for 14.000 sq m. of country, and carries its burden of 
sediment westwards. A point is reached about 200 M. from the 
Dividing Range, where the river ceases to act as a denuding agent; 
and the area of deposition begins, at a level of sso ft. above the sea. 
but before the waters can reach the ocean they have still to travel 
about moo 

The Darling is reckoned amongst the longest rivers In the world. 
for it is navigable, part of the year, from Walgett to its confluence 
with the Murray, 1738 m., and then to the sea, a further distance of 
381 m.—making in all 2345 in. of navigable water. But this gives 
ho correct idea of the true character of the Darling, for it can hardly 
be said to drain its own watershed. From the sources of its various 
tributaries to the town of Bourke, the river may be described as 
draining a watershed. But from Bourke to theses, eeo m. in a direct 
line, the river gives rather than receives water from the country it 
flows through. 

The annual rainfall and the area of the catchment afford no 
treasure whatever as to the she of a river in the interior of Australia. 
The discharge of the Darling river at Bourke does not amount to 
more than to % of the rainfall over the country which it drains. 
It was this remarkable fact which first led to the idea that, as the 
rainfall could not be accounted for either by evaporation or by the 
liver discharge, much of the eo % unaccounted for must sink into 
the.grenad, and in part be absorbed by some underlying bed-rock. 

All Australia; riveek except theldateisr and the Idureumbidmis, 
depend entirely and directly on the rainfall. They are flooded atter 
rain, and in reasons of drought many of them, especially the tribe. 
taries of the Darling, become chains of ponds. Springs which would 
equalize the discharge of rivers by continuing to pour water into 
their beds after the rainy season has passed seem entirely absent 
in the interior. Nor are there any snowfieldato feed riven, as in the 
other continents. More remarkable still, over large tracts of country 
the water seems disposed to flow away from, rather than to, the 
river-beds. As the low-lying plains are altoget her an alluvial deposit, 
the coarser sediments accumulate in the regions where the river first, 
overflows its banks to spread oat over the plains. The country 
nearest the river receiving the heaviest deposit becomes in this way 
the highest ground, and so continues until a " break-away " occurs, 
when a new river-bed is formed, and the same process of deposition• 
and accumulation is repeated. As the general level of the Country 
is raised by successive alluvial deposits, the more ancient river-beds 
become buried, but being still connected with the newer rivers at 
some point or other, they continue to absorb water. This under-
ground network of old river-beds underlying the great alluvial plains 
must be filled to repletion before flood waters will flow over the 
surface. It is not surprising, therefore, that comparatively little of 
the rainfall over the vast extent of the great central plain ever reaches 
the sea by way of the river systems; indeed these systems as 
usually shown on the maps leave a false impression as to the actual 
condition of things. 

The great alluvial plain is one of Australia's most notable Inland 
features; its extent is upwards of goo,000 aq. m., lying east of 
13e° W. and extending right acmes the continent from ~pi, 
the Gulf of Carpentaria to the Murray river. The interior 
of the continent west of 133' and north of the Musgrave ranges is 
usually termed by geographers the Australian Steppes. It is entirely 
different in all essential features from the great alluvial plains. Its 
prevailing aspect is characterised by flat and terraced lulls, capped 
by desert sandstone, with stone-covered flats stretching over 
long distances. The country round Lake Eyre, where some of the 
lapd is actually below sea-level, comes under this beading. The 
higher steppes, as far as they are known, consist of Ordovician and 
Cambrian rocks, with =average elevation of tsoo to 3000 ft. above 
sea-level. Over this country water-courses are shown on maps. 
These run in wet seasons, but in every instance for a short distance 
only, and sooner or later they are lost in sand-hills, where their 
waters disappear and a line of stunted guin-trees(Eueslypu rostrata) 
is all that is present to indicate that there may be even a soakage to 
mark the abandoned course. The steppescovera surface of 400,000 
sq. m., and from this vast expanse not a drop of the scanty rainfall 
reaches the sea; there is no leading drainage system and there are 
no rivers. Another notable feature of the interior is the so-called 
lake area, a district stretching to the north of Spencer Gulf. These 
lakes ate expanses of brackish waters that spread or sew 
contract as the season is one of drought or rain. In 
masons bf drought they are hardly more than swamps and mud eats. 
which for a time ma_y become a grainy plain, or desolate coast en-
crusted with salt ,The country around is the dreariest imaginable. 
the surface is a dead level, there is no heavy timber and practically 
no settlement. Lake Torrens, the largest of these depressions, some. 
times forms a sheet of water zoo m. in length. To the north again 
stretcheaLake Eyre. and to the west Lake Galniner. Some of these 
lake-beds are at or slightly below sea-level, so that a very slight 
depression of the land to the south of them would connect much of 
the interior with the Southern Ocean. (T. A. c.) 

Geology.—The states of Australia are divided by natural bound- 
aries, which separate geographical areas having different characters, 
owing, Mainly, to their different geological structures. Hence the 
general stratigraphical roll's.),  can be most conveniently summarized 
for each state separately, dealing here with the geological history of 
Australia as a whole. Australia is essentially the fragment of a great 
plateau land of Archean rocks. It consists in the main of an Archean 
block or " colgn,"which still =epics nearly the whole of the western 
half of the continent, outcrops in north-eastern Queensland, forms 
the foundation of southern New South Wales and eastern Victoria, 
and is exposed in western Victoria, in Tasmania, and in the western 
flank of the Southern Alps of New Zealand, These areas of Archean 
rocks were doubtless once con Orleans. But they have been separated 
by the foundering of the Coral Sea and the Tasman Sea, which 
divided the continent of Australia from the islands of the Australasian 
festoon; and the foundering of the band across Australia, from the 
Gulf of Carpentaria, through western Queensland and western New 
South Wales, to the lower basin of the Murray, has separated the 
Archean areas of eastern and western Australia, The breaking up 
of the old Archean foundation block began In Cambrian and Ordo-
vician times. A narrow Cambrian sea must have extended acmes 
central Australia from the Kimberley Goldfield ire the north-west, 
through Tempe Downs and the Macdonnell chain in central Australia, 
to the South Australian highlands, central Victoria. at Mansfield, 
and northern Tasmania. Cambrian reeks occur in each of these 
districts, and they are heft developed in the South Australian high-
lands, where they include a long belt of contemporary glacial de. 
posits. Marine Ordovician rocks were deposited along the same 
general course. They are best developed in the Macdonnell chain is 
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central Australia and in Victoria, where the fullest sequence is 
known; while they also extended north-eastward from Victoria 
into New South Wales, where, as yet, no Cambrian rocks have been 
found. The Silurian system was marked by the retreat of the sea 
from central Australia; but the sea still covered a band across 
Victoria, from the coast to the Murray basin, passing to the east of 
Melbourne. This Silurian sea was less extensive than the Ordovician 
in Victoria; but it appears to have been wider in New South Wales 
and in Queensland. The best Silurian sequence is in New South 
Wales. Silurian rocks are well developed in western Tasmania, and 
the Silurian sea must have washed the south-western corner of the 
continent, if the rocks of the Stirling Range be rightly identified as 
of this age. 

The Devonian system includes a domplex series of deposits, which 
are of most interest in eastern Australia. This period was marked 
by intense earth movements, which affected the whole of the east 
Australian highlands. The Lower Devonian beds are in the main 
terrestrial, Or coarse littoral deposits, and volcanic rocks. The 
Middle Devonian was marked by the same great transgrestion as in 
Europe and America; it produced inland seas, extending into 
Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland. in which were deposited 
limestones with a rich coral fauna. The Upper Devonian was a 
period of marine retreat; the crustal disturbances of the Lower 
Devonian were renewed and great quartz.pebble beaches were 
formed on the rising shore lines, producing the West Coast Range 
conglomerates of Tasmania. and the similar rocks to the. south-east 
of Mansfield in Victoria. Intrusions of granitic massifs in the 
Devonian period formed the primitive mountain axis of Victoria, 
which extends east and west scram the state and forma the nucleus 
of the Victorian highlands. Similar granitic intrusions occurred in 
New South Wales and Queensland, and built up a mountain chain,  

which ran north and south across the continent; its worn-down 
stumps now form the east Australian highlands. 

The Carboniferous period began with a marine transgression. 
enabling limestones to form in Tasmania and New South Waks; 
and at the same time the sea first got in along the western edge of 
the western plateau, depositing the Carboniferous rocks of the 
Gascoyne basin and the coastal plain of north-western Australia. 
The Upper Carboniferous period was in the main terrestrial, and 
during it were laid down the coal-seams of New South Wain; they 
are best developed in the basin of the Hunter river, and they extend 
southward, covered by Mesozoic deposits, beyond Sydney. The 
Coal Measures become narrower in the south, until, owing to the 
eastward projection of the highlands, the Lower Palaeozoic rocks 
reach the coast. The coal-seams must have been formed in well-
watered, lowland forests, at the foot of a high mountain range, beat 
up by the Devonian earth movements. The mountains -both in 
Victoria and New South Wales were snow-capped, and glaciers 
flowed down their flankaand laid down Carboniferous glacial deposits, 
which are still preserved in basins that flank the mountain ranges, 
such as the famous conglomerates of Bacchus Marsh, Hcathcote 
and the Loddon valley in Victoria, and of Branxton and other 
localities in New South Wales. The age of the glacial deposits is 
later than the Glessopieris flora and occurs early in the time of the 
Goseameenris flora. Kitson's work in Tasmania shows that there 
also the glacial beds may be correlated with the lower or Greta Coal 
Measures of New South Wales. 

The Permian deposits are best developed in New South Wales 
and Tasmania, where their characters show the continuation of the 
Carboniferous conditions. The Mesozoic begins with a Triassic land 
Period in the mainland ol Australia; while the islands of the Aus-
tralasian festoon contain the Triassic marine limestone., which fringe 
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the whole of tits Pad& The Trhade bads are best known in New 
South Wales, where round Sydney they include a merles of sandstones 
and shales. They also occur in northern Tasmania. 

The Jurassic system Is represented by two types. In Victoria, 
Tasmania, northern New South Wales and Queensland, there are 
Jurassic terrestrial deposits, containing the coal seams of Victoria, 
of the Clarence bale of north-eastern New South Wales. and of the 
Ipswich odes in Queensland; the same beds range far inland on 
the western slopes of the east Australian highlands in New South 
Wales and Queensland and they occur, with coal-seams, at 'a 
Cteek, at the northern foot of the South Australian highlands. 
are also poserved in basins on the western plateau, u shown by 
brown coal deposits passed through in the Lake Phillipson bore. 
The second and marine type of the Jurassic. occurs in Western 
Australia, on the coastal plain skirting the western foot of the western 
plateau. 

The Cretaceous period was initiated by the subsidence of • large 
area to the south of the Gulf of Carpentaria, whereby a Lower 
Cretaceous sea spread southward, across western Queensland. 
western New South Wales and the north-eastern districts of South 
Australia. In this sea were laid down the shales of the Rolling 
Downs formation. The sea does not appear to have extended com-
pletely across Australia, breaking it into halves, for a projection 
from the Archesn plateau of Western Australia extended as far east 
as the South Australian highlands, and thence probably continued 
eastward, till it joined the Victorian highlands. The Cretaceous sea 
gradually receded add the plains of the Rolling Downs tornadoes 
formed on its floor were covered by the sub-aerial and lacustrine 
deposits of the Desert Sandstone. 

The Kahmeole period opened with fresh earth movements, the 
most striking evidence of which are the volcanic outbreaks all round 
the Australian coasts. These movements in the southeast formed 
the Great Valley of Victoria, which traverses nearly the whole of 
the mate between the Victorian highlands to the north, and the 
Jurassic sandstones of the Otway Ranges and the bills of south 
Gippdand• In this valley were laid down, either in Eocene or Coli- 
goatee times, a great series of lake bed, and thick accumulations of 
brown coal. Similar de posits, of approximately the moo age, occur 
in Tasmania and New &eland; and at about the earns time there 
began the 'Cainozoic volcanic period of Australasia. The first 
eruptions piled up huge domes of lavas rich in soda, Including the 
geburitei-dacites and einvsbergites of Mount Macedon in Victoria, 
and the kenyte and tephriee domes of Dunedin, in New Zealand. 
These rocks were followed by the outpouring of the extensive older 
banks in the Great Valley of Victoria and on the highlands of 
eastem Victoria, and also in New South Wales and Queensland. 
Then followed a marine transgression along most of the southern 
coast of Australia. The en encroached far on the land from the 
Great Australian Bight and there formed the limestones of the 
Nullarbor Plaine. The sea extended up the Murray basin Into the 
western plains of New South Wales. Farther east the sea was 
interrupted by the still existing land-connexion between Tasmania 
and Victoria; but beyond it, the marine deposits are found elect, 
fringing the coasts of eastern Gippeland and Cmajingolong. 
manna deposits are not found anywhere along the eastern coast of 
Australia; but they occur, and reach about the same height above 
sea-level, in New Guinea, and are widely developed in New Zealand. 
No doubt eastern Australia then extended far out into the Tasman 
Sea. The great monoclinal fold which formed the eastern face of the 
east Australian highlands, west of Sydney, is of later age. After 
this marine period was brought to a close the sea retreated. Tas- 
mania and Nrictoria were separated by the foundering of Bess 
Strait, and at the same time the formation of the rift valley of 
Spencer Gulf, and Lake Toreros, isolated the South Australian 
highlands from the Eyre Peninsula and the Westralian plateau. 
Earth movements are still taking place both along Bass Strait 
and the Great Valley of South Australia, and apparently along the 
whole length of the southern coast of Austen/Ia. 

The Pleanteg Wells of Canfral Aiutralia.—Tbe clays of the Rolling 
Downs formation overlie a series of sands and drifts, saturated with 
water under high protium, which discharges at the surface as a 
Bowing well, when a borehole pierces the impermeable cover. The 
first of these wells was opened at Kama in the west of New South 
Wales In SUP In 188a, Dr W. L. Jack concluded that western 

nd might be a deep artesian basin. The Blackball bore, put 
glierennit his advice from t183 to 0488, reached a water-bearing layer 
at the depth of 1643 ft. and Mohamed se t,000 gallons a day. it was 
the first of the deep artesian wells of the continent. As the pplalna on 
the Rolling Downs formation are mostly waterless, the di scovery  
of this deep reservoir of water has b en of great aid in the develop. 
merit of central Australia. In Queensland to the 3oth of June egos, 
973 wells had been sunk, Oilmen 1: Were Sowing MAW and the 
total fiow ems lia,633,yaa cub. ft. • y. The deepest wells that 
at Whitewood, 304614 deep. In New South Wales by the 3oth of 
lune nos, the government had put down rot bores producing 66 
Mooring wells and 22 sub•rtertan wells, with a total disc17 of 
54.0oomoo gallant a day; and there were also tea successful vate 
wells. In South Australia there are 38 deep bons, farm so which 
there is a flow of 6.23o.000 gallons a day. 

The wells were first called artesian in the belief that the ascent of 
U te* 

the water in them was due to the hydrostatic pressure of water at a 
higher level in the Queensland hills. The well-water was supposed 
to have percolated underground, through the Blythodak Braystone, 
which outcrops in patches on the eastern edge of the Rolling Downs 
formation. But the Blythesdale Braystone um small local formati 
unable to supply all the wells that have been sunk; and many of 
the wells derive their water from the Jurassic shales and mudstones. 
The difference in level between the outcrop of the assumed eastern 
intake and of the wells is often so small, in comparison with their 
distance awt. that the friction would completely sop up the whole 
of the available hydrostatic head. Many of the well-waters contain 
gases; thus the town of Roma is lighted by natural gas which 
escapes from Its well. The chemical Characters of the well-waters, 
the irregular distribution of the water-pressure, the distribution of 
the underground thermal gradients, and the occurrence in some of 
the wells of a tidal rise and fall of a varying period, are facts which 
are not explained on the simple hydrostatic theory. J. W. Gregory 
has maintained (Dead Heart of Australia, 1906, pp. 373-341) that 
the ascent of water in these wells is due to the tension of the included 
gases and the pressure of overlying sheets of rocks, and that some 
of the water is of plutonic origin r 

aisrak.—The Australian continent, extending over

U. W. G.) 

 latitude, might be expected to show a considerable diversity of 
climate. In reality, however, it experiences fewer climatic 
variations than the other great continents, owing to its distance 
(2r) from the Antarctic circle and (t t7 from the equator • 
There is, besides, a powerful determining cause in the uniform 
character and undivided extent of its dry Interior. The plains 
and steppes already described lie either within or close to the 
tropics. They present to the fierce play of the sun almost a 
level surface, so that during the day that surface becomes 
intensely heated and at night gives, off its heat by radiation. 
Ordinarily the alternate expansion and contraction of the 
atmosphere which fakes place under such circumstances would 
draw in a supply of moisture from the ocean, but the heated 
interior, covering some goo,cco sq. m., is so immense, that the 
moist air from the ocean does not come In sufficient supply, nor 
are there mountain chains to intercept the clouds which from 
time to time are formed; Id' that two-fifths of Australia, com-
prising a region stretching from the Australian Bight to ao' S. 
and from 117.  to 143' E., receives its than an average of to is 
of rain throughout the year, and a considerable portion of this 
region has less than s in. No part of Victoria and very little of 
Queensland and New South Wales lie within this area. The 
rest of the continent may be-considered as well watered. The 
north-west coast, particularly the portions north of Cambridge 
Gulf and the shores of the Gulf of Carpentaria, are favoured 
with an annual visitation of the monsoon from December to 
March, penetrating as far as Soo m. into the continent, and 
sweeping sometimes across western and southern Queensland 
to the northern interior of New Smith Wales. It is this tropical 
downpour that fills and floods the rivers flowing Into Lake Eyre 
and those falling into the Darling on its right bank. The whole 
of the east coast of the continent is well watered. From Cape 
York almost to the tropic of Capricorn the rainfall exceeds so in 
and ranges to over ro in. At Brisbane the fall is so in., and 
portions of the New South Wales coast receive a like quantity, 
but speaking generally the fall is from 3o in. to 40 in. The 
southern shores of the continent receive much less rain. From 
Cape Howe to Melbourne the fall may be taken at from so in. 
to ao in., Melbourne itself having an average of ss•6 in. West 
of Port Phillip the fall is less, averaging to in. to so in., diminish-
ing greatly away from the coast. Along the shores of Encounter 
Bay and St Vincent and Spencer Gulfs, the precipitation ranges 
from to to 2o in., the yearly rainfall at Adelaide is a little less 
than 22 la., while the head of Spencer Gulf is within the s to 
to in. district. The rest of the southern coast west as far as 
..e E., with the exception of the southern projection of Eyre 
Peninsula, which receives from to to to in., belongs to the 

3  The literature of the geology of Australia Is enumerated, to 
ON. in the bibliography by 'Etheridge and Jack. A general sum- 
mary of the stratigraphol geologywas given by R. Tate, He). 
Austral. Assoc Ada See. val. v. 0893), top. teIg. References to the 
chief sources of information regarding the states is given under each 
of thorn. A rological map of the whole continent. on the scale of 
SC; el. to the nch, was compiled.by A. Everett, and 'media zany la 
six sheets, by the Geological Survey of Victoria. 
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district with from s to to in. annual rainfall. The south-western 
angle of the continent, bounded by a line drawn diagonally 
from Plaice river to Cape Riche, has an average of from 30 to 
4* in. annual rainfall, diminishing to about TO to 3o in. in the 
country along the diagonal line. The remainder of the south 
and west coast from 124°  E. to York Sound in the Kimberley 
district for a distance of some iso m. inland has a fall ranging 
from to to 20 in. The to to so in. rainfall band circles across 
the continent through the middle of the Northern Territory, 
embraces the entire centre and south-west of Queensland, with 
the exception of the extreme south-western angle of the state, 
and Includes the whole of the interior of New South Wales to a 
line about too m. from the coast, as well as the western and 
northern portions of Victoria and South Australia south of the 
Murray. 

The area of Australia subject to a rainfall of from to to 20 in. is 
843,000 eq. m. On the seaward side of this area in the north and 
east is the so to 3o in. annual rainfall area, and still nearer the sea 
are the exceptionally well-watered districts. The following table 
shows the area of the rainfall sous in square miler:— 

Rainfall Areas 
Rainfall. 	 in sq. m. 

Under to inches 	 1 219  600 
to to 20 	 843,100 
so to 3o 	 899.900  
30 to 40 	e 	 a25,70o 
40 50 	 140,300  
so to co 	 47.900  
6010 70 	 56.100 
Over 70 	  amLo 

Total 	 700 
The tropic of Capricorn dimes Australia Into two parts. Of these 

the northern or intertropical portion contains 14 egesoo sq. m., com-
prising half of Queensland. the Northern Territory, and the north. 
western divisions of Western Australis. The whole of New South 
Wales, Victpria and South Australia proper. half of Queensland. and 
more than half of Western Australia, comprising 1,801,700 sck m., 
age without the tropics. Ina region so extensive very great vaneties 
of climate are naturally to be expected, but It may be stated as a 
general law that the climate of Australia is milder than that of 
corresponding lands in the northern hemisphere. During July, which 
is the coldest month in southern latitudes, one-half of Australia has 
a mean temperature ranging from 4e to 61°, and the other half from 
62' to go'. The following are the areas/abject to the various average 
temperature. during the month referred tot— 

Tempuras:a 	 Ana 
. 	Fahr. 	 in 

43 -so: 	 la,1300 
	  p6.300 

• -65
" 	  451. 

634.406 
	  515,060 

-p.   275,90o 
te-Po   34400  

The temperature in December ranges front 60. to above 91' Fehr., 
half of Australia having a mean to epemture below 84'. Dividing 
the land into sones of average eases, tempenteure, the following 
are the areas which would la to eeth:— 

Temperature 
Fa 	. 60  

63"-70' 
70'-g• 	  

ir, 	• 	  
•43  . 

83'-90' 
90*-95. 

 93' and over 	  

	

no•45• 	  

	

 	63,700 

	  733.6:0 
	  370,600 
 	Se 	100 

a Area:. 
67, 

332,300 
4394000 

135,400  
Judging from the figures just given. it must be conceded that a 

conaWrable are of the continent is not adapted for colonisation by 
European races. The region with a mean summer temperature in 
excess of  93  Fehr. is the interior of the Northern Territory north 
•of the soth parallel; and the whole of the country, excepting the 
seaboard, lying between the meridians of 120' and 140', and north 
of the 25th parallel, has a mean temperature in excess of 9o• Fehr. 

The area of Australia is so lame that the characteristics of its 
climate will not be understood without reference to the individual 
cb,,,.. •  states. About one•half' of the colony of Queensland lies 
h., 	in tkeMown_ the remake area lying between the 

tropic and 29• S. The temperature, however, has a daily 
range lees than that of other countries under the earns Isothermal 
Linea This circumstance is due to the IPOIPIX012112. which blow with  

mat reidarity. and torus' what would otherwise be an =Genie* 
heat. The Ito winds warn prevail during the summer in some of 
the other colonies are unknown in Queensland. Of course, in a 
territory of such large extent them are many varieties of climate. 
and the heat is greater along the coast than on the elevated finds of 
the interior. In the northern parts of the colony the high tem-
perature is very trying to persons of European descent. The moan 
temperature at Brisbane. during December, January and February. 
is about 76', while durirg the months of June. July and August a
averages about 60'. Brisbane. however, is atoned near the extreme 
southern end of the colony, and its average temperature is con-
siderably lees than that of many of the towns farther mob. Thus 
the winter in Rockhampton average nearly 65', while the summer 
heat rises almost to Bet and at Townsville and Narmanton the 
average temperature is still higher. The average rainfall along the 
coast is high, espoially in the north, where it ranges from to to 70  ia. 
per annum. and along • strip of country south from Cape Melville to 
Rockingham Bay the average rainfall exceeds70 in. At Brisbane 
the rainfall is about so in., taking an averaged forty years. A large 
area of the interior is watered to the extent of so to 3o in. per &WM. 
but in the west and south, more remote than from 230 to Sao et, 
there is a rainfall of less than to in. 

Climatically, New South Wales is divided into throe marked 
divisions. The coastal region has an average summer teammate= 
ranging from 78' in the north to 67' in the south, with 	Abi, 
a winter temperature of from 39' to sa' Taking the 	sy.0 
district seemally, the difference betweee the mean 	gym., 
summer and mean winter temperatures may be set down 
as averaging not more than ao", a range smaller than is found is 
moo other parts of the world. Stdoey, situated in latitude 33•315., 
has a mean temperature of 62.9* Fehr...hick centavos& with that 
of Barcelona is Spate and of Toulon in Franco, the former of these 
being in latitude 41' as' N. and the latter is 43'7' N. At Sydney 
the mean summer temperature is mit' Fiche., and that of winter 
53.9'. The range Is thus 36.9' two. At Naples. where the mesa 
temperature for the year is about demon as at Sydney, the summer 
temperature macho a mean of 74.4', and the mesa al armee 
le 474', with a range 26.8'. The mean temperature of Sydeez 
for a long series of years wee spring 62". summer 71', autumns 64 
winter f

rom Paring from tbe coast to the tableland, a distinct climatic regias 
is entered. Coma. with • mesa summer temperature of 63-4'. sad 
a mean winter temperature of 41-4'. may be taken as illustrative 
of the climate of the southern tableland, and Asada& of the 
northern. The yearly average temperature of the latter is seamy 
6303', while the summer only reecho 67.7', and the winter fans 

t°-n.4..  climatic conditions of the western districts of the state are 
entirely different from them of the other two regions. The•summer 
is hot, but on the whole the climate is very healthy. The town of 
Bourke, lying on the upper Darling, may be taken as an exam& of 
many of the interior astride and illustrates peculiarly well the 
defects as well as the excellencies at the climate of the whole teems 
Bourke Isu exactly the same latitude as Cairo, yet its meta mamma 
temperature is Pciglyesis, and its mean anneal asuman e lees 
than that of the Egyptian city. New Orleans, also on the same 

Cree is. e hotter 11111111002. All regards winter tempentture 
l leave. little to be desired. The mean wilder &ding of 

the thermometer is 641, and accompanied as this is by dear skies 
and an absence of snow, the season is both pleasant ain. 
vigorating. The rainfall of New South Wales ranges from an annual 
average of 64 in. at various points on the narte oast, and at 
Kiandra is the Monaro district, to 9 in. at Milne:lake in the mans 
Darling district. The coastal districts average about 42 in. per 
annum, the tableleads 32 In., and the western Interior has as average 
as low as so in. At Sydney, the mow rainfall, mince observations 
were commenced, has been so in. 

The climate of Victoria does not differ greatly from that of New 
South Wake. The beat, however. Is gestendly los Intense in summer, 
and the cold greater in winter. Melbourne, which.staat marls in latitude 37' 30' S., has • mean temperature cm 37•3 
and therefore earrespeads with Washing= in the Usited States. 
Madrid, Lisbon and Messina. The difference between summer sod 
winter is, however, lass at Melbourne than at any of the plates ewe- 
timed, the result of a long series of observations being spring 

 63-3'. autumn 58.7', and winter 494° The biggest 
temperature is the shade at Melbourne is Ha•% and the lowest 
27'. but it 4 rare for the summer hot to exceed 841  or for the winter 
temperature in the daytime to fall below 40' Lust, the second 
city of Victoria, lies a bove too m. west from Melbourne at a height 
of too ft. above se•level. It has a minimum temperature of 29', 
and • maximum of tope, the average yearly mean being me. 
The rainfall of Melbourne averages 23.38 lit, the MID number of 
rainy days being 131. 

South Australia proper extends over an degrees of latitude, and 
naturally presents comiderabk variations of climate. The coldest 
months are June, July end August, during which the 
temperature 111 very agreeable, averaging 53.6*, 31.7', Amami& 

 and se' in those months respectively. On the plains 
Might frosts  OMIT Occasionally, and ice is sometimes men on she 
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MOLeda In summer the sun has great power and the temperature 
readies sate in the shade. with hot winds blowing from the interior. 
The weather on the whole is remarkably dry. At Adelaide there are 
on an average sae rainy days per annum, with a mean rainfall of 
so•813 is. The country is naturally very healthful, u evidence of 
which may be mentioned that no great epidemic has ever visited 
the state. 

Western Australia has practically only two seasons, the winter 
Or wet mason, which commences in April and ends in October and 

Nhgeegre the summer or dryeesson, which toMplikAll the remainder 
"maw  of the year. During the wet season frequent and heavy 

rains fall, and thunderstorms, with sharp showers, occur 
In the summer. espedally on the north-west coast, which Is some. 
dmesviiiited by hurricanes of peat violence. In the southern and 
early-settled parts of the state the mean temperature is about 64•, 
but in the more northern portions the heat is excessive, though the 

Sir of the atmosphere makes it preferable to moist tropical 
es. The average rainfall at Perth is33 In. per annum. 

The climatedthe Northern Territory Is extremely hot. accept 
on the elevated tablelands; altogether, the temperature of the part 
of the continent is very similar to that of northern Queensland, and 
the climate Is not favourable to Europeans. The rainfall in the 
Prete north, especially in January and February, is very hevry, 
and the annual average ale the coast fa about 83 in. The whole 
of the peninsula north of i

ng
' S. has a rainfall considerably exceeding 

40 In. This region is backed by a belt of about too m. wide, in 
which the rainfall is from so to 4o in., from which inwards the 
rainfall gradually declines until between Central Mount Stuart and 
Mcdonnell ranges it falls to between 5 and to in. 

Foote mod' Flea.--The origin of the fauna and Boa of 
Australia has attracted considerable attention. Much accumu-
lated evidence, biological and geological, has pointed to a 
southern extension of India, an eastern extension of South 
Africa and a western extension of Australia into the Indian 
Ocean. 'The comparative richness of proteaceous plants in 
Western Australia and South Africa first suggested a common 
source for these prhnitive types. Dr H. 0. Forbes drew attention 
to a certain community amongst birds and other vertebrates, 
Invertebrates, and amongst plants; on all the lands stretching 
towards the south pole. A theory was therefore propounded 
that these known types were all derived from a continent which 
has been named Antarctica. The supposed continent extended 
across the south pole, practically joining Australia and South 
America. Just as we have evidence of a former mild climate in 
the arctic regions, so a similar mild climate has been postulated 
for Antarctica. Modern naturalists consider that many of the 
problems of Australia's remarkable fauna and flora can be best 
explained by the following hypothesis:—The region now covered 
by the antarctic ice-cap was in early Tertiary times favoured 
by a mild climate; here lay an antarctic continent or archipelago. 
From an area corresponding to what Is now South America, 
there entered a fauna and flora, which, after undergoing modifica-
tion, hawed by way of Tasmania to Australia. These immigrants 
Oren developed, with some exceptions, into the present Australian 
Boa and fauna. This theory has advanced from the position 
of a disparaged hasty to acceptance by leading thinkers. The 
discovery as fossil, in South America, of primitive or ancestral 
forms of marsupials has given it tench support. One of these, 
Proihytacinus, is regarded as the forerunner of the marsupial 
wolf of Tasmania. An interesting link between divergent 
marsupial families, still living in Ecuador, the Ceettoksiss, is 
another discovery of recent years. On the Australian side the 
fact that Tasmania is richest in marsupial types indicates the 
gate by which they entered. It is not to be supposed that this 
antarctic element, to which Professor Tate has applied the name 
Ewes:Wan, entered a desert barren of all life. Previous to its 
snivel Australia doubtless possessed considerable vegetation 
and a scanty fauna, chiefly invertebrate. At a comparatively 
recent data Australia received its third and newest constituent. 
The islands of 'Torres Strait have been shown to be the denuded 
remnant of a former extension of Cape York peninsula in North 
Queensland. Previous to the existence of the strait, and across 
its site, there poured into Australia a wealth of Papuan ferns. 
Along the Pacific slope of the Queensland Cordillera these 
found in soil and climate a congenial home. Among the plants 
the wild banana, pepper, orange and mangosteen, rhododendron, 
epiphytic orchids and the palm; among mammals the bats and  

rats; among birds the cassowary and rifle birds; and among 
reptiles the crocodile and tree snakes, characterize this element. 
The numerous facts, geological, geographical and biological, 
which when linked together lend great support to this theory, 
have been well worked out In Australia by Mr Charles Racy 
of the Australian Mateum, Sydney. 

The zoology of Australia and Tasmania presents a very con-
pieuous point of difference from that of other mums of the globe. 
In the prevalence of nonlriacental manunalia The vast p.ma 
majority of the manunale are provided with an organ in 
the uterus, by which, before the birth of their young, a vascular 
connexion is maintained between the embryo and the parent animal. 
Them are two orders, the Mareopalia and the Monotremata, which 
do not pewees this organ; both theme are found in &tstralia, to 
wide' b region Mad they are hot absolutely confined. 

The geographical limits of the marsupials are very interesting. 
The opossums of America are marsupials, though not showing 
anomalies as great as kangaroos and bandicoots (in their feet), and 
Myroweobis: (in the number of teeth). Except the opomuma .  no 
single living marsupial is known outside the Australian zoological 
region. The forms el life characteristic of India and the Malay 
peninsula come down to the island of Bali. Bali is separated font 
Lombok by a strait not more than 1,5 in. wide. Yet this narrow 
belt of water is the boundary line between the Australasian and the 
Indian regions. The m s, , boundary passing through the Bali 
Strait is called " Wallace's line," after the eminent naturalist whir 
was its discoverer. He showed that not only as regard ■ beat"  bun 
ale as regards birds, these regions are the sharply limited. Aus-
tralia, he pointed out, has no woodpeckers and no pheasants, which 
are widelrepread Indian birds. Instead of these it has mound- 
making turkeys, honey-suckers. cockatoos and brush-tongued lorlea 
all of which are found nowhere else in the world. 

The marsupials constitute tw•thirds of all the Australian species 
of mammals. It is the well-known peculiarity of this order that the 
female has a pouch or fold of skin upon her abdomen, in which she 
can place the young for suckling within reach of her teats. The 

of America is the only species out of Australasia which is 
liguar p n  ov ided. Australia is inhabited by at least !indifferent species 
of Marsupials, which is about two-thirds of the known species; these 
have been arranged in five take, according to the food they eat, 
AN, the grasped= (kangaroo.), the root-eaters (wombats). the 
insecteatens (bead/watt the flash-eaten (native cats and rats). 
and the frult.eatere (ph& eons). 

The kangaroo (111ratcps) lies In droves in the open grassy 
plains. Several smaller forms I the same general appearance are 
known as wallabies, and are capon everywhere. Ike kangaroo 
and most of its congeners  show en artraordinery disproportion of 
the hind limbs to the fore part of the body. The rock wallaliies again 
have short tarsi of the Wad legs, with a bag pliable tail for climbing, 
like that of the tree Immune of Hew Guinea, or that of the jerboa. 
Of the larger kangaroos. which attain a wdght of soo and may. 
eight species are named, only one of which is found in Wolters 
Australia. Feel bones of extinct kangaroo species are met withi 
thee kangaroos must have been of enormous deer, twice or thrice that 
al any 'peps now living. 

There are some twenty Palle apeciee in Australia and Tasmiuse, 
beside the reek wallabies and the bare kangaroos; thee last are 
wonderfully swift, making clear jumps 8 or so ft. high. Other 
terrestrial marsupials are the wombat (PhascoJetoys), a large, clumsy, 
burrowing animal, not unlike a pig, which attains a emelt of front 
• to.roo lb; the bandicoot .(Psrapies), a nit-like creature whose 
depredations annoy the agriaultunst; the native oat (Damper), 
noted robber of the poultry yard; the Tasmanian wolf (Thylenne), 
which pee on large geese; and the recently discovered Nolorycies, 
• mall animal which burrows like a mole in the desert of the interior. 
Arboreal species include the well-known opossums (Phoionjw); the 
extraordinary tree-kangaroo of the Queensland tropics; the flying 
squirrel, which 

makes 
 expands a ressiebrane between the legs and arms, and 

by its aid 	long sailing jump from tree to tree; and the native 
beer (Pesseetereges), an, animal with no affinities to the beer. and 
having a long soft fur and no tail. 

The MyrTac4bist of Western Australia is a buslirtaikd ant-eater 
about the see of a squirrel, and from its lineage and structure d 
more than peeing interest. It is. Mivart remarks, a survival of a 
very ended state of things. It had ancestors in a flourishing cwt 
dition during the Secondary epoch. Its congeners even than lived 
in England. as is provrn by the let that their relics have been found 
in the Stonesfield oolitic rocks, the deposition of which is upended 
from that which pee rise to the Pans Tertiary strata by an abyss 
of past time which we cannot venture to express even In thousands 

▪Crites on to the other curious order of non-placental mammals, 
that of the Monotremata, so called from the structure of their organs 
of evacuation with • single orifice, as in birds. Their abdominal 
bop are like those of the marsupials; and they are furnished with 
pouches for their young, but have po tests, the milk being distilled 
Into their pouches from the mammary glands. Australia and 
Tasmania poems two Pple of this order—the echidart, or spiny 
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ant-eater (hairy in Tasmania). and the PkPito, Goggins,, the duck-
billed water mole, otherwise named the Orertkorkreckes paradoxes. 
This odd animal is provided with a bill or beak, which is not, like that 
of a bird, affixed to the skeleton, but is merely attached to the skin 
and muscles. 

Australia has no apes, monkeys or baboon& and no ruminant 
beasts. The comparatively few indigenous placental mammals, 
besides the dingo or wild dog—which, however, may have come from 
the islands north of this continent—are of the bat tribe and of the 
rodent or rat tribe. There are four species of large fruit-eating bats, 
called flying foxes, twenty of insect-eating bats, above twenty of 
land-rats, and five of water-rats. The sea produces three different 
seals, which often ascend rivers from the coat, and can live in 
lagoons of fresh water; many cetaceans, besides the " right whale " 
and sperm whale; and the dugong, found on the northern shores, 
which yields a valuable medicinal oil. 

The birds of Australia in their number and variety of species 
may be deemed some tom 	tion for its poverty of mammals; 
yet it will not stand coin 	n in this respect with regions of Africa 
and South America in the same latitudes. The black swan was 
thought remarkable when discovered, as belying an old Latin 
prov.erb. There is also a white eagle. The vulture is wanting. Sixty 
species of wrote. some of thanhandsome, are found in Aus- 
tralia. The emu corresponds with 

very 
 the African and Arabian ostrich, 

the rhea ci South America, and the cassowary of the Moluccas and 
New Guinea. In New Zealand this group is represented by the 
apteryx, as it formerly was by the gigantic most „ the remains of which 
have been found likewise m Queensland. 'the graceful Mauna 
soperba, or lyre-bird, with its tail feathers spread in the shape of a 
lyre, is a very characteristic form. The mound-raising megapodes, 
tower-building satin-birds, and several others, display peculiar 
habits. The honey-eaters present a great diversity of plumage. 
There are also many kinds of game birds, pigeons, ducks, geese, 
plovers quails. The ornithology of New South Wales and 
Qu eensland is more varied and interesting than that of the other 
provinces. 

As for reptiles, Australia has a few tortoises, all of one family, and 
not of great size. The " leathery turtle," which is herbivorous, and 
yields abundance of oil, has been caught at sea off the Illawarra 
cast so large as 9 ft. in length. The IlaUli1111110, lizards We numerous, 
chiefly on dry sandy or rocky ground in the tropical region. The 
great crocodile of Queensland has been known to attain a length of 
go ft.; there is a smaller one about 6 ft. in length to be met with 
in the shallow lagoons of the interior of the Northern Territory. 
Lizards occur in great profusion and variety. The monitor, or fork-
tongued lizard, which burrows in the earth, climbs and swims, Is said 
to grow to a length of 8 to s ft. This species and many others do 
not extend to Tasmania. The monitor is popularly known as the 
goanna, a name derived from the iguana, an entirely different animal. 
There are about twenty kinds of night-lizards, and many which 
hibernate One species can Mfg a cry when pained or alarmed. 
and the tall-standing frilled lizard can lift its forelegs, and squat or 
bop like a kangaroo. There is she the Moloch horrifies of South 
and Western Australia, covered with tubercles bearing large spines, 
which give it a very strange aspect. This and some other lizards 
have power to change their colour, not only from light to dark, but 
over some portions of their bodies, from yellow to grey or red. 
Frogs of many kinds are plentiful, the brilliant green frogs being 
especially conspicuous and noisy. Australia is rich in snakes, and 
has more than a hundred different kinds. blest of t hese are venomous, 
but all are not equally dreaded. Five rather common ape ies are 
certainly deadly—the death adder, the brown, the black, the superb 
and thetiger snakes. During the colder months these reptiles remain 
in a torpid state. No certain cure has been or is likely to be dis-
covered for their poison, but in less serious cases strychnine has 
been used with advantage. In tropical waters a sea wake is found. 
which, though very poisonous, rarely bite& Among the inoffensive 
species are counted the graceful green " tree snake, which pursues 
frogs, birds and lizards to the topmost branches of the forest; also 
several species of pythons, the commonest of which is known as the 
carpet snake. Tlt ere great reptiles may attain a length of so ft.; 
they feed on small animals which they crush to death in their 
folds. 

The Australian seas are inhabited by many fishes of the same genera 
as exist In the southern parts of Asia and Africa. Of those peculiar 
to Australian waters may be mentioned the arripis, represented by 
what is called among the colonists a salmon trout. A very fine fresh-
water fish is the Murray cod, which sometimes weighs zoo lb; and 
the golden perch, found in the same river. has rare beauty of colour. 
Among the sea futh, the schnapper is of grait value as an article of 
food, and its weight comes up to so lb. This is the Pagras unlade.. of 
the family of Steads& which includes also the bream. Its colours are 
beautiful, pink and red with a silvery gloss: but the male as it grows 
old takes on a singular deformity of the head, with a swelling in the 
shape of a monstroushuman-like nose. These fish frequent rociry shoals 
all the eastern coast and are caught in numbers outside Port Jackson 
for the Sydney market. Two species of mackerel, differing some-
what from the European species. are also caught on the Wilts The 
so-called red garnet, a pretty fish, with hues of carmine and blue 
sates on its head, is much esteemed foe the table. The Trigla 

Pgroson or flying garnet, Is a greater beauty, with its body of 
crimson silver, and its large pectoral fins, spread like wogs. of 
a rich green. bordered with purple, and relieved by a black and white 
spat. Whiting, mullet, gar-fish, rock cod and many others known 
by local names, are in the lists of edible fishes belonging to Nest South 
Wales and Victoria. Oysters abound on the eastern coast, and on 
the shelving banks of a vast extent ci the northern coast the pearl 
oyster is the source of a considerable industry. 

Two existing fishes may be mentioned as ranking in interest with 
the Myrssecobses (ant-eater) in the eyes of the naturalist. These are 
the Cerakidsu Forsieri and the Port Jackson shark. The " mud-
fish " of Queensland (Ceratodur Persian) belongs to an ancient order 
of fishes—the Dipnoi, only a few spears of which have survived from 
past geological periods. TheDipnoi show a distinct transition 
between fishes and amphibia. So far the mud-fish has been found 
only in the Mary and the Burnett rivers. Hardly of less scien-
tific interest is the Port Jackson shark (Heierottontus). It is a 
harmless helmeted ground-shark, living.  on molluscs, and almost 
the sole survivor of a genus abundant in the Secondary rocks of 
Europe. 

The eastern parts of Australia are very much richer both in their 
botany and in their zoology than any of the other parts. This is due 
in part to the different physical conditions there prevail- poyss  
ing and in part to the Invasion of the north-eastern 
portion of the continent by • number of *nu characteristically 
Melanesian. This element was introduced via Torres Strait. and 
spread down the Queensland coast to portions ci the New South 
Wales littoral, and also round the Gull of Careentaria, but has 
never been able to obtain a hold in the more arid interior. It has 
so completely obliterated the original flora, that a Queensland coast 
jungle es almost an exact replication of what may be seen on the 

Ilf:Fsm.g snfiredes f e t:thttllstt:intilkINtr Guinea. 	w:tstlged plauZ 
valleys and the plateaux have, if not a varied flora, a considerable 
wealth of timber trees in every way superior to the flora inland in the 
same latitudes. In the interior there is little change in the general 
aspect of the vegetation, from the Australian Bight to the region 
of Carpentaria, where the exotic element begins Behind the 
luxuriant jungles of the sub-tropical coast, once over the main range, 
we find the purely Australian flora with its apparent sameness and 
sombre dulness. Physical surrounding rather than latitude deter-
mine the character of the Bora. The contour lines showing the 
heights above sea-level are the directions along which species spread 
to form zones. Putting aside the exotic vegetation of the north 
and east coast-line, the Australian bush gales its peculiar character 
from the prevalence of the so-called gum-trees (Ercolypiss) and the 
acacias, of which last there are 300 species, but the eucalypts above 
all are everywhere. Dwarfed eucalypts fringe the tree-limit on 
Mount Komar" and the leakages in the parched interior are in-
dicated by a line of the same trees, stunted and straggling. Over 
the vast continent from Wilson  Promontory to Cape York: north, 
south, east and west—where anything can grow--there will be found 
a gum-tree. The eucalypts are remarkable for the oil secreted in 
their leaves, and the large quantity of astringent resin of their but. 
This resinous exudation (Klee) somewhat resembles gum, hence 
the name " vim " tree. It will not dissolve in water as gums do. 
but it is soluble in alcohol, as resin usually is Many of the gum-
trees throw off their bark, so that it hangs in long dry drips from 
the trunk and branches, a feature familiar in " - bush " pictures. 
The bark, resin and " oils " of the eucalyptus are well known as 
commercial products. As early as 1866, tannic acid. gal* acid. 
wood spirit, acetic acid, essential oil and eucalyptol were produced 
from various species of eucalyptus, and researches made by Aus-
tralian chemists, notably by Messrs. Baker and Smith of the Sydney 
Technical College, have brought to light many other vilest* pro-
ducts likely to prove of commercial value. The genus Eucalyptus 
numbers more than xso species. and provides some of the most 
durable timbers known. The iron-bark of the eastern coast uplands 
is well known (Excalyphu sideroxylon), and is so called from the 
hardness of the wood, the bark not being remarkable except for its 
rugged and blackened aspect. Samples of this timber have bees 
studied after forty-three years' immersion in sea-water. Portions 
most liable to destruction, those parts between the-tide marks. were 
found perfectly sound, and showed no signs of the ravages of marine 
organisms. Other valuable timber trees of the eastern portion of 
the continent are the blackbutt, tallow-wood, spotted gum. red 
gum, mahogany, and blue gum, eucalyptus; and the turpentine 
(Syncarpialatulfolia), which has proved to be more resistant to the 
attacks of teredo than any other timber and is largely used in wharf 
construction in infested waters. There are also several extremely 
valuable soft timbers, the principal being red cedar (Cards noes). 
silky oak (Grarillea rands), beech and • variety of teak, with several 
important species of pine. The red gum forests of the Murray 
valley and the pine forests bordering the Great Plains are important 
and valuable. In Western Australia there are extensive forests of 
hardwood, principally jarrah (Esicalyjau marginata), a very durable 
timber; 14.000 sq. m. of country are covered with this species. 
Jarrah timber is nearly impervious to the attacks of the teredo, and 
there is good evidence to show that. exposed to Year and weather. or 
placed under the soil, or used as submarine piles, the wood reaseked 
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intact after nearly fifty years' trial. The following figures show the 
high density of Australian timber:— 

Australian 	 Specific 
timber. 	 gravity. 

.larrah   1.12 
Grey iron-bark   1•18 
Red iron-bark   1.22 
Forest oak   1.21 
Tallow wood   1.23 

	

Mahogany   1.20 
Grey gum 	 •7 
Red gum 	  '995 

European 	 Specific 
timber. 	 gravity. 

Ash 	  753 
Beech 	  •690 
Chest nut 	  •35 

	

British oak   '99 
The resistance to breaking or rupture of Australian timber is very 

high; grey iron-bark with a specific gravity of 1•18 has a modulus 
of rupture of 17,00o lb per sq. in. compared with 11,800 lb for 
British oak with a specific gravity of -69 to •99. No Australian 
timber in the foregoing fist has.a less modulus than 13,10o lb per 
sq. in. 

Various " scrubs " characterize the interior, differing very widely 
from the coastal scrubs. " Malice " scrub occupies large tracts of 
South Australia and Victoria, covering probably an extent of 
16.cmo sq. m. The malice is a species of eucalyptus growing 12 to 
14 ft. high. The tree breaks into thin stems close to the ground, and 
these branch again and again, the leaves being developed umbrella-
fashion on the outer brancha. The malice scrub appears like a forest 
of dried osier. growing so close that it is not always easy to ride 
through it. Hardly a leaf is visible to the height of one's bead: but 
above. a crown of thick leather-like leaves shuts out the sunlight. 
The ground below is perfectly bare, and there is no water. Nothing 
Mild add to the sterility and the monotony of these malice scrubs. 
" Mulga " scrub is a somewhat similar thicket, covering large areas. 
The tree in this instance is one of the acacias, a genus distributed 
through all parts of the continent. Some species have rather elegant 
blossoms, known to the settlers as " wattle." They serve admirably 
to break the sombre and monotonous aspect of the Australian vege-
tation. Two species of acacia are remarkable for the delicate and , 

violet-like perfume of their wood—myall and yarran. The majority 
of the species of Acacia are edible and serve as reserve fodder for 
sheep and cattle. In the alluvial portions of the interior sslsolaceous 
plants—saltbush, bluebush, cottonbush—are invaluable to the 
pastoralist, and to their presence the pre-eminence of Australia 
as a wool-producing country is largely due. 

Grasses and herbage in great va net y constitute the most valuable 
element of Australian flora from the commercial point of view. The 
herbage for the most part grows with marvellous rapidity after a 
spring or autumn shower and forms a natural shelter for the more 
stable growth of nutritious grasses. 

Under the system of grazing practised throughout Australia it is 
customary to allow sheep, cattle and horses to run at large all the 
year round within enormous enclosures and to depend entirely upon 
the natural growth of grass for their subsistence. Proteaceous pla 
although not exclusively Australian. are exceedingly characteristic 
of Australian scenery, and are counted amongst the oldest flowering 
plants of the world. The order is easily distinguished by the hard. 
dry, woody texture of the leaves and the dehiscent fruits. They 
are found an New Zealand and also in New Caledonia. their greatest 
developments being on the south-west of the Australian continent. 
Proteaceae are found also in Tierra del Fuego and Chile. They are 
also abundant in South Africa, where the order forms the most 
poneplcuous feature of vegetation. The range in species is very 
limited, no one being common to eastern and western Australia. 
The chief genera are banksia (honeysuckle), and hakca (needle bush). 

The Moreton Bay pine (Araucaria Cunning/lama) is reckoned 
amongst the giants of the forest. The genus is associated with one 
long extinct in Europe. Moreton Bay pine is chiefly known by the 
utility of its wood. Another species. A. Bidunlfii, or the bunya-
bunya, afforded food in its nut-like seeds to the aborigines. A most 
remarkable form of vegetation in the north-west is t he gouty-stemmed 
tree (Adansonia Gregarii), one of the Malvaccae. It is related closely 
to the famous baobab of tropical Africa. The " grass-tree " (Xan-
Skorrkao1), of the uplands and coast regions, is peculiarly Australian 
in its aspect.' It is seen as a clump of wire-like leaves, a few feet in 
diameter, surrounding a stem, hardly thicker than a walking-stick, 
rising to a height of to or 12 ft. This terminates in a long spike 
thickly studded with white blossoms. The grass-tree gives as distinct 
a character to an Australian picture as the agave and cactus do to 
the Mexican landscape. With these might be associated the gigantic 
lily of Queensland (Nyat &tea giro's:ea). the leaves of which float 
on water, and are quite 18 in. across. There is also agigantic lily 
(Dorrnthes cruise) which grows to a height of is feet. The " flame 
tree ' is a most conspicuous feature of an Illawarra landscint, 
the largest racemes of crimson red suggesting the name. Tire  

waratah or native tulip, the magnificent Rowel-ha bead of which, 
with the kangaroo, is symbolic of the country is one of the Pro-
teaceae. The natives were accustomed to suck its tubular flowers 
for the honey they contained. The " oardoo " seed. on which the 
aborigines sometimes contrived to exist. is a creeping plant, growing 
plentifully in swamps and shallow pools, and belongs to the natural 
order of Idarmileaceae. The spore-cases remain after the plant is 
dried up and withered. These are collected by the natives, and are 
known over most of the continent as nardoo. 

No speculation of hypothesis has been propounded to account 
satisfactorily for the origin of the Australian flora. As a step 
towards such hypothesis it has been noted that the Antarctic, 
the South African, and the Australian floras have many types in 
common. There is also to a limited extent a European element 
present. One thing is certain, that there is in Australia a flora 
that is a revertant of a vegetation once widely distributed. Neer 
has described such Australian ggeenneerraa as Banksia. Eucalyptus, 
Grnillea and Hakes from the Miocene of Switzerland. Another 
point agreed upon is that the Australian flora is one of vast antiquity. 
There are genera so far removed from every living genus that many 
connecting links must have become extinct. The region extending 
round the south-western extremity of the continent has a peculiarly 
characteristic assemblage of typical Australian forms, notably • 
great abundance of the Proteaceae. This flora, isolated by and 
country from the rest of the continent, has evidently derived its 
plant life from an outside source, probably from lands no longer 
existing. 

POLITICAL AND Ecottolac Commotal 

Population.,—The Australian people are mainly of British 
origin, only 31 % of the population of European descent being 
of non-British race. It is certain that the aborigines (see the 
section on Aborigines below) are very much less numerous than 
when the country was first colonized, but their present numbers 
can be given for only a few of the states. At the census of tool, 
48,248 aborigines were enumerated, of whom 74,34 were in New 
South Wales, 652 in Victoria, 27,123 in South Australia, and 
6212 in Western Australia. The assertion by the Queensland 
authorities that there are 50,0oo aborigines in that state is a 
crude estimate, and may be far wide of the truth. In South 
Australia and the Northern Territory a large number are outside 
the bounds of settlement, and it Is probable that they are as 
numerous there as in Queensland. The census of Waters 
Australia included only those aborigines in the employment 
of the colonists; and as a large part of this, the greatest of the 
Australian state, is as yet unexplored, it may be presumed that 
the aborigines enumerated were very far short of the whole 
number of persons of that race in the state. Taking all things 
into consideration, the aboriginal population of the continent 
may be set down at something like z8o,oco. Chinese, numbering 
about 30,000, are chiefly found in New South Wales, Queensland, 
Victoria, and the Northern Territory. Of Japanese there were 
3500, of Hindu and Sinhalese 4600, according to recent com-
putation, but the policy of the Commonwealth is adverse to 
further immigration of other than white. South Sea Islanders 
and other coloured races, numbering probably about 15,020, 
were in 1906 to be found principally in Queensland, but further 
immigration of Pacific Islanders to Australia is now restricted, 
and the majority of those in the country in tab were deported 
by the middle of 1907. 

At the close of wee the population of Australia was approxi-
mately 4,120,000, exclusive of aborigines. The increase of 
population since 187t was as follows: z87z, 1,668477; 1881, 
2,252,617; 1891, 3, 183,237; now* 3,773,248. The expansion 
has been due mainly to the natural 'increase; that is, by reason 
of cacao of births over deaths. Immigration to Australia has 
been very slight since 180n, owing originally to the stoppage of 
progress consequent on the bank crisis of 1803, and, subse-
quently, to the disinclination of several of the state governments 
towards immigration and their failure to provide for the welfare 
of immigrants on their arrival. During 1906 a more rational 
view of the value of immigration was adopted by the various 
state governments and by the federal government, and immigra-
tion to Australia is now systematically encouraged. Australia's 
gain of population by immivatioo,—i.e. the excess of the 

'The statistical portion of this article Includes Tasmania, which 
is a member of the Australian Commonwealth. 
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Inward over the outward movement of a population—since the 
discovery of gold in 2851, arranged in ten years periods, was 

1852-2861  	520.713 
1862-1871 188,158 
t872-1881  	223,326 
1882-1891 374,097 
1892-1901 2,377 

During the five years following the last year of the foregoing table, 
there was practically no increase in population by immigration. 

The birth rate averages 26.28 per thousand of the population 
and the death rate 22.28, showing a net increase of 14 per 
thousand by reason of the excess of births over deaths. The 
marriage rate varies as in other countries from year to year 
according to the degree of prosperity prevailing. In the five 
years 2881-2888 the rate was 8.08 marriages (16.2 persons) per 
thousand of the population, declining to 6.52 in 1892-1895; in 
recent years there has been a considerable improvement, and 
the Australian marriage rate may be quoted as ranging between 
6.75 and 7.25. The death rate of Australia is much below that 
of European countries and is steadily declining. During the 
twenty years preceding the census of root there was a fall in the 
death rate of 3.4 per thousand, of which, however, t per thousand 
is attributable to the decline in the birth rate, the balance being 
attributable to improved sanitary conditions. 

Terriiorial Divisions.—Australia is politically divided into 
five states, which with the island of Tasmania form the Common- 
wealth of Australia. 	The area of the various states is as follows: 

S 	01- q. 
New South Wales 	  310,700 
Victoria 	. 	. 	.. 87 ,884 
Queensland  	668,497 
South Australia  	903.690  
Western Australia 	  975,920 

2,946.691 
Tasmania 	  26,215 

Commonwealth 	  2,972,906 
To the area of the Commonwealth shown in the table might be 
added that of New Guinea, 9o,000 sq. m.; this would bring 
the area of the territory controlled by the Commonwealth to 
3,062,06 sq. m. The distribution of population at the close of 
'1906 (4, r28,000) was New South Wales 1,530,000, Victoria 
1,223,000, Queensland 534,000, South Australia 381,000, Western 
Australia 270,000, Tasmania ilio,coo. The rate of increase since 
the previous census was 2.5% per annum, varying from o.3 z in 
Victoria to 2.06 in New South Wales and 6.9 in Western Australia. 

Australia contains four cities whose population exceeds 
zoo,000, and fifteen with over to,o0o. The principal cities and 
towns are Sydney (pop. 530,4200), Newcastle, Broken Hill, 
Parramatta, Goulbum, Maitland, Bathurst, Orange, Lithgow, 
Tamworth, Grafton, Wagga and Albury, in New South Wales; 
•Melbourne (pop. St 1 ,900), Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong, Eagle-
'hawk, Wamtambool, Castlemaine, and Sowell in Victoria; 
Brisbane (pop. 128,000), Rockhampton, Maryborough, Towns-
ville, Gympie, Ipswich, and Toowoomba in Queensland; 
Adelaide (pop. about 175,000), Port Adelaide and Port Pirie in 
South Australia; Perth (pop. 56,000), Fremantle, and Kal-
goorlie in Western Australia; and Hobart (pop. 35,500) and 
Launceston in Tasmania. 

Defence.—Up to the end of the 19th century, little was 
thought of any locally-raised or locally-provided defensive forces, 
the mother country being relied upon. But the Transvaal War 
of 1899-2902, to which Australia sent 63 to volunteers (principally 
mounted rifles), and the gradual increase of military sentiment, 
brought the question more to the front, and more and more 
attention was given to making Australian defence a matter of 
local concern. Naval defence in any case remained primarily 
a question for the Imperial navy, and by agreement (1903, for 
ten years) between the British government and the governments 
of the Commonwealth (contributing an annual subsidy of 
£200,000) and of New Zealand (£4o,000), an efficient fleet 
patrolled the Australasian waters, Sydney, its headquarters, 
being ranked as a first-class naval station. Under the agreement  

a royal naval reserve was maintained, three of the Imperial 
vessels provided being utilized as drill ships for crews recruited 
from the Australian states. At the end of 2908 the sttength of 
the naval forces under the Commonwealth defence department 
was: permanent, 217, naval militia, toz6; the estimated 
expenditure for 2908-r9o9 being £63,531. In 1908-2909 a 
movement began for the establishment by Australia of a local 
flotilla of torpedo-boat destroyers, to be controlled by the 
Commonwealth in peace time, but subject to the orders of the 
British admiralty in war time, though not to be removed from the 
Australian coast without the sanction of the Commonwealth; 
and by 1909 three such vessels had been ordered in England 
preparatory to building others in Australia. The military 
establishment at the beginning of 2909 was represented by a 
small permanent force of about 1400, a militia strength of about 
17,000, and some 60oo volunteers, besides so,000 members of 
rifle clubs and 30,000 cadets; the expenditure being (estimate, 
2908-2909) £623,946. But a reorganization of the military 
forces, on the basis of obligatory national training, was already 
contemplated, though the first Bill introduced for this purpose by 
Mr Deakin's government (Sept. 2908) was dropped, and in 1909 
the subject was still under discussion. 

Religion.—There is no state church in Australia, nor is the 
teaching of religion in any way subsidized by the state. The 
Church of England claims as adherents 39 % of the population. 
and the Roman Catholic Church 22 %; next in numerical 
strength are the Wesleyans and other Methodists, numbering 
12%, the various branches of the Presbyterians zr %, Con-
gregationalists 2 %, and Baptists 2 %. These proportions 
varied very little between 1881 and 1906, and may be taken 
as accurately representing the present strength of the various 
Christian denominations. Churches of all denominations are 
liberally supported throughout the states, and the residents of 
every settlement, however small, have their places of worship 
erected and maintained by their own contributions. 

Instruction.—Education is very widely distributed, and in 
every state it is compulsory for children of school ages to attend 
school. The statutory ages differ in the various states', in New 
South Wales and Western Australia it is from 6 to 13 years 
inclusive, in Victoria 6 to 22 years, in Queensland 6 to ir years, 
and in South Australia 7 to 12 years inclusive. Religious in-
struction is not imparted by the state-paid teachers in any state, 
though in certain states persons duly authorized by the religious 
organizations are allowed to give religious instruction to children 
of their own denomination where the parents' consent has been 
obtained. According to the returns for 2905 there were 7292 
state schools, with 25,628 teachers and 648,927 pupils, and the 
average attendance of scholars was 446,00o. Besides state 
schools there were 2245 private schools, with 7825 teachers and 
237,000 scholars, the average number of scholars in attendance 
being 120,000. The census of 2901 showed that about 83% 
of the whole population and more than 92 % of the population 
over five years of age could read and write. There was, therefore. 
a residue of 9% of illiterates, most of whom were not born in 
Australia. The marriage registers furnish another test of 
education. In 2905 only ten persons in every thousand married 
were unable to sign their names, thus proving that the number 
of illiterate adults of Australian birth is very smalL 

Instruction at state schools is either free or at merely nominal 
cost, and high schools, technical colleges and agricultural colleges 
arc maintained by appropriations from the general revenues 
of the states. There are also numerous grammar schools and 
other private schools. Universities have been established at 
Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and Hobart, and are Well equipped 
and numerously attended; they are in part supported by grants 
from the public funds and in part by private endowments 
and the fees paid by students. The number of students attend-
ing lectures is about 2500 and the annual income a little over 
£zoo,000. The cost of public instruction in Australia averages 
about t ra 4d..per inhabitant, and the cost per scholar in average 
attendance at state schools is £4 :23 1 go. 

Pastoral and Agricaltu ► d Indtafrie8.—The contbest Is 
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essentially a pastoral one, and the products of the flocks and 
herds constitute the chief element in the wealth of Australia. 
Practically the whole of the territory between the if meridian 
and the Great Dividing Range, as well as extensive tracts in 
the south and west, are a natural sheep puttee with climatic 
conditions and indigenous vegetation pre-eminently adapted 
for the growth of wool of the highest quality. Numerically 
jhe flocks of Australia represent one-sixth of the world's sheep, 
and in just over half a century (t85z-zoo5) the exports of 
Australian wool alone reached the value of L650,00e,000. During 
the same period, owing to the efforts of pastoralists to improve 
their flocks, there was a gradual increase in the weight of wool 
produced per sheep from 311b to as average of over 7th. The 
cattle and horse-breeding industries are of minor importance 
as compared with wool-growing, but nevertheless represent a 
great source of wealth, with vast possibilities of expansion in the 
over-sea trade. The perfection of refrigeration in over-sea 
carriage, which has done so much to extend the markets for 
Australian beef and mutton, has also furthered the expansion 
of dairying, there being an annual output of over rho million lb 
of butter, valued at £6,000,000; of this about 64 million lb, 
valued at £2,5oo,00o, is exported annually to British markets. 

Next to the pastoral industry, agriculture is the principal 
puree of Australian wealth. At the close of 19o5 the area 
devoted to tillage was 9,365.000 acres, the area utilized for 
the production of breadstuffs being 6,270,0oo acres or over 
two-thirds of the whole extent of cultivation. At first wheat 
was cultivated solely in the coastal country, but experience 
has shown that the staple cereal can be most successfully grown 
over almost any portion of the arable lands within the 20 to elo in. 
rainfall areas. The value of Australian wheat and flour exported 
in 1 905 was LS,So0,000. 

Otherimportant crops grown are—maizn 324,000 saes; oats, 
403.000  acres; other . grains, iffo,000 acres; hay, 5,367,000 
acres; potatoes, 259,000 acres; sugar-cane, 141,000 acres; 
vines, 65,000 acres; and other crops, 422,000 acres. The chief 
wheat lands are in Victoria, South Australia and New South 
Wales; the yield averages about 9  bushels to the acre; this 
low average is due to the endeavour of settlers on new lands 
to cultivate larger areas than their resources can effectively 
deal with; the introduction of scientific (arming should almost 
double the yield. Maize and sugarcane are grown in New South 
Wales and Queensland. The vine is cultivated in all the states, 
but chiefly in South Australia, Victoria and New South Wales. 
Australia produces abundant quantities and nearly all varieties 
of fruits; but the kinds exported are chiefly oranges, pine-
apples, bananas and apples. Tobacco thrives well in New South 
Wales and Victoria, but kinds suitable for exportation are not 
largely grown. Compared with the principal countries of the 
world, Australia does not take a high position in regard ba.the 
gross value of the produce of its tillage, the standard of cultivation 
being for the most part low and without regard to maximum re-
turns, but in value per inhabitant it compares fairly well; indeed, 
some of the states show averages which surpass those of many of 
the leading agricultural countries. For z9o5 the total value of 
agricultural produce estimated at the place of production was 
lifiaSo,rvao sterling, or about 1,4: 13: 4 per inhabitant; 

Timber Industry.—Although the timbers of commercial value 
are confined practically to the eastern and a portion of the western 
coastal belt and a few inland tracts of Australia, they constitute 
an important national asset. The early settlement of heavily 
timbered country was characterized by wanton destruction 
of vast quantities of magnificent timber; but this waste is a 
thing of the past, and under the pressure of a demand for sound 
timber both for local use and for exportation, the various 
governments are doing much to conserve the state forests. 
In Western Australia, New South Wales, Tasmania and Queens-
land there are many hundreds of well-equipped saw-mills affording 
employment to about 5000 men. The export of timber is in 
ordinary years valued at a million sterling and the total pro-
duction at £2,250,000. 

Fisheries.—Excellent fish of many varieties abound in the 

7).5.1  

Austrabbn seas and in many of the rivers.• In several of the 
states, fish have been introduced successfully from other 
countries. Trout may now be taken.in many of the sziountain 
streams. At one time whaling was an important industry on 
the coasts of New South Wales and Tasmania, and afterwards 
on the Western Australian coasts. The industry gravitated to 
New Zealand, and finally died out, chiefly through the wasteful 
practice of killing the calves to secure the capture of the mothers, 
Of late years whaling has again attracted attention, and a small 
number of vessels prosecute the industry during the season. 
The only source of maritime wealth that is now being sufficiently 
exploited to be regarded as an industry is the gathering of 
pearl-oysters from the beds off the northern and north-western 
coasts of the continent. In Queensland waters there are about 
300 vessels, and on the Western Australian coast about 450 

• licensed craft engaged in the industry, the annual value of 
peari-shell and pearls raised being nearly half a million sterling: 
Owing to the depletion of some of the more accessible banks, 
and to difficulties in connexion with the employment of coloured 
crews, many of the vessels have now gone farther afield. As 
the pearl-oyster is remarkably prolific, it is considered by experts 
that within a few years of their abandonment by fishing fleets 
the denuded banks will become as abundantly stocked as ever. 

Mineral Production.—Australia is one of the great gold 
producers of the world, and its yield in zees was about is6,00o,000 
sterling, or one-fourth of the gold output of the world; a.m.  

and the total value of its mineral production was 
approximately £25,000,000. Gold is found throughout Australia, 
and the irresent prosperity of the states is largely due to the 
discoveries of this metal, the development of other industries 
being, in a country of varied resources, a natural sequence to 
the acquisition of mineral treasure. From the date of ita first 
discovery, up to the close of tgos, gold to the value of 
te60,000,000 sterling has been obtained in Australia. Victoria, 
In a period of fifty-four years, contributed about £273,000,000 
to this total, and is still a large producer, its annual yield being 
about Socs000 DZ., 29,000 men being engaged In the search for 
the precious metal. Queensland's annual output is between 
750,000 and Soo,000 oz.; the number of men engaged in gold-
mining is to,oao. In New South Wales the greatest production 
was in 1852, soon after the first discovery of the precious metal, 
when the output was valued at £2,660,946; the production in 
t905 was about a7o,000 oz., valued at £5,15o,000. For many 
years Western Australia was considered to be destitute of mineral 
deposits of any value, but it is now known that a rich belt of 
mineral country extends front north to south. The first im-
portant discovery was made in 1882, when gold was found its 
the Kimberley district; but it was not until a few' years later 
that this rich and extensive area was developed. In 1887 gold 
was found in Yilgsrn, about 200 in. east of Perth. This was the 
first of the many rich discoveries in the same district which have 

de Western Australia the chief gold-producer of the Australian 
group. In Igor there were eighteen goldfields in the state, and 
it was estimated that over 30,000 miners were actively engaged 
In the search for gold. In rgos the production amounted to 
I ,g83„coo oz., valued at 0,300,0oo. Tasmania is a gold producer 
to the extent of about 70,00o or flo,coo oz. a year, valued at 
43o0,000 ; South Australia produces about 3o,000 oz. 

Gold is obtained chiefly from quartz reefs, but there are still 
some important alluvial deposits being worked. The greatest 
development of quartz reefing is found in Victoria, some of the 
mines being of great depth. There are eight mites in the Bendigo 
district over 3000 ft. deep, and fourteen over 2500 ft. deep. In 
the Victoria mine a depth of 375o ft. has been reached, and in 
Lazarus mine 3424 ft. In the Ballarat district a depth of 252o 
ft. has been reached in the South Star mine. In Queensland 
there is one mine 3156 ft. deep, and several others exceed 2000 ft. 
in depth. A considerable number of men are engaged in the 
various states on alluvial fields, in hydraulic sluicing, and 
dredging is now adopted for the winning of gold in river deposits. 
So far this form of winning is chiefly carried on in New South 
Wales, where there are about fifty gold-dredging plants in 
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successful operation. Over 7o,00o men. are employed in the 
gold-mining industry, more than two-thirds of them being 
engaged in quartz mining. 

Silver has been discovered in all the states, either alone or in the 
form of sulphides, antimonial and arsenical ores, chloride, bromide. 

iodide and chloro-bromide of silver, and argentiferous 
Sarnir.  lead ores, the largest deposits of the metal being found 
in the last-mentioned form. The leading silver mines are in New 
South Wales, the returns from the other states being compara-
tively insignificant. The fields of New South Wales have proved to 
be of immense value, the yield of silver and lead during 1905 being 

£L2,50o,00cs, and the total output to the end of the year named over 
40,000,000. The Broken Hill field, which was discovered in 1883. 

extends over 25oo sq. m. of country, and has developed into one of the 
principal mining centres of the world. It is situated beyond the 
over Darling, and close to the boundary between New South Wales 
and South Australia. The lodes occur in Silurian metamorphic 
micaceous schists, intruded by granite, porphyry and diorite, and 
traversed by numerous quartz reefs, some of which are gold-bearing. 
The Broken Hill lode is the largest yet discovered. It varies in 
width from to ft. to 200 ft., and may be traced for several miles. 
Although indications of silver abound in all the other states, no fields 
of great importance have yet been discovered. Up to the end of 
19o4 Australia had produced silver to the value ofs,T,o00,000. At 
Broken Hill mines about 11,000 miners are emplo . 

Copper is known to exist in all the states, an has been mined 
extensively in South Australia, New South Wales. Queensland and 

Tasmania. The low quotations which ruled for a number 
°Wei%  of years had a depressing effect upon the industry, and 
many mines once profitably worked were temporarily closed, but 
in 1906 there was a general revival. The discovery of copper had 
a marked effect on the fortunes of South Australia at a time when 
the young colony was surrounded by difficulties. The first important 
mine, the ICapunda, was opened up in 1842. It is estimated that at 
one time 2000 tons were produced annually, but the mine *as closed 
in 1879. In 1845 the celebrated Burrs Burrs mine was discovered. 
This mine proved to be very rich, and paid ificso,scoo in dividends to 
the original owners. For a number of years. however, the mine has 
been suffered to remain untouched, as the deposits originally worked 
were found to be depleted. For many years the average output was 
from t o.000 to 13,00o tons of ore.yielding from 22 to 23% of copper. 
For the period of thirty years dunng which the mine was worked the 
production of ore amounted to 234,648 tons, equal to 51,622 tons of 
copper, valued at £4.749.9c4. The Wallaroo and Moonta mines, 
discovered in 186o and 1861, proved to be even more valuable than 
the Burrs Burrs, the Moonta mines employing at one time upwards 
of 1600 hands. The dividends paid by these mines amounted to 
about £: ,750,000 sterling. The satisfactory price obtained during 
recent years has enabled renewed attention to be paid to copper 
mining in South Australia, and the production of the metal in 19o5 
was valued at 1,470,324.. The principal deposits of copper in New 
South Wales are found in the central part of the state between the 
Macquarie, Darling and Bogen rivers. Deposits have also been 
found in the New England and southern districts, as well as at Broken 
Hill, showing that the mineral is widely distributed throughout the 
state. The more important mines are those of Cobar, where the 
Great Cobar mine produces annually nearly 400o tons of refined 
copper. In northern Queensland copper is found throughout the 
Cloncurry district, in the upper basin of the Star river, and the 
Herberton district. The returns from the copper fields in the state 
are at present a little over half a million sterling per annum, and 
would be still greater if it were not for the lack of suitable fuel for 
smelting purposes, which renders the economical treatment of the ore 
difficult; the development of the mines is also retarded by the want 
of easy and cheaper communication with the coast. In Western 
Australia copper deposits have been worked for some years. Very 
rich lodes of the metal have been found in the Northampton, 
Murchison and Champion Bay districts, and also in the country to 
the south of these districts on the Irwin river. Tasmania is now the 
largest copper-producing state of the Commonwealth; in zeos the 
output was over 1672,010 and in earlier years even larger. The chief 
mines belong to the Mount Lyell Mining & Railway Co., and are 
situated on the west side of the island with an outlet by rail to 
Strahan on the west coast. The total value of copper produced in 
Australia up to the end of 1905 was 1,42,500,000 sterling. P4.500,000 
having been obtained in South Australia, L7,500,000 in New South 
Wales, £6,400,000 in Tasmania and over £3,500,000 in Queensland. 

Tin was known to exist in Australia from the first years of colon-
ization. The wealth of Queensland and the Northern Territory 
7ts. in this mineral, according to the reports of Dr jack, late 

Government geologist of the former state, and the late 
Rev. J. E. Tenison-Woods, appears to be very great. The most 
important tin-mines in Queensland are in the Herberton district, 
south-west of Cairns; at Cooktown, on the Annan and Bloomfield 
rivers; and at Stanthorpe. on the border of New South Wales. 
Herberton and Stanthorpe have produced more than three-fourths 
of the total production of the state. Towards the close of the 19th 
century the production greatly decreased in consequence of the low 
price of the metal, but in 1899 a stimulus was given to the industry,  

and since then the production has increased very considerably the 
output for 1905 being valued at £989,627. In New South Wales 
lode tin occurs principally in the granite and stream tin under the 
basaltic country in the extreme north of the state, at Tenterfield, 
Emmaville, Tingha, and in other districts of New England. The 
metal has also been discovered in the Barrier ranges, and many other 
places. The value of the output in 1905 was 026,110. The yield 
of tin in Victoria is very small, and until lately no fields of import-
ance have been discovered ; but towards the latter end of 1890 
extensive deposits were reported to exist in the Gippsland district 
—at Omeo and Tarwin. In South Australia tin-muung is unim-
portant. In Western Australia the production from the tin-fields 
at Greenbushes and elsewhere was valued at L87,ocio. Tasmania 
during the last few years has attained the foremost position in the 
production of tin, the annual output now being about £363.000. 
The total value of tin produced in Australia is nearly a million 
sterling per annum, and the total production to the end of 1905 was 
f22,500,000, of which Tasmania produced about 40%, New South 
Wales one-third, Queensland a little more than a fourth. 

Iron is distributed throughout Australia, but for want of capital 
for developing the fields this industry has not progressed, In New 
South Wales there are, together with coal and limestone 
in unlimited supply, important deposits of rich iron ores 
suitable for smelting purposes; and for the manufacture of steel of 
certain descriptions abundance of manganese, chrome and tungsten 
ores are available. The most extensive fields are in the Mittagong, 
Wallerawang and Rylstone districts, which are roughly estimated to 

'contain in the aggregate 12,944,000 tons of ore, containing 5.8 000 
tons of metallic iron. Extensive deposits, which are being develo
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successfully, occur in Tasmania, it being estimated that there are, 
within easy shipping facilities, ty,000,000 tons of ore. Magnetite. 
or magnetic iron, the richest of all iron ores, is found in abundance 
near Wallerawang in New South Wales. The proximity of coal-beds 
now being worked should accelerate the development of the iron 
deposits, which, on an average, contain 41% of metaL Magnetite 
occurs in great abundance in Western Australia, together with 
haematite, which would be of enormous value if cheap labour were 
available. Goethite, limonite and haematite are found in New South 
Wales, at the junction of the Hawkesbury sandstone formation and 
the Wianamatta shale, near Nattai, and are enhanced in their value 
by their proximity to coal-beds. Near Lithgow extensive deposits of 
limonite, or clay-band ore, are interbedded with coal. Some samples 
of ore, coal and limestone, obtained in the Mittagong district, with 
pig-iron and castings manufactured therefrom, were exhibited at the 
Mining-Exhibition in London and obtained a first award. 

Antimony is widely diffused throughout Australia, and is some-
times found associated with gold. In New South Wales the principal 
centre of this industry is Hillgrove, near Armidale, where 
the Eleanor Mine, one of the richest in the state, is Citime_„_,. 
situated. The ore is also worked for gold. In Victoria the 
production of antimony gave employment in 1890 to 238 miners. 
but owing to the low price of the metal, production has almost 
ceased. In Queensland the fields were all showing development is 
1891, when the output exhibited a very large increase compared 
with that of former years; but, as in the case of Victoria. the 
production of the metal seems to have ceased. Good lodes of stibnite 
(sulphide of antimony) have been found near Roebourne in Western 

ustralia, but no attempt has yet been made to work them. 
Bismuth is known to exist in all the Australian states, but up 

to the present time it has been mined for only in three states, viz, 
New South Wales, Queensland, South Australia and Tasmania. It 
is usually found in association with tin and other minerals. The 
principal mine in New South Wales is situated at Kingsgate, in 
the New England district, where the mineral is generally associated 
with molybdenum and gold. 

Manganese probably exists in all the states, deposits having bees 
found in New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland and Western 
Australia, the richest specimens being found in New South Wales. 
Little, however, has been done to utilize the deposits, the demands 
of the colonial markets being extremely limited. The ore generally 
occurs in the form of oxides, manganite and pyrolusite, and contains 
a high percentage of sesquioxide of manganese. 

Platinum and the allied compound metal iridosmine have been 
found in New South Wales, but so far in inconsiderable quantities. 
Iridossnine occurs commonly with gold or tin in alluvial drifts. 

The rare element tellurium has been discovered in New South 
Wales at Bingara and other parts of the northern districts, as well 
as at Tarana, on the western line, though at present in such minute 
quantities as would not repay the cost of working. At many of the 
mines at Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, large quantities of ores of 
telluride of_gold have been found in the lode formations. 

Lead is found in all the Australian states, but is worked only 
when associated with silver. In Western Australia the lead occurs 
in the form of sulphides and carbonates of great richness, but the 
quantity of silver mixed with it is very small. The lodes are most 
frequently of great size, containing huge mamas of galena, and no 
little gangue that the ore can very easily be dressed to 83 or 84%. 
The association of this metal with silver in the Broken Hill mines 
of New South Wales adds very greatly to the value of the product. 

Mercury is found in New South Wales and Queensland. In New 
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South Webs, in the form of cinnabar, it has been discovered on the 
Cudgegong river, near RyInoue, and it also occurs at Bingara, 
Solfenno, Yulgnbar and Cooma. In the last-named place the assays 
of ore yielded 22 % of mercury. 

Titanium, in the minerals known as oetahedrite and brookite, is 
found in alluvial deposits in New South Wales, in conjunction with 
diamonds. 

Wolfram (tungatate of iron and manganese)) occurs in some of the 
states, notably in New South Wales, Victoria, Tasmania 

is nnen 
 and Queens- 

land. Scbeehte, another mineral of tu, also found in Queens- 
land. Molybdenum, in the form of mriybdenite (sulphide molyb- 
denum), is found in Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria, 
associated in the parent state with tin and bismuth in quartz reefs. 

Zinc ores, in the several varieties of carbonates silicates, oxide, 
sulphide and sulphate of zinc, have been found in several of the 
Australian states, but have attracted little attention except in New 
South Wales, where special efforts are being made successfully to 
produce a high-grade zinc concentrate from the sulphide ores.

cal 
companies are devoting all their energies to zinc extraction, 

and the output is now equal to about A of the world's production. 
Nickel, so abundant in the island of blew Caledonia, has up to the 

present been found in none of the Australian states except Queens-
land and Tasmania. Few attempts, however, have been made to 
prospect systematically for this valuable mineral. 

Cobalt occurs In New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia, 
and efforts have been made in the former state to treat the ore, the 
metal having a high commercial value; but the market is small, and 
no attempt has been made up to 1907 to produce it on any Large 
scale. The manganese ores of the Bathurst district of New South 
Wales often contain a small percentage of cobalt—sufficient, indeed, 
to warrant further attempts to work them. In New South Wales 
chromium is found in the northern portion of the stets in the 
Clarence and Tamworth districts and also near Gundagat It is 
usually associated with serpentine. In the Gundagai district the 
industry was rapidly becoming a valuable one, but the low price of 
chrome has greatly restricted the output. Chromium has been 
discovered in Tasmania also. 

Arsenic, in its well-known and beautiful forms, orpiment and 
realgar. is found in New South Wales and Victoria. It usually occurs 
in association with other minerals in veins. 

The Australian states have been bountifully supplied with mineral 
fuel. Five distinct varieties of black -m4 of well-characterized 
p__ types, may be distinguished, and these, with the two 

extremes of brown coal at lignite and anthracite, form a 
perfectly continuous series. Brown coal, or lignite, occurs princi-
pally in Victoria. Attempts have frequently been made to use the 
mineral for ordinary fuel purposes, but Its Inferior quality has 
prevented its general use. Black coal forms one of the principal 
resources of New South Wales; and in the other states the deposits 
of this valuable mineral are being rapidly developed. Coal of a 
very fair description was discovered in the basin of the Irwin river, 
in Western Australia, as far back as the year 1846. It has been 
ascertained from recent explorations that the , area of carboniferous 
formation in that state extends from the Irwin northwards to the 
Gascoyne river, about 300 m., and probably all the way to the 
Kimberley district The most important discovery of coal in the 
state, so far, is that made in the bed of the Collie river, near Bunbury, 
to the south of Perth. The coal has been treated and found to be of 
good quality, and them are grounds for supposing that there are 
55ogootslo tons in the field. Dr Jack, late government geologist 

rid, considers the extent of the coal-fields of that state 
t.;reTam"cTically unlimited, and is of opinion that the carboniferous 
formations extend to a considerable distance under the Great 
Western Plains. It is roughb,  estimated that the Coal Measures 
at present practically explored extend over an area of about 24,000 
aq. m. Coal-mining is an established industryin Queensland, and 
is progressing satisfactorily. The mines, however, are situated too 
far from the coast to permit of serious competition with Newcastle 
in an export trade, and the output is practically restricted to supply-
ing local requirements. The coal-fields of New South Wales are 
situated in three distinct regime—the northern, southern and 
western districts. The first of these comprises chiefly the mines 
of the Hunter river districts; the second includes the Illawarra 
district, and, generally, the coastal regions to the south of Sydney, 
together with Berri:ea, on the tableland; and the third consists of 
the mountainous regions on the Great Western railway and extends 
as far as Dubbo. The total area of the Carboniferous strata of New 
South Wales is estimated at 23,950 sq. m. The seems vary in thick-
ness. One of the richest has been found at Greta in the Hunter river 
district; it contains an average thickness of 4r ft. of clean coal, 
and the quantity underlying each acre of ground has been computed 
to be 63,700 tons. The coal mines of New South Walls give employ-
ment to 14,000 persons, and the annual production is over 6,600,000 
tons. Black coal has been discovered in Victoria, and about 250,000 
tons are now being raised. The principal collieries in the state are 
the On ttrim Hewitt. the Coal Creek Proprietary and the Jumbunna. 
In South Australia, at Leigh's Creek, north of Port Augusta, coal-
beds have been discovered. The quantity of coal extracted annually 
in Australia had in 1906 reached 7,497,000 tons. 

Ketones shale (torbanite) is found in several parts of New South 

Wales. It Is a swim of cannel coal, somewhat similar to the Bog. 
head mineral of Scotland, but yielding a much laaer percentage of 
volatile hydro-carbon than the Soothed mineral. The richest quality 
yields about too to 530 gallons of crude oil per ton, or 57,000 to 
t8,000 cub. ft. of gas, with an illuminating power of 35  to ao sperm 
candles, when ps only is extracted from the shale. 

Large deposits of alum occur close to the village of Bulla delah,  
3o m. from Port Stephens, New South Wales. It is said to yield 
well, and a quantity of the manufactured alum Is sent to Sydney 
for local consumption. Marble is found in many parts of New South 
Wales and South Australis. Kaolin, fire-clays and brick-clays am 
common to all the states. Except in the vicinity of cities and town- 
ships, however, little use has been made of the abundant deposits of 
clay. Kaolin, or porcelain clay, although capable of application to 
commercial purposes, has not as yet been utilised to any extent, 
although found In several places in New South Wales and in Western 
Australia. 

Asbestos has been found in New South Wales in the Gundagal 
Bathurst and Broken Hill districts—in the last-mentioned district 
in considerable quantities. Several specimens of very fair quality 
have also been met with in Western Australia. 

Many descriptions of gems and gem stones have been discovered 
in various parts of the Australian states, but systematic search has 
been made principally for the diamond and the noble opal. ' 
Diamonds are found in all the states; but only in New 
South Wales have any attempts been made to work the diamond 
drifts. The best of the New South Wales diamonds are harder and 
much whiter than the South African diamonds, and are classified as 
on a par with the best Brazilian gems, but no kip specimens have 
yet been found. The finest opal known is obtained in the Upper 
Cretaceous formation at White Cliffs, near Wilcannia, New South 
Wales, and at these mines about 70o men find comsat employmmt. 
Other precious stows, including the sapphire. emerald, oriental 
emerald, ruby, opal. amethyst, garnet, chrysolite, topaz, cairngorm,
onyx,. zircon, Abc., have been found in the gold and tin bearing drifts 
and river gravels in numerous localities throughout the states. The 
sapphire is found in all the states, principally in the neighbourhood 
of Beschworth, Victoria. The oriental topaz has been found in New 
South Wales. Oriental amethysts also have been found in that 
state, and the ruby has been found in Queenshuld, as well as in 
New South Wales. Turquoises have been found near Wangaratta, 
in Victoria, and mining operations are being carried on in that state. 
Chrymberyls have been found ill New South Wales; spine& rubies 
in New South Wales and Victoria; and white topaz in all the states. 
Chalcedony, carnelian, onyx and cat's eyes are found in New South 
Wales; and It is probable that they are also to be met with in the 
other states, particularly in Qu eensland. Zircon, tourmaline, garnet 
and other precious tones of little commercial value am found 
throughout Australia. 

Corneserce.—The number of vessels engfged in the over-sea 
trade of Australia in 1905 was 2112, viz. z op steamers, with a 
tonnage of 2,629,000, and rods sailers, tonnage r,ogio,000; the 
total of both classes was 3,719,000 tons. The nationality of the 
tonnage was, British 2,771,000, including Australian 288,000, 
and foreign 948,000. The destination of the shipping was, to 
British ports 2,360,000 tons, and to foreign ports r,sso,000 tons. 
The value of the external trade was £95,49,000, via.  £38,347,oo 
imports, and £56 841,00o exports. The imports represent 
£9: per inhabitant and the exports £14:4:2, with a 
total trade of £23: 15:8. The import trade is divided between 
the United Kingdom and possessions and foreign countries as 
follows:--United Kingdom £23,074,000, British possessions 
£5,384,000, and foreign states to ,889,000, while the destination 
of the exports is, United Kingdom £26,703,000, British possessions 
f12,519,000, and foreign countries 117,619,000. The United 
Kingdom in ryas sent 60 % of the imports taken by Australia, 
compared with 26 % from foreign countries, and It % from 
British possessions; of Australian imports the United Kingdom 
takes 47 To, foreign countries 31% and British possessions 22 VO. 
In normal years (that is to say, when there is no large movement 
of capital) the exports of Australia exceed the imports by some 
i1s,300,0e0. This sum represents the interest payable on 
government loans placed outside Australia, mainly in England, 
and the income from British and other capital invested in the 
country; the former may be estimated at £7,300,000 and the 
latter 03,0oo,000 per annum. The principal items of export 
are wool, skins, tallow, frozen mutton, chilled beef, preserved 
meats, butter and other articles of pastoral produce, timber, 
wheat, flour and fruits, gold, silver, lead, copper, tin and other 
metals. In loos the value of the wool export regained the 
iao,orsopoo level, and with the rapid recovery of the numerical 
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strength of the flocks, great improvements in the quality and 
weight of fleeces, this item is likely to show permanent ad-
vancement. The exports of breadstuffs—chiefly to the United 
Kingdom—exceed six millions per annum, butter two and a 
half millions, and minerals of all kinds, except gold, six millions. 
Gold is exported in large quantities from Australia. The total 
gold production of the country is from i24,500,000  to £16,000,000 
and as not more than three-quarters of a million are required 
to strengthen existing local stocks, the balance is usually available 
for export, and the average export of the precious metal during 
the ten years, 1896-r9o5, was D2,500,000 per annum. The 
chief articles of import are apparel and textiles, machinery and 
hardware, stimulants, narcotics, explosives, bags and sacks, 
books and paper, oils and tea. 

Lines of steamers connect Australia with London and other 
British ports, with Germany, Belgium, France, Italy, Japan, 
China, India, San Francisco, Vancouver, New York and Monte-
video, several important lines being subsidized by the countries 
to which. they belong, notably Germany, France and Japan. 

Railways.—Almost the whole of the railway lines in Australia 
are the property of the state governments, and have been 
constructed and equipped wholly by borrowed capital. There 
were on the 3oth of June toos, ts,000 m. open for traffic, upon 
which nearly L135,000,000 had been expended. 

The railways are of different gauges, the standard narrow gauge 
of 4 ft. 81 in. prevailing only in New South Wales; in Victoria the 
gauge is 5 ft. 3 m., in South Australia 5 ft. 3 in. and 3 ft. 6 in., and 
m the other states 3 ft. 6 in. Taking the year tgos, the gross earnings 
amounted to £11,892,262; theworkmgexpenses, exclusive of interest, 
£7.443,546; and the net earnings 1444 .716; the latter figure re-
presents 3.35%  upon the capital expended upon oonstrucuon and 
equipment; in the subsequent year still better results were obtained. 
In several of the states, New South Wales and South Australia 
proper, the railways yield more than the interest paid by the govern-
ment on the money borrowed for their construction. The earnings 
per train-mile vary greatly; but for all the lines the average is 
7s. id., and the working expenses about 45. 5d :, making the net 
earnings 23. 8d. per train-mile. The ratio of receipts from coaching 
traffic to total receipts is about 41%, which is somewhat less than in 
the United Kingdom; but the proportion varies greatly •amongst 
the states themselves, the more densely populated state; appli-
ing most nearly to the British standard. The tonnage of goods 
carried amounts to about 16,000,000 tons, or 4 tons per inhabitant, 
which must be considered fairly large, especially as no great pro-
portion of the tonnage consists of minerals on which there is usually 
a low freightage. Excluding coal lines and other lines not open to 
general traffic, the length of railways in private hands is only 382 m. 
or about 2T of the total mileage open. Of this lentth, 277 m. are 
in Western ustralia. The divergence of policy of t at state from 
that pursued by the other states was caused by the inability of the 
government to construct lines, when the extension of the railway 
system was urgently needed in the interests of settlement. Private 
enterprise was, therefore, encouraged by liberal grants of land to 
undertake the work of construction; but the changed conditions of 
the state have not altered the state policy, and the government have 
already.  acquired one of the two trunk lines constructed by private 
enterprise, and it is not likely that any further concessions in regard 
to railway construction will be granted to private persons. 

Posts aid Telegraphs. —The postal and telegraphic facilities offered 
by the various states are very considerable. There are some 668.6 
post-offices throughout the Commonwealth, or about one office to 
every 600 persons. The letters carried amount to about 8o per head, 
the newspapers to 32 per head and the packets to 15 per head 
The length of telegraph lines to use is 46,300 m., and the length of 
wire nearly three times that distance. In z9o5 there were about 
11,000,000 telegraphic messages sent, which gives an average of 
a/ messages per in bitant. The postal services and the telegraphs 
are administered by the federal government. 

aine 	
in savings banks represent about twenty- 

tune in every hundred persona, and in 1906 the sum deposited 
amounted to £37,205,000 in the names of 1,t52,400 persons. In 
ordinary banks the deposits amounted to to6,625,000, so that the 
total deposits stood at it43,83o,000, equrvalent to the very tarp 
pum of per inhabmint. The coin and bullion held by the 
banks vanes between 20 and 24 millions sterling and the note circu-
lation is almost stationary at about 31 millions. 

Public Finance.—Australian public finance requires to be treated 
Under the separate headings of Commonwealth and states finance. 
Under the Constitution Act the Commonwealth is given the control 
el the Postal and telegraph departments, public defence and several 
other services, as well as the power of levying customs and excise 
duties; its powers of taxation are unrestricted, but so far no taxes 
have beet Imposed other than those lust inentlesed. The Common.  

wealth is empowered to retain one.fburtb of the net revenue from 
customs and excise, the balance must be handed back to the states. 
This arrangement was to last until rem Including the total receipts 
derived from the customs, the Commonwealth revenue, during the 
year 1906, was made up as follows:— 

Customs and excise 	 £8 299  485 
Posts, telegraphs, &c. 	  2,024,182 
Other revenue  	55,676 

£1 1 .879.343 
The return made to the states was {7,383431. so that the actual 
revenue disposed of by the Commonwealth was less by that amount, 
or 14493.812.  The expenditure was distributed as follows:— 

Customs collection 	 (,261 864 
Posts, telegraphs, &c. 	  2,774.804 
Defence 	. 	. 	.  	940,aso 
Other expenditure 	•  	504,887 

Total. . . 1449041 
The states have the same powers of taxation as the Commonwealth 

except in regard to customs and excise, over which the Common-
wealth has exclusive power, but the states are the owners of the 
crown lands, and the revenues derived from this source form an im-
portant part of their income. The states have a total revenue, from 
sources apart from the Commonwealth, of £23,820,439, and if to 
this be added the return of customs duties made by the federal 
government, the total revenue is 1,31,2o6,17o. Although the financial 
operations of the Commonwealth and the states are quite distinct, a 
statement of the total revenue of the Australian Commonwealth 
and states Is not without interest as showing the weight of taxation 
and the different sources from which revenue is obtained. For zgo6 
the respective revenues were:— 

Commonwealth 	 ill  579  345 
States 	  23,820,439 

£35.699.782  

Direct taxation 	. . 	soo,000 
Indirect taxation; customs and'excies . 	11,999.485 
Land revenue 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. . 	3.500,000 
Post.office and telegraphs 	 2 104.182 
Railways, &c.  	23,650,000 
Other service 3,526  115 

The revenue from direct taxation is equal to 15s. rod. per inhabitant, 

so urces 
indirect taxation £2: 1.: 6, and the total revenue from all 

urces L35,699,782, equal to £8 : t6 : 2 per inhabitant. The federal 
.”. go.-nment has no- public de t, but each of the six status has con- 

ti.: d debts which aggregate 037,000,coo, equal to about a8, 8s. ri. 
the pu rpo

se The ttant. 
ct

g rats irdeybotertlraness.whasays.been co 
se of constructin 	 water-supplies, prapclici  el, 

and other revenue-producing works and services, and it is estimated 
that only 8% of the total indebtedness can be set down for unpro-
du rvices. 

don regarding Australian state finance will be found under 
the 1,....,1,g of each state. (T. A. C.) 

ABORIGINES 
The origin of the natives of Australia presents a difficult 

problem. The chief difficulty in deciding their ethnical relations 
is their remarkable physical difference from the neighbouring 
peoples. And if one turns from physical criteria to their manners 
and customs it is only to find fresh evidence of their isolation. 
While their neighbours, the Malays, Papuans and Polynesians, 
all cultivate the soil, and build substantial huts and houses, 
the Australian natives do neither. Pottery, common to Malays 
and Papuans, the bows and arrows of the latter, and the ebboratz 
canoes of all three races, are unknown to the Australians. They 
then must be considered as representing an extremely primitive 
type of mankind, and it is necessary to look far afield for their 
prehistoric home. 

Wherever they came from, there is abundant evidence that 
their first occupation of the Australian continent must have 
been at a time so remote as to permit of no traditions. 
No record, no folk tales, as in the case of the Maoris 	" 
of New Zealand, of their migration, are preserved by the 
Australians. True, there are legends and tales of tribal migra-
tions and early tribal history, but nothing, as A. W. Howitt 
points out, which can be twisted into referring even indirectly 
to their first arrival It is almost incredible there should be 
done, if the date of their arrival is to be reckoned as only dating 
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back some ceramics. Again, while they differ physically from 
neighbouring races, while there is practically nothing in common 
between them and the Malays, the Polynesians, or the Papuan 
Melanesians, they agree in type so closely among themselves 
that they must be regarded as forming one race. Yet it is nett-
worthy that the languages of their several tribes are different. 
The occurrence of a large number of common roots proves thews 
to be derived from one source, but the great variety of dialects—
sometimes unintelligible between tribes separated by only a few 
miles—cannot be explained except by supposing • vest period 
to have elapsed since their first settlement. There is evidence 
in the languages, too, which supports the physical separation 
from their New Zealand neighbours and, therefore, from the 
Polynesian family of races. The numerals in use were limited. 
In some tribes there were only three in use, in most four. For 
the number " five " a word meaning " many " was employed. 
This linguistic poverty proves that the Austnilian tongue has 
no affinity to the Polynesian group of languages, where denary 
enumeration prevails: the nearest Polynesians, the Maoris, 
counting in thousands. Further evidence of the antiquity of 
Australian man is to be found in the strict observance of tribal 
boundaries, which would seem to show that the tribes must 
have been settled a long time in one place. 

A further difficulty is created by a consideration of the Tas-
manian people, extinct since 1876. For the Tasmanians in 
many ways closely approximated to the Papuan type. They 
had coarse, short, woolly hair and Papuan features. They 
clearly had no racial affinities with the Australians. They did 
not possess the boomerang or woomerah, and they had no boats. 
When they were discovered, a mere raft of reeds in which they 
could scarcely venture a mile from shore was their only means of 
navigation. Yet while the Tasmanians are so distinctly separated 
in physique and customs from the Australians, the fauna and 
flora of Tasmania and Australia prove that at one time the two 
formed one continent, and it would take an enormous time for 
the formation of Bass Strait. How did the Tasmanians with 
their Papuan affinities get so far south on a continent inhabited 
by a race so differing from Papuans? Did they get to Tasmania 
before or after its separation from the main continent? If 
before, why were they only found in the south? It would have 
been reasonable to expect to find them sporadically all over 
Australia. If after, how did they get there at all? For it is 
impossible to accept the theory of one writer that they sailed at 
rowed round the continent—a journey requiring enormous 
maritime skill, which, according to the theory, they must have 
promptly lost. 

Four points are clear: (r) the Australians represent a distinct 
race; (s) they have no kinsfolk among the neighbouring races; 
(3) they have occupied the continent for a very long period; 
(4) it would seem that the Tasmanians must ;represent a still 
earlier occupation of Australia, perhaps before the Bees Strait 
existed. 

Several theories have been propounded by ethnologists. An 
attempt has been made to show that the Australians have close 
affinities with the African negro peoples, and certain resem-
blances in language and in customs have been relied on. Sorcery, 
the scam raised on the body, the knocking out of teeth, circum-
cision and rules as to marriage have been quoted; but many 
such customs are found among savage peoples far distant from 
each other and entirely unrelated. The alleged language 
similarities have broken down on close examination. A. R. 
Wallace Is of the opinion that the Australians " are really of 
Caucasian type and are more nearly allied to ourselves than 
to the civilized Japanese or the brave and intelligent Zulus." 
He finds near kinsmen for them in the Ainus of japan, the 
%limas and Chains of Cambodia and amongsome of the Micro- 
nesian islanders who, in spite of much crossing, still exhibit 
marked Cauca,* types. He regards the Australians as repre-
senting the lowest and most primitive examples of this primitive 
Cauasic type, and he urges that they must have arrived in 
Australia at a time when their ancestors had no pottery, knew 
no agriculture, domesticated no animals, had no houses and 

used no bows and arrow.. This theory has been supported by 
the investigations of Dr Kleatach, of the naversity of Heidelberg, 
who would, however, date Australian ancestry still farther back. 
for his studies on the spot have convinced him that the Australians 
are " a generalised, not a specialized, type of humanity—that 
is to say, they are a very primitive people, with more of the 
common undeveloped characteristics of man, and less of the 
qualities of the specialized races of civilization." Dr Klaatsch's 
view is that they areaurvivals of a primitive race which inhabited 
a vast Antarctic continent of which South America, South 
Africa and Australia once formed a part, as evidenced by the 
identity of many species of birds and fish. He urges that the 
similarities of some of the primitive races of India and Africa 
to the aborigines of Australia are indications that they were 
peopled from one common stock. This theory, plausible and 
attractive as it is, and fitting in, as it does, with the acknowledged 
primitive character of the Australian blackfellow, overlooks, 
nevertheless, the Tasmanian difficulty. Why should a Papuan 
type be found in what was certainly once a portion of the 
Australian continent? The theory which meets this difficulty 
is that which has in its favour the greatest weight of evidence, 
vie that the Continent was first inhabited by a Papuan type of 
man who made his way thither from Flora and Timor, New 
Guinea and the Coral Sea. That in days so remote as to be un• 
dateable, a Dravidian people driven from their primitive home 
in the bills of. the Indian Deccan made their way south via 
Ceylon (where they may to-day be regarded as represented by 
the Yeddahs) and eventually sailed and drifted in their bark 
boats to the western and northewestern *home of Australia. 
It is difficult to believe that they at first arrived in such number; 
as at once to overwhelm the Papuan. population. There were 
probably several migrations. What seems certain, if this theory 
is adopted, is that they did at last accumulate to an extent 
which permitted of their mastering the former occupiers of the 
toil, who were probably in very scattered and defenceless 
communities. 

In the slow process of time they drove them into the moat 
southerly corner of Australia, just as the Saxons drove the 
Celts into Cornwall and the Welsh hills. Even if this Dravidian 
invasion is put subsequent to the Bass Strait forming, even if 
one allows the probability of much crossing between the two 
races at first, in time the hostilities would be renewed. With 
their earliest settlements on the north-north-west coasts, the 
Dravidian. would probably tend to spread out north, north-east 
and east, and a southerly line of retreat would be the most 
natural one for the Papuans. ,  When at last they were driven 
to the Strait they would drift over on rafts or in clumsy shallops; 
being thereafter left in peace to concentrate their race, then 
possibly only in an approximately pure state, in the island to 
which the Dravidian, would not take the trouble to follow them, 
and where they would have centuries in which once more to fix 
their racial type and emphasize over again those differences, 
perhaps temporarily marred by creasing, which were found to 
exist on the arrival of the Whites. 

This Indo-Aryan origin for the Australian blackfellows is 
borne out by their physique. In spite of their savagery they 
are admitted by those who have studied them to be far removed 
from the low or Simian type of man. Dr Charles Pickering 
(x8os-r878), who studied the Australians on the spot, writes: 

In his Discoveries in Central A ustralia, E. T. Eyre has ingeniously 
attempted to reconstruct the routes taken by the Australians in 
their advance across the continent. He has relied, however, in his 
efforts to link the tribes together, too much on the prevalence or 
absence of such customs as circioncision—always very, treacherous 

 allow of his hypothetical distribution being regarded 
very seriously. The migrations must have always been dependent 
upon physical difficulties, such as waterless tracts or mountain 
barriers. They were probably not definite massed movements, such 
as would permit of the surviva of distinctive lbws of custom betweesi 
tribe and tribe; but rather , spasmodic movements, sometimes of 
tribes or of groups, sometime, only of families or even couples, the 
first caused by tribal wars, the second to escape punishment for 
some offence against tribal law, such as the defiance of the rake• 
to clan-marriages. . 
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" Strange as It may appear, I would refer to an Australian as 
the finest model of the human proportions I have ever met; in 
muscular development combining perfect symmetry, activity and 
strength, while his bead might have compared with the antique 
bust of a philosopher.' Huxley concluded, from descriptions, 
that" the Deccan tribes are indistinguishable from the Australian 
alas." Sir W. W. Hunter states that the Dravidian tribes were 
driven southwards in Hindustan, and that the grammatical 
relations of their dialects are " expressed by suffixes," which is 
true as to the Australian languages. He states that Bishop 
Caldwell,' whom he calls " the great missionary scholar of the 
Dravidian tongue," showed that the south and western 
Australian tribes use almost the same words for " I, thou, he, we, 
you, as the Dravidian fishermen on the Madras coast." When 
in addition to all this it is found that physically the Dravidian 
resemble the Australians; that the boomerang is known among 
the wild tribes of the Deccan alone (with the doubtful exception 
of ancient Egypt) of all parts of the world except Australia, 
and that the Australian canoes are like those of the Dravidian 
coast tribes, it seems reasonable enough to assume that the 
Australian natives are Dravidian, exiled in remote times from 
Hindustan, though when their migration took place and how 
they traversed the Indian Ocean must remain questions to which, 
by their very nature, there can be no satisfactory answer. 

The low stage of culture of the Australians when they reached 
their new home is thus accounted for, but their stagnation is 
remarkable, because they must have been frequently in contact 
with more civilized peoples. In the north of Australia there 
are traces of Malay and Papuan blood. That a far more advanced 
race had at one time a settlement on the north-west coast is 
indicated by the cave-paintings and sculptures discovered by 
Sir George Grey. In caves of the valley of the Glenelg river, 
north-west Australia, about 6o m. inland and so m. south of 
Prince Regent's river, are representations of human beads and 
bodies, apparently of females clothed to the armpits, but all 
the faces are without any indication of mouths. The heads 
are surrounded with a kind of head-dress or halo and one wears 
a necklace. They are drawn in red, blue and yellow. The figures 
are almost life-size. Rough sculptures, too, were found, and two 
large square mounds formed of loose stones, and yet perfect 
parallelograms in outline, placed due east and west. In the same 
district Sit George Grey noticed among the blackfellows people 
he describes as " almost white." On the Gaacoyne river, too, 
were seen natives of an olive colour, quite good-looking; and 
in the neighbourhood of Sydney rock-carvings have been also 
found. All this points to a temporary occupation by a race at 
a far higher stage of culture than any known Australians, who 
were certainly never capable of executing even the crude works 
of art described. 

Physically the typical Australian Is the equal of the average 
European in height, but is inferior in muscular development, 
pod", the legs and arms being of a kennels which is often 

emphasized by an abnormal corpulence. The bones 
are delicately formed, and there is the lack of calf usual in black 
races. The skull is abnormally thick and the cerebral capacity 
small. The head is long and somewhat narrow, the forehead 
broad and receding, with overhanging brows, the eyes sunken, 
large and black, the nose thick and very broad at the nostrils. 
The mouth is large and the lips thick but not protuberant. 
The teeth are large, white and strong. In old age they appear 
much ground down; particularly Is this the case with women, 
who chew the different kinds of fibres, of which they make nets 
and bags. The lower jaw is heavy; the cheekbones somewhat 
high, and the chin small and receding. The neck is thicker and 
shorter than that of most Europeans. The colour of the skin 
is a deep copper or chocolate, never sooty black. When born, 
the Australian baby is of a much lighter colour than its parents 
and remains so for about s week. The hair is long, black or very 
dark auburn, wavy and sometimes curly, but never woolly, 
and the men have luxuriant beards and whiskers, often of an 
auburn tint. while the whole body inclines to hairiness. On 
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the Balonne river, Queensland, Baron )(Mahe Malay found 
a group of hairless natives. The head hair is usually matted 
with grease and dirt, but when dean is fine and glossy. The 
skin gives out an objectionable odour, owing to the habit of 
anointing the body with fish-oils, but the true fetor of the negro 
is lacking in the Australian. The voices of the blackfellows are 
musical. Their mental faculties, though inferior to those of the 
Polynesian race, are not contemptible. They have much acute-
ness of perception for the relations of individual objects, but little 
power of generalization. No word exists in their language for 
such general terms as tree, bird or fish; yet they have invented 
a name for every species of vegetable and animal they know. 
The grammatical structure of some north Australian languages 
has a considerable degree of refinement. The verb presents a 
variety of conjugations, expressing nearly all the moods and 
tenses of the Greek. There is a dual, as well as a plural form 
in the declension of verbs, nouns, pronouns and adjectives. 
The distinction of genders is not marked, except in proper names 
of men and women. All parts of speech, except adverbs, are 
declined by terminational inflections. There are words for the 
elementary numbers, one, two, three; but " four " is usually 
expressed by " two-two." They have no ides of decimals. The 
number and diversity of separate languages is bewildering. 

In disposition the Australians are a bright, laughter-loving 
folk, but they are treacherous, untruthful and hold human life 
cheaply. They have no great physical courage. They a.m... 
are mentally in the condition of children. None of 
them has an idea of what the West calls morality, except t he 
simple one of right or wrong arising out of property. A wife 
will be beaten without mercy for unfaithfulness to her husband, 
but the same wife will have had to submit to the first-night 
promiscuity, a widespread revel which Roth shows is a regular 
custom in north-west.central Queensland. A husband claims 
his wife as his absolute property, but he has no scruple in handing 
her over for a time to another man. There is, however, no 
proof that anything like community of women or unlimited 
promiscuity exists anywhere. It would be wrong, however, to 
conclude that moral considerations have led up to this state of 
things. Of sexual morality, in the everyday sense of the word, 
there is none. In his treatment of women the aboriginal may 
be ranked lower than even the Fuegians. Yet the Australian 
is capable of strong affections, and the blind (of whom there 
have always been a great number) are cared for, and are of ten 
the best fed in a tribe. 

The Australians when first discovered were found to be 
living in almost a prehistoric simplicity. Their food was the 
meat they killed in the chase, or seeds and roots, ■am., 
grubs or reptiles. They never, in any situation, 
cultivated the soil for any kind of food-crop. They never 
reared any kind of cattle, or kept any domesticated animal 
except the dog, which probably came over with them in their 
canoes. They nowhere built permanent dwellings, but contented 
themselves with mere hovels for temporary shelter. They 
neither manufactured nor possessed any chattels beyond such 
articles of clothing, weapons, ornaments and utensils as they 
might carry on their persons, or in the family store-bag for 
daily use. In most districts both sexes are entirely nude. 
Sometimes in the south during the cold season they wear a cloak 
of skin or matting, fastened with a skewer, but open on the 
right-hand side. 

When going through the bush they sometimes wear an apron 
of skins, for protection merely. No headgear is worn, except 
sometimes a net to confine the hair, a bunch of feathers, or the 
tails of small animals. The breast or back, of both sexes, is 
usually tattooed, or rather, scored with rows of hideous raised 
scars, produced by deep gashes made at puberty. Their dwellings 
for the most part are either bowers, formed of the branches of 
trees, or hovels of piled logs. loosely covered with grass or bark, 
which they can erect in an hour, wherever they encamp. But 
same huts of a more substantial form were seen by Captain 
Matthew Flinders on the south-east coast in rpm and by 
Captain King and Sir T. Mitchell on the nodb.east, where they 
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no longer appear. The ingenuity of the race is mostly exhibited 
in the manufacture of their weapons of warfare and the chase. 
While the use of the bow and arrow does not seem to have 
occurred to them, the spear and axe are In general use, commonly 
made of hard-wood; the hatchets of stone, and the javelins 
pointed with stone or bone. The characteristic weapon of the 
Australian is the boomerang (q...). Their nets, made by women, 
either of the tendons of animals or the fibres of plants, will 
catch and hold the kangaroo or the emu, or the very large fish 
of Australian rivers. Canoes of bent bark, for the inland waters, 
are hastily prepared at need; but the inlets and straits of the 
north-eastern sea-coast are navigated by larger canoes and 
rafts of a better construction. As to food, they are omnivorous. 
In central Queensland and elsewhere, snakes, both venomous 
and harmless, are eaten, the head being first carefully smashed 
to pulp with a stone. 

The tribal organization of the Australians was based on that 
of the family. There were no hereditary or formally elected 

chiefs, nor was there any vestige of monarchy. The 
Tribal 

 
affairs of a tribe were ruled by a council of men past 

ebs 
azassigar middle age. Each tribe occupied a recognized territory, 

averaging perhaps a dozen square miles, and used a 
common dialect. This district was subdivided between the 
chief beads of families. Each family, or family group, had a 
dual organization which has been termed (r) the Social, (a) the 
Local. The first was matriarchal, inheritance being reckoned 
through the mother. No territorial association was needed. 
All belonged to the same totem or totemic class, and might be 
scattered throughout the tribe, though subject to the same 
marriage laws. The second was patriarchal and of a strictly 
territorial nature. A family or group of families bad the same 
hunting-ground, which was seldom changed, and descended 
through the males. Thus, the sons inherited their fathers' 
hunting-ground, but bore their mothers' name and therewith 
the right to certain women for wives. The Social or matriarchal 
took precedence of the Local or patriarchal organisation. In 
many cases it arranged the assemblies and ceremonial of the 
tribe; it regulated marriage, descent and relationship; it 
ordered blood feuds, it prescribed the rites of hospitality and so 
on. Nevertheless the Local side of tribal life in time tended 
to overwhelm the Social and to organize the tribe irrespective 
of matriarchy, and Inclined towards hereditary chieftainship. 

The most intricate and stringent rules existed as to marriage 
within and without the totemic intermarrying else.". There 
Is said to be but one exception to the rule that marriage must 
be contracted outside the totem name. This exception was 
discovered by Messrs Spencer and Gillen among the Arunta of 
central Australia, some allied septa, and their nearest neighbours 
to the north, the Rakish. This tribe may legally marry within 
the totem, but always avoids such unions. Even in casual 
amours these class laws were invariably observed, and the 
young man or woman who defied them was punished, he with 
death, she with spearing or beating. At the death of a man, 
his widows passed to his brother of the same totem class. Such 
a system gave to the elder men of a tribe a predominant position, 
and generally respect was shown to the aged. Laws and penalties 
in protection of property were enforced by the tribe. Thus, 
among some tribes of Western Australia the penalty for abducting 
anther's wife was to stand with leg extended while each male 
of the tribe stuck his spear into it. Laws, however, did not 
protect the women, who were the mere chattels of their lords. 
Stringent rules, too, governed the food of women and the youth 
of both sexes, and it was only after initiation that boys were 
allowed to eat of all the game the forest provided. In every 
case of death from disease or unknown causes sorcery was 
suspected and an inquest held, at which the corpse was asked 
by each relative in succession the name of the murderer. This 
formality having been gone through, the flight of the first bird 
which passed over the body was watched, the direction being 
regarded as that in which the sorcerer must be sought. Some-
times the nearest relative sleeps with his head on the corpse. 
in the belief that he will dream of the murderer. The most  

sacred duty an Australian bad to perform was the avenging of 
the death of a kinsman, end he was the object of constant 
taunts and insults till he had done so. Cannibalism was almost 
universal, either in the case of enemies killed in battle or when 
animal food was scarce. In the Luritcha tribe it was customary 
when a child was in weak health to kill a younger and healthy 
one and feed the weakling on its flesh. Cannibalism seems 
also to have sometimes been in the nature of a funeral observance, 
in honour of the deceased, of whom the relatives reverently 
ate portions. 

They had no special forms of religious worship, and no idols. 
The evidence on the question of whether they believed in a 
Supreme Being is very contradictory. Messrs Spencer Reba 
and Gillen appear to think that such rudimentary idea 
of an All-Father as has, it is thought, been detected among the 
blackfellows is an exotic growth fostered by contact with mis-
sionaries. A. W. Howitt and Dr Roth appear to have satisfied 
themselves of a belief, common to most tribes, in a mythic being 
(he has different names in different tribes) having some of the 
attributes of a Supreme Deity. But Mr Howitt dads in this 
being "no trace of a divine nature, though under favourable 
conditions the beliefs might have developed into an actual 
religion." Other authorities suggest that it is going much too 
far to deny the existence of religion altogether, and instance as 
proof of the divinity of the supra-normal anthropomorphic 
beings of the Baiame class, the fact that the Yuin and cognate 
tribes dance around the image of Daramulun (their equivalent of 
Baiame) and the medicine men " invocate his name." A good 
deal perhaps depends on each observer's view of what religion 
really is. The Australians believed in spirits, generally of an 
evil nature, and had vague notions of an after-life. The only 
idea of a god known to be entertained by them seems to be that of 
the Euahlayi and Kamilaori tribe, Baiame, a gigantic old man 
lying asleep for ages, with his head resting on his arm, which is 
deep in the sand. He is expected one day to awake and eat up 
the world. Researches go to show that Baiame has his counter. 
part in other tribes, the myth varying greatly in detail. But the 
Australians arc distinguished by possessing elaborate initiatory 
ceremonies. Circumcision of one or two kinds was usual in the 
north and south, but not in Western Australia or on the Murray 
river. In South Australia boys bad to undergo three stages of 
initiation in a place which women were forbidden to approach. 
At about ten they were covered with blood from head to foot, 
several elder men bleeding themselves for the purpose. At about 
twelve or fourteen circumcision took place and (or sometimes 
as an alternative on the cast coast) a front tooth was knocked 
out, to the accompaniment of the booming of the bullroarer 
(q.v.). At the age of puberty the lad was tattooed or scarred 
with gashes cut in back, shoulders, arms and chest, and the 
septum of the nose was pierced. The gashes varied in patterns 
for the different tribes. Girls, too, were scarred at puberty and 
had teeth knocked out, &c. The ceremonies—known to the 
Whites under the native generic term for initiatory rites, Bora 
—were much the same throughout Australia. Polygamy was 
rare, due possibly to the scarcity of women. ,  Infanticide was 
universally recognized. The mode of disposing of the dead 
varied. Among some tribes a circular grave was dug and the 
body placed in it with its face towards the east, and a high 
mound covered with bark or thatch raised over it. In New 
South Wales the body is often burned and the ashes buried. 
On the Lower Murray the body is placed on a platform of sticks 
and left to decay. Young children are often not buried for 
months, but are carried about by their mothers. At the funeral 
of men there is much mourning, the female relatives cutting or 
tearing their hair off and plastering their faux with clay, but for 
women no public ceremonies took place. 

The numbers of the native Australians are steadily diminishing. 
It was estimated that when first visited by Europeans the native 

The existence of " Group Marriage" is a much-controverted 
point. This custom, which has been defined as the invasion of 
actual marriage by allotting permanent paramours, is confined to 
a special set of 
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population did not much exceed 200402 A remnant of the race 
exists ha each of the provinces, while a few tribes still wander 
over the interior. 
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Harroav 
1. The Discovery of A tuiralia. 

It is impossible to say who were the first discoverers of 
Australia, although there is evidence that the Chinese bad some 
knowledge of the continent so far back as the tsth century. 
The Malays, also, would seem to have been acquainted with the 
northern coast; while Marco Polo, who visited the East at the 
close of the 13th century, makes reference to the reputed existence 
of a great southern continent. There is in existence a map, 
dedicated to Henry VIII. of England, on which a large southern 
land is shown, and the tradition of a Terra Australis appears to 
have been current for a long period before it enters into authentic 
history. 

In i vs a French navigator named . Binot Paulmyer, shut de 
Gonneville, was blown out of his course, and landed on a large 
Island, which was claimed to be the great southern land of tradi-
tion, although Flinders and other authorities are inclined to 
think that it must have been Madagascar. Some French 
authorities confidently put forward a claim that Guillaume le 
Testu, of Provence, sighted the continent in x ss 1. The Portu-
guese also advance claims to be the filet discoverers of Australia, 
but so far the evidence cannot be said to establish their preten-
sions. As early as 1307 the Dutch historian, Wytfilet, describes 
the Australis Terra as the most southern of all lands, and proceeds 
to give some circumstantial particulars respecting its geographical 
relation to New Guinea, venturing the opinion that, Were it 
thoroughly explored, It would be regarded as a fifth part of the 
world. 

Early in the 17th century Philip III. of Spain sent out an 
expedition from Callao, in Peru, for the purpose of searching for 

a southern continent. The little fleet comprised three Do rem& vessels, with the Portuguese pilot, De Quires; as 
navigator, and De Torres as admiral or military commander. 
They left Callao on the 21st of December sgos, and in the 
following year discovered the island now known as Eapleitu 
Santo, one of the New Hebrides group, which De Quiroa, under 
the impression that it was indeed the land of which he was in 
search, named La Austria& del Espiritu Santo. Sickness and 
discontent led to a mutiny on De Quiros' vessel, and the crew, 
overpowering their officers during the night, forced the captain 
to navigate his ship to Mexico. Thus, abandoned by his consort, 
De Torres, compelled to bear up for the Philippines to refit, 
discovered and sailed through .the strait that bears his name 
and may oven have caught a glimpse of the northern coast of thC 
Australian continent. His discovery was not, however, made 
known until 1792, when Dalrymple rescued his name from 
oblivion, bestowing it upon the pang:re which separates New 
Guinea from Australia. De Quires retained to Spain to re-engage 
in the work of petitioning the king to despatch an expedition 
for the purpose of prosecuting the discovery of the Terra 
Australis. He , was finally successful in hie petitions, but died 
before accomplishing his work, and was buried in an unknown 

gnus in Paeama, nevem being privileged to set his foot upon the 
continent the disarray of which was the inspiration of his life. 

Daring the same year in which De Torres sailed through the 
strait destined to make him famous, a little Dutch vessel called 
the " DuYilien," or " Dove," set sail from Bantam, 
in Java, on a voyage of discovery. This ship entered 
the Gulf of Carpentaria, and sailed south as far as Cape 
KeetWeet, or Turn-again. Here some of the crew landed, but, 
being attacked by natives, made no attempt to explore the 
country. In iota Dirk Hartog discovered the island bearing 
his name. In 1612 the " Leeuwin," or " lioness," made some 
discoveries on the south-west coast; and during the following 
year the yachts " Pera " and " Anaheim " explored the shores 
of the Gulf of Carpentaria. Arnheim Land, a portion of the 
Nathan) Territory, still appears en many maps as a memento 
of this. voyage. Among other early Dutch discoverers were 
Edell Fool, in Oath in the Gulf of Carpentaria; Nara, 
in the " Guide Zeepaard," Wang the southern coast, which be 
called, after himself, Nuyta Land; De Witt; and Pelsaert, 
in the " Batavia." Pelmet was wrecked on Boatmen's 
Abrolbos; his crew mutinied, and be and his party suffered 
greatly from want of water. The record of his voyage is interest- 
ing from the fact that he was the first to carry back to Europe 
an authentic account of the western coast of Australia, which 
he descdbed in any but favourable terms. It is to Dutch 
navigators in the early portion of the 17th century that we owe 
the first really authentic accounts of the western coast and 
Whew* Wanda, end in many instances the names given by these 
marina:a:to prominent physical features are still retained. By 
this the Dutch possessed rough charts of almost the whole 
of the mitern littoral, while to the mainland itself they had 
given the name of New Holland. Of the Dutch discoverers, 
Peissert was the only one who made any detailed observations 
of the character of the country inland, and it may here be re-
marked that his journal contains the first notice and description 
of the kangaroo that has come down to us. 

In 5642 Abel Janamme Tasman sailed on a voyage of discovery 
from Batavia, the headquarters of the governor and council 
of the Dutch East Indies, under whose auspices the expedition 
was undertaken. He was furnished with a yacht, the " Hams-
kirk," and a fly-boat, the " &sheen " (or " Sea Hen "), under 
the command of Captain Jerrit Jansen. He left Batavia on 
what has been designated by Dutch historians the " Happy 
Voyage," on the 14th of August r 642. After a visit to the 
Mauritius, then a Dutch possession, Tasman bore away to the 
south-east, and on the 1141h of November sighted the western 
coast of the land which he named Van Diemen a Land, in honour 
of the governor under whose directions he was acting. The 
honour was later transferred to the discoverer himself, and the 
island is now known as Tasmania. Tasman doubled the southern 
extremity of Van Diemen's Land and explored the east coast 
for some distance. The ceremony of hoisting a flag and taking 
possession of the country in the name of the government of the 
Netherlands was actually performed, but the description of the 
wildness of the country, and of the fabulous giants by which 
Tasman's sailors believed it to be inhabited, deterred the Dutch 
from occupying the island, and by the international principle 
of " non-user " it passed from their hands. Resuming his voyage 
in an easterly direction, Tasman • sighted the west coast of 
the South Island of New Zealand on the i3th of December of the 
same year, and describes the coast-line as consisting of " high 
mountainous country." 

The first English navigator to sight the Australian continent 
was William Dampier, who made a visit to these shores in 1684 
as supercargo of the " Cygnet," a trader whose crew 
had turned buccaneers. On his return to England he °earl. ' 
published an accopnt of his voyage, which resulted in his being 
sent out in the " Roebuck " in 1699 to prosecute his discoveries 
further. To him we owe the exploration of the coast for about 
900 m.—from Shark's Bay to Dampier's Archipelago, and 
thence to Roebuck Bay. He appears to have landed in several 
places In search of water. His account of the country was 

Ps. 
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quite as unfavourable as Pe!seed's. He described it as barren 
and sterile, and almost devoid of animals, the only one of any 
importance somewhat resembling a raccoon—a strange creature, 
which advanced by great bounds or leaps instead of walking, 
using only its hind legs, and covering la or is ft. at a time. The 
reference is, of course, lo the kangaroo, which Pelsaert had also 
remarked and quaintly described some sixty years previously. 

During the interval elapsing between Dampier's two voyages, 
an accident led to the closer examination of the coasts of Western 
Australia by the Dutch. In 1684 a vessel had sailed from 
Holland for the Dutch possessions in the East Indies, and after 
rounding the Cape of Good Hope, she was never again heard of. 
Some twelve years afterwards the East India Company fitted 
out an expedition under 'the leadership of Commander William 
de Vlamingh, with the object of searching for any traces of the 
lost vessel on the western shores of New Holland. Towards the 
close of the year 1696 this expedition reached the island of 
Rottnest, which was thoroughly explored, and early the following 
year a landing party discovered and named the Swan river. 
The vessels then proceeded northward without finding any traces 
of the object of their search, but, at the same time, making fairly 
accurate charts of the coast-line. 

The great voyage of Captain James Cook, in 1769-1770, was 
primarily undertaken for the purposes of observing the transit 

of Venus, but be was also expressly commissioned Goat. to ascertain " whether the unexplored part of the 
southern hemisphere be only 'an immense mass of water, or 
contain another continent." H.M.S. " Endeavour," the vessel 
fitted out for the voyage, was a small craft of 370 tons, carrying 
twenty-two guns, and built originally for a collier, with a view 
rather to strength than to speed. Chosen by Cook himself, 
she was renamed the " Endeavour," in allusion to the great work 
which her commander was setting out to achieve. Mr Charles 
Green was commissioned to conduct the astronomical observa-
tions, and Sir Joseph Banks and Dr Solander were appointed 
botanists to the expedition. After successfully observing the 
transit from the island of Tahiti, or Otaheite, as Cook wrote it, 
the " Endeavour's " head was turned south, and then north-west, 
beating about the Pacific in search of the eastern coast of the 
great continent whose western shores had been so long known 
to the Dutch. On the 6th of October 1769 the coast of New 
Zealand was sighted, and two days later Cook cast anchor in 
Poverty Bay, so named from the inhospitality and hostility 
of the natives. 

After voyaging westward for nearly three weeks, Cook, on the 
19th of April 1770, sighted the eastern coast of Australia at a 
point which he named after his lieutenant, who discovered it, 
Point Hicks, and which modern geographers Identify with 
Cape Everard. 

The " Endeavour " then coasted northward, and after passing 
and naming Mount Dromedary, the Pigeon House, Point Up-
tight, Cape St George and Red Point, Botany Bay was discovered 
on the 28th of April 1770, and as it appeared to offer a suitable 
anchorage, the " Endeavour " entered the bay and dropped 
anchor. The ship brought-to opposite a group of natives, 
who were cooking over a fire. The great navigator and his crew, 
unacquainted with the character of the Australian aborigines, 
were not a little astonished that these natives took no notice 
of them or their proceedings. Even the splash of the anchor in 
the water, and the noise of the cable running out through the 
hawse-hole, in no way disturbed them at their occupation, or 
caused them to evince the slightest curiosity. But as the captain 
of the " Endeavour " ordered out the pinnace and prepared to 
land, the natives threw off their nonchalance; for on the boat 
approaching the shore, two men, each armed with a bundle of 
spears, presented themselves on a projecting rock and made 
threatening signs to the strangers. It is interesting to note that 
the ingenious toosnnera, or throw-stick, which is peculiar to 
Australia, was first observed on this occasion. As the men were 
evidently determined to oppose any attempt at landing, a 
musket was discharged between them, In the hope that they 
would be frightened by the noise, but it produced no effect  

beyond causing one of theii to drop his bundle of spears, of 
which, however, he immediately repossessed himself, and with his 
comrade resumed the same menacing attitude. At last one east 
a stone towards the boat, which earned him a charge of small 
shot in the leg. Nothing daunted, the two ran back into the bush, 
and presently returned furnished with shields made of bark, 
with which to protect themselves from the firearms of the crew. 
Such intrepidity is certainly worthy of passing notice. Unlike 
the American Indians, whei. supposed Columbus and his crew 
to be supernatural beings, and their ships in some way endowed 
with life, and were thrown into convulsions of terror by the first 
discharge of firearms which they witnessed, these Australians 
were neither excited to wonder by the ship nor overawed by 
the superior number and unknown weapons of the strangers. 
Cook examined the bay in the pinnace, and landed several times; 
but by no endeavour could he induce the natives to hold any 
friendly communication with him. The well-known circumstance 
of the great variety of new plants here obtained, from which 
Botany Bay derives its name, should not be passed over. Before 
quitting the bay the ceremony was performed of hoisting the 
Union Jack, first on the south shore, and then near the north 
head, formal possession of the territory being thus taken for the 
British crown. During the sojourn in Botany Bay the crew had 
to perform the painful duty of burying a comrade—a seaman 
named Forby Sutherland, who was in all probability the first 
British subject whose body was committed to Australian soil. 

After leaving Botany Bay, Cook sailed northward. He saw 
and named Port Jackson, but forbore to enter the finest natural 
harbour in Australia. Broken Bay and other inlets, and several 
headlands, were also seen and named, but the vessel did not 
come to an anchor till Moreton Bay was reached, although the 
wind prevented Cook from entering this harbour. Still sailing 
northward, taking notes as he proceeded for a rough chart of the 
coast, and landing at Bustard and Keppel Bays and the Bay of 
Inlets, Cook passed over 130o rn. without the occurrence of any 
event worthy of being chronicled, till suddenly one night at ten 
o'clock the water was found to shoal, without any sign of 
breakers or land. While Cook was speculating on the cause of 
this phenomenon, and was in the act of ordering out the boats 
to take soundings, the " Endeavour " struck heavily, and fell 
over so much that the guni, spare cables, and other heavy gear 
had at once to be thrown 'overboard to lighten the ship. As 
day broke, attempts were made to float the vessel off with the 
morning tide; but these Were unsuccessful. The water was 
rising so rapidly In the bold that with four pumps constantly 
going the crew could hardly keep it in check. At length one of 
the midshipmen suggested the device of " fothering," which he 
had seen practised in the West Indies. This consists of passing 
a sail, attached to cords, and charged with oakum, wool, and 
other materials, under the -vessel's keel, in such a manner that 
the suction of the leak may draw the canvas into the aperture, 
and thus partially stop the vent. This was performed with great 
success, and the vessel was floated off with the evening tide. 
The land was soon after made near the mouth of a small stream, 
which Cook called, after the ship, the Endeavour river. A 
headland close by he named Cape Tribulation. The ship was 
steered into the river, and there careened and thoroughly 
repaired. Cook having completed the survey of the east coast, 
to which he gave the name of New South Wales, sighted and 
named Cape York, the northernmost point of Australia, and 
took final possession of his discoveries northward from 38° S. 
to 1or S., on a spot which he named Possession Island, thence 
returning to England by way of Torres Straits and the Indian 
Ocean. 

The great navigator's second voyage, undertaken in 1772, 
with the " Resolution " and the " Adventure," is of less im-
portance. The vessels became separated, and both at different 
times visited New Zealand. Captain Tobias Furneaux, in the 
" Adventure," also found his way to Storm Bay in Tasmania. 
In 1777, while on his way to search for a north-east passage 
between the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, Cook again touched 
at the coast of Tasmania and New Zealand. 
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On his first voyage, in r77o, Cook had some grounds for the 
belief that Van Diemen's Land, as Tasmania was then called, 
was a separate island. The observations of Captain Furneaux 
however, did not strengthen this belief, and whets making his 
final voyage, the great navigator appears to have definitely 
concluded that it was part of the mainland of Australia. This 
continued to be the opinion of geographers until 1798, when 
Bass discovered the strait which bears his name. The next 
recorded expedition is a memorable one in the annals of Australian 
history—the despatch of a British colony to the shores of 
Botany Bay. The fleet sailed in May 1787, and arrived off the 
Australian coast early in the following January. 

a. Inland Exploration. 
For a period of twenty-five years after the first establishment 

of a British settlement in Australia, the colonists were only 
acquainted with the country along the coast extending north-
wards about 7o m. from Sydney and about a like distance to the 
south and shut in to the west by the Blue Mountain range, 
forming a narrow strip not more than so m. wide at its broadest 
part. 

The Blue Mountains attain a height of between 3000 and 
4000 ft. only, but they are intersected with precipitous ravines 
1500 ft. deep, whirls baffled every effort to reach the interior 
until in 1813, when a summer of severe drought had made it of 
vital importance to find new pastures, three of the colonists, 
Messrs Blaxland, Lawson and Wentworth, more fortunate than 
their predecessors in exploration, after crossing the Nepean 
river at Emu Plains and ascending the Dividing Range, were 
able to reach a position enabling them to obtain a view of the 
grassy valley of the Fish river, which lies on the farther side 
of the Dividing Range. The western descent of the mountains 
appeared to the explorers comparatively easy, and they returned 
to report their discovery. A line of road was constructed 
across the mountains as far as the Macquarie river by the 
surveyor, Mr Evans, and the town, of Bathurst laid out. This 
marks the beginning of the occupation of the interior of the 
continent. Some small expeditious were made from Bathurst, 
resulting in the discovery of the Lachlan, and in x8x6 the first 
of the great exploration expeditions of Australia was fitted out 

under Lieutenant Oxley, R.N. Oxley was accompanied 
*du. ' by Mr Evans and Mr Allan Cunningham the botanist, 
and the object of his expedition was to trace the course of the 
Lachlan in a westerly direction. Oxley traced the river until 
it lost itself in the swamps east of 147" E., then crossing the 
river he traversed the country between the Lachlan and Murrum-
bidgee as far as 34" S. and Lie 3o' E. On his return journey 
Oxley again crossed the Laelthn about 16o zn., measured along 
the river, below the point where he left it on his journey south. 
Continuing in a north-easterly direction Oxley struck the 
Macquarie river at a place he called Wellington, and from this 
place in the following year he organized a second expedition in 
hopes of discovering an inland sea. He was, however, dis-
appointed in this, as after descending the course of the Macquarie 
below Mount Harris, he found that the river ended in an immense 
swamp overgrown with reeds. Oxley now turned aside—led by 
Mr Evans's report of the country eastward—crossed the Arbuth-
not range, and traversing the Liverpool Plains, and ascending 
the Peel and Cockburn rivers to the Blue Mountains, gained 
sight of the open sea, which he reached at Port Macquarie. A 
valuable extension of geographical knowledge had been gained 
by this circuitous journey of more than Boo m. Yet its result 
was a disappointment to those who had looked for means of 
inland navigation by the Macquarie river, and by its supposed 
Issue in a mediterranean sea. 

During the next two or three years public attention was 
occupied with Captain King's maritime explorations of the 
north-west coast in three successive voyages, and by explorations 
of Western Australia in 032x. These steps were followed by the 
foundation of a settlement on Melville Island, in the extreme 
north, which, however, was soon abandoned. In 1823 Lieutenant 
Oxley proceeded to Moreton Bay and Port Curtis, the first place 

Soo M., the other f.yer m. north of Sydney, to choose the site of a 
new penal establishment. From a shipwrecked English sailor 
he met with, who had lived with the savages, he heard of the 
river Brisbane. About the same time, in the opposite direction, 
south-west of Sydney, a large extent of the interior was revealed. 
Messrs Hamilton Hume and Hoven set out from Lake George, 
crossed the Murrumbidgee, and, after following the river for a 
short distance, struck south, skirting the foothills of what are 
now known as the Australian Alps until they reached a fine 
river, which was called the Hume after the leader's father. 
Crossing the Murray at Albury, the explorers, bearing to the 
south-west, skirted the western shore of Port Philip and reached 
the sea-coast near where the town of Geelong now stands. Ice 
1827 and the two following years, Cunningham prosecuted 
instructive explorations on both sides of the Liverpool range, 
between the upper waters of the Hunter and those of the Peel 
and other tributaries of the Brisbane north of New South Wales. 
Some of his discoveries, including those of Pandora's Pass and 
the Darling Downs, were of great practical utility. 

By this time much had thus been done to obtain an acquaint-
ance with the eastern parts of the Australian continent, although 
the problem of what could become of the large rivers 
flowing north-west and south-west into the interior Dam's" 
was still unsolved. With a view to determine this question, 
Governor Sir Ralph Darling, in the year 1828, sent out the ex-
pedition under Captain Charles Sturt, who, proceeding first to 
the marshes at the end of the Macquarie river, found his progress 
checked by the dense mass of reeds in that quarter. He therefore 
turned westward, and struck a large river, with many affluents, 
to which he gave the name of the Darling. This river, flowing 
from north-east to south-west, drains the marshes in which the 
Macquarie and other streams fro& the south appeared to be lost. 
The course of the Murrumbidgee, a deep and rapid river, was 
followed by the same eminent explorer in his second expedition 
in 183r with a more satisfactory result. He travelled on this 
occasion nearly moo m., and discovered that both the Murrum-
bidgee, carrying with it the waters of the Lachlan morass, and 
likewise the Darling, from a more northerly region, finally joined 
another and larger river. This stream, the Murray, in the upper 
part of its course runs in a north-westerly direction, but after-
wards turning southwards, almost at a right angle, expands into 
Lake Alexandrine on the south coast, about 6o m. south-east of 
the town of Adelaide, and finally enters the sea at Encounter Bay 
in E. long. 139°. 

After gaining a practical solution of the problem of the destina-
tion of the westward-flowing rivers, Sir Thomas Mitchell, in 1833, 
led an expedition northward to the upper branches 
of the Darling; the party met with a sad disaster in 
the death of Richard Cunningham, brother of the eminent 
botanist, who was murdered by the blacks near the Bogan river. 
The expedition reached the Darling on the 25th of May r833, 
and after establishing a depot at Fort Bourke, Mitchell traced 
the Darling southwards for 300 m. until he was certain the rivet 
was identical with that reported by Sturt as joining the Murray 
about 142' E. 

Meantime, from the new colony of Adelaide, South Australia, 
on the shores of Gulf St Vincent, a series of adventurous journeys 
to the north and to the west was begun by Mr Eyre, 
who explored a country very difficult of access. In 	elm' 
1840 he performed a feat of extraordinary personal daring, 
travelling all the way along the barren sea-coast of the Great 
Australian Bight, from Spencer Gulf to King George Sound. 
Eyre also explored the interior north of the head of Spencer 
Gulf, where he was misled, however, by appearances to form an 
erroneous theory about the water-surfaces named Lake Torrens. 
It was left to the veteran explorer, Sturt, to achieve the arduous 
enterprise of penetrating from the Darling northward to the very 
centre of the continent. This was in 5845, the route lying for the 
most part over a stony desert, where the heat (reaching 131' 
Fehr.), with scorching winds, caused much suffering to the party. 
The most northerly point reached by Sturt on this occasion was 
about S. let. as° 23'. 
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A military station hatring been fixed by the British govern-

ment at Port Victoria, on the coast of Madeira Land, for the 
protection of shipwrecked mariners on the north coast, 

barrio it was thought desirable to find an overland route 
between this settlement and Moreton Bay, in what 

then was the northern portion of New South Wales, now called 
Queensland. This was the object of Dr Leichhardt's expedition 
in 1844, which proceeded first along the banks of the Dawson 
and the Mackenzie, tributaries of the Fitzroy river, in Queensland. 
It thence passed farther north to the Burdekin, ascending to 
the source of that river, and turned westward across a table-land, 
from which there was an easy descent to the Gulf of Carpentaria. 
Skirting the low shores of this gulf, all the way round its upper 
half to the Roper, Leichhardt crossed Arnheim Land to the 
Alligator river, which he descended to the western shore of the 
peninsula, and arrived at Port Victoria, otherwise Port Essington, 
Sifter a journey of s000 m., performed within a year and three 
months. In 2847 Leichhardt undertook a much more formidable 
task, that of crossing the entire continent from east to west. 
His starting-point was on the Fitzroy Downs, north of the river 
Condamine, in Queensland, between the 26th and 27th degrees 
of S. latitude. But this eminent explorer bad not proceeded 
far into the interior before he met his death, his last despatch 
dating from the Cogoon, 3rd of April 1848. In the same region, 
from 1845 to 1847, Sir Thomas Mitchell and Mr E. B. Kennedy 
explored the northern tributaries of the Darling, and a river 
in S. lat. 24`', named the Barcoo or Victoria, which flows to 
the south-west. This river was more thoroughly examined by 
Mr A. C. Gregory in 1838. Mr Kennedy lost his life in 1848, 
being killed by the natives while attempting to explore the 
peninsula of Cape York, from Rockingham Bay to Weymouth 
Bay. 

Among the performances of less renown, but of much practical 
utility in surveying and opening new paths through the country, 
we may mention that of Captain Banister, showing the way 
across the southern part of Western Australia, from Swan river 
to King George Sound, and that of Messrs Robinson and G. H. 
Hayden in 2844, making good the route from Port Phillip to 
Gipps' Land with loaded drays, through a dense tangled scrub, 
which had been described by Straclecki as his worst obstacle. 
Again, in Western Australia there were the explorations of the 
Arrowsmith, the Murchison, the Gsacoyne, and the Ashburton 
rivers, by Captain Grey, Mr Roe, Governor Fitzgerald, Mr R. 
Austin, and the brothers Gregory whose discoveries have great 
Importance from a geographical point of view. 

These local researches, and the more comprehensive attempts 
of Leichhardt and Mitchell to solve the chief problems of 
swam  Australian geography, must yield in importance to the 

grand achievement of Mr Stuart in 1862. The first 
of his tours independently performed, in 21358 and 1859, were 
around the South Australian lakes, namely, Lake Torrens, Lake 
Eyre and Lake Gairdner. These waters had been erroneously 
taken for parts of one vast horseshoe or sickle shaped lake, only 
some 20 m. broad, believed to encircle a large portion of the 
inland country, with drainage at one end by a marsh into 
Spencer Gulf. The mistake, shown in all the old maps of 
Australia, had originated in a curious optical illusion. When Mr 
Eyre viewed the country from Mount Deception in 1134o, looking 
between Lake Torrens and the lake which now bears his own 
name, the refraction of light from the glittering crust of salt 
that covers a large space of stony or sandy ground produced an 
appearance of water. The error was discovered, after eighteen 
years, by the explorations of Mr Babbage and Major Warburton 
in 1858, while Mr Stuart, about the same time, gained a more 
complete knowledge of the same district. 

A reward of £ro,000 having been offered by the legislature 
of South Australia to the first man who should traverse the 
whole continent from south to north, starting from the city of 
Adelaide, Mr Stuart resolved to make the attempt. He started 
in March 1860. passing Lake Torrens and Lake Eyre, beyond 
which he found a pleasant, fertile country till he crossed the 
Macdoundl range of mountains, Just under the line of the tropic  

of Capricorn. On the e3tti of April be reached a mountain is 
S. lat. nearly 2e, and E. long. nearly 134°, which is the most 
central marked point of the Australian continent, and has been 
named Central Mount Stuart. Mr Stuart did not finish his task 
on this occasion, on account of indisposition and other causes. 
But the 18th degree of latitude had been reached, where the 
watershed divided the rivers of the Gulf of Carpentaria from 
the Victoria river, flowing towards the north-west coast. He 
had also proved that the interior of Australia was not a stony 
desert, like the region visited by Sturt in 1845. On the first day 
of the next year, 1861, Mr Stuart again started for a second 
attempt to cross the continent, which occupied him eight months. 
He failed, however, to advance farther than one geographical 
degree north of the point reached in 1860, his progress being 
arrested by dense scrubs and the want of water. 

Meanwhile, in the province of Victoria, by means of a fund 
subscribed among the colonists and a grant by the legislature, 
the ill-fated expedition of Messrs Burke and Wills 
was started. It made for the Barcoo (Cooper's Creek), waft.  
with a view to reach the Gulf of Carpentaria by a 
northerly course midway between Sturt's track to the west and 
Leichhardt's to the east The 'leading men of the party were Mr 
Robert O'Hara Burke, an officer of police, and Mr William John 
Wills, of the Melbourne observatory. Leaving the main body 
of his party at Menindie on the Darling under a man named 
Wright, Burke, with seven men, five horses and sixteen camels, 
pushed on for Cooper's Creek, the understanding being that 
Wright should follow him in easy stages to the depot proposed 
to be there established. Wright frittered away his time in the 
district beyond the Darling and did not attempt to follow the 
party to Cooper's Creek, and Burke, tired of waiting, determined 
to push on. Accordingly, dividing his party, leaving at the 
depot four men and taking with him Wills and two men, King 
and Gray, with a horse and six camels, he left Cooper's Creek 
on the r6th of December and crossed the desert traversed by 
Sturt fifteen years before. They got on in spite of great diffi-
culties, past the McKinley range of mountains, S. lat. ar e  and 
22°, and then reached the Flinders river, which flows into the 
head of the Gulf of Carpentaria. Here, without actually standing 
on the sea-beach of the northern shore, they met the tidal waters 
of the sea. On the 23rd of February ‘86z they commenced the 
return journey, having in effect accomplished the feat of crossing 
the Australian continent. Gray, who had fallen ill, died on the 
16th of ApriL Five days later, Burke, Wills and King bad 
repassed the desert to the place on Cooper's Creek (the Barcoo, 
S. lat. 27* so', E. long. lee 30'), where they had left the depot', 
with the rest of the expedition. Here they experienced a cruel 
disappointment The depot was abandoned; the men in charge 
had quitted the place the same day, believing that Burke and 
those with him were lost. The men who had thus abandoned 
the depot rejoined the main body of the expedition under Wright, 
who at length moved to Cooper's Creek, and, incredible to relate, 
neglected to search for the missing explorers. Burke, Wills and 
King, when they found themselves so fearfully left alone and 
unprovided in the wilderness, wandered about in that district 
till near the end of June. They subdued miserably on the bounty 
of some natives, and partly by feeding on the seeds of a plant 
called nardoo. At last both Wills and Burke died of starvation. 
King, the sole survivor, was saved by meeting the friendly blacks, 
and was found alive in September by Mr A. W. Howitt's party, 
sent on purpose to. find and relieve that of Burke. 

Four other parties, besides Hewitt's, were sent out that year 
from different Australian provinces. Three of them, respectively 
commanded by Mr Walker, Mr Landsborough, and Mr Norman, 
sailed to the north, where the latter two landed on the shores 
of the Gulf of Carpentaria, while Mr Walker marched inland 
from Rockhampton. The fourth party, under Mr J. McKinley, 
from Adelaide, made for the Banco by way of Lake Torrens. 
By these means, the unknown region of Mid Australia was 
simultaneously entered from the north, south, east and west, 
and important additions were made to geographical knowledge. 
Landsborough crossed the entire continent from north to south, 
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between February and June 2862; and McKinley, from south to 
north, before the end of August in that year. The interior of 
New South Wales and Queensland, all that lies east of the teeth 
degree of longitude, was examined. The Barcoo or Cooper's 
Creek and its tributary streams were traced from the Queensland 
mountains, holding a south-westerly course to Lake Eyre in 
South Australia; the• Flinders, the Gilbert, the Gregory, and 
other northern rivers watering the country towards the Gulf of 
Carpentaria were also explored. These valuable additions to 
Australian geography were gained through humane efforts to 
relieve the lost explorers. The bodies of Burke and Wills were 
recovered and brought to Melbourne for a solemn public funeral, 
and a noble monument bee been erected to their honour. 

Mr Stuart, in 1862, made his third and final attempt to 
traverse the continent from Adelaide along a central line, which, 
inclining a little westward, reaches the north coast of Arnheim 
Land, opposite Melville Island. He started in January, and on 
the 7th of April reached the farthest northern point, near S. lax 
re, where he had turned back in May of the preceding year. 
He then pushed on, through a very thick forest, with scarcely 
any water, till he came to the streams which supply the Roper, 
a river flowing into the western part of the Gulf of Carpentaria. 
Having crossed a table-land of sandstone which divides these 
streams from those running to the western shores of Arnheim 
Land, Mr Stuart, in the month of July, passed down what is 
called the Adelaide river of north Australia. Thus he came at 
length to stand on the verge of the Indian Ocean; " gating 
upon it," a writer has said, with as much delight as Balboa, 
when he crossed the Isthmus of Darien from the Atlantic to 
the Pacific." The line crossing Australia which was thus 
explored has since been occupied by the electric telegraph 
connecting Adelaide, Melbourne, Sydney, and other Australian 
cities with London. 

A third part, at least, of the interior of the whole continent, 
between the central line of Stuart and the known parts of 
ilessa Western Australia, from about 22o° to 134° E. long., 

an extent of half a million square miles, still remained 
a blank in the map. But the two expeditions of 1873, conducted by 
William Christie Geese 0842-1881) , afterwards deputy surveyor-
general for South Australia, and Colonel (then Major) Egerton 
Warburton, made a beginning in the exploration of this Jerre 
incognita west of the central telegraph route. That line of more 
than riioo m., having its southern extremity at the head of 
Spencer Gulf, its northern at Port Darwin, ice Arnheim Land, 
passes Central Mount Stuart, in the middle of the continent, 
S. lat. 22*, E. long. 134°. Mr Gorse, with men and horses pro-
vided by the South Australian government, started on the ant 
of April from the telegraph station so m. south of Central Mount 
Stuart, to strike into Western Australia.. He passed the Reynolds 
range and Lake Amadeus in that direction, but was compelled 
to tura south, where he found a tract• of well-watered grassy 
land. A singular rock of conglomerate, s m. long, r m. wide, 
and tics ft. high, with a spring of water in its centre, struck his 
attention. The country was mostly poor and barren, sandy 
hillocks, with scanty growth. of spinifex. Mr Geese, having 
travelled above boo tn., and getting to re 32' S. and 227* E., 
two degrees within the Western Australian boundary, was forced 
to return. Meantime a more successful attempt to reach the 
War. 

western coast from the centre of Australia was made by 
swam  Major Warburton, with.thirty camels, provided by Mr 

(afterwards Sir) T. Elder, of South Australia. Leaving 
the telegraph line at Alice Springs (ie 4d S., 133°  24' E.), 
2120 m. north of Adelaide city, Warburton succeeded in making 
his way to the De Grey river, Western Australia. Overland 
routes had now been found possible, though scarcely convenient 
for traffic, between all the widely separated Australian provinces. 
In northern Queensland, also, there were several explorations 
about this period, with results of some interest. That performed 
by Mr W. Hann, with Messrs Warner, Tate and Taylor, in 2873, 
related to the country north of the Kirchner range, watered by 
the Lynd, the Mitchell, the Walsh and the Palmer rivers, on 
the east side of the Gulf of Carpentaria. The coasting expedition  

of Mr G. Elphinstotle Dalrymple, with Mews Hill and Johnstone, 
finishing in December 1873, effected a valuable survey of the 
inlets and navigable rivers in the Cape York Peninsula. 

Of the several attempts to cross Western Australia, even 
Major Warburton's expedition, the most successful, had failed 
in the important particular of determining the nature of the 
country through which it passed. Major Warburton had 
virtually raced across • from the Macdonnell range in South 
Australia to the headwaters of the Oakover river on the north-
west coast, without allowing himself sufficing time to note the 
characteristics of the country. The next important expedition 
was differently conducted. John (afterwards Sir John) Aim" 
Forrest was despatched by the Perth government 
with general instructions to obtain information regrading the 
immense tract of country out of which flow the rivers falling 
into the sea on the northern and western shores of Western 
Australia. Leaving Yewin, a small settlement about lat. se S., 
long. re E., Forrest travelled north-east to the Murchison 
river, and followed the course of that river to the Robinson 
ranges; thence his course lay generally eastward along the 
26th parallel. Forrest and his party safely armed the entire 
extent of Western Australia, and entering South Australia 
struck the overland telegraph line at Parke station, and, after 
resting, journeyed south to Adelaide. Forrest traversed seventeen 
degrees of desert in five months, a. very wonderful achievement, 
more especially as he was able to give a full report of the country 
through which be passed. His report destroyed all hope that 
pastoral settlement would extend to the spinifex region; and 
the main object of subsequent explorers was to determine the 
extent of the desert in the direction of north and south. Ernest 
Giles made several attempts to cross the Central aim 

 Australian Desert, but it was not until his third 
attempt that he was successful His journey ranks almost with 
Forrest's in the importance of its results and the success with 
which the appalling difficulties of the journey were overcome. 
Through the generosity of Sir Thomas Elder, of Adelaide, Giles's 
expedition was equipped with camels. It started on the 23rd 
of May 1875 from Port Augusta. Working westerly along the 
line of the 39th parallel, Giles reached Perth in about five months. 
After resting in Perth for a short time, he commenced the return 
journey, which was made for the most part between the 24th 
and a sth parallels, and again successfully traversed the desert, 
reaching the overland telegraph line in about seven months. 
Giles's journeys added greatly to our knowledge of the character-
istics of Western and South Australia, and he was able to bear 
out the common opinion that the interior of Australia west of 
132* E. long. is a sandy and waterless waste, entirely unfit foe 
settlement. 

The list of explorers since 1875 is a long one; but after 
Forrest's and Giles's expeditions the main object ceased to be 
the discovery of pastoral country: a new zest had 
been added to the cause of exploration, and most of 
the smaller expeditions concerned themselves with the 
search for gold. Amongst the more important explorations 
may be ranked those of Tietkins in 1889, of Lindsay in 1891, 
of Wells in 2896, of Habbe in i896, and of the Hon. David 
Carnegie in r896-97. Lindsay's expedition, which was fitted 
out by Sir Thomas Elder, the generous patron of Australian 
exploration, entered Western Australia about the with puallel 
south lat., on the line of mute taken by Forrest in 1874. From 
this point the explorer worked in a south-westerly direction to 
Queen Victoria Springs, where he struck the track of Giles's 
expedition of 1875. From the Springs the expedition went 
north-west and made a useful examination of the country lying 
between r re and 11 5° meridians and between se and gr S. lat. 
Wells's expedition started from • base about ise sal E. and 
25°  34' S., and worked northward to the Joanna Springs, situated 
on the tropic of Capricorn and near the 124th meridian. From 
the springs the journey was continued along the same meridian 
to the Fitzroy river. The country passed through was mostly 
of a forbidding character, except where the Kimberley district 
was entered, and the expedition endued even more than the 
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usual hardships. The establishment of the gold-fields, with 
their large population, caused great interest to be taken in the 
discovery of practicable stock mutes, especially from South 
Australia in the east, and from Kimberley district in the north. 
Alive to the importance of the trade, the South Australian 
government despatched Hilbbe from Oodnadatta to Coolgardie. 
He successfully accomplished his journey, but had to report 
that there was no practicable route for cattle between the two 
districts. 

One of the most successful expeditions which traversed 
Western Australia was that led and equipped by the Hon. 
David Carnegie, which started in July 1896, sod travelled 
north-easterly until it reached Alexander Spring; then turning 
northward, it traversed the country between Wells's track of 
1896 and the South Australian border. The expedition en-
countered very many hardships, but successfully reached Hall 
Creek in the Kimberley district. After a few months' rest it 
started on the return journey, following Start Creek until its 
termination in Gregory's Salt Sea, and then keeping parallel 
with the South Australian border as far as Lake Macdonald. 
Rounding that lake the expedition moved south-west and 
reached the settled districts in August 0397. The distance 
travelled was s000 m., and the actual time employed was eight 
months. This expedition put an end to the hope, so long 
entertained, that it was possible to obtain a direct and practicable 
route for stock between Kimberley and Coolgardie gold-fields; and 
it also proved that, with the possible exception of small isolated 
patches, the desert traversed contained no auriferous country. 

It may be said that exploration on a large scale is'now at an 
end; there remain only the spaces, nowhere very extensive, 
between the tracks of the old explorers yeeto be examined, and 
these are chiefly in the Northern Territory and In Western 
Australia north of the tropic of Capricorn. The search for gold 
and the quest for unoccupied pasturage daily diminish the 
extent of these areas. 

3. Political History. 
Of the six Australian states, New South Wales is the oldest. 

It was in 1788, eighteen years after Captain Cook explored 
the east coast, that Port Jackson was founded as 

Au* 	a penal station for criminals from England; and ~ the settlement retained that character, more or less, Ova. 
during the subsequent fifty years, transportation being 

virtually suspended in 1839. The colony, however, from 1821 
bad made a fair start in free industrial progress. By this time, 
too, several of the other provinces had come into existence. 
Van Diemen's Land, now called Tasmania, had been occupied 
as early as 1803. It was an auxiliary penal station under New 
South Wales till in 1825 it became a separate government. 
From this island, ten years later, parties crossed Bass Strait 
to Port Phillip, where a new settlement was shortly established, 
forming till 185i a part of New South Wales, but now the state of 
Victoria. In 1827 and 1829, an English company endeavoured 
to plant a settlement at the Swan river, and this, added to a small 
military station established in 1825 at King George Sound, 
constituted Western Australia. On the shores of the Gulf St 
Vincent, again, from 1835 to 1837, South Australia was created 
by another joint-stock company, as an experiment in the Wake-
field scheme of colonization. Such were the political component 
parts of British Australia up to 1839. The early history, there-
fore, of New South Wales is peculiar to itself. Unlike the other 
mainland provinces, it was at first held and used chiefly for the 
reception of British convicts. When that system was abolished, 
the social conditions of New South Wales, Victoria, and South 
Australia became more equal. Previous to the gold disioveries 
of 1851 they may be included, from 1839, in a general summary 
view. 

The first British governors at Sydney, from 1788, ruled with 
despotic power. They were naval or military officers in command 
of the garrison, the convicts and the few free settlers. The 
duty was performed by such men as Captain Arthur Phillip, 
Captain Hunter, and others. In the twelve years' rule of General  

963 
Macquarie

' 
 dosing with r821. the colony made a substantial 

advance. By means of bond labour roads and bridges were con- 
structed, and a route opened into the Interior beyond 	Rys a! 
the Blue Mountains. A population of 3o,000, three- 	Now  
fourths of them convicts, formed the infant common- 	saga 
wealth, whose attention was soon directed to the profit- 	we" 
able trade of rearing fine wool sheep, first commenced by Captain 
John McArthur in 1803. During the next ten years, 1821-1834 
Sir Thomas Brisbane and Sir Ralph Darling, two generals of the 
army, being successively governors, the colony increased, and 
eventually succeeded in obtaining the advantages of a repre-
sentative institution, by means of a legislative council. Then 
came General Sir Richard Bourke, whose wise and liberal 
administration proved most beneficial. New South Wales 
became prosperous and attractive to emigrants with capital. 
Its enterprising ambition was encouraged by taking fresh 
country north and South. In the latter direction, explored by 
Mitchell in 5834 and 1836, lay Australia Felix, now Victoria, 
including the well-watered, thickly-wooded country of Gipps' 
Land. 

This district, then called Port Phillip, in the time of Governor 
Sir George Gipps, 1838-1846, was growing fast into a position 
claiming independence. Melbourne, which began with 
a few huts on the banks of the Yarra-Yarra in 5835, 	 ./ 
was in 1840 a busy town of g000 inhabitants, the 
population of the whole district, with the towns of Geelong 
and Portland, reaching 12,85o; while its import trade amounted 
to f roa,000, and its exports to £138,000. Such was the growth 
of infant Victoria in five years; that of Adelaide or South 
Australia, in the same period, was nearly equal to it. At Mel-
bourne there was a deputy governor, Mr Latrobe, under Sir 
George Gipps at Sydney. Adelaide bad its own governors, first 
Captain Hindmarsh, next Colonel Gawler, and then Captaia 
George Grey. Western Australia progressed but slowly, with 
less than 4000 inhabitants altogether, under Governors Stirling 
and Hutt. 

The general advancement of Australia, to the era of the gold-
mining, had been satisfactory, in spite of a severe commercial 
crisis, from 1841 to 1843, caused by extravagant land 
speculations and inflated prices. Victoria produced 11=7  
already more wool than New South Wales,the aggregate 
produce of Australia in 11332 being 45,000,000 lb; and South 
Australia, between 7842 and this date, had opened most valuable 
mines of copper. The population of New South Wales in rilsr 
was 19o,000; that of Victoria, 77,o0er, and that of South 
Australia about the same. At Summerhill Creek, so In. north 
of Bathurst, in the Macquarie plains, gold was discovered, in 
February gip, by Mr E. Hargraves, a gold-miner from California. 
The intelligence was made known in April or May; and then 
began a rush of thousands,—men leaving their former employ-
ments in the bush or in the towns to search for the ore so greatly 
coveted in all ages. In August it was found at Anderson's 
Creek, near Melbourne; a few weeks later the great Ballarat 
gold-field, 8o m. west of that city, was opened; and after that, 
Bendigo to the north. Not only in these lucky provinces, New 
South Wales and Victoria, where the auriferous deposits were 
revealed, but in every British colony of Australasia, all ordinary 
industry was left for the one exciting pursuit. The copper mines 
of South Australia were for the time deserted, while Tasmania 
and New Zealand lost many inhabitants, who emigrated to the 
more promising country. The disturbance of social, industrial 
and commercial affairs, during the first two or three years of 
the gold era, was very great. Immigrants from Europe, and to 
some extent from North America and China, poured into Mel-
bourne, where the arrivals in 1852 averaged 2000 persons in a 
week. The population of Victoria was doubled in the first twelve-
month of the gold fever, and the value of imports and exports 
was multiplied tenfold between 1851 and 1853. The colony 
of Victoria was constituted a separate province in July 2851, 
Mr Latrobe being appointed governor, followed by Sir Charles 
Hotham and Sir Henry Barkly in succession. 

The separation of the northern part of eastern Australia. 
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under the name of Queensland, from the original province of 
New South Wales, took place in dn. At that time the district 
contained about er,000 inhabitants; and in the first six years 
Abut., its population was quadrupled and its trade trebled. 
atie At the beginning of z860, when the =helmet of the 
mwors• gold discoveries was wearing off, five of the states 
mita& 

 
had received from the home government the boon 

of responsible government, and were in a position to work out 
the problem of their position without external interference; it 
was not, however, until 2890 that Western Australia was placed 
in a similar position. After the establishment of responsible 
government the main questions at issue were the secular as 
opposed to the religious system of public instruction, protection 
as opposed to • revenue tariff, vote by ballot, adult suffrage, 
abolition of transportation and assignment of convicts, and 
free selection of lands before survey; these, and indeed all 
the great questions upon which the country was divided, were 
settled within twenty years of the granting of self-governmenLa 
With the disposal of these important problems, polities in 
Australia became a struggle for office between men whose 
political principles were very much alike, and the tenure of power 
enjoyed by the various governments did not depend upon the 
principles of administration so much as upon the personal 
fitness of the head of the ministry, and the acceptability of his 
ministry to the members of the more popular branch of the 
legislature. 

The two most striking political events in the modern history 
of Australia, as a whole, apart from the readiness it has shown 

to remain a part of the British empire (ex.), and to 
A.0.4 b  develop along Imperial lines, are the advent of the 
eresarew. Labour party and the establishment of federation. 

As regards the last mentioned it may be said that it 
was accomplished from within, there being no real external 
necessity for the union of the states. Leading politicians have In 
all the states felt the cramping effects of mere domestic legislation, 
albeit on the proper direction of such legislation depends the well-
being of the people; and to this sense of the limitations of local 
politics was due, u much as to anything else, the movement 
towards federation. 

Before coming, however, to the history of federation, and the 
evolution of the Labour party, we must refer briefly to some 

other questions which have been of general interest 
•48'1"  he 	

in Australia. Taking the states as a whole, agrarian 
ists- 

do& 	legislation has been the most important subject that 
has engrossed the attention of their parliaments, and 

every state has been more or less engaged in tinkering with its 
land laws. The main object of all such legislation is to secure 
the residence of the owners on the land. The object of settlers, 
however, in a great many, perhaps in the majority of instances, 
is to dispose of their holdings as soon as possible of ter the require-
ments of the law have been complied with, and to avoid per-
manent settlement. This has greatly facilitated the formation 
of large estates devoted chiefly to grazing purposes, contrary to 
the policy of the legislature, which has everywhere sought to en-
courage tillage, or tillage joined to stock-rearing, and to discourage 
large holdings. The importance of the land question is so great 
that it is hardly an exaggeration to say that It is usual for every 
parliament of Australia to have before it a proposal to alter or 
amend hs land laws. Since 1870 there have been five radical 
changes made in New South Wales. In Victoria the law has been 
altered five times, and in Queensland and South Australia seven 
times. 

The prevention or regulation of the immigration of coloured 
races has also claimed a great share of parliamentary attention. 

The agitation against the influx of Chinese commenced 
At. 6.1""" very soon after the gold discoveries, the European 
dosodon. . miners objecting strongly to the presence of these 

aliens upon the diggings. The allegations made con-
cerning the Chinese really amounted to a charge of undue 

Australia, it may be noted, has woman's suffrage in all the 
states (Victoria. the last, adopting it in November Igoe), and for 
the federal assembly.  

industry. The Chinese were hard-working and had the venal 
fortune attending those who work hard. They spent little as 
drink or with the storekeepers, and were, therefore, by no means 
popular. As early as 3860 there bad been disturbances of a 
serious character, and the Chinese were chased of the goldfields 
of New South Wales, serious riots occurring at Lambing Flat, 
on the Burrangong goldfield. The Chinese difficulty, so far as 
the mining population was concerned, was solved by the edam-
Lion of the extensive alluvial depadts; the miners' prejudice 
against the race, however, still exists, though they are no longer 
serious competitors, and the laws of some of the states forbid 
any Chinese to engage in mining without the express authority 
in writing of the minister of mines. The nearness of China to 
Australia has always appeared to the Australian democracy as a 
menace to the Integrity of the white settlements; and at the 
many conferences of representatives from the various states, 
called to discuss matters of general concern, the Chinese question 
has always held a prominent place, but the absence of any federal 
authority had made common action difficult. In 2888 the last 
important conference on the Chinese question was held in 
Sydney and attended by delegates from all the states. Previ-
ously to the meeting of the conference there had been a great deal 
of discussion in regard to the influx of Chinese, and such influx 
was on all sides agreed to be • growing danger. The conference, 
therefore, merely expressed the public sentiment when it resolved 
that, although it was not advisable to prohibit altogether this 
class of immigration, it was necessary In the public interests 
that the number of Chinese privileged to land should be so 
limited as to prevent the people of that race from ever becoming 
an important element in the community. In conformity with 
this determination the various state legislatures enacted new 
laws or amended the existing laws to cope with the difficulty; 
these remained until they were in effect superseded by Common-
wealth legislation. The objection to admitting immigrants was 
not only to the Chinese, but extended to all Asiatics; but as a 
large proportion of the persons whose entrance into the colonies 
it was desired to stop were British subjects, and the Imperial 
government refused to sanction any measure directly prohibiting 
in plain terms the movement of British subjects from one part 
of the empire to another, resort was made to indirect legislation; 
this was the more advisable, as the rise of the Japanese power 
in the East and the alliance of that country with Great Britain 
rendered it necessary to pay attention to the susceptibilities of a 
powerful nation whose subjects might be affected by restrictive 
laws. Eventually the difficulty was overcome by the device of an 
educational test based on the provisions of an act in operation in 
Natal. It was provided that a person was to be prohibited from 
landing in Australia who failed to write in any prescribed 
language fifty words dictated to him by the commonwealth 
officer supervising Immigration. The efficacy of this legislation 
is in its administration, the language in which coloured aliens 
are usually tested being European. T he agitation against the 
Chinese covered a space of over fifty years, a long period In 
the history of a young country, and was promoted and kept 
alive almost entirely by the trades unions, and the restriction 
acts were the first legislative triumph of the Labour party, 
albeit that party was not at the time directly represented in 
parliament. 

One of the most notable events in the modern history of 
Australia occurred shortly after the great strike of age. This 
was what is ordinarily termed the bank crisis of atm. 
Although this crisis followed on the great strike, the abbe  
two things had no real connexion, the crisis being the ism 
natural result of events long anterior to rtca. The 
effects of the crisis were mainly felt in the three eastern states, 
Queensland, New South Wales and Victoria, Tasmania and South 
Australia being affected chiefly by reason of the fact of their 
intimate financial connexion with the eastern states. The 
approach of the crisis was heralded by many signs. Deposits 
were shifted from bank to bank, there were small runs on several 
of the savings banks guaranteed by the government, mortgagees 
required additional security from their debtors, bankruptcies 

• 
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became frequent, and some of the banks began to accumulate 
gold against the evil day. The building societies and financial 
institutions in receipt of deposits, or so many of them as were on 
an unsound footing, failed at an early period of the depression, 
so also did the weaker banks. There was distrust in the minds 
of the depositors, especially those whose holdings were small, 
and most of the banks were, at a very early period, subjected to 
the strain of repaying a large proportion of their deposits as 
they fell due. For a time the money so withdrawn was hoarded, 
but after a while it found its way back again into the banks. 
The crisis was by no means a sudden crash, and even when the 
failures began to take place they were spread over a period of 
sixteen weeks. 

The first noticeable effect of the crisis was a great scarcity of 
employment. Much capital was locked up in the failed banks, 
and was therefore not available for distribution amongst wage-
earners. Wages fell precipitately, as also did rents. There was 
an almost entire cessation of building, and a large number of 
houses in the chief cities remained untenanted, the occupants 
moving to lodgings and more than one family living in • single 
house. Credit became greatly restricted, and all descriptions 
of speculative enterprise came to an end. The consuming 
power of the population was greatly diminished, and in the 
year following the crisis the imports into Australia from abroad 
diminished by four and three-quarter millions. In fact, every-
where the demand for goods, especially of those for domestic 
consumption, fell away; and there was • reduction in the 
average number of persons employed in the manufacturing 
industries to the extent of more than so %. The lack of 
employment in factories naturally affected the coal mining 
industry, and Indeed every industry in the states, except those 
connected with the export trade, was severely affected. During 
the alas banks having • paid-up capital and reserves of 
1,3,000,000 and deposits of i53,0oo,000 dosed their doors. Most 
of these, however, reopened for business before many weeks. 
The crisis was felt in the large cities more keenly than in the 
country districts, and in Melbourne more severely than in any 
other capital. The change of fortune proved disastrous to 
many families, previously to all appearances in opulent circum-
stances, but by all classes alike their reverses were borne with 
the greatest bravery. In its ultimate effects the crisis was by 
no means evil. Its true meaning was not lost upon a business 
community that had had twenty years of almost unchecked 
prosperity. It required the chastening of adversity to teach it 
a salutary lesson, and a few years after, when the first effects 
of the crisis had passed away, business was on a much sounder 
footing than had been the case for very many years. One of 
the first results was to put trade on a sound basis and to abolish 
most of the abuses of the credit system, but the most striking 
effect of the crisis was the attention which was almost immedi-
ately directed to productive pursuits. Agriculture everywhere 
expanded, the mining industry revived, and, if it had not 
been for the low prices of staple products, the visible effects 
of the crisis would have passed away within a very few 
years. 

Another matter which deserves attention was the great 
drought which culminated in the year epos. For some years 

previously the pastoral industry had been declining 
a mos. and the number of sheep and cattle in Australia had 

greatly diminished, but the year 1902 was one of 
veritable drought. The failure of the crops was almost universal 
and large numbers of sheep and cattle perished foe want of food. 
The truth is, pastoralists for the most part carried on their 
industry trusting very greatly to luck, not making any special 
provisions against the vicissitudes of the seasons. Enormous 
quantities of natural bay were allowed every year to tot or be 
destroyed by bush fires, and the bountiful provision made by 
nature to carry them over the seasons of dry weather absolutely 
neglected; so that when the destructive season of 1902 fell upon 
them, over a large area of territory there was no food for the 
stock. The year 1903 proved most bountiful, and in a few years 
all trace of the disastrous drought of leo: passed away. But 

beyond this the pastenalist learnt most effectually the lesson 
that, in a country like Australia, provision must be made for the 
occasional season when the rainfall is entirely inadequate to the 
wants of the farmer and the pastoralism. 

The question of federation was not lost sight of bl the framers 
of the original constitution which was bestowed upon New South 
Wales. In the report of the committee of the legislative 
council appointed in 1852 to prepare a constitution =Ha' 
for that colony, the following passage ocaus:—" One 
of the most prominent legislative measures required by the 
colony, and the colonies of the Australian group generally, is 
the establishment at once of a general assembly, to make laws 
in relation to those intercolonial questions that have arisen or 
may baud ter arise among them. The questions. which would 
claim the exercise of such a jurisdiction appear to be (z) inter-
colonial tariffs and the coasting trade; (2) railways, roads, 
canals, and other such works running through any two of the 
colonies; (3) beacons and lighthouse on the coast; (4) inter-
colonial gold regulations; (5) postage between the said colosdes; 
(6) d general court of appeal from the courts of such colonies; 
(2) a power to legislate on all other subjects which may be 
submitted to them by addresses from the legislative councils 
and wmemblies of the colonies, and to appropriate to any of 
the above-mentioned objects the necessary sums of money, to 
be raised by a percentage on the revenues of all the colonies 
interested." This wise recommendation received very scant 
attendee, and it was not until the necessities of the colonies 
forced them to It that an attempt was made to do what the 
framers of the original constitution suggested. Federation at 
no time actually dropped out of sight, but it was not until thirty. 
five yeses later that any practical steps were taken towards its 
accomplishment. Meanwhile a sort of makeshift was devised, 
and the Impedel parliament passed a measure permitting the 
formation of a federal council, to which any colony that felt 
inclined to join could send delegates. Of the seven colonies 
New South Wales and New Zealand stood aloof from the council, 
and from the beginning it was therefore shorn of a large share of 
the prestige that would have attached to a body speaking and 
acting on behalf of a united Australia. The council bad also 
• fatal defect in its constitution. It was merely a deliberative 
body, having no executive functions and possessing no control 
of funds or other means to put its legislation in force. Its 
existence was well-nigh forgotten by the people of Australia 
until the occurrence of its biennial meetings, and even the but 
slight interest was taken in its proceedings. The council held 
eight meetings, at which many matters of intercolonial interest 
were discussed. The last occasion of its being called together 
was in 1899, when the council met in Melbourne. In 1889 an 
important step towards federation was taken by Sir Henry 
Parkes. The occasion was the report of Major-General Edwards 
on the defences of Australia, and Sir Henry addressed the other 
premiers on the desirability of a federal union for purposes of 
defence. The immediate result was a conference at Parliament 
House, Melbourne, of representatives from each of the seven 
colonies. This conference adopted an address to the queen 
expressing its loyalty and attachment, and submitting certain 
resolutions which affirmed the desirability of an early union, 
under the crown, of the Australasian colonies, on principles 
just to all, and provided that the remoter Australasian colonies 
should be entitled to admission upon terms to be afterwards 
agreed upon, and that steps should be taken for the appointment 
of delegates to a national Australasian convention, to consider 
and report upon an adequate scheme for a federal convention. 
In accordance with the understanding arrived st, the various 
Australasian parliaments appointed delegates to attend a national 
convention to be held in Sydney, and on the and March 1891 
the convention held its first meeting. Sir Henry Pukes was 
elected president, and he moved a series of resolutions embodying 
the principles necessary to establish, on an enduring foundation, 
the structure of a federal government. These resolutions were 
slightly altered by the conference, and were adopted in the 
following form:— 
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1. The powers and rights of existing colonies to remain intact, 
except as regards such powers as it may be necessary to hand over 
to the Federal government. 

2. No alteration to be made in states without the consent of the 
legislatures of such states, as well as of the federal parliament. 

3. Trade between the federated colonies to be absolutely free. 
4. Power to impose customs and excise duties to be in the Federal 

government and parliament. 
• 3. Military and naval defence forces to be under one command. 

6. The federal constitution to make provision to enable each 
state to make amendments in the constitution if necessary for the 
purposes of federation. 
Other formal resolutions were also agreed to, and on the 3zst of 
March Sir Samuel Griffith, as chairman of the committee on 
constitutional machinery, brought up a draft Constitution Bill, 
which was carefully considered by the convention in committee 
of the whole and adopted on the 9th of April, when the conven-
tion was formally dissolved. The bill, however, fell absolutely 
dead, not because it was not a good bill, but because the 
movement out of which it arose had not popular initiative, and 
therefore failed to reach the popular imagination. 

Although the bill drawn up by the convention of ifler wale not 
received by the people with any show of interest, the federation 
movement did not die out; on the contrary, it had many en-
thusiastic advocates, especially in the colony of Victoria. In 
1894 an unofficial convention was held at Corowa, at which the 
cause of federation was strenuously advocated, but it. was not 
until 3893 that the movement obtabted new life, by reason of the 
proposals adopted at a meeting of premiers convened by Mr 
G. H. Reid of New South Wales. At this meetingall the colonies 
except New Zealand were represented, and it was agreed that 
the parliament of each colony should be asked to pass a bill 
enabling the.people to choose ten persons to represent the colony 
on a federal convention; the work of such convention being the 
framing of a federal constitution to be submitted 'to the people 
for approval by metals of the referendum. During the year 2896 
Enabling Acts were passed by New South Wales, Victoria, 
Tasmania, South Australia and Western Australia, and delegates 
were elected by popular vote in all the colonies named except 
Western Australia, where the delegates were chosen by parlia-
ment. The convention met in Adelaide on the land of March 
1897, and, after drafting a bill for the consideration of the 
various parliaments, adjourned until the and of September. 
On that date the delegates reassembled  in Sydney, and debated 
the bill in the light of the suggestions made by the legislatures 
of the federating colonies. In the dome of the proceedings it 
was announced that Queensland desired to come within the 
proposed union; and in view of this development, and in order 
to give further opportunity for the consideration of the bill, 
the convention again adjourned. The third and final session 
was opened in Melbourne on the aoth of January 2898, but 
Queensland was still unrepresented; and, after further con-
sideration, the draft bill was finally adopted on the 36th of March 
and remitted to the various colonies for submission to the people. 

The constitution was accepted by Victoria, South Australia 
and Tasmania by popular acclamation, but in New South Wales 
very great opposition was shown, the main points of objection 
being the financial provisions, equal representation in the Senate, 
and the difficulty in the way of the larger states securing an 
amendment of the constitution in the event of a conflict with 
the smaller states. As far as the other colonies were concerned, it 
was evident that the bill wasiafe, and public attention throughout 
Australia was fiend on New South Wales, where a fines political 
contest was raging, which It was recognised would decide the 
fate of the measurefor the time being. The fear waste to whether 
the statutory number of flo,000 votes neceseary for the acceptance 
of the bill would be reached. This fear proved tobe well founded, 
for the result of the referendum in New South Wales showed 

493 votes in favour of the bill and, 66,s28 against it, and 
it was accordingly lost. In Victoria, Tasmania and South 
Australia, on the other hand, the bill was accepted by triumphant 
majorities. Western Australia did not put it to the vote, as the 
Enabling Act of that colony only provided for joining a federation 
of which New South Wales should form a part. The existence  

of such a strong opposition to the bill in the mother colony 
convinced even its most zealous advocates that some changes 
would have to be made in the constitution before it could be 
accepted by the people; consequently, although the general 
election in New South Wales, held six or seven weeks later, 
was fought on the federal issue, yet the opposing parties seemed 
to occupy somewhat the same ground, and the question narrowed 
itself down to one as to which party should be entrusted with 
the negotiations to be conducted on belbalf of the colony, with a 
view to securing a modification of the objectionable features of 
the bilL The new parliament decided to adopt the procedure 
of again sending the premier, Mr Reid, into conference, armed 
with a series of resolutions affirming its desire to bring about the 
completion of federal union, but asking the other colonies to 
agree to the reconsideration of the provisions which were most 
generally objected to in New South Wales. The other colonies 
interested were anxious to bring the matter to a speedy termina-
tion, and readily agreed to this course of procedure. Accord-
ingly a premiers' conference was held in Melbourne at the end 
of January 1899, at which Queensland was for the first time 
represented. At this conference a compromise was effected, 
something was conceded to the claims of New South Wales, 
but the main principles of the bill remained intact. The bill as 
amended was submitted to the electors of each colony and 
again triumphantly carried in Victoria, South Australia and 
Tasmania. In New South Wales and Queensland there were still 
a large number of persons opposed to the measure, which was 
nevertheless carried in both colonies. New South Wales having 
decided in favour of federation, the way was clear for a decision 
on the part of Western Australia. The Enabling Bill passed the 
various stages in the parliament of that colony, and the question 
was then adopted by refetendum. 

In accordance with this general verdict of all the states, the 
colonial draft bill was submitted to the imperial government for 
legislation as an imperial act; and six delegates were sent to 
England to explain thi measure and to pilot it through the cabinet 
and parliament. A bill was presented to the British parliament 
which embodied and established, with such variations as had 
been accepted on behalf of Australia by the delegates, the 
constitution agreed to at the premiers' conference of 1899 and 
speedily became law. Under this act, which was dated the 9th 
of July 19oo, a proclamation was issued on the r 7th of September 
of the same year, declaring that, on and after the ist of January 
root, the people of New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia, 
Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia should be united 
in a federal commonwealth under the name of the Commonwealth 
of Australia. 

The six colonies entering the Commonwealth were denominated 
original states, and new states might be admitted, or might be 
formed by separation from or union of two or more states 
or parts of states; and territories (as distinguished from Avrisibae  

states) might be taken over end governed wider the legis- 
 ac ASS. lative power of the Commonwealth. The kgislattve 

power is vested in a federal parliament, consisting of the sovereign, 
a senate, and a house of representatives, the sovereign being 
represented by a governor-general. The Senate was to consist of the 
same number of members (not lees than six) for each state, the 
tetra of service being six years, but subject to an arrangement that 
half the number would retire every three years. The House of 
Representatives was to consist of members chosen in the different 
states in numbers proportioned to their population, but never fewer 
than five. The first House of Representatives was to contain 
seventy-five members. For elections to the Senate the governors of 
states, and for general elections of the House of Representatives the 
governor-general, would cause writs to be issued. The Senate would 
choose its own president, and the House of Representatives its 
speaker; each house would make its own rules of procedure; in 
each, ose-third of the number of members would form a quorum; 
the members of each must take oath, or make affirmation of allegi-
ance; and all alike would receive an allowance of 440o a year. The 
legislative powers of the parliament have a wide range, man 
matters being transferred to it from the colonial parliaments. The

y 

 more important subjects with which it deals are trade, shipping 
and railways; taxation, bounties, the borrowingof money on the 
credit of the Commonwealth; the postal and to 	pbk services; 
defence, census and statistics; currency, coinage, banking, bank-
ruptcy; weights sad measures; copyright, patents and trade 
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mark.; marriage and divaccet handayation and emigeation• cow 
ciliation and arbitration in industrial disputes. Sills imposing 
taxation or appropriating revenue must not originate in the Santa 
sad neither taxation bills Dor bills appropnatiag revenue for the 
annual service of the government may be amended in the Senate, 
but theSenate may return such bills to the House of Representatives 
with a request for their amendment. Appropriation laws must not 
deal with other matters. Taxation laws must deal with only ens 
subject of taxation; but customs and excise duties may, respectively, 
be dealt with together. Vote. for the appropriation of the revenue 
shall not pass unless recommended by the governor-general 
The constitution provides mean@ for the settlement of disputes 
between the houses, and remises the assent of the sovereign to .8 
haws. The executive power wrested in the governorisesraLruniuxi 
by an executive council appointed by himself. He bas command of 
the army and navy, and appoints federal ministers and jud ges.  
The ministers ate members of the executive council, and must be 
or within three months of their appointment must become, members 
of the perbamena The j • powers are wad In a high court 
and otber federal courts, and the federal judges hold office for life 
or during good behaviour. The High Court has appellate jurisdiction 
In cases from other federal courts and from the supreme courts of the 
states, and it has original jurisdiction in matters arising under laws 
made by the federal par' t, in disputes between Mtge, or 
widgets in different sutra and in matters affecting the representa-
tives of foreign powers. Special provisions were made respecting 
appeals from the High Court to the sovereign in council. The con-
stitution set forth elaborate arrangements for the administration of 
finance and trade during the transition period following the mew 
ference of departments to the Commonwealth. Within two years 
uniform customs duties were to be imposed; thereafter the parlia - 

ment of the Commonwealth bad exclusive power to impose customs 
and excise duties, or to grant bounties; and trade within the 
Commommalti was to be absolutely free. E•ceptions we made 
permitting the states to grant bounties on nulling and (with the 
consent of the parliament) on exports of produce or manufactures 
—Western Australia being for a time partially exempted from the 
prohibition to impose

The constitution, 	 and laws of each state, subject to 
the federal constitution , retained their authority; state rights were 
carefully safeguarded, and an inter-state commission was given 
powers of adjudication and of administration of the laws relating 
to trade, transport and other matters. Provision was made for 
nacesnary alteration of the constitution of the Commonwealth, buy 
so that no alteration could be effected unless the question had been 
directly submitted to, and the change accepted by the electorate in 
the states. The seat of government was to be within New South 
Wales, not less than too m. distant from 'Sydney, and of an area 
not les. than too sq. In. Until other provision was made, the 
governor-general was to have a salary of Lto,000, paid by the 
Commonwealth. Respecting the salaries of the governors of states, 
the constitution made no provision. 

The choice of governor-general of the new Commonwealth 
fell upon Lord Hopetoun (afterwards Lord Linlithgow), who 
had won golden opinions as governor of Victoria a few years 
before; Mr (afterwards Sir Edmund) Barton, who bad taken 
the lead among the Australian delegates, became first prime 
minister; and the Commonwealth was inaugurated at the open-
ing of root. The first parliament under the constitution was 
elected on the agth and joth of March Nor, and was opeud by 
the prince. of Wales on the nth of May following. In October 
moil the Yass-Canberra district, near the town of Yeas, N.S.W., 
wan at length selected by both federal houses to contain the 
future federal capital. 

The Labour movement in Australia may be traced back to 
the early days when transportation was in vogue, and the free 

Wow 
immigrant and the time-expired convict objected 
to the competition of the bond labourer. The great 
object of these early struggles being attained, Labour 

directed its attention mainly to securing shorter hours. It 
was aided very materially by the dearth of workers consequent 
on the gold discoveries, when every man could command his 
own price. When the excitement consequent on the gold finds 
had subsided, there was a considerable reaction against the claims 
of Labour, and this was greatly helped by the congested state 
of the labour market; but the principle of an eight-hours day 
made progress, and was conceded in several trades. In the early 
years of the 'seventies the colonies entered upon an era of well- 
being, and for about twelve years every man, willing to work 
and capable of exerting himself, readily found employment. 
The Labour unions were able to secure in these years many 
mecessions both as to hours and wages. In 3873 there was an 

Important rise in wages, in the framing year there was a further 
advance, and another in s876; but in :877 wages fell back a 
little, though not .below the rate of :874. In :88a there was 
a very important advance in wages; carpenters received its. a 
day, bricklayers sae. 6d., stone-masons SU. 6d., plasterers sm., 
painters srs., blacksmiths sos., and navvies and general labourers 

and work was very plentiful. For five years these high 
wages ruled.; but in :886 there wee a• sharp fall, though wages 
still remained very good. In *888 there was an advance, 
and again in :880. In alio matters were on the eve of a great 
change and wages fell, in, most cases to a point so % below the 
rates of 188g. Diming the whole period from 1873 onwards, 
prices, other than of labour, were steadily tending downwards, 
IN) that the cost of living in ago was tenth below that of 1873. 
Taking everything into consideration the reduction was, perhaps, 
not his than so %, so that, though the nominal or money wages 
in :873 and iSgo were the same, the actual wages were much 
higher in the latter year. Much of the improvement in the lot 
of the wage earners has been due to the Labour organisations, 
yet so late as :881 these organisations were of so little account, 
politically, that when the law relating to trades unions was 
peeved in New South Wales, the English law was followed, and 
it was simply enacted that the pwposes of any trades union 
shall not be deemed unlawful (so as to render a member Habit 
to criminal prosecution for conspiracy or otherwise) merely 
by reason that they are sea restraint of trade. After the year 
1884 Labour troubles became very frequent, the New South 
Wales coal miners in particular being at war with the colliery 
owners. during the greater part of the six years intervening 
between then and what is called the Great Strike. The strong 
downward tendency of prices made . a reduction of wages kn. 
peradve; but the labouring classes failed to recognise any such 
necessity, and strongly resented any reductions proposed by 
employers. It was hard indeed for a caster drawing coal to a 
gasworks to recognise the necessity which compelled • reduction 
in his wages because wool had fallen ats %. Nor were other 
labourers, more nearly tonnected with the producing interests, 
satisfied with a reduction of wages because produce had fallen 
in price all round. Upto Me wages held their pound, although 
work had become more difficult to obtain, and some industries 
were being carried on without any profit. It was no  one, 
at suds tin inopportune time that the most extensive atm s 

 combination of Labour yet brought Into action against arms. 
capital formulated its demands. is possible that the 
London dockers' strike was not without its influenee on the minds 
of the Australian Labour leaders. That strike had been liberally 
helped by the Australhis unions, and it was confidently predicted 
that, as the Australia* workers were more effectively organised 
than the Emilia unions, a corresponding success would result 
from their course of action, A strike of the Newcastle miners, 
afar lasting twenty-nine weeks, came to an end in January 
and throughout the rest of the year there was great unrest in 
Labour circles. On the 6th of September the silver mines closed 
down, and • week later a conference of employers issued a 
manifesto which was met next day by a counter-manifesto of 
the Litereolonial Labour Conference, and almost immediately 
afterwards by the calling out of so,000 men. The time chosen 
for the strike was the height of the wool season, when a cessation 
of work would be attended with the maximum of inconvenience. 
Sydney was the centre of the disturbance, and the city was in 
a state of industrial siege, feeling running to dangerous extremes. 
Riotous scenes occurred both in Sydney and on the coal-fields, 
and • large number of special .constables were sworn in by the 
government. Towards the end of October 20,000 shearers were 
called out, and many other trades, principally concerned with 
the handling or shipping of wool, joined the ranks of the strikers, 
with the reult that the maritime and pastoral industries through-
out the whole of Australia were most injuriously disturbed. 
The Great Strike terminated early in November ago, the 
employers gaining a decisive victory. The colonies were, how-
ever, to have other and bitter experiences of strikes before 
Labour recognized that of all means for settling industrial 
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the leader, Mr William Lane, a Brisbane journalist, 
decided on Paraguay, and he tramped across the continent, 
preaching a new crusade, and gathering in funds and recruits in 
his progress. On the 16th of July 1893 the first little army of 
"New Australians" left Sydney in the "Royal Tar," which 
arrived at Montevideo on the 31st of August. Other consign-
ments of intending settlers in " New Australia " followed; but 
though the settlement is still in existence it has completely failed 
to realize the impracticable ideals of its original members. The 
Queensland government assisted some of the disillusioned to 
escape from the paradise which proved a prison; some managed 
to get away on their own account; and those that have remained 
have split into as many settlements almost as then are settlers. 
Another effect of the Great Strike was in a more practical direc-
tion. New South Waleswas the first country which endeavoured 
to settle its labour grievances through the ballot-box and to send 
a great party to parliament as the direct representation of 
Labour, pledged to obtain through legislation what it was 
unable to obtain by strifes and physical force. The principle 
of one-man one-vote bad been persistently advocated without 
arousing any special parliamentary or public enthusiasm ulna 
the meeting of the Federal Convention in t89r. The convention 
was attended by Sir George Grey, who was publicly welcomed 
to the colony by New Zealanders resident in Sydney, and by 
other admirers, and his reception was an absolute ovation. 
He eloquently and persistently advocated the principle of one-
man one-vote as the bed-rock of all democratic reform. This 
subsequently formed the first plank of the Labour platform. 
Several attempts had been made by individuals belonging to the 
Labour party to enter the New South Wales parliament, but 
it was not until 1891 that the occurrence of a general election 
gave the party the looked-for opportunity for concerted action. 
The results of the election came as a complete surprise to the 
majority of the community. The Labour party captured 35 
seats out of a House of r 25 Members; and as the old parties 
alnioat equally divided the remaining seats, and a fusion was 
Impossible, the Labour representatives dominated the situation. 
It was not long, however, before the party itself became divided 
on the fiscal question; and a Protectionist government coming Into 
power, about half the Labour members gave it consistent support 
and enabled it to maintain office for about three years, the party 
as a political unit being thus destroyed. The events of these 
three years taught the Labour leaders that a parliamentary party 
was of little practical influence unless it was able to cast on all 
important occasions a solid vote, and to meet the case a new 
method was devised. The party therefore determined that 
they would refuse to support any person standing in the Labour 
interests who refused to pledge himself to vote on all occasions 
in such way as the majority of the party might decide to be 
expedient. This was called the " solidarity pledge," and, united 
under its sanction, what was left of the Labour party contested 
the general election of 1894. The result was a defeat, their 
numbers being reduced from 35 to r9; but • signal triumph 
was won for solidarity. Very few of the members who refused 
to take the pledge were returned and the adherents of the united 
party were able to accomplish more with their reduced number 
than under the old conditions. 

The two features of the Labour party in New South Wales are 
its detachment from other parties and the control of the caucus. The 
caucus, which is the natural corollary of the detachment, determines 
by majority the vote of the whole of the members of the party, 
independence of action being allowed on minor questions only. 
So far the party has refrained from formal alliance with the other 
great Fames of the state. It supports the government as the power  

alone capable of promoting legislation but its support is given only 
so long as the measures of then are consistent with the 
Labour policy. This positi,, th e Labour party has been able to 
maintain with great success, owing to the circumstance that the other 
parties have been almost equAy balanced. 

The movement towards forming a parliamentary Labour 
party was not confined to New South Wales; on the contrary, 
It was common to all the states, having its origin in 
the f a ilu re of the Great Strike of t89o. The experience ■esear, 
of the party was also much the same as in New South "few 

Wales, but its greatest triumphs were achieved in i "6' 
South Australia. The Labour patty has been in power in 
Queensland, Western Australia and South Australia, and has, 
on many occasions, decided the fate of the government on a 
critical division in all the states except Tasmania and Victoria. 
Different ideals dominate the party in the different states. The 
one ideal which has just been described represents the Labour 
party from the New South Wales standpoint The only qualifica-
tion worth mentioning is the signing of the pledge of solidarity. 
The other ideal, typified by the South Australian party, differs 
from this in one important respect. To the Labour party in 
that state are admitted only persons who have worked for their 
living at manual labour, and this qualification of being an actual 
worker is one that was strongly insisted upon at the formation 
of the party and strictly adhered to, although the temptation to 
break away from it and accept as candidates persons of superior 
education and position has been very great. On the formatioo 
of the Commonwealth a Labour party was established in the 
federal houses. It comprises one-Wird of the representation in 
the House of Representatives, and perhaps a still larger propor-
t ion in the Senate. The party is, however, formed on a broader 
basis than the state parties, the solidarity pledge extends only 
to votes upon which the fate of a government depends. Natu-
rally, however, as the ideals of the members of the party are the 
same, the members of the Labour party will be generally found 
voting together on all important divisions, the chief exception 
being with regard to free trade or protection. The Labour party 
held power in the Commonwealth for a short period, and has 
had the balance of power in its hands ever since the formation of 
the Commonwealth. (T. A. C.) 

Australian legislation in the dosing years of the 19th century 
and the first decade of the toth bore the most evident traces 
of the Labour party's influence. In all the colonies a 
complete departure from principles laid down by the 	iticmg 
leading political economists of the 19th century was 	ya... 
made when acts were passed subjecting every branch of 
domestic industry to the control of specially constituted tribunals, 
which were empowered among other important functions to 
fir the minimum rate of wages to be paid to all grades of work-
men. (See also the articles At:erre/aloe AND CoNauAnoN; 
TRADE UNIONS; LABOUR Lrotattrlost.) 

Victoria was the pioneer in factory legislation, the first Victorian 
act of that character dating from 5873. la 1884 a royal commission, 
appointed two years earlier to inquire into the conditions vNwla of employment in the colony and certain allegations of 
" sweating " that had then recently been made, reported that:-
" The most effective mode of bringing about industrial co-operation 
and mutual sympathy between employers and employed. and thus 
obviating labour conflicts in the future, is by the establishment of 
courts of conciliation in Victoria, whose procedure and awards shall 
have the sanction and authority of law." This report led to the 
passing of a number of acts which, proving ineffectual, were followed 
be the Factories and Shops Act of t896, passed by the miaistry of 
111r (afterwards Sir Alexander) Peacock. This measure, together 
with several subsequent amending arta, of which the most important 
became law in 1903, 1905 and 1907, forms a complete industrial code 
in which the principle of state regulation of wages is recognized 
and established. Its central enactment was to bring into anaemic. 
(I) " Special Boards," consisting of an equal number of representa-
tives of employers and workmen respectively in any trade under 
the presidency of an independent chairman, and (a) a Court of 
Industrial Appeals. A special board may be formed at the request 
of any union of employers or of workmen, or on the initiative of 
the Labour department. After hearing evidence, which may be 
given on oath, the special board issues a determination.".fixims 
the minimum rate of wages to be paid to various chases of workers 
of both sexes and different ages in the trade covered by the deter-
mination, including apprentices; and specifying the somber of haws 

disputes strikes are, on the whole, the most disastrous that 
it can adopt. The stoles of the years 1890 and ifie a are just as 
important on account of their political consequences as from 
the direct gains or losses involved. 

As one result of the strike of 1890 a movement was set afoot 
by a number of enthusiasts, more visionary than practical, that 

has resulted in • measure of more or less disaster. 
PSI This was the planting of a colony of communistic 
nese- Australians in South America. After much negotiation faints:It& 

V 
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per week for which such wages are payable, with the rates for over. 
time when those hours are exceeded. The determination is then 
partied, and it becomes operative over a specified area, which varies 
an different cases, on a date fixed by the board. Either party, or the 
minister for Labour, may refer • determination to the court of 
industrial appeals, and the court, in the event of a special board 
failing to make a determination, may itself be called upon to frame 
one. The general administration of the Factories and Shops Acts, 
to which the special boards owe their being, is vested in a chief 
inspector of factories, subject to the control of the minister of Labour 
in matters of policy. Before the end of 1906 fifty-two separate 
trades in Victoria had obtained special boards, by whose determina-
tions their operations were controlled. 
Ewa 	A similar system was introduced Into South Australia 
wesada by an act passed in ,goo amending the Factory Act of 

1S94, which was the first legislation of the sort passed in 
that state. 

In Queensland, where the earliest factory legislation dates from 
1896 .keen parliamentary conflict ragrn round the pro- 

warms, 	o 	one change of government 
AWL 1907 to introduce the special boards system for 

occurred before the bill beca
M

me
re 

 law in April 1908. 
In New South Wales, whose example was followed by Western 

Australia, the machinery adopted for fixing the statutory rate of 
mew was of a somewhat different type. The model Seem 

fvateswed is these two states was not Victoria but New 
Zealand, where an Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration 

Act was passed in 1894. A similar measure, under the guidance of 
the attorney-ge_neral, the Hon. B. R. Wise, was carried after much 
opposition in New South Wales in 1901. to remain in force till the 
30th of June 1908. By it an arbitration court was instituted, con-
sisting of a president and assessors representing the emp ' 
unions and the workers' unions respectively; in any trade in which 
a dispute occurs, any union of workmen or employers registered 
under the act was given the right to bring the matterbefore the 
arbitration court, and if the court makes an award, an application 
may be made to it to make the award a " common rule," which there-
upon becomes binding over the trade affected, wherever the act 
applies. The award of the court is thus the equivalent of the deter-
mination of a special board in Victoria, and deals with the same 
q ' 	the most important of which are the minimumrates of 
wages and the number of working hours per week. The act contained 
stringent provisions forbidding strikes; but In this respect it failed 
to elect its purpose, several strike, occurring in the years following 
its enactment, in which there were direct refusals to obey awards. 

In the years 1900 and 1902 acts were passed in Western Australia 
still more closely modelled on the New Zealand act than was the 
v.*, above-mentioned statute in New South Wales. Unlike 
A..b.ss, the latter, they reproduced the institution of district 

conciliation boards in addition to the arbitration court ; 
but these boards were& failure here as they were in New Zealand, and 
after 1903 they fell into disuse. In Western Australia, too, the act 
failed to prevent strikes taking place. In 1907 a serious strike 
occurred in the timber trade, attended by all the usual accompani-
ments, except actual disorder, of an industrial conflict. 

In all this legislation one of the most hotly contested points was 
whether the arbitration court should be given power to lay it down 

~aid that workers who were members of a trade union should 
Ate , be employed in preference to non-unionists. This power 
Mon Ad  was given to the tribunal in New South Wales, but was 
nu, withheld in Western Australia. It was the same question 

that formed the chief subject of debate over the Federal 
Conciliation and Arbitration Act, which, after causing the defeat of 
more than one ministry, passed through the Commonwealth parlia-
ment in 1904. It was eventually compromised by giving the power, 
but only with safeguarding conditions, to the Federal arbitration 
court. This tribunal differs from similar courts in the states inasmuch 
as it consists of a single member, called the " president," an officer 
appointed by the governor-general from among the justices of the 
High Court of Australia. The president has the power to appoint 
assessors to advise him on technical points; and considerable powers 
of devolution of authority for the purpose of inquiry and sport are 
conferred upon the court, the main object which is to secure 
settlement by conciliatory methods. The distinctive object of the 
Federal Act. as defined in the measure itself, is to provide machinery 
for dealing with industrial disputes extending beyond any one state, 
examples of which were furnished by the first two important cases 
submitted to the court—the one concerning the merchant marine 
of Australia, and the other the sheep shearers, both of which were 
beard in 19o7. An additional duty was thrown on the Federal 
arbitration court by the Customs and Excise Tariff Acts of 1906, 
in which were embodied the principles known as the " New Pro-
tection." By the Customs Act the duty was raised on imported 
agricultural implements, while as a 

floods 
 to the consumer the 

maximum prices for the retail of the 
c 
 s were fixed. In order to 

provides similar protection for the artisans employed in the protected 
industries. an  arose duty was imposed on the home-produced articles, 
which was to be remitted in favour of manufacturers who could 
show that they paid "fair and reasonable" wues, and complied 
with certain other conditions for the benefit of their workmen. The  

chief authority for determining whether these conditions are satisfied 
or not is the Federal arbitration court. 

The same period that saw this legislation adopted was also marked 
by the establishment of old ne reagens in the three eastern states, 
and also is the Commonwealth. By the Federal Act, war, 
passed in the session of groll. a Rend= of ten shillings „mom. 
• week was granted to persons of either sex over sixty-five 
years ofage. Of f0_96011002 over sixty who are incapacitated from 
earning a Hyde. The Commonwealth legislation t us made pro- 
vision for the aged poor in the three states which up to 1908 had 
not accepted the principle of old age pensions, and also for those 
who, owing to their having raddW in more than one state, were 
debarred from receiving pension In any. 

An important work of the Commonwealth parliament was the 
passing of a uniform tariff to supersede the six separate tariffs 
in force at the establishment of the Commonwealth, yy  
but many other important measures were considered 
and some passed into law. During the first six years of federation 
there were five ministries; the tenure of office under the three-
yearly system was naturally uncertain, and this uncertainty was 
reflected in the proposals of whatever ministry was in office. 
The great task of adjusting the financial business of the Common-
wealth on a permanent basis was one of very great difficulty, 
as the apparent interests of the states and of the Commonwealth 
were opposed. Up till 1908 it had been generally assumed that 
the constitution required the treasurer of the Commonwealth 
to hand over to the states month by month whatever surplus 
funds remained in his hands. But in July r9o8 a Surplus 
Revenue Act was passed which was based on a different inter-
pretation of the constitution. Under this act the appropriation 
of these surplus funds to certain trust purposes in the Federal 
treasury is held to be equivalent to payment to the states. The 
money thus obtained was appropriated in part to naval defence 
and harbours, and in part• to the provision of old age pensions 
under the Federal Old Age Pension Act of t9o8. The act was 
strongly opposed by the government of Queensland, and the 
question was raised as to whether it was based on a true inter-
pretation of the constitution. The chief external interest, how-
ever, of the new financial policy of the Commonwealth lay in 
its relation towards the empire as a whole. At the Imperial 
Conference in London in 19o7 Mr Deakin, the Commonwealth 
premier, was the leadingadvocateof colonial preference with a view 
to imperial commercial union; and though no reciprocal arrange-
ment was favoured by the Liberal cabinet, who temporarily 
spoke for the United Kingdom, the colonial representatives 
were all agreed in urging such a policy, and found the Opposition 
(the Unionist party) in England prepared to adopt it as part of 
Mr Chamberlain's tariff reform movement. In spite of the 
official rebuff received from the mother-country, the Australian 
ministry, in drawing up the new Federal tariff, gave a substantial 
preference to British imports, and thus showed their willingness 
to go farther. (See the article Barr= Emarag.) (R. J. M.) 
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AUSTRASIA. The word Austria signifies the realm of the 
east (Ger. Ost Reich). In Gregory of Tours this word is still 
used vaguely, but the sense of it is gradually defined, and 
finally the name of Austria or Austrasia was given to the eastern-
moat part of the Frankish kingdom. It usually had Metz for its 
capital, and the inhabitants of the kingdom were known as the 
Austrasil. Retrospectively, later historians have given this 
name to the kingdom of Theuderich I. (511 -534), of his son 
Theudebert (534-548), and of his grandson Theudebald (548-
$50; then, after the death of Clotaire I., to the kingdom of 
Sigebert (561-575), and of his son Childebert (575-597). They 
have even tried to interpret the long struggle between Predegmul 
and Brunhllda as a rivalry between the two kings of Neustria 
and Austrasia. When these two words are at last found in the 
texts in their precise signification, Austrasia is applied to that 
part of the Frankish kingdom which Clotaire II. entrusted to his 
son Dagobert, subject to the guardianship of Pippin and Arnulf 
(623-629), and which Dagobert in his turn handed on to his son 
Sigebert (634-639),  under the guardianship of Cunibert, bishop 
of Cologne, and Ansegisel, mayor of the palace. After the death 
of Dagobert, Austrasia and Neustria almost always had separate 
kings, with their own mayors of the palace, and then there arose 
a real rivalry between these two provinces, which ended in the 
triumph of Austrasia. The Austrasian mayors of the palace 
succeeded in enforcing their authority in the western as well 
as in the eastern part, and in re-establishing to their own ad-
vantage the unity of the Frankish kingdom. The mayor Pippin 
the Short was even powerful enough to take the title of king over 
the whole. 

At the time of Charlemagne, the word Austrasia underwent 
a change of meaning and became synonymous with Francis 
oricntalis, and was applied to the Frankish dominions beyond 
the Rhine (Franconia). This Franconia was in 843 included 
in the kingdom of Louis the German, and was then increased 
by the addition of the territories of Mainz, Spires and Worms, 
on the right bank of the river. 

Sec A. Huguenin, Flisloire du royassme nucropingien d'Austrasie 
(Paris, 1 857); Aug. bigot, Histoire du royaume d'Austrasie, vols. 
(Nancy, 1863); L. Drapeyron, Essai sue rorigine, is dAtdOppeded 
d ks risultals de la lune entre la Neustrie d relustnuie (Paris, 1867); 
Auguste Longnoo, Atlas historigne, sat and and parts. (C. Pr.) 

AUSTRIA. (Ger. Osterreich), a country of central Europe, 
bounded E. by Russia and Rumania, S. by Hungary, the Adriatic 
Sea and Italy, W. by Switzerland, Liechtenstein and the German 
empire (Bavaria), and N. by the German empire (Saxony and 
Prussia) and Russia. It has an area of 11 5.533 m., or about 
twice the size of England and Wales together. Austria is one 
of the states which constitute the Austro-Hungarian (Habsburg) 
monarchy (see AUSTRIA-HUNGARY: History), and is also called 
Cisleithanla, from the fact that it contains the portion of that 
monarchy which lies to the west of the river Leitha. Austria 
does not form a geographical unity, and the constituent parts 
of this empire belong to different geographical regions. Thus, 
Tirol, Styria and Carinthia belong, like Switzerland, to the 
system of the Alps, but these provinces together with those 
lying in the basin of the Danube form, nevertheless, a compact 
stretch of country. On the other hand Galicia, extending on 
the eastern side of the Carpathians, belongs to the great plain 
of Russia; Bohemia stretches far into the body of Germany; 
while Dalmatia, which is quite separated from the other provinces, 
belongs to the Balkan Peninsula. 

Ceasts.s—Austria has amongst all the great European countries 
the most continental character, in so far as its frontiers are meetly  

land-frontiers, only about one-tenth of them beteg coast-tand. 
The Adriatic coast, which stretches for a distance of about moo m, 
is greatly indented. The Gulf of Trieste on the west, and the Gulf 
of Fiume or ()earner's on the east, include between them the p.m-
insult of Ism, which has many sheltered bays. In the Gulf of 
Quarnero are the Quarnero islands, of which the most important 
are Cherie, Veglia and Lussin. The coast west of the mouth of the 
Isonzo is fringed by lagoons, and has the same character as the 
Venetian coast, while the Gulf in Trieste and the lianas peninsula 
have • steep coast with many bays and safe harbours. The principal 
ports are Trieste, Capodistria, Phan°, Parenso, Rovigno and Pola, 
the great naval harbour and arsenal of Austria. The coast of Dal-
matia also possesses many safe bays, the principal being those of 
Zara, Cattaro and Ragusa, but in some places it is very steep and 
inaccessible. On the other hand a string of islands extends along 
this coast, which offer many safe and easily accessible places of 
anchorage to 'chips during the fierce winter gales which rage in the 
Adriatic. The principal are Page, Pasoan, Isola Lunge and Isola 
!noon:mate, Mazza, Lesina, Cureola and Meleda. 

The political divisions of Austria correspond, for the most part, 
so closely to natural physical divisions that the detailed account 
of the physical features, natural resources and the movement of the 
population has been given under those separate heading& In this 
general article the geogitphy of Austria—physical, economical and 
political—has been treated in its broad ispeets, and those points 
misted upon which give an adequate idea of the country as a whole. 

Yourgdins.—Austria is the most mountainous country of Europe 
after Switzerland, and about four-fifths of its entire area is more 
than goo ft. above the level of the sea. The mountains of Austria 
belong to three different mountain systems, namely, the Alps (g.e.), 
the Carpathians (gm), and the Bohemian-Moravian Mountains. 
The Danube, which is the principal river of Austria, divides the 
Alpine region, which occupies the whole country lying at its south, 
from the Bohemian-Moravian Mountains and their offshoots lying 
at its north; while the valleys of the March and the Oder separate 
the last-named mountains from the Carpathians. Of the three 
principal divisions of the Alpe—the western, the central and the 
eastern Alps—Austria is traversed by several groups of the central 
Alps, while the eastern, Alps lie entirely within its territory. The 
eastern Alps are continued by  the Karst mountains, which in their 
turn are continued by the Dinaric Alps, which stretch through 
Croatia and Dalmatia. The second great mountain-system of 
Austria, the Carpathians, occupy its eastern and north-eastern 
portions, and stretch in the form of an arch through Moravia. Silesia, 
Gelieia and Bukovina, forming the frontier towards Hungary, within 
which territory they principally extend. Finally, the Bohemian- 
Moravian Mountains, which enclose Bohemia and Moravia, and form 
the so-called quadrilateral of Bohemia, constitute the link of the 
Austrian mountain-system with the hilly region (the Mineigebirge) 
of central Europe. Only a little over 25 % of the area of Austria is 
occupied by plains. The largest is the plain of Galicia, which is part 
of the extensive Sarmatic plain; while in the south, along the 
Isonzo, Austria comprises • smallpart of the Lombardo-Venetian 
plain. Several smaller plains are found along the Danube. as the 
Tulner Becken in Lower Austria, and the Wiener Becken, the plain 
on which the capital is situated; to the north of the Danube this 
plain is called the Marchfeld, and is continued under the name of 
the Marchebene into Moravia as far north as Olmatz. Along the 
other principal rivers there are also plains of more or less magnitude. 
some of them possessing tracts of very fertile soil. 

Rivers.—Austria possesses a fairly great number of rivers, pretty 
equally distributed amongst its crown lands, with the exception of 
Istria and the Kant region, where there is a great scarcity of even 
the smallest rivers. The principal rivers are: the Danube. the 
Dniester, the Vistula, the Oder; the Elbe, the Rhine and the Adige 
or Etsch. As the highlands of Austria form part of the great 
watershed of Europe, which divides the waters flowing northward 
into the North Sea or the Baltic from those flowing southward or 
eastward into the Mediterranean or the Black Sea, its rivers flow 
in three different directions—northward, southward and eastward. 
With the exception of the small streams belonging to it which fall 
into the Adriatic, all its rivers have their mouths in other countries, 
and its principal river, the Danube, has also its soma in another 
country. When it enters Austria at the gorge of Passau, where it 
receives the Inn, a river which has as large a body of water as itself, 
the Danube is already navigable. Till it leaves the country at 
Hai nburg, just before Pressburg, its banks are pretty closely hemmed 
by the Alps, and the river passes through a succession of narrow 
defiles. But the finest part of its whole course, as regards the pictur-
esqueness of the scenery on its banks, is between Linz and Vienna. 
Where it enters Austria the Danube is 898 fti above the level of 
the sea, and where it leaves it is only 400 Ft.; it has thus a fall within 
the country of 498 ft., and is at first a very rapid stream, becoming 
latterly much slower. The Danube has in Austria a course of 234 in., 
and it drains an area of 50,377sq.m. Its principal affluents In Austria. 
besides the Inn, are the Traun. the Enna and the March. The 
Dniester, which, like the Danube, Bows into the Blade Sea. has its 
source in the Carpathians in Eastern Galicia, and pursue a very 
winding course towards the south-east, passing into /Rink.. has 
in Austria a course of 370m. of which 300 are navigable, and IMO 
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an are* of 12,000 sq. m. The Vistula and the Oder both fall into 
the Baltic The former rises in Moravia, flows first north through 
Austrian Silesia, then takes an easterly direction along the borders 
of Prussian Silesia, and afterwards a north-easterly, separating 
Galicia from Russian Poland, and leaving Austria not far from 
Sandomir. Its course in Austria is 240 m., draining an area of 1 s,soo 
sq. m. It is navigable for nearly 200 in., and its principal affluents 
are the Dunajec, the San and the Bug. The Oder has also its source 
in Moravia. flows first east and then north-east through Austrian 
Silesia into Prussia. Its length within the Austrian territory is only 
about ss m., no part of which is navigable. The only river of thus 
country which flows into the North Sea is the Elbe. It has its source 
in the Riesengebirge, not far from the Schneekoppe, flows first south, 
then iikst, and afterwards north-west through Bohemia, and then 
enters Saxony. Its principal affluents are the Adler, her and Eger, 
and, most important of all, the Moldau. The Elbe has a course 
within the Austrian dominions of 185 in., for about 65 of which it is 
navigable. It drains an area of upwards of al,000 sq. m. The Rhine, 
though scarcely to be reckoned a river of the country, flows for about 
as rn. of its course between it and Switzerland. Theprincipal river 
of Austria which falls into the Adriatic is the Adige or Etsch. 
It rises in the mountains of Tirol, flows south, then east, and 
afterwards south, into the plains of Lombardy, It has in Austria a 
course of 138 in., and drains an area of 4266 sq. m. Its principal 
affluent is the Eisak. Of the streams which have their course entirely 
within the country, and fall into the Adriatic, the principal is the 
Isonzo. 75 in. In length, but navigable only for a short distance from 
Its mouth. 

Lakes.—Austria does not possess any great lakes; but has numer-
ous small mountain lakes situated in the Alpine region, the most 
renowned for the beauty of their situation being found in Salzburg, 
Salzkammergut, Tirol and Carinthia. There should also be men-
tioned the periodical lakes situated in the Karst region, the largest 
of them being the Lake of Ziticnitz. The numerous and large 
marshes, found now mostly in Galicia and Dalmatia, have been 
greatly reduced in the othervinces through the canalization of 
the rivers, and other works of sanitation. 

Misers' Spriags.—No other European country equals Austria 
in the number and value of its mineral springs. They are mostly 
to be found in Bohemia, and are amongst the most frequented 
watering-places in the world. The most important are, the alkaline 
springs of Carlsbad, Marienbad, Franzensbad and Bilin; the alkaline 
acidulated waters of Giesshilbel, largely used as table 'waters; the 
iron springs of Marienbad, Fraesensbad and of Pyrawarth in Lower 
Austna' ; the bitter waters of Mina, Saidschitz and Sedlitz; the 
saline waters of Ischl and of Aussie in Styria; the iodine waters 
of Hall in Upper Austria; the different waters of Gastein; and 
lastly the thermal waters of Teplitz-Sthanau, Johannisbad, and of 
Rtimerbed in Styria. Altogether there are reckoned to exist over 
tsco mineral springs, of which many are not used. (0. Bit.) 

Geology.—The Austro-Hungarian Monarchy is traversed by the 
great belt of folded beds which constitutes the Alps and the Car-
pathians; a secondary branch proceeding from the main belt runs 
along the Adriatic coast and forms the Julian and Dinaric Alps. In 
the space which is thus enclosed, lies the Tertiary basin of the Hun-
garian plain; and outside the belt, on the northern side, is a region 
which, trologically, is composite, but has uniformly resisted the 
Carpathian folding. In the neighbourhood of Vienna a gap in the 
folded belt—the gap between the Alps and the Carpathians--has 
formed a connexion between these two regions since the early part 
of the Miocene period. On its outer or convex side the folded belt 
Is clearly defined by a depression which is generally filled by modern 
deposits. Beyond this in Russia and Galicia, lies an extensive 
plateau, much of which is covered by flat-lying Miocene and Pliocene 
beds; but in the deep valleys of the Dniester and its tributaries the 
ancient rocks which form the foundation of the plateau are laid 
bare. Archaean granite is thus exposed at Yampol and other places 
in Russia, and this is followed towards the west by Silurian and 
Devonian beds in regular succession—the Devonian being of the Old 
Red Sandstone type characteristic of the British Islesand of Northern 
Russia. Throughout, the dip is very low and the beds are unaffected 
by the Carpathian folds, the strike being nearly from north to south. 
After Devonian times the region seems to have been dry land until 
the commencement of the Upper Cretaceous period, when it was 
overspread by the Cenomanian sea, and the deposits of that sea 
lie flat upon the older sediments. 

Some 25 or p m. of undulating country separate the Dniester 
from the margin of the Carpathian chain, and in this space the 
Palaeozoic floor sinks far beneath the surface, so that not even the 
deep-cut valley of the Pruth exposes any beds of older date than 
Miocene. Towards the north-west, also, the Palaeozoic foundation 
falls beneath an increasing thickness of Cretaceous beds and lies 
buried far below the surface. At Lemberg • boring 165o ft in depth 
did not reach the base of the Senonian. West of Cracow the Cretace-
ous beds are underlaid by Jurassic and Triassic deposits, the general 
dip being eastward. It is not till Silesia that the Palaeozoic for-
mat ionsagai n rise to the surface. Here is the mare% often concealed 
by very modern deposits, of the great mass of Archaean and Palaeo. 
foie rocks which forms nearly the whole of Bohemia and Moravia. 
The Palaeozoic beds no longer lie Rat and undisturbed. as in the 

Polish plain. They are faulted and folded. But the folds are alto. 
gather independent of those of the Carpathians; they are of much 
earlier date, and are commonly different in direction. The principal 
folding took place towards the close of the Carboniferous period, 
and the massif is a fragment of an ancient mountain chain, the 
Varisciscke Gebsrge of E. Sass, which in Permian and Triassic times 
stretched across the European area from west to east. 

In Bohemia and Moravia the whole of the beds from the Cambrian 
to the Lower Carboniferous are of marine origin; but after the 
Carboniferous period the area appears to have been dry land until tbe • 
beginning of the Upper Cretactow period, when the sea win spread 
over it. The deposits of this sea are now visible in the large 
of Upper Cretaceous beds which stretches front Dresden south-
eastward through Bohemia. Since the close of the Cretaceous period 
the Bohemian niarsif has remained above the sea; but the depression 
which lies immediately outside the Carpathian chain has at times 
been covered by an arm of the sea and at other times has been 
occupied by a chain of salt lakes, to which the salt deposits of 
Wiehczka and numerous brine springs owe their origin. 

The large area which is enclosed within the curve of the Car-
pathians is for the most part covered by loess, alluvium and other 
modern deposits, but Miocene and Pliocene beds appear around its 
borders. In the hilly region of western Transylvania a urge mass of 
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more ancient rocks is exposed; the Carboniferous system and all 
the Mesozoic systems have beenrecognized here, and granite and 
volcanic rocks occur. In the middle of Hungary a line of bills rises 
above the plain, striking from the Platten See towards the north-
east, where it merges into the inner girdle of the Carpathian chain. 
These hills are largely formed of volcanic rocks of late Tertiary age; 
but near the Platten See Triassic beds of Alpine type are well de-
veloped. The Tertiary eruptions were not confined to this line of hills. 
They were most extensive along the inner border of the Carpathians, 
and they occurred also in the north of Bohemia. Most of the erup-
tions took place.during the Miocene and Pliocene periods. 

The mineral wealth of Austria is very great. The older rocks are 
in many plates peculiarly rich in metalliferous ores of all kinds. 
Amongst them may be mentioned the silver-bearing lead ores of 
Erzgebirge and of Pfibram in Bohemia; the. iron ores of Styria 
and Bukovina; and the iron, copper, cobalt and nickel of the dis-
tricts of Zips and G6m6r. The famous cinnabar and mercury mines 
of Idria in Carniola are in Triassic beds; and the gold and silver of 
northern Hungary and of Transylvania are associated with the 
Tertiary volcanic rocks. The Carboniferous coal-fields of Silesia 
and Bohemia are of thegg test importance; while Jurassic 
coal is worked at St 	and FOnfkircben in Hungary, and 
lignite at many place. in the Tertiary beds. The great salt mines 
of Galicia are in Miocene deposits; but salt is also worked largely in 
the Tries of the Alps (See also ALPS; CARPATHIANS; HUNGARY 
and nem.) 	 (P. La.) 

Clissaic.—The climate of Austria, in consequence of its great 
extent, and the great differences in the elevation of its surface, is 
very various. It is usual to divide it into three distinct zones. The 
most southern extends to 46' N. lat., and includes Dalmatia and the 
country along the coast, together with the southern portions of Tirol 
and Carinthia. Here the seasons are mild and equable, the winters 
are short (snow seldom falling), and the summers last for five months. 
The vine and maize are everywhere cultivated, as well as olives and 
other southern products. In the south of Dalmatia tropical plants 
flourish in the open air. The central zone lies between 46° and 49° 

 N. lot., and includes Lower and Upper Austria, Salzburg, Styria, 
Carinthia, Carniola, Central and Northern Tirol. Southern Moravia 
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sad a part of Bohemia. The Ileum are mere marked hen thee le was of 1,750,093 Inhabitants, or 7.9% of the total population. 

very Important factor in the movement of the population 
is the large over-sea emigration, mostly to the United States of 
America, which has grown very much during the last quarter 

the preceding. The winters are longer and more severe, and the 
Rummers are hotter. The vine and maize am cultivated in 
favourable situations. and wiwat and other kinds of grain are gener-
ally grown. The I zone embraces the territory lyu north 
of 49°  N. lat. comprising Bohemia, Northern 
Moravia, Silesia and Galicia. The winters are 
here long and cold ; the vine and maize are no 
longer cultivated,the principal crops being wheat. 
barley., cats, rye. hemp litld Bu. The mean 
annual tensperature ranges irons about se in the 
south to 48• in die north. In some parts of the 
country, however, it is as low as 46* 40' and even 
36°. In Vienna the average annual temperature 
is 50 the highest temperature being 94*. the 
Iowan

°, 
 Fahr. In general the eastern part of 

the country receives leas rain than the western. 
In the south the rains prevail chiefly in spring 
and autumn, and in the north and central parts 
during summer. Storms are frequent In the 
region of the south Alps and along the coast. 
In some •parts in the vicinity of the Alps the 
rainfall is excessive, sometimes exceeding 6o in. 
It is less among the Carpathians, where it usually 
varies from 30 to 40 in. In other parts the rainfall 
usually averages from 20 to 24 in. 

Flora.—From the varied character of its 
climate and soil the vegetable productions of 
Austria are very diverse. It has floras of 
the plains, the hills and the mountains; an alpine flora. and an 
arctic flora; a flora of marshes, and a flora of steppes; floras peculiar 
to the clay, the chalk, the sandstone and the slate formations. The 
number of different species Is estimated at 12,000, of which one-third 
are phanerogsmoua.or flowering plants, and two-thirdscryptogamous, 
or flowerless. The crown land of Lower Austria far surpasses in this 
respect the other divisions of the country, having about four-ninths 
of the wholb, and not less than 17oo species of flowering plants. As 
stated above, Austria is a very mountainous country and the moun-
tains are frequently covered with vegetation to a great elevation. 
At the base are found vines and maize; on the lower slopes ale green 
pastures, or wheat, barley and other kinds of corn; above are often 
forests of oak, ash, elm, die.; and still higher the yew and the fir may 
be seen braving the climatic conditions. Corn grows to between 
3.soo and 4500 ft. above the level of the sea, the forests extend to 
5600 or 64 w ft., and the line of perpetual snow is from 7800 to 8zoo ft. 

Fauna.—The animal kingdom embraces, besides the usual 
domestic animals (as horses, cattle, sheep, swine, goats, asses, &c.), 
wild boars, deer, wild goats, hares, &c.; also bears, wolves, lynxes., 
foxes, wild cats, Jackals, otters, beavers, polecats, martens. weasels 
and the like. Eagles and hawks are common, and many kinds of 
singing birds. The rivers and lakes abound in different kinds of flab, 
which are also plentiful on the sea-coast. Among the insects the bee 
and the silkworm are the most useful. The leech forms an article 
of trade. In all there are 90 different species of mammals, 248 
species of birds, 377 of  fishes and more than 13,000 of insects. 

DMIY0111.1. —Austria is composed of seventeen " lands," called 
also "crown lands." Of these, three—namely, Bohemia, Galicia 
and Lodomeria, and Dalmatia—are kingdoms; two—Lower and 
Upper Austria--archduchies; six—Salzburg, Styria, Carinthia, 
Carniola, Silesia and Bukovina—duchies; two—Garz-Gmdisca and 
Tirol—countships of princely rank (gefirstete Graf:chafing); two 
—Moravia and Istria--ntargraviates (march counties). Vorarlberg 
bears the title simply of " land." Trieste, with its district, i is a town 
treated as a special crown land. For administrative purposes Trieste, 
with GOrz-Gradisca and Istria, constituting the Kllstenland (the 
Coast land) and Tirol and Vorarlberg, are each comprehended as 
one administrative territory. The remaining lands constitute each 
an administrative territory by itself. 

Pope/allots—Austria had in moo a population of 26,107,304 
inhabitants,' which is equivalent to 226 inhabitants per sq. m. 
As seen from the above table the density of the population is 
unequal in the various crown lands. The most thickly populated 
province is Lower A,stria; the Alpine provinces are sparsely 
populated, while Salzburg is the most thinly populated crown land 
of Austria. As regards sez, for every Imo men there were 
1035 women, the female element being the most numerous in 
every crown land,except the KUstenland,Bukovina and Dalmatia. 
Compared with the census returns of 1890, the population shows 
an increase of 2,211,891. or 9-3% of the total population. The 
increase between the preceding census returns of ifiSo and 11190 

The census returns of 1857, and of r869, which were the first 
systematic censuses taken, gave the population of Austria as 
18,224.500 and 20.394.980 respectively. it must be noticed that 
between these two data Austria lost its Lombardo-Venetian terri-
tories, with a population of about 5,000,00o inhabitants.  

of the ,9th century, and which shows a tendency to become still 
larger. Between 1892 and repo the number of over-sea emigrants 
MIS 387,770 persona. The movement of the population shown 
in the other vital statistics—births, marriages, deaths—are 
mostly satisfactory, and show a steady and normal progress. 
The annual rate per thousand of population in moo was: births, 
37 s2 ; •r; deaths, 25•2; marriages, 8.2. The only 
unsatisfactory points are the great number of illegitimate births, 
and the high infant mortality. Of the total population of 
Austria 4,009,233  were scattered in 26,321 rural communities 
with less than 2000 inhabitants; while the remainder ass 
distributed in 1742 communities with a population of 2coo-Sono; 
in 260 communities with a population of 5000-zo,coo; in 96 
towns with a population of ro,cco-20,000; in sr towns with 
a population of 20,000-50,000; in 6 towns with a popula-
tion of 50,000-zoo,000; and in 6 towns with a population 
of over roo,000 inhabitants. The principal towns of Austria 
are Vienna (2,662,269), Prague (460,849), Trieste  (x32,870), 
Lemberg (259,6z8), Gras (138,370), Bribm (108444, Cracow 
(91410), Czernowitz (67,622), Pilsen (68,292) and Linz (58,778). 

Rat-et—From an ethnographical point of view Austria 
contains a diversity of races; in fact no other European state 
contains within its borders so many nationalities as the Austrian 
empire. The three principal races of Europe—the Latin, the 
Teutonic and the Slavonic--are all represented in Austria. 
The Slavonic race, numbering 15,690,000, is numerically the 
principal race in Austria, but as it is divided into a. number 
of peoples, differing from one another in language, religion, 
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culture, customs and historical traditions, it does not possess 
a national unity. Besides, these various nationalities are 
geographically separated from one another by other races, and 
are divided into two groups. The northern group includes the 
Czechs, the Moravians, the Slovaks, the Ruthenian and the 
Poles; while the southern group contains the Slovenes, the 
Servians and the Croats. Just as their historical traditions are 
different, so are also the aspirations of these various peoples of 
the Slavonic race different, and the rivalries between them, 
as for instance between the Poles and the Ruthenian, have 
prevented them from enjoying the full political advantage due 
to their number. The Germans, numbering 9,171,614, constitute 
the most numerous nationality in Austria, and have played 
and still play the principal role in the political life of the country. 
The Germans are in a relative majority over the other peoples 
in the empire, their language is the vehicle of communication 
between all the other peoples both in official life and in the press; 
they are in a relatively more advanced state of culture, and they 
are spread over every part of the empire. Historically they have 
contributed most to the foundation and to the development 
of the Austrian monarchy, and think that for all the above-
mentioned reasons they are entitled to the principal position 
amongst the various nationalities of Austria. The Latin race 
is represented by the Italians, Ladini and Rumanians. 

The following table gives the numbers of different nationalities, as 
determined by the languages spoken by them in 190o:— 

Germans.. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	. 	 9,171,614 
Czechs and Slovaks 	 5.955,327 
Poles   4.242 .463 
Ruthenian' 	 3 381  570 
Slovenes 	 1 192  7ao 
Italians and Ladini 	727,102 
Servians and Croats  	711,380 
Rumanians 	  230,91 

The German occupy exclusively Upper Austria. Salzburg, 
Vorarlberg, and, to • large extent. Lower Austria; then the north 
and central part of Styria, the north and western part of Carinthia, 
and the north and central part of Tirol. In Bohemia they are 
coacentrated round the borders, in the vicinity of the mountains, 
and they form nearly half the population of Silesia; besides they 
are found is every part of the monarchy. The Czechs occupy the 
central and eastern parts of Bohemia, the greatest part of Moravia 
and a part of Silesia. The Poles arc concentrated in western Galicia, 
and in a part of Silesia; the Ruthenian in eastern Galicia and a 
part of Bukovina; the Slovenes in Carniola, Gees and Gradisca, 
Istria, the south of Styria, and the Trieste territory. The Servians 
and Croats are found in Istria and Dalmatia; the Italians and Ladini 
in southern Tirol, Gem and Gradisas, Trieste, the coast of Istria, 
and in the towns of Dalmatia; while the Rumanians live mostly in 
Bukovina. 

Apicshure.—Notwithstanding the .great industrial progress made 
by Austria during the last quarter of the 19th century, agriculture 
still forms the most important source of revenue of its inhabitants. 
In 1900 over 50 % of the total population of Austria derived their 
income from agricultural pursuits. The soil is generally fertile. 
although there is a great difference in the productive ty  of the various 
crown-lands owing to their geographical situation. The productive 
land of Austria covers 69,519,953 acres, or 93.8 % of the total area, 
which is 74.1422,0o1 acres; to this must be added 0.4 of lakes and fish-
ponds, making a total of 94.2 % of productive area. The remainder 
ss unproductive, or used for other, not agricultural purposes. The 
area of the productive land has been steadily increasing—it was 
estimated to cover about 89 % in 1875,—and great improvements in 
the agricultural methods have also been introduced. Of the whole 
productive area of Austria, 37.6 % is laid out in arable land; 34.6 % 
in woods; 25-2 % in pastures and meadows; 1.3 % in gardens, 
0•9 % in vineyards; and % in lakes, marshes and ponds. The 
provinces having the largest proportion of arable land are Bohemia, 
Galicia. Moravia and Lower Austria. The principal products are 
wheat, rye, barley, oats, maize, potatoes, sugar beet, and cattle 
turnip. The produce of the ploughed land does not, on the whole, 
suffice for the home requirements. Large quantities in particular of 
wheat and maize are imported from Hungary for home consumption. 
Only barley and oats are usually reaped in quantity for export. 
The provinces which have the lowest proportion of arable land are 
Tirol and Salzburg. Besides these principal crops, other crops of 
considerable magnitude are: buckwheat in Styria, Galicia, Carniola 
and Carinthia; rape and rape-seed in Bohemia and Galicia, poppy in 
Moravia and Silesia; flax in Bohemia, Moravia, Styria and Galicia; 
hemp in Galicia, chicory in Bohemia; tobacco, which is a state 
monopoly, in Galicia, Bukovina, Dalmatia and Tirol; fuller's 
thistle in Upper Austria and Styria; hops in Bohemia, including  

thetelebristed hops round Seas, in Galicia and Moravia: rice in the 
Ktistenland; and cabbage in Bohemia, Galicia, Lower Austria and 
Styria. The principal garden products are kitchen vegetables and 
fruit, of which large quantities are exported. The best fruit dis-
tricts are in Bohemia, Moravia, Upper Austria and Styria. Certain 
districts are distinguished for particular kinds of fruit, as Tirol for 
apples, Bohemia for plums, Dalmatia for figs, pomegranates and 
olives. The chestnut, olive and mulberry trees are common in the 
soutb--chiefly in Dalmatia, the Kastealand and Tirol; while in the 
south of Dalmatia the palm grows in the open air, but bears no fruit. 

The vineyards of Austria covered in 19oi an area of 626.044 acres, 
the provinces with the largest proportion of vineyards being Dal. 
maim. the KOstenland, Lower Austria, Styria and Moravia. The 
wines of Dalmatia are mostly sweet wines, and not suitable to be 
kept for long periods, while those of the other provinces are not so 
sweet, but improve with age. 

Forests.—The forests occupy just a little over one-third of the 
whole productive area of Austria, and cover 54, 157.709 acres. In 
the forests tall timber predominates to the extent of 85 %. and 
consists of conifers much more than of green or leaved trees, in the 
proportion of seventy against fifteen out of the 85 % of the total 
forests laid out in tall timber. Exceptions are the forest lands of 
the Karst region, where medium-sized trees and underwood occupy 
8o %, and of Dalmatia, where understood occupies 92.6 % of the 
whole forest land. The Alpine region is well wooded, and amongst 
the other provinces Bukovina is the most densely wooded, having 
43.2 % of its area under forests, while Galicia with 25.9 % is the 
most thinly-wooded crown-land of Austria. The forests are chiefly 
composed of oak, pine, beech, ash, elm, and the like. and constitute 
one of the great sources of wealth of the country. Forestry is 
carried on in a thoroughly scientific manner. Large works of 
afforestation have been undertaken in Carinthia, Carniola and Tirol 
with a view of checking the periodical inundations, while similar 
works have been successfully carried out in the Karst region. 

Leaded Progorty.—Of the whole territory of the state, 74,102.00i 
acres, about 29 %, is appropriated to large landed estates; 71 % is 
disposed of in medium and smaller properties. Large landed property 
is most strongly represented in Bukovina, where It absorbs 46 % of 
the whole territory, and in Salzburg, Galicia, Silesia and Bohemia. 
To the state belongs 4i % of the total territory. The Church, the 
communities, and the corporations are also in possession of large 
areas of land; 4 % (speaking roundly) of the territory of Austria 
is held on the tenure of fidei-cootasissuot. Of the entire property in 
large landed estates, 59 % is laid out in woods; of the property in 
fidri-rommissens, 66 % is woodland; of the entire forest land, about 
to % is the property of the state; 14-5 71q  is communal property; 

% property and 3.8 is the pperty of the Church. he whole of the territory 
in large landed estates includes 52 %do( the entire forest land. The 
forest land held under fidei-rommissues amounts to over 9 % of the 
entire forest land. 

Lies Stock.—Although richly endowed by nature, Austria cannot 
be said to be remarkable as a cattle-rearing country. Indeed, except 
in certain districts of the Alpine region, where this branch of human 
activity is carried on under excellent conditions, there is much room 
for improvement. The amount of live stock is registered every ten 
years along with the census of the population. 

1880. 189o. 1900. 

Horses 	  1,463.282 1,548,197 1,711.077 
Mule* and asses 	. 	. 	. 57.952 66.638 
Cattle 	  

b),618 
8,584,o77 8,643,936 9,506,626 

Goats  	1, 	,675 1,035.832 1,01082 
Sheep  	3.84 1 .340 3,186.757 2.621.026 
Pigs 	  2.721,541 3.549.700 4,682.734 
Beehives 	  926,312 920,640 996,139 

Austria is distinguished for the number and superiority of its 
horses, for the improvements of which numerous studs exist all over 
the country. All kinds of horses are represented from he heaviest 
to the lightest, from the largest to the smallest. The most beautiful 
horses arc found in Bukovina, the largest and strongest 'n Salzburg; 
those of Styria, Carinthia, Northern Tirol and Upper Austria are 
also famous. In Dalmatia, the Kilstenland and Sou hero Tirol, 
horses are less numerous, and mules and asses in a great measure 
take their place. The finest cattle are to be found in the Alpine 
region; of the Austrian provinces, Salzburg and Upper Austria 
contain the largest proportion of cattle. The number of sheep has 
greatly diminished, but much has been done in the way of improving 
the breeds, more particularly in Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia and 
Upper and Lower Austria. The main object has been the improve- 
ment of the wool, and with this object the merino and other fine-
woolied breeds have been introduced. Goats abound mostly in 
•Dalmatia. Bohemia and Tirol. The rearing of pigs is carried on 
most largely in Styria, Bohemia, Galicia and Upper and Lower 
Austria. Bees are extensively kept in Carinthia, Carniola, Lower 
Austria and Galicia. The silk-worm is reared more particularly in 
Southern Tirol and in the Kilstenland, and the average annual yield 
is s.000,000 lb of cocoons. In the Alpine region dairy-farming has 
attained a great degree of development, and large quantities of 
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butter and cheese are annually produced. Altogether, the raid* of 
cattle, with all its actual shortcomings constitutes a great source of 
revenue, and yields a certain amount for export. 

Fisheries.—The fisheries of Austria are very extensive, and are 
divided into river, lake and sea fisheries. The numerous rivers of 
Austria swarm with a great variety of fishes. The lake fisheries are 
mostly pursued in Bohemia, where pisciculture is an art of old stand-
ing. and largely developed. The sea fisheries on the coast of Dal-
matia and of the Kastenland constitute an important source of 
wealth to the inhabitants of these provinces. About 4000 vessels, 
with a number of over 16,000 fishermen are employed, and the 
average annual catch realizes £240,000. 

In the mountainous regions of Austria game is plentiful, and 
constitutes a large source of income. 

Minerals.—In the extent and variety of its 'mineral resources 
Austria ranks among the first countries of Europe. With the ex-
ception of platinum, it possesses every useful metal; thus, besides 
the noble metals, gold and silver, it abounds in ores of more or less 
'idioms in iron, copper, lead and tin. Rich deposits of coal, both 
pit coal and brown coal are to be found, as well as extensive basins 
of petroleum, and large deposits of salt. In smaller quantities are 
found zinc, antimony, arsenic, cobalt, nickel, manganese, bismuth, 
chromium, uranium, tellurium, sulphur, graphite and asphalt. 
There are also marble, roofing-slate, gypsum, porcelain-earth, 
potter's clay, and precious stones. It is therefore natural that 
mining operations should have been carried out in Austria from the 
earliest tunes, as, for instance, the salt mines of Hallstatt in Upper 
Austria, which had already been worked during the Celtic and 
Romanic period. Famous through the middle ages were also the 
works, especially for the extraction of gold and silver, carried out 
in Bohemia and Moravia, whoseearly mining regulations, for instance 
those of Iglau, were adopted in other countries. But the great 
industrial development of the 19th century, with its growing necessity 
for fuel, has brought about the exploitation of the rich coal-fields 
of the country, and to-day the coal mines yield the heaviest output 
of any mineral products. To instance the rapid growth in the ex-
traction of coal, it is worth mentioning that in 1825 its output was 
about 150,000 tons; in 1875, or only after belie century, the output 
has become too times greater, namely, over 25,000,000 tons; while 
in 1900 it was 32,500,000 tons. Coal is found in nearly every province 
of Austria, with the exception of Salzburg and Bukovina, but the 
richest coal-fields are in Bohemia, Silesia, Styria, Moravia and 
Carniola in the order named. Iron ores are found more or less in 
all the crown-lands except Upper Austria, the Kastenland and 
Dalmatia, but it is most plentiful in Styria, Carinthia, Bohemia 
and Moravia. Gold and silver ores are found in Bohemia, Salzburg 
and Tirol. Quicksilver is found at Id& in Carniola, which after 
Almaden in Spain is the richest mine in Europe. Lead is extracted 
in Carinthia and Bohemia, while the only mines for tin'in the whole 
of Austria are in Bohemia. Zinc ia mostly found in Galicia, Tirol 
and Bohemia, and copper is extracted in Tirol, Moravia and Salzb 
Petroleum Is found in Galicia, where ozocerite is also raised. 
salt is extracted in Galicia, while brine-salt is produced in Salzburg, 
Salzkammergut and Tirol. Graphite is extracted in Bohemia, 
Moravia, Styria and Lower Austria. Uranium, bismuth and anti-
mony are dug out in Bohemia, while procelain earth is found in 
Bohemia and Moravia. White, red, black and variously-coloured 
marblei exist in the Alps, particularly in Tirol and Salzburg; quartz, 
felspar, heavy spar, rock-crystal, and asbestos are found in various 
parts; and among precious stones may be specially mentioned the 
Bohemian garnets. The total value of the mines and foundry 
products throughout Austria in 1875 was L5,000,ocio. The number 
of persons employed in the mines and in the smelting and casting 
works in the same year was 94,0t9. The total value of the mining 
products throughout Austria in 1902 was Lt0,500,000, and the value 
of the product of the foundries was 43,795.000. Of this amount 
L3,150,000 represents the value of the Iron: raw steel and pig iron. 
The increase an the value of the mining products during the period 
1892-2902 was 40 %; and the increase in the product of the furnaces 
in the same period was 35 %. The number of persons employed in 
1902 in mining was 140,890; In smelting works 7148; and in the 
extraction of salt, 7963. The value of the chief mining products of 
Austria in 1903 was: Brown coal (21,808,583 tons). £4,182,526; 
coal (12,145,00o tons), £4. 059,807; iron ores (1,688,960 tons), 
£615,273; lead ores, L235.965; silver ores. (£i19,637; quicksilver 
ores, /92.049; graphite, £78,437; tin ores; t 7 8 ,875; copper ores, 
£22,,19; manganese ores, 15368• gold ores, 4407; asphalt, £2250; 

4  

alum and vitriol slate, 1992. The production of petroleum was 
660,000 tons, and of salt 340,000 tons. The value of the principal 
products of the smelting furnaces in 1903 was: Iron (955.543 tons), 

i
2,970,866; coke. 862,137; zinc (metallic), £174,344;  Aver, 
241,594; copper.7.542; sulphuric acid. L848a ; copper vitriol, 
5720; mineral CO ours,115565; lead. £5067; tin, L4566: gold, 
878; iron vitriol, £603; litharge, £384; quicksilver, L218; coal 
nquettes, L92,0oo. 
Industry—The manufactures of Austria were much developed 

during the last quarter of the tech century, although Austria as a 
whole cannot be said to be an industrial country. Austria possesses 
many favourable conditions for a great industrial activity. It 
possesses an abundance of raw materials, of fuel—both mineral and 

wood.—of metals and minerals, is fact all the 	' for a great 
and flourishing industry; and the rivers can easily be utilized as 
producers of motive power. It is besides densely populated, and 
has an adequate supply of cheap labour, while the undeveloped 
industries of the Balkan states also offer a ready market for its pro-
ducts. The glass manufacture in Bohemia is very old, and has kept 
up its leading position in the markets of the world up to the present 
day. Industrial activity is greatly developed in Bohemia. Lower 
Austria, Silesia, Moravia and Vorarlberg, while in Dalmatia and 
Bukovina it is almost non-existent. The principal branches of 
manufactures are, the textile industry, the metallurgic industries: 
brewing and distilling; leather, paper and sugar; glass, porcelain 
and earthenware; chemicals; and scientific and musical instruments. 

The textile industry in all its branches—cotton, woollen, linen. 
silk, flax and hemp—is mostly concentrated in Bohemia. Moravia. 
Silesia and Lower Austria. It is an old industry, and one which 
has made great progress since 1875. Thus the number of mechanical 
looms increased more than threefold during this period, and numbered 
in 1902 about 120,000. In the same year the number of spindles at 
work was about 3,100.co0.. Austria had in sew, 21,837 textile 
factories with 337,514 workmen. The principal seat of the manu-
facture of cotton goods is in northern Bohemia. from the Eger to 
Reichenberg, which can be considered as the Lancashire of Austria. 
Lower Austria between the Wiener Wald and the Leith., and in 
Vorarlberg. Woollen goods are manufactured in the above places, 
and besides in Moravia, at Bruen and at lglau; in Silesia; and at 
Biala in Galicia. Vienna ia also distinguished for its manufacture 
of shawls. The coarser kind of woollen goods are manufactured 
all over the country, principally in the people's houses as a home 
industry. The most important places for the linen industry are in 
Bohemia at Trautenau; in Moravia and Silesia, while the commoner 
kinds of linen are mostly produced as a home industry by the 
peasants in the above-mentioned crown-lands. The manufacture of 
ribbons, embroidery and lace, the two latter being carried on princi-
pally as a house industry in Vorarlberg and in the Bohemian Erzge-
birge, also thrives. The industry in stitched stuffs is especially 
developed in northern Bohemia. Ready-made men's clothes and 
oriental caps (fens) are produced on a large scale in Bohemia and 
Moravia. The manufacture of silk goods is mainly carried on in 
Vienna, while the spinning of silk has its principal seat in southern 
Tirol, and to a smaller extent in the KUstenland. 

The metallurgic industry forms one of the most important branches 
of industry, because iron ore of excellent quality is extracted annually 
in great quantities. The principal seats of the iron and steel manu-
factures are in Bohemia, Moravia, Silesia, Upper and Lower Austria. 
Styria and Carinthia, which contain extensive iron-works. The 
most important manufactured products are cutlery, firearms, files, 
wire, nails, tin-plates, scythes, sickles, steel s, needles, rails, iron 
furniture, drains, and kitchen utensils. A fam

pen
ous place for its iron 

manufacture is Steyr in Upper Austria. The manufacture of 
machinery, for industrial and agricultural purposes, and of railway 
engines is mainly concentrated in Vienna, Wiener-Neustadt, Prague. 
Brenn and Trieste; while the production of rolling stock for railways 
is carried on in Vienna, Prague and Graz. ShIp-building yards for 
sea-vessels are at Trieste and Pola ; while for river-vessels the largest 
yards are at Linz. Among other metal manufactures, the principal 
are copper works at Brixlegg and other places in Tirol. and in 
Galicia, tin and lead in Bohemia, and metallic alloys, especially 
Pac kiting or German silver, an alloy of nickel and copper, at Berndorf 
in Lower Austria. The precious metals, gold and silver, are princi-
pally worked in the larger towns, particularly at Vienna and Prague. 
Vienna is also the principal seat for scientific and surgical instruments. 
In the manufacture of musical instruments Austria takes a leading 
part amongst European states, the principal places of production 
being Vienna, Prague, Keniggratz, Graslitz and Schenbach. 

The glass manufacture is one of the oldest industries in Austria. 
and is mainly concentrated in Bohemia. Its products are of the 
best quality, and rule the markets of the world. In the manufacture 
of earthenware Austria plays also a leading part, and the porcelain 
industry round Carlsbad and in the Err district in Bohemia has a 
world-wide reputation. The leather industry is widely extended, 
and is principally carried on In Lower Austria, Bohemia and Moravia. 
Vienna and Prague are great centres for the boot and shoe trade. 
and the gloves manufactured in these towns enjoys great repiotation. 
The manufacture of wooden articles is widespread over the country., 
and is very varied. In Vienna and other large towns the production 
of ornamental furniture has attained a great development. The 
industry in paper has also assumed great proportions, its principal 
seats being in Bohemia, Moravia. Upper and Lower Austria. Of 
food-stuffs, besides milling, and other flour products, the principal 
industry is the manufacture of sugar from beet-root. The sugar in-
dustry is almost exclusively carried on in Bohemia, Moravia. Silesia 
and Galicia. It has attained such large proportions that large 
districts in those provinces have been converted from wheat-growing 
districts into fields for the cultivation of beet-root. Brewing is ex-
tensively carried on, and the beer produced is of a good quality. 
The largest brewing establishment is at Schwechat near Vienna. 
and large breweries are also found at Pilsen and Budweiss in Bohemia. 
Whose products enjoy a great reputation abroad. There were in 
Austria 1341 breweries, which produced 422,993,zao plisse of beer. 
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in 1902-1903. Distilling is carried on on a large scale in Gelda, 
Bukovina, Bohemia, Moravia and Lower Austna; the number ef 
distilleries being 5257. which produced 30,435,812 gallons of spirit. 
Roaoglio, maraschino, and other liqueurs are made in Dalmatia and 
Moravia. The manufacture as well as the growth of tobacco is a 
government monopoly, which has 30 tobacco factories with over 
40,000 work-people, the largest establishment being at Hainburg in 
Lower Austria. Other important branches of industry are the 
manufacture of chemicals, in Vienna and in Bohemia; petroleum 
refrefineries in Galicia. and the extraction of venom petroleum products; 
the manufacture of hennas; printing, lithographing, engraving, and 
map-making, especially in Vienna, &c. 

In 1900 the various manufacturing industries employed in Austria 
3.138,800 I persons of whom 2,24871 were workmen and to .8554 
were labourers. ncluding remake and domestic servants, a little 
over 7,000m00 wee dependent on industry for their livelihood. 

Ceinmeree.—Austria forma together with Hungary one customs 
and commercial territory, and the statistics fee the foreign trade are 
given under AUSTILIA-HUNGARY. Owing to its situation, the bulk 
of the Austrian trade is carried on the railways and on the inland 
navigable rivers. Only a small portion is sea-borne trade, while the 
commercial interchange between the provinces lying on the Adriatic 
coast is very small. 

Commernal Navy.—The commercial ma navy of Austria, excluding 
small coasting vessels and fishing-boats, consisted in 1900 of 554 
vessels, with a tonnage of 198.322 tone, of which 123 vessels with a 
tonnage of 183,949 were steamers. The greatest navigation company 
is the Austrian Uoyd in Trieste. which in woo employed 70 steamers 
of 165,430 tons. During :goo the total tonnage of vessels engaged 
in the foreign trade, which entered MI the Austrian ports, was 
5,448.764 was under the Austro-Hungarian flag, and 888.707 under 
foreign flags; the total tonnage of vessels cleared during the same 
period was 1,503,432 tons under the Austro-Hruigartan nag, and 
1166.591 under foreign flags. 

ceeertleseeL—Austria is a parliamentary or constitutional 
(limited) monarchy, its monarch bearing the title of emperor. 
The succession to the throne is hereditary, in the order of prime-
neniture, in the male line of the house of Habsburg-Lothringen; 
and failing this, in the female line. The monarch must be a 
member of the Roman Catholic Church. The emperor of Austria 
is also king of Hungary, but except for having the same monarch 
and a few common affairs (see Avsnus-Hurrosev), the two 
states are quite independent of one another. The emperor 
has the supreme command over the armed forces of the country, 
has the right to confer degrees of nobility, and has the pre-
rogatives of pardon for criminals. He is the head of the executive 
power, and shares the legislative power with the Reichsrat; 
and justice is administered in his name. The constitution of 
Austria is based upon the following statutes -(r) the Pragmatic 
sanction of the emperor Charles VI., first promulgated• on the 
19th of April 1713, which regulated the succession to the thrtne; 
( 2 ) the Pragmatic Patent of the emperor Francis IL of the 
set of August 18o4, by which he took the title of Emperor of 
Austria; (5) the Diploma of the emperor Francis Joseph I. 
of the aoth of October 186o, by which the constitutional form 
of government was introduced; (s) the Diploma of the emperor 
Francis Joseph L of the 26th of February 1861, by which the 
provincial diets were created ; (5) the air fundamental laws 
of the ant bf December 1867, which contain the exposition 
and guarantee of the civil and political rights of the citizen, the 
organisation of justice, the organisation and method of election 
for the Reichsrat, &c. 

The executive power is vested in the council of ministers, 
at whose had is the minister-president. There are eight 
ministries, namely, the ministry of the interior,of national defence, 
of worship and instruction, of finance, of commerce, of agriculture, 
of justice, and of railways. There are, further, two ministries, 
without portfolio, for Galicia and Bohemia. The civil administra-
tion in the different provinces is carried out by governors or 
stscItholders (Statikalier), to whom are subordinate the heads 
of the 347 districts in which Austria was divided in zoo, and 
of the 33 towns with special statute, i.e. of the towns which have 
also the management of the civil administration. Local self-
government of the provinces, districts and communities is 
also granted, and is exercised by various elective bodies. Thus, 
the autonomous provincial administration is discharged by the 
provincial committees elected by the local diets; and the affairs of 
the communities are discharged by an elected communal council. 

The legislative power for all the kingdoms and lands which 
constitute Austria is vested in the Reichsrat. It consists of 
two Houses: an Upper House (the Herrenhaux), and a Lower 
House (the Abgeordxelexhow). The Upper House is composed 
of (1) princes of the imperial house, who are of age (14 in 1 907); 
(2) of the members of the large landed nobility, to which the 
emperor had conferred this right, and which is hereditary in 
their family (78 in 5907); (3) of 9 archbishops. sad 8 prince-
bishops; and (4) of life members nominated by the emperor for 
distinguished services (r7o in no7). The Lower • House has 
undergone considerable changes since its creation in 1862-, by 
the various modifications of the electoral laws passed in 1867, 
:8730892, 1896 and z9o7. The general spirit of those modifica-
tions was to broaden the electoral basis, and to extend the 
franchise to • larger number of citizens. The law of the 26th of 
January 1937 granted universal franchise to Austrian male citizens 
over twenty-four years of age, who have resided for a year in the 
place of election. The Lower House consists of 516 members, 
elected for a period of six years. The members receive payment 
for their services, as well as an indemnity for travelling expenses. 
A bill to become law must pass through both Houses, and must 
receive the sanction of the emperor. The emperor is bound to 
summon the Reichsrat annually. 

According to the imperial Diploma of the 26th February 
:861, local diets have been created for the legislation of matters 
of local interest. These provincial parliaments are 17 in number, 
and their membership varies from 22 members, which compose 
the diet of Gorr and Gradisca, to the 242 members which constitute 
that of Bohemia. They assemble annually and are composed 
of members elected for a period of six years, and of members 
ex-officio, namely, the archbishops and bishops of .the respective 
provinces, and the rector of the local university. 

Rdigien.—Religious toleration was secured throughout the 
Habsburg dominions by.  the patent of the 13th of October 1781. but 
Protestants were not given full civil rights until the issue of the 
Prow2-ssbap2is of the 8th of April 1861, after the promulgation of 
the imperial constitution of the 26th of February. The principle 
underlying this and all subsequent acts is the guarantee to all 
religious bodies rsorg,sired bylaw of freedom of worship, the manage-
ment of their own affairs, and the undisturbed possession and disposal 
of their property. Though all the churches ate, in a sense,. " estab• 
!Med," the Roman Catholic Church., to which the sovereign must 
belong, the Mate religion. The reigning house, however, though 
strongly attached to the Roman faith. has always resisted the 
extreme claims of the papacy, en attitude which in Joseph !l.'s time 
resulted, under the influence of Febronianism (q.v.), sea what was 
practically a national schism. Thus the emperor retains the right 
to tax church property, to nominate bishops, and to prohibit the 
circulation of papal bulk Without his permission. By the concordat 
of August 18, 11155, this traditional attitude was to some extent 
reversed; but this agreement soon became a dead letter and was 
formally denounced by the Austrian government after the  
tion of the dogma of papal infallibility. promulga- 

Of the population of Austria in 190o, 23,796.814 (91%) were 
Roman Catholics, including 3,534,439 uniate Greeks and 2096 uniate 
Armenians. There were 52,937 Old Catholics, in scattered com-
munities, 606,764 members of the Eastern Orthodox Church, mainly 
in Bakovina and Dalmatia, and 698 Armenians, also mainly in 
Bukovina. The Protestants, who in the itch century comprised 
90 % of the population, are now only 1.9 %. In moo, 565.5 of them 
were returned as belonging to the Augsburg Confessionutheran), 
128,557 to the Helvetic (Reformed). Other ChristianConfessions 
in Austria are Hermhuters (Moravian Brethren) in Bohemia, 
Menoonites in Galicia Lippovanians (akin to the Russian Skoptsi) 
in Bukovina, and Anglicans. The Jews compose 4-7 % of the 
population, and are strongest in Galicia, Lower Austria, Bohemia, 
Moravia and Bukovina. The Roman Catholic Church is divided 
into eight provinces, seven of the Latin rite—Vienna, Prague, 
Lemberg, Salsburg, OlinOts, Gore and Zara—with 23 bishoprics, and 
one of the Greek rite (Lemberg), with two bishoprics. The Armenian 
bishopric of Lemberg and the Austrian part of the archdiocese of 
Breslau are under the immediate jurisdiction of the Holy See. The 
Greek Orthodox Church has one archbishopric (at Czernowits) and 
two bishoprics. There are 559 communities of the Jewish religion 
(233 in Galicia, and 255 in Bohemia). In 1900 there were, belonging 
to the Roman Catholic Church, 540 monasteries with 7773  monks, 
and 877 convents with 9,:94 nuns; while the Greek Orthodox 
Church hatcLt4 monasteries with 85 members. The Evangelical 
Church.  ding to the constitution granted by imperial decree 
on the 9th of April 1861 (modified by those of January 6, 1866 
and December 9, 0891) is o ✓ nized on a territorial basis, being 
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administered by to superintendents, who are, in their turn, subject 
to the Supreme Church Council (K.K. Oberkirekenral) at Vienna, 
the emperor as sovereign being technically head of the Church. 
The small Anglican community at Trieste is under the jurisdiction 
of the Evangelical superintendent of Vienna. 

Bducalion.—The system of elementary schools dates from the time 
of Maria Theresa; the present organization was introduced by the 
education law of May 14, 1869 (amended in i883). By this .law 
the control of the schools, hitherto in the hands of the Church, was 
assumed by the state, every local community being bound to erect 
and maintain public elementary schools. These are divided into 
Volksukulen (national or primary schools) and Bagersektden (higher 
elementary schools). Attendance is obligatory on all from the age of 
six to fourteen (in some provinces six to twelve). Religious instruc-
tion is given by the parish priest, but in large schools a special grant 
is made or a teacher ad hoc appointed in the higher classes Clawed 
June 17. tan). Private schools are also allowed which, if fulfilling 
the legal requirements, may be accorded the validity of public 
primary schools. The language of instruction is that of the nation-
ality prevalent in the distriet. In about so% of the schools the 
instruction is given in German; in 26% in Czech; in 28% in other 
Slavonic languages, and in the remainder in Italian, Rumanian or 
Magyar. In 1903 there were in Austria 20,268 elementary schools 
with 78,025 teachers, frequented by 3,618,837 pupils, which compares 
favourably with the figures of the year 1875, when there were 
4.257 elementary schools with 27,677 teachers, frequented by 
2,o5o,8o8 pupils. About 88% of the children who are of school age 
actually attend school, but in some provinces like Upper Austria and 
Salzburg nearly the full too attend, while in the eastern parts of the 
monarchy the percentage is much lower. In 1900 62% of the total 
population of Austria could read and write, and 21% could only 
read. In the number of illiterates are included children under seven 
years of age. For the training of teachers of elementary schools 
there were in 1900 54 institutions for masters and 38 for mistresses. 
In these training colleges, as also in the secondary or " middle " 
schools (Mittel:duke), religious instruction is also in the hands of 
the Roman Catholic Church; but, by the law of June 20. 1870, 
the state must provide for such teaching in the event of the Protestant 
pupils numbering 20 or upwards (the school authorities usually 
refuse to take more than 19 Protestants in consequence). 

Besides the elementary schools three other groups of educational 
establishments exist in Austria: " middle " sc hools (Milleiseltukta; 
" high " schools (Hock:auks); professional and technical schools 
(Faeldekranstaken and Gewerbackukx). The " middle " schools 
include the classical schools (Gyensarien). " modern " schools with 
some Latin teaching (Realgymearins), and modern schools simply 
(Realsekukn). In 1903 there were 202 Gymnasien, 19 Real 
and 117 Realsektikx, with 7121 teachers and 111,012 scho rs. The 
" high " schools include the universities and the technical high• 
schools (Teekuiseke Hocksekukn). Of state universities there 
are eight:—Vienna, Gratz, Innsbruck, Prague (German), and 
Czernowitz, in which German is the language of instruction •, Prague 
(Bohemian) with Czech; and Cracow and Lemberg with Polish as 
the language of instruction. Each university has four faculties—
theology, law and political science, medicine, and philosophy. In 
Czernovntz„ however, the faculty of medicine is wanting. Since 
1905 an Italian faculty of law has been added to the university of 
Innsbruck. The theological faculties are all Roman Catholic, except 
Czernowitz, where the theological faculty is Orthodox Eastern. 
All the universities are maintained by the state. The number 
of professors and lecturers was about 1596 in 1903; while the 
number of students was :7,08. 

Justice.—The judicial authorities in Austria are:—(t) the county 
courts, 963 in number; (2) the provincial and district courts, 
74 in itemiser, to which are attached the jury courts—both these 
courts are courts of first instance; (3 the higher provincial 
courts, in number, namely, at Vienna, raz, Trieste, Innsbruck, 
Zara, Prague, Brann, Cracow and Lemberg ;  these are courts 
of appeal from the lower courts, and have the supervision of the 
criminal courts in their jurisdiction; (4) the supreme court of 
justice and court of caseation in Vienna. The judicial organization 
is independent of the executive power. There are also special courts 
for commercial, industrial, shipping, military and other matters. 
There is also the court of the Empire at Vienna, which has the power 
to decide in case of conflict between different authorities. 

Finatara—The growth of the Austrian budget is shown by the 
following figures:— 

1885 1895 two 1905 

Expenditurere 
 . 

(44,121,600 
3.714.666 

5,396.916 
 g 7,446,co t  

f66,003,494 
660220.475 

f  74,013,cao 
(74.079.000  

The chief sources of revenue are direct taxes, indirect taxes, 
customs duties, post and to egmph and post-office savings banks 
receipts, railway receipts, and profits or royalties on forests, domains 
and mining. The direct taxes are divided into two groups, real and 
personal; the former include the land tax and house-rent tax, and 
the latter the personal income tax, tax on salaries, tax on commercial 
and industrial establishments. tax on all business with properly 
audited accounts (like the limited liability companies), and tax on 
investments. The principal indirect Lamina the tobacco monopoly. 
stannswand fees, excise duties on sugar, alcohol and beer, the salt 
monopoly, excise duty on mineral oil, and excise duty on meat and 
cattle for slaughtering. 

The nat ional debt of Austria is divided into two groups a general 
national debt, incurred jointly by the two halves of the Austro-
Hungarian nsonatchy for common affairs, and is therefore jointly 
borne by both parts, and a separate debt owed only by Austria alone. 
The following table shows the growth of the Austrian debt in millions 
sterling:— 

ins 1890 1895 1900  1 905 

45. 88.23 119430 140.68 16711 

At the close of 1903 the debt of Austria was 1156,724.00o. an  
increase since 1900 of L16,44,o00. Th s large increase is due to the 
great expenditure on public works, as railways, navigable canals, 
harbour works, &c., started by the Austrian government since znoo. 

Railways.—As regards internal communications, Austria is 
provided with an extensive network of railways, the industrial 
provinces being specially favoured. This has been accomplished in 
spite of the engineering difficulties owing to the mountainous nature 
of the country and of the great financial expenses resulting there-
from. The construction of the Semmering railway, opened in 1854, 
for instance, was the first mountain railway built in the European 
continent, and marked an epoch in railway engineering. The first 
railway laid down in Austria was in 1824 between Budweis and 
Kerschbatnn, over a distance of ao as, and was at first used for horse 
tramway. The first steam railway was opened in 1837 ()Vera distance 
of about to m. between Floridsdorf (near Vienna) and Wagram. 
From the first, the policy of the Austrian government was to con-
struct and to work the railways itself; and in granting concessions 
to private companies it stipulated among its conditions the rever-
sionary right of the state, whereby the line becomes the property of 
the state without compensation after the lapse of the period of 
concession.. With various modifications, according to its financial 
means, it vigorously pursued its policy, by both building railways 
itself, and encouraging private companies to build. In tens the 
total length of railways in Austria was 13,590 m., of which 5ot7 m. 
belonged to and were worked by the state, and 3359 M. belonged to 
private companies, but were worked by the state. 

BIBLIOGRAPHY.—F. Umlauft, Die Under Gnerreick-Ungerits ire 
Won end Biki (15 vols., Vienna, 1881-1889), Die onareickisek-
angariseke Masada (3rd ed., Vienna, 1896), Die esterrachiseis 
Jdonarciie in Wort sad Bild (24 vols., Vienna, 5888--v9o2). and Die 
Volker Oslerreak-Ungams (12 vols., Teschen, 1881-t 885); A. Supan, 
"Osterreich-Ungarn " (Vienna, 1889, in Kirchhoff's Landerksoule 
SOX Elar•Pn, vol. ff.); Auerbach, La Rates cat its natiosalitis en 
AutrUke-Hongrie (Paris, 1897); Mayerhofer Ostereeich. kes 
Orislagikon (Vienna, 1896). For geology see C. Diener. &c., Bau sad 
Bild Osterreicks (Vienna and Leipzig, 1903); F. von Hauer, Du 
Geologic (Vienna). The official statistical publications of the central 
statistical department, of the ministry of agriculture, and of the 
ministry of commerce, appearing annually. 	 (0. Ba.) 
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